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Freshmen

Profile:

The Class

of

1978

. .Freshmen attend Contact Hour III • "Poetry and Politics"
Fallow. Neill and Day.

debated by Profs.

As the 1974-75 academic year begins,

there is a new class of Freshmen that will

one day be the new core of Washington
College. As the yearly ritual of the guys

eyeing the girls and the girls eyeing the

guys proceeds, perhaps we should tem-

porarily turn our attention to an overview

;ind profile of the class of '78.

The class began with the filing of ap-

plications. There was a total of 777 ap-

plications for the Freshmen class as

compared to 691 for last year and 799 in

1972 Of the total applications. 535 or 71

percent were accepted by the Office of

Admissions. In comparison, last year's

acceptance figure totalled 76 percent of

the applications received, and in 1972. 66

percent ol the applicants were admitted
There were 193 or 25 percent of the ap-
plicants denied admission to Washington
College as compared to last year's 18
percent denial rate. Of the 555 accepted
applicants, only 47 percent enrolled,
leaving this year's standing Freshman
class at its present level of 244. This figure
varies only slightly with last year's total of
24ii. but shows a continued holding pattern
and even a rise in addissions as compared
with I972's Freshman class of only 213.

Although the trend is "beginning to
decline, most cases high schools make a
practice of ranking their students
academically. The two ways that students

are organized are through class rank and
SAT scores. This year's Freshman class'

mean SAT scores are somewhat lower

than previous years: 514 Verbal and 534

Math as compared to last year's 526

Verbal and 540 Math. "But this does not
indicate a lowering of intelligence in any
way." states Mr. Bud Andrew. Director of

Admissions. The national overall pattern
as explained by Mr. Andrew is "one of a
continuing decrease in mean scores for all

small colleges across the country."
Of our entering Freshman class. 13.79

percent were not ranked at all, meaning
that their secondary school has given up
the practice of ranking. As far as the rest

of the class is concerned, the figures along

previous years, for comparison, are as
follows:

m * , -,
1974 ]973 IOT2

FnSlI 1379 145S 5.0
rirst 5th of class 3744 333 450

Third 5th of class 16.75 15.02 14
Fourth 5th of class 6.89 12.2 3.0

Fifth 5th of class 2.96 2.34 4.0

These figures are percentages.

The secondary school background of this

year's Freshman class established an
noticeable trend towards students from
private scnools. In 1972. 69.7 percent of the
enrolled Freshmen came from public
schools and 30.3 percent from private,

independent, and parochial schools. In

1974. only 53 .2 percent of the enrolled
Freshmen came from public schools, a
decline of 16.5 percent over a two year
period. Mr. Andrew points out that the

Admissions Department is not soliciting

more "preppies; " rather he suggests that

the drop in public school students and the

rise in private school students is a
reflection of the national economic
situation.

Because the student from private
schools come from a generally higher
socio-economic background, there should
be 16.5 percent more of the student
population ineligible for financial aid, as
compared to two years ago. Would that
then make more financial aid available to
the other students? Mr. Gene Hessey,
Washington College's Business Manager'
stated that there "hasn't been any
noticeable difference" and perhaps had
this phenomenon not occurred, there
might not have been enough financial aid
available. Ordinarily, Mr. Hessey ex-
plained, this situation would have had
effects on the demand for student aid
dollars, but the rising operational costs
have offset any gain we might have been
able to attain.

A criticism that has often been leveled at
Washington College is that too many
students come from within the stale of
Maryland. In 1972. 58 percent of the en-
tering Freshmen came from Maryland
and 43.2 percent were from out of state.
This year the slight trend of declining
enrolment of students from Maryland
continued with 55.2 percent of this year's
entering Freshman class coming from
within the state and 44.8 percent from out
of state. If the above trend continues, the
critics of the school's composition may be
satisfied within the next 10 years.

All in all. this year's Freshman class on
paper looks promising. Evaluations of
their potential through SAT scores and
class rank is only a futile attempt to
predict the future. The traditional test of
lime and the pressures of WC campus life

will one day show their true potential.

Administration

Smith declines permanent deanship
Acting dean Nathan Smith

nounced last Monday his decision to

decline the position offered him as per-

manent Dean of the College.

Dr. Smith, who has served as acting
dean for a year and a half, will continue in

the post until June. 1975. He will then
resume the chairmanship of the History
department.

Dr. Smith was appointed Acting Dean in

January of 1973 and was invited by the
Hoard of Visitors and Governors to remain
in the position another year after a dean
search process, which involved over 500
applicants, proved fruitless.

Last February. Acting Dean Smith, with
some reluctance, allowed his name to be
nominated to the Board as a candidate for
the permanent deanship. However, in

March, he requested that his name not be
submitted to the Board because of per-
sonal health problems and a desire to
return to his academic discipline. History.

President Joseph McLain requested that
Dr. Smith reconsider his decision over the
summer break. "I kept my fingers crossed
that he would change his mind... I viewed it

with a Pollyanna attitude - It'll be better
tomorrow." admitted Dr. McLain.
McLain leaned back in his chair. "I

respect and like Dr, Smith. We work well
together. It'll be tough finding a new dean
as good as Dr. Smith."
Considering the point that the College

has employed seven deans since 1964, none
for more then three years. McLain ex-
plained. "We just don't get the right
people, with the exception, of course of
Dr. Smith."

The Acting Dean, who with the
resumption of the History Chair will suffer
a decrease in salary, explained his
position: "It's a mixed bag of reasons... .1

initially thought when I allowed my name
to be nominated that I could still be a
teacher and a researcher. But. I learned

from personal experience that I couldn't
handle it - I was too optimistic about my
ability."

"I'm flattered, very flattered, by the
interest in my continuing," Dr. Smith
admitted. He added that traditionally he
had been involved in cruizing previous

administrations. "Now. after two and a
half years, as an administrator. I can say
that the college is very much on its feet,"

due. he qualified, to the work of many.
Dr. Smith concluded "I'm not leaving on

sudden notice; the college has plenty of

time to search for a dean."

Instead of resuming the previously-used

dean search process, the college will

'actively'' seek a Dean through personal
letters from the office of President McLain
to the presidents of thirty-five other
colleges in Maryland, Virginia, New
Jersey. Pennsylvania and Ohio.

The letter details the responsibilities of

the deanship and then requests the names
of personnel who "because of their ability

and experience deserve the opportunity

and who may be blocked because of the

excellence of present incumbents."

Once the names have been received,

investigation of the aDDlicants will begin.



Lecture series

Sarbanes speaks in Watergate aftermath
The William James Forum began its

presentation of speakers this year with

Representative Paul Sarbanes, a

Democrat from Maryland's 3rd District.

Elected in 1970, Sarbanes' constituency

includes sections of East Baltimore, and

the outlying suburbs of Catonsville and

Towson.
Rep. .Sarbanes gained national

recognition this summer as an industrious

and outspoken member of the House

Judiciary Committee. Those who viewed

the hearings will remember endless

references to *'the Sarbanes substitute,"

referring to the Congressman's redrafting

of Article 1 of the bill of impeachment.

Speaking on what was titled "Im-

peachment and the Rule of Law," Sar-

banes told a crowded Hynson Lounge that

Watergate will have a generally healthy

effect on the nation and its institutions.

"Very important standards have been

developed for the future," he said, which
'

are directly attributable to the past two

years' state of national turmoil.

Specifically, he pointed to a renewed

"sensitivity of the executive branch" to

the concerns of other, less influential

groups. No more, he suggested, will a

President arrogate such unusual and

unwarranted authority as been evidenced

in recent years.

Congress is perceived by Sarbanes to be

a more important, and perhaps less

ephemeral, beneficiary of Watergate

fallout. He suggested that several pieces of

legislation point to a desperately needed

injection of a revitalized feeling of self-

importance and self-respect into

Congress. Whether or not it will last,

Sarbanes sees a markedly "renewed sense

of Congress of its responsibilities."

Rep. Sarbanes finds two examples ol an

elevation of Congressional self-image in

bills which are aimed at ending any future

impoundment of authorized funds, and the

War Powers Act. Sarbanes is confident

that the latter will effectively prohibit any

instances comparable to the secret

Congressman Sarbanes - 'a citizen's obligation.'

bombing of Cambodia. These and other

steps will, according to Mr. Sarbanes, "set

certain standards for executives in the

future."

As a man with strong ties to the Greek
immigrant community in Baltimore, it is

perhaps not surprising that the
Congressman voiced strong views on the

United States' involvement, or lack of it, in

the Cyprus situation.

"I think the U.S. totally mishandled the

situation," he said, and he condemned
American silence on the developments on

Cyprus. Mr. Sarbanes, who is affiliated

with the Greek Orthodox Church, was
particularly upset about our un-

willingness to attempt to restrain Turkish
advancement, though he was careful to

add that he did not mean to propose our
military intervention there.

Asked a question about possible am-

nesty for Vietnam draft dodgers and

deserters. Sarbanes abandoned his nor-

mally liberal sensibilities and

came down against un-

conditional pardon for these

individuals. "I do not favor a blanket

amnesty," he responded, "and I would

find it difficult to justify such a course to

those thousands who. faced with a similar

choice, chose to go." Admitting to a

"moral respect" for the draft evaders, he

emphasized that greater weight should be

given to the legitimate interests of our

legal system, which, he believes lie with

disallowing a complete pardon.

The Congressman then addressed what

he considered "the most fundamental

question of all" in terms of the Watergate

legacy and its rippling effects on our

Student life

Cafeteria crusine proves

surprisingly nutritious

Cafeteria food is a subject of con-

troversy and serves as the butt of many a

college joke. Careful observation reveals,

however, that it does not necessarily

deserve the put-down it receives.

A talk with John Linville, director of the

cafeteria, proved interesting and in-

formative and dispelled some doubts as to

the nutritional value of the food we are

eating. Mr. Linville, who has a degree in

Institutional Management from Michigan

State University plans the menus on a

cyclical basis. One set of menus is used

until Thanksgiving, then the second set is

used until Spring Break and the last set

goes to the end of the year. In the twelve

years of Mr. Linville's directorship, there

have been many changes made. At one

time there was only one entree for all

meals, and very' few alternatives were
offered Eventually two entrees were

offered at all meals, as well as the stan-

dard hot dogs and hamburgers for lunch.

The salad bar is one of the most recent

innovations, as well as the fresh fruit for

lunch. The latest emphais is on getting

away from the prepared foods, which lack

the quality of a homemade product. No

government surplus is used; the food is

bought wholesale and locally when
possible. All of the salads and many of the

baked goods are made in the kitchen.

From a nutritional standpoint, there are

not as many problems as one might expect

with cafeteria cooking. The menus are

planned with general nutrition in mind,

and as Mr. Linville says, "The biggest

burden is on the individual going through

the line." He also pointed out that he has to

contend with the tastes of the average
American student. For those who want a

choice, there are a fair amount of alter-

natives. For instance, there is a certain

amount of wheat bread ordered from the

bakery. Lately the bakery hasn't been

delivering enough which is why the line

runs out of it occasionally.

Honey is put out at dinner and should

also be out at lunch. The fresh fruit has
been a popular addition.

All in all. considering the difficulties of

balancing the rising costs of food, their

nutritional value, and the problems or

cooking en masse, the quality of the food

here must be considered to be better than

at most institutions.
by Bev Horne

national psyche - that is, whether the

American people have a genuinely

renewed conception of their obligations to

their society. He is convinced that the

whole Watergate episode, and particularly

the Judiciary Committee hearings, have

given the American people a deeper ap-

preciation of the Constitutional process -

"the matrix that holds this society

together." but worries that the public may
slip back into its former state of apathy

concerning the political structures. He
ended with an answer to such a possibility

- "For those who say you can't have an

influence, I would disagree - it won't be

quick, or witness instant results, but...you

do have an impact."

by Peter deSelding

Chestertown

Welcome

community

service opens

for business

by Barbara Ozwald

First of Two Parts

The walls and windows are covered with

bright colored posters. The atmosphere is

very informal : several people are relaxing

and talking to each other. There is a

casual, easy-going feeling in Chester-

town's new Publick House on High Street.

This walk-in help center has been open for

nearly two months and offers assistance to

the people of this area in a variety of ways.

Publick House is set up under four basic

categories of community services. The
first is called "Chemical Abuse" which

relates to the misuse of alcohol and nar-

cotics. The second areas has Veneral

Disease information and can direct you to

the proper agency for treatment. They

also have Family Planning services and

will discuss the different methods of birth

control available or offer abortion

referral. The fourth area is Develop-

mental and offers everything else people

need. The goal of the developmental area

is to avoid health problems by anticipating

the needs of the community
All iniormation told is kept completely

confidential. A new law passed in

Maryland recently made it possible for

people of any age to seek and obtain

assistance with drugs, venereal disease,

birth control, and abortions without

parental permission. It is not mandatory

to use your name while inquiring into

services available.

People who come to Publick House are

divided into three coping levels. First,

those who are inquiring but have no

problem to report. Secondly, there are

those who feel they may need aid and

thirdly, those who definitely need
assistance.

Publick House has left a full wall to be

used as a Community Bulletin Board to

help encourage a flow of traffic off the

street and into the building It is a Com-
munity Center where people of this area

can not only air their problems, but can

also bring suggestions of what they would

like to see done.

Anyone interested in volunteering their

time to this worthwhile endeavor should go

to the Publick House on Monday, Sep-

tember Hi at 3:30 p.m.



Scope

Free University

The Free University of Washington
College - a series of extracurricular

courses open to everyone who wishes to

take or teach them - will be set in motion

this semester. Last year the Free U.

concept enjoyed trial implementation in

the form of an Auto Mechanics course

taught by a Washington College student.

Basically, the Free University would

consist of mini-courses or seminars in

topics that are relevant to everyday
student life, as well as skills that could be

useful after graduation.

Under consideration for this year are

such topics as bicycle and Volkswagen
repair, integral yoga, macrame. woman's
awareness, bartending, non-musicians

music, and plant care (legal and illegal).

However, any further suggestions con-

cerning courses will be readily considered.

The Free University is an opportunity

for students to share practical knowledge,
as well as providing a learning structure

for skills which may be more relevant than

academic. It also provides an otherwise

unattainable means of communicating
with Chestertown and its residents.

For all those who wish to get off their

books and demonstrate their interest in a

world outside the classroom, the Free
University organizational meeting will be

held in Melody Echard's room. 106 Reid
Hall, at 4:00 this Friday afternoon.

'Cuckoo's Nest'

Merritt, BiP ; Sunshine Merritt, Sandra;
William Shackleford. Aide Williame;
Creighton Schroeder. Ruckley; Jack
Schroeder. Bromden; Justin White,
Harding: Trish Witherington, Candy
Starr: Wendy Wooley, Big Nurse; Alex rr*

i

Wright. McMurphy; Tom Wright, 1 eaCilinff
Cheswiek: Paul Mazer, Producer-Director
and Bill Wise. Stage Manager.

thinking and perception, and provides g
deep rest - resulting in more dynamic «
activity and fuller expression of creativeH
intelligence in daily life." =

fellowships

in town

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nese." a
play by Dale Wasserman based on the
novel by Kent Kesey, will be presented
from Thursday. September 12 through
Sunday. September 15 at the Chester
Theater. Tickets for the 8:00 performance
will cost $2.50 and may be purchased at the
Workbench or at the theater Box Office
each evening after 7:15.
The cast consists of:

Mike Dickinson. Scanlon; Tom Ford,
Aide Warren; James Goldstein. Martini;
Susan Hayman, Nurse Flynn; Reed
Hessler. Dr. Spivey-Colonel Matterson;
Mary Lou Lauricella, Nurse Nicoli; David

Film showing

"Oklahoma Crude." starring G.C. Scott
and Faye Dunaway, will be shown this

Friday night in the Tawes Auditorium.
Tickets for showings at 7:00 and 11:00 will

cost 50c. The showing is sponsored by the
Senior Class.

Transcendental

lecture
There will be an introductory Tran-

scendental Meditation lecture Sunday,
September 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the basement
of the library.

"TM is a simple, natural technique
which expands awareness, develops clear

The Danforth Foundation has an-
nounced the start of its annual competition
for graduate fellowships. Applicants must
be planning on a career in college teaching
or administration and must be planning to
begin study for the Ph.D. lor other ap-
propriate advanced terminal degree, e.g.,
M.F.A.i in any field common to the un-
dergraduate liberal arts curriculum.
Criteria for selection of Danforth Fellows
are intellectual ability, aptitude for
teaching and concern for ethical or
religious values.

The Fellowships pay full tuition in any
accredited graduate school, plus a living
stipend, for four years of graduate study.
Approximately 100 Fellowships are
awarded nationally each year, and
competition for them is extremely keen.

All interested seniors should consult
with Dr. Taylor, 6 G.I. Hall, before Sep-
tember 25.

Personality

Robert Stevens - Impressed with liberal arts tradition
Dr. Robert Stevens of the Education

Department is one of two new faculty

members at Washington College this fall.

This will be Dr. Steven's first full-time

college position, although his background
encompasses a wide range of teaching
experiences.

Responding to an advertisement in the
CRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION,
Dr Stevens became acquainted with
Washington College for the first time. "I
became impressed with the whole notion
of working at a small liberal arts in-

stitution in a rural area." he said. He was
also very impressed with the interviewing
procedure at Washington in the sense that
the complete faculty was concerned with
who was hired, not just the education
department.

Dr. Stevens was formerly with the
University of Massachusetts where he
earned his Master's Degree in Education,
supervised the student-teaching for two
years, and most recently taught as a
doctural candidate. Dr. Stevens believes

that Washington has a different kind of
atmosphere and closer interdisciplinary
rapport, impossible at an institution like
the University of Massachusetts.
Dr. Stevens earned his B.A. in English at

Keene State College in his native New
Hampshire.

He has also taught in high school, in a
community college, and in a career op-
portunity program to train
paraprofessionals working in New York
City as teachers' aides to become
teachers. Dr. Stevens has participated in a
variety of community programs during
summers including serving as the
assistant director at a camp for han-
dicapped children in New Hampshire. He
also taught experimental courses for
Upward Bound students in a program
sponsored by the Federal Office for
Economic Opportunity.
Although Dr. Stevens is unfamiliar with

this area, he estimates that one out of
every four Washington students involved

in the teaching program will find a
teaching job. One of his major concerns
during the past two years has been trying
to develop a program which insures that
people who are going to be trained in
education will have the best chance to get
a job.

As one of the two members of the
Education department at Washington, Dr.
Stevens feels he has the unique op-
portunity to strengthen the existing
program and to develop personally and
professionally.

Dr. Stevens feels that student teaching
and earning the B.A. at Washington
enables students in the education block to
get a good sense of what teaching entails,
giving them an opportunity both to make
decisions about their futures and to in-

tegrate their knowledge into the teaching
situation. The human relation skills
developed in student teaching, Dr. Stevens
believes, will also provide a competitive
edge in interviewing for jobs other than
teaching. Dr. Robert Stevens

On Campus:

•Sept. 13 : Last day for change of courses.

Meeting of The Md. Association of

Amissions Officers.

Sept, 13-15: Senior Class Weekend. On
"riday night, the film "Oklahoma Crude,"
'tarring George C. Scott will be shown at

'Wand ii:30p.m. in the Tawes Theatre.
Amission will be fifty cents.

^pt. 15: "Transcendental Meditation" -

d-ture at 7:30 p.m. in Miller Library
^sement.
Sept. 20: Garry E. Clarke. Chairman of

he Music Dept.. who has performed in the
j-S. and Europe, will present the first in a
eries of Beethoven concerts at 8:30 p.m.
» the Tawes Theatre.

Calendar

Chestertown:

Sept. 12-15: ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCKOO'S NEST will be shown at the

Chester Theatre at 8:00 p.m. Admission
will be $2.50.

Baltimore:

Sept. 13: Sha Na Na and Hush in concert
at UMBC Gym number Two at 8:00 p.m.

Sept. 13-14: "Sunseed,"a journey of self-

awareness will be shown at Goucher
College.

Bob Caldwalder and Michael Quitt will

appear at the Theatre Project. 8:00 and
10:00 p.m.

Sept. 13-20: "Brigadoon" will be
presented by Balto. Actors Theatre at

Cross Keys Inn. Curtain at 8:30 p.m.
"Inner City Images." an exhibit by

James Voshell. will be shown at Johns
Hopkins University. Homewood campus.
*»:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Sept. 15: Eddie Kendricks in concert at

the Civics Center at 8:00 p.m.
"Bananas" will be shown at Loyola

College at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Sept. Hi: Trinidad and Tcbago Steel

Band in War Memorial Plaza at 8:30 p.m.
Sept 20-21: Bluegrass concert at

Merriweather Post Pavilion featured will

be Country Gazette. Vassar Clements,
Ralph Stanley. Uncle Josh Graves, Seldom
Scene, and Cliff Walden and the New
Shades Of Grass. 8:00 p.m.
Sept. 20: Opening day of the three day

Baltimore City Fair.

Sept. 21
: Jazz pianist Errol Garner will

appear in concert at the Coppin State
College Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

D. C. and

College Park:
Sept. 13: Mac Davis concert at

University of Md's Cole Field House at

8:30 p.m.

Sept. 13-20: "German Graphics," an
exhibition of the '60s. will be shown at the

University of Md.'s Art Gallery. Mon. thru
Fri. 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Sat.-Sun. 1:00
5:00 p.m.

Sept. 15: Stevie Wonder at the Capital

Centre in Largo. Md.
Sept. 21 : Traffic will be in concert at the

Capital Centre in Largo. Md.



Sports

Lacrosse .

retrospective
The Washington College 1974 lacrosse

record ol eight wins and six losses seems

respectable to anyone who looks at the

schedule and wasn't a sho'man fan. But

for the fan who was used to two years of

brilliant shore Lacrosse, the 1974 season

was very dissatisfying. There were times

in '74 when the Lacrosse team played like

the teams of the previous two years, but

more numerous were the times when the

WC stickteam seemed to lack the winning

attitude and enthusiasm that charac-

terized the previous years. Indeed of the

four games in 1974 that were decided by

one goal, the shore team was on the

winning side of only one. They couldn't

quite pull out the big game and they lost to

teams they should have blown off the field.

Many of the players blame the season's

lapse and losses on the bad scheduling of

the athletic department. As one player put

it. "Who in their right mind would

schedule three games in three days. The

Hero's Tourney (Brown, Maryland.

Towsoni and then Hopkins and Maryland

the next week' This could explain why the

team didn't play up to their potential."

Another explanation could be the

coaching. In three years at WC. 1 have

never heard a player praise the coaching.

I have heard that opinion voiced many

times, but it never seems to be heard by

the right people. Maybe we do need a

change.

There were some highlights to 1974,

though. The season started off well with a

lopsided win over Syracuse and an ex-

cellent showing in the Hero's Tourney.

After that, however, the team settled into

a complacency that they never seemed to

by Roy Larson

Soccer

lose. Tnere were rumblings that the team

might shake the complacency, in 9-12 loss

to Washington and Lee and 20-15 NCAA
Tournament victory, but these rumblings

were quelled by the 13-14 loss to inferior

Adelphi in the WCAA quarter finals.

Individuals highlighted the 1974 season,

most notably first team All-American and

School Record Attackman Greg Lane who

led all scorers with' 86 points. Freshman

phenomenon John Cheek had a respec-

table first year with 56 points from the

crease. Other scoring standouts were Tom
Regan and Mike Cordrey with 39 apiece,

Jody Hallow. Ty Cook and Walter Mangels

who had 28. 27 and 24 points respectively.

The defense had no real standouts

although Goalie Bryan Mathews and

defense man Jay Elliot along with Lane

and Cordrey did garner spots on the All-

American squads.

If this year's Lacrosse record is to be

better than last year's, a number of things

will have to happen Although only five

Seniors were graduated from the 74

squad, four were starters who will be

sorely missed. In particular the spot that

will be hard to fill is the one vacated by

Greg Lane. There are many prospects

from both the Sophomore and Freshmen

classes, but they will have to mature

quickly to take Lane's place.

The players attitude will have to im-

prove this year if the team is to win.

Maybe the addition of Mickey Dimaggio

to the Coaching Staff will help.

All in all. it doesn't look to be a spec-

tacular year for the shoremen, but it is still

far too early to tell for sure. Who
knows? Maybe this will be the year we
beat Hopkins.

O ' ^ 6<&
"»/,

Life Cycles

Bicycle Shop

339 HIGH STREiT

778-2453

would like to announce our expansion into music. We now

carry almost any musical instrument or accessory one needs at

wholesale prices. Also available are record albums and tapes

at the lowest prices around.

In order to sell these products at these prices we cannot

stock a very big selection, however we can fill most orders

week'y.

Don't Forget We Also Sell and Service Bicycles.

Nishiki Azuki Kabuki

Women's
Crew

it looks like we have a team that can

get the ball up to the goal, but getting it

may be another story." The speaker

Coach Edward Athey. commenting on the

1974 version of the WC soccer team.

At the end of last season, one which saw

the Sho'men invited to the NCAA
Divisional Championships, prospects for

this year looked excellent. However, the

unexpected loss of Craig Attix, Billy

Williams and Joe Bayles, all mainstays of

last year's squad, has reduced Athey to a

'cautiously optomistic" state. Although

he feels that the team can move the ball,

scrimmages to date have not produced

someone who can put the ball in the net

with any great accuracy or consistency.

But if the team can keep the ball in front

long enough, as Athey feels that they can.

it is going to go in sooner or later. About

two-thirds of the goals in soccer come

when the ball just bounces off of someone

into the goal, and the Shore squad will be

counting on making up a good number of

these "garbage" goals.

Breaking the team down by position,

there remains a good deal of strength and

depth although good performances from

freshmen almost seems to be the pivotal

factor in this year's squad. Starting at

goalie, the sure hands of Pete Murphy are

being challenged by freshman Howard

Comstock At fullback. Bob Hickman and

Pete Tacach will provide a solid two thirds

of a line, but the third position is up in the

air. Zung Nguyen, last year's third

fullback, may join Dave Beach and Bill

Ament on the halfback line, or could even

be pushed into the forward line with Ben

Fitzgerald. Peter Alien. Rob Stribling and

Doug Hayes. Depth, though, will have to

be provided by mainly freshmen and

sophomores.

Overall. Coach Athey is hopeful, and feel

that the team is probably less pestsemistic

than he is. Anyone interested in a pre-

season look at the team in action can

travel on Saturday to Essex Community

College or on Sunday to Catonsville

Community College, where they will be

playing in a pair of exhibition games.

by Keith Twitchell

The Women's Crew recently obtained

varsity status as an intercollegiate sport

at Wa'shington College. The elevation in

posture was made by the Board of Visitors

and Governors and funded by a $20,000

contribution of Mrs. Hynson this summer.

The gift was used to purchase a new

Nberglass shell, due to arrive in January.

Also contemplated are improvements in

the boathouse facilities, including showers

and a trophy room.

As a varsity team. Women's Crew

receives a separate budget from the

Physical Education Dept.. and also shares

a Capital Fund, to be used for materials,

with their male counterparts.

Dean Barry McArdle will remain Head

Coach of both teams. Mr Donald

Chatellier has been enlisted as Boalhous

Coordinator and Assistant to Men's Crew,

and Miss Penny Fall will serve in the same

capacity for the women. Miss Fall

promises a rigorous training, which has

already begun and will continue through

the winter.

Though crew is primarily a spring sport,

the autumn will be used to teach people

correct rowing form, and will provide

several actual races.

Women's Crew President Vali Somen

noted an encouraging turnout thusfar.

including 10 veteran oarswomen and a

great deal of interest among the freshman

class, whose numbers contain at least two

women with previous experience.

Anyone interested in Women's Crew

should contact Dean McArdle in the

Student Affairs Office, or go to the

boathouse any afternoon this week around

4 p.m.

•••••••••*
Bryan Matthews and Tom Finnegan

have been chosen as goalies for the College

All Stars lacrosse team. The College All

Stars will challenge the Club Team All

Stars in a game at the Homewood Field of

Johns Hopkins University on Saturday.

September 21 at 8:00 p.m.
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Chestertown

Publick House hopes to become 'nerve center'

Publick House. Chestertown's new
community service center, h;is opened
with hopes of providing for a broad range
ol heeds which are seen as warranting
attention

Prime movers hehind the project are
Mike Macielag. a recent Washington
College graduate now employed at a drug
counselling center in Kaston. and Hill

lirown. an area resident who has had
experience as an alcoholic counselor
Situated on High Street next to the Hank

ol Chestertown. the two-story center
opened last July after receiving a grant
from the Maryland Slate Department of
Health The monies provided are heing
(Bed primarily for rent of the building,
phone bills, various office supplies and the
like No -salaries are heing paid out.
However, hoth Macielag and Brown are
allowed time off from their other positions
to serve in (heir Publick House capacities

Inlrumenlal in making the funds
available was Ur John Grant, a Md
Health Dept official, who was persuaded

that such a project was sorely needed on
the Eastern Shore and agreed to ad-

minister the requisite monies.

Though sin) largely in the planning
Mages. Publick House envisages itself as
sponsoring a host of activities, some of
which are already in progress. They in-
elude. Mimnastics. a weekly exercise
session led by a woman from the Parks
and Hecreation Dept : Parent Ef-
fectiveness, run by a Health Dept
psychologist, which, according to a
Public* House leaflet, will concentrate on
"hat parents can actually do to help their

children develop the maximum -

potential
: Volunteer Training, to instruct

interested County residents to man
hotlines, "leach sp:tecial skills, lead
discussions, etc. :" and a daycare center.

Macielag hopes to see established "some
sort of mini day-care program on Satur-

days
"

On a more personal level, the center

looks to fill a large gap in the area of

health assistance. Particularly with
regard to alcoholism and drug abuse,
those involved with the project hope to

perform a vital role in the community.
Though unable to provide statistics

specifically pertaining to the Eastern
Shore. Mr Brown cited a national survey

wnich found that, of those who drink, there

ore "perhaps one in 1:1 who have a physical
dependence." and that there is no reason

The Washington Elm
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to assume any less of a problem in this
area.

Family planning, birth control and VD
information are also provided, with
Publick House acting as a go-between for
those seeking advice. Admitting to being
"just a referral agency" in these matters,
Macielag added that "we can at least tell

them what to expect," and make in-

troductory phone calls, if necessary.
Legal advice can also be had, either

before or after a court appearance, and
both Macielag and Brown pointed out that
they maintain a "really good relationship
with the parole and probation people," and
can "steer people in the right direction
legally." Asked about their ability to work
with the local police, Macielag revealed
that, unfortunately, "more of an ad-
versary relationship" exists, though he
expressed the hope that this would soon
change.

Looking toward the future, both Brown
and Macielag emphasized that Publick
House could become just about anything
the people of Kent County wanted it to.

"I hope this place can develop into a real
nerve center. ..as well as a 'town om-
budsman.' " said Macielag. and that it

won't become identified too closely with
only certain elements of the area. Added
Brown. "The grant was set up specifically

to give some latitude." Thus far. about Ja
people have signed on as volunteers, ten of
whom are students at the College. Both
founders admit that the chances are "very
good" that the progress will die a death of
non-support and lack of participation. The
State has given them a year's trial period
in which to find out.

Academics

New HEW rules on sex discrimination in education

will affect campuses cross-country
on June 2H. 1 974. almost two years to the

day after the passage of the Education

Amendments of 1972. Secretary Wein-

lierger of the Health. Education and

Welfare Department, announced the new

rules designed to end sex discrimination

on all levels of American Education. The
proposed regulations for elementary,

secondary schools, colleges and graduate

schools will, as tentatively foreseen by

Secretary Weinberg, go into effect early

next year
The eighty-page pamphlet carefully

tiptoed into the war-torn realm of sexual

customs, traditions, and sensibilities The

delineated reforms will cover "all aspects

of all educational programs or activities of

a school district, institutions of higher

education or other entity." Military in-

stitutions and certain church-run

programs are exempted. Changes will be

encouraged by the carrot of federal aid:

obviously. HEW also levies the stick of

prosecution or complete cut off of federal

funds against those schools who would

refuse to comply with the new regulations.

The main points of the proposed rules on

sex equality in the schools are:

1 . Admissions • Sexual discrimination by

separate rankings, "application of sex-

based quotas, administration of sex-biased

tests or selection criteria." or the use of

parental, marital or pregnancy data is

forbidden The proposed regulation does
not cover admission to: "Recipient
preschools. elementary and secondary
schools, those few public undergraduate

students nondiscriminately once they have

admitted members of both sex."

2. "Affirmative Action" - Institutions

that had previously restricted admissions

WOMEN ON TOP? - The new attempts by HEW to end sex
discrimination in American education could radically alter campuses
across the country.

educational institutions that have
traditionally been single sex and private
undergraduate institutions."

The official explanation of the new sex
policies did qualify those exceptions:
"Even institutions whose admissions are
exempt from coverage must treat all

primarily to members of one sex must now

compensate for past discrimination by

"undertaking special efforts to notify and

recruit members of the sex previously

barred or restricted,"

;t. Sex Segregated classes and activities -

Compulsory sex-segregated classes such

as home economics and shop, as well as

all-boy and all-girl physical education and

hygiene classes are to be banned.

4. Facilities - Housing and other

facilities must be available to both sexes.

Although single-sex housing is per-

missable. the dormitories and their

facilities, including bathrooms and kit-

chens are expected to be of the same
caliber. The rule also forbids differential

curfews ana codes of conduct for men and

women: there can be no double standards

on hours, visitations or dress.

5. Athletics - Although the HEW rule

requires every college that accepts federal

funds "to provide" comparable training,

facilities, recruitment and travel finan-

cing in athletics for both sex, it does not

require "equal, aggregate expenditures."

Where selection is determinate on com-

petitive skill, "athletics may be provided

through separate teams for males or

females or through a single team open to

both sexes. Institutions must determine, at

least annually, in what sports students

desire to participate." If interest merits,

then a coach, field training facilities and

locker rooms must be provided.

Recruitmen too. must be comparable.

Therefore, in a sport like tennis played by

both men and women, a college would be

expected to offer as many scholarships to

continued on page 4



Politics

Kent

eco group

opposes

nuclear plant

Over the past few months petitions have

been circulating through Kent County in

opposition to a proposed nuclear power

plant in Still Pond Neck The petition is

being sponsored by Kent Conservation.

Inc.. a non-profit organization concerned

with maintaining the ecological stability of

Kent County.

The proposed reactor, which would be a

non-breeder, fission type, meaning it

breaks down Uranium 235 to form energy

plus radioactive waste, would produce

1.000 to 4.000 mega watts and would ser-

vice the Northeastern Grid which includes

Philadelphia. Wilmington. New York, etc.

None of the energy output would be

available to Kent County residents.

Kent Conversation, in response to the

plant site, formed an ac hoc committee

which spent 9 months gathering data and

all available information on nuclear power

plants. The committee found that a

nuclear power plant "is not compatible

with the residential, agricultural and

water-oriented environment in Kent

County."

The objections of the ad hoc committee

are as follows:

The primary concern of Kent Con-

servation is local seafood production and

the food chains which would become

contaminated by radioactive wastes.

The plant itself would become an

eyesore since it requires a 300 to 500 foot

cooling tower to cool the water from the

reactor. Transmission lines would be

needed to carry electricity to the Nor-

theastern grid These two physical

structures would hurt the rural and

aesthetic atmosphere of the area. The

cooling towers themselves, due to the

\iarm water being cooled within them,

would produce a fog in certain conditions

which would reach as far as Chestertown.

This fog would also be an added

navigational hazard to the Chesapeake

Bay Shipping lanes.

No reactor yet has been fool proof and

during normal operation, small amounts

of wastes do escape into the air. Some
evidence points to increased mortality

rates among infants, as well as increased

rates of cancer and lukemia in areas close

to reactors.

The Atomic Energy Commission in all of

its 29 years of existence has not yet found a

way to effectively deal with radioactive

waste which the proposed Still Pond

reactor would produce. The hazards here

are easily seen. The highly radioactive

waste materials would have to be trucked

out on Kent County roads, obviously pass

residential centers. The lethal waste

would then be dumped in abandoned salt

mines: but this has been found to be un-

satisfactory since sometimes the

protective casings leak and suddenly our

drinking water could become radioactive.

Kent Conservation feels that more in-

formation is needed both on the en-

vironmental impact of nuclear power
plants and on the Chesapeake Bay
Hydraulic Model, a project studying the

effects of different variables on the

estuary system of the bay. A lot of

Maryland tax dollars have been spent to

study the environmental impact of such
nuclear power plants, the effects of

dumped sewage, seasonal salinity change,

etc Before the plants are built, the report

from the Hydraulic Model should be
reviewed.

Proponents of the plant argue that the

plant would create 2.000 new jobs, but

these would not be from the Kent County

labor market. Rather, they would be for

specialized construction workers who
would create a burden on Kent County
services (schools, hospitals, etc. i for 8 to

10 years during construction. They then

would leave, since full time operation of

the reactor only requires 200 people.

Kent Conservation, as well as the

Maryland Wildlife Federation, stand in

total opposition to the proposed nuclear

power plant due to the numerous
detrimental effects it could have on the

environment.

by Mike Dickinson

Lecture Series

Mathias speaks on reform of campaign financing

With student volunteers as advance men
laying the groundwork for the Mathias Re-

election campaign, the senior United

States Senator from Maryland. Charles

McCurdy Mathias paid a return visit to the

William James Forum last Thursday
afternoon.

Mathias was in Chestertown earlier in

the day meeting with area residents and

businessmen.

The moderate-liberal Republican

holds degrees from Haverford College

and Maryland Law School. He was elected

to the Senate in 1968 after previously

serving as Assistant Attorney General of

Maryland, a member of the Maryland
House of Delegates and as a member of

the U.S. House of Representatives for four

terms.

Mr Mathias led a lively discussion with

a small audience, focusing on "The
Pressing Need for Campaign Reform

"

The Senator has been actively involved

in the creation of innovative legislation in

this field as far back as late as 1972, with

the introduction in the Senate of the Hart-

Mathias bill. This bill only applied to

Congressional candidates and neglected to

view state, local and presidential elections

in the same light.

Senator Mathias spoke briefly about the

1972 Presidential and Congressional

elections where the "use of money and

secrecy created great problems in a

criminal degree." The net result of the '72

election, he said, was "utterly disastrous

and tainted the electoral process with

fraud and deception" "With Watergate

"orpses strewn ail over the place." the

Senator emphasized, "Congress has not

yet acted on campaign reform
legislation."

Mr. Mathias informed the audience of

present Congressional action. On the

morning of September 12th conferees of

Senator Charles Mathias 'From
Cliff to Cliff on campaign reform

laws.

both Houses met to "hash out" a finance

bill compatible to both bodies. The cam-
paign finance bill, presently in the

making, will require more stringent

disclosures and tigher restrictions on the

cost of campaigns. The Senate version of

the bill states that candidates could spend
only 10c per voter in the primary and 15c

per voter in the general election, with a

ceiling on the total spending of $150,000.

Other aspects of the bill provides for

public financing and matching grants for

all candidates. Mathias explained that

this aspect is the most controversial issue

at this point. There is also a proposed
"Richman's amendment" which would
limit wealthy people from lending
themselves large sums of money.

When asked whether public financing of

elections would weaken or strengthen

the parties. Senator Mathias' response

vacillated between two extremes. First, he
stated, "that public financing might not

effect the two party system: well, it

wouldn't affect the Maryland Republican
party." Then the Senator paused for a

moment and continued, "well, in states

such as Ohio where the party has strong
control over the finances of elections, it

would probably create a change, but I

wouldn't necessarily say that it would be a

bad change."

The Senator was also asked to describe

the type of enforcement powers and
sanctions the campaign reform bills

present. "There are a variety of proposals

at this time. I personally support the

creation of an independent enforcement

agency with criminal sanctions for

violators"

In commenting on a question concerning

the effects of public financing on third

parties. Senator Mathias responded,

"Well, you don't want to stifle third parties

which act as a safety valve in our system -

on the other hand, you don't want to en-

courage a strong increase in third party

activity either, because our two-party

system gives us the necessary stability
"

Senator Mathias stated that he would

only spend S150.000 in his bid for re-

election this year and will take a variety of

steps in his campaign, none of which are

currently required by federal law. "Some
of them go far beyond any proposals which

we have debated and supported." On the

other hand. Senator Mathias possesses the

strength and financial backing of an im-

cumbent as compared to his Democratic

opponent Barbara Mikulski of Baltimore

who will only be able to spend $50,000 in

her campaign to unseat Mathias.

After further discussion of campaign
reform, the questions turned to a variety

of other pertinent political issues.

On President Ford's pardon of Nixon.

Senator Mathias was as disturbed as the

general public. "The law should be

allowed to take its course It seems to me
that the time for compassion would be

after the case is completed. The Senate

will pass a resolution to try and stop any
more Watergate-related pardons."

Senator Mathias was vague on the

c|uestion of amnesty for draft evaders: "I

comment Ford for his statements to date."

On the intervention of the CIA into

Chilean politics, the Senator termed the

action "abominable."

Concerning the legalization of

marijuana. Senator Mathias stated for the

record. "I support the findings of the

Nixon Commission which recommended
decriminilization

"

by Larry Falk



Student life

Dorm living becoming more popular nationwide
by Kathy Barr and Barbara Oswald

Dormitory living, formerly rejected by
students in lieu of renting apartments, is

experiencing resurgance of popularity,
according to a nationwide survey
THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER

EDUCATION reports that many colleges
and universities have found it necessary to
reopen vacant on-campus housing. The
economic advantages of on-campus living
have become more apparent in light of the
increasing rate of inflation. The
unavailability of low-cost housing, the
soaring food costs, as well as the
relaxation of dorm rules which has led to
greater freedom, have contributed to the
increasing attractiveness of dorm living.
This move back to the dorms appears to

be a nationwide trend. All dormitory space
for the autumn term at Purdue University
was occupied by April. Staff members
were asked to help with this overload by
opening their homes as temporary
residences until spaces were made
available. Many students were forced to

postpone their enrollment until mid-year
when housing may be open. Lander
College in Greenwood. South Carolina

found it necessary to rent a 41-room motel
for two years to provide additional
dwelling spaces for students.

The situation at Washington College has
not changed so radically in recent years.
There has never been a blanket policy here
toward off-campus dwelling. It has
always been necessary to gain special
permission to live or board off-campus.
Dean Kelly stated that there was no
significant increase in request for off-
campus living this term. As usual, ap-
proximately 100 of the 800 W.C. students
live off-campus at the present time.
Dean Kelly also stated that she believes

that it is still more economical to live in
the college's facilities, though it may be
cheaper to board off-campus. Although
there are more students living on campus
this semester, it can be attributed to the
large freshmen class rather than the
economic situation. In addition, the new
dorms (Cecil. Talbot and Dorchester)
were constructed so as to accommodate
those who sought apartment-style living
and might have been a factor in keeping
students on campus.

Chestertown

Kent County Services - an untapped resource
by Bev Hom
There are a surprising number of

resources for social services in Kent
County of which many people are
unaware. The most obvious, because it is a

state-funded public agency, is the social

Services Agency on High Street.

This agency has two main functions. The
first is that of income maintenance for its

clients. Included under this are such
programs as money grants, food stamps
and medical and public assistance. The
other function is a service function which
includes child welfare and services to

adults, the aged and the disabled. In the

category of child welfare there is foster

care, adoption and protective service.

Protective service is a program to protect

children who are abused and neglected by
working directly with the family to correct

the conditions which led to abuse. If the

parents will not cooperate, the case is

referred to the court and sometimes the

agency must take custody of the child.

Services to adults includes Community
Home Care Service and Homemaker
Service. Community Home Care makes
available reources that enable a person to

maintain himseir at home when he
wouldn't ordinarily be able to.

Homemaker Service is a service in which

Kent County Services - Ready and Waiting.

a person is sent to the home to offer per-
sonal services in keeping house and
maintaining a family.

Caseworkers are employed to work
directly with the agency's clients. These
workers are college graduates, preferably
social work and sociology majors and

most of the employees of the agency are
from Washington College.

The agency receives federal, state and
county funds. Recently, there has been
difficulty in getting money, due to Federal
budget cuts.

Another issue which causes problems in

getting funds is the issue of accountability

In an area such as the social services it is

difficult to authenticate how well services

are being provided and what kinds of

results the agency is receiving. It is dif-

ficult and costly to follow-up on clients who
have left the care of the agency because
there is an overload of work to be done in

administering the daily needs of

programs. The state Office of Program
Planning and Evaluation has spent a
month on program planning and
evaluation of the social services in Kent
County. This is part of an effort to show
legislators exactly what is being done and
to convince them to support bills which

favor the appropriation of money for the

social services.

Mrs. Herring, the director of the Social

Services of Kent County, remarked that

any outside help is welcomed and
specifically mentioned, her appreciation

of the annual KA Christmas party given

for the children who are in the care of the

agency. She said that the agency is in need

of tutoring services for children and
volunteers who will offer to spend time

with children on a Big Sister. Big Brother

basis. If anyone is interested in helping

out. talk to Mrs. Herring in the Social

Services office on High Street.
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Editorial
£

"

§j A very large freshman class of over 240

o. students has now had almost three weeks

$ in which to size up Washington College. It

_ is to be hoped that their time has not been
E spent solely on 'fitting into' the extant
W atmosphere here, but has rather included

9? an attempt to measure their still-fresh

P conceptions of what college should be
„" against what WC is. The physical and
id geographical environs of this institution

$ should not be allowed to overly inform its

°- social and intellectual atmosphere. After
being told of the benefits of such a small
and close-knit organ as WC. new students
should not lose sight of the dangers
inherent in those same aspects

Too often in the recent past have
Washington students convinced them-
selves that the 'outside world' can and
should be divorced from college life At its

best, this perceived sense of separaton
from 'real life' is a healthy, philosophic
detachment: at its worst, it points to a

bleary-eyed, playground type of

existence which t many outsiders has

become a WC trademark

To spend four years in a state of limbo is

not only to waste a considerable amount of

money, but also an opportunity the likes of

which will probably not be available

again A school in which a sizeable number
of students come from upper middle class

and-orcprivate school backgrounds is

located in a rural area identifiable by a

style of life foreign to many of even the

long-time residents of the College com-

munity. A clear picture of this area might

well look like 19th century Americana, and

at the same time confound a liberal's

generalizations

One should wish that the challenges

these facts present to a student's con-

tented sensibilities will not be lost on the

250 new faces this year, and, their paper

statistics now withstanding, that they will

make themselves felt in ways to which the

rest of us are unaccustomed, of which we
are perhaps unaware.

Drama Review

"Cuckoo's Nest" passes

acid test in flying colors

With "any fine novel, the reader

sometimes comes away with such vivid

mental images that he finds it difficult to

accept the reality of the characters in the

stage version Despite my strong vision of

the characters in Ken Kesev's novel. ONE
FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST. I

found the Kent Players' production of the

adaptation by Dale Wasserman an ex-

tremely satisfying experience.

Presented in the Chester Movie Theatre

last weekend, the production displayed

amazing technical command, considering

the limited facilities of the theatre, and
was truly a work of high achievement by
the Director. Producer. Designer Paul

Mazer
"Cuckoo's Nest" involves the patients

and staff of a mental institution, and the

effect upon them by Handle P. McMurphy,
a "sane" man committed for observation

McMurphy's efforts to put a "burr up the

Big Nurse's bloomers" create both

hilarity and terror on the ward.

Wendy Wooley's Nurse Ratched in-

corporated subtle cruelty and strong

dominance. Her eerie cheerfulness, her
firm grip on the patients, and her final

victory over McMurphy were conceived

and executed splendidly in Miss Wooley's

unique, captivating manner.
Alex Wright's McMurphy was a

delightfully entertaining nettle to the Big

Nurse. His characterization of Mc-
Murphy's emotions, discoveries, and

changes was lucid and believable.

I found Justin White's sensitive por-

trayal of Dale Harding a moving and
thought-provoking experience, as was
Jack Schroeder's Chief Bromden
Especially pleasing was David Merritt's

vulnerable Billy Bibbit.

In supporting roles. Thomas Wright as

Cheswick. Michael Dickinson as Scanlon.
James Goldstein as Martini and Reed
Hessler as Dr. Spivvy. all translated the

eccentricities of their characters with care
and humour Tom Ford, Aide Warren:
William Shackleford. Aide Williams:
Susan Haymen. Nurse Flinn; Creighton
Shroeder, Ruckly: Reed Hessler. Col.

Matterson : Trish Witherington. Candy
Starr: Marylou Lauricella, Nurse Nicoli:

and Sunshine Merritt. Sandy: all fulfilled

their roles well and contributed to the

humor and believability of the production
Congratulations to Bill Wise. Stage

Manager: Curt VanLoon. sound; Bill

Barksdale. lights: and their crews Ken
Dinger. Andy Kosciezsa and Kevin
Madden, for their technical performances
in such a difficult situation.

All in all. "Cuckoo's Nest" was a
thoroughly enjoyable, moving, thoughtful

presentation The Kent Players plan to

continue offering this vital theatre to

Chestertown and hope to hold open
auditions for their next production. Don't
miss it!

New Sly and old Stevie
The summer of '74 was a music en-

thusiast's delight as a plethora of new
albums descended upon the record

market. The chicken-scratching, wah-wah
guitars and the stucatto brass

arrangements have been replaced by a

milder, more fully developed and bluesy

sound.

Once again leading the charge is Sly

Stone. This is not the Sly who told us to

"Dance to the Music," or the Woodstock

rocker chanting "Higher," SMALL TALK.
Sly and the Family Stone's latest release,

has found a happy medium between

Gospel 1 1 mean real down-home Gospel,

not Gospel inspired i and Jazz and Blues.

SMALL TALK is not a finger-snapping,

footstomping album. It cries to be listened

to and is difficult to ignore. If the lyrics

seem strange it is only because Sly himself

is a bit bizarre and images people usually

associate with certain phrases don't

coincide with Sly's. For example, the

phrase "small talk" brings to mind
superficial conversation about the weat-

her, for example. To Sly it means a baby
crying. Get it? Small talk!

Stevie Wonder, a Sly Stone disciple, has
just released another album in a line of

harmless, repetitious AM music. Still, the

songs are nice to listen to. as Ion£ as you
don't listen too hard, which would reveal
the shallow content of the pieces Wonder
seems content to dabble in. There are
Stevie 's obligatory numbers on race,

religion, government and love. The only
difference between FULFILLINGNESS
FIRST FINALE and Stevie's three
preceeding albums is that there is a
reggae song, in the Jimmy Cliff style, on
FIRST FINALE If you liked Inn-

vervisions. Talking Book and Music of My
Mind, you'll like First Finale - it is a
carbon copy of the other three. j

Number of campus
jobs remains steady

Despite the grim employment market
present in the United States. Washington
College students have found sufficient job

opportunities available on campus.
The top three student employers on

campus - the cafeteria. Miller Library,
and the Coffeehouse - all are hiring ap-

proximately the same number of students

as last year. Each does its own hiring,

although two of the library workers are in

the Federal Work Study Program
The initial payroll list of the cafeteria

reveals that 57 students are employed by
the Food Service. The corresponding two-
week period of last year showed (i:$ student
workers: however, the decline can better

be attributed to the normal weekly fluc-

tuation than to a reduction in hiring

Even though the student security guards
who had previously decorated Miller
Library are gone, employment has not

been drastically effected Many of the

guards also worked behind the main desk
last year Twenty students work behind
the desk this year, compared to last year's
seventeen

The coffeehouse hired eighteen regular
employees, six managers and eighteen
substitutes, figures which identically
match those of last year However, if and

when the new liquor license for Hodson
Hall is approved, five students will be
moved up from substitutes to regulars and
five new substitutes will be hired.

This year WC received S(il25 in Federal
Work Study money Although this is

significiantjy lower than ine$n,780
promised to the College by the government
- a 48 percent reduction - 21 students are
being employed through the program.
Last year, when WC spent $4(>47 on the

Work Study Program, seventeen students
were offered jobs, and fourteen accepted.

Finding complete statistics on campus
hiring is an arduous and perhaps im-

possible task. Susan Wright. Coordinator
for Financial Aid. expressed an interest in

the possible formation of a campus em-
ployment clearinghouse. Such an office

would not do any actual hiring, but instead
would keep statistics on campus em-
ployment and a ready list of those students
desiring employment.
"At least if you had an office that

knew where there was an opening ..."

mused Mrs. Wright. Chuck Kellogg,

Assistant Director of Food Service, con-

curred, saying that 'offices that only use
student help on occasion" would benefit.

by Dave Knepler

continued from page 1

woman players, as to men.
(i. Employment - Women who perform

the same work as men will receive equal

pay and equal benefits No person shall be
denied a job or promotion on the basis of

sex. Pregnant employees are to get the

same leave and benefits as other tem-

porarily disabled employees.

7 Other services - Equity is required in

medical and insurance policies, job

assistance and financial aid. The rules

forbid discrimination in the granting of

scholarships, but they exempt scholar-

ships funded by a foreign trust ire.

Rhodes, though there is a consideration in

England to open Rhodes Scholarships to

women \

.

Many questions are raised and left

unanswered by the new regulations

Changes will have to be made, and the

effect of the new laws will extend into

many institutions and into many sensitive

areas of the academic environment.

The means to the end of sexual equality

in education have been left ui-defined In

definite command of the allocation of

federal funds. HEW. poses a threat, but is

ambiguous in defining the methods of

change, the financing of improvements in

housing and facilities, and the funding of

increasing salaries and pensions
necessarily effected to avoid punitive

measures.

How will the proposed standards effect

the currently unequal housing conditions

on campus? <i.,e kitchen facililcs. etc.i

How will sports be affected on the college

level? What will become of trust en-

dowments and scholarships set aside for

men or women only'.' Another area that

might be affected by the new rulings is

single-sex organizations such as Phi Delta

Kappa, honorary societies. (ODKi
fraternities and sororities. HEW says that

colleges receiving federal aid will not he

allowed to give "substantial" support to

such groups if they continue to exclude

either sex.

The new rulings are open to comment
and proposals for change until October 15.

Proposals may be sent to the Office for

Civil Rights Next week the potential ef-

fect of the new sex anti-discrimination

laws on Washington College.

by Kim Stierstorier



Scope

Free university

The Free University will hold its last

organizational meeting tonight at (i::(0 in

lynson Lounge. All those interested in

leaching courses are requested to attend.

and anyone who wishes to suggest courses

or participate in some aspect of the Free
University is welcomed.

The first of a series of three recitals
devoted to the piano music of Beethoven
will be presented at Washington College on
Friday. September 20 by Garry E. Clarke.
Sponsored bv the College department of

music, the programs will be held in Gibson
Fine Arts Center at 8:30 p.m. The public is

College plays shaky

stock market game
Certainly no one will argue with the

notion that the amount of money a school

has to operate with bears directly on what
that school will be able to offer.

Since Washington College's

endowment is a modest one. slightly

above six million dollars, it has been
deemed imperative that the school's

resources be invested wisely so that more
funds might be made available. However,
when the Treasury Department cut back
on the number of dollars they printed to

help curve inflation, the stock market was
hurt and people began investing in short

and long-term bonds.

Unfortunately for Washington College.

i# percent of its endowment is invested in

stocks. As of June 30. the College has
realized a $441,000 paper loss, (as op-

posed to a real loss, if the stocks were sold

the present timet. Business Manager
Gene Hessey explained that the drop is not

loss at all since the College has no in-

tention of liquidating its holdings. Should
[he prices of WC stocks, which include

>neral Motors. Columbia Broadcasting

System. RCA. Westinghouse, Coca-Cola,
[KM. AT&T and :tM. rise, the College may
,et make a profit on its initial investment,

fie Marylanu National Bank, which
nanages half of the WC endowment, has

projected a 3.4 percent return on the
stocks held by the College" for 1975.
The picture is somewhat brighter in

terms of WC's investments in bonds. The
College recently invested the $104,000 gift
by the Koppanel estate in short term notes
at an annual rate of 11.5 percent return.
However, after ten days the money will be
floated with a larger issue which has an
anticipated gain of 12.25 percent. The
endowment managers at the Maryland
National Bank have predicted that the
three million dollars under their super-
vision will return 5.8 percent. If the Bank's
forecast holds true, more money should be
available for student aid, since much of
our endowment is earmarked for
scholarships (Whereas most colleges use
eight or nine per cent of their budget for
financial aid. Washington College uses
over 11 percent of its budget for this
purpose j .

How WC fares in the "investment
game." as Mr. Hessey calls it. bares
heavily on what the school will be capable
of providing and achieving. In a very real
sense, then, the quality of our education is

tied up on Wall Street.

by Brian Fallon

invited to attend free of admission-

Mr. Clark's all-Beethoven program will

include three early works (including

Rondo a Cappriccio); Sonata opus 81 a

(Das Lebewohl): and Sonata opus 57

(Appassionatai.

Mr Clarke is assistant professor of

music and chairman of the music
department at the College. A graduate of

Cornell College. Iowa, beholds a Master of

Music degree in composition from Yale
University where, as a Woodrow Wilson

Fellow, he studied composition with

Vehudi Wyner and Mel Powell and piano

with Ward Davenny. He has performed
frequently in the United States and

Europe. An accomplished composer, his

works have been performed in at least a

dozen states and in Europe.

Student affairs

bulletin
1, The new art center-studio should be

ready for occupancy sometime in October.
We need a good name for the place. Give
your clever suggestions to either the ELM
or the Student Affairs Office.

2. If you find that your car is missing, it

has probably been towed away. Check
with the Student Affairs Office to find how
to get the car out of hock.

:). Beginning September 23, unregistered
cars will be charged a $5 fine in addition to
the $1 registration fee.

4. Please do not destroy the new floor,

carpeting and chairs in Smith Auditorium
with cigarette butts. We have invested too
much in the auditorium to turn it into a
large ashtray. Both Smith Auditorium and
Tawes Theater are NON-SMOKING areas.

5. Washing machines and dryers will be
reinstalled in the basement of Somerset
and will remain there as long as they are
used properly.

«. The grass parking lot across from
Somerset has been sold. We can no longer
park cars there. All cars should be moved
into either the new dorms lot or the Kibler
Field lot.

Candlelight ]

Walk
The Kent County Historical Society will

{

sponsor its annual Candlelight Walking
"

Tour of Chestertown on Saturday, Sep- <

tember 21 Eleven homes will be on the
"

tour, including the Hynson-Ringgold !

House: "Widehall." built circa 1770 and '

owned by William Ross Hubbard, Esq.;
and the River House, a restored eighteenth
century merchant's town house, owned by
the Maryland Historical Trust. Tour hours
will be from 6:30 until 10:00 p.m.
Previously, there were no special rates for
Washington College students; this year,
however, students may pay a minimal
SI. 00 for Walking Tour tickets. Tickets

may be purchased at Student Affairs until

late Friday afternoon.

History paper

prize
The NuPhi chapter of Phi Alpha Theta at

Washington College, (PHI Alpha Theta is

an International Honorary Society in

History i is sponsoring a prize for the best
history paper written during the fall

semester.

Any history paper is eligible. This in-

cludes history of music, art, etc., as long
as the subject matter is dealt with from an
historical prospective, research
techniques, etc. Papers should be no more
than 4.000 words except where a professor
may require a longer paper. There will be
no penalty for longer papers.
From each course dealing with history

the professor will submit no more than two
papers that he feels should be recognized.
These papers will be submited to NuPhi
whose members will read and vote on
them without knowing the name of the
person whose paper they are reading. The
results will be announced during the
awards banquet in the spring.

Calendar

On Campus:
SEPT. 20: Garry Clark will present the first in a series of Beethoven concerts at the
iwes Theatre. 8::)0 p.m.
SEPT. 21: Soccer Team vs. the alumni. 1:30 p.m.
SEPT. 2:1: Band rehearsal in Fine Arts Center. 4:30 p.m. SGA Meeting in Hvnson
»nge 8:00 p m.
SEPT. 24: Soccer vs. Gallaudet. :1:00 p.m.

Chestertown:
SEPT. 21: Candlelight tour of historic homes in Chestertown. (5:30-10:00 p.m. Ad-
ussion is $3.00 for WC students.

Baltimore:
SEPT. 20: Erroll Garner will appear in concert at the Coppin State College
uditonum. 8,00 p.m.

e

"Brigadoon" is being presented by The Cross Keys Inn. Curtain is 8 30 p mIne Play Group" from Knoxville. Tenn. will present "Frontiers" at the Theatre
reject. 8:00 and 10 :00 p.m. They will be appearing through Sunday
Upemng day of the Baltimore City Fair. Among the features will be a six acre"away with neighborhood exhibits, rides, an old fashioned ice cream parlor and an
lernational village representing various Balto. ethnic groups
John Barth will speak at Johns Hopkins Shriver Hall. 8 :00 p.m.
SEPT. 21

: Continuing events at the City Fair.
George Rosa, handicapped artist, will present his work at Hartford Community

The Day Of The Jackal" will be shown at Shriver Hall on the campus of Johns
>pkins University.
SEPT. 22: "And Then There Were Nine" will be shown in Shriver Hall on the
nipus of Johns Hopkins University.
In connection with the Baltimore City Fair, the Baltimore Symphony will perform
l 0e inner harbor area at 1:30 p.m.

Opening of the Goucher College Concert Series with Philharmonia Virtuosi in the
Kraushaar Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
"Last of Sheila" will be shown at Loyola College at 7 : 30 and 9 : 30 p.m
SEPT. 23:

SEPT. 23: Record reviewer Maurice Esworthy will present the first in a series of
lectures on rock music at 7:00 p.m. at the Enoch Pratt Library's Waverly Branch. His
topic for this evening will be "Folk Rockj."
SEPT. 25: "Le Million" will be shown in Shriver Hall, on the campus of Johns

Hopkins University.

SEPT. 26: The Pier Five Jazz Band will present "Dixieland Jazz," at Hartford
Community College's College Center at 8:00 p.m.
AS YOU LIKE IT, performed by the National Theatre Of Great Britain will open at

the Mechanic Theatre Curtain will be at 8:30 p.m. Matinee on Saturday at 2:00 p.m.
Walton Garner at the Theater Proiect at 8:30 p.m.

D. C. and College Park:
SEPT. 20: "German Graphics." an exhibition of the '60's will be shown at the

University ofMd.'sArt Gallery. Mon.-Fri. :9:00a.m. -5.00 p.m. Sat.-Sun : 100pm -

5:00 p.m.

Jonathan Edwards will appear in concert at Georgetown University. 7:30 and 10:30
p.m.

Chick Corea will appear in concert at the Kennedy Center at 8 : 00 p.m.
SEPT. 21

:
Traffic will appear in concert at the Capital Centre in Largo, Md.

Roger McGuinn will appear at the Cellar Door.
Roy Buchana will appear in concert at the Kennedy Center at 8:30 p.m.
SEPT. 22: Sci-Fi Movie Festival at the Smithsonian Instution. Showing of two

movies by Fritz Lang, "Metropolis" (4:00 p.m.) and "Things To Come" (800 pm )

SEPT. 23 : Tom Rush and Orphan at the Cellar Door.

Columbia:
SEPT. 20-21: Bluegrass Festival at Merriweather Post Pavilion. Among the

featured performers will be Vassar Clements. Seldom Scene and Uncle Josh Graves.
- i«i p.m



Sports

I Soccer

With one game left on its pre-season

schedule, the Washington College Soccer

team has moulded together into a solid

competitive unit Despite a tough loss to

Essex last Saturday, a great deal of

progress was made towards creating

another good team.

A week ago. the Shoremen entertained

Chesapeake Community College on Kibler

Field and a strong overall performance

gave Washington a 7-1 victory. The team

moved the ball around well, with the

important short passes consistently crisp

and on target. Goals were scored by Senior

Dave Doelp. Juniors Peter Allen

and Dave Beach. Sophs Ben Fitzgerald

i2i and Zung Nguyen (on a penalty kick)

and freshman Jeff Pophan. with Beach

and Fitzgerald cited as offensive stan-

douts The defense was solid throughout.

The Shore side then split two games over

the weekend, losing l-o to Essex Com-

munity College on Saturday, then

trouncing Catonsville Community
College fi-i on Sunday. Saturday's defeat

was a frustrating defensive battle, in

which Washington had the best of most of

the game but simply couldn't score.

Essex's lone goal came out of a scramble

in front of the WC net. the type of score the

Shoremen are hoping to produce during

the season.

Conditioning was a major factor in

Sunday's contest, as Washington blew

Catonsville off the field in the second half

Another excellent overall performance

was turned in by everyone, anchored

by fullbacks Bob Hickman and Pete

Tackach and goalie Peter Murphy,

preserving his fine 1 goal a game average.

Goals were tallied bv Sophomores Fit-

zgerald. Doug Hayes. Carlos Salvatierra

and Chris Burquette. and freshman Dake

Roberts.

The final exhibition game is the 21st

against the Alumni, then the season opens

here the 24th against Gallaudet Top

games to look forward to will be against

Lovola. Washington and Lee and Hopkins^

A consistently high level of play should

provide an exciting season: ysee you in the

UeatherS
by Keith Tw.tcnell

Boat House
The Washington College Boat House is

due for some renovations. Plans are still

tentative, but in general they will include

Ihe addition of bathroom facilities and

locker rooms for mens and womens

visiting crew teams. There is also talk or

building a club room, a trophy room and

an observation deck.

These renovations are made possible by

a $200,000 grant from Mrs Hynson ear-

marked specifically Tor the Boat House.

'Ihe plans and details of the improvements

are being handled by the Building and

Grounds Committee of the Washington

College Board of Visitors and Governors

Crew Cross Country

Coming off what Coach Barry McArdle

calls their best vear ever, the Washington

College Oarsmen are now undergoing

rigorous conditioning in preparation tor

the rail season

Crew described by McArdle as the

perfect team sport." involves either an

eight-man or a tour-man team in river

races The 112-foot. 250-pound shells are

geared tor distances of either 2000 meters

u-one-third miles' or three miles. Shells

can be classified by weight i heavyweight,

lightweight' or by level of competition

.freshman. J.V.. or Varsity. Positions in

the shell are numbered, from eight, the

stroke to one. which is the bow The

eoxwain sits in the stern and generally

directs traffic
_

Coach McArdle has high praise for last

year's crew We raced against good

competition and did well." Explaining the

strenuousness of crew. McArdle compared

a race to "doing five hundred repetitions

of the heaviest weight you can lift on a

weight machine " One criticism he did

voice about last year's squad was their

inability to finish strongly, due to a lack of

conditioning. Hence, the Coach has

stepped up training measures for the i-l-7a

season. , . .. .

A potential oarsman must he able to

run a 6 5 minute mile and perform thirty

sit-ups. fifteen push-ups. and ten pull-ups

before he is allowed in the locker room

McArdle's major purposes in the fall

program are to leach rowing techniciue

and conditioning: but the club will also

compete, travelling to the heads of the

Schuylkill and Charles Rivers, and to the

Frostbite Regatta in Philadelphia.

Crew is a sport without easily iden-

tifiable stars, and a shell is only as ef-

ficient as its weakest performer The

Shomen this year are eager and im-

proving, and their spirit is admirable

WC's cross-country team will open

October 5th at Kibler Field against Loyola

with a small squad. Don Chatellier enters

his nineteenth season as Sho' coach with

vague hopes of improving on l»7:!s 2"

record, but as has usually been the cas.

the bodies are not there in the number

that Chatty would really like

Returning senior Tom Clement, las

year's MVP. will captain this year's corps

Clement, who improved with every rac

tist season, comes back as the defendin

Middle Atlantic Conference champion n

Ihe indoor and outdoor mile and outdoo

half-mile Hacking Clement will be la

lerinen Hill .lanney and Peter deSeldinj

returnee .lake Holloway. junior. Jimra

Collins .lay "Birdman" Elliott and fresl

men Blair Thomas and "Paco" Marshal

In addition, the Shomen could possil

borrow" the services of lettermen Di

Schar! from the soccer team and senn

Craig Jackson, a crew member.

The schedule does not favor Ihe harrie

chances either After the Loyola meet. «

hits the road, returning home for only 11

kist two encounters of the regular seaso

ITiey also will participate in the MAC ai

Mason-Dixon championships

Uthough Chatty feels that the "fa

point of the season will be not so mil

team scores as the individual match-u

letween Clement and other schos

leading runners." he also believes thai

has several good runners, and that I

aiuad could lie fairly competitive

short Washington College cross-counln

surprising every year, and this one sho

lie no exception.

by Dana Chatellie

Wow! you've got some far out Lugs.

1 really dig those little red brake shoes too.

And your frame is so massive

Your seat looks so nice and comfortable.

Those finger-tip shifters really turn me on.

If I could only run through your gears.

Td really like to squeeze your levers!

I want to tighten your spokes!

LET ME FEEL YOUR HANDLE BAR TAPE!!

I WANT TO PUMP YOUR TIRES!!!

What'.'

Excuse Me

Ah. Come again'.'

It does'.'

They do?

Go On!

You would!?

Don't stop now!

POW

< Hey Did you see that? That bicycle. tire

just blew up with no one around. DC
Life Cycles

3
Tiies. thru Sat. 10 to 6 High Street 778-2453

J? %,

* Italian Kitchen X
605 High St.

778-3022

Carry-Out Dine-In

Phone In Order

Subs

TUES.-THURS. 11-11

FRI. & SAT. 11-1

SUNDAY 4-11

HallmarK.Cards

Kasloo Papers

Offlc* Sopulles

Typewriter Repairs

Sutton s Towne Stottoners'

a» High Street

Chestertown. Maryland

.S/io/i At

The Attic

337 THgb Street

CliM*rnmn* Bp$i Bargain*

rtf%ttm^ Natural, t omahic

M. IIV CrRAutS- Floub.

tWhole Fy£?
Food u*°!u•*"" Books

Ck+afaVar*^ T ' '" "'" ""
'

[359 High Street. Chestertown
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Renovations

Somerset

basement

to receive

overhaul
The Somerset hnsement will soon be the

scene of extensive activity ;is the initial

sleps are taken to transform this campus
eyesore into a long-needed lounge for Kent

and Somerset residents

According to Business Manager Gene
Hessey. (hough "no formal allottment as

ret" has been made, the Business Office

his tentatively accepted a proposal that

would rebuild the area into a combination

reation room and seminar study
lounge

Mr llessey presently estimates the cost

iii the renovation at approximately $5500.

The money will come from the annual
interest income on the College's general

reserve fund of more than a quarter or a

million dollars The yearly interest from
this reserve, about $13,000. is set aside for

dormitory i improvements and the upkeep
(il 1 lodson I bill Thus far this year some of

the money has been appropriated for

renovation of the snack bar. new fur-

nishings for the lounge in (jueen Anne's

Despite the damage [above] done after last year renovation
of Somerset basement, the College will attempt another face-

lift.

and for the purchase ot new turniture for several end tables. Coming down the in-

Ilvnson Lounge (loor staircase, the study lounge will oc-

I'eter Fitzgerald, a senior Resident
a,py lhe room to the r'6nt and the TV

Assistant in Somerset and the author of the recreation lounge will be in the large space

proposal, sees numerous possibilities

the future lounge: "This is going to be
more or less a Somerset chapter room."
he projected, adding that, nevertheless.

kids from all over campus can study
here

"

Included in Fitzgerald's outline is a pool

table, two ping pong tables, a color

television, four six-foot couches and

n 1 iri^AKl ;md gi area x n kg ciosgjj and locked

during cei lain hou s. although the precise
scheduling has noi 'een worked out with
any specificity. He was quick to point out,

however, that whatever hours are decided

upon will not be ironclad and he suggested

fil tfl^
1^ wnen there is particular interest in

Ul Xgseeping the place open for extraordinary

hours, then this could be worked out. Also
lieing contemplated is the authorization of

seven individuals besides the seven RA's,

supervise the area for perhaps one night

besides every two weeks.

Not included in the $5500 estimate is the

labor involved in the reconstruction of the

basement, which will be done by the

students Wood panelling, which will,

Fitzgerald hoped, be purchased at reduced
prices, needs to be put on the walls; an
overall paint job. already underway, has
to be completed and general lifting and
loading will be needed throughout the

process The speed and efficiency with

which these chores are completed will to a

large extent determine the attractiveness

of the area, as well as its time of com-
pletion.

Fitzgerald reports that student par-

ticipation up to now has been encouraging,

although there has been, he says, "no

upper-class support for this at all - they're

much too pessimistic about the whole

thing " Rather, he was depended on "a

hell of a lot of interest, .by lower

classmen." He believes he can count on

perhaps thirty to fifty students to spend

some time in the effort.

As with any such project, speculating

on when the lounge and study area will be

available for use is a risky business and

there are likely to be a variety of

estimates. Mr Hesscy. noting that, once

ordered, the delivery period for the

necessary furniture is usually six to eight

weeks, suggests that "We'd be lucky to

have it completed by second term."

Fitzgerald is much more optimistic:

"We hope to have the study lounge in

before final exams." and he envisions the

area's total completion "by the end of

January." He plans to order the materials

next week.

Asked about the possibility of the entire

idea dying on the drawing board, as has

happened in the past. Fitzgerald remains

confident about its chances, given the

pressing need felt by those living in

Somerset and Kent: "The male students

just don't hjave any place to go. I think

it's in the bag there is enough support so

it could not possibly go down."

to the left of the stairs, so that a per-
manent i|uiet area can be separated from
the other activities.

To prevent the sort of vandalism which
destroyed the last Somerset recreation

facility. Fitzgerald has ordered iron

gratings for the windows, and is now
working out some form of proctor rotation

to minitor the room Also, the television

Student government

Contested senate elections
will be reheld
With barely a quorum present, the old

Student Senate voted unanimously not to

cept the results from Monday night's

elections for student senators.

The main objections were voiced by
Senators Regan and Knepler. They con-

(onded that adequate publicity was not

given to off-campus students and that the

location of the balloting, which took place
1 lodson Hall, created confusion and

hindered the voting to such an extent that

lower than normal voter turnout oc-

curred.

One of their major objections concerned
!ne abrupt change in electing represen-

ts. Whereas in the past when a dorm
needed to elect three representatives at
large each voter was allowed to vote for

three, this year the policy was changed so
that each voter could vote for only one and
the top three winners designated as new

itors.

lections Committee Chairman
Townsend Weekes inspired the change to

make the tabulation of votes easier. A
^solution presented by Senator Jay
Raksin was adopted that will create a

special committee to investigate and
revise elections procedures as presently

slated by the by-laws.

Besides not accepting the results of the

Senatorial race, the Senate also

rejected, by a vote of ten to two, the results

of the special election for Secretary bet-

ween Larry Falk and Vince Trivelli. The
consensus of opinion was that the Hodson

Hall balloting area was in disarray and
that many people were not able to vote.

Elections for senators and the special

election for Secretary, will be held again

during lunch and dinner today. The Senate

will attempt to make procedures clearer

for the rerun.

As a result of the decision by the Senate,

the SGA's Senate Workshops that were to

be held Tuesday and Wednesday evenings

with President Joseph McLain and
Business Manager Gene Hessey as

speakers, were postponed until a new
Senate is elected. The SGA, which is

already one week behind as compared to

last year's Senate, will hopefully begin its

work next week.

College to apply

for liquor license

On October 8 the Kent County Board of

Commissioners will decide the fate of

Washington College's attempt to obtain a

Club Liquor License. Hopefully, the

license would completely cover the

dispensation of alcohol on campus; but it

may end up being restricted to just Hodson

Hall.

The applicants for the license -- Dr.

Mclain, Gene Hessey and John Linville -

are interested in "consolidating the liquor

purchases on campus." as Linville put it.

The office of the Director of Food Service

would serve as the coordinating bureau,

and in so doing have a measure of control

over the campus liquor expenditures.

The impact of the Club License on W.C,

is manifold. The Coffeehouse would, in

John Eigenbrot's words, "for once and for

the first time become legal." Beers and

wines perhaps in bottles would both be

dispensed by the Coffeehouse and oc-

casionally mixed drinks would be sold.

I.D. cards would serve as proof of age

and would have to be displayed when
purchasing a drink on hectic nights.

"We're gonna keep things very, very

cool." said Coffeehouse Manager
Eigenbrot. So as not to jeopardize the use

of the licejise. the Coffeehouse will have to

be "more strictly controlled."

The license is costing $500 a year and the

expense is being split between the Cof-

feehouse and the Food Service. What is the

Cafeteria getting for its investment? "I

don't plan any drastic changes," said

Linville. although he noted that summer
activities held in Hodson Hall would no

longer require obtaining one day license.

No plans have been yet made for the

selling of alcoholic beverages during

meals.

Linville also cited "a considerable

saving" in the cost of alochol upon

receiving the license. Having a Club

License means that the College can "buy

directly from the distributors," cutting out

the middle man profit.

With October 8 less than two weeks

away, how do W.C.'s chances look for

obtaining the Club License? Linville would

make no comment, but Eigenbrot was

confident. "It looks good." he said. "Looks

very good."



Editor dies

Ralph "Sonny" Usilton, Editor of

the Kent County News, prominent

citizen of Chestertown and an

alumnus of Washington College,

as killed in a road accident last

Monday.
Sonny will be missed. His

energy, his enthusiasm, his gift for

laughter and love for Chestertown

have all left their impressions on

our memory. He was instrumental

in the integration of Washington

College into the community of

Chestertown. He took the

newspaper business seriously and

this seriousness extended not only

to his own publication, but also to

the Elm. We thank him for his kind

advice and constructive criticism.

The Elm and the College extend

their warmest sympathies and

regrets to his family.

HEW 'laws'

For two years the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare has

hammered away at Title IX of the

Educational Amendments of 1972

in a clumsy attempt to end sex

discrimination in educational

institutions.

I he basic flaw of the proposals

seems to be a misconception

concerning the very nature of sex

discrimination. With no more
subtely than a small hurricane,

HEW attempts to rectify inherent,

unconscious attitudes bred into

the minds and actions of both the

male and female.

Admittedly, there are institutions

which stand in flagrant violations

of the new rules; there are in-

stitutions where women are clearly

discouraged from advancing to

higher academic or administrative

positions. The cumbersome
proposals could legally threaten

policies which are activiely and
obviously discriminatory. But how
can the government possibly
prosecute implications? How can
attitudes, subtle to the point of

imperceptability be legislated?

Obviously, HEW does not intend

to be overzealous about enforcing

the sex anti-discrimination

proposals if the two-year delay in

their presentation is an indication

of what can be expected. Yet,

Secretary Weinberger has placed

this Trojan horse in the confused

camp of academia.
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The Candlelight Tour:

Colonial Kitchens
and 'call' girls
The Kent County Historical Society

sponsored its annual Candlelight Walking

Tour of Chestertown on Saturday, Sept. 21

Eleven homes were included on the tour.

The first stop was the Hynson-Ringgold

House, the "White House" of Washington

College i although it's actually made of

bricks i Completing its erection in 1770,

the house was first the residence of the

leading merchant families of Chestertown.

The Georgian front is the most striking

feature of this building.

Next on the tour were the Ferguson and
Customs Houses In the former, a Vic-

torian parlor and dining room blended

with the older Colonial kitchen to produce

an interesting Revolutionary concept The
latter, featured a posted guard < WC fresh-

man Leonard Shatnen in front of the

dungeon In the dungeon under certain

conditions one could see the bones of

captive slaves.

After visiting "Widehall" on Water

Street, the journey continued onward in

the River House which is now being

restored by the Maryland Historical Trust

The original owner was Mr. Maurice

Sennheisen, a Hessian trooper who en-

tered the lucrative tobacco trade on the

Chester River after the war.

Of the remaining houses, ithe Bristol,

fWringer. 1726, Pubert. Call and Geddes-

Piperi. the Call House was the highlight

Hosted by the "Call girls," the house

displayed many forms of art. A Spanish

atmosphere encircled the house. At the

Cieddes-Piper house, (he home of the Kenl

County Historical Society, fruity rum
punch was served.

Another feature of the tour, and in some
aspects, the most exciting, was the Kenl

County Militia shooting its load The

Militia discharged their weapons every

hour, much to the amusement of the torn

crowed
by Dave Knepler

The Hynson-Ringgold House was included in the Walking
Tour.

Forum

In protest

To the Editor:

Last Thursday evening a cry went up all

over the land and campus Mr. Peter

deSelding, the Managing Editor of the

WASHINGTON ELM. was frantic.

Somebody had "hiested" 2500 copies of the

Elm.
Now just sit back and imagine 2500

copies of the ELM - that's a year's supply

of kitty litter paper, or a modest con-

tribution to the KEO Recycling Center.

Not only can the question of why they

print so many papers be raised, but who in

the world would want to steal those freshly

prir'ed copies of tomorrow's editors

nostalgia in the first place?

Well, I must confess, I didn't steal them,
but I did hide them, in protest, temporarily

(that is. if the ELM office is a really good
place to hide 2500 copies of the ELM
anyway) When I confronted Mr. deSelding

and told him I would like to speak to him,

lie was too busy looking for the "stolen"

papers to oblige me But as soon as he
realized that I had knowledge of the

whereabouts of his "2500 copies,"
emotions began to clash with reason and
common sense.

My "protest" was sparked by the whim
of an Editor's pen and opinion For the

second week in a row, an article that 1 had

written contained a few "minor" work
changes that had dampened the meaning
of certain paragraphs. Specifically, the

work "stigmatized" in the Freshman
profile article of The Elm's first issue was
changed to "generalized." And, in my
recent story on Senator Mathias, changes

such as "liberal-conservative" to

"moderate-liberal." and "Senator

Mathias employed vague political

ideology in his response" to "Mathias
responded" were made.
The disagreement comes from the

debate over the meaning and usage of

words If the ELM editors felt that words I

used were slanted and-or opinionated
(which I don't feel is true i, I fail to see any
major change in journalistic style in their

substitutions. What occurred was merely
the replacement of my opinions with
THEIR opinions.

Assuming that the supreme power of the

Editor's argument, that will eventually be
employed when all rhetoric is gone, is

correct. I hereby apologize for my action

against the ELM and against the rest of

the student body for having hidden the

ELM last week in the ELM office.

I do not believe my actions were all that

irrational, a. Mr. deSelding told me they

were last week, for in comparison, when a

colleague of mine was arguing my point

later in the evening with the Managing
Editor. Mr deSelding ended up splashing

a beer in the person's face because he
would not conform to his opinion.

I do apologize for holding back from the

students a well-deserved, muted, muffled
newspaper I formally do not accept credit

for the article on Senator Mathias that

appeared in last week's issue with my
name as the author, because even though I

wrote it originally, the Editors wrote it for

you finally.

Most sincerely,

Larry C. Falk

In praise

To the Editor:

Occasionally there comes that breath of

life that resuscitates.

In the apathetic, unmotivated world of

Washington College, one easily falls into a

state of low opinion about his fellow

students, if, for no reason, then for

revulsion at docile complacency.
However, the actions taken by the old

Senate at Monday night's meeting revive

one's faith in the seldom-tapped potential

of the Washington College mind.

Appalled at the misguided concept ol

democracy evidenced in the constructiot

of the Senatorial ballots, i.e.. one vote pei

student, regardless of how man)
representatives he should ethically have

Ihe candidates from Kent House becamt
aroused. We (Jim Karl, Tom Regan. Tom
Turner and myself) decided jointly It

officially contest the election, regardless

of the results. Frankly, we didn't expeel

much success at coercing either the new

Senate or the old Senate, comprised o!

many repeat winners, to vote themselves

out of office.

Surprisingly, at least for us. they did •

unanimously. The feeling that pervaded

the atmosphere when the vote became
apparent was exhilirating - those Senators

demonstrated that they really do care

about the course of the SGA and tin

student body, placing what is best for W(
above any personal honors. Beautiful

simply beautiful.

Although interest in campus politics has

been habitually close to extinction

Monday's meeting will perhaps encourage

a rebirth of student awareness. I doubt it

seriously, but politics was actually a

secondary consideration at that meeting

What was kept living was the spirit, the

freshness, the vivacity and the nobility ol

WC's branch of humanity's sense of fail

pay
Dave Knepler



Women apparently victorious

le war between the sexes does not

lis campus.

ho new HEW proposals prohibiting sex

rimination in the American education

stem will have little or no effect on

hinglon College, according to four

liege officials interviewed recently by

e Elm.

If the proposals are not implemented.

few threatens to withdraw federal

nding traditionally earmarked for

icational institutions. However.
shington College, which operates on an

nual budget of $:i. 400.000. receives only

[}i),0')0of federal monies. Of that $100,000

HEW attempt to legislate

ensure sexual equality on

sum. approximately $44,000 are spent on

student grants and aids.

Title IX (the new HEW proposal) will be

an "extremely difficult law to im-

plement." according to college business

manager. Gene Hessey. Complaining that

the laws are too ambiguous. Hessey

believes that too many unexplained
(juestions are raised. "All we have are

questions . No one knows what regulations

will be passed or how they will be en-

forced." He continued in explanation: "If

HEW will determine the quality of

facilities by sight and personal judgment,
they will create one of the biggest
bureaucracies anywhere.... it would
require a tremendous amount of man-
power.

Hessey admitted that two areas will be
touched: The first consideration involves

retirement plans which will have to be
reassessed - currently women, because

they live longer after retirement, are

receiving more benefits than men, This

inequity would be leveled off by the new
proposals. Health insurance coverage
would also be altered - maternity benefits

are no longer legal.

President Joseph McLain confessed

"the whole thing is funny to me..." He
reasons that the .^ew laws reinstate the

'separate but equal" question settled

twenty years ago by the Supreme Court.

McLain argues that "separate is not

equal:" that if Secretary Weinberger's

proposals in regard to dormitories and
other campus facilities are passed by the

Congress, they would be in violation of that

court decision

McLain also believes that a college
"cannot ejudicate on student need - one
year twenty qualified, but financially

needy, women might apply for admission,
while only ten men might apply. it's not
right. .what are we supposed to do?"
Of the §:100.000 awarded in student

scholarships, athletic "grants and aid"
comprise only 5 percent of the total sum,
according to McLain. The new law
stipulates that scholarships must be
distributed equally between both males
and females. McLain stressed that these
athletic "grants and aid" would be
"dwarfed by the amount of aid given
because of need and ability." He added
that there are more women than men on
campus given "a free ride" financially by
the college.

Hiring policies, noted Dr. McLain
will not be effected. The president

Kent County Militia
more show
than security force

The Kent County Militia, i:ith battalion Kair. For the Bicentennial Celebration the

i Co .was originated by Ron Clarkson on militia plans to travel by boat to Virginia

ne27. 1974 to develop an example of the and march to Williamsburg,
h century military lifestyle. The group while members of the militia are in

nsists of an infantry of 9 active soldiers imirorm they are under strict rules. The
various ndnactive members ranging most important rule is that no member
ge from young boys and teenagers to can conduct himself in any other manner

lerly men. Though not formally than that of a gentlemen with dignity,

imbers. a few women do a great deal of Safety rules are also stressed and if

rk behind the lines. The militia has its violated punishment is either suspension
?s of rank; Ron Clarkson as Captain, or eviction. Discipline is enforced just as
rry MacArthy as Sergeant, an Ensign it originally was in order to maintain
i a (Quartermaster. Three members the seriousness of the group's purpose,

'e names identical to :t members listed A merit System is used and violators go
the iMh century muster roll and are through a court martial procedure. Under
ect descendants. normal circumstances punishment is apt
The militia meets weekly in a house they to consist of having to run a set number of

the process of restoring to its laps around the meeting house.

1770 state, with intentions of The uniforms of the militia are made by
iking in into Officers' Headquarters. Ms. Larrimore. their seamstress. Done as
ring meetings, drilling is practiced and authentically as possible, the cloth was
en darkness falls the group discusses its dyed from natural dyes, the buttons are
ivities over candlelight The house was pewter and the three-cornered hats are
tated to them by Walker Lamb and was made of rabbit-felt and varnished for

believes that the percentage of women
employed professionally at the college

'

would compare favorably with any
other coeducational college. Fifteen

women comprise approximately twenty
percent of the college's seventy-three

member faculty.

Director of Athletics, Ed Athey believes
that "men and women are on an equal
basis here. We have coed classes and
intramural sports. ..all sports have open
admissions."

Athey does foresee a problem planning
the athletic budget though. "We plan the
budget two, sometimes three years in

advance. HEW calls for the decision to be
made every year. If the girls are in-

terested, really interested in a program,
we will provide it. But there is no way to

plan financially for these requests,"

If, continued Athey. intercollegiate
programs are developed for women,
scholarships would have to be provided to

raise the competitive level of the sport.

Although Athey can envision no problem
on the Washington campus, he predicts

that large universities could have a

problem mainintaining equal amounts of

scholarships awarded for athletic

prowess.

"With the small size of our staff," Athey
commented, "we might have to deplenish

our intramural program for an in-

tercollegiate program."
Maureen Kelley, Dean of Student Af-

fairs, predicts that the "only area that the

law might possibly effect, if they get

picky, are fraternities and sororities."

Kelley noted that the proposals could force

the organizations to make a public

statement that membership is open. "I

i

don't think too many men would apply to

be a Zeta," Kelley laughed.

"It will have an effect in larger in-

stitutions with specific policies against the

hiring of women.. .But, the law isn't going
to change anything here," stated Kelley.

by Kim Stierstorfer

Old County Alms House for many
irs

'he primary function of the militia is to

'mote tourism in Kent County, par-

ly during the Bicentennial
ebration. They are presently par-

pating in state-wide militia meeting
I in performing their drill for various
asions. which involve the depicting of

i century America. They have been
"ed on T.V. and movies and have in-

tions to various countries and states to

nonstrate their drilling procedure.
"ing the Candlelight Walking Tour of

stertown, they fired muskets hourly,

ey also took part in the Baltimore City

preservation. The accroutements consist

of a 75 caliber Brown Bess and bayonets

for the infantry.

The militia is a non-profit organization

and is financed by donations from local

merchants, banks and some private

contributors. Any other donations such as

cast iron cookware, colonial clothing, etc.

are welcomed.

The Kent County Militia is eager for any

interested volunteers to join. By 1976 it is

hoped the membership will be up to 25, The

local response to the group has been very

good thus far and the militia hopes
"

continue.
by Denise Pendleton

m very

; it will I

dleton J

In the last year a lot of talk has been
rumbling around about the construction of

a bridge reaching from Baltimore to

Tolchester - a Northern Bay Crossing.

'Hie fact is that the proposed bridge exists

on the State Planning Commission's
twenty year plan, despite outright op-

position to the structure by the majority of

the citizens of Kent County.

At the present time the comprehensive

plans of the Kent County Planning Com-
mission are being drafted without the

inclusion of the bridge. According to

county planner Peter Johnston, the

Northern Bay Crossing was felt to be

contrary to the county's goals Tor the next

ten to fifteen years.

Johnston further elaborated on the

origins of the crossing plans, explaining

that they were conceived in Baltimore
County by Representative Clarence Long.

Apparently, justification for the bridge

was based on the argument that the

crossing would provide access to the

Ocean front from the Baltimore area. The
bill went to the Maryland Legislature and
included the plans for the present parallel

bridge, as well as for a Southern Bay
crossing near Cambridge. Despite the fact

that the bridge proposal went to

referendum and was defeated, the parallel

span was completed.

Johnston further explained that, ac-

cording to some Western shore planners-

whom he has come in contact with, the

Proposed Bay Crossing

'contrary to county goals'
bridge would not fulfill any needs in

Baltimore either The bridge is supposed

to join with a highway system in

Delaware. However. Mr. Johnston

claimed that it has no plans tor highways

from the proposed crossing

The proposed bridge exists in the

comprehensive State Roads Commission's

plans, though it is purposefully deleted

from the county plans due to the

detrimental effects it would have on the

goals of the county in the future. Ob-

viously, an important conflict lies here.

by Michael Dickinson

Concert review
Last Friday night a packed house in

Tawes theatre witnessed a fine per-
formance by Garry Clarke. Playing an all-

Beethoven recital, Mr. Clarke, a noted
composer and pianist, admirably
demonstrated his technical skill and ex-

pressive capabilities. The program opened
with three incidental pieces: the Presto in

C Minor, WoO. 52, the Allegretto in C
Major, WoO. 53, and the Rondo a Capriccio
Op. 129, followed by two middle period
sonatas: Op. 81a ("Das Lebewohl") and
Op. 57 ("Appasionata").

The audience responded en-
thusiastically to the entire program and
Mr. Clarke, true to form, received the

applause blushingly. by Bev Horn



Scope

f Print exhibit
u
Ji Washington College will sponsor an
*" exhibit and sale of approximately 1,000
~* original prints from the famed Ferdinand
w> Roten Galleries collection on Tuesday,
a. October 1, 1974. The event will be held at

Hynson Lounge, Washington College.

Works spanning six centuries will be
featured in the show, which will include

prints by such masters as Rouault,

Hogarth, Goya, Miro and Picasso, and
many of today's artists, famous and not

yet famous. In addition, there will be a

collection of Western and Oriental
manuscript pages, some dating to the 13th

century. Prices range from $10 to the

thousands, but most prints, including

those of the masters, are under $100

Area residents will have an opportunity

not only to view but to leaf through one of

the world's outstanding collections of

original graphics. A world-respected
authority on graphics of all types, Roten
mounts over 400 exhibits annually for

State and Canada. These exhibits, utilized

by museums to extend the range of their

shows, are in addition to the 1,500 exhibits

and sales arranged by Roten each year for

major museums throughout the United

universities, community organizations
and corporations.

All of the work in the forthcoming show
is displayed informally so that visitors

may see each print at close range. The
public is invited to come in, browse, ask
(juestions about the work, artists, and the

various graphic techniques. Exhibit hours

are from II a.m. to 6 p.m.

Coleman
to speak
John R Colemen, president of Haver-

ford College, will speak in Hynson Lounge
on October 2 at 7:30. He will continue the

William James Forum Lecture series with
a talk on "A View from the Back End of

the Garbage Truck.''

Colemen took leave from his duties as
president of Haverford in the spring of 1973

to pursuit a series of blue-collar positions.

He worked as a ditch-digger in Atlanta, a

dishwasher in Boston and as a garbage
collector in the Baltimore-Washington
area.

On one occasion. Colemen left Atlanta as

a ditch-digger to chair a meeting of the

Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia on

the next day. He is concerned over the

disparity between the two worlds and
distressed by the alienation between blue

collar workers and intellectuals.

Come to the lecture Wednesday and hear

from a man who decended from the

ivory tower and survived well enough to

write a book about his experiences.

Coffee house
prices change
The Coffeehouse, that veritable self-

supporting Washington College institution.

is pouring its profits back into the WC
student life.

Having done extensive renovation to (he

Coffeehouse proper, the managers are

planning to extend the use of the facilities

by offering Sunday Continental break-

fasts. Beginning on the 29th of this month,

the Coffeehouse will open its door between

the hours of 10 and 12 each Sunday to serve

the students pastry and juice.

The new office of the Coffeehouse is the

meeting room next to the kitchen area.

The Pegasus office, next door to that, is

being annexed by the Coffeehouse
steamroller and transformed into a

Seminar Area, with perhaps a small bar,

carpeting and tastefully selected fur

niture.

One negative note - due to distributor

hikes in prices, the Coffeehouse is beir

forced to follow suit. Starting tonigh
sodas will cost 20c and 30c apiece, con
pared lo Ihe traditional 15c and 25c. Sod
costs, by the case, have risen 40 percent
while the price of paper cups has risen 2

percent, over the past year.

The Coffeehouse will not open thi

Sa turday . in deference t o the Fa
Weekend Dance, until 11 p.m.

International

club
Are you interested in learning about o

sharing varied cultural viewpoints?
Are you interested in having fun?
Are you interested in meeting people
If so. come and join the newly forme

WC International Club. First meeting is t

be held on Wednesday. October 2 at H:0

p.m. in Dorchester Lounge. For furthe
information, please contact. Zung Nguyen
"Mincho." or Melinda Rath. P.S. Al

foreign students please remember |.

attend.

Record review

Dickie Betts

on his own
Richard Betts, who is the country half of

the Allman Brothers, has released his first

solo album, called HIGHWAY CALL.
Playing bass and blending his country

feeling with Duane and Greg's blues

sound. "Dickie" helped to make the

Allman Brothers sound what it has come
to be.

Out of HIGHWAY CALL one gets a full

taste of Dickie's country rock talents. He
makes a smooth transition from bass for

the Allnan Brothers to lead acoustical

guitar. His back-up section features Chuck
Leavell. also of Allman Brothers and
Vassar Clements, who after listening to

the album a number of times has made me
believe him to be one of the better fiddle

technicians, putting forth a very fine,

mellow mood

Overall, the music has a mild rowdiness
and is definitely exciting. Side Two
features a fifteen minute completely in-

strumental cut which really cooks. Side
One is softer and vocal for those who dig

that The best single cut has to be "Let
Nature Sing.'' which is soft with a careful

harmonious blending of instruments and
vocals.

I consider this to be one of the finest

albums in my collection and it is highly

recommended for country. Allman
Brothers steel pedal and good fiddle

freaks.

Avant
commercial
A trend never before witnessed in the

record market seems to be taking place. A
limited number of avant garde musicians
are releasing semi-commercialized

albums that promise mgner sales than
previous efforts. The problem with mosl of
these albums is that along with being
commercial, the artist has also com-
promised his talents into mediocrity. Not
so with Donald Byrd's BLACK BYRD.
which is approaching gold record status.
Byrd may not have reached the point
occupied by Miles and Freddie Hubbard,
but (he music on BLACK BYRD reflects

Byrd's unique approach to form Byrd.
more than any other modern jazz com-
poser, has a strong sense of bottom in his
music The bass is emphasized in much
the same way Sly Stone. Herbie Hancock,
or rhythm and blues artists might use the
bass However, never has trumpetist used
the bass so extensively. The onlv problem
I had with BLACK BYRD was that Byrd
let himself become upstaged by his
background section. Only in "Flight
Time " does Byrd begin to let go. but even
there he never entirely leaves terra firma.

Hubbard horn
uncovered
Unknown to all but his peers and a

small, but growing colerie of musical
purists - like me - is trumpet player
Freddie Hubbard. Once again Hubbard
and four unknowns have put out an
asskickerofanalbum HIGH ENERGY

i

the kind of album (hat makes (he listener

feel: each piece brings a change of mood,
and each mood is felt by the listener
'Ihere is something of a hypnotic nature
to Hubbard s music and it is easy to just sit

back and follow the flow of Ernie Watts'
bass flute, or Junior Cook's tenor sax on
'Camel Rise ' and "Ebony Moonbeams

"

HIGH ENERGY should be available in the

bookstore next week I could recommend
no album more highly, for Mr. Hubbard
has truly reached the peak.

by Brian Fallon

Calendar

On Campus:
SEPT. 27-29: Fall Weekend. There will be a film. "The Ruling Class," shown on

Friday night at 7:30 p.m. and on Sunday night at 8:00 p.m. There will also be a dance
on Saturday night at 9:00 p.m. in Hodson Hall. Music will be provided by Custer's Last
Band.

SEPT. 30: Soccer Game against Loyola at WC.
"Take The Money And Run," starring Woody Allen will be shown in Bill Smith Hall

at 7:30 p.m.

Baltimore:
SEPT. 27: "As You Like It." produced by The National Theater ol Great Britain

opens at The Mechanic. Curtain will be at 8:30 p.m., with a Saturday matinee at 200
p.m.

George Rosa, a handicapped artist, will exhibit his work at Harford Community
College s Art Gallery.

"Pink Floyd," a filmed concert will be shown at the Ritchie Cinema and the
Tlmonium Cinema I Theaters.
Elizabeth Walton and Joyce Wheeler Gardner will perform dances choreographed

byAnnaNaddifattheTheater Project. 8:30p.m.
JHU Glee Club will perform in the War Memorial Plaza at 1 1 :45 am
SEPT 28: The Hadley Square Singers will present Gilbert and Sullivan's
Iolanthe, at Catonsville Community College's Barn Theater. 8:00p.m.

"Butterflies Are Free." will be presented at the Dulaney Valley Dinner Theater
8:00 p.m.

SEPT. 29: The Maynard Ferguson Orchestra will appear at the Left Bank Jazz
Society s Famous Ballroom. 3:00 p m

loSdiS V?"?
A*?=I<hibit a( L°y°la Co'^Se. Paintings and sculpture by

localdndnationaIartistswillbeonsale.Noon.-5-OOpm

8:00

ia

p

n

m:
R°OSeVe" NeWS°" W'" PreSe"''

"
American Music and Ragtime" at JHU.

Bachman-Turner Overdrive at the Civics Center 800 p mSEPT 30: Record reviewer Maurice Esworthy will deliver the second in a series oflectures on rock music at the Enoch Pratt Library's Waverly Branch 7-30 p m
nS ' :

"
1

);
verN,eer" "Pens at the Mechanic Theater Curtain will be8:00p mOCT. 2-3: Opening performance of the Baltimore Symphony at the Lyric Theater

D. C. and College Park:
SEPT. 27-29: Syreeta will appear at the Cellar Door
WMAL Salute at the Kennedy Center.
John Sebastian and Livingston Taylor at Shady Grove Music Fair 830 p m
SEPT.28: Weather Reportat the Kennedy Center.8'30p m
Hank Williams Jr. at the Cellar Door.
SEPT. 29: Princeton University Glee Club and Chorus at the Kennedy Center I

p.m.

SEPT. 30: Venetian Festival at the Kennedy Center. 7:00 p.m. by Karen ,1:



Academics

?hys ed, language depts voice cautious optimism
The removal of distributional

eqiiirements in physical education for

his academic year has had a two-sided

ffett on the department. The expected

iecline in enrollment is discouraging, but

partially offset by the knowledge that

ididents are now taking courses because

hey want to take them

Ed Athey. Director of Athletics, cited

istly lowered attendance figures, but is

jptimistic. He pointed out that a similar

irogram was initiated at Trinity College in

[art ford, Connecticut five years ago. with

:ood results thus far He hopes to present

such an interesting program that

eventually we may ask to be included

imong the social sciences."

Abide from general attendance. Athey 's

hief fear is that the intramural program

iviy suffer a decline. Penny Fall. Director

rf Women's Athletics, echoed his sen-

liments. saying "Intramurals are not for

the highly skilled only The sad part is that

now there is no opportunity for us to work
with students who have a negative attitude

or are indifferent to college-level physical

education."

Miss Fall also gave figures indicating a

substantial drop in enrollment from last

year, particularly among the freshman
and sophomore classes. Hence, there have
been various changes in the program, with

emphasis now on theory more than

recreation.

There are several reasons for taking a

PE course: despite the fact that it is no
longer required: for credit, to assist in any
possible graduate studies, or simply for

Uie fun of it. The long-range effects will be
far-reaching and the attitude of the

department is just "wait and see."

The Department of Modern Languages,
like the Athletic Department, has ex-

perienced a decline in enrollment this year
due to the elimination of the distributional

re<|uirement.

And. again, the effect has been twofold.

Dr. Andre Yon, Chairman of the Modern
Language Department believes that the

smaller classes which result will be of a

higher quality, although he admits it is too

early to give any definite opinions.

Previously, says Yon, students would

take a language because it may have been

"the lesser of five evils." referring to the

five branches of the Formal Studies

system. Now. however, it is logical to

assume that someone who is in a langugae

course wants to be there, and, in Yon's

opinion, "we no longer feel as though we

are teaching a captive audience."

The possibility for expansion and

variation of the existing program is still

open, but the department is content for the

moment to play a waiting game. Op-

timism, however, has become the wat-

chword for the Department of Modern

Languages. by Dana Chattalier
The language lab

Personality-

Math prof, has mixed

feelings aboutWC
Mr Mark Wolff, one of two new

assistant professors at Washington
College this fall, is moving in. He's moving
into (he Math Department, into his office

in Dunning Hall, and into his house in

Chestertown.

Mr. Wolff comes to W.C. from State

University of New York in Stony Brook, a

suburb about 50 miles from Manhattan.
SUNY is a large-iaround 14,000), public

university where Mr Wolff completed his

U.S. and M.A. requirements, taught as a

graduate student, and worked on his PhD.
which he hopes to receive this December.
All his degrees are in Math.

s a professor at W.C. Mr. Wolff takes

on his first full-time teaching position at

the college level. In addition to teaching

as a graduate student he has also taught in

an experimental math program for disad-

vantaged elementary asnd junior high

school students in California.

As a professor. Mr. Wolff has found his

biggest problem is in getting enough
constructive feedback in class to be cer-

tain that students are understanding a

particular idea. Mr. Wolff likes teaching
and talking with students. He enjoys

discovering other peoples' interests

outside the field of mathematics.
Although Mr. Wolff appreciates the

interaction with students and faculty

members of other departments that is

possible here, he cites several disad-

vantages that he has found at W.C.
Because no one else here shares his

specific mathematical interests, he feels

isolated in terms of research. The library,

not designed to incorporate sophisticated

Dr. Mark Wolff - the new
man in math.

mathematical research, is inadequate for

his interests.

Currently. Mr. Wolff is continuing

research on his PhD. thesis on three

dimensional Kleinain groups. His theorem
concerns the extent of compact three

dimensional manifolds without strong

conformal structure.

Mr. Wolff would like to teach pottery

when he has a chance to get settled and to

set up his studio. He's also very willing to

teach topology should the demand arise on

by Vicki Lunsford

?M& Subs

Italian Kitchen
''%.V

**%^ 605 High St. 778-3022

Carry-Out Dine-In

TUES.-THURS. 11-11 FRI. & SAT. 11-1 SUNDAY 4-11

Publications

Writer's Union provides
informal educational

Washington College's Writer's Union

isnot a club, but a union of interest. Its

activities do not involve organizational

meetings or fund-raising events. Rather,

its function is to provide creative literary-

minded individuals with an opportunity to

share their works and interests with each

other. This sharing process inevitably,

involves criticism and individual im-

provement and growth. The Union, then, is

an integral part of the education at

Washington College. It is a means of

learning which extends beyond the

classroom.

The activities of the Writer's Union are

numerous. THE WASHINGTON
COLLEGE REVIEW (WCRi is published

four times a year in order to share a

selection of writings with the entire

student body. The first issue of the Review

will appear early in October

•Broadside.'' the Union's second

publication, is yet another means by which

students can share their writings. Printed

more frequently, twenty times a year
"Broadside" is mainly a poetry

publication. Often it attracts poetry from a

wider range of peole whose works do not

necessarily appear in the Review.

Other activilias of the Writer's Union

include a series of twenty films about

various authors: two students readings:

readings in foreign languages: and

readings by well-known contemporary

authors and poets.

The one tangible aspect of the Writer's

Union is the Richmond House, located next

to the Psychology building on Campus
Avenue. Several students interested in

creative writing live here. One section of

the Richmond House is also the office of

Robert Day. professor of creative writing.

More than a dorm and an office, however.

Richmond House also acts as a funnel for

literary interests and activities. It is a

common meeting ground for writers.

All of the activities of the Writer's Union

reflect a wide interest among Washington

College students in creative writing. This

interest is evident by last year's formation

of a Creative Writing Forms of Literature

course for Freshmen. Offered again this

year by the English department, this class

has attracted twenty-five students. In a

seminar atmosphere, students read and

evaluate their own works.

As Robert Day observed, students today

who are interested in creative writing

usually seek their help, criticism and

knowledge on their own. They do not have

to be drawn into any system or

organization. The Writer's Union, its

activities and Richmond House, as well as

the crative writing program within the

English department, are all readily

available to the W.C. student who seeks to

share his interest in literary creativity.

The Writer's Union is but one aspect of

informal education. The support it has

received and the support which it will

hopefully continue to receive, is proof of its

value.

Shop At

The Attic

337 High Street

Chf.ttonmvnn Best Bargains

Friday Til 8:30

Sunday iH
77MSM

Daily 10-5:30

77S-45SO

Compliments

of

The

Village Tavern



Dance Sports

Acclaimed Jazz group

to perform here
m The first presentation of the COLLEGE

£ CONCERT SERIES will be the GUS

GIORDANO DANCE COMPANY, widely

acclaimed as one of the leading American

Jazz dance groups.

Mr. Giordano, artistic director, dancer

and choreographer for the company has

received the Illinois Governor's Award as

outstanding dancer in the state, authored

the "American Jazz Dance Syllabus,"

has received two Emmy TV awards for

public TV, and has starred in numerous

Broadway musicals.

The company spent this past summer

touring Germany, Italy. France and

Belgium with the U.S. Army. In August

Ihey danced in Moscow. Leningrad and

Baku, USSR by invitation of the Russian

Embassy. In September they performed

at Le Stage International De Danse. Paris

Mr. Giordano will teach a master class

in jazz dance at 4:00 in Cain Gym on

Thursday. Oct. 3. It will be followed by a

lecture-demonstration by the entire

company in the Theater at 5:30. Both

events are open to students and faculty

free. The concert will begin at 8:00 in

Tawes.

Their repertory includes Slaughter on

10th Avenue. Fancy Free. Glitzville USA.

and American Heritage Ballet - danced

with the skill and style that makes you

want to jump out of your seat and join in

the fun.

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler

Downtown • Around the comer from the park

Soccer squad
squashes Gallaudet

The Washington College Soccer team

opened its season victoriously last

Tuesday by defeating Gallaudet 4-1.

The Shoremen dominated the game,

despite exceptionally poor officiating

throughout most of the tilt.

The exhibition season ended last

Saturday with a 2-1 win over the Alumni.

Goals were scored by Doug Hayes and Ben

Fitzgerald, while the Alumni goal was sent

in by Robert Lewis Bailey on a penalty

kick.

Against Gallaudet. VVC got on the board

early, as left wing Peter Allen put the ball

in off Ben Fitzgerald's corner kick with

just over three minutes gone by. The Shore

side kept Ihe pressure on the defense, the

ball spending all but aboul two minutes of

the half in Gallaudet s end of the field

Time after time. Washington's shots went

over Ihe net instead of into it.

The visitor's only goal came on a penalty

kick midway through the half. Gallaudet

had almost broken away from the Shore

defense when center fullback Bob Hick-

man appeared lo come out of nowhere and

lackled the ball away. However, the

referee, who had troubles all afternoon,

didn't see it that way. and Hickman, a

senior and one of the team's co-captains,

was called for "deliberate tripping."

setting up the penalty kick that tied the

game The half ended with a 1-1 score.

In the second half. WC again struck

quickly, as Doug Hayes took a head pass

from Fitzgerald, went through two

defenders and booted the ball into the

corner of the goal Good passing in front

and almost total control of all Gallaudet s

goal kicks kept the ball in the visitor s half

for most of the second period as well With

about seven and a half minutes remaining.

y.ung Nguyen sent in an insurance goal on

a penalty kick. It is an interesting note

that the penalty had to be called from the

far end of the field, as the same referee

who had displeased the Washington crowd

earlier missed yet another Gallaudet

infraction

The final goal of Ihe afternoon was

scored wilh about two minutes remaining,

as freshman Kim Byron's shot hit the top

of the goal and bounced in front, where

Have Beach, ready and waiting, headed

the ball in Despite the inability to score on

several golden opportunities, the overall

dominance of Ihe game by the Shoremen

has lo make Coach Athey happy and sends

the squad off to Ursinus for Friday's game

in an optimistic mood The next home

game Monday against Loyola at three

oclock. should be one of the best of the

season, and will be important for WC s

conference ranking i,y Keith Twitchell
-, ,um; up nit [itiiD.i, .,.*.. ...... ..

Midfield shows strength

in Fall ball
Fall Lacrosse practices started on

Monday, September IB with a full load of

4:i players, including 22 Freshmen and new

players signed up to play. The practices

are being held on Monday and Thursday

afternoons After just three practices, it is

hard to tell just what will be the strong and

weak points of the team, but there are

definitely some bright points On attack.

Freshmen Mert Gaines and Steve Shad-

eack will challenge returning vets Andy

Cooper and Duke Murphy for the behind

attack position vacated by Greg Lane.

The Midfield could be exceptionally

strong with the addition of George

Mullinix. Drew Romans and Roy Hoy to an

already large complement of returning

veterans The Midfield looks to be the

strong point of the team this year. For the

first time in many years there looks lo be

much depth at Midfield. where offense

looks to be its stronger point, defense its

The defense could be the team's

Achilles heel this year. Its strength

depends upon Ihe development of second

year men Andy Crosby and Rick Blair,

ihe crease position looks to be strong with

Bret Smith and Joe Connor, who is

returning to the team after a 2 year lay-off.

both vying for the position.

All American Bryan Matthews will get

quite a bit of help in the goal from Fresh-

man John Gifford. who has looked ex-

ceptional in just three days of practice and

could push Bryan for his job coming

Spring

Next year's schedule will be basically

the same as this year's, although it is still

incomplete There is a possibility that

there will be no game with Maryland this

year because of the trouble in finding a

date convenient to both teams. Delaware

has been dropped and Harvard added, the

only real schedule changes thus far There

is talk of a possible game with Virginia.

but it w ill be more likely a game of the I97G

season

Bryan Matthews and John Cheek both

had a strong showing in the second annual

College All Stars vs. Club All Stars game

There will be a regular J.V. Lacrosse

team this year, to be coached by Peter

Boggs.
hv Hoy Larson

College Heights Sub Shoppe

across 27;l from campus

77K-2i>7

1

Pizza

Steaks Subs Chicken

Daily Specials

Mon. Thurs. «:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

I'M.

Sun.

iat. H:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

U0 p.m. - 0:00 p.m.



Student life

Investigation continues into Bo at Ho use arson
Shortly lifter eight o'clock on the night of

Wednesday. September 25lh. ;i fire was
skirled in the Washington College Boat
House Discovered in its early stages, no
serious damage was done lo cither the

building or its contents, which include
thousands of dollars' worth of crew and
sailing equipment The arson marks the
second attempt at apparently willful

destruction aimed at the Pomona Street

facility in less than a month No arrests
have been made, though an official in-

vestigation is continuing

Junior Jonathan Burton discovered the
lire at approximately nine o'clock while in

search of a textbook he thought he had left

(here that afternoon As Manager of the
i 'rew.he is holder of one of the

Boa (house keys

Turning off the road onto the driveway.
Burton says he saw a figure running from
the Boat House, called lo whoever it was.
hut received no response. As he drove pass
the entrance, he says he saw that the
door was slightly ajar, and noticed a light

flickering inside. I first thought
somebody was in there with a flashlight

'

Once inside the building. Burton was
confronted with a three-foot blaze burning
along the sliding door, fueled by Ihc trash
horn an overturned barrel According lo

Burton, the refuse was laid evenly along
the door, so as lo preclude the possibility of

an accident

The potential danger was magnified by
the presence of two six-gallon gasoline
drums situated in their usual position, to

the side of the door As Burton related it.

the fire had almost reached the cans,
w hich were open, by the time he arrived It

is unclear whether the fuel containers
were left uncapped intentionally, or by
accident.

Washington College Boathouse, scene of

Burton says that, using his windbreaker
and a pair of overalls, he had the fire

subdued in a matter of minutes. He then
went immediately next door to Buekheit's
Body Shop and tried, without success, to

phone several school administrators
Beturning to school, he picked up Paul
(iianquinto. a member of the Crew team.
and both went back to the Boathouse The
police were called at approximately 9:20

pin. after which several school officials

were notified, including Dean Barry
McArdle and Business Manager Gene
llessey. At the request of the College, the

police called in a Mr Carl Coventry, who.
as Fire Marshall for the Maryland State
Police I )epartment of Bombing and Arson.
was put in charge of the investigation.

The next dav. Thursday. Burton was

attempts at destruction.

informed by the Dean of Men that he was
the primary suspect: "McArdle said,
'Well, they have a suspect.

1

1 said. 'Who?,'
and he said. You."

"

On Friday. Fire Marshall Coventry
reached Burton at school and requested
that he report to the police station. "There
was this big thing on why I left my book
down there/' says Burton At the station,
he was made directly aware of Coventry's
supicions: "He gives me this line, i don't
really know why you'd do this.' The
Marshall suggested that the Crew
Manager take a lie detector test, and it

seemed to Burton that it was "implied that
if I don I take it. people will think I'm
guilty." Though feeling that Coventry
"was just doing his job." Burton made no
commitment regarding the polveraph

test, and later consulted an attorney on the
subject.

Dean McArdle, asked about Marshall
Coventry's supicions of Burton, responded
that "It's his job to pin it on somebody. Jon
becomes the most obvious choice." though
he added that Coventry had confided that

"nothing adds up to Burton" as the ar-

sonist.

McArdle also suggested that the use of a
lie detector is "a gimmick" used to trip

people up during an interrogation process,

and he pointed out that failing to pass a
polygraph test is inadmissable in a court
of law.

Perhaps the most sensitive aspect of
the case is the fact that there were no signs

of forced entry, which gives weight to the

possibility that the arsonist possessed a

key There are eleven such keys, six

Iwlonging to students and apparently all

have been accounted for to Coventry's
satisfaction McArdle emphasizes that

"it's possible" that entry was made
through one of the broken windows,
which have since been repaired.

The first incident of likely vandalism at

the Boat House occurred several weeks.ago
when a boat rudder was driven through

one of the crew shells. Though conceding
the possibility of an unreported mishap.
McArdle believes that "All the per-

centages are with ..its (having been donei

intentionally."

No one has come up with any plausible

motives for either of these actions, and it is

unclear just who they were directed

against, if anyone. Little evidence at the

Boathouse was available to the

authorities, and the possibility of

fingerprints was remote. Nevertheless.

McArdle has been assured that Coventry's
investigation is continuing • "He says he
has leads and he's working on them."
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Faculty

Yon resigns chairmanship
Professor Andre Von officially resigned

the chairmanship of the Modern Language
'epartmenl last Monday, the 2iith of

September. Von held the position of

Chairman of the department, which in-
' :des French. German. Spanish and
Literature in Translation, for four years.
Dr Von explained that the impetus for

'lis decision was the dissatisfaction of his
colleagues within the department. Yon
defined the complaints as "vague." He
diagnosed what he termed "a delicate
situation" by explaining . "it was difficult
'" find harmony

"

"I don't want lo blame anyone." Yon
•'HHinued. ".. I can see where I failed."

> on explained that the root of (he internal
^satisfaction within the department was

in the transition period last year after the

abolition of the language^ requirement

"We didn't know whal shape the depart-

ment would be in this year." Yon ad-

mitted. This academic limbo, coupled with

personal problems -- the death of his wife,

forced "all kinds of responsibility" upon
him "I tried to function as well

possible. I was depressed often."

Yon. who will continue as full professor

of French, will not miss the "thankless"

job of the chairmanship.

Dean Nathan Smith requested that the

resigning chairman recommend his

replacement. Yon disqualified himself

The decision has not yet been made as to

the successor of the Chair of the Modern
language Department.

Chestertown

Bike
registration
Residents of Chestertown who have not

registerered their bikes with the state by
January 1975 many find themselves in

trouble when riding through town. A
recently passed law requires all per-

manent residents to register their bikes at

the "Life Cycles" bike shop, located on
High Street. Bikes without a registration

number are subject to impoundment and
their riders to a possible fine. After

January, riders could find themselves

with a $50 fine or a M day imprisonment

sentence.

David Jensen, owner of "Life Cycles,"

reports that the general response so far

"has been extremely good: and ap-

proximately 119 local residents have

answered the call." For this first year the

registration fee has been set at $1 per year

and 50c for renewals. The registration

procedure involves giving a complete

description of the bike and having a serial

number engraved on the side of it. This
information can be used later to identify

any missing bike.

Though this law does not pertain to

Washington College students, there have
been quite a few students who have taken

advantage of this protective law.



Edito rial

I
Washington College had the

. distinct pleasure last night of

j listening to a successful

, academician and businessman
; who also has dirty fingernails.

)
Haverford President Jack

, Coleman showed us a rare human
" quality, that being the ability

resist a lifestyle's particular

inertias, no matter how com-
fortable, in favor of what he calls a

"fantasty," an almost whimsical

"what if..." which, for him,

translated itself into a most
valuable learning experience.

Himself a professor, he was
perhaps speaking most directly to

his professional counterparts here,

although his remarks hit home
nonetheless on a number of very

basic deficiencies in the

prototypical Washington College

student. _
He spoke of the isolation of the

academic world from a number of

important realities, and of the need

to 'step out for some different air'

even as we become inured to such

a condition.

Washington College is the

quintessence of this same
separateness - too many of its

students find reinforcement of

themselves and their goals in a

study body which is homogeneous
to a fault.

Coleman's message in part, then,

is that we should not become too

contented with any sort of self-

enclosed pattern, especially

during that very snug sojourn

which is undergraduate life.
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alumni: Sli.lllt per year for all others.

Published by Washington College.
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postage paid at Centreville. Md.

'Ruling Class: A fine madness

by Dave Knepler

The opening and final acts of Fall

Weekend were provided by '1'HE RULING
CLASS. Peter Medak's savage 1972

tragicomedy The film was shown in Bill

Smith [[.ill on Friday and Sunday nights.

THE RULING CLASS, conceived for the

stage by Peter Barnes in 19HB. is a full-

fledged attack on our conceptions of sanity

and religion as well as direct jab into the

ribs of the venerable British way of life

It would be easy to call this cinematic

event a tour de force for Peter O'Toole.

whose absolutely stunning portrayal of the

I4lh Earl of Gurney won him a 11)7:t Oscar
nomination 'although he eventually lost

out to Mario Brando's I Jon Corleono. But

to limit the film merely to O'Toole would

be dealing a double injustice: the first to

the film character performances by
Alastair Sim as Bishop Lampton. Arthur
Lowe as Daniel Tucker and William
Mervyn as Charles The second would be

in dismissing as secondary the points of

the movie
Barely ten minutes into the if.5 minute

affair, the 13th Earl of Gurney is swinging

from a noose, dressed in a white ballet
skirt, long undcrwar and a sword, and tne

assault on our senses is underway One
premise that Medak and Barnes are quick

to play with is that which the H.h Earl.

O'Toole. is later to reiterate: -Behavior
which would be considered insanity in a

tradesman is looked on as mild ec-

centricity in a lord." One explanation the

i:.th Earl gives for his act of fantasy

fullfilment is that as he plays with death,

he sees the after life His consists of

Alexander the Great, six vesta! virgins

smoking cigars. Moses in bedroom slip-

pers and naked bosoms floating pass

Formosa "A man an English judge and
peer of the realm must have his visions

."

The heir to the estate is Jack Gurney.

the earl's youngest and only living son.

Convinced that he is Jesus Christ lor

simply J(\ if you prefer'. .Jack quickly

discovers that there are skeptics in his

household - his Uncle Charles, Aunt Claire

and Cousin Dinsdalc His manservant
Tuck simply doesn't care.

In the next two hours of the film. Jack
marries his fellow "martyr or love." the

lady of the Camclias. loses to the Electric

Christ in a battle for supremacy, becomes
a father, is cured, evolves into Jack the

Hipper < "God Almighty'' I,, murders
Claire, takes his eat in the House of Lords,

and murders his wife However, its never
that simple, and particularly in THE
ItULING CLASS.
Who is to say who's norma!'' That's the

most pointed question of the evening Was
the nth Earl insane, or merely eccentric?

Is Claire's belief that she can be sexually

alluring to a man thirty years younger
than she a touch of madness or just a

fantasy'.' Is Dinsdale's political ambition.

which carry hiin to rejoice at the present

"'arHamenlarian's death, a sign of

depravity or only a case or over-

zealous ness'' Is Charles' desire to keep on

lop of all things, especially the most
private sexual matters, an example of a

compulsive maniac bordering on being a

Peeping Tom. or merely in keeping with

his position as temporary head of [he

family
-
' Hoes Kelso. I he Master of Lunacy.

keep a ferverenl interest in school affairs

because he is actually trapped in Ihe past,

or because he's simply sentimental about

his alma malar'.' Are Dr Herder's at-

tempts to treat all as guinea pigs the

symptom of a God-complex or merely a

etached return to the world These are

he people who deem .lack Gurney. the

4th Earl of Gurney, insane and unfit to

cmain free in society.

Jack enters as the God of Love How
Iocs he know he's God"' "Simple." he

says, "when I pray to Him 1 find that I'm

alking to myself." At first we find our-

selves wanting to agree with him. as his

jood nature rubs off on us and we succumb

lo the beauty he claims he created The
human hand and the hairy-nosed combat

are mong the "ten billion million miracles

a day." yet we are not satisfied When
Jack loses the war of the Gods lo the High

Voltage Messiah, we all lose, for our

belief in Jack is destroyed. However, our

loss is Jack's death.
The eight-foot guinea pig. dressed in

high Victorian manner, comes in as .lack

loses and his wife gives birth. Jack was a

guinea pig in the hands of Or Herder, and

he is now being molded into the image or

his Creator, that being McKyle. the God of

Venegance
As stated. Jack is now. for all inlents and

purposes, dead That is why he is able lo

recognize his fellow lords in the slate of

rigor mortis "! realized this is where I

belong." says Jack. "You're one of us at

last " declared Dinsdalc

Jack has attained "mild eccentricity

His rallying cry of "You have forgotten

how lo punish" leaches the hearts and

fantaslies of those who hear him M
Piggot - Jones and Mrs Treadwell come

close to orgasm during the tune "Dry

Bones." when Ihey were previously ap-

palled and disgusted by the old Jack's

words of love Jack Gurney can now live

safely in Ihe dead world - he is Ihe God of

Punishment in ihe world of pimishmeni

lie hifs adjusted lo Ihe modem world b>

liilfling peace in turbulence

College history

Washington: "A liberal place of learning" in 1800
The records of Washington College for

the years 17H2-IH2I. are incomplete
Washington has experienced two serious

fires: one in 1K2H which completely

destroyed the original building and
another in 19 Hi when William Smith Hall

was completely gutted Both of these fires

were so intense that there was little op-

portunity to save the contents of the

buildings

Through the efforts of many people, the

College has assembled a "fair" amount of

information for those years The Reverend
John T Tierney. Achivist for the Basilica

of the Assumption in Baltimore, donated a

copy of a letter, circa 1800. from Bishop

Carroll acknowledging an honorary

degree conferred upon him by \\ ashington

College

Fred W Dumschott. Assistant Secretary

of the Visitors and Governors, feels that

the letter is important in "substantiating

another incident which look place during

this period
"

Dumschott sent lieverend Tierney in

return a newspapcr'articlc which makes
reference and offers praise for the

honorary degree conferred upon the

Bishop of the Catholic ( 'lurch in the Stale

of Maryland
The following article appeared in the

September \i. 1)100 issue of the AURORA,
or GENERAL ADVERTISER, under the

headline "Massachusetts Intolerance

contrasted w Uh Maryland Liberality in the

Education of Youth."
"In Washington College, on the Eastern

Shore of Maryland. Ihe governors and

... of that institution, presented the

present Bishop of Ihe Catholic Church in

thai stale with Ihe degree of Doctor of

Divinity, to which he returned an

acknow ledgmeni of Ihe honor done him. in

language breathing of Ihe spirit of

tolerations and good will lo all mankind
The visitors of Washington College, with

a liberality becoming enlightened men.

require no religious lest of their

Professors and Tutors. Well established

characters and abilities in (he education of

Ihe youth, are of different religious per-

suasions, live in harmony w ilh each other.

The conferring of I he degree of Doctor bi

Divinity upon him was especially
newsworthy because Washington College

in Ihose days was a largely Protestant
school, and Protestant schools did nol

ordinarily hand mil degrees to Catholic

bishops

n'i perform their respective duties

entire satisfaction of their employer
youth of all religious societies, are frcrl

admitted lo Ihe benefiis of educatioi

without the most distant inquiry made i

their religious beliefs A chapter of

bible is read every morning lo Ihe sluden 1

without any commentary, accompanic

. by a suitable form of prayer The visitor

professors and lulors. subscribe to Ihe

belief in Ihe Christian religion
"

The article also makes referen

certain "religious lests." These
required of faculty members in th

majority of universilies of Ihe dav.
order to ensure Iheir "fidelity."" II

Washington College did not believe

these tests - then, or ever WashingK
College apparently has alwaj
liberal place nf learning, no less so toclu

11,11,1 in ' by Dana Chatellie
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SGA holds beer debate
Last night the SGA debated for five

hours, while consuming three and a half

kegs of beer, the issue of whether the
:

Student Government should sponsor

anymore beer parties on campus The
discussion was heated, causing many of

the Senators to drink so heavily that they

temporarily lost a i|Uorum when over half

of the Senate left to relieve their bladders.

The debate began when a resolution was
introduced calling for a moratorium on all

S G A spending for alcohol It was pointed

out that the S G A spent l.000 dollars in

the first month of school on beer Last year

the total for S.G.A. spending on beer

leached well over SiiuOO. or :!0 percent of

one semester's budget, and it appeared

that some Senators wanted to put a halt to

the "pushing of alcohol'' by the SGA.
once and for all

The opposition to the resolution did not

believe that they should decide to stop the

purchasing of beer, because the SGA.

budget is comprised of student activities

lees, and. if the students want to buy beer

with it. they have every right to do so. At

one point the meeting got (juite rowdy, and
meaningful discussion ceased to exist until

the final keg was tapped.

When the question was called for a vote,

the Senate split along strict "party"' lines.

The result was that the question would be

sent to committee for 'investigation and
then be put to a vote before the whole
student Iwdy. in the form of a referendum.

at the next S.G.A. dance.

In other proceedings the Senate ap-

proved $!50 for a Middle Hall party, and

.S50 for beer for the annual poetry reading.

Because the debate lasted such a long

lime, the projects and issues of student

representation on the Board. Faculty

Evaluation, the organization of the Majors,

and Club allotments were postponed until

the next meeting.
by^ Ffj|k

When reciting poetry, beat around Hie
bush, (see page 2).

Rare pygmy shrews in book
A new face not being seen around the

campus this semester is that of Dr. Jasper
.McLevy. the College's first Professor of

Clinical Babylonian Literature. Dr.
McLevy. an ex-Nazi, is on sabbatical this

semester as he settles down into

Chestertown life

Having spent the last :10 years in

Argentina. Dr. McLevy developed a fine

skill of forgery, which enabled him to

enter this country He chose Washington
College purely on whim, despite the fact

that many of the top institutions around
the world were chasing after him
Ur McLevy spent his early school years

in S • ilzerland and comnleled his high

school education in Bulgaria's reknowned
School for Wayward Boys. Studying in-

termittenly in the bunkers during the War.
I )r McLevy finally acquired his Ph.D. this

past summer, after sending in $2 to an
address in the back of HULK.
Along with Swiss cheese and

bridgehosing. Dr. McLevy's interests lie in

writing. His first two books, both dealing
with the mating process of the rare Irish

Pygmy Shrew, sold extremely poorly. He
is near completing a third book
WITICISMS OP MEIN FUHRER. for
which he has high hopes.

Come January. Dr. McLevy will be
instructing courses in Philosophy of the

Calliope Indians and Self-Pace Brain
Salad Surgery, both considered to be guts.
He is also hoping for a good turn-out for his
Free University class in Pre-Natai Dental
Care.

Never having taught before, it came as
"quite a shock" to Dr. McLevy when he
was told that he would become the
I )epartment chairman within a year.
Incidentally, it is rumored that he is one of
the leading candidates for the Deanship.
Dr. McLevy and his two wives. Eva and

Harold, reside in a mortgaged home on
Water Street, facing the scenic Chester

by Dave Knepler

Freshman

statistics

Once again Washington College opens
for another year of beer drinking, lacrosse
playing, nude running and exam failing.

The big question on hardly anybody's
mind is : will this years freshman class be
able to follow in the footsteps of its

predecessors?

Already this year's freshmen class has
shown horrible signs of nonconformity.
Rumors are circulating that every
meeting during freshman orientation was
attended by a majority of the class! This
year's Kent-Somerset water tight was a
total flop. It didn't even get as far as the
girls' dorms, let alone Middle Hall! What
does this mean? Probably nothing. If we
extrapolate we can see these non-
conformists finally getting into
Washington's clique ridden lifestyle.

There is still time!

Figures on this year's freshman class

are very revealing. For instance. 42

percent of the class can't drink more than
ll beers without getting sick. This doesn't
mean anything unless correlated with the

I7.9 percent of the class that can't float

and the 3.4 percent of the class that can't

swim. Of the 17.9 percent that can't float.

20 percent can't swim either and of the 42

percent that can't drink. 5.2 percent can't

swim or float This shows a clear mark-up
from last year's 4 1 percent and 1972's 1.9

percent, which was a recorded low. This
must be related to the class rankings of the

freshmen from outside of the state of

Maryland, which is, on the average 1.7

percent higher than that of those from
within Maryland. However. 9fi.5 percent of

the state residents can swim or float while

15.2 percent can swim 25 meters of but-

terfly in under a minute. All of these

factors were taken into serious con-

sideration in the decision not to build a

swimming pool. Of course, this is totally

irrelevant. The relevancy lies, and this is

an important point, in the fear that more
drunk, intelligent, non-swimming, out
of state freshmen may drown if they tall

into the Chester than ever before.

By and large, the freshman class shows
promise, but as that is what is said every
year, we can ignore it totally. According
to an informed source, the freshman class

looks promising in many places. He listed

basket-weaving and Kayaking as their

strongest points, but he also mentioned
dental health and eggplant stuffing as
well. Other officials describe their position

as "an optimistic one." "Things will be

fine if we can keep them from attacking

Kennedyville."
And so. the future looks brighter for our

new-found friends. But only the pressure

of the traditions of Washington College,

like fly hunting, alcohol guzzling, coffee

housing.'reading and playing football in

the rain, can answer this and other

unasked questions. by Jeff Merjam



How to Memorize/ Recite poetry

Remember that most poets are slightly

mad. This is a moral consolation in times

of great frustration. Also remember that

"much madness is divinest sense" when it

comes to memorization of poetry

Therefore, the first rule is:

I You do not have to be crazy to

memorize poetry, hut try to at least

develop a neurosis.

On the other hand, you do not

have to understand the poetry

either, and understanding is ac-

tually a ninarance. for example 11 a

teacher asks you to recite Hamlet's

Soliloquy he or she might get it out of you.

But if they ask you to recite it with insight

or perception you will probably crack up

after "To be or not to be." It is bad enough

to recite "up so floating many bells down."

"pigeons on the grass, alas!" or "a rose is

a rose is a rose." lei alone re-

late these vagaries to the complexity of

life on planet earth. As some or us know,

one of the main differences between

poetry and prose is the ambiguity of

poetry It is easy either to be ambiguous

when you are brilliant or else when you do

not know what you are talking about. For

those of us who are not brilliant, rule

number two follows:

2. Misunderstand the poetry as much as

possible.

Let us. for example, take the poem
ULYSSEUS by Alfred Tennyson This is a

good example of poetry so long that you

would be insane to attempt memorization

Most people do not understand this poem
either so it fulfills the first two

requirements. II begins.

it little profits that an idle king

By this still hearth, among these barren

crags.

Mulched with an aged wife, I mete and

dole

Unequal laws unto a savage race

What Ulysseus is trying to say is that he

is bored but he cannot say this He must

wander ten years before getting to Ihe

point This literary device often proves

quite helpful to the student The third rule

.{ He dramatic. Beat around the bush

It does help to strike a dramatic gesture

and pace hack and forth as you recite

Feign anger, despair, or intelligence The

thinkers in your audience will be dismayed

so you may lose one or two people. But

the emotionalists will love it.

4 Relate the poem to other ideas

unrelated to the poem

You must be careful with this rule For

example, the lines from ULYSSEUS:
"How dull it is to pause, to make an end. to

11st unburnished. not to shine in use."

refer to old age but they always reminded

me of the old razor blades in my "father's

nu'dicine cabinet

So. whenever I came to this part I would

think "razor blades." and thus re-

member the lines But remember, you

think "razor blades." You do not say

razor blades " unless you are an avante

garde poet and then you say whatever you

like and make a nice income doing so

The fifth rule is:

."> When you forget a section of the poem
recite it over and over again in your mind
until vou finally decide to skip it entirely

Nobody will miss it except your

teachers and nowadays, as an un-

dergraduate, you have more say in

running the educational system than they

do I promise avid students of my study

philosphy lhat they will soon transform

themselves in the study of poetry and
memorization Their performance will

also drastically change in all their other

courses For some reason that I have not

yet discerned, most of my followers

hecome*|uite adept at tragic or passionate

icciL'tinns which thry usually deliver to

me Of course, 1 am quite proud of them

all They are also often seen wandering

phantomlike through the halls of Bill

smith during exam week, chanting

"Nevermore" with a more somber ex-

pression than Poe himself could have

written into it

by Susan Bochicch o

News
Suzi and John talked together for a short

hile at the dance Saturday evening.

Later that night. Suzi told her roommate.

Sally, about the conversation and made an

off-hand comment about John being a

nice guy " Jean heard the tail end of

what Suzi said, and proceeded to tell Lisa

about John and Suzi's ensuing relation-

ship Lisa, however, had a crush on John -

John S however, not John C. - and her

jealousy was aroused The rest of the week

Lisa ignored Suzi and when Suzi found out

from Lisa what was happening, she told

Joan off for telling Lisa a lie. Jean was

offended by being accused of lying and

vented her anger onto Sally since she was

responsible for 'telling' her something

which was net true to begin with.

Meanwhile. John's roommate. James,

beard that Suzi was really interested in

him. but Suzi and Bill had already gotten

something started When John started to

make the move on Suzi. she ignored him

completely, thinking lhat he was being a

bit too pushy " John, thinking that Suzi

was a "XXXX" for leading him on. told

everybody that she was a whore. Of

course. John was in no hotter position,

since word now had it that he was a fast

mover
The events mentioned above involve a

span of two weeks, during which time :5:t

hours or talking and 10 hours of fighting

were wasted not to mention the '- hour it

has taken me to write this article Alot of

hassles evolved, and of course, everybody
' found out ALL about Suzi and John.'What's

new at W (' ".'

The names mentioned above make no

reference to any specific individual,

although some correspondence is quite

possible My apologies if such is the case >

by Kathy Wagner

A poem of

friendship
Sometimes
when the chips are all down
and your back's against the wall

and you know its you alone

against the world

Sometimes
you've just got to have a friend

I mean a REAL friend

One you can trust

and talk to,

I mean REALLY talk to.

One to help you through the

rough times

One you can walk up to

and say
"Go fuck yourself."

by Dave Berard

Can you spot the Presbyterian
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Many restaurants around Chestertown

cater to a certain type of clientele. This is

not true of one restaurant in particular < if

one really, really generalizes i
- John

Linburger's Cafeteria. This Cafeteria,

featuring a marvelous assortment of food,

is the only self-service cafeteria in town
(with the exception of Drug Fain. The
atmosphere is institutional with a brilliant

use of beiges and baby blues to create a

total average experience.

To further accent this dining adventure,

the finest quality sound system gives forth

the most dulcet and harmonious music,

intermingled with announcements
strangely reminiscent of our former high

school days. This together with a large

space accommodating the maitre d*

creates a very nostalgic atmosphere.

The spaghetti dinner tastes remarkably

like Ihe lasagna dinner, which tastes

remarkably like the ehili dinner, which

tastes remarkablly like ...That exotic

touch is often added with the prefix of

Creole, or Chow mein. or Homemade, or

ail Gratin or even unique names such as

Scalapini. French and Italian.

Moving down the menu one notices an

incredible entourage of legunr which all

"taste just about the same." 'I i.j salad bar

offers the most diverse concoctions in the

Eastern Shore area One finds huge bowls

of cottage cheese - potato salad - pineapple

jello - and cole slaw all mixed in one

Washington College students have the

rare privilege of a large variety of drinks.

This wide assortment has induced an

atmosphere of creativity which has given

birth to an even larger number of unique

beverages. Examples are hot chocolate

root beer, coke milk, coffee tab and fruit

punch tea. The creative student can devise

even more drinks in this progressive

environment.

In conclusion, this gourmet recom-

mends Linburger's Cafe to those who have

lost the use of some of their primal senses

:

those of taste, smell and sight as well as

those poor lost souls who believe they are

pelting a college education

by Mike Dickinson



ADVENT
irrator: This is a simple little play

concerning the journey of the three Wise

Men. who have come from the east,

traveling by way of camel. As the curtain

ises. we can see that they are stopped by

ihc side of the road, answering nature's

]| Suddenly, directly above a billboard

proclaiming. "Bosco -- St. John drinks it."

there appears a star - a heavenly star.

si Wise Man: Do you see what I see?

leaking into songi A sUir. a star,

lancing in the night, with a tail as big as a

le' It will bring us goodness and light.

2nd Wise Man: Aw. jeez. One
pilprammage and he thinks he's Perry

Como.
I'd Wise Man: Why don't we make a

h. brothers'.' For it is said: When you

\iish upon a star, it makes no difference

uho you are < Singing' Anything your

heart desires --

2nd Wise Man: Hey. pull the plug on

lh;it. willya'.' Walt Disney isn't due for

nolher 2000 years Just go ahead and

make a wish.

(1 Wise Man: OK. I wish for a time

when all men will live together as one.

:nd Wise Man: Haven't you heard of gay
bars"

ird Wise Man : Tsk-tsk. brother, lets not

frivolous -

si Wise Man: How about cuddly'.'

ird Wise Man: Oh. go cuddle a hump.
now make a uish

•Ml Wise Man: OK. I wish for a child to

be horn who will lead us to a greater glory

1st Wise Man: And I wish for a jar of

inamont. cause this camel's hell on my

2nd Wise Man: That's just like you •-

ilways thinking of yourself Don't you
I now lhat selfish wishes never get an*

Alfred? Now. I suggest we get moving on.

icfore we miss the whole New Testament.

Exit all<

Narrator: In this next scene we're about
to see. the three Wise Men are about to be
nought before King Herod A herald- .

[innounces them

Herald: As your request. Sire. I present
these three men fiom the East.

Herod; Wail, don't tell me - Shadrach.
Mcshack and Abendigo"

•raid: Wrong story. Sire. You're not in

lhat one
Herod' now uom Eiiuerson. ume ana

Calmer'.' No'.' What about Metro. Goldwyn.

Mayer? Wrong again, huh? 1 got it!

AT&T ! No'.' Well. then, who are these men
and why are they getting camel dung all

over my Formica floorshine?

I si W.M : We beg your indulgence. Your

Grace. Allow me to introduce ourselves.

We are all Wise Men.

Herod: (Smiling) Wiseman --_ is that

Jewish?
1st WM: No. that's not our name!

That's just what we call ourselves. Ac-

tually, none or us finished high school.

Herod: Nevermind that. Why you're out

here is what I wanna know.

2nd W.M.: We seek a new king who will

rise and lead all men to freedom and a

world of love and brotherhood.

Herod: Oh. come off it! That's the third

lime I've heard that story this week, and

it's not even ah election year. Besides,

there s nothing out here but beer cans and

cactus bevel with me -- who are you
working for? Galorade or Whirlpool air

conditioners?

2nd WM.: We're not working for

anybody, honest Arab. That's why we're

out here in the first place.

lircl W M : IT you'd like to. you could tag

along and visit the new king with us

Herod: Do you really think 1 should?

;Jrd WM.: You'd better, if you ever want
to get mentioned in the Bible.

islW.M: Tell you what - if we find this

king, we'll send you back a couple of box

seats to the stable. (Exit alb.

Narrator: So the Wise Men went on their

way. little knowing that the stable had

been sold out for weeks Their journey took

m ny says. t\ue to the fact that they kept

gelling lost when the star disappeared in

the daytime. But. finally, as they neared O
little town of Bethlehem, they heard music
in the heavens, which rose and rose until it

reached a deafening crescendo
1st W.M.; Do you hear what I hear? A

song, a song high up in the trees, with a
voice as big as the sea!

2nd W.M.: How big is the sea. anyway?
1st W.M : What s that got to do with

anything'.'

2i .. W.M.: I don't know I just read my
lines. I don't explain em.
Narrator; (let hack to the story. You

were talking about Ihe music -•

2nd WM.: Oh. yeah. It sounds like

Seagram's Fifth!

;ird W.M : Well, what are we waiting

for? i They run off'.

Narrator; They hurried on until they
came to the source of the music, a stable,

around which crowds had gathered in

joyous celebration. Shepherds, peasants
and Bob llaldeman sat on the ground,
passing joints, while choruses of heavenly
hosts sang "Happy Birthday." The whole
spectacle was intoxicating In other
words, the moon hit their eye like a big

pizza pie.

:lrd W.M.: Any of you guys smell pizza?

1st W.M : Look, forget that dumb
narrator and let's get on with the story. I

don't know about you guys, but I'm gonna
go meet the Blessed Virgin. < He ap-

proaches hen Uh. excuse me. Miss, but --

Mary: Its Mrs.

1st W.M : Oh. I'm sorry. I just figured

lhat you being a virgin and ail...

Mary: Well, it's perfectly all right.

I lappens all the time. Even Joseph forgets
now and then and that's when I smack
him Say. how did you know who I was?
istW M : That halo. lady You're either

the Blessed Virgin or the Sugar Plum
Fairy.

Mary: I know what you mean I can't tell

you how many times I've been mistaken
for a CLE. Soft-White. But come, tell me
what gifts you hring my son.

2nd W.M. : Gold, frankicense and myrrh.
2nd W.M.: Gold, frankincense and

myrrh.

Mary* Oh. thank goodness. I was afraid

you were going to give us another Gideon
bible But he ought to be happy with these.

Be careful how you approach him. though
I le's been acting i|uite ungodly lately You
see, sometimes he feels like a fatherless

child 'They approach him).

1st W M.: Lord, we bring you gifts of

gold, frankincense and myrrh.

Child: i Angrily i What the hell do I need

those for'.' Why. with one flick of my
finger. I can create gold castles,

frankincense lakes, and myrrh cookies!

:ird W.M : (Trembling) To please you,

Lord, anything can be yours, just name it.

A Swiss chalet, an undersea photo of

Jacques Cousteau in the nude, a

Muldavian urn --

Child: What's a Muldavian urn?

:(rd W M.: Oh. about a buck eighty-five

an hour

Child: Very funny You heard about
Moses and the b. 'ing bush?

:!rd W.M.: Yes. why?
Child: Another line like that and I'll burn

yours.

2nd W.M.: Forgive him. Lord, for he
know. not what he do.

Child; (Puzzled) Who's this. Kingfish?
2nd W.M.: Yessuh. I'se da imitator, and

he's da imitatee.

Child: Oh. great, that's all I need. Next
thing I know, you'll be trying to sell me
some greasy fried chicken, an RC cola and
a moon pie.

2nd W.M.: < Drifting off i And neckbones,
collards. grits, tater pone, fatback
redeyed gravy...

1st W.M.: If you two are finished talking

about soul food. I suggest we reach some
sort of an agreement soon, so you can get
ready for the circumcision.

Child: Circumcision? Whose cir

cumcision?

1st W.M.: Why. yours, of course.

Child : Oh. no. ain't no way ! Ain't no way
I'm putting my life in the hands of one of

those depraved priests. My cousin John
did that and you know what happened to

him. Hadda spend the rest of his lite

wandering on the desert

2nd WM.: But it's a Jewish rite.

Child: So's usury, but you don't see no
banks out here do ya?

:ird W.M.: Can we get back to the issue

at hand, your gift? I've been looking thru

our catalogue and we have a number of

exotic gifts. A Chinese gong, a Bavarian
taykin -

Child: What's a Bavarian taykin?

:)rd WM.: Oh. about S125 a week!
Child: That does it! Fire and brimstone

time! Armageddon. annihilation,

kaplooey!

1st W.M. : But Lord, if you end it all now
that'll mean no French Revolution -

2nd W.M.: No Ed Sullivan •

:trd W.M.: No special Elm supplement
Child: Sorry, I've made up my mind

Kaboom with the world.

Narrator:' So that's what happened. The
Child blew up the universe and with it went
the French Revolution. Ed Sullivan and
even the special Elm supplement. Which
means none of this even happened, and
Dave Knepler's put one over on us again
Never trust a guy with a hairlip.

(Curtain)

by Steve Bender

'Having My Baby"
Having my baby

by Paul Hanka Hair

What a lovely way to tell Pope Paul

you love him
Having my baby
What a lovely added expense
you've given me

You could 'a told me that you were
Catholic

You could 'a told me, you could 'a

told me
That you were not on the Pill

You could 'a told me

Having my baby
What a lovely way to add to the

population

to the cold and starving, cold and
starving

What a lovely way to try to trap me

You could 'a flushed from vour life

But you didn't do it, I can't believe

that you didn't do it

Cause the Pope paid you, he paid

you

To have my baby.

•••*•••••••••*••••••

CRAB FEAST J

Third Floor Minta Martin
J

"All you can Eat" *

*
*
*

EASTERN SHO'S FINEST J
*

12 p.m. *2.50 J

• ••••••••••• *•******
by Kim Stierstorfer



A sonnet for the

Washington

Birthday Ball
Oh saintly George enshrined in

plaster clothes,

The freshmen dance beneath your

solemn gaze.

While awkwardly, they trip upon

their toes,

Your ancient eyes, the modern

youth survey.

You are as one awakened from

great dreams,

But plastered mouth, your

preaching cannot do.

There is no generation gap, it

seems,

By twelve o'clock they'll all be

plastered too.

George Washington slept here,

it's often said.

Your sleeping habits brought our

nation fame.

Like you, they've also slept in

many beds.

The senior boys have flowered in

your name.

Go back to sleep, your virtue

shines enthroned.

Not that you slept, but that you
slept alone.

by Susan Bochicchio

+Cafeteria Supervisor Chuck Kellogg

remained unfazed yesterday morning
when a student pointed out several

.roaches in his bowl of corn flakes. Said
Kellogg brusquely

: "So what's your beef?

Those roaches are dead."

4 Porno flick star Linda Lovelace was in

town yesterday to announce the imminent
release of her latest film. Entitled "Deep
Nose." it concerns the exploits of an in-

Lilted irom the PHILADELPHIA
INtR'IRER, July £5, 197-1. From an ad for

the First Pennsylvania National Bank.

Assorted Garbage
trospective Army nurse in Ihe French
Foreign Legion who attempts to strike a

note for pacifism and tolerance while a

crazed Albanian troubadour mounts a

diseased camel and inserts a braised pork

loin into her left nostril.

i Unhappy news from the office of

Mayor Brooks It seems that his offer to

donate the entire town of Chestertown to

the Museum of Natural History in

Washington. D.C. has been summarily
turned down by officials of the

Smithsonian Institute. Explained Museum
Manager of Properties. Ivan Yurkenov.
'"Thanks, but we already have a sloth."

i It is the absolute truth that the flush

toilet was invented by a man named
Thomas Crapper Which can only lead us

to wonder if the urinal was invented by

sybil Leek.
Steve Bender

SGA notes

'Meeting was called to order by the

President at 7 p.m
There was no old business. Under new

business the following report was hroughl

to the Council by Dr. Livingood. A radiator

was thrown out of a window in back of

West Hall and damaged. Mr, Timmons
reported concerning the matter of his

pants being hoisted up the flag pole.

On the former the Council decided ttj

make secret investigations, while the

latter was dropped due to its minor im-

portance

A motion was made and passed that

students be permitted to go to meals

without coat and tie.

May 10. b)2ii

President called the meeting to order al

tl p.m
Under new business it was decided h>

the Council to allow 1 1 > all freshmen to

enter William Smith Hall by the front door.

and i2i to let freshmen use (he path known

as the Sacred L,

All freshmen, however, are still

required to salute Seniors and members ol

the faculty.

May 24. li)2|

Motion was made, seconded.

carried that the Council recommend to the

faculty to have a toilet in the north end ol

West Hall for colored help in the kitchen'

October 4. 192

A motion was made and seconded th;

Freshmen, beginning tomorrow. Tuesdaj

January lit. 1927. shall be able to smoli

cigars, cigarettes, etc . on the campus an

elsewhere Also that Freshmen shall b

allowed to use the footpath between th

gymnasium and William Smith Hall o

their way to the cafeteria, instead of usin

the back road

January 17. Wi

Under new business, the conditions oi

the Hill, such as drinking, gambling am

the reckless breaking of rules in general

was discussed It was decided to speak i

the male students in order to curb sue

ruthless rule breaking

March 7. 192

l.mdenlmrg's case was brought up nexl

He was alleged to have taken an En

cyclopedia from the library over nighl

after being told that it was not to be takei

from the library at any lime A After mud
discussion il was moved and seconded tha

Lindenburg be restricted from all

tiviliesonlhe Hill lor two weeks beginnin

luesdav. February ». l!>27

February?,

$:> ^
You want to get high off of:

History, Poly Sci, Bio English or

Anthro?

COME TO THE BOATHOUSE AT 9

P.M. FRIDAY NOTHING BUT

PENS, PAPER, SUN AND
MOSQUITOES.

Or •»-> «.cP

K^ o*v°



Eastern Shore ?

Crumpto n is rural ho tbed o f antique lo vers
3

3

s

by Tyler Campbell

llplon on Wednesday nights.

Kvery Wednesday nighl the small town

of Crunipton erupts with activity People

from ;is far north as New .lersej and as far

south as South Carolina visit Hie farming

community im the south side of the Chester

Itiyer east of Chostertown With a

population of barely 151). the town en-

tertains all types of people every week of

the year The altraetion is the Dixon

Furniture Auetion. or. as it is more
commonly known, the Crumplon Auetion

Kaeh week truckloads of furniture.

applianees. hric-u-brae. farming utensils,

poultry, fresh vegetables, in short prac-

tically anything of value, are brought lo

Norman Dixon's large, hanger-like

building at the corner of Itoutes ;>-l-l and

2-lt) in Crunipton Starting early Monday,

moving trucks with nuclionahle items

start arriving, and throughout the next two

davs the merchandise slowly fills the

building from one end to the next,

sometimes, weather permitting, spilling

onto the parking area.

Around 4 00 on Wednesday afternoon,

the auction begins. First to go is the less

expensive furniture in the parking lot:

next are the smaller articles such as

kitchen utensils, flowerpots, wall clocks,

vases, lawn mowers, clock radios,

cooking pots, hurricane lamps, electric

lamps, tools, scatter rugs, auto parts.

miscellaneous building materials and so

on. Usually these small items arc auc-

tioned at incredihk low prices Once the

small articles are sold, the auctioneer

flails auctioning the larger, usually more
precious articles Predominant are

household furniture and large appliances

Most of the furniture inside is antique

and usually dealers from around the state

crowd around the items and hid quite

fervently Brass beds may no for over $200

on a good night, but on a slow night, when
the dealers aren't there, a single brass bed

may go for as little as &;.*. Stuffed arm
chairs, rocking chairs, dining room sets,

bureaus, old fashioned iceboxes, lamps
and on and on are all various antiques thai

available for the right price

liefrigerators. TVs. lamqs and other more
modern articles are also available

One or the most inlriquing parts of the

whole auction is the people who frequent

it The majority are the true Eastern

Shore type of people These genuine down-

home folk mosey around the heaps of

furniture, usually resting in the most

comfortable rocking chairs. Here they sit

and talk and nod and talk a little more.

while friends come by and nod and wait for

the auctioneer lo move up the side to

where they arc sitting. For many. Ihc

auetion is one of their big nights out of the

week Bill, who owns a bike shop near

Galena, closes shop early jusl to go to the

auction

So. if, Wednesdays around campus are

gelling to you. get out of town and go lo

Dixon's in Crumplon It's truly unique

Lecture series

President John Coleman of [laverford

College was the guest speaker for the

William James Forum lasl night

[ipeaking to a large, enthusiastic audience.

1 >i t 'oleinan recounted his experiences

forking in various blue collar capacities,

minding Ihose of ditch-digger, dish-

usher, and hash collector

l)r Coleman's scholastic background
eludes a I'h d in Fconotnics and two

lonorary degrees lie has also authored

nil books in bis field As President of

rloril. a prestigious men's rollege. he

me the first non-Quaker President in

Is history His professional duties stretch

o include the chairmanship of I he federal

•serve Hank of Philadelphia

Mr Coleman opened his speech with an
planalion of his motives for considering

ilue collar employment "1 was tired of

ic academic world.
-

' he said "Kvervone
lined locked in his own lifestyle/' He
It isolated in university life, "and I had
ss excuse to be isolated because I taught

mul the world " As a professor, he was
iaid of becoming infatuated wilh his own
aids, and of the underlying danger of

kiiiy himself too seriously

K. ich person has an event out of the (ill's

' 70s which he could call his own Mine
;is ihe clash on Wall Sheet between
(instruction workers and peace mar-
'Iters I heard a nation being lorn apart
\lr Coleman s interest and concern for

he blue collar worker climaxed with Ihis

vein I didn't reel that my working with
ilnc collar workers would heal the breach.
nil it was just something 1 wauled to try

"

Mr Coleman's endeavor was a physical

est. and one which he termed "indulging

iifanlasties " He said, "now is the time of

^'If-exprcssion 1 had a compelling desire

Hlolhis. and would have felt cheated if I

"I listened lo thai inner voice saying no."
<' Fell himself lucky in as much as oh-

{lining positions, the trust of his children,

:l Ihe approval from the Hoard on which

Jack Coleman -

from ditches

to academics,

and 4
still dig g ing'

by Leslie Kitchen

be serves lie was also seeking a new
image. "I'm basically shy. and 1 thought I

could maybe become a new man "

Aimed with these motivations and
voluntarily deprived of his credentials.

John Coleman sought employment in

Atlanta as a ditch digger for a sewer
company "I was scared when I walked on
the job."and seared when 1 walked off."

'though his boss, "violated every per-

sonnel rule I ever taught." Mr Coleman
feels he could happily return lo Ihis first of

his blue collar endeavors. "I made a lot of

friends." h o said simply His next term of

employment was in Boston as a dish-

washer, which lasted for about an hour

II was the first time I'd ever been fired in

my whole life" Dr Coleman then found
employment as a sandw ich and salad man

an exhilarating experience " His last job

was with the American Kchisc Company
in College Park lie liked his work so much
that he's asked his supervisor ir he could

return I (ccou tiling many lively ex-

periences on the garbage truck, Mr
Coleman i|iiipped. "If anyone here's from
Potomac. Mil . I've probably collected

your trash
"

John Coleman seems lo have learned a

great deal from these experiences,
especially about himself "I found out I

w as just the same old guy I was basically

shy. and I still am shy " He formulated a

cover story of having been in some sort or

sales, and pretended lo he sick of Ihe

work "'
"I found oul they thought I was an

embezzler " (ii inning at the thought, he
added "When they found out I was a
college President. Ihey said lhal I sure

didn't look like one " As intellectuals. Dr
( 'oleman feels, we are unsure of ourselves,

and this uncertainty tends lo come across
as arrogance "1 learned a little bil about
humility.'' he stated, "and a lol about self-

confidence
"

Itein'g a labor economist. Mr Coleman
was fascinated at his first hand view of the

market, though it came at 10 miles per
hour from Ihe back of a truck, lie

remarked. "! was impressed by the fact

that foul words and a surly attitude could

really he a motivating force, a force that

made you get the job done " lie was also

surprised at Ihe disparity in wage rates of

fellow workers because 'it seemed
terribly arbitrary " John Coleman is

convinced now of Ihe large gap between
blue and white collar workers He rabzed

"that when I worked with students, there

w ere :j separate types around me The first

type couldn't stand the indignity or it at all.

and subsequently quit The second type

stayed, but their attitude was one of

contempt and condescension There was
only a small group who really accepted
and respected their fellow workers " Mr,
Coleman stressed blue collar intelligence

"There is no reason why these men should
be looked down on. he said "Some are
very bright, and just never had Ihe right

chance
"

I >r ( oleman answered a wide variety or

questions liom the audience When asked
of blue collar feeling on class con-

sciousness, he replied that blue collar

workers were definitely aware of class

differences, and that most of their

resentment w as "anti-student
"Worrkcrs arc resentful especially of the

privileges extended lo students." he said

Dr Coleman's reactions lo his unusual
experiences seemed quietly positive "I

(eel. he decided, "we'd have a belter

society if we asked everyone to do those

jobs
"

".



Good"D",no"0'
Lack of ball control and poor passing

resulted in the Washington College soccer

teams loss of one game and tie in another

over the past week. The Shoremen did not

score a goal in either gatne; although

presented with several opportunities in

both games, wild shots over the goal ended

their threats.

Against Ursinus last Friday. WC was

hurt by injuries, but should have done

better than a scoreless tie. Ben Fitzgerald

and co-captairi Bill Ament saw only

limited action and Rob Slribling was hurt

early in the first half. With forwards

Fitzgerald and Stribling out. the offense

was admittedly weaker, but a tendency to

dribble loo much and several passes that

went right to the Ursinus defense resulted

in the end of good scoring chances The

game was hard fought and physical and

Washington's defense played well, helped

by many Ursinua offside penalties Goalie

Peter Murphy was outstanding - not

enough can be said about the way he

played and ran the defense The Shoremen
v ill play several teams at the same or

higher level through the rest of the year,

and a better performance will be needed
for a successful season.

The lack of potent defense was the

decisive factor against Loyola, too Passes

were few and often off target, although

some better shots were taken this time

Again, the defense was solid, but long, off-

ground passes by the whole team were
costly Loyola's passing game was ex-

cellent; their first goal was set up on a

series of good taps. The second goal came
in a penalty Both goals were made in the

first half With the teams playing scoreless

in the second half, the game ended 2-0.

Loyola

The team shapes up as having probably

one of the best defenses around, but an
offense that needs a lot of work. The skill is

there, but the team work isn't. The
defense's ability to switch and interact is

the key to their success: the lack of it is the

offense's failure.

The next game is Saturday at Swar-

thmore. 1:110 p.m.

by Keith TwitcheM

Calendai

On Campus:
OCT 4. German Oktoberfesl with beer, potato salad, and other refreshments at the

Sailochs' house on Water St. It will benefit the WC Student In Germany program
Tickets will be $5.00. Begins at 8:00 p.m.

OCT. '5: Soccer game against Swarthmore at Swarthmore
Cross country against Loyola at WC 2:00 p.m.

OCT. 10: Sherlock Holmes double feature film presentation in Bill Smith

Auditorium. 7:30 p.m.

OCT. II: Christmas Festival and buffet luncheon to benefit the Kent-Queen Anne
Hospital Will beheldattheChestertownArmorv. 10:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

D. C. and College Park:
OCT. 4: The Choral Arts Society of DC will perform at the Kennedy Center.

"Sherlock Holmes" at the Kennedy Center. 7:30 p.m

OCT. 4-5: EricClaptonat the Capital Centre in Largo, Md. 8:00p m.

Rick Nelson at the Cellar Door.

'Fathers Day" will be presented at the University of Md 8:00 p.m

OCT. 5: Venetian Festival at the Kennedy Center Opera House.

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra will be at the Kennedy Center. 8:30 p.m.

OCT. 5-6: Cheech And Chong at Shady Grove Music Fair. Sat. 7:00 and 10:30 p.m.

Sun. 8:00 p.m.

OCT. 6: Fleetwood Mac andTriumvirat at Constitution Hall. 8:30 p.m.

Jerry Lee Lewis at the Capital Centre in Largo, Md. 7:00 p.m.

OCT 7: Don Everley of the Everley Brothers at the Cellar Door.

OCT. 8: National Symphony Orchestra at the Kennedy Center.

OCT. 9: Mahavishnu Orchestra at Constitution Hall. 8:30 p.m.

Art Show Organ Concert

The Spirit of "7H Art Show will he held

aboard the Frigate Constellation and on

Constellation Dock on Saturday. October 5

and Sunday. October ii. 1974 from 10 a.m.

until it p m
Artists from 24 stales have agreed to

display their art which includes marine

paints, whale bone carving, half model

making, ship model glass blowing, and

glass etching. Many famous marine ar-

tists will attend from such areas as Booth

Bay. Mi.ine. Nantucket and as far west as

the Gold Coast of California.

Admission lo the two day show will be

Si 00 with all admission going toward the

continued restoration of the frigate, now

the Nagship of the U.S. Bicentennial

Artists will display their lalenls and many
will be offered for sale to Ihe public

Because of the large number of artists

participating the show will spread from

the surface area of Constellation Dock to

Ihe ship and will include displays on three

deck levels of the Constellation

Now that Constellation is insured to be

completed by July 4. 197K it has created

nationwide interest and as the flagship of

the US Bicentennial the frigate will at-

tract much national attention to her home
port of Baltimore which is the only major

city in the United Slates that has never

raised an alien flag since July 4. 177l>

This art show will become an annual

event and is open to all artists interested in

Ihe maritime field, excluding abstract

marine art

Mayor William Donald Schaefer will

open the show at 1 1 00 p.m on Saturday.

October 5 and will also act as one of the

judges awarding cups for the Best Ship

Fainting. Best Craft. Best Marine Work
and Best of the Show The Artists and

'onstellation will be assisted by the

Maryland Sea Service Cadets and the

Constellation and famous old racing

Schooner Freedom will serve as a back-

drop for the show at Constellation Dock

The show was organized by Don and

Eunice Swann and Donald F. Stewart who
is Executive Director of the Constellation

NOTICE - Press and their families will

be invited to the show- as guests of the

Constellation Restoration Committee

Robert W Hunt of Chestertown.
Maryland will present an organ recital on
Saturday. October ii, at 8:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Episcopal Church
Chestertown The recital is free and open
to the public

A native of Williamsport. Pennsylvania.

Mr Hunt began his organ studies in that

city at an early age. He was elected to

membership in the New York chapter of

the American Guild of Organists in Ii);t7,

and was employed as an organ tuner and
technician in the New York area for ;

number of years Following the Second
World War. he spent 211 months in Vienna.

Austria asa member of the U.S. Army and
continued his organ studies in that city

w ith the renowned teacher and organist

Alois Forer. ! le also studied at the

Mozarteum in Salzburg. Austria, under
Prof Franz Sauer. While in Austria and
Germany. Mr Hunt organized, trained

and conducted a number of choirs in

connection with his duties as a chaplain's

assistant and post organist

Assisting in the recital on October 5 will

1)0 a choral ensemble from Washington

College conducted by John M Klaus.

Assistant Professor of Music at

Washington C liege: and Soloist soprano

Mrs Joyce P ider of Chesterlown The
program will ci isist of works of J S Bach.

Paul Mickelsc . Siegfried Karg-Elert.

Charles Gounoud. Alfred Hay Malotte. and
Franz Schubert A special feature of the

evening will be the performance of two

anthems by Patricia M Wilhclm of

Williamsport the composer is a close

personal friend of the evening s recilalist.

Help Wanted
Single i men and w omen ( )R couples to

work part-time t evenings and-or
weekends i in child care homes for boys
and girls (Bethany Housei Minimum
age 21. $7 50 per night. SIJ.OO per 24 hour

period $30.00 per weekend >. Equal Op-
portunity Employer Contact Wallace
smith. i:22-7.Y7i;

Baltimore:
OCT. 4: Bill Vanaver and Livia Drapwill at the Theater Project.

"Hamlet" opens at the Spotlighters Theater 8:30 p.m
OCT. fi: Herbie Hancock at UMBC Gym number two.

Fells Point Fun Festival. Featured will be arts, crafts, entertainment and harbor

tours

Isley Brothers and Jimmy Briscoe at the Civic Center. 8:00 p.m.

OCT. 7: Record reviewer Maurice Esworthy will lecture on rock music at the

Waverly Branch of the Enoch Pratt Library. 7:30 p.m.

John Walsh, of the Metropolitan Museum Of Art will lecture on "Vermeer's
Meanings" at the Walters Art Gallery. 8:15 p.m.
Orr : Russian History films at UMBC. "Lenin's Revolution, Stalin's Revolution."

and "Kruschev And The Thaw" 8:00 p.m.

OCI 9: "Children," will be presented by the International Studies Dept. of UMBC.
1 :00 p ti

OCT 10: Baltimore Symphony mid-week performance at the Lyric Theater. 8:15.

p.m

At Swan Creek Marina, end of

route 20 In Rock Hall

639-2187

CRAB FEAST - HOT STEAMED CRABS

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
. 5 p.m. -9 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $4.00

Ice cold beer on tap

Dinner Thurs. -Sat. 5-9 p.m. Sunday Dinner - 7-8 p.m.

fresh local seafood our specialty

casual atmosphere moderate prices
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Oct ^WKi
SGA senate workshops seen as bttKiwfiiQialE

I he Sludenl Government Association
sponsored, lor the second consecutive
year, an indoctrination workshop for the
newly elected senators The workshops
were held last Tuesday and Wednesday
nights in (he cafeteria from i»:oo until
\'d (in

(in Tuesday night. Parlimentarian Matt
Clark went through theS G A constitution
and by-laws "We went article by article
1>.\ law by by-law. at least they'll hear
(hem once." explained Clark Dean .Nate
Smith also attended the meeting and
talked of the intermeshing of the ad-

ministration and the S G A roles

Uusiliess manager. Gene Hessey. spoke
on the role o( the student as consumer and
explained exactly what tuition buvs at last
night's workshop Treasurer of the SG A .

.lohn Eigenbrot revealed the make-up of

the budget Clark believes that 'Senators
.should understand where the money
comes from and the allocation policies of
the s (j a
The newly-elected senators were also

versed in Parlimentary procedure SGA
president Maynard Kirpilani noted that

In previous years we've lost lime and

participation from senators because they
didn't understand Parlimentary
procedure many were reluctant to speak,
simply because they didn't understand the
rules " Clark added. "With a new senate,
you have interested students, but when it

comes to running Ihe meetings there are
certain things to understand Parlimen-
tary procedure allows the meetings to run
much more smoothly and efficiently

"

Clark assessed the workshops as very
beneficial Senators are learning without
a doubt .we won't have to waste time

"

Maynard
President

Kirpilani, S.G.A.

r
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KentCountyVD cases reportednumerous

as disease spreads across the U.S.
With one of the highest rates of reported

Vencral Disease in the state of Maryland.
Kent County reflects a nationwide in-

crease in the incidence of VI). which has
reached epidemic proportions and is

Incoming a growing source of alarm for

health officials

( >f communicable diseases, the two most
common vencral infections, syphilis and
gonorrhea, arc outranked only by the

common cold The number of new cases
reported in 1972 represents a Hi percent
increase over the year before, the largest

lump in two decades, and this year it is

predicted thai an estimated 115.000 new
cases of -syphilis and lilM.OOO new cases of

gonorrhea will be reported However
health authorities estimate that for each
case reported, another case is unreported
and untreated, and that (or each untreated
case, three more persons will be exposed
lo syphilis or gonorrhea
Vencral disease does not discern bet-

ween sexes, creeds, races or social status

The stereotype of its victims - the lonely GI
in every war novel and his sleazy,
promiscuous partner - are not applicable
in the '70s ill least one of every five

persons with gonorrhea is under 20 years
of age. and it has been calculated that one
teenager contracts VI) every two minutes
ol each day In 1971. over ."i.OOO cases were
found in youngsters between id and 14

years old. and 2.000 among children under

According to some public health of-

ficials, the root causes of the VI) epidemic
are twofold the Pill and Promiscuity As
more liberal attitudes towards sex and
contraception have developed, fear of

pregnancy has been removed and the use
ol condoms, an effective preventative
measure, has been reduced As well, the

current popularity of birth control pills as
a measure of contraception increases the
chances of infection in females The
iiormones in the Pill increase the
alkalinity and moisture of the female
genital tract, which favors the rapid
growth or bacteria The risks of con-
tracting gonorrhea for a woman engaging,
ill a single act of unprotected intercourse

with an infected partner is -ID percent,
hilt if she in taking the Fill, thty ire 100

percent, according lo Newsweek'
magazine

The fact thai the fragile disease germ
uhich causes syphilis and gonorrhea can
live for only a few seconds outside of the
l»dy should dispell peristent myths that

infection can spread from public toilet

seals, doorknobs, drinking cups or eating
utensils Almost every case of VD is

contracted by having sexual intercourse
or intimate bodily contact with someone
who is already infected, although in very
rare cases syphilis can he spread by
kissing

The more lethal form of veneral disease,

syphilis, is caused by germs called

spirochetes, which are capable of at-

tacking any tissue or organ of the human
l»dy The person infected with syphilis

"ill first notice a small •chancre" sore
it'scmbling a pimple, a blister, or an open
sore, which breaks out at about the place
where the germ enters the body During
mis primary stage, which usually begins
10-90 days after contact with an infected

partner, the disease is easily transmitted
by body contact with the germ-infested
wound The chancre is painless and
sometimes miniscule. it is occasionally

unnoliceable. or in female, hidden in the
sex organs where it cannot be seen Even
without treatment, this lesion eventually
disappears but the germs remain,
multiply and spread The next symptoms
will, after :;ii weeks, include a rash, which
may cover any part of the body,
leverishness. inflammation of the throat.

loss of hair and severe headaches When
these secondary signs disappear, the

disease enters the latent stage, the most
potentially dangerous because many
victims assume that the syphilis has
eliminated itself while it is actually

spreading inside the body and attacking
the heart, brain and spinal cord In one of

lour cases, latent syphilis will manifest
itself again, perhaps 10-2.1 years later,

after the victim has forgotten its

existence Various parts of the body may
Iteirrepairably damaged: the spinal cord,

causing paralysis, the optic nerve, causing

blindness, the blood vessels and aorta,
causing heart failure and death There are
currently an estimated '.- million
Americans with untreated syphilis and
nearly 4.001) syphilis-ravaged persons die
yearly as a result of the disease
Gonorrhea, caused by bacteria call gono
cocci, is an incapacitating but not

devastating form of UD which is more
prevalent than syphilis Signs of infection
usually appear within ;-5 days after ex-
posure to an infected person In men. the
infected areas itch, urination is painful
and there is a pus-like discharge from the
sex organ However. HO percent of infected
females are not aware of any symptoms of
gonorrhea in its early stages No burning
or itching is experienced, and any
discharge may be unobserved. There is

\o simple blood test lo detect gonorrhea
the organism is located in genital fluids, so
its detection in the case of w omen requires
time-consuming cultures that are not
always reliable Gonorrhea has been
named as the major cause of sterility in

the country, as active bacteria can spread
through the female rcproductory tract.

causing painful pelvic inflammation,
abcess in the vagina and diseasing and
scarring of the Fallopian tubes. An ad-
ditional problem is a recent rise in cases of

asymptomatic gonorrhea in men Ap-
proximately no percent of males with
gonorrhea display none of the charac-
teristic symptoms, while the disease in a
carrier state can be spread, both partners
lx?ing therefore unaware of its existence.
According to Maryland State Health

Department figures. IK.ii(;7 cases of
gonorrhea were reported in 197H as
compared lo l!.540 in liHi7 and K74 cases of

syphilis in its primary and secondary
stages reported in l»)7:: shows a rise from
1%7's figure of ii?2 In WO. the city of

Ualtimore was rated among the top ten
major U S cities with the highest per
capita rates of gonorrhea, with 1 147 9

cases per 100.000 people Kent County, in

uhich 4.: t;ases of gonorrhea but none of

syphilis were reported in 1973. demon-
strates a high per capita rate of veneral
disease, perhaps because of its effective
reporting system which raises the number

Continued on page :t
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Volunteering:

W.C. "away
A variety of volunteer programs for

Washington College students has been
organized by Laurie Strauss, senior R.A.

in Reid Hall This is the first time thfc'e

volunteer programs have been coor-

dinated for all WC students interested in

volunteer work in the community.
Anyone interested can still participate

and get information and direction (rom
l-aurie She will be in her apartment on the

first floor of Reid Hall this Thursday
evening. October 10. from H:H0 until 1 1 ::t0.

Workshops are being organized for some
of the programs to give the participants

some training and let them know exactly
what's going on Some of the current and
future programs are- the "Right to Read"
Program, a Free School (which may be
sponsored by the Juvenile Services
Department'. "Angel's Haven." "Head
Start." Publick House and working at the

Magnolia Nursing Home.
"Right to Read" involves tutoring a

person over Hi for one hour a week in

reading and writing Times are set in-

dividually There will be a program of

tutoring in English for Spanish im-

migrants later.

A Free School was sponsored this past

summer by the Department of Juvenile

Services offering such activities as sports,

tie-dying, exercising, sailing and concerts.

There's not a lot for the kids in the

community to do - sometimes they get

into trouble. " Strauss commented" ShV
hopes to reactivate the Free School, which
she says is a lot of fun and takes about two
hours a week.

"Angel's Haven" involves working with

retarded adults or handicapped children

Volunteers help them get along in society

by teaching how to tell time, use the

telephone, count money, etc.

Publick House, the new walk-in center in

Chestertown which does counseling in

drugs, alcohol and family planning, needs
help right now with activities such as

painting, but later will offer counseling

training and a hotline Strauss hopes to set

up a workshop where they will explain

exactly what they're about and what
programs they will offer.

Some of the other programs and
possibilities involve the Department of

Juvenile Services, which will be offering a

w orkshop. work in Kent and Queen Anne's

County hospitals and at the mental health

clinic at the Lutheran Church and work
with the special education children in

Chestertown's elementary and middle
schools

Strauss is really pleased with the turn-

out of volunteers so far and hopes that

more than the forty people already in-

volved will participate. "There's more to

Washington College than this campus."
uriesays "I think it's really important

and enjoyable to get to know the com-
j

inuiiity." I



5 Sailing Club blossoms with new breeze of interest

Until a year ago. the Washington College

Sailing Club probably did not live up to the

goals expressed in the Club's Constitution.

which stales that the purpose of the Club

shall be to promote the sport of com-

petitive sailing at W C and to encourage

active participation in this sport

A year ago. the Club sold a "Flying

Dutchman 'donated by a kind benefactor

is well as two broken down or sunken

Mobjacks " The sale of the "Dutchman

was unfortunate, yet practical, since it is

an extremely sophisticated craft and is not

uell suited lo the wide range of club uses.

Realizing that "less is more." the club

bought three new "Lasers

As the name suggests. "Lasers are

thoroughly modern They are remarkably

simple to he and launch and are lively,

popular lapprox 1-1.000 in the U S alone-.

md easily maintained For Ihe beginner,

they are ' lender or unstable'' but they are

instructively responsive they'll dump you

i'you aren't careful*, as well as pleasingly

fast A fourth Uiser tame through

member-run raffles, and an SGA allot-

ment
Four years ago. the Club was granted

provisional membership in the Middle

Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing

Association i MAISA' It was a premature

move, and was allowed to expire The

Club's records indicate that the original

members spent more lime repairing boats

than they did sailing A sailor needs to sail,

especially racing sailors

lis enthusiasm renewed by the purchase

of the new boats, the Club competed in

several meets last year Washington

College was represented in Rock Hall

Yacht Clubs "Cliff City Regatta." in the

Cheslertowii Country Clubs Up River.'

and Frostbite" races and inthe Tred

Avon 'Oxford - Yacht Club s 'HHalloween

Howler " The club enthusiastically

rejoined MAISA WC was scheduleed to

sail at King's Point and at Marist College.

last spring but backed out since the dates

uere just prior to. or during, final exams

It seemed as though we were "over the

line early" again, though we had a better

excuse this lime

So far this fall the Clubs only com-

petitive event has been an unexpected

inviliational at SI Mary's College, on the

western shore, in "420V The meet in-

cluded twelve races, in the first of which

Robert Copp and Mark Pcllerin lost their

mast a foresliiy broke' while tacking In

Ihe second race. Allison Robson and Tom
Layton were disqualified after colliding

vvith ihe I! of Maryland boat in a port-

starhoard situation After this ralher

inauspicious starl of Ihe series, these four

ragmen were able to capture a 1st. a

jnd. three 'ids and three 4ihs. -plus 2

more disqualifications", lo finish fourth,

out of six schools in the standings Given

that it was Ihe first time Ihese four

students had sailed together 'Lasers are

single handlers', and that it was their first

competition in 420's. they were very

pleased and looked forward to future

competition this year
Two more teams from W C will return

lost Mary's on the Hlth of this month for

a twoday match Their opponents will be

the formidable seamen Trom Annapolis, a

Navy and some Annapolitans largely the

Maryland team' In addition to the host

team. Suffolk College will also be

represented, as well as American U The
Up River." the "Howler" and Ihe

Frostbite ' are also ahead Spring
schedules are now being drafted by

MAISA and the learn hopes they can race

at si Mary's for Ihe icebreaker" in

February and at Navy in March
The Club has many learners testing

themselves on the Chester River this fall

II is hoped lhal they will be able to enjoy

themselves, which is written between the

lines of the Club's Constitution and at the

same time lhal they will aspire lo par

licipale in the thrilling and unusual sport

oi competition sailing

Violent scene from RUDIMENTAR, German play to be presented

on October 15.

German play
Tuesday. October to.William Smith. k pm

The Washington College Lecture Series

will present the Forum Theater from

Berlin. Germany in August Stramm 's

KliniMENTAR* This production is

sponsored by the Goethe Institute, a

(ierman cultural agency, and Goethe

House will bear a very large part of the

cost of the presentation

August Stramm died during the first

World War in 1915 and he never saw a

performance of any of his plays

RUDIMENTAR. performed once for a

free matinee in 1924. was not revived until

111?:; This 197:! production by the Berliner

Forum Theater was a great success and
an identical performance will be given

here The German reviews were very

favorable and hailed Stramm as a

precursor of such modern dramatists as

Beckett and Peter Handke
"RUDIMENTAR" in German is not the

exact equivalent of the English word
rudimentary.'' or undeveloped, im-

mature The meaning of the German word
moves in the opposite direction: it is

Scope
glossed as ' verkummert." meaning
stunted, i e showing man's retrogression

A complete translation of the spoken text

w ill be in the programs Anyone interested

in reading the text in English or in Germnn
before the performance should contact

Prof Dulfee or Salloch

Brunch
The Coffeehouse is now serving break-

fast on Sunday mornings from 10:00 to

12:00 Served will be eggs, toast, donuts

and beverages

On campus
OCT. 11: Junior Class Weekend.

The film, "Butterflies Are Free" will be shown in Bill Smith Auditorium at 8:00 and

10:00 p.m.

OCT. 12: Soccer game against Salisbury at WC.
,

Dance from 9:00 p.m.-l :00 a m. featuring the Rotations, admission will be 75c.

OCT. 15: FilmonT.S. Eliot, sponsored by the English Dept It will be shown in the

Bill Smith Auditorium at 4:00 p.m.

OCT. 17: The film. "Birth Of A Nation," will be shown in the Bill Smith Auditorium

at 7:30 p.m

Chestertown
OCT. 11 : Christmas Festival at the Chestertown Armory to benefit the Kent-Queen

Anne Hospital 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

OCT. 11-13: The film, "This Is My Alaska," will be showing at the Chester Theater.

Oct 14 - Integral Yoga 8:30. Caroline 1-ounge

Baltimore
OCT. 11: Baltimore's German community will hold an Oktoberfest at the Fifth

Regiment Armory. Featured will be German dancing, arts and crafts and good.

"Hamlet" will be presented by the Spotlighters Theater. Curtain at 8:30 p.m.

"Pure Desire," presented by the Dream Theater at the Theater Project. 8:00 and

10:00 p.m.

OCT. 11-12: "Acknowledgments" at the Comer Theater. 9:00 p.m.

OCT 12: Pianist Alexis Weisenbergat JHU. 8:30p.m.

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra "Pops" series at the Lyric Theater. 8: 15 p.m.

Jr. Class

Weekend
This weekend will be Junior Class

Weekend Friday Night the film "But-

terflies are Free' will be presented in

Smith auditorium at K:00 and 10:00 Cost is

:.oc

Saturday night a dance featuring "The
Rotations" will be held in Hodson Hall

from 900 to 1 :00 Admission is 75c mixed
drinks are ;S0c. beer is 25c and soda is 15c.

Calendar
OCT 13: Chet Baker Quintet at the Left Bank Jazz Society.

Mahavishnu Orchestra at JHU. 8:00 p.m.

Towson Chamber Music Players at Towson State College. 8:15 p.m.

"Nymphs and Satyrs." an electric music program at the Theater Project. 3:00 p.m.

"Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Sex" will be shown at Loyola

College.

OCT. 14: German language film at Goucher College Center Lecture Hall. 7:00 p.m.

OCT. 15 : Outdoor arts and crafts sale at JHU. 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m

"River Niger" at the Mechanic Theater. 8:00 p.m.

Rick Wakeman and the National Philharmonic Orchestra at the Civic Center. 8:00

p.m
Author Kate Millett will discuss. "Literature And Sexuality" at JHU.

OCT. 16: Ionesco's. "The Lesson." will be presented by the drama dept. of UMBC.
8:00 p.m.

OCT. 17: David Proeller, president of the Md. State Board Of Censors will discuss,

"The Issue Of Censorshio" at JHU

D.C. and College Park
OCT. 1 1 : Bruce Springsteen and Martin Mull at Shady Grove Music Fair. 8:30 p.m.

Cris Williamson at the Corsican Club.

OCT. 12: Leo Kotke and Steve Goodman at Constitution Hall.

Venetian Festival at the Kennedy Center.

OCT. 13: Kris Kristoffersnn and Rita Coolidgeat Constitution Hall. 7:00 p.m.

George Carlin at the K< uiedy Center. 8:30 p.m.

Lou Reed in concert at the Alexandria Roller Rink in Alexandria. Va. 8:00 p.m.

Fiesta Folklorico at Georgetown University . 7 : 30 and 10 : 30 p.m.

Jazz Heritage Series at the Smithsonian. Featured will be the Bill Evans Trio. 8:00

p.m.
OCT. 14 : Tod Rundgren's Utopia at Constitution Hall. 8:30 p.m.

OCT. 15-17: National Symphony Orchestra at the Kennedy Center. ^ Karen ,)arren



Grumpelt to leave Psych Dept. for private practice

Dr. Randy Grumpelt

Following a year of deliberation. Dr
Kandy Grumpelt has decided to leave

Washington College to go into private

practice in clinical psychology This ends

his teaching career of thirteen years,

eleven of which were spent in the

Psychology Department at the College.

He has had a small private practice for

lour years, and at the end of this semester

will expand it to include offices in

Chestertown and Easton. The field he is

entering is primarily psychotherapy and is

somewhat dissimilar" from his

Drofessional capacity

TrftS^eSipiaii'is what he is doing, but not

why He freely admits that he will miss
contact with many of the people he has
tome to like and respect including

students, faculty, and members of the

staff, and has some deep feelings for them.
He also enjoys many aspects of

teaching, especially the kind of thinking

one has to do on his feet One thing he will

particularly miss is keeping abreast with
the developments in the field, as this will

be harder in his new, more narrowly
defined position.

About his present job. he explains, "I

think this department has been one in

H
3

which I've been respected and one in falling way "behind the cost of living index,
which I've played a part in the changes he pointed out. n

Growing more relaxed'. Grumpelt ex- §•

plained in depth the reasons for his leav-
™

ing. "I started my career as a clinical =
psychologist, not as a teacher, but was not *_

able to function very effectively due to S
personal problems. Although I was told I

**

was doing fine, I didn't feel that way. I now
some time now. there's been a decline in think my ability to help people grow has
the intellectual atmosphere on campus. He very substantially increased. In a sense,
pointed to the slow but definite change I'm returning to an old interest: an old
away from the interest in ideas, and from fascination and one for which I'm now
a willingness to think through complex prepared."
means by which the world can be changed. He enjoys the psychotherapy and finds it

He relates this partially to the end of the intellectually stimulating. He gets a great
draft, as the pressure to do well and stay in deal of satisfaction from helping an in-

collegeis not so great Also, due to the lack dividual and "seeing him grow in terms of
of spaces in graduate school, fewer the way he sees the world."
students are striving to excel enough to get Finally he concluded. "I'm looking

that have occurred. It's a good structure

and I've felt myself and the structure

grow."

Relighting his pipe to discuss the

irritable aspects of the College, he con-

tinued by explaining that he felt that for

He noticed. "There is an increased
desire for personal happiness and a
question of whether or not the route

through college and the white collar that

ensues will bring happiness."

forward to the change."

Dr. Grumpelt will be replaced by Dr
Jonathan Wohl, whose major areas are

developmental psychology, personality

and psycho linguistics. He is presently

. ... ,. r ,
... . working lor the Albert Einstein Medical

M,oUier incentive for leaving although
Center

B
and R„ckereller University, but

will be moving to Chestertown in two
weeks to take over next semester.

by Terry Taylor

he emphasized that it is only a mild one. is

the poor salary increments For a long

lime, the pay for professors has been

Clarke to

write book
during spring

sabbatical
Garry Clarke, professor of music here at

Washington College for seven years, will

be on sabbatical next semester Although

;i composer and a teacher at heart. Mr.

Clarke will spend several months engaged

in research for a book on American Music
This book, which is to include critical

essays on American composers, is to be a

part of a series on American history which

will be put on the market in 197)>

During January and February Mr
Clarke will be at Harvard and Vale to

make use of their extensive library

resources He will also spend time in New
York City. Washington. DC. and
< alifornia liy March he hopes to

hibernate'' for a month in his home here

lo write a good portion of the book, which

is due at the publisher in September. In his

spare time,' he also wants to continue to

compose music
American music has always been of

special interest to Mr Clarke, and was his

Held of concentration during his un-

dergraduate and graduate studies at Yale

Yet Mr Clarke has other reasons beyond

his basic, interest in American music for

accepting this offer to write a book-

In research, he points out. one's critical

thinking is sharpened, and one's ideas are

forced into order By expanding his efforts

into the realm of research and writing. Mr
(Tarke hopes to improve his thinking, and
hence improve his communication with his

students

In this endeavor. Mr Clarke also per-

ceives a value in being exposed to new
ideas and people This will hopefully also

he of much value lo Mr Clarke's students.

Unable to find time lo teach and to write

a lx)ok simultaneously. Mr. Clarke decided

. to take this sabbatical. Yet it is evident

(hat his teaching at Washington College is

his primary interest Garry Clarke's hope

is that next fall he will return to school

with more to offer his student.1

;

.
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Women's job outlook is mixed,

but improving
Lately there have been many changes in

the legal and social status of women The,

Equal Pay Act of 197:1 and Title VII of the

Civil Kights Act of li)(M have begun to have

an effect on the social climate of the day

The average woman in college need not

experience a great deal of conflict if she

w ants to have both a career and family, as

this is becoming more and more accepted.

Women in the seventies will have new and

different job opportunities than their

counterparts of earlier decades.

According to government statistics

i Women s Bureau Employment Stan-

dards Administration! the occupational

group with the highest predicted rate of

growth is that of professional and

technical workers. Openings for women
will be numerous especially in the

traditionally male occupations of

engineering and drafting. The trend

toward increased environmental con-

servation will create demands for en-

vironmental technicians and the new

fields of environmental law. en-

vironmental engineering and en-

vironmental journalism will offer much
opportunity Most technical jobs will

require special training but less than four

years of college In fact, almost HO percent
of the job openings in the seventies will not

require a college degree
The key to job openings in the

professional and technical areas is

specialization The outlook for engineers,

teachers, lawyers and liberal arts

graduate without a specialty is not very

good There is a decline in the need for

secondary and elementary school teachers

except in specific areas such as remedial
education and in programs for the han-

dicapped or underprivileged. There will be
a greater demand for women lawyers:

however, there is keen competition for the

best jobs, and specialization will be an
important advantage for any women..
The managerial field is the field which

which is expected to experience the

second largest rate of growth, and "it i's a
"field which offers many new op-

portunities to women. The best prospects

are found in such occupations as pur-

chasing agent, bank officer and city

manager. Again, specialization is a must.

In the past, mid-level and executive level

management positions have been closed to

women However, with new Federal

legislation requiring changes in hiring

practices and the prohibition of sex

discrimination, women will encounter less

difficulties in gaining promotions and
access to management training programs.

Another area into which women are

finding access is the area of skilled trades.

The earnings are fairly high and it is a

field in which women are now un-

derrepresented.

Clerical workers, sales workers and
service workers are now primarily women
and job openings are expected to increase,

although many clerical tasks will be taken

over by computers. The largest demand is

expected to be for electronic computer
operating personnel and the salary for this

job will be above average for clerical

workers.-

Women in the seventies will be seeking

out these job opportunities and more and

more employers are beginning to utilize

this expanding work force. Companies are

no longer hesitant to recruit women on

college campuses and more women are

choosing to seek careers, whether
traditional or non-traditional.

bv Bev Horn
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Sports

1 Sho'men beaten by stronger Swarthmore offense

The Washington College Soccer team
~ failed to score in its third straight game on
._ Saturday as it lost to a strong Swarthmore
4. squad. U-0.

a The lack of offense throughout the game
~ kept constant pressure on the Shore

defensemen, who played well but couldn't

hold off the strong Swarthmore attack all

afternoon Washington has scored in only
one of its four regular season games, and a
look at the figures will reveal a down-
wardly spiraling statistical trend since its

4 1 defeat of Gallaudet in the opener this

year

Those aspects of the game which do not

directly manifest themselves on paper,
such as passing, ball control, and the
interaction between players, have also
shown signs of slacking

The brightest part of the game for

Washington was the beginning of the

second half As several of the players

related later, this was the only time when

the team really hustled and showed
aggressiveness - two qualities not in

evidence during the rest of the game
Down 2-0 at the half, the squad came out

fired up and played well for awhile, but

control deteriorated into desperation, and

a misplay by the defense ended up in

another Swarthmore goal, the final score

of the game.
Practices this week have emphasized

the basics, and have resulted in some of

the best offensive performances of the

year If the team continues to work well

together in practice, perhaps Saturday's

home game against Salisbury will

represent a turnaround in a season which

Ihusfar has been very disappointing With
two of their toughest games out of the way.

the Sho'men can reasonably expect to

improve on their current 1-2-1 record

Saturday's game begins at 1:30. Junior Peter Allen, left wing, moves gainst Gallaudet.

Raising

Cain
WC Harriers lose opener against Loyolj

Here's a question for WC sports

followers - what two teams had the best

overall records against other schools last

year'' It wasn't lacrosse: it wasn't soccer

either last year's two most successful

teams were Fall Crew * it*- 1 1 and Tennis

In a normal situation, a team producing

these kinds of results would then receive

some increase in expenses so that the

individuals involved, the students who put

out a great enough effort to make their

teams successful, would be given even

better opportunities for competition in the

next season At Washington, however, this

doesn't hold true Admittedly, the Athletic

department is working with a fairly small

budget, but merit seems to be avoided in

the spending of this money The lacrosse

team gets all kinds of cash - they go away
for a weekend to play a couple of games.
all expenses paid; they go to a . tour-

nament, all expenses paid: etc The crew
team, on the other hand, is paying its own
way to races: they have to raise enough
money so that later this season they can go
to Boston for a big regatta It will be an
expensive trip and having to scrounge to

save money may hurt the team's chances
Another example of this is the tennis

team WC was invited to a tournament in

Salisbury last weekend, and this is how it

looked The other teams showed with close

to a full squad, in good condition i since

they were in the middle of fall programs '.

well equipped wearing nice team warm-up
suits, they stayed overnight, with money
for meals, generally well set up for the

weekend The three Washington College

players that went had to go back and forth

each day. of course paying for gas

themselves: they had to pay their own
entry fees, and by the time the doubles

came around, both WC players were using

racquets borrowed from other teams
Despite these disadvantages and a tour

nament draw that by chance couldn't have
been worse. Washington finished a

creditable third

Lacrosse and soccer are obviously the

most popular sports here, and as such,

deserve the opportunities they receive -

that is not being disputed The point is. the

other teams have the right to enough
support so that they can compete equally

by Keilh Twitchell

"We've got a lot of work to do."

Those were Tom Clement's parting
words to his coach. Don Chatellier. after

Saturday's 22-:S4 loss to Loyola It was the

Sho man opener and the loss was at least a
little disappointing, especially since
Loyola was one of the two teams to lose to

Washington last year

Clement felt his performance had been
poor It wasn't, actually, the big senior

turning the 3-mile-p)us course in 2K:25
However, the Shore problems stemmed
from the fact that that was only good for

fourth place, behind the Greyhounds
senior co-captains, I^arry Blumentauer

and Tom Coyle and Loyola frosh Russell

Wolfe Blumenauer's winning time was
27: IK. Coyle finished in 27:47. and Wolfe
was only 12 seconds faster than Clement.

28:13.

tiesides the first three places. Loyola got
an added boost from freshman Eric Sch-
wartz, whose 28:58 was good for fifth

place With four of the first five places, the
Hounds were cruising, but they still

needed the eleventh-place finish of fresh-

man Dave Daniels :J4 : 1 1 1 before they
could wrap it up In between. WC's Dan
Scharf was picking up sixth in 29:39,

Freshman pjico Marshall took seventh
with a strong 29:51, soph Jake Holloway's
:;i::f9 was good for eighth. Peter deSelding
finished ninth r:j2:39i and frosh Blaire
Thomas « :::;

: to held down tenth Bill

Janney and Jay Elliott tied for twelfth, at
.;ii:r)4

Chatty felt that the group had run well

and was not disappointed overall but the
fact that they i Loyola i had run in three

previous meets made an obvious dif-

ference "" Loyola's win was their I

against one loss

The Shoremen have a little while l(

some of the work Tom Clement mentia
Their next meet is not until the lltlh. «

they face Drew and Widener in

triangular meet at Drew They then g<

to race against Salisbury. Dickinson

llaverford. Johns Hopkins. Leba
Valley and Western Maryland. be[

finally returning to Kibler Fi

November fifth against Gallaudet Des

the poor limes in the Loyola meet,

harriers showed that the potential is tfc

and that they are not quitters,

remainder of the season should be

teresting for the fans and challenge
the runners, though it is unfortunate b

that so much of the season is aw
that spectator attendance at meets is

poor as it is by Dana Chattal

KA's capture Intramural football title

Kappa Alpha won the Intramural
Football crown Wednesday night by
defeating the Crimson Tide 12 to ii The
championship game capped a three week
season in which six teams vied for the
crown Each of the six teams, which in-

cluded 1-imbda Pi Delta. Theta Chi. The
Town Toughs. The Deadheads along with
the Tide and the KA's. played each of the

other teams once At the end of the regular
season the three teams on lop went into the
playoffs They were the Tide, with the
record of four wins and one lie. first and
the KAs second with a 3-1-1 record and the
Lambdas with a 3-2 record at third The
Deadheads finished 2-:; for fourth, while
the Town loughs and the Thetas lied for

For any women interested in starting an
intercollegiate women's Tennis Team
there will be a meeting on Wednesday.
October Hi at ItrOO in the Gym lobby

Schedules are out for Women's In-

tramural Volleyball The program starts

on Monday. October 14 Men's Volleyball

will begin on November II or 12

last with a 14 record

I Jy finishing first the Tide received a bye
into the championship game leaving the

K.\s and l.amhdas to fight it out for the

right to meet them The playoff for the

championship berth proved to he a low

scoring thriller with KAs coming out on
top. T-l) The lone score came early in the

game on a pass Irom Phi) Kcpueca to Rich
Burke and the KAs didn't need any more
as the Lambda offense never rcaly got

t;oing and played most of the game in their

own territory The championship game
.as much the same with the KA defense
dominating the game The KAs used an
odd three man rush to stifle the Tide's

potent offense The rush kept Tide quar-

terback John Cheek scrambling mast

the day so that he was never really able

get his offense going The KAs scored fi

on a pass from Phil Kapucci to K

Whilaker alter they had taken the openi

kick off and marched down the field out

passing and running of Itcpucci Tl

Ntord again on the first play after Hi

kicked off The odd ruch kept Che

scrambling until he tried to dump the Ii

oil and it was intercepted by Kepucci w

run il almost unmolested into the Tid

end zone The score stayed a I 12-11 until I

middle of the second half, when Che

connected on a long scoring pass to Ke»

Murphy With the third point after tout

down missed the score stood until the e]

12 ii bv Roy Larso

f-^aut 6 S^hoe ^ttore
Complete Footwear Ser

227 high street
Chestertown. Maryland 21620

PHONE 77B-2B60
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College denied liquor license

Washington College's first attempt at

acquiring a Club l.i(|uor License has
failed. Despite the setback issued by the

Kent County Commissioners, the College

uill revive and resubmit its Club ap-

plication in the very near future.

The major objection harbored by the

( o nmi issioners was that of declaring the

UC student body as a "club." In the eyes
ol the Commissioners, according to

Business Manager Gene Hessey, on the
License's applicants, this "just does not

Circuit Court

Judge speaks

on current

issues

Last lucsay night a group of

Washington College students had the

opportunity to conduct what amounted to a

^ioup interview of .Judge George Rasin. in

his High Street courtroom
As part oi a seminar on the philosphy of

lav,, perhaps 25 students quizzed the

renowned Chief Judge of the Second
Maryland Circuit in a session that lasted

over two hours, and covered a variety of

subjects.

Judge Rasin began by talking about the

strains presently being put upon the

legal system resulting from a serious

liaekofi of cases jamming the courts, and
the attendant overcrowding in the penal

institutions. He suggested thai what is

I'ceded is a drastic remedial action in the

form or an across Ihe board re-evaluation

ol just uhat constitutes a criminal offense

unci how the Stale should "process" those

convicted of criminal acts.

We in Maryland are sadly in need of a

iv si in plication, a recodifcation of our
criminal laws." he said, adding that there

are "loo many laws on the books that

•'Hempted to control morals " He cited the

sanctions against gambling, and sexual
els between two consenting adults, as

examples ol laws that "need to be

'"('pealed
"

1'icsidi's decriminalizing such vie-

liinless crimes, a category in which he

What Hessey. College President Joseph
McLain and Director of Food Service
John 1 .inville. the applicants, are planning
is to establish the office of the Alumni
Association as the offices of the Club.

Instead of allowing the License to cover
Ihe entire campus, the new application
\iould suggest confining the license to the

first floor of the Alumni House and the

Club Room of the Coffeehouse.

The establishment of the License is

expected to draw a mixed reaction from
the students Under the provions of a Club

License, the Coffeehouse will no longer be
ahle to sell beer after midnight. To
compensate. Hessey believes "we will

have to adjust the Coffeehouse hours,"
possibly opening the student-operated
facility an hour earlier on weekdays.

'Ihe only method of combating the 12

o'clock beer curfew would be for the
College to obtain a Retail License.
However. Hessey finds this solution
simply too expensive." The Retail

License would cost $2500 a year, as op-

posed to the Club License's $500 annual

expense.

Why must the unsettling of Coffeehouse
routine occur in the first place? "To get us
on a legal footing of some sort," is

Hessey 's answer. "We need to be within
the law. At present the Coffeehouse's
practices can be considered illegal."

Another positive aspect of possessing
the Club License, besides declaring the
Coffeehouse "legal" and free from threat
ol police action, is the reduction of the
alcoholic expense as the College would be
able to buy directly from the distributor.

In addition, by presenting the License to

only the two mentioned areas, all com-
munity complaints regarding campus
noise will be referred to the State Alcoholic
Control Board. Only the premises of the
Coffeehouse and the Alumni House, in-

stead of the entire campus, could be in-

vestigated if it is suggested that the

disturbances develop from the use of the
License.

One of the deterrents in the College's
original attempt for a License was alarm
over the present level of noise attributed

to the campus. Stated Kent County's 4th
Ward Councilman Jake Downey. "We find
more disturbances coming out of
Washington College than the rest of the
County combined."
Hessey estimates that the next ap-

plication will be heard, at the earliest, in

five weeks by the Commissioners.

Chestertown

Rasin on abortion: "I just can't follow people who say life is so sanctified that it

must be born, (even if only) to be abused and unloved;" and on marijuana: "I think

someone who has a psychological dependency...represents a danger to society."

included prostitution. Judge Rasin said

that a statewide system. >to screen cases

in the adult field, as is done with juveniles.

should be expanded This already being

partly done, he said, through funds

allotted the Law [Enforcement Assistance

Administration, a federal agency begun

under President Johnson
Maryland now receives approximately

11 million dollars annually from this

agency
Also to case the burden on the legal

system, he said that "Maryland has

adopted the philosophy of community
corrections, which entails serving a

probationary sentence by working out of

recognized community-service facilities.

Programs can include work-release and
educational opportunities He lamented

that a major difficulty in implementing

these projects lies in the fact that the

"general public is unwilling to accept any
institution that is set up to deal with

people's problems."

Also touched on was the subject of prison

reform, and issue on which Rasin has

become widely known, owing to his ad-

vocacy of Ihe indeterminate sentence. He
premises his belief in this concept on

the motion that "a person should be

treated until it's safe for him to be

released
"

Rasin estimated that of those presently

incarcerated in jail, perhaps "only from
ten to thirty-five per cent are dangerous
people and need to be locked up." The
remainder should be "examined and
evaluated to find out what tttheir*'

problems are" - whether the difficulties

focus around their employment, their

marriage, or whatever They could then be
dealt with, on an individual basis, outside

of a prison environment.

Those who. in the estimation of a board

of social psychiatrists, do require in-

stitutionalization, could be given in-

determinate sentences of either a

maximum of five years, or a maximum of

25 years. They're cases would be subject to

periodic review by a group of prison

psychiatrists

He hastened to add that his con-

siderations on the subject in no way im-

plied acceptance of the setup of the

correctional system, which he emphasized
was in need of considerable overhaul.

While stressing at the outset that he
"(doesi not agree with protests (as a

means by which' to change the law."

Rasin admitted that the conditions present

inside some of the more unwieldy prisons

might justifiably lead to inmate protest,

and he conceded that the prison riots of the

past several years "have had som.°.

value." by
1IS

"You get these riots in large places like

Attica where everything is in-

stitutionalized ." Of those who participated

in the riots, he said: "IF I were in the

same position I'd probably be available to

do the same thing."

In Kent County. Judge Rasin has

become known for his particularly har-

dline decisions concerning drug offenses.

Asked if. in light of the publicity and

controversy over drug use. particularly

marijuana, during the last decade, he had

modified or changed any of his positions on

drug offenders. Rasin responded that he

had not: "I am still acting as I did ten

years ago " It should be known, he added,

that in his courtroom. "No adult convicted

on a drug charge ever walks out on

probation, at least without seeing the

inside of a (prisoii)...I think drugs, in-

cluding alcohol, are bad. and lead to

crimes." He added that he would favor

making the use of alcohol a federal of-

fense.

Labelling himself a strict con-

structionist, Rasin considers his job to be

"to follow the law as it is on the books" and

lo leave the more directly interpretive role

to the appellate courts As one who has

been on the bench for a number of years,

and been involved in a number of con-

troversial decisions, is he ever bothered

boy his conscience? "No," he reflected,

"most of the cases I put out of my mind."



Riding the 'static line':Students parachute

[f you enjoy excitement and adventure

and have a little courage, then you might
like to try parachuting. This sport is an up
and coming activity that people of all

kinds are trying Sport parachuting is for

everyday people who are curious enough

to experience a tremendously exciting

activity

Pelican Airport Aviation offers you the

opportunity to learn the sport of

parachuting Located near Ridgely.

Maryland, PSA occupies 7<i acres of level,

clear drop zone. Par from the concrete and
steel havens of the city, PSA offers you the

thrill of stressing the emotions and
awakening a dormant spirit

PSA maintains the highest standards of

safety and expertise in their exhilarating

sport, conforming to the established

principles of safety and procedure of

training as advanced by the United States

Parachute Association The instructors

are expert parachuters: rated Instructors

and licensed Jumpmasters. The senior

members of the organization have over-

seen thousands of student jumps and are
capable of imparting the latest safe

techniques and confidence to the ap-

prehensive sportsman.

The Pelican First Jump Course costs

£19.50 for one person, but it's only $29.00

per person for a group of four people to

join a training class, provided that they

are college students, high school students.

or actively in the military. The cost may
seem a bit steep, but it is definitely worth

every penny of it. The rate includes all

training, equipment and aircraft expenses

necessary to see you through a safe first

jump
The training period averages (5 to 7 hours

and makes it possible, weather and

facilities permitting, to jump on the first

day at the field Individual classes begin at

1000 a.m. at the drop zone every Satur-

day. Sunday and holiday.

All training and jumpmastering is done
under the supervision of Instructors and
.lumpmasters rated by the "United States

Parachute Association All aircraft.

equipment and pilots are properly rated

and certified by the Federal Aviation

Administration.

The first five jumps the student lakes

are Static Line jumps One does not pull a
lipcord during these jumps, rather a

.static line.' which is connected to the

frame of the aircraft, activates the

opening of the canopy from the jumpers
back. In the phase, the emphasis is on exit

procedure body stability, and ripcord pull

capacity If done successfully, he or she
may then make his first freefall: a great

occasion. Never before have you felt such
a sense of total independence

The cost of the jumps after the initial

jump is $10 .00. This includes equipment.
rental of both main < sport' chute and a

reserve chute, and the rental of the air-

craft.

All persons under the age of IK must
provide notarized parental consent for

participating in sport parachuting

If you are interested at all. but are still

apprehensive about jumping out of a
perfectly good airplane, them go down to

Kidgely and watch a while, You'll soon feel

the excitement and adventure that
surrounds the drop zone Excitement,
apprehension and adventure combine as
the great equalizer and the impulse to float

quietly to mother earth will overwhelm
you. You might be a little skeptical about
that first step, but the feeling of floating

around at ;!000 feet completely in-

dependent of anything will be the biggest

rush you can experience
For further information. Pelican Sports

Aviation may be reached by phoning (>:i4-

272;!. Contact me for directions from
Chestertown to Kidgely

" by Ty Campbell

Liberal arts motif subject of debate

To those most committed to its tenets,

the search for specific uses to which a

liberal arts education can be put -is a
rather unnecessary endeavor, and
irrelevant to the general purposes of a

liberal arts institution. To look for pinpoint

applicability in one's degree is. in this

view, to dirty one's hands in a grubbing
and lower-order pursuit Indeed, reading

the educational aims of those immersed in

this philosophy will make clear the type of

high-level abstraction surrounding the

liberal arts. The Washington College

Advisor's Handbook, drafted last summer,
is not a typical:

"The most fundamental goal of the

liberal arts approach is to encourage and
further individual self-development... to

preserve, transit, and even to advance the

accumulated wisdom of civilization."

Not withstanding such noble aspirations,

there has been. during the past several

years a renewed debate over the con-

tinuing value of the liberal arts tradition

as presently carried on This re-

examination of academic goals has been
brought about largely by the shift in the

educational priorities of students, and the

worsened financial situation of most
colleges. Following closely on the heels of

the booming activism of the 1960's has
been a recession not only in the economic

sphere, but also in the sense of a reversion
of student sentiment away from the in-

novative experimentation of their coun-
terparts of ten years ago. The trend now
seems to have taken the form of a marked
willingess to work through a more
structured, and even conservative
educational framework. Brown University
provides a good case in point.

In 1969, Brown instituted a wide-ranging

curriculum retorm package which, ac-
cording to SATURDAY REVIEW
WORLD, (June 1st, 1974> was "more
radical than that attempted by any other
major university."

Mandatory courses, distribution
requirements, and grading systems were
done away with, and students were given
unlimited Pass-Fail and independent-

study options. An attempt was made to de-

formalize and decrease the size of fresh-

man courses and "to make it possible for

students to design a program of study that

would serve their own interests and
desires."

While not considered a complete failure,

the reform package has fallen far short of

its intended goals. One reason is that a

reduction in the flow of funds to the

University has prohibited adequate
financial support needed to put the new
curriculum changes into effect

sphere, but also in the sense of a reversion
of student sentiment away from the in-

novative experimentation of their coun-
terparts of ten years ago. The trend now
seems to have taken the form of a marked
willingness to work through a more
structured, and even conservative
educational framework Brown University
provides a good case in point.

In I9i>9. Brown instituted a wide-ranging
curriculum reform package which ac-,
cording to SATURDAY REVIEW
WORLD, (June 1st. 1974* was "more
radical than that attempted by any other

major university."

Primarily, however, the innovations
have suffered from a lack of support by the
students themselves. Although motived,
researched, and guided through to ad-
ministrative acceptance by students, the
far-reaching changes foreseen by the
program have been abandoned by the

present generation of undergraduates.
who have been characterized as "more
pragmatic, accepting and career-
oriented." Looking at the developments at

Brown, perhaps many of us could identify

with a system of educational priorities

which gives primacy to "acceptance by
graduate and professional schools rather
than ...intellectual exploration and self-

discovery " The question is. to what extent
should a liberal arts college recognize and
be guided by such priorities?

According to the report for the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education

i "Content and Context: Essays on College

Education " i. very considerable attention

should be given to vocational preparation,

so as to properly justify their existence to

the larger society An article in the Oc-

tober 7th. issue of THE CHRONICLE OF
HIGHER EDUCATION, the Carnegie
Report, edited by Carl Kaysen. would
"eliminate the intrinsic gratifications of

the traditional liberal arts in order to

install the instrumental gratifications of

the professions." Such a shift in emphasis.

says the author, would appeal to the

students of the Seventies, who look

askance at ethereal faculty notions of

proper educational objectives.

Like many institutions, Washington
College has given at least verbal

acknowledgment to these recent
studentctrends. though more out of

practical necessity than philosphic

agreement. Last year's Subcommittee on

Curricular Reform, out of which came our

own recent changes in curriculum, made
clear their concerns: "Students in alar-

ming numbers the nation over no longer

find a liberal arts program such as ours of

unquestionable value. This is reflected in

the attrition rate..." continued on page 4

Advising period

October 24 and 25 offer a pause in mid-
semester, a break from bluebooks papers
.and classes. Hut. according to Dean
Nathan Smith this two-day advising period
will be an important testing ground for the

revised advising system.
"We really want this to work." the Dean

explained to the administrations request
that faculty members not schedule ad-
vising appointments before the two-day
period "We have asked the faculty not to

schedule students except on those two
days.. We're going to be very hard nosed
about it."

Smith defined the spirit of the advising
period as "leisurely " About this time
period in previous semesters, professors
traditionally were expected not only to

aide their advisees but continue with their

classes and midterm exams. "The
temptation was," according to Smith, "to
get the advisees out fast " Department
Chairmen will also be free of their

classroom obligations; the Dean
suggested that this would be the opportune
time for majors to confer wih their

respective department heads.
The objectives of the upcoming advising

period are: to plan next semester's
program in view of the new distributional

system, to give the advisors an op-
portunity to measure the success of the
freshmen and to give seniors and their

advisors a chance to discuss plans for
graduate school

Dean Smith warned "the S.G.A. ought
not to assume that this break from classes
is a four-day vaction." He advised plan-
ning weekend activities and reminded the
students enrolled in night classes to at-
tend. Night classes will still be scheduled
during those two days.
He requested that "students accept the

advising period in this spirit ..to cooperate
with this test of the new advising system
and enable us to measure its ef-

fectiveness
"



The Church on campus

The Newman Club; The Canterbury
Club: The Wesley Club? Students today on
the Washington campus raise their

eyebrows and shrug their shoulders
when questioned about these
organizations. Yet ten years ago these

religiously affiliated (Catholic,
Episcopalian and Methodist respectively)

clubs were viable and popular ex-

periences, important within the
framework of college existence. Today,
these clubs are strong and full-membered
in many larger universities and colleges.

Why were these organizations deemed
unimportant, why are they now de.funct -

their absence barely noticed in a small
community typically overpopulated with

churches.

According to Dr. Peter Tapke, chair-

man of the Philosophy Department and a

member of the college community since

I9ii2. the mid-sixties were the "fun times"
in religion He explained that at one time
three ministers from town were very
college oriented - they were interested in

the college as a member of the Chester-

town community. Dr. Tapke noted that "if

a minister was good with the college, he
was not good with his parishioners." That,

in some sense, the townspeople depended
on their church as a focal, unifying factor

in their community, students - as ex-

plained by Dr Frank Creegan, the last

faculty afvisor to* the now defunct

Newman Club - "did not need the local

parish." or regionalized religion. They did

not feel compelled to keep abreast of the

news from thei respective parishes, much
less, become involved in the affairs of

their college-town church.

"Those were the days (the mid-sixties)

when I feel there was so much healthiness

going on." noted Tapke. Religious belief,

he noted, played a dramatic role in Civil

Rights - "It was an exciting time..only

twelve years ago and the movie theatre

had two separate entrances - one for

blacks, one for whites, and every

restaurant in this town was segregated."

Tapke added that the William James
Forum was originally a religious club, of

sorts. During the sixties, the Forum spn-

sors such controversial clergy members
as Malcolm Bovd. author of "Are you

lOinningWith Me Jesus?" and Bishop Pik«
"in the hayday of his fame."
"With the Vietnam war, things soured in

the late sixties." diagnosed Dr. Tapke. At
.one time in the late sixties, Dean
Westerdahl integrated all the religiously

affiliated clubs on campus. "But," Dr.

Tapke revealed "after a year they pretty

much folded
; there was not much impasse

on campus."

Dr. Creegan, chairman of the Chemistry
department, explained that he inherited

the role of faculty advisor to the Newman
Club from the man he replaced within the

Chemistry department. "Every club had
to have a moderator or advisor and a
chaplain of the club."

Implying that the parish priest from
Chestertown was "archaic" - "he was
from the dark ages," the Newman Club
enlisted the aid of a priest who also served

Wesley in Delaware and Salisbury State.

"Jerry Haugh was aware of student

needs: he was able to make the Newman
club a functioning organization in the late

sixties." Regardless of their religious

affiliation, students would meet regularly

with Father Haugh to discuss con-

temporary issues. According to Dr.
Creegan, discussions were aroused by the

decisions of Vatican II and formal
changes within the structure and spirit of

the church

After a year, the chaplain position was
vacant. The priest sent to fill the spot was
"a 179.5 degre turn from Jerry Jaugh - he
preached old time religion. He found it

difficult to deal with students, theyuwere
turned off." Dr. Creegan explained. After

(i or H meetings, students stopped coming.
Since then, there has been no real attempt
to resurrect the Newnman Club. In 1970,

Father Brady, who is still serving at the

Catholic Church in Chestertown, tried to

pick up remnants of the Newman Club. He
offered liturgical services on Sunday
afternoons in the Alumni House, but.

because of the lack of student interest, was
eventually discontinued
The pattern established here by the

example of the Newnam Club was also

repeated by the Wesley and Canterbury

Clubs. A shift in personality seemed to sap
the clubs of their vitality and ef

continued on page 4

State aid

Lower Senate scholarships endanger private colleges

Prior to Will and Spiro Agnew, the

Awarding of Maryland Slate Senatorial

Scholarships was based on how competing

students fared on a statewide standardized

lest If a student qualified and was chosen

lor a Senatorial, he would receive a full

scholarship to Ihe school of his or her

choice within the state In li)i>8. Governor
spiro Agnew. in his traditionally out-

spoken political rhetoric, set out to

remove politics from the awarding of

senatorial " As a result of his purge of the

senatorial scholarship program, new and
more controversial rules have been set

forth.

All students i|iialified through merit and

need could receive units of $100. never to

exceed $1500. For example a Washington
College student received the maximum
amount, he would still be short of almost

$1,000. whereas under the prior rules he

ould have received the full amount to

attend Washington College The Governor

created a situation in which many State

senators can award 34 Senatorial

scholarships of $:!400 - making 34

student's parents nappy, perhaps even
establishing a sure 08 votes in the next

election Multiplying 85:;. 800 dollars to be
awarded times the number of Senators in

Annapolis the results would create a

politically favorable position for in-

cumbents: Slate Senators can now please

more people than ever through the

senatorial program But as President

Ucl .fi in staled when discussing the subject

"that's only the tip of the iceberg."

Extensive and though provoking
research into the entire subject of State

aid patterns in Maryland was conducted

by Dr. McLain. He points out some
disturbing data on the State Senatorial
Program. Eight years ago Washington
( ollegc received $150,900 for 1 19 students.

The schools tuition was $1450.00. room
$:i50.00 and board $550.00. totaling
$2,;i50.00 per year. The total cost for 119

students at $2050 was $150,900 constituted

5-1 per cent of Ihe total cost. In 197-1 the

school is receiving $(>4.400 for I0i> students.

Tuition, loom and board add up to a total

of S:i.400 per year i$:tii0.000 for IOC

.suiuwiuyi. i lie stale lunds provide $im,oou.

only Ui.7 per cent of the total cost. A more
dramatic way of putting the message is: it

\as costing parents only $1,800 per year
per student Today it is costing them $2.8:10

per year Thus parents of a scholarship
student today are faced with a $1,750.00

per year differential or a H>2 per cent

increase in eight years. Therefore
students receiving such scholarships are
now turning to public schools in search of a

"higher" education.

The problem is only magnified when it is

observed from the statewide perspective.

In the academic year l972-7:f there were
2.18] Senatorial Scholarship awarded. The
public colleges, including the University of

Maryland, received 1,471 of the 2.181

grants, or 07-5 per cent of the money The
private colleges received 440 grants or

only 20 4 per cent of all the scholarship

money The remaining 12 per cent of the

funds went to the Community Colleges.

The University of Maryland, already

heavily subsidized by state taxes, received

lij per cent of all the money going to public

colleges. Howie Coppin and Morgan State

received a total of $:!5,500 wnereas
Frostburg State received $49,900. In the

private sector Loyola, Ml. Saint Agnes and
Western Maryland received 4:t.5 per cent

of the private college total.

Dr. McLain pointed out the new rules

systematically discriminated against
blacks attending the private colleges in

Maryland. More blacks are receiving

scholarships: but because the amount has
decreased drastically, blacks are forced to

spend their money at a state school. In 1971

Mt. Saint Mary's received $27,100 which is

more than the total received by the three

black schools: Bowie. Coppin and UMES.
Washington College and the other

private colleges in Maryland face the

problem where to find the revenue lost in

the decrease in State Aid President

Mcl^iin is preparing to meet with the

administrators of other schools in search

of an answer to this highly political

problem. The future ability of small

private colleges to compete for many
qualified students from Maryland is at

stake. by Larry I



iimmmii

| Judge George Rasin is a curious mix of progressive liberalism and

o provincial intransigence. His sursprisingly far-sighted views on

s abortion, pornography and the so-called victimless crimes are offset

B by a very personal, almost idiosyncratic obstinacy regarding the drug

; laws.

| It is hard to understand mow a man who has so obviously tran-

£ scended the biases of his environment on many issues could so easily

Editorial

let his professional conduct fall victim to his own personal

preferences. [Equally difficult to comprehend is the fact that after

almost a decade of public debate on the marijuana question, Rasin

still harbors the old notion that smoking pot leads to the commission

of crimes. Aside from the disastrous effect this had had on those

whose misfortune it has been to be brought before Judge Rasin and

convicted on drug-related charges, it represnts a serious compromise

on his judicial intellect.

Forum

SGA attacked

To the Editor:

On Monday night an event occurred

during the SGA meeting which makes me
question the efficiency of communication

among the senators and the student body.

The issue was the granting of WOO to Phi

Alpha Theta. the history society. This

request had been given to the

Organizations Committee, as is usual for

club requests, and the Organizations

Committee was presenting the request for

Senator approval There was a short

debate on the request and it was then

tabled for further action.

Many complications arise at this point.

communication in the SGA seem to be

consistently tangled? That is probably the

most important aspect of this whole issue -

it is anotner instance of a case

where everyone wonders what has

happened - but they do it after the fact It Lacrosse team as

can be compared to recent and past SGA

elections which were contested on

technicalities- It can be compared to

student's complaints that they aren't fully

informed of what is going on.

The Student Activities Committee is

working on putting up a schoolwide

calendar outside the coffeehouse. This will

be a step in the right direction Perhaps

eluded next to mai calendar should be i

First of all. the representative of Phi copv f the agenda for future meetings of

Alpha Theta was not aware that he should the SGA and copies of past minutes

have been present at the meeting until a Senators must also make an effort to keep

few minutes before it. Because of this, he their constituents informed

was not prepared to answer Senators I'm sure that some will say that the

questions about the anticipated expenses student body is too apathetic for any

ol the club. He was told that he would not changes to be made. It is my contention

have to be present by one of the Senators, the students can be motivated, but it is

who was under the impression that the necessary for a structure to be provided

Organizations Committee had researched within which action can take place. The

all aspects of Phi Alpha Theta s request, most important parts of this structure are

According to the SGA Constitution, this leadership and efficient organization. With

should~be true ; however, the first meeting these factors, we could prevent the break

of the Organizations Committee was not

publicized well enough in advance of the

meeting and so a member of Phi Alpha

Theta did not attend To top it off. the

motion to grant Phi Alpha Theta was

moved to be tabled. No debate is allowed

on a move to table a motion, and so after

there was barely enough time to discover

why there was such a mix-up. the SGA

voted to table u.

My question :
,vhv do the lines of

downs in communication which occur all

loo often

Sincerely.

Bev Horn

Sports question

To the Editor:

As a member of last year's Lacrosse

team I would like to straighten out a few of

Mr Twitchell's misconceptions about that

team (THE ELM, October 10).

On the outset I would like to agree that

some teams are "getting the shaft''

financially, but this is no fault of the

whole. Objectively

viewing sports at Washington College

outside of Chestertown. lacrosse -

nunfortunatelv. perhaps, overshadows the

others. In most areas in Maryland, when

one proudly boasts that he is from

Washington, he gets in response either.

"Oh. that's the school in DC." or. "Do

you play lacrosse?" Sportswise. we are

basically known for our Lacrosse team.

I would now like to mention what it's like

travelling with the team. The system is not

as spectacular as it seems at first. The

tournament that I assume Mr. Twitchell is

referring to is the Hero's Tournament,

held in Baltimore last spring. What he

failsto mention is that neither the school

nor the Tournament provided the team

with money or accommodations that

weekend. It was only through the

generosity of some of the team members

and their families, who allowed us to stay

at their homes in Baltimore, that kept us

from making an unnecessary trip back to

Chestertown in our own cars.

The other weekend trip that he relersito

is the trip south to Duke and the University

of North Carolina. True, it was a weekend

trip, but nowhere in Mr Twitchell's article

was the exact situation portrayed. At

Duke, we were housed in an old. decrepit

bell tower over the gymnasium. Food was
controlled by the Duke University Athletic

Association, at no cost to Washington

College. At UNC, the situation was
relatively the same, except that we were
in an University-controlled motel paid for

by the UNC Athletic Association. People

should not complain about the food here

until they have eaten elsewhere.

Sports, to me at least, means a little

more than nice warm-up suits or borrowed
tennis racquets. It is being out in the open,

doing something you enjoy, wnYie
representing the school. I agree that
things could be straightened out in the
Athletic Department, and what member of
any team does not? More so. I feel that Mr.
Twitchell should look at the situation a
little closer next time, rather than
publicizing gross misallocations of funds
and discrepancies within the system that
may not exist

Bob Witter

Boat House mistake

To the Kditor

In the September 12 issue of the Elm.

page li. under the caption "Boat House."

there's a mistake made, really two

mistakes, which Mrs Hynson has asked

me to have you correct

The l\\o mistakes are thai, it was a

$20,000.00 grant from the Hodson Trust.

201) 00

Hynson.

ailt and not from .Mrs

Joseph II. Mci.ain

towards Eastern

The Elm will begin accepting want ads

and "rides wanted or offered" next week

at no cost Please submit them through the

campus mail.

Church
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continued from page 3

fectiveness. Wesley was at one time, the

most popular club They had in Creegan's

words, "the most viable chaplain, the

students were dedicated about bringing

I
speakers to the campus.but that type of

student seemed to disappear ." The

Canterbury Club boasted a dynamic

chaplain; yet. when he left he carried the

club away with him.

"There's not much interest in being

affiliated with organized religion: not that

students aren't interested in studying

religion.'' explained Dr. Creegan

Dr. Tapke echoed Creegan's sen-

timents: "There's no interest in church

going, but students are interested in

religion as a subject of study." He cited

the amazing popularity of "Comparative

Relligion." taught by Dr. John Miller,

since its introduction into the Philosophy

curriculum. This year, however, Tapke

noted, there has been a decrease in the

number of students enrolled in all religion

courses. Tapke conjectured that perhaps

the trend especially

religions, has peaked

"College." according to Tapke. "has

traditionally been a. breaking away period

in life - a period of not attending church,

of doubting and disbelieving."

Next week: The alternatives offered on

the Washington campus
by Kim Slierstorfer

Liberal Arts

continued from page 2

The Subcommittee went on to suggest

that "liberal arts programs are. faced

with pressure for revision, not to say with

a crisis in the public view of their intrinsic

worth i due loi a palpable sense of con-

striction in the normal professional outlets

for education based on a liberal arts

foundation - the job crisis in short..."

Whether nor not th the academic

reforms now in place at Washington

satisfy Ihese concerns is certainly open to

question, and it is left to the students here,

as elsewhere, to do the asking, and to give

give a response by Pe(er deselding



Student suicide Expert vows proposed

™#r ( nuclear plant safe

The second leading cause of death
among students is suicide, trailing only
accidents. Evidence of the skyrocketing
self-caused death rate can be found in

these figures: In 19li0. 12.2of every 100.000

20-29 year olds committed suicide: in 19118,

ihe rate was 23.3: in the next year, the rate

increased to 28.4

Dr. Richard H. Seiden. assistant
professor of behavorial sciences at the

University of California, sees the major
causes of student suicide attempts as
worry over schoolwork. chronic concern

about physical health and difficulties with
interpersonal relationships < APRIL
1973 SATURDAY REVIEW OF
EDUCATION. "Campus Suicides." p. 55).

Psychologists tend to agree that "dif-

ficulties with interpersonal relationships."

or in simpler terms, the feeling of

loneliness, is the main reason that college
students attempt suicide.

Although females attempt suicide nine
limes more often than males: males are
more likely to be successful in their

suicide tries by a 3-1 ratio. One reason the

females (ail. according to Boston
University Psychologist Pamela Cantor.

in a,January 3. 197. "Adolescent Suicide."

p 57 article in TIME, is that "the method
chosen (sleeping pills, for example) often

permits rescue."

What form of suicide prevention can a

school of Washington College's size
develop"' Ms Honnie Michaelson. Coun-
seling Psychologist, feels that the suicidal
students she sees are already on the road
to overcoming their death inclination. "By
the time I see somebody." she believes,

"they've already decided to do something
about it." Seeing the campus psychologist
is a sign that the student is capable of

seeking help, a step not usually marking
the depth of his depression.

Suicide prevention. Michaelson main-
tains, begins at the dorm level. "People
should be aware that depression is a
problem." Students who enter isolation,

suffer visibly from lack of sleep and food.

and talk frequently of killing themselves
are in need of a long talk with a concerned
friend. HA. or neighbor. In addition.

Michaelson feels that suicide is often

considered by a student experiencing
"physical and psychological dependence"
on amphetamine during withdrawal
periods from the drug by Dave Knepler

Several weeks ago. an article appeared
in the Elm about Kent Conservation's
opposition to the possible construction of a
nuclear power plant in the Still Pond Neck
Area. In this article the case for nuclear
power plants is presented as explained by
its various proponents.

Nuclear power plants using atomic-

reactors have recently come under much
criticism for being dangerous to humans
as well as destructive of the environment.
This has forced the Atomic -Energy
Commission as well as many physicists

into an armed camp.
The A.EC. and physicists maintain,

though, that a lot of the panic and fanatic

opposition is due to misconceptions and
misinformation bred by consumer and
environmental groups. Consumer Ralph
Nader recenty said on the "Today Show"
that nuclear power plants were dangerous
for numerous reasons. Among them were
the possible thefts of nuclear materials by
Icrrorists. destruction of a plant due to

natural disasters (earthquakes) and the

radioactive consequence, the dangers of

Iransportation on public roads and
residential areas, and possibility of

sabotage

In response to Nader's attacks. Dr.

Ualph Lapp, advisor for the National
sciences Eoundation. appeared also on the

show a week later, and stated the case of

the proponents of atomic power plants

Dr. Lapp first pointed out that as far as

Iheft and dangers of transportation of

nuclear materials is concerned, the

radioactive matter is shipped in 75 ton lead

containers which are drop tested and
designed to he virtually indestructible

with the implication that theft of such a
gargantuous container was absurd. With
respect to natural disasters, Lapp stated

that nuclear power plant designers are
aware of the extreme dangers of

radioactivity Consequently, numerous
safeguards are built into the plants If

there is one discrepency in the reactors
function the plant automatically shuts
down. This automatic shut-down "was the
twofold function of insuring against ac-
cidental oversight or intentional error
'sabalogei.

Theproposed plant at Still Pond Neck is

still at best only in the planning stages.
According to the Maryland Power Plant
Siting Program, the plant wouldn't be built

for at least ten years. If and when the plant
\ias built, it would be a self-contained
cooking system type plant using very little

Lay water, and what water may be used
would be non-radioactive and returned to

the Bay within two degrees of the
Baywater temperature deep in the main
channel. The reactors would be a mile
from the Chesapeake and would he
designed to be compatible with the en-
vironment iii the visual and ecological
sense. One of the P.P S.P.'s concerns with
Ihe Still Pond site is the environmental
impact of a plant close to the Bay Marsh, a
K00 acre ecosystem. Of the 581 acre site,

only 200 acres is available for building,

which would only support at most 2.000
AlegaWatt plant. Ironically, a few people
have pointed out that a nuclear power
plant which may seem detrimental to the
environment would be beneficial in that
the land would belong to the state and
would remain in its present ecological
condition instead of falling prey to

residential developers, a fate which befell

a similar plot of land near Betterton.

The proponents of the Nuclear Power
Plant then stand in contradiction of Kent
Conservation, contending that the site of a

plant on the Still Pond Neck would have
less of an environmental impact then a
subsequent development or zoning which
might befall the area

by Michal Dickinson

Academics

English majors air gripes

it is rare that the students of a given
department gather to work collectively on
a problem A handful of English majors at

W.C. called a major's meeting several
weeks ago in light of some far-reaching

dissatisfaction with their department.
Out of several meetings came a list of

requests that was sent to the faculty

members of the English Department This
action has resulted in two recent student-

faculty meetings which have served as
forums for discussing the grievances.
Dr Norman James. Chairman of the

English Department, opened the

discussions by addressing himself to the
last of the demands on the list. Thus, (he

first Iwo points reviewed were the

requests for information concerning the

choice ana iunding of visiting writers and
lectures and of library materials. The
English students would like an opportunity
for more input into the selection processes.

The process of hiring professors was also
questioned Can English students be given
time with candidates to speak with them
alone'.' Is it possible to have candidates act
as substitute teachers for a real class in

their special field so that the'r abilities can
be witnessed in a more natural setting
than a lecture situation to faculty and
-•Indents';

A cursory glance was given to the issues

of advising for graduate study, to alter-

native and additional courses offerings.

and to senior comprehensives.

All the faculty memhers of the English

department have attended these meetings.

They are planning to have a meeting of

their own. specifically to address them-
selves to the question of alternatives to

comprehensives A third student-faculty

conference will be set up following the

faculty discussions

Student reaction to the progress made so

far is relatively negative. Some feel

slighted that the discussions did not begin

with the primary demands Others feel

that the talk was not productive and tend-

ed to wander from the major concerns.

Though there may be few formal reforms
to look forward to in the near future.

students believe that (heir work could

effect some informal changes in the

department
These meetings could reflect a positive

altitude of both students and faculty -

people are willing to voice constructive

complaints and suggestions and others are

willing lo listen and strive lo make im-

provements Whatever the causes, in-

terest has been aroused on both sides of

the English professor's desk

by Chaddie Campbell J

W.C. History majors

buck national trend
The decline in history majors, a

nationwide Irend, is affecting

college History departments across the
nation As reported in the September 23

issue of THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION, there has been a 12. li per

cent drop in enrollment at 240 institutions

surveyed by the American Historical

Association This decline represents a (>.49

percent decline in History majors since

1970-71 at the colleges interviewed.

t listincl geographical patterns were
exposed by the poll. In New England and
Ihe South. Ihe decrease in enrollment was
much less than the national average, being

2 Mi per cent and I 09 percent respectively.

In the other sections of the country, the

decline was markedly greater - 13.4 per

cent for the Middle Atlantic. 14.21 per cent

for the Western, and 22.93 per cent in the

Central region.

one of the reasons for Ihis decline was
cited lo be the dropping of requirements

lor introductory Western civilization

courses at many colleges and universities.

The trend in enrollment at Washington
< ollege varied greatly from the national

trend, though it w as almost identical to the

trend in the South In the past four years,

the enrollment has been very erratic The
history department went through three

phases: tremendous growth, peak
enrollment and (hen a gradual decline. In

(he last two years the decline has been
only I per cent, similar to the decrease in

southern colleges.

Dean Smith explained the reason for the

minimal decline of history majors at

Washington College: "By dropping
specific history requirements and moving
lo choice within the division 12-15 years
ago we reabsorbed the problem way back
(hen. whereas central and western
universities and colleges have only
recently moved away from rigid course
requirements." He also stressed the basic

value of carefully taught history courses

at a small liberal arts college such as W.C
While the trend has reduced the number

of faculty in the history departments at
many colleges. W.C. has been unaffected.
Dean Smith ended by emphasizing that
"history is an inevitable part of a liberal

arts education."
by Ka(hy Barr



On campus
OCT 18: Harold Bloom Seminar. "The Map Of Misprision" 9:30 a.m. Sophie Kerr

Room - Miller Library.

OCT. 18-19 : "The Adding Machine. " presented in the Tawes Theatre. 8.00 p.m.

OCT. 19: Soccer game against Haverford at WC.

Cross country against Drew and Widener al Drew.

OCT 20: Selected works of Charles Edward Ives will be presented by Klaus and

Clarke in Bill Smith Auditorium. 3:00 p.m. •

"The Dentist" starring WC Fields, will be shown in Bill Smith Auditorium. Ad-

mission is :(5c and proceeds will benefit the Zetas. 7:30 p.m.

OCr 22: Soccer game against Wagner at WC.

Second part of film on T.S. Eliot. Bill Smith Auditorium. 4:00p.m.

OCT. 23: Cross country against Salisbury at Salisbury.

Chestertown
OCT 18-20: "This Is My Alaska"attheChesterTheater.

OCT. 19 : Rummage Sale at the First Methodist Church. 9 :00 a.m. - 4 :00 p.m.

Baltimore:
OCT 18- Sally Knopi Piano Recital at JHU Eisenhower Library. 12 noon.

Dorothy Pitman Hughes will speak on "Day Care" at Towson State College

Calendar

OCT. 19: Baltimore Symphony "Pops" Series at the Lyric Theater. 8: 15 p.m

"Hamlet" at the Spotlighters Theater. 8:30 p.m.

Ives Centennial Music Festival at Towson StateCollege. 7:00 p.m

Ethel Ennis at the Lyric Theater.

OCT 20- Non-electric music program at the Theater Project.

Black Oak Arkansas. Foghat and Golden Earring at the Civic Center. 7:00 p.m.

Outdoors Arts and Crafts Show at JHU.

Baroque Dance Concert at JHU. 7:30 p m.

OCT. 21 :
Lecture by Edward-Lucie Smith. "Erotic Art and Contemporary Culture

at JHU.
. _ ,

Opening of "The Wiz" at the Mechanic I heater.

OCT 22 Sunday Sun editor, Harold Williams, will lecture on the life of A. Aubrey

Bodine al Cathedral of Mary Our Queen. 10:30 am.

Israeli Folk Festival at Goucher College's Krausaar Auditorium.

OCT. 23: Lecture by Dr. Howard Brown. "Changing Attitudes on Homosexuality

at JHU.
Baltimore Symphony at the Lyric Theater. 8:15 p.m.

D.C. and College Park
OCT. 18: Johnny Nash at the Cellar Door.

OCT. 19: Santana at University of Md/sCole Field House.7:00 p.m.

Randy Newman and Ry Cooder at Constitution Hall. 8:30 p.m.

Rufust at the University of Md.

OCT. 20: Souther. Hillman and Furay with Dave Bromberg at Constitution Hall.

H:30 p.m.

OCT. 22: Bonnie Raitat Constitution Hall. 8:30p.m.

Opening of the American Ballet Theater at the Kennedy Center.

bv Karen .larrell

Scope

Knepler speaks

Dr. Abraham Knepler, Professor of

Sociology. University of Bridgeport will

speak on Friday at 3:30 p.m. in William

Smith Auditorium.

The subject of talk will be "Sociometry

in Marn;ige Counseling and Hypnosis as a

Therapeutic Devic." The lecture will

feature a demonstration of hypnosis.

^
'Adding Machine

The Washington College Department of

Drama presents THE ADDING
MACHINE by Elmer Rice tonight. Friday

and Saturday at 8 p m. in lawes leatre.

The play, the first of the year's drama
productions, is under the directorship of

Mr. Timothy Malony.

The 1920s expressionistic comedy
focuses on the tribulation of a white-collar

worker facing the new world of

mechanization Rice's work was hailed as

"the best American drama ever written"

uDon its release-

Mr. Zero, portrayed by Justin White,

stuggles through a series of tragicomic

adventures taking place in his home, his

place of business, a courtroom, a

graveyard and the Elysion Fields. He is

aided by a cast that features:

Mrs. Zero - April Lindevald. Daisy

Diana Dorothea Devore. Kevin Madden,

The Boss Dave Knepler, Mr One - Tom
Middleton. Mrs One - Karyn Thompson.

Mr. Two - Bruce Fink. Mrs. Two - Christie

Robinson. Mr Three Harry Lewis. Mrs

Three - Nancy Knuth. Mr. Four - Bill

Johnson. Mrs. Four - Mary Ellen Aikin.

Mr Five - Bill Barksdale. Mrs. Five -

Laurie Goldstein. Mr. Six - Dennis Comp-

ton. Mrs. Six - Linda Hamilton. The

Policeman - Dave Knepler. Judy O'Grady
- Sue Dunning. The Young Man • Dave

Knepler. Shrdlu - Andy Kosciesza, The

Head - Harry Lewis. Joe - Bruce Funk.

Lieutenant Charles - Erik Sletteland.

Mr. William Segel has designed the set:

Jim Thomas, lights: Ken Dinger, sound:

Paige Streit. Costumes: Bill Barksdale.

Tom Middleton. Steve Changes. Stephanie
Strong, box office This is a two-act play
with one intermission

The second in a series of Beethovens

piano music will be performed by Kathy

Klaus, assistant professor of music, on

Friday. October 25 at 8:30 p.m. in Tawes

Auditorium.

Ms. Klaus will perform three of

Beethoven's 32 piano sonatas, one from

each of the three main periods of

Beethoven's compsotional output

Theyxwill be: Sonata in E major, opus 7

(1796-971: Sonata in C major, opus 53.

"The Waldstein" 1 1803-04 1: Sonata in Ab

major, opus 110 tea. 1821).
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Potpourri of Bookstore's

newest musical offerings

Reviews
"Rudimentar" exercises
6

Medusian effect."
Carole King's Wrap Around Joy call be

considered one of her finest albums.
( arole has followed the trend in reforming
her sound towards a rhythm and blues
hands. She has replaced her standard folk

uccompaniment with brass similar to the

transition taken in Joni Mitchell's Court
mid Spark. (Hie of the record's strong
points is that Carole does not have any
lime-filler songs. All the songs are
rarefully arranged. She is backed up by
uch notables as Andy Newmark (former
drummer for Slyi, Ernie Watts iwho has
cently recorded with Freddie Huhbard i

.

ul the Kddie Hendricks singers

Jackson Browne's Late for the Sky is a
ollection of very mellow, simple tunes
'like his previous albums, it contains no
illy memorable numbers. There is a

[neater emphasis on the guitar and a
educed emphasis on the piano, which is a

hange from his earlier releases. The
recent transition creates more of a rock 'n'

roll sound than his standard folk motif
ite for the Sky is worthwhile if one ap-

ireciates Browne's style and soft, painful

sounding voice It is nothing super hot. just

Mike Oldfield's second album. Highest
liidge is in every sense of the word, a
ontinuation of Tubular Bells. If it were

t'ol for the addition of strings to the

Iready extended numbers of instruments.
ime would not be able to distinguish the
point at which one left off and the other
began This is not losay it is lacking in any

sense of that word, as a matter of fact, it is

simply outrageous. Oldfield's new
variations on a simple melody is genius. I

haven't bothered to listen to the second
side because I am content with the
producitiy or the first.

I was somewhat surprised by the
direction taken in Herbie Hancock's [latest

release. Thrust. After his commercially

oriented Headhunters album, which has
sold well over half a million copies. I ex-
pected Thrust to be in the same mold.
However. Hancock has not diappointed his

followers as Thursl is serious, direct and
contains all the earmarks of past Hancock
compositions The most notable aspect of

(he music is its stucatto quality, which can
be a hit tedious at times, but is offset by
Hancock's softer moods

It you're planning a party in the near
future I strongly suggest you get hold of

.Graham Central Station's brand new
album. Release Yourself. Not since Kool
and (he Gang's Wild and Peaceful has any
album been able to maintain the energy
and enthusiasm bassist Larry Graham
formerly of Sly and the Family Stone

i

has injected into his group's sound. Each
song absolutely burns; yet each is so
different that the listener, or more likely

ihe dancer, never becomes tired Graham
Central Station may be the first soul-

rhythm and blues group to make such fine

use of the ARP and clarinet, while not

losing the impetus that makes them

SMOKE

!

by Brian Fallon & Dan Scharf

The rain was, after all. seemingly ap-

propriate for the occasion: a steady
drizzle had lent a particularly somber tone
to the already captivated mood which
prevailed during the Forum Theatre
Players' rendition of August Stramm's
Expressionist play "Rudimentar" on
Tuesday night Through the ingenious hopelessly incapable of ' living again" ashandicraft od Director Klaus Hoser, this i.™-- < - - -B

half-forgotten piece of the bitterly

determinants of money and pleasure, the ".

three characters fail continually to. break -

out of their conditioned ideology and
*

remain imprisoned by the gross nature of
their condition. They are. in fact,
rudimentary:' Mechanized counterparts
of their former selves, they are now

disillusioned poet exploded magnificently
into life on the stage of the newly
renovated William Smith Theatre,
exercising a powerful Medusian effect on
the hundred-odd students who had sur-
vived the earlier downpour on their way
over. Perhaps the best production that the
German department has been fortunate
enough to offer so far. the Goethe Institute

presentation owed its tremendous success
to the superb performances of Renate
Reiche i-ae the wife), Claus Oehm (as the
husband) and Helmut Krauss (as the
chauffeur), as well as the outstanding
stage effects of Wolfgang Petrick.

In the words of Hoser. the almost
magical effect was accomplished through
"the rendering of a particular style." It

was mainly the careful grooming of the
actors' speech and action which produced
the dislocated, mechanical atmosphere of

the modern, chaotic world which the play
so vividly and grotesquely mirrors. The
actors oscilate back and forth along a
programmed arc of behavior between
passive, apelike submission and stiffly and
jerkily contained emotional outbreaks.
Motivated purely by the epicurean

human beings. The lack of real com-
munication between the characters is all
the more strengthened by the gray
destitution of meaning of their existence.

It is only when the chauffeur (Krauss),
agonizingly subdued by the stark
realization of the conviction of his words,
delivers his powerful conception of their
world that he breaks out of this mold,
capturing in a moment the hearts and
imaginations of the audience.
Even the backdrop is awesomely

frightening: a surrealistic collage of
disjointed artifacts - a multilated gearbox,
a glass bubble enclosing a dead crow, a
suspended radiator with boar's fangs, and
a curious T-shaped arrangement of
dismembered ventilation pipes - arranged
to wield an almost Brechtian alienation on
the astonished spectator. As Hoser im-
plied, the entire play is rudimentary,
including some of the simplest dialogue
and dramatic lines that one can find on the
stage today. It is only a pity that so few
W.C. students were fortunate enough to
catch this world-famous production which
stopped in Chestertown for so nominal a
fee on its present tour across the United
States, financed by the West German
government.

by Jake Ho|loway

Adult education courses open to college students
The Hoard of Education of Kent County provides opportunities for adults to pursue

a program of continuing education for life-long learning through adult education
evening classes. Courses are offered to provide an opportunity for self-improvement
in vocational and technical skills, upgrading of general educational levels, and
development of avocational and informational areas

WHO MAY ATTEND?
The adult education classes are available to anyone over sixteen years of age who is

not currently attending day school below the college level.

WHAT WILL IT COST?
All courses are free to residents of Kent County In some courses that will require

extensive use of materials and equipment, a small laboratory or shop fee will be
assessed. Residents of other counties will be charged a $5.00 registration fee. All fees

are payable at the time of registration.

WHEN AND WHERE ARE CLASSES?
Classes will be held Wednesday and Thursday evenings at the Kent County High

School ill Worton from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. from September 24. 1974 through

December 19, 1974. Classes will not meet on October 16 and 17 (State Teacher's
Convention).

HOW DO I REGISTER?
You may register by using the form provided in this booklet or you may register in

person in the main lobby of the Kent County High School from 7:00 p.m to 9:00 p.m.
on September 1H and 19.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING ELSE?
If you are interested in a course not listed here, please call the Board of Education

Office at 778-1595 and make your suggestion. If several people are interested, every
effort will be made to offer the course suggested.

WEDNESDAY CLASSES
DRAWING -- An opportunity for instruction and practice in drawing including

charcoal, pen and ink, pencil and other media. Emphasis on figure and still life

objects. Lab Fee - $;i.0O.

Koom 20:1 Mrs. Bonnie Howell
GOURMET COOKING - Work with a variety of menus from around the world,

'earn to prepare exotic dishes made famous in Japan, Mexico, Germany. France,
and others. Prepare and serve a culinary delight every class session. Lab Fee - $5.00.

Itoom :t04 Mrs. Sharon Michael

OPEN SHOP - Got a woodworking project you have wanted to do but need help or
equipment? This program is for you. Bring your project to class and the instructor
will teach you what you need to know to complete it. Lab Fee - $5.00.

Room 509 Mr . Douglas Mullen
PHOTOGRAPHY. ADVANCED - Useful to both the advanced beginner and the

accomplished technician, this course will concentrate primarily on darkroom
techniques including printing, developing, enlarging, and special effects Lab Fee -

ss.oo.

Room 705 Mr. Glenn Michael
PRINTMAKING -- A learn-by-doing approach to the fine art of drypoint, etching,

embossing, intaglio, and an introduction to other printmaking techniques such as
woodcuts, lithography and silkscreen. Ample individual instruction for the beginner.
1-ab Fee - $:1.00.

Room 202 Mrs. Marilyn Petersen
TYPING - A first course in typing for personal use or preparation ror onice typing

with emphasis on care of the machine, keyboard instruction and practice in accuracy

and speed development. Materials Fee - $5.00.

Room (il 1 Mr. Ermon Foster

THURSDAY CLASSES
CAR CARE AND MAINTENANCE - Basics of care and maintenance of

automobiles for the "non-mechanical" owner or driver. Open to both men and
women, this course will teach you how to perform routine maintenance, recognize
repair problems, make, minor repairs and enable you to understand and be un-
derstood by professional repairmen. Lab Fee - $5.00.
Room 50K Mr. Douglas Mullen
LEATHERWORKING - A beginning course in leather to create useful objects foryourself or for gifts. No experience necessary

J

K00m;i09
Mrs. Barbara Stanton

OIL PAINTING - A second level course in oil for persons with experience, however
limited, in the medium. Emphasis on development of individual style and technique
improvement. Lab Fee - $;t 00.

Room 20:t Mr. Glenn Michael
PHOTOGRAPHY, BEGINNING - You don't need expensive equipment to take

good pictures. This course offers instruction in the operation of cameras, selection of

subjects, lighting, darkroom techniques, and basics of indoor, outdoor and portrait
photography. Lab Fee - $3.00.

Room 705 Mrs. Sharon Michael
WELDING - A practical course for the home or tarm welder, instruction and

practice in a variety of techniques and materials to enable you to handle most welding
problems. Lab Fee - $5.00.

Room 510 Mr. George Xruhm
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The Washington College Soccer team

finally scored a goal on Saturday, but it wa

still a losing effort as they dropped the

game 2-1 to a "hard-hitting" Salisbury

squad
Salisbury struck early on their first real

penetration into the Washington zone. A

centering pass from the left found an open

Gull forward who booted in a fine shot. A

tendency to leave men deep in W.C.

territory hurl the Shoremen all afternoon.

The biggest problem, though, was un-

necessary penalties (offsides, elbowing,

pushing and deliberate tripping and body

penalties) Freshman Drake Roberts, who

scored the only Washington goal, was

caught offsides six times in the game and

the team compiled a total of fifteen of

these damaging infractions.

On offense, there were two problems:

first, deep penetrations by the Shore of-

fense suddenly deteriorated into hurried,

up in the air passes, which are harder to

control and more suceptible to being

cleared by the defense The second

problem was letting up on the ball, letting

the opponenet win the race to the ball Of

the six or seven who were fairly con-

sistently guilty of this, four or five were

forwards and the other two halfbacks The

defense which has been solid all along, was

rarely guilty of this.

As usual, lack of strong shots hurt the

Shoremen, too - Roberts' goal which came

with about MS minutes left in the half, was a

trickier out of a mess in front of the

Saisbury goal With the remainder of the

half played evenly, halftime saw a l-l

score

The second half, W.C. dominated play,

but couldn't put the ball in the net. A
Salisbury comer kick with just over two

minutes left in the game resulted in a goal

and the Gulls won 2-1
byKejlhTwj(che|i

Sports

Soccer team loses on last minute goal

Forward Carlos Salvatierra moves ball upfield in a losing effort Saturday against

Salisbury Stale. The Shoremen ended their losing streak yesterday, defeating

Washington and Lee, 5-1.

Dance program expands
The art of dance, while still fairly new at

Washington College, is increasing in

popularity every year says instructor

Karen Smith Classes are immediately

concerned with the theory and philosophy

or dance and beginning technique, but next

week will see the start of Intermediate

Composition This year's classes, which

include instruction in ballet, modern

dance, jazz. folk, and even tap dancing,

are composed mainly of freshmen and

upperclassmen with some dancing ex-

perience, who generally audit the class.

Aside from classroom work, though, the

dance program provides two other op-

portunities for student participation: the

Dance Club and the Washington College

Dancers. The Club, which meets for two

hour sessions, is interested chiefly in

various warm-up exercises (both from

standing and horizontal positions ». pat-

terns of movement and some im-

provisation In the spring those interested

form a company, which Miss Smith likes

lo think of as "goodwill ambassadors" to

the surrounding community.

The Washington College Dancers start

in the spring with anyone interested in

performing hast year's Dancers gave

nine performances and assisted with

fourteen classes < taught by Miss Smith i in

the surrounding community.
The company will also participate in the

Maryland Stale Dance Fair, lo be held at

Salisbury Stale College in February But

the main idea, in Miss Smith's words, is to

present '"dance as a fine art" to a perhaps

unenlightened community

College Heights Sub Shoppe

across from campus
77ll-2ii71

Pizza

Steaks Subs Chicken

Daily Specials

Mon. - Thurs K:00 am - 10:00 p m
Fri - Sat K:00 am - 11:00 pm
Sun. !:;J0 p.m. »:00 p.m.

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown.Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On All Makes

Compliments

of

The Village Tavern

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class-

room and the world your
campus . . . combining ac-

credited studies with fasci-

nating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,

and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed

with WCA — join them! Fi-

nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.

WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

Shofi At

The Attic

337 High Street

Chfistprtoum's Brat Bargains

Daily 10-5:30 Friday Til 8:30

™*° Su^jMl-4
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Attacks on females increasing; night patrol formed
On Monday night. October 21, Susan (a

ficli.tiousnamei walked across the parking
lot from Rcid Mall to Queen Anne's Dor-
mitory A white man jumped from behind
the bushes and grnpped her Passing
students diverted the attacker's attention

and Susan managed to escape his hold

Another girl was dragged toward the
aihletk- fields, threatened with a gun and
lotted in remove her underwear The
night walehivum chanced upon the scene,
chased the potential rapist away and
escorted the girl home

I hese are lu o instances of an in-

creasingly serious problem on the
Washington College campus Since Sep-
tember, there have been four such attacks
made on co-eds. and five other instances
u here girls have been either harrassed or
followed by men Fortunately, all of the
serious assaults have been interrupted
before actual rape occurred.
One attempt was made inside the

Caroline Queen Anne's complex two
others occurred outside or Queen Anne's,
and one girl was attacked while walking

by the boiler room on the lower end of the
campus
According to Maureen Kelley. Dean of

Women, there is no precedent for
these attacks: "In the five years I've been
here, there's only been one or two in-

cidents." She explained that from the

descriptions given hy the four victims two
different men are apparently responsible.

One white man is under surveillance by
the police who arc working in conjunction
with student witnesses who discovered his

identity, and one black man who as yet has
not been identified Kelley also offered
some pragmatic advice to the female
members of the Washington College
community She urges that:

1 Females not walk alone at night

2 Not to walk in dark or deserted areas
at night

.; If they are confronted by a potential

attacker "don't fight, make noise, scream
alot they're frightened by the noise."

Last Thursday, the Security Council,

comprised of Deans Kelley and McArdle.
)irector of Maintenance Raymond
Crooks. Business Manager, Gene Hessey

Hatem, Bauman vie

for 1st District votes

'"™X»ST" '""""'' ""'"""" ' ""

'

faces cha"ense'- Tl"""as ""*' >
>

Competing for Maryland's
First District Congressional seat in next
week's general election are Democrat
Thomas .1. Ilatem. and Republican in-

cumbent Rep Robert K Bauman.
Though heavily Democratic in its af-

filiation, the 1st District has sent
Republicans lo office in the last six
elections, and Mr Bauman, according to

most estimates, is expected to be re-

elected by a considerable margin on
November :»th Bauman took office in

:

August of last year after winning a special
election, which was held following the
Watergate related suicide of Represen-
tative Mills

In what has been called a reversal of

: candidate roles in this year's race.
Congressman Bauman has been con-
sidered the aggressor, and Mr Hatem h as
found himself in (he position of having to

defend himself in response to charges
made by his opponent Usually it is the
incumbent who must fend off derogatory
statements made about his conduct in

office

__._ In the_ past few .weeks, however. Mr.
I latem has found it necessary to explain lo

the constituents of this agricultural area
why a large portion of his campaign funds
has come from Ihe AFK CIO and to refute

accusations that he is nothing more than a
rubber stamp for Ihe interests of labor
unions

Of campaign expenditures totalling

approximately $2(1. 000. the Baltimore Sun
has estimated that perhaps as much as
sirurao of Ua tern's funds will come from
organized labor, which has chosen the
T'irsi District as one of many to receive
support from its political arm

In lorn. Halcin has tried to paint

Bauman as overly indulgent with the

special interests of big business. Spec-
ifically, he has suggested that his
Republican opponenet nas "voted lo

support fuel producers against con-

.sinners" Citing Hauinan s pro-oil ui-

and Professor J. David Newell.
representing the Student Affairs Com-
mittee and several students met in an
attempt to effect more positive action
against the attacks.

The committee organized and activated
a Campus Security Force - from 8:00 p.m.
until 2:00 am,, seven days a week, two
male students (on two shifts. R:00-ll:00
and ll:00-2:00> will patrol the campus
complete with flashlights and walkie-
talkies The patrols started last Monday
and will continue on an experimental basis
until the end of the semester.

All residence halls will be posted
notifying outsiders that they are not
welcome in the dormitories. The campus
Security Council is also debating whether
to make the entire campus "closed." If the
campus is closed, no outsiders will be
allowed to attend campus events. S.G.A.
president Maynard Kirpilani admitted
that work must be done on the legalities of
a closed campus, "guests will still be
allowed of course, but work must be done
on what 'guest' connotes." Kirpilani
reported.

Politics
dustry stands concerning price rollbacks
and a windfall profits tax. Hatem has
portrayed the Congressman as supportive
of Nixon's and now Ford's economic
policies, which Hatem says have proven to

be bankrupt.

On most issues, the Democratic can-
didate falls in as a moderate, while
Bauman has been dubbed a "dogmatic,
ideological advocate of the political
right,'-' Neither candidate favors wage-
price controls, though clearly Hatem
leaves the door open on the possibility of
their eventual necessity Comfortable with
the label of consumer advocate, and even
proposing himself as such. Hatem is

concerned with the preservation and
occasional expansion of social programs,
and he has made an issue out of Bauman's
failure lo vole for Public Health Service
Hospitals.

Mr. Bauman. on the other hand, who has
been given extremely poor ratings by
several consumer groups, is more at home
with advocating a strong defense budget.
His campaign literature also indicates
strong opposition to -amnesty for draft
dodgers and deserters. He favors local

control of public schools and less in-

tervention into their management by the

federal government, and attacks what he
sees as "wrongheaded school busing for

social purposes." This is clearly the
popular position to take in a district which,
(hough almost 20 per cent black, has
strongly supported the presidential bids of

Alabama Governor George Wallace.
Bauman. who at thirty-seven is twelve

years younger than his opponent, will

outspend him by a wide margin, having
already collected about Sso.OOO. As it has
throughout the nation, the Watergate
aftermath has found both candidates
strongly supporting campaign financing
disclosure, and each stresses that, if

elected, he will remain accessible to the

people of the District.



Perhaps the rising number of attacks made on fera,!» members ot

the college community can be defined as the intrusion of the real

world, with all its horror and unreasoned action, upon the Washington

campus. .

Of course it is a literal intrusion, "outsiders" as they are termed in

the posted warnings on the walls of the dormitories, violate the

perimeter of the campus. They overstep the social and moral laws and

disregard the concepts of individual dignity.

Attempts of this sort are common place at Temple, at George

Washington and College Park, at any large and metropolitan in-

stitution. But Washington College and Chestertown are conceived to

be chaste exceptions and alternatives to urban education, to urban

Editorial

living and to urban violence.

Male students now patrol the campus with flashlights and walkie-

talkies in a setting fraught with potential violence. They should be

aware of the dangers of vigilante justice, aware that they are waiting,

tense with their newly assumed responsibilities, for a violent act to

occur. Their reaction must not be conditioned by the context of

violence, they are attempting to prevenj or diminish.

The campus has changed because of the attacks - women are

afraid at night, students eye "guests" strangely and college officials

are considering creating a closed campus at Washington College. The

patrols are not just guarding the women of Washington College, but in

some sense, they are guarding a way of life.

Forum

O if we but knew what we do

When we delve or hew -

Mack and rack the growing green!

Since country is so lender

To touch, her being so slender.

That, like this sleek and seeing ball

But a prick will make no eye at all.

Where we even where we mean
To mend her we end her.

When we hew or delve:

After-comers cannot guest the beauty

been
from B1NSEY POPLARS

by Gerard Manley Hopkins

To the Editor:

Well, they've done it again! Last year

the boxwood shrubs were left to be choked

by the weeds, uprooted and thrown away
This year the red-berried evergreen trees

growing in, of all places, the parking lot

and blocking the view of Cain gym-

nasium's brick walls have been uprooted

and dumped at the town dump One oHhe

black men who had been ordered to toss

the trees in the dump truck said. "It's not

right. You shouldn't do that to these

beautiful trees " He knew, but what could

he do "Oh. 1 was told I could have them if I

wanted to cart Iheni away and plant them

1 am therefore, the guilty one.

Of course, they have their reasons for

doing this Young men lurk behind these

trees wailing to ravish passing co-eds

Apparently this has happened three times

al Ibis very spot

I am concerned for the well-being of my
students and do not want them ever to he

hurl in thai way. But

When 1 suggested that a street lamp
might have been installed. 1 was asked.

"Do you know how much it would cost to

maintain a street lamp""" You may guest

my reply, the answer to which was "At

least $51)0 annually ." My reply lo that was
-So

-.'"

When 1 suggested lhal the trees could

have hern rcplantr-d perhaps againsl the

aforementioned brick walls. 1 was asked

"Do you ;now how much earth it would

take to replant those trees'
1" Of course,

there was a lot of perfectly good earth

going lo waste where Ihe trees had been

The remarks of passing colleagues

simpl> enhanced Ihe bleakness ol Ihe

scene
So Ihe trees have been dumped and have

probably been burned by now

Bui do you see now ibis is emblematic ol

what is wrong on what President Mcl.ahi

likes to refer to as this "beautiful cam
pus'.'" One Mies lo leach a poem such as

Binsey Poplars" and discovers Ihe

growing green hacked and racked in Ihe

college parking lot' One quotes, at

every opportunity. Blake's Everything

that lives is holy"" and discovers living

things being wantonly slaughted not "out

there." but at ones very own "liberal

arts" college' It does not require much

imagination to know that the trees could
have been removed creatively and not

destructive!;. Tlie> cot LD have been
replanted II could have been a lacullv

sludenl project like Ihe shitting of books
I roiii Bunting librarj in Miller lihran. a

lew years ago li could have been another

reason in addition lo l\alh\ Klaus s line

Beethoven recital lo sln> al Washington
College lor (his lour day weekend 11 could

have been lun' One might have felt

health} and clean shilling dirt around
instead of dirtied by a misguided sense of

morality and compassion ' The trees didn't

ravish Iheco eds why should Ihe trees be

And may 1 ask al Ihe risk of being

misunderstood is there a coed al

Washington College il seems only
lemales gel raped is there a i o ed at

Washington College who deserves having
had these trees sacrificed toiler virginity

1
.'

Thank ym
l.riutcll Laimrnd

Teacher education

demanding but

rewarding

School starts a I H :to a.m. The student

teacher runs homeroom, takes attention,

collects lunch money "all half asleep"

according lo one participant in the

Education Block offered at Washington

College

After an eight-hour work day. student

teachers drag themselves home to campus
and prepare lessons for the following day

Despite the demanding work, the con-

sensus among Ihe twenty-two student

teachers involved in the annual eight-week

fall program, is lhal the rewards of the

experience far exceed its demands. One
student teacher believes lhal: "You can'l

go through the leaching block and not

learn something about yourself .It makes
you so much more aware of your effect on

other people as an individual - kids teach

you a tremendous amount about your-

self."

Dr Pete Idstein. acting chairman of the

Education Department, feels very positive

about the student teaching program. "It's

a growth experience in the true liberal arts

sense" He feels that the program is

successful because of its personal nature

Dr Thomas McHugh. the program's
director built "good working relationship

IVmbhg'The cooperating teachers and

principals." according lo Dr Idstein

Idstein believes lhal Ihe basic emphasis
and direction of the program has not

changed under his chairmanship
The student teachers are required lo

take the Educational Psychology course

as a prerequisite for the 'leaching Block

for the first five weeks ot the follow ing fall

semester, those students who have been

elected to remain in the program are

required to lake day courses in teacher

orientation which includes ihe foundations

of lesson preparation, leaching objectives

and familiarizing students with Ihe lexts.

testing procedures and classroom
procedures The Education Program
trains student teachers in competency
Based Instruction if HI i Using CM.
teachers present the objectives they ex-

pect the student lo master in the class The
individual student, know ing whal material

he will master, then proceeds to self-pace

his learning Tests are given until

proficiency with the material is exhibited

Concordant with teacher orientation are

night classes in Beading, which is

necessary for teacher accreditation, and
methodology courses in (he individual

disciplines of English. Social Studies

Music iidHistory. Prench. sp.

Biology

During Ihe eight week leaching period,

which is. al present, in mid term sludenl

teachers are continuously advised and

evaluated In Idstein and his colleague Bub
Stevens The college supervisors visit the

.schools lo observe each teacher al least

once a week
This year, for the first lime. Ihe

Education Department has ihe use of

videotape machine with which be can film

students as they leach This provides

students with feed back that allows them
Ihe opportunity lo evaluate themselves

the effective use of their teaching the

behavior and response of individual

members ot the class and also sludenl

teachers lo cite their mistakes
to write weekly reports for their super-

lo wreile weekly reports for their super

visors The questions are basic How do

you feel about the week'' What went well''

Where can you improve" How did you feci

about supervisor's visit''

When Ihe leaching practice is finished.

Ihe sludenl teachers are back on the other

side ol Ihe desk Stevens offers the final

section of the program - two weeks on Ihe

Philosophy of Education, five different

l henries ol education are read ami
discussed and with this digested material

and ideas .it their own. ihe student

teachers hum Iheii own |li«or> ol

supervisors nol nuh advise on Ihe

technical aspects ol leaching bill must also

lend a s>mpalhic ear lo frustrations ol

college students in ihe public school

system
Sludenl teacher Cbaddie Campbell

allempted to explain ihe major
frustrations of leaching on ihe Eastern
shore she believes thai 1 think we were
all surprised al our students, al ignorance

and incredible reading problems
prevailanl in every class were all

frustrated with reading and some are
upset with ihe lexis they're above
sludent abilitj Sludenl teachers are hit

light away with Ihe Iruslralions with Ihe

system lhal are common to all bleachers
"

Asked il the teaching block hasmnllcrcd
her perspective on Washington College

Miss Campbell admitted thai student

teachers feel "very distant from ihe

campus 1 raised in\ hand the other nighl

in methodology class and il felt so

strange
"



Ass you like it,

Tull, Ron Wood

Music

For those of us who came up through
High School listening lo "Jungle Boogie."
Funky Mull." 'Hollywood Swinging

"

uid -Life is Whal you Make If Kool and
the (lang's lalest album. Light of Worlds
is a return lo Iho PAAAK-'ITCKK! Kool has

quickly .surpassed WAR. .) (iejls. and
Tower of Power as the masl exciting
iniloiiner of ass music." The allium
Licks off v\iih an instrumental number
titled. "Street Corner Symphony" The
.axophoncs are highlighted and it is im

Mediately apparent that say players Hon
Hell and I tennis Thomas can do <putc a hit

more than Ware out the ipiiek slueatto
noises that predominate many ol the
lesser soul groups

t'nlike other Kool and the (Jang
releases. Light of Worlds has a lew slow
numbers While the hand has not reached
the poinl a group such as Mandrill has. in

in nis of handling dilferenl nioods.|e«|ually

well, the slower songs are in no wnv an
embarrassment and in fact are quite nice
lo listen lo Incidentally . if the only contact
\ouve had with Kool and the (Jang has
hmi seeing iheni on TV it is only fair to

say that their TV performance was far
below par and is no indication of what they
have achieved on Light of Worlds.

.lethro 'lulls War Child is standard,
great lull It is a return to Iheir original
style and sound after an unsuccessful
attempt at something new called A
Passion Play.

lull has added a piano aceordian.
Spanish giut:ti marimba -uid various
synthesisers to their already exciting
sound Tub's use of the piano aceordian is

hilarious and fits the album very well
Even though lull has a homophonie
iexline. maybe even monophmhe. John
Evans talent on keyboards still manages
loshine side two is as tine a series of song
that they have ever produced.

To put it simply: lion Wood's first solo
release. I've Got My Own Album To Do.
has lust rate personnel playing twelfth
rate music He is a notable himself being
Kod Stewart s lead guitarist After
hearing the first lew cuts one wonders if

this is a true attempt at playing music or a
joke [l is not weak it is just simply harsh
on the ears

by Brian Fallon and Dan Scharf

Scope $
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Affairs office, and will be tried by the
student Judiciary Board. Major in-

fractions are taken to the All-Campus
Judiciary Hoard which is presided over by
Dean Nathan Smith, members of the

Kighl male students charged with faculty and students,
creating a disturbance in (Jueen Anne's
Dormitory were brought before the
Student Judiciary Hoard last Thursday
Standing before Judge Maynard Kir-

pilaniandajuryofsevensludentsthemen A series of four Alumni Career
pleaded guilty to kicking trash, breaking Seminars, beginning November 21 . will be
bottles, and causing general havoc in sponsored by the Student Affairs Office
that dorm on Saturday, the tilth of Oc and the Alumni House Approximately t

Careers

lober

Kach was sentenced to write an in-

dividual apology lo the residents of the
dorm and to clean up the remnants of

their destruction They were warned that
if they appeared again before the
Judiciary Hoard, they would be placed on
Academic Probation the harshest punitive
measure that the Hoard levies

This session ot the Hoard was closed -- in

contrast to a session last year that was
chaotically attended by approximately
halt of the campus Kirpilani commented
After having seen open court, last time, I

mean, the way it was set up was conducive
to a zoo - in the coffee house at night. 1

wanted lo try the court with the session
closed

"

.Minor infractions of campus rules can
be reported lo either Carol Baker, vice-

president of the S G A . or the Student

twenty successful atumni have been i

vited back lo the campus to speak on four

subjects: Business and Management, Law
and Government. Medicine, and Careers

in Social Services.

The object of these seminars given by
successful alumni is to give students

pointers about how to go about finding a

job: where to go and who to see about

applying for jobs in their respective fields.

Dean Maureen Kelley noted "These
people aren't coming with actual jobs, but.

they offer good contacts." The entire

campus is invited and will be notified as to

the time and place of the seminars,

SIG Party
The Phi Sigma Fratenity is having their

annual Halloween parly on Friday,
-November 1st. The parly sis free for
anyone wearing a costume and features an
apple cider punch

On Campus:
Calendar

iNT ,;i IMiaiitomtirrhotlpora'inlhcllillSiiiilhAiKliloroum 7 :10pmMA i senior ('kiss Weekend begins.
NOV >. Soccer against Western ]*lti alW Met.
t'reu uuuinsl George Washington University ;it \VC
( ross 1'iHiiili v against I .eballon Valley and w ".Mel at W Md
Dance sponsored l,y the Senior Class featuring. "Wakefield "

7.-.C admission !l (III

I'm i una in in Hie dining hull

- MiV :, t'ilni sponsored lij the Knglish depl . "Wholly Communion Ginsberg
i "i so. 1- crllllgllelli. et til

" Hill Smith Auditorium 4 :i(lp ill

Cross coitiitr) against Cnlluuilcl at WC
M1V I. Soccer against Widener at WC
I ilmctl I'hysirs lecture by Hit-hard Fimguman Hill Smith Auditorium a mi p m.n\

.
llmK.reen Was My Valley' in Bill Smith Auditorium 7:liipm

Chestertown:

i it "I' .;l 'War ( II the Worlds" presented by the Kent County Players at the Chester
llicaler 7 :l<) p m

Baltimore:
NOV i

:
'"South Pacific" at Kssex Community College. 8: 15 p.m.

Nancy Diekct'son at Towson state t'ollege.

"Applause" at the Spotlighters Theater. 8::)0 p.m.
Blue Mt, Paper Parade, dance group, at the Theater Project. 8:00 and 10-00 D m
"I he Wiz" at the Mechanic Theater.
NOV. 2: "Der Rosenkavalier." by the Baltimore Opera at the Lyric Theater
Van Morrison at UMBC Gym No. 2. -:00 p.m.
Rare Karth with Graham Central Station at the Civic Center. 7:30 p.m.
NOV :l: Goucher-Hopkins Community Symphony Concert. Goucher College 800

p m.
NOV 4 Lecture by Nat Lehrman ot "Oui" and Joseph Ruben of "Playboy "

en-
titled. "Recent Trends in Sexual Attitudes and Behavior."
Auction at the Theater Project 8:00 p.m
NOV it Religious Response To the New Sexuality." by Hev. Leon Smith JHU at

a nil p in

NOV 7 Baltimore Symphony Midweek Concert at the Lyric 8 15pm
limn I healer l.ab at the Theater Project 8::lnpm

DC and College Park:
NOV l Frank Zappa at the Capital Center.

(loyal Shakespeare Co Production of 'Sherlock Holmes" at the Kennedy Center.
American Hallet Theater at the Kennedy Center.
.Me and Bessie" opens at Fords Theater.

NOV 1-2 The Country Getleman at the Cellar Door.

NOV 2 Dave Mason at Georgetown University. H:00 p.m.
Berlin Philharmonic at the Kennedy Center.
.NOV 4-7: Chuck Mangione at the Cellar Door
NOV 3- If): "Gypsy" at the University of Md.
NOV. 7: Barry White at the Capital Center. by Karen Jarrel
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Sports

Soccer team improving

,_" In a stunning reversal of (heir earlier

<"> season play, which had resulted in 5 goals

IE in 5 games. The Shore offense somehow

g clicked, and exploded early in bolh of the

S
first 2 games The contest, a week ago

yesterday, may have been the turning

p point in the season for the Shoremen.

j3 Goals were scored by Rob Stribling, Dave

Beach. Ben Fitzgerald, Doug Hayes, and

? Mike Brown A strong complete team
^ effort was display, and the 5- 1 victory was

a gratifying reward.

Against Haverford here on Saturday, a

hard fought well-played contest was
presented for the onlookers Overall, the

game was fairly even, but this time

Washington came through in key offensive

situations and Haverford didn't Rob
Stribling started the scoring by putting a

strong shot into the right side of the goal

early in the first half. Ben Fitzgerald

getting the assist About fiteen minutes

later. Stribbling headed in another goal,

this time off a Peter Allen cross.

Haverford got on the board with about :i

minutes left in the half, after WC goalie

Pete Murphy made a save, but threw the

ball right back to the Haverford offense,

resulting in a shot into the upper right

corner of the goal, ending the first half at

2-1.

The second half presented both teams

with excellent scoring opportunities early

on. but several WC breakaways were

broken up. some more legally than others.

The halftime score held until Shore

fullback Bob Hickman took the ball off a

Haverford clearing shot and booted the

ball some 40 yards on the ground into the

left corner of the goal to make the score -i-

i Haverford drew back to :t-2 on a shot out

of a scramble in front that just got past a

diving Pete Tackach, but it was a futile

comeback attempt. The Shoremen closed

out the scoring on two fine head shots by

left wing Peter Allen, the first coming off a

cross by Doug Hayes: the second from a

Bill Ament free kick. Final score:

Washington 5. Haverford 23 Stribling and

Hayes shone offensively for the Shore

side: Pete Tsou. replacing the injured

lorn Herr. was a defensive bright spot

Against Wagner Tuesday. WC
dominated throughout the entire game,
but many shots, although kicked well,

either just missed or went straight to the

Wagner goalie. An earlv Washington goal
were nullified by a penalty, and the

Shoremen were frustrated throughout the

rest of the first half The second half was
different only in the fact that WC finally

scored, as they continued to be in complete

control of the game. Superb play in front of

the goal by the offensive squad eventually

resulted in a goal off Allen's foot, as he

guided in a shot by Dave Beach about

midway through the second half. A few

minutes later, Allen headed the ball to

Hayes, who headed it into the goal over the

Wagner goalie, who kept the crowd
amused during the game with various

complaints to the referees. Although they

continued to press, there was no more
scoring the game ended at 2-0 The :t WC
fullbacks i Hickman, Tackach and Tsou i

played almost flawless soccer in another

fine defensive effort.

The Washington College Soccer team
reversed a losing trend over the past two

weeks and won four out of five contests

Victories were posted over Washington

and Lee 15-1). Haverford (5-2). Wagner <2-

l)». and University of Maryland. Eastern

Shore Ki-2). The loss, in the fourth game
was to Dickinson by a 2-1 score

The Dickinson game was a very diap

pointing effort for the Shoremen, as they

appeared to lose a lot of the ground that

they had gained in the first week The play

was fairly even, but Washington ended on

the short end of a 2-1 decisionThe lone WC
goal came from halfback Dave Beach,

who put a strong shot into the upper left

corner of the goal from about IK yards out

Tuesday's game was another story,

though, as the Shore offense erupted for

six goals against t'MKS. Overall, the

contest was sloppy, as soccer is a new
sport al Kastem Shore, and a weak team

Hen Fitzgerald dribbles through two Wagner defenders in last Tuesday'!

lower. Carlos Salvalierra kicks hall out of bounds rather than give it up.

game, and

will bring a good learn s level of play

down The first WC goal came after Zung

Nguyen put in a perfect feed from Bill

Anient The halftime score stood al 2 as

Peter Allen headed in a shot fed from Kim
llyron

UMKS scored first in the 2nd half, after

a corner kick, bill S Hnyden Ijuillinan,

look a breakaway pass from Amenl and

game \V< ' a 3-1 lead ! )rake Roberts put in

a shot on a pass from Carlos Solvations:

Christ Burkfll then put in a penalty shol In

make the score ."i l Kastern Short1 scored
aRer a corner kick, on a shot that just

barely eluded goalie Dan Scharf. and
Burketl headed in a shol from Mincho
Arrivilk-ga lo end the game al 'i 2

Overall, there is a strong improvement
over previous performances, and there is

still a chance al port season play for the

squad The next game is at Western
Maryland on Saturday. Ihem the learn

returns home on Wednesday for a 3:00

game against Widencr
by Keith Twitchell

Sailors outrace competitors Runners show poor record

The Sailing Club was represented at Iwo

regattas during the weekend of October 19-

20 On Saturday, club teams sailed in an
intercollegiate regatta: and on Sunday,
members singlehandedly race'ri han-
dicapped, against the clock and a wide
field of entries in the College's Lasers
Tom Layton. Melinda Murray, Caryl

Huston. Lydia Thomas. Muffie Duke, and
Townsend Weekes represented the club al

St. Mary's College, comprising a team
split in pairs, and tacks, sailing into a

respectable and commendable third place

overall. Navy and Maryland teams bur-

dened the top spots, showing their ex-

pected strengths and confidence
Washington sailors were solidly vic-

torious, far above the America Suffolk and
St Mary's teams. This was the club's

i id i.i

i

si the fir was also at si

Mary's where they won a fourth place

Rock Hall Yacht Club held its annual
Columbus Day Regatta at Cliff City on

Sunday, the 20lh. and the Sailing Club won
the lop positions on corrected time. The
Log Canoe "Mystery"' won smartly on

uncorrected time, taking first to finish

honors The "Mystery" cannot be han-

dicapped: hence there were actually two

races within one To everyone's surprise.

Doug Hayes and Tom Lay ton ouLsailed the

incredible canoe for part of the contest

but the moment was shortlived Tom
1 .ayton's corrected time down to first.

Doug Hays took 2nd. and Bob Witter took

4lh They did a marvelous job on lhal cold

day. bringing home silver to a diffident

racing club

The cross country learn s record has
fallen to 11-7. which is not all thai distill

bing it might have been predictable

What is disturbing is thai the Sho'nien
have been getting liomhcd rather con
vincingly of late In three meets, the op
posing team has scored fifteen points the

equivalent of a shulnull Another lime il

was seventeen Never has an opponent's

score been more than 2.">

For the record, some recenl scores

Salisbury blasted Ihe Sho'mcn. 17 4:. il

was Dickinson 14. WC 4ii Haverford won
by 2;; itt and .Johns Hopkins shiil' out

Washington. IS 4!)

Bui Ihe biggest loss is thai of captain and
mainstay Tom Clement Clement, who has
suffered for over a year with a pinched
nerve in his neck, is very probably oul for

Ihe season His loss, along with thai of Dan
"CalCoolidgc" Scharf 'he docs not choose
lo run > casut ircsliiiiiin sensation I'aco

Marshall into the role of the number-one
runner Paco has run well all season, but

as yet cannot match up with olher schools

best runners
The remainder of the 'cast of chnrac

lers" is as always Pete deSelding shows
continued improvement. -lake ilnlloway

and Blair Thomas perform aboul as well

as they are able and .Jimmy Collins is now
Hit- fifth man Junior Dawson Robertson
lias shown ability and desire which could

make him an important factor in the

riilurc meets
"Ihe harriers have Lebanon Valley at

Western Maryland this weekend lor Iheir

fifth straight away meet, involving "heir

seventh and cighlh straight road op
pnnenels I hey return home for their lasl

iwo regular season meets on Nov :>

against (Jallaudel and Ihe I2lh versus
I'MiiC

by Dana Chatallier

C "Eastern Shore's

Lnrgest
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Recent violence leads to new campus policy
"I lie disruption or ihe dance Saturday

.
ight has had serious repercussions on the

i alleges dchicto polity of maintaining an
open campus

"

v t'l|!lil cniplcd i;isl Saturday during a
dance in Ihe cafeloria between male town
member and Washington College student
Jlhougli the origins or the conflict are

uncertain, the violence apparently began
hIicii a student accidentally upsci a town
member's licer

When that student was suddenly at-
tached, according in reliable sources, by
ihree or lour lowi'ies" another student
..Mempted to |oin the light, only to lie at-

tacl etl himself righting continued
>|niiadicall\ for forty minutes
M one point the most helrgeienl

'

|(hm-sIio> was line!. cd into ;i corner,
students surrounded him in a manner

comparable to a rugby scrum ex
plained liookslore Manager Martin
Kabal \\ ho later called Ihe police

t>ne male student tried to break up the
si uniish and was rewarded with a smack
un the head When twenty to thirty towns
members suddenly advanced on the
^aleleria- the conriictuas elevated to the
the scale according to one student ol -i

small riot."' The police were then notified.'
Kabat.Maureen Kelley. Dean of Women

and the Chesleitowu Police each
l( ested the townspeople to leave Alter
the group refused, the administrators
agVeed m press charges

["our warrants for trespassing were
issued however, those warrants are being
held in abeyance and will not be served

unless there is more trouble in the next two
weeks
The warrants were issue, according to

I Jean Kelley. not with the intent of causing
trouble for the individuals involved, "but
Iwcause we wanted them to leave."
Warrants seemed the only viable recourse
that would serve as impetus for the
departure of the town males.
Although there have been times in the

Colleges history when relations with the
town have been constrained, there has
been no precedent established for the
recent series 01 campus disruptions by
town memners.
"Teenagers who are not our own

students have loo often been involved in
destructive actions to property, thievery
and disruptive conduct at social functions
since September, remarked Dean of Men,
Harry McArdle.

Gene Hessey. Business Manager added
that "Washington College has taken steps,
with local law enforcement cooperation, to

protect our campus from others who
disregard life and property...many area
parents would really be shocked to learn
that their own children, after school and
throughout the evening, have broken
windows, damaged shrubbery, stolen
various items and harrassed college
students."

Teenagers without Washington College
identification will not be allowed to enter
dorms, attend dances, or the coffeehouse
unless they are guests of individual
students. The college also discourages
youngsters "riding bikes, sledding on hills

and playing in buildings or on the
grounds" according to a recent policy
statement issued by the college.

Sixty percent decline

in Pass-Fail courses

this semester

Kurollmenl in courses on a pass-fail
basis has dropped almost sixty per cent
from last year, according to figures gotten
from the office of College Registrar Er-
mon Foster

Though no formal, statistical com-
pilation has yet been made, a tally of in-

dividual pass-fail slips shows a decrease
from 215 last spring to 97 this fall.

Mr Foster attributes the decrease to the
changes in curriculum requirements
which went into effect this year "Fresh-
men and sophomores aren't allowed to

lake pass-fail courses this year (ex-

cepting ) only those sophomores who began
their language requirement last year, and
are now in a language 202 course." he said.

Legalities of Xeroxing debated
Ihe use of xeroxed copies of book

chapters and magazine articles for

academic courses has become widespread
on many college campuses A result of this

trend has been the questioning of the

legalities involved in reproducing
copyrighted material

Certainly there are many advantages in

Hie use of using xeroxed materials
students can be exposed to a greater

ersily of viewpoints The usual
dependence upon textbooks, their

icralizalions and their one-sidedness.
i be eliminated Vet. if a student had to

buy an entire book to read only one section
<ii it. he would find himself in the position
nt having to buy dozens of books at today's
ixorbitenl prices Publishing houses
would profit greatly from this situation

Here at Washington College. Dr .John

Miller, member of the Philosophy and
Iteligion Department, teaches a com-
parative religion course based solely

upon xeroxed readings However. Dr.

Miller has written for permission to

'produce all of his materials. For Ihe

most part, he was granted the right to use
specific chapters from books In a few
cases, he was asked to pay a fee. orten as
liigh as S2IHI0U Occasionally the request

:i lee was waived owing to the fact that
Hie material was a potential source for a
wok

Xeroxing vs. copyrighting - the legality of xeroxing, now being tried
in Supreme Court, could effect the textbook buying of students at
Washington College.

The pass-fail option at Washington
College began in academic year 1969-1970,

primarily as a result of the difficulties

many students had in fulfilling the

language requirement. "The language
department I guess made a recom-
mendation that their courses be offered

pass-fail." said Foster, adding that he is

"not sure as to the exact reason" for the

implementation of the pass-fail system.

With the elimination of the language
requirement, and the attendant drop in The

enrollment in language courses, the

popularity of pass-fail grading has
declined.

CONTINUED on page 2

There are other reasons for using
xeroxed copies. Often books are unob-
tainable because they are out of print. Also
books are occasionally late in arriving for
use at the beginning of a course. Most
professors would take the option of
xeroxing a few copies of the material
instead of rearranging their course around
the delay of the material.

As the law stands now. anybody can
reproduce copyrighted material with tne

consent of the publisher. The conflict
arises when professors xerox parts of
books and magazines without permission,
'let. the advantages of xeroxing have to be
weighed against the publisher's depen-
dence upon students buying the books.

If the tendency towards using xeroxed
materials continues, it is inevitable that
the legal questions centering around such
a practice will have to be clarified.

Currently there is a case pending before
the U.S. Supreme Court related to photo-
copying done by the National Institute of

Health and the National Library of

Medicine. If the court makes a decision
backing the rights and claims of the
publishers, it is evident that all xeroxing
would only be allowed for a cost, or
possibly it would be prohibited altogether.

This action would either force a return to

the use of textbooks or necessitate the use
of illegal practices.



Editorial

E
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David Harris Sadler, freshman, died of heart failure last Sunday

afternoon. While walking upfield for a kickoff in an informal football

game, the eighteen year old boy coliapsed. Artificial respiration and

heart massage administered both by the men involved in the game and

the Rescue Squad Drove ineffertivp t-__.__
David's autobiographical sketch on his application to Washington

College offers a more eloquent statement than could be written by the

"When I was born, I was verv sick. I was a so-called "blue baby." I

was on the verge of death for eight months. Finally they jmeaning the

doctors] bypassed the hole in my heart that caused the whole

problem Up until I was nine years old, I lived a tired and trying life.

The chance name and I received me surgery to fix all this. Just this

past summer I had a "pacemaker" implanted to keep my heart at a

study rate of beats per minute.

I realize now, how much I respect and enjoy life. It's not something

you can disregard and ignore. I had a chancey past and now I have 5

guaranteed future. It angers me greatly when I see a person wasting 01

wasted away on drugs. Life is enough for me. I don't need those ar-

tificial highs. I guess when you know that pain and death is just

around the corner, you have an outlook on life which is much more

optimistic than the average person."

The Elm wishes to extend sincere sympathy to the family and friends

of David Sadler.

Art Department: young and still growing

The Art Department of Washington College is still young, (inly in Us fourth year, the

department has been gradually expanding Soon it will have its own building. With the

promise of this new facility, interest in the character of the Art Department and what

it offers students has been stimulated.

Two types of courses, focusing on art history and studio work, are offered but

Chairman Robert Janson-LaPalme insists that it is "one integrated department
"

The department appeals to a wide variety of students interested in humanities

Janson-LaPalme succinctly states the eoals of his department: 'What we want a

student to acquire is a knowledge of the theory of art through both what has been

created in thepaslaiid what is being done today '

Art majors include almost all of the courses that the department offers in their

programs, balancing the historical and creative aspects of art to some degree

The department supplements its courses with small art exhibits and field trips to

such places as the Winterthur Museum in Delaware, and the National Gallery of Art

in Washington. D.C. Janson-LaPalme explained, "slides and books can only do so

much."
The supply of slides has been growing yearly The department's slide file, carefully

strewn about as slides are in the process of being refiled or chosen for tomorrow's

lectures, is an important part of the art history program "In order to make
generalizations you have to have somthing to point to." reasons the chairman, who is

the primary instructor of art history courses

Norman James, chairman of the English Department, offers a special topics art

course each year. Studio art is under the direction and instruction of Susan Tessem
The Art Department requires that its majors take comprehensive exams at the end

of their senior year. Janson-LaPcImes opinion of senior requirements is adamant

and well-reasoned He asserts that comps are a "very valuable educational

device not a re-examining In response fo the observation thai many art majors

complain of having to memorize data on as many as 2.001) slides. Janson-LaPalme

smiled Suggesting that this was an exaggeration, he maintains that one can only

develop generalizations by referring to specific examples The exam which focuses

on art history is a two day test which is "tailored to the individual
"

Possible alternatives to designing the comprehensives lor those who emphasis

studio work are being considered The chairman admits that "students who i

phasize this are entitled to another option
"

Keform is now a familiar topic to the W C campus Janson-LaPalme commented

on several aspects of this current change. The new core of advisors, he observes,

working much more closely they seem to know their business
"

The new distributional requirements have had little effect on the Art Department

However. Janson 1-iPalme has been approached by one student who is considering

an optional major so as to combine Art and English literature and writing More ol

this type of change may Ixr seen ill the near future

How do you feel about faculty evaluations done by students'' Janson LaPalmc

reflected. T don't think at a small college that you need a publication of

evaluations they arc useful, ir not used to harm people, in making information

available lo instructors themselves . I am constantly revising my c

ses evaluations tend lo freeze the opinion or people " He concluded thai students

should find out for themselves what courses and professors are like It. within the id

day period at the Ix-ginning of a semester, a student decides to leave a course Jan

<onson- La Palme docs nol resent il Tin pleased. I don't like to fight a student
"

Hut what can you do with a major in Art'.' Janson-LaPalme laughed modestly.

enjoy if" Previous majors have gone on lo graduate school: other options include

working in museums, publishing, advertising, and commercial design

by Chaddie Campbell

Women's League gives. to promote welfare of College

Unknown lo most Washington College

students, the Women's League of

Washington College has been functioning

since its foundation in l!i:>] "lo promote Ihe

welfare of the College and to foster closer

relations between the College and the

community
"

the baby grand piano in MiuUi Martin,

fireplace equipment in Keid Hall, and the

speaker system in Hynson Lounge are
examples of donations from the league As
well as contributing money toward a

harpsicord for the Music Department and
a trip to Europe in IWitt for the College

chorus, donations from the League have
equipped the Hynson- Kinggold House and
Ihe women's dormitories with various

items such as furniture, slip covers, silver,

glass, china. TV sets, sewing machines,
and vaecuum cleaners Gifts varying from
fabric for cheerleader uniforms to a
famous Pcale portrait of George
Washington in Hunting Hall have been
presented during the 2.', year history of the

organization

#
Barbara Creegan President of the

Women's League.

nver Ihe past two years however. Ihe

Women's League has adopted a more
utilitarian approach to Ihe Colleges

needs, evidenced In lasl year's con

Inbulion of SLOW to the Scholarship
i 'tu-tl Mrs I -.arbara Creegan president of

the League sialed thai il was leaning

Inwards donations lor Ihe librars and for

financial aid rather than Die traditional

tnlis ill silverward vaecuum cleaners, etc

i onlt ibulions lo the < ollege libi ai > for the

purchase of bouts have amounted lo S-MK)

lor ihe past iwo years ami >.Jini in previous

\ears. totalling over SJ mm
As Mrs Creegan points oul the League

raises money and gives it all away
direct 1> lo the College and it has

traditionally been a very active

organization '

I here are ;."> active

members consisting ol approximately six

laciilU wives the remainder oj the ladies

coining Irom Ihe commnmh Cuuds are

raised in several ways by the collection of

annual dues of si on formerly by the retail

sale of chairs and as a future project, by

i Ik sale of nmllcpoinl I Us ol

.Vashiuglon < allege seal In addition

-. .eague sends a Idler lo parcels offering

have hirlhday cakes delivered lo simlc

from Amity IJal-ery Mr Hloom. owner

Ihe bakery contributes ID percent ol 1

profit and a gifl from his annual profit

aid the group
Ihe main financial source oi l

Women s League however is their

benefit This vear. Ihey are sponsoring

I'ALKINC CAM Ull CAMKKA Tl|

THKul i,ll \L.\SKA on Kricl;

.ovemher i.'< at :. on p m as a I and rais

project for Ihe scholarship Rmd A sli

show including shots ol Ihe t si imuncti]

Die birds and animals inhabiting \\M
and views ol Ihe Male itself will

..dialed In Paul Dunionl composerul

scrip! 'I hose inlereslc()"'in lulling w

. arralor and photographer are invited

attend an open receplion in the upsli
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Although another reason for introducing

P-E courses was to get away from the

concentration on grades, a major
educational issue in the 1%0's, up-

perclassmen have apparently found it not

in their interests to avail themselves of the

opportunity for an ungraded course.

Koster suggests that "upperclass

students don't do it because those who are

interested in graduate schools know that

those schools don't like to see ungraded

courses." He continued bv saying that

"our best students, those interested in

going on lo professional schools, have

always taken fewer courses pass-fail, and

many have taken none on that basis."

This appears to l>e pari of a national

trend lowards greater concentration by

students on academics in general, and

grades in particular Kor juniors

seniors, however. Ihe pass-fail oplif

remains open Courses may be taken pus

fail in fields outside one's major, sc long;

Ihe course is not necessary to fulfill

distribution requirement

by Peter deSetdii

November 7, 1974
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i hcstorlown typifies Eastern shore life

hi many ways, and one of the most
|,lcasant examples is Atkinson's Farm
Market on Washington Avenue across
lioni College Heights

ere the management is not concerned

with the spiraiing effects of inflation, hut
I'jilher whether or not to close the store to

go rabbit hunting The market is usually

open Monday thru • Saturday -Mi and
Sunday from «i 2. hul hours may also vary
in-cording to who is in charge of closing

,11 produce is sold fresh and varies with

(lit- season I he farm Market gets their

produce from farms in .Maryland
lulawateand New Jersey twice weekly in

il,,-
v. inter hul makes daily pick nps

ch ii ii'M the slimmer because of the number
„l |- i ish'ables sold I hey make a 20c profit

in' tin- goods lliej sell

i in- clienlal encompasses townspeople
,,1-iii allege sludeiits as well as city people

ling peaches and tomatoes in Ihe

.niir 'I lie iihisI popular items among
Washington College students during this

lime nl Ihe year are cider and apples
I.mmi'css is run un a day in day liasis

(l;n!\ sales and needs' determining ulnil

sh'Miltl he collected lor Ihe nexl day 1 he
lis gather produce Irom independent
:iers. primarily by word of motilh

llmogh some ilienls an- attracted by
,i(l\erliseinents

i i-lomiis nl Atkinsons Farm Maikel
•reive not only fresh produce bill a piece
i astern shore hospitality to match "I he
niosphere is cMiemeK casual a nap or
hiendl) conversation amy he in

leirupled to wait on customers' Ihe style

ihe managenient is so easy going that

cannot help feeling a bit more relaxed
er a visit to the I arm Market

by Kathy Barr

Prometheus Bound

.cschylus I'nuiielheus Itmiwl makes
s Washington College debut Friday.

1 1 1 1 < I ;
i
> and Sunday night al il (HI p in in

awes Theatre Seating will he on stage

Prometheus Hound marls senior Wendy
ooley s initial directorial attempt Her
isi icaiures Jim Thomas as Mighl Alex
right as Violence Tommy Wright as

cpliaeslus lex Andrews as
umietheus Heed Messier as Oecaiuis

l-iil l.indevald as lo and David I'.erard

• I leimes 'I lie
( 'horns consists of Carvn

Farm Market: free and easy

Scope
Lalamacl Mary l.uu Lauricella. l,inda

Hamilton and Kin sands, while the Sea
•M-rpents are enacted by Andy McCown
and l-.ril slettleland

a cording to Wooley. Prometheus
chronicles Ihe events or ihe being who
gave man fin- and all the arts thai they

I now Hi's being punished by Zeus.

chained to tin- cliff because he talks too

high and haughty he's too boastful " The
result stales tt ooley is that Craft is far

weaker than necessity

Why was Prometheus chosen ' Director

Wooley maintains, simply its worth
lining II s timeless " Sh<- cites the living

. uality of the Greek poetry as Ihe plays

Pall llarksdale designed the set for this

weekend's production Also working close

(o Prometheus are I ,aurie Goldstein. Stage
Manager a capacity which Mary McNair
handled for ihe Adding Maching i Justin

While and Harry Lewis. Lights; Sue
Dunning. Publicity Tina Heaven
Program Corinne Huell. Costumes: Uiuri
stepp Make-up and Ken Dinger. Props
Admission for the limited sealing

production will be ait1

Quaker lifestyle

1 he Free Fniversily will sponsor a

seminar on Quaker Lifestyle next Tuesday

at lir-fi pin in Hynson Lounge. John
Itaysik. leader of the seminar, will field all

Hiiestions on the Friend's Organization
wilh particular attention being paid to the
philosophy of non-violence and the simpler
way of living

Hynson opens

Hynson Lounge has been liberated! The
area is now open for student study use

Irom 7pm until 2 a m The Lounge will

provide an alternative to those who feel

sliffled by the library and find their dorm
too noisey after midnight

Calendar

On Campus:

n\ t student recital in Smith Auditorium t:lKlpm
Film. "How Green Was My Valley" in Smith Auditorium T.iOpm
\OV i(-|o Student production of. Prometheus Hound" in J awes Theatei H:00

pin

NOV !i soccer against Johns Hopkins al JUU
MAC Championships
NOV ii: Film. "U'llappened One -Night" in Smith Auditorium.

'

StIA Meeting lf:00 p.m.

NOV 12: (Toss country against UMBC at WC 3:00p.m.
Film on Pablo Neruda in Smith Auditorium 4:00 p m
Nov l:l; Film. "Probability and Uncertainty." sponsored by the Physics Dept. in

s»hlh Auditorium iioo p.m.
NOV. 14: Basketball Scrimmage against Millersville State College. 7:30 p.m.
student Poetry reading at the coffee house K:;iud m

:30p.m

Baitlmore:

NOV. 7: Baltimore Symphony at the Lyric Theater K: 15 p.m.

(

Horace Eagle Photo Exhibit, depicting the history of the Greek theater at Essex
Community College.

"Breathless" at Essex Community College. K: 15 p.m.
Iowa Theater Lab at the Theater Project K:30 p.m.
"Applause" at the Spotlighlers Theater. 8:30 p.m.

NOV. 7-9: "As You Like It"at Towsou State College. 8:30 p.m.

NOV. «: Lecture by anthropologist Ashley Montague, "Sex, Status, Gender, And
Society" at JHU
NOV 8-9: Shyam Yooth at the Theater Project. 10 :00 p.m. and midnight.

NOV. 10: Iowa Theater Lab at the Theater Project. 8:30p.m.

shyam Yooth at the Theater Project. 3:00 p.m.

Preservation Hall Jazz Band at Goucher College. r.:iupm

Hussian Cultural Program and Exhibition at Md. Historical Society. 3:00 p.m.

Free concert by the Baltimore Symphony at the Lyric Theater. 3:00 p.m.

NOV. 1 1 : Towson State Jazz Ensemble at Towson State College. 8:15 p.m.

NOV. 12: Lecture by Frank Notestein of Princeton University, "The Societal and

Environmental Impact of Human Sexuality" at JHU. 8:00 p.m.

NOV 14: Lecture by John Money of JHU. "Exotic Sex. and Imagery in Sexual

Hangups" at JHU
Bella Abzug will speak at Towson State College.

DC and College Park:

NOV. 7: Barry White at the Capital Centre.

Chuck Mangione and Esther Satterfield at the Cellar Door.
National Symphony at the Kennedy Center, 8:30 p.m.
Elvin Bishop at the Bitter End.
Nov. 8: Loggins and Messina with Tom Rush ai the Capital Centre. 8:00 p.m.
Brewer and Shipley at Georgetown U. 7:30 and 10 ;30 p.m.
Shawn Phillips at the Kennedy Center.

NOV. 9: America at Constitution Hall. 8:30 p.m.
NOV. 13 : Jenny Jeff Walker at the Bitter End.
NOV. 14: OJays at the Capital Centre. ^ ^^ j^,



Cross country team still seeking first win
Sports

The cross-cour.lry teams record con-

tinues to plummet, hitting 0-9 after

Saturday's double loss; 39-HS to Western
Maryland and 45- Hi versus Lebanon
Valley.

Dan Scharf saved a shutout Tor the

Sho'men both times, finishing ninth

overall Scharf turned the 5.:! mile course

in 31:15. Among the Shoremen. Peter
deSelding was second. Jackie "Jabbar"
Johnson third. Paco Marshall a disap-

pointing fourth. Jake Holloway fifth. Bill

Janney and Jim Collins tied for sixth, and
Curt Miles eighth in his debut appearance.
Tuesday the Sho'men were involved in

Iheir closest race of the year, but still

bowed to Gallaudet. ;t0-25 The Bisons'

Steve Heffley and Dave Gurley picked up
1-2 and Gallaudet cruised in from there.

For the Shoremen. Peter deSelding took

third 129:48 for five miles). Dan Scharf
finished fourth 1 30:47 1. Paco Marshall and
Craig Jackson almost tied for sixth

'Marshall in 31:53, Jackson just one
second slower), and Jake Holloway's :J2:37

was good for tenth. Also finishing were
Jim Collins Ullh - 33:55> and Curt Miles
Hath - 37:47).

It almost sounds a little like sour grapes,

but coach Don Chatellier pinpoints the

major problem very well when he says:

"The cross-country team is on its way to a

winless season, not so much due to lack of

running ability, but rather the inability to

shake nagging injuries that have plagued
the team all year."

Dan Scharf leads the pack at

When you stop to look at the whole
picture. Chatty has hit the nail right on its

proverbial head: the biggest loss was
senior and captain Tom Clement, who onlv

ran in four meets before a lingering neck
pain sidelined him for the season. Dan
Scharf's soccer duties caused him to miss
several meets. Freshman Paco Marshall
began the season running quite well, but in

the start of last Tuesday's meet against Gallaudet.

him the entire season Only Pete deSelding

and -lake Holloway have been able to

.-ompele the uhole year and still remain

the last several races has been competing
with a sore ankle. Blair Thomas' ailments
have ranged from near-mononucleosis to a
recent strep throat. Dawson Robertson
had expressed a desire to run. but was cut
down after one meet by a sore throat
Jim Collins began the year with shin
splints and is now nursing acwrenched
ankle Bill .lanney's shins have plagued

relatively free from injury

The team closes out its regular season at

home on the lilh against UMHC The
Sho'men may also try to participate in the

Mason Dixon Championships on the J:lrd

and or the MAC championships tomorrow

Basketball team wins

Crew takes a break till Spring.

SOQXSTOfiL

The WC varsity basketball team won its

opening scrimmage game Monday night,

besting Cecil Community College H;i-79.

but the score is not really important
What is important is that the game was a

lather sloppy one i;is might have been
expected', proving that the Sho'men still

have to work on a lot of fundamentals,
notably passing, making layups. and
shooting free throws

Both teams had a good workout, as the

Sho men battled back from a 7-point

deficit to tic the score at 411 all after the

first half. In the second half. WC ran out to

a quid; ii-point lead and managed to hold
on Ihe rest of the way One of the

shoremen's main problems was holding on
to the ball in the last two minutes to run out

the clock, as Cecil got some easy steals

and closed to within two points Steve
Bacon's two free throws with one second
left iced the game
The Shoremen had five players in double

figures Jerry Moye. one of the better

streak shooters in some lime at WC. paced
the attack with til Geoff Kurlzman had Hi

but still needs time to reorient himself and
get into the flow of the game Freshmen
Bacon and Jerry Bice each popped I.", from
the hackcourl Dennis t'omplon. a ii-4

freshman, added 11) and. like Kurlzman.
needs lime to gel adjusted. Frosh guard
John lliiberimmn only scored two points

but hustled very well, and Dan Junkeltui

tilled in adequately for Kurlzman ai

John Cross, hitting six

There was a third twenly-minute period

played, involving mostly both teams'

sccond-slringers, and Cecil took it 2J-23 on

a last-second basket Freshmen Archie

lloyl and Ilabermann provided the bulk of

the Shore scoring, with 7 and ii respec-

tively Guards Dave Beatty. Don Frush,

and Bob Moore also saw action and played
well

The Shoremen have their problems
Ihcy shot only 17 of 30, .Hi 7 per cent, from

the foul line, rebounded rather poorly, and
Ihrew some rather unintelligent passes',

but they have a lol of time to gel them
ironed oul There are three more scrim-

mage games this month, the next one at

home heinp nn the I4lh against Miller-

svillc. WC opens its regular ill-game

season at Salisbury on Dec. Ti. and plays ils

home opener Salilrday. Dec 7 against

Dickinson

One filial note: Ihe crowd thai watched
.Monday nights contest was a surprisingly

good one lor a scrimmage game This i

good, because the Shoremen have always
performed heller al home when there arc

some supporters in the gym Come on out

and make some noise

'

by Dana Chattallier

Compliments

of

The

Village Tavern
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Don Kelly

Che vrolet-Buick -Opel
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Chestertown.Md.

"OK" USED CARS
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Loan default rates at Washington increasing

F.ducalors and politicians nationwide

have recently turned Ihcir attention to

problems accompanying student loan

policies New attention is being given to

increasing default rates in both the

National Direct Student Loan Program

and the Guaranteed student Loan
Program
The National Direct Student Loan,

previously known as. the National Defense

Mudent Loan program, according to

student Aid Director at Washington

College. Ms Susan Wright, is being

phased out " Nationwide, the govern

menl is predicting a 14 2 per cent default

rale for Ihese loans Since the programs

implementation al Washington College,

lour hundred and thirty-one students have

ssed Ihe Defense Loan program One

hundred and forty six accounts or 34 I per

cen I are past due
"

Ms Wright -moled past due" as

payments that may be anywhere from 120

days lo 5 years behind she also noted lhat

some of the loans due may have been

deferred i e return to school, joining the

armed services » students are expected lo

start repayments II months after

separation from school 'withdrawal or

graduation' The borrower is then ex-

pected to pay four limes a year, for ten

years. If the loan is paid back in one lump

sum after separation from school, no in-

terest is charged

While the Direct Student Loan is

distributed through the institution, the

Guaranteed Student l*oan is distributed . in

Ihe state of Maryland, through local

banks The students themselves apply for

Ihe loan and they in turn receive the check

lhat will he used toward their education

Ihe government is required to pay for

defaulted loans

Hanks and guarantee agencies reported,

according lo The Chronical of Higher

Kducation November 4. I!i74i a growing

trend toward guaranteed loan defaults

now estimated at approximately 24.3 per

cent of the loans due as of last January

first Congress has projected an ap-

propriation of about $245,000.0000 to pay

for defaults on guaranteed loans for the

current fiscal year Ms. Wright revealed

lhat her office did not have any in-

formation or estimates on "how
V\ ashinglon ( ollege students arc repaying

guaranteed loans
"

The U.S. Office of Kducation. last week,

proposed new and more stringent

requirements for institutions enrolling

students with federally guaranteed loans.

Ihe Dffice of Kducation specifically

cited the lack of equitable refund policies

on loans as one of the major causes of

defaults, tinder the new regulations, the

college would have to refund, tuition and

lees within 30 days of the date it is notified

Ihe student is withdrawing.

Other criteria the college must meet in

order to enroll students receiving funds

from the guaranteed loan program are:

1 No more than 20 per cent of the

students receiving loans on a campus

withdraw during a given academic term.

2 No more than i> per cent of the in-

stitution's revenue from tuition and fees

come from loans.

Ard although Ms. Wright predicts that

she would not expect Washington College

would be in trouble"" if the new regulations

are passed it would seem that the College

could not meet the requirements of the

third criteria of the new regulations - that

no more than 10 per cent of the student

loans in repayment status at an institution

be in default. The default rate, in only the

Direct Loans at Washington, at present,

stand at 34. 1 per cent.

Ms. Wright also explained lhat

repayment money from the Direct loans

determines the amount of money that can

be tended again to other students. She

admitted that. "Our repayment is

low. ..it's not too good at the present time."

Half of the student population at

Washington College receives some form of

financial aid. Ms. Wright revealed. Last

year. 88 student borrowed funds through

the Direct Student Loan program: this

year, only 5ti students are using that

program Approximately eighty-eight

students used the Guaranteed Loan

program both last year and this year.

Many small colleges across the nation,

because of small student - aid staffs,

cannot mount sufficiently aggressive

follow-up systems for collecting the loans

Trom their students, noted the Chronicle.

Ms Wright admitted that the student-aid

office would have to be more con-

scientious about "regular notices" to

students who are past due in their loan

repayments.

Middle States SAT stats near national norm;

Achievement Test scores higher

scores on the s.\T among Middle States

college-lwund seniors of 1 973-74 were very

nearly identical to those of the total OS
senior population lested. as reported by
ihe Middle states Regional Office of the

College Kntrance Kxamination Hoard
In verbal skills. Ihe average of all

graduates who look the SAT was 444.

compared lo the Middle Slates (legion, in

which Ihe average was 445. Results in

mathematics were PS 4iio and Middle
stales 4iu

(in a percentile basis. Middle Slates

graduates w hose scores fell al or above r>00

on Ihe SAT's scale of 200-KOO were
statistically the same as the US test

sample
In Ihe Achievement tests. Ihe region's

hijjh school seniors who look al least one of

Ihe 14 one-hour examinations during their

three years in secondary school averaged
from lour lo 17 points higher in their scores

Ihan Ihe PS population in Knelish

composition, mathematics. American
history and Trench.

These four subjects oul of the total

number offered are reported because they

were Ihe examinations most commonly
fal-en by the greatest number of students

participating in the Achievement Tests'

The average of scores for all .students in

Ihe nation graduating in the class of 1974

uho took at least one of the Achievement

! ests was 533. compared with an average
of .".44 tor the Middle Slates.

Other comparisons are:

Knglish composition. PS 517. Middle

Males 321. mathematics. PS 545. Middle
slates 5'i2; American history. U.S. 4!IU.

Middle Stales 513: and Trench. U.S. 5iiO.

Middle Slates 5(Hi. -See chart ».

this pattern of comparable score results f the scores in Ihe region were 500 or

was sustained in ihe percentage of Middle higher

slates graduates whose scores fell at or on a statistical basis, these differences

above 500 in Achievement Tests taken, ore termed modest " Variations of this

'.ationally. 'i:s per cent of the test-takers' scope usually are the result of many

scores were 500 or above, while i>7 per cent factors which afreet the reporting of test

ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES
ADMISSIONS TESTING PAOGRAMI COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD

I Middle States

United States

I
MATHEMATICS

COMPARISON ot scores reported lor college-bound seniors who

took achievement tests as part ot the ATP program shows

graduates in the Middle States region achieved higher scores on

average and on individual tests than did the total population ol

college-bound seniors tested.

results - such as numbers tested or

number of limes each student has taken

the tests. 1 Most students participate in two

administrations of the SAT and typically

choose to lake three Achievement Tests

each time.

Also, standardized tests' scores are

most effective when used in conjunction

with students' high school records. Thus

comparisons between the Middle States

(legion and total number of college-bound

seniors tested cannot be seen to reflect

higher "standards" or "quality of

education" in one area versus another.

Overall. 985.247 college-bound seniors

took the SAT nationwide, while 335.076 or

34 per cent were tested in the Middle

states. Nationally. 240.624 seniors took

part in Achievement Tests, of whom 85. 139

or 34.5 per cent were tested in the regional

area typically, about one in four students

who take the SAT every year choose to

lake one or more Achievement Tests, most

often the Knglish composition test.

Seniors registering for the Admissions

Testing Program represent about one-

third of all high school graduates and

about two-thirds of all those graduates

who were expected to enter college this

fall.

According lo students own descriptions

of themselves - which tend to be

statistically valid when compared with

actual reports from schools and parents •-

Ihe senior class of 1974 in the Middle States

(legion has numerous interesting

characteristics:

- Eleven per cent belong to an ethnic

minority. Black. Mexican American.

( irienlal. Puerto Uican or other, compared

continued on pg. 5



Editorial Reviews

Washington College has an obscene loan default rate of34.1 per

cent, twenty full points above the projected national norm. Obviously

some of trie graduates of this small liberal arts college have not

grasped the elements of a responsible personal ethic which is sup-

posedly promoted by the college experience.

Underlying the academics of each discipline, the teachings of each

instructor should be the stirrings of an ethical code - the creation of

a personal value system.

The world consists of many separate realities, the college com-

munity being only one of them. Personal value systems should

transcend the barriers of any reality and withstand the conflicts of any

situation.

The temptation to evade the payment of a financial obligation to a

college is strong because that community is powerless to repossess a

product as intangible as an education. It seems to be a part of human

nature to conveniently forget debts that are notdemanded aggressively

or that hold no threat of punitive measures.

Too many students apparently adhere to separate value system^

differentiating between the college community and the outside

world "
It is disappointing to think that some students view their

obligation to Washington College less seriously than to the telephone

company.

Prometheus-disjointed writhing
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To the Editor

Much too often we use the Letters to the

Editor section for the three C's - criticize,

condemn or complain. It is with real

pleasure that I would like you to add to the

other side of the balance another "C" -

commendation for a fine job on the

Pegasus 1974.

Debbie Anderson and her entire staff

have produced a year book of outstanding

quality, and I want the entire college to

realize that I am only one of many who is

sincerely' appreciative.

Forum

Joseph H McLain
President

Dear dm.
Do you knead a editor we ask this

uiiestion because. Articles in your paper

scam to reveal

\ lack of concern even the most

i udimenterry for proper use of the English

language Vour recent -II-7-74- a rticle:

•'Recent vilence leads to new campus

polity is a good example this letter is.

hopefully, another several "questions'

come to mind How does the Staff of the

elm regard the period'' Do ridiculous

^notations adequately "substitute for"

standard punctuation" CAN EVERY
ERROR IN THE PAPER BE LAID AT

THE KKAT OK THE PRINTER? Can we

anticipate improvement'' Need wo
Sincerely.

HughSilcox

Doug Richards

I' S Townsboy" Towns member'' Town

member*.' Townie".'

I have always had the utmost ad-

miration for theatrical directors who

choose to put on a Creek tragedy. It is a

sure test of anyone's ability to bring one

off smoothly when the plays themselves

remain static and stylized Fortunately,

some lend themselves to the modern stage

lieltcr than others and can provide an

evening of intense and sophisticated en-

tertainment others turn out to be sadly

uninteresting Aeschylus' Prometheus

Bound is one of the latter It is a play full of

disjointed episodes depicting an array of

gods, nymphs and even animals who come

to call on Prometheus as he lies chained to

a rock, punishment for stealing fire from

Ihe gods and presenting it lo mortal man

Thus Ihe lexl consists mainly of

Prometheus ravings and continual

repetitions of his story to each newcomer

Uisl weekend. Wynne Wnolley tried her

hand at Ihis curious museum piece, but

even her noble and talented attempt could

i-ol unite save it Her reliance on in-

teresting lighting and sound effects helped

greatly, but it still did not relieve this

uninterrupted seventy-five minutes of

v, rithing liodies and gnashing of teeth I lad

Ms Woolloy chosen a play with more

substance say. the Bacchae or Eloctra. I

feel certain that she would have produced

a hit

Ihe cast also tried to overcome (he

limitations of the play lex Andrews

bandied the frightfully demanding role of

Prometheus with great elan It lakes

courage to tackle a role which holds the

character on stage Ihe whole Mine, and

Mr Andrews is lo be commended for lhal

as well as for his fine dramatic display

April 1 .indevald gave a classic portrayal of

melodramatic madness as the bovine lo

Hoi plaintive cries and erratic movements

greatly enhanced her scene, making il one

nf Ihe more memorable moments of Ihe

A soft Dragon Fly,

An offensive Osibirock

evening Others in the cast ranged from

good to unmentionable Tom Wright was a

fine Hephaestus. Reed llessler a droll

uceanos wonderfully docked out in a

nuainl outfit of seaweed and oyster

sheelsi. Jim Thomas as a robust Might,

and David Rerun) ;is a drag ..neon Her-

mes The chorus ladies served their

purpose competently, disporting them-

selves over a series of riagstoiie-like

platforms .luslin Whites lighting was

another strong asset, though the spec-

tacular lighting effect was headache

provoking

Somehow the play still emerged as less

than Ihe sum of its pails Production wise,

ihe opening night was a trifle sloppy

.i-achronistic jewelry, including a plastic

hnirband on one of the nymphs, managed

loslip past the watchful eye of the costume

mistress One of Ihe mast dramatic

moments of the play occurred when a cat

decided lo grace the performance wilh ils

presence Afler crying in Ihe wings for

about twenty minutes, it finally darted

across Ihe stage, apparently noticed by

few other Ibun myself, judging horn Ihe

number of dirty looks I got as ! sniggered

helplessly The effect was terrific

Prometheus Bound Aeschylus

Might .iim Thomas
Violence Alex Wright

Hephaestus Tom Wright

Prometheus lex Andrews
i ueanos Reed Dossier

-en M-rpenls Erik Melleland. Andy

Wi-

ti April i.indevakl

Urines David lU-rard

horn's Kim Sands. Mary I .on Uiuriei1

li-yn Dalnmac. Linda Hamilton

lirccted b\ U\nno Wnolley

by John Holland

Faculty meeting notes

According to Dean Smith, in attempting

to make 'advising and registration as

meaningful as possible"' the faculty

passed a proposal lhat would allow

professors who "deem il desirable" to

supplement course descriptions offered in

the catalogue wilh additional information

Ihcorelically. the information, which

could include details of the course such as

reading lists, work load, and a statement

of course objectives, will be published as

inexpensively as possible each semester

and will be readily available to students

The suggestion lo add partial courses lo

the I'our Course Plan was introduced by

the Music Department Professors Clarke

and Klaus proposed that half courses"

lor half the credit of a normal course four

credits )>c introduced into the curriculum

The faculty voted the proposal down,

reasoning thai it was opposed to the

philosophy of Ihe Pour Course Plan

President McLain reported the progress

of the Dean Search Committee to the

(acuity lasl Monday night At present,

twenty candidates, all recommended by

ihe presidents, provosts or chancellors"

of respected universities, are being con

sidered for the position McLain added

lhal it was the hope of the committee to

have a few of the candidates visit the

campus before Christmas

Most groups or artists tend to improve

w ith lime Kach successive album vividly

shows Ihe evolution of the group or artist

l uforlunalely this is not Ihe ease wilh the

\frican rock group. Osibisa Kver since

lead vocalist and guitarist Wendell

Richardson, bassist spurtacus R and

pianist Robert I'.ailey were dropped bom
Ihe group, (isihisa has boon little more

than loud Their album Happy Children

had some pleasant numbers, most

notable We Want lo Know Mo" and

Pire."' but it lacked the zeal and en

Ihusiasm of Iheir throe previous releases

iii' their now album Osibirock Warner

Bros . they have attempted lo bring back

the guitar and organ, but newcomers Paul

Colly and Kit i Cyan simply aren't lhal

good Dikoto Mnndcnguo replaced

sparljiCUS R on Happy Children, and

although he does a fine job on ihe bass his

voice is shykey

The best word lo describe Osibirock

would be offensive " The guitar is loo

loud wilh loo many embellishments The

lyrics are silly for example, the words lo

one entire song are "Who's gol Ihe paper

I've gol the matches ' Wow' what

i Mil •s to do

•reams and hollo

rangomonl and

nuldn t be such a <

i st llueo album

; milshoul Ihe music

s are preferred over

cohesion osibirock

isappoinlment if Iheir

,-ren I so good IPs to

bad Ilia I a group lhal began w ith so much

promise and talent has deteriorated to Ihe

point of releasing crap and actually hoping

thai some moron would buy it This moron

paid s"> !K-. and I m ready to come after ihe

rolls al Warner lints wilha gun loget my
money bad-

.lei to Star ships return lolhe music

Aorld is accompanied by ils new album

Dragon Ply. II is a careful blend of hnr

n ionic lunes featuring vocalist Crate

-lid .
complemented by Paul Kantnor and

David liiedberg Ihe sound is much Ihe

same as that generated by Crosby, stills

and -ash. except there is a giciiter

electric uualiLy lo Jefferson siarship's

I be sounds arc similar from one song lo

another However Ride Ihe Tiger

breaks Ihe mold with a roudier sound

Wilh ibis exception Pupa John and Craig

Chi ico combine their talents to create

ai' album in which an air of lislonoss

pervades I heir sound could easily lull you

to sloop In general, it is a ver\ soft album

by Brian Fallon and Dan Scharf



File data acessible to students?
i
m

I

On August 20th President Gerald Ford
signed the new Family Rights and Privacy
Act of 1974. The bill, which contains a new
"tight of privacy" provision, gives
postsecondary students the right to inspect
their school files, "including all the
material that is included in each student's
record folder" 'Higher Education and
National Affairs).

The law. sponsored by Senator James
liuckley. was expected to become ef-

fective on November 20th of this year.
However, it is now being contested in
court

The law specifies that identifying data,
academic work completed, level of
achievement, grades. SATs, attendance
data, scores on standardized intelligence,

apptitude and psychological tests, interest
inventory results, health data, family
background information, teacher or
counselor ratings and observations, and
verified reports of serious or recurrent
behavior patterns" be made readily
available to the student upon his request.

In addition, the law would prevent ac-

cess to the records by third persons
without written permission from the

student The law also enables the student

Open files - new legislation pending that would give student access l0 challenge maccurate record content m
t« inrr»ar i.. Mnf:wn»t;~i rnA»7^r. l0lirt ;,lld n;,vp n 's file corrected if his
to formerly confidential records. complaint is found to be justified.

At Washington College, three separate
offices hold individual files on students.
The Registrar's files contain material that
comes down from the admissions office:
high school recommendations, class rank,
transcripts and scores on standardized
tests. Added to this plethora of information
are the grades of each college semester,
permission from the dean for special
courses or independent studies, drop-add
slips and even carbons copies of excuses
from class sent by the nurse to instructors.
Registrar Ermon Foster, maintained

that his office has enforced a defacto
"open file" policy He noted, however, that
a trained official is present to interpret
scores, answer questions and ensure that
the file is returned with all the data intact,
"The college will have to formulate a

policy that will determine the whos
whens and wheres of an open file policy."
explained Foster.

Placement folders, which include
valuations, transcripts and recom-
mendations, are compiled by and stored in

the Student Affairs Office. These files

were officially opened to students last

year.

The college nurse maintains files that

include health records and records of

Health Service visits and of distributed

medication.

Files are also kept in the Admissions
Office, in advisors' offices and oc-

casionally by individual instructors.

by Kim Stierstorfer

Advising period receives mixed reactions

nc passing of advising week left mixed
(millions among ihe students and faculty
Deuti Smith, basing his comments on the
feedback he received last week from Ihe
lac illy advisors, reported lhat freshman-
sei bomore advisors thought much more
h;n' been accomplished Ihis semester and
In.;! he had roc -ived "a reaffirmation of

basic purr .ses of the program as

However, the Student Affairs Com-
Ui'c disagreed, emphasizing two basic
mplaints II >.as noted that some ad-

visors scheduled siuaenis uelore me iwo-

d.iy period, and that more time was

devoted to some students than others.

The second, and more obvious complaint

w as that students simply were not showing

up for advising The Student Affairs

i ommittee suggested remedying this

situation by forbidding these students to

register on or before registration day and

raising the late registry fee to $'2.V00

I )ean Smith, however, would rather "not

condemn human nature, but find a system

that is more optimal " He stated that there

w mild be an obvious problem involving the

lime spent with each student due to the

limited number of advisors. This may
result either in increasing the number of

advisors or in freeing the advisors of

students who are certain of their choice of

a major to consult with other freshmen
and sophomores
The attendance problem has been

considered in a novel manner. l)r Smith

spoke of an idea designed to reduce the

frequency of absences that will probably

be implemented next semester Basically,

(he plan calls for advising to take place on

iM-ui.isday of one week and 1 hursday of

the following week, with registration on
Friday afternoon of the second week. In

this manner, there will no longer be four

consecutive days without classes, hence
less incentive for students to take a

vacation However. it was also

noted that this system may give rise to

students registering for other students,

giving some a vacation anyway.
The system of registration may hae

problems for some time to come, but the

dean and his co-workers appear to be well

on the way to a permanent solution.

by Dana Chattellier

Thanksgiving policy changed

For a one year Kim subscription to br sent lovou weeklv. send 15.00 for Alumni or
Si;. mi for others. With the form below

:

1
i

I

l

|
Alumni Parent

,
Send to: The Kim, Washington College. Chestertown, Md. 2M.20

* _— i

Ihe Student Affairs Office has com-
promised Ihcir original policy to close all

dormitories over the Thanksgiving break
We are not leaving all the dorms open ..."

t'Oted Maureen Kelley. Dean of Student

Affairs "Ifwe can find one building where
students arc willing lo leave Ihe building

open and are « illing to share their rooms,
then we'll let students who want to stay
nver the vacation live there

"

I ''daring it 'foolhardy" lo leave all (he

buildings open without the presence of

security and maintenance personnel.

Kelley reasoned that "it everyone is in one

building, security risks will be at a

minimum
"

T was surprised that everyone reacted

so strongly 'to the suggestion to close

down Ihe dorms i ...especially because

everyone's been so security conscious this

semester We're just trying to protect

(hem." Kelley said

The NATURAL, f ORGAHIC

_ _ r
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? Concert Series sponsors lyric soprano

Susan Davenny Wyner. lyric soprano.
will perform in the second program of the

Washington College concert series in

(iibson Fine Arts Center at R:30 p.m on
November 19.

The young singer has received rave
reviews for her performances of works
ranging from Monteverdi to Kochberg and
she has won several major prizes in the
past three years

1 laughter of pianist Ward Davenny. she
had comprehensive early musical
training, concentrating on the violin, and
later she graduated summa cum laude
from Cornell University with degrees in

Knglish Literature and in Music,
Following grants from the Fuibright

program and the Rockefeller Foundation,
her singing career gained momentum In

1971 she appeared on the CBC Montreal
Distinguished Artists Series and was one
of two singers chosen from throughout the

I'niled States to receive a Concert Artists

Grant from the Ford Foundation. The
following year she presented a highly

successful debut recital at Carnegie
Hecital Hall as a winner of the Concert
Artists Guild Auditions and appeared in a
Prospective Encounter Concert with
conductor Michael Tilson Thomas and
members of the New York Philharmonic

In til?:! she premiered a George Koch-
berg work in Carnegie Hecital Hall with
the Concord String tjuartet. was a
Nnumbiirg Prize winner, returned to CBC
to do a broadcast-recital for the
Celebrity Series, and won the Joy in

Singing Award which gave her a 'Hilly Hall
recital:

since then she has appeared as soloist

with the Boston Symphony in the Mon-
teverdi "Vespers." with the Cleveland

Orchestra in Orff's "Carmina Burana."as
a guest artist at the Aspen Music Festival

where she premiered works of Klliott

Carter and Aribert Keiinann. and as Mimi
iii ihe New Haven Opera Theater's

production of La Boheme
"

I'u lure performances include
engagements with Ihe Boston Symphony
in Stravinsky's 'Threni ' with Tilson

Thomas conducting and the Mahler 2nd
symphony with Seiji Ozawa conducting
and Maureen Forrester as alto soloist She
again will sing the Mahler, with Betty

Allen, when Tilson Thomas conducts the

American Symphony Orchestra in New
"i ork other performances include an
invitation to do another- program for the

CBC. a recital for the Musical Arts Club of

Chicago, a premier of a work by Yohudi
Wyner Tor soprano, solo (lancers and
string orchestra, a "Boheme" with the

Annapolis Opera, Mozart's "Idomeneo" at

Yale, and recitals in Princeton. Boston.

Cleveland and Hartford

susan Wyner's accompanist for her
Washington College recital will be her
husband. Yehudi Uyner. well-known
pianist and composer The program will'

include works by Schubert. DeBussy.
Aebern. Schoenberg. Stravinsky and
.10 IP

Susan Davenny Wyner, lyric soprano, will perform in

Tawes Theater next Tuesday night.

The public is inviledlo attend, uilh
admission by concert series season-

lid els. or single-admission tickets

available al the door, adults SI (HI each and
children Si im> each

Photo competetion for college students

Want to hit Kurope next summer, with a

friend, and have $3000 in cash to spend"
This dream two months vacation can be

all yours No puzzles to figure out. either

.lust take a picture which, in the opinion of

judges, is worthy of publication in the

Minolta College Gallery and is the best of

all entries, and you'll be on your way-
Minolta's photo competition is ex-

clusively for college students Grad
students, too Male and female
The big camera company has come up

with a big idea The Minolta College

Gallery, a special section to appear

periodically in College Magazine and
containing at least ten prize winning
photos taken by students attending a

college or university in the United States.
The top prize will he a two months

vacation in Kurope next summer for the
winner and a friend The company will

provide all air transportation and in ad-
dition give the big winner Ki.OOO in cash to

pay for all lodgings, food, ground tran-
sportation and other expenses Ad-
ditionally, the two travelers will each
receive Minolta Slt-T 102. .;:. mm reflex

cameras

Contestants, whose pictures are
published in Ihe College Gallery, will each
receive Slot) in cash

Minolta has selected eight categories for

Ihe College Gallery sports, still lifes.

social commentary, human interest,
abstracts, environment, humor or news
Visual effectiveness and technical ability

w ill rale high Also, to be considered in the
nidging w ill be the- appropriateness of the

subjeel mailer lo a specified category
-lodging will be done by an independent
organization

students can enter as many photos as

Ihey wish, bul e

entry form For
Minolta s adver
Williams I Hive
I" ntries must hi

JO. in?:., and reci

eh must have an ollieial

is can be obtained rrom
sing department at 10

1

Kamscy. \ .1 . D7-I4)i
'

postmarked by January
ved by .tanuarv :t. iii7,")

A .Minolta spokesman said lhal Ihe

contest for college students has no con-

nection with any other contest Ihe com
puny might be running simultaneously

so. gel that camera loaded with film

.ii'd start shooting We want one of us to

PLANTS

Sold, Traded, Bought,

PoHed, Talked about

Loved at

DA LIZZARD'S NICHE
Corner of High & Spring

New hours:

Wed.-Sat. 9:30-5:30

Shop At

The Attic

OTHftratnct

C!l,wrUM-ri* 8p«i Bargains
$2.95*



Middle states eon't
I-! per font nationwide among students

eslod

urly-one per cent estimated parents'

nunies at less than $12,000, while just

linler one-third said their parents earned

c than S1H.0U0

More than one four th expect financial

iid from home of less than $(i&j. and nearly

,iu' fifth estimated their parents could

oi'li ilmle more than SJjiOU toward college

;onlinued from pg |

- Nearly 30 per cent plan to seek help in

college in finding part-time work
•• Three- fourths were in the highest hvo-

rifths or their class and their latest

reported grades in academic areas
averaged ;o or R

-- From seven to 13 per cent of those

trades were earned in advanced, ac-

celerated or honors courses
- More than one-third plan to complete

post baccalaureate degrees, hut one-

uuarler are undecided about their degree
plans

- More than half plan to apply for

placement in advanced courses, course

credit, or exemption from required
courses in college.

- Health- related majors are the first-

nhoiee field of postsecondary study for

nearly one-fifth of the young women,
education is decreasingly popular for both

sexes, and the biological sciences are the

Energy crises

Egyptian newspaperman Hassan
Hassan u ill speak on "The Riicrgy Crisis -

and Politics in the Middle East"

day. November 11! at li::iO p.m. in

ion Lounge
1 lassan is Ihe former senior editor of

us daily ALAIIKAN His visit to the

tampuJi is being sponsored bv the College

ore Series

Vision pollution

. concern goes oil these days about

tecls <»r different types of pollution on

ivironmenl We are constanlly being

,id jihout air pollution, wider pollution,

lu'imcal pollution and most recently noise

lollulion l-'ew though are aware of yet

icr kind of pollulion. that of neon

lights and plastic signs visual pollulion

KAs fight

Next Thursday. Washington Colleges
answer to the Muhammed Ali-Ceorge
foreman contest will lake place in the

coffee house - Rich Burke will right Roy
Uhilukor in a ten round bout A ring will be

On Campus:
nV H Basketball Scrimmage vs MillersvilleStaleCollegc 7:Mp.m

Sludent Poclry reading al ihe CoRee House n;S0pm
\i i\* i:> Slide presenlation. -Camera Trip Through Alaska ." Tawes Theater «:00

17 A Nighl At the opera.' in Rill Smith Auditorium. 7 :S0p m
111 I'ilm series sponsored by Ihe Knglish dept.. "Jorge Merges" in Smith

itorium i w p m

Chestertown
n\ i'3 IT "rhiintki'inHandl.igliu'oot"allhpChcslcr'I'healer

lire! \\ hilt- and llluogriiss at ijucca Anne's ( 'ounly High School H »op m

DC and College Park:
NOV. 14: National Symphony at the Kennedy Center.

O lays with Millie Jackson at the Capital Centre.

NOW U-lii: Fats Domino at the Stardust.

NOV 14-17: Miles Davis at Et Cetera Club.

I
NOV. 1."). "Slither" at U. of Md's Skinner Auditorium.

most popular field among males.
-- Half of the seniors responding prefer Z

to live in a college dormitory, but fewer 1
women than men prefer a toed dormitory. \
• A larger number of Middle States -

seniors. i;!:lpercentversusaU.S. figureof 5

2)1 per cent i said they would prefer living

at home and commuting to college to J
living in a dormitory, fraternity or

"

sorority, or in an apartment on or off

campus ?

Scope I
Vision Inc a non-profit public foun-

dation has in it's two years of existence

been pioneering in the field of con-

servation and enhancement of the visual

environment. On Monday. Nov. 2"i Visions

executive director Ronald I. l-'leming will

present a lecture open to the public on the

subject of visual pollution and alternatives

lo it Mr l-'leming. a graduate of the

Harvard tniversity School of Design, will

present a slide show on unsightly town-

scape and how it was compatable with the

rest of the surrounding environment The
lecture will he held in Tawes Theater and

will start at r. on

set up and Tom Clement will referee the

fight Admission will be 50c. the proceeds

going to finance the annual KA Christmas

party. This party is for the benefit of un-

derprivileged children in the area.

There is a slight mismatch in size bet-

ween the two contestants. Burke, the

smaller of the pair, is counting on his

quickness to eradicate the physical dif-

ference. Rich is a senior, and is co-captain

of the wrestling team of the second year in

a row He expects to weigh in at about 150

pounds

Whitaker. a junior transfer from the

tniversity of Maryland where he played

on the Terps football team, expects the

light lo go his way because of his

Iremendous size and reach advantage.

Although he is iuelgibile this year. Roy

phir.s to wrestle heavyweight for the WC
si|uad next year He is keeping in shape by

working out with the team this year.

The lime of the fight will he posted later

in the week. So. keep your eyes open and

gel set for the fight that will put

Washington College on the map.

Health committee

A new Health Advisory Committee has
been established. The purpose of the

committee is to review student complaints
about the health service and lo identify

services that students would like to have
that do not exist currently.

The Committee plans to offer the

students a uucstionnaire that will help to

formalize any complaints or suggestions
that they might have concerning the

Health Service.

Members of the Health Service Com-
mittee include: Hetty Nchauber R.N., Dr
ft Damn. Ronnie Michaelson. Penny Kail.

Deans McArdle and Kelley and students

Rev Dome. Lois Stewart. Charlie Scarlett

and Craig Altix

Calendar
NOV. 15-17: Cashman and West at the Cellar Door.

NOV. 17: African Dance Program featuring HeemBaba at the Smithsonian.
NOV. 18: Nitty Gritty Dirt Band at Constitution Hail, 7:00 p.m.
NOV. 18-20: Ahmad Jamal at the Et Cetera Club.

NOV. 20: "Grease" opens at Shady Grove Music Fair.

The Taming of Ihe Shrew' . at FordsTheater. 2:00p.m.

Baltimore:
NOV 14 Holla Abzug at Towson State College.

Shyam Yoolh al the Theater Project.

I'ilm. "To Live With Heroes." at Kssex Community College.

Electric Shakespeare Company's Production of. AS YOU LIKE IT at Towson State

( ollege

NOV IT) Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Sex" at Loyola College.

I'.lack Classical Music Program al JHU. 12 noon.

Towson Slate College Opera Series at Towson Slide College. R: 15 p.m.

Alexandra Ivonoof-music for guitar at the Corner Theater 9:00 p.m.

Andy Wallace and Jonathan Eherhart folk music program at St. Johns Church.

Rliltimore Symphony Orchestra at the Lyric. R:15 p.m.

NOV 13-17 As We Were." presented by Theater Hopkins at JHU. RrWp.m.
NOV. Hi I'ilm..'Ncolyard Blues" at Loyola College

NOV 17: Heavy Metal Sunday featuring Steppenwolf. Blue Oyster Cult, Aerosmith.

I' F M .and Ruth Copeland at the Civic Center. 5:00 p.m. - 11:00p.m.

Hike to Help Walkathonat Memorial Stadium. R:00 a.m.

Electric Music Program. "Nymphs And Satyrs" at the Theater Project. 3:00 p.m.

by Karen Jarrell

Life Cycles
Tues. thru Sat. 10 to 6 High Street 778-2463

Has these albums in stock:

Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young - So Far

Carole King - Wrap Around Joy
Billy Joel - Street Life Serenade, Piano Man.

Jackson Browne - Late for the Sky
Buzzy Linhart - Pussy Cats Can Go Far

Flying Burrito Bros. - Last of

and others all at low-low prices,

also a couple Yamaha guitars in stock.

Bicycle Accessories Make Fine Christmas Presents

••••••• •••••••••••••
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
•

It's a Real Steal!

Washington College Bookstore

Announces its First Weekly Sale

• CLOTHES*
LARGE, SMALL, LONG, SHORT AND LOTS OF STYLE!

ALL INDIA IMPORTS - 20 percent off

ALL CHAMPION - 15 per cent off

ALL SPORTING GOODS - 15 per cent off

WATCH FOR OUR WEEKLY SALE ADS



Sports

I Sho'men B-ball team shines in second game

I
The basketball team made it two-out-of-

two in their exhibition season Saturday

afternoon, rolling over Chesapeake C.C.

109-88 at Wye Mills. The Sho'men looked

much better against the Skipjacks than

they did in their first exhibition game
against Cecil C.C. They shone in the

second half, when they outscored their

hosts 68-35.

For the victorious Sho'men, Steve Bacon

led the way with 26 points. He also handed

out eight assists. Georff Kurtzman's 25

points came in the second half. Looking

like the Kurtzman of a year ago, he led the

Shore rebounders with 11. Jerry Rice (a

transfer from Allegheny, not a freshman

as was erroneously printed in last week's

article i added 19 points to the cause. Dan

Jankelunas started, tallying up eleven

points and nine rebounds. Team captain

Jerry Moye had 10 points, Arch Hoyt

added six. and freshman Dennis Compton

grabbed eight caroms. II is unfortunate

that no statistics on steals were kept, for

John Hambermann's total would have

been huge.

The game started off fairly evenly, but

Chesapeake took advantage of a WC's cold

spell in the closing minutes of the first half

to pull out to a 53-41 edge. That was quickly

dissolved, however, as the Shoremen ran

off seven straight points in the second half

before the Skipjacks could get on the

board. Midway through this second period,

Chesapeake's momentum faded com-

pletely and the men in maroon were off

and running. Full-court passes found their

WORLD
CAMPUS
AFLOAT

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class-

room and the world your
campus . . . combining ac-

credited studies with fasci-

nating "visits to the tabled

ports of the Orient, Africa,

and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
:olleges have already sailed

with WCA — join them! Fi-

nancial aid available. Write

today fpr free catalog.

WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

marks, the layups dropped, and the

Shoremen wound up shooting an excellent

48 per cent from the floor and a not-too-bad

71 per cent from the foul line.

The "third half." an interesting feature

of Washington College scrimmage games,

was taken by the Skipjacks 41-30. Dennis

Compton. John Habermann and Bob

Moore each had fi in the extra frame, while

Dave Beatty. Don Frush and Jim "Mer"
Thomas netted four apiece. One statistic,

however, should not be overlooked:

twenty-seven personal fouls were called in

the period, twenty-three of which went

against Washington, which leads one to

wonder a little about the officiating.

The Shoremen continue to improve as

the exhibition season advances. Of par-

ticular notice is that both scrimmage

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buici-Opel

Rt. 213

Chesteitown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Senice On All Makes

COLLEGE

SNACK
BAR

Sutton » Town* SMDbntn'

mingMara*
CMateftown, Marylaifd

games were won in the second half,

compared to the Shoremen of several

years ago who could play anybody for o~*

one half before eing blown out. The

titude is good, and for the first time

three years, there are the makings of

honest to-Cod program at W..C.

The Shoremen scrimmaged MUlersvilk

yesterday at home and will go again-

Wesley in Dover before opening ,K

regular season.

(Comment: Although the crowd

Chesapeake was sparse (less than

there seemed to be more WC rooters thet

than Skipjack fans, and with the acoustk

in the CCC gym. 50 can sound like 50«

Kan support this season apparenll

promises to be something else ~ DSC'

on]]

Ik

Cross Country season

ends on losing note

Their world ended, not with a bang or a

uhimper. but more of a dull thud, last

Tuesday as the Shore harriers succumbed

to UMBC 18-43 mlo end their season at

II

I,ast Saturday, the Sho'men had a

chance lo mo lo the MAC championships

meet, but declined due lo lack of interest

It is still uncertain whether WC will send a

delegation lo the Mason-Dixon cham-

pionships

Tuesday's meet was pretty much the

same old story :
UMBC took the first three

spots and had a piece of cake down the

home stretch. With the cold, wet weather

WC might have been better off calling

UMBC the day before and forfeiting.

For the Sho men. Dan Scharf took lourtl

29:37' and Peter deSelding. a candidal'

[or Most Valuable Player and-or Mos

Improved Player, came in sixth <:iO::S7>

Jackie Johnson. Jake Holloway. Jimnf

Collins and Curt Miles placed i:Hh througl

Hith in the running Paco Marshall, whos

lug problems continue lo worsen, starts

(hough he did not finish

It would not he loo surprising to sec Ih

hai riers forgo the Mason-Dixon meet, i

which case it's "wait'll next year" lime fo

the Shoremen Bui in all probability, lh

injuries will still he there, the problem

will arise, the losses will continue lo pil

up. Ihe "traveling circus" will hit the roa

again Yet. the beat will most assuredly £

f-^aul 5 ^noe -3/<ore
Complete Footwear Service and Sftppliu

CHB
227 high street
;btown. Maryland 21620
PHONE 77B-2S60

College HeTghts Sub. Shoppe

across front cimpus

TTK-ziwl

Pizza

Steaks Subs Chicken

1 laily Specials

Mon. • Triors. H:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

HTi. • Sol K DO .1 m -11:00 p.m.

Sun 1:30 p.m. - 9:,J p.m.

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler
Guaranteed watch and jewelry repair

Downtown Around the comer from the park

s3>
Subs

//

V' Italian Kitchen *'*>%,
*^ 605 High St, 778-3022 ^*

Carry-Out Btrie-ln

TUES.-THURS. 11-11 FRI. & SAT. 11-1 SUNDAY 4-1
1^
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Substantial cheating uncovered at Washington

Cheating is a serious problem at

ashington College, according to criteria

sUiblished by Dean or Student Affairs,

ilaureen Kelley She explained that "if

inly one student chats, it is a serious

iroblem
" According to a recent ELM

toll, a substantial number of students

heat

e poll was taken on Monday,

imber 2 in the cafeteria- Fifty

Indents were presented with question-

aires as they passeed through the dining

til of that fifty, ten were returned blank

the implication being that those ten

udged the questionnaire as either in-

lulttrig or condemning.

student seemed to underestimate the

pervasiveness of cheating among their

eis More students admitted cheating on

class tests, and infinitely more difficult

sk than plagiarizing papers Another

lleresting phenomena revealed by the

oil is that while the majority of students

l>een exposed to cheating in their

?s. few cases have been reported,

pproximntoly half of the students ex-

;nced difficulty in defining cheating in

torn! terms.

ently. several cases of cheating

live been discovered by various

lofessors in different disciplines. Of-

ially. the cases should be reported to the

ll-Ciimpus-.ludiciary. but the professors

question have opted to handle the

roblein themselves.

Kobert Fallow. Professor of History,

ded that six students were reported

heating on an hour exam last

imoster. The students were identified to

olh Dean Kelley and l>r Fallow by other

nembers . of the class The six students

1. Have you ever cheated at

Washington College?

Those students who had
cheated admitted cheating on:

In-class exams
Take-home tests

Plagiarized a termpaper
Cheated on two or more of the

above
2. Have you ever seen other

students cheat on tests?

3t Do you think cheating is

widespread at Washington?
4. Do you think cheating is

morally reprehensible?

YES

45 per cent

61 per cent

27 per cent

44 per cent

33 per cent

70 per cent

22.5 per cent

52.5 per cent

mmmmmmm
NO

55 per cent

30 per cent

42.5 per cent

47.5 per cent

were confronted with the charge and
denied it explaining that they were only

'joking" tluring the exam "It is a general

nolicv to question, but professors are

hestilanl to charge." Dr. Fallow admitted.

The students were given the regular

grades on their tests: no punitive

measures were taken

"I don't think cheating is widespread."

more incidences occur in the form of

plargiarism. noted Fallow "It's usually

easy to tell on papers: students will admit

plagiarism more readily." he explained.

Fallow conjectured that some students do
not understand the proper proceduring for

quoting and paraphrasing within the text

of a paper - "Many students believe the

old saw - it's plagiarism if it's taken out of

one book, research if it is taken out of

Interim Chairperson of the Modern
Languages Department, Dr Erika Salloch

explained that she does not have trouble

with cheating -- "the student can't cheat
me. he can only cheat himself. I never
proctor an exam."

"It depends on the kind of cheating -- if a

student glances over to another paper
during a grammar test. I cant take it

seriously. Rut plagiarism is a different

form of cheating. I once had a student, not

here, who suddenly turned in a very
good analysis of a German poem. It was
unlike any of her previous work. I spend
I00 working hours going through sources
until I had found the book she had used,

"

Dr Salloch revealed Because she does not

proctor her exams. Dr. Salloch reasoned
(hat an honor code is already in operation.

Music 100 has always attracted a large

number of students. This year ap-

proximately seventy students are enrolled

in the course Garry Clarke, Chairman of

the Music Department and professor of the

course recently encountered flagrant

cheating on an objective test given in class

last week. When confronted with the ac-

cusation of cheating the student

rationalized. "So what, everybody does it,

the people in the back row were talking

too."

"I was really upset," Clark continued in

explanation, "A teacher gets a sense of

what a class is like. If it is a positive sense,

the class is easy to teach. (This incident)

has affected me in the sense that I have
developed a bad feeling about this

class.. ..Cheating leaves a bad taste in my
mouth."
The student who cheated on the test will

receive a letter informing him that he will

receive a zero for that exam. "I'm not

going to make an enormous issue about it

except within the class." Clarke admitted.

Clarke revealed that because of the size

of his introductory Music class, he has

confronted this problem before. "It has

always irritated me, but I couldn't prove

it." At one time, Clarke explained, a large

number of a particular "social group"

enrolled in his classes. This group had

designated one of its members as the

"answer man" and received their test

answers from him.

Because the majority of professors do

not police their exams, an honor code is

assumed to exist at Washington College.

"The smollness of this institution, and the

relationships that exist between students

and the faculty have already created an

honor code for the majority," reasoned

Dean Kelley.

banning Committee to request Mellon Grant

for 'faculty development'
The l.ong-Hange Planning Committee
is announced its intention to apply for a
rant from The Mellon Foundation. The
rant will be employed to "develop the

iculty." according to professors Dan
remo and Kevin McDonnell, both
nembers of the Planning Committee.
")r Premo explained that the funding
l hopefully be used to "rejuvenate the

ulty " The grant could be viewed as a

-ans for professional growth. Basically,
he funds would allow members of the
acuity the freedom to research topics
thin their respective disciplines.

Currently, the faculty must utilize their

n time to keep abreast of new
velopment and thought in their
ademie fields, and to create new courses

or the curriculum.
Washington College, at present, can
fford to sponsor onlv two sabbaticals

annually. Dr. McDonnell argued that this

limited number of sabbaticals was "in-

sufficient" for the faculty He foresees the

grant as providing an increase of perhaps
four or five sabbaticals.

McDonnell also reasoned that the

College would also benefit from the new
faculty employed as replacement for the

members of the faculty that do receive

sabbaticals. "There hasn't been any kind

of turnover, and I don't foresee any kind of

dramatic change happening in the lower
*

range (of the academic hierarchy). ..This

is one way of mobilizing a faculty." ex-

plained Dr. McDonnell.

"The money will allow us the freedom to

expand professional contacts, to take

post-graduate classes again: it will give us

a chance to give papers at other univer-

sities. It will also enhance the reputation of

the college." added Dr. Premo.

At present. Washington College is in the
second year of a three year grant of

$150,000 from the Mellon Foundation.
According to Dean Nathan Smith, the bulk
of the money, approximately £90,000. has
been used to increase faculty salaries over
the three year period.

Dr. Smith explained that the funds used
to further the College's "general ability to

pay salaries" has a "double-edged"
dimension

: "The 90.000 has had its impact
on the salary base: suddenly (at the
grant's termination) that piece of the base
will fall away. We need the money just to

remain equal with the present salary
base."

Thirty-thousand dollars of the funding
provided by the Mellon Foundation was
allocated to the language division. "The
money was used to gear languages up" to

cope with its new status as non-required

courses. Scholarships and the creation of

the lanaguage halls were funded by the

grant. Smith revealed.

A portion of the money went to "scat-

tered projects, to some good deeds."

Smith explained. Money was used to cover

the tuition loss of students engaged in the

psychology practicum; a source collection

was established for the History depart-

ment: speakers were provided for the

philosophy department; a printing press

and equipment for ceramics were supplied

to the art department.

As. yet §20,000 of the money is un-

committed. Smith noted, "We want to

leave the new dean something to play

with."

The new grant from the Mellon Foun-

dation will, in the words of Dr. McDonnell,

"hopefully formalize and institutional the

development of the faculty."



Editorial
Approximately half of the students polled refused to define cheating

as morally reprehensible. Several students qualified their refusals
with comments, rationalizations, and weak-kneed excuses. "The
pressure for grades," "graduate school requirements," "surviving
within the institution" were all reasons cited for cheating. One student
reasoned that only cheating within respective majors was wrong - the
implication being that cheating is acceptable in all courses not
required for individual majors.

These rationalizations for cheating concern individual goals and
academic expectations. A student assumes personal responsibility
for his future - he also seems to assume in this particular sin, the end
justifies the means, and the cost to the self.

Cheating is expensive - the student does not lose just knowledge,
but honor.

Institutionalized honor is a gift - it is assumed until it is violated.

The nature of honor, as opposed to glory, is personal, born of self-

reflection and self-respect. Although honor is contained within the

self, it is a social obligation that is recognized externally. Honesty is

just one component of honor. Conversely, dishonor is not per-

sonalized. Dishonor reflects directly on the community in which it

Dear Editor:

"Many people have puzzled over the fact
that even when enfranchise'd, few women
enter political life, and of those who do.

few attain high office- Lionel Tiger
calculates that they never rise above 5

percent of active politicians, and at-

tributes this to their lack of 'bonding' and
their lack of leadership." This quotation,
in response to Kim Stierstorfer's Com-
mentary of the November 21, 1974 edition
of the Elm, seems to emphasize several
points concerning the lack of female ac-
tivism and dynamic leadership on the
Washington College campus.

The lack of leadership in the SGA. or
other student organizations is simply an
argument of socialization. Women more
often have their leadership ability stifled
than developed, so that a woman of college
age must reject and counter close to
twenty years of learning in order to
become a logical, efficient and
unemotional individual with enough
ambition to exhibit leadership qualities.
This involves a social gamble which
becomes increasingly evident as her
change in attitude progresses.

In addition to their lack of leadership
ability, women also lack a "bonding"
ability, as stated above. This deficiency
also seems to be a result of intensive
socialization- Women from childhood are
encouraged to compete - not collectively
in teams in sports as males do - but in-

dividually, in a social context. The im-
portance of gaining male attention is

emphasized with the resulting social
competition which includes flirting, gentle
persuasion, and a general accommodation
to male preferences. Women learn to

cooperate, but only on a limited level,
always "keeping an eye" on those around
them. In competition for the favors of
men, women often experience jealousy
amongst themselves, spending countless
hours consciously or unconsciously per-
fecting their graces and physical ap-
pearances. They may fluster occasionally
at being called "cute," "dumb," or a
hundred other patronizing labels, but they
seem to enjoy the attention, regardless of
its form (admirable or derogatory).
Women at Washington College are no

different than any other group of upper-
middle class stereotyped individuals. We
keep our flirting and frilly manners and
shy away from direct social and academic
confrontation with our male peers because
we definitely fear ostracism. There are a
few women who've crossed the boundary
into a relative freedom, but they have been
subsequently labeled and placed in a
social minority Those who haveattained a
relatively free mode of expression will
appreciate the difficulty in not only trying

occurs. The dishonor of cheating compromises the integrity of and
somehow taints not only those activiely involved, but also passive

witnesses.

Perhaps a cheater should be tried before the All-Campus Judiciary as

a oaradime for the future. Cheating is not a personal offense to be

settled between professor and student, it is a sin against the essence

of a liberal arts education.

Honorable Mention and the Dean's List were originally created to
offer some form of recognition and positive re-enfor^ement for the
exceptional student.

Despite inflated grades and the subsequently crowded list of above
average students, the need for recognition still exists; students still

require the pat on the head, the nod of encouragement.

Perhaps if the pluses or minuses accompanying grades were in-
cluded in the cumulative averages of students, the lists could be
decreased. The raising of the standards for Honorable Mention would
also effectively decrease the surplus population of academically
recognized students.

Forum

to liberate your friends, but also the
rampant ignorance among the female
students of Washington College that a
problem even exists. We allow ourselves to

remain individual and separate out of
social apathy and organizational inability.

We feel no more compulsion to organize
and change the image of the female
student at Washington College than we feel
to step outside of organized society into a
new world. It is, a complete metamor-
phosis which requires endless patience,
determination, and a great deal more
courage than is recognized or can be
appreciated. For a woman at Washington
College to step outside her pampered,
unliberated role is something akin to an
advertising executive deciding to dig
ditches. It's hard work, and the only thing
that may be in it for the individual is a
sense of independent and free satisfaction
with little more reward than social
ridicule.

We are of the bourgeoisie, we will find

relatively ambitious men, with promising
futures and use our feminine wiles (even
in the most sincere relationships) to

persuade them into permanent com-
mitments. Having done this, we will

comfortably assume the roles of suburbia,
with little thought to how it could have
been if we had been more interested in

what we were doing with our own careers
during these four years, rather than what
our "boyfriends" were planning to do with
theirs. Most of us will miss the opportunity

offered by Washington College to develop
ourselves into unique and free individuals.

It is difficult by oneself to effect a

revolution. A feeling of group identity can

usually bolster an individual enough to

allow them to follow an otherwise difficult

and lonely course Before such a group
identity can be established at Washington
College, however, it is first necessary for
women to admit to themselves that there

is a problem on this campus involving a

lack of free-express ion for women It

seems that even on this "liberal" campus,
men still see the free woman as either a

"castrating bitch." "an easy lay." a

frustrated ugly, or a dyke. It is difficult at

times to maintain one's composure in an
unemotional approach to a subject when it

affects one so personally. When discussing
women's rights it is at times aggravating
to hear the male John Birches and female
Uncle Toms of this campus tell you that

"that's the way it is..." "the problem is all

in your head." It is naturally assumed that

women are supposed to be different from
men in social and academic situations, to

subdue themselves, to accept the cute
sexist comments with a grain of salt and a

flirtatious smile. So many women have at

times made serious objections to their

male peers regarding these verbal and
behavioral insinuations, only to be called

down by the remainder of the group. We
are told not to get hyper about being
sexually classified in a variety of

situations from receiving mail to

segregated living facilities. We are sup-
posed to assume that a woman's right to

express herselfiundoubtedly exists and is

encouraged. The fact of the matter is that

Washington College is one of the most
sexist and segregating environments
possible. We don't see the lack of

liberation of females on this campus

simply because we have failed to examine
our lifestyles and the roles we haw
assumed, i Ladies, we have flies in i

eyes). We rarely examine our motives for

our social behavior, yet we undoubtedly
conform to the notion that women are not

to be socially dominant or professionally
ambitious.

Women seldom vehemently object to

sexist comments when in groups with
male students. Women go out of their way
to appeal physically to the male student
body, (the amount of female decoration
noticeable during any one meal in the

cafeteria is simply amazing) The sheer
number of woman-hours wasted keeping
up appearances on this campus would
probably astound most people, (the next
lime you women wish you had "just one
more hour" to spend studying for an
exam, just think about how much time
you've spent during the past two weeks
deciding what to wear or how to style your
hair i. Women have very little idea
'relative to mem of what kind of career
they would like to pursue following
graduation While it is admittedly im-
possible to project exactly what type of

position one will hold, it seems that women
have an extremely nebulous concept of

whether they will even have careers for a

lifetime

Admitting that a problem in com-
munication and definition of role exists
will take us more than half-way to a

solution I believe that it is possible to

cooperatively educate and enlighten
ourselves through purposeful discussion
between students, male and female, of the

norms that our particular generation and
culture expert. To pass up the opportunity
that college offers us in the exploration of

human nature would be a sad mistake.
This education could be accomplished
possibly through a series of seminars with
guest speakers concerning the present
status and development of women m the
United States.

The above comments will probably
seem innane or unnecessary to a few
readers, but just listen to the comments of

those around you. If you are women sitting
with men. or even with other women, try to

note comments that are not tinged with a
bit of sarcasm or mere apathetic bit-

terness. We women of Washington College
will hardly admit that there is an appalling
contradiction in our identities here at WC,
until we stop to examine both ourselves
and our social situation. Until that time,
we will go on in blissful ignorance,
developing into a mere shadow of what we
could potentially achieve as educated and
aware WOMEN.

Melody Echard



Expressive movement in W.C. bathrooms

While satisfying none of .nan's primal
urges, students, instead of twiddling their

thumbs, have taken to expressing their

>iews on the walls of Washington College

johns.

Kound mainly in the male bathrooms.

the graffitti ranges from national and local

political satire. the character
assassinations of professors and students.

to racial and ethnic slurs. The graffitti in

Bill Smith has a decidedly intellectual and
political tenor to it. while the graffitti in

liodson Hall is more concerned with frats.

tidal slurs, and cafeteria food.

Maintenance, in their unending fight to

[oiu|iier graffitti. scrubs or paints the

Is.* uroviding students with a fresh

incentive to express their thoughts, as one
student did on the freshly cleaned walls in

liodson: "I can't believe the management
finds it necessary to stiffle creativity by
washing the bathroom walls."

Some of the best (of those printable)

are:

"Pardon Me, said Nixon.

To hell with seniority - Bob Day for

English Department Head. Well, this is the

appropriate place for politics.

Don't be a star - use two hands.

Wallace is dying of sickle-cell anemia.

What do you get when you cross Nixon
with a potatoe? A dick-tator.

Don't look up -- the joke is in your hands

Gabell

Ay
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Psychology department dynamic and changing
Our major problem is overcrowding.

ays Dr Dwight Kirkpatrick. chairman of

the Psychology Department. This com-
ment, which could aptly describe the

.[uttered bookshelves, floor, and desks of

realizations that his students can
'.'handle" that type of material and that it

is more in line with their purpose in
studying psychology.

Kirkpatrick estimates that 50 per cent of

his office, actually applies to the large the psychology majors eventually goon to

nrollment in psychology courses. do graduate work in the field However.
Kirkpatrick stated that there are 50 the initial reason for studying psychology

majors this year, only 1(» of whom are is because students believe it will be
seniors. All indications promise at least U0 "useful" in their lives

more majors joining the department next The psychology practicum ~ a semester
ear spent in supervised work-study at a
Enrollment in all the classes is in- mental hospital • was initiated last year.
reasing. The introductory course now has Four students were involved in the

150 students, as opposed to 80 of three program that year due to the financial
years ago. With so many students in- support given in a Mellon Foundation
(erested in psychology, it is worthwhile to grant Now, only two students per year can
investigate the character of our depart- participate. One reason for this limitation

ment its people and what it has to offer, is financial i two-thirds of t uition costs go
What are the goals of the department? to the hospital). Difficulty in getting

Kirkpatrick sees them in terms of a willing, responsible supervision from the

balanced curriculum in psychology hospital staff is another factor.

between the laboratory-research aspects
nd the applied clinical areas." Kirkpatrick admitted that there were no
Four years ago the psychology depart- specific requirements that applicants to

ment was generally regarded as being the practicum had to meet. He described
research oriented. Kirkpatrick thinks that the process as very "subjective:" the
the department has broadened its focus, personality of the individual, whether it is

>wn belief that the applied aspects of thought he or she would profit from the

psychology were inappropriate for un- experience, and course background are all

rii-rgraduate study has been altered by the considered.

"Competition hasn't been that keen," preparing students to do their research
Kirkpatrick added. This spring will mark projects and on what types of advanced
the first time that there are fewer courses should be offered (there have been
positions open than applicants. In per- some requests to have more statistics
spective. Kirkpatrick thinks that the offered). Kirkpatrick also suggested thatprogram has been "highly sue- the nature of introductory psychology is
cessful ...he saw a lot of growth in the being reviewed. Upper level classes are
students who have participated. being flooded by students looking to fulfill
Questioned on possible changes in view distributional requirements a problem

for the psychology department Kirk- which might rejuvenate a two semester
patnek first addressed himself to the introductory course, similar in structure
departure of Dr. Grumpelt, who will be to what was offered three years ago
setting up a private practice in Chester- Student interest and faculty concerns
town and Easton next semester. "He will usually determine what seminars are
be hard to replace because he really could offered, For example, Kirkpatrick ad-
teach everything." explained Kirkpatrick. milled that it was student requests which

Dr. Jonathan Wohl is now preparing to prompted Dr. Haddad to offer a course in
fill the department vacancy. He earned his Freud, in addition to her regular course
doctorate at Yesheva University and has load. Some seminars have 'bombed' - such
been engaged in research in Geneva at the as the one on ethology I the study of animal
Ecole de Psychologie (where Piaget behavior in a natural setting) where the
worked) for the past year Dr Wohls forte famed geese of the Eastern Shore were
is reportedly in cognitive and develop- studied. Kirkpatrick laughs about it now
mental psychology. Even in the light of such flaws, the
Curriculum changes are being reviewed psychology department seems to be

by the faculty and students of the dynamic and to be fostering a good,
department. Kirkpatrick was insistent in working relationship between its students'
his approval of the majors' constructive a"d faculty,

criticism of the department. There are no
fundamental complaints, however.
Discussion centers around how to better

by Chaddie Campbell

Volunteers
Volunteer opportunities for Washington

College students were described at a
series of meetings held earlier this fall. At
that time, several students expressed an
interest in offering their time to the

department of Juvenile Services. During
'ctober and November these students

f
ith the aid of Don Carlson.*the Director of

Volunteers for Juvenile Services,
organized a recreation program which will

« initiated for the first time next
ernes ter.

The goal of the recreation program is to

encourage a one-to-one relationship
between each student and a young adult
wtween the ages of thirteen and sixteen.
'"or the initial meeting all of the students
ind children will meet together to discuss
nose skills or interests which they would
'ke to share with each other. The outcome
jll be such that each student and child
ill be able to both give and receive some
luidance or instruction in a certain in-

vest area. These interest areas may
a"ge from guitar playing and can-
Hemaking. to hints on where good fishing
Pots can be located.
It is hoped that this program will be
eneficial to both the students and the

children. The children, other than simply
recordi

\
the comic doings of a once

being entertained, will be given the
^"led couple. Amanda and Elyot, who

satisfaction of talking with older people
f,nd tha t they are hvmg next to each other

who are willing to share their experiences, ™ their respective second honeymoons.

The students will gain ipsight into the
Fa

.

e a"d C?ld then t

f
am

"P
to Provide

personalities and lifestyles of children l "?***™* as Amanda's second

with differing backgrounds. ^^ V
J
C-°r '

andE|yot s second wife,
Sibyl, stand innocently by.

Meolink cites the reason that she chose
rivate Lives as being: "I love Noel

Coward - he's so witty, so sophisticated,

l differing backgrounds
In preparation for this program

Washington College students had one short p "„" , I
communications workshop- in which E"Val<

:

L
!

ves as bem8
they discussed such things as listening and "T" " " m s

ft
"»?• ?° sophisticated.

the the giving of advice Other than this
*° ° * a"d s° unl 'ke th,s >>lace The atf

one workshop however, no other training ^1 ** She ™'n>*<"s
-

sh°">° be

was deemed necessary. Therefore an] Z&SSZ^*™*™ * «**«*
other student wishing to become involved Tnm mjj^i«» a j .l . . *._

,, .

.

"
, I om Middleton designed the set for this

in the recreation program can do so next n-nA„nKnr. *,-, ,. %. '

l_ ...

semester by contacting Lauri Strauss, the fhT l,iS Th
™ iTY* ^""c"

8

coordinator of volunteer services at W.C, n'ta ?J H i Th^ SU6

Hopefully, the program wil, continue tog^~ ?**£?££

Also working close to the comedy are
Nancy Knuth. stage manager (recently
Mary McNair's role in the Adding
Machine) Bill Barksdale master elec-

Priyate Lives, a three-act Noel Coward trician. Paige Streit of Cincinatti
comedy, fills the Washington College stage costumes; April Lindevald, sound; Dave
this Saturday Sunday, and Monday nights Knepler, properties; Bev Home and Phil
at 7;.I0 p.m. The presentation is the third' Vogler. music: Kevin Maddin, publicity
dramatic production at Tawes Theatre Joe Cline, green room coordinator; and
this semester.

chris[ie Robinson ^ „ice
In what marks senior Jane Meolink's Admission to Private Lives is 25c

first directorial attempt, Private Lives Seating is on the stage.

Faculty
Notes

Private Lives

Philosophy professor, John Miller was
elected to a temporary position on the
Appointment and Tenure Committees by
the faculty last Monday night. Dr. Miller is

replacing Garry Clarke, who will be
sabbatical during the spring semester.
The College will receive $221,000 from

the Hodson Trust Fund. The money will be
allocated for various programs -- ac-
cording to president Joseph McLain,
faculty salaries will be the "number one
priority."

The Long-Range Planning Committee,
which is comprised of Professors Premo,
Schmolt, McDonnell and the Director of

Long-Range planning, George Haywood,
announced its intention to apply for grant
from the Mellon Foundation. The grant
would hopefully aid in the committee's
goal of "faculty development." The
committee commended the ad-
ministration for their "interest and sup-
port," Members of the faculty were asked
to submit their plans for individual
research which could possibly be funded
by the grant. The request must be sub-
mitted to the Mellon Foundation by
February. (See story on page one).
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WC's cage squad closed out its

exhibition season last Tuesday ((he 26th)

with a 75-72 defeat of Wesley Junior

College in Dover. Delaware. The win
' brought the club's preseason record to 3-1,

although the three wins came at the ex-

pense of two-year institutions.

Jerry Moye pumped in 22 points to lead

the Shoremen. Jerry Rice hit 20 and also

made the Sho' press go with five steals.

Steve Bacon scored 17 points, including

some clutch free throws down the stretch,

and also had six assists. Dennis Compton

added ten points, and Geoff Kurtzman's

major contribution was his 13 rebounds,

including ten off the offensive boards.

The game stayed extremely even all the

way. as neither club ever led by more than

six and Wesley took a 38-37 lead to the half

Midway through the second half, the

Sports

Sho'men held the Wolverines scoreless for

three minutes while converting a five-

point deficit to a four-point lead. Wesley

tried to come back, led mostly by Pete

Gruzinskias'game-high 23 points, but the

Shore press and some clutch shooting by

Steve Bacon and Jerry Moye held them in

check.

The officials would have made a story in

themselves. The refereeing was quite poor

to begin with, but the three technical fouls

given out made it evident that the officials

did not have control of the game Worse,

the regular "third half" never came to

pass, as the men in stripes departed im-

mediately after the game.

In the locker room post-mortem. Coach

Finnegan stated that no one had had a

performance that he should be proud or.

hut it was a pood sign that they had stilt

won although they had played that baajy.

Finnegan drew comparisons with several

games the Sho' quint had lost in recent

years, in which both clubs were lousy and

the Shoremen lost because they were out-

hustled in the closing minutes. He also re-

emphasized that the first four games -

Salisbury. Dickinson. Loyola and

Muhlenberg - were likely to be the most

crucial ones of the season.

The exhibition season shows that the

Sho'men still need work on some fun-

damentals, but they do look promising

Predictions may be a dime a dozon. but

this reporter picks the Shore hoopsters to

win from six to eight games this year,

depending on the hustle and desire of the

players. Anything more than that, and the

credit goes directly to Coaches Finnegan

and Koepke by Dana chattellier

Cross-country finishes 4th Music

The Sho' cross-country squad finished

its season officially on November 23rd.

finishing last of four teams at the Mason-

Dixon Conference Championships Division

lit meet.

Johns Hopkins took four of the first five

places and breezed to the championship,

led by Jim Kennedy's winning of 25:34 on

the UMBC course in Baltimore. A distant

second to the Blue Jays' 21 points was

Western Maryland, which bunched five

runners between sixth and twelfth to score

47 points. Gallaudet placed four men in the

first sixteen positions to score 63 points.

For the Shoremen, who had 94 points.

Peter deSelding led the way with a thir-

teenth place 29:26. Second on the depleted

Shore squad was Jackie Johnson, who
turned in a 31:13 log. good for 17th Paco
Marshall crossed the line 19th in 31:37.

senior Craig Jackson was two seconds

slower in 20th. and Jim Collins tied Curtis

Miles for 24th (35:28).

It was another poor performance by the

Sho'men, but they at least can now look

forward to rebuilding the team next year

in the hope of being fairly competitive.

Chatty's corps has been in the cellar

before, and surely shall rise again.

Calender

On Campus:

DEC. 5: Film. "If" in Smith Auditorium. 7:30 p.m.
Basketball against Salisbury at Salisbury

DEC. 6: Chorus Christmas Concert in Tawes Theater. 8:00 p.m.

Wrestling: Lebanon Valley Invitational Tournament Casino night in Minta Martin
Lounge.89:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

DEC. 7: Basektball against Dickinson at WC.
Zeta Christmas Dance featuring Baby Jane at The Betterton American Legion

Hall. 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Studio production of Noel Coward's. Private Lives in Tawes Theater. < through Dec.
9) 7:30 p.m.

DEC. 9: Basketball against Loyola at WC.
DEC. 10: English dept film on Vladimir Nabokov in Smith Auditorium. 4:30 p.m.
DEC. 11: Basktball against Muhlenberg at Muhlenberg.

Baltimore:
DEC 5 : Gus Solomons Dance Company at the Theater Project.

News columnist Carl Rowan at Towson State College.

DEC. 6: Poetry reading by Barbara Holland and Joseph Cardarelliat at the Theater

Project. 8:00 p.m.

Christmas Concert by the Peabody Conservatory Singers at JHU.

DEC. 8: New Riders at JHU 8:00 p.m.

Steve Askins at the Theater Project. 3:00 p.m.

DEC. 9: Folk singer Michael Quitt at the Theater Project. 8:30 p.m.

DEC. 1 1 : Christmas Concert at Towson State College. 8: 15 p.m.

DEC. 5: J. Geils Band with Mountain and Stray Dog at the Capital Centre.

Hugh Masakela at the Cellar Door.

Seascape, by Edward Albee at the Kennedy Center.

DEC. 5-7 : Elvin Jones at the Et Cetera Club.

DEC 6: Home Grown at the Other Barn in Columbia, Md.

National Symphony production of. "The Messiah" at the Kennedy Center. 1
:
30 p.m.

DEC. 7: Soviet Georgian Dancers at the Kennedy Center.

DEC 8: National Symphony at the Kennedy Center 8:30 p.m.

DEC. 9: B B. King at Constitution Hall.

Bachman-Turner Overdrive at the Capital Centre 8:00 p.m.

DEC 9 14: John Hartford with Red. White, and Bluegrass at the Cellar Door.

DEC 10: Rakasaanrol and kirk at the Et Cetera Club.

Brian Fallon and Dan Scharf

Frank Zappa's Roxy and Elsewhere can

be considered one of his finest releases

Instead of making a simple album Zappa

extended the instrumental sections and

made a double Bruce Fowler on trombone

along with dual drummers Ralph Hum-

phrey and Chester Thompson are nothing

short of outrageous The emphasis is on

the instrumental and the typical Zappa

dribblings i lyrics i are absent from most

cuts.

I was a bit concerned when I read

recently that the jazz label CT1 had

merged with the soul based Motown label

However if guitarist George Benson's new

release Bad Benson umder CTI-

MOTOWNi is any indication of things to

come, my concern was unwarranted.

Although Bad Benson may not be Benson's

best tor BAAADEST as the case may bei

il certainly is a good album Also for the

first time Benson experiments with some

latin sounds in his composition "My Latin

Brother ." George Benson is an

educational experience for those who

believe Eric Clapton. George Harrison, or

Keith Richard are good guitar players.

Santana has been known as a rapidly

changing group and Borbolela, their

newest album, seems to be a

conglomeration of musicians as opposed to

a group per se. The Latin flavor is still

there but now with the touch of Brazil

courtesy of percussionist Airto Moreira

and his wife Flora Purim who handles

vocals Tom Coster is used extensively, as

he was on Welcome and il seems that he

and Santana form the nucleus of the

group " In a nutshell Borbolela is a fine

album and well worth listening to although

isn't terribly different from Caravanserae

or Welcome.

1 lad Mandrill's double album been a new

single album, would have been a better

album Mandrilland has some exciting and

beautiful songs that range from rock to

African to Jamaican to their own

inimitable booty wuppin: music.

Especially nice is the Jamaican number

'Bro' Weevil and the Swallow," love songs

"The Reason 1 Sing." "Love Is Sunshine"

and the African number "Khidja " There

are some rather strange songs that would

be difficult to describe since they change

radically from moment to moment
Mandrilland also has a few terrible,

check that God-awful songs that should

have been burned before they ever got on

lape If this had only been a single album

As a dance album lower of Power's

Bump City could have been fine hut with

the added dum-deedlcy-hum-filler songs

Ihe albumcloscs much or ils zeal The

brass riffs save some songs lhat are

almost lost by silly Iritc vocals Down t

Ihe Night Club" is pul together well and

some mean bumpin' can come out of this

In. the bookstore at this lime arc two

Donny Hathaway releases Live! and

Extensions of a Man. Ihe two albums are

totally differenl. the former being per-

cussion oriented there is a greal conga

solo by Kail DeRoven on "Voices Inside")

and the laltervquiel and introspective

What Live! and Extensions of a Man have

in common is that they are greal

achievements by a man who had less than

an auspcious beginning in records If you

were turned away by Hathaway s early

releases, please Like note lhat his last two

records are monsters.

1 Ihink the Isley Brothers will want lo

forget their latest release Live U I'p! The

title suggests that there might be some

party music going on between its ir>

nerslcevcs and the first Tew beats on thf

title cut really gets the listener in a moot

to get up and dance to the music But Livi

Il I'p! is a lease because it soon settle

hack into downright boredom and

repetition With the exception or 'Browi

Eyed Girl" the album is consistently poor

Whatever the Isley's had on Brother.

Brother. Live Al the Bitter End and :i+ ;

somehow gol lost by recorking time f«

Live tl I'p'. It just ain't there

Record Sale
off on all records

at the

BOOKSTORE
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Hodson Trust Grant of $221,000 to be used

for college improvement

Washington College recently received
S221.00U from the New York hased llodson
Trust l''nncl Although the money has heen
itcfineti as unrestricted, the College, ac-
cording to President Joseph McLain has
already designated its allocation
The funds will he used to. aid faculty

salaries huild a new fv.ulty office
building, engineer a study for William
Mnith Hall, and to purchase new pianos
mil other much needed equipment for the
Music Department The remainder or the
monies will lie used Tor student aid

•The problem of Hill Smith is twofold -

first we will determine what needs to lie

done and then we will have to decide how
tctloU McLain explained W; know th;
luiilding has to lie modernized, hut it'll be a
problem because we just don't have
anyplace to put classes

" President Joseph McLain explains the uses of
$221,000 Hodson Trust Grant.

SGA concludes semester

G.I. Hail will be razed according to
M-Lain s plans. The new building, which
will provide another seven offices (for
those faculty members now located in the
basement of Bill Smith I will be erected on
the same, location.

The new faculty building will be a
modern project. "The material will be
made elsewhere and then transported
here. Bang. bang, and one wing is done."
McLain noted as he waved his hands in
explanation. The building of the new
ediface will be scheduled to allow two-
thirds of the offices to be used at any one
time

McLain estimated that the building will
require two-and-a-half months before it is

completed "It will be built during the
summer." McLain revealed.

Board to

discussWC
The final Student Government

Association meeting of the semester was
held hist Monday night A good portion of

the evening's meeting was spent
discussing the results of the Homecoming
questionnaire that students had filled in

earlier that day Forty-seven percent of

the students favored the boat ride on April

.">th hut it has since been discovered that

the Port Welcome is not available for use
(his spring The other possibilities for

Homecoming weekend will be explored
once again.

Another item on the agenda was a

discussion of Larry Talk's plan for the

reorganization of the structure of the SGA
I he original plan had been disscussed in

both the Student Activities Committee and
the Organizations Committee prior to the

meeting, but had never been discussed by
the Senate as a whole hy a majority vote,

however, the Senators voted to keep the

issue tabled until the first meeting of the

next semester No discussion was held
about the movement to postpone the

matter The general consensus seemed to
be that the proposal would have required
lengthy discussion and that there was not
enough time that evening to begin a
serious analysis

Other business brought up at the
meeting included a report from Scott
Friedman, a student member from the
Dean Search Committee No replacement
for Dean Smith has been found as of yet.
bul a couple more candidates for the
position will be on campus next semester
lor filial evaluation, .-.cull trited the

(nullifications that each candidate must
possess These qualifications are: an ;

earned PhD , classroom experience,
scholarly distinction, administration
experience, leadership and community
work, and experience in a small liberal

arts college.

No other major issues, other than
financial allocations, were discussed in the

hour and a quarter long meeting.
Generally, it was a disorderly meeting.
Many Senate members, going into their

last week of classes, seemed anxious to get
back to their work-
One member of the student body, at the

end of the meeting, expressed his disap-
pointment in the Senate, saying that too
much time is wasted in the SGA on
planning parties and allocating money.
This comment was obviously related to his

dissatisfaction about the postponement of
the discussion on the SGA reform Dlan Vet
this comment seems to represent a

general opinion among many students and
Senate members about the role the Senate
has played in the functioning of the

college.

f >ne of the first issues on next semester's
agenda is the SGA reform proposal. The
consideration, and possible im-
plementation of the plan, will hopefully

mark the beginning of a feeling that the
SGA can be a valuable source of progress
and vitality at Washington College The
first meeting next semester will De me
first Monday evening that students return.
SGA meetings are open to all Washington
College students

SGA considers new proposals

A proposal to reorganize the Student
Government Association was tabled last

night, to be taken up for reconsideration
next semester Though the 101,M has
already examined the purposes and
details of the proposals, it seems timely to

repeat the major points

The proposals call for the establishment
of two bodies of the SGA; the Student
I'nion and the Student Academic hoard
The Student Union will be composed of

elected representatives i executive 6T-'

ficcrs and senators' It will be concerned
with the residential, social and financial

business of the SGA
The Student Academic hoard 1SAB1 will

have 21 members elected by majors from
each of the four major divisions and in-

dependent majors There will be one
voting faculty member also These student

representatives will be involved with the

college committees and all academic
-- ::':

, ..

matters All of this depends on organizing
majors throughout the campus; a move
which should promote a more
academically oriented campus
SGA President Maynard Kirpalani

supports the basic concepts of the

proposals The two proposals differ only in I
details and Maynard seems eager to get to |
work on the particulars so as to present a M
solid, loop-hole free plan to the student §
hotly for acceptance in an all-campus vote I
«:$:: , :::.: '..,. ]^\ ? ' ®mmW®WmM ESS

governance
On Friday night, the executive com-

mittee of the Board of Visitors and
.
Governors will meet to discuss the

!
governance of Washington College. The
executive committee is comprised of the
chairmen of the Board's various standing
committees and is headed by the vice-

-chairman of the Board, Maryland State
^Comptroller Louis Goldstein,

Under the Merdinger administration, a
governance committee was established to

I redefine the role and responsibility of both

;
the Board and the President, Judge Rasin
;and Dean Robert A. Roy were appointed
1 co-chairmen of the committee.

Apparently, according to President
I Joseph McLain. the creation of the

} governance committee was prompted by a

| letter from Board member Dr. Milton

§ Eisenhower. The letter delineated the
I roles of the President and the Board;

I Eisenhower felt the Board of Visitors and
I Governors "had no right to fiddle around
I with the curriculum; there should be no
I such thing as a student relation committee
j. on the Board; the President of the College
I should be strong

"

| The letter was written during the

I Merdinger presidency. McLain reiterated.

I Eisenhower's letter carried an implication

of criticism directed towards Elias Nuttle.

Chairman of the Board. Nuttle would "pay
almost weekly visits to the campus to

judge student sentiment." Eisenhower,
however, implied that the Chairman of the

Hoard was spending so much time on
campus, "that he was weakening the

presidents position." related McLain.
"There is no real need for a governance

committee now " McLain noted. "They
might be meeting to dissolve the com-
mittee

"
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I WC women respond on liberation issue

To the Editor ;

It is fortunate that Washington College

has such an enlightened liberated woman
as Melody to educate the simple unaware

male-obsessed, female population Such

uncanny insight into the female mind

should be applauded But it seems that

some of her observations are grossly

exaggerated if non-existent For instance,

the lack of leadership women exhibit in

student organizations probably has little to

do with the fact that most of us didn't play

organized sports. Such things as apathy,

academic preference and little faith in the

influence of such organizations more than

likely rate higher than fear of "male

ostracism." As, one can hardly equate

the necessity for "bonding together" on a

nationwide scale to that of a small private

college. Elections at WC are won by in-

dividual merit, rather than collective

campaigning
Miss Echard's use 01 trie term "upper

middle-class stereotyped individuals"

(besides being contradictory i shows how
little time she has taken to observe WC
females Although most of them don't

make public spectacles of themselves,

many women excel in every' department

Where her social minority exists is un-

certain (perhaps in her head?) and as for

labelling, no one has been more free and

inaccurate as she

Miss Echard's accusation that we are

determined to catch husbands is an insult,

so absurd that its hardly worth dealing

with In the first place, anyone who

marries for security has a more complex

problem than social oppression and

secondly, the primary reason for at-

tending a college the size of Washington

must be more feasible than catching an

"ambitious male." Perhaps wanting to

benefit one's personal life has priority

over man-hunting Her presumptuous

statement "we will comfortably assume

the roles of suburbia" is another example

of her ignorant labelling. Also if a woman

choses to many and not pursue a career,

to imply that she is wasting her life is one

of the most pompous attitudes one can

assume, and will go far to alienate that

section of females who could actively

participate to liberate women in society

Melody Echard not only insults the

female population of WC but the men as

well Granted sexist males exist but to

familiarize about an entire campus is just

another of her fallacious attempts to a

support an unsound argument

Another profound comment is "we
undoubtedly conform to the notion that

women are not to be socially dominant or

professionally ambitious ." Obviously

Melody hasn't talked to the many women
on campus who win scholarships or earn

money working to obtain those very goals.

It would have been helpful if Melody

had given a better example of differentia-

tion among WC women than separate

mailboxes Hardly something to get in-

digant about As for segregated housing,

since when do separate dorms imply

superiority'' If that is her position, why do

\iomen have the better housing facilities?

To deny mat tne proDiem 01 women's

social oppression exists is not the purpose

of this letter Melody's basic intention is

admirable, but her presentation of the

problem is just as short-sighted as denying

its existence The idea of Women's

Liberation is to make people aware of

w omens position in society and how it can

be improved, not to insult and ignore their

intelligence From the picture Melody has

created, she has not enlightened WC
women, but has ridiculed them to such

extremes that anger not motivation will be

a more likely response

As intelligent responsible women we can

examine Melody's position and react

according to the choices we make, but as

ignorant silly idiots. Melody will have to

rise up before male oppression and secure

women's rights single-handedly.

Corinne Blair

To the Editor:

It is indeed time to organize and join the

fight: the fight against those women who
seem to be guilty of the same sort of

misconceptions and fallacious absolutes

they claim to be characteristic of their

opponents: the male chauvanists I am
referring, of course, to the editorial of

Thursday last in which Miss Echard at-

tempted to "enlighten"' the female
populace at Washington College as to the

urgency of her cause Has it ever occurred

to Miss Echard that there are those of us

who believe in male-female EQUALITY,
and attempt to achieve it on a daily basis

and personal level with our male

associates
-

' Because we are not vocally

adament about this "cause" does not

mean we are ignorant in any sense

Frankly, I do not feel the so-called

"problem'' of which Miss Echard speaks

and yet. surprisingly enough. I have no

plans to be married or own a house in the

suburbs il prefer the city at any ratei

Miss Echard's violent accusations and

gross generalizations i most of which are a

far cry from the reality of the WC
situation l serve only as an irritant to those

of us who try to achieve some sort of

respect and equality from our male peers

I do not aspire to a position in the SGA or

elsewhere on campus, nor have I

been vocal, to this point, about my hopes

for equality, and yet I find it hard to

believe I am fated to use my "feminine

wiles to pesuade imem into permanent

commitments " Why must a female

vocalize her indignity at being treated as a

subordinate by her male peers'* Might she

simDlv strive to achieve the respect of

those PEOPLE (men and women alike >

with whom she wishes to he acquainted. I

do not perceive my situation to be akin to

that of Miss Echard's. but further, I find it

most disagreeable to be labeled

"ignorant. " "silly and flirting'" and

unliberated Liberation comes from

within Perhaps the ostracism Miss

Echard seems to have experienced comes

not as a result of the cause she feels for.

but rather the way she approaches that

cause.

Anne Rouse

ELM : reflection of theWC community

Letter to the Editor:

As I was preparing to begin packing all

my things in my last semester here, I

came across a pile of this semester's

ELMS. They brought to mind all the recent

criticism I have heard directed toward the

paper Having worked on the ELM staff

this year and been closely involved with

it. I attempted to step outside myself in

reading these issues and evaluate the

paper as objectively as possible

I began to peruse through my 'collec-

tion' - a lot happened this semester The

ELM reported on: FACULTY NEWS
(Clarke's coming book. Grumpelt's

departure, Yon's resignation as chairman

and Salloch's interim appointment, news

from faculty meetings!. STUDENT LIFE
i SGA news, campus jobs, alcohol on

campus. Free University, attacks on
women. WC volunteers, suicide, the

advising period, trends toward dorm
living, liquor license. Boat House arson):

ACADEMICS (decline in pass-fail courses,

curriculum reform, state aid. department

profiles. HEW rulings, college committees

activitesi: CHESTERTOWN (adult

education offerings, bike regulations,

churches. Publick House. Ecology news.

Still Pond. Crumpton auction, the Farm
Market), SPORTS: SCOPE (an-

nouncements for parties, films, lectures,

concerts, reviews. Student Affairs news,

music reviews, an extensive calendar of

events in and outside this area); NEWS
STORIES (student files. WC loan rates.

Mellon Grant plans, cheating on campus,

SAT and Achievement scores and their

meanings, the legality of Xeroxing)

Certainly, I could go on: I did not even

look through all of the issues I bother to

cite this for a specific reason: to remind

you about what you have read, or point out

what you have missed, and more im-

portantly to show you what you would

have not been informed about (beyond

rumors) if we had no ELM of the quality

that it is.

Letters have been received criticizing

such unimportant things as the lack of

punctuation (though it was obviously in

reference to printing troubles ) . Others are

concerned with ELM policy and editing

from indignant writers who could not

accept a woman editor's decision though it

was well-founded and she was more than

willing to discuss and work with the

writers Behind- the-back slander has been

so prominent that I think most of us know

what ! am referring to The ELM and the

work that goes into it has probably never

been given its due recognition. But. this

year marks a greater tendency toward

attack and ridicule, with more vehemance

and irresponsibility than I have ever

witnessed

When we allow our paper to be ridiculed,

we allow ourselves to be ridiculed If the

ELM is superficial and frivilous, it is

because we are superficial and frivilous If

the ELM is negative and complaintive. it

is because we are negative and com-

plaintive. If the ELM is positive and

complimentary, it is because we have

earned it. If the ELM is probing and

critical, it is because we have deserved it.

It has become vogue to berate the ELM
The paper is often now referred to as if it

were one Derson But, it is no such mon-
ster nor can it ever be, for it is not one

person's expression The ELM is a

reflection of the entire W.C. campus It is

shameful to think that the critics (a role

which we all seem to take on with assumed

competence) respond to the ELM so

maliciously and irresponsibly Can you

say that you seriously analyse the ELM
each week - refraining from forming an

opinion until you have read it completely,

without being influenced by remarks from

others, and judged it as a piece of jour-

nalism? I think we. students and faculty,

must step outside of ourselves for the

moment and re-evaluate our opinions

You might say that one can't take the

ELM seriously This is certainly no

argument with merit, for you MUST
consider it in that light. It is written from a

professional standpoint by us. it must be

read accordingly

Some complain that the paper is poorly

written Undisputedly. this is an over-

generalization It is a true enough

statement about some of the articles that

were printed - I would he the first to admit

it But. most of the writing, if not excellent,

is certainly "good."' Few people realize

the time that goes into publishing an ELM
(the chief editor alone sacrifices from 20-

:ii) hours per week). Since the paper is put

out by full-time students, the time

pressure is naturally going to make its toll

in quality in some issues But. certainly it

is more important to consider the papers

communicative function as a primary

objective and simply do one's best, week

by week, to improve its quality The basic

criticism seems even more ridiculous

when one considers the fact that the staff

is terribly small None of the 'recognized'

best writers on campus contribute to the

ELM One cannot help but believe that no

professional attitude pervades here -- the

art of writing concisely (objectively or

creatively, for journalism is flexible) is

taught to be considered a 'lower form of

writing' and is pushed aside in the rush to

master the EQUALLY fine art of

creatively pouring out ones soul Ap-

parently, pathetically, public opion at

W.C condemns the 'poet' who works for a

newspaper
Finally, one might hear comments

which imply that the paper was better last

year than now This argument, again, does

not mean a great deal in light of the fact

that we had two qualified and hard-

vvorking people running the paper last

year, whereas now we have only one It is

unreasonable to think that she could

produce what took two to accomplish last

year She has been subjected to unfair

criticism - the paper's quality has not

significiantly declined and it is still vastly

better than those of many colleges with far

larger staffs Most people have now

become blind to her qualities, efforts and

successes. Do you linger over vour

mistakes with equal persistence?

Complaints toward the ELM are. in

essence, directly to all of us., to our

failings as a community. We need to take

an honest look at this situation It seems

that it is now equivalent to standing in

front of a firing squad to defend the

ELM ..much less offer it talent, work, or

precious time. But. we only face ourselves

when we open each week's issue

Upon graduating next week. I will be

leaving with a feeling that I had not quite

felt before My anger has dissipated now

feel only sadness and disappointment 1

hope that when I return in May to receive

my diploma that this will be a happier

more self-respecting campus.
Chaddie Campbell



Grants

Opportunity

report to the financial aid officer to find

out the amount of the award.

Ask the financial aid officer now about

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants.

They could provide a foundation to build

Baltimore

Scope

Poetry reading Christmas

Over one million students have applied

[or the Federal Governments Basic

Educational Opportunity Grants so far

this year, and it is still not too late to apply.
1

First or second year students can get

between $50 and $1,050 to help with

educational expenses Basic Grants

provide eligible students with a "floor" of

financial aid which can he used at any one

t)f
over 5.000 eligible colleges, junior

olleges, vocational or technical schools.

areer academies, or hospital schools of

mrsing It costs nothing to apply for Basic

rants, and they never have to be paid

ick.

Itefore applying for a Basic Grant.

students must meet three important

riteria

:

be enrolled full time at an eligible

nstitulion of postsecondary education;

. be a U.S. citizen or permanent

ident:

. be enrolled in postsecondary school

ifter April 1. 1973.

Eligibility for Basic Grants is deter-

mined by a formula which measures
:ial need. This formula, applied

imformly to all applicants, takes into

ii/count such factors as family income and

issets. family size, number of family

numbers in postsecondary school, and

] security and veterans' special

durational benefits

o apply for a Basic Grant, students

mist fill out an "Application for Deter-

nination of Basic Grant Eligibility
"

hese applications are available from the

'hoofs financial aid officer, or by writing

jASIC G BANTS. BOX 1842.

WASHINGTON. I) C. 2002H. Even if a

Indent has applied for other financial aid.

ic or she must fill out a separate ap-

ication for a Basic Grant Eour to six

ceks after submitting an application, you
ill receive a "Student Eligibility Report"
huh notifies you of your eligibility The
mount of the grant depends on financial

iced and the cost of the school which you
re attending i ne student must take this

Jobs in Europe
Any student may obtain a temporary

paying job in Europe by only applying.
Only students are eligible, and they must
submit applications well in advance to

allow ample time for processing permits
and working papers.

Working periods range from (i0 days up
to one year and locations are mostly in

resorts, hotels, restaurants and offices in

Austria. Belgium. France and Swit-

zerland Wages range from $250 to more
than $-100 a month plus room and board
which is arranged and provided free with
each job Actual positions include general
helper, receptionist, buffet server, kitchen

helper, groundskeeper. waiter and
waitress No previous experience or

knowledge of a foreign language is

required.

.lobs are provided on a non-profit basis,

and a brief orientation is provided in

Europe just prior to going out to the job

Also, a Job Card system has been set up
for students with no definite plans or set

departure date. These students are issued

a European .lob Card which places their

names on the job list and initiates the first

steps in processing.

The advantages of a temporary paying

job in Europe include the opportunity to

see Europe and live a new experience on
an earn-as-you-go basis, and then having
an overseas job experience to list on any
future job application.

'

Interested students may obtain com-
plete information, job listings and
descriptions and an application form, by
sending their name, address, the name of

their school and fifty cents in coins or

stamps to cover postage and handling to:

SOS. Student Overseas Services. Box 5176.

Santa Barbara. Ca'lf. 9:1108

Concert

DEC 12: Yes at the Civic Center

DEC. 12-15: Louis Tupler Dance Company at the Theater Project. 8:1)0 p.m.

DEC 13: Michael Egan. poet will read from his works at the Theater Project.

Lecture by David Brinkley at Towson State College.

Ohio Players, New Birth. Graham Central Station, and Walter Heath at the Civic

[enter 7:00 p.m.

Baltimore Symphony Family Christmas Concert at Poly Western High School. 8:00

DEC. 15: Towson Woodwind Ensemble at Towson State College.

"The Arkward Years." non-electric music program at the Theater Project. 3:00

m.

"The Nutcracker" at the Lyric Theater 8:00 p.m.

Candlelight Christmas Concert at Goucher College. 8:00 p.m.

DEC Hi: Michael Quilt, folksinger at the Theater Project. 8:1)0 p.m
DEC 17: Christmas Concert by the Peabody Institute Chorus at Peabody.

DEC. IK: Deep Purple and the Electric Light Orchestra at the Civic Center.

DEC. to : Jon Harvey, mime, at the Theater Project

Chestertown
DEC 14: Christmas festival and house tour in old Chestertown.

The annual Foreign Language Poetry

Beading will be held in the Coffeehouse at

i»:00 on Tuesday, December 17. Students

and professors will be reading in French.

Spanish, German, Portugese. Old English

and other languages.

KA thanks

The KA's would like to thank the WC
community for ils help with their annual

Christmas party for the children of

Chestertown.

parties

Celebrate the international spirit at a 2
Christmas party sponsored by the Modern .

Foreign Language Department this J
Friday night at 8:00. 3rd floor Caroline.

U
Reid Hall and Kent House will sponsor

their annual eggnog party this Saturday
night after the Dick Durhan concert. All

are welcome

Rape patrol

safeguards campus

The effectiveness of the rape patrol has

been debated since its institution at the

end of October, following a series of

harassments and attacks on Washington
College students

The patrol consists of 14 male students,

which survey the campus from 8-2 am.
seven days a week Two students are on

piiard. during those hours, provided with a

flashlight, walkie-talkie, and easy access

to a telephone

Although there has been only one in-

rident of harassment since the origin of

this patrol, the reduction of incidents is

difficult to define Student awareness has

increased and towns people have been

warned that they will he regarded as

trespassers on the campus These two

factors may have contributed to the

"peace" of the campus, coupled with the

advent of. cold weather. Yet the ef-

fectiveness of the rape patrol cannot be
totally ignored. As Dean Kelley stated,

"the patrol has, been, effective in a very

real sense" The night watchman, who

was basically employed for maintenance
surveillance, wasn't sufficient to protect

the security of the campus The patrol has
made students aware that there is always
a "polentia 1 problem" and has helped
students to assume more responsibility for

themselves

The rape patrol will continue for the

remainder of the semester. At the end of

Ihis time, its effectiveness will be.

evaluated by students and administrators.

Calender

On Campus:

DEC 12: Christmas tree lighting in Hynson Lounge. 4:30 p.m.

Traditional Christmas Dinner i Buffet 5:00-6:30 p.m.)

"Much Ado About Nothing" by the Oxford and Cambridge Shakespeare Co. in

Tawes Theater R:00 p.m
,, 11]M ,,, . M ,, ,,

Foreign language poetry reading in the Coffee House. 8:30 p.m..
_

Wrestling against Western Md. at Western Md.

DEC. 13: End first semester classes.
,

,

DEC 15' Piano recital in Smith Auditorium. 3:00p.m.

English film on Robert Lowell and Richard Wilbur in Smith Auditorium. 4:30 p.m.

DEC. 16-20: Final exams.

College Park & D. C.

DEC 12: National Symphony at the Kennedy Center.

Edward Albees. SEASCAPE at the Kennedy Center.

DEC 13 George Harrison and Ravi Shankar at the Capital Centre. 10:30pm.

DEC. 15: Paul Hill Chorale. "An American Christmas" at the Kennedy Center.

DEC I5-I(i: Michael Murphy at the Cellar Door.

DEC. 1G: Electric Light Orchestra at Constitution Hall.

by Karen Jarrell
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I Auspicious start leads hoop team to victory
of

i Yes, Virginia, the Sho'men have come
back.

$ The WC basketball team has gotten offD
to its most auspicious start in several

E years, boasting a 2-1 overall record and
lu undefeated < 1 -0 1 in the MAC as of

© Tuesday. December hasn't looked that

p good since 1968, when the Shore ripped off

three straight wins to start. If it keeps up.

before long there'll be talk of the first

winning season since Coach Tom Fin-

negan was a player

It started last Thursday night at

Salisbury, where tihe Sho'men first blew a

14-ppint hgj/tirnv tead.-.then came back to

win 98-^3 before a' packed house at

Salisbury Taking advantage of the ab
sence of Gull superstar Howard Shockley
and some poor shooting on SSC's part, the

men in maroon rolled to a 51-37 lead at the

half, amid anguished cries of. "We want
Shockley!"

In the second half they got Shockley His
court appearance electrified the crowd.
which in turn psyched the players, and the
Gulls pulled to within two at 65-63. But a

layup by Geoff Kurtzman off a drive and a
steal for a layup by John Habermann gave
WC a six-point edge, and the Gulls had shot
their bolt

Steve Bacon's 30 points paced the
Sho'men. as Georf Kurtzman added six-

teen and hauled down 19 rebounds against
Salisbury's two 6-7 giants and the 6-6

Shockley. Jerry Moye and Jerry Rice
contributed 18 and 16 respectively, and
John Habermann came off the bench to hit

10 Afterward. Coach Finnegan called it

"the best game we've won and the best
talent we've beaten in three years."

Saturday alternoon's home opener
against Dickinson provided an equally

exciting, bitterly fought struggle

i Sports

Intramural

results

Men's as of

December 1 1 . I!i7-t

CAPTAIN 11-1

WOMBATS 9-1

.OSCAUENTES »:

•'ACUITY M
1'USIIES M
l'HETAS B-5

MUDSIIAHKS 7-a

.AMBDAA 11-]

WYCOMK'OWII.DMEN 5H

<AA ."'7

WOMBAT'S l-'AUM TEAM :>-!«

lEOENZOS 0-L

Dropped' GANGKTEKS. KA B. LAMBDA

WC center vies for the ball against Loyola.

Dickinson looked to be in good control of

the game when they took an early 10-

pomt lead, but the Devils couldn't seem to

play consistent defense without fouling.

and even thoush the Shoremen didn't shoot
particularly well from the line, they
managed to come back to within two at the
half. 43-4 1.

The same problems plagued Dickinson in

the second half Even though they rallied
briefly to lead bv 8. the Sho' offense just
kept firing away, finally pulling away to

an eight-point lead and holding on to win.
90-85 Jerry Moye's 26 points led all scores
and tied a personal career high. Steve
Bacon gunned home 20. Jerry Rice hit 15.

and Geoff Kurtzman added 17 and grabbed
10 rebounds.

However, all good things must end. The
only shame is that the mini-winning streak
had to end the way it did Loyola opened
the Sho' here Monday night, 104-78. but the

score is meaningless because Washington
College this year is definitely not 26 points
worse than Loyola The officials, however,
apparently didn't see it that way. Four
technical fouls were handed out. which has
to mean SOMETHING The low point of

the evening was reached when things got
so bad that Jerry Rice and a Loyola player
were ejected for fighting late in the second

half. Rice didn't even throw the first

punch It wasn't so much that the referees

it certainly seemed that a lot of the bad
ones, particularly in the second half, went
against Washington. 'It is also interesting

to note that at least one of those two o(

ficials worked the Schaefer-Melri
Tournament, in which Loyola won hvj

games and narrowly lost another to (1*

defending small college NCAA cham
pions >

But that is history and the thing (hi

Sho'men must do now is forget the Loyola

disaster and concentration on winning \\a

games ahead The season is young, and ths

talented Sho men have the potential togos
long way.

'One final note: remember tha

prediction last week? Burn it).

by Dana Chattellier

I «ft «Ki«ft*ft«tt*ftwm*s »wra wwmnmmcmm

What They're Reading on Campuses

1. The Joy of Sex, by Alex Comfort 1

2. How to Be Your Own Best Friend, by Mildred Newman
and Bernard Berkowitz

3. The Gulag Archipelago, by Alexander Solzhenitsyn —
4. Plain Speaking, by Merle Miller —
5. Sybil, by Flora R. Schreiber —
6. Tales of Power, by Carlos Castaneda —
7. I'm OK, You're OK: A Practical Guide to

Transactional Analysis, by Thomas A. Harris 8
8. All the President's Men, by Bob Woodward and

Carl Bernstein

9. Rendezvous with Rama, by Arthur C. Clarke —
10. Once Is Not Enough, by Jacqueline Susann —
Only two of the ten books that were the favorites at college and universities
last spring survived as bestsellers this fall on 54 campuses checked by The
Chronicle.

Editorial

Merry Christmas

from the

Washington Elm

College Heights Sub. Shoppe

across fronr campus
77H-2i;7!

Pizza

Steaks Subs Chicken

Daily Specials

Mon - Thurs. H:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m
Fri. - Sat. 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Sun. I:;l0p.m. - 9:,»a p.m.
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Kent House burglarized over vacation:

use of master key suspected
Sometime between Ihe hours of 11 a.m

and 4 p.m. on January eleventh, one or

more persons entered Kent House dor-

mitory, and with the presumed aid of a
master key. went through almost all of the

in rooms in the building. When they had
left the dorm was in almost complete
disarray, with desk and bureau drawers
npened and their contents emptied onto the

floor, and merchandise valued at as much
as sixteen hundred dollars was missing

A list ol the stolen items provides a

\irlual inventory of modern student

possessions: a $20(1 calculator,

prescription glasses, stereo headphones,
several television sets, numerous sweaters
;ind jackets, and three clock radios.

Several caches of marijuana were also

taken, and the thieves even went so far as
to steal an athlete's muscle relaxing

medication.

According to Dean Barry McArdle. a

security check was made of Kent House at

U o'clock the morning of the burglary, and
:il that lime the building was locked. At

about \i\ that afternoon McArdle
received a phone call from student Andy
Koscieza, a resident of Kent, informing

him that the building had been entered.

Koscieza. staying in Chestertown over

the vacation, had left his ground-floor

room window open so that he could get into

his room to collect his things

McArdle then notified the police, who
accompanied the Dean on an inspection of

the dorm Various articles, including a

camera and some clothes, were left lying

in the halls, and. as all the burglarized

rooms' doors were left ajar, they were
checked to see just what had been taken.
"1 had no idea of the intentions lof the

thieves) at first," recalled McArdle.
"There were nice TV's, stereos, and some
valuable stuff still in the rooms. ..Money
was around..." One student was so

careless as to leave two hundred dollars

in signed traveller's checks lying in

full view.
The police then tried to htt fingerprints

from some parts of the rooms, and they

eventually took with them several items

with the hope that they could develop leads

from them. As of Tuesday afternoon the

police had reported no developments in the

case, although McArdle noted that they

would not necessarily inform his office in

the event of a breakthrough.

When students came back to school last

week, and reviewed their losses

a clearer picture of the scope of the

crime emerged. McArdle now says that

although at first he didn't know what was
missing from the rooms, the reports from

the proctors in Kent on the missing items

shows that "some really wierd things"

were taken. It is not known, for example,

why the several fraternity pins, valued at

about five dollars each, were taken. Also

puzzling is why some of the property was
vandalized - a radio left smashed on the

floor, bicycle tires slashed, and the like.

"Barry i McArdle) told me that they

were going to change the room locks in the

dormitory." Proctor Tom Regan says

that the Student Affairs Office promised

action at that time. Regan had a television

set stolen this fall when someone ap-

parently in the possession of a key gained
access to his room while he was away for

the weekend.
How does the Dean of Men respond to

these charges? When asked why, after the

theft from Regan made clear that a

master key was still at large (one had been
recovered early this fall), he replied, "I

can't answer that. We were assured that

the locks would be changed. ..I talked to

Crooks (Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds) who takes charge of any
changes in the dorms several times about

changing locks, and I was given a positive

answer several times."

Last spring a set of keys was stolen from
the Dean's office. As the set included a

master key which could open all the rooms
in the male dormitories, McArdle says he
began making requests to Superintendent

Crooks that the room locks in the male
dorms be changed.

Continued on page five

Political Science Department reshuffled
Recent unfortunate occurances within

the Political Science department have
provided impetus for the hiring of two new
faculty members. The situation resulted
from the resignation of Dr Jonah Churgin.
former candidate for mayor of Chester-

ni. and a heart attack suffered by Dr.
Daniel Premo.

f>r Churgin taught at Washington
'ollege for four and a half years. His areas

of concentration were Urban-State politics
and American Presidency. Churgin
decided to teach only part-time last

semester in order to do post-doctoral work
dl Columbia University in New York.
Consequently. Churgin taught only two
courses and was available on campus one
day per week. The Political Science

department was not able to hire another
part-time professor. Dr. Churgin's
resignation was not accompanied by any
official or public statement explaining his

resignation.
Dr. Tai Sung An, Chairman of the

department, cited possible reasons for Dr.

Churgin's departure: he "may have been
dissatisfied or unhappy about teaching

and conducting research at the same time
and having to commute from New York to

Chestertown." Dr. An also mentioned that

Churgin "may have lined up a better job.

or there may have been other reasons, but

Professor Churgin did not spell them out
"

Consequently, at the beginning of the

spring semester, the Political Science

department had a vacancy on its staff.

The departmental problem was com-
pounded by the recent illness of Dr. Dan
Premo. who was also a member of the

History department. He offered courses on
Latin-American studies, both historically

and politically. Premo was also expected
to leach a seminar on research
methodology required of all Political

Science majors. Besides these courses,

Premo was covering an Introduction to

Modern Government course for Dr.

Churgin.

With two vacancies, the Political

Science department was confronting a
critical condition days before the semester
was to begin. Dr. An and Acting Dean
Nathan Smith began contacting colleges

and universities in Washington, DC. in the

hope of finding adequate replacements.

During the second day of classes their

efforts were rewarded: John Morgan from

L.S.U. will assume Dr. Premo's Latin

American courses and Keith Thomas from

American University will assume
Churgin's courses and the methodology

seminar.

With the hiring of professors Thomas
and Morgan, the Political Science

department is now one of the few depart-

ments on campus with "new blood." Dr.

An stated that he "wishes to concentrate

on the future of the department," but the

future will depend on the performance of

these new faculty members at Washington

College.



Editorial
1 Two events of particular significance took place on campus during

! the recent winter break. The first is of course the wholesale burglary of
- Kent House in broad daylight two weeks ago this Saturday. This
r crime, which resulted in the selective gutting of all but two of the
1 dorm's 40 rooms, was as unnecessary as it was unfortunate, and in

P fact could have been prevented were it not for the complimentary
! pussyfooting, negligence and downright ineptitude of two important

|
school agencies: the Student Affairs Office and the Maintenance

: Department.

i

By the time the stolen master key to the Kent House rooms was
i
found this fall, Student Affairs had full cognizance of the likelihood of

: hand-made duplicates being still at large. The burglarizing of a
student's room last November with the probable use of this key, which
confirmed these suspicions, should have signalled more of a red alert

than it did in the office of the Dean of Men, and should have prompted
more drastic steps than were undertaken at that time.

Rather, the Dean contented himself by taking action that was far

from commensurate with the dangers inherent in the situation. By
mid-December, it should have been obvious to the Dean that his
cautious, steady-as-she-goes requests made upon Mr. Crooks were
not going to bring about necessary action. Lacking as he does,
whether due to fault of office or personality, the requisite control over
the Buildings and Grounds people, and apparently unable to mobilize

Once more with feeling

those who do have such authority, he should have informed the

students of the emergency proportions of the situation. Instead,

Student Affairs thought it sufficient to send out a flyer voicing little

more than the usual pre-vacation precautions.

While manifesting deficiencies in one area, the Student Affairs

Office over indulged in another, and in so doing violated a principle we
think is well worth defending.

In an effort to reclaim lost furniture belonging to the College, the

Dean entered perhaps 30-40 rooms without the occupants presencs

and largely without their consent.

On the surface, the whole thing might seem like a game. Students

sneak into lounges and lobbies at night and make off with college

furniture; the Dean in turn sneaks into students rooms during

vacation and takes it back. While no one is looking, however, what is

also being taken is the student's right to privacy of his own room. Last

year, after a search of a student's room under extraordinary cir-

cumstances, the Dean pledged that such invasions would only occur

in extreme and unusual cases. When asked why he didn't consider

this promise, the Dean replied, "I just didn't think of it."

While respecting his right to appropriate illicitly held school

property, we hope that in the future the Dean will think of it and utilize

the equally available but proper means.

Forum

To the Editor:

I feel compelled to respond to your
November 21st editorial on the role of

women on the Washington c ]|ege campus.
First, you may now recalculate your
percentage of letters to the editor written

by women. Second, there was and S.G.A.
president who was female. It was I for the

1961-62 term!
The position was frustrating at times but

mostly challenging and rewarding. It was
a very natural sequence of events which
led to the job as I had been a Senate
member and an officer prior to the

presidency. I did not feel insecure, out of

place nor did I have any of the women's lib

ideals in mind. I was a person doing a job.

Carolyn Dunne (Gray) "63

To the Editor:

As an alumnus of Washington College, I

have been getting quite a kick out of the
deluge of letters you have printed con-

cerning the "female problem" or

whatever it is, al school. Well, I am afraid

you don't really have an idea of what real

female suppression is, insofar as

Washington College is concerned

! came to Chestertown in the fall of 1967.

Our curfew lyes, we had curfews) was
10:30 p.m., which, as I have observed
since, is now just about the time everyone
starts going out "on the town", so to speak.

Un special weekends, when there were
social affairs off campus (Armory dances,

fraternity parties) we were allowed to

come in at 1 a.m. We had to sign out on a

list when we left, and sign in when we
returned. We were scrutinized by our
housemothers (yes, we had housemothers)
and we had weekly room inspections. We
had to make our beds.

Men or boys or whatever you consider

your co-educational peers, were not

allowed across the street save for special

occasions. My freshman year, they in-

stituted a visitation policy, whereby
women were allowed in a man's room, if.

and ONLY IF his door remained open.

There was no drinking on campus, at least

that's what the handbook said. Girls spied

on other girls, turning them into the Dean
of Women if a violation of behavior was

observed

Oh how glorious it was second semester

sophomore year ( 1969) when we girls got

the great Plastic Dorm Key In ("he Sky

What a revolt that created, freedom,

gprls. that's when we knew what it was like

to be "free" a I Washington College.

Coinciding with that accomplishment was

the opening up ol fraternity chapter

rooms, and the invention of the Keg In The
Icebox You can imagine what a thrill it

was to enter those sacred environs and get

loaded with the guys

John Meyer Norwich coordinated outfits

with matching accessories lor the

ubiquitous blue jean. You stopped seeing

rollers in hair nets every night

As you can see. I could go on forever,

using up the same valuable space in your

newspaper as has been used the past few

weeks for the verbal battles and per-

sonality conflicts of your verbose letter-

writers. But I would like to make one point,

at best.

One of the prime catalysts of the

freedom you now enjoy or abhor < I am nol

sure which) was the arrival of Maureen
Kelly at Washington College You simp!;,

have no idea of how her realistic and
humane view of men and women together
altered the stilled atmosphere of our

school. College, you will realize after

graduation, is a total learning experience,
where one learns how to cope, how lo

question, how to articulate, how to

prove, how to destroy. Things
changing now. you all arc right, but the

degree to which they are changing is

much more difficult to pinpoint. If I may
sound like a parent, just be glad you came
to Washington College AFTER" the real

"social revolution."

Sincerely.

Dorothy Undstrom'71

Dean candidate Murray visits campus

Dr. Frank Murray

Dr Frank Murray, the second candidate
invited to Washington College by the Dean
Search Committee, visited the campus on
Monday and Tuesday of this week.
Murray, who has studied at St Johns
College, Annapolis and Johns Hopkins
University, is currently serving as
Chairman of the Graduate Program at the
University of Delaware.

Students were given the opportunity to

question and evaluate Dr Murray at an
open forum in the Coffee House on
Tuesday afternoon. Murray fielded all

questions with the circumlocution and
hesitant consideration characteristic of

prospective candidates for academic and
political positions:

Tenure: Murray cited traditional reasons

for retaining tenure and supported his

argument with incidents from the

McCarthy Era. Murray, while defending

the institution and procedures of the

Tenure system, agreed that many
deadwood professors are protected by

that same system Murray explained

that while firing tenured faculty is

difficult, it is not impossible. "When
reasonable encouragement procedures

fail" (such as student evaluations, or

consultations with the dean) Murray
specified the need for drastic ad-

ministrational action.

Distribution: Murray stood in favor of a
broad-based curriculum, including

distributional He reasoned that:
"There are certain principles on the
functioning of the universe that should
be understood by every educated per-
son."

Admissions : Speaking on Affirmative

Action. Murray stipulated that: "I don't

support it in principle ..not for the

purposes of correcting past
balances."

Liberal Arts Education: Expounding on

his defense of the liberal arts education.

"Specialization should occur at another

period in your life."



John Morgan commences hectic semester

Two new additions are Mr. John
Morgan from Catholic University...

One of the new members of the
Washington College faculty this semester
is Professor John Morgan. He was con-
tacted by Dean Nathan Smith through
mutual friends at Catholic University in
Washington, D.C., and, for this semester
only, will be assuming the teaching duties
in the fields of Political Science and Latin
American Studies, formerly belonging to
Professor Premo, who has taken a leave of
absence because of illness.

Born in Charlotte, North Carolina,

Professor Morgan received his Bachelor's
Degree in History from the University Of
Florida at Lakeland in 1965. For the next
two years and seven months, he served in
the U.S. Army Transportation Corps and
in Holland and Germany. He particularly
enjoyed the time he spent in the latter
country because the job he held there with
the Army was comparable to a civilian
position. Hedid not have to wear a uniform
and had many other liberties most often
associated with civilian life.

Upon returning to the United States in

1968. Professor Morgan entered the
University of South Carolina's Graduate
school. He remained there for one year,
and earned his Masters Degree in Inter-
national Studies, specializing in the Latin
American area.

In 1970. he entered the University of

Louisiana at Baton Rouge to work toward
a degree in Political Science. He com-

pleted his studies there in 1973.

Political Science has remained one of
Professor Morgan's foremost interests. He
spent the winter and spring of 1974 in Costa
Rica doing field research toward his
dissertation on the political situation in
Latin America. In June he returned to his
home in northwest Washington, D.C. to
further research his naner. which is
tentatively entitled, "Political Recruit-
ment And Career Patterns and The
National Liberation Party In Latin
America", at the Library of Congress.
Because of the great amount of time he
ndeds to work on his dissertation,
Professor Morgan will be communiting to

Chestertown only twice a week to teach
He is looking forward to being an in-

structor here this semester, this being his
first independent teaching experience. He
has held assistantships at the universities
he has attended. When asked his first
impressions of Washington College,
Professor Morgan said that they were,
"very favorable", and that the college, "is
very attractive and has a good
curriculum. •' He admitted that things
have been hectic for him in the past week,
but is quite sure he will leel at home here
as the semester progresses.
At the end of the year. Professor Morgan

,

hopes to return to Costa Rica. In the fall / ,

Mr
- *8ltn

he plans to seek a teaching position in
AmenCan University.

Washington, D.C

..and Mr. Keith Thomas from
teaching position

by Karen Jarrell

Admissions picture remains steady

Washington College is "holding its own"
in the college admissions market, ac-
cording to Director of Admissions,
Onnond Andrew. "We are even a little bit

ahead over the number of applications
received by this time last year." Andrew
warned however that the last two weeks in
January usually are the deciding point ior

evaluating the admissions outlook.

Andrew admitted that the quality of the
prospective freshmen is "about the same.

Board scores, again are not good, and
again that's a natural sort of thing." The
SATs are not at fault, Andrew explained
"the fault may lie in the fact that basic
English isn't taught." Andrew believes
that colleges are now receiving ap-
plications from visually-oriented, as op-
posed to literary-oriented students.

Nationwide, applications from high
school seniors have been stable and, in

general, submitted earlier than in
previous years. Andrew attributed this
change in behavior to the more con-
servative, tradition-minded students now
enrolled in high schools.

According to Andrew two of the college's
admissions procedures have been altered
in order to encourage application.
"Deposits are late because we have
changed financial aid poIicy--the student

can now opt for immediate aid decision or
wait until April, when the decision has
been traditionally made. This way we're
not forcing them to make or wait their
decision. I mean to lay out $4,000 today is
no mean feat for many applicants " The
college is also trying to reestablish itself
with students from the Eastern Shore
"There's so much aid for Eastern Shore
students."

Rape patrol dismembered
The Security Patrol will relax their

policing of the Washington Campus until
the spring.

The patrol, which guarded the campus
from 8:00 until 2:00 nightly for the last two
and a half months of the fall semester, was
created to discourage loitering and to
deter potential assault or vandalism.
After consultation with S.G.A. president,

Maynard Kirpilani, Dean of Students,
Maureen Kelley, concluded that "chances
of there being the problems we had in the
fall are much, much smaller."
The rationale behind the decision was

that with the advent of colder weather, the
number of loiterers and subsequent
disturbances will decrease. Kelley
reasoned that "the campus is a natural
drawing card. Strangers have no where
else in town to go, so they wander up here
and incidents occur. .1 believe that people
don't come up here to deliberately cause
trouble. With the decrease in tem-
peratures, the wanderers decrease."
The patrol will "definitely" be rein-

stituted in the spring. Kelley explained
that "the patrol will start again with the
nice weather."

For Nice Things in Silver and Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler
Guaranteed watch and jewelry repair

Downtown - Around the comer from the perk

A career in law—
without law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the six courses offered—choose the
city in which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute lor Paralegal Training
has placed more than 700 graduates in law firms
banks, and corporations in over 60 cities.

If you are a student of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(215)732-6600
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I Masks

Scope

" An exhibition entitled "A Face for a

js Spirit: Ritual Masks of Black Africa"

3 opened this week in the Gibson Fine Arts

g Center at Washington College. It will be on

~> display through February 10.

£ Selected bv Dr. Glenn A. Long, Curator-

B in-charge of African art at The Baltimore

o Museum of Art, the exhibition contains

£ masks from sub-Saharan black Africa

along with photographs of several of the

pieces as they are used in traditional

ceremonies and rituals.

Although African art has been collected

in the United States for over 20 years, the

study of traditional African sculpture and

of the people who make and use it has only

recently come of age. Scholars have now

lived among the Africans and through

their studies and research have discovered

the traditional use of these ritual objects

which are fast becoming obsolete due to

the civilization of many African peoples.

The works being shown were drawn

from the collections of The Baltimore

Museum of Art and are being circulated

throughout the State of Maryland by the

Museum in cooperation with the Maryland

Arts Council. Arrangements for the local

showing were made by the College art

exhibits committee.

Gallery hours are from 2 to 4 p.m.,

Monday through Friday. The public is

invited, free of charge.

Lecture

chemical compound
tetraselenofulvalenium tetracyano-p-q-

uino-demethanide.

A native of Brooklyn, Dr. Engler

received the B.S. degree in a special

honors science program funded by the

N.I.H. at Providence College in Rhode

Island in 1969. He received the Ph.D. in

organic chemistry from Princeton

University in 1973, and joined the research

staff at the Watson Research Center that

same year. Dr. Engler is a personal friend

of Prof. Robert F. Drake of the

Washington College chemistry faculty.

Summer Jobs

Informed sources report that summer

10b opportunities for college students

•look good" this year. National Parks
;

Dude Ranches, Guest Resorts, Private

Camps, and other tourist areas throughout

the nation are now seeking student ap-

plications.

Summer job placement coordinators at

Opportunity Research (SAP) report that

despite national economics tourist areas

are looking for a record season. Polls

indicate that people may not go for the big

purchases such as new cars, new homes,

furniture or appliances, but most appear

to be planning for a big vacation.

A free booklet on student job assistance

may be obtained by sending a self-

addressed stamped envelope to Oppor-

tunity Research, Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead

Dr., "Kalispell, MT 59901. Student job

seekers are urged to apply early

!

Dr. Edward M. Engler, a research

chemist at the I.B.M. Thomas J. Watson

Research Center, Yorktown Heights. New
York, will deliver a lecture entitled

"Organic 'Metals' " in room 311 Dunning

Hall on the Washington College campus at

4:30 P.M. on Tuesday, January 28th. The

talk will be concerned with Dr. Engler's

project for I.B.M. to develop a new class of

organic solids which conduct electricity in

the same manner as metals.

Dr. Engler and a co-worker reported

their progress in this work at a recent

meeting of the American Chemical
Society, where they described the unusual

electrical conductivity Droperties of the

Concert

The Philidor Trio will present a concert

of Baroque music at Washington College

on January 30 in the Gibson Fine Arts

Center at 8:30 p.m.

The program is being sponsored by the

College concert series and is open to the

public. Admission will be by series season

ticket or by single-performance tickets

available at the door, adults S3, students

SI.

The Philidor Trio is to play here on Thursday, January 30

In addition to the evening concert, the

trio will give a demonstration and

discussion in the Fine Arts Center at 3:00

p.m. The public is invited, free of charge,

to the afternoon program.

Members of the trio are Elizabeth

Humes, soprano; Shelley Gruskin,

baroque flute and recorders: and Edward

Smith, harpsichord. The artists formed the

Philidor ensemble in 1965 while per-

forming with the New York Pro Musica, an

early music group.

Miss Humes, a graduate of the Hartt

College of Music, has sung throughout

North and South America, Europe, and the

U.S.S.R. as soprano soloist with the New

York Pro Musica. She has been soloist with

the Dartmouth Festival Orchestra, The

Marlboro Chorus and Orchestra, the

Hartford Symphony, the Long Island Bach

Festival, and the New York Cantata

Singers, and she has appeared in joint

recitals with lutenist Lucy Cross.

Shelley Gruskin is one of this country's

finest recorder players. A graduate of the

Eastman School >if Music where he studied
r
lute under Joseph Mariano, he played two

years with the Rochester Philharmonic

and one season with the NBC Opera

Orchestra He then turned his attention to

early music and instruments and has

performed with the Pro Musica group for I

over twelve years. He has taught at the

New York College of Music and is now on

the faculty of Queen's College.

Harpsichordist Edward Smith received

a degree in music from Lawrence College,

studied composition with Luigi

Dallapicolla in Italy under a Fulbrighl

scholarship, and was a student of Ralpi

Kirkpatrick al Yale. He performed wilt

the Pro Musica from 1964 to 1969, has giva

solo recitals in the United States and i

Europe, and is a member of the it

strumental quartet Bach's Uncle.

The trio's concert program, entitle

"Handel and His Rivals", will includ

three works by George Frederick Handel

two arias from Alcina, three arias fro

Julius Caesar, and Sonata in E mini

Opus 1, No. 1. Other selections will inch)

three anas from Astarte, and Divi

timento da camera, by Giovanni Battis

Bononcini; the cantata, Ecco 1'infaus

lido, by Nicola Antonio Porpora; tra

scriptions from Handel's Rinaldo. 1

William Babell; and Johann Chrislcj

Pepusch's songs from The Beggars' Ops

i John Gay).

Musiic

Sly and the solid gold year

1974 Elm Awards: Selected by a panel of

impartial experts in the field of music, in

order of excellence

Best Rock Album : 1. Total Eclipse (Billy

Cobham) 2. Relay er (Yes) 3. Second
Helping (Lynyrd Skinner) 4. Bad Co. Best

R&B Album: 1. Small Talk (Sly and the

Family Stone) 2. Light of Worlds (Kool and
the Gang) 3. 1 Can Stand a Little Rain (Joe

Cocker) 4. Fire (Ohio Players)

Best First Release: 1. Stanley Clarke (S.

Clarke) 2. Teasin (Cornell Dupree) 3.

Power of Soul (Idris Muhammad) 4. High-

way Call (Richard Belts)

Most Commercial Album: 1. Elton

John's Greatest Hits 2. Kung-Fu Fighting
(Carl Douglass) 3. Ringo JRoingo Starr) 4.

All the Girls in the World Beware (Grand
Funk)

Best Morning Music: 1. Miles of Ais.s Best Dance^bum.J Do lt
;

til, your Best ^round^ Music

^

(Joni Mitchell) 2. Another Beg.nning < Les satisfied (B T. Express) 2 Mr* 6
illuminations (Colel

McCann) 3. Skylark (Paul Desmond- 4. Players. 3. Four Tops Live 4. Blackbyrd <Uu ^y^ ^ ^^ ^ ^
Winter in America (Gil Scot-Heron) (Donald Byrd)

Artist with Greatest Ability to Take Six

Words and Make Fifty Songs with Them:
L James Brown 2. Bachman-Turner
Overdrive 3. Al Green 4. Osibisa

Ugliest Group : 1 . Florescent, Leech, and

Eddie 2. Barry White and Love Unlimited

3. Steely Dan 4. Isley Brothers

Best Paaaartee Album: 1. sun Goddess

(Ramsey Lewis) 2. Light of Worlds (Kool

and the Gang )'
3. Relase Yourself

(Graham Central Station) 4. Fire (Ohio

Players)

Most Disappointing Album : 1 . Live It Up
(Isley Brothers) 2. Late for the Sky

(Jackson Browne) 3. Osibirock (Osibisa)

4. It's Only Rock and Roll (Rolling Stones)

Best Comeback: 1. Relayers (Yes) 2.

Sun Goddess (Ramsey Lewis) 3. Peace on

You (Roger McQuinn) 4. Thrust (Herbie

Hancock)

Best Live Album: 1. Live in London

(O'Jays) 2. Miles of Aisles (Joni Mitchell)

3. Marvin Gaye Live 4. Four Tops Live

Most Sexually Arousing: 1. Joy (Isaac

Hayes) 2. Olinga (Milt Jackson) 3. High

Energy (Freddie Hubbard) 4. Power of

Soul (Idris Muhammad)

Best Folk Album : 1 . Miles of Aisles'

Mitchell) or Court and Spark (Joni

chell) 3. Holiday (America) 4. On S

(Loggins and Messina)

Best Jazz Album: 1. High M
Freddie Hubbard) 2. Stanley ClarM

Pieces of Dreams (S. .Turrentine)

Up With It (Miles Davis)

Best Album of 1974: 1. High EjJ

(Freddie Hubbard) 2. Court and *

(Joni Mitchell) 3. Stanely Clarke
j j

boletta (Santana)

by Brian Fallon and Dan •



FUWC dies . . . quietly

In spite of an enthusiastic turnout for its

first meeting last semester, the Free
University of Washington College is now
nearly defunct. FUWC lacked the
organization and the ongoing student
support needed to run such a large-scale

project.

Five students devoted a large portion of

their time to organize meetings, recruit

instructors, and publicize courses. Yet,

iiccording to one of the organizers, many
more hands were needed for such a

demanding job.

Another major difficulty that the FUWC
ran into last semester was the hesitance of

students on campus to share their skills

and interests, and to teach a course or run
ii workshop. If more and varied courses
had been offered, possibly a greater in-

terest in taking a Free University course
might have ensued.

Two courses proved to be successful, a

bicycle repair course and a macrame
dass. Each course drew approximately

ten students.

Finances were never a problem. The
Student Government Association allocated

$.il) to the FUWC. and each course was in

(urn given a certain budget according to

its needs.

Students were asked at the beginning of

last semester what courses they would
have been interested in taking. Due to a
lack of facilities or instructors, some

courses, such as pottery and photography,
could not be offered. Others never got
under way simply because of a lack of
initiative on the part of either the in-

structor or the organizers.

The near failure of FUWC last semester
was a combination of a lack of student
support and organization. As has been true
of other functions on the Washington
College campus, students failed to follow
through on the project.

As has been reiterated time and time
again, the purpose of FUWC is to

broaden a student's education at
wastnngton College, to leach her-him how
to do practical things. It is an opportunity
for people to give of themselves and to

learn to do things that others can bear
witness to.

At first glance. FUWC appears to be a
good idea to many people, and it may well
be. Yet to make it a worthwhile source of
learning requires time, effort and
willingness to open up to other people.
FUWC has not completely failed

Another organizational meeting will be
held within the next week or two. Possibly
it will be able to function once again. If

deemed necessary, the SGA will be asked
to evaluate and handle the mechanics of
the University with the hope that FUWC
will once and for all fulfill a vital need in

the Washington College community.

by Kathy Wagner
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Kent theft

One out of every three Marine Corps officers

is in aviation. And we're looking for more
good men to join them. Men who will fly some
of the world's most exciting aircraft, as

members of the world's finest air-ground

team. If you're in college now, look into our

PLC-Aviation program. There's no better

time—and no better way—to get started.

THE MARINESARE LOOKING
FOR A FEW GOOD MEN.

Localization : Call Capt Paul Drnec
Starting pay $9600-12,000 (301) 962-3733
(over $17,400 after 5 years)
Summer training only while
in school. The chance for
up to $2700 in financial
ass is tanc e .

Continued from page one
In a search of a student's room last

April, all the keys except the master were
discovered, the student claiming that he
had lost it. This fall. Student Affairs
received word of the whereabouts of the

master key and the Dean approached a

student who did in fact finally volunteer

the key. According to McArdle, this

student claimed that he had found the key,

but fearing administrative reprisals, did

McArdle maintains that the entire
operation could have been completed
within the three weeks between semesters
and he faults Crooks for not having
responded to his repeated requests. He

emphasizes, however, that Raymond
Crooks and the Maintenance Department
do not fall within the jurisdiction of his

office. "I don't have any authority over
Crooks, ' he says.

Meanwhile, many students have become
bitter by what they perceive as negligent
or incompetent handling of the entire
situation by the school in general, and
particularly by Student Affairs.

Second Floor resident Tom Clement,
who had stolen, among other things, a TV
and a set of car keys, believes that more

could have been done, both before and
after the burglary • "The school has taken
no initiative on this thing, as usual."

Dean McArdle, for his part, believes
that the school administration was at
fault, and should thus shoulder at least

some of the responsibility. "I think the
school is wrong. The kids have done what
we asked them to do. I think that we < in the
administration) have broken the trust."

What can be done now in terms of
compensating the victims is in some
doubt, McArdle believes that most
homeowners' insurance policies held by
parents will cover this type of theft. Does
the school have any compensatory

that it could not have been done over the responsibility? "Strictly speaking," says-
holidays. "This is a tremendous operation, the Dean, "it does not. but in a
and it takes a lot of time. We had other humanitarian sense, I think it does." He is

work to do. and we had a full schedule over therefore trying to get the College's in-

vacation...Also, our key man was in the surance company to cover at least some of
hospital." the major losses, by pe|er d6Se|ding

not return it on his own. As of Christmas
vacation, then, McArdle had secured all

his original keys. He admitted, however,
that it was a very simple procedure for

even an amateur to duplicate a master key
from a regular room key, if one had the

master at hand.

McArdle says he was first told that the
locks would be changed by last summer
When it was not done then, he says he was
assured that the change would take place
sometime this fall. By early December,

nothing had yet been undertaken, and
McArdle says that he again went to see
Mr. Crooks, and was at that time given
what he thought was a solid committment
that it would be done over the winter
break.

Mr. Crooks insists that he gave no such
specific assurances to Student Affairs. He
does concede that a plan to change the
room locks throughout the campus has
been in the works for some time, but says

•"
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! Hoopsters now 3-2 after romping UMBC
After a disastrous first half at

Muhlenberg led to a 92-73 loss, the Shore
basketball team came back after the
holidays to post a 71-70 win over UMBC
last Saturday.

In their last three games in Allentown,
the Sho'men have played the first five

minutes as if they were just waking up
from the trip, Muhlenberg jumped off to a

quick 15-2 lead, held a 52-21 edge at half-

time, and cruised the rest of the way. It

wasn't so much that the Mules' defense
was so good; rather, Washington just
couldn't connect from the floor in the first

half (8 baskets in 41 tries).

Jerry Moye and Jteve Bacon paced the

Shore scoring, each tallying 23 markers as
the men in red raised their overall record
to 3-2. UMBC is now 3-7.

FREE THROWS: After five games,
-Steve Bacon leads the Shore club in

scoring, with 106 points (21.2

average). ..Going into the UMBC fray,

Geoff Kurtzman was averaging 16

rebounds a game and was number one in

the nation (Division III schools) in that

department...Geoff is also approaching
the 500-point mark in career
scoring...UMBC fouled out three players
and had four more finish with four WC basketball team in practice prepares to meet the unknown.

Freshman Dennis Compton busted loose
for 22 points to lead all scorers, while Geoff
Kurtzman scored 17 and hauled down 20
rebounds. Al Sincavage with 19 and Glenn
Salo's 18 paced the winners.
The UMBC struggle started off on even

terms, but late in the first half Jerry Moye
hit six straight points while his teammates
held the Retrievers scoreless, and the
Sho'men moved to a 41-35 lead at the half.

With Steve Bacon showing the way, the

Finneganmen opened up a 14-point lead in

the first few minutes of the second frame.
All of a sudden the momentum changed
hands, and UMBC began its comeback.
Led by 6-6 Henry McCaskill, who took
game scoring honors with 28 points, the

Retrievers came back to tie it up. The lead

seesawed. Finally, with two minutes left,

the Shoremen led 69-66 and had the ball.

Working it around, they ran almost a full

minute off the clock before UMBC fouled

and John Habermann hit one of two shots

Two McCaskill free throws cut the lead to

70-68, but the Sho'men froze the ball again

and Steve Bacon was fouled He hit the

first half of a l-and-l, missed the second

shot, and UMBC called time with just six

seconds left. No Shoreman was about to

foul, and a meaningless layup by

McCaskill at the buzzer made the final

margin one point.

fouls... Better Late Than Never Dept.:

Congratulations to starting guard Jerry

Rice, whose wife gave birth to a boy on

Dec. 23.. .Shoremen took on Delaware

Valley Wednesday and reopen al home
Saturday al eight against Weitern

which is led by 6-6 Tom
John Trumbo. and Dave

Maryland,
Ammons,
Feldman...

by Dana Chattellier

Intramural Basketball

Men's League

Final Standings

Captains

Wombats
Faculty

Theta'

KA-A
Los Calientes

Mud Sharks

Tushes

Wycomico Wildmen
Lambda-A
Wombats' Farm Team
DeGenzos

PLAYOFFS
Quarter-finals

Captains - bye
Mud Sharks over Los Calientes

Faculty defeated Tushes
Wombats beat Lambda-A

Semi-finals

Captains dropped Mud Sharks
Wombats stopped Faculty

10-1

10-1

Finals

League Champion Captains halted
Wombats
CAPTAINS - LEAGUE CHAMPIONS

PLAYOFF WINNERS

WCJV 91,

Men's League 78

Playing about well enough to win,
Washington College's JV basketball squad
dropped the Professors of the Kent County
Men's League before the holidays.

Shore scoring leaders:

Archie Hoyt - 23. Bob Moore - 20. Dave
Beatty - 18

Game high: Dan Caldwell iProfs) - 33.

Goldey Beacom J.C. 98. WCJV 85.

The junior Shoremen blew a 15-point

first-half lead in bowing to the Braves. Joe
McGlynn with 25 in the second half

sparked the winners.

Shore scoring leaders:

Jim Thomas - 22. Bob Moore - 10. John
Habermann - 12. Donald Frush - 10.

Game high: Joe McGlynn - 36.
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Thefts on campus prompt new lock system
Acting in the aftermath of the burglary

of Kent House dormitory over vacation,

and recently made cognizant of the

likelihood that a master key to the building

is still in the thief's possession, the College

is now preparing to install new room locks

in Kent, and eventually throughout the

rest of the campus.
Business Manager Gene A. Hessey

reported that he and Superintendent of

Buildings and Grounds, Raymond Crooks,

have "come to an agreement- He has come
up with an individual who is assigned to

making keys full-time and. ..He is already

working on re-keying Kent House."

According to Hessey. the entire process,

which includes constructing new locks for

each of Kent's forty rooms, making the

requisite number of keys, and finally in-

stalling the new system, "should be done
within two weeks."

As reported in the ELM last week, there

has been some controversy over the ap-

parent delays in the re-keying project.

complaints nave arisen from some
quarters that the completion of this job

had been promised over a month ago, and
that if it had been finished at that time, the

Kent theft would have been effectively

prevented One explanation as to the

postponement was offered last week by the

Dean of Men. who cited his lack of "any
authority over" the activities of the

Buildings and Grounds staff, and the

inability of the Student Affairs Office to

prompt Mr Crooks to undertake the job

The Business Manager does possess

such authority, and Mr Hessey was asked
why the locks had not been changed
earlier

Hessey explained that his office and the

Maintainance Department had been
discussing the need for a new lock system
for well over a year. "We have been trying

to find an adequate amount of time." he

said, "to re-key the entire campus"
Progress has been made more slow and
difficult, he noted, by the fact that "The
campus has to be on one key system, and
not everyone in the world can do it

"

College

finances:

difficulty'

Over Christmas vacation, during which
the lock switch was supposedly scheduled
to take place, the Maintenance Depart-
ment was occupied on othpr fronts, which
were then seen as more pressing

Hessey said that he told Superintendent
Crooks that the first order of business over
vacation was to be the revision of the

College's heating plant systems, a project

which, he believed, "is expected to save us

from ten to twenty per cent in oil."

"It's a matter of priorities." he con-

tinued, "fuel costs being what they

are ..establishing a fuel regulation

system" was taken to be the more
necessary.

Besides that job. Buildings and Grounds
was called on to act upon a small crisis
which developed when all of the steam
traps in the Cain Athletic Center "went
bad "

Asked about who mad»fte>flhfcrtension danger,
on which project was to take precedence,
the re-keying or the heating system, he
said, "I suspect Mr. Crooks did. ..He was
weighing what Barry (Barry McArdle.
Dean of Men) had directed him to do,

against what I had directed him to do." As
Mr. Crooks is directly responsible to the

Business Office. Hessey admitted that it

was only natural for Maintenance to act

first on Hessey's directions.

Hessey added, however, that he was
given no notice of a special need to re-loek
Kent House, although Dean McArdle has
suggested that sufficient warning was
given in early December when the Dean
spoke to Mr. Hessey. This would tend to

confirm what Superintendent Crooks said
when he assured The Elm last week that

he, too. had not been informed of the
missing master kev.

"I don't know how clear Barry made it

to Ray that there was an imminent

Business Manager Gene Hessey

Offering counterpoint to the bleak

national economic forecast, Washington

College Business Manager Gene Hessey

predicted that the budget for this fiscal

year is "going to be in balance." Hessey is

also optimistic about the College's ability

to negate the $21,000 deficit of last year.

"There's a good chance we can wipe out

the deficit."

The budget for this semester had been

forecast in terms of 732 full time students;

second semester enrollment stands at 754

full time students. (Part time students are

averaged out in terms of full' time

enrollment). "The twenty-one students

over original expectations will give us a

little additional revenue that will help us

combat the deficit or meet unexpected

expenses," explained Hessey.

The unknown constant within a

projected budget is the amount of gifts

donated to the College. Last year the

College received $487,000 in gifts;

$1,192,000 including bequests. Hessey
hopes to equal the half million mark
reached last year and believes that at

present Washington College is "holding its

own very well on gifts."

Hessey explained that several fund

proposals have been submitted to different

foundations. Aside from applying for a

Mellon grant, the College has also filed a

proposal with the Surdna Foundation to

support faculty salary improvement and
financial aid for students.

The endowment, which was expected to

reach six million dollars this year, has

suffered with the instability of the stock

market. The market value of the en-

dowment as of December 31 was four and

a half million dollars. Hessey explained

that the College has "suffered a sub-

stantial paper loss... If the market
recovers, the endowment could rise to as

much as five and a half million dollars."

At present, the College has its funds

deposited in two banks: recently gained

funds are placed with the Mercantile

Bank, monies gained previous to last year

are deposited in the Maryland National

Bank. Only 20 per cent of the Mercantile

portfolio is in stocks; the majority of the

money is invested in bonds and other high

yield paper. Forty percent of the College

money held by Maryland National is in

stocks, down from a high of 70-75 per cent

of the portfolio invested in the market.

The State of Maryland gives financial

support to private institutions of higher

education. Money was previously

allocated according to the number of

graduates from each institution, but that

formula has been altered and beginning

[anger, ' said Hessey. He insisted that if

information concerning the potential

hazards had reached his desk, then the

necessary arrangements would have been

made to deal with them. "I would have
said. 'Go on and do Kent'."

On a related subject. Hessey reported

that Kent House is not the only

building to have been victimized by
missing or stolen keys falling into the

wrong hands. He mentioned that the Fine
Arts Center has been burglarized several

times this year, and that thousands of

dollars in musical instruments and other

equipment has been stolen. He also in-

cluded Dunning Hall as a building from
which many items have disappeared.

"There are so many keys around
belonging to people. .(and) There are lots

of keys missing to lots of places." he said.

"With the lack of responsibility of people

leaving their keys." he suggested that the

burglary from Kent was only a

manifestation of a larger and ongoing

problem-the lack of respect given another
person's property, and the virtual absence
of responsibility of those who are given

keys.

"I've never seen such a situation," he
said, a situation which he believed was
widespread, and which he saw as
producing an environment in which
thievery is now commonplace on the

campus He cited "the administration,

faculty, as well as students" as being

partly to blame.

Finally, Hessey was asked to comment
on the possibility that the victims in Kent

House will be compensated by the school

for their losses. He said such a possibility

was remote. "The College does have
contents insurance coverage, but it is

imited to college-owned property
"

However, he did express confidence that

the average Homeowner's insurance
policy would apply to such a theft, though

this would not be true for those whose
parents lived in apartments.

with the fall term, funds will be distributed

according to the number of students

enrolled. Hessey anticipates an increase of

$84,000 in state aid to Washington College,

Federal aid, however, is expected to

decrease. Although federal dollars

allocated for higher education will be

about the same, more colleges and

students are participating in the program.

Therefore, the respective shares of the

institutions are expected to decline. Ac-

cording to Hessey, "it doesn't look good."

The increase in food prices (approx. 12 per

cent) was accurately estimated in the

formulation of the budget. The prices that

could possibly play havoc with the

College's attempt to balance the budget

are the expected increases in the cost of

gas and oil. If President Ford's graduated

tarriff on oil is instituted, the College

would not be affected until April, almost

the end of the fiscal year. "We're trying to

forecast what we will need next year,

that's when it will hit us. We're trying to

avoid an increase in tuition," If rationing

is implemented, Hessey predicted that it

will "make winters alot more un-

comfortable."

Although the financial future of the

College could become clouded, Hessey

concluded that at present "We're not

experiencing any real difficulties."
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To the Editor:

At the risk of substantiating Ms. Lind-

strom's accusation of "verbosity"

(Forum. Jan. 23), I would like briefly to

state that her letter indicates that she is

laboring under a common misconception

With the change of school regulations,

allowing women open visitation and non-

curfew hours in the 60's, women such as

Ms. Lindstrom pictured themselves as

"free" simply because the literary (SIC)

restrictions had been removed- Actually

the situation of the woman at Washington

period is somewhat analogous to that of

the American black following the adoption

of the Civil Rights Amendment to the

Constitution. Laws do not easily change
attitudes in a society. Following the legal

or regulatory acknowledgement of

people's rights, there still remains the

necessary attitude change within the

minority group member and the society in

which she exists. This change will

hopefully call for a deepened respect for

the individual, allowing her to establish

ollege during this 'post-emancipation" herself not only as a libe ated
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"playmate," but also as an able co-

worker. Simply allowing us to stay out as

late or drink as much as our male peers

does not in any way indicate a situation of

mutual consideration and respect among
the students at WC. I believe Ms. Lind-

strom has overlooked the abstract attitude

for the concrete regulation in saying that

liberty is established on paper or that

permission to play is the same as en-

couragement to take responsibility for our
actions The lifting of the written law
which enforced a simulated "respect" for

the woman of this college (while em-
phasizing a "look-but-don't-touch"

restriction), must be followed by the

development within each student at the

college of a new type of consideration and
mutual respect As has been stressed in

previous Forum letters written by current

females attending WC. this is the in-

dividual liberation occurring now for both

sexes in the college community
Thank you.

Melody Echard

College artists move
to new habitat

Newly renovated Coleman House is now headquarters for the Art
Department.

The Washington College Art Depart-
ment has expanded its facilities to include

the newly renovated Coleman House The
House was opened to all students at the

beginning of this semester.

The two story building adjacent lo the

new dorms was redesigned to ac-

commodate studio art classes. Ceilings

were raised, and walls removed. lo

provide more space and better lighting

The studios, which each have a capacity of

10-15 students, are furnished with kiins.

easles. and a press for print-making

With the opening of Coleman House, the

art department has acquired not only

much-needed classroom space, but ad-

ditional display and storage areas as well

Chairman of the department. .lanson-

LaPalme. spoke favorably of the new
addition: "Art students will benefit
because the house allows for ample light

and space to work in. which is basically

what art students need
"

Somerset recreation area nearing completion
Current renovations in the Somerset

basement are expected to be completed

before spring vacation Last September.

Peter Fitzgerald, head Resident Assistant

in Somerset, proposed turning the

basement into a combination study lounge

and recreation area for Kent and Somerset

students last September. Uncertain
delivery dates for the furniture make a

definite opening date impossible, ac-

cording to Fitzgerald.

When Somerset basement opens to

Washington College students and their

guests, there will be a study lounge on the

right and a separate recreation area

housing a television, pool table, ping-pong

table and other games Most of the fur-

niture will be reupholstered Washington

College furnitre The study lounge will be

open 24 hours a day. but the recreation

area will be open only during specific

evening hours under the supervision of a

Somerset or Kent Resident Assistant.

Fitzgerald plans to try to secure vending

machines and insists that no kegs will be

allowed, although there is no objection to

alcohol.

Approximately S5d00 was allotted to

finance the renovations The money came
from the annual interest income on the

College's general reserve fund of more

than a quarter of a million dollars The
yearly interest from this reserve, about

$13,000. is set aside for dormitory im-

provement and the upkeep of Hodson Hall

The Dormitory Improvement Fund

Committee governed by the Board of

Visitors and Governors approved Business
Manager Gene Hessey's allocation of the
money

Fitzgerald, who drew up construction
plans and ordered materials, has been
closely tied with the renovation. He says
the original $5500 estimate is probably
Si 500 short of actual costs due to the recent
inflation in lumber prices and an increase
in carpet price above that anticipated Mo
problem is expected in securing the extra
money
Of the $5500 projected cost, $:t000 has

been spent on acrylic carpeting and SHOO
on construction, including four foot walnut
paneling in the entire downstairs area.
The television, games, seminar table and
end tables have not yet been purchased

Construction has been done totally by

students Fitzgerald oversaw much of the

work, along with .John Stevens, who

supervised his crew from second floor

East Somerset Student support was
negligible with about 20 people carrying

the hulk of the project "That's not a very

high percentage of Washington College

men." was Fitzgerald's only comment on

the subject

Most of the work is already done except

paneling the study lounge and having

Maintenance install new lighting fixtures

Fitzgerald commented on how cooperative

Maintenance has been.

Fitzgerald is generally satisfied with the

renovation work so far: "I couldn't be

more pleased with the way it's turned

out."

Keith Thomas- Music
Political Science's fledgling That avant garde effect

by Vicki Lunsford

Professor Keith Thomas. Dr Churgin's
successor in the Political Science
Department, comes to the College
wide experience in various branches of
political science and public ad-
ministration. Directly before accepting
this position. Mr. Thomas worked for the
U.S. Government in the Department of
Labor He acquired teaching experience at

Mankate College in Minnesota and also at
American University in Washington. D.C

,

where he was Director of the Washington
Semester Program.
Mr. Thomas has also worked in con-

junction with ihe National Association of

Schools, has done a year's research at the

University of Delaware on "voting
behavior." and is currently a Ph.D.

candidate at American University, writing

his dissertation on "Motivation to Manage
Federal Service." In the spring. "The
American Political Quarterly" will

publish an article of his

As a fledgling member of the faculty.

Mr Thomas has positive first impressions

of Washington College I le finds his

colleagues congenial and the students

encouragingly "alert and responsive
"
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The Crusaders, formerly the Jazz
Crusaders, have released their finest

album to date In Southern Comfort they
show a newly found maturity in all aspects
of their music. Formerly known for their

repetitious 1-4-5 standard blues patterns
and monophonic sound. Southern Comfort
demonstrates something new Now in-

stead of a standard 1-4-5. they play a wild-
1-4-5-9-38-68 series of combinations They
are not as structured as before: their

songs are simply better It is danceable
jazz

January 30, 1975 Volume 45 No.14

Co-editors in Chief Kim Stierstorfer,

Peter deSelding
Copy editor Sarah C.earharl
Publications editor Kim Webb

.Joe sample, still a scorcher on
keyboards, has receded from the spotlight
and thus brought the group to a happy
medium All five musicians handle har-
mony and melody equally well Wayne
Henderson is capable of being a soloist in
his own right His trombone work is the
finest I've heard The addition of Larry
Carlton on guitar and bass has added a
greater avantgarde effect

Southern Comfort is an excellent album
and I would recommend it for those who
pick their albums careiully.

by Brian Fallon and Dan Scharf

Advertising manager Tyler Campbell
Staff; Dana Chattellier. Katliv Wagner.
Tern Taylor, Pain Rao, Roy Larson. Keith
Twitchell, Vicki Lunsford. lirian Fallon,
Karen Jarrell, Larry Falk.



Housing

survey:

students

request

action

in an attempt to "evaluate the quality

unci style of life" in the residence halls the

Student Affairs office conducted a student-

wide survey on housing. 430 students, fifi

per cent of the current enrollment, par-

ticipated The results are as follows:

'I was surprised by the low percentage

of kids who thought we should rethink the

j-l hour open house policy." admitted Dean

Men Women
Yes percent No Yes No

Dorms too noisey 25 75 31 69
Living on Quiet Floor 23 77 21 79
Rethink 24 hr. open house 7 93 7 93

Restricted floor 2 98 7 93

Pet policy 31 69 43 57

Room Lottery 87 13 10 90

Drugs 7 93 18 82

Vandalism 60 40 13 87

Housing Survey

New Norms
Yes No

of Women Maureen Kelley. Kelley also

noted a substantial discrepency between

the complaint voiced about noise on the

halls and the number of students who
would volunteer to live on quiet halls. "I

was impressed by the number of kids who
thought the Student Affairs office should

display forceful action against vandals..."

Stiff fines, announced room checks, and

even suspension were some student-

suggested remedies for the problems of

theft and vandalism. Kelley said.

While students appeared to be satisfied

with the policies that govern the housing

situation, many expressed dissatisfaction

with the physical condition of both living

and student facilities A need for better

study, laundry and kitchen facilities was
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cited by students. Complaints were filed

concerning rooms that required painting

and general maintenance work.

According to Kelley. a significant

number of students suggested that co-

educational dormitories would be ad-

vantageous for the college.

"Basically." Kelley noted, "students

are relatively satisfied with their living

conditions."

Service awards

Washington College held its annual

ollege Christmas Dinner for faculty and
staff on Thursday evening. December 19.

mcl fifteen employees were honored for 20

or more years of service to the college.

Mr Elias Nuttle. Chairman of the Board

ol Visitors and Governors, and President

Joseph H McLain presented each honored

employee with a gift and framed citation

on behalf of the Board. President and
['acuity of the college during the

iremonies.

Those employees serving the college for

period of twenty to twenty-four years

•wived an engraved silver tray and
framed citation They were: Robert G
Uailcy. Librarian. 20 years. Danford
"Butch" Cann. Maintenance, 21 years:

Bedford Groves. Assistant to the President

id Coordinator of Public Events. 21

years; Dr Edgar P Gwynn. Chairmen of

the Biology Department. 21 years: Dr.

Norman James. Chairman of the English

Department. 22 years: and Mrs. Barbara

Thompson. Assistant to* the Business

Manager. 20 years.

Employees of the college for a period of

25 or more years received an engraved

gold Hamilton wristwatch and citation

They were: Edward Athey, Director of

Athletics, 2(i years: Isaac "Ike" De«:n.

Maintenance, 2(1 years: George "W.es"

Derry. night watchman, janitor. 27 years:

Ermon N. Foster. Registrar. 25 years:

Mabel Kennard. Maintenance. 27 years:

Thomas Kennard. Maintenance, 29 years;

Harold "Pete" Newton. Maintenance. 25

years; President Joseph H. McLain. 28

years; Frederick "Butch" Dumschott,

Business Manager from 1942-1908. now

writing a history of the College, 47 years

These fifteen college employees of 20,

years or more have a combined service

record of :JK5 years. In presenting the

awards, both Mr Nuttle and President

McLain praised each employee for helping

make Washington College a 'source of . . ,

academic excellence in the liberal arts AttFltlOIl
tradition and site of pride for the college

and its neighbors on the Eastern Shore."

Mr. Nuttle ended the awards presen-

tations by reading a telegram sent from

Maryland Governor Marvin Mandel and

State Comptroller Louis L Goldstein,

conveying their sincere congratulations to

the honored employees for their con-

tributions and long years of service to

Washington College, the community and

Ihe State of Maryland.

Scope

Soc. Candidate
There will be a candidate for the

Sociology Department on campus this

Friday He will give a lecture, open to the

public, at 4:00 p.m in the Sophie Kerr

Room

Sixty-nine students left Washington
College last semester. Approximately
eighteen students transferred to other
colleges or universities to continue their

education. Twelve students met their

course requirements and either graduated
or are awaiting comprehensives. There
were only four academic failures last

semester. The remainder have decided to

allow themselves respite from the world of

academia.

Former students returning to enroll in

the spring semester number fourteen.

Thirty new students transferred to the

College.

Total enrollment now stands, according
to Registrar Ermon Foster, at 754 full-

time students.

Kent County offers night courses

do it yourself
CAR CARE & MAINTENANCE Thursday

Basics of the care and maintenance of automobiles for the "non-

nechanical" owner or driver. Open to both men and women, this course

vill teach you how to perform routine maintenance, recognize repair

problems, make minor repairs, and enable you to understand and be

understood by professional repairmen.

Fee -$5.00 sta"

FURNITURE REFIN1SHING Thursday

Open to both beginners and advonced students. Emphasis on skills

required to complete student-selected projects.

Free Mi\ James Simpson

ELECTRONICS, BASIC Wednesday
A beginning course in electron theory covering ohms law, component

identification, wiring and soldering, schematic drawings, DC and AC
the vacuum tubes, transistors, and radio receivers. Instruction

supplemented by laboratory exercises.

Fee • $5.00 Mr
-
Mike Wi,son

INCOME TAX x,
Th

u
UrSd0y

A short course for the average taxpayer who wishes to file his own

return. Information on recordkeeping, completing forms, and common

problems. „, ,

FREF Mrs. Pat Clarke

SMALL ENGINE REPAIRS Thursday
Like to tinker with motors? A practical course in the care and repair of a
variety of small home and farm engines.
FREE Staff

develop artistic talents

CERAMICS Thursday

This course, for beginner and advanced student alike, will stress skill

development in wheel thrown and hand built pottery, glazing techniques,

and construction of small ceramic sculptures using various materials,

techniques, and methods in decorating and finishing.

Fee -$3.00 .„ .
Staff

COMMERCIAL ART/SIGNS Wednesday

Explore a new field in commercial art, stenciling, lettering, and sign

painting.
staff

CRAFTS Thursday

An opportunity to try a variety of interesting and useful crafts such as

decoupage, macrame, candlemaking, and others.

Fee $3.00 s,arf

PHOTOGRAPHY Thursday

This course covers a variety of areas for the photo-hobbyist including film

processing, printing, mounting, and display. No experience necessary.

Fee $3.00 Mrs. Sharon Michael

PIANO Thursday

Group instruction in note reading, timing, and basic skill development for

the beginning pianist. Students must have access to o piano for practice.

FREE Mrs. Ruby Sessoms

PRINCIPLES OF SAILING Thursday

The famous course ! Reveals the details of how to move with and against

the wind, jibe and tack, always get home, what to coll things, right the

capsized boat, and go faster!

Fee -$6.50 . USCG Aux, Staff



* Win some, lose some, Hoopsters still impressive

The basketball team split its two games
last week to remain with a winning overall

record (4-3). However, the tough part is

that uie one they lost was a

conference same, seriously diminishing

their chances to get into the MAC Playoffs

at the end of the season.

At Delaware Valley last Wednesday the

Shoremen nearly blew a twelve-point lead

before coming on late to win. 81-77. The
lead in the game seesawed early, but

scarcely seven minutes into the first half,

disaster struck the Aggies. Starting guard

John Silan crumpled to the floor and had to

be assisted to the locker room. He did not

return to the court. The Shore five led by

as many as ten in the first period, but

couldn't put the streaky Aggies away.

Another blow struck the Pennsylvania

squad five minutes before the in-

termission, as leading scorer Dennis

Pastucha went out with a knee injury. The
Shoremen led the bruised and battered

Aggies at halftime, 40-35.

The Sho'men opened up a 12-point edge

in the second half, as a heavily-taped

Pastucha simply could not do the things he

wanted to do. He limped to the bench with

ten minutes to play and the Finneganmen
in command by ten points. The Del Valley

scoring responsibilities fell to 6-6 John
Harrington, who netted eleven straight

points for the Aggies down the stretch. WC
tried to hold the ball for the last four

minutes and threw it away a couple of

times as Del Valley cut the lead to three

Finally, with a minute to play, Washington
unleashed one of its more formidable

weapons in the clutch: Steve Bacon at the

foul line. The cool freshman hit two foul

Freshman Dennis Compton goes up for 2 points in last Saturday's

action against Western Maryland. Though the Shoremen eventually

lost, the 6'5" freshman had 25 rebounds.

shots with 1:03 left and another with

eighteen seconds to go that put the game
away

.

Western Maryland was the first home
game for WC since the holiday break, but

it wasn't much fun to come back to; the

Sho'men losing 81-76 to go 1-2 in conference

play The first half told a different story,

though First the Terrors, then the

Shoremen grabbed the lead, Washington's
leads coming largely on their full-court

press. It worked well enough to give the

home club a 40-36 lead at the half. In the

second half, however. Western Maryland

revealed one of their strong points this

year: their rebounders. Terror big men
Tom Ammons and Bob Kurzenhauser

crashed the boards repeatedly, giving the

men in green second and third shots while

denying the same luxuries to the

Shoremen. Ammons also scored 19 of his

23 points in the second period, and it was
his three-point play to give Western

Maryland a 71-64 lead with 4:45 to play

that all but put the game out of reach.

In summary, the Shoremen still have a

good shot at a winning season, but for

them to get into the MAC playoffs would

require nothing short of a miracle.

FREE THROWS: Steve Bacon con-

tinues to lead the Shoremen in scoring, but

a red-hot Jerry Moye is closing in on

him ..Moye led the club in both contests,

hitting 22 against Del Valley ( 18 in the first

half) and 19 versus the Terrors ..Bacon

scored 15 of his 19 off the Aggies in the

second half and had 17 in the W. Md.

struggle . Georff Kurtzman had 33 points

and 33 rebounds in the two games and shot

9-for-ll from the floor at Del Valey ...after

several bad scoring games. Jerry Rice hit

double figures in both contests ..Dennis

Compton had one of his better outings in

Saturday's home fray, netting 12 points

and hauling down a Shore season-high 21

rebounds ..Sho'men visited a good-

shooting Swarthmore team Wednesday
and return home Saturday, opening a

three-game home stand with Haverford.

led by Middle Atlantic Conference leading

scorer Dick Voith and MAC Southern

Section number-two rebounder (behind

the Shore's Geoff Kurtzman) Dave
Stubbs ...a large turnout would be ap-

preciated greatly.

by Dana Chatellier

Pete Tacach scores the Sho'men's first pin of the year in last week's
losing cause against Hopkins. The team's record is now 0-5.

FOR SALE: GUITAR, S35 with case, see JOAN FORBES
in Business Office.

A career in law—
without law school.

What can you do wiih only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-
sible career The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills— the courses are taugh) by lawyers. You
choose one of the six courses ottered—choose the
city in which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 700 graduates in law firms.
banks, and corporations in over 60 cities.

It you are a student of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

235 Soulh 17th Sifeei. Philadelph.a, Pennsylvan.a 19103
(215)732-6600

The Corner Store

P'onfs wicker furniture

Indian jewelry rugs

corner oi Cross & Cannon

COLLEGE
SNACK
BAR

Don Kelly
"OK" USED CARS
ChevroM-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown. Md.

Senitt On AU Hikes
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Murray becomes hot contender for deanship

Dr. Prank Murray, candidate for the

tciinship of the College, visited the

mpus for a second time at the invitation

if the Dean Search Committee and the

nistration. Acting Dean. Nathan
mith. explained that Murray and the

ollege were in the "intense stage" of the

nterviewing process.

Smith revealed that, in essence. Murray
is been offered the position of dean, but
ere is still "the last little bit of yardage
explore " Smith explained that both Dr
urray and the College are examining
whether or not we are suited to each
Iher"

Murray plans to visit the College again

He is anxious to meet with department
heads, the faculty in general, and to ex-

plore both the workings of the town and the

College before making his decision.

While Smith defined the visitations of

Murray as an opportunity for both "the
college and the man to get to know each
other." he admitted that the ad-
ministration was "extremely interested in

pushing to the point of yes or no in the

i|uestion of Dr. Murray for dean" Smith
summarized the situation: "We're getting

hot but we're not quite there."

Murray, who is Chairman of the

Graduate Program at the University of

Delaware, explained that he visited the

campus for a second time to "continue

talking, to think seriously about whether
or not to accept the position."

"The purpose of the last trip was to give
the College the opportunity to look me
over, now I have to fulfill- my end of the

bargain." revealed Murray. "I have to
look really hard. ..do lots of checking, there
are lots of factors to consider." Murray
explained that he must assess the value of
accepting the position, what leaving
Delaware would mean to his department,
and what living in Chestertown would
mean to his family.

Murray predicted that his decision will
be known "in a few weeks."

Faculty evaluation form to be considered

In Nathan Smith. Acting Dean, has

iiibnutted a tentative faculty-evaluation

orm to the Appointments and Tenure
ommittec for approval The form, which

.ombination of Smith's imagination

nd ;i form used at Carlcton College, "may
hanged" according to Smith "'The

ommittec is still looking over the working

Iraft." Smith explained.

According to Smith, the College has

already started soliciting student opinion

ill pending tenure decisions " The Ap-

pointments and Tenure Committee ad-

ises the President onquestions of faculty

Imployment and status-hiring, firing,

iromotion and tenure
"

The new Evaluation form requests that

cry "department chairman i or. where a

jhairman is being evaluated, the Dean of

he College i who has tenure, promotion, or

[on tract renewal recommendation to

must invite majors in the depart-

ment and a number of other students who
have studied with the instructor in

question to submit their estimates of the

instructor's effectiveness
."

Smith hoped that the new evaluation

form will "ensure student input, and make
the evaluation process more uniform

"

Proposed Faculty Evaluation Form

mail box in the

If vou believe that vou know (he work
of

well enough to comment, the Committee
would appreciate it very much if you
would share your sincere judgments with

it If you know the instructor only in a

limited way, for example only as an ad-

viser, please comment on those aspects of

his work with which you are familiar. Use
Ihc back of this sheet, if you like, for

comments, and return
by

Faculty Lounge Your comments will be
kept in the/strictest confidence. You may
remain anonymous if you wish.

STUDENT'S NAME
COURSES TAKEN OR IN PROGRESS
WITH INSTRUCTOR:

In your comments, please indicate what
you think the instructor's strengths and
weaknesses are. I have listed below some
things you may wish to consider. . Use
some. all. or none as you please

1 Teaching techniques.

2 Level of intellectual challenge.

;i Degree of involvement of the students

in the course.

4 Professional good judgment reflected

in the lay-out of the course (that is. the
schedule - does it cover the period or
subject well, does it attack the subject

from enough angles to yield understanding
in some depth)

5. Is the course stimulating, does the
professor motivate the student, does he
exhibit enthusiasm for his subject and for

his work with students.

l». Are research projects well-defined, is

the guidance good.

7 Does the professor prepare for his

classes, remain abreast of new develop-
ments in his field. Is he narrow in his in-

terests or alert to relationships of other
disciplines to his own.

H. Does he make good course reading
,

selections.

9. Is his laboratory management good
i preparation and guidance adequate), is

the lab well coordinated with the lecture

portion of the course.

10. Does the instructor use his comment
on examinations and papers as a teaching
tool in itself. .

"- Dp vou consider him 3 fair P rpriPJL J

Dean's Report: New file policy

SUBJECT: Measures to clarify and

mplcment the 'Protection of the Rights

ind Privacy of Parents and Students"

imendment to Public Law «:1-:IH0 as it

[fleets Washington College

SUMMARY OF RELEVANT
PROVISIONS

•\ Every student enrolled at Washington
College has the right to examine all official

records, files and data directly relating to

him - or herself, "including all material
that is incorporated into each student's

emulative record folder, and intended for

school use or to be available to parties
outside the school..." This includes

ides, test scores, family background
information, teacher or counselor ratings
|nd observations and verified reports of
st'rious or recurrent behavior patterns

We must establish appropriate
Procedures to make this right of inspection
m('iiningful In no ease may such
procedures require a waiting period for
[hp student of longer than 45 days.
C We must provide an appeal procedure

whereby a student may challenge items in

his records as being "inaccurate,

misleading, or otherwise in violation of the

privacy or other rights of students." If the

appeal results in confirmation of the

challenge, appropriate remedy must be

available

D No personally identifiable records or

files (or any of the information contained

therein) may be released without the

student's written consent, except for the

following cases:

1 Washington College officials, in-

cluding teachers, who have legitimate

educational interests:

2. Transcripts of records to officials of

other schools in which the student intends

lo enroll ibut student may receive a copy

of whatever is sent if he so desires and

may challenge the contents on the grounds

listed in C above i

:i In connection with a student's ap-

plication for, or receipt of. financial aid.

A Upon request of certain Federal and
State educational authorities in connection

with the enforcement of Federal legal

requirements The collection of personally

identifiable data, however, may be un-

dertaken only where specifically

authorized by Federal law Any such

request from an authorized governmental

agency must be accompanied by a written

form, citing the legitimate interest oc-

casioning the request. This must be kept

permanently with the file of each student

involved, but available for inspection only

by the student.

5. By judicial order or subpoena, but

students are to be notified of such orders

or subpoenas in advance of compliance.

li To other third parties only if there is

written consent from the student
specifying the records to be released, the

reasons for such release, and to whom.
The student may request a copy if he

wishes The released material must be

accompai.ied by a stipulation that it

cannot be further released without the

written consent of the student.

E. Students must be informed of their

rights under this Act.

F The penalty for non-compliance is

loss of Federal funds.

II. CLARIFICATIONS
A Applicable resords do NOT include:

1. Parents' confidential financial

statements;

u. Medical, psychiatric or similar

records used for treatment purposes (but

students could have a doctor or other

qualified professional of their choice in-

spect such records):

:t. Confidential letters and recom-
mendations placed in student files before

January I. 1975 (but this would not be an

exempted item if used for purposes beyond

the original intent, as a basis for continued

official decision-making):

4. Files of individual teachers consisting

of copies of letters of recommendations
written for students.

B. Students may waive their rights of

access to future confidential recom-

mendations in the areas of admissions, job

placement and receipt of awards. The

student has the right to know who has

made recommendations on his behalf He



Editorial
According to the Peter Principle incompetence is all pervasive and

universally tolerated. In the professional world of academia however,

incompetence cannot be tolerated or dismissed. Washington College,

with all its professed, publized, and published "Academic in-

stitutions exist for the transmission of knowledge, the pursuit of
'

truth". Preamble to Student Bill of Rights - emphasis on teaching, not

only condones, but reinforces incompetence in the form of tenure, on

the professional level.

Students are exposed on a quotidian basis to several professcrs who
are consistently unprepared for class, constantly unavailable to their

students, and discipline.

Dean Smith has responded to the request for a faculty evaluation

form with a comprehensive, competent, and fair questionnaire. This

form, if passed or amended by the Appointments and Tenure Com-
mittee, will hopefully provide students with a recognized and valid

channel for their complaints.

All too often, however students have failed to address their criticism

through formal channels - small percentages of students traditionally

reply to questionnaires. Perhaps we too have reached a level of in-

competence or rather, insouciance.

To the Editors

If I ^ventured a wee interrogatory,

meaning no harm and with all respect,

would you reply 'Of course, you know, we
create this paper so Norman and Nancy
Nums here in dumbland can ask a fellow

silly questions"7

Please inform why a narrative of a new
coffee-house chair would not make the

most trivial Thursday surprise usually

offered in your deciduous newspaper
i anexo query ) Doesn't one of your writers

have the nerve, sinew of man. conqueror

of continent confidence to author the

current run-down of capital R. Religion.

Forum
Sex and Politics for the average WC. get

through college, Joe?

'Or course. Bill, you know, we create .'

please: anything but that. The Elm, I

argue, clearly out-percentages the best

major university daily in the country

regarding potential nmcrtnt of talent

applied to quantity of inaterial printed

And yet, to quote, "not bju enough to be

funny, but deadly serious enough to be a

bore
"

I do not hope to evoke icy glares from

Elm demos, only to relate humble
curiosity Footnotes cost a quarter.

William Kelly,

no class

by Brian Fallon and Dan Scharf

With each album Miles Davis has
released idating back to 19-18) there has
been a substantial and sometimes
cataclysmic impact on music as a whole
Downbeat magazine called Miles the most
influential musician of the last fifteen

years, and none has accused Downbeat of-'

hyperbole. The fact is. Miles Davis has
never gotten set or comfortable in one
style of playing or type of music. Miles

launched the "Cool Jazz" sound ithe

school of musicians who sought a

departure from the frenzy of Charlie

Parker), can claim co-authorship (along

with G Mulligan) for the "bebop" that

followed, was the first to explore the

possibilities of heavy lyricism in the

framework of a passive and quiet back-
drop, and is the father of the Mahvishnu
and Billy Cobham rock-jazz fusion In

addition. Miles has had an immeasurable
effect on the big bands from Gil Evans to

tjuincy Jones and on the current electric,

staccato sound of Sly Stone and Herbie
Hancock.

So what is he into on his new album. Get
I p With II iColumbia>? I don't know
because the music is miles beyond me It

seems, though, that Get l'p With II lacks a

lot of the effortlessness of past releases. If

anything, the album is a supreme effort

because Miles pushes himself into so many
different patterns of extreme lyricism,

then becomes totally fluid In effect. Miles

runs the gamut and doesn't let one mood,
style, pattern, sound, or idea predominate
If one sweeping statement could be ac-

curate in describing Get l'p With It, it

would be that the album is an exercise in

innovation Based on the results of his

prior innovations, it would seem that we
must now wait for cause and effect to run
its course

Mus IC

may not be required to waive his rights to

either the confidentiality of his records or

his access to them as a precondition to

enrollment or any other service normally
provided to students. Nor could a college

ask for a general permanent waiver.

E Parents of dependent students have a

right to information about their offspring,

such as grades, without having to gain the

student's consent

III RULES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE
NEW LAW AT WASHINGTON COLLEGE
A Applicable files include the personal

folders kept by the Registrar, the Student
Affairs Office, and academic advisers.

The procedures for requesting access to

individual files and for their examination
are as follows:

I Registrars Office:

a. file written request with Registrar
b appointment will be made for student

to examine folder in the Registrar's Office

within 45 days of receipt of request

e. folder will be examined in the

presence of a member of the Registrar's
Office.

2. Student Affairs Office: (two relevant

files - student's personal file and a

placement folder)

a. fill out request form in Student Affairs

Office

b. access to folder will be granted im-
mediately if possible; if not, an alternate
date will be given - usually within a week
of the original request.

c. Students will not have access to any

confidential material in their folders

written before January I, 1975. As a
condition of writing letters of recom-
mendation, instructors may ask that the

student waive his right of examination If

a placement recommendation includes or
is accompanied by such a waiver, it will

not be made available to the student
d Students who wish to have the in

formation in their placement folders
forwarded to a third party must fill out the
apppropriate form in the Student Affairs
Office.

:j. Adviser Folders:

a student will notify adviser of desire to

examine advising folder

b the adviser will make an appointment
with the student for this purpose as soon as
convenient but in no case later than 45

days from the date of the initial request
B. Letters of recommendation sub-

mitted in connection with a student's

application for admission are not to be
retained as part of a permanent file They
will be used in the admissions process and
as a source of background information for

college officers charged with academic or
personal counseling of the student Notes
of such information must not include
names of sources who have provided in-

formation under promise of con-
fidentiality Students may examine the
background notes if they wish under the
ordinary procedures provided for in A
above and may object to their retention in

the file according to the appeal procedure
which will govern all other data in in-

dividual files.

Lecture

Dr. Ira Zepp. well-known and oftentimes

controversial Dean of the Chapel at

Western Maryland College, will be the

speaker next Tuesday. Fehruary Hal the

William James Forum of Washington

College

'Billy Graham and Martin Luther King

Can They BOTH Be Christians? ' will be

Dr Zepp's topic This subject reflects Dr
Zepp's interest in the life and work of the

late Dr King Dean Zepp's doctoral thesis

was entitled intellectual Sources of

Martin Luther King's Ethical Thought
'

The meeting will be held in Ihe Hynson
Lounge at 7 p.m All are welcome to at-

tend.

Dean Zepp was graduated from Western

Maryland College in 1952 and returned as

chaplain to the traditionally Methodist

college in I9ii:l Ho holds a B D from Drew
Theological Seminary and a Ph D. from

St. Mary's Seminary. He has also pursued

graduate studies at various times at the

University of Edinburgh, the University of

Gottingen. and Harvard University He
also was a member of an Institute in In-

dian Civilization in India under the

auspices of a Fulbright-Hays grant.

The E(m is published weekly through the

academic year, except during official

recesses and exam periods, by the Co-editors in Chief Kim Stierstorfer,

students ef _ Washington College. The Peter deSelding
opinions, presented in the Eim do not Copy editor Sarah Gearhart
necessarily.represent those of ihe College. Publications editor Kim Webb
Subscripts* jMtce: *5.*0 per year for Advertising manager Tyler Campbell
alumni, 16-M per year for ail others. Staff: Dana Chattellier, Kathy Wagner,

Published by, Washington 'college, Terri Taylor, Pam Rao, Roy Larson, Keith

Chestertown,- Md.v .2)620. Second class Twitchell. Vicki Lunsford, Brian Fallon.

I aV CeMrevilk, Hi. Karen Jarrell. Larry Falk.

Lecture

One would not expect a bass player to be

able to create much diversity, but Stanley

Clarke has produced i both figuratively

and literally) an album with as wide

musical range as any symphony. The
variation of orchestration and style on

lanley Clarke i Nemperon occurs not only

trom one song to the next, but within each

song "Lopsy Lu." the most ear-catching

cul on the album, starts off as a bass and

drum trade-off and progresses to include a

more complicated lyricism within the

framework of the basic tone. Actually.

"Lopsy Lu" may be the only cut that can

be pinned down in terms of a tune, but the

thematic variations Clarke indulges in are

worth the price of the album Clarke

switches trom electric bass on side one to

string bass on side two The result is ;

more sedate neo-classical sound His

adeptness both as a composer and as a

musician is portrayed most vividly on

"Spanish Phases for Strings and Bass
"

Jan Hammer, most noted for his work

with the Mahavishnu Orchestra, plays

keyboards His emphatic style in no way
conflicts with the crispness of Clarke

Given two su^h domineering musicians it

is surprising that Ihe music does not gel

lost in a barrage of impeccable solos

Clarke may be the most promising artist

of the 70's.

_ Dan Fogelberg's Souvenirs (Epic

corresponds to the style of Loggins and

Messina on their Sittin' In album The

mi"-ie is "party folk" and is a change from

Folgelberg s first album. Home Free, in

that it is a livelier sound. The result is a

very satisfying second effort. On
Souvenirs Fogelberg seems to have

greater command over his music, and at

times sounds like Stephen Stills during his

glory days

Scope

Dr. H Margret Zassenhaus. a nominee
for the Nobel Peace Prize, will speak on
the "Invisible walls built by prejudice,

fear and hate" that led to the last world

war. February II! at Washington College

Her talk, which is being sponsored by
the College Lecture Series with the Robert
Julian Emory Memorial Fund, will be held
in the Hynson Lounge at H p.m The public
is invited to attend

Dr Zassenhaus was a member of the

underground resistance in Nazi German)

h ho helped over a Ihousand Scandanavian
resistance fighters escape death in Ger-

man prisons She has been nominated for

Ihe Nobel prize by (he Norwegia
tio\ eminent
Last year she published her

autobiography entitled "Walls' which has

become a best seller in six European
countries. Japan, and the United Slates

Ihe book is the basis for her lecture

"Walls Yesterday and Today" with Ihe

theme of humanitarianism as "the hope

for a tomorrow
Another book by Dr. Zassenhaus.

Guard in thepnrk." published in IJIJK. isa

biography about ihe Seandanav
prisoners

SGA Reform
A newly written constitution and by-ki\«

were introduced lo Ihe Student Senate last

Monday evening at the Senate's regulai

session. A special committee has beet

w orking on the new structure for a numbfl

of weeks and the final product contains

many changes in the present studenl

government. There will be a special

meeting of the Senate Monday evening all

p.m in Hodson Hall to discuss the ne«

proposals. All interested students ;"*

urged to attend

Some of the important changes are:

I Organizing the majors and creating'

representative body from the academK

community.
2. The Student Senate will become th*

Student Union and will be specifically

responsible for social activities and

student residence

:i. There will be a structure to organic

student opinion to be more effective f

college policy.



Students recount semester in England

The two Washington College students

who spent last semester as part of the

History exchange program with the

University of Warwick have returned with

nnxed but decidedly favorable im-

pressions of England, its people, and its

educational system. '

On the academic side, both Senior David

Burton and Junior lay Hall reported that

although they spent only about nine weeks.

or one trimester, enrolled in Warwick, the

university imposed scholastic demands
perhaps more rigorous than those included

in Washington College's 14-week semester.

"You specialize from day one.. .and it's

like having only nine weeks to do what

would be a full semester's worth of work
here." said Burton.

Both students signed up for three history

courses, each of which met once weekly

for hourly lecture periods, and which split

into smaller, seminar-type groups, these

meeting once every two weeks. With this

sort of format, the emphasis was
necessarily placed upon out-of-class study

and research, and students were left

relatively on their -own to satisfy their

academic requirements, which for Burton

and Hall consisted mainly of papers.

This is to be contrasted with the

educational system in the United States, in

which greater stress is placed upon in-

class lectures and discussions Hall em-

phasized that "'you're always writing

paper and reading for your courses,

i which are i much more intense than the

ones here." He continued that this led to a

hig difference in the way free time was

utilized vis a vis one's academic

obligations. "Everybody works there

during the morning There are no fuck-

offs. ( as i you have to start right to work

the first week that you're there."

Jay Hall and David Burton spent last semester in England as

part of a History exchange program with University of Warwick.

noticeable undercurrent of Anti-

Americanism among the students."

relayed Burton. "1 think that it was envy.

They had the image of (American) streets

being lined with gold, that sort of thing.

The friends that I developed were the ones

who dropped all pretenses about me being

an American."

Burton and Hall were each of the opinion

that Warwick was dotted with a large

number of discernable cliques, which.

Concerning the social environment, both perhaps not unlike the situation here, were

referred to some friction from the based on various interests, from athletics

established milieu, most of it directed at to the simple fact of where one roomed on

the fact of their being Americans. the campus Much of this initial barrier

'When I got there, there was a began to disappear as the semester wore

on. however, and Hall came back from
England with a favorable attitude towards
most of the people with whom he came into

contact. "I thought they were relatively

friendly Sure, there were lots of little

groups, (buti youhadtobreak in ...I had no
trouble meeting people." His biggest

complaint, he said, was of an entirely

different nature: "I think the percentage
of guys to girls was something like two to

one, (and that) was really bad."

Asked if. granting the limited exposure
he received, he would venture any
generalizations about English students.

Burton said he would have to include their

political involvement.

"Politics is a big thing over there. The v

place is just deluged with posters, j

literature, the whole bit It's all programs,
,

all rhetoric, and almost no action. It's a !

real way of life."

He also mentioned that student
government formed a "very powerful

|

instrument" in the university, and formed <}

what in essence was a "parallel ad-

ministration," and he explained that this

was partly due to the large amount of

money given the student organizations by
the national government, which heavily

subsidizes English education, even to the

point of paying students to attend the

universities.

"People are much more educated
politically," Hall agreed. "It's much more
of a democracy, really, but they have a lot

of state control. They seem to have much
more of a social conscience."

One complaint both students raised

about their experience dealt with the lack

of information provided them prior to their

departure. Despite two years' childhood

experience in England, Burton" was con-

cerned that one "suffered an almost

complete lack of 'conditioning.' "You're

not given any real picture of the place

before you go.. .and you're thrust into this

alien environment..." He also mentioned
that he was unprepared to find the

workload so heavy as to prevent any ex-

tensive travel throughout the country or

the rest of Europe. He and Hall also

suggested that Washington College

become part of a charter flights system

with other American colleges so as to

decrease the travel expenses. They also

hoped that the College could perhaps even

take on part or all of the flight costs

These criticism notwithstanding! one

gets the impression that the two students

have come away from their fall semesters

with their perspectives widened, and their

recommendations are unreserved. Said

Hall: "If the people who are thinking

about it ( taking advantage of the exchange

program) pass it up, they are really

stupid. ..It's really a worthwhile thing."
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Students filing Kederal Income Tax

Returns should file by April 1. 1975. In

filing use form 1040a unless you had

dividends or interest income in 1974. or

your total income in 1974 was greater than

S4 3& I$Bfi«6 if married and filing join-

tly) If you are in one of these categories,

use form 1040. These forms are available

at the Post Office. If you filed last year,

you will receive the desired forms through

the mail.

Form 1040a can be prepared in fifteen

steps, as follows:

I Print your name, home address, and

social security number in the space

provided.

2. Under heading "Occupation" print

"Student."

3. Go to the section marked "Filing

Status ." Unless you are married, check

box no. 1 ; this will indicate the filing status

of "single
"

4. Proceed to the section marked

'Exemptions ." In claiming a dependant

you may cjaim yourself, even if you were

the dependant of someone else. Thus, in

completing the exemptions section, check

box (i under the heading "regular." Then

enter the number of boxes checked.

5 Answer question 8 either yes or no.

(i. On line 9 enter gross income earned.

This amount will come from box no. 2 on

your W-2 form. Your W-2 form should have

been sent to you by your employer; if you

haven't received it yet. contact your

employer If you worked for two or more

employers then you will received a

corresponding number of W-2 forms. If

this is the case, then add the figures trom
eacir'^ox on each of the forms to arrive at

your total earnings. This amount should be
entered on line nine

7. Enter on line 12 the amount on line 9.

8 Skip lines 13, 14. 15. and lti. On line 17

enter the amount of taxes nwpri Tf ««i

made $2050 or less you owe no taxes. If you
earned over $2050. then find the amount

you owe by referring to table 1. page 8 in

the instruction book for preparing form

1040a. Enter this amount on line 17 and

check the box next to "Tax Tables 1-12."

9 Skip line 18. Enter on line 19 the

fitgure on line 17.

10. On line 20a enter the amount of

federal income tax withheld by your

employeris). This information is on your

W-2 formisi under box no. I. Ignore lines

20b and 20c.

Add-Drop status

Over :J3 per cent of the courses that

students were originally enrolled in during

the pre-registration period were changed

during the drop-add period. Over 57 per

cent of the total school enrollment used

drop-add slips

According to Al Miller. Assistant to the

llegistrar, these statistics are symp-

tomatic of a larger problem. "Students

register in May for courses they will take

six months later Their interests change.

Slants should register at either the end

of ne drop-add period, so they shop

around freely, or on their first day back at

the beginning of each new semester."

Miller explained that because of the

excess number of students who participate

in the drop-add period that pre-
registration is meaningless. The increase

in the number of slips, students who use
them, and the number of courses changed,
indicated to Miller the ineffectiveness of

the new advising period: "Students just

don't know what they want to take."

Other suggestions ventured as
responsible for the increase in the use of

Drop-add slips were insufficient course

descriptions and misinformation con-

cerning professors.

Add-Drop Slips

Students

Slips

Course Changes

Fall

73-74

346
379

1091

Spring

73-74

Fall Spring

74-75 74-75

407 370 423

435 398 447

1024 1026 1137

1 1 Enter on line 21 the figure from line

20a.

12. Compare the figure on line 21 with the

figure on line 19. Then fill in line 22 or 23,

whichever is appropriate.

13. If there is an amount on line 23. enter

this amount on line 24. Line 24 tells you

what amount you will receive.

14. Sign your name.

15 Enclose copy no. 1 of your W-2 form<-

st with your 1040a form. Mail to the In-

ternal Revenue Service Center for your

home state. Refer to page six of the in-

struction book for the address.

After completing these steps, sit back

and wait for your return. (The author

extends a note of thanks to Professor

Michael Malone for his contribution).

by Billy Walls



Basketball drops Haverford,

Swarthmore, now 4-5

Wrestling

1975
co "Were going to win this game tonight.

2 or we're not going to the MAC tour-

's nament."
ll

g Thus did Coach Tom Finnegan ad-

12 monish his basketball players as the team

a bus started off en route to Swarthmore

£• Wednesday
Well, guess what
Either Finnegan is going to wave a

magic wand and cause an immediate

turnaround, or he's going to go down as a

prophet

Now for the statistics: The Sho'men
deftly followed a 74-70 loss at the hands of

Swarthmore with a disheartening B2-74

defeat by Haverford at home Saturday

The twin losses plummeted the cagers'

overall record to 4-5 and conference mark
to 1-4 at the halfway point in the season

Both games followed a pattern: tight

the way until WC ran out of gas in the

waning moments of the game
. The Swarthmore contest started off in

this fashion, but the good-shooting
Quakers ran the lead up to nine before

captain Dave Gold went to the bench with

his third personal foul The Sho'men began

to catch up, and the halftime found the

home team with only a one-point lead, 39-

38

It was more of the same in the second

half. The officials did not call a tight game,
and anyone who tried to drive usually paid

for it without much being done by the men
in stripes Finally, things started to go
Swarthmore's way Dave Gold went
through for a layup that made it 70-65

Swarthmore" with 3:55 to play. A Steve

Bacon long jumper brought it back to 3 a

minute later, but Swarthmore was able to

control the ball until they found Eric

Montgomery on the baseline, who sank his

20th point from that spot to raise the lead

to five again The Quakers got a steal at

midcourt and 6-5 guard Bracken Rourke
was fouled Rourke hit a 1-and-I with 50

seconds left that all but ended the evening

A Bacon foul shot with :43 and jumper with

:31 cut it to 74-70. and when Jerry Rice got

a steal at midcourt it looked like the

Shoremen might still have a chance. Wish-

ful thinking, though, as the Shoremen
missed four shots in the last 20 seconds to

end the misery.

Haverford provided more of the same at

home Saturday It was again close in the

beginning, but when 6-6 Bill Travis went to

the bench early with three fouls and
Haverford committed their seventh team

foul, with barely six minutes gone in the

half, things started looking up. The
Shoremen led by sizable margins several

times and went to the locker room with a

4(i-37 edge.

Haverford closed the gap and took the

lead briefly in the second half as this time

Washington got in foul trouble But MAC
leading scorer Dick Voith soon sat down
with his fourth personal and the Sho'men
took command, jumping to a seven-point

fans viewpoint, but they could make it aa

little more interesting if the fans weren't

able to guess the outcome before the game
starts.

FREE THROWS: Jerry Moye. with 37

points in the two games, has taken over as

leading scorer.. .he was able to move by

Steve Bacon when the latter only had four

points and shot i-for-20 from the floor

against Haverford Steve had 18 at

Swarthmore. though ..Geoff Kurtzman
continues to lead the MAC Southern

Section in rebounds, grabbing 36 in the two

games while scoring 36 points. Geoff also

went over the 500-point mark in his career

in the first half vs. Haverford. ..Dennis

Freshman hotshot Steve Bacon makes a jump pass to <

Kurtzman in Saturday's action against Haverford.

edge at 10:29 as the Fords took time to

regroup

They regrouped well, however, cutting

the lead down to one in the next three

minutes. It then became a (|uestion of who
could get the better shots, and the Sho'men
did not get them It once again came down
to the last two minutes Enter Jerry

Shotzbarger. who only had ten points for

the game for Haverford but crammed
eight of them into the last three minutes

His four foul shots, two at 26 and two at

:09 put the game well out of reach.

What's in store for the second half of the

season 11 That's anybody's guess. The
Shoremen still play exciting ball from a

Compton. who hauled in 14 caroms at

Swarthmore. has moved into the MAC-
South's top ten in that department, along

with Kurtzman The Shore bench figured

prominently in Saturdays game' I was
threatened with lynching if I didn't say

so seriously. John Cross came off the

bench to hit six. Dan Jankelunas hit two

foul shots. John Habermann netted six and
hustled as always, seldom-used Jim
"Mer" Thomas hit two baskets against the

Fords and Don Frush played the last forty

seconds of the first half and got an
assist... .Sho'men go against Lebanon
Valley tonight and face Drew Saturday
evening. by q^ Cnate ||ier

Look closely sport fans - you are seeing a

rare phenomenon - true athletics. Sport for

the sheer joy of it - for the thrill of com-
petition and the satisfying weariness

derived from doing the best one possibly

can.

The WC Wrestling Team is 0-7 at the

present time. Forfeiting from 12 to 30

points a match, a statistical victory is hard

to come by. due to the simple lack of

wrestlers. The WC Grapplers shoot for

something more important - a moral
victory. A victory that comes from giving

100 per cent. A victory that comes from
knowing that though you may have lost,

you wrestled to the best of your ability,

and enjoyed it.

Wrestling is one of the most grueling

sports there is At many schools, glory and
victories follow hard work, at WC the hard
work is there, but there is no glory, and
few team victories The result is still

exciting, though, and what sports is really

all about A case in point - Bill May, a .140

Iber wrestled 190 against Loyola College

to see if he could possibly help the team
out. due to the fact that there is no 190 lber.

Wrestling with a combination of guts and
speed, although May didn't beat his man,
he clearly out-wrestled him.

The team is led by Senior Co-captains

Rich Burke and K ,C. Dine, who along with

Ed Athey Jr., combine to coach the squad
They are 4-2-1 and 3-4 respectively and
should finish up strong. The most con-

sistent winner on the team is Peter Takach
who is 5-1 but may miss a few matches due

to an injury received in the last match
against Widener College The 1341b spot is

presently shared by Dave Newby and
Paco Marshall - both wrestlers with great

ability. Jim Collins < UK), wrestling for the

first time, shows natural talent. Tom
Layton is ineligible < transfer), though he
wrestles at 177 and gives the team added
experience Tim Keefe. coming in late,

will surely help the team at 158. Transfer

Roy Whitaker shows great athletic ability

each time he steps on the mat. though he

loo is new to the sport Steve Dodd and Bill

Weiderseim are presently injured but

should be back soon to help the team
Last Home Match - Feb. 12. against

Wagner College. . ,,— -..

by K.C. Dine

Calendar

On Campus
FEB. 6: - Film on Gertrude Stein - 7:30 p.m.. Ernest Hemingway - 9:30 p.m. in

Miller Library Basement.
Basketball against Lebanon Valley 8:00 p.m

FEB 7: Bridge Club at the Alumni House 8:00 p.m.

FEB 8: Basketball against Drew. 8:00 p.m.

FEB 19: SGA Meeting in Hynson Lounge 800pm

FEB 1 1
: Basketball against Franklin and Marshall at Franklin and Marshall.

EnglishDept film on John Updike in Smith Auditorium 4:30 p.m
Film. "The Thing." in Smith Auditorium 7:30 p.m
FEB 12: Wrestling against Wagner at WC 4:00 p.m

FEB 13: Basketball against Moravian at WC
Lecture. "Walls: Yesterday and Today," by H Margret Zassenhaus in Hynson

Lounge 8:00 p.m. n.

Baltimore

Chestertown
FEB 10: Film Series at Publick House. "The General" and "The Mime." 7:30 pm

FEB (i: Baltimore Symphony Orchestra at the Lyric Theater H: 15 p.m
FEB 8: George Shearing Quintet iit the Lyric Theater

FEB 9: Peter SerkinChamber Music Ensemble at JHU 7:30pm
Towson Chamber Players at Towson State College 3:00 p.m
Grand Funk Railroad and The Eric Burdon Band at the Civic Center. 7:30 p.m

FEB 10: BallimoreSymphony Orchestra at UMBC H:00p.m
FEB ii: "Jesus Christ Superstar "opens at th" Mechanic Theater

D.C. & College Park
FEB 6: National Symphony at the Kennedy Center
•Amen, Amen. Etc." at the Hayloft Theater
Dark of The Moor" at Catholic University.

FEB 6-7: "Death of a Salesman" at Arena Stage

FEB 8: Carlos Montoya. flamenco guitarist, at the Kennedy Center
FEB. 9: Ice Capades at the Capital Centre

FEB 11-13: Russian Folk Musical the Kennedy Center.

FEB. 12: iJrleans at Catholic University 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 13: Marvin Gaye and the Jimmy Castor Bunch at the Capital Centre 8:00 pm
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Dean moves to disband

Theta Chi fraternity

Acting in the wake of various 'antisocial'

activities that took place in Middle Hall

dormitory two weeks ago this Saturday,

and which resulted, directly or indirectly,

in the breaking and entering into the

chapter room of the Kappa Alpha
fraternity. Dean of Men Barry McArdle
issued a decision which, pending appeal,

would dissolve the Theta Chi fraternity as

an active body for at least the rest of the

school year.

"I have decided that it is in the best

interest of Washington College and its

students not to allow Theta Chi to function

as a fraternity on our campus for the

remainder of the Spring- semester, 1975.

Theta Chi will not be permitted to have
any group functions on campus. Their

chapter room will be locked and their

members not permitted to enter it. They
will lose all privileges of a fraternity.

Their pledges will not be allowed to initiate

into the fraternity, at least this semester."

The decision, which is ostensibly based
on the assumption that "the break-in of the

K.A. Chapter room was a direct result of

the Theta party," which has been disputed

by Theta Chi members, has given rise to

such issues as the responsibilities of an
active fraternity for its alumni, and the

quality of leadership of the Dean of Men. It

has also threatened to ignite the past

hostilities between the two fraternities in

Middle Hall, which had recently shown
signs of dissipating.

The event in question took place late

Saturday night. February 1st. The Thetas
had held an informal party, at which were
present substantial numbers of non-

Thetas. independents, and Theta alumni.

Somewhere around three in the morning,
Middle Hall Resident Assistant Paul

Boertlein said he went down to the party to

quiet the noise, about which he had
received a complaint. At that time, he was
subjected to several harsh remarks, and
he subsequently had some beer thrown at

him. Later on in the evening, glass was
broken on the first floor of the building,

and a fire extinguisher was sprayed under
the door of the RA.
Several hours later, perhaps around

seven a.m., someone broke the door
window of the KA chapter room and drank
or otherwise emptied a half keg of beer,

exhausting the C02 cartridge. Upon
discovering the break-in the KA's notified

both the police and Dean McArdle, among
others. After receiving a report from'
proctor Boertlein on what happened that

night, Dean McArdle informed those in-

volved that he would handle the situation,

and would make some sort of an-

nouncement within the week.
The decision excerpted above, which

was released February 6th, represents a
joining by the Dean of Men of both the

break-in, which some have contended
should have been handled by the police,

and thepther rowdy activity in Middle Hall

that night. These in turn are, it stated,

linked directly to the Theta party.

The Thetas, on the other hand, main-
tained that the excess noise and other

disturbances, which they take full

responsibility for, should be completely
separated from the break-in, which they

insisted they had no knowledge of, and
were not responsible for.

Speaking of the decision by McArdle,
one member said, "It's definitely two
separate issues. We said we would-be held
responsible for all the events up to, but not
including, the break-in. The break-in

Continued on page 4

New SGA-passed constitution

to face student body vote

During a special meeting last Monday
night, the senate overwhelmingly ratified
the Constitution and By-Laws for the
proposed re-organization of the Student
Government Association. Within the next
two or three weeks, the entire student body
will vote upon the proposal. Its adoption
requires a majority vote.

The purposes for the plan to reorganize
the SGA are l ) to make student
representation more effective in all

realms of the college community,
academically and socially, 2) to organize
the Washington College academic com-
munity by individual majors and
academic divisions, 3) to stimulate ef-

fective student imput into ^11 college
committees where students now serve,
and 4) to work towards a long range goal
( 5-l0 years) of community governance - a
concept whereby students, faculty, ad-
ministration, and the Board would all

share in the responsibilities of governing
Washington College.

The primary structural change in the

SGA would be the creation of a Student

Union and a Student Academic Board.
Membership of the Student Union would

consist of the president of the SGA, the

vice-president, a secretary, a treasurer, 24

representatives elected by dormitory, and
the four class presidents. The Union'.s

functions would be 1) to pass legislation

concerning the student body, 2) to act as a

liaison between students, faculty, and the

administration, 3) to allocate and ad-

minister funds obtained from the student

activities fee, 4 ) to sponsor and encourage
social activities, 5) to officiate in all

elections for which the Union has

responsibility (6) to encourage student-

activities which contribute to knowledge
about contemporary issues, and (7) to

represent the student body outside of the

college.

*'
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Wednesday's surprise sleet storm gave Chestertown and the College

campus an icy coating.

The standing committees of the Student

Union would be: the Executive Com-
mittee, the Organizations Committee, the

Student Activities Committee, the Elec-

tions Committee, the Student Residence

Committee, and the Coffeehouse Com-
mittee.

The Student Academic Board, the

second branch of the SGA, would consist of

the vice-president of the SGA, a vice-

chairperson, a secretary-treasurer,

representatives from each of the

academic major divisions, and three

faculty members - one from the Social

Sciences,, one from the Humanities and
one from the Natural Sciences and Math
divisions.

The functions of the Student Academic
Board would be (l) to act as a liaison

between students, faculty and ad-

ministration, (2) to attempt the for-

mulation and implementation of college

policy in the interest of the students, (3) to

initiate and develop student activities

which contribute and enrich the academic
atmosphere (4) to encourage constant
improvement within each academic
discipline and develop interaction between
disciples and (5) to structure the student

representation on all Faculty and Board
committees, (i.e., Academic Council) so
that each representative must serve on at

least one College committee and report

back to the Student Academic Board.

.

Other finer points within the Con-

stitution and the By-Laws have been

altered. All students are, therefore, urged

to examine the new Constitution before

voting on the proposal. All Senate mem-
bers have copies of these and would be

more than willing to talk with their con-

stituents about the proposal.

If ratified by a majority vote of the

student body, the new Constitution would
become effective immediately.
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Lecture Ecology

The Washington College Lecture Series

' will present Albert J. Fritsch, consultant

, in environmental and consumer issues,

j
February 17 at 8:30 p.m. in the Hynson
Lounge. The public is invited to attend.

Dr. Fritsch will base his talk on his

recent book THE €ONTRASUMERS
which he calls a "citizen's guide to

resource conservation."

A Jesuit priest-scientist, Dr. Fritsch
helped found the Center for Science in the
Public Interest in 1971 and serves as a co-
director of the Center at its Washington,
D.C. headquarters.

He appears frequently before
congressional committees concerned with
environmental and consumer matters,
and is on the board of directors of the
National Intervenors, a citizens' energy
coalition. He is a former consultant to

Ralph Nader's Center for the Study of
Responsive Law.

French soirees

On the 23rd of January, the French Club
of Washington College held its first soiree

of the semester. Francophiles had the

opportunity to meet and converse in

French as well as gain more insight into

French culture.

An important upcoming event on the

French Club's agenda is the Mardi Gras
masquerade celebration. This fete will

begin at 8:30 p.m. on the 18th of February
at Dr Yon's house. Other projected events
include a soiree devoted to French humor
and another for the viewing of some scenes
of France.

Susan K. Smith of the Annapolis field

office, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, will speak on "Ocean Dumping"
in Dunning Science Hall, room 203, at 8:00
p.m. Tuesday, February 18.

Mrs. Smith is the former Susan Kurrle,
Washington College class of '68. Her
campus visit has been arranged by Dr.
Katherine E. Yaw of the Biology Depart-
ment. Mrs. Smith says she welcomes
inquiries from students interested in

careers in marine biology or
oceanography.

Admissions
project
The Admissions Office will soon be

asking interested students to participate in

the third annual Student Contact Project.
During spring break (March 8-16), current
students will te able to contact prospec-
tive freshmen in their home areas with the
purpose of providing informal, personal,
and informative insights about WC.
Through a project like this W.C. can

demonstrate the concern our students
have for the incoming classes and also
reinforce one of the College's most
valuable resources - emphasis on the
individual.

Students interested in participating in
this year's Project should contact either
Barbie Parris, Student Coordinator;
Maynard Kirpalani, President of the SGA;'
or the Admissions Office. There will be a
meeting in the cafeteria on March 3rd at
7:00 p.m. when the project will be ex-
plained in more detail. All interested
students are encouraged to pass the word
and attend this meeting.

No, this is not the Economics Dept. at Washington. It is the New
Hytnmand Blues Quartet JNRBQ1,. voted at Monday's SGA meeting to

be the feature attraction at this year's Spring Weekend. The group will

perform at a dance concert on Saturday, April 5th\ They are expected
to cost $1750.

Forum

Admissions Committee:
Filter for potential students

To the Editors

matter. I just go to school here.

When professors act like children, they
should be punished as such. If I were Dr.
Tatum's father, I'd turn her over my knee,

I'm sorry to hear that Mr. Neill will no blister her little bottom, and send her to
longer be with the college as of this May. bed without supper.
As I've said before, it's a real shame. The The best of luck to Mr. Neill. He will do
college and the English department need well whatever he does. We'll miss him.
him badly. But then, what I think doesn't Sincerely

Wayne Baker
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College admission standards are no
longer strictly scholastic; considerations
beyond the academic give rise to crops of

borderline applications which require
extra deliberation. It is the function of the
Admissions and Academic Standing
Committee of Washington College to

review the cases of the students who are
not readily accepted by the school.

The committee, chaired by Dr. Nancy
Tatum, professor of English, meets at

least once a week to discuss anywhere
from twelve to eighteen "borderline"
cases. Perhaps an applicant is physically
handicapped. A decision must be made as
to whether Washington College has the
proper facilities to care for the student.

Most often, however, the committee deals
with students with Board Scores 550 or
below, and whose grades are less than
average.

Before each meeting, representatives
from the faculty and student body review
the candidate's folder, presented by
Director of Admissions Bud Andrew,
These folders contain the prospective
student's application, transcript, and
teacher recommendations. After
discussion of each case, faculty and

. students share an equal vote on the ac-
ceptance or rejection of the applicant.
There is usually little dissension among
the committee members. However, final

approval of their decision concerning
admission must be made by President
McLain.
According to Dr. Tatum, the primary

concern of the committee is "to choose
students who will be successful" and thus
much thought is given to each case.
Student committee member Max
Koeniesberg says that in reviewing each

folder ne is most concerned with "the

calibre" of the student. However, he added
that he also considers "the quality" of tl

student - the attributes which the applicant

has which might add to the atmosphere at

Washington College.

Dr. Tatum pointed out that much is

learned about this area from the personal

essays on the college's applications. She

also feels that teacher recommendations
are good indicators of a - tudent's per-

sonality, ability, and initative. Perhaps a

student has worked hard in a certain area,

but has achieved below average grades
Most often his perserverance is noted on

his teacher recommendations, and thus

becomes a great factor in his acceptance
or rejection by the college.

A secondary function of the Admissions
and Academic Standing Committee is

decision-making concerning the re-

admission of students who have been

suspended or have withdrawn from
Washington College in poor academic
standing. When reviewing these cases,

Carol Baker, another student memnber,
says the committee takes into con-

sideration what the student has done while

out of school. If he has shown an interest in

academics at another college, and has

done reasonably well, his tihances for re-

admission are good. However, if he has

little to show for the time spent away from

Washington College, much thought is

given before a final decision is made.
As a sorting ground for cases referred

by the Office of Admissions, the Ad-

missions and Academic Standing Com-
mittee has an active role in determining
the quality of the student body at the

by Karen Jarrell
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Anton Chekov's early twentieth century play UNCLE VANYA will be
performed by the Washington College Drama Department February 19-

21 , 23 and 24. Curtain is at 8 p.m. Pictured above are Wendy Wooley in

the part of Sonia and Tom Middleton, who has the title role.

Music
Roger McGuinn alone;

Hubbard and Turrentine

together live
On his most recent album, Peace on You

(Columbia Records), Roger McGuinn
maintains the sound that he established

with the Byrds. The album proves that

McGuinn has not lost any of his distinctive

quality as a ballad writer.

The tunes follow a pattern of gentle flow

similar to that of his successful com-

position, Chestnut Mare. There is no

change in the basic McGuinn sound,

although Peace on You has McGuinn
playing with a different set of musicians:

Al Kooper, Dan Fogleberg, Donnie Dacus

and Lee Sklar.

With the exception of "Peace on You,"

side one sounds like country rock. Its

emphasis on instrumentals doesn't always

work well. Side two, however, has a better

balance of vocals and instrumentals, and

the sound is more folk rock. The Lady is

the best all around cut, primarily because

of McGuinn's vocal treatment. If you've

followed the Byrds, Peace on You is a

further extension of their basic sound.

Following on the heels of a highly suc-

cessful California Concert, CTI has

released two additional live albums
featuring the two most accomplished

performers on their label, and indeed,

throughout jazz as a whole. In Concert,

Volume One, revolves almost totally

around Freddie Hubbard and Stanley

Turrentine. Side one is Hubbard's "Povo"
(from his Sky Dive album) and while

thelive rendition isn't as sedate or as full

as the studio version, the solo work is more
challenging from a musician's viewpoint

and hence more diverse and interesting to

the listener. Side Two is Turentine's

"Gibraltrar" (appearing on his Salt Song

album ) and the live cut here falls far short

of the studio version as the melody line

gets clouded in a holocost of frantic eighth

notes. Judged apart from the studio S$
recording, the live version is quite good, en

However, I think the composition is too

wordy, too lyrical, to be played as quickly P
as Hubbard and Turrentine saw fit. <5

What makes jazz as a whole a unique

form of expression is the way the same
number can be played to represent such a
variety of moods. "Gibraltar" appears
again on Volume Two, but the mood is

more electric and more eclectic. Tone and
tradeoffs replace the pure quickness and
frenzy of "Gibralatar" on Volume One.

The final melody line has Hubbard and
Turrentine pushing themselves to echo the

other's lead. It's a strange effect, and one
that is rarely chanced on a live recording.

Hubbard and Turrentine are "backed
up" by Herbie Hancock on keyboards,

Eric Gale on guitar, bassist Ron Carter,

and drummer Jack DeJohnette. To further

emphasize how the same number can be
radically changed in jazz, two versions of

Hancock's "Hornets" appear back-to-

back on Volume Two. Although the song

was done on his Sextant album, these two
live versions are vastly different from the

studio track. A similar, though by no
means identical bass line is used on both

versions (version one recorded in

Chicago; version two in Detroit) but all

similarities and there. Chicago "Hornets"

soothes while Detroit's moves and moves
and moves.

We wouldn't recommend either

recording for those people who haven't

listened to much jazz, as the music is In no

way "popish" or catchy. However, if you

aren't intimidated by multi-focused

messages of bluesgospel jazz rhyth-

mscreaming • shouting blasting

serene. ..well, all in all these are towo fine

albums.

by Brian Fallon and Dan Scharf

WCR review : A summary of parts

First of two parts

The point of having a focus for an issue
of a magazine ought to be approximately
the point of having a symposium or panel
discussion: individual remarks build on or
cancel one another, generating a whole
that is greater than the sum of the parts.
It's one of those flawless educational ideas
that never works.

WCR's focus on "Women and Women
Writers" takes a few steps toward
disproving this rule and could have taken
more, if its staff had been a little less

reluctant to 'manage' their show. Both
Sylvia Wilkinson and Margaret Newlin
make exactly the kind of suggestive
remarks thai, had they been picked up by
someone else - either explicitly or by
choice and arrangement of other items -

might have really focused* the issue.

Sylvia' Wilkinson talks about the
situation she finds in the south, the old

business about men doing science and
women doing art getting reinforcecTby the
need for men to have a responsible

'paying) vocation and art's not being one.

The relevance of this to writers of real

talent and the question of its (increasing?)

accuracy as a description of the rest of the

country are two obvious roads that want to

be followed from here. Solotaroff's recent

description of the contemporary literary

economy belongs in here somewhere as a

preview of the possible turning of the arts

into an avocation (and therefore an in-

creasingly feminine enterprise?). And so

do George Garrett's well-known remarks
on the subject. Miss Wilkinson's remarks,
by themselves, are nice to have, but with

nothing to bounce them off of or pick them
up, they don't contribute much to a focus.

Margaret Newlin's remark about

women's tendency to work from the

concrete to the abstract (and men the

reverse) is an even bigger plus. A full

response to that one would have made a

whole issue. Her poem picks it up, by way

of demonstration. And Denise Pendleton's

article on Anais Nin gains something from

following after it: when she reports Miss

Nin's blaming the fall of man on Adam
(for "fabricating detachment") we
definitely feel Mrs. Newlin's presence and
the focus working. But we want more of

this.

Change the subject.

Laura Pritchett: "On Women as
Writers."

-- Interested in Solotaroff's remark
about our ability to identify the sex of

writers from, their prose. I feel absolutely
sure I have this ability: I've been reading
Mister Anatoyle Broyard's syndictted

column in the Sun for years.

— On male literary traditions of ex-

cellence: another missed opportunity.

Would love to hear how our traditions of

excellence are male (I'm sure they are,

just as they're ivhite and moral) and what

a female tradition would look like. Goodby
Whitman, Melville, James; Goodbye
Conrad, Joyce, Faulkner, Now weave this

into Margaret Newlin's remark and we're

off!

Misty Elliott: Fear of Flying.

I haven't read it - but had pieces of it

read to me by my wife, obscenely

snickering, all the way from Chestertown

to the Tennessee line and gather that the

issues are whether it's a novel or a tract

and whether or not Erica Jong is really

Philip Roth in drag. Misty makes more
sense of the book than anybody else I've

heard try, but,she also leaves out (what

sounded to me like) its humor.
Staff: Kate Millet.

I haven't read Sexual Politics either,

and 1 can't tell from what staff says very

much about it, but from what Staff does

say and from what I've picked up from the

Zeitgeist it sounds as if Katy is trying to

legislate anthropolgy and I'd certainly like

to vote against that. Makes a good deal

more sense to sigh for what is not or assail

the seasons. Wish Staff had jumped into

this one. One of the virtues of the Focus

conception of the issue comes out at this

stage though. Kate Millett clearly brings

to mind Sylvia Wilkinson whose business-

like pursuit of her vocation and tendency

only to attack those barriers she confronts

along the way looks better all the time.

Sarah Gearhart: Sacred and Profane
Love Machine.

I'm going to skip this one because I am
reading it and I can tell Sarah's going to

spoil it by telling me what happens. That
goes for Kathy Walton on Heller's

Something Happened too. Read The
ComplM. Angler. ^ p^^
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& Dr. Ira Zepp on Christian interpretations

Dr. Ira Zepp spoke at the William James
Forum of Washington College on Tuesday

night in Hynson Lounge. His topic was
billed. "Billv Graham and Martin
Luther King - Can They BOTH be

Christians?" The subject reflected Dr.

Zepp's interest in the life and work of the

late Dr. King. Zepp's doctoral thesis was
entitled, "Intellectual Sources of Martin

Luther King's Ethical Thought."

Dean Zepp graduated from Western
Maryland College in 1952 and returned as

chaplain to the Methodist College in 1963.

He holds a B.A. from Drew Theological

Seminary and a Ph.D. from St. Mary's
Seminary. He has, also pursued graduate

studies at various times at the University

of Deinburgh, the University of Gottingen,

and Harvard University. He was also a

member of an Institute in Indian

Civilization in India under the auspices of

a Ful bright-Hays grant.

The lecture concerned the styles and
types of Christianity represented by Dr.

Graham and Dr. King. Dr. Zepp made a

definite distinction between their ap-

proaches to Christianity.

Billy Graham's aproach to Christianity

Forum. Tne good doctor amvea he said is 0D an individua] basis He is

Sans beard. never directly involved in political con-

Dr. Ira Zepp, who spoke Tuesday
niaht as dart of the Wm. James

troversy, but preaches individual reform -

the repair of each individual's soul. Ac-

cording to Graham, the four sins of man
are: drinking, drugs, sex, and cheating;

all of which are individual flaws.

Martin Luther King, on the other hand,

felt that he could not wait for the in-

dividual to absolve himself o his sins. He
believed that man is dominated by in-

stitutions, which are also sinful,

and destroy the individual. King sought to

repair the evils of society.

Dr. Zepp applied the views of Dr.

Graham and Dr. King to Christianity.

Graham considers Jesus as "the Savior,"

while King considered Jesus to be "the

Lord." The Savior lives with the tyranny

found in society - capitalism, com-

munism, racism, etc.; the Lord cannot

endure these evils.

Zepp went on to say that when one em
phasizes Christ as Savior, one plays into

the hands of politicians; that is, one ac-

cepts political tyranny. "Politicians love

this type of Christianity," said Dr. Zepp,

"because it will not effect their status." He
added: "You could never afford to have a

person like Martin Luther King at the

White House - he knows to much about

power."

Who, therefore, is a Christian? Zepp

believed that Martin Luther King was
more Christian then Billy Graham. It is

Dr. King who attempted to bring about a

"new society," and not necessarily a new
individual.

Following Dr. Zepp's lecture ther was a

question and answer period. When asked

about contemporary problems, such as

abortion and birth control, Zepp admitted

that "Jesus is not very resourceful when it

comes to contemporary problems." Our
own judgment is surely important.

However, "The man of God ought not be so

hypnotized by power, as Graham is." Zepp

suggested that the man of God should try

to transcend political issues: - "to be

critical of instituons" but not be so locked

in by them.
Dr. Zepp noted how irrational some of

"today's problems are, mentioning "the

energy crisis, the sugar crisis," and

the cost of health care.

"How rational are we?" he asked. Our

self-interest and egotism resists change.

The individual approach to Christianity

will serve to mend the victims of society,

but, said Zepp', "It will do nothing to mend
society itself."

by james Karl

McArdle hands down decision on fraternity case
Continued from page 1

should be handled as a criminal case."

Their argument, simply put, is tha,t no
fair connection can be made between their

party and the forced entrance into the KA
chapter room, which occurred, they

charged, well after the party was over,

and did not involve any active members of

their fraternity.

"Everybody in our fraternity was ac-

counted for at 3:30. By the time of the

break-in the party was
finished. ..everybody had gone to bed."

Proctor Boertlein voiced incredulity at

such a claim - "I think that's absolutely

amazing, that these people. ..I mean they
were all so blown away. ..say they can
account for all their guests. I think that's a
real irony..."

The Thetas have given Dean McArdle
the names of two people who, though Theta
alumni, were not present at or invited to

their fraternity's party. These two men
were on campus that same weekend,
however, and their whereabouts at the

time of the break-in were unknown. The
Dean of Men said he would contact these

people personally to find out whether they

could shed some light on the sjibject.

McArdle hinted that if the two graduates

confess that they alone were responsible

for the break-in, then he would reconsider

his decision to suspend the Theta frater-

nity "If what happended was independent

of anything involved at the Theta

fraternity, (and) if we are given some kind

of certainty that it had nothing to do with

the Thetas (then* I don't think that would

be reflective upon the Theta community."
Should such events transpire, McArdle

said the next step would be to convene the

Middle Hall Council, and use that body to

settle the complaints about excess noise,

and the related disturbances. This, in fact,

is what the Thetas have suggested should

be done immediately, regardless of any

admission by graduates of the break-in.

Said a Theta officer - "The related facts of

the case should go to the Middle Hall

Council. That's our position. We set it up

last year to do something, and it shouldn't

be left to slide by."

The Middle Hall Council was formed last

spring, following a series of disruptive

incidents, most of which were related to

the tensions between the two fraternities

residing there. The Council consists of the

president and three members of each

fraternity, the Middle Hall proctor, and
the Dean of Men. It was set up to resolve

any grievances between members of the

fraternities, and to ensure generally an
atmosphere of order.

Dean McArdle chose not to convene the

Council in this case, primarily because of

the seriousness of an action such as

breaking and entering. . M McArdle said

he recognize "two issues here.. .one is the

broken glass, the noise.. .and the other is

the break-in" and that if the opportunity

arises, he would be "willing to separate

me two, and utilize the Council.

Meanwhile, McArdle said he felt that his

decision to disband the Thetas had to

remain in force. "We've come to a point

where the school has to take a stand on a

issue like this. With the atmosphere of the

campus what it is. ..I thought this was the

thing to do.. .I'll take responsibility for the

stand. ..I'll make the stand..."

"There were two alternatives (for the

school administration) on this, to do

nothing, pending solid evidence, or.. .to cut

through the issue." Mentioning the

"cloudiness of the evidence" and the

"shakiness of the facts," McArdle said he

decided upon this course of action, "and

then to allow the decision to be appealed.

Rather than argue about tidbits.. .the thing

was to make a decision."

The Dean said an appeal may be made

to the All-Campus Judiciary. In the ab-

sence of an appeal, his ruling would take

effect February 12th.

Calendar

On Campus Chestertown
Feb. 13 - Basketball vs Moravian 8 p.m.

Lecture: "Walls: Yesterday and Today," by H. Margret Zassenhaus, M.D. Hynson,
8 p.m.

Feb. 14 - Valentine's Day.

Feb. 15 - "Moonrust" Band, Coffee House.

Feb. 17 - Lecture on Consumerism by Albert Fritsch - Hynson, 8:30 p.m.

Feb. 18 - "Zulu" Bill Smith, 8 p.m.

English Department Film: "Robert Creeley," Smith Auditorium, 4 :30 p.m.

Biology Department Lecture: "Ocean Dumping," Mrs. Susan K. Smith, U.S. En-

vironmental Protection Agency. Dunning - 203, 8 p.m.

Feb. 19 - Opening Night - Drama Department production "Uncle Vanya," Tawes
Theater. 8 p.m. (through Feb. 24).

Feb. 20 - Basketball vs. Gallaudet.

Feb. 18 - Reading and Discussion of Great Books of Jazz Age at Publick House 7
p.m.

Baltimore
Feb. 24 and 26 - Dancers Nora Guthrie and Ted Rotante performing at Essex

Community College.

Feb. 22 - Whittemore and Lowe, Duo Pianists at Lyric Theater.

D.C. & College Park
Feb. 13 - National Symphony at Kennedy Center, 8:30 p.m.
Marvin Gaye, Jimmy Castor Bunch at Capital Center.

Tartar Sauce on Sale at Giant 53c, 8 p.m.
Chinese Cultural Exhibit at National Gallery of Art - Free.



College Sail Club invites your indulgence 13
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Sailing season never ends; it is a
perennial activity. Ultimately there is one
grim reality that might divert a cen-

terboard sailor from enjoying the beauty

of wind, water, his boat, and the
surrounding landscape during these win-

months • the possibly fatal capsize.

Superior sailors from the W.C. club are
encouraged to sail now; beginners-
learners are not advised by considerate

instructors to take the tiller now, but they

njust sail. A few of the club's experts have
recently been eager, though foiled by
having no sails to use. Yearly inspection

[or wear on the Lasers' sails has just been
cpmpleted and the sails are back.

Preparation for comirg spring regattas

must begin soon. Not only do skills that

have been sleeping need re-honing, but the

club boats are crying for attention. Mares
and scratches an; or iiuie consequence to

boat speed in comparison to mishandling

oi tacks and gybes; nevertheless, a Laser

is a yacht. Apparent neglect of these boats

i$ a smack to the club's image. The
fjobjacks that preceded our Lasers were
sinful examples of poor care as they

limped and struggled out of the bog that

lies next to the boathouse pier. Anxious
sailors should be equally anxious for

rfestoration of the fleet.

. There is much to be done; new members
\it\\ be welcomed to the club for spring fun

and their rejuvenating enthusiasm.
,The schedule for Maisa regattas is'

pending final approval of MAISA
executives. At the annual meeting, two
weeks ago, 20 to 25 schools arranged their

competitive events for the year.
Washington College will most probably
compete on:

March 15-16 at St. Mary's in 420's.

I March 29 at American U. in 420's.

I April 1" at Chestertown Yacht in Club
Lasers.

April 12-13 at St. Mary's in a Distance
Race - Lasers and 420's.

April 26-27 at Delaware in 420's.

or wnenever an event is announced and
club interest is so moved. The schdule for

next fall resembles the above. The sailing

club could schedule two Maisa events each
weekend of the year if members wished.

Logistics has been a problem, but this

relates directly to club desire, or languor.

There will be a sailing club meeting on
the 18th of February at 6:30 p.m. in

Hynson Lounge for old and new sailors.

Those interested in restoring the club
Lasers to proper "Bristol" fashion will be
venerated. Arrangements for helping and
competing will also be made in this

meeting.

Vinyl buoys and other necessary star-

ting and racing gear will be purchased
soon for new accessories in Spring sailing.

The club will be encouraging sailors of all

grades to compete for hate or love in intra-

club sailing, starting March 1.

Club members who have not paid their

dues are requested to do so. Fees required
of new members for the remainder of the

semester are $7.50. There is still the- best

part of the sailing year left.

To be given the freedom to sail a club
boat, a new member must know the

nomenclature of a boat, be able to rig a
Laser (includes a knowledge of knots), be
able to discuss and perform the points of

sail and make easy approaches in landing

a boat. Instructors are available for

refreshing the old sailor and for informing

Jhe beginner. Sailing is easy; it takes only

the will to pursue and master the skills

that become involuntary and pleasurable.
Sailing takes some out-of-boat study. A
good sailor enjoys his abilities and he
increases his awareness with time - in

books and in recollection of experience.
Get started now! by Mark Pellerin

Alone or in tandem, or sailing at random, the feel of the keel, the
ease of a breeze... .The Washington College Sail Club is anxious to

Group formed to prompt campus action

nationwide on world food crisis

OPEN LETTER TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Here are a few facts you may or may not
be aware of:

The U.S. military budget is (SO times
greater than the budget for overseas
economic aid. During a 14 hour period, the

Defense Department spends more than the'

entire annual budget of the United Nations
food program.
Only about 40 percent of Americans

eligible for food stamps currently receive
them, and President Ford has announced
his intentions to cut the food stamp
program budget by about one billion

dollars or 25 percent.

The ad budget of General Foods is

almost three times bigger than the budget
of the Food Bureau of the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration.

The American meat-based diet deprives
the world of 18 million tons of cereal
protein, an amount almost equal to the
world's protein deficiency.

Soaring food prices, increasing world
food shortages, and mounting evidence of

'he dangerous health effects of the overly
processed and refined American diet
indicate that, if left to its own devices, the
federal government wilt not take the steps
necessary to develop a responsible food
Policy. The food industry -the corporations
^at bring you Cool Whip and Twinkies -

have sold Americans on a diet of sugar-
laden, fat-rich "convenience" food£ that
we contributing to a national epidemic of
neart disease, diabets, hypertension and
obesity. While encouraging unhealthy
^ting habits through advertising and
availability, these corporations are also

contributing to high food prices. A Federal

Trade Commission study estimated that

consumers were overcharged $2 billion in

1972, because of the monopolistic structure

of several segments of the food industry.

As government and corporate decision-

makers allow the food situation to

deteriorate further, it becomes clear that

individuals and organizations in com-
munities and campuses across the nation

will have to begain a massive education

effort - an effort aimed at changing
personal eating habits; improving food

welfare programs; reforming cor-

porations thai, promote the sale of billions

of dollars worth of nutritionally empty
junk foods; and developing national

policies which recognize the needs of

hungry people at home and abroad.

This job requires a national organizing

effort. The non-profit Center for Science in

the Public Interest, in conjunction with

dozens of other groups and individuals, is

building a movement to take on this task, a

movement that will blossom on FOOD
DAY, a national day of action on the food

crisis. FOOD DAY is set for April 17, 1975.

We hope that college and university

students will take part in FOOD DAY,
using their campuses as organizing focal

points for both campus and community-
oriented activities. As a first step in ac-

complishing this, we urge students and
faculty to set up joint committees to in-

vestigate what can be done at your

campus, such as creating a campus-
community garden or food coop, initating

sweeping changes in university food-

buying policies, getting nutritious food in

vending machines, or planning massive

teach-ins for April 17th.,

Students at the Universities of Michigan
and Wisconsin are already planning teach-

ins for next spring. At Yale, a student-

faculty committee has planned a six week
lecture-discussion series on world food
problems and has already organizaed a

fast in which over 2000 students par-
ticipated. Teach-ins provide an excellent

forum for educating and organizing people
both on campus and in the community.
The food problems which face the nation

and the world demand immediate action.

Initial FOOD DAY actions may not make
headlines or quickly change Federal or

corporate policies, but they will put
decision-makers on notice that the
American public is no longer willing to

participate in the wasteful use of food

resources.

The rise of the environmental movement
and the end to direct American in-

volvement in the Vietnam War are
directly traceable to campus activity. The
students of America can once again make
a commitment to actions that can result in

long-overdue changes in the way in which
the Federal government, corporate
America, and individuals decide how to

whom food will be allocated.

FOOD DAY national offices are open at

1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Room 206.

Washington, D.C. 20036 (202^62-8510), If

you are interested in organizing FOOD
DAY teach-ins or other activities, contact
the office for further information and
organizing suggestions.

Sincerely, Frances Moore, Lappe,
Author of DIET FOR A SMALL PLANET.
Kathy Kelly, President, National Student
Association. BWilliam Sloane Coffin,

Chaplain, Yale University. Michael
Jacobson, FOOD DAY coordinator, Center
for Science in the Public Interest.

L

College Heights Sub Shoppe

across from campus
778-2671

Pizza

Steaks Subs Chicken

Daily Specials

Mon. - Thurs. 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Fri. - Sal. 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Sun. 1:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
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I Basketball fights for .500record as season progresses

fi The basketball squad split another pair
* of games last week, but they finally got

one break: the win was over conference

^ opponent Lebanon Valley 84-81, while the

f

86-81 loss to Drew meant nothing as far as
the MAC South went. The Sho'men arc now
5-6 for the season and a still-disappointing
2-4 in the conference.

If any Shore fans missed Thursday's tilt

with Lebanon Valley, my condolences.
You, friends, picked the wrong one to

miss.

It started out as though only super
shooting could keep the Sho'men in the
game. Dutchmen Ray Mitchell, Jim
Schoch, and Charlie Brown found the
openings in the Washington zone and
didn't look like they were going to miss ail

night. They never led by a tremendous
margin, however, and aided by the fact
that they got into a bonus situation early,
the Sho'men began to catch up. On the
other hand, the home team didn't commit
a team foul until twelve minutes of the
first half had passed.

Another blow struck the Sho'men late in

the half, as guard Jerry Rice was called
for a foul while receiving an elbow in the
face from Ray Mitchell. Rice had to leave
the game, and though he would later
return, he would not score again after
netting ten first-half points. That play
typified the bad officiating of the evening.
It got so bad that two technical fouls were
dished out to LVC coach Lou Sorrentino,
the first with 4:02 to play in the half. The
"T" helped swing the tide the way of the
Sho'men, and Dennis Compton busted
loose for 10 points in the last several
minutes of the half. Added scoring punch
from Jerry Moye and Steve Bacon led the
Maroon and Black to a 53-W halftime lead.
Lebanon Valley came out ready after

the intermission, and this time the
Sho'men got in team foul trouble. But they
iSho'meni kept hitting the nets, and the
Dutchman called time with roughly 13:30
to play trailing 64-52.

It was at this juncture that some of the
fun began. As a ref blew his whistle to
indicate the time-out, timer Don Chatellier
inadvertently hit the wrong switch on the
scoreboard control, and the clock con-

Senior Captain Jeremiah Moye, who leads the Sho'men in scoring,
takes advantage of an opening in last week's closely fought victory
against Lebanon Valley.

tinued to run. Somewhere between ten and
fifteen seconds elapsed before a Lebanon
Valley fan screamed, "THE CLOCK!..."
and some other choice words, and Chatty
realized his error and shut the clock off.

The officials were informed of the mishap
by Chatty, but their ruling was that since
neither of them had seen the clock run-

ning, the time lost could not be replaced.

Bearing all that in mind, the Dutchmen
came out steaming, and led by center Kurt
Kemmerer, cut the gap to four in the next
minute as the Sho'men now huddled. The
lead varied in size for the remainder of the

cqntest, but the visitors never tied it or
went ahead, and a big factor near the end

was the departure of guards Charlie

Brown and Ray Mitchell with five fouls

each.

The Sho'men went into a semi-stall,

using a patterned offense to try to get

uncontested layups. Bacon, Moye and
Geoff Kurtzman provided the scoring
down the stretch, while big Jim Schoot
was consistent for the visitors. In the last

mjnute the drama climaxed. Off the

pattern, Dennis Compton got the ball

under the basket and wide open with a

minute to play. Making ab-so-lute-ly-sure,

he went straight up, gliding the leather

gently off his fingertips, and ott the glass

and in. The Sho'men led, 82-79. The Valley

got a return bucket from Don Buesing, but

Washington ran the 'pattern again and

Steve Bacon was fouled with just seven-

teen seconds on the clock.

Bacon stepped to the line. Made the first.

Ditto the second. The gym rocked. The
game was jover.

During the cleaning-up irate Lebanon
Valley fans were all over Chatty for the

clock incident, arguing and yelling, "It's

just a shame we had to lose that way."
Fortunately for the Sho'men, that's all it

was. ..a shame.
Sorry, people, I've almost run out oi

space for the Drew game Saturday

night. Suffice ft to say thai the Rangers
were a lot bigger than the Sho'men, and
Drew was led by 6-7 Jon'Mardy's 31 points

and guard Gary Jones' 21. Add that to

Mardy's grabbing every rebound in sight

and Drew came away with a nonetheless

hard-fought five-point win. Jerry Moye
had 23 and Steve Bacon 20 for the Sho'men,
and Jerry Rice busted loose for a personal

season-high 18. While at it, Bacon led a

balanced attack against Lebanon Valley

with 23, while Jim ScRock topped the

Dutchmen with 20.

Good Grief (oops, apologies to Leb.

Valley guard Charlie Brown), I don't even
have time to do a "Free Throws" column.

Sho'men went to Franklin and Marshall
Tuesday, face much-improved Moravian
at home tonight (8:00) and have Ursinus
away on Saturday.

by Dana Chatellier
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Complete footwear Service and Supplic

227 high street
Chestertown, Maryland 216

PHONE 776-2860

Don Kelly
"OK" USED CARS
Chevrotet-Wlick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown. Md.
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George Washington's Birthday and the
founding of the College 18 years ago will be
celebrated in usual gala fashion this
weekend.

The afternoon convocation in Tawes
Theater will leature tne traditional aca-

demic procession of the faculty as well as
speaker William H. McNeill, Phd., Robert
A Milliken Distinguished Professor of

History, University of Chicago.

The convocation ceremonies begin at 2

p.m. in the Gibson Fine Arts Center with

Dr William H. McNeill delivering the

keynote address. Dr. McNeill, a noted

historian, is currently the Robert A.

Milliken Distinguished Service Professor

of History at The University of Chicago.

Professor McNeill received both his

BA. and M.A. from The University of

Chicago and earned his Ph.D. at Cornell

University. He has been a Fulbright

Research Scholar at the Royal Institute of

International Affairs in England; a

Rockefeller grantee, a Ford Faculty

Fellow, a Carnegie grantee and a

Guggenheim Fellow.

"McNeill is an historian with a dif-

ference," asserted History department
Chairman Nathan Smith. "He has the

courage to see the larger meaning of

human societies at the risk of being

labelled an amateur," Smith continued in

explanation.

According to Smith, McNeill is not a

man content with trivia, with historical

bricks - "He is a man willing to judge the
entire building."

A quote from his prize winning and
nationally recognized book "The Rise of
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Judiciary system
in process of rebuilding

the West" offers an example of McNeill's
level of insight:

"A really massive bureaucracy such as
those which now constitute every major
government. ..(is) characterized by a
lively sense of corporate self-interest,

expressed, through eleaborate rules and
precedents, and procedures rising toward
the semi-sacredness of holy ritual."

Dr. McNeill is a renowed author of

numerous publications of historical
signficance. Notable among his
publications are: THE RISE OF THE
WEST, A HISTORY OF THE HUMAN
COMMUNITY which won the 1963
National Book Award and the Gordon J.

Laing Prize; A WORLD HISTORY; THE
CONTEMPORARY WORLD; VENICE
THE HINGE OF EUROPE, 1081-1797; and
THE SHAPE OF EUROPEAN HISTORY.
During the convocation ceremonies,

Washington College will award Dr. Mc-
Neill the honorary degree, Doctor of

Humanities.
The second focus of the weekend bir-

thday fete will be the Washington Birthday
Ball. Students are not required to dress
formally for the black tie affair which will

begin at 9:00 in Hodson Hall. Students are
admitted free.

Other events of the day include: an
Alumni House open house from 9:00-2.00

p.m. Coffee and donuts will be served. A
Buffet Lunch with special menu and raw
bar will be served. Student Lunch will be
served from 11:30-12:30. Lunch for all

others will be served from 12:30-1:30.

Students free; at the door $3.50.

The basketball team will play Johns
Hopkins at 3:30 in Cain Gymnasium.

Murrary refuses position

Dr. Frank Murray, who was recently reasons." Murray has promised, ac-

The Washington College student
judiciary system, after several years of

disuse and two semesters of near-non
existence, is now undergoing structural

changes and is expected to be in working
order by the end of March.
Charged with formulating the new

procedures is the Student Affairs Com-
mittee, which has been meeting in-

termittently since September to reivse the

old judiciary network, and which last week
came up with several recommended
changes. Though still to be voted upon by
the committee, the recommendations
would create three separate judicial

forums available to students.

The first arena would be the Judicial

Screening Board, which would handle "All

complaints or charges lodged against

individual students or groups of students."

According to committee chairman J.

David Newell, the Screening Board would
act as a "filter" for student grievances.
and would "decide which of the judicial

committees, if any, has the responsibility

of adjudicating the matter in question."

Having no real judicial power of its own,
Ihe board members would include both the

Dean of Men and the Dean of Women, the

Student Affairs Committee chairman, and
two students, who would be appointed or

elected by the Student Academic Board.
The primary forum for settling disputes,

and the group to which the Screening

Board would make most of its referrals,

would be called the Student Judiciary

Board. "Matters related to social conduct
and behavior," such as vandalism, excess

rowdiness and the like, would all be settled

here. Its chair-person would be selected by
the SGA. A juryof seven students would be
selected from a pool of fourteen alter-

nates.

Five votes of the seven would be needed
to convict a student or group, a conviction

resulting in the imposition of certain

sanctions, which "may take the form of

social probation, restitution to the injured

parties, apologies, tor) financial penalties

not to exceed $25.00 (payable to the

treasurer of the Student Government
Association*. Disciplinary probation, and
suspension or dismissal from college"

could also be within the powers of the

Student Judiciary Board.

Disputed decisions may be appealed to

the All-Campus Judiciary, whose mem-
bership would consist of four professors, to

be elected by the faculty senate as a whole,

five students, to be chosen by the SGA by
either appointment or election, and the

Dean of the College, who would serve as its

chairperson.

Besides the general role of appeals

court, the All-Campus Judiciary would
particularly concern itself with "Matters
related to academic violations, e.g.,

cheating on exams, plagerism on papers.

Continued on page 2

offered the deanship of the college,

formed the administration last Monday of

his decision to refuse the position.

Acting Dean Nathan Smith felt that

while Murray did not detail the rationale

behind his decision "the man had good

cording to Smith, to document his decision
in a letter to President McLain.
The Dean Search Committee plans to

convene in the near future to consider vita
from other applicants.

Bank to collect loans
In June of this year, previous

Washington College students who have
borrowed money on the National Defense
Student Loan Program will begin
receiving notices on behalf of Washington
College from Wachovia Services, Inc., a
subsidiary of the Wachovia Bank, located

in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

According to the College Business
Manager Gene Hessey, "the College will

have at the end of this year nearly $500,000

in loans outstanding." Hessey explained
that as of last June, 25 percent of those

former students who received N.D.S.L.

loans were keeping their loan payments
current. Their failure to keep abreast of

their loan payments has resulted in a

decrease in the amount of loan funds

available to currently enrolled students.

The advantages of the bank collecting on
loans are twofold as Hessey defines them.
Primarily, this method of collecting

suggests that the general credit standing
of the former student will be impaired by

the continued failure to meet loan

payments, and, secondly, other banks in

the former student's area of residence can
be used to effect direct contact.

Hessey suggested several reasons for

the high delinquency rate. He cited

current economic conditions as well as the

pocr job market for college graduates as

plausible reasons for these former
students' inability to meet their loan

payments. The marriage partner may be

unwilling to assume the obligations for the

loan. Hessey also explained that because

of Watergate many former students feel

that the corruption in government releases

them from any obligation to repay their

loans. The nature of the loan itself is also

responsible for a high default rate - a

college education cannot be repossessed.

"By using a bank collection service, the

College hopes to reduce the delinquency

rate at least 15 percent, if not more,"

Hessey explained.



Editorial

6> Next Monday at 3 p.m., the All-Campus Judiciary, the College's

. highest judicial forum, willmeet to resolve a matter dramatically

8 known as Washington College vs. The Theta Chi Fraternity.

£• Specifically, it will meet in response to an appear Dy the Thetas
1 of Dean Mcardle's recent decision, which if put into effect would
& dissolve the organization as an active fraternity for at least the rest of
u. the school year.

p The Dean's decision is based upon the notion that thelate-night

0] rowdiness in Middle Hall and the break-in early the next morning at

„ the KA chapter room resulted from, and were directly attributable to a
|E Theta party which took place that night. As reported in the ELM last

week, the Thetas, while accepting full responsibility for the excess
noise and minor disturbances in the hall, insist that neither the

fraternity as a body nor any of its present members had knowledge ofor

played a part in the break-in, which occurred around 7:00 in the
morning. However they did suggest to the Dean of Men, that he
contact two Theta alumni who were on campus that weekend and
whose whereabouts at the time of the break-in were
unclear. The Dean has since done so, but to no avail;

they both deny having had anything to do with the incident

In one sense then, the task before the All Campus Judiciary is simple
enough: they either accept the fraternity's claim of innocence, or they
assume guilt on the basis of the group's recent disciplinary record. In

the absence of any conclusive evidence, we think that the former is

the only reasonable choice. Such a decision would leave the Judiciary
with only the other minor disturbances to deal with, which could be
properly referred to the Middle Hall Council.
Underlining the Dean's ruling, however, and the more important

issue to which the judiciary will address itself, is the idea that cor-
porate responsibility for individual actions be given a length and
breadth heretofore unimagined. Dean McArdle would stretch the
accountability of a group to include not only its own members'
conduct, but that of anyone whose actions can be logically traced to
some contact with that group. Hence, the Dean's reasoning: Whereas
Thetas held a boisterous party the night of the break-in, and given

the recent history of Theta-KA relations, it therefore 'does not stretch
the imagination.' as he put it, to assume a cause and effect relation

between party and break-in. We think this is going too far.

While admitting that the College has yet to hammer out a viable
policy regarding collective guilt as opposed to what the Dean
referred to as 'the unpredictable actions of individuals,' the precedent
Dean McArdle has suggested would lead to undue policina of alumni
and other guests by various campus organizations whose name might

conceivably be connected to these persons.
Likewise untenable is the argument which holds that given Dean

McArdle's refusal to take definitive action in the past, this decision
should be accepted carte blanche. Surely the office of the Dean of
Men does not exist to be so indulged by the college community,
especially considering the magnitude of this case.

Forum
To the Editors

:

other candidates. Could you please explai

In the issues of the Elm this semester I this new structural change to me and your
have^ioticed a smati but significant readers. It would be greatly appreciated
structural change. In your staff index I

have been used to seeing the position of

Editor, but now that has been replaced by
the position of Co-Editor. It was my un-
derstanding that all Elm Editors were
chosen by the Publications Committee
after screening all applicants. Now that

Mr. Peter "deSelding is Co-Editor, I was
wondering whether he had been approved
by the Publications Committee over any

Sincerely,

Larry Falk

The decision to make Peter deSelding

Co-Editor has been ratified by the Board of

Publications- the Editors

The Elm is published weekly through the c«k-.«- on.. . »>
:ade,n,c y«7r. except durine official

F«*™aiV 20,Volume 45 Number 17

Co-editors in Chief Kim Stierstorfer.

Peter deSelding

Sarah Gearhart

Kim Webb

Kentians rally

against power

plant

Over the past feu months Kent Coun-

ty has been the center of much con-

troversyover the proposed siting of a
nuclear power plant in the Still Pond Neck
area. The Power Plant Siting Program
(PPSPt, exclusive to this state, has
recently recommended that the site be
purchased by the state of Maryland and
put in a land bank for future availability of

purchase by a power company. The
recommendation, led concerned Kent
County residents to form an opposition

group.

The firstmeeting of the group was held

Monday, February 17, at the Still Pond
Store. Mr. David Haacke, the one county
commissioner in favor of a nuclear power
facility, spoke at the meeting.

During his talk Haacke qualified his

approval of the proposed nuclear power
facility by recommending that its con-

struction be carefully supervised with
regard to its potential effects on both the

environment and the local residents. He
favored a marine biological study to in-

vestigate environmental hazards.

After . .Haacke's talk the group voted to

create a 12 member steering committee to

research the constitutionality of the Power
Plant Siting Act, with the aid of a law firm.

Committee member and area lawyer,
Tom Sisk, after contacting various con-
sumer and civil liberty groups ( including
Nader's Raiders) in an attempt to recruit

support, reported that none of the groups
could offer immediate assistance because
of the noveltyof the situation.

by Mtchal Dickinson
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Smith condemns ocean dumping
Mrs. Susan K. Smith, an employee of the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
gave a lecture on "Ocean Dumping"
Tuesday evening in Dunning Hall.

A 1968 graduate of Washington College,

Mrs. Smith went on to work at the

Chesapeake Biological Laboratory at

Solomon's Island.

The lecture was primarily concerned
with determining the effects of dumping
harmful waste materials in our rivers,

bays and oceans. Mrs. Smith cited people

as having the biggest impact on the en-

vironment. Because rivers and bays are
becoming filled with industrial waste,

some companies have turned to the ocean
as a receptical for their waste. This
brought about the concern for ocean
dumping.
Mrs. Smith listed Baltimore,

Washington, and Norfolk as major con-

tributors to the pollution of the

Chesapeake Bay. Baltimore's biggest

problem is industrial, with Bethlehem

Steel and paint plants dumping heavih

into the bay. Washington's problem is

sewage rather than industry. Its largest

sewage conduit empties raw sewage into

the Potomac River just outside the

Watergate complex. Because of the

relative importance of some of the

residents of the Watergate, they know who
to contact - the EPA.
The City of Philadelphia was dumping in

the Delaware River until a court in-

junction prohibited them from further

dumping. The question was, where else

could they dump their waste materials?

The answer - in the ocean.

Dupont and the City of Philadelphia

each have dumping sites approximately 60

miles off the coast. Dupont dumps 1

million gallons of acid into their dumping
site every other day.

Mrs. Smith and other employees of EPA
recently completed a cruise during which

they tried to identify the zone of influence,

the area that is affected by the dumping of

waste in the ocean. It is then the EPA's job

to compare water taken outside of the zone

of influence to water inside and determine

the effects that the dumping has on the

marine life. This is the kind of proof that is

needed to prevent a company from the

further discharge of harmful wastes into

the water.

Slides taken while on, the cruise were

shown. The pictured different kinds

marine life, the effects of industrial waste

upon them, and sampling devices used

by Caryl Huston

Judiciary system: students govern own affairs
Continued from page 1

etc." Penalties issued from this group
could take the form of "temporary
suspension from classes and dismissal
from the College." In all but the most
extraordinary of cases, this body would be
the last resort for those found guilty of

offenses.

Newell said that a major purpose behind
the reforms was to create a procedural
continuity to the student judicial network,
as well as to give the students greater
control over the disciplinary functions on
the campus.
The problem u p to now, he said, has

been that "a lot of cases have been settled

'out of court,' so to speak, by (Dean of

Women Maureen) Kelly and (Dean of Men
Barry) McArdle. The difficulty seems to

have been that too many matters have
been handled without formal due
process."

These recommendations, he said, have
been offered with the hope that student
courts will "become a new and effective
organ of campus life. The whole idea was
'Let's let the students govern their own
affairs'."

Newell emphasized that several im-
portant details are still in the process of
being worked out', and he mentioned that

his committee was still undecided aboul

certain issues, such as "whether certain

offenses should have stated penalties,'

whether the relevant judicial body should

be left to exercise its own discretion on

each individual case.

Asked if he thought the students would

be willing to take the reins of the campus

social life, Newell made clear that such a

willingness was a prerequisite for the new

system to properly function. "The person

offended in a given case has to take the

initiative. This procedure can only work if

students themselves are willing to use it."



Helping Americans "compute energy"

Dr. Albert J. Fritsch, consultant on

environmental and consumer issues,

spoke at the Washington College Lecture

Series in Hynson Lounge last Monday
night. .

Dr. Fritsch helped to found the Center

[or Science in the Public Interest and now
serves as co-director of the Washington

n.C. office. The center helps to make
Americans more aware of environmental

and consumer matters. They advocate

lhat science and technology be more
responsive to human needs.

Fritsch's book, THE CONTRASUMERS.,
which documented the importance of

energy in the future, was the topic of his

lecture. He alluded to the fact that the

availability of energy will be the deter-

mining factor in the quality of life for

Americans as well as the ability for other

nations to improve their standard of

living.

The awareness of conservation is

greater today but "people do not know how

to compute energy," said Fritsch. To help

Americans "compute energy" he includfd

a "Lifestyle Index" in his book. This is a

unique effort to quantify the impact on the

Veteran benefits

An estimated 2.7 million Vietnam-era

veterans separated from April 2, 1970,

ihrough July 31, 1974. are eligible for new

low-cost Veterans Group Life Insurance

[VGLIt, but they must apply before Aug.

1, 1975. The new program is designed as

interim protection during readjustment to

civilian life, according to the Veterans

Administration.

Servicemen discharged since Aug. 1

receive application forms automatically,

but those discharged before the insurance

became available must apply, VA said.

Nonrenewable, five-year term coverage

is available in $5,000 increments up to

[20,000. Monthly premium for the

maximum coverage is $3.40 for veterans

aged 34 and under and $6.80 for those 35

and over.

Former servicemen may convert

Servicemen's Group Life Insurance to

VGLI without medical examination if

applications are received within 120 days
of separation. Applications after that time

must include evidence of good health. This

requirement is waived for veterans with

environment of a single individual - the

total is then compared with the world
averages. He illustrated, that Americans
expend more energy using pleasure boats

then does all of India, which has three

times the population of the United States.

America is using almost forty percent of

the world's energy. "We couldn't afford

another United States in the World,"

stated Fritsch as he pointed out some of

the reasons why we use so much energy -

more cars, increased military use, syn-

thetic clothing, and more consumption of

junk food.

Fritsch blames the "Industrial

establishment" for creating a demand for

junk products. The poor are especially

pressured by the many advertising

campaigns used by industry. Dr. Fritsch

cited the aerosol spray deodorant as an
example where the corporations spent two

years of advertising to create a demand
for the product which later yielded

millions of dollars. "People are being

preyed upon," he said.

Di Fritsch suggested an advertive
campaign to educate the consumer,
especially the poor about junk products on

VA-rated, service-connected disabilities.

Application forms are available from

VA offices and veterans service

organizations. Completed forms and
premiums should be sent to the Office of

Servicemen's Group Life Insurance, 212

Washington St., Newark, N.J. 07102.

Lecture
Henry Loomis, president of the Cor-

poration for Public Broadcasting, will

speak at Washington College on Wed-

nesday. February 26 at 7:30 p.m. in the

Hynson Lounge.

The College lecture series is sponsoring

his talk, which will be open to the public

free of charge.

Loomis will talk about integrity in

government information agencies and the

importance of public broadcasting in

responsibly keeping the public informed.

Loomis has been president of the Cor-

poration for Public Broadcasting in

Washington. D.C., since October 1972.

Prior to assuming the post, he served as

deputy director of the United States In-

formation Agency; he also served as

director of the Voice of America between

1958 and 1965.

On Campus
Feb. 20, 21, 23, 24 -"Uncle Vanya" (Chekov) Drama Dept. Tawes Theatre 8 p.m.

Admission: Adults $2.00. students $1.00.

Feb. 22 - Washington's Birthday Observance Luncheon - Hodson Hall 12 :30-l :30.

Convocation- Speaker Wm. H. McNeill, Professor of History, U. of Chicago, Tawes
Theatre, 2 p.m.
Basketball vs. Hopkins - Cain Athletic Center, 3:30 p.m.

The Birthday Ball - Hodson Hall, 9 p.m.

Feb. 25 - Film Series • "Buchanan Rides Again" - Smith Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

English Department Film Series - Truman Capote. Basement Miller Library, 4:30

p.m.

Feb. 26 - Lecture - "Responsibilities of Public Broadcasting" - Henry Loomis.

Hynson Lounge, 3:30 p.m.

the market. The task, he realized, will be a

difficult one because Americans have been
accustomed to the subversive propoganda
of industry. It has been the philosophy of

our culture to waste energy and use more
power. Moreover, Congress appropriates

little money to conservation, while they
concentrate on exploiting the nation's

natural resources. "Conservation has
never been given priority." replied
Fritsch. "our entire life has been deluged
by the opposite." We must "get to the key
decision - makers with the proper in-

formation."

Dr. Fritsch ensures that when we
consider the cost to the environment we
will not be able to use fossil fuels nor
nuclear energy as vehicles of self suf-

ficiency. "We must adapt environmental

sources of energy," he said, "such as
windmills and solar energy."

Dr. Fritsch remained optimistic that we
can develop these environmenta
resources if we would put our mind to it.

He offered clear and challenging
strategies to prepare theindividual and the

nation for global planning a provoctive but
hopeful discussion of coping with the

environment. by James Karl

His other federal service includes an

appointment as deputy United States

commissioner of education during the

Johnson Administration and special

assistant to the President for science and

technology during 1957 and 1958.

A 1941 graduate of Harvard, Loomis

spent five years overseas as a Navy radar

specialist in World War II, attaining the

rank of Lieutenant Commander. In 1963 he

was the recipient of the Rockefeller Public

Service Award for Foreign Affairs and

International Operations and of the USIA's

Distinguished Service Award. He lives in

Middleburg, Virginia.

Bridge League
The Washington College Bridge League

meets each Friday evening in Minta

Martin Hall at 8 p.m. Beginning Feb. 14.

the League will start a Novice duplicate

game designed for any bridge player who
would like to learn and participate in

duplicate games. Any two persons in-

terested in playing in this novice game
please contact Mr. . and Mrs. David

Seaman at 556-6622 prior to Friday night's

game. The fee is $2.00 per person or $1.00

for Washington College students.

Albert J. Fritsch spoke on the
importance of energy conservation
last Monday.

Baltimore
Feb. 20-22 - "The Black Terror" Play - Towson State College and the Afro-

American Cultural Arts Center. 8:30 p.m.. Studio Theatre. Fine Arts Buildine

Scope

Forum
The Reverend William Sloane Coffin Jr.,

Yale University's controversial Chaplain,

will speak to the William James Forum of

Washington College next Tuesday
evening, February 25.

"World Hunger and the Emerging World

Community" will be Mr. Coffin's topic.

Coffin is currently spearheading the Yale

Hunger Action Project, which recently

organized a Fast Day at Yale in which

2,500 participated.

Coffin's talk at the College will be open

to the public and will be held in the Hynson

Lounge of Hodson Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Mr. Coffin has been University Chaplain

and Pastor of the Church of Christ at Yale

University since 1958. The intervening

years have seen him involved with some of

the most controversial issues of the time.

Coffin was one of the founders of Clergy

and Laity Concerned for Vietnam. He was

one of the first to accept the drait cards of

men protesting the U.S. military in-

volvement in Southeast Asia. Coffin and

Dr. Benjamin Spock were arrested and

convicted of aiding draft resisters, but the

charges were later dropped.

Calendar
Feb. 20-23 - Theatre Project - Multigravitional Aerodance Group - Thursday, 8:30

p.m.; Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m. Free.

Feb. 23 - Lucille Clifton, Baltimore poet, Talk and Reading. 2:00 p.m. Central Pratt

Library. 400 Cathedral St.

Feb. 25 - Dr. Cyril H. Wecht - Lecture and slide presentation on assassination of

John and Robert Kennedy, 7:30 p.m. Lecture Hall 3, UMBC.
Georges Saurat "Pioneers of Modern Painting" by Kenneth Clark. Mount St.

Mary's College. 6:30 p.m.. Library Forum. Free.

Feb. 28 - La Celestina, Shriver Hall, Johns Hopkins University, 7:30 p.m.

D.C. & College Park

Feb. 20-27 - "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof ' Kennedy Center Opera House.

"The Misanthrope" with Diana Rigg, Kennedy Center, Eisenhower Theater.

Feb. 21 - "Julius Caesar" Arena Stage.

Brubeck and Gerry Mulligan and Paul Desmond, 8:30 p.m. Kennedy Center Con-

cert Hall.

Feb. 23 - Billy Cobham, Hall and Oats, 8 pm., Catholic V., Gaston Hall J5.50.



Sports

Hoopsters, 7-7, Squash Moravian, Ursinus

After looking rather lifeless last

Jj
Tuesday at Franklin and Marshall, the

i Sho'men came back with two exciting wins
' last week, over Moravian at home

Thursday and at Ursinus Saturday. In the

process, the team's overall record rose to

7-7, and the conference mark went to 4-5.

Washington College travelled to

Franklin and Marshall on the nth. Un-
fortunately, no one had bothered to tell

anyone that the St. Valentine's Day
Massacre was supposed to be three days
later. F&M took command from the start,

made a rout of it in the first ten minutes,
and breezed away with a win that they

made look very easy. The final score was
101-66, and if the Sho'men had any chance
at all of making the MAC playoffs, that

just about finished it.

Jerry Moye had 16 and Geoff Kurt2man
14 for the Shoremen, while freshman
guard Don Marsh led a balanced F-M
attack that saw six players score in double
figures.

Two days after that disaster, Moravian
came to C-town with hopes of making the

playoffs themselves Their hopes were
quickly dashed, however, as the Fin-
neganmen dumped the Greyhounds 87-71

before a less-than-sparse home crowd. The
win was a badly-needed one for
Washington, which had lost five of the six

games previous to that one.

The contest started off auspiciously for
the Sho' five, as 6-10 center Rob Stephens
got in foul trouble early and sat out much
of the first half. Chris Solop and Joe
Poluka were able to penetrate and score
enough to keep the game close through
most of the first half, but just before in-

termission the home team caught fire and
ran out to a 38-30 lead at the half.

Stephens re-entered the game at the
start of the second half, but succeeded only
in picking up his third and fourth fouls and
going to the bench again. The Moravian
scoring load fell once again to Solop, who
finished with 18 but couldn't keep the

Greyhounds in the game by himself. The
Sho'men just ran away with it, as Fin-
negan cleared his bench at the end for the
first time during a win this vear.

Jerry Moye's 24 placed all scorers. Steve
Bacon added 20, Dennis Compton netted

16. and Danny Jankelunas came off the

bench to grab fourteen rebounds. John
Habermann took up some of the scoring

slack with seven points of his own, mostly
from the line.

The "game of the week," though, was
played at Ursinus on Saturday. The
Shoremen have played overtime games
before, but this one had a difference; they
won it. The final was 87-95 in overtime over
the hapless Bears, who have had trouble

beating anyone this year. Meantime, the

Shore record went to 7-7, as chances for a

winning season appear very good once
again.

The Ursinus clash began badly, as the

Bears jumped to a quick lead and built

upon it, leading by as much as 16 in the

first half. But the Sho'men finally got their

shooting touches down, and began to chip
away at the lead, narrowing it to 42-34

before intermission.

The Finneganmen continued to peck
away at the lead, whittling it down until

two Bob Moore foul shots at 7:56 tied the
struggle at 68. Just four seconds later,

Geoff Kurtzman added two more from the
line to give the Shoremen their first lead
since the start of the game. But Jim
McLaughlin came back for Ursinus, with a
tying basket at 7:09 and two free throws
with 6:58 left as the Sho' squad took time
out.

The Sho'men needed a good shot, and got
one as 6-7 George Kinek fouled Steve
Bacon with 6:07 to play. Kinek slumped to

the bench with his fifth personal as Bacon
hit one of two. Moments later, Kurtzman
hit two more free throws to give
Washington the lead.

Ursinus coughed up the ball again and
the Shore five went into a semi-stall. They
ran almost two minutes off the clock
leading 75-74 before they turned it over and
Ursinus called time out. Greg Thren hit
twice from the charity stripe after the
time out, and his act was followed by 6-8
Randy Stubits, who hit two from that same
spot as Dennis Compton left with his fifth.

College dancers to perform

in state festival

The WASHINGTON COLLEGE DAN-
CERS, under the direction of Karen Lynn
Smith, Assistant Professor at Washington
College in Chestertown, Md, will present a
lecture-demonstration during the 2nd
State Dance Festival scheduled for
February 21 and 22 at Salisbury State
College.

The lecture-demonstration includes
sections on how the dancer trains and the

differences between ballet, modern dance,
and jazz warm-up techniques ; elements of

design and choreography; short dance
studies; and finishes with performance of

a full-length jazz ballet.

Choreography for the lecture-
demonstration is student-directed; Miss
Smith is choreographer for the jazz piece.

Dancers in the company include
students Cindy Burker, Diane D'Aquino
Barbara Faulkner, April Leonie Lin-
devald, Coleen O'Neill, Lori Prevas, and
Karyn Thompson and adults Barbara
Lewis, Leslie Raimond, and Karen Lynn
Smith.

The company has been active on the
Eastern Shore for five years presenting
dance concerts, master classes in
movement and dance, workshops, and
lecture-demonstrations in public and
private schools and colleges.

In addition to the lecture-demonstration
the company will perform two dances iii

the choreographer's concert at the
Festival: "Shenanigans" and "South
African Folksay" - a three part suite

The last day for signing up for spring
semester gym classes will be on Friday,
February 28. There will be lists posted in
the offices in Cain Gymnasium until then.

But Geoff Kurtzman came to the rescue
again, his jumper finding the nets with just

34 seconds to go in regulation. Both clubs
had scoring chances in the last thirty
seconds, but couldn't convert, and the
overtime began.

Stubits got the tap and Ursinus found
Jim McLaughlin for an uncontested layup.
Moments later, in a scramble under the
board, Greg Weigard tossed up a reverse
layup over his head that somehow fell in.

The Bears got the ball again and Steve
Bacon fouled out with 3:25 to play.

But McLaughlin missed the 1-and-l and
the Shoremen brought it down, hitting
Bobby Moore for a jumper that cut the
lead to 83-81. Moore, who filled in magn-
ficiently off the bench with eight points,

chose then to foul guard Greg Weigard.
But yet another break for the Shore

aggregate: Weigard missed the 1-and-l
and Jerry Rice was fouled. Rice hit the
first half of his i-i to cut it to 83-82. What's

this? Another break? Rice missed iht

second shot, but the ball caromed out of

bounds off big Randy Stubits.

The Sho'men went back to their big gun

of the day, Geoff Kurtzman, who canned a

bucket with just 46 seconds to play. Ur

sinus tried to get one good shot, but the

Sho'men came up with a steal and Moye
was fouled intentionally. He missed the

first shot, but hit the second with ice water

in his veins.

The game was won. Kurtzman finished

with 24 and 19 rebounds, and Jerry Moy«
popped 18. Jerry Rice added 17. Greg
Thren led the Bears with 24.

But the season isn't won yet. The lasl

two home games are tonight at eight

against Gallaudet (the only college !

America for the deaf) and Saturday at 3:30

against reigning MAC champion Johns
Hopkins. The Sho'men are playing super
ball, and they could use your support.

by Dana Cnatellier

Crew
With a new eight-oared shell and three

veteran oarsmen, theWashington College
Crew Teams (men and women) began this

week what should ve a very promising
season.

Having undergone a rigorous winter
conditioning program, under the direction
of Coach Barry McArdle, assisted by
Donald Chatellier and Penny Fall, the
Crews, made up of four eights and one
four, were anxious to see whether or not
their efforts had paid off. The first three
days gave grounds for optimism.
The season schedules are as follows:

MEN
March 15 - Maris! Home.
March 22 - Braxton Regatta

Philadelphia. Pa.

WANTED
HOUSING FOR

SUMMER [OR SOONER]
Responsible Grad. Student

Responsible grad. student is

interested in house sitting or
subletting.

EASTERN SHORE AREA
Let's see what we can work out.

Write: J.S. Foster, 404 Penwood
Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20901.

ft********;**********

March 29 - Villavova - Home.
April 5 - Marietta - Marietta. Ohio.
Morris Harvey - Charleston, West Va.
April 12 - LaSalle and University of

North Carolina - Home.
April 19 - George Washington

Washington, D.C.
April 26 - President's Cup

Poughkeepsie. N.Y.
May 3 - D.C. Areas - Washington, DC.
May 9-10 - DadVail - Philadelphia. Pa

WOMEN
March 22 - Braxton - Philadelphia. Pa.
April 5 - Marietta - Marietta, Ohio.
April 12 - University of North Carolina

and Duke Home.
April 236 - Barnard - New York City.

by Craig Jackson
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Academic Council suggests

reduced withdrawal period

A divided Academic Council voted last

Monday to reduce the course withdrawal

period from the last day of classes to the

tenth week of classes.

The course withdrawal was put into

effect in the fall semester of the 73-74

academic year. Since that time the use of

the withdrawal option has increased

significantly from semester to semester

(See Chart).

An unprecedented 154 students, 20.5 per

cent of the total enrollment, withdrew

from at least one class last semester. Of

those students who employed the with-

drawal option 52 percent, 91 students,

dropped a course during the last week of

classes

Fearing abuse of the withdrawal option,

the proponents of the view to decrease the

withdrawal period argued that the

majority of students dropped because they

would not pass the course, because they

could not meet the standards set by the

instructor.

Those in the Academic Council who
argued to retain the present system
reasoned that the student should maintain

the prerogative of withdrawal throughout

the semester - that students who have
enrolled in classes that prove too difficult

should be able, at anytime, to realize their

error in judgment and withdraw.

The decision will be sent to a vote of the

faculty at the April Faculty meeting.

WEEK DROPPED: Fall 73-74 S
1st

2nd
3rd

4th

5th 4
6th 3
7th

1

8th 7
9th 7
10th 11
1th 2
12th 5
13th 2
14th 12
4th 59
15th

16th
1 [Exams]

DROP-ADD

6

13

5
7

6

1

1

6

7

6

4 5

5 6

13 10

1
5

10 14

52 91

1 [Exams] 2 [Exams]

TOTAL COURSES 114 123 154

Judiciary upholds Theta Chi appeal
The All-Campus Judiciary convened last

Monday to hear the Theta Chi Fraternity

appeal a decision by the Dean of Men to

disband their group, and after almost two

hours of deliberation, handed down a

ruling which has alternately been called

vindicating, provisional, and no decision

at all.

Citing a lack of evidence, the Judiciary

rejected the argument by the Dean that

the Thetas should be held responsible for

the break-in at the Kappa Alpha chapter

room, and referred the 'charges of (other)

Hpstructton' to the Middle Hall Council.

"The Judiciary upholds the Theta Chi

appeal (as) there seems to be no proof of

evidence which can readily link the Theta

Chis with the break-in at this time, (and)

the Judiciary stipulates that the Middle

Hall Council review and act upon the facts

concerning the...charges surrounding the

behavior of the Theta Chis on the night of

February 1, 1975."

Senior student Carol Baker, who served

as chairman of the hearing, outlined that

the rationale behind the ruling was 'a

general consensus' among the judiciary

members that, although Dean of Men

66

Barry McArdle "was perfectly correct in

making his initial decision pending review
of the case," the Middle Hall Council
should be given the responsibility and the

authority to resolve the various issues.

Baker stressed that the Council was
created last year by the Judiciary to deal
with just such problems which might arise

in the dormitory, and that the body should
be utilized.

The Council, which consists of four

Kappa Alphas, four Thetas, the Middle
Hall proctor and the Dean of Men, has
been the focus of much pessimism on the

part of Middle Hall residents. Many have
voiced the opinion that any vote taken by
the Council will divide along fraternity

lines, essentially leaving the decision in

the hands of the proctor, who this year is

himself a member of one of the fraternities

and the Dean of Men.
Following the proceedings, at any rate,

the All-Campus Judiciary directed the

Council to report its decision to the

judiciary by March 24trh, and a Council

meeting has been scheduled for this

Monday, March 3rd.

Decent and sensible approach" to world

food crisis urged by Coffin

The Reverend Wm. Sloane Coffin

Yale University Chaplain William
Sloane Coffin Jr. spoke on "World Hunger
and the Emerging World Community" at

the William James Forum Tuesday night

in Hynson Lounge.

Mr. Coffin described the United States

as a "presser cooker' insteadof a "melting

pot
. " Numerous readjustments are

needed in order for freedom, liberty and
justice to exist. This need is reflect in the

movement of the blacks, chicanos,

women, etc.

Coffin reported that there are 10,000

persons dying of starvation daily in

Bangladesh, and that worldwide 400

million persons, half of whom are

children, are "very close to the very brink

of life." Unfortunately, he continued,

many people do not realize the dimensions

of the problem. "It's sad but true that a

crisis can't be labeled a crisis until it is a

disaster," Mr. Coffin said.

Mr. Coffin listed three possible reactions

to the hunger problem : to simply throw up
our hands, to panic, or to be decent and
sensible about it. To explain the panic

reaction. Mr. Coffin spoke of the "triage"

and "lifeboat" mentalities..

Triage comes from World War I when,

because all of the wounded could not be

treated, those less seriously hurt were
treated while others were left to die.

Americans now decide who lives and who
dies. The lifeboat mentality he said,

conceives of the U.S. as being a lifeboat

with no room on board for less privileged

countries. Mr. Coffin recommended a

more "decent and sensible approach" to

the problem.

On a national level he suggested that we
as citizens write letters to Senators,

Congressmen and the President urging

them to act on the problem. The extreme

state of hunger which exists in much of the

Third World prompted Yale to call a one-

day hunger fast recently in which half of

the students participated. With the money
refunded to them, totalling some 10,000

dollars, one third went to New Haven
residents while the rest went to relief

organizations. This was just the first step.

They went next to Yale's president and
asked the institution to take a stand by
appointing a university committee which
could collect information concerning the

hunger problem, propose courses on World
Hunger in departments such as History,

Economics, and Sociology, and suggest

other alternatives for action such as
providing for three meatless days a week.
Coffin contended that America spends

more money for fertilizer on golf courses,

gardens, etc., than India does for all of its

agriculture. He referred to the American
penchant for "green lawns" as indicative

of a misplaced sense of priorities.

Mr. Coffin said that the reasons 32

countries face famine are more moral and
political than technological. He cited

India's decision to spend millions of

dollars on the atom bomb instead of on
food to feed its starving people. India,

Pakistan, and some African countries

suffer, according to Coffin, because urban

elites in the Third World look down on
farmers, who as a result do nothing to

improve food production. And, ironically,

America sends 575 million dollars worth of

food to refugees in Southeast Asia who
were left homeless from our own bombing.

To our government, said Coffin, food for

the starving is a policy device. Coffin

believes, instead, that it should be a

compassionate response to the needs of the

world's hungry.

China is the most populous and one of the

poorest countries in the world, yet it has no
famine. Mr. Coffin explained this by

saying . that China considers food as a
right. Here in the U.S., where 12 million

people are malnourished, food is regarded

as "private property." Coffin suggested

that the U.S. should reassess its values to

insure that its people are adequately fed.

Mr. Coffin named Earl Butz, Secretary

of Agriculture, a "subversive sym-
pathetic" and compared him to "a
traveller going through one country with a

map of another." According to Coffin,

Butz doesn't see all the starving people,

therefore they do not exist for him. For
Coffin, Butz serves merely as another

obstacle in the fight against hunger.

According to Mr. Coffin there are three

nioral imperatives essential to an attack
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Editorial Forum

"Rie All-Campus Judiciary mat Monday to hear the Theta appeal

behind closed doors. The representative from the Elm was denied

admittance.

The rationale behind the decision to exclude the Elm was explained

by one member of the Judiciary to be that, "This is a personal matter."

Another member noted that "for the best interests of \those in-

volved" the Elm should not be permitted to observe the proceedings.

TTie members of the All-Campus Judiciary are, by definition, agents

representing the students at large. The evidence which they must

weigh should be public knowledge. The Judiciary Committee has, in

fact, ignored their responsibility to the campus in denying the Elm a

seat at the hearing.

Some members of the Committee were also reluctant to discuss the

decision with the Hm after it had been announced to the Middle Hall

Council. Elitism is misplaced in matters of information supposedly

earmarked for the entire campus. The positions held by the individual

members of the committee, and the committee collectively, should be

accessible.

The Middle Hall Council is scheduled to convene on Monday; the
All-Campus Judiciary will review their decision on March 24.

Hopefully the same error in judgment will not be repeated.

Loomis calls for improved

public broadcasting

Henry Loomis, president of the Cor-

poration for Public Broadcasting, spoke on
behalf of the Washington College Lecture

Series last Wednesday night in Hynson
Lounge Loomis was director of the

broadcasting service of the Voice of

America from 1958 to 1965. after which
he became Executive Director of the
task forcees, and from 1969 to 1972 he was
Deputy Director of the United States In-

formation Agency. Loomis has since been

President of the CorDoration for Public
Broadcasting, and it was on that
subject that he spoke yesterday.
Before discussing public broadcasting,

Loomis spoke generally about problems in

communications. There are some fun-

damental problems that are uniform to all

icinds of communication, he noted, such as

"What is truth?" and such philosophical

matters as "What is right and wrong?"
and "What is just and unjust?" To cope
.vilh such questions, said Loomis, one

must separate "undue influence" from
"legitimate advice," which again will

present some problems.

Public broadcasting in the United States

is a fairly new enterprise and different to

those in other countries. Most countries,

even those Anglo-Saxon states which have
attempted to somewhat insulate public

broascasting from government control,

have centralized, "one-man responsible,"

systems, cited Loomis. The United States

began their broadcasting system in the

1920s and took a different route - the

commercial path, where many different

independent licensees existed.

Back in the 1920s people began to notice

that something wasmissing in the com-
mercialized communications arena and,
more or less spontaneously, educational

(instructive) broadcasting began, recalled

Loomis. Educational programs were few
and mostly limited to the classrooms, and
thus had a very slight impact on broad-
casting. It was the increased desire for

more quality and more divesified
educational broadcasting that brought
about public broadcasting. In 1967. the

Carnegie Commission was created to look

into tne luture ot public broadcasting and
a totally unique recommendation came
out of their investigation. Loomis men-
tioned their advice: "There should be

established in this country.. .a diversified,

decentralized system of public broad-

casting that would be in part funded by the

government." This is when the Cor-

poration of Public Broadcasting was
formed to serve as a "intermediary,

shield, protector" of the public broad-

casters from the source of money - the

Federal government. Loomis explained

their function: "to distribute the money,
fight off undue influence, and be
responsive to the need of the audience."

It is here where the question of judgment
is so important, and their theory, said

Loomis, is like that of our government:
"decentralized, there are checks and
balances, nobody runs it, and it is inef-

ficient." They cannot make quick
unilateral decisions but, Loomis ensured,

we have not found a system that works
better.

Loomis explained that each public

service station is independent and
licensed. They have their own budget and
are totally responsible for what they do or

do not air. The Corporation for Public

Broadcasting cannot regulate what the

station produces or broadcasts, but can
only provide a selection of programs from
which the stations may choose. These
public broadcasting stations also produce
many programs locally and Loomis en-

courages this practice. "This is the heart

of our business," he advocated, "our
stations must have the first requirement of

providing for their local audience the

particular programming that their

audience needs."

This is a new system," said Loomis. He
is optimistic that Congress will eventually

provide the proper "insulated funds"
necessary for their purposes. Loomis
noted the transmitting problems that the

State of Maryland has at this time, but he
considered the Maryland stations to be in

the top ten percent in terms of the quality

and diversity of programs.

by James Karl

To the Editors:

During the Senate meeting Monday
evening, the Writer's Union submitted a

request for $605.50 to partially finance a

weekend Poetry Conference. Four hun-

dred dollars of that request was to help 75

guest students pay for two of their meals

over a span of three days.

The Senate voted nay to this $400 portion

of the request, insisting that it was not the

SGA's obligation to pay for other students'

meals with W.C. students' activities fees.

As of Monday night, the SGA's budget

was $7,700; $3,600 of which is to be sub-

tracted for Homecoming Weekend,
leaving approximately $4,100 for the

remainder of the semester.

Out of $4,100 1 would have thought it fair

for the Senate to allocate a total of $600

towards a well planned and budgeted

weekend event of educational value for

Washington College students. Although we
at W.C. have no DUTY to pay for "out-

siders'" meals, I thought it would have
been a benevolent gesture on our part to

unselfishly host 75 students and alumni
from other colleges in the Maryland area.

I foresee that, as a repetition ot last

semester, the majority of the SGA's funds

(our student activities fees) will be

squandered on beer and cookies. Although

these treats are nice from time to time, I

think it is unfortunate that the Senate is so

totally involved with their own mediocre

party plannings that they would refuse to

host 75 people with a small degree of

generosity; and thereby also refuse to

properly help sponsor an exhilarating

event of some academic import.

Sincerely,

Kathy Wagner

To the Editors:

It is time, once again, for me to write

about a cause and a dynamic human being

promoting that cause. The man is the Rev.
William Sloane Coffin Jr. , and the cause is

world hunger. Tuesday night Rev. Coffin

discussed the immediacy and importance
of this cause.

We are all more than well aware of

causes past and present, and perhaps a bit

tired of the. In the early 60s civil rights

was the cause and later Vietnam. Those

were big important causes; causes that

inspired and brought about unified protest.

Those were universal causes involving

such issues as prejudice, duty to one's

country, and death. Basically they in-

volved an overall appeal to man's
humanity and compassion. Recently there

have been no such causes of universal

appeal and we have become divided and
sometimes apathetic in facing the

multiplicity of causes that confront us. To
be sure, women want their "rights." For
the most part, however, American women
are better off than any women in history;

far better off, at any rate, than the

400,000,000 men, women, and children on
the brink of starvation in this world, or.

even closer to home, the 12,000,000 under-

nourished Americans, people living in the

richest country in the world. This is a

cause to be concerned about, this is a life-

death cause again, or should I say more
than ever. Let's not talk about a minority

group, let's talk about the 200,000,000

children, male and female, Indian,

African, or American, black or white, who
may quyite conceivably suffer serious

brain dfamage from lack of nutrition.,,

provided they live.

But, as is true of all causes, we may
emote a great deal and in so doing lose

sight of that which inspires this anger or

hurt or compassion in us. So now, what can

we 750 ( or so ) "do " That is always the

question with causes - what can we "do?"

Tuesday night Rev. Coffin helped us to

organize what will be known as the

Washington Hunger-Action Program
which will meet Thursday night (tonight)

at 10:00 in Hynson Lounge. If you can't

make it for some reason, however, you can

still "do" something. You can think about

all this and you can keep your eyes and

ears open for proposals from W.H.A.P. I

suppose I am mainly asking you to care in

some fashion. Not save the world, jusl

care and be aware, because another

characteristic of this cause is that this is

not a losing battle • what you do will count

for something.
Sincerely,

Anne Rouse

To the Editor

I'd like to publicly thank and

acknowledge the contributions that Rich

Burke and K.C. Dine have made to the

athletic program of Washington College by

ably assisting the wrestling coach, Ed M.

Athey, this past season/Both of these fine

gentlemen assumed the major portion of

the coaching responsibilities dealing with

teaching techniques and did an out-

standing job.

There was some question as to the status

of wrestling before the season began, but

through the determination of Burke, Dine,

Athey and all those that stuck out the

season, the schedule was completed and

the college is thankful. The prospects for

next year appear much brighter and the

sport may be on its way to being suc-

cessful.

Additionally, Rich Burke and Paco

Marshall should be further congratulated

for their fine showing in the Mason-Dixon

Conference tournament. Burke reached

the finals in his weight class, losing in

overtime, and Marshall placed fourth in

his. Sickness and injury prevented Dine

and Takach from wrestling in top form.

The team placed sixth in the tournament,

which is a pretty good showing considering

the fact that the team had a disastrous

season with respect to a won-or-loss

record.

Sincerely,

Edw. L. Athey

Director of Athletics
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JncleVanya:"consistart pleasures" not scarred by flaws

Anton Chekhov's Uncle Vanya eludes

jtidiences and actors unwilling to extend

i)H-.ir emotions and intellects toward its

subtle dramatic flow. Free of the aesthetic

blatancies routinely experienced in

popular theatre of Chekhov's age and ours,

these "Scenes from Country Life" neatly

;ontain searing drama within dull

domesticities. Only by intensely caring for

Vanya 's human beings can viewers or

performers penetrate this superficial

monotony and confront Chekhov's
greatness.

Limitless explosions of meaning reward

such concentration of our sympathies.?,

yanya is tragedy and comedy; realistic

jnd poetic drama; idealism and
naturalism; finally, it needs no label other

Uian Chekhov, and consummate Chekhov

it that. Unpretentiously flowing from its

haracters' mouths, the play's poetry

ranscends mere "pretty phrases" tacked

m for effect. As an integral part of the

irama's thematic rhythm, the poetic flow

justifies itself through action and

iharacter in addition to sheer beauty,

jalancing hope with despair, and proving

n the ineffable manner common only

imong masterpieces that these two

:ontradictory emotions are the same

thing. li
Chekhov reveals the indistinguishable

mixture of hope and despair poignantly

through Sonia. After conversing with

Astrov, her secret beloved, in Act II, she

feels an elation she cannot comprehend,

since her fear of unreturned ai'fection

remains unchallenged. When Yelena

promises to ask Astroy whether or not he

loves Sonia, the infatuated girl momen-

tarily considers the benefits of perpetual

hope for the doctor's love maintained by

ignorance of his true emotions. She

chooses knowledge, however, since blind

hope is merely despair. Yet this same

blind hope motivated by despair allows

Sonia to comfort weeping Uncle Vanya,

herself, and the sympathetic audience at

the play's conclusion with the simple af-

firmation, "We shall rest!" The statement

suggests despair in several ways. In her

youthfulness, Sonia has had less time than

Uncle Vanya to become despair's victim.

Her attitude may be equally dejected in

twenty years. Moreover, "We shall rest!"

means little more than *'We shall die!" an

idea made attractive only by life's

inherent despair. Despite Sonia 's en-

couraging, references to "angels" and

heavenly "grace," the recurring word

ter's internal contradictions did not ap-

pear to receive their necessary emphasis.

Vanya tells her that "mermaid's blood"

runs through her veins, and I wanted to see

this blood more distinctly. Nonetheless,

she and Ms. Woolley made the second act's

conclusion a moment of delicate

fascination, almost worth the admission

price by itself.

As Astrov, Jim Thomas delivered a

polished performance. The doctor's

coldness and personal magnetism were
depicted believably, yet they often created

a stiffness which hindered the character's

development. Like Yelena, Astrov is a

perplexing character whom we respect

without feeling much sympathy. Mr.

Thomas deserves credit for acting this

difficult role with modest success.

The production's most frustrating

performance, for me at least, came from

Tom Middleton in the title role. Especially

during the second half, he frequently

became a thorough Vanya. The weeping

scene which concluded the play almost

moved me to tears, and the bitterness and

cynicism often seemed dynamic. In too

many scenes, however, Vanya's
motivation was minimal, and the

character failed to convince. Fortunately,

Mr. Middleton maintained an appropriate

spirit throughout, despite his lapses

Coffin con't

"rest" dominates her final speech, in-

dicating an underlying awareness that

oblivion may be the only "grace" she and

her uncle will earn. Within the context of

the entire play, "rest" is the peaceful

ignorance of old age displayed by Marina

and Maria, or the destructive restfulness

of country life, both examples of contented

oblivion. Thus, Sonia desires extinction to

destroy her despair, although she ex-

presses this dismal wish as a hope for

salvation. Through a happy paradox,

however, Chekhov prevents these under

currents of despair from destroying the

essential hopefulness of Soma's assertion.

The immediate, unanalyzed effect of "We
shall rest!" is uplifting, and Chekhov

never mocks this hope for a divine reward.

With his keen understanding of human
nature, he puts into Sonia's mouth a wish

felt by all people in every age, making us

affirm belief in eternal bliss along with

her. Hope's existence despite and even

because of despair is cause in itself for

hope.

To capture thes and other subtitlties of

Uncle Vanya in a production requires

exceptional acting and directing skills. No
single role dominates the play, presenting

the further difficulty of achieving a tight

ensemble performance. Perhaps primary

among Vanya's production challenges is

the lack of conventional theatrical action,

allowing the actors little more than words

to define their characters.

Facing these problems industriously,

Timothy Maloney's production of Uncle

Vanya achieved remarkable and often

brilliant success. Various flaws never on the problem: deciding which world we

obscured its consistent pleasures. as Americans live in (an intra-national or

Wynne Woolley's graceful portrayal of an international world), noting that every

Sonia provided my favorite performance

in the show. Her impeccable vocal control,

smoothly motivated presence, and

penetrating character insight gave

individual counts, and taking a positive

view of austerity.

One course of action a poor country

could take would be to cut its own

Contact
The Admissions Office would like to

remind all students of the forthcoming

Student Contact Project. As explained in

an article in THE ELM (Feb. 13),

currently enrolled students will have the

opportunity to contact prospective fresh-

men during spring break. Each WC
volunteer will get in touch with ap-

proximately five students from their home
areas. The central point of the SCP is this

contact between current WC students and

prospective students. In most cases, the

high school students have only met with

members of the faculty or the Admissions

Office. In a number of cases, they have not

even visited the college. This project will

give them the opportunity to discuss the

college with a fellow student - from a

student's viewpoint.

Students interested in participating in

mis year's project are urged to attend the

meeting in the cafeteria on March 3 (next

Monday), at 7:00 p.m, Students can also

contact either Barbie Parris, Maynard
Kirpalani, or the Admissions Office for

further information.

Vanya's nice a compelling freshness and population through birth control. But

sensitivity mingled with determination, population control is a new science. Many
John Holland fashioneda delightful people in the world have never heard of

Serebriakov, playing the professor as a contraceptive devices. While birth control

cantankerous and pompous fool, too self- education continues, we must deal with

centered to understand his family's those who have already been born,

problems. I especially enjoyed his ratings

in Act II.

Often exciting and always convincing,

Sue Dunning interpreted the warm but

superfluous Yelena effectively. She

conveyed Yelena's incomplete self- «_-„*"• » „,.,

knowledge, as her beauty innocently n
Supposedly Bruce Springstem,utt»anew

disrupted Serebriakov's household. At Dylan, but I find his The WUdJhe "

some times, unfortunately, her charac- "ocent and The E Street Shuffle o be just

another example of a frog-throated

O nickelodian singer. In the background one

^{*0T)f> can faintly hear David Sancions, whose
KJ\s.\S£SKs

playing isn't quite as comical as Sprin-

stein's. Sancions' keyboard work brings a

trashy trite sound up to the level of

mediocrity. "Rosalita" might be the

album's "highpoint" even though
A Career seminar on Law and Govern- springstein merely imitates the sound

ment, sponsored by the Student Affairs initially explored by Van Morrison. The
office and the Alumni office, will be held album as a whole is a cheap imitation, and
tonight, Thursday, 27, in the Coffeehouse

j didn't care for it.

at 7:00. Chaka Khan should be called "the

Speakers will include Washington mjghty burner" because on Rufusiied she

College graduate Thomas Hunter Lowe, scorches. Her version of Janis Joplin's

Maryland Court District Judge, a "Half Moon" displays the sassiness JopHn
representative from the paralegal seemed to be missing. Khan's voice is wild

profession, and a number of lawyers from Dut coo\ and her range is not only wide but

the area. strong on all levels. It seems she has

Interested students are urged to attend, caught onto a style similar to Sly's

Vanya won our concern, as he must for the £
play to succeed.

*

William Barksdale's Telygin was
,,

humorously inflated. Although he gave a *

vbalid interpretation of the character, he _

often lacked believability for me. Jeanna <j

Gallo captured Marina's docility and self- c

assured worldly wisdom just fine, but the i

old age was not there. Portraying Maria J
Vassilievna, Mary Lou Lauricella *

maintained her character well despite her <

few lines.

Beyond the individual performances,

the delicate ensemble balance remained

sturdy throughout. Character interplay

often was rich and imaginative, and the

players suggested inertia without

becoming inert themselves. The script's

own delicate balance of humor, poetry,

commonplace life, and deep character

study received respectful handling in the

ensemble and emerged intact. For this

achievement, perhaps the production's

finest, Timothy Maloney deserves high

commendation.

Not a flawless production, Mr.

Maloney's Uncle Vanya was nonetheless

moving and impressive. A certain af-

fection seemed abundantly present in the

proceedings, and this plus talent made
Vanya viable in Tawes Theatre.

by Reed Hessler

In the question and answer period, a

member of the audience suggested saving

grain by switching beef herds from grain

to grass feeding. By feeding cattle on

grass up until one month before the time of

slaughter, enough grain would be saved to

feed all the starving in India.

Mr. Coffin felt that students can help

with the hunger problem. He described

Washington College and small college

professors in general as "genuine in-

tellectuals" and not just academics who
"speak through their footnotes."

by Caryl Huston

Ballet

The College Lecture Series is sponsoring

a participation lecture-demonstration by

Yuri Chatal, Associate Director of the

Maryland Ballet Company. The Ballet

^in« will hp hPld at 4 p.m. on Wednesday,

exemplified on "Stop on By." It would be

mind bogling to imagine what would occur

if the two ever combined for a few

sessions. Although there is nothing par-

ticularly innovative about Rufuslzed, the

ilbum and the group get by on pure

energy. This is one of the better party

albums to come out in the past year.

Streetlady, Donald Byrd's follow-up to

Blackbyrd, falls short of the standard set

Music

March 5 in the Dance Studio of Cain by the former album. Byrd tries too hard

Athletic Center. Observers are welcome, to duplicate the form of Blackbvrd and

but participants are more welcome

gets caught in a closely knit mold. The

rhythm is there but the melody is lacking.

Without the short but catchy solos that

highlighted Blackbyrd, StreetLady

becomes tedious after a few listenings.

Within each song the mood varies rarely

and when it does the variation is slight.

The set up for each song is the same. First

the beat is set, secondly the instruments

are introduced at intervals, then for the

rest of the song the single melodic phrase

is repeated in turn by each of the in-

struments. Hopefully Byrd will continue

his exploration into newer sounds since the

success he found in Blackbyrd was

through a style atypical of the albums he

produced prior to it.

Paul Horn's Vislslons is a successful

attempt to get an all-star group of jazz

musicians together and improvise on

successful folk compositions by Joni

Mitchell, David Crosby, Joan Baez, and

others. The musicians consist of Tom Scott

(of L.A. Express), Joe Sample and Larry

Carlton (both of Crusaders fame), and

Joni Mitvhell.

One of the mindblowers of all time is

Joni Mitchell's improvisation on her own

"Blue." Paul Horn complements her on

flute with an imitative polyphonic

arrangement. The female background

vocals give additional color and dimension

to the songs. The total effect is a delicate

but very much alive sound and the album

is very fine.

by Brian Fallon and Dan Scharf



Hoopsters end season 8-10,

Moye hits thousand mark

After a disheartening 94-89 loss to Johns
Hopkins Saturday, the Shore basketballers

went into last night's away game with

|

Albright with an 8-9 overall record.

Earlier in the week, the Sho'man con-

; tingent journeyed to Widener, who soundly
' drubbed them 97-54. It was 17-0 before the

Shoremen got on the board, and the less

said about it, the better.

Jerry Moye was the only Sho'man to

break double figures with 12, while Dennis
Compton and Geoff Kurtzman hauled in 9

rebounds each and Dave Beatty came off

the bench to throw six assist passes.

Thursday night, the Finneganmen faced

Gallaudet at home in what has become by
now an annual slaughter for WC. The
Shoremen led 21-4 early, held a 59-23 edge
at the half, and cruised in with a 105-51

victory. Jerry Moye again led the Shore
scoring with 23. and he was aided and
abetted by Compton's 16 and Steve

Bacon's even dozen. And, so no one feels

left out: Jerry Rice and Dave Beatty - 8

each, Bob Moore, John Cross, Jim
Thomas and Art Hoyt - 6 apiece; Geoff
Kurtzman, Danny Jankelunas and Brian
Fallon each had 4 (Sly? Aw, c'mon! ) ; and
Don Frush contributed a bucket. John
Habermann contributed his usual hustle,

but nothing that got into the scorebook.

Saturday's affair with the Hopkins
began well from a Shore standpoint. A
Washington's Birthday crowd watched as

the Sho'men took an early lead and Blue
Jay center Drew Fender went to the bench
with three quick fouls Led by the shooting

of Jerry Moye and Steve Bacon, the

Shoremen widened their lead to eleven,

only to see Hopkins cut it down once again.

Jerry Rice got a couple of big buckets in

the waning moments of the first half as the

home team took a 52-48 lead to the locker
room.

The second half was more of the same
until late, when the WC cagers ran into a
problem: coldness. The good shots were
there, but they wouldn't drop, and the Jays
crashed the boards heavily and hit their

shots. The lead evaporated rapidly. Drew
Fender's bucket with 4:20 to play putting

Hopkins ahead for good, at 84-83. It was
Fender again a minute later and Andy

Team Captain Jeremiah Moye was honored at last Saturday's game
against Hopkins after he scored his 1000th point in his college career.

The Sho'men lost to Albright last night, 91-106, to finish the season at
8-10.

Scheinfeld's tap-in with 2:30 left that gave
the visitors a 5-point lead as the Sho'men
huddled.

The shooting touches then came back,
but too late. AH the gang in white could do
down the stretch was trade buckets. Brian
Gapsis' two foul shots with 36 seconds left

ended the game; two more by Paul Spence
at 0:06 were just frosting on the Hopkins
cake. The Sho'men's final conference
record fell to a disappointing 4-7 for the

year.

Jerry Moye tied a personal career high
with 26 points. Bacon added 22 and Rice 19,

and Dan Jankelunas grabbed 10 rebounds
before fouling out.

FREE THROWS: Jerry Moye got his
1000th career point in the Gallaudet game,
but not when most fans thought he

On Campus
FEB. 27: Alumni Careers Seminar in the Coffee House.
FEB. 28: Films, "The Little Rascals" and "Frankenstein" Tawes Theater. 10:00

p.m. -1:00 a.m.

MARCH 1: AOn Record Hop-Hodson Hall. 9:00p.m. -1:00 a.m.
MARCH 4: Film series -Smith Auditorium. 7:30p.m.
English dept. film on Louis Zukofosky. Smith Auditorium - 4 :30 p.m.
MARCH 4: Concert by Lebanon Valley College Choir and chamber orchestra
Gibson Fine Arts Center, 8:30 p.m.
March 5 - Ballet demonstration and lecture by Yuri Chatal, associate director of

Maryland Ballet Company - Dance Studio, Cain Athletic Center, 4:00 p.m.
MARCH 6: Concert by The Delaware String Quartet (resident string quartet,

University of Delaware) - Gibson Fine Arts Center, 8 : 30 p.m.

MARCH 7-17: Spring vacation.

Baltimore
FEB 27: Ibsen's, "Ghosts" at the Theater Project. 8:00p.m.
FEB. 27 - MARCH 1 : Noel Coward's TWO KEYS at the Mechanic Theater.

Sports

J.V. B-Ball

tromps over

Del. Tech.

Avpnging an earlier 30-point loss, tlj

WC JV basketballers bombed Del. Tech

South here Monday night, 105-71, to finis)

with an overall record of 2-3. The other wi;

was over the Professors of the Kent Men'.

League, while the Sho'men droppR
decisions to Goldey Beacom J.C. and Ceci

Community College.

The JVs took an early lead on Tech, as

the contingent from Delaware
plagued by cold shooting throughout tl*

game. The junior Shoremen ran out to

30 lead at the half, and aided by soms

great play from the bench when Iht

starters got in foul trouble, kept widening

the gap until the final buzzer

The Sho'men put six in double figures

against Tech, with Art Hoyt leading (1*

way with 22 points. Hoyt finished (to

season as the team's scoring leader,

averaging 16.4 points-per-game. Runner-

up in scoring was sophomore Bob Moore,

who averaged 15.8 and was the only one :

hit double figures in all five games. Centet

Jim "Mer" Thomas hit at a 12.6 ppg-clip.

freshman Dave "Zelmo" Beatty scored

12.4 a game and led the team in rebounds

against Del. Tech., third guard Don Frusl

netted 15 off Tech to raise his season

average to 9.8, and starting guard John

Habermann scored at a 12' j ppg-p-ace

"Habs" saved his best act for last, though

The hustling freshman from the Brora

Monday night netted 19 points, handed oul

eight assists, and came up with four steals

The bench deserves some credit too

Senior Jay Elliott filled in superbly al

center against Tech, scoring 10 points and

grabbing 9 rebounds. Brian "Sly" Fallon,

while only averaging 3 points a game, still

did a good job replacing the guards when

necessary. John Cheek, Tom Sutton, and

Drew Romans also made solid con-

tributions to Bob Koepke's 1974-75 squad

Calendar

FEB. 28: Poetry recital by Devy Bendit and Joyce Varney at the Theater Project
8:00 p.m.

J

MARCH 1
:
Baltimore Symphony. "Pops Series" at the Lyric Theater 8 15 o mFIDDLER ON THE ROOF opens at Goucher College

'

MARCH2: DON QUIXOTE atJHU. 1:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m.. and7:00 p.m.

MARCH 3 : THE HOLLOW CROWN opens at the Mechanic Theater.

MARCH 7: Bruce Springsteen at Painters Mill. 8:00 p.m.

D.C. & College Park
FEB. 27: National Symphony at the Kennedy Center.
FEB. 27-MARCH 2: Manhattan Transfer at the Cellar Door
FEB. 28-MARCH 1: Rick Nelson at the Stardust
MARCH 1: THE MISANTHROPE at the Kennedy Center.
John Mayall and Dog Soldier at Constitution Hall. 8:30 p.m.
MARCH 2

:
Sha Na Na and April Wine at Constitution Hall 8 : 30 p.m.

Roxy Music at U. of Md. 7:30 p.m.
MARCH 3

:
Opening ofTHE CONSTANT WIFE at the Kennedy Center

Fats Domino at the Stardust.

by Karen Jarrell

did, ...after the game, an error in com-

putation was discovered, and Jer actually

got it late in the first half...Moye needs

just six points off Albright to finish sixth on

the all-time Shore scoring list.. ..fifth place

is held down by a young man named Tom
Finnegan, whose 1120 points were scored

in just two seasons' play. ..before the

Gallaudet contest, the last time a

Washington five had hit triple figures was
December of 1968, dumping Salisbury 100-

49. ...assistant coach Bob Koepke was on

the team that year.. .even a Shore loss to

Albright yesterday would still give the

Sho'men their best record in Finnegan's

five years....a win, though, would yield the

best season since 1963-64 (12-9) a big

"Thanks" to all the loyal fans who sup-

ported the cagers this year.

by Dana Chatellier
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WHAP - - changing diets, changing attitudes #
The United Stales is traditionally known

ps "a Land of Plenty", in which the

majority of the people eniov an abundance

ol food at every meal. Needless to say,
Americans over-consume, and at times

prepare more food than can possibly be
palon ai one time and is thus thrown away.

In strong contrast with the image of the

wWI-fod American who wastes so much is

IlKil of the under-nourished people in the

world. On campus, the Washington Hunger
Action Program (WHAP) has formed lo

create an awareness or the enormity of the

internal ional hunger problem.
On February 27. forty-five students and

mil' faculty member mel lo decide whal

Ihc Washington College community could

do in an effort to combat not only the world

(amine situation, bui also the problem of

hunger here in Kenl County. This first

Ducting was primarily for organizational

purposes as participants exchanged views

and lormed sub-committees so thai

definite guidelines for action on campus
and on the national scene might be

established.

The Research and Education Com-
millee was appointed lo gather in-

formation on world hunger so thai il mighl
inform interested sludents about Ihe

ramification of the problem as well as

aboul the sleps which are being taken to

combat it. The group will also form
workshops according to Ihe resulls of their

research, for those students who are in-

lerested.

The Political Action Committee was
established lo inform politicians of

WHAP's activities. WHAP considers
mobilization of governmenl power a

necessity for fighting world hunger.
Through petitions, letlers, and interviews,

sludenls will not only contact

Congressmen from meir home areas, but

will also keep in close touch with local

Kenl County officials. The committee feels

il will need much support in ils efforts, nol

only from Ihe student body, faculty

members, and the Presidenl of the

College, bul also from the SGA.

A substantial amount of WHAP's money
wil come from Ihe Direct Action Fund
Raising Committee. Sludents involved

with this group will organize lectures,

benefit concerts, and car washes to raise

funds to combat international hunger.

The idea of a day-long, campus-wide fast

lias also been proposed by the fund raising

committee. John Linville. Director Of

Fond Services, was receptive lo this idea,

saying (hat il has been done before, and
thai all he would ask is a week's notice if

such a project is undertaken. Each student

meal costs approximately $1.00, and if

those on board who are interested in

WHAP were to fast. $.75 of that dollar
could be freed, and the money donated to

ihe organization. WHAP spokesman Jeff

Timm said WHAP would then divide the

funds equally between alleviating world

hunger and fighting local famine.

The Direct Action Fund Raising Com-
miltee is also interested in the possibility

of the food service providing one

vegetarian meal per week for Ihose

sludenls who are concerned with Ihe world

hunger crisis. The money which would

have otherwise been spent on meat would

go lo WHAP. Jeff Timm points out thai

most of Ihe animals we i'»e as meal
sources eal grain, and by cutting back on

i he amount of meal we consume, we would

indirectly conserve these cereals in vast

enough amounts to fee hundreds of people

for whom grain mighl be a dietary staple

John Linville was not opposed to this idea.

Campus food waste: A $600 problem each week.

though he did say thai he did not want, "to
impose vegetarian meals on those students
who (eel they must have meat." He added
thai no substantial amount of money could
be saved by such a project because most
meals are slowly coming down in price.
The fourth subcommittee of the

Washington Hunger Action Program is the
Organizational Relations Committee
which will altempt to stimulate student
interest in the hunger movement, ft will

serve as a public relations body which will

keep in touch with other organizations
dedicated to the hunger problems on other
college campuses.

One of WHAP's major goals is to bring
about a change in the Washington College
students' attitudes regarding waste of
food. Everyday those students who are on
board send enormous amounts of food
back to the kitchen untouched. John
Linville estimates that the monetary loss

suffered because of waste in the cafeteria
averages $600 per week, WHAP suggests
that while concerning ourselves with the
problem of world food shortage, we should
also take definitive steps toward food

conservation on our own campus in order
to fully support the various programs.

Frats boast more members 0ff" camPus students to

receive scholarship cuton the hill

National enrollment statistics show that
Hip membership in fraternities had been
gradually declining unlil ihis year when
iniiiation figures were the highest in more
Hian five years. The statistics of the four
fraternities ai Washington College —
Kappa Alpha. Lambda Pi Delta, Phi
Sfimq Kappa, and Theta Chi — show a
similiar trend. This year, oul of the 57 bids
issued, 51 were accepted, bringing the
inlal enrollment in these four fraternities
"> 1«. This is 32.5 percent of the male
Population, compared with 32.3 percent the
Vvar before.
Mr. Ermon Foster sighted a possible

reason for (he relatively high enrollmenl
fiRures. He recalled giving out many more
second bids this year — offering the un-
decided and those who did not receive open
°'ds a second chance. However, a further
'°ok ai ihe situation revealed some other
Masons for the increase.
A more outgoing and individual rush

aPproach has helped Theta Chi pledges,
^plained Jerry Moye, ex-president of the
Mela's. Moye mentioned the Monday
"'Rhl football games in ihe chapter room
j>s a situation in which the fraternity
•""others could meet individually with the

new F'reshmen. Many of the Freshmen
responded quite favorably and of the 15
bids lhal the Thela's issued, 13 were ac-
cepled.

A similar good fortune came to the ha s

as they, loo, had a large group of pledges.
The KA's are perhaps the most structured
of Ihe four fraternities and many of them
fell thai il was a more organized rush that
yielded so many qualified new members.
However, il was not structure that caused
(3 candidates to pledge Phi Sigma Kappa

;

up from 3 lasl year. The Sig's felt that the
informalily of their fraternity highly in-

fluenced their pledges. They rushed only
15 sludenls lo acquire 13 pledges.
The Lambda's did not receive more

pledges (his year bul many of the new
pledges have been attracted by a liberal

non-conformist attitude. Jon Price, a
Freshman pledge, said that what he liked
best about Ihe Lambda's was that they are
"a bunch of characters thai get together
and do whal they want to do."
There are many reasons for the recent

climb in fraternity enrollment, but one
thing is certain: freshman have demon-
strated more interest and less skepticism
toward fraternities.

Students receiving financial aid who
have opted to live off campus will suffer a
large cut in their aid monies next
semester. The Financial Aid Committee,
chaired by Dr. John Conkling, voted last

week to subtract the fee for room and
board from the total scholarships awarded
lo those students who elect to live off

campus.

Previously, when a student receiving

financial aid decided to move off campus,
Ihe practice had been to cut back his

scholarship to the tuition mark. With the

implementation of the new proposal, the

full amount of room and board ($1150) will

be carved away from the total aid

package. Therefore, students who are not

receiving a full scholarship will be forced

to pay not only the expenses they incur

living off campus, but the remainder of

their tuition.

Conkling explained that approximately

$3,000. of the College's annual cost per

student of $3,450, is allocated for fixed

costs (salaries, overhead, etc. ). After each

student's individual need for financial aid

has been assessed and presented, monies

above the tuition mark have been
traditionally earmarked for room and
board. Students have been required to

compensate for the difference between
their aid and the cost of attending the
College. Those students who have decided
not to room in the dorms are now spending
money for their rents and living expenses
that would have compensated for the
difference between their scholarship
money and the cost of living on campus.
Accord ing lo Conkling, the College is at
present "subsidizing the landlords of
Chester town."

Speaking for the Financial Aid Com-
mittee, Conkling remarked that: "We feel

that the residential tradition is very im-
portant in the College experience,
especially at Washington

College. ..Students living on campus and
interacting with each other in the dor-

mitory situation is a valuable experience."
Because the College believes in the value

of the residential experience, according to

Conkling, "the College has put alot of

money into building dorm itories if no one
decided to live in the dorms the College

would be bankrupt."
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Editorial

The organization that formed in the aftermath of the lecture by Mr.

William Sloane Coffin two weeks ago, going by Ihe expansive name of

the World Hunger Action Program, has been well publicized, and has

no need of further introductory comment in this space. It is

nonetheless prudent to give some background information on the

recent histories of three other 'action' programs which have been

started on this campus with which WHAP shares numerous

characteristics.

In the spring of 1968 the Student Government Association proposed

that Washington College formally observe the Vietnam protests which

were rapidly spreading across the nation's campuses. A large portion

of the faculty accepted this idea, and many of the usual year-end

course requirements were reduced or otherwise restructured. Some
professors even went so far as to do away with final exams for that

semester. All this was done in the hope that students would spend the

extra free time increasina their awareness of the Indochina com-

mitment, and that they would express their feelings on the issue by

such means as congressional lobbying, community organizing, and

other such demonstrations of sentiment. Assurances were given, in

fact, through petitions, faculty-student sessions and the like, that

business-as-usual could not continue in the face of such over-

whelming moral and political obligations.

As might have been expected, tne result ot all this was what could be

labeled a 'freebie' - a week-long stretch of sun and fun during which
much alcohol was consumed, many tans were darkened, and very little

education, political or otherwise, was received.

Three years later, in either March or April, a political organizer spoke

on campus about a movement and what could be done to ensure its

success. Rennie Davis was not a minister, but a self-professed

revolutionary, and his speech about suffering in distant lands was
given to inspire participation in the forthcoming Mayday demon-
sirations in D.C. After his lecture student committees were formed,
money was raised, and people were concerned with procuring enough
buses to carry all the newly-formed campus activists into the fray.

Weeks passed, however, and the committee meetings grew less

frequent, the number of participants declining as Mayday approached.

When ihe dust cleared on the morning of departure, no more
than fifteen students thought it worth their while to make
the trip. This group partook of relevant fantasies, and spoke

with disappointment about the insulanity of Washington College.

The 1 972-1 973 academic year ushered in a new political sense among
college students across Ihe country, and this came to us in

Chestertown in the efforts to join the College with the Maryland

chapter of the Nader-related public interest research group. (PIRG)

concept. Again, students here circulated many petitions and
statements of purpose, and over ninety per cent of those polled were
found to be supportive of the idea of increasing each students ac-
livities fee by five dollars to generate funds for Mary PIRG. This too,

died on the backburners of student concern, due primarily to an
inability of Ihe students involved to generate in themselves and in

others anything more permanent than brushfire enthusiasm.

We mention these disturbing precedents only so as to give pause to

ihose who would exhort the college community to 'feel' the horror of

starving millions abroad, and stupendous waste at home. For those
who have followed the food problem from the scientific and political

world throuah the national press, it will be interesting to see how it

fares as a movement type issue on this campus.

Forum
To the Editors:

I am impelled to write this letter to the

ELM because of the recent visit of William

Coffin and the intense, although somewhat

disorganized, reaction to that visit. Only

the few people of the Washington College

community who attended the lecture on

February 25th benefited from contact with

the dynamic personality of Bill Coffin.

This is regretable in light of the quality of

the article printed in the ELM last week.

Although the ELM'S reporting did not

capture the essence of Coffin's presence at

Washington, 1 write not to comment on

journalistic abilities but rather to make
use of the printed word to sketch some
impressions and some directions

developed by the recent William James
lecturer

Many of us, while still in high school,

experienced the excitment and frustration

accompanying efforts to end an immoral
war in Vietnam Although I am told the

Cambodian Crisis stimulated some
political activism on the Washington

campus the year before I began my
college career, students have remained
relatively quiet, politically, during the

four years. Contrary to many opinions 1

don't believe this is as much a comment
about our particular community as it is a

general reaction to the intense activities of

the civil rights movement, and then, the

Vietnam protest. We have been catching

our breath after the frenzied pace of the

sixties.

Coffin's visit to our campus served, for

many of us, as a motivation toward

renewed activity; a kick in the butt, so to

speak. Most of us, while spending the last

few years broadening interests, learning,

enjoying and sharing with friends, have

been confronted by a wonderful, yet

disturbing insight into the nature of our

world: we are intimately bound, each to

the other, in one commonly shared world

Refusing to help a brother and sister who
are in need, regardless of national

boundaries, amounts to not helping

yourself. This orientation leaves behind

the mythology of "rugged individualism"

replacing it with the understanding that

cooperation, not competition, insures a life

of material and soiritual fullness. Insight

joyful experience and yet. as I said beiore.

disturbing because the understanding "all

men are brothers" implies we have a new

kind of responsibility. Taking care of

yourself and your immediate circle of

family and friends is not enough

ANYMORE.
How do we deal with the massive

physical suffering in the world? Pictures

of starving children, incomprehensible

numbers of people dying of starvation,

at best elict useless emotions of guilt, pity,

or anger, but probably are more often

" tuned-out' ' because we feel unable to deal

with a problem of such immense
proportions The beauty of Coffin's lecture

was that he offered a way to approach the

problem He did not come to Washington

College, make us feel guilty for eating our

Twinkies while so many eat nothing, and

then leave us to contemplate our guilt

feelings, Twinkies in hand. Coffin shared

with us his vision of a nationwide network

of grass-roots organizations; folks who are

concerned about the World famine and

want to develop programs of action A lot

of people related to Coffin's vision, and

last Thursday night the Washington

Hunger Action Project was born

The first organizational meeting
determined the three basic areas of

concerned action we will develop:

education, fund raising, and political

action. Learning about the complexities

surrounding the world famine is an ex-

tremely important pre-requisite to any

program or action. A workshop, on world

Ihunger. open to all students, faculty and

town folks, is planned for after the spring

break. With insight into the conditions

creating world famine a legitimate

program of social and political action can

proceed. April 17th has been set as Food

Day and it will serve to unify our com-
munity in fund raising and in contacting

politicians, both in legislative and ad-

ministrative capacities, demanding our

government take immediate action, both

here and abroad, on the starvation crisis.

WHAP is a young organization but I hope

its greeness will be sheltered by the

dedication of students and faculty allowing

a unified effort to grow and fructify.

Many of you who read this letter will

react with skepticism This is not con-

demnable in light of the immensity of our

task. Skepticism was, in fact, my initial

reaction to Coffin's proposals After the

lecture on February 25th I commented to

one member of the faculty, "I appreciate

what Coffin is saying, everyone wants to

see starvation and famine disappear, but

how realistic is his demand that we DO
something about the problem?" The
professor replied with a question, "In the

early fifties how realistic was the belief a

civil rights movement would have any

positive results? In the early sixties who,

but the most idealistic, spoke out against

the war in Vietnam? Coffin was at the

forefront of both these movements, so

before you reject his proposals as the

idealism of a pipe-dreamer consider his

batting average It is an impressive

record."

As aware human beings we must ACT
WITH COMPASSION Our action must be

conscious and consider the complexities of

the world famine, but we must not become
attached to a projected outcome of our

activity If we allow feelings of impotency

and uncertainty stifle our creativity the

situation of world hunger can only worsen.

The only real alternative open to us is to be

motivated by our heart, guided by our

head, and leave the outcome of our action

to a force greater than the individual will

Sincerely yours.

Jeffrey Timm

To (lie Editors:

The Elm edilorial of February 27

suggested ihal the Judiciary Committee
'ignored their responsibility in the

campus in denying the Elm a seat at Ihe

hearing," The responsibility of judicial

lM>dy is to reach a just and (air decision.

As 1 understand appeal proceedings they

arc lo review only the evidence used in

previous deliberations and lo review Ihal

decision Therefore, since the Elm was
given a full stalemenl by Mr. McArdlc as

lo Ills findings. Ihe editorial's claim that

"the evidence which they (the Judiciary

Committee) musi weigh should be public

knowledge" seems slightly bald.

Thirdly, to call ihe relimico ol ihe

commillec members to discuss the

decision 'elitism" sungesls a furious I'urm

dI social paranoia on Ihe Kim's pail. Il is

ccriainh Ihe clear lighl ol an\ committee
memher nut in discuss Ins or her opinions

nlU lli.ltC

"Hopefully the sain-

11 not he repealed
.'

error in judgment

Thank you,

t'happx Howie

To the Editors:

As so frequently occurs, in its February
27 editorial the Kim has taken a tunnel-

visioned approach to the purposes and

procedures of the All Campus Judiciary

The ALL CAMPUS Judiciarv are NOT
"agents of the students at large." but, by

definition, representatives of the college

community - faculty, administration and

students

The evidence in question is nol public

knowledge any more than jury

deliberations at a trial are open to the

press. The Committee has a right lo

discuss judicial matters freely and without

fear of misrepresentation in the Elm of

statements and facts.

Under the instituted procedures of the

Judiciary, the parties in question have no

right to be present during deliberations:

surely, the press has even less right to be

involved in or admitted during ad-

judication

Finally, the Judiciary members agreed

not to discuss the decision in order to avoid

a plethora of interpretations on the ruling

and felt that the written statement was
quite clear and suficient without

elaboration or further explanation.

On many previous occasions the ELM
has printed biased and incorrect "facts"

by allowing its representatives to freely

interpret hearsay It is hoped that the All

Campus Judiciary will retain its right to

and method for procedural dissemination

of information.

Very sincerely yours.

Karen Lynn Smith

Executive Secretary

All-Campus Judiciary



Barns hide dinosaurs of the steam age

Tucked away on the Queen Anne's
(niinly side of t he Chester is the rather
prominent and well kepi farm of William
Willock. But appearances are often

deceptive - the familiar looking barns and
outbuildings house every sort of steam
engine and lurn-nf-lhe-eenlury
mechanized artifact imaginable.

Mr. Willock is a steam engine collector

and runs bis own museum and shop. His

barns contain curious bits of machinery
which even the Smithsonian would like to

procure Nave you ever seen a steam lawn
niiiwer? Or a portable steam engine which
weighs over a Ion. has lo be moved by
horses, and yet only puts out four horse-

power (almost equal to the actual number
nt horses needed to move il).

How does one become inleresied in

collecting dinosaurs of I he steam age? Mr.
Willock explained it just began as a bobby
mid slowly grew. With the advent of

W W.II, with many of (he obsolete engines
being scrapped for iron for the war effort.

Ins hobby look on new significance as he
realized he had a responsibility in the

preservation of an important pari of

Americana. Mr. Willock has been
collecting and trading steam engines and

Internprogram
You can be part of a new "spirit of 7b,"

one that has nothing to do with minutemen
but everything to do with helping your
fellow man. and be at the heart of the
celebration to commemorate the original

7C.

Spend the 1975-76 school year as an
Intern in the work-study program of the
Cerebral Palsy Association of Mon-
tgomery County in suburban Washington,
D C. The Association is presently ac-
cepting applications for the one-year
Intern Program for 1975-76. That group
will include up to 18 students from colleges
in the eastern United States.

The Interns are fully maintained by the
Association. They live cooperatively in

housing provided by the Association,
sharing the responsibilities of cooking,
cleaning, and shopping and establishing
their own regulations. They receive no
pay, but they are given a small amount of

money each week for personal needs. At
the completion of the internship, each
student will receive a $1,000 scholarship
for future education.

Practical work experience is coupled
with a course of study at a local college.

On Campus
Thursday. March 6 - Delaware String Quartet Tawes Theatre, 8:30 p.m.

Friday. March 7 - Last day of classes before spring break.

Baltimore
Thursday, March 6-9 - Theater Project - The New York Dance Collective.

March 6-23 - Baltimore Museum of Art - The Medium of Television: Exploration in

Video.

Friday, March 7 - Joseph Heller - author "Catch 22" and "Something Happened"
Lecture, Shriver Hall, Johns Hopkins. 8:00.

March 7-9 - "Shakespeare on Film Penelope Gillatt, Film Critic for The New
Yorker. Weekend Seminar at Baltimore Museum of Art Films to be shown include:
Olivier's "Henry V;" Wells' "Chimes at Midnight" which includes parts from the
^Merry Wives of Windsor," "Henry V," "Richard II;" Polanski's "Macbeth" and
"Throne of Blood" (Shakespeare adapted to Oriental Modes) Session I - Friday 8:30;
session II -Saturday 8:30; Session III - Sunday. 6:00.

Scope

other antique machinery for forty to fifty

years. He himself is an accomplished
metal worker with his own shop thai
operates on steam power.

Included in Mr. Willock's collection is a
relative of the Stanley Steamer, which had
a record top speed of 127 mph, extremely
fasl for a steam car. The barns also house
a narrow gauge steam locomotive
weighing a modest ten tons, and an
enormous tractor used for threshing grain
on the Great Plains.

Starling about 1870, many alternatives
lo steam were experimented with, Mr.
Willock explained. Someone even tried

developing an engine which ran on gun-
powder. Apparently the inventor's ex-
periment, as well as his shop, suffered.
The alternative which survived this era
and flourished was the gas engine.
At the end of town. Mr. Willock in-

troduced Benjamin Jones, a scaled down
version of a Northeastern tugboat which
ran on steam and was one of the highlights
of the Tea Party Festival last May. People
wishing to visit the steam collection should
call Mr. Willock for an appointment since
his collection is not open to the public

by Michal Dickinson

Aid decision
The Interns are divided among the

Association's six programs and rotate to

these programs. For the last couple of

months, the Interns and staff work out a

schedule for specializing in the fields of

their choice.

The Interns attend classes on certain

evenings, and it is possible to earn up to 24

hours of college credit during the year.

The six mam programs of the Cerebral
Palsy Association are: Children's
Program. Two Work-Activities Centers for

handicapped individuals 16 and older.

Montgomery Workshop - a sheltered

rehabilitative work program for the

handicapped adult, Recreation Program
in the evening and Transportation
Program
These programs serve individuals with

nearly every major handicapping con-

dition.

Applicants must have successfully
completed at least one semester or two
quarters of college. A valid driver's

license is also required. An interview

weekend is scheduled for late spring. The
1975-76 program will begin the week of

August 18. 1975.

Before final acceptance, a thorough
physical examination which includes an
extensive medical history will be required.

A booklet, "Helping the Handicapped,"

which fully explains the program and
contains an application form, is in the

campus library. The booklet and ap-

plication form may also be obtained by
writing the Cerebral Palsy Association of

Montgomery County, Inc., 649 Lofstrand
Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20850.

Concert
The Delaware String Quartet will

perform in Tawes Theater, Thursday,
March 6 at 8:30 p.m. in the fourth program
of the annual concert series.

At the University the members place

emphasis on performing rather than

teaching, although each of the artists-in-

residence teaches up to three credit-

contact hours for the Music Department.
Besides giving formal concerts, they

appear in a wide range of campus settings,

including a series of noon-hour open
rehearsals in the student center, informal

concerts in dormitories, and specially

prepared programs in classes, non-music
as well as music. This approach allows the

group to rehearse several hours daily and
has developed an excellence of ensemble.

con t

Director of Financial Aid, Susan Wright,
believes that the decision will "strengthen
the point that Washington College is a
residential campus; it also clarifies how
we are to deal with students who choose to

be non-residents."

Conkling commented on an additional

advantage of scholarship students living in

the dormitories: "Students who have filed

for financial aid are ranked according to

their ability. As a member of the faculty, I

want these good students on the dorms, not

off campus."
In economic terms, Conkling explained

that the decision was effected to "prevent

a financial crises. ..We're trying to run a

balanced budget without increasing
tuition."

Students who receive financial aid and
decide to continue or begin living off

campus next semester may petition the

Financial Aid Committee, "if they have
very very good reasons for wanting to live

off campus," Cinkling noted. "We pur-

posely wrote "may" instead of "shall" in

the proposal."
by James Karl

Calendar
Sunday, MarchS - Loyola College Film: "Jeremiah Johnson." Student Center 7:30-

Tuesday, March 11 April 20 - Baltimore Museum of Art, The Eye of Paris-
Photographs by Brassai.

Washington, D.C.

Thursday, March 6-8 - "The Misanthrope" - Alec McCowen. Diana Rigg,

Eisenhower Theater, Kennedy Center, 7:30.

March 6-9 - "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," College Park, Tawes Fine Arts,

8:00.

Sunday, March 9-22 - "The Constant Wife" Ingrid Bergman, Opera House, Kennedy
Center, 8:00.

Tuesday, March 12 13, 15 - World Cup Tennis, Xerox Tennis Classic, Stan Smith,

Marty Riessen, Tom Gorman, Capital Centre March il, 13 il a.m. - 11 p.m.; 14, 15-

5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 12 - April 5 - Steinbeck's "Of Mice and Men" James Earle

Jones, Eisenhower Theater, Kennedy Center, 7:30.



Sports

Stickmen forecast: attack shines, defense cloudy
j

The lacrosse team played its first

,
scrimmage Saturday against Severna
Park Lacrosse Club. It was Severna
Park's best team in three years and the

Shoremen played the big, aggressive team

J,
toa 15-15 tie A scrimmage has no intrinsic

i value and the score itself is meaningless.
The point is to see what talent one has and
this takes precedence even over winning.

What, then, did this scrimmage show us?
Despite an inability to take advantage of

its scoring opportunities, the team con-

trolled the ball and play for most of three

quarters. Washington held a 12-7 edge at

the end of the third period. The fourth

period saw the Shore's defensive play and
backups falter. The team looked sloppy
and tired and the Severna Park middies
ran rampant over them, reeling off eight

goals to our three, literally shelling fresh-

man goalie John Gifford.

Undoubtably the brightest spot
of the day was the Shore close at-

tack. Playing against a seasoned defense
containing five former AU-Americans,
they poured in 11 goals. John Cheek, who
had six goals and an assist, displayed his

usual dazzling array of shots, including an
over-the-shoulder shot into the right

corner and a blistering outside shot into

the left comer, neither of which former All

American goalie Bill Reilly ever saw.
Kevin "Duke" Murphy was superb all day,
scoring three goals and assisting Cheek on
four. The Murphy-Cheek combination
should prove a potent one Freshman Myrt
Gaines from Boy's Latin showed great
poise in his debut, scoring two goals and an
assist. The first midfield of Rick Ricketts,

Ail-American Mike Cordrey and freshman
George Mullinix from McDonogh, con-
tributed only two assists by Cordrey. but
generally played a good, controlled game

The sho'men on the offensive in

Cordrey failed to score in ten shots but
there is little chance of this proble per-

sisting Mullinix demonstrated that he is a
good midfielder with the potential to be a
great one. The experienced second unit of

Ty Cook. Tom Mangels and Dawson
Robertson continues to be a well-balanced,

poised midfield Each contributed a goal
and Cook and Mangels picked up assists as
well. The third midfield consisted of

veteran Doug Pfeiffer. transfer Ray Hoy
from Chesapeake and freshman Drew
Romans from Boy's Latin Romans
showed what he is capable of, scoring on a

hard bounce shot and, eight seconds later,

assisting Cheek on a fast break

Tuesday's 9-5 loss to Navy.

It is true that the Severna Park attack

contributed only 2 goals and one assist, but

the Shore close defense has yet to receive a

true test, because the S.P attack was
mediocre
Only All-American Jay Elliot seems to

have his position nailed down Seniors Bret
Smith and Joe Connor are fighting for the

crease position and the other spot will go to

either Rick Blair or Andy Crosby All-

American Bryan Matthews proved that he
is still the best goalie that W.C. can field,

making seven saves and letting in five

goals in the first half, but he is capable of

much better Freshman goalies Clint

Evans from McDonough and John Gifford

from Milton Academy, who were both
impressive in Spring practice, shared the
duties in the second half. Evans,
the probable back-up was almost untested

and Gifford received little help from the
middies and defense in the dismal final

period

The man-up defense scored four times
out of twelve opportunities, but this may
be attributed to the excellence of the
Severna Park defense, which consistently
denied them the good shot Look for them
to do plenty of scoring this year Man-
down defense did not look so good, letting

in three goals in five attempts On face-
offs. Cordrey. Cook and Mullinix won 18

and lost 10. but demonstrated that a really

good face-off man gives them problems
In conclusion, the big weakness proved

to be backing up and sliding on the part of

the defense and middies. This has been a

perennial problem at W C The Shoremen
are clearing the ball better than ever The
big news for W.C. lacrosse fans, though
has got to be the emergence of attackman
Duke Murphy as a replacement for the
graduated Greg Lane. Murphy is the ball-

handler and playmaker that the team
badly needs, especially to get the ball to

Cheek, who is capable of scoring almost
anytime he does get the ball. The young
attack looks solid and the midfield scoring
should develop If the defense holds up, the
Shoremen could be on their way to an
excellent season. They have the talent to

beat every team on their schedule, but the
potential also exists to lose most of them,
as the calibre of lacrosse at area schools
has vastly increased. Perennial pushovers
could put up tough battles this year
However, definitely look for the Shoremen
to be in the NCAA tourney once again,

by Maynard Kirpilani

The Elm would like to commemorate the
efforts and accomplishments of three
senior athletes whose presence in Cain
Gymnasium next year will be sorely
missed.

For the past four years, Richard Burke,
K.C. Dine and Jeremiah Moye have
devoted themselves to an area of campus
life which has not been the focus of crowds
of admirers, or indeed much public
glamour of any sort - that is, Washington
College winter sports.

For all three, Burke and Dine in

wrestling and Moye in basketball,
dedication to their sports has meant
persevering through seasons whose final

records have been as consistently
disappointing as the support shown by the
public has been embarrassing. Un-

doubtedly they have found their own more
personal consolations.

On a level more easily recognized,
however, two acknowledgements are
certainly in order. Jerry Moye's thousand-
point basketball career has been well
publicized, and need not be further
described here
Richard Burke's wrestling season,

however, has not made as much of a news
splash as it properly deserves. A member
of a team which has to forfeit away most of
its potential due to lack of participation,
Burke's record was 7-2-1. At the Mason-
Dixon Championships two weeks ago he
finished runner-up in his weight class,

losing in the finals to his Towson State
opponent, this at least partly due to a
nagging injury.

Track team prepares

for MAC Championships

t

The date is October 15, 1974, as Coach i

Tom Finnegan's latest crop of rookies-n-
veterns takes to the floor in their first
organized practice of the 1974-75 cam-
paign. The freshman and transfer talent
looks better than usual, and the returnees
should provide some stability. Enthusiasm
runs high, and the team is confident of a
winning season.

And why not!? After all, most of the
newer prospects come from winners. West
Springfield, Va. High only lost two games
in two years while Steve Bacon was st-
arting. Monsignor Bonner, alma mater of
Bob Moore and Jim Thomas, was - and
still is - a big winner. Jerry Rice was Most
Valuable Player for an Allegheny Com-
munity College team that won 23 games.
Dennis Compton came here as Edgewood,
Md. High's number-one all-time scorer
and rebounder, and Edgewood wasn't bad

Last Saturday Coach Chatellier took his

two man indoor track team to an in-

vitational meet at Swarthmore College to

compete against twelve other colleges.

The meet was the last one before the
MAC. Championships, which will be held
this Friday night.

Jackie Johnson took first place in the
300-yard run with a 33.0 time. It is the
fastest time recorded in the conference
this year and makes him the top seed in

the Championships.
Danny Scharf won the 600-yard run with

a new Swarthmore Field House record of

1 : 14 4. He is also the top seed in his event
in the Championships.

The ;i00 could prove to be very successful

for Washington since our two entries are
the top seed i Johnson) and the defending
champion t Scharf i. It is questionable
whether John Murphy will compete, but

last year he was the runner-up in the triple

jump. If freshmen Archie Hoyt and Donald
Frush show up, the Shoremen are almost a

sure-shot in the mile relay Last year with
only four competitiors the team placed
fourth out of eighteen colleges.

Commentary
So why shouldn't all these stars continue
that great winning tradition in college?
So what happens this year? 8-10, 4-7

conference-wise, and another typical year
at WC goes into the record books.

I'd hate to have to start placing blame,
because where would it go? Finnegan, for
not producing a winner with the talent on
hand? The players, for lack of hustle and
desire? The schedule, since the Sho'men in
general played their best after layoffs of
more than three days between games?

I don't think so. It might be all, none, or
a combination of the above. Who is to say
why the Sho' cagers didn't win ? And, when
a sports writer is asked that kind of a
question and doesn't know the answer, he
usually attributes it to a lack of the "in-
tangibles." (I will leave the reader to
figure out for him- or herself what the
"intangibles" are).

Besides, who could explain basketball,
especially the Middle Atlantic Conference,
this year? Take Albright, winners by
fifteen points in the final game of the year,
for example. In the course of the season,
Albright defeated Widener. Muhlenberg,
and Drew; all of whom beat the Sho'men
fairly convincingly. So you say, "All right,
Albright should beat us." And they did. So
will you please explain how they managed
to lose to Dickinson and Lebanon Valley,
both Shore victims?
As bad as the Sho'men were last year,

they took Franklin and Marshall to
overtime and beat Muhlenberg, both at
home. This year, with more-or-less
comparable changes in personnel.
Muhlenberg led by 31 at the half and
cruised home, and F&M won by 35. Don't
tell me any "home-court advantage"
makesTHAT much difference. And the list

goes on and on.

So, if any of you reading this can offer
some explanation, you're welcome to my
job. I don't see one.

One thing I will say, though: win or lose,

this year's Sho'men played some of the
most exciting basketball in a little while.
In front of a jam-packed gym in Salisbury,
they held off a Gull rally to win the first

game of the season. Then the home opener
against Dickinson, in which the Sho'men
came from behind to wear down the
smaller Devils. Holding off UMBC and
Delaware Valley raised the record to 4-2.

The Lebanon Valley win may have been
the best of all at home, but even it couldn't
compare to that overtime thing at Ursinus.
Even the loss to Hopkins was exciting.
Hence, I would venture to say that most
Shore fans got their money's worth.
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Report gives summary of

marijuana health issues

With estimates as to the number of

persons who have experimented with

marijuana at least once running as high as

seventy per cent of the Washington College

sludent body, it behooves the College and
the surrounding area to keep abreast of

any new developments in the scientific

community concerning the potential

dangers attending use of the drug.

In the interests of providing such in-

formation to the public. Consumer
Reports, a New York state-based
magazine published by Consumers Union,

has issued a summary and evaluation of

some of the recently publicized studies

alleging serious and long-term health

hazards, including brain damage, birth

defects, male sterility and premature
aging.

Evidence concerning the possibility of

irreversible brain damage was reported in

two studies, one by a British group under
Dr A.M.G. Campbell, which was derived
from taking brain X-rays of 10 heavy users

of marijuana, and which supposedly
turned up evidence of "cerebral atrophy."

The other findings came from Dr. Robert
G Heath of Tulane University, who
studied the brain waves of six monkeys
before, during and after they were under
(he influence of heavy doses of marijuana.
Examining animals sometime later un-
covered what was described as 'structural

alterations' in their brain cells.

Still another series of analyses was
made by a team of doctors in Penn-
sylvania headed by psychiatrists Harold
Kolanski and William Moore. After ob-

serving the effects of marijuana on a

group of regular users, they noted the

development of. in Consumer Reports'
words, an "amotivational syndrome."
This condition is marked, said the doctors,
by "disturbed awareness of the self,

apathy, confusion, and poor reality
testing." They also noticed in their

patients a "weariness and resignation"
which is normally associated with the

middle aged.

In the face of these studies, Consumer
Reports noted what the magazine called a

"conflict of evidence" between different

studies, and within the individual studies

themselves.

It is open to some question, for

example, whether the findings of Dr.
Campbell ring true, and at least one
scientist has questioned their validity,

saying:

"In the 10 cases reported ...eight of the

ten had used amphetamines. ..One subject

had a previous history of convulsions, four

had significant head injuries, and a
number had used sedatives, barbiturates,

heroin, or morphine. On the basis of these

facts, speculative connection between
cannabis (marijuana) use and brain
damage is highly suspect. Unfortunately,
this type of of report is typical of much of

the research done in this field..."

Concerning the efficacy of the tests done
by Dr. Heath with the monkeys, Nobel
Prize winner Dr. Julius Axelrod had this to

say when he appeared before a Senate
subcommittee a year ago - "One may take
a supposedly very safe compound, and if

you give enough of it, it will cause toxic

effects. ..the doses (Dr. Heath) has given
for the acute effect.. ..would be equivalent
to smoking 100 marijuana cigarettes, a
very heavy dose of marijuana. And the

amount he has given for the chronic effect

represents smoking 30 marijuana
cigarettes three times a day for a period of

six months.. .The amounts are so large that

one wonders whether (the brain damage)
is due to the large toxic amounts...."

There have also been reports that

prolonged use of marijuana can cause
genetic damage leading to birth defects. A
group from the University of Utah College

of Medicine, spearheaded by Dr. Morton
Stenchever, published results of their

research which purported to have found a

significant number of damaged
chromosomes in tests they had run on 49

users of marijuana. Consumer Reports
noted another study, the results of which

were cited at the hearings held by Senator
James O. Eastland last May. Conducted
by a Dr. Morishima, this study found an
abnormal chromosome count in over
thirty per cent of the cannabis users, as
compared with only ten per cent of the
nonusers. Though some variation in the
standard 46 chromosomes is to be ex-
pected, Morishima said that one-third of
the users had less than 31. His conclusions
were that "... (since) chromosomes are
basic units of inheritance at the cellular
level, it seems logical to anticipate
potential danger in (the). ...development of
cancer. ..genetic mutation and birth
defects."

Dean explains 10 per cent faculty turnover

These allegations, too, are not without
data qualifying or negating their import,
and there are a number of studies which
Consumer Reports points to as reaching
the opposite conclusions concerning
chromosome damage.
In 1970 the Research Institute for the

Study of Man began exhaustive in-

vestigations into the long term effects of
marijuana consumption in Jamaica,
where its use. though prohibited by law,
has been widespread for a considerable
period of time.

Of the group of 30 smokers used as
patients for the study, many were second
and third generation users of the drug, and

continued on page 2

Six departments at Washington College
will each lose a member with the con-
clusion of the fall semester. Vacancies
nave been ci eated by departing professors
Cfiurgin, Grahlfs, Haddad, NeiU, Drake
and Degennero.
This ten percent turnover of the faculty

Was caused "partly by a combination of
resignation, failure to express interest in a
Permanent nosition...and in some cases
contracts were not renewed," ex-
Plained Dean Nathan Smith in a
carefully worded statement

.

"In all cases, considerable notice has
Jjen given - the longer a professor has
^en here, the longer notice he receives. A

professor who has been here for only one

year might be notified in the second
semester (that his contract has not been
renewed)," Smith said.

The Dean continued, "some individuals

were not found to measure up" to the

following criteria outlined by the faculty

handbook: "A terminal degree in one's

discipline is required, although it's not the

most important thing. You want someone
to pass the plumber's exam before he sets

to work on the pipes." Smith continued in

explanation: "Teaching effectiveness (is

of primary importance). ..even brilliant

scholarship is not enough here if his

teaching is bad. Teaching comes first."

Additional criteria for tenure or contract

renewal cited by the Dean were the ability

of the professor to keep abreast in his field

and "total college commitment" in terms
of committee work, advising and other

college services.

With the reforms of the past few years
the procedure for evaluating faculty

performance has changed slightly. The
Appointments and Tenure Committee and
the Dean's office are now soliciting "as
much responsible student response as
possible", to add to the Chairman's
recommendation in the deliberation

process. "Occasionally, the Committee
thinks it is helpful to them for the faculty

member to defend his position either in

person or with a written statement. But

that happens only at the committee's

discretion," Smith noted.

The president technically has the power
to make the decision. Smith explained

however that "Very seldom does the

president ignore the advice of the Com-
mittee."

In assessing the rehiring situation Smith

admitted that "we have to hire at the

bottom - instructors just out of graduate

school with little or no teaching experience

- just to make ends meet." The one ex-

ception Smith noted was within the

Economics Department: "The position

has financial support from the Hodson
Trust.. .we'll go as high as we can."



Editorial

£ Reassuring evidence of student interest in national political affairs is

p" the creation of the World Hunger Action Program at Washington
N

College. But such evidence unaccompanied by an interest in campus

o issues risks failure - a student body indifferent to its own self interest

i§ and unwilling to affect its own environment cannot expect to organize

or effect significant change on the national level.

-i There are concerns and issues alive on the Washington College
m

campus. Dean Candidate Hugh Curtler will be on campus on Monday

£ and Tuesday of next week. Acting upon the assumption that students

desire an active part in the hiring of administrative personnel, the

College has scheduled an informal, open meeting between the

candidate and students. Previously, these meetings have been

sparsely attended.

Six departments have been, or are in, the process of interviewing

prospective faculty members. Again, acting on an even stronger

assumption that students would like to be actively included in the

hiring of personnel within their respective disciplines, the individual

FAA awards College

contract on explosives

departments have begun scheduling opportunities for students to

meet informally with the candidate as well as to hear the traditional

lecture presentation. And again, attendance at both events has been

minimal.

The Dean has been attempting to incorporate student response,

received through questionnaires and interviews, into the faculty

rehiring and tenure processes. In the past, responses have been

negligible.

These opportunities offer students at Washington College practice in

effecting change at its most immediate level.

Correction: The Elm editorial of March 6th incorrectly referred to

1968 as the year in which the College eliminated final exams in favor

of participating in protests against our Indochina involvement. The

year was 1970.

Study updates research

on marijuana effects

The Chemistry Department of

Washington College has been awarded a

contract by the Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration for the preparation and

evaluation of sample kits to be used in

explosive-detection training. This contract

will provide an unusual opportunity for

significant research experience for a

chemistry major at the college.

Because of the problems created by the

increasing numbers of false bomb threats

and actual bombing incidents, a method

for the rapid detection of explosive devices

is urgently needed. A number of in-

struments are being developed and tested

to aid in this critical problem of fast, safe

detection. However, to date one sensing

system that has shown considerable

promise has been a trained dog's nose.

If this detection system is to succeed it

must be expanded so that police depart-

ments world-wide would have dog-training

programs. It is essential that dog-training

kits be made readily available to aid in

these dog-training programs.

Washington College's Chemistry

Department under the direction of

Associate Professor of Chemistry John

Conkling has undertaken the project of

preparing 25 sample kits containing five

common explosive materials most likely

to be found in illegal or misused explosive

devices. The samples will contain suf-

ficient material to provide vapor for

detection by canines or sensitive in-

strumentation, but the materials will be of

such design and configuration that there

will be no explosion hazard in the samples

themselves. They will be safe to use for

training purposes in inhabited buildings

and in aircraft. They will be of immediate

use in dog-training programs and of

considerable value for use as test devices

for other sensitive instrumentation as it is

developed to perhaps eventually replace

dogs in explosive detection.

College level jobs

in short supply

Just in case any confirmation is needed.

The Washington Post reported Tuesday
that "there (will be) more college

graduates than college-level jobs in many
fields between now and 1985, and some
graduates may have to take jobs that

previously had lower educational
requirements."

This grim news, perhaps self-evident to

those of us here who have heard of many
recent graduates' job experiences, comes
from a recent 10-year projection of oc-

cupational manpower and training' made
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The
Post quotes the report's forecast:

"Problems for college graduates will

more likely be employment below the level

of skill for which they were trained,

resulting in job dissatisfaction and high

occupational mobility, rather than
unemployment."
What this means is that many of us are

likely to be competing with electric dish-

washers and self-service gas pumps for

the available job openings, and cursing the

national economic situation for depositing

our Bachelor of Arts degrees, in the words
of one 1974 graduate, "where the moon, as
they say, isn't gonna shine for awhile."

i he Elm is published weekly through the
academic year, except during official

recesses and exam periods, by die
students of Washington College. The
opinions presented in the Elm do not
necessarily represent those of the College.
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they were examined for chromosome
injury, as well as for intelligence, brain

damage, and various psychological and

personality traits. They were, in short,

given a clean bill of health on all counts,

and the research team reported their

findings to the National Institute of Mental

Health, by whom they were com-

missioned, in this way: "The data clearly

indicate that the long-term marijuana use

by these men did not produce demon-

strable intellectual or ability deficits when
they were without the drug...."

In the last several months there have

appeared in the national news media a

number of reports carrying the sen-

sational suggestion that continued use of

marijuana by males could lead to a

decrease of the sex drive, possibility

culminating in sterility or impotence.

Some of these reports have come from a

group at the Masters and Johnson

research center in St. Louis. Specifically,

Consumer Reports noted that this study,

under the directorship of Dr. Robert

Kolodny, published a report which they

said revealed lower testosterone (the

strongest male sex hormone) blood levels

in marijuana users than in nonusers. They
also reported that six of the smokers

tested as "relatively low sperm counts."

According to Consumer Reports, this

same research team under Kolodny had

three years earlier reported that

To the Editors

:

In general I must agree with your

editorial of last week. Too often students

have gotten into "worthy causes" and the

results haven't been diddly-shit.

But specifically in reference to your

mention of MaryPIRG. I believe you were

mistaken vvhen you blamed the failure of

MaryPIRG on the student body and the

students involved, I was a freshman when
this program was introduced. It was
overwhelmingly approved by the student

body, and went to the Board of Visitors and

Governors for approval One and one-half

months were spent lobbying the Visitors

and Governors to approve this measure.

Many students spent much time and

money on this effort.

Unfortunately, our Board defeated this

homosexual sexual counterparts, a finding

which has now been largely repudiated by

more recent tests.

At any rate, a report published this

winter by the New England Journal of

Medicine (which also published the

Kolodny study) completely contradicted

the Kolodny findings, and the conclusions

reached were that "high-dosage

marijuana intake was not associated with

suppression of testosterone levels."

Consumer Reports made its own
analysis of the marijuana problem:

"Out of all these many studies.. .a

general pattern is beginning to emerge

When a research finding can be readily

checked - either by repeating the ex-

periment or by devising a better one - an

allegation of adverse marijuana effects is

relatively short-lived. No damage is found

- and after a time the allegation is dropped

(often to be replaced by allegations of

some other kind of damage due to

marijuana....

"No drug is safe or harmless to all

people at all dosage levels or under all

conditions of use ..(however) marijuana

should be regulated rather than

prohibited, all persons currently

imprisoned for marijuana possession or for

sharing marijuana with friends should be

released, and. ..past offenses of these kinds

should be erased from the legal records."

By Peter deSelding

Forum
proposal - not the students. The Board

was wary of approving such a program

which had not yet been employed

elsewhere in Maryland. Recently other

colleges have befun to approve

MaryPIRG. Chances are now better that

the Board might react favorably if the

MaryPIRG issue comes up again. But this

lies with the students to give birth again

to the issue on campus.

The power of students on campus is

amazing. Whether we wish to change the

curriculum, the dances on campus, the

Dean of Men, the head of Maintenance, or

Chuck's hamburgers, we usually can. All

that has to be done is for the students to

ACT as a whole.
Sincerely,

John Moag



loat Songs
Scope

Homecoming-Spring Weekend activities

is year will again include a parade on
ilurday morning, April 5. Any

nization or group of individuals is

elcome to enter a float, or march in the

irade in any way they like. Floats will be
dged for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place prizes of

0. S'25, and $10 respectively. The SGA
ill help finance the construction of a float

to $20.

The people who took part in the parade
it year really enjoyed themselves.
ease notify Lynne Alspaw, in care of

udent Affairs, if you would like to par-

lipate. If you have any questions on
lances, John Eigenbrot can help with the

swers.

lean candidate
)r Hugh Curtler, candidate for the

sition of Dean, will be on campus
mday and Tuesday, March 25 and 26.

Curtler, who is at present the chair-

in of the Philosophy department at

ulhwest State College in Minnesota, will

st informally with interested students

Tuesday in the Coffeehouse at 2:00 p.m
The candidate received his BA from St.

tin's in Annapolis, and his PhD. from
rthwestern University. Dr. Curtler has

ight at the University of Rhode Island

Midwestern University.

Elena Cardas, German singing star, will

present a program of international
folksongs and literary chansons at
Washington College, March 20 at 8 : 30 p.m.
in the Smith Auditorium. The public is

invited to attend, free of charge.
Miss Cardas has delighted audiences all

over the world with her interpretations of
folklore drawn from a repertoire of
hundreds of songs in sixteen languages.
Selections to be heard in her Washington
College program will span nine centuries,
from the Minnelied to present-day songs
and chansons.

Accompanying her on the classical

guitar will be Ales Andryszk of Prague
who has performed with Miss Cardas since
1966 on recital tours and on radio and
television network programs.

Architecture

As a part of the College's program for

the Bicentennial, an exhibit showing the

development of a bold new style in late

19th century American architecture will

be on display at Washington College from
March 18 to April 4 in the Gibson Fine Arts
Center.

The show, called "Early Chicago Ar-
chitecture," is being presented by the

College Exhibits Committee in

cooperation with the Smithsonian In-

stitution Traveling Exhibition Service. It

will be open to the public on weekdays
from 2 to 4 p.m., and to school groups by
appointment.

Rarely in the history of architecture has
there been such an advantageous en-

vironment for new initiatives as in the city

of Chicago during the last decades of the

19th century. The devastating fire of 1871

had created an urgent need for a city

center that would provide rapidly ex-

panding industry and commerce with
factories, office buildings and railroad

stations. The challenge was met by a

group of architects and engineers with a
high degree of imagination and feeling for

appropriateness in design, concern for the

future of man in an urban society, and a

will to experiment with new concepts of

engineering

The Chicago school produced a variety

of strucures that signalled the rise of

America's modern movement in ar-

chitecture. In recent years some of the

historic buildings have been destroyed

and, because of the threat to others, the

Historic American Buildings Survey of the

National Park Service began a project of

documenting and recording the most
significant ones. From its work has come
the Early Chicago Architecture exhibit.

The exhibition traces the Chicago
school's development, from the early

pragmatic design for commercial

buildings to the renowned ornamental
*"

work of Louis Sullivan and the develop, o
ment of domestic "Prairie Houses" by
Frank Lloyd Wright and his followers £

hoiessor raps ethnic diversity

)r Harvey Choldin, professor of

:iology at the University of Illinois,

oke for the Washington College Lecture
ries Tuesday, in Hynson Lounge. The

of his lecture was "Darwin,
irkheim, and the American Metropolis."
)r Choldin based his talk on the

antitative analysis in which he is

ssently involved. By gathering data
itn the ten major cities in the United
ites, he has developed specific, com-
ler-based information concerning the

ationship between population and social
thology.

ii his lecture Dr. Choldin reviewed the
idamental theories of 19 th century
iologists Darwin and Durkhelm in an
empt to apply their ideas to a modern
* of urban society According to

oldin. Darwin stated that larger
Julation density would bring about a

better society. Durkheim considered
production, communication and tran-
sportation the technological and industrial
advantages of urban growth. Both men,
said Choldin, equated population density
with social development. This was an
optimistic anticipation of the modern
metropolis, and is contrary to popular
contemporary views.

Choldin cited statistical evidence
gathered through his own research, which
indicates that the dimensions of the
current urban problem can hardly be
exaggerated. A survey conducted by the
National Opinion Research Center
revealed that in the twelve largest U.S.
cities, one out of every six homes or
apartments had been burglarized, and one
out of every twenty residents mugged, in

the past year.

Dr. Choldin blamed urban problems on
the diversity of city populations. He

suggested that ethnic loyalties should be
the primary target of attack in easing the

urban crisis. "The reason England's cities

have not ended up like ours," Choldin

speculated, "is because the range of

difference in ethnic background is not as

great."

Choldin condemned government
programs in housing and transportation.

'Such policies," he said, "tend to

exaggerate the diversity." He added that

social integration will continue to fail as

long as the multi-story housing complexes
are built.

Dr. Choldin rejected both the melting-

pot theory and unemployment as
reasonable explanations for rising crime
rates. He stressed the need to find ways to

prevent crime rather than to detect its

causes. He maintained that a uniform
value system is the first step towards

fighting crime.
By James Karl

)n Campus
hirsday. March 20 - Exhibit and Sale of Graphic Prints, Roten Galleries, Hynson
»ge ll a.m. - 6 p.m.
wtry Reading in the Coffeehouse, 8:30.
"day. March 21 - Concert - Keeley West • Harry Traynam, Tawes 8:30.
aturday, March 22 - Lacrosse vs. Dennison 1:30. -

eta "Dollar Drunk" Minta Martin Lounge.
""day, March 24 - Baseball vs. Fairmont State College 1:30.
today, March 25 - Student Recital Tawes 8:30.

Glee club
5

tD

A Yale University glee club will give a ?
concert of blues, spirituals, barbership F
harmony, and song favorites from the
1940s to the 60s at Washington College on
Saturday, March 22.

The public is invited to attend the
program to be held in the Gibson Fine Arts
Center at 8:30 p.m. Single admission
tickets will be sold at the door, $2 each for
adults, students $i. No advance reser-
vations are necessary.

Known as the Society of Orpheus and,

Bacchus, the 18-voice male ensemble is

the second oldest continuous singing group
at Yale. Over the years it has given

hundreds of performances in the eastern
United States. Its appearance at

Washington College has been included in

an annual east coast tour which takes it as
far south as Florida.

For further information, telephone the

concert office at the College: AC-301, 778-

2800, extension 202.

Chestertown
Chestertown Thursday, March 20-23

Kent Players, Chester Theater.

Dr. Harvey Choldin

Calendar

"Ernest in Love,'

»altunore
hursday, March 20-23 - Ringling Bros, and Barnum and Bailev

r
. ous.

^rge Orwell's Animal Farm Theater of Notre Dame, 8:30.
'arch 20-22 Beggars Opera Electric Shakespeare Company. Fine Arts Building,
fs°n State College, 8:30.
l!*ch 20-April 27 - Exhibit "The Human Condition" Walters Art Gallery.
r'day, March 21 - Lecture "Video Art - The Long-Term Development." Baltimore
^m of Art, 8:00.

^day, March 23 - Concert. Tom Paxton, Shriver Hall, Johns Hopkins University,

Washington, D.C.

Thursday, March 20 - April 6 - Ringling Bros, and Barnum and Bailey Circus.
March 20 - April 6 - Of Mice and Men with James Earl Jones and Carol Lynley,

Eisenwhoer Theater, Kennedy Center, 8:00.

March 21, 22 - Shakespeare's Cymbeline Amherst College Players, The
Elizabethean Theater of The Folger Shakespeare Library, 8:00.
Friday. March 21 - Harlem Globetrotters, Capital Centre, 8:00.

Van Cliburn, Washington Performing Arts Society, 8:00.

Sunday, March 23 - Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley, Coasters, McDonough Arenta,
Georgetown University, 8:00.

Tuesday, March 25 - Pete Seeger and Arlo Guthrie, DAR Constitution Hall , 8 :00.

March 25 - April 6 - New York City Ballet, Opera House, Kennedy Center.



Freshman attackman Myrt Gaines scores one of his six goals in a
near free-for-all victory at Loyola on Tuesday. The Sho'men in what
was described tongue-in-cheek as 'a defensive struggle,' flooded their
opponents with goals in the 31-3 victory.

Results of indoor

track championships
On Friday, March 7th, Washington

College took its seven man indoor track

team to the Middle Atlantic Conference

Indoor Championships, and finished a

respectable fifth out of eighteen teams.

Four of the seven Washington athletes

were competing for the first time this

season. Arthur Hoyt, a freshman hur-

dler, came off a season on the basketball

team and took second place in the sixty-

yard highs. Although having trouble

coming off the starting blocks due to an
inability to register practice time. Hoyt's

long strides enabled him to catch up on the

rest of the pack and finish with a satisfying

time of 8 seconds.

Danny Scharf, who has competed in all

the previous indoor meets this season,

successfully defended his championships

in the 300- and 600-yard sprints. His time of

1 : 13 9 in the 600 tied a record which he had
set the year before. Scharf finished his

double by tying for first place in the 300

with Mike Slough of Juniata.

The mile relay team of Donald Frush,

Andrew Lee Shorter, Jackie Johnson, and
Dandy Scharf finished a disappointing

fifth to end the scoring,

Washington expects to fare much better

during the outdoor season with the ad-

dition of the Murphy brothers. Peter Allen,

Byron Little and freshman Garry Nance.

By Brian Fallon

Sports

Outlook for spring's

'minor sports'
For everybody at W.C. who does not

happen to be a lacrosse fan, here's the

word on how the other people are shaping

up for this year.

Men's crew opened at home Saturday

against Marist, Coach Barry McArdle will

use two lightweight shells, one
heavyeweight shell, and one 4-man
heavyweight shell this season. The crew

team is working with new equipment this

year, both in terms of actual racing gear

(shells, etc) and training equipment.

Coach McArdle, acknowledging this,

stated that, "we can't fault either the

training program or the equipment. If we
lose, the only blame rests with us."

McArdles enthusiasm for the team this

year is shared by Penny Fall, assistant

coach for women Since November, the

female half of crew has been undergoing

intensive conditioning in preparation for

the Braxton Regatta in Philadelphia

Saturday Fall likes the team spirit,

saying "if the enthusiasm continues, we
could have a very successful year."

Tom Finnegan's tennis team has ex-

cellent chances for another super season.

Only Steve Schmidt is lost from last year's

first six. which posted an 8-3 record.

Returning are captains Don Green and

Peter deSelding, number-one singles

player Pat Yahner and sophomores Keith

Twitchell and Paul Noto. Bill Johnson, Bill

Janney, or Tim Keefe will probably fill the

sixth spot, unless one of several
newcomers comes through. Women's
tennis in its first will play a six-game
schedule, opening April first. Team spirit

is high, as evidenced by the fact that

seventeen girls tried out for the squad.
Track and field may or may not be

overly successful this year, but several

individuals should shine Don Chatellier's

thinclads will probably be led by junior

Dan Scharf, who repeated as 600 cham
pions and tied for first in the 300 at thf

Middle Atlantic indoor championships
Widener before the vacation. Also figuring

to be prominenet among the sprinters will

be freshman Archie Hoyt, who won his

heat in the 60-yard high hurdles <in the the

indoor meet and was second overall. Also

entered in the sprints will be Byron Little

and Bill Wiederseim. Scharf. along wj

senior Jackie Johnson and freshmen Lee

Shorter and Don Frush. should hold down

the middle distances. Mike Dickinson and

Hoyt will go in the hurdles, and freshmen
Paco Marshall and Steve Dodd will

compete in distance events.

The field events will again this year be.

source of irritation for Chatellier. The two

brightest spots should be Peter and John

Murphy, who hold school records for the

high jump and triple jump respectively

Both also long jump, along with Garj

Mance and Ron Hill. Jim Collins and Pete

Allen will be up against stiff competition

the pole vault, and Dan Jankelunas and

Jay Elliott, neither with a great deal of

experience, will be entered in the shot put

and discus.

Baseball could have a very successful

year if the pitching comes through, ant

coach Ed Athey thinks it will. Starters Erj

Hooker and Ed Boehm picked up extn

experience pitching in summer, and the)

will be assisted this year by freshman

Dennis Compton and sophomore Brian

Fallon. The rest of the diamond is loaded

with veterans. Bruce Katz will start at

first base, the double-play combination

will be Kerry Crocken and Bill Williams,

senior Lee Parks handles third, Phil

RepucL i will be behind the plate, and Dean

Parker. Glen St. George and Bill Walls will

By Dana Chatellier
man the outfield.

Intramural basketball

Mens - Final Standings B League
A League

Theta
Trojans

Strubo's Hackers 7

4-1

3-2
Rotor City Pud fr

Fuzzy's ,
&

Wombats J
Anonymous 3-2

Wawas 3-2 Somerseters *

Faculty 2-3 Notchkins' Disease
Lambda 0-5 KA J

Necks
PLAYOFFS Faculty 1

Quarterfinals CHAMPIONSHIP GAMES

,

Theta and Trojans - bye Theta 47. Trojans 45 (overtime),.
Wawas <77, Lambda 26 Strubo's Hackers 59. Notchkins' Disea*

Faculty 58, Anonymous 52 25

Strubo 91, Necks 34

Wombats 45, Somerset 36

Notchkins 41, Fuzzy 33

Rotor City Pud 51, KA 19

WOMEN'S LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

In what Women's Athletic Direct*

Penny Fall called "the best defensirt

game I've seen here," Alpha Chi Omeg
Semi-Finals rallied from an eight-point halftime defici

Theta 65. Wawas 49 to trim Minta Martin. 20-18.
Trojans 63, Faculty 41 Bowie Johnson led all scorers with 16«

Strubo's 48. Wombats 37 AXO's 20 points, while Cindy Patchen hatf

Notch 50. Rotor City 48 12 of the 18 for the losers.

Compliments of

The Village Tavern
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Seventy-three apply rWWcfltive RA positions

It is time again to choose next year's

Resident Assistants. There are 73 ap-

plicants seeking the 10 to 12 positions being
vacated by senior RAs. These applications

;ire evaluated by Dean McArdle and Dean
Kelley while the current RA's interview

each of the candidates. Finally, after the

leading contenders are personally in-

terviewed by the Dean, the RAs are
selected.

The process is competitive and the

resulting RAs should be most qualified for

the job. Unfortunately, this is not always
the case. Barry McArdle admits the "we
do make mistakes."

The "mistakes" are costly. The proctors

salary ranges from $700 to $1000 a year -

multiplied by the 24 proctors this could
cost the school up to $24,000 annually.

Certainly it is reasonable to question
whether or not an RA is worth this much
money. Deans McArdle and Kelley both
agree that an RA who lives up to their

expectations deserves at least $700.

Dean McArdle explained these ex-

pectations: "We expect an RA to be
responsible for the people in his dorm.. .to

keep the Student Affairs informed about
any problems. .and to make the living

area as computable as possible." He
added that these persons must get along
with different kinds of people, whether
their interests be "dope or going to

church." Dean Kelley said that an KA
must be both perceptive and sensitive to

problems. She asserted that there is

seldom a mediocre RA: "When she's good,
she's very good; but one who is bad is

usually pretty bad."

In an attempt to evaluate each proctors

performance the Student Affairs sent out a

questionnaire last month. The results

were quite favorable but also misleading.

McArdle said that the findings were highly
in favor of the RA's, but he admitted that
many people were apathetic to the survey
and voted "yes" merely as a personal
favor.

It seems that there is no easy way to

know exactly how well a proctor is doing
his job. This is partly because'none seems

to know exactly what is expected of an RA.
McArdle explained that the demands
imposed on an RA are conditional: He said
if "things go well," the demands would be
"few." However, both Dean McArdle and
Dean Kelley stressed that some RAs do
more than people think. Dean Kelley
replied that often an RA will spend hours
talking with troubled students. It appears
that female RAs work harder in the
counselingarea of their responsibilities,

perhaps because the female students are

more demanding. On the other hand, it is

doubtful that the same type of "conn
seling"occurs in the male dorms.

Evidently some RAs do a better job than

others, but how many at Washington
College earn their salaries? In an in-

terview with McArdle it was determined
that a $700 annual wage is equivatant to

about $20 a week. An RA who worked 10

hours each week, on the job, would be

earning $2.00 an hour - which is more than

the $1.75 that a student makes in the dish

room. How many proctors spend lOhours a

week, on the job? Dean Kelley answered:

"I cannot see anvone that does not." But,

Dean McArdle admitted that the proctor

system "had a lot to be desired," and
added that he would rather keep the RA's
salary the same and improve his per-

formance.

Campus Judiciary: Fraternities must be separated
The All-Campus Judiciary last Monday

reviewed, and for the most part sustained

a decision made by the Middle Hall

Council which will move the Theta Chi

fralernity out of Middle Hall and into "a

comparable facility" by next September.

In what was described as a unanimous
vote, the Judiciary also up held a ruling by

the Council to find the Theta Chis sixty

dollars for 'acts of irresponsibility' which

occurred on February 1st. The Council

also voted, and the Judiciary approved, a

system to attach specific fines to the

commission of certain vandalous or other

disruptive acts. The provisions include ten

dollars for 'excessive noise after one
warning,' or willfully breaking bottles, and
a $25.00 fine for intentionally damaging the

dormitory.

Another fine of $25. was levied against a

Theta alumnus, who was found guilty of

throwing beer on the Middle Hall RA. If his

payment is not forthcoming, the fraternity

will be held accountable for the fine. On a

broader issue related to this, the Judiciary

ruled that "fraternities are responsible for

the nusiances and-or damages caused by
individuals associated with the respective

fraternities until the individuals, them-
selves, are apprehended. Failure on the

part of the individuals. ..to pay.. .will result

in the issuance of a bill. ...to the frater-

nity."

The decision of the Judiciary to tran-

splant the Thetas to some other similar

quarters was seen by at least one com-
mittee member as "not a continuation of

the punishment," but rather a way to

alleviate the perennial conflicts between
the two fraternities which occupy Middle
Hall. Included in the decision, in fact, was
the suggestion that "in the future campus
fraternities be housed in separate
facilities."

Just what constitutes housing "com-

parable" to the Middle Hall living area
was not spelled out by the ruling, but two
committee members were of the opinion
that the new Theta chapter headquarters
would have to be on campus or someplace
nearby. Several members reported that
the Business Office of the College gave
informal assurances that, if necessary,
such space could be found by the time fall

semester begins in September.
The decision, which is seen by some as

marking an end to the long history of
disciputes between the Kappa Alpha and
Theta Chi fraternities, also provides for
the abolition of the Middle Hall Council as
of next fall.

Health survey reveals student displeasure

The results of a recent survey con-

cerning the College's Health Services

revealed that a majority of students are

dissatisfied with several aspects of the

medical procedures and resources

available on campus.
The majority of the 433 students who

returned the surveys where primarly

disgruntled with both the length of time

that (he Doctor is available and the par-

ticular hour (9:00-10:00 a.m.) he is

scheduled to be on campus. Thirty-three

percent of the responses condemned "the

care of students with medical problems

seen by the doctor."

More than half of the students

questioned were satisfied with both the

care given by the college nurse and the

services of the College psychologists.

Of 419 students, 28 percent admitted
enlisting the services, at one time or
another, of a private doctor in Chester-

town. The majority of those students were
seeking gynecological care.

Sixty-eight percent of the students felt

that the infirmary should provide over-

night facilities. The majority of students

expressed the opinion that the infirmary
should expand their interests to include the

living conditions in the dorm, conditions in

the dining hall, gynecological services on
campus, and drug, alcohol and smoking
problems on campus.
Of the pool of students responding to the

questionnaire, 340 or 77 percent have used
the health services more than once; 69

students have made at least one ap-

pointment with the school psychologists.

Dean Maureen Kelley and College

psychologist Bonnie Michaelson both

agreed that expanding the services of the

infirmary would require either more time

from the present physicians, Doctors

Dammand Bauman, or the hiring of ad-

ditional medical personnel. Citing the

paucity of qualified and willing physicians

in the immediate area , Kelley remarked
that: "Students have to realize that they

pay only forty dollars a year in infirmary

fees and that they are paying for infirmary

care and not a niedical center. These men
feel that they are providing a service for

the community. Many students think that

they're getting five or six thousand dollars

for their services. They are actually paid

very little. Dr. Damm handles all of the

Continued on page 2
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Middle Hall, the area of many conflicts in the miniature world which

is Washington College, will soon no longer merit as much space on

the printed page, or as much sweat on the local brow as it has all too

often in the past. The Judiciary Committee's decision to separate the

two fraternities will in all probability ensure a gradual and, it is hoped,

permanent decrease in the level of hostility between the two groups^

and certainly this was an importantjf unstated goal.

While generally endorsing the actions of the Committee on that

basis, then, we should note that such a ruling seemed almost

inevitable from the start, and is all the more disheartening for that

fact. The decision is one of last resort, a throwing up of the hands

saying that the College community, particularly the two fraternities

involved, are simpfy unable or unwilling to settle upon an equitable

system to determine how they shall live with each other. Onward and

To the Editors:

Last week you received a letter in

response to your editorial concerning

student movements by one of the few

"moving" students at W.C., my good

friend and colleague John Moag. In

general he agreed with your proposition

that students have gotten into worthy

causes only to abandon them as time

passed, but disagreed with your in-

terpretation and attack on the Marypirg. 1

can unfortunately see John taking your

criticism as a personal affront since he

was the main instigator of the Maryprig
movement. He initiated it, organized it

and did most of the leg work. Sure the

students lent their support but that en-

dorsement was as solid as the numerous
lettuce boycotts that developed throughout

the years at W.C.

The Board defeated the Marypirg
proposal, not the students, as John pointed

out. but for more than just the reason he

cited. For one thing, President McClain
(SIC) disliked the idea from the start,

compound this with the Board's skep-
ticism of a "Public Interest Research
Group" and you can see how it was
defeated. They wanted to see if the student

body actually had sufficient interest to

institute an activities fee increase and the

manpower for such an operation. Chances
were good that they would have passed the

proposition had it been reintroduced! the

next year, but the leaders did noi continue
organizing or undertake any plan to

broaden support, consequentiy another
"worthy cause" died in the minds of those

who conceived them. If the "power of the
students on campus is as amazing" as
John says why then did the Marypirg
organizers walk away from only their first

defeat, yet to return Students generally
follow a pattern of inertia, so organizers of

such movements must continue to spark
interest, which was not done. Mr. Moag
should be especially careful not to stick his

Happy Easter

Happy Passover

upward goes the course of human interrelations.

Now we don't wish to infuse too much meaning into this or con-
template too deeply about what this might say about the community's
ability to cope with the limited number of group differences that it

claim. Having said that^it is surely not too much to suggest that there
is no tenable excuse, or even rational explanation for the almost total
failure on the part of at least one segment of the College to qovern
itself.

To anyone who has heard one or more of those involved in the
dispute as he tried to argue his case, what comes through even before
the laying of blame is an unbelievable lack of respective and reasonal
thinking. Persons otherwise intelligent are reduced to irrational name
calling and threatening acts of venegance. In a community of this
size, such a state of affairs is incredible.

Forum
neck out to far when speaking about such
aFfairs, for I do not believe this was
strictly an isolated action with him. He
was also the initiator of the W.C. Free
University concept. Its great to have a
good idea but those with the ideas should
stick around to help with the all important
initial details of organization, this he did
not do. So in effect I totally agree with the
Elm's interpretation of past events and
commend them for their insight John will

undoubtedly disagree with me vehemently
but I suppose that's expected.
But please do not misinterpret me, after

my four years at W.C. and my experience
in trying to initiate certain movements. I

respect John for his actions, much more
than those people who gt elected to S.G.A.
office by promising the least, "to do my
best" and do practically nothing of any
significance in their term of office.

Sincerely,

Larry C.Falk

To the Editors:

Possibly from a lack of knowledge of th

facts surrounding the MaryPIRG affair

the author has made some mistakes Th*

Board wished to wait for response fron

other colleges that response has beei

slow coming in - in fact only in the pas

couple months have any schools responds
to this issue. A new effort in September a

last year would have been an effort in

futility. Secondly I must apoligize for n

organizing Free University this year as
|

began to do so last year but I was overseas
and had not the time nor the airfare to b<

flying back to contribute to such efforts

Besides that, who is Larry Falk anyway)

Sincerely,

John Moag
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administrative work for the infirmary,

outside of the hour a day he spends seeing

students. Tl would be difficult to replace

both doctors."

Dr. Michaelson noted that because of the

large number of students that each doctor

sees within a limited time period, that it is

possible to diagnose or treat a condition

incorrectly. She also commented that in

the infirmary's attempt to expand its

services, pregnancy testing has been

made available to students through the

nurse's office.

An advisory board to the Health Service,

consisting of Dcotors Damm and

Michaelson, Deans Kelley and McArdle,

Penny Fall and three students, has been

created to act on the suggestions and

issues raised by the survey responses



Common Cause in Kent County
Common Cause is a non-partisan

ilizens' lobby organization created by

fr
mer HEW Secretary John Gardner to

rk for the public interest on every level

[government. It is based in Washington,

iC and boasts more than 250,000 active

iembers in the United States. The

rimary concern of the lobby is the

ESloration of the confidence of the

jnerican people in their governmental

islitutions by making these institutions

jorthy of the trust of the citizens of the

fltion.

According to a leaflet published by

rommon Cause, "Today too many of our

lected officials are not responsive to the

ilizens who put them in office. The tax-

payer is suffering for it AND paying for

[ Extensive lobbying efforts by Com-

n0n Cause attempt to give the ordinary

citizen a voice in a government which is

supposed to "drive its just powers from the

consent of the governed."

According to Claire Fleetwood, local

member of Common Cause, there are forty

members here in Kent County (four of

shorn are Washington College students)

who concern themselves with govern-

mental reform and the modernization of

the American bureaucracy. There are a

total ol 500 members in this Congressional

District, made up of Kent, Queen Annes,

and the neighboring counties.

In the past years, the Kent County

chapter has joined with others in the state

to lobby for the 18 year-old vote,

Congressional reforms, and campaign
spending measures within ihe state as well

as on the national level. The current

concern of the Maryland Common Cause

organization is lobbying for the Financial

Disclosure Bill, which would require local

politicians to account for their financial

resources as well as for their political

expenditures.

Mrs. Fleetwood stressed the fact that all

Common Cause chapters work together on

national issues so that their lobbying

strength is increased, and political

reforms come more quickly. Particular

issues of national interest are the energy

crisis, Executive Accountability, and the

possible revamping of the Presidential

selection process so that more Americans

will be interested in seeking that office and

will be able to finance their campaigns.

There, is a chance for Common Cause to

become widely-based on the Eastern

Shore, Mrs. Fleetwood added, if current

local members work for increased

enrollment. Recruitment is primarily

through programs at clubs and churches.

At a presentation by Common Cause,

prospective members ar*; given leaflets by
the organization. They also listen to a

taped interview with chairman John
Gardner, in which he urges citizens to play

an active role in public affairs. He
describes the creation of Common Cause,
its activities, and makes an appeal for

membership.
On college campuses, the organization's

membership drives have been most
successful when a faculty member,
fraternity, or soritiy have been ap-

proached initially.

Regular annual dues are $15.00, but

there is a special student rate of $7.00 per

year. Many members who believe in the

urgent need for the citizens' lobby give

contributions above the basic yearly

amount. Common Cause bases 95 percent

of its budget on dues and contributions.

Funds are used for lobbying, litigation and
organizational expansion. Though there is

no office here in Kent County, Mrs.

Fleetwood urges those who wish to become
members of Common Cause to write to the

national headquarters in Washington, D.C.

The address is: Common Cause, 2030 M
Street N.W., Washington. D.C. 200336.

by Karen Jarrell
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Dean

candidate

Curtler

advocates

continual

reassessment

Dean canuidate Dr. Hugh Curtler was on

campus Monday and for a brief time om

Tuesday of this week. Curtler, currently

Department Chairman of Philosophy at

Southwest State College in Minnesota, was

closeted with the faculty, department

chairmen, and administrative personnel

on Monday. Although scheduled to meet

with students informally Tuesday af-

ternoon in the Coffeehouse, the candidate

had to cancel the session.

Curtler, however, did meet with four

students over luncheon on Tuesday. The 37

year-old candidate answered questions on

tenure, faculty evaluation, the

curriculum, the liberal arts philosophy

and his perspective of administrative

obligations.

As president of Southwest's AAUP
(American Association of University

Professors), Curtler favored the retention

of tenture. Curtler proposed countering

Litigation pending on

College gun ownership

Washington College is currently in-

volved in litigation concerning a

collection of Civil War antiques that were

bequeathed to the College several years

The materials involved include rifles,

wags, uniforms, saddles, documents, and

various other objects that were the

property of a Captain Albee. At his death,

his" collection was given to the College by

his wife.

This spring, however, a member of the

Albee family filed suit against the College,

claiming that the antiques were not gifts,

as the College took them for, but rather

were loans. It has also been alleged that

the materials were given to the College

solely under the stipulation that they be

Put on display. According to Washington

College legal consultant Ernest Cookerly,

the objects were on display in Bunting

the abuses of the tenure system with an

annual evaluation of both tenured and

untenured faculty members. Defending

"<mure as the "protector of academic

eedom," Curtler asserted that academic

*edom is still jeopardized and therefore

nure is still a necessity. The candidate

asoned that tenured professors should

I the most vocal in their criticisms of the

in titution since they cannot be jeoparzeded

f( their objections to either college issues

or personnel.

Curtler favored rotating chairmanships

that would involve either appointing or

electing different department personnel to

serve as chairmen for three year terms. "I

suggested this to the faculty yesterday and

it received little notice. ..I guess they don't

think too highly of it..." Curtler said.

Stressing the need for continual

curriculum reassessment and change,

Curtler noted that while the College

Hall several years ago, but have since

been in storage.

Cookerly seems confident that the

college has a good chance to win any legal

contests over whether the antiques were

merely loans or what he called "con-

ditional gifts.
'

' Acting on such an

assumption, the Legal Committee of the

Washington College Board of Visitors and

Governors last Friday voted to contest the

suit rather than return the valuables to the

Albee family.

Cookerly said that the College will use in

its defense the fact that it has in its

possession several letters from Mrs. Albee

which, he said, do in fact designate the

objects as "gifts."The Albee heirs, on the

other hand, contend that they have letters

which refer to the antiques as loans to the

College.

The case will therefore turn on which

sets of correspondence are the more
persuasive legally. by ^hy Wagner

recently completed a curriculum
overhaul, "the revisionment process
should be continuous."

Lauding the accomplishments and at-

titude of Acting Dean Nathan Smith, Dr.

Curtler believes that "this College is

looking for another Nate Smith, and I don't

think you'll find him." Curtler lamented
the absense of a clear delineation of the

dean's position: "There should be limits

set for the job.. .the Dean should know his

territory and he should be strong enough to

deter anyone from trespassing on his

area." Noting that Smith is "comfortable

and effective" in the "undefined" position

of Dean of Washington College, Curtler

voiced doubts as to his ability to work
within the current situation.

Asked if he could establish an efficient

alliance with College President Joseph

McLain, Dr. Curtler said, "It could prove

difficult, but possible."

4La Celestina; play of 'unruly

passions' to be presented

On Thursday, April 3, 1975, at 8:00 p.m.

in Tawes Theater, Washington College is

sponsoring LA CELESTINA, a play in

Spanish by the Compania de Teatro

Repertorio Espanol of New York.

The members of this distinguished

company, now in its seventh season, are

from the Carribean, Mexico, Central and

South America. "Repertorio Espanol"

offers an impressive repertory of classical

and modern plays in Spanish. The com-

pany has toured the eastern United States,

Mexico and Puerto Rico with productions

of Calderon's LA VIDA ES SUENO,
Albee's QUIEN TEME A VIRGINIA

WOOLF?. Mauricio's LA VALIJA and

Lorca's DONA ROSITA, LA SOLTERA.

LA CELESTINA, written in 15th century

Spain by Fernando de Rojas, a brilliant

convert from Judaism, is not only a bawdy

comedy but also a work in which love,

Sexual passion and violent death are

dramatized. Celestina is a go-between who

arranges love affairs for aristocrats,

priests, servants and prostitutes alike. As

Rojas himself informs us, this tragi-

comedy is "composed as a lesson for those

crazy lovers who are so carried away by

their unruly passions that they worship

their mistresses as divinities, also as a

warning against the wiles of procuresses

and the lies of wicked servants."

Dr. Thomas Pabon, who arranged for

the show to come here, said, "It is hoped

that this cultural event will bring together

theater aficionados and students of

Spanish language and literature in a

significant way." He has free tickets for

students and faculty members. Those

planning to go should see him as soon as

possible. Admission for the general public

is $3.00 per person. The presentation of LA
CELESTINA is being supported by the

Sophie Kerr Committee and the Lecture

Series.

Translations of de Rojas' LA
CELESTINA are available in the College

Bookstore.
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The Washington Hunger Action Project

(WHAP) has scheduled various, programs

and activities to take place on 'April 17th,

which is known as Food Day, and will

witness events across the nation designed

to dramatize the food problem in this

country and abroad.

On this campus, WHAP has planned,

among other things, for a series of

workshops to be held on various aspects of

the food problem. The structure of the

workshop program will allow a look into

specific problems related to world hunger.

The proposed topics of investigation are:

1. World hunger and population control.

2. Multinational corporations and in-

ternational politics.

3. Transcending national boundaries: an

inquiry into the "One World" vision.

4. Problems confronting the Third World

farmer.

5. Reief agencies: Are they effective?

Which ones? How so?

6. The Amnerican food corporations:

overprocessed foods, corporate farming

implications.

7. Reorienting our values concerning

food. (Diet for a Small Planet).

8. The Domestic hunger problem.

9. The politics of food-using food to win

friends and influence.

10. Who produces America's Food?
Interested students may sign up for

Workshops at dinner today and tomorrow,

Friday. Ideas for additional topics may be

sent through campus mail to WHAP.

Lecture

Joseph Tusiani, well-known poet, critic

and Italian Renaissance scholar, will give

a lecture Thursday evening, March 27 at

8:30 in the Hynson Lounge at -Washington

College. The public is invited to attend.

Dr. Kusiani, who is Professor of

Romance Languages at Herbert H. Leh-

man College of the City University of New
York, will speak on "The Unknown Boc-

caccio: Poet of Realism."

He is the recipient of many awards in-

cluding the Greenwood Prize from the

Poetry Society of England, the Alice Fa Di

Castagnola Award from the Poetry

Society of America and the Spirit Gold

medal from the Catholic Poetry.Society of

America. He has recorded his poems for

the Library of Congress and is represented

in "Poetry in Crystal," the prize poem
selections for sculpture in glass by the

Steuben Company. He also writes in Latin,

and his Latin poems have appeared in

several scholarly journals in the United

bstates and in Europe. UNESCO has chosen

his translation of Michelangelo's poetry,

"The Complete Poems of Michelangelo,"

for international distribution.

Thank you

Mrs. Dickerson. "Miss D." would like to

extend her appreciation and sincere

thanks to those who contributed to buying

her flowers so as to brighten her stay in the

hospital.

Several hundred persons in and around

the College community took part in the

purchase, which included a green violet, a

four-blossom pink geranium, a pink

azalea, and an african violet. Miss D says

she intends to plant all of them in her

backyard garden save one. which will be

pressed to keep in her family Bible.

Literature

"Ulysses Among the Sceptics" is the

title of a lecture to be given by Hugh
Kenner, Johns Hopkins University
Professor of English, on April 2 at

Washington College.

The public is invited to attend Dr.

Kenner's talk at 8:00 p.m. in Hynson
Lounge, as well as a seminar by him the

following morning at ten o'clock in Miller

Library on Yeats' early poem "The Song
of the Happy Shepherd" Both events are

being sponsored by the Sophie Kerr
committee.

A noted critic and scholar, Dr. Kenner is

an outstanding interpreter of twentieth-

century English and American literature.

His books include works on Ezra Pound,

James Joyce, T.S. Eliot, and Samuel

Beckett, among literary figures, land

Buckminster Fuller. A brilliantly

imaginative as well as comprehsnsive

study, THE POUND ERA (1971), deals

with the complex inter-relationships ithat

marked the great revolution in the arts

during the opening decades of the twen-

tieth century. Kenner has recently

published A HOMEMADE WORLD,
continuing his investigation of literature of

the 1900s.

Born in Canada, Kenner received his

B.A. at the University of Toronto and his

MA. and Ph.D. degrees at Yale. He taught

at the University of California at Santa

Barbara from 1950 until he came to

Johns Hopkins in 1973. For a six-year

period he was chairman of the English

department at Santa Barbara.

Government

Dr. Victor C. Ferkiss, professor of

government at Georgetown University

and one of the country's leading futurists,

will speak on "Technology and Society:

Perspectives On The Future" at 8 p.m.

Thursday, April 10 in Lecture Hall Three
at the University of Maryland Baltimore
County.

A native of New York, Dr. Ferkiss was
educated at Berkley, Yale and the

University of Chicago. He has taught at

Johns Hopkins, St. Mary's College,
Berkeley, the University of West Indies,

and Simon Fraser University in British

Columbia.

He is currently serving as program
chairman for the Second General
Assembly of the World Future Society

which will be held June 2-5 in Washington,

DC.

Dr. Ferkiss' most well-known books are

AFRICA'S SEARCH FOR IDENTITY,
TECHNOLOGICAL MAN: THE MYTH
AND THE REALITY, and THE FUTURE
OF TECHNOLOGICAL CIVILIZATION.

The lecture, sponsored by the UMBC
African American Studies Program, is

open to the public without charge.

Scope

History prize

Those in the process of writing history

papers should bear in mind that Nu Phi,

the Washington College chapter of the Phi
Alpha Theta organization, will award a

cash prize of $50.00 to the student whose
paper, in its judgment, is of the highest

quality.

Papers are first screened by the faculty,

who may submit no more than two papers

from each of their courses each semester.

Nu Phi will then vote on what they con-

sider to be the best paper of the semester,

and the author will be awarded the prize in

April of each year. The winner, this year,

therefore, will not receive his or her

winnings until April of next year, and the

ceremonies next month will concern only

the entrants from last semester.

According to Nu Phi president Todd
Cooper, the idea behind the contest is to

"encourage the writing of better history

papers." Cooper says the papers may
range in topic from "the history of art or

music to that of political thought," as well

as subjects written for the regular history

courses.

Career

seminar
The third Career Seminar will concern

the education of mentally retarded and
emotionally disturbed children. The
seminar will be held at 7:00 p.m. in the

Alumni House.

Editors

Applications are now being accepted for

the positions of Pegasus and Elm Editors.

Resumes should be addressed to Professor

Bob Fallaw, Chairman of the Board of

Publications before April 6th.

Calendar

Baltimore
Thursday. March 27 - April 20 - Exhibit - Brassai : "The Eye of Paris," Baltimore

Museum of Art.

March 27 and 30 - Dance - Judge Bartlett Bartlett Dance Company, Free Theatre
Project.

March 27 - Exhibit: "The Human Condition," Walters Art Gallery.
March 27 - April 7 - Play - "Irene," Morris Mechanic Theatre.

March 27 -Pratt Library's Second Black Film Festival, 6>30 p.m., Pimlico branch -

"Cry the Beloved Country;" 7:00 p.m. - Central Library - "Emitar" (first color epic
from black Africa).

March 27 - Film Festival - Eisenstein's "Alecxander Nevsky," Hitchcock's

"Jamaica Inn," Church Lane Cinema, 8:00 p.m.

March 28, 29 - Ballet - Maryland Ballet, Kraushaar Auditorium, Goucher College,

8:15 p.m.

March 28 - Harlem Globetrotters. Civic Center, 8:00 p.m.

March 28, 29 - Renoir's "The Rules of the Game ;

" "Diary of a Chambermaid "
film

festival - Church Lane Cinema, 8:00 p.m.
March 30 - Concet - Return to Forever with Chick Corea, Stanley Clarke Painter's

Mill Music Fair. 7:30 p.m.

Chestertown
March 27 - Career Seminar - Working with Retarded Children, Alumni House 700

p.m.

"The Unknown Boccacio: Poet of Realism," Lecture, Joseph Tusiani Hynson
Lounge, 8:3( p.m.
March 28 - Men's Crew vs. Villanova, 1:30 p.m.
Tennis vs. UMBC, 3 p.m.
Lacrosse vs. Genesco State, 3 p.m.
March ?S - Lacrosse vs. Alumni, 1:30 p.m.
March 31 - Student Recital, Judy Fiande5r, John Starr, Smith Auditorium 8:30 p m.
April 3 - Baseball. Tennis vs. Drew, 3 p.m.

Washington, D.C.
March 27 - April 6 - Ringling Bros, and Barnum and Bailey Circus DC DC.

Armory, 7:30 p.m.
'

March 27, 28 - Juilliard String Quartet Library of Congrss, Colidge Auditorium 830
p.m.

March 27 • April 6 • "Julius Caesar," Arena Stage, 7-30 p mMarch 28 - Bach Mass in B Minor, Concert Hall. Kennedy Center 830 p m
It 3

.°- ~^
pr

", 5 " Sprin8 Festival salule l0 America's Musical Heritage spon-
sored by McDonald's, Kennedy Center, free.



Music

Laurels toCarterand Zeppelin;darts toWeisberg,AWB i

When Stanley Clarke released his debut

album last December I felt that Clarke

might have become the greatest bass

player in the world today. He seemed

more innovative than Mingus, more alive

t
(,an Rainey, and more discriminating

Hian Carter. It seems fiat I have a lot to

learn.. While I still believe that Clarks is

heads and shoulders above Mingus and

Rainey, Ron Carter is still numero uno.

Spanish Blue ( CTI ) is the most innovative,

lively, and technically perfect album I've

heard in quite a while. The album's title

suggests the kind of blues played in the

framework of the Spanish style. As far as I

know Carter is the first musician to

combine these seemingly divergent forms

into one cohesive pattern. Carter says of

this music, "I've always like Spanish

music. I... (am)... fascinated by the

flamenco players' use of time. There's a

different emphasis on the beat. I can't

annotate it or explain it, but it is very

exciting and moving." The "different

emphasis on the beat" may be the strength

of Spanish Blue. Nothing is predictable or

immediately recognizable and there is an

element of novelty running through every

riff and mood.

Ron Carter didn't create Spanish Blue

by himself, and I suppose whenever one is

accompanied by Hubert Laws on flute

(recently voted as top flutist by his feliow

musicians ) . Billy Cobham on drums

i voted top drummer). Sir Roland Hanna

on piano ifrom top big-band, Thad Jones -

Mel Lewis) and Jay Berliner on guitar,

even the tune-ups must sound magnificent.

However the album's concept is Carter's

and everything is played witn the

parameters established by Carter. Even
without its novelty, though. Spanish Blue

is outstanding because there simply isn't

anyone who plays the bass quite as well as

Ron Carter.

Every now and then there comes a group

that is just insulting to one's intelligence.

The group is usually playing "proven"

music - music that has an already

developed market. Very often the group

cashes in on that market to a greater

degree than the artists who initially

opened the music public up to that par-

ticular form. For example, Eric Dolphy

and Fats Navarro were the prime

originators of the "big band sound." But

the media sought to project and expose the

white jazz bands (Dorsey Brothers, Glenn

Miller, etc.. ) while the black bands worked

the "chitlin' circuit" making only a

fraction of the money.

With the "invention" of the Average

White Band we seem to have arrived at

another case of cultural rape. The

Average White Band does little more than

rehash the sounds of Wilson Pickett, Kool

and the Gang, and James Brown. Un-

fortunately the Average White Band is

guilty of more than mere plagarism. The

fact is sadly evident on the cut "Work to

Do" on their latest album (Atlantic)

"Work to Do" was originally written and

recorded by the Isley Brothers. One need

only consult the Isley's version to see how

superficial, impotent, and resourceless the

AWB is. But why criticize the members of

the AWB for playing poor imitations, after

all they only claim to be average. (In-

cidentally, the preceding criticism also

applies to Wet Willie, Cold Blood and

Tower of Power).

PFM is a rock group whose music is

hard to dislike. Their sound reflects their

Italian heritage the best vocals are in

Italian. They feature a strange collection

of instruments : electric accordian, flute.

acoustical guitar and electric violin. The
combination creates a festival effect.

Cook, their latest release, was recorced

live and it leaves little doubt as to whether

it caused any dancing in the aisles. The

group varies from fast bright rock to

sedate violin and flute solos. Their

creativity can be considered on the same
plane as Emerson, Lake and Palmer.

There is a weakness, if you can call it that,

and it lies in their pronunciation of English

lyrics, which tends to crack a few smiles.

One can easily perceive the inspiration

and self-expression of this lively group.

Led Zepplin's Physical Graffitti starts

off at a mediocre pace, but by the time the

third side comes around Zepplin has

transformed their music into something

much more creative. Side one and two are

standard hard rock with an over-emphasis

on the bang-bang. Side three is made up of

twenty-one minutes of well constructed

songs. Side four is of higher quality stuff.

The first track on side four, "Night

Flight," is a rock 'n' roll tune like that

we've been missing for a long time. The

next song, "Wanton Song," will probably

be overplayed on A.M. radio, but other-

wise should be enjoyed.

Jimmy Page must have had his head

together for this one with the exception of

a few cuts at the beginning, his music can

hardly be called repetitious. On "Tram-

pled Underfoot" he uses strings to give

additional crispness to the already highly

treble guitars. The vocals even take on a

Middle Eastern quality at times. "Boogie

with Stu" resembles the style used on the

Stones' "Sweet Virginia." No Zepplin

album is complete without an acoustical

guitar arrangement and "Bron-Yr-Aur" is

unfortunately only two minutes long. The

one thing the album is not lacking is

y
"hard-assed" rock. On the whole I'm not "

certain whether it would not have been a cq
better idea to have made the best single yj
album they have ever released rather than _
to release a good double. m
Garcia is a collection ot weak songs put <g

together with weak arrangements. A few

tunes are handled with originality, but for

the most part they lack motivation. "When
the Hunter Gets Caputured by the Game"
typifies the lackluster album. It is a simple

song with a repetitive drum and piano

accompaniment. Garcia's brass ac-

companiment tends to cheapen the sound

rather than brighten up the pieces. The

highlight of the album is "Let's Spend the

Night Together" in which Garcia gives the

Stones tune a new variation. One would not

expect something so cheap from a person

whose name has been as reliable as Good

Housekeeping.

Among Tim Weisberg's previous

releases Tim Weisberg 4 is to be con-

sidered the poorest in quality. It sounds as

if it were recorded in the back of a truck

while speeding down an expressway. The

reverberation and echolocation fail to add

anything to the sound. There is no con-

tinuity between songs. The theme is never

revealed though it is hinted at frequently.

Weisberg experiments with new or-

chestral arrangements and the results are

dissatisfying. Some of the effects do sound

nice, but it is hard to call it good music.

The flute never finds the right balance. At

first it is the dominating voice, then it

recedes far into the wind like the rest of

the effects. The whole album seems to be

thrown together at random, and the only

way I would purchase it would be by

mistake.

by Brian Fallon and Dan Scharf

******************************************** ********************** ******** *.* * 1

LED ZEPPELIN
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI

r. ii m ;t 1

8.70

6. 70 - Led Zepplin - Physical Graffitti

5.25

3.75 - ChickCorea - No Mvsterv

5.25

3. 75 - Merle Saunders and Gerry Garcia -

Old and In the Way

5.25

3. 75 - Average White Band -

put It Where You Want It

BOOKSTORE
RECORD
SALE

All other records on sale

10% off

'****************************** V*™**** ******* **********
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I Stickmen coast to easy win over Denison

Sports

Paced by the scoring of John Cheek and
Ty Cook, the WC lacrosse team con-
vincingly beat Denison College last

Saturday on the Kibler turf. The first

period saw the Shoremen give one of their

better one-quarter performances. Playing
great team ball, the Shoremen did

everything right and out-scored Denison 5

to I. George Mullinix opened the scoring,

assisted by Andy Cooper, who did an ex-

cellent job replacing the injured Myrt
Gaines on attack. Kevin Murphy and
Cooper both added goals on dodges. John
Cheek assisted Ty Cook on his first of three
goals on an extra-man play. Cheek, who
was pressed hard all day by the Denison
defense, was unable to score in this period
despite several fine shots.

Murphy added his second goal, assisted

by Ricky Ricketts. to close out the quarter.

Denison came out inspired in the second
quarter but, missing crucial passes and
shots, managed only one goal despite
generally out-hustling the Shoremen in the

period. W.C. lost the ball on attack
frequently and Denison was still snuffing
all of Cheek's efforts. Again it was George
Mullinix who provided the scoring spark
on a great run-by at 6:12 in the period.

Cheek put in the next goal as he dodged his

defenseman. Ty Cook scored again, using
his patented dodge, and Cheek assisted

Mike Cordrey on an extra-man goal with 20

seconds left in the half. Had the Shoremen
not tried to force the ball so much, they
could have scored a great deal more. In

the goal, Bryan Matthews gave an ex-
cellent performance, stopping the best

thai a good Denison attack could throw at
him, and working the clears with ease.
With his team trailing 2-9, Denison at-

tackman Al Pederson put in an extra-man
goal in the first minute of the second half.
W.C. came right back, sparked by an
aggressive defense and the hustle of
Ricketts, Cordrey, Dawson Robertson and
Cheek. Kevin Murphy beat his man and
found Cordrey cutting at 5:01 into the
quarter for another goal. But it was to be
the lone W.C. goal of the third period.
Pederson scored again for Denison, but
otherwise both teams played sloppily,
neither team holding the ball for long. The
Shoremen were clearly the superior team,
though, for while they tended to throw
away the ball, Denison's problems were
caused by the Shore defense of Jay Elliot,
Rick Blair. Brett Smith, and Joe Connor,'
who ate up Denison's attack. Meanwhile
Matthews continued to star in the goal.
Denison came back withthree goals in

the 4th quarter, but Washington tallied
four times to widen the final margin to 14-

7. Cheek and Cook came alive in this
period. Cheek burned one in on extra-man
and Murphy assisted Cook for another goal
seconds later to make the score 12-5. We
traded goals as Cooper scored, assisted by
Cheek and Denison retaliated a minute
later. Washington played the rest of the
quarter aggressively, despite a 3 minute
penalty which allowed the final Denison
goal. With 48 seconds left, Cheek scored his
third goal on a run-by to end the game.
Shore Standouts:
The close defense of Elliot. Blair and

Washington's four-man boat, from left; Mike Harrison, John Sher-
man, John Jones, Paul Gianquinto and coxswain Holly Dubbert
warming up for the Braxton Regatta in Philadelphia last weekend. The
oarsmen put on the College's best showing, finishing second in their
race. Deans McArdfe and Kelley...wary of "costly mistakes

"

'--!

Freshman George Mullinix crowds the crease during the first period
of the Denison game last Saturday. Washington romped over the
Denison defense, 14-7.

Smith which chewed up a very fine

Denison attack.

Goalie Bryan Matthews 'showed
why he was the 2nd team AH-American
choice last year as he turned in an out-
standing 2l-save performance.

Face-off men Matt Cordrey and Ty Cook
who were 8-2 and 9-6 (won-lost) respec-

tive!v.

The Shoremen are looking ahead
meeting No. 1 ranked Hopkins on Tuesds
April I. It will be a ereat game. Althoia
we have not beaten Hopkins in 24 gam
we have almost upset them twice in h

past three years. This could be the yea

by Maynard Kirpala

Crew: mixed performance

in Phila. regatta

Washington College Crew's four-man
boat rowed exceedingly well in the
Braxton Regatta in Philadelphia last
weekend. Paul Gianquinto, John Sherman,
John Jones, and Mike Harrison, with Holly
Dubbert as coxwain, rowing against two
top teams, Villanova and the University of
Pennsylvania, placed second in the 2,000
meter race.

The other two boats, the lightweight and
heavyweight eight-men boats, had dif-
ficulties rowing because they were forced
to row in borrowed boats. The W.C. boats
could not be taken because the van on
which they were mounted failed to start on
Saturday morning before they left. In the

heavy weight boat, Jim Mayhew's sa

slide broke. In another boat, due to tl

rigging, the oarsmen had to chang

positions, so that they were rowing in a

odd order

The girl's boat, outclassed by Vespe

end areform school boat, finished last b

their race. On Sunday, however, here.

W.C. they defeated George Washingta
University, pulling ahead of them in tl

last four strokes.

This Saturday afternoon at ap

proximately 1 o'clock at W.C. the four

man and the lightweight boats ffl

challenge Villanova University.

For Nice Things in Silver end Gold

Robert L. Forney-Jeweler
Guaranteed watch and jewelry repair

Downtown - Around the comer from the perk

"Eastern Shore's

Largest

Engine Rehuildcr"

ECONOMY V.W.
778-1096
E. James Huber, Jr.

Flatland Rd,, Chestertovm, Md.
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April 17th planned for food issue awareness

The Washington Hunger Action Project

(WHAP) has scheduled a variety of ac-

tivities as the College joins with other

institutions in Maryland and across the

nation to observe Food Day on Thursday,

April 17th.

On this campus, the day's events will

include a community fast, and a series of

what WHAP organizers call "multimedia

presentations" to be coordinated with five

workshops on the international food issue

and related topics. . -- r

The College Food Service has agreed to

give seventy-live cents per student for

each meal that a student agrees to miss

next Thursday. WHAP has set up a booth

in the lunch and dinner lines at which

students may sign up for the fast. WHAP
director Jeffrey Timm asked that students

be reminded that they may sign up to go

without one or two meals, and need not

necessarily miss all three in order to

participate in the fast. Said Timm: "We
hope that those students who normally

miss breakfast will be sure to sign up to

fast for at least that meal on Thursday,

although we're counting on people to

donate all three of their meals."

The workshops are scheduled to begin at

two p.m. Thursday afternoon in Hynson
Lounge, and will run consecutively until

all five subject areas are covered. The five

workshop areas are as follows:

I. REORIENTING OUR FOOD
VALUES : DIET FOR A SMALL PLANET.
Concentration here will be on domestic

nutrition and our national eating habits,

and its effects on health and world food

supply.

II. U.S. FOOD PRODUCERS: OVER-
PROCESSED FOOD AND THE HUNGER
PROBLEM IN THE UNITED STATES.
This session will be concerned with the

commercialization of certain food items in

this country, and its relation to the large

numbers of malnournished (as opposed to

undernourished) U.S. citizens.

III. TRANSCENDING NATIONAL
BOUNDARIES: AN INQUIRY INTO THE
ONE WORLD VISION. The inter-

dependence of the various sectors of the

world community and the concept of "(tie

Global Village will be pursued in this

workshop. Examples will be given as to

how the policy of one nation, especially the

United States, can have drastic affects on

other nations.

IV. WORLD HUNGER AND
POPULATION CONTROL. This seminar
will take up the issue of birth control,

especially in the developing nations such
as India, and relate it to proposals for

alleviating the widespread famine in many
parts of the Third World and elsewhere.

V. THE POLITICS OF FOOD. The at-
tempt here will be to examine just what
interests are involved in the production,
distribution, and pricing of U.S. food. Also
considered will be the role that
multinational corporations play in
determining who gets how much food and
why.

Included in the workshop program will

be videotape and slide presentations to

highlight visually some aspects of the
world food problem. Asked about the
workshops, one WHAP worker said

:

"These audio-visual presentations will be
certainly more instructive than the
Vietnam-type horror pictures showing
bloated babies. They are meant to be in-

formative."

At eight p.m. on the seventeenth, WHAP
will present a guest speaker in the person

Quiet floor issue disquiets

of Jack Healy, former Chaplain of
Frostburg State College, and a former
director of Freedom from Hunger, an
organization responsible for mobilizing
several "hunger walks in the 1960's." Mr.
Healy, who now heads the World Hunger
and Development Program out of
Washington, DC, will speak on a wide
range of topics surrounding the world food
supply, and the American response to it.

After the Healy lecture, all those par-

ticipating in the fast are invited to a

Coffeehouse "breakfast" which will in-

clude an unusual meal and live en-
tertainment.

WHAP has asked that anyone choosing

not to fast consider donating one dollar to

the organization. All proceeds received by

WHAP, save the expenses they have in-

curred, will be sent to OXFAM-America.

an agency based in Boston. An OXFAM
publication identifies the role of the

organization as "putting funds into small

farm associations and community-based

groups, projects for the purchase of land

for the landless, water management, rural

credit and village-level health care."

A deanless

After fhort deliberation, the Student

Affairs office announced that they would

provide "quiet halls" for all interested

students next year. This means that

residtnts who want to escape the noise of

normal dorm life would be entitled to live

within a quiet, self-contained unit on

campus. These areas will be the third and

forth floors of Somerset, for the men ;
and

the first floor of Reid for the women.

Deans Barry McArdle and Maureen

Kelley were asked why these particular

locations were selected. Dean Kelley

explained that it was a. long and com-

plicated procedure. "After deciding that

the (quiet floor) program was wor-

thwhile," she said, "we had initially

choosen the back side of Kent." These two

floors, closest to the Spanish house, would

have been the setting for two coed "quiet

floors." However, as it turned out, there

were not enough interested students to fill

Kent. The two floors hold forty students

and less than thirty signed up.

The next alternative considered by

Student Affairs was to house these

students in pursuit of a more peaceful

atmosphere in two coed floors in Somerset.

But, while the male canidates did not seem

to objeit, the girls refused to live in

Somerset.

The third idea presented to the Deans

was to use a floor in either Queen Anne or

Caroline. This was soon discarded because

the fifteen additional men, who would

occupy space in these dorms, would be

displacing fifteen girls who, as Dean
Kelley explained, "would have to be put

somewhere." She said that the girls' dorm

facilities would be further cramped and

she considered this "unfair to the rest of

the campus." As it stands now, the male

students living on the coed language floor

in Caroline are occupying space which

would otherwise be used for females.

Thus, Student Affairs was left with no

alternative but to split up the group.

Accordingly the deans decided to use me
floors in Somerset and Reid. These were,

according to Dean Kelley, "the only self-

contained units" that would house the

necessary number of students. She
maintained that there are no isolated

areas in either Queen Anne or Caroline

small enough for the girls interested in the

silent floor.

Still, many students feel that Reid is not

the best place for a "quiet floor." They
assert that Reid is the most popular girls

idorm and it would be unfair to restrict

residence to only those interested in

"quiet." Moreover, these students believe

that the first floor could not be kept silent

"with the ping-pong table, T.V., and so on

downstairs, and other floors upstairs.'"

Girls presently living in this dorm say that

noise travels quite easily.

There is also a strong reaction against

making silent floors out of the third and

fourth floors of Somerset. They feel that

Somerset is not the right place for a "quiet

hall," and they have suggested that the

student affairs consider Kent or the New

Dorms. Nevertheless. Barrv McArdle is

(Continued on page 3)

Attackman Myrt Gaines scores in yesterday's super action against

UMBC. A crowded Kibler Field audience watched and then went crazy

as the Sho'men outplayed and outscored their opponents, 18-12.

College?
Four candidates for the deanship have

been interviewed by the College. Accor-

ding to President McLain, "thousands of

dollars and hundreds of man hours have

been exhausted in the College's frustrated

three-year attempt to fill the dean's chair.

And still the vacancy remains.

Lat May, Acting Dean Nathan Smith

announced, with his decision to refuse the

permanent deanship, his request to be

relieved of his duties by June of 1975.

Consequently, the Dean Search Committee

is left to chose between three options:

either to rapidly approve one of the can-

didates, to select another member of the

faculty to serve as Acting Dean, or to

admit the reality of a deanless period for

the administration.

McLain asserted that neither the

committee nor the College will "act out of

desperation." Smith remarked that he was

confident that McLain "is not going to take

someone that he is not satisfied with."

Smith admitted that "The College has

never had the kind of dean that many of

the faculty members have conjured up.

given no limits. Without being pessimistic,

everyone's been able to imagine a much
bigger man than the College is likely to

attract." McLain reiterated the Dean's

sentiment, warning that "we'll never find

the perfect person."

McLain also noted that the College

should be wary of comparing candidates:

"Murfay (Frank Murray, Candidate from

the University of Delaware) was a great

guy. We tried and failed to get him."

However, McLain stressed that it would be

unfair to contrast succeeding candidates

to a man of Murray's calibre.

According to Smith, another caution

should be taken in estimating the stature

of the prospective dean : "The job may be

overestimated. The job is going to be about

the size of the man that you put in it."



Editorial

>a The proctor sweepstakes, that more than ludicrous community-in-a-

-
checkbook notion that it takes Dig bucks to get students to act with

gj sensitivity and responsibility towards campus living areas and their

r- residents, is nearing the final draw. The lucky winners will soon be
o" congratulating themselves on gaining the inside track on "personal

Z qualifications," and we imagine that not a few of them will, like the

^ Sophie Kerr winners, take a sudden and unexplained interest in the
< stock market.

E Or perhaps they have deluded themselves into thinking that seven

Cj hundred or a thousand dollars is just about right. We certainly don't

o mean to suggest that RAs should receive no compensation for what at

h times is an extremely trying and difficult job. But just how often do

the sorts of emergencies which inform the high-minded proctorship

theories said to necessitate the job actually arise? The idea that

proctors are on-duty 24 hours a day, though technically, simply does
not wash with the facts. Proctors, like the rest of us, have been known
to indulge themselves from time to time in weekends away from the

College and late-night binges, during which times they are most
assuredly not "on the job" in any true sense. Again, we would not

deny them their right to a normal social life. We would, however, like

them to be honest about the nature of their roles on campus.

The issue is whether it is too much to expect that decent, caring

individuals could be had for a lesser price. While not wanting to

appear as gatekeepers to the College's financial estate, we think that

reducing the RAs salaries would free monies badly needed elsewhere,

and would not strip the community of this still needed human
resource.
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Commentary

The Academic Council's new uplift effort

The Academic Council held a meeting
February 24th, a fact which no doubt will

inspire something less than burning in-

terest among students here. This lack of

concern is unfortunate, but it is not the
purpose of this space to make believers out
of those whose felt interests lie outside the
various campus power centers.
However, insofar as this particular

meeting typifies the way campus business
is conducted, business which may affect
substantial numbers of students for years,
to come, then what transpired deserves
exposition.

At issue was whether the deadline for
withdrawing from a course should be set at

the eighth week of classes, or be kept as it

is, allowing students to withdraw through
the last week of classes. The extension of
the withdrawal option, approved by the
faculty only two years ago, was welcomed
by many as a recognition of a student's
responsibility to determine his or her own
academic checks and balances.
The proposal for an eight week cutoff

was made by Dr. Michael Malone, who
envisions great magic to come of his idea.
Asked informally about these benefits, he
said: "Look, the intellectual atmosphere
on this campus is deficient, and this is

partly the fault of the faculty, and partly
the students. 1 figure this is one way to
correct the situation," That's what the
Economics Department Chairman
figured, and, seeing it was good, he hopped
on his idea for Instant Intellectual Uplift.

Now comes the Academic Council, down
from lofty peak, full of news of what they
call observed effects, which are actually
little more than photostats of the pictures
in their heads. Council Chairman Dean
Smith spoke of what he called "floating
effects," a dread evil which he attributed
to the present lack of an earlier with-
drawal date. Just where the Dean got wind
of this "floating" is unclear, but he is

evidently certain thai it is oul there
somewhere, waiting to be netted by a mid-
semester withdrawal cutoff,

A further reading of the minutes gives
this reporter the impression that the only
thing which was floating was the debate of
the Council members, which was drifting
in a direction away from real student
motivations and into a nether world wholly
unlike this or any other campus. One of the
students on the Council, Kim Stierstorfer,
gave her version of 'what the students are
up to.' Students dropped courses, she said,
partly out of panic, but more likely
because of a "lazy attitude." This she
believed to be a direct result of the with*
drawal opening, saying gravely, "I think
you are condoning a bad thing by leaving it

as it is."

There was then some discussion of
whether reducing the withdrawal period to
eight weeks would give the student time
enough to have received some sort of
evaluation. It was pointed out that some
professors don't return bluebooks until

well after mid-semester. Never mind that.

said Stierstorfer, and again the world as il

is went out the window: "You should know
by the eighth week on where you stand and
what is happening. Grades shouldn't play
a role in determining where you stand.
• Emphaiss added). "This spoke one of the
student representatives as she
represented an illusion.

The proposal was amended to place the
cutoff at the tenth week, and it was
summarily passed by the Council by a vote
of five to three, with one abstention. This
might be the end of the story but for the
fact that three votes which could have
turned the decision around were missing,
and these three votes belonged to students.

It was not so long ago that the notion that
students should have a voice in the making
of college policy was very much a live
issue on campuses across the country. It

seems that the three students who were
absent for this important vote have very
short memories indeed.

Maynard Kirpalani was one of the
students. Asked late last month to explain
his absence, Kirpalani replied, "I don't
know, I have a class at the same time as
alot of the meetings. I've been meaning to

resign and get someone to take my place."
What he forgot to say was that the meeting
in question was convened after his class
was over, and that another student in the
same class was able to get to the meeting
and cast a vote against the proposal. In

case anyone needs reminding. Maynard

Forum

Kirpalani is president of Ihe Student

Government Association.

The other two students wo neglected

their responsibilities were Kathy Wagner,
a sophomore replacement for a senior

graduating in January, and George Reed,

a senior. Wagner admirably defended her

absence, saying. "I just forgot about it."

Reed's explanation was a little more
complex He said he told Kirpalani at the

end of last semester that his Spring course

schedule would not permit him to attend

the meetings. Kirpalani, whose job it is to

appoint students to the Council, asked
Reed to find a replacement. Apparently

Mr. Reed has had some problems finding a

suitable stand-in, and none has been
secured. Reed said that as of the first week
in April. Kirpalani has not approached him
on the subject since last winter.

It seems to this writer that the student

body has been badly served by all three of

these so-called "representatives." But

Kirpalani, given his office, must surely

shoulder a good deal of the blame.

Last Monday. April 7th, the faculty of
the College voted overwhelmingly to
reduce the withdrawal cutoff date to eight
weeks. Next year, students will get in-
dignant over thelack of responsibility and
control they have over their own scholastic
career, and some will point to the ill-

conceived withdrawal cutoff as an
example. A few will know the reasons
behind the restriction.

by Peter deSelding

To the Editors:

On Thursday, April 17th, Washington
College will have an opportunity to par-
ticipate in a national Food Day devoted to
the problem of world hunger. We will be
joining with other colleges and universities
(Hopkins, Yale, Western Maryland, etc )

in a day of workshops and fasting designed
to shake the public's conscience con-
cerning the rapidly growing phenomenon
of death by starvation.
On Food Day, every meal that a student

does not take in the dining hall will result
in a refund to WHAP (Washington Hunger
Action Project). Faculty, staff and off-
campus students can participate in this
part of the Food Day program by going
without food on April nth and sending a
mere pittance of your food budget for that

dav! ($2.00) to WHAP - through the on-
campus mail.

The idea is not that we will raise a billion
dollars and save the world from hunger in
a single day. But perhaps, as individuals
and as a college, we can demonstrate our
concern for the pillions of people, at home
and abroad, who are suffering from
malnutrition. If you are presently unaware
of the magnitude and seriousness of this
problem, but are sensitive to the needs of
those who suffer, we hope you will attend
as many of the WHAP workshops as you
can on Food Day - to listen and learn that
others may live.

Sincerely,

J. David Newell
Ass't. Prof, of Philosophy

Independent study

According to College Registrar Ermon
Foster, the independent study option will
become "widely used" as a result of an
increase in individualized majors.

Dean Nathan Smith noted that
previously, commitment to an in-
dependent study had perhaps been given
"too lightly, with the result being an un-
satisfactory syllabus, and insufficient

supervision."

Defining independent study as "a
valuable thing that offers the instructor
and the student the opportunity to take
advantage of what we sav we are," Smith

commented on the abuses of the option
which have occurred in the past: certain
faculty members either overextended or
overloaded themselves acting as super-
visors to the studies, and students simply
were not willing to address their . in-
dependent study course with the same
attention and effort paid to their other
courses. Smith believes that the program
requires supervision and standardization
to achieve its potential worth.
Any student who has completed an in-

dependent study or is currently enrolled in
such a course and is willing to be in-
terviewed by the Elm should contact
either Editor as soon as possible.



The annual ripoff of the Miller library

Every year Washington College and the

Clifton Miller Library suffer a substantial

financial loss as a result of the number of

books which are either misplaced by

students, or are borrowed without being

checked out.

Head Librarian, Robert Bailey, said that

the problem of missing books and

periodicals is not unique to the Washington
College Library. Other institutions, large

and small, are faced with the dilemma of

how to safeguard against the illegal

removal of volumes. He was unable to give

an exact figure as to the total number of

books which are reported as missing from

the library at the present time. At the end

of every school year a complete inventory

is taken, and only then does the staff

realize what the losses to the school have

been.

There are, however, figures available on

the number of books from the 1974 Fall

Semester reserve collection which have

not been returned. There were originally

thirty-five volumes recorded as missing

from the library. After pleas by faculty

members that the books be returned, that

number was slightly reduced. The ap-

proximate total value of the twenty-seven

volumes which are still unaccounted for is

between $275 and $300. Among those books

which are still reported as missing are:

Osgood, H.L., THE AMERICAN
COLONIES IN THE EIGHTEENTH

Robert Bailey, Head Librarian.

CENTURY; Fido, M., OSCAR WILDE,

Furniss E.S., AN INTRODUCTION TO
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY;

Sutherland, James. DANIEL DEFOE, and

Ayer, A.J., LANGUAGE, TRUTH AND
LOGIC.
Mr. Bailey pointed out that the library is

well aware of the gravity of the problem.

Security guards were employed during the

1973-1974 academic year in an effort to

prevent the illegal removal of books. The

guards were posted by the doors to

make sure that all materials borrowea

from the library were properly signed out

by students. "Though the guards helped to

a certain extent, we still lost books. Some

guards were better than others." Mr.

Bailey stated.

He stressed that inventory figures taken

in the summer of 1974 "are inadequate and

unsatisfactory;" they indicate that of the

Miller Library's 76,343 books, 1,558 were

not accounted for. No figures were

available on the number of missing

periodicals, but the librarian said, "There ~
is an appreciable loss of magazines every _l

year because they are so easily carried °
from one place to another." However, Mr. _j.

Bailey says that the periodical situation is *Q

not as bad as it seems. A great number of ui

magazines are found hidden away in the _
library itself. w
The security guards were not rehired for 03

the Fall Semester of 1974 because there _j

was no money available in the library ^"

budget for the maintenance of the system. £j>

There is a good chance that the security

program will be reinstituted in the library

next year when the staff determines what

is missing after inventory is taken, and the

dorms are searched this summer. "Many
boxes of books are found in the residence

halls and the Snack Bar," Mr. Bailey

pointed out.

In an effort to cut down on the number of

volumes which are removed without being

properly checked out, staff members are

keeping close watch on both un-

dergraduate and graduate students as

they leave the library. Circulation

Librarian, Mrs. Hoffecker, urged students

to come and ask at the desk if a particular

book they are looking for is not on the

shelf. A book may be either misshelved,

lying in a study cubicle, or out of cir-

culation for repair. Mrs. Hoffecker pointed

out that "There is a difference between a

missing book and a book missing within

the library." by Karen jarre ||

Two students arrested for cafeteria break-in

The College Cafeteria was broken into

early Sunday morning, March 30, at ap-

proximately 12:30 a.m. Dan Jankelunas.

assistant supervisor of the cafeteria,

discovered students Paul Samson and

Jake Holloway in the storage area of the

building. The matter was reported to the

police and probable cause warrants were

issued against both students. Samson, an

Indian citizen, is currently in the custody

of the Chestertown Police Department.

Holloway has been released by the police

on his own recognizance

Jankelunas, who had returned to the

cafeteria to recover a book, approached

the building through the loading dock area.

Still outside of the cafeteria, he saw

'someone flash by the window, rushing to

the cage. Holloway was handling the lock

to the cage." Jankelunas spoke to the

students, requesting that they leave. "I led

them upstairs and then I noticed the

broken panes in the window. ..the bars nau

the bolts removed from one side, and a

metal screen had been bent down."

Samson and Holloway were escorted out

of the building and released. "The reason I

didn't report them at first," Jankelunas

explained, "was because I didn't know

how the school wanted to handle it. I didn't

know if they would regard it as a

police' matter or a campus disciplinary

problem." He also noted that his first

consideration was to inform the cof-

feehouse manager of the break-in. en-

suring that extra precautions would be

taken in closing for the night. "Then I

reported to the night watchman who was

between rounds in the maintenance'

building." Jankelunas added.

The night watchman first called

Raymond Crooks, maintenance super-

visor, and then notified Business Manager

Gene Hessey. Hessey then called the

Chestertown Police.

On Sunday morning. Jankelunas'

statement was taken and the warrants

were sworn out. The arraignment

proceedings are to be held within the next

two weeks.

Dean of Student Affairs Maureen Kelley

explained that the police were notified, as

opposed to directing the case to the All-

Campus Judiciary, because "these are

kids who have been in perpetual trouble

and enough is enough."

Samson, who was arrested on drug

charges last May, was then sentenced to

deportment, effective after the completion

of his graduation requirements as a

chemistry major. If Samson is brought to

trial and proven guilty of breaking and

entering, he will face immediate deport-

ment to his native India.

Holloway will also face charges.

Dan Jankelunas discoverer of

break-in.

College literarygoldrush now open Quiet floor

Annually, the Sophie Kerr Committee

must decide which Washington College

studert displays the most potential in the

field of "literary endeavor." Since 1968,

the College has awarded an average of

10,000 dollars to the student who exhibits

the highest literary ability and promise.

The president of the College and the

members of the English depeartment

comprise the Sophie Kerr Committee

according to the stipulations delineated by

Ivfiss Kerr's will. Sophie Kerr, a writer of

romances during the pre-war decades,

was originally a resident of the Eastern

Shore. A graduate of Hood College, she

received an Honorary degree from

Washington College. After her death in the

early sixties, the College was named the

residuary legatee of her will, the College

received the remainder of.her estate after

the other bequests were met. Half of the

income from interest on the Kerr principle

is allocated for the Sophie Kerr Prize ; the

other half is divided among scholarship

money, and funds for library acquisitions,

the writer's program and lecturers' fees.

Four of the previous Prize winners are

enrolled in graduate school: the 1969

winner, Gil Bradford, is a medical student

in the Dominican Republic ; Bob

Burkholder, who was awarded the prize in

1972, is enrolled at the University of South

Carolina; 1973 graduate, Mary Ruth Yoe is

a graduate student at the University of

Edinburg and last year's winner, former

Editor of the Elm Kevin O'Keefe, is a

journalism major at the University of

Illinois graduate school.

Bill Thompson, a 1970 graduate and
Sophie Kerr Prize winner, is also engaged

in graduate studies at the University of

Vermont. The 1971 winner, Jim Dissett, is

now living in Annapolis. And the first

winner of the Sophie Kerr prize, Christian

Clark, class of "1968, works for a publishing

house.

According to English professor Bennett

Lamond, approximately seven or eight

students annually submit their writings to

the committee. Lamond noted that the

committee also considers students who

have not submitted material.

Norman James, Chairman of the

English department, stressed that the

prize is not earmarked for English

majors: "Literary endeavor could also be

in philosophy, history, in any field..."

The Sophie Kerr Committee is now

accepting the written work of students

interested in the prize. The approximate

deadline, according to James, is April 25.

(Continued from page 1)

determined to stick to his decision. In an

interview yesterday he explained his

reason for choosing Somerset. He said that

the advantages are three-fold. Firstly, the

size Was appropriate and, secondly,

the floors are isolated. Thirdly, McArdle

explained that he wanted to add an ad-

ditional "new" element to Somerset,

which has traditionally been a "freshman

dorm." .. .

Students currently living in areas that

will become quiet halls will have to be

rehoused. If Student Affairs maintains its

present choice of locations for these halls,

it may incur the resentment of those who

are forced to move. Dean Kelley realizes

this and admits that many of the decisions

made by Student Affairs are unpopular

and that there will be those who suffer

from them. But. she said, if all decisions

were made unanimously "there would be

no need for Student Affairs.'^^^



Exhibition
' An exhibition of photographs entitled

t- "Ben Shahn: Photographs from the
~ Thirties" is on display in the Gibson Fine
Q. Arts Center at Washington College.
** Sponsored by the College exhibits

p committee, the show will be open to the

jjj
public on weekdays from 2 to 4 p.m. until

April 22. School groups may arrange to see

xz it at other hours by calling the College
•"" campus activities office, 778-2800, ex-

tension 202.

Ben Shahn was brought to America by
his parents in 1906 from Lithuania where
he was born around the turn of the century.

He was trained as a commercial
lithographer, but in the late twenties he
learned photography from his friend
Walker Evans and soon mastered the
medium. In 1935 Shahn was commissioned
by the federal Resettlement
Administration to photograph the
dramatic Depression-era changes taking

place across the United States. Some of the

photographs in the exhibit illustrate

poignantly this period of intense
reorganization of some of the country's
basic social and economic characteristics.

In 1938 Shahn was directed by the Farm
Security Administration to do another
series of photographs, this time
documenting rural and small town life in

Ohio. The works in the exhibition reveal
Shahn's remarkable ability to organize
visual elements to convey social and
political ideas.

The Shahn exhibition is organized and
circulated, in Maryland, by the Baltimore
Museum of Art in cooperation with the
Maryland Arts Council.

College. The day's agenda will begin with

a welcoming speech designed to offer the

visiting students four perspectives on the

Liberal Arts. The speakers will consist of

President McLain, one faculty member,
one freshman, and one senior.

After lunch, the prospective students
will be able to choose among several af-

ternoon events: a meeting with depart-
ment chairmen, crew races, a lacrosse
game, and a baseball game. The students
will then be invited to receptions in the

Language residences and the Coffeehouse.
The day's events will close with the

Drama Department's production of the
musical "Guys and Dolls" at 8:00 p.m.
The Admissions Office has requested the

cooperation of the student body in

directing, aiding, and informing the
visitors on Saturday.

Art show

Pre-freshmen
A record number of high school seniors

will attend Washington College's annual
Pre-Freshman Day this Saturday, April
12, 1975. Four hundred prospective
students will be introduced to both the
personalities and the facilities of the

The annual Washington College Arts
Show will be presented from April 17-24 in

the college library. Everyone is en-

couraged to participate. Works in the
following six categories will be included:

painting, drawing, sculpture (all three-

dimensional art) photography, poetry and
prose, and musical composition.

The exhibition is open to all members of

the College community and the public at

large. Entry forms may be obtained in

the Student Affairs office. The entry fee is

one dollar for each item entered and there
is no limit to the number of pieces which
may be entered. All entries are to be
original work and are to have some sort of

backing as to be suitable for hanging;
items in the field of prose and poetry may
or may not be displayed depending on the
amount of space available. It is requested
that all entries be submitted by next
Thursday, the 17th of April.

Prizes of $20, $10 and $5 will be awarded
to the first, second, and third place win-
ners respectively in each category.
Judging will be done by appropriate

members of the College faculty and
winners will be announced at the Awards
banquet during Parent's Weekend on the
19th of this month.

For more information see the Student
Affairs Office or contact Jessica Siegel or
Mark Micale.

Guess What?
IRVINE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF

LAW, a new law school on the west coast
announced today that it is accepting ap-'

plications from new students interested in

entering the school this coming June or
September. The law school is located in the
Newport-Beach-Irvine area, ap-
proximately 40 miles south of Los Angeles.
The institution started offering a law

program in September of 1973 and at

present has an enrollment of over ioo
students. Because it is new the school is

not accredited by the American Bar
Association as yet, however, its graduates
are eligible to take the California Bar
Examination and be admitted to practice
there.

An expansion of the offerings at the
school enables it to accept approximately
250new students this year and the school is

actively seeking qualified applicants.
Minimum entrance requirements are

completion of two years of college with at
least a "C" average. The LSAT (Law
School Admission Test) is NOT required
for entrance. Students may undertake a

part-time evening and weekend program
and be able to work while pursuing their
studies.

Tuition is low at $25.00 a quarter unit.

Financial aids are available; however,
they are limited. Interested persons are
asked to contact the school at P.O. Box
4307, Irvine, Cai. 92664 or call (714) 979-

0751.

Columnist

Scope
"The National News Media: Political c, ail

is Not the Problem." His appearance ai

the College is being jointly sponsored by

the Lecture Series and the William James
Forum.
His syndicated column is widely

distributed in American newspapers,
among them the Washington POST and the

Baltimore SUN. He also is Washington
Editor of William Buckley's NATIONAL
REVIEW, a post he has held since 1973,

George Will was an early and vigorous

critic of Richard Nixon as president,

holding that Nixon's conduct of the

presidency was destructive of the things

most valued by genuine conservative: the

sanctity and authority of political in-

stitutions.

He appears frequently on television i„
"Agronsky and Company ", "Assignmeni
America" and occasionally as a panelist
on such programs as "Meet the Press"
and "Face the Nation."

Born in 1941 in Champaign, Illinois, the

son of a University of Illinois professor,

George Will earned B.A. degrees at Trinity

College in Connecticut and Oxford
University, England. In 1968 he received

his doctorate from Princeton University

where he specialized in political

philosophy. In the years 1968 to 1972 he

taught political science at Michigan State

University and the University of Toronto,

and worked as a staff aide to Senator
Gordon Allotl, a Republican from
Colorado.

Film
A film, entitled "The Battle or Britain-

will be shown in William Smith Auditorium
on Monday night at 7:30. The film, which is
sponsored by the German Department is
free to all students.

George F. Will, syndicated newspaper
columnist, will speak at Washington Col-
lege on Wednesday. April 16 at 7:30 p.m. in
Hynson Lounge. The public is invited to

attend

A writer who is known for his con-
servative views, Mr. Will has titled his talk

Lost
Cat missing - an orange tabby cat with

white chest and paws, answering to the
name of "Kid" has been lost. If seen
please contact Gary Colbert, 102 Ken!
House

Faculty meeting notes Lacrosse continued
On Monday, April 7, the faculty voted 40-

5 to accept an amended version of the
Academic Council motion to reduce the
withdrawal period. The original motion
recommended limiting the option to the
first ten weeks of classes; the faculty
amendment restricted the period to eight
weeks.

Economics professor Michael Malone,
who initially submitted the proposal to the
Academic Council, noted that "With-
drawal is a privilege - it was created so
the student can leave a course if he doesn'l
like it, or if he's in over his head, not to
avoid a bad grade." Malone also stressed
that an eight week withdrawal period
allowed "more than ample time" for the
student to make his decision.

Mark Weinberg, French professor,
moved that the College "should limit the
number of withdrawals allowed on a
student's transcript" to four. Dean Nathan
Smith countered with the fact that a de
facto limit already exists "because
students who over-use the system is not
progressing towards graduation.''
Weinberg's motion was defeated.
Business Manager Gene Hessey then

spoke to the faculty in an attempt "to quell
the rumors" concerning financial aid
decisions for the upcoming year. Hessey
stressed that the College "is not reducing
its commitments in financial aid. ..we will

be sustained by additional funds provided
by increased endowment."
Annually the faculty must formally

approve the candidates for *traduation
This year, however an unprecedented
dissenting voice was raised against one ol
the graduation candidates. Professor
Martin Kabat announced that he was
"ashamed" that the College was
presenting a diploma lo one senior who
has, in his words, "actively destroyed and
degenerated the moral tenor "of the
campus." It was argued that the faculty
could not act as a "quasi-judiciary body,'"
that the motion was addressed to (he
wrong group. After remarking that he was
aware of the fact that the faculty could not
deny a diploma to any student who had
met his academic obligations, Kabat noted
that the faculty should go on record as in
no way condoning the misconduct of the
particular candidate. The motion was
withdrawn.

Elections to faculty committees were
approved during the course of the meeting
Elections for positions on the Appoint-
ments and Tenure Committee were taken
previously by secret ballot, The faculty
was requested to pick up their ballots from
the dean's office. Only 35 of the 67 man
faculty returned their ballot.

reasonably good team, skilled in the
basics, and they came to play. And they
played. They took advntage of several
Shore mistakes to run the score to 3-0 early
in the second quarter Ty Cook, the
mainstay of the team on this day. scored
twice, and John Cheek, the other high-
scorer, rolled through two men and put a
one-handed underhand shot into the left

corner to tie the game. Harvard roared
back with 3 more goals to make it 3-6.

Again it was Ty Cook, scoring on extra-
man and creating a fast break for a Cor-
droy goal, who kept us in the game. Down
5-6 in the third quarter, the Shoremen
evened it up with a goal bv Tom Sutton,
assisted by Cook. Rick Ricketts put the
Shore ahead on an unassisted goal, and
freshman Tom Wood found himself open
on the crease and tallied to make it 8-6. A
Harvard rally lied the score again, though.

to end the quarter. Cheek scooped up a
loose ball at the midfield line earlv in the
last period, streaked for the goal and
muscled past his defenseman to tally. But
Harvard scored again and the game was
deadlocked 9-9 for close to 10 minutes,
while the Shoremen dominated play and
enjoyed several man-up situations but
failed to hit the cage The Harvard defense
successfully pressed our extra-man squad
several times before Cordrey iced the
victory.

The stickmen were flat against the
Crimson. The lack of midfielders Mullinix
Romans and a healthy Tom Mangels did
not help The inability to control the face-
offs also prevented the Shore from gaining
momentum. We did not lose, but. with the
schedule we play, the team cannot afford
many such let-rinumc

by Maynard Kirpalani

Editors needed
for ELM and PEGASUS

interested students should submit their

qualifications to Dr. Fallaw before April 15.



following the Berliner Forum's

eduction of "Rudimcntar" and "Much

$„ About Nothing" by the Oxford-

3
mbridge Shakespeare Company, the

roduction of Fernando de Rojas' "La

f|estina" last Thursday night in Tawes

deatre was the third professional per-

rniance at Washington College this year.

was unfortunate that so few attended

!is exciting production since the

epertorio Espanol. working with a

^temporary adaptation of the fifteenth

entury text, achieved a level of in-

erpretation that transcended the

imitations of language.

Although Rojas' 21 acts of "prosa

lalogada" were not originally intended

or the stage, but for expressive recitation,

men's adaptation successfully captured

de essence of the tragi-comedy, con-

lensing the extended action into 2 tightly-

trntrolled acts. By eliminating many of

he secondary characters, the play focused

illention on the central figures of La

'elestina, and the lovers Calisto and

ilelibea. Portraying the "alcahueta,"

lleiia Gonzalez, a Cuban actress of film

md stage, gave a brilliant performance,

he best acting we've ever seen at

Vashington College. Her performance was

irilliant and so powerful that she carried

he play through some of its weaker

uoments. The performances of Roberto

\ntonio (Calisto) and Phyllis Balzaretti

Melibea) were less satisfying. Admit-

ediy the roles of lovers, continually

xmsumed by their passionate love for one

mother, are difficult and demanding ones

"La Celestina":

A technically and

emotionally superb

performance

to maintain. But the actors seemed to rely

on an expressional rigidity and vocal

volume to sustain the intensity of their

character's mad passion. Engagingly

seductive performances by Teresa Yenke

and Vivian Deangelo as the prostitutes

delighted the audience and provided

bawdy comic relief to the intensity of the

central love affair and impending tragedy.

Responding to Celestina's attempts to

persuade her to submit to the virginal

Parmeno, Areusa's coy pretense was the

height of hilarity. When Celestina grabbed

her between the legs to show her where her

real interests lay, we were shocked into

laughter.

The full impact of this scene, however,

was diminished, by the treatment given

Parmeno's character in the adaptation.

His metamorphosis from moral to im-
moral, effected by Celestina's appeal to

his carnal desires through Areusa, was
eliminated and was one of the few
disturbing flaws in Buch's adaptation. But

working within the context of the play
itself, both Braulio Villar and Jose Juan
Baldini's performances lent credulity to

their characters' motivations and actions.

The stark simplicity of the set and the

costuming was an interesting jux-

taposition to the complexity of the plot.

Dressed in black and using their cloaks as

props, the actors worked with a set con-

sisting of one platform and several lad-

ders. By reducing the props fo the barest

essentials, each action became a

significant movement, raised to a sym-
bolic level of interpretation which negated

the barriers of language.

Equally effective was the simultaneous

positioning of the actors on stage

throughout the entire production. A
precarious move perhaps, but it worked
and worked well. By having the "unin-

volved" characters off to the side, they

were, paradoxically, very much "in-

volved", commenting on the action center

stage. At other times the actors would
freeze in position as they exited and
amazingly maintain the demanding
posture until the next scene. The dream
sequences, effected by a simultaneous

montage of actions, were some of the most
moving and dramatic moments in the

play. At one point the lovers Calisto and
Melibea were frozen in a passionate

embrace, lying «on the platform -tower,

while a separate scene unfolded beneath

them. In another scene they were pulled

from one another 's arms and Calisto

suspended above her while they continued

to profess their desires.

Buch's vision of the theatrical ex-

perience of La Celestina recreated the

major themes and moral messages of a

difficult and much larger work through
delicate symbolic imagery. For an
American audience, whose command of

the language is not always sufficient to

understand the subtleties of dialogue,

Buch's symbolic interpretation was most
rewarding.

by Pat Mauser

Guys and Dolls Preview

Guys and Dolls, a musical comedy first

)roduced on Broadway in 1949, will be

resented in Tawes Theater this Friday,

Saturday, and Sunday. April 11, 12, and 13,

under (he direction of Laurence Holef-

cenner. The play, written by Abe Burrows
and J. Swerling with music and lyrics by

Frank Loesser, will be the last major

production of the Drama Department this

semester.

It is a story of romance and gambling,

set in New York City's Times Square

district. Andy McCown will play the part of

gambler Nathan Detroit, with Jim
Thomas cast as Nathan's friend. Sky

Masterson. Adelaide, a stripper at the Hot
Box Club and Nathan's fiance of fourteen

years, will be portrayed by Wynne
Woolley. Nancy Knuth, in the role of

Sargeant Sarah Brown of the Save-A-Soul

Mission, will try to reform these gamblers

and sinners with the aide of Timothy
Maloney as her grandfather Arvide
Abernathy.

The sets, which range from a Cuban
night club to a New York sewer, are the

work of William Segal and assistants

Nancy Knuth and Paige Streit. Karyn
Thompson is choreographer.

The admission fee for non-College-

students is two dollars. Reservations may
be made through the box office: 778-2800,

extension 268- or 269. Curtain time is 8:00

p.m.

Wynne Wolley, as Adelaide, attempts to dance her way into the heart

of Andy McCown's Nathan, in rehearsal for the weekend's

presentation of "Guys and Dolls.

"

Music: A Jazz supergroup, L.A. Express, and

Bonnie Raitt's bright lights

Many people wonder why groups with

accomplished musicians aren't together

for long. John McGlaughlin's Mahivishno

Orchestra comes immediately to mind,
with the problems that quickly developed
in the group between McGlaughlin, Jan
Hammer (the group's keyboard player),

and Billy Cobham (the drummer).
However, after seeing Chick Corea's

group, Return To Forever, in concert this

weekend, I discovered the secret to

avoiding divisions. All four members of

RTF are artists of the highest caliber, but

all four know how to listen to what the

others are playing. The bassist, Stanley

Clarke, was usually complementing the

riffs of Al DiPleola on lead guitar by
picking at his bass to make it sound like an
acoustic guitar. When provided with the

lead pattern, Clarke would either trade off

with Corea on keyboard or thump along
with Lenny White's magic drum strokes.
In other words, all four maintained total

communication throughout the per-

formance.

Stanley Clarke was interviewed recently

'" Down Beat magazine. He mentioned
that much of RTF's cohesiveness could be

attributed to Corea's not trying to De tne

group's leader all the time (as opposed to

what McGlaughlin did in the Mahivishno

Orchestra). For example, for its encore

RTF played a piece that has never ap-

peared on one of its albums, but was

written by Clarke and appeared on his own

album. In fact, the pieces played were

evenly divided, in terms of composers,

among all four members. Thus, Corea S

decision to be less of a "leader" helped the

group grow as a whole.

Not coincidentally, RTF has just

released a new album entitled No Mystery

(Polydor). With the exception of Clark's

piece, "Dayride," none of the com-

positions are either particularly catchy or

particularly simple. There is little electric

jazz funk on the album. Instead, the group

experiments with Spanish phrasing and

numbers with acoustic instruments. No

Mystery will probably be less immediately

appealing than Where Have I Known You

Before ( their most popular album to date )

,

but that is primarily because RTF doesn't

want to get caught being overly com-

mercial and repetitious.

Tom Cat is proof that Tom Scott and the

L.A. Express are no ordinary group of

back-up musicians. They have won ac-

claim by playing accompaniment for Joni

Mitchell on Court and Spark and Miles of

Aisles and for Carole King on Wrap
Around Joy. Tom Cat is their second

release and they have made a great

many personnel changes since their first.

Previously loaded with "loans" from the

Crusaders, they have replaced Joe Sample

with Larry Nash on keyboard and have

lost little, if anything, from this change.

The same goes for the exchange of Robben

Ford for Larry Carlton on guitar. The end

result is a more unified sound. Tom Scott is

as hot as ever and wails many fine riffs on

saxophone. The music on this album is

more jazz-rock than the music they per-

formed with Joni. The only other dif-

ference from their first album is the in-

creased use of the synthesizer, which gives

the music a more electric sound.

Streetlights is Bonnie Raitt's finest

product so far. After hearing this album,

one cannot question her status as one of the

finest female vocalists today. A low-key

yet spirited singer, she puts it all together

for this one. Most of her previous aioums

included a few chintzy dixie-land blues

songs, but on Streetlights she has found

her natural style. She does Joni Mitchell's

"That song about the midway" and James

Taylor's "Rainy Day Man" so well that

they both seem to have been arranged

especially for her. Streetlights is a totally

rewarding experience,

by Brian Fallon .ana^pa^j^harf
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Sports

Lacrosse records win over Harvard, loss to Hopkins
© The lacrosse team, ranked fourth

Z nationally in the College Division, brought

"C its record to 4-1 this past week with vic-

< tones over Geneseo State and Harvard

- and a 9-17. loss to Johns Hopkins. The

E Shoremen outshot Geneseo 55 to 24 as they

UJ cruised to victory over the upstate New

<D Yorkers. The visitors appeared to be a

(E team without exceptional talent, but well-

drilled and aggressive as they jumped to a

2-0 lead by 9:28 in the first quarter. The

polish soon wore off, though, as the

Shoremen began to apply the pressure.

Costly mistakes and an unexpected zone

defense by Geneseo had previously

prevented the Shore from scoring. The

procedure with the zone defense, which

effectively eliminated dodging, is to work

the ball around looking for a good outside

shot, and to send cutters between the

zones. We chose the former tactic and

began to shell the Geneseo goalkeeper with

dozens of shots. A goal by Ty Cook and a

pair by John Cheek in the first period put

WC ahead for good. The Shoremen held a

4-2 halftime edge as Cook added the only

goal of the second period. The- Shore had
dominated play and taken 22 shots, but the

opposing goalie was simply phenomenal in

the nets.

The Geneseo team might as well have
played without their sticks in the second
half, as the arts of throwing and catching

appeared to elude them. They adopted a

sloppy and rough style of play on the field,

and the Shoremen both outhustled them to

the ball and finessed them to death.

Geneseo sank back into their zone defense,

helpless against the onslaught of shots.

Only their goalie prevented a worse
slaughter as the game took on the ap-

pearance of an extended extra-man play.

The Shoremen had built up a 10-4 lead

when the clock ran out. It would have been

much higher except for the- apparent
refusal of Cordrey, Cheek, Cook and
Mangels to shoot low despite the fact that

the opposing goalie continually made save
after save on their numerous high shots.

The team still played a fine game. The
close defense of Elliot, Blair and Smith
destroyed what little attack Geneseo
possessed. Ricky Blair played his best

game ever, as he was all over the field on
ground balls, clears and defense. All the

midfielders looked good, but Tom Mangels
(1 goal) and Ty Cook (2 goals) should be
singled out for exceptional play. John
Cheek was the scoring star of the game
with 4 goals and 4 assists and was also

instrumental in dissolving the Geneseo
clears. Reserve attackman Tom Sutton

continued to be a valuable asset to the

team with 2 goals and 1 assist.

Tuesday the stickmen travelled to

Homewood to face Hopkins, whose team is

Track loses, individuals shine

Some fine individual performances were
dampened by both the weather and the

team score in the track team's opener
against Galludet on Monday.

Archie Hoyt, a very enthusiastic hur-

dler, took advantage of the stiff winds to

win the high hurdles in a brilliant time of

14.9 seconds. He later went on to win the

440 intermediate hurdles in 58.1 seconds,

an excellent time in any weather.

The Shoremen had two other double

winners in Danny Scharf and John Mur-
phy. Scharf, normally a sprinter, coasted

to victories in the one mile run and the 880,

bringing his number of consecutive vic-

tories to 20. His times of 4:58 and 2:06

reflected the lack of competition. John
Murphy outleaped his opponents in both

the long and triple jumps with distances of

20'6" and 4I'll" respectively. He also

placed second in the high jump with a

jump of 5'6". John was given added sup-

port by his brother Peter who finished

second in both events with close marks of

20' W" and 40'10". Jackie Johnson, the

only other individual winner, whipped
around the track for a 54.1 second time in

the 440. Johnson closed out his day with a

second in the 220 to Galludefs Mike
Milford, who had earlier run a 9.8 in the

100.

The score of 58-82 was lopsided due to

Washington College's lack of second and
third places and its classic weakness in the

weight events. The next home meet is

Tuesday. April 15, against Lebanon
VaUey.

Junior Dan Scharf leaps to victory in the 600 yard dash to

set an indoor MAC conference record.

ranked first in tne university Division.

Shore enthusiasm was somewhat dam-
pened by the continued absence of mid-

fielder George Mullinix, due to injury, and

the loss of Tom Mangels in the Geneseo

game. A quick reshuffling of midfields

found the team with 3 all-new midfield

trios, with Drew Romans dropping off 1st

midfield to replace Mangels on the 2nd.

and freshman Matt Morris coming off the

bench to fill the vacant spot on the 1st unit.

Thus hampered, the team faced the

defending national champions.

Hopkins, with the most talented attack

in the nation, had the Shoremen down 5-0 in

less than three minutes, as we just could

not get coordinated on defense and thus

gave the Jays shots at point-blank range.

After these initial bad moments, the Shore

settled down and began to slow down the

potent Hopkins offense. We could not

muster much offense of our own, though,

with the Jays outshooting us 38-8 in (he

first half. The halftime score was 12 to 4,

with Shore goals coming from Rick

Ricketts, Tom Sutton, John Cheek and

Myrt Gaines.

Although the Shoremen did not look

impressive all day, they came out in (he

second half and decided to play lacrosse.

We matched Hopkins in the scoring

department this half, with 5 goals apiece.

Scoring for WC were Matt Morris. Cheek.

Ricketts, Kevin Murphy and Ty Cook

Johnny Elliot, Mike Cordrey and Cheek

showed good hustle in the game, and

goalkeeper Bryan Matthews had some-

really fine saves amongst the 23 he made
Putting some perspective on this loss,

one must realize that Hopkins has a great

team. We did not have a good day and the

Jays looked sharp. Their opportunistic

players made the most of our mistakes,

scoring often on broken plays and un-

settled situations. We were sadly deficient

in several key areas. The Jays took 22 oul

of 31 face-offs, and they cleared the ball

amost at will as the Shore ride never really

developed. These were big factors in the

loss. And our attack had a dismal day, as

the statistics will attest. Cheek (2 goals, I

assist) and Gaines (1 goal, 2 assists) were

the high scorers and Murphy was held to I

and 1 ; they were well off their usual pace.

The Shoremen are capable of playing

much better ball, as they will have a

chance to prove next week against

powerhouse U.N.C. and top-ranked

U.M.B.C.

The word to describe the Harvard game
is 'disappointing.' The score see-sawed

back and forth before the Shoremen eked

out a 10-9 victory on Matt Cordrey's extra-

man goal with 3:49 left in the game. The

Harvard team had no exceptional talents

and did nothing more than execute and run

hard when they had the ball. They were a

Continued on page four

Tennis team off to winning season record
After two weeks of play, the Washington

College tennis team carries a 3-1 record.

Opening by defeating UMBC 6-3, Drew 5-4,

and Catholic U. 5-4, the Shoreman then lost

to perrenial MAC champion Swarthmore,
9-0.

Don Green, playing superb tennis at

number one, recorded the first win of the
season against UMBC by a 6-2, 6-3 score.

Number two Paul Noto played a baseline

match and outstroked his opponent by a 6-

4, 6-1 count. Keith Twitchell relied on his

passing shots to post a 6-4, 6-4 victory at

number three. In the fourth position, Peter
deSelding outlasted his man in the day's
longest match, taking a 6-4. 4-6. 7-5

decision.

The number five and six positions fell to

UMBC, however, as Tim Keefe lost a close

6-4, 6-4- match and Bill Johnson was
downed by a 7-5, 6-1 count. This gave
Washington a 4-2 lead going into the

doubles, and meant they had to win one of

the three matches to collect the five points

needed for victory. The number one
combination of Green and Noto fell by a 6-

4, 6-2 score, but deSelding and Twitchell

breezed to a 6-3, 6-3 win in the second
doubles; and Johnson teamed with Bill

Janney at number three to ice the match
with a 6-2, 5-7, 6-1 victory.

The two 5-4 wins against Drew and
Catholic were similar in match results.
Don Green lost two long, hardfought three-

set matches at number one, but Noto,

Twitchell and deSelding all won con-

vincing straight set matches. These three

were the backbone of the team over the

week, losing only one match between
them. Tim Keefe lost two hard matches at

number five, and Bill Johnson split his

matches, winning a straight set match
against Catholic. The other split occurred
at number one doubles, where Green and
Noto won a tense three set victory to clinch

the Drew match before losing against
Catholic. Twitchell and deSelding won
both their matches, in straight sets against
Drew and in three Catholic. Janney and
Johnson fell by first two and then three set

decisions. The victory over Catholic was
especially sweet because it reversed last

year's loss.

Matches against Delaware and Western

Maryland were called off due to the high

winds, but Tuesday brought beautiful

weather for the match against Swar-

thmore. WC was badly outmatched

against the team that hasn't lost an MAC
match in four years. The 9-0 loss was in-

flicted without the Shoremen taking a set

Hopefully the match today againsl

Gallaudet will be a turn around as it was

last year, when Washington didn't lose a

set. The next two matches are away

Saturday at Widener and Tuesday &
Loyola.

by Keith Twitchell
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SGA Turnover: The voices of hindsight...

The Studenl Government Association

under the direction of ex-pn*sidenl

Maynard Kirpalani, has recently become
Ihe target of much campus criticism,

complaints having centered primarily on

Ihe inactivity and impotence of the S.G.A

during the Kirpalani tenure.

While admitting that this has "definitely

been a low key year," Kirpalani offered

rebuttal to his critics in a recent interview.

Noting that there was a paucity of

"issues" raised during his term of office,

Kirpalani blamed the demise of one of his

campaign planks - the abolition of man-
datory senior comprehensives -- on the

conservalism of the faculty. "The faculty

was definitely not ready to consider the

end of comps...We sent a motion through

ihe Academic Council to the faculty. The
motion was almost a set-up; the whole idea

of (be Council's motion was worded so the

faculty could crush it. There was minimal
discussion at the faculty meeting., some of

the arguments had validity, but Ihe faculty

jusl didn't seem to care."

Referring to a study sponsored by the

S.G.A. to determine the practice of twenty-

five other liberal arts colleges concerning

senior obligations, Kirpalani noted that

Washington College is "the exception

ralher than the norm." One-third of the

schools polled had mandatory obligations

for seniors, either in the form of a com-
prehensive or a thesis; one third had an

optional senior project either for honors or

as independent study; and the last third of

Ihe polled schools had no requirements for

graduating seniors.

"I think this was one issue in which the

conservatism of the faculty showed.

Agreed, some comps. especially in

science, are what they are intended to be.

But in some disciplines, according to

student feedback, there is a gap between
what the professor thinks he is giving and
what the student is receiving from com-
prehensives. The English department
comes to mind," Kirpalani explained.

Faculty evaluation, another discarded

plank of the Kirpalani administration, was
initially considered as a project originated

by the student body. Kirpalani explained

thai a student evaluation of the faculty was
not needed, but rather an evaluation

sponsored by the faculty itself: "It has to

be a faculty thing to begin with. The
faculty wouldn't accept the validity of a

student evaluation. The faculty has to

want to do it." He argued that "any
committed faculty member should
welcome constructive criticism. ..feedback

that is reasonably objective, unlike
feedback received at present that is not

formalized, is not random and is not ob-

jective."

Kirpalani was optimistic about the

eventual implementation of an evaluation

by Ihe faculty: "I think we are going to get

a faculty evaluation, but not until we gel

Ihe new Dean. Most the candidates that

have visited the campus have been used to

one. Candidales from Delaware (Murray)
and Carlton (Will) were used to extensive

evaluation."

The primary obstacle blocking studenl

attempts lo effect change, according to

Kirpalani, is the "screwed-up power
structure." He believes (hat "power is

(found) lo be in such odd corners here it's

hard to pin down responsibility, to

discover who's making policy and then

who to find and request a change. There
are a few people here making decisions

who shouldn't be, and they are inac-

cessible."

Citing again what he termed "the

College's basic conservativism," Kir-

palani suggested that, "Everyone can be
for a policy, like co-ed housing, and it will

be denied. Student Affairs seems to shy
away from open confrontations so they try

to slip it under the door. Any more
language floors or quiet floors and half of

the campus will be co-ed. If you put

another name on it, no one thinks twice."

Voicing disagreement with president

McLain's present role within the context of

Ihe College, Kirpalani stressed that "being

financially sound doesn't mean
everything. The College is stagnating in

alot of places. We're heading downhill.

McLain is always saying that 'private

colleges keep the public colleges honest,'

and that 'private colleges are the guar-

dians of educational standards of the

country.' He's saying that as long as we
offer a 'better education' than a state

school, they have lo compete for students

with improved faculty caliber and
curriculum. I don't think anyone here can

possibly say, with the exception of the

sciences, that they got a much better

education than a state school could offer.

This College has a lot of potential...! don't

want us to be a Hampshire, but we could be

a Haverford."

Kirpalani, who has been accepted to five

law schools, plans to attend either the

University of Virginia or Yale (he is on the
waiting list). I'd like to try law school for

a( least a year, after that I don't know."
Asked if he had any advice lo offer newly

elected Studenl Government president,

John Moag, Kirpalani urged Moag "to go
as far as your nerve will carry you."

...and foresight

John Moag

John Moag, newly inaugurated

president of the Student Government

Association, is already entrenching

himself in his new position. This week

Moag wrote letters to department

chairmen informing them of what to ex-

pect from ihe newly reformed govern-

mental association and what to expect

from the new president.

The chairmen were requested to call

meetings for their majors and then to elect

their representative lo the Student

Academic Board. Defining the SAB as a

"tool to increase student awareness and

input in academic concerns," Moag hopes

to involve those students who normally

remain on Ihe periphery of College affairs

through their individual majors.

"Meetings of the majors will be required;

they will be actively involved in projects

such as the student handbook, and

critiquing the advising."

Senators also will find themselves with

presidentially delineated duties: "I'm

going to tell people what to do. I'm going to

tell Senators what to do and I'm going to

get on their backs if they don't do it,"

Moag warned.
According to Moag, "The present S.G.A.

(Kirpilani's administration) hasn't done

squal. At present the S.G.A. is just a

treasury. It's up to me to get them out of

the slump of just being a money
organization.. .Over the summer, I'll work

up a budget with the intention to set a

ceiling on the amount of money to be spent

for liquor, and to establish general areas of

allocation."

Defining this year's S.G.A. as a "Catch

22, situation," Moag explained that the

leadership was disappointed because the

students would not respond, and that the

students were upset because the leader-

ship failed lo act on their needs. Moag
foresees no problem in coordinating his

projects with the faculty: "We're going to

get along great."

The administration might present

another problem. "I've scheduled an

appointment with Dr. McLain, to tell him
on general terms what he can expect from

the students next year and I'm going to ask

him what he thinks the students can do for

the school. All I'm asking of McLain is that

he listen to the students next vear," he

explained.

Moag announced that the S.G.A. next

year : 'will be what it is supposed to be."

Adding that his tenure in office will be

"controversial." Moag .noted that it will

also be active. "It's up to me to get the

Continued on page three

Mavnard Kirpalani.

Somerset
renovation

update
Last fall the Elm reported the proposed

renovation of the Somerset basement into

a combination recreation area and study

lounge. About $5500, to come from the

annual interest on the College's reserve

fund, was to be put into the effort to pur-

chase a pool table, two ping pong tables,

and a color television, among other things.

At the time, Somerset RA Peter Fit-

zgerald, the prime mover of the project,

estimated that he and the "thirty to fifty

students" then active in the remodeling

would complete the project "by the end of

January."

That was last September. Since then,

progress on the area has slowed to a crawl,

primarily, said Fitzgerald, because
"student enthusiasm fell off."

Nonetheless, the basement did witness a

tentative opening last weekend when a

pool table was brought in. Fitzgerald is

confident that next week should see the

installation of another pool table, a color

television set, and several pieces of fur-

niture.

Besides the lack of student initiative,

another reason behind the delay in the

finishing of the project was a lack of

Continued on page four



Editorial

Spring comes this year to witness another term of the Student
Government Association fast fading into unclear memory and another
SGA president leaving office with a bitter taste in his mouth. Once
again, time has registered victories over student scenarios, the latter

having defaulted most of the contests for a variety of reasons. We
should think that hindsight owes SGA observers not so much the
courtesy of picking up the pieces of this year's senate, but rather of
giving hints as to how they came to be strewn where they are.

Certainly much of the criticism leveled at Maynard Kirpalani's ad-
ministration is justifiable. Issues such as the overhaul and selected
abolition of senior requirements, and the establishment of a sturdy
and respected faculty evaluation procedure, both notions already
submerged in the deep and slow-moving waters of mainstream ac-
ceptability at other institutions like ours, were abandoned prematurely
by Kirpalani and the SGA. One might also question the prudence of
spending upwards of one half the SGA's annual budget of eight
thousand dollars on alcohol and other entertainments, although this
is one of the "gray areas," and given the popular success of the Spring
Concert, reasoned opinion might issue from both sides of the
argument. It is nonetheless encouraging that this year's election
found the candidates nearly unanimous in their determination to
exercise a good deal more discretion and budgetary ombudsmanship

to the allocation of funds than was done this year. Of course, such
plans have been laid before...

Kirpalani offered his successor, John Moag, some advice on ap-
proaching the school administration - "Don't go in alone" - by which
he meant thai the SGA president when having formal exchanges with
the administrative heirarchy, should be able to present himself in no
other cast but that of the representative of broad-based student
opinion. There is some feeling on this campus that what is often
referred to as the sleeping giant of student potential has been carried
to Bunting not often enough.
Indeed, it seems to us that, this was the signal failure of Kirpalani's

tenure of office. He simply did not keep an adequate 'sense of the
community.' The legislative body he headed seemed to lack direction
and become unwieldy at least in part due to his own unwillingness to
take firmly the reins and guide it in a sustained and coherent direc-
tion. This is, after all, just what campaign platforms, such as they are
at Washington, are supposed to be all about. Without it, systems and
processes tend to founder, as this year's SGA has
Mr, Moag appears all revved up for his duties next year, and he is

confident that sparks will fly at the first testing ot the new Con-
stitution under his direction. We truly wish him the best of luck, and
hope that he will get good m.p.g.

Viewpoint

Complaints lodged against Freshman class officers

Unknown to many, the Freshmen class
has a president, vice-president, secretary
and treasurer who were elected to act in

behalf of the class

Also, it seems that most of the Freshmen
do not care that these four people are not
really achieving too much. AH that has
been done since the beginning of the year,
in the way of class activities, is the
planning of a drinking contest of sorts,
which failed because of late planning; the
decoration of Hodson Hall for the Birthday
Ball, which became the undertaking of
only a few people; the planning of the
Freshman Class Weekend, which was a
surprise to many freshmen and is still a
mystery to others; and, finally, a can-
celled project to show some short films in
the Coffeehouse, that was missed only by
those who were responsible for planning it.

My point is that this year has been a flop

for the Freshmen class, except for a fairly
successful square dance last week. Why?
The heart of the problem seems to lie in a
lack of cooperation between the officers of
the class. The enthusiasm of the class at
the beginning of the year seemed to be a
hold-over from high school days, and the
participation in activities has dropped
since then. We can attribute that to the
college atmosphere. But the point is that
the conflicts between the officers brought
on by by closed-mindedness, apathy, or a
lack of time to do what had to be done,
have helped to make this year a failure for
the class. Granted, not much can be ex-
pected from class organizations, but at-
tempts should not falter for such
miserable reasons.

This year the problems revolved around
the president, who delegated some tasks,
while keeping certain jobs for himself. In
the end, either he neglected his respon-

To the Editor:

One morning, five or six weeks ago. I

was in the mail room at Central Services
using the xerox machine to copy some
material for distribution in class. I had
only ten or twelve minutes to complete my
work and walk across campus to class.
During this time a student interrupted my
work to ask why I wanted to restrict the
use of the withdrawal privilege. I gave this
person a brief, extemporaneous answer,
finished my work and left for class.
Last week I learned through reading the

Elm that the student in the mail room was
Peter deSelding and that he had been
conducting an "informal" interview for
the Elm. At no time did Mr. deSelding tell

me I was being interviewed for the Elm,
nor did Mr. deSelding at anytime ask if he
could quote from the remarks I may have
made that morning.
Reputable journalism precludes in-

terviewing an individual without in-
forming the individual that it is an in-

terview, or quoting from an interview
without obtaining the consent of the person
giving the interview. Standards of
professional journalism aside, compliance
with these principles is simply a case of
good manners.

Michael Malone

To the Editors:

I wish to respond to Jim Devol's com-
ments which appear elsewhere in this

issue of the Elm. Jim has written without
sufficient knowledge of the incidents in-

volved, and the "facts" he states are often

simply not true. It is important that the
facts are clarified in the interest of the
officers and members of the Freshman
Class.

The beer marathon, which Mr. Devol
says was called off because of
disorganization, was actually cancelled
due to unfavorable weather conditions.

Secondly, contrary to Devol's asser-
tions, the Freshman Class Weekend was
successful in that a great many people
attended. We chose a square dance
because it was different, and the overall
reaction of the student body was
favorable. Though initially there were
clashes among the class officers, these
difficulties were overcome without any
adverse effects on the class or the
weekend.
The movie scheduled for Sunday

(THERE'S A GIRL IN MY SOUP, starring
Goldie Hawn and Peter Sellers) has been
rescheduled for the following Thursday,
tonight, with showings at seven and ten
o'clock. Conflict with the Drama
production was beyond our control and we
felt that it would be fairer to the student
body if the film were moved to a later date

sibilities while others fulfilled theirs.or
vice versa. In either case, nothing worked
out as it started. This happened last week
with respect to the square dance. The
president was obligated to find a place for

the dance, but, because of his delay, the
location of the dance was not a matter of

choice. When the film was scheduled, the
drama production was not considered. As
a result, a confusion over lime and place
occurred, and only eight people attended
the showing.

Open arguments have erupted between
the officers over the division of duties.
Such disputes must be liminated if any
degree of success is to be achieved.

It might be that the problem of having a
class disjointed from its officers is

currently irresolvable. Bu( there is a way
to remedy the conflict between the class
officers themselves. Either changes must
be made in Ihe slructure itself in order to

If some of the endeavors have indeed
failed it has not been solely the fault of the
class officers. The Freshman Class is
more than the sum of its few elected of-
ficials. Many of the activities which began
as classwide efforts sended up being the
efforts of a few individuals.

Mr. Devol has, using inaccurate in-
formation, condemned the Freshman
Class officers. By carefully examining the
activities of the class, he might have of-
fered some constructive criticism. We
have a much greater problem than minor
personality clashes within the Fresh Class
- apathy.

Sincerely,

Jim Karl,
Freshman Class President

To the Editor:

The Washington College Chapter of the
National Order of the Wombat would like

to thank Mr. Crooks and the Maintenance
Department for their kind cooperation and
the use of their facilities during the con-
struction of our Homecoming float.

BillHallam

Speaker of the Den
N.R.O.W.

distribute responsibilities more evely, or
changes must be made in the personnel in

order to prevent the personality conflicts
which occur now. The first alternative can
be considered as soon as the officers gel
logelher; the second can be achieved in;

the class eleclions which are to be held in

the near future.

Unfortunately, Ihe same problem may
recur because of the nature of the elec-
tions These blind elections would not be
such guessing games if steps like those
which the Elm took for the SGA elections
were extended to class eleclions. Prepared
descriptions r.r the candidates would help
to removeson.c of the problem. It would be
better than what goes on now.
Class organizations may not be all that

active, but if people want to do something
through them, those structures should at

least be able to function. By Jim Devol

Forum
Dear Editor:

I appreciate the coverage by James Karl
of my talk at the College in March, but I

am concerned about the emphasis which
comes out in the headline "Professor raps
ethnic divesity," and in the story itself

How can anyone be against ethnic
diversity? -- few would disagree with the

idea that it is one of the unique and won-
derful features of U.S. society. What I

wanted to suggest is that we may be going
in a direction in which we are dividing
more than we are getting together and that

the divisions within the metropolis may be
exacerbating the various social problems
there. The continuing question is how to

live together in peace while we enjoy our
diversity?

Sincerely,

Harvey M.Choldin
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Voted columnist hits television news coverage

George F. Will, nationally recognized

lumnist and television panelist, spoke

fdnesday in a lecture sponsored by the

illiam James Forum and the Washington

(
llege Lecture Committee. The topic was

ft,e
National News Media: Political Bias

Not The Problem." Currently. Will is

c editor of the Wasnington bureau of the

ATIONAL REVIEW, and is considered

ny to be one of the most articulate

mservalive commentators on public

t
fa 'rS -

1 A V.

In the humorous manner employed by

iany newspaper columnists, Will

iscounted the criticism that claims a

,lilical bias in the national news media.

1()
slressed what he considers to be three

ore important problems: the deficien-

in structure, economics and

•chnology of Ihe media institutions.

•The inability of the press to keep up

in the course of events is evident,"

eclared Dr. Will. He noted that the

explosive growth" of Ihe American

ureaucracy has greatly exceeded the

rowth of the news media. Will viewed the

.balance as a problem inhibiting ef-

icienl news coverage.

Moreover, Will stated that the jour-

alisis are not "as complex as the issue."

le revealed that the federal government

ias concentrated expertise to a much

ligher degree than the media. "Govern-

nenl is a vast purchaser of P.H.D.s," Will

aid. Journalists, possessing reasonably

erate Liberal Arts backgrounds,

"cannot compete with them on the com-

plexity of issues." This gives tremendous

power to the various federal agencies.

In view of their extensive information-

gathering machinery, government

agencies may according to Will, "in-

tentionally create a news item." These

agencies gather information in the form of

graphs, charts, and other statistical data.

Will said this data, which may or may not

reflect the truth of a story can be released

to the press at the command of the agency.

According to Will, it is understandable that

the media could not argue with these

statistics without such an information

gathering capacity equal to that of the

governments'.

The danger here is that because of the

magnitude of the government's in-

formation, press releases can be given an

unverifiable slant and conclusion. The fact

is that the government has qualified and

unlimited working hours to create stories

lhal the journalist has neither the time nor

the manpower capacity to match.

Will listed important issues, such as the

political economy and the strategic arms

limitations, where Ihis occurs.

The insecurity of the journalists, due to

the fact that Ihey can no longer "peg-up"

with the federal experts, has created much
of the skepticism in newspapers today,

according to Will.

In discussing the economics and

technology of the news media, Will turned deortje r\ Will

Nationally syndicated columnist

to television. He stated that 80 percent of >
the people get 80 percent of their news "^

information from television. He con- —
sidered this undesirable in view of the fact ^
that the majority of television program- -

ming is used for entertainment purposes; j£
news coverage is a secondary concern. ^
The news broadcasts which are offered to

the television audience are always very

brief, and often deal with little more than

headlines. As a third point, Will asserted

that the camera, used essentially for ef-

fective T.V. news reporting is, "a very

limited and superficial device."

"The attention span of people weaned by

i
television is very limited," said Dr. Will.

The news is brief, entertaining, and must

be illustrated with film. This is why. said

Will, "that television is finding the

economic scene so gruesome." You cannot

photograph supply and demand.

Will viewed television as a "passive

manipulation" of the public. He said that it

is difficult for television to offer fair news

coverage due to its characteristic con-

straints.

As a perspective remedy of the dilemna

facing the national news media, Will

suggested a "new division of labor." He
felt that each media institution should

"sort out what they do well." Will con-

sidered the T.V. news show "60 Minutes"

as "television done right" and he proposed

that journalists offer more "analytical

type news." By Jim Karl

Coffeehouse still awaits liquor license

Thp Washington College Coffeehouse is

slill awaiting The awarding of a slate beer

and wine license. The College through the

Alumni Association is reapplying for the

club license that was denied them last

November.

According to Coffeehouse manager Greg

Gabell, the question of if and when the

license is to be awarded is "up in the air."

He predicted thai "we won't know

anything definitely until the 24th of April."

The license will allow the Coffeehouse lo

sell beer over the counter, bypassing the

need to sell tickets for beer. The license

could also allow new managers. Daria

Slivka, Rip Lyllle, Craig Attix and Bill

Janney. the option to sell canned beer and

glasses or bottles of wine. Current

manager Gabell warned, however, that

Ihe College was not applying for an "on

and off" license and therefore may not be

able to sell bottled beverages.

The newly appointed managers will also

assume the responsibility of a business

with a balanced budget. Gabell projected

lhal after current expenses are met, the

Coffeehouse will be in the black ap-

proximately $500. The Coffeehouse has

managed to absorb much of the rising cost

of their merchandise. Gabell cited the rise

in the cost of beer (up $7.00 from last

year), and the cost of plastic bags (up

$18.00), as well as the rising cost of potato

chips, and coke, as rationale behind the

additional nickel cost of the products.

Gabell stressed the fact that

"everything we get goes back into capital

expenses - there's really no other place to

spend it." With excess money, the Cof-

feehouse hopes to refinish the floor over

the summer, lo purchase as many new and

badly needed chairs at $45.00 apiece as

possible, and perhaps build a walk-in

cooler in the old Pegasus office - "but

that's only in the planning stages."

Gabell also mentioned an unfulfillable

expansion plan for the Coffeehouse: "We'd

like to take over the rest of Hodson Hall.

Although we realize that there is no way

for that to happen, it would be nice lo have

a recreation room."

Addressing himself to consistently

Students petition tenure group

voiced complaints concerning the Cof-

feehouse, Gabell noted that the managers

realize that service is at times too slow and

that the menu can lend lo become boring.

Gabell also enumerated the reasons for the

discontinuation of the 'dollar drunk' nights

- "the price of beer is up too much. .em-

ployees do not like to work them because of

the general rowdiness and mess, and there

is too much beer waste at the affairs."

This summer the Coffeehouse will cater

to the needs of the various organizations

that rent the College for Seminars, con-

ventions and symposiums. "We are

waiting to hire until everyone's plans are

solidified," Gabell explained. Summer
managers of the Coffeehouse will be Greg

Gabell and Andy Gruver.

Moag cont

In an attempt to resurrect the issue

surrounding the denial of tenure to an

English professor, and with a view to press

for a reconsideration of that decision by

the relevant authorities, a group of

students last week made efforts at a

campus-wide boycott of English coursees

ai Fall Registration, and circulated

petitions abound Ihe campus for presen-

tation lo tne Appointments and Tenure

Committee.

The boycott, which strove lo galvanize

support for the re-inslatemenl of Professor

Robert Neill, was considered a failure by

mosl observers, and i( has been reported

that the numbers of signing up for English

courses for next semester was not

significantly below normal.

Just prior to registration, a group of

eight students requested and were granted

access to a meeting of the Appointments
and Tenure Committee, whose respon-

sibility it is to pass on whether to grant

'enure. At the meeting the students

presented a petition, passed hurriedly

around the campus lhal morning, which

had been signed by over four hundred

students.

The petition requested that the com-

mittee reconsider the case of Robert Neill,

Adjunct Professor of English, who had

been denied tenure last spring and is due to

leave the College at the end of this term.

The committee was then considering

candidates lo replace Neill, who leaches

American Literature and American

Studies.

Asked to explain Ihe impetus behind Ihe

petition, one of the student organizers said,

"This meeting was the last chance lo get

something done on Neill's case. ..We

wanted the committee to consider ap-

pointing Neill as, in effect, one of the

candidates."

Several of the students reported that

their reception by the committee was

cordial and attentive. Said one: "There

weren't any rough feelings in the meeting.

There was a dialogue. We were careful to

stay away from all the. ..old wounds in-

volved in the case. There was nonetheless

some frustration on our part because the

impetus that we came from was one of

petitions.;'

After conveying their opinions to the

committee, the students, whose presence

at the meeting was considered un-

precedented by at least one committee

member, were told that their statements

and the petition would be carefully

weighed, and they left.

Editor's Note: Next week, the Elm will

present an in-depth exposition of the

tenure process and its specific application

lo the Neill case.

SAB lo work, to solicit student response,

and to keep the students informed through

bi-weekly newsletters. The president of the

S.G.A. is actively involved in committees

that students don't normally hear from

and should."

"I hope that students will give me alot of

shit if they think I'm slacking. I've set

definite projects for next year and if I

peter off, I want to hear about it."

Moag, optimistic about the coming year,

explained that "I'm psyched."



I Food Day In recognition

Scope

Violinist

Somerset

continued
Jack Healy, a former director of (he

Freedom From Hunger Foundation and
the present director of the Hunger and
Development Program, will speak in

Hynson Lounge tonight at eight o'clock.

Mr. Healy is being presented by the
Washington Hunger Action Project
(WHAP), as part of the College's

recognition of Food Day, a day of national
awareness of the international food
problem. His lecture will cover several
areas of the food crisis.

Following the Healy lecture there will be
a special "breakfast" meal served in the
Coffeehouse for those who chose to go
without food for one or more of their meals
during the day. The get-together will also
feature musical entertainment. All
members of the College and surrounding
community are invited to attend.

For juniors only

Delmarva high school juniors who want
a first hand look at college life are invited
lo attend a VISITING DAY FOR
JUNIORS, Wednesday, April 23, at
historic Washington College in Chester-
town, Maryland.

Jnniors from all Eastern Shore of

Maryland. Virginia and Delaware high
schools are invited to attend the program
sponsored by the 193 year-old liberal arts
and sciences college. Parents are also
welcome to participate in the day's events.
The schedule includes opportunities to

meet with faculty members and current
students, campus lours, a cafeteria iunch,
and afternoon sports events.

Program information and details on
registration may be obtained from high
school counselors or by calling (301-778-

2800) or writing the Admissions Office,
Washington College, Chestertown,
Maryland 21620.

John R. Holland III has been accepted
into a summer study program at Oxford
University, England, sponsored by
Susquehanna University, Selinsgrove, Pa.
Holland is a junior at Washington,

majoring in music. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Rich Jr., 615 W. 40th St.,

Baltimore.

"Susquehanna at Oxford" is a biennial
summer program of study in British

history and culture and relevant travel

and excursions in England.
The program is open to undergraduates,

secondary school teachers, recent college

graduates seeking enrichment, or any
seriously interested adult.

Courses from Oxford's regular summer
school program, with lectures by various
British scholars and political and
governmental leaders, are supplemented
by seminars led by Susquehanna faculty

members. Also, two special courses are
offered by Susquehanna faculty, with
guest lecturers and excursions.
This summer students will spend one

week in London and five weeks in Oxford,
following which Susquehanna also offers

an optional 20-day tour of the European
continent.

Further information is available from
Dr Robert Bradford at Susquehanna
University, Selinsgrove, Pa., 17870.

Senior

reminder

Seniors are reminded that they are not
required to take their finals if they are also
taking comprehensives, unless they wish
lo do so. Seniors who have written a thesis
to fulfill their senior obligation are
required to take their finals.

On campus
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The fiery and charismatic young
violinist Daniel Heifetz will perform for

the Washington College Concert Series on

Tuesday, April 22 at 8:30 p.m. in the

Gibson Fine Arts Center.

Heifetz studied under the great Efrem
Zimbalisl at the Curtis Institute of Music

in Philadelphia and, after Zimbalisl's

retirement, under the eminent pedagogue
Ivan Galamian. His instrument is a superb

Guarnerius del Gesu dated 1735 that was
once owned by Zimbalisl.

Born in California in 1948, the son of a

neurosurgeon, Heifetz began to study the

violin at the age of six. Displaying a

prodigious talent, he had won many prizes

before coming under the personal tutelage

of Zimbalisl in 1965. In July 1969 he won
first prize in the Merriweather Post

Competition in Washington, D.C., which
led lo his New York debut in Philharmonic

Hall in January 19770. Since then he has
toured extensively throughout the United
Stales, Europe, and Central and South

America, building a reputation as a

violinist of a high level of technical per-

fection.

His Washington College program, with

Anne Epperson as accompanist, will in-

clude: SonalainG Minor, Opus 1, No 10 by
G.F. Handel; Sonalensatz by Brahms;
Beethoven's "Kreutzer" Sonata, A Major.

No. 9, Opus 47; Sonata for unaccompanied
violin, Eugene Ysaye; Suite Italienne.

Lecture

Chestertown's Colonial days as a seaport
will feature in a lecture to be given at

Washington College by R. Hammond
Gibson on Wednesday, April 23 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Hynson Lounge.
Mr. Gibson will speak on "A Ship of the

Continental Navy: REPRISAL; captain.
Lambert Wickes, operator, Roberl Morris
Jr." He will illustrate his talk with slides
from his collection.

SU]

money. The Somerset project has had
i

vie with several other campus interests
\,

lhe available monies in lhe fund, which
aj

sel aside each year for improvements

«

campus buildings. This year money
h;

been spent on new equipment for the sti
i (

bar, and on the reupholstering of
|

furniture which used lo be in Hodson Hal

As a result, only $4000 was made availatj

for the Somerset renovation this bein

spent on wall-to-wall indoor-ouldoo
carpeting 7>$2200>; finished walng
paneling, including finishing pieces an

slats, ($1500); and $100 for various s

plies. The rest went 'owards the rental
J

machinery needed for the construction
i

(he area.

The two pool tables, each valued
;

approximately M200, were purchased
ti

iwo studenls, who entered into a pri

agreement with a company which met

chandises such equipment. The return

from the two pool tables, which cos

twenty-five cents per game, are tc brea

down as follows: twenty-five per eenh
the profits will go to the two studenls whi

set up lhe deal with the company, iwenfl

five per cent will be used lo pay students
!i

monitor the area, and the remaining fjftj

per cent will go to (he company, who u

charged with repairing any damages
i

the tables.

Fitzgerald said lhat a bumper pool tabic

now owned by two students will also Ik

added in lhe next few days. The ping ponj

table, he said, is now i.i storage in Hodson

Hall, and lhe furniture is being held by tht

Maintainenance Department. He assured

lhal Ihese additions, to be made nexl week,

will complete three of the four rooms of lhe

complex. The study area will not bt

completely finished until nexl year,

although it will be available as a reading

room by the final exam Deriod in April. He

said the television will be purchased

through additional monies from lhe

Business Office.

The hours for use of the recreation

equipment has been tenalively scheduled

from seven p.m. until one a.m. weekdays,

and until Iwo in the morning on weekends
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Review

Guys and Dolls": A flawed but entertaining show

.1
pin

aS i
weekend ihe Washington College

lllia
Dcparlnienl offered ils first

jpi-i,
musical comedy production in

C iil
memory. Al a lime when papers,

exams and comps are rapidly ap-

achmg. it is a welcome relief lo go to

(heater and forget your troubles for

and a half hours. Even if it was nothing

e ihan an entertaining diversion. Guys

Dolls was enjoyable.

Guvs and Dolls is a calculated show. II

icsigned so thai the audience will fall for

fasl talking gamblers and lacky

,ppers without intellectual resistance.

i
ihal is Ihe basis of most musical

nedics. II is therefore Ihe responsibility

iduclion of Guys and Dolls lo keep

udience's mind off ils mind atid on ils

: of humor. This cannot be done if Ihe

rformance constantly reminds the

dience of the improbability of Ihe entire

ualion.

This was Ihe problem of Ihe recem

oduciinn. II was nol consistently con-

icing The lack of even movemenl

rtai'ds a climax contributed lo Ihe dif-

ully The characters merely tripped

nng. from situaliou to situalion, unlil Ihe

Everything was thoroughly

cdiflable: there was no question about

tal fates of Nathan and Adelaide

id Sky and Sarah, and Sky's seven

mule prayer for luck seemed overdone

outcome was assured. These

-itblems should have been remedied by

Mr. Holefcenner's direction.

Of the four major characters, Sky

Maslerson (Jim Thomas) was the least

engaging Because he didn't demonstrate

toughness in his gangster image, his slug

al Big Jule came as a surprise; and his

stiffness during Ihe love scenes was almost

painful. However, he worked well in en-

semble, and his voice was one of the most

pleasing of the show.

ihe mission band) idolatry was perfect. He
may nol have had much to say, but his face

told the whole story - consistently.

There were, however, two charac-

terizations that were detrimental to Ihe

show. Big Jule (Bill Kelley), should have

been the scariest gangster of the show,

after all, he is responsible for Ihe

marathon forty-eight hour crap game, and
it is he who forces Nathan lo play for cash

Nathan Detroit (McCown combined the whjle ne himself plays on credit. But,

features of a lough exterior with a basic

feeling of internal insecurity, thus

providing a character reminiscent of the

local elementary school bully. This worked

perfectly with Wendy Wolley's Adelaide

whose coarseness was subdued by thai

same basic insecurity. Because of this

affinity of character, their relationship

achieved a magical believabilily thai was

especially effeclive in Miss Woolley's

reprise of "Adelaide's Lament" and in

Iheir duet "Sue Me."
Nancy Knulh's Sarah Brown brought to

ihe show ils only real innocence and

naivete. Her almost school-girl crush on

Sky Masterson was the perfect foil for

the almost cynical love of Nalhan and

Adelaide. When she reached lor Sky's

hand in "I've Never Been In Love Before,"

it senl shivers up Ihe spine. Also, her duel

with Miss Woolley, "Marry the Man
Today," was Ihe best performed and mosl

successful number of the show.

Mike Allman's Uhe trombone player in

despite the script. Big Jule came off as a

lighlweight in this production. His high

pitched voice did nol carry and became
grating after its novelty wore off. ,

Andrew Kosciesza's Nicely-Nicely

Johnson was also weak. His fading in and

out of character was discomforting, and

his vaudeville mugging was em-
barrassing. But perhaps the mosl

noticeable flaw was his childishness. The

kind of gangster he portrayed wouia

probably have been asked for proof of age

before being allowed to place a bet al the

I rack.

Dick Durham's music deserves praise.

His accompaniment was fine, and Ihe

dance music worked well. The Irio-combo

orchestration was also the logical

reduction of the pil orchestra. However,

the entr'acte was strangely oul of place.

An intermission is nol the proper occasion

for a Dick Durham concerl. The music of

Guys and Dolls is certainly strong enough

lo sland by itself; it did not need-a 1970's

jazzed-up "riff" by Mr. Durham. zi.

Probably ihe most disappointing aspects _^

of this production were the settings _-g

designed by Mr. William C. Segal. While "_^

workable, (hey lacked flavor and, in some co

cases, believability. New York is a busy yi

place, speckled with patches of brilliant

neon and dark alleys. None of this was
evident in the sets. The pink and purple

color, notif became monotonous and

inexpressive, and the lights were often

inappropriately bright - especially during

the night scenes. Clearly 'Cuba' was the

most unbelievable of the settings. It is

impossible to imagine a Cuban restaurant

while the eye is greeted by a large New
York subway sign. Another problem was

the giant expanse of white that alternately

concealed and revealed the orchestra. It

dwarfed everytying played in front of it,

although the placement of the combo

behind the action was both novel and

workable.

In spite of some bad points, Guys and

Dolls was still good entertainment. The

sheer brilliance of the script, lyrics and

music by Damon Runyon, Jo Swerling,

Abe Burrows, and Frank Loesser, was

partly responsible for the show's success,

but most of the credit must go to the cast

and crew. To mount a show of Uvs size and

caliber in four weeks is a difficult task. To

do il well is even harder. But the facts

speak for themselves - two stand ovations

for a three nighl run.

By Tom Middleton

Men's and women's crews host Chester regatta

Us l Salurday ihe W.C. Crew learn

losled the first annual Head of the Chester

pgallaover Ihe 2000 meet er Chester River

.ourse. The men's crew from LaSalle

Allege and North Carolina and Ihe

vnmen's crew from Duke and North
Liirolina parlicipated.

Preceding the races was a combination
•eremony, held al the boalhouse. The new
shell . used by women's crew, was named
n honor of "Fritz" Lamotte, member of

he Boai*d of Visitors and Governors and
he four-man shell was named in honor of

?eler Tapke, the "Peler T." Conducting
he formalities was Elias Nultle, with Mrs.
Joseph McLain performing the cham-
>agne ritual. The ceremony concluded

with ground-breaking for the new
boathouse addition.

The crews then gol down lo some serious

racing as ihe women s team, rowing Ihe

new "Fritz," soundly def?aled the Tar

Heels and Blue Devils in a 1000 meter race.

The battle cry of "We blew their doors off"

echoed off the walls of Truslow boathouse

as the "Frilz" returned lo Ihe dock. The

shock of the hour occurred when an un-

suspecting fishnet was snagged by the

rudder on a mixed N.C. and Duke boat.

The women's team expects much stiffer

competition against University of Virginia

this Salurday on the Chester.

Afler a long delay caused by readjusting

stretchers and changing oars which

plagued Ihe teams all day, ihe W.C.

lightweights were pilched against

LaSalle's varsity heavy and light boals.

Despite an excellent start, the lights,

plagued by the absense of one regular

member were unable to pul it together and

lost to these other boals.

The W.C. heavyweights, supposedly a

jayvee crew, raced a varsity boat from

N.C. and a strong jayvee shell from

LaSalle. After a quarter of the 2000 meters

Ihe result was clear. The heavies were in

command and won by a convincing 21 sec.

It was rumored that the heavies opened

with a 63 stroke rale Ihen settled lo a

comfortable 57 while maintaining a con-

sistent 7 feet of run throughout the course.

The "four" also entered this race,

finishing only 5 sec. behind (he LaSalle

eight mainly due to the loss of prez's much
loved hat.

In the fourth race the "Dark Horse"

boat, which had been working together for

nearly nine days and seemed somewhat
ready, was thrown against the LaSalle

freshmen boat. The oddsmakers were
calling for a (en length disgrace, yet the

shells were neck in neck until the end with

LaSalle pulling it out by 6 sec.

Crew's next challenge comes this

weekend on the Potomac against George
Washington, Georgetown and possibly

N.C. again. The girls, meanwhile will host

U. Va. at home.

Lacrosse continued I
Track posts mixed showing

Tian goal. UNC came right back, scoring

lalf a minute later, but Cordrey created a

'as! break, Sutton to Cooper to Cheek, to

make il B-9. The final goal of the period

saw Cordrey score on a slow whistle,

taking an incredible shot from the

restraining line which bounced right inside

Ihe upper pipe.

Deadlocked 9-9 in the final period, both

learns came out firing. Matthews, who had

23 saves, made some crucial ones this

period. Kevin Murphy had his fourth assist

of the day as he found Cook cutting lo open

'he period's scoring. Gaines gave Cook his

fourth goal of the game a minute later, to

Put Ihe Shoremen up 11-9. Il took UNC only

a minute to tie the game, though, as

s'iegano ripped a shot past Matthews and

'hen scored another one on a runby. The

game as tense from then on. Neither team
c°uld hold on to the ball as both teams
were hustling and hitting and jarring the

ball loose constantly. The game was

:

scoreless for 54 long minutes until, with j

2:31 remaining, Tom Sutton scooped up a
j

loose ball, and fed Cheek on the crease for
\

Ihe winning goal. The final minules saw
\

the Shoremen man-down several times,
]

but Matthews had four big saves to keep us j

in front. Shore fans got an extra thrill on
\

Matthews' final save. As he went to clear :

the ball; it dropped out the back of his stick

and began to roll over the goal line.

Although he slopped it in time, he was

guilty of re-entry, and we surrendered the

ball to NC with 15 seconds left. But Jay

Elliot, who held Felt to 1 and 2 during the

game, overpowered him and took the ball

away lo run out the clock on this

breathtaking victory. John Cheek finished

Ihe game with an heroic 5 goal and 1 assist

effort, followed by Cook with 4 goals and

Murphy with 4 assists. And so the stickmen

ended their toughest week.

Salurday the track team faced both

Franklin and Marshall and Haverford.

The team beal Haverford and lost to F&M.

As usual, the Shoremen did exceedingly

well on the track and in the jumps, but

failed to muster any scoring in the weight

events.

John Murphy led the scoring with wins in

the long and triple jumps and a second in

the high jumps. Archie Hoyt breezed

through both the high and low hurdles with

times of 16.0 and 58.3 respectively. Danny

Scharf closed out the victories with a

come-from-behind win in the 880 IMs time

for the half-mile was 2:02.0. Coach

Chatellier tested out his talent for the Penn

Relays by stacking the one mile relay and

pitting il against the powerful F&M team.

Archie Hoyt led off with his personal best

lime of 52.3 and upset one of F&M's

foremost quarler-milers. Donald Frush

ran his personal best of 53.9, followed by

jacKie Johnson, with. 51.1, who was still

opening ground when he handed off to

Danny Scharf. Scharf ran his anchor in

50.6 to win the event. The team time of 3:28

is promising and should rank the relay

team high in the Conference standings this

year.

The team did not fair as well against

Lebanon Valley on Tuesday. In fact, it only

won four events. John Murphy never

showed up, and disaster struck Archie

Hoyt in the hurdles. Archie got off to a bad

start and never recovered the ground lost

to Larcy Priester of L.V., who won the

event in 15.2, In the low hurdles, Hoyt was

leading until he fell at the end. giving

another victory to Priester. First places

went to Scharf in the 880 with a time of

2016, Gary Mance in the triple with a

jump of 40'6", and Jim Collins in the pole

vault with a leap of 10'.

The next home meet is Friday against

Loyola and Salisbury State.



We are number one!

Sports

Last week the stickmen extended their

record to 6-1, with victories over

previously unbeaten and number-one
ranked UMBC and the University of North

Carolina. The Shoremen were rewarded

this week with a well-deserved no. 1

ranking in the College Division poll, and a

no. 4 overall rank in the Baltimore Sun
poll. It was a highly-touted UMBC team
that came to Chestertown riding a 5-0

record that included victories over
University Division powers Virginia, Navy
and UNC. The Retrievers boasted an

explosive attack paced by Emmet Lazzaro

and Jeff Benson, two sophomore sen-

sations. The victory was one of the finest in

recent years for the Shoremen.
Bryan Matthews "sensational". ..Ty

Cook "unstoppable". .John Cheek
''phenomenal''. ..Jay Elliot
"awesome"...Matt Cordrey "inspired;"

yes, it was true, yet these superlatives are

inadequate to describe a game in which
every player on the field looked like a star.

It was a good team effort, combined with

some outstanding personal performances,

that carried the game. The first quarter

saw us battle back from a 1-3 deficit to take

a 6-4 lead on 2 goals by Cook, 2 by Myrt
Gaines and one each from Cheek and
Mangels. Gaines' second goal was a
thriller. With 14 seconds left in the period,

Ty Cook picked off a UMBC clear and fed

Gaines for the tally, with the clock showing
7 seconds remaining. The second period

was a see-saw battle with Ty Cook drawing
first blood. He isolated his man and ran by
him for his third goal. The Retrievers

showed they were capable of scoring just

as quickly, however, and scored 3 straight

goals to deadlock it 7-7 with less than 3

minutes in the half. But the Shoremen put

on the pressure and Gaines took a Bret

Ricketts to Cheek to Gaines for our final

goal and Gaines' fourth of the day. The 1;

five minutes was a duel of the goalkeepers

as both turned away numerous shots, but

UMBC managed one more goal on a

broken play against the stingy Shore man-
down defense, to make the final score i

12. High-scorers for the Shore were Cook,

4-2 and Cheek, 3-3.

North Carolina brought a very good
team to Chestertown, led by All-Ameriean
attackman Bert Fett, but they fell victim

to the Shoremen in a 12-11 thriller. The
Shoremen were down 0-2 in the first period

before Cheek scored on a runby. Mike
Cordrey tied it up 2 minutes later,

cranking an extra-man goal into the upper-

left corner. The ball see-sawed back and
forth for most of the quarter as both teams

„ looked aggressive. John DiNato scored his

Defenseman and senior co-captain Jay Elliott steals and clears the ball sec<>nd straight goal to put the Tarheels up

to midfield in last Saturday's victory over the UNC Retrievers, 12-11. Si*S?.*SK 3?tSSj£
Smilh clear and passed it lo Cheek who ran goal- Ty Cook assisted Myrt Gaines for his

Bot a loose ba" and passed it to Kevin
it in to score, unassisted. Ty Cook took the third goal, and only then did UMBC score

MurPhy. wh° fed Cheek for a man-down
ensuing face-off, went behind the goal, and its lone 3rd period goal on a broken clear

goal The Shoremen started looking sloppy

fedDougPfeiffer,tomakeit9-7al the half. The Shoremen did not let up in the 4th
'or several minutes, and allowed another

At 2:22 in the third period, Cheek in- period. Both teams were taking numerous UNC 80al before we put on a 3 goal oul-

tercepted a clear and scored one-on-one. shots, but the big difference was Bryan burst l0 lie '' UP 6 "6 - Games scored
The Retrievers never knew what hit them Matthews in the nets, stopping everything ""assisted and Murphy fed Cheek, cutting
as the Shoremen proceeded lo reel off 6 they threw at him in an incredible 30 save on an exlra man Pla y. for a real Pre"!'

unanswered goals in less than 6' .minutes, performance. Tom Sutton scored the first
goal. The goalie never saw Ty Cook's shot;

The period belonged lo WC as we shelled goal of the period as Cheek, double- Gaines 'hrew him a one-handed feed, a

their goalie and took the ball away from teamed, fed him on the crease. UMBC f°ot in front of [he crease. DiNato scored
them every time they had it. Cordrey came back quickly with 2 goals to close the

his third goal on a hard outside shot to give
assisted Andy Cooper to make it 11-7, and score to 16-10. Midway through the period,

UNC a 7 '6 halftime lead.
Ricky Ricketts dodged his man twice for Ty Cook scored his fourth unassisted goal Both leams looked aggressive in the 3rd

as UMBC simply could not find a man lo

handle him. UMBC picked up a fast break
goal, but Cook turned the next face-off into
a picture fast break for us: Cook lo

back-to-back goals. Even the defensemen
were scoring. Jay Elliot cleared the ball
over the midfield line, saw Kevin Murphy
on the crease, and fed him for our 14lh

quarter, but there was no score for 5

minutes until Fell scored for NC. Thirty

seconds later Cheek fed Cook for an extra-

A winning

women's

tennis team

This spring marks the first season for sets and Tricla'''R'adcUffe'fac'eT'h'er"o'p-'
the women's tennis team at Washington ponent 6-0, 6-0 in the sixth position
College After two weeks of play, the In the doubles competition Carol Noer
newly-formed team carries an undefeated and Renee Miller dropped both sets 2-6
record of 3-0, registering wins over and 3-6. Gail Palmer and Woody Roberts
Catonsville Community College 6-3. Paired up to record wins of 6-3 and 6-0
Gallaudet 5-1, and Wesley Junior College 6- while Muffie Duke and ee Willis lost their
* match 0-6 and 2-6.
Top-seeded Carol Noer lost in a tough Carol Noer, Gail Palmer and Reneematch against Catonsville 4-6, 6-3. 2-6, Miller, the top three singles players allWhile nilmhor lii.n r.~i) D„1 J.r ..j „, ,. -

, ,
b

.

t"«/<-i o, an
won their matches against Gallaudet.

Continued on i

while number two Gail Palmer defeated
her opponent with two 6-1 sets. Number
three Renee Miller lost her first set 3-6 but
rallied to win the next two, 6^ and 6-0, to
take the match. In the fourth position
Caryl Huston posted a decisive 6-0, 6-2

victory. Number five Cathe Lynch
outlasted her opponent to win two close 7-6

Noer soundly defeated her opponent 6-3, 6-

4, while Palmer won a much closer match
6-!, 7-6. Miller got tough in the second set to
win her match 7-5, 6-0.

Caryl Huston and Cathe Lynch com-
bined to win the first doubles match 6-3, 6-4

while the team of Tricia Radcliffe and Dee

Willis fell by a 6-3, 6-3 score-
Wesley College traveled to WC. Friday

and lost all but one of their matches. At [he
number one spot Carol Noer oulstroker her
opponent 6-3, 6-2. Gail Palmer lost the firsl

set 6-2 and a close second set 7-5. Renee
Miller, playing consistently good tennis,
bested her opponent 6-1, 6-0. Caryl Huston
and Cathe Lynch, playing fourth and fifth

singles, easily defeated their opponenets 6-

3, 6-0 and 6-1, 6-2 respectively.
Tricia Radcliffe and Muffie Duke won

their match 6-2, 7-6 in the firsl doubles
spot, while Dee Willis and Carol Baker
combined to edge their opponenets 6-4, 7-5.

By Caryl Huston
|

Baseball starts slowly, but has potential
The WC. baseball team opened its 1975

season with a satisfying 4-1 victory over
Swarthmore, but for some reason they
haven't played as well since. Only one
team, Salisbury State, clearly outclassed
the Sho'men, although some tighter
defense might have abetted the 12-1

drubbing. What has hurt Washington most
has been losing to teams that are of the
same caliber. For example, last Saturday
at Haverford, Washington outhit the Fords
but failed to break the game open in key
situations. Going into the eighth W.C. held
a slim 4-3 advantage. Haverford, who has
been making the most of their hits all day,
came through with four runs, three of
them unearned, to win the game, 7-4. The
loss was especially disappointing because
it Jwas a conference game.
There are, however, several en-

couraging aspects of the season thus far.
While the defense has not been consistent

there have been moments of brilliance.

Shortstop Billy Williams seems more
adept at making the impossible plays than
at making the more routine ones. Cen-
lerfielder Glen St. George has, on several
occasions, bailed out the W.C. pitchers by
tracking down drives that should have
been extra base hits. Both Williams and St.

George are also hitting well above .400,

making for a potent three-four punch in the
batting order.

Second baseman Kerry Crocken and left

fielder Billy Walls have been the steadiest
performs on the field, Walls has also stolen
ten bases to complement his .400 batting
average. Coach Athey had counted heavily
on catcher Phil Repucci to handle the
young pitching staff, as well as to wield a
strong bat. However. Repucci injured his
catching hand before the season and was
in considerable pain when he hit. As a
result he has hao to regain his batting eye

during the season- itself, and until the
Haverford game hadn't hit well. However,
it appears that Repucci is back in form!
which should improve the WC scoring
threat.

At the beginning of the season, pitching
was the team 's big question mark
However, the pitching has been good for
the most part. Freshman Dennis Compton
and sophomore Ed Hooker have been
victimized more by their own teammates
than by opposing batters. The opener
against Drew was a good example of this.
With two Drew runners on base, Hooker
served up a perfect double play ball that
could have ended the inning with no runs
scored. It didn't work out that way,
though, as the ball went untouched through
the in-field and into right, and by the time
the inning ended, Drew had scored four
times. Washington ultimately lost the
game 6-2. Another problem that

Washington's pitchers have had is with
their own fielding. After five games, the
pitchers have already committed five
errors. Also, the team has had difficulty
finding reliable relief support for Compton
and Hooker. St. George looks the best so
far; he worked a strong relief inning in

WC's 25-12 rout of Gallaudet. Brian Fallon
has not looked good, and Bruce Katz has
not done any pitching duty at all. The team
also suffered a loss in the pitching
department when Ed Boehm decided not
to continue in baseball this year.
The Shoremim have three key con-

ference games coming up soon with
Ursinus, Johns Hopkins, and powerful
Widener. There is no doubt that
Washington has the talent and ability lo
beat Ursinus and Hopkins. It is just a
matter of regaining the form and poise
that the team displayed earlier in the

By Brian Fallon
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The tenure process: an individual case study
First of two parts

The subject of faculty tenure, like that of

college financial policy, is usually not one
which is visited by any great outpourings

o( student sentiment, at least at the
decision-making end. Though the general <

tenure of the faculty is certainly of prime
importance to any educational institution,

students here are most often content to

ignore such matters as hiring and firing

until they become faits accompli, and are
visible in terms of the quality of course
instruction.

This pattern has been broken, and the
business of faculty appointments been
made an issue of sorts as students have
made what they perceive to be legitimate
grievances, heard in ways familiar "to the
nineteen sixties. Petitions have been
circulated, letters expressing pleas and
opinions have been sent to the ad-
ministration, and protest signs put up
around campus to encourage participation
in a boycott of course registration.
At the center of all this activity is the

decision to deny tenure to Robert Neill,

Adjunct Professor of English. Concern
over the circumstances surrounding
Neill 's dismissal, which is to take effect at
semester's end, has given rise to the
related issues of student input into the
lenure process, the balancing of creden-
tials with teaching performance and the
relative weight attached to each at
Washington, and the proper degree of
formality and rule standardization which
should attach to the various steps along the
tenure route. Partly as an outgrowth of all
this, both the faculty and students of the
English Department, suffered from the f

taking of sides and a divisiveness of an
emotional pitch which all concede has
consumed far too much of the depart-
ment's energies. Perhaps inevitably,
matters have reached a point where
otherwise serious students have been

reduced to both public and private
namecalling and frustration over the real
or imagined interplay of faculty per-
sonalities and departmental politicking
has infected the academic realm to an
extent seen as unhealthy by those in-

volved.

In an effort to separate fact from fiction,

and to clear some of the dust kicked up
over this affair which has claimed the
attention of the campus intermittenly and
in varying degrees for at least three years
(especially, it seems, during the
spring months), the Elm asked those most
closely involved to give their perspectives

Norman James,
Department Chairman.

on the tenure process and how it worked
with regard to professor Neill. Their
responses, which may often appear to

contradict one another, were made with
the differing degrees of candor and
openness the individuals thought proper,
given their positions. The intersections

should, it is hoped, shed some light on the
business of faculty tenure, difficult and
intensely personal subject, and one too
often misunderstood by students.

Robert Neill first came to Washington
College in the fall of 1968, having been
contacted and offered a position in the
English Department here by Dr. Nicholas
Newlin, who was then chairman of the
department. Enrolled in the Graduate
Studies program at Vanderbilt University
a short time previous to that. Neill either
had made formal and written assurances
to Newlin that he would arrive with his
Ph.D. requirements completed, or he did
not, depending upon whom is asked. Neill
himself says he is unclear as to the nature
and formality of his commitment, which
was made in the form of a letter to Newlin.
However, he says he is fairly certain that
the letter contained no more than a broad
and unspecific statement of his intention to
keep working on his Ph.D., and finish his
requirements "sometime in the near
future." Neill says he recalls making no
hard and fast obligations on this point, and
that he promised only to keep making
progress. "The letter was the ordinary
type of communication made in matters
like this. You make a general statement of

what you intend to do. ..and that's about all

there is to it."

Dr. Norman James, on the other hand, is

5S certain that Neill did agree to this par-

Enqlish ticular obligation, and that he (Neill)
' informed the College that he would have

his Ph.D. upon arrival. Though perhaps

Robert Neill, Adjunct Professor
of English.

not technically contractual in a legal
sense, James says a letter does exist which
outlines such an agreement. "The letter
does exist. I have seen it, and that was
what was agreed to.. .It was addressed to
Dr. Newlin." Dr. Newlin, sometime
resident of Chestertown, was unable to be
reached for comment.

Neill says he does not possess a copy of
the letter, but he believes the original
should be in the Dean's office. When asked
if the letter was on file, and whether it

could be released for public scrutiny , Dean
Smith refused to discuss the matter. "My
files are confidential... If there's any
privacy around here at all, then it pertains
to just such personnel matters of this

kind."

Criticism voiced against Honorary Degrees procedure

The Honorary Degrees Committee,
which nominates and elects candidates
scheduled to receive honorary degrees
during the convocation excercises, has
recently been the recipient of much
criticism. Questions have been raised as to
'he actual amount of student input and
suggestion incorporated into the selection
of a convocation speaker, who has
'raditionally been presented with an
honorary degree. Complaints have also
been lodged against the student
Representatives sitting on the Committee,
Senate Goldstein and Larry Falk, for their
inactivity' and their 'failure to establish
wies of communication with the College
immunity.'
One focus of the criticism has been

Greeted to the fact that seniors were not
"lade aware of the procedural formalities
Placing the engagement of the all-
ocation speaker. Consequently, last
ecember, when four seniors approached
x

- McLain with a nomination for speaker,

they were informed that the process was
nearing completion, and that their
nomination had been entered 'too late.'

"They came very late. Commitments
had been made, the Board had already

improved of the nominees," McLain ex-
plained. McLain also noted that the seniors
approached him with an "illusionary"
candidate for speaker ; he stressed the fact
that "Nominating someone for an
honorary degree is a very formal
procedure. ..it's all written out as to why
people are given them - scholarship,
contribution to community, social
reform..."

McLain argued that "It's always been
the president's job to find a speaker - it's

( convocation) not just a senior class deal . I

don't know where they got that idea. It's

partially for seniors, but it's also an entire
College function."

Agreeing that seniors should have a role

to play in the selection of a convocation
speaker, McLain said. "If they have

someone outstanding in mind, nominate
them in August or September."

Senate Goldstein, one student member
of the Honorary Degrees Committee,
explained that "no student voiced an
opinion to me concerning the

nominations. ...if people had come to me
with suggestions, I would have presented

them to the Committee."
Goldstein made no nomination herself,

reasoning that "it shouldn't be my per-

sonal choice." She further explained that

"They (the other members of the Com-
mittee) had a list of candidates. I thought

the people they had listed were very good -

respectable and well-qualified. I had no

objections."

The other student representative to the

Degrees Committee, Larry Falk also

failed to nominate a candidate. At the

conclusion of last year however, Falk did

submit a biographical sketch of his first

choice, Ramsey Clark. "I mailed it to Dr.

McLain and never saw it again. McLain

told me that he 'thought it was for last

year'."

"I did not follow up on my nomination,"
Falk admitted, "because I resigned
myself to the fact that it wouldn't get
through. I'll admit that I haven't done the
optimum amount of work
Falk, who has been a member of the

Committee for three years, argued that

"Just because I didn't nominate anyone
doesn't mean that I didn't do my
homework." Last year, Falk placed a
notice in the Elm requesting that any
nomination that students might wish to

present should be forwarded to htm. The
action yielded no response. "I never
mentioned it to the Elm this year, and that

was shortsighted on my part."

"Early in the year," Falk explained, "I

went to the senior class president, Craig
Jackson, to discuss what should be done
about a speaker. He sponsored a poll, but

never returned to me with a name."

Continued on page 2



Editorial
The student community is treated this week to a tine demonstration

of the Lazy Maid Effect applied to the ongoing effort by the student
body to bring into its sphere a greater voice in the running of College
affairs. The Lazy Maid, it will be recalled, spends time and effort

meticulously cleaning the dining room by sweepgig the refuse into the
kitchen.

The example we refer to is the Honorary Degrees Committee, which
illustrates what happens when an area in the thick underbrush of the
College administration, having been cleared specifically to allow
cultivation of student input, becomes overgrown through lack of care.
Student influence on the business of the Committee, which, perhaps
thankfully, presidesover business more ceremonial than substantive,

atrophied for several reasons, but none more depressing than the
simple lack of effort on the part of its two student members.
Notification of the student body concerning procedures and

deadlines for the submission of candidates for degrees, which have
nas traditionally Deen empioyea to attract a speaker to give the
Convocation Address at the graduation ceremonies, was not done.
Indeed, members of the senior class, a group with more than passing
interest in the cermonies, found themselves outmaneuvered in their
belated attempt to choose the speaker for their graduation.

Forum Administration rules
To the Editors:

In these my final weeks at Washington
College I should like to thank the friends I

have made here, especially the students,
for opening my eyes and touching my
heart during my two-year visit in

Chestertown. I have learned much from
them, and I shall miss them much more,
perhaps, than I shall be missed. To them:
best of luck, and take care.

Bob Drake

Honorary

Degrees

Continued

Believing that having student
representatives on the Degrees committee
smacks of "tokenism" Falk projected two
solutions for increasing student im-
portance on that Committee." "You could

put forth a serious lobby to persuade every
other member of the committee." Falk
also suggested assigning the Student

Academic Board the responsibility of

holding the students appointed to College

committees "accountable for their ac-

tions."

In order to rectify these previous

misconceptions and to compensate for a

lack of communication, next year's senior

class president, Jay Raksin, has taken the

initative to address Dr. McLain on the

subject. "I've already gotten the

nomination forms from Dr. McLain and
I'll call a class meeting next week to ex-

plain the forms and procedure. ..I want
people to consider nominations over the

summer and in September we'll select four

to present to the Committee officially,"

Raksin admitted that the class officials

will screen the nominations : "We're
limiting ourselves. ..We want people who
we think the Board will accept."

The Honorary Degrees Committee,
which is composed of three faculty

members, three Board members, and two
students, voted to award this year's

degrees to: convocation speaker, Dr.

Keith Spalding, president of Franklin and
Marshall College, William Johnson,
president of Illinois Industries and a

member of the Board, Mrs. L. Hynson,
one of the College's benefacors, and one
will be awarded also to the College's olded

alumnus, 92 year old, Frederick Noble.

by Kim Stierstorfer

to expel Samson

Gne of the two student members insisted that the burden of
responsibility for this sad state of affairs lay with the student body,
which did not 'voice an opinion.' This is Catch-22 reasoning, as few
people realize such avenues exist. It is the job of the student
representative to take the initative and seek out those whom he or she
represents and not vice versa.

The other student pleas disenchantment with the Committee and he
argues that student attendance at its meetings i no more than a
spurious and token ploy by the administration. This may or may not
be true and we can only wish he had given the rest of us a chance to
find out through a concerted effort at drumming up popular interest in

selecting a candidate. At any rate, we hope that next year the senior
class will follow this student's advice and hold committee members
"accountable for their actions" or inaction. He has certainly witnessed
firsthand what results from the lack of accountability.
Beyond that, we would suggest to next year's seniors that they

restructure the enetire process by which their graduation speaker will

be selected. Surely some modest SGA funding could be had on behalf
of an effort to relieve President McLain of these burdensome duties,
which ne presently carries out with almost no one to consult but
himself.

Through an oversight on the

Elm's part, a section of the
review on 'Guys and Dolls' was
omitted last week. That section

follows:

Paul Samson, Senior Chemistry major,
was officially expelled from Washington
College on April 10, 1975 Samson appealed
the decision to president Joseph McLain,
who decided last week not to overturn the
original decision.

decision of the Deans was announced
before Samson stood trial in Chestertown,
Kelley argued that there was "enough
internal evidence on the College's part to

convince us."

She defined "internal evidence" as the
statement offered by Assistant Cafeteria

Deans Smith, McArdle and Kelley were Supervisor Dan Jankalunas who "attested
the authors of the original decision. Kelley to the fact that Samson was, where he
explained that the Deans "essentially should not have been (in the cafeteria
reactivated" a suspension issued to storage area)."
Samson a year ago." "Because the The problem was not addressed to the
decision was announced a week before the All-Campus Judiciary because of the
closing of school, we suspended the precedent set by Samson concerning
suspension. At that time, however, we jurisdiction last year. Samson opted to be
warned Paul that if there ever was a judged by the three deans rather than the
repetition (of misconduct) we would have Judiciary Body; therefore, Kelley noted
no choice but to expel] him." that "it wouldn't go back to the All-

Campus Judiciary.
Samson, a native of Bombay India, is If found guilty of breaking and entering

currently charged with breaking and by the Chestertown officials Samson faces
entering into the Dining Hall. Although the deportment

Review
Three other characters deserve special

mention. Timothy Maloney's Arvide
Abernathy had all of the compassion and
grandfatherly-ness necessary to be
Sarah's comforter, as well as the fiestiness

necessary to threaten Sky if he didn't

come through on his marker.
Benny Southstreet also deserves

mention. He is the only tinhorn who lived

up to that image. His voice was clear and
sharp, and hw was the only gangster who
kept a consistent character throughout the
show.

by Tom Middleton

Mus ic

Jarett, James soar; Wakeman stumbles

On the same plane of obscurity as Idris

Muhammad is Keith Jarett, a commercial
unknown but near genius. Transforming
his sound from piano soloist to contrasting*

percussionist keyboard duos Ruta and
Daitya with Jack Dejohnette, he has
proved his excellence in all areas: as
composer, pianist, and recently as
saxophonist. The most astounding fact

about some of his recordings is that they
are improvisational. There is a delight in

knowing that his music is always changing
and that few of his albums are replicas of

each other. Unlike most present rock
musicians, he does not merely produce
continuous variations on a single them. As
stated in High-Fidelity Magazine, he
impresses listeners with "his feeling for

harmony and counterpoint, the wealth of

melodic invention, his impeccable sense of

time, perhaps most importantly his ability

never to be locked into a rut or to have to

draw upon cliches."

His European recordings differ from his

American ones in that the American ones
demonstrate his ability to play within the

framework of an ensemble and to

relinquish the constant lead of the soloist.

His work with Dewey Redman, tenor sax.

Charlie Haden, bass, Paul Motian, per-

cussion, on Death and the Flower, Fort
Yawuh, and Birth is the complete opposite

of that which we would expect from such a

fine soloist. As a matter of fact, Jarett
takes such a subdued role that one finds
him following the others as much as they
follow him. Their timing is so loose that

one sometimes wonders who is leading

whom. But no matter how much they vary
in rhythm, they never lose the blend of

sound that holds the piece together

only bad thing about Keith Jarett is that

once you get stuck on him as we have,
locating his releases becomes a heart-

breaking task. As I have been told, it has
been three months since a special order
was placed in the bookstore for his Solo-

Concerts album, and still no word of the

album has arrived to date.

Bob James (pianist-composer) deserves

great acclaim for his work on both Idris

Muhammad's Power of Soul and Grover
Washington Jr.'s Mister Magic. Both

albums are similar in style and contain

outstanding work by all performers. The
personnel on the two albums is close to

identical, with the exception of trumpet
players (John Faddjs plays on Mister

Magic and Randy Brecker plays on Power
of Soul). Both players add just the right

color for the pieces they play, and their,

blending of notes is really a mind-blower.
Idris Muhammad plays a thick sounding
drum, Bob James a cool soothing electric
piano, and Grover is- unreal on both
soprano and tenor saxes. Grover's playing
is crips, melodious and rhythmic. His
control is so great that at times his soft and
mellow is as dynamic as his loud and
rowdy. "Earth Tones" on Mister Magic is

descriptive of the title and contains some
of the best phrases on either of the two
albums.

Rick Wakeman's latest release, King
Arthur's. ...is a weaker follow-up to a great'

predecessor, Jour ley to.. Wakeman's
voice is so harsh and out of place with the

Royal London Choir that he sounds no
better than an umpire calling balls and
strikes at a ball game. Wakeman has
definitely attempted to exploit the fame he
found with The Six Wives of Henry VIII, a

fine album. King Arthur is all too sketchy

and lacks a singular theme. Wakeman
hops-skips-and-jumps from neo-classical

chorales to Charleston -type dance tunes

within the space of a few measures. If he

followed through one of his variations as

he did on Six Wives, then the product

might be worth something, but this is just

a collection of junk.

by Danny Sharf and Brian Fallon



land Concert Candidate

Scope

The Washington College Band will

jsent a memorial concert for the late

ilph H "Sonny" Usilton on Saturday,

,ril 26, in Tawes Theater at 8:30. An
hibition of Usilton photographs,
Hected and organized by Chuck
igstrom, will be on display Saturday.

Usilton, former editor of the Kent

unty News, was, according to Professor

hn Klaus of the Music Department, "a

eat friend of the College, the Music
>partment and especially, of the Band."

idaus noted that "we don't want this to

sad affair - Sonny would have been the

si one to want us to cry in our beer. We
mt this to be a time for people to get

jether and enjoy Sonny's photography

A an evening of band music."

[Tie concert will feature two rarely-

rformed works that, according to Klaus,

-e not been p layed on the Eastern Shore

[ore. One will be Richard Wagner's
auersinfonie on Themes by Carl Maria
n Weber, written to celebrate Weber's
jnlerrment in Germany. The other piece

|| be Verlioz' Grande Symphonie
mebre et Triomphale, written to honor
memory of the heroes of the July

volution in 1830. This piece will feature

Vogler as a trombone soloist and the

ishington College Chorus as well as the

nd.

The Band will also perform the French
irch LeRegiment de Sambre et Meuse,
irch for the Prince of Wales, by Haydn,
d three rags by Scott Joplin. Leslie

imond will choreograph a dance for one
the rags.

The Liberty Bell March by Sousa was
rformed by the Chesteitown Municipal
nd several times last summer with

nny Usilton as the guest liberty bell

oist The march will be one of the

flights of theconcert, with John Spry of

Kent County News staff as soloist.

May Day
Washington College, celebrated for its

ditional May Day Nude run, will add
istance to the day's festivities. Instead

he usual dinner fare, chez Linville, the

[dent Government Association will

insor an all-College Cook-out. The menu
'hides traditional picnic trappings such
hot dogs, hamburgers, corn on the cob,

barbecued chicken,

'lusic and Free Beer will also be
ivided, compliments of the Students

sidence Association. The faculty is

ited to the function free of charge.

)n campus

Dean candidate Thomas B. Hanson will

visit the campus on Wednesday and
Thursday, of next week. Hanson, 32, is a

Chaucerian who has taught at the

University of Wisconsin and Franklin and
Marshall College. Hanson currently serves

as Assistant to the President at Albright

College in Pennsylvania.

As an administrator at Albright College,

Dr. Hanson's duties involve him in long-

range planning, institutional research

,

affirmative action planning, reac-

creditation studies, state-supported

regional planning, and the development of

the continuing education program.

Hanson will lunch with students in-

formally on Thursday afternoon. At 2:30

he will be available to interested students

in the Coffeehouse.

UNICEF
The threat of severe malnutrition or

even starvation faces about 400 to 500

million children living in the poorest

countries of the world. The situation is so

grave that the United Nations Children's

Fund, UNICEF, has declared a World

Child Emergency and must find an ad-

ditional $80 million to help meet it in the

next 15 months.

Individual contributions, no matter how
small, are the children's main hope for

survival. A cnnlribution of $1.00, the

average cost of a hamburger, french fries

and soda, can buy a year's supply of multi-

vitamins for a child in a crisis country. $15

can bring supplementary food and health

services to five children for a month.

Please send your contribution today. Mail

to UNICEF World Child Emergency, 331

East 38th Street, New York, NY. 10016.

£

ad Times, an electrifying three-character play by Harold Pinter, will

be presented on May 2nd and 3rd at 8 p.m. in Tawes Theatre. Pictured

above, clockwise from top: Tex Andrews, Kevin Madden, April Lin-

devald.

Lecture

Gertrud Piatkowski, an authority on

Oriental art, will give a lecture illustrated

with slides on "Erotic Sculpture at

Khajuraho and Konarak" at Washington

College on Wednesday, April 30.

The public is invited to attend the

program, which will be held at 8:30 p.m. in

the Hynson Lounge.

Poetry Fair
The Washington College campus will be

the sight of a Poetry Fair this weekend.
Fifty students from colleges in Maryland,
Pennsylvania and Delaware will be on
campus Friday afternoon until Sunday to

attend a series of lectures, films, and
readings. Selected students from WC and

- other schools will also be giving readings

from their own works throughout the

weekend.

Lou Lipsitz, poet and political science

professor from the University of North
Carolina, will be the Fair's guest writer.

He will be giving a reading from the pit-

cher's mound on the baseball field at 8

p.m. on Saturday night. J.R. Salamanca,
who was a guest writer here last fall, will

also be on campus to partake in the

festivities.

WAU
All Washington College students are

invited to attend any or all of the events.

The following is a complete schedule for

the Fair:

Friday (April 25)

3:00- Lecture on W.B.Yeats by Norman

James (Sophie Kerr Room of Miller

Library

)

4:30 - Poetry Film - wholly communion

with Allen Ginsberg et. al. (Meeting Rojm

in" basement of Miller Library).

7:30 - Student Poetry Reading (Coffee

House in Hodson Hall).

Saturday (April 26)

10:00 a.m. - Lecture on Wordsworth by

Richard Gillin (Sophie Kerr Room of

Miller Library).

12:30 - Student Poetry Reading (William

Smith Auditorium).

3:00 - Lecture on Chaucer by Bennett

Lamond (Sophie Kerr Room of Miller

Library )

.

4:30 - Student Poetry Reading (Coffee

House).

6:00 - Cook-out (Robert Day's house).

8:00 - Poetry Reading by Lou Lipsitz

(Baseball Field).

Sunday (April 27th)

10:00 - Contemporary Poetry Reading

(Hynson Lounge in Hodson Hall).

1:30 - Student Poetry Reading (William

Smith Auditorium).

Calendar

"jrsday, April 24 - Alumni Career Seminar in Social Services, 7:00. Cof-
house

[May, 25-27 - Student Poetry Conference, Poetry Reading Friday Night. Senior Art
•"bit, Fine Arts Center.
jarry Traynum in the Coffeehouse, 9:00, 50c.
aturday, 12:00-3:00- Picnic at Turner's Creek, sponsored by the Sophomore Class.

|

ng lunch, beer on sale, music by Mason-Dixon Grass.
jwiiy Usilton Memorial Band Concert with photographic exhibit, Tawes, 8:30.
fance in Hodson Hall, Kim Milliner Band, 9:00, $1.00.
lUflday, Student Piano Recital, Tawes, 4:00.

Variety of All-Day events will provide continual entertainment. Most eEVENTS
FREE, HOMEWOOD Campus, Johns Hopkins.

Friday 25 - June 29 - exhibition - "The Inspired Copy: Artist look at Art" Baltimore

Museum of Art.

April 25 at 2:00 and 6:00, Saturday 26 at 4:00 and 8:30 "Moby Dick" Iowa Theater

Lab, Free Theater Project.

Sunday, 27 - Concert, Donald Byrd and the Blackbyrds, Painter's Mill Music Fair,

7:00.

Wednesday 30 - Concert - Gary Giattman, solo pianist with the Baltimore Sym-
phony, Lyric Theater.

Washington, D.C.

Saltimore
hirsday, Daniel Mark Epstein, poet "No Vacancies in Hell," Theater Project.
t-cture - "Understanding Twentieth Century Art: Painting, Sculpture, and
Wtecture," William James William, Gilman School, 8:30.

Jlce Cooper Concert, Civic Center, 8:00.
torsday 24 - May 4 - "The Magic Show," Morris Mechanic Theater, 8:30.
nday 25.27 - "3400 on Stage: The Twenties" A salute to the Roaring Twenties.

April 24 - May 3 • Glenda Jackson in Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, National Theater. 8:00.

Thursday 24 - May 18 - 'The Dybbuk,' Arena Stage, 7:30.

Thursday 24 - May 4 - "Grease" Shady Grove Music Fair.

Thursday 24-26 - Film - "Uncle Vanya," "TYhe Idiot," Inner Circle.

Thursday 24 - May 4 - "Give 'Em Hell, Harry," James Whitmore, Ford's Theater.

Saturday 26 - Philidor Trio, Recorder Virtuosos, Baird Auditorium, Museum of

Natural History. 8:30.

Sunday 27 - Jimmy Witherspoon sings the Blues, Baird Auditorium, 8:00.

Sunday 27-28 - Film, "Crime and Punishment," Eisenstein's "Ten Days That Shook

the World." Inner Circle.



§ Lacrosse 9-1, drops to

1 second in College Poll

Despite upping their record to 9-1, the

- stickmen slipped to second place in the wonder of it is that we did not score more.

College Division poll, behind defertfling Although Duke posed little threat after a

champ Towson State. Shoremen wins were 16-2 first half, we left many starters in

over University of Baltimore, 15-12, Duke, ™'>1 late in the game. High scorers for the

23-3, and F&M, 15-8. The Shoremen are Shore were: Myrt Gaines. 7 goals; Andy
virtually assured a tournament bid with Cooper, 3 goals and 3 assists ; Ty Cook and

only 3 games left: Bik knell. Salisbury and Rick Ricketts. 3 goals each; John Cheek, 2

Washington and Lee. The Shoremen are goals and 1 assist; and Tom Sutton and

favorites in all 3 games, but Salisbury and Kevin Murphy, each with 1 goal and 2

W&L will be no easy contests. They are assists.

among the best of our opponents. Yesterday, on Kibler field. WC made
BU. fell behind on goals ,by Rick Franklin and Marshall look better than

Ricketts and John Cheek before three they really are. Looking lethargic and
goals by creaseman Bob Lacy gave them a sloppy against a big, physical F&M team,
3-2advantage with a minute left in the first we led by only 6-4 athalftime. But the team
quarter. WC tied it up, though, as Jay came alive, sparked by two third period
Elliot picked off a clear and passed to goals by Ricketts; succeeding goals by
Ricketts, who fed Cordrey for the score. Gaines, Cordrey, Sutton and Cheek gave
The Bees took the second quarter facein us a 12-6 edge as the last period began,
for a goal and then scored again, both Mike Cordrey, high scorer with 3 goals and
goals a result of outrunning the Shoremen., 2 assists, kept the pressure un as he
Goals by Murphy and Cheek tied it 6-6 scooped a loose ball and burned it into the
minutes later. The quarter was a see-saw upper left corner. Seventeen seconds later
battle with a lot of hitting and loose balls, he fed Gaines for the Shore's 14th goal. Ty
Goals by Ty Cook. Murphy and Tom Sutton Cook added the final goal on a runby.
gave us an 8-6 edge with only seconds left Bryan Matthews had 17 saves and Clint
in the half when Bryan Matthews threw a Evans looked good in his brief per-
long pass to Ty Cook, who scored as the formance in the cage,
horn blew. BU scored first in the third Now, ten games into the season, let us
period, but the quarter belonged to the look at some individual statistics. Ty Cook
Shoremen, who were starting to hustle and is leading all midfielders in scoring with 28
shoot. We went into the final period with a goals and 7 assists. He also leads the team
12-7 lead and steadily increasing in ground balls with 94. He has scored 3 or
momentum Third period goals were by more goals in 7 games this year. With the
Mangels, Cook and Andy Cooper. We kept kind of season he is having, he is a shoo-in
the pressure on as Cheek collected his for All-American honors this year. John
third goal and Mangels his second. Things Cheek leads the team in goals and assists,
started to get sloppy, but it was still 15-8 27 a.nd 17 respectively, and also has 80
with seven minutes left as Ty Cook scored ground balls to his credit, which ranks him
his fourth goal. Then the Shoremen let in third on the team in that category. He has
four goals to allow BU to look respectable, been invaluable to the team this year and
The box score against Duke looked like a is perhaps the finest crease attackman in

team roster as the Shoremen scored 23 the nation right now. Mike Cordrey is off
goals on their hapless opponents. The his high-scoring pace of last year, but he

Relay record attempted

Sports

Last Friday the track team faced
Salisbury State and Loyola College. The
team lost to both, 130-34 and 69-66

respectively, but its performance in

theone-mile relay saved the day. The team
has not only been undefeated, but un-
contested in this event. The only thing the
team has been working on is the clock and
preparation for the biggest race of the
year, the Penn Relays, Prior to Friday's
meet, the team had run a 3:28.9 and was
satisfied with this achievement. Mildly
discouraged by their individual showing in

their own races, Archie Hoyt, Donald
Frush, Jackie Johnson and Danny Scharf
whipped around the track in a sizzling
3: 24.8 time. This is ,9 off the school record,
which should be theirs soon. AH the
members ran their personal bests for the
year: Hoyt 51.9, Frush 53.3. Johnson 50.2.

Scharf 49.3. The qualifying standard for

Ty Cook, potential All-American, leads the midfielders in total

points, with 28 goals and 7 assists.

has played a great field game all year and
has 92 ground balls. He has had his best

year facing off and should repeat as an All-

American. Jay Elliot is another player
who has played a tremendous field game
this year. He plays good defense, and when
the Shoremen are clearing the ball, he
makes his presence known. Bryan Matthes
is having a fabulous year, averaging 17

saves a game, and is without a doubt one of

the finest college goalies around. Both
Bryan and Jay should again be on the All-

American rolls.

Freshman Myrt Gaines, starting on
attack, will probably be the next Shoremen
(after Cheek) to score 100 goals. He
already has 21 this year. Rick Ricketts has
developed into a first-class midfielder in

only his second year. Another sophomore,
attackman Kevin Murphy, has 29 points
this year. Transfer Tom Sutton, a smart,

seasoned player, has looked great lately

and has 19 points. Andy Cooper is having a
good year too, with 14 points so far. Fresh-
man George Mullinix is improving,
coming off his injury. It is unfortunate thai

Tom Mangels and Dawson Robertson are
still out with injuries, but the Shoremen's
success is partly due to the fine job that

freshmen like Matt Morris and Tom Wood
have done in replacing them. Depth has
been an important consideration this year
with so many injuries. On defense. Rick
Blair is often overshadowed in reputation
by Jay Elliot, but the truth is, he is

probably every bit as good as Elliot. The
ability to adequately cover two good at-

tackmen at once has been one of the key
factors to the team's success this year. We
still have two fine back up goalies in Clint

Bans and John Gifford, but they are not

getting enough playing time.

by Maynard Kirpalani

the NCAA Division 111 National Cham-
pionship is 3:21.0. a clear possibility for

this quartet. The relay has a chance at a
gold medal at the Perm Relays and at the
Del-Mar-Va Relays held on the next day.

Individually the Shoremen posted good
times and beat Loyola in first places. But
they could not handle Salisbury, led by
Jeff Polk (9.4 in the 100) and Pitt (14.5 in
the hurdles) Besides the relay, the only
other first places against Salisbury were
won by John Murphy in the triple jump
and Danny Scharf in the 440. Scharf's
consecutive victories ended at 26 when
Polk beat him by .7 in the 220. Archie Hoyt
lost to Pitt in the 440 hurdles, but managed
to stay close enough for an excellent time
of 56.0 - a new College record, his second
for the year. The next and final home meet
is Tuesday, April 29, against Johns
Hopkins.

ty rjanny Sharf

"Give the grass a chance. " Students in a move to beautify

the campus, have planted grass seed purchased with their

own funds.

The Corner Store

plants

Indian jewelry

wicker furniture

rugs

corner of Cross & Cannon

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

Phil's Farm Market

located on the road to Morqueneck
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Experimental

off campus

RA position

created

Resident Assistants for next year were
announced by the Student Affairs Office
last Monday. Newly appointed female
R.A.s include: Nan McCorkle, Kathy
Abear, Julie Pennell, Liz Snapp, Judy
Mills, Michelle Williams, Lynn Kosak and
Blythe Shelley. The males that have been
added to the R.A. roster are: Craig Attix,

Wayne Warren, GoVdon Gorab, Jay Hall,

Mincho Arrivillaga, Peter Moulder and
Mark Devins.

Aside from the traditional assignments,
two "experimental positions" have been
created. Blythe Shelley has been assigned
to proctor the independent freshmen who
will room in the sorority dorm, Minta
Martin. It had been brought to the at-

tention of the Student Affairs Office that

several of the non-sorority women residing
in Minta Martin were hestitant to ap-

proach R.A.s who were sorority members.
The position of Off-Campus Resident

Assistant, paid $700.00 per year, was also

created. Lois Stewart who has been
selected to fill the post, will assume
responsibility for the "15-25 freshmen
commuters to the College," explained
Student Affairs, Maureen Kelley.

According to Kelley. commuters,
students who are from the town and attend

classes at Washington, are the "forgotten

people. What are these people supposed to

do during orientation?" Because a number
of "these kids get lost when they try to

assimilate themselves into the College

community." Kelley noted that creating a

position for an Off-Campus R.A. "doesn't
seem like such a bad experiment." Kelley
also explained that "most schools have
them. It's not a novel idea..."

As to the reason that the availability of

such a position was not publicized, Kelley

commented that "I knew before we in-

terviewed for R.A.s that Lois was moving
off-campus and that she could fill this

position."

Kelley defended the selection, noting

that, "Lois was willing to do it, she had
some ideas, she already knows some of the

kids from town who will be attending the .

College next semester, she is flexible and .

she has transportation. It's an impossible
job to give to someone who is inex-

perienced. ..We needed someone who had
already done the job. Her moving off

campus gave us the opportunity to try

something new."

Kelley added that if the "25 or so kids

don't benefit from it we'll drop it. But I

think that if it helps any of these kids it's

worth spending the $700 for it." Ms.
Stewart added that "you can't say now
whether it's going to work. You have to

wait to find out."

Addressing herself to recent criticism

lanched against what some have called an
"excessive" salary awarded to those who

fill the positions of R.A.s, Kelley argues
that "$700 is the lowest R.A. salary in the

state of Maryland, and probably in the

country. If anything, they're underpaid."

"...permanent tenure will be considered
only for Faculty members with an earned
doctorate or, in exceptional cases, on the
basis of distinguished achievement or
outstanding teaching ability."

-Washington College

Faculty Handbook
A terminal degree in one's discipline is

required, although it's not the most im-
portant thing. You want someone to pass
the plumber's exam before he sets to work
on the pipes. .Teaching effectiveness is (of

primary importance). ..even brilliant

scholarship is not enough here if his

teaching is bad. Teaching comes first."

-Nathan Smith,

Dean of the College

As might be expected of any business
whose outcome has such personal con-
sequences, decisions on the hiring of new
faculty, the renewal of contracts, and
whether to grant tenure all travel paths
whose directions and contours follow

blueprints set by individual human beings,

rather than smooth and straight
procedural guidelines.

It is precisely this human topography
which is seen to give the tenure route its

strength. To confine considerations of

tenure to a standardized and static frame,
it is argued, would be to reduce whole lives

and careers to the dry language of a

computer equation. Such a violence
committed upon the process of education
would be intolerable, particularly at an
institution the size of Washington College,

where many dimensions of an individual

are permitted to factor into the evaluation
of his performance.

There are nonetheless procedural for-

malities which do come into play at cer-

tain junctures in any decision on tenure,

some demanding strict adherence, and
others less hard and fast which leave

much to the often differing interpretations

and individual initiatives of those directly

concerned. Most of the controversy over
the decision to deny tenure to Robert Neill,

Adjunct Professor of English, (The Elm,
April 24th), has been voiced with regard to

the workings of this latter area.

When Neill was hired as a member of the

English Department in the fall of 1968, he
was given the first of what was to be a

succession of one-year contracts. Subject
to annual review by the department, this

type of contract was typical college policy

in such situations, and it has remained a
standard procedure for the hiring of new
faculty here. The College may terminate

the contract at any one of these yearly

reviews, and thereby put the individual on
notice the length of which can differ,

depending on how long he or she has been
teaching at Washington. In a recent Elm
article concerning this year's contract

decisions, College Dean Nathan Smith
outlined the policy in this way: "In all

cases, considerable notice has been given-

the longer a professor has been here, the

longer notice he receives. A professor who
has been here for only one year might be
notified in the second semester."

Faculty whose contracts are renewed
into the fifth year then become eligible for

tenure. If he has not been put on notice

(usually a year in length at this point) or

otherwise officially informed of a loss or

change in contract by the end of his fifth

year, then tenure goes into effect

automatically.

Of course, the College is aware of the

potentially disastrous consequences of

such an oversight, and matters are never

left to slide so far as to permit the con-

The Neill story:
once more
and for all
Second of two parts

President McLain and Dean Smith: 'We've heard nothing to indicate
that the committee voted wrongly,'

ferral of tenure without prior review. Not fully comprehended to this day, it is

In all but the most unusual cases, the one of those messy administrative in-

relevant department will make a stances that a college would like to forget,

recommendation to the Appointments and Lumped uncomfortably together as a

Tenure Committee concerning whether to group of recollections or clear inferences

grant tenure to the person under con- made by Neill, English Department
sideration. The recommendation is made Chairman Norman James, Dean Smith

by the department chairman in the form of and President McLain, these sometimes

a letter to the committee or personal opposing renditions are offered:

appearance at one of its meetings, in the By the spring of 1971 or thereabouts, one

latter part of untenured member's fifth or more members of the English Depart-

year under contract. The final decision ment had become disfavorably disposed

rests with the committee, whose present toward Neill, this owing to a number of

membership consists of the President and circumstances whose significance was
Dean of the College, and four faculty found to ebb and flow with a changing of

members. There are no students on the the measurers. In any case, Neill recalled

committee. that sometime that spring Dr. Nicholas

To many observers whose memories Newlin, then department chairman,

stretch back to the hard-fought battles for engaged him in what Neill said was a very

political and academic freedom waged in informal, off-the-cuff type of conversation,

American educational institutions in the during which he was somewhat cryptically

nineteen fifties, the most essential informed that "he (Newlin) did not think I

business of the Appointments and Tenure had a future in the department." Neill said

Committee is the insulation of academic he pressed Newlin for an explanation, but

liberty from whatever. forces which might as none was immediately forthcoming he

seek its subversion. let the matter drop and heard no more on

Robert Neill was originally scheduled to the subject,

be formally considered for tenure in the That summer, Neill received a letter

spring of 1973, his fifth year at the College, from Robert Seager, Dean of the College in

But well in advance of this final deadline 1971, informing Neill that his contract had

for the College to evaluate his teaching not been renewed, and that he was being

performance and the other pertinent put forthwith on a year's notice. Neill said

aspects which pieced together would form he learned that Seager's abrupt

a composite picture of his career, Neill notification was fueled by a letter from

was put "between a rock and a hard Newlin in the Dean's office which

place" in an unusual episode. evidently outlined Newlin's statements to

(Continued on page 3)



The last editorial of the year should by all rights wax lofty, and
1 attempt to lasso insights into a subject like the general state of the
school or some other broad topic.

But as usual, there are smaller, more specific matters which get in

,
the way of any such Last Roundup. For instance, there has been
mischief afoot in the Student Affairs office, which, bluntlyput, really

'stepped in it' with a recent decision that has hit the fan in some parts
of the campus.
Now we all know that Maureen Kelley ached and agonised in her

labor over the off-campus RA, spawned in her office last week.
Kelley's brainchild is deformed, and one whose time has most
definitely not come. Of course, it has been greeted with many a big
whoopee from the student to whom it was donated. She says she can't
wait to begin all sorts of counselling for off-campus freshmen, for
which she and her dog are being paid only a measly seven hundred
dollars. At those prices we expect that her counselling won't contain a
spec of cereal.

Moving right along, we wouldn't want to forget to mention last
week's SGA meeting, at which the senate voted amotion by the

Foru
To the Editor:

Our many thanks to members of the

Coffeehouse for a most enjoyable Cocktail

Party on Friday, April 25th.

We are extremely grateful to those

responsible for remembering "National

Secretaries Week" and honoring the

secretaries here at Washington College.

A SPECIAL thanks to Greg Gabell and
Andy Gruver for making it an occasion to

remember.
Secretarial Staff,

Office of Registrar

Editorial
executive board to give the board a pay hike. While we won't argue
that the increase was not deserved, the procedure used was most
improper and can only give support to those who see just the seamy
side of senate affairs. Though perhaps not illegal, there is certainly a
question of propreity involved in voting oneself a salary boost to be
put into effect in one's own term of office. *

If Moag and Co. thought
their salaries too low, then they should have put through an increase
effective after the next elections. Also, Moag did nothing for his
image when he himself cast the deciding vote in the 9-8 decision.
In the face of these recent events, we are left with little space to

espouse at length on one of the more significant shortcomings of this
institution, that being its all too pervasive informality and l„ck of set
procedure. This comes through when a student may be expelled with
no more sophisticated a process than decision made by the three
deans; as well as when the opinion of a few can contravene many
others in matters of contract and tenure.
Nor do we have theluxury of an in-depth critique of the administrative

inbreeding this school is apparently so fond of, or why the fact that
local boy Joseph McLain is the school's first symbol does not rest
comfortably with us.

m
To the Editors:

This is just a word of appreciation to a

senior who has contributed to the con-

cerned atmosphere at Washington College

during his stay here. Larry Faik has
shown tremendous desire and effort in

fighting the apathetic attitude among the

student body. The effort was appreciated.

Sincerely,

Jim Mayhew

Co-Editors
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Comparative study of Majors:

A trend towards autonomy?
The profile of majors selected by this

year's sophomore class, when compared
with the 1970-712 profile of sophomore
choices, shows marked consistencies in

selection of such strongholds as the

English, History and Psychology majors,
as well as exhibiting divergencies in

student interests. It goes without saying

that current student interests compared
with those of students five years ago are

bound to be parallel or skewed in certain

respects, and what concerns us here are

not the parallels, but the skews, the

divergencies in interests.

Of 182 students reportedly enrolled in th<

sophomore class, 142, approximately 8f

percent, have declared major fields o
study. Five years ago, in a comparable
sophomore class of 180 students, 166.

approximately 92 percent, declared
majors. (How the remaining percentile of

each class can be accounted for is not the

purpose of this article; it should be noted,

though, that the particular percentages of

students in one major or another is out of

the number of students who declared
majors, not of the total number of students
in each class).

There is a notable decrease in the
number of students who have decided upon
Philosophy. Sociology, or English as their

respective majors compared with the
number majoring in these areas five years
ago: 3 students, 2 percent, plan to major in

Philosophy as contrasted with 9 students, 5

percent, who declared this major in 1970-

71; 6 students, 4 percent, plan to major in

Sociology as contrasted with 12, 7 percent,
who declared this major five years ago,

and 19 students. 13 percent, have declared
English as their major as contrasted with
25, 15 percent, who selected this major in

1970-71. On the other hand, there is an
increase in the number of students

planning to major in Economics and Art:

10 sophomores almost 7 percent, have
chosen Economics as their major, while
only 5 students, 3 percent, chose this major
in 1970-71, and in Art. 6 students. 4 percent,

plan this as their major compared to a

single student, .6 percent, who planned on
this major five years ago. The differences

in numbers of sophomores signed up as
Music. Math, or Language majors this

year compared with the year 1970-71 are
not particularly significant, and with
the exception of the interdepartmental
programs, the differences in numbers of

the remaining majors are virtually nil.

There is one other exception, Chemistry,
which 8 sophomores. 5 percent, plan to

major in. No sophomores had such an idea

in 1970-71, even though Chemistry was
offered as a major.
The most striking respect in which this

year's sophomores differ in their interests

from sophomores five years ago is that of

the interdisciplinary or interdepartmental
major. American Studies, International
Studies, and the Humanities have been
established as alternative programs of

study for students seeking a flexible

framework in which they may gain ap-
preciation of a greater range of subjects
or, that would allow them to study a broad
range of topics in a certain light. There is a
sharp decline from 1970-71 in the number
of sophomores currently planning to

major in American Studies: there were 7

students, to percent, who declared
American Studies as their major in 1970-71

compared with a mere 3 students, 2 per-
cent, planning to be American Studies
majors; there is one student, .7 percent,
this year who selected the Humanities
program as her major, as contrasted with
5 students, 3 percent, who planned to

major in the Humanities five years ago.

there are 3 sophomores, 2 percent, who
have declared International Studies as
their major compared with 7 sophomores,
4 percent, who declared this as their major
in 1970-71.

This decrease in the selection of for-

mally offered interdepartmental majors is

complemented, and partially accounted
for, by the addition of three highly in-

dividualized, independent majors. They
are in the Performing Arts, American
Music and Aesthetics. These in-

terdepartmental majors were
precedented by a major in Scientific

Journalism, proposed last year.

The divergences noted above strongly

suggest a trend away from the more
genralized interdepartmental majors that

certainly provide for innovative study, but

can conceivably fail to meet the needs and
special interests of certain students, can
be viewed by some as grab-bags lacking
the specialization or direction they would
like to pursue as undergraduates. The
distribution of student interest, though
strong in History, English and
Psychology, is a more even distribution

than it was five years ago. This perhaps
suggests that students at Washington
College, at least a larger percentile than
five years ago. have more definitive in-

terests. /The sophomores this year do
show a greater diversity of interest.

Whether or not such a trend away from
genralized studies towards specialized or
individualized studies is developing in our
academic community remains to be more
conclusively evidenced.

With these points in mind, three
students, Melody Echard. April Lindevald
and Cathy Johnston, each responsible for

one of the interdisciplinary majors spoken
of earlier, were interviewed about various
asDects of their respective majors.

Melody Echard, presently a first 1

semester senior and decidedly career-

oriented, does not think that college should

be so oriented, or at least not totally. She

maintains that the college experience
should be primarily a learning experience,

and for her it is. Melody has designed a

major in Scientific Journalism with em-

phasis in bio-chemistry and neuro-biology,

or as more simply put by Melody, "the

physiological chemistry of how people

think." The major incorporates 8

chemistry courses (10 are required for a

straight chemistry major). 7 psychology
courses and several basic journalism

courses which she will take at the

University of Marland this summer. In-

stead of one advisor, Melody has a com-
mitteeof advisors, as do all the in-

terdisciplinary majors, which includes Dr,

Creegan, Dr. Kirkpatrick and Mr. Day.

Melody transferred to Washington
College from the University of Maryland,
where she was an English major, as a

second semester sophomore. She had

decided to change from English to pre-

med, or Chemistry simply because she

would have liked to have been an English

teacher and decided she would only be

added to the surplus of unemployed
English teachers. Melody had always been

interested in the sciences, all of them, and

because she feels that learning is not only

the great experience of a college situation,

but of a career as well she felt that a

career in the sciences, as a doctor or

researcher would enable her to be "con-

stantly learning." She feels that both the

learning experience of college and of

career is "an individual, unique thing

happening to me continually" and

speaking about a career, she said that it

would be learning that was never "ob-

solete." Continued on page 5



Boertlein hired to fill upcoming

Admission Department vacancy
The question of whether Washington

,][ege alumni are valuable assets as

nployees within the school ad-

jstration is raised once again with the

,pointment of senior Paul Boertlein to

Admissions staff as the replacement

peter Boggs. While many feel that the

nployment of former students is a good

jng for the College, others are of the

,jnion that the hiring of alumni is

Wealthy for the institution.

Director of Admissions, Bud Andrew,
,mself a 1963 alumnus of Washington

ollege, admitted that a certain amount of

ulside perspective is helpful in "the in-

jgoration of the administration" of any

ihool. He pointed out ahat alumni may be
:lose to the school situation, and that,

Lheir perspective may be limited." From
different viewpoint, Andrew added that

is particularly effective to have alumni

orking in the Admissions Office because,

No one can describe the school to a

respective student better than someone
ho has gone through Washington
ollege."

When choosing the new staff member to

enlace Boggs, Andrew said he was
loking for someone with a strong un-

erslanding of the liberal arts program
nd how it functions at Washington
ollege. More important, however, was
that he be a good person in every sense of

ie word-decent, honest, enthusiastic and
sponsible."

During the 1974-75 academic year, Paul

oertlein has been one of the student

epresentatives on the Admissions
ommittee, a body which deliberates on

ie acceptance or refusal of those ap-

licants who are termed "borderline" by
ashington College.

Folders on each prospective student are

iscussed and voted upon by members at

ach of the committee's weekly meetings.

Washington College senior, Paul

Boertlein.

According to the Admissions Committee
chairman, Dr. Nancy Tatum, attendance
by the student representatives is, "very
important," because faculty and students
have an equal say in the body's decisions.

If a member cannot be present, he is

responsible for leaving his vote with
another person on the committee.
Dr. Tatum admitted that Bertlein has

missed a great many of the committee's

meetings this year, and on several oc-

casions, has left no vote. A student

member estimated that he has not been in

attendance approximately one-third of the

time, and that Mr. Bertlein has frequently

had to be reminded about meetings,

though they were known about well in

advance, and all members received the

same notice. Many timesBoertleinStill did

not appear.

From his attendance record at meetings

of the Admissions Committee, many may
be of the opinion that Paul Boertlein has

shirked his responsibilities to the school.

Another question which must be raised

with his appointment: Why was he

chosen?

Bud Andrew admitted that Paul Boert

tlein.'s performance at Admissions
Committee meetings was considered

before the appointment was made, but

that Chairman Nancy Tatum was not

asked for her opinion because faculty

members are not consulted in this type of

appointment. "Kis attendance record was
not relevant to the situation," Andrew
added, "because a student volunteer on a

committee is entirely different from a paid

employee of Washington College."

He went on to emphasize that the

decision was not arrived at hastily

because the staff did not want the college

to be at a disadvantage. The job is a big

one which requires someone who is able to

get along well with the public. Two other

persons applied for the job (one of whom
was not an alumnus), but after in-

terviewing Mr. Boertlein, Andrew and his

staff felt that, "his intelligence, en-

thusiasm and past employment
qualifications" outweighed his per-

formance on Dr. Tatum's committee.

In past years. Boertlein has not only

worked with the Admissions Office here at

Washington College, but has also been the

Ends and Means of the tenure process
Qtitinued from page 1

For many of the students who have to

iy extent seen fit to champion Neill's

use in the protracted controversy over
s being denied tenure, there has always
listed two overlapping yet very distinct

Is of raisons d'etre for Neill's purported
ck of support in the English Department.
here are, it is insisted, the reasons of

ver, which are trotted out for public

msumption, and the "real" reasons.

iere is, however, some merging of the

groups in this popular conception. It is

rther ;irgued that the "real" reasons,

hen combined with certain perceived

liciencies inherent in the manner in

hich English department decisions have
aditionally been made, have produced
eaknesses in the tenure network.
inally

. many students concerned with
ich developments are of the opinion that

we of the priorities active in tenure

^derations have flown in the face of

"liege policies which should have
Gained paramount.
One of the most frequent criticisms
veled at Mr. Neill concerns his lack of a
h- D. These have been raised on two
wts: first, that insofar as the College

i legitimate interest in the

Sessional standards and abilities of its

lcu 'ty, then it may properly insist on the

diriment of the most reliable indicator

professional sophistication, the ter-

»nal degree in one's field.

Secondly, Neill's character and integrity
We been cast into doubt by the insistence
' the department chairman that Neill

Misrepresented himself by assuring that
' would possess a doctorate before he

Neill that spring, ana mat Seager, Newlin,

and College President Charles Merdinger

took the correspondence to be sufficient

justification for N evil's precipitous

dismissal. Newlin had made no formal

recommendation to the Appointments and

Tenure Committee, and in fact the com-

mittee) had not even been convened to

discuss Neill's contracct.

Neill took his case to History Depart-

ment Chairman Nathan Smith, who
headed the local chapter of the AAUP
(Association of American University

Professors) at this time. One of the duties

of the AAUP is to act on behalf of

professors who are found to have be"t/>

victimized by the absence or malfunc-

tioning of contract procedures. In the face

of protests by some faculty members and

a possible legal dispute, President Mer-

dinger withdrew Seager's letter.

This attempt to skirt the procedural

safeguards set up for decisions on faculty

dismissal, patently illegal, was doomed
from the start. As an unusually clear

example of official malfeasance, it serves

to punctuate what was already a difficult

and embarassing period for the College

i After two and one-half years as the center

of campus discord. Merdinger's ad-

ministration in December of 1972 suc-

cumbed to escalating faculty and student

demands for his resignation.).

But the reasons behind the ill-conceived

effort to fire Neill are instructive as they

have been echoed during the three years

since then, and they are judged by some
quarters as no less compelling for the

passage of time.

began teaching here. Last week the Elm
reported that department chairman
Norman James claimed to have seen a

letter from Neill to Newlin which confirms

these assurances.

(Editors' note: After last week's Elm
story on the disputed contents of this

elusive letter, which was thought to be in

the Dean's office. Dean Smith granted a

request by Neill to search the records so as

to settle the argument. Neill said that a

thorough inspection of the Dean's files

failed to produce the letter.)

When asked to shed further light on the

origins of Neill's troubles with the English

Department, Dr. James suggested that

Neill played what amounted to a game of

fast and loose with the atmosphere of

pervasive informality which informed Dr.

Newlin's chairmanship of the department.

When Neill arrived sans Ph.D., the

department confronted this unforeseen

development with a great deal of com-

passion and understanding. James said

that the department was well aware that

scenarios for the completion of doctoral

requirements could frequently run afoul of

their intended time frames, and Neill was
afforded an indulgence more than com-

mensurate with these realities. In keeping

with Newlin's style of leadership, Neill

was left free from pressures to quicken his

progress on his requirements, which were

thought to be in the last stages of com-

pletion, or so it was intimated by Neill,

James recalled.

When a day of reckoning arrived, and

Neill was finally asked point-blank to give

an account of the disposition of his

3
Head of Admissions at West Point Prep tn

School and a student recruiter at Prince tj
Georges County Community College. "I (g
encouraged him to apply for the job with fl>

Admissions," Bud Andrew stated, «
"because 1 felt he was ready for it, and
would be good in the position. The ap-
pointment was made in good fatih, and
there was nothing political involved."

Asked about his performance on the

Admissions Committee this year, Boer-
tlein said, "I missed meetings, sure. But
I'm a student and had work to do. Middle
Hall is a hard place to proctor at times. My
duties on the committee had to come
second. When I join the staff, the

Washington College Admissions Office will

come first, and any graduate work I do
will come second."

On July 7, Paul Boertlein will begin

administrative training in preparation for

joining the staff of Bunting Hall, of whose
seven members, four are Washington
College alumni. His job will keep him
away from the campus for much of the

time, as he will be visiting Prep schools in

the northeastern U.S. next fall.

However, the responsibility Boertlein

must bear as a representative of the

College, on or off-campus, must be
realized. It is true that as an alumnus of

Washington, he will have more insight into

the school than an outsider might. But

dedication is also important in the job, and
many question his sense of commitment.
As a student member of the Admissions
Committee stated when asked to comment
on the appointment: "If he puts his mind
to it he probably could do an acceptable

job. Unfortunately, he hasn't demon-
strated any interest in the work, as is

evident in his performance on the Ad-

missions Committee."

by Karen Jarrell

requirements, James said it was learned

that "Whereas we thought he was
reaching final completion of his

requirements, actually he had both his

preliminaries and his dissertation ahead

of him."
Others closely involved with the student

and faculty infighting over the Neill issue

have made mention of habits they say

Neill exhibited which did not sit well with

the department or the College ad-

ministration. For example, in his first

year especially, Neill is said to have been

less than responsible in meeting his duties

in the classroom, and it is alleged that he

registered more than the usual number of

absences from his courses.
'

Dr. James thus summarized that insofar

as there was ill feeling in the department

towards Neill at the end of 1971 , it centered

primarily on the above reasons.

James expressed complete puzzlement

as to what may have prompted theletter

by Dean Seager which sought to fire Neill.

"That's what I can't understand Seager's

doing," he said, "At that point there had

been no meeting of the (Appointments and

Tenure) committee. That was incorrect

procedure on Seager's part."

Neill expressed incredulity at the idea

that James was ignorant of the whole

affair, and he went on to suggest that

James, while perhaps not actively en-

couraging Seager's attempt, at least gave

it his approval. Neill reasons that James,

who in 1971 was due to assume the

chairmanship from the retiring Newlin,

wanted to have done with the potentially

Continued on page 4



$ New editors

Scope Tenure decision on Neill, cont

10 New Editorships for the various campus

fo
1 publications were decided last week. They

2 are; for the Pegasus. Brian Fallon and

p Danny Scharf; for the Review, David
— McGraw, Sissy Blair and Vicki Lunsford;n

for The Washington Elm, Amy Rhett; for

£ Broadside, Kathy Wagner and Mary Ellen
— Lipinski.

Commencement

schedule
Graduation is less than three weeks

away. In the interest of seniors, parents
and others who wish to attend, the Elm has
provided a schedule of that weekend's
festivities.

Friday, May 16: The senior class party
in front of Kent House, 8 p.m.
Saturday, May 17: Regular breakfast,

seniors only. 8:30-9:30.

Graduation rehearsal in the Cain
Athletic Center for all graduating seniors.

All seniors must attend. Caps, gowns,

grades, tickets, etc. will be given out at

this time. 10:30.

Eastern Shore Barbecue. Food, beer and
Jazz. Seniors: free, all others $4.00, 12:30.

Presidents Champagne Reception
Dinner-dance with open bar until mid-
night. $10 per person; $18 a couple.
Reservations may be made at the Student
Affairs Office. 6:30.

Sunday, May 18: Breakfast, 8:30-9:30.

All seniors report to tneir assigned

rooms in Dunning Hall, in case of rain, to

the Gym. 10:30.

Commencement Exercises. Dr. Keith

Spalding, President of Franklin and
Marshall University will address the class

of 1975. Honorary degrees and awards will

follow. 10:30.

Lunch - 1012:30.

Graduation

speaker
Keith Spalding, President of Franklin

and Marshall College, will be the com-
mencement speaker at Graduation this

spring. Dr. Spalding was a graduate of the

University of Kansas and pursued
graduate study at the University of

Wichita and University of Iowa.

Dr. Spalding holds several Honorary
Degrees, a L.H.D. from Jefferson Medical
College and a I,L.D. from Dickinson
School of Law, among them. He is also a

member of the Phi Beta Kappa, Omieron
Delta Kappa, Pi Delta Epsilon, and Phi
Sigma Professional and Honorary
Societies.

Dr. Spalding_ has a diversified

professional background, having served

for thirteen months as a fighter-dive

bomber pilot in the Marshall Islands
during the war, having been Editor of the

New York Herald Tribune News Service
and assistant News Editor for that paper,
and having been the Assistant to the

President of The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity and then Secretary of the University
prior to his current presidency of Franklin
and Marshall.

Autonomous trend?
'Continued from Page 2)

Melody became dissatisfied with a
solely white-lab-coat, highly disciplined

life. She missed a "creative interaction"

with people, and realized that what she
loved most was to research topics of public

interest; she liked the theoretical aspect of

chemistry, not the specialized, somewhat
isolated life of the laboratory. She did
contemplate majoring in theoretical
chemistry, but she said, that requires a

great deal of knowledge, you have to

develop a coherent knowledge of all the

physical sciences and again, that entails a

degree of isolation. In short, she wants the
best of both worlds, the stimulating
research work in the sciences and the

interaction with "the man on the street."

She thinks there is too much of a gap
between theoretical and experimental
scientific knowledge and the man on the

street. She said that scientists as they
become more deeply involved in their

work, become aware of an order in nature,
realize that the randomness felt in the

political and social realms is not all there
is. Through journalism, scientific
journalism she feels she can help close
that gap and impart that higher, and more
encouraging awareness to the layman.
Melody's various interests are

beautifully realized in the senior research
paper she is planning for next semester. It

will involve three aspects: a chemical
section of the synthesis of the pill, a
physiological section on how the pill af-

fects the body's metabolism, and a third

section which will be essentially a
correlational study of how these aspects
affect the psychology of women on the pill.

She would like to correlate the mood
changes involved in a woman's menstrual
cycle with those changes effected by the
pill. The paper will be written in a jour-
nalistic style

Cathy Johnston, presently a sophomore,

believes there are two reasons for going to

college. One is to exploit an opportunity to

advance in a field one is already interested

in, has background in. The other is to

exploit an opportunity to learn something
new, discover new interests. As 'Cat' put

it, college is a place to "develop and
discover." Cat feels very definitely that

college in this sense is a privilege, which if

taken advantage of is an honor and if not is

a degradation, not to mention a waste of

time and money. Cat was originally an
American Studies major, mainly because
she felt that her reflections about what
college means would be realized in that

major. She has further realized those

college functions in a very interesting and
more specialized major that incorporates
a long time interest, music, with a subject

she would like to know more about,
American history. Cat does have some
appreciation of American history: her
mother is a master teacher of American
History and Cat grew up in Williamsburg,
Virginia. Cat has especially had a great
deal of experience playing in a Fife and
Drum Core and the undefinable, very-

moving spirit that she has experienced she
feels goes to the root of the American
Revolutionary War. She has always
played the guitar and banjo, sung in

various choruses and as sheput it,

"everything picked up after each other."
her historically influenced background
and her great interest in music have
tempered one another.

Cat's major then has its emphasis in

colonial America, especially in the Civil

War, and American music. She feels she
will have gained the background
necessary for graduate work in American
musicology. Cat came to Washington
College because she understood it was
academically good, and she has found that
to be true. She is here to learn as much as

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued from page 3)

difficult predictament of terminating his dismissal and tenure, the committee
table

contract while someone else was still for a year the consideration of Neill'.

available to shoulder the official burden - contract.

"Norman knew about the letter (before it In the spring of 1974 the Appointment
was sent). Norman did not want to be in a and Tenure Committee ruled to dem
position to fire me himself." Neill con- tenure to Neill, and he was put on a year!
jectured that Newlin, James and Seager notice.

might have hit upon this plan of action as In between these two committee
one which could resolve their difficulties in meetings James had assumed

ine
a single move. "They were hoping that I chairmanship of the department, and
would just vanis - quick." there was begun a policy of formal
The recommendation made by the department meetings to discuss tenure

department chairman to the Ap- cases and determine departmental
pointments and Tenure Committee is in all recommendations to the committee
probability the single most important step So the department did meet before the

taken along the tenure path. As such, it is second committee ruling on Neill, and Ihis

essential that students concerned with a session has since become a focus for some
particular department become familiar of the recent debate concerning what some
with the ways in which its chairman students see as a questionable balancing
prepares for his contact with the com- operation performed by the English
mittee, and at the other end. how com- Department and the Appointments and
mittee members balance the opinions of a Tenure Committee,
chairman with other possible inputs. Neill was surprised by the committee's
The committee is under no formal decision, confident as he was of the sup-

obligation to take its cues in its port of three of the four tenured members
deliberations from the department in- in his department. The department vole

volved, and it is not inconceivable that such as it was, (there was no actual vote

departmental sentiment could be taken, but only a sense of the meetingi
overruled. soon gave the lie to Neill's estimates, and
In practice, however, overruling a the numbers were reversed, with three lo

department is little more than a one against a favorable recommendatio
theoretical possibility, and it is rarely Said one member, "Three people spoke

done. against him, and one person spoke for

One faculty member who has served on him."
the committee, while insisting that the Immediately after the meeting, in what
group is "not a rubber stamp for the was apparently a very quick change o(

department heads," was willing to con- mind, one of the three went to the Dean's
cede the "department chairmen (through office to register a vote in favor of gran-

whom in most cases the only formal ting tenure to Neill. When asked about this

recommendation is made) may well carry change of sentiment, the professor said, "[

more. .than their (proper) share of weight look at (my performance at the depart-

in the committee members' heads." menl meeting) as a failureof intelligence

Another professor with experience on at that point,

the committee, asked if the committee This split the sense of the department
allows department chairmen a sway down the middle at two apiece, leaving

disproportionate to the supposed balance many unanswered questions in the wake o(

in the tenure process, suggest that "that the committee's decision,
would depend on the chairman." This What was the tone of
professor said the chairman's personal What was the tone of James' recom-
influence on committee deliberations mendation to the committee? Did he

looms excessively large when the adequately convey to the committee (he

department head fails to represent his nature of his department's divisions on (he

colleagues' sentiments to the committee, subject? Was the committee perhaps too

Although there exists in many depart- wellawareof the history of the Neill case'

ments a tacit expectation that the What effect, if any. did the introduction ol

chairman will touch bases with the other outside opinions (from people
members, a chairman is in no way bound associated with the College) have? And
to air any divisions which may exist in his most importantly, what was the degree

department on a tenure question, and kind of student input, and how much
Decisions on whether to democratize weight did it carry with the committee,
departmental input into matters of tenure Last October, in the hope that his case

are therfore left to the personal judgments could be reopened, Neill decided to ask the

of individual chairmen. Dean Smith Appointments and Tenure Committee lo

outlined the role of department heads as reconsider him for permanent tenure. In

follows: "The administration rlies on conuunction with this, he wrote a letter lo

department chairmen to convey a sense of the members of the English department,
himself or himself and others." Smith did which said in part, "Four of you have

express a hope that the chairmen would assured me all along that you wish me to

refrain from reducing what are properly remain here. It would mean a great deal to

called departmental recommendations to me if you could meet as a department to

the judgments of one individual, adding consider expressing this wish formally lo

that "The chairman has the responsibility the Appointments and Tenure Com-
where he can exercise it" to seek out the mittee

"

considerations of others such as student The department did not meet, but James

majors and department members. spoke informally with each member about

When Neill's case came up for tenure Neill's letter. On November 8, he wrote

consideration in the spring of 1973, James Nei11 that there was "no significant new

said Newlin "recommended that Neill be evidence to warrant reopening a case we

given notice.. that he not be given tenure." consider settled by a clear decision of the

There had been no meeting of the Appointments and Tenure Committee last

department prior to Newlin's recom- year." One department member sym-

mendation, and no vote had been taken in pathetic to Neill's case said, "I felt that by

the department. then the issue had been decided; if the

Instead of making a decision which in all decision had been reversed, it would have

likelihood wouldhave been to deny tenure been unliveable (within the department)
"

to Neill, the committee took an ex- He explained that such a reversal would

traordinary step, and created the position have exacerbated the already divided

of adjunct professor. James said that condition of the department to an unac-

"technically the tenure decision was ceptable degree.

postponed, and this thing on the adjunct The issue of student input into tenure

professorship came up." The effectof the decisions has been brought up in the Neill

adjunct title, said James, was to "take debate with particular frequency
(Neill) off the tenure track," so that in- Students have argued that Neill's teaching

stead of having to decide between' ability, which is held to he of exceptionally

(Continued on Page 5)



Comparative study: the individualized majors
Continued from page 2

she can, not only academically, but

socially as well. She says, "the people here

are true to life, though the situations

aren't." A truer statement couldn't be

made. Cat also thinks that Washington

College will enable her to "accomplish
something," and academically she will be
accomplishing a great deal through her
(major, through her senior paper in par-

ticular.

There has not been a comprehensive,
historically and musically sensitive work
written about the Fife and Drum Cores in

America. This then, is to be Cat's senior

paper. She feels Fife and Drum Core
music is music "for the ages" that is very

much alive today, though somewhat
modified its original purpose. Cat does not

feel that the spirit of Fife and Drum Core
music is in any way modified, that the

spirit which was active in the
Revolutionary War is still active today. It

is a spirit, a feeling that "everybody is

family" which one must feel in order to

understand.

April Lindevald, also a sophomore, has
been dancine since she was eight years old

and though she had always sung in various
choruses did not start voice lessons until

her junior year in High School. She had
another great interest in High School and
that was biology or animal behavior. "I
wanted to be another Jane Goodall." April
was not always sure about which of these
interests would take precedence in her
life, was not sure if music, dance and
drama would be her hobbies, would serve
as extra-curricular activities and she
would pursue biology in the main. "I was
waiting for the fireworks, the big brass
band with trumpets blaring: Here it is!

This is what you will do." People used to

ask her, 'Well April, what if no brass band
comes, then what?' In retrospect, she does
not remember any fireworks, brass
bands; rather in the two years since her
senior year she has gained a subtle un-
derstanding of what would make her
happy. April has designed an in-

disciplinary major in the Performing Arts,

music, dance and drama and is indeed
very happy.

Another question that she faced in High
School was whether or not she was good
enough in these areas to pursue them in

Senate votes pay hike

tne competitive, professional world.
Washington College, small and somewhat
isolated from the mainstream, has given
her a chance to grow at her own pace,

realize her hidden potential which she may
not have been able to- do in a large
university. She is, in a sense, in com-
petition with herself and
acknowledges her progress from year to

year. At Washington College, she has been
allowed to take the proper time, "room" to

realize how much it means to her to per-

form. She has also found a very receptive

and competent attention to her needs in

the faculty.

There are three main reasons why April

decided to incorporate music, dance and
drama in one major. She found that she
could not subjugate one to the others
without being hypocritical. All three must
be a part of the "performing gesture." One
needs an ability to use one's body ef-

fectively, as well as a dramatic ability and
musical talent. Her most important reason
is that they are all related in the fact that

they are momentary, temporal ex-
pressions. Though different in their forms,
they are all time dependent. What April

Neill tenure

would like to do is explore their in- -•

terrelationships, gain a more profound ^
understanding of their various forms of

°*

human expression so that she may be able 3)
to integrate them in a more perfectly (5
blended production. (She does not feell

°
that Opera has achieved such an in-

^
tegration).

Her courses, which include Aesthetics
and German, will serve this purpose.
During the first semester of her senior
year, she will be taking two independent
study courses with Professor Clark e and
Professor Mahoney which will be
related to her senior project. With Mr.
Clarke, she will study various music forms
and compose the music for her senior

project, and with Mr. Mahoney, she will

explore how a script works. Her project is

tobea"musicalfantasty,"a production in

which she hopes to achieve a successful

blend of all the performing arts so that

each is expressive, "not just thrown in."

She has always been interested in fantasy,

especially literary fantasty and is plan-

ning to compose music, choregraph dance,
and adapt a script in a production.

by Amy Rhett

The Senate voted last Monday night to

increase the pay of its Executive Board
members. The president's pay was raised
from S100-$150 per semester; the other
officers were awarded an increase from
$50 to $75 per semester. The increase will

result in a $250 total increase over last

year's payroll.

One half of the Senate attended the

meeting. Of the seventeen - member
quorum present, the vote was divided 9-8,

with two officers voting, Treasurer Chris
Eastridge abstaining, and president John
Moag casting the tie-breaking vote.

While neither the need for nor the
amount of the increase has been
questioned, the procedure employed in

presenting and voting the motion at this

time has raised several eyebrows.
Traditionally an elected body of
representatives votes an increase for its

succeeding members Bill Hallam, vice-

president of the Student Government

Association admitted that "it is usual
policy to vote raises for thenext body of
elected officials."

President Moag argued that the motion
was presented for "the chair" as well as
for the current Executive Committee.
Moag also explained that he wanted the
vote to be taken in "the old senate. It

would be improper not to ask the Senators
who have been here all year."
According to Hallam, who considered

tabling the motion until next year, the
procedure was "slightly illegal." Hallam
however did not table the motion,
reasoning that "I didn't think the vote
would be that close."

"It was an innocent thing," Moag stated.
"All of us would still have run for office
without a raise." Moag announced that "I
will not accept the pay raise if it is going to

create a furor. If the concensus is that this

is improper, I'll drop the raise. But I

honestly think we deserve the money."

College Heights Sub Shoppe

across from campus
77lt- 2ii7l

Pizza

steaks Subs Chicken

Daily Specials

Hon. - Thurs. 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m
Kri Sal 8:00 am - 11:00 p.m
Sun I :!0 p.m. - 9:00 p.m

(Continued from page 4)

high caliber, should have outweighed
the other considerations such as the lack of
Ph.D. At least some believe that both the
department and the committee failed to
adequately factor the voluminous student
opinion expressed on Neill's behalf into
their decision. They insist that there is no
better measure of teaching ability on
which the College professes to place high
value, than student evaluations.

Dean Smith defended the committee's
decision, and he said the committee
seriously considers student opinion of
teaching, as are other inputs.

' "Students opinions are very important
in teaching, (and) they can tell us alot of
things. (But) we're also going by the
judgments of colleagues, the impressions
of people and the evaluations of creden-
tials."

The English Department was in
disagreement as to whether proper con-
sideration of student opinion was given in
Neill's case.

James said that "student opinion (was)
solicited and student Opinion (was) very
carefully weighed. " Asked to describe how
one goes about evaluating teaching
quality, James admitted that "that's
something we're still working on."

Dr. Nancy Tatum, another member of
the department, said that "the first

request for some sort of student input
came several years ago. It was more or
less informal at first." She said that in the
Neill case, students were given adequate
hearing by James and the department.
"We have been as good or better than most
rtenartments in the College. I do not feel
myself that there has been any lack of

sincerity in that regard. We naven i acted
in bad faith with our students. The feeling

that student input is inferior is not based
on actual fact."

Dr. Tatum refused to discuss
specifically her role in the decision on
Neill, which some have suggested was
critical. "There is a time," she said,

"when you have to be responsible for your
own silence."

Professor Bennett Lamond said that

student opinion is of prime importance in

judging teaching ability. "The only way
really that you can judge it is by what you
hear.. .yes, through students is the only

way." Lamond said that students have
often failed to take advantage of their

input on the tenure committee. "I really

trust that the committee judges fairly,

maybe I'm wrong."
But when asked if he thought the Neill

case was handled in an overall fair

manner, Lamond replied: "No. It's my
impression overall. I don't think it's

anything specific. It's not procedural.

There is, however, something of value in

i Neill ) that should have overwhelmed any
case against him, no matter how much
evidence there was."

Neill was asked to explain why in his

opinion there was departmental sentiment

against him. "* was not overly respectful

of them (the senior members). I did not

say 'yes m'am' or 'yes sir'."

Neill said he believed the department
did not handle his case in the right way and
he concluded: "I want it to be a little

messy for them, because I don't think they

did it right. ..I think they did a sloppy

job... I don't think they know how good I

am or how bad I am."

by Peter deSelding
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WC relay team captures gold medal

and sets new college record

Sports

Last Friday the WC one-mile relay team

captured its most prestigious honor, the

A.W. "Pop" Haddleton Memorial Mile

Relay at the ]8th Annual Pennsylvania

Relay Carnival. Prior to Friday's contest

the team had run 3:24.8. All four, Archie

Hoyt, Donald Frush, Jackie Johnson and

Danny Scharf, went to the relay very

confident that they would bring home the

gold medal and a new college record. They

did both in an elegant fashion on the

University of Pennsylvania's rain pelted

track. The new college record now stands

at a sizzling 3:22.6. This is 1.6 seconds off

the qualifying standard for the NCAA
Division III National Championships.

Each member of the relay ran close to his

personal best if not better: Hoyt 50.9,

Frush 51.5. Johnson 50.6, Scharf 49.6.

The team then went down to the

Delaware-Maryland-Virginia Relays the

following day hoping to gain the qualifying

time. They finished third out of a field of 21

colleges and universities. Their time of

3:22.8 was again a slight margin off their

mark. The foursome ran similar times to

those of Friday: Hoyt 51.0, Frush 52.4,

Johnson 50.4, Scharf 49.0. Individually

Archie Hoyt came away with the gold

medal in the 440 yard intermediate hur-

dles. His time of 55.8 broke his own college

record.

On Tuesday the WC track team ran its

last duel meet of the year against Johns

Hopkins University and for relay it

became their second to last chance to hit
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their goal. John Murphy won the

jump in 20'8" and the triple jump
in .

Scharf captured first place in the 440

dash with a time of 49,8. Hoyt finishe

the wins with a 15.7 timing in the

hurdles. The 440 yd. relay team won h

down. Then came the event of ihe dai

mile relay. Hopkins couldnot come da
giving the Shoremen a fight in the ret

instead to balance out the competUio[

give the foursome a shot at the qualii

standard. Hopkins ran 8 men again;

powerful four. Hopkins men would r

220 each and the Shoremen the star,

440. Again it was close but not the reqi

time. Their time was 3:22.9 and a

meet record. They also lost to Hopki

man team by a mighty 8 tenths

second.

Friday begins the Middle All

Conference Championships at Dicki

College. Scharf, the double in

champion will try to win the 440-220do

outdoors. He is the top seed in bother

and should have little problems dustin

his competitors. Hopefully his time

qualify him for the NCAA's for these

time. Hoyt is entered in both hurdle ei

and has good possibilities for two
g

Johnson could possibly make it 1-2 (or

Shoremen in the quarter mile Agi

terms of the relay the Championshi

the last chance to run their magic 3

The gold medal in this event is c!f

theirs as long as they don't trip I

THEM LUCK.

by Donald Fry

The Washington College Track Foursome, Donald Frush, Jackie

Johnson, Danny Scharf, and Archie Hoyt capture A.W. "Pop" Had-

dleton Memorial Mile Relay.

Tennis team closes 'frustrating' season
The word best used to sum up the 1975

season for the Washington College tennis

team is "frustration:" frustration because

of the bad weather; frustration because of

a disappointing team performance;
frustration because of the lack of funds

provided for a decent tennis program. The
team only got to play eight of its scheduled

thirteen matches, winding up with a
mediocre 5-3 record. The individuals who
comprised the squad gave a good deal of

time to the season, from the top of the

ladder to the bottom, and at the beginning

of the year, the season looked hopeful

despite the loss of last year's number one

player, Pat Yanner. The team got off on

the right foot with close victories over
UMBC, Catholic, and Drew before losing

to a superior Swarthmore squad. From
that point, though, the season was mostly

disappointments and bad weather.

The next two matches were the easiest

on the team's schedule and WC took easy

wins in each, 7-2 over Gallaudet and 9-9

against Widener. The Widener match was
the last time for ten days that the team
was able to play another school and when
the weather finally cleared, it was
disasterous for Washington. Hopkins came
up victorious in a couple of close matches,
and several Shore players had really off

days; Johns Hopkins 9, WC 0.

After a few more days of rain, Salisbury
came to Washington, and despite
forefeiting two matches, took a 5-3

decision away with them. Lone winner for

the Shoremen was Peter deSelding, who
tied with Paul Noto and Keith Twitchell for

most wins in singles for the year.
deSelding and number one Don Green will

graduate this year, awl both will be
missed. The tennis program attVashington
College has benefitted greatly from these
two individuals, but have they gained
anything in return? A lack of funds and
attention from the Athletic Department,

coupled with poor coaching contribulej

several discouraging and desullj

seasons. Despite a marked improve™

in the town's performance over the pi

two years, little has been done to imprn

the program outside the installation

Tom Finnegan as the new coach

present, the outlook for next year

hopeful - Noto and Twitchell are returnii

as are Yahner and Tim Keefe and B

Johnson, this year's number five and!

players. Improvements such as a belli

schedule and opportunities I

tercollegiate play in the fall could build It

squad into one of the top teams 1

MAC. The team needs both opportune

and motivation; and the first will bring]

second with it. For now, all the playersa

do is look forward to the conferej

championships this weekend and hope It

over the summer, the athletic departiW

decides to give them better opportunit

for playing tennis next year.
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A Summer Spent On Cycles
Drew Gruenberg (76) and Jim

Mayhew (76) spent six and one half

weeks this summer, from June 6 to July

23, cycling from Vancouver, B.C., to

Baltimore, Md. The following is an
account of their trip built around the
events of a typical 24 hour period. It is

based on two conversations with Drew
— in the first of which he described the
state by state progress of their trip and
in the second the events of a typical

day. I do not claim that everything here
is factual; for instance, I am not certain

that there is a clock in the delicatessen
in Eli or that Woodall's Campgrounds
has no entry under Valentine,
Nebraska. But I do hope that the

following gives an accurate picture of

the kind of life Jim and Drew lived

during their six weeks on the road.

When they had gotten the saddle bags
off the bikes, Drew set up the stove and
began fixing dinner while Jim pitched

the two-man tent. Though it was still

early evening, the sky was heavy; in

the east the rolling pasture-land of

northern Nebraska was already gray-
blue and disappearing. Just to the west,

clouds seemed to be preparing
something over the rooftops of Gordon-
the last small town they had come
through that day, where they had
stopped to buy groceries for dinner and
tomorrow's breakfast. Then they had
ridden eastward about half a mile to

this picnic area on the outskirts of the
town. As Drew put it in his un-

swervingly laconic manner, "We
couldn't ride too far with the
groceries."

Jim set the rain-fly over the tent, and
settling down to their dinner, they

mulled over the events of the last few
days. By about ten that morning they
had crossed the state line from South
Dakota to Nebraska. This was their

first day on the road after a three-day

lay-over at a campground in the south-

west corner of South Dakota. That
delay, during which Jim was sick,

turned out to be a blessing in disguise;

they had been planning to ride across

South Dakota, through the Pine Ridge
and Rosebud Indian Reservations,

where, during their lay-over, a shooting

and subsequent manhunt were making
national headlines. Had they keqt to

their schedule, they would have been
right in the thick of it.

As it was, safely holed up at their

campsite just west of the Pine Ridge
Reservation, they only had to contend
with fourteen tornadoes in one night, all

within a thirty mile radius, one of

which touched down within a half a mile
of them. They managed to escape
unscathed and, when Jim was well,

changed their course southward into

Nebraska.
By the time they had finished dinner

and cleaned the pots, it was almost
dark. As they had gradually reached
more and more southerly latitudes

during the past few weeks, the days had
grown imperceptibly shorter. It was
probably only about 9:00 (though
neither of them carried a watch) when
they zipped the tent closed behind
them, rolled out their sleeping bags,

and began to plan their next day's route

by flashlight. On a Nebraska roadmap,
Jim measured off ninety miles along

Route 20 to Valentine. Drew looked

under Nebraska, Valentine, in

Woodall's Campgrounds. Nothing. But
they could depend on a town park or
some hospitable native's yard for
tomorrow night's campsite. The route
looked like a good one, because it

followed roughly the eastward course of

the Niobrara River. Crossing the
Cascades in Washington and the
Rockies in Montana they had
discovered that a road along a river

meant less abrupt changes in elevation
and easier riding. In fact, the only place
they had had to actually bike over a
mountain pass was in the Cascades,
during their first week out from Van-
couver. At the top, almost buried under
four feet of snow on the shoulder of a
smooth new two-lane highway, the sign

reads "Washington Pass, Summit,
Elev. 5477 ft." To a cyclist that is

translated as thirty-one miles uphill

and seventeen miles down again. And
the sigh of relief at the top is short-lived

because the seventeen miles of

coasting, constant braking, and
downward pressure on the arms and
neck, are more tiring than the uphill

stretch. It is one of the beautiful ironies

of cycling that it is the constant,

repetitive motion — the rhythm of the
body's effort — that makes a long haul
bearable. As Drew says, "Once you're
in a groove you don't even have to think

about it. I'd even catch myself yawning
now and then" — as he pedaled along at

twenty miles per hour! The toughest
ranges the two bikers encountered

were, surprisingly, the Alleghenies, in

Pennsylvania and western Maryland—
precisely because steeper and less

consistent road-grades made it im-

possible to establish the kind of rhythm
that carried them over the Cascades.
Jim and Brew talked for a while

longer, stretched out in their sleeping

bags, staring at the roof of the tent. The
flashlight, which lay on the map bet-

ween, poured forth a parabola of hard
white light that caught the eastern half

of Nebraska — Valentine, Emmet,
Plainview, Randolf, and Sioux City,

Iowa — and then spread twisted and
diffused over the feet of the sleeping

bags, leaving Omaha, Lincoln, and
Kansas in the dark somewhere to the

south.

That night Drew half-woke to the

muffled sound of rain against the

waterproof fly. He sensed the wind still

blowing from the east, as it had all the

previous day. He remembered bringing

the packs into the tent and rolled over,

asleep. Only the bikes were out in the

rain; there was nothing to do about
that, except dry them carefully in the

morning.
When Jim crawled out of the tent,

the sun was just scaling the rooftop of

Gordon. That meant it was still around
7:00 ; they could get an early start and,

if all went well, make up some of the

ground their delay in South Dakota had
cost them. At this point neither of them
really knew whether they would make
it all the way. This day marked the end
of their fourth week on the road, and
they still had almost half the distance

between Vancouver and Baltimore

before them. There were some mor-
nings when the whole thing seemed
preposterous— when they would crawl
out of the tent to meet a 20mph head-

wind or 30 miles of unpaved road. Or
sometimes it was simply the propor-

tions of the thing they'd un-
dertaken : You look at the map, and then
the stretch of road before you. The eye
traces effortlessly the vertical jog in

the line that crosses the page; but it

means a half a day of traveling south-

ward, leaving home as far away as
ever. A week to cross Montana, whose
sheer si2e seemed to absorb your
energy and leave you in the same
abandoned landscape day after day.
Jim had almost quit when he was sick.

Drew had set a deadline for himself
(August 1), simply because he did not
want to spend the whole summer on a
bicycle. Here it was July 3rd; they had
had only a few minor delays so far; and
almost half the country still lay east of
thsm.

But this bright, clear morning in

western Nebraska inspired just the
opposite mood. Over a cold breaktasi

they checked the eastward course of

Route 20 on the map — Merriman, Eli,

Drew Grueaburg and Jim Mayhew

Cody, Nenzel, Kilgore, Crookston, and
Valentine . It was at least 90 miles; but

by the time they had packed the saddle

bags and checked over the bikes, a stiff

tail-wind fairly pushed them down the

road.

The wind is both a cyclist's greatest

ally and his most bitter enemy. One
reason for traveling from west to east is

to take advantage of the prevailing

wind. This meteorological foresight did

not pay off as well as expected. Drew
recalls a majority of days when the

wind was out of the east. (Of course, a

skeptic might well ask whether a

cyclist's memory is not apt to retain

more headwinds than tail winds.)

The bike is in second gear. The body,

after several weeks of spending more
than half its waking hours cycling,

settles naturally into place. As the legs

move faster, one hand glides from the

curved clothbound handle-bars to the

gear-levers between the knees. The
front derailleur lifts and slides

sideways. The chain snickers for an

instant between sprockets, seventh

gear. The increased pressure on the

legs feels good, relieves the weight on

the arms and spine. The body works
toward a steady pace. The hand moves
to the right gear-lever. The sound of

the chain comes from the back wheel _
this time, eighth gear.

These are in a sense the most im-

Continued on Page 4



© The feature article has taken on a

-£ new character in the past decade as

§ witnessed by Tom Wolfe's Radical Chic

Z and Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers,

- Joe Eszerhas' Charlie Simpson's

n Apocalypse, and Truman Capote's In

© Cold Blood. In these writings one finds

E abrupt changes in point of view, the

_2 structure of a short story, and dialogue;

mmmammmmmEditorial mmmmmmmmmm

A Statement ofPurpose
in other words, elements conventional-

ly taboo in journalism. The adoption of

these so-called fictional devices by the

feature writer has, in general, helped

further the evolution of the feature

article from a simple biographical

portrait to a highly developed form of

investigative reportage. The 'Don'ts' of

the journalistic style book have been

reduced to a single admonition: don't

fictionalize the facts. If reportage were
to stray from actuality, it would be

indistinguishable from fiction and other

forms of non-fiction (e.g., expository

prose). The Do's' of journalism are, in a

sense, unlimited.

The majority of articles appearing in

the Elm will not be in the staid jour-

nalistic style of previous years. Rather,

editing will be strict only in keeping

with the facts, not with any journalistic

style book. Journalism can only

progress through innovations in style.

Inventions of facts, of course, prevent

writing from being termed journalism.

The SGA Newsletter
The Student Government Association

(SGA) has a new form this year. In-

stead of the traditional single body of

senators, headed by the SGA President,

there are two bodies this year headed
by an Executive Committee.
One body, the Student Academic

Board (SAB), focuses on academics of

college life. The SAB is comprised of

students from each department who
were elected last spring by depart-

mental majors.

The other body, the Student Union
iSU), deals with the social aspect of

student life. SU representatives elected

last Wednesday by students in each

dorm. Jean Johnson, Vicki Krowe, and
.lav Hall, were appointed Social

Chairmen to the SU by SGA President

John Moag.
The Executive Committee is com-

posed of: John Moag, President; Bill

Hallam, Vice President; Dee Willis,

Assistant to the Vice President; Leslie

Kitchen, Secretary-Treasurer; and Jeff

Merriam, Parlimentarian. It is

primarily the members of this com-
mittee who set SGA policy and see that

all members of the governing body
adhere to it.

The SGA policy emphasizes the

student this year. As president John
Moag explained, the SGA "will attempt
to be the student-run, student-oriented

organization whose primary purpose
will be to service the students at

Washington College, and speak in their

behalf at all levels."

Moag would like to empower WC
students by facilitating their "input" to

the administration and its various

committees. He claims that before this

can be done, students must realize their

importance in decision-making
processes which affect them. Moag
hopes to see student involvement in

both faculty and administrative strata.

For economic and circulation

Mrs. Soloman Elected

New Board Member
Mrs. Lillian Cohen Solomon was

elected last April to the Board of

Visitors and Governors of Washington

College. Mrs. Solomon, a summa cum
laude graduate of George Washington

University and a Phi Beta Kappa Key
holder, replaces retiring Board
member. Dr. Milton Eisenhower.

A D.C. resident, Mrs. Solomon has

taught remedial reading in Washington
schools on a voluntary basis. She has

also been a chief librarian, again on a
voluntary basis. Mrs. Solomon is also

associated with the Cohen-Solomon
Trust, a charitable organization en-

dowing many and varied organizations.

Contacted by a friend of the Board
and asked to submit her name to the

nominations committee, Mrs. Solomon
decided to visit the campus during the

summer break. She explained that she

liked the "disciplines, the past history

and the locale of the College."

Believing that "Private individuals

should help private colleges," Mrs.
Solomon was pleased by her election to

the Board.

"I'm a great believer in personal

freedoms.. .often, however, one has to

work slowly, like a snail... (to achieve

themt," Mrs. Solomon noted. "We are

indebted to the College students of

today — they helped to defeat

regimentation of appearance and
directed national attention to the

Vietnamese war and other political

issues."

"Always interested in academics"
and "impressed with Dr. McLain and
his explanation of Washington College"

Mrs. Solomon commented that she

"was very happy to be a member of the

Board."
While Mrs. Solomon is the latest

addition to the Board, the Nominations
Committee is planning to meet
Saturday to consider replacements for

two retiring members, George E.
Holbrook, a Director of DuPont, and
Roger M. Kelly, Vice Chairman of

Seaboard Coastline Industries.

Kim Stelrstorfer
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G.I.Joe?

reasons, the SGA newsletter will ap-

pear weekly in the Elm. I'm grateful to

editor Amy Rhett for her offer to

publish the newsletter.

— The first Student Academic Board
meeting was held last Monday, Sep-

tember eighth. Minutes from that

meeting should be published soon, but

one important resolution resulted from
that meeting and deserves comment
now.

The SAB approved a motion which
asked the Appointments and Tenure

Committee to supply an agenda of the

committees' business to the SGA and to

allow an oral presentation on behalf of

the students on the committees'

business.

For example, when Professor X from
the Y Department is up for tenure the

SGA will : 1 ) be notified that Prof. X will

be up before the committee and 2) send
the SAB representative from the Y
department to give an oral evaluation

of the professor for the whole com-
mittee. The oral presentation will be

the result of a personal, responsible

gathering of information and opinion

from other students in the Y depart-

ment. The result of such a presentation

will be a responsible, organized and
formalized input of student openion.

The faculty handbook specifies that

student input is desirable on this

committee. The purpose of this motion

is to formalize that input, present it

before the whole committee in a brief

and organized fashion and open the

evaluation to the questions and
criticisms of the members of the

committee. Students will have a clear-

cut route to present their opinion of a

professor coming before the com-

mittee. At the same time the committee

will have a clear-cut idea of student

opinion.

In discussing the motion with Dr.

McLain, he admitted he was somewhat
defensive about the motion but said he

wasn't against it. So I'm not sure

exactly where President McLain
stands. I will ask the Senate tonight to

unanimously approve the SAB motion

and I will than submit our formal

request to the committee.
— Mon. is the first meeting of the

Senate, since this paper will be out

Wed., no doubt The Elm will cover the

meeting. The executive motions beofre

the committee are : 1 ) An SGA letter to

Amtrak encouraging student travel

rates and a Eurail Pass type ticket. 2)

Allocation of (500 for an SGA weekend
on Sept. 26, 27. 3) Allotment of prize

money for SGA Tug-0-War tournament.

4) And a couple other insignificant

motions. In the future it will be

executive policy to allot no money,

either loan or grant, to groups or

organizations who atempted to make a

profit off of a social function for

students. I was personally dismazed at

the cost of the Senior Class Dance. The
SGA offered $100 more than the $250

allotted if they would drop their ad-

mission charge (we later ammended
that to 25 cents). They declined citing

that they wished to retain a profit.

While certainly the profit is going to

very good use (Senior gift to the

college) SGA funds will not, in

the future, be alloted to this type of

function where profit-making is a
motive.
— I have appointed Peter Moulder as_

Chairman of the Student Judicary

Board and Vicky Kraive, Gene Johnson

and Jay Hall as the three social

chairmen. Any suggestions you have
regarding the social life should be

directed to one of three or your senator.

— lists of students on committees,
senators and SAB representatives will

be made available on campus this

week.
— The SGA will host music and cheap

beer all afternoon Saturday the 27th in

front of Hodson Hall before and after

the first home soccer game. There will

also be a movie that weekend.
— The SGA office will formally open

sometime this week.
— The SGA is giving full support to

the new Judicary System. Any com-
plaints regarding anyone or anything

should go to the Judicial Screening

Board: They will handle any
grievances you have or will send you
elsewhere. Check with the Student

Affairs Office.

— The three Social Chairmen will

organize a Homecoming Committee
this week. Homecoming will take place

in the fall this year, November 7,8,9. We
want a full schedule all weekend— your
participation is encouraged. This year

we would like to hold a big concert

where costs can be cut by selling tickets

and thus reducing the SGA cost to no

more than it was last year. Tell us what
your music tastes are. How about Tony
Orlando and Dawn?
Enjoy your week.

John Moag
SGA Pres.

For information about placing

ads in the Washington College

Elm write to: Ad Manager,
Washington College Elm,

Washington College, Chester-

town, Md. 21620.



Turn Over: Ten New to Faculty

Richard De Prospo
Early American literature is the love

and forte of Richard De Prospo, new
Assistant Professor of English. De
Prospo, originally from New York,
attended Yale University as an un-

dergraduate where he majored in

English. Prom there, he pursued his

special interest, early American
Literature of the Colonial period, at the

University of Virginia.

DePtospo is the only member of the
English department with a keen in-

terest in American Literature besides
Bob Day, whose interest lies in con-
temporary literature. De Prospo finds

this fact both "frightening and
challenging." He is in charge of the

American Lit program here, and feels

it is his responsibility to "broaden the
program, as well as deepen it."

De Prospo fears the program,
designed and taught by one person,

may eventually grow stale. This is a
possibility he hopes to avoid by en-

couraging an "interchange" of English
professors. For example, if one of

the other English professors taught a
course in American literature for a
semester or two, De Prospo would
teach a course in European literature

for that semester. In this way, students
in the American Lit program would not

be exposed to the same professor for

four years. And vice versa.

De Prospo is also responsible for

coordinating his program with the

American Studies major. He intends to

introduce "non-literary" work, e.g.,

William James or Santayana, in

courses specifically designed for the

major.

DeProspo is teaching History of

American Literature and the American
Culture seminar.

Robert Chauncey

Washington College and the Eastern

Shore are recent discoveries for Robert

Chauncey, who joined the Sociology

department this fall. When he and his,

wife, Lynne, visited Rock Hall this

summer, they were "surprised to see so

many Pennsylvania and New Jersey

license plates." Chauncey, who is from
Philadelphia, had never been to the

Eastern Shore, and had never heard of

Washington. College.

Both WC and the Eastern Shore are
.very different from the places
Chauncey is used to. He studied at
Temple University in Philadelphia as
an undergraduate, and received his
MA. from that institution. He holds a
Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota
where he spent the past three years
researching "family reactions to

schizophrenic children." The greatest
difference Chauncey noted between the
WC community and those of Temple
and the University of Minnesota is in

size and population. He is living in

Stillpond, where "a funeral parlor, an
abandoned house, and corn fields"

surround his house. "It's a change from
the large city or university, but a
favorable one."

Actually, Chauncey views the size of

WC and its removed location as both its

strength and weakness. He feels that

teaching rather than research is em-
phasized. Chancey sees the lack of an

opportunity to do some research while

teaching as the main weakness of

the College. He characterized this as a

"town-gown" problem.

Chauncey is very impressed with the

Sociology department here, especially

because he feels there is a good effort to

keep the course material "as current as
possible" and "applicable to student

demands."

Larry Israelite

Larry Israelite, though a new
member of the faculty, is a familiar
face to many here. He graduated from
WC two years ago 5s a Drama major. A
person with diversified interests, Larry
also attended a graduate level course in

film making during the summer
following his junior year, and made
three films as a student here, including
one on Ecology.

After graduating, Larry worked in

Newark, N.J. at the Gouger Middle
School and at Shaffer's Bar. He was
also involved in a special summer
school for fourth graders which was
"basically a program in affective

education."

Larry, who is Director of Audio-

Visual Services for WC, explained that

the College did not want an audio-visual

expert who might grow bored with "the

piddlely work" still a great part of the

job. Larry feels he can "expand with

the position." "And the position is

expanding," he said emphatically.

Larry is working on a "sesame street

type" of film to be used in beginning

French classes here. He also will be
conducting a course in photography and
film making for all interested students.

He'd eventually like to set up a studio

for local film production. This would
include video-tape media covering

sports events and providing
educational programs not always
available on television. He would like to

expand his position to be a greater

"student-teacher oriented" media
service.

.

DC
JonWobl

Jon Wohl was known during his un-

dergraduate years at Cornell
University as the 'Rat Man of Ithaca'.

The number 1 rat psychologist even-
tually saw the Piagetian Light though,

and returned to his home town. New
York City. 'Whether he saw the light

while a student at Cornell, or in New
York, or later in Switzerland remains
an obscure point.) There he "won a
football scholarship" (well, he must
have been the 'well rounded' student) to

the New School of Social Research. His
football team was referred to as the
Pink Tide, but whether this title holds a
political persuasion, sources refused to

disclose.

Wohl also studied in Switzerland with
'Madame Sinclair', a "prodigy of

Piagret". At some point in his

illustrious career, he became
fascinated with language acquisition

and development. He specialized in

language under Madame Sinclair, a
"prodigy of Piaget", in Switzerland. At
the end of a year, his desire for "a
really cold" beer and American "fried

chicken" overcame his better
judgement, and he returned to the

States.

Wohl received his Ph.D. from the

Yeshiva Institute in New York City.

Dr. Larry Satek

Dr. Satek has joined the Chemistry
department as a specialist in physical

and inorganic chemistry. He received

his Ph.D. in 1972 from the University of

Maryland, and continued his advanced
'studies as a post-doctoral fellow at the

University of North Dakota for two
years. He returned to the University of

Maryland in 1973 as a Visiting Assistant

Professor.

Dr. Satek is fully enjoying the relaxed

atmosphere of Washington College. As
he commented, "To date, no one has

asked me what will be on an exam."

Michael Goldstein

Michael Goldstein, who has "grown
used to apathetic students", is pleased
with the "energetic" students here. For
the past six years, he has been teaching
psychology at Lawrence University. He
received his MA and Ph.D. from the

University of Wisconsin where he
studied physiological psychology. His
interests lie in the neural basis of

motivation, and particularly in psycho-
biological rhythms. The latter involves

the feeding behavior of man and
animals.

Dr. William Bailey

The Economics department has a
new chairman this year. He is Dr.
William Bailey, originally from Texas
and a former consultant for the U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Dr. Bailey completed his

graduate studies at the University of

Maryland. He has taught at American
University as well as the University of

Maryland, and has also worked for the

Commerce Department.
Dr. Bailey feels completely ac-

climated to the East after over ten

years of study and work in Washington,
D.C. and Maryland, though the trace of

a Texas accent remains. He finds the

Eastern Shore particularly

"beautiful", and its people especially

"kind and helpful."

At present. Dr. Bailey is busy
developing long and short term plans
for the Economics department's future.

He feels the Department still has "a
long way to go" from where it was two
years ago. He wants to "move it further

towards something which will be good
for the campus as well as the College."

Dr. Bailey believes there are
"several different paths for learning

economics", and hopes to open these

paths for students. Last week, he
started an 'Economics Club' for

Department majors in which he intends

to "mix fun with learning."

"Hopefully," he explained, "I'll be able

to cash-in some old favors from my
days in the Commerce Department and
Department of Health, Education, and

Continued on Page 4



Science

E Melody Echard

2 Last fall, an unresolved controversy

- arose concerning the effects of

^§ propellants from aerosol cans on the

<D ozone layer in the upper atmosphere.

E Apparently, environmentalists are

_p roncerened with the possibility that a
o vast quantity of the slow-rising
^ rhlorofluorocarbons released from

aerosol products will accumulate in the

stratosphere in the near future. Once
accumulated, these gases will undergo

reactions which, in effect, will consume
the ozone which acts as a shield against

damaging ultra-violet rays emitted

continuously by the sun. (Ozone is a

form of oxygen which contains three

atoms of oxygen per molecule, as op-

posed to normal molecular oxygen with

only two atoms. It possesses special

properties which not only allow it to act

as a radiation shield from the sun, but

also allow it to undergo reactions with

eases that would normally be classified

as non-reactive or "inert" in the

presence of normal air.)

A major scientific and medical

concern has been the fact that adverse

effects from these rays include cellular

abnormalities causing skin cancer.

Photobi ologists have been meeting to

discuss the possible implications of

even the slightest changes in the level

of ultra violet radiation striking the

surface of the planet. It seems that at

present, both animals and plants

depend on certain levels of ultra violet

energy for many activities. Plants

utilize ultra violet rays for energy in

photosynthesis, whereby (with the use

of chlorophyll) they convert water and
rarbon dioxide into sugar and oxygen.

Humans depend on ultra violet rays for

luxuries as tanning, and also for

vitamin D production for the skin.

Although not as severly damaging as

higher energy x-rays and gamma rays

also emitted by the sun, with an in-

crease in UV-radiation there is also an
increased possibility of mutations in

DNA, fthe cellular molecule necessary
for the transmittance of information

during any sort of growth, main-
tenance, or reproduction). Even with a
slight rise in the UV level, scientists are
saying that cumulative genetic effects

cnuld occur which may not be noted for

vears. Since there are only two DNA
strands in each cell, as opposed to

hundreds of other proteins, any ar-

tificially induced alteration can have
severe consequences.

New emphasis is being placed on the
question of widespread crop destruc-
tion and the effects of radiation on non-
domesticated animals lacking suf-

ficient shelter against exposure. Also, a
previously obscure issue has been the
effect of ultra violet rays on the entire

aquatic ecosystem. The entire food
chain of the ocean is dependent on
algae, which may have a severe drop in

efficiency of photosynthesis with an
increase in radiation. The effects of this

would be two-fold. Primarily the algae
serves as a food source for small fish

and micro-organisms, which are then
consumed by larger and larger animals
down the food chain. Obviously, a lack
of efficiency in photosynthesis would
mean a reduced rate of reproduction,
less food for the fishes, and ultimately
less food for a major portion of the
world's homo sapiens dependent on the

sea for sustenance. The second result of

a smaller number of micro-organisms

at the surface would be a reduced

amount of carbon dioxide-oxygen ex-

change between air and water. Con-

sequences of lack of regulation at the

water's surface would include im-

proper nutrient sedimentation,

nitrogen fixation, and water

purification.

Tests on domesticated vegetables

and fruits show a decreased level of

productivity in relation to higher than

normal levels of ultra violet radiation.

Sensitive plants include corn, peas,

tomatoes, cotton, rice and soybeans, in

addition to essential grains such as

wheat.

Although the level of ozone con-

sumption and subsequent ultra violet

increases can only be estimated at

present, it is obvious that even the

slightest increases will have profound

effects upon life on the entire surface of

the planet. As if adding insult to injury,

a group of scientists at NASA have

calculated that a nuclear war could also

have the effect of reducing atmospheric

ozone by amounts ranging from as little

as 16 per cent to 70 per cent depending

on whether the effects are evenly

distributed over the entire Northern

hemisphere. Reduction of ozone would

take place through reaction with nitric

oxide released during the holocaust.

Calculations of this sort appear to

contain a touch of grim irony. One
wonders if radiation poisoned in-

tellectuals will be sitting around after

World War III computing their "I-told-

you-so's". At any rate, as Ralph Nader
says, you get more for your money with

non-aerosol products, and ozone

destruction is a bad buy at any price.

Turn Over:
Continued from Page 3

Welfare, and have economists from
Washington visit with us." The club

may publish analyses of present and
future economic periods.

Dr. Bailey's special interests are in

economic development and history.

"Nothing Unique...

Paul Boertlein

Paul Boertlein's interest in the

purpose Admissions serves at any
institution was first sparked while he
was stationed at the U.S. Military Prep-

School. There Boertlein coached soccer

and worked in Admissions. For a time,

he was head of Admissions, and dealt

with many Congressmen who wanted
appointments at West Point secured for

their sons. "It was working with people,

really, with the boys," that "I en-

joyed." explained Boertlein.

After leaving the Prep-school,

Boertlein worked for Admissions at

Prince Georges Community College,

just outside of Washington D.C., in their

Community Articulation Program.
There he also worked as a counselor for
the Upward Bound program for

veterans who entered the military

without finishing high school.

Boertlein came to Washington
College in 1973 and graduated last year

as an Art History major. His ex-

perience as a student here, and now as

an administrator Boertlein feels obliges

him to "bring students here, both

academically and socially." He ex-

plained, "I'd like to see some students

come to Washington College not only to

be challenged, but to challenge that

College to challenge them."

Unfortunately, Christine Pabon,
Howard Silver, and Eva Schmergel do

not appear in this issue. Articles about

their careers and present offices will be

in a forthcoming issue. Our apologies.

Amy Rhett

Continued from Page 1

portant moments of the trip, these first

few miles of a clear day in Nebraska.

By the end of the fifth week, Drew and

Jim would be in eastern Iowa, almost to

the Mississippi. During the sixth week,

eastern Ohio, where they stopped for a

few days. And three days from there,

Baltimore. During these next few days

they would cross the last two sprawling

states west of the Mississippi. From
that landmark it was almost as though

the proportions of the land were

diminishing. When they reached
eastern Ohio by July 20th (on a route

which, according to Drew, took them
("perilously close to Chicago"), it

finally hit them that they were over a

week ahead of Drew's August 1

deadline. Those last few days west of

the Mississippi put them "over the

hump". But that is retrospection. As
Drew says, "If you were always pulling

out the map and calculating, you'd

never make it."

The legs pump through a small rise in

the road; with each stroke the spine

lifts a little, the hands pull against the

bars. As the grade levels out, the back

straightens to catch the tail-wind. The
muscles have found a familiar rhythm,

but the bike is out-running them.

Without interrupting the fluid motion,

one hand moves from bar to lever and

back again. In ninth gear an
equilibrium of speed and effort is

established. Bike and body are "in a

groove", one mechanism. The eyes are

taking in some cattle on a hillside. The
mouth yawns.

The sun was high when they took

their first break. Around them was all

grazing land. The only trees shaded an
occasional farm house. They didn't

expect to find any shade along the road

until the first town, Merriman, which

ought to be only a few miles further.

But they had already been riding

almost two hours and needed a short

break, during which they polished off a

couple of Milky Ways.
By the clock in a delicatessen in Eli,

where they stopped for lunch, it was
12:15. They had made good time that

morning, had covered about half the

distance to Valentine, but the wind had
already begun to swing to the south. By
the time they were on the road again it

blew from the southeast. Their tail-

wind had gradually become a 25 mph
headwind. Drew rode close behind Jim,

so that their wheels were almost

touching. After a few miles he pulled in

front, and Jim now settled in close

behind Drew's real wheel. By "draf-

ting" in this way the rear man could

escape the full force of the head-wind;

he met with less resistance and could

ride more easily. By taking turns

drafting one behind the other, they

•could conserve energy and make better

time. But the going was still much
slower than in the morning. They were
forced to ride in lower gears; it was
harder to take one's mind away from
the road and the cycling; and then-

stops were more frequent.

It took them over an hour to cover the

12 miles between Eli and Cody; and
they had to stop again a few miles later,

while Jim replaced two broken spokes.

During the entire trip they had only

minor repairs to deal with — a change

of tires and bearings in south Dakota,

occasional broken spokes, and Jim
rode the last stretch fromOhio with only

one brake. They carried extra spokes in

their saddle bags. Jim replaced the

broken ones, turned the bike upside

down to center the wheel by adjusting

the spokes, and soon they were riding

again.

It was already after 4:00 when they

reached Kilgore. Normally they would
have stopped sometime in the next two

hours, to find a grocery store and a

campsite and be done with dinner

before dark. But today they decided to

push on and get to Valentine, even if it

meant being on the road until 8:00 .

Other than the headwind, the weather

was perfect. The road was smooth and
relatively free of traffic — only the

occasional trucker who would do
everything he could to blow a couple of

hippies off the road ("Disappointing,

but expected," is Drew's comment).
By the time they reached Crookston,

12 miles west of Valentine, they had
been up eleven hours. Eight of those

eleven hours they had scent on the

bikes, and another hour or more of

riding lay before them. The sunlight

was thinning to a layer of gold on the

hills, and their own weaving shadows
stretched out on the road before them.
"The bike is everything." It is the

common denominator through all the

transformations of landscape, climate,

people, mood. The typical tourist does

not experience this phenomenon with

his car or camper, because there is not

the same intimate relationship there as

between the bike and the body that

rides it. Everything from the route they

traveled to the incidents that stick in

their memory revolves around the fact

that Jim and Drew were traveling by
bike. A Gestalt psychologist might want
to note that their favorite food while on
the road was.. .dough-nuts, round ones,

with the hole in the middle.

Drew is quick to point out that there is

nothing unique about their summer.
Others have made similar trips in the

past, and more people are doing it

every year. It is an inexpensive way to

see a lot of country; and a biker is

bound to be more aware of the land —
its shape and breadth, its people. But
Drew also admits an important element
of challenge in the trip, a challenge

which most of us, like most of the

people they met along the way, would
rather admire from a distance. It takes

a particular kind of temperment to face

those 3000 miles of back roads and take

them one stretch at a time. Most of us

would be "always pulling out the map
and calculating." Or we would suc-

cumb to the frustrations of immobility,

lock the bike to a tree, and flag down a
bus to... Yellowstone, the Grand
Canyon, California...all the things a
biker has to forego if he wants to get

home in the same decade. The story of

their trip is fascinating, but in a way it

must remain as unreal and
unimaginable to us as the size of

Montana. Perhaps the kind of passive

admiration it inspires in us is best

revealed in the response of the keepr of

a general store in the middle of

nowhere, Montana. Upon hearing Jim
and Drew describe their trip, after a

few moments of inner turmoil during

which deep wrinkles swept across his

bald head and excitement nearly

overwhelmed his otherwise cheerful

countenance, he appeared suddenly to

have made some resolution as he shook

his head, grinned, and announced,

"Gosh! I'm really glad you guys are

doing this!"

David LaMotte

River Front Dining
New gastronomic delights are

titilating the tastebuds of Chester-

ton ians. Amidst scenic Kibler's

Marina, one can dine at leisure in an
olde converted barn, the Old Wharf Inn.

This most recent addition to the

culinary purveyors on the local scene is

managed by Larry Linville of our own
humble cafeteria and of Phil Crab
House fame.

Moderate prices and a well stocked

har make the Old Wharf Inn perfect for

an enjoyable evening with friends.

Kathy Wagner
Jan Biro
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Dr. Logue: the Present j
May we remind students and faculty

that the Elm Forum is designed to

generate interest in, as well as explore
different facets of a particular topic.

We invite you to submit- your individual
thoughts on any of the topics covered,
and trust you will take part in

presenting a topic you feel is relevant to

our community.

At Monday's meeting of the SAB, Dan
Ingold, a physics major, proposed the
following motion: -

"Whereas student input is deemed
essential to the. appointment and tenure
process; Resolved, that a committee be
formed to investigate the case of Dr.

Logue, and to determine the
justifiability of requesting a reopening
of the case. A roll call vote was con-
ducted on the motion. It was approved
unanimously.

Dan has been actively concerned with
the case of Dr. Logue for some time
now. He and Bill Moody have done an
extensive job of research. The results of

mis investigation were reported in the
last issue of the Elm. There remain
three areas of obscurity, and
presumedly, Dan's committee will

attempt to shed light on them. (Dan
reported that he intends to invite any
interested faculty members to join the

committee.)

In the previous Elm article about the
Logue ease, several letters were
mentioned and some were in part
reprinted. On September 2nd, Logue
wrote a letter to Dean Hanson formally
requesting that the Advisory Com-
mittee on Appointments and Tenure
reconsider the question of his tenure.

On September 9th, Robert Day sent his

petition, signed by thirty faculty
members, and an accompanying letter

to President McLain. { see chart for the
names of the faculty members)
Reportedly, September 9th is the only
day the Advisory Committee on Ap-
pointments and Tenure met this year.

On September nth. Dean Hanson
replied to Dr. Logue's request. He
wrote, "President McLain has asked
for the counsel of the Committee and
been advised not to. reconsider your
case. He has accepted that recom-
mendation." On September
16th, Dr. Logue wrote
a letter to President

McLain in which he requested that both
Dr. McLain and the Committee
reconsider President McLain's decision
of last spring. Logue presented his
reasons for requesting a recon-
sideration. On September 17th,

President McLain replied to Robert
Day's letter and petition, stating that
after conferring with the members of
the Committee he had decided not to

reopen matters. On September 22nd, he
sent the following letter to Dr. Logue:

Dear Dr. Logue:
Your request that the Committee and

I reconsider my decision to terminate
your contract at the end of this

academic year has been received.

We have had two such previous
requests, from you to the Dean and
from a group of colleagues. The
decision not to reconsider has been
conveyed to you in the first instance
and to Mr. Day in the second.
The decision remains unaltered not to

reconsider your tenure further. My
letter of May 7, 1975, is still in effect.

Soviets

Not to be Trusted
John D. Hemenway's statements

may seem strong and based on in-

sufficient evidence but bis background
and experience prove that he is not a

layman in his field. In one year the U. S.

Consulate General in Munich, one of the

largest U.S. Consular establishments in

the world, was transformed from an
inefficient organization into a well-run

establishment, cited by the State

Department as an excellent model for

other consulates to emulate. Hemen-
way was personally commended for his

job in supervising the reorganization.

Supervising sensitive Department of

Defense and State Department
programs, the Inter-Departmental
Berlin Task Force and other consular,

personnel and managerial capacities

have made him a specialist in Soviet,

German, and Eastern European af-

fairs.

Hemenway's interests and ex-

periences are not limited to diplomacy

and foreigh affairs. He was a U.S.

Infantry Lieutenant by the age of

by Sue BisehoH
eighteen, received a B.S. in engineering
from the U.S. Naval Academy, and was
in the U.S. Air Force. Hemenway was a
Rhodes Scholar at the University of
Oxford where he studied Politics,

Philosophy, and Economics, He has
done graduate work at the University of

Oxford and Georgetown University. He
is a graduate of the Army Intelligence

School, Oberammargau, and the
Armed Forces Staff College, Norfolk.

He also speaks Russian and German
fluently.

After being dismissed as an officer in

the American Foreign Service in 1968,

Hemenway was appointed by Nixon as
a special assistant in the pemagon. His
testifying against severa. Nixon ap-
pointees, including Secretary of State
Kissinger caused him to be fired. In

July , 1975 Hemenway was elected, by a
very close margin, president of the

American Foreign Service Association,

the diplomat's equivalent of the
American Medical Association.

Continued on Page 2

What Dan Ingold and others find
obscure about this sequence of letters is
the fsupposed) fact that this year's
Committee has only met once, on
September 9th. Dan's committee would
like to know, definitely, whether or not
the Committee did read and discuss
both Dr. Logue's letter to Dean. Hanson
and Robert Day's letter and petition.
Beyond this, they would like to know if

President McLain ignored the request
Logue made in his second letter, which
was written because in a meeting of Dr.
Logue and Dean Hanson, Hanson had
said that anappeal could be made to the
President.

Dan Ingold and the four other physics
majors plus one student, Dave Owens,
who- was taken upper-level physics
courses with Dr. Logue, met with Dean
Hanson on September 18th. Dean
Hanson told these students that his
"position" on the Logue case, as be sees
it, is "that the case is closed." His only
job, as he sees it, is to find a new
chairman for the physics department
by next fall. Dean Hanson also told the
students that Robert Day's petition

by Amy Rhett

"holds no weight" because it could
have been signed for a variety of

reason. He said tetters written by the
signers of the petition would be much
more effective. Therefore, Dan's
committee will look into the possibility

of having both students and faculty
write letters stating their reasons foe
having the case reviewed once again,
and other possibilities along this line.

Last year's Appointment and Tenure
Committee was composed of President
McLain, Acting Dean Nate Smith, Dr.
An, Dr. Creegan, Mr. Lamond, and Dr.
Miller. Dr. Miller replaced Dr. Gary
Clark, who was on a leave of absence.
Dr. Clark did sit in on the last meeting
of the Committee, as did Dr. Miller.
Though Dr. Clarke was allowed to
participate in the Committee's
discussions, he did not vote. Dan's
committee will investigate this matter
in order to determine whether or not the
Committee's decision (neutral) reflects
the opinion of the faculty.

Con tinned on page 2

The A.A.U.P. at

Washington College
by Kim SHerstorfer

The Association of American
University Professors (the AAUP) was
organized seventy-five years ago by a

group of Ivy League professors to

protect academic freedom and promote
the spread of tenure. The tenure
system, as defined and protected by the
AAUP, ensures the college teacher the
rights to control the content of his

courses and to criticize the institution's

administration and policies without
fear of censure or firing.

The AAUP, over the course of its

existence, altered its original con-
stituency. The organization is no longer
limited to Ivy Leave institutions, but
serves all American colleges and
universities.

Recommended conditions for tenure

( concerning such items as the length of

teaching time required to qualify for

tenure consideration, etc.) and stan-

dards of due notice (the amount of

notice received by a fired professor)

have been created by the AAUP in an

attempt to regularize national tenure

practices and procedures. The AAUP
also acts as an advisor to professors

who are dissatisfied with individual

tenure, or hiring and firing decisions.

The extent of AAUP's interest includes

all disputed cases regardless of

whether or not the professor is a dues

paying member.
The punitive measure available to the

AAUP, the creation of a list censuring

colleges and universities that have

either abused tenure procedures or

trespassed on the rights of tenured
personnel, wields only moral clout. Dr.

Kevin McDonnell, president of the local

chapter of the AAUP, noted that the

significance of the censure list is that

"a national organization feels that this

institution does not respect academic
freedom ... When the job market was
good, those institutions on the list could

not attract the calibre of teacher that

they would like..."

The AAUP is, at present, engaged in

widening its role to service as a

Collective Bargaining ^agent. The
organization already acts at the

mediating table for St. Johns College in

New York, the State University of New
York, and the University of Rhode

Island. Dr. McDonnell observed that

"The AAUP works well at small and

relatively polite institutions ... they are

used to very genteel organizations.

Different strategy has to be used when
you are dealing with the complexities of

the New York State school system."

Fifty percent of the Washington
College faculty are members of the

AAUP. Dr. McDonnell explained that

the figures are probably not higher

because the dues are'"expensive." The
local chapter of the AAUP was not

consulted in the recent cases of Robert

Janson-LaPahneand Dr. Larry Logue.

Both professors dealt directly with the

national organization-
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qj It is not surprising to learn that

,0 another viper nest has been made,

£ this time in the private room of a

3 Washington College student. In

2 fact, one expects to come upon

s£ these nests almost anywhere.

Tf Certainly the beginnings of such

Editorial

to
hotbeds can be observed in the

C abundance of broken glass around

§ the farm lane, in the welter of

"7? Papst paper cups and beer bottles

•S outside the CoffeeHouse, and in the

scattered incidents of groups of

males yelling obscenties outside

me girl's dorms. The College has

acquired several case histories of

vandalism, of snake nests, and one

must wonder why.

What is it that would cause an

otherwise normal student to make
such violent and confused

statements of displeasure? Does

the College, in the image it

presents to prospective students or

in the attitude it takes towards

students enrolled, inadvertently

foster destructive tendencies? Is

the viper nest the result of an-

tagonistic attitudes of students and

faculty?

In an effort to eventually be able

to answer these questions, the Elm
is sponsoring a survey of what

students and faculty think is the

attitude they take towards one

another and towards academic and

social life here at Washington
College.

One can, in the meantime, offer a
suspicion. That is, that it is most
likely an attitude of the faculty and
administration which undercuts
the motivation of students to be
students. One suspects such an
attitude in decisions that

professors of unquestionably high
caliber are unsuitable for

Washington College and in the

amusement students hold for

certain professors. One does not
find in most instances an attitude

on the part of the faculty which
bolsters the motivation of students.

It can be argued that it is the

students who provide no incentive
for professors to want to aid them.
It should be, and is at many other
institutions, a given that professors
want to take part in each student's

academic progression, and enjoy
doing so. One cannot help even-
tually feel that it is not given here
at Washington College, and that too
many students suffer an un-
dermining of their possible
achievement of a meaningful
college experience.

The Elm Staff

While the Cat is away,

the Mice will play...

For many it may still have been

"Friday Night", but Tom Reegan was
thinking as he left the Coffee House that

it was actually 1:00 Saturday morning
and time to hit the sack. His somnolent

thoughts were shortly interruped by a

SMASH from the direction of Somerset.

It was a moonless night (well, the sun

hadn't risen yet), and Tom, about 20

yards from the fire lane, couldn't make
out anything unusual from across the

frisbee field.

Later, approximately 1:15, from his

room on the third floor of Somerset,
Tom heard sounds of glass shattering.

He thought the noise was coming from
the First floor and decided he'd "sneak
down and come around from the front

of Somerset" so as not to frighten any
pranksters away. On his way down the

stairs of Somerset's middle section, he
happened to peer through the window of

the second floor door. From this

vantage point, he had the
second floor bathroom directly in view.
Two boys (whose names are omitted
from this article) were dragging a bed
frame and matress into the bathroom.
He opened the staircase door and
asked, as casually as he could, "What's
goin' on?"
Once in the hall, he noticed smoke

coming from Jeff Hirsch's room. He
walked over and looked through Jeff's
door, which was cracked in two. "The
place was literally upside down."
Another student, a friend of Jeff's,

said the first room of the double looked
as though it had been bombed. Jeff
HU-sh had been in New York City, and

by Amy Rhefi

returned Monday morning at 5:00 or

5:30 a.m. His roommate, Derwin
Wright, had been in Centreville and
returned before Jeff did. Derwin's
room, the other half of the double, was
not touched. It took Jeff almost 24 hours
to fix up his room.
The door to his room was in two

pieces. The frame of one window is

damaged, and two glass panes are
missing. The bed frame and mattress,
though dragged around a bit, were not
damaged. The sheets and electric

blanket from the bed had been taken
into the bathroom and stuffed in toilets.

Jeff's textbooks and notebooks had
been thrown around. Posters were
destroyed. A set of guitar strings will

never be used. A calculator estimated
cost, $90), a televison set (belonging to

Daryl Cross, $150), a transistor radio
1 from inside Jeff's desk), and a half

empty bottle of Tequila are missing.
Jeff's stereo and record set apparently
were not touched.

Tom Reegan reported that the
vandalism probably went on from 1:00

to 1:30. Jeff, judging from the damage
done, thinks it went on for a much
shorter period.

Tom Reegan and three or four wit-

nesses will be testifying before either
the Student Judiciary Board (SJB) or

the AH Campus Judiciary (AJC).
Charges, not fully known at this time,
will be brought before the Judical
Screening Board probably before the
end of the week, and this board will

refer the case to either the SJB or the
ACJ.
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Hemen

Forum
The following list of faculty members

signed the petition Robert Day posted
in the Faculty Lounge on August 28th,

1975.

Robert Day
George Shivers
Dwight Kirkpatrick
Pete Idstein

Kevin McDonnell
Bui Schmoldt
Pat Home
Mike Malone

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

Hemenway is best known for his

criticism of Henry Kissenger and the
State Department. He has caused
several controversies oyer personnel
policies and the "selection-out" process
by which the Foreign Service removes
its officers as they gain seniority.

Politically, Hemenway is very
conservative and anti-totalitarian.

Although Hemenway's lecture of

Friday, the 26th, was entitled "Dr.
Kissinger's Department? A Candid
Appraisal", solid arguments were not
presented against Kissinger's per-
formance in office. Rather, throughout
his lecture, sponsored by the William
James Form, Hemenway dropped dark
hints about the absolute power of Dr.
Kissinger. Hemenway did mention the
fact that Kissinger, before becoming a
Nixon appointee, had stated that Nixon
was not fit for the presidency, but in

general did not provide tangible
evidence that Kissinger was indeed a
threat to the United States. Hemenway

way
should not be taken as an uninformed
lecturer, because he does have access
to State Department files, but his

repetition of generalties did tend to
raise doubt about his statements and
also about the information the U.S.
government has been feeding the
public.

Hemenway's major point was
detente and its threat to the American
way of life. He feels, like Alexander
Solzhenitzen, that the Soviet Union-
should not be trusted. This distrust is

based on the fact that the Soviets
publicize a crime-free, clean, and not
poverty-stricken country while in
reality such is not the case. He asked,
why should the United States open itself

to attack by having less nuclear
weapons than the Soviet Union?
At various points throughout his

speech Hemenway stressed the im-
portance of the American Foreign
Service and the role it plays in shaping
the consumer's life. He also encouraged
students to consider the American
Foreign Service as a possible carrer.

Ed Athey
Ed Gwynn
Collin Dickson
Allen Berg
Erika Salloch

Ermon Foster
John Klaus
Mark Wolff

Virginia Speiden

Barry McArdle
David Newell
Peter Tapke
Robert Janson-LaPalme

Richard Gillin

John B. Taylor

Albert Briggs

Georgia Duffee

Karen Smith
Jon Wohl
Andre Yon
Bab Fallaw
J. Kemp Randolph

The Students' International
Meditation Society of Washington
College presents a free introductory
lecture on the technique of Tran-
scendental Meditation as taught by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. The lecture
will be given by Fred LaMotte on
Thursday, October 9th at 8:00 p.m. in
Bill Smith Auditorium. A second lec-
ture will follow on Thursday, October
16th. The first course of instruction will
begin Saturday, October 18th and end
Tuesday October 21st. Fred LaMotte
will conduct the course.

The students on the Lecture Series
Committee would like to invite all those
with serious proposals for speakers, or

general subject areas for speakers, to

submit their suggestions to one of those
listed below. There are probably a lot of

interesting people who would come to

Chestertown if only they were con-
sidered and asked, so any responsible
suggestions would be greatly ap-
preciated.

Jeff Coomer Julie Otto Chris Hay



Changes.,. Review: Spotlight on

;cience and Society Taj Mahal — Backstage
4 4 4

While most people find marijuana to

lVe a beneficial effect on inhibitions

id sex, a study conducted recently by

> Reproductive Biology Research

undation of St. Louis implicates long

tii use of marijuana as a possible

iuse for loss of virility. The test in-

jlved 20 men, supplied with 5 joints

,
r day, each containing a known

nount of THC, (the active ingredient

grass). For eleven days before the

tst, began, the subjects were allowed

)dope, caffeine or alcohol, following

hich, their testosterone levels were

leasured.,After four weeks of testing,

ie
researchers noticed a significant

op in the level of leutinizing hormone,

artially responsible for inducing the

stes to produce testosterone. The end

[ the eighth week brought dramatic

ecreases in follicle stimulating hor-

wne, which is also involved in sperm
oduction, and the ninth week showed

tne men's testosterone level had

ecreased by one third of their initial

vel. Doctors involved in the study said

tat the casual user need not worry but

iat marijuana has been the cause of

npotence and infertility in some men
[ho have come in for professional

ounseling. The doctors also mention

lough, that the testosterone level and
iibsequent sexual fertility and per-

irmance usually returns to normal

flowing two weeks of abstainance

om the "killer weed".

A survey published in June's issue of

imerican Journal of Public Health

eports that, among graduate students

t the University of California at

terkeley's School of Health : 92 per cent

avored legalization of grass, while 76

er cent has used marijuana at least

nee, and 43 per cent were regular

sers. This type of liberal attitude may
rove a thorn in the sides of those who
'ould use the public health agencies for

uture campaigns against grass and
(reet drugs in general.

Apparently private and commercial
iilots have taken to flying while high,

ilerting the American Psychiatric

Association of Anaheim, California,

ausing them to test pilots in flight

imulation conditions before and after

imoking grass. They report that

narijuana directly affects those areas

( perception necessary for flying,

:ausing poor performance in the areas
if skill, concentration, time and
orientation in three-dimensional space.

Ms may prove^ food for thought to

those who claim that their driving

ability is improved while high. You
may simply be overlooking those

mistakes usually noticed while
straight.

-0-4-4
by Melody Echard =

by Brian Fallon and Danny Scharf

The success of Taj Mahal's new
album. Music Keeps Me Together, can
be attributed to Taj' s lack of

domination over his background ar-

tists. Taj has taken a step to the rear of

the stage, and other musicians like

Rudy Costa have greater freedom to do

their stuff. The sound of Rudy's sax,

which can be beautifully clear on high

pitches, adds just the right color to all

the songs. Rudy enters and leaves the

songs with the grace of a gazelle in mid-
air. The other musicians, entering

various pieces at the right intervals,

yield a Caribbean Festival spirit to the

album.

The rhythm of the songs varies from
Latin American to Reggae, and is

typical of most of Taj's earlier albums.

Taj himself performs with true native

flavor and drive. His guitar playing

stands out as his most valuable asset,

compared with his voice which he
relied on almost totally in previous

albums. There are several purely in-

strumental compositions that un-

fortunately are too short in duration,

such as "Roll, Turn, Spin!". Taj

definitely has accomplished something
in this album, and one can only hope he

continues at this level because ... it is

good!

Jethro Tail's Minstrel in the Gallery

through new sounds disappointingly

like out takes from past recording

sessions. Tull uses the group's favorite

combination of flute and acoustical

guitar to an extensive degree but in an
unchanging style. The only variation is

the addition of an orchestra which is

good, but is not used as frequently as
needed. Minstrel is the old Tull with
new words. Well, perhaps next time.

If you thought Street Lights was fine,

than you have no need for Home Plate,
Bonnie Raitt's follow-up album. Home
Plate is a total remake of Street Lights
in style, rhythm and overall sound. If

you aren't familiar with Street Lights,
then Home Plate should prove a good
experience.

Bonnie seems to have invited every

all-star musician she could phone.

Names like Jackson Brown, John
Sebastian, and John Hall (from
Orleans) are listed, but the funny thing

is they are never heard from. Bonnie's

voice doesn't need all those background
stars, and the engineers knew it. The
string and horn arrangements do

deserve ample credit for a job well

done.

One more album like this and Bonnie
will definitely have exploited a good
thing.

Weather Report's fifth release. Tale
Spinnin' exhibits a change towards a
more rhythmic music. Though still

cosmically oriented, they have left

electronic tricks for a more earthy-
sometimes bordering on foot-stomping-

type of music. The loss of Miroslav
Vitous and his spaciness could be the
cause of the change.

Rhythm is the key to what ties the
pieces together. Ndugu (Leon Chan-
cier) and Alyrio Lima create more
rhythmic excitement than did any of

the previous Weather Report teams.
Wayne Shorter on saxes is bright and-
very much alive. He controls the pat-
tern and direction of the pieces
as demonstrated in "Lusitanos". He
varies his tone from a low cool to a high
crispness, and reveals his adeptness at
both ranges. We personally find this the
most rewarding of the five Report
albums.

Out of the depths
by Verna Wilkins

Art students need no longer dread

working on their projects because of a

dismal studio setting. Extensive

renovations of the McAlpin Studio have

provided students with better lighting,

greater working space, and more
facilities than they had in the nether-

most depths of Tawes Theater. The

remodeling, a job done totally by the

Maintenance Department, was com-

pleted last year. The renovations in-

clude new walls and ceilings, and the

pouring of concrete for the basement

floor. Funds were allocated for the

purchase of the property, and for the

renovations.

The studio art program, under the

direction of Sue Tessem, has made use

of the building for some time now.

According to Ms. Tessem, more in-

terest in the program has been shown
by students since the move to McAlpin.

Students seem willing to spend more
time on their projects, and can be found

working at all hours.

The program itself has expanded
somewhat this year. A class in

ceramics is now offered to students

interested in gaining another aspect of

studio art.

Though Washington College is not

known as an art-oriented school, Ms.
Tessem feels the program serves as a
broad base for students to acquaint
themselves with a variety of subjects

and eventually decide their own main
interest. Students agree that the
renovations aid in this purpose, and

seem to enjoy their new location.

The Ram Shop is offering several
crafts courses this fall. A beginner's
decoupage course begins next Thur-
sday, Oct. 16th, continuing for 4 con-
secutive weeks. On Wednesday Oct.
15th and Oct. 22nd, instruction in the
fella Robia Tree will be given. Both
Curses will be offered at two separate

L^es, at 9:30-11:30 A.M. or at 7:00-9:00

M- Coming is a "Painting on Fabric"
class. You may register at the Ram

i, 1H Cross St.

The
The accompanying article is the first

of a weekly series, written by Kim
Stierstorfer, reviewing various aspects

of films shown both on and off campus.
Film

SUNDAY, BLOODY SUNDAY,
shown Tuesday, September 30, was a

painful and revealing film. Not only in

terms of content, but also in the context

of the showing ; the picture was
disrupted by catcalls, nervous giggles,

and hoots of derision from the audience.

If a film is successful, an act of

seduction should occur. The audience

should be wooed, and won, by the time

of the picture's conclusion. At this

showing however, rude and obnoxious

behavior by a minority of the audience

interrupted the courting process for the

majority.

On October 14, next Tuesday, "Last

Tango in Paris" will be shown in

William Smith Auditorium. This film

contains some controversial scenes and
those viewers that might object on

moral grounds and especially those

that comprised the immature element
that interrupted the showing of

"Sunday, Bloody Sunday" are advised
to stay at home.
"Last Tango" was released in 1972,

directed by Bernardo Bertolucci, and
features Maria Schneider and Marlon
Brando in an exceptional performance.
Bertolucci's controversial and much
lauded film is a slow paced but eloquent
essay on the Intimate and obscure
nature of human relationships. Paul
(Brando), and expatriate in Paris,

finds himself severed socially and
culturally after his wife's suicide. Paul
attempts to use another human being as
an instrument for his own self-analysis.

That person, however cannot be
recognized as another consciousness,

cannot retain an independent existence

if Paul's analysis is to be successful.

When Paul randomly selects Jeanne
(Schneider) he forbids any com-
munication between the two of them.
His attempt to reduce human con-

sciousness to non-human status is the

seed that ultimately harvests tragedy.

All films in the Film Series will be
shown in William Smith Auditorium on
Tuesday evenings at 7:30 P.M. No
Smoking is allowed in the auditorium.

All showings are free. Below is the film

schedule

:

October 25

The Great Mao Votes

Director: Garson Kanln

Cast: John Barrymore

November U
The Haunting
Director: Robert Wise

Cast: Julie Harris, Claire Bloom

Drama
by Bobby Gathright

The accompanying article is the first

of a series providing a critique of

Drama related events, both on and off

campus.

The drama department of

Washington College will open its season

this year with a production of the

Michiavelli play, "Mandragola".
(Translated, that's "Mandrake". If you

are unenlightened as to what exactly a

Mandrake is, this play will certainly let

you know.)

Timothy Maloney, head of the drama
department, is directing the play-

Designer and assistant teacher,

William Segal, is creating Man-
dragola's set in the style of the Italian

Renaissance. The set features a

courtyard where most of the action of

the play centers. (

The cast for Mandragola includes

Kevin Madden, Jim Thomas, Christy

Robinson, Dave Knepler, Andy
Kosciesza, and John D'Amico.
Mandragola will be performed on

October 16th, 17th, and 16th (Thurs.,

Fri., and Sat.).

A series of one act plays will be

produced by Dave Knepler, Jim
Thomas, and Bill Bartsdale, all senior

drama majors. These short productions

will serve as the senior requirement of

all drama majors. Consequently, much
time, thought, and effort are going in to

these shows. Dave and Jim will direct

three one act plays: The Proposal by

Anton Chekhov (Jim), Calm Down
Mother by Megan Terry (Dave), and

The Real Inspector Hound by Tom
Stoppard (Jim and Dave).

Bill is designing the sets for each

play, and will handle the lighting for all

three as well. He is planning very basic

sets for Calm Down Mother and The
Proposal and an elaborate set for The
Real Inspector Hound.

The three one act plays will be per-

formed November 14th, 15th, and 16th
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WC can certainly handle Swarthmore

Swarthmore, one of the best teams in

Division III, was unable to mount an

offensive threat to Washington College

in last Saturday's game (WC-2, S-0).

Only one of Swarthmore's shots on goal

came close to scoring, and Peter

Murphy took care of that one with a

dramatic stretch across the goal,

bringing cheers from the crowd.

With a well-coordinated offensive

effort, Washington College kept the ball

in the vicinity of Swarthmore's goal for

most of the first half. Mid-way through

the first half, Ben Fitzgerald made a

shot which was blocked and im-

mediately kicked in by Matt Wagner for

a score. Fitzgerald set up another score

in a cross shot headed in by Billy

Williams, also in the first half.

Our team's defense did not suffer

from a lack of organization either.

Effective in shutting out Swarthmore's

offense, our defensive back line beat its

opponents on most head balls, got to

loose bells first, and managed to steal

the ball from Swarthmore whenever

they dared enter its domain.

With the exception of a few minor

errors, every member of our team
played well. Craig Attix, at center-half,

consistently blocked shots, stole the

ball from Swarthmore, and passed

nimbly to the front line. Mike Brown, at

LHB, showed exceptional handling on

both offense and defense. At the

fullback position, Peter Takach, Zung

by Roy Whiiaker

Members of the Washington College

sailing team have competed in two
races this fall, and if the outcome of

these races are any indication of the
team's potential, we can expect the

best.

"Do you wanna dance?"

The Washington College Dance Club,
under the direction of Ms. Karen Smith,
offers training in modern jazz, ballet,

and ethnic dance. Open to any in-

terested student, male or female, the
Club meets every Wednesday night at

7:00 to move hips in a syncopated
rhythm, releve and plie, and make
exotic but eloquent hand gestures.

While many students tike the unique
exercise the classes provide, others
enjoy learning about the various dance
forms. Several students are -par-
ticularly interested in the performance
aspect of dance, and the training they
receive in the weekly classes is viewed
as preparation for the Dance Company
of Washington College.

The Company, an added dimension of

the Dance Club, performs throughout
the spring months at a variety of

places. Ms. Smith reported that the
company has been invited to perform at

the Worton Elementary School, and will

by Caryl Huston

give five or six performances at dif-

ferent schools this spring. The company
is planning to attend the Maryland

State Dance Festival in March. In

addition, they will give one or two
spring performances here at

Washington College.

Ms. Smith, along with students from
the Hub, will conduct a seminar en-

titled "Careers in Dance" for" the

Eastern Shore Girl Scouts.

You'd rather jitterbug? Well, Ms.
Smith is also teaching a class in social

dance where you can learn the finer

points of jitterbugging and other

contemporary "dances" (the bump?>.
The class meets every Tuesday in the

women's gymnasium at 2:30 and every

Wednesday at 1:30. Anyone interested

in either Social dancing or the Dance
Club is urged to participate and may
contact Ms. Smith for further in-

formation.

Soccer

WC dominates the field

Tt seemed impossible for Washington
College's soccer team to make an error

in September 27th's game against

Ursinus. The team's defense managed
to keep the ball- out of its end of the field

for most of the game.

The number ofshots on goal by each

team, WC-48 and Ursinus-4, reflect our

dominance. Scoring for Washington

College were Peter Allen (2), BiDy

Williams ( 1 ) and Matt Wagner, a fresh-

man (1). The final score was Ursinuil,

and Washington College 4.

Nguyen, and John Murphy successfully

kept the ball from their end of the field.

Mruphy, who started his first game at

fullback, made up for any mistakes
with quickness and speed, often

overtaking a Swarthmore wing five or

more yards ahead of him.

In the first half, Swarthmore
repeadedly lost the ball, was unable to

pass or dribble, and failed to work as a
team. They seemd lethargic and
disorganized.

The second half of the game proved to

be more evenly balanced than the first.

Neither team scored during the second
half, and Swarthmore was better able

to hold onto the ball. Their offense

remained erratic, however, and
Washington College continued to make
good shots and move the ball on the

field.

Washington College's team had had

trouble during the second half in

previous games this fall, and was more
impressive in the first half of this game
as well. They did manage to prevent

Swarthmore from scoring in the second

half and, appropriately, the game
ended with Washington College In

possession of the ball at the Swar-

thmore goal. It was an important

victory as it demonstrated our team's

exceptional talents and its ability to

work as an organized, coordinated

whole.

On September 20 and 21, sailors Bob
Akeson and Jenny Butler raced against

St. Mary's College, Leonardtown, in

Division B, and Doug Delano and Tom
Layton raced in Division A. Sailing to

victory, Butler and Akeson placed 2st,

2nd, 3rd, and 4th while Delano and

Not bad, considering..
Washington College's soccer team

played well against Loyola- ( at Loyola )

,

with the exception of two or three

errors by the team's defense. Un-
fortunately, Loyola capitalized on each
error, defeating WC 4-0.

Scoring all their goals in the second
half, Loyola took advantage of our
team's tendency to put most effort into

the first half. Both Coach Athey and
Loyola's coach agreed that Washington

College outplayed Loyola in the first

half. Although Loyola was quicker, out

shooting us 3712, Coach Athey feels that

die final score "doesn't indicate the

closeness of the game." Athey thinki

theteam played "reasonably well." He

speculates that Loyola, last year's

Divison II champion, will be

Washington College's best opponent

this year.

Current Events Calender

Thursday OCT. 9th — "French
Politics since Pompidou" by Philippe
Almeras; Hynson Lounge 8:00 p.m.
BEHAVIORAL REVOLUTION: a five-

part series with B.F. Skinner, Dr.
Thomas Szaszo, and Anthony Burgess
8:00 ch. 12

CLASSIC THEATRE PREVIEW:
Eileen Atkins and Michael Goldman
discuss John Webster's "The Duchess
of Malfi" 8:30. ch. 12

THE ASCENT OF MAN: "AGrainin
the Stone" with Dr. Jacob Bronowski
9:00 ch 23, 52

Friday OCT. 10th — BRIDGE CLUB
meeting: Minta Martin Lounge 8:00

pjn.
Rick Wakeman plus Larry Coryell

and the 11th House at The Spectrum
(2I5)-FU9-5000

The Pennsylvania Ballet at the

Academy of Music PE5-7378 Fri. 8:0

p.m. . Sat. 2:00 pjn. , and Sun. 2:00 pni.

Program: "Raymonds Variations" by

Balanchine, "Grosse Fugue" by Van

Manen, and "In Retrospect" by

Rodham.

Saturday OCT. 11th - SOCCER B-

team v. Chesapeake College 2 p.m.

Loggins and Messina with Fleetwood

Mac at the Spectrum (215)-Fu9-5OO0.

CLASSIC THEATRE: "The Duchess
of Malfi" 1:30 pjn. Ch. 12.

Tuesday OCT. 14th — Soccer v.

Mary's College 3 pjn.

Layton took four first places.

Two weeks later the team returned to

Leonardtown to compete in St. Mary's
Invitational Regatta. Washington
College's team placed second In a field

of four: St. Mary's, Monmouth, and
Maryland. Robert Copp, representing

WC in Division A, placed first in that

division.

For information about placing

ads in the Washington Collage

Elm write to: Ad Manager,
Washington College Elm,

Washington College, Chester-

town, Md. 21620.

Volleyball Team Created
A women's inter-collegiate volleyball

team has recently been created to meet
the great interest shown in the sport

this year. Although the team will

operate on more or less of a club-type

basis this year, it is hoped that next

year the team will have gained regular

varsity status. Ms. Penny Fall,

Director of women's athletics and
coach for the team, says "If the desire,

commitment, and responsibility to

meet the commitments are there, then

we will make every attempt to fund,

equip, and schedule matches for the

women next year." No money was
allotted to the team from this year's

budget; it has found support from
existing funds.

Washington College's home games

are:

Date Opponent

Wed., OCT. 22 at 6:30 Georgetown "B"

Fri., OCT. 24 at 3:00 Dundall

Tues. , NOV. 11 at 4:00 Chesapeake

If anyone with spare time would like

to play volleyball, it is not too late to

join the team. Practices are held five

days a week. If you don't want to play

but enjoy watching the game, come lo

the matches and cheer Washington

College's team to victory.

Carol Huston
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Whole Earth Abyss
"...and yet, when one came to think

the matter over seriously, what mat-
tered it whether the plains and
mountains of Iceland wore suspended
over our devoted heads, or the mighty
billows of the Atlantic Ocean? The
whole question rested on the solidity of

the granite roof above us. However, I

soon got used to the idea, for the

passage now level, now running down,
and still always to the southeast, kept
going deeper and deeper into the

profound abysses of mother
earth."

from A Journey to the Centre of the

Earth by Jules Verne

We're the ones who go underground.
Mike Malone brought us together last

year. The SGA bought us helmets,
carbide lamps and ropes. The National
Speleological Society publishes the

locations of caves and about once a
month, we select a cave and set out in

Mike's van or one borrowed from the

school, headed into swiss cheese
country. We've made journeys of three
to six hours to a wide variety of caves in

Maryland and West Virginia. In the last

two years, about 30 of us have donned
plastic helmets and coveralls and
descended to the depths. All 30 of us
have returned, all parts intact, each
affected in his or her own way by an
undeniably different experience.

Spelunking can be described in a
word as 'nonordinary'. This is a term
Andrew Weil, author of The Natural
Mind, uses in reference to altered

states of consciousness,
selves do not contain the experience
they trigger. Highs come from within
the individual; they are simply
released by the drugs, which always act
in combination with expectations and
environment-set and setting."

by Kenny Klompus

'Drugs them- from one side of the cave to another.

Landmarks are few—all is coated with
a layer of mud, which at times makes it

slick going.

One "setting" the Netherworld
Explorers of Washington College
recently fathomed was Thorn Mountain
cave in central West Virginia. A fifteen

minute climb up Thorn brought us to a
hole, 10 feet in diameter and 35 feet

deep, which we entered using a

technique of 'walking' on vertical

surfaces called rappeling (exactly the

method used by mountain climbers ) . At
the bottom is a 200 foot long, jagged
passageway, 30 feet high and 30 feet

wide. In places the walls are studded
with thousands of tiny white crystals.

An array of stalactites and flow rock is

suspended from the ceiling. The ground
tilts this way and that. Slippery, mud-
covered boulders and wide crevices,

evidences of the earth's shifting, must
be traversed.

Thorn cave connects with another
cave, Sennit, directly below it. Sennit

opens on the opposite side, and at the

foot of Thorn Mountain. A
passageeway, 2 feet in diameter and 100

feet long, links the two caves, and is

found by searching the many other

passageways and deceptive openings,

of Thorn cave. Some of these other

passageways lead down and secretly up
again, while others trace half-circles

After two hours of reaching inum-

berable deadends, and- after losing our

bearings time and time again, we
climbed down a 30 foot 'chimney' by
applying pressure on its sides with

shoulders, thighs, hips, feet, and hands

or head. At the bottom is a 75 degree

mudslide. Slipping down 200 feet

brought us to the opening of the

passageway which leads to Sennit cave.

We took off our helmets and all

managed, by pushing them ahead of

our bodies, to squirm through. Slowly,

we worked our way on bellies and sides

down and around rocks which jut out

from the sides and floor, until we came
to a murky pool of water, about 13 in-

ches deep. From this point, the

passageway ascends directly to Sennit

cave. All drainage from the mudslide

collects here, and a crawl through the

cave water bathed us thoroughly.

To finally arrive in Sennit, after a
treacherous climb up from the pool,

was a relief, but the constant 50 degree
temperature and 100 percent humidify
began to chill us. Sennit, a large and
varied cave housing an 800 foot long

hall, a waterfall, several trickling

streams, chimneys, silos, and in-

teresting ways to pass between all

these, is devoid of formations; and yet

it is the most explored cave in West
Virginia.

We investigated all the above mar-
vels of the underworld, and then
relaxed for a while with our lamps
turned off, in absolute darkness, before

going on through the final passageway.

It had been about six hours since we
left the light of day, and the blues,

greens, yellows, and whites of the upper

realm seemed to explode from all

directions upon our emergence from

the cave; only our clothes were mud-
brown. We came back home, our minds

* and bodies totally wasted, and yet our

spirits filled in a special, personal way.

This most definitely is an altered state

of consciousness. The setting largely

determines the ways in which you

change. Once you begin, you must

finish. Threre's no stopping, no simple

turning off, nor easy end. Turning back

is as hard as going on. You're stuck

there in the cave until you, somehow,

get your body through. The obstacles

you must overcome are unlike any

encountered on the surface world.

Caving calls for use of your body in

totally unfamiliar ways, some un-

pleasant or even painful. Usually your

head looks at a situation and can't quite

decide how you'll maneuver; but a new
kind of awareness takes over. Your
whole body becomes a sensing and
acting entity. It maneuvers itself

through or up or into. Your foot feels

where to step, your hip where to lean.

The limits of thinking only with your
head are transcended. A person who
thinks too much when in a tight or

I Continued
^™—

on page 2
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•The Hirsch Case J

Beginnings J
Every Tuesday at 2:00, the Judicial

Screening Board meets to hear any
grievances from any quarter of the

campus. The Board was created last

year in an attempt to make more ef-

ficient that crucial part of our judicial

system : the process by which 1 .

)

complaints are initially voiced; 2.)

evidence and witnesses are organized;

i.) cases are formulated, and 4.)

decisions made as to which of the three

other judicial bodies a case should be

referred.

Indeed, with respect to 1.) and 4.) the

attempt has been very successful. In

the past, emphasis was placed on the

role of the Student Affairs Office as

grand arbiter in questions of the

significance of a particular complaint.

Apparently, that emphasis was a

problem among students who (for a

variety of reasons) either doubted the

effectiveness of their R.A.s or felt

Deans. The emphasis was lifted by the

creation of the Screening Board;

students and faculty now have the "free

option of filing their grievances
directly" with any member of the

Board. The Board is now the grass roots

of the entire judicial system. No one is

banned from making a complaint to the

Board; nor are any limitations placed

m the character of grievances.

Five people comprise the Screening
Board, one of whom is elected Chair-

person by the Board itself. This year,

those five people are : Dean Kelly, Dean
McArdle, Dr. David Newell (Chair-

person of the Student Affairs Com-
mittee), Donna Banks, and Paul Noto.

Dr. Newell was elected by the other

members to be Chairperson.

To file a complaint, all one need do is

write out a description of the grievance,

for which purpose is a special form

available from any member of the

Board. The Board first reviews the

issue to determine whether or not a

by

case exists or can be made. If they

decide positively, a second form is

filled out, describing the "alleged of-

fense", and listing the defendents, the

charges lodged against them, and all

witnesses ,
who will testify on the

plaintiff's behalf. The Board must then

decide to which of the other judicial

bodies <SJB, ACJ, or Student Affairs

Office) the case should be referred. Dr.

Newell commented, in regard to the

three cases the Screening Board has

neard this year, that "it is usually quite

clear where it (a case) should go."

After a case has been forwarded, in its

written form, to the Chairperson of the

SJB, ACJ, or the Student Affairs Office,

it is "out of the Board's hands" unless

an appeal is made by either the

defendent or "in adversary
procedures", the plaintiff. A case heard

by the SJB may be appealed to the

ACJ; a case adjudicated by the ACJ is

appealed to Presidential Review, and a

Amy Rhett

case heard by the Student Affairs Office

is appealed to the SJB. ("It should be
noted that the president is the final

voice in any judiciary procedure." —
the 1975-76 Students Handbook) All

appeals must be filed with the

Screening Board, on a "right of appeal"
or "special right of appeal" form,
which is sent to the respective appeals

board. Reports of all adjudications

must be filed with the Board as well.

C Middle ^
The following case has been referred to

you by the Judicial Screening Board for

adjudication:

Description of alleged offense: Friday

evening, October 3, room number 212,

Somerset was broken into, vandalized

and both college and personal property

was destroyed and stolen. A description

of the extent of the damage is included

at the end of page 2 of this report. The
defendants were seen kicking and

Continued on Page 2



Netherworld
Continued from Page I
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uncomfortable position ends up
freaking out or losing his balanced
center of consciousness.

The concept of a balanced center of

consciousness is an important one,

cited many times in the literature of

altered states. In meditation, the mind
, is characteristically in an active, yet

steady and calm state. The mind and
body do not interfere with one another;

the body takes care of itself, allowing

the head, as a sensing organ, to act

most efficiently as a part of the system,

rather than acting to direct the body,

which in spelunking it clearly should

not.

Your "set" or expectations deter-

mines much of the experience as a

whole. You actively work with others in

your group, searching out new
passageways and straddling crevices.

Your ability to take an active part is

shown in the extent to which you

navigate yourself through the cave; in

other words, in the degree of

Consciousness
body-centered conscious wareness you
develop. Each member of the group is

related to on his or her level of

awareness, and not on the level of their

'surface personalities'. In this way,
each person transcends their normal
egos, and the group then consists of

whole persons.

So why do we spelunk? The interior of

most caves is fascinating, but for three

bucks you can see Luray, or Carlsbad
and stay clean. The interior; though, is

what everybody talks about later, in

trying to describe their experience.

Perhaps that is the only aspect of

caving words can describe. One caver
last weekend remarked upon
emergence from Sennit, "I don't think I

go in because I like caves so much; I

just love coming out." Ordinary reality

is given fuller meaning. I tend to think

that this altered state gives us a new
awareness of being totally human;
mind and body; an integral part of a
whole earth.

l

Continued from Page 1_)
banging the door of room number 212

and were also seen dragging a bed out

of the room. The defendants later ap-

proached the R.A. and asked him not tu

prosecute the case. They admitted
breaking down the door, but not other

damage.

Defendants in ease: Bernard Floyd and
Hank Kupper.

Witnesses in case: Jeff Hirsch, Tom
Reegan, Chris Burkett, Glen St.
George, and David Scott.

Charges against the defendants: 1.)

Breaking and entering room number
212, Somerset; 2.) Damage to College
and personal property; and 3.) Theft of

personal property.

Peter Moulder: We're here to hear the

case against Bernard Floyd and Hank
Kupper. Bringing the charges are Tom
Reegan and (R.A. of Somerset) and the

Student Affairs Office. I'll read a

description of the alleged offense,

(please refer to the Memorandum)

Now the way its going to work is, first

we're going to go through the six wit-

nesses for the prosecution. We'll just go
straight through them. And when
they're finished, anybody involved in

the case may ask questions of any one
of the six witnesses. After that, we'll

iear the nine defense witnesses and
when they're finished, we'll have a
period when you can question any one
of the witnesses. After that, the

defendants can summarize their case,

and following their summary, the

people bringing charges will have the

opportunity to summarize their case.
And, once the summaries are over, the
Student Judiciary Board will go into

private session and come to a decision.

We'll start with witnesses for
prosecution; we'll start with Tommy.
How about just telling us what you saw,
your version of what happened.

Tom Reegan: It was Friday night and I

was coming down from my room on the
fourth floor of Somerset because
someone said that they heard windows
breaking and I wanted to go down and
check it out. On my way down, I was
stopped at the second floor by some
noise. I opened the door and at that time
I saw Bernard and Hank coming out of

room 212, Jeff's room, with some
furniture — it was a bed and mattress
and bedframe. They came from the
room to the bathroom and then I en-
tered the hall and asked what they were
doing and they told me that they were
putting out a fire in the mattress. I

looked to see if there was a fire and
although there was a little ash mark, as
from a cigarette on the sheet, I didn't

see any active fire. Certainly not one
that you would put out by the shower or

something. It could have been put out
with your hand.

So, at that time, I went back into the

room with the two accused to see what
had been done. The room was filled

with smoke, and it was turned up-side

down. As far as I can tell, at that time,

he maximum amount of damage had
been done. Now, I can't accuse anyone
if stealing the T.V. It was dark, the

lights didn't work, I didn't see a T.V. in

he room, but I didn't see anyone take a
r.v.

The room was in that condition until

leff came home on Monday morning. It

lad not gotten any worse to the best of

my knowledge; meaning that all the

damage had been done by that time,
which was about 1:20. We made no
issue of it at that time. It was not the
time or place to accuse anyone about
what had gone on, so t saw nothing that
we could do. The dour was busted in

two. We have a list of the damages. It

comes to over five hundred dollars —
probably closer to six hundred because
we haven't included the cost of main-
tenance. That should be at least a
hundred dollars.

So, we did nothing at that time. I did
not accuse anyone. The accused, Hank
and Bernard, approached me on the

.
following Sunday, and they said that
yes, they had broken into the room, but

Continued on Page 3
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To the Editor:

In the last issue of The Crab there
appeared an article satirizing soul

music and making the point that WKTK
( a white station) should be played in the

cafeteria instead of WEBB (a black

station). The article also contained

some racist remarks. However, the

point of this letter is not to respond to

that article (the editor of The Crab
made an apology and has promised to

print any criticism made of that ar-

ticle) so much as to respond to the

attitude it reflects. What makes white

music better than black music? The
fact is, a lot of white popular music ha s

been ripped off from black artists. Also,

why are there never any black bands in

the coffee house, never any black
movies, rarely any black bands in the
cafeteria, hardly anything that isn't lily

white? The only time we ever get to

< hear music we like is in the cafeteria,

and now someone has succeeded in

bringing an end to that. Can only black
people enjoy black music? Are the
students of Washington College so
limited that they can only appreciate
what "relates" to their suburban pop-
rock culture?

Recently one student was heard to

express a desire to have a "Spinners
type" group at W.C. A girl sitting with
him said, "The problem with that is

that we'll get a lot of undesirable
elements who are Spinners fans." We
could accept this idiotic approach of

only having W.C. students at college

functions if it weren't for the fact that
no one minds having outsiders when
bluegrass bands or white pop bands are
here.. Why is it that black outsiders are
considered "undesirable elements"
and white outsiders .aren't? All the

problems at dances last year were
with white townies not black ones. If

one W.C. student happens to gel hassled
by a black, the whole black race is

indicted. This is an attitude we find

disgusting, sick, and an obstruction to

any progress that could be made in

bridging the gap between races.

The undersigned represent the black
and white students of W.C. who will not

sit by and allow the kind of attitude that
was expressed in The Crab go by
without notice. We also find it insulting
to hear sub par white bands trying to

play black music. Why can't we get the
real thing?

Joanne Abearn *79 Danny Scharf 79

Maria Cabrera '79 Brian Fallon '77

Jan Potter '79 Madeline Welters '79

Dlna Cozza '79 Debbie CasseUa '79

Carol Noer '78 Gwanita L. Robinson

Deirdre O'Brien '79 Gary Maoce '78

Chris HeUwig'79 Derwin Wright '79

Kerric Harvey '79 Byron Little '77

Roseann Marie Gies '79

To the Editor:

As a concerned, tuition-paying

student of this "institution of higher
education", I feel a strong sense of

obligation, not only to myself, but to all

other students of Washington College,

to know from a reliable and definate

source, the goings on of the judiciary

rulings on the violent incident which
recently occured on campus.

I am demanding that a transcript of

the hearing of the Hirsch Incident be
distributed to all students-both on and
off campus-so that an accurate account
of the proceedings; the fines, the

preventative steps for the future, will

be known by all.

As it stands now, different stories and
sentiments about the incident are
widely, and inaccurately circulating

among the student body. The general

attitude is one of disgust, and un-

directed and unconstructive outrage;
this is simply because we don't know
the truth.

Until the truth is made common
knowlege, the student body will con-

tinue to vasscilate between con-
demnation and acceptance until the

significance and intensity of this major
problem will be forgotten (as it is a
human tendency to forget or ignore
those things one does not understand).
This will allow the potential for future

acts of violence to manifest itself again.

After the truth is known, then we, as a

student body, can either agree or
disagree with the decision of the

student judiciary committee r ac-
curately, and take definite steps as a
whole to see that justice prevails now
and for the future.

Unsigned

v?W --:
, *:&&:.^::*?.&

Dear Editor:

Never underestimate the power.of the
Crab to offend. The article on the
cafeteria music was meant as a joke
and was supposed to be completely
facetious, but it came off as sounding
very racist to some people. This was not
our intent. The Crab is not a racist
paper — we make fun of everybody. In
the past, we have poked fun at the
President, the college administration,
conservatives, rednecks, radicals, dope
freaks, religion, etc. But if blacks took
real offense at the article, we .

apologize. And while we're at it, we
might as well apologize to Barry
McArdie, Italians, Drama majors,
women in general, Martin Kabat, and
beer drinkers. Hope we have not left
anybody out.

Sincerely,
'

Steve Bender



A "Rational" Decision
On October 6th, the Student Govern-

ment Association presented to the
Advisory Committee on Appointments
and Tenure the following requests: (1)
that the SGA be presented with an
agenda or a note of the committee's
business well in advance of when the
professors in question are to be
reviewed, and (2) that at such time a
professor does come up before the
committee, the SGA be permitted to

address the committee with an oral

evaluation of the professor, and
distribute a written copy of the
evaluation.

Yesterday the Committee on
Appointments and Tenure endorsed
these requests. Dr. Brown, Committee
member, commented last week to John
Moag, SGA president, that no rational

man could repudiate these requests,
although he would not go so far as to say
that he was a rational man.

The approval of these requests bears
great significance. The desired Input of
student opinion on the Committee will,

finally, be organized, formalized,

by Kathy Wagner
thorough, and direct. Hopefully,
student evaluation will now be assured
an assertive role in the Committee's
evaluation. Formerly, student
evaluation forms were sent out,

received, and presented to the Com-
mittee by the Dean's Office.

Student evaluations will be presented
to the Committee in the form of oral and
written presentations. The Student
Academic Board representative, from
the department in which the professor
teaches, will present the evaluation.

Every student in the appropriate
department, and others who have taken
courses from the professor, will be sent

a questionnaire by the SAB member,
who will then formulate a com-
prehensive evaluation. The evaluation

will be a distillation of both objective

questions and subjective comments.

John Moag, SGA president, was
ecstatic with the Committee's
decision. He considers the results to be
of great import to student, faculty, and
administrative cooperation, and also to
the quality of academics at Washington
College.

From Brick to Ivy

"Behold and see now here 2 lye, AsThere are times, perhaps, when you
find the brick buildings here only act as
an anesthetic on your visual sense. Or
at times you feel they serve only to
amplify the discordant sound generated
by three stereos playing three different
albums. If on occasion you would like to

get away to a scenic and peaceful spot,

St. Paul's Church is the place to visit.

Located only ten-fifteen minutes away,
one can enjoy the rich beauty and
quaintness of the atmosphere created
by various centuries— old trees and ivy
covered grounds.

St. Paul's is the oldest Episcopal
Church still holding services in

Maryland. The church, a one room
brick building, was built in 1711. It still

maintains much of the 264 year old

vestage, and offers a welcome change
from the New Dorms. The seats are
traditional pew boxes with cushions and
straight backs. Beautiful stain glass
windows remain, one of which was
bought in 1864 for 250 dollars. Large
organ pipes once connected to a grand
organ remain along a side wall. The
chandelier in the Nave of St. Paul's was
given as a gift in 1882. The current

marble alter was donated in 1690 and is

still used as the Communion Table.
Seated in one of the pew boxes it isn't

hard to imagine the fire and brimstone
sermons that were heard long ago.

There are several old gravestones

with interesting epitaphs in the
cemetary surrounding the church. The
oldest stone-marked grave is located to

the right of the church, semi-buried in

ivy. It takes a few minutes to decipher

the inscription:

rsenoin ana see now nere i lye,

you are now so once was 1, As I am now
so must you be, Therefore prepare to

follow me."

Several gravestones belong to the
Strong family, who have resided on the

Eastern Shore for generations. One can
also see a few of the old-fashioned

coffin-type graves here and there. An
added attraction is the grave site of

Tallulah Bankhead, the once heralded,

deep voiced actress of the thirties. Her
grave is located by the lake to the far

left of the church, where recent graves
sites border the woods. If you walk to

the front of the Parish House and follow

the gravel -road
, you will come to the

site.

The lake is often used for waterfowl
studies. Down and to the right of the
church by the large oak tree, there is a
path leading to a wooden bridge above a
man-made dam. The falls from the dam
forms what is said to be "the best
fishing hole" in the area during the
warmer months. On Sunday afternoons
in the spring it is not uncommon to see
the locals trying their luck.

All in all , the area provides an escape
from the everyday campus scene as
well as a taste of our heritage and
tradition. A guest book is inside the

church for comments from visitors.

To get to St. Paul's Church, follow Rt.

20 towards Rock Hall for seven miles.

At the Arco station, take a left and
continue for one mile. There's a
parking lot on the left for your con-

venience.
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Dr. Wessels Investigates

Chemical Reactions...
...and finds Chestertown similar
to resort towns of South Africa

by Rodney Jones -

A new personality was added to the
Washington College Chemistry
department this fall with the arrival of
Dr. Gabriel Frederik Stefanus Wessels,
a native ofthe Republic of South Africa.
For the next six months, Dr. Wessels
(pronounced "Vessels") will be pur-
suing post doctoral research in solid
state chemistry. Acting as an advisor
and consultant to Dr. Wessels is College
president, Dr. Joseph McLain. Dr.
McLain, who has achieved in-
ternational respect as an authority in
the field of solid state chemistry, has
lectured in South Africa.

In conversing with the Afrikaner for
the first time, one is, of course, struck
by his accent— an odd variation of the
British accent. Besides his native
tongue, Afrikaans, a Dutch oriented
language, Dr. Wessels speaks English
fluently. He commented that the
majority of white people in the
Republic are bilingual.

Dr. Wessels was born and raised in a
town much the same size as Chester-
town. He finds everything here very
agreeable, remarking that
"Chestertown is very much like one of
our resort towns in South Africa." He
attributes the similarity to Chester-
town's "large river." There are only
two main rivers in all of South Africa,
and virtually no body of water com-
parable to the Chesapeake Bay.

Dr. Wessels earned his Ph.D. in

physical inorganic chemistry at the

University of Orange Free State in

Bloemfontein, South Africa, one of the

five Afrikaans universities. There are
four English and two Afrikaans-English

universities as well, though English
textbooks are used at all the univer-
sities. He described IHe English"
universities as more liberal than the
Afrikaans, and said that political unrest

was more apt to occur in the English
universities.

The news media in years past has
informed the American public of racial
problems and tension in South Africa.
Dr. Wessels scoffs at the idea, and says
there could well be more racial tension
in the United States than in his country.
Dr. Wessels does not deny the fact that
segregation laws do exist in his country
(such as forbidding inter-racial
marriage, or disallowing a black man
to be served an alcoholic beverage In a
white man's house), but he feels the
press tends to exagerate racial
problems in South Africa.

Dr. Wessels (nicknamed Gawie) has
chosen a desk in the advanced organic
lab of Dunning Hall basement as his

study base. Numerous volumes of A
Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic
Theoretical Chemistry lie open on the
desk.

Dr. Wessels reported that his studies

'are coming along quite well." When
questioned about the nature of his

work, he answered, 'I am essentially

trying to gain a better understanding of

some reactions of solid state

chemistry."He elaborated by giving an
extensive account of the theoretical

basis of his studies, In addition to the

results of a few experiments. He
remained unspecific in regards to what
he hoes to accomplish. When his

studies have been completed, he will

return to his job at a chemical

manufacturing plant near Johan-
nesburg.

When not in the confines of a Dunning
Hall laboratory, one thing Dr. Wessels
'enjoys very much " is the wonderful
world of American television. South
Africa only started broadcasting
television on a highly censorious basis
last April. He goes for the comedies—
"especially Archie Bunker, The Jef-
fersons, and Fred Flintstone."

they were not responsible for alot of the

stuff that was missing and damaged.
That becomes significant in view of the

fact that I have a written testimony by
Ward Tatnall. He lives right above Jeff.

He can't be here tonight because he has
to work, so I'll submit this to the jury -
he signed it. And, he's quoting the

people who broke into the room. Now he
doesn't know who broke into the room,
but he's just quoting the people who did

break in. He quotes them saying, "Hey,
we've bashed the door in! Look at that

shit, man. What a fucking mess we've
made. " And he goes on to say he doesn't

know who did it. The only reason why
this is significant is because the two
accused admitted to breaking down the

door.

Peter Moulder: Jeff Hirsch. Jeff, how
about telling the jury what condition

your room was in when you got back.

Jett Hirsch: Well, I left on Friday af-

ternoon, about three, and returned

Monday morning, about 5:00 in the

morning. And the room was just, as

Tommy said, up-side down. Things

C Continued from Page 2

were pretty messed up. Things ripped
off the walls; everything that was on
(he floor was pretty much disturbed.

I have a list, perhaps a better list of

assessed damages.

Peter Moulder: Chris Burkett. How
about just telling people what you saw.

Chris Burkett: I live at the other end, on

the other side of the hall, (S. 218) . I was
in my room with people and we heard

noise coming from the hall and just for

curiousity's sake, you know, let's see

what it is, I opened my door, I stuck my
head out and looked up the hall. I saw

people— Hank and Bernard were there

— I didn't see them doing anything. I

heard nosie, I saw them there in the hall

and there were people on the other side

of them who I didn't
recognize, but I saw them there in the

liall, at the time. That's all.

Peter Moulder: Glen St. George.

Continued on Page 6
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-O In a very real sense, each piece that

E was performed by the JuUiard String

^ Quartet here on October 4th, is In-

Z complete. For the members of the

so Quartet, a piece of music, as a

^ manuscript, be it for orchestra, en-

lb semble, or soloist is only the origination

E of what must find consummation in

3 performance; music is, for them, a

O performing art.

> The performance of a composition

gives expression to the mind or

emotions of a composer, as reflected in

his work; more specifically, as

reflected in the "structure" or notation

of his composition. As Robert Mann,

lead violinist explained, "A composer's

notation is, at best, an indication of the

intention behind the piece. Our purpose

is to understand that intention, and

dramatize the structure." So, in a

sense, a piece of music will remain

something incomplete-a structure

harboring a potential expression-until it

is fully realized by the performer.

Earl Carlyss, second violinist, thinks

of a composition's incompleteness in a

slightly different way. "Suppose, " he

said, "there is a fantastic place, a

nature scene — forest, lake, mountain,

sky — unknown to the world, and four

people had to paint a composite picture

of, had to reproduce, that original

scene. Without those four people, others

would never know that land." Earl

thinks of a piece of music as "the

fantastic land" which would remain

unknown if never performed. For him,

each composition contains a unique

"landscape" and he feels it is his

purpose, as a performer, to

"reproduce" that landscape — to

"bring it to life." A composition is in-

complete, then, in that it only gains

vitality through its performance-its

reproduction.

Each member of the Quartet

acknowledges the "play of subjective

feelings" in any performance of a

composer's work. For them, per-

formance implies subjectivity, and
though Robert believes the Quartet is

"more purist" in their interpretation of

a composer's notation (therefore, his

intention) than other ensembles, he

said, "we can change it (the com-
poser's intention) if we want."

Joel Krosnick, cellist and new to the

Quartet last year, noted that often a

certain section of music, especially

older music that is sparsely notated,

will have a "debatable quality." This
could be a problem among four people,

each of a different inclination, but

perhaps the most interesting aspect of

the Quartet is its transcendent "single-

mindedness" which enables individual

opinions or attitudes to be assimilated.

Earl explained this single-mindedness

as "being able to get out of yourself and

having all your feelers out. Your

concentration is not on what you're

-Music, the Performing Art

doing, but on what we're doing as a

whole." He spoke also, in slightly dif-

ferent terms, of a particular note in the

Dvorak Quarwt which he always has

trouble with. "If I just forget about it,

I'll hit it BOOM! But when I think about

it, I always miss it. And tonight I

missed it — Oh, That G!"
No one member of the Quartet acts as

a conductor, either during a per-

formance or the long preparation of a

performance; rather, the single-

mindedness, as Joel described it, is

similar to that of a basketball team.

syntax by which we immediately speak

to each other." The group evolves in the

course of preparation, a high sensitivity

to the different ways each member

plays (and interprets) sections of a

composition. "We agree upon a point of

view, and our (individual) freedoms

are on a much smaller scale — are

much more subtle." The distinction

Robert makes is that the "point of

view" is something agreed upon prior

to a performance 'i— during the

preparation of a performance. But the

"subtle freedoms" allowed each

Just as, in playing basketball, the

members of the team react im-
mediately to one another and work as a

whole, so both in performing and in-

terpreting music, members of the

Quartet, "immediately speak to, and
are always dependent upon one
another.

Samuel Rhodes, violist, said, "We are

very atuned to each other — are always

able to relate to one another."

Robert makes an important distinc-

tion between the single-mindedness of

the ensemble's preparation and their

performance on stage. He said that in

the process of coming to understand a

composition, and in practicing a piece

over and over again, "we build up a

member are part of every per-

formance. The small changes each

member may make during a per-

formance cannot, of course, be judged

beforehand; but the "syntax" the group

develops in order to "speak" of such

changes in the midst of a performance,

enable all the members to assimilate

one another's alterations. As Robert

put it, "Each piece is prepared very

carefully, but we don't take our plans

on stage. When we actually perform on

stage, we live the piece."

by Amy Rhett
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The Film
i

by Kim Stierstorfer

LAST TANGO IN PARIS was lauded

by Pauline Kael, film reviewer for The
New Yorker, as" the most vbwerfully

erotic film ever made . . . (LAST
TANGO) may turn out to be the most
liberating movie ever made . .

."

Unfortunately,, these Kaelian raves

were misdirected and excessive. LAST
TANGO is not, was not intintended to

be, an erotic film.

Successful erotisism requires the all-

important element of fantasy and wish-

fulfilment. Fantasy, director Bernardo
Bertolucci implies, is not only nihilistic

but impossible in the context of -LAST
TANGO. Both overtly and subtley,

Bertolucci informs the doomed nature
of fantasy. As Paul chases down the

street whore's lover, the viewer's vision

is directed to the name of a cafe they

pass, 'La Boheme." The name,
signifying the lingering, inescapable

delusion of romanticism, sounds a

mocking note. Paul's supreme fantasy,

his wish to survive in a present un-

diluted by past, ultimately destroys

him. Therefore since the film contends

that fantasy is inadmissable into

quotidian life, LAST TANGO, much to

Miss"Kael's chagrin, cannot possibly be

an erotic film.

Sex however is put to a myriad of

prurposes. Sex is a purification ritual,

absolving, if only ephemerally, Paul's

guilt and grief over his wife's suicide.

Perverse, sex, sex denying its

procreative aspect, is the instrument

— Erotic^

Last Tango

in Paris" is

Not
explungunge Jeanne of her bourgeosie

rearing. Sex, primarily is used in LAST
TANGO as a catalyst for dissolving the

skin of the past and evoking rebirth.

Sex explores man's capacity to forever

begin anew and to live his life in

defiance of what he has been.

The prominent camera angle used by

Bertolucci is the tilt, usually beginning

high up and moving and moving
inexorably down to earth. This motion

reminds Paul of the downward motion

with which life inescapably returns us

to what we have always been.

Bertolucci presents the viewer with

opening scenes with objective

correlatives which provide the

cinematic equivalents of Paul's

emotions. The opening shot features

Brando screaming 'Fucking God"
while the metro.representing the frenzy

and confusion of his thoughts, races

over his head. His unheard and

unanswererd cries are counterpointed

by Jeanne's screamingly outlandish

dress and her careless mian.

The objective correlatives employed

by Bertolucci to underscore the

presence of the surreal are:

1. The woman brushing her false

teeth in the public toilet

2. In a flood of yellow light, Paul

passes Jeanne in the cafe

3. The mad laughter of the black

concierge in the apartment house in-

troduces an element of the demonic

4. The concierge grabs Jeanne's hand

and won't release it. To use Jeanne's

words "The casual becomes destiny."

5. Paul's entrance into the apartment

is mysterious — he seems to

materialize out of nothing

6. The mirror on the wall is cracked,

and can therefore only offer a distorted

reflection of reality.

7. Jeanne urinates with the bathroom

door open; she wears no pants.

8. The apartment is located on Rue
Jules Verne — the name surely seems

to signify a journey into false illusion.

All of these images suggest a return

to the primal. They work to scratch and
subsequently cloud the transparent

surface of a diachronically arranged

reality. These images prepare the

viewer to accept Jeanne's response to

Paul when she is taken by him for the

first time. She too reacts in primal

need; her almost immediate response

is to wrap her legs about his bent

frame.

Bertolucci's talent lies in his struc-

turing and selection of subtle and
reoccuring images: Brando's face is

constantly being bathed in gold light,

the use of the slow or fast moving metro
to provide an externalization of mood
and tempo. But Bertolucci's talent and
influence are limited. He can only

supply the skeleton and the philosophy

(and that either in Freudian or Marxian
terms) for his characters.

LAST TANGO is Brando's. He adds
all the flesh to Paul's skeleton. It is

Brando who dares to satiate the child in

Paul while maintaining the brutality of

the machismo illusion. Brando, while

he performs intercourse with Jeanne
fully clad, strips for us. It is the essense

of Brando's life that creates a

Continued on Page 5 , .



The essence of

Brando's life

creates character

Continued from Page 4

character for Paul: through a series of

impressionistic intercuts, we are drawn
into the world of the Brando-Paul. At
the scene of his wife, Rose's, suicide,

the girl scrubs away the ocean of blood
and admits that she has told the police
that "One day he debarks in Tahiti."
Brando allows his character use of an
explicit reference to his own life, his
own escape into the exotic, reminiscent
of Paul's release through sex.

In the cinema verite recounting ol

Paul's past, Brando reveals his own. It

is Brando's father who was the "super-
masculine . . . drunkard;" it was
Brando's mother who was "very
poetical, but also a drunk", and who
was arrested nude; and, it was Brando
himself who milked the cow both
morning and night. It was Brando who
suffered the indignity of having cow
shit on his shoes before a date.

That cow shit represents for botn
Brando and Paul, all that is impossible
to escape— the slap of the underground
man — the damage and humiliation
done us. The whirling of the past slowly
advances deadly and implaccably.

Paul cannot escape himself. In the

film's most surreal scene, Brando
confront Rose's lover. They sit in her
hotel in identical red plaid bathrobes
given them by Rose, drinking the
bourbon she had given the lover
(because Paul likes it). Paul tells the
man "I can't understand what she saw
in you." What she saw in the man was
Paul. She tried to make her lover a
replica of Paul. With this lover. Rose
might have had the love Paul was in-

capable of giving, if only by proxy.

Together Jeanne and Paul become
children. The childish sounds they
make of their names is cut into the
barnyard noises recorded by Jeanne's
fiance, played by Jean-Pierre Leaud.
Leaud is dependent upon the recording
>f noises; he is incapable of making
them himself. The finance walks
through life fuming or recording ex-
periences rather than living them. The
film progresses to reduce all

relationships to one: Jeanne is

L

angry at Leaud and voices a complaint
to both Paul and her fiance "You take
advantage of me. You make me do
whatever you want. The film is over.
I'm tired of having my mind raped."
The fiance reacts to her anger by
framing a shot of her face. Her anger
becomes that of Rose's who tried to rip
the wall paper off her lover's wall with
her fingernails. Both Rose and Jeanne
are powerless to control their lives.
Jeanne finds that Paul'i- "solitute

weighs on her. It isn't indulgent or
generous." He talks about his past but
won't let her talk about hers. In
defiance, she masturbates. He sits on
the floor and cries — a common cut
from both his life with Rose and his life
with Jeanne. The editing implies that
the two relationships are essentially the
same. Like Rose, Jeanne discovers that
Paul hates women: "Either they
pretend to know who I am, or they
pretend that I don't know who they
are."

When Paul approaches her outside,
after abandoning his fantasy, and
prepares to relinquish his past as a gift,
he suddenly becomes a gum-chewing
man of limited intelligence. He is as-
pathetic as the tango palace. Jeanne,
recognizing him no longer as a strong
brutal man, but as a flawed inadequate
human being, cannot accept him. She is

exasperated by his needs.
Paul is as worn out as the gum he

takes out and places under Jeanne's
terrace railing. He is, like the tango
dancers, a man from another era. He
has assumed an unauthentic facade.
When he does an imitation of James
Cagney, Jeanne grabs his penis as if to
jerk him back into the Paul she
responded to. He comes one last time;
for one last tango. In his need he has
become a devourer. Rose kills herself
to escape. Jeanne kills him. He falls
into a fetal position, truly a man who
has advanced by going backwards.
The film is flawed by the per-

formance of Maria Schneider as
Jeanne. Her Jeanne is too young, too
bourgeosie to react as the script dic-
tates. The experience literally curls her
hair. Her Jeanne is shallow, incapable
of transmitting rage or complaint.
Jeanne, as played by Schneider, can
only substantiate Paul's hatred of
women. .

LAST TANGO is not a monumental
film, but it is an important film. The
film itself is as demanding as Paul. It

also is neither "indulgent or generous".
The film is, however awell constructed,
magnificently-acted (by Brando) in-
dictment of modern relations and their
frenzied movement to inevitable death.

J

Drama 1

The Renaissance play Mandragola,
presented last weekend, afforded its

audience an amusing glimpse of life in

Florence in the early 1500's. Structured
like the medieval French fabliau, the

Church's ever-spreading corruption
was often parodied ; the notion of

cuckoldry, when explicated for

medieval audiences, was always a
vastly entertaining one. Though
Mandragola's structure was of a pre-

Renaissance form of lower comedy,
most of the concepts presented were of

a Renaissance nature. Exploration of

existence, the search for the self, and
the idea of every man's right to total

happiness were firmly expounded upon
in Mandragola. This brought the play
from the" realm of farce to that of

learned comedy, and fortunately this

was the way in which the Washington
College production was presented most
uf the time.

by Leslie Kitchen and Bobby Gathright

The play begins with the return of

young Callimaco. (John D'Amiro) from
Paris. He states that he has found one
of the most beautiful women in all of

Florence, and longs to make her his

own. The unfortunate part of the

situation lies in the fact that Lucrezia

(Kevin Madden) is married; worse
than that, she's "the quintessence of
chastity", and therefore not easily
approached. Her husband however, is

an idiot and a fool— Callimaco feels he
might easily be cuckolded. Also, they
both want children very badly and have
not been able to sire any. Callimaco
feels he sees a means to this end.
Armed with the trusted help of Siro,

his servant (Andy Koscieza), Ligurio, a
parasite (Jim Thomas), and the not-so-
trusted Timoteo, a friar (Dave
Knepler), Callimaco embarks on the
most dangerous of journeys — stealing
an unwilling woman out from und?r her

"From the realm of farce

to that of learned comedy 9

husband's most protective nose.
Messer Nicia Calfucci (H. Bruce
Funk), Lucrezia's unsuspecting
husband, calls on Callimaco when he
hears that Callimaco might have an
answer to their childless state.
Callimaco immediately prescribes the
root of the mandrake; the only problem
with this miraculous potion's healing
powers is that if Calfucci goes near his
wife within a week after she drinks the
potion, he will surely die.

This is a predicament not meant to go
unsolved. Callimaco decides that if a
man were to be brought in to sleep with
Lucrezia for one night only, all danger
of harm to Calfucci would disappear.
The unfortunate man brought in,

however, would die. (It is to be advised
that Callimaco's potion has no known
side-effects) They all decide (after

Lucrezia's hard-won approval) to
collar some innocent man from the
street and place him with Lucrezia that
night.

Needless to say, the innocent man
will be Callimaco, cleverly disguised in
a ridiculous clown costume and false
nose. He is duly apprehended, and
spends a ^ffe\night in Lucrezia's
bedchamber, f

In the morning, all seems joyous. The
innocent man gathered from the street
is thrown from the house, with evil

threats on his life if he should return
again. Calfucci. is assured of children
within the year, Lucrezia has changed
since her night with Callimaco; assured
of his love, she entreats her husband to
make him an honored guest in their
home. Calfucci gladly accepts this
offer. All go off to church to celebrate
the past day's events.

The play is amusingly interspersed
with scenes in which the lecherous friar

expounds upon his "religious nature".
We are given a good idea of his

character when he and a woman (Mary
Lou Lauricella) are found in a lewd
embrace. Also, the interplay between
Lucrezia and Sostrata, her mother,
(Christie Robinson) is very comic;
interfering mothers are a part of every
society.

intended!) but this problem due to the
large hats, was probably connected to
costuming.

The costumes were well coordinated
with the set, predominantly in shades of

red, with the noticeable exception of the
parasite, in green and black. The actors

always made good use of their
costumes, perhaps best seen in the
black cape of the servant.

The choice of music was good. It is
unfortunate that no information was in
the program about the music, but we
learned that some of them (at least the
first three) were written during the
Renaissance.

The stage manager deserve's credit
for a well-run performance, with no
technical cues dropped by his crew, or
at least none of which we were aware.

Concerning the direction of the play,
all action seemed well-motivated, and
direction, for this particular produc-
tion, was effective. John D'Amico's
performance as the ardent young lover
was highly credible. Andy Kosciesza
played a most dutiful servant, whose
upturned nose added comic relief to the
production. H. Bruce Funk played a
very convincing cuckold, making
John's action all the more plausible.
Jim Thomas's subtle portrayal proved
to be quite in keeping with the
Renaissance notion of a parasite.
Christie Robinson made the most of her
role as the interfering mother. Mary
Lou Lauricella, playing a wistful

widow, was well comforted by the
lecherous friar, Dave Knepler. Kevin
Madden 's intentions towards her lover
were well-displayed; there was no
mistaking the meaning lying behind
them.

Perhaps the acting overpowered the
subtletly of the play at moments, but we
realize that action and gesture played a
more significant part than words.
Timothy Maloney's appearance was a
pleasant surprise to the audience. All in

all, a production well done — sorry if

you missed it!

From the technical side, the
production was very successful. The set
was a definite re-enforcement of the
sexuality inherent to the play. The over-
abundance of windows was a bit

distracting, but the set was still very
effective. The cobble-stones were very
realistic. The ivy worked well in

covering an empty section of the house.
The shrubbery at the back and the gate
were very useful for the actors, as well
as re-enforcing the sexuality.

The make-up was noticeably heavy
during the opening scene of the
production, but as the production
progressed, the make-up was toned
down by the actors' exertions. Hair-
styling was excellently done.

The lighting was a bit dull. There
appeared to be a limited number of pre-
sets used and little change from one to

another. The gels were pretty toned
down, but coordinated well with the
costuming and set. Occasionally, there
was a problem in distinguishing a face,

such as Calfucci's or the friar's when he
was dressed in lay clothes (no pun

Do you know what you're dropping,
smoking, or otherwise taking? If you
don't there is a way to protect yourself
from mislabeled or misrepresented
drugs and ripoffs. Publick House, in

conjunction with the Anonymous Drug
Identification Laboratory, is now of-

fering a free confidental Drug Analysis
Program.
The ADIL is administered jointly by

the University of Maryland and the

"DAA. Their basic aims are multiple. By
allowing the victim to be prepared for

what he is planning to injest, the
chances of a bad experience that could
be the effect of adulterants or
misrepresented drugs are decreased.
The program also hopes to challenge
the popular street myths about drugs
through accurate identification. Last
but foremost is your health.

Information for getting your drug
analysed is available at Publick House
(778-2616). Don't bring a sample, and
remember this service is free and
confidential.

Greg Gabell,

Publick House
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ronlinued from Page 3D
Glen St George: I live In the room <S.

213) directly across from Jeff's and we

were sitting in the room, listening to

music and heard noise from the hall.

We opened the door, saw Hank and

Bernard out there, and well, we ac-

tually saw them breaking the door. We
just opened the door, though I don't

• think, no one in the room left— we Just

£ kind of sat around and watched it. As

_2 they broke into the room, finally they

O broke the door down, which was, you

> know, the door was destroyed after but,

then they maybe stayed for a few

minutes but then they left and so we

closed the door again and continued

listening to music , thinking that nothing

else was going to happen.

About 20 minutes later, we heard

more noise out in the hall, so I opened

the door and went out into the hallway

and Hank and Bernard were standing in

the hall. The door was open and I went

into the room and the was, you know

almost wrecked like Tommy said, but I

did notice at this time that the T.V. was

in there cause I looked around to see

what was in the room and as 1 turned off

into the room I met Tom at the door so

.

. . 1 did not see them carry the bed out

as Tom said. I saw the bed in the

bathroom but, I can say that when

everybody left the room that night, the

T.V. was still there, and the next

morning, I went to check and the T.V.

was gone.

Peter Moulder: David Scott

David Scott: I was in the process of

tfoing to bed and my room mate came
back to the room (S. 217 ) and right after

lie walked in, we heard all this noise

coming down from the other end of the

hall. (I omit here a statement I could

not make out. Chris Burkett's name
was mentioned.) So, he went back out

into the hall and came back in and said

that they were kicking in the door

again. I guess this was the first time

ihey came up and they left after that

and I went to sleep. I didn't notice

anything happening other than that

until the next morning.

Peter Moulder: So you actually did not

see anything happening?

D. Scott: No I did not.

Hank and Bernard found

guilty on two charges

Each fined $50 and placed on disciplinary probation

Tom Reegan: It was shattered in two Someone: What do you have .

pieces.
double room?

.like a

Peter Moulder: Archie Hoyt

Archie Hoyt: I was walking down the

hall, and was going to go into Glen's

room to listen to some music, so I

noticed Bernard walking down the hall

too, at the same time I was coming

from the other end and 1 opened the

door to go into Glen's room. Hank and

Bernard started to break down the

door. Glen came out and was, you

know, standing at the doorway. I just

saw them break down the door, I'm

pretty sure it was Hank. Hank stepped

inside of the room and Bernard, well 1

can't say this, cause 1 think he was in

there, but I'm not sure so . . . know

Hank was in there because he knocked

it, you know, his velocity carried bini

into the room. He looked sort of sur-

prised because Jeff wasn't there. He
turned around and went out. They left. I

went to bed.

Peter Moulder: Are there any questions

that any of the jurors have for any of

the witnesses? Jon.

.Ion Stephens (I think): Just one 1 think

really important thing that we should

clear up here. You said, Tom, that the

door was pretty well beyond repair . . .

Jon: Now, this is Friday night?

Tom: Yes.

Jon: Okay, and you said that you didn't

do anything until Sunday. Does that

mean that since the door was busted

down on Friday night, does that mean
the room was open the rest of Friday

night, Saturday, and Saturday night?

Tom: Correct. Exactly. That's why 1

made a point of saying that to the best

•>f my knowledge, the maximum
amount of damage had been done at

1:20 that morning. People could have

come in and done further damage —
people other than the accused, but I'd

also like to mention that I have a

question for the accused: In view of the

fact that you admit to breaking the door

down, don't you think you're respon-

sible for all subsequent action and

damage because if you didn't break the

door down, nothing would have . . .

Someone (not sure who): I think that

should be up to us . . .

Someone (not sure who): Well, yes you

can ask a question but that's something

that's going to be determined by the

evidence.

Someone: Of any of the people who are

speaking for Jeff, etc., no one actually

saw any material taken from the room.

Is that correct?

Jeff: Yes, a triple as a double.

Peter Moulder: Any other questions?

Someone: (a female, not sure who):

Somebody up here, I don't remember

who, mentioned that they saw other

people in the hallway. Were they

identified at all? Besides Hank and

Bernard?

Dave Scott: Well, my roommate saw

who was in the hall. I don't know if he

could identify them or not, I-don't know.

Someone: I saw who was in the hall . .

.

I was standing right there. I don't know

their names, but I know them by face.

They live in my hall . . -. they have

nothing to do with this hall by the way,

ihey live just on the otherside of the

door that separates the two. There were

other people who were just standing

there . . . there might have been some

other people . . .

Tom Reegan: Correct.

Someone: Do you have a roommate?

Jeff Hinin: Yes I do ... he was

home. He came back Saturday

morning I believe, and said, well to

quote him, "What a fucking mess."

Someone: Was the T.V. gone by then?

Jeff: I believe it was.

Someone: The T.V. was gone the next

morning.

Someone: All the stuff that's on this list

whether it is damaged or missing

property, this is all your property?

Jeff: Yes.

Someone: None of his property was

touched?

Jeff: No. His door was closed, I believe

... I'm not sure but . . .

Peter Moulder: Okay, so no one ac-

tually saw anything removed from the

room besides the bedframe and mat-

iress. Is that correct . . . Tommy?

Tom Reegan: "Yes.

Peter: When the bedframe and mat-

tress were removed from the room,

were the sheets, electric blanket, and

bedspread there mentioned in the

property damage list, were they still on

the mattress?

Tom: Yes.

Peter: We're going to start with the

witnesses for the defense now if there

are no other questions. Mike Hanson.

Mike Hanson: I was on my way into

Somerset (rest of sentence unclear). I

was in the middle of the hall, I was at

the staircase, and Hank and Bernard

were coming down and they did tell me
at that time that they had broken down

ihe door to Jeff's room and I told them

where I was going — (rest of sentence

unclear). Then, Hank suggested we go

up to his room and party over there. So

went over to Hank's room and I left his

room maybe around 1:00. That's all.

Peter Moulder: Dave Saslow.

Dave Saslow: Well, I'm Hank's

roommate and Hank came in about 1 :30

— he and Bernard came in, and I think

Bernard had some Southern Comfort

and they Just did a few shots and by that

time people in my room had left and I

fell asleep. Hank kicked Bernard out,

just prior to me falling asleep so I'd

seen that Hank went to sleep around

1:30 or 1:40.

Peter Moulder: Steve Rumble: I was

over in Hank's room at 12:30 and I left

around ... a little bit after that. I came
back to the room around 1 : 30, a little bit

before than and just Dave was there

Hank and Bernard and we just listened

to like one song and then he went to bed

and you know, everyone was crashed

and I left too.

Peter Moulder: Mat Carlson:

Mat Carlson: I was partying in Jeff

Popham and Gary Zorn's room at the

other end of Kent from where Bernard

lives . . . ah . . . underneath of where he

lives and I have no idea what time it

was, in fact I thought the whole thing

happened on Thursday. I thought I was

gone that weekend . . (? Mat said

something like that. It is hard to make
,iut exactly. There was much laughter

afterwords. ) . . . and anyway they came
through the hall and they were rowdy

and we were sittin' in Popham's room

being rowdy and you know, we ex-

changed words — What's goin' on?

Whatcha doin'? They said they were

going over to Somerset second Door to

party. So I was over there with Dave

and Kerry and we sat in Popham's

room and partied for a little while

longer. Got our coats on and went over

to Somerset because I live in Somerset.

We went up the fire escape and came
nut the bathroom and I saw them
carrying the bed out and I went and

stood in the doorway and looked in

the room— the other door was open and

the television was there because you

noticed when things that are valuable

are still laying around. And I went over

to (unclear section) to see if he was
home and he didn't answer and I left.

Peter Moulder: Kerry Gordon.

Kerry Gordon: My story is pretty much
the same as Mat's, but ... I went over

there with him and I was the first one to

come through the bathroom window
and the first one out of the bathroom
into the hall. I did see Bernard and
Hank go into the room and bring the bed
out and I opened the door and they took
it into the bathroom, and that's when
Tommy came out and the point is that

they weren't in there any more than
fifteen seconds —just long enough to

take the bed (I think) out.

Peter Moulder: Dave Angevine?

Dave Angevine: My story's the same .

.

. I came in right after Kerry. I just saw

them bring in the bed, into the

bathroom. I just saw Kerry open the

door while I stood there and I walked in

front of the room and I also noticed that

the television was still there.

Peter Moulder: David Eske?

David Eske: All I really have to add is

that I went up there Saturday afternoon

and the door was swinging wide open

and there was no T.V. in the room.

Continued on Page 7
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Peter Moulder: Jeff Hayzlett?

Jeff Hayzlett: I live right nest to

Bernard on his hall and usually when
Bernard comes up to his room or
something and I'm still up and doin'

somethin' he just sticks his head in and
comes in for awhile. Friday night, it

was between 1:30 and 2:00 — probably
about quarter of two. Bernard came in

for awhile, for about five minutes and
then went over to his room. That's all.

Peter Moulder: Dave Guinn?

Dave Guinn: I'm Jeff's rommate. I

wasn't here when Bernard came up to

his room, but I came back to my room
about 2:00 in the morning (unclear
section) and .my roomate was asleep.
And I knocked on Bernard's door, or
rather I kicked on Bernard's door, and
Bernard was dressed for bed, he was
undressed for bed . . .

Peter Moulder: Timmy do you have

anything to add?

Tim Keefe: No.

Peter Moulder: At this point, Hank and
Bernard can summarize their case. Du
you guys have anything further to say?

Someone: (1 think Tom Reegan):
Excuse me. I though there was going to

be a question period just as we had a

question period.

Peter: Oh. I'm sorry . . . that's right..

Someone: I'd just like to ask just

anybody— the defendants . . . when you

looked in the room, were the windows
all broken up?

Someone (Bernard perhaps): Someone
was breaking the windows when
we were in there trying to set up, from
the outside.

Someone: Were they broken when you

went in there Tommy?

Tom Reegan: No. I'd say I didn't notice

the windows. What I noticed was the air

conditioner. It was smashed. All the

damage that was done to the air con-

ditioner to this date, was done when I

was in the room ... at the time they

carried out the mattress.

Someone: (Peter Moulder?): I'd like to

ask Kerry and David, like when you
went did you notice it?

Tom Reegan: There wasn't much
damage when you went in?

Someone: There was.

Someone: The T.V. was sitting there as

plain as day.

Someone: Yeah, I'm just wondering

about the windows cause they were

supposedly broken up. Correct?

Tom Reegan: Yes. Yes.

Someone (addressing Tom Reegan): 1

w,as just wondering about that. If at the

time when they were seen, whether

i hey were broken up.

Tom Reegan: Okay. I have a question
for Bernard and Hank. Did you take the
mattress out right after you broke the
door down?

Someone: (Bernard): No, there was
one hour between, well, we were there

two times. We kicked the door down,
and stuck around for awhile in the hall

but, we came back later on and the

room was all smoked up. I'm sorry but

that spot wasn't the size of a cigarette

ash.

Endings

Tom: Was it active?

Someone: It was smoking. As far as we
could tell the room was all smoked up in

there.

Tom: Yes, there was alot of smoke in

the room. It smelled like a stink bomb.
Someone: Smoke bomb.

Tom: So there's one hour's lag in time

between when you broke the door down
and when you came . . .

Someone: It was alot shorter than that.

Tom: I see. Who heard the pounding on

the door?
Someon: The first time?

Tom: Did you hear two poundings on

the door?

Someone: No, no . . . when Archie came
into the hall he actually came into my
room as they were pounding on the

door.

Tom: What time was that?

Somoone: You shouldn't ask questions

like that.

Someone: I have no idea.

Tom: Well, you took the mattress out of

the room at about 1:20 right?

Someone: I can say there was a period

of about a half hour, at least half an

hour, between the time they knocked

the door down and left, and the time that

I was out in the hall. (A section here is

very confused. I think its mainly a joke

about the above person's condition.)

peter Moulder: Any other questions?

Tom Reegan: I kind of don't un-

derstand, and this question may not

even be relevant, "but like, while you
broke the door down and came back an
hour later to do what you wanted to du

Someone: (Bernard): We were walking

down the hall looking for someone
(I think) to party with. Saw all the

smoke in the room. (Unclear first

section) tossed firecrackers onto the

bed, so we figured maybe we'd better

you know, (again unclear) ash or coal

had sunk (?) down (unclear). We
noticed when we were taking it out

there wasn't anything wrong with it,

except the burn marks on the sheets.

Tomi Chris, what time did you hear the

accused knocking on the door?

Someone: (Chris): I don't have any
— it, was after 12:00, I'm not sure.

I There is a confused section here —
many persons speaking at once.)

Tom: And what time did you say you
knocked the door down?
Someone: 12:30

Peter Moulder: Okay. Any other
questions? You guys can go ahead an
summarize your case — whatever else
you ha v have to say.

Someone (Bernard): Well, we went
over there round 12:30, 1 suppose and
kicked the door down. Hung around for

a little while — ten or fifteen minutes.
We left, and went over to Hank's room
for anywhere between a half hour and
an hour. Came back and Kerry and
Dave and those guys were following us

.

. . they were way behind us. They were
at the bottom of the fire escape as we
were climbing into the second floor

bathroom window and we went over to

Chris Burkett's room and knocked on
his door. Nobody answered. We walked
down the hall. Saw the smoke inside the

room and the destruction. Took the bed
into the bathroom. Saw Reegan coming
down the stairwell. We went over to

Hank's for a little while, my room . .

.

Peter: That's it? Okay — Tom, why
don't you summarize your case.

Tom: Okay. As far as the details, I

think we've tried to express what went
on so far. I would like to point out that

Jeff's been talking with his parents

about this and I guess there's a legal

issue, and if they're not satisfied with

any kind of compensation here, they're

going to take it to the legal authorities.

Another [joint I'd like to bring out is

that if the door had not been broken

down, Jeff's room would not have
suffered all this damage. I cannot prove

that they took anything from the room.

The only thing I can prove is that they

took the bed out of the room — that's it.

But we can prove that they broke and

entered and to me, that seems like

sufficient evidence to merit some kind

.if a restitution. I'm not trying to say

that they took the T.V. Even if we
proved that someone else took it, I think

that there is some penalty due, just

because of the cause and effect of the

whole thing. If it had not happened, we
wouldn't even be here — if they didn't

break the door down.

Jeff Hirsch: I'd like to point out an
important law under the charge of

breaking and entering: that the

defendents in the' said case would be

responsible for all subsequent damage.

Tom Reegan: Basically what we're

saying is that if the accused are in-

nocent, I don't want to see them con-

victed; but if the prosecution of Jeff

hinks that, you know they really

screwed up his room, then it might be

worse to maybe dismiss the matter

here as just being well, "Students must
have their fun . . ." This is only a

student court and I really think we are.

We're not going to demand that the

accused pay back Jeff 500 dollars — I

mean that would be ridiculous. If we
say that, we may just be screwing the

accused even more, you know, if Jeff

does take this to the legal courts..

So, you know, maybe we may try to

dismiss this as a small matter that

(unclear fragment) make it a big

matter if it was outside the student

judiciary.

Bernard: I'd like to say something.
Peter Moulder: Bernard?
Bernard: I'd like to say something —
that the door wasn't broken into two
pieces. I think Dave Scott will testify to

that and Dave Eske too. It could have
been found a way to prop that door shut,

(unclear fragment): Something could
have been done.

Someone: (Peter Moulder? ) I just have
a question to ask Jeff— how do you get,

since you said you had a little better list

there, 500 dollars worth of damage?
(Unclear statement.)

Tom Teegan: Yeah. That was in-

complete, and this is an un-
der estimation because the main-
tenance, supplies, and labor are not
included in that.

Someone: I don't understand what you
said before Bernard, maybe I wasn't
paying attention but you went up tu

Chris Burkett's room. You knocked on
the door and you walked back down the

hall and you saw smoke coming out of

the door ...

Bernard: Yeah, we were walking down
the hall and as we went by the room it

was all smoky inside . v .

Bernard: 1:30.

Someone: I mean the first time.
Someone: Oh. We went over there at

12:30 then . . .
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Someone: And that

.

was kicked in?

. when the door

Bernard: We kicked the door down and
stayed around there for a little while

and we left and there was a whole
bunch of guys in the hall . . .

Someon: Did you know anybody?
Bernard: I know when by face; 1 don't

know their names.

Viewpoint:

r~ Wrongs'

and Rights

The attempt to make the process by

which evidence and witnesses are

organized t2. above), and cases are

formulated (3. above) more efficient

has sadly failed. The failure is obvious

from even a cursory reading of the

transcript of the Hirsch Case. It only

becomes more apparent from a careful

reading that neither the plaintiff, Jeff

Hirsch, nor the defendents, Bernard

Floyd and Hank Kupper, organized

'heir evidence or presented a counsel,

which they have a right to do. Some
students have concluded that the lack of

a prosecution is a flaw in our judicial

system, and that a permanent body,

which would conduct the prosecution in

every case brought to trial, be created.

This could, however, infringe upon the

freedom, written in the Students

Handbook, to choose a counsel from
'the members of the Washington

College community." Perhaps, the lack

of counsel stems rather from either a

poor effort, if any, on the part of the

Screening Board to inform the parties

of their right to counsel or from
negligence on the part of the plaintiff

and defendents to utilize that right.
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Volleyball Team Suffered

"first game jiffers"

The women's volleyball team, under

the coaching of Penny Fall, has split its

first two varsity matches of the season.

W.C. participated in a tri-match at

Anne Arundel Community College

where they played both Anne Arundel

and Montgomery College-Tacoma

Park. Although the team lost to

A.A.C.C. 15-4, 15-6, they came back to

defeat Montgomery College 15-13, 154.

According to Penny Fall, the girls had

"the first game jitters" and will have to

adapt to the very strict officiating of the

referees.

Co-captains and starters for W.C. are

Pam Davis and Lynn Rath. Other

starters are Cindi Patchen, Shari

Moore, Carol Noer, Jenny Butler and

Kerric Harvey. There is a home match

today (Wed) against Georgetown

University at 6:30 and also a tri-match

here against Dundalk Community
College and Delaware Tech (Newark)

at 3-00 n.m.

by Caryl Huston

Women's Crew
Prepares Early for Spring Season

of rowing so that they can benefit the

squad in the spring and be in good

physical condition.

In women's crew there are nine

people in a boat, eight rowers and a

"coxswain who calls out the cadence.

This year if enough girls show interest

in joining crew, there is a possibility

that another varsity boat may be ad-

ded. Practices and home races are held

on the Chester River. Coaches for the

team are Barry McCardle and Penny

Fall.

by Caryl Huston

Women's crew, now in its fourth year

and second as a varsity sport at W.C,

has had excellent records in the past.

Last year the team finished strongly

with a record of five wins and no

defeats and appeared on local

television as the only women's crew

team in the state of Maryland. Although

three varsity rowers graduated last

spring, the team is looking forward to

another winning season.

In the fall months the girls train and

get in shape for their spring schedule

and scrimmage with other colleges. It

is a time for newcomers to learn the art

===== u
Haverford Gains q

A Wet Edge on W.C. &
In a game played at Haverford in the

driving rain, the Washington College

soccer team lost to a team better able to

make the best of slippery conditions.

Although Washington College played a

good game in the rain, and took more

shots (24-19) than Haverford, they

mishandled more shots (due to wet-

ness, not to mistakes in execution or

judgment). Consequently, Haverford

came out on top 4-2 in overtime, with

only Fitzgerald and Williams scoring

for W.C.
Coach Athey expected a formidable

opponent in Haverford, which they

were, but because of the rain neither

team played "exceptional soccer."

W.C. is the quicker team, but that

advantage was nullified by the muddy
playing surface, giving Haverford an

edge it otherwise would not have had.

by Roy Whitaker

In addition- to unfavorable weather

conditions, Washington College was

hurt by the loss of goalie Peter Murphy,

who received an injury early in the

second half. He was out for ten days.

Skip Comstock replaced Murphy and

played well despite his lack of ex-

perience, and the difficulty of handling

a wet, muddy ball.

Typically, Coach Athey is not wont to

discredit the performance of other

teams; however, in this case he was

unable to honestly call Haverford "the

better team."
After their next game (Wagner,

away), the Washington College soccer

team will host Georgetown, in what

should be the Shoremen's toughest

game {Sat. Oct. 25). It will be a game
well worth seeing.

I*** * * ******************************'

Off to a Nonchalant Start

Although Washington College

defeated St. Mary's College 5-1, the

Shoremen found themselves up against

a much stronger team than anticipated.

Perhaps, because the team took the

game with St. Mary's so lightly, play in

the first half reflected a lack of con-

centration and poor execution of fun-

damentals.

However, in the second half, after

realizing tBlt St. Mary's was not going

to be a pushover, Washington College

began to pass and handle the ball well,

scoring five goals; three by Billy

Williams and one a piece for Stuart

Quillman and Matt Wagner.

by Roy Whitaker

Coming Events s#^i?ijj?i?^SJ?J*J?*l*l^<?*i^<i«i i,-tj-tx-Cj-b<iit-ti&-h-ti & -it -d -Ci -Cx

OCTOBER 26 — Arlene Cole,

pianist. Tawes Theatre. 4:00

OCTOBER 28 — Fil Series, Great

Man Votes. Smith Aud., 7:30

BALTIMORE:

OCTOBER 28 — "Cloisters and

Churches in Catalonia . . the

Pyraness", lecture, Walters Art

Gallery, 1:00

OCTOBER 30 — Baltimore Opera

Maria Stuarda. Lyric Theatre,

8:15, (also Nov. 1, 3)

WASHINGTON:

OCTOBER 22 — Canadian Opera:

La Belle Helene. Kennedy
Center, 8:00 (also Oct. 24, 26)

Tennessee Williams' Sweet Bird

of Youth. Eisenhower Tehatre,

thru Oct. 31 evenings — 7:30,

Thurs. & Sat. matinees — 2:00

OCTOBER 24 — Oscar Peterson,

jazz piano. Kennedy Center. 8:30

OCTOBER 23 — Canadian Opera:

Harry Somer's Louis Riel.

Kennedy Center, 8:00

OCTOBER 27 — Bette Midler.

Kennedy Center. Thru Oct. 31.

8:00

NOVEMBER 2— Rossini's "Petite

Messe Solennelle". Peabody
Conservatory. 4:00

NOVEMBER 1, 2 — 4th Annual

Louis B. Leakey Memorial
Symposium. Lisner Avd., Geo.

Washington Univ.

FREDERICKSBURG, Va:

OCTOBER 31-NOVEMBER 3 —
Sigma Xi, Scientific Research

Society of North America. An-

nual Meeting, lectures by Lord

Bowden and Richard Leakey.
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The Ghosts of
Chestertown Past

WHIR L1BRART

OCT 30 1975

Some Spirited Tales for the HyUrthdrt""*
C™

* by Wayne Baker
When hinges creak in doorless

chambers, and strange and frightening

sounds echo through the halls, and the

candlelights flicker where the air is

deathly still, that is the time when
ghosts are present, practicing their

terror with ghoulish delight.

Come with me now, if you dare, while
I relate a few tales that you might find
quite unbelievable, perhaps because
they have occurred so close to you.

should have been in his quarters, one of

the slaves, jealous over the woman's
partiality, paid a visit to her in the

house. Sadly, Ringgold and his wife
were across town with friends; they
never heard the woman's screams for

help. She was killed on the antler

stairway as she tried to make her way
upstairs to safety.

The slave was caught outside
Chestertown and killed, but not until he
had been kept in the house basement
for two weeks without food.

It is said that, if the curious one will

but stay awake long enough on that
dismal evening in October, the slave
can be heard in the basement, moaning

+U« «Ui««* «tf Uic, J«oi*.*» and Pleading with his master to free
the object ot his desire t^ f^ ^ agony- UnfortunatelV(

Riggold is long dead and cannot oblige

The lament of a
jealous slave and

The stately Hynson-Ringgold House,
occupied by the President of

Washington College and his family, was
built shortly after 1700 by Thomas
Ringgold. It appears quiet and har-

mless, but tales have circulated about
Chestertown that the house is haunted
by two ghosts, who usually make their

appearances on All Hallow's Eve to

those who might be up, taking a walk,
perhaps, past the dark, brick house at

luch an ungodly hour as midnight.

It seems that Thomas Ringgold's

cousin, a fair, young woman of twenty-

'Jiree years, was visiting Chestertown
Tor a few weeks. Ringgold had many
slaves, and, it seems, his cousin was
strangely fond of one of them on the sly.

Late one evening, past the hour when he

the poor soul. But then, so is the slave.

And it, is said that if one looks hard
enough, peering quietly through the

small windows near the door,

Ringgold's cousin can be seen
descending the staircase in a white

gown, candlestick in hand, until she

reaches the deadly spot, whereupon,
she vanishes effortlessly.

A late night visit

Around the corner from the Hynson
Ringgold House at 117 High Street
stands another house inhabited by both
the living and the dead. This house was
built around 1790 by William Sluby, a
good friend of Thomas Riggold, and a

merchant by trade. The current oc-
cupants are not certain of the identity of
their ghostly visitor, nor are they
plaqued by frequent disturbances. Once
a year, however, the strange friend
becomes restless.

Last year's incident was the most
horrifying and was witnessed by two
people at the same time. Late one
evening, or perhaps I should say early
one morning, since it was about three
o'clock, the ghost was heard, quite

distinctly, walking back and forth

across the wood floor on the third
storey. The steps were so heavy that the
witnesses described them as those one
might make if one were wearing boots.
Unfortunately, the third floor is car-

peted. But then, perhaps it was not at

the time the odd visitor lived there.

At any rate, and all too sadly enough,

after listening to the goings-on, the two
witnesses decided to retire elsewhere

that night and promptly left.

Bewitchery on
Pear Tree Point

Road
At the end of Pear Tree Point Road

stands the dead remains of a once

elegant tree — fit, perhaps, for

hangings. The tale is told that shortly

after the founding of Chestertown, a

young girl was caught in the act of

performing witchery and was taken

across the river, tried, and hanged
forthwith. The daring may entice her
spirit to perform by driving to the end
of the road, turning off the motor and
the lights, and waiting. Her ghost, it is

said, will appear in the dead limbs.

White at first, she turns blood red as she
floats towards the observer — that is, if

she gets anywhere close to him before
he has left.

A Permanent
Stain

Then, of course, there is the small
farm outside Chestertown where a
young girl fell from her horse and
struck her head on a rock near the

house. She died, but the blood has not

disappeared, though the years since the

incident have been many, and con-

tinues to scream of the all too unjust

end of such a lovely, young girl.

Countless coats of white paint cannot

eliminate it.

Dear me, I do hope I haven't

frightened you to the point that you

should not be able to sleep tonight. If so,

take comfort in the fact that I find

living with a spirit from the other world

as pure blessing. When I get too boged

down in concerns of this life, too heavy-

laden with problems of living, he gently

nudges me (when I'm no looking) and

says, ever so softly, "Booooo!"

Pleasant dreams.

Forum
The Proposed European Studies Major

Undergoes Preliminary Review

The proposed European Studies

major was discussed, on a preliminary

basis, in the Academic Council meeting

held last week. The European Studies

major was formulated and presented to

the Humanities and Social Sciences

divisions this fall by Erika Salloch,

acting chairperson of the Foreign

Languages Department, and by David

Sumler, professor of History. A more
complete treatment of the proposal was
postponed until the next Council

meeting to allow time for the Natural

Sciences division to examine and

evaluate the projected major.

The following is the suggested

catalogue description:

"The major program in European

Studies offers the student an op-

portunity to gain a general un-

derstanding of European societies and

to compare their different cultural

achievements. Through a program of

study in several disciplines the student

adds depth to his general un-

derstanding by specializing in one area

chosen in consultation with his major

advisor. The program is intended to

develop an insight into the individual

national cultures and into their com-

mon "European" aspects.

"Study is focused on a thematically

coherent area of concentration selected

by each student . . . students can put the

emphasis of their major on studies in

the fine arts, in the humanities, or in the

social sciences.

"Students planning to major in

European Studies are advised to

complete the general portion of the

program by taking introductory

courses in European history, politics,

society or culture before the junior

year. In the junior year, the student

comes under the direction of a major
advisor and plans the concentrated

area of study. The major program
requires ten courses . . . Courses from
at least three disciplines must be in-

cluded in Ihe mai v irai

by Kathy Wagner
major shall complete at least two 400-

level courses in one foreign language,

and no more than four of the major
courses may be in any one discipline.

"In the senior year the student elects

either to take an examination in his

area of concentration or to write a

paper on some aspect of it ... "

Courses available for credit in the

major would range from a wide

selection of art, history, English,

philosophy, and language courses to an

equally wide selection of courses in

drama, economics, literature, music,

political -'
" and

. .. I oitl
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Discursive treatment of

proposed major reveals loopholes

Continued from Page 1

Informal reports were given in the

meeting by the Humanities and the

Social Sciences divisions, both of which

had met to discuss and vote on the

proposal. The Humanities division

evaluated the proposed major in

regards to the positive aspects

illuminated by the catalogue

description; e.g., and interdisciplinary

approach with depth of study, the

foreign language requirement. They

voted in favor of the proposal— 10 for, 1

against, with 4 abstentions.

'

The Social Sciences Dept. flipped the

coin and voted against the proposed

major-13 against, 6 for. Mike Malone

summarized for the Council some of the

major points of descension: (1.) third

world studies (Asia, Africa, Latin

America) have become important

courses of study and need to be given

priority as possible majors. (2.) the

lack of a core of approach-the diversity

of European cultures-the absense of a

The "Rationale" of the program, as
delineated in the proposal sheets,

counterbalances objection No. 1; "It is

the purpose of the proposed program in

European Studies to overcome this

disciplinary isolation (since all the

emphasis has been on Non-Western

An Ecumenical Visit:
Shehan at Washington College

Another Wednesday evening at

Washington College. The wall-sitters by
the fire lane look up to notice a band of

black-suited individuals, some wearing
clerical collars, cross from the library

to Hodson Hall. Rick Ricketts, Zac-

chaeus-like, watches from a tree as

Lawrence Cardinal Shehan, the first

Cardinal to visit Washington College,

passes below him. Shehan is a little

man, white-haired, and impeccably
dressed in a black suit and vest. A small

gold chain crosses his chest and
disappears into a vest pocket. He looks

remarkably energetic for his 77 years.

Surrounded by a coterie of local church
and college dignitaries, he is ushered
into the building, out of the sight of the

wall-sitters.

At dinner, the students, even the local

churchmen, sit nervously. The Cardinal

does not seem surprised at the small
talk, at the social uneasiness of those

around him. He remains withdrawn:
perhaps in deep thought; perhaps
merely in a void of protocol. The
president of the local parish council, a
farmer, engages him in a one-sided

conversation about the sale of wheat to

the Soviet Union. The Cardinal listens,

in a manner born of long practice.

Meanwhile, Hynson Lounge is filling

up with those anxious to hear the

Cardinal or curious about a Cardinal's

visiting Chestertown. The big front door
is open tonight, and the parishioners

from the town are dutifully filing in.

There are precious few students in the

audience, but nearly all the seats are
fffled. The minutes tick by: 7:26. . .7:30

. . .7:35 . . .

The Cardinal enters through the front

door and the crowd rises to its feet,

applauding. The little white-haired man
is now attired in a brilliant red cassock

with a red skullcap on his head and a

gold crucifix around his neck. Looking

at trace very medieval and very

authoritative, he seats himself behind

the lectern. The Cardinal is flanked by

the parish priest, the representative

from The William James Forum, and
the President of the College. Yes, even

Joe McLain is out for this one.

Boring introductions — anecdotes,

histories. The Cardinal sits patiently,

hands benignly folded across his

middle. The introductions end, and he

rises to speak. More applause.

His voice is clear, though his hands

shake as he turns the typewritten pages

of his notes. The Cardinal speaks

mainly of church unity and ecumenism.
He relates the events of Vatican II,

telling of the pivotal role of Pope John

XXin in getting that conference off the

ground. He outlines the major obstacles

to unity: papal supremacy, dogma
regarding the sacrament of com-
munion, and "the evil effects of the

ultra-liberal sexual morality
. '

' The
Cardinal speaks slowly, deliberately, in

the manner of another generation. He
continues, seemingly unaware of the

fact that some elderly parishioners in

the front row are dozing off. His tone, as

befits one of the leading liberals in the

College of Cardinals, is optimistic

toward ecumenism. Progress toward
ecumenism so far is "a miracle of

area studies), and to revive interest in

Europe as a coherent subject of student
concern, study, and research."

Objection No. 2 is balanced by a

comparison of the proposed major with

other interdisciplinary studies

(American Studies, Humanities); one

student member of the Council cited

that there is little apparent difference

between the approach of her Am.
Studies major and that of the proposed.

More discussion among Council

members will undoubtedly illuminate

other positive and negative aspects of

the European Studies major proposal,

although, after preliminary review, it

appears that there are a few too many
loop boles in the proposal as it stands

now. The decision of the Academic
Council will then be passed on to the

Faculty who willl determine its out-

come.

Dean Hanson introduced the notion of

senior seminar to create an overview of listing the European Studies major in

the field; (3.) the wish to attract the catalogue as a passible course

students to certain courses and of study, eliminating the necessity of

departments does not justify creating a formulating it as a specific major.

major; (4.) the inadequacy of the

library resources, and (5.) lack of

rationale behind creating the major Objection No. 6 brings up an im-

when students can formulate the major portant point of concern-that students

themselves. are not aware of the European Studies

approach, that the field is overlooked,

even by students aiming to create an

independent major. Dr. Brown refuted

this idea, arguing that if a student isn't .

imaginative or creative enough to think

of it as a possible major, then he isn't

capable- and sufficiently motivated to

pursue the field.
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Commentary
Time did not permit a

statement to be made in last

week's Elm of the purpose in

printing, and thereby
recognizing the opinions of "a
concerned, tuition-paying
student" who, in refusing to

sign his name to those opinions,

refuses to take any respon-
sibility for his beliefs. Although
technically, an editor is

justified in refusing to

acknowledge unsigned letters,

this does not mean he or -she

lacks purpose in bothering with
such absurdities. The whole
point in printing the unsigned
letter in last week's issue was
to reveal not only the absurdity
in believing that one's views
will be taken seriously, when by

failing to acknowledge them as
one's own, a person says essen-

tially that not even he or she
can take them seriously; but
also to reveal the apathy and
irresponsibility behind that

belief.

Certainly, there are other
ways of making this: point,

(simply ignoring such letters is

one way), but I feel it is my
responsibility to show the

writer of the unsigned letter

that in not feeling obligated to

let us know who he is, he cannot
expect us to oblige his demands
In doing this publicly, I trust

that in the future letter will be
written to the Editor of the

Elm, and that they will be ac-

counted for.

signed, Amy Rhett

God's grace." Catholics and
Protestants share "a spirit of frien-

dliness."

The lecture ends on this note of op-

timism. Will His Eminence yield to

questions? He will. A few tentative

queries come from the audience,

followed by brief, authoritative replies.

The ordination of women is not likely.

The Church was justified in ruling on
the question of abortion. The Berrigans
acted purely as individuals ("I cer-

tainly do not agree with much that they
did; but I do not pass judgment on
them"). Someone in the back of the

room asks about the role of the Church
in the political conflicts in Italy and
Spain. Predictably, the Cardinal deftly

sidesteps the question ("I don't think

the Church as a church has a role in

politics. Catholics as individuals should
exercise a role in politics"). With that,

the question period comes rapidly to a
close/

The Cardinal goes out the way he
came in, through a standing crowd. He
leaves the building and escapes the
well-wishers. Cardinal Shehan leaves

Washington College at 8:32, two
minutes behind schedule.

by Carlos Wilton

Apology
I would like to apologize for the

proliferation of errors in various sec-

tions of print in last week's Elm. The
publications crew at Delaware State

News does proof read as a part of the

service they offer, and though I always
try to double check the copy, there is

often simply not enought time to do so

for the every article. I direct this

apology to Kim Stierstorfer, in par-

ticular, whose otherwise engrossing

review was marred by distracting

errors in print. And Monsieur Dickson
- that French!!!

I also want to explain the lack of

transitions in the Hirsh article. I had
written several paragraphs explaining

my punctuation, introducing new
sections, and relating the SJB' verdict

in detail.

Unfortunately, I did not realize this

copy had not been included with the

copy sent to Dover until I was con-

structing the paper, at which point

there was little that could be done about
the oversight.

The Editor
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The effects of

MIDTERMS on the

psyche and physique
At this particular point in the

semester, a good number of us are
probably reacting with one of two
conditions caused or aggravated by
midterms— stress or depression. This
might sound like a typical Crab joke,

but the psychological reactions to social

and academic pressures are very real,

and very important to the individual

concerned.

Stress can be brought about by
constant worry over the never-ending

list of academic demands charac-
teristic of "college", but usually we
don't react stressfully to the consistent

tasks; most of us have gotten used to it

by midterms. More often it's the

"bitch" of an hourly or midterm that

constitutes the grounds for an intense

emotional and psychological reaction.

Don't let It get you down, or upset, it

isn't worth it. Not surprisingly, your

body reacts in conjunction with your
psyche, and when you're upset, you
may find yourself becoming less func-

tional.

Primarily, your adrenal glands start

working, which is enough to motivate

you initially but can become intense,

enough to incapacitate. One common
result is insomnia, and if there's

anything a student doesn't need, it's

fatigue.

Contrary to popular belief, and alert

mind is an integral part of being a

student. Another common reaction to

stress is an increased production of

digestive acid in the stomach. This

manifests itself initially as indigestion,

but eventually can lead to ulcers if one

doesn't learn to mellow out.

More serious reactions to stress in-

clude an increase in one's blood

pressure, inflammation of the large

intestine (colitis) and a host of other

digestive problems. Also included on

the list are menstrual disorders, (from

cramps to delayed periods), sexual

problems, or a scourge of nature upon

one's hair and skin.

Once a person becomes upset in a

particular situation, his bodily reaction

will probably affect the most
vulnerable or sensitive organ in his

body, from skin to digestive system to

skeleton. Obviously this makes for a lot

of wear and tear on both the psyche and

the physique, and can make one

seriously ill.

People have a variety of ways of

coping with stress, ranging from covert

to socially obvious. A common oc-

currence about midterm every

semester is an increase in hysterical

verbalization as people traverse

campus or pass through the halls of

their dorms. Another interesting

manifestation is an increase in the

attendance of the nightly meetings of

the water tower observationists.

(Fortunately everyone so far. has taken

a moderatley slow path to return to

ground level.) You may also notice an

increase in the aggressive expressions

by fellow dorm members, homocidal

attacks on roommates, or destruction

of property. It becomes pretty obvious

when you walk over to a friend's to

socialize and get turned away with

3
CD

threat of violence, that the person could .

be suffering from academic or social J*
stress. ^
Probably the most beneficial reaction 3

one could have to stress or a stressful C
situation Is to relax. Transcendental 3
meditation has proven a clean high, but 2*
one less mystically-oriented may resort 5V
simply to taking walks, or picking up a 2
creative past time. The worst thing one _
can probably do is rely strictly on *"
chemical relief. Settle down before you "O
get high, otherwise you might find Q
yourself dependent on the nasty little (Q
weed whenever something upsetting <!>

occurs. The important thing is to learn #£
to relax by yourself. Spend a few quiet

moments with friends, or by yourself,

away from everything.

We often find that our modes of

escape become another demand upon

us as we fail to define or solve our

problems but simply attempt to mask
them. This may help for the night, but

can't really be regarded as a good

method for the next 60 years, especially

if we can rise above our problems on

our own.

by Melody Echard

"Once upon a time ..."

Herr Hohler's JHolocaust Hindered

Once upon a time, there was a man
named Franz Hohler, who came to

Chestertown from the Goethe Institute

to run a series of Night Drills. The point

of these Night Drills was to prepare the

good people of Chestertown -for the

coming holocaust, the details of which

would put Irwin Allen to shame.

"A huge tidal wave will descend on

Chestertown!" he announced. His

henchmen, at that moment, were

arranging to have all the trucks on the

Eastern Shore crash into the Chester

River, and thereby, cause the tidal

wave.

by Oskar Vandenbeuren

"But Herr Holder, what are we to

do?" cried the people in anguish.

"Never fear," he reassured them. He
then assigned jobs to the assembled

multitude; such jobs as warning others,

effecting a blackout, and the special

task of checking the wind (given to the

deserving Maloney, Timothy).

To take the people's minds off the

disaster for awhile, Herr Hohler, sang,

philosophized, lectured on kangaroo

biology (a special hobby of this), and

performed on a collapsable violon-

cello. "Ich habe selbst gemact," he

beamed proudly. He also distributed

trinkets to the needy, each ac-

companied by a pure, moral tale, fit for

even the most virginal of ears.

Poor Franz! After trying so hard, all

his plans fell apart: the truck drivers

refused to cooperate, and his own
henchmen failed to make the roads

slippery enough, probably because they

sprayed glue on them instead of foam.

He went home broken hearted, but the

people were so pleased with his noble

attempt that they cheered and threw

one of their famous Chestertown

parties for him. And those of you wh<.

missed it should be. ashamed of your
selves!

Arlene Cole Brings out Coming Events

the Best in Barber
Pianist Arlene Cole, a member of the

faculty of Brown University, gave a

varied and over all, very fine rendition

of works by Haydn, Chopin, and Samuel

Barber.

The recital, given on Sunday af-

ternoon (October 26), began with

Haydn's Sonata in A-flat Major (1786).

The first movement was characterized

by controlled technique and judicious

use of the pedal. Though the second

movement, which was somewhat loose

and rambling, lacked this control,

things tightened up in the third

movement. Mrs. Cole finished the piece

smoothly with a very good balance of

sound between her hands.

Chopin's Nocturne, Opus 27 number

2, was not played quite as skillfully as

the other pieces. In many sections, the

pedalling was too heavy and blurred the

notes too much. The sound was little too

cold and harsh for a nocturne. The

Ballade, • ms 52 number 4, came

across in much wanner tones. The

phrasing of some of the transitions

between sections of the piece was a bit

weak and ill-defined, but the piece was

generally effective.

The highlight of the program was the

Sonata, Opus 26, by Samuel Barber.

The piece (1949) had electricity and

verve which were wonderfully brought

out by Mrs. Cole. The firm, yet gentle

touch needed in the second movement,

and the power and dynamic tension

needed in the third, were very much in

evidence. The Sonata was played with a

dash that made it the most exciting

piece of the program.

The small, appreciative audience

received the performance well, and the

program was nicely tailored in length

and content , making a delightful

Sunday afternoon, "culture break".

by Randy Mower

CONCERT SERIES TO PRESENT
PIANIST.

Julian Martin, Rockefeller Scholar at

the Peabody Conservatory in

Baltimore, will present a recital here

on November 4 in Tawes Theatre at

8:30. The program includes works by

Chopin, Mozart, Debussy, Liszt,

Bach, Messiaen, and Stravinsky.

CAMPUS:

NOVEMBER 4 — Concert Series.

Julian Martin, piano. Tawes Theatre,

8:30

NOVEMBER 6 — Maynard Mack,

"Othello: The Caudle in the Dark,"

Sophie Kerr lecture. Hynson lounge,

8:30

NOVEMBER 1 — Barbershop Quartet

Gala. Kent County High School, 8:00.

BALTIMORE:

OCTOBER 30 — Baltimore Opera:

Donizetti's Maria- Stnarda. Lyric

Theatre, 8:15 P.M. also Nov. 1,3.

NOVEMBER 2 Baltimore Choral Arts

Society: Rossini's Petite Messe
Solennelle. Peabody Conservatory.

4:00

WASHINGTON:
OCTOBER 29— Bette Midler. Kennedy
Center. 8:30 (thru Nov. 2).

OCTOBER 29 — Tennessee Williams'

Sweet Bird of Youth. Eisenhower

Theatre, evenings — 7:30, matinees

Thurs. & Sat. - 2:00.

NOVEMBER 1 — Dietrich Fischer

Dieskau, baritone. Kennedy Center,

8:30

NOVEMBER 2 — Cathedral Choral

Society: Bach's B minor Mass.

Kennedy Center, 8:30.

NOVEMBER 8 — Chamber Music

Society of Lincoln Center. Kennedy

Center, 8:30.

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE:

NOVEMBER 1 — Julian Bream,

lutenist. 8:15 P.M.



A "See-Saw" Battle is

Finally Won by W.C.

Victory Quadrupled
The Women's Intercollegiate

Volleyball team of Washington College

decisively defeated a much outclassed

Georgetown University team in the

team's first home match last Wed-

nesday evening.

The A team and the B team of

Washington College each played two

games against those of Georgetown

University . . . W. C. was the victor in

all four games!
Although the best women volleyball

players make up the W.C. A team,

practically any member of the B team
could have played competently for the

"first team". In every game, the

women from W.C. were more organized

than the women from Georgetown,

consistently making use of the allowed

three hits per side to set up the ball for

the best shot.

Outstanding services by Shari Moore

(A team) and Kerne Harvey (B team)

provided substantial leads for their

respective teams. Although their leaps

could have been better timed, so as to

hit the ball at the peak of their jump,

both Lynn Rath and Jenny Butler (A

team) were effective in their use of both

teams (notably by Melinda Murray and
Shari Moore).

With such good players on both

teams, substitutions can be made
without great sacrifice of talent, which

should contribute to the team's success

in the future.

by Roy Whitaker

In one of the finest soccer games

played on Kibler field in several years,

Washington College upset highly

favored George Washington University

by a 1-0 score. The game was the finest

effort of the season by the shore squad,

and brings their record to 7-2 for the

year.

The first half was scoreless, with

much of the play centering around the

middle of the field. Both teams had

scoring opportunities in the half but

could not put the ball into the net.

Center Fullback Patrick Fasusi stood

out for GW defensively, while

Washington's defensive standout was

goalie Ed Jaskiewicz. Jaskiewicz was

filling in for injured Pete Murphy, and

played a brilliant game. His play in this

game indicates that the Shoremen will

continue to he strong at goalie after

Murphy, a standout for three years,

graduates.

The see-saw battle continued for the

first thirty minutes of the second half,

with first one team then the other

pressuring the goal. George
Washington appeared to have a slight

advantage in individual skills, quick

feet and accurate short passes, but WC
played very well as a unit, and time and

More of the Same
In its second home game last Friday,

the Women's Intercollegiate Volleyball

team virtually repeated its per-

formance of the previous Wednesday
against Georgetown. Washington
College-defeated Dundalk Community
College 15-2, 15-10 (Ateam) and 15-0, 15-

8 (B team i.

both teams worked well together:

consistently setting the ball up for

eachother; positioning themselves
properly, and serving the ball hard with

accuracy. Dundalk was ineffective in

its return of service, so that W.C. really

didn't have to handle the ball very

often, thereby minimizing the number
of possibilities for mistakes. In general,

Dundalk seemed stiff and unable to

settle down to play well.

As the season progresses, the team

will naturally improve as its members
gain experience in playing with

eachother. That seemed to be the case

in W.C.'s victories over Delaware Tech

which followed the games against

Dundalk. Though Delaware was a

better team than Dundalk, it proved to

be no greater a challenge to W.C.'s

team, who defeated them 15-2, 15-4 (A

team) and 15-0, 15-6, 13-15 (B team).

The fact that W.C. continued to work

well as a unit — minimizing mistakes

and talking to one another — made a

difference in their victory over

Delaware Tech; a difference which

clearly showed that W.C. was the

superior team.

by Roy Whitaker

again when one Shore defender was
beaten others were there to cover for

him. The defensive unit played

•scrappy, tenacious soccer, and credit

for the shutout should go to the whole

squad.

With about thirteen minutes left in

the game, lineman Billy Williams got

the ball just outside the GW penalty

area to the right of the goal. Moving in

and toward the left, he dribbled past

two or three defenders, then passed the

ball to Ben Fitzgerald on the left side.

The goalie moved over to cover, and

Ben rolled it sharply across into the

right corner.

This proved to be all WC needed, as

they held off several George

Washington threats in the last few

minutes and had the ball in GW
territory as the game ended. It was an

excellent all around performance by

the Shoremen, and, coming after the

loss to Haverford, again encourages

talk about this being one of the best

Washington soccer teams ever.

by Keith Twitched

"Medicine"

forMen s
Crewiweighf
machines

Starting back in the first week of

September, the men of crew have been

rowing hard in the wide beautiful,

waters of the Chester. The purpose of

Fall rowing, as opposed to the official

campaign in the spring, is to develop

new rowers and to give the experienced

ones the opportunity to row together.

Coach Barry McArdle, along with

assistant coaches Paul Gianquinto and

John Hill, has been working hard along

these fines, and has come up with three

highly competitive eights; a varsity

heavyweight, a j.v. heavyweight, and a

freshman boat. In the varsity boat is

stroke Jon Jones, Bob Dunn, John

Sherman, Matt Simpson, Jim
Bowerman, John Elkins, Jim Mayhew,
and bowman Bob Harden. The varsity

coxswain is Holly Dubbert, who has

three years of experience behind her —
the most in Shore rowing history for a

coxswain. The J.V. boat is lead by the

consistent stroke of Lou Principato,

followed by Peter Lane, Jack Knadler,

Jon Stephens, Jim Devol, Neill Olfords,

team captain Drew Gruenburg, and Joe

Mooney. Shelly Sharp is the J.V. cox-

swain. The Freshman boat consists of

coxswain Neal Sullivan, stroke Duke
Synder, Bob Akes, Bill Skelton, Jay

Cooper, Pete Gentry, Bruce Hall, Mike

Sallada, and Bill Steelman.

So far only the varsity boat has raced

against other schools. On October 18th

the Shore varsity traveled up to

Philadelphia to compete in the Head of

the Schuly kill Regatta. Rowing against

highly regarded crews, W.C. finished a

respectable sixth out of eleven, losing

out to Vesper, Potomac, and three

boats from the University of Penn-
sylvania, and defeating Villanova, two
boats from Drexel, and two more boats

fromPenn This past Sunday the

eight competed in the Head of the

Charles Regatta in Boston, which is the

largest crew regatta in the world.

Racing in the intermediate class, They
finished a disappointing 17th out of 36.

Although W.C. finished ahead of good

crews such as Georgetown, Navy, and
Maris t , they still finished far behind the

defending small college champion, the

United States Coast Guard Academy,
who placed third in the event. Although

the potential is there, the Shore varsity

Crew has their work cut out for them if

they are to present a formidable

challenge to Coast Guard's reign. The
medicine for this winter is for the

rowers to hit the weight machine and
"bulk up" in strength. Then, in the

upcoming spring the Sho'man will be

ready for the shot at the exclusive Dad
Vail trophy.

Next week the freshman will travel

down to Chapel Hill to race North

Carolina, and the following week all

three boats will go to D.C. to race

George Washington to conclude the fall

by .Tm VtOyhev.*
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Viewpoints
The "Junior Year Abroad"

September of 1974 found me just
outside London at Richmond College,

where I was to study British Literature
and history. During the academic year,
I lived in a small, carpeted room of

what was once a Methodist missionary.

The room has a western exposure and
picturesque view of the Thames River.
Several afternoons of my first few days
I spent watching boys from the public
schools of London struggle, with oars
three times their size, to move their

shells across the surface of the Thames.
As I watched them, the familiar images
returned to me of the Chester River
during Indian Summer: its flat surface
broken occasionally by the graceful
progression of Washington College
shells.

I was not the only one to leave the
pastoral days of Indian Summer on the
Eastern Shore and venture another
part of the world. David McGraw and
Jay Hall also left to study at Man-
chester College in Oxford and at the
University of Warwick in Coventry,
respectively. Some of my friends, more
adventurous than I, studied in Madrid,
Haifa, and Bogata. Jane Torre, Casey
Major, and Chris Sambuco attended the
University of Madrid on the N.Y.U.
program. Julie Otto and Jackie Van-
sant traveled to every major city in

Europe during August and September,
before settling down in October at the
University of Salzburg. In 1973, Jim
McBride traveled south to Columbia,
S. A., where he studied at the University
of Los Andes in Bogata. Hillary Hyman
worked on a Kibbutz outside Haifa,
Israel, commuting twice a week to

study at the University of Haifa.

September of 1975 found all of us back
at Washington College enjoying the

relative peace of Indian Summer in

Chestertown and vicinity. I recently

interviewed those students mentioned
above, many of whom I had "met up

with" last year during my travels on

the continent. What follows is an ac-

count of our varied experiences of the

"Junior Year Abroad", beginning with

the decision to leave.

"How funny it'll seem to come
out among the people that walk
with their heads downwards!"

— page 112
*

Educational aspirations or variations

thereof served as the impetus for our
decisions to go abroad. As Julie Otto put
it, "I left for all the reasons that en-

compass a learning experience. I

wanted to know what went on in the

minds of the people who had created the

literature and art which I had studied
for three years and I felt I had to meet
them to learn this."

Though Washington College did

factor in a negative sense in our

decisions to spend a year in another

country at a different institution (Said

Casey Major, "W.C. is nice, but it's too

small for four years without a break." ),

for the most part, we thought in terms
of what was to be gained in studying

abroad, rather than of what was to be

lost in staying at Washington College.

A Souvenir with
a Difference

"Would you teU me, please, by "JD" Douglass
which way I ought to go from ,. , ,'. ._ ....
here7 " those fantastic acents! (Who had the

((_J . accent? I Real mellow people, who work
that depends a good deal on just to interrupt their drinking. You

where you want to get to," said the think that AWBs drink alot? Ha!

Cat. 'Woosies all of them, compared to a 160

"I don't much care where —" »>. 18-year-old Englishman. Stayed with

said Alice
'w0 °' Mart's Aunts for a couple of

tir— ' weeks, then got myself a job as a
Then it doesnt matter which bartender in this nttle old country hotel

way you go," said the Cat. in Sussex, southern England. Lived
"—so long as I get somewhere, with other employees in a 16th century

' Alice added as an explanation. 12-™>m "cottage" (they told me it was
<i haunted) in a village about a ten minute

—page 41 walk from^ hotel

Great Life. Met people from all ovet

the world at the hotel, but the village
was where I learned the most about
England. The village pub stood next
door to our cottage, and after a few
weeks, I became more or less, a native.
We villagers would sink a few pints
daily (quite a drink, a pint of bitter),

bright young man would go far. £ American tourist claim, "Oh yes we

Ph r?
'^SdUate

SEE
1-

*5 * did E"8^nd." Closer questioning
Ph.D. engineer right? Yeah, revealed that he had been in London for
University of Maryland was easdy the four ^ He^ realize

°

stupidest thing I ever did. Commuting really taste a count one (i HhZ3 £ ^ h Th affay from «" Postcard bje c«v sights,
another of the 40,000 numbers who had and meet the people,
no idea why the hell he or she was there.

Maryland was cheap and close, but did After two months at the hotel, I began
I really want to be my father? working at a less majestic place, a

After a year and a half of wallowing working man's pub in South London.

in uncertainty, this immature, confused Here again were the common English-

Actually, I didn't know any better at

the time. Dad was an electrical

engineer, so his eldest son should

certainly follow in his footsteps,

shouldn't he? The early years were
filled with electric build-it sets, toy

computers, erector sets, and slide

rules. A four foot engineer.

High school was easy, and didn't

fellow flunked out of Maryland. God-
damn was Dad hurt. I worked for two
years after that— was everything from
a clerk at People's Drug Store,

photographer, and research lab
technician to an engineer in a television

studio.

Somewhere in there, I got it in my
head to go to England. That was a

faraway place with something magical
about it. My best friend's parents are

English, and I would be able to stay

with realtives all over Britain. The

men: truck drivers, construction

workers, and an interesting variety of

others. Except for one lone evening

when a drunk Irish construction worker
nearly took my head off, the people I

met, and they were from all across

Britain, were friendly as hell. As soon

as I opened my mouth, they knew I was
a Yank, and they wanted to talk with

me. Questions about the States, politics,

beer, American football, and on and on.

As my friends here know, I love to talk,

so pretty often customers stayed long

after closing hours, shooting the bull
parents thought, well, it's just another with me. Since a time-honored tradition
phase he's going through; it'll pass in a

couple of weeks. They couldn't believe

it when I bought the plane ticket and
obtained a passport.

The 747 whisked me along — my first

plane trip— from a pleasant fall day in

Washington to a cold, drizzling,

miserable morning in London. I un-

buckled my seat belt and promptly
tripped into a culture shock. Cars the

size of riding lawn mowers on the

wrong side of the road, money in the

most ridiculous sizes and shapes, but

is to buy the bartender a drink, my
tongue was forever loosened.

Soon, however, it was time to leave

because my visa was up. A farm in

northern Germany was my destination,

but en route I visited a friend in the

Army who was stationed in Belgium.

There my high school French, though

rusty after three years of non-use,

came in handy. Since I was about due, I

Continued on Page 3

David McGraw, echoing the sentiments
of Julie, explained, "The opportunity

was too good to pass up. I wasn't fleeing
anything here, but I was moving on to a

chance to study under world scholars —
very knowledgeable people." For
Hillary Hyman, Washington College

had very little to do with her decision to

leave. She said, "I knew before I came
here that I would leave at some point

and travel. I had been to Israel three

times before and I wanted to go back."
Similarly, Jim McBride, whose mother
is Peruvian, has strong feelings about
Latin America and it was these feelings

which spurred him to travel south.

With the exception of David, Jay, and
myself, the desire to gain fluency in

another language, or to exercise a
fluency and work with the people of

another country (as in the cases of Jim
and Hillary) was the primary concern.
Chris Sambuco expressed this common
consideration saying, "I was getting

nowhere in Spanish. I thought of taking
a year off, transferring, working, or
travelling combined with studying. The
combination seemed the best alter-

native." Jane Torre spoke of the con-

cern in terms of her vocational interest,

teaching: "For myself, as a language
major, to reach a personally acceptable

level of fluency, I had to submerge
myself into Spain, and that is

something the classroom can never

offer. To be able to teach Spanish by my
own standards, I had to live there and
learn the language, experience the

culture in the way that only living there

can allow."

Julie, who actually left the University

of Salzburg after one semester to attend

the University of Gottingen in Ger-

many, was the only student interviewed

who mentioned that a political factor

was involved in her decision to leave.

She said, "I have always been Socialist

in my leanings. The University of

Gottingen revealed an interesting

mixture of Socialist, and Capitalist

elements and gave me the opportunity

to associate on a day-to-day basis with

people who believed in a quasi-socialist

system. The majority of students were

socialistic and they were thoroughly

involved in their beliefs."

"The chief difficulty Alice found

at first was in managing her

flamingo: she succeeded in getting

its body tucked away, comfortably

enough, . . .but generally, just as

she had got its neck nicely

straightened out, and was going to

give the hedgehog a blow with its

head, it would twist itself round

and look up in her face, with such a

puzzled expression that she could

not help bursting out laughing."

"How are you getting on?" said

the Cat, as soon as there was mouth

enough for it to speak with. ^— page 113

Just as poor Alice had trouble with

the croquet balls and mallets of her

Wonderland, so the language and

Continued on Page 2
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Editorial
In what many of us have accepted as standard procedure, another

edition ofHeHm makes its appearance, one week overdue.

Many disregard the irratic publication of The Elm with the same

impunity with which they disregard Elm Dyers and posters. The Elm,

however, is only a case in point of what a few of us feel to be a crying

lack of respect for, and responsible interest in, student publications,

committees, clubs, and government. By its nature — that it presents

subjects and issues very pertinent (supposedly) to campus life — it is

also a good case in point of student apathy in general.

What smacks one's sensibilities is not the feeling of impunity, but

rather the superficial level of thought revealed when that feeling is

coupled, as it so often is, with an indignant attitude. The attitude goes

something like this: What's with the Elm? Why can't it get it together?

or, What 's with the SGA? Why can't it get it together?

Moreover is the astounding reaction to decisions made by The Elm,

the SGA, the faculty, and the administration students charac-

teristically have AFTER the fact. It is as though the work produced by

a few of us is soley for the purpose of exercising the critical faculties

of others.

Though there are many who recognize no responsibility for the

sporadic publication ofThe Elm, the incongruity of alleged and actual

publication dates does, for a few of us, bring into question the interest,

capabilities , and responsiblities of the students of Washington College.

World Travelers Continued from Page 1

While in Madrid, Jane stayed at the

house of a highly respected Senora, who

for the past six years of mourning the

loss of her husband, had dressed in

nothing but black. Jane found it took

time to grow accustomed to the for-

malities of speech and conduct, which

for the Spanish people are expressions

of respect. "I had to get used to being

waited on," she said, "and I had to

uphold the Senora's style of life. 1

couldn't leave the house looking the

least bit like a slob, and in all the time I

lived there (8 mos.), I never had a key

to the house."

David found a similar difficulty at

Oxford with the famous "Reserve of the

English." As he put it, "The Oxford

students are ten times more reserved.

For them, Oxford is Oxford is Oxford."

Casey hadn't been looking forward tu

the city of Madrid. "1 had been there

when I was in Spain during high school

and hadn't liked it," she said. (She and

Jane did look into other programs, but

low cost and academic reputation were

important programs, but low cost and

academic reputation were important

considerations.) "I've always lived in a

small town, and the city was a big

change. At first I was nervous and shy,

but before long was enjoying the

theatre, exhibits, and art so much that I

ignored the disadvantages. The
pollution and noise were a drag at times

during my ten month stay, but I stayed

out of the rat-race and so it really

wasn't that bad."

Speaking of the people of Salzburg,

Julie said, "If you crossed the street

against the light, you would get plenty

of dirty looks, and a comment might be

muttered in your general direction."

She explained that the Austrian people

are very concientious about staying

strictly within the limits of the law.

The process, primarily one of ad-

justment, each student endured was
greatly facilitated for some by a

fluency in the language or surprisingly

enough, by one's looks. Julie discovered

in her hitch-hiking experiences that she

could pass for Danish. "Sometimes it

was easier than being American," she

commented. She was much more
comfortable at the University of Got-

tingen than at that of Salzburg, by

which time she was speaking German
fluently. "Everybody wore blue jeans

and a leather jacket at the University,"

she explained, "and I could fit in."

Jane, tall and blond, found that one's

looks could just as easily prove an

obstacle hard, if not impossible, to

overcome. Comparing Americans tu

the Spanish people, she said,

"Americans are four feet taller. They

dress, walk, and express themselves in

a totally different way. It's very ob-

vious." Chris, on the other hand, whose

father is of Italian descent, learned that

her Latin looks eased her acceptance

by the Senora with whom she was

staying. "The Senora accepted me
readily, and often, after explaining

something to me, she would say "Ah,

but you understand. You are Latin too."

Jim and Hillary, whose trips to

Columbia and Israel respectively last

year were one of several, found that

their knowledge of the language and

customs of the country gave them
certain freedoms they otherwise might

not have had. Jim certainly had fun in

the freedom his fluency allowed him. In

relating the fact that he did not live in

the style of many rich Americans who
stayed at the International Hilton in

Bogata, he grinned and said, "I worked

as a tour guide there (the Hilton). I

used broken English and would show

these folks all the sights of Bogata, and

then they would take a picture of me to

show their friends at home their

Columbian tour guide!" At times, he

pretended to be from Puerto Rico or

Cuba so as to explain why his Spanish

was not that of South America, and of

course, silver came his way for his

valiant efforts at English.

Hillary was able to progress more
rapidly from one job to another on the

kibbuyz as her Hebrew improved. She

said, "When I first got there, I picked

grapefruits. Its very heavy work, and

the most boring job around. But as my
Hebrew improved, I got to do some
different things. By the end of the

program I was working with the

children in kindergarten."

One very important effort each

student made, if not initially, then

finally, was to avoid other Americans

while abroad. Jackie, who opted to stay

on at the University of Salzburg rather

than go to that of Gottingen with Julie,

warned "Stay away from the

Americans. Salzburg is overrun with

Americans, and it is easy to make all

your friends with them." She added

that, by not getting involved in a

specific program, "it was easier to
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Editor's

Blueprint

The following is a blueprint for a

new section of The Elm. One half of

the page will be comprised of short,

informative "News Briefs" in the

form of Reviews. The other half

will consist of announcements of

upcoming news items. Across the

bottom of the page will be space

reserved exclusively for your
opinions and commentary ofl any

matter of concern to you. All

students and faculty members are

urged to submit notices of

meetings , lectures, class changes,

whatever plus short reports of

committee decisions and the like.

The deadline for this material is

Sunday night at 6:00. You need not

have written out each news item —
points of information will be

written out and typed by members
of the staff.

News Briefs

Review Preview

Points of View

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

With respect to the maladroit han-

dling of "The Hirsch Case" by

everyone, including the

Administration, the Elm, and the SJB, I

have formulated the opinion that the

attitudes adopted in investigating this

matter are not in the better interests of

Washington College as an institution.

The Administration, in neglecting the

responsibility for financial reparation,

and failing to attempt the recovery of

the stolen goods, condones the act of

theft and victumizes students to lawless

behavior.

The Elm by slandering the defen-

dants (in three-quarter inch print),

inflicts upon them a greater punish-

ment (humiliation) than could any

justice department.

The slip-shod maneuvering of the SJB

around the facts was purely evident by

the lack of organization indicated in the

Elm article and from .discussions with

some of the participants.

The lack of responsibility shown by

the R.A. involved makes one wonder if

this post is at all worthwhile or

necessary. His expo facto decision to

leave Hirsch's room unguarded or

uninspected was completely absurd.

In conclusion, I hope that in the future

the students wilTbe more interested and

diligent in uncovering the truth and

forming a "just" judicial system than

the past history of W.C. indicates.

Blair Thomas

meet the Austrian people and stay

away from the Americans — it was
cheaper too."

"Who are You?" said the
Caterpillar. — page 67 *

Indeed, the Caterpillar's question

confronted the world travelers time and

time again. David, speaking of the

British view of Americans said, "They

think we are all rich with twenty

princess phones and a television in

every room." Jay, though he said that

the British students looked on him as

"an oddity", he emphasized that he felt

"a reputation to uphold. For many of

them, I was the first American they had

ever seen. They wanted to get to know
me; they were very friendly."

Jay felt he was able to convince his

friends that his was not an affluent life

style, but Bobbie and David found that

"They wanted to believe we were
wealthy, and it was impossible tu

change their views,"

Julie noticed a difference in attitudes

between Austrians and Germans
towards Americans. She explained,

"Germans are more affluent, more like

Americans in their style of life. The

Germans had a friendly attitude

towards me if they did find out I was
American, and would always try to

speak some English. Their attitude

towards the U.S. was critical without

being negative."

Similarly, Jim said the South

Americans were "very friendly. They

appreciated my efforts to speak their

language and liked me for trying it.

Sure, they'd correct my mistakes but

how else do you learn?" He went on tu

relate the effects of Catholocism, which

Continued on Page 3



Slow
and Easy

Continued from Page 1

pulled a JD and lost my wallet in the
soldiers' rec haU. A little French and
many hand signals returned the wallet
to my shaky hands.

At last, Germany. The family greeted
me with open arms at the train station.

Study of the Berlitz book on the train

enabled me to greet them, and express
my appreciation for their kindness in

very American German. We drove
home in the family Mercedes-Benz. It

turned out that everyone in the family,
except the father, (mother, 20-year-old
daughter, three sons aged 19, 17, and 9)
spoke very good English and pretty
healthy French. The previous summer
I had met Almut, the daughter, hi
Washington. She was there as part of an
international Lion's Club exchange
program. In the next few weeks uf
living with the family, I learned some
German, did some sailing in Holland,
went with Almut's father to Sin-
delfingen to tour the Mercedes-Benz
factory, pick up a new one and drive it

home, went skiing with Almut in

Chamonix, in the French Alps, and
spent a week with her in Berlin.

After acquiring a passable amount of

German, I set out on my own, spending
the next few months hitch-hiking and
back-packing through Germany,
Austria, Switzerland, Luxembourg and
France, seeing some thirty cities. I

simply looped through parts of certain
countries, to explore changes of culture
and see see some of the places I had
read in National Geographic and
dreamed about. I spent most of my time
in Germany because it interested me
the most, I'm glad I did it that way. I

saw so many Americans along the way
making a whirlwind two week or four
week tour, using their Eurail Passes to

visit London, Paris, Madrid, Rome,
Munich, Copenhagen, and whoosh back
to the States. That fast-paced bus tour,
lunch here, souvenir there, photograph-

in-front-of-the-monument, back in the
bus, next city method was not for me. I
took it slow and easy, and learned a
great deal about the people and their
culture. A person would pick me up,
and after a modest conversation in his
native language, usually wound up
taking me wherever I wanted to go —
youth hostel, train station, wherever.
Often, they went out of their way to
show me an interesting place and buy
me a beer or glass of wine.
Ocasionally, I would camp for the

night. To wake up in the morning in the
Swiss Alps is an experience my feeble
pen cannot accurately enough describe
— the clear sky, tinkle of sheep's bells,
and water bluer than I had ever seen.
Fantastic. There were good times and
bad times, of course. Often the
pleasures went off of Bentham's scale,
and then again, there were times I

wished to hell to be back in Rockville,
when I was four years old and had not
discovered life could be tough. I wished
to be back in Rockville — to be four
years old, before I had discovered that
life could be tough. I wouldn't have
changed a single day, however.

When the money ran out, I returned
to the farm, collected my things,
reluctantly said goodbye and went on to
England. A short stay in London with
friends, and back to Washington. When
I had first left Washington, my drivers
license stated that I was twenty years
of age, but perhaps it was a few years
optimistic. When I returned to good ol'

Rockville, I felt at least 21, perhaps
older. The experience of being on one's
own, fending for oneself — whether
fighting an outrageous storm in the
wilds, or arguing over prices at an
outdoor market place— gets one to look
at things or circumstances through
different perspectives. At last I was
really ready to go back to school,
because I knew myself better, and
knew what I wanted to do with my life.

My brother, Dave, had written to me
about a small, quiet liberal arts college
he had found in Chestertown. A couple
of visits to the campus, accompanied by
talks with administration, faculty, and
students, and I was sold. A late
labourer, perhaps, but a happy one.

Stephen Stills Session

Viewpoints Continued from Page 2

apparently are greater in Bogata and
central portions of Columbia than in the

costal cities and regions. Jim explained
that sexual relationships were strictly

forbidden with girls that either Spanish
or American boys dated. Instead, are
the "houses" and often, parents gave
their sons money to visit such a
"house."
Jim described the men as "perhaps

egotistical. They were friendly, and
kept their mouths shut about their
relationships with their girlfriends. If a
Columbian found out you were an
American, it was automatically
assumed you were rich, but they liked
you anyway."
Chris found the men of Madrid "to be

very truthful, honest, and sincere. They
were willing to help me learn the
language, and appreciated my
mistakes." The fact that a member of
the household Chris lived in was a
sixteen year old boy who introduced her
to his friends, may explain why she
feels so differently about Spanish men
than do Casey and Jane. According to

them, "Spaniards seem to have a low
opinion of American women. They
believe we are lacking in sexual morals
and their beliefs are impossible to

change."

Casey, Jane, and Chris concur on
their opinions of Spanish women,
however. When Casey first arrived in

Madrid, she stayed in a women's
residence with three other American
girls and thirty Spanish girls, she said

tnat the Spanish women "looked un us
as rivals. They were very jealous of us,

and constantly complained about us,

saying we ate too much, or that we'd
broken some rule. They wanted us out

of there, and they tried to make living

there hard on us so that we'd leave."

Casey did leave finally, after her
complaints about the bugs in her soup
were ignored, and through friends,

found a good place to live. Chris

characterized Spanish women with the

phrase, "ponerme guapa" (to make
myself pretty). She said, "They
resented the American woman's easy
acceptance of the natural, no make-up,
blue jeans, comfortable style of living."

Jane's comment was, "They are still

looking for a rich man and a nice

home."
Hillary explained that the attitude

Israelis take towards Americans varys
with each kibbutz for two reasons. One,
"each kibbutz is run by a different

political system, usually varing in the

degree of socialism to which it leant

itself." Two, she has found that if the

Americans who worked on a particular

kibbutz before she did were capable,

the attitude was a good one, whereas if

the Americans had proved poor
workers, other kibbutz members were
somewhat antagonistic in their attitude

towards her. She explained further that

"They are not rich, and they often

resent the American for being ac-

customed to a lot of luxuries unknown
to the Israelis."

Continued on Page 4

The world of rock music finds many
"stars," but few of them entertain a
consistent, long-range popularity.
Three or four years would certainly be
an above average career length. One
performer, however, has upheld a
major influence on contemporary
music for well over the past decade,
and will prove to remain an influence in

the years to come. Stephen Stills, with
album sales now pushing 20,000,000, has
demonstrated his versatility and
musical expertise from this beginnings
with the Buffalo Springfield, through
CSNY and Manassas, up to his present
solo endeavor. The immediate future
holds plans for the formation of a duo of

himself and Neil Young (the original
roots of the Buffalo Springfield).
Following the release of his latest
album, Stills continues to draw
capacity crowds on a tour with stops too
numerous to mention.

Stills' most recent stop was at the
Naval Academy Field House in

Annapolis, on Saturday, November 1.

Starting shortly after 8 : 00 P.M., he used
his traditional openning of "Love the
One You're With" followed by

by Roger Rebetsky
Having attended a naval academy

himself, Stills felt at home playing in
Annapolis. He said he had been getting
"flashes all afternoon" about playing
the concert, and went tin to comment
about the difficulty of academy life.

This concert was the first one to which
the middies were permitted to bring
dates.

Having no other comments to make
about the show, we discussed the Bruce
Springsteen type, which was recently
caused such a stir in the worlds of
music and journalism. Stills, with a
touch of bitterness in his voice, ex-
presses anger at the whole situation.
The story goes like this: John Landau,
when writing for the "Rolling Stone,"
blasted the music uf Steve Stills, Neil
Young, and Joni Mitchell (among
others) as being highly "commercial."
This same John Landau now manages
Springsteen, and is responsible for his
current multi-million dollar publicity
campaign. Stills views this obvious
hypocrisy with contempt. He
acknowledges Springsteen's musical
potential, but realistically states that

"Johnnie's Garden," "In the Way" he is nowhere near as good as the hype
(from his latest album), and closing is frying to make him.
with a version of "Wooden Ships'

1

specially edited with the addition of

naval terminology for the Academy
performance. This short electric set
was followed by a fifteen minute
"change of equipment" break.

Stills returned for a solo set of

acoustic music, having donned a Navy
football jersey, a gift of the Academy.
Openning with a beautiful twelve-string

version of "Change Partners," he
continued alone for eleven songs,
playing a variety of instruments, in-

cluding six and twelve-string guitars,
banjo, dobro, and concert grand piano.

After another short break. Stills' back-
up group, the "Macho Guinea Force,

Desiring to digress to a less touchy
subject area, we turned to Stills'

present life, and his plans for the
future. Married to a "little French
girl," Stills and his family maintain
homes in both the Rocky Mountains and
in Hawaii. As mentioned above, plans
have been made for an album and tour
with Neil Young, as soon as Neil
recovers from a recent throat
operation. There doesn't seem to be
much hope that Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young will reunite, at least in the
foreseeable future. Stills is still able to

record with the group for Atlantic,

however, even though he has switched
his solo recording to the Columbia

performed two originals featuring label. Reflecting on last summer's tour,

Donnie Dacus on guitar. Stills then Stills was elated at the success of the
returned for a half-dozen more electric

songs, including a rocking "Turn Back
the Pages," from his new album. He
concluded an excellent concert with an
encore of "Find the Cost of Freedom."
In an impromptu interview with

Steve Stills after the show, he com-
plained of throat ailments which
bothered him throughout his acoustic
set. (The crowd, however, was willing

to overlook the few weak vocal spots

that resulted.) He was also justifiably

irritated at a group in the audience who
seemed more intent on laughing at

some private joke than on letting

everyone else listen to a song he was
performing.

reunited CSNY, claiming that "every
show was a mini-pop festival." Few
critics would question the validity of his

claim.

Stephen Stills is one of few artists who
have been able to maintain liigh

musical quality in the face of immense
popularity. Shunning the glitter route of

Elton John, the overbearing sen-
timentality of John Denver's latest and
refusing to prostitute himself to his

public, Steve Stills continues to write

music that is Stephen Stills. Adhering to

his high self-set standards of style

consistency, performing expertise, and
originality, Stills is guaranteed con-
tinued success.
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Dr. Henry Veatch
%/ mentality would permit them to find . .

.

ust lay aside the whole scientificby Carlos Wilton

"It is not enough that you should un-

derstand about applied science in order

that your work must increase man's

blessings. Concern for man himself and

his fate must always be the chief in-

terest of all technical endeavors, con-

cern for the great unsolved problems of

the organization of labor and the

distribution of goods— in order that the

creations of our mind shall be a

blessing and not a curse to mankind.

Never forget this in the midst of your

diagrams and equations."
- Albert Einstein

Address, California Institute

of Technology, 1931

Dr. Henry Veatch of Georgetown

University spoke here last Wednesday

in a William James Forum lecture. His

topic was "Is Man Rational?" Veatch

was well worth hearing — not because

his lecture was enlightening in a

philosophical sense (which it was), but

because Veatch's ideas have direct

application to a question near and dear

to all of us: the value of a liberal arts

education.

Today, rationality is too often defined

as "a capacity for devising the best and

most efficient way of doing things."

American society worships the system-

makers, the engineers, the designers —
those who can master nature. Our ideal

of rationality is the ultimate scientist,

the Mr. Spock; to Veatch, such ideals

are misplaced. The question of the

rationality of man should not be

whether man can master nature but

whether he can master himself. Man, to

be truly human, must have an ethical

sense.

The way to develop such an ethical

sense, "a means for Living wisely and

intelligently," is the Humanities.

("Must it not be the Humanities, as

over and against the sciences, that are

capable of teaching us what it is to be

human?") Science and technology are

not enough; an excellent scientist or

technician can be a totally immoral

person. "Our modern scientists have so

conditioned themselves so as to find in

(ethics) only what their proofreader's

We mi

way of seeing things, not because there

is anything wrong in it, but because it is

value-blind, virtue-blind, and morally

blind."

Veatch does not confine his attack to

the scientific community, however;

existentialists, surrealists, and hippies

are equally in his line of fire. These

individuals, says Veatch, are guilty of

resigning themselves to the

"proofreader's mentality." Refusing to

believe that man can rationally

discover meaning in life, they assert

that man must arbitrarily assign value

to life. In other words, they believe that

man has no ethical sense. Thus, the

existentialists, surrealists, and hippies

share guilt with the "techno-scientists"

for the widespread lack of moral sense

that characterizes present-day society.

"Man," says Veatch, "is by nature a

rational animal; unfortunately, most of

us do not take advantage of these

potentialities." Technology is not the

road to rationality; more often than

not, it imprisons man, making him a

slave to his machines and equations

and divesting him of his free will. On
the other extreme, existential denial of

man's rational capacities does not

result in free will, but in arbitrariness.

The correct course lies between these

two extremes, in a rational approach;

an approach best learned through the

study of the liberal arts.

Many articulate, intelligent people

today are criticizing the liberal arts

education; because a B.A. is not

translatable upon graduation into

dollars and cents, they brand it im-

practical and useless. Such an ap-

proach is a manifestation of the

"proofreader's mentality." In the

context of Veatch's lecture, a liberal

education 4s the most eminently
practical and useful education possible.

A liberal education teaches what it is to

be truly human: it teaches rationality.

And rationality is indispensable if we
are to exercise an independent role in

the world, and not be merely cogs in the

technological machine we have
created.

Detweiler, whose close friend, Felicity

Cunningham, (Karyn Thompson)

rivals her for the affection of Simon

Gascoyne (Erik P. Sletteland).

Magnus, played by John D'Amico, is

the half-brother of Lord Muldoon, who

has been missing for ten years, and is

presumed dead. Christie Robinson

portrays Mrs. Drudge, the maid, and

Andy Koscieza's cameo role of

Inspector Hound rounds out the cast.

Anton Chekhov's comedy (yes,

comedy!) "The Proposal" will com-

plete the series of one acts being

produced this weekend. Direction is

under Jim Thomas, who will be

working with a cast of Tex Andrews,

Nancy Knuth, and John D'Amico.

Credit for state management belongs to

Katie Maclelag. Jim commented that

the "atmosphere and set of this play is

the creation of the actors", who have

also designed their own costumes,

make-up, and masks in line with Jim's

interpretation. His interpretation does

not directly follow Chekhov's

suggestions. Instead, Jim has made
this play "Contemporary and

universal". To achieve the action of

"The Proposal", Jim said that he "had

taken every day movement and broken

it down to its simplest form. Then we
reconstructed our movement to fit my
interpretation of this play."

Julian Martin
by John Holland

Three One-Acts
by Bobby Gathright fQF tWO OltS

Last Tuesday, November 4, the

Concert Series presented pianist Julian

Martin in what proved to be a highly

entertaining recital. Mr. Martin is a

postgraduate at the Peabody Con-

servatory where he studied as a

Rockefeller Scholar with Leon Fleisher

and is now on the faculty of Peabody's

Preparatory Department. He has given

recitals around the world and has

received many awards. In last week's

performance he demonstrated his skills

in a program as demanding as it was
diverse.

Mr. Martin began with Chopin's

Polonaise-Fantaisie, opus 61, a piece

which needs far more warmth and

flexibility than he gave it. With hunched

shoulders and stiff arms he attacked

the piece nervously, making more work

for his extremely agile fingers. In

Mozart's Sonata in B flat, K .333, Martin

loosened up and performed with a

poetic touch that never let down — in

spite of the crass applause after the

glorious second movement, something

which seems to be a Washington

College trademark. It's a shame more
people can't read their programs to find

out what movement to applaud after;

it's even more shameful that they have

to be told. In spite of this rude

awakening, Martin went into the final

movement with the same verve and

finished with great style. The last

section of the first half was devoted to

three splashy etudes. Instead of

Chopin's C minor, opus 10, No. 2, the G
sharp minor, opus 25 was substituted.

Apparently he is still learning this piece

because he got lost at one point, but his

brilliant technique carried him through

the treacherous thirds. This was
followed by Debussy's "Pour les

chromatiques" etude, another firey

piece which though played well lacked

a certain French flavor. The section

closed with Liszt's famous "WiU-o-the-

Wisp" etude, in which Martin reveled.

He is obviously very fond of this school

of music and his Lisztian style turned

up all evening.

The second half of the concert opened

with Bach's Prelude and Fugue in C
sharp major, a key that tends to

frighten off most people. During the

intermission, Martin seemed to have

lost some of his poise, for the Bach was
subject to many of the same faults as

the initial Chopin; he also took it at

breakneck speed. He then moved on to

a French section of two exciting works.

The first, Messiaen's He de Feu L, was a

thrilling experience, though a rather

conservative voice from behind me was
heard to pronounce it "ludicrous" in a

smug tone. Debussy's L'IsIe Joyeuse

followed. Again one could not criticize

his technique, but that French qualify

was replaced with Lisztian display. To
close this already demanding recital,

Martin played "Three Scenes from
Stravinsky's Petroshka." It's too bad

he didn't play them earlier in the

program, for he was obviously tired by

this time. In spite of tempo variations

and a few "interesting" chords the

piece was quite impressive and
provided a dynamic ending to an

already good recital. I should add that

he played an unidentified encore piece

that had a nice relaxing effect after su

much brilliance.

The drama department of

Washington College presents a series of

one act plays November 14th, 15th, and

16th at 8:00 in Tawes theatre. Working

on the theory, "You pays your money
and you takes your choice," admission

is yours for twenty-five cents and a

choice of approximately sixty seats is

available.

The sets for this production are the

design of William Barksdale, a Senior,

who is using a three quarter stage. The
production style is known as "studio",

and the audience will be sitting on the

stage of Tawes in closer proximity to

the actors than the proscenium style

allows.

The following information about each

show is the result of interviews with the

directors, Jim Thomas and Dave
Knepler.

A closely knit, hardworking group of

drama students have put together an

experimental production of Megan
Terry's "Calm Down, Mother". The
cast — April Lindevald, Christie

Robinson, and Page Streit-will perform

twelve short scenes of living theatre,

linked together in a portrayal of certain

aspects of Women. Director Dave
Knepler commented that this is a

"transformation" play, in which the

actors experiment with varied

character changes while the themes of

the play remain constant. It is an at-

tempt to "destroy the audience's

susceptibility to character rather than

themes", he said. Dave mentioned that

in this production he relies heavily on

his stage manager, Karen West. "She

will act as 'editor'. It will be her

decision as to when each scene is

finished. She will call the black-out. She

will end the scene."

The people working on

"Calm Down, Mother" feel that

they have by far surpassed the

normal learning experience a

theatrical production provides. The
audience will find, as Dave put it,

"sheer impact and energy greater than

In a normal theatrical experience".

Jim and Dave co-direct "The Real

Inspector Hound", a melodramatic
comedy which Dave describes as

"reaching into the realm of reality with

touches of the absurd." Stage
management, as well as production

management for all three shows, is in

the hands of Kevin Madden, a Junior in

the department.

The author of "Hound", Tom Stop-

pard, is well known in the theatre world
for "Travesties", a big hit in the

professional theatres of London and
New York. Stoppard also wrote
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead", a highly popular "modern" hit.

The play takes place at Muldoon
Manor, an English country estate to

which a few roads lead, but none come
away. The eccentric characters lead off

with Lady Muldoon, played by Luanda

Viewpoints
Continued from! Page 3

Work on most kibbutzim Begins at

five or six in the moring and ends at two

in the afternoon, by accumulating her

days off, however, Hillary had six days

each month to travel around Israel and
visit friends she had made on previous

trips. "Israel had changed," she said.

"The War has made a really big dif-

ference. I could feel it all over the

country. It's funny, "she went on to say,

"bin although I was born in the States

and lived most of my life in the states, I

love Isreal. It's a strange feeling; I've

never loved a country before."

And now the tale is done,

And home we steer,

a merry crew,

Beneath the setting sun.
ft

-page 23

Home, be it a room on the fourth floor

of Somerset, a room in Richmond
House, Spanish house, or in the house of

the Sallochs, means for each of us a

place in which the independence and
inspiration we have acquired from our

recent experiences can in some degree

be retained. Most of us are reluctant to

forego the life styles we have come to

know over the past months for those of

Washington College. It is

difficult to simply pick up where we left

off because we have changed; and

because that change is a personal one,

it affects every aspect of our lives here.

Jay mentioned that he spends more

time alone now. "I'm happy with

myself." He added that he came back

to Washington College with "a respect

for people's property. The atmosphere

at Warwick included a pride in the

physical appearance of the College."

Jim McBride said, "I live on a quiet

hall (fourth floor Somerset). I can't

handle the stereos and the running

around." He feels older now, and he

easily accepts that. "I'm a lot more
confident with myself now. Other

people don't bother me."

"My friends say I've changed," David

told me. "I'm more independent of

people. Living at Richmond House,

almost off-campus, is important to me.

I'm not sure I could face Washington

College if I didn't live in Richmond

House."
Spanish House offers the same

privacy and quiet and sense of home for

Jane, Hillary, and Casey.

"Living in a house is a good feeling,"

said Hillary. "It helps a lot."

* — from The Annotated Alice by

Lewis Carroll, with an Introduction

and Notes by Martin Gardner, New
York: The New American Library,

Inc.
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News Briefs

Preview

These two columns are reserved

for announcements of the activities

of -campus committees, clubs,

Forums, lectures, concerts, and
any other events. We urge you to

take advantage of this space by
simply typing out announcements
and submitting them to The Elm.
The DEADLINE for all News
Briefs is Sunday, 6:00.

The Washington College concert
series will present The Philiddr Trio in

a program of music of 18th century
France December 4 at 8:30 p.m. in the
Gibson Fine Arts Center.

Members of the trio are Elizabeth
Humes, soprano; Shelley Gruskin,
recorder and baroque flute; and
Edward Smith, harpsichord. Among
the country's most popular interpreters
of early music, the trio have been
performing together since 1965. Their
December concert will be their third

appearance for the Washington College
series.

The concert will be open to the public,

with admission by season tickets and
single-admission tickets sold at the
door, adults {4.00, students $1.00.

At four o'clock in the afternoon the
trio will give a demonstration and
discussion of instruments and music,
open to the public free of admission.
The concert program will include

works by Jean^Joseph Mouret, Fran-
cois Couperin, Ravet, Joseph Bodin de
Boismortier, Louis-Nicolas Cleram-
bault, Marin Marais, Jacques du Phly

,

and Delavigne.

FORUM T
Presenting viewpoints of Washington College
women and those ofwomen on six other
campuses , with the purpose of introducing

a Forum on Women, which will meet this

Monday, November 22. Posters will

announce where and when the meeting
will be held.

Viewpoints
One look at recent events in the news

may lead one to question where the
Women's Movement has brought us and
where it is taking us:

— The national Equal Rights
Amendment is now four states short of

the needed thirty-eight for ratification.

— State Equal Rights Amendments
were recently defeated in New York
and New Jersey.

— The recent NOW Convention in

Philadelphia was characterized by
much division as to procedures and
leadership.

The Women's Movement has made
many strides forward in the past years.
Women today are assuming more
responsibility than ever in politics and
the business worlds. In the recent
elections many women assumed local

political positions, as well as the women
elected Lieutenant Governor of

Mississippi and Kentucky, and Mayor
of Tucson, Arizona. More women are
being enrolled in law schools, med
schools, and are entering business

fields. These are not the only ones
which have been affected — women are

Continued on Page 7

Viewpoints

I generally refrain from having to
make generalizations, but un-
fortunately, it is the most convenient
way of addressing a problem. I have
my own subjective presuppositions
with which I draw my conclusive,
objective generlizations. They are open
to criticism, of course.

I receive the distinct impression that

most women here at Washington
College still suffer from the
traditionally inferior role, and respond
to it with the traditional methods taught
to us since infancy, (i. e., coquet-
tishness, coyness — appealing in these
ways to the male ego). I think many
women refrain form expressing in-

tellectual thoughts and ideas because,
for some reason, this does not attract a

male's interest. So, a woman forsakes
her intellectual capabilities in order to

stimulate a sexual interest— which she
unfortunately belives can only be
achieved through the "wiles of a
woman." This also reveals the
distorted view taken towards sexual
relationships. The superficial means
• Continued on Page 6

A survey of college women on six

campuses conducted by Playboy
magazine ("Who's been sleeping in my
dorm?" October, 1975) reveals not only

a pattern of widespread and varied

sexual activity but actual social

pressure on new girls who are virgins to

change their lifestyle.

Pointing out that the survey was a

random sampling rather than a

scientific, structured poll, the

magazine said, nevertheless, that the

tape recordings made by its in-

terviewer revealed major shifts in coed

sexual practices— including a demand
for men to play a greater role in birth

control.

The college girls were interviewed at

Yale, a once-male Ivy bastion that now
has one woman for every two men;
Vassar, which has just the opposite

ratio; Albertus Magnus, an all-

women's institution; Northwestern, a
Big Ten coed private school; the

University of Mississippi; and Bryn
Mawr-Haverford, where female and
male campuses, respectively, have now
been merged. (Incidentally, all of the

names have been changed to protect

their privacy, but the girls are real and
what they say is more than realistic.)

Rita, a Northwestern coed, said,

"When I got here, every girl on my floor

was on the pill. Those who weren't
heavily involved with boys wanted to be
and it put a lot of pressure on you to get

rid of your virginity. It was a burden.
I just wanted to get rid of it!"

However, another coed said she
respected the views of girls who in-

tended to maintain their virgin status
until marrigae. A Northwestern coed
named Cindy said, "If a woman wants
to be a virgin when she gets married,
that's just as liberated as somebody
who wants to sleep around. I would like
to sleep with more people before
marriage."

A 20-year-old girl, Maria, of Albertus

Magnus, a school having religious

overtones, said, "There are still a
certain number of virgins around. You
can tell who's who from the seating in

the cafeteria; everyone sits at the long

tables in their own groups— the virgins

apart from the non-virgins, the cool

separated from the non-cool." She went
on to insist, "You can tell by their

dress, too. The virgins tend to walk
around in little skirts and stockings —
maybe go-go boots, with a ponytail and

•Continued on Page 6 <

News Briefs

Review
The All Campus Judiciary affirmed

the verdict reached by the Student
Judiciary Board. They modified the
sentence decided upon by the SJB in the
following way: Bernard Floyd and
Hank Kupper are suspended for the
remainder of the semester; effective
immediately. Bernard Floyd and Hank
Kupper are fined $100. each, in addition
to the cost of replacing the door to room
212. A recommendation was made to
the SGA that part of the fines be given
to Jeff Hirsh in restitution for "mental
anguish." The case was appealed to
Presidential Review by the defendants.
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The Film
by Kim Stierstorfer

The Industry's Treatment'

Music
The Celebration

of a Cause

The siren, the bitch, the dumb blonde,

the starry-eyed doll, the bleary-eyed

wife. The film industry once injected

the American psyche with hyperdermic

images of the female character. She
was a nurse, a secretary, a showgirl —
never soiled and seldom smart.

Hollywood objectified women. The
complex nature of women was reduced

on screen to a facile and one dimen-

sional aspect — women's relations with

men.

At present, there exists a paucity of

film roles for women. The outstanding

exception is Streisand, who alone

commands the female star status; she

alone is a guaranteed box office at-

traction. Streisand is a phenomenon,
the later-day Hepburn, shrewd, defiant,

multi-faceted.

Discontent with the formula male
screenwriters have employed, (assign

ten of the filthiest, most immoral men
an impossible task, allow one woman to

satisfy the captain), female writers

have come to the front. Carole Eastman
wrote the screenplays for FIVE EASY
PIECES. THE FORTUNE; Judith

Rascoe is currently writing the
screenplay for OUT OF AFRICA; Jay
Presson Allen, one of the most talented

female screenwriters in Hollywood
today, has written the scripts for THE
PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE,
TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT,
CABARET, and FUNNY LADY.

Screenwriting is not the only behind-

the-camera profession that is adding

high caliber female talent to its ranks.

The highly-acclaimed film, ALICE
DOESN'T LIVE HERE ANYMORE,
provided the viewer not only with an

extraordinary attempt to portray a

common woman altered by a common
dilemma, but with an exhibition of the

polished technical talents of three

women: Sandy Weintraup, assistant

producer; Toby Rafelson, production

designer, and Marcia Lucas, film

editor.

Unfortunately, these women only

represent a foot in the door. The film

industry is "blessed" with an all-male

hierarchy; the heads of the studios

have traditionally been the most staid,

least experimental of the industry's

personnel. There appears to be a

reluctance on the part of these men to

hire the female students that the

graduate schools of film are training.

Female directors are non-existent in

America. Dorothy Arnzer, an obscure

female director of the thirties, directed

WEDDING IN BLACK, THE WILD

Next Tuesday, on December 2, the

film series will show THIS SPORTING
LIFE, directed by Lindsay Anderson,

and starring Richard Harris. This

award-winning film explores the

motives and character of a professional

athlete. Frank Machm (Harris) Is a

PARTY, and CHRISTOPHER
STRONG. At present, in a system that
allows Steven Spielberg (21) a contract

with a major studio on the evidence of a
24-minute short, no potential female
director appears to loom in the future of

the American cinema.

Series Includes

Two Directed

by Women
The films of two female directors are

included in the film schedule for

Washington College this year. THE
SEDUCTION OF MIMI, directed by

Italian Lina Wertmuller, was shown
last night. Wertmuller was widely

praised for this comic and politically —
minded sexual farce.

On April 6, the college will show Leni

Riefenstahl's most successful and

notorious film, TRIUMPH OF THE
WILL. The picture has been described

as the "most horrifyingly effective

propaganda film ever made." Hitler

himself commissioned Ms. Riefenstahl

to produce a record of the Sixth Annual

Party Congress in Nurenberg, 1934.

Placing 30 cameras and a staff of 120 at

her disposal, Hitler and Goebbels

staged an "historic event." Nothing is

real in the film. Stadiums were

specially constructed to accomodate

the film. For the first time, film does

not merely record history; history was,

in fact, staged and created for the film.

Although TRIUMPH OF THE WILL
represents the foremost case of the

conflict between art and morality,

Riefenstahl's genius was immediately

recognized. Francis Ford Coppola

praised Riefenstahl for the power and

technical brilliance of her films and for

the awesome scale and sweep of

TRIUMPH OF THE WILL.

For over thirty years, Riefenstahl

has had to defend herself against

charges of political and romantic
complicity with Hitler. Her three-year

postwar imprisonment by the allies

aborted her career as a filmmaker . She
says of Nurenberg that her con-

siderations were only technical and
artistic. "I had only the idea to make it

interesting. I would seek to make
everything moving. It was a new
style."

much-admired rugby player, a man
whose brutality and aggressiveness is

appropriately set against the violent

demands of bis sport. The film depicts

the decline of bis career and his

relationship to the embittered widow he
desires.

The N.Y. Philharmonic presentation,

Celebration of Women Composers', last

Monday, Nov. 10, enlightened the

audience to works of five women
composers, two ofwhom are still living.

Grazyna Bacewicz, born in Poland in

1913, became a Warsaw Conservatory

graduate in 1932 and studied com-
position under Nadia Boulanger in

Paris. Ms. Bacewicz, also a virtuoso

violinist, played in Warsaw with the

Symphony Orchestra of Polish Radio

during World War H.
I.ili Boulanger, sister of Nadia, en-

tered the Paris Conservatoire at age 16,

in 1909, and won the coveted Prix de

Rome in 1913, anonymously. However,

when she tried to re-enter the contest

five years later under her own name,

she was prohibited entrance because

she was a woman. Unfortunately, this

talented young woman died at 25.

A third woman composer, Peruvian-

born Pozzi Escot, graduated from
Juilliard in 1956. Sometime Composer

Laureate of Peru, Ms. Escot was
commissioned by the Venezuelan
government to write an orchestral work
for the 450th birthday of the nation. Now
living in Cambridge, Massachusetts,

with her family, she is writing an opera.

The Scotswoman Thea Musgrave,

having studied four years with Nadia

Boulanger, has described her music as

dramatic abstract." Ms. Musgrave is a

versatile composer, as she has written

for many media. Currently the lady

commutes between Norfolk and Santa

Barbera, working on an opera.

Stepmother of composer Pete Seeger,

Ruth Crawford-Seeger was the first

woman composer to win a Guggenheim
Fellowship, which enabled her to study

in Berlin. Ms. Crawford-Seeger's music

was of an advanced style, as she em-
ployed serialism among the more
"modern" techniques of the time.

Apparently, music is one professional
area whre women's talent is still

questioned. As another woman com-
poser, Barbara Kolb, pointed out,

writing music is "very feminine. It is

sensitive, emotional, contemplative."
Not only is writing or performing

music a good career for women, but
conducting is as well. Sarah Caldwell,
not only conductor of last week's
performance, is also stage director,

talent hunter, administrative boss, and
her own principal fund raiser and
researcher. Ms. Caldwell began per-
forming on the violin at age six; she
continued her musical education while
her mother continued her own. By the
time she studied with Richard Burgin
at the New England Conservatory, her
direction had changed. Through other

experiences (playing viola, teaching),

Caldwell emerged as conductor of

various orchestras, an assuming
position for a physically assuming
woman (at nearly 300 lbs.). Now Ms.
Caldwall conducts several orchestras
throughout the U.S., continuing a
brilliant career and helping to further
the cause of women in music.
Even with the growing en-

couragement women are getting in ail
lines of work, most women composers
and conductors still meet with stubborn
refusal from some, only because they
are women.
All these women are-were versatile.

Most of them not only wrote or con-
ducted music, but performed as well.

These are only a few of the many
talented women in music who have
lived

; most of them have been forgotten
or simply have not been discovered.
But they should not be overlooked as
significant contributors to the music
literature. It is to be hoped that the N.Y.
Philharmonic and Ms. Magazine, who
presented last week's concert, have
furthered their cause.

Women's Studies:

by Claire Pulo
Not Fadism

Following the trend of the sixties

towards education based on students'

needs, many campuses' curriculum
now include women's studies. The form
varies from one or two courses on
women in history or literature to whole
departments complete with degree
conferral.

Explanations for this education
phenomenon appear to go deeper than
fadism. Sheila Tobias of Wesleyan
University lists several possibilities,

including reaction against anti-female
quotas in some graduate schools,

motivatin crises, difficulties of job
obtainment despite high qualifications,

and the persisting sex stereotypes.

Nesta King writes that the purpose of

women's studies is to "facilitate the

efforts of women to move out of their

traditional roles as supporters and
nurturers of a male-dominated
society." More specifically, it is to

develop a core of self, according to

Marilyn Salzman-Webb of Goddard
College.

These programs have gotten started
in several ways. Many, such as at St.

Joseph's in Indiana, are experiments
attempted by one visionary faculty

member. The most successful are those
initiated by the students themselves. A
program instituted at Golden Gate
University to bolster a dropping

enrollment failed, and Kathy Lam, a
student of G.G.U. attributes that failure

to inaccurate perception of the
students' needs, whereas Goucher's
faculty and student body react fluidly

through open discussion to relevance of

certain feminist studies.

Possibilities for courses are endless,

and comprise several disciplines.

Standard credit courses can include

male-female relations, female per-

sonality, sociology of equality, com-
parative feminie roles in various
societies, physiology, ad infinitum.

Others, such as carpentry, self-defense,

and auto mechanics can be non-credit
offerings in a free-university at-

mosphere or, more practically; as
remedial courses.

Ms. Salzman-Webb strongly supports
the necessity of women's studies and
emphasizes the importance of con-
tinuity of perspective. "If we recreate
(the) class division within our teaching,
our analysis is devoid of form." Rather.
the point is acquiring knowledge and
strenghtening of body and skills, depth
of collective history , growth in prac-
ticality and energy, and cooperation in

"struggling against great odds".
Through this, she feels, not only will we
understand the past and on-going role

uf women in history, but also thai of the

common person in power-class
dominated society.



Mary, Queen of Scots,

and Elizabeth I

Meet on Stage

by John Holland

The Baltimore Opera opened its ,
twenty-fifth season last Thursday with ,

Amej"lc
,f
n soprano Rita Shane

a highly satisfactory production of S
arned

H16 ",le role specially for

Donizetti's Maria Stuarda In spite of
performances, and the finished

several recent revivals of this curious P
roduct was one ,hat the company can

work, it is still something of a rarity
and it was rather daring of the'
Baltimore Opera to stray so far from
the beaten path. Fortunately they have
been a bit more imaginative in recent
years and this spring they will produce
their first world premiere.

be proud of. Although she tended to hold
back a bit at the performance I saw, she
handled the fiendish coloratura with
great elan when she did let loose, and
her more lyrical moments were simply
superb. Mary Stuart isn't a very ex-
citing acting role but Ms. Shane made

Remington Farms:

Santuary
by Meg Keller
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Maria Stuarda has had a strange
he

.
r totaUy convincing

career. It was written in 1834 for the
Teatro San Carlo in Naples but was
closed by the censors in the final stages
of rehearsal. At a dress rehearsal with
a specially invited audience, Queen
Maria Christina of the Two Sicilies

In many respects, soprano Marisa
Galvany as Elizabeth was the real star.
Hers is not a pretty voice, but she has a
tremendous range, solid at both ends,
and knows how to act with it in the
Callas tradition. Unlike Shane, Ms.

fainted in horror at the scene where
Ga'vanv toc* every possible high note

Mary Stuart receives her death sen-
™° succeeaed in upstaging everyone

tence. The critics also objected to the
else

-
sPeci

J
al tnbute snould g° to her

passage where Mary calls Elizabeth
"vile bastard." Donizetti salvaged his

music and altered it to fit a new libretto
about life in 12th cetury Florence,
Buondelmonte. It was a horrendous
failure. In 1835 the music was restored
to the original libretto, and Donizetti
took his work to Milan for production at
La Scala. To the original score he added
a bouncy overture in an attempt to
freshen the whole thing up a bit. The
first performance was a failure, due to
the prima donna being sick. She sang
anyway and the opera only lasted for
six more performances. The next
major revival came in 1958 in Bergamo.
In recent years it has turned up in
America for the sake of showing off the
talents of singers such as Sutherland
Sills, and Cabatle. Based on the story of
Mary, Queen of Scots, the libretto uses
Schiller's play as its main source and
includes a totally fictitious scene in
shich Mary and Elizabeth meet.

Apparently conductor Anton
Guadagno didn't quite believe in the
music's appeal. Not only did he omit the
overture (perfectly kosher since it was
not part of the original score) but he
made several large cuts in the rest of
the opera. Almost every aria, duet, etc.
was cut down to half its full length; an
annoying practice if only because one
expects to hear two verses in every
cabaletta. Admittedly the musical
value of his cuts was nil, but by showing
his disdain he made a rather pathetic
case for bel canto opera.

make-up designer, who transformed
her into the perfect Queen Elizabeth. As
an actress she was unrivalled. She
strode around the stage with a gait that
was somewhere between a peacock and
a sailor on land for the first time in

three years. She flew into rages at her
courtiers, fiddled nervously with her
jewelry, threatened people with her
riding crop, and all in all was a
veritable Bette Davis. The real tragedy
in the opera was the end of her role,

with two more scenes still to come.
The men were less distinguished.

Tenor Gene Bullard was just not up to
the demands of the role. His pitch
tended to be rather unsure and his
acting made an insipid role intolerable.
This Leicester was no one's court
favorate. John Darrenkamp has a nice
baritone voice which he used to good
effect as Talbot, but he too was marred
by non-acting. It remained for bass Ara
Berberian as Cecil to provide some
worthy contrast to the dynamic queens,
which he did quite admirabley.
The sets, borrowed from the New

York City Opera, were lovely and gave
a feeling of space to what is really a
very small stage. The costumes were
made for these performances and fit

very well with the sets. It was a most
enjoyable opening on the whole and
predicts a highly successful "Silver
Jubilee" season for the company. Seats
are generally sold only by subscription,
however -there are still seats for the
remaining two productions that are
being sold separately. It would be well
worth your time to investigate. .

.

ideal for observing nature's changes is

Remington Farms.

The 3,000 acres of Remington Farms
demonstrate how farming and wildlife

preservation can co-exist in harmony.
The area is rich with different types of
foliage and several species of wildlife.

Various wild and domestic plants are
grown as foodstuffs for the animal
habitants as well as for research
conducted at the Farms.

One can take a .wildlife drive by
following posted signs. It is a camera
buff's delight: several small lakes
surrounded by thousands of Canadian
geese, mallards, and fintail ducks.
Remington Farms is the only place one
will ever see literally thousands of
geese together in one spot. Ap-
proximately ten thousands geese flock
to the Farms between October and
March, compared to the half million
that visit the upper sections of the
Eastern Shore. Occaisonally one might
see blue geese, snow geese, or black
ducks.

Geese are not all one will see. The
Farms is the home of sceral groups of

white-tail deer, attracted to the area

to the ecological balance.

There are also numerous raccoons,
skunks, oppossum, red and grey foxes,
red-tailed hawks, horned owls and
barred owls. Though these animals are
rabbit-eating carnivores, the cotton-
tails manage to survive in great
numbers.

One area of Remington Farms is

swampland, and if one approaches with
care, one can see the turtles which often
line the longs bordering the waterways.
There are a few beaver lodges here and
there. Predator-proof nesting lodges
are provided for the several species of
birds and waterfowl.

These man-made nesting structures

are only one of the many efforts of

Remington Farms to provide a sanc-

tuary for wildlife and a pleasant place

for man to slightly impose upon for a

glimpse of nature at work.

Remington Farms is located off

Route 20, ten miles west of Chester-
town, on the right hand side of the road.
The Farms is open during daylight
hours only.

Dr. MaynardMack
A Candle in the Dark

by Bobby Gathright

ortonlWY
byJudlt Bruce Women's Program Officer., Family

Planning International Assistance

In 1972, a resolution (co-sporisWed by
the United States) was introduced: and
adopted m the United Nations General
r\ssembly calling for the designation of

1975 as International Women's Year,
and the sponsorship of art' -in-

tergovernmental conference on the
status ofwomen and their roles in socio-

economic development. This. is 1975.

From June 19 to July 2 in Mexico City,

an officially sponsored United Nations
inference with representation from
123 national governments reviewed,
amended and adopted a World Plan of

Action on Women, and a variety of

resolutions arid declafatldrts. ' A
"Tribune"'

(
ah open meetirig, WdVheld,

simultaneously for nongovernmental
agencies {such .as the Federatiori) and
individuals 'to

;
examine Issues' .'like

health, literacy, working
, conditions,

employment opportunities,
1
" family

1

structures, the world economic order
and social justice systems, as they
reflect and influence the roles and
status of women. Almost 6,000 in-

dividuals registered at the Tribune.
Among them were a number of

representatives from the International
Planned Parenthood Federation, state

Continued on Page 4

Dr. Maynard Mach showed no signs

of strain on Thursday night as he sat

before us, although he had experienced

a very full day. He attentively listened

to the reminiscences of Dr. Norman
James, one of his former students. His

hands usually remained folded on his

lap, only occasionally slipping into his

pockets as he changed his position. The
bombastic style of Dr. James' praise

brought a modest smile to his face,

especially noticeable when Dr. James
described his teaching as "the epitome
of brilliance and .high standards." He
graciously rose to the outburst of ap-

plause which followed p>, James*
opening reiriarks, arid moved to the

podium. There, as he , arranged his

prepared . speech on "Othello", he
humbly belittled' his well known
abilities, telling us that "Norman
always was an epic poet at heart." This

comment ;drew a round, of laughter

trom the audience whose heart he
captured with' this remark.

1 '

Dr. Mack then began his lecture on
"Othello"-the Candle in the Dark",
developing the candle imagery in

connection with the main characters of
the play.

;
He presented Othello , and

Desdeniona as. light, vybile ,Iago
represented dark. He talked of a
production of "Othello" that he had
once seen In Canada, in which the
director appeared to have followed this

same theme of imagery, with evident
success. He also proved "Othello" to be
a tragedy in the Aristotellian sense of

the word. Consequently, he discredited

the theories of some recent critics, who

see the play of "Othello" as having no
more depth than a melodrama, and who
believe that Iago is at heart a "good
man", victimized by an unjust society.

Dr. Mack undoubtedly used a

prepared speech, probably the same
one he had used earlier that day at the

University of Delaware, where he had
also lectured. This speech more than
likely is part of some material which
will soon appear in print, as Dr. Mack
had also spent part of Thursday con-
ferring with publishers in Wilmington.
If one was aware that Dr. Mack's
speech was part of a soon-to-be-
published work, a new dimension of
interest was added to the lecture.

However, the actual text of the speech
did not hold any brilliantly new theories

concerning the play. Luckily, Dr.
Mack's manner of speaking is ex-
cellent; his personal flair is enough to
hold your attention at the moments
when his script slows down.

The only disappointment to be found
Thursday night was that more people
were not present. A few posters had
been seen around campus advertising
th&lecture, and English professors had
enthusiastically recommended the
lecture to their students, but oc-

casionally an empty seat could be

spotted in Hynson Lounge. Perhaps
more publicity by the Sophie Kerr
Committee would have been helpful,

but for those who took the time to hear
Dr. Mack, it was definitely worth their

while.
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IWY Changes...

First International & Intergovernmental Science and
meetings on the Status ofWomen

2 •Continued from Page 3

§ and local level affiliates of the PPFA,^ and six women representing agencies

2 whose family planning activities are

§ supported by FPIA from Nepal,

-2 Bangladesh, Philippines, Egypt, and

£ Peru (2).

CONFERENCE

The official conference had two main
objectives; (1) to adopt a World Plan of

Action on Women — based on a draft

plan prepared by the United Nations

Secretariat, and (2) to review and
address through special resolutions

"Current trends and changes in the

status and roles of women and men, and

major obstacles to be overcome in the

achievement of equal rights, op-

portunities, and responsibilities, the

integration of women in the develop-

ment process as equal partners with

men".

The Conference achieved both these

objectives and went beyond. Contrary

to the press reports which focused on

the relatively minor and predictable

political conflicts {which replayed the

usual United Nations debates), 1,300

delegates from 123 nations achieved

remarkable unity in their definition of

the needs and roles of women world-

wide. In fact, the Plan of Action

adopted — with the sole dissent of the

Holy See— is stronger than the Plans of

Action adopted on Food, Environment,

and Population in that it designated

targets of performance for nations. The
conclusion of the introduction of the

World Plan reads:

"By the end of the first five year

period 1975-1980, the achievement of

the following should be envisioned as a

minimum: (Below are abbreviated

descriptions of the targets).

1. Marked increase in literacy and
civic education.

2. Extension of co-education
technical and vocational training.

3. Equal access at every level of

education, compulsory primary school

education.

4. Increased employment op-

portunities.

5. Establishment and increase of

infrastructural services required by
women.

6. Enactment of legislation on

voting and eligibility for election on

equal terms with men.
7. Encouragement of greater

participation of women in policy-

making positions.

8. Increased provision in com-
prehensive measures for health

education...including family planning.

(In the draft Plan of Action, family
planning was not included specifically

in the targets, but was simply assumed
under the rubric of 'infrastructural

services'.)

9. Provision of parity in the exer-

cise of civil, social and political right.

10. Recognition of the economic
value of women's work in the home.

11. Provision of formal, nonformal
lifelong education.

12. Promotion of Women's
organizations as an interim measure
within workers organizations and
education, economic and professional

institutions.

13. The development of modern
rural technology to reduce the dru-

dgery of women in the rural areas.

Rural technology, cottage industries,

pre-school day centers, time and

energy saving devices (....this item

reflects concern over the gap between

men and women created by con-

ventional "development" strategies).

14. The establishment of an inter-

disciplinary and multi-sectorial

machinery within the government
facilitating the achievement of equal

opportunities for women and their full

integration into national life.

Over thirty resolutions and
declarations were adopted. The
"political" resolutions (Palestinians,

Zionism, apartheid, Neocolonialism)

received most attention in the press. In

reality, these were a minority of the

resolutions considered and adopted,
and were subject to the greatest

dissent. Like the contents of the World
Plan of Action, the nonpolitical, sub-
stantive resolutions on women and
development received the majority
attention of the delegates, and were
adopted with little dissent. Certain of

these are worth noting:

1. Research on population and the

integration of women in development

(Resolution 5). This resolution seeks to

establish an entity which will further

investigate the interrelationships

between demographic change and the

status of women ; the status of women is

seen as both a consequence and

determinant of demongraphic change

and stresses "the economic, social and

demographic benefits that may be

derived from the integration of women
in development."

2. Family planning and the full

integration of women in development:

(Resolution 9) This item's con-

sideration and adoptation was largely

as a result of the IPPF's activities and
makes four main points:

a. Population education should be
directed at all persons not just women
as the population at risk;

b. Family planning should oe

integrated with maternal and child

health care;

c. Both women and men should be

involved in the choice about the number

of children and have the necessary

information to make a choice;

d. Women should have more
control over the services that are

directed largely to them; (this addition

is, I think the effect of the Women's
Conference).

3. Measures for the integration of

women in development (Resolution 21)

This resolution recommends that

impact statements on women be in-

corporated into all development plans

of both national and multi-national

assistance agencies, that plans

establish base line indicators as means

of measuring progress in the in-

tegration of women in development and

assure that women participate on an

equitable basis on all levels of decision-

making.

TRIBUNE

The Tribune as a meeting of

nongovernmental agencies had no

official or formal role in the govern-

mental Conference or the development

and approval of the World Plan of

Action. Quite naturally, certain in-

dividuals who were on government

delegations attended Tribune sessions

and many attendees at the Tribune had

friends of official delegations. Thus,

there was a flow of information bet-

ween the Tribune and Conference and,

in two instances, the Conference

Secretariat formally acknowledged the

value of the deliberations of the

Tribune. Ms. Helvi Sipila, Secretary-

General of the International Women's
Year Conference, received two groups

of amendments to, and statements

about the content of the World Plan of

Action.

The first delegation to be received

represented the so-designated "United

Women of the Tribune" and consisted

of 15 women of a dozen nations (in-

cluding Betty Freidan representing the

United States) who had drafted

(paragraph by paragraph of 202

paragraphs ) changes in the draft World

Plan. In an extraordinary meeting of

the Tribune, 2,000 women adopted these

changes by acclaimation. The agreed

upon changes proposed include the

right of a woman to control her own

body, her right to health for her own

sake and a demand for more funds to

eliminate discrimination. Also the right

of women from developing countries to

plan and decide on new development

programs in their country. A strong

implementation section, missing in the

draft plan, demanded a new UN Office

for Women's Concerns at the Under-

secretary level. This office would be

headed by a woman committed to

women's rights, and its staff would be

two thirds women..

The Conference and Tribune were
successful forums for constructive

multi-national discussion of the needs

of women. More than that, they

represented the first international and
intergovernmental meetings on the

status of women, concluding with the

adoption of a World Plan of Action.

Together they marked the beginnings

of an International Women's
Movement., Women in "developed"

countries have different lives from

'Women in "developing" countries,' but

all women are united in the

discrimination they encounter as

women — the worst off of men is better

off than his woman.'

Society

by Melody Echard

Contraception

In the past, women entered into in-

timate relationships with the

hesitations associated with fear of

pregnancy. With the popularization of

the Pill and IUD, among other methods
of readily available contraception, it

was thought that women had achieved

sexual and social freedom. This ap-

parent freedom was not without its own
limitations, as the role of responsibility

changed from control of pregnancy to

artificial limitations of one's fertility.

During the past fifteen years of

widespread use of the birth control pill,

side effects ranging from weight gain to

fatal blood clots have been attributed to

the contraceptive. The Boston Women's
Health Collective, in their publication

Our Bodies, Ourselves, lists the

reported side effects of the Pill as:

neausea, fatigue, change in menstrual
flow, breakthrough bleeding, breast

enlargement and tenderness, weight
gain, headaches and tension from fluid

retention, rise in blood pressure in

certain susceptible individuals,

vaginitis, increased susceptibility to

venereal disease, chloasma, gum in-

flammation, to list a few. Among
serious side effects due to progesterone

dominant pills are decrease in libido

( sexual desire and response ) , and

Simply on the basis of possible cir-

culatory side effects, the pill has been

removed from the market for women
over forty years of age, due to their

extraordinary susceptibility to blood

clotting and heart failure. Women
between 30 and 39 are to be given a

severe warning when provided with

contraceptive pills.

The HID (intrauterine device) has

not fared much better. The Dalkon

shield, one of the earliest versions of the

IUD has been requested for removal

from the market permanently due to its

link with cervical cancer resulting in

death for 15 women during its use. The

Copper-7 IUD, consisting of a plastic 7-

shape surrounded by coiled copper wire

has been proposed a the most advisable

for use by young women who have not

previously had children. Lippes* loop

had previously been used by doctors for

younger women due to the small

uterine size. Although the IUD lasts for

two years, it is only 70 per cent as ef-

fective as the pill, and is also likely to

result In severe menstrual cramps,

possible breakthrough bleeding, a

heavier menstrual flow, and the risk of

uterine perforation, and anemia. There

is also the constant possibility of

spontaneous expulsion, rendering the

contraceptive useless.

The IUD theoretically works by
providing a hostile environment for the

developing fertilized egg, so that,

although a woman may become
pregnant, she simply sheds the fetus

before implantation. For this reason,

9 Continued on page 5

Apology
May we apologize to John Klaus and Garry Clark

.

There was not enough room In last week's issue to

Include an announcement of their recital.



Editorial
SGA's Misadventure

For all John Moag's (and

others') ballyhooing, the "Faculty-

Student Evening" last Saturday

failed to attract any more than

eight faculty members. In other

words, approximately 92.3 percent

of those upon whom John was
relying (if no one else) either did

not, after hearing of the "get

together", give it second thought;

or, in not going, expressed their

disgust at the very idea; or,

perhaps remembered last year's

Coffee House fiasco, or simply

could not make it for one reason or

another. The latter is the most

probably explanation, especially if

one takes into consideration the

time (8:00-1:00 on a SATURDAY
NIGHT), the place (Hynson
Lounge), the form of en-

ertainment (a Marx Brothers

flick), and the atmosphere, to

which was lent a pervasive in-

coherence by the inebriety of most
present.

President Moag's reasonable

idea of an evening devoted to

furthering student-faculty
relations was simply doomed from

the start by the unreasonable

means he employed in hopes of

achieveing that end.

First, given the desire to bring

faculty and students together for

an evening of "conversation",

Saturday Night, usually reserved

for great drinking, pool playing,

and dancing bouts, was a poor

choice.

Second, given the desire to bring

faculty and students together for

an evening of "conversation" and

"entertainment", Hynson Lounge,

with its sofas and chairs arranged

for viewing the movie and not one

another, did little to encourage

conversation. The Marx Brothers

dominated the scene for two hours

and by 11:00 , most were too drunk

to verbalize whatever thoughts

they may have had.

Third, given that said desire, the

keg of beer and veritable pond of

orange juice and gin were guzzled

as though inebriety is a necessary!

condition for any student-faculty

get togethers.

What all this gets at is that the

whole affair was nothing more than

a shot in the dark, and nothing less

than a paradox.

Perhaps if faculty-student get

togethers occured more often, and

in a less paradoxical situation, they

might be more successful. Why not

make Wednesday night steak

dinners more formal and invite the

faculty? Coffee and tea could be

served in Hynson Lounge after

dinner. The SGA Forums could be

held on Sunday afternoons (or on

any afternoon) and refreshments

served afterwards. Perhaps if the

students and faculty had a place to

meet during the day, something

along thelines of the faculty lounge,

a strained and estranging situation

such as last Saturday night would

be prevented.

In any case, the Women's
Forum, to which everyone in-

terested is invited, hopes to set a

precedent. We will discuss the fact

that almost every faculty member
new this year is male, whether or

not the women faculty members

here receive pay equal to that of

the men, Women's Studies, career

planning, health care, and

anything else pertaining to women
on campus over non-alcoholic

beverages. It will be interesting to

see what happens when no one is

drunk.
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doctors have been experimenting
recently with a "morning-after" IUD to

be used in place of the massive doses of

estrogen given as a "morning-after"
pill. These pills are taken, (following a
test for advanced pregnancy), by
women who are fairly certain that they

may have become pregnant during the

preceding two days (especially
following rape). In effect, it causes the

woman to become violently ill, ren-

dering her incapable of maintaining a
beneficial environment for a fertilized

egg. The illness lasts for about four to

five days, and for obvious reasons is

recommended only in emergency
situations. Its removal from the market
has been requested for years, and now
may become feasible with the
development of the "morning-after"
IUD.

With the development of con-
traceptive methods such as the Pill,

and IUD, it has become evident mat the

responsibility has come to rest with the

female partner of the sexual

relationship. Contraceptive in-

convenience has replaced the fear of

pregnancy to a large degree, but that

inconvenience has remained a female

concern.

In the area of male contraception, the

federal government has taken an

allocative stand, that more highly

resembles a retreat Initially, large

sums of money were allocated for the

development of a male contraceptive,

only to be reduced before the research

had begun. The American govern-

ment's position on male birth control

highly resembles the remark of a

British Parliament member during a

discussion on male contraception. The
member is reported by Betty Roszak in

her article on "Women's Liberation" to

have remarked mat there should be a

silencing of those "do-gooders who
want to take all the fun out of life". It

appears that a double-standard still

exists in the area of contraception, if

not in sexual behavior, although some
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... Science and Society

progress has been reported in the area

of sterilization. About 29 per cent of

young couples who have completed

their family have come in for voluntary

sterilization, with the operations being

performed on men almost as often as on

women.

Future changes in male attitudes

toward contraception may slowly oc-

cur, but education programs have

already been suggested for the schools.

These programs would be aimed at

both males and females, emphasizing

the role of parental teamwork in the

care of children. Hopefully the

programs would not only develop better

parents, but adults with an increased

awareness as to their contraceptive

responsibilities.

Attitudes towards sex

have changed, but

those towards stereo

types have not

Each year, incoming freshmen are

surveyed at the University of

Maryland, on issues ranging from

politics to sex. According to the SUN
(October 13, 1975), two surveys con-

ducted at the University of Maryland in

1972 and again in 1974 reveal that at-

titudes towards sex have changed,

while attitudes towards sexual

stereotypes have not.

People are feeling freer about sex,

but still lack the liberal attitudes

towards women in academics and'

professions for which the women's

liberation movement was striving. As

far as sexual attitudes in the freshman

class, the SUN reported that over half

of the incoming freshmen had had

sexual intercourse, 73 per cent believed

in sex before marriage, 83 per cent felt

that masturbation was a normal sexual

outlet, and 82 per cent felt that abor-

tions should be available without

parental consent, while only 32 per cent

felt that the availability of con-

traceptives was in any way responsible

for increased promiscuity.

Another survey conducted on 151

freshmen at Maryland, revealed some
attitudes towards women in social roles

which tend to be disappointing. When
faced with situations in which women
paid for dates, worked at gas stations or

held positions of responsibility,

students, especially males, admitted to

feeling silly or embarrassed about

women stepping out of traditional

stereotypes. Obviously the heralded

liberation of the sixties extends little

farther than the bedroom for many
Americans.

As Dr. Sedlacek of the University

commented, changing attitudes

towards sexual roles requires a level of

sophistication not yet achieved by

many people, males and females alike.

According to Mama Guttentag of

Harvard, it is possible to use the schools

as a tool for teaching sexual equality to

children, if the children are taught at an

early age. In a study conducted in the

Boston area schools, on selected groups

of kindergarteners, fifth graders, and

ninth graders, it was found that the

level of stereotyping increased with

age. By ninth grade, students had

grown up with the idea mat women and

men were inherently different in their

qualifications for employment. An
intervention study consisting of six

weeks of programs aimed at abolishing

sexual stereotypes among ex-

perimental groups gave the following

results. Kindergarteners proved to be

the most pliable in their attitudes

towards the ability of men and women
to competently handle the same Jobs.

Fifth graders proved to be the least

stereotyped in their attitudes, agreeing

that women could achieve certain

professional positions:, but that they had

little chance of succeeding in these

positions. The fifth graders also placed

men and women in stereotyped hobbies

and private routines. Guttentag's study

revealed that by fifth grade, most of the

girls had already accepted their

characteristics as emotional and

lacking self-esteem, but these attitudes

were favorably changed by the in-

tervention program. Ninth grade

stereotyping proved to be the most

initially intense and persistent of all

three groups. An actual increase in

prejudice of boys followed the in-

Continued on Page 6
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Basic Conflicts
= •Continued from Page lc

pink ribbon — and their hair set when
they aren't going anywhere."

But, she asserted, "There is

promiscuity and virginity here. And
lately, lesbianism has been fairly

rampant on this campus and at Yale,

too, I hear. At Albertus, it just sort of

erupted last year, I think from women's

spending too much time together rather

than from actual tendencies." Maria

said, "I'd say there are about eight or

ten of the 25 in this house who are

bisexual — but they don't peddle their

wares."

By and large, though, there is general

agreement that maintaining a virginal

status on campus is a losing cause. One

18-year-old Northwestern girl, Donna,

summed up the matter in these words:

"The majority of girls on this campus
are not virgins, I guess, but I think

there are a lot of us. Virgins are put in a

position of being on the defensive.

I don't like someone who isn't a virgin

attacking me — and this happens —
saying, "Well, why don't you give it

up?"

At the University of Mississippi,

sexual attitudes appeared to be far

more conservative than at the other

schools studied. Girls having a

heterosexual affair are not apt to boast

of it. Moreover, the "good girl-bad

girl" distinction apparently wiped out

at big northern universities persists at

Ole Miss. "Girls here don't talk about

FORUM
Viewpoints

sex, they talk about marriage," says 21-

year-old Melissa. "The attitude is, "I'm
totally ignorant, but from what I hear

about sex, you're going to

have a good time ( after

marriage).'" She added, "I don't think

they're scared of sex; they're more
afraid of what their roommates might
think of them."

Another Ole Miss coed said her

fiance invited her to spend the night in

his dorm and, although both wanted
sex, they abstained from intercourse.

Her fiance told her while escorting her

home at two A.M., "I would have

thought you were cheap to spend the

night."

Up north, it's another story. At

Vassar, 18-year-old Julia remarked,

"Most people 1 know have had more
sexual experience than I have. One of

my friends had 37 lovers her freshman
year. Some were crummy, some were

good; she really cares about people.

One guy I know has 44 lovers marked on

his calendar."

If Julia is correct in her belief that

her friends are more sexually active, it

is a wonder any studying is being done.

Julia admits to having been in four

Changes Science and
Society•Continued from Pages

tervention period, while girls accepted
the professional gains of women only in

conjunction with their role as
homemakers. A large part of the sexual
prejudice of the ninth grade boys was
thought to be the result of peer group
pressure by those outside the ex-

periment. Guttentag also attributed the

lack of success in some groups to lack
of interest on the part of the teacher
involved.

Depression and Sexism

Depression has been suggested by

Guttentag as a major consequence of

sexism. A young working mother in a

middle or lower-class environment
faces years of misunderstanding before

society offers acceptance. Many
women enter the job market, largely on

a part-time basis, at the risk of

exhausting themselves in a dual role as
homemaker and working mother. The
lack of support by family members can
lead to a negative self-esteem, a feeling

of helplessness, and especially, a sense

of disappointment at their small
achievements compared to the media
image of the successful liberated

female. Figures from the National

Institute of Mental Health report that

women between the ages of 21 to 44

suffer from depression almost twice as

often as men, with the rate of suicide

among women from 20 to 30 over-

whelmingly larger than that of men.
Guttentag hypothesizes that many
times this depression is a direct result

of prejudice.

In the face of such a disparity ot

progress; the sexual liberation of

women racing ahead of the professional

and social liberation which has been

sought, the young woman may find

herself confused, often having to adjust

her attitudes and behavior depending

upon the companions she keeps. Thus,

despite the recent calm which has
befallen the women's

,
liberation

movement, the silence seems to be due
to disappointment rather than ac-

complishment. During the past seven

years, women have accomplished little

more than sexual liberation, making
themselves more "available", while

gaining little respect or progress for

their intellectual alterego.

Breadwinnin g
' vs.

Breadbaking
It is often implied by those opposing

the feminist movement, that women
such as Betty Friedan, Kate Millett,

and Gloria Steinem are simply a small
frustrated minority in an otherwise

submissive population. This has
recently been statiscally refuted.

Karen Mason of the University of

Michigan recently completed an
examination of five national surveys
taken between 1964 and 1974.

Comparison of 15 .questions con-'

cerning sex roles revealed that women
have become gradually less insistent on

the traditional male-female roles of

breadwinning vs. breadbaking. Women
uf all ages are making more demands
fur equality in the professional world.

The main thrust of 'the' ^mirfist

revolution took place between 1970 and
1973 according to Mason's study, when
opinions endorsing male help in the

home and female career pursuits in-

creased from one-half to two-thirds of

those polled. Statistics continue to

support the fact that middle America is

moving toward supporting those

women whom they scorned as deviants

not five years ago. The flexibility of

human behavior, especially in matters

of opinion, pointedly illustrates the

ancient notion that 'the only permanent
thing is change.'

'"menage a trois" situations, at times
with two men and also with another
woman and a male lover
simultaneously. "I've made it with two
other women at the same time, too.

Group sex is really more interesting. It

goes on much longer; you pace yourself

differently. The last session I was in-

volved in lasted 12 hours. One went on
for nine. There's a lot to do," Julia said.

At Yale, 21-year-old Abby took the

opportunity her first two years on
campus to have "just an amazing
experience, sexually, sleeping with a
lot of different people." In retrospect,

she felt she didn't find promiscuity
satisfying. "There are girls at Yale who
have slept with absolutely everybody,"
she said, indicating that many coeds
are promiscuous. "They're real big

whores around campus, known for it

and don't mind. They've slept with a
different guy every weekend of their

Yale career and they don't want
anything. You can see their names in

the bathrooms."

Bryn Mawr coed Diana, 18, prefers

sex without commitment. "If I like

someone for a night, he attracts me for

an evening or I've been watching him
and I want to sleep with him . . .

I will! And then I'll get out of bed and
not think any more about it, no com-

mitment."

Some coeds said they must be in-

volved emotionally with a man either to

enjoy sex fully or to feel good about

themselves mentally, or both. Seena,

age 20, of Bryn Mawr, said, "I found I

could only really enjoy a man's body,

including his penis, if I had emotional

feelings as well. Sex is the ultimate

enjoyment and I know instinctively that

it shouldn't be restricted to the emotion

of love; but unless there's a tremendous
factor of reciprocity, I feel like a tramp.

I enjoy sex more and put more of

myself into it when I'm in love."

Among college girls, the survey found
growing realization that many men are
sexually ignorant about women and
also a determination by coeds to

require their sex partners to assume
more of the responsibility for birth
control. Yale's Abby, 21, says, "I find

that most boys at Yale aren't that

experienced and they don't give a
damn if the girl has an orgasm or not.

For the little pleasure you get out of
it, frankly, it's not worth it." Her
colleague, Susan, also 20, said,
"Women are discussing contraception
more and comparing method's. Before,
it wasthe pill and nothing else. A lot of

women don't want to put any chemical
substances into their bodies, and it's

good to hear they're thinking about
alternatives and putting themselves
first."She said, "And some women are
insisting on condom and jelly or con-
dom with the diaphragm . . . makes the
guy work for it, too."

-The survey also turned up the unique
woman, Barb, age 17, of Vassar, who
confessed, "I've become less liberal in

my sexual attitude since I came to

college. When I was 15 and 16, 1 thought
it was great to have these wild,

whenever-you-feel-hke-it, whenever-it-
feels-good sexual relationships.! really

don't believe that anymore." Now, she
says, she looks discerningly for men
with shared values.

She explained the conservative at-

titude by saying, "Boys here have been
brought up admiring the Southern

belle. That's what their mothers were,

that's what they want their sisters to be

and they don't want to admit they're

dating anyone who has slept with three

or four other boys. That's a whore!"
Expressing admiration for northern

coeds who have more sexual freedom,

Melissa said, "I think that would be
great. But in the South, you'd be a
social outcast, a joke, a whore. Nobody
would take you to a party or out in

public."

And what has been the impact of

Women's Lib on the campus? Bryn
Mawr's Kay, age 19, said, "So-called

sexual liberation has been a hype for

many college women because it's

gotten a lot of them jumping into bed,

but it hasn't resolved some basic

conflicts." And the main conflict, she

says, is between her physical needs and
her need for romance.

Viewpoints
•Continued from Page 1

used to reach a sexual relationship can
generally mean the superficial ap-
preciation of the relationship. The
woman traps herself by her initial

means to the affair into an inferior role.

I think there is much to be learned from
every sexual relationship, but not if the
woman enters into a relationship
through these means — pre-
determining almost the type of human
encounter as nothing beyond physical
gratification. I should think there
should be mental gratification too: a
mutual learning experience of the
human situation.

There still exists the double standard
— men are allowed to satisfy their
sexual desires, whereas women, who
feel equally strong sexual desires, are
certainly classified as "easy" if they
attempt to fulfill these desires. Con-
trary to the overwhelming impression I

gave in the above paragraph, I do not
recommend an intellectually-
stimulating relationship as the only
kind that is fair to both sexes. I find it

entirely understandable for two people
to go to bed with the sole purpose of
fulfilling only sexual stimulation. It is

unfair, however, if either one of the two
is misled to believe that there are any
other reasons. It is also unfair to the
partner who attempts to convince
herself-himself that there are other
reasons involved. I think many women
engage in self-deception to justify the
satisfaction of sexual desires. What is

at all wrong with admitting those very
real female sexual desires?

Among my closer female friends on
campus, I find that most are concerned
about finding the ultimate use of their

talents — talents which they respect
and treasure highly. These intentions

are not to be thwarted by a possessive
male friend or marriage. However,
these intentions do not preclude
marriage since within mutual openness
to the need for both partners to achieve
personal fulfillment, there is the ex-

tremely viable possibility for a growing
and sharing marital relationship, A lot

of people share the misconception that

a woman who recognizes her immense
potential and intellectual capabilities

and who intends to put these
capabilities to use cannot, and-or does
not, want to commit herself to a'

marriage also. This is fallacious. The
one does not exempt the other.

submitted by Julie Otto,

a second semester senior

majoring in German
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"Society is changing;

it is now simply a

matter oftime"

now sticking up for their right to make
the choices they want, to choose to have
a family, career, or both.

The present situation need not, as
some predict, signal the end of the
Women's Movement, or the death of

any progress which can be made. I

would prefer to view these events more
as a sign of the conservative and
complacent seventies. People are
looking for stability and some of the
reaction against the ERA can be seen
as a reaction to the extreme militarism
the movement assumed in the early
seventies, to the point of defining any
kind of contact with men as
collaboration with the enemy. The
women who voted against the ERA in

New York and New Jersey were
misinformed by an emotional op-
position which maintained that the

passage of the ERA would mean unisex
bathrooms, homosexual marriages and
the disintegration of the family.

We are now in a stage of

reassessment, of realizing that the

Women's Movement cannot succeed by
alienating those women who choose the

traditional way. Doors have been
opened, and as more women get into

positions of power, social attitudes will

gradually change. I am confident that

the movement has affected enough
people so as to have a certain

momentum, that women will soon have
a legal means with which to secure
equal rights. Society is changing; it is

now simply a matter of time.

submitted by Bev Horn,

a senior French major

Forum
Viewpoints

"A constant dilemma--
a new reality, old beliefs,

and personal convictions'

'Women's Lib
atW.C.??"

The attitudes of women toward sex in

the United States have not changed to a
great extent in the past years within the
woman herself; the woman still

persists in making the decision and
living with it. However, the com-
plimentary judgments of the "good
girl" and the "bad girl" have changed
due to the increasing attitude of sexual
permissiveness, seen basically as a
product of the explosions of the 1960s.

Liberal attitudes toward sexual
activities have placed women in a very
jrecarious position. They know on one

land their desires and limitations, and
pet on the other hand, are subject to the

liberal peer pressure to succumb to

what is becoming more and more the

iorm of today. A woman may decide

me does not want to have intercourse,

ind yet if she still wants a deep
relationship with her partner, she. is

raced with what appears to be an im-

possible dilemma. She wants to please

aoth herself and the man — which can
ae often at opposite ends of the pole. A
woman may decide she wants to have
..nlcrcourse, but this does not relieve

;he pressure. She is still faced with the

problem of discrimination and privacy.

Thus, from either angle the dilemma
is just as difficult to find an answer to,

and at a small school the searching can

be nearly fatal in itself.

This is not to say that the woman is

the dictator and weak at the same time
in wanting to please her partner. It is

merely the point that she knows how
she feels, for example, in not wanting to

have sex, and wants to stand by her
beliefs; yet she is pushed by the natural

desire to please a friend.

The acquisition of reputations in any

social situation is inevitable ; a

reputation can be formed from
anything from heresay to repeated

experiences. However, at Washington

College a reputation is drawn from both

hearsay and a questionable amount of

experience. This traveling of news and
information is, of course, inevitable in

such a small school. Thus, within a

matter of weeks — sometimes days —
individuals have become labeled.
Women here are acutely aware of this,

and sometimes take great pains and
sacrifices to prevent rumors from
getting started. At Washington College

it boils down to the elusive term
privacy. Physically it is non-existant

here; thus the. activities of both males
and females, separately or together,

are easily known, which makes for

wrong impressions, hesitancy on their

part, and in the end restrictions on
themselves in order to survive.

In the same light, the women at

Washington College are restricted in

their beliefs for fear of this labeling. As
one person has aptly observed, there

are some smart women at Washington
College just as there are intelligent

men; however, they are sometimes
afraid to use it. They hold back, con-
sciously or subconsciously, from
arguments, debates, or opinion for fear

of (again) being labeled, which quickly

happens. If one should so much as hint

at a "feminist" view, for example, one
is quickly tagged and teased. Many
men shy back from those women who
challenge them often. Instead of ac-

cepting the female as mentally akin to

the male, in discussions and attitudes,

many of the men at Washington College

draw back from these women and
retreat to more easy going good times,

which seldom pose any threat to

themselves. This attitude of the women
and reaction of the men sounds ex-

treme, but one can see it around us if

one steps back and takes a long look.

Thus the women feel the pressure,

whether they acknowledge it or not, to

quiet down, to tone down, their acts.

Both socially and sexually the women
at Washington College are thus subject
to a constant dilemma, between a new
reality and old beliefs, and personal
convictions. The men, the peers of the
women, and the women themselves all

bear down on women and only serve to

make it all the more confusing for a
maturing woman to successfully
mature.

submitted by a sophomore
majoring in Political Science

As a freshman, or rather fresh*

woman, at Washington College, I

haven't witnessed any radical women's
lib group just "aching" to expose itself

to the remainder of the campus.
Somehow, the existance of a women's
group did not even cross my mind.
Why? Because of Washington College's

geographical location. Last weekend, I

paid a visit to a friend attending

American University in Washington, D.
C. As a freshman, he has already
become involved in the political rallies

on campus. At American University,

the opportunity exists for radical ideas

and ideals, but for Washington College

students, although nothing presently

limits them, they still do not become
activists. Perhaps this is the reason

why there appears no women's lib

association at W. C.

This does not mean that the 392

females at Washington College have sat

"on their behinds" and vegitated in

their environment, by any standards.

In fact, just this past semester, with the

determination of a numerous amount of

students along with the aid of Miss Fall,

the physical education department
formed a women's varsity and junior

varsity intercollegiate volleyball team.
In an indirect way, the students at

Washington College achieved a goal

that they set for themselves. Possibly,

this group of individuals have paved the

way for future women attending the

college in the area of athletic activities.

Next year, if enough students show an
interest in basketball, I'm sure that a

women's intercollegiate team could be

formulated.

Although the women of Washington
College do not display women's lib in a
direct fashion, such as protesting the

locking of the women's dorms, or the

amount of money that the fraternities

are given by the Student Government
Association, or outwardly burning their

bras, I believe that my fellow students

have achieved something and will

continue to do so in the future.

submitted by

.

Jill Patrice Eden
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Sports Editorial

Women's
1 Volleyball Team
§ Place Second in

J Middle Atlantic

£ Conference
by Carol Noer and

Kerric Harvey

Basketball
Outlook:

In an unexpected underdog
achievement, the first Intercollegiate

Women's Volleyball Team of

Washington College rose to a second-

place finish at the Middle Atlantic

Conference Championships.

The opening match of the tour-

nament, held on Saturday, November 8,

at Lancaster, Pennsylvania,' saw
Washington College warm up to a win
over the Fairleigh-Dickinson squad.

The overall results for the day looked

shaky, however, because the team's
initial performance was not up to then-

usual standards.

As the day progressed, the girls

regained their momentum and began
playing together. Following a second
victory, this time over Upsala,
Washington College prepared to take on

the formidable Franklin and Marshall
team. The greatest problem that W.C.
faced in the F&M contest was F&M's
height and experience. The F&M
players veritably loomed over the W.C.
players, and some F&M members had

been playing together for four years.

The W.C. team has been characterized

as "little but tough", but this is the

team's first year of existence, and as in

any sport, experience is the vital factor

influencing a team's performance
under pressure.

Washington College's team held
together well and managed to take the

lead in the first game, 11-6. Gradually,
however, F&M began pulling together

and finally won the match in two
games. The most excruciating part of

the day came after the awards
ceremony, when W.C. again took on
F&M, this time in a scrimmage game.
W.C. succeeded in keeping the ball deep
in the other court, forcing F&M's
towering spikers back, and utilizing

their own offensive play. The W.C.
women captured the victory, 15-fl.

The W.C. team members, though
exhausted, hung on to trounce Albright,

and thus finish as runners-up in the

tournament. The championship squad
was F&M.
The results of the Middle Atlantic

Conference speak well for the future of

Washington College women's
volleyball. W.C.'s squad is young, and
can look forward to an effective, ex-

perienced team next year — even
though they will lose seniors Pam
Davis, Mel Murray, and Debbie
Francis.

Ms. Davis, Lyn Rath, Cindi Patchen,
Shari Moore, Carol Noer, Anne
Goodrich, Kerric Harvey, and Jenny
Butler all participated in the Middle
Atlantic Conference. Other team
members are Renee Miller, Ms.
Francis, Jasmine Mehrizi, and
manager Sue Briggs. All members are
invaluable to the team with its flexible

substitution system.
In the team's other games, AACC was

defeated, as were Chesapeake and

This year's team is

improved, but so

is this year's
competition

by Dana Chatellier

There's good news and there's bad
lews in the Shore basketball camp this

pear.

The good news is that the Shoremen
lave, unquestionably, a better team
than last year's 8-10 squad.
The bad news is that they'll have to be

better, in order to do anything with the

schedule that they will face this winter.

Head Coach Tom Finnegan
acknowledges that he has a team that

has improved since last year, but cites

three reason that the 1975-76 schedule
may prove to be pretty rugged. The
first is that the Shoremen will play
twenty-five regular-season games this

year, seven more than in 1974-75. The
second is that WC has picked up two
major colleges (William & Mary and
Navy) and that improving basketball

programs at UMBC and Widener
should make them increasingly tougher
this year and in the future.

The third factor is the new Middle
Atlantic Conference division system.
Last year, the Sho 'men had a combined
record of 1-4 against Swarthmore,
Haverford, Johns Hopkins, Ursinus,
and Widener (and the one win was in

overtime). This year, because of the
new system, the Shore cagers will face
each of these teams not once, but twice.

It is these clubs that Washington must
get by to get into the MAC playoffs.

Finnegan cited three goals that the
Shoremen will have to get squared
away before the season opens next
Friday with the Washington & Lee
Tournament in Lexington, Va.: "We
have to replace our scoring leader of

last year, Jerry Moye, who averaged
almost twenty points a game; we have
to improve our defensive rebounding;
and we want to be able to play better

team defense. Last year we gave up 84

points a game; this year we'd like to cut
it down to about 70."

The Sho'men* will play Hampden-
Sydney College and Washington & Lee
U. in the two games in Lexington.
Finnegan admits that he doesn't know
too much about Hampden-Sydney,
whose record last year was 6-15, but
Washington and Lee "was 17-10,

received an invitation to the NCAA
Division m Tournament, and returns
eight of their first ten players." The
Shoremen, obviously, will face a stiff

challenge over Thanksgiving.
Now that the complaining is over,

let's be a little more optimistic. What
sort of personnel do the Shoremen sport
this season?

To start with, seven lettermen return
from last year's squad which came
close to producing a winner: starters of

a year ago Geoff Kurtzman, Steve
Bacon, Dennis Compton, and Jerry
Rice; reserve guards John Habermann
and Bob Moore; and backup center Dan
Jankelunas, who is "coming off" the

Notre Dame. The team lost to UMBC test game of his career, the season
and Essex CC. The team finshed the Finale last year at Albright. (Better late
season, 13-4. than never, Dan.)

Roy Whitaker
In the last three years, three fact does not significantly

intercollegiate women's sports distinguish the women's program
have been added to the athletic from the mens (although some
program at W.C. This development might argue that a distinction does
speaks well for Washington College exist, one which suggests a female
and especially its women students, superiority). Irrespective of the
Colleges have traditionally been comparative success of women's
remiss in providing for the athletic and men's sports, the point is that
needs of the distaff portion of the female intercollegiate athletes
student community. seem to be just as competent as
Participation in athletics is their male counterparts and at the

enjoyable and rewarding for a same time, equally competitive. I

number of reasons. The being a have noticed a difference, myself,
member of a team, the exercise in the course of covering various
itself and the sense of ac- women's athletic events for the
comphshmentare all often cited as paper. Although this observation
good reasons for a person wanting applies specifically to women's
to compete in a sport. Even though team sports, the principle may be
intramurals provide all of the at work in individual sports as well,

above, there still seems to be a As happens in every sport,
need for intercollegiate athletics sometimes the team plays well and
for both men and women. at other times can't do a thing
As a member of an in- right. When the latter occurs, it is

tercollegiate athletic team, a often easy to become more
woman (or a man) is also "a irritated when mistakes are made,
representative of his or her school, and in the case of team sports, to
Recognition of this position by an become overly critical of team-
athlete can create a feeling of mates. (As a member of a variety
pride, a strong sense 6t not wanting of team sports, I know how easy it

to let the fans down and thereby, is, and have been guilty on oc-
intense competitiveness. And the casions myself.)
womens sports at Washington After having watched a number
College have certainly not been of women's volleyball games
lacking in competetiveness. Every (which is the best example of the
women's team has compiled a team sport to which I refer), the
winning record; both the crew and kind of dissension develops when a
tennis teams were undefeated last team's play sours, has been con-
year, spicuously absent.
Hard work and determinism This kind of upbraiding among

have also characterized the teammates rarely improves the
ingredients that have gone into play of the team and often makes it

making successful women's teams worse. Feelings get hurt which can
at W.C. In the case of the volleyball lead to a lack of concentration by
team, Ms. Fall, who assumed the the players upon the game and the
position of coach, knew only a little team usually loses the game. It is

about the sport when she started rare that a team is successful when
this fall. But after reading up on its players continually blame each
the sport and talking to other other for mistakes,
people, she watched the team Perhaps the difference in em-
steadily improve to the point where phasis placed upon men and
it took a second place in the MAC women's athletic participation by
Championships at Franklin & parents, coaches, teachers and
Marshall last November 8. Both peers accounts for the differences
players and coach deserve credit in the approaches that men and
for this excellent performance in women take to sports. Whatever
such a short period of time. the reason, men stand to gain

All the women's athletic teams something if they pay a little at-
have, in my opinion, displayed a tention to female athletes and the
high level of competence and this way they play.

Nine new faces make up the rest of
the hoop squad. Aside from returning
two of the conference's best reboun-
ders in Kurtzman and Compton,
Washington figures to get a lot of help
on the boards from big men Alan
Walters, Dave Lawrence, Doug Byrne,
Bill Hogah, and the newest man, Ed
Beach, who spent the fall with the
soccer team. Swingmen Joe Wilson and
Steve Wilkinson provide versatility, as
they can play either the forward or
guard positions. Adding depth to the
backcourt will be freshman Derwin
Wright.

Comment:
About this time a year ago, I tried to

make a prediction. It came true, so this
year I think I'm going to keep my
mouth shut. But I will promise you one
thing: last year's Shoremen were ex-
citing, even if they didn't produce a
winner. This year, with better players
facing stiffer opposition, the ex-
citement can only be that much
greater.

Come out and see the 1975-76 Sho'man
basketball team. It'll be worth at least
double the price of admission.

Correction: Dance Club meets Monday 7-9 p.m.
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News Briefs

Preview

These two columns are reserved

for announcements of the activities

of campus committees, clubs,

Forums, lectures, concerts, and
any other events. We urge you to

take advantage of this space by
simply typing out announcements
and submitting them to The Elm.
The DEADLINE for all News
Briefs is Sunday, 6:00.

On Saturday, December 13, the

Washington College Chorus and
Chorale will present their annual

Christmas Concert at the First

Methodist Church in Chestertown. In

commemoration of the Bicentennial,

the program consists of music by
American composers, ranging from the

colonial days to the present. The con-

cert starts at 8:30 PM and is free and
open to the public.

WASHINGTON , D.C.

Dec. 9-12:

Kennedy Center Concert Hall,

National Symphony Orchestra. James
De Preist, conductor, Gary Graffman,
piano, concert includes music of

Mozart, Chopin, Prokofiev, 8:30 PM.
Dec. 13:

Kennedy Center — Jerome Rose,

piano, 3:00 P.M.

Dec. 14:

Kennedy Center — Chicago
Orchestra, Carlo Maria Guilini, con-

ductor, Program includes music of

Berlioz, Schumann, and a con-

temporary work TBA.
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News Briefs

Review

It's out, finally, and just in time to be
distributed, along with the "Student
Evaluation of Teaching" and "Honor
Code Questionnaire", to every student
taking every course offered this
semester. Bill Hallam, acting
President of the SGA, started early
yesterday morning (Tuesday)
collecting and stapling the five pages of

the "Course Evaluation Question-
naire"; with the help of various and
sundry students, he managed to put
together enough questionnaires by late

afternoon. SAB representatives, armed
with several rounds of this "student
input" ammunition, are currently
launching the student counter-attack to
that initiated by the Dean's office.

Meanwhile, we all must suffer the
barrage of questionnaires, but a short
history of each questionnaire — the
"Student Evaluation of Teaching", the
"Faculty Evaluation Questionnaire",
and "Course Evaluation Question-
naire" — is in order at this time.
Though each differs in several respects
from the others, they are alike in that
all are purported to be EX-
PERIMENTAL; we may not know it,

but we are testing an instrument at the
same time we are answering yes or no
questions of a course's or a professor's
success, etc.

To begin with the "Faculty
Evaluation Questionnaire" and the

"Course Evaluation Questionaire":
early in the semester six students,

Kathy Wagner, Amy Rhett, Pat Strollo,

Kim Stierstorfer, Bentley Joseph, and
Bill Hallam, were appointed by John
Moag to the Evaluations Committee.
The first sessions of the Committee
were necessarily long involved brain-

stormings. Two types of evaluation

questionnaires had to be considered:

one, for evaluation of faculty members
who would come under the review of the

Advisory Committee on Appointments
and Tenure; two, for evaluation of both
professors and courses, the results of

I
which would be entered in the Student
Handbook. (NOTE: the Evaluations
Committee is responsible for this

Handbook as well. Kim has been ap-
pointed Editor-in-Chief and Kathy,
E ditor of other information pertinent to

students of W.C.)

i The i members first
j
addressed ',

,

themselves to the problem of a
questionnaire dealing with evaluation

of courses. They invited Dean Kelly and
Bill Schmoldt to the first two meetings,

during which they discussed
possibilities of format, scope, and types

of questions (e.g. yes-no, scale of lto5,

subjective, objective, etc.). Each
member studied a pamphlet of samples
taken from the Student Handbooks of

various U.S. universities In regards to

these possibilities. They decided that

by Amy Rhett

under each course title in the Handbook
should follow a description of the course
by a faculty member (similar to the
catalogue descriptions), students'
evaluation of the course, and finally,

the professor's evaluation of his-her
course. In regards to the questionnaire
itself, they decided it should be com-
posed of two sections : one comprised of
objective, yes-no questions, and
another comprised of questions for
subjective, personal comments. They
also agreed that a standard
questionnaire should be created, which
each SAB representative could alter to
suit the nature of the course to be
evaluated.

This was as far as the Committee had
gotten before realizing that time was
running short and that a questionnaire
for evaluation of professors coming
under review

,
was needed by mid-

November. In a series of three sessions,

one in John Moag's apartment with Sue
Deitz and Jim Bowerman, one in the

library seminar room, and one final

session in Amy Rhett's "penthouse",
the ' Committee created the "Faculty
Evaluation Questionnaire". This
questionnaire was approved by the SAB
on the condition that some of the

questions be re-worded so that a
negative answer would reflect

positively on the professor's teaching.

(Inadvertently, the Committee had
worded every question in such a way
that to give a positive profile of a
professor, all one would have had to do
is answer "yes" to every question

without, perhaps, thinking about each
question.)

SAB representatives Jim Bowerman
and Sue Deitz distributed the "Faculty

Evaluation Questionnaire" to students

majoring in Math and Psychology who
had taken courses taught by Mr. Wolff

and Dr. Wohl, respectively. There are

only four students majoring in Math
who have taken courses with Mr. Wolff,

so eight other students who have taken

upper-level courses taught by Mr. Wolff

were asked to fill out the questionnaire.

Tom Reegan was chosen to distribute

the questionnaire for evaluation of Dr.

Edward Gibson to students who have

worked In the library and-or who have

attended his seminars. Questionnaires

were sent out to eighteen student-

teachers who have taken courses

taught by Dr. Stevens, only four of

which were returned. There was 80

percent or better return on all other

questionnaires distributed.

Yesterday, (Tuesday), the four SAB
representatives gave a written report

to the Advisory Committee on

Continued on Pace 2

Washington College President Joseph
H. MeLaine has named Dr. J. David
Newell director of the graduate
program, succeeding Dr. Dwight R.
Kirkpa trick.

Dr. Newell assumes his new duties
immediately. A member of the
philosophy department, Professor
Newell joined Washington College's
faculty in 1968. A native of Nova Scotia,
he gained his B.A. in 1962 from Gordon
College, his M.A. in 1968 and Ph.D. in

1975, both from the University of
Maryland.

Following the announcement of his
appointment Dr. Newell commented,
"I believe we have a fine program of
graduate study at Washington College,
but we are always interested in finding
possible ways of improving it. One of
my objectives is to explore ways in
which the programs in literature and
history-social sciences can be built up
to the level of the psychology prolram.
Such a balance in the overall program
would be desirable and would also
enable us to offer more courses in these
two areas."
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New
Faculty Members

| Dr. Schmergel Will Teach
Dr. Sallock's Courses

The Elm Staff

0)

E
She has a few other
ambitions as well

Eva Schmergel emigrated from her
home in Budapest, Hungary to the

United States because, she explained,

"I had a bit of the traveling bug and as
a human being, I really enjoy change."
Here in the U.S., she attended the

University of New York and in 1965,

acquired her B.A. in German. Three
years later, after "a much-needed
rest", she returned and received her
M.A. in 1968. In 1971, she attained her
Ph.D. after having spent two years
abroad attending the University of

Munich. That same year, desiring to

"get out of the city", she applied for a
position at Washington College, and
since Georgia Duffy was then
preparing to leave for Germany to

write her dissertation, Dr. Schmergel
was offered a temporary position in the

language department.

During her stay (1971-1972), Dr. Sch-

mergel (now Mrs. Baummn) enjoyed

college-life here, remarking "I liked it

so much, I didn't want to leave. This

area is geographically very similar to

Hungary; it is flat and has the same
type of popular vegetation — wheat."

by Ed Hooker

Immediately taking a liking to fhe

Eastern Shore, the Baummns decided
|

to settle near the outskirts of town on a
|

rich and very beautiful farm of 155
|

acres, mostly cultivated with wheat.

In addition to tending to the
|

numerous responsibilities of a farm,
i

Dr. Schmergel is teaching German and I

psychology, counseling, and acting as

Dean at the Gunston School in Cen-
treville. She plans to continue teaching

at Gunston while fulfilling the duties

that will be temporarily left in her

hands when Drl Ericka Salloch leaves

on sabbitical. As an assistant professor,

Dr. Schmergel will teach four German
courses: Masterpieces, two sections of

102, and Stylistics. She also has plans to

continue her studies in German,
primarily focusing on 20th century
literature and particularly, drama.
Moreover, she is intending to take

graduate courses in psychology in the

hopes of attaining her masters degree

in the near future so that she will have
the option of pursuing a career in

professional counseling.

Dr. Silver New
to Political Science

Department
"W.C. has the potential

to be a real community"

[Editor-in-Chief Amy Rhett

I Business Manager. Joe Saiga d o
]

\
Sports Editors Roy Whitaker and Caryl Huston

}

[Fine Arts Editors John Holland and Kitty Crook
[

I
Advertising Manager Kathy Wagner

|
Photographers Melody Echard, Tom Chesebrough,!

and Andy Rengarts

J

Columnists Melody Echard, Kathy Wagner,
Meg Keller, and Kini Stierstorfer

j

Dr. Howard Silver, originally from
New York, spent his undergraduate

career at the City College, where he
received his B.A. in political science.

Dr. Silver then traveled to Ohio where
he attended Ohio State, and it was from
this institution that he earned both his

M.A. and Ph.D. ,

While working on his dissertation, Dr.
j

Silver also taught at Ohio State and
Franklin University, but since neither

of these positions were full-time nor
really very appealing, he gladly ac-

cepted a full-time position here at
,

Washington College, in the Political

Science department. He explained that

the impetus behind his desire to come tp

Washington College was two-fold: here,

in a smaller institution, he could con-

centrate more fully on students' in-

terests and, in the smaller classes, he
could learn more from the students and
they, more from him.

When Dr. Silver arrived at the
Eastern Shore town of Chestertown, he
found to his liking a small, college town-
atmosphere: peaceful and relaxing.

Also, he discovered that the population
of the college was very conducive to a

"close interaction" between students

and faculty alike: "Washington College

has the potential to be a real com-
munity," he said. But by no means
could it be said that he is completely

satisfied. He believes that the academic
system, particularly the courses of-

fered by the Political Science depart-

ment, need to be developed. "Generally

satisfied with the American Govern-

ment Program", Dr. Silver does not

stress change per se, but he said, "I do

think the political parties course should

be broadened to include voting

behavior and public opinion."

Dr. Silver is looking forward to the

upcoming semester, when he will teach

The Presidency, Intro to American
Government, and Methodology. If time
permits, he hopes to continue his

education in the near future, studying
national institutions. Finally, he may
delve into further research on his

dissertation, which concerns the
relationship between the Presidency
and Congress (1954-1973) and "see what
develops out of that."

THE WASHINGTON ELM is published every Wednesday
through the academic year, except during official
recesses and exam periods, by the Independent
Newspapers, Inc., Dover, Delaware. Subscription price:
$5.00 per year for alumni', $6.00 per year for all others.
Second class postage paid at Centrevtlle, Md.

Evaluations
"We don't know whether

this questionnaire
will serve our purposes"

Continued from Page l

Appointments and Tenure of the ob-

jective information about each faculty

member under review they had called

from their questionnaires. They also

gave a short, oral presentation sum-
marizing the written report and the

subjective comments written by
students or as related to the SAB
representative in a majors meeting.

Last Sunday Evaluations Committee
members Bill Hallam and Pat Strollo

expanded the "Faculty Evaluation

Questionnaire" to include questions

about courses as well. The "Course

eevaluation Questionnaire", currently

being distributed, marks the end of the

Evaluations Committee's work for this

semester. The SAB representatives will

collect the questionnaires evaluating

all the courses offered in 1

I their

respective departments, and it will be

their responsibility to write up the

student evaluations for the Handbook.
Of course, the members of i the

Evaluations Committee and the IBM
1130 will guide and facilitate this

process. '
> ' '

The Evaluations Committee's work is I

by no means finished fdr the: year, i

however: Besides helping the SAB
representatives, the Committee will

review and revise their two question-

naires and ' compose another lone for

faculty members to fill out, in which

they evalute their courses. There is

also; 6f course, the research and

compilation of other irlformation for the

Handbook..'.

As for the "Student Evaluation of

Teaching" : the Advisory Committee on
Appointments and Tenure, in con-
sultation with Dean Hanson, for-

mulated the 25 yes-no question, one
page evaluation form which (it is

claimed) takes three minutes (flat) to

fill out (minus time for subjective

comments). The Committee studied

several other evaluation forms and
tested the form they composed for

speed. (It was not made clear on whom
they tested the questionnaire.) The
Faculty approved the questionnaire

and voted last week for its universal

adoption. This means that the

questionnaire is to be distributed every

semester to every class for evaluation

of every professor. The Advisory

Committee will then have at their

disposal, not just one semester's worth
of evaluations, but several. The Faculty

also voted for the option of every

faculty member to see the results of the

forms. (It was made clear that this

meant only the objective results on a

computer sheet; the subjective com-
ments will "be kept confidential.")

Dean Hanson stressed at November's

Faculty meeting that the questionnaire

was in an experimental stage, saying,

"We dQn't know whether this

questionnaire will serve our proposes."

(It should be noted here that the Ad Hoc

Committee has been disappointingly'

silent on what that purpose should be.)

This reservation applies to the

Evaluations Committee's question-

naires as well. The future will probably

see some revisions made of all three.

One problem in particular, that of

subjective comments, needs to be

worked iout for the "Course Evaluation

Questionnaire". Many feel that the

greatest appeal of the Handbook will be

the personal opinions of students in

regards to courses, but with only five

minutes or less to write about a course

(unless one is willing to sacrMce

valuable exam-study time) without a

clear idea of what would be appropriate

to say, this aspect may prove disap-

pointing.



Music

The Philidor Trio

"Marches seem to be the
specialty of the W.C. Band"

A "Display of Brilliance"

Last Thursday the Concert Series

trought back The Philidor Trio, by
popular demand as it were. It was the

trio's third concert here and each has

been a huge success. After last years

program of English Baracross the

Channel to France and treated to an
array of eighteenth century pastry.

Soprano Elizabeth Humes, flautist

Shelley Gruskin, and harpsichordist

Edward Smith, one time members of

the sadly defunct New York Pro

Musica, are virtuosi in their fields and
performed with impeccable taste and
artistry. What's more, they gave this

music (which can be made dull so

easily) a verve that enthralled the

audience.

The program opened with a scene

from Jean-Joseph Mouret's ballet

heroique, Les Graces, performed with

charm and a definite feel for the im-

plied choreography. This was followed

by three Pieces de Clavecin by Fran-

cois Couperin. Mr. Smith's mannered
interpretation was both authentic and
spectacular. Those of you who saw the

trio last year may remember' the

harder, more brilliant sound his in-

strument produced. Since then he has

changed to a different type of string, an

imitation of the original strings, which

accounts for the sweeter sound heard

last week. After the Couperin, he: was
|

joined by Mr. Gruskin for Ravet's

Sonate No. 2, "La Militaire." Again we
were treated to a display of brilliance)

this time on the recorder. The rapid i

tonguing in the first and last

movements was overwhelming. The
last piece on the first part of the

program was Joseph Bodin de i

Boismortier's cantata Acteon. All three

performers were in top form, Miss
Humes producing a sound that blended

so well with Mr. Gruskin's recorder

that it was virtually impossible to

distinguish them. Once again Mr. Smith

was the unsung hero. Few people

realized that he was playing his

elaborate continuo part from the

sparsest of figured basses.

by John Holland

The second half of the concert began
with another cantata, Abraham by
Louis-Nicolas Clerambualt, a iwork

with lovely arias and highly dramatic

recitatives. Miss Humes suffered
momentarily from some minor vocal

distress but it far from ruined the

performance. After three small pieces

for flute and continue by Marais and du
Phyly, the program ended with a suite

of "Fleurs et Fables" by Clerambault.

Abandoning his flutes and recorders,

Mr. Gruskin appeared wrapped up in

an authentic eighteenth century

musette, a small instrument related to

the bagpipe. The rustic charm that mis
instrument had at the court of Louis

XIV was still alive and if one can judge

from audience reaction, the most
successful peice on the program. Miss

Humes and Mr. Smith were excellent as

usual, but Mr. Gruskin and his musette

were -the stars of the moment,
j

The program was successful enough
to warrent two encores. .The first was
another Clerambault piece, an airfrom
the cantata Lai Musette. The other

brought fourth a composer strangely

neglected on the rest of the program,

Jean-Philippe Rameau. The selection

was an air from La Temple de la Gloire,

a lilting work which Miss , Humes,
brought off in spite

,
of her obvious

,

fatiguei towards the end. For those of

you who enjoy knowing such things, it

was the first time she had sung the air

as an encore, having wanted to do so for

some time.
|

Under normal circumstances, one

i might object to such an orante program

and hesitate before going to hear it,, just

as one might hesitate before eating his

tenth chocolate eclair. With a group like

The Philidor Trio, however, the sugar

was made palatable for the most

diabetic listener. At the moment, they

have one more program which hasn't

been heard at Washington College. If

things keep up like this, they had better

start preparing a few more for us.

On Saturday December 6, the
Washington College Band gave its

winter concert, inaugurating the Music
Department's American Music series.

The series will continue next week with
the Chorus concert and will carry on
next semester with the spring concerts

of both these organizations and a
faculty recital by Professors Klaus and
Clarke. The Band's performance,
though spotted with weak passages,
was nevertheless enjoyable and if the

rest of the series is as interesting it

should prove to be an enlightening and
pleasurable experience for everyone.
The program opened with Henry

Fillmore's march The Footlifter, which
proved to be a strong beginning.

Marches seem to be the specialty of the

WC Band and can always be counted on
as high points of the program. The next

piece was less successful, but that was
as much the composer's fault as
anyone's. It was Virgil Thomson's
Fugue and Chorale on Yankee Doodle.

If you get kicks out of listening to scales

passed around the band, then this piece

is for you. Clare Grundman's The
Blue and the Grey, a medley of Civil

War tunes was successful, as were the

two early presidential marches that

followed. For pure delight, the last

by John Holland
piece on the first half of the program
could not be beat. Henry Schmidt's
Tippecanoe Quickstepwas a zesty piece
of fluff that sounded suspiciously like

Rossini. The Band obviously reveled in

it.

The largest work on the program was
William Schuman's New England
Triptych, a modern work based on
three choral pieces by the colonial

composer William Billings. Before each
movement, the WC Chorale sang the

original works. The final section, based
on Chester, the song that almost
became our national athem, was the

most successful. Another march
followed, this one by William E. Rhoads
and based on Jezeniah Sumner's "Ode
un Science". The concert came to a
rousing conclusion with Stephen
Foster's Santa Ana's Retreat from
Buena Vista, a hilarious work that is far

removed from the sentimental parlor
songs associated with Foster. The
performance was highlighted by the

distinguished rendition of the per-

cussion parts by Mr. Crash Luff and
Mr. Boom Tatnall. It was, as always, a
most enjoyable evening and proved
that a program of all American music
can be as diverse as any.

Rabbi Max Ticktin
Under the sponsorship of the William

James Forum, Rabbi Max Ticktin

spoke on the Jewish role in modern
society last November 12th. Rabbi
Ticktin, an Assistant National Director

of the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations

and scholar of Hebrew and Yiddith

literature and Talmud, gave a personal

yet admirably objective view, though

his precise goal ' was not clearly

outlined, marring an otherwise ap-

preciable lecture.

A parable in which "He who eats of

the new harvest shall become mad"
prefaced Rabbi Ticktin's speech.

Pointing out that the population has no

choice but to partake of the harvest in

order to survive, the king in the story
,

instructs the people to eat, but to be

continually aware of their madness. By
way of this preface, Rabbi Ticktin

discussed the Jews' values in our

modern society. Disagreeing with the

mass media's representation of an
unconcerned or cynical youth, he feels

that the dynamic of the prophets still

exists. He finds evidence of the

dynamic in various "value stances"

which signify the Jews' special function

in humanity.

Historically, this special function

originates in the Jews' unusual

relationship with their Deity, for the

Hebrews have an "elected relationship

with God;" Though recognizing the

universal creation of all beings by God,

they must achieve self-fulfillment as

well as. teaching and: helping
1

other

races, other religions. Many Scriptural

passages warn against any tendencies

to develop a "superiority complex."

Rather, a Jew's understanding of his-

her individuality should co-evolve wtth

a sense of enduring human community.

Rabbi Ticktin pointed out one source

of contention between Jew and non-Jew

as stemming from the Hebrews'
separation from Israel,: for they are

thus often viewed through a parasitic

stereotype. Yet through this they have

also developed the "sensitivity of a

minority group with memories."

Rabbi Ticktin illustrated these points

in another, less rosy light by recalling

an exchange between the philosopher

Niebuhr and one of his- Jewish

by Claire Pula

colleagues.Niebuhr asked why Jews
are so active in social reform even if the

issue does not directly concern them.

His friend answered that, "We have

historical experience that in difficult

times (there is) released a corrupting

hysteria that eventually affects Jews."

A further example of the Jewish

mission and view towards unity is their

basic division of people into the "holy"

and the "not-yeWioly", recognizing

everyone's potential for salvation. This

is not idealizing with "noble rhetoric"

but indicates a genuine fervor. The
united nuclear family symbolizes what

the world should be, a world at peace

with jthe Hebrews as special priests by

virtue of their Covenant.

Rabbi Ticktin stressed that his

presentation in no way suggests that

Jews are better, but is "a way of getting

at it without ticking off the doctrine."

He realistically pointed out that

emotional reaction to the holocaust of

World War HI results in some
suspicion by even the highly educated

Jews. This is, he feels, a very real

and natural problem. Ticktin concluded

with a description of the Zionist

movement as a unique model of the

"strengths and weaknesses of a

building but beleagered people."

In response to questioning, Rabbi

Ticktin explained that Zionist writings

were mostly "suspicious" of

eschatologies. Rather, explained

Ticktin, Zionism is a socio-political

movement. As for a recent U.N.

delegate's charge that Zionism is

racist, there have always been ac-

cusations made of the Jews' "ex-

clusiveness" and its recurrence is

"nothing new^" However, Rabbi

Ticktin asserted that "No judgments

should be made without self-

judgments."

Several students who attended the

Rabbi's day classes felt that the lecture

did not achieve the high calibre they

had anticipated. Brilliant or not, the

talk was extremely valuable in in-

troducing and expanding upon a highly

complex and emotional topic in a

scholarly yet convincing manner.
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Crew Round-Up
Washington College Crew par-

ticipated in five races against George

Washington University on Saturday,

November 8, The races, held on the

Potomac River, in beautiful fall

weather, were a thrill to watch for the

Washington College fans.

Racing George Washington in all five

events, Washington College came away
victorious in all but one of the races.

The varsity 8 won in a 2,000 meter race

which was never a contest. Finishing 5

or 6 boat lengths ahead they had open

water after the first 30 strokes. Winning

time was 6:25 versus 6:45.

Holly Dubbert is the coxswain with

John Jones stroking. Bob Dunn, Bob
Barden, Jim Bowerman, John Sher-

man, Matt Simpson, John Elkins and
Jim Mayhew on the bars.

In the second race the Washington

College women lost by 8 seconds in a

1,000 meter contest to a stronger and
bigger George Washington crew. On
the oars were: Cathy Campbell, Sara

Coyle, Ann MacGlashan, Linda
Blansfield, Tracy Wilgus, Laurel
Snode, Debbie Gitt and Adrianne

Garbutt. The coxswain was Michelle

Williams.

The third race of the meet between
i he J.V. boats was a replay on the

varsity race. Washington college J.V.

grabbed the lead at the beginning of the

2,000 meter race and never relinquished

it. They finished in 6:58, 20 seconds in

front of their George Washington op-

ponents and had open water for the

entire length of the course. Members of

the J.V. eight are: Lou Principato,

Peter Lane, Jack Knadler, Jon
Stephens, Jim Duvall, Neal Oldford,

Drew Gruenberg and Joe Mooney.
Shelley Sharp is the coxswain.
The final race of the day, a 1,000

meter contest between the Washington
College freshmen 8 and two George

Washington freshmen boats, was a

closer contest but still won easily by the

Washington College boat. Finishing in

front of both G.W. boats with a winning

time of 7:05 versus 7:15 and 7:19, the

inexperienced freshmen recorded their

first win. Rowing for Washington

College were: Dick Snyder, Bruce Hall,

Bill Skelton, Jay Cooper, Bob Akeson,

Doug Delano, Tom Layton and Bill

Steelman with Neil Sullivan as cox-

swain.

There was also a race of four-man

boats with two boats from each school

in the race. The Washington College

boat, trailing for most of the race, won
by one second in an exciting finish.

Crew for the winning four-man boat

consisted of: Paul Gianauinto. John
Jones, Bob Dunn and Bob Barden.

Coxswain was John Wagner.

The race against George Washington

marked the close of the fall season for

Washington College Crew. Coach Barry

McArdle commented, "It was an ex-

tremely successful fall. We developed

some new rowers and I mink we'll have

three very competitive boats in the

spring including the best varsity boat

we've ever had. Wei" likely have two

boats of the girls who should also be

very successful. I can only add that we

are all looking forward to an exciting

spring season."

On Sunday, November 9, as part of

the Homecoming Weekend for

Washington College, the J.V. and fresh-

man boats rowed against an alumni

boat on the Chester River. Finishing

slightly behind the J.V. boat, the

alumni settled for an unofficial second

place.

Rowing for the returning alumni

were: John Hill, Parky Cann, Rich

Rogers, Tom Hopkins, Paul Becker,

John Miller, Craig Jackson and Eric

Slotl. John Wagner was coxswain.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
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Wrestling Team
Wins 5 out of 7

"I'd even take a girl lust to pick up forfeits

Winning their first mntfh sinre the JTnrrl cniri nf the team's onenir,Winning their first match since the

1973-74 season, the Washington College

wrestling team won five of seven
matches, four by pins, and defeated

George Washington University 27-24

after spotting GWU 18 points by forfeit.

Poco Marshall, Art Bilodeau, Bill

Skelton and captain Pete Takach each
won by pin, adding six team points. Ken
Belmore was the first to win for the

Shoremen, 15-9.

The Shoremen forfeited at 118, 190,

and heavyweight because nobody on

the eight man team can fill those

weights. Coach Doug Ford said "Any
jtudents wishing to wrestle at those

weights is needed and very welcome to

come out for the team."
Bill May lost a close decision to

GWU's co-captain at 150. Pete Gentry,

severelv hamnerert hv illness, lost a
close decision at 177. Ford said: "They
both wrestled very well. Bill had their

best kid and almost beat him. Pete

could barely breath but saved the

match for us by avoiding a pin."

Ford said of the team's opening

match: "Of course I'm very pleased. I

knew all along that we had seven tough

wrestlers but it's a shame that we don't

have more. We can't continue to win if

we forfeit three weights every match. A
forfeit is worth six points — same as a

pin."

"Even if a kid goes out and loses

without getting pinned, we'd be better

off because we'd only lose three points.

We desperately need somebody at 118,

190, and heavyweight — anybody. I'd

even take a girl just to pick up forfeits."

George Washington coach Chuck
Friday a former Oklahoma grappler,

said after the match: "You guys came
to wrestle — you really put it to us. It's

tough to come back when you start 16

points down."
Ford said: "Everyone did well. They

used the eight or ten moves we've

drilled for a month and won with them.

Art Bilodeau never wrestled before this

year but he pinned his kid. We needed

every pointwe got— it was a true team
effort."

Baskefball
Twenty Turnovers and Ice-Cold Shooting:

"Not the Sho'men at Their Best"

HAPPYNEW YEAR

Opening with a second-place finish in

the Washington and Lee Tournament,
the Shore basketball squad went on last

week to split their two conference

games, giving them an overall record

of 2-2 going into last Monday's home
game against UMBC.
The opener against Hampden-Sydney

was an example of what may turn out to

be typical Shore play this season. A
seesaw battle almost all the way, the

Shoremen pulled out a 98-95 victory

with some clutch foul shooting by two-

year letterman Geoff Kurtzman, who
had 19 points coming off the. bench.

Twenty-six tallies by 6-4 freshman
Doug Byrne and 17 more by Springfield,

Va.'s Joe Wilson didn't hurt, either. Ed
Tiernan and Dick Ponti paced the

losers, with 26 and 25 respectively.

Washington and Lee turned out to be

just a shade tougher, although the

Shoremen and the Generals were even
for three-fourths of the game. In the

end, though, W.C. wore down, both

emotionally and physically, while W &
L kept on shooting and playing tough

defense until the scoreboard final read
86-67, Generals. Steve Bacon, last

year's number-two scorer for W.C.
topped all scorers with 18, while John
Podgajny, Chris Larson, and Norm
Kristoff each had 16 for the winners.

The final score at Swarthmore was
98-91 in favor of Washington College,

but the seven-point spread is no in-

dication of bow much of a blowout this

game was, or could have been. Due to

some ice-cold foul-shooting and
otherwise sloppy play, the Shoremen
were down most of the first half, but

managed to pull to a 44-all tie by in-

termission. Whatever Coach Finnegan

by Dana Chatellier

said in the locker room at the break
must have sunk in, however, as a few
minutes into the second half the men in

maroon turned on the offensive jets and
started to pull away. Geoff Kurtzman
and Alan Walters started vacuuming
the boards, denying the Quakers second
and third shots. At the other end of the

floor, Walters, Kurtzman, Joe Wilson,

and Doug Byrne were providing more
than enough offensive punch. The bulge

swelled to 23 with six minutes to play

and Finnegan started clearing the

bench. 6-5 guard Bracken Rourke led

all scorers with 29 for Swarthmore, but

Kurtzman, Wilson, and Walters
combined for 64 points to lead the

assault. Walters hauled in 14 rebounds
and Kurtzman grabbed 18.

The Widener tussle was the home
fans' first chance to see the 1975*76

Shoremen,! and while it wasn't a total

washout, it was not an indication of how
well this team can play. Twenty tur-

novers and 33 percent shooting are now
the Sho'men at their best. Alan Walters
scored 18 points and snared 11 rebounds
to lead the team in both categories,

while Doug Byrne added 16 points. 6-6

center Dennis Woodbury led Widener's
balanced attack with 14 points.

The Shoremen have two tough games
this week in UMBC home on Monday,
and Johns Hopkins away on Saturday.

The Hopkins game is slightly more
important, being a conference game,
but the Shore five would definitely like

to go to the Christmas break with a 4-2

record. They have the talent, and they

are gradually figuring out how to "put

it all together", and play winning

basketball.
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News Briefs

Preview

These two columns are reserved
for announcements of the activities

of campus committees, clubs,
Forums, lectures, concerts, and
any other events. We urge you to

take advantage of this space by
simply typing out announcements
and submitting them to The Elm.

* * +
There is currently an exhibit of

Mexican Colonial Art on display in the
lobby of the Gibson Fine Arts Center,
through January 31. The exhibit is free,
and open to the public Monday through
Friday, from 1 P.M. to 4 P.M.

* * *
BALTIMORE
Center Stage presents two new plays,

through February 8: Busy Bee Good
Food All Night Delicious, and Borders,
both by Charles Eastman.

* * +
The Annapolis Brass Quintet will

perform in the Hall of Maryvale
Preparatory School, on Falls Road, in

BrooklynviUe, on Friday, January 30.

+ + *
Pianist Peter Nero will be guest

soloist and conductor with the

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra in a

pops concert this Saturday at 6:15 P.M.,

in the Lyric Theatre.

+ * *

Nationally

known feminist leader and author,

Betty Friedan, will speak at

Washington College On Wednesday,
February 4 at 7:30 p.m. in Hynson
Lounge. Ms. Friedan 's appearance at

the College is being sponsored by the

William James Forum, the Washington
College Lecture Series and the Student

Government Association.

Ms. Friedan
' s address, ' 'The

Women's Movement as an American
Revolution," is open to the public

without charge.

A summa cum laude graduate of

Smith College, Betty Friedan founded

and served as the first president of the

National Organization for Women. She
was vice president of the National

Association to Repeal Abortion Laws
and an organizer of the National

Women's Political Caucas. A visiting

professor of sociology at Temple
University, she is probably best known
as the author of the best selling book,

"The Feminine Mystique." Currently a
contributing editor for McCall's
magazine, she travels throughout the

United States and Europe addressing
women's groups, university and college

students as well as business and
professional organizations.

FORUM
Creditfor Badminton,
Creditfor Fencing . .

.

Credit for
Band and Chorus???

In early December, the Music
Department submitted a proposal to

the Academic Council that students in

Chorus and Band be awarded academic
credit. The Council rejected the
proposal, 6 to 3, with 2 abstentions.

Controversy over this issue continues.

The Department's proposal is similar

mechanically to the system of physical

education courses. Students in Chorus
and Band would receive one course

credit only after completing four

semesters of work in either course. This

credit could only be received once for

each course (thus, a student who
participated in both Chorus and Band
for four years would receive only two
course credits). Rehearsals would take

a total of Vh hours a week. Though
there would be no written tests as such,

grades would be awarded at the con-

clusion of four semesters. Finally, the

four semesters of work would have to

be completed within six semesters.

John Klaus, director of both Chorus
and Band, explained some of the

reasons why credit should be awarded
for participation in these performing
groups. First, the quality of per-
formance would be improved;
presumably, grades would be an in-

centive for better attendance and a
higher caliber of individual effort ("If

we could give full credit for Chorus,
we'd have the best damn chorus in the

state")

But having the best chorus or band in

the state is not the primary intent of the

Department's proposal. According to

Klaus, making Chorus and Band
regular Music courses would improve
the educational quality of the Depart-

ment as a whole. Course offerings in

Music are weighted in favor of theory

and music history, at the expense of

applied music. A glance at the College

Catalog confirms this. After all, music
is performance — if Chorus and Band
were credit courses, the Music
Department could increase its em-

phasis on applied music. At this time,

applied music consists only of in-

dividual-oriented courses such as Voice

and Piano; no courses are offered that

specifically emphasize group per-

formance.

. Other colleges deal with the problem
in- many and varied ways. The Music
Department found, however, in a

by Carlos Wilton

survey of sixty-five other schools, that
nearly all colleges that are highly
regarded for their music programs do
offer credit for performance groups.
Two notable exceptions to the rule are
Harvard and Chicago.

In the face of these seemingly solid

arguments in favor of granting credit,

the question remains: Why did the

Academic Council reject the proposal?

Dean Hanson summarized some of the

objections brought up by the Council.

First, the precise means of evaluating

students in the proposed courses is

unspecified; there would be no tests as

such, only performances. Whether or

not the Director could fairly evaluate

every one of the fifty Chorus members
or the thirty-five Band members
without objective criteria is of course a
legitimate question. John Klaus replies

to this charge by asserting that at any
particular time he knows exactly how
each one of his performers is doing.

Such is the nature, he says, of any
applied music class. Klaus also rejects

the idea that Chorus and Band would be

easy courses. "Sit in on it. Try to pass it

yourself. I will guarantee it to be as
rigorous as any course I teach — and I

am not noted for teaching easy cour-

The major objection of the Council,

according to Dean Hanson, was that

granting credit to Chorus and Band
might undermine the integrity of the
four-course plan. Assigning varying
amounts of credit for different courses
might spell a de facto return to the

credit system abandoned by the College

long ago. This is a serious objection. Of
course, the Academic Council has
already made an exception to the

four-course plan by deciding to grant

partial credit for physical education

courses. Both Klaus and the Dean,
agree however, that comparisons of

this sort should be discouraged; each
case should be decided on its own
merits, without regard to precedent.

Klaus attributes the failure of the

proposal to an American "prejudice" to

regard the performing arts as ex-

tracurricular; for instance, to regard

Chorus as more of a glee club than an

educational experience. "All of the

performing arts are very much worthy

of academic study ... We are beginning

to be accepted as respectable

academically/'
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News Briefs

Review

Washington
College has received two grants which
will enable science departments to
engage in activities beyond their or-
dinary financial resources. E.L duPont
de Nemours and Company has awarded
an unrestricted grant of $6,500 which,
according to President Joseph H.
McLain, will provide assistance to the
Chemistry Department. Dr. Frank J.

Creegan, Chairman of Chemistry, will

be administrator of the grant.
Washington College has received funds
from duPont for a number of years
under its College Science Grants
Program. A number of Washington
College alumni are employed by
duPont, some of whom are company
executives.

A grant to assist Washington College
in purchasing laboratory equipment for

the departments of biology, chemistry,
physics and psychology has been
received from the Dr. Scholl Foun-
dation, Chicago, Illinois. The gift will

partially provide required matching
funds for a conditional Title VI, HEW
Office of Education grant received
earlier in the year by the College.



^ "Returning to the by Steven Harrell

o Principles of the Constitution"

On List Monday night, Dr. Morton
h. Halperin gave a lecture entitled
* "Returning to the Principles of the

£ Constitution." Dr. Halperin was a

£ member of the National Security

2 Council Staff from 1969 to 1971. During
this time his telephone was tapped on

^ the orders of former President Nixon

q for which he is seeking damages.

C The general point of the talk was to

r explain, in his view, the fundamental
"5 principles of the Federal Constitution

^ and how in the past four decades the

Federal government, in particular the

Executive branch, has wandered from
them.

Dr. Halperin explains that the
Founding Fathers established in the

Constitution a form of government
which would be strong enough to deal
with foreign powers, yet not too strong
as to jeopardize individual civil

liberties. This goal was achieved in

three ways: the system of checks and
balances between branches; the theory
Lhat the people are sovereign that the

Dower of government originates from
Jiem, and lastly that there were certain

acts which the government could not

jo, these embodied in the Bill of Rights.

From this base, Dr. Halperin claims

.he Executive has, since Roosevelt,

ncreasingly expanded its powers and
mportance until it achieved a status of

jeing above the constraints of the

Constitution.

The first and most significant action

n this direction by the Presidency has
wen the creation of the "inherent
jowers" doctrine. This quite simply
states the President may act in ways
wt defined in the Constitution, if

Jongress has not proscribed against his

loing so. Furthermore, in an
unergency, Presidents may proceed in

in area which is clearly beyond the

tcope of their powers if the Congress

loes not act, or is incapable of doing su

Illicitly enough. Examples of such

Presidential actions would be
Roosevelt's push for U.S. entrance into

World War U and Truman's actions

.inch led to the Korean War. From this

mcroachment of power, the Executive

established the CIA and utilized the

TBI; the former to perform covert acts

i broad under the Presidents authority

x> deal with foreign nations and of-

iicials, and the latter as an internal

intelligence gathering source under the

Executive's responsibility to insure and
>rotect domestic tranquility.

By the time of the Nixon
Administration, the inherent powers

lad grown until, apart from the earlier

assumed powers, the President now
claimed that when he superceeded his

specified limits and acted, Congress

lad no right to interfere. The Ford
Administration has added yet another

:lause to inherent powers, stating the

President is not compelled to inform

lie Congress of everything he knows
-egardless of circumstances.

Beyond the checks and balances

jrinciple, and in a more profound way,

he Presidency has eroded the theory

:hat the people are the source of power.

tf this principle is to survive, people

nust know the facts in order to decide

jpon the choices of action. The
Executive has growingly kept the truth

:rom the country on the petense of

National Security.

In the area of civil liberties, since
Roosevelt, the Presidency has been
increasingly violating privacy until in

the Nixon Administration the Four-
teenth Amendment was held to be old-

Fashioned and breakable. International
mail was opened, cables regularly
monitored, and as in Dr. Halperin's
:ase, telephones tapped. The FBI was
osed to actively interfere in the political
sphere.

Dr. Halperin's suggested solutions to

these monumental ills are, primarily,

for the Congress to destroy the inherent

powers doctrine to reassure fun-
damental rights. Secondly, to reaffirm
the principle of openess in government
by reducing the secrecy system, and
finally, to establish firm checks upon
investigatory agencies to keep them
from threatening civil liberties. Dr.
Halperin even goes so far as to propose
the creation of a federal law to punish
intelligence officials who knowingly
deceive Congress and the people.

Editorial

Since last spring, one article

after another has decried the
inability of today's students to

write coherently and gracefully —
if at all. Repeated encounters with
pieces of dull, affected, or
downright illiterate graduate and
undergraduate writing initially

provoked the complaints that

currently run thoughout our
nation's educational journals.
Recent articles do more, however,
than merely reflect an awareness
of poor student writing, or simply
lament a waning interest in, and
respect for the English language.
These articles, which have cropped
up in newspapers as well as in

college publications, record the
passing of blame from business
community to professional schools,

from graduate schools to

professors of freshman English,

and from college professors to high
school English teachers.
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The question of granting credit to

Chorus and Band members, then, is not

as straightforward as it seems. Behind
the Music Department's proposal lie

deeper, more searching questions.

Some of these questions regard
evaluation of students, the validity of

the four-course plan at Washington
College, and whether the performing
arts should be considered on an equal

footing with other, more traditional

academic disciplines.

The controversy is likely to continue
for some time. It is quite possible that
the Academic Council will reconsider
the proposal. If so, the question of
Chorus and Band credit is not going t,i

be easily answered without in-
vestigating some of the deeper
questions that are involved.

Often cited as indications that

i

today's college students are vic-

tims of an educational system
especially inadequate at its

,

primary and secondary levels are
the steady decline since 1964 in the

average scores on the Scholastic

Aptitude Test (S.A.T.), and the
drop in scores between 1974 and
1975 — the largest ever in a period
of twenty years. Although the -

S.A.T. "predicts academic per-
formance in colleges and
universities", it neither predicts

practical writing ability, nor, as
Sidney P. Marland, President of

the College Entrance Examination
Board, has emphasized, is it

"designed as a measure of school

performance and should not be
used for (those) purpose(s)."
Troubled college professors point
out declining S.A.T. scores with a
conviction founded primarily in the

depressing examples of inept
student writing, that they con-
stantly face;, with pr without
statistics, they continue to try and
explain the dismal truth that too
many undergraduates today can't
write effectively.

, ;
.

!

The idea that, poor writers are
victims for whom someone or
something must be blamed uij.

de'rlies many suggested causes of
the paucity of exceptional, or ev^n
adequate pieces of student writing.
Poor writers are the victims of
teachers who, to look good, use
textbooks screened by publishers
to ensure that vocabulary and
sentence complexity are below the
level of their readers. Poor writers
are the victims of what Paula
Johnson, Director of Un-

dergraduate Studies in Yale's

English Department, believes has

. infested secondary education with

marketable items of "Immediate

appeal and little value" — the

"spirit of consumerism." Poor

writers are the victims of the mid
and late 1960's and early '70's,

which A. Bartlett Giamatti,

Director of the Humanities

Division at Yale, recently

characterized as "sentimental."

Giamatti asserts that the sen-

timental attitude of the 1960's to

language — "that all complexity

can be avoided in the name of

communality" and pure feeling —
is alive today. He states, "high

school and college students have

been encouraged to believe . . . that

if they transcribe what they feel

about anything it will somehow
turn into what they think."

We cannot honestly shake
completely free of these suggested

explanations any more than we can
continue to ignore the very real

problem many of us face every
time we sit down to write a
research paper, a lab report, a
poem, an application, a
philosophical analysis, or a
critique of a Shakespearean son-

net. Any solution to this problem
requires an approach to poor
writers radically different from
that taken in trying to explain the

causes of their problem. We may
be-victims of The Movement of the

'60's, but we cannot allow that to

excuse us from making every
effort to master the medium which,

as Giamatti puts it, "on the one
hand limits us and on the other

hand enables us to define who we
are." We cannot let ourselves

continue to be victimized.

At other institutions, the

students' need and desire to learn

how to use the language is attested

by a flood of applications to

existing 1 courses' in writing. At

Washington College, evidence of a

similar need, is reflected in the

state of its student publications,

which suffer from an appalling

lack of good writing. :
' ; '

' I

'

A 'short course or program in

journalism, though important, will

only treat what is a glaring symp-
tom of a greater problem t students

at Washington College have little

regard for the English language

and little, if any, faith in their

writing— in what they can do with

the language. The claim that

"students today can't write" is not

accurate; students can write if

they will-only apply themselves to

the task.



A Recital of American Songs

The Performers
An Interview with John Klaus

The Performance
by John Holland

£
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Last Friday night, in Tawes
Auditorium, music teachers Garry
Clarke, painist, and John Klaus, tenor,

performed a program of American
music.

The first three songs of the program
were typical of the nineteenth century
parlor song, as they spun tales of lore

and love. As Mr. Klaus said, they were
"the least interesting of the program,
but fun — good warm-up songs."

Of the Charles Griffes songs, Mr.
Klaus said the first two required a
phenomenal amount of control
especially to convey properly the
"spectacular mood" the composer had
created in the music. Oscar Wilde, the
poet of these, loved colors, of which
yellow was his favorite, and the colors
in the musical setting appropriately
were basically yellows and greens.
"The Lament of Ian the Proud," the
'.enor said, is "one of the great songs
anywhere. People don't sing it because

it's very, very, hard — tremendously
taxing. " Critics have often said it si Mr

.

;

Griffes' best song. "Thy Dark' Eyes to

Mine' is one of the most beautiful songs

I've ever sung"; the audience knew his

feelings; by the way he sang' it.

"Especially the last two lines are set

,

very well." Mr. Griffes had several of

these songs climax at the end, and in

the paino instead of in 'the vocals. From

'

alll that Mr. Klaus said, Griffes often

compacts much of that huge amount of i

emotion into the ends of his songs, and

,

with great results.

program. But Mr. Klaus said his songs
were just not as good as those of Mr.
Beach. Mr. Klaus said his songs were
just not as good as those of Mr. Beach.
Mr. Klaus also said that although some
of the peotry of her songs is awkward
by itself, Mrs. Beach's setting does it

more than justice. Of the "Empress of

Night" poem, which the composer's
husband, Dr. H.H.A. Beach, wrote, Mr.
Klaus said it was "lousy", but that

"Mrs. Beach's music transcends it."

_ Samuel Barber's "Three Songs",

Opus 45, are Neo-Romantic. Barber's

compositional style, which is very

melodic, is uniquely suited for voice,

Mr. Klaus said. Harmonically, Bar-

ber's music is mildly dissonant, and

though he writes bitionally oc-

casionally, his music is usually tonal.

Friday night was the first performance

of these songs in Maryland.

Mr. Clarke's songs were the hardest

on the program by far.accdrding to Mr.

Klaus. Bream control,; phrasing; and

technique, all were' most difficult to

handle here. These three songs on texts

of A.A. Milne were originally written

for tenor Ralph Williams to sing fit the

National Gallery, but, to Mr. Clarke's

disappointment, he did not sing them.

Later the singer told Mr. Clarke that

the reason, was that they were. too-

difficult. All three pf ,the songs together

range two whole octave's, and Mr.

Klaus said perfect pitch would help'the

singer, iand that at least good relative

pitch is essential.

Edward MacDowell, well-known w h m^ -44^ that these two
composer of the same generation as ™

membe
«

nave enlightened us
Mrs. HH. A. Beach, was considered£r ^Joine great obscure American
the performers when they planned the

music

Lastfriday night, professors John M.
Klaus and Garry E. Clarke presented

their recital of American songs,

postponed from last November. The
finished product had lost none of its life

over the two month delay and the

evening was both enlightening and

entertaining. The program, though all

American, was as diverse as one could

hope for. It opened with three

nineteenth century parlor songs, all

vaguely reminiscent of the belcanto

opera stage, resurrected from an an-

cient volume belonging to
1

Mr. Clarke.

Though all three were vastly en-

tertaining and well performed, the lack

of musical "inspiration" made them
seem quite long and drawn out. They

were followed by four songs by Mrs.

H.H.A. Beach, one of America's first

and most prominent female composers

and a member of the so-called Second

New England School, which included

Ives, Griffes, and MacDowell. As might

be expected, the
,
songs

,
were quite

academic in their nature but also

marked by a romantic vibrancy in

which Mr. Klaus obviously reveled.

! The rest of the first hah!, of the concert

Was devoted' to more recent
1

music.

First came Samuel Barber's opus 45,

Three Songs. Each was full of the sonic

lustiness that one associates, with

Barber, though , each } song
|
created : a

totally different mood, according to the

texts by three different poets. The last

selection was the premiere of i Mr.
Clarke's song cycle When We Were
Very Young: Three Songs on Texts by
A.A. Milne. Here too were three vastly

different songs, the first, "The Mirror,"

being a lovely impressionistic view of a
lake. I was surprised to hear such a

sophisticated setting of Milne, but it

certainly worked well and that is all

that matters. The other two, "Halfway

Down" and "If I Were King," were both

marked by a youthful ebullience, the

first full of childish delight, the latter

being one of the most marvelously

creative comic songs imaginable. On
this witty nite, the first half of the

concert ended.

The major honors of the evening went

to Charles T. Griffes, to whom the

whole second half of the program was

devoted. For some reason, Griffes has

been neglected — shocking in view of

his amazing talent as seen in the ten

songs performed here. The first two, set

to German texts, recalled not only Mrs.

Beach, but Brahms, the idol of most

American composers of the last cen-

tury. The next three, opus 3, dating

from about six to eight years later,

reveal the impressionistic Griffes. This

is particularly clear in the two songs on

texts by Oscar Wilde, "La Fuite de la

Lune" and "Symphony in Yellow." For

his opus 11, which came next, Griffes

turned to the Irish' mystic poet William

Sharp (pen name Fiona MacLeod).

Rarely has any composer been able to

invoke such an atmosphere of mystery,

gloom, and terror as in these three

Gothick masterpieces, the last two

songs on English poems closed the

evening with a touch of rhapsodic

passion and adventure. Much more

could be said about these minature

masterpieces, but words are a poor

. substitute for the music itself.
|

Of the performers, Mr. Klaus and Mr.

Clarke only proved once again that they

can take on the most demanding music

and perform it with splendid results.

The affinity that both feel for this music

can clearly be seen in the careful and

loving attention they lavish on it, be it a

parlor song by Miss Browne or a love

song by Griffes.



Basketball

Sports
by Dona Chatellier

™ Any true Shore basketball fan knew

£ that they couldn't go on losing forever;

C the streak had to end sometime. Last

-2 Saturday it did, but the Shoremen
O dropped two other games in the course^ of the week to stretch their winless

string to ten before it happened.
Last Wednesday's affair with

Delaware Valley had to be one of the

worst basketball games played in Cain
Gym in some time, including in-

tramurals. The Shoremen, who had
every reason to be psyched up for the
game, were not. They went out and
played Delaware Valley's kind of ball

game — low. Only they were slow,
losing 61-75 in overtime to a club they
probably should have run right out of.

the building. The game was almost
certainly lost on the foul line, as
Washington could only hit on 17 of their

30 free throws, while the Aggies were
successful on 23 of 31 attempts from the
charity stripe. But the main point is

that in losing, the Shoremen lowered
themselves to the level of their com-
petition, which is what makes losing
streaks.

About the only bright spot for the
Finneganmen was Doug Byrne's 34
points, marking the first time a
Shoreman has hit thirty or more since
Steve Bacon did it in the first game of

the season last year. Byrne's effort was
matched by DelValley's Dennis
Pastucha, who netted 33, including all

the clutch free throws that were
needed. The best-kept secret of the
night was 16 markers by Geoff Kurtz-
man, while Aggie guards Raoul Walsh
and Jim McShea responded with 16 and
14, respectively.

From there it was on to the Rose City
Classic in Madison, New Jersey. Once
again the Shoremen brought them-
selves to the level of their opponents,
except this time it was an upward
movement

, for the opposition in the
opening game was Fairleigh-Dickinson
University of Madison. The Shore
contingent played the Jersey Devils
tough aU the way, never trailing by
more Ul-ji ten points. In the end,
though, superior shooting by superior
shooters was the difference, as FDU
held on to win, 94-90. Geoff Kurtzman
was the star of the evening, scoring 29
points and grabbing 18
rebounds in his home state.
Joe Wilson's 21 and Doug Byrne's 19
provided most of the rest of the Shore
offense. FDU's Mike Lang, the school's
all-time leading scorer with over 2,000
points, scored 21 for the winners, who
placed five men in double figures.

The Shoremen had to feel a little

better going into Saturday's consolation
game against conference rival Swar-
thmore. For one thing, the Quakers
were still looking for a win after ten
games. For another, they were one of
Washington's two victims, on their own
court, no less. And for a third, they
looked just plain awful against Drew,
losing 53-46 Friday night. So perhaps
the Shoremen went out on Saturday just
a little too confident. Whatever the
situation was, the Shoremen managed
once again to be behind at the half, 28-

27, through generally inept play and an
actrocious 5-for-ll from the foul line.

Coach Finnegan, who probably wanted
this game more than any other in his

five-year-plus coaching career at WC,
must have said a few harsh things to the
team athalftime; but whatever he said.

it rubbed off, particularly on Dave
Lawrence, who scored 13 points after

not playing at all in the first half.

Washington out scored the Garnet 10-2 in

the opening minutes of the second

period and got great foul shooting down
the stretch from Lawrence, Jerry Rice,

and Geoff Kurtzman to seal a 66-55 win
and kiss the losing streak goodbye. Joe

Wilson with 16, Rice's 14, and

Lawrence's 13 paced the Shore Attack.

Greg Parker with a dozen tallies and
Bill Kryka's 10 points paced Swar-
thmore, who comes to Cain Gym
Wednesday at eight.

FREE THROWS: Doug Byrne (16.2

points per game), Joe Wilson (15.2),

and Geoff Kurtzman (12.2) continue to

lead the squad in scoring . . . Kurtzman
upped his team-leading rebounding

average to 9.5 during the week . . .

Byrne (51.2 percent) and Wilson (50

percent) are the deadliest field-goal

shooters, while Kurtzman (75.8 per-

cent) is the best foul shooter ... on the

negative side, Byrne leads in turnovers

(4.5 a game) and Wilson is

trying to catch him . . . John Haber-
mann is the leading "feeder," with 2.4

assists per game. . . funniest part of the

tourney was when four of the Swar-
thmores showed up with a guy dressed

as Sesame Street's Cookie Monster,
calling him their "secret weapon" . . .

the Drew coach, in his infinite wisdom,
roomed the Washington and Swar-
thmore teams together, which resulted

in a lovely evening . . . Shoremen go to

Haverford Saturday and return home to

take on Salisbury State next Thursday .

Wrestling
by Robert Akoson

Last Saturday Washington College's
Wrestling squad travelled to Staten
Island to compete against Wagner
College. The teams overall per-
formance was hampered by the ab-
sence of Neil Sullivan, Juan Jaskiewicz,
Pete Gentry and Neil Oldford.

A perservering Ken Belmore began
the match by overwhelming his op-
ponent at the 126 lb. weight class, while
teammate Paco Marshall continued to
dazzle and ouWinesse his adversarys
beating his man and extending his
record to 5-0. Marshall did his man in at
1:34 of the second period. Art Biladeau
was defeated at 142 lb class bring his
record to 1-2. At 150, Bill May lost to his
opponent establishing him at 14 for the
season. In all fairness, it is necessary to
mention that Bill is frequently pitted
against the other team's best wrestler.
At 158 newcomer Rich Denison was

outlasted by his opponent, making him
1-1 overall. Team captain Pete Takach,
at 167, was also beaten, but to date Pete
has posted a highly respectable 4-1

record. Up from his usual 158 lb. weight
class. Bill Skelton took on the Wagner
177 lb. wrestler (the usual 177 lb. man,
Pete Gentry was injured) and in a
tightly contested and grueling match,
Skelton was just barely beaten in the
last 5 seconds.

Even though the W.C. squad was
defeated by Wagner, its record is

presently 2-2 which is a vast im-
provement over last year's. With many
aspiring young wrestlers as well as a
few established,proven men. the team
should continue to Improve and will be
well worth watching.

LACROSSE:
Undefeated Season Predicted

by Roy Whitakor

As always, Mickey DiMaggio,
assistant coach ofthe Lacrosse team, is

optimistic about the team's chances

this year. After an impressive 13-2

season last year, Coach DiMaggio
predicts that this year's could be un-

defeated.

However, the schedule will make it

tough. This season W.C. will play, over
only an eight day span, Virginia, Navy
and Johns Hopkins. Both Navy and
Johns Hipkins have been National

Champions in the University division in

recent years, and Virginia, which has
produced championship teams in the

past, can be counted upon to provide
good competition. Ohio Wesleyan which
has a field house, will have been
practicing inside so they can be ex-

pected to be well-prepared. Salisbury,

the team that surprised W.C. last year,

will again have to be reckoned with this

year', perhaps more seriously.

As for the team this year, Coach
DiMaggio characterizes the offense as

generally "sound", possibly needing a

little more discipline. On the attack

both John Cheek and Tom Sutton are

able to do the job and should get help

from Myrt Gaines and Kevin Murphy
who are both "steady" performers.

Good freshman prospects include Greg
Shaffner and Tom Beach.

Although both Ty Cook and Mike
Cordrey are lost from last years' mid-
field, this year's promises to be as good
if not better. The addition of J.P.

Lindsey, who transferred from Denison
last year, according to Coach DiMaggio
"more than makes up" for any losses

from last year. Bill Cooper who came
from Dickinson last fall is big, strong
and will be an effective face-off man.
Probably the best all-around player
from the mid-field, Rick Ricketts will

As Usual

provide a balance of offensive and
defensive skills, along with an ability to

hit. There are many good mid-fielders

which will give the team the depth it

needs at the most active position on the

field.

This years defense will be a relatively

inexperienced unit with Rick Blair as
the only one with much playing time.

Andy Crosby played 2 years ago and
should improve as the season
progresses. Along with Skip Comstock,
who gained some experience last

season, John Gifford (one of last year's
goalies) will be competing for a position

on the defense. W.C.'s defense has
lacked the ability to hit in recent years
which is almost an essential for a good
defensive unit. This element could be
provided by Bill Maisal or Roy
Whitaker, both former football players
and both quick and strong. Noone has a
starting job "nailed down", so every
defensive player will have to prove
himself. There will be healthy com-
petition in the goal between Clint Evans
who has performed well in the past, and
Tim Hart, a freshman who lias

demonstrated that he can play the

position during fall practice.

Coach DiMaggio is convinced that the
lacrosse team can beat any team, that
it plays, and that with determined ef-

fort from its players (both those who
don't play much and the starters), this
don't play muehandthe-start«Fs>, this
year's team will have an undefeated
sesaon. DiMaggio made the point that
with alot of good players, some won't
play as much as they think they should

;

however non-starters can make an
important contribution in practice.
They can give the first team com-
petition on the same level or above that
which the team will get from its op-
postition during the season. If each
player understands his role and works
hard to be able to play it, this year
should be a championship season.

1976 Lacrosse Season Schedule

Feb. 28 Baltimore U. (scrimmage)
March 13 at Delaware (scrimmage)
March 20 Denison
March 24 Geneseo
March 27 Ohio Wesleyan
March 30 Johns Hopkins
April 3 Virginia

April 7 Navy
April 1 1 at William 6 Marry
April MatUMBC
April 17 at Roanoke
April 2 1 at Franklin & Marshall
April 24 Bucknell
April 28 Salisbury
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Friedan Speakson
Women's Movement

by Claire Pula

Following a 5-day postponement,

feminist leader Betty Friedan spoke in

Hynson Lounge last Sunday at 7:30 p.m.

Author of The Feminine Mystique, Mrs.

Friedan's talk traced the women's
movement as an American revolution.

As such, it has moved in spurts, suf-

fered reaction, then surged forward

again, as the only social change
movement to survive from the '60's.

However, Ms. Friedan and comrades
find it hard to see where the movement
is going and who the enemies are.

According to Ravel, a "revolution"

must comprise a massive change in

social consciousness, organization, and

a transformation (not so much an

overthrow.)

Particularly within the last 10 years,

the movement has progressed rapidly

in Western Democratic nations, partly

through access to the mass media and

partly through the higher degree of

receptivity. In anti-thesis, feminist

organizations exist in some Fascist

countries because they are not taken

seriously enough to be dispelled.

Construing an image of the woman,

Ms. Friedan explained that in previous

times, such as the pioneering era, the

woman carried half of the work load,

thus earning her equal say in family

affairs. Since the Industrial Revolution,

nowever, the male has been capable of

being sole financial supporter. Con-

sequently, although motherhood

requires constant energy over a period

of years, the wife's reduced "working"

role has deprived her of equality in

decision-making, resulting in nearly

total dependence.

Illustrating this point and a new

awareness of this among women, Ms.

Friedan cited Henrik Ibsen's, A Doll

House, in which the heroine, Nora

Helmer, was considered merely a

"little skylark" by her husband. By the

play's end, Nora decides to leave in

order to discover herself as a person.

Thorvald Helmer, appalled, claims that

her first duty is to her husband and

children, but Nora firmly replies that

she is a human being above all else. Ms.

Friedan feels that once a woman can

say this and truly feel it, she can then

look at society and see its

repressiveness.

As for the initial stages of the present

movement, Ms. Friedan recalled thai

she and her comrades had "no money,

no bombs", rather they had spirit or

"chutzpah". Thus they were too big

("We crossed so many lines of class

and race" ) to be identified with any one

organization. There have been results:

"Stewardesses can now age gracefully

on the plane."

Ms Friedan attributes much of the

inferiority myth to early education.

Beginning with the alphabet, con-

sonants are represented as men and

vowels as women. Illustrations in Dick

and Jane type readers always depict

women as apron mothers in the midst of

a domestic chore. "The men are shown

in action and the women are dumb.

Like i before e, except after c." Further

on in high school, guidance counselors

would suggest to a science oriented girl

that she be a lab technician - but never

a doctor.

.Now, however, there are numerous,

autonomous groups endeavoring to

change this image in one or more of its

several aspects. One issue they are

united on is ratification of the Equal

Rights Amendment. This effort was

easy in the first few states, but since

then a block-defeat movement has

fabricated fears that the ERA would

create "bathroom atrocities", that
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While reading the following articles,

please bear in mind that some were

intended to appear on Friday, ;

February 6th.

Hessey

Defines

Pinkertons'

Role

- by Steve Morse

On January 12, the college ad-

ministration put the Chestertown

community on notice that the security

force on campus had been bolstered by

the addition of Pinkerton Security and

Investigating agents. This was an at-

tempt to alleviate the problems ex-

perienced lately with off-campus

persons entering college buildings

without authority, which has often

resulted in thefts or vandalism.

I talked to Gene Hessey, the college

Business Manager, about the primary

responsibilities of the Pinkerton men.

He said they are to patrol, in con-

junction with our present campus

security system, the dormitory and-

parking areas of the campus —
questioning people whom they believe

may not be either a student or an

employee of the college. Hopefully, the

presence of the additional security

personnel will act to deter the loitering

of undesired individuals on campus.

Though reluctant to say exactly how

many agents had been hired, Hessey

did indicate that at least one agent

would be on duty every hour of the day.

When an agent apprehends a non-

student suspected of, say, theft, he has

been instructed to retain the individual

until local authorities arrive on the

scene. I asked Hessey, "What would

happen if a Pinkerton officer suspects a

student of stealing college or personal

property?" He answered that in this

case also the person involved would be

tinned over to Chestertown police.

However, Hessey did say that if an

agent were faced with a situation in

which students were involved in

mischief but bad not damaged
anything, he should report the incident

to one of the deans or to Hessey himself.

He then suggested that in the future the

Pinkerton men might be deputized

( that is, given the power of arrest). The

administration is also looking into the

possibility of petitioning the town

council to grant agents the power to

issue town traffic tickets to vehicles

parked illigally in the fire lanes and

other location on locations.

News Briefs

In Preview

Admissions Project

The Admissions Office will soon be

asking interested students to par-

ticipate in the fourth annual Student

Contact Project. During spring break

(March 6-14), current students will be

able to contact prospective freshmen in

their home areas with the purpose of

providing informal and personal in-

sights about Washington.

Through this project, WC can

demonstrate the concern our students

have for the incoming classes and alsu

reinforce one of the College's most

valuable resources — emphasis on the

individual.

Students who can participate in this

year's Project should contact either

Margie Hustava or Kathy Barr, Student

Coordinators, John Moag, President of

the SGA, or the Admissions Office.

There will be a meeting in Hynson

Lounge on Ma'rch 1 at 8:30 p.m. when

the Project will be explained in more

detail. All interested Students are

encouraged to pass the word and attend

this meeting.

The second public meeting of the

Panel on Public Policy on Nuclear

Energy for Electricity Generation is

scheduled for February 17. Beginning

at 8 p.m., the meeting will be held in St.

Mary's Church, 10 Hambrook
Boulevard, Cambridge.

Chairman of the Panel, Dr. Robert H.

Roy, Dean Emeritus, The School of

Engineering of The Johns Hopkins

University and member of the Board of

Visitors and Governors of Washington

College, emphasized the importance of

the meeting and encouraged all in-

terested citizens to attend. Included in

the session will be a question and an-

swer period.

Other panel members include: John

C. Geyer and Howard J. Laster, vice

chairmen; and President of

Washington College, Joseph H. McLain. '

Washington College will hold its

annual celebration of George

Washington's birthday on Saturday,

February 21. A number of special

events have been scheduled to com-

memorate the day. Traditional Con-

vocation ceremonies will begin at 2

p.m. in Gibson Fine Arts Center with

Dr. Merrill D. Peterson delivering the

keynote address. Dr. Peterson, a noted

historian, is currently the Thomas

Jefferson Memorial Foundation

Professor of History at the University

of Virginia. Following the address he

will be awarded the honorary degree,

Doctor of Humane Letters, by the

Visitors and Governors of Washington

College.

Professor Peterson received his B.A.

degree from the University of Kansas

and earned his Ph.D at Harvard.

Formerly a professor at Princeton and
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Recent controversy over the amount of coverage, if any, student
judicial hearings should receive in The Washington Elm has prompted
debate over a related question: What purpose should articles covering
such hearings serve?

Before taking up these two issues and the policy officially adopted
towards them by The Elm, two points need clarification, for they
represent the basis from which any formulation of policy must proceed.
One, that theifreedom to report on judicial hearings in The Elm, though

it has not gone unquestioned, remains intact. Section IV-D, "Student
.

Publication", of the "Student Bill of Rights and Freedoms" still reads:

I

"The student press should be free of Censorship and advance approval of
copy ..." In the 1975-76 "Students Handbook", section n-L, "Admittance
to Hearing", has not been altered. This important section states that "a
member of the Washington Elm shall be permitted to attend all hearings
but shall be excluded from the deliberation. .

."

Two, that in a "private hearing", only the prosecution, members of the
JSB, SJB, or ACJ, defendant(s), plaintiff(s), witness(es), and Elm
reporter are present. The meaning of "private hearing" has often been
confused with the idea of confidentiality, which pertains only to the
deliberations of the judiciary boards. Given the statement that a member
of the Elm staff "is permitted to attend all hearings", section H-L would
be senseless if by "private" was meant "no publicity whatsoever."

Clearly, since an Elm reporter can attend all trials adjudicated by any
board of the student judiciary, public as well as so-caljed private
hearings can be made public. Of more importance, however, is the im-
plication that students and faculty expect some account of judicial
proceedings. This is supported further by the fact that an Elm
representative usually attends hearings upon receiving notice from the
student judiciary boards.

Student, faculty, and administrative concern has flared up far less over
The Elm's right or freedom to cover judicial proceedings than over the
two problems previously mentioned : the extent to which hearings should
be made public, and the purpose that any publicity should serve.
Any attempt to resolve these problems brings into focus the relation-

ship between them: the amount of coverage depends largely upon the end
sought in publicizing student hearings. We cannot decide between, say
printing transcripts of taped hearings and restricting coverage to a brief
account of charges brought against defendant(s) by plaintiff(s), verdict
and sentence (in the case of conviction) without, a definite idea of our
objective, unless we opt to follow a completely arbitrary path.
With regard to the scope of coverage, there are many possibilities to

decide among besides those just mentioned. These include: an article
which consists in the main of a brief account of charges, etc., but reports
on the work of the prosecution and on evidence presented in a case as
well; an article which takes account of a hearing in detail and perhaps

A Statement ofPolicy-

Women

brings out evidence not presented in a case, or an article which first
reports charges, etc., and then gives an appraisal of how the case was
handled by a particular judiciary board. Some have suggested that
coverage need not treat of individual cases at all, but rather only of lone-
term trends. Their argument goes something like this: in order to dodge
the uncomfortable business of naming persons involved in a hearing an
Elm reporter could attend the hearings of all cases brought to trial during
a semester but rafrain from reporting on each hearing. Instead, at the
end of a semester, he-she could present an assessment of trends in both
the types of cases adjudicated and in the work of the prosecution and
judiciary bodies in an "overview" article. The reporter would be free to
draw upon particular cases without fear of invoking further humiliation
and embarrassment of persons involved in a case, since enough time
would have elapsed between the date of the trial and the appearance of
the article. ( No names would be mentioned, of course.

)

The Elm's policy towards this problem of coverage now stands of-
ficially as:

1. A brief, straightforward account of every case heard by any
judiciary board will appear in The Elm the week of, or the week following
a hearing. Nothing more or less than a report of charges brought against
defendant(s) by plaintiff(s), verdict, and (in the case of conviction)
sentence shall be printed. This applies to appellant cases as well No
exceptions will be made.

2. An article appraising the student judiciary system in terms of how in
its various forms, it has handled individual cases will be published ap-
proximately every two months during the academic year. The article will
review the types of cases adjudicated - vandalism, plagarism, cheating
etc. -and the work of the prosecution. As few names as possible will be
mentioned, and references to individuals will be avoided whenever
possible.

3. If an Elm representative decides that a problem in the system is
serious, then an article similar to the one described in 2 above will be
published.

Apart from the freedom to report on student judicial hearings and from
the expectation that such hearings will receive publicity in The Elm the
policy attempts to serve two major purposes.
Given the highly developed grapevine pheno menon, an authoritative

source of information is essential; hence the brief, responsible reports on
every hearing. These short articles deter rather than stimulate damaging

Given a relatively undeveloped judiciary system, a constant means of
checking on its evolution is also necessary; hence the more detailed
analytic articles. These articles reflect the growth of our judiciary
system as well as reveal interesting trends in students' behavior
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there would be "pregnant women raped
in trenches", and compulsory outside
labor at a job. These fears were spread
in an atmosphere of real economic
military fears, resulting in true
paranoia. Ms. Friedan noted that "the
really fearful women are the ones who
need the ERA the most."
Another danger to the feminist

movement is the bra-burning image
invented by many on the fringes. This
false conception of Sexual Warfare was
caused partly by the angered
frustration of younger feminists "who'd
cut their eye tooth" on the Student
Movement, then faced hostility and
pressure in "the real world."

Women are now stuck in the middle
with the double burden uf
housemanaging and job keeping. But
women are different ("They haven't
beenbroughtuptobemen"): thus they
will make a difference in society,
although they will not accomplish
"peace on earth." Ms. Friedan con-

Ms. Friedan denied that women want
a *'piece of the cake". Men and women
must break through their type roles
together; the original "long hairs"
.started this in the '60's when they said

I don't have to have big muscles when
there are bears to fight." She feels it
was historically necessary for women
to move first; the movement is unique
"because the relationship of man and
woman is a unique one."

eluded that the movement is not solving
problems, but creating new ones.
However, these "serve to open new
dimensions of life".

Ms. Friedan skirted several of the
hard-core issues connected with the
feminist movement. In answer to
questioning, she replied that lesbianism
is not a main concern of the majority of
femininsts. Nor does she sense a real
threat to the abortion laws in the up-
coming election ("A woman's rights
were far more spelled out in the
Supreme Court decision (on abortion)
than in the Bill of Rights.") She also
sees a return to the diaphragm with the
backing of these laws, since new
research is discovering long term ill

effects of the Pill. In retrospect, the
low-keyed tone of her talk disappointed
several listeners well-acquainted with
feminist literature; however, Ms.
Friedan effectively framed the basic
goals of the movement in their true
perspective for those with a miscon-
ception of feminism.

Note: The opinions expressed
page are not necessarily tru

administration of Washingto
or of the student body.

To the Editor:

An unfortunate incident occurred in
the Coffeehouse, Friday January 30,
while Bill Haymes was performing. At
about 12:15, forty-five (45) minutes
before Mr. Haymes was to end his
performance, a number of objects
(paper rolled into balls) were thrown,
one of which struck Mr. Haymes in the
eye. Of course he abruptly ended his
performance. A great number of people
were enjoying his performance (myself
included) and an even greater number
were intensely disturbed as to the
means of its end. In trying to pinpoint
the kiddies responsible, I was met by
the usual Washington College reply,
"No, I didn't see a thing."

However, this incident is far more
serious than throwing beer, mustard or
the like. It endangered the health of a
guest of the College, not to mention
costing the Coffeehouse money and
ending a pleasant evening for about one
hundred fifty (150) persons in at-
tendance.

THE WASHINGTON ELM is published
every Friday through the academic
year, except during official recesses
and exam periods, by the Independent
Newspaper, Die, Dover, Delaware.
Subscription price: $5.00 per year for
alumni; $6.00 per year for all others.
Address all inquiries to: The
Washington Elm, Washington College,
Chestertown, Maryland 21620.

It was then the Manager's task td

come up with an appropriate rebuttal.
Should we hire a "host" to meet people
at the door and throw them out if

they're naughty? (Maybe we need a
police state atmosphere. ) Should we not
get any more performers? Should we
stop selling beer so people won't get
drunk so they might act of College age?
What was finally decided upon was to

compose a "Coffeehouse Policy" to be
placed on the wall (yes folks its back to
second grade with the rules of behavior
in full view), and to be closed for orie'

week to show people how important the
Coffeehouse is and that it should not be
taken for granted. In addition, we
agreed that future disruptive actions
will be dealt with harshly by the Cof-
feehouse staff.

The Coffeehouse managers apologize
to the innocent students but a point bad
to be made.

Andrew Gmver f r the
Coffeehouse managers

The Elm welcomes letters from
readers. Letters should be submitted on
Tuesday at 6:00 P.M., and must include
the writer's name.

The DEADLINE is Tuesday
evening at 6:00 p.m. for all copy to be
printed in the issue of the following
Friday. All copy is subject to review by
the editors of The Elm.



Loyola Poetry Conference
'The whole thing cost me $7.50 and I still don't know why.

by Leslie Kitchen

News Briefs

There is a running joke about poetry

conferences in college universities

today; bespectacled young men attend

to explain love poetry written in the

heat of the night, while their acned
female counterparts attend to feign

em harassment. Of course, this is a

rather sardonic view of young writers

in the 70's, but it does prove a point.

Poets are writing more of themselves

into their work than ever before, and

are consequently much freer in ex-

pressing themselves.

The atmosphere of most poetry

seminars is usually a diffusion of egos

— writers crawl out of the literary

someone more knowledgaeble to run

our workshop, rather than just a

student from Loyola", Drew decided.

"We had the idea we didn't know quite

where we were going" . The atmosphere

in a poetry conference usually

professes to be of a literary nature, yet

never quite makes the grade. Drew
agreed, adding "it claimed to be a

literary atmosphere, but ended up

being a bunch of egos ... I personally

didn't feel like getting into any heated

discussions."

Steven Morse offered similar ob-

servations, agreeing that "the

leadership withing groups just wasn't

authoritative enough ... the problems

in structuring stemmed from the fact

that we were overdosed with poetry".

He did feel, however, that "most of the

poetry was better than mine ... it was

nice to be in a seminar with older

people."

During a poetry workshop, many
instructors decide to have each student

present his work, and then remain
silent during the discussion of his poem
or story. This prevents defense of the

work by the author, allowing it to be

discussed on its own merit. Karyn
Thompson felt the workshop had

Karyn Thompson

bastions of their universities to wage

poetic war on other young writers, who

boldly defend the literary integrity of

their own universities. Though con-

ferences may be less than profound,

poets leave with either new conceptions

of life or further misconceptions about

poetry. The Loyola Poetry Conference

(January 23-26) seemed to per-

petuate the notion of literary egos. Set

up in the usual lecture, 'seminar and

reading series, it was an endeavor to

make the most out of a long weekend.

Five students attended from

Washington College: Drew Gruenberg,

Mary Ellen Lipinski, Martha Mires,

Stephen Morse and Karyn Thompson.

Their responses to the conference were

quite varied; the tone of each interview

seemed to convey the feeling of a "new

experience" in attending the Loyola

Workshop.

One of the few highlights of the

conference was a lecture on psychology

and creativity, given by a psychologist

interested in literary techniques. "I

was amazed that he felt there was no

such thing as imagination", remarked

Karyn Thompson. "I didn't agree with

him - I'm more into Gestalt theory,

but it was good listening". The concent

of creativity did seem to be problematic

at the workshops. "I personally don't

believe in inspiration", Karyn stated.

"The writers there seemed to feel you

could capture a moment only if you

were insired". She did add however,

(perhaps somewhat indulgently) that

"everyone had their own techniques".

Drew Gruenberg seemed to feel one

of the problems of the conference

centered around its structure. "We had

one seminar a day and on Sunday two

were scheduled ... my group moved
rather slowly — it took us six hours to

finish discussing nine poems." During

the seminars, there was a lack of a

nigher authority to keep the members
talking and to pace the workshops

themselves. "We needed a professor or

haven't been able to write well since

I've been back"

"I just felt there was too much

organized effort", Mary Ellen Lipinski

remarked. "Thewhole atmosphere was

much too formal — a sort of coffee and

donuts type of thing, rather than

relaxing over a beer". Speaking of the

members of the gathering, she decided

that "everybody gave a story of their

lives before reading the poems ... 1

didn't find the atmosphere literary at

all".

problems in structuring the way in

which students presented their own

material. "The poetry workshops

weren't run at all the way they are

here. The poets could talk and defend

their poems, and boy, was that a big

mistake." She decided that the

strangest outcome of the weekend was

in "considering myself a writer ... we

were so saturated with poetry that I

Martha Mires

Martha Mires found the workshop

"interesting" from the standpoint that

"I enjoyed getting to know what my
peers were doing. Of course, we stayed

in one group far too long, yet I felt our

criticisms were valid and that we were

'getting through'". Martha seemed to

feel a problem of the conference rested

in the fact that "our egos benefited but

our poetry did not. I could only call my
group leader an 'inneffectual in-

tellectual"'. The nature of criticism in

the workshop appeared to be a source of

irritation for her also. "I openly

criticized, and got the feeling that we

all criticized too much . . .
people were

just writing faddish poetry".

Of all the Washington College writers

in attendance, Steven Morse seemed to

have the most fun with the workshop. "I

enjoyed the fact that Washington

College people were considered

opinionated ... I guess we all sort of

stuck together". Mary Ellen added that

"the other people seemed distant ... I

didn't make as many friends as I

though I would. Of course I enjoyed the

experience in criticizing others. I think

we taught them a few things."

In looking back on the events of the

conference, three poets from

Wahington College decided that their

effort in attending was worthwhile —
two did not. Jokingly, Mary Ellen

remarked, "We sent in three to five of

our poems and got a form letter back

accepting us. Prizes were awarded for

the best poetry — none of us won

anything. The whole thing cost me $7.50

and 1 still don't know why."

Continued from Page 1

at Brandeis University, he also served

as Dean of Brandeis. Dr. Peterson, a

past Guggenheim Fellow, is the author

of numerous publications of historical

significance. His books include "The

Jefferson Image in the American

Mind" and "Thomas Jefferson and the

New Nation."

An added feature of this year's

Convocation will be a presentation to

the College of the American Revolution

Bicentennial Administration's cer-

tificate and flag by Maryland's

Bicentennial Administration's cer-

tificate and flag by Maryland's

Bicentennial Commission Chairman,

Louise Gore, officially designating

Washington College as a National

Bicentennial College.

In recognition of George

Washington's personal contributions in

the founding of Washington College, a

hand-forged replica of George

Washington's inaugural sword, given

by alumnus Captain Allen H. White *15,

will also be presented to the College

during the Convocation.

Immediately following the Con-

vocation, officials and guests are in-

vited to walk across the campus to the

newly constructed faculty office

building, where brief dedication

ceremonies will be held. The complex

will be officially named Colin Ferguson

Hall. Born in Kent County in 1751 the

Reverend Doctor Colin Ferguson was
chosen Professor of Languages,
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy

when Washington College, the oldest

college in Maryland, was organized in

1782. In 1793 he was appointed

President of the College succeeding the

Reverend William Smith, founder and

first President. Dr. Ferguson remained

President until 1804 when he "retired to

his farm in the vicinity of George Town
crossroads."

At 3:30 pjn. the College will host a

basketball game with the Blue Jays of

Johns Hopkins in Russell Gymnasium.

Closing the day's activities will be the

annual Washington's Birthday Ball.

The public is encouraged to attend

the Convocation, dedication and

basketball game.
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There is -currently an exhibit of

photography entitled "Extended

Realism," through March 14, at the

University of Maryland County

Library, in Baltimore.

•

Derek Walcott's Dream on Monkey

Mountain will play at Center Stage,

from February 13 through March 14.

'Film Series: Rules of the Game.
BUI Smith, 7:30

WEDNESDAY, February 18

SGA - Lecture Series: Dr. Dwight

Kirkpatrick, "Turnoffs and Tumons",

8:00 P.M., Hyson Lounge.

•

The Student Residence Committee

has announced that students can now

make xero copies in the mailroom of

the Maintenance Department for $.025

a copy (as opposed to the $0.05 charged

per copy at the Library). Any zeroxing

for the S.G.A. may be charged to the

College.
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Concert Series Assures

Critic
9

s Delight

by John Holland

I think critics everywhere would
agree that nothing is more relaxing
than writing a scorching review of a
bad performance. Certainly, we would
prefer a good performance, about
which we could carry on for pages using
our favorite stock superlatives, but for
sheer diabolic fun, a nasty review is the
tops.

Consider then my situation at
Washington College. The Concert
Series is obviously out to foil me every
time, and it has been quite successful.
Last Thursday, January 29, it

presented The Western Wind, a vocal
sextet which specializes in early music
of all kinds. This was the third big name
performance group, and fourth superb
concert to appear at Washington

College this season. The group consists
of six young singers: sopranos Janet
Steele and Janet Sullivan ; countertenor
William Zukof; tenors Lawrence
Bennett and William Lyon Lee, and
baritone Elliot Levine. To fit in with the
WC American Music Series, they
presented their program of early
American vocal music, which in-
cidently has been recorded by
Nonesuch Records and won Stereo
Review's "Best of the Year" award

Belcher. Song-tunes and anthems,
including many holiday pieces, by these
composers made up the first half of the
program. It was a heavy dose, to be
sure, but with each hearing I personally
grow fonder of the hearty baroque
style, not so terribly far removed from
the music of Henry Purcell. The overly
tonal atmosphere was spiced up here
and there by such spectacular gems as
the "Judgment Anthem" by Justin
Morgan, a work which jumps (one can
hardly say it modulates) from E minor
to E flat major from measure to
measure.

The rest of the program was devoted
to thirteen excerpts from Wyeth's
Repository of Sacred Music, Part II,

dating from 1820. These hymns, mostly
anonymous, represent the next step in

the development of sacred American
vocal music, falling between the First
New England School and the hymns of

Lowell Mason. These too had a unique
charm, though much less ornate, and
showed vague traces of numerous
sources, including once, "Springhill",
which suggested a medieval pilgrim
song in both melodic structure and
overall shape.

Anyone who has been around her for
awhile has already been introduced to
the music of William Billings but The
Western Wind pulled a few more
colonial composers out of the obscurity
in which they have remained for too
long, notably Justin Morgan and Supply

AH of the performers sang with great
love and conviction. Their voices , none
of which were "great" in the operatic
sense, are perfect for music of this kind
and breathe a new life into the music
No group has ever made a better case
for its music than The Western Wind.

Gotacough's Quintillogy

& Gryphoemia

by Spurious Wordsling

I'endanl in Residence

On January 30, Ward Tatnall,
sophomore at Washington College, who
has been interested in the works of the
Russian-born composer Phlegm
Gotacough for a number of years and is

perhaps the foremost expert on the
composer's life and works, presented a
seminar on the composer which in-

cluded taped, performances of
Gotacough's Quintillogy (five one-act
operas on librettos by Eugene Scribe)
and the premiere performance of the
composer's masterpiece Gryphoemia,
with libretto by Ogred Weary, based on
Edward Gorey's "The Hapless Child."
Gotacough is almost unknown to

American audiences, although he spent
much of his productive life in New
Jersey. Born in 1850 in Siberia, the son
of Russian serfs, the composer
migrated to Germany in 1865, where he
joined the so-called "Brothers of the
Garden;" from them he learned
whatever there was to learn about
music. In 1875 he went to England, but,
after 45 years of minimal recognition
and success, he came to the United
States in 1920. Here he purchased the
Slape's Corner (New Jersey) Penny
Arcade, and established the Slape's
Corner Conservatoriurn and Penny
Arcade. According to Tatnall,
Gotacough again experienced little

success as a teacher, having only a
single music student, for whom the
Penny Arcade was maintained as an
amusement. In 1932 Gotacough
returned to England, where he died in
1950, trampled to death shortly before
his hundredth birthday by the crowd
leaving the theater after the first act of
a revival of his opera White Socks and
Anvils. He did not let this unfortunate
incident wtefere with his long and
productive career, however, and wrote
his autobiography in 1953. Among his
more than three thousand works are the
operas The Noble and the Upstairs
Maid, or The Mrs. Misstrust; Murder in
the Monastery, or The Purifying
Puritans; Oemor and Teiluj; 2001, a
Space Opera; Majestica du Battersea,
or The Scaudal in St. James Park;
Gertrude; Ambrosia, Beulah, or The
Skull and the Ligbtbulb; a Mass'(which
is on the Pope's index); an Organ
Concerto for Liver or Other Internal
Organ; and several symphonies. His
adjudged masterpieces, however, are
his Quintillogy and Gryphoemia, which
were heard on Friday.

Each of the operas of the Quintillogy
presents, in brief but vigorous fashion,
a specific method or style of operatic
composition. The first, Aristocratic
Heirs, is modal, and uses the locrian
mode exclusively. The locrian mode
has seldom, perhaps never, been used
so extensively by a major composer,
since this mode is characterized by an
extremely unstable diminished tonic
and a major dominant a diminished
fifth above the tonic. Gotacough's
solution to this seemingly in-

surmountable compositional obstacle is

ingenious. Scribe's libretto, which
begins and ends with the question by
the- chief character Tallyrand, "And
then?," lends itself admirably to the
use of this most ambiguous of the
modes, and Gotacough has used this
modal framework effectively, if not

always convincingly. The tonic b-
diminished triad which closes this first

opera of the Quintillogy, however, leads
most convincingly to the G7 triad in the
second measure of the next opera,
Countdown for Renee. This work is in

the opera verismo style much loved by
Puccini and his contemporaries; yet
the style of this opera is always
Gotacough's own. The same sort of
tonal ambiguity (one might even say
confusion) which characterizes
Aristocratic Heirs is again obvious
here, but is a, subtly altered version.
The dialogue is set carefully in

reeitativo secco (which seems to be one
of the composer's favorite operatic
devices), and the full pathos of the
libretto can be discerned clearly from
careful text setting. The two major
characters, Renee and Gloria, stand
out in stark contrast to each other not so
much in the stylistic differences in their
parts, but through the careful attention
the composer has given to vocal timbre
and range.

The third oper.3 in the group is The
Catalonian Blunder. In an amazing
display of compositional virtuosity,

Gotacough has made this opera the
central focus of the five numerically,
temporally, dramatically, musically
and philosophically. It is, of course, the
third opera in the set; the mystical
properties of the number three are well
known to many societies. Since all
operas in the Quintillogy are ap-
proximately the same length (none
lasting more than about 90 seconds).
The Catalonian Blunder holds the cen-
tral time period of the longer work. The
scene of the opera is also much dif-

ferent from that of the previous or
succeeding pairs, being set in Spain.
Moreover, the libretto is pregnant not
so much with what it says as with what
it implies, leaving the burden of in-

terpretation to the audience. Musically
this opera is atonal, vaguely (but only
vaguely) reminiscent of Berg's Lulee.
Philosophically the opera poses the
eternal question of happiness and the
achievement thereof, and presents the
dilemma of love and rejection,
suggesting both the ontological and
teleological questions.

The fourth opera, Methylated Spirits,

follows logically from the third. Set in

Costa Rica, a former Spanish colony, it

is in the Heroic style most often

associated with Wagner. The dialogue
gains great intensity from the sparsity
of melodic development, and the
climax of the final phrase, ending on
the highest note (relative, of course, to

the vocal ranges involved)- is one of the
finest moments of all five operas. To a
certain extent, the philbsophical
questions posed by The Catalonian
Blunder are answered as well: the

regained virility of one of the chief
characters. Dr. Conchito, may well be
interpreted as a return to unity between
man and God, as a new beginning of a
meaningful life, as a rediscovery of

love, and as an affirmation of
humanity.

Desert Apprentices, the fifth and
final opera of the Quintillogy, is, ap-
propriately enough; a comic opera. The
major Philosophical questions of the
work have been asked in the third opera
and answered in the fourth. The final
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Forest Green...

SPIRAL
by Tad Jacks

It has been a long time since I have
felt compelled to write about a concert
and even longer to write about what we
call "just another dance."

Last Saturday I got that urge again
after a truely professional set of
musicians played here. Billed by the
Freshman Class as "a spectacular
dance concert", the performance
proved that the billing wasn't far from
the truth.

The band behind that performance.
SPIRAL, began playing in the
Philadelphia area about five years ago.
They were known formerly as FOREST
GREEN, a woodsy-type name which
characterized their music. In the
summer of 1973, the group cut an album
on Capitol Records. I know of two other
people besides myself who bought the
album, one of whom is keyboard artist
Arthur Cohen. Cohen, originally of
FOREST GREEN, now with SPIRAL,
and a graduate of the Philadelphia
Musical Academy, said he knows only a
few other owners. Timothy Jordan, who

forty" people with "Low Rider" and
"Shining Star", and concluded the set
with "Mr. Soulman", a tribute to the
great saxophonists of the world that
featured a solo by Mast.

The views of SPIRAL really came out
'in the second set. Cohen asked, "Is
everybody getting sick of the Bicen-
tennial?" He then proceeded to
dedicate the set to the people of
Philadelphia. The fourth song of the set,
a tribute to the finer people in the
world, women, revealed the band's
class. Mike Compton-Billy Cobham five
stroke rolls dominated this cut as Mast
interjected short blasts on the teno.
sax. Jordan, however, commanded this
tune, called "Let the Lady", in ex-
pressing the desire that women be
thought of as entirely equal. This
original moved nicely into Cobham's
"Crosswinds".

All three original numbers of the
third set dealt with the future. Comp-
ton's "Can't Fool the Future" opened
the set. The fourth tune, a speculation
in a brassy setting oriented to the
keyboard, sent the crowd dancing into
the next two numbers. With great
precision, Cohen and Duncan duelled
one another in Herbie Hancock's
"Chameleon". A possible top-forty song
with a catchy title, "21st Century", to
match its simpleness concluded this
set.

The final set was the real crowd
pleaser. It was not David Bowie's
"Young Americans" or disco tunes

Rick Duncan on bass guitar and Mike such as "Fly Robin Fly" that pleased.
Both add It was the lead guitar of Jordan in

"Rhythm King", an original, and
Compton's amazing solo in

"Hedgewood" that worked magic.
"Hedgewood" was written by Cohen

Three original tunes made up part of
du
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somewhat known tunes with our
B the only reference title-wise to the

plays guitar and does lead vocals, also
attended the Musical Academy and was
also in FOREST GREEN. Robert Mast,
flutist, tenor and soprano sax player,
said, "The old band (FOREST
GREEN) was successful, but not
together." Mast, who played in the
McGUIRE AIR FORCE BAND as well,

added, "I think the only thing we
agreed upon was that it was a thrill to
play with Dave Mason. That was all!"
The two other members of SPIRAL are

Compton on drums
background vocals.

original material. Of course, we also
have a two hour show of all original raivN
material. A surprisingly small amount
of the original material is in the show
that we do for a long dancewith' a top-
forty-type crowd," commented Cohen.

It really explains SPIRAL and
distinguishes them from FOREST

We do "Hedgewood" only

because we want to pay tribute to our
house. We don't want people to think it

is a reaching into the past of FOREST
GREEN. If you noticed, we don't do any
FOREST GREEN material," ex-
plained Cohen.

Anybody keeping track of che songs
could see that in each set the original
tunes were the first, fourth, and seventh
or concluding song of the set. In the first
set, the band opened with a number
called "Let's Make It Clear", written
by Timothy Jordan, the band's main
songwriter. After that number, it was
obvious what the night was to bring.
Even the lyrics suggested that the band
was there to give a show, unlike some of
the bands that invade Chestertown.
They more than satisfied the "top-
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finale of Act n of Rossini's L'ltaliana in title of the opera.
Algien, and curiously enough, is the At the beginning of'Act IV, Charlotte
only one of the five operas to make Sofia's father, miraculously alive
extensive use of a chorus. Dramatically appears in the office of the Family
this short comic work is the ideal Lawyer. The father (realistically sung
conclusion to the somewhat more by tenor Robert Torn) has survived the
serious mood of the other four operas, fiscissitudes of a many-checquered and
The major event of the afternoon, mishap-ridden career to search out his

however, was not the performance of beloved child and heir. At the end of the
the QuinttUogy, but the presentation of scene, he runs out of the Lawyer's of-
Gotacnugh's masterpiece Gryphoemia. fice in a fury, a kind of overcoat made
A full-blown opera in miniature, from the fur of the Tibetan yak. At the
Gryphoemia was performed splendidly beginning of the second scene, he has
by the Opera-Grotesquique Theater of searched fruitlessly for twelve days
the Smyrna Festival Opera House (there was a strike by fruit harvesters
under the baton of the renowned
Benjamin Bitten. Maestro Bitten
deserves full credit for this per-
formance, for, despite occasional
lapses of taste and consciousness, it is

at the time, it is to be presumed)
without finding his child. He decides
that he must continue his search.
Act V is set again in the Low Place.

The Drunken Brute is still afflicted by
an altogether convincing and accurate the Horrors. Charlotte Sofia has nearly

To end this enjoyable and worthwhile
evening, Jordan led the troops into four
minutes of an unfinished instrumental.
On a reflective note, Cohen said, "We

have really only been playing publicly
for about seven weeks as the new band,
but we feel more content than we ever
did as the successful FOREST GREEN.
We have made so much progress."

representation of the composer's
tentions.

Ogred Weary's interpretation of
Edward Gorey's "The Hapless Child"
is a typically involved and convoluted
opera libretto. At the beginning of the
opera, the Prologue, played by Bitten 's

housemate an protege Peter Pitts, is

seen hovering over a dead body. His
introduction is brief, poignant and
moving. Defying operatic tradition,

Gotacough follows this scene with a
rousing overture in the style of Flo
Ziegfield, whom he probably met in

New York about 1921. The first scene,
set in the office of the Family Lawyer
(brilliantly sung by basso Overt
Braggart), presents the problem of the
opera: Charlotte Sofia has supposedly
been orphaned and is left in the ands of
the Family lawyer. The Lawyer is

scarcely a stable character, nor is he
particularly concerned about his
ward's welfare. This is made very clear
in the meandering recitatives of both
characters, particularly those of
Charlotee Sofia (admirably sung by
ultra-soprano Juniper Vivace), and in

the moving duet in the scene, based on a
familiar folk song.

Charlotte Sofia is given into the care
of a boarding school, where her
problems and her tender sensibilities

are neither understood nor appreciated
by her peers nor by the headmistress
(movingly sung by sub-soprano Arid
Manikin). Driven to the brink of in-

sanity, Charlotte Sofia rushed from the
sence into the street at the end of the
act.

Act Two begins with the hapless
Charlotte Sofia wandering about the
streets in a daze; she is accosted by a
hoodlum who robs her of her locket ( the
hoodlum is menancingly sung by
sub-bass Tremmer Anatomy). No
sooner has the waif recovered from this
untoward incident than she is again
beset by a second hoodlum (evilly sung
by baritone John Notable) who sells her
into servitude to A Drunken Brute
(intoxicatingly sung by sub-baritone
John Surely-Queer). But this is to rush
our story, for it occurs in Act III.

Act III is set in a low place, the den of

iniquity inhabited by the Drunken
Brute. Even in a recording, the scene is

made eerie by the composer's genial
orchestration, which uses an untuned
autoharp to portray the evil place.

Charlotte Sofia is condemned to spend
the rest of her life manufacturing (in

the true sense of the word) paper
flowers. The highlight of the act is the

Ballet of the Paper Flowers,
elephantinely performed by the Corps
de Ballet of the Morgnec P.T.A., lean
Dancerite, ballet master. This is

horribly interrupted when the Drunken
Brute is stricken with an instantaneous

been blinded by her work in confined,
vapour-filled, dimly-lit quarters. She
rushes unseeing into the street. The
second scene, the street before the Low
Place, begins with the Father motoring
about in his touring car searching for
his dear daughter. Charlotte Sofia
rushes into the street and is struck by
her father's car. She expires in his

arms, but she is so changed that he does
not recognize her. As the curtain falls

slowly, he utters the final line, "But
who is this child?"

Gotacough 's style throughout this
major work is characterized by an
harmonic ambiguity, even
aimlessness, which suits his material
ideally. His melodic style is im-
provisatory, meandering, folksy,
simplistic and even at times am-
biguous; given his intensive training at
the hands of the Brothers of the Garden,
this is to be expected. It can be stated
with no equivocation that his talents of

harmonic and melodic invention, if

miniscule, are at least equal to each
other. And the music is ideally suited to

the libretto as well. It is doubtful that,

in the whole history of opera, there has

ever been a better wedding of music
and libretto; all too often brilliant

music is wasted on a trivial libretto,

or monumental texts are set to inane
music. In Gryphoemia, however, the
art may well be said to reach its highest
and most ravishing platitude.
Moreover, the performance reaches
equal heights and, given the tragic

circumstances of the plot and per-

formance, sinks to equal depths.
Special credit must be given Maestro
Bitten, Ballet Master Dancerite and
Maestra Imagine Halt, the Chorus
Mistress, who shaped an extremely
amorphous performance from this

imposing score. Of the singers, it must
be said that they performed the score
with emotion which fulfilled the most
subtle expectations of the score.
Gotacough's style is curiously eclectic;

yet it may truly be said that no other

operatic composer, from Monteverdi to

Berg, could have written this

monumental, if controversial, work.
Mr. Tatnall deserves a good deal of

something for bringing the works of

Gotacough to the attention of his hand-
picked audience on Friday. It was a
lively and entertaining, even in-

formative, occasion, graced by the

appearance of all of the singers in the

cast. The warmth with which all were
greeted was indicative of the esteem in

which all are held by this community.
And the alacrity with which the active

and passive participants proceeded to

the ensuing festivities gave ample
evidence of and homage to the

stenuousness of their involvement in

the afternoon's activities.
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Basketball

Sports
Drops Two More

by Dana Chatellier

For all you fans who like to keep
track of all the scores, the Shoremen
made it easy for you last week, losing to

Salisbury at home and Ursinus on the
road by identical scores, 68-63. The twin
lossed lowered the team's overall
record to 4-14 and the setback at
Ursinus made the conference' record 2-

4.

Thursday night against Salisbury
before one of the better crowds of the

year, the Shoremen once more looked
as though they wauted to beat
somebody. Largely on the shooting of

Geoff Kurtzman and Jerry Rice,
Washington built up a 33-26 halftone
lead. Unfortunately, the illusion of

desire lasted only for the first half. It's

not iiard to picture Salisbury coach
Ward Lambert in the locker room at

halftime turning to his playmaking
guard Dave McEvoy, who was about 1-

for-15 from the floor in the first half,

grabbin; his jersey, and saying, "If you
don't start getting the ball in low to

Shockley, your head will adorn my
office wall in the morning."

Once that was settled, the ball started
going in to the 6'6" Howard Shockley,
who responded by shooting 10-for-10
from the floor and leading the
resurgence, as the Gulls outscored the
Shoremen 42-30 in the second twenty
minutes. The thing that really shot
holes in the idea that the Shoremen
came out that night wanting to win was
this situation: forty seconds to play,
Salisbury up by four, McEvoy on the
line for 1-and-l. If he misses, the
Shoremen go down and score, then get

Shockley's 30 points took game
scoring honors, while Kurtzman with 18

and Doug Byrne's 14 led the Shore five.

Saturday at Ursinus the game took a
different course. Ursinus got in front

early, and stayed there, thanks to some
absolutely atrocious shooting by the
Shoremen (7-for-33, 21 percent). It was
34-22, Ursinus, at the halfway mark,
and it looked to be a long night if

Washington couldn't shoot any better.

Fortunately, they could. To be sure, it

was a sneak-up-from-behind job, but
the Bears' lead gradually dwindled,
getting down to three with just four
minutes remaining. It was then that

Ursinus started going to their best
shooter, guard Greg Thren, who scored
on a jumper and a three-point play that

ballooned the lead back out to eight and
ended the contest. The Shoremen got
dose once more, but never got the one
big break that would have really turned
the game around.

Thren led all scorers with 20 points,
and 6'8" Randy Stubits had 14 for
Ursinus. Geoff Kurtzman and Doug
Byrne had 14 apiece for Washington.
The Shoremen took on Navy Tuesday

(who tuned up for them by playing
nationally-ranked Rutgers Saturday
night against Ursinus in Cain Athletic
Center and you can bet the Shoremen
won't be sending the Bears any
Valentines.

The Art of Yoga.

the ball back i . . anything could hap-
pen. So McEvoy's shot goes up, bounces
off the rim ... and four Shoremen stand
there, watching the ball — akd the last

chance for victory — roll merrily away.
McEvoy got fouled again with 19 .

{
seconds left and this time he made the a
1-and-l, putting the game away for
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by Lance Margolin

Gymkana Troupe Visits

by Caryl Huston

Last Friday nighty Feb 6 in the Cain
Athletic Center, Washington College's
Athletic Department presented the
world reknowned' University of
Maryland Gymkana Troupe. One of the
oldest exhibitional gymnastic groups in
the U.S. today, the troupe has traveled
throughout the country and abroad.
The troupe's act opened with the

performers lined up in a V, singing the
"Star Spangled Banner", whereupon
the whole audience rose. To extend
fellowship and good will is one of the
troupe's most important goals.

Among the evenings events were
vaulting, uneven parallel bars, chair
balancing, floor excercise, side horse,
men's doubles balancing, horizontal
bar, pyramids, tumbling, ladders,
balance beam, parallel bars, a comedy
un parallel bars, women's triple syn-
chronized balancing; rings and the

trampoline. Judging from the
audience's response, performance on
the rings, trampoline, and ladders,
along with tumbling and vaulting ap-
peared to be the most entertaining and
thrilling of the exhibition. The clowning
act on parallel bars between two
members of the troupe kept the
audience amused and laughing.
The coaches of the troupe, Dr. George

Kramer and his assistant Joseph F.
Murray, performed a balancing trick
where one literally balanced the other
in his hands which required great
strength and balance from both men.
The performance was not flawless and
some of the acts were repetitive and
rather lengthy but, for the most part, it

kept the audience in suspense.

Yoga enables one to increase his

awarneess through physical con-
ditioning. You may ask, how does one
increase his mental awareness through
physical manipulation? The answer, as
Buddism preaches, is simple; "A man
cannot control his mind until his body is

made pure and healthy." In other

words, a healthy body is essential for a

healthy mind. Yoga is an easy art to

practice and is beneficial as protection

against disease.

As students we are constantly sub-

jected to the ills and fatigue of studying.

Whether suffering from insomnia
1 because of an exam, or undergoing
fatigue from late hour studying, the

student needs a break from everyday
stress and strain. And what better way
to get away from it all than to become
physically and mentally aware? Wliile

practicing Yoga, one is totally relaxed

and at one with mind and body.

There are thousands of Yoga
positions, each one with a specific good
in mind. Yoga is designed to have
benevolent effects on everytlung from
bad posture to constipation and
respiratory problems. It can help bone
and muscle ailments, as well as in-

ternal organs.

There are many different types of

Yoga, but the one most practiced is

Hatha Yoga. It involves certain
postures for physical health and breath
exercises, which signix the
purification of the body by getting rid of

malevolent germs. These breath
exercises may be mild or vigorous,
the latter forcing inhalation and
exhalation. A relaxation period follows

every few exercises. There is total

control of mind and body in these

periods of "masterly inactivity", as
they are known in Yogic terminology.

To benefit from Yoga, one does not
need to be as practised as a Yogi; the
benefits of Yoga in everyday life are so
great that it is recommended for
everyone. If you find it difficult to relax
when you have nothing to do, Yoga will
teach you how and enable you to forget
about outside pressures. Yoga can also
be a great help in relieving physical
and mental disorders. As Buddhism
preached, "the first step on the way to
spiritual freedom and salvation is

perfect health."

Yoga is taught by Karen Smith on
Tuesday and Thursday mornings at

11 :30in the Wrestling Room of the Cain
Athletic Center.
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Creativity and Competition

by Keith Twitchell

Intramurals at Washington UoUege

have provided students with a means of

physical expression for some years.

The competition, as well as this year's

crop of creative team names is as good

as ever. Basketball is running strong

this season, and socrosse is off to a good

start.

In "A" League Basketball, the Theta

Chi team appears to be unstoppable.

With a team that could probably give

the varsity a stiff fight, and with

several ex-varsity members playing for

them, they have breezed through all

Photo by Jean Dixon

Women's Crew

Ever since women's crew started at

Washington College a few years ago,

the response exhibited has been great.

This year, because of considerable

interest shown by a large amount of

girls, there will be two boats rowing in

the spring whereas last year there was

only one. These boats will be labeled

"first varsity" and "second varsity",

the first being the better of the two.

Although crew is a spring sport,

practice begins early. The team started

rowing in the fall and continued to the

end of the first week in November.

Since then they have been conditioning

themselves which entails exercising,

running and lifting weights. According

to Coach Barry McArdle, the girls will

begin rowing again "around the middle

of February" or "whenever the ice

leaves the river".

Last year's team raced against six

other colleges and finished the season

undefeated. Lost from last year's boat

through graduation are Mary Ann

McArdle, Bowie Johnson and Cindy

Morton. Andrea Dunleavy and Jesse

Lowman, rowers from last year who

will not be rowing this year, will also be

missed. Cathy Campbell, Shari Moore,

and Debbie Gitt are the only returning

veterans.

their competition so far. Also looking

strong are the "Trojenz"; (the source

for this name remains a mystery

throughout the league).

In "B" League play, several teams

have emerged as contenders for the

championship: the Sigs, the Lambdas,

the "Mud Sharks", and the "Poten-

tials". Outstanding name of the year

goes to the "Trod City (T.C.) Bump-

stuffers", a truly inspired name for a

basketball team. Perhaps if some of the

professional teams used this kind of

imaginative thinking in deciding on

their team names, more attention

would be paid to them by people who

are tired of animals and birds.

Intramurals are outstanding at WC:

well organized with an unusually high

participation rate, they provide

students who are not interested or

qualified for varsity sports with an

opportunity to participate in athletic

competition without the hassles of

trying to find whatever number of other

people are required to get up a game.

They are also a lot of fun (for the most

part) and, as such, are an asset to the

campus atmosphere.

Coach McArdle feels that "inex-

perience" and the fact that most of the

girls are "tiny" are the two main

weaknesses of this year's team.

Although these weaknesses will have to

be dealt with, the enthusiasm and

hardwork shown by the girls will be an

important asset for attaining another

winning season.
Caryl Huston
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AcademicDishonestVf
The Case for a

Student Honor Code

Cheating— the great corrupter of the

educational process. By all indications,

it is on the rise nationwide. Offenses run

the gamut from term-paper writing

services to academic sabotage in

medical schools. In stark contrast to

the idealism of the sixties, students of

the seventies seem to have lost their

moral sense.

Washington College is not free from
this blight — far from it. A recent

survey (reproduced on page 2)

produced some rather distressing

results. 10.9 percent of all students

surveyed, for instance, admitted to

plagiarism; yet only 17 percent said

they would turn in someone they wit-

nessed paliarising. But 96.1 percent

considered plagiarism cheating.

Results are similar for other offenses

such as copying from another student's

exam paper, using crib sheets, and
trying to secure answers before an
exam. The results of the survey bear
out the contention that most students of

the seventies are amoral or, at the very
least willing to look the other way when
confronted with academic dishonesty.

The survey has produced shock
waves in the Washington College

community. Two separate committees
— the Academic Council and a special

S.G.A. committee — are looking into

the problem, and are trying to devise a
student honor code as a solution.

Paul Noto is chairman of the S.G.A.

committee. While stressing that the

projected code is in the very early

stages of development, Noto did outline

some of the suggestions that the

committee is considering. First, any

honor code must define cheating and

outline the moral obligation of students

in matters of academic dishonesty.

There is some controversy, however,

over whether a student honor code

should go farther, outlining specific

penalties for specific offenses. Man-
datory penalties have been suggested,

such as automatic failure and
automatic expulsion. Another

by Carlos Wilton

possibility is an Honor Committee,
formed of students and faculty and
empowered to deal with individual

cases. Still another possibility is to

retain the present system, under which
the All-Campus Judiciary is respon-
sible for trying cheating offenders.

Noto is also disappointed that the
faculty has voted to appoint the

Academic Council as its spokesman in

developing a separate honor code. "It's

a slap in the face to the students that
the faculty does not consider the

students honest enough or competent
enough to create an effective honor
code."

Noto feels, however, that the present
honor code, if it can be called that, is

sadly deficient. The present code, he
says (found on page 15 of the Student's
Guide to the Academic Program), does
nothing more than say "cheating is

naughty."

Does Washington College have an
honor code? According to President

Joseph McLain, the answer is no,

although this has not always been the

case. When McLain first started

teaching at Washington College,

students had to sign a pledge at the end

of every blue book that read, "I have

not given or received help on this test."

For some reason, this custom fell into

disuse many years ago. McLain would

like to see it revived. He would also

welcome a student honor code placing

students "on their honor" not to cheat

and to report any cheating they see. But

McLain is dead set against mandatory

penalties for cheating — penalties

should be left to the discretion of the

professor involved. His major objection

to mandatory penalties, such as

suspension, is that they do not

discriminate among those against

whom they are directed. "The kid who
made a minor mistake is treated like

the real criminal." Also, mandatory

penalties can be a crutch to a Judiciary

unwilling to make a decision.

To McLain, the most important
part of an honor system is neither the
honor code nor the penalties, but the

detection system. Peer pressure is the
best weapon to combat academic
dishonesty — indeed, it is the only
weapon. It must be said here that

Washington College's famous student

apathy is probably the major obstacle

to effective peer pressure. McLain's
answer to this objection is "Let's try it

and see." In his view, "apathy is

developed by preconceived notions of

defeat."

As usual, John Moag, S.G.A.
President, had something to say on the

issue — and, surprisingly, he was
largely in agreement with President

McLain. Moag favors a student honor
code (as he said, "Who wouldn't?"),

and is also an opponent of mandatory
penalties. "An honor code is basically

rhetoric. It says a bunch of stuff that

doesn't mean anything at all unless

people really think about it . . . but an
honor code has a psychological effect

on every fresman coming in, so that he
doesn't cheat, and if he does cheat, he

wouldn't tell his best friend." On the

extent of cheating at Washington
College: "it's gotten so blatant . . .

you don't even know about because
teachers don't bring it to anybody's
attention." But Moag is optimistic

about an honor code's chance of suc-

cess: "I think it's going to work
because the faculty are up set . . .

they're definitely ready to support us.

The Academic Council is interested in

taking it up. The recent Judiciary

causes have brought it to a head."

An honor code certainly cannot

succeed without a grass-roots

movement to combat cheating in all its

forms. Faculty and administration can

bemoan the results of the survey, but

they can do very little about the

problem. It is up to the students of

Washington College to make an honor

code work. If apathy wins out this time,

the consequences can be serious. This is

not a case of broken windows or stolen

statues — Washington College's entire

academic reputation is at stake.

In Preview

Summer Jobs

Applications are now being accepted
from college students for summer jobs
with the Maryland Department of

Transportation. Students applying
must be Maryland citizens and show
proof of their intention to continue their

education.

The positions, which range from
stenographers to technical assistants,

offer students an opportunity to earn
both wages and valuable experience in

their field of study.

Jobs are available throughout
Maryland with those on the Eastern
Shore and in the state's western
counties being the hardest to fill. While
positions are available in such fields as
accounting, chemistry, engineering,

electronics, economics, journalism,
urban and transportation planning,

these are also the fields in which there

is the most competition for the jobs.

Students are encouraged to apply for

jobs in their major area of study but are
also urged to consider other fields as
well.

Wages range from $2.60 to $3.80 per
hour, depending on the position and the

number of summers the individaul

employee has worked for the depart-

ment.

The deadline for applications is

March 15, 1976, and all interested

students are urged to see their school's

placement officer or visit the nearest

Maryland Department of Employment
Security office for details and ap-

plications. Baltimore area students can
also file applications at the Baltimore

Urban League in the Mondawmin
Concourse. The Maryland Department
of Transportation is an Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity employer.
The department's Student Summer

Employment Program is now in its fifth

year and has offered 2,400 students

summer work opportunities during that

time.

The Film Series will present the film,

LA STRADA, Tuesday night, February

24, at 7:30 P.M. Directed by Federico

Fellini, this film depicts the lives of

three members of a traveling side-

show: Gelsomina, a pathetic im-

pressionable person who has been sold

to Zampino, the show's brutal and in-

sensitive sideman, and H Matto, the

acrobat with the soul of a philosopher,

who befriends the abased Gelsomina.

Starring Anthony Quinn, Guiletta

Masina and Richard Basehart.
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Editorial Letter to the Editor
Three weeks ago, an Elm

editorial invoked a leading

problem facing both faculty and

students today, the inability of

students to use the English

language — the unique medium

which enables our society to shape

itself, or more accurately, con-

stantly re-shape itself. It is through

language that we, both as in-

dividuals and as a society, define

who we have been and who we will

be— which is to define who we are.

For educators of our society to

neglect what is perhaps their most

important responsibility —
teaching the rest of us how to

handle the only thing that everyone

in our society shares and that

allows us to mature — is for them

to incur the debasement of our

society.

And for educators to meet that

responsibility only halfway is for

them to demoralize those in our

society for whom writing is a

compulsion (beginning sophomore

year in high school and usually

continuing through several years

of higher education). Educators

who leave students at an

adolescent stage in their

knowledge of our language and

how to use it, permit them to suffer

with an internal contradiction

between their need and their

preparation. Most students' need is

to master the elephantine com-

plexity and power of the English

language, but their education often

leaves them servile. Too often.

Hence students, stranded in the

midst of their educational ex-

perience, cannot even begin to

realize their desires, their dreams.

The primary intent of the

academic program at Washington

College isjo "broaden and deepen

The DEADLINE is Tuesday evening

at 6:00 sharp for all copy to be printed

in the edition of the following Friday.

Observance of this deadline is essential

for the weekly publications of The
Washington Elm. All copy is subject to

review and revision by the editors of

The Elm.

(each student's) intellectual

development" or "education". The

program, though an ingenious

conformation that clearly reflects

the dual aim in its distribution and

major requirements, is sur-

prisingly deficient in one respect. A
more specific aim of the

curriculum, and one that is hardly

meant to be incidental, "requires

that students leam and practice

writing and talking with greater

accuracy, grace, and per-

suasiveness." Unfortunately, the

curriculum does not bear out this

aim quite as effectively as it lends

breadth and focus to each student's

educational experience. There is

no disputing that the processes of

learning to write and becoming

proficient in writing are largely

empirical; a certain amount of

"practice" is involved in writing

an essay-type exam or a critique of

A.E. Housman's poetry or a lab

report, and through practice, more
is learned about how the language

can be used. Since there exist no-

separate courses in the curriculum

that are designed specifically to

teach students fundamental
writing skills or to develop those

skills and introduce students to the

finer aspects of the art of writing;

and since student proficiency in

writing is by no means presumed
(at least by those who formulated

the secondary aim of the academic

program), we must conclude that

existing courses attempt to bring

student writing to an advanced
level. Many professors do em-
phasize their willingness to help

students with their writing, but the

academic program remains
deficient in that it doesn't ensure

students help in learning to write

more accurately, gracefully, and
persuasively.

Note: the term "writing" used in

this editorial refers- only to non-
fictional prose and not to the modes
of expression encompassed by the
term "creative writing".
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TO THE EDITOR:
This is an editorial message from a

group that most of you normally don't

hear from — the Dishroom Crew. Most
of the time, we work out of sight and out

of mind back in the dishroom. Some of

you may not be aware, though, that we
also clean up the dining hall after every

meal. Most of the time we dont mind
doing this — after all, that's what we're

paid for. But recently, some in-

considerate students have taken to

leaving their trays and assorted trash

in the side of the dining hall closest to

the Hill Dorms. Cleaning up this mess

can add as much as twenty minutes to

our working time — and, believe us,

after two hours or more of work, those
twenty extra minutes are not ap-

preciated. So, getting to the point, we'd
like to ask those of you who sit in that

section to PLEASE bring your trays

back after you're done eating. We're
here to serve you, our fellow students—
not a bunch of children. You see, we're
under the Impression that Head Start

HAS moved out of "the Little House."
Thank you.

—YOUR DISHROOM CREW

Results of the survey administered last semester

by the S.G.A. Committee

on Hon or Codes:

A Do you consider the following cheating?

1. trying to secure answers before the exam
2. copying another students' answers
3. discussing answers during the exam
4. crib sheets or prepared blue books

5. plagiarism

B. Have you observed or had knowledge of:

1. persons trying to secure answers before the exam
2. copying another students' answers

3. discussing answers during the exam
4. crib sheets or prepared blue books

5. plagiarism

C. Have you participated in:

1. trying to secure answers before the exam
2. copying another students' answers

3. discussing answers during the exam
4. crib sheets or prepared blue books

5. plagiarism

D. If you say another stu

1. trying to secure ai

2. copying another st

3. discussing answers

4. crib sheets or pre]

5. plagiarism

would you turn th
e the exam
era

exam
ooks

iswers befor

udents answ
before the

ared blue b

E. Are you aware of an honor code at Washington College?

F. Do you think an honor code is necessary at Washington College?

G. Would you prefer a student rur honor system or faculty enforced system?

ALL STUDENTS: 1-4 SEHESTERS at '.I.e.: 5-£ SEHESTERS at Yr.C. I

percent yea/percent no percent yes/percent no percent yeo/percent no

l". .53. 8 /36.2
2. 100 /
3. 100 /-—

-

4. 99.2 /0.8
5. 96.1 /3.9

58.8
100
100
98.8
95.3

/41.2

P/4.7
73.8 /26.2
100 /
100 /
100 /
97.7 /2.3

l! 71.1 /28.9
2. 45.0 /55.0
3. 30.2 /69.B
4. 31.8 /68.Z
5. 50.4 /49.6

71.8
44.7
23.5
25.9
42.4

/28.2
/55.3
/76.3
/74.1
/57.6

69.8 /30.2
45.5 /54-5
43.2 /56.8
43.2 /56.8
65.9 /34.1

G.
1. 28.1 /71.9
2. 3.9 /96.1
3. 4.7 /95.3
4. 3.9 /96.1
5. 10.9 /89-1

32.9
2.4

3.5
8.2

/67.1
/97.6
/100
/96.5
/91.8

18.6 /81.4
6.6 /93.2
13.6 /86.4
4.5 /95-5
15.9 /84.1

68.5

56.8 (S)

/56.6

/31.5

/35.2 (F)

38.8

70.2

60.0 (S)

/61.2

/29.8

/35.3 (P)

46.5

65.1

50.0 (S)

/70.5
781.8
A>5:9
/75.0

/53.5

/34.9

/35.0 (p)



Baltimore Opera

Offenbach's Mad Opera-bouffe

Scharf on Jazz

New Releases

by John Holland

"Ladies and Gentlemen: it is

customary in Gerolstein to rise for the

national anthem." Giggles ran
throughout the audience and after

cursory glances to see if anyone else

would comply, everyone stood up as the

orchestra played the first theme in the

overture to Offenbach's zany opera-

bouffe, La Grande Dnchesse de
Gerolstein, presented last weekend by

the Baltimore Opera Company.
The voice came from Baron Grog, a

diplomatic gentleman seated in a stage

box, surrounded by figures right out of

the court of Napoleon III. After the

curtain went up, the Baron became our

interpreter and the aide-de-camp to

Prince Paul of Steis-stein-steis-Laper-

Bott-moll-Schorstenburg, suitor for the

hand of the Grand Duchess. What
followed was one of the most delightful

performances of this maddest of

operattas.

The production, on loan from the

Santa Fe Opera, used the original

French for the songs but reverted to

English for dialogue and narration.

Thus we were spared the usual em-
barrassment of poorly translated

verse, forced upon the brittle score, but

had the benefit of following all of the

hilarious action. The combination
worked beautifully.

La Grande Duchesse de Gerolstein

had its first performance in Paris in

1867, during the Universal Exposition.

The libretto, by Meilhac and Halevy, is

a sharp satire on the sensational

romantic scandals in the courts of

Napoleon III and Eugenie, and
Catherine the Great and Potemkin, set

in a tiny ducky in pre-Bismark Ger-
many. The figure of the Grand Duchess
herself is based not only on Catherine

and Eugenie, but also on the French
prima donna who created the role,

Hortense Schneider. Like the Duchess,

Mme. Schneider had the reputation for

being a "grande horizontale" and is

known to have had several lovers at one

time.

Offenbach's heroine falls for a young

soldier named Fritz, who is in love with

a young village wench named Wanda.
The Duchess showers numerous at-

tentions on Fritz, including the titles,

Baron of Vermout von Bockbier and

Count of Aval-kat-vintt-schopp-

Vergismeinnicht. After several large-

scale military victories and blatant

entreaties from the Duchess, Fritz is

still deaf to her pleas. In a fit of anger

she joins a conspiracy against Fritz and

Wanda, led by Prince Paul and General

Bourn, Fritz's former commanding
officer. Naturally, they all relent and

Fritz marries Wanda, the Duchess

marries Paul (though she keeps Baron

Grog around for rainy days), and

Gerolstein is a happy place once again.

Biss Hebert's choreographic staging,

resplendant with waltzes and can-cans

(including one for the regiment! ) was a

delight, and Allen Charles Klein's

simple but colorful sets were perfect,

blending well with the costumes by
Suzanne Mess and relying on pinks,

yellows, and oranges to evoke the lively

duchy.

British mezzo soprano Ann Howard
was a marvelous Duchess, singing with

vocal elegance and playing the role

with the verve of a vivandiere. Never
once did her performance sag. Tenor
James Atherton was the young Fritz.

Although he had several commendable
spots and the proper vocal timbre for

the role, he was frequently swamped by
the orchestra and large ensemblies. His

rondo arietta in Act II and the distinctly

Gallic bedroom scene with Wanda,
cutely and well performed by soprano

Barbara Shuttleworth, were high points

of the evening. Baritones David
Holloway and Herbert Beattie were
both vocally brilliant and hilariously

funny as Prince Paul (a waspish fop

with a preference for wearing blue

satin nightgowns) and General Bourn,

respectively.

John Crosby's conducting dragged a
bit in Act I, but the rest was performed
with all the necessary sparkle and jole

de vivre. Judging from the number of

people who left humming its catchy

airs, I'd say Offenbach's too little

known farce was a great success.

NewsBriefs
In Preview

• Continued from Page 1

The Sophie Kerr Committe will

present films on 20th century writers, to

be shown in the meeting room of Miller

Library basement throughout the week

of February 23-27. Various times are

posted in the library.

Anthony and Joseph Paratore, duo-

pianists, will perform for the

Washington College Concert Series on

March 2 at 8:30 p.m. in the Gibson Fine

Arts Center.

Their two-piano program will include

Sonata in D major, K. 446, by Mozart;
Andante and Variations in B flat major,
Opus 46, by Schumann; Variations on a
theme of Paganini, by Lutoslawski;

and Sonata in F minor, Opus 34a, by
Brahms.

The concert will be open to the public,

with admission by season tickets or by

single tickets available at the door,

adults $4.00, students (1.00.

The Paratore brothers have risen

rapidly in fame since winning first

prize in the piano duo competition of the

Munich International Piano Com-
petition in September 1974. In March
1975 they returned to West Germany for

a tour of principal cities and received

high praise from the critics. This

spring they will play in recitals and

perform with a number of orchestras in

the musical capitals of Europe during

an extensive tour.

- In the United States the brothers are

much in demand for performances with

leading orchestras and in recitals and

are favorites with college audiences. In
* the summer of 1975 they played recitals

and conducted student seminars on a

number of campuses.

Last fall they appeared in two sub-

scription performances with the

National Symphony in the nation's

capital and later made their

Washington recital debut on the

Performing Arts Society series in the

Kennedy Center.

Natives of Boston, Anthony and

Joseph Paratore studied at Boston

University and at New York's Juilliard

School with Rosina Lhevinne. They

made their professional debut with

Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops

Orchestra, and have performed with

Fiedler on numerous occasions. On

March 8 they may be seen in a PBS-TV

program with the Pops orchestra.

Written by Lanford Wilson and

produced in New York in 1973, "The Hot

L Baltimore" won the New York

Drama Critics Award as Best

American Play of 1972-73; the Obie

Award as the Best Off-Broadway Play

and the Outer Critics Circle Award.

The scene for the play is the lobby of a

rundown hotel populated by a variety of

retired residents, transients and

prostitutes. As the action unfolds the

encounters of these characters reveal

the emptiness they feel in their lives

and the measures to which they resort

to fill that emptiness.

Because of semi-arena staging, the

number that can be seated at each

performance is limited to 100. Curtain

time for all performances is 8:00 p.m.

There will be a $2 admission charge for.

adults and $1 for non-college students.

For reservations please call 778-2800,

ext. 268.

"The Hot L Baltimore," a production

of the Department of Drama of

Washington College will be presented

on February 26-29 in Tawes Theatre of

the Gibson Fine Arts Center.

Directed by Professor Timothy B.

Maloney with set design by William

Segal, the cast features James Thomas,

Nancy Knuth, Christie Robinson, Lisa

Gluck, Kevin Madden, Dave Knepler,

Karyn Thompson and Kevin Simpson.

Also featured are Lydia Daffer, John

Holland, William Barksdale, John

D'Amico and April Lindevald.

BALTIMORE
An all-Bach program will be

presented by the Peabody Concert

Singers at 8:00 P.M., on February 28, in

Peabody's North Hall, 1 East Mount

Vernon Place. Admission is $1.00, 50

cents for students and senior citizens,

proceeds to benefit the Peabody
Scholarship Fund. For further in-

formation, call (30D-837-0600.

The Towson State College Concert

Series wil I sponsor the Towson

Chamber Players in a concert on

Sunday, February 22, in the Fine Arts

Building on the college campus, at 3:00

P.M.
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Under a New Label: g"

Quality -

a
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Elvio Jones, "Live" <o
Elvin Jones, "On the Mountain" O
Steve Grossman, "Some Shapes to w
Come"
Dave Llebman, "Open Sky"

Listed above are four of the latest

releases on a relatively new label, P.M.

RECORDS. If these recordings are any

indication of what P.M. RECORDS
productions lie ahead, we can expect to

enjoy the musical expression of only the

more significant jazz artists.

These albums, produced with much
pride and inspiration, represent four

very diverse jazz styles, ranging from

jazz-rock to the classic acoustic jazz of

Coltrane.

Really exciting jazz requires the

skills of more than one artist, and P.M.

RECORDS has employed the talents of

Jan Hammer, Chick Corea, Joe

Farrell, and others.

Jazz is as challenging a form of ex-

pression for the listener as it is for the

composer-performer. Its chameleon-

like quality, so prominent in these

releases, intrigues the listener with

surprises each time a cut is played.

Whether you try to follow the

development of a single "voice" or try

to listen to the simultaneous

movements of all the "voices", the

feeling evoked by each playing is that of

a newly arranged composition. You can

listen to the percussion of Jones'

drumming or Hammer's amazing
keyboard playing numerous times and

never hear the same "erockadile

rock".

Jan Hammer,

Master Mind

of

Electronic Jazz

Jan Hammer, "The First Seven Days"

"The First Seven Days" is a

masterpiece signaling a new horizon in

the field of electronic jazz. The master

mind behind it is Jan Hammer,
keyboard wizard of the Mahavishnu

Orchestra. Bearing little resemblance

to his former contributions to the

Mahavishnu sound, Hammer's
acoustics reflect a new direction,

largely attributable to his newly found

independence.

The composition opens with a

chaotic, tumultuous sound, which is as

meticulous as an overture by Charles

Ives. Hammer builds his vision of the

creation of the world from distorted

sounds to sweet harmonies, out of

which come catchy melodies. It is one

inspired effort, and the fact that

Hammer plays all the instruments

himself reveals the care he took to

make sure every part of his vision

would be rendered the way he "heard"

it And he plays so expertly that we

easily see the glorious picture he has

painted for us with his synthesizer.



Basketball Cagers Romp

| Sho'men upend Haverford
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'The best game of

by Dana Chatetller

In a practice not too long ago, Coach
Finnegan told W.C.'s basketball team
that the law of averages had to be on
their side. The Shoremen proved
Finnegan's observation on Wednesday
the 11th, when they upended Haverford
81-79 to finally pull out a close
ballgame. They lost two other games,
though, lowering their overall record to
5-16 and their conference mark 3-5.

Tuesday, February 10th, the Fin-
neganmen took a short jaunt across the
Chesapeake Bay to the Naval
Academy, where the Midshipmen
ended a losing streak by polishing off
the Shoremen, 99-68. The game was not
as much of a blowout as the final score
would indicate; the Shoremen looked
good and played the Middies tough the
whole way. Joe Wilson led all scorers
with 22 for W.C., while center Hank
Kuzma paced the Mids with 19.

At Haverford the following night, the

Maroon and Black was out to avenge a
one-point loss and they did it in the most
exciting game of the season. Knowing
the opposition, the Shoremen played the

Fords tough right from the start. Last
year's "Most Valuable Player" in the

MAC and Haverford's all-time leading

scorer, Dick Voith, got hot to keep the

Fords in the game, but the outside

shooting of Jerry Rice and the inside

play of Geoff Kurtzman and Joe Wilson
sparked the Shoremen to a 46-40 half-

time edge.

Early scoring by Dan Jankelunas and
Wilson propelled the home team to a 57-

46 lead within the first four minutes of
the second half. Voith found it difficult

to miss, scoring both on inside moves
and long jumpers, but the Shoremen
kept the pressure on. Steve Wilkinson's
steal at midcourt for a layup pushed the
lead back to 77-66 and the Fords called
time out.

With less than five minutes to play,
Haverford went into the press. Two
quick buckets by Bob Harper, a couple
of foul shots by Jerry Shotzbarger and a
jumper from Voith, and all of a sudden
the score was 77-74 and the Shoremen
called time out.

Haverford finally tied the score as
Harper hit the first half of a 1-and-l But
he missed the second shot and the
Shoremen boxed out their men and got
the rebound.

the year'

Down the floor ... to Joe Wilson . . .

down the lane . . . jumper . . . good . .

.

79-77 with less than a minute left.

Haverford gets it to Voith ... he scores
his 32nd and 33rd points of the game on
a jumper with 40 seconds on the clock.

Now down at the other end: Rice's pass
is batted out ot bounds . . . Haverford
screams that Kurtzman touched it last

... but it's the Shoremen's ball . . . time
out ... 26 seconds to go ... in to Wilson.

. . pass to Rice . . . Rice dribbling out-

side while his teammates clear out the

right side of the floor . . . Rice looks up
at the clock ... 10 seconds ... off to the

hoop and lays it up . . . bounces off the

rim . . . Doug Byrne soars into the air,

and high above everyone else, taps the

ball . . . bounces off front of the rim . .

.

Kurtzman takes it down the floor with

two hands . . . takes it back up . . . and
. . . SCORES! !! Haverford calls time
out with two seconds on the clock. Dick
Voith's half-court bomb bounces off the
back of the rim at the sound of the
buzzer, and Mrs. Finnegan comes
flying across the floor and into her
husband's arms as the Shoremen
rejoice.

Voith's 33 led all scorers, but Kurtz-
man's 23 and Wilson's 21 more than
made up for it. Jerry Rice added 13.
In the game against Ursinus on the

night of Valentine's Day, the Shoremen
just came out flat, perhaps still

emotionally spent from Wednesday's
game. Ursinus got an early lead and
held it, as 6-7 Randy Stubits intimidated
the Shoremen all evening.
W. C. trailed 42-35 at the half and

managed to cut the lead down to two at
one point in the second half, but once
more, just never got the one big break
that would have turned the game
around. The Shoremen's Joe Wilson
and Ursinus's Jim McLaughlin tied for
game scoring honors, with 21 each.

FREE THROWS: The cheerleaders
accompanied the team to Navy and it is

hoped that in the future they will make
more of the away trips. The funniest

part of the Navy game was when a

Middle drove up to the hoop, got fouled,

tossed the ball up and, after rolling

around the rim several times, it

stopped dead on the small piece of

metal that connects the rim to the

backboard.
I for one just don't think that Ursinus

is that much better than the Sho'men.
The season ends Tuesday the 24th

with a game against Gallaudet.
Oops . . . forgot something : for all you

score freaks, the final Saturday was 81-

75, Ursinus.

by Dana Chatellier

Breaking 100 points for the first time
this year, Tom Finnegan's basketball

team made a shambles of Eastern
College last Monday before the home
fans. Hopefully, the Shoremen enjoyed
it while they could, because two days
later a playoff-bound Widener five put
it to them in Pennsylvania. The
respective scores were 104-71 over
Eastern and 88-57 the wrong way to

Widener.

Get
Stomped

Monday night saw the Shoremen beat
somebody really badly for the first time
all year. The game was just a total

blowout, as the Maroon and Black led

10-0, then 20-4, 56-27 at halftime, and
cruised the rest of the way. Finnegan
went to the far end of his bench early,
and they responded favorably, with 57
points coming from non-starters. The
high point of the evening was when the
Shoremen's 5-5 speedster Derwin
Wright not only made his first home
appearance, but scored his first basket
of the year, in so doing providing the
Shoremen with their 99th and 100th
points.

The top three scorers in the game
were, oddly enough, from Eastern —
Ben Winn (20), Rick Geiger (18), and
Tyrone Kilgoe (16). Since all thirteen

Shoremen scored, and since that only
happens once every five years or so,

here's the entire Washington box score
(field goals-free throws— total points)

:

Wilson 7-1—15, Rice 6-3—15, Beach 6-1—
13, Kurtzman 5-2—12, Moore 4-2—10,

Wilkinson 3-2—8, Compton 3-2—8,
Hogan 3-1—7, Byrne 2-2-6, Jankelunas
2-0—4, Lawrence 1-1—3, Wright 1-0—2,

Habermann 0-1—1. Total 43-18—104.

How sweet it was.

At Widener on Wednesday it was the
same type of situation, only the team
situation was reversed. Widener
jumped out to an early 16-6 lead after
scoring the first four baskets of the
game, and the hot first-half shooting of
6-6 Dennis James and guard Jim Coyle
carried the Poineers to a 42-24 halftime
advantage. The Shoremen were never
able to mount a serious threat in the
second half and both teams began
clearing their benches with five
minutes to go.

Joe Wilson led the Flnneganmen with
22 and Geoff Kurtzman added 19 for the
only scoring stability the Shoremen
could muster. Dennis James took game
scoring honors with 25 and Coyle
popped 20 for Widener. Only James
among the starting five will return to

the club next year, but Widener has
kids sitting on the bench that could
probably start here, so they'll be tough
for a little while.

The Shoremen take on another club

headed for the MAC playoffs, Johns

Hopkins, here in the Washington's

Birthday game Saturday and ended the

long season with Gallaudet in the

nation's capital.
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Elm Gets New Chief

ISeie Elm pililor Roger J. Rpbemkr

AAoag Plans "Course

Intelligence Days"
First to be Held Next Week

by Carlos Wilton

Big changes are occuring In the office

of The Washington Elm. No longer is

the room buried beneath a pile of Elm
back issues; the walls are freshly

painted, the desks organized. Posters

are everywhere. The new look in the

Elm office reflects the personality of

Roger J. Rebetsky, the paper's new
editor.

On March 17, editor Amy Rhett

submitted her resignation to the Board
of Publications. Her reasons were
twofold: first, she believed she had
failed to make the Elm a vital and in-

tegral part of the college community;
second, despite much criticism of the

paper by the- student body, only a

handful of students demonstrated in-

terest by working on the staff. Because
of this lack of interest, Amy had been
putting out the Elm almost single-

handedly. It simply did not represent

the interests of the college community
as a whole.

On Amy's recommendation, the

Board of Publications appointed Roger
Rebetsky to succeed her for the

remainder of this year. Only a fresh-

man, Roger previously worked as

Publication Editor for the Elm
responsible for layout and business

matters. At Calvert Hall High School in

Baltimore he wrote for the newspaper
and was senior editor of the yearbook.

Roger plans to institute, many
changes in the Elm. The paper will

carry a new masthead and a different

overall design. New techniques and

.
features such as a free student

classified section will be added.

Graphics and photographs will play a

more important part Roger's primary
aim is to feel out just what students
want in their newspaper, and to act on
those guidelines; hopefully, the Elm
will become a more representative

student publication. A major aim is to

dispel rumors by emphasizing com-
plete, accurate news reporting. Roger
is "more concerned with accuracy and
objectivity than stylistic idiosyncrasy."

Outdated articles will appear only by
necessity; the paper will be published

weekly.

To succeed, Roger must avoid the

many pitfalls that have confronted Elm
editors in the past. He has already

made some changes in the Elm staff, as

well as in its design. Rick Kammandel,
a transfer student from Omaha,
Nebraska, will handle the vital jobs of

publication and advertising. Zung
Nguyen will start as sports editor. John
Holland and Claire Pula will remain as

fine arts editor and news editor,

respectively.

Roger does not see the fact that he is

a freshman as a disadvantage; on the

count rary , he feels it is a positive asset.

He sees himself as enthusiastic about

the paper, and feels he is uninfected by
student apathy. Roger brings fresh

blood to the Elm staff; only time will

tell if he will be able to cure the paper

of its current malaise.

The Elm badly Deeds staff members;
anyone willing to write or to otherwlde

help with the paper should contact

Roger or drop by the Elm office bet-

ween 3:00 and 5:00 P.M. weekday af-

ternoons.

Blair Found Guilty

by Amy Rhett

by Claire Pula

Due to inconclusive results, the SAB
has decided not to publish the Student
Handbook, but rather to hold two
"Course Intelligence Days" in April.

Student president John Moag
described the results from last

semester's course evaluation sheets as

uncritical, inconclusive, and mediocre.

He feels that although students cer-

tainly had the resources to make
evaluations, they were too ap-

prehensive; hence, "every course

sounded the same".

The proposed "Course Intelligence

Days", scheduled during advising

period, will center around group
discussion of each department's
courses. Student Academic Board
representatives from each department

will meet in the Coffee house with

students interested in taking any

courses from their respective

disciplines, whether for distribution,

elective, or major. Discussion will

touch on each course and its im-

portance, content, requirements, etc.

Each department will be allotted 45-

minute periods; disciplines A-H will

meet on Thursday, April 1, and H-S on

Wednesday, April 7. Refreshments will

be available. President Moag is con-

fident that attendance at one or more of

these sessions will be "a valuable ex-

perience".

Computer printouts of the

evaluations will be posted in Bill Smith

in the immediate future.

On Friday, March 19th, the Student

Judiciary Board (SJB) found Richard
Blair guilty of stealing a couch from the

first-floor lounge of De Queen Anne
dormitory. Richard, Kerry Flowers,

John Elkins, and Bob Barden had been

accused of the theft, which occurred at

approximately 2:30 ajn. on February
28th, but only Richard was convicted.

.He was fined 25 dollars.

All four students had also been

charged with breaking and entering the

first-floor lounge from which the couch

was taken. The SJB found them in-

nocent of this offense.

Brian Brooke- prosecuted the case.

Dina Cozza and Andy Gruver testified

before the SJB against the defendants;

John Sherman testified in favor of the

defendants' case.

The SJB's final pronouncements

included a recommendation to the

Student Affairs Office that the R.A.S.

should be required to refer all reports of

stolen college furniture to the Judicial

Screening Board.

Gaines, Morris

Convicted Last

Evening
Last night, March 25th, Leonard

Gaines and Matthew Morris were

convicted of riding a motorcycle into

the Hodson Hall snack bar shortly after

midnight on February 29th, when the

SGA studentrfaculty party was in full

swing. Leonard had also been accused
(

of stealing a bottle of alcohol from the

SGA bar on that same night. The SJB

found him guilty of this offense.

Continued on Page 2
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In establishing a new editorial policy and journalistic philosophy for the

"Elm", the main consideration has been to change the prevailing image

of the "Elm" in the eyes of the students and faculty of Washington

College. By far the most dominant opinion is that the "Elm" is an unin-

teresting, mediocre, unreliable publication produced by a small coterie of

students. It's time the students of Washington College realize that we

have all shared the blame for this failure. One editor has resigned

because of unsatisfactory support from the students. I, as editor, hope the

situation isn't permanent.

A change in image can be successful only if it permeates every aspect

of this publication. With a new editor, a new masthead, and several other

fundamental and cosmetic changes, the "Elm" is striving to achieve

what this editor believes should be its proper image — a vital, involved

campus "weekly," reflecting the life and interests of Washington College,

its students and faculty. A campus the size of Washington College needs

an accurate, dependable source of relevant news and events and an in-

telligent presentation of views on controversial issues. The grapevine

here is inescapable. In the absence of objective news reporting, it has

become the sole source of information, and has regrettably victimized far

too many students and faculty members.

The chronic illness of the "Elm", as we all know, has been the

unreliability of its publication. Several steps have been taken to improve

this situation. First and foremost, several key staff positions have un-

dergone personnel changes, to eliminate the problem of late copy and
missed coverage of events. Several new positions, Publication Editor,

Advertising and Business Manager, Feature Writer, and Faculty Ad-

visor, have recently been added in an effort to free the hands of the editor

to do "Ms" job — that is to edit. The new editorial policy itself has been

designed to expedite the processing of copy into print. What is sought is a

simple, accurate, grammatically correct presentation of information.

Only after regular weekly publication becomes a habit will the literary

quality of the paper be improved.

The "Elm" is supposed to be, amazingly enough, a "student"

newspaper. This pretension has annoyed, those working on the "Elm",
past and current editors included. It is amazing that the paper has

survived this long, considering the nearly total lack of support from the

student body as a whole. Student apathy is prevalent on today's college

campus — indeed, the mid-seventies have given birth to perhaps the

biggest wave of student dis-involvement in the past two decades. In any
case, the problem is certainly not restricted to the campus of Washington
College. In this atmosphere, it is no wonder that the student body here has

disdained a publication detached from its immediate interests and
concerns. The only way to make the "Elm" a paper that will reflect the

students' interests, however, is for the students of Washington College to

accept the responsibility of making their ideas and feelings known to the

editorial staff of the "Elm". It should be emphasized that all suggestions

made to this editor are considered seriously. Indeed, many of the changes
in this issue of the "Elm" have resulted from suggestions submitted to

the editor.

"The Washington Elm" is undergoing a metamorphosis. It does not
claim to be free from growing pains. The prevailing image of the paper
certainly cannot be transformed in one issue. But the "Elm" is striving to

become a student newspaper. I feel confident in my belief that a new
enthusiasm for the "Elm" can be inspired among the students and
faculty. The expectations of the Washington College community for a
good campus weekly have been unfulfilled for too bng— changes in the
"Elm" are overdue. It is my hope that this student newspaper is being
given the potential to grow. The nutrients required to insure this growth
are the involvement, interest, and support of the students and faculty of
Washington College.

To the Editor:

This is an editorial message from a

group that you are going to hear a lot

more from— the residents of the Theta
Chi house, affectionately dubbed "The
Little House". It is contradictory, to

say the least, that a college newspaper
whose contents are "subject to review
and revision" would allow a letter to

appear which to totally ridiculous

apparently founded in Ulogic and
misinformation. If the Dishroom Crew
has an enemy they had best identify the

individuals of that group and do it

accurately, or be prepared for the

ridicule which implicitly follows from
making a rash accusation as a
group . . .

If by the term "The Little House"
these people are talking about the
residents of the old admissions
building, then by the same token we
are forced to recognize that Head Start
HAS INDEED moved out of "The Little

House". But it has not moved far, for its

new location is none other than the
Dishroom. "out of sight . . : out of
mind".

Residents of the Little

House on the Prarie

Dear Residents:

Thank you for your most interesting

letter. I am glad to publish it as written,

and to consider your opinions. I agree
that the "Elm" is not the proper media
for disputing factions to communicate
in such a manner as your letter and that

of the Dishroom Crew have done. The
situation in the cafeteria, the Dishroom
Crew's letter, and your response
(which I feel is somewhat justified,

considering the tone of the Dishroom's

letter) have now been given sufficient

publicity. In the future, I think it would
be best if threats and unnecessary
sarcasm be deleted from letters to the

"Elm". As a policy, I will not alter any
letter submitted to me, but will reserve

the right not to publish a letter if I find it

to be needlessly slanderous. Let me
reiterate that I openly welcome letters

— but please restrict your writing to a

simple, mature presentation of in-

formation and viewpoint. Thank you.

Jinffctory Notice
• Continued from Page 1 •

Two "formal, public" letters of

apology, one addressed to the "campus
community" and the other to the SGA,
are required of Leonard and Matthew
as part of their sentence. The letter

addressing the college community will

be duplicated and posted where it may
be read by all. Leonard and Matthew
are also banned from riding any
motorcycles on college property for the

remainder of the semester.

During the hearing, John Stevens,

counsel for the defendants, presented a
letter from SGA President John Moag
to the SJB. In his letter, John states that

Leonard Gaines had already given him
a check covering the price of one bottle

of vodka.

The SJB recommended, finally, that

if Leonard Gaines is tried and convicted

by the SJB in the future, he should be
placed on social or disciplinary

probation. In making this recom-

mendation, theSJB took two things into

consideration : one, that the SJB's
purpose is to "handle matters related to

social conduct and behavior"; two, that

Leonard had been tried once by the SJB
last semester.

Kris Kennedy prosecuted the case.

Dean Barry MeArdle, Bill Janney, and
Dave Douglas testified against the

defendants.

The "Elm" will begin office hours on
Monday, March 29. The office will be
open from 3:00-5:00 P.M. weekdays.
Letters to the editor may be submitted

any time before 6:00 P.M. Tuesdays,
for publication on Friday of that week.
Letters should be typewritten, and
must be signed. Letters may be sent to

the "Elm" in the student mail, or

placed in the "Elm" envelope on the

S.G.A. door.

Free
Washington College students may

now submit advertisements to be
published free of charge in the "Elm".
Students are asked to restrict the ad to

twenty (20) words or less, and to write
it in paragraph form. The editorial staff

reserves the right to censor ads at its

discretion. Business-type ads (typing,

etc.) may be published for a maximum
of two weeks during any one month
period. When advertising for rides,

keep in mind that the "Elm" comes out
on Friday, so if you want to go home for

the weekend, get your ad in for the issue

to come out a week before you want to

leave. The absolute deadline for ads is

Tuesday evening at 6:00 P.M.^ for

publication on Friday of the same
week. Ads will not be accepted after

6:00 P.M. on Tuesday— no exceptions.

Editor-in-Chief Roger J. Rebetnky
Publication Editor ; Richard J. Kammandel
\cu* Editor , Claire Pula
Fine Art* Editor John Holland
Snort* Editor. Zung Nguyi
Conv Editor, tyoist .. Lucinda Dclweilcr

Feature Writer , Car|os Wilton

Pholofirapher* ; Tom CheHebrough
Jeff Popham, Jean Dixon

"Sightfall in Pnr't*" Nancy Caroline Knuih
4drerti*itifi £ Rn*ine** Manutter Richard J. Kammandel
Faculty Adri*or. Richard DeProspo
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SJB trial-
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Dr. Richard H. Brown

:

The Liberation

byAmy Rhett

NOTE: The present editor of The Elm
has approved the policy regarding
coverage of the student judiciary that

was officially adopted in February by
the past editor.

Normally, comprehensive reports of

the procedures followed by each
judicial body would be printed at mid-
semester and again at the end of each
semester. The disorderly manner in

which recent cases have been handled
by the SJB, however, demands such a
report at this time.

SJB trials have been characterized as
three-ring circuses, conducted by the

chairperson, the defendants, and the

witnesses. The usual impression, if not

one of a circus, is one of disorder, and
not without justification.

The defendants and several witnesses

sat with members of the SJB
throughout one recent hearing, and it

soon became difficult to distinguish

them from the jurors. The floor was a
free-for-all after the testimony of the

first witness.

At one point, an objection was raised

to the description of the alleged offense,

which had been distributed to the jurors

prior to the hearing. The author of the

description, who was present as an
observer, suddenly piped up and ex-

plained that there had been very little

time in which to write it. The chair-

person then stated that the jury was to

base its verdict only on the testimony

and evidence given during the hearing.
One defendant, apparently as part of

his testimony, argued that he should not
be punished since no precedent had
been set of prosecuting students guilty

of the same offense with which he had
been charged. In response, the
prosecutor began to explain that the
Student Affairs Office was trying to

establish a hard-and-fast policy
towards that type of offense. The
chairperson interrupted to state that
the prosecutor was summarizing his

case.

A witness who had been called to

testify against the defendants did not
show up until the SJB had begun their

deliberation, and the hearing was re-

opened.

Steps have already been taken to

bring more order into the SJB
proceedings, as last night's trial

revealed. At the outset of the hearing,
the chairperson informed those present
that one witness at a time would testify,

while the others waited outside the

Sophie Kerr room. He also requested
that no one interrupt a witness's
testimony.

The entire trial followed a logical,

organic pattern of examination by the
prosecutor of a witness, and then cross

examination of that witness by the

defendants' counsel and the jurors. The
summaries of both the prosecutor and
counsel were clearly stated and to the

point.

The Brothers Paratore
"a triumphant closing it was"

by John Holland

On March 2, the Washington College

Concert Series presented its last con-

cert of the season, and a triumphant
closing it was. Duo-pianists Anthony
and Joseph Paratore played a program
that was both diverse and of the highest

aesthetic quality. Students of the

celebrated Rosina Lhevinne at the

Juilliard School, the Paratores, despite

their youth, proved capable of brilliant

execution and superb artistry. Their

taxing program opened with Mozart's

Sonata in D major, K .448, perhaps the

most famous sonata ever written for

duo-piano. It is a work which requires

not only great skill but also a feel for the

graceful ecstacy breathed into it by the

composer. Their performance had all of

this; the brothers managed to stay

together throughout the whole piece,

only occasionally exchanging glances

for phrasing cues. The outer two

movements were full of verve and the

middle received a beautifully sensitive

reading. It was followed by Robert

Schumann's Andante and Variations in

B flat major, op. 46, a piece which

didn't do a thing for at least one

listener, but was nevertheless per-

formed with a great deal of devotion

that came across from the start. In

contrast to all this, the Paratores closed

the first half of their program with

Witold Lutoslawski's Variations on a

theme of Paganini. Though their in-

troductory remarks suggested that the

Polish composer had sent them this

1941 work for their exclusive use, it has

been performed and recorded by
several other duo-piano teams. Still, it

was a thrilling piece full of bitonality,

polyrhytrims, and a diabolic scher-

zoishness that demanded extraordinary

technique.

The remainder of the program was
devoted to Brahms' Sonata in F minor,

opus 34a, a piece better known as the

Piano Quintet, opus 34. The Paratores

talked briefly about the two versions

(Clara Schumann was responsible for

the duo-piano version), and then

launched into the mammoth work with

as much vigor as if they hadn't already

played half a program. The result was
stunning and brought cheers and
thunderous applause from the

audience. As might be expected, the

Paratores responded with two encores.

The first was their own transcription of

Franz von Suppe's Poet and Peasant

Overture, in which they obviously

reveled, as did the audience. This at-

tractively bouncy number was followed

by a four hand piano arrangement of

Camille Saint-Saens' finale to bis suite

for piano and orchestra. The Carnival

of the Animals. When played as written

the work is full of much Gallic charm
and humor. In this version it becomes

an acrobatic display from the realm of

musical slapstick. Bravura playing of

this kind is rare — Washington College

can be proud to offer concerts of this

quality.

by Claire Pula

On Tuesday night Dr. Richard
Brown, of the Mathematics Depart-
ment, lectured on several aspects of the

homosexuality issue. Opening with

background material on gay ter-

minology, he went on to cite various

advantages and setbacks among the

gay community. He also enumerated
the accomplishments of different

groups to diminish public prejudice

towards the gay life-style.

Dr. Brown's generally sobering
account was punctuated with humor,
aiding the audience's receptivity to this

controversial issue. He convincingly

portrayed the gay movement as a
legitimate organization of rational and
quite human individuals. The following

article was written from information

given by Dr. Brown to the author.

Despite the slight disappearance of

active coverage of the Gay Liberation

Movement, this trend is still attracting

intense participation as shown by the

increasing number of organizations and

publications. Apparently the

movement's nature is also becoming

more political as evidenced by

legislative attempts of organizations

such as the essentially conservative

National Gay Task Force (which

recently sponsored a seminar on "Gays

and the Religious Community").

A major example of the existing

interest is the recent controversy

stemming from a January editorial

appearing in the leading gay
publication, the Advocate. Written by
publisher David B. Goodstein, the

article first cites the growing
awareness of the gay movement by

virtue of the Advocate's 50 per cent

increase in circulation. However,
Goodstein still feels that the majority of

gay people are "closeted" (unaware of

or unwilling to admit their

homosexuality). He attributes the basic

cause for this fact as being the gay's

fear of the "unemployable, unkempt,
and neurotic" stereotype. This

stereotype stems from the "media

|%H

freaks" who are able to push them-

selves into the movement's leadership

positions. Apparently these

megalomaniacs intimidate the more
responsible gays who then become part

of the silent majority. Goodstein credits

the ready acceptance of the flamboyant

image to the public's eagerness to

conform its preconceived idea of

homosexuality. Paradoxically,
"Almost everything of significance is

being done behind the scenes by people

who do not wish to be known or exposed
to harassment by other gay people,

especially by self-appointed gay
leaders."

Goodstein insists that, contrary to

many people's notions, the gay
majority regards homosexual
separatism as "counterproductive",

"unrealistic", and "destructive"; that

they are not as a whole inclined towards
political leftism and thai they view the

movement's internal dissension "more
as signs of egomania than anything

else."

Mr. Goodstein's condemnation of

present gay leadership evoked varied

responses from the gay community.
February's Advocate issue published

several letters supporting the editorial:

however six prominent gay journalists

disagreed violently with Goodstein's

view, stating that it was "distorted and
highly reactionary in tone and con-

tent". They wrote:

"Gay consciousness across the

country is hardly in the primitive state

Goodstein would have us believe . . .

and it is untrue that gay women and
men do not understand what the

movement hopes to achieve and ac-

tively dislike their spokespeople."

Despite the differing reactions to his

editorial David Goodstein has invited a

number of selected gay people to

participate in a fund-raising and
planning conference for a federal

lobbying organization. He wishes to

stress that such an organization's at-

tempts to secure gay civil rights would
take about five years, for he feels that

"a major problem with civil rights

oriented lobbying is that the sponsoring

minority often expects results too

Continued on Page 8
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by Leslie Kitchen

In Perspective
CALM DOWN MOTHER
THE PROPOSAL
THE REAL INSPECTOR HOUND
(The above plays were produced for studio theater in November of 1975. The

reviews were lost in the process of publication, and are now reprinted to provide a
perspective viewpoint of the Drama Department in addition to Hot L Baltimore.

)

Experimental theater does not often come to Washington College, and it is
always exciting to hear of plans for its production. Requiring greater con-
centration aud commitment than its traditional counterpart, this form of "avant
garde" drama invites fuller audience and actor interaction. As a learning ex-
perience, experimental theater remains a highly fulfilling innovation, and we
thank Dave Knepler and Jim Thomas for the opportunity to participate in their
evenings of experiment.

"Calm Down Mother
rr

by Megan Terry

Directed by Dave R. Knepler

In reviewing a play such as Calm
Down Mother, one realizes the concept

of the transformation play does not

invite a routine review. Rather, as the

director in his notes declares, we should

be concerned "with what is going on,

not how it is going on". Unfortunately, I

did not enjoy the Terry theme, and it is

necessary for me to concentrate on

what Dave tried to do with it.

From a director's standpoint, Calm
Down Mother was certainly a play to be
reckoned with. By including a set of

notes, Dave wanted either to prepare or

warn the audience of his "freedom
principle". Well and good. What was
not understandable was his need to

inform the audience of the quality of his

actors' performances: "Magic, pure
magic." And of Karen West's talents as
a stage manager: "Amazing".
Shouldn't the above be evident without

explication? Personally, I felt an in-

fringement on my own freedom to in-

terpret the play as I wished. And I still

have no idea as to what New York City

had to do with any of it.

Obviously, one of the director's major
goals was to break out of role-oriented
acting. Within two nights of watching
characters switch roles, I believe that
only in a certain few moments were
they able to achieve that end. The
scenes seemed to move mechanically,
not in a smooth or fluid motion. This
was not the fault of the actresses,

however, — April Lindevald, Christie

Robinson and Paige Streit were trying

desperatly to achieve freedom and
flexibility. It was not until the end of the

second performance that I realized

they were not following pre-written

speeches. Scenes were coming off the
same way each night. Each seemed a
solid and fixed tableau.

Though Dave took on a hard task with

a Terry play, the actresses were also

challenged by the freedom it afforded. I

enjoyed April and Christie very much
— they seemed very open, and quite

amenable to change. Paige appeared to

have a little difficulty in concentrating,

she appeared flustered at times, and
not always in control of each situation

as it occurred. Once again, it is difficult

to review this type of acting. There was
no break in character, as there was no
character to break.

The show's fluidity occurred in its

technical aspects. Bill Barksdale and
Karen West seemed to be working hand
in hand with one another. Part of

Karen's job was to decide when a scene
ended; Bill followed her direction quite

closely, and all appeared remarkably
smooth.

The production was definitely an
interesting one, but I believe Dave has
just embarked on his idea: it needs
more polish, refining, and perhaps
more thought.

*

The

Proposal"

By Anton Chekhov

Directed by Jim Thomas

Jim Thomas's approach to Chekhov's
Proposal was quite surprising to those
familiar with the Russian drama.
There is a question in his choice of
playwright: where is the link between
Chekhov, a 19th century Russian
writer, and Artaud, a 20th century
French surrealist playwright and poet?
Artaud's theater of cruelty conception
was, in fact, brilliantly applied to the
Chekhov play, yet it is difficult to un-
derstand the choice of Chekhov in the
first place.

Artaud's vision, as applied to The
Proposal, was of masses of energy,
action and release. I was amazed by the
sheer vigor of the characters — John
D'Amico, Tex Andrews and Nancy
Knuth were boundless sources of
emotion throughout the play. The one
problem which arose from this creative
energy was audience exhaustion: by
the end of the production, I was more
tired by the actors' gyrations than the
actors were themselves.

The central themes of fury, anger and
fear were quite vividly represented in

the actors' make-up. Jim's notion of the
mask of composure, with ugliness
rising behind it was an insightful one; it

succeeded within the play's structure. I

was especially interested in each in-

dividual's make-up application — the
way each actor viewed his charac-
ter from the inside.

The opening movement of the play
would have been shortened somewhat:
the audience was to have more than
their fill of expressive action. In
totality, however, the play proved a
swiftly moving and undoubtedly poetic
experience.

The Real
Inspector

Hound"
ByTomStoppard

Directed by Dave Knepler

and Jim Thomas

The last one-act of the night was a
nice light touch to end an experimental
evening. The seriousness employed by
the actors to portray their roles added
much to the play's comic sensibility:

little hamminess was evident
throughout the show. Imaginations in

character explications appeared to be
working quite well, as Stoppard did not
offer much in the way of charac-
terization. Each actor developed his

own "tag" to be remembered by —
Christie Robinson's hop-skip-and-jump
John D'Amico's sinister stare, to

mention a few.

As the action repeated itself within

the play, however, the pace of Hound
began to drag. It is difficult to maintain
comedy when the audience has viewed
the same action previously. This was a
fault of the script, however — Stop-

pard's notion of repetition was nowhere
near his mastery in Rosencranta and
Gufldensteni.

Both directors appearances on stage

were a fun surprise : likewise the

omniscient presence of Mr. Maloney. It

is always amusing to have audience
and actors mingle together within a
show, which was an integral part of The
Real Inspector Hound's charm.

The three one-acts represented quite

a worthwhile evening of entertainment,
as well as experiment. It is to be hoped
that Dave Kneplers and Jim Thomas
will continue with their innovative
directing.
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The Hot L
Baltimore

by Langford Wilson

New York Drama Critics Circle Award

Best American Play of 1972-73

Directed by T. Maloney

Lanford Wilson's Hot L Baltimore is

one of the most well-structured por-

trayals of uproar and confusion written

for American theater today. Set in the

decaying lobby of the Hotel Baltimore,

Wilson has endeavored to bring

together thirteen characters of varied

backgrounds, and has allowed their

interaction to cany his own message of

loneliness, disenchantment, and
alienation. Mr. Maloney's approach to

Wilson was a careful one: a vast and
complex interworking of character

relationships, with an outcome
resembling the effects of nuclear

The casting of this show was quite

interesting from the spectator's

viewpoint: at times in the past it seems
the Drama Department has earmarked
certain actors for certain roles. In the

cast of Hot L Baltimore, we were ex-

posed not only to familiar faces in

unexpected roles, but new faces whom
we had not met at all before. The effect

of this surprise casting was a pleasant

one — each actor emerged in a totally

different capacity than that to which

Washington College has become ac-

costomed.

Jim Thomas's performance

of Bill was the loosest and

most flexible performance he has

given to date. As a rather insightless

yet lovable night clerk, Jim's

characterization gave Bill an amiable'

nature, which lost the stiff red-necked

approach of the script. I liked his in-

novations — the only problem seemed

to be in dealing with The Girl (Nancy

Knuth ) . We were certainly given

evidence that he liked her, yet the

longing and desire which Wilson em-

phasized was not quite apparent.

Nancy's performance was a definite

surprise — her cutesy inquisitve ap-

proach into the call girl's psyche was a

very sensitive one. She added a forced

cheeriness and a sense of good humor to

the role, which also worked very well.

Nancy was a constant power on the

stage — at all times we were aware of

her presence. We immediately liked

her character, in spite of The Girl's

obvious limitations. Christie Robinson

(Millie) gave a soft-spoken and rather

elegant performance of the retired

waitress, which was, unfortunately, a

little too soft-spoken at times. Her

constant communication with the

spirits was an interesting concept, yet

was not always apparent. Millie's calm

and reassuring presence did soften the

balance between the harshness of the

other characters, however, and was

quite a vital aspect of the show. Lisa

Gluck (a new face on the Washington

College stage) rendered an outstanding

performance of Mrs. Bellotti — though

her presence was unobtrusive, it

Conversation

With a Clown

remained powerful in thrust. Through
her, we were presented with the total

ludicrous picture of a woman trying to

help her husband and son, and failing in

both attempts. Kevin Madden's (April)

performance of the foul-mouthed worn-

out hooker worked extremely well. Her
slouch was perpetual and her comedy,
though obscene, was highly

'

amusing April represented the far

swing of the show's pendulum, which

worked its way all the way back to John

Holland (Mr. Katz) Her ribold nature

and laughing countenance was an in-

tegral part of the show's comedy. Dave
Knepler (Mr. Morse) was, for me, the

funniest character in Hot L. I loved his

tone of voice, and his narrow insistence

that everything be played "right".

Karyn Thompson's performance

(Jackie) was another great surprise —
her bad ass approach worked well with

in the show's contest. Karyn was the

most powerful character on the stage at

any given time. There is something

peculiarly fascinating about the per-

sonality of a dyke, and Karyn did much
to perpetuate that fascination. Kevin

Simpson's characterization of her

brother (Jamie) was an interesting

complement to her characterization.

His pouting weakness and naivete were

in direct contrast to her forced

cynicism and ill-mannerly behavior.

Mr. Katz (John Holland) remained
the foundation upon which the Hotel
Baltimore earned. I found his sternness
and narrow-mindedness amusing — we
were frustrated along with him for

having "no time". Lydia Daffer's

(Suzy) portrayal of the hard-core

prostitute was excellent — she offered

us a perspective into a hooker's life

which we had not seen before a
loneliness for a real relationship.

John D'Amico's portrayal of Paul

Grangerm was an insightful one, yet I

am still not sure how well it worked

with relation to the other characters.

His hurt and resentment towards the

world was quite evident, yet coupled

with Jackie's hurt and anger, it proved

at times a little too much. One of the

problems with Hot L. Baltimore is the

working of character relationships.

Though Wilson's use of parallel

dialogue is brilliant, we miss important

lines and actions because there is so

much going on at one time. Script is, at

times, sacrified for pace.

April Lindevald did the most with

improvising from the script, and for-

med a Mrs. Oxenham who was totally

unexpected. As a whimpering, feeble

old desk clerk she (like the Hotel) had

seen better days. This was an im-

portant theme to the show — when the

Continued on page 8

byNancyKnuth

Writing about an interview with

Franz Bogner is not a simple task.

Taking into consideration the intense

electricity of the man, the abstract

philosophy he was trying to make clear,

and the filtering of that through an

interpreter, I hesitate to presume that I

understood him completely. But some
basic themes clearly came through.

I asked him why he chose to be more
clown than mime. He explained that he

began with solo pantomime and after

five years realized that it didn't mean
much to him. He feels that solo pan-

tomime has nothing to do with real

human problems, such as death, that it

reduces them to an athletic event. He
finds the famous closing-in box pan-

tomime an example of political

emotions that are not real. "People

don't die that way. They get run over by

milk trucks. Audiences see that (he

mimes the box closing in) and feel 'yes!

that is how I will die.' But it's not true, it

has nothing to do with their lives."

Audiences identify with a hero, and

Bogner wants to tell them that they

can't. He despises this sort of mime as

an uncannily bad, almost evil form of

expression. It's playing with God, he

says ; that's not the common man at all.

"Man made God in his own image." He
rolls his eyes in impatience and disgust.

Bogner believes it is the duty of the

clown to bring man closer to humanity,

to get man to forget about the poetic

pantomime that has nothing to do with

life, and to confront life.

When he feels his audience is

becoming uncomfortable, shifting in

their seats and rustling programs,

whispering "Why's he doing this one

again? What's he doing?", he makes it

even longer, stretching what he's doing

as far as possible. This clarifies his

theme for the audience. In reference to

his performance Wednesday night, he

said he helped us along more than

usual, because he'd been here once

before and wanted us to really grasp his

point. He would repeat over and over,

"Nothing can be done the same way

twice." As he explained to me, if he

really wanted to duplicate something

Story Theatre to Open

Next Weekend

"Story Theatre", fables by Aesop and

the brothers Grimm, adapted by Paul

Sills, is the secortd studio production

presented by the Washington College

Drama Department this year. Mary

Lou Lauricella is directing the show

with the help of Bill Barksdale, costume

and scenic designer and Jim Thomas,

lighting designer. The players are:

April Lindevald, Linda Hamilton,

Maureen Hartney, Dave Smith,

Thomas Goode, Bruce Funk, Lydia

Daffer, Karen West (also acting as

stage manager) and John D'Amico.

Mickey Dulin and Jane Torre will be

the accompanying musicians. The

dates are April 2,3 and 4 at 8 P.M. and

matinee performances on April 3 and 4

at 2 P.M. Admission is 25 cents.

exactly, he'd have to change it. And the

easiest way to change something, then,

would be to try to duplicate it exactly.

This is another important theme.

Bogner believes an audience comes
to him to be entertained. He spends the

first half of his program gauging them,

throwing out questions, trying to

determine what they want to see. In the

second half of his program, he develops

what he's discovered about the

audience, and here attempts to make
them confront reality, themselves.

"Other people claim that they do this

too. But they don't, they parody, and

that is very different." He believes

parody is bad, that the very word
connotes entertainment at the expense

of others. And when a performer is in

the position of judge, he cannot ob-

jectively understand his audience.

His program is entitled "Sisyphus:

scenes with and without words." His

overall theme is of the problems of man
and the cycles they travel in. Each
scene, he says, incorporates at least

three different themes. Some, like

"News of the Day", have as many as

five themes, although audience reac-

tion determines exactly how many he

brings out.

In (a-b) n we discover Bogner trying

to attach a pair of suspenders. As he

does this, he repeats over and over "A
plus B . . .," trying to follow these

directions. The suspenders snap back,

and he begins again. Here the element

of "n" comes in: A plus B in an ever-

changing, never-ending cycle. By
returning to the same theme in the

second half of the program, he shows us

the cycle still continuing, emphasizing

his point again.

Bogner is not an easy man to un-

derstand, and at first the audience may
tend to be confused and even un-

comfortable, But then they begin to

catch on, and this is the first step

needed to fulfill his goal. Some only get

to the uncomfortable stage, some even

dislike him. But many are carried

further, to thought, they begin to turn

inward and examine, and for Bogner,

that's what it's all about.

Renaissance Lecture

at

Hopkins

Sandra Hindman, assistant professor

of art at the Johns Hopkins

University, will speak on "The
Look of Early Books: Renaissance

Printing in the Low Countries" at 8:15

pjn. Monday (March 29) in Graham
Auditorium of the Walters Art Gallery.

Dr. Hindman's lecture is the second

in a series of five devoted to Dutch and

Flemish art being given on Monday
evenings at the gallery through April

19.

The auditorium will open at 7:30 p.m.

for the illustrated lecture, which is open

to the public. There is no charge for

admission.
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Dana on Lacrosse:

Shoremen
Stunned

Opening day of another promising

season of Washington College lacrosse:

Saturday, March 20, 1976. A banner
crowd in and around the stands, most of

them rooting for the Shoremen to rub

Denison in the dirt to begin another

successful campaign under coaches

Don Kelly and Mickey DiMaggio.
The announcement of the starting

lineups by Kent County News editor

Hurtt Deringer. "ON ATTACK '.

. .

NUMBER TEN . . . MYRT GAINES . .
-.

NUMBER TWENTY-SEVEN . . . TOM
SUTTON . . . NUMBER FORTY-FOUR
. . . JOHN CHEEK" Veterans all.

Gaines score seven goals in one game
last season; Sutton, senior, team
Captain, 24 points last year; Cheek,

WCs "Mr. Lacrosse", 68 points in 1975.

AT MIDFffiLD . . . NUMBER
SEVENTEEN . . . TOM MANGELS . . .

NUMBER THTRTY-SIX . . . BILL
COOPER . . . NUMBER FORTY-
THREE . . . RICK RICKETTS"
Another solid bunch. Mangels, although

hurt most of last season, still has 44

career points. Cooper, the face-off man,
in his first year with the team after

transferring from Dickinson College

Ricketts, a team captain, was last

year's Most Improved Player.

ON DEFENSE . . . NUMBER
TWENTY-FOUR . . . RICK BLAIR . . .

NUMBER TWENTY-FIVE . . . JON
GDTFORD . . . NUMBER THIRTY-
TWO . . . ANDY CROSBY . . . AND IN
THE GOAL FOR WASHINGTON
COLLEGE . . . NUMBER THIRTY-
EIGHT . . . TIMMY HART". The most
suspect part of the Shoremen's game.
Blair is the only starting returnee from
last year. Grosby is experienced, but
sat out last season. Gifford, the con-
verted goalie. Hart, the freshman who
has shown that he deserves to start.

Denison's Bob Burch picked up the

opening faceoff, but Ricketts came up
with a ground ball after a deflected shot

and the Shoremen took posession for

the first time. It didn't last long,

though, as Cheek was called for a

moving pick, the seesaw fashion of the

first minute of the game was to set the

pace of the entire game.
The Shoremen got their first really

big chance when a holding penalty and
an "on the head" infraction put the

Shoremen ahead two men. They
couldn't capitalize, though, as
Denison's Jon Holmes came up with a
ground ball and cleared, allowing

Denison to kill the penalties.

The Big Red's Mark Deering drew
first blood in the game, beatinghis man
on a good move inside with just under
five minutes gone. The Shoremen got it

right back, however, as George
Mullinix won the face-off and fed Myrt
Gaines, who beat his man around the

side of the goal and pumped home the

first goal of the season.

The Shoremen came right back with
number two less than two minutes
later, as goalie Tim Hat picked off a
pass and started a good clear. Once at

the other end, Gaines, behind the goal,

fed transfer G.P. Lindsey for a score
and the Shoremen were in front for the

first time in 1976. Denison got it back,
however, when Washington's Rick
Blair was called for a hold. In the extra-

man situation, Mark Deering came up
with a loose ball right in front of the

goal and put it through easily to tie the
score for the second time. The
Shoremen took a 3-2 lead into the
second quarter as Tom Beach fed

Cheek for his first goal of the day with
just seventeen seconds left in the

quarter.

However, the game continued to

seesaw. Denison knotted it at three as
Lou Arp beat his man. The Shoreman
went ahead again on Matt Morris' in-

side move, but Denison tied it again as
Norris Murray put in a ground ball in

front of the goal. The Big Red then took
the lead on Steve Hedges' shot from
Deering, but a Denison slash with 1:07

left gave the Shoremen their chance.
They took it in both hands, as Gaines
fed Cheek for another big goal, knotting

Continued on Page 8

Scharf, Stallard, &
Mile RelayOutstanding

in First Home Meet

On Friday night, March 5, the Middle
Atlantic Indoor Track Conference
Championships were held at Widener
College. At this meet, Washington
College continued its dominance in the
one-mile relay event. Fred
Nanamaker, Archie Hoyt, Donald
Frush, and Danny (Big 'D') Scharf
Scratched the old Conference record of
3 :32.9, and set an awesome new mark of

3:28.6.

Nanamaker led off with an individual

best of 54-2 seconds and handed off in

fourth place to Archie. Hoyt moved past
Widener with a cool 52.4. Donald then
took the baton and whipped past
Franklin and Marshall, narrowing the

gap on Gettysburg. Frush's time, also

an individual best, was a smooth 51.5.

The stick then went to the "Burner",
who cruised behind the Gettysburg man
briefly before dusting by with a field

house record split of 50.4.

Good tidings also came with the 600-

yard run. Danny Scharf won the event

with a new M.A.C. record of 1:13.7

(ranking him seventh in the N.C.A.A.

Division III national track standings).
This is the third time Danny has suc-
cessfully defended his title of Con-
ference Champion. His overall record
for the event is an impressive 28-0.

The team opened its outdoor season

Tuesday with a double-dual meet
against Loyola and Salisbury. The team
beat Loyola 65-47 and lost to Salisbury

35-109.

Scharf scored the only individual first

place win and anchored the one mile
relay team. Washington took the relay
in style with a 200 yard margin of
victory. Fred Nanamaker was the
highlight of the relay, beating his
previous best time by almost three
seconds. The taste of victory was
especially sweet, as W.C. was ranked
third behind Salisbury in last year's
relays.

Impressive in the field events was
decathalete Scott Stallard, beating
Loyola in the Javelin with a throw of
178'0". He took second in the high jump
and discus, and placed third in the
shot. Double winners against Loyola
were John Murphy in the triple and long
jumps with leaps of 40'10" and 20*3%",
respectively; Art Hoyt in the high and
intermediate hurdles; and freshman
Derwin Wright in the 100 and 220
sprints.

The team will visit Galludet
tomorrow in hopes of chalking up a
-second win. The next home meet will be
against Western Maryland next Friday,
April 2.

Oarsmen Perform Well

at Braxton

— Larronw Coarh Krllv. (UtpUtin* Tom tffiiwJk,
John Clwpk. Ritk Hirkpim. anil Tom SuUotl.

After a strenuous winter training
program of weight-lifting and running,
the Men of Crew faced their first test
Saturday at the renowned Bill Braxton
Regatta in Philadelphia. Coach Barry
McArdle has two eight-man boats lined
up for this season: a varsity
heavyweight, and a lightweight com-
peting as a J.V. heavyweight. The
program is smaller than normal this
year, and the oarsmen are seasoned
and powerful. These factors should
make the Shoremen more competitive
in the eights than ever before.

The J.V. Boat was pitted against

Marietta, LaSalle, St. Joseph's,
Wesleyan, and Georgetown. The Shore
eight took command from the start,

maintaining a lead until the 1000-meter
mark, where they encountered a few
"crabs", causing them to lose both
their timing and the lead to

Georgetown. During the last 500
meters, however, they regained their

composure and finished second behind
Georgetown.

It was pretty much the same story
with the heavies. The Shoreman blew
off the lineand a the halfway point had
open water on Georgetown, St. Joe's,
LaSalle, and Wesleyan, respectively.
But Georgetown began to close in on

Washington, over-taking them at the

1500-meter mark. The Shore varsity

ended up finishing second.

The highlight of the day was the last

event — the 500 meter "go-for-

day light" sprint with both Shore boats
lined up against university powers
Pennsylvania and the Naval Academy.
In spite of a slow start, both Shore boats
made a respectable showing.

Placing second in both the J.V. and
varsity events is the best the Shoremen
have ever done at the Braxton Regatta.
Although obviously pleased with their

opening performance, there was some
disappointment in letting first place
slip out of their grasp. But both boats
get another chance to get a "chunk" out
of Georgetown when they travel to D.C.
on May 1st. If the Shoremen continue to

progress at the rate they have been
since last fall, the results will prove to

be different.

The Shoremen will face a major test

tomorrow when they travel to Hartford,

Conn, to take on nationally-ranked

power Trinity College. The results of

this race will give Washington the

chance to see how they rank among the

top Dad Vail schools. Next Saturday,

April 3, will be the first scheduled home
race, against North Carolina.
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Baseball Has Potential

Needs Momentum

W imliiiiuioii Calh'iif

Stickmen Trounce
Geneseo

6v Zung Nguyen

Despite a slow start, the Washington

College Lacrosse team tamed the

physical Geneseo ten last Wednesday
afternoon. With high spirit the

Shoremen led the E.C.A.C. upstate

Regional Champs (N.Y.) throughout

the contest.

The first quarter was characterized

by poor executions and infractions.

With 3 minutes into the game Myrt

Gaines scored unassisted. Not too long

after it was the pin point passing of

Junior attackman John Cheek setting

up a hard shot by Tom Mangels.

However, lack of team coordination led

to Geneseo's Gary Lewis scoring on an

extra man play. Myrt Gaines quickly

answered with an overhand shot.

Again, lack of team work was costly to

the Shoremen as Geneseo capitalized

on a slashing penalty against

Washington College. Freshman op-

portunist Greg Schaffner made his

presence known with an assist from

Keith Kirby, ending the first quarter

with the score at 4-2.

With the opening of the second

quarter both teams displayed some
excellent defense. Gary Ender of

Geneseo broke the see-saw battle,

sneaking off with a goal from his sleepy

defenders. Cheek picked up the ball on

a scramble scoring with a smooth shot

over his shoulder leaving goalie Steve

King grasping for breath. Geneseo
fought desparately and won a shot by
Jeff Friend, keeping the score at 5-4

Washington College. Myrt Gaines
continued his scoring streak with two
consecutive goals assisted by Mat
Morris and Tom Mangels respectively.

Again it was Mangel assisting to Bill

Cooper. Gary Lewis of Geneseo scored

with 1:44 to go in the second quarter,

leaving the score at &-5.

The Shoremen came into the third

quarter ready to play. Wally Mangels
beautifully dodged three Geneseo
defenders for an seemingly easy shot.

With momentum building, the
Shoremen 's shots continually found
their target. Combinations of Gaines to

Mullinix, Murphy to Lindsey, and
Murphy to Cheek were unstopable as
the Shoremen widened the lead to 13-7

toward the end of the third period.

With the Geneseo thus team
demoralized the Shoremen refused to

let up. Tom Mangels kept on burning

his defender with accurate passes

resulting in a beautiful feed to Lindsey

for a hard sidearm shot. Cheek con-

tinued to show his All-American form
as he repeatedly toyed with his op-

ponents. With the final score at 16-8 the

Geneseo team wished they had never

crossed the Chester River.

Goalie Clint Evans displayed his

ability to direct a fine defense con-

sisting of Andy Crosby, Skip Comstock
and Rick Blair, all of whom turned in a

hard day's work. Needed support was
also provided by the bench, which

proved to be a big asset to the

Shoreman. Assistant coach DiMaggio
was quite pleased with the team's

performance but stated, "we need to

get more movement on offense". The
Shoremen will meet Ohio Wesleyen this

coming Saturday at 1:00 p.m., in just

enough time for the stickmen to

recuperate and for Micky to nurse his

battered voice.

Men's Tennis Ladder Shaking

by Lance Margolin

The men's Tennis team opened Its

1976 season Tuesday with a loss to

Loyola. This is mainly due to ladder

shuffling after three out of the six top

players graduated. This years team
lost top seeded Pat Yahner, Peter

DeSelding, and Don Green. There is a

problem as to who can win the number
one singles spot.

The top three spots are taken by

Keith TwitcheU, Paul Noto, and Tim
Keefe, none of whom are a steady

number one player. The three are

evenly matched and rotate in the top

seeded position. Coach Tom Finnegan

predicts "a winning season, but at this

early date it is difficult to say."

Returning players are Bill Janning,

Tom Reagan, Robert Copp, Jim Karl,

Drake Roberts, and Blair Thomas. The

Freshmen this year are Bob Little, Bob

McComb, and Bernie Bakman.

The Shoremen have a fat schedule

this year, with fourteen matches. It

features a very competitive field led by

the MAC defending champions Swarth-

more, a tough Johns Hopkins, and

Haverford.

by Dan Solomon

While most W.C. students were wat-

ching the lacrosse team's disappointing

loss to Denison Saturday, a small group

of diehard fans, (which swelled at

lacrosse halftime) was nearby ob-

serving the baseball team's first home
appearance this spring. The occasion

was an 11 inning scrimmage game
against Western Maryland, which was
lost by the Shoremen in the late innings

by a soore of 5-1. It was the team's third

stand of the year; in previous regular

season games they blew the opener to

Randolph-Macon, 10-2, and split a

doubleheader with Hampden-Sydney,

4-0 and 54.

One problem that showed In the

Saturday scrimmage was the relief

pitching all of the lost games were close

until the pitchers got tired and their

help couldn't keep the lid on. Pitching

this year are veterans Dennis Compton
and Ed Hooker, with two useful fresh-

men additions of Bob Atkinson and the
versatile Steve Wilkinson. Cen-
terfielder Glen St. George is also

available for reUef work and, when a

left-hander is called for, first baseman
Bruce Katz is available. Part of the

pitching inconsistency has been due to

Coach Athey's moving the moundmen
around in attempts to find the best

combination; he feels they show signs

of rounding into shape.

The team's hitting this year has
shown some promise, although Western
Maryland's good pitching kept it rather
well hidden last Saturday. The big bats

have been those of St. George and
Wilkinson, who average in the mid
.400's at the moment. More hitting

power is provided by other team
members, especially veteran infield

stars Kerry Crocken (second base) and
Billy Williams (shortstop), who with St.

George are the team captains. One
thing that seemed to be missing in the

scrimmage was the kind of base-

running that scores runs and inspires a

team; the graduation of Billy Walls last

year represented a loss of some of that

On the field, the three captains

provide a strong middle, especially

when joined by sophomore catcher

Dave Beatty , new to the team this year

but experienced at the position from his

high school days. Every position is well

covered this year; freshmen third

baseman Jim Buchanon and outfielder

Scott Rutter make welcome additions

on the field. It seems it's the first time-

in a few years so much could be said

about the team's overall defense.

So, If the team gets to play this year-

most of last year's games were rained

out-in a 34 season — they have a

chance to do well. Most of the league,

with the exception of the perennially

excellent Widener team, is fairly well-

balanced; the games with Hopkins,

Haverford, Swarthmore and Ursinus

should be good, and they can always try

to beat Widener. The non-conference

games (including a home game Apr. 17

with Buffalo State which Isn't on

printed schedules) are also
challenging, and the number of double-

headers this year makes it an
especially tough season. Coach Athey
calls the team more confident, though,

and if they can keep it together for

the rest of the season can make up for a

slow start.

(§

a
to row as

smooth as #2
sandpaper.

"

The women's crew team will have Its

share of competition this year. With the

toughest schedule ever, it should prove
to be an interesting season. April 3, Pre-
freshman Day, the season begins with a
home race against Duke and North
Carolina. The following Saturday the

team travels to Virginia for some
rigorous competition. Other races are
against Georgetown, George
Washington University, Rutgers, and
Barnard. The season ends with two
regattas, Washington D.C. and Dad
Vails.

Although having a young and inex-

perienced crew, the team may be

surprising on the water. Miss Fall,

assistant coach, state three factors as

are assets to the team: "the amount of

effort put into the conditioning

program, their enthusiasm for rowing,

and the women's rapport with each

other. The earlyseason will have its ups

and downs, but by the end of the season

things should start to click, that is if we
stay healthy and have enough practice

time on the water." Lost through

graduation were Mary Ann McArdle,

Bowie Johnson, and Cindy Morton.

However with returning veterans

Kathy Campbell, Debbie Girt. Shari

Moore, and Sarah Coy le , the loss will be

minimized. Other crew members are

Blythe Shelley, Dunnie Pagon, Holly

Craighead, Tami Shauber, Jenny
Butler, Adrianne Garbutt, Linda

Blansfield, Gail Oakes, Mary Ellen

Aiken, Jan Potter and Kerric Harvey.

Last year's women's crew had a

record of 5-0. They raced N. C. and

Duke, George Washington, Virginia,

Barnard, and Vesper. With no com-

petition under their belt this season,

both Barry McArdle and Miss Fall

nesiiate to make predictions. Coach

McArdle states that our objective is to

"row elegantly, fluid in aU-races; to

have a smooth, finesse crew rather

than a powerful crew. Our ambition is

to row as smooth as number 2 sand-

paper."



,,nf!e8 Dana on Lacrosse
Continued from Page 6

the score at 5-5 to end the first half.

The third quarter started out as more
of the same, as Lou Arp hit on his

second goal of the day on a pass form

Deering. Then the Shoreman offense

shifted into high. Gaines from Lindsey

to tie the score for the sixth time.

Fifteen seconds later, Gaines fed Kevin

Murphy for a Shore lead. The Maroon
and Black looked like they were ready

to put it away, as they managed the

first two-goal lead of the game on

Mangels ' pass to Lindsey with 2 : 14 to go

in the third quarter.

Denison then decided it was time to

win the game. They got the ball on a

push on the faceoff and Dave Zillig beat

everybody for a score to cut the lead to

one. Denison controlled the ball for the

rest of the period, but couldn't scores as

time ran out.

Less than a minute into the fourth

quarter, Mark Deering tied it up for

Denison with a move from behind the

goal. The Shoremen were called for a

trip and Deering fed Willie White on a

give-and-go for a Denison lead. The
Shoremen at the other end found Tom
Sutton wide open, but his shot went high

and Denison recovered the ball. Forty

seconds later it was Deering again, this

time with the assist to Al Peterson. It

had taken Denison barely six minutes
to go from two goals down to two goals

up. The Shoremen, stunned, called time

out.

Denison managed to control the ball

after the faceoff for over a minute
before the Shoremen could gain
posession. The Kellymen had their

chances, but couldn't capitalize on
anything until John Cheek took a pass

from Gaines and fired it in with 2:10 to

play. Even then it looked like too little,

too late, but ther remained one last

chance — provided the Shoremen could,

get the ball.

Washington was called for a push on

the faceoff and Denison took
possession. They lost it, however, on an
unsportsman-like conduct penalty with

57 seconds showing on the clock. With
an extra man, this had to be the

Shoremen's chance. Undsey's hot with
45 seconds left missed, but the

HotL Baltimore
Shoremen recovered the ball. The Big
Red knocked it loose , however, and a
Denison defender winged the ball up-

field. Defenseman Skip Comstock came
up with the ground ball and got it to

Wally Mangels. 20 seconds to go.

Mangels got it to Cheek, .who was
quickly double-teamed. Cheek finally

dumped the ball to Lindsey, whose
desperation shot was high at the horn.

The Denison bench overflowed onto the

field as Lindsey, perhaps blaming
himself, lay face down in the middle of

the field.

Mark Deering had three goals and
four assists for the winners, while
Gaines paced Washington with two
goals and four assists. Cheek netted
three goals and Lindsey had two goals

and an assist. Goalie Tim Hart made
fourteen saves, but he took a back seat

to Rob Hereford of Denison, who turned
back 25 Shore shots.

Dr. Brown
Continued from Page 3

quickly." Boston's Gay Community
News quotes Goodstein as insisting that.

"clout in the voting booth (is) totally

dependent on our motivating enough

gay people to write checks."

At the time of this article, speculation

of the conference's importance to the

gay movement is mixed. Many view it

as simply a leaguing of gays with the

same objective of raising lobbying

funds, while others are convinced (as

the GCN) that "the entire question of

liberation is at stake."

Whatever the conference's outcome,

however, it is obvious from the number
and tenor of gay publications that,

despite poor participation in rallies,

demonstrations, et al, the Gay
Liberation Movement is once and for all

"out of the closet."

Continued from Page 5

characters leave us, there is no cer-

tainty as to their future, or that it will

be any better.

Bill Barksdale slid in and out of the

lobby like any true ''John" , Mike
AUman was a pizza boy right out of the

year 1957, and I would never ride in a

taxi with John Starr. All in all,

everyone's performance was and ex-

tremely well thought-out.

As mentioned before, the pace of the

show was a definite problem, yet it also

remains one of the show's finest

achievements. Sychronization of

dialogue must have been an extremely

difficult task to master — and this was

Baseball Loses
The baseball team's defense fell

apart right from the start in their

doubleheader against York Wed-
nesday, allowing the visitors to sweep,

12-6, 7-4. In the first game, 12 errors and
weak pitching gave the game to York.

Second baseman Williams, first

baseman Katz and pitcher Compton
were especially slow on the field and on

the throw: the team in general seemed
half asleep. Perhaps more fan support

like the cheering of left fielder Mike
Brown's parents and that of John
Habermann would have helped. The
hitting attack would have carried the

game with halfway decent defensive

support; St. George and Wilkinson

continued to hit well, and right fielder

Scott Rutter had a double and a triple

for the afternoon.

The second game started off better

than the first, and the score was 3-0

after 2 innings. However, the pitchers

WRITERS WANTED-
The Elm is looking for good,

responsible writers

- Film Reviewer
- Copy Editors

- Many other opportunities available

Get in touch through Journalism! Con-
tact the Elm editorial staff, office hours
3-5 weekdays or call 778-4060.

quite well done. The uproar it produced
was at times almost fierce— I came out

of the end of Act I with my ears ringing.

Mr. Segal's set was absolutely in-

credible. Art Deco never stood a chance

with him: the positioning of the stairs

was an excellent entryway for each
actor for the audience anticipated

every entrance.

Washington College's February
performance of Hot L Baltimore was
quite credible— Mr. Maloney has once

again introduced serious heater to the

college community.

Doubleheader
— Ed Hooker, Tom Atkinson and Steve

Wilkinson — were wild, giving up
several walks per inning, and York
started hitting in the third inning,

moving ahead in the fifth. The defense

never did warm up: a few passed balls

and some poor judgment on pickoff

plays contributed to the loss.

Kent Plaza
Barber Shop

Kent Plaio Shopping Center

• Hair Styling $$.50
• Layer Cuts $3.50
• Hair Care Products

• Call 778-4771
for appointment

Coley - Jeff - Charlie

-WANTED-
Actors and Actresses

for

A French Film-
Experience not required
You need not know trench

Must enjoy pantomime

Contact-

Kim Webb
or

Larry Israrlite

As Soon As Possible

GRANTS-
Need some cash to see you through the school

year— with no strings attached?

"Application for Determination oi Basic Grant

Eligibility".

Basic Grants
P.O. Box 84
Washington, D.C 20044
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Noto, Coomer Win S.G.A.

Peler Thou, yirki Krone, Jeff Coomer, Paul Solo

The Crew Story
Get Your Rumors Straight

by Carlos Wilton

On Saturday, March 13, two women's
crew shells, one from Georgetown and
one from Washington College,
swamped during a sudden squall on the

Chester River. No one was injured in

the incident, although both shells

sustained minor damage. Although the

swamping occurred some time ago,

The Elm is publishing this account of

the incident, in the interest of dispelling

the many rumors that have arisen since

then.

The weather conditions on March 13

were not ideal for a crew race — the

day was cold and the sky overcast. The
water in the section of the Chester
River called Devil's Reach was calm,
however, so coaches Barry McArdle
and Penny Fall ordered the boats into

the water as planned. Altogether, five

boats were out on the river: two eight-

oar shells and three launches. Neither

coach was aware of the approaching

squall line that struck suddenly when
the boats were about a mile from the

dock. The squall arrived so suddenly
that there was no chance of returning.

As Coach McArdle described it: "I

looked up at the sky. It really started to

get dark . . . There were whitecaps

coming at us. That's when we decided
to take the boats back." Ms. Fall was
more graphic in her description. "The
waves were so high that it was
inevitable that they were going to

swamp. A huge wave came over the

bow and they (one of the shells) just

settled down into the water . . . There
was a possibility the launches could be

swamped — that's how bad the con-

ditions were."

Winds of up to 40 m.p.h. were
recorded in the squall, and at one point

the rain came down so hard it was
impossible to see across the river.

Both shells swamped almost im-
mediately after the squall struck,

plunging the eighteen girls into icy

water. The girls all did as they had been
taught — they stayed with the boats,

despite the temptation to swim for

shore. The three launches, piloted by
Coach Fall, crew manager John
Burton, and Coach McArdle and Paul
Gianquinto, immediately began to

ferry the crew members to shore.

According to Barry McArdle, "the

situation was ripe for tragedy," but

because of the levelheaded behavior of

the girls in the water, no one was
seriously injured. Both coaches had
nothing but praise for the girls' actions

after the swamping. As Coach Fall put

it, "The girls, because of the rapport

they have with one another, were
thinking more about each other's safety

than themselves. They kept cool."

Because the Georgetown crew was
one short, Shoreman. Sheri Moore was
rowing with the visitors. When the

Georgetown boat swamped, Sherl found
'

that the girl behind her could not swim.

Practicing lifesaving techniques, Sheri

kept the girl calm and close to the shell

until one of the launches arrived. Coach
Fall described Sheri's efforts in no

uncertain terms: "she literally saved

the girl's life."

The launches took the crew members
ashore at the riverside farm of

Godlington Manor. There, the girls

were given warm blankets by the

owners of the house while they awaited

the Kent and Queen Anne's Rescue
Squad to take them back to the College.

When asked what precautions he

usually takes before permitting crew

shells into the water, Coach McArdle

by Claire PuUi

As of Tuesday night, the 1976-1977

SGA presidency will be held by Paul
Noto, with Jeff Coomer, Vicki Krowe,
and Peter Tsou serving as Vice-

president, secretary, and treasurer,

respectively.

Noto's platform has already been
published, and an interview with him
was presented in the Elm's last issue.

As these publications interated, two of

his most stressed programs will be the

Honor Code and the Student Judiciary.

First, he intends to get together with

the Executive Committee and
straighten out administration relations.

He added that he and Jeff Coomer have
already talked and that they "see eye to

eye" on several topics.

Unlike Noto and Hustava's publicized

platforms, Jeff Coomer's was little

known, much to his regret. During the

campaign he had a 13 point platform in

mind, which he will print up for the

SAB. Coomer intends to thoroughly

acquaint SAB hopefuls with their exact

duties, for he "will not tolerate shirking

of responsibilities by SAB represen-

tatives." He feels that previous high

turnover rates in the SAB and Senate

will also thus be avoided. He mentioned

that a Constitutional amendment to

decrease the number of senators will

hopefully produce a "hard core" of

concerned students.

Coomer is optimistic that next year

will consolidate this year's gains, which

he considers many, owing to John
Moag's creativity. The new vice^

president disagrees with some of Paul
Noto|s views, but is encouraged by the

latter 's "spirit of leadership". He feels

that he and Noto will make "an ex-

cellent combination".

Peter Tsou and Vicki Krowe are both
ready to "get rolling". Tsou "won't try

lo alter anything, but just try to do his

job". He doesn't anticipate any time
problems with his sports involvement.

Krowe, alorig with Noto, is "relieved"

that the campaign is over. All four

officers are eager to begin their new
responsibilities.

Of the three presidential candidates,

Rick Blair's (running with Bob Barden)
platforms was almost completely
unknown. Disagreeing with the idea

that there were any clear-cut issues to

run on, Blair wanted to provide some
new blood in the SGA and find "where
this campus is at." According to him,

one of the main roles of the president is

to obtain feedback and implement it.

He stressed the importance for student

government to be realistic about goals

and student response to proposed ac-

tivities. Blair thinks the race would
have been closer if he and Barden had

campaigned more vigorously. He also

feels that many women voted for

Hustava on the basis of sex, and that

students in general tended to vote for

names already associated with student

government.

•(§>
replied, "I look at the water." March 13

was no exception. "The water was
fairly rough when we took them out. We
knew that where we were rowing was a
very calm place. And it was."
"The question is whether we should

have been out there in the first place. I

obviously thought we should have been.

The squall surprised all of us."

McArdle does not think the squall could

have been predicted. "I think this was
just a freak thing. This area is noted for

its squalls. They just happen."
The swamping incident has prompted

the coaches to exercise greater caution

in conducting races. Previously, shells

were permitted on occasion to enter the

water without an accompanying
launch. This will no longer be the case.

If for some reason a launch fails to

operate, the shells will be ordered to

return to shore.

Whether or not the squall of March 13

could have been predicted is a question

for the meteorologists. Undoubtedly,

there will be some who will blame the

coaches for the swamping, asserting

that the weather conditions on that day
warned of trouble. This is a difficult

assertion to prove. One thing all con-

cerned will agree on is this: the

women's crews of Georgetown
University and Washington College are

extremely fortunate to have escaped

the chilly waters of the Chester River

without injury or loss of life.

Missing
On Friday, April 2, (one week ago

today) at approximately 7:15, a group

of girls were seen running around

campus (for a change). When asked
what they were doing, the reply was,

"Kidnapping". An explanation is

certainly called for — hence, this ar-

ticle. To make things clear, the group

was the Sigma Tau chapter of the AOP

:

sorority that does exist here at

Washington College. As a fund-raising

project for the Arthritis Foundation,

they decided to kidnap several key

people on campus and charge a $5.00

minimum ransom for their return. The
people "kidnapped" represented

various areas of campus, such as the

Resident Assistants of the New Dorms,
Baseball, Tennis, Crew and Lacrosse

players, Student Government
Association executives, members of the

Elm, a Coffee House manager.
Resident Assistants of the Women's
Dorms, and the Presidents of men's
and women's fraternities. Although

only a $5.00 minimum ransom was
charged, some came through with

higher ransoms .

In all, we collected over $125.00 to be

donated to the Arthritis Foundation,

except $16.00 (approx.) to be "donated"

to Pip's Liquor store for the quarter keg

of beer served to the 'kidnappees' while

they were waiting'in the AOP chapter

room. We would like to thank everyone

that helped participate in this project

— we had fun ahd hope you did too.

Vicki Kroure
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Stop! Hey, what's that sound?

Everybody look what's going down

!

Stephen Stills

To the Editor:

The advice in your editorial entitled

"Vote?!" to those "confused" by the

SGA presidential race (recommending

that they refuse to vote) is, like the

vague campaign discussions you at-

tacked in the preceding paragraphs, an

easy way out. It amounts to suggesting

that students who are not handed a list

of distinct specifics from each can-

didate have no responsibility to demand
and work for more, but should instead

simply shrug their shoulders. On a

campus this small everybody has an

obligation to see that issues are

examined. Even generalities can serve

to distinguish the positions of can-
didates or lead to debate on the details

that do make a difference. Not voting is

hardly the way to settle a confused

mind and hardly the kind of alternative

that discourages the spread of the WC
plague — apathy.

Sincerely,

Jeff Coomer

Spring is here, and with it the wrapping up of the academic year's

business. We have new S.G.A. officers, the Appointments %nd Tenure

Committee is about to finalize its decisions, and today fall course

registration has been completed. With all these preparations for the

coming year, it seems an appropriate time for students to give some

serious thought to the state of Washington College — where it is and

where it ought to go. It is also a time for students to make their opinions

on these questions known to the administration.

I had the opportunity last Monday night to attend a faculty meeting,

what I understand was one of the more interesting ones. I was not per-

mitted to be present the whole time, but while I was there, some in-

teresting issues were discussed.

The most controversial one I heard was proposed by Dean Hanson,

representing the Academic Council. The proposal was for the formation

of a "Washington College Review Board for Research on Human Sub-

jects." This board would oversee any college-sponsored research or

experiments that involved human subjects. Other than the obvious

ethical considerations, the formationof this board is necessary in order to

secure federal grants for research programs here. President McLain,

who chairs the faculty meetings, called the proposal "pure poppycock;"

serving "no purpose other than to follow suit for some federal mandate."

At this point, he was asked to relinquish the chair if he wanted to air his

personal opinions (this being in violation of parliamentary procedure.)

He did, and a heated discussion ensued. McLain was unsuccessful in his

efforts to influence the vote. Only one faculty member voted against the

proposal.

McLain's position bewildered me. Why object to a proposal that ap-

pears clearly to be in the interest of Washington College? The ad-

ministration frequently laments the school's money problems, yet our

chief administrator questions a program that will make money available

to the school.

Other administrative questions were raised by the Elm's feature in-

terviews this week. What about the Psychology Department? Psych is

one of the most popular majors here, but the department remains un-

derstaffed and overcrowded. Statistics from the Dean's Office show that

the Psychology Department educates students at a cheaper cost than any

of the other social sciences. But the department has gotten nothing but

rejections to its requests for necessary dollars, to the point of giving up

trying. Because of staff limitations, sections of General Psychology are

larger than the introductory sections of any other department. Four
professors teach over sixty Junior-Senior majors, yet no additions to the

staff are even being considered. (Dwight Kirkpatrick describes Fox-

well's research facilities on the feature page.)

And to revive an old issue, what about the Physics Department? It

seems Washington College is having quite a time finding a replacement

for Dr. Logue. The first three candidates who were interviewed for the

position were evidently less than overwhelmed by our offers. The
College's first choice turned us down. So did our second choice. And our

third. Judging from student reactions, the remaining candidates were

evidently less than overwhelming in their qualifications. Maybe Dr.

Logue shouldn't be leaving in the first place.

I'm questioning some administrative practices here. I feel it is in the

students' interests to form their own opinions and make them known.

Take one of these spring afternoons to sit back and figure out what's

going on. Talk about it. Shout about it. Our welfare is at stake.

Highlights

®

Friday, April 9 — The College

Dancers will perform in Tawes
Theatre, at 8:15 p.m.; the concert is

free and the public is invited.

Saturday, April 10 — The S.G.A. will

sponsor a dance, featuring the

Potentials, from 9-1, in Hodson Hall.

Tuesday, April 13 — The Film Series

presents the movie, "The Sorrow and

the Pity," at 7:30 p.m., in Bill Smith

Auditorium:

"Director Marcel Ophuls creates a

documentary in epic proportions on the

themes of collaboration and resistance

during the German occupation.

Through interviews, old snapshots, and

newsreel footage, the perspective of

time is foreshortened and the viewer is

exposed to the moral drama of

quotidien life in an occupied nation."

Wednesday, April 14 — The S.G.A.

Forum presents Dr. Dwight Kirk-

patrick in a lecture at 8:00 p.m., in

Hynson Lounge. — Rob Bryant,
composer-pianist, will give a recital in

Bill Smith Auditorium, at 8:30 p.m. All

are welcome and there is no admission
charge.

Thursday, April 15. — The Music
Department will hold a student recital

in Bill Smith Auditorium, at 8:30 p.m.

The recital is free and all are invited to

attend.

Friday, April 16 — The S.G.A. will

sponsor a faculty cocktail party at 4 : 00

p.m. Location to be announced.

-Bicentennial Bulletin

by Meg Kelfer

Many Marylanders have probably

wondered where and when to celebrate

the Bicentennial. Since the state is one

uf the original thirteen colonies, it only

seems logical that it would have a

Bicentennial Calender of events. Thus,

I have taken it upon myself to pass on a

list of the Maryland Bicentennial

events for the month of April. The
following list provides the date, name of

event, location and phone number for

more detailed information. If anyone is

in need of an address for further in-

formation, contact Meg Keller through

the campus mail.

April 10 — 66th Annual My Lady's

Manor Hunt Race Meet
Monkton Md. - Tel. 821-5440 or 357-

5611

April 10 — 18th Annual Day In Oxford
Oxford Md. - tel. 226-5469

April 11 — 28th Annual Mason-Dixon
All-Breed Dog Show
Hagerstown Md. — tel. 824-4911 or

791-3130

April 1-21 (tentative) — 12th Annual

Academy of the Arts Juried Art Show

Easton Md. —ie\. 822-2534

April 17 — 74th Annual Grand
National Point-to-Point Race Meet
(steeplechase races)

Butler Md. - tel. 727-1700

April 18 — 5th Annual Trolley Car
Spectacular

Wheaton Md. — tel. 384-9797 or 585-

7063

April 23 & 24 — 6th Annual ST. John's

Broad Creek Antiques Show & Sale

Oxon Hill Md. - tel. 449-6372

April 23-25 — 7th Annual Frederick

County Morgan & Arabian Horse Show
Frederick Md. - tel. 662-4164

April 24 — 80th Annual Maryland
Hunt Cup Race
Glyndon Md. - tel. 833-4188

April 24 — 10th Annual Maryland Kite

Festival & 1st World Kite Competition

Baltimore County Md. — tel. 484-4861

April 24-26 — 7th Annual Savage
River Whitewater Races
Bloominton Md. — tel. 334-3888
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Mason-Dixon Grass
Masterpiece ?

by John Holland

Ever since the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury American opera producers have
been searching for an American
operatic masterpiece. Attempts date
back to the 1880's, when the
Metropolitan Opera offered a large sum
of money to any American composer
who could provide them with a suc-

cessful, homegrown work. Through
such a contest opera goers were
greeted by operatic treatments of The
Scarlet Letter, Cyrano de Bergerac,
and numerous other melodramas
loosely based on the historical and-or

Biblical event. Composers Horatio

Parker, George Chadwick, Howard
Hanson, and Virgil Thomson have all

tried their hand at opera writing, but in

spite of short-lived popularity, none of

their works can be called an American
masterpiece.

In the mid-twentieth century, notable

attempts have come from the pens of

Marc Blitzstein, Gian Carlo Menotti,

and Samuel Barber. All have had
serious musical and-or dramatic
defects. With the much touted Bicenn-

tenial upon us, American composers
have taken up the challenge once again,

and opera houses are willing to give

native works a chance. Conservative
houses content themselves with
revivals of such mediocre works as The
Ballad of Baby Doe, Lizzie Bordon,
Vanessa, or Porgy and Bess — operas

which have enjoyed periodic success

only because of their catchy,
memorable tunes. Other companies
have commissioned new operas,

mainly from America's most con-

servative composers.

Last weekend, the Baltimore Opera
presented its first world premiere, Ines

de Castro, by Thomas Pasatieri, the

thirty year old Wunderkind with six hits

already under his belt. After seeing this

it is hard to imagine how he did it. The
primary consideration of any opera
composer should be the dramatic ef-

fectiveness of his libretto, in this case a
perverse tale of love in fourteenth

century Portugal. Bernard Stambler's
text, based on a true story, is little more
than adequate, but with the editing

made by Pasatieri, it loses some of its

best moments (contained only in the

"cheap thrills" category to begin with).

Over this Pasatieri spun a series of lush

Puccinian melodies which contain no
emotion, a soon become downright dull.

There are three places in the libretto

which call for particularly dramatic
music: first, when the heroine Ines is

murdered in the street because of her
secret marriage with the prince Pedro,
against the wishes of the king ; second,
when the assassins are caught and
sentenced to a grisly death by the now
mad Pedro; and lastly, when Pedro, at

"his coronation, crowns the disinterred

corpse of Ines as his queen. All these
are treated in a manner that little

suggests the horror of the moment. The
death of Ines might well have been no
more than a purse snatching, while the
other two deaths were struck with a few
minor chords to express the morbidity
of the scene. The whole work was a
dramatic disaster. Needless to say,

subtleties in characterization were
nonexistent.

The only saving aspects of the per-

formance were the lovely sets and
costumes by Mario Vanarelli. His unit

set suggested a de Chirico painting,

with maze-like constructions sym-
bolizing the trapped and confused
characters. Costumes relied on whites,

greys, silvers, and a faded moss green
for complete bleakness. In the title role,

Philippine soprano Evelyn Mandac was
a gorgeous Ines and sang beautifully.

Baritone Richard Stilwell made a virile

and sturdy Pedro, and if nothing els-i,

Pasatieri should be commended for not

making his hero a tenor. Baltimore's
own current Met star bass James
Morris was a superb King Alfonso, and
Lili Chookasian made a fine Queen
Beatrix. Unfortunately, all this

superior talent was not enough to

salvage a shallow work. They obviously
enjoyed singing the well constructed
though tedious melodies Pasatieri had
written for them, but their time could
have been spent on something more
worthwhile. Christopher Keene gave a
dedicated reading at the podium, more
powerful than it really was. Enormous
gestures on his part were followed by
mealy-mouthed whinings from the

standard size orchestra.

The Baltimore Opera deserves credit

for trying, but Pasatieri has done little

to further the case of American opera. I

for one cannot help but question the so-

called successes he has had in recent

years with his adaptations of Chekhov,
I^orce, and recent Henry James.
Keep searching, America, your

masterpiece may turn yet up!

"It Has Been Rare . V
by Tex Andrews

IT HAS BEEN RARE, in my ex-

perience, such a rare event as the rare

event to which I have been so treated;

rare evening so rarified, treated, as it

were, rarely to such a rare event. I am
of course speaking of the First Annual 3

Days After April Fool's Day Musicale

under the direction of the rare Sol

Hurok. Overwhelmed, dear reader, yes
truly, by the enormity of the event,

which, in itself an enormous question to

which, but, which fact when coupled

(ah, sweet coupling! ) with such raison

de coeur as evidenced in the joie de

vivre of the raison d'etre exudent from
the performers and performances of

this exceedingly musicale.

It gives me such exuberant pleasure

to be able to relate, to all those wret-

ched Philistines misfortunate enough,

and dreadfully so, the utter degradation
of having missed this coup of brilliance,

blind fate having reduced them to such
contrition as they now low themselves
before the dingy panopy of their own
disgrace, the events of that night.

Unfair, though unfair, anxious as 1

am to commence post haste and dwell

on every piece, every pause, to allow

my pen to trip lightly on the page,
wringing bon mots, nay, mots justes,

from my jubilant being, coming forth

not to bury but to praise a concert so
sublime, to speak of pitch and tempi or

even pflanzenhartfett without first

setting the stage (verisimilitude, you
understand), confident in the fact that I

shall waste no words, which I never do.

But before I could catch my fleeting

breath, the members of Canon Street

Sinfonietta, Miroslaw Snerd, Mus. Dir.,

Continued on Page 5

When not playing bluegrass, Francis Elliott

works for Washington College.

by Amy Callings

Francis Elliott's basic philosophy can
be phrased simply: "Whatever you add
to it will make it better." It is ap-

plicable to both his way of life and his

bluegrass music. In fact, everything

seems to be going well for him right

now.

This interview was to be about a man
who dons a Washington College

maintenance uniform during the week
and sings lead with Mason-Dixon Grass

on weekends, but his overwhelming

interest in his bluegrass group was
enough to redirect the flow of the

conversation. "Bluegrass is a hard

music to play," Francis said. But, as

the Mason-Dixon banjo player says,

"When we get turned on, they (the

audience) get turned on." And when
Billy Lee Cox gets turned on, picking

fast and furious, it's hard to find a foot

not tapping.

The group had its beginnings just

over a year ago. George Founds,

mandolin player who'd been an art

professor at Washington College, knew
Francis through the school. The two got

together with a banjo player George

knew. They all sat down at the banjo

player's house, and the three of them
started picking bluegrass right then

and there. Something sounded right

enough for Billy to write down the

words to a couple of songs so Francis

could practice them while at work.

Even to this day, he sings around

campus when he thinks no one's

listening.

When asked about an early influence

in music, Francis replied that he was
his own greatest influence. "I've

always loved to sing." At age twelve, he

bought a $12 guitar and taught himself

to play. "It's also easy to pick

something up from watching others

play." He admitted that the others in

the group have helped him greatly with

his guitar playing, while he's helped

them with their singing.

The rest of the group consists of

Michael O'Farrell, the group's bass

player, who sports a dashing black

derby and blond handlebar 'stache, and
rolls his eyes "innocently" to oc-

casional suggestive lyrics, and Steve

Warrington, who smiles shyly as his

lead guitar sings out fantastic licks,

alternately challenging the speed of

Billy's banjo or George's lightning

mandolin.

Michael and Steve and the rest reflect

the whole group's personable quality.

Francis was careful to stress the fact

that the men are not just a group, but

"a bunch of good friends." He
remarked on the finest compliment
ever paid the band: "After one par-

ticular set, someone came and told us
that, while other bands he's seen got up
onstage just to play music, we get up
and give a whole show. It's just a
matter of us and the audience turning

each other on." About playing on
campus, Francis says, "The college

crowd gives the best reception of

anyone ... the students are warm; they
always give us a good welcome." He
feels the dining hall is best as far as
acoustics, because they can really turn

it up; they enjoy playing in the Coffee

House, though, where the atmosphere
is much closer. Just so there's room to

dance.

Between the practices and bookings,

playing music for Mason-Dixon Grass
is time consuming. A major con-

sideration for all the members is family

life. None of them want to travel,

because of the strain it would cause
their families, "We do it for fun,"

Francis said. "I suppose we'd try

travelling, if we really knew we could

make it."

The group hopes to make a recording

at some point, but it's agreed they will

have to wait until the right moment:
"Everything'll have to be just perfect."

They did a live program for WAMU on
Gary Henderson's "Stained Glass
Bluegrass" show one Sunday morning,

and received excellent feedback from
many who heard them. Still, they

hesitate to attempt the "big break" too

early. While the overall quality of

bluegrass bands in D.C. is better than in

this area, Francis still believes Mason-
Dixon to be "as good as any they have."

Next weekend, April 10-11, at the

Edgewater Community Recreation
Hall in Annapolis, Mason-Dixon Grass
will be playing with Don Reno and Bill

Harrell, and Francis claims they're

trying to take it calmly. "But," he says,

"I think they're the best group I've ever

heard. And to be playing with them —
it's a great thrill. We're excited for it."

On Saturday, April 24, they'll be at an

outdoor festival at Chesapeake College.

The party will run from noon until dusk,

Mason-Dixon taking the stage around

mid-afternoon. Chesapeake's just down
the road —how about getting some cars

together, and going down to drink some
beer and listen to some hot bluegrass.

We'll see you there!
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Story Theatre:

'Best Enjoyed Once
In A Lifetime"

Breakfast With Bobby:
PartH

bv It i kin fit Inn

Story Theater, the first of this

spring's Studio Theatre productions,

was presented last weekend. Chosen
and directed by Mary Lou Lauricella,

Story Theatre is Paul Sill's adaptation
of ten (Ms. Lauricella used 9 of the 10)

well-known fairy tales and fables to the

stage. The show proved to be delightful

light entertainment, best enjoyed once
in a lifetime.

I found the opening of the play to be
undoubtedly the most annoying thing

about the evening. Having found our
seats, a friend and I sat down to wait for

the play to begin. After a while, Mickey
Dulin started to play the piano in the
corner. He played quite nicely and my
friend and I chatted about the set,

which was very good, about the
weather, and about the music. The
lights dimmed slightly when it got to be
8 o'clock, where-upon Mr. Dulin got up,
walked around the piano and, in full

view of the audience, straightened his

shirt, put on a tie, put on a jacket, dilly-

dallied around and finally, sat down
and started to play again, at which
point the play officially (I take it)

began. I felt that this rlgamarole was
thoroughly unnecessary and, unlike
Mr. Bogner's similar handling of such
an opening, was done poorly and for-

cedly.

Having nowhere to go but up, the
production did indeed improve. The
first half of the show consisted of four
stories: The Little Peasant, The
Bremen Town Musicians, The Robber
Bridegroom and Henny Penny,
covering the best and the worst acting
of the evening. Linda Hamilton and
John D'Amico, partially justified by the
nature of their part, were at their worst
as the idyllically lovey-dovey and at-

tractive leads in The Little Peasant.

Also in The Little Peasant, Bruce Funk
was disappointingly nervous as the
shepherd, while David Smith was ex-
cellent as the farmer. Generally,
everyone was off in The Robber
Bridegroom: Mr. D'Amico was at
limes good, at others, exageratedly
unconvincing; Ms. Hamilton was again
beautiful, kind-hearted, but dumb; Mr.
Funk, still ill at ease; and April

Lindevald gave a pretty shoddy por-
trayal of an old woman.
The Bremen Town Musicians, per-

formed between these less successful
stories, was perfect, all of the main
characters being executed with the skill

we can expect and deserve from the

drama majors. Here, Ms. Lauricella's
directing combined with the talent of
Ms. Daffer (the Cock), Ms. Hamilton
(the Ass), Ms. Lindevald (the Cat) and
Mr. D'Amico (the Hound) to give us a

first rate performance. Movement,
(unlike that of the two previously
mentioned stories which was at times
distracting), as well as voice control
were fine.

Henny Penny, the last of the four
stories before intermission, was per-
formed with the same excellence and
was at times even funnier than the
Bremen Town Musicians. Ms. Hamilton
gave another enjoyable performance as
Henny Penny and I, for one, only wish
that we had seen more of her on stage
this year. Ms. Lindevald as Goosey
Possey, Ms. Daffer as Ducky Daddies
and Mr. D'Amico as the vUlan Foxy
Woxy were all very good Ms. Lauricella

and the cast varied the style enough
from the characters of Bremen so that
Henny Penny was by no means stale.

Ms. Hartney, on stage for the first time
at W.C., showed skill and much promise
as Cocky Locky. Mr. Funk, calmed
down and more assured, also gave a
very good performance as Turkey
Lurkey.

The five stories after intermission
(The Master Thief, Venus and the Cat,
The Fisherman and his Wife, Two
Crows, The Golden Goose) included the
most interesting story of the produc-
tion, but were too long, and the acting
was generally mediocre. Mr. Funk's
performance as the father in The
Master Thief was again good, as was
Ms. Daffer's as his wife and Mr.
D'Amico's as the thief. Both Ms. Lin-
devald and Mr. Smith were disap-
pointing in the silly parts of the Count
and Countess.

The Fisherman and His Wife is the
story of a man who catches a magical
flounder, which grants the wishes of the
man's wife for a nice cottage, a castle,
a kingdom, & the Popedom. Finally the
wife askes for the universe, a wish the
flounder will not grant, which causes
the wife's wishes to be revoked. The
story was too long. Ms.Lindevald's
performance as the flounder was the
highlight of the second half and her
dancing was especially welcome. Mr.
Thomas' lighting was particularly
evident in this story and it worked very
well in setting the changing scenes by
the sea.

Two Crows, one of Aesop's fables,
was short, humorous and moved
quickly. Ms. Hartney again showed her
skill with a light role. Ms. Daffer is a
more than welcome addition to "W.C.
drama and here as elsewhere in Story
Theater, her talent was surely evident.

I welcomed The Golden Goose as the
last story, but found it disappointing.
Mr. Funk and Mr. Smith were good as
the two older brothers. Ms. Daffer's (I

presume) Jewish accent got to be
fairly offensive by the time she packed
Simpleton off to the woods. Mr.
D'Amico as the mooning Simpleton was
so sensitive that he became wearying.

It was not as bad as I had expected.
Story Theater, could have been better,
but was never-the-less very en-
tertaining. In addition to the changed
pace of the performance (one I

hope is not to be permanent), the
new faces of Ms. Hartney, Mr.
Smith, the inaudible Mr. Goode, and
especially those of Ms. Daffer and Ms.
Hamilton were a grateful and a
delightful addition to the more familiar,
yet enjoyable talent of Ms. Lindevald,
Mr. D'Amico and Mr. Funk.

Studio Theatre:

'Songs For Aging Children"
to Open Next Week

"Songs for Aging Children", a
Washington College Studio theatre
production, will be presented in Tawes
Theatre April 17-18 at 8:00 p.m.
Directed by Christie J. Robinson,
members of the cast include: Lucinda
Detweiler, Victoria Gadsden, Linda
(Frika) Johnson, Dave Knepler, John
D'Amico, and William S. Barksdale.
Lights are by Karyn Thompson, with
set design by Nancy Knuth.

Richmond

House
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by Karvti Finlev Thompson

Both Foxwell and Richmond House are facilities for growing
programs, and both need renovation or expanding. The problems are lack

of money and space. Neither Prof. Kirkpatrick nor Prof. Day have much
hope that there will be money for their projects, and they know that the

space between them is limited. Still, Kirkpatrick eyes the Wiffleball Field

(between Foxwell and the Maintenance Building), while Day hopes to

rebuild altogether on the lawn in front of the Administration Building.

One thing is for sure: it's getting tense along the border between Rich-
mond House and Foxwell. Nightly, poets lop sonnets at Foxwell's rats,

and Psych majors flash lude Rorschachs at passing writers. When will it

all begin?

Elm: What would you like to see Richmond House evolve in to? As you
know, Foxwell needs to expand.

Day: We'd like to add a wing to Richmond House. Our idea is that in

order to do this we would have to take a wing off Foxwell. I don't know
where Dwight Kirkpatrick's psych department plans to move, but we do

have plans to expand Richmond House.
Elm: Now thatyou are an in-progress-published author, if you left the

college, would there be a death of Richmond House?
Day: No, if I left, I'd probably have earned millions of dollars on my

book; and the idea would be that I'd give part of it to the college to build a
moat around Richmond House.

Elm: Well, the psych department is growing, and they will need space
to expand to fulfill their necessities. So between the psych department
and Richmond House, where do you think the priorities lie? Richmond
House is small.

Day: Yes, a tiny little thing. Well, we're building tunnels ; we're digging
tunnels out of the basement of Richmond House and we are tunnelling
toward the main part of the campus. It's a secret evacuation plan. If we
do lose the Battle of Foxwell, we'll surface-like a spring mushroom — pop
up somewhere else.

Elm: In what manner are you doing this?

Day: Having pulled our house down board by board from the inside and
dragged it through the tunnels, we'll pop up: fully complete with the
leaning porch and the bad plumbing and that ugly tree that sits outside.
Elm: May I be so inquisitive as to ask where you've tunnelled to?
Day: Toward the Elm. We plan to pop up Just to the town side of the Big

Elm.

Elm: Do you think that there's a possibility of building a new Richmond
House?

Day: No.

Elm: So either Richmond House will stay as it is, or—
Day: There are two possibilities: either Richmond House will stay as it

is, or it won't stay as it is.

Elm: If it won't — what then?
Day: I may be naive, but I think that the Richmond House program

has been successful. I don't see the college recommending to get rid of a
successful program.
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Elm
: A few of the writers here on campus have expressed their concern

that if you leave, Richmond House rill die. Do you have the support of the
English Department?
Day: Yes. I think they'd be upset if Richmond House died.

Elm: Has the college been helpful at all?

Day: The business manager has been helpful in fixing it up. We have
two new rooms upstairs now. BUT we've dug our tunnels and we are
ready to pop up somewhere else — either that or extend into Foxwell. I

think I'm going to write a chronicle on how we moved Richmond House
through the tunnels. Or, how we swept into Foxwell. We've got our eye on
that rat lab, Professor Kirkpatrick!

Elm: Do you have plans to extend Foxwell?

Klrkp: Do you mean on paper?

Elm: Paper buildings? No, real buildings.

Klrkp : There is the need for it, but there are no plans drawn up.

Elm: What then, idealistically, would you like to see happen with

Foxwell and the psych department?

Klrkp: We don't have enough room, and we especially don't have the

proper environment to keep animals, especially rats. Flight now, our only

concession to keeping animals is having the thermostat in the "rat room"
—which means they are fairly comfortable, but we are either too hot or

too cold. What we need is another wing that would be humidity controlled,

with air conditioning.

Elm: So what exactly do you desire?

Klrkp: What we picture is a wing to house animals and around that

wing, labs that would be used as phychological labs and animal learning

labs. This would free a lot of space, giving us more area for people to do

human research.

Elm: So the main concern for Foxwell's extension is for the animals?

Klrkp: No, its for everybody. We are out of room, and we have over

sixty majors in a building with about six areas to do research in. Right

now, we are playing musical chairs with the rooms for research projects.

I've got students doing studies in the calculator room — and there's even

been suggestions to use the men's room. We need research rooms.

Wohl: You should also mention the monastery, for the monks in

training in my personality class.

Klrkp: Rumor has it that we want to move into Richmond House?
Elm: That's exactly what I'd like to know.

Klrkp: That is the debate that crops up every year or so, yes.

Elm: Well, there's always the Maintenance Building. Where would you

like to see the wing go?

Klrkp: Well, first let me tell you the problem with Richmond House.

Richmond House is not good enough for rats.

Wohl: For the monks, yes.

Elm: Can you conceive of Foxwell moving through the parking lot, or

perhaps growing upwards?
Klrkp : There is plenty of room behind Foxwell for expansion. There's a

Continued from Page 3

took their places under the lights.

A flourish, the baton raised, the

downbeat, moments later Gotacough's
Concerto dl Chambre, op. 1 (The
Unfathomable), had begun. This, an
early piece by Gotacough, a fascinating

one at that, being so, and of course, by
virtue of the fact that, having already

stated theme upon theme, a dizzying

display of virtuosity apparent as the

piece brilliantly moved and does move,
for a work of such import as this is

always, and always has been, and will

be, even before it was written, im-
mortal, moving as it does from
gesangvoll and getragen to gesteigert

and geschwind, and movingly so, so

moved was I by this moving movement
so movingly moving; and yet, despite

all this movingness, I was not so

movingly moved by this movement of

moving, moved not so far that I did not

fail to notice that the Sinfonietta had
forgot their faggott!

IT IS ALWAYS, for me at least,

especially in these days, fierce days,

tom from, and indeed, wrenched, (quod

est ripped) or even rent as the veil of

the temple, yea, even unto the most
inner of sanctums, Holy of Holy, or as in

Sirach 19:29, "A man is known by his

appearance, and a sensible man is

known by his face when you meet him,"
such a great pleasure it is to hear Du
Fay performed by the likes of the

Madame, who, as is her custom and

profession renders her services so
admtriably, interrupted, nipped in the
buds, as it were. And the Magnolia Hall
combo's rendition of Cbolus Portem's
Canoous Beglnus Begulnus shewed the
girls still In their prime, with all due
respect.

The fabulous Duetto Dl Due Gatti by
the venerable Ralph Rossini, and so, as
such, wantonly performed by Hermann
and Otto Katz, a performance of this

technically impossible piece like unto
which I have never before had the
opportunity, no less the sheer good
fortune. And then, of course, how could
I forget to mention, so fresh, fresh as
the daisies of March, in my, albiet

another tres difficile oeuvre (ellendl),
but never before performed with such
elan, by the apparently omniverous
Washington College Interlude Society,
Hermion Musicale's voracious Musical
Interlude, mind.
Mother Goose never fails to grab me,

and the Myoozika Anteekwa certainly
handled her well. The first piece,
although somewhat defalcated, is still a
golden egg. The second, and, I should
say, to avoid any confusion, that is,

confusion that could perhaps arise at

this point in time, time being a cont-
nuum, and, not wishing to lose, or loose,

our places (thus the need, no the
necessity, of clocks, and other
varigated time pieces or measurers)
thereof, next piece was originally

written for the unbowed Crwth. But this

Continued on Page 8

large area that we've looked at before. When Sheldon was thinking of

coming here and bringing his whole foundation — we did look at that. We
even had Crooks there, and we decided that it would be quite feasible to

build a wing between Foxwell and the Maintenance building.

Elm: Well, what happened to this?

Klrkp: Those plans never came about because Sheldon didn't come.
I'm just as glad he didn't. We haven't really approached anyone on the
administration, except to say that we have been thinking about ex-

pansion. Yet, we've never given a firm plan because we are fairly certain

that it will not be well received. By the way, Foxwell will not go "up".
Wohl: It's in the clouds anyway.
Elm: What are your feelings about Richmond House?
Klrkp: I like the occupants. I'm not crazy about the building, but we get

along fine ; they Invite us over for champagne, stuff like that—
Elm: Besides the personality aspect, what about the land Richmond

House sits on?

Klrkp: I do not want Richmond House, never have. I think it is best for

what it is being used for right now. We don't want to take anybody over.

Elm: You would just like to extend. Aren't there enough plans to make
it work?
Klrkp: Let me put it this way. We have asked for additional staff-help

because of overcrowding problems, especially on account of the majors.
But we have always been turned down on that. Well, not always, because
we did go from 3 and one-third to 4.

Elm: 3 and one-third professors to 4?

Klrkp: . . . and actually since I've been here we've gone from 2 to 4;

however, this year we've gone from 4 and one-third to 4, because we
asked for 5.

Elm: Well, you have definitely lost me.
Klrkp: We have had some part-time help this year, and we have asked

to have an additional staffmember on a full-time status. We have gotten a
"NO" on that — and on keeping the part-time help. I haven't gotten a
good answer on why we do not have it, except that we are not budgeted for

it. But I get the distinct impression that the administration believes that

the popularity of psychology is a fad. Well, then, it is a hell of a long fad;

it's been going on for years as a nationwide thing.

Elm: A fad in what manner?
Klrkp: I get the distinct impression that psych as a science isn't

believed by members of the administration, and I think they hope it may
go away — it's been ignored long enough.

Elm: Therefore, budgetwise, there is no encouragement for such a
plan? In this respect, is there any hope for remodeling in the near future?

Klrkp: If there was such a hope I'd formulate plans, but it's hard to

make proposals like that when you're absolutely certain that they will be

met with no interest. I haven't asked for anything, and maybe I'm wrong.



1776
"A Refreshing Outlook"

By Ed Hooker

If you are tired of textbook accounts

of the men who first freed the 13

American Colonies you might take an
evening off for the musical, 1776. It

boasts the longest run in dinner-theatre

history in the East, and is presently

being performed at the Burn Brae
Dinner Theatre on Route 29 between
Washington and Baltimore. Over 75,000

people have seen it here since it began
last May, and many more will see it

before it closes in September.

Written by Peter Stone, with music
and lyrics by Sherman Edwards, and
directed by Robert Brenner, 1776 may
be the best attraction nearby. It is

performed on a professional stage

which would do Broadway credit. The
auditorium is quaint, informal, and
seats 380 comfortably. A smorgasbord
is offered before the play, and apertifs

are served by the actors throughout the

performances.

1776 is more than a musical comedy-it

strives for historical accuracy as well.

The cast ranges from the serious,

arrogant John Adams to a jovial and
humble Ben Franklin. Adams sets the

mood when he addresses the audience
at the opening of the play: "I have
come to the conclusion that one useless

man is a disgrace. Two are called a

law-firm and three or more become a

congress ..." On the other hand,

Franklin, Adam's close friend and
advisor, offsets the seriousness with his

lighthearted songs and quips. In the

congressional scenes where Franklin
daydreams about his love life or tries to

restore order between Adams and his

rivals. Edward Rutlidge and John
Dickinson, he becomes the most en-
dearing character of the play.

Along with these four men (the stars

of the play), are Thomas Jefferson,

Stephen Hopkins, and Samuel Chase,
all of whom enhance the play's humor.
In the congressional scenes, Jefferson
would rather be home with his wife,

Hopkins with his rum, and Chase with
his dinner. Despite his apathy and pleas

Akira Kurosawa: Sanjuro

to go home, Jefferson is chosen to write

the Declaration because of his literary

fame. For a long time he is unable to

compose a sentence, although Adams
and Franklin encourage him con-

stantly. Adams then sends for Jef-

ferson's wife, hoping she will better

encourage him to write, but this nearly

backfires when all he does is sleeps

with her. Later, Adams and Franklin

sing and dance (and gape) with Mrs.
Franklin in what is the most amusing
scene in the play.

1776's humor is rapidly replaced by
seriousness when Adams, Franklin and
Jefferson return to congress to read the

finished document, which took eighteen

days to write. Afterwards, several

southern delegates refuse to accept it

unless it is rewritten to include slavery
rights. Rutlidge claims that the
abolishment' of slavery would greatly
weaken Southern agrarian produc-
tivity. Finally, after seeking Franklin

and Jefferson's advice, Adams realizes

that without Southern support in-

dependence would be impossible. So the

concedes to Rutlidge, and at the end of

the play all the delegates endorse the

Declaration — except Dickinson, who
believes they are committing suicide.

Despite the heated Adams —
Rutlidge debate and Dickinson's
leaving, the play ends happily. Indeed,
the cast achieves a good balance of

humor and seriousness. For this

reason, Richard Coe of the Washington
Post said that this production of 1776

was "the finest . . . that I have ever
seen." The players portray the men
realistically, not like the demigods
sojne- textbooks contain. Franklin was
not only a brilliant inventor but was
also a promiscuous lover and ardent
drinker; Jefferson was both a superby
statesman and a homebody; Adams
was a great leader though an obnoxious
and disliked man.

"All men and human" is the message
of 1776, and for this reason I found it a

refreshing outlook on the men who
made America.

Summer in Europe
Features Musical Happening

by Kim Stiersiorfer

The music is punctuated with the
abrupt sounds of whips snapping. The
camera sneaks through a lattace to
peer over the shoulder of a clean,
young, carefully-combed samurai.
Nine impeccably groomed warriors

sit cross-legged around a candle:
sparkling with intensity, moral pur-
pose, they consider plans to thwart high
level corruption. They finger the
swords at their sides.

Enter the scratching, ragged,
unkempt outsider, Sanjuro. His guile,
experience and unsurpassed skill with
the sword belie his appearance.
Kurosawa establishes his theme:
Things are never as they appear.
While Kurosawa did not consider

"Sanjuro" to be a philosophic block-
buster, the film's message is lucid.
"Sanjuro" means "thirty years old" in

Japanese; the hero of that name is

"going on forty." Although devoid of
jingoism, the religiosity that hallmarks
the traditional samurai, Sanjuro is

indisbutably the best warrior, the one
who "glistens like a drawn blade."
Sanjuro's weapon is also the

Meredithian "sword of good sense",
necessary to dampen enthusiasm, and
essential to comedy. And Japan's best
director displays an unparallelled
comprehension of comic theory and its

implementation. Like comedy,
Kurosawa is ultimately concerned with
the acceptance of human frailty, with
the sacrosanct cracks in human
character.

Understanding that "it is tragedy,
like forgiveness, that is divine, and
comedy, like error, that is human,"
Kurosawa employs the genre as it was
intended, as criticism. Comedy appeals
to both the laughter and malice of
humans. But comedy is not solely a

i

critical tool for Kurosawa, but as it acts
to bring men together as fellow fools
and sinners, it is an instrument of
compassion. The constitution of the
comic hero, stripped of medals,
feathers, and college degrees, is

quintessentially human,
simultaneously pathetic and
courageous. Sanjuro performs in the
absurd context with a slovenly, laconic,
yet unmistakable nobility.

Kurosawa is a master of juxtaposing

high and low comedy, parody and
slapstick, verbal understatement and
visual exaggeration. In compliance
with Bergson's observation that "The
attitudes, gestures, and movements of

the human body are laughable in exact
proportion as that body reminds us of a
mere machine," Kurosawa appeals
repeatly to our tendency to laugh at

mechanical arrangement. The nine

samurai boys move, speak, and worry
in unison. Their actions are syn-
chronized, their reactions identical in

intensity. Sanjuro must tell them not to

follow him "like a school of goldfish."

Like young chicks breaking through a
shell, nine heads pop up from beneath
the floorboards when Sanjuro assures
them that the immediate danger has

Kurosawa accurately assesses the
humor inherent in a situation which
belongs simultaneously to two in-

dependent spheres — the rescued
women, like the samurai, react in

accordance to a strict code of behavior.
Laughter is aroused when the in-

congruence of these behaviors is

perceived. The women debate which
color camellia, red or white, is more
aesthetically pleasing, while the
samurai are concerned with using the
flower to signal the commencement of
battle. Maternakey, the Chamberlain's
wife advises Sanjuro that "Killing

people can become a bad habit."

"Sanjuro" is primarily a comedy of

manners. Kurosawa is concerned with
the prejudices, symbols, traditions and
taboos of the Japanese upper middle
class — a group that partakes of a
common background and a similar
view of life. Sanjuro is their hired gun,
and with closelipped competence, he
cleans up the town. Avoiding accolades
and deserved praise, Sanjuro leaves,
only to be confronted and challenged on
the outskirts of town by Muroto,
Inspector Kikui's chief henchman. The
nine samurai boys act as audience.
Without bluffing offense or stategic

retreat, Sanjuro slices through his

enemy's aorta. Awed, the samurai
begin to follow Sanjuro. He informs
them, just as he has been informed,
"that the really good swords stay in

their scabbards." Scratching himself,
Sanjuro turns and continues out of

town.

College Music students and just plain
fans of sound under 22 are eligible for a
youth-fare travel package this June
that features a musical happening —
both classical and jazz — in a charming
Swiss Alpine valley town.
Included is the round trip by Swissair

of Trans World Air jetliner between the
United States and Geneva and eight
days in Montreux, located in western

Switzerland on the shores of Lake
Geneva and surrounded by the Alps.
Montreux, already known as an arts

center and location of an annual in-

ternational jazz festival, will be the site
of the First International Brass
Congress from June 13 to June 19. The
gathering will bring together brass-
section musicians from symphony
orchestras around the world as well as

brass-instrument playing jazzmen, for

concerts and other activities.

The package includes hotel ac-

comodations and two meals daily

during the congress, all concerts and
related activities and the congress
banquet.

Youth fares are especially tailored

for those who want to spend more than
a week or two abroad. In fact, the youth
fare traveler has the right to remain
abroad for a full year. It is an ideal

package for the student who wants to

spend an entire summer in Europe.
The package price is $599 from New

York, $640 from Chicago and $654 from

Los Angeles.

The Congress will be held under
auspices of the Institute for Advanced
Musical Studies, which occupies the
former Grand Hotel of Montreux. The
Institute was founded in 1973 as a
bridge to professional performance by
promising young .musicans of all
nations. This year, it has expanded into
other music-related activities such as
sponsorship of the Brass Congress.
Additional information can be ob-

tained from Convention Coordinators,
Inc., 300 East 40th Street, New York,
New York 10016. Telephone (212) 682-
0200.
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Navy Comes From Behind
To Sink Shoremen
It's not too surprising that undefeated

Navy hasn't really blown anybody out

this year. What is surprising is thai

they're ranked in the top ten in the

country.. The Middies came here

Wednesday determined to run a clinic

in lousy lacrosse. Trouble was, the

Shore stickers couldn't take advantage

of that fact, and in the last minute and a

half Navy finally unveiled the hustle

and speed that longtime lacrosse

followers have come to associate with

them. The result was the abrupt

transformation of an 11-9 Washington

victory into a 12-11 defeat.

To their credit, the Shoremen came
out like they wanted to play. They drew
first blood as John Cheek whipped a
long pass to Myrt Gaines in front of the

goal for a 1-0 lead. After Mullinix won
the faceoff, midfielder Drew Romans.
broke into the clear and took a pass 1

from Kevin Murphy for an easy score.

Then Navy woke up. Romans was
decked by a Midshipman and Navy
came up with the ball. Attackman Jeff

Long faked out his man and ripped one
home from outside to cut the Shore lead

in half. A minute later, John Gifford

found himself biting the dust on a hard
check, knocking the ball loose. Attack-

man Bob Holman picked up the loose

ball and dumped it to tie the score. The
Shoremen got off some good shots, but

Navy's defense, led by goalie Bill.

Mueller, blocked them all. Washington
was called for an illegal pick and Navy
started a good fast break on the clear. It

ended up with Middle Skip Wagner
scoring on a feed from Mike Canders.
After a timeout to recover from the

onslaught, Jeeper Lindsey fed Gaines
inside, but his shot was blocked. Kevin
Murphy came up with the ground ball

and fed Cheek, who. hit from outside to

knot the score again. Navy called time
to set up the final play of the quarter,

then got a break as a Shore defender
tried too hard to take the ball from Jeff

1-ong, who dodged him easily and
scored Jrom outside to close the first'

quarter action.

The W.C. Shoremen controlled the

ball for most of the beginning of the

second period, and tied the score again
as Tom Sutton, sandwiched between
three blue defensemen, got off an
impossible shot even as he was being
decked and found the nets. The Shore
attack came alive momentarily, as
John Cheek stunned Mueller with a
rocket from outside. Then, after a good
clear by Lindsey, Gaines fed the Jeeper
inside to make it 6-4.

Again Navy decided it was time to go
to work, responding with three quick
goals. Long got the first one, beating
the Shore defense with a couple of good
fakes inside. The second one was a pure
gift, as goalie Clint Evans made a good
stop on a Middie shot, only to dump the
ball right into the waiting stick of Bob
Holman, who put it through easily.

After a Shore timeout, a long pass on a
clear went right to the Naval
Academy's Steve Hincks to give the

ball to the visitors again. In a melee in

front of the goal for a loose ball, Mid-
shipman Mike Gurny came up with the

ball and tossed it in to give the lead

back to Navy. The half ended with no
more scoring, mostly due to some
excellent goaltending by Mueller and
the officials' refusal to call some
penalties.

WC got something going in the third

period as Merle Ricketts came up with
a ground ball and got it to Bill Cooper,

who beat two men for the clear. Gaines
look the ball behind and fed Lindsey,

who had beaten his man. Lindsey
rammed it home, and it was deadlocked
once again.

The game began to get a little more
violent, and became obvious that the

officials were not about to stop play for

a little thing like Mass murder.
Nonetheless, the Shoremen got some
good chances to score, and finally

converted one of them, Ricketts on the

receiving end of a pass from Wally
Mangels. It must have been Navy's
birthday, though, because the
Shoremen gave them another gift. A
bad clear was used by Navy to set up
Mike Chanenchuk's outside shot with 52

seconds left in the period. The
Shoremen couldn't get off a good shot

and the quarter ended in an 8-8 stan-

doff.

There was no scoring for the first ten

minutes of the fourth quarter, probably

because the players had mayhem on

their minds and the officials didn't

seem to care. Those last five minutes,

though, were unbelievable. Tom Sut-

ton's shot was deflected, but Mangels
came up with the loose ball outside and
gave it the famous underhanded move
to put the Shoremen in front. Navy
came up with a ground ball and
cleared, and Long came around the

goal to hit Gurny with a pass for

another tie.

Then the Shoremen shook up
everybody. Cheek whipped a long pass
to Gaines near the goal, who hit Murphy
in front of the goal for the lead. The
fans, smelling miracle No. 3, rushed to

i. he sidelines, but the threat of a penalty

against the home team sent them
scampering back to the stands. What
should have been the big break of the

afternoon came next, as Navy was
called for both a hold and slash, putting

the Kellymen in an extra-man
situation. They capitalized quickly,

with Duke Murphy's pass to Ricketts

giving the Shoremen an 11-9 lead with

just 1:29 to play. The game was over.

Unfortunately, somebody forgot to

tell that to Navy. Skip Miller was sent in

to faceoff, and he won it easily and
started a fast break that ended with

Long scoring on John Mutch's pass.

Miller with another fact, and this time
it was reversed: Mutch-from-Long.

Miller again, and this time he fed long

himself. The whole thing took less time
than it took to read this paragraph. The
Shoremen couldn't recover from the

onslaught, and another last-second

miracle was 1

out of the question. Navy
rejoiced at midfield.

Jeff Long had five goals and two
assists to lead all scorers, and was in on
the three thai really hurt. Cheek,;

Lindsey, and Ricketts had two goals

each, while Gaines and Murphy both

chalked up three assists. Gaines,

Murphy, Romans, Sutton, and Mangels
netted single goals, and Cheek and
Mangels had one assist apiece.

The Shoremen now hit the road for

four games, and there we'll find out

how much they really want to win. The
next home game is the 24th against

Bucknell. '

Mile Relay
Clinches

Shore Victory
Last Friday the track team scored its

third victory of the year, sneaking by
Western Maryland 73-72. It was a see-

saw battle the whole way with the lead
changing after each event. With four

events left, the Chattymen needed two
first place wins and some more points

besides.

First came the 220, in which Chatty
entered Donald Frush, Danny Scharf,

and Derwin Wright. The trio came
through in the clutch scoring the first 1-

2-3 sweep of the year. Scharf won the

event in 22.8, followed by Frush with
23.2 and on his heels, Wright with 23.5.

The team needed one more first place.

Bill Black could only manage a

disappointing third in his specialty, the

high jump — it was his fourth event of

the day. In the triple jump Gary Mance
was leading with a leap of 41*5", until

the Western Md. jump surpassed him,
from 41*3" to 42'3".

The final event of the day was the

mile relay, the deciding race. Western
Md.'s foursome was well rested while
the Shoremen team had all run two and
three events. Art Hoyt was especially

tired after anchoring the winning 440

relay and taking firsts in both the high

and intermediate hurdles. He was able
to manage a 55.0 second lead-off leg

with Western Md. still in reaching

distance. Fred Nanamaker then ran a
strong 52.8 leg and opened some
ground. Frush increased this with a 52.7

and by the time the "Burner" was done
cruising around the track in 51.4, the

Shoremen not only had a 180 yard win,

but a one point margin of victory.

Other first place wins were scored by
Scott Stallard in the javelin, Lee "the

kicker" Shorter in the 880, and Scharf in

the 440.

The track team travels to Franklin &
Marshall tomorrow to run F&M and
Haverford. The next and last home
meet is Saturday, April. 17, against

Swarthmore.

Rugby
The Rugby Football Club, a recently

formed organization, is looking for

players. Anyone having past ex-
periences or interest is urged to contact
Bernard Floyd in 214 Kent. A well
rounded schedule with surrounding
area teams should provide both fun and
competition.

The Washington College J.V.

Lacrosse team were overwhelmed by
Arundel Community College 19-3 last

Friday, April 2. The baby Maroons
were plagued by lack of coordination

and poor execution of fundamentals.

Arundel took advantage of their

visitor's weakness as they dominated
the game unchallenged. Despite the

loss of attackman "JD" to a thumb
injury, the baby Maroons came back to

hand Essex Community College a 12-10

loss. The team improved on midfield

plays, providing attackmen Jay
Helman and Stu Williams with 4 goals

each. Dave Donovan continues to give

his teammates the needed momentum
as he turned in a hard day's work with 1

goal and 2 assists. Steve Archer

directed a fine defense as the Shoremen
led through the game. The team's

record now stands at 1-2,

It certainly has been a frustrating

week for the Shoremen baseball team,
as they bowed to Widener College in a
doubleheader, and to powerful
Salisbury. Billy Williams had three hits

in the first of the two games against

Widener; however the Shoremen
couldn't take advantage of this extra

spark in the fourth inning. Final scores

were 12-2 and 7-2. Last Tuesday the

team traveled to Salisbury only to find

a solid brick wall in their way. Glenn St.

George was unable to hold on under

pressure as the Shoremen accepted a
11-0 loss.

i<5

Merle Kicketts fires

an overhand shot

Anyone who has any affiliation with
the sport of crew will say that rowing is

at least 95 per cent psychological. In

order to have a good crew, everybody's
minds must be together. The individual

oarsman must sacrifice his own
identity, and concentrate solely on
keeping his own form in precise time
with the rest of the boat. If he loses this

concentration and worries about
another boat or something on the

shoreline, this can do nothing but slow
down the boat.

Under the leadership strokes of Drew
Gruenburg and Kerry Flowers, thcJ.V.
boat is sticking to this formula and
making it work. In the race this past

Saturday against North Carolina, both
Shore boats were pitched against the

visitors. The J. V. gave the
Heavyweights a race to remember,
losing out to them only in the last 500

meters. North Carolina? At least they

tried.

The only thing that can be said about

the Heavyweight boat is that it is not

one boat, but eight individuals. They
may have to change their style in the

very near future, for this Saturday's

opponent will be tough LaSalle College,

in Philadelphia. And the way things

look now, it could be doomsday for the

Varsity. The J.V. boat will be hurting

too, because Jay Cooper, number three

man, will be out for the rest of the

season due to an injury. Jay will be
sorely missed, for he is a classic

example of an oarsman who dedicates

himself to the boat.
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Elm Exclusive—

The Man Behind
The Scenes

by Lance Margolin

The Athletic Program at Washington

College has maintained an important

campus role throughout the . years.

Whether varsity or intramural, 60 per

cent of the student body participates in

athletics. On the field, we have
recognized the coaches, the staff, and
the trainer as playing an important

part in the game. But who is at the

grass roots of the organization? Or
should I ask, what is the perpetrating

force that maintains the Athletic

Department as a first-class institution?

Well, after an extensive investigation,

we have discovered the perpetrating

force: Charles Kennard Ross, alias

"Chuck-a-Luck", "Rag-man", or just

simply Chuck.

For the past four years, each and
every athlete commences and ter-

minates his career as' a Shoreman
through Chuck. Without a doubt, Chuck
remains the dominant figure in the

locker room scene. A "No" from Chuck
is a definite no, and not even Coach
Athey may reverse the decision. Before

accepting the position, Chuck worked
as a security guard on campus. He is a

true sports fan — his face is a familiar

sigttt on the court and on the field.

Asked about his favorite sport, Chuck
replied, "definitely baseball." He
speaks optimistically about

Washington College athletics, "if they

would only take care of themselves."

Chuck was born on the Eastern

Shore, in a town named Burkley. He has

worked hard all his life, but finds his

present jo* relaxing. He enjoys
working with us "youngsters", as we
keep him on the move. Chuck wishes

.that he could attend more athletic

events, but he usually finds himself

preoccupied with obligations. A true

sign of dedication! Under the direction

of Chuck, one receives not only ef-

ficiency but promptness. He does not

stretch rules and fears no one, not even
the biggest wrestler.

Despite many disagreements over

fines for lost equipment, Chuck
remains the most popular man on

campus. His devotion is immeasurable,

and integrity unmatchable. Without
Chuck, where would our "jogs" be
tomorrow?

HEADSTART
Hair Studio

LET THE PEOPLE WHO CARE CUT
YOUR HAIR FOR ONE MONTH ONLY.

April 9-May 9

Students may get their hair styled for 50% off the
original price.

Call: 822-1005 for appointments
9 N. Washington, Easton, AAd.

Chuck-a-Luck

"It Has Been Rare . .

."

GRANTS-
Need some cash to see you through the school

year— with no strings attached ?
"Application for Determination of Basic Grant

Eligibility".

Basic Grants
P.O. Box 84

^^^^ Washington, D.C. 20044

Continued from Page 5

transition to the mirliton was ex-

ceptional — a credit to the exemplary
direction of Ralph Nadar, Director,

and. I might add, and not in-

consequentially, for the truth of the

matter to which was firmly attested by
the strength and emotion inherent hi

Ihe performance, the driving force uf

the Myzooika Anteekwa.
As the curtain did not rise, there

being no curtain, and in keeping with

the current, and proper, for who can

say, what, and that a great amount,
uncountable even by modern stan-

dards, a song, Bicentennial in motif, by
the inimitable folk-songster Louise

Gore, aptly and amply imitated by the

Washington College Folk Singer, by the

title Algae and the Bear, her fine voice

like the deckled edges of.

Then, for the first in the U.S., the

piquant Voglio Brothers in a rendition,

having a sense of senza misura fraught

with, and with all the gusto and guisto

of great Italian musicr emotion and
always con fuoco.

Next came the sole, but not fillet,

declivity of the evening. Rubenstein's

Musique to Curl Your Hair was offered,

and, although performed with great
alacrity, I would have preferred
hearing Your Eyes are Mine, whose
asymptodical qualities, resultant from
its parallel sevenths and seconds,- and
breathtaking quarter and microtone
leaps, quod erat demonstrandum —
quod erat faciendum, quater in die.

But, however disappointed, I -was
quickly appointed, what, however as it

may be, the, by virtue of, Duette
Society effervesced, due mainly to Mr.
Tatnall's beautiful and dazzling
coloratura, and also Ms. Crook's deep
and resonant baritone?

A what could I possibly say about the

percis? Much, I suppose, but this

convolute piece could pale, albeit
stunning and dazzling, in the dim light

of my prose.

Finally, but certainly, and by no
means whatsoever, in any sense of the

word, and sense, a most important
consideration, least, the Qulntillogy by
Gotacough — a quinquevalent piece
that is quintessential Gotacough. A
brilliant performance-altogether.
Bravo, encore, rave, flambe.

'Miss Dee's'
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.- 10 p.m.

Sundays
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

Rugby Football Club

New organization

Looking For Players

Contact:

Bernard Floyd 214 Kent

Kent Plaza
Barber Shop

Kont Plena Shopping Center

-'•. Hair Styling $6.50
e Layer Cuts $3.50
• Hair Care Products

• Call 778-4771
for appointment

Coley - Jeff - Charlie

M0NTESS0RI TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM
JULY 5TH - AUGUST 27TH (ACADEMIC PHASE)

MASTER'S DEGREE CREDIT FROM AMERICAN UNIVERSITY,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

AN EXCITING MONTESSORI EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM UNDER
RECOGNIZED A./M.S. GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING CHILDREN
AGES 3-6. PRESENTED IN THE NATIONS CAPITAL DURING THl
BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION.

PLEASE WRITE OR CALL FOR BROCHURE AND APPLICATION:
1199 QUINCE ORCHARD BLVD.

GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND 20760

(301) 948-2556
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Miller Granted Sab batical,
McDonnell , Chairmanship

Stickmen

Whip W & M, UMBC
by DanaChalellier

and Lance Margolin

Rebounding nicely from their last-
minute loss to Navy, the Shore lacrosse
team trounced William & Mary Sunday
by a 22-7 count, then took a thrilling,

come-from-behind overtime decision
from U.M.B.C. 16-14 in Baltimore on
Wednesday. After tomorrow's contest
against second-ranked (College
Division) Roanoke, the Kellymen
should find their remaining games
(Franklin & Marshall, Bucknell,
Salisbury State) to be a nice tune-up for
the College Division playoffs.
The William & Mary game was a

contest for about fifteen minutes. The
offense couldn't get much going in the
first quarter, with John Cheek's
shooting providing the only scores.
Cheek put in one early unassisted, then
fired in twomore on passes from Kevin
Murphy late in the period. Meantime,
the Washington defense stopped the
Indians cold. At the quarter, it was
Cheek 3, W Si M 0.

In the second quarter the offense got
untracked and the Shoremen put it

away. Lindsey got the first one of the
period before a minute had expired.
Murphy fed Gaines just seven seconds
later for another. Lindsey made it 6-0

moments later. The fire died out for a
while

, but late in the half the Shoremen
put together a string of five goals in
three minutes to balloon the lead to 11-0.

The frustrated Indians finally scored
with two minutes remaining in the half

and trailed 11-2 at intermission.
The game was never in doubt during

the second half, and both teams sub-
stituted freely. Myrt Games came on
with a rush to finish with seven goals
and three assists. Cheek scored 7-2.

Lindsey was 4-3. Duke Murphy handed
out six assists, four of them to Cheek.
He addeil a single goal, as did Drew
Romans, Mark Devins, and Keith
Kirby. Wally Mangels and Tom Beach
each registered two assists. Clint
Evans gave way to Tim Hart, who
made eighteen saves in the second half.

Last Wednesday the Kellymen
proved to UMBC that they make them
tougher on the Eastern Shore when they
came from behind to win in overtime
16-14. Led by attackman John Cheek
with 7 goak and Creaseman Myrt
Gaines with 5 assists 1 goal, the

Shoremen were victorious.

Theflrst quarter saw UMBC ahead 2-

barely 30 seconds into the game. At
the 12.36mark Cheek scored unassisted
for WC's first goal. UMBC scored the
next two, both by attackman Mike
Duffy. The Shoremen lessened UMBC's
lead to one with a score from Cheek
assisted by Wally Mangels and an
unassisted goal by Jeeper Lindsay. The
score at the end of the first quarter, WC
3, UMBC 4.

UMBC got a quick score at the

beginning of the second quarter to
make it 5-3. And with 12:30 left UMBC
scored their sixth. The Shoremen
couldn't seem to put anything together

Continued on page 8

by Amy Coiling*

Miller McDonnell
When on sabbatical, most

professors travel to far-off, exotic lands
in search of the "missing link" of a
research project. Professor John Miller
isn't like most professors.

Miller has been granted permission
by the College to go on sabbatical next
year. He plans to spend the time writing
philosophic essays, which he hopes to

publish in philosophic journals. He's
excited about this chance to write; he
believes that the effectiveness of
putting words together results not only
in a personal expression, but more
deeply in a form of communication.
"What you want to communicate is

often hard . . . you must find an in-

sight."

The primary influence on his writing
has been Alfred North Whitehead, a
philosopher of the twentieth century
who was influenced by developments of

modern science, math, and aesthetic

theory. Whitehead attempted to

identify the world in terms of process
rather than staticity. Miller believes
that looking at the world through
Whitehead's perspective of "a world in

motion" will provide a workable focus.

A main point of interest in the
proposed essays is the function of

religious language. Western
philosophers tend to talk about
religious language as a dogmatic
statement: "God . . . what is he?" But
Miller and many Eastern philosophers
hold that what religious language does
is common to more than one culture. It

is not divided according to different

religions, but perhaps works at a
variety of levels. The same words
retain different meanings for different

peoples, similar meanings with cross-

cultures. In his essays, Miller will try to

work with different types of meaning
(Buddhist, Hinduist, Judaist,
Christian), as they differ according to

local culture. Through this perspective,

he plans to develop a theory of religion.

Professor John Miller isn't flying a
magic carpet through India to research
Buddhism for his proposed essays on
the philosophy of religion. Instead, he's

staying right here in Chestertown. He's
been wanting to work on these essays
since October 1975, after attending a
meeting of the American Academy of

Religion. Thre read an article he'd
written about theory of religion. The
others were inspiring in their criticism
— inspiring enough to make him re-

organize all his notes last summer (a

chore which took the entire season).

He's looked for the time to settle down
but finds that he doesn't have the time
to do both teaching and writing. His
choice not to make his students suffer

Continued on Page g

Next year the philosophy department
and W.C. students will lose a well-liked
and dedicated professor to the lure of
"something better that happened to
come along." Kevin McDonnell is

leaving Chestertown this summer for
South Bend, Indiana. He explained that
the change hadn't so much to do with
dissatisfaction at Washington College
as it was "another institution's drawing
me out ... 90 per cent suction, 10 per
cent repulsion."

St. Mary's is enticing: first of all, the
chairmanship will allow McDonnell the
opportunity to hire new people. The
department is quite small — three
instructors at present, two of whom are
leaving — with five graduating
philosophy majors in 1800 students.
Prof. McDonnell hopes to increase the
number of major students, and an-
ticipates that an improvement in

course offering will aid in boosting
enrollments in philosophy courses.
Another major attraction is the location
— directly across the street from St.
Mary's is the University of Notre
•Dame. According to McDonnell, the
University's library is highly
specialized, iwith an extensive
microfilm section, full of materials he
desires for his continued research in

medieval ethics. The manuscript of his
book is well underway. Hopefully, the
new sources will provide new in-

spiration. McDonnell also believes the
change of locale will be enjoyable for
his family.

Looking back on his seven years of

teaching at Washington, McDonnell
thinks very highly of the people he's
come in contact wiih. He labelled his

faculty and department colleagues as
"terrific", and stated that he has en-
joyed working with them very much.
Dr. McDonnell also had high praise for

thestudentshe's'known: "They're very
nice people. One thing I particularly
like is that many of the students here
are willing to take philosophy seriously
. . . they are receptive to work that the
faculty does. In general, they're very
bright students. Most are honest; some
work very hard; of course, there are a
minority everywhere who are goof-

offs." He really believes, though, that
the students are too harsh on them-
selves in thinking they're not as good as
they are. He thinks that the accounts of

heavy partying (et al) are exaggerated.
"Of course," he speculated, "it's hard
to have an objective view."

All in all, Dr. McConnell has been
pleased with his experience at
Washington College. He's enjoyed the
students, his fellow professors, the town
itself. In fact, his singular complaint

Continued on Page 8
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Constitutional Amendments

Proposed

Please Vote!

Bummer?
Papers due, final exams threatening, and only 24 hours in each

remaining day. My time, like yours, is being spent mainly contemplating

dense pages in books and blank pages in the typewriter. I'm stealing

some, however, to involve the Elm and the S.G.A. in a September con-

spiracy.

Paul Noto and I are excited about our responsibilities for next year. We
are looking with visionary gleams toward the fresh beginning of the fall,

and are set on making the students' feelings and opinions known to the

Washington College administration. Both of us are impatient with the

way many things have been handled by the administration this year. But
as isolated individuals we are powerless to initiate any kind of change.

Student backing of their representatives and spokesman is

imperative. You've heard this before and you'll hear it again. You pay the

S.G.A. president and the Elm editor. These organizations are funded by
you to provide services for you. The only way to be sure your money isn't

being wasted is to get on our backs.

Do you know who your student Senator is? He and his colleagues tell

Paul Noto what you are thinking. This feedback is then used to determine
•S.G.A. policy. Are your feelings getting through to Paul, and to the ad-

ministration? (You pay President McLain's salary, too.)

Structural changes in the S.G.A. have been effected to achieve better

representation of the student body. But no amount of organizational

acrobatics can compensate for lack of individual student involvement. I

would not be content to let my Senator pretend to represent me when he

doesn't know I exist. But I have an editorial column to express my views.

You have a Senator. Use him.

Don't stop there, though. The student body has opportunities directly to

express its opinion. Next week a set of proposed constitutional amend-
ments will be put to a student ballot. You didn't know about the amend-
ments? They're published right next to this editorial. Give a lacrosse
player a copy of the Student Handbook and ten minutes to think, and he'll

understand the proposed changes. The new S.G.A administration en-
dorses these amendments, and so does the Elm. Although cosmetic in

nature, they will help clarify ambiguous clauses and define ambiguous
roles. This should make the job of representing you much less com-
plicated, and consequently much more effective.

You are Washington College. You can help detemine the direction of

this school. Take a stand. Make a choice. The S.G.A. and Elm have made
their decision. It's time to make yours.

Peace, Happy Easter.

<$>

Editor-in-Chief Roger J. Rebeteky
Publication Editor Richard J. Kammandel
VVir* Editor Claire Puli

Pine Arts Editor John Holland
Sport* Editor. Zung Nguyen
Secretary-Copy Editor .- Lucinda Deiweiler
Feature Writer , Carlos Willi

Photographer* Tom Chesebrough
Jeff Popham, Jean Dixon

"Nightfall in Paru" Nancy Caroline Knulh
Adrerliting & Buninen* Manager Richard J. Kammandel
Faculty Adcimr Richard DeProopo

Before students of Washington

College leave for summer beaches, the

Organizations Committee of the S.U.

will ask them to vote on a series of

constitutional amendments. The S.U.

unanimously passed these amendments

at last Monday's inaugural meeting.

The amendments provide for cosmetic

changes in the constitution, as well as

clarify some of the more ambiguous

clauses of the present constitution.

The new Executive Committee of the

SGA urges all students to ratify the

constitutional amendments, noting that

the S.U. has already done so. Students

are urged to refer to their handbooks to

clarify the amendments.

PROPOSED
CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTS

Washington College Student

Government Association

Article 1, Section 2 to read: "All full

time undergraduate students of

Washington College are members of

the Student Government Association

and are entitled to representative

vote in all of its proceedings."

Article 3, Section 3 (h) to read: "to

approve executive committee
nominations to Faculty and Board
Committees."

Article3,Section5(e> to read: "to fully

determine the structure of the student

representation on all Faculty and
Board committees, so that each
representative must serve on at least

one College committee and report

back to the Student Academic Board.

,

Remaining positions will be filled by
executive committee nomination with

approval by a majority vote of the

Student Academic Board."
Article 4, Section 1 (a) to read: "The
president shall preside over the Union
meetings and meetings of the Student

Government Association. He shall

have the power to appoint standing

committees and fill vacancies on
those standing committees and in the

Student Union with the approval of

the Union: call special meetings of

the Student Union; and assume the

powers not specifically designated to

other officers. Also, to oversee
cooperation between the Student
Union and the Student Academic
Board."

Article 4, Section 1 (b) to read: "The
Vice President shall be president of

the Student Academic Board and
shall preside over meetings of that

body; and the Student Government
Association in the event of the ab-

sence of the President."

Article 4, Section 2 to read : "Officers of

the Student Union are the Secretary,

Treasurer, and Social Chairman."

Article 4, Section 2 (c) to read: "The
Social Chairman shall be responsible

for all social activities sponsored by

the Student Union and shall take the

necessary steps to coordinate these

activities on campus."

Article 4, Section 4 (a) to read: "The
President, Vice President, Student

Union Secretary, Student Union
Treasurer, and Social Chairman shall

be elected in accordance with the

provisions of Article 6 and the By-

Article 5, Section 1 (a) to read: "The
Executive Committee shall be

composed of the Student Government
Association President, the Student

Government Association Vice

President, the Student Union

Secretary, the Student Union
Treasurer, the Student Union Social

Chairman, and the Student Academic

Board Vice Chairperson; each person

shall have one vote, the President

voting only in the event of a tie. The

President may appoint additional

(non-voting) members to this com-

mittee."

Article 5, Section 1 <b) to read: "The
Organizations Committee shall have

the following duties: (1) It shall act as

a liaison between the Student Union

and all student organizations at the

College. (2) It shall be responsible for

all budgetary matters. Members of

this committee shall meet during

September, October, January, and
February, or upon special request of

the Treasurer to examine the

financial reports and budget requests

of any organization requesting

money. The Committee will present

to the Union for its approval a

budgetary report with its recom-
mendations for every organization

requesting money. (3) The Com-
mittee may suggest by-laws to the

Union for its approval. Constitutions

of College Committees shall first be

submitted to the Committee for

review and approval before their

consideration by the Union. Every
spring the Committee will review and
revise the constitution if necessary.

The Committee will be chaired by the

Treasurer. The Parlimentarian is a

mandatory mern,ber of the Com-
mittee."

Article 5, Section 1 (c) to read: "The
Student Activities Committee shall be

responsible for all social activities

sponsored by the Student Union and
shall take the necessary steps to

coordinate these activities on cam-
pus. It shall be chaired by the Social

Chairman."

Highlights
April 16 — S.G.A. Cocktail Party fir

Faculty, Library terrace, 4 p.m.
April 17, 18— Studio Theatre presents

Songs of Aging Children — time to be
announced.
April 19— S.G.A. Forum, Prof. Garry

Clarke, speaker, Hynson Lounge, 8:00.

April 20— Film Series, The Garden of

the Finzi-Continis Smith Auditorium,
7:30; "Italy 1938 — Mussolini's anti-

Semetic edicts begin to isolate Jews
from their communities. Among them
were the Finzi-Continis, an aristocratic

Jewish family forced for the first time
to acknowledge the world beyond the

boundaries of their well guarded
estate."

April 23, 24 — Parent's Weekend.
BALTIMORE

April 21, 22 — Baltimore Symphony
'

Orchestra, Lyric Theatre, 8:15. Leon
Fleisher, conductor, Elaine Bonazzi,

mezzo soprano.

April 23 — Essex Community
College; Virgil Thomson's The Mother
of Us All. 8:00. Thru this week — Harold
Pinter's Old Times. Center Stage 8:00.

WASHINGTON
April 21, 23, 25 — Washington Opera

Society: Massenet's Thais. Kennedy
Center Opera House.
April 27-May 9 — New York City

Opera. Kennedy Center Opera House,
featuring new productions of Die
Meistersinger and Lucrezia Borgia.
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Life 's An Erotic Rat Race Nate Smith:

aThe Russian Tradition"

by Mart- Agger

In previous articles concerning the

various lecture series at Washington
College, the student body has been
railed at for their meager attendance at

these extracurricular opportunities for

intellectual diversification. But this is a
student publication and it does not seem
likely that the students appreciate

being deprecated by a few psuedo-
intellectual fellow-students. In these

articles, there has been alot of criticism

of the unpreparedness and general

slovenliness of the various well-paid

guest speakers.

There is, however, another aspect of

the whole lecture series schmear that

has been neglected. There has not been
nearly enough appreciation given to the

Washington College professors who
have endeavored to enlighten us. Three
faculty members in particular come to

the mind of the reviewer: Dr. Horsley,
Dr. Brown, and Dr. Kirkpatrick.

"

Dr. Horsley is commended for her
attempts to de-ethnocentrize and instill

some sense of objectivity in the

audience. On one hand she educated,

and on the other hand, she gave the

students a sampling of her ability as a
lecturing professor: fascinating and
stimulating.

What was so marvelous about Dr.

Brown is that he gave the Washington
College Community a chance to ap-

preciate homosexuality in a sterile

atmosphere (in the sense that nobody
would be offended or embarrassed).
The only person who could be affected

would be Dr. Brown, as a result of the

publicity of his inclinations. He not only
revealed his intimate thoughts but

demonstrated his capacity as a
dynamic and able speaker.

To get down to what this article is

really about: K. P. (Dr. Kirkpatrick)
gave a "rap" concerning sex the other

night (April 14, 1976). He is not only an
able spokesman (though not quite

successful) in the Psych Dep't's eternal

pleadings for some of the ad-
mistration's ill-distributed money — he
is also an interesting and intelligent

man, even though he is, after all, only
an experimental psychologist. One

might have thought with the title of the
lecture (Turn-Offs And Turn-Ons), and
his professional qualifications, that he
was*going to discourse on the erotic

copulation habits of gray rats. Or
someone with an ill opinion of K.P.
might have thought that he would try to

demonstrate the similarities of

bedroom practices between these
pestilent rodents and human beings. As
it turned out, he did talk about human
sexuality and rats, although no mention
was made of the sexuality of rats.

The lecture began with a summary of

various experimental research that

dealt with the classical, conditioning of

rats. The salient point of this research
is that there is a greater propensity for

a rat to learn certain conditioned
responses, while conditioning in other
cases is quite futile. This was due to

certain biological tendencies that the

environment could not influence. This
was the paraphrasable content of the
first part of the lecture.

He then made efforts to demonstrate
the relevance of these-experiments to

human phobias and sexual fetishes.

Just as rats- have predisposed ten-

dencies to learn certain responses, so

do humans have a tendency to acquire
certain phobias and fetishes. His main
theme was that some phobias have a
certain survival value for man, and
thus, are readily latched onto by human
beings. For instance, one will have a
phobia of snakes because in the

philogenetic history of mankind man
realized the danger of snakes, and
consequently, developed a fear of them
which was passed on through
generations by the genes. It is not

simply that all men are bom with a fear

of snakes, it is rather that if any one
have any sort of negative experience
with these snakes he will readily

develop a phobia of them. Contrasted

with a snake is a counter-top, which will

nearly never precipitate a phobia, no
matter how many times a child hits his

head on the corner of it. The reason for

this hesitancy to acquire a phobia of a
counter-top is prehistoric man never
had counter-tops from which he could

by C'luire PiiIh

Last Thursday night, history
chairman Dr. Nathan Smith spoke on
his conception of "The Russian
Traditon" in a lecture punctuated at

times with humor. Limiting his points

to the State and social tradition, Dr.
Smith attributed his inspiration to the

book of the same name. This book
"raised again the lofty questions, as
often happens in history." Such
questions are good to ask, although a

person soon returns with relief to the
smaller facts.

Dr. Smith described the Soviet as a

new society often willing to accept old

traditions as nice relics, the old Russia
being "a sentimental place with a
heart." Industrialization changed its

sleepy character to a Faustian dynamo,
but sacrifices have been made for the

progress.

He went on to stress that Russia's
past is important in understanding its

present, and that the past may be the

heaviest burden Russia has to bear.

The earliest Kievan state is still viewed
in romantic and nostalgic terms.
Freeserving bands of men charac-
terized a population more interested in

trade and tribute than land. Muscovite
Russia began to emerge when Mongol
invasions pushed the Russians into the

sparsely settled area of present day
Moscow.
For a long time following, the

Muscovites were engaged in driving

back the Tartar hordes which
threatened the Christian world.

Several historians use this fact to ac-

count for a two hundred year setback in

the advance of Russian civilization.

The most unique feature of pre-
Revolutionary Russia was the lack of a
growing free class. Paternalism of the
czars and the emergence of serfdom
created a society composed of two
extremes rather than a hierarchy of

class. Thus developed a state in which
society only served — it might be
rewarded but never shared the power.
Another distinguishing aspect was the
fear and suspicion recorded by foreign
travelers.

In 1861, emancipation of the serfs

moved Russia towards the West
without surrendering any royal power.
This was one of the monarchy's
downfalls — inability to understand the

necessity to concede even one iota of

power. Hence the Revolution occurred,
resulting in "a new Russia all too much
like the old Russia", for it still refused
to build Western institutions.

Discrepancies in the changing state

"left room for such arbitrariness as
Stalin's paranoid purges."

Placing his points in perspective, Dr.

Smith returned to Russia's past in

citing some small insight into Russian
psyche through such statements as
"The noble is no less a slave of the czar
then we are of the noble," and the

dream that some day all would live

equally ("that is, equally subject").
The lecture as a whole did not

thoroughly expound one clear theme;
however, Dr. Smith's obvious
proficiency in and enthusiasm for

Russian studies provided an in-

formative and sometimes lively hour.

change the gene pool to take in account

the hazards of counter-tops.

Oddly enough, it seems that K.P.

never explained the origin of fetishes

from this learning theory point of view.

In the beginning of the lecture, he in-

dicated an intention to pursue this line

of thought, but was side-tracked by two

presumably more interesting topics. He
spoke of the psychoanalytic theories of

the etiology of fetishism. He im-

mediately refuted this explanation

because he did not feel it likely that sex

was the unconscious determinate of

phobias. His main example of this

Continued on Page U
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John Holland

—

Helluva'

Performance

Three Novelists

hYKiltv Crunk

by Mary Ellen tipin*A/

"My book is about a bunch of

graduate students who get together to

drive a herd of cattle through downtown

Chestertown," laughed Pete Idestein in

the Coffeehouse after last Wednesday

night's fiction reading. Three

"student" writers — Thomas Goode,

Peter Idstein and Art Bilodeau — read

,

selections from their novels-in-

progress. Attendance was good and the

audience response was enthusiastic.

Thomas Goode, freshman, read a

chapter from The Rise and Fall of

Rodney, a children's novel. J.-R. R.

Tolkien has been the biggest influence

on his writing style. Talking about his

book later, he said he identifies with the

main character. "We both let things

happen to us." Tom is proudest of the

humor in his work and expects people to

"laugh when they're supposed to." The

audience at the Coffeehouse did not let

him down.

Peter Idstein, professor in the

Education Department, writes for his

own amusement. His novel. The Tassel

Hassle, is "the outgrowth of six

frustrating years as a doctoral

Last Wednesday evening, April 7,

bass-baritone John Holland showed his

privileged audience that a college

senior can put on a "helluva" per-

formance. Mr. Holland's program was

diverse, including songs in five

languages: English, Russian, German,

French, and Italian. His respective

accents were happily distinct in each.

The recital began with "Arise, Ye
Subterranean Winds" from The
Tempest, by Henry Purcell. Mr.

Holland displayed his diaphragmatic-

dexterity in this song abundant with

color-atura "runs". He showed not the

slightest wobble in his voice as he

started, a rarity even in a professional

performance.

Next, Mr. Holland sang three songs

by Hugo Wolf Lieder, which he said

were difficult and highly chromatic.

The chromaticism was obvious, but not

the difficulty: the soloist performed

them confidently and accurately.

Mr. Holland labelled the

Moussorgsky pieces from "Songs and"

Dances of Death" the most taxing

emotionally. In both these foreboding

songs, Mr. Holland sang well the role of

seductive death.

Poulenc's "Le Bestiaire" relieved the

audience emotionally, as most of these

songs were light-hearted and gay. In

these, he exhibited great versatility:

they ranged from pedal bass through

falsetto. Also in the French songs, Ms.
Mills displayed her pianistic skills

especially well.

The closing pieces were a pleasant

surprise, bringing extra performers

onstage. "Solitudine Amata," and
"Seneca's Death", from Monteverdi's

L'Incoronazlone dl Poppea, in-

corporated, besides Mr. Holland and

Ms. Mills on the harpsichord, Mr.

Robert Forney on violin, Mary Ellen

Trushein and Jackie Van Sant on

recorders, and a chorus including

student." He has just finished the first

draft and is in the process of rewriting,

although he has no ambition to be

published. Currently playing the

student role in Robert Day's creative

writing workshop, he said the class has

helped tremendously. "You know what

your readers are hearing you say. If

there's congruence, it's very rewar-

ding." Ironically, Mr. Idstein said he

was very nervous and didn't enjoy the

prospect of reading aloud. "I'm not a

public person. That's what I like about

writing — the private aspect."

J. P. Donleary, author of The

Gingerman, and Thomas Pynchon have

been the biggest influences on Art

Bilodeau's fast-paced novel, Ground

Round. As Art explained, it is similar to

"American Graffiti" in theme.

"Another theme is frustration. I know

alot about that." Art's writing style was

the most modern of the three. He takes

pride in his unique use of language,

works hard to achieve an inventive

sentence structure, and is aware of

recurring metaphors. His fans reacted

eagerly to his racing prose. When it was

over he signed, "It was fun. I was
nervous as hell."

Debbie Gargiulo, Ann Atwater, John

Klaus, Chris Strauss, Mike Allman, and

Randy Mower. Although the baritone's

fatigue showed slightly in this somber

selection, all the performers did a fine

job.

The finale was Schubert's "Die Hoch-

zeitsbraten". This trio was one of the

most delightful performances of the

evening, with April Lindevald, soprano,

and John Klaus, tenor, joining Mr.

Holland and Ms. Mills. A farcical

comedy, this piece had the audience

rocking with laughter (Mr. Klaus'

translation was an asset) as well as

admiration for the fine performance by

all. Both Ms. Lindevald and Mr. Klaus

sang beautifully, and displayed their

acting abilities as well.

The soloist chose an exciting

program for the audience as well as for

the pianist and himself. Here I would

like to comment (and not incidentally)

on Ms. Mills skill at the piano. Such a

sensitive accompanist makes all the

different in a performance, Both John

Holand and Ms. Mills deserve a big

"bravi" for an excellent performance.

Art Show To Open

The 1976 Annual Student's Art Show
of Washington College will be held the

last week of April in Miller Library. All

students and townspeople are eligible,

and art work of all sorts may be in-

cluded. Prizes of $15, $10, and $5 will be

awarded. Entry forms and other in-

formation are available in the Student

Affair's Office. The last day of entry

will be April 23. Don't miss this cultural

extravaganza! Enter now!

New Elm Advisor
by Amy Rhett

Richard De Prospo, a new member of

the faculty this year, has joined those

working to revitalize The Elm. When
asked why he had taken on the job of

faculty advisor he replied candidly,

"because Roger Rebetsky hit me up to

it."

The idea of a faculty advisor to The
Elm first came up at a Board of

Publications meeting earlier this

semester. Attempting to disclose the

factors underlying the decline in recent

years of The Elm's quality and appeal,

the Board reviewed the evaluation

(dated Dec. 1971) of W.C. student

publications by a Middle States

Reaccreditation subcommittee. Jon
Wohl, assistant professor of

psychology, noted that clearly an active

faculty advisor had contributed to the

past success of The Elm. The absence

of such an advisor, in turn, had marked
the lowered rating of the newspaper.

Amy Rhett, then Editor-in-chief,

later met with De Prospo, who had
expressed a keen interest in The Elm on

previous occasions. At the time, Ms.

Rhett was looking specifically for help

In reading copy for errors in grammar,
diction, and the like. De Prospo,

however, felt that to have a faculty

member on the Elm staff (as a copy
editor) would "cdmpromise the status

of the paper." He did agree to actively

encourage those among his students

who he thought were good writers to

contribute to The Elm, and he would

urge his colleagues to do the same. Ms.

Rhett and De Prospo also decided to

meet on a weekly basis to examine
recent issues of the paper and discuss

improvements that could be made in

future editions.

De Prospo thinks faculty members
have an obligation to "respond to

strong student interest up to the limit of

their energy." He hopes to match the

students' enthusiasm for The Elm with

his own energy. This will include

writing articles for the paper, since De
Prospo thinks "it is only fair that

students see. examples of faculty

writing — see us fall on our faces oc-

casionally which we do."

As he sees it, De Prospo's "most
important job" will be inspiring

students to write for The Elm. His own
experience in journalism, which in-

cludes writing scripts for both radio

and television, has taught him how
important that kind of writing is for

developing style. He said that it was not

until he began writing professionally,

after graduating from Yale, that he
really developed his writing skills. He
worked for a period in the Justice

Department, during which time he

wrote testimony for an administrator In

the department. He was also editor of

the GSA News (General Services

Administration). In addition, he has
written several feature articles for

trade publications.
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Fat Shadow
by Amy Colltngs

Ed Deasy is a quiet guy. Until

recently he used to sit behind one of the

speakers and lash out those licks, while

everyone in the Coffee House who
wasn't totally drunk would say, "Wow,
who's that on lead?" But now he's taken

a step forward into the limelight, as

great on lead as Scott Wulluver is on
piano, John Starr on flute, and Dale
Trusheim on drums. For the few of you
who don't know them by now, these four

compose a group of local talent who call

themselves "Fat Shadow."
They've been together only since the

middle of February, when they had
their debut at Speedy's. Dale Trusheim
and Scott Wulluver "theorized" about
the group's existence and got jobs on

the reputation of the individuals alone.

The group had a deadline —they were
forced to work. With one practice

together, the group began what was to

be a continuous flow of engagements.
They've played for numerous college

functions, frequently at Steaks, Etc.,

and were the featured entertainment at

the First Annual Bartenders' Ball.

Actually, Dale and Scott had played

together before, in a group with Jim
Bell and Sue Hagerman. Ed and John
dropped in occasionally, but until three

months ago had never taken them-
selves seriously as a group. Ed feels

that the group got off the ground too

early, with so little rehearsal time in

back of them. Even now, he thinks,

"we're still realty- new, as far as

rehearsal time goes." Ed feels the

group has a lot of potential, but his

personal frustration is the feeling that

their work is not diverse enough. They
know thirty songs now, and are con-

tinually working on new ones.

Some of the work they do now is

originally composed by Scott (about 12

of the 30). John has written some
music for the group too, but for the

work he's composed, he plays the

piano, and Scott shifts to either har-

monica or vocal. Ed says he'd like to

see the group get into some jazz

numbers, but feels he himself doesn't

"know enough compositionally to play

the jazz, let alone introduce it to the

others."

tually the same musical eras: the

Beatles, psychedelio, "underground"

music. Dale had always been
fascinated by the drums because of

Ringo starr and the band concerts he
went to with his Dad. He got his first set

of drums on the 14th of March in 1963.

Since the age of 13, he's been in a band
every year. His Towson band was the

first in the Baltimore area to play
Hendrix and Cream. He quit that band
and they went on to play back-up for

Zeppelin and Steppenwolf. ("Hmm,"
muses Dale. "I wonder if they were
trying to tell me something.") He
played professionally in Baltimore for

two years after graduating from
Washington College. And now, as The
Assistant Director of Admissions of

Washington College, he enjoys the daily

emission, walking his dog, gourmet
cooking, and playing music with Fat
Shadow.
Ed's early experience with music

was basically self-initiated. There
happened to be a piano in the house, &
he learned to play it by himself. His

interest then matured toward strings,"

so he bought a Kay guitar, "the kind

you play with a hammer." The next
guitar he purchased was the one he
owns and uses today— it's lasted seven
years, and it's still kicking.

He had only played a year before

arriving at this fine institution of

learning. Then, as he become more and
more involved with the culture here, he
began spending more and more hours

alone with his guitar. He started

jamming with various musicians
around campus — it was the first time

he'd been even remotely serious about

music.

But he also had tried to be remotely

serious about school, too. His thoughts

now about those four years: "After

going through, that type of education

(liberal arts) doesn't really do you
much good ... if you're not into sitting

down and reading, it's pointless to read

and retain the material for six

months . . . People spend a lot of time in

institutions— I want to stay away from
that for a while."

Me: Well, what do you want to be

when you grow up, Ed? A chimney
sweep?
He laughed and laughs.

Me: What about the future?

He: Well, that's a strange question to

ask me, because I don't know. Play it

by ear, I guess.

Travel and Study
INTERCHANGE, a nonprofit

Foundation located in Amsterdam,
Holland, has opened its doors to

students and teachers from North
America who want to see Europe on a
low budget. As a result of years of

research and planning, and further
years of trials and observing young
Europeans, exciting new opportunities
are now available in Europe.
Back-packing itineraries, 50 per cent

off on train tickets, free travel on river
barges through Europe, how to bicycle

independently through Europe, where
the campers are, living with European
families in cities and on farms, and a
new Traveling Companion Service are
only a few of the Foundation's in-

dependent activities.

Another interesting innovation is a
destination and identity board for

hitchhikers. The I.D. board helps keep
the traveler moving while other
thumbers are left standing because a
destination card is shown to traffic, and
both parties are covered with in-

surance.

Foundation subscribers are entitled
to low cost flights to Europe and a wide
scope of other benefits in Europe that
until now have been available only to

European students. As a nonprofit

structure the Foundation is able to

advise travelers and provide services
for its subscribers either free or at

much lower cost than normal.
Students and teachers interested in

further information may obtain the

Foundation's Subscription Form, their

Newsletter and a detailed information
sheet by sending their name, address,

the name of their school and one dollar
or the equivalent in stamps to cover
postage and handling to IN-
TERCHANGE, Box 5579, Amsterdam,
Holland.

AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTELS,
INC., DELAPLANE, VA - MARCH 24,

1976 — Looking for some inexpensive
fun this Summer? Consider an
American Youth Hostel membership.
AYH, which promotes hiking, biking,

canoeing — in fact, any mode of
traveling under your own steam, is a
non-profit, non-sectarian, non-political

organization that is the answer to every
outdoor enthusiast. Yearly mem-
bership is only $11 for adults 18 and
over, and $5 for those under 18.

There are some 4,500 hostels (simple,
overnight places to stay) around the
World where you can sleep and cook for
about $2 a night. There are 151 in the
U.S.

AYH has 31 area councils scattered
throughout the U.S. Each of these
councils lists clubs in its area, and
schedules one-day, weekend and longer

trips for specialized groups whether
their interest is in hiking, biking, skiing

or any of the outdoor activities — even
caving.

For information about AYH mem-
bership and' activities, write to

American Youth Hostels, Inc.,

Delaplane, VA 22025, or contact:
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA - Potomac
Area Council, 1520 16th St., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 462-5780.
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"I Have Lived Among the

Enormous Kindness
of Human Beings"

Reminiscences of Katherine Hepburn

by Ed Hooker

My initial reaction to Katharine

Hepburn, or "cousin Kate," as she

would have the younger members of

my family call her, in her dressing

room backstage at the National

Theatre in Washington after an evening

performance of "A Matter of Gravity,"

was that she had the warmest smile and

the bluest eyes I had ever seen. Dressed

casually in slacks and a shirt, without

the make-up which is so irritating to the

fair, freckled skin of a natural redhead,

she still exuded the same charm and

wit that had just enchanted a capacity

audience.

As she greeted my father (their

mothers were sisters), and as the other

ten members of my family paraded in

one by one and surrounded her, she

laughed, "Good God, Don! How many
of them are there?" She then spoke to

each one of us and answered our

barrage of questions concerning the

play.

When my mother asked her to explain

the subtle meaning of the play because,

like the critics, we were not at all sure

about its message, she answered
simply and humorously with her
wonderful, radiant smile, "It's about

life. And who really knows what that's

all about?" She was most enthusiastic

about her complicated and demanding
role, although she found the frequent

rehearsals, necessary for tightening

the play before its New York opening,

tiring and time-consuming.

After inquiring affectionately about
my father's brother and sisters, she

expressed her wonder and delight at the

numbers of young people now writing

Ed Hooker is a junior Philosophy

major this year at Washington College.

He comes from Baltimore, where he

graduated from Boy's Latin in 1973. His

father is first cousin to actress

Katherine Hepburn. Ed, who has met
and spoken with her several times,

decided he would like to interview her

for his own interest, and for others who
are interested in her as well. Though he
has never had any journalism ex-

perience before this, Ed has taken

Creative Writing in college. If he does
not continue in journalism — his in-

terest lies in sports writing — he would
like to do graduate work in Philosophy

— or wind up in the Army.

her fan mail or waiting outside the

stage door after each performance to

catch a glimpse of her. "I don't un-

derstand their sudden interest in me,"

she said, "but I love it."

A few days later during a telephone

conversation with my mother, cousin

Kate voiced this astonishment at her

popularity with the young once again.

My mother told her that most of the

young people we know had been deeply

impressed by her back-to-back

television appearances on the Dick

Cavett Show. "They saw a side of you

they had never seen before," my
mother said," and they liked it. They

also like and respect your versatility as

an actress. That you could be as con-

vincing in 'Rooster Cogbum' as you

were in 'Lion in'Winter' strikes them as

nothing short of miraculous. Lots of

them make a point of watching the re-

runs on television of your old movies,

'Alice Adams,' 'Little Women,' "The

African Queen,' etc., and they marvel

at the widely diverse parts you have

played so well for so long."

I was thinking along those very lines

as we chatted with her in her dressing

room, and my thoughts gave me the

courage to ask her, as we were leaving,

if she would let me interview her for the

college paper. "We'll see what we can

do about that," she answered. "I'll give

your father or mother a call to arrange

a convenient time."

True to her promise — she never

breaks a promise or allows a personal

letter to go unanswered if she can

possibly help it — she telephoned a few

days later and invited me to come to

Washington to see her at her hotel on

the following Tuesday, after her

evening performance.

From that moment until I actually

met with her, most of my free time was
spent recalling details of the other two

occasions when I had seen her, and

talking to my parents about her. I first

met Katharine Hepburn about four

years ago when she was starring in

"Coco" at the Morris Mechanic
Theater in Baltimore. After this show I

went backstage with my parents to see

her and was so impressed by this

special privilege I couldn't speak. I saw
her the second time on Sunday of that

same week when she came to our house

in a shiny black chauffeur-driven

limousine to spend the afternoon and

have supper with us. When she came in

wearing her "signature" clothes:

slacks, shirt, and white chiffon head
scarf tied peasant fashion under her

chin, we were all sitting in the living

room listening to a Mitch Miller record.

"Hello, everybody," she said, "Turn

that d- -- d thing off!" As if electrified,

all of us jumped to our feet and raced

toward the stereo. As we tripped over

tables, chairs and each other in our

frantic efforts to silence "Yessir —
That's my Baby!", she began to laugh

and said to my mother, "Wow, Greenie,

what discipline!"

She then expressed a desire to jog

with my father for awhile — she takes

long walks every day when she can
spare the time — and to visit my

father's old home in Roland Park where
she used to stay as a little girl. Once
these things were accomplished she

settled down in a big wing chair by the

fire and answered all of our questions.

First she explained why she was
wearing a heavy bandage on the middle

finger of her right hand. She had been

telephoning the police to come and get a

mentally disturbed woman, a former

employee of hers whom she had found

hiding in a third floor closet of the

Hepburn house in Connecticut, when
the woman grabbed her hand and
savagely bit her finger. "She almost bit

the end of it off." Although the injury

must still have been causing her

discomfort she made light of it and of

her courage in confronting her at-

tacker. She simply said "One does what
one must."

It was thrilling to hear her talk about

her leading men, especially Humphrey
Bogart and Spencer Tracy. She was
charming and frank with all of us, and

was particularly so to a friend of mine
who had begged his way in to see her

because he had ambitions to be an

actor. "I know how you feel," she told

him, "but you must be prepared to

work very hard and take a lot of

heartaches and disappointments in

stride for a very long time before you

get where you want to go."

My father told me that this advice

bananas. "But," he added, "we ate

them anyhow, because Aunt Kate was
convinced that they were good for us.

Besides, she was a lady of such strong

convictions and character (she and
your grandmother were both suf-

fragettes you know — forerunners of

today's liberated women) that we felt

sure if we refused to eat them we'd be

sent to bed hungry!"

"The Hepburn household was well-

disciplined," my father continued.

"The children were expected to do their

share of all chores from pulling weeds

to dusting the furniture to gathering

stones to build a wall around the front

lawn. It was as a weed-puller and stone-

gatherer that Katharine really enjoyed

herself, because both jobs required

muscle and were competitive. Uncle

Hep used to pay the kids for each basket

of weeds and stones they collected and

Kath always scored highest." He'd

never understood how Cousin Kate

topped everyone else so consistently

until many years later when "She told

me," he said, "that she used to fill the

baskets halfway with sticks or old

newspapers and cover them over with

either weeds or stones. Luckily her

father and the other kids didn't know
about the fudging at the time. As a

matter of fact her idea for beating the

racket never would have occurred to

me. I was terrified of Uncle Hep — he

We talked at length about herfrequent

trips to the Eastern Shore ..."

was very much like the advice that his

mother, who had been an amateur
actress, had given Cousin Kate when
she first expressed a desire to seek a

career in the theater. "My mother told

her that she was in for a rough time

because the theatrical profession was
so competitive and depended so greatly

on getting the breaks," he said. "But

nothing daunted Kath. In fact the

harder her family and friends tried to

dissuade her from becoming an actress

the more determined she was to be

one."

He went on to say, "She was always

tough as nails — fearless and
courageous — a real tomboy. I

remember one time when she came
down from Hartford alone on the train

to visit us, we were astonished at her

appearance — at a time when all

females wore long hair, she had
chopped her red mane off short."

My father also had many fond

memories of the summers he and his

family had spent at the Hepbums'
house at Fenwick, Connecticut. There

the six young Hepbums and five young
Hookers swam and fished in Long
Island Sound, argued and fought, made
up, and ate lots of fried bananas
prepared by cousin Kate's mother. My
father said that although his clan en-

joyed these visits, he and his father took

a dim view of the abundance of greasy

seemed so awfully strict. Brought up hy
parents who, for the most part, en-

dorsed permissive child rearing (very

much in vogue with American in-

telligentsia at the time), my father and
his siblings were thunderstruck by the

spankings whicch Uncle Hep inflicted

upon his children for the slightest

disobedience or disrespect.

"Whenever my family visited the

Hepbums," my father declared,

"Uncle Hep made a point of showing us

that no one under his jurisdiction could

get away with any infringement of the

rules. He would take the unfortunate

culprit of the moment upstairs and
while the rest of us sat wide eyed with

fearful anticipation in the hall below, he
would deliver a series of hard whacks
that made our ears ring and the victim

shriek with apparent agony. Kath told

me years later that these spankings

were all a sham for our benefit — that,

as her father would whack a mattress,

the offender, who had never been
touched, would yell to scare us into

behaving ourselves." My father shook
his head. "I still don't believe it. Not all

of the Hepbums could act as con-
vincingly as Kath could. I feel sure that

sometimes the whacks and yells were
for real — part of Uncle Hep's training

program for raising respectful,
responsible, self-reliant children."

The first time my mother met



Katharine Hepburn was a couple of
weeks after my parents were married.
They were on their way to the Hooker
camp in Greenville, Maine when my
father suggested that they stop off in

Fenwick to see the Hepburns. "It was
about 7:30 in the evening when we
arrived there," my mother told me.
"All of the Hepburns were there and
just finishing their supper. They were
not a bit disconcerted by our unex-
pected appearance. Everyone
welcomed us warmly and Kath herself
fixed our plates and served us. It was
she, too, who about 9:30 took us up to a
big barn-like room containing four or
five beds, and wished us good night. As
she left us she said casually, 'Don't be
surprised when you wake up in the
morning if you find two or three
strangers bunking in here with you. The
other rooms are all full and if anyone
else shows up tonight we'll have to put
them in here — we never turn any
friend away.' I didn't expect to sleep a
wink," my mother continued. "The
thought that I was in more or less public
sleeping quarters which could be in-

vaded at any moment made me feel

very uncomfortable — but the next
thing I knew it was morning— we were
still alone in our room — and the scent
of coffee and, you guessed it, fried
bananas was calling us down to break-
fast!"

The next time my parents saw Cousin
Kate they were living in Detroit where
my father was interning at Henry Ford
Hospital. She was there on tour starring
in "The Philadelphia Story." This play
was the smash hit that really
skyrocketed her to fame. Everyone was
talking about her— everyone wanted to
meet her. My parents were therefore
thrilled when she accepted an invitation
to lunch at their house. Realizing,

however, that she wanted to get away
from all the fuss and fans that success
had brought her, they did not tell

anyone — including their excitable
young Polish maid — that she was
coming. So the poor maid was taken by
surprise when she carried the lunch
into the dining room and saw her at the
table. "Her eyes and mouth flew wide
open," my mother said, "and the tray
tilted tomato soup and cheese sand-
wiches helter skelter over the table.

'Katharine Hepburn,' she croaked,
'Omigod! It's really Katharine Hep-
burn! And look what I've done!' — and
she burst into tears, wailing, 'Oh Miss
Hepburn mam'am, excuse me, what
can I do now?'
"Kindly but firmly Kath restored her

to her senses. 'Why feed me, child,' she
said. 'That's what I'm here for and I'm
hungry."'

That same week in Detroit Cousin
Kate goodnaturedly accepted her Aunt
Marion's criticism of the beautiful new
dress she was wearing to a formal
evening party given in her honor. "The
dress had been made for her by
Valantina," my mother explained,
"and it was so beautiful I shall never
forget it— It was the palest warm flesh
color made of some thin crisp fabric —
silk organza or starched chiffon, I

think, with inserts and appliques of
exquisite lace the same shade. Kath
looked lovely in it, but Aunt Marion had
x-ray eyes and declared tnat the dress
was so diaphanous and fitted her so
closely it did not quite conceal her belly
button. Aunt Marion, therefore, insisted

that Kath cover that unladylike of-

fensive spot with a band-aid which your
doctor father happened to have in his
pocket, and Kath meekly complied with
her wishes. That may sound ridiculous
to your bikini-clad generation," my
mother said, "but it's the truth!"

I was remembering all these things
as I drove to D.C. from Washington
College on a cold wet night last

December, for my date with cousin
Kate. I had been stewing for days over
my lack of qualifications to do her

justice in writing. Over and over again I

had asked myself what on earth I could
say about her that other talented and
experienced interviewers and
biographers had not already said far
better than I ever could. But remem-
bering all these little annecdotes my
family had told me, my nervousness
left. These little stories, unknown to
everyone but the people personally
involved, would be just right to in-
troduce my view of Cousin Kate — not

primarily as the famous actress but as
a warm, loving, and beloved member of
our family. In addition, both she and I

were pleased with our recent diseovery
that her grandfather, Sewell S. Hep-
burn, whom she remembered with

send them.
At once she made me feel welcome

and comfortable. She offered me a beer
and asked Miss Wilbourn to prepare us
a snack while we talked. She treated me
like an equal from the moment our
discussion began until I left,
exhilarated, an hour later. We talked
about many things, from her interests
in the theater to my interests in college— but despite many digressions, we
covered all the topics I had planned to
cover. We talked at length about her
frequent trips to the Eastern Shore as a
child to visit her grandfather on his
farm called "Shepherd's Delight
where Still Pond Station is located,"
near Chestertown, now owned by Mrs.
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affection, had graduated from
Washington College in 1864. So we had
her memories of Chestertown to
discuss.

I reached the Jefferson Hotel earlier
than expected that evening, and Miss
Phyllis Wilbourn, Cousin Kate's
secretary, talked to me until she came
in. A fascinating woman herself, and
formerly secretary to the famous
English actress Constance Collier, Miss
Wilbourn has been Cousin Kate's close
friend and companion for about twenty
years. "We've travelled many places
together, both near and far," she told
me, "especially since Mr. Tracy died."
When I asked to what Miss Wilbourn

attributed Cousin Kates's success, she
replied, "She is an emotional actress,
who has the unprecedented ability to
capture the hearts of her audiences by
treating them as if they were one
person engaged with her in a dialogue."
Cousin Kate then came in, carrying a

sheaf of lilies which had been sent to
her by an anonymous admirer. "Aren't
they beautiful?" she asked as she
arranged them carefully in a vase. The
flowers were beautiful, but I was more
taken by her reaction to them. It was
interesting to see her — a person who
has seen so many spectacular things
and received so many accolades — so
affected by something so simple as a
bouquet of flowers, so pleased that
someone took the time and trouble to

Eleanor Hepburn Fooks, Cousin Kate's
first cousin on her father's side of the
family. Later, after the interview, I met
Mrs. Fooks and she guided me on a tour
of the house. It is a beautiful, 19th
Century, two story establishment with
low ceilings and narrow stairways and
doorways. From all of the windows,
there is an attractive, panaromic view
of the 241 acre farm which is all bare
and outlined by clumbs of bushes and
trees. In short, it is truly conducive to

peace and relaxation; I found it

delightful and easy to picture Cousin
Kate as a little girl snuggled up close to

her grandfather on his lap, near a fire

burning in the hearth.

Then Cousin Kate told me that she
had been baptized near Chestertown
(probably at her grandfather's church,
I. U. Parish Church, although she
wasn't sure of that) and that she had
learned to swim "At Betterton in the
Bar — holding onto a log." On both
these occasions she had come to visit

her grandfather, a highly respected
minister who had many special
qualities she admired. "He was a great

farmer and grand philosopher," sne~
said. "He had a wonderful sense of
humor and used to amuse us children
when we rode with him on Sunday in the
carriage to church." Cousin Kate felt
that, although her grandfather had no
direct influence on her career, he did
much to shape her personality and
build her spirit.

What did influence her in choosing
her career, she explained, were the
silent movies. As far back as she could
remember, she said, "I was wild about
the movies, but I was so terribly shy I

couldn't imagine ever being in one.
When I was twelve years old, I thought
about going into medicine and
becoming a doctor like my father. I was
naturally good in math and biology but
I couldn't understand physics and
chemistry . . . Then the course of your
life seems to push you." She gave up
her notion of becoming a doctor when
she entered Bryn Mawr College. Here
she made her first serious attempts on
the stage — playing boys' parts - and
began to dream about becoming a
professional actress.

When Cousin Kate confided these
dreams to grandmother Hooker she
again warned her, in the same manner
that Cousin Kate had cautioned my
friend on her first visit with us, that the
stage was a brutal, terribly competitive
world (especially for women of that
era) and that Kate would have to steel
herself against countless setbacks;
moreover, she would have to com-
pletely dedicate herself to long hours of
hard work, and always be willing to
sacrifice pleasures and outside in-
terests to the demands of her
profession.

Cousin Kate provided her dedication
before she graduated from college,
seeking out Edwin Knopf of the Edwin
Knopf Stock Co. in Baltimore and
asking about the possibility of her
securinga part (or at least a try-out) in
the play he was casting. He told her to
write him a letter as soon as she
graduated. Instead, as soon as she
received her diploma in 1928 she went to

see him because, she explained, "I
talked to my father about it and he told

me if ever I wanted to get anywhere I

mustn't write a letter. I must go and see
the person I wanted to see face to face.
So I did." For roughly four hours, she
waited for Knopf in the theater where
his play was in rehearsal. "I had made
up my mind before I went to see him
that I was going to see him no matter
how long it took," she said, "and as
each long hour passed I became more
determined than ever. I couldn't afford
to lose the time I'd already invested, or
the part I might get if I waited." Her
persistence paid off "because finally he
came to see me and realizing full well
that I had been there all that time, he
told me to report for rehearsal on
Monday."
On that Monday Cousin Kate arrived

early at the theater hoping that she
could find a becoming and comfortable
costume to wear, but she discovered
that all the "good" dresses had been
taken. At first this upset her, but then
"one of the actresses came up to me
and offered me her own dress which
was much better than mine, because
she said she was getting married in six
weeks and she thought I had a bright
future ahead of me." The actress'
generosity touched Cousin Kate so

deeply that, after telling me about it,

she was moved to say, "I have lived
among the enormous kindnesses of

human beings." After a successful

Continued on Page 8

'Uncle Hep became very proud

of cousin Kate's success ...
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rehearsal on that momentous day she

acquired a "good little part" and a

"good notice" in "The Czarina." She

attributed much of her success to the

actress' kindness. Cousin Kate has

wished ntany times to thank that ac-

tress for her kind words and generosity,

but she has not seen or heard of her

since.

After "The Czarina" dosed Cousin

Kate joined the cast of "The Tor-

chbearers" which had also been per-

formed in Baltimore by the Edwin

Knopf Stock Company. Unlike "The

Czarina" in which she had had "a good

little part," in "The Torchbearers" her

part was "horrible," so the play was a

great disappointment to her for a long

time. She tried, nevertheless, to erase

the memories of it when she left for

Great Neck, New York to join the cast

of "The Big Pond" as an understudy to

the leading lady. "A week later the

leading lady was fired," Cousin Kate

said, "and they took me." Once again,

however, she faced another setback

when after the first night she was-fired,

but she did not allow this to deter her.

"In fact," she said, "I came to regard it

as a great experience. For one thing, I

learned a lot about myself and the in-

teraction between me and my audience.

I realized that either they listen to you

or they don't — either they are im-

pressed by you or they aren't — either

they like you or they don't. Another

thing I learned was the value of ac-

cepting the responsibility of failure

without placing the blame on others.

After this I knew that if I failed I was

going to fail on my own. This is an

honorable failure." She continued in

this vein, disparaging people who
blame others for their own mistakes

and reiterating her conviction that

excuses benefit no one. Instead, she

declared her belief that one should

accept his or her failures and ac-

complishments with the same grace.

"The ideal thing is to get into a position

where you can blame yourself for your

failures. Excuses for why you're lousy

do no good. The blaming of anyone:

parents, friends, or others is a waste of

time."

I thought about the value of accepting

the responsibility of failure, while at the

same time I ate a delicious snack of

melted cheese & chipped beef on toast

— a typical meal Cousin Kate usually

has after an evening performance —
which Miss Wilbourn had prepared and

brought to us. When I finished the

snack, I asked if she had more advice

Continued on Page 12

Continued irom Page 1

until Cheek cranked one from the top of

the key to make it 6-4, UMBC's favor.

The Shoremen defense was looking

weak as UMBC scored their seventh

goal. With 9:50 left in the half the

Shoremen were up a man for a minute

as UMBC committed a foul on the face-

off. The Shoremen were up a man for a

minute as UMBC committed a foul on

the face-off. The Shoremen shot 3

times, unsuccessfully, when Gaines

assisted middle Drew Romans to make
it 7-5, The next face-off saw Mullinix

recover the ball and score to close the

gap to one: WC 6, UMBC 7. The rest of

the half was UMBC's as they scored 4 in

a row. With 3:08 left freshman goalie

Timmy Hart substituted for veteran

Clint Evans. With 1:34 left attackman

Tom Sutton took advantage of the extra

man situation and scored WC's seventh.

UMBC scored once more with 0:57 left

to dose the first half 12-7, in favor of

UMBC.
The Shoremen outshot UMBC but

couldn't put together any goal-scoring

momentum. But all was not lost. They

came out psyched for the second half.

UMBC recovered the face-off and took

a shot, blocked by Hart. He cleared the

ball to Lindsay, who treated the fans to

his patented clear and shot. It deflected

off the post. UMBC recovered, cleared

and shot the ball, only to be blocked by

Goalie Hart With 8:52 left in the

quarter, Romans scored WC's eighth.

With UMBC threatening, defenseman

Collis Townsend blocked a UMBC pass.

UMBC recovered the loose ball and

shot, blocked by Hart. But with 5:57

Emmett Lazaro scored to make it 13-8,

UMBC's favor. The Shoremen came
back in the last 2 minutes to score 3

goals. with,2:'28 Lindsay scored the

ninth. At 1:29 Cheek, assisted by

Romans, scoredjiumber ten as the WC
fans went wild. The next play featured

Merle Ricketts with the ball displaying

fine stick handling as the Shoremen

threatened. Cheek missed with 34

seconds left, but Gaines fed Sutton for

the Shoremen's eleventh with 27

seconds left. It was a new ballgame.

The third quarter ended: UMBC 13, WC
11.

The fourth quarter opened with

McDonnell

Timmy Hart blocking UMBC 15 shots.

He cleared the ball to Mullinix who set

up for the next play. Gaines scored

number 12 with 11:28 remaining in the

game. UMBC was charged with a

tripping penalty, and, capitalizing on

this, Gaines fed Cheek for an extra man
goal with 10:24 left. The score was now

tied, 13-13. TheWC fans were behind the

Shoremen the whole way.

The next face-off featured Middle

Matt Morris who gained possession and

marched down the field. He passed to

Gaines, who shot and missed. Now,

with UMBC trying to break the tie,

Goalie Hart blocked two shots. The

Shoreman defense looked strong.

Mullinix shot the ball was recovered

and cleared by UMBC. With 5:14

remaining UMBC took the lead, 14-13.

As UMBC recovered the ball on the

faceoff they used stall tactics, playing

with the ball until the 3:02 mark. WC
calls time-out. With UMBC stalling,

Shore defensiveman Townsend was

called for slashing with 1 : 54 remaining.

With 1:19 left UMBC was finally called

for stalling, WC's ball. Ineffectively

trying to clear, WC lost it with 30

seconds left. One goal behind, the

Shoremen used dutch tactics. This was
WCs last chance to win. Lindsay was

tripped trying to clear the ball. The

Shoremen were on man up. With four

seconds left in the game Cheek scored

on a lead from Gaines. The play took 7

seconds and tied the game 14 all. The

game went into overtime.

In the. first 4 minutes overtime period

UMBC recovered the faceoff and un-

successfully tried to score. With 1:50

left, Hart saved and cleared the ball. At

1:20 Lindsay took a shot. UMBC
cleared. Defensiveman Skip Comstock

blocked a UMBC pass and cleared the

ball to Mullinix who fed to Lindsay for a

goal with 28 seconds left : WC 15, UMBC
14.

The second overtime period saw the

Shoremen closing in on UMBC's goal.

They held the ball the whole period until

Gaines fed Cheek for number 16 with

1:33 left. The final was 16-14, the

Shoremen reigning victorious. As
Coach DiMaggio said, "It was a mirror

of what Navy did to us last week only

this time we did it to them."

Leaving
Continued from Page 1

pointed out a single man whom
McDonnell feels is a deep disap-

pointment to the college. I qote: "The

only negative factor about Washington

College is the continued administration

of Dr. McLain." End quote. McDon-

nell's been here for seven years — he

knew the college before McLain was

president He should know.

ODK Admits Women
CHESTERTOWN, Md. — The

members of the Washington College

Senior Women's Society joined the

members of Omicron Delta Kappa,

which was previously an all male honor

society. Recently the National

Organization of Omicron Delta Kappa
voted to admit women into their

organization. All 17 members of the

Senior Women's Society joined the local

Omicron Delta Kappa chapter, ending

the Senior Women's- Society at

Washington College.

Miller
Granted
Sabbatical

Continued from Page 1

as a result of spending less time in

course preparation was indeed an

unselfish one.

Another consideration in publishing

the articles would be a financial one.

The salaries of the faculty have been

raised proportionately only enough to

"keep up" with inflation. Miller ad-

mires the fact that the present ad-

ministration has been able to avoid

increasing teaching loads, that tuition

has not been raised greatly, and that

the faculty has not been cut. However,

many of the faculty are having trouble

surviving financially — with families to

feed and cloth and all the other bills of

everyday life to keep ahead of, the pay

scale for teachers at Washington

College is becoming obsolete. Any

added Income is greatly welcomed —
hence, an ulterior motive to publication

of his essays.



Crew Beats LaSalle

& Villanova

On Saturday, April 10, the men's crew
made another of their numerous
bicentennial trips to Philadelphia, this

time to face La Salle College. With a

week of mediocre practices before

hand, the prospects were uncertain.

But it turned out to be a pleasnt trip as
the Shore Crew came away with two
convincing victories over the team
most people consider the best Dad Vail

.

crew in Philadelphia.

The J. V. event was first with

Washington in the middle lane, LaSalle

on the inside, and Villanova out. The
Sho'men blew off the line at the start

and took a commanding lead. By the

halfway point, they had a full length of

open water on their nearest com-
petition, Villanova. They hung on to

their lead for the rest of the race, and
won by an easy nine seconds.

The varsity race was much closer

with some strategic coxing from Neil

Sullivan to pull it out for the Shore.

Pitched against La Salle's varsity

heavyweights and varsity lightweights,

the Shore heavies gained a one length

lead after 750 meters. With La Salle's

bow matching Washington's stern, the

La Salle coxswain took the stroke up in

an effort to pass the Sho'men. La Salle

began to gain slowly, but Sullivan

called for a power twenty at the half-

way point and regained back the full

length lead. The Sho'men held up for

the last thousand meters, and won by
four seconds over La ' Salle's

heavyweights.

Coach Barry McArdle was pleased

with the victories, the first ever for the

Shoremen on the Schuylkill River. Hfe

expressed concern over the fact that

both Shore boats sat on their leads in

. the second half on the race and weren't

able to pick up momentum. The
Sho'men will be facing tougher crews in

the future, and will need a second win in

order to do well. This means that future

practices will be a little harder with

more individual effort from each of the

Shore oarsmen.
The season has now reached the

halfway point and so far has been the

best ever for Washington College

rowing. Both boats have demonstrated
that they are among the best in Dad
Vail crews, and both have outside

chances of capturing the small college

national title in their respective
classes. With more effort in con-

ditioning, it could mean payday for

Washington at the Dad Vails on May 9.

The next race is on the Chester

against George Washington this

Saturday, April 17, at 1:30 P.M. This is

going to be a good race, so come down
and give your support at the Town
Landing.
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Track Finished Second

InTri-Meet
Last Saturday the track team went to

Franklin and Marshall for a tri-meet
with F & M and Haverford. The team
finished second behind the home team.
On Tuesday, they took third behind
Hopkins and Lebanon Valley In a close
meet. At one'time, the score stood at 42-

4242.

The bad news came at F & M where
Washington College's mile relay-lost its

first dual meet in four years. The streak
was 27 straight, made with a variety of

members. The loss was due to the fact
that three of the four members were
suffering from the flu, but decided to

face the tough F & M team to gain some
additional points in the meet. The relay

team will have a chance for revenge at

the Penn Relays and M.A.C. Cham-
pionships, both more prestigious than
this past race.

At the same time, there is very good

news with the 440 relay. The team has
seen a variety of members but the

result has been the same: wining. The
team is undefeated against the con-
ference schools it has faced, and has
lost only once to Salisbury. The three
consistent members on the relay have
been Derwin Wright, Donald Frush,
and Fred Nanamaker. Arty Hoyt and
Danny Scharf have alternated on the
anchor leg.

Highlights of the two tri-meets have
been ArtHoyt winning the high hurdles
in both matches, Scott Stallard beating
a tough F & M field in the javelin with a

throw of 184 feet, and Danny "Burner"
Scharf winning the 100 in both contests.

Tomorrow, the track team will face

Swarthmore for their last home meet of

the season, and next Friday is the Penn
Relays, where the Washington College,

mile relay team will defend its crown.

Informal Singles Competition Tomorrow
CHESTERTOWN, Md. - Secretary

of the Navy J. William Mlddendorf II

will participate in an Informal singles

competition on the Chester River here
Saturday afternoon following the races
of the Washington College men's and
women's crews against Georgetown
and George Washington.
The Secretary, who rows regularly in

his single Pocock shell on the Potomac
River, will be in town to address a
Bicentennial crew reunion dinner of the
Washington College Rowing
Association, to be held at the Granary
on Saturday evening.

Competitors who will race against

Mr. Mlddendorf will include: Jack
Kelly, one of the great names in rowing
— Olympic winner and eight times
American singles champion; Robert C.

Lea of Easton; Stephen Wales of

Chester town; Lieutenant Stephen
Madey of the Naval Academy; John
Wagner, Jr. Washington College
alumnus; and Paul Gianqulnto a W.C.
senior.

Men's races are scheduled to begin at

1 p.m. ; women at 1 : 30 and the informal
singles competition with Secretary
Mlddendorf at 2:30. The dinner which is

by invitation begins at 7 p.m. at the
Granary in Georgetown.

Study In London
After 15 years of successful programs

for college-age students in Paris and
Madrid, Academic Year Abroad, Inc.,

announces the opening of a program for

college juniors, seniors and graduates
in London, England. Courses will be
available in the following areas:
English Language and Literature;

History, specially British history;
History of Art; Drama and Cinema;
Political Philosophy, Economics and
Social Theory; the Studio Arts: pain-

ting, sculpture, design and graphics;

the photographic arts and film-making

;

Mass Communication; journalism and
media; the performing arts: acting,

music, ballet and modern dance; the

rare Foreign Languages. Students
interested in further details should

write to Rab Thornton at 221 East SO

Street, New York, N.Y. 10022.

d>
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Tennis Up And Down
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Halfway through the season, the

Washington College tennis team is

sporting a 6-3 record. After early

season losses to Loyola (&-1) and

Swarthmore, the toughest competition

every year (9-0), and with a 7-2 win over

UMBC sandwiched between, the team

took off. Successive wins against Drew

(5-4), Widenser (7-2), Ursinus (5-4), and

Gallaudet (8-1) bolstered the squad's

mark to 5-2.

Last Saturday, the Shoremen
traveled to Haverford for an important

conference match. Entering the match

hoping for a 3-3 split in the singles, WC
suddenly found itself with five quick

losses. Only number two man Paul Noto

lasted more than 45 minutes; but

eventually he too succumbed, losing 7-5

in the third set of a gruelling match.

Washington fared no better in doubles,

losing all three depressingly easily.

Haverford has produced a far stronger

team than expected, and the Shore

squad never had a chance.

The 9-0 blanking was balanced last

Monday , as the team trounced a

visiting Lebanon Valley squad-by a 7-2

count. The chronic weakness at the

bottom of the ladder was in evidence

once agam, with the only two losses

coming at number five singles and

number three doubles. The team is now

preparing to travel to Catholic

University on Saturday, where they will

face a stiff test against a team that is at

approximately the same level of play as

the Shoremen.

The ladder, as it has been played

most of the year, is as follows: Number
one spot is held by Keith Twitchell

(with a 6-3 record for the year). His best

match so far was against Drew, where

he plaved a strong and consistent game

to win a 6-2, 6-2 decision. Twitchell and

number two man Paul Noto (7-2, best

record on the team ) are the co-captains

for the Shoremen. Noto's best match

came against Loyola, when he provided

the team with its lone victory with a 6-3,

6-3 win. Tim Keefe (6-3) has held the

number three spot successfully; his

best effort was against UMBC, where

he came on strong after splitting sets to

win the third by an easy 6-1 score. The

most pleasant surprise for the netmen

this year has been the play of Bob Little

(6-3) at number four. Little's finest

outing came against Drew, when he

concluded the match by winning a third

set tie-breaker 5-3. Number five has

been played by Bill Janney (0-7) most

of the time; his best showing to date

was against Widener, when he dropped

a close three-setter. Drake Roberts (4-

4) has occupied the number six slot,

although playing five against Ursinus

and Gallaudet. Roberts' strongest

match came against Widener, when his

eagerness to see the Virginia lacrosse

game inspired him to a 6-1, 6-1 victory

in thirty minutes.

With the easiest part of the schedule

behind them, WC must tighten up its

doubles play (the team is 10-17 in

doubles competition). Coach Tom
Finnegan is emphasizing the doubles in

practice, with the rest of the season and

the MAC championships in mind. The

only remaining home matches are

against Delaware and Western

Maryland on April 26 and 27.

Bob Miloomb, Bob Copp, and

Bernie Bateman have also seen action

this year, although Bateman is no

longer with the team.

M0NTESS0RI TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

JULY 5TH - AUGUST 27TH (ACADEMIC PHASE)

MASTER'S DEGREE CREDIT FROM AMERICAN UNIVERSITY,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

AN EXCITING MONTESSORI EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM UNDER
RECOGNIZED AM.S. GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING CHILDREN

AGES 3-6. PRESENTED IN THE NATIONS CAPITAL DURING THE
BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION.

PLEASE WRITE OR CALL FOR BROCHURE AND APPLICATION

1199 QUINCE ORCHARD RLVD.
GAITHERSRURG, MARYLAND 20760

(301) 948-2556

Women's
Tennis Wins

Three

InA Row

The women's tennis team opened its

second season against Catholic

University in a home match on March
29th. Coming back from an undefeated,

season last year, the team started

slowly, dropping their first two mat-

ches. The first loss dealt to W.C. was by

a strong Catholic University who won 4-

1. Tricia Ratcliffe and Caryl Huston

played first and second singles for

W.C, and Renee Miller, the only winner

for W.C, bested her opponent in the

third singles spot 6-4, 6-3. The first

doubles team of Carol Noer and Cathe

Lynch bowed to a tough C.U. pair, while

Susan Watters and Dee Willis played a

long, well fought match before suc-

cumbing to a close 6-4, 3-6, 7-5 win by

Catholic University.

The women played five singles and

two doubles against Loyola College

April 6 and were shut out 7-0. Tricia

Ratcliffe and Renee Miller, who earlier

in the day played first and third singles

respectively, teamed up to play first

doubles, the only close match for W.C.

They battled their way through three

sets before Loyola finally defeated

them 7-5, 1-6, 6-4.

Washington College ended their early

losing streak the following day by

defeating Anne Arundel CC. 4-1. Tricia

Ratcliffe and Carol Noer, playing first

and second singles, handily overcame
their opponents 6-0, 7-5, and 6-1, 6-0

respectively. Renee Miller, playing the

number three spot, split the first two

sets 6-3, 2-6 before winning the third set

6-2 to take the match. Cathe Lynch and
Caryl Huston paired up to win first

doubles 6-2, 7-5 while the second doubles

team of Susan Watters and Dee Willis

went three sets before losing 6-4, 2-6, 6-

4.

St. Mary's College traveled to W.C
April 9 and were shut out 5-0. Carol

Noer, Renee Miller and Caryl Huston

played the three singles positions for

W.C. and won 6-2, 6-1; 6-1, 6-2; and 6-4,

6-1, respectively. The doubles team
fared equally well against St. Mary's
with Cathe Lynch and Dee Willis

combining to win first doubles 6-1, 6-2

and Liz Butler and Susan Watters

combining to win second doubles, 6-1, 6-

1. This win evened up the team's record

to two wins and two losses.

On Monday, April 13th the women
traveled to Essex CC and once again

shut out their opponents 5-0. Carol Noer
played well in the number one spot to

defeat her opponent 6-1, 6-1. Renee
Miller and Caryl Huston, playing

number two and number three for W.C,
each went into three sets before win-

ning their matches. Renee defeated her

opponent 0-6, 6-3, 6-2 while Caryl won
her match with a 6-3, 3-6, 6-1 score.

Tricia Ratcliffe and Cathe Lynch
played first doubles and won 6-1, 6-4

while the second doubles team of Dee
Willis and Susan Watters defeated their

opponents 6-1, 6-2. After winning three

matches in a row, the team is looking

forward to a winning season.

Rugby Football Club

New organization

Looking For Players

Contact:

Bernard Floyd 214 Kent

The Women 's Crew team finally got a

well-deserved revenge on Duke
University on Pre-Freshman Day.

Twice in the past Duke has put the

Shoremen to shame on the river. They

came up against each other for the

third time on April 3. The Sho'men

rowed their best race so far this season,

crossing the finish line 30 seconds

ahead of Duke. Duke wasn't the only

boat beaten. St. Joseph's came in

second, and North Carolina finished

last. After the varsity race, a boat with

a crew of half W.C. and half St, Joseph

beat Duke's second boat for a well-

* fought victory.

Last weekend the Women's crew

traveled to the University of Virginia

and competed in both varsity and J.V.

races. Close from start to finish, WC
gained the advantage and overtook

their opponents. The race ended in

confusion — apparantly, the Shoremen

did not cross the finish line, and

therefore were disqualified. Even
though the win can't be called ours, it

was an exciting and challenging race.

Last Sunday the crew had yet another

race on the Chester. Georgetown,

George Washington, and Trinity (all

from D.C. ) competed in the race.

George Washington kept a half-boat

lead until the 100-meter mark, when the

Shoremen sprinted to gain the lead. The

Shore Crew finished two seconds in the

lead. In third position was Geargetown,

with Trinity finishing last.

The next two races will be at home,

April 17 (Rutgers) and April 24 (Bar-

nard), both at 1:30 P.M.

After a frustrating loss to Salisbury's

J.V. squad, the baby Maroons came
back to squeak past the Eastern Shore

Lacrosse Club 14-13 in sudden death.

The first half was characterized by a

vigorous battle in the midfield. Despite

countless opportunities, the baby
Maroons could not take the lead a

finished the first half trailing 7-5. Both

teams played poorly in the third

quarter, but the fourth period was a

replay of the. first half, showing better

ball control. Howard Bauer, a un-

derrated player, scored the winning

goal for the baby Maroons in the sudden

death playoff. Coach Athey Jr. was
surprised at their opponent's loss,

especially with Barry '•animal" White

out with a broken wrist. Jay Helmer,

"Fritzie", and Kevin Carouge played

well for the baby Maroons.

From the record it seems that the

Washington College Baseball team
performs better away than at home.

The Shoremen convincingly defeated

Gallaudet 14-7, and split a doubleheader

against Haverford. Steve Wilkinson hit

a grand slammer at Washington, the

first for the team this year. Scott Rutter

made his presence known with another

homer minutes later. Dennis Compton

pitched well, with Freshman Robert

Atkinson relieving him. The Shoremen

took the first game of a doubleheader

against Haverford College (9-2). Steve

Wilkinson again smacked the ball over

the fence for a homer and Bruce Katz

finally fulfilled his dream with one later

in the game. Dennis struck out 15 hit-

ters in 7 innings. Poor pitching plagued

the Shoremen in the second game as

they bowed to Haverford 7-5. Billy

Williams turned in a hard day's work
along with Dave Beatty. Coach Athey

was quite pleased with the results and

stated, "we are coming alon r*
r: " "
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Commentary

Vice-President George Wayward and Brian Brooke

White Oak Seedling
Planted For Arbor Day

Maryland Arbor Day, April 7, "was
celebrated by planting a White Oak
seedling, offspring from the famous
Wye Oak. Students, faculty, ad-
ministrators and friends gathered on
the lawn between Bunting Hall and
Ferguson Hall at high noon to witness
the occasion. The seedling is one of six
to be planted in Kent County as part of a
state-wide Maryland Forest Service
project celebrating the 200th
Anniversary of the American
Revolution.

Robert Webster, Forestry Agent for
Kent and Queen Annes counties and
Walter B. Harris, member of the Kent
County Forestry Board, have
cooperated in distributing the young
trees to five incorporated towns and
Washington College. Each town will

select a location and conduct similar
tree planting ceremonies within the
next few weeks.

"Washington College's event was
informal, lots of fun and certainly a
memorable one," according to George
Hayward, college Vice President and
member of both the college and Kent
County Bicentennial committees. He

spoke of the background of the
seedling's 480 year old parent Wye Oak
and referred to previous ceremonies
held at the College in 1928 when the now
magnificent Washington Elm was
planted and later rededicated in 1932.

Everyone witnessing the college
event took part by shovelling soil on the
five foot White Oak (Quercus alba)
seedling. The highlight of the program
was sophomore Colleen O'Neill's
reading of a most delightful and ap-
propriate poem, "Planting a Tree" by
Nancy Byrd Turner from the book One
Thousand Beautiful Things. Miss
O'Neill and freshman Brian Brooke are
Co-Chairmen of the student's Campus
Beautifieation Committee.

If all goes well in the centuries ahead,
the College's historic youngster could
eventually display dimensions similar
to its famous parent. The Wye Oak,
located in Wye Oak State Park, Wye
Mills, Maryland, is thirty-two feet in

circumference, stands 108 feet high
with a limb spread of 160 feet. It was
more than 200 years old when the
American Revolution began.

New Record Collection
CHESTERTOWN, Md. - Garry E.

Clarke, Washington College Music
Department Chairman announced
today that the Rockefeller Foundation
has. given a collection of 100 records of
American music to Washington
College. Professor Clarke added, "The
Foundation is making the collection
available to a limited number of
colleges in the United States and we are
very fortunate in being one of those
chosen", The collection is being made
by the Recorded Anthology of
American Music, a non-profit record
company created by the foundation to
produce the records for the various

collections.

In this collection, American music in
all idioms and from all periods are
represented. Included are: folk and
jazz, symphonic and chamber,
religious from gospel to liturgical,

country and western, avant-garde and
traditional and musical theatre.
The collection will be sent to the local

college in several installments and will

be completed by 1978.

Mr. Clarke adds, "Combined with
several other collections of books and
recordings of American Music the
department at Washington College now
has a fine collection in this area".

Continued from Page 3

fallacy is that Freud made a famous
case history of a five-year old child's
("little Hans") horse-phobia; the

' phobia, Freud said, was the result of a
fear of being castrated by his father.
K.P. pointed out that "Little Hans" said
he developed this phobia because he
saw a horse die in the street when he
was very young. Freud did not seem to
care about this remark of "Little
Hans," and it seems that all
psychoanalytic interpretations refuse
to accept any conscious remarks as
valid. It is logical, said K.P that Freud
is irrational by not accepting any
remarks of his patients.

K.P. then went on to mention the
results of an informal test that he and
Dr. Berg had run. It was concerned
with sexual preferences of Washington
College males and females. The female
preferences were: overall bodies of
males ("nicely built and tan"), head
and chest hair, backs, shoulders,
"asses," eyes, and oddly enough, only a
very small number indicated the at-
traction of genitales. Males preferred
overall bodies ("nicely shaped and
tan"), breasts, ("erect and yearning"),
legs

, feet, hair, and "asses." On the
males' part, also, there seem to be little

interest in the "target organs."
(Masters and Johnson), that is, the
genitals. Only four males out of 75 in-

dicated interest in this area.
Even though we never learned the

behavioral explanation of the origin of
fetishes, it proved to be an unusual
Seventy-minute learning experience
that evoked a great deal of laughter
from the audience. It is a shame that all

experimental psychologists are not as
entertaining as K.P. Hopefully, more
professors will contribute their
knowledge and wit to the future lecture
series.

Richmond
House

Available
The Sophie Kerr Committee is again

making Richmond House available,
rent-free, as a six weeks' residence for
four or five students with writing or
reading projects, and is ready to
consider applications, which should be
made to Dr. James. The students
whould be in almost continuous
residence (as much as if it were the
regular college year), and they would
be expected to maintain the house
facilities as well as to cooperate fully in
creating a quiet and orderly at-
mosphere in which students could study
hard. They would not be allowed
overnight guests or pets.

A student's project should nave a
definite outline, it should be organized
in consultation with a faculty member,
and must be reviewed by that faculty
member in the fall. A reading project
should involve a reading list, though the
ultimate course of study might in some
circumstances produce reasonable
variation from the list originally
submitted. A' writing project should,
like the reading one, be intense, and
must produce written results.

The Sophie Kerr Committee would
also like to point out to seniors that
deliberations over the Sophie Ken-
Prize are immanent. The Committee
has already received some sub-
missions, and needs to know im-
mediately about any that may be forth-
corning. The Committee would like to
remind seniors that it will consider
writing in any field, and that a
statement about the writer's future
intentions is often helpful.
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Feature
Continued from Page 8

along the same line to give to those

readers who would be interested. In so

many words, she told me that one
should never wallow in the memories of

his failures, because in so doing, one
inevitably halts his progress. Rather,
she contends that one should confine

himself solely to the purpose of

determining what his mistakes are,

how he could benefit from them, and
finally, what he could do best to correct

them. She implied that whether one
succeeds in correcting his mistakes or

not, one should always have the pride to

push-on, no matter how desperate the

cause may appear. Furthermore she
asserted that she has absolutely no
compassion for the "cry-baby" — as
she labelled the person who makes
excuses to shirk responsibility and who
feels sorry for himself — because she
considers such a person a "bore" and a
"fool". While I sipped on my beer, I

thought that perhaps her staunch but
admirable attitude resulted from the

austere discipline her parents had
enforced, especially in regards to those

who moaned and groaned about their

obligations. I remembered exactly
what my father had told me about that

and I voiced it to her: "She had it tough
— they all did," he had emphasized,
"Everyone in the Hepburn household
pulled his own weight and no one was
allowed to complain. There was no
room for a sissy in that house and you
can be sure of that!" Cousin Kate
agreed and reinforced what my father
had said when we discussed briefly her
failures in comparison to her successes.
"I have always worked as hard as I can
work. I have never given up because I

felt sorry for myself ; and I have gained
more from my failures than I have
from anything else. "You have to live

without the extraordinary things in

order to understand them."
Finally, we discussed a lighter topic

just before I left. I asked why she chose
to take on the role of Mrs. Basil, an old
and charming character, in Enid
Bagnold's confusing play, "A Matter of

Gravity". "I liked the play. I liked all of
her work," she said. "She thinks about
life and living, and the play is a sum-
mation of her existence ... It has many
observations on the philosophy of
today." Presently "A Matter of
Gravity" is touring on Broadway,
where it has been bombarded with
severe criticism on the grounds that its

Photo by Tom Chesebrough

meaning is too confusing. Nevertheless,

Cousin Kate has received nothing but

her usual heralded reviews; and though

I had not known all of that at the time of

the interview, I could have guessed it,

feeling that wherever she went she

would be an overwhelming hit-

attraction.

Later I wrote her a letter asking

about her father's support at the outset

of her career, because my father had

told me that at first Uncle Hep had been

very disconsolate and reluctant about

it. Cousin Kate responded, admitting

that he so disapproved of her going on

the stage that at first he refused to give

her any financial assistance at all. He
changed his mind, however, "after two
weeks," she said, "and sent me some
money he'd won in a bridge game."
This so encouraged her that "I then

asked him for some money to study

with a famous teacher, Frances
Robinson-Duff, in New York and he

backed me."
My father says that Uncle Hep

became very proud of Cousin Kate's

success but always kept a watchful eye

on her finances. When she began to

earn big money he persuaded her to

save and invest a large percentage of it

against the day when the fickle public

would stop loving her. This was a wise

precaution on his part, but that day has

not yet come. She continues to live

"among the enormous kindnesses of

human beings" because she is such a
kind person herself. Certainly I will

never forget her or cease to admire her

for her charm, beauty, warmth, and
talent

portunities to meet with faculty

members and current students,
campus tours, and a cafeteria lunch.

The events of the day are as follows:

10:00-10:30 Registration Hynson
Lounge Hodson Hall.

10:45-11:30 Welcome and Introduc-

tions Tawes Theatre Gibson Fine Arts

Center.

11:30-12:45 Campus tours Tours begin

in the Lobby Gibson Fine Arts Center

12:15-1:15 Lunch Hodson Hall.

1:15-2:00 Divisional Seminars —
Humanities Tawes Theatre Social

Sciences William Smith Auditorium

Math Natural Sciences Lecture Hall,

Dunning Hall.

2 : 15-2: 45 Question and Answer
session. Admission and Financial Aid

at Washington College Tawes Theatre.

THREE ALBUM
SALE

Now on sale at

the Bookstore

Frampton Comes Alive

Double Album $5.49
Eagles Greatest Hits

$4.49
Chick Coreo • leprechoum

$4.49

End of the year

savings

Visiting Day

For Juniors

Delmarva high school juniors who
want a first hand look at college life

have been invited to attend a Visiting

Day for Juniors here at Washington

College, Wednesday, April 21.

Juniors from the Eastern Shore,

Delaware and Virginia schools are

invited to the program sponsored by the

Admissions Office. Parents are also

welcome to participate in the day's

events. The schedule includes op-

HEADSTARTT
Hair Studio

LET THE PEOPLE WHO CARE CUT
YOUR HAIR FOR ONE MONTH ONLY.

April 9-May 9

Students may get their hair styled for 50% off the
original price.

Call: 822-5663 for appointments
9 N. Washington, Easton, Md.
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Applications Down
18% From Last Year
Physics Department

Chairman Appointed

Six Month Search Concluded

by Kim Stirrstorfer

Seven candidates aspiring to the

position of Chairman of the Physics

Department were invited to the

Washington College campus over the

course of the semester. Four were

offered the position. Three turned it

down. One candidate has finally ac-

cepted.

Dr. Barry Horwitz will assume the

chairmanship in September. Horwitz

received his B.A. from Washington

University in St. Louis. He was

awarded an M.S. and a Ph.D. at the

University of Pennsylvania. His doc-

toral dissertation was on it. "Higher

Symmetry Charge Algebra Sum Rule

and Superconvergence Relations. (!)

Horwitz has taught at Kings College,

and most recently at Vassar. He will

offer courses in the Arts and Sciences of

Physics and Modern Optics next fall.

Dean Hanson explained that the

search for a new Physics professor

"only appeared elusive after a point."

The search began last October when the

College placed an advertisement for the

position in the -publication of the

American Physical Society. Over one

hundred applicants replied. The
Appointments and Tenure Committee,

in conjuction with the Dean, then

"began weeding through" the ap-

plications. The Committee requested

additional information from the 15-20

serious contenders that survived the

winnowing process.

Physics professor Dr. Kemp Ran-

dolph was consulted. He read through

the dossiers and "passed along his

observations." According to the Dean,

the Appointments and Tenure Com-

mittee "took his recommendations."

The list of candidates was then

calibrated in terms of those applicants

that the College was "seriously in-

terested in, might be interested in, and

not interested in." Dean Hanson and

Dr. Richard Brown traveled to New
York in February to interview sonie

candidates attending a meeting of the

American Physical Society .

On the basis of the interviews and

additional information garnered from

individual dossiers, the Dean "invited a

string of visitors to the College." The

visiting candidates were divided into

two stages. The four candidates in-

cluded in the first stage were: Dr.

Victor Wong, Dr. Yuan Li, Dr. Ronald

Reese, and Dr. Peter Murphy.

Three offers were made in order of

preference. Two of the three candidates

rejected the offer because of the

College's tenure procedure. Dean
Hanson explained that: "Washington

College has a rule about associate

professors. They are brought in on a

sequence of two two-year contracts.

Then a tenure decision is made . . . They

wanted faster tenure."

Family considerations forced the

third candidate to reject the position.

"He has three children of Middle School

age. There weren't enough com-
pensating factors to overcome (this

concern)." The candidate had also a

considerable investment in a current

project at the University of California.

The second stage of candidates was

comprised of three men: Dr. Theodore

Ansbacker, Dr. Paul Lucas, and Dr.

Horwitz. Oply Dr. Horwitz was offered

the chairmanship. The Dean believes

"he 's very good."

"The search seemed to go on for a

long time," the Dean admitted. "At one

point I was rather discouraged. lam
more philosophical now after the ex-

perience." He explained that "those

who rejected our offer will be better off

without us, and we'll be better off with

the man who accepted."

Two other departments are now

engaged in the search process the

Philosophy Department is attempting

to find a replacement for Dr.

McDonnell and the Biology Department

is interviewing candidates to fill the

vacancy created by the resignation of

Dr. Yaw. The individual department

chairmen are conducting the search in

consultation with the Dean and the

Appointments and Tenure Committee.

Deposits 20%

by Roger J, Rebelsky

Statistics from the Admissions Office

show that, as of April 15, applications

for fall enrollment are down ap-

proximately 18 percent from last year.

Matriculation deposits are sown some
20 percent. Admissions counsellor

Mary J. Warner has characterized the

year as "bad but not disastrous." All

the admissions staff agree that the

overwhelming success of last year's

recruiting drive has contributed to

making this year look especially

dismal.

Bud Andrew, Director of Admissions,

views the situation as part of "a

cyclical thing" — everybody has a bad
year. He feels that the decline is not a

reflection on Washington College and

that, in fact, admissions had done an
"extraordinary" job of maintaining the

school's standards. Looking at the

admission picture nation-wide, he

observes that the schools maintaining

selectivity are the ones that survive. He
adds that admissions criteria have not

been altered here, despite the decrease

in applications. "Washington College

has a very solid academic program and

a good reputation." And with small

colleges, it's a matter of survival of.the

fittest — it's "gonna keep getting

tougher and tougher for small schools

to survive."

Business Manager Gene Hessey said

of the admissions situation that

"there's nothing more key to the

financial structure of the college than

fall enrollment." The projected budget

for next year is based on an average

enrollment of 740 students. "Any major

fluctuation (of enrollment) will cause

problems." Twenty students could be

considered a major fluctuation.

Even if the 740 average is achieved,

problems could still be encountered.

With the high second semester attrition

rate, the school could easily find itself

in a precarious financial position.

Hessey stated that, should the need

arise, budget cuts would have to be

made in all academic departments, as

well as in supplies and equipment,

general services, and maintenance.

Other costs, such as insurance and

energy, are basically fixed and cannot

be cut.

Based on a five year overview, Mr.

Hessey estimated that at this time the

college is down twenty to thirty

deposits. Not one deposit was received

on Pre-Freshman Day this year.

Hessey said "you can't put your

finger on one specific reason on why the

statistics are fluctuating from year to

year." It's "just something you have go

live with. We've become accustomed to

exceeding the budget estimates on

enrollment. Now we're having to face a

potential year of failing to realize our

budget for enrollment."

Only one projection of Freshman
class size was volunteered, by ad-

missions counselor Dale Truseim.

In view of the smaller applicant pool

(100 applicants behind last year), he

estimates a Freshman class of ap-

proximately 220 students. Mr. Andrew
made no projection.

Mr. Ermon Foster, Registrar, states

that there are 574 students in the three

underclasses who will be eligible to

return. Not all will come back,

however. "My judgement would be

maybe 530 returning . . . that's just an

estimate. I'm sure that we will lose 25-

30 students or more. I think it's a fairly

accurate estimate."

Editors Chosen
For Next Year
The Writer's Union has announced

the new Student Editors for the 1976-

1977 academic year.

Washington College Review: David

LaMotte, Anne Bailey, Sandy Den-

nison, and Stephen Shaw.

Broadside : Joanne Ahearn and Leslie

Kitchen.

The Publications Committee has also

announced its decisions for the student

publications.

Elm: Roger Rebetsky will be Editor-

in-Chief until December 31, 1977.

Pegasus: Donald Frush will edit for

1976-1977.

<S>
SUMMER JOBS

Gratitude Landing Restaurant, Jerry

Hardesty, Owner.

Cooks, Waitresses, Busboys, Bar-

tenders, Dishwashers, Hostess Day and

evening hours.

Before April 30 call 301-263-5449, after

April 30, call the restaurant.

Will open May 31.
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* *Dinner-Dave For President! * *

The September conspiracy is growing. It's taking a right at College

Avenue and is scurrying toward Washington College. The latest ob-

jective: Hodson Hall. John Linville has resigned as Food Services

Director, and David Knowles has been appointed to fill in as acting

director. Applications are being solicited for the position — Dave's

already in.

I want to put in a good word for Dave Knowles. I've talked with him on

several occasions —he always has time to talk to students and get their

ideas about the dining hall. And he listens. He is anxious to make our food

service the best possible, and realizes the value of student feedback in

this task.

One way Dave has tried to meet student demand is his work on the

vegetarian meal plan. He has purchased a variety of natural and health

foods— his office is cluttered with sacks of soy beans and sunflower seeds'

(already toasted), boxes of granola, and the various odds 'n ends that go
into green bean and lentil soup. Now he's waiting for those students who
dreamed up the idea to help get the stuff eaten.

"Dinner Dave's" enthusiasm for his work is overwhelming — from
regular non-meat entrees to gradual redecoration and renovation of the

dining hall itself, he wants the best food service resources will allow.

And he's delivering. Athletes and students who travel to other schools can
tell you that our dining hall fare rates higher than most

.

So here's the opportunity, Washington College. Try not to blow this one.

We're about to lose an outstanding physics chairman and a highly
regarded doctor of philosophy, and we've just lost a good food service

director. Not to mention a lot of students. It took seven tries to find a
replacement for Dr. Logue. No progress has been reported in the ap-
pointment of a new philosophy professor. An unstable admissions picture

may put the school in a financial bind next year. Maybe Washington
College should open the door to David Knowles. Opportunity's knocking.
Gene Hessey and President McLain will decide who gets the direc-

torship. But neither one has to eat three meals a day in the dining hall.

Most of you do. Why not think about Dave for the job? Talk to him. Read
the Elm interview. If he's your man, tell Gene Hessey. Or even
President McLain. Don't be too discouraged by past experience — maybe
the administration will open its eyes this time.

Progress Report:

The Honor Code
by Anne Bailey

Highlights
Fri., April 23 — Parent's Weekend
Willy Ninninger in the Coffee House
parents are welcome.

Sat., April 24 — 10:00 ajn. Visitors
and Governors meeting

10:00 ajn. Forum presented by the
SGA, "Formal versus Informal
Education"

* 12:00 pjn. Women's Crew vs. Bar-
nard on the. Chester River

1:30 pjn. Lacrosse vs. Bucknell on
Kibler Field

Immediately following the game a
cocktail party for students and parents
at Hynson-Ringgold House.

6:30 pjn. Student Awards Banquet in

Hodson Hall

8:30 pjn. The Washington College
Chorus and Chrole will present a
concert, free, in Tawes Theatre.

Following the concert will be a late

reception in Hunson Lounge to end the
Parent's Weekend festivities.

Sun., April 25 — 8:00 pjn. Port
Welcome Cruise

Mon., April 26 — 8:30 pjn. Student
Composition Recital, John Starr,
Tawes Theatre.

Tue., April 27— 7:30pjn. Film Series
presents "The Loneliness of the Long-
Distance Runner", Smith Auditorium

Wed., April 28 — 6:30 p.m. Women's
Athletic Banquet, Hodson Hall 8:30
p.m. Student Recital, April Lindevald,
Soprano, and Ann Atwater, Pianist, in
Tawes Theatre

The problem of academic dishonesty

has been one of the hotter topics on
campus this semester. There is good
reason for this concern — a Student
Academic Board survey indicated that

there is widespread cheating on
campus.
The problem of cheating has been

taken on by many committees, most
notably the SAB and the Academic
Council. The former made up a
proposed Honor Code to present to the

Council; the latter argued for three
months on trivials. At one point, in a
search to accurately outline
plagiarism, Dean Hanson and Dr.
Miller volunteered to write a definition

to present to the Council. After a month
of deliberation, they asked their fellows

to consider dropping the whole matter,
because "the Council didn't (seem to)

have the will to pursue further the issue

of academic dishonesty." This motion
was seconded, and only through
argument did they decide to direct their

focus elsewhere.

Another issue that took up time at the
meetings was who should deal with the

offender — the professor or the Student
Judiciary Board. Two meetings were
wasted with a debate on whether the
word "must" or "should" would be
used in connection with a professor
reporting an offense to the SJB.
Student Academic Board

representatives got together with the
Council to discuss the proposed Honor
Code, and again time was wasted with
bickering over wordings. After a good
deal of work on the part of very few, a
proposed Honor Code was finally ap-

proved, and sent last night to the
faculty to vote on. As of now it stands:

I. Introduction

We believe honesty in academic work
is necessary both for the effective in-

tellectual development of the student

and for the effective evaluation of his

performance. Because of this,

Washington College cannot tolerate

academic dishonesty,

n. Definition

According to the Washington College

honor code, the following shall con*

stitute academic dishonesty:

A. Plagiarism — The use of the

language, ideas, or thought of another
author and passing off the same as
one's own original work.

B. Copying another student's answers

in class examinations, take-home
examinations, laboratory work, or

class assignments.

C. Discussing answers during in-class

examinations or take-home
examinations.

D. The use of crib notes, prepared

blue books, or other types of

unauthorized material.

E. Attempting to secure a future

examination or information regarding

the contents of a future examination,

unless authorized by the faculty

member concerned.

F. All other deliberate attempts to

violate the spirit of the honor code.

1H. Responsibility of the Students
Each student at Washington College

has a responsibility to abide by this

honor code and to insure that the rest of
the college community upholds it as
well. Specifically, tins involves a moral
obligation to inform the proper
authorities of any infraction witnessed
by the individual student

IV. Responsibility of the Faculty
A. Faculty members must report

students suspected of cheating to the
Judicial Screening Board.

B. Faculty members shall not use
grades to punish students for cheating.

C. The faculty are encouraged to vary
their examinations from year to year,
as well as for different sections of the
same course. Moreover, all faculty
members are encouraged to monitor
examinations carefully.

V. Enforcement
The All Campus Judiciary shall

handle all cases of academic dishonesty
referred to it by the Judicial Screening
Board.

VI. Sanctions

A. The penalty for the Erst conviction

shall be any penalty the committee
wishes to assess except assigning a
grade, altering the academic transcript
of the student, or temporarily
suspending the student.

B. The penalty for the second con-
viction shall be permanent expulsion
from Washington College.

VII. Review
This honor code shall be reviewed by

the Academic Council in the first

semester of the 1977-78 academic year.
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Linville Resigns
by Karen Finlry Thompson

On Monday, April 5, John Linville, Director of Food Services, handed in

his resignation. The appointment of the new director will be made by

Gene Hessey, subject to Dr. McLain's approval.

For the present time David Knowles will be acting director effective

through the summer. Dave is a graduate of W.C., class of 1972. He worked

in the dining hall for three years and was involved with the food service as

a student here.

Upon his graduation as an American Studies major, he was drafted in

the Army. He was stationed in West Berlin as a cook, then took over the

management of the food. At the present time, he has submitted an ap-

plication as candidate for Food Service director.

Elm: Why has Linville resigned his position here?

Hessey: You better ask him. But it Is my understanding that he

resigned to accept another position with the Great Oaks organization

.

Elm: Was his resignation expected? Did you know that it was coming?

Hessey: No, I wasn't expecting it. Although, John has advised me from

time to time in the last year that he would consider another opportunity

should one come along. So it wasn't a total surprise, but I wasn't aware

that he was considering the Great Oaks organization until he advised me

about a week ago.

Elm: Will he leave soon?

Hessey: Hell be here through commencement.

Elm: What procedure will you now take to select another Director of

Food Services?

Hessey: WelL we have already placed a notice of the job opening with

the National Association of College and University Food Service

Directores. They have a very effective placement operation and they

seem to have done an efficient job of publicizing the position vacancy. So

that has been out for about a week now and we're waiting to see what

applicants we receive. We'll start screening candidates as soon as we

have a sufficient amount available.

Elm: Do you have any applications now?

Hessey: Yes, we have the application of David Knowles, John's

assistant. He has been named acting Director and will be considered as a

candidate for the position.

Elm: When will you have your decision on this?

Hessey: We are most interested in finding the right man for the job, so

we're not going to rush it. We'll have the job filled hopefully by mid-

summer. In time for the new person to be here and become acquainted

with the staff and facilities, and be ready to open a good program by fall.

Elm: Would you like to see a change in what is being done, or new

ideas?

Hessey: Yes, there's no question that the new director should have

some ideas on how to improve and how to reduce some of the routine of

the operation, how to establish a good rapport with the students, and work

well with the students. It is possible that we may attract someone from a

number of companies who now contract with food services of campuses,

although we are not anxious to consider that alternative. Generally

speaking, my colleagues tell me (those who have gone to contract ser-

vice ) that they are satisfied with the top person placed on the campus. We

think we can select someone from the number of candidates to do that job

for us just as well.

Elm: So you will definitely interview candidates instead of going with

contract services?

Hessey: At the present time we want to find our own director and not

resort to food contract services.

Elm: Are you optimistic?

Hessey: Yes, I think there are a number of people, perhaps in larger

institutions, who are on an assistant level with no hopes of advancement,

who would find thisan attractive place to live and enjoy working with the

smaller size group of students here. So I have no reason to believe that we

are not going to have a number of good applications for the job.

Elm: What is your opinion of Dave?

Hessey: I am very impressed with his enthusiasm for his work, and as

I have told him last week, I think he does have a leg up because he has

been here for some time. With the program set up for the summer with

conferences, it will give him an excellent opportunity to demonstrate his

capabilities by being so available. And by first hand observation, we

shduld get a good assessment on what kind of job he'll do for us. Yes, I'm

glad to have him for a candidate and I'll be anxious to see how he does this

summer.
Elm: May I ask your opinion of John Linville?

Hessey: I think John has done an excellent job and we're going to miss

him, there is no question about that. To have performed as well as he has

done, with the economic conditions he has had to deal with, he has done an

outstanding job for us, and we wish him well.
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Knowles To Fill In
Elm: As a candidate for the Food Service's Director, what ideas do you

have or what ideas have you put into practice?

Dave: Basically, I would like to continue the policy that I feel that we

have really pushed for this year, one of co-operation with an un-

derstanding of student complaints and ideas. I feel thatthis is an attitude

that I have personally tried to express : "Come talk to us — if you have a

question or complaint." What I mean by us, not only myself but the staff

as a whole, expresses this attitude. They are proud of the work that they

do, they're very good people. I would like to think that this is an attitude

that will be carried on next year.

Elm: This is the attitude you have taken on, already?

Dave: Yes, this is an attitude I've tried to express and get across to

people.

Elm: Do you think this is most important?

Dave: I think it's most important in dealing with a lot of complaints. I

think there are a lot of misconceptions of the food Service here. This is a

business. My business is to feed the students and cater to the numerous

college and out-of-college affairs. The student board money does not keep

this business in the black, it's the outside business that keeps us in the

black. Of course, my primary job is to provide as large, varied, and as

good a service to the students as possible. In order to have roast beef

every Wednesday night, in order to have steak every Saturday night, in

order to have a third vegetarian entree. These things all costmoney.

Elm: What would you change with the food service here, if you are

accepted as director?

Dave: I don't feel I'd really change anything drastically. Of course Mr.

Linville and myself have had different ideas in certain areas at times,

mostly due to his experience. Hell say he's tried them and they havent

gone over very well. Well, being younger and a little looser, I'll say let's

try it again and see how it goes. We tried some non-meat entrees and John

advised me it would do just what it did. A lot of people were interested and

then it kind of faded away. I have recognized for next year a source, a

food warehouse in Bel Air, where I can buy Granola and wheat germ,

things like this, that I would like to see introduced into the menu next

year. Also, I have been able to introduce non-meat items, such as Zuchini

Parmesan and Egg Plant Parmesan. I have tried to run a non-meat item

every night or at least three or four night a week.

Elm: Has this been successful?

Dave : Yes, Ihave personally been pleased with its success, which leads

me to believe that we can do this and not gear it especially to only the

vegetarians. There are non-vegetarians who would like to try it for a

change of pace. I would like to see this introduced. Mr. Linville tried this

at one time and it didn't go over very well, but students change.

Elm: Do you and Mr. Linville have conflicts at all?

Dave: Being the new man, there are things I'd like to try. Mr. Linville

has had the experience but he gives me a lot of co-operation and lee-way

to try many things.

Dave: This is the thing I've said to the food committee a hundred times,

and I tell people — "If you have a complaint please come and talk to us,

maybe there are reasons that you can't get what you want." We try to be

receptive through the food committee and surveys, such as peanut butter

and jelly out at dinner and breakfast, fresh fruit at all meals, and trying

different sodas, like ginger ale. We need constructive feedback. Mr.

Linville and the staff don't try to buzz people off. We try to deal on a one-

to-one basis. That's what Washington College is — a personalized

relationship. We try to so that. I'm enthusiastic about this, I enjoy the

work, I enjoy working with the students. I found it interesting and

educational to work with Mr. linville.

Elm: What are some of the misconceptions about the dining hall?

Dave: For instance, the board money only covers the cost of two-thirds

of the meals, we take a chance that you'll miss one-third of the meals.

When a student asks why they can't take food out it's because, well, you

paid to eat it here but you haven't paid to take it out. We have to gamble

that way or the cost would be extravagant. If you come to every meal,

well, you've beat us.

Elm: How did you get the job that you have know?

Dave: I wanted a job out of the Army and I sent out a lot of applications

to food services. My wife and I are friends with John and we came to visit

Chestertown. John informed me that Chuck Kellogg was leaving, and did

I want a job? It was very fortunate for me. The learning experience here

has been tremendous.But I've really been enthusiastic about the suc-

cesses I've had. It's been a great year, and I can't say enough. I'm really

looking forward to next year. I'm looking forward to this summer for

myself to learn even more. And whoever's in charge next year. I'm

looking forward to this summer for myself to learn even more. And

whoever's in charge next year I'd like to see us continue with some of the

programs. Plus come up with some fresh new ideas; I'd like to see even

more student involvement, besides the food committee. We have ear-

nestly tried and we will continue to try tolisten to peoples complaints and

ideas. I'm really enthusiastic for the future.
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Lacrosse Loses,
Wins—Now 6-4

Track

6v Darm Chnipllwr

To coin a cliche, the only consistent
thing about Shoreman Lacrosse 76 has
been its inconsistency. The Kelly Klan
would have assured themselves of a
fairly high spot in the College Division
playoffs by just looking good against
Roanoke. But the miracle workers once
more couldn't put two together in a row,
and bowed to Roanoke 12-6 in a
miserable display of ineptitude.
Bouncaig back, they walloped Franklin
& Marshall 20-10/ on Wednesday.
The Shoremen were almost beaten

before they started on Saturday, and a
large share of the credit has to go to
John Cheek and Myrt Gaines. They
decided to go to Roanoke on the plane
that was taking a group of W.C. rooters
to the game. The trouble was, nobody
bothered to tell the coaches of the plans.
Finally, team captains Tom Sutton and
Wally Mangels were left behind to
locate the pair, and the foursome
arrived at Roanoke by car.
To be sure, the Shoremen looked

interested at the game's outset, as G.P.
Lindsey drew the game's first blood
with scarcely two minutes gone. The
second-ranked Roanoke Maroons got
that one back in a hurry, however, as
Mike Hayden netted his first goal of the
day.

Less than a minute later. Cheek
hammered in his first of the afternoon
to regain the lead. It was the last time
this situation prevailed all day.
Roanoke ran off five straight to end the
period. K. Nevitt took a pass from
Hayden to tie the score again. Twenty
seconds later, George Parks beat Tim
Hart for the first Roanoke lead. Parks
increased the edge to two a minute later
on an assist pass from Scott Walker. It

remained 4-2 until late in the period,
when Hayden tossed in two quick ones
to stretch the margin to 6-2 at the
quarter.

The second stanza belonged to
Roanoke's Scott Walker, who reopened
the scoring on a fast-break feed from
Rich Massenbaum. Rick Ricketts got
one back for the Shoremen quickly, but
on another fast break Walker balloored
the lead to 8-3. The teams traded goals
before the half, with Murphy feeding
Cheek for the Kellymen and Walker
putting in a rebound with 1:23 left to
close first half scoring with the
Maroons up 9-4.

The defenses took over in the second
half, a situation that a team five goals
down can ill afford. Still, with some
fireworks late in the period, the
Shoremen made it a game once more
Cheek scored his third of the day with
eight minutes left, and when Lindsey
fed Drew Romans to cut the lead to 9-6
with four minutes remaining . . . well,
anytlung seems possible this season.
That is, until Nevitt scored a moment

later to end the third quarter at 1M.
Then came the goal that really broke
the Shoremen's backs, as Mike Hayden
dumped in a ground ball just seventeen
secon Js u.'o the fourth period. Wit h a
five-goal lead to work with, the Maroon
defense, led by goalie Phil Bevoza, who
made 20 saves, slamming the door in
the Shoremen's faces. Roanoke added
one more tally before the sorry affair
ended.

Cheek got three goals to lead the non-
scoring. Lindsey, Ricketts, and
Romans added single tallies. Lindsey
and Duke Murphy, who is still nursing a
sore shoulder, each assisted once
Hayden's four goals topped Rcanoke

and Parks and Walker added three
each.

The contest at Lancaster was a
longer game* than it should have been.
The Shore offense controlled the ball for
most of the period, but couldn't put the
ball in the net. John Cheek's two goals
late in the period salvaged a 2-0 lead at
the end of the opening frame.
Cheek made it 3-0 with an extra-man

score just twenty seconds into the
second quarter. F&M countered a
minute later, as Steve Carroll fed
Harry Goldberg for an extra-man
score. The defenses held everything
pretty much in check until Bill Levy fed
Jim Malamatts to cut it to 3-2 with
seven minutes to play in the half.

It may have been a mistake, because
the Shoremen woke up and started
playing soon after. George Mullinix fed
Drew Romans for a quick score to
make it 4-2. Murphy to Ricketts for an
extra-man. Gaines on a dodge. Gaines
to Tom Wood. Unfortunately, halftime
ended the barrage, but WC held a
commanding 7-2 advantage.
Tom Beach made the third quarter

his personal show. He handed out four
assists and netted a fifth goal himself as
the Shore lead bulged to 13-5. Lindsey
and Gaines netted two goals each in this
period, bewildering the Diplomats.

After a quick score by Matt Morris to
open the fourth period, the highlight of
the afternoon for the afternoon for the
Shoremen and their fans came. Seconds
after Morris' goal, the ball was knocked
loose at midfield. In the midst of all the
bodies, Keith Kirby came up with it and
gave it a Mangels-type underhand one-
hander in the general direction of the
goal. It somehow went in, proving the
Shoremen could do no wrong in the
second half. The teams traded goals for
he remainder of the game to make the
:inal score 20-10.

final score 20-10.

Tom Beach led the scorers with a
goal and six assists. Cheek had 4-1,

Gaines 3-3. Thirteen Shoremen got into
the scoring column. Washington outdid
F&M in almost every statistical
category, including shots (61-38),
faceoffs (22 11), and penalties (8-7).

Clint Evans turned back 15 of the
Diplomats' shots.

Bucknell and Salisbury are next, and
they are only important if the Maroon
and Black should lose. The Shoremen
should be dying to get revenge on
Salisbury, though, as they lost 10-8 in

Wicomico County last year. To go with
all the other injuries, George Mullinix
suffered a concussion Wednesday and
will miss the Bucknell game. But,
barring further injury or unforeseen
upset, it's on to the play-offs in style for
the Shoremen once more.

"Rhythm

& Blues?"

The Washington College Lecture
Series will sponsor a talk by Dr.
Francis Campos, chairman of the
department of psychology at Lawrence
University, on April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in
Hynson Lounge.
Dr. Campos will speak on

"Attribution of Moods and Symptoms of
the Menstrual Cycle: Rhythm and
Blues?"

Saturday the track team faced
Swarthmore in a dual meet and won
convincingly, 79-59.

Art Hoyt finished off his dual meet
season undefeated in the 440 in-

termeidate hurdles, with a brisk 56.3

clocking. The "Burner" ended his four-
year college dual meet career un-
defeated in the 100, 440, and 880. He
scored thirty victories in the 440 over
four years and won the 880 against
Swarthmore with a sizzling 1:59.9. Jay
Hall finished second in this event with
his finest time of the year, two minutes
Oat.

Three shoremen had their first in-

dividual taste of victory this meet:
uonaJd t-'rush won the 440 in w.y;
Derwin Wright won the 220 in 22.8, and
Gary Mance won the triple jump,
surviving a final jump threat from his

Swarthmore opponent, with a leap of 42'

1".

Scott Stallard again was impressive
in the javelin, throwing 174' for second.
He should be in good form in the
championships. Billy Black won the
high jump with a jump of 6*2^",
equalling the college record set by
Peter Murphy in 1973. He barely missed
at 6'3M " in his attempt at a new school
record, but hopefully the record will be
his by the end of the championship
meet.

The 440 relay team finished off it's

season undefeated and clocked one of
the best times in the conference this
year against Swarthmore, 44.2.

Today is the Penn Relays. If it isn't
5:25 yet, wish hard.

Crew
The men of crew continued to show

improvement this past Saturday when
both boats easily defeated George
Washington on the Chester. With 90
degree temperatures and a strong
current to row against, it was one of the
longest, hottest races both crews could
remember.
The varsity race was close for about

750 meters until the Sho'men went for a
quick sprint. This opened up water on
G.W. and the distance between the two
boats continued to grow for the rest of
the race. The final length of victory was
18 seconds, or six lengths.

This coming Saturday, the Shore
crew again goes up to Philadelphia to

race in the Kerr Cup Regatta. This will

be by far the toughest race to date, with
Washington going against Temple,
Drexel, LaSalle, and Ithaca College,
who finished third in the Dad Vails last

year. This race will be crucial also for
seedings at the upcoming Vails. If the
Sho'men can do well here, they can
expect to be placed in a fairly easy first-

round heat in Philadelphia on May 7th.

MISS DEE'S
College Snack Bar

Will Be Open - Saturday April 24th
Parents Weekend, 9:00 a.m.-l :30 p.m.

Snack Bar Charges due in full

by April 26th
No charging after April 26th

HEADSTARTT
Hair Studio

LET THE PEOPLE WHO CARE CUT
YOUR HAIR FOR ONE M0HTH ONLY.

April 9-May 9

Students may get their hair styled for 50% off the
original price.

Call: 822-5663 for appointments
9 N. Washington, Easton, Md.
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The
Fearsome Foursome:
Penn Relay Champs
Last Friday, Coach Chatellier's one

mile relay team traveled to
Philadelphia's Franklin Field to defend
their Penn Relay title in the "Pop"
Haddletown Memorial Mile Relay. This
race consists of the top twelve of

twenty-seven applicants. Not only did
the quartet (Art Hoyt, Fred
Nanamaker, Don Frush, and Danny
Scharf) win back their crown, but they
also came away with a Penn Relay
record of 3:19.2 for the metric mile of

• 1600 meters (all events were measured
in meters— it's an Olympic year). This
result is credited to the exceptional
performances of all four individuals.

Chatty had thought the quartet was
capable of 3:.23, and hoped this would be
enough to win, but 3:19.2 was beyond
his wildest dreams.
Archie Hoyt led off for the Shoremen

and quickly ran into a crowd, which
happens when twelve teams are run

without lanes. With a burst of speed and
a few elbow jabs, Art worked his way to

the front. His split was 49.8, the best leg
he has run. At the exchange to Fred
Nanamaker it was questionable
whether W.C. or Gettysburg was in

first, but Gettysburg grabbed the lead
with Fred in hot pursuit. He kept on his

man and just as Gettysburg seemed to
be tiring, Fred found something left in

the last Thirty meters to blow by him
for a 50.2 split, also his best time ever.
Donald Frush, next in line, held off

numerous charges' by Gettysburg and
Widner, and stayed firmly in the lead.

His split was his personal best, at 50.1.

The stick then went to Dan Scharf who
tried to open the gap even more, but
Franklin and Marshall and Gettysburg
were wise to the "Burner" and came on
strong in the last straight-away. It

became a mad dash to the end between
all three anchormen, with Scharf just

ahead of them by an 800th of a second.

The other two teams received the same
time, although F & M pulled second.

Scharfs anchor leg was a sizzling 48.9,

his fastest time this year.

The problem was, none of the teams
knew who won until 30 judges
collaborated, and finally announced the

results 10 minutes later. One member
of the WC team was so depressed at

barely losing, he went out on a street

corner and kicked the hubcaps of

parked taxi cabs. When the result was
announced over the loudspeaker, he
realized his error, began slapping
strangers on the back, and rushed in to

help the team collect the gold medals
and their relay plaque.

Today are the trials and semis for the

M.A.C. Championships, and tomorrow
is the finals, where the mile relay team
will attempt to run 3:18.0 to earn a
second trip to the N.C.A.A. Cham-
pionships in Illinois, held in late May.
Wish hard tomorrow at 3:45 p.m.

New Board Chairman Elected

by Roger J. Rebetsky

The Washington College Board of

Visitors and Governors held its final

meeting of the school year last

Saturday, April 24. Foremost on the

agenda were appointments,
promotions, and other faculty changes.

As announced last week, Dr. Barry
Horwitz will begin as new Physics
Department Chairman in September.
In addition, Ms. Betty Wassen will

assume the position of head librarian.

Ms. Wassen served as head librarian at

the Western College in Oxford, Ohio
from 1966-1974.

Three promotions were decided. Mr.
Bennet J. Lamond has been promoted
to Associate Professor of English; Mr.
J. David Newell to Associate Professor

of Philosophy; and Ms. Virginia
Speiden to Associate Librarian.

Two department chairmanships
(other than Physics) were also made
official: Dr. Peter Idstein, Chairman,
Department of Education; and Dr.

Thomas A. Pabone, Chairman,
Department of Modem Languages.
Emeritus status was granted Mr.

Robert G. Bailey ( Librarian, emeritus)
and Dr. Katherine E. Yaw (Professor
of Biology, emerita).

Tenured were Dr. Peter Idstein, Dr.
Michael S. Malone, and Ms. Susan M.
Tessem.
Mr. Robert Day will be on leave of

absence for both semesters next year;
Dr. Guy F. Goodfellow has leave for the
spring semester.

Dr. Pabone will be on sabbatical
leave next spring. As announced, Dr.
John Miller has a fall sabbatical.

In addition to faculty shifts, the
Board did some rearranging of its own.
Robert H. Roy, Dean of the School of

Engineering, emeritus, of the Johns
Hopkins University, was elected
chairman of the Board. He will replace
Elias W. Nuttle, who will continue as a
Board member. Also, Mr. Gene A.
Hessey, Business Manager and
Treasurer (of the college) has been
elected a Vice-President of the college.

The Elm extends its congratulations

and best wishes to all faculty members
and administrators in their new
positions.

Student Price Index
During the past few weeks 35 ran-

domly selected students participated in

a project to determine the commodities

and services purchased by the typical

W.C. student. The 35 students were

asked to report each purchase they

made during the four week period from
February 24th to March 24th. From
their responses, a market basket of

commodities and services representing

the typical purchases of the W.C.

student was obtained.

According to Brenda Thompson, who
undertook the project, the average

student spends $181 a month while at

school. About a third of this amount is

spent on books and supplies, food, and
alcoholic beverages. During a month
the typical student purchases 1 break-

fast, 2 lunches, 2 restaurant dinners,

and 7 fast food meals; drinks 25 cans, 3

bottles, and 6 mugs of beer , a half a fifth

of Liquor, and a half a bottle of wine;

smokes a half ounce of marijuana, a

half gram of hash, and 5 packs of

cigarettes; and buys 2 text books. The
remaining two thirds of the average
student's expenditure is spent on a
broad array of items including clothing,

jewelry, record albums, sporting

equipment, hobby supplies, gifts,

laundry, and personal items.

Students participating in the survey

were also asked questions concerning

their ownership of consumer durable

items. These included cars, stereos,

televisions, typewriters, calculators,

bikes, cameras, musical instruments,

furniture, watches and various ap-

pliances. The items owned by more
than 50 per cent of the students included

stereos, televisions, typewriters, clock

radios, cameras, and radios.

Most students in the survey worked
during the past summer and two thirds

of the students in the survey have held

part-time jobs during the academic
year. According to Ms. Thompson,

summer earnings, part time jobs

during the academic year, and
allowances from home are the principle

sources of student income.

Ms. Thompson said the information

provided by the survey will provide a

basis for constructing a price index like

the Department of Labor's Consumer
Price Index, which will measure future

changes in the W.C. student's cost of

living.
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"America's 11-million students are so diverse that a sociologist, a

politician, or a newspaper reporter can find material to prove almost any

thesis. It is possible to prove that students are apathetic. It is equally

possible to show that they are lobbying, organizing voter-registration

drives, planning tuition strikes, marching in the streets, occupying

buildings, getting arrested, and even battling with police."

No, that's not a quotation from a 1968 newspaper. It comes from the

latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, in an article entitled

"The Student Mood 1976." More and more students are getting involved

in campus affairs, and more and more students are making audible their

demands for improvement. The last issue of The Chronicle featured

evidence that students were exerting more pressure on college and

university presidents. And this week, The Chronicle cites dozens of

outbreaks of student activism across the country.

Since the sixties, student interest in social and political issues has

obviously waned. Now, in the seventies, student concern over issues that

more directly concern them is on the rise. Primary concerns mentioned

in The Chronicle include: "tuition increases, student financial aid,

reductions in funds for higher education, dismissals of professors, the

quality of the education they are getting, and the quality of campus life,

especially housing, transportation, and food."

These issues are no doubt familiar to students at Washington College.

We are sharing in a nation-wide metamorphosis. Our generation is slowly

growing out of the stupor that set in after the overpowering activism —
and radicalism — of the late sixties and early seventies. And with this

comes an increased awareness of the shortcomings of this and every

campus, and a growing desire to have our rights and necessities

recognized. And students are beginning to exercise their privilege to

demand satisfaction from the institutions they sustain.

The student body of Washington College is in a fortunate position. The

Student Government Association promises to make dents next year. Paul

Noto is already demonstrating his capabilities in the Presidency, and a

more representative student Senate and more efficient study Judiciary

foretell of sweeping progress in the fall. Much of this improvement can be

credited to the foundation laid by the Moag administration.

The students of Washington College are privileged also to be served by

a Board of Visitors and Governors that cares about student needs and

interests. The Elm was honored to receive the Board's request to have

copies of the paper sent weekly to its members. This is a great com-

pliment, but more importantly, it reflects the Board's growing sensitivity

to student opinion about administrative decisions.

The coming year portends significant change for Washington College.

In the meantime, we will be subjected to a summer of bicentennial

commercialism. Ignore the hype.

Come back with some of the spirit of brotherhood that founded our

nation. Come back united and eager to share in the decision-making

process that attects all of our lives here.

Have a nice summer. Peace!

<s>

P.S.
:
Many thanksto all those who have made the Elm's success possible,

especially to an enthusiatic and dedicated staff, and to a patient, and
long-suffering, faculty advisor.
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Dear Editor,

After reading the article and editorial

concerning the resignation of John

Linville as Director of the Food Ser-

vice, it occurred to us that the Elm was
totally negligent in not including an
interview with Mr. Linville. It is ob-

vious that information for this type of

article should have primarily

originated from Mr. Linville himself

and not be totally based on other sour-

ces. The views and feelings of Mr.

Linville were never expressed. This

makes for a totally one sided picture.

Has his thirteen years of service to

Washington College been so uneventful

as not to warrant a personal interview?

Our observations find this hard to

believe. Some noticeable changes over

the years include the present assorted

salad bar system located in the main
dining room which was originally

served individually on the line, make
your own sundaes, yogurt for weight

watchers, the removal of beverage

machines, napkin dispensers and
silverware from the line to the main

dining room to speed up the traffic flow,

special dinners such as the

Thanksgiving Turkey Dinner, and other

changes too numerous to mention. As a

member of the basketball team, I have
found our food service has consistently

rated superior to those of other colleges

over the last four years. Also, our

community relations have grown thru

the numerous catered affairs held at

the college each year and this can be

attributed to the fine reputation of the

Washington College Food Service. Let's

give credit where credit is due, Mr.

Linville has done an outstanding job as

our Director of the Food Service.

Washington College will not only be
losing an excellent Food Service
Director but also a very fine person.

Finding an experienced and dedicated

person to replace Mr. Linville will be a

difficult task, hopefully the search will

prove fruitful.

Sincerely,

Carol McDowell
Daniel Jankelunas

Dear Editor:

Having participated in the Academic
Council's discussion of the problem of

academic dishonesty, I want to assure
Anne Bailey and the readers of the

ELM that the Council didn't spend
three months arguing trivials, or two
meetings debating the use of the word
must or should, nor did the members of

the Academic Council waste their time
bickering over the wording of SGA's
proposed Honor Code.

The Council did spend several months
with the issue of academic dishonesty,

Notice
The Elm is currently recruiting staff

members for the fall semester. Many
editorial and writing positions are
available. If you are interested, simply
drop a card with your name and sum-
mer address on it in either the Elm
mailbox or office. You will be contacted
over the summer. Please consider this

opportunity to get involved in your
publication. Thank you for your sup-
port.

Martha Mires
Wins Prizes

Ms. Martha Mires, a Sophomore
Creative Writing student won two

prizes in the 1976 Maryland State

Poetry Convention held this month. She
received first prize in the Lucy
Robertson Stavely Awards for her

poem "Timothy", and a second in the

Serious Verse Contest for "Fledgling".

The prizes were awarded at the State

Poetry Society Meeting held at the

Bowie Public Library last Sat., April 17.

Summer Theatre

Program Adopted
This summer, the Drama Depart-

ment of Washington College is having a
summer theatre program. The six

member company includes: Karen
West, Paige Strelt, Kevin Madden,
April Leonie Lindevald, Nancy C.

Knuth, and John D'Amico; they will be
under the direction of Tim Maloney and
Bill Segal. The summer theatre en-
semble will perform two plays here at

the college plus a children's play that

will tour the Eastern Shore. Dates and
plays will be announced at a later date.

because Council members, like
members of the Student Academic
Board, discovered that academic
dishonesty is a complex problem
requiring study, discussion, and
reflection. I think if Ms. Bailey had
participated in these discussions she
too would be sensitive to the subtleties
of the problem, and I know she would
have been more accurate in her
reporting of the Council's deliberations.

Michael Malone
Secretary, Academic

Council

Apology

In the April issue of the Washington

College Review Drew Gruenburg's

poem "Tradition and the Individual

Talent" was misprinted. With our

apologies to Drew the WCR has asked

the Klin to correct the mistakes. The
poem should have been printed as

follows:

Tradition and the

Individual Talent

Picked apart like crabmeat;

Shells discarded, backfin baking;

I am roasted, enraged,

but engaged in a rebirth

founded not on stone, nor brick, nor

wood,
nor steel but a meal
skimmed from the top crop of fallow

minds in the field.

Tonight the moon will break apart

in liquid beams greasing gray

water like so many netted fish,

glasing oaken branches with a ballet of

calligraphy

As if to remain forever frozen.

Far off, the beams thin into day,

lose their weight, but gain

the antics of juggling clowns and
spirited

maidenhair majorettes

who pass unnoticed until the broom
pusher deposits discarded paper in his

can.

Only then are sounds from a fading

calliope

sowed gently into the field.

Drew Gruenburg



Garry Clarke Rounds
up S.G.A. Forum
by John llollaiul

On April 19, the SGA Forum
presented its last faculty lecture for the

year. Professor Garry E. Clarke,

chairman of the Music Department,

was the speaker. After apologizing for

not lecturing on either of the two topics

advertized, he began his talk on

"Time".
Mr. Clarke began by stressing the

relative unimportance of dates and
chronology when dealing with artistic

development, particularly in music.

The usual way to discuss music, or any

art form, has always been in terms of

period and history rather than by

judging a piece on its own ground as a

work of art suspended in time. Why
should a piece written in the style of

Schubert today be called old fashioned?

In the early 1960's composers began to

think that such dating has a

detrimental effect on music and from

this grew what Mr. Clarke termed a

"new eclecticism," that is, a mingling

of styles regardless of historical con-

notation. No longer is it passe to revert

to old styles and forms. Each piece of

music is its own entity and should be

judged as such.

An interesting second point con-

cerned the evolution of pieces of muic,

and how much one work will change not

only the years but in each individual

performance. Mr. Clarke cited the

Choping Fantasle-Impromptu as an
example: the work was composed in

1630 but was suppressed by the com-
poser until 1850. In the 1930's it became
a tacky popular song of the Muzak
variety. By 1948, when musical com-
petitions were all the rage, the Fan-
tasic- Impromptu became a popular
contest piece and was slaughtered by
countless amateur pianists. What is this

work now? Has this epic voyage
changed the work at all and the way we
hear it? Mr. Clarke's lecture was based
on these same aesthetic and unan-
swerable questions. It was not a lecture

designed to fill the audience with nice

coherent facts that the average person

can use to label musical compositions.

Instead it asked the audience to think

about the basic problems in dealing

with something as abstract as art.

As always, Mr. Clarke held

everyone's attention from beginning to

end. His manner of presentation was
relaxed yet always in command, and
his talk flowed in a smooth and ordered

progression. It was a fine and
fascinating conclusion to the faculty

lecture series.

Sally's Blue—
With Periodic Pain

by Marie Warner
£ Kathy Walton

Women, do you suffer from cramps,

irritability, periodic weight gain? To
what do you attribute these symptoms?
Dr. Francis Campos, a social

psychologist, dealt with this question in

his talk "Attribution of Moods and
Symptoms of the Menstrual Cycle:

Rhythm and Blues?" last Tuesday. Dr.

Campos, Chairman of the Psychology

Department at Lawrence University, is

concerned with Attribution Theory —
how people explain events by iden-

tifying causal agents — and has ap-

proached the- physical symptoms and
mood changes of the menstrual cycle

from this vantage point.

In the first day-by-day study of

changes related to the menstrual cycle

ever conducted, Dr. Campos and his

student, Kathy Thorow, had 36 women
record their moods and physical

symptoms daily and attribute a causal

factor to each change. While individual

differences over the two-month study

were considerable, it was quite clear

that the 16 women taking oral con-

traceptives were more likely to at-

tribute cyclical changes to the men-
strual cycle than were the 18 women not

on "the pill."

All of the subjects in this experiment

were 19-21 years old and had ex-

perienced an average of 90 cycles. Why
then were the women on the pill able to

relate their physical an and emotional

changes to their menstrual cycles

significantly more often than the non-

pill group?. Dr. Campos offered two

possible explanations. Many young

women who suffer severe menstrual

distress (and are thus painfully aware
of cyclical changes) are given the pill

for therapeutic reasons. Another
possiblity he mentioned is that the act

of taking the pill daily, coupled with the

insuing cyclic regularity, may heighten

awareness of bodily rhythms.

The tentative explanations Dr.

Campos offered are plausible, but in his

lecture he failed to come to grips with

other factors which might influence his

results. While obviously aware of the

possibility, he did not discuss the

complex social, moral, and personality

variables which effect a woman's
decision to take the pill, and which

r-riilaw April XO. \
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All
The President's Men

fry /vmi Siiersiitrfrr

The plot is undeniably familiar; its

conclusion is common knowledge.
Assigned to cover an apparently minor
break-in at the Democratic National
Committee Headquarters in the
Watergate complex, Woodward and
Bernstein of the Washington Post
stumble across the most important and
far-reaching journalistic assignment of

the decade. They begin to cross-check
lists of G.O.P. contributors, the staff

rosters of the Committee to Re-elect the
President. They harassed their sour-
ces, used their friends, badgered CREP
staff members into submission.
Throughout the unending series of

phone calls and slamming doors, the

reporters call upon Woodward's source,

"Deep Throat," to dispel frustration

and taunt them with bits of information
and advice.

Hollywood is not to be trusted when it

is involved in the recreating of

historical events. ALL THE
PRESIDENT'S MEN, however,
represents a successful attempt on the

part of establishment Hollywood to

retain historical verity and political

integrity. Producer and box office

extraordinaire Robert Redford chose
Dustin Hoffman to play Carl Bernstein

to his Bob Woodward. Together they
selected Alan Pakula (KLUTE) to

direct the film.

Redford is responsible for the filming

of ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN.
After he bought the movie rights for

5450,000, Redford began living at the

Post city room. He won the confidence

of most of the paper's executives. In

Los Angeles, Warner Brothers
recreated the Post city room, down to

the trash in the trashcans. The Post

shipped their trash west to the sound
stage. This exact replication, the

months spent in observation, in writing

and rewriting the script were priceless

in terms of lending authority and
authenticity to the project.

Not since Frank Capra's MR. SMITH
GOES TO WASHINGTON has there

been such a hoopla about an American
political film. But in the face of the

public relations doubletalk, ALL THE

PRESIDENT'S MEN remains
distinctly low key and almost apolitical.

Redford envisioned the film to be a

detective story, not a left to Nixon's

jaw.

Pakula achieves an essential level of

tension. In spite of their familiarity

with the plot, the audience repeatedly

reacts in surprise ; it voices con-

jectures.

Lighting is masterfully handled.

Sequences progress, each bathed in an
increasingly dimmer light. The darkest

sequences portray the underground

garage meetings between Redford and
Deep Throat, played by Hal Holbrook.

Holbrook is a terrifying guardian angel
— shadows engulf the majority of his

face, his voice reveals the simultaneous

contempt and concern that informs

Deep Throat's nature. After the
meeting, with one exception, Pakula
cuts to the blinding and healthy light of

the news room. Each of Redford's

meetings with Deep Throat have been
revelatory.

The word "scoop" is never used. The
presses never stop for Woodstein; they

scurry to meet the deadline. The film

accurately captures the
demythologized newsroom. The
relationship between Woodward and
Berstein is expressed in gestures and
glances, not in dialogue. Their
relationship to Editor and Chief Ben
Bradlee (Jason Robards) is one of

frustration, encouragement, and
exasperation. Robards plays the
demanding and profane editor with a

finely tuned understanding of the

pressures of policy decision and public

responsibility.

ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN is a

surprising mixture of humor and
horror. The profanity of the newsroom
and the chutzpah of the hungry
reporters combine to provide comic
relief. The film ends with a long shot of

the newsroom. Bernstein and Wood-
ward work in the background. In the

foreground, Nixon delivers his 1972

inaugural address on television. A
teletype machine reads out the future

convictions of Haldeman, Erlichman
and Dean. The last readout is, of
course, the resignation of the
President.

might account for the group differences

cited. It seems reasonable to expect

that sexually experienced women on

the pill are more aware of their bodies

and therefore more willing to attribute

physical and emotional changes to the

menstrual cycle than less experienced

women. The fact that the study did not

include data concerning these possible

differences or the possible interference

of cyclical academic pressures (since

the subjects of the study were students

)

was disappointing. Perhaps when Dr.

Campos finishes his analysis of data

from this experiment these questions

will be answered. Even more
significant, however, will be the results

of Dr. Campos' proposed research on

women from a variety of age groups

and backgrounds. It is premature to

draw too many conclusions based on

the experinces of only 36 young coeds at

a midwestern university.

In the meantime, Dr. Campos did

continued on page 4
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Lacrosse
Finishes 8-4;
Looks Ahead .

.

By DANA CHATELUER

The "second season" is about to

begin, and riding the crest of three

consecutive wins, the Shoremen are

about as ready as they'll ever be.

In retrospect, you still have to wonder
about this team a little bit. Here's a
club that finished 8-4, beat Hopkins —
HOPKINS— for the first time ever, and
almost knocked off Navy. That's two of

the top five in the country, folks.

There's nobody in the College Division
who could be logically expected to stay
with those people, save maybe
Roanoke. So the Shore machine should
tear through those playoffs like a house
on fire right?

That is, until you remember that this

club also lost to Denison, looked pretty

miserable against Virginia and
Roanoke, and was only saved by an
official from an overtime with Ohio
Wesleyan. In spaces as short as ten
days, this group has gone from the
lowest valley i Denison ) to the pinnacle
of the highest mountian (Hopkins). A
previous article remarked that the only
consistency has been inconsistency,
and three-game winning streak or not,
that's still true.

Why is that the case? Well, let's go
back through the season and see if we
can figure it out together. A dreary
opening-day loss to unheralded Denison
raised questions in more than a few
people's minds, and all the scouts in
attendance took one look and quickly
branded 1976 a "rebuilding*' year for
Washington College. Perhaps
awakening, the team overran Geneseo
State. But three days later it took a
miracle goal, allowed after the horn
had sounded, to down Ohio Wesleyan.
On to the second part of the season,

the "Big Three" on the Shore schedule!
And March 30 is a day that no Shore fan
will ever forget, as the Maroon and
Black April-fooled Johns Hopkins a day
early. The celebration carried over into
the Virginia game, but Virginia had
something to prove, and did im-
pressively. Then came Navy, a game
no Shore fan will forget, try though they
might. A second miracle was within
tasting range, but Navy smelled blood
and took the victory banquet right out
of the Shoremen's mouths.

Still, it was a win and a half in three
games in which a lot of experts figured
WC wouldn't have a snowball's chance
in a furnace. (And remember, this is a
rebuilding season.) The rest of the
season should be a piece of pie, right'
Wrong. Oh, William and Mary was easy
enough, but injuries too numerous to be
enumerated started to catch up to the
Shore ten, and UMBC was anything but
a cake-walk. With the bench being
pressed into service, and team morale
at a low point, the Kelly Klan bowed to
Roanoke in a less-than-impressive
display.

F & M and Bucknell were tuneups for
the Salisbury game, with the Shore
stickers jumping to an 8-1 lead in the
first quarter against Bucknell and
coastuig to a 15-2 victory. Then came
the grudge game, with the Sho'men
dying for revenge on Salisbury and Gull
coach Andy Jones' now-famous remark
providing all the incentive necessary
The first half was a walkaway, and the
Shoremen just held on for a 13-10 win

And now the playoffs. In the course of
the season the Shoremen have shown
that the talent is there, but the fact
remains that to win the championship
the team will have to have finished with
a six- or seven-game winning streak. If

the past is any indication, that just isn't

possible.

And yet, why not? Injuries? Lack of
hustle? Lack of desire? If anyone
knows, it's the team and the coaches,
and it's their job to correct the situation
before the next opening whistle blows.

But, in the final analysis, one truth is

outstanding: the Shoremen have
proven, in the games against Navy and
Hopkins, as well as throughout, that
they can play with anybody.
The College Division Championship is

Washington's for the taking ... if they
want to take it.

d>
Layton, Gentry

Invited to

Olympics
fry Claire Ptila

Two Washington College students,
Tom Layton and Peter Gentry, have
received invitations to participate in
this summer's Olympic Games in
Montreal.

Although Mr. Layton has declined the
Olympic Yachting Committee's offer to
compete in the trials, he holds many
other top sailing positions. His parents
first introduced him to the sport at the
age of four; the following year he had
already entered his first race. Since
then he has become the youngest
person to ever win the Comet Inter-
nationals, with a record score of four
first-placings. Nationally, he ranks first
in Comet boats and second in the Flying
Dutchman class.

According to Mr. Layton, his sport
requires an enormous amount of time
(except during the winter, he usually
races three times every weekend.) He
cites this as his reason for turning down
a chance at Olympic competition;
besides the preliminary trials, he would
have to make the semifinal heats (100
boats) plus the finals (50 boats).
Furthermore, the Flying Dutchman
(the proposed class) is a difficult boat
to master and in order to fully prepare
himself, Mr. Layton would have had to
leave school and sacrifice most of his
summer.
He is, however, entering several

other major events; besides the Ber-
muda Race, he will participate in the
North American Interclass solos (in
competition with the ten best sailors of
all classes). He will also be included in
the June issue of Sports Illustrated.
Freshman Peter Gentry was asked

by the Olympic Equestrian Committee
to be an alternate in the jumping
competitions in Montreal. He has ac-
cepted the preliminary offer and is
awaiting further communication. Mr.
Gentry declined an interview.

Sally's Blue
Continued from Page :i

present the audience with some data of
immediate interest to women. Recent
research by Dr. Judith Rodin indicates
that what a woman attributes her
cyclical changes in mood and physical
well-being to is a crucial factor in her
ability to function effectively
throughout her menstrual cycle.
Women who are aware that periodic
tension, irritability and discomfort are
related to the menstrual cycle are able
to overcome the negative effects of

these symptoms and in fact perform
better on a variety of tasks than women
who report no symptoms at all.

The ensuing discussion at the 'small
reception for Dr. Campos did bring up
some interesting points, such as the
probability that men also have cyclic
changes in mood {one Japanese study
reveals that men do indeed have
monthly "low points" which actually
impair their efficiency). Any discussion
of monthly cycles in women in mixed
company, however, inevitably zeroes
on the two burning political issues of the
day : 1 ) Would you let a woman perform
Open-Heart surgery on you if you knew
she was experiencing Monthly
Irritability? (One out of twelve men
present belowed "No?" He came to the
party without his wife. The responses of
the other men in the room were
inaudible. All of the women abstained.)
And 2) What if the First Woman
President has a Hot Flash while she's
talking on the Hot Line, or. Can
Menopause Precipitate a Nuclear War?
Some of the men present expressed the
concern that the President might
respond to crisis situations by saying
"You think I'm going to talk to that -
after what he said to me last night?" or
by hanging up on the Kremlin.
A number of interesting questions

were formulated from the post-lecture
discussion, however, and some in-
teresting data was compiled at the
Village Tavern through an interview

Crew
In the thrilling manner that has

become typical for the 1976 Womens'
Crew Team, the Shoremen edged out a
victory over Barnard on Saturday,
April 24, on the Chester River. It ap-
pears that the Womens' Crew has made
a practice of providing breath-taking
entertainment for spectators who
chance to wander down to the town
dock on Saturday afternoons. Unfor-
tunately, last Saturday was the final

opportunity to cash in on this diversion,
since the Barnard race was the last

home competition the women will have
this season.

Rowing their first 2000-meter course,
the Shoremen held pace with the
unexpectedly powerful Barnard girls

all the way down the river. Washington
employed various strategies during this
race: the women have been ex-
perimenting with different stoke
counts, etc., and on Saturday the ex-
periment paid off. The women started
at a four-count, went into a three-count,
and then pulled an infamous WC2
(Washington College Womens' Crew)
sprint. Going into the sprint at Kibler's
Dock, the Shoremen gained a four-seat
lead on Barnard, and slid over the line a
bare three seconds ahead of their
competitors.

The best crews are those that can row
fast with fewer stroks. Barnard raced
largely at a 44-stroke per minute count
while WC varied from 29 to 32 strokes
per minute. This bodes well for further
competition with what is rapidly
becoming a seasoned boat.
The womens' next race is Saturday,

May 1, at the D.C. Regatta. The
following weekend the girls will head up
to Philadelphia, to compete in the first

Dad Vails for women.

conducted by Lois Lane, where she
questioned the Liberated Man on the
Street: The following is an excerpt
from that interview:
LL: Do you think that male

menopuase can account for historical

events such as the Spanish-American
War, Viet Nam, Watergate?
LMOS: Male what?
LL: Male menopause. It's a proven

fact that—

LMOS: Right right right.

LL: Do you think—
LMOS: Oh now, don't you think that

everybody's kind of tired of all that,
I mean we're all rather bored with
Watergate, Viet Nam's over, shouldn't
we let sleeping dogs lie, let the dead
bury the—
LL: Right. If you have noticed cyclic

changes in mood in your wife, say at

certain times during the month she
seems to be moody and tem-
peramental, what would you attribute
these changes to?

LMOS: Well, my wife is very sen-
sitive. She's very profound, at times.
Women are, you know, more in touch
with Earth Rhythms, stuff like that.

LL: If you notice changes in mood in

yourself, say at certain times you are a
little low or pessimistic, to what do you
attribute these changes in mood?

LMOS: Reality.

LL: Reality?

LMOS: Somebody has to' pay at-
tention to it.

LL: What changes do you think might
occur in our society if suddenly it was
the man who got pregnant as a result of
intercourse, the man who had to carry
the baby?
LMOS: There you go off on that

again. I would really prefer not to talk
about that.

LL: That?
LMOS: Body Functions.
LL: —

?

LMOS: Really, now.
LL: Is it okay to talk about open-

heart surgery?
LMOS: Of course.

LL: Would you allow a surgeon to
perform open-heart surgery on you if

you knew he was suffering from an
ingrown toenail?

LMOS: Come on, that's ridiculous. A
big medical man isn't going to be
having ingrown toenails.

LL: Let me rephrase that. Would you
let a surgeon perform open-heart
surgery on you if his operating
assistant measured 38-22-36?

LMOS: m-m-m-m-m-m
LL: Sir?

LMOS: Well, they wear those baggy
gowns, you know, that camouflage their
Bodies, even their faces are covered
with masks. Besides, you're just
making an argument against letting
women in the operating room at all.

LL: What are you staring at?
LMOS: There's a uh . . . loose thread

on your, uh what's wrong with the
Spanish-American War, anyhow ... the
Rough Riders, San Juan Hill , . .

LL: Don't do that. You're getting it

all unraveled . . .

LMOS: I was just trying to help.
LL: Obviously you don't know a thing

about knitting.

LMOS: I do so. I most certainly do
know all about knitting.

LL: Your kidding.

LMOS
: CertaffiTy I know about

knitting. My mother used to knit. I sat
beside her and watched her, just sat
there with my head in my hand for
hours. She knitted all kinds of things for
me, socks, mittens with those string
things to keep you from losing them,
even those stocking caps with liddle
pom-poms.
LL: -
LMOS: Sure I did. What's the next

question?

LL: I don't remember.
LMOS: Go ahead. The night is young.

Ask me anything.

LL: How about a liddle martini?
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Craig Butcher Gets
Sophie Kerr Prize

Chemistry Anyone??

Craig Butcher was the 1976 recipient

of the Sophie Kerr Literary Prize,

awarded at the May commencement
ceremony. •

Co-editor of The Washington College

Review, the campus literary magazine,

Butcher was active in college drama
productions and received a Richmond
House Scholarship (the scholarship

financed a summer writing project

following Butcher's junior year.

)

Graduating with departmental honors

in English, Craig is the ninth recipient

of the award and the first winner from

Maryland's Eastern Shore, birthplace

ofSophieKerr.
Butcher enters the University of

Arkansas this fall. He will be working

towards a Master of Fine Arts degree in

writing. The 1975 Kerr winner, W.
Chapman Bowie, will enter the same
program.
The Sophie Kerr Literary Prize,

worth $14,500 this year, is believed to be

America's largest annual literary

prize. The recipient is selected by the

English Department according to the

terms of the will of the late Sophie Kerr

- What does synthetic fiber have to do

with fungeides, or bomb detection on

aircraft, or the X-ray study of, bond

types in.coordination complexes? Bet-

ter yet, what do any of these things

have to do with Washington College? A
great deal! All four areas have been

under intensive study by members of

the Chemistry Department over the

last year.

One denizen of Dunning Hall (the

science building). Dr. Frank Creegan

(Chairman), has been investigating the

polymerization of certain substances

called "lactame" to produce new

classes of synthetic fibers. Perhaps Dr.

Creegan can explain why that brand

new 100% polyester, perma-press shirt

just isn't as comfortable as a cotton

one? Dr. Creegan, generally seen

around Dunning in a 100%cotton lab-

coat, is also conducting research on

"nitrogen heterocyclic compounds" for

their possible fungicidal activity.

Dr. John Conkling's recently com-

pleted research for the Federal Avia-

tion Administration may take some of

the "terrorism" worries out of air

travel. His work used samples of

several common explosives in non-

explosive form, to provide vapor to

train dogs in bomb detection. Dr. Conkl-

ing presented a paper on this wolk at

the Los Alamos Laboratory in New

Mexico. He is presently at work on

developing a rapid chemical procedure

for identifying the oxidizing agent in

pyrotechnic compositions and plans to

present a paper on this work at a

meeting of the American Defense

Preparedness Association in California

in November. Assisting Dr. Conkling in

these two projects was graduate Mur-

ray Suskin, now a first year student at

the University of Maryland.

Dr. Larry Satek, in research partially

funded by the Southern Regional

Education Board, has been studying

"the non-equivalence of coordinate and

coordinate covalent bonds in bridged

transition metal complexes." With

apologies for its lack of scientific exper-

tise, the Elm. refers readers to Dr.

Satek for details.

One of the requirements for a

chemistry major at Washington College

is that the student perform an indepen-

dent senior research project. Many of

these projects involve working on an

area of interest of one of the /acuity

members. According to Dr. Creegan,

this research experience is one of the

most valuable parts of a chemistry ma-

jor's education, and the diversity oj

research interests among the faculty

members permits the' Students to have

a wide range of choices for their pro-

jects.

who specified that one-half the annual
income from her bequest to the College

be awarded to the graduating senior

who has demonstrated "the best ability

and promise for fulfillment in the field

of literary endeavor."
The Sophie Kerr endowment provides

funds for a wide variety of activities in

Literature and Creative Writing. An in-

coming freshman is awarded the

Sophie Kerr Gift in English Literature

eacfv year. This year's recipient is

Leslie Bayern of Middletown, New
Jersey.

In addition, the Kerr endowrpent

adds to the library's holdings, including

an excellent collection of literary films

shown throughout the year. It also spon-

sors a visiting authors series in which
writers, scholars and critics come to

the campus to give readings or lec-

tures, teach classes and conduct

workshops. Writers who have visited

Washington College in the past few

years include Katherine Anne Porter,

Anthony Burgess, James Dickey, John
Ciardi, Frank Kermode, Allen Tate,

George Elliott and Ted Solotaroff.

S.G.A. President

Encourages Involement
Because Washington College is such a

small school, it is important that its Stu-

dent Government Association be strong

and effective. The W.C. -S.G.A. is an ac-

tive organization involved in every

aspect of student life. The S.G.A. ap-

points students to the various faculty

committees that virtually govern the

college. Student -faculty relations are

enhanced through various social get-

togethers sponsored by the S.G.A. The
Student Academic Board (S.A.B., a

branch of the Student Government
Association) works to improve the cur-

riculum and sponsors course evalua-

tions at the end of each-semester. In ad-

dition, the S.G.A. provides funds for the

various clubs on campus.
This year we hope to provide enter-

tainment almost every weekend, spon-

sored either by clubs and organizations

or directly by the S.G.A. A fall

Homecoming concert is planned, and a

spring concert to be co-sponsored by

the faculty Concert Series Committee.

We would like this year's S.G.A. to

operate as a student service, so

students who have particular problems

with the administration can come to us

for help. Furthermore, we are trying to

involve more people in the decision-

making process by eliciting student opi-

nion on campus issues. A major goal is

the implementation .of a workable

honor code on campus. Moreover, we

hope to work closely with the Student

Judiciary to help improve campus life.

The Student Government Association

is here for the students and we recom-

mend you use it. Each and every stu-

dent at W.C. has a vested interest in the

success of their student government.

Becoming involved and helping out is

the best way to insure this success. We
hope you enjoy Washington College.

—Paul Nolo. S.G.A. President

Free

Washington College students may
now submit advertisements to be

published free of charge in the "Elm".

Students are asked to restrict the ad to

twenty (20) words or less, and to write

it in paragraph form. The editorial staff

reserves the right to censor ads at its

discretion. Business-type ads (typing,

etc.) may be published for a maximum
of two weeks during any one month

period. When advertising for rides,

keep in mind that the "Elm" comes out

on Friday, so if you want to go home for

the weekend, get your ad in for the issue

to come.out a week before you want to

leave.
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The editorial usually goes here, but this isn't an editorial. I

don't know exactly what you'd call it but its right here where
the editorial usually is. This is about the only part of this paper
I'm really responsible for—credit for the rest goes to Marie
Warner and the admissions people and everyone else who didn't

mind writing something over the summer so the class of 80
could have an issue of the Elm when it got here.

once upon a time long long ago there was a group of people
that everyone called "hippies" and most people didn t like

'cause they wore their hair long and sang songs about peace
and love and wanted everybody to be brothers and not fight but
they used some rather unethical methods to communicate so
not everybody liked them and hardly anybody listened 'cause it

was easier not to like everybody (love don't comeeasy) so pret-

ty soon there weren't any hippies left 'cause nobody would
listen and it wasn't worth talkin' if nobody would listen so they
all split up 'n some of them joined the majority that didn't want
to talk about love 'n some of them went off to themselves to the

mountains or to the beach or to the highway or to themselves so
there ain't too many people left talkin' about peace 'n love and
the good ole U.S. of A—happy birthday America! 'cause the
hippies really believed in you and your ideals which were their

ideals 'cause it says so in the Constitution but nobody listened

and now the hippies are gone
well just because the hippies are

gone don't mean that people can't care about what's goin' down
about what's happenin' to 'em 'n peace 'n love 'n everybody
'cause caring is really where it's at but that don't mean all that

love and gushy junk but just that you're really happy to be alive

'n don't mind sharing it with somebody else 'n making them
happy too—Washington College needs people that are happy to

be alive 'n don't mind sharing it and more than anything else

Washington College needs people to care because it can be a
really good place and deserves it 'n if vou don't care whose gon-
na?

welcome class of 1980 and everybody else and best of luck to

you 'cause you're really beautiful peoples and deserve the best

if anybody reading this likes to show they care by writing or

taking pictures or just helping out please come to theelm
meeting tomorrow or see me or somebody you know who works
on the paper 'cause down here at the elm we still have ideals

and care enough to work for them and welcome anybody else

that wants to come work with us.
Roger J. Rebetsky

A Little Town
Like Chestertown

Honorary Degrees and Student

Prizes Highlight Commencement

For those of you new to Chestertown,
it probably appears to be a small,

sleepy Southern town. But with a little

bit of initiative and motivation, there

are some interesting ways to spend
your time (other than watching the

corn grow).
No, Chestertown, doesn't lock up and

go to sleep at 7PM. If the streets appear
to be quiet and tranquil, it's only
because half of Chestertown is at the

Village Tavern. The "21" Club it's not,

but you can get inexpensive drinks and
a few games of pool there. If you're
wondering where the other half of town
is, they're down at Steaks, Etc. You
won't find pool tables there, but you will

find live music every Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday night. They also
serve hot and cold sandwiches, which
may be of interest to those of you who
aren't used to college cafeterias.

If you find yourself wondering what
there is to do during the week besides
watching the traffic on Washington
Avenue, grab a friend with a car and
drive out to Quaker Neck Landing for a
swim and some sun. Or head out in the
opposite direction and go to Great Oak,
where there is another public beach and
a swimming pool (forasmallfee).
Should you come down with a case of

the middle-of-the-week blues, take a
ride out to Dixon's Furniture Auction in

Crumpton. It's held every Wednesday,

beginning with the outdoor acution at 4
PM, and the indoor auction at 6:30 PM.
It may not cure your blues, but you
might walk away with a chair or sofa
for a dollar or two to spruce up your
dorm room.
Should you get the urge to go to the

movies, don't be discouraged when you
find out what's playing at the Chester
Theatre—it caters to the 12-and-under
age group. The Church Hill Theatre
(just a few miles from town), gets first

run movies. They might get there a
month or two late, but they do get there.
And wear something cool—the theatre
was built before air conditioning was in-

vented.

If the movies are over your budget
and you feel the need to get off-campue
for awhile, take a walk downtown.
There are some interesting shops like
the Attic, where you can find used rugs,
furniture—just about anything. The
Workbench is another interesting place
to stop in, with lots of handmade leather
goods, plants, ceramics, and clothes, i

Chestertown isn't New York, but it's

much more friendly, and we guarantee
you won't get lost in it. Do a little ex-
ploring and you might be, pleasantly
surprised.

Secretary of Commerce Elliot L.

Richardson was one of five prominent
Americans honored at Washington Col-

lege's 194th Commencement. Richard-
son, recipient of an honorary Doctor of

Laws degree, addressed the graduates
speaking on "the importance of

history". Moving from Bicentennial
generalities to timely particulars,

Richardson—whose government career
includes two other Cabinet posts,

Secretary of H.E.W. and Secretary of

Defense—noted that "the limits of

historical imagination were illustrated

in Watergate and the resignation of

former President Richard Nixon.
Paradoxically, it was, I think, a con-

cern for the preservation of the

historical record that prevented him
from destroying the tapes which
brought about his downfall."
Lawyer, teacher and international

jurist Hardy Crose Dilfard also

received a Doctor of Laws degree.
Honorary Doctor of Human Letters

degrees were presented to -Stanley

Woodward, former U.S. ambassador tc

Canada and to 1936 alumnus George T.

Pratt. Dr. Pratt is President of the

Clarke School for the Deaf in Nor-
thampton, Massachusetts.
The first Washington College Award

for Excellence was presented to An-
drew Wyeth, America's celebrated ar-

tist from Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania.
Other awards presented at the morn-

ing ceremonies charted achievements
within the College community. Karen

In the

Liberal
Tradition.

Washington College assumes that an
educated man or woman should have a -

sense of the purposes of civilization and
knowledge of its accomplishments.
Such understanding and knowledge can
come only from learning acquired
through study. Teaching in the liberal

tradition, however, the College hopes to

encourage in its students those inner
capacities that will be most rewarding
to them in private and public life.

Among these are imagination, open-
ness and flexibility of mind, the ability

to analyze, and a sensitive insight into

human nature.

Such capacities develop slowly and
by indirection, the products of time and
experience and often of friendship.

They cannot be cultivated in a hurry, or
accumulated as credits, or derived en-
tirely from what goes on in the
classroom. For these reasons
Washington College values the residen-
tial tradition in undergraduate educa-
tion. In that tradition, time and human
associations complement instruction

and study.

The College offers many courses in

highly specialized fields, and numerous
specialized major programs, and is in-

terested in helping its students to

prepare themselves for professional or
business careers. Yet, the College can-
not expect all its students to have fixed

plans for their future. A student who
wishes to explore a number of fields is

encouraged to do so. The College hopes
that each graduate, whatever his ex-
perience, will.

t
come to value the

cultivated mind as a means to ends
greater than itself.

From Washington College in Maryland,
1976

Ramsing received the George
Washington Medal and Award and the

Clark-Porter Medal went to Andrew
Gmver. James Bowerman earned the

William Duvall Prize in Mathematics
and Mark Henckel was awarded the
Louttit-George Prize in History. The
Lindback Award for Distinguished
Teaching was presented to Dr. Kevin
McDonnell, associated professor of

philosophy.

Musical

Happenings
The music department began 75-76

on a very positive "note" with the ar-

rival of eight new practice pianos. The
Yamaha pianos were a gift from the
Hodson Trust, long a vital element in

the College's program. The music
department was further honored by
grants from the Mellon Foundation, the

Rockefeller Foundation, and the J.C.

Penney Foundation, receiving almost
200 b ooks and periodicals, over 100
recordings of American music, and
literally stacks of American orchestral,

band, and choral literature.

Mr. Clarke, chairman of the deparm-
tne and the 1974 winner of the Lindback
Award for distinguished teaching,
returned last fall from his '75 sab-
batical. His new book Essays in

American Music.is scheduled for

publication in Summer '77.

Notable events during the '76 season •

were the conti ed excellence of the Con-
cert Series and a number of truly fine

performances by faculty and music
students. The Concert Series featured
theworld-renowned Julliard String
Quartet, the Western Wind (Honesuch
recording artists), the Philidor Trio,

and the Paratore Brothers, young and
incredibly exciting duo-pianists. (The
Julliard String Quartet and the
Paratore Brothers will return this

year.

)

A faculty recital of American songs
by Mr. Clarke and Mr. Klaus was
another outstanding musical event, a
part of the College's American Music
Series. The two men performed works
by one of America's best but most
neglected composers—Charles T. Grif-
fes. They also revived some songs by
Mrs. H.H.A. Beach, another composer
whose work rests in unders ved obscuri-
ty.

Among the many student per-
formances, were a fine senior recital by
John Holland and a joint recital by
junior April Lindevald and sophomore
Ann Atwater. Another aspect of the cok
lege's American Music Series were the
enjoyable concerts by the Chorus,
Chorale, and Concert Band.
And an unusual highlight of the past

year was the "First Annual Three Days
After April Fool's DAy Musicale." The
music department really "let its hair
down" for this one, and a delighted au-
dience was treated to an evening of

first-rate music-comedy. Just one
"show-stopper" was the spectacle of
Mr. Clarke roaring through a cadenza
of "Autumn Leaves" while a half-

dressed page turner undulated to the
dis inted music of Phlegm Gotacough,
the "obscure" Russian composer.
Students can look forward to another

exciting year of entertainment from
W.C.'s first-rate music department.
(Performances are free & open to all

students.)
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"Who Are those

strange people.. .?"

Who is that bearded man driving the

blue pick-up truck with the strange red

and yellow toys in the back and a teddy

bear waving from the front window?
And why is McDonald's being invaded

by s akered crazies all identically

dressed in white shorts and colored

leotards? Who are those oversized little

kids sandwiched between seven-years-

old on the playground swings? And is

some kind of frisbee clinic for spastics

being held in front of the town library?

Fear not! Though many heads were
turned and questions raised by Eastern

Shore citizens this June and July, the

answers to all are one: You are witness-

ing the company of the Washington Col-

lege Summer Theater on their

children's theater tour—a slight not

likely to be equaled in the near future.

After a two year absence from the

Shore, (due to lack of funds) the W
hington College Summer Theater was
delightfully back this summer, all the

more vigorous and enthusiastic for its

new beginning. The children's theater

tour was only one facet of the nine-week

program, made possible this year by

-support from the College as well as

grants from the government and the

Maryland Arts Council. The program
was announced in early May, open to

drama majors and other interested

students by invitation of the director,

Mr. Timothy Maloney, chairman of the

drama department (and also the

bearded man in the truck). After a few

days a small company was chosen, con-

sisting of John D'Amico ( the only young
actor in the group and a junior this

year) and five fellow actresses:

Seniors, Nancy Knuth, April Lindevald,

Kevin Madden and Paige Streit, and
Junior Karen West. In return for nine

weeks (May 31 to July 31) of intensive

work on prodiction and performance,

the students were given free room on

campus and a weekly salary to cover

food-costs and other expenses. Two
faculty members, Mr. Maloney and Mr.

William Sega, (chief designer and
technical director) worked closely with

the company to produce two full-scale

dramatic productions at the college as

well as two weeks of touring

Maryland's Eastern Shore with ah hour

of fables for children. Together the

faculty and students managed
everything connected with the produc-

tion of each play, from acting to set bui

ing, costumes t
lighting and sound work,

publicity, art, props, even driving the

tour vehicles.

The first three weeks werelargely

engaged in rehearsing and setting up
for an hour-long collection of fables, in-

cluding such old favorites as The Little

Red Hen, The Ant and the Grasshopper,
The Wind and the Sun, The Fox and the

Crow. The Three Little Pigs, and The
Bremen Town Musicians, Small
costume pieces suggestive of the

various animal characters were col-

lected or made, and laid in a brightly

colored trunk set up during per-

formance so that the actors could

quickly change ears or noses between
fables. A set of six wooden boxes, built

to fit neatly inside one another and
painted wi bright red, yellow, and blue

pictures to resemble those on children's

blocks, and a stand-up, two-sided door

unit painted with clows were the only

set. The show was organized to be

played to a semi-circle audience on any
flat, grassy, outdoor area. And so, the

fourth week and the seventh week were
exclusively devoted to touring small

towns on the Eastern Shore with the

children's show. Donning leotard and
shorts uniforms, armed with a cooler of

cold water, two company frisbees (for

pre-performance exercise) and the

touring mascot; a unique little Teddy
Bear named Mongo (belonging to Ms.

Madden), perform ers and portable set

were piled into the colige pick-up truck

and station wagon and were off. Bet-

ween traveling and invading fast-food

centers for lunch, the little troup per-

formed twice a day to giggling, open-

mouthed audiences in Cambridge,
Easton, Federalsburg, Pocomoke City,

St. Michaels, Snow Hill and other

towns, even as far as Ocean City. They
drove their equipment up on lawns
belonging to schools and libraries,

parks and playgrounds
;

piay for

migrant workers' children in Preston,

the mentally retarded in Salisbury, and
generally enthusiastic youngsters and
parents everywhere. All of the set and
costume changes were done in full view
of the audience, and many of the props

and animal costumes made simply out

of bits and scraps and everyday items

that could be found around any house.

This was done to encourage children to

conclude that anyone with a little im-

agination could put on a play anytime.

And indeed, after several of the per-

formances, the children did come up,

talked to the actors, tried oh costume
pieces, and amidst quacking and cluck-

ing, barking and grunting, offered their
' own.versions of favorite moments from

Summer
Theatre

1976

the show.
Between tours, the Summer Theater

group worked to put on the first of their

dramatic productions at the college.

This was The Effect of Gamma Rays on

Man in the Moon Marigolds, Paul

Zindel's poignant story of an unhappy
woman and her two maladjusted

daughters. The all-female cast include

Paige Streit as Beatrice, Karen West
and ril Lindevald as her daughters

Tillie and Ruth, Nancy Knuth as the

elderly Nanny and Kevin Madden as

Janice Vickery. John D'Amico stage-

managed and Mr. Maloney directed,

while Mr. Segal designed the setting

and lighting that greatly contributed to

the shabby, depressing atmosphere
marking the play's mood. The produc-

tion took place on July 9 and 10.

The final production of the summer,
Edward Albee.sSeascape (July 30 and
31) saw Mr. Maloney assume the double

role of director and actor. He joined

Kevin Madden in portraying an older

married couples on an oceanside vaca-

tion who are suddenly confronted by

twogigantic talking lizards, delightfully

rendered by John D'Amico and Nancy
Knuth. Albee's keen wit in putting the

two divorse couples' life-styles against

one another at times produced giggles

and roars of laughter from audiences,

and at other times struck a more con-

templative note. Notable in this produc-

tion were the amazing spined and tailed

"lizard suits", masterfully designed

and executed by Mr. Segal, Paige

Streit, Karen West and John D'Amico.

If only to see these strange green

creatures appear over the ledge of an

abstract sand dune, the production was
worth the admission fee.

The Summer Theater program pro-

ved this year to be a tremendous source

of enjoyment and. a great educational

experience to everyone connected with

it. The opportunity to concentrate sole-

ly on theater for nine solid weeks is one

not afforded to many young drama
students.

It served to teach invaluable lessons

to the members of the company in all

ofthe many facets of stage work, as well

as affording them the pleasure of enter-

taining an eager, friendly community.

The drama department hopes the pro-

gram will be continued as a permanent

feature on the colleges summer agen-

da. Judging from this year's happy

'-esults, a return engagement will be

welcome.

TheGrowing
Tradition of

Crew
Crew is Washington College's newest

varsity sport and to many its most ex-

citing. This year the men's crew marks
its tenth anniversary and the women's
crew enters its fourth year of inter-

collegiate competition.

The addition of crew to the college

program is a tribute to the enthusiasm
of student pioneers who founded the

men's and women's crew clubs. Crew
began in 1967 when a group of boys
journeyed three days a week to nearby
St. Andrew's School in Delaware,
where a sympathetic coach lent them
equipment and his own coaching skill.

The next fall the new Crew Club ac-

quired a used shell, the Inlet Witch, and
began practices on the Chester Rive.

The shell was housed in a large barn
previously used for housing chickens
and owned by Mr. John Truslow. There
was no dock in the early days, and the

shell had to be launched by wading into

the river with it.

The first intercollegiate regatta on
the Chester River was held in the spring

of 1968, and the Washington crew
scored a memorable win against St.

John's University of New York.
In 1973 a group of Washington College

women quite spontaneously formed the

WCWCC-the Washington College
Women's Crew Club—and began winter

conditioning. They were warmly
welcomed by the men's Crew Club and
attended the annual crew dinner that

year. The women won their first inter-

collegiate race the following spring

against George Washington University.

From the beginning of crew its

friends, particularly on the Board of

Visitors and Governors, had been sear-

ching for a more adequate boathouse

for both rowing and sailing at the Col-

lege. Such a building was finally found

within easy jogging distance of the

campus and opened as the Truslow

Boathouse in 1972. The building was
enlarged last year with the help of a

grant from the Hodson Trust. The Sail-

ing Club also has its own separate

storage facility in the building.

From a solitary men's crew the row-

ing program has steadily grown in both

quantity and quality. In recent years as

many as 60 men and women have gone

out for crew in one season, with four

men's boats and two women's boats

practicing on the Chester.

Spring of this year was the most suc-

cessful rowing season ever. The men's
crews defeated such competitors as

North Carolina, LaSalle, Villanova,

Trinity, Georgetown, Wesleyan, and
George Washington. The women's crew

lost only to Rutgers, defeating Barnard,

Georgetown, George Washington, and

Trinity. At the annual Dad Vail Regatta

in Philadelphia, considered the Olym-

pics of small college rowing, all crews

did well. The men's varsity eight made
the petite finals, and, for the first time

in history, the men's J.V. and the

women's crew made it to the finals.

'Miss Dee's'
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-IO p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m. -10 p.m.
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Sports 76-77

What's Happened—

What to Expect

by Dana Chatellier

Awhile back, somebody thought it

would be a nice idea to more or less

dedicate this first issue of the Elm to

the new students on campus, to make
them feel somewhat more at home and
to give them a better idea of what WC is

alt about. So, for all you freshmen and
transfers, here's what you can expect

on the 1 976-77 Shore sports scene

:

The soccer team had a pretty good

year last fall, but they're going to be
hard-pressed to replace some of those

who graduated, notably super-scorer

Billy Williams and fullback Peter
Takach The Shoremen still have some
good men on both offense and defense,

but Williams was such an important
part of the team's success last year that

it's hard to imagine them having quite

as good.a season this year without him.

Still. Ed Athey is a great coach, and
with his steady hand at the controls a

Winning season might not be out of the

question.

The cross-country team needs
bodies—at least five of them per
meet—to even think about having a

season. How's this for an idea: if you'd

like to get in shape, or stay in shape,
why not talk to coach Don Chatellier

about running several miles a day, the

best way to accomplish that end?
The women's volleyball team had a

heckuva first season in 1975

—

something like 13-4 and second in the

Middle Atlantic Conference—and with
raost.of last year's team returning,

they should be at least as good again.

Space forbids listing the names of the

team's stars—there are just too many
of them.

Basketball is the most popular sport

in winter, but Shore fans won't see a

whole lot of their favorite team, as they

will play only eight of 25 games in the

confines of Cain Athletic Center.

Chances are good for improvement on
last season's 8-17 record. Most Valuable
Player Joe Wilson returns, Geoff Kurt-
zman should score his 100th point early
in the season, there's a little height in

camp (a 6'7" or two) and some of the

conference opponents are going to be
seriously hurting from graduation. The
goals once again are a winning season
and an MAC playoff berth. Maybe they
aren't too unreasonable. In spring
Shoremen fancies turn lightly to

lacrosse—and why not? Another great
season last year, including: an 8-4

regular—season record, that fantastic

upset over Hopkins and the incredible

"almost" against Navy, revenge
against Salisbury from last year and

over Roanoke in the playoffs. And the

1977 campaign promises to be even
greater, as the team returns nearly in-

tact. First, there's John Cheek—MVP,
first team All-American, nation's

leading scorer last year, soon to

become the school's all-time leading

scorer, acclaimed by many to be the

best collegiate lacroese player in the

country. He and Myrt Gaines should

spearhead the awesome attack. Second
team All-American G.P. Lindsey leads

the veteran midfield. The defense and
goal positions held their own in the face

of much doubt last year, and should be
even.better this season. 1976 was great,

but 1977 could prove to be the year the

Showmen finally win it all.

Track and field enjoyed a fine season
(5-5) last year, but lost a lot of material

in the interim. Scott Stallard and Bill

Black, two of the best field performers
to grace the Washington locker room,
have both transferred to other institu-

tions: The two-time Penn Relay cham-
pion mile relay team will have its hands
full trying to replace anchorman Danny
Scharf. The lone returning standout is

440 hurdles champ Art Hoyt. Relay
members Don Frush and Fred
Nanamaker and sprinter Derwin
Wright also come back.

The baseball team finally got to play

a few games last spring, and developed

a little consistency as the season pro-

gressed. Dennis Compton and Steve
Wilkinson, both Edgewood High grads,

return to lead the mound staff, and Glen
St. George is back to wield his big bat.

If the pitchers can find the stuff they

had at the end of last season, the Shore
nine is going to win some games.
The men's and women's tennis teams

were mediocre in 1976, but the women,
anyway, can figure to get better. Carol
Noer and Renee Miller still figure to be

'

the top two seeds, and most of the

players should have at least one year of

experience under their belts. Senior
Paul Noto returns to lead the men's
team, which lost a couple of key players
and may find it difficult to really get

rolling.

All the crew teams (men's and
women's varsity and JV> enjoyed good
campaigns last year, and with con-
tinued good coaching should continue
their winning ways. As always, the

Braxton Regatta looms large on a tough
and grueling schedule for all teams in

this demanding sport.

So there you have it. Whatever the

sport your support can make the winn-
ing difference. On the field, the courts,

the water. . . come help cheer the

Shoremen to victory.

-GRANTS-
Need some cash to see you through the school

year— with no strings attached?
"Application for Determination of Basic Grant

Eligibility".

Basic Grants
P.O. Box 84

•• Washington, D.C. 20044

Stickers jump for joy at Hopkins victory

Lacrosse—Could This be
the Big Year?

The 1977 lacrosse season should have
all the excitement and thrills of '76 for

the Shoremen. Prospects for a sixth

straight year in the NCAA playoffs are
excellent (Washington has been in

every year since the first USILA tour-

nament in 1972). Only two players were
lost through graduation from the 1976

squad. With fine talent returning and
the addition of several highly-touted

freshmen, the 1977 squad should handle
the challenging schedule that has been
set.

Hopkins, Navy, & Virginia, all

University Division powers, highlight

the schedule. A strong Division I team
from Delaware has also been added. In

the College Division the Shoremen will

face UMBC, Ohio Wesleyan, and
Roanoke—three of the top teams in

Division U 111

Washington will be led in 1977 by 1st

team All-American John Cheek, the

Outstanding Attackman and Player of

the year in the College Division. Cheek
heads a veteran close attack of Myrt
Gaines and Kevin Murphy, a winning
combination for two seasons. Also
returning are sophomore attack
reserves Tom Beach and Greg Schaff-

ner.

At midfield, 2nd team All-American
G. P. Lindsay is back with running
mates George Mullinex and Drew
Romans. Seniors Rick Ricketts and Bill
Cooper return. A trio of juniors—Mat
Morris, Keith Kirby, and Tom Wood-
will be playing their third campaign
together.

Seniors Ricky Blair and Andy
Crosby, juniors Jon Gifford, Skip Corn-
stock, and Collis Townsend, and
sophomore Steve Hedges anchor the

close defnse.

Goaltenders Clint Evans and Tim
Hart are seasoned performers. Both did

outstanding jobs in 1976 and will share
net-tending duties in '77.

A talented group of freshmen,
although inexperienced in collegiate

competition, will give Washington
strong reserve strength.

Washington College's young defense
of 1976 should become a veteran
defense in 1977. Coupled with an ex-

plosive attack led by Cheek and an ex-

perienced midfield spearheaded by
Lindsay, Washington has the talent in

1977 to capture that NCAA Division II-'

III crown that has eluded their grasp
over the past six seasons.

WRITERS WANTED-
The Elm is looking for good,

responsible writers

- Film Reviewer
- Copy Editors

Many other opportunities available

Get in touch through Journalism! Con-
tact the Elm editorial staff, office hours
3-5 weekdays or call 778-4060.
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Smith Construction
One Month Late

More Delays Possible

The Prime Concern
Financial security is a prime concern

of the 1976' Student Government
Association, a concern vital to the suc-

cess of this year's administration. The
group seeks to alleviate money pro-

blems through reformed budgeting pro-

cedures. An approximate $3000 deficit

and a decreased student enrollment has

caused a serious situation for the S.G.A.

and has prompted a re-evaluation of

spending policies.

Aims of this, belt-tightening are to

make the best use of limited funds and

to prevent the miscalculation and ir-

responsible spending that occurred last

year.

The '75-76 S.G.A. began the school

year with $9,126 in its treasury. A $1500

loss on the Port Welcome boat ride,

various unpaid bills, and an additional

$800 swallowed up in general services

added together to create the current

deficit. As a result, the S.G.A. has been

forced to take out a $2750 loan to pay off

these debts. This notey is Payable at 8%
interest over three years ($500 from the

budget each semester,

The former administration left no

coherent record of budget plans and

can be blamed in part for the situation.

The decrease in student numbers also

makes for a lowered revenue. From the

mandatory $75 activity fee paid by each

registering student. $11.75 is allocated to

the S.G.A. The decline of the student

body from 780 to 702 this semester

spells an available funds shortage of

almost $1000.

Loan payments reduce the S.G.A. 's

fall semester holdings to approximate-

ly $7900. This amount must be stretched

to fund social activities and other ser-

vices provided by the governing body.

To combat monetary ills, the new ex-

ecutive council has instituted several

reforms. A "Budget Committee'" pro-

posed by President Paul Noto, has been

established to provide checks and

balances between the treasurer and

president. An amalgamation of six

sub-budgets has set the "Homecoming"
expenditure at $2000 and has

established an equal amount for clubs.

The social fund has been cut from $3000

Continued on Page 8

The renovalion of William Smith Hall

has reached its final stages afler three

and one-half months of persistent work.

Unavoidable circumstances have
delayed the opening of the building this

fall, forcing half of all scheduled

classes to move to temporary facilities.

The new additions to Ihe building will

include co lete re-wiring and replace-

menl of the building's healing and ven-

lilalion systems. Special fire windows
and an extra fire wail between the base-

ment and the first floor have been ad-

ded.

The project, which will cosl approx-

imate 340,000 dollar, was begun in 1971

when Ihe Maryland State Fire Marshall

declared thai numerous areas of Ihe

building did nol meet' safely re-

quirements. At this lime Ihe school in-

stalled a new sprinkler system and

replaced safety edges on the stairwells.

In the fall of 1975 a subcommitee of

the "Long Range Planning Committee"

met to discuss further renovations, and

in April of 1975. bidding was offered to

various contractors. The first delay of

progress came during late April as the

bidding estimates of the contractors ex-

ceeded the school's estimates of 300,000

by approximately forty thousand

dollars. While the original starting date

of May first passed, the committea at-

tempted to secure further funds from

Hodson Trust, which is supporting most

of the renovation. Appropriations were

secured in mid-May and the contract

was signed. Construction on William

Smith Hall began June first, a month

later than planned. While the date of

completion was originally set al the end

of August, supplies were delivered late

and caused work lo stop in some areas,

making August completion impossible.

On August 26th, a progress meeting

between the college, the genera! con-

tractor and subcontractors was held.

The general consensus held thai by

September 30th, some classes could

begin while other minor details were
worked out. Allowing lime lo move fur-

niture, clean ihe building, and for

minor preparations, all classes should

be back in order by the second week of

October.

Others, however, have different

views. While Finance Director Gene
Hessey feels Ihe project will be done on

time. Arnie Rolen, the electrical con-

traclor of Ingleside Contractors

(Ball.), said that the building will nol

be ready by Sepl. 30th. He would nol say

when il would. The supervisor of the

project. Judd Todd, declined to com-

ment.

In Ihe first phase of a two-phase pro-

ject, the out-dated mechanical system

of the 1916 slruclure has been complele-

ly rebuilt. A new heating system wilh

individual thermostats in every room

has been installed, replacing one which

featured a single conlrol for the entire

building. Secondly, the building has

been completely re-wired to satisfy

modern electrical demands which fre-

quently overloaded the old system. Also

an air ventilation system has been in-

stalled, accompanied by lowered ceil-

ings throughout the building that will

save on heating costs and readily ac-

comodate the new lighting fixtures.

The second phase of the renovation,

now in planning stages, is a beatifica-

tion Ireatmenl of walls, floors and par-

titions lhat may be erected in some of

the larger rooms. No specific date, al

this lime, has been set for the beginning

of the second-phase work.

Ketchum, Inc. to Study

Fund Raising Feasability
In their April 24th meeting the Board

of Visitors and Governors approved a

long range fiscal plan for the college

that will require additional funding

above the average finances available.

To facilitate the money gathering pro-

cess, the Board has engaged Ihe firm of

Ketchum, Incorporated of Pittsburgh,

Professional Fund Raising Counsel, to

do a "planning and feasibility study" of

WC's fund-raising potential. He definite

plans for a' campaign are being for-

mulated at thie time.

George Hayward, Vice President for

Development and Public Relations, is

also the Board's Long-Range Planning

Committee Chairman. He said the com-

mittee reviewed the anticipated cost of

operations and anticipated revenue:

money is needed not only to provide

funding for the faculty, students, and

the library, but to complete repairs on

various buildings. "We obviously can't

keep raising the tuition." stated

Hayward—therefore a major source of

revenue is required to build up the en-

dowment fund. Hayward did not know

how much money the college would at-

tempt to raise through such a fund

drive.

The Ketchum representative now at

Continued on Page 8
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Genesis?
For those of you new to Washington College, changes that occurred over the

summer obviously have no meaning. Nonetheless, these changes have great

significance for the community.

Did you know that 50% of the faculty in the Education, Philosophy, Physics and

Psychology departments is new this year? One third of the Biology Department?

That we have a new librarian? A new English professor? A new associate Dean of

Students A new Food Service director and assistant? How about a brand new

S.G.A. administration? Or new insides for Bill Smith? Or an Elm staff, over 80% of

which comes from the class of 1980? And of course, over two hundred new students.

Last year, most of the ink in this column was devoted to pleas for new beginn-

ings, and for flexibility in the administration to allow for much needed growth and

change in the school. The seeping summer changes, not all mentioned here, have

seemed to set the stage for just such a beginning. A significant portion of the cam-

pus population is not familiar with typical Washington College syndromes, nor

with the stagnation that set in last semester. In addition, many crucial positions on

campus are now held by new people. These factors would appear to indicate that

the time is right for rejuvination.

The large turnover in faculty has changed the complexion of many departments,

bringing new orientations and specialty areas. The new students on campus are an

exciting and dynamic group—their contributions will undoubtedly be valuable. It

is up to the returning students and faculty, however, to see that such enthusiasm

remains uninhibited.

The student government, too, holds an optimistic outlook. New blood and revised

policies should make for an improvement over last year's well- intentioned but

rather unorganized administration. Paul Noto promises major breakthroughs in

S.G.A. efficiency and administration. With enough student support, his hopes can
be realized.

In short, Washington College is a different place. The fresh start so over- em-
phasized in this column last year has been achieved. Summer has swept away the

bad air and political knot- tying that ran rampant last somester. The over-riding

question, however, is this? Can the fresh spirit prevail—can the atmosphere re-

main clean— The answer is in your hands.

Dear Editor:

As current editor of the Pegasus and

a member of last year's staff, I wish to

apologize to the student body of

Washington College for the 1976 finished

product. Many people believe I should

be held responsible for this mishap, but

this is not the case. Although I held the

title of assistant editor, I did not have

the final voice as to what went into the

book. My responsibilities included

photography, developing, printing, and

layout Pegasus editor, Danny Scharf,

determined the content of the book.

There have been many questions con-

cerning the 1977 Pegasus. At this time, I

have not definitely determined its con-

tent, but seniors, faculty, organiza-

tions, and sports will all be included.

Also, the yearbook will contain quite a

bit of commentary.
Finally, if anyone has any comments

or suggestions concerning the 1977

Pegasus I would be glad to listen to you.

Anyone wishing to participate on the

yearbook should attend the meeting on

Monday, Sept. 13 at 7 p.m. in the

Pegasus office.

Sincerely yours,

Don Frush

Elections To Be Held Next Week

Student Government Association

Senatorial elections will be held

Tuesday, September 14th in the lunch

and dinner lines. Off campus students

may cast their votes in the Office of Stu-

dent Affairs.

l Senator—Caroline Language Floor

and Spanish House
1 Senator—Caroline House (1st and

2nd floor)

1 Senator—Queen Anne's House

1 Senator—Off Campus
2 Senator—New Dorms
1 Senator—Spanish House
2 Senators—Minta Martin

2 Senators—Hill Dorms
2 Senators—Kent House and Little

House
2 Senators—Somerset

A Senator to the SGA is expected to

represent his area in all matters. Deci-

sions are made either by soliciting stu-

dent opinion, or his own good judge-

ment. The SGA. needs Senators ready

to work.

d>

Commentary:

Mismanagement
and

Misinformation

By DAVE SASLAW
Exposes are the latest thing. Rarely

do they pay off in hard core evidence,

but when they do, change is usually the

result. "One bad apple spoils the bar-

rel", as one bar-room philosopher put

it, and truly, this was the case with last

year's S.G.A. Basically, the students

elected a dynamic and sincerely in-

terested student government. There
was one serious mistake: electing John
Moag to the presidency. Luckily, this

year's responsible leaders are ready to

do their best to salvage a losing proposi-

tion.

Through talks with previous SGA
members it was earned that, in the

words of 76-77 Treasurer Peter Tsou,

"Mismanagement and mis-information

typified the unorganized methods by
which SGA got it's work done. Moag
was just not on top of things. He was
trying to do too much at one time."

Agrees new Vice-President Jeff

Coomer: "Moag was constantly

overstepping his bounds."

For example, the Student Academic
Board was to be headed by SGA Vice-

president Bill Hallam. Instead, con-

tinued Coomer, "John took it upon
himself to preside over SAB meetings."

This stripped Hatlem of his allotted

powers and robbed the SGA of a much-
needed check on the executive.

On the question of first semester
budget reports Moag was vague, and by
second semester was becoming defen-

sive. Moag was guilty of misinforma-
tion when he stated that "the 75-76

budget would be close to balanced." By
second semester's end the SGA was
$1000 in debt. At the end of the summer

; SGA was $2,750 in the red. It is possible

Moag knew nothing of it. If he^did not, it

would further prove his incompetance.

If "Moag ran the show", it would stand

to reason that he should have been

aware of $800 in processing costs or at

least of a $90 phone bill. Either way the

76-77SGA received tbe bills.

With SGA funds Moag bought a $270

typewriter. "He never bothered to sub-

mit the bill," insists Coomer, and kept

the typewriter for his personal use.

When he returned it he is reported to

have said, "This is my personal exam-
ple of graft."

This issue goes beyond 76-77 deficits.

It goes beyond miscalculation of funds

and misinformation, The crux of the

matter is injustice to this year's SGA.
With the accumulation of a $2,750 debt

in unpaid bills, the SGA had to borrow

money from the school. The new SGA
enters this year with a bad reputation

and almost nonexistant credit with

local merchants. The Administration is

reluctant to allow an increase in stu-

dent activity goes for the SGA, a major
goal in President Paul Noto's master

plan. These problems are the direct

result of wild spending, poor leadership

and a gross insensitivity to real govern-

ment.
The creation of a new budget commit-

tee, new by-laws, a decreased number
of senators, a paid Social Chairman,

and a more responsive president and
treasurer should insure a stable, tunc-

i tioningSGA for 76-77.

May John Moag rest in peace. If he

did his best, there is no more to say. The
thing to do now is thank our lucky stars

that we now have the leadership to get

the job done.

Candlelight

Walking Tour

The Bicentennial Chestertown
Candlelight Walking Tour is being held

on Saturday Sept. 18 from 6 p.m. to 10

p.m. The annual event, sponsored by

the Historical Society of Kent County

will feature ten old Chestertown houses,

some of which date back to prerevolu-

tionary times. Tickets are $7 per per-

son, $3.50 for students. For advance

ticket purchase or information contact

the Historical Society, Box 665, Chester-

town, ~MD, 21620, or phone 778-0815 or

778-2680.

Netherworld

Explorers

To Practice

This Weekend
The Netherworld Explorers will con-

duct practice sessions in vertical cav-

ing techniques and technical mountain
climbing on Saturday, Sept. 11 from
1:00-4:00 and again on Sunday, Sept. 12

from 3:30-6:00. Both sessions will be
held behind Tawes Theatre. In case of

rain, it will take place inside Tawes,
behind the stage. Anyone interested in

.participating in either or both of these

sessions is welcome toattend.
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"A Sense of Confidence /

Optimism . .
."

An Interview with Paul Noto

I
K^

Facelift For

Audio-Visuals?
"I want to change the college's at-

titude towards the use of instructional

media in a liberal arts institution,"

stated Mr. Larry Israelite, director of

audio-visual facilities, concerning the

image of his department at Washington

College.

Included in this change of attitude is

the assigning of a new title to the

department. Formerly called Audio-

Visual Aids, the department has been

renamed the "Media Center". "This

decision was made," said Mr. Israelite,

"because A.V. sounds high-schoolish,

as in showing films and carrying pro-

jectors."

Before becoming director last year,

Mr. Israelite described the department

as "non-existing". As new director, he

wants to see more students making use

of the facilities his department can of-

fer. "There are a lot of things a person

can do that haven't been done before

and can be of some advantage to him in

class," stated the director. Tapes,

transparencies, dry-mountings, films,

and sound presentations are some ex-

amples of the tools students can in-

corporate into their classroom studies.

Mr. Israelite who graduated from

Washington College in 1972 as a drama
major, wants his job to include con-

sultation. "I want to work with pro-

fessors, instructing them in the ways

media can be utilized in the

classroom."
Presently, Mr. Israelite is conducting

a photography workshop, where he

teaches beginning and experienced

photographers the fine points of the art.

Plans for the future include a media &
production lab which will be available

to students and faculty. To fund these

new programs, federal grants and aid

by the college are needed. "So far,"

stated Mr. Israelite, "the college has

been realistic about the media center's

possibilities and the new programs. But

if they are going to give me a salary,

they must also give me a budget."

A Roving

Report

One of the Elm's roving reporters ran

into Dr. Richard Brown this week, and

inquired as to what his feelings were

about the upcoming academic year.

The gist of Dr. Brown's comment

:

"I would really like to see Bill Smith

Hall completed. I thought I had come
out of the closet last year with all this

gay business, but now find myself stuck

back in a closet in Ferguson Hall, sup-

posedly an office. No window, no

chair... I was given a stack of computer

papers to sit on. Dr. Schmoldt brought

me a window the other day with a view

of Manhattan. I must say I'd like to

come out of the closet again."

At the Elm's request, on interview

was held Tuesday with Paul Noto. cur-

rent Student Government Association

President. The /oliowing is the

transcript of that interview. The inter-

view was conducted with the intention

of clearing the air of past S.G.A. con-

troversies, as well as to familiarize the

student body with this year's govern-

ment policies.

THE ELM: What are your feelings

about this year's student government?
PAUL NOTO: It's in good shape, con-

sidering the financial situation.

Elm: Just what is that financial

situation? Is it true that we are starting

this year with a deficit?

Noto: Yes, $3000. The Moag ad-

ministration apparently didn't budget

properly. They overestimated
revenues, underestimated costs,

resulting in a $3000 debt. We negotiated

with the school, and are going to pay it

off at $1000 a year, 8% interest.

Elm : Can the deficit be traced to any
single event or expenditure?

Noto: Mainly the Port Welcome and
the Poison concert. Student enrollment

is really going to hurt, however. We're
way down, and as a result the S.G.A.

budget is reduced-.

Elm: What effect do you think the

debt will have on the S.G.A. 's operation

this year?

Noto: Well, it's going to force us to be

more creative, and make the best of

what we've got. I don't think it will

drastically change the Student Govern-

ment. We are resourceful enough to

cope with the situation.

Elm: Do you have a detailed,

itemized budget for the year?

Noto: We have a detailed budget, but

the itemization will come as the bills

come in. We're outlined in major

categories—social, salary. Homecom-
ing, etc. We'll break it down from there.

Elm : Club funding has always been a

concern—do you have any uniform

policy regarding such appropriations?

Noto: We try to come up with fair ap-

propriations on the basis of need, past

appropriations, and membership. But

as I said, things are going to be tight all

over this year. Due to the financial bind

we're in, everyone will have to work on

a zero-based budgeting system-
justification of every amount wanted.

Elm: A big complaint has been the

large sums of money spent on social ac-

tivities—beer parties, etc. Do you have

plans to achieve a better balance in

fund distribution?

Noto: Yes, but the social life is a very

important aspect of the school and the

S.G.A., and there won't be any major
change. But the clubs will not be

shafted. Among other grandiose things,

one of my biggest goals of the year is to

balance the budget.

Elm: What are your other goals?

Noto: One of our main goals is a good,

comprehensive social calander, with

events sponsored by both the S.G.A.

and other clubs and groups on campus.

There should always be something to

do. Right now we have a movie planned
for every Friday night, as well as two
concerts.

We'd also like to see the Honor Code
work—we're going to watch it closely.

We'd like to create cheating nies in the

Dean's office to handle that.

We'll have course evaluations again
this year, hopefully with the results

published in the Elm. We'd like to see

the student judiciary become a very ef-

fective force on campus.
The S-G.A. forum will be continued

with interesting speakers. At this time,

we have Senator J. Glenn Beall, Jr.

(Md.), and Congressman Bauman (this

college's representative) and have ex-

tended invitations to both President

Ford and Governor Carter. President

Ford is considering a stop at

Washington College, should he be tour-

ing Maryland.
Other things will come up during the

year. We have ideas we're working on,

and always welcome suggestions. We
want to keep the lines of communica-
tion open.

Elm: How do you plan to stimulate

S.G.A. -student interaction?

Nolo: By constitutional by-law, the

student Senate has been reduced in

size. With a smaller, more cohesive

group, we hope the Senators will main-
tain more interest in their jobs, and as a

result hope to reach more jjeople. I

stressed throughout Orientation the

availability of the Executive Commit-
tee—I hope people will make sugges-

tions and constructive criticisms.

Elm : Do you have any other thoughts

you would like to communicate to the

students?

Noto: I would sincerely hope that the

student body will realize that it is in

everybody's interest to develop a sense

of pride in Washington College.

Incidents of destruction have no place

at an institution of higher learning, sup-

posedly composed of adults. It is my
over-riding goal that the S.G.A. help

create that sense of unity which I spoke

of last year and is so needed. Students

must work together—I have to tell the

Board of Visitors and Governors what

students are thinking— it would be bet-

ter if I would represent a unified opi-

nion. In summary, I would like to install

a sense of confidence and optimism in

the students, via efficient government

andstrong leadership.

The Elm shares the high hopes of

Paul Noto and the entire S.G.A. ad-

ministration, and extends its best

wishes and support to same. It is the

belief of both organizations that with in-

creased student involvement, par-

ticipation, and representation.

Washington College can be a valuable

and pleasant experience for each of its

students.

4
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New People

on Campus

Introduction
The summer of 1976 saw the depar-

ture of many Washington College facul-

ty members. To familiarize the

Washington College community with

the replacement & visiting faculty

members, the accompanying
biographical sketches and photographs

are presented.

First, however, the Elm would like to

summarize the faculty departures.

These are covered briefly. The Elm
prefers to emphasize the new potentials

presented by new faculty members,
rather than dwelling on past history

and old news.

RETIRED: Robert G. Bailey,

librarian; and Katherine E. Yaw,

biology.

RESIGNED: Dr! Georgia H. Duffee,

German; Dr. Peter Idstein, Education;

Dr. Dwight R. Kirdpa trick,

Psychology; Mr. Barry McCardly,
Dean of Men; Dr. Kevin J. McDonnell,

Philosophy; Dr. Robert L. Stevens,

Education; Dr. David E. Sumler,

History; Dr. Jonathan A. Wohl,

Psychology.

SABBATICAL: Dr. John A. Miller,

Philosophy.

ON LEAVE: Mr. Robert P. Day,
English;

TENURE DENIED: Dr. Laurence J.

Logue, Chairman, Physics;

On behalf of the student body, the

Elm extends a warm welcome to the

new faculty, along with best wishes for

a pleasant and rewarding stay.

Dr. Robert Anderson
Born in Philadelphia and a one time

R.O.T.C. Undergraduate at Temple
University, Dr. Robert Anderson has
come a long way since 1961. In 1965 he
received his Masters Degree from
Yale, and in 1976, after teaching part

time for Yale, Temple and St. John's

College of Annapolis, he earned his

Ph.D. at Yale. Although unpublished as

yet, Dr. Anderson Plans to release his

Ph.D. dissertation - Commentary con-

cerning "Theaetetus"; which, as we all

know, was a famous Platonic dialogue

on the theory of knowledge. It is this

special interest in Ancient Greek
Philosophy, especially between
Philosophy and math, that makes Dr.

Anderson such a relevant professor to

the Philosophy department. Indeed, Dr.

Anderson expects his contribution to

add "Harmony" in the pursuit of

wisdom here at Washington College.

Mr. Dana Flint

A most interesting intellect typifies

W.C.'s youngest addition to the

philosophy department. Born in Berlin,

New Hampshire, Mr. Dana Robert

Flint took his undergraduate studies at

Northfield, St. Olaf College in Nor-

thfield, Minnesota. After completing a

semester at Oxford University of

England. Mr. Flint went on to earn a

Masters of Divinity degree at Yale. He
became involved with legal aid council-

ing and soon shifted his interests to

psychiatric hospital work. It is this

combination of Psycho-Pastoral talent

that prompts Mr. Flint to devote his

planned doctoral dissertation topic with

the nature of psychotherapy and its

moral relationship to religion. Although

a visiting professor for the fall

semester, Mr. Flint promises to

mesmerize his students with a new and

dazzalling philosophic introspection in-

to law. psychiatry, and religion with

mention of their persuasive impact on

today's society.

Ms. Nancy Megler

A new assistant professor in the

Psychology Department comes in the

shape of Ms. Nancy L. Mergler.

Originally from Corning, New York
(where they make the dishes), Ms.
Mergler received her BA from William
Smith, a Masters in Psychology from
Syracuse University, and is currently

at work on her PhD in development.
She has also taught adolescent

Psychology and Psychology of maturi-

ty and old age for a year at Syracuse.

Child Development is Ms. Merger's
main interest, though she will also

teach classes on personality and
statistics—which, due to the New York
accent, she will rename "stayit".

Later, she hopes to conduct a seminar
in conjunction with the Philosophy
Department on death and dying, and
another on the Psychology of sexual dif-

ferences.



Dr. Donald Munson
Donald A. Munson, Assistant Pro-

fessor of Biology, is another addition to

the WC faculty this year. He is teaching

both General Biology and Comparative
Anatomy.
Originally from the Brqnx, New

York, Dr. Munson attended Colgate

University and earned an A.B. in

French there. His M.S. in Biology was
obtained from Adelphi University, his

Ph.D. in Zoology from the University,

of New Hamsphire and a Postdoctoral

Fellow in Parasitology from Tulane
University School of Medicine.

Dr. Munson has previously assisted

in the teaching of classes at the Univer-

sity of New Hampshire and Tulane
University School of Medicine. His

most recent teaching experience,

however, has been at Hood College in-

cluded being faculty advisor for the

Class of 1976. faculty advisor to Beta

Beta Beta honorary undergraduate
biological society, a member of the

Faculty Board of Review, the Cur-

riculum Committee, the Faculty Com-
mittee on Evaluations, the Executive

Committee of the Hood College chapter

of the American Association of Univer-

sity Profeesors (AAUP), the Admis-
sions Committee, the Committee of

Academic Records, the Advising Com-
mittee, and the AAUP Committee on

Faculty Teaching Load.

In addition. Dr. Munson has many
research interests, such as the ecology

of wildlife parasites and human infec-

tions with parasites of zoonotic origin,

and is a member of several scientific

societies.

dent should be instructed in many dif-

ferent areas, and only a small college

can achieve this. Thus farhe has been
satisfied with the structure of WC,
although he has not been able to form a

definite opinion due to the reconstruc-

tion and the loss of so many up-

perclassmen.
Dr. Menard, who will teach the Arts

and Sciences of Physics, and Modern
Optics, lives with his wife and two
children in a farm house in Queen
Anne's County. He enjoys teaching,

reading, being outdoors and camping.
He is also interested in intramural

sports.

Dr. Menard is impressed by the

friendliness of both the students and
faculty, and also by the good weather
here at WC. In the future, he would like

to do some research work with his

students.

Dr. Albert Menard
The new addition to the Physics

Department is Dr. Albert Menard.
Originally from Boulder, Colorado, he
received his MA from the University of

Minnesota and his PhD from the

University of Florida. Teaching has
always been a part of his family: his

father and four uncles are all lecturers.

Dr. Menard has taught at West
Virginia State College and the State

College of Bloomsburg in Penn-
sylvania. These jobs were cancelled

due to state cut-backs.

Since he attended a small liberal arts

college, he strongly agrees that a stu-

Ms. Phyllis Janowitz
Newcomers: Phyllis Janowitz,

Visiting Asst. Professor of English and

Betty Wasson, Librarian, will be inter-

viewed in next week's issue. These in-

terviews will be incorporated into

feature articles concerning programs
involving these individuals.

Ms. Betty Wasson

Staff Persons
An impressive number of new people

are now working on the Elm. A staff

box has not yet been completed as all

positions are not yet settled. To
acknowledge "their contributions and
hard work, however, new staffpersons

are listed below.

Bonnie Duncan, Linda Gaston,

Kathleen Knuet, David Lerner, Lynn
Lyke, Gene O'Keefe, Steven Perry,

Sherry Shaw, Kimberly Schmidt, David

Stier, Kathy Streckfus, John Wharton,

David Saslow, Krista Hawk, Kathy

Mullen, Linda Reisenweber, Mary Hill,

Steven Henke, Ward Tatnall, John-

Russell Willard, Victoria Gadsdau, Jef-

frey Bowerman, Jay Glazer, Cynthia

Watt. Lisa Durbin, Carol Hood, Stephen

Morse, Dudley Parr, Vera Wichlajew,

Vivian Young, Nancy Heady, Ric Groff,

Steve Grumpelt.

Mr. James Goldstein

Professor James Goldstein recently

became the fourth member of the

Psychology Department. He teaches

Learning and Motivation, Socia'

Psychology, and a research seminar ir

Non-Verbal Education. This yeai

Goldsiein will receive his Ph.D. in

Social Psychology from Catholic

University.

Mr. Goldstein attended Pikesville

High School in Baltimore and received

his B.A. from Hartwick College in

Oneonta, N.Y. He took his M.S. in Com-
munication Research from Boston

University. He has laught al Towson
State College, Baltimore, and Mon-

tgomery College.

Since Mr. Goldstein's parents live in

Kingstown, he has always had an in-

terest in Washington College. While

sailing one day. he met Dwight

Kirkpa trick, former head of the

Psychology Department. He was en-

couraged to apply for a position in the

department and was accepted.

In addition to his work. Mr. Goldstein

has an interest in music. Formerly part

of the rock band "Milk and Honey" in

D.C., he now plays the piano and com-

poses. Meditation also.impresses him.

Sailing and bicycling are two activities

he enjoys.

So far Mr. Goldstein has positive feel-

ings in regard to W.C. He feels that the

Psychology Department has great

facilities and likes the small and in-

formal classes. In addition, he finds the

students to be good, interested and

responsible.
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Ms. Sally Vernon, Acting Chairman
for the Department of Education, came
to Washington College from the College

of Education in Delaware where she

was working on her doctoral thesus in

Learning and Cognition. Ms. Vernon
taught Continuing Education at the

University of Delaware where she
earned her BA in 1970

Ms. Vernon is teaching General
Methods of Teaching and supervising

parttime Education instructors

teaching methods for specific subjects.

Second semester she will be teaching

Educational Psychology, Testing and
Measurement, and possibly an optional

seminar in education.

Along with her teaching duties, Ms.
Vernon is the supervisor for all

Washington College student teachers.

She is presently researching motivation

in hearing aid acceptance at Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital in

Philadelphia.

Ms. Vernon feels that the faculty-

student contact is a valuable asset at

Washington and enjoys the personal

contact of the school as opposed to the

bureaucracy of the University of

Delaware. She is interested in playing

paddleball, horseback riding and is an
avid lover of spectator sporTs.

Ms. Sally Vernon

Dean

Frank Kasprowicz
"At the University of Pittsburgh I got

to know the teaching side of a college.

This new job gives me an opportunity to

look at another aspect of student life,"

explains Frank Kasprowicz, new
Associate Dean of Men and resident of

Somerset House.

Among the topics to be explored by
Dean Kasprowicz this year is the ad-

ministration of men's housing, parking,

job placement, orientation and supervi-

sion of male RA's.

The Dean originally applied for a

teaching position at W.C. His field is

German Literature, in which he earned

a BA from Lehigh and an MA from Pitt-

sburgh. Although he Dean is not sure of

any future plans, he is enrolled in a

Ph.D. program in Comparative
Literature at Catholic University.

A sports enthusiast, Kasprowicz lists

his favorites as wrestling and weight-

lifting. He is also a fan of all types of

music, and plans to check into the

development of a college radio station.

Dean Kasprowicz can be located in

the Ferguson Hall Student Affairs Of-

fice Mon-Fri, 8:30-4:30. Other times he

can be reached at 124 Somerset or in the

gym.
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Soccer

:

NewTeam Woes
Over the years. Washington College

has been blessed with exciting soccer
teams that had enough talent to

alleviate any coach's anxieties and
doubts. This year, however, the old

talent is extinct and coach Athey is both
anxious and uncertain about the pro-

spects of his new team

,

Anyone who has followed W.C. soc-

cer, which has been one of the college's

most popular sports, knows much of

lasl year's success rode on the capable
shoulders of Billy Williams, whose pro-

lific scoring, quicK-footed antics and
solid leadership propelled Athey's team
to a radiant 10-3 record. But the team's
most valuable player's career here is

over, and he has since signed with the

Washington Diplomats.

Not only does the team miss
Williams, but nearly all its players, in-

cluding- goalies, Peter Murphy and Ed
Jaskewitz, who decided to transfer to

Northeastern University; fullback Pete
Takach and Craig Altix: Halfbacks.
Dave Beach. Tom Hays and Jay Hall;

and forward Ben Fitzgerald.
Understandably this drastic turnover
would be sufficient to throw any coach
in a quandary, but the discovery that

"Mat Wagner had decided to forego

soccer this year due to his pre-med.
program and three labs during the
week has added to my woes." the coach
laments. "He will be sorely missed
since he was being counted on to add
stability to the offense.',

Doubtlessly coach Athey anticipated

the problem of filling these ten impor-
tant vacancies, but frankly resolves, "a
winning season would seem almost out
of the question." With his coaches, he,

nevertheless believes he has found
potential replacements: "As bleak as
the problem may seem, we feel that this

year's team may provide a few sur-

prises. It will be interesting to see how
they will develop."

To complement the few returning
veterans, who will probably comprise
the bulk of the team's talent, most of
the newcomers were chosen from last

year's "B" squad, and some freshmen
will be played. Although the coach has
not exactly decided who will play, he
has many candidates in mind.
Five players: Skip Comstock,

freshmen Pedro Arrivillaga and Tom
Dent, and newcomers, Dennis Compton
and John Murphy have all been con-
sidered for goalie. John Murphy,
Peter's younger brother, may also
serve as fullback, which he played last

year.

The rest of the fullback line will be

selected from senior veterans, Zung
Nguyen. Peter Allen, who played left

wing last year, Peter Tsou, Doug Err-
inglon, Fred Nanamaker, and
freshmen Don Hudson, Ben Tucker-
man, Jim Larrimore and Richard
Borden. With all these candidates, it

would seem the coach should have no
real problem finding several able
fullbacks.

However, finding several halfbacks
to coordinate with Mike Brown has
presented quite a problem for the

coach. He now believes he has found
them in Mincho Arrivillaga and Mark
Luff who are "moving up, with Bill

Hamill close behind." In addition,

freshmen Tom Kohlerman, Terry Fox
and Mark Dillow "will have to be con-
sidered and as time passes could move
in to help considerably."

Other freshmen, including Tom Vis-

count on the left wing. Nelson Ein-
waechter and Pete Alronski on the in-

side. Bill Hope on right wing, have
shown "considerable talent" for of-

fense, and Lance Margolin, a right wing
veteran," must also be considered a
prime candidate. But seniors Stuart
Quilman and Bob Stribling. who are the
mainstays of the offense "will see con-
siderable action" along with Ed Beach,
who occassionally played on the "A"
team last year. The 6 5" Beach will be
used chiefly as a forward because his

height shouLd enable him to control the
ball near the opponents goal," the
coach says.

From the glimpse of things, it ap-
pears the offense will be the key to the
team's success this season because the
team's momentum, especially in the
last few years, has primarily depended
on high scoring and good ball-control.

Although the team's heyday probably
ended last year, it is difficult to say how
strong it is now.
Perhaps there is some hidden talent

in Athey's hirelings, who are waiting
for a game to unveil it. After this Satur-
day's scrimmage against Cy Blooms,
an independent team from Baltimore,
on home turf, one might acquire a no-
tion of how the team will respond this

season.

Certainly one has to respect and ad-
mire Coach Athey for his diligent work
and belief that his team has promise.
He would be the first to try to resurrect
his old team from the archives, if it

were possible, but "new faces and a
new team is the talk of the soccer
season," he admits positively. It is

definitely a building year and should
prove interesting to watch.

Shell

Girl's

Saga
After a 12-1 effort last spring.

Women's Crew enters this season with
great expectations. Craig Jackson
debuts as coach and will attempt to

streamline an already smooth stroking
shell. From last year's eight who rowed
into the finals of the Dad Vails Regatta,
Kathy "Stroke" Campbell returns
along with Debbie Gitt, Tami Schauber,
Dunnie Pagon and Holly Craighead.
Since volleyball coincides with crew,
Jenny Butler and Coxswain Kerrick
Harvey will see only limited action this

fall.

The season will begin in mid-
Februrary. They are hoping for an ex-
panded program this year. With the
equipment available, the growing in-

terest, and the excellent response.of re-

cent years, the outlook is optimistic.

Cross

Country

Chronicle
Only seven men are trying out for the

cross country team this fall. Coach
Chatellier expressed his dismay at this

widespread apathy and hopes more will

participate. For the time being, he will

have to rely on Paco Marshall, a junior

and last year's most valuable runner.
Others include Joe Mead, a returning
Sophomore; Steve Dodd, a Junior
transfer; Donald Frush, who had two
very successful spring seasons; and
three. Freshmen: Dudly Parr, Peter
Bertram, and Rick Adeleberg.
The season begins Oct. 2 with an

away meet at Drexall. The first home
meet is Oct. 9 against Loyola.
Chatellier hopes his team will present
adequate is not strong competition.

Last year's team placed low in the Mid-
dle Atlantic Conference with a 1-8

record.

The coach needs five competent run-

ners and says he will not turn anyone
down.

Looking

Female

V-Ball Good
Miss Penny Fall, Director of

Women's Athletics and Volleyball
Coach, expressed optimism when talk-

ing about her team. Women's
VolleYbal! surprised everyone last

year in its debut with a 13-4 record. The
team lost Shari Moore who is in

Switzerland this season, in addition to

76 graduates Pam Davis and Melinda
Murray. Returning are captains Lyn
Rath and Cindy Patchem, senior Ann
Goodrich, junior Kathy Obear and
sophomores Kerrick Harvey and Jenny
Butler.

"The team is working extremely
hard," says Miss Fall. "Progress has
gone well so far." She believes the team
will match if not improve last year's
record as they face the challenging
schedule of two scrimmages, twenty-
four games and two tournaments. Their
first scrimmage will be September 22 at
the University of Maryland. The season
officially opens with an away game on
October 6 at Chesapeake College, and
October 8 at home against Loylola

.

Miss Fall believes the volleyball
season will be "exciting for the student
body. It is an excellent game to watch."
She hopes tha t the team will get as
good a response as it did last year."
Miss Fall attributes much of last

year's success to the students wfiose at-

tendance escalated as the season pro-
gressed. She is particularly pleased
with the male supporters for their

tremendous encourgagemenl of the
girls' athletic .abilities on and off the
floor. She feels that most co-ed schools
do not have men who are as
"enlightened as they are here. The men
should know this is appreciated hv the
women," she added.
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by Tom Dent

I do feel as if I'm back in the fifth

grade being assigned to write my first

"term paper" qf those days of

yesteryear. But when the publishers

can print eight pages for the Elm and
can't print six, filler (B.S. ) is

sometimes needed to make every page
fatand full.

Some people around here don't know
what it's like to live in a teepee. That's

strange—I thought everyone lived in a
teepee. That would be nice, considering

the fact that teepees are mobile, while

nouses tend to stay where they are and
thus destroy the segments of land they

sit on. Now I don't have to tell you how a
teepee looks (those who don't know how
one looks see illustration below left

(more filler)) It's simple. The end of

eight fourteen foot posts are formed in-

to a circle, then raised to meet and be
tied in the center, (in case you are

wondering this does have to be done
fourteen feet in the air) . How do you get

up there to tie them? You may well ask.

It's rather simple—you just stack up
two horses, stand on the top one, and tie

the posts together. Next question : what
do you cover a teepee with(?) Well,

since buffalo skins are out of style and
neato psychodelic tapestripes aren't

waterproof, I used canvas. Then I in-

vited my friends over to paint neato

psychodelic pictures on it. A drainage

ditch is then dug around the (14 feet,

remember) poles. The finishing touch

is a campfire built in the center. One
precaution here is to have an opening in

the top of the teepee (unless you're too

cheap to buy cigarettes)

.

You now have shelter, warmth and a

natural stove. Other options are a bed,

a squaw, and yourself.

Now briefly (since I'm running our of

B.S.) here are some ceremonies per-

formed in the teepee! l. The drinking of

the magic life-giving potion. The liquid

is fomented and has a light-brown glow

to it. 2. The ordeal of lightning (which I

have undergone) in which Woton, god of

weather, casts a bolt into the closest

tree and scares the holy s— out of you.

If you can live through this and still

have the guts to live in a teepee you

may consider yourself a favored one. 3.

I didn't want to come to this, since

everyone (if you are still with me) was
expecting it—the ordeal of the peace-

pipe. Well I guess if you live in a teepee

you may as well do as the Romans do,

or at least did.

How I Spent My Summer Vacation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 H
"

15 16

17 18

1$ H20 21

11 23 24

26" 29 30

31 33 34

35 37"

38 34 42 45

« « 48 1 B'-':'

50 51 52

h n
53

"

58 59 60

61 6*

63 64

ACROSS
1 Lower back

11 Highest point

15 Fear of Heights

16 Discomfort
17 Circus performer

(pl.)
18 Mass. of Tech.

19 Part of wedding
ceremony (pl.)

20 German city
22 Scully

23 Never: Ger.

24 Type of soup

26 Sweetsop
28 Han's name

30 John or Jane

31 Medicinal
substances

33 One named after
another

35 Rests
37 Italian coin

38 Hugh Hefner bunny

42 Hard worker
46 Poetic term
47 Advertisements

(slang)
49 Alaskan city

50 Florida resort
city

52 Play on words

53 Fuel

54 1965 baseball HVP

57 Famous ship

58 Japanese War

59 Fiendish
61 Oklahoman city

62 Expect
63 Hoslem potentates
64 Abstainer

DOWN

1 Aids to digestion

2 Sourness
3 Crosby, e.g.

4 Swoboda and Hunt

5 Hake a choice

6 If a hanmer
7 Arthur Miller

family
8 Spanish or

Portuguese
9 U. S. Military
decoration

10 Peggy
11 Relating to bees

12 G. 8. Shaw play

13 Recognized
Incorrectly

14 Connor suffix
21 Bullfighter
25 Born
27 Eastern group of

colleges (abbr.)

28 "Such for the
course"

29 Leaves out
32 Argentine plains

34 Spahn's teammate

36 Part of an

Intersection
38 Go to

39 Going away

40 Region of Asia

Minor
41 Try to equal or

surpass

43 Sound
44 Come forth
45 Secondhand dealer

48 12H cents

51 Urges
55 Malay law

56 Brazilian heron

57 Palm drink

58 Body of water
60 Ignited'
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Fund
Investigation

Contined from page 1

WC, the use of whose name is "against

company policy", will be conducting 55

to 60 interviews during September to

determine general impressions of the

college and what aspects of WC hold a

widespread appeal. He will survey
Board members, faculty, and other

members of the "college family," as

well as leaders in business and industry

and foundations interested in con-

tributing to education. He was fur-

nished a list of names to contact by the

Board, Hayward, and McLain. The
representative will determine if such a

fund raising campaign is feasible for

WC and if so, how much money could be

raised.

Ketchum, Incorporated is a member
of the American Association of Fund
Raising Counsel. They are one of the

largest corporations of Iheir kind and-

seem to be a worthwhile investment

since they organized a very successful

campaign for Hopkins not long ago.

Hayward stressed that Ketchum is

merely conducting a tentative in-

vestigation. Since timing is important

in such a campaign, it is vital that it not

be announced too soon. Any campaign
to be held would begin sometime bet-

ween now and 1982, the college's 200th

anniversary. When asked the amount of

money required to finance the survey,

Hayward gave no specific figure but

said that it was not expensive. He added
that the tunds for hiring Ketchum were
not taken from college money but were
raised by Board members themselves.

Ketchum will organize a a compaign if

such a plan seems viable: they do not

charge by percent but instead operate
on a straight fee basis.

After the survey is complete, recom-
mendations will be submitted to the

Board's executive committee for its

consideration.

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street
Chestertown. Md. 21620

FREE!!
Hallmark Card to

"Freshmen"
(Present I.D Cord)

In Sutton's

We Trust

V\l? One Free \C" * Hallmark Card
SVl

LS-l!^!6
*:..!!"

Troubled Finances
Continued from page 1

to §2500 to accomodate this semester's

$500 debt (the social budget pays for

campus-wide parties, concerts, dances,

etc.) leaving other S.G.A.-sponsered

programs intact.

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030^^
f5"f

• Hudson's Vitamins \ T*i

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

The S.G.A. office fund is 5800. Two
hundred dollars has been set aside for

general services, while $450 pays the

salaries of executive board members
t all figures are per semester).

In addition to perpetuating a system,
of checks and balances over the

treasurer, the Budget Committee pro-

poses to curtail club over-spending by
developing a uniform policy based on
itemized need. This sub-committee

ANTIQUES

•Sir

8RIC BRAC USED FURNISHINGS

-A„iS..WUt_W.Q.r

THE ATTIC
3)7 High Street

CHESTERTOWN, MD. 2

Dally 10-5:30

Profit: 771-45*0

M0

..,, 1.4

dealing with clubs will directly handle
checking.

The creation of a new executive posi-

tion—Neal Oldford as "Social Chair-

man"—is a major step in the financial

revision. This administrator will close-

ly monitor social spending. Also

designed to help relieve money pro-

blems is the reduction in the number of

senators. A compact government
should be more sensitive to the genuine

interests of the entire student body.

These reforms are clearly indicative

of an S.G.A. that plans to overcome
financial turmoil both positively. and
responsibly.

"RCA Recording Artist"

-AZTEC TWO-STEP-
Plus

Willie Ninniger

Friday, October 8th

Tawes Theater
9 p.m.

Admission: Students $3.00

Non-Students $4.00

Peoples Bank
of Kent

County, Md.
"Two Convenient

Locations
Main Office
Chestertown

Branch Office
Rock Hall

Member F.D.I.C.

s A C R I 1. I A r M F

A C K U V H B J ABP A I N

L I N T A M E R l N S T
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H Q

A H M S T A D T
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A '1 S A D R D E

s
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Y R U F 5 N A M E S A K E

u A H s L I R A

V M E|I I

ElElbq a
ill

Pi

Ha aaaa
v E R|S|A L L E sHn r N A

s I N i!l I'J I A B O L I c A L

t N 1 10 M N T I c I P A T F.

A G A id U E E T o] T A L E R

'Miss Dee's'
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays
5p.m.-10p.m,

Cooper's

Hardware Inc.
Chestertown, Maryland

21620
Ar.oCod. 301 Phone 778-2414



Jeff Coomer, President, SAB. TheSAB voted Monday night to establish

cheating files in the Dean's office. Staff photograph by Dudley Parr

First SAB Meeting
Held

Monday Night
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

HODSON HALL-The Student
Academic Board's first meeting Mon-
day night witnessed the functional

assignment of board members and the

approval of SGA president Paul Noto's

appointments to committees, as well as

the Passage of the resolution on
academic dishonesty described
elsewhere in this paper.

One of the SAB's prime concerns is

attrition. Declining enrollment has also

become a pre-occupation of the Offices

of Student Affairs and Admissions.

Steve Dodd has been appointed to aid

these offices in a study of attrition.

Recommendations of lecturers for

the SGA forum will be handled by Sue
Briggs, Ro Bonczewski, Doug Byers,

Leslie Kitchen, and Cathy Lynch. Janet

Budd, Randy Mower, Steve Dodd, and
Denise Trevison will administer course

profiles. Charles Main and Leslie Kit-

chen are to lead evaluations for ap-

pointments and tenure review of facul-

ty members. One of Charles' and
Leslie's first tasks is to clear pro-

cedures with the faculty committee—no
records of evaluation survived from
last year although the Dean lauded the

program as "impressive".

An informal election determined that

Steve Harrell will man the office ofSAB
vice-president under officiating

chariman and SGA vicepresident Jeff

Coomer. Leslie Kitchen will continue in

her role of secretary-treasurer from
last year.

The following appointments to SGA
committees were approved unanimous-
ly by the SAB:
The Academic Council consists of

Kathy Barr, Doug Byers, Jeff Coomer,
Tracy Devan, Paul Noto, and Amy
Rhett; Susan Aiken, Keith Twitchell,

and Bob Witter will review Admissions

and Academic Standing. Other commit-
tees are comprised of Robin Brown,

Jean Dixon, and Pam Mahaffery for

Art Exhibits; Janet Budd, Lisa Gluck,

and Charles Main for the Concert

Series; Joe Bailey, Tracy Devan, and
Paco Marshall for the film Series;

Caryn Balamaci, Luanne Kaszewski,
and Mike Mullen for the Lecture
Series; and Robert Copp and Cathy
Lynch for the committee on Honorary
Degrees.

The All-Campus Judiciary is com-
prised of Jeff Coomer, MaVgie Hustava,
Leslie Kitchen, Randy Mower, Harold
Norton, and Terri Taylor, with Holly
Deskin and Debbie Moxley serving as
alternates. Steve Baker, Barb
Faulkner, and Zung Ngyen are the
Library Committee, while Sue Briggs,

Scott Huber, and Dan Ingold in-

vestigate Long Range Planning. The
Publications Committee is made up of

Steve Harrell, Krista Hawk, Roger
Rebetsky, Don Frush, and Keith Twit-

chell; Student Affairs will be staffed by
Gordon Gorab, Vicki Krowe, Roger
Rebetsky, Denise Trevison, and Joe
Watson. Anne Bailey, Ro Bonczewski,
and Wayne Warren will handle Student
Aid, while Colleen O'Neill supervises

Buildings and Grounds.
The SAB's endorsement of these ap-

pointments and assignments of board
members expresses this branch's con-
cern with all academic aspects of stu-

dent life on campus.
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| Check the

I Cheating File

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
HODSON HALL—At its first meeting

Monday night, the Student Academic
Board unanimously approved a resolu-

tion on academic dishonesty designed
to correct flaws in the present Honor
Code and to strengthen its enforcement.
If accepted by the faculty, this resolu-

tion, proposed by Dean Hanson, will

authorize the filing of the names of all

students found guilty of such dishonesty

in the Office of the Dean, whether
handled privately by any professor or

disposed by the All Campus Judiciary.

SAB president Jeff Coomer stressed

that "a student's past record of Honor
Code violation will not be used to decide
guilt in any new case concerning
academic dishonesty. " Rather, such fil-

ing will provide for the reprimanding of

first-time offenders and enforcement of

stiffer penalties, including suspension
or expulsion,

1

for repeated abuses of the

code."The sole purpose of this resolu-

tion"' he noted, "is to make the Honor
Code workable."
"No professor will be allowed to

study the file for his own reference to

the 'cheaters' in his classes," Jeff

Coomer went on to reassure board
members. "Only the record of a

specified student will be accessible to a
faculty member or the Judiciary. The
name of any given student will be kept
on file only as long as that student is

enrolled here. There were problems
with enforcing the Honor Code as it

stood last year. Professors had no op-

tion to handle dishonesty cases private-

ly, but many did so and failed to report

those cases to the Judiciary. There was

McCardell Pleads Guilty

BUNTING HALL—On Thursday,

September 9, 1976, the All Campus
Judiciary met to hear a case brought by

Professor Taylor against Joseph Mc-
Cardell.

The charge brought against Mc-
Cardell was academic dishonesty, that

is: (1) Writing a paper based on

research done by another student and
handing it in to Professor Taylor to

fulfill a requirement in PO 202b,

American Government; and (2) per-

mitting that other student to copy the

paper and hand it in to another pro-

fessor to fulfill a requirement ( the other

professor opted to handle £he case

privately).

The Judiciary accepted McCardell's

response of "guilty" to the first charge
and found him not guilty of the second
by a by a vote of 9-0.

The Judiciary accepted Professor

Taylor's recommendation that he be
allowed to grade the paper on its own
merits. At the same time, the Judiciary

(0 placed McCardell on Disciplinary

Probation for the 1976-77 academic year

and (2) required him to enroll in

several specified Library Workshops
being conducted by Reference
Librarian Edward Gibson this

semester.

no practical way of knowing whether or

not a guilty student was a second or

third time offender, deserving a stiffer

penalty. The Honor Code should now be

able to be utilized effectively once this

type of situation is removed by the new
resolution."

Senate
Elections

Held
Tuesday

by DAVID Si IER
HODSON HALL—Fifteen new SGA

senators were elected last Tuesday tc

serve the 1976-77 term. 425 students took

part in the voting, held during meals in

Hynson lounge. Six students, four ol

whom are SGA members, tallied the

votes Tuesday night in the coffee house.

The results were posted later that even-

ing.

Terri Taylor, chairman of the SGA
Elections Committee, stated her

discouragement at the small voter tur-

nout as well as at the lack of en-

thusiasm of some of the candidates. No
one from Queen Anne or Caroline dor-

mitories picked up a nomination sheet.

At the last minute, the SGA asked the

dormitory RA's to recommend
qualified persons. To compound the

problem, only 59 residents of these

dorms voted.

The first session of this year's SGA
will be held on Monday. September

20th. At this time, Paul Noto, SGA
president, will swear in the new
senators.

One of the first jobs of the new
members will be to organize an elec-

tions committee, so that future election

returns, as well as the distribution of

posters and petitions, may be carried

forth more efficiently. The newly

elected senators are: Kim Ven-

tura—Caroline; Madeline Welfers

—

Queen Anne; Paul Drinks and Paco

—Kent and Little House; Ronald Hub-

bard and Gordon Gorab—Hill Dorms;

Margie Hustava—Reid; Brett Land-

berger—Language Floor and Spanish

House; Nancy Kostar and Rick

Miller—New Dorms; Terri Taylor and

Anne Wilford— Minta Martin; Kimball

Byron—off campus; Geof Rogers and

John Jelich—Somerset.
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It's no news that Washington College is in serious financial dif-

ficulty The situation has been a topic of discussion and specula-

tion ali over campus, and it was a main concern at the faculty s

first meeting last Monday.
President Joseph McLain presented the facts. He portrayed

the school's financial dilemma in blunt terms. Simply stated,

this year's budget is based on an average of 740 paying students

Current enrollment consists of 692 paying students. Second

semester attrition could turn this dangerous situation into a

critical one. The need for a fund-raising drive seems urgent and

apparent.

President McLain spoke optimistically of fund-raising pro-

spects. He stressed the faculty's role of enhancing these pro-

spects, viewing the situation as "a chance to show that we are

the best faculty around ... and that we believe in teaching." He
stated the faculty's responsibilities in a sentence: "All we want

is interest and enthusiasm and help in planning." Later this

week, Dr. McLain elaborated on these ideas for the Elm. He
praised highly the faculty's performance, and emphasized the

value of their continuing excellence in a fund-raising drive. He
feels that with such fine teachers, "we deserve and merit the

support of industry, foundations, and private donors ... A col-

lege is only as good as its faculy."

Indeed.

And what about second semester attrition? Why do students

leave, taking with them tuition dollars the school can't afford to

lose? Dr. McLain cites as a reason the national trend toward so-

called "career oriented" education programs. There is move-

ment to de-emphasize the liberal arts ideal—more and more
students are leaning towards vocational programs they hope will

pay off in hard cash. Fewer see any great value in the broad

education a liberal arts institution offers.

But is this trend the only reason for W.C.'s alarming attrition

rate? Last spring and this fall, a significant number of students

chose not to return to Washington College. It seems doubtful that

all left to enter specialized education programs. Some students

transferred to liberal arts institutions with educational

philosophies similar to that of Washington College.

The Admissions Department can't be accused of recruiting

students of low aspirations. This year's entering-class profile

shows that almost 50% of these students rank in the first fifth of

their class.

Why don't they stay? It can't simply be a national trend. It

can't simply be a gross deficiency in the faculty. It may be in

part our own fault. Maybe we should start helping to defend the

liberal arts ideal—the old L.A. ideal that is not so different from
the L.A.—Haight-Ashbury ideal of the early 70's that said there

was more to life than a buck. An ideal that values breadth of

education more than narrow career orientation is one worthy of

defense.

But it is never enough simply to espouse an ideal. We must
strive to realize it. We are obliged as students to take the in-

itiative and contribute our best to Washington College. Not only

will an active and dynamic student body help the fund-raising

campaign, but it will help perpetuate the kind of learning ex-

perience each of us sought when we chose to come to Washington
College.

H

To the Editor:

This letter concerns the recent article

appearing under the Forum heading in

the September loth issue of the Elm en-

titled, "Commentary: Mismanagement
and Misinformation." I am surprised

that the Elm would print such a
groundless, vicious, vindictive personal

attack on a student who is no longer
here to defend himself, if in fact he real-

ly needs to.

That the student body made a

mistake in electing John Moag as SGA
President is an incredible proposition.

As SGA President John Moag gave the

students the most comprehensive social

calendar they had ever had, initiated

work on a revamped honor code, and

took steps to create a more meaningful

and effective Student Judiciary. In ad-

dition, John Moag spent a extremen-

dous amount of time haggling with the

faculty and administration over issues

that would affect the student body.

To imply that John Moag alone-is

responsible for the SGA debt is a

serious misrepresentation of the facts.

The SGA Senate consistently voted

through Moag's proposals and must

shoulder some of the burden. Where

were all the watchdogs and budgeting

wizards last year when the money was
being spent? How convenient it is for

critics like Dave Saslaw to come crawl-

ing out of the woodwork to lake pot

shots at John Moag now that he is gone.

The Port Welcome boat ride and the

Poison concert failed not because of

"wild-spending, poor leadership, and a

gross insensitivity to real govern-

ment", but because of a lack of student

participation and interest. Additional-

ly, while the Port Welcome Ride was

not a financial success, it ranks as one

of the best times that many of the

students at Washington College have

ever had.

I would like to thank John Moag for

one of the most enjoyable years many
of us have had here. His dynamic,

energetic leadership will be sorely

missed at Washington College, and I

hope that Paul Noto will be able to fill

the gaP that he left.

Furthermore, I urge the Elm editor

to retract Mr. Saslaw's pitiful attempt

at expose and publicly apologize to

John Moag. I also hope that the editor

will be more careful about printing

similar careless articles in the future,

or risk being accused of the same in-

competence that wasunfairly charged

to John Moag.

Sincerely,

Peter M. Moulder

General Editor Roger J . Rebetsky
Assistant Editor Anne E. Bailey

Management/Advertising
Editor Richard J. Kamandel
News Editor Thomas Dent
Sports Editor Edward Hooker
Fine Arts Editor Leslie Kitchen

Photography Editor Cynthia Watt
Secretary Kimberly D. Schmidt
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Hawk, Stephen Henke, Mary Hill,
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Lyke, Kathy Mullen, Gene O'Keefe,
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Dear Editor:

Asn active member of not only the

76-77 SGA Administration, but the 75-76

8GA Administration, I resent being

referred to as "an apple in the barrel"

and I definitely have not been

"spoiled." I would like to set Mr.
Saslaw and the readers of the Elm
straight on a few points in the Commen-
tary of the latest issue.

The inference from "one bad apple"

is that John Moag was a "dictator."

Anyone with a working knowledge of

the SGA would realize the impossibility

of this charge. The Senate (consisting

of elected representatives) reviews,

discusses, and votes on all business at

Student Union meetings. There can be

no "dirty tricks" in the Student Govern-

ment Association. By the way, the

"Poison" concert of last spring was
unanimously voted for by the

Senate—and the controversial Port

Welcome was unanimous except for

three votes.

The SGA typewriter, referred to as

John Moag's personal typewriter in Mr.

Saslaw's article, was purchased by

Margie Hustava and myself, after the

motion was unanimously passed at the

first Senate meeting of 1975. To my
knowledge, it was in the SGA office all

first and second semesters, except dur-

ing spring break, at which time John
took it so it could not be stolen.

A $90.00 phone bill was mentioned;

however, the fact that John Moag paid

(60.00 of that bill out of his own pocket

was not.

The next to last paragraph of the

Commentary mentions the "high"

hopes of this year's administration due

to amendments made in the Constitu-

tion and By-Laws. It does not mention,

however, that these amendments were
made under the Moag Ad I

was unofficially appointed Social Chair-

man last year by John, and in the spr-

ing, one of the most innovative amend-
ments was that of the institution of a

paid Social Chairman as a member of

the Executive Committee.
Not only John Moag, but the last

year's entire administration did much
for this institution of ours. Social events

were held almost every weekend, there

was the RA Investigation, Honor Code
Committee, Student Residence Com-
mittee, improved Judicial
System—everyone worked. Most of all,

however, John Moag worked. SGA was
always on his mind, and he, more than

anyone else, put his all into what he was
doing.

May he rest in peace—After the Com-
mentary of last week's. Elm he may
find it hard to do so. I hope this letter

helps somewhat.
Sincerely yours,

Vicki Krowe

Danforth Fellowships Available

The Danforth Foundation has an-

nounced the opening of its annual com-
petition for graduate fellowships.

Seniors who intend to pursue the PH.D.
or other appropriate terminal degree in

a field of study common to the

undergraduate curriculum, and who
plan a career in college teaching or ad-

ministration, are eligible to apply. Dan-

forth Fellowships provide full tuition

and fees plus a living stipend for four

years of graduate study. Applicants

must be nominated by their

undergraduate institution—Washington
College may nominate two candidates

each year. Interested' students should

see Dr. Taylor, 6 Ferguson Hall, by
Friday, September 19, 1976.
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Netherworld Explorers

Take Off to

Underground

An Interview

With Phyllis Janowitz
by LESLIE KITCHEN
FINE ARTS EDITOR

RICHMOND HOUSE—From time to

time, one has the has the privilege (or

the misfortune, as the case may be) to

speak at some length with "a literary

person'. Literary peoPle are usually

found peering ominously from behind

great vague works of Proust in stale

libraries, or can be found writing love

letters to Charles Newman. Refreshing-

ly, however, I didn't find Phyllis

Janowitz lodged behind Swann's Way
or waving a copy of the Tri Quarterly

Review. She appeared (quite ap-

propriately) in the Snack Bar, and we
had a discussion of her feelings as

Washington College :s newest addition

to its English Department.

Ms. Janowitz is temporarily replac-

ing Bob Day, who has taken leave t s

year. She holds a BA from-Queen's Col-

lege and anMFA from the University of

Massachusetts. She is currently

teaching a workshop in creative writing

designed specifically for freshmen

students, and a seminar course dealing

with the major women poets of

American literature. I asked her, first

of all, of her' feelings about the

freshmen workshop.
"The workshops are not too large'

which is certainlylpful, and there is

definitely some talent in my olasses,"

she remarked. ' 'I have seen some work

which is good enough to be published,

and this is always encouraging."

Ms. Janowitz requires her workshop

members to turn in work weekly, which

is put into manuscript form and handed

out to each partic ant in the class.

Writers read their work aloud, and con-

structive criticism is offered by the

class members themselves. "It's a

great any to work, '" she declared, "and

it ensures maximal results."

Speaking of her course on women
poets, Ms, Janowitz was quite en-

thusiastic in discussing the merits of

the class. "I feel as if I'm learning as

much as any one else in the class." I

asked her if she found the female view-

point different from that of the tradi-

tional male poets.

"Women poets are basically a twen-

tieth century phenomena'" she stated.

"Their poetry, on the whole, is more
personalized experience ...the issues

raised are ones which men have
overlooked, or have never experienced.

Childbirth is a big issue, and marriage
from the viewpoint of one who has to

stay home with the kids. I think this was
probably Sylvia Palth's problem—she
couldn't be a wife, a mother and a poet

and do everything well. Eleanor Wylie
is another example.. .she wanted to do it

all."

Reaching for lighter topics, we
discussed Ms. Janowitz's own poetry.

"I have a book coming out shortly,

published by the Archival Press in

Cambridge," she said. "It's basically

poetry about people—I've entitled it

Lovers, Loners and Other Losers. The
book is divided into sections, with more
than one section on losers.

'

' Speaking of

Poetry previously published, Ms.

Janowitz acknowledged more than 100

poems published in various periodicals,

including Esquire and Nation.

When asked of visiting poets

scheduled to read during _the fall

semester, Ms. Janowitz commented
favorably on the current selection.

"Ruth Whitman has asked to read here.

I am also considering Lynn Lifshin,

Jane Nunin-Perel and Gordon Lish of

Esquire fame as potential candidates

for our poetry readings.
'

'

The Elm welcomes Ms. Janowitz to

Washington College, and hopes her

year with us will be a fruitful one. "MY
main aspiration with the writng pro-

gram is to encourage writers, especial-

ly to publish," she states. With her per-

mission, we reprint one of her poems,

which is soon to be published in her col-

lection.

Mrs. Foxy
Most of the time I feel like

I'm dog paddling across the Atlantic

and then he draws up beside me
in his yacht, the "Mountbatten",

wearing white duck pants

and a clean white jacket, and screams

from his distance, "Why don't you ever

malce blintzes anymore?

by DAVE LERNER
Last Wednesday the Netherworld Ex-

plorers heldan organizational meeting,
attended by over 40 people. Dan Stur-

rup, President of the club, was pleased
with the turn-out, and noted that two-

thirds of the group were newcomers.
A two day practice session was held

last weekend at Tawes Theater; the
arts of repelling and climbing techni-

ques were introduced. Most of the peo-

ple at the well-attended sessions were
completely inexperienced. This made
for some jittery nerves and anxious
faces, especially for those individuals

crawling off the edge of the sixty-two

foot theater wall for the first time. "The
hardest part is getting over the ledge.

You get this feeling in your stomach,
like butterflies," noted Steve Perry.

"It's exhilarating", said Laurie Bolton.

"It was interesting," observed "Scout"
Reddy.
This year, the Explorers are planning

to expand their activities to include

technical climbing, hiking, and
backpacking as well as their primary
activity, cave exploration. Dan says he
plans to have something going on every
weekend: day and weekend trips, prac-

tice sessions, and meetings will con-

tinue throughout the school year.

The club started two years ago when
Dr. Michael Malone, an Economics pro-

fessor and a member of the National

Speleological Society (N.S.S.), and Bil-

ly Dennison, a student, wished to go
caving but had no equipment. They got

together with a few other students and
formed a club in the hope of obtaining

SGA support to buy equipment. Their

efforts were successful, and the Nether-

world Explorers' were born. In their

first year, the group made five one-day

and three over night trips to caves in

Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia.
The club grew to about twenty
members, and acquired the ropes and
harnesses that enabled them to explore
vertical as well as horizontal caves. Dr.
Malone is confident that, despite the
current budget problems, the SGA will

find a way to support the club.
Members offer a variety of view-

points in their personal reasons for

"caving." Margie Hustava finds that

"it gives people an alternative to the
more structured types of social ac-
tivities. You don't have to drink to have
fun." Dan Sturrup enjoys "the excite-

ment, t the suspense, the mental exer-
cise. You really have to keep your wits

at all times." Dan Ingold, President of

the club last year reflects, "The caving
itself is hard physical work; sometimes
you're competing against the cave. You
come out of a deep, dark passage-the
sun is out, the grass is cool, it's like be-

ing born again. You notice things you
have never noticed before."

This weekend the club is sponsoring
introductory trips to caves in Whitings
Neck Harper's Ferry, and to cliffs at
Carterock (near D.C.) for technical

training. Next weekend the club will be
exploring and mapping some newly
discovered West Virginia caves in con-
junction with the Baltimore Grotto, a

chapter of the N.S.S.

Anyone interested is welcome to join

the club at any time. There are no
dues—instead, participants split gas
and food expenses on trips. This usually

works out to $3-5.00 a person for a day
trip, and $7-10.00 per person on a
weekend trip. Necessary equipment is

supplied by the club.

.99
"Rear Gatage*

Pizza Pub Opened
CHESTERTOWN-The opening of

the Rear Garage Pizza Pub Tuesday
heralded the beginning of yet another

culinary enterprise run by Mel
Hickman. The Pizza Pub promises to be
quite successful. While it was initially

rumored that the new Pub might create

problems for the WC coffeehouse,

several of the managers, as well as Mel
himself, forsee no conflict.

The Rear Garage Pizza Pub is

located next to the Sub Shoppe and the

Wine and Cheese Shop, all run by Mel;

he also operates the Red Apple and LJ
Catering. Among other things the Pub
features 21 kinds of pizza, sandwiches, a

salad bar, and several kinds of beer and
wine. Prices are generally higher than

those of the coffeehouse. Mel is trying

for an atmosphere that is "a little nicer

than Pappy's, but just as casual."

There will be no live entertainment;

since it's in a residential area. The
Wurlitzer and booths are reminiscent of

"Happy Days." The Pizza Pub offers to

the community what the coffeehouse

gives to WC, a place to congregate. The
Pub will be open until midnight during

the week and until 1 AM Friday and
Saturday, if the law allows. About ten

WC students and graduates are cur-

rently employed at the Pub.

Tad Jacks, a sophomore coffeehouse

manager, felt that the Pizza Pub "will

do nothing to business; they have

nothing to offer that we don't have."

Tad briefly discussed plans and what

new items are available at the cof-

feehouse, including backgammon, beer

in pitchers, bottles, and cans, and Hap-

py Hours. In general the coffeehouse

crowd will remain the same since, ac-

cording to manager Randy Mower, the

Pub will appeal to different people.

Ms. Wasson To Fill

Top Library Post
Oxford, Ohio. She left Western after

"The library exists for the education

of the students and my work is geared

to that end." This is Betty Wasson's

philosophy as the new Head Librarian

at Washington College.

Ms. Waswon replaces Robert G.

Bailey who retired last year.! She

believes she will like her new job. Her

present responsibilities are similar to

the ones she held at Western College,

eight years, when the college failed

financially. Miami University bought it

and scrapped everything, including a

majority of staff and faculty. Although

asked to stay on, Ms. Wasson declined.

"The College no longer had the same

comfortable atmosphere." U was the

"traditional" attitude of W.C. that at-

tracted her to Chestertown.
Continued on Page 4
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Varsity Soccer:

A Wrong
Impression

by JEFF BOWERMAN
KIBLER FIELD—Today the Varsity

Soccer team opens its 26th season under

Coach Edward Athey at the Lynchburg

Invitational. Since several freshmen

occupy important positions, not much
was expected of the learn this fall.

Athey and other observers have been

pleasantly pleased by the team's pro-

gress so far.

In scrimmage action last Saturday

the Sho'men edged Cy Bloom's, an in-

dependent team from Baltimore, 2-1.

Freshman Tommy "RockStar" Vis-

count and Nelson Einwaechter tallied,

the goals, while Peter "Miami" Abron-

ski and Viscount assisted.

"Freshman Abronski is probably our

best lineman," said goalie Dennis Com-
pton. Veteran Rob Stribling cites the

abundance of freshmen as the nucleus

of great teams to come, and Compton
says the team has gotten much closer

this past week, as a result of hard work

and the freshmen hitting their strides.

In other scrimmages last Sunday, the

team lost to Essex Community College

2-1, and tied Catonsville, Dundalk, and
the Community College of Baltimore

with scores of 0-0, 2-2, and 1-1, in that

order. On Tuesday, the team rolled

over a disorganized Chesapeake Com-
munity College team, 6-2.

"This weekend will tell," claims

Stribling, "whether the team will jell

now or later in the season. Billy

Williams and Ben Fitzgerald are gone

and that should open up the offense con-

siderably."

The team faces Kutztown State

today, while Lynchburg College meets
Randolph Macon. The winners and
losers will meet tomorrow.

Library to Hold Workshops
On Necessary Skills

MILLER LIBRARY—Again this

year the library staff is conducting

workshops on the various aspects of us-

ing library materials. The objective of

the workshops is to make available

training in library skills that every stu-

dent should possess. The approach in

each workshop is practical rather than

theoretical, with emphasis on those

skills and techniques which will most

help students in their studies. The staff

tries to offer the kind of help most need,

even if students will not admit the fact.

There is nothing difficult about using a

library, but some basic instruction is

necessary.

A different workshop will usually be

conducted during each week of the

semester. Any given workshop will be

complete in one session, and each will

Cooper's

Hardware Inc.
Chestertown, Maryland

21620
Ar«aCod«30l Phone 778-2414

be offered on more than one date. The
time each session will take place cannot

be stated definitely. However, none will

last for more than one hour.

The library hopes that each student

will attend the, workshops they believe

might be helpful. A sign-up booklet is

available at the Reference Desk — the

staff shall appreciate your indicating

the workshops you plan to attend. There
is no minimum enrollment for the ses-

sions, and times other than those

scheduled will be available. And if

nothing else can be arranged' you may
sign up for instruction on an individual

basis. The remaining workshops and

their dates are as follows

:

LSW 04 - Getting Started on a Report

Week of Sept. 20-24

LSW 05 - Useful Reference Sources

Week of Sept. 27-Oct.l

(D

LWS 06 - Researching a Topic
Week of Oct. 4-8

LWS 07 - Using Periodical Indexes

Week of Oct. 11-15

LWS 08 - Using Government Documents
Week of Oct 18-22

LWS 09 - Preparing Oral Reports

Week of Oct. 25-29

LWS 10 - Writing theTerm Paper
Weeks of Nov. 1-19

LWS 11 - Finding Information about

Graduate Schools

Week of Nov. 29 -Dec. 3

LWS 12 - Finding Information

about Careers
Week of December 6-1U

Scheduled workshops will meet Mon-
days and Wednesdays at 11:30, on

Tuesdays at 3:30, again on
Wednesdays at 8:30, and on Thursdays

at 9:00 in the morning and 7:30 in the

evening. Interested students should see

Mr. Gibson for classroom locations.

The only materials needed in a

workshop session are pencils and
paper.

Try a workshop. You should find the

instruction helpful.

Hot Tuna Hits Cole Field House
A free convert in these days of $8

tickets is too good to pass up, especially

if the band is Hot Tuna. For those of you
who still don't know, Hot Tuna is the

other half of the belated Jefferson

Airplane, now the Jefferson Starship.

Jorma Kaukonen played lead guitar

and sang while Jack Cassidy banged
out rhythms on his bass.

New Head Librarian
Continued From Page 3

Ms. Wasson obtained her
undergraduate degree in Arkansas, her
home state. She recieved her M.S. M.A.
in history from Washington University

in St. Louis and an M.A. in Library
Science from the Carnegie Institute of

Technology, now the Carnegie-Mellon

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030_^
Of?

• Hudson's Vitamins \1X/

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

Institute.

Reader services are her main in-

terest. She would like to get to be facul-

ty to "assist in a build-up of the

undergraduate library," she says. She
thinks the faculty should work con-
sciously with the library to convince the
students to use all its educational

resources.

Ms. Wasson feels it is unfortunate
that W.C. does not have much historical

material. Two fires in the past
destroyed much of these works.
Perhaps in the future this collection will

be supplemented.
Students should use the library as

more than just a study-hall, and use all

the resources available. Ms. Wasson
believes the campus should take ad-
vantage of the library staff, and ask for

assistance and instruction whenever
needed.

Jorma met Jack at Woodrow High

Wilson High in D.C. and began playing

clubs. Soon after, Jorma travelled to

Pakistan and then to Japan, where he

picked up Eastern moods in his music.

Meanwhile, back in the States, Jack

was playing for such big names like

James Brown. Before Jorma joined the

Airplane, he played the blues with Janis

Joplin. By Jorma's own admission, he

learned to play electric guitar in the

Airplane. But still, when Jorma and
Jack got together to play" blues in Hot

Tuna, Jorma played acoustic guitar. He
hasn't played acoustic for at least three

years.

Hoi Tuna was already playing when
we arrived at Cole Field House at 7:45,

on Friday, September 10. There were
over 25 songs all together, including

some renditions from their upcoming
album. Tuna took no breaks, nor did

they let up. The program was well

Peoples Bank
of Kent

County, Md.
"Two Convenient

Locations

Main Office
Chestertown

Branch Office
Rock Hall

Member F.D.l.C.

balanced, with songs ranging from the

Airplane to new material. Lucky for me
they played the songs I wanted to hear

the most: "Trial by Fire", "I Can See
the Light", and "Been So Long".

"Police Dog Blues" was colorfully

done. "Serpent of Dreams" and "Bar
Room Crystal Ball" were two of the

heavier numbers which allowed Jorma
to soar off into long solos. Sorigs like

"Funky #" and "Invitation" were
longer with their instrumental breaks.

But the surprise of the night was a solid
* 'I Know You Rider' ' . For the most Part
Jorma played his new guitar, a custom
Les Paul, changing every so often to

one of his two Stratocasters. Jorma also

likes to finger pick, and with his use of

Eastern modes, this can sound positive-

ly weird. At times Jorma was concise

and sharp; at other times he stretched

a note or a figure several times, explor-

ing the different possibilities.

Kaukonen is, in my mind, one of the

best guitarists around and I was not

disappointed. His vocals, however, are
always lost below the instruments in

concert and at times are totally inaudi-

ble. This is the only drawback of a Tuna
show. Jack's bass playing was ex-

cellent. His solos were brilliant and
when backing Jorma he was funky and
syncopated. Bob Steeler the drummer,
was more than adequate and much bet-

ter than the last time I saw him. The en-

core reached 40 minutes. It was an ex-

cellent show, and frees Oh yes, the

encore was "Feel So Good". "When I

get to Washington gonna take you by
the hand..."

'Miss Dee's'
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8a.m.-10p.m. ..

Sundays

5p.m.-10p.m.

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

FREE!!
Hallmark Card to

"Freshmen"
(Present I.D. Cord)

— In Sutton's

We Trust ,

lA/'v One Free \r
'•* Hallmark Card

s
-

tor Freshmen
JFREJJ

"RCA Recording Artist"

-AZTEC TWO-STEP-
Plus

Willie Ninniger

Friday, October 8th

Tawes Theater
9 p.m.

Admission: Students $3.00

Non-Students $4.00
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Stolen goods? At least four or five bikes have been stolen from the Minta

Martin bike room this year. In response to many student queries, the "Elm"

is currently investigating the widespread thefts of student property.

Cheating:

More On
The Honor Code?

Academic dishonesty, if practiced on

a large scale, affects the reputation of

any school. This, in turn, makes the

chances of the conscientious student

slim, if he wished to continue o;i in

higher education. Simple facts but ever

since the results of a "startling" SGA
cheating poll were made public last

year, the question has been: what can

Washington College do about it?

Last year the Honor Code was

devised. Further action by the Student

Academic Board is now being taken.

This Monday the SAB will hand over a

formal resolution on the "Cheating

Files' ' to the Academic Council,

Dean Lee Hanson, chairperson of the

council, feels that "since generally ac-

cepted, the matter will be routinely

handled by the Council. It may take

more than one meeting to discuss the

resolution and trim down some of its

details." Dean Hanson also noted that

"The idea of the files has come to my
attention in the past, but Idid not (ac-

cording to last week's Elm) make the

'files' proposal to the Council last

week." The SAB and Paul Noto were

the ones who took the action.

"The students took the initiative to

design this Honor Code and that proves

they are genuinely concerned with their

curriculum and their academic ex-

perience," says Dr. Michael Malone of

the Economics Department, a propo-

nent of the Cheating Files. "I feel that

the file idea is an excellent move. It

might be the one step- needed to make

the Honor Code work effectively."
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Senate Holds
First Meeting

Budget Approved
By DAVE LERNER
STAFF REPORTER

HODSON HALL—The SGA held its

first Senate meeting Monday evening,

highlighted by the swearing in of the

new senators. Paul Noto, president of

the SGA, was "very impressed" with

the senators, observing that they are

"really concerned, anxious to work,

and not shy at all."

The Fall '76 budget was presented

and passed, allocated as follows

:

$ 750. Office expenses (phone, xerox,

posterboard, publicity, cor-

respondence)

$2000. Homecoming (Aztec Two-Step,

Willie Ninninger, Sound System, Book-

ing Fee, Dance Band)
$1800. Clubs (Senate decides each in-

dividual allocation)

$2450. Social (movies, dances, bands,

beverages)

$450. Salary (President - $150., V.P.,

Secretary, Treasurer, Social Chairman

$75. each)

$181 . Miscellaneous ( emergencies,

etc)

$7631. Total

A budget committee was created to

work with the president and treasurer

in overseeing spending. Serving on the

committee will be Paul Drinks, Ann
Wilford, and a third person to be

nominated from the Student Academic
Board.

A special concert committee, headed

by Tad Jacks, has been formed to han-

dle the appearance of Aztec Two-Step

on Homecoming weekend.

John Sherman was confirmed as

Chairman of the Student Judiciary, and

John Jelich and Rick Miller were

nominated and elected as Prosecutors.

A third prosecutor will be nominated

later.

A preliminary discussion took place

regarding the endorsement of a

presidential candidate in the November
election. Senators hare been asked to

calibrate student preferences this

week, and will vote on the matter at the

next meeting.

The SGA is sponsoring a dance this

Saturday night at 9:00 in the cafeteria,

featuring, "Trigger Happy." Also the

movie. Lion in Winter, will be shown

Friday night at 8:00 in Tawes Theater.

Admission is 75 cents to both events.

On the topic of who should handle

dishonesty cases, that is, the professor

or the All-campus Judiciary, Dr.

Malone responds, "A Professor can

either be easy on the offender or very

severe. There's no consistency or

uniformity in discipline when dishones-

ty is only a matter between professor

and student. On the other hand, I am
not entirely in favor of trials, wherein

the defendant is publicly spotlighted

and subsequently 'crucified'
.

"

Dr. Malone continues, "We should

make it more difficult to cheat such as

using proctors and spacing seats during

exams. Professors should privately

decide if the student is guilty or not. If

found guilty the accused can always ap-

peal to the Campus Judiciary.

"

With views that oppose the Honor
Code is Dr. Richard Brown, of the

Mathematics Department: "I do op-

pose all honor systems in principle;

realistically, they're just impractical.

Academic dishonesty should be handled

privately, and the professor should

determine the penalties and acts of

discipline to be imposed.
'

'

Dr. Brown does, however, look at the

Cheating Files issue in a different light.

"Filing the names of cheaters in the

Dean's office could very easily act as a

deterent. Before I can form a definite

opinion I will have to see how it works."

Somesay that those who cheat are on-

ly cheating themselves, but cheaters

don't only hurt themselves. For this

reason, an effective system should be

devised.

AZTEC TWO STEP

'Second Step" And A
Homecoming Concert

By Tad Jacks

Every once in a while there comes

along an album that doesn't' attract

much attention but later comes back to

be a regular for years. Off the top of my
head I can think of Jackson Browne's

"Saturate Before Using" and Bonnie

Raitt's "Give It Up Or Let It Go". More

recently Daryll Hall and John Oates:

"Abandon Lucheonette" has been a

part of this phenomenon.

There are always a few groups that

fall in this category too, and Aztec Two
Step is one. In mentioning the above ar-

tists and releases, a major
characteristic is predominant: they all

deal heavily with love songs. Since

music in my opinion deals with three

main areas (lost love, present love, and

country roads) a great influx of love

songs is not surprising. This brings me
to why Atec Two Step is not a universal

household name, bust still a universally

appealing act. They sound too much

like everybody else.

Aztec Two Step consists of Neal

Shulman and Rex Fowler, along with

three musical friends who fill out the

five piece band. Most of the group's

following is in the Northeast—They hail

from Connecticut. Most recently I

recall their brilliantly reviewed per-

formance at Tanglewood in Lenox,

Massachusetts, one of the premier

showplaces of theUnited States.

Frequenting two hundred seat clubs

such as The Bottom Line in New York

City and the Main Point in Bryn Mawr,

Pennsylvania has been the success of

Aztec. Rarely will they open a show at

places like the Capital Center or

Madison Square Garden. This type of

setting is not conducive to their type of

act. This is not to say that this region of

the country is unfamiliar with the likes

of Aztec. Just last year at the Universi-

ty of Delaware they sold out two

straight performances in a 2500 seat the

theatre.

To begin to realize the sound of Aztec

Two Step would be difficult. No,

Washington College, they will not blow

your brains out. But more likely Aztec

will reach into vour heart and suck out

some of those intense emotions people

P°^
' Continued on page 3
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It's time for an apology. This column has eonsistantly held that

the Elm and its staff should address the problem of student

apathy as the root of all evil at Washington College. Yet this

newspaper has lately been encountering nobody but interesting

and active people in its daily rounds.

Students are involved in Washington College. Washington Col-

lege exists because people do care about getting an education.

And many students go further: the SGA, the Athletic Depart-

ment, and other student activities aren't hurting for par-

ticipants. Why, then, all grumbling?

College campuses are often indexes of contemporary opinion.

They were during the era of racoonskin coats, they were during

the anti-Vietnam movement, and they are during the current

mood of discontent in America. People today aren't finding

much about their country to be excited about. We're fast becom-

ing a "lost generation", as Gertrude Stein characterized the

disillusioned youth of post-World War I in America.

Fact is, right now is another post-war America. Vietnam snuf-

fed out many hundreds of thousands of young lives. It threatens

now to extinguish all faith in America for the survivors.

This faith can be rekindled only by America's leaders. Last
night, President Ford said that "people (have) lost faith in their

government in many, many areas" because of Vietnam and
Watergate. Governor Carter added that "now is the time to heal
our country after the Vietnam War. ..to bring about an end to the

divisiveness that has (infiltrated) our country."

The first step in restoring confidence in America is the selec-

tion of its President. Admittedly, there may not seem much to

choose between the candidates. But the fact remains that,

whoever wins, we're stuck with him for four more years. The in-

telligent thing is to participate seriously in the election process.

Register and vote. It's the least you can do.

Senate Resolution,
Be it resolved: That the Student
Government Association of Washington
College, In recognition of the necessity
of individual involvement in the govern-
ment of our Nation, hereby urges every
student to exercise his priviledge and
register to vote, and in turn to vote for
the candidate of his choice in
November.

Fine Arts Calendar
FESTIVALS:
The Apple Harvest Arts and Crafts -in

Winchester, Va., at the Winchester
Recreation Park. Runs September
25-26, with arts, crafts, blue grass
music, exhibits, and of course, tons of

apples. The National Crafts Fair in

Gaithersburg, Maryland, at the Mon-
tgomery County Fairgrounds. Blue
Grass Mi ic, craftspeople from 32

states givii g free demonstrations.

ANTIQUES:
The American Heritage Committee

presents an Antique show at the
Pikesville Armory in Reisterstown,
Maryland. Over 70 exhibits, all for sale
—admission is $2.00.

SHOWS:
Holiday on Ice, Baltimore Civic.
Center, Wednesday, September 29
through Sunday, October 3, Tickets are

$4.50, $5.50 and $6.50. Opening night

with Captain Chesapeake.

CONCERTS:
THE GRATEFUL DEAD, at Capital

Centre in Largo, Maryland on Satur-

day, September 25 at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$6.50 and $7.50.

THE BALTIMORE SYMPHONY OR-
CHESTRA—September 29, with Conis-

siona conducting and Garriek Ohlsson
at the piano. Presenting Joplin's

"Treemonisha," Prokofief's "Piano
Concerto Number 2," and Dvorak's
"New World Symphony."

PLAYS:
Arena Stage presents "Forever

Yours, Marie-Lou," a new Canadian
work by Michel Tremblay, on October
13, "Saint Joan" by George Bernard
Shaw on October 20, and Emylyn
Williams as "Dylan Thomas Growing
Up" at the Kreeger on October 26,

To The Editor:

Something must be done about the

.way things "disappear" around
Washington College. Have you ever

stopped to read all the articles boldly

headlined "missing" that clutter dorm
bulletin boards? Chances are that you

haven't had the time; there are too

many of them. However, a lot of disap-

pearing acts are entertaining this cam-
pus. I know of at least four missing

bicycles, not to mention other things

that have "lost" their owners. Con-

sidering the size of WC, it is highly

unlikely that someone could misplace a
bicycle; therefore the assumption that

these items-in-hiding have been stolen

is not unjust. Sure, the victims of such
rip-offs can replace their stolen goods;

they can also grit their teeth and hope
that they can make it through one
semester without losing everything

they own. Students at Washington Col-

lege have enough to worry about—why
should we have to worry about being

stolen from? Sincerely,

Ann McGlaughlin
Cindy Watt

A Big Deal? julliard

To Open Season Here

The Julliard String Quartet will play
in Tawes Theatre at 8:30 Saturday
evening, October 2. Playing a program
of Mozart, Bartok and Beethoven; the

Quartet will open this year's
Washington College Concert Series as
they did last year's series. Big deal.

Except that it is a big deal. Ex-
cellence ought always to be a big deal.

Excellence is not achieved easily; it is

maintained only with diligence and con-

tinuing growth; it is an admirable
quality, not to be taken lightly. The
Julliard Quartet is an excellent string

quartet—one of the giants among
chamber music ensembles in the world.

Each of the members of the quartet is

an outstanding soloist and teacher in

his own right. But these men have
chosen to devote their energies to per-

forming as an ensemble rather than

pursuing careers as soloists, and, while

they do teach at the Julliard School of

Music in New York, and while they may
occasionally be heard as soloists, it is in

the field of chamber music that they
have earned great fame.
Even among some music lovers

chamber music is misunderstood.
That's not to say that this genre doesn't

receive lip service from almost
everyone who professes a liking for

"classical music''. But, closeted alone
with his stereo, many a public lover of

chamber music can be found attending

far more carefully to a splashy sym-
phony, an opulent opera or a brass

band. I don't mean to criticize these

media, but I do want to sing the praises

of the string quartet. At least one
observer has suggested that the string

quartet is the king of chamber music
ensembles. Certainly there is more
literature for that ensemble than for

almost any other similar ensemble.
From the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury, when the string quartet gained its

structure of two violins, a viola and a
.'cello, until the present day, almost
every composer of any stature has
devoted at least some part of his

creative energies to writing for this

ensemble, and some, among them the

three composers represented on the

Julliard Quartet's program here, have
devoted a significant part of their

creativity to this sort of work.
So there is some good music written

for string quartet. So the Julliard String

Quartet is one of the world's best string

quartets. So they're going to give a con-

cert at Washington College. What is

there in all that to make you give up a

part of your well-earned and long-

awaited Saturday night? Just this. It

will be exciting. It will be beautiful

music. It will be educational (don't let

that keep you away—things educational

can be even ought to be enjoyable). It is

free for Washington College students,

and cheap for everybody else. It will be
fun. Most of all, though, you owe it to

yourself to see excellence in action. It's

a big deal.



David Bromberg—
A Bluesy Jazz

By CAMERON WATSON
MITCHELL HALL, UNIVERSITY

OF DEI,AWAKE—David Bromberg's
show featured a mixture of folk songs
and dixieland jazz, incorporating the
music into a blues formal. And old
folklune, "Dark Hollow", was done in a
slow tempo that gave it a bluesy sound.
The band used a wide variety of in-

struments: mandolins, fiddles, guitars
i both acoustic and electric ), a banjo, an
organ, a trombone, different saxes,
bass, drums, and of* course,
Bromberg's voice. Somehow, these in-
struments, not all associated with a cer-

Abortion First Topic

of
William lames Forum

CHESTERTOWN. MD.-"Abortion:
Pros and Cons" will be the subject for
discussion at a meeting of the William
James Forum on Thursday, September
30,at7:30p.m.

This controversial ethical, legal, and
medical issue, already a major cam-
paign issue this fall, will be the topic of
the first fall meeting of the Forum, now
in its I4th year at Washington College.

The meeting, open to the public, will be
held in Hynson Lounge.

Representatives of two national

organizations will be present to discuss
abortion from their respective points of

view Mr. Mark Strand, President of

the National Youth Pro-Life Coalition,

will present the position of the "Pro-
life" advocates. Mr Strand has spoken
on this issue to numerous colleges and
universities across the country. An op-

posing view will be presented by Mrs.
Ruth Segal, Director of Field Services
of the National Abortion Rights Action
League. Both Mr. Strand and Mrs.
Segal are coming to Chestertown as
representatives of their national offices

in Washington, D.C.

lain genre (i.e., trombones aren't stan-

dard for folk and fiddles aren't known
as jazz instruments) blended together

in close-knit sonorities. David
Bromberg used his voice in different

ways. His vocals can be smooth and
sweel, or harsh and raspy when doing a

blues number. In some of the more
"down to it" blues songs, David
Bromberg was shouting, pouring all his

vocal energy into the mike, and into the

audience. At the close of one number.
Bromberg left the words of the song,

and rambled away through the mike.
He said some pretty interesting things.

Mitchell Hall was built in the Bill

Smith tradition, with the exception that

the hall is larger, and has side

balconies. The capacity is approx-
imately 600. The show I saw < the second
of the night) was a climax to

Bromberg's tight schedule. Rochester,
New York to Pittsburg, a side-track to

Virginia, and then on to Delaware The
latter of the two shows had been per-

formed during the same day. Bromberg
admitted the band was tired.

As a member of the seven man band.

Bromberg played fiddle, acoustic and
electric guitar. His wit reminded me of

Leon Redbone, and his intriquing

vocalization and dynamics were
especially effective.

The Bromberg Band opened with

"Six Days on the Road", a country rock

tune, and closed with "Stateboro

Blues", which Bromberg performed
solely The show also included songs

from the upcoming album due out in a

few weeks. The encore was a good rock-

ing tune "I Lost My Driving Wheel",
which proved a -fining ending to a most
enjoyable show.

As a follow-up to Bromberg's per-

formance, the University of Delaware's
next performance group will be The
Outlaws, who will perform in October.

Aztec Two Step
Continued from pitgr 1

A quick survey of the band's second
album, "Second Step" (released late in

75) gives the impression that they
copied a couple of songs from artists

that released material at the same
time. For example, a fair rocker en-
titled "I'm In Love Again" sounds just

like any one of the Nils Loftgren first

lines on "Cry Tough". On the second
side is a Hall and Oates type song called

"Cosmos Lady".
I really don't like tagging any of the

other eight tracks of the album because
they don't take on any one style. I will

say "Its Going On Saturday" is very
much a rock song that takes you on a
trip through the country. I am not sure
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what the artists' attempj is, since both
sides start with rockers such as "Move
Up To Love", but surprisingly they fit

into the album.
Aztec can write love songs that are

humorous. "Humpty Dumpty" tells of

Cinderella losing her shoe while Mister
Dumpty is trying to pick her up-Hence
we get the chorus "Hey, hey, hey, did
you lose your shoe?" (Copyright 1975 by
Mannequin Music, Inc.) Very simple,
yet direct.

When viewing the album as a whole I

agree that they lack drastic changes in

make-up of the songs. On the other hand
the album is balanced with slow ballads
and rockers, all in the realm that Aztec
wants to travel. All the lyrics are pro-
voking and at the same time universal.

Finally, to figure out what I am try-

ing to convey. I am left at a standstill as
to the best method of expression. I know
for a fact that the Coffeehouse will be
blasting the tape of Aztec for the next
couple weeks and there will be a raffle

for a few copies of "Second Step". But
the energy, the moods, and the love
cannot truly be expressed without
firsl-hand experience. I can think of no
better way to discover them than
Friday. October 8 al 9 p.m., when live

on stage the Student Government
Association will present Aztec Two
Step. Come for a trial run.
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In recent years, the sports section of
the Elm das misquoted coaches and left

it at that. Understandably, this has per-
turbed them, SO this year thry will have
a column to them selves, called 'From
a Coach's. Perspective," This article
will come out each week, and each
coach will have a chance to share
thoughts of his sport during the season.

From A Coach's

Perspective:

Women's
Volleyball

By PENNY KALI.
The Sports Editor of Ihe Kim asked

me to write periodically an article that
might slimulate your interest and
possibly enhance your enjoyment in the
newest intercollegiate sport at
Washington College: volleyball. This
year, as many of you are aware, is our
first official varsity season. According
to the "powers-that-be" last October
and November were just an experi-
ment. However, the team members felt

a little differently as witnessed by their
hard work and fine 13-4 season.

1976 is going to demand even more
from the team, because Ihe schedule is

tough. The other "clubs" are gone, and
experienced four year institutions, such
as. American University. Georgetown.
Catholic University, and. 1975 MAC
Champions, Franklin and Marshall
compose most of the twenty-six match
schedule. The junior colleges we will

confront are an elite group: Essex,
Cecil, Delaware Tech, and, our friendly
rivals. Anne Arundel. There is not a
"walk over" in the bunch.

What do we have to do to meet this

"class" competition? Again this year
as last we are not tall, so an aggressive
blocking defense is out. Periodically we
will attempt to "throw up a wall", but
only as a change of pace. We are going
to rely on strong, accurate serves,
strategic spiking, and, hopefully,
superior overall ball handling. In other
words, nothing fancy, just good execu-
tion of the basics. This, of course,
assumes we will recover from the rash
of injuries that have plagued us since
we began this semester. Sometimes the
beer on the Coffee-house floor can be
more dangerous than fielding spikes for

two hours every day.
Volleyball is an extremely difficult,

nerve-wracking sport to coach in a
game situation. Things happen so
quickly that what looked like a com-
fortable lead can dwindle in a matter of

one server's "hot streak", or a couple
of illegal hits. Consequently, intense,

unwavering concentration is necessary
from everyone involved. When you are
watching the games notice the "peaks
and valleys" that the teams go
through—how far and fast the pen-
dulum can swing in both mood and
players' abilities. It's exciting for par-
ticipants and spectators, but brings in-

somnia to those who coach it.
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Soccer:

Road Trip

A Pleasant

Surprise

byJEEFBOWEKMAN
After a stellar showing in the Lyn-

chburg Tournament last week, the var-

sity soccer team is looking forward to

its clash with Ursinus today.

In their season opener against Kutz-

town State last Friday, the Sho'men
came back from a 2-0 deficit early in

the second half to upsel the tourney

favorites 3-2 in overtime. Peter Abron-
ski scored on a penalty kick after Ed
Beach was tripped. Saturday, a tired

and injury depleted Shore eleven

stayed with Randolph Macon well into

the second half before dropping a 4-0

decision for the championship.

"We just had too many people hurt",

claimed Coach Ed Athey. "However, I

was very pleased with the good passing

and ballhandling we showed. This team
is very well balanced, and I think the

true team effort we displayed last

weekend should be characteristic of us

all season."

Both suffering from bad sprains,

fullback John Murphy and halfback

Peter Allen did not play last weekend,

and Allen's status is doubtful for

today's game. Halfback Mark Luff sus-

tained a broken elbow, and wing Tom-
my Viscount and fullback Chris Burkett

both saw limited action with serious

muscle pulls.

"Almost everyone should be back for

Ursinus except Allen", cited Athey.

who went on to slate that "We should be

able to play our game" against the next

four opponents. "We were all surprised

to do as well as we did, and the nicest

thing about this team is that the good

play could come from anyone."

The Maroons travel back to

Philadelphia next Saturday to meet a

lough Swarthmore team, and then open

their home season the following

Wednesday against Lebanon Valley.
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"Bucking an old trend..." Crew Optimistic

IKKimOOKKR
SPORTS EDITOR

Not loo long ago if you strolled over to

the athletic fields and saw a pretty girl

in a tight t-shirt. gym shorts, socks and

addidas jogging around the track, you

might have stopped for a doublelake If

her dapper looks did not prompt you to

slare. perhaps you were surprised at

her running Initially you might have

smiled at this anomaly and lauded her

for tier inialive. or guessed her a propo-

nent of woman's rights: you probably

would not have guessed she was in

training, because women's sporls have

not always been in vogue at Washington

College.

Today, however, women's athletics,

particularly crew and volleyball, are

fashionable Although they have only

been promoted here for five years, they

have excelled and provided women
with new interests, personal satisfac-

tion and the confidence to express

themselves with more vigor. Men have

gained a chance to show their warm ap-

preciation and enthusiasm for all the

years that, because women had rarely

been considered athletic, women's
sporls were discouraged.

With male chauvinism obsolete and

women "bucking an old trend,

"

Women's Athletic Director. Miss Penny

Fall, believes in liberation for all. and

that "no longer are women athletes

considered freaks" by men. Indeed she

speaks truly, for more and more
women are going out for sports, spur-

red on by "peer acceptance." She at-

tributes much of their high morale to

the 'tremendous" support of the men.

who. she resolves, "no longer feel

threatened Men don't feel as if they

have to prove anything
anymore—women are no longer a

threat to the male ego ." In addition, she

contends that the growth of women's
sports is due in part to the personality

of the campus itself: "The people here

are more mature than they are at a lot

of places I've been. They are supportive

of women's sporls almost as much as

men's
."

Perhaps the day will come when
women's athletics will rate as highly as

men's in people's minds. But Miss Fall

claims this will not happen for a while.

because "I think what's wrong with

athletics today is that they are too im-

personal with the main objective being

THE WIN 1 .' It is only in this area that

Miss Fall has been disillusioned with

sports, for she has found that fans and
players alike are more concerned with

the learns outcome rather than the

quality of play: "When 1 used to return

home from a game, people would ask

me whether or not the team won." she

says. "No one or hardly anyone asked

us how we played. That always

bothered me." She has since tried to in-

still in the girls the importance of winn-

ing as a means to an end rather than an

end in itself. Once this happens—when
all sports are valued for other benefits
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as well as winning—she believes people

might respect women's sports more.

Presently, however, Miss Fall asserts

that equal enthusiasm and attendance

does not seem in the orfing. simply

because only five years have passed

since women were officially recognized

as athletes here.

But with the season drawing near.

Miss Fall is not too concerned with

popularity so much as she is with mak-
ing sure the girls condition themselves,

both physically and psychologically

and develop the necessary techniques

for their particular sport. As
volleyball's coach of "skilled friends."

she has found "her girls" to be

"dedicated, aggressive, competitive

and hard working." and claims the

group has gained much from working

together. They help one another to func-

tion as a solid unit, and should prove

formidable competition this autumn.
She is particularly pleased with their

attitudes—mosl relish the competition

and its numerous benefits, whereas on-

ly a few concern themselves with mak-
ing the women's liberation movement a

viable force in the United States today.

She continues in this vein, saying that

women strive for excellence to prove to

themselves and others that they are

capable athletes with as much deter-

mination and promise as men But
unlike men. she believes, women
generally do not feel winning is their

consummate goal, instead, they work
to mature as athletes and people, and
enjoy interaction on teams for social as

well as athletic values Moreover, Miss
Fall feels that contrary to her former
teams—when some women were so con-

cerned with winning that they

overlooked the importance of maturing
and interacting with human be-

ings—her team this year is "more
mature and aware of the value of

sporls." Although being on a winning
team is certainly significant, she reaf-

firms her conviction that "tome what is

important is the quality of ex-

perience .whether one wins or not

makes no draslic difference Enjoy-

ment and growth as human beings are
the most important things anyone can
aquire from participation at our level,

and once people stop enjoying
themselves, they fail to attain the most
important objective."

Enjoyment is unquestionably the key
to any team's success, and Miss Fall

has high aspirations for women's
athletics this year Anxious and ready
for the season to commence, she feels

the girls are more enthusiastic about

sports than they have been in the past

few years. She contends that it will not

be too long before women's sports are
acknowledged the same as men's.
Perhaps this is true Although it is un-

common to see anyone running or exer-

cising these days of rampant apathy, it

is not uncommon to see more women
than men circling the track or running
up and down College Avenue. In any
event, women's athletics have pro-

gressed greatly—far more than Miss
Fall imagined possible—and this, she
says, is the reason to celebrate and to

keep "bucking the old trend" in college

sports.

Due to Crew Coach Barry McArdle's

departure this summer, for the first

time in the history of Washington Col-

lege crew the men's and women's boats

will be directed respectively by two

new coaches and former students here:

Eric Stoll and Craig Jackson. The
men's crew falls under the auspices of

Coach Chatellier, Assistant Director of

Athletics and Boathouse Ad-
ministrator, and the women's under

Coach Penny Fall.

So far this turnover has reaped op-

timism and enthusiasm from everyone

involved, and most believe it will

benefit the program and indeed the col-

lege itself. Although there is no formal

fall schedule, the teams are organizing
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practices, and generally gearing
themselves for the formal spring

season. At the end of October, the men
might participate and highlight their

season in one of the biggest races in the

world. The Head of The Charle's Regat-

ta, in Boston.

Returning this year to bolster the

men's crew are John Jones, Bob Dunn
and John Sherman. The women's crew
will be led by Debbie Gitt, Kat Camp-
bell. Andy Donlevy and Mary Ellen

Aiken. All are hopeful of a more produc-

tive and challenging year, and perhaps

their new coaches will spur them on and

make college crew more popular than it

has been in recent years.

Cross Country Has The Goods
By BOB AKKSON

Coming off a season with only one vic-

tory, it is no wonder why the Cross
Country team here receives little in-

terest or enthusiasm from the student

body. But thanks to a successful

freshman recruiting program, things

might change for the better.

It is Coach Chatty's belief that this

exceptional crop of freshmen could be
instrumental in building the
"Shoremen" into a respectably com-
petitive unit. The Freshmen are Dudly
Parr, Pete Bertram, and Rich
Adleberg. The team will be lead by
returning Junior letterman "Paco"
Marshall.

The scant success achieved by the

squad last year can be largely at-

tributed to the dogged efforts of this

spirited competition. Marshall con-

sistently placed third or fourth in the

meets. Chatty is also pleased with the

addition of Senior Mike Buchannan to

the squad. Buchannan is back from his

Junior year in Europe, where he com-
peted in Marathon events. Junior Don

Frush is also counted on to assume a

key role on the team effort. Rounding

out the squad are Sophomore Joe Mead
and Steve Dodd. Although Mead saw
limited action last year due to an in-

jury, the coach believes his experience

in high school and positive attitude will

help him contribute to the team's

overall effort. As for Dodd, this is his

first Cross Country season, but he has

high school experience in both track

and wrestling.

Coach Chatellier hopes Marshall will

be joined in his bid for a finish in the

first five positions by Freshmen Parr,

Adleberg, and Senior Buchannan.

Freshman Pete Bertram is also ex-

pected to be challenging the front run-

ners. The competition around the

league will be stiff once again, since

many squads have a considerable

number of returning performers, the

coach said.

All in all, it appears as if the

Shoremen have the makings of a solid

team, one capable of performing better

than past teams.
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SAB Deliberates

Cheating, Test Files

Excitement and close competition mark this year's intramural football ac-
tion. The Thetas, KAs, and Mudsharks are leading contenders. See story on
page 4.

byDAVELERNER
STAFF REPORTER

The Student Academic Board met
Monday night to discuss various issues
currently under their consideration.
Their primary concern at this point is

the establishment of a cheating file.

The proposal,written by S.A.B. Presi-
dent Jeff Coomer and Vice-President
Steve Harrell, was presented to the
Academic Council Monday afternoon.
The Council will make further revisions
on the proposal and, if passed, it will be
submitted for a faculty vote in 2-3

weeks.

Coomer stressed to board members
their responsibility in this matter:
"This is probably the most important
thing we'll do all year." He wants board
members to explain the proposal and

"Cheating is a big problem here.. .we
must raise the level of awareness of
cheating as a problem, and hope to

start a tradition of respect for fellow
classmates."

Also discussed were student presen-
tations before the Faculty Committee
on Appointments and Tenure. These
presentations received much praise
last year; this year, students will offer
both statistical and prose summaries of

professors, as well as answers to

specific committee questions.

Coomer made general comments
about "Course Intelligence Day," a
program that seeks to give students in-

sight into the content and quality of-

courses before general registration.

Representatives will have information
on books, tests, papers, etc., and

its implications to the faculty, .and to general comments about teachers and
ncciiro (hum n( tVio C A u <- ...:i !.».-, snhiork 71 mill hn VioM nn Mnnamkni. •>assure them of the S.A.B. 's willingness
to support the proposal. He explained,

Theft Plagues Women's Dorms
Underwear Bandit Sought

by VICTORIA GADSDEN
An epidemic of thievery has been

plaguing the women's dormitories of

Washington College. In addition . to the
bicycle thefts that were reported in the

last issue of theElm, and commented on
in a Letter to the Editor, a startling

amount of property has been stolen

from the inhabitants of the Queen
Anne-Caroline complex.
The items that were stolen vary from

bicycles to toiletries. However, losses

are restricted to possessions kept in the

public rooms in the dorms. Personal
belongings are kept in the bathrooms of

Caroline-Queen Anne, and excessive
numbers of these smaller items were
taken. For instance, five soap dishes
with soap were pilfered from Caroline.

Food and food containers were robbed
from a Caroline lounge. Irons and laun-

dry, including underwear, disappeared
from both Queen Anne and Caroline
laundry rooms. One person on the first

floor of Queen Anne, had her entire load

of laundry stolen. She valued the miss-
ing clothing at approximately (100.

The majority of these robberies hap-
pened after twelve midnight during the

weekend of Sept. 18. The Minta Martin
bicycle thefts have been occuring since

the beginning of the year.

It is believed,because the Caroline-

Queen Anne burglaries took place after

twelve and the missing items all

vanished from the public rooms, that

the guilty party is a nonstudent. The
most probable point of entry is through
the fire doors located on the first floors

of each building. The doors are locked
at 6:30 p m. and can only be opened
from the inside. The main entrance
doors have two-way locks. Fire doors
are habitually propped open after

twelve so that the boarders can.have.

easy access to the dorm. Unfortunately,

this gives someone who doesn't live

there easy access as well. Dean Kelly is

sending a letter to all members of the

dormories pointing out that this is a
"foolhardy" practice. Head R.A. Lis

Snapp reitterated, ..Each girl has a
key, so she can get into the building

easily. I keep saying, 'I'm not trying to

lock you in, I'm trying to lock them
out.'" Anyone seen entering through a
fire door or propping one open will now
be fined. By insuring that these doors
remain locked and that people entering
the building use the key door only. Dean
Kelly hopes the rash of thievery will

stop.

The possibility remains that the per-

son responsible for the thefts is a stu-

dent. If so, Dean Kelly feels that "we
have someone who needs a lot of help on
our hands." As Maura Kelly, R.A. on
the first floor of Caroline commented,
"It is highly unlikely that anybody
could really need or make use of five

soap dishes and seven pairs of my
underwear." Nor could anyone hope to

wear somebody else's clothes here
without being noticed.

The Minta Martin heists were pro-

bably not performed by the same per-

son but spring from the same type of

situation. The bicycle room in Minta
Martin is locked; but it is possible that

someone lost their key and it has fallen

into the wrong hands. The door could
also have been left open at different

times so that people would not have to

use their keys. This problem can be
solved by making sure that people lock

the doors behind them. Any missing
keys should be re-orted, so that the

locks caN be changed for everyone's
protection.

The attitudes of the victims seem to

be of genuine disillusionment and in-

dignation. Nobody relishes the idea of

being cautious at. all times. Up until this

point, people have not had to be con-
scious of the possibility of -robbery

every time they left their, rooms or

washed their clothes. It is unfortunate

that habits will have to change in order
to insure safety rather than conve-
nience.

Senate Meeting
There will be a senate meeting Mon-

day, October 4, at 8:00 p.m. the Dining
Hall

subjects. It will be held on November 3,

in the coffeehouse; beer and soft drinks
will be provided.

The Board discussed development of

a file of past tests to be made available
to students as study guides. This file

would be generally representative of

the tests professors give in each course.

The file would not only aid students, but
would also discourage professors from
giving the same tests over and over
again.

The William James Forum Series

was roughly outlined. The next talk will

be on October 12; Dr. Howard Silver of

the History Department will ask,

"Carter vs. Ford: Does it Make a Dif-

ference?" A highlight of the series will

occur at the end of the semester, when
Dean Kelley and Admissions Director

Ormond Andrew will present their

study of attrition and its causes.

The Board also briefly considered the

question of whether seniors doing

theses should be exempt from final ex-

ams, as persons taking comprehensive
finals are. This will be discussed in

greater detail later.

Do You Remember?

Open Dorm To Be Discussed

* Happy October!

WASHINGTON ELM, WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 27, 1963— On Sunday,
April 21, 1963, a program providing for

women to be permitted in men:s
residences from 2-5p.m. Sunday after-

noons was initiated on a probationary

status. A volunteer checker acted as a

supervisor in each dormitory. It was
the checker's duty to have each visitor

sign in and out of the dormitories, to

know the whereabouts of each visitor,

and to insure that the doors were open
and conduct was proper in the rooms
where women were visiting. The pur-

pose of the program was to provide

more places to study and to have in-

formal discussions on Sunday after-

noons.

Although there was a good deal of ge-

nuine interest in this program, the spr-

ing weather, IFC weekend, and final ex-

ams brought students outdoors or to

quiet study places rather than to the

open dormitories. Therefore, the pro-

gram was abandonned after two at-

tempts.

Once again genuine interest has been

expressed for this program and the Stu-

dent Senate feels that the students

would appreciate the privilege of hav-

ing the open dorm program reinstated.

As this program requires student

responsibility and interest, there will be

a meeting Dec. 3, 1963, at 9 p.m. in the

Student Senate Office in Minta Martin

to organize and develop further policy.

Each fraternity, sorority, Somerset
section as well as any other organiza-

tion or dormitory which is interested

should send representatives to this

meeting. If sufficient interest is shown,

the dormitories will be open to women
visitors on Sunday, Dec. 14, 1963a |
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Did you know:

l.That the S.G.A. is expected to lose $2000 to $2500 on Homecom-
ing Weekend?
2.That this loss of $2000 to $2500 is due to the Aztec Two Step

concert?
3.That besides this, you will still have to pay $3 to see the Aztec

Two Step?

Did you know anything at all about this planned loss while it

was being planned?

It's obviously too late to do anything about it. The Aztec Two
Step (we're told) puts on a good show that's worth seeing—at
least we hope 400 or more students think so, or else the SGA loss

gets even worse. The Elm hopes that everyone who possibly can
will support the concert. One way or the other, it's still the

students' money.

Why has the SGA adopted this plan to lose probably a quarter

of its first semester budget? More importantly, was the Ex-
ecutive Committee justified in making this decision without any
input from the student body, or even from its representative

body? It's true these decisions had to be made over thasummer
in order to book a September concert. But in view of this, should
a decision this costly have been made at all without a good idea

of student opinion on the matter? It was common knowledge last

semester that fall enrollment was expected to be critically low,

and the SGA budget along with it.

The Aztec Two Step should be a good show. But the Elm hopes
the new Budget Committee will keep a closer eye on the way stu-
dent funds are being spent.

"Blithe Spirit"
Edith. ..Lisa Gluck
Ruth. ..Nancy Knuth

Charles. ..John D'Amico
Dr. Bradman...Kevin McGuire
Mrs. Bradman...Kate Martin

Madame Arcati.-.Vicki Gadsden
Elvira. ..Kevin Madden

The Washington College Drama
Department will presentBlythe Spirit

on October 21st through the 24th,

Coward's play is concerned with the
unknown: Charles, a writer, is working
on a novel about the myth of an
afterlife, and employs a mystic to teach
him the tricks of her trade. Madame
Arcati duly conducts a seance for him,
and becomes an accomplice in the
scheme of manifesting an image of

Charles dead wife, Elvira. Elvira has
been rather frustrated in the other'

world—there is simply no one to talk

with except boorish people like Genghis
Ka and Joan of Arc. Coward.succeeds
in pulling off a shocker of an ending,

which makes this comedy an intriguing

one.

Timothy Maloney, director of the

Drama Department, is well pleased
with the way rehersals have been go-

ing. "I'm immensely pleased with the

cast," he stated, "Coward certainly has
an interesting style.. .the production
should be an excellent one." As for

plans in the future, Mr. Maloney is con-

sidering A Mid-Summer Night's Dream
for production during the spring

semester.
It looks like another strenuous year

for the Washington College Drama
Department. Make sure you don't miss
their first production of the season.
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Interlibrary Loan

Service Available
by EDWARD C. GIBSON
REFERENCE DESK

Each year there is a large increase in

the number of scholarly books and jour-

nals of potential value to the

Washington College community. It is

impossible for the Miller Library to

purchase more than a small percentage
of the books available, a situation the

staff tries to overcome in one way or
another. The primary means is the in-

terlibrary loan system. Using the

system is easy, and this introduction is

designed to help you use it more effec-

tively.

All students, faculty, and staff

members can use the interlibrary loan

system through the Miller Library.

Special forms for requests are
available in the Library, as well as any
help and advice you might need. Re-
quests are processed by the Reference
Department, and most questions can be
addressed there. Using the interlibrary

loan system can be useful aid, as long

as one understands how the system
works and what it can provide.

The first thing to remember is that no
other library is required to lend the

Miller Library anything. The lending

library in any given transaction has the

right to determine whether or not to fill

the request. If the book requested is a
reference book or on reserve at the len-

ding library, it will not usually be sent.

Nor, in most cases, will recordings,

rare books, and dissertations be loaned.

Periodicals are available only in

photocopies of specific articles from
almost all libraries. While these

categories may seem to include a large

number of materials libraries do not

lend, the overwhelming majority of

books and other materials are available

for loan.

Perhaps more important than what
we can borrow is the length of time it

takes to fill an interlibrary loan re-

quest. By any objective measure the

service is slow. The average time re-

quired to fill a book request is fifteen

(15) days, and periodical requests

usually require twenty-two (22) days.

Remember that these time periods are

only averages. Requests often take six

weeks or more to fill. The only way
around this problem of time is to make
your requests as far as possible in ad-

vance of the last date you will need the

materials.

Another bit of information concerns

costs and due dates. Photocopies must
be paid for by the borrower, usually at

the rate of $0.05 per parper page of

copy. Books are due for return by a

specific date, and you must insure thai

they are returned to the Reference Of-

fice on time. Also, books can berecalled

by the lending libraries at any time.

Most interlibrary loans cannot be

renewed, and none can be after the due
date has passed. The best policy is to

plan your work so that you will not need
to keep a book beyond its due date or

ask for a renewal.

Unfortunately some of the material

above seems negative. It is not meant
in this way. Obtaining materials

through interlibrary loan can often by a
useful supplement to our own collec-

tion. We want only to warn you about

the potential dangers of relying upon in-

terlibrary loan .materials for the con-

tent of a report. We try to encourage
use of the interlibrary loan system, but

somptimes the results are less than we
woulJ like. If you do need materials

that are not in the Miller Library, talk

to us about them.

Food Committee To Meet
by GENE O'KEEFE
STAFF REPORTER

This past Wednesday, a question-

naire was given to students during

lunch by the Food Committee. Chair-

man Kirk Moore stated the goal of the

survey saving, "Our purpose is to fur-

ther the communication between
students and the staff that serves the

food."

Thesurvey, one of three that will be

distributed during the next three

weeks, contained questions regarding

students' opinions of various foods.

"This information," stated Kirk, "is

then tabulated by computer and given

to David Knowles, Director of Food Ser-

vices."

Through operations such as surveys,

the Dining Hall management can better

serve the students. With this informa-

tion, they can possibly give students a

better selection of foods. As proof to the

preceding statement, last year the

Food Committee, through its relaying

of student opinions and ideas to the

cafeteria staff, prompted the installa-

tion of a cheese bar in the dining hall on
Fridays.Also, persons who are sick can
now receive food. Another result of the

committee's labors was the addition of

more fresh fruit. Stated Kirk, "Last

year, people wanted more fresh fruit,

and they got it."

Other functions of the committee are

to distribute any information relating to

the cafeteria and to help make decora-

tions and arrangements for special oc-

casions and dinners.

Kirk said the main problem with the

committee is that most students are
unaware of its existance. He added, "In
order for my committee to help the

students, they must know about us."

Film Series Schedule
Oct. 1 Charge of the Light Brigade

15 The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz

22 A Night of Shorts:

Occurnce at Owl Creek Bridge
Battle of Midway (John Ford)
Easy Street (Chaplin)

Cops (Keaton)

The Fatal Glass of Beer (W.C.Fields)
Popeye the Sailor Meets Sinbad the Sailor

29 Young Frankenstein
Nov. 4&5 Emmanuelle

12 Day of the Locust

19 The Mad Adventures of Rabbi Jacob

23 Das Nibelungenlied

Dec. 2&3 The Story of Adele H
10 If

All films will be shown at 8 :00 p.m.
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by CAMERON WATSON
CAPITAL CENTRE—Last Saturday

night at the Largo performance of the
Grateful Dead, it seemed as if 1972 had
stepped out of the past. The show,
marking the long-awaited return of the
Dead to the Washington area, was a
surprise and a delight.

Especially noteworthy was Micky
Hart;s reappearance on drums. His
forceful performance complimented
that of Bill Kreutzmann, the other half
of the Dead drumming team. During
the show Mickey took the initiative and
changed rhythm patterns or used syn-
copation against the flow of the band.
Near the end of the concert Bill and
Mickey teamed up for a drum duet;
sometimes playing together,
sometimes playing back and forthin a
subject answer fashion. Donna Jean
Godchaux lent her talents, joining in

the vocals for refrains and accented
phrases. Keith Godchaux, her husband,
played both electric and concertpiano,
doing a good job filling in behind the
guitars. Phil Lesh was outstanding on
bass. His runs were not only rythmical-
ly exciting but also extremely varied in

choice of notes. Phil's guitar is a
custom built quad with each string
specially sensitized and with a very ex-
tended range.

Bob "Ace" Weir, who got into the jug
band because he had the uncanny abili-

ty, to play the jug, sang and played
rythm guitar. Bob's singing has im-
proved over the years, he had gotten
past the point of shouting himself
hoarse after three hours. Ace's guitar

playing is almost unfathomable
because it is so complex and precise.

Saturday night was no exception.
Jerry Garcia, singing and playing

lead guitar, put on a suck performance.
Like the master craftsman he is, he was
at the controls and displayed excellent
timing, knowing when to put in that lit-

tle extra touch.

The first set opened with "Bertha"
and proceeded to run through a number
of songs circa 1971-72. On "Brown Eyed
Woman" there was a well-done folk riff

by Garcia. "Ramblin' Rose" was only

W.C. Prepares

For

Homecoming

Concert
by KRISTA HAWK

The homecoming Aztec Two Step con-

cert will begin at 9:00 Friday evening,
October 8, in Tawes Theatre. WillieNin-

niger will open the show, with Aztec
Two Step expected at 10:00 for an hour
or more of playing. Tickets for the con-
cert are on sale now at $3 for students

($3.50 at the door) and $4 for non-
students. Following the concert will be
a Lowenbrau night at the Coffeehouse.

According to Tad Jacks, who has
made arrangements for the concert, all

people who purchase advance tickets

will be admitted before people who pur-

chase tickets the night of the show.
Tickets are available from 10-12 p.m. in

the Coffeehouse and Monday through
Thursday, October 4-7, in the Student
Affairs Office. Some of the 600 available
tickets are already sold.

Aztec Two Step is costing $2500 and
the estimated total cost of the concert is

$3675. The budget is based on 400 tickets

being sold at $3 a ticket. $2,475 (more or
less, depending on sales) is coming
from the SGA. The group was chosen by
the SGA executive committee and Tad;
alternate groups were Duke & the

Drivers and Kenny Rankin. Student
support of the concert is urged.

one of the surprises in store. The crowd
was responsive and began clapping out
a tempo even when there wasn't any
music.

After a relatively short break the
Dead returned for the secondset. In the
firstGarcia seemed to be restraining
himself, but thesecond set was more
loose— every song was a jam. They did
"Cosmic Charlie' one of the older songs
of the night. Then they bounced back
with "Scarlet Begonias" done in an
uptempo with a sparkling guitar solo by
Garcia. Towards the end of the concert
the Dead played "Saint Stephen",
which after jamming turned into an in-

strumental version of "Not Fade
Away" and then burst into "Going
Down theRoad Feeling Bad". The last

number, "Sugar Magnolia", topped off

the night.

Jerry Garcia's guitar playing was
refined and everchanging. Like Phii

Lesh, Garcia would hchange registers
and move on to new phrases. Bom Gar-
cia and Weir's vocals were polished.
The Dead's music can be viewed as a
series of transformations, with im-
pressive rhythmic and dynamic
changes. Delayed resolutions and
suspensions were catchy. The quality
and selection of music was impeccable.
Accoustics were surprisingly clean.
However, the concert was a short one
for the Dead and ended, because of a
Capital Centre curfew, just before mid-
night. If anything, the Dead have im-
proved, especially in their vocal work.
Their instrumental work was shorter,

concise and not drawn out in long ex-
tended jams. The material was mostly
older, such as "Dancing In The Street"
or the soothing "Sugaree." They were
laid back but still exciting. Sometimes
they bump around on the ground, but
when they soar you never see the

ground again.

"Grateful Dead freaks are our au-
dience, you know. We're not mass
market or anything like that, which I

think is super great," said Jerry Gar-
cia.

There :s nothing like a Dead concert.

Still fantastic after all these years.
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Cancer Society

Sho'men Swamp
Ursinus 4-0

byJEFF BOWERMAN
Peter Abronski scored two goals

while Bill Hamill and Tom Viscount
each tallied once to lead the soccer
team to a convincing 4-0 win over Ur-
sinus, one of the weakest teams on the
schedule, lastFriday.

"Ursinus was hit very hard by
academic attrition," said Coach Ed
Athey, "so we had the game pretty

much our own way. Things should be
much tougher against Swarthmore."
Abronski scored once on a penalty

kick, his second such goal of the season.

Student

Classified:

Free

Student classifieds are published free

of charge in the Elm. Deadline is 6:00

p.m. Wednesday nights.

LOST—Apair of silver framed grey
tinted glasses in a light brown case.

$5.00 reward if found and returned.
Please contact Shelia Desert, Queen
Anne 200.

FOR SALE—Girl's 10- speedSchwinn
Vista in good condition. Combination
lock and chain included. $75 or best of-

fer. Contact Mary Ellen, Minta Martin
203.

LOST—earring of turquoise and hishe.

If found please return to Shelly,

Caroline 204. SPLIT YOUR
PANTS?—Clothes mended by Jennifer,

Caroline 103.

FORMER COMPUTER SCIENCE
students who have a Fortran Techni-
ques Book by Day, and who would like

to sell it contact Mary Ann Epinskade,
Caroline 202.

and once on a miraculous, twirling

mid-air boot directly infront of the goal.

His second penalty kick ricochetted off

tpipe. "We got our shots," noted Athey,
"we just lacked good offensive punch,
We must become more aggressive.

"

On the airtight defense, fullback

Chris Burkett was outstanding, letting

no one by.

The Sho'men will face a talented

Swarthmore eleven at Swarthmore
tomorrow in what should prove a
tougher, more interesting contest.

Smith To Lecture

Dr. Nathan Smith, Chairman of the

department of History will address the

Baltimore Torch Club on October 14,

1976. Dr. Smith's lecture is entitled

"The Russian Tradition".

A graduate of Roosevelt University,

Professor Smith earned his M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees in Soviet Studies at the

University of Illinois. An outstanding

faculty member. Dr. Smith served as

Acting Dean of the College for two

years. He has published a number of

book reviews in scholarly journals and

has done abstracts of articles in Soviet

Journals for Historical Abstracts.

In 1966 he was awarded the Lindbeck

Award for Distinguished Teaching and

in 1975 was the recipient of the Gold

Pentagon Award, given inrecognition of

meritorious service to Washington Col-

lege.

<D
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KA, Thetas, Mudsharks

Lead Football Standings

Quarterback Jim Buchanan passed

and ran for two touchdowns in the clos-

ing minutes of the first half and final

seconds of the second half, salvaging

for the KA's a 14-14 tie against the Mud-
sharks in exciting intramural football

action on the baseball field this

Wednesday. The KA's had previously

beaten the Lambdas 20-7, the Curriers

27-0, and the Sleepers 19-6, to move into

first place with the Thetas. The Thetas

are the chosen favorites; they over-

whelmed the Mudsharks 26-0 in front of

Somerset on Tuesday.
It looked as though the Mudsharks

were going to annihilate the KA's after

quarterback Greg Schaffner found

Wayne Warren, who moved the ball to

within five yards of the goal line on the

first play. Schaffner then found Art

Biiodeau wide open in the end-zone for

an easy score. Moments later after a

successful extra-point attempt. Dean
Parker absconded with a long and

perfect pass, galloping severalyards

shy of another touchdown.Through a

stunned and disorganized defense,

Schaffner threw to Warren uncontested

for a commanding 13-0 lead, another ex-

tra point made it look as though the

KA:s were infor a long and frustrating

game.
But the KA's steeled their defense

and closed the gap to 14-7 by the end of

the first half. Bob Akeson and Gordon
Gorab (playing with an injured foot)

led the defense in the second half and
forced Schaffner to throw a key in-

terception, intended for Warren, but

snatched by Ed Hooker. Buchanan took

over and slowly marched the team up

the field in a series of downs which

eventually culminated in Buchanan
blasting over the left side for the

touchdown. He then passed for the

extra-point, tying the game. After-

wards the KA's stymied the Mud-
sharks' last minute, desperate assault,

slowed down on a costly holding charge

near mid-field.

While the KA's were battling the

Mudsharks, in front of Somerset, the

Tide, led by Mark Devins and John

Cheek, trimmed the Lambdas 13-6, who
as of Wednesday are a half a game
behind the Tide and the Curriers, who
are tied for third place. The Sleepers,

whose chief players are quarterback

Steven Henke and receiver Frank

Molali, have yet to win a game but held

up well against the Curriers, who won
12-6 on the baseball field this Monday.
Although the season is only half over,

it appears that the Thetas, KA's and

Mudsharks will be the teams to beat for

the playoffs, which will feature two

games: the second and third place

teams will vie, and the winner of that

game will play the first place team for

the championship tentatively scheduled

on October 13 on the baseball field.

Because Washington College has not

had an organized football team for over

twenty years due to the lack of funds,

the majority of its athletes have par-

ticipated in this program, directed by
Coach Tom Finnegan. The games
should prove interesting competion and
viewing.

|
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MISS DEE'S
Sunday Special:

Large Cold Cut Sub
with 35' Soda

$1.25

21 Shrimp Basket
with French Fries

1.85

Open at 5:00 p.m.
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From A Coach's Perspective:

Cross Country

Not A Spectator Sport

Crosscountry is not lacking in color.

The athletes are usually in bright

uniforms and even brighter running

shoes. Background color is provided by

mother nature with the changing of the

leaves.

Cross country is not lacking in-

competition. The runner gets an op-

portunity to compete against and for

himself, against other athletes on his

own team and those of other schools.

Last but not least, he competes against

the watch.

Cross country is not a spectator sport

because in order to provide the above

color and competition (essentials to

spectator interests) the"courses" that

is run is usually spread out over a wide

area to provide the distance necessary.

Thecourse usually is the steepest most
difficult terrain that can be located in

the area.

As a spectator it is difficult to observe

the entire race. This much of the best

"competition" along the course goes

un-observed to all but thecompetitors.

In order to be successful in cross

-country feeling the enjoyment of runn-

ing is essential. The word "essential"

means"absolutely necessary". Enjoy-

ment of training is essential; without

enjoyment, running becomes a task,

even a drudgery and development is

less certain.

When the runners return to the finish

line most of the effort and joy of the

competition is over. What is left for the

spectator is the last 30 seconds of an

event that takes about 30 minutes.

This would be like watching the last

30 seconds of last year's lacrosse game
againstNavy. If you only saw the last 30

seconds you would judge the team and
players on the out- come. This would be

very unfair because you missed the real

competition that preceded the final 30

seconds.

This is why I say cross country is not

a spectator sport, because 30 second-

sshould not be used to judge the hours

and days of running necessary to com-
pete.

' FOR GUYS t* GALS
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 hk3h street
Chestertown, Maryland 21020

PHONE 776-2880

BASS FRYE TOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER

THE ATTIC
hem* of

CHESTERTOWN'S BEST BARGAINS

BE AN ATTIC FANATIC!

337 High St. Phone 778-4S90

Daily 10-5:30 Sunday 11-4

MON.-THUR. 11-12

FRI.-SAT. 11-1

SUN. 12-12
778-2671

NOW OPEN
The Rear Garage

Pizza Pub
Fresh Dough Pizza

Sandwiches
Platters

D0NT FORGET HEINEKEN NIGHTS

EVERY THURSDAY
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Stately William Smith Hall, noble as ever on the outside, is still being I

finished on the inside. However, classes should be in full swing by Monday.' I

Budget Requests Highlight

Second Senate Meeting
By AMY RHETT

The Student Union of Washington Col-

lege held its second meeting of the year,

Tuesday night, October 4th.

After calling the assembly to order,

S.G.A. President Paul Noto swore in

Margie Hustava, elected senator by
Reid Hall.

The senators first took up the sugges-

tion made by Paul Noto at the

September 20th meeting that the SGA
endorse one presidential candidate.

Before Tuesday's meeting, the senators

determined the preference of their con-

stituents, but were confused as to

whether they should vote for personal

choice or that of their electorate. Paul
Noto made it clear that they could de
either, and a secret ballot vote was
taken following short speeches by the

senators for or against a candidate. A
resolution endorsing President Gerald

Ford appears elsewhere in this issue.

(Thecountwas: 11- Ford; 7-Carter,and

2 abstentions.

)

The following resolution endorsing

Governor Jimmy Carter the SGA does

not support was written by Jeff

Coomer:
Whereas, The United States has

drifted virtually leaderless since the

Republican disgrace of Watergate, en-

during for the two years of the Ford
Presidency a twisted government by

veto and confrontation rather than by

cooperation; and

Whereas,, The United States con-

tinues to suffer from the twin

Republican gifts of unacceptably high

rates of unemployment and inflation

;

Resolved, That the Student Union of

Washington College endorses Governor.

Jimmy Carter for President of the

United States and urges all members of

the College community to support him
with their votes on November second.

T6e next business was a "yearbook"

resolution, which had been modified

from the -version discussed at the

September 20th meeting. The senators

voted unanimously in favor of the

following resolution.

Whereas, The Peagasus is the

Washington College yearbook and sup-

posed to be representative of all aspects

of campus life;

Resolved, That the Student Govern-

ment Association of Washington Col-

lege urges The Peagasus to include;

a. pictorial representation of all clubs

and organizations

b. seniors be pictured and named
c. seniors have the opportunity to

dedicate "their" yearbook to the in-

dividual of their choice.

Paul Noto then gave the Organiza-

tions Committee report. The allocation

requests made by six different groups

on campus to the Committee were read.

The Committee had $18,00.00 to

distribute among the six clubs (the

original figure was $2,000.00; $200 had
been cut to help pay the debt incurred

by the Moag administration), and had
passed on to the Executive Committee
the specific allocation they thought

each organization should receive.

These were read, followed by the

allocations decided upon by the Ex-

ecutive Committee. So, three figures

were read for each club: the amount re-

quested by the club; the amount sug-

gested by the Organizations Commit-
tee, and the amount decided upon by
the Executive Committee. The senators

were asked to vote for or against the

fast of these three amounts.
The William James Forum requested

$875 for the semester. The Organiza-

tions Committee thought they should

receive $800, and the Executive Com-
mittee decided that they should receive

the same amount that they did last

Continued on Page 8
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Bill Smith Hall

to Finally Reopen
by DAVID LERNER

After months of delays, setbacks and
complications, William Smith Hall is on
the eve of its opening. This week marks
the end of all major work on the
building, and classes should be back in

the building by Monday, October 11.

A progress meeting was held Mon-
day morning between the contractors,

vice-president of finance Gene Hessey,
and superintendent of building and
grounds Raymond Crooks. They
decided to begin shifting some of the

classes back into Smith Hall on Thur-
sday and Friday of this week, and to

move the rest of the classes back into

the three upper floors by Monday.
Classes are being moved this week
because there will be a minimum of

student help available to move fur-

niture over the weekend, due to the
Homecoming activities. The Theta-Chis
will be helping in the move, and some
sororities may also be involved.

The ground floor should be ready by
the end of next week, and faculty and
Student Affairs offices will begin
moving in. The auditorium will be

ready, at least on a temporary basis, by
October 15, for the showing of the SGA
film series movie, "The apprenticeship
of Duddy Kravitz."

The cause of the delay has been the
repeated failure of materials to arrive

on schedule. However, at this point, all

materials are on the job and workers
need only to add a few finishing touches
to complete the building. These delays
have not been costing the school any
money; the entire job was contracted

before work began.

Mr. Crooks commented that, regar-

ding the delays, there have been, "very
little complaints from anybody," and
that personally he is, "very well

pleased with the job and the way it was
done."

Mr. Hessey explained that classes

could have been back in the building

October 4, as originally scheduled, but
there was too much work being done on
the ground floor, and the noise would
have disrupted classes. He also smiled
and said, "With the comfort of the

building this winter, everyone will think

it well worth the wait."

SGA Endorses President Ford

HODSON HALL—In a resolution
passed by a vote of the Student Senate
of Washington College, Chestertown
Maryland, the Student Government
Association endorsed the candidacy of

Republican candidate Gerald Ford for

President. The resolution reads I

"Be it hereby resolved that the Stu-

dent Government Association of

Washington College, cognizant of the

need for fiscal responsibility and good
government, endorses the candidacy of

Gerald R. Ford for President of the

United States. We believe his responsi-

ble leadership is necessary for solution

of the problems facing the nation in

1976."

^Homecoming Calender^
Octobers—Friday

3:00-5:00 Happy Hour at the Cof-

feehouse

7 : 00 Women's Volleyball vs.

Cecil C.C.Loyola atWC
7:00-9:00 Registration for Alum-

ni at Alumni House
8:30 Alumni Party at Alumni

House
9:00 SGA Concert—Aztec Two

Step with Willie

Ninninger at Tawes Theatre

11:30 Lowenbrau Night at the

Coffeehouse

October 9—Saturday
10:00 a.m. TraditionalHomecoming

Parade—Washington Ave
10:30-Noon Brunch—Dining Hall

11:00 Alumni vs. Lacrosse on

Kibler Field

2:00 Alumni vs. Soccer on Kibler

Field

2:00 Cross Country vs. Gallaudet

atWC
3:30-6:30 Get-Together for Ahim-

ni at Alumni House

5:00-5:45 German Oktoberfest
Dinner forStudents

in Dining Hall

6:30-7:30 German Oktoberfest
Dinner for Alumni in

Dining Hall

October 11—Monday
(To Nov. 12) Art Ex-

hibit—"Charles Carroll of Car-
roll Ton" in Fine Arts Center
1:004:00 p.m. Mon-Fri
Ortohpr 12—Tuesday
7:30 p.m. SGA Forum—Dr. H

Silver, "Carter vs. Ford: Does It

Make A Difference. ." in Hynson
Lounge
October 13—Wf>HnpsHay

8:00 p.m. Slide Lecture on Car-
roll Exhibit by Sarah
Wyeth in Hynson Lounge

October lS-Friday
2 : 30p.m. Sophie Kerr Poetry

Reading, W.D. Snodgrass in

Hynson Lounge
8.00 Film Series, "The Appren-

ticeship of Duddy
Kravitz" in Bill Smith
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There's much talk today, and during the past tew years, about

the trend towards specialized and vocational education. Last

week Parade ran an article announcing the grim prospects for

students graduating with four-year liberal arts degrees. It was

also noted that incoming collage freshmen are asking more and

more about the cash-value of the degree any particular school

confers All of which adds to the plight of small liberal arts in-

stitutions that are already hurting for students and funds.

On this Homecoming Weekend, current students can witness

first-hand the value of the liberal tratition—alumni representing

a great range of occupations are here as living proof of the suc-

cess possible with a Washington College education. These alumni

can in turn witness the continuing progress of their school, of a

new generation and of a new spirit. This school still embodies the

true liberal tradition, and it is struggling today to preserve it.

Washington College depends heavily on its alumni. In these

academic hard times, we look to the alumni not only for dollars

contributed to the fund-raising campaign, but also for moral sup-

port and encouragement. We look to them as examples of how a

degree from Washington College can pay off. We hope they'll see

in us good reason for their continuing support.

A YH Provides
Inexpensive Lodging

Dear Editor:

In the last issue of The Elm you com-

mented on the doings of the Student

Government Association in regards to

Homecoming Weekend. Specifically,

the Aztec Two Step concert. In my
opinion, you may have been too quick to

judge the SGA. As a past senator of the

Association, I may be better able to

provide some insight into the situation

as it presently exists. True the SGA did

in fact book the above mentioned group

for our Homecoming concert without

considering the opinion of the student

body. However, as you may recall

whathappened last year, I commend
the actions of the Nolo Administration

over the summer. We at W.C. must face

the fact that as a small school, we can-

not afford groups such as Pink Floyd or

the Beach Boys. Perhaps if our

enrollment ran into the thousands it

would indeed be possible. But let us look

at the situation realistically. Those that

were students here lastyear recall what

happened when the SGA attempted to

book Commander Cody for our Spring

Weekend splurge., .comcomplete

chaos! First the group agreed to play,

then changed their minds a numerous

amount of times leaving the SGA in a

stupor. Then other groupswere con-

tacted but to no avail. The end result

was a "dance-concert" featuring a

group by the name of "Poison" from

Baltimore. The activity was held in the

Cain Athletic Center which put a dam-

per on students really enjoying them-

selves.

In regards to the Aztec Two Step con-

cert, I believe the SGA has come

through for the students at Washington

College. But not only have they gotten a

group that will perform in Tawes

theater on Friday night, but they have

also scheduled a dance for the following

night. I realize that one might be quick

to judge the SGA on large financial ex-

penditures, but how else could we at

W.C.have had a concert for the

weekend of October 8-11? A summer

questionaire would have been both im-

practical and worthless. Perhaps all

those students that feel the same way

as Roger Rebetsky should take the time

to consider what would have happened

if the Noto Administration waited until

the first week of classes to book a group

for a Homecoming concert. This is in

fact a very important weekend at

Washington College. Therefore, I ask

the student body to consider the fact

that the SGA is " a nonprofit

organization, formed to provide studen-

ts with social activities using descretion

when needed. This applies to the

Homecoming concert in particular. The

Noto Administration used its descretion

when it booked Aztec Two Step in the

hope of pleasing the student body. But

as the saying goes, "you can't please

everybody."
Sincerely yours,

JILL PATRICE EDEN

Thousands of college students across

the nation joined the non-profit erican

Youth Hostel Association this past sum-

mer and took advantage of inexpensive,

overnight lodging facilities in various

parts of the world.

The International Youth Hostel

Federation, of which AYH is a member,
is comprised of 50 countries throughout

the world that collectively operate over

4,500 hostels (simple, overnight

establishments that offer beds, usually

bunks in dormitories, showers and kit-

chen facilities) for as little as $1.50 to

$3.50 a night. Travelers are expected to

"hostel"—hike, bicycle, canoe, ski,

etc., while visiting a hostel.

Hostelers do such "square" things as

sitting around a blazing fireplace in t

hostel common-room, while guzzling

cider, toasting marshmallows and ex-

changing dialogue with other hostelers

from various parts of the globe.

If you are the type of person who en-

joys the reality of nature—the sound

leaves make when you kick through

them in the woods, making a "snow
angel eventhough you are grown up, or

roasting hot dogs around a campfire

with a group of fellow hikers or cross-

country skiers—then you're a can-

didate for membership in AYH

!

AYH 1977 Membership begins on Oc-

tober 1st and runs until December 3lst

of next year. ..all for $11 (if you're 18 or

above) or $5 ( for those 17 and under)

.

It's true that a lot of AYH members
use their membership only in the sum-

mer, in order to get inexpensive lodging

while vacationing. But those in the

know, take part in the many activities

offered throughout the fall and winter

by one of the 30 AYH Area Councils in

the United States. Each of the councils

offers group activities in caving, canoe-

ing, hiking, bicybicycling, rafting, sail-

ing, etc. ...so there is always something

to do.

If you are interested in any type of

outdoor recreation, from plant study to

nature photography, contact Potomac

Area Council, 1520 16th St.,N.W.,

Washington, D.C. ,20036,

Tel: 202-462-5780, to see if they currently

have an activity you like. They can also

give you information about hosteling

next summer, using any of the almost

200 hostels in the U.S. or one of the

thousands overseas.
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DEAR PLEASED:
First, let's understand that the

monev the SGA operates on comes

directly from the Activities Fee each

student pays. Second, the SGA ex-

ecutive committee is directly responsi-

ble to the student body. This includes

(especially) the expenditure of student

funds. The SGA has power to plan ac-

tivities only so far as the students ap-

prove.

I fear you missed the point of last

week's editorial. The point was not that

a particular group was contracted' but

that an expenditure this big should have

been submitted to the student Senate

for approval. Many students I know

would prefer several weekend ac-

tivities rather than one big "homecom-

ing" concert. It:s a quarter of the

budget!

julliard Performance

the Usual "Excellent"

TAWES THEATRE—Playing to an

almost full house, the Julliard String

Quartet once again provided

Washington College with a truely mat-

chless performance. Their playing of

Mozart, Bartok, and Beethoven only

strengt ned their reputation as one of

the three or four best string quartets in

the world.

The program began with the classical

elegance of the Mozart Quartet in D
Minor. From the first down beat the au-

dience was delighted by the lyrical

quality. The Selego Finale with its dif-

ficult articulation brought the piece to a

lively close.

The Bartok Quartet 4, the "modern"

work on the program, was without a

doubt the highlight of the evening.

Whether one like it or not, it is the kind

of savage-romantic piece that over-,

whelms its listeners. Often called

primitive, cachmous, or barbaric, it is

really none oLthese. The quartet is

soundly structured and filled to

overflowing with melody. The work is

largely polytonal, even atonal to a cer-

tain extent. This, combined with the ex-

treme physicalness of the technique in-

volved (sharp bowing, plucking and

snapping) gave the piece a tension

which engulfed the audience.

The Beethoven Quartet in B Flat Ma-

jor brought the concert to a thrilling

close. The Julliard, as the premiere

performers of the Beethoven Quartets,

gave the work their usual exquisite per-

formance. However, following the Bar-

tok as it did, the Beetoven seemed

almost anticlimatic.

All in all, the concert was as nearly

perfect as possible what more need be

said—



Government Documents Provide
Something for Everyone

Biredor of Food Services Dave Knowles with his familiar smile.

"Giving the Students

What They Want"
An Interview With Dave Knowles
by KRISTA HAWK

One of those busy people seen rushing
around the cafeteria in a hat and apron
is David Knowles, WC's new Director of
Food Services. His incredibly deman-
ding job involves planning menus,
buying food, and supervising his 25 staff
members as they prepare the 19 meals
served each week. Dave's enthusiasm
about his job and staff is remarkable;
he shows a genuine interest in giving
the students what they want.
The WC food service fulfills three

main functions: feeding the students,
arranging for all other food and
beverages on campus (serving as pur-
chasing agent for the coffee use) , and
catering to outside parties. The
catering is done in an attempt to cover
what money is lost on feeding the
students. According to Dave, board is

calculated on each student missing one-
third of the meals, and the $750 obtained
from every student each year is not
enough to cover rising costs of food,

utilities, and labor. Dave estimated
that lunch and dinner are served to 550
students during the week and Saturday
dinner is prepared for 300. Just because
a student misses a meal, he is not en-
titled to carry out food from other
meals; the school does not owe him
anything. Dave cited escalating prices
as his biggest problem and stated that
he tries to save money by buying in bulk
whenever possible. This summer he
bought 4000 lbs of steak, for example.
The cafeteria budget also allots ap-
proximately $4000 annually for losses of
china, silver, and glasses. There is no
problem due to lowered

enrollment since at least as many
students are on board this year as last.

Dave emphasized that he is in-

terested in student feedback. Recently
surveys were held to get' student
opinions of breakfast food. The results

will be tabulated and menu changes
made. Student preferences have
already resulted in some changes and
also some conflicts. Complaints of cold

food led to moving the grills directly

behind the serving line so that food
could be cooked ' and served im-
mediately. Now all those mobbing
breakfast at 8:05 must stand and wait.

Hamburgers are now 75. lean beef, an
upgrade from previous years, and even
better quality than McDonald's.

Students are encouraged to investigate
meal tickets that are available for Mon-
Fri lunch or dinner at a reduced rate.
Those with special problems should
talk to Dave.
Knowles is a '72 American Studies

graduate of WC. He has 3 y.ears of Ar-
my experience in the food field, as well
as dishroom experience here at WC. He
was Acting Director of Food Services
as of May and was appointed in July as
his summer food program proved suc-
cessful. His assistant is Fred Buck.
Dave Knowles should prove to be an
asset to the gastrointestinal systems of
the student body.

Steaks Etc.

Live Music:
South Paw Fri & Sat.

Mon-Fri. 1 a.m. -2 a.r

Sat. 1 1 a.m.-l a.m.

Band Plays 9 p.m. -2 a.i

No Cover Charge

337 Va High St.

by Edward C. Gibson
REFERENCE DESK

In terms of annual production
the United States Government is
one of the largest publishers in the
world. By 1968 the number of in-
dividual publications distributed to
depository libraries was in excess
of 16,000 per year, and the number
has increased every year since
These publications vary from
single page items to ponderous
multi-volume sets, and their con-
tent ranges from the primary
school level to scientific treatises
of the most esoteric sort. Con-
sidered as a whole, government
publications make up an extensive
and valuable library. Most of us
can, and should, make much more
use of the documents collection
but we first need some idea of what
is available.

Too many people make the
assumption that government
documents are intended only for
politicians —nothing could be fur-
ther from the truth! Students in
almost any discipline will be able
to locate a surprising amount of
material on almost any topic.
Much of this information may be
bibliographical in nature, but some
publications will be significant
contributions to the literature of
their fields. Where else can one
find anything resembling James
Coleman's monumental study of
inequality in the schools, or a
definitive discussion of the ar-
chitecture of historic Georgetown?
There are other examples too
numerous to mention, and many
researchers miss much important
information when they neglect to
use government documents.
We receive most of our govern-

ment documents free of charge
because we are a depository
library. The College has been so
designated since 1891, but the col-
lection includes few materials
published before 1916—in that year
a fire destroyed the library and all
its contents. It must be understood
that we do not receive everything
the government publishes, nor
does anyone else. Less than half of
the annual production is made
available to the depository
libraries, and from these we elect
to receive only the materials we
believe will be useful here. The
University of Maryland is required
to accept everything that is

XL-

The Ram Shop

Art Supplies

Beads 'Galore' For
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1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertown

778-4554

available, and we are able to call
on that collection for materials we
do not ownr

.
Government publications divide

themselves into three categories
based on the three branches of
government: executive,
legislative, and judicial. The
Federal Judiciary issues the
smallest number of documents,
and these are almost entirely con-
fined to reports of proceedings and
decisions in the various Federal
courts. The Congressional Record— Under its various titles our file is

nearly complete back [o 1789.
While not a completely accurate
record of what occurs on the floors
of the houses of Congress, this
source is a reasonably reliable
guide to Congressional activities.

Another important series is known
by a number of titles, and it is

usually referred to as theSerialSet
. It is a companion to theRecord

,

containing the official reports and
documents of the Congress. The in-

terested reader can find here
everything from compilations of
the chaplains' opening prayers to
the annual report of the Daughters
of the American Revolution. Final-
ly there are the published hearings
of the many Congressional com-
mittees. We do not receive all of
these, only the publications of the
more important committees such
as foreign affairs and defense. In
these paperbound volumes lies

more information than any of us
will ever begin to suspect. The in-

dexing for'lhese hearings is less

than adequate, but with
perseverance and luck one can
often find some bit of needed in-

formation.

The largest number of publica-
tions by far issues from the Ex-
ecutive Branch. All of the myriad
departments, agencies, study com-
missions, and research groups
publish at least an annual or end of

project report. Many of these even-
tually find their way to the
depository libraries, all too often to

be forgotten. Others assume
lasting importance and are
discussed for years (the Warren
Commission Report on the
assassination fo President Ken-
nedy). The publications of the
Bureau of the Census and Bureau
of Labor Statistics provide much of

the statistical data that is so much
in fashion, and the Department of

HEW publishes something on
every topic imaginable. The Ex-
ecutive Office of the President
makes annually a considerable
contribution to our stock of in-

formation, if by nothing other than
theBudget of the United States

—this year's weighs nearly twenty
pounds. There are other materials
which vary from travel folders for

the National Parks to studies of the

disposal ofgarbage, from details of

Federal regulations to booklets on
how to cook the produce from your
own garden. Without doubt, the list

of Executive branch publications

contains something for everyone.
Unfortunately this survey of

government documents has been
all too brief. If, however, you think

the subject may be worth looking

into, the purpose of this article has
been accomplished. Almost every
member of the College community
can find much valuable informa-
tion in the documents we recei.ve.

All that is required is to take a few
minutes to see what might be
available. '
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Enrollment Largest Since War
SEPTEMBER 26. 1953—With the Fall

Semester opening on September 21, ap-

proximately 392 students began classes

making this one of the largest

enrollments Washington College has

had since World War II. Because of the

crowded conditions and the fact that

more students are expected, the

Registrar has been unable to make an

accurate count.

Of these 392 students, 166 of them are

new to our campus, 155 of these are

Fres an with 11 transfers, 46 women
and 109 men students living both on and

off campus make up the list of

Freshmen. Eight states, Washington,

D.C., and England are represented on
the roster of new students. Maryland
provides 87 of the registrants with 5 of

these from Kent County; Connecticut,

1; Delaware, 9; New Jersey, 23; New
York, 14; Ohio, 1; Pennsylvania, 8;

Virginia, 4; Washington, DC, 7; and
England, 1.

Since 46 Freshman Women is the

largestfemale enrollment Washington
College has had, Reid Hall has com-
plied by putting them on the second and
third floors which moved most of the

upperclass women into Middle Hall.

Senator Kennedy to Speak
MAY 5, 1960—Politics invade the

Washington College campus on May II

when Senator John F. Kennedy—as a

part of the yearly program of inviting

prominent people to speak at the col-

lege—will appear in Russell Gym at 8

P.M.
This visit by the Democratic Senator

from Massachusetts, who is a can-

didate for his party's presidental

nomination, is being made at the invita-

tion of the Student Assembly Commit-

tee and the International Relations

Club. The arrangements are being

handled by Mr. William MacMUlian,
Kennedy campaign manager in

Maryland, and by Clyde Stallings,

Public Relations Director at W.C.

George Rasin, a member of the Board

of Visitors and Governors of W.C. and
state senator from Chestertown. is ac-

ting as campaign manager for Kennedy
in Kent County. He is also serving as

one of the coordinaters of the Kennedy
appearence.

T ugh it is not definite. Governor

Millard Tawes of Maryland may also

appear at this address, which will

launch a series of appearences

throughout the state as the Senator is

preparing for the Maryland Presiden-

tial Preference in which he is pitted

against Senator Wayne Morse of

Oregon.

Harvard Man
Senator Kennedy graduated from

Harvard in 1940 with a B.S. degree. He
was also graduated cum laude. During
the war years of 1941 to 1945, he served
as navy P.T. boat skipper in the

Pacific, and was awarded the Navy and
MarineMedal as well as the Purple
Heart. In 1946, when his political career

began, Kennedy was elected to the

House of Representatives from
Massachusetts. He was re-elected to

the House in 1948, and again in 1950.

Furthering his political career he ran
for and was elected to the United States

Senate in 1952, a position he holds at the

present time. In the last Presidential

campaign, the young Senator from

Massachusetts was one of the leading

contendors for the Democratic vice-

presidential nomination. Since that

time he has been one of the leading can-

didates for the presidential nomination

of the Democratic Party, and is now ac-

tively campaigning for this position. It

is this reason that brings Senator Ken-

nedy to Maryland and to the

Washington College campus.
The Senator is well-known also for his

achievements in the field of literature

as he has been the author of such well-

known books as, Why England Slept

and Profiles of.Courage.His Profiles of

Courage was awarded the Pulitzer

Prize for biography in 1957-Indorsement

The students on campus are not in-

viting Senator Kennedy to speak as an
indorsement of his bid for the presiden-

tial nomination, but his appearence is

part of a program that brings promi-

nent and interesting,speakers to the col-

lege at different times of the year. All

interested residents of the Eastern

Shore are invited to attend the meeting

al which the Senator will apeak.

Ollie Robinson
Zeta Dreamboy
DECEMBER 14, 1959—Debby Sherin,

president of the sorority, recently an-

nounced that Ollie Robinson has been

chosen as the Zeta Dreamboy this year.

The Zetas, each year, choose that boy,

whom, they feel has been outstanding in

service and devotion to the sorority.

Ollie succeeds last yeans twin Dream-
boys. "Mule" Jennings and Tommy
Eshman. A member of the Kappa
Alpha Order, Ollie is president this year

of Omicron Delta Kappa. He is very ac-

tive in campus activities and athletics.

He is a newly initiated member of the

Varsity Club. This Year's Dreambay is

pinned to Chris Tarbutton, a junior.

Chris, a math major from Kennedyville

is the treasurer of the sorority.

For many years the ratio of male to

female students has been 3 or even 4 to

one. This year's freshman class, with a
ratio of slightly more than two to one, is

an attempt by the administration to

equalize the ratio.

1953-54 enrollment Maryland
(Eastern Shore)—54 boys, 25 girls.

Maryland (Western Shore)—103 boys,

49 girls.

New Jersey, 48; New York, 34; Penn-
sylvania 31; Washington, D.C., 15;

Delaware, 13; Virginia, 5; Connecticut,

4; Massachusetts, 3; Michigan, l;-Ohio,

1; Idaho, l; North Carolina, 1; Puerto
Rico, 1. Complete total, 389.

d>

Zetas Pick
Dream Boy

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11,

1954
—"Winter Wonderland" was the

theme of the Zeta Dance held last night,

December 10, in Cain Gymnasuim. Lee
Paige's orchestra furnished the music
for the evening.

Under glittering stars and snow
crystals, the couples danced past gayly
colored sprites, snow covered trees and
the graceful sleigh from the "old days".
The big moment of the evening was

when the Zetas, arranged in a semi-

circle, sang "Zeta's Winter
Wonderland". Then Ramona Willey an-

nounced the "Zeta Dreamboy for 1954"

as Rod Smith. After presenting Rod
with a gift, the Zetas serenaded him
with "He's Our Zeta Dreamboy"

Frosh Uprising Squelched
FRIDAY,OCTOBER 20. 1950 —

Freshmen hazing reached an all time
high on the Washington College campus
last week when a group of Frosh took

matters into their own hands, and
refused to obey "ratting" regulations.

The Sophs had things well in hand by the

beginning of this week, however, ac-

cording to an authoritive spokesman
for the Sophmore class.

The Frosh determined to attempt
their rebellion at a secret meeting held

Thursday night, October 12 in Foxwell
Hall, at which the majority of the

Freshmen boys were present. The
Sophomores knew nothing of this move
until Friday morning, when large

groups of Frosh were seen without their

"rat" caps and name tags.

This, in itself, did not excite the wrath
of the Sophs too greatly; but when only

a few Freshmen turned up for the pep
rally on Firday night, feelings flared

high among Sophomores and up-

perclassmen both.

Armed with paddies borrowed from
the fraternity houses, and aided by
members of the Varisty Club, the

Sophomores raided Foxwell Hall,

turned Freshmen rooms topsy-turvy,

and literally dragged Frosh from their

principle stronghold up to Cain Hall,

where the pep rally was still in pro-

gress.

Monday morning, October 16, com-
mittees from both the Frosh and the

Sophs met with the Dean and, with the

threat of disciplinary action hanging
over them, the Freshmen capitulated

and agreed to abide by the terms of the

Sophomore Committee on Hazing.

A member of this committee stated

that Freshmen who had participated in

the rebellion would have severe

penalties meted out to them.

Sweetheart Dance
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 21.

1953—The second annual Kappa Alpha
Sweetheart Dance will be held in Cain
Hall tonight from 9 p.m. until 12 p.m.
and will feature a popular Baltimore
band—Gil Monroe.
Thoseof you who attended last year's

affair will remember a colorful evening
highlighted by the crowning of the KA
Sweetheart. Marlene Meyer. Miss
Meyer will be on hand to crown the new
queen, whose identity will not be known
until intermission.

Bruce McKie, former President of

KA, member of ODK, and one of eight
students chosen for Who:s Who in

American Colleges and Universities
last year, will he presented a gavel in

honor of his efficiency and faithful ser-
vice as former Number 1 of Kappa
Alpha.

This is the first dance on campus
featuring a band since the Freshman
Hop last September. The KA's cordially
invite everyone to attend, so grab your
sweetheart and hop over to Cain Hall.
An enjoyable evening has been planned
for YOU.
The dress for the dance is optional'

The price is $1.00 per person,
refreshments free. Tickets may be pur-
chased from any member of KA or at
the door.

So grab a date, put on yourdancing
shoes and glide to the rhythm of Gil
Monroetonight
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Don Kelly

named to

Lacrosse

Helm
OCTOBER 17. 1956—Don Kelly, former
Ail-American and Olympic lacrosse
star, has been named lacrosse coach at
Washington College. He succeeds Dr.
Charles B. Clark, who recently
assumed a government post in
Washington. Kelly, an ll-letter winner
at Johns Hopkins, was named lacrosse
first team AU-American in 1933 and
repeated in 1934. In 1932 he was a
member of the Hopkins lacrosse team,
coached by Ray Van Orman, which won
the right to represent the United States
in the Olympics, and captured the
world title at Los Angeles. A member of
the varsity basketball team for four
years, Kelly captained the Hopkins
team i.n 1933, and in 1934 was selected
to t Maryland all-collegiate team. He
won three letters in football. Kelly
received his bachelor of arts degree
from Johns Hopkins in 1934. He served
for three years as football, basketball,
and lacrosse coach at Friends School,
Baltimore, his alma mater. His 1937
lacrosse team won the state title. As a
student at Friends, Kelly participated
in several sports, including lacrosse
and basketball, for which he won a
berth on the all-Maryland Prep squad
during his senior year. Active for seven
years in the Baltimore Athletic Club,
Kelly was a member of the 1937 U.S.
All-Star lacrosse team that toured
England. Kelly was associated with
General Motors for several years
before moving to Chestertown, where
he now owns an automobile agency.

Fine Arts Calender
ART EXHIBITIONS:

"The Animal Fair" at the Walters Art
Gallery celebrates the 100th anniver-
sary of the Baltimore Zoo. The exhibi-
tion is a sheer delight: over 1000

animals are exhibited. Showing now
through November?.
The Fells Point Gallery is displaying a
multi-media exhibition of work by ar-

tists living in the Fells Point area. Now
through October 31.

The Baltimore Museum of Art begins
its 16 program series this Thursday,
consisting of two lectures and 14 film
programs. Coming up in October: a
film about Gertrude Stein.

MUSIC:
The Baltimore Symphony Saturday
Pops Season begins October 9 with a
performance by Larry Artier.

College Dating
Sounding Off

MARCH 12. 1948—College men have
very definite ideas on how a young
woman should act when she is to be his

guest at a house party or prom.
A symposium of students at Yale,

Princeton, Harvard, Wesleyan, Univer-
sity of Virginia, Dartmouth and
Amherst reported in the March issue of

Junior Bazaar discloses what the boys
like and what they don't like about
girls' actions on these weekend dates.
First of all they want a prompt yes or

no to their invitations, and only a major
catastrophe is considered a valid ex-

cuse for a last minute cancellation.

They hope you'll get along well with
the girls yoD'll meet but abhor the

"chattering and shrieking with girls

they've seen in the lab the day before."
They are also dead set against the girls

who make a play for their best friend.

"Often the college man turns his

room over to this date for the

weekend," the article states. "If he
comes back to it Monday morning to

find lipstick on the bureau cover,

cigarette holes in the bedspread, and
his favorite neckties, banner or college

trophy missing (she wanted a souvenir)

there will be no return engagement.
Also he does not feel kindly about hav-

ing to trudge to the post office with tidy
parcels of forgotten scarves, mittens,
or hats."

A good tip for the girls is to

familiarize themselves with recent
sports events so they will be able to talk
half way intelligently in the event they
are called upon to watch a sports con-
test during the weekend.
One of the most urgent recommenda-

tions from the men is "don:t over-
dress," so girls will be wise to avoid too
daring extremes in attire.

Another fervent plea from the pro-
spective hosts is "get it all in one suit-

case; we have to carry it you know."
"You might have a couple of

reasonably good, clean jokes on tap for
difficult moments," the article states.

"Off-color jokes and truck-driver
language do not give you an aura of
sophistication. They either discomfort
your host or confuse his chaste mental
image of you.

"Also there undoubtedly will be one
stock phrase which becomes the cliche

(

of the weekend. If you can still laugh
when it's uttered for the thousandth
time, you'll have earned a reputation
for a grand sense of humor.

"

WC Loses to Hofstra
DECEMBER 14, 1959—In their open-

ing game the Washington College

Sho'men were defeated 54-79 by the

"Flying Dutchmen" of Hofstra College.

Although the Sho'men made many fine

individual plays, they apparently suf-

fered from early season jitters, and
were unable to stop the exceptional

shooting displayed by Hofstra.

Dick Callahan, first team All-

Maryland last year, was high scorer

with twenty points followed by
Hofstra :s Ted Jackson with nineteen.

Unfortunately Callahan's twenty points

were not enough to offset the rather

large lead that Hofstra gained in the

first half.

In the second half of the game

THEATRE:
The New Mechanic World Premiere:
George C. Scott in "Slyfox", which is

based on the comedy classic "Volpone"
by Ben Johnson. Directed by Arthur
Penn and script written by Larry
Gelbart. Preview performance begins
October 29, 8:00 p.m. Don't miss it!

DANCE
The Mayor's Bicentennial Ball for the

Benefit of the Arts. Get out your stepp-

ing shoes, brothers, because this is go-
ing to be one helluva night. October 30

at the Maryland Jockey Club.

Maryland Ballet: Alvin AUey's "Feast
of Ashes", performed on the Goucher
College Campus, October 15-17.

Washington College came back and
nearly matched the Flying Dutc en
point for point, but the defecit of
twenty-three points at the end of the
first half made it almost impossible for
the Sho'men to catch them.
Foul's plagued the Sho'men as Jack

Cook had t ee penalties called against
him before the game had been under
way five minutes, and Dick Callahan
was called out on fouls in the closing
period of the game. This, however, had
little effect on the final outcome of the
conest as time had almost run out when
Callahan left the game.
Washington Collegers record is now

0-1 and Hofstra, having lost to Long
Island University, is now 1-1. On
Friday, December 11, the Sho'men play
host to Lebanon Valley and match Ran-
dolph Macon on the following night. On
Sunday the team travels to Gallaudet
College to play a re-scheduled game
which was to be played originally on
Monday Dec. 14.

Also playing their initial game the
Junior Varsity triumphed over the
Tolchester Nike Base with a score of
69-35 to get the season off to a good
start. "Bevo" Coleman, Bob Reck, and
Bob Claggett accounted for most of the
scoring. Coleman and Claggett did a
fine job with the rebounds, but the re-

bounding strength of Jeff Lawrence,
who is out with an injured thumb, was
missed.

ToTheEditor: MAYS. 196(1

Is apathy contagious? According to

the editorial policy of the ELM it is. Not
only is it contagious among the students

who fail to support the various

organizations provided for them, but it

also seems to have been caught by
those who have, in the past, sounded
longest and loudest about its detrimen-

tal effects. If the voice of the student

body fails to take the action in their own
field that they demand in others, then

they must be considered prime ex-

amples of hypocracy.

To publish the ELM twice a month
could be a taxing job and there are

many reasons for having an issue come
out late, but how many "reasons" are

there for the lack of publication of any
paper for more than one and a half

months? There have been many
criticisms of the ELM'S editorial policy

and its journalism, but irrespective of

the worth of either of these, a
newspaper does not improve by the
suspension of publication.

There is a specified amount of money
taken from the College funds gotten
from the students on their College bill

which is given over to the ELM for its

publication. In the past it has been
understood that the Editor and staff

split up any of this money that is left

over, if any. Are we, the students, to

pay the staff, on the ELM for a job

which has not been performed?
If there is so little that happens on

this campus in two weeks time that at

least a two sheet newspaper cannot be
printed, then this campus is not apat
tic; it is stagnant, as must be the minds
and bodies of the students on it.

Ray H. Bendiner

Student Poll

SETPEMBER26, 1953—Would all the

student body check one of the following

and drop the poll in the box baside the

mail boxes. How do you feel towards
changing the nickname—Shoremen—of
the College to something else? For it( )

;

Against it ( >; Indifferent ( ). Would all

male students check one of the follow-

ing: Do you feel in favor ( ) or not in

favor ( ) of wearing coats and ties to the

evening meal?

\ Newtown

\ Wine ft Cheese

Market
i Located across

I from the Campus

5 Large selection of

! Winn and Cheeses

! Stop by and
'. browse or buy.

it=it=;

I

i
pi

1

1

1

Satisfaction Guarantaad
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"The Charge of The

Light Brigade
99

By
S\MJASTRZEMSKI

Errol Flynn's charge has passed us

by. Instead, Tawes Theater was raided

with a 1968 version of The Charge of the

Light Brigade. This historic movie

revealed some facets of Victorian

England unknown to an average au-

dience, and proved an enlightening ex-

perience for all.

The military establishment is seen

through the conflict between Lord Car-

digan (Trevor Howard) and Captain

Nolan (David Hemming). Cardigan, a

travelor of the highest echelon,

achieved his rank through money and

usury of people. Unfortunately, this

type of officer training did not develop a

man that was adapted to a military en-

vironment, it seemed, rather a social

contest for the most popularity. The
result was an inept establishment.

Nolan achieved his rank through his

work in the fields of Indian and his ex-

periences molded a character that was
efficient and able to lead. Cardigan-like

military officers approached their job

with a country-club casualness that

Nolan vehemently opposed. His beliefs

compel him on a crusade against

Cardigan-ism.

The military was an established

dichotomy characterized by harsh

training, beatings for insubordination,

cramped, smelly living quarters of the

enlisted personnel, the equestrian

training, the leisurely alcohol after-

noons, and elegant after hours of of-

ficers. There is no rapport between the

classes. Nolan was a would-be refor-

mist. His aspirations tumble down
when he is struck in the charge.

The fast-moving sequences and ac-

cents made the film tediou at points. A
love story (Vanessa Redgrave—David
Hemming) was spun into th work, mak-
ing stale, shallow entertainment. 1

would have much rather seen the

horses do their routine. Animated in-

terludes supplied additional insight in

the social history of the period. They

were at times humorous, enabling the

audience to let off tension that was the

result of the sometimes poor dialogue

among the actors. It was a good and

vital idea on the part of the director to

include these in his film.

Unlike lightning quick warfare of our

age, the battles of the Crimean took a

long time to develop. We had to sit

through a scene of malaria, a foot bat-

tle, and Russian trickery (or British

stupidity) before the climictic charge.

Close attention was paid to the

historical exactness of The Charge of

The Light Brigade. The drawn sabres

and galloping horses were magnificent.

The sounds of cannon bombs exploding

and the thundering hoof beats added

dimention to the charge. On a few occa-

sions, the camera pointed to us the

hilltops giving an aerial view of The
Bridgade parading into the valley.

Looks of despair on the horsemen's

faces supplied the human element.

Horse and human flesh, dead in the

valley, added the final dramatic

touchups.

A*** **'*****************

Concern "f<H* the- appearance of campus grounds prompted Somerset residents

to post this sign.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

WILLIAM JAMES FORUM-The
seasonal premiere of the William

James Forum erupted in debate which

could be squelched only by curtailing

discussion as Ruth Segal, Director for

the National Abortion Rights Action

League, and Mark Strand, President of

the National Youth Pro-Life Coalition,

met here last Thursday to air the op-

posing moral, medical, and legal im-

plications of abortions.

Launching the discussion, Ms. Segal

explained that Abortion, which "should

be a private decision of the women who
face it rather than an issue for

legislators," came into the political

realm as anti-abortionists seek the

ratification of the Pro-Life Amendment
which would abolish the legality of

abortion as defined in a 1973 Supreme
Court decision. "It:s not that our lobby

is pro-abortion; rather, we're pro-

choice. We don't think any monority

has a right to impose its morality on

society. We're concerned with what
might happen if the amendment were

passed. Would it be necessary for

miscarriages to be legally in-

vestigated? What if the legality of abor-

tion was seat back to the states to

decide? Upper and middle class women
could afford to cross state lines to ob-

tain safe and legal abortions. The
economically disadvantaged would risk

mutilation or death by relying on 'back-

alley abortionists' or attempting to self-

abort.

"Abortion is primarily amoral
issue," she continued. "The fact that

the major denominations are divided

proves that at least as many moral

people are pro-choice as are anti- abor-

tion." The Catholic Church, the Mor-

mons, some Baptists, and Orthodox

Jews oppose abortion. The 'pro-

choicers' include the American Baptist

Society, the American Jewish Con-

ference, the Society of Friends, and

Lutherans in the United States.

The medical profession is also evenly

divided. However, Ms. Segal has

"neverquestioned whether a fetus

isalive. I question whether it is a per-

son, and we have to be concerned with

the quality of the life of a woman whom
we know is a person over the survival of

a fetus whose personhood is doubtful.
'

'

Mark Strand defined abortion as "an

insult to the intelligence, imagination,

and technology of our country." He ex-

plained that a fetus is nearly

autonomous from conception, with a

heart that beats by the 24th day of-

pregnancy, evidence of brain waves by

the 45th day, and a closed car-

diovascular system by the third month.

"In many aspects," he stressed, "it:s

more appropriate to consideradults

aspoorly functioning fetuses than vice

versa. Life is continuous from con-

ception to death.

Strand went on to state that abortion

is not justifiable: "In California, 95. of

the abortions performed in the last

three years have been justified as vital

to the mental health of the expectant

mother; this would lead us to

theridiculous assumption that 25 to 50.

of the pregnant women in that state are

mentally ill. Besides, in an already

psychotic woman, abortion would in-

crease guilt rather than provide a cure

as the added responsibility of

motherhood might." The termination of

a pregnancy resulting from rape.he

declared, "does not heal the damage
already dene.'* Nor does he believe thai

abortion Is ah 'a'dequate alternative to

the birth of defective; children.

"In Europe the increasing

abortion rate has failed to dedecrease

the birth rate of deficient children. In

fact, the delivery of deficient children

has increased from 25 to 30. in women
who have had one or more abortions."

"Unwantedness," Strand continued,

"isreferred to as the major reason for

abortion. But by labeling a minority —
the unborn — as unwanted, we are

literally abandoning them as previous

generations abandoned the Blacks and

Indians. Every child can be wanted;

there are ten applications for every

white child put up for adoption, as well

as a three year waiting list for black

children under two years of age."

A law student. Strand referred to the

conflict as the "right of privacy versus

the right to life. In Constitutal law," he

declared, "the more fundamental

right" — the right to life — should take

precedence."

Asked to define alternatives, Strand

said, "We should intervene to make a

social crisis a chance for growth." He
suggested increased government ex-

penditures to support day care centers,

programs to keep pregnant adolescents

in school, maternity benefits from in-

surance, and programs to educate

women about the physical and

psychological dangers of abortion. "It

is the priority of the pro-life supporters

to save un-born lives. How much effort

do you think our government would

make on its own to save lives if it

doesn't have to?

A question and debate period was ex-

tended to nearly an hour beyond the

presentation as the largely pro-choice

attendance directed all its comments to

the pro-life speaker. His derision of the

Catholic Church, the federal

bureaucracy, and the other institutions

which, he said, "have failed to answer

the abortion question," earned him the

very vocal and negative response of his

opposition in the audience until the

program wasfinally cut due to lack of

time.

When asked to explain why his group

acts politically rather than socially "as

the Church does in its oppostion to abor-

tion," Strand rebutted, "The Catholic

fathers don't act at all. They just sit on

their butts and speculate." He derided

the press for the lack of publicity given

to his coalition, and he declared that the

"H.E.W. uses abortion to control the

black_ghetto population." When asked

how the dangers of illegal abortion

could be avoided if the ProLife Amend-
ment were passed, he quipped, "It is

unacceptable that we make abortion

lawful because we cannot beat

illegality," but failed to elaborate. The

issue of the quality of life versus the

biological survival of the fetus was

volleyed for most of the evening with

each side sticking to its own con-

victions.Strand's comments raised new

questions but, in the opinion of the pro-

choice supporters queried, failed to

provide any totally acceptable an-

swers.

However, one member of theaudien-

ce, sharing the general consensus that

the forum was "fantastically thought

provoking," stated, "abortion is an

issue which has no easy answers. It is

controversial, and the controversy

raised by people like Strand and Segal

makes us think. We're still all at least a

little confused on the issue, but perhaps

now we are at a higher level of thought

.'.mjour confusion"
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Soccer
From A Coach's Perspective

Soccer:

An Easy Win
In a game they almost totally

dominated this Wednesday, the Soccer

team trounced visiting Lebanon Valley

6-0. Although they didn't score until bet-

ter than two-thirds of the game was

history, the shoremen controlled the

ball from the opening minutes. They

had several chances, most notably Rob
Stribling's looping shot from the right

wing that passed just over the crossbar

late in the first half. But through they

didn't come. One couldn't help feeling

that it was just a matter of time before

the Shoremen would.

With 27:07 left in the game, Carlos

Salvatierra finally dented the nets, with

an assist from Tommy Viscount. Then

the scoring came quickly. Viscount was

pushed inside the penalty area, and

Peter Abronski made good the free

kick. Two minutes later, Los repaid ais-

count, assisting him on his first goal of

the day. Four minutes elapsed before

Streebs scored unassisted in heavy traf-

fic, and minute later, Los duplicated

Rob's feat.

The Shoremen stalled the ball for ten

minutes, but with 4:38 remaining, Ken
Belmore was tripped. On the penalty

kick he tallied himself to - end a good

day's work by all.

Zung Nguyen and John Murphy
sparkled on a defense that let little

through, and goalie Skip Comstock only

broke a sweat because of the sum. The

( 3-2) Shoremen meet UMES today.

by Ed Athey
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS

From a coach's viewpoint, this year's

soccer squad presents a real challenge.

Building a new team almost from the

ground up can be an enjoyable ex-

perience. This year:s soccer squad
possesses several individuals who even-

tually could rank with some of the best

soccer players that have graduated

from Washington College. Until that

time occurs, the older men will have to

carry the weight of this year's team and
maintain a coherence between the new
players and those who have been

around awhile. The present team is

capable of playing excellent soccer but

unfortunately they cannot sustain it

over a long period of time. It comes in

spurts. When this is overcome, we will

have a better club for it. This is somet

ng that developes only through com-

petition and the more games that we

Cross Country

Drops Three
byRICGROFF

The cross country team met three

strong teams last Saturday in an in-

vitational meet at Ursinus, coming
away with three losses: Washington 49,

Ursinus 15, Drexel 18, Washington 42,

Lincoln 18.

Dudley Parr led the Shoremen
coming in 7th, 4th, and 4th respectively.

Bakcing up Parr were Paco Marshall
and Peter Bertran finishing 2nd, and
3rd for WC. Coach ChateUier felt the

squad held its own under unfavorable
conditions. They are schedulad against

some stiff oppostion he said, and many
of the squad tiembers are new. In ad-

dition to their woes, the team missed
the support of Mike Buchannan who is

probably out for the rest of the season
with a leg injury.

Coach ChateUier urges everyone in-

terested in running to come out for the

team. Their first home meet will be this

Saturday at 1 : 30 against Gallaudet.

play, the better it will be for us. Our
game with Swarthmore, although
disappointing from the score :spoint of

view, was an exciting affair that any
spectator would have enjoyed wat-
ching. Both teams moved the ball well

into the scoring area of the field. All of

the seven goals were well-earned and
several hard shots were near misses.

Although the team representing

Washington College lost, it was one of

those games where you were proud of

the effort made, by our team in defeats.

I felt better about this game than many
that we have won.
Zung Nguyen, Skip Comstock, Mike

Brown, Pete Allen, Chris Burkett,

Peter Tsou, John Murphy, MarkLuff
and Bob Stribling among others have
given us the upperclass leadership and
experience to hold things together until

the sophomore and freshman get the

needed experience.

"RCA Recording Artist"

- AZTEC TWO-STEP-
Plus

Willie Ninniger

Friday, October 8th

Tawes Theater
9 p.m.

Admission: Students $3.00

Non-Students $4.00

Tdrat&r
Rave

anagple"

American
CancerSociety

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown. Maryland

Sutton's Towne

Stationers
203 High Street

Chestertown. Md. 21620

Cam. Sm The Selection Of

Hallmark and Eaton Papon
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Thetas, Mudsharks Win

In Football This Week
In intramural football this Monday,

the Thetas, led by elusive quarterback

Dave Beattv and star receivers Billy

Williams and Peter Allen, squelched

the Lambdas' heroic attempt to upset

them and to halt their three game winn-

ing streak, by overpowering and out-

manuevering the Lambdas 19-0 on the

baseball field. At the same time, the

Mudsharks, eager for a playoff birth

and an opportunity to recoup after be-

ing tied and stunned by the KA's in last

minute heroics last week, crushed the

Curriers 31-0 behind Greg Schaffners's

pin-point passing and scrambling runs

in front of Somerset.

Initially it appeared as though the

Lambdas' were going to take command

when Mat! Morris completed three out

of four passes, moving his team near

the goal line. But the awesome Theta

defense, which has only relented one

touchdown to the cellar-bound Sleepers

in a game that the Thetas won by a con-

vincing 21-7 score, quickly organized

and stultified the Lambdas when Beat-

tv intercepted a Morris pass.

'Shortly afterwards through an ap-

parently defenseless defense, Beattv

almost single-handedly led his aggrega-

tion in a series of runs for the

touchdown. Peter alien then ran for the

extra-point to end the first half scoring

at 7-0.

At the outset of the second half, Beat-

ty followed up where he left off by runn-

ing for another touchdown after a long

run bv Williams, a pass to Allen and a

short run by Bernie Bateman. Later

Beatty ran up more yardage and then in

the same series of plays passed to Steve

Hedges twice through the Lambda line

for the score. From that point on the

Thetas stalled for all but a half a minute

remaining in the game.

Whenever the Lambdas assumed the

ball they futilely but heroically had

tried to arrest the Thetas' attack and to

stave their defense. But coupled with

costly Lambda turnovers, the Thetas

were virtually invincible an of-

fense—their running game proved

superior to their passing—and their in-

imitable defense devoided any

possibility of a Lambda score.

Like the Thetas the Mudsharks

demonstrated offensive and defensive

prowess verv becoming of a well

organized and efficient team. Unlike

the Thetas, the Mudsharks relied on a

passing game, and unlike the Theta-

Lambda game, the Mudsharks- Cur-

riers game was never close.

From the beginning, Schaff-

ner.generated a quick striking offense

which co letely baffled and chagrined

the Curriers. Wayne Warren caught a

Schaffner pass for the score, and Schaf-

fner himself ran for the extra-point.

Warren intercepted a pass and then Art

Bilodeau brought home another long

pass for the touchdown on the first

down. The extra-point attempt failed

when Schaffner reversed to Bilodeau

who was caught in the backfield, leav-

ing the score 13-0 at the end of the first

half.

The second half was no more than a

mere formality as far as the Curriers

were concerned because the Mud-

sharks ran all over them. Schaffner

scrambled thirty yards for the first

touchdown, and then passed to Jack

Knadler and Glen St. George for the se.

cond and third touchdowns respective-

ly. All extra point attempts failed.

SAVE ON mmm
LIQUORS, WINES, BEERS

Pip's Discount Liquors
118-0123

Kent Shopping Plaza, Chestertown

Large Selection and Low Prices

AIIWeek9a.m.-10p.m.

' FOR GUYS 6f GALS
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 HIGH STREET
CHESTERTOWN. MAHYUVNO 21020

PHONE 77B-2B60

BASS FRYE TOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER

THE REAR GARAGE
Located in

Newtown Square
778-267

PIZZA PUB
Mon.-Thur. 11-12

Frr.-Sot. 11-1

Sun. 12-12

Senate
Meeting

Continued from Page l

year, which was $750. The senators

voted unanimously in favor of the Ex-

ecutive Committee's proposed alloca-

tion.

The Spanish Club requested $200 per

semester, $150 of which would be spent

on two movies and $50 on five club

meetings. The Organizations Commit-

tee suggested $100, and the Executive

Committee also proposed $100. The

senators voted for the $100 allocation.

(There was one opposing vote.

)

The Political Science Club requested

$100, to be spent on movies and a trip to

Washington, D.C. Both the Organiza-

tions and Executive Committees

agreed upon $100. The senators voted

unanimously in favor of the $100 alloca-

tion.

The Crab requested $150 which would

be used "to make people laugh as much

as possible by putting out 8-10 issues

this year." Both the Organization and

Executive Committees decided that

The Crab should receive $100, but only

if the Publications Committee refused

them anv funds. The senators upheld

this decision. (Thre was one opposing

vote.

)

The Netherworld Explorers (or The

Caving Club) submitted a detailed

budget to the Organizations Commit-

tee, in which they requested an alloca-

tion of $440 for the year. They explained

that the entire amount was needed at

this time because it would enable them

to purchase climbing equipment at a

discount. Both the Organizations and

Executive Committees agreed upon the

$440. The senators voted unanimously

for the $440 allocation.

The Writers Union requested $500 for

Miss Dee's
Open Saturday Oct. 9th

9:00 A.M.

Special For Saturday & Sunday:

Cold Cut Sub
and

Large Soda

$ 1.25

the semester, which x is what they had

received last year, to be used in

publishing four editions of The WCR,
twenty issues of Broadside, The Ex-

ecutive Committee recommended a

$375 allocation, which the senators

voted for unanimously.

Paul NOto asked for reports from the

other S.G.A. standing committees, but

the student activities committee, stu-

dent residence committee and elections

committee had not met.

Tad Jacks announced in a brief sum-

mary of a Coffee House meeting that

there would be a "Happy Hour" this

afternoon from 3:30-5:30 in the Coffee

House.

He estimated that beer would cost

30*, and mixed drinks, 75«. Tad, as head

of an ad hoc concert committee, gave

each senator a packet of 10 tickets to

the up- coming AZTEC-2-step concert,

urging that every effort be made to sell

the tickets by the next evening. (Wed.

Oct. 6). He asked that the senators, in

their attempts to sell the tickets, stress

the fact that people who who have not

purchased tickets before Friday night

will not be able to do so until all those

who have tickets are seated.

Peter Tsou, Treasurer, gave a brief

financial report. The S.G.A. has ap-

proximately $7500 to work with this

semester. The original figure was

$8000; $500 has been deducted to cover

the debts occurred last year. The
breakdown for Homecoming weekend

is as follows:

$2,000—Homecoming Band—1250
Booking fee 250

Sound Equipment $500

General Expenses (travel) 220

1 float, Alpha Ci Omege 15.00

Peter Tsou explained that the S.G.A.

is hoping to receive $1500 from ticket

sales; the S.G.A., he emphasized, can

only lose money on Homecoming from

a lack of ticket sales.

Margie Hustava proposed the follow-

ing resolution:

The senators passed it unanimously.

Ann Wilford, and Robert Copp signed

up as new members of the Elections

Committee. Gordon Forals is now a

member of the Coffee House Commit-

tee, and Margie Hustava is a new
member of the Organizations Commit-

tee.

The senators decided to postpond un-

til the next meeting a vote on the two

special prosecutor nominees, Carole

Noer and Jack Knader.

THE ATTIC
horn* o*

CHESTERTOWN'S BEST BARGAINS

BE AN ATTIC FANATIC!
"HI

n

HEINEKEN NIGHTS EVERY THURSDAY
College Night Every Night

337 High St. Wion* 77»-4S90

Daily 10-5:30 Sunday 11-4
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Andrew Submits Resignation

Theta Members
Attack Women's Dorms

Local Police Called In

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

At least seven Theta members were
responsible last Monday night for

breaking the main door of Minta Mar-
tin's second floor, breaking into Reid
Hall, verbally abusing Dean Frank
Kasprowicz, and creating disruptions
that necessitated the calling of local

police. The seven have been placed on
disciplinary probation and will he fined

for damages. The incident has promp-
ted the adoption of a "get tough policy"
by the Student Affairs office to end
"rude and ignorant behavior."

Dean Kasprowicz recapped the inci-

dent' "It must have been near one
o'clock, I just finished watching a foot-

ball game on T.V. in Somerset. I went
upstairs, and came upon some guys
fighting, actually brawling. Obviously
they had been drinking, when I asked
them what was the matter, they just

hedged around and said 'nothing.'

Then, I found that some of them were
setting off the small fire extinguishers

we keep in the hall. I fined the ones
responsible, and I told the guys to quiet

down. By this time most of them were
directing some pretty foul language at

me; I didn't pay much attention to that.

When they left, I thought the incident

was over. Then, around two-thirty I gpt

a call from Judy Mills, the head R.A.
over at Minta Martin."

The Thetas had kicked in the panel on
the main door and were standing on
Minta Martin's lawn, singing
Christmas Carols, when Kasprowicz ar-

rived. They refused to disperse im-

mediately, even when police, called by
the Dean, pulled into the driveway. On-
ly when threatened with police dogs did

they move away. No arrests were
made, and the police took no further ac-

tion.

Next, a group burst into Reid. "I

don't know how they could have got in

except by kicking the front door until it

gave," declared Maggie Gamoa, se-

cond floor R.A. in Reid. "But I heard
them singing, and I waited at the stairs

until they came up." Some Thetas ac-

tually opened one girl's door and peered
in, but evinced no destructive behavior'

Maggie continued, "I remember yell-

ing something like, 'Stop, I'm an R.A. I

have the power to fine you.' I'm sure

they didn't know me, but they had no
other choice when they were confronted

by one little girl but to leave; whereas
they might have resisted a whole group
of people..."

After leaving Reid, the Thetas went
to Little House. Kasprowicz followed.

He stated that the disturbance was not

really settled until near four Tuesday
morning. Seven have been charged
with breaking the door and have been

placed on displinary probation, which
Dean Maureen Kelly terms "the

severest form of discipline short of ac-

tually throwing a student out of col-

lege." In addition, those charged are to

pay for the replacement of the door.

Minta Martin residents found the

following apology affixed to the broken

door Tuesday morning: "We would like

to express our sincere apologies for any
problems we caused last night. As all of

you are probably aware, there was no
malicious intent present. We would
especially like to apologize for the un-

necessary, and may we add, accidental

breaking of the door. We hope you ac-

cept our apology in the spirit in which it

is offered. Signed: Richard Gray,

Stuart Williams, John Haberman,
George Mullinix, Dave Angevine, Den-

nis Compton, and Mike Brown."

Apparently, few Minta Martin
dwellers accept the apology without

reservations. "I can speak for myself
and the people on my floor," Judy Mills

stated. "This kind of thing went on a lot

last year because we're a sorority

dorm. The frats are friendly with most
of the girls here, and they feel more
comfortable indulging in such behavior

around friends. But they let things get

out of hand. We're tired of it, and we're
not going to tolerate it. Monday night,

Frank (Dean Kasprowicz) called Presi-

dent McLain and asked him what we
should do. He said, 'Let the police take

them in if they refuse to disperse,' and
that's what would have happened."
The Office of Students Affairs admit-

ted that this incident serves as a spr-

Ormond L. Andrew

ingboard for a revised policy for deal-

ing with misconduct. "We have made
an administrative decision," declares

Dean Kelly, "to tackle rude and ig-

norant behavior severely. In past
years, we have allowed students almost
limitless freedom in directing their on-

campus lives, but too many people have
carried things too far. This type of

behavior gives us a bad name in the

community, it interferes with college-

community relationships, it dis-

courages college visitors, and it

discourages enrollment. We're getting

out a letter to every student about our

new policy, and in a week or so, we'll

explain our stand in an all-campus

meeting. I don't think we're asking too

much to expect a certain level of

behavior from our students.

"

Attrition, Enrollment
Concern Board
byKRISTAHAWK

A $120,000 income shortage and con-

cern over an alarming attrition rate

received top attention at the first

meeting of the Board of Visitors and
Governors this year. The admission

situation and possible explanations for

attrition were discussed at the October

9 session.

According to the finance committee,
the college has an income shortage of

$120,000 due to the drop in enrollment to

692. Mr. Andrew gave the Admissions
report to the Board and was sharply
questioned. Although last year the total

number of inquiries rose to 7,000, the

number of applications was down to

689. Recently the ration of applications

to inquiries has declined, as has the

ratio of enrqlled students to accepted
students. However, the 1 quality of the

current freshman class is equivalent to

past classes.

There were several explanations

given for the poor admissions at WC:
national disenchantment with the

liberal arts; cost of the college;

absence of a draft; fewer students

available; schools with better reputa-

tions than WC have lowered standards;

physical appearance of WC. It was
noted that WC is not doing as well as
other small liberal arts schools with
which it competes. Some people don't

come to WC for the same reasons that

others do; some students prefer a small
campus, for example, while others like

anonymity. Loui Goldstein inquired

why students were flocking to Hood Col-

lege (according to Dean Hanson they

are overenrolled) but not to WC. Mr.
Andrew replied that Hood has career

programs; it was suggested that the

college should perhaps expand senior

year internships. Dean Hanson noted
that the highest rate of attrition occurs

at the end of the sophomore year, but

overall the rate is evenly spread. The
general atmosphere at WC or the

No Reason Given

by ROGER J. REBETSKY
Ormond L. Andrew, Director of

Washington College Admissions, sub-
mitted his resignation to President
McLain last Monday morning. The
resignation came a day after Andrew
had reported on the admissions situa-

tion at the first meeting of the Board of

Visitors and Governors.
Andrew's letter of resignation is ef-

fective July 1, 1977. President McLain
has not yet accepted the resignation,

and voiced a desire to "turn it around."
No decision has been made on letting

Andrew remain until July should his

decision prove final. Today a meeting is

being held at which Dr. Rob Roy, Chair-
man of the Board of Visitors, President
McLain, and several members of the

Board and Administration will discuss
with Andrew the current admissions
situation and possible consequences of

the resignation.

Andrew was reluctant to talk about
his decision. He did say that there was
"no chance" of his reconsidering it,

that it was "a helpful thing for both the

college and me," and that it was "not
forced by any means." He felt that fur-

ther comment might possibly harm the

college, and declined any comment
about whether he had applied for other

positions.

Andrew emphatically denied any con-

nection between the Board meeting and
his resignation. Dr. Roy agreed that

"there wasn't anything that happened
at the meeting that would cause such a

decision," and that there was "no
criticism levelled at Bud Andrew."
President McLain thought, however,

that the meeting "had something to do
with" Andrew's action. Andrew had
been questioned by Board members
about matters for which he was not

directly responsible as Director of Ad-
missions, and President McLain stated

that "the questions could have been
directed at me."
Andrew denied that lack of Ad-

ministration support had caused him to

resign, adding that "Dr. McLain and I

have a good relationship
"

Andrew's resignation has surprised

and worried many members of the

Washington College community. Dean
Kelly, who has worked with him for

some time, warned that "with the

salary that goes with the job, the hours

and dedication he put in. Bud will be

almost impossible to replace. This

comes as a real, real loss to the school.

"

possibility that other reasons for this

problem exist were not discussed.

Reliable SGA sources predicted that

this subject would be neglected. Jeff

Coomer suggests that "Certain factors

unique to WC, such as the amount of

destruction on campus that goes un-

punished, could provide an alternate

explanation as to why students get

turned off and leave."

When" questioned later about the

enrollment problem, Dean Hanson
stated that it wasa complex matter, not

entirely a question of career programs,

atmosphere, or educational quality. He
Continued on Page -1
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Two dorms broken into. Police. A dean harrassed. College

kids—sure, boys wUl be boys.

Behavior such as the incidents that took place Monday night

have no place on a college campus. And it's about time someone

got caught. This episode isn't just a simple case of inconvenience

and minor damage—it represents a sickness that has been

allowed to spread too far for too long. It infects the whole cam-

pus—every student.

Living quarters at Washington College are a shambles. Men's

dorms are constantly vandalized, torn up, and defaced. Now it's

the women's dorms. And Washington College "students" are

responsible^

The situation is insane. Obviously the majority of students

aren't to blame for the destruction. But the majority of students

are to blame for turning their heads, for ignoring the incidents,

and for failing to take any kind of action.

You have to live here. And only you can put a stop to these

thugs. They are taking away your right to a decent atmosphere

and a decent place to live. Washington College has a judiciary to

deal with them, and the Elm hopes that individuals guilty of

destruction will be dealt with in the harshest possible manner.

But the judiciary can only be effective if students take it upon

themselves to initiate complaints.

The problem goes beyond even the living conditions of the dor-

matones. A major reason for both lowered enrollment and attri-

tion, as cited at the Board of Visitors and Governors meeting last

week, is the physical appearance of the buildings and grounds.

And lowered enrollment means less money. Which means your

college experience is cheapened.

Washington College is in more danger than ever. On top of be-

ing short a bundle of money, students are allowing the place to be
trashed. A lot of Washington College ills can't be cured by the

students. This one can.

Wordsworth to Cive One Man Show

•Music Credit Still An Issue

by DAVE LERNER
SMITH HALL—The Student

Academic Board met Monday night to

consider proposals giving academic
credit for participation in chorus and
band, and to pursue the establishment

of a test file. Members voted 14-3 to

postpone discussion of the former, and
13-5 to go ahead with work on the

testfile.

Randy Mower, music department
representative, presented the proposal

for giving credit in chorus and band. He
explained that this would promote the

participation of non-music majors in

the department. It would also give

music majors the opportunity to get

necessary practical experience while

getting credit. He also pointed out that

in a 1974 survey of small, liberal arts

colleges, 60
offered credit for chorus

and band. Furthermore, W.C. offered

credit in both ensembles until 1961,

when the four course system was in-

stituted.

Paul Noto, SGA president, took the

con side to illustrate the proposal's

weak points. "I think we would start a

dangerous precedent," he said, predic-

ting that it would not be long before the

drama department, newspaper staff,

and lacrosse team would demand credit

for their efforts. He also feels that such

a program would be discriminatory

towards students with musical talent,

because only they would be eligible to

participate. In conclusion, Paul ex-

plained that ensemble members should

be participating for fun, not credit, and
that if there is a lack of support, in-

Richard Wordsworth, the great-great

grandson of the English Romantic poet

William Wordsworth, will present a

one-man show entitled "The Bliss of

Solitude" on Wednesday evening, Oc-

tober 20, at 8 p.m. in the Hynson

Lounge. "The Bliss of Solitude" is a

program of general appeal in which the

skillfully arranged selections from

William Wordsworth's Poems, Dorothy

Wordsworth's Journal and Letters, and

the correspondence of Coleridge and

Lamb show above all else that the

members of the Wordsworth circle

were stimulating, enjoyable, and witty

human beings. Part 1 of the program
consists of an account of William Word-
sworth's early life from 1770 to 1800, as
well as indications of the debt he owed
to Dorothy. In addition, various
members of the Wordsworth circle

areintroduced. Part 2 treats the

development of Wordsworth and his cir-

cle in the 19th Century. Included are
scenes of his life at Dove Cottage, and
his final years at Rydal Mount.
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terest should be generated in some
other way
A lengthy discussion by board

members followed, finally 2 deciding to

invite Mr. Klaus to defendjjhe proposal

at the next meeting, with another facul-

ty member attacking it. This same
issue came before the S.A.B. last year,

and the proposal was turned down.
The question of whether the S.A.B.

should pursue the establishment of a

"test file" generated mixed feelings.

Some felt that a public file of past tests

would greatly help students in prepar-

ing for exams, and would be more fair

than the present system where some
students have access to old tests

(through friends, frats, or sororities),

while others do not. Others cited that

such a file would lend itself to abuse, en-

couraging users to study from of past

tests exclusively, in an effort to

"psyche out" the professors. After

some further discussion, members
voted to begin working on the file.

In other business, Jeff Coomer,
S.A.B. president, announced that a final

draft of the cheating file had been

unaminously passed by the Academic
Board. The S.A.B. will have a special

meeting this Monday evening to go over

the final draft in detail before explain-

ing it to faculty members.
Steve Harrell, S.A.B. representative

to Publications Committee, announced
that the Pegasus will receive $7081.00

this year, while the Elm will get

$7206.00. This covers all but $250 of the

publications budget, which may be

given to the Writer's Unions

Reporter About Campus:

Do You Endorse Ford?

By LYNN LYKE
Photography by CAROL HOOD

During the past week, students and faculty members
were asked the following questions: "What do you

think of the S.G.A.'s endorsement of President Ford?"
and "Who are you endorsing and why?" Their replies:

•Keith Twitchell, senior from Connecticut, Editor of

"The Crab"—"I'm astonished that this school is so

conservative. I find it very disappointing that students

are willing to accept the continuation of the traditional

conservatism that has attached Itself to the republican

party. I'm definitely pro- democrat, pro-Carter. Carter

has more enthusiasm. I disagree with the republicans

policy on abortion, foreign commitments and drags.

•George R. Shivers, Associate Professor of

Spanish—"I don't agree with the endorsement.

Although I'm not too enthusiastic about either one, I'm

endorsing Carter. I'm voting for the platform rather

than the person. I don't trust Ford-he Is still part of the

Nixon Administration. After all, Nixon did pick him.

His main concerns are the wealthy and corporations.

Peter Gloersen. sophmore from Severna Park,

Md.—"I agree with the S.G.A.'s endorsement of Pres.

Ford; because there is no way I would like to see

Carter in office. I think he Is all image and wants to

make to many changes. I like the direction the country

is heading in ; the progress Is good enough for me."

•Mimi Cooper, freshman from Lancaster, Pa.—"I

don't agree with its endorsement. I think Pres. Ford
veteos a lot of bills that would help the people of the

-U.S. Carter has many good Ideas ; and at this point, any

change in the government would be a good one."
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No Difference
By THOMAS DENT
NEWS EDITOR

HYNSON LOUNGE-Ford vs.
Carter: Does it make a Difference? was
discussed by Dr. Howard J. Silver of

the Political Science Department as the
first in a series of lectures under the
heading of the SGA Forum.
Hynson Lounge was packed. Dr.

Silver reviewed the candidates
simultaneously, also giving important
insights as to why voter interest is

declining in America. Dr. Silver argued
that political bureaucracy is an almost
immovable entity in the U.S. and he
noted that if Jimmy Carter stays with
his claim of restructuring Washington's
bureaucracy he would be very in-

terested in seeing how it could be done.
On the subject of apathy in the elec-

torate he pointed out that (according to

various nation-wide polls and other
studies) many Americans feel that,

despite all the campaign promises, the

office of President is realtively ineffec-

tive in pushing its policies (Nixon) . The
Congress is the only real lawmaker and
besides, it is hard for all people to agree
on one issue anyway.

Actually Dr. Silver never came to any
conclusions that could answer the ques-
tion: Does it make a difference? In fact,

he said that there were probably more .

similarities than differences between
the two. Both men are active positivist

and would be relaxed in office; both
would probably be vigorous in pro-

moting their programs, and in the

duties of the Presidency. When dealing

with Carter, Dr. Silver said he is a new
face in politics and bears similarities to

JFK. He is a little fuzzy on the issues.

People may be afraid of the unknown
and wonder whether or not four years
as Governor of Georgia qualifies him
for the office of President. Dr. Silver

suggested that the bureaucracy in

Georgia is a great deal different than
that of Washington. How will Carter be
welcomed in Washington; are special

<D
Poli So Club

To Show Film

The Political Science Club is sponsor-
ing a showing of the film of Theodore H.
White's "The Making of the Presi-
dent,1960" on Sunday night October 17
at7:30 p.m. in newly refurbished Smith
Auditorium.

Based on what is considered to be
White's best campaign chronicle, the
film depicts the drama and excitement
of probably the most interesting
presidential campaign in recent
history. Highlights include the
Kennedy-Humphrey primary strug-
gles, Kennedy vs. Johnson at the con-
vention, the Nixon-Rockefeller mid-
night meeting, a youthful Chuck Percy
at the GOP convention, the Kennady-
Nixon debates, and Kennedy campaign-
ing in the Bronx on the last weekend of
the campaign (if you look closely you
may be able to pick out a youthful Dr.
Silver in the crowd!)
A discussion will follow the film. Ad-

mission is free.

Dr. Howard Silver, Political
Science—No Difference.

interest groups afraid of him?
On President Ford, Dr. Silver

observes that he carries the torch of

subjective conservatism brought all the
way from the days of Eisenhower. We
know what we have with Ford but what
we have can be looked at either way.
Will he continue his veto war with Con-
gress? On the President's relationship
with Congress' Dr. Silver noted that
Gerald Ford stresses that a Republican
President is needed to check the
Democratic Congress. On the other
hand, maybe Carter will work more ef-

ficiently with the Democrats.
After a discussion of the debates, to

provoke further interest, Dr. Silver
read each candidate's statements. Jim-
my Carter : Government musjt
cooperate with citizens. The public has
been misled too long (Johnson-Nixon).
Government must be confident and effi-

cient. We must be sensitive to the needs
of the handicapped and aged. America
needs leadership. We must regain the

American "vision." Gerald Ford:
Freedom for the individual. We must
stop the worker from feeling that he is

only a small cog in a big machine. Our
children have been herded through
mass education; ability should be given
a chance to be recognized. Labor
Unions should provide more op-

portunities for the workers. Strive for a
better America; togetherness.

When SGA host Jeff Coomer an-
nounced that Dr. Silver would answer
questions there was a fair response.

Most questions were either answered
by what was said before, or were pro-

ven by Dr. Silver as insignificant to

voters. Although Dr. Silver covered the

material with total knowledge and a
fine presentation, he came to the con-

clusion that nothing could show a
definite difference between the can-
didates. The things that were said,

however, I must admit, changed my
candidate choice. Dr. Silver is voting

for Jimmy Carter.

Elburn's Florist and Greenhouses
Come and Visit Our Tropical

Houseplant Greenhouse
• Complete Plant Supplies

• We Wire Flowers and Plants

Worldwide
1 Mile South of Bridge Phone 778-2200

Ninninger is

Variety, Talent
By RON WATSON
MUSIC REVIEWER

Last Frid-y night Willie Ninninger
prefaced Aztec Two-Step with folk-
oriented music. Willie, is a graduate of
Tufts with a B.A. in English, and now
lives in the village in NYC. He has been
working colleges and coffeehouses
along the East Coast. Accompanying
Willie were Bob Grilli on bass, Roger
Bartlet (who has played with Jimmy
Buffet) and Willie's father, Gene Ninn-
inger. Willie, who works full time as a
musician says "it's really lots of fun."
His father, Gene, who started studying
music at the University of Kansas, goes
on the road with Willie when he can. I

liked the family element in the show.
The W.C. performance was the first

night that all the musicians were on the
stage together. Because of this, the
band was fragmented. In particular,

Roger had some trouble hitting out
guitar licks. Among the songs Ninn-
inger and company played were "Lying
on My Bed" a blues number, "City of

New Orleans", "Country Dough", a
parody of John Denver, "Proud to be a
Moose" and the last movement of the

"William Tell, Overture". Willie has
played in places such as "Possim's", a
well known club in Cambridge, and
"Steaks" in Chestertown. Later this

month (October 30) Willie will be play-

ing with Pete Seeger in a benefit for the

Clearwater project that is trying to

Do you know this person??

Watch next week for pictures and story
on the Aztec Two Step.

clean up the Hudson.
Willie's humor and imagination had a

certain flair which made the show com-
pletely enjoyable. His satire was light.

The addition of Willie's father on violin
excited the crowd, bringing them into
roars when the father-son team dashed
out a deuling duet of "The William Tell
Overture". "Proud to be a Moose" is a
children's song that has been sold to

CBS for Captain Kangaroo. He has sold
four other songs which will be featured
this month. Willie's selection of music
was intriguing and I understand he will

be back. For good entertainment be
sure to catch him when he returns.

"A MASTERPIECE!"

There's aBrte bit of
Duddy KravRz In everyone.
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Robert L. Forney
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Chestertown, Maryland
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Coach Eric Stoll On Crew:

The Fastest Boaters Ever

Writing an article about Crew in Oc-

tober is largely an excercize in specula-

tion. Crew is primarily a spring sport

with the fall serving as a training

period for new oarsmen. In past years

we have often had one or two races over

the traditional 2000 meters in the fall to

acquaint the crews with racing condi-

tions. This year we have decided to take

advantage of two of the several "Head

of the River" races which are becoming

increasingly popular in the autumn.

Unlike regular races where two or

more crews race against one another

for 2000 meters (about 1 1 3 miles),

"Head of the River" races are rowed

for 3 miles against the clock. As many
as 40 crews in each class are started 10

to 15 seconds apart and are timed for

the 3 mile row.

Our first competition is the Head of

the Charles in Boston, on Sunday, Oct.

17. Four of our more experienced

oarsmen—Bob Dunn, John Sherman,

Bob Barden and John Jones, along with

coxswain Neil Sullivan—have been

training for several weeks tocompete

as an Intermediate Four in the fall's

most popular regatta.

The other fall race will be in

Philadelphia the following Saturday at

the Thomas Eakins—Head of the

Schuylkill Regatta. Along with the Four

we will compete with an Eight led by

veterans Jack Knadler, Jim Coffin,

Pete Lane, Dick Snyder and Jay Cooper

with Shelly Sharp at the helm.

Transfers Steve Jones and Dave Sim-

mons round out the eight.

There are several promising frosh

oarsmen this fall. We originally plan-

ned on boating a freshman eight for

Philadelphia, but lack of time and a

couple of decisions not to row in the fall

prevented it. If more freshman decide

to row in the spring, it is conceivable

that we could co ete with three Eights,

including a freshman crew.

The spring season is shaping up to be

the most challenging that Washington

College has had. The opening home
race is March 25th against Trinity Col-

lege. Other races include LaSalle,

Drexel, Temple, Virginia and

Georgetown. The season ends in May
with the college level champion-

ships.The Dad Vail Regatta, in

Philadelphia. The size and experience

of this fall's squad, coupled with hard

work and many miles on the river

beginning in February, could very well

produce the fastest Washington College

Crew ever.

Sho'men

Settle For Tie
After defeating U.M.E.S. here last

Friday, outshooting them 31-3, the soc-

cer team traveled to St. Marys on

Wednesday and battled for a 0-0 tie in

double-overtime in a game that was vir-

tually even, both offensively and defen-

sively. Although the Shoremen were

barely outshot 23-22 and played "fairly

well", according to Coach Athey, "both

teams had many chances to score, but

no one but Ed Beach (penetrated) and

his goal was called back."

The coach was pleased with the

team's effort in the second half and

overtimes: "We didn't play very well

the first half," he said, "but we played

well the second half and even better

during the overtimes." He was excep-

tionally pleased with the defense which

"played well". Goalie Skip Comstock,

had eleven saves, and Ed Beach,

"played the best yet."

With a 4-2-1 record, the team ap-

proaches the toughest, most important

part of the schedule. Tomorrow at 1:00

p.m. they will face Haverford here.

Next Tuesday they will play Loyola

here, and then George Washington

away next Saturday. These three

games should prove excellent competi-

tion and viewing.
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V-ballOff

and Spiking

CHESTERTOWN, MD.—Volleyball is

off and running. In their first varsity

match, October 6 at Chesapeake Com-
munity College, the Shore women took

the games 15-10 and 15-2. Later that

same day the girls whipped Mon-

tgomery College in their toughest game
to date. Losing the first game 14-16,

they fought back to win the next two

15-8 and 15-4.

Coach Penny Fall said, "Chesapeake

is a much improved team and the first

match was very close for a long time

which the final 15-10 score does not fully

.

reflect." Miss Fall went on to say,
w

"Montgomery plays a scrappy,'
unothodox game in terms of

strategy.-.they are real hustlers and

our girls had to adjust to the fact that

the ball was going to come back every

time. We settled down, began to return

the ball and changed the tempo of the

game around and took the next two

games to win the match. The game
lasted almost an hour which is long in

volleyball."

On Friday evening Washington Col-

lege played host to Loyola Varsity

women and buried them 4 games zip.

Washington was expecting much more
of a fight than they received, but the

Shore women never let them get

started. The varsity took both games,

15-7 and 15-4.

The Washington College junior varsi-

ty women repeated the Loyola victory

in an even deadlier fashion—with 15-2

and 15-1 game scores.

Visitors Meet
• Continued from Page 1 •

suggested that one must reconvince

students that a liberal arts education is

a good basis for any career. He feels

that career education has peaked and is

now waning. He cited a quotation from
Noel Epstein of the Washington Post

that said: "It is not clear to me, though,

exactly how many employers are really

seeking graduates who are less well

rounded than their predecessors but

who have some additional skills. Many
employers may prefer to teach skills on
the job." Dr. McLain has used this

source in the past to defend the concept

of a liberal arts education.

The Board also made plans to study

alumni relations in order that alumni
recruitment of students and annual giv-

ing might be improved. It was decided

that there was no longer a need for a

Board member to chair the Athletic

Council; a member was originally

placed on the council to inform the

Board of athletic scholarships back

when football was still a varsity sport.

Athletics, like any other course pro-

grams, should be under the jurisdiction

of the college administration. The up-

coming bicentennial celebration of the

college as well as other less significant

issues, were also discussed.
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Thetas Take

Championship
The Theta Chis completed an

undefeated season in intramural foot-

ball this week, with a close victory over

the Tide in the championship game
Tuesday. Playing with their" usual

elegance, the Thetas were able to fight

back from an early 7-0 deficit to win

19-7, putting them at the top of the

seven-team standings for 1976. In their

march to top the Theta team showed
uncontested strengh on both sides of the

field—sporting a defense which allowed

a meager 21 points in 7 games, while

generating a productive offense of 127

points. Playing with this tight combina-

tion, it was no wonder that the Thetas

were the team to beat this season.

THE REAR GARAGE
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SGi4 Votes Pub Board,

Counselor Concerns
ByDAVESASLAW

A proposal to restructure the Board
of Publications, one to create a Job Op-

portunities Counselor, and a discussion

of another Port Welcome cruise

highlighted this week's S.G.A. agenda.

In capsule, these were the delibera-

tions:

•Determining publication budgets,

including editor salaries, is the duty of

the Board of Publications. This com-
mittee is composed of three faculty

members, the editors of the Elm,
Washington College Review, Pegasus,

and the Director of Public Information.

Each member of this board has one

vote. The S.G.A. is concerned with a

lack of objectivity and subsequent self-

intrest that may result from editors

voting on their own budgets and
therefore, their own salaries. By
unanimous consent, the S.G.A. voted an
amendment whereby this Board of

Publications would be restructured to

include all aforementioned members,
as well as three S.G.A. representatives.

The bill suggests that the editors not be

allowed to vote and that instead, S.G.A.

members would acquire one vote a

piece.

•One of the shortcomings at

Washington College seems to be lack of

a career-planning or job-opportunities

counselor. Many students present and
prospective are skeptical about their

futures with a liberal arts degree. A
professional job-opportunities
counselor might provide a real way in

which Washington College students

may be made aware of various job op-

portunities. Acting upon a unanimous
S.A.B. action, the S.G.A. unanimously

approved a bill providing for the formal

creation of a part-time job op-

portunities counselor. In order for this

proposal to become reality, however,

the bill must be approved by Student

Affairs, the Admissions Office, Bonnie

Michealson, Dean Hanson, and finally

Dr. McClain.

•The last issue discussed was the

possibility of another Port Welcome
cruise. Several considerations resulted

in the suspension of this discussion.

Primarily, the S.G.A. is concerned with

its fiscal image. Channels are being

pursued to have the S.G.A. student fee

allocation increased from the current

$11.70 per student. In light of the deficit

incurred on last year's cruise, the

S.G.A. opted to drop such an event from

this year's calendar.

Thetas Take
Elm Copies

By David Lerner
and

Bonnie Nelle Duncan
Last Friday night, October 15,

several Theta members were observed
confiscating all copies of the last issue

of the Elm which reported disruptive

behavior of members of that fraternity.

An estimated 100 issues were removed
from the library and the dormatories.
The following morning, Theta members
again attempted to remove all copies of

the Elm from the dining hall, but they
were prevented from doing so by Elm
editor Roger Rebetsky, who recovered
the issues and saw they they were
distributed to all students.

Meanwhile, a tide of controversy has
swept the campus since the October 11

disturbance at Minta Martin Hall.

Those charged deride administrative

handling of the situation and ad-

ministrators agree with President
McLain to "forgive and forget the

whole thing." Theta members are
especially disturbed by a petition

raised by some Minta Martin residents

that makes it impossible for the college

community to forget what Dean Kelly

termed "one really dumb mistake on

the part of some generally decent

guys".
The incident, the frat brothers

believe, got out of hand because Dean
Kasprwoic failed to act on his authority

in curtailing the disturbance. They also

feel that they were excessively

penalized by unprecidented
disciplinary probation in addition to a

$30 fine and $5 billed to each for repair

of a penepanel in the door to Minta Mar-

tin's second floor which was actually

broken by a non-Theta. They also

dispute some items reported in last

week's Elm. declaring that they had
already started to leave before police

intervened, although Kasprowicz
stated that they refused to disperse im-

mediately.

Richard Gray, one of those charged,

admitted that of 15 present that night

10 or 12 were Thetas and he feels that

they have been made examples before

the student body. "We're not likely to

go over to the girls' dorms, raising hell

again; any of us would say we were

wrong. We abridged others' rights. But

Cheating File To Go To Faculty
By DAVE LERNER

A special- session of the Student

Academic Board convened Monday
night to discuss the cheating file and its

justification. SAB President Jeff

Coomer explained the significance of

this issue.

To begin with, there is most definitely

a cheating problem at Washington Col-

lege. An SGA poll taken last year

revealed that a startling eleven percent

of the respondants admitted plageriz-

ing.

As it stands, now, a professor who
catches a student cheating has sure

way of knowing whether this student

has been caught before. The main pur-

pose of the file is to help the professor in

determining a -fair punishment for the

offender. In this way, the professor

could determine whether this instance

was just an unfortunate slip or a

regular practice for the student in-

volved. The experienced cheater could

no longer con the professor into believ-

ing this was his only offense.

The file will not interfere with the

professor's right to assign a certain

grade or punishment, and he will not be

under any obligation to check the file.

He is only required to submit

established cases of cheating. The file

will be kept confidential, and only the

Dean will have access to it. Faculty

members may see a specific student's

file only upon written request, and only

after the student has been determined

guilty.

Coomer emphasized that cheating not

only hurts the offender but everyone

else in the class and in the school.

Cheaters undermine the value of a good

grade, taking away from those students

who work for their marks.

SAB members are asking professors

to take a broad view of the problem.

we're against being victims. This was
not a fraternity function, but the only

guys who got charged were Thetas. " He
noted that the seven were charged ar-

birtaily, perhaps because they were the

only ones identified.

John Haberman elaborated on the

petition which has been forwarded to

faculty members andadministrators.

Disgruntled that the document named
all involved as responsible for breaking

the door and "endangering the student

body by hurling beer . cans," he said,

"My name is being sent around to every
faculty member, everybody. 'John

Haberman knocked in a door. He hurled

beer cans.' I did not do any of that. My
teachers are going to be grading me;
with the financial aid director, it might
influence how much money I get.

Everybody gets the impression that we
all did this, and I did not." President

McLain and Dean Kelly were im-

pressed, however, that the signers of

the petition had voiced their concern for

campus living conditions.

When asked to describe Kasprowicz's

handling of the situation, Mike Brown
said, "It was a shock for us that he was
there in the first place. I never had the

idea that he would call the police. I

•don't think he ever specifically asked us

to leave."

Haberman, summing up the Dean's

actions as "horrible", added, "If he had

just laid the law on us, we would have

left, but he didn't, He was just hanging

around like one of the guys. We had no

indication of the gravity of the situa-

tion. He never came right out and said,

'all right, leave.' He didn't handle it like

a Dean of Men at all. He was just like

another student saying 'dome on, fellas,

be nice to the girls.'"

Kasprowicz was unavailable for com-

ment. Kelly admitted that the ad-

ministration shared guiltby "failing to

set proper guidelines for student con-

duct" before this occurence. President

McLain, when interviewed concerning

repercussions to this incident said, "I

don't think anything will be gained by

follow-up." He admitted that "positive

student activism" could act as a deter-

rent to this type of behavior, but failed

to elaborate specifically on what

Washington College students can do to

improve conditions.

The fact that cheating may not be oc-

curing in some classes does not mean it

isn't happening in others. Professors

should be aware of what's going on in

other classes.

Jeff pointed out that while this is

basically a student problem, all that

students can hope to do is raise the level

of awareness of cheating. The faculty is

the only body that has the power to

change the machinery, and students

are asking for its help. The issue will be

put to a vote at the next faculty

meeting, to be held the beginning of

November.
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A Right To Know??
It's always nice to get student response to the newspaper. This

week members of the Theta Chi Fraternity were very respon-W
iv!l?hey liked the newspaper so much they tried to keep all the

copies for themselves.

There are interests on campus, other than the Thetas, that

would like to see news go unreported. Some individuals seem to

feel the Elm should "pussyfoot" around the issues Others in-

cluding the President, are of the opinion that the editorial statt is

on an ego trip, that it thrives on controversy.

What, then, is a newspaper?
The most important principle of the Elm's journalistic

philosophy is to report accurately all facts and events that are

important to its readership. This includes all administrative ac-

tivity and all events.happenings, activities, crimes, feelings—in

general, any of the many newsworthy concerns of Washington

College.'We believe simply in the students' right to know.

This paper will not be muzzled, will not mince words, and will

not shut up to protect any interest group. The community is the

only group the Elm is interested in.

Washington College cannot afford to veil its shortcomings. If

there is to be any hope of improving the rate of attrition, if there

is to be any hope of making the administrations and student

government effective, if there is to be any hope of anyone's being

proud of Washington College, it will come only from confronting

the school's deficiencies. *

As long as the administration refuses to be above-board with

the students and faculty, its own problems continue to grow. The

resignation of a Director of Admissions, for reasons withheld

"for the good of the college", is no sign of a vital and flourishing

administration.

The Student Government has an explicit obligation to be open

with the student body. All too often, students first learn of resolu-

tions after they have been passed. The current SGA administra-

tion has yet to prove the "increased representation" it has so

often promised. The Elm reports meetings and government ac-

tion after the fact. But it is the SGA's duty to assure student

awareness of its action before it is taken—including the expen-

diture of $2500 of the student's money on a concert.

No wonder the students are apathetic. Until the administration

and SGA realize their responsibilities to the student, they don't

deserve support.

We must be an open community, a community that is not

afraid to face its ills and deal with them. It has become a ques-

tion of survival. Washington College cannot continue to claim to

to be a promised land. It isn't, and unless it improves, the slow,

silent exodus of faculty and students will continue—with no one

looking back, no one saying why, and no one knowing why.

To Ihe Editor,

I am writing this letter in response to

the article "Theta Members Attack

Women's Dorms" by Bonnie Duncan.

First off I would like to say that I do

disapprove of the actions in Minta Mar-

tin on the night of Monday October

11th—in fact I found them to be

deplorable. I feel that acts of this type

are childish and irresponsible for sup-

posedly mature college students. The

second reason for writing this letter is

to state the fact that I was misquoted in

the article. First 1 never implied that I

was speaking for all of the people on my
floor. In fact I said I spoke for myself

and a few members of the floor. I also

said 1 felt the reason Minta Martin was

"indulged by such behavior" wasnot

because we were "the sorority dorm,"

but as the article did state it was

because of the fact that the frats were

friendly with the girls here. 1 really

don't see how Bonnie could quote me
when she never wrote down a word 1

said. I was very glad to see the article

in theElm about the actions and the fact

that the campus is now aware of what

has been and is happening. But I feel

that the misquoting in the article is

almost as bad as the actions on which

the article reported.

Sincerely,

Judy Mills

Head R.A.
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The Editor Responds:

Ms. Duncan assures us that she did,

in fact, take notes of her interview with

Ms. Mills. The ELM regrets any mis-

quotation of Ms. Mills' statements. It

does not, however, agree with her that

incompetent or unfair journalistic prac-

tices were the cause of this

misunderstanding.

An Interview

With Joe McLain
by DAVID STIER

President McLain is proud of

Washington College's reputation as an

"academically tough" school- "What

the faculty gets through the student is

important. Teachers aren't here to

remove obstacles for students. They

teach them how to step over them.

Washington does not succumb to gim-

mickery of faddism."

Formerly a soident and instructor

here, Joe McLain had more to say on

academics: "I would rather have a stu-

dent who can soar rather than one who

is consistent. A student should benefit

from three out of four lectures his

teacher gives." Dr. McLain stresses a

liberal policy. "Distribution is a

moderation of the freedom of

students." But he feels that to have

freedom the student must learn respon-

sibility.

CAREER EDUCATION
Concerning the current problem of

low enrollment and high attrition at

W.C., President McLain looks at the

situation realistically: "There is much
dishonesty among our competitors to

recruit students. Most have joined the

fad of career education." According to

Dr. McLain, students are being

deceived by colleges into thinking that

they should concentrate on specialized

fields of study. This is not the role of a

liberal arts college, and the President

has no intentions of compromising.

Two years ago there was a cur-

riculum revision to go along with the in-

ternship idea, but Dr. McLain feels con-

fident that times will change and pro-

spective students will again look for a

liberal education. "Employers are not

looking for narrow persons", he says.

Dr. McLain remembers a time when

students came to him with the problem

of choosing between a liberal arts or a

career-oriented college. Here he asked

them if they wanted to "merely be a

peg that fits into a slot". President

McLain smiles mentioning that none of

them said yes.

NO APATHY HERE
Dr. McLain feels that there is no pro-

blem of apathy here. He contributes the

defacing of campus property to van-

dalism, a lack of caring for others, and

the problem of alcohol. Though he does

not feel the school encourages drinking

he refused to say whether or not it

discourages it'

IN THE FUTURE
The President was finally asked what

Washington College's future looks like:

"My future is dedicated to W.C. In the

next twenty years I'd like to see an en-

dowment of $20,000,000, undergrad of

800, and a higher profile of the school."

President McLain was once asked

how big his school was. He replied,

"Don't ask me how big it is—ask me
howgooditis." ,

A Major Mime
The SGA lecture series will present

Craig Babcock, noted free lance mime
artist, in a Lecture-Performance at

7:00 P.M., October 26, in the Smith

Auditorium. He will also present a

"Master Class in Mime" at 8: 15 P.M. in

the Dance Studio. Babcock's

background includes: teaching fellow

at Goddard College, 1970-71;. partner of

Tony Montanaro, master mime,
1971-73; director. Street 70 Mime
Theatre Co., 1973-76. He has toured

mime shows at over 400 colleges,

universities, public schools, civic and

social groups, and theaters including

Wolf Trap Performing Arts Center,

Kennedy Center, the Smithsonian In-

stitution, Washington Cathedral, Loui-

siana State University, the Universities

of Maryland and Michigan, Queens

University (Ontario), Skidmore Col-

lege, and the Baltimore Museum of Art.

The gestures he has developed in

creating a characterization allows him

to give universal appeal to a very

human, individual person. His skills as

a teacher enable students with little

background in mime to create for

themselves a style of movement that

will serve them for years to come.

Admission to the performance is free.
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W.D. Snodgrass:

"All laudatory adjectives

fall short..."

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Accomplished guest poets arrive on

small campuses with the same infre-

quency as meteorites and falling stars,

yet last Friday afternoon the Sophie
Kerr Committee hosted one such rare
comet— W.D. Snodgrass, who read
from his Pulitzer Prize winning book,
Heart's Needle and other works.
Snodgrass' selections were as subjec-

tive as the memory of his home. In what
he termed "the wilderness of

Syracuse" and the "belly dance dives"
in Detroit, the poet declared that this is

where "all of us intellectuals used to

hang out." Some pieces rang of social

and philosophical concerns, such as his

portrayal of the "black robes" of a
university who would dissect the

"magnificent brain of Garuda" to

"make him one of us." The selection

most enthusiastically applauded con-

trasted the triviality of Eva Braun's
personality with her insights into the

rise and fall of Hitler and the Nazi

regime. With that same concern,
Snodgrass tried to intersperse strands
of philosophy with the verbatim in-

structions of a World Was II sergeant
on "How to Kill a Man with your Bare
Hands." Though this last attempt was
bolstered by vivid imagery, it fell short
of the smooth transition of thought that

would have placed it on par with his

other work.
Nevertheless, readings from Heart's

Needle received favorable reviews
from the audience, an audience that

would probably agree with the editor of

The Norton Anthology of Modern
Poetry that "the careful syllabrics, the

ingratiating rhythms, and the wry
jokes do not qualify the pathos but coex-
ist with it to produce this poet's par-

ticular sweet and sour flavor." When a

guest poet on a small campus is gifted

not only with oratory command but
with the ability to laugh at himself, all

laudatory adjectives fall short of

describing him.

Reporter About Campus:

Fraternities??

By LYNN LYKE
Photography By CAROL HOOD

During the past week, students and faculty members were
asked the following questions: "How do you feel about frater-
nities on campus?" and "Do you feel that they play a con-
structive roll?"

• Vicki Krowe, junior, secretary of the S.G.A.—"I think
fraternities on campus are good. They can play a construc-
tive and destructive role. Constructive by their campus-wide
parties, social functions and intramurals. They can also be
destructive. I don't feel that destruction should be pinned on
fraternities as a whole. There are both individuals (Greek
and Non- Greek) that cause problems."

• Robert Fallaw, Director of American Studies—"In some
respects they play a constructive role. I believe they provide
social unity and school spirit. Perhaps though, the conduct of

some in the recent past, has outweighed the assets. The
fraternity system doesn't have to produce this type of

behavior, although it is evident that it does here at

Washington College.
'

'

• David Lane, freshman—"I don't feel they play a con-
structive role on campus. But I guess if a guy has no other
place to go, fraternities will give him something to do. Lack
of activities is a major problems on campus. In response to a
fraternity's action last week, I thought it was a healthy ac-
tivity, because we all learned something from it."

• John B. Taylor, Assistant Professor of Political Science,
Advisor of the Kappa Alpha—"Fraternities can play a con-
structive role. It is necessary to have some kind of organiza-
tion on campus since other resources are not immediately
outside the gate. A campus should provide other outlets and it

should not be dominated by fraternities. In general, a frater-

nity should be more than a'socialoutlet and should have
positive goals." . : *

•

Blythe Spirit Opens

For Weekend
The award-winning play, Blithe

Spirit, will be presented on October
21-24 at 8:00 p.m. in Tawes Theatre of

the Gibson Fine Arts Center.

Written by the incomparable Noel
Coward, this mature comedy will

launch the season's drama productions.

One of the most prolific writers of

English comedy, Noel Coward has
served the theatre as actor, musician,
composer, director, producer and
playwright. His early serious plays

have nearly disappeared from the

stage, but his witty comedies of the

bohemian society that he so enjoyed
seem to appear in production year after

year. The most popular of these com-
edies are: Hay Fever, Private Lives,

Design For Livingand Blithe Spirit.

Generally considered the most
mature of Coward's comedies, Blithe

Spirit relates the story of Charlea Con-

domine, a successful writer of mystery

stories, who invites an eccentric

spiritualist, Madame Arcati, to his

home in the hope of learning some "-

jargon and tricks of the trade" with

which to enhance his new novel that

concerns a homicidal medium. The
result of the ensuing seance is a wildly

complicated situation involving

Charles, his present wife, his deceased

wife, and Madame Arcati.

Directed by Timothy B. Maloney,

Associate Professor of Drama and
Department Chairman, the production

stars John D'Amico as Charles, Nancy
Knuth as present wife Ruth, and Kevin

Madden as deceased wife, Elvira. Also

included in the cast are: Lisa Gluck,

Kevin McGuire, Jennifer Hawkins and
Victoria Gadsen. Set design is by
Willian Segal, Assistant Professor of

Drama. Paige Streit is stage manager.
Performances begin at 8 p.m.,

Thursday through Sunday. Admission

is $2 for adults and $1 for students.

Alice Artzt To Perform
The remarkable young American

classical guitarist, Alice Artzt, will per-

form a Concert Series program October
28 at 8:30 P.M. in the Gibson Fine Arts

Center.

A popular artist in solo recitals and
with orchestras in the United States and
abroad, Miss Artzt also is in demand for

her master classes, workshops, lecture

recitals, and radio and television ap-

pearances. She has been signed for the

"Artist in Resident program of Affiliate

Artists of New York.

An exceptional talent ffora an early

BLITHE SPIRIT
A Comedy by Noel Coward

October 21 ,22, 23, 24
8 P.M.

Tawes Theater
Directed by Timothy Maloney

"Perhaps one of Coward's

best"— The New Yorker

Don't miss it!

age, she was taught by Julian Bream in

England and by Ida Presti and Alexan-

dre Lagoya in France. She also has
studied composition with Darius
Milhaud.

Her program here will include works
by John Dowland Domenico Scarlatti,

Johann Sebastian Bach, Tom
Eastwood, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco,

and Fernando Sor.

Admission to the concert will be by

Concert Series season ticket. Non-
Washington College students may buy

singleadmission tickets at the door for

$1.00 each upon showing their iden-

tification. The show is open to the

general public with adult single tickets

priced at $4.00 each.

The Ram Shop

Art Supplies

Beads 'Galore' For

HE and SHE NECKLACES
1 1 1 Cross St., Chesterrown

778-4554

Elburn's Florist and Greenhouses
Come and Visit Our Tropical

Houseplant Greenhouse

• Complete Plant Supplies

• We Wire Flowers arid Plants

Worldwide
1 Mile South of Bridge Phone 778-2200
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Volleyball Drops One- Still Spiking

by BOB AKESON
In the past two weeks the volleyball

team participated in two tri-matches.

In the first, W.C. faced Delaware Tech

and Cecil Community College. In the se-

cond, which was held at Gallaudet Col-

lege, American University and

Gallaudet were the opposition. All in all

the competition in these matches was

challenging for the shorewomen.

In first series at Cecil, W.C. swept by

Delaware Tech with scores of 15-8,

15-10. A fine defensive effort was turned

in by sophomore Jenny Butler, who con-

sistently stymied the efforts of opposing

spikers with sparkling defensive plays.

Loyola Topples Shoremen, 3-0

By ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

In one of the toughest and roughest

games to date, Loyola College, ranked

tenth in the nation and sporting an 11-0

record this season, beat the Shoremen

with remarkable ball control and speed

3-0 here on Tuesday. All things con-

sidered—that is, Loyola's flare and hus-

tle—it was not a heartbreaking defeat,

nor was it difficult to see why Loyola is

one of the best teams around.

"They're an excellent team," coach

Athev said. "We played a good game,

but they were just better. That's all

there is to it." Indeed the Shoreman did

play well; they hustled all the time and

kept what could have turned into a

onslought an interesting, reasonably

close contest. Loyola was simply too

quick and powerful for Athey's young

team that, considering the number of

freshmen, holds a respectable 4-3-1

record. "I think we gained much by

playing them," the coach continued,

"We need the experience and time to

gell into a more competitive unit."

At the outset the teams were fairly

even both offensively and defensively.

Newtown

Wine & Cheese

Market
Located across

from the Campus

Large selection of

Wines and Chooses

Stop by and
browse or buy.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

The Shoremen were particularly im-

pressive as their offense took command

and rapidly pushed through the Loyola

defense in a succession of plays.

However, poor passing and ball control

and a early penalty kick retarded the

Shoremen's attack, and put them

behind 1-0. Loyola was primed for a

strong and consistent demonstration of

good college soccer.

Later, however, the Shoremen had a

golden opportunity to tie when, with

just under sixteen minutes left in the

first half, Ed Beach picked up the ball

wide open in front of the goal. But

Loyola's goalie made a diving grab and

was temporarily injured when he and

Beach collided. Loyola then sur-

mounted an effective attack and tallied

to gain a comfortable 2-0 lead at

halftime.

From then on it was all Loyola. Their

offense was relentless, though the

Shore defense played exceptionally

well—especially goalie Skip Comstock

who, while making several spectacular

saves and flawlessly clearing and pass-

ing the ball, allowed only one goal in the

second half. "The defense played a

heckava game," the coach declared,

"and Skip has developed into a fine

goalie—one whom we couldn't do

without." He was unquestionably the

MNlMMMtfMe*.
The Senior Class

Thanks
KENT RADIO AND TV

Townshend Bldg.

CHESTERTOWN, MD 21 620

Phone 778-1 179

star of the game as far as the Shoremen

were concerned. Without him, the team

would have lost by a much greater

margin.

On the other end of the field, Loyola's

defense completely beset the Shore at-

tack. The offense was unable to contain

the ball near the goal for any period of

time and posed almost no threat at all.

When it looked like they were going to

generate a play, a weak pass or a good

defensive move eliminated any

possibility of a score. "We worked too

slowly," the coach reasoned. "We are

lacking the continuity of a good offen-

sive club. If we are going to start winn-

ing consistently, then our offense has

got to play well. Otherwise we'll have to

find some players who can."

All in all the Shoremen did play a

good game—one well worth watching.

It was a hard fought contest and many
had a chance to play. Loyola did not, by

any stretch of the imagination,

eradicate the Shoremen but fought

equally hard—never once taking for

granted their ability. At the end, the

coach was very pleased with both

teams' performances and expressed his

hope for a victory against George

Washington at George Washington this

Saturday. Although we lost to Haver-

ford, 2-1, last Saturday in a game in

which Peter Abronski accounted for our

only goal, and lost to Loyola, the coach

said, we played well both games and we

should do well against George

Washington, who lost, 2-0, to Navy and

have been defeated by Haverford, 2-1.
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On offense, junior Cindy Patchen led

the way with awesome spike shots.

Overall, in this series, the shorewomen
gave their best in a supreme team ef-

fort.

In the second series against Cecil

Community College, W.C. was vic-

torious 15-11 in the first match, which

certainly had its share of excitement,

as the shorewomen were down 4-11 at

one point. Exceptional performances

were made by Butler and Patchen

again as well as by junior Kathy Obear

and sophomores Margaret Stephens,

Kerric Harvey, senior Ann Goodrich,

and Joan Burri.

At this juncture in the first meet, the

W.C. girls had won three matches in a

row. All they would need now is one

more victory against Cecil to complete

a sweep for a perfect afternoon. But

from here on in Cecil proved to be a

more than formidable opponent. Cecil-

has a reputation for its powerful

volleyball teams and thsis year is cer-

tainly no exception.

The second game saw Cecil with a

commanding 14-5 lead. They were led

by four exceptionally powerful spikers,

The shorewomen rallied to stay in con-

tention. Cecil used its front line very ef-

fectively but the shorewomen
countered with a superb defensive ef-

fort. The game tied at 18 five times, un-

til Cecil finally eked it out 20-18.

In the final match, the momentum
decidedly with Cecil, the Shorewomen
were simply overwhelmed. From the

outset Cecil took charge of the game.

Once again the powerful Cecil front line

was a factor. This time though, the

Shorewomen were unable to regroup as

they had before. The final score was

15-7, Cecil.

In the match at Gallaudet College,

the fortunes of W.C. were radically dif-

ferent. Against American University

the Shorewomen dropped the first

game with a score of 14-16, came back

in the second to win 15-3, only to lose in

the final game 6-15. American put the

pressure on from the very beginning.

The shorewomen lacked the vigor

which had served them so well a week

earlier at Cecil. Bright spots were the

spikes by Patchen and the good all-

around play by Kathy Obear. Generally

speaking, however, the team played

poorly. On defense deep shots were

often misjudged This was largely due to

the unusual dimensions of the court,

which were such that at one end the ser-

vice line was within two feet of the wall.

This apparently intimidated the girls.

The final series was played against

the host school Gallaudei This series

saw the Shorewomen break out to a 12-0

lead, only to lose 13-15. W.C. simply was
unable to rebound fully from this disap-

pointing defeat. The last game of the

series was taken by Gallaudet 9-14.

HEINEKEN NIGHTS EVERY THURSDAY
College Night Every Night
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"Spirited"

Maneuver

Madame Arcati (Vicki Gadsen) in
typical form as her skeptical audience
looks on. From left: Mr. Condomlne
(John D'Amico), Mrs. Bradman (Jen-
nifer Hawkins), Ruth Condomine (Nan-
cy Knuth), Doctor Bradman (Kevin
McGuire), and the Madame. This
year's first dramatic production met
with much success; every show sold
out. See story on page 3.

Pub Board Gets

Restructuring Proposal
Psychology Gets Course Changes

by KATHY STRECKFUS
The reorganization of both the Board

of Publications and the Psychology
Department course plan were topics of

discussion at the Academic Council

Meeting last Monday.
On October 18 the Student Academic

Board and the Student Union approved
a proposal to restructure the Board of

Publications The proposal was
brought to the Academic Council for ap-

proval. The Council, in turn, voted to

send it to the Board of Publications for

feedback. One of the reasons for the

changes is that the purpose and role of

the Board is not explicitly defined.

Another argument is that the editors of

the publications should not have a vote

in allocating funds and overseeing the

publications. The proposal would
remove the editors from the Board as
voting members, but would add three

student representatives appointed by
the SGA. Also stated in the proposal is

that the Board would have to meet at

least twice a semester to review the

status and progress of the publications

to which it has allocated funds. Most of

the members of the Academic Council

agreed that reorganization was
necessary, but did not entirely approve
of the proposal offered by the SAB and
Student Union. SGA vice-president Jeff

Coomer emphasizes that "it is not

necessary to get these, specific pro-

posals passed, (but) just to get a
restructuring ofsome kind."

The Academic Council approved a
revision of the Psychology Department
designed to increase the effectiveness
of the programs and to accomodate the
new staff. Five new courses were ad-
ded:

1. Topics in Group Dynamics;
2. Consciousness;

3. Advanced Social Psychology

;

4. Psychology of Sex Difference; and
5. Research Design.

Three courses were dropped:
1. Psychology 210;

2. Human Sexuality; and
3. Advanced Stat and Research techni-

ques.

Four others had changes made in

their descriptions.

Bulletin
Washington College lost 15-14 last

Friday after taking a four goal lead and
shocking the University of Maryland in
the opening minutes of a tight and con-
troversial lacrosse game.
Defensemen Rick Blair, John Gil-

ford, and Andy Crosby played a great
all-around game. Goalies Clint Evans
and Tim Hart also played well, stopping
many of Maryland's attempts. Shore
middies George Mullinix, Jeeper Lind-

say and Drew Romans did an outstan-
ding job and shared goals. John Cheek
was high scorer with four Shore points.

SAB Supports

Music Proposal
by DAVID LERNER

Monday evening, Professor John
Klaus of the Music Department spoke
to members of the Student Academic
Board about his department's proposal
to institute two new music courses,
Chorus and Band. After hearing Pro-
fessor Klaus and discussing the issue
briefly among themselves, Board
members voted 13-3 to endorse the pro-

posal.

Klaus cited the present unstable con-
dition of the chorus and band as the ma-
jor reason for proposing the new
courses. He also feels that the entire

performance area of the department is

lacking. The Program operating now
was set up to emphasize only the theory
and history aspects of music.
With the new courses, Klaus feels he

will be able to establish optimum
Chorus and Band performance. He
believes that this is an important part
of building an excellent music depart-
ment, his long range goal.

Klaus thinks most of the objections to

the proposal are due to general ig-

norance of the program. It bothers him
that many students and faculty feel the

Music department is in business to pro-

vide "frivolous entertainment." "It's

our business to teach music. .the

serious study of an art form," he said,

emphasizing the educational value of

music in a liberal arts school. He

pointed out a study he compiled of coi
leges similar to W.C. and colleges
picked randomly.in which 60% offered
some type of ensemble performance for
credit.

He concluded by answering a few
questions, then leaving Board members
to discuss the issue among themselves.
What had been an emotional issue at
the last meeting was calmly
deliberated and finally approved.

In other business, a resolution was
made regarding the development of a
test file. The SAB will send a letter and
questionaire to all faculty to explain the
file and to gather reactions to it.

Course-Intelligence Day is coming up
this Wednesday. This is a chance for

students to gather information on the
courses being offered this spring. It will

be held in the coffeehouse; and drinks
will be served. A complete schedule of

the times for each department is listed

below.

Course Intelligence Day
10:00-10:45 Art, Biology
10:45-11:30 Chemestry, Drama
11:30-12:15 Economics, English
12:15-1:00 History, Math
1:00-1:45 Modern Languages: French,
German, Spanish
1:45-2:30 Music, Philosophy
2:30-3:15 Physics, Political Science
3:15-4:00 Psychology, Sociology

Shhh...

There's A
Silent Book Auction On

The Library will hold a silent book
auction from Monday, November 8,

1:00 P.M., until Thursday. November
18, 3:00 P.M. The books on sale will be
displayed in the Reserve Room. These
include books that have been given to

the Library and found to be duplicates

or books withdrawn from the Library
collection as their value to the

academic program decreased. The
money from the sale will go to purchase
currently needed books. Students are
welcome to make suggestions.
Although the rules for bidding will be
posted beside the books, you may like to

know ahead of time how a silent book
auction is done. Clipped inside the front

cover of each book is a slip on which to

write the date, your name, and the

amount you wish to bid. The minimum
bid is 10^ for a paperback volume and
25$ for a hardback, except where
otherwise noted.- If • someone has
already bid mi the bopk-ydu want, add

,

your name below with a higher bid. A

bid must be raised by 5? (no pennies)

and on the last day a bid must be raised

by 25*.

Sample Bid Slip

The New York Times Guide to the Na-

tion's Capitol, Washington, D.C.

Date Name Bid

11/10Jimmy Carter 15

11/12 Gerry Ford 20

11/14 Jimmy Carter 30

11/17 Bob Dole 35

11/18 Fritz Mondale 60

U/18 Gerry Ford 85

11/18 Jimmy Carter 1.10

Books will go to the highest bidders.

On Thursday, November 18, after the

books have been sorted by the highest

bidder, the books may be collected and
paid for at the Circulation Desk. Those
books unclaimed by highest bidder by

Monday, 5:00 p.m., November 22, will

go to the second highest bidder. Those
still unclaimed by Wednesday, 5:00

p.m., November 24, will be held by the

Library for future sales.
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Anytime an explanation of attrition is attempted one reason is

always Eluded- Washington College can't compete with a big-

eeTor better-endowed school's academic selection But

Washington Co lege has a ready-made program just awaiting to

teTncS in the curriculum, in the field of applied music.

It can't be denied that music has a place in the liberal
1

tradi-

tion. And Washington College has a fine Music Department But

to consider theory and history the only dimensions of music

worth credit is to deny the motivating and uniting force of

music-the performance. Music in a textbook isn't music at all.

And rs unfaMrto the music student not to allow him to devote the

sam t me and work to group performing as to other course

n

the major. After all, credit is given for fencing, badminton and

first aid-and Washington College doesn't even have a Physical

Education major.

Here's one way Washington College can add an attractive pro-

g-ram to i™vX„ok and catalogue with little or no trouble and

Ifso make the Music Department even better. It's ui the liberal

tradition.

Forum to Host

Catonsville Nine Prosecutor

Stephen H. Sachs, former United

Slates Attorney for the District of

Maryland, will address a meeting of the

William James Forum of Washington

College on Thursday, November 4,

scheduled to begin at 7:30 P.M. in Hyn-

son Lounge. Sachs, known for his in-

volvement in many well-publicized

court cases in Baltimore, was the pro-

secutor of the "Catonsville Nine" who

broke into draft board offices in

Catonsville as a protest to the war in

Vietnam. His lecture, entitled "Moral

Passion and the Rule of Law", will ex-

plore the age-old conflict between

moral idealists and those whose duty it

is to uphold the law.

Three members of the Catonsville

Nine, Philip Berrigan and Thomas and

Marjorie Melville, have been previous

speakers at the Forum. All of the

members of the protest group were con-

-victed and subsequently served prison

terms following the break-in.

Mr. Sachs holds a Bachelor of Laws

degree from Yale Law School and

studied at New College, Oxford, on a

Fulbright Scholarship. He is currently

a lecturer in criminal procedure at the

Maryland School of Law and a partner

in the Baltimore firm of Frank, Berns-

tein, Conaway, and Goldman.

Also a member of the Board of Direc-

tors of Sinai Hospital, Enoch Pratt

Library, Baltimore Urban Coalition,

the Baltimore Regional Red Cross, and

numerous other civic organizations.

Mr. Sachs was awarded the

Distinguished Service Award by the

Baltimore Junior Association of Com-

merce in 1968. He is married and the

father of two children.

Space is available on this page, under the "Commentary heading rorthe

intelligent presentation of opinion by members of the Washington College

oninLtv Articles most be submitted on later than 6:00.P.M. on Tuesday

for publication on Friday of that week. Suitability for publication is deeded

at the editor's discretion.

A Case For Ford:

Looking to

The Future
by RICHARD J. KAMMANDEL

"Our long national nightmare is

over" President Ford said in his ad-

dress, "our Constitution works. Our

great republic is a government of laws

and not of men. Here, the people rule.'

Gerald R. Ford was sworn in on

August 9, 1974 as the 38th President of

the United States. At a time when there

was no faith in government, he placed

precedence on the future rather than on

the ugly past. President Ford is largely

responsible for leading our country out

of the worst recession in four decades,

and for slowing inflation. And he still

looks toward the future. He has em-

phasized prosperity, peace, and public

trust, trying to improve the mood of

America from one of stagnation to one

of progress.

President Ford's record is a sound

one, one that the people of the United

States can and should be proud of. Yet

he refuses to stand on his record alone,

but again looks to the future for more

progressive action.

Major concerns of the President, as

cited in his August 20 speech at the

Republican National Convention, areas

follows:

•to reduce the dead weight and im-

prudence of bureaucracy;

•to continue winning the fight against

inflation;

•to improve the quality of life in the

United States;

•to return control of education to

parents and local school authorities

;

•to create a tax structure that is fair to

all citizens; and

•to reduce the growth and the cost of

government.

President Ford's stronges belief is in

the destruction of the bureaucratic

hand that has smothered our country

for so long. The United States govern-

ment must return to a government of

and for the people.,

President Ford has started to swing

the country into an upward progres-

sion. He has proven that he is more than

capable of holding the highest office in

the land and that he acts only in the in-

terest of the people he serves. It is the

- opinion of this columnist that a vote for

Ford is a vote for a government that we

the people are and will be proud of.
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by THOMAS DENT
NEWS EDITOR

Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter are sit-

ting in easychairs drinking milk and

mint-juliep respectively. The mood is

serene. Comprehensive questions, for-

mulated by top-rate political scientists

over the course of ten months, are sit-

ting on each candidate's table. An an-

nouncer, say Reasoner, Cronkite or

Chancellor, explains tonight's format.

The only televised debate of 1976 is

about to begin.

This ideal would probably provoke

more viewer interest than three rushed

debates would, or have. The three

debates seem to have been only a

device to promote public interest in

politics, rather than a good argument

between two men that probably couli

have raised some stimulating intellec-

tual controversy. Were the debates

rush jobs' to promote, public mvolve-

menl in politics? Were they less in-

teresting than they could have been'

Are debates hampered by the presence

of reporters..

\<zse For Carter

A Double

Standard ot

Justice?

by ED HOOKER
About two weeks ago. Dr. Howard

Silver delivered an oration about the

Presidential candidates and claimed in

the end that no drastic difference woul-

result from the election of either. A l'.t

can certainly be said in favor of his con-

clusion—it is truly difficult for one man,

no matter how great his position, to

change the complexion of a nation two-

hundred million strong.

His power is limited by a Congress of

able, intelligent men who would, dare

say, struggle to keep him at bay if he

wielded his power for his own benefit.

This was certainly the case in the

dethroning of the ignominious Richard

Nixon who, though his feats were great,

broke the law. Tl is was at a time when

the country de.perately needed so-

meone ;o trust and was fed up with Viet-

nam, inflation, the energy crisis and

crime. Frustrated by these deterents,

the country forced Nixon to resign.

Upon succession, Gerald Ford par-

doned him, feeling that "the President

has been punished enough." He was

doubtlessly humiliated, as Ford said,

but he was not properly punished: he

escaped into solitude and created a

double-standard of justice whereby on-

ly the 'insignificant' men, like the

poor—the hard working men— were

subject to the law. If our forefathers

were around at the time, they would

have been appalled and dismayed.

That was Ford's biggest mistake-a

crucial mistake which imbued in the

minds of America wonderous feelings

of what exactly justic is.

Thrasymachus, defined justic in

Plato's Republic as essentially "might

makes right". So does Ford, who my

have felt that he was being fair when

asserted his strength. But according to

the law that we must follow to the tee in

order to dispell chaos, no man, no mat-

ter who he is, is irreproachable.

Ford, however, is a dignified man

worthy of deference. His intentions are

good although he has not curtailed but.

by the mere fact that he has been

unable to get along with Congress, has

exascerbated the problems of inflation,

an 8% unemployment rate, and crime.

Carter' who is also, honest, intelligent

and caring, believes that it is "time for

a change" and tbat "with the help of

God," he can erase many of the coun-

try's current burdens.

Perhaps Carter can do it. He says he

can. like everyone else who has run for

President. But it is impossible to deter-

mine if this is so. Perhaps Dr. Silver

was right. But considering the cir-

cumstances, or foreseeing a

democratic President in accordance

with a democratic Congress, it is pro-

bably true that Carter can do the better

job. At any rate, the majority feel that

Carter is a better candidate, and they

are the ones who will elect him next

week.

I answer yes to all of the above. I feel

that the debates were not as productive

as they could have been with better

preparation. My views were not

changed by the debates, not even slight-

ly altered. The debates have only rein-

forced my concept of the ignorance and

placidity of the media.

I don't believe the candidates were at

fault. The media has made us too aware

of politics, i.e.: I don't want to know
1

what Rocky eats for breakfast They're

overdoing it a bit. The media should

now reevaluate ilself and ask the ques-

tions: Why did we do it, and what is a

debateanyway
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Blithe Spirit-

Tickle Your Ectoplasm??

Wordsworth Provides

Unique Entertainment
by KIMBERLY SCHMIDT

In a nineteenth century presentation

of William Wordsworth's poetry,

Richard Wordsworth, great great-

grandson of the Romantic poet, cap-

tivated the full house audience. He step-

ped onto stage and put the audience at

ease with his theatrical command and

comments on the difficulty of ap-

preciating the depth and strength of his

great great-grandfather.

"She Gave Me Eyes", the first part of

the one-man show, dealt extensively

with Dorothy Wordsworth's influence

on her brother. Selections included

poetry from The Prelude books 1, 3, and

10. "The Sparrows Nest," the Lucy

Poems, "The Rime of the Ancient

Mariner" (by'S.T. Coleridge), "Tintern

Abby," and "Lines Written in Early

Spring." This part of the presentation

also introduced Coleridge and Charles

Lamb through readings of their cor-

respondences. Wordsworth's delivery

of Lamb's letters, read with Lamb's

comical stutter, was the best humor of

the evening.

The second section, "No Room for

Mourning", introduced more members
of the Wordsworthian circle, including

John Wordsworth, Sarah and Mary
Hutchinson and Thomas DeQuincy. The
readings elaborated on their lives as

centered around Dove Cottage. The sec-

tion also related the tragic deaths of

two Wordsworth's children with the

reading of "We Are Seven". It further

described the lives and deaths of the

many friends that were close to

William. Among other selections were

"The Sonnet", "To a Butterfly", "The
Leech-Gatherer", "The Small Celan-

dine", and "Sonnet to Wordsworth" (by

Keyes).

Although the second half seemed

more stimulating, Wordsworth cut it

short because much of the audience had

left during the intermission, and he felt

that the show had been "dragging".

"She Gave Me Eyes", did go rather

slowly. All in all, however, the show

proved entertaining and informative.

Anything Goes With Dialogue

Music, films, comedy, improvisa-

tions and audience participation mark
the advent of Jim Stranton and Kurt

Shore, a duo who tag themselves

Dialogue. They are a difficult act to ex-

plain even after it has been ex-

perienced. And it must be experienced

to be believed.

In 1972 Kurt Shore, a piano major at

Temple University decided to record

some of his own material. He asked his

teacher, Jim Stranton, a viborphones

specialist to help him. Two years later,

as the group Dialogue, they burst from

Philadelphia and took to the road to

give audiences a uniquie offering.

Today, Dialogue is one of the busiest

college acts in the East and Midwest.

They have an entertaining, personal

act, a*nd are completely wrapped up in

what they are doing. Everyone who
comes gets what they expect: those

who want rock music get it as Kurt and
Jim do some of Kurt's songs. Others

want comedy (such as the time Robert

Klein starred with Dialogue), which

they can find in the antics Jim exhibits.

There are charactures of the

Carpenters. Dialogue even presents

films, featuring Dialogue.

Most people who show up at these

concerts have no idea what they are go-

ing to get; they were simply told to see

Dialogue, and what the group calls

"wholesomepandemonium". It could

also be called unique, bizarre or zany,

and always entertaining.

Onstage, Dialogue is explosive. When
they opened with Robert Klein, they

were asked how they could keep up
such an act for 45 minutes. It is

easy—their own show is no less than an
hour and a half long. They have even
kept it up for over 14 hours, when they

set the Guiness Book of World Records
mark for Longest Continuous Night

Club Performance in January of this

year. The record still holds. .

What is Dialogue
1

? The question is

it answered. Some people have

them America's answer to Mon-

on, which is too limited a view.

jome think their vocals are like Seals

and Crofts, or Loggins and Messina,

which is again too limited an outlook.

The zany show is everything.

Everybody likes something—so most

people will like something they present.

Come out and experience
"wholesomepandemonium" November

8 in Tawes Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission

is $1.69, a fitting price for a king-size

performance.

Q: Is your act weird?

A: It depends where you are coming

from.
Q: Where are you comingfrom?

A: From the supermarket down the

street.

That's Dialogue.

by LESLIE KITCHEN •

FINE ARTS EDITOR
Following the Cowardian tradition,

Blithe Spirit remains one of the more
drawn out of the drawing room com-
edies. With two intermissions, a late

start (because of limitefrseating) and
slow-moving dialogue, the Washington
Collage audience was subjected to

almost three hours of Coward's mock-
ing comedy. Not that anyone minded
that much. It is always amusing to

witness the misfortunes of those who do

not believe in the unknown, and are

later shocked by the consequences.

Noel Coward deals with the art of

superficiality: the upkeep of ap-

pearances is the all-important motiva-

tion for his characters. Charles's

remembrance of his first wife is ex-

clusively physical; his second wife's

obsession is that she is not as attractive

as the first. Mr. Segal's technical

design more than captured the super-

ficial mood—as one of the best sets to

appear on the Washington College

stage, the audience was struck by the

dwarfed appearance of the characters

in comparison to it. The Condomine
house was designed as one of leisure

and extravagance: every detail was
perfect, from the flickering fire to the

lavishly curtained windows. Much
credit should be given for^Mr. Segal's

innovations. The studio production was
engineered for a V-shaped audience,

wth the central point of the living room
facing the vertex. Because of this uni-

que focus, the audience was afforded a

side look at the action, rather than fac-

ing it head-on. Consequently, the actors

were moving on a diagonal, which

resulted in some rather aimless block-

ing and maneuvering, so that everone

could catch an actor at full face during

some part of a scene. Blocking is dif-

ficult for a design su as this one, and a

lot of the woodenness of the characters

can be attributed to this problem.

In the reckless bantering and witty

dialogue of Act I, the characters in-

volved did seem to be rather stiff: the

audience was aware of them as actors,

rather than the characters they were

portraying. Af the play's beginning,

both John D'Amico and Nancy Knuth

did not look comfortable in their roles:

as Charles and Ruth, bright upper-class

people, they came off as rather

Mnrgeoise. Doctor and Mrs. Bradman

qKdlogue

Mr. Timothy Maloney, Director of

Blithe Spirit, hurries over last minute

preparations.

(Kevin McGuire and Jennifer

Hawkins) were also rather colorless

characters; although this may have

been Coward's intent, they could have

displayed more personality. With the

appearance of Edith (Lisa Gluck) the

audience had its first breath of realism.

Her warblings carried us through many
changes in props, and we were

delightfully entertained by this tiny ser-

vant who "put things to rights." There

was a certain kind of satisfaction for

the audience as the living room was

straightened up: by witnessing these

small clean-ups we felt more a part of

the house and its workings.

The appearance of Madame Arcati

was a refreshing one, but her constant

movement and hand-waving soon pro-

ved distracting. As a medium, the

Madame was exotic and we realized

that the twitching was an inherent part

of that character. Still, a little less of it

would have been welcomed. I was also

puzzled at her make-up—the Madame
(Vicki Gadsden) was quite grey-haired,

yet enormous rosy spots on her cheeks

exuded much more color than vigor

would allow, Elvira's makeup, on the

other hand, was positively ghoulish,

though a more subdued light would

have been effective in perpetuating that

effect. As Charles's first wife, Elvira

(Kevin Madden) was the most natural

character appearing in Blithe Spirit,

yet this naturalness was at times over-

done—as Charles' first and most for-

midable wife, her posture and stance

seemed at times out of keeping with the

rest of her character. Perhaps we have

the wrong picture of dead coming back

to life: once rigor mortis sets in, you'd

think people should have a little trouble

unbending. The best parts of Blithe

Spirit were a series of vignettes that

completely charmed the audience:

moments which were at times

priceless. The realization that Ruth has

come back from the dead in high-heeled

bedroom slippers, (her earthly heels we

were more than aware of) Elvira's

namedropping (Genghis Khan. Joan of

Arc) about the people she was "living"

with, Edith's struggle to remember the

second verse of "Onward Christian

Soldiers", Madame Arcati's constant

sniffing and her comment to Ruth to

stew in her own juice, were memorable

moments of Blitlie Spirit that gave.it

charm and vivacity. The smooth blend

of lighting and sound, along with a

highly effective.stage design made the

Washington College production of

Blithe Spirit a most enjoyable one.
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V-Ball Scrimmages
Test Strategies

Washington College provided an in-

terlude in regular season play for five

highly skilled women's volleyball

teams to meet each other in scrimmage
contests during last weekend.

Each team used the weekend com-

petition to experiment with new
strategies and line-ups as well as in

preparation for the fast approaching

tournament season.

Visiting colleges participating in the

weekend scrimmage were powerful

Western Maryland, Essex Community
College, George Washington, and
Franklin and Marshall.

As expected Western Maryland pro-

ved to be the "cream of the crop" with

no losses during the competition. The
only team to give them any trouble was
the Shore women who took them to

three games, 10-15, 15-9, and 7-15. While

the "Washington 6" won only their

rematch with Essex, they were the only

team to push their opponents hard,

usually to three tough games before

bowing in the final match.

Loss of captain Lynn Rath with a

sprained ankle during Friday night's

Robert L. Forney
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Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown. Maryland

The Ram Shop

Art Supplies
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778-4554

Stam

Drug Go.
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• Hudson's Vitaminsvv
• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

scrimmage against F and M hurt W.C.

drastically but on Saturday, the girls

bounced back and took Essex 15-4 and

15-10.

In other contests, the V-ball ladies

lost to George Washington 12-15 and

13-15; to F and M, 15-9, 11-15 and 1-15;

and to Essex 15-11 and 13-15

Coach Penny Fall

:

Coach Penny Fall commented on the

weekend scrimmages, "I was very

pleased with my team. In scheduling

the competition, I purposely invited

teams with excellent records.. .ones

which I knew would give us tough com-

petition. My players understood this

and met the challenge. We learned a

great deal and are looking forward to

resuming our regular season play

tonight at 7 p.m. at home against

Catholic University and Anne Arundel

Community College. We're also getting

ready for the Maryland State Cham-
pionships and the MAC tournament,

both in early November. Girls deserv-

ing special comment on their fine play

in the substitute situations were
Elizabeth Butler and Tami Schauber."
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Post Season
Possibilities

by ED ATHEY
HEAD COACH, SOCCER

The soccer season is very quickly

drawing to a close and the chance of

Washington College being considered

for post season play, although not very

bright, has not been eliminated. A
strong finish in the last two weeks is

needed to impress the selection com-
mittee of the Division III NCA Tourna-

ment. The tie with St. Mary's has pro-

bably hurt our chances more than the

losses to Haverford and Loyola. As
predicted the latter two games were ex-

pected to be most difficult and the team
played well in both of these affairs,

even though we lost.

We are lacking in offensive continuity

and consistency in shooting which has

affected our scoring. If and when we
correct this, we will notice a great deal

of improvement and it will relieve a

great deal of pressure on the defense.

The defensive play has, been the

strong point of the year and continues to

improve. Skip Comstock has been ex-

cellent and' the fullback play has been

exceptional at times. The transition

from defense to offense needs a great

deal of work.
The experience that the younger

players are getting will certainly help

our program in years to come.

Last Saturday the Shoremen
travelled to the Capital and dropped a

close one to George Washington Univer-

sity, 1-0. The Shoremen played well con-

sidering the formidable array of talent

and the versitility of the G.W.U. team.
The Shore defense once again proved

to be the team's strongest asset. The in-

timidating G.W.U. offense got off five

times as many shots as W.C. A
superbeffort by our defense held them
scoreless at the half. Goalie Howard
(Skip) Comstock played an excellent

game, allowing the one goal and com-
piling 16 saves.
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Cheating File Gets

Unanimous O.K.
At its November 1st meeting, the

Faculty unanimously approved amend-
ments to the honor code providing for
the establishment of a cheating file. In-
itiated by Paul Noto and Jeff Coomer,
the proposal went through the SAB and
Academic Council before being con-
sidered by the faculty. The final resolu-
tion reads as follows:

1. The Faculty and the All Campus
Judiciary shall submit to the Office of
the Dean the following information on
all students disciplined for academic
dishonesty within ten days of the judg-
ment of guilt:

a. Student's name
b. Date of offense
c. Course and professor
d. Brief description of offense (s)

e. Sanctions imposed

2. Access to the above information
shall be restricted to the Dean, or in-

dividuals designated by the Dean, who
shall respond only to written requests
for information on specific students
from a faculty member. The written re-
quests shall include a statement that
the faculty member involved has deter-

mined that the student named has com-
mitted an act of academic dishonesty.

3. This information may be used only
in the following ways: by the All Cam-
pus Jdiciary in setting the penalty for
guilt in cases of academic dishonesty;
by a Faculty member in setting the
penalty for guilt in a case handled
privately; by a Faculty member who
may want to pass a case to the AH Cam-
pus Judiciary; and by the Dean, who
may want to counsel a student about
academic dishonesty.

4. A student shall be notified within
ten days of the creation of or additions
to his file. Any student shall have the
right to review his file within ten days
of informing the Dean of his desire to do
so. Challenges to information contained
in a student's file may be made to the
Dean of the College under procedures
established by the Family Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974 (see Student Hand-
book). In order to avoid the misuse of
file information, a student's file shall be
destroyed either upon the conferral of a
degree or within three years of his last
attendance at the College.

Dinner Crew Scrapples
With Student Taste
In a recent interview Dave Knowles

discussed the response to the recent
food polls concerning breakfast and
lunch. He read all the papers and
noticed a lack of written comments
which he considered to be an indication
of basic satisfaction.

Knowles said he tries to meet the
wants of students, but lack of money
and help limit what he can accomplish.
One of the biggest complaints is the
length of time hot breakfasts are
served. Many students are needed in
the dishroom but most have 9:30
classes, and the cafeteria usually starts
preparing lunch around 10:00. Another

1

common complaint is that some foods,
such as toast and eggs, are cold. Since it

is hard to calculate the number of peo-
ple coming to a meal it is sometimes
necessary to prepare food in advance.
This avoids the problem of people hav-
ing to wait. More thought is now being
put into thepreparation.

There is not more breakfast meat
because of increasing costs and the fact
that eggs cannot be served on the same
morning as meat for over 250 people in
twenty minutes. An inexpensive meat-
scrapple—did not receive a favorable
response, but scrammbled eggs and
blueberry pancakes are popular items,
according to the polls.

For lunch, grilled cheese, reuben
sandwiches, cold cuts, BLT's, pizza and
tacos have been accepted. Tacos are a
hot item with 67% approval, while ham-
burgers and hotdogs are still big
business.

When asked about yogurt, Dave said
it had been free but people continually

took it from the cafeteria. He would like
to serve it in the same fashion as tuna
fish so people could get as much as they
wanted, but due to cost and improper
serving this is not feasible.

Dinners come in four week cycles and
a non-meat item every night is quite
popular. Dave tries to vary the entrees,
but the reception of the meal deter-
mines if it will be served again or not.
He urges students to come and talk to
him if they have any problems with the
food. How is he going to know unless he
is told— A second thing, he thinks peo-
ple should work for Him to find out what
is really going on in the preparation of
food and to see for themselves that ef-
fort is really being put into the job.
Changes are being made, but things
take time.

Dave is going to post directions for
making coffee so it will always be
available. Also, plans are being made
for Thanksgiving and Christmas din-
ners. There may be a midnight
breakfast during exam week before
Christmas but it depends on volunteer
help from students. Another case in
which volunteers are needed is if the
Hynson Lounge could be used for study-
ing, with free coffee available. A
responsible person is needed to super-
vise this, although at this time the
lounge is often being used for other ac-
tivities.

Everyone is definitely trying to be
responsive. There are less problems
with student body disagreements this

.

year. Thi$ is taken as a good note and
Dave feels that an honest effort is being
made.

Mr. John Powers, Director of Alumni
Giving. Staff photo by Cynthia Watt.

Elm

Chief

Resigns
Applicants Sought

Last Tuesday, November 2, Elm
Editor Roger Rebetsky submitted his
resignation, dated effective December
31, to Mark Weinberg, Chairman of the
Board of Publications. At its meeting
this Wednesday the Board formally ac-
cepted the resignation.

The Pub Board is currently soliciting
applications for a one-year term of
editorship,. January 1977 to January
1978. Anyone may apply for this paid
position.

Applications must be submitted no
later than the Monday after Thanksgiv-
ing, November 29. They should be
turned in to Prof. Weinberg's mailbox
in the faculty lounge.

Applications are to be in essay form,
and should include the following in-

formation: biographical data, publica-
tion experience, the applicant's current
opinion of the publication, and goals
and new ideas the applicant would hope
to develop as editor. The essay should
be typewritten, double-spaced.

Bulletin
CAROLINE HOUSE—A fire was

spotted at 9:15 last night behind
Caroline house, only a few feet from
some parked cars. It was first seen by
Fran Meinecke and Kathy Laws. Fran
said, "It was two distinct patches of fire

that ignited in a row." They alerted
Dave Douglass and Liz Butler, who im-
mediately went inside to get a fire ex-
tinguisher. Fran pulled both fire

alarms on first floor Caroline twice, but
theydidnotgooff.
No one knows how the fire was

started. It was extinguished before ii

threatened any of the standing cars. Liz
Butler said, ''If it hadn't been for the ef-

forts of Dave Douglass, we might have-
bad to get the Chestertown volunteers
out of bed."

Dollars
Per
Alumnus
Down

Participation in the Annual Alumni
Giving program is up to 28%, 9% above
the national average for small, co-ed
liberal arts colleges, but according to
Mr. John Powers, Director of Annual
Giving, the actual gift per alumnus is

19% below what it should be. "We're do-
ing our best to raise that figure," he ad-
ded, and went on to cite positive trends.

During the three years Powers has
directed the program, the Giving figure
has risen twice and dropped once. In
1974, the campaign netted $69,000, a 21%
increase over the previous year. In his
second year, the figure rose to $72,000.
Last year, donations slipped back to

$69,500.

Powers attributes the rises to hard
work on the part of the Administration,
and notes Dr. McLain's appeal as the
first alumni President. The recent
death of a large contributor is his ex-
planation for most of last year's
decrease.

Powers has stepped up the propagan-
da campaign in an effort to increase the
gift-per-alumnus amounts. With
various pamplets and brochures, he
hopes to convince the alumni of the
positive effect their dollars have on pro-
grams here. Although still an
unrestricted campaign, that is, while
not obligating the college to specific
capital improvements, he includes in
his literature specific ideas that alumni
dollars could be used for. By seeing
possible uses for their money, he hopes
the alumni will be more generous.

Calendar
Friday—November 12

Poetry Reeding by Ruth Whitman in
the Sophie Kerr Room of Miller
Library—fip'm.

Film Series presents The Day of the
Locust in Smith Auditorium—75« ad-
mission.

Sunday—November 14

Recital by Debbie Gargiulo, contralto,

in Tawes Theatre— 4p.m.

Tuesday—November id
Concert Series presents Barbara Shut-
tleworth, soprano, in Tawes
Theatre—8:30p.m.

Wednesday—November 17

"Computer Film Night" by (he com-
puting center, showing creative and
artistic uses of computer film—Smith
Auditorium—8 p.m.

Thursday November 18
William James Forum presents a talk
on political developments in South
Africa, inHynson Lounge—7:30p.m.

End of the Library Book Auc-
tion—3p.m.
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"We believe honestly in academic work as necessary both

for the effective intellectual development of the student and

for the effective evaluation of his performance. Because of

this Washington College cannot tolerate academic dishones-

ty"

Preamble, Washington College Honor Code

The Washington College Honor Code is finally complete. The

cheating file amendment, passed unanimously by the faculty,

constitutes the last major revision to the code since its adoption

late last semester. Paul Noto is "thrilled" at the realization of

this major goal.

What the amendment does is to give the faculty some respon-

sibility in the Honor Code. (The faculty last semester voted down

all provisions in the Code requiring their own participation.)

Now professors must inform the Dean's office of all cases of

academic dishonesty, including those handled privately. The

professor, in turn, will have a record of violations to use when

determining sanctions in cases he handles himself.

The question with a cheating file and an honor code is obvious-

ly one of effectiveness. Responsibilities of both the students and

faculty have been outlined. Whether or not these responsibilities

will be accepted and acted upon remains to be seen.

Academic dishonesty cheapens any education. Its damaging

effect is especially felt at a liberal institution like Washington

College in a program founded in a tradition emphasizing breath

of experience over grade-point achievement. Washington Col-

lege cannot tolerate academic dishonesty. To allow any infringe-

ment on a student's right to a fair chance to learn is to deny this

school's most impressive calling-card. As President McLain

Euts it, we are not here to help students fill slots, but rather to

elp them become well-rounded individuals. Cheating can only

inhibit this process.

At least a tenth of the student body admits to academic

dishonesty A structure now exists to lessen this embarrassing

statistic It can work—if the other 90 per cent of the students, and

the faculty take it upon themselves to stand up for their right to

the total educational experience Washington College offers.

President McLain will meet with all

interested students about informally

recruiting for W.C. over the Thanksgiv-

ing holiday on Thursday, November 18,

at 9:30 in William Smith Auditorium.

He will be talking with students about

the College and its educational goals,

and he will be passing out pamphlets

for students to give to interested high

school friends.

Student representation is one of the

best ways prospective students can find

out about W.C. A recent survey by Dr.

McLain showed that most of the

students presently attending (the

school) first found out about.

Washington College from someone
already here. "(Prospective) students

want to get a straight deal," he says,

"and the students tell it like it is."
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Truman Foundation
Offers Scholarship

The Harry S. Truman Scholarship

Foundation will be awarding its- first

scholarships this spring for use in the

77-78 academic year. The awards will

be given on the basis of merit to

African
Violence
Slated
"Southern Africa: Is Violence In-

evitable?" will be discussed wiien

Washington College's William James
Forum meets on Thursday, November
18.

Peter M. jCohen of the Embassy of

South Africa and Mr. Noah Nujoma, a
member of SWAPO (South West Africa

Peoples Organization) will be the

speakers for the Forum. The Meeting is

scheduled to begin at 7:30 P.M. in Hyn-

son Lounge.
While Mr. Nujoma will draw par-

ticular attention to the struggle now go-

ing on in South West Africa against the

union of South Africa, the evening's

discussion is also expected to touch on

the current situation in Rhodesia,

Mozambique, Zambia, and other areas

of Southern Africa where current ten-

sion makes the daily headlines.

students who will be college juniors in

1977, and who show an outstanding

potential for public service careers,

alon with exceptional academic per-

formance.

Each accredited college across the

nation is invited to nominate one stu-

dent annually on the basis of faculty

recommendations. One scholarship per

state will be awarded, and each reci-

pient must show a serious intent to

enter government service.

The school's nominee must go
through an application procedure con-

sisting of: a 500 word essay by the stu-

dent showing his interest and educa-
tional preparation for a government
service career ; the student's high

school and college transcripts; and
three letters of recommendation. The
nominee also must complete a 4 »- hour
qualifying test, which will include sec-

tions on English Composition, the

Humanities, and the Social Sciences.

Each scholarship will cover tuition,

fees, books, room and board up to $5000

per year for a maximum of four years.

Applications must be submitted by the

College before December 15. For fur-

ther information, contact Dean Hanson.

Reporter About Campus:

A Hundred Bucks??

by LYNN LYKE
Photography by CAROL HOOD

During the past week, students and faculty members were

asked the following question: "Do you think the increase in

the damage deposit will have an effect of the destruction otv -

campu and if not, what do you suggest?"

•Anatol Polillo, freshman from Maryland— "No, it is going

to happen anyway. I think the increase of a thousand per cent

is outrageous. More diciplinary action should be taken rather

than an increase in money. I think more should be done by

the dorm itself and the people involved should have to pay for

the damage out of their own pockets.

Robert L. Chauncey, Professor of Sociology—"I'm sure it

will have an effect but I don't know if it will help. I'm not sure

a deposit will be remembered at the spur of the moment
when someone is drunk and crashing a dorm. I guess I sug-

gest a continuation of what seems to be the current ad-

ministrative policy to treat offenders more severely and with

more certainty."

•Joy Chamberlin, freshman from Maryland—"I don't see
how it is going to decrease it, because the damage will still be
done. There will just be more money to pay for it. I suggest
that the people responsible should have to pay for it and not

•Peter Tsou. senior from Taiwan—"No, because the people

who do the damage don't care how much they pay: whereas

the people who don't do the damage, it won't affect anyway.

There should be a stronger action taken by the student

judiciary and the R.A.s. I feel a lot of R.A.s don't take strong

enough action."
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The Kennedy Investigation:

"Suppressed,

distorted...ignored"
by Bonnie Nelle Duncan

Repercussions of federally endorsed

cover-ups resounded throughout
R.F.Ralston's lecture on "The Con-

spiracy that Murdered John F. Ken-

nedy" last night before a full house in

Hynson Lounge. One of the foremost

authorities on the assassination,

Ralston presented suppressed evidence

in the form of ballistic reports, medical

records, eyewitness accounts, and
films and slides gleaned during his ten

year investigation to refute the findings

of the Warren Commission. "The War-
ren Commission," he stated, "was con-

tradicted by gun experts, medical

records, eyewitnesses, and even the

bullet itself.Mqh i ibtJ

The investigator attempted to prove

that Kennedy could not have been

assassinated by Oswald from where he

was alledgedly stationed because the

President was fatally wounded by a

shot fired from in front of his motor-

cade rather than from the rear. Ralston

Notice:

Silent Book

Auction Ends

Thursday,

November 18.

believes the motorcade was caught in a

cross-fire which would mandate the ex-

istence of a conspiracy.

Ralston defended the innocence of

Oswald with evidence that suggested he

was actually an F.B.I, agent framed by
some group aggrieved by the Presi-

dent's policy. One of the most startling

exhibitions was a film which proved

that a photograph of Oswald with the

murder weapon was actually a com-
posite print with Oswald's face

transposed over someone else's body.

"Oswald's past connection with the

F.B.I was concealed so that his

alledged role in the assassination

wouldn't reflect on that agency."

During his four hour presentation,

Ralston emphasized the cover-up of

that case. Most of the evidence, he

declared, has been "suppressed,

distorted or simply ignored. Two-thirds

of the evidence is now in the National

Archives where no one is allowed ac-

cess to it for 75 years. In fact, one of the

biggest pieces of evidence, Johm Ken-

nedy's brain, (removed during autop-

sy) has managed to get lost somewhere
in Washington."
However, Ralston failed to arrive at

any definite conclusions concerning the

identity of the conspirators. He in-

dicated that big business and organized

crime, incensed by Kennedy's probes

into these areas, are suspect. But he

placed greater emphasis on the friction

between the President and the C.I.A.

and the military. "Kennedy put himself

at odds with the Joint Chiefs of Staff

and the C.I.A. during the Bay of Pigs in-

cident, the Cuban Missile Crises, his

test ban on nuclear weapons, and his

refusal to send 100,000 combatants to

Vietnam in 1961.".

Later Ralston added that in a

November 1963 memorandum Kennedy
called for a plan to get advisers out of

Vietnam. Six days later, the day after

his funeral, the memorandum was of-

ficially ignored. Military escaltion was
launched as the first act of the new
President.
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Canadian Soprano

To Sing in Tawes
The College concert series will pre-

sent the gifted young Canadian soprano

'

Barbara Shuttleworth, Tuesday,
November 16 at 8:30 p.m. in Gibson
Fine Arts Center.

Her program will include selections

by Antonio Vivaldi, Vincenzo Bellini,

Gioacchino Rossini, Franz Schubert,

Richard Strauss, Benjamin Britten, Sir

William Walton, Lady John Scott, and
Francis Poulenc. Her piano ac-

companist will be William Glazier.

Miss Shuttleworth is popular on both

sides of the Atlantic for her opera roles,

performances with orchestra, and
recitals. Last season she sang with the

Welsh National Opera, the Baltimore
Opera, and the Vancouver Opera. Dur-
ing the 1976-77 season, in addition to

numerous recitals and orchestra

engagements, she will sing the role of

Wanda in Offenbach's "La Grande
Duchesse de Gerolstein" in Toronto,

and Musetta in Puccini's "La Boheme"
in Toronto and San Antonio.

A native of Toronto, Barbara Shut-

tleworth began her serious study of

singing at the University of California

at Santa Barbara. She received a
Bachelor of Music degree at the

Juilliard School of Music where she
sang a number of roles with the

Juilliard Opera Theater. She also sang
with the New York Chamber Soloists.

She became a member of the New York
City Opera and garnered critical ac-

claim for her acting as well as her

Miss Shuttleworth participated in two

world premieres at the Sante Fe Opera

:

Lee Hoiby's operatic version of Ten-

nessee Williams' "Summer and
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Smoke" and Lucino Berio's "Opera".
She has appeared in four operas pro-

duced for television by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, including

Puccini's "La Rondine" and a Victor

Herbert special.

Brown Scores

Winning

Overtime Goal
In what Coach Athey believes was the

Shoremen's "best game of the season,"

Mike Brown scored on a head shot with

forty seconds left in overtime to defeat

Johns Hopkins 3-2 at Hopkins last

Saturday.

The victory marked the end of the

season and gave the Shoremen a winn-

ing record, 7-6-1.

According to the coach, it was "the

roughest, most exciting" contest in re-

cent years: Hopkins committed twenty
fouls and W.C. nineteen.

Despite numerous penalties, the

Shoremen, particularly Carlos
Salvatierra, Skip Comstock, and Chris

Burkett played "very well:" Carlos

scored two "spectacular" goals, Skip
had sixteen saves, and Chris made
defensive "gems."

The coach says that in the last few

years, the Shoremen Hopkins games
have been very important & impressive

because only the winner was eligible for

N.C.A:A. Championship.

Last year Hopkins won 3-0. Even this

year's win, however, is not enough to

give us a playoff berth.

Cross Country

Comes to Dismal

Conclusion
The Cross Country team's season

drew quietly to a close last week when
team members turned in their

uniforms. No one ran in the M.A.C.

Chanpionship at Fairmont Park in

Philadelphia last Saturday.

"We finished in very poor spirits,"

said Coach ChateUier. "We had hoped

to send two or three men to run in-

dividually, just to check their improve-

ment against better competititon, but it

didn't work our. Dudley Parr went

home to vote, got sick, and didn't come
back until Friday, and Paco and Bert

decided it wasn't worth it."

Asked about • next year, Chatty

responded "We have a schedule and

we're assuming to go on. Some of the

statements made about us have been a

bit premature. We just didn't have the

interest. Mike Buchanan got hurt early

in the year and some good people didn't

run. We had to cancel too many prac-

tices.

"I've written to several prospects

and we're hoping for more participa-

tion from the people already here. We'll

be here next year."

SAVE ON
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Shore Six Wrap a

Winning 1 st Season
by Ed Hooker
Sports Editor

Boasting a 10-7 record, the varsity

volIeybaH team ended its first season

here on Wednesday with a resounding

victory over Chesapeake Community
College, 15-12 and 15-4, and a heart-

breaking defeat to Cecil Community
College, 15-9, 14-16,'and4-15,

Both matches were exceptionally

well-played, especially the Cecil game
that was surprisingly close considering

Cecil's depth of talent and experience.

Originally Notre Dame was
scheduled to play the Shorewomen in

the second game, but due to injuries

and illnesses, they could not come.
Because "we had such good games

against Cecil here and at Delaware
Tech, we invited them back," Coach
Fall says. In addition "they have four

very good hitters," who, she believes,

would inspire the Shorewomen to play

hard and to acquire the experience

needed for improvement.
After easily pounding Chesapeake in

the second game of the first match, it

looked like the Shorewomen 's momen-
tum would carry them past Cecil, who
defeated them at Delaware Tech a

month ago.

Out for revenge, Washington took the

first game behind a good team effort

and excellent spikes by Jenny Butler

andCindiPatchen.
But the highly touted Cecil six, con-

sidered one of the best teams in the

state, battled back from a 14-13 deficit

in the second game and won 14-16,

weakening the aspirations of the

Shorewomen w had struggled the whole
game for the lead.

Shorewomen who had struggled the

whole game for the lead.

The third game was never close.

Cecil completely overwhelmed
Washington with strong serves and
spikes and an accidental but amazing
head shot that baffled everyone in-

cluding the girl who made it.

Although the Shorewomen effected

poor shots and appeared sluggish

towards the end of the game, Coach
Fall believes they were exhausted from
the evening's matches and still recover-

ing from last week when they played
eleven matches in five days.

Last Wednesday they beat both St.

Cooper's

Hardware Inc.
Chestertown, Maryland

21620
AreoCod»30l Phone 778-2414

Mary's, 15-6 and 15-13, and Salisbury

State, 15-10 and 15-12, here. On
Thursday they lost to Georgetown, 10-15

and 8-15, and George Washington, 13-15

and 7-15, at Georgetown. At the M.A.C.

tournament on Saturday, the

Shorewomen finished in third place

behind Dickinson and Western
Maryland by beating Ursinus and

Franklin and Marshall, two of the best

teams in Pennsylvania.

Coach Fall was "very pleased" with

their performances last week and feels

that the Shorewomen have greatly im-

proved.

"Our team's skill level, consistency

and cohesiveness have at least jumped
50% above where they were a month
ago," she says, after citing their lack of

experience at the beginning of the

season.

In addition the Shorewomen have

been plagued by sicknesses and injuries

all season, but have compensated by

working very hard and never giving up.

"We may not have the hitters now,"

she claims, "but we have the heart.

We're fierce competitors and we
always rise to the occasion."

Coach Fall contends that in a couple

of years—when volleyball is respected

more and the girls get more ex-

perience, Washington could become
one of the best teams around.

Unfortunately the Shorewomen lack

the height—an important attribute of a

championship team. The starting unit,

however—Cindi Patchen, Lynn Rath,

Kerric Harvey, Anne Goodrich, Kathy
Obear and Jenny Butler—"always hus-

tle and have met the challenges that

I've put to them."
Coach Fall attributes the

Shorewomen's "great success" to the

general attitude of the team, par-

ticularly the substitutes who "feel next

year is 'our year,. That's a super at-

titude.. .our kids never quit and that's a

big plus for us.'
1

Moreover she says, "Our managers,
Sue Briggs and Joann Driscoll, have
given me the freedom to concentrate on
coaching. They're invaluable and are

as an important part of the team as

anyone else."

Looking back on the season, Coach
Fall maintains that the Shorewomen
could not have done as well as they did

if they had not stuck together and
played to the best of their a bi li tie

She feels that the team has played
almost flawlessly all season: "In all the

matches that we lost, the only two that

we could have won were against

Gallaudet and American University. I

expected at least five losses to the other

schools which had more expansive pro-

grams."
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Women's volleyball made a success of

its first season as an intercollegiate

varsity sport. Coach Fall has high ex-

pectations for future teams, and is quite

pleased with the enthusiasm and team-
work displayed by this year's squad.

Karen Smith Gets Presidential Citation

Karen L. Smith, assistant professor

of physical education at Washington

College, was selected as the recipient

for the Presidential Citation in recogni-

tion of her distinguished service and
support to local and state programs of

physical education, athletics, health

and recreation. The award was
presented to Miss Smith by the

Maryland Association for Health,

Physical Education and Recreation at

the first general session of their State

Convention.

Karen earned both her B.S. and M.A.
at the University of Maryland and
joined Washington College as an in-

structor in 1968. She currently teaches

in the Women's Physical Education
Department and is director of the dance
program.

Student Classified
FOR SALE

Nikon F-2 camera $600., reduced from
$850. sale price. Contact 778-0043

(weekdays only).

10 speed-Raliegh for $100. Call nights
556-6422.

Rec/amp Lafayette lr [300 Quad for

$354 or best offerat778-1660.

10 speed Schwinn (f ) $75 or best offer at
778-9892 or Minta Martin 203.

Turquoise for sale at 778-1524.

Madiera 6-string guitar by Guild.

White maple finish in perfect condi-

tion. Barcus Berry "Hot Dot", custon
keys. Must sell. Contact Roger, Dor-
chester 110, 778-9729.

Klepper Folding Kayak. Contact James
Stevenson, student mail box 427.

LOST AND FOUND
Brown Wallet—if found call 778-3590.

Turquoise and silver earring—if found
please contace Shelly, 204 Caroline.

Silver wirerim glasses—if found please
contant Shelia, 200 Queen Anne.

Gold wirerim glasses—if found please
contantAnn, 334 Minta Martin.

EMPLOYMENT
Volleyball officials needed. $2.00 per

hour. Please contant Coach
Chatellier, Cain Gym.

WANTED
Refrigerator needed. If you want to sell

yours, call Daveor Charlie at 778-9891

or stop by East Lounge Kent.

Girl wanted to accompany songwriter-
guitarist. Write to Steve Shaffer P.O.
Box 29B, Suldersville, MD. 21668.

SERVICES
We fix 10 speeds. Free estimates. Get
your machine tuned at Dave's Col-

lege Bike Repair, 1-0-sex Somerset.

MISCELLANEOUS
Experienced writers wanted for/well-

known underground publication.
Twitchell Enterprises, 302 Middle
Hall.

RIDES
Ride needed to Centerville to take the

PACE, Saturday, 11/20 at 8:30a.m.
Contact Krista at Reid 2 or 778-9839.

Ride needed to Connecticut for

Thanksgiving. We will share ex-

penses. Please contact Mary at 228

Minta Martin or Laurel at 217 Minta
Martin. Phone 778-9898.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MO. Tel: 7*84049
"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

Elburn's Florist and Greenhouses
Come and Visit Our Tropical
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,
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Worldwide

I Mil* South ef irjjge Phon* 776-2200
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McLain,

Kelly

Address

Senate
by Dave Stier

A message from President McLain
and passage of a motion to remove half

of the water tower ladder highlighted

Monday's SGA meeting in Bill Smith
Hall.

President McLain asked SGA
members to help him in his "crusade
for liberal arts vs. career education."

Consulting an informal poll he observed
that current students play a major part

in encouraging prospective students to

come to WC. He cited one of the pro-

blems of the administration as
' 'bypassing high school guidance
counselors'", and expressed hopes that

WC students would talk to their high

school friends about the college over
the upcoming holidays.

Dean Kelly, also present, mentioned
that "the point of the program was not

that we need more students, but that we
think Washington College is an unique
experience."

In closing, President McLain an-

nounced that a 1962 alumnus has be-

quethed money for two $1500 scholar-

ships to be offered next year, and a life

insurance premium for one million

dollars.

A proposal from the last meeting for

the removal of the water tower ladder

was strongly debated. After some argu-

ment that the move still would not

discourage people from climbing the

tower, President Paul Noto called for

an executive motion to remove the

lower half of the ladder.

Somerset Senator John Jelich ques-

tioned Dean Kelly on theschool's action

concerning the recent destruction of

property at the Minta Martin dorm.

'

Dean Kelly responded that the Theta in-

cident was a "Special case", one which
she felt the judiciary could not act upon
quickly enough. She felt "the time had
come for us to make a public statement,

and I think it's beginning to work".

Calendar
Friday—November 19

Film Series presents "The Mad Adven-
tures of Rabbi Jacob, in Smith
Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. 75*.

Saturday—November 20

Drama Department presents Studio

Theatre: "Happy Birthday, Wanda
June" in Tawes Theatre at 8:00p.m.,

admission 25*.

Sunday—November 22

Music Departments to hold a Studen-

tRecital in Smith Auditorium,
8:30p.m.

Tuesday—November 22

Film Series presents "Das Niebel-

ingenlied", Part I, Siegfried in Smith

Auditorium.

November 19, 1976

"The Liberal Arts and God are not dead, and they certainly are not dead at

Washington College," spoke President Joseph McLain at a meeting last

night where he encouraged students to recruit for the school over the

Thanksgiving holiday. Director of Admissions Ormond Andrew also spoke,

and handed out viewbooks for students to place with high school prospects.

Morris, Lewis, Norris

Found Guilty of

Dorm Violation
by Dave Lerner
News Editor

Last Monday evening, the Student

Judiciary Board tried and convicted

three students in a two-hour, private

hearing. Matt Morris, Tim Norris, and
Robert "Bo" Lewis were charged with

disruptive behavior during an incident

that took place in Minta Martin dor-

mitory on the night of Monday,
November 1.

The trio was found guilty of

prescence in the women's dorms past

hours {without an escort), and all have
been placed on disciplinary probation.

Lewis was also found guilty of breaking

a window, which he will be required to

pay for.

The defendants pleaded guilty to the

above charges, so the trial instead

centered on the resolution of a third

charge—disorderly conduct—to which
they pleaded not guilty. Whether or not

the defendants had behaved "in a man-
ner befitting reproach" was debatable,

and the problem came down to just how
disruptive their behavior had actually

been. They had admittedly been "par-

tying" before coming to Minta Martin

that night.

An account of the incident was initial-

ly given by Sue Briggs, second floor RA
of Minta Martin. At about 12:30 on the

night in question, Briggs and head RA
Judy Mills were locking up the building,

when the defendants came to the side

door and began banging and yelling to

be let in. No one let them in, so they

went to the fire door and began banging
on it. Both RA's saw one of the defen-

dants punch through the glass pane in

the door. The RA's went back upstairs,

and the trio entered the building

through the back (downstairs) door
which was not locking properly.

The defendants then went up to the

fourth floor and talked to a resident
there, until they were asked to leave by
RA Donna Banks. At that point, they
went down to the third and second
floors, where they walked into the room

of a girl who was out, "talked loudly",

and knocked on several doors. They left

at approximately 1:15, after confron-

ting Mills and Briggs.

Defense attorney Bob Witter sum-
marized his case. He stated that there

has been inconsistency in the enforce-

ment of visitation rules, and noted that

if the door had been locked, the incident

never could have taken place. Further-
more, he explained that there was no
malicious intent on the part of the

defendants, and their voices really

weren't that loud. He also pointed out
that Lewis went to Dean Kelley the next
day and offered to pay for the window.

Prosecutor Carol Noer, also a second
floor resident of Minta Martin, stated

her case emphatically. She noted that

the defendants had been asked to leave
four times; they had no business being
in the dormitory and they knew it. She
showed that they had woken up several

girls on each floor, although it was
unclear just how many girls had truly

been disturbed. Furthermore, she
claimed that the Minta Martin RA's
have been enforcing the visiting

policies ever since the Theta incident.

She also stated that drunkeness is no
excuse for their behavior, and that

these types of acts will no longer be
tolerated. In conclusion, she pointed out

that there are already four empty
rooms on the second floor of Minta Mar-
tin, and that four more girls are moving
out at the end of this semester because
of these frequent "incidents."

The jury deliberated privately for
over half an hour before reaching a ver-

dict. SJB Chairman John Sherman an-
ndimced that the defendants were found
unanimously "not guilty" on charges of

disorderly conduct, and that they were
only being convicted for their presence
in the dorm. In addition to the sanctions
previously mentioned, the defendants
must also write and sign an apology,
and send it to each Minta Martin resi-

dent.

Evaluations

Completed
This Week

by Margaret Handle
This week faculty evaluations are be-

ing conducted by Dean Hanson in each
department of the College. The evalua-

tion asks students to respond to 25 ques-

tions concerning courses and instruc-

tors.

Conducted during class, this ques-

tionnaire is the most effective way the

Dean has discovered to obtain student

response about faculty performance
and the courses.

Evaluation sheets are used to find in-

formation on the faculty members
whose annual contracts will come up
for review this December. They also

provide space for any personal com-
ments students care to make. These
comments are read by the Dean to the

professor to insure complete confiden-

tiality.

Evaluations of this type were con-

ducted last year at the end of each

semester. With plans for another

evaluation to be conducted next

semester, there will be a total of four

surveys to be considered. The results

will help to determine the value of the

questionnaire.

After being tabulated on the school's

computer, the results will be reviewed

by Dean Hanson. He will be looking for

"an overall feel of how the faculty

member is doing in the eyes of the

students." The survey has a minimal
effect on general curriculm here, but

according to Dean Hanson it "has some
effect on the way a few courses have

been conducted."

Last year the faculty requested that

the evaluation be conducted universal-

ly. Through honest student evaluation,

professors will be able to reassess the

effectiveness of their teaching methods

and the value of the material covered.

This faculty evaluation is an ex-

cellent opportunity for students to ex-

press their opinions. "They are read",

the Dean stressed, and each written

comment will be considered by him
along with the computerized results.

Dean Hanson "would be interested in

having constructive criticism on the

questions and the questionnaires from
the students". This survey is the best

opportunity students have for airing

their complaints and opinions about in-

dividual courses and professors.

NOTICE: Tbe Washington Elm
business offices will be closed all of

next week, in recognition of the

Thanksgiving holiday. Next publication

date will be the following Friday,

December 3, 1976.
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Editorial columns are notorious for their nay-saying. This one

hasn't been any different. That there is a lot to criticize at

Washington College can't be denied. However, anticipating a

week off and a home-cooked Thanksgiving dinner (no offense

Dave) it becomes easier to notice the positive side of things. And

in this week alone two initiatives by the Administration have

been noteworthy.

Earlier this week, students got ten minutes off from each class

to evaluate their professor's performance. The evaluations go to

the Dean's office to be examined and tabulated. Then—the best

part— the Dean goes over them with the faculty members. Writ-

ten comments by students are read verbatim to individual facul-

ty members by the Dean. As a result, the students can criticize

faculty anonymously, and, hopefully, constructively. This action

is hoped to encourage lackadaisical professors to clean up their

act.

Another laudable administrative activity was President

McLain's recruitment pitch to the SGA Monday night and to the

student body last night. This program—current students

recruiting prospective applicants—shows a promising attitude

about the student's role here. Students are the best adver-

tisements the school has. And with present students selecting in-

dividuals and inviting them to apply.. .well, who knows? Perhaps

Washington College can get more people that have significant

contributions to make. If nothing else, we should get more of

those people interested in liberal arts for the sake of liberal arts

(and not a career).

It's good to see evidence that the Administration is working
with the students to improve Washington College. Positive steps,
whether large or small, are always welcome.

Have a nice Thanksgiving.

Tothe Editor:

This letter, written at the suggestior

of several students, is really the offspr-

ing of a letter I wrote to theElm several

weeks ago and never sent Since there

seem-to be others on campus who think

I ought to give my views on the Music
Department's perennial and sti Upen-

ding proposal, I am doing so.

The Music Department is proposing

the addition of two new courses to the

curriculum of Washington College.

These new courses (I purposely em-
phasize the word "new") are Music

111— Washington Collage Chorus and

Music 113—Washington College Band.

The proposal. passed the Humanities

Division on Thursday November 18,

and is being sent to theAcademic Coun-

cil.

The proposal is the product of at least

four years research and reflection.

During that period, the department has

proposed and the faculty endorsed ma-

jor changes for the better in the depart-

ments curriculum music theory and
music history. The present proposal

seeks to improve and expand course of-

ferings in applied music, that is to say,

in the performance of music. It is possi-

ble for music majors to receive credit

for the study of solo per-

formance—indeed, four such courses

are required of our majors. However,

students at Washington College" can-

not presently receive credit for the

equally important and substantially dif-

ferent study of ensemble performance.

There is also an attempt to improve

the quality of these two ensembles, the

band and the chorus, and to make them

more intellectually stimulating to

students interested in music. Glee clubs

and pop bands have not been a part of

the serious study of music since the

days of rumble seats and hip flasks.

The serious study of choral and in-

strumental literature through per-

formance, however, is, I believe, a wor-

thy candidate for the Washington Col-

lege curriculum.

For some reason this proposal has

become a very emotional issue on this

campus; I may, to my regret, have

even added fuel to the flames on occa-

sion. I guess I just can't see how our

proposal differs from any other depart-

ment's attempts to improve its cur-

ricular offerings. The twin bugbears of

comparison and precedent seem to

have assumed major importance. I can

but suggest that our proposal is

presented only after lengthy considera-

tion, and that the music faculty feel it to

be of great importance to the improve-

ment of our curriculm. It ought not be

compared to any other department's

course offerings at the college, since it

does not in fact, involve any other

department; it will set a precedent only

if the Washington College faculty, the

arbiters of things curricular, allow the

precident to be set. Given the brouhaha

the proposal has unleashed, I find the

precedent-setting potential of our pro-

posal to be very remote.
I hope that the Academic Council

and, should the proposal reach them,

my colleagues, will consider the music
Department's proposal solely on its

merits, for I feel that the proposal has

merits. Expertise in overall college

curricula is vested in the faculty, but

expertise in music curricula is vested in

the music department. If there are

sunstantial objections to our proposal, I

hope that they will be brought out, so

that we may reconsider our proposal. If

there be no such objections, then I hope

the proposal can be passed, and our

course offerings thereby improved.

Sincerely,

JahnM.Kalus
Assistant Professor of Music

Pistol Heist Trial Inconclusive

Grand Larceny Count Dismissed
by Bonnie NeUe Duncan

Conflicting testimony of college

employees, Smith Hall construction

workers, and local police failed to prove

the guilt of a plumber indicted for the

grand larceny of antique pistols housed

in the Smith Hall basement vault this

summer. A jury of six men and six

women found Linwood Polly not guilty

of one count of grand larceny in the trial

held Wednesday in the Circuit Court of

Kent County. They could not reach a

decision on a subsequent count of

receiving stolen goods. States Attorney

Floyd L. Parks must decide whether to

re-try the 64 year old worker on the se-

cond count or dismiss the case.

On August 16, the employees of In-

gleside Construction discovered a box

of antique pistols in the basement vault

where they had been stored. Bernard C.

Roob, a collector of antique weapons

for 35 years and a contracting officer

for the Department of Defense ap-

praised seven of the guns at a "fair"

market value of 15035. The following

day Construction Superviser Judd Todd
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reported to Superintendent of Grounds
and Buildings Raymond Crooks that the
guns were missing. Crooks declared

that he would have to alert the police if

they were not found.

Suspicion fell on Polly the following

morning when he alerted his foreman
Joe Duncan that he was going back to

Queen Anne, where several workers

were housed on the second floor, "to

take some aspirins". Duncan stated

that Polly left at 7:40 immediately after

he had warned his crew that police

were to be called. The accused, partial-

ly deaf, indicated that he had not heard

Duncan mention police until sometime
after his return from the dorm.

Polly was arraigned because two
maids reported seeing him park his red
Colt behind Reid Hall, get something
out of the trunk of his car, and carry a
folded paper bag into Queen Anne.
Neither saw him actually enter the

building, but Queen Anne maid Loretta

Linz became suspicious when she heard

"something that sounded like a drawer
being open and shut in a room on the
first floor," where no workers were
housed. She reported seeing "the same
man with the red car" leave the room in

which the guns and a paper bag were
subsequently found. Reid Hall maid
Ruth Farmon confirmed Linz's story,

noting that she had watched the man
from the first floor Reid washroom
where she was working.

The. police, Finance Director Gene
Hessey, and Raymond Crooks were,

notified. They escorted Linz to Smith'
Hall and asked her to identify the con-

.

struction worker she had seen. She was
unable to do so until someone else had.

At this point, Polly was surrounded by
police and was read bis rights,although

he was not yetarrested.

Linz's identification was not admitted

as evidence. In fad , her testimony con-

cerning the identification conflicted

with that made by Kent County Sheriff

Alan Blizzard and her own testimony

from the pre-trial hearing. Polly's wife

admitted at the hearing "I think she

really believed she had identified Telly

(Polly). Now she's turning everything

around. At least she admits she really

couldn't identify him." Prosecuting at-

torney Tom Sisk privately blamed
"fear and ignorance" for Linz's con-

tradictions.

Sisk admitted before Judge Harry E.

Clark that all remaining evidence was
"circumstantial, as no one actually saw
Mr. Polly take the guns." One gun is

still missing. Defense attorney Bassil

Walkalski stated that "more people

than Mr. Polly are probably involved."

Insufficient evidence exists for in-

vestigation.

In a private interview, Joe Duncan
declared, "I have my own ideas about

who did it, but there's no way anyone
can prove anything." He placed the

blame on a young assistant who did not

show up for work the day the theft was
reported, although he had been among
those who discovered the guns. "He
was so anxious to get away from here

after that," Duncan said, "that he got

himself fired by refusing to come into

work."
As he left the courthouse, Walkaiski

remarked that he believes his client

will be pardoned on the second count.



Forum Speakers Debate
South African Situation
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Basketball Preview

by Bonnie Nelle Duncan
"We are prepared lo let rivers of

blood flow In South West Africa "

declared Noah Nujumo. a member ofSWAPO (South West Africa People's
Organization) at the Thursday night
session of the William James Forum
Nujumo and his opponent, Peter M
Cohen, Third Secretary of the South'
African Embassy debated the question
"Is violence inevitable in South
Africa?" and discussed the future of
their country. Nujumo warned, "the
black population will continue to
tolerate all amounts of violence until
the white supremists are supplanted
and South africa is ruled by a truly
African nation."

Nujumo's talk centered on the at-
trocities which he believes his people
are suffering at the hands of the
"Fascist and racism regime". The laws
of the Boer administration, he stated
"are designed to perpetuate black
slavery" and "to produce robots to
meet the needs of the white
supremists". He noted that "black
agents of South West African Prime
Minister Forester" publicly torture
resistant Africans, that the "South
African Army is instructed to maim
and kill" and that "rape, robbery, and
the destruction of peoperty is not un-
commonly directed toward the black
population."

<™°r!f!
n
?Uy a """-violent movement,

SWAPO is willing to fight for seeking
the removal of South African occupa-
tion from their precincts, and pro-
moting shared equality in the country
of 20 million blacks and 4 million
whites. Aided by the USSR and other

communistic nations, SWAPO refuses
to recognize a Constitutional Con-
ference in which "only black agents of
the regime were invited to share "
Cohen objected to Nujumo's descrin.

tion of black treatment which hetermed "a complete falsification The
world is looking at South Africa as if
through a microscope, " he declared
how could something like what Mr
Nujumo has described- something like
the scene out of a Nazi nightmart-go
on? Cohen did admit, however, that
the situation in his country is "sad "

wMbe ^
n '' My Wha ' Ule outcome of 'it

Cohen stated "I endorce the one
man-one vote regime, but I don't view
democracy favorably." Neither did he
see anything "morally wrong" in the
fact that whites control 87% of arable
land forcing blacks, in Nujumo's words
into slavery under white taskmasters

iftheyaretosurviveatall."

"This is not a colonial situation "
stated Cohen. "We're not settlers
We've been here as long as the blacks-
we're Africans too. We have nowhere
else to go, and we're staying here."

Cohen places hope in South African
industrialization. Half the size of the
continental United States, the country
is America's fourth largest supplier of
raw materials in stategic trades. Cohen
believes that the growing demand for
skilled workers will promote black
equality and stabilize their economy
However, he admitted that "in a coun-
try whose whole history has been one of
racial conflict, equality will not come
over-night. What this situation needs is
give and take on both sides "

Hoping to atone for last year's 6-17
record that entailed eleven defeats by
less than five points, the varisty basket-
ball team will herald its opening game
at George Washington Jniversity two
weeks from Thursday with more
dedicated and experienced players.
To prepare for the arduous schedule

of eighteen games and three tour-
naments, the team has been practicing
since October 18, approximately three
hours a day, five days a week.
Anticipating a winning season, CoachTom Finnegan attests to the players'

skills particularly their attitudes- "The
dedication of this team," he says, "is
the best I have seen since 'I've been
here.

The coach frankly admits that in the
past, the Sho'men had not been con-
cerned with dedication and a-hieve-
ment as much as "internal nuances
like dissatisfaction and peer p-essure
which collectively tend to creal > a less
thanoptimistica tmosphere.

"

In addition past season's teams suc-
cesses were deterred because they
lacked a qualified leader, one who was
both enthusiastic and talented and who
could instill confidence and pride in the
Players, particularly those on the
bench.

But the coach believes this problem
was greatly alleviated last December
when the team elected Joe Wilson cap-
tain. "Wilson," the coach declares
brought the team together. But un-

fortunately, at the time, we lacked the
experience necessary to be a winning

by Ed Hooker
Sports Editor

team. Joe has done a terrific job this
season in developing a positive attitude
among the team."
Many close games were lost within

the final minutes of play due to key
mistakes like weak passes and ban-
control as well as the inconsistent
shooting and rebounding. Moreover
because the Shoremen were smaller
than other teams, they had to be more
aggressive. But their lack of ex-
perience—there were only two seniors
and twojuniors—hurt them: "Wedidn't
play aggressive enough defense.our
defensive rebounding was poor at
crucial times as well as our ball handl-
ing and shot selection. '

'

This season, the team is experienced
and talented enough to win the league
and make the playoffs "if it performs
up to its potential and we get a strong
contribution from all."

Nevertheless, "things can happen
very quickly," the coach continues, ex-
plaining his woes of social problems
that couldruin the possibility of success
at any time.

"I'm more concerned with peer
pressure and social behavior than the
team's ability. If we can avoid these in-
ternal problems, we will have a very
goodshotattheplayoffs."
Now, however, the coach does not

forsee any social problems and firmly
believes the Shoremen will play much
better than they did last year: "We are
looking forward to this year and we
should be capable of beating anyone at
home."

DON'T MISS
Happy Birthday Wanda June

by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
8 p.m. in Tawes / Admission 25C

November 20 and 21.

Student Produced by Kevin Madden
The cast includes

—

Harold Ryan i.,.,
(his wife) Penelope IV r*^
(his son) Paul.. .„.

NancyKnuth

LooseLeaf PeterZekoms

Shuttle „t
Jo

1
1lmes

Woodley
,

C
£
uS Rose

Wanda June v;'„
J R-Willard

VonKonigswald ^3^2*,!
Mildred BobSharbaugh

Vicki Gadsden
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RESERVATIONSRECOMMENDED

Italian Exhibition

Opens Monday at Walters

J-^auld ^hoe oAtoe
FOR GUYS <w GALS

ore
Compteu Footwear Service and Supplies

227 high street
Chestehtown. Maryland 21020

phone 77s-28so

BASS FRYE TOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER

The Walters Art Gallery will open a
major exhibition, "Masters of Italian
Painting, 1300-1800", Monday
November 22, in the special exhibition
galleries on the first level of the Centre
Street building, where it will remain on
view for the next eleven weeks.
Devoted entirely to paintings from

the Walters collection, the exhibition in-
cludes more than seventy works of art
not usually on view, as well as several
new acquisitions, and has been ar-
ranged to coincide with the publication
of a new catalogue, Italian Paintings In
the Walters Art Gallery, by Federico
Zeri, one of the world's most eminent
specialists on the subject of Italian
painting.

The catalogue, which has been
praised for its excellence, is the product
of fourteen years work, which included
the scientific examination of all of the
more than 450 paintings listed in the
twovolume catalogue. This examina-
tion and cleaning, most of which was
done in the gallery's Conservation
Laboratory, provided the only signifi-
cant new information concerning the
physical condition of each painting and
freed many of the pictures from layers
of discolored varnish and the disfigur-
ing overpaint of Nineteenth Century
"restorers".

The 75 paintings in the exhibition of-

fer an excellent picture of the history of
Italian painting with works ranging
from the Fourteenth through the Eigiv
teenth Centuries. Highlights of the ex-
hibition include several recently ac-
quired paintings never shown before at
the gallery'

: a rare Fourteenth Century
altarpiece by Pacina da Bonaguida, a
Florentine contemporary of Giotto; a
large mannerist panel by Giorgio
Vasari, Jacob's Dream: and a pain-
ting, St. Gregory the Great, by Jacopo
Vignali, originally commissioned to
decorate a library in the cloister of San-
ta Maria Novella in Florence. Several
paintings have emerged from cleaning
with a new appearance. Among them
are a large canvas, St. Jerome in the
Wilderness, by Pinturiechio; a full
length portrait of a Venetian nobleman,
by Bernardo Strozzi and theApotheosls
of Hercules by Cristoforo Unterberger
which served as the final modeUo for a
ceiling in the Casina Borghese, now the
Villa Borghese in Rome. Works by such
masters as Doroenico Giuhano Bugiar-
di, Angelo Caroselli, Sassoferrato,
Michele Rocca, Giuseppe Passeri and
Pompeo Batoni also appear in the ex-
hibition.

The Ram Shop

Art Supplies

Beads 'Galore' For
HE and SHE NECKLACES
1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertown

778-4554

5]
lor I

'Miss Dee
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

Sp.m.-IOp.m.
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Could This Be

the Winning Year??
byDanaChatellier

Every year about this time, the old

questions get asked: Got any height?

Winning season? MAC playoffs?

And they get the same old answers:

Awesome, on paper. No. but what else

isnew?Can'tmiss! Probably.

So why get your hopes up all over

again?
Because this year, not only does the

basketball learalook great, but the en-

tire basketball program looks like it's

going places.

This winter, instead of having a

twelve- or thirteen-man varisty squad

and turning the other seven or eight

players over to the intramural leagues,

the Shoremen will be represented by a

solid varisty lineup and strong junior

varisty.

Aside from the program, why should

you get excited over the Shoremen's

chances this particular year? What's

going to make them so great? In his

seventh season, coach Tom Finnegan is

again looking for his first winner. In

fact, WC is looking for its first team

since Finnegan played here thirteen

years ago.

This year. Finnegan is stressing: im-

proving the defense that allowed over

eighty points a contest in 75*76; better

rebounding than last year's average of

less than 39 a contest; and cutting down

on last season's statistic of almost

twenty turnovers a game.

Finnegan has carefully selected the

twelve players he hopes can ac-

complish their goals. Heading the list is

sophomore forward Joe Wilson, the

team's Most Valuable Player last

season. "Jungle's" personal goal is to

score 400 points, a feat which eluded

him last winter (397). Senior Geoff

Kurtzman returns and should score his

1000th point thereby becoming the

eleventh Sho'man to do so. In addition

he has the chance to have the second

highest point total in the school's

history and to become the second WC
player to grab 1000 rebounds.

Last year's number three scorer, 6-4

Doug Byrne, and BUI Hogan have im-

proved their outside shooting, jumping.

ball-handling, and defensive abilities.

In the pivot, 6-5 Ed Beach, who came
on strong in the second half of last

season with his aggressive rebounding

style and soft shooting touch, returns.

"Fog" could turn- out to be the great,

defensive center that the Shoremen

have lacked for years.

Perhaps the biggest surprise this

year has been juniorDennis Compton.

"Comps" spent most of last year on the

bench. But recently, along with Dave

Van Scoy, the team's tallest center, he

has displayed a great touch from the

high post, as well as rebounding and

playing defense with the style that

made him a starter his freshman year.

The guards comprise perhaps the

most versitile group, for the Sho'men

can adjust their background to almost

any situation. If the offense is not work-

ing, or if more speed is desired, veteran

John Haberman or newly-eligible

Rodger Wolf will run the plays. If scor-

ing is needed from the base line, it's

either junior college transfer Steve

Dickerson or senior Bob Moore, a

former starter who responds best in

clutch situations. And for toughness on

defense, sophomore Steve Wilkerson,

who can also play forward, will be

called in.

With their bench strength, it's hard to

imagine the Shoremen playing fewer

than ten men in any game, and often all

twelve should make some contribution.

In regards to the JVs, Don Chatellier

will coach them for the first time in 20

years. He has got an enthusiastic bunch

to work with: Jeff Putman and 6-5 Dale

Williams will probably shore the pivot;

forward Dan Barbierri can hit from

long range; Loyola High grad Doug
LeFevre and sophomore Derwin
Wright will play in the backcourt.

All in all, it promises to be an exciting

and interesting winter. After a trip to

George Washington University

November 29, the Finnmen open at

home Thursday, December 2 against

conference rival Swarthmore, with JV
and varisty games at 6:15 and 8:00p.m.

respectively. They deserve your sup-

port.

FOR SALE

10 speed Raliegh for $100. Call nights

556-6422.

Rec/amp Lafayette lr [300 Quad for

$354 or best offer at 778-1660.

10 speed Schwinn ( f ) $75 or best offer at

778-9892 or Minta Martin 203.

Turquoise for sale at 778-1524.

Madiera 6-string guitar by Guild.

White maple finish in perfect condi-

tion. Barcus Berry "Hot Dot", custon

keys. Must sell. Contact Roger, Dor-

chester 110. 778-9729.

SAVE ON
LIQUORS, WINES, BEERS

Pip's Discount Liquors
778-0123

Kent Shopping Plaza, Chestertown
Large Selection and Low Prices

All Week 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

Nikon F-2 camera $600., reduced from

$850. sale price. Contact 778-0043

(weekdays only).

Klepper Folding Kayak. Contact James
Stevenson, student mail box 427.

SERVICES
TYPING: Top quality—Reasonable.

No paper too long. Special "short

notice" plan. See Roger, Dorchester

110,778-9729.

WANTED
Girl wanted to accompany songwriter-

guitarist. Write to Steve Shaffer P.O.
Box 29B, Suldersville, MD. 21668.

Coach Tom Finnegan: Looking For His First Winning Season. Photograph

courtesy Washington College Pegasus.
;

.

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Park
Chestertown, Maryland

Alpha Chi Omega
Casino Night

Dec. 3, 1976; 9:00 p.m.

Minta Martin Lounge

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030, g
• Hudson's Vitamins \DS/

*

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

il=iL=iL=iL=»l=lt=ll=it=iL=il=il=ll=H

Newtown

Wine & Cheese
Market |;

located across

from the Campus

Large selection of

Wines and Cheeses

Stop by and
browse or buy.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Cooper's

Hardware Inc.
Chestertown, Maryland

21620
Aro<jCodo301 Phone 778-2414

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD. Tel: 7*8-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

Elburn's Florist and Greenhouses
Come and Visit Our Tropical

Houseplant Greenhouse
• Complete Plant Supplies

• We Wire Flowers and Plants

Worldwide
1 Mile South of Bridge Phone 778-2200

THE REAR GARAGE
PIZZA PUB

Locate d In

Newtown Square
778-2671

Fresh Dough
PllXO

Mon.-Thun. 11-12

Frl.-Sot. 11-1

Sun. 2-12

SANDWICHES
PLATTERS

HEINEKEN NIGHTS EVERY THURSDAY
College Night Every Night
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Attrition

Study

Cites

Programs
ByLYNNLYKE

As of September, 1975, WC's enroll-

ment was 772. In 1976, the number of

students dropped to 694. Recently Dean
Kelly has surveyed those up-
perclassmen who were eligible but did
not return this year. The purpose of this

study was to try and isolate a general
reason why students don't come back to

WC. The reasons were found to be many
and varied.

The Results of The Survey
Of the 127 that responded, 42 were

freshmen, 56 sophmores, and 29

juniors. The major reason why students
left was because they wanted to take
academic programs not-offered here.
These 21 students said they were happy
here. Another 10 departed because of

academic difficulties and 7 because of

financial difficulties. Ten students went
to study abroad.
A total of 28 left because they were

unhappy here; thirteen because of

academic reasons, 10 due to the social

atmosphere and 5 because the school
was simply too small. Ten students saw
no value in being in school and 8 left

because they found jobs that were more
interesting.

Reactions To The Survey
Dean Hanson stated, "The result of

the survey is disappointing in the fact

that there is no concrete reason why
students are leaving. If students are
leaving because of programs, have they
made this discovery here, or have they
come here expecting something we
don'thave? If students are coming here
to take a particular program with the

intention of switching after two years, I

don't know if there is any way as of fin-

ding this out."

Dean Kelly remarked, "Although our
attrition rate is below the national

average, we are a small school and we
should try and keep the students that

choose to come here. But the problem
has two sides. Everyone is noUeaving,
but we should try and make everyone
happy and contented.

'

'

Besides the study done by Dean Kel-

ly, the SGA did a survey of this year's
freshmen in regard to the academic,
social and residential life. The majority
of the responses fell in the middle,
neither negative nor positive. The Stu-

dent Affairs Committee discussed this

survey, as well as topics of dorm
deposits, co-ed housing, a new survey,
and student apathy.

Continued on Page 8

dtev
December 3, 1976

SAB Uncovers
Grade Inflation

"Our attrition is below the national
average," mentioned Dean Kelly, "but
we should still try and make everyone
happy and contented."

ByDAVELERNER
News Editor

Student Academic Board Chairman
Jeff Coomer announced revealing

figures on "grade inflation" at the

November 22 meeting of the SAB. The
overall average grade awarded at WC
-last year was approximately 2.8, up
from the 2.2 of ten years ago. The
number of students graduating with
honors has increased from 4% ten years

ago to 15% last year. Furthermore, the

borderlines for magna, summa, and
regular cum laude honors have been
lowered slightly.

The grade inflation issue arose when
Dr. Michael Malone of the Economics
department requested SAB feedback on
a specific proposal to fight grade infla-

tion. At that time, Coomer decided to

look into the matter to find out if any
such inflation exists at W.C. This has
led to a whole series of discussions on
grade inflation, laxity in grading, and
the nature of academic demands here.

SJB Fines DeGroff,

Suspends Gray
By BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

The Student Judiciary Board
suspended one student and fine another

$150 in two separate cases heard last

night,

Richard Gray was found guilty (as

pleaded) of possession of another stu-

dent's checkbook, and of cashing a $20

forged check from it. Suspension was
eminent for Gray because he was
alreadyon disciplinary probation for his

involvement in the October 11 Theta in-

cident. He has been suspended for all of

next semester, and will be placed on
disciplinary probation for a year,

should he return.

William De Groff was found guilty of

tearing a fire door from its hinges in

Minta Martin dormatory on Nevember
6, following a sorority party. The
damage to the door, estimated at $100,

will be charged to De Groff, along with

a $50 fine approved by the Judiciary 5-2.

In a post-trial interview, defense pro-

secutor John Jelich expressed his

discontent with De Groff's sentence.

"My complaint is that although the jury
was serious, the high cost of the fine is

ridiculous. Everybody wants to stop

destruction, especially after all the

publicity given the Theta case, which
was not handled by the Student

SGA Goes to Board For

Fee Hike—Pages 4&5

Judiciary. But imposing fines really

doesn't do anything to stop destruction'

or clear up the damages of past

destruction."

Jelich suggested, instead, that

students be sentenced with constructive

tasks such as "painting a wall in

Somerset," rather than merely pay
costly fines. He has advocated this

policy in his capacity as senator from
Somerset and received Dean Kelly's

approval. Jelich declares that he "real-

ly supports" this move because "first,

it would serve to increase students'

awareness of their surroundings.

Secondly, and perhaps most important-

ly, "it would clean up the dorms and
help to prevent future destruction.

Thirdly, it would show students that the

Judiciary is "not just fooling around
anymore."

Jelich elaborated on his second point.

"Mainly, I want to call attention to the

conditions of Somerset. The building is

rarely clean. It's a dump. Everybody
laughs at Somerset, ha, ha, let's go over
to Somerset and tear it apart. No one

can have respect for a slum." He
believes that disciplinary enforcement

of dorm cleaning and painting by
students convicted of misconduct could

restore respectability to residences and
alleviate destruction. "Eventually," he

said, "I would like to extend this

discipline to Kent."

A third case was reviewed, in which

two students were charged with

destruction in Kent House. They denied

being in the building at the time of the

destruction and the jury unanimously

declared them not guilty.

The SAB will formally request the
Academic Council to study this issue,

defining some of the topics that need to

be discussed. Coomer hopes this will

become a major study, equivalent to

the Academic Dishonesty and Cheating
File issues of the last two semesters.
The SAB has also announced that it

will drop all old business for the rest of

this semester, and will concentrate on
developing course profiles. In addition,

SGA President Paul Noto and Vice
President Coomer will write up a pro-
gram of proposals and investigations to

be pursued by the SGA and SAB next
semester.

The course profiles will be devised by
compiling the results of a brief ques-
tionnaire to be handed out to students
during the last week of classes. They
are designed to aid students in course
selection, affording them a general no-

tion of the basic characteristics of par-
ticular courses. The questionnaire is

not being used to evaluate courses, but
instead to provide comparative impres-
sions. The survey will also include in-

formation on the number of books,
tests, papers, and quizzes given in each
class.

The questionnaire, written by
Coomer and Jim Bowerman, a senior
here last year, was originally proposed
by last year's Moag administration. A
survey taken during the '75 fall

semester failed miserably because of

excessive length, difficult questions,

and lack of student interest. Coomer
hopes that this time, students will res-

pond to the questionnaire seriously, em-
phasizing that it is brief, and the results

can be most beneficial.

The remainder of the meeting was
devoted to outlining the state of affairs

of the various SAB committees and pro-

grams currently in progress.

Charlie Main, of the Concert Series

Committee, stated the committee's
disappointment that the SGA will only
be able to provide $1000 of the$i750 they
had originally promised to co-sponser
the $3000 Gerry Mulligan jazz concert.

He also announced that the concert

series schedule for next year features a
dance company, a chamber orchestra,

a concert organist, a brass quintet, and
a solo pianist.

The Publications Board is currently

seeking its own $4 per student (per
year) increase from the Board of

Visitors and Governors. A restructur-

ing of the Board is also still in the mak-
ing.

Joe Watson of the Student Affairs

Committee announced that Dean
Kelley's attrition study is nearing its

completion, and some preliminary in-

formation has been released. He also

stated that, according to Gene Hessey,
the decision to increase the damage
deposit to $100 will beaccompanied by a

new policy which will hold students

responsible for dorm damage. Either

the residents of each dorm will pay for

the damage to that particular dorm, or

the total amount of damage to all the

dorms will be subtracted from the en-

tire collection of student deposits.
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The SGA needs money. Washington College needs students.

The needs are related. And in light of the attrition statistics here,

this column holds that the SGA's proposed $4.00 per student in-

crease in its share of student fees is justifiable.

The SGA provides most student services at Washington Col-

lege It involves itself in every aspect of student life— academic,

social, residential, judicial. Its whole purpose is to satisfy stu-

dent wants and needs.

Academically, programs like faculty evaluate and course

profiles help students get what they want out of their schedule.

Socially the SGA fights Chestertown boredom with an ambitious

social calendar ( try and get a seat at one of the movies I ) Every

weekend there's something to do. And then there s the SGA

forum And SGA-subsidized clubs, and dances, and concerts, and

publications, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera. What organization

does more to enhance student life at Washington College? What

one organization can do more to keep students here?

The SGA can't continue to operate on an archaic budget and

still provide the services students demand. The social calendar

(an improved but still limited one) will have to be abbreviated

Clubs get shortchanged. The entire program is compnmised

because there's not enough money.

The SGA's fee increase proposal goes before the Board of

Visitors and Governors next week. The Publications Board also

has a request in < they have an old budget,too—and in the printing

industry, inflation strikes an even harder blow.) You can t buy

anything today at 1974 or 1975 prices. But if you want students to

stay, you have to give them what they want, and pay the price.

And after all, isn't it the student who ultimately foots the bill?

It's up to the Board. We think both proposals rate their ap-

proval.

Calendar
Friday-December 3

•Film Series, "The Story of Adele H" in

Smith Auditorium
8p.m.75<

Alpha Chi "Casino Night " in Minta

Martin, 9 p.m. -1 a.m.

Saturday-December 4

Varsity Basketball vs. Widener—Away
College Band Concert-Tawes

Theater-8p.m.

Zeta Christmas Dance—9 p.m.-l a.m.

Funds, Plans

Occupy Senate

By MARGARET HANDLE
The last SGA meeting of the semester

centered around a proposal to the

Board of Visitors and Governors for an

increase in the SGA activities fee

allocation. The increase, to be con-

slderpd by the Board at their December

11 meeting, would probably mean a tui-

tion hike of approximately $4.00 per stu-

dent per year. (See inside for the full

proposal and details.)

Several suggestions concerning goals

for next semester were made at Mon-

day's meeting.

The Executive Committee requested

that the Senators conduct a comprehen-

sive analysis of the campus at the

beginning of the second semester. The

analysis, used to determine attitudes

about certain areas of campus life,

would be published and distributed to

the Administration and the Board.

Results from the co-ed housing poll

conducted last month are still in-

Monday-December 6

JVBasketball vs. Wesley—7 : 30 p.m.

Varsity Basketball vs. Navy—Away

Wednesday-December 8

College Christmas Tree Candlelighting

andPunchBowl, in

Hynson Lounge—4:30 p.m.
Students' Christmas Dinner—Hodson

Hall

Foreign Language Poetry Reading-

Coffee House—8p.m.
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complete. In general, the results in-

dicate that most guys are in favor of

changes while girls are split 50-50. A
complete report will be given after

vacation.

. Alumni Affairs director Mickey

DiMaggio has expressed an interest in

seeing more student participation in

Alumni activities. In order to increase

student-Alumni contacts, the Alumni

House might be opened to students on

Sundays with newspapers, coffee, and

donuts available.

In otner business, the Budget Com-
mittee recommended that the Finan-

cial Report be more specific in itemiz-

ing SGA debits. The broad categories

now used to draw up the report do not

show exactly where money is being

spent.

Gail Oakes was elected by the

Senators and sworn in as Ann Wilford's

replacement. Gail will represent se-

cond floor, Minta Martin.

Reporter About Campus:

Co-Ed Housing??

by Lynn Lyke
Photography by Carol Hood

During the past week, students were asked the following

questions: "How do you feel about co-ed housing?" and

"What do you feel are its advantages and disadvantages?"

Their replies:

•Diana Duvall, Talbot, "I definitely approve of co-ed hous-

ing. It should be on a voluntary basis because I'm not sure

that all girls would like it. This might cut down on the van-

dalism in the school that is prevalent right now. The only pro-

blem is that it might mess up the girls' dorms. I like living in

a co-ed dorm because there is definitely more mingling. Most

of my good friends on campus are guys."

•Mark Devins, Kent 1st floor, "I think it is a very good idea.

If there was co-ed housing, there would be less destruction in

the dorms. Guys would behave better in front of the girls. It

would be good, as long as the fraternities are not part of co-ed

housing. The disadvantages would be you couldn't walk nude

in the bathroom in the morning to brush your teeth and you

couldn't sing funny songs in the shower."

Sue Briggs, 2nd floor Minta Martin, "Yes, I think we should

have co-ed housing because it is more realistic. It would

eliminate some of the housing problems they had at the

beginning of this year, such as having to put freshmen guys

with seniors who originally had singles. Society isn't as

segregated as traditional dorms are."

«ouglas Megargee, Somerset, Theta floor, "I think it is a

good idea. It would put a little more spice in the dorm life.

There would be more of a variety of personalities. The guys

would still be rowdy, but since the girls would have a choice,

it shouldn't matter. Rather than get rowdy and rude and walk

to Minta Martin, they can just walk up a flight of stairs."

•Blair Thomas, Talbot, "I think it is a good thing only on a

voluntary basis. I think it makes it easier to adjust socially

and it makes it easier to understand the wants and needs of

other people. Another advantage is that it might cut down on

vandalism and horseplay."
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FROM THE LIBRARY:

ByKRISTAHAWK
Despite upcoming band and chorus

programs being presented this month,
the Music Department's credit pro-

posal was tabled by the Academic
Council on Monday. Irregardless of the

participants' faithfulness and the quali-

ty of their performances, some feel that

thi^ type of activity should receive no
college credit. However, John Klaus of

the Music Department says, "The
department is very serious about this

proposal. It will keep coming up if it is

voted down. We are trying to improve
the department and these two new
courses are important.

"

Although it was tabled, the proposal
was received more favorably than it

was last year when the Council voted it

down after two hours of discussion.

Klaus feels that people are raising

sincere questions which need—and
can—be answered; if they cannot, the

courses should be abandoned. April

Lindevald, a senior music major who
participates in both chorus and band,

feels that performance is important to

the serious study of music, and should
be part of a well-rounded music cur-

riculm. According to Klaus, specialists

in ensemble performance, such as
students studying brass instruments,

need such opportunities.

Lindevald mentioned that she felt

"some in the music Department will go
home to their friends and say: 'Don't

come to WC; the Music Department
isn't appreciated. You'll put in a lot of

time for little recognition.'" Credit is

not to be used as a carrot to induce peo-

ple to join band and chorus. The courses
would expand and enlarge the coverage
of these performance areas for the

benefit of those dedicated students who
are already attending rehersals and
working hard.

Klaus pointed out that success seems
to work against chorus and band. Since
they are so good already, some wonder
why credit is needed. But improvement
can be made; for example, with more
work the chorus could go on tours.

The band is doing well and this Satur-

day's concert will mark the first time
they have not had to rent players from
Delaware. People from all over the

Eastern Shore participate in the band.

This Saturday they will play a suite

by Norman Dello Joio, "Scenes from
the Louvre", which won an Emmy in

1965 for the best television score. The
band will also play a funny, eclectic

piece by Alfred Reed entitled "First

Suite for Band".
The chorus concert to be held at First

Methodist Church December 11 will in-

clude Heinrich Schutz's "The
Christmas Story" which Klaus
describes as "the epitome of Christmas
music". Soloists in this apparently sim-

ple but profound piece will be April

Lindevald, John Starr, and John Klaus.

Also to be presented are a Brahms
motet, "Glory Be To God", by Daniel

Pinkham, and "Quern Vidistis

Pastores". Four pieces to be done in

English include "Christmas at the

Cloisters", "Softly Blew the East
Wind" (Kitty Crook, soloist), "Sweet
Was the Song", and "What Cheer",
thirty seconds of cheerful madness.

Fine Arts Calender
CONCERTS
"The finest all-round pianist in music

today", Time Magazine says. The
celebrated Vladimir Ashenazy wi th the

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra.

December 8 and 9 at the Lyric.

"Christmas at the Lyric"—A free con-

cert featuring the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Darell Hunt

with a chorus of 200 Baltimore City

students. December 11 at8:00p.m.

Christmas Concert at the Walters—the

chamber ensemble of the Baltimore

Choral Arts Society and the instrumen-

tal musicians of the Pro Musica Para at

the Walters Art Gallery. December 6 at

3:30 p.m.

DANCE
The Maryland Ballet performs a
Christmas tribute: Tchaikovsky's "nut-

cracker Suite" at the Lyric Theatre. Sue

performances only. December 26

through 30.

THEATRE
Carol Channing at the New Mechanic in

a new comedy of the thirties "The Bed
Before Yesterday."

Coming soon to the Mechanic: "E-
quus", by Peter Shaffer. A brilliant

play, winning many major critical

awards.

New Housekeeping

Policy toA id Researchers

Professor John Klaus and the Washington College Band at one of their

frequent Wednesday night rehearsals.

Band & Chorus

Proposal Tabled

Many students use a study table or
carrel in the Library on a regular basis.

This enables them to gather research
materials together for a project and
leave them in one location. We are
pleased that students feel enough at

home in the Library to use it to such ad-

vantage. After much thought and
discussion, the Library staff has
developed a new program which should
help everyone who uses the Library,
especially those of you who regularly

use a chosen study space.

Work on this plan began when it

became apparent that we have almost
no way of knowing what materials

should be left in which carrel. Should
we reshelve books which have not been
signed out at the Circulation Desk?
And, just as puzzling, who is using the

books that have been signed out? In

neither case are we sure in which carrel

the books belong. The problem is one of

communication. We need you to tell us

what materials you are using, and
where. For our part, we should be able

to help you keep track of the materials

you want to keep at your chosen study

area. If we all follow the procedure
outlined below, there will be many ad-

Bach Film

Scheduled at UMBC
A single showing of Jean-Marie

Straub's famous film, "The Chronicle
of Anne Magdalena Bach," will be
presented at the University of

Maryland Baltimore County December
6.

The film, a must for music lovers, in-

cludes the Brandenburg Concerto No. 5,

the St. Matthew Passion, the B Minor
Mass, the Magnificat in D Major, and
the Art of the Fugue. Performing in the

film are Gustav Leonhardt, of Amster-
dam; the Concertus Musicus and the

Musica Antica Ensemble, of Vienna;
the Cantorum Basiliensis, of Basel,

Switzerland, and the Hanover Boys'
choir.

The film will begin at 8 p.m. in Lec-
ture Hall III of the Administration
building. Admission is two dollars;

UMBC students will be admitted free.

The program is sponsored by the

UMBC German Club. For more in-

formation, call 455-2109 or 455-2003.

vantages for everyone.

1. For the present, at least, you may
choose any carrel to use on a regular
basis for research. We ask only that the
area be kept neat so that others may
use it when you are not there.

2. Special circulation slips will be
available at the Circulation Desk for

the library materials you want to keep
in the carrel you have chosen. These
slips showing from each item will tell us
where and to whom it belongs. We will

then be able to help you keep together
the materials you are using.

3. We are not placing a time limit on
how long you can keep circulating

books and documents. However,
because of normally greater demand,
the period of use for periodicals will be
one week, with the possibility of

renewal each week.
4. Since we are allowing extended use

of library materials, the situation may
arise in which another student needs a

particular item you are using. We will

seek your permission before allowing

someone else more than brief use of

such material.

5. We will put this program .into

operation with the beginning of the Spr-

ing semester.

Foreign Language

Poetry Reading

The Odyssey. Carmina Burana.
Fables. Beowulf. Inferno. Camoens.
Goerte. Apollinaire. Unamuno. What do
these works and authors have in com-
mon? Selections from each have been
recited at the annual Foreign Language
Poetry Reading. In past years students
heard how the "Nun's Priest's Tale ac-
tually sounded, what a Renaissance
Frenchman said to win his lady's love,

and Dante's lament over the fate of

Paolo and Francesca.

This year's Foreign Poetry Reading
will be held in the Coffee House at

8:00p.m., on Wednesday, December 8.

The Modern Languages Department
cordially invites all interested
members of the college community to

sample and savor this year's cross-

cultural smorgasbord.

In keeping with the Dionysian spirit

of the occasion, wine will be served.

April Leonie Lindevald gave her
senior recital last Tuesday in Tawes
Theatre, where it was enthusiastically

received by those present. Mr. Gary
Clarke accompanied her on the piano,

and Randy Mower played the clarinet.
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"This is the S.G.A. herei

In light of the significance attached to the student activity fee in-

crease proposal, the Elm requested an interview with SGA
'President Paul Noto to discuss the issue. It is hoped that this in-

terview will help to clarify the student's position in this matter.

Noto was also asked to comment on the proposed hiring of a

Career Opportunity Counselor, and the overall state of affairs of

the SGA at this time.

By VICTORIA GADSDEN
Elm: What specifically prompted the student activities fee in-

crease proposal? And how long has it been in the making?

Noto: Right after we took office last year we knew that we
would need more money. So it has been in the making since

September. We started working on it; sending out surveys to

other colleges, outlining our goals, doing the things we wanted to

do which we thought would impress the Board.

Elm: You have balanced the budget?

Noto: Yes, the budget will be balanced at the end of the

semester.
Elm: But what instigated this proposal?

Noto: Just our knowledge of the situation as far as not having

the money to do more things. We've had to cut back on class

allotments by at least 50%. We've had to cut down on our

allotments to clubs as well.

Elm: What do you feel the increase will enable the SGA to do?

Noto: I think it will give us a lot more flexibility in what we can
do. It will give us a chance to experiment with different social ac-

tivities. We'd like to have more dances, we'd like to be able to

give more money to the classes so that they can have more ac-

tivities. It would give us more leeway.

Elm: Where else, besides the SGA, does the money from the

Paul Noto on Fees, Career Q
student activities fee go? What are the percentages?
Noto: (pulls out catalogue) Let's see. The activities fee is

allocated to the athletic department, the SGA, the student
publications board, and established cultural programs. Of the

$75 a year, we get, $11.75 a semester. We are trying to raise it to

$27.50 a year.
Elm: Oh, so it will be an increase in the activities fee

altogether?

Noto: We want an increase in our allotment. Now, we aren't
expecting them to cut anyone else. I'm just assuming that they
will raise the entire fee.

Elm : What do you anticipate its reception to be?
Noto: It's hard to say. I think that we are in a good position

because I believe we have proven to them that we are responsi-

ble, that we are doing a good job, and that we are concerned
about the campus. The board is very hard to predict. They have
different perceptions of the campus. They are all very concerned
and they all are very anxious to help. But I don't know what the

school budget looks like. So I couldn't realisticly predict whether
they will give us the increase.

Elm : What about the Career Opportunity Counselor? Are we
going to hire one?
Noto: The senate and the SAB have endorsed the resolution

supporting it. What I did was elaborate on an idea that John
Moag had last year. Dr. McLain was receptive to the idea as long
as it isn't contrary to the liberal arts tradition. The Academic
Council and the Faculty are very enthusiastic, they thought it

was an excellent idea. However, we are not exactly sure what
kind of person would do this job. We are interested in someone
who will explain to students what opportunities are available and
what they will need to pursue their goal. The person would not be

-The Fee Increase Proposal-

The Student Government Association is an integral part of the

Washington College community, sharing responsibility for

managing campus affairs with the Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors, the Administration, and the Faculty. The Student Union, or

Senate, consisting of representatives elected from each dorm,

passes legislation on a variety of concerns to the student body,

allocates funds obtained from the activities fee to sponsor and
encourage social activities on campus, and represents the stu-

dent body outside of the College. The Student Academic Board,

composed of representatives from the major fields of study and
one Faculty member from each academic division, develops and
initiates student activities and policies aimed at enriching the

academic atmosphere, and encourages improvements within

each discipline and interaction between them.

In the three years since the last increase in the SGA's activities

fee allotment, the SGA has assumed a much broader role in all

aspects of campus life. Most importantly, the SGA now develops

a comprehensive calendar of student social activities each
semester and carefully budgets its funds to ensure that at least

one social event takes place every weekend. This establishes a

greater degree of consistency and coordination in the campus
social life. For example, the SGA and the Film Series are
together sponsoring a first or second run movie every Thursday
and Friday evening of both semesters. As part of an effort to pro-

mote responsiveness to student needs, the Senate this year had
already investigated the possibility of securing a career op-

portunities counselor, and has suggested an enlargement of the

Board of Publications to allow for a wider exchange of ideas on
publications. The SGA has also instituted a review of the

academic and social atmosphere of the College to identify points

for improvement, and strengthened the judicial system to

reduce the incidence of vandalism.
Through the Student Academic Board the SGA has expanded

its horizons to include academic affairs. The SAB conducts a lec-

ture program in which Faculty members discuss topics of par-
ticular interest. In addition, the SAB will begin this semester the

regular publication of student course evaluations. Among the

topics the SAB has discussed since September are an equaliza-

tion of senior obligations, possible laxity in grading, and specific

curriculum changes. Perhaps most significant, however, is this

administration's effort to crack down on academic dishonesty.

Last year a student committee wrote and helped to pass an honor
code for the College. The Faculty just approved a regulation

(originating in the SAB) to systematize the reporting of cases of

cheating.

In short, this year's SGA is striving for progress the students
can afford. We have coupled our accomplishments with a variety
of administrative reforms aimed at reducing waste and expense.

A Budget Committee now oversees allocations to make certain

that the SGA does not spend more money than it has. Tighter

controls have been put on the actual allocation procedure, and
the costs of publicizing SGA events have been cut by about 75%.
Greater care now goes into the estimating of anticipated expen-

ditures and receipts.

Unfortunately, in spite of all our attempts to efficiently

manage our funds, the SGA no longer has enough money to pur-

sue its varied and useful goals. Since the 1974 activities fee in-

crease, inflation has raised costs by about 2% . The simultaneous

expansion of the SGA's social role has placed additional

pressures on our resources. Since the fixed costs of providing

social activities are high, the SGA is also hurt whenever enroll-

ment declines. Finally, we feel that the abbreviated social calen-

dar necessitated by the limits of our budget may be a factor con-

tributing to attrition. It is our hope that students will be happier

with the College if the SGA can provide them with more and bet-

ter diversions.

In view of the current situation, the SGA respectfully requests
the Board of Visitors and Governors to increase the student ac-

tivities fee allotment for the SGA by $2.00 per semester, effective

either January, 1977 or September 1977, whichever is more con-

venient for the Board. If approved, this increase would raise the

total SGA allotment from $23.50 per year per student to $27.50 per
year per student. Both the Senate and the Student Academic
Board unanimously approved a resolution supporting this pro-

posal. A similar request was passed by the Board at its March 23,

1974 meeting. To determine how the new level would compare
with the amounts received by Student Governments at other col-

leges, the SGA has surveyed 17 small, private, liberal arts col-

leges in rural or semi-rural areas of Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Ohio and New York. The results show that more than half the col-

leges surveyed receive more than $27.50 per year per student to

finance activities other than publications, including Lebanon
Valley College (Pennsylvania), Wilmington College (Ohio),

Dickinson College (Pennsylvania), Bard College (New York),
and Albright College (Pennsylvania)

.

The SGA is firmly committed to helping the Board keep
Washington College strong. We feel that an increase in the stu-

dent activities fee at this time would aid our endeavors. This Ad-
ministration believes in Washington College and the liberal arts

tradition and will continue to do everything it can to make the

College a better place.

Thank you for your consideration on this matter.
Paul Noto, President

Jeff Coomer, Vice President
Vicki Krowe, Secretary
Peter Tsou, Treasurer
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ite schools or placement.
hat specifically would the career councelor's job en-

et's say I a Sophomore interested in communications,
Id go to this guy and ask what kind of field it is, what
uses I need and whether I needed to go to grad school.
in, if he didn't know offhand, could at least look it up for
be an all-around person who could give the students
They could go to him and say, 'Look, I don't know what
sled in," and he could tell them, 'there is a big field
pin grave-digging, why don't you look into that?' He
Helping students more to find an opportinity than to find

Job Day Escapes

and Works
. Washington College

lessor of English, is arr-
ive from the college to
his novel.

1 first visit The Mac-
l Located in southern
[e, it is 400 acres of farm
i founded in 1907 by
Dwell, widow of composer
'well, it currently has 36
'rary, dining hall and
s for men and women. A

to work all day, un-
ions writers who have
twinning manuscripts
'"elude E. A. Robinson,
'»"& W. D. Snodgrass.
"'nee during 1974-75 in-
>ne Cooper, Daniel Lusk
lacobsen; fiction writer™ Playwright William

jay has received two
Escape and Work" col-
'as retreats for writers.
'" normally located in

JJ»1
areas. They offer

I™ a quiet place to work

on a writing project for periods of one

week to one year.

Following his stay at MacDowell Pro-

fessor Day will spend the month of

March at another writer's col-

ony—Yaddo. Located near Saratoga
Springs, New York, the Yaddo estate

has been serving writers for well over a
hundred years. In 1843 Edgar Allan Poe
worked on "The Raven" while a resi-

dent at Yaddo.

Other visitors have included well-

known contemporary writers, such as
Ann Birstein and Philip Roth. Yaddo is

open to professional writers, com-
posers, painters and sculptors. While
most of its support still comes from its

private foundation, in the last few years
the National Endowment for the Arts

and the New York State Council on the

Arts have helped with small grants.

Mr. Day joined the faculty of

Washington College in September 1970.

He is a graduate of the University of

Kansas and earned his MFA from the

University of Arkansas.

Elm: The Administration and the Board reaction has been
fairly positive so far?
Noto: Yes, the Board reaction has been very positive, and the

Administration reaction had been fairly positive.
Elm : What about student reaction?

Noto: They're behind it 100% . I have yet to hear anyone voice a
negative reaction.

Elm: How are you getting along with the Board of Visitors and
Govenors this year?
Noto: Very well. I'm very happy with the Board. They are ex-

tremely concerned and anxious to help. They are a very
dedicated, hard-working bunch. Most people wouldn't unders-
tand or at least appreciate how dedicated they really are.
E1M : How about President McLain?
Noto: I get along with him very well. We have a good working

relationship. We have yet to be at odds this semester. He is very
receptive to student ideas.

Elm: And the faculty? Do you really have to interact with
them?

Noto: Oh, yeah, yeah. Especially over that cheating file, we
had an intensive lobbying effort and they were very receptive. So
far I have no specific complaints about the faculty. Any con-
structive student proposal they are in support of. However, I

think the whole trend of apathy, which I often use in describing
the students has permeated into the faculty. But overall the
faculty and the SGA are getting along very well.

Elm: How about the students, are you getting the help you
want from them?

Noto: Oh.. .yes and no. I'm getting along with them. Most
students are pleased with the progress the SGA is making.
However, I would like to see more students turn out for events. I

don't get enough feedback.
Elm : Do you have any revised goals for next semester?

Noto: We want to get involved in the RA selection process. A
lot of people are dissatisfied with the RAs. We don't know exactly
how we will get involved. We are also planning on a comprehen-
sive survey of the campus atmosphere. It will be published and
we will try to cover everything from the Greeks to the food. We
would also like to discuss grade inflation. The "cumulative grade
average" for the campus is too high. We want to work on
equalization of senior requirements. And we plan to continue the

SGA Forum.

This concludes the Noto interview. The Elm will continue
coverage ofSGA activity, and shares its optimism for a future of
strong student organization at WC. Furthermore, it is hoped that
the Administration, Board, and Faculty will persist in their in-

valuable support of student initiated activity.

AAAA AA

Truman
Scholarship

WASHINGTON, D.C., Nov. 15—The
start of a national academic search for
the first Truman Scholarship can-
didates has been announced by the
Harry S. Truman Scholarship Founda-
tion.

The Honorable John W. Snyder,
Chairman of the Foundation's board of
trustees and former Secretary of the
Treasury under President Truman,
made the announcement.
"The Foundation and the Truman

Scholarships were established by an
Act of Congress to honor one of our na-
tion's great Presidents. This memorial
is a living and prestigious one, as it pro-
vides a concrete way for our most
talented college men and women to

prepare themselves for careers in

government."
Fifty-three students who will be in

their Junior year of college next fall

will be selected during this year
through the Foundation as the first

Truman Scholars.

The Foundation will award scholar-

ships in programs leading to careers in

government and provide a maximum
stipend of $5000 a year for up to four

years of college study. In addition to be-

ing outstanding students, with a grade
point average of at least "B" (or

equivalent) and being in the upper
quart i le of their classes, candidates will

be required to demonstrate a firm com-
mitment to public service.

One student will be selected from
eachstate, theDistrict of Columbia, the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and
considered as a single entity, Guam,
the Virgin Islands, American Samoa,
and the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands.

For consideration as a Truman
Scholar, a student must be nominated
by his or her college's president, upon
the recommendation of the Truman
Scholarship Program faculty represen-

tative. Accredited institutions of higher

education must submit their nomina-
tions by December 15, 1976. For further

information, contact Dean Hanson.
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Happy Birthday Wanda June
Studio Theatre Directed by Kevin Madden

By ELLEN HOBBS
The first studio production of the

year, Kurt Vonnegut's Happy Birthday

Wanda June, opened to a full house on
Saturday, November 20. Studio theater

is entirely student run, encompassing
all aspects of theater production. The
Vonnegut comedy was directed by
Kevin Madden, with set design by Doug
Byers and lighting by Lisa Martin.

Of course, Kurt Vonnegut is best-

known as a novelist (his long list of

works include Slaughterhouse Five and
Breakfast of Champions) yet Happy
Birthday Wanda June does establish

itself as being guided bythe master
hand of a theatrical craftsman. Though
a self-proclaimed tragedy, Vonnegut
manages to twist the tragic conventions

and a potentially tragic situation into a

beautifully light comedy. Vonnegut the

playwright seems little different from

Vonnegut the novelist. Dialogue is more
than memorable: each scene is a
stand-alone situation.

In an experimental play such as Hap-
py Birthday Wanda June, the

characterizations could become farcial

and overdone. Dr. Norbert Woodley's
preoccupation with peace and the Viet-

nam war could easily be turned into a
political diagribe. To keep this from
happening, Ms. Madden allowed the
dialogue to stand on its own. By allow-

ing for a natural flow of the

playwright's ideas, there was no ser-

monizing on the part of the characters.
Vonnegut left a great deal of room for

character interpretation. Under Ms.
Madden's direction, the characters
were portrayed in a very down-to-earth
manner. Tex Andrews, in the role of

Harold Ryan, portrayed the macho
male returning to a society of long-

haired, peace-conscious youth. His

anger and frustration at this new breed

of male is directed at his son Paul, who
has been reared by his mother. The
male influences in his life have been
Herb Shuttle, a slick vacuum cleaner

salesman, and Dr. Norbert Woodly, a

violinist and pacifist. While having a
tendency to overact just a bit, Peter

Zekonis aptly portrayed a 10 year old

who loves his father yet greatly fears

and disagrees with that man's values.

Confusion is the order of the day, as il-

lustrated by Nancy Knuth's interpreta-

tion of Penelope Ryan. As the wife of

Harold and Fiancee of Dr. Woodly, she

goes into "surgical shock" at the sight

of her long-lost husband. Not knowing
what else to do, she eventually rejects

Harold and the same values she once
expoused.

Throughout the play, the ghosts of

Major Siggfried von Konigswald and
Mildred, Harold's third wife, appear
sporadically to give the audience an in-

sight into Harold's character. Little

Wanda June appears to tell us what
Heaven is like. She has no connection

with the Ryan family except that her
birthday cake is in their living room.
Playing to a V-shaped audience, the

cast maintained eye contact through
out most of the play. Tex Andrews and
Peter Zekonis did, -however, have a

tendency to wander aimlessly around
the set, sometimes distracting the au-

dience from the dialogue. The set was
simple and gave further insight into the

character of Harold Ryan, great white
hunter.

Despite a few minor flaws and a bit of

overacting, Happy Birthday Wanda
June provided an evening of satisfac-

tory entertainment.

Alpha Chi Omega
Casino Night

Dec. 3, 1976; 9:00 p.m

Minta Martin Lounge

The Ram Shop

Art Supplies

Beads 'Galore' F6r

HE and SHE NECKLACES
1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertown

778-4554

Elburn's Florist and Greenhouses
Come and Visit Our Tropical

Houseplant Greenhouse
• Complete Plant Supplies

• We Wire Flowers and Plants

Worldwide
1 Mile South of Bridge Phone 778-2200

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MO. Tel: 77*0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

SAVE ON
LIQUORS, WINES, BEERS

Pip's Discount Liquors
778-0123

Kent Shopping Plaza, Chestertown
Large Selection and Low Prices

All Week9a.m.-10p.m.



The Runners byLYNNLYKE

John Miller
At the age of five, Professor John Miller bad the ambition to become a

baseball pitcher. In high school, his baseball coach had him run. He realized

that running track was a better sport for him and he has enjoyed it ever

since. After not running in college, he realized about 10 years ago that it was
an effort to w aik up stairs and started jogging again.

After a certain point, he says, the body enjoys it. He runs not so much to

keep himself In shape, but for the pleasure. While teaching, he finds it a

break from the aggressive orientation of classes.

Professor Miller has been on sabbatical leave to work on a comparative

philosophy of religion. He is attempting to acquire a basic understanding of

all religions by relating them to one another.

He commented that he has become more passive towards the environ-

ment. Usually he runs further one day than the next, somewhere between 4

and 8 miles a day. He runs mainly on the roads of Chestertown but

sometimes on the track or in the gym.
Dr. Miller believes in unity of the mind and the body. Running confirms

and clarifies this idea. He wishes more people were interested in running

and advises anyone not to run hard. His advice to anyone is to run at a pace

comfortable enough that one could continue a conversation.

Richard Gillin
"It helps me balance my weight and the calories from beer (coke is poison

to the stomach) and pizza," commented Dr. Richard Gillin, Professor of

English. His goal is to run a marathon.

Richard Gillin was a member of the cross country team in high school and

then In college. After competing one year with moderate success, he found

more enjoyment In running for pleasure than in competition. While studying

for his Ph.D. at Bowling Green In Ohio, he found that running quelled his

anxieties and tensions.

Besides running for the joy of it, he said that it relaxes bis mind. Physical-

ly speaking, it keeps his body In good shape. Also he feels while running he Is

more aware of the rhythm of nature and the change of seasons.

Since he lives out in the country, he finds greater pleasure in running

there. Five to ten miles is very relaxing to Professor Gillin, depending on

how he feels. Then after eating, he is able to tackle much more work. He runs

out in Quackerneck in the farm and corn fields. Sometimes his wife joins

him.
His advice is to start out slowly and build oneself up but most important-

ly—to enjoy.

Demented
vs. Los Calientes

for Championship
By TOM DENT

Men's Intramural Volleyball has
finally reached its climatic champion-
ship game; the Dementeds face last

year's champ Los Calientes. There is

set date for the game yet, but the

•players rumor it to be held on Sunday
night.

Los Calientes beat the Mud Sharks
and the Dementeds knocked off Little

House in second round play, to ad-
vance.

What to do
With the Money?
The silent book auction we held in the

Library was more of a success than we
had expected. Students and faculty pur-

chased books for a total of $181.70. This
money will be used to purchase new
books that will be of general interest to

the student body. If you have sugges-
tions for purchases, stop by and talk to

a member of the staff.

As the time for the Championship

draws closer the players are gearing

down for action, and drinking up for

team spirit.

"I'm not nernous, I know we're gonna

win. We beat them earlier this season

and we can di it. again," boasts Gus
Stein, a Demented. To this, the big

spike of Los Calientes (he wishes to re-

main anonymous) responds, "Though
we lost on our first meeting we've

greatly improved. We'll reorganize and

whip 'em." Revenge, ah sweet revenge.

At their first match, the Dementeds
lost game number one 1-15, due to, as
Mr. Stein says, "all the hype that we
heard about how good the Los Calientes

were supposted to be. " Then the

Dementeds came back 7-5 and 11-9 to

win the match.

These scores were very close and
both teams are now finely tuned for the

final game, which should prove to be

very exciting to watch.

b by Richard KammandH
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Swarthmore Five

Slips by Shoremen
61-60

By ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

From the top of the key with

numerous defenders desperately at-

tempting to stop him, Gary Silverman
scored his only field goal of the game
with less than ten seconds left to push

Swarthmore College over the Shoremen
61-60 in a thrilling display of tough col-

lege basketball here last night.

It was the Shoremen's second

straight defeat; in their first game of

the season, they lost badly to George
Washington University 109-71 at George
Washington on Tuesday.

The underrated Swarthmore team
was led by Eric Montgomery and John
Jacobson who both had 18 points, tops

for al! scorers. The Shoremen were led

by Geoff Kurtzman, Doug Byrne and
Ed Beach who scored 16, 12 and 11

points respectively.

In the last few minutes, it looked like

the Shoremen could eke it out after

coming back several times from 2-4

point deficits including a Swarthmore
32-29 halftime-lead.

But costly turnovers, weak reboun-

ding, and especially poor foul-shooting

impugned the Shoremen's attack and
enabled Swarthmore to win their first

game of the season out of four tries.

It was a good game, said Coach Fin-

negan, who, like all the players and
fans, was emotionally drained. "We
had ample opportunities to win, but we
lost the ball on rebounds 8 or 9 times

and blew too many foul shots."

Washington was only 14 for 22 from the

foul line, whereas Swarthmore was 7

for 10.

"We should have won," Kurtzman
claimed, "but we missed too many foul

shots, and they outhustled us." Ac-
cording to teamate Byme, ' 'we got beat

on the boards. We'll have to play more
aggressively, more seriously in order to

win in the future."

Indeed the biggest deterrent of

Washington's success was that they

waited too long before they made their

move; it was not until the second half,

particularly the last few minutes, that

they hustled and emerged like "the

team" that Coach Finnegan had
boasted about two weeks ago.

"I think we had a strong effort and
hustled very well in the second half,"

the coach declared. "But we were a half

a step away from wining the game."
Last year the Shoremen had the same

problem—they played well but pro-

crastinated too much, and as a result,

they lost many games in the final

minutes of play. The coach felt that,

although the team had the talent, the

makings of a winning team, they could

not put it together because of their

overall attitude,

This year, however, the coach
believes that the team's attituded is the

best it has been in years. The players

also feel this is true. "Our good attitude

is what distinguishes this team from
last year's." Kurtzman said.

But both the players and particularly

the coach contend that Washington has

"to get out of a position of playing

catch-up ball" to win regularly. "We
have to play to the best of our abilities

from the beginning."

Despite the two early setbacks, the

coach adamantly believes that the

team will bounce back. "We have many
more games," he said, "we'll have
many more opporutnities to test and
prove ourselves."

Perhaps the coach is right; the team
looks good and is healthy, at least

physically. He certainly speaks truly

about the numerous chances they will

have to prove themselves, for they have
over twenty games yet to play.

If they fail to live up to their expecta-

tions by mid-season, perhaps the coach
will call up a few J.V. members.
Freshman Dan Barbierri seems like a
good prospect; he scored 14 points

before the varsity game to lift the

Shoremen over Swarthmore 38-35 in

time-shortened game of fifteen minute
halves.

Standings for '76 Men's Volleyball
* Little House 13-1
* Mud Sharks 12-2

* * Los Calientes T n-3
* * Dementeds 10-4

KA 2nd Floor 10-4

Brew-ins 9-5

Bof Chi 9-5

Off Campus 7-7

KA 3rd Floor 7-7

Theta Thugs 7-7

Men of Pause 4-10

Tappa Kegga 3-11

Philistines 2-12

Lambda A 1-13

Lambda B 1-13

* = advanced into second round play
K = advanced into finals

Cooper's

Hardware Inc.
Cheslerlown. Maryland

21620
Ar.o Cod. 301 Phone 778-2414

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair
Around Ihe Corner from the Port*

Cheslerlown. Maryland

Staff photograph by Richard J. Kam'mandel

THE ATTRITION STUDY

Attrition Survey

Cites Programs
Continued from Page i

Tom Finnegan, head of the Student

Affairs Committee, stated, "The Com-
mittee knows that not all students are
happy. But since we can't pinpoint any
concrete reason, we are not sure of

what we can do about it. If students

came here because it is a liberal arts

college and moved on after finding a
major, then the school academically
fulfilled its purpose. This might be pro-

ved by the 56 sophomores that left last

year. If there is a problem that can be
corrected, either social or academic,
Student Affairs would like to know
about it."

"You can't acquire something unless

you are going to put something into it.

This is true with school, a job and life,"

remarked Finnegan. He feels there is a

reluctance to give to WC and a lack of

public interest. "Most happy students

are involved."

Dean Kelly indicated, "In past years,

the attrition rate for second semester
has been low. The rumors going on

right now about students leaving are

probly due to the many pressures of ex-

ams and papers due. Very few people

didn't registerNovember 12."

<D

f FOR GUYS c> GALS
Complete Fooiwear Servict and Supplies

227 high street
Chestehtown. Maryland 21020

PHONE 778-2860

BASS FRYE TOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER

Located in

Newtown Square
778-2671

THE REAR GARAGE
PIZZA PUB

Mon.-Thur. 11-12

Frl.-Sot. 11-1

Sun. 12-12

DON'T FORGET HEINEKEN NIGHTS
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Board

Committee

Inspects

Campus
by DAVE LERNER

News Editor

Last Friday, the Board of Visitors

and Governors' Committee on
Buildings and Grounds inspected and
evaluated the physical condition of the

WC campus. They found campus condi-

tions better than they had expected,

and committee chairman Elias Nuttle
remarked that in general, "Everything
seemed to be in order." A full report of

the committee's findings will be given
at tomorrow morning's Board meeting.
The committee's visit was prompted

by discussion about damage on campus
at the last two Board meetings. They
had heard several complaints, and
were worried that we had lost some
students because of conditions in the

dormitories.

The committee, accompanied by
various members of the administra-
tion, spent several hours looking over
the campus, especially the dormitories.
They found the girl's dorms to be in

good shape, but the guy's dorms were
considered less satisfactory. Specifical-

ly, they noted the broken ceiling tiles in

Continued on Page 6

Anne E.Bailey

Elm Chief

Named
This week the Board of Publications

announced the selection of Anne E.

Bailey as next semester's Elm editor,

to replace resigning editor Roger J.

Rebetsky. "This semester's Elm is the

best WC paper I've seen since I came
here," says Anne, a senior. "I hope to

keep the quality of the news up, and
make sure there are three or four peo-

ple who would be capable of taking over
the editorship when I leave at the end of

this year." Anne has been happy here,
and notes, "like any school, WC has its

problems, but I've been able to live with
them." Already a published writer,

Anne plans to continue her writing

career after she leaves WC.

Warner Resigns

Admissions Post
Various Reasons Stated

by Bonnie Nelle Duncan
Citing "lack of direction at the col-

lege and low morale among students
and faculty". Associate Director of Ad-
missions Marie J. Warner submitted
her resignation Monday morning to her
superior. Bud Andrew. Andrew's recent
notice of resignation was given as
another factor which prompted her to

leave. The resignation is to be effective
January 1,1977.

After searching for a new position for

over a year, Warner, an alumnus (class

of 69) who has served Washington Col-

lege for nearly seven years, is slated to

become Assistant Coordinator for the

Maryland Division of Emergency
Medical Services, Eastern Shore
Region. Her move involves a signifi-

cant pay increase, although she
declined to release an exact figure.

Warner noted lack of communication
between the Administration and Admis-
sions Office as a major reason for leav-

ing. "I feel that there is definitely a

communication problem at the college

if the President can be quoted in the
Elm as saying that he wants us to
bypass high school guidance
counselors, when in fact I have spent
much of my time at Washington College
building up relationships with these
counselors, in order that they might
recognize Washington College as a
viable academic institution and recom-
mend it to students." She continued,
"His recommendation makes my past
work seem meaningless. '

'

In addition, warner expressed feel-

ings that issues threatening the institu-

tion are not being dealt with. She went
on to say that "It's not that the pro-
blems are so bad, but rather an unwill-
ingness of those in power [the President
and Board of Visitors and Governors)
to recognize that any problems do ex-
ist... they are unwilling to see that there
is any room for improvement."

She added, however, that "even
though Washington College is having
difficult times I think it is still an excep-

tional institution capable of growth."

Brown Airs Concern For Gays
Relates Administrative Reactions

by Bonnie Nelle Duncan
In an unexpected presentation during

Monday night's faculty meeting, Dr.

Richard H. Brown expressed concern
over possible loneliness and feelings of

rejection experienced by homosexual
students caused by "unnecessary pro-

selyting" from the campus community.
In late September, moved by an
anonymous letter he received from so-

meone claiming to be an unhappy
homosexual freshman, and with the

Elm's coverage of the attrition pro-

blem in mind, Brown sent a letter to the

editor of the Elm . Another copy was
sent by him to President McLain.
Brown narrated to the faculty the series

of events and correspondences that

have transpired since the sending of

this letter, including a meeting with
President McLain and Dr. Rob Roy,
Chairman of the Board of Visitors and
Governors.
Brown suggested in the Elm letter

that it might be a good idea for gay
students to get in touch with him, and
that some sort of group to provide
"social support" for gay students might
be organized. He expressed fears that

gay students feel ostracised by the

"inhospitable atmosphere" of the col-

lege. At Monday's meeting, citing out-

side sources. Brown stated that

because Gays often feel rejected,

sometimes suicidal, and experience

much social pressure after sexual in-

teraction, they have a need for social

support, the kind that can only come
from other Gays. He restated from his

letter his desire to act as a medium, a

"telephone exchange" or "dial me up"
service to get Gays together with Gays.

In this way, Washington College's

"thirty to forty" Gay students would be

able to exchange ideas and provide

needed social support for one another.

( The figures were arrived at statistical-

ly, on the assumption that 5 . of any col-

lege population can be expected to be

Gay.)
After McLain received his copy of the

Elm letter, Brown was called to a
meeting with the President and Chair-
man Roy. At this meeting, Roy stated
that publication of the letter would split

the Board of Visitors and Governors,
and cause dissention that would be
destructive. At the faculty meeting
Brown declared that he "caved in" to

pressure from McLain and Roy, and
withdrew the letter.

On November 10, Brown received a
letter that had been drafted by the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Board, and
subsequently edited and approved by
each member of that committee. The
Board stressed that although it has no
desire to interfere with Brown's per-

sonal life, it would not sanction activity

that could harm the college, and that

"Washington College must not be used
to advocate or condone conduct that is

in violation of the law." The Board also

emphasized that it requires "cir-

cumspection and restraint" from facul-

ty members.

Brown argued that "nothing I have

said or written has advocated illegal

conduct." He noted that it is not illegal

anywhere to be homosexual. His sole

purpose in acting as a medium for an

exchange of ideas would be to help

Gays get together to relieve "feelings of

rejection and loneliness and provide

mutual support." He is "not encourag-

ing sexual contact."

In an interview after Monday's facul-

ty meeting, Brown declared, "I feel

there is a small group (here) that is ig-

nored, and the Administration wishes

these people would stay under their

stones and not disturb anyone."

Although cautious not to antagonize
the Board, Brown believes he has only

two alternatives: "I can shut up or I

can exchange ideas." Brown indicated

the latter as the motive for his remarks
at the faculty meeting. "A fairly large

group (in the faculty) is sympathetic to

my ideas." He added that "What the

administration and the Board has failed

to realize is that attitudes toward Gays
are changing, that a lot of parents are
no longer frightened by the fact that

their children will have contact with

Continued on Page 3
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A Practical Ideal...

Faced with my last editorial, I find myself with many things to

say, but neither the room nor the desire to say them all. 1 snail

therefore endeavor to be selective in my remarks.

The editorship of the Elm has been the most educational ex-

perience of my life. I am grateful to Washington College for it.

Although the experience has by no means been entirely a plea-

sant one, it has been rewarding and enlightening. I have con-

fidence that it has given me the opportunity for personal ad-

vancement- indeed, it has opened to me a career I intend to pur-

sue. In turn, I hope that 1 have accomplished some good for

Washington College.

As might be expected, I have many criticisms and comments

to make about the College. As editor, it has been my job to try to

know everything that goes on here. I have endeavored to make

the Elm a total reflection of the community. With the aid of a

hard-working, dedicated, and enthusiastic staff, some progress

has been made toward this goal. It is my belief, and I feel the

Elm staff shares my belief, that Washington College needs a

medium like the Elm to act as a unifying force on campus, to

open lines of communication among the students, faculty, and

administration. It is only as a unified community that this in-

stitution can excel.

Washington College has much potential. Unfortunately, far too

little of it is realized And unless everyone contributes their best,

this potential will continue to be wasted.

The Administration cannot remain rigid and unreceptive in its

attitude toward students and student needs. It is nothing short of

hypocrisy for an institution that boasts breadth of perspective to

ignore such glaring student necessitates as those for decent living

conditions and a serious academic climate. It is inconcievable to

think that a student is getting a .first-quality, "broadening"

education, when he has to live in a place like Somerset, Kent

House, or the Hill Dorms. Or when he is surrounded by an at-

mosphere that de-emphasizes academics in favor of the "party-

ing" ideal. The Administration cannot claim to be ignorant of

these problems. Nor can they claim to be taking positive steps to

eliminate them.

In addition, the Administration has failed to respond to

clamorous student demands for a more expansive course pro-

gram. Attrition surveys, national college publications, and cam-
pus weeklies all report the desire of students for more diver-

sified, comprehensive, and useful curricula. And if students

can't find satisfaction for this need here, they will go elsewhere.

The prevalent attitude of Washington College toward the liberal

ideal is to treat it as if it were a delicate and frail piece of

glassware, one that would shatter at the slightest vibration. The

argument that teaching more will result in a less broad educa-

tion and the fear that "career orientation" will take over should

Washington College attempt any expansion of programs is

ludicrous And yet these arguments remain unchallenged. It is

grossly unfair to stifle a faculty that wants to grow, departments

that want to expand, and students who want to learn. But the

policies of the Administration demonstrate only an unwillingness

to be flexible in these areas. This does not square with the liberal

ideal at all.

Yet the Administration cannot be solely to blame for stagna-

tion on this campus. There is a definite lack of communication

between the College and its Board of Visitors and Governors. The

result of this distance has been insensitivity and lack of

awareness on the part of the Board to student concerns. If this

were not the case, the Board would be more demanding of the

Administration, seeing to it that Washington College is run for its

students, and not for an inflexible ideal. The Elm has made ef-

forts to heighten Board awareness of student opinion. This has

been only partially accomplished, but with strong student sup-

port, leaps can be made. The Board has shown willingness to res-

pond, but the data it recieves is insufficient. More Board-

initiated activity such as the buildings and grounds inspection

will, I feel, make for progress in resolving unpleasant difficulties

here.

Probably the biggest burden rests with the students

themselves. Often, students lack respect for the College and

common courtesy for one another, attitudes, which serve only to

worsen bad conditions. And student attitudes many times hinder

efforts made to fill their academic wants and make their.hving

situation more comfortable. We should place a bit more em-

phasis on academics, and realize that 600-odd other students also

use the facilities we use, or abuse.

t

Student backing of their newspaper is also of vital importance.

The Elm can serve the students only if they support it.

In sum it is this editor's opinion that Washington College

needs an awakening. The school is not in a comfortable position,

and is not living up to the reputation it strives to maintain. It s

about time for Washington College to forget about archival

adherence to the liberal ideal, and to rededicate its energies to a

less lofty and more immediate concern—the education of its

students. Breadth of vision and willingness to initiate positive

change is of critical importance.

Washington College is not dying, is not beyond help, is not un-

worthy of respect and confidence. But it is experiencing a dif-

ficult period, and faces stagnation if it continues to resist the

changing times. It is my hope that, through the Elm, I have in-

spired at least some of the concern that is needed. It is on the

basis of this hope that I relinquish my editorship.
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I would like to thank the Elm staff for their hard work and sup-

port They have done an excellent job. Special thanks and con-

gratulations to Bonnie Duncan and Dave Lerner, who have been

named "Staffers-of-the-Semester" for the outstanding job they

have done. For support, I am also grateful to Richard DeProspo

and the rest of the faculty. They have kept me aware of the Elm's

importance to Washington College. (And a very special thank

you to Kimberly, for her patience and encouragement.) Best of

luck to Ms. Bailey and theElm for a successful spring semester.
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Reporter About Campus:

Shangri-La??

by LYNN LYKE
Photography by Carol Hood *

During the past week students and faculty members were
asked the following questions: "How do you feel about the
physical condition of the campus. ." and "Do you feel it is
kept up as well as it could .

. " Their replies:

•Margaret Chandler, Reid Hall, "I think it is pretty good on
the whole, except where it has been destroyed by the
students. I feel it would improve if the rules were enforced
and students were held responsible for damage. Maybe the
Hill dorms and the other older dorms could be renovated.
Although I think maintenance is too slow, it does have a lot of
patience in keeping after the students."

•Paul Noto, SGA President. Middle Hall, "I think it is not

as good as it could be. Basically it is poor. I think the Hill

dorms are in poor shape, inside and out because maintenance
has not kept them up as nicely as they should. I believe the
poor physical condition of the campus is a contributing factor

to the attrition rate. I think that littering is due to a genera)
lack of respect by the students. The Hill dorms and Somerset
should be renovated."

•Meg Keller, Spanish House, "As far as the exterior goes,

the ugly parts are the obvious over-trodden areas around
Hynson Lounge for the most part. There are plenty of

walkways but most people are oblivious to them. If during
the summer, maintenance could undertake an extensive

grounds improvement program and students would act a lit-

tle more consciencious the campus could look nicer. I think it

is about time that a renovation program was also put into ef-

fect to up- date certain dorms that have been neglected for

too long."

Larry Israelite, Director of Media Services, "No. I think
the responsibility for the bad conditions that do exist rests
within the faculty and the maintenance. I don't think anyone
has enough pride. If students accepted the responsibility for
other students' actions, vandalism would decrease. As van-
dalism decreased, better conditions would increase. Because
maintenance tends to be lackadaisical and lets things go, it

takes more time and money to make the necessary repairs."1
•Dr. Nancy Mergler, Assistant Professor of Psychology, "I

think at WC we have to cope with a lot of older resources,
such as older buildings. The litter becomes immediately ob-
vious. With a little bit more conscience by the students and
faculty, this problem could be corrected. We have all the
necessary resources here. WC has been a definite improve-
ment from SyracuseUniversity where I attended school."

• Joe Watson, Caroline Hall, "I don't like it. Some of it is

nice but other parts need care. For instance, the ground is

bare around Hodson Hall and there are no bushes. There is

always trash. The campus is not impressive. I would have
done things differently if I had been the landscapes In
reference to the dorms, I think they are kept as clean as they
can be."

•Dr. Nathan Smith, Chairman of the Department of

History, "Although I've heard a lot of talk that this is a big
problem on campus, since I haven't been in the dorms in a
long time, I really don't know. Hodson Hall, Ferguson and
Bill Smith are all right, as far as I'm concerned. Since "I've
seen some garbage, broken glass, beer cans, etc. at times, I

guess it could be better. Once there is an awareness of the
problem, we can do something about it."

Dr. Richard H. Brown:

enough for the time being."

Photograph by Roger J. Rebetsky

..(I have) given one more nudge—which is
'

Brown Addresses Faculty
Continued from Page 1

Gays."
In response to Brown's suggestion to

act on his concerns about the problems
of homosexuals, President McLain
declared, "virtually zero good can
come out of it," although he reiterated

that the Board and administration does
"not attempt to tell him what to do as a

private citizen." Roy stated that he
does not know what will occur if the pro-
fessor "makes an issue of it", and cited

possible consequences of repercussions

in the community and "parent's reluc-

tance to have their kids in Washington
College." Brown declared, however,
that he is satisfied that he has "given
one more nudge—which is enough for

the time being."

Not Coming Back??

"/ have changed my academic

major to horticulture..."
The problem of attrition has drawn

great deal of attention this year. The
Elm thought it would be appropriate to

get a sampling of opinions from
students who are leaving next

semester. This is not necessarily

representative of this entire group.

"Liz Badenhoop, freshman, "I've en-
joyed being at WC 'for the first

semester, but I don't feel I've really

gained much from it. I guess I'm just

not exactly college student material—

I

need to feel worthy and responsible in

my own right without depending on my
parents. I've made many friends who I

will always value, but -at the moment
college is not right for me."

•Robert Durham, freshman, "I have
changed my academic major to hor-
ticulture, which is not offered in the

curriculum at WC. Otherwise, the

academic program is satisfactory. I

like the student-teacher ratio and the
teachers seemed to know and present
their material adequately. I find there

is a lack of activities on the weekends.
For the better part of the time, I find

there is nothing to do. Also, there should
be a little bit more discipline on cam-
pus."

•Daria Slivka, junior, "I just want to

take time out from school entirely.

Right now I am not getting what I would-
like to get from an education. Also the

course offerings are not exactly what I

want. For the time I have spent at WC, I

have been satisfied with the academic
and social atemosphere."
•Mary Hill, freshman, I'm interested

in specializing in communication. I

think liberal arts is very important. But
I realize that some specialization is im-
portant in getting a job. The school I am
transferring to is liberal arts but also
has occupational courses. I enjoyed WC
very much."

•Bruce Blumenthal, freshman, "I'm
completely dissatisfied with the social

atmosphere produced here. I am not a
"partier". However, academically the

experience has been a good one. It has
been everything 1 had anticipated ex-

cept for the lack of diversity in business

courses which is another reason why I

am leaving. All the reasons I chose this

school have been wrong.

"

•Lucinda Detweier, off-campus
sophmore, "I have decided to leave the

intimacy of a small liberal arts college

like WC for the chance of better op-

portunities that a larger university

should have to offer. Due to the size ol

this college the courses have to be

limited. 1 haven't been able to pinpoint

my interests here. After doing some
traveling I plan to either take up
American Indian Studies or work
seriously at becoming an actress.

Maybe I'll decide to do both."

•Stephen Morse, sophmore, "WC is a

school going nowhere in particular. The
majority of its students, also, are going

nowhere. I'm looking for some direc-

tion towards a career. I feel I need a

push out of the nest that college has

become. One tends to stagnate. Your
ambition suffocates. There are not

enough outlets, not enough vital per-

sonalities, not enough opportunity

here."
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Day Anticipates Mixed Reaction
His First Novel Soon To Be Released

Robert P. Day, Assistant Professor of English at Washington

College is currently on a one year leave of absence, during

which he is travelling and working on several writing projects.

His first novel, The Last Cattle Drive, is soon to be released by

Putnam Day, who holds an M.F.A. from the University of

Arkansas, consented to answer a few questions for the Elm

about his book and his plans.

The Elm: When does your book come out?
,

Day The publication date is January 19th, but the book is

already printed and being shipped to bookstores. I understand

Mr Kabat will have copies this week or next.

The Elm : How long was the book in the making? When did you

write it?

Day: 1 wrote the first draft of about fifty-thousand words from

May 20th to June 19th, 1974. At the time I was living in Kansas,

not far from where I had lived before I came to Washington Col-

lege. The following summer I added about ten thousand words

and did some editing and rearranging of chapters. This past

summer I wrote an additional fifteen thousand words and edited

the final draft. The book was purchased by Putnam on Thursday,

March 4th 1976 and I delivered the final manuscript on Friday,

July 2nd, 1976.

The Elm : How difficult was it to get the book published—

Day The book was rejected by two publishers before Putnam

made an offer. The publishers who rejected the work said they

would be glad to review a revised manuscript. Putnam s offer

was contingent on some specific revisions: The book had to be

lengthened to about eighty thousand words; the ending had to be

more "orderly"; and a very minor character had to be

developed. Putnam also made other suggestions, which I re-

jected The process did not seem difficult, although my agent

warned me that first novels are hard to get published, and I

recently heard that this year's list of first novels is less than

twenty—down from about two hundred and fifty a few years ago.

It is a bad time for fiction writers.

The Elm: What kind of reviews has the book gotten?

Day : No full reviews are expected until January or February.

Even then there may not be many (if any) reviews. It is not the

habit of New York reviewers to write about unknown authors

who have published a first novel. Both Kirkus Reviews and

Publishers Weekly have written short reviews: Publishers

Weekly didn't like the book, Kirkus Reviews did. I think I am
destined for a mixed reaction. Last year I published parts of the

novel in the Washington College Review and some of my col-

leagues told me they liked it. But apparently others felt the

writing wasn't much good. I understand one member of the

faculty said it was a pretty good parody of bad student writing,

and I heard that a member of my department called the book

unbearable and unreadable. President McLain told me he

thought what he had read was "jejune". I hope I get better

reviews than that in New York.

The Elm: Is it true that the BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB
adopted your book?
Day: Yes. They have chosen it for an alternate selection. I

think it will be offered to members during February.

The Elm : What else are you writing?

Day: This Fall I worked on a collection of short fiction. I am
also editing a scholarly bibliography for the National Council of

Teachers of English, and I am writing a short book for them on

the teaching of creative writing. Putnam holds an option on my
second novel and I will have it to them by April first. The novel is

set in Mexico and is about a woman.

The Elmwishes Mr. Day every success with his first book, and

hopes it will be the beginning of a long and successful career.
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THE STORY OF ADELEH.

"A mad drama of

unrequited love...
99

(£>•

by LESLIE KITCHEN
Fine Arts Editor

With the slim nerve of a voyeur and

the awesome verve of a gifted

dramatist, Francois Truffaut afforded

us a glimpse into the saturnine world of

Adele H., Victor Hugo's second

daughter. The Story »' Adele H. is not

an explication of the existence of a

madwoman, but rather a labyrinthine

treatment of a love story which has

gone awry. Truffaut imposes his vision

on our sensibilities: we are lured,

tricked and seduced by his portrayal of

the ironies of love.

The central point in our identification

with Adele H. lies, of course, in her

frantic search for her lost lover. In at-

tempting to involve the audience in this

mad drama of unrequited love, Truf-

faut draws his colors from the palette of

a preimpressionist. As Adel is drowned

in her sorrow, we are drowned in the

muddy colors of anger and solitude.

Truffaut also debates of the notion of

alternately involving and dislocating an

audience at the same time. By
fragmenting his narrative, we end up

accepting the author's view of Adele's

insanity because our perceptions are

too disjointed to form a view of our own.

Truffaut's drama, like a piece of dull-

colored worsted slowly unravelling is

threaded through doors, windows and

mirrors: the view of Pinson's seduction

of an unknown woman serves as a

reflection to Adele of her own lost

virginity. Truffaut's literary sen-

sibilities triumph: we do not place

Adele Hugo under the narrow
classification of "unwanted lover."

Truffaut's technique of dislocation

serves his literary ends as he weaves

Adele's madness out of the dim reaches

of her mind into the brilliantly stark

lucidity of Barbados. Adele's mind, as

manipulated by Truffaut, is totally

displaced: our identification with her in

unrequited love has turned to a horror

at the levels this love has taken. Truf-

faut has prevented us from responding

in a traditional, sentimental way. The
pleas of parents do little to prevent the

onslaught of Adele's madness—the girl

finally recovered is but a mere shadow
of a once-great will.



Whitman,
Rimbaud,

Bob Dylan..."
College Press Service

"Twenty years of sehoolin' and they
put you on the day shift," whines Bob
Dylan in 1965. But now Dylan
himself—after fifteen years of myth-
building and paying literary dues—is

being put back into school, as Dylan
seminars spring up on campuses
around the country.

It doesn't take a fortune teller or gyp-

sy from Desolation Row to know that

the next generation will find Dylan's

words bound between Viking cloth

covers, stacked 300 high in college

bookstores, right next to Rimbaud and
Whitman. In the coming years, it will

be the professors and critics who were
raised on Dylan that will be determin-

ing what is of "literary merit," not

their crotechety teachers who rejected

the "youth voice of the sixties."

"Anyone who thinks Dylan is a great
poet has rocks in his head," snorted a

University of Vermont English pro-

fessor, summing up academia's at-

titude towards Dylan (himself a

University of Minnesota dropout)

.

Today, Dylan is not only taught by
legions of teachers throughout the coun-
try, but is thought by some to be the ma-
jor poet of our era.

In the last two years, courses dealing

with Dyaln have been offered at such
diverse colleges as the University of

Southern California, the State Universi-

ty of New York, Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity and Dartmouth College.

At a recent meeting of the Modem
Language Association in San Fran-
cisco, fifty scholars, almost all young
English professors, gathered to discuss
"The Deranged Seer: The Poetry of Ar-
thur Rimbaud and Bob Dylan", and
how Dylan's view of women has

evolved from "macho posturing" to

"reconciliation of the sexes."

The chairman of the Modern
Language Conference, Patrick Morrow
of Auburn University in Alabama,
agrees that Dylan's time has arrived in

"higher learning" but stresses that it's

mostly the junior colleges and state

schools that are leading the trend.

William McClain, professor of Ger-
man at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore,
was tickled when a few of his students
uncovered direct parallels in the

writings of Dylan and playwright Ber-
tolt Brecht. "It's wonderful to know
that the words and moods of Brecht are
available through Dylan on the juke
boxes of America! " McClain said.

Dylan is only the latest of a long suc-

cession of renegade writers who were
scorned by the literati of their day.
Rimbaud was detested by the Parisian
men of letters in the early 1870s and was
running guns in Asia before cultists suc-

ceeded in legitimizing his poetry. Whit-
man's masterful Leaves of Grasswas
banned for its "obscene and immoral
passages". And Ezra Pound's poetry
was proclaimed "incoherent, the work
of a madman."

This slow acceptance is probably no
surprise to Dylan, who has an acute
sense of history and always plays his

cards right. His songs are like a
newsreel of the sixties and seventies,

filled with the movements, fads, slang
and personalities of the time, songs that

were made to be examined thirty years
after they were written.

Dylan will most likely be a grand-
father by the time they teach "Ad-
vanced Blond on Blonde" at Oxford, but
as he once said, "I'm gonna be around
when everybody gets their head
straight."

Poetry and Wine

Offer Diversion
"Reading poetry in translation is like

making love with mittens on," said the

first reader at the Foreign Language
Poetry Reading. It would seem
everyone agreed with the mood if not

the exact wording since there were 14

readers and 11 languages represented.

There was not an empty chair in the

Coffeehouse and people even stood up
along the walls. The evening began with
Old Bnglish, ran its way through Rus-
sian, Portugese, Hispanic American
and Korean, finally ending near the

beginning with German.

It was not a serious gathering. The
readers were so mixed up no one was
certain when they would have to read.

Wine was gulped down, both by nervous
readers and listeners. If the speaker at

the podium said something dubious, as

often as not he was shouted down by so-

meone in the audience.

The poetry, though leaning toward
the serious and melancholy was not

without its humorous moments. The ex-

ploitation of the sounds of the languages
often served to emphasize its humorous
aspects. Mr. Lamond, reading about
Medieval blacksmiths, could create

sounds exactly like metal smashing on
metal. Mr. Weinberg, in a poem about
the sensual experiences of preparing

and eating a melon drove everyone to

laughter by clowning with the

language, stretching sounds and
gestures until even those who did not

know French knew what he meant The
joy of foreign languages are the views
the poets have on aspects of life. One
poem, in Danish, stated that pigs are
happy because their tails curl.

Traditionally, the Poetry Readings
have been near exam week to provide a

break in the tension for both professors
and students. No one is exactly sure
how long they have been going on, but
as long as they continue everyone will

be well-pleased.
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An Educational Essay

rivvu/n-m

The following feature essay is reprinted here with the author's
permission. Mr. Robert A. Swann, a former English teacher and
native of the Eastern Shore, is currently employed as a c&py
editor for the Baltimore News American. We thank him for bus
contribution.

4

time was when a "good education" would get you a good job
but that's not always true nowadays with so much specialization

and competition and so many high school diplomas and
bachelor's degrees floating around you can't hardly meet anyone
who isn't "educated" so a lot of people will hit the road to find

america and leave "school" behind and all the time they are do-

ing this they will be learning about not america but about people

which is our most important product and which in spite of what
some may think people really is/are america and the ones who
have hit the road will find out that you can't just talk about "peo-
ple" you have to talk about individuals who are always different

and then they will learn this was what was missing in their

"education" so they'll go back home and tell other individuals

what they have learned and everyone will agree that it is time for

men to control machines and not vice-versa and the people that

is individuals will start educating that is teaching themselves
and teaching each other and "public" education will become real

public education taught not by the government but by the "peo-

ple" (more power to 'em) and "private" education will become
real private with individuals teaching themselves and everybody
will get real turned-on to "education" and "education" will

cease to exist as a word because it will become a way of life and
not a job where you have to specialize instead a person will be

able to learn what he wants and he won't have to learn anything

he doesn't want to and he won't have to go to college if he doesn't

want to because he will be able to learn the same things

anywhere and employers will hire him because of what he has

learned and not where he learned it because any education is a

"good education" and besides it will be free so you can see that

things will change and the future belongs to those individuals

who can teach themselves and be readily taught by other in-

dividuals without being forced and the idea now is to learn as

much as you can about as many things as you can and be happy
robert swann
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Commentary:

Yes, It Is Absurd

"I cati'l blame some of my staff for get-

ting disgruntled." said W. Raymond
Crooks, Superintendent of Buildings
and Grounds, regarding students'

disrespect for the appearance of the

campus. "We need help from the

students," he continued. "This isn't a
one-sided story."

Living Conditions Assessed
Continued from Page l

Kent House, and the condition of the

walls and doors in Somerset. However,
they viewed this as student-inflicted

damage, and found the overall

maintenance of the buildings to be very
good.

There have been feelings that the

maintenance department made a
special effort to "dress-up" the campus
for the Board committee's visit.

Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds W. Raymond Crooks stated

flatly, "It's not so." Other than buffing

a couple of floors, he emphasized that

they - had performed only normal
maintenance.
However, Gene Hessey, vice-

president of Finance, who accompanied
the committee on the tour, had no doubt
that special pains had been taken to

make the school look nice. He stated

that he had given maintenance a week's
notice, and he felt certain that the com-
mittee saw the school at its best.

However, he pointed out that the com-
mittee was made aware of this before
they started the tour, hence there was
no attempt to dec i eve them.
Mr. Nuttle noted that his committee's

visit was not meant to stir up a lot of

trouble, but that, "we're trying to en-

courage everyone to be more aware of

campus conditions." Board member
Frank Macielag was disturbed by stu-

dent treatment of the campus, and com-
mented, "It's very poor the way they
throw trash around. It shows
disrespect."

The committee will be meeting again
soon to discuss specific improvements
to be suggested to the Board. They will

invite several students to express their

opinions about dorm conditions and
what can be done to improve them.

by Tom Dent
We all know that there is too much

talk of destruction on this campus. This
is evident in the newspapers, above and
underground, and this is a major pro-
blem that the SGA has to deal with con-
stantly.

Destruction is frequently talked
about and a lot of it is frequently going
on. The other day I heard about so-

meone who may have had his guitars
ripped off. This is personal property,
and this is serious. When school proper-
ty is destroyed most people say "Well,
it is school property so who cares.

.

" So
who cares about the damage fee we
may have to pay?. It's our money and
it's our school, so we better start car-
ing.

Through the damage fee we are going
to pay for destruction in a round-about
way, but when destruction to personal
property happens we have to pay
ourselves, and through the nose.

Destruction of personal property is

beginning to creep into the life of W.C.
right now. Somebody may have had his

guitars stolen and now somebody else's

windshield is broken.

I got back from the weekend Sunday
night and unloaded my car next to

Somerset. Because I was tired I left it

there, illegally, for the night, but in-

tended to wake up early and put it in the
parking lot.

It was a stupid move, I admit, to

leave my car anywhere near Somerset.
But I never imagined that any drunken,
fool would throw a gin bottle at my car
and bust the windshield. Yes, it is ab-

surd, and the fact remains that
whoever did it committed a most
serious crime. It's approximatley 130
dollars worth of damage, and there's no
way the school can help me out. It's

called vandalism, and it may call for an
on- campus insurance and police in-

vestigation.

Believe me, having police on campus
is the last thing the school wants, and I

don't want it either. It didn't have to
happen, but it did and frankly it scares
the x!? out of me, and it should scare
you too.

Washington College is probably one
of the best learning facilities around,
for a small school, and there are a lot of

good people on this campus. But now we
have to watch the maintenance men
work overtime and I have to watch
some repair shop eat my money to put
in another windsheild. The situation
looks sick and almost hopeless.

I said before that this crazyness is a
major problem that the SGA has to deal
with, but now it is very evident that we
( the students) have to deal withit, and
take extreme measures to protect our
own property.

The more destruction happens, the
more students become wary of this

school. Just ask Student Affairs about
how many people either want to leave
school or want to move off-campus. To
the person who broke my windshield I

say: If you don't have respect for peo-
ple, the people won't have any respect
for you. To my future landlord I say:
I'm renting your apartment because of
some nocturnal wierdo's play-time
habits.

Staffers-of-the-Semester

Dave Lerner

Sophmore News Bditor Dave Lerner believes thai the Elm has "done lis job
well this semester" by keeping students "informed about important issues andserving as a means of communication between students and administration Ihope the s aff will continue working to make the paper as professional as possi-
ble, he staled. Pleased wilh WC. Dave added, "The longer 1 stay here themorel realize the value of a liberal arts education"

Bonnie Nelle Duncan

I think a paper such as the Elm can serve a valuable function in a school of
this size, explained freshman Bonnie Nelle Duncan, who has been reporting
for the paper this semester. "It provides students wilh accurate information
and a forum through which they can interact to promote improvement of this in-
stitution. Bonnie wishes lo pursue a career in Journalism, and to increase her
skills through participation on the Elm



Six Teams Prepare

For Socrosse Season
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Today at 7:00 P.M. Ihe intramural
socrosse league will commence its

season with six teams participating:

Bof Chi, Theta Chi, Alohas, Gangsters
of Love, Whirlwinds, and Los Calientes.

According to Coach Athey, who will

organize the games, secrosse can be
defined simply as "a combination of

Lacrosse and Soccer.
'

'

Each game consists of three ten

minute periods with a two minute rest

period between each playing session.

In the case of ties, two three minute
periods will be played. If tied at the end
of extra periods, the game shall be -

declared a draw.
Only six men will be used at one time,

and the manager of each team will

designate one of the six as thegoalie,

who will be the only player who can
handle the ball with his hands. All the

other players can play anywhere.
The game shall be started the same

as soccer and from the center jump cir-

cle with the defensive team behind a
line three yards parallel and in the

defensive end of play.

The goalie can handle the ball as long
as one of his feet is either on or inside

the foul circle center. If, in the judge-
ment of the official, one of the goalie's

feet is not in contact with the floor but is

protruding so as to cut the plane of the

cylinder formed by the foul circle, he
can legally touch the ball with his

hands. The ball shall be propelled as in

the game of Soccer and the same fouls

apply.

All walls, overhead fixtures and
doors shall be in play but should the ball

be propelled into an unplayable area, it

will be assumed by the team that did

not cause it to go out.

a) All goals must be scored only by
the offensive line. A ball ricocheting off

any defensive team and entering the

scoring area does not count unless:
1

)

The goalie causes such a score
or

2) The defensive team is fouling
in order to prevent the score.

b) 5 points shall be awarded for a
goal where the ball is knocked off the
cup. After such a score the ball is put in-

to play at the center of the floor by the
team scored upon.

c) 3 points shall be awarded for a
penalty goal. When an infraction is

called which would normally result in a
direct free kick, an unobstructed kick
at the ball shall be taken at the point of
the infraction. Should the ball be
knocked from the cup, three points are
scored. After such an attempt, whether
it scores or not, the defensive team
takes a free kick from the side of the
circle and all opponents shall be in their

half of the court.

d) A point score shall result when
the offensive team propels the ball so
that it touches inside the foul circle. It

must be completely over the line. The
ball shall be placed in play by a free
kick, next to the foul circle. All op-
ponents shall be in their half of the
floor.

10) Unnecessary roughness will not
be tolerated and continuous infractions

shall result in an expulsion from the
game.

11) A team shall play with no less

than four men.
12) Additional men shall be added

to rosters - providing they have not
played with other teams in the league.
All male students are eligible.

13) A volleyball should be used
rather than a soccer ball to insure pro-
tection of the windows.

14) Only tennis or basketball shoes
are usable.

15) Noshinguardsareallowed.

The Annual Tree-Lighting ceremony
was held in Hynson Lounge Wednesday.

Photograph by Richard J. Kammandel

Members of the chorus, accompanied
by Mr. Klaus, led the caroling.
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Marshall, Adelberg Compete in Marathon
' The Fourth Annual Maryland -

Marathon was run last Sunday in

Baltimore, and Washington College
students Paco Marshall and Rick
Adelberg were among the 1100-odd
starters. It was Rick's second ap-

pearance in the 26 mile, 385 yard
course. He ran first in 1974. This was
Paco's first time.

U.S. Olympian Frank Shorter has
often said that anyone capable of

finishing a marathon is a winner,

because runners compete against the

course, not each other. Both WC run-

ners cruised home to the finish at

Memorial Stadium after what Rick
called "a particularly rough course."
Paco was struck by "the incredible

diversity of the field. Old men, old

ladies, little kids, all running along,

many ofwhom finished."

The race was also enhanced by the

unique "nature of the course. Most
marathons are point-to-point affairs,

but the Maryland Marathon is run from
Memorial Stadium to Peerce's Planta-

tion in the Dulaney Valley, the half-way

point, from where the runners return to

the Stadium.

Bill Rogers, an Olympian from

Massachusetts and the eventual win-

ner, was an inspiration to Rick. "It was
a really good experience to see Rodgers three days after.

'

'

come flying by me: it picked up my
spirits and get me psyched tc* finish."

However, there were drawbacks.
"Marathon running requires a total

mental and physical commitment,"
states Rick. "I didn't recover until

Elburn's Florist and Greenhouses
Come and Visit Our Tropical

Houseplant Greenhouse
• Complete Plant Supplies

• We Wire Flowers and Plants

Worldwide
1 Mil* South of Bridge Phono 778-2200

SAVE ON
LIQUORS, WINES, BEERS

Pip's Discount Liquors
778-0123

Kent Shopping Plaza, Chestertown
Large Selection and Low Prices

All Week 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sutton's Towne
Stationers
203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Come See The Selection Of
Hollmark and Eaton Papers

The Ram Shop

Art Supplies

Beads 'Galore' F6r

HE and SHE NECKLACES
1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertown

778-4554

Stani

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030

• Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candj

• Soda Fountain

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MO. Tab 7*8-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"

and extras for you
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Shoremen Bow Twice;

Coach Still Hopeful
by Ed Hooker
Sports Editor

Coming off of back to back defeats by

George Washington University 109-71

and Swarthmore College 61-60, the var-

sity basketball team compounded their

woes when they traveled to Widener

College in Pennsylvania last Saturday

and to the Naval Academy in Annapolis

on Wednesday and lost by overwhelm-

ing scores of 85-53 and 102-61.

Their record in the M.A.C. is 0-2, and

they are 0-4 overall. Coach Finnegan

gives encouragement to his team by

honestly saying, "we're going through

a difficult period. The teams we played,

except Swarthmore, are outside our

caliber."

He feels that Washington has not

played up to par in spite of the fact that

"we have tried very hard. We just

haven't executed very well. We have to

execute the fundamentals better to

win."
Although the coach does not exactly

state the reasons for the team's weak
performances for fear of reproach or

embarrassment of individual players,

he mentions that "we learned a few

things that we were not conscious of

before. These things should help us im-

mensely in the remainder of the

At this early stage, anything can

help.

In the Widener game which was
never really close, the Shoremen were
only 18-54 or 33.3% from the floor and
17-34 or 50% from the free throw line.

However, the most disturbing statistics

were that they committed 26 turnovers

and 21 fouls and had only 7 assists. Ed
Beach and Joe Wilson led Washington
wjth 14 and 10 points respectively.

W\lson and Doug Byrne snagged 10 re-

bounds apiece.

The Navy game was, perhaps, the

most baffling and astonishing contest of

the season, because the Shoremen were
just behind 37-30 at halftime. The Mid-

shipmen, guided by Kevin Sinnett who
scored 19 points to lead all scorers and

Brooks Boatwright who was tops with

ten rebounds, humilated the Shoremen
by out-rebounding them 52-22 and out-

shooiing them 93-60 and sending the

Navy fans home laughing.

"I really don't know what happened.

"How a team could be as close as we
were and still lose by forty points is

beyond me."

In retrospect, the coach asserts "at

times," Washington has shown it has

the capabilities of a winning team. But

for the most part, they have not been

too impressive.

He largely attributes the players'

problems to the slow development of

their talent. In addition, the coach ad-

mits the players have to work more
thoughtfully as a unit; passing and

ball-control have to be improved to

decrease costly turnovers and to make
the team more effective, particularly

on offense.

"When we lose the ball," he says

citing the the Swarthmore game as a

good example we lose a chance to score

and give the other team a extra

chance." Losing the ball can
sometimes result in the loss of "not two

but four points." Doubtlessly this has

happened many times and has probably

weakened the players' spirits.

The team, coach Finnegan says, has

to become less erratic, take advantage

of other teams' mistakes or make its

own brakes. This it has not done well,

he continues. "At this point, I hope we'll

get our share of breaks.

"

The Shoremen also have to

ameliorate pertentages of field goals

and especially free throws; the latter

was probably the biggest contributing

factor to the Swarthmore victory.

If improvement on the basics is not

made soon, Washington could very well

wind up their season as poorly as they

did last year, perhaps worse.

Youthful and strong, the team has a

wealth of talent ranging from the hustl-

ing John Habermann to the highly

lauded Ed Beach who is the team's

leading scorer with 52 points.

But senior Geoff Kurtzman who is ab-

solutely essential to the team's success

has not played as well as he should,

notably the last two games in which he

scored merely 8 points and garnered a

total of9rebounds.

With the hopes that Kurtzman will be
back in form before too long once the

team picks up momentum, Washington
will be much tougher.

However, before progress can be
made, the coach acknowledges that the

team must recouperate from the

shellackings of the last two games and
the disappointing, close setback to

Swarthmore, a defeat which might
have taken its toll on the team's morale
more than the other three games com-
bined.

Unless the "low morale" that typified
.

and haunted the Shoremen last year is

quickly dispelled, they might fall apart

and have no chance of finishing over

.500.

Coach Finnegan still has high aspira-

tions for the team's future and claims it

has concluded the rigorous part of the

schedule: "I think we will stay together

and do alright. The toughest games are
behind us."

After the holiday break, the
significance of his claim will be much
clearer.
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There was a circus in Cain Gym-
nasium last night. No one knew about

the performance, no one saw any

Photograph by Richard J. Kammandel

publicity for the event. Because only

seven spectators showed, the circus

was cancelled.
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Snow, rain and freezing temperatures combined to bring out the
magnificence of winter on WC's campus this week. However...

Ice Hits Campus;

Students Hit Ice
by DAVE LERNER

News Editor

The icy conditions on campus
walkways has been the cause of a great
deal of concern since school opened for
the second semester.
The slippery situation has been the

cause of several injuries to students
and faculty; among the more serious
are a wrenched knee, a fractured
elbow, a separated shoulder and a
lacerated hand.

Many complaints have been received
at the Student Affairs Office, and the
maintenence department has been
notified several times. Disturbed with
the slow progress in clearing the walks,
the SGA unanimously passed a resolu-
tion condemning the maintenence
department for its apparent lack of ac-
tion.

Superintendent of Building and
Grounds Raymond Crooks realizes the

situation is very serious. "We're doing
the best we can," he explained, noting

that <n the first nine days of this

semester he has used twelve tons of

sand, 2500 lbs. of salt, and $450.00 of

labor in fighting the problem.
Unfortunately the salt and sand were

rendered useless by the unusually cold

weather which has lingered over the

past two weeks. This has caused the ice

to thicken and harden, so that it is vir-

tually impossible to pick or scrape it

away.
There is a possibility of more

snowfall today, and temperatures are
expected to remain freezing throughout

most of the weekend. It may warm up
slightly at the beginning of the week,
but it will take several days of the

weather's cooperation to clear up the

The most severe winter in years has

also slicked roads and walkways, mak-
ing travel difficult, and causing in-

numerable slips and falls. One of the

more unfortunate victims was Senior

Leslie Kitchen, who fractured her

elbow.

Bulletin
The Library staff is holding many

student books which were left in the
building over the vacation. Please see a
member of the full-time staff to claim
any materials you may have left.

January 21, 1977

WC HALF MILLION
DOLLARS RICHER

by LYNN LYKE
Last month Washington College was

awarded three financial grants that will

directly aid the college and its students.
The major grant received was an
unrestricted contribution of $510,546
from the Hodson Trust, New Jersey.
The Crystal Trust of Wilmington,
Delaware contributed $19,000 and the
Carl Forstmann Memorial Foundation,
Inc., of New York City contributed
$2,000.

The Hodson Trust and the Carl
Forstmann Foundation grants will be
expended for capital improvements as
well as faculty salary increases and
student scholarship assistance. Among
the projects selected by the College to
receive grant support is the renovation
currently underway in William Smith
Hall. Funds will also be used to improve
campus lighting and security, the Col-
lege library, energy conservation, and
the intercollegiate crew program. The
funds from the Crystal Trust will be
used to purchase a complete thermal
analysis system for the undergraduate
inorganic chemistry lab.

The Hodson Trust, which also aids
Johns Hopkins, St. Johns of Annapolis,
and Hood College, has been a major
benefactor to WC for many years. Last
year the college received $450,000, and
in 1975 the total was $221,000.

In expressing his thanks to the
trustees of the Hodson Trust, President
McLain stated, "We are profoundly
grateful and thrilled that this magnifi-
cent support will benefit nearly every
aspect of college life. We are truly in-

debted to the Trust and the Hodson
family for supporting our current
needs, and providing funds for capital
improvements which will benefit the
College in the future."

Col. Clarence Hodson founded the
Beneficial Finance Corporation in Mor-
ristown, N.J. from which the Hodson
Trust was established. Money has been
presented to the school since 1919 when
Hodson visited here and was impressed
by the school and its possibilities.

Although Col. Hodson died in 1928, his

influence did not cease.. Through the

medium of the Hodson Trust, which he
established just prior to his death, the

College has continued tobe the recipient

of generous benefactions. In addition,

services have been rendered by Col.

Hodson's daughter, Mrs. J.M. Hynson,
who is trustee emeritus of WC. Mrs.
Hynson's daughter, Mrs. J. Wallace

Hopkins, JR., currently serves as

member of the Board of Visitors and
Gobemors. Hynson Lounge and Hodson
Hall, built with funds from the Trust,

are named in honor of these people.

SGA Outlines

Semester Plans

by DAVE DOUGLASS

In response to decling enrollment, the
SGA has outlined a list of proposals
designed to improve the attractiveness
of WC. SGA President Paul Noto
presented these proposals at the first
senate meeting of the semester last
Monday night.

The top priority in the plan is the
establishment of a fulltime career
counseling service through which
students could receive assistence and
information concerning job placement
and opportunity. President McLain has
in the past opposed hiring a career
counselor, maintaining that such a ser-

vice places too much emphasis on
career orientation, thus contradicting
the bourn of a liberal arts institution.

Also cited in the proposals was a
measure to strengthen the academic
standards of the college, featuring a
recommendation to increase faculty
salaries. Theoretically, this would
serve to upgrade the quality of teaching

by (1) attracting better qualified pro-

fessors, and (2) offering work incentive

to standing professors.

In addition, a questionnaire covering
specific areas of concern such as social

affairs, athletics, and food is to be writ-

ten by representatives and ad-
ministered to a random sampling of 50

students. The findings will compiled in

a report and distributed to ad-

ministrators, faculty and students.

SGA secretary Vickie Krowe has con-

ducted a student poll to measure the

desireability of additional coed housing

on campus. Results indicate that such

housing is overwhelmingly favored.

Krowe's committee will meet with

Vice-President of Finance Gene Hessey

to determine the channels they would

have to go through and the finances that

would be involved in converting Kent
House to a coed dorm. If approved, the

changes could be instituted by next fall.

* Welcome back!
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Ring Out The Old...

1977 has finally arrived. It is a year with new hopes, fears,

dreams, problems. But to Washington College, 1977 is simply
another year in a long chain stretching back to 1782. 195 years.

There must have been something worthwhile here for that chain
to have remained unbroken.
In the past year the Washington College community has faced

serious problems. Faculty members left by the double handful.

Student enrollment fell drastically. The administration has
witnessed upheaval. Money for upkeep, academics and social

life has been scarce. /

Yet here is another semester, beginning on time. There are
new faces around campus. Over half a million dollars has eased
the financial situation. The SGA is busy making plans for spring.

Even the basketball team is winning. The liberal arts way of life

has won through another year.

A great many important events were crammed into one short,

semester last year. Seen from up close, it seemed that maybe
Washington College was drawing to an ignoble end. However,
when seen in perspective with the entire life of the college, the
past semester could be nothing more than a series of ripples

momentairily disturbing the flow of years. Any college that can
survive the two world wars and several depressions in this cen-
tury alone can certainly survive a mere 1976.

The Washington College community has begun 1977 on an
upswing. And, it is the community's duty to make certain the
upswing continues: by cutting through apathy and destruction,
and by working together with those who are making a genuine at-

tempt to further the ideals of the liberal arts tratition.

We at Washington College have a responsibility to fulfill.

Washington College is reaching toward its two hundreth bir-

thday, and as a part of the tradition we should make sure it

reaches that milestone. With our help it will reach it hale, hearty,
and ready for two hundred more years of teaching those who
wish to learn.

Outlook Good for Summer Employment

Summer job analysis indicate that

the prospects for college student

employment for the summer of 1977

look promising. National parks
throughout the nation will once again

staff their facilities with college student

summertime help. Opportunities ap-

pear to be expanding into many support

accommodations and facilities surroun-

ding the park areas. State parks also in-

dicate a high demand for temporary
summer employment by college

students. Some national parks will hire

as many as 3,000 college students for

the summer period.

Several hundred private camps
throughout the nation will once again be

seeking college student summer

employees in varied capacities as
counselors, swimming instructors,

music directors, and general activities

such as maintenance, cooking, etc.

Students with special talents in the area
of entertainment or horse handling
abilities should investigate these op-
portunities.

Once again it is emphasized that
students desiring summer employment
in the various recreational areas
throughout the nation should apply ear-
ly. Students interested in obtaining ad-
ditional detailed information may re-

quest a free brochure by sending a self-

addressed stamped envelope to Op-
portunity Research, Dept. SJO, Lock
Box 4000, Kalispell, MT 59901.
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To the Editor:

I think that it's quite an unusual cir-

cumstance for people to have such emo-
tional reactions to a problem on cam-
pus, and yet come nowhere near to ex-

amining it closely and understanding

what it's all about. Then again, maybe
this just represents the general attitude

of students and faculty at Washington
College in general.

For several years now, the Academic
Board has been presented with a mo-
tion concerning giving credit toward

the musical organizations on campus.
The controversy and debate has been
well publicized and I thought, rather

carefully considered. This is obviously

not the case. The entire arguement
against the motion was destroyed the

night the chorus gave their annual

Christmas concert in town. I personally

counted only three members of the

Academic Board who attended, and I

saw no one else there who remains
adamently against the motion. Why
should it be possible for these people to

carry such strong opinions in these

matters, and yet not even care enough
to hear and see what they're arguing

against? The same absent members
never show up at rehearsals to view
what goes on there either, though many
invitations have been ; ssued.

Evidently, this collegiate atmosphere
of higher learning does not promote one
to think in a more reasonable and
logical fashion. Perhaps these delin-

quent Academic Board members
should reevaluate their positions. I'd

be reasonably correct to assume that no
one on the Board can admit that music
never plays a part in their lives. I sug-
gest that the people involved in this mo-
tion re-read the requirements for a
music major and see the amount of

time and effort these conscientious peo-

ple put in.

What is a liberal arts college all about
if not to broaden interests in all fields? I

wish to make it completely clear that

anyone who can sit back and refuse to

support the music departments pro-

posal better have a darn good reason
for not showing any interest in the

organization in question, and for not us-

ing reason in their conclusion.

Sincerely yours,

Janet Budd

NEW FACES
ON CAMPUS

by MARGARET HANDLE
Photography by CAROL HOOD

Each year the second semester or- half of the year. Here are some of the

ings a few changes to the WC campus. new faces that will be seen around the

One of the most welcome changes is the campus for the spring semeste,

students who join us during the second

Liz is a native of Huntington Station,

Long Island, N.Y. A transfer student

from Farmingdale University, Farm-
ingdale N.Y., she is a second semester
freshman and is interested in

languages.

Liz Quinn

Spanish and English are the major in>

terests of first semester freshman
Karen Huber. Karen graduated from
Central High School in Painter, Va. Hei
home is in Wachapreague, Va.

Karen Huber
A first semester freshman, Jerry is

interested in prelaw. He is from Yard-
ly, Pa„ and attended Pennsbury High
School in Fairless Hills, Pa.

Jerry Rhodes

Interested in French and Social

Science, Mary is a second semester
freshman and a native of Annapolis Md.
She transfered here from West Virginia
University.

Mary Teeling
A second semester freshman from

the University of South Carolina, Chuck
is interested in English and lacrosse.
He is from Greenville. S.C.

Barabara Bywaters
Other new students. ' not pictured

here: Patricia McGee, Christina

Piscapo, and Debra Whaley. New addi-

tions to the /acuity this semester In-

Chuck Corovano

From Hagerstown Junior College in

Hagerstown, Md., .Barbara is a first

semester junior majoring in English.

elude Anne.-M.arie Rougier and Dr.

David Garrison. The Elm wishes to ex-

tend its greetings and hopes it will be a

,
good semesterfor all.



Freshmen Seek Social Enrichment
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Fine Arts Editor
In an interview prior to last night's

freshman class meeting, frosh presi-
dent Laurie Bolton revealed the results
of a survey conducted in her class con-
cerning Washington's social at-
mosphere. She also commented on a
range of proposals including the forma-
tion of a debating society, a students'
paper forum and other intellectual and
cultural activities to offset what many
students feel is an over-emphasis on the
"partying philosophy."
Although 55 of 123 freshmen who

answered the survey noted satisfaction
with the social atmosphere, 51 in-
dicated that they are not satisfied while
17 remained indifferent. In addition
less than 36. definitely plan on atten-
ding this school for the next four years.
Laurie believes these figures prove that
the number of dissatihe SGA is doing
everything it can with the available
funds," Laurie suggests that the solu-
tion lies in promoting intellectual and
cultural activities not contingent on a
large cash outley. She and Colieen
O'Neal endorse a program which would
allow students to present their old
papers in a type of forum format. "This
way," the president thei' their old
papers in a type of forum format. "This
way," the president explained,
"students don't have to feel that their

papers have no value after they have
been graded. Some students have pro-
bably researched some interesting
tbpics that others would like to hear
about." Dean Kelley expressed great
enthusiasm in this totally student in-

itiated proposal, terming it "the best
suggestion "I've heard all year," and
suggesting that

Acting upon a comment made in the
survey, Laurie is investigating the
revival of a debating society. "I know it

has potential," she stated, "What other
college doesn't have a debating team?"
Dr. David Newell has offered to sponsor
what he calls "an intellectual varsity
sport." The SGA and Faculty Board is

also attempting to foster community
feeling between students's and faculty
members with such activities as this

afternoon's cocktail hour in the Coffee
House.

"As class president, " Laurie stated,
"I could be concerned merely with
decorating for the George Washington
Ball and Freshmen Weekend and rais-

ing money. But I'm sure I'd be involved
in the same activities, trying to do
something about the social atmosphere,
even if I were not an officer. The
students are concerned. The professors
are concerned. They know that a pro-
blem does exist at this school. But now
people are trying to solve that pro-
blem."

Lecture Series Presents

Music and Computers
"Musical Notation for Computer In-

put" is the title for a Washington Col-
lege Lecture Series presentation by Dr.
Robert P. Rich. Scheduled for 8:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, January 25, Dr. Rich will

speak in Hynson Lounge.
During the lecture, Dr. Rich will play

recordings of concert artists, then the
same music will be played on a com-
puter and the audience will be asked if

they can tell which is which.
Robert Rich is a graduate of

Hamilton College and earned his Ph.D.
from Johns Hopkins University. In 1950,

he joined the Applied Physics
Laboratory of Johns Hopkins as opera-
tions analyst. Later he became director

of the University computing center and
served as President of the American'
Academy of Sciences.

Currently Rich is associate professor
of Biomedical Engineering and lecturer

in computing science at Johns Hopkins.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
American Research Society of

America, Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, Maryland Academy of

Sciences and of the Society for In-

dustrial and Applied Mathematics.
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Profile:

April

Lindevald
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

FineArts Editor

No institution brings together so many
people of diverse backgrounds and
perspectives as a liberal arts college.
We believe there are people on the
Washington College campus pursuing
talents, occupations, and advocations
that other people would like to know
about. The following article is the first

in a series of profiles which will be
presented from time to time throughout
the semester.

April Leonie Lindevald, an in-

terdepartmental major in music,
drama' and dance, is exploring the
common ground of the performing
arts ; she is writing a musical. Although
the project will fulfill her senior re-

quirements, she conceded that if its

performance here, scheduled for April

1 and 2 "goes well", she will consider
publication. Auditions for this musical,
conducted by Randy Mower, will begin
after A Midsummer Night's Dream
completes its run. April plays the part
of Hippolyta in this production.

"My last year at Washington Col-

lege," April stated, "may well be the
last time for a long while where I am
living in the sheltered kind of environ-
ment which would allow me to do a lot

of work in arranging music." She has
completed the script, eight of its eleven
songs, and is currently planning or-

chestration and choreography. Based
on Ann Noray's Gervase, the script con-
tains many lines directly from the book.

"It's language is full of music already,"
April explained. She described the

novel as a "profound" attempt to show
that "all humanity and nature belong
equally to the universe" by portraying
the relationship of a possibly telepathic

girl and a deer. "The beauty of it is in

the writing. It will be a challenge to con-

vey that same beauty in my musical."
April declared that she is "very in-

terested in continuing to compose and
would like to get into arranging." She is

.

pursuing a career as a classical singer.

In addition, she has applied for a
Fullbright scholarship to continue stu-

dying voice in Germany or England.
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Three Foriegn Films

to be Shown
The Film Series is hosting three films

for 75t tonight at 8:00p.m. in Bill Smith
Auditorium and again Tuesday night at
the same time and location.

The first, an 18 minute short, called
"Les Mistons" has been described by
Film Society Review as "a sensitive
drama of teen-age boys who grow
aware of sex and death." The story
deals with a group of boys who spend a
summer taunting a woman and her
lover. The accidental death of the lover
ends their game and precipitates a
growing consciousness of the place of
love in their own lives. It is Francois
Truffaut's first professional film and
stars Gerald Blain and Bemadette La
Font.

Alain Resnais' 30 minute documen-
tary of the Nazi holocaust, "Night and
Fog" is called "one of the great films of
all time in any area". In addition, Truf-
faut has termed this film "Un Chien An-
dalou""the most important picture in

my life artistically, politically, and in

every other way."
A 20 minute film, directed and edited

by Luis Brunei, is possibly one of the
most avante garde films. It is con-
structed as a string of "grotesque and
bizarre" scenes—"a work of art
created entirely "|rom the sub-
conscious" in an attempt to satirize the
avante garde films themselves,

Shakespeare and

Drama Department

Team Up
by LISA MARTIN

The Washington College Drama
Department opens its second season
with an old favorite, Shakespeare's A
Midsummer Night's Dream. Currently
in rehearsal this production sports a
cast of proven talent and new faces.
Because of limited audience seating,
the play is scheduled for the nights of
February 24, 25, 25, 27, 28, and March 1.

Seating, as always is obtained by reser-
vation.

The cast includes:
John D'Amico Oberon
Caryn Balamaci Titania
Paul Kaiser Thaseus
Kevin McGuire Lysander
Dave Merritt Demetrius
Ward Tatnall Philostrate
April Lindevald Hippolyta
Nancy Knuth Hellena
Kevin Madden Hermia
Lisa Gluck puck

'Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar
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Kurtzman Tops 1000
by ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

Although the vacation is over, most

everyone, especially Senior Geoff Kurt-

zman, the veteran forward of the

Shoreman's basketball team, is still in

the holiday mood. And Geoff has as

good a reason as anyone for being so,

because on Saturday, December 11, in

the second game of the Bridgewater

Jaycee Invitational Tourney when

Washington convincingly beat

Bridgewater State 89-68 to take the

championship, he surpassed the elusive

and highly coveted 1000 point mark.

In addition to receiving the game ball

and being acclaimed as one of the top

M.A.C. players, Goeff will have his

name inscribed on a plaque that will be

hung in the gym's main corridor

alongside the names of nine former WC
stars who also topped 1000 points.

Geoff's recognition is well deserved

and he should be honored, according to

Coach Finnegan, whose 1120 point

record has also earned him immortali-

ty.

Indeed Kurtzman, who is a graduate

of Bridgewater East High School in

Martinsville, N.J., is proud of his

achievements and said, "It was quite

an honor because it was a goal that I set

for myself when I came here and

realized I had a chance at it."

A Sociology major, Geoff admits his

aspirations and true interests lie in

playing basketball. "When I came here,

I wanted to play basketball... I enjoy it

more than anything else. I am not ex-

actly sure what I'm going to do when I

graduate, but I'd like to continue play-

ing ball and I might try out for the

Jewish Olympics, which will take place

in Israel this summer."

For now, Geoff would like to improve

on his average of 12 points and 10 re-

bounds per game and particularly his

defensive abilities. He thinks they "are

the essential things I must do to help the

team."

With a little luck, his efforts will put

the sho'men in a better position for

making the playoffs which "they have

the best chance of doing since I've been

here," Geoff declared.

The coach also feels this way and

claims much of the team's success

rests on the shoulders of Kurtzman who
"has made a strong adjustment to this

year's squad...While passing better,

playing well on defense, and improving

each game, Goeff has helped us im-

mensely."

Earlier in the season, Geoff had pro-

blems getting on track. But since he

scored his 1000th point, he has played

very well, and the Shoremen have won
seven of their last nine games.

As a result of the team's heightened

confidence and marked improvement

the Sho'men have deservedly won the

fans' respect and could conceivably

prove top contenders in the M.A.C.

They presently sport a 1-2 record and

are 7-6 overall. On Wednesday night,

Goeff ledWC to its fifth consecutive vic-

tory, 81-70 over Delaware Valley at

Delaware Valley, by collecting 10 re-

bounds and scoring 25 points.

Geoff is well on his way to becoming

one of the top scorers of the 1000-point

men, and closing in on 1000 career re-

bounds. If or when he makes the latter,

he will have another game basketball to

dribble with fond memories and

another reason for celebrating,

whether it is a holiday or not.

' FOR GUYS V GALS
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 high street
Chestertown. Maryland 21020

PHONE 778-2880

BASS FRYE TOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
High Street

Fri. & Sat. Jan. 21 ft 22-"Chattanooga Glass"

LADIES' NITE EVERY WEDNESDAY
(All DRINKS DISCOUNT TO LADIES)

TH. JAN. 27— "FAT SHADOW"
FRI. JAN. 28— DICK DURHAM
SAT. JAN. 29— "FAT SHADOW"

Dong Byrne uses the new college rule which allows for slam-dunks.

Shoremen Take

Four In A Row
by DANA CHATELLIER

A lot of water has passed under the

bridge since the last report on the

Washington College basketball team.

At that time, the cagers were 0-4 and

had just dropped a 102-61 "squeaker" to

Navy. Since then, however, the

Shoremen have won six of eight to bring

their record back up to the .500 le level

(6-6), and took a four-game winning

streak to Delaware Valley this

Wednesday.
With momentum going and the

hardest part of the season behind them,

the team's chances for a winning

season and an M.A.C. playoff berth look

better than they have for several years.

The big push started at the

Bridgewater (Va.) Jaycee Tourna-

ment, where the Maroons nipped

Eastern Mennonite 83-81 and blasted

Bridgewater (Mass.) State 89-68 to take

the championship trophy. Joe Wilson's

43 points in the two games earned him

Most Valuable Player honors, and Doug

Byrne was named to the all-tournament

team after netting 19 against State.

Geoff Kurtzman hit for 17 against

Eastern Mennonite, then recorded his

1000th career point the following night.

Steve Dickerson busted loose for 20 to

lead all WC scorers in the champion-

ship game.
A layoff of a month followed. Then

came the plane flight to sunny

(sometimes) Florida, and two losses in

the Sun Coast Tournament.

Transylvania University, which went

on to win the tournament with ease,

handed the Shore five an 86-67 setback

in the opening round in a game that was
never close. In the consolation game,

Eckerd Collegetrimmed WC.84-77. The

Shore quint led by as much as five in the

second half, but the Tritons took ad-

vantage of a couple of turnovers to get

back in the game and then gradually

pulled away in the closing minutes. The

fired-up Joe wilson scored 25 points, in-

cluding his 500th career, in a losing

cause.

Later in Baltimore, the Maroon and

Black made up for the early-season loss

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Hallmark Cards

Eaton Papers

Typewriter Repair

to Swarthmore by dumping Johns

Hopkins 70-61 at Homewood.
Washington trailed the Blue Jays 27-20

at the intermission but outscored them

25-10 in the first ten minutes of the se-

cond half and made enough free throws

down the stretch to preserve the win.

Joe Wilson saved 18 of his 20 points for

the second-half surge, and John Haber-

mann and Brian Plunkett each scored 8

points after returning from the locker

room.
Then the Finneganmen treated their

deserving fans to three in a row at

home: routs of Western Maryland

(89-69) and Gallaudet (119-65) sand-

wiched around a hard-nosed win over

Lebanon Valley (79-69).

WC raced to an early ten-point lead

and Western Maryland never got closer

than six the rest of the way, despite

atrocious Shore foul shooting. Joe

Wilson's career-high 28 paced all

scorers.

Lebanon Valley led by two after a

see-saw first half, but the Shoremen

gradually pulled out to a 12-polnt edge

with eight minutes to play. The

Shoremen then went into the "delay

game," a semi-stall designed to eat up

some time, but this strategy failed

miserably as the Flying Dutchmen

were able to cut the lead down to a

single point. Doug Byrne then came in

off the bench and hit two quick field

goals to re-establish the momentum,

and the Shoremen made the free throws

in the final minute to wrap it up. Six

men found the range for double figures

for a balanced Washington attack.

The Gallaudet game was a laugher

after ten minutes of play. All eleven of

the Maroon and Black scored and seven

finished in double figures. After

Delaware Valley, WC travels to

Madison, New Jersey to participate in

the Rose City Tournament tonight and

tomorrow.
The next home game is a week from

tomorrow against Haverford, with the

JV five going against the Fords at 6: 15

and the varsity to follow.

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030.

• Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

* Russell Sto»erCand|

• Soda Fowrtaii
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John Klaus will have to direct volunteer talent for another semester, as the
music proposal was defeated 6-5-1.

Music Proposal

Defeated

by Ellen Hobbs
The Music Department's proposal to

give academic credit for participation

in chorus or band was voted down by
the Academic Council on Monday, 6-5.

The defeat of the proposal came after

much research and heated debate.

While the reasons for the defeat are
myriad, the primary objection to the

proposal is that it would undermine the

integrity of- the four-course plan. It is

feared that giving credit for chorus and
band would set a precedent that would
easily become dangerous if the reasons
for passing the proposal were
misconstrued.

John Klaus commented that he
thought one of the underlying reasons

for the decision was a basic lack of

understanding of music department
curricula. Members of the Council were
invited by Klaus to observe rehearsals

of the band and chorus to determine
how much time and effort were used in

Morale Goes Flat

a musical production. None of the Coun-
cil members attended any of the

rehearsals except Paul Noto.

While the passage of the proposal was
seen as a possible danger to the College,

the defeat of the proposal may have
some far reaching effects on the Music
Department. When asked his opinion of

the Academic Council's decision, Klaus
answered that while he did not view the

decision as an expression of an-

tiwmusic department sentiment, he did

feel that the department would be
hindered in its pursuit of academic ex-

cellence.

The proposal has been a source of

controversy between the Music Depart-
ment and the Council for several years

now. Last year it was voted down 3-6,

before it had any chance to become an
issue. This year marked the first time
the proposal has been considered
seriously, at least by some of the Coun-
cil members.

Shoremen Shave
Swarthmore 78-77

LOW ENROLLMENT
MEANS FEE HIKE

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Fine Arts Editor

A drop in enrollment from 705
students last semester to the present
675 full time equivalent poses serious
problems for college finances. The
school will be forced to operate approx-
imately $130,000 below budget this

semester. Vice President of Finance
Gene Hessey indicates that a hike in

fees may be necessary next year to

bridge escalating costs and declining
revenue.

The current budget is based on an
average enrollment of 750. The dif-

ference between this figure and the ac-
tual enrollment means a $2500 yearly
loss in revenue from tuition for each
"missing" student. The budget also
assumes that 650 students will pay for

room and board at $1200 per person. On-
ly 590 now use these services. "Our
finances were in trouble right from the
beginning of the year," stated
Registrar Ermon Foster.

"There's no question about the

seriousness of this problem," declared
Hessey. "It clearly has an impact on
what we can predict for next year." The
Board of Finance will meet on
February 8 to draw up next year's

budget based on forecasted enrollment.

Hessey could not predict the outcome of

this meeting but stated, "an upward ad-
justment in fees seems inevitable.

'

'

This adjustment would "preclude
continuing losses next year," the finan-

cial director said. "I don't see how we
can increase costs enough to cover cur-

rent losses." The greatest losses are in-

curred through decreasing use of the

food and housing services. Hessey
remarked, "It takes just as many
employees to feed 590 students as 650.
Labor costs cannot be reduced." In ad-
dition, exceptionally high "energy and
heating costs, because of the severe
cold this winter, are breaking our
backs."

Hessey declined to speculate on the
amount of the possible price hike. If it

goes into effect, part of the return from
it will be re-directed as student finan-
cial aid.

Revenue from endowments and gifts
•represents a partial solution to the
financial turmoil. George E. Hayward,
Vice President for Development and
Public Relations, is investigating possi-
ble sources of aid. No deletion of the
current program will be made in an at-
tempt to salvage funds. Hessey
believes, "the program as it now stands
is absolutely essential."

Increased enrollment would obvious-
ly mitigate the problem. Although 39
students, including 17 returning former
students are enrolled this semester for
the first time in the academic year, 68
have gone. Sixteen of these were
seniors who may have completed re-

quirements for graduation. A recent
release from the Admissions Office
showed that inquiries and applications
for Fall entrance were only slightly up
from this time last year. Hessey sug-
gested "intensive student recruitment
of prospects for admission. We're work-
ing extremely hard on admission. Right
now, we're just holding our own. But ob-
viously, we've got to do more."

Athletic Department

Protests Birthday Ball

by MARIAN COOPER
In an interview Wednesday, Penny

Fall expressed the dismay of the

athletic department over the use of the

Cain Athletic Center for the Birthday
Ball. They fear that the Ball will ruin

the superb condition of the gym.
Eight years ago the gymnasium was

remodeled and an addition was added.
Since then a great amount of effort has
been made by the faculty to maintain
the excellent condition of the gym, par-

ticularly the floor. Miss Fall remarked
that people often complain of the shor-

tage of funds on campus, so why ruin

the good facilitiesWC already has .

.

A letter of objection had been sent to

the administration although Miss Fall

realizes that plans for the ball have
gone too far to be changed. However,
the faculty has requested precautions

against damage and that future events
be held elsewhere.
She went on to say that often people

who are not involved in the activities of

the athletic department are not aware
of the importance of gym maintenance.
Even a small amount of dust on the

floor must be swept away to prevent
slipping and falling. Dancing, cigaret-

tes and alcohol can do enormous
damage to the floor.

The history of social events held in

the gym prior to the remodeling shows
many instances of damage. Windows
have been broken, bathrooms
destroyed, toilets have even been blown
up. In addition, maintenance tends to

be slow to repair.

Damage to the gym would effect

many students at WC. Almost 80% of

the students are involved in some
aspect of the athletic program. Follow-

ing the Birthday Ball is the Mid Atlantic

Championship. For the first time in

decades the Shoremen have a chance to

be top contenders. If they advance to

the finals, one game could help in the

Cain Athletic Center. Poor facilities

could affect the game.
"I have yet to hear a valid reason for

having the dance in the gymnasium."
Miss Fall declared. Although thegym is

bigger, if the cafeteria, Hynson and the

coffee-house area were used to ad-

vantage, the cafeteria could well ac-

comodate the ball. The plastic cover-

ings put on the gym floor get pushed
aside and are not much help. If students

are not allowed to drink or smoke in the

gym, it could even be as detrimental to

the ball to have it in the gym, as it is to

the gym.
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The liberal arts tradition is a phrase the Washington College

community has heard a great deal this past year. It seems to be
used both as a blessing and a curse, depending on the topic of

conversation. When money is under discussion—either it's lack

or abundance—the ' liberal arts tratition is boomed out like an
anthem; if an individual or a group suggest any changes that

could better the college, the phrase is spat out like a charm to

ward off boogies.

The SAB has forwarded such ideas, most of which have been
met with a snarl. The program to introduce a job counselor has
been under fire for years as detrimental to the health of the

liberal arts tradition in general and Washington College in par-

ticular. There used to be a joke around campus that if any course
taught here could be used to land a job, the course was im-
mediately cancelled. Somehow, it is not so funny anymore.
Another, brand new attempt was recently been released by the

SAB. The Course Profiles give some indication of how students

react to certain classes and professors, and so far, almost all

reactions have been negative. It will not be long before the

Course Profiles too are threatening the Tradition.

Now, a new angle is going to be tried, one the SAB is doing in

conjunction with the SGA. They want to make a broad overview
of the whole Washington College community, including social

and academic areas, to find where there are weak points, why
dissatisfaction exists, and how this can be solved, or at least im-
proved. The report will then be released, hopefully with some
workable solutions.

The committee involved in this report have high hopes for the
end result. They feel it could make important, positive changes
to the structure of Washington College. It could improve sagging
enrollment and bolster the morals of those currently here.

This broad report could be the beginning of the end of a great
many problems at Washington College. A problem cannot be
solved until it has been identified and pinned down. However, it

will only be a stack of typed pages if strong opposition begins fl-

inging theliberal arts tradition around. It is quite likely there will

be something said against suggested changes.
But how can any living organization live unless it changes?

Change is healthy, as long as it is carefully weighed and properly
managed. Change does not mean the end of liberal arts; rather,
it means a stronger frame on which tradition can fasten.
The Elm supports the SAB in this, their newest endeavor. We

hope they will find cooperation in their research and graceful ac-
ceptance of their ideas.
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It's a long road to spring. Photography by Dudley Parr

SAB Announces
Plans, Goals

byDAVELERNER
News Editor

Tbe first semester's Student
Academic Board meeting, held Monday
night, focused on plans and goals for the

forthcoming semester and the outcome
of some of last year's proposals.

The body's major undertaking will be
the writing of a comprehensive report

on the academic standing of WC. Chair-

man Jeff Coomer explains the project

in detail in an interview in this issue.

The SGA will concurrently run an
evaluation '»f non-academic areas of the

school.

The establishment of a career op-

portunity counselor on campus is also

of top priority. Executive members are
currently investigating a program
designed for the liberal arts school in

use at American University, which
allows the student to identify his strong

points and translate them into

marketable assets. President McLain
remains unsatisfied with the proposal,

contending that it conflicts with the

liberal arts ideal.

Course profiles of last semester's

classes were distributed, and Coomer
said he plans to do it again next

semester. He cited several problems in

the SAfi's handling of the project, and
suggested that they might be solved by
having the questions ire administered

along with faculty evaluations.

Coomer also announced the

Academic Council's defeat of the SAB
supported proposals for credit in Band
and Chorus. He noted that the issue had
elicited serious discussion and thought

for the first time. -

Denise Trevisan, of the Student Af-

fairs Committee, announced that the

group had found much disorganization

in Student Judiciary Board hearings. A
suggested remedy is to have a faculty

member present at future hearings to

see that necessary considerations were
not overlooked.

Campus Calendar

Saturday—January 29

Basketball vs. Haverford 8 :00p.m.
SGA dance in Hodson Hall 9:00
p.m.

Tuesday—February 1

Basketball vs Loyola (Away)
Film Series with "Olympia I"

8:00p.m. in Bill Smith

Thursday—February 3

Basketball vs. Salisbury (Away)
Dance Concert 8:00 p.m. in Tawes
Theatre

"The Politics of Imperfec-
tion"—Anthony Quinton of Ox-
ford University, 7:30 p.m. in Bill

Smith

Friday—February 4
Dance Concert 8:00 p.m. in Tawes
Theatre
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Interview: Jeff Coomer
the Academic Report
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The SAB will expend a great deal of
time and effort this semester to pro-
duce a report on the academic standing
of WC. Executive members of both the
SAB and SGA have expressed their
commitment to this project, and it is at
the request of SAB Chairman Jeff
Coomer that theELM has conducted
this interview. Because we both an-
ticipate tremendous impact, it is our
wish to clarify the nature and purpose
ofthe report.

by DAVE 00UGLASS
ELM: Whatis the Academic Report?
JC: There are two major sections of the
Academic Report. The first part will be
basically descriptive, and will be based
primarily on the interviews of faculty,

administration and students through
the Student Academic Board. It's going
to be a description of where the college
is going as an institution: what are the
attitudes of the faculty in general ; what
problems are on their minds. The se-
cond part will be where the evaluation
takes place. Using the information we
gather from these interviews, we're go-
ing to gather some conclusions, and
based on those conclusions, we will sug-
gest particular improvements. We've
already formulated some of those
which will go into the report. When the
report goes to the SAB we will have,
broken it down in such a way that the
SAB will give its endorsements to
various aspects of the report, and based
on what action they take, parts will go
to the Academic Council.

ELM: What prompted the academic
evaluation?

JC : In the course of last semester Paul
(Noto) and I received a lot of com-
plaints from students and a lot of com-
ments from professors which indicated
that there was much that could be done
to make this school a better place. What
we tried first semester was a hit-or-

miss proposition where we tried

something on the cheating file and
senior requirements— we wanted to do
something on a broader framework, to

focus on the college as an institution

and include all the areas of concern.

ELM: How are the actual mechanics of
the report being handled?
JC

:
I formed a special committee in the

SAB on academics, including Paul
Noto; Steven Harrell, who is the vice-
president of the SAB ; Denise Trevisan,
a member of the SAB; and muself as

chairman. In addition, one student, not
in the SAB will be named to the commit-
tee. I've done a lot of research and
background reading in order to have a
broad understanding of where the col-
lege is coming from to determine where
it's going or where it could go. The main
thing, though, is that I've conducted a
large number of faculty interviews
lasting from one hour or an hour and a
half. I'm also going to interview Han-
son, McLain, and others in the ad-
ministration. We will interview about
25% of the faculty. Then the SAB will
focus on student input. Beyond that, I

will draft a report which will be submit-
ted to the committee who will review it

and submit criticisms. I will take their
modifications into consideration and
rewrite it, then submit it to the commit-
tee for approval, and that will be sub-
mitted to the SAB. We're doing it this
way so that it's a seven week process. It

should come out around spring break.

ELM: How will this report affect
Washington College?

JC: First of all we think it's going to

have an impact and raise the level of

discussion and awareness of problems
here. Secondly, it's going to give us,

after we get back from spring break,
some specific things we can do in the
SAB in terms of action. Thirdly, it will

give next year's SGA something to con-
sider when it develops its programs.

ELM: Do you hope to give the college
some guidelines in terms of its goals or
definition?

JC: Once again I don't want to sound
too pretentious, but I think,the SGA, the
administration, et cetera, have goals
they would like to see the college pur-
sue. So do we. There's got to be a con-
scious effort to reach the goal Right
now we're just drifting along; there's
no sense that the college is moving as in

institution, which may be tied up with
all these other things I've mentioned,
about students not understanding their

education faculty morality being low
and so on.

ELM: To what do you attribute the loss

. of direction of the college?

JC: To some extent, it is connected to
national trends. But there are things
definitely related specifically to
Washington College that are responsi-
ble, and those things, will be mentioned
in the report. A lot of what we're going
to be doing is going to be based on what
people have told us: We're going to pre-
sent what we find, and hope that
everybody can take it in the spirit that
we're offering it, as an improvement.

ELM: Is there anything you'd like to
add to that?

JC: Paul and I feel that this Academic
.Report is really something we've been
working towards in all our college
educations. We've both watched the col-
lege critically, and this is ceally a
culmination of our experiences of the
college. We've tried very hard to take a
good look at it, to draw from our ex-
periences educationally: one professor
said at the end of an interview
something to the effect that 'Ah. you're
using your education against us'—he
said that jokingly, but in a way, that's
what we're doing—we've been here
four years, had four years experience,
we've learned to think and analyze in a
liberal arts way, and now we're going to
apply it to improving the college.

Profile:

Penny Fall

by Marian Cooper
Most of the college community knows

her only as the Chief Female Jock on
campus. After all, Penny Fall, as direc-
tor of women's athletics, often puts in
an eighty hour week administrating
volleyball, crew, intramurals and
physical education classes. She plays
tournament golf on an amateur circuit.
She runs at least three to five miles per
day—all year long (neither rain not
sleet, nor Maryland's coldest winter in
a century stays her from her appointed
rounds). She even hopes to participate
in marathons and mini-marathons in
the spring and fall as fellow faculty
member and fellow runner Richard
Gillin has urged her. In fact, she even
admits that she is "noted as a local
nut." ,

But athletics and gym sneakers
aside, there are other aspects to Miss
Fall's personality. She is an artist and
writer. Her parents had encouraged her
to write a sports column and illustrate
it herself. That option, however, would
have interfered with her status as an
amateur golfer. However, she has writ-
ten short stories for magazines and
covered sports events for newspapers.
Originally, before Miss Fall was

sidetracked and ended up in her posi-

tion at a small private college on
Maryland's Eastern Shore, she had
planned on becoming a medical il-

lustrationist. She has never had any for-
mal training in art, not that it would
stop her. She enjoys drawing in pencil
or pen and ink, and, as might be ex-
pected, portraits of sports greats and
action studies are her biggest field. Her
office often serves as a gallery of her
work, which reveals her skill at captur-
ing the lines and curves of human
figures.

Miss Fall's enthusiasm also runs to
literature. Her choice of reading
material is not limited to scientific and
medical journals. She too has her
frivolous side; she enjoys historical
novels and narratives of foreign in-

trigue.

After a heavy year at Washington
College comprised of 60 to 80 hour work
weeks, Miss Fall does most of her un-
winding at her summer home in

Massachusetts. There she grows nearly
every variety of vegetable, in a patch so
big she calls it her truck farm. She
relaxes by "watching the living things
sprout and grow." Artist, writer, ap-
preciator of literature, and grower of
living things, Miss Fall is much more
than the average white jock.

Dancers Stage Concert
The Washington College Dance Com-

pany will present its spring concert on
Thursday and Friday, February 3-4,

1977 in Tawes Theatre at 8 p.m. Both
performances are open to the public at
no charge.

The program will include a lecture-

demonstration on the training of a
dancer, comparing the styles of ballet,

modern dance, jazz, and tap dance and
will include elements of composition,
improvisation, rhythms, and design.

Dances in a variety of forms will

follow, encompassing abstract, lyrical,

jazz, tap, and folk styles. From the
repertory come "How-down", a salute
to the American folk tradition, "Shen--
nanigans", the zany children's favorite,

.

and "A Chorus Line", a tap-jazz

number from the highly popular Broad-

way musical of the same name. Added
to the program will be "Jazz Fugue",
"Go for Baroque", "Shennandoah'\
"Native Sun", and an untitled work by
April Lindevald.

The ensemble of dedicated students
of dance work under the artistic direc-
tion of Karen Lynn Smith, assistant
professor at Washington College. Par-
ticipating in the program are April
Lindevald, Lynn Lyke, Colleen O'Neill,
Leslie Raymond. Nancy Sanders'
Karen Lynn Smith, Kathy Streckfus,
Leah Truitt, and Marion Wolfe,

In the recent past the company has
performed locally and throughout the
State for public and private schools,
colleges, recreation dance students and
at two Maryland State Dance Festivals.
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Student Academic Board

Course Profiles

The Student Academic Board's

course profile program is designed to

provide the Washington College student

with a comparitive guide to aid in the

selection of courses. In the view of the

SAB, the four questions on the profile

form request information on the areas

of concern to most students as they

weigh course choices defined by their

particular curricular needs and in-

terests. Thepro/ilesare
intended to serve only as a supple-

ment to the criteria traditionally

employed in the selection process. Due
to the broadness of the questions and
the nature of the purpose for which they

were devised, the SAB recognizes that

they should be approached as descrip-

tive rather than as evaluative.

On a scale of zero to nine (with nine

representing the most positive

response) students were ashed to circle

the number best approximating their

reaction to the following questions

about each of their courses:

1. Taking all things into ac-

count—readings, lectures, etc.—how
interesting was this course to you?
2. With regard to course organization,

preparation for class, and the presen-

tation of material in class, how would
you rate the professor's performance
in this course?

3. How difficult was this course com-
pared to similar courses you have
taken at Washington College?

The results were averaged to produce
indices representing student interest

in the course (Inte), the professor's

performance in the course (Prof),

and the difficulty of the course (Diff).

Students also recorded on a scale

ranging from zero to fifteen the

number of hours per week that they

typically spent on work related to

each course, excluding time spent in

class (Time).

Several factors should condition the
interpretation and use of the profile
results. First, the simple averaging
of scaled answers sometimes hides
wide differences in opinion behind a
single compromise figure. Second, an
accurate understanding of the
significance of the results requires
the individual student to have an
awareness of how his viewpoint, at-

titudes, and worn habits compare
with those of most students at the Col-
lege.

Unfortunately, profiles could not be
obtained on every course offered in

the fall semester because of flaws in

the distribution procedures and an
unwillingness on the part of some
faculty members to participate in the

program. In addition, profiles based
onfewer thanfour responses were not

published to preserve the anonymity
o/those submittingpro/ile/orms.

"Two things should be emphasized with

regard to the course profiles. First, we
expected a basically negative reaction

from the faculty. I'm more concerned
with student reaction, though, since the

profiles are designed for student use.

Second, I am very wary of any use of
the scores in an evaluative sense since

the indices cover such broad areas.

Faculty nervousness about the pro-

fessor 'ratings' is to a large extent an
overreation indicating that they're tak-

ing the scores too seriously and con-

sidering them as something more than

broadly descriptive.

JeffCoomer
SAB Chairman

Course and Instructor

AMERICAN STUDIES
StudAmer Cult, Fallaw/DeProspo

ART:
Hist West Art, Janson LaPalme
Fund of Visual Design, Tessen
Beginning Painting, Tessem
Morth Ren/Bar, Janson LaPalme
Arts in America, Janson LaPalme
SpTp: Ceramics, Tessem

BIOLOGY:
General Bio, Munson
Comparative Anatomy, Munson
Cytology, Gwynn

CHEMISTRY:
General Chemistry, Conkling

Organic Chemistry, Creegan
Quantative Analysis, Creegan
Physical Chemistry, Satek
Adv Organic Chem I, Conkling

COMPUTER SCIENCE:
Intro to Computing, Schmoldt
Computer Organ, Progr, Schmoldt

DRAMA:
Hist of Theatre, Maloney
Directing I, Maloney
Scenic Design I, Segal

ECONOMICS:
Intro Macroeconimcs, Bailey
Intro Macroeconomics, Malone
Interm Microeconomics, Malone
SpTp: Urban Economics, Bailey
International Econ, Malone
Ecomonic Develop, Bailey

ENGLISH:
Forms of Lit. G i Hi

n

Forms of Lit, Lamond
HislofEngLn GilliTi

Hist ofAm Lit, DeProspo
lBtb Century, Gillin

20th Cent Brit Lit, James
SpTp: Gilded Age, DeProspo

FRENCH
Elem French I, Weinberg
Intermediate French I, Dickson
Adv Comp Syn Style, Dickson

GERMAN:
Elem German I , Salloch

Masterpieces German Lit, Schmergel
German Lit, 1815-1914, Salloch

HISTORY:
Modern Europe, Smith
HistofUS.Fallaw
Histof US, Goodfellow

Hist of Brit Isles, Halstead

17th-18th Cent America, Fallaw
Black Exp in America , Goodfellow

Reconst/Guilded Age, Goodfellow

Ancient World, Halstead

Russia, Smith

** ^ • *

5.47 6.20 5.47 5.9 15

6.04 8.32 4.54 4.4 25

800 8.00 6.20 6.3 7

7 75 7.00 5.25 8.8 B

6.50 7.38 5.50 5.3 8

5.79 6.14 5.18 4.0 28

6.00 7.00 3.75 10.8 4

7.94 8.13 7.02 7.9 54

6.24 6.12 8.06 88 17

7.31 7.46 7.00 10 13

6.69 8.00 7.45 8.5 39

6.78 8.26 8.48 13.0 28

6 98 8.22 6.78 10.7 9

518 6.73 9.00 • 11

6.25 7.75 6.75 10J) 4

6.45 7.48 7.51 9.2 40

7.75 8.00 8.00 11.8 4

LITERATURE:
Epic Lit, Kabat
Russian Lit, Kabat
20th Cent Spanish Lit, Shivers

MATH:
Finite Math, Briggs
Calculus, Briggs

Calculus I, Brown
Calculus II, Wolff

Calculus III, Brown
Differential Equations, Brown

MUSIC:
Intro to Music, Clarke
Advanced Theory, Clarke
20th Cent Music, Clarke

PHILOSOPHY:
Intro to Philo, Anderson
Intro to Philo, Newell
Intro to Philo, Tapke
Logic, Anderson
Cont Jew Cath, Prot Tht, Tapke
Hist Phil; Anc,P*°d, Anderson
Phil of Law, Neweil/Tapke

PHYSICS:
5.46 6.92 6.08 7.6 13 ArtandSciof Physics, Menard
7.80 7.20 6.00 6.8 5 General Physics I, Randolph
7.00 8.00 7.50 4.5 4 Modern Optics, Menard

5.68 5.88 7.55 6.3 31

6.05 5.77 6.91 7.1 22

5.06 5.38 8.38 8.6 16

7.25 7.92 6.58 4.8 12

6.57 4.86 7.64 9.2 14

6.57 6.00 6.86 6.1 7

6.50 7.70 5.20 6.0 20

5.33 5.49 5.24 5.0 36

6.43 7.43 5.43 5.9 14

7.29 7.94 5.47 6.1 17

4.25 6.67 5.17 6.3 12

6.88 4.88 4.88 6.5 17

820 8.80 7.20 9.6 10

6.69 8.08 5.73 5.5 13

6.40 8.00 6.40 6.7 10

7.71 8.43 7.67 6.1 7

7.91 8.09 6.50 7.4 11

8.40 8.40 6.60 8.4 5

5.50 8.75 8.67 10.8 4

6.35 6.17 5.91 7.4 23

5.89 7.18 5.04 7.1 28

7.32 8.26 6.32 6.2 38

7.70 7.62 6.85 7.2 26

7.00 7.58 6.25 7.9 12

8.36 8.50 6.41 6.4

7.50 8.25 6.81 6.1

6.90 6.90 6.20 7.7

6.58 5.83 7.50 8.4

6.1 16

POLITICAL SCIENCE:
Modern Government, An
Modern Government, Premo
Modern Government, Silver

Modern Government, Taylor
Legestative Process, Silver

Hist Political Thought, Taylor
Poitics Emerging Nations, An
International Politics, An
Govt/Polities, LatinAm, Premo
Part, Pud Opin, Silver

Law and Soceity, Taylor

PSYCHOLOGY:
General Psy, Berg/Goldstein
Child Development, Mergler
Stat, Exp Design
Learning, Motivation, J, Goldstein

Social Psychology, J. Goldstein

Personality, Mergler
Non-verbal Comm, J. Goldstein
Behavior Modification. Berg

SOCIOLOGY:
Intro to Sociology. Chauncey
Intro to Sociology. Horne
General Anthropology, Horseley

Sociology Working Class, Home
Symbolic Interaction, Chauncey

Criminology, Chauncey
Social Theory, Horsley

SPANISH:
Elem Spanish I, Weinberg
Intermediate Spanish I. Shivers
Spanish Civilization. Shivers

8.27 8.27 7.73 9.1 11

7.60 7.60 7.33 8.9 15

5.82 5.64 5.09 6.7 11

1.50 2.33 4.60 3.8 12

4.45 5.55 6.50 5.4 11

6.92 8.33 5.28 5.7 36

5.50 5.00 5.50 4.5

7.00 8.46 6.31 6.8

7.67 7.67 7.17 4.2

13

8.15 8.56 4.89 4.3 27

8.88 8.88 7.38 8.3 9

8.40 8.67 6.86 5.5 15

4.38 5.85 6.77 6.3 13

7.13 7.55 6.89 5.9 31

6.22 7.00 5.48 5.5 23

5.2S 6.44 4.86 4.2 43

6.85 7.69 5.46 4.5 13

5.50 4.50 6.88 5.5 8
'

7.55 6.76 6.34 4.1 29

5.30 6.26 5.26 5.8 27

4.64 4.93 7.29 6.5 14

4.25 3.50 4.00 3.3 4

7.17 7.70 5.22 4.4 23

5.60 6.75 5.50 5.5 20

5.67 6.81 6.07 5.8 27

3.74 6.11 6.32 5.8

6.59 7.2 16

6.50 6.4 10

7.57 8.36 6.21 5.4 14

7.53 8.18 5.65 4.4 17

7.00 8.54 6.00 4.4 13

7.21 7.36 7.00 5.9 14

6.09 6.95 6.73 6.8 11

6.34 7.31

6.60 6.91

19

7.11 6.67 5.51 5.4 71

7.14 7.71 5.36 5.7 14

4.94 6.88 4.44 5.9 16

7.00 6.69 6.23 8.2 13

7.57 7.93 4.29 6.5 14

6.50 7.92 5.01 4.1 12

5.67 5.17 6.33 5.8 6

8.00 8.25 6.88 7.3 8

5.62 5.38 5.48 5.6 42-

6.13 6.82 6.04 6.1 45

6.42 6.68 7.37 6.0 19

7.00 6.83 6.33 7.3 6

7.83 7.17 6.33 7.0 6

7.00 6.00 6.20 7.8 5

7.17 7.67 8.08 8.7 6

6.73 8.13 6.13 6.2 15

6.83 8.22 5.72 6.2 18

7.60 7.60 7.20 7.4 5
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Faculty Reactions to Course Profiles
by ROGER .l.REBETSKY

Photos by Writer

The Course Profiles published in this

issue of the ELM were distributed to

faculty members early this week. The

ELM asked several members of the

/acuity to give their opinions as to the

use/ullness and accuracy of these

evaluations, in general and with

respect to their particular department
Here are some ofthe responses:

NORMAN JAMES. Chairman, Depart-

ment of English : Statistics don|t

necessarily explain themselves; it

would be clearer if there were a more

elaborate breakdown. I don't think that

on just a few courses and just a few

statistics you can draw that much (in-

formation to benefit the department). I

can draw more conclusions talking to

people; as far as providing information

they're incomplete...you can't find out

just from statistics what you can do to a

course to make the presentation

clearer. The statistics don't tell you

precisely what they indicate."

JOHN TAYLOR. Associate Professor of

Political Science: "My first reaction is

I don't know how significant the figures

really are; they seem bunched around

the center. Just how significant the

results therefore are is difficult to tell.

Some of the items are difficult to inter-

pret, for example, difficulty of a course.

This factor certainly depends on the ap-

titudes, interest, and skills of the par-

ticular student who happens to be in the

class participating in the survey. One

can't assume that these people are

necessarily a representative sample of

the student body as a whole. One thing I

was surprised at was that there was no

question about how much a student

learned in a course. It struck me that

students are not working long hard

hours on some subjects.. .it averages,

both in and out of class, to about thirty-

six hours per week. 1 know that a lot of

unions that would like that kind of

week. It can be beneficial, but it needs

to be done over a longer period of

time.. .again, there's the problem of the

bunching of figures. It's probably not

saying as much as it might, but it would

take a statistical analysis to tell.

.

MICHEAL GOLDSTEIN, Chairman,

Department of Psychology: "These

evaluations are helpful to the individual

instructor, though I believe that they

are less helpful in the evaluation of

faculty performance by others. As a

result of individual differences in the in

the "attractiveness" of courses and the

degree of compulsion which students

feel in taking the courses, assessments

of the performance of instructors may
be biased and the estimates of the

workload similarly colored.

In Psychology there was con-

siderable variability in the number of

respondents in each class (indeed,

some classes had too few respondants

for evaluation), but there was no

estimate of the variability of

judgements within a course (except

that derived by comparing scores from

students in the Freshman, Sophomore,

Junior, and Senior classes. The result is

that we do not know whether the

judgements reported are the averaged

judgements of similar types or

dissimilar. Thus, a score of 6.0 may
result from 10 sixes or from five tens

and five twos.

For the individual instructor,

however, it is useful. One knows what to

expect from a class in a certain subject,

understands the difficulty level attemp-

ted, etc. In such circumstances, student

opinion provides feedback about the

success or failure in the particular cir-

cumstance.

PETER TAPKE, Chairman, Depart-

ment of Philosophy:.. "While I am cer-

tainly no expert on the design of evalua-

tions, the current evaluation does seem
to me to avoid some -of the obvious

weakness of several SGA evaluations of

past years. The lthrough-9 scale

reflects shades of opinion much better

than simple "yes" or "no" answers. I

am glad, too, that the evaluation results

were shared with the whole faculty. I

expect that the survey results, taken in

conjunction with other evidence, will be

of genuine help to departments in the

ongiong task of reviewing and apprais-

ing the philosophy program here."

ROBERT FALLAW.Associate Pro-

fessor of History: "I didn't examine the

questionaire enough to establish in my
own mind what I thought as the wor-

thwhileness of the thing... I don't know,

I suppose it's certainly indicitive of

something. There are people who would

have more expertise than I would in

evaluating the validity of a ques-

tionairre of this type... it seems to me
that it establishes to a certain extent

what the SGA was trying to establish at

the time. It's certainly not an objec-

tionable procedure. There is a potential

for its being beneficial (to the depart-

ment). .its merits outweith its demerits.

The important question in my mind is if

students are thinking and reacting

seriously to the survey-my reaction

would be determined by the answer to

this question."
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Remembering 20 Years at WC

Dr. Margaret Horsley

byLYNNLYKE
Celebrating the completion of 20

years of service to the college, both Dr.
Horsley and Dr. Nate Smith were com-
mended by President McLain during a
Christmas Dinner. Maryland Governor
Marvin Mandel and Louis Goldstein,
State Comptroller, sent a telegram to
them expressing their sincere con-
gratulations "for their many contribu-
tions and twenty years of service to WC,
students, and the state of Maryland.
Dr. Margaret Horsley is Chairman of

the Department of Sociology. She had
served as Dean of Women for five years
and is currently teaching An-
thropology, Geography and Intergroup
Relations. Born in Arizona, she
received her Bachelor's Degree from
Columbia the University of California
and her PhD. in Anthropology from
University.

Before coming to WC she was an In-
telligence' Specialist with the Women's
Army Corps, a FuUbright Research
Scholar in the Phillipines, and in-

structed at Hofstra College. Her main
project dealt with religion in the
Phillipines.

When asked to reflect on her time
here, Dr Hrosley said she feels the col-
lege has improved greatly over the
years. "Years ago the college was
smaller, more isolated and confined.
The student body is better trained and
its intellectual quality has improved."
She belongs to the American An-

thropology Association, the American

Ethnological Society, and the Society
for Applied Anthropology. Her other in-

terests are "cats and photography".
Dr. Nathan Smith, originally from

Chicago, is Chairman of the Depart-
ment of History. He feels that the col-

lege has improved greatly since he
started teaching in 1956. A graduate of
Roosevelt College, he earned his

Masters and his PhD. in Russian
History at the University of Illinois.

Before he started teaching here, he
wrote and edited historical articles for

an encyclopedia.

In 1966, Dr. Smith was awarded the
Lindback Award for Distinguished
Teaching and in 1975 was the recipient
of the Gold Pentagon Award, given in

recognition of service to WC. During
the years 1973-1975 he served as Acting
Dean of the College.

One of the happier moments of his
teaching career occured in 1965. A stu-

dent of his redid a paper that won the
regional prize at the Phi Alpha Theta
National Honor Society Conventiort.
Another student of Dr. Smith's ^vas
named the top student of German
History at the University of Minnesota
by a historical magazine. "Students are
more talented now than they were in

the past," he commented, "although
there has been a slight decrease in the
earnestness to study.

'

'

Playing the mandolin and the bass
fiddle are favorite hobbies of his. Dr.
Smith is a member of the American Ad-
vancement of Slavic Studies.

The Arts Around Baltimore

ART EXHIBITS
"Two Hundred Years of Painting in

America" Artists include: Benjamin
West, Gilbert Stuart, John Copley,
Edward Hopper, Jasper Johns. At the
Maryland Arts Center in the Inner
Harbor Area. Monday thru Thursday
10—5; Friday thru Saturday 10—l(h
Sunday noon—5. Lecture by Ann Van
Devanter, guest currator;.
Wednesday and Fridays, 12:20 p.m.

STAGE SHOWS
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
Barnstormers, undergraduate
theatrical troupe of Johns Hopkins
University, at the Barn Theatre,
Homewood Campus, JHU, Sunday at
2:00 p.m.; February 4 and 5, 8:00
p.m.

"The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-
in-the-Moon Marigolds" at Manson
Theatre, 4201 York Road, beginning
Friday, at 8:30 and running three
weeks of Fridays, Saturdays and Sun-
days.

Julie Harris in "The Belle of
Amhearst", Shriver Hall on Hopkins
campus, January 31 thru February 5

DINNER THEATRES
"Man of La Macha" at Colony 7 Dinner
Theatre, Baltimore-Washington
Parkway, Friday and Saturday 8:30.

Sundays at 7: 30.

"The Sound of Music" at Burn Brae
Dinner Theatre, US 29 at Blackburn
Road, Burtonvilie, Firday and Satur-
day 8:30, Sundays at 7:30 through
March.

Royal Order Stages
Party of the Year

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
FINE ARTS EDITOR

Yesterday a luncheon with several
members of the Administration, the
English Department, and a limited
number of students involved in campus
publications and creative writing

hosted famed author and Washington
College alumnus James M. Cain. Presi-
dent McLain introduced the featured
guest as a novelist, screenwriter and
the son of the former college president
for whom the Cain Athletic Center was
named. Cain is most renowned as the

byKATHYKNUST
The revival of the Debating Team

will be discussed at an open organiza-
tional meeting Wednesday at 7:30 in the
Miller Library Basement. One purpose
of the team is to promote a more in-
tellectual atmosphere on campus.
Freshman Class President Laurie

Bolton and
1

Dr. J. David Newell co-
sponsor this proposal which Newell
terms an "intellectual varsity sport."

Last Friday night the Royal Order of
Wombats held what has been called the
event of the year when they hosted their
non-annual Inaugural-Christmas party.
Neither President Carter nor St.
Nicholas were in attendance. However,
many faculty and all important per-
sonalities on campus were present.
Even some non-personalities showed
up.

Pre-party festivities began at 4:00
p.m. at the student faculty afternoon
and continued into the party itself,

which lasted until 5:00a.m. give or take
two days. Dress ranged from white tie,

top hat and tails to Saturday afternoon
at the grease-pit. The patron saint and
loose woman of the Wombat Order. Our
Lady Of The Sapphire. St. Thusnelda
was tastefully dressed in a Hanes T-
shirt, Merrie-Midget X-mas Lights, and
red/gold tinsil. A dried pickle com-
pleted her coiffure.

While most of the Knights of the
Wombat were present, there were
notable exceptions. Lord High In-
quisitor Mettiam was stuck in a 20 foot
snow drift in Chicago; Stephen, The 1st
Duke of Lutherville. was ton husv exer-

cising his droit-de-seigneur to leave.
The Speaker Of The Dead (Emeritus)
Hallam had to decline, as he is in the
middle of his fifth reincarnation.
One of the surprise guests was an ap-

parent sheik, intent on swelling his
harum. At one point the aforesaid
herded seven females into his room,
one being the wife of a professor. Strong
words were exchanged, making this
scene one of the high points of the even-
ing

In the midst of the festivities it was
revealed by Knight of the Wombat, Sir
J.S. Edward Tatnall, that another of
that famous, though obscure composer,
Phlegm Gotacough's works had been
discovered. He was not able to give a
date for its official presentation,
however.

It was an evening to delight the jaded
and refresh the weary. Faculty and
students found themselves on good
terms ( that was before the Faculty Pro-
files came out). A good time was had by
all who were invited and even by some
who weren't. The Washington College
community waits breathlessly for the
next Royal Gathering.

Dr. Nathan Smith

writer of Double Indemnity, The
Postman Always Rings Twice, Mildred
PierceamdSerenade.
The highlight of the two hour affair

was Cain's anecdotes of H.L.Mencken,
F. Scott Fitzgerald, W.C. Fields, Cecil
B. DeMills, and other celebrities he
knew during his 15 years as a
Hollywood screenwriter. In addition to

namedropping, Cain related incidents
from his own career. The May 2, 1969
issue of theElm lauded the author as
"one of the great inventors of the West
Coast crime novel."

He believes debating offers great op-
portunities to philosophy and law
students. Both JV and Varsity teams
will be formed for the novice and the
more experienced debaters.
Laurie hopes the team will be able to

challenge other colleges as far away as
New England, and possibly Canada.
Those interested are urged to contant
Dr. Newell or Laurie.

WANTED
Typists-Photographers

News writers—Sports writers

Graphics Designers

Layout Staff

Advertising Staff

To work for The ELM
Contact ELM Office
778-2800 Ext. 321
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Intramural Basketball:

Highscoring Entertainment
by BOB AKESON

It appears as if the caliber of talent in

Intramural Basketball has improved
over last season, especially when one
considers the "A" league's highscoring

games this Tuesday. The "A" league
Lost Planet Airmen, led by ex-varsity

men, Archie Hoyt and Ben Hogan,
trounced the Bof Chis 60-43. Hogan and
Hoyt combined for 45 points in that

game.

In other action, the Orangemen led by
Dan Barbierri, who scored 32 points,

impressively defeated the injury ridden
KA "A, squad 80-62. The Orangemen

Volleyball

Champs
by TOM DENT

and
JAYGLAZER

There are two trophies awarded in

coed volleyball: the Championship
Trophy and the Tournament Trophy.

This year Jenny Butler's team took

the playoffs and thus won the Tourna-
ment, while Ann Goodrich's team 5 had
the best season record, and the Cham-
pionship.

Team edged out team in the

Tournament playoff, winning 3 out of 5

games. In the tournament semi-finals,

Butler's s beat the third place team
and Goodrich's s out battled the

fourth place team 4. Team finished

the regular season with the best record

of '76, however, the standings listed

below include tournament play and
may be misleading.

Kerric Harvey, speaking for the

Tournament winners, stressed team
communications and unity as the vital

assets of their triumph. "We played

well as a team, the girls and the guys

were considerate to one another and
this led to unity. Many of our games this

season could have gone either way
without it."

Captain Ann Goodrich comments on
team 5's championship': "Though we
faltered in the playoffs, we had a great

season and a lot of fun as a team. I think

the most important point I can raise is

that the new kids, who hadn't had much
exposure to V-ball learned quite a lot."

DON KELLY
CHEVROLET BUICK INC.

Rl. 2 1 3 N. Cheitertown, Md.

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES!

consist primarily of freshmen and may
offer the most significant challenge to

the Thetas who have traditionally

dominated-the league.

The Thetas had little trouble with the

Faculty "A" squad as they coasted to a
79-59 victory. Ron Athey posted 27

points to lead the losers while Theta

Steve Wilkinson contributed a stagger-

ing 43 points ( 20-25 from the floor)

.

During this season the "Elm" will

recognize the outstanding player of

each week in the "A" league. The
honors this week deservedly go to both

Dan Barbierri and Steve for their

highscoring efforts.

An "A" league All-Star game to be
held at the end of the playoffs between

two arbitrarily and imaginatively

chosen divisions is presently being con-

sidered.

In the "B. league, the Faculty nipped

Grok 35-33. Sig Left Over was outscored

by the Foul Shots 31-23, last year's "B"
league champs. The potentials over-

whelmed the KAs 68-23 in a game in

which Matt Wagner chipped in 25 points

for the victors. In other games, Henks
Tanks were victorious iff their contest

with Trout City 60-22, and Herman beat

Theta "B" 43-34.

Socrosse

Playoff Lineup

byJEFFBOWERMAN
Through games last Monday, the

Thetas and Los Calientes lead the in-

tramural socrosse league with identical

3-1 records. After losing their initial

match to the Thetas, Los Calientes have

won their last three contests, while the

Thetas have grabbed two in a row.

The Gansters of Love, early leaders

of the league, fell to third place after a

9-7 loss to the Bof Chis. They will meet
the Thetas on Sunday at 8 PM in the

first round of the playoffs after Los

Calientes take on the Whirlwinds at 1

PM. The standings:

Los Calientes 3-1-0

Thetas 3-1-0

Gangsters of Love 2-2-1

Whirlwinds 2-2-1

Alohas 1-3-0

Bof Chis l-c-0

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair
Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown, Maryland

STOREWIDE CLEARANCE SALE

20%-50% Reduction
Bonnett's Town & Country Shop

Dr. Robert P. Rich.

Computerized Music

Union of Art and science?

by ELLEN HOBBS
Science has embraced the arts. At

least, such was the motif Dr. Robert P.

Rich of Johns Hopkins University em-
phasized in his Tuesday night lecture on

"musical Notation for Computer
Science." He explained the intricacies

of translating music into a

mathematical form that can easily be

read and reproduced by the computer.

According to Rich, characteristics of

the music and type of instrument being

reproduced must be taken into account

when transcribing music for the com-

puter. The physics of sound and the

quality of reproduction desired must

also be considered. Although*computer

scientists have been able to accurately

reproduce most instrumental pieces,

they have not yet adequately
reproduced the human voice.

The 90 minute lecture, poorly at-

tended by both students and faculty,

dwelt primarily on the physics and
mathematics of music. The aesthic

quality of music was virtually un-

touched. During the question and
answer period, members of the Music
Department descended on Rich, attack-

ing him for his lack of aesthetic

perspective. They acknowledged the

scientific import of computer produced

music but questioned Rich's insistent

that human error is absent in the

reproduction of that music.

77/E 6A>BA-T DBCfJA/E'
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Shoremen Take Eighth Straight
by ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

The highly talented and fired-up var-
sity basketball team dramatically
came from behind in the final seconds
of play this Wednesday to edged past
Swarthmore College 87-77. They won
Swarthmore to win their eighth game in

a row and their tenth of twelve contests.
"It was a rough game and everyone

was thoroughly exhausted at the end,"
Coach Finnegan said. "It was not the
most artistic match' but it was a real
good win we were down the whole game
and still managed to come back."
Swarthmore was ahead except towards
the end and at halftime when the
Shoremen led 38-37.

Swarthmore regained command in

the second half and led by as much as 9
points three times, notably once with
less than six or seven minutes to play.
That was when the Shoremen staged
their aggressive comeback. Before,
they were not playing as well as they
could, according to the coach and Cap-
tain Joe Wilson who said, "everyone got
tough with four minutes to play."
After whittling down Swarthmore's

lead to 75-71 with approximately two
minutes remaining, Freshman Brian
Plunkett scored and was fouled. He
converted the foul shot, and moments
later, Doug Byrne hit in a one-and-one
situation to put the Shoremen ahead
76-75.

Swarthmore then gave over to the
Sho'men once again, and in its frantic
efforts to regain possession, John
Habermann was fouled. After connec-
ting on the fit of one-and-onp shots, it

looked as though the Shoremen could
stall out Swarthmore if they got the ball
without a Swarthmore conversion. But
Greg Parker found the mark to tie the
game 77-77.

Excitement and tension reached a
crescendo as WC moved the ball to
within striking range. Then Joe Wilson,
who led the Shoremen with 20 points
and snagged 8 rebounds, went to the
foul line in another one-and-one situa-
tion and scored what proved to be the
winning point, 78-77.

Wilson missed the second foul shot,
and with 35 seconds left, Swarthmore
failed two chances to score. Then as the
clock ticked down to 14 seconds, a jump
ball between Plunkett and Parker
resulted in Swarthmore reacquiring the
ball.

Gary Silverman, who was the hero of
the last WashingtonSwarthmore con-
test in which he scored the winning

'

basket with three seconds left, had the
opportunity to repeat fate. But much to
the relief of the Shoremen, he missed
his shot. With four seconds remaining,
Plunkett was fouled again. He did not
score but recovered his own rebound
and dribbled the clock out.

Doubtlessly the coach and the
Sho'men were thrilled at the victory
that allayed all qualms of a Swar-
thmore hex over WC. However, it has to
be admitted that no one had a moment's
realization which they have not had
since the thumping of Gallaudet 119-65
on January 18.

"It was a poor game on our part,"
Wilson noted. "There were no real
stars.. .We have been bothered by colds
and the flu and our foul shooting was
atrocious." WC was only 16-31 from the
foul line.

"However, our guys never gave up,"
Coach Finnegan declared. "We hung in
there and gave a full effort, particular-
ly in the second half

.

"

Although "we had a lot of things
against us," the coach added, the
Shoremen's dispersed scoring typified
a strong team showing. Besides
Wilson's 20 points, Doug Byrne and Ed
Beach had 14 and 10 respectively. Geoff
Kurtzman, whose 1127 career points
enabled him to surpass Coach Finnegan
into fifth place on the team's all-time
high scoring list; Brian Plunkett and
Dennis Compton each had eight. Steve
Dicketson scored 7.

Kurteman, who has 879 career re-
bounds and the possibility of reaching
1000, and Byrne led the team with 9 re-
bounds.

Wan tea: Apartment size or smaller'
refrigerator. If you have one or know
of one, contact Lisa Martin, Queen
Anne's 215.

For Sale
: 2 by 4s and plywood in lengths

of about 10 feet. For bids, come down
to the Elm office. Highest bidder
wins!

The Ram Shop

Craft Supplies
And

Craft Kits

111 Cross St., Chestertown
778-4554

Stam

Drug Go.
215 Nigh Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030.

> Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

John Habermann making a lay-up against Gallaudet.

The players agree. "We have more
drive and more team spirit than we
have had in th.e past," Beach claimed.
"Now we come into a game expecting
to win."

"Not only does the team have great
spirit," Kurtzman added, "but we have
a great bench. Bob Moore and Roger
Wolf have helped us a great deal.. .They
not only encourage us but point out our
mistakes, ones which we do not always
see ourselves."

After seeing the team play, it is hard
to believe it is basically the same team
as last year's which, at this time, had a
lowly 3-13 record.

With a little luck, the Sho'men will
have a winning season which they have-
not had since 1963-1964 when they were
12-9. They have already won more
games than had last year when they
were 8-17.

Their winning streak will be tested
this Saturday against Haverford here
at 8:00 p.m. The game should prove in-

teresting and exciting as Washington
will face one of the best players in the

league, Dick Voith, It would serve you
well to attend. Besides the players
could yse some deserving support.

If one player had to be recognised for
his efforts, it would have to be John
Habermann who turned in "a good
defensive job in the second half," the
coach said. He stopped Eric Mon-
tgomery, "who is considered one of the
best players for Swarthmore, and who
scored only 2 of his 17 points in the se-

cond half."

Other than singling out Habermann
as a standout of the game, it is impossi-
ble to spotlight anyone else because,
like the coach said, it was a team effort.

Through out the season, this has been
the key to Washington's success.
A coach here for the last seven years,

Finnegan cannot recall having a more
determined and enthusiastic squad.
"The team we have this year is basical-
ly the same as the one we had last year,
he resolves. "Now it is just a year older
and more determined to play well and
win."

FOR GUYS Sf GALS
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 hk3h street
Chestertown, Maryland 21020

PHONE 77B-2860

BASSFRYETOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT
THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE

Fn. Jan. 28—Dick Durham Duo
Sat. Jan. 29—'.'Fat Shadow"
Mon. Jan. 31—Fussball Tournament 9 p.m.

LADIES' NITE EVERY WEDNESDAY
Fri. Fob. 4—"Bird Dog and the Roodkings"



AAUP URGES

FACULTY PAY RAISE

"I think we have a difficult month or two ahead of us in terms of controlling
the energy situation. "—Gene Hesse v. Vice-President of Finance.

WC's Energy
Status Uncertain

by DAVID LERNER
News Editor

Washington College may not have yet
felt the full impact of the natural gas
shortage and the extreme cold that
have assaulted the nation this winter.
Thus far, the school has managed to
maintain its supply of fuel oil (which it

uses instead of natural gas), but it has
not been easy.

Texaco, WC's oil supplier, indicated
early last week that they had run out of
the school's particular grade of oil

because they were unable to move their
barges up the bay. Financial Director
Gene Hessey promptly contacted Hess
Oil, who catered to the school during
the Arab embargo of 73, and fuel was
delivered within a week. At this point,
Mr. Hessey feels that between both
companies WC should have no trouble
getting oil.

.

However the situation could change
drastically. The natural gas shortage
has prompted many gas users to con-
vert to oil. This could create a tremen-
dous strain on the oil supply, but it will

take a week or two to feel any impact. If

the Governor considers shutting down
non-essential industries to conserve
energy, he may also consider closing
the schools.

THERMOSTATSLOWERED TO ffi-

The Maintenence Department
responded to the Governor's request to

lower thermostats, and on Monday
reset the school's to approximately 65°.

This will reduce the campus' normal
consumption of 2000—2400 gallons of oil

a day by 400—500 gallons. Further-
more, there have been operating pro-

blems with the new heating system in

William Smith Hall which will be cor-

rected in the near future, and will result

in additional savings.

OVERALL CONSUMPTION
ENCOURAGING

- The latest fuel consumption analysis
yielded a "pleasant surprise" for Mr.
Hessey. "We have consumed (from Ju-
ly 76) through January, 1977, 39,000

more gallons of fuel oil than in the same
period last year." This figure is less

than one month ahead of last year's
consumption; he had originally
estimated the difference to be nearly
two months. "We made more pro-
gress... in fuel conservation than I had
guessed," stated Hessey. "The
Maintenence Department deserves a
'thank you' for a job well-ddhe.

"

The weather has made other pro-

blems for the Maintenence Depart-
ment. A malfunctioning water meter
caused freeze-ups in the water pipes of

Ferguson Hall and the Graphic Arts
Center last weekend. However, running
water was restored early on Monday
morning.

Mr. Hessey explained that right now,
as regards to the fuel situation, he will

have to wait and see what happens. The
weather forecast doesn't give much
hope; temperatures over the next thirty

days are expected to be below normal.

by MARION COOPER
g The Washington College chapter of
* the American Association of University
a Professors ( AAUP) has proposed an in-

n crease in faculty salaries which would
§) probably necessitate a corresponding

| increase in tuition. A letter, which in-

£ eluded the tables reprinted below, was
sent to faculty members on Monday,
asking that they approve the motion.

In comparison to six other small col-
leges, WC has had the smallest percent
salary increase since 1971 (see compen-
sation chart below). In 1971 WC pro-
fessors had salaries comparable to

those of the professors at the other
schools. Since then, the other college
professors have averaged a 24.2 %
salary increase while WC professors
have recieved a 10 %increase. Further-
more, a 29 %increase in salaries would
be necessary to bring current earnings
to a level comparable to the earnings

Campus Calendar

Friday—February 4
College Dancers in Concert—Tawes, 8

p.m. no admission

Saturday—February 5

Basketball vs. Ursinus (away)

l Monday—February 7

Exhibit-paintings, drawings, sculpture
','

,
by Scott Woolever, opening recep^
tion8p.m.,lobbygallery,FineArts
Center (showing thru February 19,

lto4p.m. weekdays)

Tuesday—February 8

Film Series, "The Lost Honor of

Katherine Blum—Smith
Auditorium, 75*, 8 p.m.

Wednesday—February 9

Basketball vs. Haverford (away)

Thursday—February 10

Concert Series, Anthony and Joseph
Para tore, duo-pianists, Tawes
Theater, 8:30 p.m.

paid in 71-72. Current tuition and fees
need a $506 hike to be at a level com-
parable to tuition and fees of six years
agotsee tuition & fees chart below).
The AAUP suggests that if WC wishes

to maintain its high standards, the
salaries and expenses of the school will
have to follow the trend of the economy
and increase. In the words of the mo-
tion: "It is the belief of the faculty that
low salaries are reducing the college's
ability to attract new faculty and has
encouraged existing faculty to look for
employment elsewhere. Since the
declining purchasing power of tuition
and salary dollars are parallel, the
faculty wishes to call to the attention of
the Board of Visitors and Governers the
possibility that increasing tuition to
match inflation may be the only way (in
the short term) to ease the faculty's
distress."

Salary and Tuition Tables on Page 3

ii*

Bailey Appointed to

Hodson Trust Chair
by MARGERET HANDLE

The Hodson Trust Chair in

Economics has been awarded to Dr. W.
Michael Bailey" Associate Professor of

Economics and Department Chairman.
Dr. Bailey is the first Washington Col-

lege faculty member to be honored with
this appointment, which will be
presented to him. in a ceremony at the
February 19th Washington's Birthday
Convocation.

Dr. Bailey's' academic background
and experience in his field were
primary reasons for his selection to fill

the Chair in Economics. President
McLain stated: "Dr. Bailey's potential

as a scholar of Economics is outstan-

ding. He is man of great intelligence

and integrity. As a teacher, he has pro-

ven himself to be one of our best.

"

The Hodson Trust, who is awarding
the . Chair, was established by the

Beneficial Finance Corporation.
Founded by Colonel Clarence Hodson,
the Corporation has been a major
benefactor of Washington College
through the Trust for many years.

The Establishment of Endowed Chairs
Beneficial Corporation invests prin-

cipal for the Hodson Trust, which is

compounded. Several years ago.
Beneficial Corporation agreed to make
funds available for the establishment of

endowed chairs. Interest from the in-

vestment is used to endow chairs on the

Hodson Trust. This income pays the

salaries of professors who hold chairs

on the Trust and benefits their depart-

ments.
Dr. Bailey's Chair in Economics is

Continued on Page 4
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A billboard North of Chestertown displays a picture of Earth,

seen from millions of miles out in space. Superimposed on the .

planet is a gas gauge, the needle almost on the red E.

Underneath this are the two words: What Then?

It would be just as logical tor there to be a big billboard in front

of Washington College, with a picture of Bill Smith, the gauge,

and the needle moving toward the big red E. Only in the case of

Washington College the What Then? is a little more immediate.

At the writing, the school has enough heating oil. There are no
major worries that it will run low. But at the present consump-
tion rate supplies could conceivably dwindle, with no hope of

replacing them. What then? A free week of school? No spring
break? Classes throughout May? An increase in tuition and room
and board fees to cover any similar shortages next year? .

There are ways to circumvent these privations, however.
Thermostats can be kept to a strict 65° in those dorms where they
can be controlled. Once the heating system is corrected in Bill

Smith, the windows should be kept closed. Outside doors should
not be propped open. Showers can be quick, to cut down on hot
water consumption. Lights could be turned off when not in use.

The same with stereos and TVs. And most of all, a little con-

sideration could be exercized.

Spring is about six weeks away, according to the Ground Hog.

The Farmer's Alamanac predicts snows into April. Either

Washington College—and the whole Eastern Seaboard— is going

to have to get used to lower indoor temperatures, or we are going

to have to start sleeping the winter away.
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To the Editor:

As concerned members of the

Academic Council who did not support

recent course additions to the music
curriculum, we feel that it is our

responsibility to present our view-

points. We realize that this issue is of

great importance to students, many of

whom have limited knowledge of the

proceedings of Academic Council

meetings. Many reasons for supporting

such a proposal have been presented,

and we would now like to express our

feelings.

Students take four courses each

semester under our four course plan.

Those courses receive equal credit and
therefore should demand equal com-
mitments. A student participating in a

proposed music course would be in-

volved in that course for four semesters

while also taking the normal course

load. This situation would be in viola-

tion of the four course plan.

For good or for bad the four course

plan and its philosophy exists; courses

in band and chorus as proposed did not

meet such guidelines. It is time to stop

"chipping away" at the plan without an
evaluation of its merits. Perhaps such

an evaluation is a worthwhile endeavor

for the Academic Council in the future,

but this is not at issue here.

Many students, especially those

closely involved, feel that their hard
work and devotion to the ensembles
merited receivng credit for their ef-

forts. While we commend their interest

and encourage their participation, it is

not sufficient for course status. Many
other departments have non-credit pro-

grams that require hard work and
devotion. If chorus and band became
credit courses, credit for drama pro-

ductions laboratory work, involvement

in campus publications, even participa-

tion is sports is in the forseeabte future.

As your representatives, we felt our

decision should not reflect the majority

of student opinion we had encountered

from those in all departments. The

decision made by the Council as a whole
and the decisions of its individual
members were made after careful con-
sideration and longer discussion than
on any previous issue. It should be
taken as an attack on an individual's
professionalism in light of the fact that
a decision was made only on the issues
as presented,
Lastly, the quality of the ensembles is

not in doubt. We have first-hand
knowledge of this through our atten-
dance at several performances in past
years. To have attended rehersals
would have served no purpose; we
never doubted the caliber of the instruc-
tion.

It is our hope that the Washington
College Band and Chorus will continue
to enrich campus life.

Respectfully,

Tracy DeVan
Kathy Ban-

To the editor:

The article in the January 28 lm concer-

ning Dr. Robert Rich's lecture,

"Musical Notation for Computer Input"

contains a misinterpretation that I feel

should be corrected. The reviewer

noted that "during the question and

,

answer period, members of the Music
Department descended on Rich, attack-

ing him for his lack of aesthetic

perspective." This comment, it ap-

pears from further statements in the

review, refers to a question shich I

asked Dr. Rich. In point of fact, I did

not intend to "descend" on Dr. Rich.

Nor did I attack him. I simply asked

him a question that concerned
transference of medium and the pro-

blem of communication when the com-
poser—performer—listener sequence
in the creative process is broken.

Since I enjoyed the lecture, and since

I admire the work which Dr. Rich is do-

ing in the field of computer synthesis, I

am sorry that my question was
misconstrued.

Sincerely

Garry E. Clarke

SGA Launches
Survey

by DAVE DOUGLASS

The SGA has formulated a comprehen-
sive network of "non-academic" ques-

tionnaire intended to indicate student

sentiment on issues concerning campus
services and social organizations.

Evaluations will be conducted on the

following areas: Resident Assistents,

dorm conditions, social affairs, govern-

ing bodies, judiciary, food, 'greeks',

and athletics.

SGA President Paul Noto stated that

the questionaires are designed to give

him evidence supporting "general at-

titudes of dissatisfaction" about

various non-academic aspects of

Washington College. Findings of the

surveys will be submitted to the ad-

ministration where Noto hopes

•positive measures" wm be taken.

' "These concrete results will be more ef-

fective (in persuading the administra-

tion to act) than just heresay about stu-

dent dissatisfaction", Noto said.

One area students are concerned

with, Noto believes, is the appointment

and seeming automatic re-appointment

of RAs. He is advocating creation of a

board headed by the Assistant Dean of

Students and composed of two RAs and

two other students. This way. "student

would have a formalized committee" to

hear complaints concerning their RA.

Noto emphasised that the inclusion of

two students who were not RAs would

prevent the board from becoming self-

serving or unresponsive.
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profile:
Ruth Dickerson

Formal Dress and Adidas?
Submitted by tlie Women's Athletic Association

This is Ruth Dickerson. Having trouble with that name? Then just call her
Miss D.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Fine Arts Editor

February 2 marks an annual event at

Washington College. No, it's not the

date of a mass Ground Hog Day obser-

vance. Even if it were, this season's

severe cold and Wednesday's surplus of

shadows would have chilled any
festivities. The Book Store's Georgie
Boy Sale has not created a campus-
wide sensation. Neither has anticipa-

tion of the Washington's Birthday Ball

climaxed with a frenzied riot.

Although these three possibilities are
exhausted, there is yet another occa-

sion which explains the air of celebra-

tion (as well as the big red and white
cake) in the Snack Bar Wednesday. As
if setting a minor precedentfor the

celebration later this month, the event
alluded to here was another birthday.

Yes, that's right, Snack Bar pro-

prietress Ruth Dickerson, or Miss D, as
she is known affectionately by her
friends and customers (and the terms
are synonymous) turned 63 Wednesday.
A life long residency at Quaker Neck
and a nearly 21 year tenure at

Washington College have given her the

right and sacred obligation of observing

changes in the college, the outlying

community, and the attitudes of

students. In addition, she has been able
to give an answer to that question which
has plagued anyone who has walded
across campus on a cold February
night in particular: "Is this really the

worst winter in over 40 years?"
With regards to the weather, Miss D

can declare a definite yes and no. "As
far as cold goes," she said, "I can't

remember a worse one." To the in-

numerous people here who have
already suffered frost bite there was
never any doubt.

But she went on to state that "as for

snow, this is nothing compared to the

winter of '58". That was the season
snow was "so deep it was half-way up
telephone poles". That was the winter
when Miss D and her daughter Sharon,
who has continued working the Snack
Bar "since she was a little girl" were
"snowed in" and lived in Hodson
Lounge for a week.
Another obvious question posed to a

life long citizen of this area is "How has
the community changed in your life?"

"Has it grown?" Miss D answered,
"Yes, It's grown." Chester-town is still

far from the boundaries of the

Metropolitan Statistical Area, but Miss
f> remembers when what is now "Up-
town" Chester-town was all farm area.

She is admittedly, "shocked
everytime I look in a phone book, ft

used to be I knew all my neighbors.

Now Chestertown is growing so mucn;
there are so many more people here
now I've never heard of

.

"

The ranks of Chestertown have also

been swelled by some people Miss D
does know. "Alot of students stay here
or return after they graduate," she
stated. "It's one of the greatest joys of

my life seeing them come back and see-

ing how they have turned out. You
know, I try to imagine what students

will become after they leave school and
I'm usually right." She names Chester-

town Attorney Basil and WC's own Mar-
tin Kabatt as "two of my kids who came
back."

The outer limits of the town are not

alone in their metamorphasis. The
physical structure of the college has

grown at an even faster rate than the

community which encompasses it in

order to keep up with growing student

body. (Yes, at one time Washington
College was actually growning!) In

March, 1956, Miss D beganworking in a

snack bar in the basement of Bill Smith,

operated by her sister. Renovations and
the additives of new facilities caused

the service to be moved from its origin

to the bookstore, to another corner of

Hodson Hall. Finally it settled in its pre-

sent location where it faithfully serves

students suddenly struck by hunger or

wary of the cafeteria's offerings.

Despite all these changes, Miss D was
quick to remark, "the kids have re-

mained basically the same." She con-

tinued, "I've seen fads come and go.

I've seen them get sloppier in

appearance-before all that rock and roll

stuff began," she stated with a sigh.

"They used to dress neatly, like boys

and girls.. ..I'm glad to see that that's

coming back in. That doesn't mean that

I've ever stopped liking to work for

them. They've always been nice kids. I

like the kids. I always have."
When asked if there were any

outstanding memories she would like to

mention in the story, she quipped,

"Would you like me to write you a

book? After being here all these years I

probably could." The possibilities are

limitless and inviting. There's sym-
bolism in the figure of this woman who
has watched so many classes graduate

and who calls the visits of some return-

ing former students as one of the

"greatest joys in my life."

"The memories of my life in the last

21 years are just too much to pick out

anything as my fondest memory," Miss

D said. "I just want everybody to know
that I love my work and I love kids.

Why else would I have been here all this

flme?"

It seems the Washington College ad-
ministration is always complaining
about the destructive tendencies of the
students, yet the administration does
not seem to be overly concerned about
damaging one of the most used and
well-kept facilities on campus.

in other words, a number of students
at WC are concerned about the conse-
quences of the use of the Cain Athletic
Center for the Washington's Birthday
Ball.

We ask that the following points be
considered:

1. The most obvious reasons that

precautions must be taken are the

possibilities of ground-in cigaret-

tes, spilled alcohol, sand under
hard-soled shoes and the band
equipment and tables that soft

wood cannot withstand.
2. All the tables, chairs, etc., must be

moved from the cafeteria down to

the gym. Because of this extensive
moving operation, the gym will be
unavailable that weekend. If the

floor is refinished the gym will be
unavailable for over a week. (What
will happen to basketball, in-

tramurals, and classes. . >

3. The Washington's Birthday Ball is

considered a fund raising activity.

With all the moving and with the

cost of refinishine the entire floor

we will be lucky to breaK even.
What gives the administration the
right to spend our money on such a

frivolous activity with the tuition

raise imminent?
4. If the money is to be spent anyway it

would be useful for the school to

purchase some kind of protective
covering for the gym floor. This
would be a one time expenditure
and the cost could be well worth the
results. If the school is not willing to

buy a covering, renting a hall large
enough to accomodate the guests
would have been another possible

alternative. The Armory, for exam-
ple, can be rented for $175.00.

The above, of course, are of secon-

dary importance when compared to the

obvious safety factors involved when
competingon a less than optimum sur-

face.

After all these disadvantages have
been considered, won't holding the ball

in the gym add to the destruction that

seems to plague this campus? Show you
are concerned by signing the petition

that will be available next week at the

dining hall. This petition will be submit-
ted to the administration requesting

that the floor be refinished completely

and that the gym will not be available

for future dances.

Salary, Tuition Hikes

Average Compensation by Rank-?
Academic Years 1971—1972 "S

Per $1000 ^
1971—1972
Professor 19.3

Associate 13.8

Assistant 11.1

1975—1976

Professor 21.3

Associate 16.3

Assistant 14.1

Percent increase '71—"72 to '75—''

Professor 10

Associate 18

Assistant 27

/ &
#
^

17.4 20.7 19.6 20.9 19.7 16.1

14.3 15.4 15.2 16.6 15.9 14.3

12.2 13.1 12.6 12.9 12.8 12.1

22.4 24.1 23.7 27.7 23.7 20.5

18.7 17.9 19.5 20.2 18.7 17.0

15.9 15.1 14.7 15.8 14.4 14.3

29 16 21 32

31 16 28 22

30 15 17 22

Tuition and Fees

1971—1972

1975—1976

Percent Change

2 220 2,000 2,000 2,250 2,150 NA 2,000

2,425 2,275" 2,870 2,700 2,880 NA 2,225

10 14 43 20 34 NA

DON KELLY
CHEVROLET-BUICK IRC.
Rt. 213 N. Chestortown, Md.

SERVICE OR tLLMAKES!

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair
Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown. Maryland

MAGNAVOX SYLVANIA

ANTENNAS INSTALLED

Continental TV
Repairs on all makes

Richard LaPlaca

778-1113
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Sho'men Fall

to Loyola
Winning Streak Ends at Nine

by DANA
The Shoremen's good thing ended on

Tuesday as the Loyola Greyhounds
-upended them 06-58 at Evergreen.

Earlier, however, WC ran the winning

streak to nine straight, thumping con-

ference foe Haverford 90-72 before an
enthusiastic home crowd Saturday. The
split left the team's overall record at

11-7, while beating the 'Fords upped
thejr conference mark to 3-2. Satur-

day's crowd, although composed large-

ly of townspeople, was by far the most
vocal lot to fill Cain Gym this season.

The Shoremen did not disappoint them,

racing to an early 19-12 lead and owning

a 49-39 advantage at halflime. Only the

scoring of Haverford sub Len Tar-

. nowski, who had 12 in the first half, kept

the Fords in the game, as the division's

leading scorer, Dick Voith, started out

cold. Voith picked up the pace in the se-

cond half, though, and Haverford nar-

rowed the gap to 75-72 with just three

minutes remaining, as the flu-ridden

Shoremen began to tire. But Doug
Byrne's tap-in re-established the Shore

momentum, and WC broke the game
open. Haverford coach Tony Zanin
picked up three technical fouls in the

final moments and was 'ejected from
the game, and Steve Dickerson swished
h*me the six resulting free throws to

put it away. Joe Wilson netted 19, Byrne
had 16, and Dickerson 17 to lead

CHATELLIER
Washington. Voith led everyone with 26.

Tuesday's clash found the Shoremen
outhustling and Outplaying Loyola for a

half to lead 27-24, only to have the

'Hounds get right back in the game on

the shooting of reserve guard Fran
Palazzi and foreward Tim Koch. Loyola

caught fire, WC went cold, the lead

bulged to 55-39, and theShore five never

again threatened seriously.

Wilson and Ed Beach shared game
scoring honors with 16 each, while Koch
and reserve center Dan Lyons bucketed

14 apiece for Loyola. The top two teams
from the MAC Southeast Division go to

the MAC playoffs. As of last Sunday,

the division stood as follows:

Team w 1

Widener 6 1

Hopkins 4 1

WC 3 2

Swarthmore 2 3

Haverford 2 4

Ursinu* 6

If WC wins all their remaining con-

ference games, and- thereby finishes

8-2, they will be in the playoffs no mat-

ter what. They can afford just one loss,

and-even'then they may need some help

from someone else. The fjnal week of

the season is the Shoremen's chance to

take fate into their own hands, with

home games against Widener and
Hopkins on the 16th and 18th.

Anthony and Joseph Paratore, duo-pianists, will give a concert on Thursday,
February 10 at 8:30 p.m. in Tawes Theatre. Don't miss it; their sensational
performance here last year brought the audience to their feet.

Bailey, Continued from Page 1

the fourth such chair held by members
of the faculty and administration of

WC. The Trust also endows chairs in

Political Science (held by Dr. Tai Sung
An. Chairman— Political Science and
Internationa] Studies departments)'
English (held by Dr. Norman
James—Chairman, English depart-

ment) and Chemistry, (held by Dr.

Joseph H.McLain).
Before coming to WC in 1975, Dr.

Bailey was Assistant Professor- of

* FOR GUYS # GALS
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 high street
Chestertown, Maryland 21020

PHONE 77B-2B60

BASS FRYE TOPSIOER
SEBAGO A1GNER

Elburn's Florist and Greehouses
• Complete Plant Supplies
• We Wire Flowers and Plants Worldwide

Roses Carnations
1 Mil* South of Bridge Fresh Arrangements Corsages Phono 776-2200

Dennis Compton puts one up as Dave Van Scoy (44) and Haverford's Dick

Voith ( 4 ) took on.

Economics at the University of

Maryland. He was economic consultant

to the Muskegon (Michigan) County
Development Commission and the

District of Columbia Department for

the Administration of Criminal Justice.

With Blair Ewing, Dr. Bailey is co-

author of "The Forward Plan of the Of-

fice of Education for Elementary and
Secondary Education. This April Dr.
Bailey will present a paper in an ad-

dress to the Southwestern Economics
Association inDallas.

'Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m.-10 p.m.

The Ram Shop

Craft Supplies
And

Craft Kits

1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertown
778-4554

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Hallmark Cards

Eaton Papers

Typewriter Repair

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030.

• Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

FrI. Feb. 4 ft Tu«>. Feb , 8
Wm. Smith Auditorium

S P.M.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT
THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
Wed. Feb. 9—"Ladies' Nite"

Fussball Tournament 9 p.m.
(Singles & Doubles)

Fri. Feb. 1 1
—

"Birddog and the Roadkings"
Sat. Feb. 1 2—Van Dyke & Glaeser

Discount to all W.C. Students for

Washington's Birthday Ball Flowers!

Anthony's Flowers and Greenhouses
Complete Plant Supplies

Plants & Flowers Wired Worldwide

'A Mile South of Bridge Phone: 778-2525
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$300 FEE INCREASE IN

PROPOSED BUDGET
by DAVID LERNER

News Editor

The Paratores gave a stunning performance in their concert at Tawes
Theater last night. Their breathtaking finale, Carnival of Animals, by

Saint-Saens, earned them a standing ovation. See story on page 4.

Birthday Ball

Site Defended
by LYNN LYKE

There has been much controversy

during the past month over the site of

this year's Birthday Ball: the Cain

Athletic Center. George Hayward,
Vice-President for Development &
Public Relations, and Co-ordinator of

the Birhtday Ball Celebration, cited

the over-crowded conditions in Hodson
Hall as the main reason for moving
the function into the gym.
The Birthday Ball committee, whose

members include, Mr. Hayward, Mr.

Bedford Groves, Assistant to the

President, and Dean Kelly, decided

after much consideration that the ball

had outgrown the Hodson complex.

Last year Hynson Lounge, the Coffee

House, and Hodson Hall were opened
to accomodate the crowd. "It just isn't

big enough for the anticipated 750 peo-

ple, and those who do attend would
like to be in the main ballroom. If

there was another alternative we
would have taken it," Mr. Hayward
explained.

However, Mr. Edward Athey, Chair-

man of the Department of Physical -

Education, continues to be concerned

about holding the Ball in the gym
because similiar events have caused

damage to the building in the past.

In response to these fears, the com-
mittee has taken measures to keep
damage to a minimum. "We plan to

put down a sawdust-like compound to

reduce friction, carpet the foyer to

remove grit, and place protective

coverings around the food and bar

areas," stated Mr. Hayward. Also the

committee has elected to utilize the

auxiliary gym for dancing only.

About four years ago, before Dr.

McLain became President, some
serious condideration was given to

"dropping" the ball, because it was so

poorly attended. But Dr. McLain had

strong feelings about the Ball and

believed it was a very worthwhile oc-

casion that brought together the col-

lege community, the Visitors and

Governors, alumni, and friends from

the surrounding communities. He sug-

gested that the ball be held and tried

one more time since interest and at-

tendance has increased annually

.

The Ball itself is self-supporting and

is not supposed to be a profitable func-

tion. The cost has been kept modest in

order that more students could attend.

Mr. Hayward feels the three dollars

charged is a low fee, considering there

is a live band and a breakfast served.

In 1975, $2000 was raised from the

Ball, and donated to the college's

scholarship fund. In 1976, $3,300 was

presented.

Optimism has been expressed by the

committee that the college communi-

ty, staff, and students will be careful

to take extra precautions with cigaret-

tes and food.

Campus Calendar

Saturday—February 12

Basketball vs. Ursinus 8: oop.m.

Tuesday—February 15 .

Student Recita,l
(

^n Smith,
Auditorium 4:00 p.m.

Poetry Reading by Lyn Lifshin in Cof-

fee House 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday—February 16

Basketball vs. Widner8:00p.m.

Thursday—February 17

Poetry Reading and Discussion by

Reinhard Paul Becker in Sophie Kerr;

Lounge7 :00 p.m.

The Finance Committee of the

Board of Visitors and Governors has
finalized the '77*78 Washington College

budget, which includes a $200 increase

in tuition and a $100 increase in room
and board. The Board will vote on the

proposed budget at their February 19

meeting.

The principal cause of the increase

is declining enrollment. The '76'77

budget was based on an average of 750

students; next year's budget is based
on an average of 700. Increased ex-

penses also play a major role,

especially food and energy costs. Fur-
thermore, the library budget has re-

quired a 10% raise to keep pace with
inflation.

Even with the increases in fees, it

remains a "bare-bones" budget. Most
areas have been cut back to 75*76

levels, and some expenditures have
been eliminated. The sabbatical leave

program has been dropped, although

this is not a permanent cancellation of

the program. Plant maintenence has

been cut 15% (the largest single cut),

and utility allocations are especially

tight. Furthermore, no money has
been set aside for extraordinary

repairs of campus buildings. Any ab-

normal weather (such as this year's

cold) or unexpected damages will

cause the school's expenses to surpass

the budget.

Enrollment Too Low
However, the greatest obstruction in

balancing the budget for next year
will be obtaining an enrollment of 700
or more students. Director of Admis-
sions Ormond L. Andrew estimates

that in terms of the present number
of applications received, next year's

freshmen class will be approximately
the same size as this year's.

However, this was before the fee in-

crease was announced. Mr. Andrew
feels that $300 is "a rather large in-

crease," putting WC over "the magic
$4000 price mark." One of theschool's

selling points is its comparatively low

cost ($3825), and going over $4000 (to

$4125) may make a big difference. An-
drew feels that realistically, the addi-

tional costs can hurt admissions,

although he adds that it is too early to

be sure what the effect will be.

Larger Freshman Class Needed

Even if Admissions can produce the

same sized freshman class as last

year, the enrollment would still be too

low. Taking into account the average

attrition rate over the last five years.

Registrar Ermon Foster feels that

with a similar sized freshman class

(as last year's), WC could start the

year with close to 700.

However, this amount would not ac-

count for second semester attrition,

which this year cost WC 31 students.

In order to average 700 students over

the entire year, the college would have

to start the fall semester with 715-720

students. This would require a

freshman class of 200-225, plus 25-30

transfer students. WC started the

76'77 year with approximately 190

freshmen. Foster added, "With a $300

increase (in fees) you know we are go-

ing to lose some people, unless

scholarships go up."

Continued on Page 4

Flu Epidemic

Sweeps Campus
by VICTORIA GADSDEN

While outdoor temperatures have

been dropping, body temperatures

have been rising. The halls from Min-

ta Martin to Somerset echo with

coughs and hacks. Class attendance

has been poor and conversations at

parties revolve around comparisons of

symptoms and woes In short,

everybody is sick.

It's the flu season. The common
symptoms are: sore throats, high

temperatures, bronchial coughs or a

middle ear infection. The virus strikes

its victims for a five day period.

Beginning last week, 30 to 40

students , a day brought their com-

plaints to the health service. In

response to the high .rate of illness the

infirmary extended its hours. While

open on Saturday and Sunday, Mrs.

Schauber said she attended twelve to

fifteen people a day. On Monday 55

students made their way to the Health

Service. Forty-five people came in on

Tuesday. In the Registrar's office the

list officially excusing stricken

students from classes includes 60

names. The Kent County Hospital has

admitted several college students for

treatment because of flu related

sicknesses.

To combat the epidemic, the Health

Service has been administering

decongestants, aspirin and tylenol for

fever, and cough syrup for the bron-

chial symptoms. Antibiotics are being

prescribed for the more serious cases.

Along with this, students who have

i fallen^ to the plague should "drink

fluids and get plenty of rest.',''

For those who have not contracted

the Flu ahdwant to avoid it, Mrs.

Schauber's advice is to keep your

resistance up. This means getting to

bed early and eating well. Good luck.
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The problems which confronted the Board of Finances in the
formation of the 77-78 budget were varied and formidible, and
no one is jumping for joy over the end result. Students and
parents will not be pleased with a $300 increase in fees. Facul-
ty members will be understandibly disappointed in their
microscopic salary raises, as well as in the dropping of the
sabbatical leave program. Even the library, which received a
10% increase in funds, is complaining that it needs much
more.

The cause of these problems is not an irresponsibly handled
budget: the Financial Committee came close to working a
miracle by stretching the funds they had available without
severely handicapping any group. Inflation is not the culprit
either, at least not the main one.

The problem is that Washington College is not attracting or
retaining enough students. Next year's budget will operate on
an average enrollment assumption of 700, fifty students less
than this year's budget was based on. Chances are we won't
even reach 700, which will inevitably force us over our budget.
Again.

However our declining enrollment is more than a budget pro-
blem. It goes much deeper. If fewer people are coming here,
there is apparently something lacking in the appeal of
Washington a Washington College education.

This "something" is certainly a combination of many things.
These weak spots must be identified so that appropriate action
can be outlined and initiated.

W.C.'s enrollment problems are not goint to vanish over-
night. Positive action will have to be taken. And it may involve
some turbulent changes.
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To the Editor:

Last week's Elm featured an article

submitted by the Women's Athletic

Association expressing concern over
the issue of the Washington Birthday
Ball being held in Cain Athletic

Center. In the hope of salvaging the

gym floor we asked that students sign

a petition that was to request that the
floor be suitably restored after the

Ball. This petition was to express stu-

dent concern over the potentially

destructive use of the gym for the Ball

and to elicit proper response from the

Administration.

Recently Mr. George Hayward,
Director of Development and Chair-
man of the Ball, met with members of

the Athletic Department to assure
them that he is fully aware of the

potential problems and is prepared to

take all necessary steps to restore the

gym floor if its condition warrents
such rehabilitation. Because of his ob-

vious concern for the condition of the

facilities we, the members of the WAA
Executive Board, wish to indicate our

te ©dfito
faith in his statements and, in ac-
cordance, are not going to hold our
petition drive.

We wish to reiterate, however, our
hope that they hold the Ball elsewhere
in the future.

Respectfully.

Anne Goodrich, President
Women's Athletic Association

Correction
Tracy DeVan and Kathy Barr's let-

ter to the editor last week contained
two important printing errors. The
fifth paragraph, first sentence should
read: As your representatives, we felt
our decision should reflect the majori-
ty of student opinion we had en-
countered from those in all depart-
ments.The last sentence in that
paragraph should read: ft should not
be taken as an attack on an in-

dividual's professionalism in light of
the fact that a decision was made only
on the issues as presented.
The Elmeditors offer their sincere

apologies for this printing error.

Roving Reporter

"No Sabbatical Leaves"
by LYNN LYKE

photos by CAROL HOOD

During the past week faculty members were asked to comment on
the following question: "Will the decision to discontinue the sabbatical leave
program next year affect faculty performance in the future, and if so, how?'

DR. NATHAN SMITH, Chairman of
the Department of History: "I don't
know. A good leave program does
make a contribution to the develop-
ment of faculty skills and is also
useful for morale. In this sense, it is a
shame that fiscal constraints have
caused a temporary abandonment of
sabbatical program."

J. DAVID NEWELL, Associate Pro-
fessor of Philosophy: "No, I don't
think it will affect faculty per-
formance next year, although a per-
manent policy would have a very
serious effect in the long run. I think
faculty need to get away to study,
learn, and keep up in their various
fields."

DR. GCY GOODFELLOW. Professor
of History: "The sabbatical program
is the heart and core of a strong
liberal arts college. It should be
designed to support faculity members
who wish to improve themselves and
enhance their careers The sabbatical
program should benefit both the col-

lege and the individual faculty
member. It is a joint thing. In that
regard, the decision to discontinue
sabbatical leave is a negative decision
and could contribute to a decline in

faculty morale, performance, and
scholarly achievement."
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by KRISTA HAWK
There are three additions to the

Language Department this semester,
Anne-Marie Rougier, Dr. David Gar-
rison, and exchange student Carlos
Shauquillo. Anne-Marie is the French

.
Assistant in the lab and on the

Carlos Shauquillo

language floor. Garrison replaces Dfc
Pabon for the semester and Carlos
lives in the Spanish House to help
students there as well as in the lab,
Anne-Marie (not pictured) is a pro-

fessional translator. She studied at
French and German universities
before attending translating school.
She spent nearly 9 years in Germany
as well as 2 years in Africa translating
m 3 languages. Her most recent job
has been as a medical translator.
Anne-Marie invites new challenges,

leaving a job as soon as it becomes
routine. She has neither been to the
United States nor spoken English out-
side her job before this semester.
Anne-Marie is interested in the
language lab and urges students who
want to improve their French to meet
on the language floor each evening
from 7 to 9.

Garrison, originally from
Washington, majored in Spanish at
Wesleyan University in Middletown,
Conn. He taught at Landon School in
Bethesda while studying at night for a
MA in Spanish. He received a doc-
torate in Spanish from Hopkins in 1974
and then taught a t Indiana University
in Bloomington for a year and a half
as a visiting professor.

Garrison is fond of sports; he plays
tennis, handball, squash, basketball,
and skates on the Chester River (the
"most fun he's had since he's been

Intellectual

Movement
Takes Off

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Fine Arts Editor

The social atmosphere at
Washington College has long been one
of those much discussed subjects, like

the weather or public morals, which
invite the response: "Everyone talks

about it . but no one does much to

change it." SGA polls have indexed
student response to social life and
campus activities Elm editorials have,
harangued the twin spectres of

"apathy" and "lack of intellectual at-

mosphere." And there has been much
gnashing of teeth in administrative
circles over a growing attrition rate

partially attributed to a social at-

mosphere which over-focuses on the

partying philosophy. But, until recent-
ly, little positive action has been in-

itiated to improve the atmosphere.
This semester, however, a group of

students have begun to take action
which they hope will shake the can>
pus out of its inertia. The Students' In-

tellectual Movement has gained ac-~

cess to the Sophie Kerr Room for the
presentation of lectures, readings, and
discussions by students.

Though the program is still in its in-

fant stage, its organizers do not
foresee it becoming limited by a strict

format. Colleen O'Neal, one of the
movement's founders, explained that

faculty members will be contacted to

recommend students who have done
"interesting" papers that they might
want to present. "We want students to

feel that giving a presentation is an
honor rather than a chore.' 1 Colleen
said.

The Students' Intellectual Movement
is not limited to reading papers,
however. The reading of original

creative writing, open discussions, and

even the demonstration of crafts and
musical performances are possibilities
in this "wide-open format."
Colleen described the first program

in which she spoke on Twentieth Cen-
tury Literature and How it Aspires to
the Condition of Music" as very suc-
cessful. "Discussion lasted for about a
half-hour after I finished reading my
paper," she said. In fact, discussion
highlighted the evening.
The members of the Students' In-

tellectual Movement believe that there
is presently an undue emphasis on
partying to the detriment of an in-
tellectual atmosphere here. They also
feel that studen^faculty functions,
such as the Deah"s List "cocklail par-
ty, fail to fill the vacancy. "There
used to be intellectual societies," Col-
leen stated, "That's what we need
here—the opportunity for students to
get together to talk on an intellectual
level."

No date has been set for the next
meeting of the Students' Intellectual
Movement in which April Leonie
Lindevald is scheduled speak. In the
meantime, students are encouraged to
sign up on the sheet in the library in

order participate in this program. An
outgrowth of the Students' Residence
Committee, the Students' Intellectual
Movement is the most recent example
of student activism on campus.

Library Sponsors

.Programs
The Library staff will conduct

workshops again this semester". 'The
emphasis will be ori the mechanics of

writing papers. A schedule of the ses-

sions is available in the Library. The
first of the series began this week.

here").

Garrison likes the small classes at
WC and feels that the students here
are "a cut above" those he taught at
IU. Although accustomed to more
student-professor distance al IU, he
prefers the informality and excep-
tional friendliness here. Interested in
translating from Spanish, Garrison's
future plans include the possibility of
returning to the west coast.
Carlos lives in the Spanish House

and functions as both a student and
part of the faculty. He is an 18 year
old second year economics student
from the University of Barcelona
Spain.

Carlos was in the US during August
and happened to meet a friend of Dr.
Pabon who told him of the need for a
student from Spain at WC. He is here
on scholarchip and will return to Spain
in May to finish his year long courses
and take exams. He plans to finish his
5 years at Barcelona, return to the US
for a Masters in economic and then go
into business.

.Carlos hohbies include horseback
riding, water-skiing, traveling, and
unofficial motorcycle racing

kj-J,*3r\
Qr..David Garrison.

Lyn Lifshin to Read Poetry
by LISA MARTIN

' Lyn Lifshin, considered one of the
best poets writing today, will treat
Washington College students to a
reading of her works Tuesday,
February 15 at 8p.m. in the Cof-
feehouse. Ms. Lifshin will be appear-
ing by invitation if the Sophie Kerr
Committee and Phyllis Janowitz. A
poet of direct, concise, yet sensual im-
agery, Lifshin attracts acclaim from
many of the foremost poets and poetry
journals. Richard Eberhart praises
her work for its "special drive, an un-
compromising realization of the rela-
tionship between men and women."
Likened to Sylvia Plath, Lifshin's
work focuses upon defining the
woman. She devoted much of her work
to the Celebration of self and the ac-
ceptance of her own spirit and.body.
Not merely a liberationism Lifshin's
work reveals possibilities for men as

Series
Presents
Paul Becker
The Washington College Lecture

Series will present "Conversations
about Poetry." a reading and discus-
sion by Reinhard Paul Becker,
February 17, l»i 7 :O0 p.m. in the Sophie
Kerr Lounge. Miller Library.
Dr. Becker is an Associate Pro-

fessor of German al New York
University who specializes in the Latin
literature of the German Renaissance,
German Expressionalism, and Modern
Poetry. He is most renowned as a
member of the Gruppe of 1947, a com-
munity of writers who joined togeihsr
following the Second World War.

His poems have been published in

numerous anthologies and maga2ines.
He is also the author of six books. A
seventh book, Das Schaedeithcaler, is

now in progress.

weii as women. Born in Burlington,
Vermont' Ms. Lifshin grew up in Mid-
dlebury. She earned her academic
degrees at Syracuse and the Universi-
ty of Vermont. She has been awarded
numerous fellowships, including a
Harcourt Brace Poetry Fellowship,
and Yaddo Fellowship in 1970 and
1971. Her poems have been featured in
such periodicals asAmcrican Poetry
Review and Parie Review and many
highly regarded anthologies. Collec-
tions of her work alone have been
published including Black Apples and
Upstate Madonna. Lifshin is respected
for her early developement of a per-
sonal style and the style's
characterization by "short informal
stanzas that seem to spiral gracefully
and ingenuously from image to im-
age." (,Ms. Magazine, September,
1976) She appears in conjunction with
Professor Janowitz's "Women in

Poetry" course, as one of three
visiting women poets. The other poets
in the mini-series are Ruth Whitman
and Jane LuninPerel.
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Shoremen Fall to

Haverford 89-75

Tlie Thetas beal Los Callentes (or the Socrosse Championship last Sun-

day. Here, Bill Maisel blocks a shot in the Callentes losing cause.

Paratores Provide

Celebration of Life

by ELLEN HOBBS
Thursday night the Paratore

brothers presented their offering to

the Washington College community. In

a concert consisting of Schubert,

Brahms, Hindemith, Chopin. Moevs,

and Saint-Saens, the brothers created

an evening that put the audience in a

mood of joy and envy.

In a performance that evoked a con-

stant emotional response from the au-

dience, the Paratore's,created a feel-

ing of the human element of music.

Music, the universal language of the

emotions, was the vehicle by which

the brothers communicated. In a, total-

ly human concert, complete with

scores and bantering with the au-

dience, the Paratore's provided the

Washington College audience with a

complete celebration of life.

Budget , Continued from Page 1

Faculty Salaries Up Slightly

The budget also allows for an ap-

proximate 4% average increase in

faculty salaries. This is a fraction of

the 29% salary hike recommended by

the American Association of Universi-

ty Professors (AAUP). Gene Hessey,

Vice President of Finance em-

phasized, "It (the budget) cannot by

any means accomodate the suggested

levels that the AAUP proposed." Dr.

Michael Malone. WC's chapter presi-

dent of the AAUP. .explained. "The

proposed tuition increase of the Board

Finance Committee is disappointing,

in that it doesn't provide for needed

increases in faculty salaries and
' retention of existing fringe benefits."

No Increase In Financial Aid

Financial Aid Director Susan Wright

anticipates no increases in student aid

next year. Financial aid is given to

current students before new awards

are made to incoming freshmen.

Because of increased student fees,

there will be less money to distribute

and a probable decrease in freshman

aid funds. Mrs. Wright also noted that

there has been no increase in

available funds from WC's current

resources/

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown. Maryland

DON KELLY
CHEVROLET-BUICK INC.
Rt. 213 N. Chestertown, Md.

SERVICE OH ALL MAKES!

by ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

Many people say that Dickie Voith, unusually high

Haverford College's senior guard, is

one of the best players in the W.A.C.

Perhaps he is Or perhaps he is the

best.

In any event, the Shoremen would

rather not remember him because this

Wednesday, he netted 28 points, which

was tops inthe game, to lead host

Haverford to a crucial 89-75 victory

while fifth place Swarthmore College

upset second place Hopkins University

85-79 at Swarthmore.

The win gave Haverford a 4-4 record

and a chance for a playoff birth;

Washington is now .4-3 in third place a

game behind Hopkins and two and a

half games behind Widener College.

"Voith had'a great game," Coach

Finnegan said citing the main reason

why the Fords won. "I think he shot

60-70% from the floor, and there was

no way we could stop him. Whenever

we had a chance, Voith managed to

get the ball and score."

With roughly 13 minutes to play in

the game, the fleetfooted guard scored

six straight baskets without a

Washington conversion to give Haver-

ford a comfortable 68-50 lead and to

diminishing the Shoremen's hopes for

a comeback.
But Voith soon committed his fourth

foul, and Washington half minute

later, Voith fouled out. Although this

should have been enough to spur the

Shoremen on, they missed several

redundant opportunities to score.

"Even when Voith fouled out, we

didn't play well," John Habermann

admitted. "We no longer seemed to

have the enthusiasm to play as well as

we could...We didn't take advantage of

the situation."

"I don't think we were into the

game mentally and physically,"

Freshman Brian Plunkett agreed.

"We relied on others to help us rather

than ourselves. ..It was a lousy in-

dividual effort."

Staying within 5 or 8 points,

Washington had a chance to catch

Haverford withapproximately a

minute and a half left, but weak

shooting, the lack of enthusiasm, and

particularly numerous fouls put the

game out of reach. Washington com-

mitted a total of 28 fouls, which is
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uh,.>u...m --,•*, only against Eastern

Mennonite and Western Maryland did

they commit as many.

Nevertheless, "they got too tar

ahead of us in the beginning," Coach

Finnegan said. "We made a good ef-

fort to catch them, but the margin bet-

ween us was too great to overcome."

He continued optimistically, "on the

whole, I think we played a fairly good

game. We've proved we're capable of

playing better, but I'm not very disap-

pointed with our showing."

The coach was pleased with the

team's spread out scoring: Joe Wilson

led with 22 points, while Ed Beach,

Geoff Kurtzman, and Doug Byrne con-

tributed 15, 14, 11 points respectively.

Kurtzman had 14 rebounds; Byrne 9

and Wilson 8.

Gratified with these statistics, the

coach does not feel that the defeat

will dilute the Shoremen's hopes for a

playoff spot which they will probably

nave to fight for with Hopkins and

possibly Haverford and Swarthmore.

Widener, which boasts a 7-1 record,

should remain in first place and cap-

ture one of the two playoff positions.

This Saturday could prove a crucial

day for the contending teams:

Hopkins will battle Widener at

Widener while Haverford andSwar-

thmore meet at Swarthmore. The
Shoremen will host Ursinus Col-

legewhom they beat 86-78 last Satur-

day at Ursinus.

The Shoremen should easily beat

Ursinus, but if they lose, they will pro-

bably have to wait until next year for

a chance at the playoffs.

Even if they do take Ursinus, they

will likely have to vie with Hopkins

here next Friday. The season ends

against Widener here next
Wednesday. Earlier in the season,

Widener crushed Washington 85-52 in a

game in which"we were intimidated

by them." Coach Finnegan added, "it

was by far our worst effort of the 1

year."

In the final games of the season, the

Shoremen will have the home court

advantage. If they beat Ursinus and

Hopkins, they will be assured of a

playoff berth. ^^^^
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Skelton To Resign
by ROGER J.

Mary U. Skelton, Washington College
Director of Public Relations, an-
nounced this week that she will submit
her resignation sometime this summer.
She has advised Mr. George Hayward,
Director of Development and Dr!
Joseph McLain, President of the Col-
lege that her written notification is pen-
ding.

Ms. Skelton cited her husband's pro-
motion and transfer to Somerville, New
Jersey as the only factor in her deci-
sion. Mr. Skelton is employed by the
American Hoeschst Company, one of
the.world's largest manufacturers of
chemicals and pharmaceuticals.

,

"I'm very excited and happy about
it—naturally," Skelton said of the
development. "I'm sorry to leave
Washington College... I've really en-
joyed my work here, and I really cali't

understand fully any apathy that might
exist on campus, because it's such a
nice town, a nice college, and really,

really, a nice student body." Ms.
Skelton's son. Bill, currently a
sophomore here, will stay on and finish
his Washington College degree.

REBETSKY
Ms. Skelton would like to continue in

public relations, possibly with the

television industry in the New Jersey-
New York City area. Before her job at

WC, she worked in this capacity for an
ABC-affiliate station. She finds public

relations a "good area, interesting

area, a great job for a woman. I hope to

find a job as interesting and rewarding
as this one has been."

Ms. Skelton has been with the College

for three years as Public "Relations

Director. On one occasion, "when Or-

mond Andrew was ill, she helped out

the Admissions Department with their

road trips.

. Mr. Hayward, who is Ms. Skelton's

supervisor, regards her departure as,

"a great loss for WC. We could use
more people with her attitude." Mr.
Hayward reports that he has received

some inquiries about Ms. Skelton's

position, although he will not attempt to

fill the job formally until later in the

spring. He also added, "She' (Ms.

Skelton) is more than welcome to

stay."

Campus Calendar
Friday February 18 5:00—6:00 Informal Dinner, Hod-

8:00p.m. Basketball vs. Johns son Hall

Hopkins, Cain Athletic Center 9:00—1:00 Washington's Birthday
Film Series: Nashville, Smith Ball, Cain Athletic Center

Auditorium Tuesday February 22
Saturday February 19 8:30p.m. Lecture/Recital, "The

9:00a.m. Alumni HouseOpen Renaissance Lute and Its

10:00a.m. Visitors and Governors Literature" by Roger Harmon,
Meeting, Clifton M. Miller Smith Auditorium.
Library. Wednesday February 23

11:30—12:30 Buffet Luncheon for Annual Exhibit by Chestertwon
students, Hodson Hall Arts League, lobby gallery,

12:30—1:30 Buffet Luncheon for Fine Arts Center, opening
friends of the college, Hodson reception 4 to 6p.m.; gallery
Hall hours 1 to 4 p.m. thru Sunday

2:00p.m. Washington's Birthday 27.

Convocation, Daniel Z. Gibson Thursday February 24
Fine Arts Center. Speaker: Thru Tuesday, March 1, Drama
Pamela C. Copeland, topic: Department production, A
"George Mason— Father of Midsummer Night's Dream
the American Bill of Rights". Tawes Theater, 8 p.m.

Dean's List

Standard May
Rise

Thomas B. Hanson,
Washington College, has acknowledged
the presence of grade inflation at WC,
and proposed the creation of higher
academic standards for students mak-
ing the Dean's List. The Committee on
Academic Standing will meet tonight to

consider the Dean's proposal. Any ac-
tion the committee recommends will go
to the faculty for approval.

In a January 25th memorandum ad-
dressed to the faculty, Hanson cited
figures which show steady increases in

the overall grade point average; the
percentage of students on Dean's List;

and the percentage of students
graduating with honors. He also offered
insight into the causes of grade inflation

and the possible effects of gradedefla-
tion.

GRADE POINT AVERAGE UP

Hanson reports that the college's

overall grade point average has in-

creased from 2.363 in 1966-67 to 2.822 in

1975-76. He also breaks down the grade-
point increases over the last ten years
by department: Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, 2.256 to 2.738; Social
Sciences, 2.533 to 2.720; Humanities,
2.311 to2. 913.

by DAVID LERNER
News Editor

Dean of Mr. Hanson feels it is highly unlikely
that today's students are that much
brighter, better prepared, or more
achievement oriented than students of
ten years ago and that this is the reason
grade averages have risen. SAT scores
of WC freshmen have dropped over this
period, as they have nationally. The
Dean suspects that "grade inflation is

more likely the answer".

FOR INFLATIONPRESSURE
GREAT

Hanson noted, "The pressures for up-

ward spiraling of grades are great. The
desires of students to seek graduate or

professional degrees certainly ups the

ante, since competition for admission is

fierce. With students facing a tight job

market upon graduation, increasing

numbers may be planning further

study."

He also feels that deflating the grades

at WC without a similar national trend

could put our students at "a con-

siderable disadvantage." He concluded
by suggesting that the faculty, "should

examine their attitudes and practices

regarding grades, not with the goal of

drastic deflation, but with an
awareness that the upward grade spiral

needs to be halted."

Don't forget A Midsummer Night's Dream, which opens this Thursday and
continues through the weekend.
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There are many Seniors at Washington College (and one, at

least blushes to' admit it) who have never attended the

Washington's Birthday Convocation. The reasons vary from lack

of energy to lack of information about the function and its im-

portance. There never seemed to be too much communication u

about the Convocation around campus: it was rumored the facul- S

ty got all dressed in their caps and gowns, and those seniors who >,

had finished their requirements in December were given their g
diplomas. There was always some talk of a historical speaker or J
something boring like that. But on Saturday everyone had >.

something more important to do, like stare at the walls or curl >,

their eyelashes in preparation for the Birthday Ball.

Suddenly it has been discovered that while the faculty do dress

up Seniors do not graduate. There is a speaker, who more often

than not is interesting. The chorale sings, a quartet plays and

tradition is repeated once more.

As it turns out, the Convocation is an important part of the col-

lege year. What it boils down to is a birthday party for the col-

lege, with invited guests, speeches, honor and recognition for

members of the institution. The cake and candles are missing,

but a birthday spirit presides. Presents take the from of new
trust funds and alumni donations.

Information on the Convocation has been more forthcoming

this year. Hopefully more members of the Washington College

community will find a spare hour out of their Saturday to come

over to Tawes Theatre and participate in a tradition. There is no

promise the chorale will sing "Happy Birthday to George" but it

still should be an interesting afternoon.
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Medieval Lute To Be Featured

The Daniel Z. Gibson Lecture Series

of WC will present Roger Harmon in a

concert—demonstration Tuesday at

8:30 p.m. in William Smith Hall. Har-

mon will play a ten course renaissance

lute which was built for him by Sandro

Zanetti of Chur, Switzerland.

Born of American parents in Ger-

many,. Harmon received his musical

training at the Crane School of Music,

State University College at Potsdam,

New York. In 1974 he received the

school's Julia E. Crane Award. Mr.

Harmon taught guitar classes at Crane

and in 1974 joined the faculty of

Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore,

where he currently teaches guitar

history and literture, guitar minor and

guitar for the classroom teacher.

Mr. Harmon's compositions include a

cantata, a guitar concerto, twenty

quartets for four quitars composed
thefor the Peabody Guitar Ensemble,

and studies for guitar. His per-

Lyn Lyfshin:

formances include Falls's La Vida
Breve, concert version, with the

Philadelphis Orchestra; Vivaldi's Lute
Concerto in D with a Harvard col-

leguim; the premier performances of

Jeffrey Chappell's "Guitar Sonata,"

and performances of
renaissancechamber music with the

Pro Musica Rara of Baltimore.

Mr. Harmon's musiclolgical projects

include an index to music entries in the

Pollard and Dedgrave catalogue of

British books with their location in the

University Microfilms edition, a com-
parative study of musical metaphor in

Dante and Milto, concert edtions of

verse anthems by John Amner, and
research in 16th and 17th century lute

repertoires.

Made possible by a gift from a
Washington Colllege alumnus, admis-
sion to the concart—demonstration per-

formance is free and open to the public.

An Evening of Disappointment

{

-Sure.Mah

by ELLEN HOBBS
In an effort to preserve the myth of

the liberated woman, Ms. Lifshin

presented eighteen poems Tuesday

night that dealt with such themes as

divorce, female consciousness, role re-

jection, anger, sex, and the plight of

women in a male—dominated world.

With the reading of the first poem,

Ms. Lifshin introduced a theme that

was to become overdone and overbear-

ing by the end of the evening. The poem

expressed the anger of a woman who

felt that she must continually justify

her existence as a woman. The poem,

as with the ones to follow, presented

base, shallow images. The anger ex-

pressed in her work led uV audience to

believe that most of her try was
autobiographical.

What Ms. Lifshin termed "academic

poems" dealt with the supposed

chauvinistic attitude of department

chairmen towards their female

students. Ms. Lifshin's sentiments in

these poems were that she was being

rejected within her department solely

on the basis of her sex and because she

refused to favor the members of the

department. Continued on Page 8
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A Student Views Oxford
Each year Washington College

makes it possible for three juniors to
participate in the Junior Year Abroad
Program at Manchester College, Ox-
ford. The following article was submit-
ted by philosophy Major Carlos Wilton
who is currently studying in England,
English Major Sandy Scholar, and
Music Major Ann Atwood have been at-
tending Manchester since the fall
semester. Philosophy Major Jim Karl
left for England this semester and will
be involved in the program for the next
two semesters.

by CARLOS WILTON
British Correspondent

Each year, thousands of American
college students pack their bags and
head for Europe, to join in an extended
period of travelling, sightseeing, party-
ing, and usually as little studying as
possible. This is known as the Junior
Year Abroad.
Dozens of programs offer instruction

which is, in theory, exchangeable for
one year of college credit, in subjects
ranging from languages to ar-
chaeology. Some programs offer
valuable instruction unavailable
elsewhere; some are simply good ex-
cuses for a party year.
One of the best Junior Year Abroad

programs offered anywhere is

available to Washington College
students. It is the junior year at Man-
chester College, Oxford, which is the
only existing program offering
American students a year's study at
Oxford University. Other Junior Year
Abroad programs exist in the city of
Oxford, but only Manchester offers in-

struction at the University. Only six
other American colleges, in addition to
WC are privileged to send students to

Manchester. They are: Boston College,
Haverford in Pennsylvania, Bates and
Colby Colleges in Maine, Marist College
in New York, and St. Olaf's College in
Minnesota. WC sends three students a
year; participation is limited to those
studying English, Music, or Philosophy
and Religion. .

Oxford and Cambridge are the last

surviving examples of the Medieval
university system. It is an inefficient

system in terms of the number of
students it serves (Oxford has only
about 5,000 students) but it is

thoroughly rewarding to the few who
are privileged to attend. Oxford is an
anachronism, a last hold-out from the
days of aristocratic privilege. It is

elitist in character, although the pre-
sent day elite is usually selected by in-

tellectual standards rather than by
birth.

Instruction is by the tutorial system;
there are no classes in the usual sense,
only a weekly meeting with a tutor,

one-onone, at which an essay is usually
read aloud by the student. Tift tutor
discusses the essay, and assigns a topic

and suggests readings for the next
meeting. The normal load for a
Washington College student at Man-
chester is one tutorial per week. In ad-
dition, there are University lectures to

attend, which usually meet once a
week. These are similar to American
classes, except that there is not usually
a discussion or question-and-answer
period, there are never any papers or
examinations. Attendance is optional.

Most students attend at least four or
five weekly lectures.

The tutorial system sounds decep-
tively easy, but it is actually extremely
demanding. Although a student must
account for only one hour a week of his

time, the preparation for the tutorial

can easily take up a full week. With an
entire week to work in, it is very easy to
procrastinate and come to the tutorial
session unprepared; and in the one-on-
one relationship of the tutorial, the
tutor always knows if the student has
neglected his reading.
The tutorial system offers distinct ad-

vantages. First, learning is self-paced;
the student comes away with a custom-
made education. Generally, students
strive for depth in a particular subject,
rather than a broad survey of the kind
Washington College encourages. The
Manchester College program is an ex-
cellent opportunity for specialization in
obscure subjects whichWC is not equip-
ped to handle.

A second advantage of study at Ox-
ford is the opportunity to learn from
world-renowned scholars in various
fields. Sir A. J. Ayer in philosophy and
Hugh Trevor-Roper in history are two
of the "big names" who teach here.
Chances are extremely slim that a
Manchester College student would be
able to obtain a tutorial with someone
as eminent as these men, but Universi-
ty lectures are open to all, and most of
the professors at Oxford give at least
one lecture per term.
The life of a student at Manchester

College is luxurious by American stan-
dards. All students have single rooms,
and there is a woman called a "scout"
who comes by every morning to make
the beds and clean the rooms. At meals,
students are waited on at table. There
are only sixty members of the college,
tutors and staff included. The principal
of the College and other administrative
officers take most of their meals with
the students and actually live in col-

lege. Thus, an intimate relationship ex-
ists between staff and students. All this

is a carryover from the old days of
privilege, when students at Oxford
were for the most part members of the
nobility or the landed gentry.
Oxford is very slow in changing tradi-

tions. For example, most professors
wear academic gowns while lecturing,

although most students have forsaken
this custom. Male students going to

their oral and written examinations at

the end of three years' study must wear
white tie, tails, gown, and mortarboard.
The ladies' costume is slightly dif-

ferent.

The colleges of Oxford still have con-
siderable autonomy over thier own af-

fairs, too—another carryover from the
old days. The University is not so much
an entity in itself as a confederation of

independent colleges which cooperate

on lectures, library facilities, and the
granting of degrees, but still have in-

dividual identities. A common mistake
of tourists visiting the University is to
ask "Where's the campus?" The cor-
rect answer is that it doesn't exist. The
individual colleges can be pointed out,
but except for a handful of buildings,
the University cannot.
Oxford operates on, what is called in

the U.S., a trimester system; there are
three terms, rather than two
semesters. Manchester College's terms
are ten weeks long; the regular Univer-
sity term is eight weeks. The first term
begins in early October, and the last
ends in late June. Between terms there
are two month-long vacations. Most
Americans utilize these vacations for
travel in Britain or on the Continent.
In addition to the Bodleian Library

(the University library), Manchester
College offers its students the use of two
libraries of its own: the Tate Library,
well-equipped in theology but not much
else, and the Carpenter Library of Com-
parative Religion, small but excellent
in its specialized field. The physical
facilities of the college are impressive:
in addition to the two libraries, there is

a refectory, chapel, junior and senior
common rooms, and a recreation room.
Nearly all the residential rooms are in
sixteenth century houses with frontage
on Holywell Street, one of the most pic-
turesque streets in Oxford. Man-
chester, like the other Oxford colleges,
is built around several quadrangles;
this design tends to-promote a feeling of
insularity.

There are, however, some
misconceptions about the Manchester
College program which it is the inten-
tion of this article to dispel. First, Man-
chester College is not in Manchester,
but in Oxford. Secondly, it is not a con-
stituent college of Oxford University. In
other words, it is not officially part of
the University. This is largely due to

the fact that the College is run by the
Unitarian Church, and so by choice has
remained separate from the Anglican-
dominated University, even though it

has been located in Oxford since the
1890's.

Manchester College students,
however, have all the privileges that
membership in the University entails.

They can attend University lectures,

use the Bodleian library, and belong to

University societies. The difference is

only important for British students on
the three-year degree program, who
receive their degrees through the
University of London, rather than Ox-

ford University.

The College has a special relationship
with the University, which makes the

,r
U
*l
0r Y

L
ear Abroad Program possible

ft Manchester were a constituent col-
lege of the University, it would not be
permitted to admit one-year students
Thirdly, just over half of the College's
fifty or so students are Americans
Most of the British students live out of
college, so the residential environment
is primarily American. Fourthly the
program is considerably cheaper than
a year at Washington College. This year
it costs about $2,200 for tuition, room
and board. Of course, the cost of round-
trip airfare and two months of travell-
ing over the vacations is additional
The Junior Year at Manchester Col-

lege Oxford is certainly unique among
foreigh-study programs. It offers a ge-
nuine foreign educational experience
not just an American college environ-
ment transplanted onto foreign soil
Furthermore, it offers an
undergraduate year at Oxford Univer-
sity, one of the world's great centers of
learning—an advantage no other pro-
gram can claim. In addition, it is ex-
tremely cheap.
With all its advantages, it is difficult

to understand why the Manchester Col-
lege program has not inspired much
response at Washington College in the
four or five years of its existence. There
are three openings for the Junior Year
Abroad program every year, but there
has been very little competition for
those places in the past. Perhaps this
can be ascribed to the fact that the pro-
gram has not been well publicized At
any rate, the Junior Year at Man-
chester College Oxford in a rare op-
portunity that should not be bypassed.

irieit

Applications

Being Accepted
by MARIAN COOPER

Every year WC students can apply
for a junior year at Manchester College
in England. There they study English,
Philosophy and Religion, or Music in a
tutorial system. Students have one or
two tutors who they meet with once a
week todiscuss their independant work.
The program provides a unique chance
for in-depth study in the students
chosen field. Oxford also has an endless
variety of lectures and clubs which are
open to the American student.
The Manchester year counts as a

year at Washington College. . The
school year is divided into three terms
of 8 weeks each. Between each term
there is a one month break for
Christmas and spring. Tuition is 1,644
pounds which is usually comparable to
tuition at WC. This includes eighteen
meals a week, but does not include the
two free months. Although the breaks
are added expense, they are also an ex-
cellent opportunity to travel through
Europe.
Students who wish to apply must send

three letters of recommendation to the
Manchester College Committee. The
committee which consists of Dean Han-
son, Bennett Lamond, John Klaus and
Peter Tapke studies these letters along
with the students transcripts. In
deciding which students to admit to the
program they look for the indepen-
dance and self-motivation needed to ap-
preciate thetutorial system. They look
for a student who is flexible and adap-
table, with-out a "you don't do it our
way," attitude. The committee is look-
ing for a good representative of the col-
lege and thecountry.
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Happy Birthday

After a serious and traditional afternoon, George relaxes at the Birthday
Ball.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Fine Arts Editor

The Washington Birthday Convoca-

tion is as traditional as the school's col-

ors of black and maroon. In the

quarter-century since the repeal of the

required student attendance at formal

convocations, however, it has also

become traditional for the majority to

miss these occasions. But President

McLain warns that if students bypass

Saturday's 2 p.m. convocation in Tawes
Theatre, they will miss "an event worth

seeing, if only for its uniqueness to col-

leges and universities."

In this year's less-than-an-hour-long

program, Pamela Cunningham
Copeland is scheduled to speak on

"George Mason— Father of the

American Bill of Rights." Mention of

Dr. W. Michael Bailey's ascension to

the Hodson Trust Chair in Economics is

also on the agenda. In addition, the pro-

gram will be highlighted by music pro-

vided by the Washington College

Chorale.

Of course, it is the academic regalia,

which the President terms, "the big

event," that will probably impress
spectators the most. During this pro-

cession of faculty members dressed in

full academic costume, students will be
able to view the academic symbols and
traditions of this college that they other

wise would not see until May com-
mencement. During the Washington
Birthday Convocation, more than dur-

ing any other campus celebration, em-

phasis is laid on Washington College's

link with Maryland's historic and
revolutionary past. More importantly,

the program denotes this school's link

with the traditions of liberal arts educa-

tion.

The regalia is a convocation ritual.

The address of a speaker on a topic of

historical or social pertinence has also

become a custom of the occasion.

Devoting part of the program to

recognition of the college's progress in

the previous year, however, lifts a por-

tion of the event out of its historical con-

text. Last year, Washington College

was designated a Bicentennial College.

This year, as the . college-community

anticipates its own bicentennial in 1982,

the Convocation will begin to reflect the

progress of this school as an academic
institution.

The Washington Birthday Convoca-
tion is, therefore, more than an historic

ritual grounded in traditions of

academic pomp and ceremony. It is

also a time during whichfaculty,

students, alumni, and parents may
unite in recognition of the school's pre-

sent state and establish a basis for the

college's future. The Washington Bir-

thday Convocation is a celebration of

Washington College's past, present,

and future role as a tool of higher

education.

No one here can remember when this

school first began staging the affairs

held annually on the Saturday prior to

George Washington's birth date. Presi-

dent McLain states that they were "a

time-honored custom" when he first

came here and estimates that the pro-

gram at Washington College "probably

goes back a hundred years or more."
McLain does remember previous

years when faculty members took their

emblems of scholarship our of

mothballs every week, rather than

twice a year at the February Convoca-

tion and the spring Commencement.
Several years ago, students were re-

quired to attend Thursday morning

chapel. Not only was roll taken serious-

ly and illegitimately absent students

disciplined to the full extent of current

campus law, but every faculty member
was expected to don full academic

dress and participate in the program
with some show of enthusiasm. The in-

evitable tedium of this weekly routine

for faculty members as well as

students, and the relativley recent win-

ning of tolerance for religious and

social perspectives brought an end to

these "convocations" every seventh

day. Nevertheless, student attendance

was required at assemblies until as

recently as the past decade.

Since the banning of required atten-

dance, the student audience at the

Washington Birthday Convocation has

declined constantly. President McLain
said that in the past few years, student

attendance at the Convocation "has

started to pick up slowly, but it is still

far less than it should be." Asked to

describe student attendance in recent

years, Registrar Ermon Foster, who^
will act as Marshal of the academic
procession, summed it up in the single

word, "Poor."
The administration finds the lack of

student interest nearly incomprehensi-

ble. They feel that the program should

attract a greater audience because it is

an annual tradition and because its

length of 45 minutes to an hour should

not infringe on busy week-end
schedules to any great extent.

"You can just not see an event of this

kind anywhere but on the campus of a

college or university," McLain stated.

"Students should at least come out and
give it a try."

The President also feels that the uni-

que aspects of a convocation should at-

tract many novice spectators. He
described the faculty members "donn-

ing academic robes" as "quite a sight."

He did not elaborate on whether the

nature of that sight leans towards the

spectacular or the comical. In either

case, he indicated that the convocation,

in general, and the academic regalia,

inparticular is an occasion that many
students would find worth their time.

The Washington Birthday Convoca-
tion is obviously of exclusive

significance to Washington College.

Convocations are, nevertheless, an an-

cient tradition of the academio sphere.

President McLain noted that they had
thier origin at the University of Padova
"where Portia (of The Merchant of

Venice fame) claimed to have gotten

her law degree."

Any custom with such long-standing

traditon necessarily has evolved in

several stylized rituals. Colleges and
universities in the United States, for ex-

ample, conform in the colors of

academic robes to distinguish scholars'

fields of study. There is no such unifor-

mity among European institutions

where the custom of academic regalia

was conceived.

In 1895 the members of the American
Council on Education convened at Col-

umbia University to establish a
uniformed and nationally acceptable
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Washington College

code in order to distinguish the scholars
by the colors they wear. Below is the
list they authored.

Arts, Letters and
Humanities White
Business Administration
Commerce, Accountancy Drab
Economics Copper
Education LightBlue
Fine Arts
including Architecture Brown
Journalism Crimson
Law Purple
Library Science Lemon
Medicine Green
Music Pink
Philosophy Dark Blue
Physical Education . . . Sage Green
Public Administration
including Foreign
Service Peacock Blue

_ Public Health Salmon Pink
Science Gold-Yellow
Social Science ;?. Citron
Theology or Divinity. . Scarlet

There is also agreement concerning
the symbolism of the gown itself. Long,
pointed sleeves signify the gown of a
scholar with a bachelor's degree.
Oblong sleeves, with a characteristic

crescent, are part of the master's gown.
A doctoral gown has bell-shaped
sleeves. It may be trimmed down the
front in black velvet or in a color sym-
bolic of the PH.D's field of study.
Cross-bars on the sleeves co-ordinate

with this front trim. A black hood with
inner lining of the colors of the scholar's

alma mater is part of the traditional

equipment of the convocation.

The George Washington Convocation
has developed some symbolism unique
to Washington College. For example, a
promotional pamphlet dealing with
Saturday's convocation and distributed

by the Office of Public Relations, is sub-
titled, "What's the Registrar Doing
with a Battleaxe?" The answer is that it

is not a battleaxe; it's the mace tradi-

tionally carried by the Marshal of the

academic procession. From its

medieval function as a war club to its

fourteenth century use as a ceremonial
device by royal sergeants-at-arms in

France and England, it has been be-

queathed to the scholars as part of their

official emblems of scholarship.

The Washington College mace,
donated in the 1950's by architect Henry
Powell Hopkins, is adorned with
engravings of the seal of the college and
of Kent County, a silhouette of George
Washington's head, and Washington's
coat-of-arms.

A second ceremonial trapping is the

Presidential Chain which will be worn
by Dr. McLain in the convocation.

Worked in sterling silver, the links of

the chain are engraved with the names
of the former Washington College

presidents and the dates of their tenure.

The chain supports a medallion
engraved with a portrait of Washington
College founder William Smith, D.D.
The other side of the medallion reveals

the familiar college seal.

The Washington College Convocation
is a celebration based on tradition but

enlivened with innovations unique to

Washington College. The other
festivities held this week-end, including

the Ball, have only an infantile history

that reaches back five or six years.

"The Washington Birthday Convoca-
tion," stated the President, "'is a time

when we can all get together and pay a

little homage to tradition. It's a time
that brings us all together as a com-
munity of learning."

Friend of College

to Present Address
by LYNN LYKE

Mrs. Pamela C. Copeland, who is a
close and generous friend of the college,
will deliver the Washington's Birthday
Address at the Convocation tomorrow.
She is to talk of the relevance of George
Washington and his association to WC
as it's friend and benefactor. History
buffs should especially enjoy the talk
because Mrs. Copeland probably knows
more about George Washington's
neighbor and close friend, George
Mason IV than any other person now
living.

She spent many years researching
her subject in Virginia, where he lived,

and in England where his ancestors
came from. Mrs. Copeland and her co-

author Richard MacMaster call their

book The Five George Masons, because
there were five generation of Masons,
all bearing the same name who lived at

Gunston Hall, the rich plantation only
ten or fifteen miles down the river from
Mt. Vernon. However, the Mason who

had so much influence on the early
history of the United States was George
Mason IV.

The Mason had a giants influence not
only on his near neighbor, George
Washington, but on his more distant
Virginia neighbor, Thomas Jefferson.
Geroge Mason's most important work
was the writing of a Declartion of
Rights when he was a member of the
Virginia Convention of May, 1776.

Thomas Jefferson drew heavily on this

paper when he authored the American
Declaration of Independence.
One of the interesting tidbits in Mrs.

Copeland's book is the fact that

Washington was frequently given
cherry trees by the Masons. Although
Mason was a far better cherry tree

grower than Washington, neither of

them had much success in the growing
of grapes for wine. And if a Virginian
today wants to drink good wine he has
to import it from France and Germany,
or maybe California.

John Klaus poses in his Convocation regalia.
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Price Inflation Hits Campus

by MARGARET HANDLE

Recent price increases on popular

items in both Miss Dee's Snack Bar and

the Coffee House reflect the result of in-

flation on campus food services.

Several factors are involved in this in-

crease instituted this- month on such

items as beer, coffee, and snack foods.

The high price of coffee has been a

major topic in local and national news

as the cost of major brands has risen

out of sight. This overall increase has

taken its toll on the price students pay

for that morning cup of coffee. Miss

Dee's sub prices have also risen since

Christmas break: all subs are up 5«. In

the Coffeehouse, pretzels have gone up

from 15? to 20« and beer prices have

also risen. Small cokes are no longer

available at any price; only 25« and 30C

sizes are available.

Many factors are involved in rising

costs on campus. The main ones are na-

tional inflation and devaluation of the

dollar. Other reasons are closer to

home: expensive tomatoes increase the

price of the sub they're put on. Miss Dee
isn't using tomatoes when they're un-

necessary, which saves on some food

prices. Federal and State taxes have

risen, so have utility costs. These in-

creases are passed on to consumers in

the products they buy: Coffee prices in

Miss Dee's have risen twice during this

school year, from 20« to 25«, from 25* to

201.

A spokesman for the Coffeehouse

sighted their overall price increases as

due to payroll and utility hikes. When
minimum wage was increased, the Cof-

feehouse payroll went up approximate-

ly S200 „ per month. Beer prices have

gone up from all distributers. When the

Coffeehouse changed pretzel

distributers prices also went up.

Both Miss Dee's and the Coffeehouse

emphasized that their products are of

the highest quality and prices are kept

as low as possible. If quality products

were not sold, students would not supp-

ly as much business as both the Cof-

feehouse and Miss Dee's currently en

joy.

SGA Seeks Career Counselor
by DAVE DOUGLASS

The SGA continues to focus its atten-

tion on the establishment of a career-

opportunity program at Washington

College. SGA President Paul Nolo

reported on a presentation given by
representatives of American Univer-

sities (AID on career counseling ser-

vices.

The program outlined by the

counselors is the one used at AU. The
function of their program is not to

directly find jobs for graduates, but in-

stead to teach students how to obtain

jobs themselves. Emphasis is placed on

job seekers being aware of their skills,

marketing those skills to the greatest

extent, and learning to be.confident and

assertive. .

A similar, although limited and tem-

porary program, is being started by the

Group Outlines

College Goals
Dr. Richard H. Brown has suggested

the formation of an informal faculty

discussion group to develop a clear

statement of the aims and goals of the

college. Thirteen faculty members
have already responded to Brown's

suggestion which he announced at the

February 7 faculty meeting. The first

meeting of the group will be held this

monday, February 21.

Brown stated, "This idea seems to be

an appropriate way to begin our

preparation for the bicentennial of

Washington College in 1982 and for the

next evaluation of the Middle State

Association in about five years." He
also emphasized that "we are consider-

ing our aims now simply because we
are interested in them, and not because

we are compelled to do so by some ex-

ternal agancy."

Psychology Department here. Dr.

Goldstein stated that the temporary

program, like American's, stresses

marketing one's skills. In addition,

potential employers are contacted for

job interviews, and transportation can

be provided.

Concern over the fact that

Washington College has no career

counseling service, and belief that such

a program would be an asset to the col-

lege, has prompted the SGA' to pur-

suade the administration to instate

such a service.

Also discussed at Monday's SGA
meeting was the feasability of charter- ,

ing a bus for WC students to ride to the

University of Virginia vs. WC lacrosse

game on April 2. Details concerning

ticket price and choosing a bus line

have not yet been worked out.

Profile:

Zung Nguyen
by VICTORIA GADSDEN

Dr. Richard H. Brown

Mulligan Cancels Concert
Jazz Artist Gerry Mulligan has

cancelled his Spring weekend ap-

pearance at WC. The SGA is currently

working along with the Concert Series

Committee to find a suitable replace-

ment for Mulligan.

Mulligan is currently on a European
tour. According to his contract, he is

allowed to back out of one night stands
(such as the WC concert) if they con-

flict with a tour schedule.

Four comparable replacements are
tenatively available. They are. in order

of preferance, Stan Getz, Earl (Fatha)
Hines, Clark Terry, and the New York
Jazz Quartet.

Inflation is a national fact of life. Now
WC senior Zung Nyugen is measuring

the impact of rising prices and pinched

pocket books on Washington College

students. A double major in Economics

and Psychology, he plans to attend

business school after completing his

final year here and to specialize in

finance and marketing. But before he

can graduate from this school, he has

two senior project requirements to

fulfill. His senior project for Economics

is a study of consumer behavior.

The project is a follow up study of re-

cent WC graduate Brenda Thompson's

senior project. "We constructed a

Washington College price index similar

to the consumer price index put out by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics." By ad-

ministering a questionnaire designed to

determine wealth and monthly expen-

ditures of the average student, Ms.

Thompson established a set of "prices

and quantity" examining consumption

patterns of the WC student in February

of 1976. The questionnaire was given to

thirty-five randomly selected students.

Zung's job has been to re-administer

the questionnaire in October of 1976

with his own modifications. He then

compared his results with those of Ms.

Thompson. In his comparison he has

studied the changes in price through the

period of February to October and
subsequent changes in student con-

sumption patterns.

Zung found that prices increased 6%
from February to to October. This is

close to the national average. The
average allowance of the WC student

has increased from $49.00 a month to

$58.00. In addition the money saved by

students out of their summer job in-

come that will be used for their per-

sonal expenditures increased from
$464.00 to $595.00. On the whole, then

Washington College students are

wealthier this year than last.

Where are the students spending this

money? Zung has determined that the

amount of money per month spent on

food has dropped from 12.5% to 8%
while prices in this area have remained
constant. "The money spent on laundry

decreased too," Zung jokingly com-
mented, "I guess this could mean WC
students are getting skinnier and dir-

tier." Travel expenses accounted for

11% of monthly expenses. This percen-

tage remained stable through the

period as did the 5% spent on clothing

and the 3% spent on entertainment,

sports, and athletic equipment.

Students are spending more money
this'year on items such as cigarettes,

albums, alcohol and mixers, and drugs

(marijuana, hashish, cocaine, speed,

and downers). In February, 1% of stu-

dent expenditures were going to

cigarettes. In October, Zung found that

this had increased to 3% . The percent of

student allowances spent on albums in-

creased from 6.5% to 9%. This was due

to an increase in consumption rather

than price. In the spring of 76, 10.5%

was spent on alcohol and mixers 7%
was spent on drugs. Together these two

categories accounted for 17.5% of total

expenditures per month. This percen-

tage doubled in the Fall semester from

last year's figure. Zung statedthat this

was Sue to price increases as well an an

increase in consumption. The stronger

factor was increased consumption.

In reviewing his statistics, Zung cau-

tioned that, "this is not a perfect price

index, further improvements are

needed." He stated, "price indexes tell

you something but not everything." He
feels however, that "over all, from the

data presented above, it can be safely

stated that Washington College

students on the average are wealthier

this year than last, and are spending

more."
As Zung's senior project and years at

Washington College near completion,

he expressed his impressions of the col-

lege, "I have learned and grown with

WC. After all, I have spent almost a

fifth of my life here. I have tremendous

respect for it. I have been very im-

pressed with the faculty, especially

those within my majors."

Senior Zung Nguyen was born in

Saigon, South Vietnam, He is well

traveled, due to his father's position in

the former South Vietnamese Em-
bassy. Zung has visited Europe, South

America, and Asia. He had also come to

the United Stated often before he began

attending Washington College. "I was
brought up in the city and never lived in

the country before. I was drawn to WC
because I found the Chestertown locale

attractive." Another factor affecting

Zung's decision to choose WC was,

Coach Athey who he describes as a

"strong influence. He was considerate,

nice, open and warm. Zung said his

description of Washington College met

my academic needs,

In anticipation of his departure from

Washington College, Zung said, "I will

miss WC and all the people I've met.

What would he advise for future

economists and psychologists? Zung

commented, "My advice would be for

one to have faith in the economy and to

respect your mother.'

'



German Poet
Enlivens Evening

by Lisa

Last night, the German poet,

Reinhard Paul Becker, involved a
group of some thirty people in a conver-
sation about Becker's poetry, howhis
poetry comes about, and poetry in

general. Although the evening con-

sisted of lecture, reading and discus-

sion, Mr. Becker strove for informality.

Seating himself on a tabletop, without
the conventional podium, he explained
his poems before reading them, for bet-

ter understanding to his listeners.

Before commencing with the reading,

Becker described his philosophies con-

cerning poetry and the way in which he
goes about writing his poems. For Mr.
Becker, poetry is an intriguing and
fascinating craft. His interest lies in the

participatory aspect. of poetry. Becker
feels that the question of meaning and
interpretation is left to the reader, that

as Dylan Thomas said, the poet, when
the material is written, has had his say,

the rest is up to the comsumer. In

writing his poems, Becker strives to

make it as difficult for himself as possi-

ble, using an assortment of "discipline

games" to force himself to "ex-

cellence". The devices he used to

discipline himself include the use of an.

"inaudible rhyme, rhymes hidden
within the lines of the poems, and the

mapping out of specific patterns,

geometric and abstract, in which to

confine his lines before he
beginswriting.

Mr. Becker then began reading some
of his poems which has been passed out

before his arrival. He prefaced each
poem with a short summary, explain-

ing certain problems in translating

them from German to English and
revealing his reasons for writing each
poem. The lecture itself involved a

reading in German by Mr. Becker
followed by an English translation read
by Professor Martin Kabat. Understan-

Martin

dably, the poems were more melodic in

German than they were in the English
translation.

Mr. Becker read three poems, the

first, "Brief Breviary for a Young
Robot", dealing with the imperfection
of man in relation to the sterile perfec-

tion of the birth of a robot. In writing
this primer for a young robot, Becker
tells of man's reluctance to accept his

own progress. The second poem,
"Variations on a Passage from a Let-

ter", centered upon an excerpt of a let-

ter by Dylan Thomas and used inventer
phrases comparable to the excerpt
woven into the form of a poem. In

translation, some of the phrases and
puns used were cryptic and somewhat
amusing, as Mr. Becker pointed ouU
The last poem was fascinating, more
for Becker's reason for its writing.

"Synchronisation" was based upon
Becker's curiosity about the time of his

actual conception, and the current and
personal events that occured at that

time.

Following the reading, Mr. Becker
answered several questions concerning
his poetic style, contemporary poetry in

Germany and the style from poetry-

extant Nazi Germany. When questioned
about the quality of his poems in

translation Becker responded with a
quote, "You can walk across the border
naked but you can't walk across the

border without your skin." He added
that he did not totally subscribe to that

idea, commenting upon the closeness of

the two languages and the remarkable
ease with which his poems have slipped

into English.

The reading lasted 2 hours but could

easily have lasted all night.

The Ram Shop

Craft Supplies
And

Craft Kits

1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertown
778-4554

MAGNAVOX SYLVANIA

ANTENNAS INSTALLED

Continental TV
Repairs; on all makes

Richard LaPlaca

Sales 8 Service ^4S High St.

— -..» m , « « Chestertown, Ma
778-1113 21620

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION invites you
to begin the observance of Lent by par-

ticipating in the Ash Wednesday Ser-

vices of the United Methodist Churches
of Chestertown on Wednesday,
February 23:

FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
6:30- Covered-dish

Fellowship Supper 7:30- Ash Wednesday
(Students do not have
to bring food)

8:00- Service of Ashes &
Oil (with special

music)

CHRIST UNITED
METHODIST CHRUCH

Worship
(in conjunction
with Janes &
Emmanuel United
Methodist Churches)
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Tonight's The Night...

The whole playoff picture, once so
complex, has suddenly become very
simple.

If we win tonight, we keep playing. If

not, the season's over. You -can't get
much simpler than that.

The MAC Southeast Division stands
as follows: Widener, who knocked the
Shoremen off 71-53 on Wednesday, has
clinched the division and will host
Moravian in the first round of the con-
ference playoffs on Thursday. Haver-
ford, given up for dead after their loss

here, won their last four conference
games, including an 83-75 defeat of

Hopkins Wednesday, and is in second
place with a 6-4 record. The Shoremen
and Hopkins are tied at 5-4, and square
off tonight after the JV game The win-
ner goes to 6-4 and plays Haverford in a
playoff for the right to meet Franklin
and Marshall in the first round. The
loser hangs up the jerseys for another
year.

In other games, the Finneganmen
walloped Ursinus 86-64 and upended
Eastern 98-91. Their overall record
stands at 14-9 going into tonight's con-
test, guaranteeing them a winning
season for the first time since 1963-64.

Fourteen wins is the highest total in

thirty-four years.

The home five played well enough to

win against Ursinus, getting off to a
slow start by rallying to take a 48-32

lead at halftime. The Bears never got

close again.

Geoff Kurtzman hit for 20 points to

lead the Shoremen. Joe Wilson
bucketed 16, Dennis Compton hit for 11

and Doug Byrne finished with ten.

At St. David's Pennsylvania, it was

by DANA CHATELLIER
the same story, as the Maroon and
Black trailed 45-44 at halftime but put
on their patented second-half push to
move out to an 11 point lead with six
minutes to go. Kurtzman and Wilson
shared team scoring honors with 22
apiece, while Byrne and Steve Dicker-
son busted loose for 19 and 18, respec-
tively. Jeff Brooks burned the nets for
37 for Eastern.

Talent-laden Widener didn't have
much trouble Wednesday, as they
moved out to an early lead. The
Pioneer's zone defense proved to be vir-
tually impenetrable, and when 6'6"

Dennis James and Mark Tucker came
out to cover the Shore guards, WC's of-

fense virtually collapsed. Washington
stayed tough and cut the gap to ten
points several times in the second half,

but Widener just had too much. James
and J im Fitzpatrick netted 20 apiece for
Widener, while Dicker-son's dozen and
ten by Wilson led Washington.

Hopkins has been having their pro-

blems lately, having lost six of their last

seven games, their lone win during that
stretch coming against Ursinus. In-

juries have plagued them also, as star-

ting guard Randy Lovallo has been
sidelined for the season. But from past
experience, the Shoremen know that

they can't afford to take the Jays light-

ly. Gary Rupert-coached Hopkins
teams always hustle and battle and
scrap until the very end, so to win,

Washington will have to do exactly the

same.
And, with both teams in a "must-

win" situation, it should provide for a

dogfight that'll bring the house down.

FOR GUYS fr GALS
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 HIGH STREET
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21020

PHONE 776-2800

BASS FRYE TOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049
"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

Elburn's Florist and Greehouses
"Si: • Complete Plant Supplies

55^ • We Wire Flowers and Plants Worldwide

Roses Carnations
1 Mil* South of Bridge Fresh Arrangements Corsages Phono 778-2200

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY SPECIAL AT

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
Friday, FEBRUARY 18 8 p.m.-closing

Discount to all WC student with ID
25' off mixed drinks ft imports
1 0* off all other beers ft wines

'Miss Dee's'
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m.-IO p.m.

BECOME A CAMPUS DEALER

Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest prices.

High Profits: NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED
For Details, Contact: FAD Components, Inc.

20 Passaic Avenue, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006; or

llene Orlowsky, 201-227-6884. Call Collect
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Lacrosse

Countdown
Has Begun

b> ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

Almost everyone who was here last

year realizes that the one thing that is

usually associated with spring is

lacrosse.

For those who do not agree—perhaps

because you are not yet acquainted

with the sport and the high regard peo-

ple in this area have for it, then watch

and wait. And anticipate. Someone will

surely convince you to go to a game
where you will witness numerous fans

thronging in the bleachers or on the

banks and soon, cheering so loud that

you might not help yourself from cheer-

ing too.

Bewteen abrasive comments
directed at the visiting team (and

referees i and perfunctory gulps of beer

for which our fans are so well-known,

initially you might be taken aback by

the intense pleasure surrounding the

game, but before the season is history,

you will be well accustomed to

lacrossemania.

Because each home-game is a social

event more volitile than any night in the

coffeehouse—except when joyous fans

toast their favorite team for a big win,

you might take a liking to lacrosse even

if the games themselves do not enthuse

you.

Aside from the accolades—the red

carpet treatment the Sho'men get each

season, lacrosse is an interesting sport

that requires much finesse and team

unity. Head Coach Don Kelly, who
replaced Charlie Clark back in 1957, has

brought the Shoremen from relative

obscurity to national fame. Under him

the team continues to improve and

aims to be one of the best squads in the

country. For a small college like WC,
that is quite a goal.

Although two practices have been

held outside, the team has done the bulk

of their practice in the gym because of

weather conditions and the muddy
field. About 50 •'competent" players

are trving out, and according to Coach

Kelly,' many will play JV since

everyone on last year's Varsity, save

Co-Captains Wally Mangles and Tom
Sutton is returning.

.

"It's a veteran team." Coach Kelly

added. "I am hoping that because we
are somewhat older and more ex-

perienced, we will be more poised."

To face "tough schedule" of 12

games, the Shoremen will probably use

the same trio on attack that they used

much the past two seasons: Junior

Mert Gaines, and Seniors Kevin Mur-

phy and John Cheek, who was elected

the Outstanding Player and Attackmen

of Division II and who was named to the

first Team Ail-American. He was also

MVP of. the Shoreman last season. If

one of the starting attackmen is in-

jured, the coach feels that Freshman
Billy Russel and Stephen Flanagan will

readily fill the void.

However, it seems that if Cheek were

hurt—he.led all scorers with 69 goals

and broke Ray Wood's record set in 1949

when we had a club lacrosse team—no
one could adequately replace him.

Nevertheless. Cheek says, "This

year's freshmen are really com-
petitive. They realize that making the

team will be a difficult task."

"We have more depth on this team

than we have ever had," Coach Kelly

agreed, referring to the large turnout of

prospective mid-fielders and
defensemen. At mid-field, the likely

starters will be Senior GP Lindsay, who

was named to the second Team Ail-

American, Juniors George (Dirty)

Mullinix and Drew Romans, who

shared last year's Most Improved

Player honors with defenseman Jon

Gifford.

Behind them will be Seniors Rick

Ricketts and Billy Cooper; Juniors Tom
Wood, Matt Morris, and Keith Kirby;

Sophomores Bill Hamill, Tom Beach

and Greg Schaffner; and a whole host

of "promising Freshmen", including

John Pierson, Tim Hollywood, Ben
Tuckerman, Jim Devins, and Matthew

Clute. According to Drew Romans, the

team, especially the mid-field, "needs a

lot of work. Improvement will com-

e. ..as we work together. We'll get better

by the time the season begins."

Because the Shoremen will have a

fourth field for the first time since

anyone can remember, they should be

able to organize at least four or five

talented players for their formidable

competition. Facing teams like

Hopkins, Virginia and Navy to name
but a few. of the nation's roughest

teams, the Sho'men will need a great

deal of talent.

It is important that they find a mid-

fielder who can consistently win face-

offs, because sometimes he can deter-

mine the game's outcome by controll-

ing the ball and setting the pace at the

outset.

Without a strong face-off man, the

team will probably have to rely on an

airtight defense. Now the defense

"looks good", Romans says. "They are

shaping up well." ..

The Sho'men hope they will not be

forced to test their defense, but if they

are. Coach Kelly said, "we have an ex-

cellent defense, one of the best we've

ever had."

In addition to having Senior

defenseman Andy Crosby and Ricky

Blair, and Juniors Collis Townseld, Jon

Gifford, and Skip Comstock, Freshmen
Jim Bradley and Bill Herring are ready

and willing to assist. Junior Clint Evans

and Sophomore Tim Hart are in the

goal.

On the whole the team is working

well. Skip Comstock said, "Our en-

thusuasm is high." But, "we can't be

overconfident' Coach Kelly maintains

"because the slightest mistakes could

cost us many games."

.

The team hopes to improve on last

year's successful 10-5 record, and its

season will commence here at 3:00 p.m.

against Loyola Wednesday, March 16.

Although Loyola is "much better this

year," it is becauseWC beat them badly

two years ago that the Sho'men are con-
1 fident. In preparation for Loyola, the

team will scrimmage with the Penn-

sylvania Lacrosse Club here at 11:00

this Saturday, and the University of

Maryland, who they lost to 15-14 earlier

this year, at Maryland on March4.
Coach Kelly and Assistant Coach

Mickey DiMaggio are anxious for a

glorious season. Rumor has it that

Coach Kelly might retire at the end of

the season. If he does, it seems only fit-

ting that the team gives it's best each

game to pay homage to the man who is

celebrating his twenty-first year as

head coach of Washington College

Lacrosse.

The team looks promising. After Spr-

ing Break, the warm weather will be

here—and so will- lacrosse. WC can

hardlv wait.

Lacrosse practice moves outside as the weather betters

Lifshin

Continued from Page 2

The entire reading dwelt on the fact

that Ms. Lifshin in undeniabley female

and, therefore, has had problems get-

ting people to look past her exterior to

the core of her being. Her poetry

definitely implied that she is on a

search for self that has resulted in her

writing poetry. During the bet-

ween—poem bantering with the au-

dience, Ms. Lifshin seemingly assumed

the role of the women she

despised—giggling and dancing around

the podium. With the beginning of each

poem, Ms. Lifshin's demeanor
changed, as she assumed the role of the

sultry temptress, caressing each word

as though it were made of silk.

The last poems on the program were

classified as "hate poems" by Ms. Lif-

shin. They were the end result of her

divorce and conveyed a great deal of

bitterness, and hatred toward the man
and the family that caused the divorce.

In all, Ms. Lifshin's reading was a

venting of spleen and a

discourse on why it is difficult to be a

woman in the twentieth century. . Her
liberationist attitude and hatred of be-

ing a woman was the major theme of

the poetry.

In spite of Ms. Lifshin's resentment of

the role of her sex in society, the poems
were well written and, for the most

part, well read. At points however, it

was difficult to follow her reasoning for

line breaks, but, for the most part, the

poems read smoothly. As a speaker she

was unorganized, shuffling papers and

stammering as she chose her next

poem. This was perhaps the result of

nervousness, but it detracted from the

reading and gave the audience the im-

pression that she was not adequately

prepared. In all, the evening was highly

disappointing.

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street

Chester-town, Wld. 21620

Hallmark Cards

Eaton Papers

Typewriter Repair

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Pork

Chestertown, Maryland

DON KELLY
CHEVROLET-BUICK INC.

Rt. 213 N. Chestertown, Md.

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES!

Stain

Drug Go.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030^-^
Tit?

• Hudson's Vitamins v3g

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

Discount to all W.C. Students for

Washington's Birthday Ball Flowers!

Anthony's Flowers and Greenhouses
Complete Plant Supplies

Plants & Flowers Wired Worldwide

€ % Mile South of Bridge Phone: 778-2525
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BOARD SUPPORTS

CAREER PROGRAM

Convocation speaker Mrs. Pamela C. Copeland receives her honorary
degree from President Joseph Mclain

Convocation Draws
Large Turnout

by ROGER J.

A surprising student turnout filled

Tawes Theatre Saturday for the annual

George Washington Birthday Convoca-

tion, celebrating the College's 195th

Founder's Day. President Joseph H.

McLain presided at the one-hour

ceremony.
Heading the agenda were the in-

vestiture of Dr. William Michael Bailey

in the Hodson Trust Chair in

Economics, and an address by Pamela
Cunningham Copeland, co-author of

The Five George Masons.
Bailey's investiture marks the fourth

chair to be endowed at the college, and
the first Trust chair to be endowed in

Economics. McLain, in performing the

investiture, cited Bailey's "continued

academic excellence" as well as the

Hodson Trust's "love, respect, and
generosity to Washington College."

Copeland's address followed the in-

vestiture. A noted historian and former
member of the Washington College

Board of Visitors and Governors,

Copeland's lengthy credentials also in-

clude service on the Board of Trustees

of the Henry Francis duPont Winter-

thur Museum, the Historic Deerfield,

Inc., membership on the Committee for

the Preservation of the White House
and the Council of the American
Museum in Britain.

Her address was a capsuled

biography of George Mason IV, friend

of George Washington and Thomas Jef-

ferson, and author of the "Nonimporta-

REBETSKY
tion Resolutions," the' "Fairfax
Resolves," and the Virginia Declara-

tion of Rights. The Virginia Declaration

of Rigiits later served as an inspiration

and model for the Bill of Rights Amend-
ments to the United States Constitution.

Emphasizing the importance of the Bill

of Rights to both revolutionary

forefathers and modern America,
Copeland remarked in her closing: "I

am confident that you are prepared to

continue the revolution of freedom."

Following her address, acting on the

mandamus of the Board of Visitors and
Governors, President McLain confer-

red on Copeland the honorary degree of

Doctor of Humane Letters, the first col-

lege degree of any type to be awarded
to her. A citation of Mrs. Copeland's

biography and accomplishments was
read by Dean Thomas B. Hanson, prior

to the conferring of the degree.

The college faculty was present in full

regalia. The processional and reces-

sional were performed by the

Washington College Brass Quintet. A
choral selection was sung by the

Washington College Chorale, under the

direction of Professor John Klaus.

by MARIAN

The Board of Visitors and Governers
has ordered the development of a
career opportunity service and has ap-

. proved the Finance Committee's pro-

posed 77-78 budget. Their meeting last

Saturday marked the end of a long bat-

,
tie for career counseling at WC, and the

beginning of positive steps towards the

institution of a specific program.
The proposal for a career counseling

1 program was enthusiastically
discussed. The need and desire of

students for such a counselor was ex-

pressed in a speech by SGA President

Paul Noto. He stated that it would im-

prove student morale and attract more
students, and that it could also increase

alumni donations if the college were
more able to compete with other col-

leges in recruiting students.

Several other reports were made by
Board Members supporting the need
for a counseling service. Speakers in-

cluded Mr. A.K. Spinak, Assistant

Director of NASA, who reported on the

program at American University, and
Mr. Robert J. Colburn, Jr., who spoke

of students need for aid in self-

discovering and self help. Judge
Thomas Hunter Lowe of the Maryland
Court of Appeals, suggested that Board
members make themselves available

to discuss career opportunities with this

year's seniors.

The career program is being started

in two directions. In the short run, a

committee including Mrs. Orson
Nielson, Chairman of the Student Af-

fairs Committee of the Board, Dean
Kelly, and Paul Noto, will take up
Judge Lowe's idea of counseling this

year's senior class. They are planning a

"careers day" for the first week in

April, in,which members of the Board
will speak to seniors giving personal in-

sights into the job market.

Roger J. Rebetshy, former Elm
editor, is currently employed as a
reporter/photographer covering
the Kent County area for the

Maryland Slate News. Several of
his articles have appeared on the

front pages of this week's issues.

Academic Report Moves Ahead

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
A fall vacation and a lengthened final

exam week are the major changes in

next year's academic calendar, which

will be discussed at the faculty meeting

Monday night. The faculty will also con-

sider an acceleration of the current in-

ternship program.
A vacation is definitely planned for

the third week in October in response to

what Dean Hanson terms "a real pro-

blem in student and faculty energy."

He noted the "apparent slump in

energies" near mid-semester last fall

"which does not exist in the spring

simply because of the presence of the

spring break." The Dean believes the

fall vacation will alleviate the "un-

necessary writing off of the fourth week
in November" when manv students

Continued on Page 4

COOPER
A long run plan is also being for-

mulated by President McLain. Dean
Kelly, and the Academic Council. This
program would prepare students
throughout their four years at WC. The
program is designed to help students
help themselves. Noto, a student
representative and leader in the drive
for career counseling, expressed
satisfaction with the new plans.

Two outstanding factors are included

in the new budget. There will be a $300

fee increase consisting of a $200 in-

crease in tuition and a $100 increase in

room and board, and funds for faculty

sabbaticals have been eliminated. The
balancing of the budget will depend on

factors such as the rate of inflation and
the new student enrollment. The budget

is premissed on an average enrollment

of 700 students.

The lack of funds for sabbaticals is a

disappointment for many professors.

President Mclain received letters from
several professors against the elimina-

tion of sabbatical funds. When asked his

opinion on the question, Dr. Daniel L.

Premo, faculty representative on the

Board, "Viewed with regret the

necessity for eliminating from the

budget the money that would have been
used for sabbatical leave. One can
recognize the Board's concern, but I

must confess my disappointment that it

did not seek alternative funds for sab-

batical for the forthcoming year."

The Board hopes that the dropping of

the program will not lower faculty

morale, and that the program will be

reinstated as soon as possible. Presi-

dent Mcclain expressed concern for the

faculty and will attempt to find the

funds in the future. Dean Hanson hopes

that it will be a one year moratorium.

'77-'78 to Feature Fall Vacation

by Margaret Handle

The Washington College Birthday

Ball, attended by nearly 900people, was

pronounced "a huge success" by Mr.

George Hayward, Vice President for

Development and Public Relations. The

largest Ball ever held, it grossed ap-

proximately $1,600 for the General

Scholarship Fund.

This was the first time the Birthday

Ball was held in the gym, and there was

much concern over possible damage to

the wooden floor. However, all such

fears have been put ot rest. Coach

Athey remarked, "I was pleasantly sur-

prised. We had to expect some wear

and tear, but it (the floor) was in ex-

cellent condition." There were no

reports of any type of damage occuring

anywhere in the gym. Certain precau-

tions were taken to protect the floor,

such as the sawdust spread over the

dance area. Plastic covering was not

used because of the expense (approx-

'imately$800>.

Despite the fact that it was the

"largest attended function" held here

in the past several years, Mr. Hayward
noted that the Ball made less money
this year than last. Thereason for the

decrease was the cost of moving
everything to the gym. This incurred

higher labor costs along with the usual

expenses of entertainment. Also, in

past years Dining Hall and
Maintenance budgets absorbed their

own costs ; this year they did not.

Unfortunately, only about 300 people

took advantage of the homemade
donuts, pasteries, and turnovers which

the Dining Hall prepared for the occa-

sion. Next year, the spread will not be

as large to eliminate leftovers and ad-

Continued on Page 3

Happy Spring Break!

NOTICE: The Washington ELM will

not come out next week. March -1. due to

the beginning of Spring Break. The
ELM offices will be open, however, un
til March 3. The next publication daU
will be March 18.
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WC Hosts Fourth State Dance Festival

It looks as though one of the students' most cherished dreams

is about to come true. After many years of fighting and haggling,

the administration and the Board of Visitors and Governors have

decided Washington College can indeed have a career op-

portunities counseling program. The dream will not actually be

realized this year, which is hard on graduating seniors, but it

looks as though underclassmen will not have long to wait.

The main reason for holding out against a career opportunities

counseling program was that such a program would violate the

liberal arts tradition. It would bring professionalism and

money-grubbing into the clean atmosphere of the liberal arts

school. The next step would be students demanding vocational

courses to prepare them for specific jobs. Finally, Washington

College would degenerate into a trade school, teaching cashiers

and court reporters. It sounds ridiculous.

It is ridiculous. Those of us who come to Washington College to

stay are obviously not interested in vocational courses. If so, we
could have gone to the score of tech schools in the area. But, once

our formal education comes to a close, we all wish to settle into

some job that puts our education to use. We cannot all drift from

grad school to grad school, living off yearly grants.

What Washington College needs is a program that students can

consult. We all have interests that could be salable in markets
unknown to us. There are probably a thousand ways we could use

our liberal arts education, in fields we cannot begin to imagine.

In any case, Washington College should give the career op-

portunities counseling program a try. If too much industrial at-

mosphere blows in with the program, we can let it go, and our

rarified air can be purified once more. It doesn't seem likely this

will happen, though. And in this time of layoffs and high

unemployment, those pledged to the liberal arts way of life

should get all the help they possibly can.
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The Maryland Council for Dance will

sponsor the 4th Slate Dance Festival

here on March 18, 19 and 20. The three

day festival will provide teachers,

dancers, students and choreographers

the opportunity to discuss theoretical

and practical concepts of dance—per-

formance, teaching, theater, ad-

ministration, and education. Atten-

dants will also have the chance to meet

with specialists for a total educational

and creative experience.

Highlighting the festival made-possi-

ble through grants from the Maryland

Arts Council and Grayce's Capezio

Dance Theater in Baltimore, will be an

evening concert in American Jazz

Dance by the Gus Giordano Dance

Company. Mr. Giordano will also con-

duct two master classes in jazz dance

and repertory.

Master classes will be conducted in

ballet, modern dance, jazz, repertory,

tap dance, character dance, dance for

musical theater and Mexican Folk

Dance. Workshops will be held on dance

injuries, careers in dance, 'Dalcrose

Eurthymics, music/sound accompani-

ment for dance. A lecture-

demonstration on the incorporation of

dance elements into gynmanstic floor

routines will be presented by the

Parkettes South Gymnastic Team. The

festival will also include a

Choreography Workshop and a slide-

lecture on "Nature, Movement, and

Art" by Jean Marsh, a well-known

dancer, teacher and photographer. Two
showings of five films of major dance

companies will round out the festival.

Noted teachers include Lois Hoffman

(Boston Conservatory), Shelly Berg

(American University), Anne Warren

(Maryland Dance Theater), Barbara

Gehring (Valley Saunders Dance Com-

pany), Janetta McNamara (Salisbury

State College), Harietla Wallace (Com-

munity College of Baltimore), David

Freivogel and Jean Butler (University

of Maryland) and Joyce Wheeler Gard-

ner and leva West.

Roving Reporter:

The Birthday Ball

by LYNN LYKE
Photos by CAROL HOOD

During the past week students were

asked the following question: "How did

you like the Birthday Ball?"

Bob Akeson, Sophomore, "I liked it

because the gym provided a spacious

and gaier atmosphere. The band was a
refreshing change of pace from the

usual. I liked the idea of having a
breakfast but was disappointed that

there were not more types of food

Cathy Bauermann, Sophomore, "I

had a really good time. We were there

the whole time and enjoyed it a lot more

than last year's. It was ,a lot more

decorative, there was more space, and

the atmosphere was a lot better. It was

definitely worth attending."

Doug Errington, Senior, "I was
pleased to see so many people at one ac-

tivity, including students, parents, and

alumni. The atmosphere was a lot more
relaxed than if it were in the more con-

tinued areas of the cafeteria, although I

don't think I could convince Miss Fall

that the trade-off of the gym surface for

the extra space was fair
. '

'

Alison Brier, Sophomore, "I had a

really good time. I didn't feel I was in

the gym because it was set up so nicely.

From what I could see, everyone en-

joyed themselves. The decorations im-

pressed me, especially the archway. I

could tell that a lot of time and effort

went into the Ball."
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The Washington College Speaker's
Bureau is a new service that offers the
WC faculty the chance to act as
speakers outside of the college. For-
mulated through Mary Skelton and the
Office of Public Information, it is in-

tended as a means of making the Col-
lege's services more widely available
to the community.
Brochures listing the speakers

available and their individual topics
have been printed and sent out to
organizations, groups and other col-
leges located on the East Coast. Thirty-
four individuals including President
McLain, professors, and public rela-
tions people have volunteered their ser-
vices to the community. The only cost
to the sponsoring organization is the
travel expenses of the lecturer.

Lecture Brings Music toWC
by HENRY SALLOCH

Roger Harmon's lecture-
demonstration of the Renaissance lute
brought a significant segment of the
music of this period to Washington Col-
lege Tuesday night. Harmon presented
lute music as it was played and heard in
Italy, Germany, France, and England
during the reign of Elizabeth I in this
program sponsored by the Daniel Gib-
son Lecture series.

Demonstrating his scholarship in the
technique of performance, and his ar-
tistry in interpretation, Harmon played
in the style and spirit of this period of
great advances in the development of
Western music. (The prominence of the
lute during the Renaissance is well
known—if only from the many pain-
tings of that period depicting lutenists)
The wide scope of Renaissance music
from its beginning in Italy in 1507 (the
first printing of a lute book) to its

flowering in England was conveyed by
more than 20 musical examples.
Harmon's explanations, commen-

tary, and illustrations which were pro-
jected on the screen before each selec-
tion were interesting and helpful to the
audience. Undoubtedly many listeners,
unaccustomed to the style of
Renaissance lute music, might have
found it difficult to listen. Yet the in-
troductions were so sensible, and the
performance was so sensitive that the
audience listened attentively and in
perfect silence. Every soft tone of the

Birthday Ball
Continued from page 1

'ded expenses. Also, the bar did not do
as much business as might have been
expected.

$200 worth of plants stolen

Missing plants were another problem
that followed the Ball's aftermath.
Plants on loan from Anthony's Florist

were discovered missing Sunday morn-
ing. Valued at $200, total, they had been
used to decorate the archway at the
gym entrance. So far, 7 of the plants
have been returned, although two are
still missing.

The general consensus of those who
organized the, Ball was to continue
holding the Birthday celebration in the

gym. Mr. Hayward commended
everyone involved. Those chiefly

responsible were Raymond Crooks,

A Midsummer Revelry

Lutenist Roger Harmon plays his
Renaissance instrument

instrument could clearly be heard.
The basic themes and the musical

lines could be followed easily due to the
clean playing free of undue embellish-
ment. The tone of the Swiss instrument
in all registers was clear, even, most
precise and pleasing. The great variety
of the pieces played is living proof of the
richness of the lute repertoire.

maintenance, Dave Knowles,
refreshments, and Laurie Bolton,
decorating.

Overall, this year's Birthday Ball
was a resounding success and at least
part of that success is due to the new
location. Mr. Hayward's main concern
is to find new ways to protect the gym
floor if the Ball is held there in the
future. Having the Ball in the gym is a
convenience and, Coach Athey noted
"I'd much rather see it here than down
at the Armory."
Hayward indicated that he would ap-

preciate notice of reaction to this year's
ball and suggestions for next year's af-

fair. He feels the social and financial
success that was the 1977 Birthday Ball
was well-worth the time and money its

preparation involved.

by LESLIE
•g. If it can be stated that Shakespeare
2 has the facility as a comic writer to in-

o elude his audience within the body of

J his production, then Thursday night's
a. performance of A Midsummer Night's

Dream can no doubt be labelled pure
Shakesperian comedy. As a production
in the round, the Washington College
performance placed as high a demand
upon its audience as it did upon its ac-
tors.

Like the 17th century aristocracy
upon which the comedy was based,
Shakespeare delighted in the entertain-
ment which masques provided. Paul
Kaiser (Theseus) and April Lindevald
(Hippolyta) established the mood of a
society which loved to be entertained.
Juxtaposed with the stiffness of this

court, in which romance could only be
pursued with paternal permission and
societal consent, the freedom which the
woods provide was more than a breath
of fresh air. The lively performances of
John D'Amico and his entourage of
fairies did more than perpetuate the no-
tion of free movement and unrestrained
living. Mr. Segal's set was an embodi-
ment of this free motion. Actors were
allowed to freely skip among the
members of the audience, unhindered
by walls or barriers.

KITCHEN
The interaction of David Merritt

(Demetrius), Kevin McGuire
(Lysander), Kevin Madden (Hermia),
was and Nancy Knuth (Helena) an
hilarious thread to Shakespeare's
quickly woven tapestry of love lost and
subsequently found. I found Ms.
Knuth's and Mr. McGuire's interpreta-
tions particularly sensitive, as their
movements very nearly corresponded
with their speeches on the frustrations
of unrequited love. Lisa Gluck's in-

tervention as Puck was certainly
animated, but I found her constant
movements disconcerting. Caryn
Balamaci, as Titania, was fairylike to
the extreme as her speech often
quickened to correspond with physical
activity.

Shakespeare's play within a play was
more than entertaining; Bottom, Flute,
Starveling, Snout and Snug completely
stole the stage during Act five; as an
end to the uproarious production, their

interpretation could only be called a
"grand finale". With the constant jux-
taposition of love and its loss, one can
certainly agree with Shakespeare in

declaring: "Merry and Tragical?
Tedious and Brief? That is hot ice and
wonderous strange snow."

d>

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair
Around the Corner from the Pork

Chestertown, Maryland

MACjfMAVOX SYLVANIA

ANTENNAS INSTALLED

Continental TV
Repairs; on all makes

Richard LaPlaca

Sal*! S Service 345 High St.

•v-wo l l l * Chestertown, Md.
778-1113 21620

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030

i Hudson's Vitamins'!

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

DON KELLY
CHEVROLET-BUICK IHC.

Rt. 2 1 3 N. Chestertown, Md.

SERVICE OH ALL MAKES!

The Ram Shop

Craft Supplies
And

Craft Kits

1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertown
778-4554

Elburn's Florist and Greehouses
K| • Complete Plant Supplies^gpi

• We Wire Flowers and Plants Worldwide

Roses Carnations
1 Mile South of Bridge Fresh Arra ngemonts Corsages Phone 778-2200

Sat. Feb. 26 ] J™ Sellers Band

HAPPY HOUR FRIDAY 4-6 P.M.

Wanted: Experienced Bartender
Contact: Phil—778-21 14
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Cagers Conclude

Successful Season

When the Varsity basketball team

began practicing in October, Coach

Finnegan predicted it would have its

first winning season since 1963-4,

although most of the players we/e on

last year's squad which finished with a

hapless 8-17record.

After the Shoremen lost their first

four games, including the Navy 102-61

romp on the tail end of that losing

streak, many people thought the coach

was just advertising for fan support to

bolster the team's confidence.

But many guessed too early because

the team won 11 of their next 13 games,

namely the Bridgewater Jaycee Invita-

tional Tourney in which Joe Wilson the

Most Valuable Player Award winner, a

big 70-61 win over Hopkins, and the

Rose City Classic Invitational in which

Wilson once again won the Most

Valuable Player Award and Ed Beach

and Brian Plunkett made the First

Team.
The Shoremen then won 3 of 7 to end

the season with the best winning

percentage (.583) since 1949-50 and the

most wins since 194243 when they also

won 14 games. "We had a good season,"

the coach said. "We played well con-

sidering that the schedule was not in

our favor."

That schedule consisted of 16 games
away and 8 here, including George

Washington and Navy, which are both

in Division I; Transylvania, which

ranks 10th in the nation in Division III;

and Widener, who defeated them twice.

It would have been nice if the

Shoremen had finished the year with 'a

victory, especially against Hopkins,

their arch-rivai. But in a do-or-die

game, to determine who meets Haver-

ford for the right to play Franklin and

Marshall College in the opening round

of the MAC playoffs, Hopkins barely

triumphed 82-80. This was despite the

last second heroics in the second half,

which included Dennis Compton's tie-

ing basket made from deep inside the

corner at the buzzer, sending the game
into overtime.

Coach Finnegan Disappointed

with Referee

Although both teams played well, the

coach felt that Hopkins got the breaks.

Joe Wilson's controversial player-

control foul committed with about two

minutes left in overtime cost the

Shoremen a bucket and perhaps a free

by ED HOOKER
Sports Editor u

throw which would have put them £
ahead. Wilson drove through the lane >>

and while scoring he ran into Andy 5
Scheinfeld. a
"It was a questionable call," the g

coach declared. "Our season depended >,

on it." The coach thought Scheinfeld -g,

had fouled Wilson, but even if Wilson 2

had fouled him, the basket would have j?
counted and Scheinfeld would have -

gone to the line one and one.

"But there was no way in the world

that Wilson committed a player-control

foul," the coach said. "It was a bad

call."

Aside from this and Steve Dicker-

son's costly turnover, with 35 seconds

remaining in the second half, the coach

was especially pleased with the team's

overall performance.

"We played really well," Dennis

Compton assented. "But we
wereoutplayed.We couldn't stop their

inside game, and our defense was

unusually weak."
Geoff Kurtzman's 17, Doug Byrne's

13, Steve Dickerson's 12 and John

Habermann's 10 points were tops for

the Shoremen, while Andy Scheinfeld

and John Finston paced the Blue Jays

with 25 and 22.

*

Wrap-up
Host Haverford defeated Hopkins

69-61 this Monday behind Dick Voith's

30 points. The winner of the Haverford-

Franklin and Marshall game will battle

the winner of the Widener-Moravian

frame tomorrow for the South Division

championship and a chance to play in

"the NCAA Division III Tourney.

Next Season

The Shoremen will lose only two

players next season, Bob Moore, and

Geoff Kurtzman, who wound up his

brilliant career here with 1241 points

and 947 rebounds. The team will sorely

miss their services, particularly Kurt-

zmann's, but with incoming freshmen

under the guidance of Captain Joe

Wilson.whose 801 career-points put him

within easy striking distance of the 1000

point mark for next season, the

Shoremen should be just as good,

perhaps better than this year's squad.

"We need a good man to replace

Geoff. And for now we can look op-

timistically to next year's team,"

Coach Finnegan said.

FOR SALE: REALTONE Stereo;

AM/FM radio; Good Condition $50 or

Best Offer; Will throw in Headphones;
Contact: Lydia Thomas, 778-1079.

HELP WANTED
COLORADO, WYOMING, MONTANA
Summertime employees for

dude ranches, National Parks,

and U.S. Forest Service. For in-

formation and directory send
$3.00 to Outdoor Services,

Box 349, Cody, Wyoming,
82414.

WC Center Geolr Kurtzman (54) shoots from the corner against Hopkins as

Dennis Compton (42) moves in for the rebound. The Sho'men lost the game

in overtime 92-80.
. .

There's Something
Besides Lacrosse?

by TOM
White Lacrosse looms over the spr-

ing's sports attractions , it should be

remembered that it is not the only

sport; in fact there are quite a few
more. Men's and Women's Tennis,

Crew, Baseball, and Tracfe and Field

will be covered in a three-part series.

This week, Men's Tennis and Tracfe and

Field are featured.

The WC Men's Tennis season begins

here vs. Drew University March 19. At-

tempting to improve last year's 6-7

record. Coach Finnegan will field 3

returning players led by Keith Twit-

cheLl last year's 1 man. Also returning

are Bob Copp and Bob McComb. These

men, along with about 10 new players,

will play a fairly rough schedule of 13

matches.
Coach Finnegan, who has been busy

as Coach of the Basketball team, says

he has not had much time to look over

the new prospects. The team has had

some practice in the gym because, until

recently, the weather has hampered
outdoor workouts.

Track and Field this year features

the return of school record holders Art

DENT
Hoyt (hurdles, 440 relay, and member
of the championship mile relay team at

the Penn Relays) and Don Frush and

Fred Nanamaker, who were on the

spectacular mile relay team with Art

last year. Altogether, 6 letter-men, who
totaled 189 points last year, are back.

The team's new talent will attempt to

recover and outdo the other 185 points

of men who havegraduated or left.

The Track season opens here with a

meet against Gallaudet March 23.

There are 7 meets altogether including

2 tri-meets, and 3 home meets.

Track and Field Coach Donald

Chatellier says that the newcomers to

the team look hopeful. He also noted

that four were record holders at their

high schools. Tentatively, there are 22

people out this season. This is not very

encouraging however, considering that

there are a total of 17 events, and in Col-

legiateTrack and Field, there are at

least three team members competing

for each event.

Even though Track and Field is

understaffed this season— apparently

it has been in the past—both it and Ten-

nis seem quite ready to take on the new
season's challenges.

Academic Calendar
Continued from page 1

leave school as early as the Friday

before Thanksgiving.

A second change in the calendar will

occur if the faculty approves the

lengthening of final exam periods from

two hours to three hours. Three hour ex-

amination periods would allow for only

two exams a day, and would mandate a

one-day extension of the exam week.

Those in favor of the extension see the

opportunity for more thorough exams

through the lengthening of the test

periods.

A third subject on the agenda is the

internship program. The faculty will

discuss the awarding of credit to any

student who has gone through an ap-

propriate faculty member in obtaining

an internship with an outside agency.

These agencies may involve such areas

as social work, business, or industry.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics 8 Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

Hauls ^koe ^>tore
' FOR GUYS & GALS

Complete Footwear Service and Supplier

227 HIGH STREET
CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND 21020

PHONE 776-2860

BASS FRYE TOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER
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DEAN HANSON FIRED
by ANNE ELISE BAILEY

Coordinating Editor

Dean Hanson:
find that belief

"i believed in Washington College, and I was disappointed lo

was not returned."

Dr. Thomas B. Hanson, Dean of the

College, has been dismissed by Presi-
dent Joseph McLain as of June 30, 1977.

McLain was vague as to the reasoning
behind this action. Hanson claims he
has "no idea" as to why he was fired.

Last December 15, Hanson's contract
as Associate Professor of English was
not renewed, pending the decision to be
made March 1, 1977 on his remaining as
Dean. The March 1 decision was one of

dismissal. However, because of the

earlier decision, McLain stated, Han-
son's dismissal "wasn't a surprise to

him" (the Dean).

No personality conflicts

McLain said, when Hanson was first

hired, less than two years ago, "Both
sides wanted it to work'." He said he
had nothing against the Dean personal-

ly, only, "the college needs.a real great

person (as Dean). ..I don't know if Dean
Hanson would or would not be that per-

son."-

Several faculty members were con-

tacted for their reactions t^ithe Dean's
dismissal, but all were reluctant to

comment in any manner other than off

the record.

Students, however, have been more
vocal in their reactions. Paul Nolo,

President of the SGA stated: "I am
very upset over the firing, and the

method with which it was done. Dean
Hanson has worked closely with the

Student Government. ..we have found
him very receptive to students. Fur-
thermore, I believe the college is

undergoing a difficult transition period

and cannot afford to lose an ex-

perienced dean at this time. I hope the

Board will carefully review this deci-

sion and the reactions to it so that in the

future this kind of problem can be
avoided."

Jeff Coomer, Vice-President of the

SGA and President of the SAB said in a

personal, non-official statement; "I'm
very disappointed with the firing

because I found Hanson to be a capable

Dean. He would have been a big help to

next year's SGA in working on the sug-

gestions in the Academics Report. I

think the firing reflects more on the

person who did the firing than on the

person who was fired. Maybe it's time

for somebody to start asking whether
the President is good for Washington
College."

Brown
Place on Bureau

by ANNE ELISE BAILEY
Coordinating Editor

Dr. Richard Brown, Chairman of the

Math Department, has been denied a

position on the Washington College

Speakers Bureau apparency because of

a topic on Gay Liberation. No one in the

Administration or on the Board of

Visitors and Governors has taken

responsibility for making the decision

to bar Brown.
Through the Speakers Bureau, the

college gets good publicity with clubs

and groups in the Delaware-Maryland
area. It shows off the talents of the pro-

fessors and staff of the college.

However, all the topics, with the excep-

tion of Gay Liberation, keep strictly

away from moral, political and
religious issues. No other topic was bar-

red from the Speakers Bureau
brochure.

Important Decision

According to Mary V. Skelton, Direc-

tor of Public Relations, a form went to

every professor early in the fall re-

questing their participation on the

Bureau. Brown brought his to her per-

sonally. She said he told her if all three

topics could not be listed, then none
should be. "It was a decision," Skelton

said, "that was too important for me to

make just instantly without talking to

anyone else."

George Hayward, Skelton's im-

mediate superior affirmed that Skelton

did not make the decision to bar Brown.
He said, "An ultimatum came from
Brown" and since Hayward felt that

faculty concerns were not in his

jurisdiction, the decision must have
gone to the President's office, or to the

Board. However,- Hayward does not

know who made the decision. He thinks

the "Bureau is a positive concept", but

Brown is making it into a controversial

battleground. He said a private citizen

can espouse what he likes, "but to take

a public stand—it seems out of line."

Hayward continued, "To travel under

the umbrella of the college is asking

more of the college than he should... the

college has to take responsibility for

what it makes available to the public.

"

"No Disagreemnt With Decision"

When the President and Dr Rob Roy,

Chairman of the Board were contacted,

they both denied making the decision.

McLain said flatly, "I don't know who
made the decision. ..As far as I'm con-

cerned, it's a mystery." This backs up
the statement he made at the March
faculty meeting where he denied all

prior knowledge. McLain also said the

Board knew nothing of Brown's ban
from the Bureau until their Feburary 19

meeting when the brochures were

Continued on Page 6

Washington College's first lacrosse game and the warm weather brought

out a typical WC crowd.

Stickmen Crush

Loyola 20-12
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It seems the time has come to speak out against a problem that

has been growing steadily over the last few years. Before this

month, there was nothing concrete, only rumors and uneasiness.

It is a situation that has been sapping the vitality of the

Washington College Community, and it must be stopped.

On Tuesday, March 1, Dean Hanson was fired, for no apparent

reason. Everyone has ideas as to why; indeed, speculation has

been running rampant ever since the news leaked out early this

week.

The way in which this action was handled was ham-handed in

the extreme. As has been implied by the impersonal letter drop-

ped on the Dean's desk, no other way out, such as through
resignation is offered. Very little time for job-hunting is allowed

before the Dean's salery is withdrawn. And the worst insult of a

is that no explanation has been given for the dismissal.

Another unusual circumstance is that when faculty members
and students were questioned about the firing of the Dean, both
groups spoke out hotly, yet only the students would allow their

comments to go into print. The faculty seemed hesitant to sup-

port a deposed figure in case their positions would also be put in-

to jeopardy. Of course, salery letters and tenure appointments
have not been announced yet, which could be keeping everyone's
mouth closed. The students in this case have less to lose.

However, the main problem here is not the dismissal of the
Dean; that is only the incident that has brought the main pro-
blem into sharp focus. The consideration seems to be the man
who preei pi luted the firing.

ft seems obvious that the President and most of the faculty are
not hpapy with each other, which would account for the faculty's

reluctance to comment on Hanson's firing. Of course this pro-

blem has not blown up over the past week: things have been com-
ing to a head for a long time.

It was totally within the President's right to fire the Dean.
Hanson worked for the President, and if McLain did not find him
adequate, he had the power to change the situation. But the way
in which the firing was done, the attitude that has been is

deplorable.

It is an established fact that no one loves Washington College

more than the President. He is honored and respected for that

feeling. But what can account for most of the Admission Staffs'

resignations? Why did a significant number of faculty leave last

year? Why has the enrollment for the Class of '81 remained low?
Could it be because the President loves Washington College so

much he is unwilling to let it grow and change in any way?
Because the college is not growing ; it is stagnating.

There are probahlymany who will read this who silently agree

with the sentiments expressed. But isn't it about time those silent

members of the Washington College Community spoke out? Who
knows who will be fired next?

To the Editor

An open letter from Lambda Pi Delta

Owing to a recent development in a

time honored tradition we. the brothers

of Lambda Pi Delta are asking for your

support in joining a boycott of 'Dinner

Dave's' hot dogs. For an untold number
of years the Lambdas have sold hot

dogs and cokes at home lacrosse

games. This has produced a twofold

result; it has provided the fans with the

opportunity to buy a fresh, 'hot off the

grill' hot dog, while allowing us to add a

little bit to our treasury. Beginning with

this last lacrosse game and continuing

indefinitely, Dave Knowles from the

food service has tried to bolster his

budget with the paltry earnings he may
receive from selling his boiled hot dogs.

Certainly the consolidated efforts of the
food service could be directed in

another, more profitable direction.

Currently we are undercutting
Dave's prices but this can not continue
indefinitely. What we ask for is a vote of

confidence from the students in this

matter. Solidarity in the student body
can be shown by buying your hot dogs
from us and by boycotting Dave's hot
dogs. There is a very relevant economic
axiom which can be applied to this

situation if it is allowed to contunue:
"Bad hot dogs drive out good hot dogs."
Hopefully we can reverse this adapta-
tion of Greshem's Law to read, "Good

"

hot dogs drove out bad hot dogs."

We ask for your support
Lambda Pi Delta

'77-' 78 Academic

Calendar Finalized
by Margaret Handle

Next year's Academic Calendar will

include changes such as three-hour ex-

ams and a brief fall vacation.

Developed by the Administration and a

sub-committee of the Academic Coun-

cil, the Calendar will bring needed
changes to the routine school year at

wc.
The scheduled fall vacation is plan-

ned in order to stem what Dean Hanson
called "the Thanksgiving Exodus"
which begins sometimes as early as the

Friday before vacation begins. The fall

break will give students and faculty a

rest from the tiresome routine and will

raise morale for the remainder of the

first semester.

Major objections to the fall break

were raised by Coach Athey, head of

the Athletic Department. Such a break

will interfere with sports schedules

which are arranged as far ahead as two

years. The sports most affected by this

change are lacrosse and basketball.

The basketball team will either have

to be at school for part of Christmas

vacation or their season will have a gap

in it that will create, in reality, two

separate seasons. Several of their

games will have to be played during

vacation.

.The lacrosse team will encounter a

different problem. Because of a later

spring break they may lose one or two

opponents whose vacations coincide

with ours. However, the extended

school year will offer the advantage of

scheduling a week longer in May.

Dean Hanson feels the changes made
will be to the advantage of the College

and that overall "the Calendar is a good

First semester
Classes begin ,

August 29

(classes will beheld on Labor Day)
Fall vacation October 17-19

Thanksgiving November 24-27

Final exams December 15,16,17,19,20,21'

Second semester
Classes begin January 19

Spring break ,
March 13-17

Exams May 8-13*

Commencement May 21

* Final exams will be held on Saturdays next year because only two of the

three-hour exam periods can be scheduled in one day presently three two-

hour exams are scheduled each day. Thefinai exam "week", has been stret-

ched to six days to accommodate this change.
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Jay "Bird" Colby smashes one in. the newly-formed gameroom.

Gameroom Opens
in Middle Hail

by DAVID LERNER
News Editor

Washington College's all campus
gameroom opened its doors to students

this week. It features four pinball

machines, an air hockey game, and a

Ping-Pong table (a tv gunfight game is

due to arrive shortly )

.

The room is located in Middle Hall,

opposite the KA chapter room, and is

run by the KA fraternity. It will be open
from 8-12 every evening, although these

hours will be flexible. If demand is

great enough, the room will also be
opened on Sunday afternoons.

Associate Dean of Students Frank
Kasprowicz, who coordinated the effort

to obtain the gameroom, described it

as, "an effort for more entertainment
on campus." He feels it will be a "nice
diversion, especially for students

without cars who cannot readily leave

campus."

Obstacles Formidable

The idea of having a gameroom was
originally Kasprowiczs, and he worked
in a committee of four (representing

the administration, the SGA, and the

KA's) to make the arrangements. He
explained that there were several for-

midable obstacles confronting the com-
mittee, as well as many fine details that

had to be worked out. In light of these

considerations he feels that, "we were
very lucky (to get the gameroom)."
The first problem was finding a room

to use for the games. There were only

two possibilities: the room in the base-

ment of Somerset ( in back of the Theta

Chapter room) or the room in Middle

Hall. The room in Somerset proved un-

satisfactory because it houses student

laundry machines and must be kept

open at all times. There would be no

way of supervising the room all the

time, and walling off a portion of the

room would make the area too small.

Thus, the room in Middle Hall, which
actually belonged to the SGA, became
the only practical site for the games.
The room itself was originally a

mess; the walls were torn apart and the

floor had been dug up to replace pipes

earlier this year. The Maintenence
Department has since repaired the

damage, and Kasprowicz noted, "I've

been really pleased with Maintenence's

work and cooperation."

Another problem facing the commit-
tee was that there was no money
availbale-for buying the games. The

machines would have to be loaned to

the school, and the interests of the com-
pany supplying the equipment would
have to be covered by offering it a share
of the profits coming from the games.
Former KA President Mike Mullen
made inquiries to five different com-
panies before finding one (Downes
Music Company of Centerville) that
agreed (hesitantly) to cooperate with
these terms.

KA's lo Sponsor

The KA's will run the operation,

which entitles them to split the profits

evenly with the supplier. However, they
will also be responsible for opening,
closing, and supervising the room, and
they will be liable for any damage to the

equipment. Kasprowicz sees this as an
advantage, because the KA's, knowing
they are liable for damages, will be
sure to keep a close eye on the room.
Also, in the event that any trouble

arises, the supervisor will have -an en-

tire fraternity living one floor above to

help handle the situation.

Although the KA's will be running it,

Kasprowicz emphasized that the room
is for everyone on campus. "I don't

want any of the students to feel funny
about going into Middle Hall," he said.

"I expect that the KA's will be cordia 1

hosts." KA president Steve Moore
responded, "we encourage everyone to

come and enjoy the room."

NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED
As a precaution to help preserve the

gameroom, there will be no alcohol

allowed in the room itself. Kasprowicz
cited two reasons for this: it will pre-
vent beer spillage in the room and on
the machines, and it will serve to pro-
tect students who use the room. It

reduces the chances that someone
drunk would damage one of the games
and would have to pay for its repair,
and it will keep a few "rowdies" from
ruining the room for everyone.
Kasprowicz feels confident that the

committee has made adequate ar-

rangements regarding the gameroom
and its operation. All that is needed now
is student response. He noted that this

is a trial operation, and that if there is

good response, more and better equip-

ment will be added to the room next
year.

Math Department
Gets Internship
Program
The Department of Mathematics and

Computer Science will undergo an
overhaul next year, featuring the addi-
tion of a math internship program.
Several courses will also be dropped or
altered. In addition, a change in person-
nel will be mandated by Mr. William
Schmoldt's absence on unpaid faculty
leave.

According to a recent faculty
memorandum, the student involved in
the main internship program, labeled
Mathematics 390, is "accepted as a
regular trainee in an institution doing
significant mathematical or computa-
tional work. At present, the op-
portunities are limited to the Applied
Physics Laboratory of the Johns
Hopkins University and the Bethlehem
Steel Corporation at Sparrows Point. In
general, the student will be expected to

do suffient work to qualify for credit for
four courses at Washington College.
"Students wishing to participate

should notify the Chairman of the
Department of Mathematics and Com-
puter Science ... and specify the
cooperating institution at which they
wish to work. The chairman will ar-
range for interviews, and final selection
of- the successful applicants will be
made by the department and
cooperating institutions in joint con-
sultation.

"Students will receive regular
trainees' salaries from the cooperating
institutions and will be responsible for
normal tuition at Washington College.
Regular conferences between the
department and a representative of the
cooperating institutions will be used to

assess the progress of the students and
to evaluate the quality of the work be-
ing done. Final crediting and grading ^

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

will be done by the department after
consultation with the cooperating in-

stitutions."

Although the internship is available
only in the first semester of the senior
year, students may be able to begin
working early in the summer to gain
additional experience and iitcrease ear-
nings, which Math Department Chair-
man Dr. Richard Brown describes as "-

quite high."

Pre-requisils for Ihe internship are
Mathematics 311, 318, and 321. Science
302 is also expected for work at the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation.
The faculty memorandum also states

that some year-long upper-level
courses will be dropped and replaced
by "one semester partial equivalents."
The purpose of this revision is to make
it "possible for a senior to be off-

campus for the first semester (to par-
ticipate in the internship program)
without sacrificing breadth of prepara-
tion in mathematics."
Another change in the department is

the dropping of the Finite Math course
161. Math Investigation 103 will fill the
vacancy. Dr. Brown explained that,

"over the years, the -contents of the
Finite Math course changed although
no one updated its description in the col-

lege's- catalogues. So many students
were disappointed with the class when
they went in to it."

The final change in the department
will be a personnel replacement for Mr."
William Schmoldt, who will be on a one
year leave to lecture at the University
of Maryland, College Park. Dr. Brown
indicated that his substitute may be
selected among several candidates who
will appear on campus in the next few
weeks.

Academic Report
Nears Completion

by DAVID LERNER
News Editor

The Academic Report, a student
evaluation of the academic standing of

Washington College, will be published
next Wednesday, according to SGA
Vice President Jeff Coomer. Another
student report evaluating the non-
academic aspects of the school, will

also be released next week.
Coomer, who headed the SGA com-

mittee on academics that wrote the
academic report, emphasized that:

"Although it focuses on the weaknesses
of the school, it is not a radical, hostile

attack on faculty or administration.
The report is meant to serve as con-
structive criticism."

Coomer explained that the report

does not merely express his feelings; it

is founded in student and faculty opi-

nions. "We collected over seventy-five

pages of notes from student and faculty

interviews," he stated, "and the report

is based on the impressions of all those
involved."

The non-acadmeic report, which is

based on a survey of a random sampl-
ing of fifty students, will concern such
specific areas as social activities, stu-

dent organizations, food, athletics,

dorms, and RAs. The report is being

written by a specific group of SGA
senators who formulated the survey
questions and are evaluating the

results.

SGA president Paul Nolo explained

the motivation behind this project.

"The two reports were written because
of dissatisfaction with various aspects

of the College, evidenced by the attri-

tion rate and the large number of

students who spoke to us about the

weaknesses in the curriculum. We hope

the two reports will initiate a vigorous

discussion by alt members of the Col-

lege community and provide the next

SGA administration with a program of

improvement they can expand on.

"

Juniors Invited to Visiting Day
Washington College is sponsoring a

Visiting Day on Wednesday, March 30,

for high school juniors who would like a
first-hand look at college life.

Juniors from all Eastern Shore of

Maryland, Virginia and Delaware high
schools are invited to attend the pro-
gram sponsored by the college. Parents
are also welcome to participate in the
day's events. The schedule includes op-

portunities to meet with faculty

members and current students, cam-
pus tours and a cafeteria lunch.

Program information and details on
registration may be obtained from high
school counselors or by calling (301)

778-2800 or writing the Admissions Of-
fice, Washington College, Chestertown,
Maryland2l62l.
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Condor-Absorbing
and Entertaining Film

)).v SANDY

In the post-Watergate world of big

government and scandals within

America's intelligence agencies, it is

not surprising to encounter an es-

pionage film in which the "good guy" is

an average American citizen and the

"bad guy" may or maynot be the CIA.

Add to this variation of an old formula

slick directing and such popular actors

as Robert Redford and Faye

Dunaway—and Three Days of the Con-

dor becomes an automatic box-office

hit.

Redford plays a researcher, code-

named Condor, whose job with the CIA

involves reading spy novels. It seems

that such stories are excellent

camouflage for real-life plots and

codes. When Redford accidently

stumbles upon a conspiracy within the

CIA, he becomes the target in an in-

telligence game, The problem is that

anyone could be the enemy or the next

victim, and everyone is involved.

After the first inexplicable attempt

on his life, Redford turns to his

employers for help- He soon discovers

how vast, cold, and mechanical the CIA

is. It begins to look as if those who say

they are trying to "bring him in" to

safety are actually intending to murder

him. Redford suddenly evades them all.

He runs for his life, desperately attemp-

ting to piece together the puzzle,

wondering who is after him and why.

His own ingenuity and his knowledge of

detective fiction provide him with the

techniques for defeating his pursuers at

their own game.
Sydney Pollack's direction cleverly

manipulates the suspenseful situation

so that the audience directly ex-

periences Condor's confusion. Rapid

cuts from one place to another purpoee-

ly dislocate the viewer. Indirect shots,

DKNNISON

such as those made through murky

glass windows, add to thiseffect. By us-

ing the convenlional camera techniques

similar to those used by Hitchcock in

his thrillers. Pollack sustains the ten-

sion of Condor's situation.

Redford— cool. compassionate,

c ]ever—gives his usual fine per-

formance by once again playing

himself. It is extremely difficultto

forget that he is Robert Redford. star.

Dunaway, as Redford's hostage who
becomes his accomplice, is riot at her

best. The affair between them provides

an almost dangerous lull in the film's

action. Their one big love scene seems

to serve only as a showcase for the two

superstars. In fact, the point that these

are two lonely, hostile people joining

together is overdone to the extent of

making the whole relationship seem
contrived. Fortunately, these scenes

are saved by the flippant dialogue bet-

ween the two stars. For example, when

Redford points out early in their rela-

tionship that he hasn't tried to molest

her, Dunaway fires back, "The night is

young."
Three Days of the Condor isnever-

theless a terrifically absorbing and

evtertaining film. Only the final scene

is unnecessary, both in terms of plot

development and because of its heavily

moral message. Pollack should have

ended his film at the conclusion of the

previous scene, omitting the heavy-

handed ironic use of Christmas music

and the overemphasized "meaning."

The plots and counter plots should be

left to speak for themselves. Big

Brother is watching us, and he's got

amazing computers and electronic

equipment with which to do it. Even on

the second viewing, this mystery is just

as effective— and more intriquing.

Poet Jane Lunin Perel

Pink Floyd's Animals:

"a major event"
by KEITH

Since the classic Dark Side of the

Moon, the appearance of a new Pink

Floyd album has been heralded as a

major event in the music world. The ar-

rival of Animals, their current effort,

has been no exception. Yet, sometimes

an artistic achievement can be so

prematurely publicized that the actual

event has little chance of living up to its

advanced billing. This may be the case

with Animals.

Animals is unquestionably fine

music, and each song on the album
seems stronger than the one before it.

The band shows great willingness to ex-

plore new musical possibilities, and,

with the exception of the two parts of

"Pigs on the Wing," the album is very

electric, the guitar of David Gilmour
dominating throughout.

It is distinctively Pink Floyd. Yet, at

the same time, it is unlike any of their

previous Ibums. The theme of the

album is, as the title suggests,

animals—pigs, dogs, and sheep. And, to

keep the listening audience aware of

that fact, there are numerous animal
noises on each track. The animals are
metaphors for various types of people

depicted against the background of

general society. These "characters"

are generally treated with a good deal

of scorn.

The entire record tends to be cynical

although the last song concludes on a

Perel: "strange, huh?"

by ELLEN HOBBS

TWITCHELL
more gentle note. Written almost en-

tirely by bass player Roger Waters,

Animals has a lot of bitingly sarcastic

lines, especially in the song "Pigs

(Three Different Ones)." "You well-

heeled big wheel ha ha charade you
are" condemns one character. Another

is told, "You're nearly a treat, but

you're really aery." "Sheep", the final

song before the quiet postlude, fringes

on violence. It has a hard bass line with

a guitar that sounds like shots being

fired. Typical are lyrics like "Bleating

and babbling, I fell on his neck like a

scream. Wave upon wave of demented
avengers march cheerfully out of

obscurity into the dream.
'

'

Despite what should be the album's
aims and potential, something is not

right. The musical genius of Pink Floyd
should be capable of better things.

Primarily, this album lacks the vision

of Dark Side, although it occasionally

surpasses the latter musically. Perhaps
if the writing had been more evenly

distributed, or if the basic concept had
been more suited to the Floyd style,

Animals would have held together bet-

ter.

Those who buy the album should en-

joy it because it is very good. But
Animals should be judged by itself.

Comparisons and too much anticipation

will only detract from the pleasure it

can give.

Every so often Washington College is

allowed the rare privilege of experienc-

ing a well-known author or poet. The

Wednesday evening reading by poet

Jane Lunin Perel was one of those occa-

sions.

Ms. Perel started her reading by

"paying my debts." This payment con-

sisted of the reading of a poem by Amy
Lowell, an imagist poet of the early

twentieth century, and a poem by Carl

Sandburg. The Lowe,ll poem, "Lilace,"

was read as a preface to Ms. Perel's

poetry, because "I like it because it's so

wordy and so terrible and that's what I

am." In the course of the evening,

however, Ms. Perel proved that even

though some of her poems we're long,

they were not boring or terrible.

Ms. Perel's poetry dealt with such

diverse subjects as car washes, pots of

soup, and horses grazing in a field. Her

statement that "There's no measure I

won't go to write a poem," was an early

indication that the poems to follow

would deal with the mundane and the

sublime.

Two of the most memorable poems of

the evening were "Song~of the Glim-

mering Girl," which Ms. Perel

described as "My manifesto." The

poem was a statement on the poet's

achieving an awareness of self and the

brutality of that realization. Another

poem that resulted in a good reaciton

from the audience was "Arkansas

Traveller," an elegy to her mother. As

with the majority of her other poems,

Ms. Perel recorded the everyday things

she remembered about her mother.

Ms. Perel's poems consisted of

strong, natural images. Nothing

seemed to be too mundane for the poet's

attentions, as she took the audience on a

journey through some of her fantasies

and dreams. The poet read well and

kept the attention of the audience

throughout the reading by between-

poem banterings. She remarked on

most of her poems, calling herself a

"flower child," and referring to one or

two poems as "strange." Ms. Perel

showed a sincere desire that the au-

dience accept her and enjoy her poems,

dedicating the last poem of the reading

to "...all of you and whatever happens

to all of us."

Ms. Perel's reading was entertaining

and informative. Her poetry did not

deal with her desire to assert her "per-

sonhood," as did that of Ms. Lyn Lif-

shin, but with a desire to convey her

feelings about life and her desires and

her dreams. It proved to be an evening

well spent.

Campus Calendar

Friday—March 18

[ thru Sunday, March 20) The Maryland
Council for Dance 1977 State Dance
Festival

Tuesday—March 22

Music Department Student Recital,

Tawes Theater, 8:30 p.m., J.V.

Lacrosse vs. Kingswood Prep, 3

p.m. Home

Saturday—March 19

Baseball vs. Drew (2) 1 p.m. Home,
Lacrosse vs. Denison 1:30 p.m.

Home, Women's Crew vs. Braxton

Reg. Phila., Men's Crew vs. Brax-

ton Reg. Phila., Men's Tennis vs.

Drew l p.m. Home, Gus Giordano

Dance Company Concert—Tawes
Theater, 8 p.m.

Sunday—March 20

Men's Tennis vs. St. Mary's 1 p.m.

Home

Wednesday—March23
Ted Venetoulis, Baltimore County Ex-

ecutive, speaking on "Conscience:

Constituents, and Special In

terests—Who Really Rules?" Hyn-

son Lounge, 7:30 p.m., Baseball vs.

York (2) away, Track vs. Gallaudel

3 p.m. Home, Lacrosse vs. Navy,

away.

Thursday—March 24

Music Department Senior Recital,

Piano, Tawes Theatre, 8 : 30 p.m.
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Judge Raisin
by DAVID SASLAW

Washington College is not an ivory

tower. We are not exempt from the law.

An understanding of the judicial en-

vironment here is essential as is an
awareness of the people and agencies

responsible for enforcing the law within

the community.
Judge George B. Rasin presides over

the circuit court of Kent County. Hav-
ing served for nearly fifteen years,

Judge Rasin has accumulated a sense

of legal realism which, at times,

manifests itself in very controversial

judical policies. Many of the more
serious misdemeanors, felonies and
certail civil cases involving larger

sums of money eventually go before

Judge Rasin's bench. Crimes ranging

from violent assult and rape to

teenage delinquency and the possession

of marijuana, may all fall under the

scrutiny of the Kent County Circuit

Judge.
Drug related offenses are the most

common crimes committed by college

students. Judge Rasin believes that any
intoxicating substance is harmful to

both society and the individuals. He
also seems to believe that government
has a duty to protect members of its

society.

This point of view translates into a £
firm drug enforcement policy. In fact, jS

Judge Rasin has stated that "Any per-
"™

son convicted of possession will see the

indide of a state institution." This could
mean anything from being sent to a
special state rehabilitation center, if

the plaintiff is a juvenile, to spending
week-ends behind bars to doing time in jf
the state penitentary. Judge Rasin
sincerely believes that if a person loses

his freedom, he will gain respect for the

law, amd and a deep aversion toward
penal institutions.

Judge Rasin defends his position by
arguing that, regardless of popular opi-

nion, laws are laws and must be en-

forced without exception. A highly

respected and accomplished jurist,

Judge Rasin maintains that by virtue of

penal deterrence, an offender will be
dissuaded form further criminal activi-

ty.

\

III!

WC Student Nominated

for Scholarship
by LISA

For an academic award as

prestigious as the 4-year, $20,000 Harry

S. Truman Scholarship, it is almost as

great an honor to be nominated for it as

it is to win it. The latter honor has gone

to a person yet unnamed, the former, to

sophomore Matt Wagner. Chosen out of

2 or 3 candidates for his "outstanding

record," says Dean Hanson. Matt

represented Washington College in

competition against 700 other institu-

tions of learning for 250 semi-finalists

and 53 finalist positions.

The 53 awards competed for were the

first offerings of the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship Foundation, established by

Congress as the official memorial to the

33rd president of the United States. The
education scholarship program is

designed to give outstanding students

opportunities to prepare for careers in

public service. Each candidate is

chosen for his or her interest in a career

in public service and for proof given of

academic preparation toward this

career goal by way of a 500 ward essay.

A standardized test is given by the

Dean and he and the faculty represen-

tative. Dr. Premo, chose the best

qualified candidate to be nominated for

a Truman scholarship. .

The Scholarship itself covers tuition,

fees, books, and room and board up to

$5000 per year, for up to four years con-

tinuing from the Junior year through

graduate school. The scholarship

stresses a potential for leadership in

public service.

Matt's interests He in the field of

Biology and as the school's nominee, he

MARTIN
had hoped to enter into a public health

career. Now his career options are

more open. "I think I might enjoy

teaching," says Matt, "and I'm going to

get into the educational program here

next year. I'm also interested in en-

vironmental problems, especially con-

cerning the (Chesapeake) Bay." Matt

feels he would benefit from some fur-

ther counselling and therefore supports

the decision to provide a career

counselor for the student body. "I cer-

tainly feel that some sort of career

planning is necessary at WC. Jobs in

every field are becoming more and

more specialized, and it is becoming

harder and harder for the liberal arts

graduate to find work in this specialized

jOb market." Matt also feels that

sports, playing soccer and the depart-

ment chairman's role should be ex-

panded concerning career counselling.

"A careers officer is a good idea, but I

also feel that department chairmen

should become more involved in career

planning for their advisees. They ought

to be more informed than anyone else

on opportunities in their field.
'

'

When not studying biology. Matt is

also very active in sports, playing soc-

cer and working for the Physical

Education Department. He credits

Washington College for his ability to

pursue all of his interests along with his

courses of study. "Attending a small

.college gives me the opportunity to do

"things I wouldn't ordinarily be able to

do, such as getting involved in sports

and finding an on-campus job that I can

fit to my schedule."

English Conservatism;

Historically Defended
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

FineArts Editor

"The Politics of Imperfection" was
the title of internationally renown Ox-

ford philosopher Anthony Quinton's lee- .

hire last night sponsored by the William

James Series. The program could just

as appropriately have been called "A
Historical Defense of British Conser-

vatism."

In his one hour discourse, Professor

Quinton traced- the history of conser-

vative thought fromthe time of its "of-

ficial" beginning in Elizabethan

England. He place the date of its incep-

tion with the publication of Richard

Hooker's treatise on ecclesiastical

politics. This sixteenth century politi-

cian and clergyman is noted for defen-

ding the maintaining of bishops within

the Church of England against attack

from the Puritans. The latter group

declared that not only was the

bishophoric institution unnecessary,

but that it (heaven forbidl) cut across

the grain of Biblical mandate. Hooker
squelched the argument with his in-

sistence that the presence of the

bishophoric order was convenient, that

the original founders of the first cen-

tury church were a minority whose
church-state customs should not be im-

posed on sixteenth century England,

and, most importantly, any change in

institutional oder was likely to be

"unsettling."

From this beginning, Professor Quin-

ton went on a spree of historical name-
dropping to illustrate two aspects of

English conservatism. He said that the

party are believers in "utilitarian expe-

diency" as well as "political morality."

Defining conservatism was apparent-

ly the main purpose of the lecture. The
long, often dry historical data which
punctuated the speaker's address at

times fogged the clarity of the defini-

tion. But Professor Quinton did make a

vivid declaration of what conservatism

is not!

He stated that English conservatism

is not "reactionary but reactive; the

Tories were responsible for ending

slavery in England, not because they

wished topush their morality on society

at large, but because they were

enraged by an injustice!" The pro-

fessor reiterated, "Conservatism is the

quiet party at the political debate— un-

til the boat is rocked'. Conservatives

often fear or suspect change. But they

do not say that it must never happen.

Everything that grows must change."

As was probably anticipated, much of

the speech was addressed to the flaws

in the political sentiments of the party

in the opposing corner. The professor

derided individuals and groups headed

by what he termed "lone operators"

who try to bring about abrupt change in

English society.

He supported conservatism for his

county with the notion that traditions

laid down by society must not be
uprooted by a few indivtdualsbecause

the "human intellect is imperfect." His

argument that the "organic society" is

at once something removed from the

"imperfect" realm of human intellect

and at the same time "shaped by the

will of the majority" is possibly in-

consolable to most American au-

diences.

The program did.however, have con-

siderable merit, despite an apparent

lack of organization. Professor Quin-

ton"s discourse was clear and precise

at all times; his listener did not have to

be a Political Science major in order to

grasp the intent of his concepts. The
fact that he spoke to a full house

validated the great interest in his sub-

ject.

Grad School Acceptances

Jeff Coomer and Mark Micale have
both been accepted by early decision in-

to the Princeton Graduate School pro-

gram. Jeff has a full scholarship with

living expenses included in the Depart-

ment of Politics. Mark has not yet

heard about a scholarship for his place

in the Department of History.

Jeff has also been accepted onto the

waiting list of the Harvard Graduate

School. Mark was accepted to Cornell

last month in a very early decision,

with full scholarship and living ex-

penses paid.

The ELM feels it is time that

academics earned a little publicity. To
try and further that aim, the ELM will

be happy to print any notices of senior's

grad school acceptances. Just drop a

note to the ELM by Wednesday morn-

ing. We will be pleased to hear from

you.
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Roving Reporter:

Spring Break
bvLYNM.YKK

Photography by DUDLEY PARR
Photography Editor

During the pas( week student and facul-

ty members were asked the following

question: "How was your spring vaca-

tion?"

David Eske, Senior form Annapolis, "I

stayed around town the whole vacation.

1 had a great rood lest with others

students that stayed around the vaca-

tion also, I tried very hard not to think

about school and directed my thought

toward the future."

Mary Ellen Aikin, Junior from New
Jersey, "I went to my new home in

Phoenix. The vacation was too long. I

was very anxious to get back. It was
good not to have to worry about work
for a week. The weather was great and
I have been apologizing for days about

my tan."

Michael Allman. Junior from Essex,

"II was stellar, but unfortunately about

three weeks too short. It was full of

restful relaxation, but also a lot of hard

work. 1 went fishing and practiced a lot

of music. I was almost ready to come
back."

Susan Hiller. Junior from Annapolis, "I

went home and visited my grand-

parents. I basically was sick, went
home and recuperated. I did some stu-

dying and saw some friends I hadn't

seen in a while. It was a well deserved

rest."

Laurie Bolton, freshman from South

Carolina, "I had a very ful-filling

holiday, as fulfilling as the rest of the

holidays. I went adventuring around

different islands in South Carolina,

went to the beach, and played tennis. I

tried to study, but couldn't. I guess I

had a case of spring fever."

David Knowles, Director of Food Ser-

vice, "Very busy. We did a lot of cater-

ing and extra financial activities for the

college. We also fed the Spring Athletic

Association Thursday through Sunday
and took care of other college

business."

Sondra Beaslon, sophomore from

Philadelphia, "My vacation was unex-

citing because I spent most of it

recovering from being sick midterm
week. I spent the time in Philadelphia.

All I did was run around the city and

party. But most of my friends' spring

breaks are a week later"

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
High Street

FRI. MAR. 18-"FAT SHADOW"
LADIES' NIGHT EVERY WEDNESDAY

(All Drinks Discount To Ladies)

THURS. MAR. 24—MIXED DRINK SPECIAL
FRI. MAR. 25—"BUFFALO"

SAT. MAR. 26—DICK DURHAM JAZZ DUO

'"lumber
Killed in Accident

Kimberly F. Webb, a 1976 graduate of

Washington College was killed in an

automobile accident on March 2. Her

Volkswagon was struck by a car going

the wrong way on the Capital Beltway

early that morning. The driver of the

other car was listed in Critical condi-

tion at University Hospital.

Kim, a 23-year old French Major, was

living and working in Annapolis as a

part-time waitress. While at WC, she

served as a student teacher in French

at the Key School in Annapolis. She also

worked on the ELM up until her senior

year.

Those who were close to her here will

remember her liveliness. Lecturer

Martin Kabat commented, "She was a

special person—a real personality."

Funeral services were held for her on

Saturday, March 5, attended by several

of herWC friends.

Stan Getz to Perform

Stan Getz, the tenor saxophonist who
has been part of the American jazz

legend since the 1940s will perform next

Friday, March 25, in the Cain Athletic

Center at 8:00 p.m. Admission to the

concert presented by the College Con-

cert Series and co-sponsored by the

SGA is by Concert Series season ticket

or single admission price of $5.00.

Getz has won the Downbeat Jazz Poll

17 times and the Playboy poll 16 times.

In addition, he holds ten Grammy
Awards.
At 17, Getz played with Stan Keaton.

By the time he was 18, he had played

with Jimmy Dorsey, Benny Goodman,
and Phil Harris. In the mid-1940s he

was earning fame with Woody Herman
and the early Herman Herd. His classic

solo "Early Autumn" won him his first

major poll as the top tenor saxophonist

in 1949. Forming his own group, he pro-

duced an album called "The Long

Island Sound" which is now part of the

classic jazz repertoire. It is probable

that Getz has established a sound which

has influenced more players than that

of any other white saxophonist in at

least thirty years.

Brown Continued from Page 1

passed around. Dr. Roy agreed with

this, adding that the Board had "no

disagreement with the decision.
'

'

Th Speakers Bureau brochure came
out sometime before the faculty

meeting, yet Dr. Brown said nothing,

either to the Public Relations person-

nel, or the Administration until he

spoke up at the faculty meeting

February 28. When asked why he

waited so long, Brown said, "I made no

attempt to find out from the Ad-;

ministration why they had acted this

way. If they had informed me it would

have been different.

"

Brown continued. "My main gripe is

that Washington College is officially at-

tempting to deny me an opportunity to

speak on Gay Lib... I think they're a
bunch of bigots, only a bunch of bigots

would deny me an opportunity to speak
on such a topic. "...I do not think it is

bad for the college; I think it is good for

the college."

When interviewed, several faculty

members said they were not happy with

the way the issue has been handled. One
said he would not speak on the Bureau
until he had an "adequate explanation"

for Brown's omission. Most faculty

stressed the fact that Brown stated his

topic was Gay Lib; there was no men-
tion about which side of the issue he
would take. Others said there should
not be "prior censorship of topics". One
finally stated, "I will not speak until

Brown is reinstated on the Bureau."

TIM NATIONAL POETRY PRESS announces

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by College Students is

April 1

ANY STUDENT attending either Junior or senior college is eligible to submit
his verse. There is no limitation as to torm or theme. Shorter works are pre-
ferred because of space limitations.

Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.

MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS Box 218 Agoure, Ca. &1301
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Kitty Crook Randy Mower

Senior Recital:

A Program of

Rare Diversity
by APRIL LEONIE LINDEVALD

The recital sponsored bythe Music
Department Tuesday night celebrated
four years of musical achievement by
soprano Kitty Crook and pianist Randy
Mower. Aided by WC alumnus Mickey
Dulin (accompanist to Ms. Crook),
-John D'Amico (dramatic interpreter),
John Starr (composer), and a host of
singers, the performers presented a
program of rare diversity and skill.

Mr, Mower opened with a powerful
Chopin prelude and proceeded with con-
fident interpretation through the many
moods of that volatile composer, as ex-
pressed through three of his preludes.
Ms. Crook followed with four songs by
David Diamond. As Ms. Crook relaxed
into the performance, her voice became
increasingly more expressive. She.
seemed especially at home in long
lyrical passages which took her into the
upper registers where her voice soared
above the temporal like invisible shafts
of moonlight. Notable highlights in-

cluded the difficult a cappella section at
the opening of On Death, and the lovely
melody line of To Lucasta, on Going to
the Wars. In addition, Mr. Dulin's ac-
companiment was always precise,
lyrical, and sensitive to the nuances of
the singer.

Mr. Mower next rendered Johann
Bach's Sinfonia No. I in C Major, oddly
out of place amid so many works of the
Late Romantic and later romantically
influenced periods. Played so quickly
and with such music-box precision, it

seemed to be a humorous "interlude to

change scenes by." And we were indeed
lifted immediately out of the melancho-
ly of the Diamond songs into a lighter
mood when Ms. Crook demonstrated
her versatility by playing some
delightful Satie pieces on the piano.

After she had finished the Gnossienne
.'the audience was again startled to

be confronted by a very "different form
of entertainment—the miniature
musical scenario. While Ms. Crook
played, Mr. D'Amico "recited" Satie's

accompanying commentaries on
Yachting, Sea-Bathing, andFlirtation.

The combination of Ms. Crook's ease at

the keyboard and Mr. D'Amico's
dramatic flare resulted in sheer fun.

The second half of the recital was on
equal footing with the first. Ms. Crook
was delicate and expressive in her
Brahms lieder, and Mr. Mower
achieved a veritable rainbow pallet of

sound in the beautiful Poulenc Suite

Francaise. This piece, based on dances
written in the 16th century by Claude
Gervase, ranged in mood from wistful

lyricism to a gay military march, and
Mr. Mower brought out each separately
and distinctly.

The final piece was an original work
by John Starr, a student composer. He
set the text of Psalm 13 for solo soprano
and a small, hand-picked ensemble of

singers. Ms. Crook, one of whose ambi-
tions is to perform in ensemble work,
especially enjoyed this part of the

recital and seemed to shine particular-

ly in the solo parts of the work.
All involved are to be commended for

their skill and sincerity of per-

formance, as well as for their talents.

From the carpets to the ordering of the

program to the material performed the

promise of originality carried through
the entire evening. All in all, Ms. Crook
and Mr. Mower's recital resembled a

brief and charming ' old-fashioned

parlor concert which could not fail to

enclose the audience with its sincerity

and warmth.

College Students
PART-TIME

Earn $10 an hour & win $1,950
in scholarship bonds.

WRITE: FREDA. NOVAK
Dept. W-44
1701 Ellis Ave.
Laurel Springs, N.J.

0802.1

MAGNAVOX SYLVANIA

ANTENNAS INSTALLED

Continental TV
Repairs; on all makes

Richard LaPlaca

Sales 1 Service 345 High St.

tto iis« Chestertown, Md
778-1113 21620

Trusheim Resigns

from Admissions
fey VICTORIA GADSDEN

Dale Trusheim, Associate Director of

Admissions, has announced that he will

resign his post, pending his acceptance
Snto the University of Delaware
Graduate School.

Trusheim has notified President
McLain and Gene Hessy of his impen-
ding resignation. "I will hear from the
University of Delaware April 1st and
I've told McLain that I will definitely

stay until July 1st whether I get ac-
cepted or not," he stated.

Dale is,a graduate of Washington Col-

lege who has been working in Admis-
sions since 1974. Now he feels, "it's time
to move and further my education." He
is hoping to take part in the three-year

doctorate program in education at
Delaware.
Once he has obtained his doctorate,

Trusheim would like to return to

Washington College as a professor.
Trusheim explained, "I would like to

teach, and you can't get very far with a
BA so I really want to get back to

school." He added, "I've pretty much
had my fill of Admissions. It's not the
job for a married man because of the
traveling required."

When asked if there was any conflict
between himself and the Admissions
Department which may have in-

fluenced his decision to leave, Dale
replied, "NotaTall."

Ted Venetoulis

and Public Interest
Educator, author, and political

analyst, Theodore G. Venetoulis will
speak on "Conscience, Constituents,
Special Interests —Who Really Rules? "

at the William James Lecture Series
program Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Hynson Lounge.
Since taking office, Venetoulis has

launched a comprehensive campaign to
replace suburban sprawl with planned,
managed development in Baltimore
County. He has instituted government
austerity and efficiency programs to
save tax dollars. He has stimulated en-
vironmental protection through pro-
grams on sediment control, floodplains
management, resource recovery, and
neighborhood cleanups. He has begun a
full-scale reorganization of the county's
criminal justice and juvenile delinquen-
cy systems. And he has responded to
social needs in the county as evidenced
by improved programs for consumers,
the elderly, and the handicapped.
As an educator, the Executive has

served as a teacher at Milford Mill High
School, an associate professor of
political science at Essex Community
College, and founder and director of
that college's Institute for Suburban Af-
fairs. He has also taught a seminar on
government at the Towson State
University. A native of Baltimore,
Venetoulis holds two master

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030==£
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• Hudson's VitaminsVXf
*

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

degrees—one in education and interna-
tional relations from Johns Hopkins
and another in government and public
administration from American Univer-
sity. He completed his undergraduate
work at Towson State College.

As a writer, Venetoulis is a frequent
contributor to such major publications
as The New York Times. The
Washington Post, and The Baltimore
Sun. He has authored one book on the
American political scene, The ffouse
ShallChoose and co-edited a second, Up
Against the Urban Wall.

As a political analyst, Venetoulis
couples his academic expertise with
practical experience he gained while
serving in the John and Robert Ken-
nedy Campaigns and as manager of

William D. Scaefer's successful
mayoral bid in Baltimore City. He has
appeared on nationwide television as a
commentator and continues to lecture

on government and social issues at ma-
jor universities.

His accomplishments have been
recognized by the Maryland Young
Democrats who named him their 1976

"Man of the Year" The Golden Eagle
Square and Compass Club chose him as
Distinguished Local Official for 1976,

and the Association of Management
Analysts in State and Local Govern-
ment awarded him its first annual Ex-
ecutive Award.

Elburn's Florist and Greehouses

I Mil* South of Brldg*

• Complete Plant Supplies
• We Wire Flowers and Plants Worldwide

Roses Carnations
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Shoremen

Whip Loyola in

Season Opener
by LANCE MARGOLIN

The Shoremen opened their lacrosse

season here with a 20 to 12 victory over

Loyola. The final score, however, was

not indicative of the way Washington

played.

"We did not play good lacrosse." said

Coach Dimaggio, The first half of the

game was close due to the inconsisten-

cy and sloppiness of the Shoremen. As

the second half got under way, the

Shoremen lived up to their reputation

by exhibiting superior stick handling

and overwhelming Loyola's young

team.
Loyola scored the first two goals of

the game on an extra man situation. At-

tack man John Cheek scored WC's first,

unassisted, with 8:09 left. Midfielder

Bill Hamill scored the Shoremen's se-

cond assisted by attackman Myrt

Gaines. Before the end of the first

quarter both teams exchanged goals,

each with extra man situations. The

first quarter score was tied, 3-3.

Gaines opened the second quarter

with an unassisted score. Due to the

Shoremen's sloppy offense. Loyola

cleared the ball and scored oh an extra

man situation with 10:43 left in the first

half.

The next face-off was taken by Loyola

whose shot was blocked by goalie Tim
Hart who superbly cleared the ball

downfield. Then attackman Greg

Schaffner scored, assisted by Matt

Morris for the Shoremen's fifth. Morris

took the next faceoff downfield and

shot, bouncing over the goal. With 9:07

left, a patented Gains to Cheek com-

bination for the Shoremen's sixth left

thescore6to4.

The next goal was scored with 7 : 44 on

a Schaffner to Beach combination.

Loyola scored next on a loose ball play

in front of the Shoremen goal, the score

7 to 5. At 3:59 left, the second Gaines to

Cheek combination scored on a

beautiful double fake and shot gave WC
an 8 to 5 advantage. Loyola tallied their

sicth on a loose ball play with 3:36 left.

The final goal of the half was netted by
' ivola with an extra man situation

\eing the score 8 to 7.

Loyola scored 4 of their 7 goals on ex-

tra man situations, two others were

scored on loose ball plays. Coach Kelly

responded, "the team looked bad on

loose balls." This was due to "one-

handed scoopin which must stop,"

stated Coach Dimaggio. "These fun-

damental errors allowed Loyola to do

as well as they did the first half
.

"

The Shoremen's splendid ball handl-

ing and superb defense enabled them to

dominate the third quarter. Loyola was

racked by penalties, the Shoremen
capitalized with eight extra man goals.

At 14:21 Gaines passed to Lindsay for

a quick score. Loyola netted two during

this period, the Shoremen eleven. Both

of Loyola's were extra man goals.

The maroon and black rallied for ten

consecutive goals. Number ten came at

8:41 on a skillful downfield clear by

defenseman Jon Gifford to Schaffner.

The thirteenth was unassisted by Mor-

ris. The fourteenth was a Romans to

Gains combination. With 4:30 left a

Gaines to Cheek combination ac-

counted for numer fifteen. The same
combination had the sicteenth. The
faceoff was taken by Bill Cooper, and

Cheek scored on a feed from George
Mullinex. Loyola called a time out with

2:01 remaining. The score was 17 to 9.

The next goal was scored by Gaines

with an assist from Mullinex. The nine-

teenth was scored by Cheek with

Gaines getting his seventh assist, ft was
Cheek's seventh goal.

Loyola was demoralized being

outscored 11-2 in the third quarter.

"Loyola is a young team which lost its

spirit when it got behind," said coach

Dimaggio.
The fourth quarte was relatively un-

dramatic as the ball constantly

changed hands. Loyola outscored the

Shoremen 3-1. With Russell assisting,

Schaffner accounted for the only shore

tally to wrap-up the game 20-12.

With the whole season ahead of them,

the Shoremen must not be "overconfi-

dent as they were against Loyola," said

Coach Dimaggio. "These fundamerital

mistakes could cost them games in the

future."

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics ft Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

* FOR GUYS $ GALS
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 HIGH STREET
CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND 3(020

PHONE 770-2860

BASS FRYE TOPSIDER
SEBAGO AIGNER

WC defenseman John Gifford, led by Steve Flannagan. clears the ball

downfield on a fast break. "Gift" legged it all the way to the restraining line

and flipped the ball to attackman Greg Schaffner. who promptly flicked it in-

to the goal.

Shore Baseball

Drop First Two
by Ed Hooker
Sports Editor

Inclement weather and fundamental

mistakes marred the varsity baseball

team's second annual spring vacation

trip in Virginia.

The doubleheader at Hampden-

Sydney was rained out. The game
would have been a return to the field

where the Shoremen split a

doubleheader last year.

A day later, at St. Mary's, costly in-

field errors in both games, as well as St.

Mary's Bill North's sparkling two-hit

pitching in the first game and his timely

triple in the second resulted in a double

setback for the Shoremen, 7-1 and 8-3.

Although the Shoremen's mistakes

reminded one of last year's team which

finished at 7-15 with a dismal 2-8 record

in the MAC, Coach Athey feels that the

team, particularly the infield, needs

playing time to get the necessary con-

The Ram Shop

Craft Supplies
And

Craft Kits

1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertowrt
778-4554

fidence that will make us a winner."

The Shoremen have "not had a winning

season since 1966 when they had an 8-6

with Coach Ed Eliott.

Aside from the strong pitching of

Dennis Compton and Billy Hoopes, the

only positive thing the Shoremen could

boast about was Scott Rutter's perfect

batting in the second game. He went 4

for 4, including three singles, a double,

and three runs batted in. The rest of the

Shoremn batters were virtually ineffec-

tual.

"Hitting has been one of our weaker

points in' the last few years," Coach

Athey said, adding "it has been

sporadic . . . We'll have to rely on our

pitching corps, which is the best since

Kibler."

Tomorrow, the Shoremen will open

their home season against Drew at 1 : 00.

They could use your support.

Housemate needed as soon as possible

7 room house on Queen St. ; HUGE

;

$160 per month; We'll split it. Con-

tact Vicki: Day, 778-2800, ext. 210

Night: 778-1091.

DON KELLY
CHEVROLET BUICK INC.

Rt. 2 1 3 N. Choslertown , Md.

SERVICE ON ALL MOKES!

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair
Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown, Maryland

U.V.A. or BUST
April 2nd, DON'T miss the action when W.C.

lacrosse fans leave for Charlottsville at 9:30 a.m.

Stay overnight or come back Saturday night after

the big win. For information contact:

Kimball Byron (778-1524)

Vicki Krowe (778-1091)
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Jeff Coomer. Chairmen of Special SAB Committee on Academics which
wrote the Academic Report.

Dean's Replacement
Sought
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

A senior faculty member will be
appointed acting Dean of the College in

the wake of Dr. Thomas B. Hanson's
dismissal .effective June 30, 1977. A
search committee from the faculty will

be formed, and student opinions will be
considered by President Joseph
McLain in proposing and reviewing
candidates for the permanent position.

But McLain declares that it may be
"well over a year" before the post can
be permanently filled.

McLain indicates that he will

approach History Department
Chairman Dr. Nathan Smith with offer

of the temporary job. "Nate has my full

support," he said, "but I haven't
discussed it with him yet. So I don't
know how he'll react." Smith had
served as acting Dean immediately
prior to Hanson's two-year stint.

The President also noted that he
would like to see the post permanently
filled by a senior WC faculty member.
A search committee will be formed,
however, in the likelihood that this

alternative does not arise. "I do appoint
theadministrators, but I don't do it

without the committee's concurrence,"
McLain»explained. He added, "I want
to work closely with the students in

choosing this new Dean. After all, who
will he be working with but the
students? They should definitely have a
voice in this decision.

"

One of the first tasks of the search
committee (comprised of the
Committee on Appointments and
Tenure and other faculty members),
will be to notify area college presidents

of the vacancy. "We want them to know
we're looking for someone they would
hate to part with—but whose
professional advancement they won't
stand in the way of." McLain said that
in previous years, notices had been
placed in The Chronicle and The
Timeswhenever a vacancy was
created. But "80 to 90 per cent of the
returns from the last ad were
fatuous—shots in the dark." The
committee will, therefore, depend
almost entirely on inter-college
correspondence.

McLain said that he has already
begun to think about a "couple of
possibilities" but cautioned, "I
definitely wouldn't call them
candidates yet." He added, "With the
end of school so close, I doubt if

anything will get done beforeJuly 1."

When asked what qualities he is

looking for in the new Dean, McLain
stated, "Of course he'll have to have a

*

Ph.D. and some experience in an
administrative position." He indicated,
however, that specialization in
administration is not necessary or
desirable.

"Beyond that," the President
exclaimed, "I want someone with
moral courage—the courage of his own
convictions. I want someone who can be
strong when disagreeable decisions
have to be made; I don't have much use
for the knights in shining armour who
shrink from making the tough
decisions. What I'm saying is that we
need a Dean with real leadership
qualities."

Sophie Kerr Announcement
The Sophie Kerr Committee would

like to call to the attention of seniors the
fact that all seniors are eligible for the
Sophie Kerr Prize regardless of their
fields of interest. The prize is awarded
for literary ability and literary pro-
mise. Although in this era of specializa-
tion more and more writers in more and
more fields are totally oblivious to the
whole question of felicity, and one can
no longer except even literary
historians and critics from this encircl-
ing gloom, it has not always been so,

and need not be, as one can readily see

from such a random list of writers as
Cranmer, Gibbon, Fabre, and Aristotle.
The Committee would also welcome

any writings and statements of purpose
involving intentions to continue writing
after graduation that any senior wishes
to bring to its attention. While the com-
mittee is reluctant to set an actual
deadline for such submissions, it would
be convenient to have them by the mid-
dle of April. Someone who would like to
submit anything later than that should
so notify a member of the English
Department.

Academic Report

Released
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

The SGA Academic Report: a student
evaluation of the academic standing of
W.C. was released Wednesday. The 22-

page product of the Special SAB
Committee on Academics declares that
many students, faculty members, and
administrators describe the college as
"academically stagnant." The report
attempts to define the problems which
cause this "lack of direction" and
offers some concrete suggestions for
their solution.

The Report specifically
recommended changes in the
curriculum to revitalize the formal
academic setting, Specifically, the
report proposes the expansion of career
opportunity facilities, including the
addition of more courses in Business
Administration. The report also
declares the need for a course in

English Composition is

"embarrasingly plain."

Academic Orientation Necessary
In addition the absence of an

orientation program for new faculty
members and a freshmen orientation
program which emphasizes the
partyingphilosophy was cited as
contributing to the school's sense of
1

'drifting without vision.
'

' The
Committee suggested a formal
orientation program for new faculty
members. This move, the report noted,
would "keep the goals and philosophy
of the college alive in the entire
faculty."

Revision of the freshmen orientation
program was also recommended. The
Committee stressed that "a greater
regard for describing to freshmen the
ideal of a liberal education" would
define WC as "primarily an academic
institution rather than a social halfway
house." A revitalization of the advising
system would begin with this revision.

Tightening the Standards
The Committee also calls for the

unanimous support of the faculty in

tightening academic standards. The
"elimination of the lax grading policies

should be the central feature of any

scheme to raise standards." The
Committee was quick to point out that
lengthening reading lists and assigning
long papers would not promote a higher
quality of education. "We suggest
premising awarding of high marks on
the completion on time of existing
assignments and the mastery of the
quality of work now included in

courses."

Tightened standards would mean
penalizing students for handing in late

assignments. A stricter policy for
giving make-up tests would be enforced
and "extensions granted on the basis of
illness should require some form of
documentation from the Health
Service." In addition, the report
suggests basing grading, in part, on
regular class attendance.

Revision of standards would,
however, accommodate good students
and facilitate achievement. The report
urges the prompt return of papers with
sufficient comments to make them
valuable as learning tools. Imaginative
options to satisfy course requirements
was further recommended.

Signs of New Energy
"The Committee made a deliberate

effort to present things moderately and
to be positive," Committee Chairman
Jeff Coomer declared after the report's
release. "The report was intended as an
informal study of the currents of of
dissatisfaction among students and
faculty. The report notes that the
committee was encouraged by
"outward signs of making the college a
better academic institution." Three
examples of recent "positive" action
included: initiation of faculty
discussion on institutional goals; the
endorsement by the Board of an
expansion of the college's career
opportunity facilities; and the Dean's
statement on grade inflation.Copies of
the Academic Report are on reserve in

the library and can be borrowed from
Student Affairs. Anyone off-campus
who desires a copy should drop a note to

the SGA.

Spring Weekend Campus Calendar
Friday—March 25

Men's Tennis vs. UMBC (HOME)
8 p.m.—Concert Series and SGA pre-

sent Stan Getz Jazz Special, Cain
Athletic Center

Saturday—March 26

10:30 a.m.—Parade
1:00 p.m.—Men's Crew vs. Trinity and

St. Joseph
1:00 p.m.—Women's Crew vs. St.

Joseph
1:30—Lacrosse vs. Ohio Wesleyan
10:00 p.m.—Spring Weekend Dance,

featuring The Hitchhikers, Admis-
sion: $1.00 for W.C. students and
$3.00 for non-students

WC Rowing Association Dinner

play; FREE. No rain date.

8:00 p.m.—Film Series
AmarcordSmith Auditorium

8:00 p.m.—"Cubism" and "Dada'
series of films on the history of 20 1

1

century art, Smith Auditorium

Tuesday—March 29

Film Series, Amarcord Smith
Audirorium(8:00)

Sunday—March 27
1:00-5:00 p.m.—All-Campus party at

Treslo Boathou.se on the River.
Beer wagon, food; Hitchhikers to

Wednesday—March 30

Visiting Day for High School Juniors
JV Lacrosse vs. Eastern Shore LC

(7:00)

Art exhibit by Scott Woolever, Fine Ar
Center, weekdays, 1:00 to 4 p.m. t<

April 8

Thursday—March 31

NO CLASSES—ADVISING
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The Dean's firing is only the first action in a whole series of

events that have swept Washington College since Spring Break

Since then, the Career Counseling Program has been stalled and

the Academic Report called negative and worthless.

Two solid months of work went into the 22-page Academic
Report. A large segment of the faculty and many students were
interviewed in hopes of discovering their opinions on several

aspects of Washington College. The opinions and sentiments of

these people certainly cannot be dismissed as worthless. In most
cases, the quotes received were firm enough to preclude their

being shrugged off as unimportant.

The Career Counseling Program has been bandied about for

years. Finally, this year something constructive was
formulated, in hopes that at least next year's seniors could

benefit from the service. Even the Board of Visitors and
Governors approved the idea. But since the President was
unwilling to act upon it, the Program has been shoved back into

the Academic Council for its approval. As this rate, it could sit

around until sometime next year. The SGA wonders if the

President could find 12 students and a handful of faculty who find

Career Counseling worthless. The Elm wonders, too.

It seems as if anything that suggests change or even slightly

criticizes the Administration is shouted down at once by the

President, while the majority of the college applauds or at least

—s with it. At best this is curious; at worst, frightening.

To The Editor:

I am grateful for your essentially ac-

curate report of my being refused a

listing in the Washington College

Speakers Bureau. I believe that

publicizing such reactionary attempts

to oppress the gay minority is about the

only redress now available to us, and I

thank you for your help.

I am happy to learn from your article

that all the bureau's topics "keepstrict-

ly away from moral, political, and

religious issues." In examining the of-

ficially sanctioned topics, I must have

been dreaming when I thought I saw the

following topics: "Illegal Uses of Ex-

plosives," and "The Purity of Puritan

Religion," and "Religious Symbolism
in Cervantes' Examplary Novels," and
"The Political Implications of Popula-

tion Growth in Latin America," and

"Federal Funding...Should Tax Dollars

Support Basic Research?" It would be

difficult to discuss these topics without

^raising moral, religious, and political

issues; so I am relieved to conclude

from your thoughtful article that these

topics are not really listed in the

brochure. Still, would you please check

your copy of therbrochure just to make
sure that what I thought I saw there is

merely a creation of my feverish im-

agination?

I conclude from your account that

neither Mary Skelton nor George

d>
Ride-A-Bike for the Retarded

Dear Editor:

The members of the English Depart-

ment would like to clear up a rumored
misunderstanding about the fact that

Dean Hanson was dropped from the

English Department in December,

1976.

We had nothing to do with this action

and did not learn of it until recently,

when we learned that Dean Hanson had

also been fired as dean.

Respectfully yours,

Norman James
Chairman, English Department

The Maryland Association for

Retarded Citizens is planning its fifth

annual state-wide "Ride-A-Bike for the

Retarded Day" Sunday, April 24, 1977

(rain date, Sunday, May 1, 1977).

Bike rides will be held throughout the

state. It will involve thousands of

youths and adults who have secured

pledges for the mileage they cycle. The
funds raised will be for benefit the of

Maryland's mentally retarded citizens.

The Maryland Association for

Retarded Citizens is a voluntary state-

wide organization comprised of parents

and friends of the mentally retarded,

professional workers in the field of

mental retardation, and interested

citizens.

People who would like to ride, assist

in a ride, or sponsor a rider can obtain

registration forms and further informa-

tion from their local Association for

Retarded Citizens, or call the Maryland

Association for Retarded Citizens toll

free at 1-800-492-6161.
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Correction
Correction: The headline of the Dale

Trusheim story which appeared in last

week's issue was inaccurate. Mr.
Trusheim will resign, pending his ac-
ceptance to the University of Delaware.
The rest of the story was correct. The
Elm sincerely regrets this error.

Hayward reported to you that I sug-

gested to each of them in separate con-

versations last fall that they be sure to

obtain the President's approval for

listing my three topics, since, as I told

them, I did not want them to risk their

positions on my behalf. Now, according

to Vice-President Hayward, he does not

know who made the decision, nor does

President McLain, who finds it a

mystery; and you report that Chairman
Roy denies making the decision. This

interesting state of affairs led one of my
friends to wonder aloud who did erase

those eighteen minutes from the tape.

There is one point in your otherwise

excellent article that does disturb me:
the implication that I was familiar with

~the brochure some days before I

reported the incident to the Faculty on
28 February. The fact is that I first

learned that the brochure had been
published when I read your article in

The Elm the morning of Monday, 28

February. Since I taught from 8:30 to

11 : 30, and had appointments with

students that afternoon, I had time only

for a quick trip during the lunch hour to

obtain a copy of the brochure at the

Public Relations Office and for a call

that afternoon to verify the three titles I

had originally submitted. I felt that my
colleagues on the Faculty deserved to

know of the way I had been treated, and
so I reported the affair to them at the

meeting that same evening. That is

what I told your reporter. I did say to

your reporter that I had made no at-

tempt to find out why the Administra-

tion had acted as it did, but my state-

ment was not an explanation of why I

had "waited so long," since obviously I

did not wait at all before reporting the

situation to the faculty.

I have not questioned the right of the

Administration to choose the persons it

wishes to list in its speakers bureau;

but, having been invited by the Adr

ministration to participate, I find its

failure to notify me of my rejection (in

famous words of the Board a few years

back) "rude, arrogant and inhumane."
As your article suggests, the Ad-

ministration considered the decision

important; an administration in which
such an important decision remains a
mystery to the President inspires little

confidence and no respect.

Sincerely,

Richard H.Brown
P.S. I promise not to retract this letter

under Administrative pressure.

SGA Acts On Dean's Firing

by PACO MARSHALL
SGA President Paul No to invited all

RAs to attend Monday's SGA meeting,

and asked them to seek student

responses on the firing of Dean Hanson.

A discussion of the firing and other

related issues followed.

Some of the related issues included

dissatisfaction with President McLain
in general, the threat of further delay to

the career counseling program, and
problems with the maintenance
department. SGA Vice-President Jeff

Coomer stated, "Hanson's firing is the

surface issue; the real issue is McLain
and the feeling that students' interests

are not being followed."

Noto stressed that he was more
concerned about the way in which the

firing was done, rather than whether
the Dean should have been fired or not.

He was particularly upset that no
reasons were given for the President's

actions.

Both Noto and Coomer defended the

Dean's aptitude for the job. Noto
stressed, however, that it was McLain's

prerogative to make the decision and
that the action isirreversible.

RAs Called To Meeting

Career Counseling threatened?
Some RAs and members of the

Senate suggested that the discussion

should center on McLain's aptitude for

his job. Noto stressed, however, that he
did not want to antagonize McLain too

much, or it might endanger the career
counseling program, which he feels is a
more important issue. He feared that

the President would try to delay career
counseling with what he termed
"bureaucratic bullshit."

Other Business
The Senate heard Treasurer Peter

Tsou report on the status of the budget.

(4700 is left in the budget, of which $1500

is for Spring Weekend. $1000 is for

social expenses; the remainder is for

office and miscellaneous expenses.
TheSenate heard the report from the

election committee. Executive
committee elections are scheduled for

April 12, campaign speeches for April 5,

and class elections for April 26.

KimballByron reported on the
upcoming bus trip to the University of

Virginia lacrosse game on April 2. He
stressed that it is still not too late to sign

up in the Student Affairs Office.



Roving Reporter:

Firing Dean Hanson??
by ELLEN HOBBS

Photography by the Writer
This week, students and faculty were
asked the question, "What do you think
of Dean Hanson's firing?"

Dr. J. David Newell, Philosophy—It's
really too bad. I think Hanson made a
very good dean. I worked with him as
Director of the Graduate Program and
we had an excellent working
relationship. I believe, however, that
the Dean and the President also have to

have a very good working relationship,

and apparently, from the President's
point of view at least, they didn't. I

think that if he had to be let go, he might
have been given a chance to resign. At
any rate, this is a solid institution, and
I'm sure we'll survive.

John Klaus, Music Professor, "I think
that faculty involvement in a potential-
ly inflammatory discussion might
create more problems than it would
solve."

iwm
Keith Twitchell, Senior from Connec-
ticut, "It's not unexpected of McLain,
but it's very disappointing,"

John D'Amico, Junior from Wolcott,
Ct, "When the whole admissions office
has turned over and the dean of the col-
lege is fired it says to me that
something is pretty rotten in the upper
echelons. I don't know what the im-
plications are directly, but I think the
amount of incoming students will be
lower this year. Rather than implying
that the college will fold, I think the
scarier part of it is that the college will
continue to run with a broken cog in its

wheels."

$
Jennifer Hawkins, freshman from
Philadelphia, "It!s very disconcerting.
Dean Hanson showed a great deal of en-
thusiasm for WC and as far as I know
there was nothing in his performance
as dean that would merit such an
abrupt and unexplained dismissal.

"

Bennett Lamond, English Professor, "I
consider it a very great personal loss

for we were great friends. It's also a
professional loss to WC. I've spoken to

students who feel/think the same way;
students who have worked with him in

various capacities. Hanson is worth
working with and is getting better to
work with. He was beginning to grow in- w„ „,„,
to the mob, which was expected. The

No picture r«luested

firing was bad timing on the Presi-
dent's part. I don't think the president

, really examined the situation. He didn't
consult the faculty or try to find out
their opinions of Hanson. The presi-

dent's own experience with Hanson was
the basis for the decision, not the col-
lege community's opinion. He personal-
ly couldn't work with the dean."

Many other faculty members were
contacted for their comments, but they
would not comment in other than an
off-the-record manner.
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Venetoulis Speaks on
County Politics

by DAVID P. DOUGLAS

Baltimore County Executive Ted
Venetoulis spoke here Wednesday
nnight on "Conscience, Constituents,
Special Interests—Who Really Rules?"
The talk was sponsored by the William
James Forum.

Venetoulis, a possible candidate for
the 1978 gubernatorial race, informally
diecussed the nature of his job and his

reforms of the processes of government
in a county which has been a seedbed of
corruption in recent years. Venetoulis
noted that he does not intend to follow
the footsteps of his predecessors, Spiro
T. Agnew and Marvin Mandel.
Speaking without a prepared text,

Venetoulis outlined managing the
sixteenth largest county in the nation.
He stressed having a strong sense
ofprinciples, an ability to manage
efficiently and effectively, and a
government completely open to the
public.

Venetoulis illustrated these
characteristics with actual situations
he has encountered over the past two
years as Executive. One such incident
involved the disposal of "millions of

gallon" of sludge dug from Baltimore
Harbor to accommodate newer, larger

freighters Under a current plan, the

mud would be poured into nearby Hart
and Miller Islands. Venetoulis' top

priority in government is to preserve

natural resources, and this plan would
have fouled the island ecologically for

about twentyyears. Venetoulis opposed

this plan, preferring some form of

recycling program to dispose of the

sludge.

To illustrate the efficiency of his

administration, Venetoulis cited

examples ranging from the removal of

1000 obsolete fireboxes throughout

parts of the county, to his refusal to

continue providing some 300 county

employees with automobiles they were
not using on their jobs.

Ted Venetoulis' lecture offered WC
students an insight into the actual

operatins and mechanics of a high

public office. And if the lecture seemed
too much of a political rally and too

little an objective discussion on

Maryland's politics, Mr. Venetoulis,

nonetheless, provided an interesting

evening of talk.

Dance Festival "a coup"
by COLLEEN O'NEILL

The Fourth Annual Dance Festival

sponsored by the Maryland Council for

Dance was held here last weekend. "It

was a real coup for Washington College

to be able to host a statewide event,"

declared Karen Smith, Associate Pro-
fessor and Director of the Washington
College Dance Program. "The Festival

was great publicity for the college,"

Karen continued, "it gave us a chance
to show off our facilities and it was a
good opportunity for our students."
The purpose of the festival was to

unite teachers, students, performers,
choreographers, and artists in related

fields for the purpose of encouraging
dance activities in our culture, as an art

form and as an independent discipline

throughout the state.

The Festival offered activity classes

in Modern, Tap, Ballet, Music-
Rhythms, Mexican, Character, Jazz,'

Gymnastics, Repertory, and Im-
provisation. There were also more
sedentary activities, including slide lec-

tures, career seminars, films, and a
lecture on dance injuries. The Festival

was highlighted by a jazz concert
featuring Gus Giordano's Dance Com-
pany.

Gus Giordano has specialized in jazz

dance as dancer, teacher,
choreographer, and producer and has
been a prolific producer of televisio n
and industrial shows. He is also a win-
ner of two Emmy Awards, the NET-TV
Award of Excellence, and the Most
Distinguished Dancer Award—Boston
1970. He was professor at the American
Academy of Paris, France in 1969 and
has written three books on jazz dance.

Gus Giordano honored the festival by
teaching two jazz classes on Sunday
afternoon.

The last event of the festival was the
choreographer's workshop. Individual

choreographers from various colleges
in Maryland presented their own work
to be critiqued by three professional

dancer: Mark Ryder, Associate Pro-
fessor of Dance from the University of-

Maryland, and formerly with Martha
Graham; leva Erst, ballet teacher in

Queen Anne's County; and Gus Gior-

dano. College was represented by April

Lindevald, choreographer of
"Sacrifice," a neo-primitive dance per-

formed by Colleen O'Neill, Leslie Rai-

mond and herself. In addition, Karen
Smith choreographed and danced "Go
Baroque."
"Yes, the festival was definitely a

success," Miss Smith said. She had
already received several favorable

evaluations. The festival inspired

almost everyone involved to continue
dance.

"It would have been nice to have had
more Washington College ' part
icipants," Karen added. Perhaps there

will be more participants next year as
dance continues to grow as an art form,
becoming a more integral part of

education.

"Movement is the first form of com-
munication," declared Smith, who is

also secretary of the Maryland Council

for Dance, and who served as festival

chairman. She emphasized the im-
portance of the dance by quoting Plato:

"He who cannot dance is not
educated."
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Sho'men Drop One
To Navy 9-6

by LANCE

The Shoremen travelled to the Naval

Academy on Wednesday and lost to the

Midshipmen 9-6. Tenth ranked Navy

dominated the game with 73 shots on

goal compared to 25 for the maroon and

black.

The first quarter, marked by bad

passing by both teams, saw Navy score

the only goal and take the lead, 1-0.

Coach Kelly said, "Navy was bigger

and faster on defense which allowed

them to come up with most of the loose

balls." 44 seconds into the second

quarter, Navy netted their second.

"Our goalees played exceptionally

well," said Coach Kelly, however,

referring to Tim Hart had 9 saves in the

second quarter.

Late in the first half, the Shoremen

started to rally After a score by Navy

with 4 : 16 left, George Mullinex took the

faceoff downfield for WC's first, scored

on a Murphy to Gaines combination

with 3:43 left. The next faceoff was

taken by Matt Morris who scored the

Shoremen's second with 3:34. The half

ended 3-2 in favor of Navy.

"The game was very physical and the

referees didn't call very much," said

Coach Kelly. The third quarter was

almost completely dominated
offensively by Navy, but they only

managed to score one goal. "This

attests to the fact that our defense

MARGOLIN
played well" said Kelly.

With 10:11 left Navy scored their

fourth. Towards the end of the quarter,

the Shoremen rallied for two goals.

Number 3 came on a Blair to Cheek

combination at 3:35 left and Number 4

came on an unassisted goal by Lindsay

with 1:57 left. The score the end of the
,

third quarter was tied 4-4.

Navy had the ball at the start of the

fourth quarter. They shot five in a row.

They finally scored their fifth with 12
:
12

left. Their sixth came at 10:01 left. The

Shoremen scored their fifth with 9:20. It

was Cheek's second, assisted by Myrt

Gaines. Navy scored next, for their

seventh with 8:13 left. Their eighth

came with 5:04 remaining in the game.

With the score 8-5 Navy started to

stall. The maroon and black pressured

and forced Navy to get rid of the ball,

which the Middies did by popping it in

the goal for number 9, with 0:57 left.

The Shoremen's sixth came with 0:32

left on an unassisted shot by Lindsay.

Although the Shoremen were

overpowered on the field, this certainly

wasn't the case with the emotional WC
fans in the crowd. The overwhelming

vocal support of the Shoremen must

have made the Midshipmen wonder

whether they were really playing a

"home" game. ^^^

John Cheek (44)puts one in from behind his back as Billy Hamill (31) looks
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Lacrosse

Last Saturday, the Shoremen hosted

Denison and trounced them 20-4.

Lindsay led the Shoremen with five

goals. Gaines added one goal and four

assists.Cheek had four goals. Both

goalies Hart and Evans had excellent

days.

Baseball

The Baseball Team lost twice to

Drew University on Saturday 9-2 and

3-1 despite fine efforts turned in by

pitchers Dennis Compton, Dan
Barbierri, and Billy Hoopes. The

Shoremen are now 0-4. If they are going

to win, they must pick up their hitting

and play in the holes in the infield.

Tomorrow WC meets Swarthmore at

Swarthmore in another twin-bill.

The FflBuuoos Hitchhikers Froi* fcosro*

lff.0D-.VO3 SAtvROM .
AU mAPXjA
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Men's Tennis

The Men's Tennis Team dropped last

Saturday's match vs.Drew University

3-6 at home. The winning players for

WC were Keith Twitchell at #1, Paul

Noto at Mj2,

and doubles team of Paul Noto and

Stephen Henke. Coach Finnegan said

that hisyoung team had a rough time in

this, one of their toughest matches this

season.
Track and Field

Weather conditions hampered both

track and field teams Saturday as

Galludet won 86-41. Coach Chatellier

said that the weather not only

hampered most events, but some
events had to be cancelled altogether.

The individual winners forWC were Art

Hoyt in the high hurdles, John Murphy

in the long jump and triple jump, and

Bob Weisman in the javelin throw. "I

was pleasantly surprised to see Bob win
his event. The Galludet players were

supposed to be pretty good."

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030,

• Hudson's Vitamins
*

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

e Soda Fountain

HELP WANTED
COLORADO, WYOMING, MONTANA
Summertime employees for

dude ranches, National Parks,

and U.S. Forest Service. For in-

formation and directory send
$3.00 to Outdoor Services,

Box 349, Cody, Wyoming,
82414.
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Strange dotogB were witnessed on 213 last Saturday. Here, the Slgs Invite
folks to come fly with them in the Spring Weekend Parade.

New Dean Appointed
by KEITH G. C. TWITCHELL

Crab Editor

It was a tense moment in the Bun-
tagon Lobby. The Dean Search Com-
mittee was about to reach the culmina-
tion of its exhausting two and a halfday
huntfor a new dean: the presentation of
the fortunate individual who would be
nominated for the prestigious position

of Dean of the College and Butler to the
President. The committee, comprised
of Dr. Joseph McLain, had been work-
ing tiring five hour days in the effort to

find the man who, in the words of com-
mittee chairman Dr. Joseph McLain,
"could best carry out my orders exact-
ly as I give them, and take all the grief
directed at me as a result. / want so-
meone who know exactly what I want
and is willing to go to any lengths to do
it, even if it means more trouble for the
college.

"

The candidates included
Maintenance chief Ray Crooks, whose
policies of using his men as his personal
employees would seem to go hand in
hand with President of the College
Joseph McLain's programs of self- in-
terest. Crooks talked with an Elm
reporter by phone from his Aspen ski
chalet (built, as was his Florida con-
dominium, by staff members on the col-
lege payroll) about his qualifications
for the job: "Well, I've had more prac-
tice than anyone else around here ex-
cept the Business Office at ignoring
students' requests. My ability to
overlook important matters and pro-
blems is unparallelled by anyone ex-
cept the boss himself, and besides, I'm
an accomplished bully." Crooks also
commented that the powers involved
with the Dean's office would enable him
to expand his downtown junk store, and
requested that som eone fix the

lightbulb in his desk lamp, which had
not been wording when he left.

Dr. Charles Halstead, professor of
history and advisor to the jousting club,

was also mentioned as a possible

replacement for the inexplicably fired

Lee (nee Dean) Hanson. Halstead felt

that the strength of his candidacy
rested in his tireless battle against

grade inflation: "/.have only given out

four A's in the last seven semesters, all

to history majors; also, I require enor-

mous amounts of work from my
students, usually including a major
work cleverly disguised as a booh
report and due near finals. Isn't it so?

And you should see my final exam ques-

tions—"Discuss the development and
advancement of technology from
Paleolithic times through the fall of the
Roman Empire.' 5000 years to cover;
make that worth 30 points on a final and
who stands a chance? You've got to

keep the students on their toes. Isn't

that right?" Among Halstead's plans
should he be named to the post would be
to dig up the Somerset quad, which he
feels quite possibly covers a large

cache ofRoman coins.

Dr. Norman James, chairman of the

English department, had been
discussed earlier, but requested that he

not be considered with this statement:

"Hi, how are you? Loofe, I don't want to

be Dean. I'd rather read the Crab and
think up comps questions. Thanks
anyway."

The final candidate, according to

Search Committee secretary Dr.

Joseph McLain, was assistant lacrosse

coach and soon-to-be Presidential

Continued on Page 6

SGA President

Speaks Out
by ANNE ELISE BAILEY

Coordinating Editor

Paul Noto, SGA President surprised
the Washington College community
with an open letter speaking out against
the leadership of the college. Noto did
not call for the resignation of President
McLain, saying instead his main reason
for writing the letter was to bring the
community and especially the Board of

Visitors and Governors to awareness of

the problems on campus. "It is my
obligation to come out with it," he said.

"The time has come to sink or swim."
The letter is presented in full on Page 3.

John Moag, last year's SGA president

also sent theElm a letter, urging the
resignation of the President. The two
letters were not written in conjunction
with each other, however. His
comments also appear on page 3.

Noto does not call for the resignation

of McLain at this time, believing a
Dean search and a Presidental search
would be too much for the college to

cope with. Instead, he said, "What I

think is that the Board should decide if

Dr. McLain is acting in the best

interests of the college. What I'm
calling for is a very thorough review of

Dr. McLain's actions." Noto thinks the

Board should make the decision about
McLain's tenure.

In the letter, Noto said his contacts

"with the President have been both

fascinating and bizarre." He cites such
incidents as McLain demanding that he
find out the opinions of the Theta Chis
about Career Counseling. "Not only did
he ask me if Thetas supported Career
Counseling, but he asked me to name
three Thetas that I knew. Needless to

say, I was taken aback."
Noto feels the Dean's firing and the

problems over the Speaker's Bureau
are examples of the problems the
college is expereincing in its

leadership. About the latter Noto
remarked, "It's hard to
believe...McLain would let a topic as
important as the Speakers Bureau slip

by without his knowledge."
A big predicament with the

President, Noto thinks, is his inability

to accept criticism. The President's
lack of interest over the Academic
Report is such an example. Noto felt

that if the community knows that
criticism is not accepted, they can do no
more than leave. Noto summed it up by
saying, "I have 'approached the
Administration with objections in a
reasonable attitude. I articulated

student concerns to the Administration
in a very professional way and Dr.
McLain did not respond in a ">p
manner."

Smith, Clarke Approached
In Dean Search

by DAVE
Dr. Nathan Smith, Chairman of the

History Department and former acting
Dean, has acknowledged that he was
offered the position of acting Dean of

the College. He also noted, however
that he had already informed President
McLain that he would not accept the

post unless "something
incomprehensible" occurred.

President McLain has also
approached Mr. Gary Clarke,
Chairman of the Music Department,
regarding the acting Dean position, and
they have discussed matters
concerning the job to some extent
When asked if he had been offered the
post, Clarke pointed out that he had
"been asked if I would be interested,

that's all." Mr. Clarke maintained that

he had not as of yet decided whether he
wouldbe available for the position.

Dr. Smith indicated that be does not
want the job, citing the adjustment in

moving from a teaching position to a
largely administrative one as a
primary reason for his decision. The
"bouncing around" would make it

difficult to maintain a continuity in his

DOUGLASS
role as a professor, be said.

Clarke explained that the factors he

would have to consider included his

devotion to teaching and to music, and
the reaction erf his Music majors. He
added that were he appointed, the

Music Department would not be

adversely affected.

Clarke was also questioned about his

ability to work with McLain. He
responded by saying "I've thought

about this a lot ..in contact we've had in

the past, in committees and things, we
have gotten along alright

"

When asked what qualifications he

felt were important for the post, Smith

commented that, while the

requirements were less stringent for

acting Dean than Deft), "continuity,

respectability, and someone from
within the College" were important

characteristics to possess. He stated

that there is a pool of faculty members
whom he considered competent for the

job, and many who wanted it but said

be didn't know how many people fell

into both categories.

Crad School Acceptances
Jeff Coomer: Hopkins, full tuition,

$2000; Ohio State, full tuition.

Mark Micale: Yale, full tuition.

Paul Noto: Western New England Law
school.

Steve Han-ell: Univeristy of Iowa.
Wayne Warren: Hofstra University.
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Two new opinions about the President of the College have been
presented to the Washington College community in the past

week. One, calling itself the rebellious voice demands immediate
resignation. The other, from a source who has remained neutral

until this time, asks mainly for more input to the Board of

Visitors and Governors from sources other than the President,

and for increased awareness of the problems besetting the

campus.
Mr. Moag's opinion is the result of a whole year as SGA

President plus another year away from Washington College. His
comments were surprising only because he finally made them
public. Mr. Moag has little responsibility to the College any
more; all that remains is for him to pick up his diploma in May.
Mr. Noto. on the other hand, has the responsibility

of future SGAs still on his shoulders. Hotheadedness could
hurt him more than help. So, instead, he listed several occasions
where he felt the President deviated from his role, and asked for

the Board to judge. It was done cooly, deliberately, and with a
great deal of forethought.

It is with this type of thinking the Elm feels the current
leadership problem should be approached. Now is the time for a
calm appraisal of the situation; later may be the time for loud
voices and impassioned speeches.
The Elm sincerely hopes all those interested in the future of

Washington College will real these two letters carefully and
consider the events that prompted their being written. It is quite
clear that a decision o some sort must be made, even if it is only
to allow the Board to receive more information from other
sources on campus. The decision made does not have to involve
any drastic change; however, if one is not made the results are
likely to be drastic.

Campus Calendar

Friday—April 1

JV lacrosse vs. Anne Arundel C.C.

(home)

Women's Tennis vs. Loyola (3

p.m.)

Studio Theatre—Gervase—8 p.m.,

Tawes Theatre, 25 % admission.

Film Series—"The Lady
Vanishes" and 'The 39 steps"

—8 p.m. in Bill Smith

Saturday—April 2

Women's Crew vs. Duke (9 a.m.)

Women's Crew vs. George
Washington (noon)

Monday—April 4

Men'sTennisvs.Ursinus(Home)

Tuesday—April 5

Film Series— "The Lady
Vanishes" and 'The 39 steps"—

8

p.m.

Sophie Kerr presents Slide

Lecture—Milton Klomsky—
"Artwork of William Blake", 4

p.m.—Library Basement.
Women's Tennis vs. Cecil C.C.

(3:30p.m.)

Wednesday—April 6
ADVISING DAV-NO CLASSES

Thursday— April 6

Registration Day
Spanish Club Film 8 p.m.—BUI

Smith Auditorium, "Los
Tarantos".

Baseball vs. Gallaudet (3 p.m.)
Men's Tennis vs. Galluadet

(home)
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To the Elm:
I wish to publicly comment on the

manner in which theElm continues to

ignore worthy campus news.

Three weeks ago I sent an article,

copy ready, with photo to the Elm con-

cerning the concert on American Jazz

Dance to be presented by the interna-

tionally known Gus Giordano Dance
Company.The concert was part of the

State Dance Festival and was
scheduled for Saturday, March 19 in

Tawes Theatre.

I hoped that an event of this

magnitude would stir some interest in

the college community, especially

when comments are heard so frequent-

ly about the lack of cultural events

available at the college. Much to my
dismay, the Elm chose to print neither

the article nor the photo, again leaving

college students and faculty unaware of

important activities taking place on

campus.
It would seem to me that an article

about activities currently underway
would be of utmost importance. Too
often students are blamed for "their

apathy" when they really only suffer

from lack of information. Since it

should be the responsibility of the Elm
to keep students informed on campus
events, an event of this nature should

surely take precedence over a new
record album released or a gameroom
in Middle Hall!

Yours truly,

Karen Lynn Smith
Assistant Professor

In the February 25 issue of the Elm,
right next to the Editorial was an

article entitled WC Hosts Fourth

Annual State Dance Festival. That was
the last issue put out before Spring

Break. The Pink Floyd album review

was cut that week to make room for the

announcement.
The picture the Elm received of Gus

Giordano's dance company was too

light for us to print And, on a college

campus, an album release Is as much a
cultural happening as a concert. If the

Elm had had more room in the March
18 issue we would have gladly run the

Giordano article; unfortunately, we
had a few other, more important topics

to pursue—such as Dean Hanson's
firing.

Four Students Convicted by SJB
by DAVID LERNER

News Editor

The Student Judiciary Board found

freshmen Bryand "eagle" Goulding

guilty of breaking into the Coffeehouse,

and sentenced him to a week's

suspension and disciplinary probation

through next semester. Goulding has

announced that he will appeal this

decision, made in last night's SJB
hearings.

In a second case, sophomore William

Barrows, Benjamin Cripps and Ralph
Hickman were found guilty of use of

firearms on campus, were given an
unofficial warning, and will be required

to pay for two window panes in Spanish

House that they shot through.

In the Goulding case, prosecuted by
junior Carol Noer, the defendant was
charged with breaking into the

Coffeehouseat approximately 3:00a.m.

on March 18, St Patrick's night. He
pleaded not guilty.

Peter Gentry the Coffeehouse

manager on duty that night, testified

that he had finished locking up when he

saw a piece of poster board come
through the front door. The board

securing me front door was then lifted,

until the doors unlatched. Fearing
possible trouble, Gentry went
immediately to the back entrance of the

Coffeehouse, looked out and saw the

defendant standing by the entrance.

He then approached the defendant,

who was picking the board up and
saying something to the effect that the

place should have been locked up
better, and escorted him out of the

building, which had also been locked.

Gentry emphasized that the defendant

was actually in the Coffeehouse, and
that he (the defendant) had "pretty

good control" of himself.
' Goulding, who stated his own case,

testified that he came into the building

through the main entrance when
someone else walked out He then went
down to the Coffeehouse, where he
tripped on a piece of posterboard that

was lying on the floor and also noticed

that the doors were ajar. Gentry then

came out and saw him. The defendant

emphasized that at no time was he in

the Coffeehouse and that he never tried

and sentenced him heavily, noting that
he had been found guilty of destruction
in Kent House earlier in the year.
The second case involved charges

against Barrows, Cripps and Hickman
for the use of firearms on campus, on
March IS at 2:00a.m.
Spanish House RA Meg Keller

testified that Hilary Hyman, whose
windows face East Hall, got her up on
the night in question and told her that
she heard hitting her window. Keller
then went into Hy man's room and saw
glass cracked, small holes in two of the
window panes, and two bee-bees lying
on the floor. She then instructed
residents to stay away from the
windows and called Dean of Students
Frank Kasprowitz. She did not know
who fired the shots.

The defendants, represented by Peter
Moulder, admitted that they had fired

the shots. They went to Student Affairs
voluntairilly the next mroning and
explained what they had done.
Moulder, however, pointed out that

bee-bee guns
t
are not technically

firearms, sinclj a firearm uses
gunpowder. He also explain' mat the
defendants were not shooting at, or
trying to hurt anybody, and that none of
them have ever been in any trouble
before. He concluded that they had
"impared judgement", were not aware
of the power of the gun, and were not
likely to do this kind of thing again.
Prosecutor John Jelich admitted that

technically they had not been using
firearms. He stated, however, that he
preferred Dean Kelley's definition that
"any potentially dangerous weapon is a
firearm".

Jelich emphasized that it was a very
dangerous thing the defendants did,
and that the consequences could have
easily been much more severe. He also
showed that the judicial screening
board had been referring to the use of
the bee-bee gun when they originally
wrote up the charges, using the word
firearm".

In light of these circumstances, the
jury found the defendants unanimously
guilty as charged, and in addition to the

to unlock the doors. He also staled that sentences already described, they will

he was drunk at the time. each be required to write a personal
The jury, after a lengthy apology to every resident 'of Spanish

deliberation, found Goulding guilty, 5-2, Fouse.
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Moag, Noto Air Opinions
Paul Noto

To the Washington College Communi-
ty:

For a good part of this semester I

have been troubled by the feeling that

most students and members of the
Board of Visitors and Governors are
unaware of the way this institution is

governed. I feel that it is my obligation

as SGA President to share with you'

some of my experiences with the Ad-
ministration and my conclusions and
projections about Washington College
and its future.

I am using the Elm instead of my
newsletter because I feel the college
newspaper is a more effective coor-

dinating agent for this kind of informa-
tion. Also, this gives the paper the op-

portunity to follow up with further com-
ments and opinions.

Probably the most frequent criticism

leveled at the President is that his lack
of strong leadership and inspiration

have led to a loss of confidence among
the student body and members of the

faculty. This couldn't be more ac-

curate; Dr. McLain's failure to define
the goals and objectives of Washington
College have led to an atmosphere of in-

tellectual stagnation and uncertainty.

Certainly a fuller understanding by
students and faculty of the College's

goals is essential to the maintenance of

a high level of enthusiasm for, and par-
ticipation in, the Colleges programs.
The abrupt firing of Dean Hanson pro-

bably best illustrates the President's
lack of courage and consideration. It

surely would have been more profes-

sional for the President to call the Dean
into bis office, tell him why he no longer
desired his services as Dean, and give
him the option of resigning. Instead, a
letter was placed on the Dean's desk, no
formal announcement was made, no
reasons were given, and Dr. Hanson
suffered the personal humiliation of be-

ing fired without knowing why, while
the rest of the College community is left

to wonderwhy it all happened. Then the

President tells the Elm that since the

Dean works mostly with students and
faculty, they will be consulted before
hiring a new Dean. Why weren't they
consulted before firing the old one?
Another glaring example is the

mysterious omission of Dr. Brown from
the speakers bureau. Someone in Bun-
ting Hall removed him from the bureau
and yet no one will admit doing it. If the

President didn't make the decision
(which, given the circumstances is

highly unlikely), then it should be bis

responsibility to find out who did and
why. If he did make the decision, then
why won't he own up to it and put the

issue to rest? These are hardly actions
that instill confidence in his ability to

effectively lead the school.

My personal dealings with the Presi-

dent have been both fascinating and
bizarre. However, not until the issue of

career counseling became prominent
was I given the full treatment of

Presidential arrogance. On numerous
occasions Dr. McLain told me that I

was not the representative of the

students, and that I was complaining
because I was upset and not the

students. He repeatedly denied the

validity of my statements concerning
1

student support for career counseling

and threatened to prevent me from
speaking directly to the Board. He fur-

ther asked me if the theta.Chi's sup-
ported career . counseling; implying
that to him the only legitimate gauge of

student opinion was the Theta's. While

John Moag

Current SGA President, Paul Noto.

the feelings of the Theta Chi's should be
represented just like the rest of the stu-

dent body, I don't believe they should be
the only indicator. Regardless of what
the President thinks of me personally, I

believe he should at least recognize the

SGA President as the legitimate

representative of the student body. I

can also say that based on many of my
conversations with Dr. McLain, he does
not have a very high regard for many
members of the Washington College
faculty. Furthermore, based on many
conversations with members of the

faculty, the feeling is apparently

mutual. While it would be unfair to

place sole blame for this feeling on
either side, it suffices to say that it ex-

ists and its very existence cannot be
anything but a negative influence on
Washington College.

There is this persistent feeling that

constructive criticism offered by either

students or faculty is not at all

welcomed by the President. This is ag-

gravated by the perceptions of many
people that Dr. McLain is somewhat
vindictive and authoritative. For exam-
ple, the SGA academics report was
designed to offer both constructive

criticism and suggestions for improve-
ment. We deliberately avoided making
any specific attacks on Dr. McLain or

the Administration because we want
the report to be constructive and pro-

ductive. Dr. McLain thanked myself
and Jeff Coomer for writing the report

and then told an editor of theElm that it

was nothing more than a "bunch of

negative bullshit." This type of attitude

only serves to frustrate students and
undermine conscientious efforts to im-

prove Washington College, besides,

severely damaging the President's

credibility. Refusal to experiment with

new ideas like career counseling and
coed housing are characteristic of

Washington College. Never have I

heard the Administration say let's try it

and if it doesn't work we'll try

something else. Comments by the

President like, "morale is high because
the basketball team is winning" hardly

makes me feel that Dr. McLain is in

tune with pie opinions of the students.

Furthermore when members of the Col-

lege community notice college
maintenance men down at the Ram
shop at 111 S. Cross St. on college time,

it is no wonder that people criticize

maintenance and wonder what the Ad-

To the Editor:
There is one statement in last week's

Elm (March 25) I would like to take
issue with. When Dr. David Newell was
questioned on the firing of Dean Han-
son, he replied, "...At any rate, this is a
solid institution and I am sure it will

survive."

I am not sure it will survive under the
continued leadership of Dr. McLain.
Last year the President told me that he
hoped to remain at Washington College
until 1982, the bicentennial of the col-

lege. I seriously question whether
Washington College can last, as is, for

another five years.

My opinion, which grew throughout
my tenure as President of the Student
Government during the 1976-77 school
year, was solidified this week. Last
Saturday I arrived on campus for the
week and immediately ran into a Board
member I had known last year who was
inspecting the dormitories for the

Building and Grounds Committee. A
young member of the Board, with little

actual influence, he told me he was
frankly very dismayed at the physical
and moral shape of the college. I con-
cured, and in my usual rebellious man-
ner I proceeded to list what I thought
were the major problems of the school.

Starting with, and finishing with,

Joseph McLain.
The completely rude manner in

which Dr. Hanson was fired illustrated

a frightening lack of the attributes

President McLain has so often
espoused, namely: courage, honesty,
and forthrightness. But all that has
created only a very minimal, very tem-
porary, and perhaps gutless response
on the part of students and Faculty.

The demonstration that is needed
now is not over the Dean's firing—it

cannot be undone. But over the pitiful

shape of Washington College. With an
increasing attrition rate, and a lower
admissions count than ever before,

there should be an examination into the

status of Washington College. The
report just released by the Student

Government was a start. A very active,

maybe even rebellious interest in the

school must take over. Rebellious in the

sense that a very critical inquiry into

the school must begin. For example:
Do Messrs. Goldstein, Roy, Nuttle, and

Spinnack, of the Executive Committee
have any notion of the stagnation of in-

terest and excitement in the school? Is

Dr. McLain's input from the college

enough? Shouldn't Faculty members
organize their off-the-cuff remarks
thatmyself and others have heard from
dozens of them. Shouldn't students
begin to take an interest in the manner
in which the school is administered to?

And shouldn't that interest continue
over the summer and throughout next
year as well? Shouldn't Board
members make an agressive and im-
mediate effort to establish better and
more thorough relations with students

and Faculty? And shouldn't that effort

be carried on, first and foremost, by the

Executive Committee of the Board?
Shouldn't we do all of these things if we
are the community we say we are when
we try to sell Washington College to

high school seniors?

I will begin law school in September
knowing that I did receive a good
education from Washington College, an
education that could disappear as fast

as the job market for professors im-
prove.

I would like to see the students and
Faculty at Washington College much
happier and content with the institu-

tion. I would like to see a nicer, more
well-kept physical plant. I would like to

see the finest professors money can
buy. I would like to see the fine liberal

arts education that should come with a
college 200 years old. I would like to see
a healthy endowment of Washington
College. But with such an intensely

unbending, conservative, and un-

creative president—this college will

find its investors fewer and fewer. As a
future alumnus, I would not contribute

to Washington College financially, nor
would I invest my time in recruiting

potential students. The problem is that

more and more students feel as I do.

And believe me, I do like Washington
College.

As a student, as a former SGA Presi-

dent, and as a future alumnus, I urge
President McLain to resign from office

and leave behind him an unprecedented
list of accomplishments that he has
shared with Washington College,

John A. Moag, Jr.

ministration is doing to alleviate the

problem.
It is not the purpose of this letter to

ask Dr. McLain to resign because I'm
not sure that a Presidential search and
a Dean search at the same time would
be in the best interests of the College.

However, it is my purpose to relate to

the student and Board of Visitors and
Governors the truth about Washington
College and why it is the way it is. What
we really need at Washington College is

an opening up of the decision-making
process and a very careful review of the

campus by the Board. I know the Board
is very concerned about the problems
on campus, but what they lack is a view
of the College other than the Presi-

dent's, which can at best be only one-

sided and partially biased. It is the need
for this view that has led me to write

this rather lengthy description on my
experiences with the administration.

Enrollment is down, attrition is high,

an unprecedented number of faculty

are looking else where for work, the ad-

missions staff is decimated, the

students are frustrated and overall,

morale is quite low. While Dr. McLain's
love for Washington College is un-
bounded, it may be misdirected: his

love for the institution has created a
feeling of stagnation and lack of en-
thusiasm. There are numerous other in-

cidents I could discuss, as well as the
numerous rumors about the Adminstra-
tion that many members of the College
community perceive Dr. McLain to be
vindictive, capricious, arbitrary and
narrow-minded. To govern effectively
Dr. McLain must confront the percep-
tions of him as a negative entity, and
change those perceptions, whether
based on truth or rumor.
For the College to move ahead and

regain its sense, of direction, the Ad-
ministration must learn to tolerate

criticism, respond to new ideas, present
original and creative thoughts of its

own, and restore confidence in its abili-

ty to leadthe College effectively. Until,

this is accomplished, the future of

Washington College remains very
much in doubt.

Paul Noto, SGA President
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« Mr. J.S. Edward Tatnall,

+ Gottacough.

£ by ELLEN HOBBS
+ One of the most significant

^ occurences in music history was the
^discovery of the lost works of the
infamous and immoral Russian
composer Phlegm Gottacough.
JGottacough, whose musical genius has
^yet to be shown, was first discovered by
^the late Eppingham von Littvock,

.fcwhose notes on the composer were
unearthed at a rummage and used book
sale in Slape's Corner, New Jersey by
Washington College student J.S.
jEdward Tatnall.

^ Gottacough's biography is a strange
^tand wondrous one, beginning with his
birth in 1850. The bastard son of two
Siberian serfs, Gottacough experienceda cruel and harsh childhood, not so
Jmuch due to the fact that he never knew
.fchis parents, but because it's so cold in

Siberia and most Siberian children
have cruel and harsh childhoods. Little

is known about Gottacough's formal
^education and what he d.id for fun,
^primarily because those who knew him
*at this stage of his life.will not admit to
knowing him. We do know, however,
that as a child, Gottacough was not
musically gifted.

At the age of 15, Gottacough left

the discoverer of all the known works of

vivisection. Because of this intense
cultural education, Gottacough was
denied the study of the Natural
Sciences. We owe the Brothers of the
Garden a great deal of thanks, for had
they allowed Gottacough to become a
scientist, God knows where we would
all be now.
Gottacough spent a total of ten years

with the Brothers, after which he
disappeared from view. We know,
however, that during this interlude of
solitude, Gottacough traveled around
Europe. In 1875 we find him in Italy,

where he applied to the Vatican for the
position of choirmaster. This
application was denied and we find him
being thrown out of Italy under the
threat of becoming a male soprano.
After leaving Italy, Gottacough

traveled through the more cultured
areas of Europe, among them
Bohemia, Transylvania, and Albania,
where he gathered material to further
his education in the grotesque.
Five years after leaving the convent

of the Brothers of the Garden,
Gottacough, at the tender age of thirty,

decided he should maybe settle down
and work. He returned to Germany,
consequentlythoughhowever, he was
sidetracked in France for a while. In
France, he continued to further his
education in the grotesque with the
Basque shepherds.
In 1883, tiring of the French language,

he decided to go to England, where he
felt it was time to assimilate his
knowledge into the operatic form. Upon
arrival in England, Gottacough set up
residence in a rooming house near the
docks of Liverpool. It was at this time
that he began writing music in earnest.
After a few futile symphoni, concerti,
piano sonati, oratorioi, songj, and other
chamber musici and quarteti,
Gottacough discovered that opera was

.^Siberia for Germany,
towitfromwhenceandbecauseof to

further his education. It was here that
he was denied entry to most of the
conservatories, major and minor, ,.

Jwhich is why he applied to the convent

+of the Brothers of the Garden. Little is

known about the brothers, with the
exception of the fact that they were
known to be strange. We do not know in
what way they were strange, but if they
rtook Gottacough, they had to be. It was
^with the Brothers of the Garden that
irGottacough learned everything he
would ever know about world politics,

literature, finance, music and

his true love, and the medium through
which he could best exhibit his talent.

He set out to look for a librettist with

whom he could achieve creative

harmony, not to mention one who could

put up with his idiosyncracies. This
person presented himself in the form of

E. Manuel Rippertitzoff, from
Archangelsk, Russia.

Rippertitzoff had a lovely, normal
childhood, and aspired to be a great
writer. While his talents as a writer are
well documented, his true genius lay in

the obscure field of Bioastrology.

Despite this talent, he never let, his

genius interfere with his desire to write.

One morning in 1884, while reading
the London Times, over tea and
borehch,Rippertitzoff saw an ad:

"Librettist needed." He immediately
caught the first camel caravan to

Liverpool, traveling through Siberia

andM.ongolia to gather information for

local color. Not being one to pass by a

chance to gather information in any
field, Rippertitzoff had decided that

before answering the ad he would do a

few years of traveling. His travels took

him through the Far East, the Near
East, the Mideast, Southeast Asia, and
Southern New Mexico. He finally

arrived in Liverpool in 1889 where he
and Gottacough finally met over a
bottle of Absinthe. Gottacough
proposed the idea to write at least 3000

operas in his lifetime, at which point

Rippertitzoff said "I do" and set off on
a one day Berlitz course in the works of

libretto theorist Eugene Scribe.

The composing team of Gottacough
and Rippertitzoff immediately writed
their first opera, White Socks and
Anvils, or The Crypt and the Crumpet,
which.was often retitled Sirob Vonudog
for performance in mental asylums.
This produced immediately by the

Bedlam Opera Company to enthusiastic

crowds of jabbering idiots. We know
nothing of the cast and nothing about
the performance of this opera.

. The thrill of victory caused
Gottacough to continue writing operas.
The second opera, A Midsummer
Night's Tragedy of King Lear's Dream,
or. What the Tempest Will You? was
presented by the Brighton Community
Shakespearean Festival Players and
Opera Company, Ltd. The opera was
not very successful, primarily because
of its length. The opera consists of 38
twenty minute acts, each act being a
condensation of a Shakespearean play.

Because of the failure of Midsummer
Night.s Tragedy, Gottacough decided
that, in order for him to ever achieve
even a modicum of success, it would be
necessary for him to revise his style. As
a result of this period of revision, he
n.ever again wrote another long opera.
This period of revision was one of

intense thought and misgivings. Since
it took some years of reflection to revise
his operatic style, Gottacough wrote a
good many of his 523 symphonies at this

time. After he had filled his fourth opus
number, he decided that for a good
change of pace, he would write a mass.
The end result of this decision was
Mass, Mostly in A Major and Other
Keys.

In 1903, Gottacough decided to try his

luck in London for the first time. Most
of the time in London was spent in

perfecting his operatic style. During
the next seven years he may have
written a great many operas, although
there is no record as to which ones or if

tney were ever performed.

In approximately 1910, Gottacough

left London for the greener fields of

America. There is much speculation as

to why he left England in such a hurry,

but it is known that he wanted to leave

Europe before the outbreak of World

War I.

Immediately upon landing in

America, Gottacough set out on a

frantic search. His search took him
from one end of the country to the other,

and, on a return trip from the Klondike,

Gottacough decided to settle

permanently in Slape's Corner, New
Jersey. It was here that he bought the

Slape's Corner Penny Arcade which he

rapidly transformed into the Slape's

Corner Conservatorium and Penny
Arcade. Gottacough had one student at

the Conservatorium, whose identity has

been a well kept secret, though the

search still continues for this

anonymous musician.

In 1924 Gottacough wrote and
produced The Death of Ben Franklin

for which he was quickly and post haste

deported to Philadelphia. After

spending a nine-year sojourn in the City

of Brotherly Love, Gottacough returned

to his permanent residence in Slape's

Corner where he spent five years

preparing for a return trip to England
and writing more operas. During this

period of preparation, Gottacough
travelled to Hollywood, where he wrote
numerous film scores. During this time

in the American West, Gottacough

wrote several all-natural operas

(among them Euell Gibb'ons, The
Rocky Mountain, and, The Black Hills

of South Dakota), before returning to

Slape's Corner to prepare for his return

engagement in England. The primary
reason for this hasty return to England
was that the town council of Slape's

Corner refused to build him an opera

house and the diner was not practical

for the massive productions he foresaw

in his immediatefuture.

In England Gottacough wrote several

more operas, which have yet to be

found. It is known, however, that Le
Pamplemouse Noir, an opera of

Gottacough's middle-late-middle
period, was performed at the

Manchester Festival in Brighton in

1941.

During World War II, the British War
Bureau sent Gottacough, "that Crazy
Russian," to the coast where he
entertained the troops and scared away
the Germans. In his effort to further

musical culture, Gottacough was a vital

part of the English war effort. It is

known that most of his operas were

,
performed at this time, though there

are few records of completed
performances due to audience
interruption.

After the war, Gottacough wrote

some more operas, which have yet to be

found. We know little of the content of

these operas, though we do know that

Gottacough traveled in Central Europe
to do some research for a proposed

opera on the Nile River Basin. He made
a short stop in Albania where he
became a Knight of the Fez. He
returned to England, rich in

experience, where he continued to write

operas and continued in his attempts to

have them performed. No one in the

cultured city of London wanted to admit
the genius of Phlegm Gottacough, who
was living in squalor in one of the ritzier

sections of the city.
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Sweeps Eastern Shore
In 1950, however, fate looked

favorably on the aging Gottacough. To
the man who had spent most of his 99
years trying to get just one opera
successfully performed ( in its

entirety), the joy of finally being
accepted in the great cultural center of
England was almost fatal. As the
performance date grew closer, Phlegm
Gottacough was ecstatic with
anticipation. Just before his 100th
birthday, his first opera was performed
in London. What a coup for Gottacough,
the forgotten composer, the composer
chosen least likely to succeed, and most
likely to bore an audience to death!
What a great moment in the annals of
music history when Maestro Phlegm
Gottacough took his baton in his
teeth—he had lost all use of his arms
since he was 90. A hush fell over the
audience. In a moment of disbelief,
awe, and suspense, the hesitant tones of
the overture could be heard over the

,
strained breathing of the performers.
Success had finally smiled on
Gottacough!
The audience, however, proved to be

nothing but Philistines, for as the
curtain fell on the first act, the audience
bolted for the doors of the Grand Foyer.
The Maestro, in a frantic move to save
the name of his opera, made an attempt
to block the doorway so that no one
could escape. At this moment, a time of
tragedy, loss, and humiliation, Maestro
Phlegm Gottacough met his match at
the hand, or rather the feet, of a herd of

people, who, having no respect for the
life of a great composer or a great
opera, trampled the Maestro to death.

In 1953, three years after his death,
Gottacough wrote his autobiography,
entitled: Years of a Green Room Piano,
Or, A Posthumous Self-Written
Autobiography About Myself Written
By Me.
The discovery of von Littvock's notes

appealed to Mr. Tatnall's interest in

obscure music, and the search began •

for Gottacough's 3000 plus lost works.
The search reached fruition when Mr.
Tatnall, at age 16, discovered The
Noble and the Upstairs Mali; or, The
Mrs's Mistrust in a graveyard in
Christchurch, Virginia. Mr. Tatnall
continued digging until he unearthed
several more Gottacough operas.
Since his arrival at Washington

Coirege, Mr. Tatnall has
discoveredseveral more Gottacough
operas, as well as several symphonic
works. He has found these works on the
Eastern Shore at booksales, in "The
Attic", and in the lining of old clothes
purchased at "Nearly New". The
Eastern Shore has proved a veritable
treasure chest of the lost works of
Gottacough.

a- u- J*

On a recent, balmy Wednesday
afternoon, Mr. Tatnall graciously
agreed to answer a few questions the
Elm had concerning Maestro
Gottacough.

Elm: What, may I ask, were
you doing inNew Jersey?

Tat: That's a good question;
and you may well ask what I was
doing in New Jersey.

JSlm: After finding von
Littervock's notes' whatever
possessed you to undertake the
monumental search for the lost

works of Phlegm Gottacough?

Tat: The boring weekends spent
atChristchurch, Virginia School.

Elm: When and where did you
find the first of the Gottacough
works?

Tat: I found most of the first
works on the back of von Littvock's
notes. He obviously wrote of his
discovery on the backs of the scores
so that both the works of
Gottacough and his notes on the
composer could be found
simultaneously at the same time.
And you may well ask my
philosophical reasons for my desire
to continue to unearth the works of
the composer after finding the first
works and the notes by von
Littvock.

Elm: Mr. Tatnall, could you
please tell us how you happened to

find Eppingham von Littervock's
notes?

Tat: I happened to come across
von Littervock's notes while
traveling through the armpit state
ofNew Jersey.

Elm: Why?

Tat: In the field of the fine arts,
major art galleries will have one-
man exhibits by obscure artists,
with leaflets, and other printed
material explaining the reasons for
the exhibit and analyzing the
works, and major universities will
come out with works by obscure
authors with critical bibliographies
and interpretations, however, the
music world doesn't do this very
often, most often, a minor
composer is banish xl to the outer
wa.stelands of obscu ity and, in my
quest for artistic trutl and justice, I
felt it only fair to set \ut to rectify
this unjust and -ieplorable
situation.

Elm: How have Gottacough's
works been received since your
discovery of them?

Tat: Well, von Littvock, when
he first found the works, set up
what is called the Opera-
Grotesquique Theatre, to perform
Gottacough's works only and those
of his only student should we ever
find any by this person. Von
Littvock died shortly after founding
the Theatre, and it fell under my
administration while I was a very
young music student. This is a
traveling company so we simply
pick up artists along the way. So far
the productions have been greeted
with enthusiasm. The music
department here atWC has been no
small help. They have given
overwhelming support

Elm: Do you have any major
difficulties in performing the

recovered Gottacough operas?

A rare photo of the Maestro himself. Phlegm Gottacough.

works of Phlegm Gottacough has been J
that of discoveror, interpreter, and *
executioner. His major work, which *
sometimes seems an insurmountable *
task, is the putting of the discovered J
operas into a performable form. Mr. J
Tatnall has made the recovery of ^
Gottacough's works his avocation and *
plans to continue thesearch until he can *
unearth all of the 3000 plus missing*
operas ofPhlegm Gottacough. J

*

*

Tat: Gottacough was not one to
waste a good chord or a good tune
and so far we have found about ten
major Gottacough tunes and seven
chord progressions. Some of the
major problems have been in
preparing the works for production.
In order to produce a work by
Gottacough it must be
reconstructed, and, since, there are
pages missing from the original
scores, we must decide which tunes
or chord progressions would be
used by the Maestro in the
composing of that particular opera.
The majorproblem in the
performance of the operas has been

. the fact that Gottacough knew
absolutely nothing about the human
voice, not being able to sing.
Consequently, the vocal lines often
go above or below any singer's
capacity. Not to mention the
extreme chromaticism of
Gottacough's works. Not being one
to dilly dally, there is no
modulation from key to key.
Wanting to save both his time and
that of the singers and musicians,
he used what is called a modulating
rest, in other words, he jumped
from key to key. This technique is

rarely used in music theory, but it

has been used by great maestros
and not so great maestros. It bears
a striking resemblence to the
Princess Whitecloud modulation,
despite being different in execution
from the said modulation.

Elm: In closing, what do you
play to do with Gottacough when
you leave WC?

Tat: I will never give up the
search for the Maestro's works. In
Gottacough's own words, "My
music will never become less

relevant than it has been." I feel
that my search will never become
less relevant than it has been.

Mr. Tatnall's relationship to the
J
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RecitalClimaxes
Musical Career

byCARY

LuAiroe Kaszewski performed her

senior recital on the piano last

Thursday, and it was a fitting climax to

a long and accomplished career as a

Washington College musician. Her per-

formance of the Bach Partita I, BWV
was confident and well articulated.

Bach leaves little room for personal in-

terpretation but Ms. Kaszewski added

her own personal touch of grace. She-

made the most difficult and intricate

passages sound effortless, and we were

simply lost in the flow.

She had greater opportunity to ex-

hibit her range and expressiveness in

Beethoven's Sonata Op. 26. The piece

demands both a gentle and aggressive

touch and she displayed her mastery of

both. She was in command of surprising

power when she needed it.

The program ended brilliantly with

two dances by the South American com-

poser Ginastera. Her performance was

alternately precise, impressionistic,

melancholic, sensuous.

Ms. Kaszewski was accompanied by

pianist David Eske, soprano Karen

West and baritone Mark Luff, both of

WILLIAMS
whom were accompanied by Professor

John Klaus.

Eske's performance of the familiar

moonlight sonata was both sensitive

and fluid. The first movement Eske

took few liberties with tempo, but made

the subtle dynamic changes in the

cadences extremely expressive. The

brief second movement was played

with confidence, the fiery last move-

ment was played with somewhat less

authority.

In her first performance in

Washington College, Karen West

betrayed some nervousness, but a pure

and unaffected voice broke through.

Ms. West demonstrated great promise

in both the Vinci and Callini pieces.

Mark Luff's rendition of Schubert's Auf

Der Donau. an eerie song whose mood
evoked through continuous tonal

modulation, was not as full and free as

might have been. Luffs voice is good,

full and resonant and with some more

training he should prove to be a first

rate baritone. Professor Klaus ac-

companied both singers with his

customary sensitivity and skill.

Amacord:

A Festival Of Life

by SANDY
Frederico Fellini is fond of using the

circus as a setting in his films. Although

no circus.actually appears in

hisAmorcord, the film itself resembles

one in its energy, its gaiety, and its

variety.

a mar cord (translated as "I

Remember") lacks a conventional

plot-line. Instead, the film's action is

loosely concerned with the escapades of

a teen-aged boy and his companions in

a small Italian town during the 1930's,

Fellini does not attempt to produce a

realistic version of the events. He is

more interested in recreating the

subjective way in which each individual

experiences life. Thus Fellini's camera
often plays tricks on the viewer,

confusing fantasy and memory with

so-called reality, often somewhat
warping the perception of the passage

of time.

The first half of Amarcord is fast-

paced and riotously funny. A sequence

dealing with the teachers in the local

school is reminiscent of thecomedy
films of the '20's and '30's: the humor is

pure slapstick and the make-up is

garishly exaggerated. Longer shots and
more extended sequences slow the pace
of the second half of the film. The tone

DENNISON
also shifts more frequently into the

serious. Ridiculous situations—such as

the scenes with the Fascists—suddenly

turn ominous and nightmarish. It

appears that the uglier aspects of life

must sometimes intrude upon even the

interior world of fantasy.

Yet throughout all of these situations

runs a current of bawdy humor which is

undeniably adolescent and eminently

human. The car with its light blinking

on and off in a staccato rhythm and the

gross excesses of the woman in the

cigarette shop are particularly

comedic. In these scenes, as in others

throughout the film, Fellini

deliberately exaggerates in order to

point out the more grotesque aspects of

human life.

Fellini combines uproariously funny

scenes with moments which express the

nobleness of human nature. There are

strangely mystical moments, times

when a peacock might unfurl its tail in

the midst of a snowstorm.
Amarcord is a film which stresses the

importance of human relationships. It

is kaleidescopic and difficult pin down.
Beginning with a celebration of spring

and ending with a wedding, it is in

many ways a festival of life.

Applicants Sought

for Publications

Also, all those interested in applying

for the position of editor of the

Washington College Review for

1977-1978 are requested to submit a

sta tement giving reasons for wanting to

be editor, and either suggestions for

future Reviews or a critique of a past

issue of the Review. The deadline for

applications is Monday, April 11.

Applications may be sent through the

campus mail to Sandy Dennison, Art

Bilodeau or David LaMotte, or placed

in the WCR mailbox in Richmond
House.

The Washington College Board of

Publications is currently soliciting

applications for the editorship of (l)the

Elm; <2> the Pegasus for the 1977-78

school year.

Anyone may apply for these

positions.

Applications must be submitted no
later than Monday, April n. They
should be placed in Professor
Weinberg's mailbox in the faculty

lounge.

Applications are to be in essay form,

and should include the following

information: biographical data,
publication experience, the applicant's

current opinion of the publication, and
goals and new ideas the applicant

would hope to develop as editor. The
essay should be typewritten, double-

jenny and her pet stag Gervase enjoy a quiet moment together in the

original musical "Gervase".

April Lindevald Stages Gervase

by COLI.EEN O'NEILL
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tion between a girl and a deer and the Jenny Maggieuampoa

— New Dean

• Continued from Page 1 *

Assistant Michev DiMaggio. "Mickey dent stated that the primary reason he

is someone who con truly get down to selected DiMaggio was that Micney s

the students' level, or even well below other duties would allow him (McLain)

it As Dean, he would have unlimited to run both offices himself. He also ad-

recruiting powers,' also, we wouldn't ded that if Dr. Halstcad had had one

have to worry about the team's more extra credit reference, he might

academic standing .any more," said have gotten the job, and that he felt

McLain, clearly defining his priorities Croohs might have a conflict of interest

for the school. DiMaggio was excited problem with the job, although it is

about the opportunity: "This would be hard to imagine one greater than his

even better than that other b.s. job they present situation entails,

were going to give me." When ashed Most /acuity members declined to

about his thoughts on academic mat- comment on the appointment, but the

ters "Mich the Quich" was vague, say- chestertown Post Office was reportedly

ing "I never was very strong in that swamped with letters and applications

area. But academics aren't very impor- sent off to other colleges. Student reac-

tant are they?" McLain echoed this. tions ranged from "I don't believe it to

sentiment, commenting also that he "Have a beer." There will be a dollar

could handle these sort of things if per- drunh Sunday to honor DiMaggio s

chance they happened to arise, and that selection, featuring the Hazlitt band

he had always done so in the past. and a special guest appearance by the

Finally, as the tension became Chestertown police department. Pro-

almost unbearable, a beaming and red ceeds will go to the bail fund for SGA

nosed McLain appeared from his office. President Paul Nolo, who remains be-

"Gentlemen, I would line to announce ing arrested for disorderly conduct at

the appointment of Michey DiMaggio Wednesday's New Dorms party,

as Dean of the College," he said after _ .. .

hiccupping several times, "although 1 uUIIBun
do not want the other candidates to feel

bad-it is probably not their fault that Time to catch up on your reading in a

they don't ploy lacrosse." The Presi- "jg-^ tolM, foranexam?

Student Teaching mSSS"^
m m Quite a number of notebooks, texts and

Announcement other study materials have been left in

the Library since the beginning of the

,_ - . . , year. They have been collected and are
To aU prospective student teachers >

he,ved m ^ West wall of ^
and those interested in

reserve room
Education-there will be a meeting of _ , u m the Library
the WC Student National Education '

check ^ book claim area for
Association on Thursday, April 7 from f

d ite which mi „ t ^long to

3-4 p.m. in the Coffeehouse. Past
"JJJ

'

student teachers wiU.be Present to 1^ Lib wiU u?e its discretion in

answer questions and relate their ^m^ ot any materials unclaimed
experiences to those present. %£«& of the spring semester.
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Weather Puts Crew
Behind Schedule

Crew Celebrates

Tenth Anniversary
The Washington College Crew

celebrated its tenth birthday with a
spring weekend dinner on Saturday,
March 26, in Hudson Hall.

All the crew coaches of the past
decade, with one exception, were
present Five of the ten members of the
original 1967 crew returned for the
occasion, as did numerous rowing
alumni of the past ten years.
The Washington College Rowing

Association, which sponsored the
dinner, presented certificates of
membership to over thirty rowing
participants and friends of crew.
In addition, the WCRA gave

Distinguished Service awards to two
long-standing supporters of rowing,
Donald W. Darby, a member of the
Visitors and Governors, and Davis
Washburn, coach of the first

Washington College crew.
One of the evening's high points

occurred when Kathy Campbell,
captain of the Women's Crew,
presented a rowing T-shirt to Mrs.
James Hynson, a former winner of the
Distinguished Service award. To the
delight of all present, Mrs. Hynson
immediately slipped the T-shirt over
her evening gown and drew a standing
ovation in the dining hall.

Mrs. Mary Skelton, retiring Public
Relations director of the' College, was
given a scarf in crew colors by Captain
John Sherman of the Men's Crew, in

recognition of her work in sports
coverage.

The proceedings of the evening began
as John Miller 70, President of the
WCRA and a member of the founding
crew, called to the speaker's stand four
other members of the first crew: Andy
Dyer, Don Gilmour, B^uce Hill, and
Jamie Johnson.

The original team had journeyed
three days a week to St. Andrew's
School in Middletown, Delaware, where
Coach Davis Washburn had lent them
the school's rowing equipment and
coached them in the late afternoon.
Rowing on the Chester began in the fall

of 1967.

The crew coaches of the past ten
years then gave their own
reminiscences of their days in the

coaching launch. First to speak was
Ben Troutman '66, who coached crew
from 1968 to 1970. He was followed by
John Ihnat, Barry McArdle, and Davis
Washburn.
Coach McArdle, who coached the

crew the longest time, from 1972 to 1976,
had returned for the dinner from St.
Louis, where he is now Dean at
Fontbonne College. He was given a
standing ovation following his remarks.
Coach Washburn complimented the
original crew members on their earnest
desire to learn to row and on their
courtesy.

Mrs. Michael Olmsted, Associate
Dean of Smith College and a former
member of the Radcliffe crew, brought
greetings to the Women's Crew from
Smith College, America's largest
women's college. She also verified that
her neighbor in South Amherst, Bob
Neill, the only former coach unable to
return, was immobile with his leg in a
cast.

After the remarks of the former
coaches, President Miller presented
certificates of membership in the
WCRA to those students in the
sophomore and junior classes who had
rowed in intercollegiate ccompetition
for two semesters.
Certificates of companion

membership, given to friends of
rowing, were presented to Vincent
Raimond and Howard Wood, to
Professors Robert Day and Michael
Malone, and to Elias Nuttle and Robert
Roy, the former chairman and present
chairman, respectively, of the Visitors
and Governors.
Coach Don Chatellier was also

elected to membership in the
Association. As the evening concluded
many of those present picked up
souvenir placemats which had been
printed for the occasion, featuring a
photo of the original crew on one side
and a 1967 article in the Baltimore Sun
on the other.

The Sun article, entitled "A Shell Is

In the Chicken Coop," described the
acquisition of the Inlet Witch, the first

eight-oar shell on the Chester, and the
berthing of it in a former chick en barn
owned by Mr. John Truslow.

Time Publisher Announces
National Photo Contest

Images of time. Past, Present
andFuture Is the theme for a national

photography contest announced this

week by Time magazine Publisher

Ralph P Davidson.

A grand prize of $1,000 will be
awarded for the photograph of nature,

people, places, events or objects by an
amateur photographer, in color or

black and white. Second prize is $500

and three third prize winners will

receive $250 each. Honorable mentions
will receive the Life Library of

Photography.

Prize winningphotographs will be
selected by a panel of judges consisting

of world-renown photographer Alfred

Eisenstaedt, former White House
photographer Daved Kennedy and Lee
Jones, editor of Magnum Photos. The
winning photographs will be published
with a special advertising section on
photography entitled "Photography:
The Universal Language" in Time's
November 28, 1977 issue.

Details of the photography contest
will be announced in the April 4 issue of

Time. Deadline for entries is

September 1,1977.

For contest information or entry
forms, write to : Marilyn Maccio, Time
Magazine, Time & Life Building,
Rockefeller Center, New York, New
York 10020.

1 Mil* South of Bridg*
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by ED
All the effects of the state's worst

winter in recorded history have be told.
But one thing is certain: it has had a

profound impression on Washington
College's crew teams which had been
forced to halt practices temporarily
due to strong winds and low tides.

"We're about a month behind where
we sould be," Eric StolL the men's crew
coach.said. "We haven't had too many
practices and chances to get out on the
water."
Just last week both teams only went

out on Monday. Between the end of fall

and just before spring break, they
never practiced due to the ice.

Although he was not "too
disappointed" with the varsity men's
fourth place finish to Trinity (l), St.
Joseph (2), and Temple (3) here last
Saturday, Stall felt that they would
have done better if they had had more
time to work together.

He was "pleased "wi th JV's last place
showing, which nearly saw them eking
it out in.to third place past Temple,
because most "have not had much

,
experience before this season."

In their first season as "coaches
replacing Barry McArdle (who
accepted a job as Dean of Fontbonne
College in St. Louis), both Stall and
Craig Jackson, the women's crew
coach, have been trying to work around

.
the weather conditions by having their
oarsmen run and do calisthenics.

"But we have to work on endurance
by rowing together" Stall admitted,
despite the fact that "we have a good
team with a lot of experience and
enthusiasm."

Men's Crew, Perhaps the

Best on Record
Coming off of last year's 8-7 record and
celebrating its tenth year here, the
men's varsity crew team, led by
Captain John Sherman in his fourth
year as an oarsman, should prove
"tough" in the six coming races.

"On paper, the varsity boat is as good
as any we've had here," Coach Stall
declared. "They have more size and
experience than any team I've known
here." He feels that once his team
starts rowing together on a regular
basis, they will improve and, perhaps,
become the best team in the school's
history.

In the eight-man shell coxed by
sophomore Neil Sullivan are from bow
to stroke: Junior Bob Dunn; seniors
John Elkins, Jim Coffin and John
Jones.

Presently, the team is practicing for
its 2000 meter races—at home they
begin at the Country Club and finish at
the town dock, by doing 8-500 mete
pieces, "a typical middle-of-the-week
workout."
According to Stall, the JV , coxed by

TM/ss Dee s
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junior Shelly Sharp with occassional
help from junior Eilene Koenigsberg, is
shaping up "pretty well," considering
that most of its members are novices.
Next year, many of them could
conceivably make the varsity Stall
said.

Senior Jack Knadler, the stroke,
andsophomores Bill Skelton and Jay
Cooper are the JV's only experienced
oarsmen. Sophomores Jim Stevenson,
Peter Gentry and Steve Perry, and
freshmen Bill Anderson and Dan
Whitaker, should be in fine form by
mid-season, Stall said.

Women's Crew Hoping for
Another Banner Season

While the men's varsity is struggling
to get coordinated and to improve on
their recent poor showings here and in
the Braxton Regatta in Philadelphia on
March 19, the women's boat, which
finished 76 with a sparkling 12-1

record, is hoping to have another
banner season.
Last Saturday, they began in winning

form by finishing first here against St.
Joseph's varsity (2), Georgetown (3),
and St. Joseph's JV(4). They didn't
race in Braxton's Regatta.
"We should be strong due to

experience," Coach Jacksoasaid. "But
we will face the toughest competition
ever." They are scheduled for 11 races
against awesome foes like Duke,
George Washington, Brown and
Rutgers to name but a few.
Preparing for their "toughest

schedule" (some of the races are 1500
meters and others 2000), Jackson said,
"we're very enthusiastic and always
willing togive 100%."
Currently there are 11 members,

including senior-cox Susie Ahem,
trying out for the eight-man shell.

According to Jackson who says he is

"flexible and open to change," the
starters probably will be: juniors
Debbie Gitt (stroke) and Andy
Dunleavy (7); senior-captain Kathy
Campbell (6); junior Sarah Coyle (5);
sophomore Susan Brogan (4);
freshman Nancy Wilson (3); senior
Dony Pagon (2) ; and freshman Beverly
Powers (bow).
Sophomore Holly Craighead and

junior Katy Mccielag round out the
team. There is no JV.
Even though Coach Jackson hopes to

have a winning season, he said, "I'm
more concerned that they grow as a
group. If the girls learn something from
crew and enjoy it, then I'll be pleased.

"

This week, they have been working
for tomorrow when they face Duke (9

am) and George Washington (2 noon)
here.

The men race host GW tomorrow,
pending good weather.
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Blue Jays Bury

Sho'men 19-8
by ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

Johns Hopkins led by All-American teams' abilities, Hopkins is more than

attackman Mike O'Neill, rallied for 13 just a trifle better. The Blue Jays

goals in the second half this Tuesday to flawless passing and powerful shots

embarrass the varsity lacrosse team weighed against the Shoremen s

19-8 in front of a large turnout of impotent offense proved to be the

enthusiastic Washington fans at deciding factors

Homewood Field.

Long before the final countdown,

some 400 Washington fans, who are

known for their enthusiasm, solemnly

left the bleachers like a funeral

procession marching to the tune of

"Pray for the Dead."

The victory was the Blue Jays' third

Hopkins outshot Washington 66-38

Down by only 6-5 at half time, the

Shoremen looked like a different team

when play resumed. Even John Cheek,

who led them with 4 goals, was not up to

par. Cheek, however, is still nursing a

broken thumb on his left hand sustained

in the first minute of the Denison gameine VIClOry was UIC Diuc vayo uiuu ni uic mai iwwh. «> «~ — -

in a row. They beat Yale and Towson herg on Saturday, March 19

c»nu Tka Chnumon aro 3-9 h. LVirii' AciHp frnm their I'jHS. ab
State. The Shoremen are 3-2, having

lost their last 2 of 3. After losing to host

Navy 9-6 Wednesday; March 23, they

Saturday.

"Our offense didn't control the ball,"

Coach DiMaggio said, referring to the

Shoremen's erratic passing and high

shots in the second half. "Hopkins'

offenseworked well and forced our

defense to crack."

Aside from their fans, about the only

thing that Washington could be proud of

was their defense which never gave up.

Andy Crosby, Ricky Blair, Jon Gilford,

and Goalies Tim Hart with 18 saves and

Clint Evans with 9 played very well.

"We played a good defensive game,"

Coach DiMaggio said, alluding to their

respectable effort in the second half in

which Hopkins easily contained the
aeiense u> crat^i. wim.ii nupmuo «»

O'Neill, who topped all scorers with 3 Shoremen's offense

goals and 6 assists, single-handedly

spoiled Washington's bid to repeat last

year's 13-11 upset over Hopkins on

Kibler Field.

"Hopkins has a talented offense,"

Coach Kelly said in respect to O'Neil.

"They looked like they didtwo years

ago," when they were ranked 3 in the

nation.

After the Blue Jays scored 5

consecutive goals in the third quarter

and the beginning of the fourth, the

Shoremen appeared to lose spirit.

"I don't think we played as well as we
could in the second half," Coach Kelly

claimed, admitting "but I think

Hopkins is alittle bit out of our class." If

the game was any indication of the

4 WC Students Ride

In Penn Cycle Race
Scott Browning, Paco Marshall,

Mark Dugan and Earl Johnaber

participated in the University of

Pennsylvania Cycle International last

Sunday to herald the first attempt by

Washington College students to

promote intercollegiate bicycle racing

here. , .

The four students are members of the

newly fromed bicycle club of which

Browning is the president

Although Washington had the

smallest squad of the 13 colleges and

universities, everyone did well.

Browning said. He placed first for

Washington College. Rutgers won the

event

Washington only held the lead twice

in the first half: 1-0 on Cheek's goal

assisted by Kevin Murphy at 4:25 into

the first quarter, and 5-4 on that same

combination reversed at 12:37 into the

second.

The Blue Jays outscored Washington

7-2 in the third quarter and 6-1 in the

fourth. They scored 6 extra-man goals,

6 on fast breaks and 4 on broken plays.

"I don't know what happened to us at

half time," Goalie Coach Brian

Mathews remarked. "Butwe better get

overitsoon."

Tomorrow, the Shoremen meet host

Virginia who won big here last year,

2fr£.

"Our shots have got to improve,"

Coach DiMaggio said. "We made their

goalie look too good." That they did.

Hopkins' Kevin Mahon, who gave up all

the goals, had only 7 saves in the second

half and looked invincible.

TENNIS
Women—Women's Tennis Ddropped

a matih to Catholic University 4-1.

JeanetU Bonsack was the lone winner,

capturuH #3 singles. "But everyone

played well against a tough team", Liz

Butler thought. The squad returns to

action today against Loyola.

Men—Men's Tennis was shut out last

week by a high-powered Swarthmore

team. "We weren't expected to win,"

noted John Douglass, "They have

facilities far superior to ours. We have

depth this year, though, and we should

win most of our matches." The

Sho'men were favored to beat UMBC
yesterday.

TRACK AND FIELD
The Track and Field team was idle

last week following their loss to

Galluadet two weeks ago. They have

been tuning up for a meet tomorrow

with Philadelphia Textile.

Stam
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And
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by JEFF BOWEKMAN
BASEBALL
The Baseball team dropped a

doubleheader to Swarthmore last week.

Ricky DeFelicantonio twirled a no-

hitter at the Sho'men to take the opener

7-0. The second game has been placed

under protest by Coach Athey, because

in the 7th inning after Steve Wilkinson

was tagged out attempting to score on a

missed squeeze bunt, Billy Hoopes, the

batter, was called out for interference

(third out). Glen St. George scored the

would-be tying run from second on a

wild throw by Swarthmore's catcher.

He attempted to throw out Glen trying

to steal third. As Dan Tayman pointed

out, "either Billy is out and Glen and

Steve gojrack to second and third, or

else Billy's not out and Glen scores the

tying run." As it now stands, the

Quakers prevailed 8-7.

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown. Maryland

Sutton's Towne
Stationers
203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620
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THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049
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Mr. Garry Clarke, new Dean of the College

Speech Night Draws

Enthusiastic Crowd
by VICTORIA GADSDEN

The sixteen candidates running for

the five SGA office openings gave their

campaign speeches Tuesday night in

the Coffeehouse. The Coffeehouse was

filled to capacity and the audience

received the candidates with respect

and enthusiasm.

The candidates include: Vicki Krowe
and Terri Taylor for social chairman;

Maura Kelly, Rick Portal, and Paul

Drinks for trea surer; and Cindy

Dauch, Terri Adams and Nancy Kostar

for secretary. The four candidates for

vice-president are Bob Akeson, John

Downs, Tad Jacks, and Rick Miller.

The presidential candidates include

Tex Andrews, David Beatty, Kimball

Byron, and Peter Tsou.
In addition to presenting their

platforms, the candidates were
required to answer questions from a

panel made up of SGA president Paul

Noto, SGA vice-president Jeff Coomer
and Elmeditor Anne Bailey.

"I was impressed with all the

candidates and their speeches," Noto

commented. "They were all prepared,

they fielded our questions well and

handled themselves well." Noto felt

that the outstanding turn out was due to

the fact that, "the present SGA has

been so outspoken and received so

For more information on the

much publicity that students now
understand the importance of electing

the right people."

Jeff Coomer also expressed the

opinion that the large audience was a
reflection of the success of the present
SGA adminis tration; "We've made
people think the offices are
worthwhile." The candidates, Coomer
said, "All made good comments and
focused on the issues. They said things

that should help people decide who they
want to vote for."

The audience was highly receptive to

all the speeches, breaking into cheers
and applause over such comments as
Tex Andrews' statement, "Crooks has
got to go." Such enthusiasm seems to

be a symptom of "the students
becoming concerned with the needs of

Washington College," Kimball Byron
commented. Peter Tsou observed,
"Interest has generated because of

people on campus thinking there is an
issue to be resolved, such as McLain
and his lack of response to student

needs."

With sixteen people running for

office, the SGA elections have never
been so competitive . As Dave Beatty
remarked, speech night was definitely

"an exciting evening."

candidates, see pages 4 and 5

Board Chairman

Hears Grievances
Yesterday, several students and

faculty members met with Dean Rob
Roy, Chairman of the Board of Visitors

and Governors to discuss problems
currently besetting the Washington

College campus. Although the results of

the meeting are confidential it was
generally felt by both sides that a
greater degree of understanding was
reached.

$$m
Good Friday April 8, 1977

Clarke Accepts

Deanship
by ANNE ELISE BAILEY

Coordinating Editor

Garry E. Clarke, Chairman of the

Music Department has accepted the

post of Acting Dean of Washington
College. President McLain made the

announcement last Wednesday, April 6.

"I am looking forward to something
good," McLain said. "I'm really

pleased he will be dean."

The appointment, which is for one
year, will begin July 1. There is always
the option, that if Mr. Clarke and the
President are agreeable, the
appointment can be made permanent.
But it is too soon to judge now, Dr.
McLain stressed. One of the first topics

the new dean will handle is the SAB
Academic Report. The President has
put the matter in Mr. Clarke's
hands—' 'where it should be."

"Garry has a lot of strength," the

President continued. "He has a lot of

principles and is willing to stick up for

them." As to faculty response, Dr.

McLain stated that he has "consulted a

lot of faculty—they have volunteered
their support."

Mr. Clarke, speaking about his

appointment, said, "I am honored to

have been asked to become Acting

Dean of Washington College, and I

appreciate the confidence that the

President and that members of the

faculty and student body have shown
-concerning my undertaking the

position.

"I am convinced that the liberal arts

is an indispensable part of American
education. I think that Washington
College is a school with a great
potential for maintaining the tradition

of the liberal arts and with the

possibility of realizing many of the

idealistic aspects of a liberal arts

education. I hope that as Acting Dean I

can be an asset to the College and that I

can help assure its future as an
important institution.'

Boathouse Party:

The Real Story

by DAVID SASLA

W

There has been much confusion over
the past two weeks concerning financial

responsibility for the "boathouse
party" held on Sunday, March 27, of

Spring Weekend.

A week before Spring Weekend, SGA
senator Kimball Byron decided to

organize an all-campus party at the

Truslow Boathouse on Pomona Road.
He first went to the various fraternities

and sororities to solicit financial

support for the party which would
include live music, beer, and food.

More specifically, the Alpha Chi's were
to prepare and sell food. The AOPi's
were to sell the beer, and the Sigs and
the Thetas were to provide proportional

amounts of money to pay for the music.
Each Greek organization tacitly

pledged their supprot, pending an
appearance by the "Hitchhikers".

With the Greeks behind him, Byron
then introduced his idea to the SGA.
The SGA thought it was a good plan and
passed a resolution to the effect that if

the "Hitchhikers" dance held Saturday
night broke even, then the SGA would
donate $50.00 for the party.. .

At the last minute, the "Hitchhikers
canceled out, and Kimball arranged for

the "Dave Angevine Band" to perform
at a fee of $175.00. As compensation for

the loss of the "Hitchhikers" Byron also

decided to provide free beer. Because
eight kegs were tapped instead of the

planned six, and because the

"Hitchhikers" did not show, most
fraternities and sororities were
hesitant in fulfilling their part of the

agreement. Hence, it initially seemed
as if the SGA would have to bear the

financial burden.

Byron again negotiated a cooperative
effort with the various Greek
organizations. As it now stands, the

Thetas will donate $75.00, the Sigs

$75.00, the AOPi's $50.00, and the Alpha
Chi's $40.00. The Lambdas are taking

up a collection, the KA's are
negotiating, and the SGA has tabled a
motion to donate $50.00. In short, out of

a total of $425.00 expended for the

Boathouse Party, less than $300.00 has
been accounted for. The difference will

be paid personally by Kimball Byron.
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On Tuesday, April 5, an SGA candidate's speech night was held

in the Coffeehouse. The room was packed to the walls, with some

people even standing in the hallway. Most remained until the

presidential speeches were over, almost three hours later.

Another good sign is the appointment of an Acting Dean.
Although Mr. Clarke's appointment only postpones the
permanent decision, it is still a second step along, that road.
Students and faculty seems to have no major objections to Mr.
Clarke, so he will begin his term under favorable conditions.

This student participation was felt to be a good sign. Students
seem to be taking an interest in who is going to be running the
Student Government next year. And voting for a good
representative is the first step along the road to better conditions
at Washington College.

Several members of the Washington College community have

expressed the wish that the President of the College be allowed to

air his opinions on current campus problems and the charges

leveled against him. They feel he should have equal time in the

paper. TheElm feels the same. Indeed, this week, a

representative of the paper had a lengthy meeting with him. The
outcome of that meeting is off-the-record, but there is a chance
Dr. McLain will grant a public interview in the near future. The
Elm thinks this is a definite step in the right direction. Candor is

something the Washington College community both needs and
desires, and the Elm will certainly try not to stifle anyone's
opinions. Rather, we encourage them.

Three steps this week, and all in the direction of understanding
and positive action. Take a few more steps next week : vote in the
SGA election April 12, and welcome the Acting Dean with
encouragement and confidence.

To The Editor:

I am very glad the college holds

functions such as Junior Day, Pre-

Freshman Day and visiting days for the

Board of Visitors and Governors. The
Maintenance Dept. usually wakes up
and goes into action a few days before

these events to clean up the campus.
If we are to be presenting a "typical"

view of the school, why bother to clean

To the Editor:

As a member of this year's SGA
Administration deeply concerned with

seeing a strong SGA n.ext year, I urge

the student body to vote for Peter Tsou
for president and John Downs for vice-

president on April 12.

Sincerely yours,

Jeff Coomer
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it up. The McDonald's bags under the

bushes, the glass on the stairs, the crud

on the tables in Bill Smith, the

blackboards that are never washed all

semester, the cigarette butts on the

classroom floors, the mildew on the

bathroom walls in the dorms are all

typical, everyday occurences. To have

thiscleaned up is quite out of the

ordinary. *

I have seen the maids sitting in the

dorm lounges all afternoon. Somerset is

proof that the janitors never do a tap of

work. Just this morning I saw four or

five men supposedly collecting the

garbage, standing around doing

absolutely nothing for 15-20 minutes.

7 :30 am is not coffee break time.

When I think of our tuition rising next

year and how our money is being

wasted so inefficiently, I become
slightly irate.

Maintenance Department—why don't

you clean up your act?

Sincerely,

Shelley Sharp

Hitchcock Films

Offer Delightful Suspense

by SANDY DENNISON
Alfred Hitchcock is famous as the

"master of suspense." Most of us

remember his television series of the

'50's, "Alfred Hitchcock Presents," and
more recently, we have been thrilled by
such films asPsycho. The Birds, and
Family Plot.

But what about Hitchcock's first

mysteries—are they as effective as his

later films? The 39 Steps (1935) and The
Lady Vanishes (1939) prove that the

qualities which make Hitchcock movies

successful today were present even

then.

Both of these films deal with a

familiar Hitchcock theme: an ordinary

citizen who finds himself cuaght up in a
mysterious intrigue. In The 39 Steps,

the main character attempts to prevent

the release of an important secret

formula. At the same time, he must
evade international agents and police.

Each time he is seemingly cornered by
one group or another, he miraculously

manages to escape. Characters who
turn up unexpectedly and sudden
reversals in plot contribute to the

viewer's tension and delight.

Hitchcock refuses to take himself too

seriously, using witty dialogue and
whimsical situations to complement the

drama. Perhaps the most inspired

comic scene occurs when the fugitive is

forced to give an impromptu speech at

a political rally in order to elude his

captors. Although certain scenes are

overdone and most of th e characters

are stereotyped, the film's suspense is,

nevertheless, maintained.

The Lady Vanishes begins in a

slapstick vein not unlike the comedy of

the Three Stooges. Here, Hitchcock is

developing the taste for humor which
was evident in his earlier film. Once
again he is playing his favorite game of

deceiving the viewer, for what seems
like just another slapstick knock on the

head becomes the cause of serious

drama.
What happened to the kindly music

teacher? Did she really exist or was she
simply a figment of a disoriented girl's

imagination? How could she disappear
from a moving train and why would the

other passengers deny ever having seen
her? The search for the answers to

these questions is fascinating to watch.
Hitchcock's use of the camera to call

the viewer's attention to particular

details is superb in the later film. In

.addition, a mood of uncertainty and
danger is even more consistently

upheld.

Hitchcock allows a slight
undercurrent of humor to continue
throughout the movie as a counterpoint
to the dramatic suspense. Realizing
that comedy and mystery are alike in

their dependency on the element of

surprise, he particularly plays on the
similarity of comedy and fear in the
baggage car scene of The Lady
Vanishes. Even unintentionally funny
dramatic moments like the chase scene
only add to the farcical effect.

Despite the fact that The 39 Steps and
The Lady Vanishes were made over
forty years ago, they are not outdated.

The two films succeed in grasping and
maintaining the attention of their

audience. Hitchcock keeps his audience
on the edge of their seats, and lets them
leave the theater smiling.

-Sure, HM
Due to an unfortunate mix-up, the ELM was unable to run "Sure Man" in the

last two Issues. We hope this oversight will not happen again.

<tPERS'
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Taylor Wins Fellowship

Dr. Gay Goodfellow and Dr. Robert Janson-LaPaime

WC Profs Research Peale

Dr. Guy F. Goodfellow, Professor of

History, and Dr. Robert Janson-
LaPalme, Assistant Professor of Art,

are editing The Autobiography of

Charles WUlson Peale, part of an
extensive project which recently

received a $200,000 grant.

The project, sponsored by the office

of the Charles Willson Peale
Papers housed in the National Portrait

Gallery, will be published by the Yale
University Press. It will include eight

individually-released volumes on
selected papers of Peale and his

relatives. The Washington College

professors' work will constitute one of

the early volumes, and is scheduled for

publication in April '79.

The Autobiography of Charles
Willson Peale,written by Peale when he
was in his eighties, has never been
published in its entirety. The document,
which Tills five-hundred typed pages,
consists of Peale reminiscing over his

life and contains many gaps and lapses

which the authors must fill. "We are
adding new insights and new
information to the general scholarship

on Peale," explained Janson-LaPalme.
Peale, a native of Chestertown, was

employed as an artist, natural scientist,

soldier and politician during
Revolutionary times. He was a
fascinating man, "a positive, optimistic

person who saw great things ahead fon,

America. He has a broad appeal,"
noted Goodfellow. "We're trying to

reach the general reader as well as the

scholar," said Janson-LaPalme.
Peale and his family had extensive

connections with Che stertown and
Washington College. He knew William
Smith, founder of Washington College,

by DAVID LERNER
News Editor

and painted his portrait. His father was
onetime headmaster of the Kent Free
School, which eventually developed into
WC. His sister-in-law was the college's
first Art teacher. "One thing that is

exciting about this research is that his

ties were with Maryland and
Philadelphia so we can explore first-

hand some of the things he talks

about," explained Goodfellow.
Goodfellow and Janson-LaPalme's

interest in this subject had its

beginnings in 1971, when they organized
an exhibition of Peale paintings and
manuscripts for the community. From
there they decided to present an
annotated edition of the Peale
autobiography, and in '72 they were
invited to participate in the National
Portrait Gallery's project. This led to

editorial and publication complications
which were not finally resolved until

late last year. Their work is currently
in progress.

Dr. Goodfellow came to Washington
College in 1959. He received his BA
from Dickinson College in 1950, his MA
from the University of Maryland

in 1957, and his
PhD from Maryland in 1969. Dr.
Janson-LaPalme has been at WC since
1969. He received his BA from Brown
University, in 1952, bis MFA from
Princeton University in 1960, and his
PhD from Princeton in 1976.

Goodfellow summarized his feelings:

"We're very pleased to be involved in a
scholarly project of national
dimension." Janson-LaPalme
explained that they find great
satisfaction because Peale is "such a
significant figure that has these links

with town and college."

by MARGARET HANDLE
Dr. John B. Taylor, Assistant Pro-

fessor of Political Science, has been
awarded a Fellowship in Residence for
College Teachers by the National En-
dowment for the Humanities. Taylor
will attend a series of seminars and
work on a special project for the
academic year 1977-78.

The Fellowship, $14,500 (plus $500 ex-
penses), will send Dr. Taylor to the
University of California at Santa Bar-
bara. He will attend seminars on
Supreme Court Constitutional Law, and
work on a special project.

Dr. Taylor plans to do his project
work on the Supreme Court and
specifically on the ways in which Court
decisions are overturned. He will also

examine possible patterns between the
political system and changes in tradi-

tional values. Taylor is "really ex-

cited" at this "chance to do exactly

what I want to do for one year."

With a BA from Dickinson College,

Dr. Taylor received both his MA and
PhD from Princeton University. After

Dr. John Taylor

serving in the Army he came to teach at
WC. Dr. Taylor, who has taught here
for five years, plans to return for the
1978-79 school year after completing
work on his Fellowship.

New Light on Marijuana Laws
by DAVID SASLAW

It has been previously shown that

drug related offences are most common
among college students. In
Chestertown, students not only risk

police apprehension and temporary
detention but also place themselves at

the mercy of a relatively hostile

judicial environment. It can be
accurately presumed that many
students who do not reside in

Chestertown are used to judicial

localities which take a "softer" stand
on drug related offences, specifically on
the marijuana issue.

Recently, marijuana has become an
important issue. During the past few
weeks, the media, legislative branches,
government and private citizens have
paid unprecedented attention to both
federal and state inquiries into the

feasibility of the drug's
decriminalization. Four states have
already decriminalized pot through

their legislatures. President Carter has

recently created an executive
committee to advise Congress on
possible federal decriminalization.

-For years simple possession of

marijuana has posed special problems
to communities all over America. Part
of establishing moral, ethical and
physical stability within a community
depends on the local judiciary. In

Maryland a judge is empowered to

award criminal penalties as be deems
fit, as long as they do not exceed a
predetermined maximum sentence.

This, of course bestows tremendous
responsibility on the judiciary.

As a result of impractical law

enforcement and a general futility in

deterring marijuana usage, many
prominent state and federal officials

are softening their stance. In many
urban and suburban areas, judges have
for the most part, been lenient with first

offenders and juveniles. In Prince
George's County of Maryland standard
judicial procedure, concerning
possession, compels the person to

accept a suspended sentence with an
added period of probation. Often the
criminal record may even be erased
pending compliance with the sentence.
Another recent development in the

state revolves around State District

Court Judge Carl Backrach. He has
publicly stated his policy of radical

leniency in dealing with possession
cases. Judge Backrach believes that

the marijuana issue has reached an
impasse in this country, and now
demands a critical public response.

Judge Backrach compares the criminal
sanction for marijuana to the
prohibition of alcohol. He feels that

organized crime has thrived on illicit

drug traffic, much of which involves

marijuana and cocaine distribution.

Decriminalization, with special
provisions for either raising pot for

private use or government controlled

gives both promise to increase federal

-and state revenues by attaching a tax
on the product and to reduce the

number of convicted pot smokers by
about 500,000 people per year.
Comparing judicial policies within

the state, especially between urban
environments and rural environments,

sheds light on the overall attitudes

concerning marijuana. Since drug
related offences involve a large

proportion of college people, it is

essential that students comprehend and
acknowledge the judicial policies

existing in the immediate environment.

The proposal for a long-range career
counseling pro gram has been passed
by the Academic Council, and now sits

on President McLain's desk with the
recommendation that he act on it

immediately, according to SGA
President Paul Noto. Noto, SGA Vice-

President Jeff Coomer, and Elm editor

Anne Bailey met with Chairman of the

Board of Visitors 'and Governers Dr.

Robert Roy yesterday to discuss the

situation.

The long-range career counseling
program involves hiring a part-time

counselor to work with students

through the student affairs office.

McLain has in the past voiced much
opposition to this program. A short

range "Crash Course for Panicky
Seniors" has already been planned for

the. weekends of April 17th and 2Jst, to

Career Counseling Passes Academic Board
by DAVID LERNER

News Editor

be sponsored by several Board
members. Both seniors and juniors are
invited to participate in this program.
SGA Treasurer Peter Tsou issued a

financial report which showed a total of

$2,150 left in this semester's budget out

of the original $4170. This includes $800

for the semester's remaining social

events, one of which is a faculty-student

party to be held on the library terrace

on April 15 at 4:00 p.m.

The "New Dorms" party, held on
Wednesday, March 31, was broken up
by police at approximately 11:00 pm,
due to several complaints of excessive

noise by neighbors. Rather than break

up the party, Paul Noto decided to pay
$50 to move the party over to Minta

Martin. The . police visited a few more
times requesting that the noise be kept

down, but nothing further happened. .

Election committee chairman Laurie

Bolton announced that SGA elections

will take place on April 12 in Hynson
Lounge. The individual voter will cast

votes for. his first and second choices in

each office. This way, if there is no

candidate with a clear majority of the

votes, the candidate with the broadest

base of votes will be elected.

Three amendments to the SGA
'

constitution will go on this year's ballot.

They include: Dthe permanent
formation of a watchdog committee to

oversee the SGA budget, 2)placing the

SGA vice-president on the. Academic.

Council as a voting member, and
3)giving the SAB the power to suggest
and reject constitutional amendments
in the future.

Intense, emotional debate ensued in

this week's SGA meeting when Senator
Kimball Byron asked the SGA to donate
$50.00 to the March 27 "boathouse
party." Many members seemed
reluctant to do so because the SGA had
previously offered the money only if

they made a profit on the
"Hitchhikers" dance the night before,

which they did not do (they ended up
spending $43.00 over the original

allocation of $500.00. The motion was
tabled, to be brought up at a later time
when the SGA can more definitely

predict its economic situation at the end
of the year.
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Presidents

by DAVID LERNER
News Editor

Tex Andrews

Tex Andrews is one of two

independent candidates running for

SGA president this spring. He is a

junior Art major, and he is in his third

year at WC. He has no college SGA
experience. He has been in five student

drama productions, has contributed to

theElm and the WCR and has

participated in two student art shows.

He is currently an assistant teacher in a

visual design course here.

Tex cites the school's greatest

problems as its overall lack of direction

and "the incredible lack of information

about problem areas and possible

avenues for effective change." He feels

that with the help of the Greeks, the

Elm. and the RA's, this information can

be obtained. Once the facts are

assembled, he feels the school will find

its direction.

Tex feels that the role of the SGA is

not to govern or rule, but to be "the

repository of student wishes and

interests." To him, the trouble with this

year's SGA is that it is not unified with

the student body. By working together

with the student population, the SGA
can be much more effective. This unity

can be achieved through polls,

referendum, or by "beating the bushes,

door-to-door."

"We should all stop pointing our

fingers at Dr. McLain or the

administration. Our problems won"t be

solved by dumping all the blame in one

place when we all share this blame,"

explains Tex. He feels that the lack of

understanding between students and
administration can be cured only if the

students unite.

Some of the specific problems Tex
would investigate would include

maintenance, cafeteria food, grade

inflation, freshman orientation, and
social life. Regarding maintenance,

Tex simply said, "Crooks has got to

go." He would work at applying

constant pressure to the administration

with petitions, polls and facts until

Crooks is gone.

As for food, Tex believes changes
must be made. He stated that Director

of Food Services Dave Knowles tries

really hard and "is as sincere as he can
be," but the food remains poor. "If he
needs help, let's help him. If he"s just

not competent, let's find someone who
is," said Tex.

Grade inflation and academics in

general also concern Tex, and he would
canvass the entire campus to see what
everyone has to say. If academics are
found to be sagging, Tex would
organize pressure on the faculty so that

they would be tougher on the students.

Tex would help initiate changes in the

freshman orientation program so that

the entire campus could participate.

"Let's teach them what we know about

school, about life here. . .something

besides keg equals beer equals drunk."

Tex's social policy rests on his

statement that, "Nothing should be

done without the consent of the

students..,No more Aztec Two-Step's.

When we know what we want, then we'll

go get it."

Tex was very disappointed with the

Academic Report. In terms of positive

action, he feels, "not much has really

been said. Not once is a good working

plan worked out. The report was

therefore worse than worthless because

it could only antagonize the

administration."

If anyone has any further questions,

Tex urges them to drop by 110 Queen

Anne's or catch him on campus when

they see him.

and post game parties with regard to

the athletic teams; the opening of the

gym on weekends; more SGA
involvement in community affairs

(such as the Thanksgiving Turkey
Drive); the establishment of mini-

course programs (such as bartending,

auto mechanics, etc.); and an open
house to be npld once a week in the SGA
president's apartment to promote
direct student-SGA communication.

Dave Beatty

Junior Dave Beatty is running for

SGA President on a ticket which
includes John Downs for vice-

president, Maura Kelly for treasurer,

Terri Adams for secretary, and Terri

Taylor for Social chairman. He is

currently an RA in Kent House,
president of the Theta Chi Fraternity,

and captain of the baseball team. He
has also brought' on by many problems
such as reduced enrollment, financial

difficulties, and high attrition.

If elected, Dave would try to

strengthen the SGA "socially,

financially, and academically Once I

felt our position was strong I would
attempt to pull all factions of campus
life together." Dave would attempt to

pull the faculty and administration

together so that he could, "get to the

root of the problems, and prevent all

the double talk that is going on.

"

Dave feels the main purpose of the

SGA is to "formulate college policy in

the interest of the students." He thinks

the present SGA has done an excellent

job, returning respectively to itself

through sound financial policy. He also

commended the Academic Report.

Dave noted, "the College may be
moving to'wards stagnation, but it is

still capable of averting such a
situation. If enrollment and college

financial affairs improve, I feel the

entire atmosphere of the campus will

become more relaxed."

Some specific proposals mentioned in

Dave's platform include: revision of

freshman orientation to ensure a

balance between social and academic
activities; a readjustment of the grade
point system to account for s and 's; an
effective career counseling program; a
winter carnival to enhance the social

atmosphere of the fall semester

;

increased SGA support of pep rallies

Photon

candidates.

Some specific socially-oriented
g^

which Kimball would pursue
include

The establishment of a SGA film set*

in conjunction with the University,

Delaware; the use of the College

facilities in social activities (ie. t
>

boathouse, athletic fields,
etc.:

coordination of social activities withQ

Greeks; and more intense publicity,

all social events.

He is also concerned about >

judicial system at WC, and L
proposed: the establishment of

"public defense attorney"; contiiu

jury selections for each new case; a.
the establishment of standart

correlating fines to offenses. He hi

also proposed the opening of thegyu
(

weekends, and the construction
i

outdoor basketball courts.

Kimball summed up his platforo

"With the support of the students, the

is no reason that we cannot
I

effective."

Kimball Byron

Kimball Byron is running for SGA
President on a ticket with Rick Miller

for v vice-president, Rick Portal for

treasurer, Nancy Koster for secretary

and Vicki Krowe for social chairman.

Kimball, a junior, has served as an SGA
senator for the past two years, and is a

member of the Sigs fraternity. He has

also played lacrosse for the past three

years and soccer for two.

Kimball feels the greatest problem at

WC is a lack of overall unity. He
.believes we should all come together to

realize our common goals. "We must
encourage people to get active and

come forth with creative ideas and

plans to make WC a better place." He
explains that he would start with little

things, like getting the Kent County

High School Band to play at athletic

events, or asking Dr. McLain to give a

fireworks display for the students

(McLain was responsible for the

Chestertown Bicentennial Fireworks

Display). "What we must do at

Washington College is create an
atmosphere.. .which encourages people

to think and get involved."

In his two years as a senator, Byron
has had the chance to observe two

diverse administrations. One weakness
he saw in both was a lack of student

backing. "In the future the SGA must
make an active effort to reach out for

direction from the students and not be

an inclusive body."

One way in which he plans to "reach

out" is through the institution of an all-

campus assembly, held approximately

once a month. This assembly would

also provide a means for dealing with

the administration. "We would invite

administrative heads (to the assembly)

to discuss and justify their policies In a

school where we stress a personal

approach, why can't we deal in the first

person?"
Kimball feels this year's SGA has

done an excellent job in the area of

academics. "The Academic Report has

some excellent ideas which can be

implemented." He also commended the

SGA for achieving a balanced budget,

and noted the necessity of having one

next year, as did most of the other

Peter Tsou

Peter Tsou, current SGATreasun

is an independent candidate I

president of the SGA. In his third yt

at WC, Peter has also participated

soccer and lacrosse.

Peter feels the college is sufferi

from several basic problems wB

range from an irresponsi

administration to a lack of enthusa

from the students and faculty.

dealing with the administration i

maintenence department I plan to

deliberate, direct, and persist

When I voice an opinion, I want then

be aware that I am the spokesman

the entire student body." Peter a

plans to enourage more student-fact

functions in an attempt to improved

relationship.

Peter thinks this year's SGA I

dome an excellent job. "It stablized.

financial matters and made us ill

aware of the academic aspect of 1

college." One weakness he cited v*

failure to communicate well wi^

students. To remedy this prob*

Peter plans to establish a comrai

with the sole purpose of handling [«

relations and media for the SGA.

He feels this year's SGA offer*

adequate social program, conside'

its financial burdens. However,

admits there is room for improveffl

and plans/ to have better quality »

next year along with less expo*

forms of entertainment, sucn

athletic ahd other forms of compel'

in which prizes are awarded.
Peter believes the Academic m

can be a "light toward gjj
awakening of the campus on acad*

affairs." He agrees that some tm
academic standardization shou«>
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Vice-Presidents

by VICTORIA GADSDEN

j to ensure equity to all

fie also noted the need for

freshman curriculum and

jo in order to offer intellectual

on and lessen the attrition

Peter's major goals is

. a balanced budget. "An

Hon Chat cannot handle its

matters does not deserve the

ir
backing of its supporter."

I" he stated. He also believes

judiciary is needed on campus
students' rights.

peter plans to continue the

'offering an activity every

and a "big event" once a

Choices will depend on the

y of the project and the

of the students. Other

.of Peter's platform include:

iegym on weekends; offering

lish composition course;
j co-ed housing; striving for

plementation of Career

ig; and improving the living

i on campus.

eachievement of these goals,

;ls that he can effectively

the atmosphere of WC.

Akeson's platform is based on the
pursuit of 3 major goals. "I whole-
heartedly support the concept of career
counseling.

'

' Akeson believes the
recomendation made by the Student
Academic report, suggesting that the
counselor should work out of the
Student Affairs Office and begin
dealings with students in the freshman
year.

His second goal also stems from the

Student Academic report. Akeson is in

favor of the "standardization of

academic criteria." He feels that such
a standardization can be achieved by
the adoption of campus wide standards
by the faculty. Thirdly, with the money
gained by the increase in the student

activities fee Akeson would like to see

additional funding go to the Film and
Lecture series. In this manner he would

realize his goal to "beef up" these two
areas.

In his capacity as a voting member of

the Senate, Akeson has stated that he
would by in favor of "a strong

judiciary, a balanced budget, co-ed

housing, opening of the gym on

weekends and credits for band and
chorus." Akeson feels the SGA is "the

best avenue for change on and for this

reason he is seeking the office of vice-

president.

VOTE ON

APRIL 12
*

*

*

Bob Akeson
^«on, a sophmore Philosophy
« running dependently for the
•SGA vice-president. Akeson is

v serving as the sophomore
"asurer and secretary to the
]ames Forum.

Tad jacks

Tad Jacks is an independent
candidate running for the vice-

presidency. As sophomore class

president, former freshman class

president and one of the Coffee house
managers, Jacks hails his "ability to

work with people" as his main
qualification for the vicepresidentia!

office. He has acted as an "unofficial

advisor" to the Moag and Noto SGA
administrations as well.

If elected, Tad has stated that as

Chairman of the SAB respresentatives

he intends to make sure that all SAB
are in close contact with their

department chairmen. On the issue of

career counseling Jacks feels that what

is needed is a career department rather

than a single person, and prefers to call

the program, "Career Development".

Jacks is in favor of putting more
emphasis on academics during the

orientation week by seeing that

freshman "get used to the library and

also get used to the classroom, have

them understand what the classroom is

like." Jacks, unlike his opponents, does

not feel that standardization of

academic criteria is necessary, instead

expressing the opinion that "you have

to have the option of doing many kinds

of papers and taking many different

kinds of tests, expecially in a liberal

a^ts education."

Jacks has stated that because he has
fulfilled a diverse amount of duties on
campus, if elected he is ready to deal

with the affairs of the administration

.

office in this fashion. He has stated that
should candidates other than those on
his ticket be voted into office if he is

elected as vice-president he sees no
difficulties in working with them.

John Downs

John Downs is the only junior of the

four candidates seeking the SGA vice-

presidency. He has represented
Washington College at the model
Maryland State Legislature at Towson
State College. Downs feels that this and
a "politically oriented background"
would enable him to bring an
"understanding of the legislative

process' ' to the office.

Like the four other candidates,

Downs' platform is largely based on the

utilization of ideas from the SAB's
Academic Report. Downs has isolated

specific proposals for attention.

Pointing out the need for a revision of

the freshman orientation program,

Downs said that this revision and

expansion of the academic curriculum

are his top priorities. To change the

atmosphere of freshman orientation

from partying to a more academic one,

Downs suggested more faculty

involvement by setting up seminars

with Department chairmen during the

orientation week. Downs proposed that

expansion of the curriculum can be

achieved with a 3 point plan: by

alternating new courses with those

already offered; the addition of more
courses in the area of finance and

accounting, and the institution of a

course in English Composition. Downs
feels that such changes are needed to

instigate" more student interest."

Downs also vocalized support for the

revitaiization of the advising system,

and a career counselor by next fall.

Downs also made two proposals

which are independent of the Academic

Report. The installation of an
"Experimental College" run on a

voluntary basis which offers non-credit

courses such as bartending, cooking, or

auto* mechanics would enable students

to, "obtain knowledge outside of the

classroom." If student reaction to a

survey suggesting that the grade-point

system be readjusted were favorable,

Downs has suggested that a scale which

recognizes the value of a + or - on a be

implemented.

Running on a ticket with David
Beatty, Maura Kelly, Terri Taylor, and
Terri Adams, Downs is one of two vice-

presidential candidates pursuing the

Rick Miller

Rick Miller is the vice-presidential

candidate on the Kimball Byron, Rick

Portal, Nancy Kostar, and Vicki Crowe
ticket. Miller is a sophomore and is a

member of the Senate, a representative

on the SAB, and one of the prosecutors

on the Student Judiciary.

Miller gave his pledge that if elected

he will see that career counseling is

instituted. He urged participation in the

counseling program scheduled for later

this month. One proposal from the

Academic Report which Miller would

like to see followed up is the addition of

Business courses to the Economics

department. Miller pointed out that any

student could take these courses and

this would enable.them, "to compete

with those who have had a specialized

educations-

Miller advocates the developments

a faculty orientation program, "in

order to better communicate the

benefits, goals, and meaning of a

Washington College education." To

make our advising system more

complete Miller suggests that each

. advisor should be prepared to "answer

questions on content and objectives of

courses and their connections with

other areas of education." To improve

course evaluations, Miller proposes

that the format be changed to the use of

short essay questions so that each

evaluation can be more subjective.

Due to his experience with the

Judiciary, Miller supports the

stabilization of penalties and the

addition of a student defender to the

process. A student/faculty committee

would establish guidelines relating

specific offences to specific

punishments.

The dorms are another area where
Miller is calling for improvement.

Establishing the dorm meeting as an

integral part of dorm life would make
the RA's aware of dorm needs, and

would give Senate members a source of

opinion other than their own. It would

also serve to add more input to the

Buildings and Grounds Committee.

Miller has labeled "encouragement

of better student representation" and

"increased student involvement" as

the most important objectives in his

candidacy for the vice-presidency.



Getz Renders An
Independent Sound

by DAVID STIER
The Washington College concert

series ended its season with the "turtle

dove" sounds of jazz saxaphonist Stan

Getz. Fronting a solid quartet of bass,

piano, and drums, Getz offered a

flowing concert of music by
contemporary artists in addition to a

number of his earlier "classic" hits.

Opening the first set were pianist

Joanne Brackine, drummer Billy Hart

and bassist Michael Richmond in a

number written by Ms. Brackine from
her latest album "Snooze". Brackine's

influence from Chick Corea was evident

both in her playing and in her music, a

progressive driving number entitled

"Morning Star". Fortunatly, she has

expanded the limited style copied by

many pianists today, incorporating

more traditional techniques of heavier

chords and greater use of runs.

Getzjoined in for the second number,

a light tune also by Ms. Brackine. He
quickly established his unmistakable

"cool" style which has established him

as one of the giants of the post-war jazz

era. He and Brackine started off with a
smooth harmony leading into a

breathy, medium tempo solo by Getz.

Most evident from this number and
the one which followed was the change
in the structure of Getz's playing. His

style which used to be smooth and sim-

ple has been updated, emphasizing the

current use of harmonic dissonnance.

On the second number, a ballad

originally intended for the movie "Lady
Sings the Blues", this transition was
evident as he made much less use of

repeating certain series of notes in dif-

ferent keys.

The final song of the short first set

was the Chick Corea piece "La Fiesta",

immortalized by numerous artists, par-

ticular/ Miles Davis and Maynard
Ferguson. It was an appropriate choice
by Getz. Both musicians have worked
together on a number of albums, and
the tune lends itself to the Latin

American influence in Getz. The
quartet started with the basic melody
as Getz led with an unusually quick run
of notes, weaving a smooth pattern

while the rhythm section followed

behind with a counter melody. Alter

playing the melody through, be moved
to the side of the stage letting the trio

continue, a habit he used to the extreme
throughout the concert. After a more
improvised and open rendition by the

three, Getz returned for a final run
through the melody.
The second set began with a mellow

tune which quickly moved into a steady
up tempo beat by the trio. Ms.
Brackine's building of strong chords
was accentuated by the steady, almost
galloping strikes of Billy Hart on the

cymbal traps. Bassist Michael Rich-
mond finished the tune with one of his

many fine solos. Richmond displayed

some of the finest technical and tasteful

abilities this writer has seen in a bass
player.

Getz and Brackine next led off on a
very mellow Billy Strayhorn ballad,

"Lunch Life". Accompanied by the soft

bass and drums in the background,
Getz demonstrated his distinctive

breathy tone. In what must have been
one of his most delicate and unforced
moments, he opened to the full effect of

air travelling through the instrument,

maintaining a smooth merger of sax-

aphone and human breathing.

This was followed with an earlier

Bossa Nova number by Antonio Carlos
Jobim. It was with Jobim, and later

with Brazilian artists Joao and Astrude

GUberto that Get2's popularity and in-

fluence in jazz was secured. In this less

familiar number, the quartet joined in a

quick sequence of runs up and down the

scale. With the familiar Bossa Nova
beat, popularized in, "Girl from Im-
panima" and "Corcavado (Quiet

Nights of Quiet Stars)", the song was a

strong reminder of Getz's lasting in-

fluence in the pop, jazz/field.

The final peice of the night was a

rousing arrangement of another Chick

Corea tune "Times Lie". Starting in a

moderate tempo it quickly led into a

very fine solo by Brackine on electric

piano. Playing with a simialr style as

she had in "Morning Star", she mixed a

number of very lyrical runs and simple

chords in with some newer complex
playing.

She was followed by a magnificant

solo from Richmond. The piece lasted a

number of minutes, during which he
brought gasps from the audience with

his quick movements along the strings

and his comical interplacement of

unrelated songs. Billy Hart finished the

solos with one of his own, which, though

lacking the originality of the two
before, was a teehinieal masterpiece.

Getz returned to round out the number,
interjecting a slower and brighter en-

ding.

After a warm applause and shouts of

encore from the audience, Getz

returned to the stage and led the

quartet in another Jobim number,
"Decifanta". In this updated version of

bis old classic Getz took some of the

smooth edges off the number. Many of

bis familiar riffs which so dominated
his early recordings were replaced with

a rougher, less tightly structured style.

Also unlike his early recordings, the

trio behind him provided a more
distinctive independent sound.

Though the concert was marred
somewhat by its shortness and Getz's

obvious aloofness, the superb per-

formance by the trio and excellent ar-

rangements emphasized the true

genius of one of America's most in-

fluential and talented jazz musicians.

Peabody to Speak
Robert L. Peabody, Professor of

Political Science at Johns Hopkins
University, will speak here on Tuesday,
April 12 at 7:30 pm in the Sophie Kerr
room of Miller Library.

Dr. Peabody is the Associate Director
of the American Political Science
Association's Study of Congress. From
that study came Dr. Peabody's new
book, Leadership in Congress:
Stability, Succession .. Change. The
book is also based on Dr. Peabody's
vast experience working with
Congress, which included an internship
in the office of the Majority Leader, the
late Hale Boggs.
Dr. Peabody is the co-editor of

Congress: Two Decades of Analysis
and New Perspectives on the House of

Representatives, and co-author of To
Enact A Law: Congress and Campaign
Financing. He has also written
numerous articles on Congress.
Dr. Peabody will speak on

"Congressional Leadership: Choosing
a Majority Leader," an analysis of the
recent selection of new leaders in this

year's Congress. His talk is sponsored
by the Lecture Series of Washington
College and the public is invited to

attend.

Kat Johnston as Mrs Devereux, and John Starr as Tom Pritchett, In Che

Student Production of "Gervase".

"Hither World-
Thither World"

by ELLEN HOBBS

From Aesop through the Brothers

Grimm and Hans ChristianAnderson,

the telling of fantasy tales has been

directed towards children of all ages. It

is sometimes easy to pass these tales

off as mere fiction, but at other times it

is necessary to see them as expressions

of how the world should be. This is the

case with Gervase, original dramatic

adaptation of the book Gervase, Senior

April Linderald's by Ann Moray.
There are many difficulties with the

first presentation of an original work.

The dialogue tends to be sluggish in

some places and unnatural in others,

and the situations sometimes appear a

bit incredible. Coupled with these

dramatic problems is the addition of

music and dance, which requires that

the cast consist of people who can sing

and dance as well as act.

Gervase is a musical fantasy,

creating an otherworldly feeling for the

audience and cast. It is essentially an
allegory. The relationship between
Maeve, played by Jennifer Hawkins,

and Gervase, played by Debbie

Gargiulo, is spiritual. On the Headland,

animals that would normally be natural

enemies are friends. Maeve is

welcomed onto this world of

brotherhood with open arms after being

introduced to the other animals by her

pet stag Gervase. The people of

Castine, Maine, however, do not see

things as Maeve does. They cannot

understand how a young girl can keep

company with an animal that is

potentially very dangerous. With the

exception of Hathaway Clarke,

Grandpa McGill, and Mrs. Devereux,
the town looks on with awe and
suspicion as Maeve and Gervase
communicate with each other and the

other animals.

The major difficulty with the

presentation of a play of this sort is

maintaining the belief of the audience.

The creation of a feeling of fantasy is

partially the responsibility of the set

and lighting designers. Designed by

John D'Amico, the set was simple and
relatively barren. A scrim "was hung
between the Headland and the rest of

the stage to further the feeling of

fantasy. The lighting, designed by Lisa

Martin, created an ethereal feeling for

the Headland. Each area of the stage,

house, general store, and church, was
lighted in such a way as to show the

audience exactly where the action was
taking place at any given time.

One of the .major problems with

Gervase was the pace of the show.

Scene changes tended to be a bit long,

and the interaction between characters

was sometimes strained, slowing the

pace of the play. Some of the moments
of reflection seemed interminable.

Dance and mime were used for

communication between the animals.

The choreography was done by Ms.
Lindevald and provided a delightful

change from the intensity of the play.

The music for Gervase was written

and orchestrated by Ms. Lindevald.

The orchestra, consisting of students

and faculty members, was directed by
Randy Mower, who also provided some
of the incidental musical
arrangements. The music enhanced the

story, providing the audience with

powerful moments in which to ponder
the miracle ofMaeve and her stag.

The portrayal of the characters in

Gervase was reinforced by the singing

of the various actors. The acting was
good, especially in the portrayal of the

animals. The characters of Hathaway
Clarke, Grandpa McGill and Mrs.
Devereux were well portrayed by Ward
Tatnall, John McDanolds, and Kat
Johnston respectively.

Despite the problems that plague a

new play, Gervaseproved itself a viable

new work. Ms. Lindevald hopes to have
the play published in the future and the

recent presentation of the play was the

first step in the long process of revision.

The play itself was delightful and a

welcome change from end of the

semester pressures.
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Blake: A Tidbit

for the Curious
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Fine Arts Editor

Mr. Milton Klonsky

Milton Klonsky conducted a guided
tour through the "Art Work of William
Blake" in his lecture Tuesday
afternoon. Invited here by Dr. Robert
Day from the McDowell Colony where
Day completed his novel, The Last
Cattle Drive, Klonsky is, like the
eighteenth century subject of his

presentation, a "man of letters" whose
work transcends any single gender of

expression.

It is to his credit that the program
was more than a promotion of his book,

William Blake: The Seer and his

Visions. which is to be released by
Crown .next month. Rather, the
slidelecture demonstrated Blake's
abilities as an artist, poet, and prophet
in the Old Testament tradition.

Klonsky explained both the explicit

and implicit symbolism in the art work
which conveys Blake's philosophy on
the Church, the State, and the human
condition. Blake proceeded Freud and
later intellectuals by defining
formalized religion and politics as
constraints which limit man's capacity
for mental and spiritual freedom.
One of the most striking (and

famous) characters from the Artist's

work is Urizen, a blind, shackled,

demonic creature whose name may
suggest "your reason". His
counterparts are Albion, Blake's "god-
man", and Newton, a sort of "cosmic
hero," who represent the sensual and
intellectual questing of the human
psyche.

Prom this beginning, Blake continued
to criticize formal institutions which
structure and constrain the intellect in

his paintings based on Biblical texts,

Milton's Paradise Lost' and Dante's
Inferno. For example, an illustration of

"Elohiro Creating Adam" portrays the

prototype of man with cloven hoofs and
in the bonds of a serpent wrapped
around his body. Klonsky suggested
that Blake painted the god worshipped
by formal religions as an evil,

materialistic deity like the Gnostic
Nobodaddy who shapes man for hisown
service.

In another painting, Blake
commented on sensual repression in his

own era. He suggested that evil and
materialism had their origin in the

actual physical seduction of Eve by the

"Serpent." He believed that the sexual
repression ordained by Church-State
religions gave rise to the jealousy
which climaxed in man's fall from
paradise.

All of Blake's works represent the
artist's striving for a personal sense of
divinity in the world. Often,he
portrayed himself as a character in his
poetry and art work; such as the
traveler, Los, whose name is an
anagram of "soul". Klonsky based this

identification on the similarities
between Blake's self portraits and
those of his "heroes". Blake's work
always coupled artistry and literature.

5 All of his prints were engraved with a
f cryptic message. Blake was a crusader

g who preached obeisance to the one
a god—"Wisdom"—rather than to

3 materialism.

*> Admittedly, Klonsky's slide-lecture

^ attracted only a specific audience even
g_ though interest in Blake is now
£ experiencing a large scale revival. Yet,

f
a Klonsky's in-depth analysis of

^ symbolism in the art work made the

&, program intriguing from a
psychological as well as a philosophical
and literal standpoint. The lecturer
pointed out traditional emblems of evil

and holiness, such as serpents, and
angels. Mysterious runes represented
the difficult search for Wisdom, as
opposed to scientific knowledge. Even
the variations in the tones of
background, colors were interpretated
as keys to mood changes.
Klonsky's presentation was not

pretentious. He did .not attempt to

analyze the whole of Blake's sub-
conscious in relation to his subsequent
insanity—perhaps because this area of

the "seer's" life defies analysis.

More importantly, commentary on
such a person as Blake should be based
solely on his art work, and Freudian
interpretations should be tossed aside.

Klonsky attempted to stick to the
material at hand ; only occasionally did
he insist on phallic symbolism and
repressed dream imagery where the
artist may not have intended such to
exist. The temptation to this

interpretation must be regarded as a
serious flaw in the program.
A serious flaw did exist, however, in

the very length of the presentation.

"The Art Work of Willaim Blake" was
intended as a tidbit to whet the
intellectual curiosity. But even the edge
of curiosity can be dulled by sitting

through the showing of seemingly
hundreds of slides for more tha.n two
hours.

Beyond this fault, Klonsky did deliver

a lucid discussion. His final comment
was, "I don't know what effect this

program had on any of you. I sincerely

hope it made at least some of you
interested enough in Blake to do some
exploring on your own." Klonsky can
rest easily tonight.
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Shoremen Whip
Gallaudet For First Win

by BOB AKESON
In their home league opener

yesterday, the Shoremen defeated the
Gallaudet Bison, 14-7. '

It was
Washington's first seven victory of the
season. Highlights of the game were the

Shoremen's fifteen hits, a 400 foot

homerun by the Gallaudet pitcher and
Steve Wilkinson's four hits.

For the first innings it was a closely

contested game with the lead changing
hands three times. During this stretch,

catcher Dave Beatty and Centerfielder
Scott Rutter led the attack by scoring
twice each. Defensively though, the
Sho'men were plagued by errors in the
infield.

The Bison for their part were led by
strong pitching and good hustle, on the
bases and in the field. Bison pitching
totalled six strikouts in the first seven
innings.

Cold. and windy weather conditions

forced both Washington starting
pitcher, Dennis Compton and his

Gallaudet counterpart from the game.
After allowing three runs, Compton
turned the pitching chores over to

Freshman Dan Barbierri after the fifth

inning. Barbierri came into the game
with the score tied at three. He posted
four strikeouts in his stint while
allowing the Bison four runs, including
the game's only homerun.
Gallaudet pitching faultered

immediately after its strong lefty

starter was replaced. This was
illustrated when in the eigthth inning
the Shoremen made good for seven
runs. Sho'man Beatty, Wilkinson,
Buchanan, Barbierri and Rutter
producedkey hits.

Gallaudet scored once in the ninth,
which was not enough. Thus Barbierri
was the winning pitcher and the win
was his first here at Washington
College.

The Gallaudet game put the
Shoremen in the winning column.
Hopefully it will provide the neccessary
momentum needed to win this Saturday
against Haverford (1 p.m. Home).
During the last few innings the

Shoremen showed that they can be an
exciting offensive club. The quick glove
and strong arm of Steve Wilkinson must
also be noted. He has improved
tremendously since the beginning of the
season according to Coach Athey.

Individually the Shoremen squad has
considerable potential. At this point it

would appear as if pitching is the
team's strong point. Led by Dennis
Compton and Dan Barbierri, the staff is

rounded out by Bill Hoopes, Ed Hooker,
Bill Hogan and Bob Akeson. Catching is

another strong point for WC. Dave
Beatty is backed up by Dan Tayman,
Jim Malott and Dale Williams.

In the outfield, starter Bill Hoopes
(LF), Captain Glenn St, George (CF)
and Scott Rutter (RF) are backed by
Ben Kellmore, DH Ralph Hickman and
Carlos Salvatierra.

At third base Jim Buchanan is

backed by Bruce Sapp. Wilkinson at

short, and Mike Brown at second, play
up the middle. Barry Rollins shares the

first base duties with Rick Narvel.
As a result of the Gallaudet game it

would seem as if the Shoremen may be
on their winning way. They are an
exciting and young club that needs
strong support.

Virginia Overwhelms

Shoremen 20-10
by LANCE MARGOLIN

Last Saturday the Shoremens lost to

the tough University of Virginia team,
20-10.

The first quarter score was tied, 4-4.

Lindsay scored the Shoremen's first,

unassisted. The second came on a feed

from Hollywood to Gaines. The next

two came on a Cheek to Lindsay and a
Lindsay to Cheek combination.

The second quarter was dominated
by Virginia. They scored three, holding

the Shoremen scoreless. Virginia took

38 shots in the first half, 19 of which
were saved by goalie Tim Hart, who
played most of the game after Clint

The Ram Shop
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77|?78-4SS4

Evans pulled a muscle. The score after

the first half; 7-4, Virginia.

Third quarter action for the

Shoremen was marked with scores on a

Beach to Mullinex combination, Gaines

unassisted, Flanagan to Gaines, and

Lindsay to Cheek, totalling 4 goals.

Virginia netted five to make the score

12-8.

Virginia scored eight in the fourth

quarter to the Shoremen's two.

Hollywood to Schaffner accounted for

the ninth and Morris went unassisted

for the tenth. Coach Kelly commented,
"Virginia is in contention with Hopkins

and Navy." At three wins and three

losses Kelly explained, "We are about

wherewe expected to be in the season."

The Shoremen face William and

Mary athome this Saturday.
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Cheek Eyes Records

To Wind Up
Brilliant Career

Before the varsity lacrosse team ends

its A game homestand which begins

tomorrow against William and Mary,

senior John Cheek will likely break

Washington's all-time scoring record

(188) held by Ray "Rip" Wood since

1951 and close in on the point record

(275) set by Greg Lane in 1974 to

consummate his stellar career here.

Currently Cheek has 180 goals and 230

points, and though he is assured of

passing Wood barring any severe

injuries or illnesses, he will have to play

exceptionally well for the rest of the

season in order to top Lane.

"I would like to break Lane's

record," Cheek says. "But Wood's
means more to me." Including

tomorrow's contest, Cheek has 6 games
and the playoffs in whicb to overtake

them.
But if the Shoremen play like they did

against Hopkins and Virginia, both of

whom they lost to going away 19-8 and
20-10, they might not make the playoffs

and Cheek will probably miss a chance

to surpass Lane.

In addition, if Cheek aggravates his

left hand, a broken thumb sustained in

the first minute of the Denison game
here March 19, he might be sidelined

indefinitely.

"The doctor told me I shouldn't play

at all," Cheek claims. "But I've been
wrapping my hand thoroughly before

each game to sustain the blows. So far

it's been working out fairly well, and
since this is my last season, I have no
intention of quitting."

After the Denison 20-4 rout when he
scored 4 to give him 11 goals and 11

points. Cheek moved into second place

on the all-time scoring list ahead of Joe
Seivold's 163 (1958) and into fourth

place on the all-tune point list ahead of

Seivold's 213.

At Virginia, Cheek's 2 goals and 1

assist vaulted him into third place past

Ronnie Regan's 228 points (1968),

leaving him merely 21 behind second
place holder John Howard with 251

points (1956).

Sirffce Denison, considering his

painful thumb, Cheek has played well

scoring 2, 6, 4, and 2 goals respectively

against Navy, Ohio Wesleyan, Hopkins
and Virginia. His 25 goals and only 1

assist prompts him to say, "it's not that

I'm hogging the ball, I'm just the last

player who happened to touch it.

"

Last Year Probably His Best

Last year was probably Cheek's best

because he played consistantly well

leading the Shoremen to the semifinals

of the playoffs and to a strong 10-5

record.

At the end of the season, he won the

team's MVP award and was named
first string Ail-American Attackman by

the Associated Press.

His 69 goals broke the record for the

most scored in one season previously

held by Ray Wood with 62 (1949), and

his 81 points, which was over a third of

the team points (217), put him in second

place behind Greg Lane's 86 (1974), the

most in one season.

Cheek would like to break Lane's

mark, but the odds are not in his favor

as he would have to average about 6 or 8

points a game depending on whether

the Shoremen make the playoffs.

Certainly, Cheek would relish going

down in history as the school's record

holder in all categories to complement

his awards and numerous newspaper

clippings. But he says his fondest

by ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

memory is of the Shoremen's classic

13-11 win over Hopkins here last year.

"It was a thrill for me," he

proclaims. In retrospect, what seems to

delight him most was the

overwhelming fan support during the

game and afterwards when a glorious

celebration of toasting and cheering

took place in the Coffeehouse.

Cheek scored 5 goals that historic

day, which marked the first time

Washington has beaten Hopkins. As he

is now, Cheek was the key to the

Shoremen's success.

But for all the clamoring in the

Coffeehouse that night, an outsider

would never have guessed that, seeing

that most everyone was too looped and

in the spirit of the occasion to pay

deference to any one person. It was

more a celebration for the college. "It

was a great moment which I will never

forget," Cheek says.

He was hoping for another big victory

over Hopkins, because "this is my last

year, and if we don't go all the way this

year, we might not for a while." Like

Cheek, many people wonder what is to

become of the team when he graduates

this May.

John Cheek

by JEFFBOWERMAN

Plans After Graduation

After graduation, - Cheek says he

would like to pursue lacrosse as either a

player or a coach. "If they start up box

lacrosse again, then I'll definitely try

out." Otherwise be feels that based on

"my experience I can help a lot of

people play."

If Cheek decides not to play or coach

full time, he says he will consider

working with Schlitz Brewery in

Baltimore, perhaps apply for assistant

director of admissions here, or do

graduate work in his major, sociology.

"I am not exactly sure what I'm

going to do," Cheek admits, adding, "I

wish I were a freshman again, because

you can't beat springtime in

Chestertown!"
He had ample opportunities to go to

bigger schools where he could focus on

his talent more seriously. But "going to

a school like this has given me the

chance to play for the fun of it, and has

given me many personal honors."

For many, lacrosse is not so low-

keyed here as Cheek believes it is. But

"it really is." he says, noting, "I have a

lot of friends who don't even play."

Despite Cheek's relaxed attitude

towards lacrosse, he "is very

enthusiastic and loves the game,"
Coach Don Kelly says. "His fantastic

career here has proved he's one of the

best players in the school's history."

Few would dispute that claim, and
Cheek's services will be sorely missed

next year.

The Towson graduate, who hegan

playing lacrosse in junior high because

"all my friends did, and they gave me
... for playing baseball," feels that this

year's team is "strong," has "excellent

goalies," and "great depth."

For four years, Cheek has done more
for lacrosse than anyone, except Don
Kelly, who has coached the team for 21

seasons.

If you had to spotlight one athlete who
has contributed most to the

advancement of Washington College

sports over the past few years, you

would have to choose someone with

superior enthusiasm as well as talent;

someone special.

Captain John Cheek is that someone
who simply says, "lacrosse kind of

comes natural to me."

TENNIS
Women—Women's Tennis lost to

Loyola last Friday, dropping aR five

singles matches an.d winning only #1

doubles. Wednesday the women beat

Cecil C.C. 6-1; everyone played well,

particularly Jane Breene, despite the

fact that she lost ttl singles in 3 sets.

Next week' the women meet Gallaudet

on Monday, Trinity on Thursday, and

Anne Arundel on Friday. "We expect to

do well against all three noted Sue

Walters.
Men—The Men's Tennis' Match last

Monday with Ursinus was postponed by

rain, but the men came back yesterday

to beat Gallaudet 6-3. Keith Twitchell,

Nubian Duncan, and Dave Citrenbaum

were the singles winners, and the

Sho'men took all 3 doubles matches.

The netters face Haverford here

tomorrow at 1 pm.
CREW
Women—Women's crew was home

first in the rain last Saturday, beating

George Washington and Duke on the

Chester River. The Maroons return to

action next Saturday when UVA comes
to town for a 1 : 30 race.

Men—Both men's boats walloped

George Washington and Stockton State

last Saturday in DC. In a sport where 4

seconds is a boat-length, the JV won by
24 seconds and the varsity by 30.

Tomorrow at 1:30 the Sho'rrien

entertain Drexel and LaSatle on the

Chester.

TRACK
The Track and Field meet with

Philadelphia Textile was rained out last

Saturday, and after meeting Western
Maryland yesterday, the Shoremen
host.Franklin Marshall and
Haverford tomorrow at noon.

JV Lacrosse

The JV Lacrosse team is currently
0-2, with

!
losses to the Town team

(Gunners) "B" 15-8, and Anne Arundel
Community College 29-5. Their game
against Essex Community College was
rained out. They will take on the
Gunners again this evening at 5:00 on
Kibler Field.
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The new SGA: John Downs, Vice-President; Kimball Byron, President;
Jerri Taylor, Social Secretary; and Maura Kelly, Treasurer. Nancy Kostar,
Secretary, was not available for the picture.

Applications,

Deposits Up
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Applications for fall enrollment are
remaining slightly ahead of last year,
and freshman deposits are up 22

Director of Admissions, Ormond (Bud)
Andrew reported at the April 4 faculty
meeting.

"The admissions picture for next
year looks good," Andrew commented.
"I can't say any more than that right
now." He would not release any objec-
tive figures because he feels "statistics
really don't mean anything until May
when we'll have a better idea of the
total outlook for next year's admis-
sions. I can say that it looks promis-

ing," he added.
The Admissions Director summed up

the formula for his office's success, to

date, in two words: "Hard work.
Everyone on the Admissions staff has
put out a tremendous amount of effort

in recruiting new students." He cited

improved communications with secon-

dary schools, and also credited "exten-

sive efforts" in such programs as the

Junior Visiting Day, held March 30, and
tomorrow's Pre-Freshman Day. "It

looks like we're making headway," An-
drew declared. "We're just reaping the

benefits of our hard work."

McClintock Appointed

Admissions Director

by LYNN LYKE

James McClintock, Associate Direc-
tor of Admissions at Colgate Universi-
ty, has been appointed the new Director
of Admissions. Appointed by President
Joseph McLain on the recommenda-
tions of a search committee, McClin-
tock will begin his job on June l , 1977.

McLain stated that McClintock's job
would be to get the best kids that would
benefit from a liberal arts education
and from what we have to offer here at
WC. "I have very high expectations of

him. He was very impressive and has a
deep and full understanding of admis-

sion processes," said McLain. "He is a
very warm, nice guy; the type of

humane person that grows on you.

"

A graduate of Hamilton College in

Clinton, N. Y., McClintock has served in

the admissions department at Colgate
for the past 8 years. A former teacher in

public speaking, McClintock is married
and has three children. He was recom-
mended to McLain by a search commit-
tee composed of Dean Hanson, Dean
Kelley, Dr. Smith, Dr. Horsley, Garry
Clarke, Frank Creegan, George
Hayward and Gene Hessey.

Byron,Downs
Take Election

by DAVID LERNER
News Editor

This year's SGA election produced
four brandnew officers and one incum-
bent, who will collectively run next
year's student government. Kimball
Byron will head the new administration
as President, and John Downs, Maura
Kelly, Nancy Kostar and Terri Taylor
will serve as Vice-President,
Treasurer, Secretary, and Social Chair-
man respectively.

Eighty-two percent of the student

body voted in this year's election, an in-

creaseof26 over lastyear's tur-
nout. Increasea interest is also evident
in the fact that sixteen candidates were
running for the five offices, the largest
amount since anyone can remember.
Last year six candidates ran for four of-
fices.

The votes were tallied in the following
way; voters selected candidates in

order of preference, numbering them 1,

2, 3 . . . etc. If one candidate carried
over half of the first ballot votes (ie

he she carried a majority of all the
electorate's first choices), then he or
she was declared the winner. If no can-
didate had a majority of first ballot
votes, then the top two were run off
against each other using the second
ballot votes of the less popular can-
didate(s).

Presidential Race Close
The Presidential race was an ex-

tremely close showdown between
Byron and runner-up Peter Tsou. The
first ballot saw Byron narrowly leading

Tsou, 174-172, while Dave Beatty and
Tex Andrews carried 108 and 80 votes
respectively. Beatty's and Andrews' se-

cond ballot votes were added, and
Byron's lead increased 290-220, giving
him the victory.

The Vice-Presidential race featured
the only runaway victory in the elec-
tion; Downs took 55

of the first ballot,
294 votes, compared to Bob Akeson's
113, Rick Miller's 74, and Tad Jacks' 51.

For the office of Treasurer, Maura
Kelly received 250 votes, Paul Drinks
181, and Rick Portal 101 on the first

ballot. The addition of Portal's second
ballot votes increased Kelly's lead over
Drinks, 296-216, leaving her victorious.

The race for secretary saw Nancy
Kostar take the lead with 214 votes, to

Cindy Dauch's 161 and Terri Adams'
140. The second ballot lessened Kos tar's

lead over Dauch, 283-237, but this was
enough for Kostar's win.

The newly-formed executive office of

Social Chairman was narrowly won by
incumbent Terri Taylor, who served as
social chairman this semester, before it

became an executive office. She car-

ried 231 votes to Vicki Krowe's 206 and
write-in candidate Laurie Bolton's 44.

"I was not running," explained Bolton,

who apparently received the votes after

the conception of a last-minute rumor.
Computation of the second ballot saw
Taylor slightly increase her lead over
Krowe, 241-211, giving Taylor the vic-

tory.

Clarke Reveals Concerns
for College

by DAVE DOUGLASS

"What concerns me most about the
college is financial matters," stated Ac-
ting Dean appointee Garry Clarke in an
interview this week concerning his

plans and goals for Washington College.
Clarke stated that low faculty

salaries are adversely affecting the
"academic environment" because
qualified and competent professors are
either moving on to schools offering
higher salaries, or are "trying toact in

the classroom as if they did not have
financial worries." Maintaining in-

tellectual prowess while worrying
about keeping food on the table is a dif-

ficult task, Clarke explained.

When questioned about his plans as
Acting Dean, Clarke commented that
"I do not want to make a lot of pro-
mises, but to look and listen and to think
carefully." He noted that he thought
many of the proposals in the SAB's
Academic Report were good, and that
President McLain has asked him "to
look into it and see what could be im-
plimented and how."
Mr. Clarke intends to be an objective

and strong link between administra-
tion, faculty and students. "One feeling
I have is this: I don't feel I should just
hold things down until a permanent
dean is named."

Non-Academic Report Released

The SGA's non-academic report was
released this week. It's purpose is to ex-

plore the social and non-academic

aspects of life on the Washington Col-

lege campus. Copies of this report can

be found in the library, at Student Af-

fairs, and with each RA. The Elm will

review the report in more depth next

week.
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No new crisis has swept over the Washington College campus

this week. No great conspiracies have erupted, to grab the front
page. Most of the students and faculty have been buckling down
for last minute papers and revving up for exams and senior re-
quirements.

Yet the campus has not been totally free of activity. The SGA
elections were this week, and turnout was reportedly high.

Already, the newly elected leaders are planning their strategy
for the next school year.

Also happening this week was the Noto administration's
releasing of the Non-Academic Report, the companion-piece to

the Academic Report, whose advent is still causing a stir. As one
of the final offerings of this year's SGA, the Non-Academic
Report if a fine effort. Although it encompasses a great many
negative aspects of college life, it reports them in a positive man-
ner. The problems the report brings up are ones that have to be
raised, and they have been, in a thorough, factual way.

The Elm hopes the new SGA will rally around this report in the

same way they have taken the Academic Report to heart. Their

predescessors have given them a huge jump on next year. If they

follow the direction indicated, it could make next year a great

one for Washington College.

An Important Announcement

The Muzak Department presents The
Second Annual 3 Days After April
Pool's Day Musicale (a week and a half
postponed). Sunday, April 17, 1977, 8:00

pm in the Bill Smith Concert Hall.
Limited seating only. "Come see the
Music Department let down its hair.

"
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To the Editor:
Judging by reports in various dor-

mitories, it appears that there is a
general increase in acts of violence and
terrorism on this College campus. The
reports that come before the Student
Judicial Committee can only tell part of
the story of these alarming acts
because the Student Judiciary Commit-
tee handles only the cases that get to its

notice.

The significant point in this matter is

that of late in various dormitories of the
College an alarming number of violent
and terrorist activities have been going
on. Certain gangs of students have
made some of theUoors and corners of
the College unsafe for law-abiding
students any time after midnight, by
throwing all sorts of fire crackers and
small ammunitions.
The remedy suggested most often is

to ask the Resident Assistants to in-

crease their surveillance over our
dorms. But given the vast size of the
dorms and the resources available, the
Resident Assistants are doing their best
under very difficult circumstances.
The relevant questions to ask are

these;

Why is it that in spite of the

punishments that await condemned
students there are still those who are
desperate enough to take the gamble in

To The Editor:

I am writing this letter in response to

the article in last week's Elm about the

Boathouse Party. I was surprised to see

in the article, written by Dave Saslaw,

a reference to the Alpha Chis. Dave
came to talk to me, but never identified

himself as an Elm reporter nor men-
tioned he was writing the article. I am
not complaining about the article itself,

but if he would have informed me that

he was an Elm reporter, I could have
directed him to someone who was
directly involved with the Boathouse
Party.

Sincerely

Judy Mills

committing acts of violence?

Why is it that in a civilized society

like the United States certain students

of Washington College take it upon
themselves to be unruly and reac-

tionary? In other words, why is this

group of students rebelling, and against

whom are they rebelling?

Where people are idle and there is no
other means of cushioning the effect of

their monotonous life, they could be
desperate enough to resort to all acts of

violence and terrorism. In primitive

societies it could be argued, at least in

the abstract, that people will resort to

violence if their needs are not met. But
for the ordinary run of men, if their

basic wants are reasonably provided

for, they will engage themselves in

socially useful activities, not in

violence. The Washington College com-
munity provides for the needs of

students, but why this resort to

violence?

While seeking to identify the social

and economic factors which cause pro-

blems at Washington College, we shall

be getting nowhere if we do not succeed
in eliminating students' irresponsible

acts of vandalism. The students who
engage in these acts must be tracked

down and brought to book. This is one
crucial issue the new SGA must at-

tempt to fight against. We, as students,

cannot go on indefinitely pointing out

the ills of others when we ourselves are
no better off in our own realm of respon-

sibility.

There is no question that College is

one of the best grounds for training

responsible adults who will eventually

contribute something to the society'

they belong to. College students should

refrain from behaving like juveniles or

even reactionary peasant farmers who
live in the remotest parts of Uganda.
But where law and order break down
and all judicial measures against such
offenders prove ineffective, all we can
do is to appeal to the consciences of the

evil-doers to please consider that other

people have rights, like themselves, to

safety and peace.

Sincerely

Roderick Adibe

Campus Calendar

Friday—April 15
Senior Class Weekend ( 15 and 16)
Women's Tennis vs. Anne Arundel C.C.

,

3 pm
Saturday—April 16

Pre-Freshman Day, Lacrosse vs
Roanoke, 1:30 pm, HOME
Women's Crew vs. Virginia, 1:30 om
HOME
Men's Tennis vs. Catholic U., 1:30 pm
HOME '

Sunday—April 17
"April Fool's Music Concert", Smith
Auditorium, 8 pm

Monday—April 18

Film Series: Cabaret, Smith
Auditorium, 8 pm

Tuesday—April 19

American Art in the Sixties, film on
American art. Smith Auditorium, 8pm
Senior Poetry Reading, free
refreshments, coffee house, 8 pm

Wednesday—April 20

Lacrosse vs. Franklin and Marshall, 3

pm, HOME
Thursday—April 21

Women's Tennis vs. Essex C.C, 3 pm,
HOME



Professor Speaks

on Greek Poetry
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by COLLEEN O'NEILL
Dr. Lee H. Swinford in a lecture last

Wednesday, sponsored by the Students'

Intellectural Movement, supported a
series of theories concerning the Greek
poets Simonides of Chios, Simonides of

Amorges, Sappho, and Homer.
Dr. Swinford' covered specific ex-

amples of Greek poetry since, as he put
it, "There is too much detail to try to be
general about it." He began his lecture

with a poem by A E Housman entitled

"Epitaph in an Army of Mercenaries"
which is genrally thought to have been
inspired by Simonides of Chios, who
lived in 6th century BC. Dr. Swinford
used the last line of Housman's poem,
"Saved the sum of things for pay" as an
example of the style of Greek poetry. It

is Dr. Swintord's belief that in this line,

as in Greek poetry, the combining ef-

fect of the unstressed iambic foot, the

length of the line, the atonal quality,

and the effect of assonance create "a
perfect work of art.

"

These same stylistic qualities can be
seen in the work of another Greek poet,

also of the 6th century BC, Simonides of

Amorges, "the celebrated woman-
hater of antiquity." Simonides of

Amorges is a good example of the men
, in Ionia, writing satire on the women of

Athens. Swinford summed up the Io-

nian concept of women with a quota-

tion: "For this made Zeus, the greatest

of all evils, women."
In contrast to Simonides of Amorges'

Dr. Swinford introduced Sappho, "The
greatest woman poet of all times" also

from the Isle of Ionia. Dr. Swinford is

not the only man who believed in the

greatness of Sappho: Algernon C. Swin-
burne called her "the greatest lyric

poet of all times" and furthermore,

Plato declared that "Sappho should be
added to the Nine Muses and be the

tenth."

Dr. Swinford read in Greek, the only

remaining complete poem by Sappho,
He explained that it was written in

hendecasyllabic lines. According to

another critic, Sappho's poem "offers

sincere and confident prayer" to which
Aphrodite responded and recognized
Sappho's "utterly pure spirit." Swin-

ford commented on the beautiful sound
of a particular line which translates,

"Child of Zeus, wean wiles." Swinford
concluded his discussion of Sappho by
declaring that contrary to myth, he did

not believe Sappho was a lesbian in the

modern sense of the word. "There is no

evidence of this," he said, "she was a
Lesbian only because she was born on
the isle of Lesbos."
With this Dr. Swinford moved on to

discuss the great Homer, author of the

IliatLand the Odyssey. The greatest
thing about Greek," Swinford said, is

its sound. There is a great deal of con-

troversy today about the way to pro-

nounce the old Ionic dialect in which the

Iliad was written." Swinford declared
as a Mathematician that what is impor-
tant is that there is agreement and con
sistancyamong scholars.

Dr. Swinford read in Greek, the first

lines of the Iliad. His Greek was even
and flowed with a beautiful sound that

seemed to embody the energy within

the poem. He then went over the

translation of the lines, pointing out key
words whose English equivalents close-

ly resembled the Greek pronunciation.

Before continuing this discussion of

the Iliad, Swinford called attention to

the great Homeric question, "Namely,
was there such a man? Did he compose
both the Iliad and the Odyssey? And
particularly, did he write them both?"
The fact is that we know nothing con-
crete about Homer. But it is known that

about the 12th century BC the Greek
alphabet was derived from the Phoeini-

cian alphabet, and there was writing

before the 8th century BC. All the poets

that Swinford discussed lived between
the 8th and 5th century BC. Concerning
the Homeric question, Swinford ex-

plained that it is an ancient tradition

that there really was a man named
Homer who composed the Iliad and the

Odyssey. Furthermore he supported
the tradition by saying that for Homer
it must suffice to say that the Iliad and
the Odyssey were composed in the 8th

and 9th century BC. Their style, con-

struction, and temper imply the ex-

istence of a single author. "There is no
good reason to abandon an ancient and
universally accepted tradition, that his

name was Homer and hecame from the

Greek Waistland of Asia Minor where
the Ionians settle." In spite of his own
personal beliefs, Dr. Swinford offered a
couple of other interesting theories con-

cerning the Homeric question, and then

he returned to the discussion of the Il-

iad, concluding his presentation.

The lecture was presented clearly

and simply, even though Dr. Swinford
occasionally drifted off onto fascinating

tangents. It was understandable even

Men's Tennis Whips
Lebanon Valley 8-1
byBOBAKESON

The men's tennis team swamped
Lebanon Valley 8-1 away last Monday,
raising their record to 2-4.

According to one member of the
squad, WC displayed the court savvy
which has been lacking most of the
season.

In singles action, top WC seed Keith
Twitchell bested his opponent rather
convincingly in straight sets, 6-0, 6-3.

Twitchell had four aces during the
match. Second man, Paul Noto, was
also victorious in straight sets, 6-3, 6^.
Both Noto and Twitchell have 4-2

singles records to lead the team.
In other singles action, freshman

Steve Henke posted his best effort of the
season, overwhelming his opponent,
6-0, 6-1. Henke, who upped his record
with the victory to 2-4, is expected to

lead the squad next year with seniors
Twitchell and Noto graduating.

The closest match of the afternoon
was played by Dave LaMotte who hung
on to take the victory from Lebanon
Valley's captain, 6-4, 6-4. It was
LaMotte's finest performance this

season.

Likewise 5th seed Nubian Duncan
was in top form as he pounded his oppo-
nent in straight sets, 6-1, 6-1. Duncan
who began the season rather slowly has
shown much improvement in his last

few outings, says Keith Twitchell.

The final singles match of the after-

noon saw WC sophomore Dave Citren-
baum squeak by his competition in the
first set in a tie breaker, 7-6. In the se-

cond set Citrenbaum has less trouble,
6-2.

In doubles action, Twitchell and
LaMotte came away victorious a 6-3,

6-4, to bring their record to 2-3. In the
second match, partners Noto — Henke
were able to overcome stiff opposition,
4-6, 6-4, 6-2. The victory raised thelr

record to an impressive 4-1 clip.

for those without any prior knowledge
Dr. Swinford was very helpful in defin-
ing his terminology and explaining
necessary complications. The topic of
Greek literature is vast and very com-
plex. Dr. Swinford did an excellent job
of trimming down a broad section of
Greek poetry into an interesting array
of specific facts and theory. He defined
the aim of his lecture, "I wanted to give
you some idea of the quality of Greek
poetry, not to be conclusive about it but
to give you some examples from a great
period in Greek literature.

Stam
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Nubian Duncan stretches for a high
shot on the tennis courts.

Although Lebanon Valley was
nothing compared to the perennial

MAC tennis powerhouse Swarthmore
and Haverford, the match hopefully

firovided the Shoremen with the curt-

idence needed for them here against

Catholic University this Saturday at

1:00 pm.

'Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

FuHof
Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

5p.m.-10p.m.

Sutton's Towne
Stationers
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Eaton Papers
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Shoremen Reject

Retrievers 13-10

UMBC's attempt to lessen the varsity

lacrosse team's scoring by concen-

trating on attackman John Cheek and
mid-fielder G.P. Lindsay proved in-

consequential, as attackman Myrt
Gaines and Greg Schaffner accounted
for 8 of the Shoremen's goals and 12 of

their 20 points to lead them to a hard-

fought 13-10 victory here this

Wednesday.
With 5 goals, Gaines led all scorers

and had 1 assist, while Schaffner tallied

3 goals and 3 assists to beset the

Retrievers' defense, that held Cheek to

just 1 assist and Lindsay to 2 goals and 1

assist WC capitalized on five extra-

man situations.

"They shut John and me off pretty

well," Lindsay said, referring to the

man-for-man defense which UMBC
used on them, "We just let Gaines and
Schaffner work, and they came
through."

The win marked the Shoremen's se-

cond in a row, and upped their record to

5-3. Last Saturday, they hosted William
and Mary to a shamefaced 21-6 defeat
in which Cheek scored 7 to fall just 2 shy
of breaking Ray "Rip" Wood's 188

career goal record ( 1951 )

.

Although he will have to wait until

tomorrow to try for the record, Cheek
served well, as did Lindsay, luring

Retriever defensemen away from the

goal.

But Gaines and Schaffner, who is

playing in place of the injured Kevin
Murphy, stole the show, sending a
capacity crowd home for a long night of

celebration.

UMBC, a team that plays best in the

second half, as evidenced by their near
overtime upset over Maryland last

week, threatened to revenge the
Shoremen for last year's 16-14 overtime
triumph.

In the fourth quarter, however,
Gaines and Schaffner stultified any
hopes UMBC had for a comeback by
posting the Sho'men's last 2 goals.

Gaines scored unassisted four minutes
into the quarter, and Schaffner took an
assist from Lindsay with 4:19 left in the
game.

"We played more like a team, and
just happened to be in the right place at
the right time," Gaines said. "It was
the first game we showed we could play
well. We played like we did last year.

"

At the outset of the game, the
Sho'men jumped on top when Gaines
scored 2 back-to-back: the first of
which was assisted by Schaffner; the
second was unassisted.

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Wotch ond Jewelry Repair
Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown, Maryland

by ED HOOKER
Sports Editor

UMBC rallied for 4 straight, only to

be countered by 4 consecutive

Shoremen goals, spearheaded by
defenseman Jon Gilford's goal that

came when he took things into his own
hands, galloped upfield and scored

unassisted, 6:18 into the second

quarter. From then on, it was
Washington's game.
"Jon Gifford's goal sparked us," mid-

fielder Tommy Beach claimed, adding,

Geep (Lindsay) played a really good

game...Itwasabigwinforus."
After Gifford's goal, Gaines and Lind-

say both scored unassisted. Fed by
Schaffner, Beach ended the first half

scoring with 3:02 seconds left, putting

WC ahead 6-4.

In the third quarter, the Retrievers

tied the game with 2 quick goals. But

the Sho'men came back with 4 more in

a row: Schaffner from Gaines, Gaines

from midfielder George Mullinix, mid-

fielder Matt Morris unassisted; and
Schaffner from Cheek. UMBC scored 2

to end the quarter, 10-8 in favor of

Washington.

The Retrievers battled back towards

the end of the third and the beginning of

the fourth quarter, and for a while, it

looked as if they would catch up. But
when Lindsay ripped home an early

fourth quarter goal, UMBC's momen-
tum stalled.

Much of the credit has to go to

Washington's goalies, Tim Hart and
Clint Bvans who had 9 and 11 saves.

UMBC outshot the Shoremen 38-37, and
if it were not for the quick stick handl-

ing of defensemen Jon Gilford, Ricky
Blair and Andy Crosby, they would not

have won, "The defense played well,"

Coach Kelly said.

Gaines' goal put the game on ice, and
a slashing call on UMBC provoked one
of their frustrated players to hurl the

ball into the stands. The fans jeered
him, and Bof Chi member Maurice
Nelson, clad in a red uniform, red hat

and a yellow cape, raced out onto the

field gesturing obscenities at UMBC's
bench. Earlier, he had attempted to hex
the Retrievers.

So far the Shoremen have not lost a

home game. Yet they have also not won
an away game.
Tomorrow, they will tackle a tough

Roanoke team here in what could prove
the most exciting contest of the year. A
victory would bring them closer to

securing a playoff berth.

Washington will be up for the game
because of the UMBC win. But tomor-
row's will be a ''big game," Tommy
Beach declared.

And the Shoremen cannot be over-

confident.

DON KELLY
CHEVROLET-MHCKINC.
Rt. 213 N. Ch.itertown, Md.
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Midfielder George Mullinix sneaks one past the UMBC goalie and
defenseman for a third quarter score. The ball appears on the referee's belt.

by JEFF BOWERMAN
JV LACROSSE *

The JV Lacrosse team dropped a
game shortened by darkness last

Friday to the Gunners' "B" team, 8-3

on Kibler Field. ' 'We looked a lot better

than the last time" (a 15-7 Eastern
Shore victory at Worton), said Jim
Demarest, "but we got behind early

and stayed there." Dave Malone felt

that "we got the opportunities, but
didn't Lake enough shots. The offense

looked better, and I looked good, too."

Washington goals were by Demarest,
Peter Moulder, and John Price. Timmy
Norris added two assists to complete
the scoring. TheJV team faces Harford
Lacrosse Club next Saturday at 2 pm.
MEN'SCREW
Men's Crew lost to both Drexel and

LaSalle last Saturday on the Chester.

"We just got killed," said a dejected
Jack Knadler. Jim Coffin observed that

"we beat LaSalle last year and nearly
beat Drexel twice, so we expected to

win. It was very disappointing, but we
should click this week." The Sho'men
meet Virginia and George Washington
University tomorrow away.
BASEBALL
Baseball swept a doubleheader from

Haverford last Saturday, beating the
Fords 4-3 in the opener when Buck
Buchanon was hit by the pitch with the
bases loaded after the game had gone
into extra innings. Ed Hooker relieved
Billy Hoopes and picked up the win,

then came on to save the 9-4 second
game for Dennis Compton. In the se-

cond game, "everybody hit the ball

pretty well," noted Hoopes, who had
been touched for three unearned runs in

the opener. Buchanon, Dave Beatty,
and Steve Wilkinson homered for the

Sho'men on Wednesday, but the mound
staff gave up over twenty hits and WC
fell to Lebanon Valley, 20-11. The Shore
nine visits Widener for a doubleheader
on Sunday, and York College for a
single game next Tuesday, before
returning home to face Hopkins next
Saturday at 1 pm.

TRACK
The Track and Field team lost to

Franklin & Marshall and Haverford
last Saturday, failing to win any events,

and then fell to Lebanon Valley and
Hopkins on Tuesday, despite victories

by Archie Hoyt in the 120 high hurdles
and the mile relay team. Yesterday the
Sho'men whipped Philadelphia Textile
79^ - 64IA, as Peter Abronski won the

long jump, Archie Hoyt the 120 highs
again as well as the 440 intermediate
hurdles. Derwin Wright took the 100 and
220 dashes, Donald Frush won the

quarter mile, and the mile relay team
won again. Ed Beach took the shot put,

and Jonathan Jones captured the
discus. Frush pointed out that
"everybody has to run a lot of events
this year, and yesterday we got a great
team effort.' Tuesday the team calls on
Swarthmore, and then entertains

Loyola next Friday at 3 pm.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
The Women's Tennis team lost last

Monday at Gallaudet 5-2. Jane Breene
and Sue Walters took 63 doubles, but
WC captured only one of the four
singles matches. Liz Butler and Tom-
my Wolf played very well, but lost a
three set match in #2 doubles. Yester-
day, the women lost to Trinity here by
the same 5-2 count, as Jenny Butlerwon
H singles and Renee Miller and Sue
took SI. doubles. The netters visit St.

Mary's on Tuesday.

WOMEN-SCREW
Sporting a 3-0 record, the Women's

Crew team travelled to Massachusetts
last weekend and defeated Amherst
with a respectable 6:13 time in the 1500
meter race. According to Beverly
Powers, they had a "good workout"
with Williams on Sunday, which should
"help us" In preparation for their race
against Virginia here tomorrow at i : 30.
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Kitty Crook, a dashing tenor, and Ward Tatnall, a fetching soprano, ready
for their next number in last Sunday night's Second Annual Three Days
After April Fool's Day Musicale (a week and a half postponed). Almost 100
people attended the performance.

McLain Passes

CareerCounseling

SGA Non-Academic
Report Released

by ANNE ELISE BAILEY
Coordinating Editor

The SGA has released its Non- respondent bridling at $2.00 admissions
Academic Report, which is designed to fees that would have to be charged,
fill in the areas not included in the In the section on Residences a
SAB's Academic Report. It states in its summary of the responses is, "Housing
introduction that "the purpose of the at Washing ton.College is in a pitiable
report is to allow the students to air state.. .A majority of the respondents
their concerns about various aspects of

campus life and offer suggestions for

improvement,"
The report was compiled from

surveys fo : rmed by seven SGA

felt that maintenance is not doing.its
job."

In the area of food service, most of
the respondents felt "satisfaction with
the dining hall and food service.'

committees. In his presidential Where the dining hall was found to fall
newsletter, Paul Noto said, "The short "are often-stale deserts
survey was given to 60 students overcookedvegetablesandcoldfood."

'

selected at random and balanced A campaign issue this election was
between sex and class, and we received for more open hours in the gym. Many
30 responses. Because of the size of the interviewed said they used the gym
campus and homogeneity of the student every day, although, "according to the
body we feel this is an accurate survey, one-third of the students never
representation of student opinions use the gym."
about the areas covered in the report Most students polled "felt that the
which range from governing bodies to RAs were doing a good job," however,
the food, to the RAs. "RAs should not be automatically re-
On the overview of social life, 75% of hired."

the 30 responses were satisfied with Copies of the Non-Academic Report
social activities. A "majority" were not can be found in the library, the faculty
pleased with dollar drunks. Betterfilms lounge, Student Affairs Office, and with
were called for, with only one all SGA senators, SAB representatives

and RAs.

The Summer Scene in C-town

by DAVE
President Joseph McLain has

indicated that he will propose the
installation of a long-range career
counseling program at WC. He would
not reveal details of the plan, which he
will present to the Board of Visitors and
Governers at its meeting this Saturday.
Improving the chances of WC

graduates to obtain employment has
been a goal of the SGA all year. In'

February, Paul Noto, SGA president,

went before the Board to express the

need for such a program. The Board
reacted by encouraging a more specific

follow-up of the idea. According to a
memorandum from Dean of Students
Maureen Kelley, "This follow up has
fallen naturally into two areas: Da
program to assist this year's seniors

with career concerns and, 2)a program
development of a program to establish

career counseling as a permanent part
of the student services offered by the

college."

Short Range Plan in Operation

The short range plan has been

implemented, and two oneday
seminars for "panicky seniors" have

been organized by staff members of the

Career Development Center at

American University. The first

workshop, held last Sunday, dealt with

writing resumes; this Sunday, the

second workshop will give job-seekers

pointers on successful job interviews.

While the program is designed for

seniors, all students are welcome to

attend. In addition, Dean Kelley

pledged that her office "will make a

greater effort to reach seniors and

make them aware of the placement

services currently available."

The long term career development

plan is actually a four-year program

DOUGLASS
begun during the freshman year,

continuing through and culminating in

the senior year. There are four stages
of career development: ltSelf
assessment; 2)Accumulation of career
information; 3)Development of job-

seeking skills; and Placement activity.

There are at least three ways in

which the program can be
implemented: Either a part-time
coordinator could be hired; a full-time

coord milter; or an outside consulting
agency specializing in career
counceling could be contracted.
McLain has stated that an anonymous
source has promised to donate the

necessary funds to realize some form of

counseling.

McLain Rejects Kelley's Proposal
In late March Dean Kelley submitted

to President McLain a list of

recommendations concerning career
development. McLain forwarded the

proposal to the Academic Council for

scrutiny and evaluation, and it was
substantially supported. The
recommendations included hiring "a
specially trained staff person to

coordinate the career development
program," in addition to provisions for

secretarial help .and office space, a

program to be included in freshman
orientaiton, an updating of the current

placement office library' and issuance

by the college of "a strong statement
that can be included in its publication"

acknowledging and supporting its

career development center.

McLain, was disappointed by the

Council's failure to recommend more
specific actions than those proposed by
Dean Kelley. He felt that "the buck was
passed" to him and that he would make
his own recommendations to the Board.

Town Meeting To Be Held

by MARIAN
With just two weeks left to the school

year, students will soon be heading
away from Chestertown in all

directions. However, many students

prefer to stay in town for the summer.
Each year a certain number of

students work on campus for the dining

hall or for maintenance. Maintenance
offers jobs from washing linen for the

various "summer groups, to moving
furniture, setting up rooms for the fall,

or cutting grass. Approximately eight

students work for maintenance each
summer. Often the "same people return

each summer.

COOPER
This summer Mr. Crooks is looking

for painters to paint Somerset and Kent
dorms. He hopes that if students paint

the dorms themselves, they will take

more pride in them, and help take care
of them during the school year.

In and around Chestertown there are

a number of jobs available. The
employment agency downtown helps in

finding jobs, with waitressing probably

the most popular. There are also

construction jobs and jobs in marinas.

The country club in particular has

waitressing, life-guarding, and
grounds-keeping jobs.

President McLain will be the

principle speaker at the "town
meeting" to be held next Thursday,
April 28. Garry Clarke and Dean Kelly
have also accepted their invitations.

This event will be the first sponsored by
the new 7778 SGA. Newly elected SGA
President Kimball Byron explained,

"This will be an ideal opportunity to get

in touch with the administration."

A picnic dinner accompanied by
music will be held from 4:30—6:00 pm
( in order to balance out the cost of the

picnic, roast beef will not be served on
Wednesday) . The informal meeting will

follow and run for approximately
twenty minutes. After the introduction

of the newly elected members of the

SGA Executive Committee and Garry
Clarke, the recently appointed Acting

Dean, President McLain will speak.

The SGA plans to receive direction

from the students and familiarize them
with the executive branch of the SGA,
and the meeting is one of the ways in

which Byron hopes to accomplish this.

Byron anticipates that the "town

meeting" will be an effective means by

which the SGA can get information

from the student body. He feels it will

provide the SGA with an opportunity to

inform students on the direction that

they intend to pursue.

Inauguration

Monday
Night

The inauguration of the new SGA
officers is slated for Monday at 8:00 pm
in William Smith Auditorium
Everyone is invited to attend.
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The SAB's Academic Report is no longer just a list of

suggestions and points to ponder. One issue raised, that of a

course in English composition, is in a fair way to becoming
reality. It is not in the form most people visualized; instead it fits

itself into existing courses and the professors' course loads.

Career counseling, too, looks as though it is no longer simply a

proposal. The original shape of the program has been altered

somewhat to fit in with College finances and College policy, yet

this in no wav diminishes it's impact.

Very few ideas spring into being and grow to maturity without

some structural changes. They would run the chance of being too

rigid and outdated if they did. Life is a series of compromises:

there should be satisfaction in the fact that these two proposals

have been turned into fact, not anger over the changes they have

absorbed as they grew and developed.

Parents' Weekend Calendar

Friday—April 22 6:30— 7:30—Students Awards'
8:00—10:00 pm—Registration in Banquet in Cafeteria.

TV Lounge of Hodson Hall. 8:30—Spring Chorus Concert at

8:00 pm—Film Series "Cabaret" First Methodist Church downtown.
in Bill Smith, 75*.

9:00 pm—Parents' Night in the Sunday—April 24

CoffeeHouse. 1:00 pm—Women's Crew vs.

Barnard.

Saturday—April 23 3:30—Ruth Quoos piano recital

9:00—1:00 pm—Registration in in Tawes Theatre.

Hynson Lounge.

10:00 am—SGA Forum in Hynson Tuesday—April 26
Lounge. 3:00 pm—JV Lacrosse vs.

1 1 :00— 1 :00— Outdoor picnic. CatonsvilleCC

12 noon—Baseball vs. Johns 7:30 pm—Europe's Response to

Hopkins. the Energy Crisis, Lecture by
1 :30—Tennis vs. Johns Hopkins. Dr. Allan Gnichy, University
2:00 JV Lacrosse vs. Hartford of Maryland—Hynson Lounge.

Lacrosse Club. 8:00—Film Series: "The
4:30— 5:30—Student Buffet in Damned" in Smith, 75c.

Cafeteria. 8:30pm—Student Recital in

5:00—Cocktail Party in Hynson Tawes Theatre.

Lounge.
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To the Editor

On behalf of the English Department,

I would like to respond publicly to the

comments in the SAB Report, about the

need for a course in composition.

In the first place, 1 would like to

express our appreciation of the report

and the feeling that.it is a great.help to

the college. We also appreciate the

concern of the students over a decline in

the quality of student writing that has

become a national as well as a local

problem.

In the past we have given students

extra practice in writingin our Forms
of Literature course, and we have felt

responsible for working with students

individually at whatever level we found

their writing problems lay. Finding

more and more of a need for covering

basic problems of composition, we have

been adding to the coverage of

composition in this course. And those of

us who teach this course except for the

two sections devoted to creative

writing, where emphasis is already on

writing, and admission is by permission

of the instructor) have agreed upon

ways of considerably intensifying the

attention to composition in a course

that will now be entitled "Forms of

Literature and Composition."

We have agreed that no section shall

enroll more than twenty-five students

and that each of us will assign at least

six papers asemester, some of which

will be written in class. We will agree

on a handbook which we shall all use,

and it will be one that covers basic

grammar, usage, punctuation, and
construction of sentences and
paragraphs, and that includes a

number of exercises, which we will also

use to the extent that our students need

them. We will intensify our present

emphasis on individual conferences

and try to prevail upon the students to

make greater use of this crucial and

To the Editor

The letter to the editor of Roderick
Adibe that appeared in last week's Elm
should be highly commended. Well
written and thought provoking, Rod
seized upon an important issue that

concerns many of us on
campus—excessive destruction and
vandalism. Not only do these negative
actions violate the rights of "safety and
peace," but they degrade living

conditions and increase mandatory
fees. Broken windows are irksome
reminders of higher costs due to

irresponsible actions.

A further distressing aspect of the

problem lies in the overall disregard for

rights and disrespect for fellow

students that is evidenced by such
destruction. Such actions violate the

atmosphere of co-operation and respect
that should be a part of any college

community. Many of the frustrating

aspects of college life are greatly

alleviated by the intermixing with
fellow students in an atmospher of

comraderie and consideration, and
these unnecessary acts of "violence
and terrorism" can only destroy or at

least cripple such a beneficial

atmosphere.
College is an important, if not crucial

training ground for many adults, and at

times it can be quite difficult. An end to

unnecessary destruction and
vandalism and a greater respect for the

rights of students would not only
improve the living conditions and
finances of all involved, but it would be
conducive to a positive, beneficial

atmosphere here on campus.
Sincerely,

Steve Kin lock

already available resource. We are

determined to offer every student in

Forms of Literature whatever training

in composition he or she may need.

We do, however, feel very strongly

that such training is more effective in a

literature and composition course than

it would be in a course devoted entirely

to composition. In the first place,

students must learn to write on the

intellectual level demanded of college

work. Recounting one's summer
experience as a lifeguard or a waitress

does not prepare one for writing papers

in history, philosophy, or sociology.

Students need to be trained in writing

analytically. The study of literature as

something to write about affords such

training.

In the second place, the study of

literature encourages a necessary

sense of the effectiveness of writing

well. It is essential to study diction,

sentence structure, emphasis,

transition, and tone, not only in one's

own work, but in the masterpieces of

poetry, drama, and fiction.

Finally, I would like to draw
everyone's attention to the fact that one

can help a person write more
Effectively only if that person is

determined to improve as a writer and
extends this determination into other

courses.

I hope to meet soon with members of

the SAB to discuss these matters, and I

would be glad to discuss them with any

interested person.

Respectfully yours,

Norman James
Chairman, Department of English

To the Editor:

I would like to elaborate on the article

"Clarke Reveals Concerns for College"

which appeared in last Friday's

Elm.The first half of the article noted

that financial matters are of grave
importance, then mentions the problem
of faculty salaries. This is an
incomplete summary of my opinions.

The actual sequence of comments to the

interviewer was as follows:

The most serious problem
confronting the small liberal arts

college is the problem of survival.

When we read constantly that

institutions are closing and 'that the

small non-denominational liberal arts

institution has the most problem
surviving, it is difficult not to view this

situation with concern.

A college will survive, of course, if it

has the.financial resources to do so. A
college with the endowment to provide

a superior academic program (which is

expensive to provide, to maintain, and
to improve), with the resources to offer

excellent salaries (which are necessary

to attract a distinguished and superior

faculty), and with the income to

provide scholarships and other

necessary aspects of the college's

academic life, will probably be an
important institution.

When asked by the reviewer if I

believed that Washington College can
survive, I answered in the affirmative.

In fact, I view our potential and our

future with optimism and enthusiasm.

Sincerely,

Garry E.Clarke

It is against Elm policy to print

letters to the Editor that have the name
withheld or are signed with a nom de
plume. We /eel that if the writer cannot
express their opinions and own up to

them, then those opinions are not

worthwhile enough to be printed.
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What Was
Accomplished?

eaders in the Senior Poetry reading are: Sissv Blair, Leslie Kitchen,
Mary Ellen Lipinski, Keith Twitchell, and David LaMotte.

ftThe best reading...
in some time."

by MARY ELLEN AIKIN

A reading from the works of German
poet Rilke set a rather sedate mood for

a slightly less than sedate, and
generally excellent, reading of poetry
and prose by five seniors in the

Coffeehouse Tuesday night. Keith

Twitchell, Mary Ellen Lipinski, Sissy

Blair, David LaMotte and Leslie

Kitchen, presented their original

writings in an enjoyable, sometimes
humorous, and often thought-provoking

manner, to a substantial and receptive

audience. Phyllis Janowitz's opening
remarks, in which she praised the five

students for their talent, gave the

audience great expectations for the

evening—no one was disappointed.

Keith Twitchell broke the ice by
reading Christopher Marlowe's "The
Passionate Shepherd to his Love" and
then presenting a fine parody of it

entitled "The Passionate City Banker
to his Love". The audience's enjoyment
was not marred by the fact that much of

Keith's material was familiar, and
there were frequent laughs from the

audience, to say nothing of an
occasional guffaw from the back of the

room. The selection,- which the

audience particularly enjoyed, was a
fairy tale about boy and girl frogs.

Although set in a fictitious pond, its plot

contained an element that was
strangely familiar. Keith made little

eye contact with the audience,
however, his material was such that

both he and his poetry were well-

received.

Mary Bllen Lipinski was equally

"well-received", as smiles and nods of

agreement could be seen at every table.

Her poems contained strong images
and one could easily empathize with the

sentiments that inspired them. Her
poem entitled "No Glass Slippers" was
particularly poignant and identifiable,

and "Life Together", though in a

lighter vein, achieved the same effect.

The audience was easily caught up in

the mood of each poem, but the

involvement was at times frustrating,

for the brevity of some poems left one

feeling a little cheated.

Sissy Blair added variety to the

evening by reading selections from a

short story that was centered around a

college senior and her sophomore
cousin, and the problems that he

presented. The story was well-written

and well-presented. It offered a

realistic picture of college life and
made one feel sympathy for the boy
trying to score with the campus "ice

sculpture". One might easily question,

however, the appeal that the story

would have for one not familiar with a
college situation.

David LaMotte was by far the most
imposing figure of the evening as he
took command oj the podium. Because
his poetry was all in strict form, he
made a point of explaining the

mechanics behind the various forms
that he employed, thus providing a bit

more meaning for the less literarily-

inclined. His use of the villanelle form
in the poem "Crossing Dreams*' was
particularly effective, the final line

haunting the audience; "Call them all

back; I want to start over." If his

images occasionally left the average
person baffeled, his delivery and
presentation . more than compensated,
Leslie Kitchen read her poems with

an enthusiasm and verve that the

audience loved. Her poems showed a
social and family awareness and were
often, particularly in the case of

"Nocturne in Black and Gold," very

touching. Clearly the audience's

favorite poem of Leslie's was the

humorous "My uncle Arnold tells the

story of why cousin Brian didn't talk

until he was six". The style of her

poems varied, but the quality was
consistent.

Anyone fortunate enough to be
present Tuesday night witnessed one of

the best readings to have been
presented by the Writer's Union in

some time. Ms. Janowitz was indeed

correct in saying that everyone should

be proud of these five young writers.

****+*********.***+*

Bike Laws Enforced

If you plan to ride your bike hassle-

free through Chestertown, you had
better register your bike with the town.

The registration law is an old law and
the police are beginning to enforce it

again.

The little man in blue will stop you if

he doesn't see the red sticker displayed

on your bike, and he will issue a ticket

with a fine of $5. The warning period

ends this week.

Registration costs $1 initially and

50t per year afterwards. This year's

sticker would be good through January
1978. Registration is taking place at the

police station, located on Route 213 and
Cross Street.

Save yourself a hassle and register!

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Fine Arts Editoi

Speculating on WC's future is, to taking place
some, a sport nearly as popular as
lacrosse. The predictions range from
the glorious to the grim, but rarely is

the game played as it was Wednesday
night at the. concluding bout of this

season's William James Forum.
Prospect 82, a sort of return

engagement ofa lecture held under the

same name a decade ago, was a

discussion of the prospects for the

school as it moves toward its third

century. This second "official" goals

forum was aired by a new line-up of

panelists: SAB President and SGA Vice
President Jeff Coomer; Dr. Abe
Spinak, a member of the board of

Visitors and Governors; Sociology

Department Chairperson Dr. Margaret
Horsley; Dr. Donald Harwald, Director
of honors, University of Delaware; and
Washington College President Dr.

Joseph McLain. The program volleyed

urgings to define goals and declarations

that goals are undefinable.

There
and much

some
rigidityconservatism

amongst us al

Dr, Hprsley mentioned the "two good
signs" of movements to define
directions in Dr. Richard Brown's and
Dr. George Shiver's groups which meet
to discuss goals, She-doesn't think
either will ever derive "at a clear-cut
definition that could be published in our
college catalogue," she quipped. "The
essence of the liberal arts is

disagreement."
She also endorsed the need of WC to

move toward an of itself as perhaps
second only to its need for funds. "In
1982," she concluded, "I want
Washington College to be a good place
to grow up in and a good place to grow

"A clear responsibility to air goals"

First up, Coomer believes that WC in

1982 will be "just about the same as it is

in 1977—respectable but provincial,"

appealing to the "upper-middle class of

Baltimore and area prep school
graduates." He credits the maintaining
of the status quo to the college's
location, financial problems, and "a
conscious decision to keep it

provincial."

Coomer cautioned that the college

will probably be forced to "retract or
retrench" in both the size of its faculty

and its physical plant. This warning
comes in the wake of a projected
national decline in college enrollment
due both to a decreasing youth
population and the fading of the

"American Dream" that equated
success with a liberal arts degree.

Coomer declared that now more than
ever before, WC has a "clear
responsibility to take stock of itself" to

define its goals.

Dr. Spinak, an assistant director of

NASA, agreed with the "urgent" need
of definitive discussion. "As part of the

free enterprise system," he explained,

WC "is solely in the business to provide
an education to 'snobbish' kids—but
even so, wealthier kids are looking for

the best education, and Washington
College must strive to become a center
of excellence through continuous
discussion by the entire college

community. "Unfortunately," he
added, "I am not sure we can say that is

"What a liberal arts education is not.

Dr. Harward shot down all the
arguments for pursuing the liberal
tradition. "I don't see anyreason why it

fills in the gaps any more than does a
technical education," he explained. He
went on to deliver an tfttremely erudite
speech on what a liberal education is

not.

Finally, he alluded to its value in a
vague reference to the "context of
curiosity that doesn't exist at larger
universities— a thing apart from the
faculty and curriculum." He envisions
the goal of WC as a drift toward an
awareness of education as an intangible
reality rather than a commodity.
Neither could Dr. McLain define the

liberal arts tradition except by the via

negativa. "I don't think it is a question
that can be answered," he said. He
added that the "less responsible of the
press" have promoted the false notion
of the demise of the liberal arts
institution. The recent return to this

type of education, he believes, proves
that it is not ephemeral. He went on to
deny WC's lack of direction. He also
disparaged the comparison of the
institution to a business proposition but
ended his discussion with reference to

the necessity of increased endowments
as the hope of WC's future and a
panacea for many of its ills.

Most of the speakers presented valid,

though somewhat idealistic, insights:

WC must move toward a better
understanding of its own value. Yet,
liberal education is not a commodity
that can be clearly defined.
Nevertheless, the program left much of
its audience questioning what, if

anything, had been accomplished. In

the analogy of sports. Prospect 82 was
not a crucial game of the season.

Stam
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Stickmen Outlast

Roanoke, Crush F &M
by RANDY MARSHALL

The Shoremen ten beat fifth ranked

Roanoke 15-14 in sudden deatlast

Saturday, then demolished Franklin

and Marshall, 24-6 here this Wednesday

to move closer to acquiring a playoff

berth.

The two victories almost guarantee

WC a bye in the first round of the

playoffs and the home advantage for

the quarter finals and semifinals. The

team is currently ranked second with

141 points and one first place vote

behind Hobart who has 149 points and

nine first place votes.

Saturday was warm and clear and

brought out over 2,000 fans, as well as

two of the best small college squads and

a streaker. After Roanoke's Scott

Walker scored the game's first goal

with 1:41 gone, WC hit the net three

times with goals from Beach, Cheek

and Morris. The Maroons (Roanoke)

then scored three goals to go ahead 4-3.

After the teams exchanged goals, the

Shoremen knotted the game at 5 all on

John Cheek's 189th career goal. The
score made Cheek Washington's ali

time goal scorer, breaking Ray "Rip"

Wood's mark of 188 goals set in 1951.

The third period opened with three

Roanoke goals by Capone, Walker, and

Parks. But WC would not die. Instead

they came right back with goals by

Lindsay (his first of six) and Cheek (his

third) to make the score 8-7. George
Mullinix. fed Lindsay with thirty-five

seconds left in the third frame to tie the

game at 8.

From here on, neither team led by

more than 1 as Tom Beach gave the

Shoremen a 9-8 lead with only 26

seconds gone in the last period. The
exchange of goals continued as Capone
scored for Roanoke, knotting the game
at 9. Lindsay scored for WC (10-9),

Roanoke scored (10-10). Beach scored

for the third time (11-10), the Maroons

tied the game at 11 all, Morris gave the

Shoremen a. 12-11 lead and Capone
scored bis fourth and last goal for

Roanoke to tie it again at 12, with five

minutes still to play in the last quarter.

The guns then became silent and the

game went into overtime. With 1 : 10 left

in the first overtime period, Roanoke
was called for holding and
Washington's extra-man unit came on

the field. Sixteen seconds later, Kevin

( Duke) Murphy fed Lindsay to give WC
a 13-12 lead.

No one left their seats as the second

four-minute overtime period began.

With 2: 10 gone, the Shoremen were hit

with slashing a penalty. Ten seconds

later, the score was 13 all as Roanoke's

'kin Nevitt scored on a pass from

George Parks.

One minute and five seconds later,

John Gifford lost a pass in the sun.

Roanoke's Rich Graham picked up the

loose ball and threw it into the empty
net. With only thirty-five seconds left in

the overtime, Roanoke had taken a

14-13 lead. On the ensuing faceoff,

George Mullinix came up with the ball,

passed it down field to Matt Morris who
found "Jeeper" Lindsay open. Lindsay

scored with 12 seconds left, tied the

game for the 11th time at 14 all and sent

it into sudden death.

After Roanoke took four good shots in

the beginning of the sudden death

period, Lindsay raced the length of the

field and shot. The ball hit the chest of a

defenseman, bounced back into

Lindsay's stick and he shot again, this

time scoring. At the 3:22 mark of the

first sudden death period the game
ended, WC 15, Roanoke 14.

Wednesday's game against Franklin

9 Marshall was uneventful as the

Shoremen overpowered the visiting

Diplomats. After a s slow first period,

WC led only 3-1. Cheek opened the

second frame with two quick goals and
Myrt Gaines and Tim Hollywood each

added one as Washington led 7-2.

Lindsay added three more goals before

the half ended.

The second half was an offensive

show for Washington as nine players,

including Kevin "Duke" Murphy, Myrt
Gaines, Matt Morris, George Mullinix,

John Cheek, Greg Schaffner, Bill

Hamill, Greg Starkey, and John

"Lester" Pierson, scored fourteen

goals. The final score was 24-6.
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Matt Morris maneuvers on Roanoke defenders in the fourth period of

Saturday's blockbuster game.

byJEFFBOWERMAN
BASEBALL
The Baseball team dropped a

doubleheader to Widener (away) last

Sunday, producing just two hits and

losing 6-0, 6-2. The Sho'men were no-hit

by Terry Miller in the first game, but

scratched out two runs in the first

inning of the second game on three

walks, a wild pitch, a sacrifice fly by

Steve Wilkinson and Bill Hoope's

safety. However, that was all the

offense they could mount, and Widener

retaliated quickly, bunching all six runs

in the fir first two frames. Tuesday at

York College, Dan Barbierri fired a

three-hitter, but lost the opener 3-2 on

two Washington errors. In the second

game, Dennid Compton also threw a

three-hitter, 2-1. Dave Beatty supplied

a triple in the nightcap. The Sho'men

face Hopkins tomorrow at 1 pm.

MEN'SCREW
Both boats returned from

Charlottesville victorious in last races.

The JV edged UVA by two feet, coming

from behind in the sprint, despite a

hernia sustained by Jack Knadler. The
heavyweight eight began to pull away
with 1000 meters to go. and opened a

one-length lead over the last 500m. John

Sherman felt that "this was our best

race this season, for both shells. We got

it together and were able to win a tough

race." The crews next see action next

weekend at the Kerr Cup in

WANTED: Second hand bike. 3 speed

or 10 speed. Under $100.00. Contact

Vicki, 778-1091.

Philadelphia, followed on successive

weeks by the DC Area Regatta- on the

Potomac, and the Dad Vail Regatta

backontheSchuykill.

TRACK
The Chattymen lost to Swarthmore

last.Tuesday 102-38, despite victories by

Archie Hoyt in the 120 high hurdles and
the 440 intermediates, Donald Frush in

the quarter mile, and the mile relay

team. "They were just an average

team," noted Frush, "but we were
outnumbered. We could have won if we
had the people to go around." After

hosting Loyola today, the thinclads will

prepare for the Penn Relays next

Friday and their attempt at a third

consecutive mile relay championship.

Frush stated that "our chances to win

are not good, but anything can happen

up there. We have a shot, and should

place in the top three." On May 6-7 the

Sho'men will participate in the MAC
Championships, where Hoyt will look

for his third straight gold in the 440

intermediate hurdles.

MEN'S TENNIS
The Tennis team trounced Widener

last Friday 8-1 as Keith Twitchell, Paul

Noto, Steve Henke, Dave LaMotte,

Nubian Duncan and Dave Citrenbaum
all took their singles matches.

Twitchell— LaMotte and Noto—Henke
earned doubles victories as well.

Saturday, Catholic University came to

town and turned the tables on the

netters, winning 7-2. Twitchell—Noto in

Number 1 doubles and
Duncan—Citrenbaum in Number 3

were the lone Shore winners, as CU
swept all six singles matches.
Tomorrow at 1 pm, WC meets Hopkins

here.
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Town Meeting

"A Success"

The Town Meeting, originally
scheduled as an outdoor picnic, was
moved into the cafeteria yesterday
evening due to what SGA President
KimbaJI Byron termed, "an unexpected
but harmless rain storm.' A total
ofabout 500 students, President
McLain, Dean Kelley, Gary Clarke, and
a few other faculty members attended
the dinner and the fifteen minute
meeting conducted by Byron.
Vice President John Down ex-

claimed, I feel that the affair can be
called a huge success. It was something
different. We're starting off on the right
track. Everyone, including the students

Beach Party

by LYNN LYKE

tonight!!

Tonight at 8:00 pm a party will be
held in the Somerset-Kent quad featur-
ing free beer and music by "Doc" Wat
son. The party will be based on a
"beach theme", and, weather permit-
ting, everyone is encouraged to wear
bathing attire. Water balloons will alsc
be available.

The new SGA administration had ob-
tained a permit from Town Manager
Mr. Nicholson, to hold this party out-

doors. "We anticipate no trouble if

there's cooperation from all parties:

police and students," stated John
Downs, SGA Vice-President.

The party has been made possible by
a $400.00 surplus left in this year's SGA
budget. President Kimball Byron urged
student senators to allocate the money
for this part, rather than hold it over un-
til next year. "Let's spend every pen-
ny," he emphasized, explaining that

students this year had already been
penalized enough by having to balance
last year's deficit.

Bortlein Resigns

and Administration^seemed to enjoy
it."

After Byron's brief introduction
which drew a round of applause for
Dave Knowles and the rest of the dining
hall staff, Dr. McLain was introduced.
He explained that there is something
unique here at Washington College and
that each and every student can play a
role. He stated during his five minute
talk, "I believe this is a very auspicious
occasion."

Regarding campus rumors, he said,

"The speed of sound is 1,100 feet per se-

cond, but the rumors here seem to

spread even faster." Yet he elaborated,
"I'v told my kids things at 16 . . . that
they didn't realize till they were 30.

"

Garry Clarke spoke briefly, explain-
ing that there are many things that can
be accomplished if everyone puts their

heads together. He stated that he Is

looking forward to next year, and that it

will be a "privilege and a great honor"
to serve as Dean at WC.
Dean Kelley also spoke, explaining

that this meeting was a "very positive
type of thing." Specific improvements
she will work for next year include
more comfortable dorm accomoda-
tions, keeping the campus in better con-
dition, and revising the freshman orien-

tation program.
John Downs spoke next, citing some

of the SGA's goals for next year. He will

work for better cooperation with town
officials in light of recent hassles with
police on campus. He also stated that

the main goal of the SAB next year will

be to implement the programs of

theAcademic Report.

Aftre introducing nextyear's SGA of-

ficers, Byron wrapped up the meeting,
expressing thanks to all those who had
given their support. In particular, he
mentioned Mrs. Watson, the librarian,

who donated the SGA bulletin board,
and Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds Raymond Crooks, who had it

posted outside of Hodson Hall

Associate Director of Admissions
Paul Bortlein submitted his resignation
to Gene Hessey, Vice President for
Finance, Tuesday, several weeks after
Hessey had acted on what he termed an
"administrative decision" by asking
Bortlein either to resign or be ter-

minated. His resignation, effective July
1. adds up to a 100% turnover in the Ad-
missions Staff this year.
According to Hessey, "Paul had in-

dicated to me that he had been thinking
about other employment. His duties
here did not give him much time to look
for another job, but he was in no posi-
tion to renew his contract in July. We
didn't know when he might be leaving
us, and we didn't want James McClin-
tock, the new Director who's coming in
June, to face another turnover. We had
to do what was in the best interest of the
school. This is certainly no reflection on
the fine work he has done for us."

"Initially I was in shook"
Bortlein, however, indicated that he

doubts the validity of the reason given
for the job action. Hessey did not go
through the standard procedure of in-

forming Bortlein's superior, Admis-
sions Director Crmond (Bud) Andrew,
of the decision. "The first I knew of it,"

Bortlein said, "Hessey called me into
his office and said, 'Well, Paul, it looks
like we're going to have to let you go.' I

was told that in so much as I was look-
ing for another position, I would either
have to resign or be dismissed. But
that's ridiculous; the work I'm doing
here never allowed me the time to look
for another job. But that's what I was
told—there are all sorts of rumors."
Bortlein added, "I was obviously hurt
by the whole thing. Initially, I was in a
state of shock."

Bortlein stated that he has no inten-

tion of ending his association with

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Washington College. "Contrary to
popular belief," he said, "there's more
than one person who cares about this

school." He exclaimed that when he en-
courages perspective students to in-

vestigate Washington College, "I'm
selling something I believe in.

'

'

But he cautioned, "I'm never sure if

I'm being truthful when I. tell people
that this school is looking for students
who will challenge the administration.
Any administration that is worth its salt
wants to be challenged, but I wonder if

that's true here."

Bortlein does not yet have any pro-
spects for employment. "Next week,"
he said, "I am going to begin looking
around. I think I'd like to work in
Boston or Washington. DC. Higher
education has left a bitter taste in my
mouth. I'd like to do something in

(public relations) on The Hill. The
whole PR thing is what I liked most
about this job with Admissions."

"One hell of a job"
Director of Admissions Bud Andrew

reaffirmed that he had "nothing to do
with" the job action and "no prior
knowledge of it." He added, "Paul has
done a superior job, particularly in

traveling and interviewing: excellent
job." "If you want a colleague's opi-

nion," Associate Director Dale
Trusheim added, "he did one hell of a
job for us and the school."

One vacancy in the Admissions Office
has not yet been filled. Washington Col-
lege Alumna Lyn Hayhurst has ac-
cepted a position as assistant director.

In addition, James McClintock, who
will relieve Andrew in June, may
recruit one more staff member on his

own in New York. Admissions will run
with only a tree-person-staff next year,
rather than the four persons employed
in recent years.

New Elm Chief Named

David Lerner

by ED HOOKER
The Board of Publications named

David Lerner next year's Elm Editor
last week, to replace graduating Editor
Anne Bailey. Lerner was the only appli-

cant for the job, which pays $200. a
semester.

Asked how he felt about the quality of

the paper, Lerner said, "I am generally
pleased with the Elm I think the paper
has come a long way in terms of captur-
ing the attention and interest of the

school and reflecting its personality

and character. I propose no radical

changes for the paper, but I'd like to

broaden SGA and sports coverage. I'd

also like to see a broader base of stu-

dent input in the paper to insure that the

paper continues to be representative of

the campus."

A second semester sophomore and
mathematics major, Lerner currently

serves the paper as News Editor. Last

semester when Roger Rebetsky was
Editor, Lerner worked on the staff,

mostly writing and doing a little

editing.

His publications experience is limited

to his work on 'heElm. although he took

a journalism course at Wilde Lake High
School where he wrote several articles

for the school's newspaper and won an
achievement award for his work.
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The 1976—1977 school year has finally wound to a close. By this

point most of the people on campus are either all wound up or

have wound down as surely as the year.

It has been a tumultuous year for the Washington College com-

munity. It began with the Cheating File, following through with

the destruction problems on campus, the run-on of resignations

in the Admissions Office, and finally ending up with Dean Han-

son's firing and some severe doubts as to the benevolence of the

Administration. But all this is behind us now; final exams and

graduation are all that remain.

There has been more to the school year thar the headlines,

however. There were the classes held all over campus while Bill

Smith was being fixed, soccer games in the rain, more snow than

anyone really wanted to see, the Birthday Ball in Cain Gym,
possibly the most welcome spring yet, two outside dances visited

by the Friendly Men In Blue and sunbathing at the lacrosse

games.
I cannot speak for anyone else, but this has been one of the

busiest, most hectic years I have ever experienced. I had a foot

in two literary camps first semester, making me almost a

double-agent. Upon taking over the Elm second semester, I sud-

denly discovered how little I really knew about all that jour-

nalistic stuff. But through this ignorance, I discovered how will-

ing people were to help, or to simply understand. I met more
students and faculty in 14 weeks than I had known in seven

semesters. And I've decided, if I knew as much about WC at the

beginning of my Junior year as I do now, I would have had a fine

time.

I would like to thank all those who have helped me through this

last, busy semester. Those on the staff who stayed up all night to

help me, those students who kept me informed about campus do-

ings and stood by me in the bad times, those in the Faculty who
listened when I was angry or confused, those in the Administra-

tion who offered me a carte blanche on their aspirin bottles all

have my sincerest thanks. This is a semester I will not forget

very soon, and it is my wish that I have helped make this past

semester memorable for the Washington College community.
Be of good cheer; no man is immortal.
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Snobbish Kids?

In the April 22, 1977 edition of the

Elm, I am quoted as a panelist on the

William James Forum—Prospect 82,

April 20, 1977, as having said:

"As a part of the free enterprise

system," he explained, Washington

College'is solely in the business to pro-

vide an education to "snobbish"

kids—but even so, wealthier kids are'

looking for the best education..."

This has to be nothing less than a

crisis in communication! What I said,

and I read this part of my talk to assure

its accuracy, was:

"State schools can never provide the

quality of education of that of the

private school. If it is not true—that the

private school provides the best educa-

tion in our free enterprise system, then

there is absolutely no reason for private

institutions to exist, save maybe one,

that they are solely in business to pro-

vide an education for snobbish kids.

Fortunately, most wealthy kids are not

snobbish. The outstanding wealthy kids

as well as the outstanding non-wealthy

kid is looking for the school that will

provide the best education and that is

why he or she looks to the private in-

stitution. That is why we are here and

that is why we have a good representa-

tion of society at Washington College.

So— it is clear to me that the future

and success of the private liveral arts

college, namely Washington College, is

dependent upon its unique quality. It

can not provide a liberal arts education

cheaper, it must do it better. From my
point of view, it is the only reason for

Washington College to be."

Please, please correct. I do not

believe that there is, nor should there

be, a member of our college community

that is in agreement or sympathetic to

the misquoted statement. Of more im-

portance, it has the serious potential of

turning off future student candidates.

Sincerely,

_ Abraham D. Spinak

Room-Draw Hassles

I would like to express . my
dissatisfaction with the handling of the

room-draw Wednesday night. I feel.it

could be improved next year in several

ways.Firstof all, considering current

enrollment, it's more than unnecessary

to run out of rooms for before running

out of sophomores. It seems to me that

there's a relatively simple way to avoid

this problem. The number of singles

which will be available to juniors

should be determined in advance and

all juniors beyond that number should

be required to sign up with roommates.
If extra rooms are available in the fall

adjustments should be madettien.
Once a student has chosen a room

he/she should leave the drawing. This

would eliminate a lot of the confusion

and also prevent students who have

rooms from trying to influence other

students' choices and determine who
their neighbors will be.

Another issue which seemed to be

causing heated discussion at the room-

draw was the fact that some of the

sorority girls have chosen to live in in-

dependent dorms next year. I am not a
sorority member but I am not anti-

sorority, nor do I feel that sorority

members should be required to live in

Minta Martin. But since Minta Martin

housing is open first to soroity

members I feel that it would certainly

be fair to give independents first

chance at the other dorms. Sorority

girls are guaranteed a room on their

floor, so independent housing should be
for independents first.

I certainly hope some action will be
taken to make next year's room-draw
more efficient, fairer, and more effec-

tive Sincerely,

Laura Polk

New Class Officers
SENIORS

President—John Habermann
Vice-President—Mike Brown
Treasurer—Harold Norton
Secretary—Sandy Green

JUNIORS
President—Foster Deibert
Vice-President—Bob Akeson

Treasurer—Andy Hundertmark
Secretary—Mimi Gugerty

SOPHOMORES
President—Laurie Bolton

Vice-President—Mandy Scherer

Treasurer—Donna Scioli

Secretary—Margaret Handle

Elm Meeting Monday Night
A mandatory meeting will be held in

the Elm office on May 2, at 7:00, for all

returning Elm staffers, and all persons
interested in working on the paper next
year. Next year's staff will be
organized at that time. Anyone who
would like to work in any position

should plan to attend. Inexperienced

persons are welcome; all one needs is

enthusiasm and desire to help the paper
do the best job it can.

Any persons interested who cannot
attend this meeting should contact
David Lerner, Kent House 1st Floor, or

Bonnie Duncan, Reid Hall 3rd Floor,

before the end ofexam week

.
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Roving Reporter:

What Are
Seniors Doing?

by LVNN LYKE
Photography by CAROL HOOD

During the past week seniors were
asked the following question: What are
you planning to do after you
graduate?"

Charlie Black, from Baltimore: "This
summer I plan to work for a public
defender's office in Baltimore. I've
done it for the past two summers. If

possible, I'd like to continue that job in

the fall. This all depends on whether I

graduate, which is very doubtful at this

moment. I'm having a little trouble
with my thesis."

Judy Mills, from Annapolis: "This
summer I will probably work for Civil
Service as a clerk-typist. In the fall, I
hope to get a teaching job somewhere
along the Eastern Shore. I'd like to
teach math to high school students."

Andy Crosby, from Monkton, Md.: "I
have no immediate plans. I'm looking
for a job teaching history at a prep
school in Baltimore or Richmond. If

that falls through I plan on going to

graduate school at Hopkins or Loyola.''

Donna Banks, from Pottstown, Pa.: "I
already have a job. What I'm going to

do is work with children who don't want
to go to school. The job is in a small
town outside of Philadelphia and I plan
on living at home: During the summer

. I'm going to start my position as a
trainee. Also, I'm going to take some
time off to release my tension from
school."

Charles Main, from Towson, Md.: "I'm
going to try and secure a job as an in-

dustrial engineer or civil engineer in

the Baltimore—Annapolis area. I've

already been offered a job from J.R.
McCrowne Incorporated, which is a
civil engineering firm in Chestertown.
If I need to go to school for the line of

work I choose to take, then I will."

Bob Witter, from Lancaster, Pa. : "I've
got a with Armstrong Cork Company as
a market representative. The training

program starts June 13. After eleven
weeks I can be transferred to any place
in the country."

Meg Keller, fromBethesda.Md.: "For
the summer I'm staying in Chestertown
to relax and take it easy working for the

school. I'm moving home in the fall and
hopefully will have my resume ready to

submit to various organizations. I'm in-

terested in using my Spanish in a job
thatwill eventually enable me to travel,

such as working for an import-export
company, travel agency, or at the

Smithsonian Institute. I will also pro-

.

bably gp back to school parttime to

learn French."

"Only Men Are Butchers"

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Fine Arts Editor

If diversity is the essence of modern
poetry, then Phyllis Janowitz captured
that essence in her poetry reading last
night. Her poems were as personal as
"Six Months After the Death of My
Father" and as seemingly detached
as"Apollo," a work commemorating a
power failure in New England and
which exclaims, "If not for Con-
solidated Edison, I would not be here
making lists of all the things I have lost

in my life, and powerless. Sound ef-

fects, in the form of music and even a
recording of an auto crash added uni-
que audio-aids.

Most of the poems were in free style,

like her first offering, "The Trial"
which opened with music and described
"competition and frustration." A rare
form, however, was hervillanelle,

"Wilbur'"with its haunting refrain,

"Go home, Wilbur. Nobody wants you
here.'

1

Ms. Janowitz delighted her audience
with a reading from her long sequence
of poems, "Revolutionary Lulu." "-

Jobless and worthless. Lulu whlnesa
lot, further devaluating her currency.

Her face breaks out. Now all is lost. She
is not even American. She will go to

England to seek her fortune. Like Dick
Whittington, she may become thrice

Lord Mayor of London." Once she is in

London, Lulu exclaims, "0 Dickens! O
nineteenth century !" as her "fortunes"

take a turn for the better—two boy
friends. "One owns a Triumph (green),

the other an Alpha Romeo. Alpha
Romeo takes her to interesting par

tieswhere she eats avocado, mackeral,
pate, and other British delicacies."

Lulu believes she is finding herself: "I

will be less materialistic, I know, as

soon as I get everything I want." Alas,

her fortunes take adive as "her friend,

the silver Bentley she had hoped to br-

ing back to the States, confesses he's
worried about his suspension, he's con-
sidering becoming a woman, and his
mother needs him at home . . . Lulu
should have been spared these griefs.
Lulu should have sprung from Cardin's
at hventy, molded in bisque, draped in
chiffon, her eyes glazed with perfec-
tion, her eyelids on gold hinges sw-
inging open and shut at intervals
marked by the sun."

Another series of poems about an
elderly woman, Mrs. Lucky, evoked
great emotional response from the au-
dience. "Electra," subtitled, "Veal,"
concerning a butcher, was the first in

Ms. Janowitz repertoire based on-
myths, legends, and fairy tales." The
comments with which Ms. Janowitz
prefaced the poem were as revealing as
the work itself. "I. told my mother I was
going to be a butcher when I grew up.
But that was before I knew only men
are butchers."

The grand finale of the evening con-

cluded the program with "Fat Lena and
Mr. M" which appeared in the last edi-

tion of the WCR.The poem was read to

the score of "Tom Jones." Although

Ms. Janowitz admitted that she found

the music only after the poem was writ-

ten, the natural harmony of the piece

fitted so well with the pitch of the music

that it seemed as if the work had been

bom in one inspired flash of genius.

Members of the college community
had been anxiouslywaiting to hear the

work of this replacement for Professor

Robert Day, who has been on leave this

year. And the resounding applause

thatfollowed her reading, as well as

shouts of "bravo, bravo!" from a cer-

tain English Department Chairman in

the back of the Coffee House, can be

taken as evidence that the audience

was more than pleased with what they

heard.

d>
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Spring Awards
The Visitors and Governors Medal

Awarded annually to the Junior who at-

tains the highest academic average

during the previous year

Edward Boenm
Jeffrey Coomer

Denise Franco-Velez

Mary Ellen Trusheim

Hie Alumni Medal
Awarded to the member of the

Sophomore class who attains the

highest academic average in the

previous year.

Sandra Scholar

Edward Watson

The Visitors and Governors

Scholarship Award

Given annually by the Visitors and

Governors of Washington College to the

Junior and Senior having the highest

cumulative average.
Senior: Jeffrey Coomer
Junior: Kathryn Obear

The laterfraternity Loving Cups
held annually by the fraternity and
sorority achieving the highest
scholastic average for the year
preceding.

Sorority: Alpha Omicron Pi
Fraternity: Kappa Alpha Order

The Emil J. C. Hildenbrand
Memorial Medal

To the student who attains the highest

record in English during the college

course. " Given annually by the

Washington, D.C. Chapter of the Alum-

ni Association.

David LaMotte

The Stewart Drama Award
Awarded annually by Pearl Griffin '05

to a senior who has made outstanding

contributions to college the through

dramatic and speaking ability.

Nancy Knuth

The Theta Chi Alumni Award

Is presented annually to recognize and

honor an alumni member of the Frater-

nity, who by reason of his exceptional

service, personal effort, and unselfish

Interest has made meritorious con-

tributions to the general welfare of

Theta Chi.
Thomas J . Finnegan

Who's Who Among Students

in American Universities

and Colleges

Kathleen Barr
John Cheek
Robert Copp

Barbara Green
Patricia Gross

Kathleen Jones
April Lindevald

Judith Mills

Peter Moulder
Paul Noto

John Sherman
Robert Witter

German Department Book Award

To student with outstanding per-

formance in German during the present

school year. The books are awarded by

the German Embassy.
Douglas S. Byers
JoanE.Burri
Mary C. Crook
Aurelia Dreyer
Lisa R. Hartsook

Eugene F.O'Keefe
Douglas C. Lippoldt

LeahE.Tmitt

The Phi Alpha Theta
Regional Conference

In recognition of distinguished achieve-

ment in the undergraduate paper com-
petition, has awarded "Second Prize"
Mark Stephen Micale for his paper en-

titled: "Vico and the Western Idea of

Cyclical History."

The Alpha Chi Omega Award
Presented by Alpha Chi Omega Soroity

in recognition of excellence in music, to

a senior majoring in music.

April Lindevald

Omicron Delta Kappa

National Leadership Honor Society,

recognizes and encourages the achieve-

ment of exemplary character and

superior quality in scholarship and

leadership. Membership is awarded to

undergraduates Juniors and Seniors.

The following students have been ac-

cepted into membership this year.

Terri Adams
Stephen Baker
Suzanne Briggs
Douglas Byers
Dana Chatellier

Taylor Connor
Douglas Errington

Deborah Gitt

Philip A. Hdyt
Carol Noer

Colleen O'Neill

MelindaG.Rath
John Sherman
Keith Twitchell

Denise Trevisan
Edward Watson

The Phi Alpha Theta

Nu Phi Chapter, International honor

Society in History, recognizing high

standards in the study or the writing of

history, has initiated the following

students this year:

Jeffrey Lance Coomer
John Patrick Habermann

Steven C.Harrell

Brett Charles Landenberger

Nancy Pepper Leick

Carol Ann Noer
Kathryn H. Obear

The G Mary Lu Chamberlin
Memorial Award

Presented by Robert L. Chamberlin

Jr., "48 in memory of Mary Lu
Chamberlin, '49," is awarded for

outstanding service to the Writers

Union

Leslie Kitchen

The Fox Freshman Scholarship Award

Goes to the graduating major who, in

the opinion of the department and

students, has shown the clearest

understanding of humansocial

behavior.
Suzanne Ahem

The Sociology Department Award
Given annually by Mrs. Baurice Fox of

Chestertown to the student who attains

the highest academic average
freshman year.

Joanne Ahearn
Susan Farace

Matthew Wagner

The Wall Street Journal Award
Given to an outstanding Senior major-

ing in economics.

Lucille Kaszewski

The National Society of the

Colonial Dames of America in the

State of Maryland,
Eastern Shore Region

Awarded to the student who. in the

judgement of the Department of

History, has done outstanding work in

the course dealing with colonial

American history.

Steven Craig Harrell
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Student Recital

Shows Versility

by THOMAS GOODE

The Music Department recital, held

on Tuesday, was given what is termed
in the Department as a "garbage-can"
recital. This simply means that every
student who had a piece he had not yet
performed was given a last chance to

do so. As a result, the number of per-

formers and the variety of works
represented was much greater than is

usual for student recitals. The per-

formers were April Lindevald, Karen
West, Klaus, Mark Luff, Kathy Mills,

Marvin Van Dyke, Tammy Wolfe,

Mary Ellen Trusheim, Ward Tatnall,

Mike Allman and Dale Trusheim, and
the works presented included such
varied pieces as a piano suite by
Poulenc, a trombone concerto by
Rimsky-Korsakov and an. aria from
Handel's opera, Ginlio Cesare.
April Lindevald both opened and

closed the recital, beginning with a per-

formance of Poulenc's "Movements
Perpetuals". The fast and "perpetually
moving" first movement was, perhaps,

not as staccato as it should have been,

but' Miss Lindevald gave an articulate

performance, and the third movement
was particularly impressive.

Karen West than performed the aria

"Piangero la Sorte Mia" from Ginlio

Gesare, accompanied by John klaus on
the piano. Her light soprano voice

moved gracefully over the medismatic
passages, but the slower sections of the

song did not put across the sense of

grief expressed by the text. She also

sang "Psyche", a song by Paladhile.

Mark Luff performed Schubert's
"Der Pilgrim" and Samuel Barber's
song "Sure on This Shining Night". The
baritone range of these songs is

relatively new to Mr. Luff, but he
displayed a strong baritone voice, and
seems very comfortable in this range.

This was followed by an impressive;
performance of Hindemith's Trumpet
Sonata, with Kent County High School
senior Marvin Van Dyke on trumpet,
and Tammy Wolfe on piano. Mary
Ellen Trusheim next performed piano
pieces by Debussy, Kennan and Adler,
including Debussy's humorous
"Serenade Interromped" and Adler's
lyrical "Capriccio',.

Next, Ward Talnall performed two
Schubert lieder, "Ins Heliopolis" and
"Webmat". The lieder were well
chosen, and Mr. Tatnall demonstrated
a very pleasing lyric tenor voice. He
was followed by Michael Allman, who
performed Rimsky-Korsakov's Concer-
to for Trombone, accompanied by Tam-
my Wolfe on the piano. Mr. Allman
was, perhaps, not in best form, but the
performance picked up considerably in

the final movement, and his interpola-
tion, in the cadenza, of the trombone
solo from Mozart's "Tuba Mirum" was
both welcome and unexpected.
Dale Trusheim performed "Se Tu

M'ami" by Pergolesi, "Cease, O My
Sad Soul, and "Come All Ye
Songsters", by Purcell. His light' agile
voice was particularly well displayed in
the last of these pieces. Finally, April
Lindevald returned to perform three
lieder by Loewe. The first and third of
these, "Tom der Teiner" and "Der
Nock" are on very musical of which the
composer has taken full advantage.
The second was "Erlkonig", on the
same text more commonly heard in

Schubert's setting, which Miss
Lindevald sang in a recital last year.
Her performance of Loewe's setting
was as dramatically effective as her
performance of Schubert's had been,
and she was generally in fine voice. She
was accompanied by Garry Clarke.

For those of you who have wondered
from time to time whether Washington
College is being invaded by the Scottish
'Fife and Drum Corps, don't be
alarmed, it's just freshman Ike Latham
practicing his bagpipes in front of Mid-
dle Hall.

Actually, Tasmo, as he is affec-

tionately known to his friends, was in'

troduced to the bagpipes six years ago
by a neighbor of his in Annapolis. After
gaining a mastery of sorts, over the in-

strument, he joined a band with a few
snares and, of course, lots of bagpipes.
,"I really enjoy playing the pipes.

Everybody tries to go for the exotic.

I'm interested in pipes because they're
.different. There are a number of com-
petitions on the Eastern Shore and in

the surrounding states. We've com-
pleted in the Delaware Scottish games,
the Delco Scottish games in Penn-
sylvania and the Alexandria games in

Virginia."

At the Scottish games, there are a
number of athletic contests in addition

to the drum and pipe competition. One
such contest is the tossing of the
"cabr", a long wooden pole, requiring
balance and strength to maneuver.
Though Ike shys away from cabr toss-

ing, his pipe playing has brought m
much success. "The last two years I

was in the band, 1973—75, we won quite

a few first place awards in all

categories. " Ike and the band have also

been to Scotland twice for competition. -

At Ayreshire, competing against bands
from al parts of the world, the An-
napolis group placed eleventh. In in-

dividual competition, Ike came in third
place at the game in Lingonier, Penn-
sylvania. In his most recent competi-
tion, Ike won second prize in the
Washington College Gong Show.
During competition, Ike wears full

Highland dress. Explaining the variety
of kilts worn, Ike says, "The kilt I have
is of the Wallace clan, because the An-
napolis Band wears Wallace." In
response to the question of what he
wears under his kilt, Ike relates an old
Scottish custom of carrying a knife in
one's sock which is used to kill anyone
who asks what a piper is wearing
underneath. Smiling, Ike confesses that
to too carries a knife when in dress.
About the instrument itself, Ike says,

"Bagpipes are a unique instrument in-

that they should be practiced everyday.
The bag gets dried out and is no longer
air-tight. I play them when I feel like it.

I don't play the pipes in winter often."
Though he uses no special breathing,
Ike tells of one accomplished piper who
could "breathe in his nose, while keep-
ing his cheeks puffed at all times, yet
tstill blowing air out." If this sounds
easy, Ike challenges anyone to attempt
it.

Ike has no plans as of the moment,
and doesn't feel he is qualified enough
to teach piping, though he is consider-
ing it. And though one may tire of hear-
ing Scotland the Brave played over and
over (perhaps more familiar as the
tune whistled by the well-groomed
seaman in the "Old Spice" commer-
cials), it's a pleasant change to "Wings
OverAmerica."
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"Interesting Even To
A Non-Economist"

If you are in Europe this summer,
your most economical move will pro-

bably be made on foot At an equivalent

of $3.61 per gallon for gasoline in Italy,

traveling becomes expensive. The West
German price of $2.25 and the $1.97 cost

in the United Kingdom isscarcely more
appealing to American pocketbooks. In

his Tuesday night lecture on "Europe's

Response to the Energy Crisis,"

however, University of Maryland

economist Dr. Alan Gruchy explained

that these countries, unlike the United

States, have taken measures to combat
the oil problem.

What these measures have included

are reduced speed limits, gasoline ra-

tioning, bans on Sunday driving, reduc-

tions in home deliveries of heating fuel,

and, of course, tremendous increases in

costs. Dr. Gruchy does not believe that

Americans would be willing to make all

the sacrifices necessary to cur-

tailsuperfluous uses of fuel. He
discreditedPresident Carter's proposed

energy policy. He does not believe "that

the American people are yet prepared

to accept Mr. Carter's version of

populism (He) expects you and me to

make sacrifices; he expects the upper

income groups to pay the high costs (of

fuel)" and to pay back the lower in-

come groups with income tax rebates

and heating bill rebates. Gruchy also

believes that Carter will have to take

his proposal to the people" in an effort

to win their support over an unenthused

Congress, but he thinks "Carter will

stick with the program or go dowdown
in defeat."

Grucy's lecture broadcast some grim

but realistic predictions. Even if

Carter's program works, he said,

"inflation every year" could
"conceivably" hike the price of gas up
to as much as $2.00 or $2.50 by 1990. This

forecast is based on the same factor of

inflation which has brought the price

for a barrel of oil from three to four

dollars a decade ago to the current

price of over $13.50. He also emphasised
that oil is "a finite resource" "If other

nations tried to emulate our use of

energy," he warned, the world's supply

of fuel "would be depleted in 10 years."

As it is now, he believes that the fuel

supply can hold out for thirty or forty

years." Conservation and the discovery

of new energy sources' moreover, could

stretch the deadline.

G rue y did not limit his program to the

same tired, dire warnings that have
been making the rounds of discussion

on the energy situation for years. He of-

fered educated insights into how th

crisis is actually affecting three Euro-
pean countries, and some
underdeveloped nations of Africa, as

well. He believes highly industrialized

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Fine Arts Editor

West Germany can pull through the

dilemma with few battle scars. Italy,

where the crunch is most severely felt,

is in a more difficult position as it was

on the brink of economic upheval before

the fuel crisis hit. But loans from the In-

ternational Monetary Fund will tide the

country over— at least until creditors

call to collect.

Gruchy described the United
Kingdom as "the really sick man of

Europe." This nation has long been
afinancial center of the world, and its

faltering economy could have
"deleterious effects in all the

economies of Europe." Gruchy is

puzzled over the cause- of Great Bri-

tain's inability to pick itself up out of

the monetary morass. . He attributes

the cause of the current recession to

events that date back as far as the late

nineteenth century and notes the loss of

empire, and the lassitude created by
two world wars as factors that have
made the country lethargic in economic
pursuits. He added however, "I recent-

ly met an Englishman who told me that

perhaps England is slow to in-

dustrialize because they want it that

way. Everyone has his own little vic-

tory garden, and everyone is happy."
Gruchy commented on the.plight of

developing nation, and re-enforced his

lecture with several illustrations—both
oral and visual. He believes these

African nations are facing eventual

economic collapse because they have
not yet developedsufficien resources to

allow them to trade with other nations.

Special Funds have been established to

pay fuel costs, but, although these inter-

national agreements" look good on
paper," Gruchy warned of the "great

potentiality for defaulting" and subse-

quent world-wide depressions.

The speaker made it evident that con-

scientious fuel conservation on the part

of the American people is an absolute

necessity. He also called for the crea-

tion of a Department of Energy in the

Cabinet.

Gruchy's presentation was a treat

forthe amateur, and even not so
amateur, economist. More important-
ly, it was an' informative and in-

teresting experience for the non-
economist as well.

FOR SALE: One 7x6x6 loft complete

with shelves and ladder, for double bed

or single; 2 big armchairs, with

footstool; one 10x12 rug. Contact John

D'Amico, 778-9870.

FOR SALE: Loft. Excellent condition.

Redwood. $50. See Lisa, QA 215

Female strokers flex their muscles in a workout on the Chester.

Women's Crew
Stroke to

MAR Finals
by JEFF BOWERMAN

The Washington College Women's
Crew Team, one of the finest women's
eights in the nation, is currently 7-2 and
preparing for the Middle Atlantic

Regional Championships on the

Potomac May 7.

The women suffered their first loss

April 16 to Virgina at home, trailing the

Wahoos by two seconds at the finish,

despite a strong charge in the sprint.

WC earner beat Duke and George
Washington, both of whom had
trounced Virginia. But UVA pressed

Washington from the beginning, pass-

ing them in the mid-race and holding off

the tired maroon eight at the line.

Coach Craig Jackson explained "We
started too fast, at 36 strokes per

minute, and never slowed down. We
usually start at 35 and work down to 33,

but we were over excited for this one.

That's the highest stroke we've rowed
this year."

When asked about his aims this

season, Jackson reported "we're poin-

ting toward the Vails (the Dad Vail

Regatta in Philadelphia, May 14). Our
style is pretty good, sowe're working on

endurance now." Elaborating, he

pointed out that "we do the pyramid.
We'll sprint one minute, then two, then

three, and so on up to five, then back
down to one."

Bitterly disappointed by Virginia's

upset, the women put in a hard week
and it paid off April 23 at Rutgers.

Despite losing to the classy Scarlet

Knights by 11 seconds, WC edged UVA
by two-tenths second, or about two
seats. Jackson observed that cox Susie

Ahearn, who had had difficulty with the

newly repaired steering mechanism of

the FRITZ LAMOTTE against the

Wahoos in Chestertown, steered a real-

ly good race at Rutgers.
'

'

The next day, April 24, Barnard
called at Chestertown, and the

Maroons, who had been expecting a

hard race, thrashed them by five

lengths in typical windy and rough

Chester conditions. The women appear

to be peaking now. This week they

bested prep school power St. Andrews
of Middletown, Delaware, last year's

high school champ in the scrimmage. It

was their first victory ever over St. An-

drews.

This weekend, the women' enjoy a

well-deserved rest, and they then begin

preparations for the Middle Atlantic

Regionals, which are sponsored by the

National Women's Rowing Association.

May 7 on the Potomac, WC will meet
Penn, Trinity College, Georgetown,
George Washington, and T.C. Williams,

another prep powerhouse from nor-

thern Virginia. The Dad Vails follow on

May 14 on the Schuykill in Philadelphia.

••••**•**•••••**••+Professor Day Returns
Robert Day, a WC English professor

currently on leave, has successfully

published one novel and is now working

on another. TheElm asked him some
questions while he was in Chestertown
between retreats and speaking
engagements.
Elm In a previousElm inter-

view you said you anticipated a

"mixed reaction" to your book. Has
that been the case?

Day No. One reviewer didn't

like it (Publishers Weekly) but all

the rest have praised it. I've gotten

some mail from readers across the

country and all have enjoyed the

book, although one woman
lamented that she couldn't let her

son read it, and one man told me he

wouldn't let his wife read it. It turns

out we haven't come a long way.
Here on campus, many students

and faculty have told me they've
read the book and liked it. I unders-
tand a few faculty think it is nothing
more than "commercial trash,"

but that is far from the general
reaction. President McLain told me
that he found the book "great fun."

Elm How have the sales gone?
Day ' The first printing of five

thousand sold. out in thirty days,,

and the second printing has a thou-

sand back orders. Mr. Kabat has a

few books in the Bookstroe and has
ordered more for graduation.
Elm What about paperback and
movie prospectsl?

Day The paperback rights were
bought by Avon; Seecker and War-
burg has bought the book for

English publication. There have
been no offers from film com-
panies. The paperback edition

won't be out for more than a year.

Elm What is your new book
about and when will it be released]?

Day Mexico and marriage. It

won't be out for a year or more. It

takes nearly nine months to publish

a book, and I've still got work .to do
on the manuscript.

/Elm What are your .future-

plans?

Day In terms of writing, I'd like

to bring together a collection of

short stories I've had in mind for

A*******************

some time now. But it is hard to sell

short stories (and not all that easy
to give them away) so my agent, is

pressing me to do another novel.

But I think once the Mexican book
is done, I'll work on the short

stories—it's a form that I enjoy
reading and writing, and I don't see
any reason to avoid that pleasure
just because of the "market."
Beyond that, I've notes and copy
for a third and fourth novel, but I

can't see when I'll have time to

work on them. In a way, I am look-

ing forward to teaching again. 1

miss the students, and the chance
to talk with them about literature

and writing. Writers talk mainly
about money and typewriters.
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WC Women Defeat Tennis Foes

Shoremen Wallop

Bucknell21-5
by LANCE MARGOLIN

The Shoremen stickers trampled
Bucknell last Saturday 21-5. Going into

the game Bucknell was rated first in the

East Coast Conference. The Shoremen,
however, ruined Bucknell's perfect 3-0

season as Coach Kelly explained "We
played our all-around best game."
The first quarter saw the Shoremen

jump to a quick lead. Gaines rallied

unassisted for the first two goals. Lind-
say scored the third from Gaines. Lind-
say scored the next two unassisted, and
Billy Hamill had the fifth on a feed from
Morris. Bucknell could only answer
with two goals.

Second quarter action was less

dramatic as the Shoremen netted three
and 'held Bucknell scoreless. The
seventh was scored by Morris,
unassisted. The eighth came on a Cheek
to Schaffner combination and the ninth
was Lindsay unassisted. The half-time
score was 9-2.

The third quarter seemed to be the
clincher for the Shoremen as they net-
ted eight, opposed to Bucknell's two. A
Gaines to Murphy combination netted
the tenth. Morris made the next

unassisted. Romans and Cheek scored
the twelfth and thirteenth on assists

from Mullinex, who put in the four-

teenth by himself. Gaines then scored
unassisted, had the next assisted by
Murphy, and Murphy scored the final

goal of the quarter .unassisted. The
Shoremen's lead bloated to 17-4.

Going into the fourth quarter with a
very comfortable lead, the Shoremen
went easy on Bucknell, scoring four and
holding their opponents to one. Coach
Kelly remarked "our stars played ex-

tremely well against Bucknell." Lind-

say and Gaines each had five goals and
one assist.

Playoffs Begin May 11

The Shoremen hope to maintain their

number two rating in Division II as they

look forward to the playoffs which
begin Wednesday, May 11. The stickers

will be up against number one ranked
Hobart, as well as past foes such as

Roanoke and UMBC. The Shoremen's
first game opponent has not been
decided yet, but Coach Kelly remarks,
"it is likely to be a tough team."

ELM Staffers Make Good

Lynn Lyke has been named Staffer of Bonnie Nelle Duncan, Elm Fine Arts
the Semester by the Board of Publica- Editor, was announced BEST NEW
tions. Her work this year has included CONTRIBUTING WRITER by the
writing, layout, and paste up. Con- Writers Union
gratulations, Lynn!

byBOBAKESON
In recent matches the Women's Ten-

nis Team defeated Wesley College 6-3,

and tied Catonsville Community Col-
lege, ranked third among Junior Col-
leges in the nation, 4-4.

In singles action during the Wesley
victory, Jeanette Bonsack, Renee
Miller, Jenny Butler and Sue Walters
all topped their opponents.
Doubles matches went equally as

well with the duos of Breene-Butler and
Butler-Wolf winning.

The Wesley victory enables the girls

to end the season with at least a .500

record.

In the singles of the Catonsville
match, senior Breene was bested con-
vincingly in straight sets 0-6, 0-6.

Breene has proved to be a welcomed
addition to this squad this year, having
never participated in intercollegiate

tennis before.

The only other returnee among the
top four players, Renee Miller, was also
defeated, 6-3, 4-6, 0-6. Throughout this

season, Miller has demonstrated a
much improved stroke and serve over
last season. In general her play has
been far more consistant.

Hard-hitting Jeanette Bonsack was
the first WC girl to come away vic-

torious when she toppled her opponent
.in straight sets 6-1, 6-2.

Not to be outdone, 4th seed Jenny
Butler repeated the margin of victory

in her match. A first year player,
Butler is often pegged as being the most
improved overall since the season
began last February.
In the final two singles matches

freshman Susan Wooden was
eliminated 3-6, 4-6 and returning letter

winner Sue Watters experienced a less

desirable fate, losing 1-6, 3-6.

Jenny Butler, fourth-seeded on the
Women's Tennis Team, has been
named most improved player.

Unfortunately doubles action was
called on account of darkness.
This season has often been regarded

as a rebuilding year, since only three
players have returned from last year's
squad, Sue Watters, Liz Butler and
Renee Miller.

But this lack of experience has not
deterred from the team's relative suc-
cess. Coach Fall is often credited with
the team's improvement and respec-
tive standing.

byJEFFBOWERMAN

MEN'SCREW
The Men's Crew teams were idle this

week, using the time to prep for the

Kerr Cup in Philadelphia tomorrow.

Washington's heat includes Temple,

Drexel, Virginia, and Ithaca, and the

Sho' men are uncertain of the quality of

the competition. They have lost to Tem-
ple and beaten UVA this year. But the

consensus of opinion is that anything

can happen.

MEN'S TENNIS
Coach Finnegan's netters finished

their season at 3-8 this week, losing to

Ursinus 5-4 Monday and Western
Maryland 7-2 Tuesday. Keith Twitchell

and Paul Noto, Washington's first two

seeds, grabbed their singles matches
and then came back to take n doubles

Monday. J. D. Douglass and Nubian
Duncan also won #3 doubles. Tuesday
Noto won again, and Douglass and
Newby won by default. Twitchell

finished at 7-4, while Noto registered a
7-3 mark for the Sho'men's only winn-

ing records.

B TEAM LACROSSE
The B Lacrosse team wraps up their

season today against Wroxeter. The
Sho'men beat Harford Lacrosse Club

14-11 last Saturday as Peter Moulder

pumped home four goals. Jay Hellman
scored three and assisted on four, and

Tim Norris fed six times. Tuesday
Washington dropped one to Catonsville

CC 13-8, despite two goals each by Jets

and Jay. Single tallies were by Timmy,
Bill May, Jim Devihs, and Bill

Steelman.

TRACK
The Track & Field team lost its last

dual meet last Friday to Loyola by an
eight point margin. The mile relay

team did not run because the meet was
already lost and the runners were tired.

"We could have won if Murph (John
Murphy) hadn't been hurt," said Ar-
chie Hoyt. "We haven't got the Field
team this year. We're conceding 36

points every meet." Today Arch will

run in the 440 intermediate hurdles and
the mile relay will defend their two con-

secutive titles in the Penn Relays at

University of Pennsylvania's Franklin
Field. Next weekend the Sho'men will

compete in the MAC championships.

BASEBALL
Last Saturday the Baseball team

dropped a doubleheader to Hopkins on
Kibler Field. Dan Barbierri lost the

first game 3-2 when a last inning

Washington rally fell short, stranding

Dennis Compton, the tying run, on se

cond.'In the second game, the Sho'men
grabbed a 4-0 lead after two inning, but

then Scott Rutter's ejection along with

poor pitching and fielding contributed

to a 13-5 defeat. Ralph Hickman swat-

ted ground-rule 3.gro double in each
game. Yesterday in Baltimore, the

Sho'men upset Loyola at Evergreen,
3-2. Bill Hoopes went eight innings to

get the win, and Compton picked up the

save. Steve Wilkinson and Barry
Rollins each had two hits, and Hoopes
and Dave Beatty had RBf's. The team
is now 5-12 with a doubleheader against

Ursinus May 7.
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A Farewell To Coach Don Kelly

by BANDY MARSHALL
For twenty-one years, Don Kelly,

head lacrosse coach, has paced the

sidelines of Kibler Field, nervously

smoking cigarette after cigarette and
leading Washington College to victory

after victory. I have only shared six of

those twenty-one seasons with him but

in that time I have seen some of the

Shoremen's greatest triumphs as well

as their saddest defeats. Most impor-

tant of all, I have been a part of a team
whose leader has always stressed winn-

ing, and having fun doing it.

No one has ever liked losing and
Coach is no exception. I have seen the

bad defeats given to us by the most
powerful teams in the nation, such as

Navy's 18-3 victory in 1972, UVA's
slaughter in 1976 and 1977, or the

Hopkins' trouncing of 21-7 in 1974. There
have been the painful "near victories"

or "should have wons" such as 1973's

Baltimore U 10-9 loss, Towson's 14-13

victory where Carl Runk hit Jay Elliot,

the opening day loss to Navy in 1976,

and Shore fans can not forget the New
York state "jinx" where for five years

in a row Cortland, Adelphi, or Hobart
have knocked us out of the playoffs, in-

cluding two losses in the National

Finals.

Some of WC's greatest victories have
also been played before my eyes and
those have been experiences to share

with Coach. Such victories as both

semi-final wins over Towson State in

1972 and 1973, this year's sudden death

win over Roanoke, the 15-14 win over

Washington and Lee in 1975, the

destruction of Yale, 15-5, in 1972, and
the great triumph of Washington's over
Johns Hopkins 13-11 in 1976.

The list of players both great and
comical that the two of us have watched
and eered on is long, but each one has
left his mark on us and the College.

Players like Greg Lane, John Cheek,
Wally Mangals, Peter Boggs, Ty Cook,

Bob Shriver, Bryan Matthews, Tom
George, Jeeper Lindsay, Jay Elliot,

and Mike Cordrey ahve all earned the

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street

Chestertown. Md. 21620

Hallmark Cards

Eaton Papers

Typewriter Repair

title of All American while at WC dur-

ing these six years. But also to be
reckoned with are names like Chip Ern-

st, Pat Gray, Bob "Leo" Fredland, An-
dy Cooper, Rich "Fuzzy" Norris,

George "Dirty" Mullinix' Rick
Ricketts, and Tom Regan; for these

players have left an equally important

mark on Don Kelly. While their

lacrosse might not have been All

American caliber, they and others have
contributed in a more important way.

Through wins and losses, they have
brought laughter to a team that has

always demanded to have fun and ac-

complished it as they won.
It has been the players' actions off the

field, their interaction with the coaches,

and the coach himself that have left me
with my most valued memories of

Washington College Lacrosse. The 1975

team could not forget Mickey Dimag-
gio's pep talk the day before the

Hopkins game where he said: "Don't

worry about the Blue Jays. They are

human. They wear their jocks the same
as everyone else." Andy Cooper then

walked around the room in nothing but
i

his jock, on backwards.
Of course, there have been bus rides

and trips that have left their mark. How
could anyone on the 1972 team forget

the trip to Wahsington and Lee? Coach
suggested we go to a movie to relax and
take our minds off of the game. With
that, the team, "taking" Coach with us,

all went to one of the wildest X-rated

films ever made. Needless to say, that

was the last time we went to the

"flicks."

Three weeks later the team was in the

first Small College Championships and
on its way to Denison. We won 13-8 and
prepared to return to Chestertown by
getting a "few" beers for the ride

home. Around one a.m. when the bus
had finally quieted down, the bus stop-

ped. A flat tire kept us on the side of the

road for over three hours, singing. Thir-

teen and one-half hours after we left

Grandville, Ohio, we drove over the

bridge into Chestertown.

DON KELLY
CHEVROLET-BUICK INC.
Bt. 2 1 3 N. Chestertown, Md.
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But the most memorable bus trip was
that infamous ride from Roanoke to

Chestertown last May. Having upset

Roanoke 17-15 in the Quarter Finals, the

team took a collection up so that each
player could have "a beer or two."

While stopped for dinner, "Dirty Mul-
ly" obliged some Charlottesville

residents by "mooning" them. They
screamed for the police who thought it

was funny; that is except for one local

cop who wished to arrest the guilty par-

ty. While Mickey and Coach told the

police that nothing like this would ever
be done by "these clean cut, well-raised

college students," John Cheek. Duke
Murphy and I rolled up to the bus with a
shopping cart full of beer. As each six-

pack was loaded into the bus, the local

cop was searching the bus for the

gentleman without pants. He was
greeted with such calls as "Pass me a
six," and "Everyone drop your pants,

they're going to take cheek prints."

Don Kelly has also had his successes

with the press. I will never forget Andy
Jones' great quote after the 1975

Salisbury State game: "We will never
lose l:o those preppies again." After the

1976 game Andy Jones changed the

quote slightly by saying; "I never said

that!"

Mr. Runk was equal to Mr. Jones in

diplomacy in 1973 when he said about
Washington prior to the Semi-Finals:

"If we lose to Washington it will be the

sorriest day of my life; I'll be sick all

over." WC fans talked for him at the

end of the game as a choir of 500 yelled

:

"Runk, get sick" as the Shoremen won
10-8 in the rain.

Our press has not been all good. Prior

to Mr. Hersh's "kind remarks" about
the Chestertown insane asylum last

year, we cannot forget the News-
American in 1972 describing the WC
team as "Hippies with their girl

friends, beer cans, arriving in vans."
The whole team was made up of Ford
Schuman, his wife, his Volkswagon van
and a can of Coke.

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030

• Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

Two weeks later, the News-American
gave equal time to Kelly and asked him
what he thought of playing four games
away in eleven days while Hobart had
three home in eight days. Kelly

answered: "Don't print this, but 'We
got sc d but we didn't get kissed."

Needless to say, it was on the front page
of the paper's sports section the next

day.

Coach Kelly has protected his team
through thick and thin, whether it was
standing up to Carl Runk in 1973 and
telling him to calm down, stop acting

like a thug and to play lacrosse, or con-

stantly telling the officials "Don't call

them for us, just call them right, which
is for us." He has blessed us with such

as "Hell man, hold that ball in back of

the goal" or "Hit him like that again,

eventually the refs will call it right."

And I can never forget the personal

side of him I saw, such as the ride up to

Hobart in 1972. Traveling by car, we
stopped for a coke 30 miles from our

destination. Mrs. Kelly disappeared

and Coach asked where she had gone. A
couple of players said that they had
seen her enter an antique store across

the street. Coach cried out: "Randy,
get her out of there before she spends

every cent I have." When I entered the

store, I found Mrs. Kelly trying to pur-

chase a small table for $60.00. Coach,

not very far behind me, rushed in and
rushed out with Mrs. Kelly.

Don Kelly has contributed a great

deal to athletics in his lifetime, not only

in lacrosse, but in basketball and foot-

ball as well. He has been elected to the

Lacrosse Hall of Fame and the

Maryland Athletic Hall of Fame. He
has put Washington College Lacrosse
on the map where it will stay and he did

it not by muscling and pushing his

players but by treating all of them with

respect and encouragement. Not only

have his teams won (60 wins against on-

ly 28 losses in the last six years), but

they had fun, something that is lacking

in collegiate sports today and needs to

be returned.

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair
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Chestertown, Maryland
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and extras for you

Anthony's Flowers and Greenhouses

Complete Plant Supplies

Plants & Flowers Wired Worldwide

% Mile South of Bridge Phone: 778.2525
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DormRules Streamlined

Freshman Orientation, though an academic preparation to school life

provided some relaxea moments. Photo essay begins on page four.

SATs: Across

the Great Decline
by Geoff Garinther

"The thing that is most striking im-
portant about this year's freshman
class is that the average verbal score
on the SAT was only 490," stated Direc-
tor of Admissions James McClintock.
"This indicates that standardized
testing of this kind poses problems," be
said.

The average verbal score of 490 was a
drop of 22 points from the previous
year's average of 512. Math scores ex-

perienced a similar decline, falling

from 536 to 505.

"The fact that the SATs are lower is a
reflection on the decline on the national

level, rather than just at Washington
College." added McClintock. "in terms

of average class rank, the freshmen are*

a very solid group."

Of the 189 freshmen, 40. 3 per cent

were in the top fifth of their class, while

74. 5 percent were in the top two-fifths.

In support of the decreased emphasis
on SAT scores, McClintock added
"We're more interested in what a per-

son does in four years than in four

hours. We're not going to set up any ar-

bitrary cut-off level on SATs.

"

"If I were to rate where we place the

most emphasis, number one would be
high school records, two would be
extra-curricular activit and third would
be standardized testing results," said

McClintock.

New Dean Speaks Out
by LEE ANN

Acting Dean of the College Garry
Clarke outlined plans for upgrading
Washington College's Academic Pro-
gram. He admitted that greater em-
phasis has been laid on the scholastic

program, as expressed through Orien-

tation and feels "positive that this is a
year of serious improvement."
Plans are underway to construct

asummer school program here. A pro-

posal is also under consideration to

create a Masters of Arts Teaching cur-

riculum. The College has applied for

the Phi Beta Kappa Program and a

meeting will be held in October for fur-

ther determination. Acting Dean
Clarke declined to furnish full informa-

tion on these items, however, as they

are still in the "blueprint stage.

"

"An academic program, to be suc-

cessful, must be under constant

CHEARNEVI

review," Clarke stated. He discussed
the possibilities of strengthening the ex-

isting academic program and im-

plementing the curriculum with depart-

ment chairmen. Although he has not yet

decided whether to commit himself per-

manently to the position, he said he

wants to "plunge right in" to work for

the betterment of Washington College.

Dr. Gottfried Baumann has assumed
directorship of the Health Service. His

new hours will run from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.

Monday through Friday. The Health

Service will offer the same aid as last

year. Located in William Smith Hall

basement, hours are from 8: 30 to 3: 30

Monday through Friday.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor- in-Chief

The Office of Student Affairs has in-

stituted "uniformity in dorm rules" to

.maintain an "ongoing check" of cam-
pus housing conditions, according to

Dean of Students Maureen Kelley. She
believes a single, campus-wide code

and resultant peer-pressure will "allow

us to keep steadily improving the resi-

dent halls."

Peer pressure to reduce damage
More strictly enforced dorm policies

will allow damage in the resident halls

to be immediately corrected, Kelley

stated. "Since we've increased the

damage deposit, we've created an ins-

tant repayment system: anytime theft

or destruction occurs, the cost will be

deducted from the guilty student's,

deposit and used to pay for replace-

ment."
When the guilty party is unknown,

she explained, the building or the sec-

tion of the building where the damage
occurred will be charged. "Students

are not likely to condone destructive

behavior when they know they are pay-

ing for it with their own damage
deposits."

~

A single standard of conduct

A second feature of streamlined resi-

dent rules is the establishment of a

single campus-wide standard of con-

duct. Destructive students can longer
escape penalty by living in dorms with
lax policies. Such finable offenses as
removing college property, setting off

false fire-alarms, tampering with fire

extinguishers, and keeping pets on
campus all carry a minumum fine of

$25.00 — regardless of where they
takeplace. It is the duty of the Resident
Assistant to impose automatic fines

when dorm rules are violated, Kelley
added.

Unbelievable positive attitude

The RAs are also to notify
Maintenance whenever damage oc-

curs. "Although we ran out of ready
cash to do all the things we wanted to

this summer," the Dean remarked,
"we feel that with closer cooperation
between the resident halls and the

Maintenance Staff, we can keep right

on improving Washington College."
She described the attitude of the 22-

member RA staff, reducedfrom last

year's roster of 30 as "excellent. The
faculty is enthusiastic," she said, "and
quite frankly, I have an unbelievably
positive attitude about this year. Last
year was a time of great evaluation for

all of us here. This is the year to start

implementing some of the plans we
mario a« n result of that evaluation.

Washington College employs

career counseling

byJEFF MORTON
A Career counseling program seems

to be finally underway after its difficult

struggle last year to win Ad-
ministrative approval. Career Counsel-

ing was established when several con-

stituents of the college stressed the

need for increased emphasis on prepar-

ing students to be able to decide on,

prepare for, and find suitable employ-
ment.
Career counseling was very

favorably received by all those students

who were involved with it last year.

Dean of Students Maureen Kelley, one

of the major advocates of the program,
has expanded it this year. Last year,

the College had the "Creative Change
Association" give a crash program for

the seniors and a few juniors. This

mini-course was held on a week-end for

four hours Saturday and four hours

Sunday.

Eght." The other visit will be held with

staff members and freshmen advisors,

so they may better help their students.

The dates of these have visits not yet

been Fixed.

Gordon Gorab, who took the program
last year as a junior, termed it one of

the most useful things he had taken at

Washington College. He said the course

helped him inwriting resumes for his

summer job and will help him in

writing future resumes. The course also

taught him how to present himself, bow
to estimate what his perspective

employer would want, and how to con-

vince her or him that he has those

skills. Some of the more successful

ways to get interviews were discussed.

Gordon was surprised when heleamed
that he had more contracts than he ex-

pected. Maggie Gamboa, who also took

the course, said that it was "great" and

This year the college plans to have she is "very glad" she went,

two visits by the Creative Change Career Counseling is being launched

Association—one in each semester. One as a subsidiary of theplacement ser-

lecture will recap last years discussion vice. Its continued success might insure

on writing resumes, getting interviews, WC graduates a better chance to secure

and "how to present yourself in the best the career they want.
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Bright new beginnings is a cliche and, therefore, abhorrent to

any dedicated writer. But it is not the only overworked term that

conies to mind when one thinks abot the auspicious opening of

Washington College. There are others including "off on the right

foot," "off to a good start," and "on the high road to success."

The common useage of those terms, however does not detract

from this optimistic, fresh start. This upperclass student has

found it a bit shocking— but delightfully so. Thissense of a new
beginning for WC is reflected intellectually, spiritually, even

physically.

For example, the new Orientation program appeals to mature

students who want to put the most into— and get the most out of

— their college experience. And from all reports, the Class of

1981 appears to be of this caliber.

Faculty members as well as students are enthusiastic. The Ad-

ministration is nearly estatic. Even enrollment is up!

Physically, the college has undergone a face-lift through

beautifying surgery by the Maintenance Department and

operative planning by the Administration. William Smith Hall

was the recepient of reflooring andpainting. Hodson Hall Lounge
has been revitalized with new furniture. Most of the dorms have
been, or will be, repainted. [Compare Somerset before and

after] Stricter dorm rules and better communication with

Maintenance promise to keep the buildings and grounds in a

state of good health.

Perhaps Dean Kelley voiced the attitude of the majority when
she remarked, "last year was our year of great evaluation. This

is the year to implement our plans.

'

Whether or not WC will continue in this upswing, however,

rests largely on the student body's sense of responsibility. It re-

mains for us as beneficiaries of the Liberal Arts heritage, to be

conscious and conscientious of our surroundings. So, welcome
freshmen and transfers. Welcome back, returnees. We all have
great common goals before us.
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A New Outlook?

by TOM DENT
News Editor

Activism

Those students returning to WC to

some extent, felt a charge of power in

the air last spring, an new students

should learn something about the at-

mosphere that developed near the end

of last year. This atmosphere is still

with us. When summer began to meet
the spring semester, awareness and
student activism took the spotlight, the
crowd at election night and debates

centered on certain high ranking ad-

ministrators reinforced this fact.

Trustees and others

Through activism concerning both

school and sports, ([we cannot forget

the outrageous season, when our sup-

port helped the fastest team on two legs

surge to second place in the playoffs])

we found out what raised voices could

accomplish. We have group power and
we can be heard at the top. This year

the Board of Visitors and Governors, as

well as the staff, will be made aware of

the '"real Washington College" and
what needs to be changed orsimply

discussed openly as suggested by the

town meeting proposal.

SGA
Kimbalt Byron has a good-looking,

responsible administration, and I

believe that together we can put some
creative and beneficial things to work.

.

The SGA, the Elm, [well actually

everyone] can definitely prosper from
constructive ideas and intelligent

criticism. Don't believe that you are
one in over seven-hundred. It's a "com-
bination of the whole" that we can
create and in which your voice can be
heard.

Sports extra

This semester The Elm will bring you
fine coverage of the soccer, volleyball,

and cross-country seasons. But like the

SGA, our teams can't "cook" without

your support and enthusiasm.

Wise saying
The only way you may truly defeat

your opponent is by assuming his iden-

tity and thought.

Duncan Assumes ELM Editorship

Bonnie Nolle Duncan was named
ELM editor when it was learned that

perspective newspaper chief Dave
Lerner would not be reluming to

school. Lerner had been awarded the

post in May when he was the sole appli-

cant for this year's editorship. He has

transferred to the University of

Maryland where he is studying
engineering.

"Washington College appears to be
on an upswing," Ms. Duncan com-
mented,, "and THE ELM should reflect

this trend." Although she proposes "no
drastic changes" for the paper, she
hopes to encourage "an increased

representation of the entire campus
community—including students, facul-

ty, administration and staff—through
fair coverage and accurrate repor-

ting."

Ms. Duncan has been active in both

high school and college journalism.

Last year as a freshman she served as a
reporter and Fine Arts Editor for THE
ELM. She was also a contributes to

theWASHINGTON COLLEGE
REVIEW and BROADSIDE series and
was named "Best New Writer" by the

Writers' Union. At North Harford High
School, she was Literary Coordinator

and Editor of the school's yearbook,
AERIE, throughout her junior and
senior years.

A freelancewriter, Ms. Duncan has
been published with several small
magazines and literary reviews as well
as some larger publications, including

TOWNE AND COUNTRY and She
'plans to have a book of her poetry and
fiction, Emily on the Borderline, out by
Adams Press in February.

SURE.MAN
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College Welcomes New Faculty Members
Photography by Dudley Parr

Washington College welcomed nine
new faculty members to its Eastern
Shore campus. Their duties officially

began last Thursday with the arrival of

238 new students for the start of the fall

semester.

New to the College this year is Mr.

Stephen Baron, who obtained a B.A.

degree from Boston College and an
M.A. from Northern Illinois University.

Mr. Baron has been appointed Visiting

Assistant Professor of Political Science

for one year

Visiting assistant professor of Music,
Dr. John Chestnut, will fill in for former
chairman of the music Department,
Garry E. Clarke, who has relinquished
his duties there to serve as Acting Dean
of the College this years. Dr. Chestnut
holds the B.A. degree from the Univer-
sity of Chicago, and has a Master of

Music degree from the New England
Conservatory of Music.

Dr. Glenn E. Davis

Psychology depart-
ment welcomes two assistant pro-
fessors, Dr. Glenn E. Davis, who gained
a Bachelor of Liberal Siences degree at
Boston University and Ph.d. from
SUNY at Stoneybrook, and Mr. James
R. Siemen, who earned a B.A. degree
from Duke University and M.S. from
Rutgers University.

Mr. Stephen Baron

Dr. John E. Baxter

Mr. James R. Sieman

Steven Cades, appointed Assistant Pro-
fessor of Sociology, who earned three

degrees, including his Ph.D. from
Rutgers University.

Mr. Larry Morell.

Dr. Steven Cades

Also new to the Washington College

campus are assistant professor of

Education, Richard C. Hunnicutt, who
obtained his B.A. and M.A. degrees

from the University of Georgia, and

Dr. John E. Baxter, appointed Assis-

tant Professor of Physics, earned his

B.A. from the University of Rhode
Island and his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees

from Purdue University

Mr. Richard C. Hunnicutt

. Replacing Mr.

William Schomoldt this year will be Mr.

Larry Morell, recently named visiting

assistant professor of Mathematics.

Mr. Morrell earned a B.A. in 1974 from

Duke University and an M.S. .from

Rutgers University in 1976.
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WELCOME TO

New Assistant Dean of Students Ed
Maxcy shares a joke with Dean of
Students Maureen Kelley at the Alumni
Banquet Saturday
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MGTON COLLEGE

The P.A. didn't work during Ms.
Wasson's library workshop but was

- found to be good enough for the "blues"
fey this Maintenace worker
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CongressmanByron
The present condition of America's

defenses will be the topic next

Wednesday evening September 7, at the

opening meeting of Washington Col-

lege's William James Forum.
The speaker will be Congressman

Goodloe Byron, of Maryland's sixth

Congressional district. Congressman
Byron is a member of the House Armed
Services Committee. The meeting will

be held in Hynson Lounge at 8: 30 p.m.
Mr. Byron is now in his fourth term as

a congressman from the Frederick,
Maryland area, holding a seat in Con-
gress previously held by his father and
then by his mother.
Byron is a graduate of theUniversity

of Virginia and the Law School of

George Washington University.
Heserved for three years in the Judge
Advocate Corps of the United States Ar-
my, serving with the third armoured

division in Germany.
Admitted to the Maryland Bar in

1953. Mr. Byron served successively as

Frederick CountyAttorney, as a
member of the Maryland House of

Delegates, and as a member of the

Maryland Senate.

Congressman Byron serves on the

House Interior and Insular Affairs

Committee as well as the Armed Ser-

vices Committee. He is currently also a
member of the Board of Visitors of the

United States Naval Academy.
Mr. Byron is well known as a physical

fitness advocate, having run the 26-mile
Boston Marathon six times and the JFK
50-Mile Hike seven times.

The William James Forum, founded
in 1963, presents talks and discussions

in a wide variety of areas. Members of

the public are welcome to attend and
participate in the questions and discus-

sion.

JDt. Tbaaus Pabon hu returned from a sabattieal to Spate which he termed
"coltaraSy enriching.

Pabon returns from
sabbatical to Spain

by DONNA
Washington College's Spanish

Department will soon be highly

regarded due to the efforts of Professor

Thomas Pabon. He recently returned

from an eight-month sabbatical to

Madrid, Spain, devoted to research of

Cervantes' later works.

He submitted the paper International

Symposium to be held in Spain next

summer. The work was accepted, and
Professor Pabon has been invited to

read his paper at the conference.

Seventeen scholars from around the

world, including Russia, will par-

ticipate, and Dr. Pabon indicates he is

"very excited."

The sabbatical proved to be a
culturally enriching experience.

Pabon's wife andtwo children, all of

whom speak Spanish, accompanied
him. [Now the youngest child speaks

only Spanish. The professor is un-

concerned, however, as the boy will

TAYLOR
pick up EnglisTrfrom associating with 1

people who speak it. ]

Most moving experience

Pabon was moved by the events of Ju-

ly 15—Election Day—which marked

Spain's transition from dictatorship to

democracy. People waited in lines the

entire day just to be able to put their

votes on paper ballots. Some had never

voted before; others had not voted for

40 years. Approximately 80% of the

citizens were polled, and the incident

was strongly remniscent of our own
country's beginning. Dr. Pabon felt

"very privileged" to witness that mo-

ment in history.

The professor said he "truly loves"

Spain and hopes to return soon. "It is

very important for a language teacher

to go to the country of his discipline and

renew himself— in a sense to bring that

cultural experience back to his

students," he commented.

PROFILE:
Photography by Dudley Parr

Edward Maxcy

by BECKY RAUKNIGHT

This is a year of innovations at

Washington College. One refreshing

change is personified by new Assistant

Dean of Students Edward Maxcy.
Originally from Connecticut, where

he received his Bachelor degree from
Rollins College, Maxcy was extremely

active in the school's theater and out-

side organizations. And also was the

president of his fraternity.

Maxcy did graduate work at

Georgetown University and lived in

Brussels, Belgium for six years during

which he was the chairman of the

English Department of International

Affairs at the School of Brussels.

The Dean also taught grades seven

through twelve at the Hopkins School of

Grammar in Connecticut. He took his

students around .the world and visited

with them such spots as India,

Thailand, and Soviet Europe.
His interests comprise American

Musical Theater, art, photography, and
all types of music: jazz to Dan Foge
lberg—or whatever suits the mood. He

tell us that he "loves'' sailing and

claims he is "a great sports en-

thusiast—but not a great athlete.
'

'

Ability to become involved

Asked what he felt about WC's social

atmosphere, he replied. "College is a

community of learning. Students are

here to educate themselves, and as long

as the social environment is kept in

balance and doesn't interfere with this

process, then it's a valid part of the

learning experience."

Maxcy was impressedby the "warm-
ness" of co-workers and students. The
Dean feels the one distinguishing factor

which separates W.C. students from
others is their ability to become in-

volved with aspects of school life other

than their internal relationship to the

educational system.

Maxcy's goals are to improve com-
munications throughout the school and
work towards the development of a pro-

ductive learning environment. With the

combination of his travel, interest, en-

thusiasm, and energy, these goals could

be easily fulfilled.

Where in the world are the books oi

philosophy? what have those librarian:

done with the books that were on the se

cond floor floor? Well now . .

.

Every book and periodical has beer

relocated. Make them more ac-

cessable. We believe these new group

ings are more practical . For example,

books on history are now on the same
floor with books concerning a political

science.

The break in periodicals used to be in

the middle of the P's. Titles beginning

with 'Psychology" were previously

found on both the main floor and the

second floor. Some periodicals were
kept in storage. Now the break is

chronological. All periodicals from 1965

are on the main floor. Those through

1964 are downstairs in the library base-

ment.
Abstracts and indexes have beeen

pulled from the periodical or reference

shelves and put together on the main
floor just beyond the current

periodicals. Some texts, however, such

as the Reader's Guide, Art Index, etc.,

are still on the adjacent index tables.

Recently received periodicals are on

display for a week on the adjacent in-

dex tables.

On the tables between the card

catalogue cabinets are lists telling you

which floor any library materials are

on and they give range—row of

shelves—numbers. You may pick a

floor outline list up at the Circulation

Desk. Please do not hesitate to ask any

of the library staff for assistance.

d>
During the first two weeks of classes

the Miller Library will offer a workshop

on "Effective Use of the Library." In

order that students may find a con-

venient time to attend, the workshop

will be offered on Monday at 11 : 30 a.m.

and on Thursday at 2: 30p.m. amd8: 30 .

p.m.

So that we know how many to expect,

we will appreciate your indicating

which workshop you plan to attend by

signing in the booklet on the reference
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Python's Grail:

My Kingdom for a Moose
by NICK NaPPO

The opening titles for Monty Python
and The Holy Grail credit a star-struck
Swedish moose as well as trainers,
make-up men and wardrobe assistants
for the beast. The unexpected moment
works: the joke is perhaps genuinely
hilarious. But amazingly and un-
fortunately for the film—the
viewer—that opening gag proves to be
the best thing in the picture; the high
point of an evening's worth of
shlock/shock hit-and-miss chopping-
block humor.
Mind you, the film—about King Ar-

thur & Co.'s queasy quest to find the
Holy Grail—has its moments. We guf-
faw when Arthur is hampered at the
gate of a great castle by a sentry's pid-
dling discussion of sparrows. As the
King enters, we chuckle at the spec-
tacle of a high-kicking chorus line of
Knights of the Round Table, although
the sequence is far inferior to the Danc-
ing Nazis in "The Producers" 'from
which Python stole the idea.—We gig-
gle when a lowly peasant talks rings
arourid Arthur, King of the Britons, in a
heated argument over socio-economic
principles. But we also notice that the
scene is a bit too lengthy.

And here is a weakness in the Python
team's film. The best scenes^-ones that
work—contain a few too many lines of
dialogue once laughter has peaked.

Combine the inability to "leave em
laughing' with a dud scene—and there
are plenty of these—and you've got a
disaster like the seemingly endless
misunderstanding between two knights
as to who is to guard a room. The
Python's tendency to overdo manifests
itself in another, more serious flaw of
their comedy; their reliance on gore.
Where the script is plainly unfunny,

the Pythons salvage with stage blood
and shock words. These tasteless

displays were greeted with delight by
the audience, suggesting that some
have forgotten just what true comedy
is. Maybe a Marx Brothers Revival
would help.—Iagine Groucho having to

use a four letter term of Anglo-Saxon
origin to carry a scene—. Perhaps
Woody Allen would do the trick.

Spurts of blood in "Annie Hall"?
Woody wouldn't.

The posters for "Monty Python and
The Holy Grail" proclaim that the
movie 'sets cinema back 900 years'. It's

not THAT bad a movie, though; and
since it was shown for free, it didn't set
anyone back. In' this regard, "Monty
Python and The Holy Grail" was worth
the price of admission. But it's missing
something.

Maybe if they had used the
moose

Faculty Recital

Hit High Notes

by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER

SGA President

Voices Optimism

Kimball Byron

by Lynn Lyke Assistant Editor

The first meeting of the Student
Government Association will be
September 19. In the meantime, Kim-
ball Byron, SGA/President, has been
working closely with Dean Kelley,

Dean Clarke, Dean Maxcy and James
McClintock, the new Director of Admis-
sions, in planning the upcoming year.

"Rather than provide money for

mediocre entertainment, the SGA
hopes to upgrade activities," stated
Kimball. He expressed hope for a better

quality of music by "charging a little

more."

The social calendar for the year,
which includes activities for every
weekend is in the planning stage. Out-
side basketball courts, a project called

BUSH—Beautification using student
help—the appearance of a big name
concert this fall; and a dinner theatre
program utilizing students are being
planned. In addition a benefit for some
worthy cause in Chestertown is being
investigated. Kimball feels that in this

way the people of Chestertown will

have a greater opinion of the students

atW.C.

Kimball has talked to Dean Clarke
about the problem of students not retur-
ning to W.C. until after Labor Day
because of jobs and vacations. A new
schedule for the future is being talked
about.

Kimball is seeking encouragement
from the student body by involvement
from both the upperclassmen and
freshmen students. He calls the upcom-
ing year one of "great expectations.

Garry Clarke and John Klaus
displayed their talents before a larger
than expected audience at Saturday's
Faculty Recital. Many in the receptive
crowd felt it was an appropriate way to

end an evening that started with
the"forma Alumni Dinner.
A relaxed atmosphere of expectation

prevailed at a formally attired Dean
Clarke walked to his piano. He played
brilliantly, hitting few sour notes the

entire evening. Following his rendition

of Haydn'd Sonanta in F Major, the

crowd swelled in size, anticipating Pro-
fessor Klaus' entrance.

Together, the two performed
superbly, with the exception of

Beethoven's An diefeine Geliebte. Opus
98, in which Klaus looked slightly un-
comfortable. He later said that he did
not have enough time to become com-
pletely familiar with the piece. Many
were disappointed, not with the per-
formance, but with the turning of pages
as many non-German speaking people
attempted to follow along.

Following a much needed intermis-
sion, Professors Klaus and Clarke
quickly ran through the rest of the pro-
gram. Charles Ives' Seven Songs were
more suited to the audience. If there
were one problem with the show, it was
that it lasted a little too long.

a

Immediately following the recital, a
reception honoring Professors Clarke
and Klaus was held in Hynson Lounge.
While there, Clarke expressed his plea-
sant surprize about the size and positive
reaction of the audience. Many people
didn't know what to expect when they
walked into Tawes Theater. When
asked about their unusual encore,
Klaus stated "that an encore should be
funny, short and different." In view of
the preceeding music, Old Mother Hub-
bard certainly fulfilled the three re-

quirements.

NO PARKING!
All cars not registered by Monday

morning at 11:00 a.m. will be ticketed

and their owners are subject to a five

dollar fine, warns parking director

Robert Hunt.

Non-parking areas include the big lot

behindWilliam Smith Hall, Bunting,

and the Library from the hours of 9:30

a.m-5.00 p.m. The entire firelane
behind the hill dorms, the Caroline
driveway and lot, Reid Hall Lot, driving
hall driveway lot, and Kent House
driveway are non-parking areas. Cars
parked in these areas can be towed
away and fined the towing fee, of $7.50.

The Admissions Office is looking for

a few good students

to give tours to perspective freshmen.

Interviews will be held September 5 through 9,

9 am to 4 pm,

third floor Bunting Hall

Participating students will be paid
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Soccer Season
Kicks Off

by ROBERT AKESON

This coming Saturday thesoccer

team begins its pre-season schedule

with a game against the local Kent

County team to be played at home.

The Shoremen will have four such

outings before the league season

begins, Saturday, September 17 against

Lebabnon Valley. The home opener will

be against Ursinus on the 24th.

League competition promises to be as

intense as ever, featuring such perren-

nial powerhouses as Swarthmore,

Haverford, and Johns Hopkins. A non-

league match midway through the

season pits George Washington Univer-

sity against W.C.

The team will be counting heavily on

a strong offensive attack this season.

According to Coach Athey, freshmen

will figure prominently in this area.

Returning to lead the offense are

Sophomores Pete Abronski, and Tom
Viscount. They will be joined by Matt

Wagner, Mike Brown, Mark Luff,

Nelson Einwatcher and the Hamil

brothers, Bill and Pete.

The defense is regarded, with a

degree of uncertainty as the Shoremen

lost all three of their fullbacks to

graduation. Dan Hudson and goalie

Skip Comstock appear to be the

mainstop of the defense this season.

The lack of a backup goalie could prove

to be a crucial factor in the team's suc-

cess.Prospective goalies are welcome

to join the team.

All in all, the Shoremen should im-

prove upon their 7-6-1 mark of last

season.

Soccer

HORSES BOARDED

call between 8—11pm

price negotiable 778-2138

Want to improve your tennis game?

First you need a good racquet. I've got

a Wilson T-3000 strung with blue-star

nylon that's nearly new. Asking J40.00

or best offer. Contact Dave in Dor-

chester 217 or call 778 - 9729

MAtVX

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT
THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE

FRIDAYAND SATURDAY
THE JIM SELLERS BAND

John Cheek-, All Star Attack man

Cheek named to

USA Team

GAMEROOM
NOW WE HAVE: POOL, PINBALL

AFTER LABOR DAY WE WILL HAVE POOL

JUKEBOX, 12 PINBALL GAMES,

T.V. GAMES ior the whole campus!

12 noon to 12 midnight,everyday.

Basment of Middle Hall.

Bring your own change £

•Top-scoring lacrosse offense-man
John Cheek has been named to the All

United States Team and will represent

us in England next summer He will be a
starter on the field hosting a clash bet-

ween American and European non-

professional superstars^A graduate of
77, Cheek will be Joined by Washington
College alumnus Bobbie Schriver, and
current student G.P. " Jeeper " Lind-

say.

Cheek's appointment "came as no sur-

prise" to the Athletic Department,
Coach Mickey DiMaggio reported. "We
all think he was the most outstanding
Mack man In the country, and what he
did in the North-South game verifies

that."

AM*** ** ***********

SPECIAL
May 22, 1977

Geneva, N.Y.— Two uninterrupted

scoring streaks and a tight midfield

gave Hobart College the edge here

today as they walked over Washington
College and intotheir second N.C.A.A.

Division II Lacrosse Championship in a

row. Give us a break buddy.

Five goals in the first five minutes of

play sent the hometown crowd of five

thousand wild. The stunned Shoremen
rallied, albeit a bit late, with attack

senior G.P. "Jeepers" Lindsay netting

two and goalie Tim Hart came off the

bench to make a save.

Hobart was the team making the in-

terceptions, though, and continually

scored on the fast break. First quarter

action ended at 6-2.

Star attackman John Cheek scored

his first goal early in the second
quarter. Cheek scored four in the game,
just three short of breaking the

Washington College Ail-Time record.

But, in what was soon to become
redundant, Hobart gained possession

on a penalty, and their attackman
Terry Corcoranscored unassisted.

Whether because of a penalty or

simply as the result of precisioned and
tight defense work, Hobart always
seemed to come up with the ball.

Washington College Coach Don Kelly

said after the game, "They outplayed

us in the midfield—we couldn't get the

ball."

When Hobart did have the ball, they

demonstrated their skill in using it

Again and Again, the Hobart attack

passed and manuevered into scoring

position, and by the fourth quarter were
leading by ten goals. Attack man Cor-

coran and Roy McAdam led the scor-

ing.

The Shoreman never caught up after

that intitial five-goal spurt, and another
barrage of four goals in the last two
minutes of the first half set them back
by nine, 14-5.

John Cheek expressed after the game
that he thought the team just had an
"off day, I didn't get any shots from
the crease," he said. "Hobart played an
excellent game."

Retiring head Coach Don Kelly said

simply, "We lost today to a better

team—they certainly deserved to win
today." Kelly is retiring from twenty-
one years as Washington College's

lacrosse coach and will be replaced
next year by Coach Mickey DiMaggio.

HELPWANTED

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A JOB
ON CAMPUS. MAYBE THE ELM IS

LOOKING FOR YOU. We need good,

reliable typists to work on Tuesday
evenings in our office in Hodson Hall

Basement. Pay is two dollars per hour.

Excellent fringe benefits (beer, coke
and pizza is free) . Apply in personELM
Office Monday, September 5, 2:30 p.m.

We also need someone willing to

leliver our copy to the Delaware Prin-
ing Office in Dover on Wednesday. Pay
s four dollars per trip. A school car can
» providad. Apply, Monday, 2:30,
ELM OFFICE.
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POLICE GAIN ACCESS

Senatorial

elections

announced
by WALTER FORAKER

Next week will be an important one
for all Washington College students. It

is the week of senate elections for all

voting districts.

There are two types of voting

districts such as Spanish House,

Caroline, Queen Anne, Reid, Caroline

Language Floor, and off campus which
each elect one senator.Somerset, Minta
Martin, Kent, Hill Dorms, New Dorms,
and little House each elect two
representatives.

SGA President Kimball Byron would
like to see the number of senators and,

hopefullyinterested students increase,

but no change has appeared yet. The
voters will have a chance to look over

and vote for the best candidate.

A sign of good will

Candidates will have to get a sign of

good will from their constituents in the

form of a petition. These petitions re-

quire fifteen signatures to become
valid, and they must be turned in on
Tuesday, September 13. The candidates

can obtain the petitions from the Stu-

dent Affairs Office on Thursday,

September 8. The sole form of basic

campaigning is the unlimited use of

posters. Candidates will also be in-

Applications for the editorship of the

(1977-78 Pegasus are due by Tuesday
September 13. All students are eligible

regardless of year. Applications should

include a resume, and a brief statement

of what the yearbook should ac

complish.They should be dropped ir

Richard DeProspo's mailbox in the

Faculty Lounge.

by DAVID SASLAW

Officers of the Chestertown Police

Department responded to a noise com-
plaint on Washington College campus
on Friday, August 26. Police-Campus
relations have always been a prime
concern of the college community, and
the ELM recently interviewed both

Dean of Students Maureen Keifey and
Chestertown Town Manager Bill

Nicholson about this situation.

Tension began last spring when the

Angevineazelitt Band, performing at a

new dorms party, drew noise com-
plaints from Chestertown residents. An
officer responded and ordered the loud

noise to cease. Students stopped play-

ing music, but as soon as the officer

left, the music resumed.
Upon his return, the officer en-

countered student protests. Apparently
a student, in some way. molested the of-

ficer's cruiser, and the officer, in turn,

threatened to use violence against the

next student who touched his car.

No violence insued

Both Washington College officials

and the Chestertown Police Depart-

ment realize that no cooperative pro-

cedure previously existed for dealing

with civil complaints (usually noise)

against Washington College. As a'

result, Acting Dean of the College

Garry Clarke, Dean Kelley, and Assis-

tant Dean of Students Edward Maxcy

met with Chestertown Town Manager
Bill Nicholson to discuss the matter,
and an agreement was reached.

The agreement
Police will be given a list of resident

assistants and their respective halls. If

an officer receives instruction to in-

vestigate a complaint, they will go to

the and ask her or him to respond ap-
propriately.

In addition, when any group decides
to throw a campus-wide party, Student
Affairs will require that one student be
held responsible. In turn, Chestertown
Police will have access to that in-

dividual in case a complaint is lodged
and the noise needs to be reduced.

This means that police may come on
campus and into our domitories. It does
not mean that the officer has a warrant
to search or enter any student room.
Police will know exactly where to go.

Direct contact between police and
students will be minimal and the police

will be able to affect reduction in noise.

Police have always been "allowed"
on campus. Last year, due to a lack of

procedure, however, a small civil com-
plaint almost turned into a serious con-

frontationbetween students and police.

As a result, the Deans and members of

the community have prescribed the

above plan, designed to promote the

common interests of both institutions.

troduced to the constituents on
Tuesday, September 13 at a Town
Meeting sponsored by the SGA at 5:00

p.m., the same day all petitions must be
in. The Senatorial candidates will be go-

ing rough and ready until election day.

September 15 is election day and poll-

ing will take place at lunch and dinner
at the cafeteria. The election commit-
tee's members will be manning the

polls and watching the locked ballot

box. Off campus voters will be sent in

the same day to the Student Affairs Of-

fice. The election committee will count
the votes and announce the winner.
Senators are elected by a simple ma-
jority of votes.

Once in office, the senators will have
some responsibilities to face. Senators
must attend all bi-weekly SGA
meetings which start on September 19.

But going to meetings is only one
responsibility faced by senators.

Senators must communicate the ideas,

suggestions, plans, and complaints of

their constituents to the SGA. In addi-

tion to telling their constituents what is

going on In the SGA, a senator must be
a member of at least one of the six stan-

ding SGA Committees.

Coffee House
brews changes

by TOM DENT

A possible facelift of the Coffeehouse

may be in order as plans are laid to

upgrade the "C-House." New tapes,

new managers, and new beer are also

on tap.

The new managers are Caroline

Welsh, Tim Conners and Lisa Hartsook,

all sophomores. They were chosen on

the basis of their vitality, energetic

drive and ideals on how to improve the

coffeehouse. They join present

managers John Jelich. Kathy Mullen

and Tad Jacks.

An ideal of rotating two brands of dif-

ferent beer every week or two is now in

the works, The Coffeehouse will be pro-

moting.Strohs beer first, to find out stu-

dent reaction to both the beer and the

ideal. New music is in order and the

Coffeehouse has offered to buy student

made tapes.

Featuring live music poses a few

disadvantages to the Coffeehouse.

First, it's size, the acoustics, and the

amount of people who pay to get in

would not support any very good elec-

tric band. Another problem is SGA
Music and Coffeehouse music coincide.

so the two groups will have to work

closely on scheduling and on

cooperative efforts. Lastly is the com-

petition from the Commodity Ex-

change, (commonly know as Steaks,)

whose musjc and new menu is drawing

students away from both the Cof-

feehouse and The Rear Garage.

The Coffeehouse is now in negotia-

tions with a present WC senior-

carpenter on a possible new physical

structure. No concrete plans have yet

been drawn.

(D
NEWS FLASH

Tuesday Night: Shrieks of ectasy filled

the W. C. Coffee House as Manager John
Jeltich gave away two cases of free

beer. Apparently, the cases were sent

over by Pips' Liquor Store as "taste

testers."
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Washington College is no ivy tower. The benefits, as well as the

deficits, of interaction with the outlying community should,
ideally, be as familiar a part of campus life as Saturday night

parties and Monday morning lectures.

And despite what other labels can be applied to the school,

neither is it, like that term so often affixed to singles bars, "the
last refugeof dying wildlife." The granting of police access to the

campus strikes this point home.
"Washington College students should live in a climate of per-

sonal freedom and free choice—so long as that freedom does not
conflict with the rights of others." These words from the Office of

Students Affairs have become—and rightly so—the code of the
campus, a sort of modified Golden Rule. It is to the credit of the
maturity of the students that major conflicts are (usually) kept
toaminumum.
The Washington College student has access to a wide range of

life styles within those natural limits set by living on-eampus at a
small, "provincial" college. The right to freedom of choice,
however, certainly does not give any student sanction to commit
criminal offenses. Regardless of some evidence to the contrary,
Washington College is as much a part of the state and nation in

which it resides as is Chestertown itself and is subject to all the
laws of that domain.

Still, some students have reacted to the strengthened realtion-
ship between the school and police with self-righteous indigna-
tion. They should be assured that nothing so terrible as a Brown-
Shirter invasion will occur, and if cool heads prevail, police in-

tervention in distrubances need not explode into a situation rem-
niscent of the late '60s—with forces drawn up either on the side of
the "fascist pigs" or the "pinko hippies."

Some have suggested that "natural police hostility" to college
students can give rise to violent confrontations. It is, of course,
true that conflict between any two interest groups can get out of
hand. It is not necessarily true, however, that the police force of
Chestertown are all out to get those students at Washington Col-
lege.

Others have suggested that it should be the duty of the Dean of
Men to live on campus and squelch disturbances before they hap-
pen. To recommend this course, however, reflects a lack of faith
in student maturity and an expectation for misconduct.

If a liberal arts education is to have any lasting value it should
be in the fostering of self-government in its students. The enforc-
ing of responsibility for self-discipline on the students and the
leveling of appropriate censor when offenses are committed are,
tfhen grounded in common sense, two of the most important
lessens the Washington College student may ever learn

4 ~ Course plan clarified

by GEOFF GARINTHER

The Four Course Plan is one of the
most confusing aspects of Washington
College to new students. But according
to English Professor Nancv Tatum,
taking only four courses is the best way
to get the most out of college.

"When the system was changed here
it was changed by people who were
dismayed by the fragmentary nature of
courses," Tatum remarked ""In many
cases, students were spreading
themselves so thin that there was no
depth, which is the opposite of what col-
lege should provide."

"bo all courses were given equal
weight/she added. "Over the years we
found people who could do more work,
and would take five courses. On the
otherd, some students were capable of

handling only three courses. But those
were the extremes." Later, the normal
course load was expanded to 3-5

courses, although freshmen are
discouraged from taking more than
four.

Tatum added, "Private schools and
other schools who are interested in im-
prbving their educational system have
also gone to four courses,"

Neglected

As a returning student, I was pleased
to find the improvements in the campus
buildings. Bill Smith looks better than I

ever imagined it could. The inside of the

dorms also look much improved, and
I've heard that a few of them are get-

ting new furniture. However, these im-
provements, and the promise that the
buildings will be kept up, don't seem to

apply to one building on campus that is

really in need of repair, the white
building at the end of the campus that

many people never have reason to

visit—Richmond House.
If one does come down to Richmond

House, the first thing one notices is that

the house could use a new coat of paint
on the outside, and the porch swing that

is dangling by one chain should either

be removed or re-hung. This, however,
is minor compared to what the inside of

the house needs. In one of the rooms,
the ceiling was falling down. It wasn't
repaired until a parent saw it and com-'
plained to maintenance about the

danger it presented to any student liv-

ing in the room. In another room the

walls are cracked and buckling. The
plaster is coming off, the ceilings are
weak and those are only some of the im-
mediate problems.

The students living in Richmond
House pay the same boarding fees as
other students. In addtion, the house is

an important part of the Washington
College writing program, which draws
quite a few students to the school. The
improvements made to other college
buildings are commendable, well done,
and much needed. But it's about time
Richmond House, and its residents,
received the benefit of this clean up
campaign, too.

Sandy Scholar

No Smoking?
I am of the opinion that smoking in

the classroom should not be par-
ticipated in by either student orteacher.

I cannot enjoy discussion of any topic
with a person politely puffing on a
cigarette. I suppose others feel the
same way.
A school-wide policy should be in-

stituted and enforced along the above
guidelines by both teachers and
students, and administered by the col-

lege with signs in every room.
Sincerely,

David Scott Elman

Correction
The photograph of Assistant Dean

Edward Maxcy on page six of last

week's ELM was mistakenly credited
to Dudley Parr. The picture was taken
by Roger Rebetsky.

Is Richmond House the scene of neglect in upkeeping? The ELM will publish
an investigation of its maintenance problems next week.
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Roving Reporter:

ORIENTATION WEEK
by SUSAN HILLAR

Photography by Betsy Read

In view of this year's movement
toinstill the Freshman Orientation Pro-
gram with a more academic at-

osphere, the ELMinterviewed
several freshmen and got their
responses to the following questions:
Do you think the Orientation Program

was valuable to your settling in at
Washington College?

Why or why not?
What changes would you make in next

year's program?
Was the general mood of the program a
social or an academic one?

Roberto Salicrup—San Juan, Puerto
Rico
I thought that the chance to meet some
of the professors and to discuss classes
was good. I liked the idea of the lecture
on library use, but thought that it was
unfortunate that it could not be heard. I

also liked the picnic. The general mood
was social.

Rich Dwer—Long Island,New York
It was a good chance to meet people and
I also enjoyed the movie and the Presi-
dent's reception. The walking tour was
boring and, in general, I thought that
the orientation period was too long.

Court Treuth—Catsonville, Maryland
Shir) Rankenberger—Washington, D.C. It helped familiarize me with the school
It was a good chance to meet new peo- community. More social activities
pie. I think that the orientation groups should be added. It was more academic
should have been larger. than social.

COMMENTARY

Why are SAT
scores dropping?

by TOM DENT
News Editor

In last week's issue an article en-
titled ' 'SATs ( Scholastic Aptitude
Tests) across the great decline" made
note that this year freshman scored 22
points lower on the SATs on the average
than the present sophomore class. The
National SAT average actually dropped
a little lower than ours. Why is this hap-
pening? Are these tests really ale
review of students aptitude?
Since 1963 SAT Averages have been

dropping but this rate was not alarm-
ingly noticeable until 1970. Around 1970
the test began being administered to

more and more underprivileged people
and many critics have stated that the
SATs are unfair to them as the tests are
aimed at middle class standards.
Some studies indicate laxity of

reading, writing and study habits at the
high school level and below. This laxity

becomes apparent at our level when
one takes a close look at community
colleges (and others) . Some critics also
say that textbooks are adapting
themselves increasingly to the "simple
minded."
Martin Schell, in a recent Newsweek,

wrote a very informative article on
Studies concerning SATs:
For fourteen straight years, scores on

the Scholastic Aptitude Tests, the ex-

ams many colleges use to judge their

applicants, have declined alarmingly.
So the College Entrance Examination
Board commissioned an independent
two-year study to try to find "but why,
and last week the panel presented its

conclusions: television, softened
academic standards in schools, more
women and blacks taking the tests and
a decade of distracting political turmoil
all contributed to the decline. It is not at

all clear, the College Board panel ad-
ded, what should be done to reverse the
trend.

Using 34 special research reports, the

committee discerned two distinct

periods of decline. Before 1970, scores

fell as educational opportunities ex-
panded. For the first time, large

numbers of poor people, who tradi-

tionally achieved lower scores on the

aptitude test, and women, whose math
scores were lower, began applying to

colleges. Thus these new test-takers in-

evitably lowered the national averages.

Nicholas and Alexandra: a

(long) look at the Russian Revolution
by COLLEEN MILLER

Peter Speigal's NICHOLAS AND
ALEXANDRAfeatures a mixed bag of

historical events and muddled, confus-

ing dialogue. The opening scene, the

birth of Tsarevich Alexei Romanov,
sparks the plot's reconstruction of Rus-
sian history as seen through the eyes of

the Romanov family, and with it the

rise of the Socialist Revolutionary Par-
ty-

The plot is provided with enough
historical background to weave
magically around the viewer-the

"Bloody Sunday" march on the Winter
Palace in 1905, the rise and decline of

the Romanov dynasty, and the out-

break of World War I. The continuity of

the story, however, is undermined by
sporatic scenes of tedious, jumbled
dialogue, prolonged gazing between
characters, and weak supporting roles.

Without historical brace and elaborate

costumes and settings, one wonders if

there could have been a movie at all.

The main characters Tsar Nicholas II

and Princess Alexandra act their way
superbly through monotonous, pro-
longed scenes supported by un-
supporting characters. In fact, the two
roles all but smother the others, who
are given the impossible task of pro-
moting interest in banal, weakly-
written parts.

Rasputin, the peasant monk who
comes to dominate Alexandra is the on-
ly supporting character allowed to

assert himself. Everyone
else—including the tsarevich and his

sisters, historically important to the
Romanov family—are kept in the,

background, placing an unneeded em-
phasis on the two leads. If Speigal is

trying to develop the leads by suppress-
ing the supporting cast, he sorely
misses his target. I for one would have
lilted to have seen the daughters' roles

explored further. Characters are in-

troduced into the plot and then killed off

or dismissed so quickly that the viewer
tends to become confused by the
multitudes of personalities before him.

NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA
tastefully avoids the modern "blood
and guts" trend that the movie-goer
finds in popular movies such as Peckin-
pah's "Straw Dogs" and Scorsese's
"Taxi Driver." The film does have
violent scenes un-avoidable due to the
nature of the Russian Revolution, but
limbs are severed out of the range of

the viewing audience. Exceptions are
handled well, and one never actually
sees horrible carnage. Perhaps this is

why NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA is

not so popular with ordinary audiences.
Random wry comments made by the

cast fortunately are enough to make us
laugh. The homosexual tendencies of

Rasputin, in his final scene, gave way
to more than one chuckle in the au-
dience.

There is a growing number of
students in this country whose eyes are
more accustomed to a television set
than to a textbook. When one watches
television as much as the national
average of 5-6 hours a day indicates, it

becomes so routine that words tend to

go in one ear and out the other. Viewers
want to see action, and promoters have
put more emphasis on action and less
on script, as most educated people can
tell. To these people school is boring
and no addictive like, television or
drugs (both can turn boredom into fan-
tasy). An occasional movie or use of

visual aids in the classroom will in-

terest them momentarily but not
motivate them.
Another reason for SAT decline may

be student attit ude toward the test

itself. When the SATs originated high
school students were indoctrinated that

"if you want to go to college you have to

do well on the SATs ( or ACTs in the
west) ." Maybe now the attitude is more
like "colleges are taking anyone they
can, those tests mean nothing, my
grades will get me in." These sen-
timents all contribute to the dropping
SAT scores. The tests themselves are
becoming softer. (I suggest that the

tests be dropped altogether, that tex-

tbook and teaching standards be
stricter, and finally that while in high
schools each student's potential,

motivation, study habits and academic
recors be eery closely observed and
recorded for review by colleges. This
and a series of interviews with the stu-

dent, I feel, is an adequate system for

selecting applicants without the use of

SATs.)

If you have any ideas or suggestions

concerning this issue, send them under
the heading of Letters to the Editor.

Concerning action vs. bad scripts in

television someone once said "Charlie's

Angels is much better with the sound
off."

'Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekday*

8 a.m.-IO p.m.

Sundays

5p.ni.-10p.ni.

The combination of excellent
historical analysis upon which the story
is built, the ability of the lead actors,
and imaginative and realistic costumes
and setting is the foundation upon
which the film survives; in these
respects.NlCHOLAS AND ALEXAN-
DRA can be called an intriguing and in-

formative film.

BULGARIAN
POPULATION RISES

SOFIA, Bulgaria ( AP) — Bul-

garia's population grew from
3.7 million persons in 1900 to 8.7

million in 1975, the news agen-

cy BTA reported. Nearly 60 per

.cent of the population resides in

urban districts.
A********************

Way to go,

Slavs!
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Cross Country
looks above Parr

by GEOFF GARINTHER

The fact that cross country has never

been high on the popularity list at

Washington College—the latest unof-

ficial poll rates it somewhere between

an 8:30 a.m. class and waiting in the

bookstore lines—doesn't seem to bother

Coach Don Chatellier.

"It's popular for those people who
like to run." says Chatellier, "but it has

no appeal to the general public. You're

not going to hear people saying "Hey,

let's go to the cross country meet."

That lack of enthusiasm, however,

idoes little to dampen the spirits of

Chatellier when discussing this year's

team and the bumper crop of freshmen

he has harvested. "This group of

freshmen is better than any I've had,"

he confides.

The best of those freshmen, David

O'Sickey, is pressing last year's top

runner and MVP, Dudley Parr, for the

number one spot on the team. In fact,

according to Chatellier. "Dudley is

hard-pressed by 5 new runners."

VOLLEYBALL

Leading the pack behind O'Sickey are

sophomore transfer Peter Cini and

freshmen Marc Pappas, Peter

Cameron, and Ken Merz. Also among
the newcomers are John Stea, Charlie

Warfield, and the team's first girl,

Becky Bauknight. (She's not asking for

any favors, says Chatellier, "She's just

very hard-working and likes to run.")

Junior Joe Mead and sophomore Rick

Adelberg are the only returnees, along

with Parr, from last year's 1-11 team.

"Last year the good schools would

put 5 guys ahead of our number one,"

says Chatellier of the competition in the

Mid-Atlantic Conference. "I don't

believe we'll be shut out too often this

year."

This year a trimmed-down schedule

has the team running meets only on

Saturday and never at home, including

the opener on October 1

.

"We just can't change overnight, but

it appears as though we're off to a good

start," says Chatellier. "We'll be more
competitive, but how much more I don't

know yet."

We are primarily involved

in teaching here"
byJEFFBOWERMAN

Sports Editor

In a season that will find them hosting

the Middle Atlantic Conference Cham-
pionship on 4, 5 November, the

Women's Volleyball Team is facing the

most difficult task of their brief three

year history. Starters Lyn Rath and
Ann Goodrich have graduated, and
Kerric Harvey has transferred. All

three "will be missed," stated Coach
Penny Fall.

Several freshmen have shown poten-

tial, but no one can step right in." The
three substitutes who have made "the
biggest strides" are Tami Schauber.
Maggie Stevens, and Liz Butler, and
they should join senior co-captain Cindi

Patchen, junior co-captain Jenni Butler

and senior Kathy Obear in the first six.

"Our techniques are stronger and we
have more poise than last year, but

rebuilding half a team is very dif-

ficult," noted Coach Fall. It will be
made harder by the fact that Fall, seek-

ing a first class program, has a-

sembled the toughest schedule possible.

To meet these demands, the Coach
has installed a new multiple offense,

feauturing a three-hitter attck with the

setter coming from the back row. She

feels that this "should improve both our

setting and our blocking,"

''It will take about a month to pick up
the system, but they've got the desire.

If we have refined it by the MAC'S, we'll

do very well." Coach Fall stressed that

a prospective athlete need not be highly

skilled. "We are primarily involved in

teaching here."

The Sho'men will entertain Harford
Community College in a scrimmage at

6:00 p.m. tonight in Cain Athletic

Center.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
High Street

Friday Night - "Lotus Band"- Jan - Rock

Saturday Night - "Hard Thymes" - "50V Music

. FOR GUYS P KALS
Complete Footwear Setvtct. and Supptiei

227 high street
Chestertown. Maryland 21620

phone778-2bbo *

The 1977 Cross Country Team is looking bigger and better than ever, ac-
cording to Coach Don Chatellier.

^•••••••••••••••I BRIEFS ****************

Women's Intercollegiate Tennis

An organizational meeting for those

women interested in intercollegiate ten-

nis next spring will be held Monday,
September 12, at 8:10p.m. in Coach
Penny Fall's office in Cain Athletic

Center.

Men's Intercollegiate Lacrosse

A meeting was held yesterday to set up
the fall practice schedule for the

Lacrosse Team. Practice will start

Monday. Those not in attendance

yesterday should contact Coach Mickey
DiMaggio at his office in the Admis-

sions Department, second floor Bunting

Hall, extension 226 or 227

Men's Intercollegiate Crew
The Men's Crew Team is also involved

in their fall practice season. The
heavyweight eight lost five men to

graduation, and the lightweight shell

lost four, and this fall will be primarily

a season of training for new members.
Some races may be organized so those

without experience may get the feel of

rowing 2000 meters. Interested men
should contact Coach Eric Stoll at 121

Queen Street or Bob Dunn in 112 Kent
House.

*
* D(0S(D2r

Last Saturday on Kibler Field, the

Sho'men turned back the town team in

a soccer scrimmage, 2-0. Sophomore
wing Peter 'Miami" Abronski claimed
both goals. Nelson Einwaechter felt

that "the town team was faster and in

better shape than last year," when WC
won 6-1. Sophomore center half Tom

Women's Intramural Tennis

The singles tournament of Women's In-

tramural Tennis has already started,

but entries are still being taken for the

doubles draw. Interested parties should

contact Miss Karen Smith in the

Women's Physical Education Office in

Cain Athletic Center. Tennis will con-

tinue through the end of September,
after which Intramural Volleyball will

begin.

Men's Intramural Football

An organizational meeting was held

last Wednesday for Men's Intramural

Football. Six-man teams which were
not represented should contact Coach
Tom Finnegao immediately at his of-

fice in Cain Athletic Center.

Women's Field Hockey
Efforts are being made to organize a

women's field hockey program on

either an intramural or club level.

Those interested should contact Ann
' Dorsey in 106 Caroline House.

Women's Intercollegiate Crew
TheWomen's Intercollegiate Crew
Team will begin fall practice on Mon-
day with conditioning, tank work, and
some work on the water. If interested,

see Coach Penny Fall at her office in

Cain Athletic Center.

Viscount allowed that "we're tighter

and more talented than last year(7-6-l),

and we can do more things with the

ball." Senior Howard "Skip" Comstock

was credited with the shutout.

As this went to press on Wednesday,

the Atheymen visited Anne Arundel

Community College for another scrim-

mage. Tomorrow will find the team

hosting Chesapeake Community Col-

lege at a.i:30 scrimmage.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049
- "A Complete Line of Fabrics 8 Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

B & J Liquors
College Heights

Discount Liquors

Beer - Large Selection of Wines
Hours Mon.-Thurs. 8 to 1

Friday - Saturday 8 to 1

1

778-2988
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Richmond House investigated

Leaky plumbing is just one of the problems that plague Richmond House.

Admissions
upgrades tours

by GEOFF GARINTHER
On Tuesday, September 6, 20 students

were chosen as tour guides for perspec-

tive Washington College applicants by
the admissions office. These students

were selected on higher standards than

last years guides, as admissions began
its plan to upgrade that program.
"The biggest change is we're being

more selective," said Associate Direc-

tor of Admissions Cathy Thaden. "We
feel it is very important for the student

who gives the tour to be a good
reepresentative."

Qualifications for this year's tour

guides include "dependability, en-

thusiasm, sincerity, and honesty," ac-

cording to Lynn Hayhurst, Assistant

Director of Admissions. "Time-wise"
said Hayhurst, " the student who comes
for a tour is spending as much or more

SAB launches

time with the guide as he is with us."

"We're also trying to get students

from different geographichal areas and
majors," Hayhurst continued, "so if a

prospective comes from New Jersey

and wants to major in chemistry, we'll

try to match him up with a guide who
has a similar background." Another in-

novation planned by Admissions is the

host program, in which prospective

students will spend the night and go to

class with a student. The host program
will not be a paying job.

' 'This is the only college I know where
the tour guides get paid," said Thaden.

"We're going to phase out paying the

guides next year. We feel students

should be enthusiastic enough about

Washington College to give tours

without being paid.
!

'

improvements
by DONNA

The Student Academic Board, headed
by John Downs, has already begun im-

proving last year's program. Downs
said that "the English Composition'

Program, Forms of Literature, is being

run in a new way. All professors

teaching the course are issued the same
materials and then allowed to use them
in their ownway."
Downs assumed the presidency of the

SAB as part of his obligation as vice

president of the SGA.

The SAB, which handles college

academic policy, functions as a liaison

between the faculty, students, and ad-

ministration; it is one of the two bodies

of the student government.

This year Downs hopes to see the

Career Counseling facilities run on a

full-time basis. For now it is limited to

part-time due to the money and man-

power required. Downs plans to im-

prove the low faculty salaries, provide

more opportunity for professors' sab-

baticals, have more faculty involve-

ment in the lecture forms series, con-

TAYLOR
tinue the cheating file, and re-evaluate

the honor code.

Downs was very pleased with last

year's report. He felt that it was an ex-

cellent description of the college's

academic situation, reflecting a great

deal of time and work.

The three major concerns of the SAB
are: 1.) The forms series2.) course pro-

files: ratings of professors and courses

put out at the end of each semester so

that students can look over the

available courses prior to enrollment

and 3.) Tenure Reviews, which are con-

ducted as the various teacher's evalua-

tions come due. Only majors in the par-

ticular instructors field take part in the

rating.

The board meets twice a month and is

made up of one student representative

from each department major and three

faculty advisors. The students are

elected. At this time the faculty ad-

visors are not known.
The SAB hopes to improve the

amount of student feedback received,

and looks forward to a productive year.

Hessey views situation

by TOM DENT and JEFF MORTON

"I have never been comfortable hous-
ing students in Richmond House (the
creative writer's workshop and
residence)," commented Vice Presi-

dent of Finance Gene Hessey, "and
neither have our insurance companies.

Hessey indicated that fire hazards
may make Richmond House unsafe for

residency. "It's up to the students as to

whether or not they want to live there,

there is plenty of extra room in other
dormitories. They may have to move
out anyway if the fire marshal deems
Richmond House unsafe."

Low on priority list

Richmond House is near the bottom
of the campus housing priority list. Im-
mediate plans to re-tile the kitchen

floor and finish the interior painting,

however, have been made on the re-

quest of Creative Writing Director Dr.

Robert Day. Writers' mailboxes will

also be constructed.

Two incidents that occurred last sum-
mer contributed to thebuilding's pro-

blems. First, vandals placed a hose in

the first floor window and flooded the

ground floor. In addition, students

failed to meet their painting obligations

inside Richmond House to help pay

their rent for summer occupation.

Pre-condemned porch

The Office of Finance does not have

the funds to hire an engineer or ar-

chitect to restructure the pre-

condemned second floor porch. Student

rent could never cover the costs. Asked

about the second floor ceiling, presently

supported by make-shift slabs of

plywood, Hessey indicated that it was
part of unfinished construction that

summer residents were supposed to

have completed. Hessey also indicated
that it is uncertain when or if the ex-
terior of the house will be repainted, In-
terior painting, however, began
Wednesday morning.

Main complaints
Plumbing that sometimes leaks is a

main concern. Maintenance is on call
on the weekends and at night in case the
leakage causes problems. The main
complaint of the residents is bugs

—

mainlyants—but there is some rodent
trouble.

Most residents agree that Richmond
House needs constant upkeep because
of its age. Professor Day and the
students who live in the house,
however, are very happy to have it.

Day has sug gested to Maintenance that
a once-a-week repair check-up be in-

stituted at Richmond House.
Fraternities may h. relocated

Replacing the heating system in
theHill Dorms and Somerset
takespriority over repair ofRichmond
House.according to Hessey. The work
on the dorms may cost over $600,000.
"Here we are talking about the reloca-
tion of 90 people in the Hill Dorms as
compared to five or six in Richmond,"
remarked Hessey. "The reconstruction
of the heating system will keep those
three fraternities in other housing for
three semesters, " he added, "and this

will cause a definite alteration of the
campus social struct"

Heating may fail this winter
Make-shift work had to be done last

fall on Middle Hall's heating system.
Hessey said that the chances of a
heating breakdown at the Hill Dorms
and Somerset this winter are.possible if

not probable.

SGA schedules weekend

bv MARIAN COOPER

This weekend is going to be a big one

on the SGA agenda. In addition to the

traditional entertainment of a movie
and a dance there is going to be unusual
entertainment on Sunday— a raft race.

Friday, Woody Allen's movie,

Sleeper will start the weekend off on a

note of laughter. The movie will be

shown at 7:00 and at 9:00 p.m. in the Bill

Smith auditorium, and is $1.00. It will

also be shown on Sunday night at 8: 00.

Saturday night there will be a dance

featuring an eight piece soul band from

D.C. called Person to Person in the din-

ing hall.

There will be a cocktail hour before

the dance Saturday from 10:00 to 11:00.

(To get you in the mood to boogie, there

will be reduced rates on drinks and

beer.) Until 11:00 admission for

students is $1.00. After 11:00 admission

is $1.50. For non-students admission if

$2.00. The dance will be until 2:00 a.m

Dan 't forget you 1. D. 's.

River Day (Sunday) there will be a

raft race at the Truslow Boat House.

The race is open to any homemade raft

which holds up to four people. Oarlocks

and motors are not permitted. The race

starts at 2:30 and there is an entry fee of

$2.00 per boat.

The rafts will race across the Chester

River. When they reach the other side,

they pick up a six pack of beer and

return to the boathouse. Whoever wins

the race wins a keg of Heineken

!

Kimball Byron and Myrt Gaines pet

sonally challenge anyone to beat ther

to that keg. "We believe we can retire

the Heineken this year," Byron said,

because "of our fine showing in the

same event ourfreshman year."
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Another Washington College tradition resumed last weekend,
West Hallsponsored this year's first Dollar (or, as inflation

would have it, Dollar and a Half) Drunk.

Alcohol is usually part of social gatherings, and the decision to

indulge or abstain rests with WC students as responsible adults.

It seems unfortunate to me, however, that so many students'
idea of a fulfilling weekend is drinking themselves senseless on
Saturday evening and sleeping it off on Sunday.

social functions are supposed to bring people together and
open lines of communication between them. A party to which
students are invited for the sole purpose of getting drunk as
cheaply and as quickly as possible fails this purpose.

The dispensing of twenty-five cent shots of tequila, in addition

to "all the beer you can drink," reminds me of lining up at grade
school for polio injections. Seems many WC students have to

be innoculated before they can face another week of classes.

And speaking of cheap shots—remember Gary Gilmore, the
Texas murderer executed last year? Remember the Dollar
Drunk held last semester in his ' 'honor? " That sums up the tones
of these so-called parties. .

v

I commend Student Affairs for attempting to upgrade Orienta-
tion Week with a more academic climate, as opposed to last
year's round of parties. Now is the time for the fraternities
sororities, and the Student Government Association to improve
the social calendar with genuine entertainment and cultural ac-
tivities. Students must give some sober thought to demanding
these changes. *

^vjiwJU ??(l$b* ^2^yy)OCu^J

Standards of Conduct

I would like to address the students of

Washington College on a subject of ex-

treme importance to all of us, concern-
ing "standards of conduct." Page five,

paragraph D of the Student Handbook
reads as follows:

Public areas in resident halls
Students are required to keep the

public areas of resident halls in good
condition.

Students are responsible for all col-

lege property in the dormitory. They
will b,e assessed asnecessary for any
damage in the building.

Any damages caused by unknown

persons will be assessed against the

areaof the dormitory in which the

damage occurred or against
theresidents of the entire dormitory
and so on.

We have no major problems in Kent
so far, but there have been minor "ac-
cidents." We are due for brand new
dorm furniture, carpeting for the com-
mons, and a television set. I sincerely
hope that we will all act at least in the

spirit of the Handbook, if not by the let-

ter, in order that we may all enjoy the

use of improved facilities (and get full

refund of our $100.00 damage deposit
fee.)

Sincerely

Harold Norton

In case of emergency

There are many motor vehicles on
campus which have yet to be registered
with the Student Affairs Office. It is to

your as well as the college community's
best interest, if you are the owner of one
of these vehicles, to register it im-
mediately.

The Student Affairs Office needs to

know the name of the owner of a vehicle
so we can communicate with him or her
quickly in case of emergency involving
that vehicle, if and when the
maintenance crew needs to work in an
area where one or more vehicles are
parked, or when a vehicle is obstructing
a fire lane.

No one at Washington College'wishes

to be responsible for the loss of life or

damage to person or property caused
by a fire, yet some people willfully

leave their vehicles in the driveways or

in the fire lane. Perhaps these people

assumed that there never will be a fire

or health emergency at their college.

We sincerely hope that they are right,

for we never wish to have to say,"we
told you so."

To encourage your compliance with

our request, we are noting license plate

numbers of all unregistered motor
vehicles and requesting information of

ownership from the state police. If you
wish to cooperate, as well as avoid fur-

ther action, PLEASE REGISTER
YOUR VEHICLES TODAY

Edward E. Maxcy
Associate Dean of Students
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Students critique ELM
by DAVID STIER

In a recent survey conducted by this

newspaper, it was found that the ma-
jority of the students at Washington
College are satisfied with the general

appearance of the ELM.
There was a general consensus

among the 25 randomly selected

students that the ELM represents a low

key, but consistent format. All of those

polled, however, expressed ideas con-

cerning the improvement of the paper
in different areas.

Forty-eight percent felt that the ELM
needs to take a stronger and more con-

troversial stand on campus activities.

Students feel the paper "lacks vitality"

and needs to act with greater in-

dependence. Said one sophomore, "the

ELM always seems to be the place one
hears about things last."

A similar number of students ex-

pressed disappointment over the fine

art and sports showcase and the enter-

tainment information found in the

ELM. Many suggested a more indepth
calendar of events for both on and off

campus entertainment—ana more ex-

tensive coverage of interesting people

and events in the college.

Those articles which drew the

greatest enthusiasm were ones con-

cerned with student opinion polls and
profiles on fellow students and faculty

members. All of those polled stated

they enjoyed reading about one another

and wished there were more editorials

by non-staff members.

They also suggested more extensive

classified and personal want ads. Near-

ly all of those polled were sympathetic

towards the problem of lack of news on
campus, and suggested greater em-
phasis on feature articles and more
diverse news stories.

All of those students in the survey

said they always read the ELM and can
find something of interest in each issue.

And though there are certain things

Lacking in the content, the ELMdoes
succeed in reflecting Washington Col-



Goldstein

defends

turnover

by BECKY BAUKNIGHT

Psychology Department Chairman
Dr. Michael Goldstein, commenting on

the high rate of faculty turnover in his

department said, "I wouldn't be sur-

prised or disappointed if the turnover-

rate continued, the staff is able and am-
bitious, many will hopefully move on."

His remarks follow the addition of two
new members to his staff, Dr. Glen E.

Davis and DMr. James Sieman.
"There are many instructors in the

department I'd hate to see leave," he
added, "but, psychology is a young
science; what's true today may be false

tomorrow." Dr. Goldstein explained

that he would take the risk of hiring

fresh people who might move on rather

than hiring "safe people" who could

stagnate the department.

The reasons past professors left in-

cluded the enticement of higher paying

jobs and more specific fields of

teaching, as well as lack of facilities

and equipment here. Goldstein feels

that this 'attrition rate' will slow down
with more emphasis being laid on

science than on the humanitarian

aspect of psychology. The advent of a

new mental hospital being built in

Chestertown should also slow depart-

ment turnover.

Goldstein's one grievance is with the

physical separation of the department,

currently housed in Foxwell Hall, from
the rest of the campus. He added,

however, the fact that the budget has

been consistent, especially during

"hard times."
Goldstein believes the turnover rate

will always be high compared with

other departments. He remains op-

timistic about the staffs growing

strength and future developments

Correction

Pips Liquor did not supply the free beer

to the Coffee House as stated in last

week's ELM. The beer was provided by

G & G Distributors.

Acting Dean of the College Garry Clarke

New Dean

addresses faculty
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chie/

Dr. Garry Clarke, a member of the

teaching staff since 1968, made his first

official remarks as new acting Dean of

the College to the faculty at their

meeting last Monday. His talk centered

on faculty competency and the related

issue of attrition.

"Are we competent?"
Although the basic goals of a college

are hard to specify, Clarke noted that

the "goals of a course should be easily

defined. This thought," he added, "br-

ings us to an important role of the facul-

ty. We might as well ask some difficult

questions of ourselves. Are we compe-

tent? And, are we producing the best

possible results?"

Clarke indicated that student attri-

tion may be related to incompetent

teaching methods. "Are we giving our

students something that makes staying

in college worthwhile? " he asked.

"Keeping students fa our problem."

The Dean turned his remarks to the

large incoming freshman class. "A
comment was made (by one faculty

member)," he said, "that keeping

students at Washington College is our

problem. Attrition is a serious business

and we must ask ourselves why
students leave our college. I think I

have an answer... Students in 1977 will

ultimately not tolerate an hour and a

quarter lecture droned from a lecturn.

They know and disapprove when
decade-old lecture notes, yellow with

age, are given dryly, year in and year

out, without current insight."

The joy of learning

Clarke believes the future of

Washington College is dependent on the

maintenance of "an exceptional facul-

ty. "I will support those of you who
create an exciting atmosphere in the

classroom," the Dean remarked. "I

will support those whose horizons are

not limited or have not ceased to exist. I

will support those who are constantly

rethinking their discipline and their

courses. I will support those who have

not themselves lost the joy of learning.

"

PEGUSUS will be late

by BETSY READ

Rebetsky has been named editor of the o

1977-78 PEGUSUS by the Board ofJ
Publications Thursday night. £

Due to problems beyond the

PEGASUS staffs control, the 1976-77

yearbook will be several months behind

the original May 28 completion

deadline. Don Frush, editor-in-chief of

last year's staff, blamed the delay on

problems with photographs, meeting

deadlines and a great lack of staff

membership. Everyone likes the year-

book because it represents memories,

but no one is witling to put their time

and effort into making a good one.
'

'

Although there are some places

where the yearbook is being touched up

and layouts are still being worked on,

Frush beleives the PEGASUS will come
out towards the end of October in ' 'good

shape." I took into account the advice

of many students on campus last year

and tried to put in something that will

appeal to everyone. I am satisfied with

the way it will appear," explained

Frush.

Returning members of the staff from
the 1975-76 yearbook stated that the

1976-77 book puts more stress on quality

than quanity over all. "We
remembered how everyone complained

that last years book should have been

held up and worked on more, so with

this one we put more time into it."

The PEGASUS has complete records

of all students who
a

attended
Washington College last year, and will

distribute one book to each person upon
date of completion.
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Masters of

Teaching

proposed

by SUSAN H1LLER

An MAT. {Master's Degree in

Teaching) program has been proposed

by Ms. Sally M. Vernon, acting chair-

man of the Education Department, and

is presently under consideration to

become a part of Washington College's

graduate program in the fall of 1978,

The program would be open to

Washington College graduates only and
is designed for those who couldn't take

the undergraduate student teaching

block or those who took it and are plan-

ning a career in education and desire

further study in the area of secondary

education.

The proposed program would be a full

year with the first semester consisting

of educational courses such as

research, design and testing and
measurements, general methods, and
the philosophy and history of education.

These courses are designed to help the

teacher construct tests, run small ex-

periments to evaluate the effectiveness

of his teaching, to evaluate research

material in his or her discipline, and to

help develop the teacher's own
philosophy of education.

The second semester would consist of

two graduate level courses in the

teacher's own discipline, which would

be arranged if his area is not currently

part of the Washington College

Graduate Program, and approximately

ten to twelve weeks of student teaching

at the secondary level.

The proposed courses in the MaT.
program will only be open to members
of the program and the tuition is ex-

pected to be approximately $1,500. The
program would yeild not only secon-

dary certification in the student's ma-

jor area, but also certification in a

minor area of the student's choice. En-

trance into the program will depend

upon recommendations from Educa-

tion Department and the Department

Chairman in the area of the student's

major. The only prerequisites will be

ED-302. Educational Psychology, and

sufficient courses for certification in

the area the student wishes to teach,

which differs from department to

department.

The MaT. program proposal has

passed the Social Sciences faculty and

now must come up before the Academic

Council. If it passes the Academic Coin-

. cil, it is slated to be voted on by the

faculty on October 3 and, finally, by the

Board of Visitors and Governors on Oc-

tober 8. Ms. Sally Vernon, acting chair-

man of the Department of Education,

says that she is "optimistic that the pro-

gram will be approved, offered by the

fall of 1978, and is especially en-

couraged by the support that President

McLain has shown."

SENATE ELECTIONS
Gene O' Keefe - Hill Dorms

Mark Naser - Doug Megargee -

Somerset
Re-election - Caroline

(due to discrepancy)

Danny Tayman and Jay Young -

Kent and Little House

Sue Briggs and Laura Fahsbender

Minta Martin

Joe Watson - Spanish House and
Language Floor

Nubian Duncan - Off Campus
Carol Smillie - Queen Annes

Joy Chamberlin and Bret Teitelbaum

New Dorms
Madeline Walters • Reid Hall
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Liberal Arts:

Is it Worth It?

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor- in-Chief

Sophie Kerr winner Mary Ellen Lipinski

Lipinski wins

Sophie Kerr

by BARBARA ANN SMITH

Mary EUen Lipinski graduated
Magna Cum Laude from Washington
College last spring with more than a

Bachelor of Arts degree. She left with
the coveted Sophie Kerr Award.

This annual award is bestowed upon
the graduating senior showing the most
"proficiency and promise in the

literary field.'" Lipinski, who graduated
with both college and department
honors, was selected by the Sophie Kerr
committee on the basis of past per-

formance and on a manuscript submit-
ted to the committee.

Lipinski says the manuscript con-

tained "twenty or so poems and two
essays." The Baltimore-born woman
has been writing since her youth

although she only "started seriously

writing poetry in high school/ She has
to date been published only oa the WC
campus. Lipinski hopes to locate a job

with a newspaper or magazine, preferr-

ing a literary magazine, in order to fur-

ther her writing experience.

However, furthering her education is

not an immediate goal for this English

major, who says she "hopes to return to

school" but would rather work for a

while. . The prize money, a sum of

several thousand dollars, will most like-

ly be used for that further education,

she states, but is "sitting in the bank
right now."

Dr. Norman James, Chairman of the

English department, explained of the

Sophie Kerr prize, "The award com-
bines achievement and promise in

literary endeavor." He continued,

"This includes all forms of writing,"

not only creative work. Anybody who
wishes to submit work for examination
by the Sophie Kerr committee, a group
consisting of the English department
members and the President of the col-

lege, may do so. There is no formal ap-

plication for the award.

The prize and all stipulations for its

award are the result of one woman's
work and final will . Sophie Kerr left her
home in Denton, Maryland to make a
literary career for herself in New York
City. Although this was not a field to

which women were at that time easily

accepted, she managed to build a
reputation with her novels and short
stories. Her bequest of the annual
award is intended to give young writers
a better start in the career than she
herself had.

The decision as to whom will receive
the prize remains a secret to all but the
awardee and committee members until

commencement exercises.

This means that each year the call

goes out for students interested in hav-

ing work reviewed by the committee to

submit manuscripts. Last spring's- "in-

vitation", as James explained, solicited

about nine students' works Lipinski

was chosen from these to receive the

Sophie Kerr Award which is, James ex-

pounded, "next to the" Nobel Prize, the

largest literary prizewe know of.

"

"The liberal arts tradition" is a

byword here at Washington College. A
dwindling job market and what many
cite as "inconsistency with any 'real

life' situation'" however, are causing

an increasing number of students to

ponder, "is it worth it?"

This is the first in a series of articles

that will explore the value of the liberal

arts education. Next week the ELM
will begin to publish the insights 0/ col-

lege administrators, /acuity, and cur-

rent andformer students on this topic.

Nearly everyone knows a barmaid
who graduated Magna Cum Laude with

a degree in English from a private

liberal arts college. Post-graduate hor-

ror tales are full of scenes of intelligent

men and women having to drive cabs,

wait on tables, and mow lawns after

four or more years of expensive college

education. It is no wonder that more
and more students are willing to believe

a course in a technical or vocational

school will guarantee a job and hap-

piness ever after.

The benefits of the liberal arts educa-

tion, however, may far surpass its

shortcomings in the long-run. Although

the liberal arts graduate often has more
trouble finding her or his first job than

the specialist in engineering or com-
puter programming, job preparation is

not the best basis on which to choose a

college.

No crystal ball

Many of the thousands of jobs listed

in the occupational directories did not

exist prior to the Second World War.
Our society is constantly growing. Peo-
ple, too, change and grow. No college

students are equipped with
foreknowledge of what will interest

them for the next forty, twenty— even
five years.

Neither does anyone have
foreknowledge of the turbulent job

market. "Today's popular fields may
be tomorrow's overcrowded ones," ac-

cording to Director of e College Place-

ment Bureau, Loren Pope in

POTOMAC MAGAZINE. "Law, it has
been predicted, may be the next such
casualty. Teaching certificates have
already turned from gilt edge to dross,

and engineering has its swings from
feast to famine. Engineers can't adapt
to a changing job market as easily as
the generalist liberal arts and other

graduates."

Opt for flexibility

In a society where it is supposedly
easier to change marital partners than
switch careers, Pope made some startl-

ing findings. He found that over eighty

percent of the fathers of college bound
youths whom he polled aren't occupied
by anything remotely related to then-

own college majors.

In fields including the arts,

humanities, social sciences, and
mathematics, "the rate of abandon-
ment among males range clear up to

ninety-six per cent by) the time the men
are settled with famil&and career, ac-

cording some major studies. The
fickleness of women is even greater."

These statistics do not indicate the

failure of "the old college try." Rather,

they mean that the liberal arts perspec-
tive has allowed its graduates to adjust

to changing economic and personal cir-

cumstances.

The value of Liberal Arts

This ability to adapt and remain sen-

sitive to changing situations is the out-

come of the Liberal Arts discipline. Ob-
viously, the hard and fast facts

"learned" in the classroom are quickly
forgotten. What remains, is a broader
perspective, an increased sense of uni-

ty, and an eagerness to learn.

The value of the liberal arts college is

that it introduces its student to varying
types of people, and fosters natural
curiosity— the love of knowledge. If the

liberal arts graduate remains open to

the wide spectrum of human awareness
throughout his life, then his college ex-

perience will not have been wasted.

Profile:

KATHY HICKMAN
by BECKY BAUKNIGHT

Kathy Hickman, a graduate of
Washington College's class of 1975, has
been named to replace Mary Skelton as
Director of Public Relations. George
Hayward, Vice President for Develop-
ment of Public Relations, officially

named Hickman to the post late last

month. She has been running the Public
Relations office since Mary Skelton left

early this summer.
In an interview this week, Hickman

cited her alumni status and familiarity
with the school as advantages over
other applicants for the job.

Hickman, unusually young at 24 to be
a Public Relation director, said her age
"may be a problem until people get to

know me, but actually helps with stu-

dent relationships."

Her job entails news coverage of
athletic and scholastic events. She will
also be working as advisor to the 1978
Pegusus in hopes of alleviating many of
the problems that seem to plague the
yearbook every year.
Kathy feels her main emphasis

should be on the three main areas of

study in the liberal arts program . In ad-

dition, special attention should be given
ot the water-related activities
characteristic of the Eastern Shore.

Ms. Hickman feels "Washington Col-

lege is excellent" and much better than
the students credit it. "It is for the in-

dependant thinking persons who make
decisions for themselves," she added.
When she has spare time, Ms.

Hickman enjoys water sports and
alumni activities. "After living in the

city sometimes I feel I'm on a oerma-
nent vacation." There are lots of people
my own age and Chestertown has much
to offer."

In comparison to her days as a stu-

dent, Kathy feels she now views the

school more objectively. "I see all the

school has to offer and I've changed
many of my negative attitudes." She is

enthusiastic about the new staff and
feels they all share the same goal,
which is working for "the betterment of

Washington College."
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The sound of jazz and blues

Cool snatches of jazz and blues

drifted through the Coffeehouse two
Saturdays ago as WC students listened

to 3 musicians gracefully perform. The
band seemed at ease there, against one
wall; at ease with their music, each
other, and their audience, and they sat

in the dimness like familiar parts of a

nightclub act: slouched and smiling.

The band's seeming familiarity with
the place is not surprising. It is com-
posed of Sue Dunning, the lead singer

and a graduate of WC (from whom the

band gets its name: The Sue Dunning
Trio) Dale Trusheim, the drummer and
former Associate Director of Admis-
sions, and Richard DeProspo, who, in

addition to playing both acoustic and
electric piano, is assistant professor of

English.

DeProspo, in an interview with the

Elm the week after the trio performed,
spoke about himself, his music and the

band.

Some old ballads

The Sue Dunning Trio, according to

DeProspo, first came into existence

about a month ago. Dunning, singer for

a rock and roll band called Fat Shadow
(for which Trusheim also plays drums)
wanted to do some old ballads, and
some music from the 40's and 50's, but

the rock and roll format of Fat Shadow
restricted her.. So, although staying
with Fat Shadow, she began looking for

back-up musicians. She approeched
DeProsopo. "It was a new thing to do,"

he says. "I'd never played piano profes-

sionally before, and I had some time, so
I decided to try it."

"Nice not to lecture

Bandwork is very different from
teaching, he says. "It's nice not to have
to lecture, not to have to say anything;

to learn something I wasn't proficient

at." He finds that playing piano for the

band at little restaurants like Hildy's in

Rock Hall, and the Coffeehouse at the

college is "refreshing" and " a lot of

fun."

by CLAIRE MOWBRAY

The band has a repertoire of about 60
songs, including ballads from the 40's

and 50's, show tunes, and contemporary
music from artisits like Janis Ian, Bon-
nie Raitt and Stevie Wonder. Trusheim
and DeProsp do jazz by themselves for
about one-third of their playing time,
and accompany Dunning for the other
two thirds.

DeProspo's musical education
started early. His mother was a concert
pianist, so he was introduced to music (

and especially piano music) while he
was still a child. At 16 or 17 he was play-
ing piano by himself, in nightclubs. As
an undergraduate at Yale, he was also
a professional trombone player,
substituting at the New York City
Ballet, in the New Haven (Conn.) Sym-
phony,' and at Madison Square Garden,
and earning almost as much money as
he is paid for teaching now.

Pop does have advantages
He decided against going to music

school at Yale in favoi- of graduate
school, because, in his words, "being a
professional musician is boring." He
knew that once in grad school he
wouldn't have time for music, so he
resigned himself to the idea, and
"didn't touch the trombone again for

five years." When he did start playing
again, it was here, at the invitation of

Garry Clarke (now Acting Dean of the
College) who had known him at Yale.
DeProspo now plays in the WC Band
and the Brass Ensemble, performing
for special occasions and at graduation.

DeProspo talks about his sic in his

quiet, matter-of-fact voice, ^and
gestures with his hands—large hands
he says, like Dave Brubeck's, whose
style, he feels, is closest to his own
because of that very physical similari-

ty. Like Brubeck also, he enjoys play-

.ing strange time signatures, and con-
centrating on rhythm rather than
melody. At home he listens to no jazz;

instead mostly top 40 radio (by necessi-
ty—his turntable broke) and finds it,

believe it or not, an advantage for the

band. When he hears a song he likes,

they usually buy the album album it's

from, DeProspo arranges it, and Dunn-
ing sings it. So listening to pop does
have its advantages.

"If we keep on playing, I'll learn."

Though its intention is not to make
money, but rather to perform and enjoy
music, the band does have its expenses.
Equipment is borrowed or rented, and
an electric piano is becoming more and
more of a necessity the more jobs they
accept. DeProspo, though net com-
pletely comfortable with electric piano,
is considering buying one himself, as
they are expensive to rent, more
trustworthy than acoustic pianos, and
can take the place of a bass player. "I
don't know-how to play electric piano
with every type of music," says
DeProspo, but if we keep on playing, I'll

learn."

DeProspo sees the Trio as a hobby, a
bit of fun, an interesting sideline. They
perform for the fun Of it, doing songs
and improvisat ions that attract thenr,
while holdingfull time jobs in complete-
ly different areas. They will stay
together, says DeProspo, for as long as
it's enjoyable. "If it gets to be work, I'm
not going to do it anymore."

Sue Dunning, the voice oi the trio

JZJKEQoTKbS A. Voice from the Past
by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER

For Steve Windwood,.time is running
out. His latest L.P., entitled Steve
Windwood is not his best although his
voice still contains that magical quality
that weaves a web on all that hear it.

Jim Capaldi (formerly of Traffic)
joins Steve in four of the record's six
songs, including Time is running Out,
which is by far the best number on the
disc. It is a haunting song, a throwback
to the late sixties. A steady base line

and acrid guitar rifts attempt to call

our attention back to the pitiful shape of

our environment. Mother Nature is on
the Run.
Midland Maniac shows heavy in-

fluence from his previous album Go.
It's a trip to the far reaches of space.
This is Windwood at his best! His voice
is uncomparable; if only the lyrics

amounted to anything. A versatile
voices searches the entire scale to bring
us this track. Both keyboards and per-

cussion are phenomenal, but, un-
fortunately, all the effort is for naught
— the lyrics are nonsense.

In Vacant Chair Julian Marvin plays
the guitar exceptionally well, to match
Steve's vocals. It is a wandering song,
filled with peppery percussions; one of

the better songs of the album.
Rarely has one person been able to

carry an album so well. A voice so
smooth, so versatile, that the music
flows from it. It is a well arranged
album that gushes from the speakers.
Available on Islands Records & Tapes,
it is a definite improvement in the so far
deplorable state of the music industry
this year.

"There's nothing like a Grateful DeadConcert"
by CAMERON WATSON

ENGLISHTOWN, N.J. It was that

time of year again,— Labor Daficial

closing of the summer—and there were
150,000 people on hand for the season's
last concert at Englishtown, N.J. (Have
you ever been in the middle of that

many people? It's too big for you to see
it all, helicopters flying in and out about
every half hour, people climbing on
speaker towers, and a girl who was in

the process of having a baby anddidn't

want to leave but was finally persuaded
by_ "the powers that be."

Where everything was hidden.

By the time we arrived and got as

close as possible, it was already 2:30

p.m. The New Riders of the Purple
Sage had come and gone and were still

walking to figure out where everything

was hidden. By the time we got to the

gate, I had already bumped into an old

friend of mine whom I hadn't seen in

four years. Inside we found where they
had hidden it all. There were two sets of

speakers rising out of the massive
population, both sets lined up, one in

close (100 yards from the stage) the
other about 150 yards behind, in a
curved row.

Our trek, once inside, down to the
front was a breeze and we settled right

in to hear Marshall Tucker finish off

their set with Take to the Highway,
"They're up and they're dancing"
5:45 p.m.: The lights go down and out

comes the band. Bob Weir, rhythm
guitarist and vocalist, sets into Chuck
Berry's The Promised Land and
everyone goes wild, they're up and
they're dancing. Nothing like starting

off with a Chuck Berry tune. Jerry Gar-
cia, lead guitarist and vocalist followed

with They Love Each Other, a song
penned by Garcia and Robert Hunter.
New Minglewood Blues came next, and
while this is an older number dating
from '67 it seems Boh Weir's en-

thusiasm grows bigger each time he
sings it.

Garcia answered with Half-Step

Mississippi Uptown Toodeloo.The band
was getting hot as solos shot through
the air. The song sounded like Garcia's

first number except bigger. It Looks
Like Rain is a Bob Weir love song with

a Mexican accent and the Dead's vocal

harmonies were angelic. While Weir

likes to sing cowboy songs Garcia has
his roots slightly higher, up toward the

hills and the folk-bluegrass traditions.

Peggy-0 is one such number and Gar-
cia just started howling and wailing and
it wouldn't surprise me to know that his

banjo still gets a good workout.
10 p.m. : The band is back and burns

out Bertha with a long instrumental
lead-in. Bertha was an electric fan that

would rise up and fly around one of the

Grateful Dead offices causing many
bodies to also fly around Drying to get

out of the way. Without a break the

Dead moves into Me and My Unclewith
Weir singing. It's a cowboy song.

"Suitable for non Dead Heads."
Finally they broke into their new

material from Terripin Station which,

by the way, is a well polished record

suitable for non Dead Heads also. Weir
sang Estimated Profitw hich turned into

Not Fade Away, the night's best

number. It was packed with intricate

rhythms and the jamming was tight.

Not Fade Away turned into Eyes of

the World, a Hunter-Garcia tune found
on Wake of the Blood which was just as
tight melodically. Samson and Delilah

was another song from the new album
and Weir sang that. Garcia came back
with He's Gone a song that appeared in

the credits of the Grateful Dead Movie
but wasn't actually present in the film.

This is another one of Jerry's bluegrass

tunes and one of my favorites and like

Half-step was a larger version of They
Love Each Other a larger version

ofPeggy-0.

Although, Not Fade Away was the

night's best number, Truckinwas the

biggest surprise and the first encore,

lasting a good twenty minutes. Then
after finishing the Dead stayed out of

sight for ten minutes before returning

to finish off the summer with their

crowning touch by playing Terripin

which is their latest flash of brilliance.

There's nothing like a Grateful Dead
Concert.
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New evidence
found in rat

studies
by LEE ANN CHEARNEYI

Congressman Goodloe Byron

wMfanrnJo

"Are we selling our

defenses short?"
by GEOFF GAHINTHER

I ne question of defense spending and
which defenses are worth the expense

was the subject of Sixth District Con-

gressman Goodloe Byron's lecture last

Wednesday in this year's first William

James Forum.
Congressman Byron prefaced a

question-and-answer period with a lec^

hire titled "Are We Selling Short Our
Defenses," in which he outlined two

risks to be faced in the coming years -

having too small a military to control

our seas, or spending too much on the

military and not enough on more
domestic problems.

1 "The major question, " warned
Byron, "is not whether we should throw
all our money into defense or all of it in-

to matters of.domestic importance, but
where we should draw the line of spen-
ding for both issues." In defense of

maintaining our sea power, Byron
argued that everyone benefits from out
ability to use the sea. "Our trade with
other countries is our life-line. We don't
have to lose a conflict to lose the seas"
Byron noted that the Soviet Union has

equivalent or greater power than the

Dance

U.S. in most naval categories. "'The
Soviets are not dependent on imports
and exports from the sea like we are,",

said Byron, "so why have they built

such a large navy?"
Byron also held that "Too much

military power, however, will eventual-
ly lead to its use. Firm civilian controls
must keep this in check.

'

'

In the question and answer period,
Byron came out in favor of the neutron
bomb, saying that "It would make
more sense to reduce the large
numbers of our tactical weapons in

countries like Germany, in favor of a
deterrent such as the neutron bomb,
which has a limit in terms of residue
left after its deployment. We have to
ha ve*some basis of balancing out Soviet
firepower."

Byron also expressed doubt that the
Panama Canal Treaty would be ratified
"or even considered until January or
February." In answer to a question
about the future of the volunteer army,
Byron said, "I don't think it can be
justified to maintain such a large seg-
ment of our population for much
longer."

Club expands
by COLLEEN O'NEILL

The Washington College Dance Club
is resuming activities this year with a
large freshman turnout. One freshman,
Terry Walsh, has danced with the
jolumbia Dance Theatre. Caroline
Casey has studied dance for 12 years.
Several others are skilled in the field of
gymnastics. Also, returning for another
year of dance are students Nancy
Saunders. Colleen O'Neill, and Lynn
Lyke.

Members of the dance club may even-
tually become the Washington College
Dance Company which Is entertaining
the possibility of several performances
this year including the annual spring
concert and lecture demonstrations at

nearby public schools.

The Dance Club Is open to any male
or female who is interested in dance. No
experience Is necessary. Whether one's
reasons for dancing are to perform, to
lose weight, to develop agility In

lacrosse or basketball, or just to dance
tor fun, the opportunity to dance Is

presented by the Dance Club.
Dance Club will meet every Tuesday

evening from 6:00-8:00. Karen Smith is

the director of the Dance Company and
can be reached In Cain Gymnasium
during open hours,

"He who cannot dance is not
educated."

... Plato

A continuing psychological study at

Washington College is beginning to

shed new light on the behavioral pat-

terns of rats. Although the rat's brain is

a microcosm of man's, Acting Chair-
man of the Psychology Department Dr.

Michael Goldstein, who is conducting
the study of weight gain in the animals
with neurologist Glen Yoshio, declined

to draw any connections to human
weight problems.
A study that began approximately

forty years ago, demonstrated that a
certain region of the rat's brain, when
damaged, induced overeating and
obesity. The results were particularly

interesting, not only because of the

weight gain, but, more importantly, the

manner in which the weight was ac-

cumulated. The rats, normally noc-
turnal animals, began to feed during
the day.

A series of studies made in the last

seven to eight years shows that destroy-
ing another region of the rat's brain
produces similar results. This region is

one which controlscertain body
rhythms such as feeding, sleeping,
motor activities, and chemical reac-
tions. Once this area is destroyed, the

rats'become obese.

The significance of the udy lies in the

fact that the rats do not appear to

return to their normal habits (i.e. night

feeding) as did those of the earlier

studies. This tendency is illustrated in

daily body weight gain, regularity of

feeding, the number of times the rats

drank water daily, the number of shut-

tle movements, and the per cent of

weight reduction found when the rats

were placed on a diet where food con-
tained certain qualities of quinine.

The study performed by Dr. Golds-
tein and Mr. that another syndrome has
been discovered to produce obesity in

rats, in addition to the classic one
postulated four decades ago. Yoshida
will visit Washinton College to help Pro-
fessor Goldstein with preparation of the
study for publication.

"Alice's Restaurant

hashes heavy comments
by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER

Despite poor projection and
acoustics, the movie Alice's Restaurant
was shown on Monday before a very
small audience. Those who stayed
away missed some "heavy" comments
on the scene in the sixties. Based on an
idea by and starring Arlo Guthrie, the
movie had something for everybody.
That was its downfall.

Arlo told of a restaurant (Alice's) and
the activities surrounding the people
who ran it. It seems as though Arlo, one
of those long haired people, was up for
the draft. Basically a pacifist, he joined
a school—so as not to get shot at.

Schools, however, had this thing about
dropping out around him. These
"rednecks" didn't take kindly to the
length of his hair, and so they decided
he'd look better on the other side of a
store window.

Most of the acting was poor; in some
instances it was pitiful. Theportrayal of

two folk heroes, Pete Seeger and Woody
Guthrie, was sickening, as was the

movie in general. But it seemed to tell

the truth. The editing oscillated bet-

ween the extremes. The scene in which
the twenty-seven 8"X10" glossies were
taken would have sufficed in about half

the time. In contrast, Shelly's death
cruise and the closing scene were done
superbly.

Special effects were at a crescendo
during Shelly's ride. Blurred lights,

sweeps, cuts and constant motion all

added to a drug-oriented scene.

Although costuming was generally

good, cinematography was excellent at

times and disastrous at others. All in

all, those who stayed home didn't miss
all that much.

"Happy the Man:" happy the

listener by LARRY KAHN

Happy The Man-(ArisU AL 4120):

The first time I heard Happy The Man
was last winter at the Cellar Door in

Georgetown. I had heard that they were
a good local band acquiring quite a cult

following in the area. I was pleasantly

surprised that evening by a group that

surpassed anything I had heard in the

Baltimore - Washington area as well as
most of what is on vinyl today. The
closest to describing their creative,

avant-garde sound is to imagine a fu-

sion of the recent works of Weather
Report and Gentle Giant. Dance for

visual effect

Happy Ihe Man's five man ensemble
originates from Virginia. Mike Beck on
percussion performs modern dance for
visual effect as he makes his way about
his array of percussive devices. Rick
Kennell mans the electric bass. Stanley
Whitaker plays the six and twelvestring
guitars and is lead vocalist. Frank
Wyatt plays the woodwinds, and Kit
Watkins handles keyboards. On the
album the group's sound is cleaner but

less dramatic than in concert. Some
compositions are simplified or
shortened like the local favorite,

"Stumpy Meets The Firecracker In
Stencil Forest " Of the album's eight

selections, "Starborne" is the obvious
choice as theopener. It is mellow and
uplifting and prepares the listener for

the musical journey that lies ahead.
The selections become increasingly
avante-garde as the record spins,

climaxing with the long and wild "New
York Dream Suite" The two vocal of-

ferings occur midway on either side.

Upon the Rainbow (Befrost) is a fan-

tasy of an old man's adventures on the
oldest reainbow.On lime As a Helix of
Laughs is a series of questions and
answers:
"There is the heart ere all are one, a
place away from time-Direct our
thoughts from there, Freeing with
laughter a doorway to the light.

The Happy The Man album leaves the
listener feeling positive; and hungry for
more.
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Sho'men look good

in scrimmages
Soccer opens at Lebabnon Valley

by JEFF BOWERMAN
Sports Editor

The Washington College Soccer Team
opens its twenty-seventh seasommder
Coach Ed Athey tomorrow when the

Shoremen call on Lebanon Valley, a

team they beat 6-0 a year ago. The
Maroons finished their pre-season play
last week with a 7-1 win over punchiess
Chesapeake Community College Satur-

day and a 1-1 tie at Drexel Tuesday.
' Both scrimmages were very satisfy-

ing, with seven different players scor-

ing against Chesapeake and the

Sho'men outshooting Drexel. Tuesday's
game in Philadelphia was particularly

significant because Drexel had earlier

prevailed over WC's conference rival,

Swarthmore by a 2-1 count.

Drexel scored first, tallying a gar-

bage goal on a deflected shot, but the

Sho'men came right back. Lee Ein-

waechter crossed the ball in to Matt
Wagner, who rammed it home. Drexel
played a tight control game, but WC

stayed right with them and ended up in

possession of the ball more often than
Drexel did.

Tom Viscount observed that "we're
not an also-ran. We're a class team this

year, and we'll be in contention all

season. We don't lose anything when we
go to the bench, because everybody is

psyched. It was great to see everybody
hustling at Drexel. Geoff Rogers made
some real nice saves" in relief of goalie

Skip Comstock.
The-defense, a possible weak point at

the beginning of the season, has
tightened up considerably, led by Dan
Hudson's stellar play. Additionally,

Rogers has taken some of the pressure
off Comstock, who was the sole return-

ing netminder at the season's start.

The Sho'men's home opener will be
next Saturday when they entertain Ur-
sinusatl: 30 p.m.

Cranked up and
ready to roll

by JEFF BOWERMAN

v The Shoreman Volleyball Team
traveled to Lancaster, Pennsylvania
today to participate in the Franklin &
Marshall Invitational, a round robin of

scrimmages that will have them meet
five separate opponents within the

space of 36 hours tonight and tomorrow.
The spikers are becoming ac-

customed to Coach Penny Fall's new 6-2

system after three weeks of practice.

Last Friday, they dropped the first two
games to Harford C.C., then came
winging back to take the final three and
with them, the match.

Liz Butler felt that "the new system
is confusing. It took awhile to get the

strategy down, but things got easier

Coach Fall felt that her charges played

well. The new set-up, in which all six

players have defensive responsibilities,

as opposed to four last year, has proved

more difficult to master, but Fall thinks

that "we're smarter and more poised"

than many of the teams on the

schedule.

The team will open their season

Tuesday at Cecil C.C., the first of five

consecutive road games that will

postpone their home opener to Friday,

October 7, when Cecil pays a return call

along with Dickinson and Gettysburg in

what should prove to be a real Eastern

Shore wing-ding.

/ MORE SPORTS

ON PAGE 8 \
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Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030,

• Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street

Chestertown. Mr). 21620

Hallmark Cards

Eaton Papers

Typewriter Repair

"I just think the body wasn't meant to sit

Cross Country:

Bauknight crosses over
by GEOFF GARINTHER

As the first female crossover into a
previously allmale domain, Becky
Bauknight could be the latest graduate
of the Gloria Steinem School of Liberal
Thought. But rather than spouting the
virtues of women's rights, the first girl

to run cross country at WC professes to

be into things like "balancing the mind
and body."

"I just think the body wasn't meant to

sit," says Becky, who was talked into

going out for the team by friends who do
the same at other colleges. "We'renota
sitting type of animal. We're meant to

run around. It's just as important to

your academics as it is to your body."
According to Coach Don Chatellier,

Becky is just another one of the "guys."
"She isn't asking for any favors," he
assures.

"Chatty's been very good because he
doesn't baby me," says Becky of her
coach. "But at the same time he's

helpful. He treats me like any other
beginner to running.

"

Advanced beginner would be more
like it. Becky ran on the girls' track
team last year at Saint Peter and
Paul— where she graduated after a
tour of four different high schools— and
she trained by jogging over the sum-
mer. But until now the competition has
always been other Eirls.

How do the guys react to having a girl

as a teammate?
"They're really pretty good about the

whole thing, answers Becky. "At first, I

felt strange. But they're not
chauvanistic at all. They try to make
me work. Passing one of them is not an
obcession with me, but it is in the back
of my mind."
Passing anybody has been a rare

event so far for Becky, with ten males
to beat out. "It can get discouraging be-

ing last," she says. "There are times
when we're on a five or six mile run and
those guys are so far ahead that I can't

see them. I say to myself, 'What the hell

am I doing?' But when I get back, I

realize that there's nothing like running
to make me feel satisfied."

Becky says that she doesn't mind at

all being the only girl on the team,
although she hopes that others will

come out. "It would help to have so-

meone else hanging back "

But until that day comes, Becky is

happy with the way things are going.

"I've been into a lot of different ways of

trying to get myself together. This has
been the best way. There's nothing bet-

ter than getting up in the morning and
running instead of going straight to

class."

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Pork

Chestertown, Maryland

CONTACT LENS WEMERS
Save) money on your brand name
hard and soil lens supplies. Send for

free Illustrated catalog.

CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER
341 E.CamelbocIc

Phoenix, Ariiono8S01

2

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

ELBURN'S FLORIST AND GREENHOUSE
Come and Visit Our Tropical Greenhouse

Roses - Carnations
&-\ Fresh Arrangements •

Corsages
"10% discount with student I.O.

and this ad."

1 mile South of Bridge Phono 778-2200
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Cycling anyone?
•A'****

byJEFFBOWERMAN

The fledging sport of intercollegiate

cycling will come toWC on Sunday. Oc-

tober 23 when the Cycling Club and the

SGA jointly sponser a major race draw-

ing participants from all over the East

Coast.

Beginning at noon on Sunday of the

weekend between Fall Break and
Homecoming, 60-70 racers will traverse

a two mile course starting on Route 213

in front of Reid Hall. The course, affec-

tionately known as the Town Loop,

follows Washington Avenue into town,

bearing right onto Spring St., past the

Post Office, and right again at High St.

Passing the "Vern", the racers will

bear right again up Route 291 until

reaching 213, on which they will speed

through the College and into town

again.

Cycling Club head Scott Browning
pointed out that "Intercollegiate racing

just started three or four years ago, and

the Editor of Velo .News tells me that we
are the first small college to be in-

IVC lands a gem

volved." Velo News, the definitive

newssheet of cycling, will carry adver-

tisments of the race, as yet unnamed,
and announcements are being sent out

to such hotbeds as Navy, Penn, Penn
State, and Princeton.

"The Intercollegiate Cycling Associa-

tion in Princeton has reserved the

weekend of October 22-23 for us," said

Browning, noting that "there will be no
other races that weekend."
The competition will be divided into

classes A and B. the latter for novices

and the former for experienced racers.

The B race will consist of ten laps, while

the A race will cover eighteen. Trophies

will be awarded to the first team to

have five riders finish in each class,

and also to the top three individuals in

each class.

Lap counters and a pace car are
needed, and interested parties should

contact Browning in 116 Somerset or

SGA President House.

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS

Tonight and Tomorrow—Volleyball at F&M Invitational away (scrimmage)

Tomorrow—Soccer vs. Lebanon Valley away (season opener)

Monday— i Intramural Football) Lambdas vs. Tide Somerset 5.45 p
K.A. vs. Bof Chi Baseball 5:45 p.m.

Tuesday—Volleyball vs. Cecil C.C. away (season opener)

Thetas vs. Sigs Somerset 5 : 45

Clapp vs. Trent City Baseball 5:45 p.m.

Wednesday—Soccer vs. Upsala away
Trent City vs. Lambdas Somerset 5:45 p.m.

Tide vs. K.A. Baseball5:45 p.m.

Thursday—Bof Chi vs. Thetas Somerset 5:45 p.m.

Sigs vs. Clapp Baseball 5:45 p.m.

Saturday—Soccer vs. Ursinus Kibler 8:30 p.m. (home opener)

I FALL SPORTS SCHEDULE J

Varsity Soccer

Sat. Sept. 17 - Lebanon Valley - Away
Wed. Sept. 21 - Upsala - Away

Sat. Sept. 24 - Ursinus - Home 1 :30 p.m.

Sat. Oct. 1 - Swarthmore - Home 1:30 p.m.

Wed. Oct. 5 - G. Washington - Home 3 p.m.

Sat. Oct. 8 - Alumni - Home 1:30 p.m.

Tues.Oct. 11 -St. Marys -Home 3 p.m.

Sat. Oct. 15 - Haverford - Away
Wed. Oct. 19 - Widener - Away

Sat. Oct. 22 - Mary Washington - Away
Sat. Oct. 29 - Johns Hopkins - Homecoming 1: 30 p.m.

Sat. Nov.5-West.MD-Homel:30p.m.

Varsity B Squad

Mon. Oct. 10 - Harford CC - Home 4 p.m.

Wed. Oct. 12 - Navy B Away ( tentative)

Tues. Oct. 18 - Chesapeake - Home 4 p.m.

Tues. Oct. 27 - Delaware Tech - Away 3 p.m.

Wed. Nov. 2 - Anne Arundel CC - Home 3 p.m.

Volleyball

Fri.-Sat. Sept. 16-17-F&M Invitational - Away
Tues. Sept. 20 - Cecil CC - Away

Tues. Sept. 27 - Chesapeake - Away
Wed. Sept. 28 - Essex - Away

Mon. Oct. 3 - Delaware Tech - Away
Wed. Oct. 5 - George Mason Cath. U. at Cath. U.

Fri. Oct. 7 - Cecil CC, Dickinson, Gettysburg - Home 6 p.m.

Tues.Oct. Il-Georgetown-Home7p.m.
Thur. Oct. 13 - Loyola - Away

Wed. Oct. 19 - UMBC - Anne Arundel CC - Home 7 p.m.

Tues. Oct. 25 - George Washington - Away
Fri. Oct. 28 - West. MD - Home 7 p.m.

Tues. Nov. 1 - Chesapeake - Home 7 p.m.

Fri.-Sat. Nov. 4-5 - MAC Championship - Home
Mon. Nov. 7 - Delaware Tech - Home 7 p.m.

Sat. Nov. 12 - U.MD. - Eastern Shore - Away

Cross Country

Sat. Oct. 1 - Drexel- Ursinus at Drexel
Sat. Oct. 8 - Gallaudet - Away

Sat. Oct. 15 -Widener. Drew at Drew
Sat. Oct. 22- Johns Hopkins, Haverford at Johns Hopkins

Sat. Oct. 29 - Lebanon Valley, West MD at WestMD
Sat. Nov. 5 - Middle Atlantic Conference Champ, at Leb. Valley

B & J Liquors
College Heights

Discount Liquors

Beer - Large Selection of Wines
Hours Mon.-Thurs. 8 to 1

Friday - Saturday 8 to 1

1

778-2988

Live Entertainment At

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
High Street

FRIDAY NIGHT - "SWINGING DOOR" straight from Baltimore

SATURDAY NIGHT - "SUE DONNING TRIO"

BUZZ'S STEAK HOUSE
Steaks, Seafood, Chicken • Cocktails
Happy Hour 4:30-6 P.M. THUR.-SAT.
Miller Lite and Michelobe on Tap

Carryout Service at Drive 778-1214
THRU WINDOW 778-1222

/ a«t J ~J)hoe ^>tore
FOR <;IIYS f GALS

Complete Footwear Service and Supplies
2 27 high street

Chestertown. Maryland 21020
PHONE 77e-2S6Q

Need Money?
HELP WANTED

TO WORK IN CAFETERIA
BREAKFASTS - LUNCHES - DINNERS

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
SEE DAVE KNOWLES OR CHECK IN OFFICE

The Wesley Foundation Welcomes

The Incoming Freshmen And

Returning Upperclassmen of

Washington College

To The 1977-78 Term.

CHRIST 0NITED METHODIST CHORCH - REV. D00G RIDLEY
FIRST 0NITED METHODIST CHORCH - REV. LARRY WIMDR0W
JANES UNITED METHODIST CHURCH - REV. JOE WILLIAMS
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Yearbook editor resigns
Rebetsky walks out when salary demands are unmet

by Geoff Garinther

Ex-yearbook Editor Roger Rebetsky

Homecoming Queen

to be nominated
by MARIAN COOPER

This year's Homecoming is featuring
a new idea at WC.a Homecoming
Queen who has a chance at being in the
Orange Bowl. The 1977/78 Orange
Bowl Festival announced a program to
elect 50 outstanding Homecoming
Queens in the USA.
Each state will choose one girl from

it's college homecoming queens. The 50
homecoming queens will win a $500
scholarship for the general scholarship
fund of their school and will participate
in the Orange Bowl Festival. Each girl
will get a six-day expense-paid trip to

the Orange Bowl in Miami, and ap-
pearances on NBC TV on a float in the
parade and at the game. She will also
be a participant at a gala New Year's
Eve party and at the post-game ban-
quet for the two competing Orange
Bowl teams.

Washington College is having a con-
test for a homecoming queen. She will
then enter a state competition in which
she has a possibility of becoming one of
the state homecoming queens. The
state winner will be selected by the
Associated Press of Minneapolis, MN, a
non-profit organization devoted to im-

proving the standards of college jour-
nalism since 1932. The entrant will be
judged on academic standing, ex-
tracurricular achievements and per-
sonal interests.

In order to insure a serious attitude,

Washington College is sponsoring a
scholarship for the Homecoming
Queen. A committee consisting of the
alumni, the fraternities and sororities

has been formed. The fraternities will

raise money for an unrestricted
scholarship, which the alumni has pro-
mised to match.
The Homecoming Committee is still

debating on the actual method of choos-
ing the Queen. Probably each dorm will

vote on a number of nominees who have
filled out applications. The winners in

each dorm will then be voted on by the
entire campus at meals.
This could be a good opportunity for

WC. The WC Homecoming Queen has a
one in ten chance in the state finals. A
representative from WC at the Orange
Bowl and on NBC TV would bring a
good deal of publicity to the school. The
entire nation watches the Orange Bowl!

Roger Rebetsky resigned from his"

five-day-old position as editor of the
Pegasus Tuesday when the Board of
Publications failed to approve his pro-
posed budget. It included a salary re-
quest of $600, an increase of one hun-
dred percent over the previous editor's
salary.

Rebetsky's total budget request of

$8,893.96 was almost $2,000 more than
the Board had allocated for the
Pegasus. In addition to his salary re-

quest of $600, Rebetsky asked for $100 in

miscellaneous funding, $150 for his

assistant editor's salary, $493.96 for
supplies, and $7,500 for production.

"Bad to set a precedent"
Board Chairman Richard DeProspo

recommended that Rebetsky's salary
be reduced by $150 and the assistant
editor's by $50. "I felt that it was bad to

• set a precedent of doubling the salary in

a single year," said DeProspo.
Rebetsky walked out of the meeting

after refusing the Board's salary offer
of $450.

"I was surprised that the salary was
an issue," said Vice-President of
Finance Gene Hessey, who submitted
the Pegasus allocation of $6,952. "I
don't think that the editor should be put
in the position of voting on his own
salary."

Salaries frozen
Peter Tapke, one of the seven Board

members, said, "The increasing
amounts of money being paid out wor-
ried the Board. We tend to agree that
working on a publication should be an
honor. In the future we will simply an-
nounce a salary and then the person
will receive a fixed sum
,The Board decided at the meeting to

freeze the salaries of the Pegasus and
Elm editors at $400 and $600, respec-
tively.

"General attitude was discouraging"
Rebetsky, who was named as

Pegasus editor just last Thursday, said,
"The general attitude of the Board of

Publications about spending money on
the Pegasus was discouraging. There's
more money there for them to work
with than they were willing to talk
about."

According to Rebetsky, "Mr. Hessey
came to the meeting with figures
prepared. So much of each student's ac-
tivity fee was allocated to the Board of
Publications fund. I don't know where
he came up with the arbitrary divisions
for the money. The amount that he said
the Pegasus could get was approx-
imately $2,000 less than I requested and
the amount the Elm could have
received was almost $2,000 more than
Bonnie (Elm Editor Bonnie Nelle Dun-
can) requested."

DeProspo said that there was in fact
more money in the Publications fund
this year. "One reason it was increased
was to increase the funding for the
literary magazine." The Board
allocated $1,000 to the Washington Col-
lege Review. Part of the increased fun-
ding may also go toward the $1,400
deficit left by last year's Pegasus. The
remainder of the surplus, said
DeProspo, will be used for production
costs of the Pegasus.

"Little other reward"
In defense of his high salary request,

Rebetsky said, "At Washington College
there's little other reward for being an

Continued on Page 7

Police, RAs discuss

campus access
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor- in-Chief

Cooperation between Resident
Assistants and police was discussed as

seven members of Chestertown's
eight-man police force, Town Manager
Bill Nicholson, Deans of Students
Maureen Kelley and Ed Maxcy, and the

22 member RA staff met Wednesday in

the Alumni House.

The primary problem
Noise complaints from local citizens

during recent campus parties have
made it necessary for the college and
police to draw up procedures for deal-

ing with civil complaints. Nicholson
and the police mentioned making RAs
responsible for settling disturbances
and possibly setting a curfew for out-

door parties.

"The primary problem is noise,"

Nicholson said. Stereo speakers turned
to the windows in Theta House brought
complaints and a visit from the police

late Saturday night in an incident that

Somerset RA Dave Beatty described as
"handled extremely well." Officer

John Thorpe added that music from
Saturday's dance could be heard as far

away as the commisioner's house near
Cooper's Pontiac on Route 291

.

"I don't know how loud music has to

be to be objectionable," Nicholson
remarked. "Every person in this room
has a different definition of loudness.

We just have to be reasonable.

Continued on Page 3

There will be a bonfire on Friday
night, September 23, sponsored by the
Alpha Chi's, in honor of the soccer
team, from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Beer
will be on sale. A live band will be spon-
sored by the Student Government
Association behind Cain Athlectic
Center.
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The yearbook Pegusus suffered a casulty Tuesday evening. A
student who could probably have gotten the winged horse off the

ground resigned his brief editorship when the Board of Publica-

tions rejected his proposed salary.

Campus organizations are finding out that Washington College

is very much a part of the "real world:" money talks as loudly

here as anywhere else. Student editors are demonstrating that

the prospect of fleeting prestige and power palls when it is not

backed by some cash reward.

It is unfortunate that the "honor and the glory" is not a suffi-

cient enticement to produce a publication But that is an un-

fortunate fact of life.

Publication editors are not mercenaries. Their honorariums

cannot even be called salaries. (Imagine Walter Cronkite star-

ting out on 67 cents per hour?) Campus editors should be paid if

only to make up in some small way for all the lonely working

hours in cluttered offices past two a.m.— when the real lack of

student support is most apparent.

And that is the crux ot the matter—only if the students support

the yearbook can it break out of the rut of poor quality and even

poorer taste into which it has stumbled in recent editions.

It is to be hoped that some editor will come forward who can

take Mr. Rebetsky's place. Still, I wonder how many students

share his journalistic ability and can deliver a good quality year-

book by May 7, as he was willing to guarantee.

Perhaps the Board made a mistake in haggling over nickels

and dimes. Talent is hard to find. If a competent yearbook editor

does not step forward, then Pegusus itself will be grounded for

another year.
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The MAT proposal

by PROFESSOR ^\LLY VERNON
There has been a great amount of

misinformation floating around cam-
pus concerning the details of the Educa-
tion Department's recent proposal for a

Masters of Arts in Teaching to be of-

fered here at the college. The Elm has
unfortunately added to this misin-

formation by publishing an article in

the September 16th issue which con-

tained more erroneous than correct in-

formation.

The ELM has offered me this space in

order to correct most of these

misconceptions. I am grateful for this

opportunity and to the ELM staff for

their cooperation.

The Masters of Arts in Teaching
(M.A.T.) proposal consists of the

following

:

Eligibility: Only students who have
graduated from Washington College
and have NOT participated in the Stu-

dent Teaching Program at the

undergraduate level will be considered
for admission to the program.
Prerequisites: All students seeking ad-

mission must have completed Educa-
tional Psychology (ED 302) and all con-

tent area courses necessary for cer-

tification to teach in two separate areas
(e.g. English and French, Mathematics
and Social Studies).

The Program : In the Fall each
graduate student will take five courses.

Three will be in the Education Depart-
ment: One in research design/testing

and measurement; the second will be in

general methods of instruction at the

secondary Level; finally, the third will

be in reading instruction at the Secon-
dary Level. The other two courses will

be taken in the content areas in which

the student is seeking certification.

These may either be graduate Special

Problems courses arranged with the

specific departments or courses offered

in the evening Graduate Program.
In the spring the students will take

two special methods courses, one in

their minor area. They will also com-

plete a 10-12 week teaching Internship

at a local Secondary Level school.

The Purpose The purpose of the pro-

gram is to offer to the Washington Col-

lege student who is sincerely interested

in a teaching career the opportunity to

receive a comprehensive and well

rounded preparation in his or her

chosen fields as well as complete a

quality program for teacher prepara-

tion.

The proposal is at present being con-

sidered by the Academic Council. It

was passed by the Social Sciences

Faculty on September 6th. The Educa-
tion department plans to meet with the

individual academic departments
which may be effected by the changes
in the Education Department's pro-

gram before the proposal is voted on by
the faculty. It is hoped that the college

will have moved on the program in time
for the Graduate Program to accept

students into the program for the fall of

1978.

I hope that this will clear up the

misunderstanding about our proposal

and I invite the students and faculty to

contact me or Professor Hunnicutt con-

cerning any further questions they may
have. I feel that the M.A.T. program
will be a valuable addition to the

academic offerings of Washington Col-

lege.

Commentary
Campus Improvements

by TOM DENT
News Editor

There are, in order of priority, three

physical improvements that would help

bring the college' community together

and would make WC much more attrac-

tive to prospective applicants: a swim-
ming pool, a radio station, and a stu-

dent union to house the station and
to give a location for various

club and faculty meetings.

Swimming pool

It has been said that the Athletic

Department has the facilities to in-

corporate a swimming pool. Admis-
sions once told a certain prospective

student that one would be built in the

future. (By whom? Robots?) The
students would like to have someplace
nearby for an occaisonal dip, but to

those of us withoutcars, the Chester
River is not the place. There are too

many advantages to having a swimm-
ing pool on campus, but, alas, it will

never be built.

Radio station

Last year five students got together

with a former member of the ad-
ministration and discussed
basic plans towards putting
a campus radio station to
gether. One student pointed out the

fact that the essential components that

a small station uses are really less ex-

pensive than alot of people imagine. It

was also found out that at least four

students have had previous experience
and have FCC approved licenses'. Many
people expressed a genuine interest in

learning radio technique. Not only can
radio work lead a student towards an
alternate career it is useful to the col-

lege community as it* music is en-

joyable.

Well, Kasprowich is gone and we
have lost our only hope of Ad-
ministrative support, but if there ac-

tually is someone on the staff who is in

favor of this idea, please get in contact

with us. The radio station and the swim-
ming pool go hand in hand as nice

things to talk about, but that's about it.

>URE,MAN
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Police campus rapport
Continued from Page ]

Assistant Dean of Students Ed Maxcy
added, "It's a difficult problem and it

has a lot to do with the differences of

generations. You'll probably always be
able to find someone in Chestertown
who'll object no matter what kind of

music is played."

Police indicated that "consideration"
is the only key to determining music
volume. One officer reminded students
that the college is flanked by the homes
of "working people." The Kent-Queen
Anne's Hospital has also been disturbed
by noise from the campus.

"It's not the music," stated Officer

Norwood Brown, "but the time of night
it's played. People object when it gets
on past 12 o'clock."

No arbitrary curfews
A brief discussion of setting curfews

for parties followed. Dean of Students
Kelley, however, stated that "there's
about a three hour difference in our
time frame. Two a.m, to a college stu-

dent is like 11:00 to town people. One of

our big problems is that students don't
start to show up for activities until

about 11:30." No arbitrary curfew will

be set for all parties. The police,

however, did request that they be
notified of the time when parties are ex-
pected to end so they can clear up any
disruptions beyond that time.

It will be the responsibility of the RAs
to keep order at campus activities. If

their aid is not sufficient, the three
Deans of the College can be called in.

Only in an emergency should it be
necessary for police intervention be
necessary. "Disciplinary action should
take place in the college," explained
Nicholson, "so we don't have to drag a
kid down to the jail — for really silly

reasons."

"The town and the college should be
able to work well together." the Town
Manager explained. "If nothing else

comes of our meeting, " concluded Of-
ficer Jim Quinn, "perhaps, at least, it

can build rapport between us."

Heating may fail

this winter
by Barbara Ann Smith

Though Somerset, Miduit, East and
West Halls had critical problems with
heating and water facilities last winter,

Washington College will be unable to

correct the problems until spring or

summer of this academic year.

Engineers completing an energy
study last year cited Somerset House
and the three hill dormitories as areas
of "crucial" repair need, according to

Gene A. Hessey, Vice-President for

Finance and Treasurer of the college.

Loans actively sought
"Grant funds and loan funds are be-

ing actively sought in order to take care
of the problem as soon as possible,"

Hessey stated. He added, however,
"there is no way we can hope to begin
renovations until the end of this

academic year." Delays can be at-

tributed to the need to hire architects

and engineers to formulate new
systems designs for the buildings will

BRIEFS

Mock State Legislature set

Towson State University will be runn-
ing a Mock Maryland State Legislature
on November 10th through the 13th. The
purpose of the MMSL is to acquaint
students with the process of legislating

at thestate level. Part of the experience
includes formulating, drafting and sub-
mitting a piece of legislation.

If any students are interested in this

learning experience please contact lr.

Howard Silver ( by a note in his

mailbox ), Department of Political

Science by September 29.

Chess Club

announces tournament

The Washington College Chess Club
has announced plans for an all-college

chess tournament, to be held next week.
The tournament is the first official ac-
tivity of the newly formed chess club
composed of faculty as well as students.

This is an open tournag ent and all WC
community members are invited to

take part by submitting applications to

Mr. Martin Kabat, in the Bookstore, no
later than 4: 30, Monday afternoon.

undergo complete renovations, in-

cluding heating, electrical and plumb-

ing systems. Hessey said, "Proposed

cost for the hill dorms alone is over a

half million dollars."

Energy-wasters

Currently each of these buildings is

considered an energy-waster in heating

systmes. "There is only one on and off

switch," explained Hessey. "It's an im-

possible system to control."

Although William Smith Hall had a

similar heating system, last year this

was replaced with one designed to save

both fuel and cost. The new system is

based on zone controls, so that areas of

the building not in use need not be

heated with the rest of the building.

WC spent about $310,000 in utilities

alone last year. One-half of this was ab-

sorbed in fuel oil, while electric costs

accounted tor the remainder. Talk of

gasoline prices possibly raising to one

dollar per gallon leads Hessey to

believe fuel oil prices will also raise

over last year. The college takes bids on

fuel oil from various distributors in

order to obtain the best possible price.

"Bids," said Hessey, "are based on

cost per barrel." Utility cost increases

in past years "have been a major cost

factor," according to Hessey. These in-

creases were one reason for the $300

hike in tuition from last academic year.
' Hessey believes the school has made
an effective effort to reduce energy

waste. "If we were consuming at the

rate we were before the energy crisis,

our costs would be substantially higher.

It takes a conscious effort on

everybody's part" to conserve the

school's energy resources."

Sophie Kerr opens house

An open house in the Sophie Kerr
Room of the Clifton Miller Library will
be held from 9 until 4:30 Thursday. The
purpose of the open house is to exhibit
'the items housed in the Sophie Kerr
Room, including the works of the
Washington College benefactress and
archives from her private library. The
room also contains many other rare
and valuable pieces.

The Night Hawks, a band out of

D.C. will play at the dance to be
held in Hodson Hall Friday, Octo
ber7.

Fire ignites Minta

Martin room
by TOM DENT

A fan placed too close to a window
curtain caused a room fire in Minta
Martin dormitory Monday night. The
fire occurred at 11:45 p.m. in room 409,
the residence of Susan Bennett and Judi
Hill.

The fan was left unattended and
caught the curtain, causing it to
overheat. The curtain fire produced so
much heat it cracked all the window
panes, and the room is still scarred by
smoke. Fortunately, nothing else was
damaged.
The fourth floor was holding a party

at the time the fire was discovered.
Sophomore Tom Koherman, who was
attending the party, acted without
hesitation and put the fire out with the
hall extinguisher. At the time of the
fire, Judi Hill was attending the party,
and Susan Bennett was not in Minta
Martin.

A small fire was also reported
Tuesday night at 4 p.m. in Kent 214. It

was another fan fire. It was stopped
before any damage occurred.

Crooks looks at fire

"What could have happened at Minta
Martin was just unreal," said

Maintenance Supervisor Raymond
Crooks. "Thank God for the fact that-

dorms are taking better care of the ex-

tinguishers than last year." Only two
extinguishers on campus have been
reported tampered with so far.

If someone played with an extinguisher

Deans of Students Maureen Kelley

and Ed Maxcy, as well as Crooks, feel

that it is extremely important that the

college remember this unfortunate ac-

cident because a dorm could burn if so-

meone played with a fire extinguisher.

The Student Union unaminously
resolved to urge the Board of Publica-

tions to re-open applications for the

editorship of the PEGUSUS at its

meeting last night. "We feel that this is

a necessary measure to insure the

students of Washington College the

most qualified person to fill this post,"

the Union concluded, "thus insuring us

of a quality yearbook."

College hosts poet

Donald Hall
Chestertown, MD (News Bureau)

—

The Sophie Kerr Committee of

Washington College will present a

poetry reading by Donald Hall, poet,

author and lecturer, on Thursday,
September 29 at 8 p.m. in the Sophie

Kerr Room of Miller Library.

Mr. Hall has travelled throughout the

United States and Europe reading his

poetry which has been termed
"dynamite." He has been described as

"one of the best poets of his genera-

tion," one who "writes with an eloquent

simplicity" and who "succeeds where
many others have failed.

'

'

Donald Hall's poetry has appeared in

magazines such as "The New Yorker"
and "The Atlantic Monthly." Volumes
of his verse include A Roof of Tiger

Lilies, The Alligator Bride, The Yellow
Room and The Town of Hill. Two of his

anthologies have had a profound im-
pact upon both readers and writers of

poetry: New Poets of England and
America and Contemporary American
Poetry.

Born in Connecticut in 1928, Mr. Hall

received a Bachelor of Arts from Har-

vard in 1951 and a Bachelor of Li-

terature from Oxford in 1953. Among
other fellowships and grants, he has

twice en awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship. Over the years, Donald
Hall has published anthologies, en-

cyclopedias and samplers of poetry, a

total of 35 books in all. He has broadcast

sixty radio and television programs, in-

cluding a series of television interviews

entitled "Poets Talking."

Mr. Hall will be on the campus of

Washington College Thursday and
Friday, September 28th and 29th to

teach creative writing classes and
fraternize with the students and facul-

ty. Many of his books will be available

in the College bookstore prior to that

time.

The poetry reading and reception im-

mediately following on Thursday even-

ing are free and the public is invited to

attend.

Book Sale announced
In the Fall, a college student's fancy

turns to... BOOKS!
Cheap books—wonderful used books

of all kinds — will shortly go on sale

here in town. The annual Book Sale of

the Friends of the Kent County Library
runs from Thursday, September 29th;

through Saturday, October 1, at the

Parish Hall of Emmanuel Episcopal

Church, Cross and High Streets, near
the town park. H Hours Thursday and
Friday are 9-6, Saturday 10-4.

Buy paperbacks— 25 cents apiece, 3

for 50 cents. Buy hardbacks—50 cents

apiece, 3 for $1.00. Indulge your in-

tellect!

What's for sale? For a sample: The
Portable Poe;Toynbee, A Study of

History; Asimov, The Chemicals of

Life; Bonsai—Miniature Potted Trees;

Thomas Tryon, Lady;Camus,
L'Etranger; Wallace Nutting, Penn-
sylvania Beautiful; S.E. Morison, John
Paul Jones: A Sailor's Biography.Lin
Yutang, ed., The Wisdom of India;

Milton Brown, The Story of the Armory
Show; Cleveland Amory, Who Killed
Society?S. Edwards, George Sand;
Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature;
The Intimate Henry Miller; Commager
and Nevins, eds.,The Heritage of

America; Irving Adler, The Elemen-
tary Mathematics of the Atom; Hem-
ingway, The Sun Also Rises. And
THOUSANDS of others, sorted conve-
niently into 25 categories.

Want first crack at buying? Then at-

tend the Preview Sale for Friends on
Wednesday evening, September 28,

7-9:30. Membership costs only $2.00 at

the door. Admission other sale days is,

of course, FREE.
But, you say, you're running out of

room for books? Donate some to the

sale and make room! There's a Drop
Box located in the front of the college
library.

If you have any questions, see Dr.
Satek in Chemistry or call 778-2079.
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Star Wars blasts

box office
by BART NATHAN

In a matter of weeks, R2-D2, C-3P0,

Luke Skywalker and the Deathstar

have become house-hold words. If you

don't know what these strange nouns

are, then my child, the Force is not with

you. Probably the greatest smash since

Gone With The Wind, George Lucas'

Star Wars has become the biggest box-

office draw of the year. Why?
Luke Skywalker. good guy, versus

Darth Vader, evil villian—Who of Star

Wars is based on this theme. With a

beautiful princess thrown in, a seven

fool hairy Wookie added for variety,

and one dashing mercenary, the cast of

Star Wars is complete, almost.

Star Wars is basic science fiction but

the special effects are truly "out of this

world." So, in addition to the previously

mentioned characters, add: a gold

plated robot translator, C-3PO, and a

three foot droid named R2-D2. The
question is , what makes "Star Wars"
so popular? Sure, the 'wholesome' plot

has family appeal; but watching a star

cruiser go into hyper-space, laser-

powered light sabers, various types of

droids buzzing around distant planets

and an entire barroom of strange aliens

catches the eye and heart of every

dreamer. .

There have been other science-fiction

movies, but with a 3 million plus allot-

ment for special effects, "Star Wars"

tops them all Three hundred and

sixty-five different effects total one

spectular movie. The acting is top-

notch as well. Three relatively

unknowns, Mark Hamill iLuke

Skywalker )
, Carrie Fisher ( the

beautiful Princess Leia) and Harrison

Ford as pilot of the Millenium Falcon

(Hans Solo) turn in lively per-

formances. Special recognition should

go to Alec Guiness. As the wise old Obi-

Wan Kenobi, Guiness clearly out-shines

all others in the production.

If you haven't already seen the

movie, hurry up. Don't wait until- it

comes to Chestertown. By that time, we

may all be in inter-galactic space.

Person to Person: a very

danceable band
by CLAIRE

Never having been a devoted fan of

soul music or disco, I immediately had

my doubts about the merits of the "soul

band" mentioned on posters advertis-

ing the Student Government Associa-

tion dance last Saturday night. But, all

my fears were unfounded,

I walked into Hodson Hail as Person

to Person was just finishing a Stevie

Wonder song, and though some may
contradict me, I do not consider Stevie

Wonder's music hard-core soul.

Person to Person continued with

material from Earth, Wind and Fire,

Wild Cherry, Aerosmith, and even Bar-

bara Streisand. Person to Person con-

sisted of two lead singers (one male,

one female) and back-up men on bass

guitar, lead guitar, drums and electric

piano. They were well-dressed, friend-

ly, interested in what they were doing

and, for the most part, good at it.

MOWBRAY
It is one thing for a band to be able to

reproduce a popular song exactly. It is

quite another to able to take that song

and let it remain familiar, while adding

small details which make it also uni-

quely one's own. This is just what Per-

son to Person was able to do on Satur-

day night.

Just as important is the fact that, by

11:15 or so, the whole dance floor was

crowded with people. The band got loud

cheers after every number, played re-

quests when asked, announced bir-

thdays, and generally made friends

with the audience. The male lead singer

even arranged to play tapes during the

band's breaks so that the mood would

not be interrupted.

All in all, aside from a few flatted

notes, I found Person to Person a flexi-

ble, vocally and musically interesting,

and very danceable band.

Woody's Sleeper

lulls audience

by LARRY
Woody Allen's Sleeper, shown here

last weekend, is a movie that fails to

live up to its name. In this one, Woody
portrays himself as he is released from
suspended animation some 200 years in

the future. After some slapstick as

Woody is revived, we leam that he is a

future-fugitive in an unfriendly one-

world empire, in which he is an
unwelcome alien.

For the most part, the film is a series

of skits that attempt to connect a basic

plot. Most of these worked; however,

some one-liners are already dated, and

KAHN
went by the audience without a laugh.

The film, however, is still enjoyable.

The dixieland score keeps the mad-cap
mood going and Woody's acting is at its

usual honesty.

Sleeper may be Woody's last total

comedy. He has since moved into a

slightly more serious aesthetic level

withAnnie Hall. With the success of that

film he may remain in that direction, or

move into a totally different realm.

Who knows?
Woody knows.

Taking advantage of the proximity of the

afternoon forthe Student Government Assq

The event drew a huge crowd to the

banks of the river near Truslow

Boathouse for a raft race and a typical

WC outing. Only homemade rafts —
without motors, oars, or oarlocks —
were permitted in the competiton that

began at 2: 30. Contraptions con-

structed of inner tubes, lumber, fiber

board, and less stable material bravely

crossed the water.

The race was similar to a circuit

relay in that its object was for con-

testants to pick up a six-pack of beer on
theopposite side and return to the

boathouse. The first to make the cross-

ing was rewarded with a keg of

Heineken. That prize went to Bob Dunn
and Jim Coffin.

<

I

The processional heads to the picnic for a quasi-beach-party on the banks of

the Chester near Truslow Boathouse.



fHECHESTER
jC students took to the water Sunday

nsored River Day.

estants crossed the deep in alt mamner of more or less floatable con-

Professor Dave Newell and children
make River Day a family outing.

be showing. Kimball Bvron and

fled to keep their promise to

"fcrs Bob Dunn and Jim Coffin hoist their entry aloft — like a trophy of
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American Stars N'Bars
by TOM DENT

With the help of Crazy Horse, Linda
Ronstadt and Emmylou Harris, Neil

Young has created a triumphant new
album called American Stars n' Bars.
This album blends two distinct periods

in Young's solocareer: the mellow
acoustics found in his earlier works
After the Gold Rush and Harvest and
the mystical, drug-overdose tragedies

in Young's latest albums, Tonight's the

Night, and Zuma.
The first song on side one, "The Old

Country Waltz," sets the perfect stage
for a western movie. Next Young walks
out of the salloon to "Saddle the

Palomino," a tune pre-occupied with

chasing other men's wives. Neil finally

gets back to the ranch where his lady is

waiting with "Hey, Babe," one of his

most pleasant love songs. After fading

into "Hold Back the Tears, where Linda
Ronstadt's harmony is best used, side

one closes with a band in "Bite the

Bullet," a raunchy, chauvinistic ver-

sion of the Joy of Sex. It's Young's way
of rocking and rolling a couple to bed.

Side two of American Stars n' Bars
tells us what goes on after midnight.

Candlelight surrounds the soul-

searching "Star of Bethlehem." It's a
song about the far side of death which

asks the questions: "Where is God?';
"What is Reality?' ; and "Can I actually
finish this song?

"

Young then flows into space as he
paints a surrealistic view of his life as
that of a Salmon swimming upstream,
in the underrated adventure "Will to

Love." We again meet The Cowgirl in

the Sand as Young sings," "It has often

been my dream to live with one who
wasn't there."

Like a Hurricane
The next song will take place in

musical history next to Hendrix's "Pur-
ple Haze," Clapton's "Layla," and Led
Zepplin's "Heartbreakerivin' Lovin'

Maid." It's called "Like a Hurricane,"
and it will definitely "blow you away."

In this cut, Young finally corners the

cowgirl in the sand, only to find that

she's too beautiful to handle. So he
courts her with his guitar, which at

times goes insane. "Like a Hurricane"
is one of those classics (like "Down by
the River," "Ohio," and "Southern
Man" > that Neil will sometimes pull out

of his magical bag of music.
"Home Grown," the last number

leaves one smiling contentedly. After

Young gets blown away in "Like a Hur-
ricane," he wants to offer his audience

a little advice on: HowTo.

YES goes for unsurpassed skill

by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER
Yes has put out new material for the

first time since Relayer in late 1974. It's

called Going For The One (Atlantic SD
19106), and they may have got it. The
album is a portrayal of the many modes
of music the English group has played
since its inception in 1969. This more
than anything accounts for its class.

Going For The One has two rock and
roll songs, reminiscent of early Yes.

The title cut and "Parallels" compare
with such songs as "Roundabout" and
"Starship Trooper." "Going For The
One": features Steve Howe on steel

guitar, showing technical skill as well

as the ability to correlate lyrics with

melodies. "Parallels" is the only song
on the album by Chris Squire; in it a
church organ, bass and guitar

dominate. Here the skill of the in-

strumentalists is clearly audible.

Two of the cuts, "Turn of the Cen-

tury" and "Wondrous Stories," are

mellow ballads with superb vocals. In

"Turn of the Century," group leader

and main writer Jon Anderson uses all

the registers of the scale to deliver the

most melodically beautiful song Yes

has ever put out. "Wonderous Stories:

is similar, but in it Squire and Howe
combine with Anderson to turn out a

song which sounds almost Top 40ish..

The most positive aspect of the album
is the return of Rick Wakeman on
keyboards. The flash and razzle dazzle

are gone, but in its place comes a cool,

unsurpassed maturity end technical

skill. On "Awaken" he takes charge
with a battery of synthesizers and a
church organ. Perhaps the only disap-

pointment on the album is the con-

sistently poor play on drums by Alan

White.

Anthony's Flowers and Greenhouses

Complete Plant Supplies

Plants & Flowers Wired Worldwide

W'' % Mile South of Bridge Phone: 778.2525

Need Money?

HELP WANTED
TO WORK IN CAFETERIA

BREAKFASTS - LUNCHES - DINNERS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

SEE DAVE KNOWLES OR CHECK IN OFFICE
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Power plant sparks opposition

Local group opposes
nuclear reactor

Chestertown Attorney Thomas Sisk voices powerplant concern at the

SGA Town Meeting last week

Protests grow nationwide

by WALTER FORAKER
Chestertown citizens met to discuss

the proposed building of a nuclear

power plant in the area Wednesday

evening in the Kent County High

School. Concern over the proposed

plant has given rise to a group called

Citizens' Organization for Opposition to

Power Sources.

The group's spokesman said COOPS
was formed first to inform the people of

Kent County about the good and the bad

points of any proposed power plant

secondly, to protect wildlife sanc-

Z tuaries and the general ecology; thirdly

% to protect the area's way of life. The

§ groups members are particularly upset

« with the Power Plant Act of 1963. Since

% this act gives the state power to grant

o sites to power companies in any area

£ that state sees fit. Also the power isn't

bound to any county or municipal rules

that could deter construction of the

plant in any way.
Maintaining a pure environment

Dr. Cumberland, a well known
biologist who spoke at the meeting is

concerned with maintaining a pure en-

vironment in the tidewater area. He

talked at length on the plusses and

minuses of a power plant being built in

Kent County.
CumDerianu* cited the fact that

although the rural areas have to pay for

the power plants; urban areas get most
of the benefits. Not only do urban areas
get most of the power produced, but ur-

ban people get most of the jobs.

To add insult to injury a government
official proposed the idea of
distributing the tax money from the
plant's creation and new jobs available,
farmers would have hard time finding
workers and wages would be high for
any helpja farmer cound find.

One member expressed discontent

over the lack of action on the pollution

problem. State Senator, Elroy G. Boyer
spoke against the power plant as a

threat to Kent County's traditional way
of life. He did not like the proatomic
people's attitude of atomic power would
be put into use rather people liked it or

not. Another political figure R. Clayton
Mitchel Jr. plans to cut off an energy
surtax used for physics research
(primarily) and carefully scrutinize

nuclear reactor safety.

(CPS)& The stage has been set, the

lines drawn. Nuclear opposition is here,

there, everywhere, and it is growing.

Not limited to the recent confrontation

in Chestertown. opposition is nation-

wide.

Since the May 1 occupation of the

Seabrook nucleur power plant in New
Hampshire by the Clamshell Alliance

and its subsequent mass arrests, the

issue of nuclear power and its prolifera-

tion has come to the forefront of na-

tional politics. Environmental, social,

economic, and political questions pro-

mise to bring the struggles of the op-

position to a head with the pro-nuclear

energy government and private energy

producers.

Strength in Unity

The evolution of the movement
against nuclear power has grown slow-

ly over the last few years with various

alliances forming to educate people and

communities as to the dangers of fur-

ther nuclear proliferation. Coalitions

have been formed between anti-nuclear

power and nuclear disarmament
groups who maintain similar goals and

realize the strength in unity.

Organizations such as the Abalone

Alliance, headquartered in San Fran-

cisco, CA, and the Mobilization for Sur-

vival (MOSi, centered in Philadelphia,

PA, are planning teach-ins and organiz-

ing on college campuses and in com-

munities this fall in preparation for an

accelerated fight against nukes in-

cluding power plants and weapons.

They feel the need is immediate,

because the government and corporate

energy producers are pulling out all

stops, mainly in licensing regulations,

to ram nuclear power through and into

the mainstream of US energy policy.

Fiscal Fights

The anti-nuke people are working on

shoe string budgets providing lec-

turers, films, leaflets and abundant

data to show the harm of nuclear power

as they build grassroots opposition.

Pro-nuke interests, with money from

corporate America, are using full-page

ads, strong arm lobbying tactics within

federal and state circles and the stri-

dent cry of energy shortages.

For a variety of reasons, more people

are beginning to agree with the anti-

nuke folks. The cost of building nuclear

power plants has skyrocketed, and

those costs will be passed along to con-

sumers. Environmental data shows

that nuclear plants may be hazardous

to surrounding areas. There is the

recurring question of what to do with

nuclear waste. Already, several states

have enacted laws banning such waste

repositories. Many people are con-

cerned about the undermining of con-

stitutional rights as pro-nukes advocate

national nuclear security forces.

A Second Look
Even though nuclear power is clearly

incorporated into Carter's energy

policy, private utility companies are

taking a second look at the plants. Ac-

cording to the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, only three new reactors

have reached the operational stage so

far this year, with ten more under con-

struction. Last year only three new

units were ordered. In contrast, 1973

saw 36 reactors on order. The industry

has been having problems financing

new plants, along with safety inade-

quacies, construction delays and
operating efficiency problems.

Although nuclear plant construction

may have slowed down for the moment,
anti-nuke organizers are increasing

their efforts, Jane Weed, a spokesper-

son for the Abalone Alliance, said there

will be a regional conference in October

to discuss strategy and constituency

building. She sees this as the "beginn-

ing of a very long, hopeful struggle.

We're getting stronger and stronger."

Gearing up for teach-ins

Craig Stevens of the MOS said their

organization, which is an umbrella
group for many coalitions, is gearing up
for teach-ins in the fall, emphasizing
bans on nuclear weapons and nuke
power plants and calling for the funding

of human needs instead.

While nuke onDonents realize there

will be differences of opinion in their

tactics and priorities, all acknowledge

the need for a nuclear moratorium. The
issue has cut across many class, in-

come and political lines. The issue has

brought in new attitudes and old tactics

with its non-sexist approaches in

organizing and Gandi-style civil disobe-

dience taughtHay Quakers.

Skeptical of Safety

The need for nuclear power is being

questioned by many in this country, and
the awe attached to it is eroding. People

are skeptical of its safety, and more are

demanding consideration of more
economical and ecologically realistic

alternatives.

Opposition to nuclear power is not a

unique American issue. In West Ger-

many, a recent long-term occupation of

a proposed nuclear power plant site

caused it to be cancelled. Denmark has

banned nuclear reactors completely.

The pro-nuke French government has

clashed with anti-nuke demonstrators.

In Japan, a nuclear powered tanker

was harassed by boatloads of nuke op-

ponents.

The fight against nukes will be a long

and hard one. But to paraphrase Ben
Frankbn, "It is far better to fight

together, otherwise, we will surely fry

seperately."

Illegally parked cars, blocking drive

A'ays and the fire lanes continue to con-

cern the Office of Student Affairs. Ten

students have been fined for illegal

parking this week. An additional eight

escaped with warnings.

The following have failed to register

their vehicles. They should do so imJ

mediately and pay their $5.00 late fee.

Jacqueline Rowland. David Treasure,

owners ofMaryland APM 907;

Maryland ENZ 713; Conn. PD 9138^

Ohio M16536; Ohio 1462 AW; Maryland

ENS 967; Maryland AZS 108; Conn. CS

9837. The names of these owners will be

requested from the state police.

Sept. 29 (Thurs.) 9-6

Sept. 30 (Frl.) 9-6

Oct. 1 (Sat.) 10-4

LOTS OF CHEAP BOOKS
Friends of the Kent County Library

ANNUAL BOOK SALE

Emmanuel Episcopal Parish Hall

Cross & High Streets

(near the town pork)

Chestertown
Friend's Preview Sale

Sept. 28 (Wed.) 7-9:30

Membership $2.00 at door

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High St«eel

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Hallmark Cards -

Eaton Papers

Typewriter Repair
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Cafeteria suffers
labor pains

by JEFF MORTON

Student help is needed in the cafeter-
ria, and it is needed soon. There are
twenty job openings. These openings
are causing labor problems for those
that do work there.

New employees hestitant to Start
Cafeteria Manager Dave Knowles

believes that higher paying jobs off

campus are drawing most students
away from their jobs in the dining
room. Student workers receive $1.98

per hour after taxes. Those students
who are working also sited*low pay,
availability of other jobs, a wealthier
freshmen class, the messy dishroom,
and bad hours during weekends as chief
reasons why some workers did not
come back and new employees were
hesitant to start.

The lack of workers sometimes
makes it necessary for the cooks and
the kitchen employees to help on the
line, and this takes them away from
regular duties. Weekends also present a
major problem. Very few people sign
up to work weekends, and those that do
have problems finding substitutes if

(hey can't work a particular meal.
The cafeteria did not have these pro-

blems last year, and Knowles is afraid
he might have to hire high school
students. He prefers to give WC
students their money back by hiring
'.hem. The cafeteria is already the big-

jest employer of college students, and
Jave Knowles encourages students in-

erested in jobs to see the sheets posted

n the cafeteria.

Other changes have been instituted in
the dining room. Few hamburgers are
going to be served this year than last.

Knowles has cut down the amount of
hamburgers from four or five times a
week to three. Knowles is trying to
serve a greater variety of foods this
year, but he does not want to serve ex-
otic dishes that no one would eat.

Knowles added that anyone with a
special problem, complaint, or sugges-
tion can contact him, and he will be
happy to listen. There are limitations to
what can be cooked and served in an in-

stitutional cafeteria, but the kitchen
staff will try to help anyone tha who
needs a special diet ^as a helpful
idea.

A constant bother
The music in the cafeteria has been a

constant bother to many students.
There is a turntable (which is broken
and has no records) and an eight-track
tape player with a few old tapes.
'Knowles does not play the tapes
because he believed they were too old to
interest most students, but he said, "If
the SGA or some other body bought
some new tapes, they would be
played."

At the moment, whoever turns on the
radio (usually the dishroom coor-
dinator) determines the radio station.
If anyone wishes to change the radio
station during a meal, just ask Knowles
or the dishroom coordinator who will

change it when thev are free.

Power Plant

I'll say this for it, you don't have to Cook them no more."
I I

The Washington College Student

Government Association Presents

THE NIGHTHA WKS
from Bethesda, Maryland

One Show Only
Hodson Hall

Free Beer

with the price of admission

8:00 + 10:30

music 8:30 + 1:00 a.m.

Tickets

$5.00 in advance

$6.00 at the door

phone 778-0324

or 778-2800, ext. 303

J

Sailing Club—not this fancy

Sailing Club takes off
by JAY GLAZER

This year's Washington College Sail-
ing Club is at present comprised of
twenty members, who have at their
disposal four 'lasers' (14 feet) and one
'penguin' (15 feet). These are open,
catboat-rigged boats which are kept at
Truslow Boathouse, on Queen St., just
south of town.

For fifteen dollars per semester or
twenty-five per year, a member sup-
posedly has unrestricted use of the
boating facilities. Actually, the number
of boats and the fact that there are few
keys to the boathouse available to the
club limit the time he or she spends on
the water.

PegUSUS Continued from Page 1

editor on the Pegasus or the Elm other especially

The pleasures of sailing far outweigh
the inconveniences, though. One of the
most complete temporary escapes, it

combines sun, breeze, and spray- in

natural harmony.
The club offers free lessons for the

uninitiated, and sponsors the practical
test given to those applicants who know
how to sail.

Races are in the planning stages for
Sunday evening.

Those interested in participating may
contact either Doug Byers in Caroline
308 or Beverly Powers in Queen Annes

than the salary and the personal
satisfaction one gets from putting

something together. All that I was ask-

ing for was enough to get me through
the year without having to work
besides."

"I think the Board's making a big

mistake, " added Rebetsky. "'The ideas

that I had and the innovations that I had
intended to make won't be able to be
matched by someone less experienced

at Washington College. I would have
guaranteed a bookby May 7 that would
have been the best yearbook at

Washington College in five years.

That's a guarantee that I would have
delivered."

Rebetsky also warned that the

students aren't getting their money's
worth "from the $11 or so that comes
out of their pockets for the yearbooks. I

would hope that the students, and

the seniors, will initiate

some sort of action to see that the Board
of Publications will find someone that

will make the renovations that the book
needs.

"I think anyone in the Administration

or on the faculty, and especially on the

Admissions Staff, realizes how impor-
tant a yearbook is in terms of publicity

and of just generating a general sense
of continuity in the school. A good year-

book helps to keep the alumni together

and that keeps money flowing into the

college."

Past yearbooks merit strong action

"I think it's really absurd for all this

to have happened over $150." said

Rebetsky, "which the Board of Publica-

tions certainly could have come up
with. DeProspo thought it would be a

really bad precedent. I think the past

few yearbooks are precedent enough to

meritstrong actions."
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Home Soccer Opens

Tomorrow
**** WC rolls over Lebanon Valley ****

byHOWAKDB.UKK

The Washington Soccer team made
its 1977 debut a successful one on Satur-

day, September 17 by defeating

outclassed Lebanon Vallej College 5-0.

The shoremen started slowly, manag-

ing only a single first half goal off the

foot of Matt Wagner. However, when
the Shore eleven notched two goals

within an W second span in the opening

moments of the second half the out-

come of live match was no longer in

doubt.

The victory may have been a costly

one for W.C.. however. Wagner sus-

tained a broken collarbone during a col-

lision h iih (he goalie immediately after

striking his scoring shot, and he will be

sidelined (our to six weeks. It will re-

main to be seen whether the team can

compensate for the loss of his ex-

perience and all-out hustle.

I-ee Kinwaechter. a Freshman for-

ward, led the scoring for the Shoremen
with two goals.Another Freshman,

Kenny Maher, and Pete Abronski, the

1976 team's leading scorer, matched
Wagner with single goals.

Coach Ed Athey termed the victory

"a good opening game for us, an all

around team effort," but was quick to

single out Kinwaechter and Wagner as

well as halfbacks Mike Brown and Tom
Viscount for thier outstanding play on

offense. Both Brown and Viscount were
credited with assists. Defensively, full

backs Peter Tsou, Dan Hudson, Ben
Tuckerman and Kurt Nass along with

goalkeeper Skip I'omstock drew praise

for the shutout win.

If the Shoreman showed a weakness

on Saturday, it was in their transition

play, according to Athey. The W.C.

halfbacks were at limes guilty of being

too offensive-minded and not falling

back on defense quickly enough when
LVC gained possesion of the ball. Athey
was just as quick to point out that his

young squad will probably improve on

this aspect as they gain more game ex-

perience.

In the next two games, away against

L'psala on Wednesday September 21

and at home against Ursinus on Satur-

day September 24. the Shoremen can

count on sterner opposition than they

received from Lebenon Valley. These

two games should give Shore soccer

fans an idea of just how good this year's

squad is. However, if the preseason

scrimmages and season opener are any
indication the Shoremen will be well

worth watching.

Shoremen Shine at F&M
by ROBERT E.AKESON

This past week the Women's
Volleyball Team concluded a very suc-

cessful pre-season road trip al the

Franklin&Marshall Invitational Tour-

nament
The tournament featured such MAC

schools as Scranton, Upsala and
Franklin&Marshall. They were joined

by the University of West Virginia. The
Shoremen were extremely successful

against the MAC schools, winning all

their matches However, Ihey lost in the

finals to West Virginia, which is an all

scholarship squad.

Highlights of the series for WC were
the impressive spikes of Tammi
Schauber and the serving of Kathy
Obear. Also it would appear as if the

Peter Hamill moves the ball upfield.

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS

Tomorrow - Soccer vs. Ursinus—Kibler
1:30pm (HomeOpener)

Monday - Clapp vs Lambdas —
Somerset 5 :45pm

Bof Chi vs. Trout City — Baseball
5:45pm

Tuesday - Volleyball vs. Chesapeake—
Away

Sigs vs. KA — Somerset 5 : 45pm
Theta vs. Tide— Baseball 5 :45pm

Wednesday - Volleyball vs. Essex —

Away

Tide vs. Clapp— Somerset 5 :45pm
KA vs. Lambdas — Baseball 5 :45pm
Thursday - Trout City vs. Thetas —

Somerset 5 : 45pm
Sigs vs. Bof Chi — Baseball 5 :45pm

Saturday - Cross Country vs. Drexel,

Ursinus — at Drexel < season opener)

Soccer vs. Swarthmore— Kibler

1:30pm

teams transition from a 4-2 offense to a

6-2 offense has been successful. The 6-2

offense entails the addition of one extra

player becoming eligible to come up
front and spike.

This season the squad will be cap-

tained by Senior Cindi Patchen and
Junior Jenni Butler. Starters include

both captains along with Maggie
Stevens, Kathy Obear, Tammi
Schauber. and Liz Butler They are

joined by Joan Burri, Sue Bennet, Man-
dy Scherer. Chris Butler, Julie Wheila,

Donna Scioli, Renee Miller and Nancy
Trinechero. They are coached by Pen-

ny Fall.

The Shoremen's home opener will be

October 7, at 6 p.m against Cecil,

Dickinson and Gettysburg. All in all,

the Shoremen have the potential to

become a very exciting and winning

squad this season.

New Low Prices On

m W ^R :<,>^P

Denim and Corduroy Jeans

Bonnett's townys, country Shop

Live Entertainment At

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
High Street

Friday and Saturday Night

DAVE DELUCCA

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Wolch ond Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Pork

Chestertown, Moryland

Five years ago: Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger completed talks with

leaders at the Kremlin.

One year ago The Ford ad-

ministration decided to cast a veto

against Vietnamese membership in the

United Nations

Today's birthday: Actress Claudette

Colbert is 72 years old

Thought for today: A man usually

falls in love with the woman who asks

the kind of questions he is able to an-

swer — actor Ronald Colman

B& J Liquors
College Heights

Discount Liquors
Beer - Large Selection of Wines

Hours Mon.-Thurs. 8 to 1

Friday - Saturday 8 to 1

1

778-2988*

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030^

• Hudson's Vitamint

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain



SJB head appointed
by BECKY BAUKNIGHT

The Student Government Association
elected prosecutin Carol Noer chairper-

son of the Student Judiciary Board at

its meeting last Thursday night. The
SGA also voted for prosecuting lawyers
and passed the new yearbook editorship

resolution.

The Senate expressed confidence in

Noer's knowledge of theexisting
judiciary system. "I felt many timesthe
jury feels sorry for a defendenl
because he had no defense lawyer,"
stated Noer. "This time there ought to

be a fairer system with a clerk who
could explain the system to the defen-

ded. The twenty-four members of the

system should then follow up on the
disciplinary probation and really en-
force the penalties."

Eight students expressed interest in

prosecuting positions. Five were
named to the post: Dave Saslaw, Tex
ANdrews, Tracy Jastremski, Dave
Altvater, and Drew Romans.
The routine question of the can-

didtates was enlivened by John Jelich's
remark, "last year's screening board
wasted a lot of the Judiciary's time with
ridiculous offenses." He was im-
mediately attacked by Madeline
Walters, a member of last year's

Continued on Page 8

New yearbook editors

instated
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Colleen Miller and Randy Watson
were appointed acting coeditors of the

Pegasus last Wednesday by board of

Publications Chairman Richard
DeProspo. pending the approval of the

Board at its meeting this coming
Tuesday. The new appointments came
in the wake of former Pegasus editor

Roger Rebetsky's resignation from the

post last Tuesday when the Board failed

to meet his salary request.

Miller, a freshman, was to have been
Rebetsky's assistant editor and Wat-
son, a sophomore, was the only appli-

cant for the editorship earlier this year
other than Rebetsky's Rebetsky.
Board urged to re-open applications

DeProspo said his decision to appoint
acting co-editors was made "because of

the shortness of time and the fact that,

originally, there was only one other ap-
plicant, Randy. I felt that it was proper
for me to appoint an editor in a situation

in which no editor existed, in anticipa-

tion of the Board's approval."
The day after the appointments were

announced, the Student Government
Association voted unanimously to urge
the Board to re-open applications for

the editorship of the Pegasus. Ex-
plained SGA President Kimball Byron,
"We've made our suggestion to the

Board. Now I think it's up to them; the

ball's in their court."

Rebetsky, after learning of the SGA's
decision, said, "I think it's a really good
sign that the SGA is involving itself in

the students' interest. They realize the

problems with the yearbook in the past

couple of years and want to try to insure

that they don't happen this year."
"No action should have been taken"
"I think there is no question that

DeprospO was out of line," added
Rebetsky. "No action should have been
taken without the Board convening."
Rebetsky also said that he would reapp-
ly for the editorship if the position was
open, but added that he would not settle

for less than $600.

Young staff assembled
Mean while, Miller and Watson were

busy assembling their staff. At a
meeting this Tuesday they appointed

the following section editors: Kendall
Schwartz, Senior section; Theresa
Taylor, Faculty; Rick Marr, Student

Life; Jacob Parr, Sports; Ginger

Vanderpool, Copy; Dudley Parr,

Photography, Julie Beswick, Assistant

Photography Editor.

"We do have a lot of students, mostly

freshmen, that are willing to work,"

said Co-Editor Watson, "which is a

change from past years, when it

seemed like it was a one-man show.
'

'

Continued on Page j

Caro' Noer

Caroline
senator

speaks out
by DONNA TAYLOR

Joanne Beebe was re-elected "due to

discrepancy" as the Senate represen-

tative for Caroline Hallon September
22, 1977. The other candidate for the

position was Amy Pozerycki. After the

first election on September 15, the votes

were counted, and it was found that

there was one more ballot than the

number of people who voted. Beebe
believed that there would have been a

tie had the votes been counted correct-

ly.

Beebe said that she was "very upset

with the way the whole thing was done;

the ballots were counted only once by

only one person. If at all possible, this

will be changed in the future. It would
have made a very big difference if the

first count had gone through."

Beebe, a second semester
sophomore, has had no previous ex-

perience; she just "wanted to help

out." Last year during the elections,

Student Government Association

Continued on Page 3

SAB holds
first meeting

by JEFF MORTON
The Student Academic Board is cur-

rently considering many projects for

the upcoming year, such as a change in

the grade-point system, minor pro-
grams with pass fail course options,

evaluating and working with career
counseling, and bringing alumni back
to Washington College to talk about
their jobs.

The SAB will, of course, also work on
their usual projects including course
evaluation, keeping students and facul-

ty on a good communication level and
listening to what the students have to

say. For almost all their projects the

SAB will be compiling student's reac-
tions and opinion*

The first meeting of the SAB, John
Down president of SAB swore in all

members and held elections for V.P.

and Treasurer Secretary. Rick Portal

won for Vice President. Jean Dixon,

ran unopposed and won the position of

Treasurer-Secretary.

The members of the SAB represent

almost every field of study at

Washington College, the students and
their majors are: Jean Dixon-Art, Neal

Oldford-American Studies, Mike
Simpson-Biology, Jose Vorstad-
Chemistry, Vicky Gadsden-Drama,
Steve Dodd-Economics, Mary Ellen

Aikin-English, Joan Driscoll-French,

No Representative-German, John
Habberman-History, Ron Watson-
Humanities, No Representative-
Independent Studies, Rick Portal-

Math, Ward Tatnall-Music, Doug
Byers-Philosophy, Tim Hart-Physics,

Dale Everlun-Political Science, Robin
Cooper-Psycology, Susan Hiller-

Spanish, Geoffrey Osborne-
International Studies, Patti Allen-

Sociology. The who were also in atten-

dance at the meeting, were Professor

Anderson-Humanities. Professor
Baron-Social Science, Professor
Munson-MATH SCIENCE.
The SAB will meet every other Mon-

day night and more information on the

minutes of the meetings will be posted

somewhere close to the Coffee House.

Co"een Miller

The Washington College Student

Government Association

. - Presents """' —i—m—

THE NIGHTHA WKS
Friday, October 7, 1977

Hodson Hall
*
* Tickets

Free Beer * $5.00 in advance
with price of admission

8:00 + 10:30
music

*
*
*

*

$6.00 at the door

phone 778-0324

8:30+ 1:00 a.m.
*
*
*

or 778-2800, ext. 303
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Does Washington College discriminate against women?
Of the College's thirty-seven tenured faculty members, only

seven are women.Washington College cannot be especially pro-

ud of these figures—although they are not surprising when one
considers that women represent only slightly more than sixteen

per cent of the entire full-time faculty. Can we doubt that some
kind of sexual discrimination has influenced appointments and
tenure decisions in the ' 'Buntagon' ' ? It is a moot question.

Chauvinism that denies fair play to women athletes is as

dangerous as bias in hiring and promotion. The Administration's

refusal to institute proportionate scholarship funding for

women's sports draws waves of athletes to schools whose
athletic programs are governed by a greater sense of justice.

Women's Athletic Director Penny Fall says "administrative
roadblocks" have been put in the way of the continuing develop-
ment of her department. She feels that there is "no place to

turn," There won't be if we let the matter drop.

A large show of student support can promote fairness in fun-

ding — now. Every student should be heard on this issue. Let's

score a point for equal rights. The ball's in our court.

This tree was the victim of the "arbitrary destruction of nature" fo'lowing a
party Wednesday evening

Nature arbitrarily destroyed

Editor-in-Chief Bonnie Ne"e Duncan

Assistant Editor
." Lynn Lyke

News Editor Tom Dent

Fine Arts Editor Nick Nappo

Sports Editor Jeff Bowerman
Photography Editor Dudley Parr

Copy Editor Marian Cooper

Business Manager Rita McWi"iams
Facu'ly Advisor Richard DeProspo

WRITERS: Claire Mowbray, Co»een Mii'er, Marian Cooper. Geoff Garin-

ther, Jeff Morton, Bob Akeson, Howard Bauer, Barbara Ann Smith, Bart

Nathan, Walter Foraker, Carlos Wi'son, Paire Pu'a, Sandy Scho'ar. Becky
Bauknight. Lee Ann Chearueyi, Donna Taylor, Kevin Schneckenburger,

Davie Stier. Peter Zekonis, Larry Kahn, Jay G'azer, Coi'en Onei"

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Lisa Durbin, Beth Church, Jim Graham, Betsy Read,
Jon Mue"er, Ju'ie Beswick
CARTOONIST: Jean Dixon, John Warton
The ELM is the official news paper of Washington College, published by and
for students, ll is published at the Delaware Printing Company in Dover
Delaware every Friday with the exception of vactions and exam week. The
opinions expressed on these pages, with the exception of those under Letters

to the Editor and Commentary, be'ong to the editor and staff. The ELM is

open business hours Monday through Friday 778-2800, ext. 321. After hours
ca'i 778-9739

In front of Kent House there are

several trees. The number has been

decreased by two-thirds of a tree. Some
one (or possibly a group of people) had

decided to scale the tree and pull down
on its willowy trunk to snap off the top

of the tree. The mark of a Heinekin bot-

tle was left at the site.

A beautiful example of nature has

been arbitrarily destroyed, destroyed.

Destroyed -by some person(s) who
found it funny and "cool,' by some per-

son who has little control over oneself,

by some person indicating
v

that

Washington College is a school for

flunkies who find the only way to gain

that well worn phrase of "college being

the best years of my life" through the

lowly habitat of drunkeness and the pot

head's stupor.

And who can control this crowd?
Stories of toilets dynamited in Somerset

last year filter out; uncontrollable

"party" fevor permeates Washington
College, inundating our very bloodlines

to extremes of ineons istancy.
Damn it! Look at us! Is it worth our

while to tear down nature in front of

Kent House?

Respectfully

David Scott Elman

INSIDE THE ELM

Skateboarding has become a national
institution. The students of Washington
Conege are no exceptions to the norm
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Fall cites

discrimination
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

The Administration has declined to

allocate scholarship funding to the

Women's Athletic Department in a
move Women's Athletic Director Penny
Fall clajms has "definite tinges of

discrimination." A sum of $25,000 is

available for the Men's Athletic Depart-
ment to distribute as scholarships to

needy male athletes. No such funds are
open to women.

Fall's movement to have scholar-

ships for women athletes instituted on a
proportional basis with men began in

earnest last year when she "noted that

a tremendous number of colleges fund
such scholarships. There is a trend for

scholarship teams with the financial

ability to assist students.

"Our request was reasonable"
Fall met with Athletic Director Ed

Athey to discuss requesting "similar
but proportional funds — based on the

number of sports to assist in attracting
student athletes to Washington College
and also to help girls already here."
Athey brought the proposal before Vice
President for Finance Gene Hessey
who was "sympathetic" and admitted
"that our request was reasonable," ac-

cording to Fall.

Hessey indicated however, in the

words of the Women's Athletic Direc-

tor, that "the realities of the situation

were such that the Administration is so
adamant against Title IX that it would
be futile to press the proposal. "Title IX
is the directive from the national

government that says, in part, that any
school or college receiving any federal

funds must allocate proportional grants
for student activities, and scholarships
regardless of the sex of the recepients.

"I have gone the accepted route,"

stated Fall, "and have come up with a
big zero. I was turned down flat. I have
no place to turn now." * t—

( briefs) '

Philosophy Club

Topics with wide-ranging implica-

:ions are discussed by the Philosophy

Club. A newly formed organization, the

Philosophy Club is open to both

students and faculty. Dr. John Miller is

faculty advisor of the club, and Ron
Hubbard is president. The next regular

monthly meeting will be October 25 at

7:30 p.m. in Bill Smith 14 and will focus

on the question "Is capital punishment

ethical?"

WC Workshop Project

' The Washington College Workshop
project, a club for the promotion of on-

campus literary and artistic endeavor,

is being organized by Becky Bauknight

and Tom Dent. An organizational

meeting will be held Monday at 8:00

p.m. in the Hodson Lounge.

Next Week in the ELM

What happens to the money paid for

damage deposits? The E'm will explore

thethis question in next week's edition.

I*******************

The Night Hawks, a band out of

D.C. will play at the dance to be

held in Hodson Hall Friday, Octo

"OKay to be an athlete and a woman"
"Our biggest problem," Fall con-

tinued, "is with people who don't

realize a gigantic revolution has gone
on in sports. For the first time, girls in

schools and colleges have decided it's

okay to be athletes and to be women.
Nobody has any concept of how hard
these women (the female athletes at

Washington College) work. All the

credit for their past success goes strict-

ly to them—certainly it has nothing to

do with anything the college has ever

done to support them."
Fall, orginally hired solely as an

athletic instructor, is also the coach for

the Women's Volleyball and Tennis

Team, as well as co-ordinator for crew.

She said all womens' sports were
developed because of "a desire on the

part of women. Once we developed

these sports," she added, "we made a

long range committment to build quali-

ty intercollegiate programs. But I'm

being held back by the realitites of an
Administration whose attitude is

against fair funding for women.

"

"My main concern is human fairness"

"All aside from the law and Title IX,"

Fall continued, "my main conern is

human fairness. Women at Washington
College are getting less than the men. I

know that there are a lot of kids who
would have chosen to come here if I

could even so much as have given them
§500 per year. Is it good for Washington
College? No, the Administration's at-

titude is harmful to the school."

"I am interested in fair and equal

treatment," Fall said, "And I don't

believe the women here are getting a

fair shake. I can conceive of no other

reason why, the ry least, part of needy

women athletes' tuition cannot be

remitted— unless it is due to the basic

male chauvinism of the Administra-

tion."

Women's Ath'etic Director Penny Fa' 1

MAT unaminously

defeated
The proposal for aMasters oi Art m

Teaching Program was defeated
unanimously at the Academic Council

meeting Monday. The proposal had
been presented by Education Depart-
ment Chairperson Sally Vernon.

Stability of Education Department
questioned

Reasons for the defeat are varied.

One main reason was the fact that no
department can offer graduate courses

if its chairperson does not have a Ph. D
degree. Vernon has yet to present her

disertation.

The stability of the Education
Department was questioned as a factor

in the successfulness of the program. A
MAT was also viewed as perhaps being

incompatible with the liberal arts

philosophy of Washington College.

English professor Bennet Lamond
questioned why students should be

urged to stay here for a fifth year.

The program would have been open
only to Washington College graduates

who had not already taken the block of

classes required for the educational

concentration at the undergratuate
level. This undergraduate program

Philosophy Club

discusses animal rights

bv CARLOS WILTON

The Washington College Philosophy
Club held its first meeting Tuesday
evening. The topic of discussion for the

meeting was the question, "Is it moral-
ly justified to cause animal suffering?"
No solution to this problem was agreed
upon by all club members present, but

a spirited discussion went on for almost
two hours.

This question, of course, has wide im-
plications, and not just in the area of

wanton cruelty toanimals; questions of

the ethics of scientific experimentation
on animals and of the ethics of using
animals for human food also come into

the picture, and were brought up at the

meeting.

The Philosophy Club is a new
organization at Washington College,

and plans to meet monthly to discuss

questions of philosophical interest.

Membership is open to any interested

student or faculty member. Besides the

regular month/ meetings, the club
plans to sponsor excursions to various

philosophical lectures and meetings,
and is also planning a picnic in the spr-

ing.

The next regular meeting of the club
is scheduled for Tuesday, October 25, at

7:30 pm, in Bill Smith 14. The question

to be discussed is, "Is capital punish-

ment ethical?"

Any interested members of the Col-

lege community are welcome to attend,

although they should first contact

either club president Ron Hubbard or

faculty advisor Dr. John Miller, so that

they may obtain copies of introductory

materials which are distributed to club

members before each meeting.

joann Beebe
• Continued from Page I •

President, Kimball Byron expressed a

desire to make the college a unit in

which the student body would socialize

as a whole rather than breaking it up it

up into small parties. Beebe has now
been appointed to the Social Committee
which attempts to plan activities for

every weekend. She said that she sup-

ports Byron's optimistic outlook, and
she knows that it is going to take a lot of

work, and the committee members will

need help, but she feels, that the idea, of

the college working as a unit is a wor-

thwhile goal.

In addition to her committee jobs,

Beebe will work to keep the people in

her form in touch and to keep up-to-date

on what is happening. She is optimistic

that she will be able to get many new

would not be eliminated by the MAT.
Although graduates and
undergraduates would be taking the

same courses, graduate requirements
would be greater. Graduates would not

have been required to take an extra

seminar per course each week.

Weaknesses in the p'an
The Academic Council felt there were

a number of basic weaknesses in the

plan. One of the prerequisits for the pro-

gram would be a recommendation from
the Department of Education. It was
unclear whether the Department of

Education would then be recommen-
ding students to its own department.

Concern was also expressed over the

extra burden that would be placed on
faculty members teaching courses to

both graduates and undergraduates.
Extra work would also be demanded of

teachers in areas where content

courses were unavailable. Dr. John
Miller said he felt that the school should

hire the qualified teachers to run the

program well.

Vernon sees many advantages in the

program for this college. No school in

Maryland offers the MAT. If the pro-

gram had been passed, Washington Col-

lege would be the only college in the

United States offering the MAT pro-

gram with dual certification.

The MAT would improve the

possibility of job placement after

graduation, according to Vernon. She

also believes the program would offer a

more complete education for students

in the department. She also feels that

students in the education block feel left

out of the major with only a three and a

half year college education. (Education

majors are required to devote one full

semester student-teaching in approved
secondary schools.) Vernon supports

the program because she believes it

would provide a complete college

education followed by a fifth year work-

ing on the MAT degree.

ideals from the people in her dorm. She

indicated that the year ahead promises

to be a rewarding one if everyone will

work together.
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Bauknight Dent launch

WC Workshop Project

by MARIAN COOPER

The Washington College Workshop
Project, a club to promote on-campus

art and literary work is being organized

by senior Tom Dent and sophomore
Becky Bauknight, who originated the

idea. The first meeting of the project

will be on Monday at 8:00 p.m. in the

Hynson Lounge.
With equal emphasis on art and the

production of what Dent terms
"underground" literature severely

critized, but informally that will

publish without be review — "for peo-

ple who feel intimidated by the

Washington College Review and Broad-

side,"— the Workshop Project is not

detracting from the art department.

"We just want to offer an alternative,"

Dent explained.

"Not just artist-oriented"

The project's founders hope to in-

troduce members to work with pottery,

silk screen printing, painting and other

art forms. But, co-president Bauknight

cautioned, "we're not just an artist-

oriented thing."

The group hopes to produce a publica-

tion called The Washington College

Workshop Review. It will feature art

work including silk screen design and
pen and ink drawing, as well as

creative writing.

"A club atmosphere where
people can socialize"

"The Washington College Workshop
Project will give students an environ-

ment where they can discuss art and
literary thought without fear of anyone
trying to drastically change their

style," said Dent. "It will have a club

Senior Class
evening
announced

The Senior Class will hold its first

'Senior Class Evening" on Tuesday,
October 4 at 8 p.m. in Hynson Lounge.
All seniors are urged to attend since

the evening will include such activites

as:

—Guest speakers informing seniors of

the importance of their final year. The
speakers will be Academic Dean Gary
Clarke, Dean of Students Maureen
Kelley, and Assistant Dean Ed Maxcy.
—explanation of career planning pro-

grams and how they can directly affect

the student

—life planning seminars which will

discuss possible topics such as buying
and selling stocks and bonds, facts

about leases and mortgages, buying in-

surance, etc.

graduation activites (including

Senior Class Gift)

recommendations by students con-

cerning a commencement speaker at

the graduation exercise.

—dates, deadlines, and application pro-

cedures for such exams as the L.S.A.T.,

Graduate Record Exam. Business Ex-
am, Fullbright and Rhodes Scholar-

ships, among others

possible Senior Class organized social

functions

Wine and cheese will be served as it

should be an enjoyable time as well as
informative. The seniors should realize

the importance of this year and be fully

informed. This is why it is necessary to

attend this "evening". The Senior Class
administration will try and give the

senior class members what they want.
This is why we need your participation,

voice, opinion, and attendance. This is

our last year. Lets do it right.

atmosphere where people can
socialize," Bauknight added "It's just

the thing for people who have gotten

tired of the partying scene."

The club will probably be lodged in

the basment of Minta Martin.
Establishing a permanent location will

be discussed at the organizational

meeting Monday. At 8:00, in the

mailroom lounge, Hudson the forming

of a central committee of the WCWP
will also be discussed at this meeting.

To be comprised of three members in

addition to the co-presidents, the com-
mittee will have two persons assigned

to investigate the possibility of funding

through a national grant, one assigned

to over-seeing the budget, and the per-

sons to correspond with artist the club

hopes to invite as speakers oncampus.
Federal grant investigazed

The club hopes to get an allocation of

$200.00 from the Student Government
Association this semester. It is also in-

vestigating acquiring a federal grant

from the National Endowment for the

Arts.

Long range goals for the club are
varied. In addition to producing a
publication and featuring guest artists,

the group hopes to have an end of the

semester exhibition in theFine Arts

Center, and to eventual!vattend and
contribute to local exhibitions.

To sum up the goals ofthe club. Dent
commented, "We want to make this a
place on campus where people can get

so involved in their own artistic

endeavors that they may, for awhile,

forget that they are on campus ground.

Photographers

Union

makes plans

by WALTER FORAKER

Roger Rebetsky, the organizer of the

Photographers' Union, has plans ready
for the upcoming year.

The most important of these plans is

a fall exibition for photographers from
all walks of campus life to show their

works. This would give the shutter-bugs

a chance to have their works viewed,
criticized, and bought. At these show-
ings, prizes would be awarded to pro-
misisng photographers.
Aside from the large campus show-

ing, there will be one man shows for the
more adept photographers. These
would be held throughout the year. The
best photo-artists on campus would be
able to have their talents showcased at

these exhibits.

A series of seminars would be held on
some of the Tuesdays when the
Photographers' Union meets. These
seminars would be given by the
photographers who are the best in their
field. There are going to be sessions for

people to polish up what skills they have
and to learn the ones they don't have.
At present, these plans have yet to be

realized. Funds will be needed for

operating costs, events, and prizes. The
union is loosely bound with no real
hierarchy or officers. Roger Rebetsky
is the dark room manager, and he has
set up three different areas in it. The
Elm, Pegasus, and the Photographers'
Union have their own facilities.

Although their first meeting is over,
any students who want to can still join.

Tom Dent and Becky Bauknight

Acting Dean Clarke
publishes book

byPETER ZEKONIS

Acting Dean of the College Garry E.
Clarke has had his cook, Essays on
American Music published this month
by Greenwood Press. The book is

number 62 in a series on Contributions

in American history.

The essays discuss music of the
cultivated tradition, and attempt to

show how a composer wrote by careful

examination of manuscripts. Ihe text

contains both original manuscripts and
reproductions expertly noted by
Clarke's wife, Melissa.

The beginnings of the book can be
traced back to Clarke's undergraduate
work on Charles Ives at Cornell College

during the 1963-64 academic year. Fur-
ther work occurred in the summer of

1970 with the help of a grant from the

National Endowment for the
Humanities. Editor of the series, Jon
Wakelyn, was a friend of Clarke's and
professor of history at Washington Col-

lege in the late 60's. Wakelyn asked him
to write the book and Clarke completed
it while on a Washington College sab-

batical in the spring of 1975.

Kudos are given to Richard Brown,
Erika Salloch, and John Klaus, but "my
students at Washington College deserve
my greatest thanks, for it is they who
have contributed the most to my own
development."
Clarke has already received

favorable reviews in Illinois. The book
will be available nationwide by October
15th.

Sophie Kerr room
opens doors

by COLLEEN MILLER

The Sophie Kerr Committee, in con-

junction with the Clifton M. Miller

Library, sponsored an open house
Wednesday for the students and faculty

of Washington College. The community
had the opportunity of viewing a wide
selection of rare and valuable books.

The Sophie Kerr archives, serving as

both a library and an exhibition room,
house a wide collection of antiques such
as Roman glass vases from the Fogg
museum, momemntoes of Sophie Ker-

rUnderwood, and a piece of the original

campus elm tree.

Among the personal possessions of

Sophie Kerr are rough draft

manuscripts, (such as "I Remember
Christmas," and "That Mixing of Fact
and Fiction,") knick-knack figurines,

and a needlepoint piece. A benefactress

of the college, Sophie Kerr often wrote
of the Eastern Shore in local color

stories and poems. She had "kinfolk"

here Born and raised on the Eastern
SHore, she came to speak of it in glow-

ing terms: "The Eastern Shore of

Maryland is a wonderful place."

Sophie Kerr's portrait and various

photographs of her are displayed in the

room, surrounded by donations from

other libraries, interested parties, and
former students. "The collection is

made up of gifts from such people as

Judge James Alfred Pierce, a local

man, and Mrs. Davidson Taylor, a per-

sonal friend of Sophie Kerr's," ex-

plained librarian Miriam Hoffecker.

The bulk of the Sophie Kerr collection

is comprised of crafted volumes such as

"Les Liasions Dangereuse," by
Chorderlos De Laclos, and
Blackinston's "Land Guide," a pam-
phlet describing in detail the crops and
real estate of Kent County. Magnificent

books with elaborate covers and il-

lustrationsa such as "The Raven," by
Edgar Allan Poe are available to the

college community for study.

Hoffecker described interest in the

open house as "very light," and she ex-

pressed disappointment in the student's

apparent apathy. Sociology,
Economics, Art and English students

are encouraged to utilize the room. Be
it the literature itself or the craftman-
ship of the books, "there's something
for everyone." Hoffecker stressed that

the room is always "open and
available," and that most of the

volumes can be circulated on campus.
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SLAUGHTERHOUSE
FIVE: a movie with guts

byNICKNAPPO
Fine Arts Editor

Kurt Vonnegut's best seller,
Slaughterhouse—Five, ( 1971 ) is about a
man who has come "unstuck in time."
Billy Pilgrim, a survivor of the Dresden
fire-bombing in World War II, skips un-
controllably back and forth between
differentepisodes in his life. But the
novel does more than unstick time: it

butchers it. Vonnegut drove the time
beast into the slaughterhouse, and
hacked it to pieces, flinging the twit-

ching bits all over the landscape. Turn-
ing this crazy, scattered brilliance into

a movie took guts.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE—FIVE has got
guts. Incredible guts It dares to be
everything at once: funny (nine-year
old Billy, told "sink or swim" by his

father and heaved into the pool, sinks
like a stone); fantastic (middle-aged
Billy is transported to the planet
Tralfamidore where he's requested to

"mate" with Hollywood starlet Mon-
tana Wildback), and terribly, terribly
shocking (Billy watches German SS
troops shoot the kind, pot-bellied Edgar
Derby in the smoking ruins of Allied-

bombed Dresden.

)

SLAUGHTERHOUSE—FIVE throws
more at you than any ten films. And the
pattern that emerges— of the insane,,

the jealous, the lovely, and the frighten-

ing — is enough like life itself to make
the film a stunning success.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE—FIVE is a
war movie, (war, anti-war, it's the
same thing) disguised as a master-

piece. Vonnegut's real ax to grind is

war in general, and the death of a city
and a man in particular. Billy Pilgrim's
time-tripping is merely the sheath for

this cutting edge. Why did Vonnegut
hide the true aim of his efforts?

First, he wanted a larger audience
ithan the standard war book or movie at-

tracts. He got it. Pilgrim's progress is

absorbing, fluid, and strikingly

photogenic, thanks to George Roy Hill's

[direction and Stephen Geller's

screenplay. Secondly, he wanted to

heighten the shock of war by sand-

wiching it between the bread of Normal
(non-war) Life. His approach works
wonders. Vonnegut gets his audience

and sets them up for the kill.

The movie's tragic symbols. Dresden
and Derby, are set up, too. The Ger-

mans march Pilgrim and the other

American POW's through Dresden's

cobbled streets to an abandoned meat
j>acking plant-turned-prison
("Sclact—slaughter; Hof—house,
Funf—five.")
The march, set to Strauss, winds

through what must have been the

loviest streets in Dresden, or in Europe
for that matter. Hill foreshadows with a

quick shot of a child through the smoke
from a sausage-vendor's wagon.
Prague was used for the scene.

(Dresden is gone.) Edgar Derby, a

beefy, middle-aged GI. befirends and
protects Pilgrim. After Dresden is

demolished, the Americans are put to

*$huglttirfamfe-ltivi': Anuriean pritoiicrt in Dradeu

.work body-searching
; Derby en-

thusiastical shows an SS man the tiny
porcelain figurine he's plucked from
the ashes, "a dancer, just like the one
Imy wife has on the coffee table at
.home." TheSS man shoots him.

These sequences are only bits of

ISLAUGHTERHOUSE—FIVE. The
bulk of the film —Pilgrim's abrupt
fading in and out of time—is well-

packaged. Hill's transitions couldn't be
smoother. A" shot of prisoners trudging
'up a long hallway dissolves into a view
of the empty hallway, which fades to a
surgeon stepping stiffly up the long, an-
tiseptic corridor of a modern hospital.

The pecking of Billy's typewriter soars
into a deafening clatter; Pilgrim looks

up and BANG he's in a snowy Belgium
forest facing a column of German
tanks. Billy's gaze out a taxing
ariplane's window zooms to three ski-

masked figures standing behind his

waving family. When theplane crashes
into a mountain, sole-survivor Billy

Pilgrim is found by skiers.

Michael Sacks is moderately suc-

cessful as Pilgrim. Less convincing is

Ron Leibman as the psycho-pathic,

revenge-hungry soldier who finally
assassignates Pilgrim as he speaks to a
vast audience about the Tralfamidorian
concept of time. Leibman's Paul
Lazarro is simply over-acted.

.
Sharon Cans is fine as Billy's obese

wife, and Valerie Perrine bounces easi-
ly through the meaty role of starlet
Montana Wildback. The film's oscar
goes to Eugene Roche. As Edgar Der-
by, Roche projects a warm, un-
sophisticated kindness that carries him
as well as the rest of the film. (His
stocky, fatherly image rem9nds me a
lot of my dad.) Eugene Roche is now
working in Ajax commercials — as
Vonnegut would put it, "So it goes."
And so it does

SLAUGHTERHOUSE—FIVE leaves
one with many images. The ski-masked
intruders at the airport, and Pilgrim's
bloody face in the snow near the plane
wreckage repeating the words
"Schlacht-hof funf, Schlacht-hof funf."
A column of men marching through a
maginificent city is one scene. Edgar
Derby's body twitching with SS bullets
in the smokened, blackened dead shell
of the city of Dresden.

by TOM DENT
News Editor

Night Hawks fly intoWC
Washington College has finally

landed a top-notch blues band. The
Nightha wks,. Within a year all colleges

across tne country will be screaming
for them. The most respected critics in

the proffesional inusic business give the

Nighthawks an A-pIus and they do
deserve it.

The Elm had the opportunity to listen

to three of the Highthawks albums:
Open All Nite, the Nighthawks and Live
at the Psyche Delly, and found all three
extremely entertaining, as well as
suberbiy recorded.

Progressive music with a

distinct style

One's first reaction to the group
would probably be: The Nighthawks
sound like the odd combination of the J.

Geils Band (they do "Whammer Jam-
mer"), Little Feat, and Comander
Cody. To be totally honest The
Nighthawks publically amdit that they
are so much a mixture of progressive
music that somehow they actually

develop their own distict style. The
Nighthawks publically admit they
follow the footsteps of such blues greats
as Sonny Boy Williamson, T-Bone
Walker, and Elmore James (the

Nighthawks) do a suberb version of

James's "Shake your moneymaker."
The DHnd consists ot Mark Werner,

Harmonica; Jim Thackery, Guitar;
Pete Ragusa, Drums ; and Jan
Zukowski, Bass; all contribute to the

vocals.

Thanks to the efforts of senior Harold
Norton, and all coordinating SGA
members the WC community has the

priviledge to Boogie Wit Da
NightHawks on Friday, October 7. The
Elm urges everyone to attend (bring

your folks) because, simply, we may
never have a band as good as the

Nighthawks here again. For tickets

contact Terri Taylor, ticket
cooridinator at 778-0324, first "shake
your moneymaker'for$5, then shake off

your tailieatners with the very en-

joyable Nighthawks.

4fr***-***************
:

*•*•••*• *•**••**••***

Playboy
October 1976

The Nighthawks Open All Night
(Adelphi) : White boys pursue the ghost
of Elmore James and get closer than
most. It sounds like stereo virite- three
A.M. at Floyd's White-Trash
Roadhouse and time for Da Blooze set.

All that's missing are the bottles flying

through the air.

Concert Magazine
The most popular band in Washington

D.C. and the one most resposible for

giving identity and creedence to the

local scene is the Nighthawks. The
Hawks have taken the old Chicago
blues-camrock schtick, pumped it full

of perspiration and determination and
created the most danceable rock in

Washington. Though devoted to electric

blues, the Nighthawks aren't purists.

Like the J. Geils Band, the Nighthawks
are concerned with rocking and rolling

the blues, getting people on the dance

floor, and blowing the night away the

night. They are led by a lead singer,

harpist, Mark Weiner who sports a

greasy hairdo, muscles covered by

tatoos, an earring, and dirty clothes ; he

looks mean, but the hand plays a mean
brand of blues so it all fits. The
Nighthawks most recent album. Live at

the Psyche Delly (Adelphi), received

some national attention, but hardly

enough. Kicking off with "Jailhouse

Rock" and "Hound Dog" and running

through a good variety of blues and

R—B, the album is full of the style of

blues boogie and jamming.
THE Nighthawks have served as

hosts for a number of blues nights at the

Bayou in Georgetown that have

featured them playing with bluesmen

like Otis Rush, Albert King, Fenton

Robinson, and J.B. Hutto. Additionally,

they have helped make Washington a

horse away from home for popular.

white R$B bands like Powerhouse
(Boston ), the Rhythm Kings (Pitt-

sburgh), and the Fabulous Thunder-
birds (Austin) . On a recent night at the

Bayou, the Hawks had 1100 fans packed
in when they turned the stage overto
over (with true Southern Hospitality)to

Joe Triplett, lead singer of the Rosslyn
Mountain Boys. With the Hawks back-
ing him, Triplett ripped through "Be
Bop a Lula" and "Great Balls of Fire"-
sparks flew, pandemonium broke loose,

and maybe the local rock scene came of

age.

Washington Star News
The surprise of the evening was the

audience are sponse to the Nighthawks,
a local, five-man blues band that has
previously played only in small clubs
around town.

Impressively paced by the growling
harp work of Mark Wenner and the
precise licks of guitarist Jim Thackery,
the Nighthawks provided the most con-
sistent show of the night.

Their music is a pot-pouri of sources-
early Chicago blues, late GO's rock and
roll, even acoustic guitar explorations
from Leo Kottke.

The result is certainly no hybrid
creature, for them Nighthawks come
across as a tight, funky, getting-down-
to-it band that has its predecessors in

The Rolling Stones J. Geils and even a
gentleman rtemed Butterfield. We'll be
hearing a lot hiore from them.
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Wake commemorates
late poets

by SANDY SCHOLAR

The Coffee House was the unlikely

setting Tuesday night of a wake, held in

noTTor of three writers thought to "have

been the best in modern America -

Vladimir Nabokov, James Earl Jones,

and Robert Lowell. The wake, which

was sponsored by the Writers' Union,

consisted of three twenty minute films,

each devoted to one of the deceased

writers. Mr. Robert Day read three

short eulogies— the first by William

Stafford called "At the Grave of My
Brother," the second "Refusal to

Mourn the Death by Fire of a Child in

London" by Dylan Thomas, and the

third was E.E. Cummings elegy to Buf-

falo Bill— before the films were shown.

All three movies featured the writers

discussing their own work. The first

movie was on Robert Lowell who had

been called the most important living

American poet. This was a good op-

portunity to hear the man reading and
discussing his own poetry, explaining

some of his poetic images, and giving a

brief background of the poems.

The second movie, on James Ear)

Jones, was made several years ago
while he was living in Paris. Jones com-
mented on his own life— his small town
background, the family's fall from
aristocracy — and his characters, also'

from small towns, who are victims of

national causes (wars) and express the

"regimentation of souls to animal

level." The film contained an amusing
party scene in which Jones comes
across as an arrogant, outspoken, opi-

nionated man.
Before the last movie, on Vladimir

Nabokov, was shown, the people atten-

ding the wake were treated to an unex-

pected reading ofan article on Nabokov

by the author himself, who described

Nabokov as a nostalgic, romantic

writer who avoids making his

characters sentimental. Nabokov who
grew up in Russia, wrote his first eight

novels in Russia. In the film, he spoke

about a number of things, including his

method of writing (using note cards and

then going back and filling the the

gaps) and the fact that he didn't care

much about the general public, but that

he was touched by the enthusiasm his

work received even from remote parts

of the States - like Kansas.

The wake was well attended— pprox-

imately sixty students and several pro-

fessors turned out for the occasion. The
films, along with many others on in-

dividual authors, were purchased by

the Sophie Kerr committee.

Forum hosts Gay

Episcopalians
Chestertown. MD (News Bureau)—

The Reverend Ronald D. Wesner, presi-

dent of Integrity, the national associa-

tion of gay Episcopalians and their

friends, will be the second speaker in

the fall series of the William James
Forum of Washington College. His talk

is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
in Hynson Lounge.
Father Wesner, who serves on the

auxilary staff of St. Mary's Church
near the University of Pennsylvania
campus in the Philadelphia chapter, as
well as national president of Integrity
which now has thirty chapters across
the nation.

Like its Catholic counterpart. Digni-

ty. Integrity believes that gayness is

neither sick nor sinful and that gay peo-

ple should be able to be open about their

sexual orientation in the parish life of

the Church. Gay Episcopalians include

people who are not gay or

Episcopalians. The group does not seek

to convert anyone to homosexuality,

but to promote understanding of it.

Father Wesner holds a master of

divinity degree from Yale Divinity

School. Born in Indiana, he has served

churches in San Francisco and
Portland, Oregon. He also served for a

time as canon residentiary at the

American Cathedral in Paris.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
FORM

The Washington College Republicans

Club has recently been formed on cam-

pus. Its purpose is to generate interest

in Republicanism on the campus and in

the community as well as to involve

itself in campaign activites on local,

state, and national levels. This

semester's officers are Anne Wilford-

President, Joel Todd-Treasurer, and
Lisa Thierman-Secretary.

The WCR's recently took a political

preference survey of the campus,

results of which will be available

through Jim Larrimore.

byLlSATHIERMAN

Some of the events planned for the

future include appearances by guest

speakers, the first of which will feature

Mrs. Walkup, Kent and Queen Anne
Republican Women's Club chairman.

The WCR's also plan a raffle and
various forums dealing with pertinent

controversial issues.

Anyone interested in joining the club

please see Jim Larrimore (Somerset

302 or T7&-9835) or come to the next

meeting on October 11 at 7:00 pm in the

library basement classroom.

New Low Prices On

Denim and Corduroy Jeans

Bonnett's townfk country Shop
Cheitcrtovn Ud

Alan Parsons with

another epic
by KEVIN SCHECKENBURGER

Alan Parsons has produced another

classic-I Robot (Arista Records 0789) to

add to his impressive collection of Ab-

bey Road and Dark Side Of The Moon.

In general, it is a unique blend of

sounds. Its' only deviation is "Day
After Day", which shows influence

from Pink Floyd's Dark Side Of The
Moon and Meedle "Some Other Time"
is a ballad, accoustically oriented and
reflective in nature; it is also the high

point of the album. Its' clear, haunting

and concise vocals are complimented
by piercing keyboards and tempestuous

percussions. A simple, eerie guitar line

adds much to a song with devistating

lyrics. "Could it be someone is looking

into my mind?"
Shrill vocals from a vibrant keyboard
"Breakdown" is another song with

amazing lyrical content. A blend of

bass and percussion accent shrill

vocals which grew from a vibrant

keyboard. The sparse use of the guitar

is very effective in lending to the aura

that seeps from "Breakdown."

Alan Parsons, impressions form

working with Pink Floyd do great

justice to "Day After Day", a queit,

slow and brooding trac; reminscent of

"Echoes" (PinkFloyd-Meedle).

"Genesis Ch. 1 v. 32" is a well mixed

song, dominated by keyboards and

guitar. It is an excellent end for a better

than above average album.

There are two classes of songs pre-

sent on this disc, the above mentioned

which are superb and the songs which

have potential. First in the second

category is "Don't Let It Show," which

except for the first two verses and the

end, is an excellent song. Unfortunate-

ly, it, along with "The Voice" and

"Total Eclipse," degenerate into a col-

lection of noise. If only Arista Recrods

did justice to a good album by cutting it

on high quality vinyl instead of third

class garbage.

KITE soars at Hilary's Bar

bv LARRY KAHN

When one enters Hilary's Bar in Rock
Hall one does not expect much. A small

bar with a jukebox and a dining area

with tables at either side. The at-

mosphere there is created by the lack of

one.

Located at the far wall of the dining

area, however, are amplifiers with

their standby switches glaring red. A
drum set is centered in this area, Kite a

five piece band hits the stage and pro-

ceeds to rock and roll the enthusiastic

group on the dance floor all night long.

The bands' repertoire consists of

almost exclusively dance material

varying from the Beatles to Steely Dan
toL.it.tle Feat to original material and
other mainstream artists.

A major difference and asset in Kite's

sound is what personally influences the

sounds of the musicians playing. Jazz

influences can be heard in the profi-

cient drumming of Kevin Whisman and
in the flowing riffs of lead guitarist Paul
Reed Smith. Vocalist Jude Van Dyke is

a lady with who wails the blues in alto.

Due to the nature of the band's material

unfortunately, she can only sing the

blues once or twice an evening.

Kite has been in existence since last

April when they gave their debut per-

formance at the Dove in Annapolis.

Since then they have played at

numerous colleges and clubs including

the socalled "hot spots" in Georgetown.
Their goal is to raise enough capital for

studio work.
For an eveing_of dancing and drink-

ing { and the place does get louder as the

drinking goes on) Hilary's is the place

and Kite will be performing there

through October.

f
Concert Update

j

Jimi Buffet October 2 Towson State

Harry Chapin October 7 George Washington Universtiy

Pure Prarie Leauge October 8UMBC
Heart October 12 Capital Center

Rod Stewart October 15 Capital Center
Santana October 16 Capital Center

Dave Mason and Kenny Logins November 6 UMBC

Live Entertainment At

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE

High Street

Friday -WALLACE BROTHERS
SATURDAY - DICK DURHAM TRIO
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by CLAIRE MOWBRAY
Afternoon sunlight slants through the

window of a room in Kent House. It

shines on a bed edged with cushions, on
several small tables that look like they
may have come the Attic, on the foreign
block prints on the wall, and finally on a
young man sprawled in an armchair.
He has large hands, and round eyes in

an open, honestlooking face. His hair is

short, brownish, his arms are
muscular, and he is relaxed, but there
is an energy, a tense quickness in his

movements. His expressions change
rapidly, he is quick to smile, laughs
abruptly, frowns distractedly when
puzzled, and speaks swiftly using his

eyebrows and wide gestures to em-
phasize his words. And it is when he
speaks that one realizes that this is not
just another Baltimorian, and that
English is not his native language.
He is Stephan Lewandowsky (pro-

nounced lay-vahn-dovski)—Steve, to

most of the people who know him at WC
and hejs a freshman from Birkendorf,

- West Germany. What is he doing at-

tending a smaU'college on the Eastern
Shore of Maryland? On a warm after-

noon, over tea in incredibly delicate
china , he told the Elm how it all hap-'

pened.

Three months ago, Steve left Ger-
many with a tourist visa, planning to

visit some friends of his in Canada, and
see how North America differed from
Europe. It was to be a pleasure trip, a
satisfaction of old curiosities. The'
European countries, he 'says, differ

from each other, but not nearly as
much as Europe as a whole differs from
the United States. "There is so much,
you know..." He stops, gestures and
shakes his head. "People here are - I

don't know - much more open than
Europeans." They are also more ex-
treme, in his opinion • either very
friendly or very "redneck."
Much of his time was spent in

Canada, hitchhiking, picking cherries
in an orchard for awhile, and sightsee-

ing. It seems to have made an impres-
sion on him, for he says, "The scenery
in Canada, which is, you know, forty
times as big as Germany, is more
beautiful than Europe. They have every
kind of scenery • mountains, prairies,
everthing." He confesses, though, that
he likes American people better then
Canadians, and he describes Toronto as
"so perfect, so clean and so nice that
it's boring." Baltimore, he says is ugly,
but at least interesting by comparison.
Here his story gets more com-

plicated. Before leaving Germany,

Stephen Levandowsky

Stephen Lev
Steve had applied to several colleges
and universities in Maryland with good
programs in psychology, which is his
mam interest. He chose schools outside
his own country because of the highly
competitive university system there,
(which will be explained later) and he
chose Maryland specifically, because it

was the home of an America n girlfriend
of his, whom he'd met in high school.
While he was in British Columbia, he

got a telegram from home telling him of

his acceptance to Washington College,
and after that, things moved fast. He
needed to get a student, instead of a
tourist visa. "Normally," he says," you
apply for a student visa in your home
country, at the consulate. Because
Canada was not my home country, I

had troubjes in Toronto." But he got his
visa, and arrivedat WC the day before
orientation started.

Steve's family, he says is glad he is

studying in the States. "They weren't so
glad that I was hitchhiking in Canan-
da..." He laughs wryly, and talks about
his brother and sister, wins 10 years
old, who are learning English, and have
been writing short English phrases to

him in their letters. His parents both
work with children his father as a
"youth representative in a juvenile

court." his mother as manager of a

andowsky

nome tor mentally retarded and
disturbed children and this has in-
fluenced Steve's career plans, it seems
He worked in the children's home that
his mother runs, for 10 months, and
found that he enjoyed working with
children. Really making a career out of
this kind of work, however, requires a
degree in psychology from Germany's
state-supported, tuition-free univer-
sites, and get in one must average
about a 90 on the final test required of
all iigh school students. This is what
makes Steve decide on studying in

merica rather than Germany.
We pour out more tea from a red, ear-

thenware teapot, and Steve describes
Burkendorf, his home near the Black
Forest. "It's like a concentrated On-
tario," he says, "but the houses are dif-

ferent. There are lots of hills, lots of
forests... Burkendorf lives from
tourism. It is one of the most famous
recreational areas of Germany."

He lights a cigarette, and the subject
changes to college, and college
students. "Everyone is very friendly,
very open here," he says. But he seems
disturbed by the fact that there is little

emphasis on polictics or philosophy
among the students. "Polictics is

everything, in Germany, for the

EARBOOKiM»«R»

• Continued from Page 1 •

A more traditional layout

"It's not going to look anything like a
yearbook that's been produced here
since 1965," added Watson. "We're go-,
ing to a more traditional layout, and'
we're assuming that WC students can
read, so we're adding some copy."

' 'We're not saying photography is bad
for a yearbook," said Miller, the
youngest editor on a publication in re-
cent years. "But when you just throw
photos on a page there's no continuity.
Pegasus has had very good pictures;
they just haven't been used properly."
Miller and Watson also said that the

Pegasus would be distributed by the
day of finals in May. They are currently
cutting the book short and sending out
an installment on graduation.

Kathy Hickman, Assistant Director
of Public Relations and the ad-
ministrative adviser to the yearbook,
said of Miller and Watson, "I think
they're very enthusiastic, very hard-
working, and very well organizer'
They're going to do a good job.

"

Kelley, Athey named
to recreation
committee

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Dean of Students Maureen Kelley and
Athletic Director Ed Athey were chosen
to serve on Chestertown's Recreation'
Committee at an open meeting in the

courthouse last weekend. They are
joined on the committee by town
residents Nerk Vickers, John Mercer,
and Elmer Horsey
The building of recreational facilities

in Chestertown has been a long-

standing concern. Both Kelley and
Athey agree, however, that the closing

of tennis courts on campus to free

public admission this summer "pointed
out another recreational need," in the

words of Kelley. In previous summers,
the tennis courts have been open for the

free use of groups who stay at the col-

lege as well as town residents.

A grant of $420,000 has been given to

Chestertown under the federal Employ-
ment Development Act, which will be

put toward building a new fire house on
the municiple parking lot. It has not yet

been decided whther the old fire house
will be renovated for recreational use

or if other facilities will be found. Athey

admitted that any plans for building are
currently in the "embryo stage."
"We must first assess all the informa-

tion we have," commented Athey,
"before we can lay down any concrete
plans." The committee will meet with
Chestertown Town Manager Bill

Nicholson over lunch in the college's

dining room Wednesday.

students at the university. But here
well, some of the people are here only to
kill their time, or because of their
parents or something." He finds it dif-

ficult lo discuss with WC students the

things that, at home, were of supreme
importance to him. There are a few
people who share his interests, and who
want to talk about the political and
philosophical questions that he enjoys
discussing, but overall his impression is

that the emphasis here is different. He
accepts the difference, but seems to

believe that the European universities

have a far more serious attitude about
academics; and though he laughs,
there is an edge of contempt in his

voice, a slight trace of condescension.
He talks about how his experiences

here have changed him. "When I came
here I was much more convinced of my
political opinions, and they have not
changed, but my point of view has
changed. I don't see Europe anymore
as the only important part of the

world." The openness he finds in

Americans has had its effect on hime
too, so much so that he wonders how he
will feel about Europe and Europeans
when he goes back. "I am used to being
open to everybody now. And there are
thousands of small things that I cannot
do in Germany that I can do here. I

think adjusting (in Germany) after
having that freedom will be very dif-

ficult."

Adjustment is something that Steve
must consider when he makes his plans
for the future. He intends to spend at

least 4 years in America, (going home
in the summers, perhaps) in order to

get his Masters in psychology, and after

that he'd like to work with retarded
children, like his mother, either in Ger-
many or the United States depending,
he says, on "what happens when I go
back to Germany. I already am pretty

different from other German people."

He doesn't seem overly concerned
about that; His voice is almost matter-

of-fact as he says it. "If I can't find a

way in Germany, then I,d like to stay

here. Just now, I don't want to become
an American citizen but if I go back to

Germany and find things so changed,
why not?"

He leans back in his chair, and
finishes his tea, setting the tiny cup
gently back in its saucer. "This is my
home, for now," he says, and he sounds
as if he means it.

graduate
program

by BECKY BAUKNIGHT
The Washington College academic-

program is not limited to the four year
liberal arts education, but also has an
accredited graduate program headed
by Dr. David Newell.

Theprogram is mainly attended by
local residents, mostly part-time
students with full time jobs. The
students attend classes, according to

Newell, not only for the M.A. degree but

some for advanced professional cer-

tificate and others just for intellectual

enjoyment.

The classes meet in the evenings
twice a week and are open only to

students who have earned the B.A.
degree. The Masters of Art degree can
be earned in the fields of psychology,
history, and social science.

When asked about the expansion ol
the program, Newell replied, "Firsl
and forememost this is an
undergraduate institution, and I think
the grad program should be allowed to

expand and develop as much as possi-
ble provided it doesn't interfere with
the undergraduate program. I believe it

adds an intellectual atmosphere with
intangible side effects, which add value
to the whole of the institution."
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Kickers rout Ursinus
•*•*****•**•• by HOWARD BAUER ***** **********

After dropping a heart breaking 2-1

decision at Upsala on Wednesday,

September 21, the WC soccer team

bounced back to rout visiting Ursinus

on Saturday, September 24 by a 4-0

score.

Despite outshooting Upsala by a slim

21-19 margin, the Shoremen could

manage only a single goal by Mike

Brown Brown's second goal of the

season, on an assist from Pete Abron-

ski, tied the score shortly before

halflime. The normally potent Shore of-

fense then sputtered and the. second

unassisted goal of the game by Upsala's

Parker sent WC to defeat.

The small but enthusiastic crowd

which turned out for the home opener

against Ursinus saw the Shoremen

dominate play for nearly the entire

game After missing several scoring

opportunities in the early minutes of

play. WC got on the board midway

through the first half as Mike Brown

headed In a throw in from Lee Ein-

waechter.

Nine minutes later. Bill Hamill

eluded two defenders and sent a

picture-perfect cross to Nelson Ein-

waecher who converted for the second

Shore goal. Le<? Einwaecher sent WC in-

to halftime with a 3-0 advantage when

he banged home a penalty kick just

before intermission. Mincho Ar-

rivallaga later hooked up with Ken

Maher on a fast break goal to give WC
its final margin.

Fullback Dan Hudson spearheaded a

Shore defense which allowed Ursinus

only? shots on goal. Skip Comstock and

his relief in goal, George Dennis, were

never severely tested as the Shoremen

notched their" second shutout in three

games.
Coach Ed Athey's squad returns to

action on Saturday, October 2 at 1:30

p.m. on Kibler Field when they tangle

with perennial Middle Atlantic Con-

ference power Swarthmore.

Fall lacrosse underway
by GEOFF GARINTHER

The Varsity Lacrosse Team will open

its fall scrimmage season here Sunday
against the University of Delaware.

The Delaware scrimmage is the first

of at least four that the stickmen will

play this fall, including a match-up with

the University of Maryland and the fall

finale October 29 against the alumni.

After two weeks of practice, Assis-

tant Coach Brian Matthews said the

progress of the team, especially the

freshmen, had been pleasing. All of the

freshmen are hustling. We're pleased

with their progress to date. They seem

to be picking up the concepts of our of-

fense and defense well.

Of the returning players Matthews

said, "Some of them played a bit more

summer ball than others. Tim
Hollywood, for one, looks real good.

This year's sophomores seem to have

worked hard this summer."
Matthews also stressed the fact that

"We're not deciding positions or

anything like that' No one will make the

team or not make the team this fall."

SCA • Continued from Page I •

screening board. She stressed the im-
portance of handling each violation pro-

perly

Later Jellich was asked what he
meant by "ridiculous offfenses" to

which he replied "anything which
physically or mentally harms the

students' or school's reputaion. I'm not

here to string anyone up at Washington
College,

The meeting concluded witn 5GA

President Kimball Byron's summary of

the yearbook situation. In an
unaminous resolution, the SGA voted to

urge the Board of Publications to re-

open applications for editorship of the

Pegasus. Freshman Colleen Miller and-

sophomore Randy Watson had been

named co-editors in the wake of Roger

Rebetsky's resignation. The Board of

Publications has The Board of Publica-

tions has not acted on the resolution.

F\Mn 5HOP
ARTIST MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
CUSTOM FRAMING - ART GALLERY

CRAFT SUPPLIES 778-4554

Cheslerlown. Motylond 21620

Special for students 10% off matted pictures ready to han

1 1 1 Cross St.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, (WD Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics 8 Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

BUZZ'S STEAK HOUSE
Steaks, Seafood, Chicken - Cocktails
Happy Hour 4:30-6 P.M. THUR.-SAT.
Miller Lite and Michelobe on Tap

Carryout Service at Drive 778-1214
THRU WINDOW 778-1222

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS

Tomorrow — Soccer vs. Swarthmore

—Kibler 1...0 p.m.

Cross Country vs.Drexel, L'rsinus at

Drexel

onda.v — Volleyball vs. Delaware Tech.

— away
Tide vs. Trout City— Somerste 5 :45

p.m.

KA vs. Thetas —Baseball 5:45 p.m.

Tuesday — Clapp vs. Bof Chi —
Somerset 5:45 p.m.

Lambdas vs. Sfgs— Baseball 5 :45

Wednesday — Soccer vs. George

Washington— Kibler 'J p.m.

Volleyball vs. George Mason, Catholic

U. at Catholic U.

Sigs vs. Tide— Somerset 5:45 p.m
Thetas vs. Clapp— Baseball 5:45

Thursday — K.V vs. Trout City —
Somersel5:45

Lambdas vs. Bof Chi— Baseball 5:45

p.m.
Friday — Volleyball vs. Cecil C.C.,

Dickinson

Dickinson and Gettysburg — Cain «

p.m.
Saturday— Soccer vs. Alumni — Kibler

1:30

Cross Country vs. Galludet— Away

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

The closing dote for the submission of manuscripts by College Students is

November 5
ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit his verse.

There is no limitation os to form or theme. Shorter works ore prelerred becouse o!

space limitations.

Eoch poem much be TYPED or PRINTED on o separate sheet, and must bear the NAMF
and HOME ADDRESS oi the student, and the COLLEGE ADDRESS os well.

MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to Ihe OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Box 218 Agoura, Ca. 91301

Washington College Students and Faculty

10% Discount With I.D.

On Dinners Thursday-Sunday 5:00- 1 1 :00

GRATITITWrTiLANDING
RESTAURANT

End of Rt. 20 Rock Hall, AAd.

Hilary's Bar Presents
"Kite"

Every Wednesday 9-1 In October
Music and Dancing on Friday-Saturday

_____ 639-7064

' FOR GUYS p gals
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 HIGH STREET
CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND 21S20

PHONE 77B-2BgO
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Damage deposits

investigated
by DAVID STIER

A non-college person is responsible for (he destruction of the library rail
Saturday night."

Library railing destroyed
The entire rail along the left side of

the library patio was pulled down by
one non-college person who attended
the dance held on the patio Saturday
night by the Chestertown Softball
League. Apparently, the party respon-
sible was trying to show-off his strength
by shaking the railing when the entire
piece of approximately 40 to 50 feet

"dominoed,"
. according to Vice-

President for Finance Gene Hessey.
The poilce have questioned a suspect

in the case, a Delaware resident traced
through his license plate. The police ad-
vised Hessey not to release the
suspect's name for publication, pending
investigation by the local District At-
torney.

PEGASUS format

discussed
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

The appointment of Colleen Miller some opposition by
and Randy Watson as co-editors of the
yearbook was made official by the
unanimous approval of the Board of
Publications Tuesday. The budget and
format of thePegusus, which may be
published for May distribution and
followed by a sixteen page supplement
next fall, was also briefly discussed at
the meeting. Budget approved
The co-editors submitted a budget of

$7184.00 which would pay for the pro-
duction of a 144 page book to be
distributed the end of the final semester
of this year and a 16 page supplement to

be distributed in the month of
September 1978. Although the budget
was $232 above the allocation which
Vice President for Finance Gene
Hessey had set for the book, he ap-
proved the request prior to the meeting.
Watson explained that it would be

necessary to publish a supplement in

addition to the book because the
Pegasus staff's deadline of March 15
would not allow coverage of spring
events, including Spring Week-end and
Commencement, in a book that could be
delivered before the end of the
academic year. This plan was met with

. the ex o//icto

representative from the Student
Academic Board, Mary Ellen Aiken.
She presented a petition signed by 96
seniors opposed to printing a spring
book and an additional supplement. The
nearly seventy per cent of the senior
class represented wanted a full book to

be delivered by mail in September 1978.

"Uneducated petition"
Miller felt that the seniors polled pro-

bably did not understand that the sup-
plement could be inserted permanently
in the book. Board of Publications Com-
mittee Chairman Richard DeProspo
also felt the petition was "uneducated."
He explained that the Pegasus staff is

shooting for a book by May 1 because
"deadlines in years past have been
unreal, no one has taken them serious-
ly. If the yearbook has to be ready by
May, the people who work on it are apt
to be more aware of deadlines.

"

No action was taken on the petition

which DeProspo termed "probably out
of order." The yearbook editors plan to

come before the Senior class as soon as
possible to discuss their plans for the
book and solicit upperclassmen sup-
port.

In an effort to discourage vandalism
and related incidents on the
Washington College campus, damage
deposits have been increased from last
year's fee of ten dollars to one hundred
dolllars. "The ten dollar deposit fee last
year was a ridicoulously low figure,"
according to Dean of Students Maureen
Kelley. "The deposit was not enough to

either cover damages or make an effec-
tive impact on whoever paid it. A hun-
dred dollar figure is large enough to

makea point."

At the end of the school year in May,
all students will be reimbursed for the
hundred dollars. Any student charged
for damages will receive the deposit
money minus the cost of damages.
Other deduction deductions from the
deposit will also include unpaid bills

from the book store, Athletic Depart-
ment, and the college's Business Office.

Temporary double payment
For damages occuring this semester,

students must pay the charge in cash in

addition to the deduction from the hun-
dred dollars, and the student will still

be reimbursed in full for the hundred
dollars in May. This temporary double
payment is done, according to Vie
President for Finance Gene Hessey, "in
an attempt to further impress the stu-
dent, with the damaage cost and the
strong feeling against destruction."
Hessey believes forcing the student and
parent to pay outright in cash will be
more impressive than merely deduc-
ting the cost from the already paid
deposit.

"Some 450 of the 700 or so students
last year had some obligation to war-
rant withholding grades," Hessey
sated. "At the end of each term it will

not be necessary to do so anymore."
Hessey discourages the word the
phrase "damage deposit" in place of

"security deposit to provide against un-
paid obligations such asbook store
bills; library andathleticcharges."
Concerning what happens to the

money during the school year, Hessey
stated, "the interest on the deposits in

combined in a general account with all

other funds collected." The interest

goes towards "investments and repairs
made by the college.

"

Validity of the deposits?
This use of interest as raised some

question as to the validity of the large
deposit. Nubian Duncan, Student
Government Association senator for
students living off-campus is disturbed
with the way in which the money is

handled.

"I think the security deposit is a pret-
ty weak argument. It is unjustifable in
any business practice." Duncan said;
"It lets Gene Hessey have the hundred
dollars for investments! to use it to

make money I would rather have the
hundred dollars to gain interest
myself."

Duncan also expressed anger overthe
fact that offcampus residents must pay
damage deposits at all. "A lot of my
constituents have come up to me and
said they don't see why they have to pay
for things if they don't even have the
chance to break them." Kelley
responded that off-campus students do
use many of the school's facilities and
the opportunites for damage are always
possible.

Both Kelley and Hessey expressed
confidfence that the increased deposit
has already cut down on the number of
incidents of vandalism and theft. Gor-
don Gorab, Resident Attendant for Mid-
dle Hall believes the increase is "an ex-
cellent idea." Gorab noted in particular
the destructionof the railing and wall
outside the Clifton Miller Library. "I
think if the damage deposit had not
been as high as it is, I doubt that the
three students who turned in the
suspect would have been as willing to

do so. I have never seen so little

damage in my four years here."
The hundred dollars fee is a standard

deposit at most colleges, according to

Kelley. "We worked very closely with
the RAs last year in preparation, so
that they could inform the people on
their halls of this. In a small place,

everyone must be held responsible for

their own behavior. Thus, the deposit
must come out of everyone's pocket."

Frats may
be relocated

by WALTER FORAKER
Renovation of the Hill Dorms is one of Finance, Gene

Washington College's top priorities, but
no definite plans have yet been made
for this construction or resultant
relocation of the fraternities during the
18 months needed to complete the work.
"There are no set plans and no funds

for reconstruction yet, so it isn't a cer-

tainty that moving will nesessary next
fa]]," stated Vice President for

Hessey. Hessey
said, "The grant will either come
through or not by early 1978." He feels

that the Deans should wait until the
money comes in, before they make any
final relocation plans. Dean of Students
Maureen Kelly said," That existing
space such as the Spainish House and

Continued on Page 2
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Apathy is the bane of college life and, as a topic, the last resort

of college news paper editors —given a week without yearbook

resignations, Athletic Department discrimination; and all the

other criseses that make life interesting here.

Lack of energy does not seem to be the problem; however;

Witness last week's destruction of the tree outside Kent House.

Witness, in fact, the destruction and theft that is routine here.

Tiles in the men's dormitories are cracked. Windows are

broken as a matter of course. And the furniture in public areas—
particularly in the New Dorms — disappears. Apparently, some
students have energy (and stealth) in surplus.

We should be glad that studentswere not responsi" ble for the

idioticdestruction of the railing on the library patio Saturday

night. That piece of handiwork was carried out by a non-college

visitor at a non-college function.

I have heard many students condemn the viciousness of the

"townie's" act. Yes, it was vicious, but certainly no more so than

the equally senseless destruction that is being carried out by

students in our midst—and being condoned by the rest of us.

Editor-in-Chief Bonnie Nelle Duncan
Assistant Editor Lynn Lyke
News Editor Tom Dent

Sprots Editor Geoff Garinter

Advertising Manager Rita McWilUams
Photography Editor Dudley Parr

Copy Editor Marian Cooper
Faculty Advisor Richard DeProspo
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WRITERS: C'aire Mowbray. Co"een Mi"er. Marian Cooper, Geoff Garin-
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Nathan. WaUer Foraker, Car'os Wi'son, C'aire Pu'a, Sandy Scho'ar, Becky
Bauknight, Lee Ann Chearneyl, Donna Tay>or, Kevin Schneckenburger,
Davie Stier, Peter Zekonis, Larry Kahn, Jay G'azer, Co"en Onei"
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Lisa Durbin, Beth Church. Jim Graham, Betsy Read,
Jon Mue"er, Ju'ie Beswick
CARTOONIST: Jean Dixon, John Warton
The ELM is the officia 1 news paper of Washington Co"ege, pub'ished by and '

for students. It is pub'ished at the De'aware Printing Company in Dover
Delaware every Friday with the exception of vactions and exam week. The
opinions expressed on these pages, with the exception of those under Letters

to the Editor and Commentary, be'ong to the editor and staff. The ELM is

open business hours Monday through Friday 778-2800, ext. 321. After hours
ca» 778-9739

Relocation 1

LitUe House may ue used for reloca-

tion." We will try to deep the fraternity

groups together when or if they are
moved."
Off-Campus Frat housing
Opinions were varied on the idea of

the redistribution of the fraternities.

Gordon Gorab, Middle Hall resident at-

tendent said, ' 'Some people are worried
over the game room in the basement
because a lot of fraternity money has
been ivested in it," he explained.

"The college could use nearby houses
for the temporary stated Gorab.
"Perhaps a drop ceiling heating unit

could be used," he said. Jon Price, East
Hall R.A., stated, "Renovation and
relocation seem inevitable." "The
benefits won't be enjoyed by the junior

• Continued from Page 1

senior frat members, but they will have
to put up with the problems of moving,"
he added.

"Using off campus housing might not
be too bad." Price concluded. Barry
Rollins, West Hall R.A., feels that the
spreading out of the frats would be the
cause of drop off in social life. "Making
more co-ed dorms would be the only
plus that comes of moving," he said.
John Downs, Student Government
Association Vice President and resi-

dent of the New Dorms, said, he
wouldn't mind if the frats were moved
in as long as they handle it in a mature
way as they have been doing this year.
"The Frats need their own area," he
concluded.

Letters to the Editor

Night Hawks An Attempt to Please

In a few hours the Nighthawks will be

performing quite near where you may
be reading this newspaper. Many of you

are not going for various reasons. That

is expected and normal for any situa-

tion, because let's face it—not

everything appeals to everyone. This

concert though is expected to draw
many people. That fact of course is up
to you to decide.

Last year I was given the task of pro-

moting a concert that the success of in

my mind was questionable from the

day I officially began work on it which

was in August. Given the chance to

choose my preference for the concert in

July I chose another act. But given the

circumstances of a summer job that re-

quired a heavy travel schedule, and not

much time for considerable contact

with the official promoters of the con-

cert, the executive members of the

SGA, which I may add turned out to be

the past President in particular, my
opinion was never heard officially by

the time the final decision was made. In

fact I am under the understanding that

none of the other executive members
formally viewed their opinion too. A
trivial point but also an issue that the

student body of last year indirectly

presented when editorials and letters

appeared after the fact claiming that

they did not want the concert and

thought it was terrible. I think the fact

that some think that the concert was
terrible stems from the fact that many
people had a negative opinion of the

show before they even went out to pur-

chase their ticket. The reasons for this

are varied and are different for each in-

dividual.

They could have ranged from the

location of the performance. Tawes
theater may be one of the best ac-

coustical rooms in the country, but who
cares about that when you can't smoke
or drink. By the way you can't do either

of those things at the Spectrum in

Philadelphia, which may be one of the

worst accoustical rooms in the country.

But of course enforcement and the

security of the rules is a little more dif-

ficult where you have 20,000 people as

opposed to 600. Another reason is the

recognition of the act, but lets face it

Washington College, without the

elimination of many other entertain-

ment possibilities for the entire school

year cannot afford a Fleetwood Mac,

Grateful Dead, or even a relatively low

budget act like Pure Prairie League.

By the way even if we could the amount
of extras required by law, the band and
area promoters would probably double

the price. To have a big name band here

would require big bucks in every way
from everybody and their mother.

Aztec Two Step as far as a national act

goes was cheap. Anyway, the point is

that the concert was not as successful

as many would have liked based on

reasons such as the one's mentioned

above. I have probably left out many of

the things that people did like or dislike

about the night, because as many peo-

ple that complained said they enjoyed it

too. Enough of that.

This concert tonight is different from

last year. Obvious reasons are the loca-

tion and the presence of beer. The band
is believed to be rowdy, rock and roll

and danceable. There are negative feel-

ings about the concert that many of you

are thinking that probably occurred

before you bought your ticket. Please

don't bring these thoughts to the con-

cert tonight. Come with an open mind.

This as most of the social events on

campus is an attempt by a few to

apeuse the other 99 per cent of the

population. Specifically, it has been the

near one-man show of Senior Harold

Norton to bring to the campus
something that he obviously likes in a

way that he hopes will please you. I

wish him the best of luck from someone
who like him, gave up alot of time for

the first month and a half of school to

try to please alot of people. But mostly I

wish that you had a good time or a bad
time or if your schemes did not work
out as planned, that you take the even-

ing as an attempt by someone who
cares to try to please you.

Sincerely

Tad Jacks

Points of Misinformation

Last week the Elm published an arti-

cle on the Graduate Program which
contained several points of misinforma-
tion.

The article failed to mention that we
have a Master of Arts degree in English

Literature, as well as Psychology and
History Social Sciences.

Moreover, it is not the case that only

persons holding the B.A. degree are ad-

mitted to our program. The candidate

for admission may hold any bac-

culaureate degree, as long as his or her

undergraduate background is ap-

propriate for graduate study in the

selected field of specialization.

Undergraduates may not take gradual^

courses at Washington College.

The graduate classes meet one even-

ing a week in three hour sessions dur-

ing the Fall and Spring sessions and
three time a week in two hour sessions

during the Summer session.

Sincerely,

J. David Newell

Director of the Graduate Program

HO rriftTTeO. HOW
Wff LOOK' AT our-

ANO STftAN&I WE MUST LIVE
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Letters to the Editor

Assistant Social Chairman?

To the Student Body:
Congratulations to Harold Norton,

who was unanimously voted (last Mon-
day Night) by the Senate to the position

of Assistant Social Chairman. What
does the position entail? You should
remember, the student body "voted"
on it last Monday. Each and every stu-

dent mailbox had your ballot in it. was a
slip of paper, about 3" by 5" reading:

AMENDMENT TO THE
CONSTITUTION
Article 4

Section 2: add Assistant Social

Chairman
Article 4

Section 2

add paragraph <d)

The position of Assistant Social

Chairman shall be responsible for coor-

dinating social activities in conjunction
with the Social Chairman. The Assis-

tant Social Chairman will also act as a
public relations person for the Student
Union. If you are opposed to this

amendment, turn this paper in at the

elections table in the cafeteria' If you
are in favor, disregard this notice.

Disregard this notice? I seriously
wonder how many students
"disregarded" the amendment because
they were in favor of it, or just were
sick of getting "junk" mail. I, personal-
ly, was not in favor of the amendment
as it stands for three reasons: 1. The
amendment does not specify whether
the Assistant Social Chairman shall be
elected by the student body, or ap-

pointed by the SGA President, Social

Chairman, or any other person.
2. The amendment does not determine
if the Assistant Social Chairman shall
receive a salary, and if so, the amount
thereof.

3. The amendment does not specify
whether the Assistant Social Chairman
shall serve as a voting member of the
executive committee (the core of the

SGA).
In addition, I was opposed to the

method in which the election was car-
ried out. I don't believe that this is any
way to hold an election for anything,
especially a constitutional amendment.

I attended the SGA Senate meeting
Monday night for the specific purpose
of bringing out these points. The elec-

tion results were accepted, and my
questions were gladly answered. Un-
fortunately, my questions were
answered "after the fact." In other
words, the SGA has created a new posi-

tion titled "Assistant Social Chair-
man." H ehe shall: 1. be elected by the

Student Body in the general SGA elec-

tions

2. receive a salary of $50.00 per
semester

3. serve as a voting member of the ex-
ecutive committee
This amendment vote has slipped by,

unnoticed. I was assured by the Senate
Monday evening that this method of ob-

taining student support shall not be
used again. The SGA is asking for sug-

gestions on other equally expedient pro-
cedures. I am confident that a "better
way" will be found.

Vicki Krowe

An enthusiastic yearbook staff

I must say that I read with great in-

terest last

week's lead story, "Head Appointed,"

and of particular interest was the part

about the SGA's unanimous recommen-
dation to the Board of Publications to

reopen applications for editorship of the

Pegasus.

To which my reaction was, and still

is, HUH?
Oh, I suppose the motion came about

as a result of some senior member of

the SGA screaming, "You're kidding!

You're going to put a freshman and a

sophomore in charge of our yearbook?
And, at first glance, maybe that view-

point has some merit.

But look at the Elm staff for a mo-
ment. Is not Ms. Duncan, the editor-in-

chief, a sophomore? Is not Ms. Lyke,

the assistant editor, also a sophomore?
The fine arts editor, Mr. Nappo, is a

freshman, for heaven's sake. The
sports editor, Mr. Bowerman, is an
underclassman a sophomore, as is Mr.

Parr the photography editor. At least

half the writers and photographers are

freshmen and sophomores, and that

figure is probably conservative.

And correct me if I'm wrong, but I

don't think the first few issues of the

Elm have been all that bad, to put it

mildly. Each week this semester, the

Elm staff has put out eight

Drofessional-looking, informative.

well-written, proofread (amazing!),

and, what is most important, very

readable pages. The point is, of course,

that while the Elm staff may be a bunch
of sophomores, their efforts have most
certainly not been sophomoric.

I do not know Ms. Miller personally. I

have, however, made Mr. Watson's ac-

quaintance, and I will go on record

right now, saying that he is an excep-

tional worker, knows what he is getting

into, and should make an outstanding

editor. While the SGA panicked, Ms.

Miller and Mr. Watson quietly went

about selecting their editorial staff and
assigning them their tasks, as witness,

for example, Ms. Schwartz sending a

form to each senior last week asking for

information and suggestions.

In- summary, I submit to the

members of the SGA that you owe Ms.

Miller and Mr. Watson an apology, for

you have insulted them magnificently.

And I submit to the members of the

Board of Publications that, if you allow

Ms. Miller and Mr. Watson to be strip-

ped of their positions, you will be

depriving the students of Washington

College of something they deserve, but

have not had since 1974: a hard-

working, interested, and enthusiastic

.

yearbook staff.

Respectfully,

Senior Class Member Dana S.

Chatellier

Violent mentality

Since the beginning of the academic
year but especially within the past two
weeks, there has been a rash of thefts,

some petty and some rather substan-
tial, and several incidents of vandalism
on the Washington College campus. I

am sincerely concerned by the mentali-

ty that is responsible for such violent

actions. I use the word violent because I

believe that this kind of behavior on the

part of several members of our college

community does serious injury not only

to the person or persons who have been
robbed or whose property has been
damaged but to the rest of us in the

community as well. We all suffer in that

we lose our confidence in those around
us; we no longer are able to trust our
neighbors for they may be the thief or

vandal.

As a Dean of Students, I must respond
to these acts of violence on campus. So-

meone is breaking the code, a code
created to protect us and our property.

This one aspect of the Student Affairs

Office's responsibility could easily

become all consuming if the students of

Wahsing Washington College shirk

their responsibilities. Everyone who
sees someone or a group of people doing

damage to another member of the col-

lege community and chooses to do
nothing about it is allowing and in-

directly participating in that act of

violence against the community. Much
of the vandalism and theft committed
could well be stopped if the responsible

members of the student body had the

courage to speak out. I shall do all in

my power to support those who work to

make Washington College a community
in which students can study, together in

mutual respect and trust. I also shall

work to remove from the community
those who are unwilling to respect the

code upon which the successful func-

tioning of the community is based.

Every day as I walk across the cam-
pus between Hodson Hall and Kent

House I see the damaged tree which

some callous student or students have
left as a pitiful monument to their

thoughtlessness. It is my hope that

others seeing that tree will think of

what I have said and when they see a

"friend" violating the trust of the

Washington College community
through theft or vandalism will have

the courage to speak out.

Edward E.Maxcy
Associat Dean of Students

Fall Yearbook

The 1978 Pegasus staff would like to

announce that a major change has been

made concerning the publication date

of the yearbook. Due to the substantial

saving in cost, additional time made
availiable for work on the book, and ap-

parent desire of the Senior Class, a Fall

publication date has been decided upon

by the staff. It is our hope that this date

will be acceptable to the student body

Colleen Miller&Randy Watson
Editors-in-ChJef

Friday October 7

—Women's Volleyball vs. Cecil C.C.

/Dickinson/Gettysburg— 7p.m.
-Film Series: MY LITTLE
CHICKADEE-Smith Aud.-8 p.m.

-SGA Concert-NIGHTHAWKS—Hod-
son— 8:30p.m.
—College Bridge League— Minta Mar-
tin— 8pm

Saturday October 8

—Soccer vs. Alumni— 1 :30 p.m.

Sunday October 9

—Film Series: MY LITTLE
CHICKADEE—Smith Aud.—7p.m.

tCampus Calendar;

Monday October
—Band rehearsal—Fine Arts
Center—6;30p.m.

Tuesday October 11

—Soccer vs. St. Mary's 8:30 p.m.$
—Student Recital—Smith Aud.—4 p.m.
— Women's Volleyball vs.
Georgetown—Navy—7p.m.

Friday October 14

—Mid-Semester Grades Due
Saturday October IS

—Start Fall Vacation (thru 19th)

Wednesday October 19,

—End Fall Vacation

—Women's Volleyball vs. Anne
Arundel/UMBC— 7p.m.

Thursday October 20

—Classes Resume 8 : 30p.m.

Friday October 21

-Film Series: SWEPT AWAY-Smith
Auditorium—8p.m.

Sunday October 23

—Cycling Race—start 12 noon
-Film Series: SWEPT AWAY-Smith
Auditorium—7 p.m.

Profile:

Off-campus
Senator

Nubian
Duncan
by TOM DENT
News Editor

"I respect the SGA (Student Govern-
ment Association) President Kimball
Byron a great deal," said Off Campus
Senator Nubian Duncan, "and since
last year's elections, I have been very
eager to work closely with him. It was
his enthusiastic platform that inspired

me to run for a seat in the senate. A
stable budget was established by last

year's SGA, and I think that gives us a

chance to be creative and offer more
for the students."

"Poorly informed"
Aside from working for the student

body as a whole, Duncan's primary
concern is for his off-campus consti-

tuents. Despite the apparent ad-

vantages of living off campus.Duncan
feels the off-campus residents are poor-

ly informed of what is happening on
campus. "On campus its easy to hear
about social, academic, and athletic

events, but off campus students spend
far less time at school, so they can easi-

ly forget to look at a bulletin board, or

topickupanElmorCrab.'
Duncan has plans to rectify this situa-

tion. I would like to put together a con-

cise calendar of events and stick that,

along with an Elm and a Crab in theoff-

campus students mailboxes, I think the

on-campus mailbox offers the simplest

form of communication, and I want to

stress its importance to my consti-

tuents as soon as this idea takes form.

Off-campus housing service

Duncan wants to provide an offcam-

pus housing serice to the student body
by finding apartments and roommates
for students who wish to consider the

off-campus option. He has lived in town
for a "long time" and feels he can offer

some advice to students concerning

summer jobs available in Chestertown,

but added, "It's hard to get a job here

unless you know somebody. But op-

portunities are available.

Paddleball tournament

Duncan would like to organize more
offcampus intramural teams and touts

the ideal of holding an off/on campus
paddle ball tournamnet. "A lot of peo-

ple are interested in the idea, and I

think it would be a lot of fun."

Duncan has been recently appointed

to the Organizations and CoffeeHouse

Committees. Speaking of the latter he

said, "You know, at most colleges, a

student business like the C-house is held

open alt day, and I would really like to

see that happen. If this isn't feasible, it

should at least be held open longer at

night."
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Day discusses

movie rights

and a new play
byNICKNAPPO
Fine Arts Editor

Washington College English Pro-

fessor Robert Day is a busy man. In

January Putnam published The Last

Cattle Drive, his novel about driving 250

steers from Western Kansas to Kansas
City in the early 1970's. Chosen as an

alternate selection by BOOK OF THE
MONTH CLUB. Cattle Drive sold out

everywhere but the WC Bookstore, and

a second printing is on the way. Now it

looks (the the book is going to be a

movie. Day talked about the deaf, and
the new play he's written, with the ELM
Fine Arts Editor Nick Nappo.

The Elm: How (and when) did the

deal to make Cattle Drive into a movie
come about?

Day: Filmways Corporation has
take': a one-year option on The Last

Cattle Drive. That means they have a

year to put together a production crew,

hire a director, get a screenplay writ-

ten, and hire actors. If they don' t go into

production within a year, then they lose

the ri9hts to the novel, and it will again
be offered for sale. The deal was made
sometime in August —I think— and it

was made on my behalf by an agency in

California, Ziegler Associates.

The Elm : To what artistic extent will

you be involved—

.

Day: ' I won't be involved in any stage

of the production. If they make the

movie)! hope they remember who
wrote the book as I:d like an invitation

to the set. But unlike James Dickey, I

don't plan to play a role i:' the making
of the film, no.

The Elm: Are you writing the

screenplay?

Day: I've offered to write it, but tne

offer has . not yet been accepted. And I

don't think it will be. They'd rather

work with a writer who has done
screenplays before. Now about that

play...

The Elm: Now about that play.

What's it called and what's it about?

Day: The title is TELEVISION. It's

about Adam, Eve, and Lilith (Adam's
first wife). The time is the present; the

setting is a television room in a very

modern house; there'sa party going on.

The three characters (now Andy, Lin-

da, and Evelyn) have retired to the

Television room to talk— Linda and
Evelyn are both former wives of Andy,

and there are matters to settle. The
play is about "reality"— the one word,

Vladimir Nabokov observed, that must
always appear with quotation marks.

The Elm : When and where will it be

produced?
Day: I don't know. Mr. Norman

Gevanthor, resident director of Arena

Stage in Washington D.C., asked me to

do the play withihe idea that the Arena
will present it on their experimental

stage sometime this winter or early

next spring. But now I understand he

wants to produce it in New York, there

is also a chance it will be staged at the

Folger Theatre in D.C.

The Elm: Again, to what extent will

you be involved?

Day: If the play is done at the Arena,

yes, I will be involved. Part of the wx-
perimental quality of Arena's program
is the play Wright's participation in the

play's production. Palliteration .I'd like

to learn something about plays— that's

why I agreed to write one for Arena.

But if the play goes to New York, or to

the Folger, then I won't have anything

to do with it.

WC's Robert Day is currently at work
on a collection of short fiction, a novel

set in Mexico, and a number of other

projects. In "reality," he's a busy man.
You'd be hearing more about him.

Soon. At a theatre nearyou.

Buzz's for a change of pace
by BART

Tired of the same old routine? Bored
with cafeteria meals? Don't despair;

not only is the sub-shop nearby, but a
new hope rests on the horizon.

About three blocks (not very far)

north of Washington College lies Buzz's

Steak House. Newly opened. Buzz's of-

fers more than just the cafeteria and
sub-shop regulars. The entrees vary
from New York strip steak to fried

shrimp.

Buzz's, however, is not a place for so-

meone on a tight budget. The Mac-
Donald's generation is used to dollar

meals. Buzz's, though, will cost a bit

more. While not exactly one of the most
expensive places around, a meal for

one can cost from 90 cents to five

dollars, not including beverages or

dessert.

Five dollars and cents bought a
medium rib-eye steak, which really did

NATHAN
turn out medium and was relatively

tender, unlimited trips to a very
average salad bar^ a medium-sized

stack of french fries, a cold roll which
would have been much better slightly

warmed, a mediocre lemon meringue
pie, and a frosty mug of root beer.

One can also purchase the daily

special. The special usually consists of

a main course, soup or salad, and
another little extra, all for around $1.70.

For what is'supposed to compare to a
Rustler's or a Bonanza, Buzz's fares
very well. Prompt service, a nicely
prepared steak and a pleasant at-

mosphere all contribute to a higher
rating.

Buzz's is open 11-9:30 Monday-
Thursdays, 1M0 FridaySaturdays, and
9-9:30 on Sundays, with a Happy Hour
in the bar 4:30-6 Thursday through
Saturday

\
Gay lecturer Reverend Roanld Wesner

Wesner addresses

Homosexuality and the

Church
by BARBARA ANN SMITH

Ronald Wesner is gay. He is also an
ordained Episcopalean priest of thir-

teen years currently working
withlntegrity, an Episcopalean group
formed three years ago to help gay per-

sons of that church.

In Wednesday's William James
Forum, Wesner talked about Integrity,

the problems confronting homosexuals
in the Episcopalean Church, and
himself. He specified three purposes of

Integrity: to "carry out a ministry of

gays," to challenge the Church on its

discrimination toward homosexuals,
and to work within the Church to

change traditional teachings.

Currently, said Wesner, "questions

about sexuality, particularly homosex-
uality, are being raised with the

espiscopalean Church. Integrity
believes the central issue of this debate
is honesty. Our willingness to be candid
is a part of our debate." Persons who
are willing to approach the subject

honestly, he stated, "are discovering

that homosexuality is an authenic con-

dition," rather than a myth or an ab-

normality.

Integrity provides weekly or bi-

monthly services for Episcopalean

gays, holds conferences to determine
current Church opinions associated
with the Church, and operates subject
as "testimony" in opposition to factual

lecture. While retaining his priesthood
Wesner is not now employed by the

Episcopalean Church. He believes that

"a Jot of gay people have rejected the

Church" because of its teachings and
"ignorance." As long as that rejection

continues, he feels there will be a need
for Integrity and similar groups.

Afundamental principle, he says,

behind the Gay Liberation Movement in

general is to give homosexuals the op-

portunity of realizing their own rights

andfreedoms. The need for this may
well be exhibited in the high suicide
rate among young homosexuals.
(Suicide is the leading cause of death
for young homosexuals. It ranks behind
accidents as the second leading cause
of death for young heterosexuals.)

"Gay peoplecannot wait for thr

Church to tell us we're alright before
we become responsible for ourselves,"
commented Wesner. "The Church has
been a source of oppression, but I

believe that the Church can be a source
of liberation, also."

Letter to the Editor'

Open discussion sabotaged

"I disapprove of whay you say, but I

will defend to the death your right to

say it."

This statement has been attributed to

Voltaire, and I would think that most
citizens of this libera) democracy would
agree with it too, at least in principle.

Not all student at this college, however,
are so supportive of the doctrine of

freedom of speech. Last Wednesday
evening, the William James Forum
sponsored a lecture by Rev. Ronald
Wesner, a supporter of the Gay Libera-
tion movement. As usual, posters were
put up all over campus to publicize the

event. By the day before the lecture,

more than a dozen of the posters had
been pulled down. A dozen posters do
not just fall down, nor could they all hve
been taken down by mistake. Obvious-
ly, some person or persons, for some in-

scrutable reasons of their own,
systematically set out to destroy the
posters.

The William James Forum has

always sought to encourage discussion

on controversial issues, particularly

those which are currently in the news.

In the fifteen years of the Forum's ex-

istence, lecturers have appeared at the

College representing all sorts of ex-

treme viewpionts on a wide range of

issues, but never before has a lecturer

elicited such a response even before he

appeared on campus. It is a sad day
when respect for human rights

degenerates to such a degree that free

and open discussion is deliberately

sabotaged. It is this sort of mentality,

on a much larger scale, which has con-

ceived such organizations as the Ku
Klux Klan and the Nazi party.

Wherever this mentality occurs, in

whatever degree, it is deplorable.

Respecfully,

Carlos Wilton

President, The William James Forum
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Poet Donald Hall:

The creative and
the trite

by PETER ZEKONIS
Poet Donald Hall read from his re-

cent works last Wednesday evening to

capacity crowd in the Sophie Kerr
room. He is the author of The Alligator
Bride: Poems New and Selected and
contribitor to numerous national
magazines.

Most of Hall's poems dealt with rural

images of Vermont. "Mt. Kirsart" told

of his relationship to the mountain that
rose in front of his home. The poem in-

terwove true images of his childhood
with dream images of his return as an
adult. The real "mountain" became the

"great blue ghost" rising inside of him.
"Bordered on triteness"

Others, especially "Christmas Eve in

Whitneyville," "Kicking the Leaves"
and "Stone Walls" were lengthy, redun-
dant narratives that bordered on
triteness.

The lighter, comic poems, however,
were the evening's success. A one-line

poem, "Breasts."— "There's
something between us,"—was unex-
pected. "Oh Cheeses" was an im-
aginative personification of gourmet
brands. To A Waterfowl humorously
depicted his female audience is

"women with hats like the tails of pink
ducks," and his male audience "their

husbands who watch their grammar on
ride planes and carry briefcases." En-
thusiastic applause greeted the conclu-
sion as a welcome and needed break
from the monotony of the Vermont
poems.
In a recent issue of "The American

Poetry Review," Donald Hall stated

that "it is precisely poetry's task to ex-
tend human consciousness." I am un-

sure that his reading accomplished this

task.

Twenty years ago, in Hall's heyday,
his audience easily accepted the short-

lined poem on rural life. His present
style attempts to use these same
themes, but in a long-lined form. It

doesn't work. The ideas are either dis-

jointed and confusing or unified and
worn out.

The creative use of lists

I do not intend, however, to dismiss
the whole of Hall's work. "Traffic" and
"Names of Horses" were extremely in-

ventive. They employed the creative
use of lists. Since both poems dealt with
loss, the lists were like memories, sur-
real echoes of the people and animals
he once knew. The effect is not unlike

paging through a family photo album.

The images are brief, black and white.

Hall read a longer version of the

following poem which appeared in ' 'The
New Yorker." It seems they've opted
for the short line too.

Ox Cart Man
In October of the year,

he counts potatoes dug from the brown
field,

counting the seed, counting

the cellar's portion out,

and bags the rest on the cart's floor.

He packs wool sheared in April, honey
tn combs, linen, leather

tanned from deerhide

and vinegar in a barrel

hooped by hand at the forge's fire.

He walks by the ox's head ten days
to Portsmouth market, and sells

potatoes,

and the bag that carried potatoes,

flaxseed, birch brooms, maple sugar,

goose

feathers, yarn.

When the cart

is empty he sells the cart.

When the cart is sold he sells the ox,

harness, and yoke, and walks
home, his pocfeets heavy
with the year's coinfor salt and taxes,

and, at home by /ire's light in

November cold,

stitches new harness

for next year's ox in the barn,

and carves the yofee, and saws planks,

building the cart again.

Arts Council

announces fellowships

Commodity Exchange manager and WC alumna Andy Goddarrd

The Commodity Exchange;

a matter of attitude

Maryland Arts Council

Baltimore— Fellowships of $5,000 will

be offered to Maryland Poets;
Playrights, Fiction Writers and Music
Composers. The Maryland Arts Coun-
cil, an agency of the State's Depart-
ment of Economic and Community
Development, with support from the

National Endowment for the Arts last

year commenced an annual program
which offers fellowships to individuals

involved in the visual and writing art

forms.

This fall, fellowships will be offered

in Poetry, Playwriting, Fiction and
Music composition. Applications and
specific program guidelines will be
available for distribution the latter part
of Octob October. They must be com-
pleted and returned to the Arts Council

by January 30, 1978.

To apply for fellowships, artists must
be Maryland residents over IB years of

age. The awards are highly competitive

and will be based on the recommenda-
tions of distinguished out-of-state

jurors.

Fellowships in painting, sculpture,

printmaking and photography are

awarded bi-annually and will be offered

again in the fall, 1979.

For further information about the In-

dividual Artist Fellowship Program
contact Oletha DeVane at the Maryland
Arts Council, located at 15 W. Mulberry
Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201 (301)

665-6740. Kenneth Kahn, Executive
Director and Hank Johnson, Assistant

Director.

by CLAIRE
There's something different about the

Commodity Exchange. It's a bar, but it

has none of the smoky, often coarse at-

mosphere of the Tavern. It's also a
restaurant, but without the formality of
the Old Wharf Inn, or the Western
schmaltz of the Rear Garage. After
talking to Andy Goddard, who has been
managing the Exchange since August, I

think I understand the difference. It's a
matter of attitude.

Goddard, 26, and a 1973 graduate of

Washington College, put it this way.
"We're aiming at a college crowd, and
anyone else interested in good music
and good food." She sees the Exchange
as an alternative to the other bars in the

Chestertown area, a place
thatspecifically caters to college kids,

where they can go and not feel hassled
by rednecks.

The Exchange is, I think, a relaxing
place with a friendly, familiar at-

mosphere. The staff (Goddard, three
cooks, waitresses, a bartender and
three owners) are all local people, all in

their mid-20's to early 30's. The owners
(Chris Havemeyer, Phil Hoon and
Chuck Engstrom) decorated the place
themselves, and local artists did the

murals on the walls. Pictures of geese,

and quilts stretched over wood frames
hang in various places; burlap
separates the Commodity Exchange
(the bar) from the Back Forty (the din-

ing room in the back which is, inciden-

tally, 40 x 40); and flickering colonial

chandeliers soften corners.

But it didn't always look like this. The
present owners who took over last Oc-
tober, are part of history now. When
Goddard was a student at WC, the place
was called "Emma's Past-time Bar:
and was "a beer joint with pool tables,

run by a little old lady." Then it

became, "Steaks, Etc., "a steak and
seafood place with a bar. That "didn't

do very well," according to Goddard,
and it was bought by a man named
Speedy McCown and turned into a
younger people's bar with music on
weekends.
Entertainment has become standard,

since then. The Commodity Exchange
hosts, every weekend, bands from
Baltimore, Annapolis and the Eastern
Shore, playing bluegrass, jazz and
rock. Goddard, in charge of hiring

whoever plays, says she welcomes sug-

gestions from the community about the

MOWBRAY
kind of music they'd like to hear, and
she also welcomes anyone with
"something worth playing" to come in
and talk to her.

Business, she says, is good, and I'm
not surprised. The Exchange is a very
versatile and interesting establish-
ment, obviously conscious of what ap-
peals to people. By day the small
wooden tables are covered with white
linen and decorated with flowers and
china. By night they are bare, the
lighting is dimmer and the music
louder. There is a TV set in one corner
for Monday night footbalKor whatever)
fans, a football table and a jukebox. All
the food is made from scratch, using
fresh local produce whenever possible.
At the moment there is one menu for

lunch which features soups, salads,
various burgers, sandwiches, specials
and desserts. In the evenings, the soups
and sandwiches are available, but the
grill is closed, and the menu is much
more limited. What Goddard hopes to

do, eventually is to start serving din-

ners, with a whole different evening
menu. She also has plans to start some
"college specials" next weekhalf price
on certain nights for college students
with identification. And she doesn't in-

tend to stop there. Along with the stan-

dard specials (Wednesday night is

ladies' night-mixed drinks at half-

price-Thursday night is men's night-

that just started last week-and hat
night. Goddard is making plans to have
a "Star Wars" Halloween Party on Oc-
tolwr 29, a foosball tournament and-it's

true-a Gong Show.
Incidentally, I walked there for lunch

this week ( it only takes about eight
minutes and had a chicken omelet, a
said, a glass of wine and a piece of

something called Hawaiin pie. It was a
light, prettily served lunch, or and the
bill came to around $4. Pretty steep for

a place that proclaims "Gourment
Food and Drink for down-to-earth
prices." but a more comfortable
friendlier place I don't think I could
find. They're looking for part-time col-

lege help too, by the way.
The Commodity Exchange

337 *n High Street

Open 1 1 :30 am -2:30 pm (Lunch menu
and bar)

After 2:30 Soup and Sandwiches
Closed 2 on Mon.-Fri; 1 am Sat
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Homecoming plans Liberal Arts:

Nominations will be accepted for

Homecoming Queen this week. The

Senior Class, which is responsible for

the affair has set Monday as the pro-

bable date nominations will be

solicited.

John Haberman, President of the

Senior Class will get in touch with all of

the Resident Assistants and work with

them. The RA's will collect nomina-

tions from their respective floors. By
Thursday the data will be collected, and

Friday the 14th is the tentative date on

which nominees will be announced. The
necessary qualifications for the

Homecoming Queen will be stated, and

after the ;acation the entire school will

vote on the nominees.

Scholarship for the winning girl

The Senior Class is raising money for

Norton

appointed

Assistant

Social
Chairman

by BECKY BU KNIGHT

Anew i hi i in- in i l-u i m was added to the

constitution designating a new position

of assistant social chairman at the Stu-

dent Government Association meeting
Thursday. In addition the new
sophomore class president , John
R J

. Nunn and Junior class president

Tracy Peterson were announced.
Harold Norton, one of six applicants

for the job of assistant social chairman,
was recommended by the Social and
Executive comittees to fill the post.

During Tuesday nights' meeting the

senate unanimously agreed to appoint

Norton to the post.

Kimball Byron, president of the SGA,
explained the reasons for the new posi-

tion, "The Social Comittee and Ex-
ecutive Committee felt the need for a

publicity person. This position would
fill a missing link between senate and
students. The job would entail publiciz-

ing news events by means of radio,

posters and outside publications such
as the Kent County News.
The ammendment reads "The posi-

tion of assistant social chairman shall

be responsible for coordinating social

activities in conjunction with the social

chairman. The assistant social
chairmen will also act as public rela-

tions person for the SGA. '

'

by MARIAN COOPER
a scholarship fund for the winning girl.

They hope to raise about $125 for the

Homecoming Queen, $50 for the first

runner-up, and $25 for the second
runner-up. They will receive donations

from fraternities and sororities. The
alumni has promised to match any
money raised up to $100.

McLain

speaks out
Homecoming Weekend

There are many plans lor Homecom-
ing Weekend, in addition to crowning a

Homecoming Queen. Friday night will

start the weekend off with a bonfire

sponsored by the Thetas and the KA's.

Each fraternity will provide a band.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor- in-Chief

-£briefs>

No ELM
The Elm will not be published next

Friday due to Fall Vacation. Reugular

publication will resume the week

following vacation

Yearbook Date

Last year's yearbook editor, Don
Frush, set a "conservative" delivery

date of November 1 for the 1977

Pegasus at the Board of Publications

meeting Tuesday.

Concert

Washington College presents "in con-

cert" tonight — The Night Hawks 8

p.m. through 1 a.m. Tickets are $5.00 in

advance or $6.00 at the door, they can

be obtained by calling 778-0324 or

through R.A.s and senators. FREE
beer from 8 p.m. through 10:30 p.m.

with the price of admission.

Next the Elm will investigate

campus crime in the form of van-

dalism, theft, and other offenses.

Stam

Drug Go.
215 Nigh Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030/==4»

> Hudson's Vitamins\Du

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

SAB prepares

course
evaluations

by JEFF MORTON

"Evaluating courses is one of the
most important functions of the
S.A.B.according to John Downs Student
Academic Board. S.A.B. vice-
president, Rick Portal, who is in charge
of tabulating the results from last years
spring semester course evaluation
sheets, agrees with Downs and believes
he will be finished tabulating the results
in a few days.

The course evaluation sheets are
used for Course Intelligent Day to give
students a chance to see what other
students had to say about a certain
course. The amount of outside class
work, and how interesting the teacher
and the course were, are some of the
things that students can learn from this

report.

Portal is almost finished tallying the
sheets from the almost 200 courses that
were evaluated. When he is finished the
results will be typed, mimographed,
and given to all S.A.B. represenfitives
and Student Government Association
senators. If you wish to see the results
you can wait till Course Intelligence
day or see a Student Government
Association or a S.A.B. representitive
sometime after fall vacation. A list of
S.A.B. representitives was published in
.'last-weeks edition of the Elm.

Reports of unemployed and under-

employed liberal arts majors are giv-

ing (he whole curriculum a bad name in

some quarters. Here at Washington

College, however, the "liberal arts

tradition" has the full support offaculty

and administrators, and perhaps no one

supports it more than Washington Col-

lege President Joseph H McLain.

McLain believes accomplishment

should be at the root of all learning, and

Washington College's academic stan-

dards are accordingly high. "It's im-

portant for students to believe in what

they're doing," he said. "Anything

worth the having is worth working for.

Quoting from Thomas Paine's The

Crisis the President added, " the

harder the conflict, the more glorious

the truimph. What we obtain too cheap,

we esteem too lightly."

Student into Scholar

"I would hope," McLain added, "that

we don't have teachers here that 'spoon

feed' lessons to their classes. Part of

growing up for students is to be met

with tough questions, but the fact that

some concepts are difficult to grasp

should not make them any less

valuable. The purpose of any
teaching— of liberal arts— is to teach a

new discipline and a new way of think-

ing. The greatest good in your educa-

tion is what you have done yourself. The
blossoming of the liberal arts education

is when a 'student' becomes a

'scholar'."

McLain attributes the current doubt

of the liberal arts college to the fact that

in recent years "people were promised

a lot; that 'research' could solve the

problems of the world." He believes

colleges made claims they could not

back up in the name of "serving

humanity." It is "time we stopped

deluding our efforts." he said, " and ad-

mitted that this is where we belong, do-

ing our best."

WC survives crisis

The President is optimistic about the

future of Washington College. He is

especially pleased by the large

freshman class—one of the largest in

the seventies. He also reflected that the

instition has survived its share of

crisises. He referred to one incident in

July 1920 when the institution came
close to shutting down. The following

quote is from the Baltimore Sun, July

15, 1920 under the. headline,

"Washington College Faces Closing

Danger:"
"The troubles of the College are not

altogether financial, although money is

now its most vital problem. The institu-

tion is in large measure suffering from

dry rot. its organization is said to be out

of date and its management ineffective.

It is said to have been managed as a

neighborhood affair and its Board of

Visitors and Governors have resisted

efforts to enlarge its usefulness if these

efforts involved in any way their con-

trol. This board is sel/-perpetuating and

its members serve for life. The charter

of the College provides that at least a

quorum, which is seven, must live

within six miles of the College and

seventeen of the board must have

resided on the Eastern Shore. The re-

maining members may reside in other

parts of the State. The Board is com-

posed of 24 members. The fact that

members of the Board serve life terms

and that the Board is self-perpetuating

is said to have resulted in making the

institution something of a family af-

fair, to have brought politics into its

organization and to have resulted into a

general condition of decadence.

"The College had eighty students last

year and of these thirty-six were
scholarship students who were given

boohs, tuition and board."

Just what will be done at the meeting

of the com mittee of Baltimore business

men when it visits the school next

Saturday is not known. Now definite

plans have yet been made, but thise in-

terested in the College are confident

that unless this committee can devise

some means o/increasing the College's

revenues and increasing them prompt-

ly the old institution is doomed."
Liberal Arts for "best tools"

Quite obviously something was done

and done promptly McLain declared,"

becausein 1932. just a dozen years later,

the Board had been reformed, Presi-

dent Paul E. Titsworth had raised the

student body to 290 (Astronomical

figures indeed compared to the 80 men-
tioned above) and Washington College

was on the move."
McLain is also optimistic about the

future of liberal arts, per se. A tight job

market does not dampen his en-

thusiasm. "Jobs were tougher (to get)

when I came to college (in 1933) than

now," he reminisced. "Now there are

more people hired than at any tiem in

the history of the United States. Since

unemployment is great, I would

assume that quality is being employed
— hopefully the jobs are going to the

best applicants."

"The purpose of liberal arts is not to

prepare anyone for any specific job, but

to allow them to adapt themselves to

different job requirements. Obviously,

who is going to get hired are the people

with the best tools."

College Republicans

host speaker
Mrs. Mary Walkup, Secretary of the

Republican State Central Committee of

Maryland, will address the Washington
College Republicans at their next
meeting, October 11, at 7 p.m. in the

basement classroom of the Miller

Library.

Mrs. Walkup is also the President of

the Republican Women's Club of Kent

ana Queen Anne Counties. She is the re-

cent recipient of the Thomas Stone

Award-the Outstanding Republican
Woman of Maryland,
The subject of the lecture will be "Is

the GOP Dead? " The meeting is open to

the campus. All interested persons are

urged to attend
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Political Science intern

program announced

Silver, include: completion of a reading
list on legislative and Maryland
politics; seminar meetings with Dr.
Silver once every two weeks; comple-
tion of a substantial paper relating the
theoretical knowledge gained from the
reading to the practical experience. *

Two course credits will be given for
successful completion of the program.
The internship is open to Juniors and
Seniors who are interested in
legislative and Maryland politics, and
who are willing to devote a lot of time,
effort and energy to the program. A sti-

pend of $300 is provided by the
legislature for expenses.
•Attendance at two pre-session orien-

tation meetings on November 29 and
January 3 will also be required.

This spring, Washington College will
join fifteen other Maryland schools par-
ticipating in the Maryland General
Assembly Intern Program. Dr. Howard
Silver (Political Science), who will
coordinate the program for Washington
College, noted that the internship will
provide students with the opportunity to
gain first-hand knowledge of legislative
and Maryland politics.

Each student will be assigned as a
staff aide to a member of the Maryland
General Assembly. The student will be
required to be in Annapolis on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from January 11
through the end of the session in the se-
cond week of April. Other requirements
for the internship, as approved by the
Academic Council's Subcommittee in
consultation with the Dean and Dr.

TERRAPIN STATION moves

in right direction

by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER
Music Correspondent

Arista Record has another winner,
Terrapin Station by the Grateful Dead
(7001). It'sa good album, a definite step
in the right direction.

A melodic, reflective ballad filled
with images covers the entire second
side. The title track is the high point. It

is filled with conscience, vibrant,
pointed guitar work and a meandering
bass line. A splendid orchestration fills

out the song, setting the mood with
penetrating drums, lingering percus-
sion, royal vocals and a sorcerous bass
guitar. It is smooth and shielded.
Mickey Hart, Jerry Garcia and Donna
Godchaux work together effectively to
create an excellent song. Their talents,
along with Bob Weir, .rhythm guitar
Phil Gesh, bass, Keith Godchaux, piano
and Bill Kreutzmann, drums, are
melted down and molded into a song
which is typical of the Grateful Dead's
quality. "Should you buy this album?

"Estimated Prophet" is a slow,
sonorous song with a fluctuating bass
and Garcia's wavey guitar. These are
accented by gliding vocals, a mousy
piano and peppered by explosive per-
cussion. They are all mixed together
and lightly perfumed by a screeching
harmonica.

"Dancin' In the Streets" features
Donna Godchaux with a clear, stylized
voice. It is typified by a persuasive and
congealed bass guitar, hollow drums
and a pointed guitar. Only the redun-
dancy of the refrain brings this air-

borne song crashing down to earth.

"Samson and Delilah" is filled

withbiblical satire. With an opiated
piano, the accent is on the tempestuous
bass and percussion and Garcia's in-

sipid guitar. It's only redeeming ele-
ment is the superior technical effects.

Should you buy this album? Absolute-
ly! It is a good album filled with several
good songs'

Concert Update
j

Pure Prairie League—October 8 UMBC
Heart—October 12 Capital Center
Rod Stewart—October 15 Capital Center
Iggy Pop—October 15 Civic Center
Santana—October 16 Capital Center
Firefall—October 16 Capital Center
Aerosmith & Styx—October 17 Capital Center
Dave Mason, Kennv Loggins—November 6 UMBC
Bob Seeger —November 19 Towson State

Live Entertainment At

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE

High Street

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
THE JIM SELLERS BAND

Women down
Delaware Tech in

three straight

******V-ball hosts tournament here tonigh

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Sports Editor

Coach Penny Fall's Volleyball Team
handled Delaware Tech just fine Mon-
day night, downing them in three
straight games, 15-5, 15-8, and 15-9, but
Fall isn't making any promises about
the next time the two teams meet, at
the MAC Championships here in
November.
"I thought they played beneath their

potential," said Fall. "Wh they come
back in November they'll be very
tough."

5-2 record
The win raised the team's record to

5-2. The spikers first home meet gets
underway tonight at 6 p.m. with WC
taking on Dickinson ang Cecil Com-
munity College playing Gettysburg.
"We played well but not as well as we

have on other occasions," said Fall of

Monday's victory. "As far as our play
was concerned, our passing was a good
deal better and our switching from of-

fense to defense was quicker. But we
didn't seem to be taking advantage of

all our opportunities.

"Individually, I felt Liz Butler and
Maggie Stevens did an exceptional job
in the backcourt," added Fall. "Kathy
Obear and Tammi Schauber put the
ball down better than anyone else on the
floor. And Kathy ran off 5 serves in a
row." Tournament here tonight

In tonight's contest, the winner's of
the first two games will then play for

the championship. "We know Cecil's
strong," said Fall, "and Dickinson beat
us in the semi-finals of theMAC Cham-
pionships last year. It's going to be a
good evening."

Matthews comes
home

by GEOFF GARINTHER

Bryan Matthews wasn't listening

when they said you can't go home
again.

After graduating from Washington
College in 75, Matthews and friends

promptly took off on a cross country
tour that ended in Vail, Colorado, where
Matthews lived through the winter.
Now he's back again, this time as an
assistant lacrosse coach— in between
his full-time job, a part-time job, and
graduate work in Psychology.

"I liked living in Vail as much as
anywhere else I'd ever lived," says
Matthews, a two-time All-American
goalie in lacrosse while at WC. "But I

like the Eastern shore as well."
After coming back Matthews started

his own painting company, for which he
still works part-time. In August he took
a fulltime job working with the aged,
"trying to help organize them into
selfsufficient groups.

'

'

Throw in the graduate studies and a
June, '77marriagetoWCgradSueDun-
ning (of Sue Dunning Trio fame) and
Matthews has had a busy two-and-a-
half years since graduating.
"As of now my wife and I have com-

mitted ourselves for a year, says Mat-
thews, "Or until after we win the
lacrosse championship in May.

'

'

And the plans after that? "I'm in a
position where my future is very open,"
he says. "If possible I wouldn't mind
staying on as a coach here or
somewhere else.

/ i
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'Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

j& t\ 5p.rn.-10p.in.

Daily 10-5:10

Phone: 778-4590

ANTIQUES BRIC BRAC USED FURNISHINGS

THE ATTIC
337 High Street Sunday IN

. CHEST£RTOWJ4,.MD. 21&30 .. . -



Shoremen kicked by
Swarthmore in

sudden death, 7-0
by GEOFF GAR1NTHER

Sports Editor

Soccer Coach Ed Athey had a feeling

about the game. "It just looked like the

kind of game where one goal is all it

takes. They just happened to be the

team to get it," said Athey, after Swar-

thmore's Ron Gilbert scored in sudden

death overtime last Saturday to down

the Shoremen 1-0.

- The game was scoreless through

regulation time and two ten-minute

overtime periods before Gilbert's goal

won at 1 : 30 in sudden death.

One-goal game predicted

"I told the squad a few days before

the game that I thought it would be a

one-goal game," said Athey. "Swar-

thmore's one of the stronger teams and

this was our toughest game of the year.

"I was satisfied with our team's per-

formance," said Athey. "Our

defense—Curt Nass, Dan Hudson. Tom
Viscount, Ben Tuckerman, and Peter

Tsou-played very well. Offensively, the

two halfbacks and tne front line played

well also."

The Shoremen played the second

overtime and the sudden death period

one man down after Pete Abronski was

thrown out of the game. According to

the rules, when a player is asked to

leave the game he can not be replaced.

Arrivillaga injured

The Shoremen lost the services of

Mincho Arrivillage for a different

reason. Arrivillaga punctured an ear-

drum in the game and now joins Matt

Wagner on the injured list.

The loss dropped WC's record to 2-2

overall and 1-1 in the MAC. Swarthmore

moved into a tie for the conference lead

with Haverford, whom the Shoremen

will take on next Saturday. "We're go-

ing to have to beat them to get back into

it," Said Athey.

Another shutout

"They're terrific," said Athey of

George Washington before they came

in for Wednesday's game. George

Washington proved to be just that as

they held the Shoremen to only four

shots in their second shutout loss of the

week, 3-0.

GW team captain Patrick Fafusi put

his team in front with a pair of first half

goals, and Farid Al-Awadi added

another in the second half to finish the

scoring.

The loss dropped WC's record to a 2-3

on the year. They take on the Alumni

tommorow afternoon.

THE ft/lM SHOP
ARTIST MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

CUSTOM FRAMING • ART GALLERY
1 11 Cross 51. CRAFT SUPPLIES 778-4554

Chestertown Morylond 21620

Special for students 10% oH mailed pictures ready to hong.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics S Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

Paradise Inn

Present's: Bob Noic/nger and Andy Thomas
of Radio Siaioin WCTR to offer

DISCO DANCING
Every Friday and Saturday

Nights 9-2

with Mini-Buffet $2.95
NO COVER

Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Highway 213
Chestertown, Md. 21620

778-4855 • 778-9876

Sho'men fight to clear the ball from their zone

Harriers suffer
^•°*l double loss ^a^

. "We meet nine schools this year,"

Cross Country Coach Don Chatellier

was saying. "I felt before the season

that we had a chance to possibly beat

three of them. Two of the teams I didn't

think we'd beat were Drexel and Ur-

sinus."

Chatellier was right—to an extent.

Not only did both Drexel and Ursinus

beat the Shoremen in Saturday's tri-

meet in Philadelphia, they did it with

gusto, shutting out WC by scores of

15-45 15-48.

Parr leads WC
Drexel's John Kern won the 5-mile

race in 27:17. The top finisher for the

Shoremen was DudJey Parr in 31:27.

Marc Pappas and David O'Sickey

finished six and eighteen seconds

behind Parr.

"We arent't ashamed of what we

did," said Chatellier. "We just didn'f do

it too well, to say the least. "The only

good thing about the meet is we ran that

course last year and Dudley and Joe

(fifth-man Mead) improved their times

by about a minute," added Chatellier.

"We had over six minutes separating

our top five. If you hope to beat anybody
you have to be closer than that, or else

the top man has to finish in the top

three."

Even a six minute difference is an im-
provement over last year, when a
twelve minute spead separated the top

five. "We are much better this year

than last," said Chatellier. "Whether
we're going to beat anybody or not re-

mains to be seen."

Galtaudet tomorrow
The Shoremen's next opportunity to

beat somebody will be tomorrow after-

noon at Gallaudet.

"They're one of the teams I think we
can beat," said

. Chatellier. "Maybe I'm just super-

crazy but I think we have a chance."

HANG GLIDING INSTRUCTION

by Saffranchir Stevensville, Md.

Classes for Both Beginners and the More Advanced

Bud Brown
Wills Win8 Equipment 643.?)356

Haul A ^>hoe ^>tore
' FOR GUYS V GALS

Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 HIGH STREET
CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND 21820

PHONE 77B-26CO

New Low Prices On

Denim and Corduroy Jeans

Bonnett's townfk country Shop
Hidtown Hill Chettlrto*n Md.

~^

ELBURN'S FLORIST AND GREENHOUSE
Come and Visit Our Tropical Greenhouse

Roses - Carnations
- fii&v Fresh Arrangements -

Corsages
"10% discount with student I. D.

and this ad."

1 mile South of Bridge

$>
Phono 771-2200
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Over $2000 reported

in stolen property
by TOM DENT
News Editor

DAVID ST1ER, and DONNA TAYLOR
The third largest field was the largest

single personal loss of a bicycle in East
Hall valued close to $100. $150 was the

total male figure in stolen money. Other

losses were small miscellaneous items.

WC female students interviewed

reported an overall figure of $681 in

stolen money and goods. Food stuffs

was said as the largest field of losses for

the women, over $250 worth of food was
stolen withthe la rgest losses occur i rig in

the New Dorms and Spanish House.

Over $100 worth of personal property,

mainly clothes, was reported lost, with

the main area of thefts in the Queen
Anne and Minta Martin Dorms.
Damage cost to vandalised student

autos amounted to $528. The largest

single incident occured when someone
attempted to break into the trunk of a

female student's car. This resulted in

reported an overall figure of $1,468 over $200 worth of repair cost. Other in-

dollars in stolen money and goods. The cidents involved a broken window and

most costly loss of property was Theta slashed tires.

Chi movie equipment, estimated at The WC Coffee House gave an

about $900. The second largest field of understated estimate of close to $70 in

theft reported was marijuana; there stolen property which was comprised of

was over $200 worth of pot said missing, mainly beverage thefts.

Lost week the Elm surveyed over 320

students for the purpose of tabulating

the amount of moneys and goods stolen

over the first two months of the

semester. Unfortunely, over a two weefe

survey research period, the Elm has

found it impossible to talk with the en-

tire student body. The Elm realizes that

we have barely scratched the surface of
all campus crime, however the figures

that are disclosed herein are significant

as well as disturbing.

The total monetary figures of thefts,

in the fields of stolen money, stolen

food, vandalised student property

(mainly auto damage), stolen liquor

and stolen drugs, amounted to over

$2,250. A male/female breakdown

follows.

WC male students interviewed

Food Service Survey

A Washington College Statistics class

will be conducting an open survey on

students concerning their attitudes

toward the cafeteria during the entire

upcoming week. , David Elman,

Jack UpChurch, and Daphne White

have made up a questionnaire concern-

ing student opinion of food quality and

food service.

The survey depends on full coopera-

tion of students in filling out the form as

honestly as possible. "The survey is for

the students," reasoned Elman, "Dave
Knowles is just a dynamic guy. He has

offered complete cooperation and is

truly interested in what improvement
suggestions students have to offer."

The main goal of the survey is to

discover why food is wasted. In the opi-

nion of the surveyors, once it is

understood why food is wasted correc-

tions could be made to save money and

buy better quality food.

The survey will be offered Monday
through Friday during lunch and dinner

and will, according to Elman, take no

more than two to three minutes of the

students' time to complete.

Disturbance occurs

at dance
One a.m. closing time angers freshman

by CARLOS WILTON

A disturbance occurred at the end of

last Saturday's Student Government
Association dance in Hodson Hall, in-

volving several students, including two
SGA officers, and a College ad-
ministrator. The disturbance was
precipitated by the administrator's ef-

forts to end the dance at the scheduled
time of one a.m., and has resulted in a
reaffirmation of the college's existing

policy for the closing time of Hodson
Hall. Also, disciplinary action has been
taken by the college against one of the

students involved.

Dance extended past curfew
The disturbance began when Ms.

Mary Lou Jacobs, Assistant Dining
Hall Director, who had responsibility

for the Hodson Hall complex that night,

turned on the dining hall lights. The
dance, which had been scheduled to end
at one a.m., had already extended for

ten or fifteen minutes past that time.

When the lightswere turned on, one of

the band members announced that if

the lights were turned off, the band
would continue playing. Several
students attemptecTto convince Jacobs
to turn the lights off, and so continue the

dance. Since no prior arrangement had
been made by the SGA for the possibili-

ty ofextension, she refused.

Jacobs threatened

Then, Kenneth Maher, a freshman,
alledgedly attempted to force his way
to the light box and turn off the lights

himself. Witnesses say that Maher
threatened Jacobs with physical harm,
and threw fake punches at her, almost
hitting her. He also alledgedly

threatened to pour beer over her head.

At this point, SGA Social Chairman
Terri Taylor, who heads the committee
which planned the dance, attempted to

intervene. Maher alledgedly pushed

her, still attempting to get to the light

box; in Taylor's words, "he took a jab

at me." But, said she, "a couple

students, thankfully, came to my
rescue," and led Maher away.

Byron did nothing to intervene

Taylor was the only student who
came to Jacob's aid. SGA President

Kimball Byron, who was present, did

nothing to intervene in the disturbance;

witnesses say that he expressed sym-
pathy with Maher's view point. He
alledgedly ordered Jacobs to turn off

the lights, and shouted at her, "This has

got to stop! The students want to go un-

til two or three and they should be

allowed to.*' Witnesses also report that

Byron threatened to find a master
switch and turn off the electricity for

the entire building. Jacobs later noticed

that an unidentified person had turned

off some switches in a light box in the

dishroom, which is normally off limits

to students during dances. Some swit-

ches in this box control power to large

refrigerators in the kitchen which, if

they had been turned off and left off all

night, would have caused considerable

damage.
Some vandalism also occurred in the

Hodson Hall complex, presumably as a

result of student discontent about the

ending of the dance at the scheduled

time. A table was damaged, and a mir-

ror and a soap dispenser were torn off

the wall in the men's restroom.

Cafeteria director dismayed

Dining Hall Director David Knowles,

when interviewed by the Elm ex-

pressed dismay that the SGA had

waited until the last minute to advise

the dining hall management that the

dance might be extended. According to

Knowles, the SGA Social Committee

Continued on Page 5

Homecoming plans

announced—
Chestertown, MD—Washington Col-

lege is gearing up for what may be its

biggest Homecoming celebration ever

on Saturday. Director of Alumni Af-

fairs, Jay Vogel, and Student Govern-

ment Association President, Kimball

Byron are working jointly with

students, alumni, faculty and the peo-

ple of Chestertown on this year's

festivities.

The celebration of Homecoming will

start on Friday night with a student-

body sponsored bonfire in the Kent

Quadrangle, featuring the Dave
Angevine Band, and a cocktail party at

the Alumni House hosted by the Kent

and Queen Anne's Chapter of the Alum-

ni Association. Saturday morning,

alumni will register at the Alumni

House as the day's activities begin.

The traditional parade, with Foster

Diebert as Grand Marshall, will begin

at 10 a.m. at the town wharf, proceed

through town, pass the judges stand at

the Alumni House, and conclude at the

college. The college Homecoming Com-

mittee sought greater participation this

year by members of the community,

both as spectators and participants in

the parade. Many local groups have

been contacted and have agreed to

enter floats.

Immediately following the parade, at

11 a.m., the Washington College

lacrosse team will host an alumni team

for what. promises to be an exciting

game. With several former W.C. AH-

Americans on hand, we could have the

makings of a really close game. In the

afternoon, the Sho'men will meet the

Johns Hopkins Blue Jays in soccer on

Kibler Field for the big event of the day.

Alumni crew races at Truslow

Boathouse will start at 4:00 in the after-

noon to round out a full day of activity.
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In his lecture Wednesday evening on "Being Gav." Dr.

Richard H Brown emphasized the most important goal of the Gay

Liberation Movement: acceptance - not mere tolerance - is

what homosexuals demand.
as a woman, (and therefore, a member ot a similarly op-

pressed group) I empathize with the gay movement. As a

politically active feminist, I realize that much open discussion

must take place before acceptance can occur. Dr. Brown,

however, feels that the members of Washington College's Board

of Visitors and Governors and some members of the school's ad-

ministration are unable or unwilling even to discuss the issue of

sexual orientation.

Nearly a year ago, after he had moved for increased open

discussion of gayness. Brown was informed in a letter from the

Executive Committee of the Board that "Washington College

must not be used to advocate or condone conduct that is in viola-

tion of the law. The Board also empathized that it requires "cir-

cumspection and restraint" from faculty members. These

statements not only express a clear ignorance of existing law

but, more seriously, bigotry against any nonconformist

behavior.
Recently, Dr. Brown sent a reply to Board Chairman Rob Roy

and College President Joseph H. McLain I just wanted to show

theBoard that I could be as nasty as they," he said. "I don't ex-

pect a reply."

Intelligent people should be able to set up their own systems of

values and morality without having to rely on any revealed word

or undisputed authority. It is unfortunate that our administration

seems too repressed or too timid to explore issues that are gain-

ing universal attention.

We hear a lot of talk from people in high places around here

about the meaning of the liberal tradition. This tradition is

dependent on the free exchange of ideas. Perhaps it is time some
of us started to practice what we preach.
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Letters to the Editor

A chance to learn something

The women on this campus missed a

chance to really learn something at

Washington College. A chance to learn

something we all need to know about

and be responsible for. Our bodies and

our health. Only a handful of girls

showed up for a well organized and

very informative afternoon in Hynson

Lounge. No one was judging you or dic-

tating what you should do. They were

interested in our ideas and questions

and gave straight forward answers

about them.

Nancy Dick for the Kent County

Health Dept. discussed the anatomy

and physiology of the female reproduc-

tive system. She talked about pelvic ex-

aminations and the services that are of-

fered at the clinic.

If you need help and don't know

where to go, try the clinic. It is located

at the end of campus on College

Avenue. Don't be afraid to go if you

need help. Think of yourself not what

others think.

Following was Dr. Margaret Bridwell

a gynecologist and head of the Health

Care Center at the University of

Maryland College park. She and Ruth
Swan, a nurse at the center at Universi-

ty of Maryland gave demonstrations
with models of pelvic examinations,

breast examinations, and fittings for

diaphrams. We had a lengthy discus-

sion on the many types of birth control.

How effective are they? What are some
of the new ideas in birth control? They
talked on gynecological problems we
often face, cystitis, vaginitis, and yeast
infections. What to do about these pro-

blems. Then the topic of abortion was
brought up. When? Where? How much?

It ended with wine and cheese and a

chance to talk to the guests on a per-

sonal level. This was a great program. I

hope more of you will attend and
become informed if we offer something
like this again:There is more to learn at

Washington College than cultural lag

and first derivatives.

Shelley Sharp

Good at what he does

There is someone on this campus that

everyone who reads this paper has

seen. You sometimes see him walking,

sometimes riding his bike, sometimes
running, but always moving. More
times than not you'll see him with a

briefcase or with a number of posters

he'll be hanging up. He's fast, con-

siderate, extremely good at what he

does and holds an office called Assis-

tant Social Chairman. His name is

Harold Norton.

Very rarely do you find credit being

given to behind-thescenes men in col-

lege papers. Sometimes its important

to let it be that way. In this case it's not.

Harold has done a remarkable job in

making sure that bands play, tickets

sell, people have fun, and places are

picked up. These achievements are

rather rare at this school and I believe

that Harold should receive merit for the

job he has done. Good job Wool!

D. Wheelan

Newell to attend seminar

on death and dying
Dr. J. David Newell, Associate Pro-

fessor of Philosophy, has been invited

to participate in a seminar in "Ethical

Issues of Death and Dying" sponsored

by the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science and the National

Science Foundation. The seminar will

focus on ethical issues dealing with the

treatment of those who are dying or

who wish to die. Topics such as

euthanasia, suicide, and the rights of

dying patients will be discussed. There
will be discussions of attempts to up-

date the definition of death in medical,

legal, and ethical literature {which in-

cludes ethical issues about transplan-

ting human organs), and the literature

on the significance of death will also be
considered.

The seminar on "Death and Dying"
will meet for four full days,- two in

November and two in March, on the

College Park campus of the University

of Maryland. Fuding for these sessions

is provided by the National Science

Foundation. Dr. Newell will be among
20 professors participating in this

seminar.

This spring Dr. Newell will be team-
ing up with Dr. Nancy Mergler, Assis-

tant Professor of Psychology, to teach

an interdisciplinary seminar on "Death
and Dying" at Washington College.

Enrollment in this seminar will be very
limited (10-15 students) and open to

students who have taken extensive

course work in either philosophy or

psychology. Both philosophical and
psychological issues concerning death

and dying will be investigated. Dr.

Newell notes that "In recent years

there has been an increasing awareness
in colleges and universitites of the need
to deal with the issues surrounding
death and dying from a scholarly point

of view." Seminars, such as those spon-

sored by NSF, reflect the growing in-

terest of the academic community, con-

cerning the issues of death and dying.
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Roving Reporter:

Vacation

byKATHYKNUST
Photography by Carol Hood

Question: Do you feel the vacation was
properly scheduled?

How do you feel about having to come
back for classes on Thursday?

Ted Legates Fr. Centreville, Md.
"I think it was a much needed break.
For the people who lived far away it

was difficult to return for just two days.
It would hve been nice if we had
Thursday and Friday off, but it was not
an inconvenience to me since I live so
close."

Terri Taylor Sr. Salisbury, Dd.
"I did not think it was a practical
schedule. If it had been Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday.. .not as many people
would have cut classes because of

midterms and papers due before' the
break. I did not like coming back in the
middle of the week but I do like the idea
of fall break."

Lee Chearneyi Fr. Baltimore, Md.
"I think the schedule was fine. It was a
nice break before Thanksgiving. I real-

ly didn't mind coming back Thursday
because we had a weekend and did not
have to go through a whole week
classes."

John Willard Soph. Wilmington, Del.

"Like anyone else I don't like coming
back to classes. It was nice to know the

weekend was not far off when we came
back, but it was all together too short

and I think \ve need more vacations like

that."

Professor Martin Kabat
"I think fall break is fine but it would be
better to start it on Wednesday. For
most people the idea is fine. It is better
to have a break than to wait through for

Thanksgiving. I think students should
return to classes. For myself, people
who did not return showed poor judge-
ment. If the faculty returns, so should
the students. They have a responsibility

and should live up to it."

Dina Cozza, Jr. New Jersey

"I liked it. I had papers to work on so it

gave me time to catch up on my work.
It was a relaxing break and broke up
the tension that was building. I thought
it was a waste of time coming back
Thursday. It was poor scheduling and
should have been extended. I can't
blame others for skipping classes. The
only reason I came back was the fact
that I had to work. I think they should
have given us a whole week.

Faculty Student Recital to be held

The Music Department will hold a
Faculty/Student Recital in honor of

Queen Elizabeth's Silver Jubilee on
Tuesday, November 1st at 8:30 in

Tawes Theater. The music will be from
the Victorian and Elizabethan eras. Ad-
mission is free to everyone.

Two apprehended

in magazine fraud
Chestertown police apprehended two

persons in Somerset Wednesday even-
ing in connection with illegal magazine
soliciting on the Washington .College
campus. A man and woman were
issued a warning from the sheriff's of-

fice and told to leave Chestertown after
all cash and checks received were
turned over to Dean of Students
Maureen Kelley,

Kate Roy and Anthony Rinaldi; both
college students from the Midwest, had
been soliciting fake magazine subscrip-
tions throughout the dav, and were
waiting for a friend of theirs to pick
them up at the college when they were
apprehended.

According to sources, the two
solicitors began approaching students
early Wednesday morning. Presenting
themselves as representatives of the
Virginai Home subscribers Agency,
they offered students both legitimate
and fake magazine subscriptions for
below discount prices.

At around 5:30 p.m., the two ap-
proached John Wharton, a sophomore
on the first floor ofSomerset, Wharton
led them to his room and then notified

byDAVIDSTIER

his Resident Assistant Tim Connor.
While Connor traced Deans Kelley and
Ed Maxcy, Wharton and others de-
tained the two. At5:55. Dean Kellev ar-

rived, followed by the Chestertown
police. While Kelley talked with
Rinaldi, Roy went across the street to

the Mobile Service Station. Three col-

lege students. Gordon Gorab, Tim Con-
nor, and Dave Panasci followed (he

woman and persuaded her to come
back.

According to Kelley, Roy broke down
crying, declaring she had no idea what
company she was soliciting for but that

she needed the per centages from sales

for school costs. Kelley found no cash
on Rinaldi, but she did recover four or

five checks totaling approximately
$100.

The police, meanwhile, located a

Virginia Home Subscriber's Agency in

Richmond, Virginia, but made no effort

to contact the company.
According to Chestertown Police Of-

ficer Teat, one of the two policemen
who apprehended Roy and Rinaldi,

soliciting on the camous or in Chester-

town is illegal, and should the two
return, thev will be arrested.

Course Intelligence

Day planned
by JEFF MORTON

Course Intelligence Day will be con-

ducted by the S.A.B. (Student
Academic Board), on November 3 and
November 9 from 10:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.
where they will have representatives at

the Coffeee House to discuss with
students courses that the S.A.B. have
evaluated. It's purpose, according to

SAB President John Downs, is "To give

students a student perspective about
the courses they might be taking."

Downs went on to say that Course In-

telligence Day is particularly helpful to

new students.

In addition to the S.A.B. represen-

tative there will be two students

representing the different majors, to

give any advice that they can in their

respective fields. There will be students

majoring in Art and Biology from
10:00-10:45, Chemistry and Drama,
10:45-11:30, Economics and English

11 : 30-12: 15, History and Math
12:15-1:00, Modern Language 1:00-1:45,

Music and Philosophy and Sociology

3:15-4:00p.m.

The S.A.B. representative will be on
hand to discuss the Student Academic
Board Course Profiles (course evalua-

tions), and the profiles will have impor-
tant material on almost all the classes

that were given last term.

On a scale of zero to nine (with nine
the most positive response) students

were asked to circle the number on an
evaluation form best approximating
their reaction to the following questions

about each of their courses

:

1. Taking all things into account —
readings, lectures, etc. — how in-

teresting was this course to you?
2. With regard to course organization,

preparation for classes, and the presen-

taion of material in class, how would
you rate the professor's performance in

this course?

3. How difficult wah this course com-
pared to similar course you have taken

at Washington College?

4. How much would you say you learned

from this course?

The results were averaged to produce
indexes representing student interest in

the course, the professor's per-

formance in the course, the difficulty of

the course, and how much the student

learned in the course. Students also

recorded on a scale ranging form zero

to fifteen the number of hours per week
that they typically spent on work
related to each course, excluding time

spent in class.

College applies for Phi Beta Kappa

Phi Beta Kappa, a Collegiate Honor
Association founded in 1776, several

years ago rejected Washington Col-

lege's application for membership
primarily because the school's endow-
ment did not meet Phi Beta Kappa stan-

dards. Last year was the school's se-

cond attempt to be considered, and thus

far, membership into the Association

appears hopeful.

This is probably because the endow-
ment since the schools previous at-

tempt has increased five-million

dollars. Dean of the College Gary
Clarke said that the college survived in-

itial screening last year and sometime
this year a team of examiners will

come to the campus to evaluate the

school.

bySUEDONELIAN
In the evaluation the Association will

cover all aspects of the College. In their

eight-page report, which deals with

membership requirements to join the

Society they review the goals of the Col-

lege, how it was organized and asked

additional questions concerning the

status of alumni and staff. Information

about facilities such as the Library,

laboratories, and Athletic Policy was
also required.

Membership into this Association ap-

pears to be a rigorous undertaking, yet

Dean Clarke feels it to be worthwhile

and essential to an established college.

He and eleven assistants prepared sup-

plementary material along with a
report, which was sent to the Associa-

tion in early October, hoping it might
further the application.
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Student Government

Association Report
by WALTER FORAKER

Profile:

Reid Senator Madeline Welters
by CLAIRE PULA

Second term Student Government

Association senator Madeline Welters

79 feels that the Byron administration

and present Senate are motivated and

will accomplish much this year. "It is

not a passive administration and the

Senate is challenging what it feels is

wrong." Welters feels that 1976-1977

was more of a planning stage for the

present year and fulfilled a correctional

function as the Noto administration

worked to reduce the SGA's debt and

revamp its budget.

Welters became involved in student

politics after a misunderstanding with

a Resident Assistant ilicited small

response from Student Affairs.

Discouraged with the lack of response,

she consulted several of her professors

who suggested that she could make im-

provements by serving on the SGA and

Student Judicial Board. This she did,

confident that the school administra-

tion was "not going to get away with

things." She believes that most people

serving on the committee hold a similar

stand, which results in their being

energetic.

This year, she hopes to improve the

lighting problem between the Minta

Martin parking lot and Reid Hall,

Queen Anne and Caroline dorms.

Presently, the area is dark and the

uneven ground is highly subject to mud-
diness; hopefully a new path could be

laid down.
On the social scene, Maddie believes

that hiring the Port Welcome again

would be a popular move, for the

Nighthawk's success shows that

students can be motivated.

Students react to Issues

She feels that her double minority

status as a black woman makes little

difference to her office. As for student

reaction to minority issues, her opinion

is that it varies. Specifically, she said

that with Gays the students are geared

toward conservatism she also feels that

students hold a middle-of-the-road at-

titude on Women's Rights, however

women on campus generally favor the

movement. Whatever the student opi-

nion, Welters emphasized that the col-

lege has to face such issues since it is ' 'a

planning stage for the outside."

Working with the SGA does not

detract from her studying time. "It's

interrelated with many of my studies,

like history and political science.

Policies or issues often come up in daily

conservation when people say to me,

This is how I feel about it.'"

Last year's large turnout at cam-
paign speeches convinced Welters that

students are now more politically con-

cerned. "They're formulating com-
plaints rather than bellyaching ..I'd

like to see the enthusiasm which has

been generated continue. Those who
are discouraged go to the person

responsible and say," 'We need a dif-

ferent approach.'" Welters hopes that

this concern will encourage students to

volunteer for the various committees.

The Student Government Association

disclosed a $600 loss and a $200

damages bill resulting from poor atten-

dance and vandalism during Satur-

day's Shenandoah in Hodson Cafeteria

at SGA's Monday meeting. Destruction

of a table, mirror, and a soap dish were
credited to students. At the close of the

dance, conflict arose between some
students and the SGA when the lights

were turned on while the band was still

playing.

Upcoming events announced

The activities committee slated up-

coming events: a student-faculty

cocktail party, a Chesapeake Bay Port

Welcome boat cruise. Freshman Class

speech night and Freshman Class elec-

tions. The student-faculty cocktail par-

ty in Hynson Lounge on November 18,

will precede a photography show and
last from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. The Port

Welcome cruise will have a band and
free beer, it will cost about $4,000.00.

Student opinion will be sought before a

final decision is reached on Port
Welcome. Tickets will be $4.00 for

students attending this event.

Freshman class speech night will be

held on Wednesday, Nov. 2 in Hynson
lounge at 7:30 p.m. The Freshman elec-

tions will be heid on Thurs., Nov. 3 dur-

ing lunch and dinner. The film "Swept
Away" reported a large turnout and a

profit.

Fund requests approved
The treasurer's report stated a list of

several clubs late in requesting funds,

they were the Crab, Sailing Club, and
Philosophy Club. A motion was passed

unoppossed. Projected costs for ac-

tivities for the rest of the semester are

$2,075.00 which leaves $1500.00 for other

projects.

Homecoming ticket change
A change in ticket prices for

Homecoming was proposed and ac-

cepted: tickets were originally pur-

posed at $3.00 per person and $5.00 per

couple, they became a flat $2.00 per per-

son and no couple discount.

A motion to create a committee to in-

vestigate the student damage deposits

was made and carried. This committee

will primarily look into the prospect of

using the interest made on the deposit

money by the college in a bank account

for the students. Senator Madeline

Welters reported bad conditions in the

Reid Hall parking area such as lack of

pavement and poor lighting. "The
lighting problem is the same for much
of the campus," interjected another

student. No immediate action is being

taken on the complaints of either

senators. A paddle tennis tournament

for November 6 was brought up and

anyone who wants to can play in any

manner (singles, doubles, etc.) can and
free beer will be provided.

The senator's were then given a

chance to speak out during the next

order of business. A student and faculty

auction was discussed, and theSGA will

get 25 per cent of the profit from this

event and the rest goes to the Library.

One senator suggested the need for a

concise long term calendar of events.

Commentary
In this reporter's opinion, there was a

fair amount of topic jumbling during

the meeting. An example of this is the

fact that activites were brought up in

sections other than a complete ac-

tivities committee report. But this

jumbling did not seem to hamper the

meeting which was a fairly effective

one. The facts about the further

onslaughts of blatant vandalism were

very disturbing. This time it was
members of the student body, not out-

siders that did the damage. As a result

of the violent and irresponsible acts of a

few, the SGA will be out $200.00 which

could be used to better the quality of

campus life for all of the student body.

It is also appalling to hear of the

beating up of SGA members (at Satur-

day's dance) who are elected by the

students to represent and serve them. It

is early in the year and already there

are signs of impending trouble. If a few

students continue to abuse their rights

and priviledges, then all of us may be in

for trouble.

Acquaintance ship program to launch
endowment campaign

Director for Public Development
George Hayward disclosed Washington
College's involvement in an "Acquain-
tanceship Program" to the members of

the Board of Visitors and Governors at
their October 8 meeting. The purpose of

the program is to acquaint the College

with "possible sources of leadership

and possible large gift donors" in

preparation for a major endowment
campaign "to triple what we have
today," according to Hayward.
Washington College currently has

$5.2 million in endowment funds which
draws interest revenue of about
$250,000 for the current year. The Long
Range Planning Committee deter-
mined that the endowment fund will

have to be increased" by perhaps $10
million to provide enough interest to

support operational costs. This figure is

based on the assumption that the

school's enrollment will increase to 800
by 1982, its bicentennial and that infla-

tion will continue to climb at its

average six per cent each year.
Failure to increase the endowment

substantially would result in inability to

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
£dftor-in-Chie/

raise faculty compensation at a rate leadership could come from,
proportional to inflation, a cut back in

student financial aid, and failure to

complete proposed renovations,

Hayward indicated. It might also force

tuition and related student fees to be in-

creased beyond the six per cent annual

rise which Hayward feels is necessary.

Professional fund-raisers hired

The College had employed Ketchum,
Incorporated, a professional-fund rais-

ing firm in Philadelphia last year to

help it determine "reasonable" goals

for an endowment campaign. Ketchum
conducted a feasibility study among 60

people, not all of whom had previous

associations with the college.

The firm found, Hayward said, that

"although Washington College is fairly

well recognized, there is no clear

recognition of its needs . It has an accep-

table reputatior buf real leadership (in

funding an endowment campaign) was
not apparent."

"Ketchum recommended that we
spend a year to a year and a half or

more on the Acquaintanceship Pro-

gram to determine where the real

Hayward
stated. "In any fund raising campaign,
generally 80% of the gifts come from
20% of the donors, it's that 20% we're

aiming to meet and present our case

to." The Acquaintanceship Program is

geared to assessing the "level of in-

terest in Washington College" among
the members of the Board of Visitors

and Governors, whose "total effort is

vital," Hayward said, the acquain-

tances they recommend, the alumni,

and other friends of the college.

Prospects for funding sought
An evaluation of the College and its

needs will be presented in a lengthy

case statement to prospects for a future

endowment campaign. A film or a slide

show is also being prepared. In addi-

tion, Washington College President

Joseph H. McLain, Board Chairman
Robert Roy, and possibly other key
board members will be hosting small
gatherings with prospects to acquaint
them with the school's needs. A few din-

ner meetings were held in the spring.

Hayward admitted, however, that

"things slowed down in the summer "

What can be done?
Hayward continued, "we've got to

have a campaign, but laying the

groundwork is very important. The
campaign will be publicly announced

when some committments are in hand.

We really don't know how long that will

take. The puzzle is what can be done in

one campaign. It is possible we won't be

able to raise ten million dollars in one

campaign. We might have to have three

or four campaigns. We have to do

whatever is within our own potential, as

we can determine from the Acquain-

tanceship program. Hopefully things

will start snowballing this year so we
can get a campaign underway, "We
can't let this project die on the vine."

Hayward does not yet know if the

school will hire a fulltime counselor

from Ketchum if he and McLain will ad-

minister the Acquaintanceship Pro-

gram. The school has already paid out

$9,000 to Ketchum, which employs 100

people as fund raising counselors. Ac-

cording to Haywaru ''Thus far, it has

been well worthit."
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by CARLOS WILTON
The Student Government Association
has announced its plans for social
events for the remainder of the
semester. Two dances, a concert, a
cocktail party, and a rather unusual
auction are upcoming on this
semester's social calendar.
Bands playing at the dances will be

Fat Larry, a soul band, on November
12, and The Charlottesville Blues All-

Stars, a rhythm-andblues band,
scheduled for November 19.

On November 18, another in the conti-
nuing series of student-faculty cocktail
parties will be held featuring, as a
special attraction, an exhibition of
photographs by members of the
Photograpers' Union. On December 10,

Dick Durham, well-known keyboard ar-
tist and resident of Rock Hall, will give
a concert in Tawes Theater. Durham,
who has released several record
albums, has appeared at Washington
College at least twice before, always
receiving an enthusiastic response
from the College audience. His music is

a mixture of contemporary styles,
ranging from blues to jazz to rock.

Faculty services to be auctioned
On November 2, in either Smith

Auditorium or Tawes, pending the com-
pletion of final arrangements, an auc-
tion of services offered by th faculty
and administration will be held. The
auction will benefit both the library and
the SGA budget; 75 per cent of the pro-
ceeds will go to the library, and 25 per
cent to the SGA. Some of the items to be
auctioned are: a cocktail party on Dean
Kelley's sailboat, dinner at President
McLain's, and a free engagement of

Mr. John Klaus' famous oom-pah-pah
band. This event was conceived by off-

campus student David Wheelan, who is

also in charge of its planning.
This weekend, October 28-30, is

Homecoming Weekend; a number of
special events are planned. Informa-
tion on these happenings can be found
elsewhere in this issue of the ELM.

Port welcome boat ride

A possibility for the future, which is

still in the early planning stages, is the
engagement of the Port Welcome, a
cruise ship based in Baltimore, for a
weekend sometime in the second
semester. Chesapeake Bay cruises on
the Port Welcome, leaving from Better-
ton, were once an annual event for
Washington College, but the cruise was
discontinued several years ago, due to
the extremely high cost of hiring the
ship. In Spring 1976, the Port Welcome
was again engaged by the SGA, with

Dance dispute H

agreed with him on Friday night that
the dance would end at one A.M.;
Knowles insisted that no representative
of the SGA approached either him or
Jacobs with a request that the dance be
extended, until the lights were turned
on at 1:10 A.M.
But even if theSGA had tried to make

prior arrangements for a dance lasting
past one A.M., said Knowles, he would
probably not have agreed to a later
time. The major factor he cited as a
reason for this statement is the difficul-
ty, in the early morning hours after a
dance, of cleaning the dining hall and
readying it for breakfast the next morn-
ing. Knowles contends that most
students do not have a realistic concep-
tion of the amount of time and labor
necessary to clean the dining hall. "I
don't know if these people think the
floor opens up and cleans itself when
the dance is over, but it takes the
cleanup crew five or six hours to clean
up. I think it's unfair to ask the cleanup
crew to work past eight in the morn-
ing." Knowles also pointed out that
there is always a considerable period of

disastrous results: a huge loss was sus-

tained by the venture, due to the fact
that not enough tickets were sold. Assis-
tant Social Chairman Harold Norton,
however, thinks that the Port Welcome
could be successfully hired for a cruise,
provided that the event is ufficiently
publicized.

Norton bases his belief on the success
of an earlier venture sponsored by the
SGA: the concert by The Nighthawks,
held earlier this month. Expenses for
the concert toatled about $2,000, but
gate receipts were approximately
$2,250, providing a small profit. "You
can call that a small profit by the
Capital Center's terms," Norton said,
"but when we break even, we're hap-
py." Norton believes that the
Nighthawks concert proved that
Washington College students are will-

ing to pay a high admission price for

high-quality entertainment; this makes
it possible for the SGA to consider br-
inging other, more expensive enter-
tainments to the College. "We call it a
major success," he said.

Film series—no success

One event which has not been a suc-

cess is the SGA's film series. Poor at-

tendance at the dollar-admission films

has led to large losses, perhaps as high
as $400. This year, the SGA has joined

forces with the College Film Series, run
by Bookstore manager Martin Kabat,

in an attempt to bring a better quality

film series to the College. Upcoming
selections for the semester include

Woody Allen in The Front, Robert Red-
ford in The Candidate, and Jack
Nicholson in Five Easy Pieces.

The SGA Social Committee hopes
that the sale of season tickets will end
the financial problems suffered by the

series to date. Season tickets for the

first semester are now on sate at the

Bookstore for $4.50, and may be

charged to bookstore charge accounts.

The price for the second semester
season ticket will be $5.00. These tickets

can be used by anyone; if the purchaser
of a ticket is unable to attend a par-

ticular film, he can lend it to a friend.

All films in the series will be presented

at7:30 p.m., in Smith Auditorium.

The SGA, says Norton, is open to sug-

gestions from students about possible

future social events. Any suggestions,

he says, will be seriously considered by
the Social Committee. Suggestions may
be made to Committee chairman Tern
Taylor, to himself, or to SGA President

Kimball Byron.

I "Continued from Page 1* ggjMMMMI

time between the end of the dance and
the time that students attending the

dance depart, so the cleanup crew can
start work: "If we say 1:00, people
leave by 1:30; if we say 2:00, people
leave by 2: 30... We should end the dance
at a reasonable time for the cleanup
crew."
Cleanup after SGA dances is further

complicated by the fact that students of

the college leave a bigger mess in Hod-
son Hall than do any of the outside

groups which hire the hall for dances.

Knowles noted that three students are
routinely assigned to clean up after

SGA dances, as opposed to two for

dances sponsored by outside groups.

Knowles also pointed out that the

primary purpose of the dining hall is to

provide meals for students, and that its

function as a dance hall is only secon-

dary. Terri Taylor expressed fear that

further destructive behavior may oc-

cur, she said, "that's why we (the SGA)
can't have Minta Martin and Reid
lounges anymore—the only place we
can assemble the student body is the

dining hall and the chapter rooms." On

This year the Washington College FUm
Series is offering Season Tickets. In-
stead of paying $1.00 for each film you
can now buy one ticket which will admit
you (or anyone to whom you give the
ticket), to all the movies shown during
the semester. The cost is as follows
FALL SEMESTER: Students: $4.50
General Public : $6.00

SPRING SEMESTER: Students: $5.00
General Public: $7.50

Season ticket holders should arrive 15
minutes before show time as regular
sales will begin at 10 minutes before the
hour. These tickets can be purchased
either at the Washington College
Bookstore, through the mail (to the
Bookstore), or at selected shops.
Tickets may be charged to standing
Bookstore accounts. With each pur-
chase of a Season Ticket a complete
brochure, describing every film in the
series will be included.

FALL SEMESTER: All Films at7:30
p.m.
October 30 A twoday special Halloween
double feature: Don Sharp's KISS OF
THE VAMPIRE and Vicent Price in
MASQUE OF THE RED
November 8 THE MOLLY MAGUIRES
(Sean Connery, Richard Harris)
November 9 THE FRONT (Woody
Allen, Zero Mattel)
November 11 MAN WHO FELL TO
EARTH (David Bowie)
November 13 MAN WHO FELL TO
EARTH
November 18 THE CANDIDATE
( Robert Redford)
November 20 THE CANDIDATE
November 28 THE HARDER THEY
COME (Jimmy Cliff)

November 29 THE HARDER THEY
COME
December 2 HARLAN COUNTY USA
(Barbara Kopple documentary)
December 4 HARLAN COUNTY USA
December 9 FIVE EASY PIECES
(Jack Nicolson, Karen Black)

V.

Film Series
December 11 FIVE EASY PIECES
December 16 STEELYARD BLUES
(Jane Fonda, Donald Sutherland)
December 18STEELYARD BLUES

SPRING SEMESTER: All Films at
7:30p.m.
January 30 STEPFORD WIVES
(Katherine Ross, Paula Prentiss)
January 31 STEPFORD WIVES
February 3 PUMPING IRON (with Ar-
nold Schwarzenegger)
February 7 PUMPING IRON
February 10 THE SLAP ( Lino Ventura
IsabelleAdjani)

February 14 THE SLAP
February 17 FELLINI SATYRICON
(large Italian cast)

February 21 FELLINI SATYRICON
February 24 PERSON (Ingmar
Bergman with Bibi Anderson & Liv
UUman)
Februair 28 PERSONA
Marvh 3 SEVEN BEAUTIES (Una
Wertmuller)
March 7 SEVEN BEAUTIES
March 20 GUNGA DIN (Cary Grant,
Douglas Fan-banks, Jr.)

March 21 GUNGA DIN
March 24 THE CONFORMIST (Ber-
nardo Bertolucci)

March 28THE CONFROMIST
March 31 SMALL CHANGE (Francois
Truffaut)

April 4 SMALL CHANGE
April 7 THE SORROW AND THE PITY
(Marcel Ophu Is)

April 11 THE SORROW AND THE PI-
TY
April 14 WIZARDS (Ralph Bakshi)
April 18 WIZARDS
April 21 THREE WOMEN (Robert
Altman with Sissy Spacek & Janet
Rule)

April 25 THREE WOMEN
April 29 INVASION OF THE BODY
SNATCHERS (Don Siegel)

May 2 INVASION OF THE BODY
SNATCHERS

Paddle Tennis Tournament*********
NextSundayNovember6 ************

The tournament is open to all Washington College people It
will begin at 2:00 Saturady afternoon and last till its finished
Beer will be on tap all day for the participants and spectators If
you are interested fill out the form below and stick it in the cam-
pus mail before next Friday.

Paddle Tennis Tournament
NAME: . .Checktheeventsyou'dliketoparticipatein(nolimit)
and note your partner's name in the doubles. If you'd like me to
pair you up with someone, just write a note to that effect, and I'll

see what I can do.

men's singles men's double /partner
women's singles women's doubles /partner
mixed doubles

return to Nubi Duncan

using Hodson Hall for SGA dances, as
long as it does not interfere with the

building's function as a dining hall.

Maher on disciplinary probation

There were two immediate results of

the disturbance Saturday night. The
first of these was the placing of Kenneth
Maher on disciplinary probation by
Deans Kelley and Maxcy. Maher did

not appear before the Student Judiciary
Board because a college administrator
was involved in the controversy.

Secondly, the college's standard
policy of ending dances at one A.M. was
reaffirmed by Deans Kelley and Maxcy
and Dave Knowles at ameeting. A fur-

ther complication involved in this rul-

ing is a local Chestertown ordinance
which prohibits events such a as dances
which last after one a.m. Kelley noted
in an interview that this college policy

would be consistently enforced, but

in the case of a special event (like the

Nighthawks concert) an exception

might possibly be arranged. Asked
whether she thought there was a need to

require the SGA to hire a security

guard for dances, Kelley replied, "I'd

like to think that there isn't...The time
for chaperoning has past. We no longer
have to deal with students in that way."
However, she noted that Knowles, as
director of the Hodson Halt complex,
could require a security guard if he
though! it n

SGA shares blame

SGA officials, when contacted by the

Elm admitted a large share of the

blame for the misunderstanding about
the time at which the dance was to end.

Assistant Social Chairman Harold Nor-
ton said, "It was our fault because we
didn't get permission beforehand... It

was poor planning on our part.. .we just

should have had a better understanding

with the management." SGA President

Byron praised Knowles for being very
cooperative in the past. He also said, of

the recently reaffirmed dance policy,

"The one A.M. policy as it stands now
will eliminate confusion and lack of

communication between the students

and the cafeteria staff.
'

'
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SWEPTAWAY:
Lord of the sighs

byNICKNAPPO
Fine Arts Editor

When I got out of Swept Away, I had a to all its individuals.

Concerto Soloists

Concert series starts in

classical mode
byBARBARA

Concerto soloists of Philadelphia pro-

vided a classical beginning to the

1977-1978 Washington College Concert

Series, which hailed its new season
Tuesday evening.

Playing before a near-capacity au-

dience, fifteen performers in their 13th

season created renditions of works
ranging from a violin adagio and rondo
composed by Branz Schubert to a
"Psalm and Fugue", a modern piece in

quasi-antique style composed by Alan
Hovhaness. Conductor and founder of

the group Mark Mostovoy led the

ensemble through the two-hour pro-

gram of six different pieces, performed
in styles ranging from baraque,

classical, romantic, and neoclassical.

The evening of highly-skilled musical
achievement was highlighted by a solo

performance in the Shubert piece.

ANN SMITH
played to perfection by violinist Mi-
Young Park, and by a six-instrument
Pachelbel "Kanon."

Included in the ensemble are eight

violins, three violas, two violoncellos, a

double bass and a harpsichord. These
combine to perform music from the

classical, romantic, neoclassical and
baroque periods of music. In the tradi-

tion of this music the majority of artists

in the group stand during performances
and change stage position between
pieces.

Concerto Soloists of Philadelphia

opened a season which promises enter-

tainment for a variety of musical
tastes. Included will be pianist Tedd
Joselson, the Annapolis Brass Quintet,

Music for a While and the Mandal Inter-

national Folk Dance Company-

Maxcy defends

parking fines
byKATHERINE STRECKFUS

Parking fines have been issued to a

total of forty-seven students this

semester. Some have received multiple

fines. The amount of individual fines

can range from $3.00 to as much as

$7.50. In the majority of cases,

unregistered cars have been the target.

The reason for the fining system, ac-

cording to Assistant Dean of Students

Edward Maxcy, is "just to make the

campus as secure as possible." Cars

parked in the fire lane could be a

serious obstacle in case of an
emergeancy in which fire engines or an
ambulance would have to get through,

Maxcy explained.

The lot behind Caroline is reserved
for the Maintenance Department. Some
spaces behind William Smith Hall are
reserved for faculty members.

Registering is important because, as
Maxcy stated, "it's the only way we
know who the owner of a car is in case
there is any need to communicate with
that person." This is necessary in cases
where a car is in an area in which the
Maintenance Department has to work
or if for some other reason a car has to
be towed away.
There have been few complaints from

students regarding fines. Some have
complained, however, that there are
not enough parking spaces available on
campus. Technically, there are enough,
but they aren't always in the right
places. The Minta Martin lot, for exam-

ple, is usually full. To alleviate this,

Maxcy encourages students who do not
use their cars frequently to use the lots

near the Fine Arts Center or the
athletic fields.

Those who haven't received their

fines yet will soon receive a second
notice. Case in which fines are still un-
paid will probably be turned over to the
Student Judiciary Board. Money col-

lected from fines will be used for un-
budgeted campus improvements.

Behind Reid Hall is another area
where illegially parked cars would
leave no room for emergency vehicles.

Only Resident Assistants have access

to that lot because they have respon-

sibility in case of emergencies which
may call for their cars to be close at

hand.

Discussion Group

There will be a meeting on Tuesday,
November I, at 4 p.m. to form a
women's discussion group. Any in-

terested persons are invited to come
and share suggestions as to a format for

the group. All ideas will be considered
in order to best ascertain the needs and
goals of individual members. Meeting
times are flexible, so if you would like

to participate but cannot attend the in-

itial gathering, please see Claire Pula,

Reid #1, 778-9839. The meeting will be
held in Reid Hall lounge.

headache. No migraine, but a kind of

post-exam headache. My brain had
been taxed, my reason tested. Swept
Away is a cram course in Italian

politics, human relations, and damn
fine film making. It makes the grade.

It's written and directed by an Italian

woman, red-hot Una Wertmuller. It

stars Giancarlo Giannini and Mai-

ingelo Melato, also Italian, also hot. It's

about Italy and the political tension

there right now. A man and a woman
are stranded on a deserted Mediterra-

nean island. Wertmuller in FILM
QUARTERLY magazine: "My films . .

do not supply escape." Of course

not—the man is a poor, lower-class,

proCommunist laborer, the sailor Gen-
narino. The woman is a rich, upper-

class, anti-Communist vacationer, the

socialite Raffaella. On the rented

yacht, she bitched about the service

(him). On the two-person dinghy, she

cursed his incompetence when the

motor failed. They drift to a deserted

island where they are equal, where the

social lines of class and contempt are

swept away. Wertmuller: "What I

create are problem films . . . they make
talk." They make thought. They are
art.

What a situation these well-acted
characters are written into. On the

island, they can't make a move without

being deeply symbolic, and this is pro-
vocatively honest symbolism. After a

comical bout of name calling, the two
ignore each other and fendfor
themselves; later, the starving woman
approaches as Gennarino dines on the

fish he's caught. She begs. He
hearsnothing, asserting that "there is

onlv one fact . . . and that is this fish."

He has it now. She is way from her

yacht, the fish of her wealth. When Gen-
narino has eaten his fill, he throws the

uneated portion into the fire: "You rich

capitalists burn surplus food to keep the

prices high " Rarely has the
have have-not relationship been
drawn so sharply. The man is no longer

"Gennarino' but Mr. Carruchio
Rafaella must work if she wants to eat.

Italian-American Joe Reggimenti, a

junior at Washington College, sees the

struggle in Italy today as basically

"society not providing the proper
framework for according equal respect

Respect is what
Gennarino wants; in fact, he goes too

far, slapping the lovely Raffaella all

over the dunes. Then the movie turns
lyrical.

They begin to notice each other as
people; beautiful ones (she had a

body.) But Gennarino wants more than
that and her respect; he wants her true
love. You'd think this poor sailor would
be satisfied with an idyllic island, a

beautiful woman ( and a former
capitalist to boot), and the sexual
Utopia they seem to find. But the former
deckhand states, "You have not yet
seen the real Gennarino Carruchio,"
and begins the quest for genuine affec-

tion. In the face of this proud deter-

mination, we see a side of the woman
that, any way you cut it, wants to be
dominated. Females in the audience
had trouble with this. What kept runn-
ing through my mind was, a female
wrote and filmed it.

When Raffaella hides from a passing
ship, she is sure of her true feeling for

him. Inexplicably, Gennarino is not. He
fears she has merely been "swept away
. . . by our situation." He has to be sure,
and when the next ship appears on the
horizon, he goes for all the marbles. He
hails it, and soon she is reunited with
her rich husband, he with his homely
but devoted wife, and the time has
come to part in Gennarino's coastal
town. That evening Gennarino waits by
the boat that will take them back to

their island forever. Of course, Raf-
faella won't show; she's trapped by
society and the web of her own world.
She takes off in her husband's
helicopter, leaving Gennarino a shrink-

ing, fist-shaking figure on the pier
below. As Gennarino sullenly walks
back to his wife, the circle is complete.
Several critics have advanced the

theory that the whole dreamy island se-

quence is just that : Gennarino's
dream. Notice that for all the slaps,

kicks, and scuffling she takes, Raf-
faella never bears a bruise. Notice that

her face always stays perfectly made
up. It's even possible that it's her
dream: a kind of guilt/female submis-
sion /natural woman trip. The dream
theories are interesting, though they
fail to account for the ending.

In any case, Wertmuller's film leaves
you with plenty to chew on, lots to

digest. Swept Away is no appetizer of a
movie. Rather a feast.

Concert Update 1

Saturday, Octo
Rolling Stones — Sym
Devil. Painters Mill afte

Film

Jean Luc Ponty, Alan F

Theater

Thursday, No\
Robin Trower, Capital

Friday, Nove
Harry Chapin, Loyola (

Sierra (November 4-6),

Georgetown

Sunday, Nove
Mayall, Painters Mill

Dave Mason, Kennv

U

Monday, Nove
Linda Ronstadt, Capita

Tuesday, Nover

Weather Report-8p.m.,

oer29 Wednesday, Novembers
pathy for the Kansas /Nazareth, Capital Center
" Halloween '77

Sunday, November 13

Rush /UFO, Civic Center
rice — Lyric ,

Tuesday, November 14

Hot Tuna —Happy Man,
ember 3 «_-*«.«
Center Warner Theater, D.C.

Releases
mber4

]leoe Styx— The Grand Illusion

Rolling Stones— Love You Live

Cellar Door
Lynrvd Skynyrct— Street Survival

'Bob Welch— French Kiss
Blue Oyster Cult— Spector

nber 6 Steely Dan— Aja

News
IjOSsinS'6& —Zappa will release a three album set

MBC in November
—Neil Young is in a brand new studio in

mber7 Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, recording a
Center new album

—Fire cracker injuring lead guitarist in
nberS Aerosmith forces concert tour cancella-
saintersMill bon
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SPORTS

Marc Pappas:

around the world
in four years

by COLLEEN MILLER
Freshman Mark Pappas has lived

through boot camp on the West Coast,

travelled to far-away islands such as

Midway, and sailed the Indian Ocean.

Appearing naive because of his young
and pert manner, this twenty-one year

old athlete has seen more cultures and
responsibilities than most his age.

Having attended Dowling school in

Des Moines, Iowa, the contemporary
sailor started at a very early age,

graduating in 1973 with a college

preparatory education under his belt.

Stifled by a "small town" atmosphere,

Mark spoke of his limited lifestyle.

"The biggest thing I'd ever seen was a

pond. My world was pretty small." He
talked about alternate reasons for his

enlistment, citing "no money for col-

lege", "getting away from home", and
an "urge to go to sea" as main factors

after his high school graduation. His

adventurous spirit led him all the way
from a "weather man" job to "sky div-

ing and parachuting" in Lakehurst, NJ.

Contracting for four years in the Navy,

Mark was based in San Diego. He
worked with other sailors in teams of

three, joining a fleet at port and sailing

with them to test atmospheric condi-

tions. "We were weathermen," he ex-

plained, "and I took soundings of the

upper atmosphere with helium-filled

balloons. We were called to sea with a

fleet for three or four months to test

weather." After months at sea, Pappas
would spend his leisure time on the

West Coast, attending concerts, surf-

ing, touring L.A."A11 the things you do

in California."

College decision

Pappas decided on Washington Col-

lege only four months before leaving

the Navy. A search for a small college

through the "college blue book" led him
here as a best choice. "I didn't want to

get into a big college with gigantic lec-

ture classes," he explained. "Also, I

wanted to run Cross Country." Mark's
interest in Cross Country serves as a

backbone for his lifestyle. "I'll be runn-

ing Track in the Spring in addition to

Cross Country," he said. "And in the

Winter I'll be working out a lot by runn-

ing and lifting weights." Though the

Navy provided him with a broader

outlook, it restricted his running. Yet

Mark Pappas' past record of number
one runner for Dowling is a testimony

to his dedication and aspirations for the

sport. Highly supportive of the team, he

spoke optimistically of this year's

potential. "Though because of the size

of the college and its limit in numbers
we've only a small talent draw. But we
have a set of top five runners who lead

the team. And this year we're 2-5 which

is a big jump from 1-12 last year. We've
beaten some pretty stiff competition."
Mark cited Coach Don Chatellier's sup-
port of the predominantly freshman
team, "he's concerned with each in-

dividual, and that's important. He
treats everyone on a fair and equal
basis, regardless of team rank or suc-

cess. Also, because there are mostly
freshmen on the team, there's the op-

portunity for improvement in the next
three years."

Psyching Process
Last summer found Mark at sea,

looking forward to college and a good
running season, "I was thinking about
it at sea," he pointed out. He discussed
the "psyching" process most runners
go through before a meet, seeming very
indecisive. "I can't say that I do any ac-

tual 'pep-talking' before a race; I won't
know how well I'll do in a race until I'm
in the middle of it." Mark feels Cross
Country and Track are more com-
petitive and individualistic sports than
others. "Cross country and Track differ

from other sports because even though
we are a team, when we compete it is a
race among ourselves ; we compete in-

dividually, which in the long run helps
us to race better." An active par-

ticipator in all sports, including football

and baseball, Mark finds that his in-

terests cut into a lot of his personal
time. "All of our meets are away, and
every Saturday we're gone for the en-

tire day. We practice every day from
4: 00 on for an hour or more. I don't have
half the free time I used to." Mark com-
pared his Naval routine to the

Washington College experience: "I no
longer have as many responsibilites as

I used to and I actually have more free

time, but that free time is all taken up
with studying." Enrolled in a general
course load that centers around
Political Science, he explained this as a

result of his major travels. "All the dif-

ferent countries I went to exposed me to

various governments and their

societies-naturally the social sciences

became a big interest to me."
The years Mark Pappas spent in the

Navy have left a definite self-

assuredness and freedom to his

character. "I've got no roots," he
declared, " and there h.ave been no
main idols in my life. I think the con-

glomeration of friends that I've made
over the years has been the biggest in-

fluence on me-not the so-called 'great

people' of the world." Joining the Navy,
and then sending himself to college

really cut his family ties. "The idea of a

family fades," he sighed. "Sometimes
it hurts, but as you get out into the

world, it's a lot easier to accept.

"

Crosscountry

Double loss drops

harriers to 2-5
by BOB

Middle Atlantic Conference favorites

Johns Hopkins and Haverford teamed
up to hand the Washington College
Cross Country team a double defeat last

Saturday, dropping the Shoremen's
record to 2-5.

Hopkins, a strong favorite to win the

MAC championship this season, shut
out the Shoremen, 15-50, while Haver-
ford ran up a 15-42 score.

Dudley Parr and David O'Sickey
were the top finishers for the.

NEH challenge grant

awarded to college
by JEFF MORTON

A grant of $300,000 in Federal Funds
is available to Washington College in
the form of a Challenge Grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities. The grant is contingent on
Washington College raising $900,000
between May, 1977 and June 1, 1980. To
receive the first $100,000 W.C. had to

raise $100,00 from new doners and in-

crease gifts from previous doners by
August 30, 1977. The ramining remain-
ing $200,000 has to be raised by June 30,

1978, but it can include bequeaths,
sales, benefits as well as new doners
and increased gifts.

The $100,000 was raised in ample
time. George Hayward, serving as pro-
ject director for the Challenge Grant
Program believes that at the moment
they are over halfway in completing the

$300,000 needed before June 30, 1978 and
he went on to state that he was very
pleased with how quickly the first

$100,000 from the new doners and in-

creased gifts was received.

After Washington College received
more than the $100,000 that was re-

quired by the Challenge Grant Pro-
gram before August 30, 1977, President
McLain stated, " I am gratified by the
early response and indebted to

everyone who has participated thus far.

I hope others who sincerely care about
the future of Washington College will

soon join in this effort. Although the
Challenge Grant Program, if complete-
ly successful, will mean substantial in-

come for us, it falls well below pro-
viding the total dollars required each
year to maintain our humanities pro-

grams a.nd to insure that we reach our

200th anniversary in a sound financial
position."

The $900,000 that will be raised by
Washington College to meet the re-

quirements of the Challenge Grant Pro-
gram may be used to provide revenue
for the humanities in the future, or
other projects that have to do with the
humanities. The money from the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities
will also be spent on the humanities, ac-
cording to the requirements of the fund.
More than 50% of Washington College
seniors and juniors major in some
Humanities field such as English,
Literature, Languages, Philosophy,
History, Writing and American Studies.

In fact, half of all course enrollment are
in the Humanities.

Alumni chapters

expand
There are three chapters of the Alum-

ni Association this year. The new
chapters cover the Annapolis, Wilm-
ington, and Mordel areas (which in-

cludes Salisbury and the surrounding
Delmarva peninsula area). These new
chapters were set up to improve public
relations in those areas and increase
communication with alumni.
Alumni chapters are located in Alum-

ni's Houses where the alumni can meet,
make plans and discuss issues concern-
ing Washington College. They also
serve to make plans for contribution
drives, talks with prospective students,
and other important and helpful things.

Volleyball

Spikers come back
against UM,

trounced by GW
by EILEEN LENZ

Jenni Butler and Kathy O'Bear
turned a 14-10 deficit into a 16-14 win
Tuesday night, giving WC the match
against the University of Maryland's
"B" squad. But George Washington
came along and put a damper on things

in the next match, downing WC in two
straight games, 15-1 and 15-7.

"It was definitely an emotional con-

test," said Coach Penny Fall of her

team's match against U.M. After split-

ting the first two games, WC appeared
ready to roll over before Butler and
O'Bear combined to score 5 points to

give the spikers a 15-10,14-16,16-14 win.

George Washington went into the

evening's second match riding a five-

game winning streak. They had little

trouble extending it to six as WC could

manage only 8 points in two games.

MAC Championship here

Next Friday and Saturday, WC will

host the Middle Atlantic Conference

Volleybal Championship. Games will

begin at 2:00 p.m. on Friday and con-

tinue until 10 that night, then resume
Satruday morning. Two 5-team leagues

will play a round-robin tournament,

with the two leaders in each league ad-

vancing to Saturday's semi-finals.

AKESON
Shoremen, as they have been for much
of the season. Injuries to freshmen

Marc Pappas and Peter Cameron, two

members of the team's top five, con-

tributed to the runaway.

The harriers will conclude the

regular season tomorrow with a tri-

meet against Western Maryland and
Lebanon Valley. A win against either of

these teams will confirm Coach Don
Chatellier's prediction of a 3-6 season.

THE WASHINGTON COLLEGE

FALL PHOTOGRAPHY SHOW

i

Deadline for entries: November 1 0, 1 977
Information: Student Affairs Office

1ST Prize: $5000

2ND Prize: Mets 303 Flash

3RD Prize: $2500
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******** Trio from Lehigh takesWC bike race ********

One racer injured

by HOWARD BAUER

Washington College got its first taste

of intercollegiate cycling this past Sun-

day, and the numerous first-time spec-

tators were treated to an exciting after-

noon of racing.

The SGA-sponsored Washington Col-

lege Open drew 16 racers from

Princeton, Lehigh, Delaware, and

Washington College to vie for team and

individual honors on a 1.6 mile course

through the streets of Chestertown.

Triple winners

Three Lehigh cyclists, Murray

Wilmirding, Charles Balris, and Scott

Butler covered the 32 miles in crossing

the finish line with clasped hands, to

take first place. The unexpectedly low

turnout of cylclists forced race

organizer Scott Browning to race both

experienced and novice class cylcists

together rather than having two heats.

The race was sanctioned by the Inter-

collegiate Cylcing Association, head-

quartered at Princeton, and was adver-

tised in that group's magazine, so

Browning was counting on a large

number of racers. "I was expecting

something in the area of 40 cyclists,"

said Browning. "There are several WC
cyclists who could have done well had

they raced."
"Still for our first effort, I think we

can only look at this race as a success"

he continued. "All of the racers were
satisfied with the course; some said it-

was the best they had raced on."

One racer injured

Despite having one of his racers

slightly injured in a collision with a car,

Princeton's Coach Frank Quinn echoes

Browning's thoughts. "The race was
well organized. The people involved

with traffic control did a super job."

Still flushed with last weekends' suc-

cess, Browning and SGA President

Kimball Byron are tentatively discuss-

ing another race for the Spring. "We're
giving a lot of thought to an open race,

with allcomers welcome. A really

sucessful open race was held in An-

napolis last year. We could expect a

tremendous turnout of contestants."

Talk like this makes one wonder if

cycling has found another home on the

Eastern Shore.

This Week in Sports

Friday

Volleyball — Western Md. /St. Mary's,

here
Saturday

Soccer—Johns Hopkins, here

Cross Country — at Lebabnon

Valley/Western Md.
Tuesday

Volleyball— Chesapeake C.C./U.

Delaware, "B", here
Friday, November 4

Volleyball— MAC Championship,

Portraits 778-9835

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delight*

Weekday*

8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

C0KT1CT LENS WEIRERS

Save money on your brand noma
hord and soft Ions supplies. Sand for

fraa illutlralad catalog.

CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER
341 E. Camelback

Phoanlx, Ariiano 85012

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chettertown, Maryland

778-3030

• Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

The closing dote lor Ihe submission of monuscripls by College Students is

November 5
ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit his verse.

There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works ore preferred because of

space limitations.

Each poem much be TYPED or PRINTED on o separate sheet, and must beor Ihe NAMF
and HOME ADDRESS of Ihe student, and the COLLEGE ADDRESS as well.

MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Box 218 Agouro, Co. 91301

Soccer

WC kickers: down
but not out

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Sports Editor

Like a boxer who is down on points

but still in the fight, the Washington
College Soccer Team is taking the final

games of its season one round at a time.

Although this squad is all but

mathematically eliminated from the

MAC championship race, Coach Ed
Athey is looking forward to tomorrow's
home game aginst Johns Hopkins. "If

we get everyone back, we should have a
good chance tomorrow."
Most prominent among "everyone"

Athey hopes to get back are Matt
Wagner and Mincho Arrivillaga, whose
injuries earlier this year had Athey
playing musical-forwards with his front

line. "We haven't developed a real con-

tinuity on offense because of injuries,"

admits Athey.

That lack of continuity was one of the

reasons why the Shoremen were left

with a 2-5 record after losing to con-

ferenceleading Haverford two weeks

ago, 1-0. With only Swarthmore left for

Haverford to beat for the conference

crown, Athey says that "Consensus

around the conference is that Haver-

ford is the best team
"

After losing to Haverford, the

Shoremen took off on a two game winn-

ing streak, defeating Widener (5-2) and

Mary Washington (7-0). In last Satur-

day's Mary Washington game, Pete

Hamill scored twice and Mike Brown,

Will Martin, Bill Hamill, and Lee and

Nelson Einwachter had one goal

apiece.

That win gave the Shoremen a 4-5

record on the season, making the final

two games against Hopkins and

Western Maryland critical to a winning

record.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD- Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"
and extras for you

"w «*M SHOP
ARTIST MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
CUSTOM FRAMING - ART GALLERY

1 1 1 Cross St. CRAFT SUPPLIES 778-4554

Chestertown. Maryland 21620

Special tor students 10% off mottod pictures roody to hong.

HANG GLIDING INSTRUCTION

by Saffranchir Stevensvllle, Md.

Classes for Both Beginners and the More Advanced

BudBro.ii
Wills Wing Equipment 643-3356

*
I. .11/ I 1 'Vs. fJ i \\ V

ore

HESTERTOWN,
PHONI

Maryland 21020
77B-28BO



Reid Hall Red Hots ride to victory in the Homecoming parade

Freshmen candidates
introduce platforms

by DONNA TAYLOR

The freshmen class was introduced
to candidates of class offices during

speech night held in the Coffee House
Tuesday. More candidates are current-

ly running for offices than ever in re
cent years.

There are four candidates foi

presidency: Kane Bender, Walter

Foraker, Duane Marshall, and Ja>
Young. The other offices gave two can-

didates each: Vice-Presidency, Davt
Altvater and Jim Graham; Secretary,

Joyce Grinvalsky and Kathy Waye;
and Treasurer, Chuck Bradley and Ted
Tegates.

An innovation of the freshman class

was a Speech Night, held on Tuesday,
November 1, 1977. It was suggested by
Foraker and the SGA put it into prac-

tice. Bender believes that a friendly,

concerned president who listens to sug-

gestions from class members is impor-

tant. He hopes to make the class's

George Washingon Ball a success; the

freshman class annually gives a

George Washington Ball. Altvater

plans to make the class a success

through his work with the president. He
also plans to suggest the organization of

an executive committee.
Foraker plans to coordinate the

freshman class with the different

groups present at the college, make
things run smoothly, see that the entire

class is represented, and make sure

that everything is done well. Marshall
wants a unified freshman class. He
plans to make sure that students feel

welcome. He says he will do a good job

and meet things as they come. Young
explained the job of the president fully:

to take care of freshman class weekend
and be a senator in the SGA. He plans to

devote himself fully to the presidency

and see that the freshman class has a

good year. As a senator, Young is

organizing a textbook exchange among
the students. He would like to carry out

that activity as a freshman enterprise if

elected.

Graham believes that his involve-

ment in college life and his photography

editorship of the Elm will help him to

get close to the students and make their

ideas work.
Grinvalsky, who likes to work with

people, will work to make the class of

'81 a great one. Waye also enjoys work-

ing with people and plans to get student

suggestions and aid communication

among students.

Bradley plans to make the freshman

weekend a success in terms of student

enjoyment and profit. He wants to en-

sure that the freshman class funds are

used for what the students want.

Tegates feels that his knowledge of the

Eastern Shore will enable him to pur-

chase materials the class might need at

very reasonable rates and to plan fund

raisers -that will go over well, he will

see to it that no debts are incurred and

that the organization is run well.

Speech Night took place in the coffee

house; however, attendance was not

quite what is should have been. The

room was filled, but there was no

"overflow" of students.

College elections are governed by the

SGA. Byron feels that this years

freshman class is much more involved

than those of the past few years. In the

past some candidates have run un-

contested. This year, things are also

running right on time. The freshman

elections are to take place after mid-

terms according to the SGA constitu-

tion; However some years they did not

take place until December.

Doug Magargee a junior, is chairman

of the Election Committee. He is im-

pressed with the student interest and in-

volvement and a hopes, along with

Byron, that the entire studnet body will

become more integrated and more in-

volved in activities and life at

Washington College.

Voting will take place on Thursday,

November 3, 1977. Forms will be

available in student affairs, and off-

campus students may vote in the

cafeteria.

Homecoming named
successful

by MARIAN COOPER

Homecoming Weekend was a success
from almost every account. It was well
attended by both alumni and students.
The Weekend was also a financial

success. Roughly $400 was spent on the
entire Weekend after income was sub-
tracted from cost. According to Terri
Taylor, Social Chairman, the success of
the wsekend was "directly attributable
to the fact that so many people showed
u!,."

The reaction of alumni to the involve-

ment of students and the organization
of the weekend was very positive. In the
words of Alumni Director Jay Vogel,
Jhe weekend was a "smashing suc-
cess."

The weekend began with a bonfire
and alumni cocktail parties given by
the Thetas and the KA's. The cocktail
parties were complimented by the
alumni. The frats were thoughtful and
the alumni were well received, Vogel
indicated.

The bonfire was well attended
although the fire itself died quickly and
the band quit at midnight. The introduc-
tion of free beer by SGA President Kim-
ball Byron, kept life in the party when

the band and the fire ended.

Saturday was eventful, filled with a
parade at 10:00, an alumni lacrosse

game at U:30 and the soccer game
against Johns Hopkins atl:00.

The parade organized by Foster
Deibert was received w!.th enthusiasm
and a good deal of participation.

The floats were judged by Dr.

McLain, Dan Saunders, first Vice
President of the Alumni Association

and Bo Hardesty second Vice President

of the Alumni Association.

Reid Halls float, '"Straight trom
Dade County." won a first prize of $75.

East Hall took second place with their

"School Bus Caper." They won a prize

of $25.

The Thetas also had a float which
"smelled Victory" in the Homecoming
game. And the Zetas had a float labeled

"Hunting Hopkins".
The weekend was topped with the

Homecoming dance on Saturday night.

A tremendous number of people at-

tended. Many enjoyed the music of

Both Worlds though there were com-
plaints that they were too loud.

Damage Deposit
Committee formed

by Tom Dent

A motion to create a Damage Deposit
Investigation Committee was made and
passed unanimously at the SGA
meeting last Monday. The committee,
composed of senator Nubi Duncan,
Carol Smilie, Tom Dent, and James
Graham, is designed to look into exact-

ly what happens to our $100 deposit and
how the proposed interest of the deposit

can be used by the school and the SGA
for campus improvements.
The committee met on Tuesday and

agreed that the students should have a

major say in what happens to the

damage deposit interest. Duncan, the

head of the committee, feels that there

snouid b "A major push made to give

the students more responsible input in-

to Administrative decisions affecting

the college community. '

'

Duncan also reported a meeting bet-

ween Gene Hessey, Vice-President for

Finance, SGA President Kimball
Byron, and himself where Hessey
responded "positively" to student in-

fluence and ideals concerning what will

happen to the deposit interest. It was
also found that the deposit, or "securi-

ty" money, has been put into the
general college fund, managed by
Maryland National Bank and the Union
Trust Bank. Not all of the money is in

the bank. Some has been left in Bunting
as "cash on hand". The college fund
yields 5. interest so at the end of the
school's fiscal year the Deposit interest

should be between four to five thousand
dollars. Hessey also pointed out the
path of bureaucracy that the students
should take to be heard at the top about
their idaes and proposals concerning
the damage deposits.

The SGA is proposing to take a
jcampus-wide survey, in the future, for

ides concerning the deposit interst.

ideas already formulated by the

Deposit Committee and the SGA in-

clude money to help with putting up out-

door basketball courts, construction of

a campus swimming pool, money to

support a Port Welcome Boat Cruise,

the proposed radio station and money to

support the newly formulating
organization BUSH (Beautification of

campus using student help)

.

WASHINGTON COLLEGE SGA
PRESENTS

STAR RECORDING ARTIST

FAT LARRY
one shoo only

Saturday, Nov. 12 8-1 AM.
HODSON HALL

$5 in advance $6 at door

FREE BEER with Price of Admission 8-10:30

TICKET IHFO. TTB-0324
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"The people that once bestowed demands for academic ex-

cellence, an upgraded cultural life, and all things else, now . . .

long eagerly for just two things: beer and bon fires." The
philosophy of the Roman poet Juvenal as applied by the current

Student Government Association? Several faculty members and
college administrators seem to think so. Students, on the other

hand, are either satisfied with the SGA's efforts in the social

sphere or are so apathetic they couldn't care less.

Many faculty members are disgruntled by what they term the

SGA's "irresponsibility," especially evident in lack of planning
that resulted in a disruption at a resent dance and in the leader-

ship's failure to attend meetings of the Board of Visitors and
Governors. Deans of Students Maureen Kelley and Ed Maxcy
feel that although "everyone in the SGA is very conscientious,"

the organization suffers from a "lack of goals and directions, or

the inability to communicate their goals.

The SGA does have a goal, admittedly vague as it must be. In

the words of Vice President John Downs, it is to "upgrade the
quality of life— both social and academic.

"

Most of the SGA's current effort has been toward filling the

social calendar; its academic proposals are largely based on
groundwork laid by last year's SGA administration. "All the

things they recommended last year are coming about this

year,"President Kimball Byron said. Several projects, such as a
campus beautifying campaign — BeaUtification Using Student
Help — and the establishment of a January term are still in the
discussion stage. Mr. Byron assured me, however, "we're doing
the very best job we can.

"

When faculty members are disparaging the SGA, they should
remember that much of the apparent "lack of goals" must be
blamed on the SGA's constituents. The dichotomy between the
faculty's opinion of the SGA and that of students is probably due
to a lack of communication or, rather, student imput. There are
many student who, though unhappy with the social and academic
atmosphere here, are unwilling to make their opinions heard
through attendance at bi-weekly senate meetings or through the
SGA Suggestion Box outside the mailroom. The SGA can hardly
be responsive to student wishes it never hears.

It's tough to weigh student opinion," Mr. Downs said. "Most
people here just don't give a damn." That is the tragedy of the
situation. Perhaps faculty criticism should be directed not only
at the SGA, but at all of us.
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They're not just allergic

to confinement, perhaps?

Letter to the Editor

Out of Our pockets

It is the intention of this year's Student

Activities Committee of the Student

Government Association to provide the

College with quality entertainment and
activities, at a nominal cost to both the

students and the SGA's Activities

budget. These two entities are the sub-

ject of two points I would like to ad-

dress.

First of all when it is reported tha 4 the

SGA "lost" money on a certain func-

tion, this term may be misleading. The
Student government is in the positon of

managing the spending of the students

activities fee. What is planned in the

pricing of admission is not just covering

the initial overhead, but what the SGA
can afford to "spend" on the function.

Even though the SGA made a "profit"

in the Nighthawks concert, it would
have maximized it's efforts if the gate
receipts had proven that it had spent
money. Also, the time and effort put in-

to the activities of the committee can-
not be measured in dollars and cents. It

is the work of the College community
which makes it possible.

The second point is that when school

property is destroyed at an SGA func-

tion, or anywhere for that matter, it is

the students who must bear the burden
of the cost. $200.00 worth of vandalism
at theDave Whitt concert is just that

much less we have to work with. And so
it goes.

Respectfully and hopefully,

Harold Norton

Commentary

Fat Larry atWC
by TOM DENT
News Editor

The Student Government Association
has done it again; Fat Larry, a fabulous
and funny band from NYC is going to

make us dance next Saturday,
November 12th at Hodson Cafeteria.
Featuring the Fat Man himself, Fat
Larry is a very accomplished and very
popular band in the northeast, and hav-
ing seen them twice in New York I can
attest to a good time.

It was suprising to hear that the SGA
actually got this band, but what was
even more amazing was the idea of put-
ting two really big shows on in the same
semester, it has been unheard of here.
So now we are seeing how the SGA has
been working this semster: very hard
to give you a good time.

The first big band, the Nighthawks,
made a profit of $300 and it gave the
leeway to the SGA to put on Fat Larry
by way of our support and turnout. We
have got to do it again, we can really

make this semester a great one and at

the same time leave the SGA with some
money for bigger things next semester.
Maybe in a couple of years we'll have so
much money we won't know what to do
with it. With clearheaded management
and student support we can get meor
improvement around we can imagine.
So we have got to do ti againd, we've

gotto give an even better turnout forFat
Man and show him what WC students
are made of

Commentary

Credit where its due

byLYNNLYKE
Assistant Editor

Way back in August someone was
spotted cleaning up after the Orienta-
tion Picnic at Turner's Creek Park. You
can see this person now daily walking
across campus in his top-siders or in the
cafeteria balancing three cups of coffee

as he walks across the floor. This per-

son's apartment was recently opened
for a cocktail party for orientation
leaders.

But there is another individual who is

often seen with this person. Having
been here a little bit longer, this figure
is sometimes taken for granted. During
Homecoming Weekend, this person was
spotted in Hynson Lounge setting up for

the alumni cocktail party and then later

helping the SGA set up for their dance
in Hodson Hall.

Both of these people care a lot about
the students at Washington College.
They are often on campus well after
their office work is done, attending SGA
meetings, showing up in the Coffee
House, and sometimes helping out —

even making pizzas. They don't
mind going beyond the call of duty.

If you haven't figured it out already,
Ed Maxcy and Maareen Kelley are the

people 1 am talking about. Recently Mr.
Maxcy was seen mingling with students
at the Lambda rush party. Since Maxcy
has joined the administration staff

there has been a decrease in student
destruction. I'm not saying that he
deserves all the credit; but at least

some credit. He has achieved the feat of

getting to know almost all of the
students.

Both Deans work very closely with
the RA's. They also assisted Dean
Clarke in preparations for the Dean's
List Cocktail Party. The entire orienta-
tion program, consisting of meetings,
parties and picnics was planned and ex-

ecuted by them.
Everything these people do is for the

good of the student body. They are very
reasonable and are always there will-

ing to listen. I think these people should
he recoenized.
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Course profiles aid in

class selection
by BARBARA ANN SMITH

Course profiles are available through
advisors and Student Academic Board
representatives in order to - help
students come to a decision on classes

of the spring semester.

Each semester the SAB distributes

the evaluation forms among the faculty

to be handed out in each class taught.

Students are requested to complete the

forms. Averages are compiled by the

administration, who retains a report.

SAB Vice-President Richard-Portal
indicated that not all courses given last

spring are included in the present
report. In the first place, not all classes

were provided with forms. Also,

"classes in which four or less students
were .enrolled are not included to pro-
tect those students anonymity," ac-

cording to Portal. He also expressed
concern that students view the profile

as a supplement to other materials
available on these courses.

The report includes figures of

responses given and a breakdown of the

respondents by both major study and
college class. Five categorial questions
were provided for each course concern-

ing the amount of interest stimulated

by the course, the professor's per-

formance judged by preparation and
presentation of material, the diffuculty

of the course compared with others at

the college, the amount learned from
the course, and the time taken with

course work outside the classroom.

Of these, the last will probably prove
to be of the most help to students con-

sidering classes for nextsemester.

The SAB considers the profile "as
descriptive rather than as evaluative"

in nature, according to information pro-

vided in the report, which indicates that

the questions asked and reponses

elicited were broad rather than specific

and that the student should keep this in

mind when making use of the report.

The information as to composition of

students in a class may provide more
insight than only the averages com-
piled.

SAB representatives will have copies

of the report with them on Course Ad-

vising Day, November 9, as should ad-

visors.

Student A cademic
Board report

by WALTER FORAKER

Course Intelligence Day, to be held on

November 3 and 9 from 10:00 am to 4:00

pm in the Coffee House was the main
topic of discussion at the~ Student

Academic Board's Monday night

meeting. Other discussion focused on

the Student Government Association

Forum Series, the point system for

grading and senior requirements.

Rick Portal is the SAB member
responsible for translating rough

course evalations into a comprehensive

profile of all the courses available at

Washington College. Last year's course

intelligence day program was not suc-

cessful, but this years' effort promises

to be an excellent chance for students to

evaluate courses before they get into

them, Portal indicated. Below is a

schedule for Thursday November 3 and

that order will be reversed on Monday
November 9:

10 : 00-10 : 45— Art — Biology

10:45-11 :30— Chemistry— Drama
11 :30-12: 15— Economics — English

12: 15-1 :00— History— Math
1 :00-l :45— Modern Languages

1 :45-2: 30— Music — Philosophy

2: 30-3: 15— Physics— Political Science

3: 15-4 : 00— Psychology — Sociology

Lecture speakers announced

The Student Government Association

Forum Series was discussed. Dr.

Richard's Brown's lecture went well

according to John Downs who heads the

SAB. Future lectures will be "Jimmy
Carter: one year later" by Dr. Howard
Silver and "The Panama Canal" by Dr.

Daniel Premo. The Forum committee

is searching for a faculty lecturer for

November 21 or 22.

Point system discussed

During a discussion of old business,

the matter of a point system was
brought up. Points aren't used for any
external things such as transcripts.

They are used for internal matters on-

ly—such as determination of who gets

awards. Rank and class are determined

by points by the Registrar. He does this

by himself using a calculator. This is

due to lack ofstaff and not being able to

use the computer. The computer is not

used because it is not the kind which

could be linked up with the Registrar's

office for use. Pluses and minuses are

not used under present conditions due

to the fact that they would bog down the

system.
Requirement information

Senior requirements were discussed

at new business. A package of informa-

tion concerning tests and thesises will

be decided on by the Academic Council

and the SAB in December and January.

SGA organizes

co-op
by BECKY BAUKN1GHT

Kimball Byron's campaign promise

of providing students with a Co-op is

becoming a reality. The responsibility

of getting it off the ground has been

turned over to John Jelich and Jay

Young. The Co-op would essentially be

a non-profit store where students could

sell their books for V2 the price.

The Co-op would not offer competi-

tion for the campus bookstore. It would

be a student organized enterprise

designed to "give students a break,"

according to Jelich.

Eventually if ther is enough input.

there is possibility for expansion.

The Co-op might eventually include

jewelry, belts, albums, and first and se-

cond hand clothes. Jelich feels wall

space might even be rented out for local

art displays.

Jellich emphasized the need for

strong support in the planning and

organizing stages of the Co-op if it is to

work. If there are enough participants

in the enterprise, it could provide

students with quality merchandise at

reduced rates not normatly available

elsewhere.

Profile:

Senator Tayman
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

Kent Senator Danny Taymen "80

observed that the Byron administration

is doing "a pretty good job, especially

the V.P. (John Downs) who's really into

working". He noted, however, that the

recent dance disturbance was un-

fortunate, "they were at fault there.

There should've been more planning.

Kimball should've stood up with Terri

Taylor."

Senator opts for improvements
Taymen serves on the Organization

Committee (which distributes club fun-

ding) and the Student Residence Com-
mittee. In the latter capacity, he would

like to obtain a washer and dryer for

Kent House. Also, "the large amounts

of parking fines are evidence that the

college needs more parking space".

More co-ed housing should be in-

troduced into a few dormitory wings or

floors; "there'd be less rudeness and
destruction."

Taymen's other concern is the stu-

dent hunters need more accessible gun

storage. At present, the guns are kept in

Student Affairs which sometimes
hampers early-morning or weekend
hunting.

Taymen approved the shift to higher

academic standards on campus. "It got

harder this year; it's good that they're

cracking down." Referring to the re-

cent food survey, hesays that the

cafeteria food, especially the variety, is

good compared to most colleges,

although improvements are
stillnecessary.

Second-floor Kent senator, Jay
Young, is "a good kid" and Taymen
feels that they work well together.

Viewing the students in general, he

noted that, "Very rarely, if ever, do

students approach me." Taymen,
however, solicits student opinion before

meetings ; although a lot of students are

apathietic.'many are helpful

Outside issues do not affect the stu-

dent body here, according to Taymen.
"Drugs are no big deal, either you do it

or you don't. I never hear anything

about the feminist movement. All I ever

hear about gays are jokes.

"

Jay Young, Freshman Class President

m

Freshmen Class

Election Results

President—Jay Young
Vice President—David Altvater

Treasurer—Chuck Bradley
Secretary—Joyce Grinvalsky

OFFlUEIflMl!-
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Campus Calendar

Saturday, Novembers
—Sophomore Class "Gong Show"

Sunday, November 6

SGA Film Series-THE MOLLY
MAGUIRES (Sean Connery, Richard

Harris); 7:30p.m.
Monday, November 7

SGA Film Series-THE FRONT
(Woody Allen, Zero Mostel) ; 7 : 30p.m.

Tuesday, Novembers
SGA Film Series— THE MOLLY
MAGUIRES; 7:30p.m.

Wednesday, November 9

SGA Film Series— tHE FRONT;
7:30p.m.

Friday, November 11

SGA Film Series -THE MAN WHO
FELL TO EARTH (David Bowie);

7:30p.m.

Saturday, November 12

SGA Dance featuring STAX recording

artists "Fat Larry" 9 p.m.— la.m.

Hynson
Sunday, November 13

SGA Film Series- THE MAN WHO
FELL TO EARTH

Faculty —Student Auction— William

Smith Auditorium
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Political Science internships

announced
Norton takes Job seriously

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

This spring, Washington College will

join fifteen other Maryland schools par-

ticipating in the Maryland General

Assembly Intern Program. Dr. Howard
Silver (Political Science), who will

coordinate the program for Washington
College, noted that the internship will

provide students with the opportunity to

gain first-hand knowledge of legislative

and Maryland politics.

Each student will be assigned as a
staff aide to a member of the Maryland
General Assembly. The student will be
required to be in Annapolis on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from January 11

through the end of the session in the se-

cond week of April. Other requirements
for the internship, as approved by the

Academic Council's Subcommittee in

consultation with the Dean and Dr.

Silver, include : completion of a reading
list on legislative and Maryland
politics; seminar meetings with Dr.
Silver once every two weeks; comple-
tion of a substantial paper relating the

theoretical knowledge gained from the

reading to the practical experience.*
Two course credits will be given for

successful completion of the program.
The internship is open to Juniors and
Seniors who are interested in

legislative and Maryland politics, and
who are willing to devote a lot of time,

effort and energy to the program. A sti-"

pend of $300 is provided by the

legislature for expenses.

•Attendance at two pre-session orien-

tation meetings on November 29 and
January 3 will also be required.

Screenwriter Walter
Bernstein to be
hosted here

Chestertown, MD —Walter Berns-
tien, noted screen play writer and can-
didate for an Academy Award this year
for his film, The Front, will visit the
Washington College campus Tuesday
and Wednesday, November 8 and 9.

In addition to The Bernstein also
wrote The Molly Maguires, and most
recently did a film entitledSemi-Tough
starring Burt Reynolds and Kris
Kristofferson. He also writes for the
New Yorker. His visit to Washington
College is sponsored by the Sophie Ken-
Lecture Committee, the Student
Government Association, the Lecture
Series and the Washington College Film
Society.

There will be two opportunities for

members of the community to view The
Molly Maguires and The Front Ad-
vance showings of each movie will take
place Sunday and Monday nights at
7:30 p.m. in William Smith auditorium,
with The Molly Maguires on Sunday
evening and The Front on Monday. On
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings the

films will be shown again, at the same
hour in the auditoruim, while Bernstein

is present, with discussion sessions on
each movie to follow in the Coffee

House.

Bernstein is consistently praised by
members of the film industry for the

literary and artistic talent which he br-

ings to screen writing. Washington Col-

lege Proffessor of English Bob Day also

has high regard for the writer.

"There is a mistaken idea of the

screen writer as a writer who has failed

and cops out to Hollywood. Walter
Bernstein proves that isn't true." Day
said. "He has enormous literary

genius, and he brings that artistic and
literary talent to the screen. The Front
and The Molly Maguires, I think will

show that.".

"Washington College will, perhaps,
never attract another person of his

statue," Day added, "I just hope the
students take advantage of his presence
here next week."

Harold Norton (or "Wool", as he is

called by most of his friends) takes his

job as Assistant Social Chairman
seriously, His positive attitude regar-

ding the potential ofWashington College

in general spills over into a genuine in-

terest in improving the quality of social

life. He has definite ideas about how he

can personally help in the achievement
of that goal, yet he also realizes what
his limitations are, and sees where im-

provement is needed.

A good Idea of what people want
His job as Assistant Social Chairman

basically consists of "making sure

everybody gets correct information

about social activities on campus; to

get people psyched—whether it be by
posters or announcements," by
Harold's own definition. He feels he can
handle the job well because—after be-

ing at WC for 4 years plus one sum-
mer— he has established a lot of con-

nections. He said, "I've seen ad-

ministration, dances, concerts come
and go; I think I have a good idea of

what people want."
Close student/contact

Harold believes that the size of the

school is one of its greatest assets

because of the possibility of close con-

tact between students, faculty, and ad-

ministration. He sees Washington Col-

lege as "an excellent educational in-

stitution where the possibilities are

limitless—not just in the classroom.

And a lot of it has to do with SGA social

events."

He regards his function, as a sort of

public relations man, as important

because getting information out ahead
of time largely determines thesuccess

or failure of SGA events. Thus, he
relates his specific function to the well-

being of the college in a more general

sense.

A chance to get around
In addition, he enjoys his job because

it "gives (me) a chance to get around
campus, meet people, see what's going

on, and see people's opinions." He
especially likes working with Kimball
Byron, John Downs, Nancy Kostar,

Maura Kelly, Terri Taylor and the Stu-

dent Senate. Of Social Chairman Terri

Taylor he said,"we have an understan-

ding; we get along pretty well. She does

the planning and I do the promoting." .

Room for improvement
Despite with his positive attitude,

Harold sees room for improvement. In

his opinion, one problem is the lack of

input from students on the subject of

what they would like the SGA to do, for

without knowledge of what the students

want, it is tough to make decisions. He
would like the SGA suggestion box to

alleviate this problem, but so far it

hasn't helped.

Another problem centers around
scheduling between the various
organizations on campus. For instance,

the Nighthawkand Octoberfest
schedule conflict could have been
avoided if there were better coordina-

tion between organizations. Most of all,

he would like to see a trend away from
the "suitcase college" syndrome at

WC. He feels that a way to encourage
this is tolet people know what's going on
ahead of time, so they can plan to stay
for those events.

When asked how he felt about the way
in which the vote on the newest am-
mendment to the SGA constitution was
handled, which is responsible for the

existence of his position, Harold ex-

pressed dissatisfaction. He responded
that in the future, ' 'It shoud be voted on
at mealtimes ; off-campus students

shoud vote through Student Affairs".

Brown gives straight talk on gayness
"I think it is easy to be gay these

days." The speaker was Dr. Richard H.
Brown, at the opening Student Govern-
ment Association Forum lecture
Wednesday. Dr. Brown, Chairman of

the Washington College Math Depart-
ment, a slight, grey-haired man, and a
self-proclaimed activist in the Gay
Liberation movement, seemed an ex-
perienced speaker: precise, clear, wit-
ty, and deliberately frank.

Education lessens prejudice
But after that first encouraging

analysis of the present status of gays,
he went on to assure his audience that
the situation is still far from perfect.

"The straight community tends to say
to hell with the gay community,'' he
said, citing examples from recent
newspaper articles and examining
statistics from a study on attitudes
toward gays. According to that study,
condemnation of homosexuals
decreases as those studied are younger
and better educated Brow process of

getting an education), confessed some
of his own prejudices and addressed
them about theirs

Three main fears
Prejudices about gays, he said, spr-

ing from three main fears. The first is

by CLAIRE MOWBRAY
the fear that gays are somehow a threat

to children. ("Personally," he said,

"most of them bore me." In sexual
relationships, "1 tend to prefer people
my own age—we can relive our coming
out 30 years ago...") He seems to think

that "chickenhawks" (gays that "go
around trying to pick up younger people
are the exception rather than the rule,

and that most gays, like himself, disap-
prove of them, people") are the excep-
tion rather than the rule, and that most
gays, like himself, disapprove of them.
As for the controversy over whether

or not homosexuals should be allowed
to teach in public schools, Brown sees
more good reasons for wanting to have
children taught by gays < to prevent the

prejudices of straights, to retard the
tendency of children healthy, unbiased
attitudes about sexuality in general)
than threats to the children being
taught. "After all." he said wryly,
"very *"-•" ^oinsifr teachers have
students win „ out to be spinsters."

The second major fear (really a
belief i Brown addressed was the one he
spent the most time on, and probably
the most controversial of the three: the
use of the Bible to condemn homosex-
uality. "Using religion to condemn gavs

is stupid," he said, and he justified that

statement with a long and detailed look

at the Biblical references to which
anti-gay activists like Anita Bryant
often refer. Those two references in the

Old Testament (Leviticus 18:22 and
20:13), said Brown, are the products of

the patriarchal society in existence at

the time the Bible was written, a socie-

ty which no longer exists. How can one
then apply the same moral judgements
to a radically different society? He
believes it is unrealistic, especially in

light of the other pronouncements of

Leviticus (cattle cannot breed with dif-

ferent kinds of cattle, fields cannot be
sown with two different kinds of seed,

people must not eat animals with shells

or scales) , and in his talk he effectively

reduced the whole argument to the

ridiculous. "Accepting the Bible as a
standard of morality is stupid," he
reiterated, and appealing to it for

judgements on matters such as *

homosexuality is "unjustifiable".

Finally Brown attacked the notion

that homosexuals must be criminals,
lawbreakers. People, he said, often

assume that merely being a homosev
ual breaks some law. But after his

quotation of the Annotated r ide of

Maryland with its ridiculously vague
statutes concerning "Sodomy General-

ly" (with sodomy left undefined) and
"Unnatural or Perverted Sexual Prac-
tices" (which include activities laws
are so outdated as to be nearly mean-
ingless and unconstitutional. "Quite
frankly," said Brown amid laughter

and applause, "I go out of the state

now."
Feelings of guilt overcome

Brown ended his talk with a short ex-

amination of himself and his own
gayness. "I'm no longer quite as 'Uncle
Tom"-ish as Iused to be," he said. "I've
overcome most of my feelings of guilt,"

and "I am enjoying life much more
now!" His last words were a plea to the

straight world from the gay one: "I ask
that you tolerate us. ..but rather accept
us."

Brown is an impressive speaker, ad-

dressing himself without the least in-

hibition to a topic that is handled too

delicately too often. Though it seemed
from time to time that he was
deliberately trying to shock his au-

dience, his straightforward, matter-
ffacl approach "freshing and

dignified, and his ids . .
. e those of a

man quite content with himself.
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"A horse with no claim"
byJEFFHUFFlNES

The conflict between science and
religion is indeed a dead horse—not
because the issue was long ago killed
and buried, but rather the horse itself

was never alive. The flogging of a dead
horse by Professor Henry Veatch of
Georgetown University was never-
theless witnessed by all those who at-

tended the William James Forum last

Thursday night.

It was Veatch's purpose to show that
the argument itself is unjustifiable
because the logic in scientific discovery
is different from the logic in

metaphysical claims or the reality of

revealed scripture. Veatch confined the
dispute between science and religion to
the JudeoChristian ethic and 18th cen-
tury physical sciences.

Professor Veatch asserted that con-
trary to current thoughts "it isn't

science that traffics in reality and
religion in mere fantasies" but "rather
religion can and must be rooted in the
very bedrock of reality itself."

In support of his thesis Professor
Veatch argued that science and
technology deal with the appearance of

things, but not with reality. "Science is

a function of a particular buck (or con-
ceptual framework) that we happen to

be using, therefore science cannot be
said to see things as they really are."
He did not deny, however, the
significance of science, stating that "it

is extremely important, and may be
more important than religious or

philosophical claims."

Professor Veatch gave voice to the
traditional conflict between Natural
Science and dogmatic religions. He
asked, "Is it necessary for religious
thinkers to have thus capitulated as it

were in the face of the mere pro-
nouncements of the philosophers?"
Answering in reply, Veatch stated that

the contemporary gentleman's . agree-
ment that science would go its own way,
and religion its way "does credit
neither to science nor religion."

Some people in the audience thought
that he assumed too much knowledge
on the part of the listener by naming
philosophers and terms that may be
familiar to the philosophy major but not
to the average layman. Others felt his

treatment of the topic was limited by
completely disregarding the Eastern
religions and modern Einsteinian
Physics. During the question and
answer period some felt he evaded
answering many questions directly per-
taining to the topic, but instead prefer-

red to answer only within his own ex-

planation.

Professor Veatch feels that the con-

flict between science and religion is not
a horse with no name, but rather a
horse wih no claim. "Science and
technology deals with the appearence
of things, but not with reality. It is for

this reason and not the other way
around that we can perhaps begin to

hold that the old issue of science versus
religion can truly be treated as a dead
horse after all."

SAYS ON AMERICAN MUSI
by WARD TATNALL

Is it possible that you have not seen or
heard about Carry Clarke's book on
American M Music? Or could it be that
you have not found the courage (or in-

terest) to read it? Maybe you have
other excuses (or fears)—Allow me to

relieve your anxieties.

Clarke's Essays on American Music
is exactly what its title implies. Beginn-
ing with the composers of the New
England colonies, Clarke evolves eight
essays framed by a prologue and an
epilogue that takes us up to the Present.

"In discussing America's music... a
limited amount of material is covered...

I have chosen certain subjects and from
these I have evolved essays..."
Wherever possible, Clarke has dealt
with schools of composition, musicians

such as Griffes and Ives, however, are
given individual essays. The question of

a recognizable American style is dealt
with throughout the book, along with
the premise that a true rational culture
needs time developed.

Clarke deals mainly with the
"cultivated" music of America and
although not written expressly for the

musician, the book contains a fair

amount of technical material. It is very
well illustrated with musical examples
beautifully reproduced by the author's
wife, Melissa.

Essays on American Music should
prove a highly enlightening and
fascinating book to all with interest in

music and/or yet another facet of

American History and culture.

National Volunteer Julie Wheeler

Wheeler selected as
National Volunteer

by LYNN LYKE

Julie Wheeler, a freshman from
Ossining, New York was recently
selected National Teen Volunteer of the

Year by the National Health Care
Facilities Organization. For the past

five years Julie has done volunteer

work at the Briarcrest Nursing Home in

her hometown.
Her name was submitted by the nurs-

ing home to the state organization. She
was selected New York State Teen
Volunteer of the Year and she and her
parents were awarded a trip to

Saratoga Springs, New York for a
weekend. A dinner was held there in

Wheeler's honor. Her name was then

submitted to the national organza I ton in

Washington, D.C. where she won the

national title.

The award was based on volunteer

work, school standings, and extra-

curricular activities. Wheeler's work at

the nursing home included recreational

therapy, planning Christmas parties,

writing letters, singing and playing

Bingo. In addition to doing volunteer

work, she taught first and sixth grade
religious education, was senior class

president and was captain of the

volleyball and track teams at her high
school.

In February there will be a luncheon
in her honor where she will be awarded

a personal gift. Her parents will join
her in Washington. "I was very sur-
prised and pleased to receive the
award. I think old people are
neglected," explained Wheeler. "They
have so much energy and enlighten-
ment it is unfortunate that this facet of
society is neglected. If I can make one
old person happy, then my day is com-
plete."

A member of the Women's Varsity
Volleyball team, Julie has started to do
volunteer work at the Magnolia Hall
Nursing Home here in Chestertown. In

the future she plans on attending
graduate school and entering the field

of geriatrics.

*•••**•••••**• •••••••
$20.00REWARD

for any Information leading to convic-
tion of persons responsible for the
destruction of Dining Hall equipment at
the Dave Witt Concert on the night of

October 22. If you have any information
call 778-3323.

Famed author James Cain dies
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor- in-Chief

James Cain, famed novelist and
playwright and a Washington College

alumnus, died last Thursday night at

his home in University Park, Maryland
following a heart attach. He was the

author of 25 novels including The
Postman Always Rings Twice, Double
Indemnity and Mildred Pierco and
made an art of the literary tough guy
school during the 1920's and 1930's.

Cain, 85, graduated from Washington
College in 1910. He returned here in 1914

to receive his master's degree after

deciding on a career in writing for

himself. (His, father, a former
Washington College President, was the

namesake of Cain Athletic center). He
worked as a reporter on the. old

Baltimore American and then on The
Sun During World War I, he edited the

Loraine Cross, the newspaper of the

79th Division.

Cain was managing editor of The
New Yorker for 10 months in 1931, then

moved to Hollywood where he worked
as a screen writer for 17 years.

Cain, wrote several' plays and short

stories chat appeared in The American
Mercury, Liberty, and other well-

known magazines of the 1920's and

1930's.

Othe Cain works include "Love's

Lovely Counterfeit," "Past All

Dishonor," "The Moth," "The Root of

Evil," "Mignon," "The Magician's

Wife," "Rainbow's End" and "The In-

stitute," published last year.

An Editorial in this Sundays Sun says

of him ; James Cain was a Marylander
who, for the most part, drew for his fic-

tion on the exotica of Southern Califor-

nia. No mystery was embroidered in his

plots, only the unskilled schemes and
downfalls of characters born to lose.

Some found the stories brutal and
nihilistic , but in retrostpect Mr. Cain

brought truth to criminal fiction at a

time when other authors were turning

smart and tough private eyes into

parodies. A non-loser himseli, he

pleased his critics and outlived his con-

temporaries.
Master detective writer Ross Mac-

Donald goes on at greater length in his

article in tne New York Times Book
Review:
Over the past 40 years the West Coast

crime novel has given us perhaps our
most persistent literary impression of
California. James M. Cain was one of
the great inventors of this form and the

images it projects, not even Raymond
Chandler, with his lyrical sweet-and-
sour sense of place, ever put together

more haunting landscapes and
cityscapes.

The human figures in Cain's land-

scape: are in terrible rapid motion,

most of it downhill, as in a vis on of
judgement. In the first two pages of
"The Postman Always Rings Twice"
(1934) Frank Chambers is thrown offa
truck near a roadside restaurant where
he scrounges lunch and takes a job

from the owner, Nick the Greek, having
seen Nick's wife, Cora:

"Except for the shape, she really

wasn't any raving beauty, but she had a
sulky look to her, and her lips stuck out

in a way made me want to mash them
infor her."

A few pages further on we are shown
with even more shocking immediacy
the physical aggressiveness of a pas-

sion which is goi ig to lead to murder:

"I bit her. I sunk my teeth into her lips

so deep I could feel the blood spurt into

my mouth. It was running down her

neck when I carried her upstairs." The
intensity of this passage, even if it is

slightly overdone, transmutes the blood

into symbol, the stuff of art. It is a far

cry from "Tristan and Isolde," but not

so far from "Cavallerla Rusticana."

The violence and desolation and the

freeze dried pity of Cain's California

are reminiscent of Verga's Sicily.

Cain abandoned the romantic fiction

of the anti-hero motivated by some
higher code,, a notion prevalent during

the time in which he wrote. He played

for high stakes in a bold and often

nihilistic mode that, as novelist Tom
Wolfe pointed out in his introduction to

a collection of Cain's works, influenced

the philosophic thought of French
writer Albert Camus. Cain is an exam-
ple of a WC grad who made good.
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FacultyStudent Recital

In honor of Queen Elizabeth of

England's silver jubilee, Washington

College presented a concert of music

from the reigns of both Elizabeth I and

Ihe present queen. Music was provided

by the Washington College Chorale,

pianists Kathleen Mills and Elizabeth

Johnstone, Mary Ellen Trusheim, Mary
Ann Espenshade and Elizabeth

Johnstone on recorders. Joseph

Gargiulo on clarinet, Professor John

Klaus accompanied by Dean Garry

Clarke and the Washington College

Brass Quintet. Renaissance and
pseudo-Renaissance music comprised

the evening's program, of which the on-

ly lack was an audience suitable in size

for the excellence of the performance.

Though all participants in the event are

to be congratulated, a particular plus in

the program was the performance of a

recorder trio. Three women
reproducedeight short ballads which

could not have been played better in

their Renaissance period. This addition

provided not only good listening, but an

air of authenticity to the celebration of

a queen's silver anniversary on the

throne as well.

In the opening duet by Johnstone and
Mills, the original harpsichord would

have provided an appropriate at-

mosphere. The piano, although played

extremely well through two difficult,

active pieces, was no substitute for the

work of the harpsichordist who un-

fortunately was out ill for the evening's

works.
Pageantry in court style

"Six Studies in English FoIfesong"gave

example of six varying tempos and

was, surprisingly, carried out quite

well by clarinetist Gargiulo ac-

companied by Mills. Folksong and

clarinet are not usually associated in

this musical period, yet the combina-

tion worked smoothly, while the

clarinetist exhibited no little skill in

tempo changes. Fourteen voices- com-

bined in the WC Chorale to sing six

short pieces to perfection for the second
portion of the program. Here, again,
skill in both direction and group per-

formance is to be praised. While the

duet of Klaus and Clarke was also a

practice in perfection the choice of

music did not seem fitting for a
celebration. The poems of Thomas Har-
dy, put to music by Gerald Finzi, con-
trasted too sharply in their depressing
themes and heavy dissonances to have
much appeal for this occasion. Voice
and piano, here, could not have
cooperated any better. Only the at-

mosphere was remiss. The grand finale

struck a much more responsive chord.
The Chorale and Brass Quintet ended
the evening's entertainment in tone and
majesty befitting a queen. The pagean-
try of the music and performance
needed only a small troupe of heralders
to introduce the musicians in court
stvle.
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AJA is a unique country
by TOM

Steely Dan is no one's name, its

Donald Fagen (lyrics and vocals) and
Walter Becker (guitar and lyrics) ac-

companied by the best studio musicians
in the business. Together they have put

out an excellent new album AJA (ABC
Records 1006). AJA, a very satirical

and flowing work, follows Steely Dan's
popular release Royal Scam.

Enigmatic adventures
Every song on AJA tells the listener a

different, enigmatic adventure with not

only American parodies but interna-

tional ones as well. Most Steely Dan ad-

dicts will give you a hundred different

conceptions of each person's meaning
and Steely Dan's lyrics are so

mysterious that we may never really

know their exact denotations. The
album's intricate diversity does not

give us the chance to divine it's overall

theme. There simply is none.

AJA's musical impecability and
pseudo latin swing move the listener in-

to the following song so quickly that all

of a sudden the album is over and one is

left begging for more. There is a major
jazz influence in AJA that was poked at

but never developed in their earlier

album as it is here. AJA is a very good
album, but considering Steely Dan's
long line of classics it is very hard for

anyone to say what their best release is,

to date. We can be satisfied, instead, by
saying that Steely Dan is the best.

Tom Scott arranged all the horns and
plays tenor sax on "Black Cow" and the

lyricon (a very odd sounding instru-

ment) on "Peg", the first songs on each
side. Two other noted sax players play
on AJA: renowned great Wayne
Shorter plays the title cut AJA very pro-

fessionally, and Peter Christlieb turns

DENT
out majestic and timely notes, on the

best song on the album,"Deacon
Blues."
What sets AJA apart from the Royal

Scam is the brass section, with Jim
Horn on flute, Chuck Findley and Lou
McCreary on trumpet, and the exciting

as well as subtle keyboards played by

Joe Sample, Victor Feldman and Paul

Griffen. Lead vocalist Donald Fagen
also plays a convincing synthesiser.

Unique versatility

Walter Becker, Larry Carlton, and
Steve Khan spearhead AJA's guitar

force which consistently reflects the

unique versatility that has won Steely

Dan fame. There is a different drum-
mer on each song but there remains a

good back-beat throughout AJA. Steve

Gadd plays very powerful drums on the

title cut, and this is probably the best

drumming on the album.

Steely Dan has always been in close

contact with the Doobie Brothers and
Michael McDonald adds back up vocals

on the breazy and Doobie-like "I Got

the News." It is a pity however that

Doobie Jeff "Skunk" Baxter (played

guitar on Steely's Countdown to

Ecstasy, did not play on AJA, his guitar

could have added another dimension to

the album.
AJA shows us the Latin direction that

Steely Dan is moving toward. This

album is not heavy rock, it's about one-

third rock based and about two-thirds

Latin jazz. AJA is worth the money, it

won't make you jump all over the place,

but you can really dance close to it.

The Doobie Brothers seem to be

traveling parallel to Steely Dan's Latin

direction and will be the subject of my
review next week with their On the

Fault Line line.

Rush 2112— space rock

by KEVIN SCHNEKENBURGER

Rush "2112" is the type of album
where the excitement of listening never

wanes. This conceptual album tells a

story. Through the eyes of a citizen of

the future, we see a world run by the

Priesthood of the Red Star of the Solar

Federation. Through their massive bat-

tery of computers, they control every
aspect of the citizenry's existence.

Soon, however, "The meek shall inherit

th earth."

In the worst song on the album, our
narrator tells of finding an archaic
miracle. This instrument makes music
when he strums the wires with his

fingers. His rapid transition from notes

to chords is rather unsettling. He brings

his discovery before the Priests, hoping
to help humanity. The Priests, in a driv-

ing song, reject the miracle as a toy

that helped destroy the Elder rac race.

They reprimand him for his

foolishness. He returns home, crushed,
and falls into a pitiful sleep.

In his sleep he is visited by a member
of the Elder race of man, who takes him
to their world through a haunting song.

Unfortunately, upon awakening, he

finds himself back in his own world. He
remembers that soon the Elder race

will return to claim the earth. But he
can't wait, so he takes his own life.

Then: "Attention all planets of the

Solar Federation, we have assumed
control."

The second side of "2112" is a collec-

tion of songs highlighted by "A Passage
to Bangkok," in which we are taken on

a voyage through Bogata (Colombia),

Acapulco (Mexico), Beruit (Lebanon),

Afghanistan and finally Bangkok
(Thailand). At each of these stops the

travellers sample the product of the

fields.

Rush, a 3-man Canadian group, is

Alex Lifeson on guitar, Neil Peart on

percussion, and Geddy Lee on bass and
vocals. The vocals range from the har-

shness of the Priests to the mellow
voice of the narrator and are just one

reason for this album's success. It is

spacey, hard rock, reminiscent of early

Led Zeppelin. Rush"2ii2" is available

on Mercurv records and taDes.
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Cindi Patchen:

she's got the

winning combination
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by COLLEEN MILLER

Senior Cindi Patchen is a winning
combination of character and athletic

skills. Blonde good-looks and poise add
to her balanced personallity, and
maturity lends an appealing freshness

to her outlook.

Cindi was voted "Most Valuable
Player" at Severna^ark High School
where she played volleyball, softball,

and basketball for '3 years. As a WC
freshman, she joined the Tennis and
Crew clubs. Initially, there were no in-

tercollegiate sports for women, so Cindi

participated in all the intramural
sports offered here- volleyball, softball,

basketball, and fistball. Her interest in

volleyball resulted in a nomination as
captain in her junior year.

"I love volleyball," Cindi said, "I'm
really interested in all sports and
physical activity." Cindi grew up
around sports. "Mom and Dad are both
athletes, "she said. "They play tennis

and ski a lot." Cindi's 23-year-old

brother Mark was a big influence on
her.TMy brother has played practical-

ly everything in sports. I always hung
around with him and the guys."

Although involved in volleyball, Cindi
was recently crowned Homecoming
Queen, and does not fill the typical jock
stereotype. "I like sports a lot," she
said, " and I'm not embarrased
because I enjoy them and participate in

them."
Leading the volleyball team this year

as Senior captain, Cindi is the main
thrust behind her teammates. "I like to

win," she explained," but I'd rather get
along with my teammates and play a

good solid game." Manager Sue Briggs
described Cindi as a good leader.

"She's good at what she does, and she
always does an excellent job, She's the

most interesting and versatile person I

know. Patch's a good leader— and she
does just awesome spikes.

"

Cindi gave a very modest review of

her personal season. "This season's

been pretty good, though nothing spec-

tacular." Coach Penny Fall com-
mented on Cindi's "genuinely modest"
character. "I think she's confident in

her ability. She's just not the kind of

person who pushes her plusses." Cindi

spoke doubtfully about conditioning "I

don't like to follow a set regiment of ex-

ercise such as jogging; things may be
bad, but I'd rather just play the game.
Sometimes I'll get out of shape
though." According to Coach Fall this

season's "excellent" 15-7 scoring is

mainly because of "Patchen's" good
physical condition. The hotter the com-
petition, the better Cindi plays. "Pat-
chin, with all her humor takes her sport
very seriously. She will rise to the oc-

cassion."

Sideline coaching has been curtailed

this year, and as a consequence, Cindi
does a lot of the coaching for her team.
"Patchen is an important.bond between

me and the team," said Coach Fall,

"She keeps everyone together and mov-
ing in a very diplomatic fashion Not on-
ly is her skill obvious but her leadership

as a captain is great."

Along with her athletic skill, perhaps
Cindi's most notable achievement is a

stable and mature personality. "Pa-
tience, sense of humor, and a feeling for

proportion are her greatest assets,"

declared Coach Fall. "She's a kind of

unique character— a very, very
talented athelete. When she graduates,

it's going to be a real loss all around to

the department."

Basketball

woesooeweo

This is the first part of a three-part

series on the basketball team's pro-

spects/or the coming season. In Part

Two next week, the schedule of op-

ponents will be discussed and
evaluated.

Optimism. It's a funny kind of feel-

ing; one that hasn't been around
Washington College's Basketball train-

ing camp for a long time. Of course,

past teams always felt that they would
do reasonably well, but at the same
time they kept looking over their

shoulders at that record: losing season

after losing season after losing season..

But no more. For the first time since

1964, the Shore cagers are coming off a

winning (14-10) campaign. The dif-

ference is that in previous years, the

Shoremen only thought they could be

winners. Now they know they can win.

Who's running (he team?
To be sure, there are obstacles to be

overcome before the 1977-78 squad is

ready. Eighth-year coach Tom Fin-

negan knew last February that he

would have to find some way to replace

forward Geoff Kurtzman, who scored

over 1200 points and collected over 900

rebounds in his four years here. The

Optimism is the word for 77-78 cagers
by DANA CHATELLIER

coming of the fall, however, has pro-

duced additional problems. Starting

guard Brian Plunkett, the team's
number-one playmaker last season, has

been sidelined for the year with a blood

disease. His backup man, team assist

leader John Habermann, has chosen

not to play basketball this winter (As a

change of pace, and to give me some
time to myself in my senior year," said

Habermann).
With both Plunkett and Habermann

gone, the question that will absolutely

have to be answered before the season

begins is, "Who will run the Shoremen's

offense " Right now, the top two con-

tenders for the playmaking guard spot

are senior Rodger Wolf and freshman

Rich Schatzman. Wolf got into 16 of the

24 games played last year, but didn't

last very long in many of them, has

main problem being almost perpetual

foul trouble. The 5'9" Schatzman led

Brandywine High to the Delaware state

championship last year, averaging 16

points and 6 assists over the course of

the season. Also vying for this job are
5'5" speedster Derwin Wright, six-foot

Kevin Apple, who averaged 14 points

for Westminister High last season, and
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Kane Bender, a freshman from Swar-

thmore High.

The other starting guard position will

most likely be held down by junior

Steve Dickerson, who led the squad in

field goal and less throw percentage as

a sophomore, but who only scored 7.8

points per game. Hopefully, the

Shoremen will be able to get Dickerson

open a little more this year so his scor-

ing average can increase. Swingman
Dan Barbierri, who scored 16.6 points a

game for the Shore JV last year, may
also see some actionjn the backcourt.

Front line appears solid

In contrast to the somewnat ques-

tionable guard spots, the WC front line

looks rock solid. The starting forwards,

juniors Joe Wilson and Doug Byrne, are

good bets to gain membership in the

1000-point club before their careers end.

The 6'2" Wilson enters this season with

801 points in two years and a list of

honors a blocklong, including serving

as the team captain and being elected

last year's Most Valuable Player.

Byrne, who stands 6'5", scored 12,3

points and grabbed 7.4 rebounds per

contest as a sophomore and probably

still hasn't reached his full potential.

Christian Science
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Backing up these two stars will be Bar-

bierri and 6'5" sophomore Dale

Williams, who netted eight points and
hauled in eight rebounds a game for the

JV in 1976-1977.

The center position will be manned by

two veterans, Ed Beach and Dennis

Compton, along with freshamn Rich

Dwyer. Beach scored 9.7 points and

took down five rebounds a game last

year, but the real threat of the 6'6"

junior is his rugged defensive play.

Compton, a 6'5" senior, saw bout as

much time in the pivot as Beach did last

year and did a magnificent job, canning

7.2 ponts and hauling in 3.4 caroms per

contest. Dwyer's numbers at Haup-
pauge, N.Y., High were impressive: 17

points, 12 rebounds, 6 assists per outing.

Problems far from insurmountable

The- main problems that face the

Shoremen this season are their defense

{allowing 76 points a game last year

wasn't all that bad, but there's still

room for improvement) and their

guards (they need to find at least one,

and preferably two, guards who can

and will score some points). But these

problems are far from insurmountable.

Last year's club accomplished one ob-

jective: a winning season. This year's

team should be ready to achieve the

other goal that has been on Finnegan's

mind ever since he.came here in 1970: a

Middle Atlantic * Conference playoff

berth.

Optimism. It's a funny feeling, but

it's there.

Robert L. Forney
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Comstock, Viscount star

in double overtime

victory over Hopkins
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Sports Editor

It was only minutes after the

Shoremen's 1-0 shutout over Johns

Hopkins in double overtime, and Coach

Ed Athey barely had the words "Player

of the Week..." out of his mouth when
his team turned and pointed to Skip

Comstock.
The choice was obvious. Not only had

goalie Comstock played the major role

in the Hopkins shutout, but his heroics

had knocked both the Blue Jays and

Haverford out of a three-way tie for the

MAC Championship, thereby giving

Swarthmore the crown outright.

"Whether Hopkins or we had won,

you had to consider either goalie for

Player of the Week," said Athey of the

Middle Atlantic region's Game of the

Week. "It came down to which team
had the stronger goalie."

Viscount scores winner

Tom Viscount settled that decision

shortly into the second overtime period.

Viscount took a pass form fullback Ban
Tucherman, fed Pete Abronski on the

left wing, then took the return pass and
converted it onto a 1-0 WC lead. "I saw
him (the goalie) move to the right, so I

just kicked it to the left," Viscount

would say later.

"We noticed that the left side was
open the whole second half," said

Athey. '
' Abronski caughtTom wide

open.""

Crosscountry

Fullbacks stop goal

At the other end of the field, any open-

ings that weren't covered by Comstock
were taken care of by the fullbacks. As
Athey describes it, "Skip got caught out

of the goal once, and Curt (Nass) and
Dan(Hudson)were just determined not

to let the ball go in. Curt was even down
on the ground to stop the ball and that's

when they accused him of using his

hands.

But Hopkins' protests went unheeded,

and as the clock ran out, so went their

chances of an MAC crown. Had the Blue

Jays won the game, there would have
been a three-way tie at the top. But as it

was, Swarthmore's victory over Haver-
ford and Hopkins' loss combined to give

Swarthmore sole possession of the

championship. Ironically, in every

meeting of the top four in the MAC, the

game wasdecided by one goal. "With
just two goals we could have won the

league," remarked Athey. The
Shoremen finished in a tie for third.

Western Maryland tomorrow
Although Western Maryland in only

1-8-1 on the season, Athey thinks his

team might be ripe for an upset. "I'm
afraid that we might be a littledown

emotionally after the Hopkins game.
But unless they come up with the kind

of game like to they'd like to end the

season with, we should certainly have
the advantage."

Third win leaves harriers

with best mark in years
by HOWARD BAUER

"Overall, I think we can consider the

season a success" commented Coach

Don Chatellier in assesing the Cross

Country team's regular campaign

which concluded last Saturday when
the Shoremen split a tri-meet, falling to

Lebanon Valley but defeating Western

Maryland. The split gives the Shore

harriers a 3-6 mark. "We only won one

race in each of the previous two years,

so we made real progress," Chatellier

continued.

"I felt we had a good shot at beating

Western Maryland if we had everyone
back" noted Chatellier, referring to

Marc Pappas, slowed by a foot injury,

as well as Dudley Parr and Joe Mead,
who had been ill. Sparked by the

presence of the afore mentioned trio

and the continued strong running of

Cameron and David O'Sickey, the

Shoremen overwhelmed the Green Ter-
ror harriers 19-42.

Cameron and O'Sickey paced the

route, finishing 1-2 in 34:33 and 34:50

respectively, while Parr took fourth.

Against LVC however, their times
were good for 6th, 7th, and 9th and the
Shoremen fell 15-43.

Tomorrow the Shoremen travel to

Widener for the 18-team MAC Cham-
pionships. This will be the first time WC
has participated since 1972 and
Chatellier is not expecting any
miracles." We'll be fortunate to finish

eleventh or twelfth as a team." Just as
quickly, however, he noted "This year
may be the start of something for WC
cross country. We have no seniors. Next
year who knows..." If Chatelliers en-

thusiasm rubs off onto his runners, the

1978 harriers could be well worth wat
ching.

ELBURN'S FLORIST AND GREENHOUSE
Come and Visit Our Tropical Greenhouse

Roses - Carnations

-i^R^-\ Fresh Arrangements -

Corsages
"10% discount with student I.D.

and this ad."

1 mil* South of Bridge Phone 778-2200
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Tom Viscount looks downfield

Inconsistency plaguesWC
as MAC Championship
opens here today

Spikers split four matches
by HOWARD BAUER

Inconsistent play of late has sent

Coach Penny Fall's volleyball team in-

to a slight slump which saw the spikers

split four matches in the past week.

"Since the Fall break, with the excep-

tion of one match, we have not been

playing up to our potential," Fall noted.

"We're still hustling; the girls don't roll

over and play dead for anyone, but our

offense has been inconsistent."

The lack of offense showed Friday

night as the Shorewomen lost to defen-

ding MAC champion Western
Maryland. "This is the first time we've

ever won a game against them," Fall

commented. "That fact alone in-

timidated us. When we finally realized

we could beat them our inconsistency

hurt us."

In the nightcap match Friday WC
rallied to defeat St. Marys' "We did

play pretty well" Fall said after the

convincing 15-8,15-9 victory. "I was
pleased with the win. St. Marys is much
improved over last season, and the

match could have been much closer."

Tuesday night the spikers may have
been, caught looking ahead to the MAC
tournament as they were handled

rather easily by Delaware's B team
15-12 and 15-6. In the second match,
Fall's squad rolled over out-classed

Chesaapeake College 15-5, 15-1.

Tuesday's split leaves the spikers with
a 20-9 record. "Of all those matches,"
Fall admitted, "the Delaware loss was
the only one I can say I was totally

disappointed with. But with our record

we must be doing something right.

"

As for the MAC Championships,
which WC will host tonight and totomor-
row. Fall was excited. "We always do
well in the tournament " she said, poin-

ting to second and third place finishes

in the last two years.' "It will be a

challenge to be an organizer and coach
at the same time."

Western Maryland, Juniata and FDU
at Madison, who also defeated WC this

season, loom as the teams to beat for

the MAC crown. Fall was candid about
WC's chances. "Whether or not we can
bounce back will remain to be seen"
she noted. "I would be disappointed
with less than a third place fininsh.

However, if we play as well as we have
in some early season matches we could
win it."

Paradise Inn

Presents: Bob Nascinger and Andy Thomas
of Radio Statoin WCTR to offer

DISCO DANCING
Every Friday and Saturday

Nights 9-2

with Mini-Buffet $2.95
NO COVER

Kent Plaza Shopping Center
Highway 213

Chestertown, Md. 21620

778-4855 • 778-9876
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To mi Schauber sets for spike at MAC Championship. See story on page 8.

Student Government
Association report

by Tom Dent

An optimistic treasurer's report,

future use of the damage deposit in-

terest, stated goals of the Student Hous-

ing and Residency Committee and a

proposed student awareness poll were
the main topics discussed at the Student

Government Association meeting, Mon-
day.

SGA Treasurer, Maura Kelly, stated

that the budget now stands in "good
shape". A total of $400 was spent on
Homecoming and the SGA received $66

back form Alumni-HomeComing con-

tributions. $1250 is now the budget total

with other money being used for cur-

rent expenditures, such as Fat Larry's

charge and promotion.

The SGA "did well" on the last three

movies and deposited $1,100 admission

fees (this figure also included

Homecoming admission). The budget

is almost breaking even, and the SGA is

losing only what money losses normally

be at this time. . If all goes well with the

FAT LARRY concert the SGA will have
$1,000 left over at the end of the

semester. This money could be con-

tributed to either port Welcome or free

events at the end of this semester.

Student Housing and
Residence Committee

Leaks in both Somerset and the New
Dorms, Lighting and parking condi-

tions, and shortages of washers and
dryers arose as the major concerns of

the Student Housing and Residence

Committee. The Committee, composed
of senators Danny Tayman, Jay Young,
Laura Fisbendar, and Mark Naser, is

designed to work with maintenance and
student affairs and to cite maintenance

problems and possible improvements
needed on the College's physical plant.

It was pointed out by the committee

that both dryers in Somerset (which

service 270 people) are broken. The
idea of washers and dryers in Kent was
proposed, but apparently Gene Hessey,

Vice President for Finance, does not

favor the idea. Kent Senator Tayman,
this week, circulated a petition (for the

machines) in Kent.

Needed improvements
It was suggested that the Student

Housing and Residency Committee

meet this Tuesday with Deans Kelley
and Maxcy, Gene Hessey and Raymond
Crooks director of Maintenance to

again discuss these needed im-
provemnts. SGA President, Kimball
Byron, mentioned a meeting he had
with Mrs. Nielson, a member of the

Board of Visitors and Governors, and
Chairman of the Student Affairs Com-
mittee, in which she said that she was
concerned aboutmaintenance im-
provements and was interiested in

meeting with a group of students to

discuss these, among other topics.

Damage Deposit Discussion

Damage deposit committee head, Nu-
bian Duncan read the offical committee
report before discussion on the topic

was open: "We feel that the College Ad-
ministration owes the students direct

influence over what is done with the

amount of money that could be earned
in interest on the dammage—security

deposit money for the time the college

has possession and the use of this

money.
"We advocate that each year SGA

representitives meet with the Finance
Department and Student Affairs and
decide , how much of the
Damage—Security Deposit money was
refunded. The SGA would then expect

to influence the colleges' spending of

what would have been the 5-6% interest

on the damage-security deposit for stu-

dent oriented campus improvements.
The SGA will then take their suggestion

for improvement that would fit this

price range to theWC Board of Building

and Grounds, and with their coopera-

tion have them enacted.

"

The SGA and the Deposit Committee
will work to get student feedback (see

Roving Reporter, page 3) on the pro-

posed use of the deposit interest.

During the discussion concerning the

deposit interest, it was pointed out by
Byron and Duncan that according to

Hessey the school is elligible for small
grants through the Building and
Grounds Committee, a committee
mainly composed of members of the

Board of visitors and Governors. It was

Continued on Page 6

Young assumes

Freshman Presidency
bySUEDONELIAN

Newly elected Freshman Class the aid of Professor Martin Kabat.
Presidnet Jay Young displays a Young believes the entertainment on
positive attitiude toward the goals the campus should not be synonymonous
Student Government Association has with getting drunk" and he also thinks

established, as well as to those he has that events are being planned to

established as a class officer. This at- discourage limited social activities,

titude is derived from direct- involve- Primary goal

ment with and participation in the Just as Young believes an active

social events and activities of the school student-body is essential to the success

prior to his election. He is a member of of SGA projects, so also does he believe

the Student Residence Committee and that an active administration is essen-

the Organization Committee and also a tial to the class it represents. This is his

Kent House Senator. The replacement primary goal as Freshmari class Presi-

for this position, since the President dent: to have an active administration

already has a seat in the Senate, will be which will undertake and complete pro-

appointed by the Executive Board of jects to benefit the school as well as the

the SGA). class. Young would like to have the

"SGA : Strong as students make it.'* Freshman class become more involved

Young believes that the SGA, just like in school activities, aside from the

any other organization, needs the sup-

port of the entire Student body in order
for its projects to be successful. Young
stated "TheSGA is only as strong as the

student make it; the SGA has a lot of

power it can assume with the student's

help."

Young also realizes the need of the

SGA to try to appeal to the entire stu-

dent body when it schedules social ac-

tivities and functions. He believes the

organization is attempting to do this by
hiring name bands for dances,in addi-

tion to sponsoring an upcoming Art ex-

hibit and improving the film series with

Washington's Birthday Ball for which it

is usually responsible.

Student Book Exchange
Young, John Jelich and the

Freshman class have already begun to

an original project: a Student Book Ex-

change in which currently used texts

could be bought and sold by students at

inexpensive prices. This is the type of

project an active administration will

undertake, Young indicated.

He concluded that he is dedicated to

the duties of the office of the presidency

which he believes "are what one wants

to make of it."

Richmond House
revisited

by WALTER
Nearly two months ago, the ELM in-

vestigated conditions afollow-up in-

vestigation, the Ehyi contacted college

administrators, Richmond House
residents, and others associated with

the building to determine what, if any
progress has been made in improving

it's conditions and what problems still

exist.

Richmond House is unsafe second-

class housing," commented Dean of

Students Maureen Kelley. "There are

three things that can be done," she said

when asked how the problem should be

handled. "One is to move the students

into an existing housing area where
they can remain together; another is to

move out the offices at Richmond
House and move in more students to

make repairs worth the effort; the last

FORAKER
alternative is to leave the situation

alone."

Painting: only improvement
Maintenance Director Raymond

Crooks declared that the house gets

regular service and it is "structurally

sound enough to hold up". The stairs

and hallway have been painted recently

to improve the place. "There.are no im-
mediate plans for renovation for Rich-
mond House. The students who live

there doso of their own choice.

Saftey standards met
"Richmond House has a fire escape

and smoke detector which meet safety

standards", Vice Presidnet for Finance
Gene Hessey stated. He feels uncomfor-
table with the fact of students living

Continued on Page 5
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Is the symbol of Washington College "a boy with a lacrosse

stick in one hand and a can of beer in the other? " That's what one
member of the Board of Visitors and Governors said at its last

meeting, and he had some statistics, gathered from interviews

with perspective freshmen and other students, to back his claim.

The present concentration on social activities does nothing to

change this image. The Student Academic Board assures us,

however, that it has been constantly working behind the scenes

to help improve the academic climate, and in the past few days
before registration for spring semester it has finally begun to

show the results of its work.
The SAB was responsible for the two Course Intelligence Days

during advising sessions. The SAB's presentations admittedly

could not give students a full overview of the curriculum. Many
SAB representatives failed to be as candid as would have been

hoped, and one poster advertising the —Course Intelligence

Days "Looking for a gut, or do you want a real challenge?"

a—hardly seemed to encourage responsible course selection.

The SAB also put out a lengthy course evaluation—a statistical

abstract that was intended to measure the interest, impact, and
time spent in each course, as well as the professor's effec-

tiveness. One problem with this survey is that, like all statistical

abstracts, it tends to conceal the range of responses by
numerical averages.
Neither the Course Intelligence Day presentation, nor the

Course Evaluationsheet alone gives an adequate guage for the

selection of courses here. Both together represent a step in the

right direction, But only a step. The SGA should continue both to

investigate the problem of evaluating course and and to retire its

evaluating techniques.
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Study before you sleep

Are you the bind ofstudent who usual-

ly studies hard before going to bed, or

the kind who goes to bed, sets the alarm
for five or six o'clock and then crams?
If you're a pre-s(eep studier, you may
be getting better grades as a result of
your study habits than someone who
does the worfea/terward.

Recent research into sleep and study
habits shows that sleep prior to study
disrupts memory signi/icantly. unless
considerable waking time is allowed
before digging into the material you
want to learn. The shorter the period of
sleep that precedes the studying, the

more this sleep disrupts learning.

Sleeping four hours of less was found to

be highly disturbing to memory; sleep-

ing six hours disturbed it less.

Researchers aren't exactly sure how
sleep disturbs the memory process, but

they believe it might involve hormones.
In laboratory tests on mice, the hor-

mone * somatotrophs. produced
naturally during sleep, severely af-

fected the memory of mice injected

with it.

If you have a test to study for, study
first instead of putting it off until the

next morning. Better grades might be
your reward.

Goodfellow wins distinguished

teaching award
by COLLEEN MILLER

"It was the greatest honor that I've

ever received, and probably ever will,"

admitted Dr. Guy F. Goodfellow in

reference to being granted the Lind-

back Award for Distinguished
Teaching. Professor of History at

Washington College, he was awarded
the national prize at the 1977 Com-
mencement exercises and received of-

ficial recognition at Monday night's

faculty meeting.

The award, established in 1964 by the

Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback
Foundation, in Philadelphia, is valued

from $500 to $1000. Based on outstan-

ding teaching qualities and standards

established by a committee of students

and faculty at Washington, the prize

was initiated to encourage and
recognize outstanding teaching.

The committee is a chosen group of

former Lindback winners on the faculty

(such as Dean Garry Clarke in 1974,

and Professor Nancy Tatum in 1975)

and outstanding students from the

various liveral arts fields. Selected by
the dean of the college,' the committee
decides on an appropriated candidate;

the Lindback Award is given to an in-

dividual only once.

Goodfellow joined the Washington
College faculty in 1959. He received his

A.B. degree form Dickinson College,

and his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
the University of Maryland. A native of

Hanover, Pa., he was a graduate of

Eichelberger High School. He is cur-

rently a member of Phi Kappa Phi, Phi

Alpha Theta, Pi Sigma Alpha, and the

Organization of American Historians

and the American Historical Associa-

tion. Goodfellow also won the Carlyle

Earp Prize for Historicla Writing in

1959.

WC: an advantage to teaching
The excellent environment of a small

liberal arts college like Washington Col-

lege is an advantage to teaching, ac-

cording to Goodfellow He credits "ex-
cellent colleagues who have established
fine academic standards for teaching"
as the thrust behind his program. Such
high standards place an emphasis on
teaching and improved tutorial techni-

ques, he believes.

"I've been blessed with responsive

students and with colleagues who have
high standards of teaching and scholar-

ship," he said. Goodfellow and Assis-

tant Professor of Art, Dr. Robert
Janson-LaPalme are presently editing

The Autobiography of Charles Wilson
Peale, part of an extensive project at

the Smithsonian Institution which
recently received an additional grant of

$200,000. The project will include eight

individually released volumes and will

be published by the Yale University.

Dr. Goodfellow expressed a quiet joy
and modesty in being honored with the

Lindback Award for Distinguished

Teaching. "Now comes the hardest
part, and that's living up to it," he
smiled.

College employs career

counseling
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editoi

Washington College's career counseli

ng program resumed last week with
professional career counselors Sue Reis
and David Meredith on hand Thursday
and Friday to meet with seniors and on
Saturday to meet with faculty advisors.

The purpose of their presence was to

help students analyze their own
employmen t potential and to outline a
viable career counseling program for

the college for faculty and administra-
tion to follow.

Advocates of a career counseling pro-

gram fought a long struggle last year to

win administrative approval. The pro-

gram was established last year when
several constituents of the college ex-
pressed the need for increased em-
phasis on preparing students to be able
to decide on, prepare for, and find

suitable employment. Last year, the
college had the "Creative Change

-Chief
Association," a career counseling

association of which Ms. Reis is the

president, to give a crash program for

seniors and some juniors in a "mini-
course" held for four hours on a Satur-

day and four hours on the following Sun-
day.

The program presented last week re

capped last year's discussion on writing
resumes, getting interviews, and "how
to present yourself in the best light." It

also expanded the previous discussion

with surveys and questionnaires
designed to induce students to analyze
their own abilities.

"I want to stress that the career
counseling program is not a placement
service," Dean of Students Maureen
Kelley said. "Its most valuable function

is in making students become in-

trospective and examine their own
possibilities."



Roving Reporter

Campus Improvements?
Question : If students were permitted to

direct how the damge deposit fund is to
be used, what campus improvements
would you recommend be made with
the money?

by KATHY KNUST
Photography by Beth Church

Chris Wiegard, a senior from Alexan-

dria, Va.

"I would say fix up Somerset a little

bit, but people there tear up anything.

I'd say that is the place that needs im-

provement most on campus. Fix it up
and make sure no one tears it up.

"

Jenny Butler, a junior from Bel air, Md.
"First of all the heating iu the hill

dorms should be corrected before they
freeze out this winter. Second, fire

escapes should be put in the women's
dorms such as Minta Martin. More
trees are needed on campus. Wind-
shields and lights for the tennis courts
are very important. A swimming pool
would be good, but that is out of the
question with only the damage deposit
funds. The cafeteria should be open for

drinks all day and no real extra service
is needed. The psychology building
should get rid of its rats in the attic."

Mark Devins, a senior from
Charleston

.
. Va.

"I would start matching funds for a
swimming pool, using the interest from
the fund as an initial amount of money.
New books for the library and ^facility

in which the students would be able to

study all night would be possibilities."

*••***••••*••*****••
$20.00REWARD

for any information leading- to convic-

tion of persons responsible for the

destruction of Dining Hall equipment
at the Dave Witt Concert on the night of

October 22. If you have any information

call 778-3323.

*•****•*•**•*••**••*

Claire Mowbray, a transfer from
Westminister, Md.
"A swimming pool would be the main

thing to concentrate on. Flowering
plants around Dunning would be attrac-

tive.

Charlie Gregory, a sophomore from
Princeton, N.J.

"I think we should have a career
counseling service, the tree fixed in

front of Kent House, improved food,

and the gym open on Sundays."

David Wheelan, from Pamona, Md
"I think it is important for the

maintenance department to repair the

problems on the physical plant as
quickly as possible.

'

'

Jenny Hawkins, a sophomore from
Philadelphia, Pa.
"I want my money back,"
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Jennifer Hawkins and John MacDonald go through their paces in rehearsal

of the Dram Department's production of ELECTRA

Double murder in the

Fine Arts Center
Electra and Orestes sought
byNICKNAPPO
Fine A

By late yesterday afternoon, Chester-

town police had named the pair they

believe responsible for the knifing

deaths of Aegisthus, klngof Argos, and
his wife Clytemnestra.

"All the evidence points to two
youths, the children of Clytemnestra—
Electra and Orestes," a spokesman
disclosed in an emergency press con-

ference. "We now have only to wait un-

til Thursday, November 17 — opening

night of Washington College Drama
Department's first play of the season

Electra.

Even as he spoke, rehearsals were
underway for Jean Giraudoux's intense

tragedy. Sets are being perfected, lines

memorized. The featured actors are

senior Laurel Snode (Electra?, junior

Jim Glancy (Orestes), and senior Vicki

Gadsen (Clytemnestra), sophomore
Peter Zekonis (Aegisthus) and
freshman Nick Nappo (beggar) were
confirmed by thedirector Professor

Timothy Maloney in an exclusive inter-

view with the Elm. "It's true,"

Maloney said.

^ectra is Giraudoux's 1937 rework-

rts Editor

ing of the Greek myth about Orestes'
return to Argos and Electra's efforts to

meke her brother' realize that their
father (Agamemnon) was murdered,
and that the murderers were now on the
throne. Giraudoux, perhaps the most
famous French playwright, has added
flowingjeweled dialogue and complex
psychological undercurrents that
heighten the excitement—and ultimate
tragedy—of the legend. Electra is a
gem that can cut you.

Others highlighted in the cast are
sophomore Jennifer Hawkins (Agatha)
and freshman John McDanolds (Presi-

dent) and Danisl Bierne (Gardener).
Appearing also are senior Caryn
Balamace and freshman Marti
Dirscherl and Marcella McAlpine as
the Eu men ides, sophomore John
Willard as the Captain, and freshman
Ted Legates as the Servant.
Electrawill run through Sunday

November 20. Curtain time is 8 o'clock.

There is no admission charge for

students; seats may be reserved for a
particular performance.

-(Campus Calendars

Friday, November U
-Film Series: THE MAN WHO FELL
TO EARTH (118 min.} Smith Aud.—
7:30p.m.

Saturday, November 12

—SGA DanceFAT LARRY—Hodsom
Sunday, November 13

-Film Series: THE MAN WHO FELL
TO EARTH— Smith Aud.— 7 : 30 p. m.

Monday, November 14

—Roten Galleriesn exhibit and sale of

original prints— Hynson Lounge—
lla.m. to6p.m.

Tuesday, November 15

—Wm. James Forum panel on

"Reverse Discrimination: whomas
Cody, former asst. sec. of HUD and

Michael Olivas, Howard Univ.—Hyn-
son Lounge7:30p.m.

Wednesday, November 16

—Art Exhibit: "What's in a Face? How
to Look at Portraits"— Fine Arts CTR
(to Dec. 14) -^weekdays, 6 to8:30p.m.

Thursday, November 17

-Drama production: EDECTRA
—Tawes Theater— 8p.m. (Thru Sun, 20)

Friday, November 18

—Sga student faculty cocktail party,

opening student photographers union

Photography Exhibit—Hynson
Lounge— 3 to 6 p.m.

—Film Series: THE CANDIDATE (110

min.)—Smith Aud. —7:30p.m.

—ELECTRA—Tawes— 8p.m

.

Saturday November 19

—Photography Exhibit showing in

Miller Library, 2nd floor (to Dec. 2)

open during regular library hours

—SGA Dance —THE CHARLOT
TESVILLE BLUES ALL-
STARS—Hodson
—Edectra— Tawes —8 p.m.

Monday, November 21

—SGA Meeting— 8 p.m.

Thursday, November 24

—Thanksgiving Holiday begins

Monday, November 28

—Classes resume— 8 : 30a.m.

-Film Series: THE HARDER THEY
COME (103 min.)— Smith Aud.

7:30p.m. (28 and 29)

Tuesday, November 29

—Dance Club —studio, Cain— 6p.m.

—Film Series: THE HARDER THEY
COME— 7:30p.m.

—Student Recital —Tawes Theater—
8:30 p.m.

—Md. Institute for Emergency Medical

Services, 3-day workshop — Hynson
Lounge— daily 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. — 29-30

Dec. 1

Wednesday, November 30

—Foreign Language Poetry Reading

—Coffee House— 7 : 30 p,m,

—Medical Workshop— Hynson Lounge
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FQRUM
"REVERSE DISCRIMINATION"

LECTURE
"Reverse Discrimination: Two

Perspectives" will be the subject
discussed newt Tuesday, November 15,

at the William James Forum of

Washington College. The discussion
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Hynson
Lounge.

Two experts will lead the evening's
discussion: Thomas G. Cody, Assistant
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development in the Ford administra-
tion, and Dr. Michael Olivas, Senior
Fellow of the Institute for the Study of

Educational Policy at Howard Univer-
sity.

Cody is expected to comment on
reverse discrimination in a wide varie-
ty of areas: education, employment,
and housing, among others. Dr. Olivas
will focus on reverse discrimination as

it affects admissions in higher educa-
tion and professional schools. Both
speakers will comment on the con-

trobersial Bakke case.

Cody holds a degree from the Har-
vard Business School and has had a
varied career in business, consulting,

and engineering. Before serving at

HUD he was Executive Director of the

U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission from 1972 to 1974.

Olivas holds a master's degree in

English from Onio State University and
a Ph.D. in educational administration
from the same institution. He is in-

terested in problems of Hispanic educa-
tion and has published essays on John
Updike. At the institute at Howard he is

currently directing a national study of

minorities in two-year colleges.

SGA
said that a conflict may arise concern-

ing these grants if students can use the

deposit interest. Exactly wjiat type on
conflict is not clear at this point. Once
the deposit interest is freed to the SGA
then it will decide (with the help of stu-

dent feedback) what it will be used for,

draw up a proposal and take it to the

Building and Grounds Committee for

consideration.

Student Awareness Survey
Somerset Senator Doug McGargee

felt that WC students are really not as

aware of student politics as they should
be, "I bet more than half of the students

don't know who their senators are".

McGargee continued, "In the past it

has been the same, it's hard for theSGA
to pin down student interest and
awareness." McGargee proposed that a

comprehensive student awareness
survey be taken by the Presidents of

each class.

SGA Vice President John Downs
thought the survey would be beneficial

in many different areas, not only will

the survey expose a lack of student
awareness but it will help the senators
improve communications with their-

constituents. A copy of the poll will

bepublished in the ELM when it is

released.

• Continued from Page 1 »B

Good Ideas for Improvements
Queen Annes Senator Carol Smilie

proposed a campus ice machine as a

favorable campus improvement, many
senators applauded the idea. Caroline

senator Joanne Beebe suggested a
change machine as another useful

device. Byron and others suggested a

need for student feedback concerning

these ideas.

Freshman Elections

The Election committee reported a

two-third turnout of freshman voters.

Kent senator Jay Young won the

Presidency with 67 votes. David
Altvater was elected Vice President,

Treasurer: Chuck Bradley and
Secretary: Joyce Grinvalsky. The elec-

tions committee will chose the Kent
senatorial candidate who placed third

to fill Jay Young's vacated senate seat.

(This person the Elmbelieves to be
freshman Geoff Garinther however,
the appointment is not yet official.

Calendar
Reid senator Madeline Weltors pro-

posed that a comprehensive calendar of

all events be put into true calendar
form ( not those pieces of paper found in

Miss Dee's). Byron suggested she look

further into this idea, he then proposed
a large write-in calendar to be located

somewhere in Hodson.

Profile: ^ ,. _..
Cathy Thaden

of this year's new Admissions Staff

Cathy Thaden, one of Washington
College's new assistant directors of ad-
missions, is impressed with the school's
curriculum and attitude and is especial-
ly with the small size of the institution.

The cooperation between professors
and students is the best she has seen she
added.

Thaden started administrative work
at Gonzaga University in Spokane,.
Washington, her place of graduation,
and was assistant director of admis-
sions at St. Martin's College in Olym-
pia, Washington for a short time before
her husband transferred to Maryland.
When asked to cite main differences

between Washington College and her
previous places of emploympnt,
Thaden said more competition exited
between schools on the west coast
because more college er sqi re mile
were to be dealt with. She had to learn
to recruit students from prep schools
because they are much fewer in

number as compared to the quantity of
the east coast.

Selling Washington College
Thaden firmly believes in getting the

name of Washington College, out to the
public. Contacts to students are made
in the fall with a strong follow up pro-
gram in the spring. There are now not
as many students applying for college
educations so one should really know
one's market to be able to profitably
work with it, she said. She sells

Washington College with personal in-

tention, emphasizing again on the in-

dividual follow ups. She views the tour
guide program positively and thinks
that prospective students can receive
good impressions through twenty-four
hour visits. The word of a student car-
ries more than that of an administrator.
Thaden majored in drama, and in

Washington
,

irti '>pnte3 in community
theatre and creati we dramatics, geared
to children. She hopes to continue this in

northeast Maryland, where she now
bves. One of her foremost goals,
however, is to be an asset to the admis-
sions staff in which she works.

Carol Smilley pictured with other members of the Damage Deposit Com-
mittee. Pictured are Nubian Duncan, Tom Dent and Jim Graham.

Profile: by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

Queen Anne Senator
Carol Smilley

Queen Anne Senator Carol Smilie,

believes that "the job (as senator) is

only how much you make it to be. You
get out of it what you put into it." What
she puts into it is an interest in

economics which she is currently ap-
plying to her membership in the th

Damage Deposit Committee.
The problem that the Student Govern-

ment Association faces, according to

Smilie, involves first obtaining Dr. Mc-
clain's permission to use the interest

money which is collecting on the
students' Damage Deposit money, and
secondly, deciding how that money, if

obtained, could be used for campus im-

provements. So far, suggestions have
included campus beautification pro-
fects, outdoor basketball courts, a Port
Welcome expedition, or a campus radio
station.

One of Smilie's ideas is to use the
money for an ice machine on campus.
She said, "I think the students should
have a say because it is their money—
which is losing value for them while the
school lias it

Smilie enjoys her role as senator
because it gives her "a greater
awareness of what's going on." But in

addition to this, she is a sophomore
economics major, and works at the
Rear Garage ais a waitress.

Print exhibit announced
What has been termed one of the

world's outstanding collections of
original prints will be exhibited in Hyn-
son Lounge on Monday, November 14
.from 11 a.m. to6 p.m.
The event is presented by Roten

Galleries, an authority on all types of
graphics. About 1000 prints will include
works by such masters as Roualt,
Hogarth, Goya, Miro and Picasso, and
by many of today's artists, (both the
famous and the not-yet-famous). The
prints will be for sale, with most rang-
ing from $10 to 5100, including those of
the masters. Some works are priced in

the thousands.

Viewers will have the opportunity to

leaf through works spanning six cen-
turies, including a special collection of
Western and Oriental manuscript
pages dating back to the 13th century.
Harold W. Thompson, Jr., who

graduated from Washington College in
1975 with the Bachelor of Arts cum
laude in English and later earned a
master's degree before joining Roten
Galleries, will be in charge of the ex-
hibit. He will be glad to answer any
questions about the prints, and to assist
viewers in selecting prints by favorite
'artists.r. «.«. u. -artists.

Herbert Lederer sings
a song of the people

hvRARRARA A VV SMITHby BARBARA

He is a one man show, by his own bill-

ing. He rages in anger, he stifles his

voice to a stage whisper; he jumps
from the stage or throws his arms wide
in a questioning gesture. He is Herbert
Lederer.

In an evening fraught with an
energetic style singularly his own,
Lederer sang and read, in the original

German, several poems by Bertolt

Brecht Although translations were pro-

vided For the audience to follow the

readings, most of those present did not

read the poetry line by line with the ar-

tist; Lederer seemed to hypnotize his

audience with the mere tone of the

poetry.

Using only a table and chair for

props, and a tape recorder for music,

Lederer ac hed out the poems with hand
gestures, stage movement and voice

control. The tone of the poetry came
from his person, rather than- the words

ANN SMITH

he spoke. His singing voice, while not of

operatic quality, carried, with the

melodies he sang, a range of emotions.

This ability to change quickly from
one mood to another and to portray feel-

ing without actual words jnade the

reading—singing performance a show
of acting expertise. The Austrian actor
demonstrated he needs only an au-

dience to make the most of an extraor-

dinary talent.
' The poetry, for the most part,

celebrated the working classes of com-
munist Europe, while deploring those
classes able to eat and drink without a

thought for poorer persons. Based on
Marxist theory, Brecht's poems use
simple language to convey the feelings

of simple men and women. Lederer
managed to convey the nonchalance of

the language in his stac attitude. A
knowledge of German, was not
necessary to pass this hour with poetry.
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Gong Show:

Competition for the

biggest gross out?
by CLAIRE MOWBRAY

It was the dignified singing per-

formance of Mary Ellen Aiken and
Dudley Parr that won first prize in

Washington College's 1977 Gong Show,
but dignity was the exception rather
than the rule on Saturday evening. With
such entries as "The Sig Four" and
"Mr. Stretch" rivaling each other, for

the biggest gross-out (The "Four"
drank their own used tooth-brushing
water, and "Mr. Stretch" was a two-
man rock band who lip-sang The Fugs'
"Coca-Cola Douche"), with bums and
unknown preppies wandering onstage
for no apparent reason, with a hot,

restless crowd of about 150 people
struggling to get beer and a com-
fortable place to sit, and with three
grown men sitting beside a gong,
fighting over what looked like a huge
Q-tip. it was hard to take anything
seriously.

But in spite of the frantic atmoshpere
and the haphazard organization of the

show itself, it was a fun evening. There
were about twelve acts altogether, not

counting some impromptu per-
formances and the intermission enter-

tainment by singer Rick Adelberg.

Each act, if not "gonged" before it was
over by judges Larry Sa tek, John Klaus
and Nathan Smith, was rated
numerically on a scale of one to ten.

The Aikenarr country rock medley had
a clear victory, but the tie for second
place between Ike Latham who played

the bagpipes and The Amazing Midget,

there. "If moving has to take place then

arrangements could be made to place

the creative writers in an area like the

new dorms, in a suite of rooms. "The
problem with Richmond House is that

although it doesn't lose money, there

aren't enough residents to make refur-

bishing practical", Hessey concluded.

A learning experience

Despite itsstructural problems, a

large number of people feel Richmaond
House serves a valuable function.

"Richmond House is a community and
learnign experience," stated Prof-

fessor of English Robert Day. Day is a

proponent of the house's educational

aspect. "I got the idea from Milton (the

author), who recommends using a

house for a skill-improving area. It has

it's structural problems, like a saggy

porch and a weezy furnance, but as a

writhing environment, it is

unbeatable."

David Lamotte, a Washington Col-

lege alumni and- former Richmond
House resident, shares Day's view. "It

is a good place to be. An awful lot of

stress is put on its structure, but mone
is placed on its function as a meeting

place for writers."

"We pay as much as anyone"

"I don't want only the negative side of

the Richmond House story published",

. stated Richmond House resident Sandy
Scholar. Scholar likes the homy at-

mosphere of Richmond House. She

feels that major upkeep and repair

would take care of its problems. Sandy

feels that more attention should be paid

who told jokes and did midget
calisthenics, had to be broken by au-

dience response—much to the au-

dience's delight. The Midget won.
There were jpany other acts, of

course, that were either gonged or
didn't receive enough points to win.

Among them were Johnny Wharton,
singing and accompanying himself on
the ukelele, Tom Viscount drawing boos
from ASPCA fans in the audience who
objected to his cat act, a pair of per-

formers singing and dancing a number
from "Godspell," and a mime, who
was, I think doing the whole story of

Cinderella all by himself.

I was surprised at the number of acts,

genuinely enjoyed most of them and I

hope the Gong Show becomes a WC
tradition, but I have one suggestion.

This year it was held in far too small a
space, considering its obvious populari-

ty. Some may argue that the closeness

of quarters makes it more fun, and en-

courages the crowd to participate (as

they certainly did on Saturday) but I

think whoever is in charge of the show
had an obligation, not only to its au-

dience, which should be relatively com-
fortable and able to see, but also to its

performers, who shouldn't have to be
distracted by orders for beer and
pretzels. If the Gong Show does con-

tinue, as I assume it will, I think its

good-natured lunacy should be
transplanted to an area that can more
adequately house it.

• Continued from Page 1

to the maintainence ot the house. "We
pay as much as anyone else in rent and
fees."

Jim Karl has lived in Richmond
House for twa years and is happy to be
there. " It has a good atmosphere for

serious work." The people and Prof-

fessor Day make it a good place to be.

There's no social stagnation here".

"Not too dangerous to live with"

"There is a fire hazzard, but it isn't

too dangerous to live with", com-
mented resident Denise Pendleton.

"There are benefits to being here such

as town libraries and a kitchen".

"By for the best place to live and I

wouldn't live anywhere else.", declared

Art Bilodeau He likes the "on and off

campus" feeling that he gets from liv-

ing at Richmond House. The quiet and
positive atmosphere make it easy to

concentrate on work. "The people here

were upset with the negative points

brought up in article one," Bilodeau

said in response to the other article on
Richmond House.
Steve Morse, a WCR editor, worries

about the rickety porch on the second

floor and the fact that two people have
rooms attached to it. Although he en-

joys living at Richmond House, "I

prefer a house to a dorm— in a way it's

like living off campus. The internal

community is great and there is a lot of

interaction", according to Morse. He
likes being able to chat with and help

the Washington College Review editors

"The creative writing program, is the

best."

Bernstein's flicks
by JEFF IRWIN

The Molly Maguires
The Molly Maguires is a film which

deals with the relationship between two
men in the coal mines of Pennsylvania
in the late 1800's. The link between the
two is to a large degree dependent on
the situation in the mines, and on the
poverty of these people's lives.

This background is unfortuantely
never presented clearly. Though the au-
dience is made aware of the
unpleasantness of the miners' ex-
istence, the misery that is the basis for

the action is never clearly or effectively

communicated. The miners appear dir-

ty, but not suffering. When they are not

in the mines, they are seen in a tavern,

or playing football, usually drinking or

fighting. These things may be viewed
as a release for the miners, but the au-
dience gets no strong image of their

bondage.

One of few truly beautiful points

One image comes obliquely; in the

film there is a scene of coal being sorted
in what appears to be some sort of

automated complex. As the camera
tracks down, the audience is shown that

the sorting is actually being done by
young boys, who are partially obscured
by the dense, hanging coal dust in the

air. It is a striking moment, and one of

the points in the film that is truly

beautiful, transcending completely the

mechanics of the plot, while furthering

it.

Interestingly, this scene, and some of

the other more affecting moments are
without dialogue, as in the opening ten

minutes of the movie when die miners
blow up one of the tunnels. This silence

is used to build up the dramatic tension

of the movie, to help establish a tight

rhythm, slow but intense, that moves
the film along.

These scenes are contrasted with

scenes where the characters ex-

postulate what should have been shown,
as in Harris' deeply meditative

moments and Samantha Eggar's final

speech in the courtroom. These seem
contrived.

It is this comingling of the contrived

and the powerful which keep this only a
very good film. Bernstein found an ex-

cellent story to work from in the history

of the Molly Maguires, and it is still

:asy to see the beauty in the film

iespite the flaws. But it could have
wen a great movie.

Angus Wilson, renowned novelist and
author of No Laughing Matter, Anglo-
Saxon Attitudes, and A Bit of the Map
will speak at 4:00 next Tuesday after-

noon in the Sophie Kerr Room. His topic

will be child characters in the novels of
Charles Dickens. Wilson's lecture is be-

ing sponsored by the Sophie Kerr Com-
mittee.

The Front
Something similar can be said about

The Front, and perhaps said louder and
longer, in relationship to what this film
could have been and what it ultimately
achieves. In this case, Bernstein did not
mention anything major that the studio
tried to impose on his conception of the
movie. He expressed satisfaction with
the cast and seemed happy with the
final version of the movie.
Bernstein said that The Front, which

is about the blacklisting of various peo-
ple in the entertainment industry dur-
ing the McCarthy era, ' 'is a fairytale.

"

I happen to consider this one of the
problems with it, that the comedy does
not balance the drama of the movie, but
rather it completely negates and
trivializes it. I think that the incorpora-
tion of more realistic elements would
have made it a better film. Mr. Berns-
tein does not, and since he is the one
who wrote it, his vision is the one which
should be examined.

"Not even a good fair tale?
The Front is, unfortunately, not even

a good fairy tale. The film is dominated
by Woody Allen, who takes control of
the movie and turns it into a Woody
Allen movie, only slightly more serious.
I doubt that this is intentional, as Mr.
Bernstein noted, he did not change the
film to fit Allen. "The story you see on
the screen is essentailly what I wrote
originally."

.

Bernstein manages to write a
character who is remarkably like

Allen's screen persona, complete with
Woody's struggle to win the girl of his

dreams, even though he's just a neb-
bish. Bernstein did say that the
woman's character had been altered to

fit Allen better. But the whole film

seems tailored to fit him, like the one-
liners. In some ways, Allen is a good
choice for the hero, but he seems unable
to play anything but himself. And in a
Woody Allen movie, the audience
doesn't expect to have to deal with
something as serious as the neo-Facism
of the McCarthy blacklists.

There are further problems if the

seriousness of the situation is not the

focus of the film if Bernstein's desire to

make a "fairytale' ' means that this is to

be a light film, without dangers that

seem real to the audience. If this is

true, then Woody Allen's heroic stand at

the end of the film, when he tells the

House Un-American Committee to

"fuck yourselves" is not dramatic, and
does seem wasted. There is not enough
tension built up through the movie's
"fairytale" evil to make Aliens action

courageous. Saying "fuck yourselves"
to the committee doesn't seem to be
that hard, and Allen's stand ends up as
little more than a cue for an automatic
liberal reaction from the audience.

Concert Update
j

Tonight
Arlo Guthrie — Baltimore Civic Center
Community Theater

Saturday, Novembers
Fat Larry— Washington College
Johhnie Mayall — Flnnegan's Rain-
bow, Ocean City

Sunday, November 13

Rush/UFO— Baltimore Civic Center
New Riders of the Purple Stage, Roger
McGinn—Lizler Auditorium, D.C.

Tuesday, November 15

Hot Tuna/Happy the Man- Warner
Theater, D.C.

Saturday, November 19
Keith Jarrett—Warner Theater, D.C,

Sunday, November 20
Doobie Brothers— Capital Center

Monday, November 21
Jethro Tull—Capital Center

Friday, November 25
Tod Rudgren— UMBC

Tuesday, November 29
Queen—Capital Center
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Faculty/ Student Auction planned
The Student Government Associa-

tion, in cooperation with several faculty

members and administrators is spon-

soring a Student— Faculty Auction

Wednesday in Hodson Hall from 8pm to

10 p.m. Various services will be offered

on the auction block with the majority

of proceeds to go to a library fund.

The idea of holding the auction was

first proposed by David Wheelan, a

transfer from Connecticut! College,

who is taking most of the responsibility

for organizing the project. "This is an

example of what we're trying to do this

year," stated SGA President Kimball

Byron. "We want the ideas to come
from the student body and the benefits

to go to the student body. The auction

will allow udent students to actually in-

fluence what is bought for the library."

Admission to the event is free of

charge. Some of the services to be auc-

tioned as follows:

Dr. Nathan Smith
Smith will be giving your dog a warm

place to stay over thanksgiving. Not on-

ly will the dog be sleeping in his own
bed with sheets, but also will have

thanksgiving dinner with the whole

family.

Miss Dee
One student will be able to have his

Sunday dinners at one of the finest

restaurants on the Eastern Shore for

the rest of the academic year.

Dean Maureen Kelley

It's Kelley, Cutty and the Chester

River for you and your your dates.

Dean Kelley will take a group of four

fun-loving people on a midnight sail

down the local river with cocktails be-

ing served in really neat paper cups an
Kelley—just a wonderful person in her

own right—will also sing songs from

Godspell if the conversation drops off.

Bookstore

The Bookstore will be giving away
twenty dollars worth of books, records

and other stuff.

Library

The girls have been thinking up a

storm and have come up with free

cakes, cookies and pies every week for

one student for the rest of the year.

Dr. Garry Clark

The Dean of the College and bis wife

Melissa will be giving away a formal

dinner party for six people. The Clark'e

household staff have decided to stay on

'Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-IO p.m.

Sundays

5p.m.-10p.nh

Robert L. Forney

Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair
Ground the Corner from the Park

Chestertown, Maryland

until December so the party will be-

held before that time.

Jean Dixon

Jean Dixon, an art major, will do a

portrait of you before Christmas.

Jon Price

Jon hasdecided to tell one person, and

no more then one student, the facts of

life.

Dr. TimMaloney
Maloney will gave a case of beer a

month to one individual for the rest of

the semester. The beer, of course, will

be imported
Clint Evens

A morning of goose hunting on the

Eastern Shore of Maryland for

Dr. John Klaus

Klaus and his German om-pah-pah

band will play at any party for anyone

for free, if you pay us. Also, during the

breaks Klaus will explain why he

sometimes thinks Hitler was right.

Mark Devins

Mark Devins will build you a house on

the Eastern Shore if you provide the

land and materials and beer money. If

you can't afford that he'll wash your

windows.
Mr. Robert Day

Robert Day is offering an evening of

dead pheasant (broken neck—skiing
acident ) , wine and provocative conver-

sation. Dr. Day has gracefully agreed

to pull out of his well-known wine celler

a bold and yet cheap white wine from

Ernest and Julio Gallo Vinyards of

California. In addition, at an ap-

propriate time during the evening. Dob
will read three paragraphs from his

up-coming novel. Limit of five.

Dr. Bob Fallow
Mr. Fallow will be offering his baby-

sitting talents to anyonewho has a child

or maladjusted roommate. "Uncle Bob-

by" will sing "London Bridges is Fall-

ing Down", and play hide and go seek

with the little ones; from ages 15 to 17

he'll teach the young adult to drive the

family car; and for the college age

students Mr. Fallowwill drink three

beers and tell about all those silly

things be did while he was at Duke.

President Joseph McLain
President McLain and bis wife will be

offering an Eastern Shore Brunch for

six. "Doc" will be doing a lot of the

cooking, while Mrs. McLain passes out

the New York Times Sunday paper. A

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030.

> Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

great way to start the day.

Cafeteria

The Washington College Cafeteria

will be giving away free lunches for one

person for the rest of the year. This will

be a treat for off-campus students and
personel or a great gift idea for a loved

one.

Dr. Richard Brown
Dr. Brown has made a remarkable

offer ofone ticket to the New York
Metropolitan Opera performance over

Thanksgiving, (time and place to be

given by Dr. Brown) The ticket, valued

over $39.99 is an outstanding buy for

those who are interested in this great

art form.

Dean Ed Maxcy
There are bartenders and then there

are bartenders. Ed Maxcy, the most
celebrated living practitioner of the

high arts of mixology, definitely falls in

the latter category. He concocts the

most delightful potables that ever

rolled down the throats of mortal-man.

His julep is a positive wonder, his

Ramo's Gin Fiss a work of art, and as

for his Sazeracs, suffice it to say that

they have been known to make grown
men cry. Maxcy will be offering his

services to anyone, but this should

especially interest the fraternity or

sorority people because he brings his

own stuff.

John Downs
J.D. will provide transportation from

Chestertown toWashington, DC. one

night plus tickest to a first rate movie.

He might bring you back if you bid high.

For two people.

Admissions
The Admissions Office has offered

tickest to a sports event before the end
of the semester. It will be either tickest

to a Navy game, Colts game or a

Washington College soccer match. For
Two people.

David Wbeelan and Kimball Byron
See Kent Countyfrom the air! Byron

and Wheelan will host four people to a

unique tour of one of the most
remarkable parts of the country, while

on the back of a pick-up truck. Stops

will include Still Pond, Crimpton,

Eastern Neck Island and Roack Hall.

Cocktails will also be provided. Also

Kimball and David will be offering one
of the finest lunches at Washington Col-

lege for two. Wine and drinks will be in-

cluded.

Barry Rollins

Barry Rollins, author of anumber of

works on the art of fishing in both the

Shriners Weekly and the Eastern Shore

Look, has agreed to take two people out

fishing on the Eastern Shore.

Jon G ifford

Jon will sing for over an half an hour

to anyone who will listen. A great value.

Portrait exhibit

to be held

An exhibition "What's in a
Face?—How to Look at Portraits," at

the Gibson Fine Arts Center from
November 16 to December 14, is

designed to develop techniques of "por-

trait reading" by presenting for study

more than forty reproductions of por-

traits from collections of the Baltimore

Museum of Art and the National

Gallery.

"Often I have found a Portrait

superior in real instruction to half-a-

dozen written Biographies..." wrote

historian Thomas Carlyle. Knowing
how to read and interpret the special

language of portraiture takes practice

and sensitivity, but it can be learned.

Text material with the display gives

the necessary clues for unlocking

fascinating information abut the people

portrayed Some of the sitters included

are Gertrude Stein, Rembrandt's son

Titus, and Balzac. Facial expression,

pose, pictorial symbolism and lighting

are explored in relation to these

painted, drawn and sculpted portraits

made by great artists from the

Renaissance to the present.

Organized by the Baltimore Museum
of Art, this exhibition is being cir-

culated throughout Maryland with sup-

porting grants from the Maryland Arts

Council and the National Endowment
for the Arts, Washington, D. C. The
local showing is sponsored by the Col-

lege art exhibits committee.

The exhibit is open to the public free

of charge. Gallery hours will be from 6

to 8:30 p.m., weekdays.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel : 778-0049

"» Complete Line of Fabrics ft Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

•THE A4M SHOP
ARTIST MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
CUSTOM FRAMING - ART GALLERY

1 1 1 Cross St. CRAFT SUPPLIES 776-4554

Chestertown. Marylond 21620

Special for students 10% off matted pictures ready to hang.

* FOR GUYS t» GALS
Complete Footwear SeTvict and Supplies

227 high street
Chestertown, Maryland 21020

PHONE 778-2900

THE 1977 FALL PHOTOGRAPHY SHOW
Opening: Friday, November 18th, Hynson Lounge
SGA Student/Faculty Cocktail Party 3:00-6:00 p.m.

Original Prints For Sale Cash Bar
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Soccer

Dull finale ends an all but
dull season for Shoremen

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Sports Editor

6-5 and third place. That's how the

soccer team stood after its season—en-

ding 3-0 shutout over Western Maryland
Saturday. But with four goals in the

right spots, that record would have
read 8-3 and a a MAC Championship.
But any title hopes forWC were put to

rest weeks before the Western
Maryland game, and that left the

Shoremen with an anticlimax to a

thriller oT a season. A pair of goals by
Lee Einwachter and a third by Mincho
Arrivillaga put Western' Maryland
away in lackluster fashion.

"We were overanxious to win," said

Coach Ed Athey. "Not overconfident,

but overanxious. We wanted to win the

ballgame to have a winning season. We
may have tried too hard."

Einwachter scored both of his goals

in the first half, one on a penalty kick,

and Arrivillaga finished the scoring

late in the second half. In between the

scores, WC missed the goal 28 time, out-

shooting the Green Terrors 31-5.

"They played pretty much the way
we expected them to play—a defensive

game," said Athey. "They ganged up
on defense and that made it difficult to

score. But anytime you get 31 shots

you're dominating the game."
Looking back on the season, Athey

said,"We were very competitive with

all the teams. We could very well have
been a winner instead of a loser in a

couple of games with just a couple of

The best place for those losses couple

Crosscountry

of goals would have been in the Swar-
thmore and Haverford games, both 1-0

losses to the eventual winner and
runner-up in the MAC.
But those losser were midway

through the season. Athey thinks his

team was playing its best soccer when
the season ended. "The last two weeks
of practice we probably played better

soccer than any team here in two or
threeyears."

Almost from the start of the season,

injuries hurt WC as much as anything
else. "Injuries to key personnel meant
we had to move people from their

original positions," said Athey. "We
were always searching and experimen-
ting."

One plesant result of that searching
was Bill Hamill. "Bill surprised us
when Pete Abronski got hurt. He made
it difficult to decide who to start when
Pete came back."
Athey had more praise for the

defense. "We expected Dan Hudson and
Ben Tuckerman to do a good job. But
Curt Nass has just been a block of

granite out there as a freshman. And, of

course, Skip Comstock you just can't

say enough about."

As for next year, Athey said that

"We're going to have a tough time
replacing four seniors. But the teams
ahead of us are losing more than we
are. So we're looking forward to next

year. We wish we were starting prac-

tice right now."

Harriers looking

to next year after

poor MAC showing
by HOWARD C. BAUER

Clear skies and mild temperatures

greeted the Washington College Cross

Country Team s as it arrived at

Lebanon Valley College on Saturday to

compete in the Middle Atlantic Con-

ference Championships, but that is

where the team's luck ran out. The
Shoremen, perhaps spurred by the good
running weather, ended their season

with a good effort but were simply
outclassed as they finished 17th in a

field of 19 teams.

"We ran a relatively good race
overall," commented coach Don
Chatellier, "but we were really kidding

ourselves to think we could have done
better." Dudley Parr paced the Shore
harriers over the 10,000 meter course

and placed 75th overall, some 6 minutes
off the winning pace. Freshman Peter

Cini was the second Shore finisher,

placing 101st WC was possibly hurt by
the absence of another freshman, Marc
Pappas, slowed by a recurring foot in-

jury.

Looking back on the most successful

WC Cross Country season in recent

memory, Chatellier was quick to praise

his runners. ' 'The fellows worked better

as a group than any I've had in quite a
while," noted the, veteran Shore cdach.

"There was a real sense of comradery,
and the "credit for that goes to Joe
Mead, our captain. Win or lose we did it

as a team." Perhaps this year's team
rapport and, success were not coin-

cidentaj. With all team members retur-

ning, the sun may shine'a little more
brightly on next year's Cross Country
squad.

Live Entertainment At

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE

High Street

FRIDAY NIGHT - Bird Dog and the Road Kings

SATURDAY NIGHT -Sue Dunning Trio

Sports Profile:

Mickey DiMaggio
by COLLEEN MILLER

A bright hazel gaze slicing across the

room is the first thing you notice about
Mickey DiMaggio. Surrounded by a

clutter of lacrosse watercolors and ad-

missions paperwork, he seems quite

comfortable in a busy, unrestrained en-

vironment.

Originally from Annapolis, DiMaggio
enrolled in Washington College in 1952.

He had two major goals in college—to

become an All-American in sports, and
to serve as an officer in the marines. He
joined the Marine Corps in his junior

year, served three years, and returned
to complete his education.

Forte was athletics

Mickey lettered in four sports while

at Washington: cross country, track,

soccer, and lacrosse. "My biggest forte

was athletics, he said, "and one of my
goals was to return to Washington Col-

lege after graduation and become the

head coach of lacrosse."

After graduation in 1960, DiMaggio
was employed in fiftn different jobs -

from an English teacher all the way to a

brewery salesman. He has found that

this versatile background lends him an
affinity and genuineness in working
with other people and athletes, as he
does in his present Admissions job and
post o£,head coach of lacrosse. "I can
relate to students and their problems,"
he said, and respect and understand
their individuality—their need for

freedom."

DiMaggio was' initially hired as
Director of Alumni Affairs, but his

natural interest in sports soon propelled
him into a three year job as assistant

coach of lacrosse; when head coach
Don Kelley retired last year, DiMaggio
naturally stepped in. As Alumni direc-

tor, he has the opportunity to work with
many Washington students, and his

lacrosse coaching keeps him in touch
with many of the students and their con-

cerns. Focusing on student attitude and
responsibility, he feels this year's stu-

dent body is much more disciplined.

"They want someone to care," he said,

"because they have pertinent values

and concerns about today's world. I

want to provide that direction, and
guide them toward the goals they

perceive." DiMaggio senses "a much
more positive attitude" and a lot of en-

thusiasm among the Washington Col-

lege community.
"No nicer place to be"

Mickey DiMaggio has travelled

throughout Europe and the East Coast,

yet he prefers Chestertown. "This is

where I want to be. I know of no nicer

place to be." He is currently studying

for his Masters in psychology, and
plans to graduate in the fall. Adding
this to his long list of accomplished
goals, DiMaggio is satisfied with his

life. "It's taken me a long time to get

where I am now. I'm very content with

my life."

Why wait to hear about it

-from a friend?-

Student/Faculty Auction

Wednesday, November 16
Hynson Lounge
8 p.m.-10 p.m.

Alpha Chi Omega
-Casino Night-

December 2 9 p.m.-l a.m.

Monte Martin Lounge
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Spikers lose in MAC championship finals

Western Maryland takes second straight title

Fourteen games, six matches, a pair

of broken glasses, and one concussion

after the start of it all, Coach Penny

Fall started pouring on the praise for

her team's performance in the Middle

Atlantic Conference Championships

held here. "The way we played the

whole weekend was the most consistent

volleyball we've played all year in that

the number of mistakes we made were

minimal." Then she smiled and added,

"We just didn't make any mistakes."

Minimal mistakes was more like it.

After five nearperfect matches, the

human side of the Shore women finally

emerged, losing in the finals of the Mid-

dle Atlantic Conference Volleyball

Championships to defending champ
Western Maryland, 15-8,15-7-

"A feeling you could touch"

It all started last Friday at 2 p.m.

with WC's 15-5,15-0 win over Upsala.

"That match gave me a very positive

feeling about how the tournament

would progress." said Fall. "It was

almost a feeling thatyou could touch."

Western Maryland's B team, a late

replacement for dropout Albright, was

next in line for WC. Although the 15-2,

15-11 win didn't count in the standings,

the game was important because "we
didn't want to lose our momentum after

theUpiiala win," said Fall.

Dickinson was waiting in the wings

and "Again, the kids were up emo-
tionall: ' said Fall, as WC took a 15-11.

15-3 win
The Shore women then encountered

their first three-game match against

Frank!' n and Marshall. "Usually when
we pla\ them it's a real donnybrook,"

said Pall. After fighting to a 15-2, 9-15,

15-0 victory, Fall added, "That was a

good game to get over.

"

Ticket to the finals

That win set up a meeting in the

semi-finals with Juniata that Fall

called "The best volleyball of the tour-

nament Cindi Patchen was blocking

and spiking like crazy. Sue Bennett got

her act together spiking. Kathy O'Bear

had the best game I've ever seen her

play at WC. In the back, Jenni Butler,

Maggie Stevens, and Tami Schauber
weren't letting anything hit." After

dropping the first game 15-3, WC came
back to win the final two games 15-13,

15-2 and earn a ticket to the finals.

Twenty minutes later against

Western Maryland, WC was feeling the

fatigue that comes with six matches in

just over 24 hours. The Shore women
went down 15-8,15-7, although Fall held

that "I don't think the scores were in-

dicative of how close the games were."

Special Thanks
Despite her high praise for the team,

Fall had plenty left over after the tour-

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Sports Editor

nament, saying, "I think special thanks

should go to Dave Knowles and food

service and the student body. There

were a number of people that worked

here that were just super. And we had a

good, very positive crowd. In the

Juniata game they made a positive con-

tribution.

The only injury in the tournament

was to Fall herself, who suffered a con-

cussion when a ball hit her in the head,

breaking her glasses and knocking her

out.

But other, than that, all went well for

Fall and the Shore women. "One of the

refs asked me how the team felt after

losing. I said they told me they'd had a

great weekend. They like to win but

they like to play well even more.

"

Shorewomen
close season

with 28-10 mark
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Sports Editor

"I'm a little fearful that we might

have an emotional letdown after the-

MAC's," said Coach Penny Fall before

Monday night's volleyball match-up

with Delaware Tech and Gallaudet. "I

won't be upset if we're not perfect."

Fall's Shore women weren't perfect

Monday, but they were good enough to

beat both Delaware and Gallaudet and

raise thier record to 27-10.

28-10 Seasonal record

Wednesday WC finished out their

regular season with a win over

Salisbury State's B team to finish with a

28-10 mark.
Against Gallaudet in the first match

Monday, Tami Schauber served seven

straight points to getWC rolling toward

a 15-4, 15-2 win.

Comeback against Delaware

But against Delaware in the

nightcap, the road got rougher. "We
made more mistakes in the first game
against Delaware than we had all

weekend in the MAC'S," said Fall.

g After a 15-9 loss in the first game, WC
3 came back behind the serving of Sue

5 Bennett. "Sue was outstanding," said

3 Fall, after Bennett ran off 6 points in

g the second game and 10 of the 15 in the

* third to win 15-8, 15-8.

* States tomorrow
= Tomorrow WC travels to Towson

2 State for the State Championships to

¥ compete against 6 other teams in the B
| division—Hood, Morgan State, Bowie

u State. Compton State, Notre Dame, and

^Loyola.

Basketball

Cagers'schedule mil be obstacle
This is the second part in a three part

series on the basketball team's pro-

spects for the coming season. Part

three next week will conclude with a

scouting report on the Shoremen's Mid-

dle Atlantic Conference opponents.

The biggest problem that faces the

Washington College Basketball Team
team this year doesn't originate with

the team itself. The biggest obstacle is

its schedule, which puts tremenduous

pressure on the Shoremen from the

opening gun to the final whistle.

The Shoremen's schedule difficulties

actually began about a month ago The

NCAA allows colleges to begin basket-

ball practice on October 15 of each

year, which was the first day of this

year's fall break. Practice actually

began on the 18th, which puts WC three

days behind most other schools in the

country in terms of total training. The
Thanksgiving break also causes pro-

blems, since it occurs right before the

season opener.

The outstanding features of the

schedule itself are 16 road contests and

no more than two games in a row at

home. But that in itself is not the major
issue, since the Shoremen were 9-7

by DANA CHATELLIER
away from home last season. The real

problem is that the 25. games are

packed into a span of about two and a

half months, which doesn't give the

Maroon and Black much of a chance to

rest between battles.

Opener at Duke
Coach Finnegan realizes that the first

four games will be extremely difficult,

and that it will be a rough adjustment

for his players, particularly the

freshmen, to make. "After all," says

Finnegan, "opening at Duke in a 10,000

seat arena is quite a way to begin your

college career." Perennial conference

power Widener has handled the

Shoremen with ease in recent years and
looks as strong as ever, and Limestone
College won about two-thirds of its

games last season and has more height

than Widener. American University,

like Duke, is in Division One of the

NCAA.
After the first four games, however,

the going gets a little easier.

Washington hasn't lost to Gallaudet

since 1963, and doesn't expect to in 1977.

This gives the squad a chance to tune up
for the first annual Wild Goose Classic,

WC's own invitational tournament. The

Shoremen would of course like to make
a good showing in their own tourna-

ment, but the opposition—St. Mary's,

St. Andrew's, and
RutgersNewark—doesn't include any

patsies. In summary, the slate before

Christmas adds up to seven games in

twelve days, and the Shore five would

be doing well to be 3-4 at semester's

end.

Potential for winningstreak

The rest of the schedule is not quite as

formidable. The Loyola Christmas
tournament could be tough, and it's

hard to imagine . WC winning at

Widener, but the Shoremen are quite

capable of beating everyone else on the

card. This does not, of course, mean
they will do so. Eckerd, Lebanon
Valley, and Johns Hopkins will be dif-

ficult on their home courts, and there is

th at stretch of five games in eight days,

all on the road, beginning with the Rose
City Classic at Drew University. But
the potential is there for another long

winn ing streak like last year's nine-

game skein. In addition, the conference

play begins in earnest in January, and
this will be the focus of next week.'s arti-

,

cle.
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Faculty disputes

salaries
by JEFF MORTON

AAUP President Michael Goldstein discusses faculty salaries

Library struggles
with decreased

budget
by JEFF MORTON

Limited funding decreased from last

year is causing the library some pro-

blems, according to librarian Betty

Wasson. The library has managed to

cope with the smaller budget, but it has
not been able to buy as many books this

year as she had wished. Wasson, who
has been in charge of the library since

1976 said also that with the smaller

budget the faculty seems to be solely

determining what books are bought,

since the books they request have
priority over books that are not related

to any specific field.

The amount of the library budget is

determined to some extent by how
much the library is used; and last year

there was a decrease in the number of

books checked out. One reason for less

books being borrowed last year was the

small student enrollment.

In the last few years there has been

an increasing number of people taking

books out without signing for them.

Although most of the books are

returned, it messes up the libraries

records and makes it very difficult to

determine how much the library is

used. Although the library is being used
more this year than last, Wasson cau-

tioned, that "the library is too great an
investment to be abused." With

students not signing out books other

students cannot use them or know when
a book is expected back.

The library staff does not usually con-

tact students about overdue books
unless someone else has asked for the

book. This causes another problem,
with many students and faculty not

returning books until they are re-

quested by the library, many people do
not get to use the book since most peo-

ple do not make a request for a book
that they cannot find.

Jeff Chaffin the new reference
librarian, said that the students and all

the people who use the library should
behave in a responsible way. He went
on to say that students should learn how
to find what they want in a library, it

stores vast amounts of knowledge but to

use it you must first know how to find it.

Currently the library has: 86,363
books, 405 books on microfilm, 775
scores (music), 20 tape cassets, 1,465

phonodiscs (records), 29 films, 8 film
strips, 9,197 bound periodicals, 2,334

periodicals on microfilm, 234 bound
newspapers, 82 unbound newspapers,
and 37,234 of US documents that have
been chosen by the library and stored
for our use.

£ "Full professors have thirty percent

E
less salary than they did in 1970," ac-

^ cording to Professor of Psychology
>> Michael Goldstein. Goldstein was
^ speaking of the effect of inflation, and
g. the failure of Washington College to

£ keep faculty salaries comparable with

jf
those of other institutions. He added

o that many Washington College
a. graduates will find a job in their first

year, that pays more than many of the
middle level faculty.

Goldstein, Dr. Nancy Tatum and Dr,
Mike Malone are three faculty
members who all agree that the Board
of Visitors and Governors has not been
raising as much money as equivalent
groups in other colleges and that is one
of the major causes of their problems.
Goldstein said that most of the faculty

are here because of the small college

atmoshpere; they are not here to get
rich, but they do need enough money to

live on. He stated that if the salaries

were not raised, one of the following

would happen: First, the faculty would
stay but be very dissatisfied. Secondly,
many would have to get outside jobs.

Thirdly, the ones with the most
"marketable" degrees would move on,

which means that the people that would
replace them would be those that could
not get better or higher paying jobs. In

general academic careers are not high
paying jobs and this last year has been
particularly bad.

Goldstein is the president of the
A.A.U.P. (American Association of
University Professors). He was elected
last year and says since he does not
have the time to be the president he will
resign as soon as someone else can be
found.CDr.Nancy Tatum already
declined the position for the same
reason). Goldstein said the A.A.U.P.
will express their views to the Board as
soon as possible.

Malone, and Tatum both complained
of the price of keeping up in their fields,

especially the expense of current books.
Malone said that the faculty is paying
the price for keeping the tuition low. Ac-
cording to Malone, the college takes its

income and subtracts the costs of runn-
ing the college and what is left over is

divided up to make the salaries.

Inflation from 1973 to 1977 has risen 37
per ($100 in 1973 now has the purchasing
power of $63). Washington College
faculty salaries have, on the average,
increased only 20.5 per cent. The
A.A.U.P. reported only one private col-

lege in Maryland which pays lower
salaries than Washington: Mount St.

Mary's, a Catholic College in Western
Maryland.

Dean discusses
faculty evaluation

SAB investigates faculty pay
by BECKY BAUKNIGHT

Student Academic Board President

John Downs is keeping his campaign
promise of investigating faculty

salaries. He proposed at this week's

SAB meeting to form a questionnaire

with the aid of Washington College

faculty Washington College professors

to determine students' perceptions of

faculty pay. Downs hopes the revela-

tion of an abnormally low
salary—much lower than the national

average—will increase student

awareness of the seriousness of this

problem.

The SAB is concerned with looking in-

to the feasibility of increasing gifts to

the school through endowments and an-

nual giving, the possibility of increas-

ing tuition, and attempting to force the

administration to view the problem
more seriously. The feasibility of rais-

ing enough money to seriously increase

faculty salaries present a major con-

cern of the SAB. Raising the cost of tui-

tion might also have an adverse effect

in decreasing student enrollment.

Whether faculty salaries are increased
could, however, determine the quality

of the faculty that remains to teach

here. Downs admitted the college needs
money for other improvements, but he

feels faculty salaries take a definite

priority.

The Committee on Appointments and

Tenure met to discuss revising the

faculty evaluation process last Friday.

At the meeting, Dean of the College

Garry Clarke presented some ideas

brought forth at the Southern Regional

Education Board convention which he

attended in September and discussed

several other ideas as well.

A major concern is the improvement
of the form currently used in faculty

evaluation. The purpose of the Faculty

Evaluation form is to provide accurate

information for the Appointments and

Tenure Committee's use as well as to

provide for the instructor's benefit, con-

structive criticism. Dean Clarke and
the Appointments and Tenure Commit-
tee revised the school's evaluation for-

mat so that it might focus more atten-

tion on individual courses. In the past,

twenty-five standard questions were
applied to courses as divergent in con-

text as United States History and Studio

Art. Obviously each course could not be

effectively evaluated.

To correct this ineffectiveness

several rhodifications were made to the

current format. First, the title was
changed from "Washington College

Student Evaluation of Teaching:" to

"Survey Form: Student Reactions to

Instructors and Courses"; the new title

in itself more clearly designates the

purpose of the evaluation form. Second,

additional questions were included anri

by SUE DONELIAN
other questions were revised to be
specific. Third, the section of the form
which simply had YES and NO columns
will now have three more columns: DO
NOT KNOW, DOES NOT APPLY, NO
RESPONSE.

In addition to these modifications, a
student's selfevaluation will be in-

cluded in the new format; seven ques-
tions will be asked of the student who is

evaluating his professor, which range
from "were you usually prepared for

class" to "have you given thoughtful

consideration to this form." This part of

the evaluation form will indicate to the

evaluator the way in which to interpret

the reactions given by each student.

Dean Clarke and the Committee also

decided to distribute the evaluation

form to only two courses of the pro-

fessor's choice. That is to say, each pro-

fessor will be able to choose the two
courses which will be evaluated, main-
ly so he may be judged fairly on the sub-

jects he had chosen to teach and not

those he had been appointed to teach by
the administration. Two courses were
also decided to be sufficient for valid

and effective evaluation.

This improved evaluation format will

be presented to interested faculty

members on November 21, at which
time they will be able to offer any addi-

tional ideas; the final evaluation form
will then be administered to students on
December 5.
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Letters to the Editor

Just enjoying ourselves

Another Washington College tradition resumed Monday night

A group of Lambdas and others wandered over to Talbot .where

thev harassed the residents of the Wombat suite and engaged in

what Dean of Students Maureen Kelley terms "generally obnox-

ious behavior."

The police were called in ("The Wombats figured if they were

going to act like hoodlums, they may as well treat them like

hoodlums," Kelley said) but by the time the squad car arrived,

most of the "visitors" were across the street raging through the

halls of the women's dorms "wreaking havoc in general," ac-

cording to the Dean. What the Lambdas describe in a letter to the

ELM as taking "ten minutes to enjoy ourselves" finally ended at

almost three o'clock Tuesday morning.

The Wombats and several RAs, at the urging of students

deprived of sleep or study time, are pressing charges through the

Student Judiciary Board. Kelley feels the intruder's main
mistake was in their timing. "We might have let them get by

with a thing like this on a Saturday night," she said, "but on a

Monday night when people are studying for exams the next mor-

ning? Their behavior was plainly inconsiderate."

One group, however, was apparently delighted with the unex-

pected entertainment. Some girls on the balcony at Reid Hall

serenaded their visitors: "Come on up and climb on in/ It sure

is hot and our nighties are mighty thin.
"

A balance between fun and study is essential at any college,

but not all students would agree on just how to strike that

balance here. The Lambdas and the girls on the balcony in Reid

have already opted for some additional partying. There may be a

silent majority who disagree. Perhaps now is the time to hear

from the rest of you.

This letter pertains to the acuon by

some students this past Monday night.

What started out as a group ot guys go-

ing over to the girls dorms to see if

anybody was up, has been turned into a

campus wide incident with screaming,

raping, destruction minded hoodlums

with estimates of the group's size going

as high as fifty such thugs. In addition,

this group was tagged with a name that

has become synonomous with

rowdyism and destruction on campus;

it was called a group of "Lambda's",

when in fact the group contained no

more than five or six fraternity

members out of a total of about fifteen

people. Such a tag seems unjust, and to

implicate the entire fraternity is equal-

ly out of line.

At this time after talking to Deans

Maxcy and Kelley, and girls who live in

the dorms it seems clear that some

girls were inconvenienced either by in-

terrupted sleep or interrupted studying.

For this infringment of their rights I'm

sure that everyone involved is genuine-
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ly sorry. The group had no intention to

put anyone too far out of their way.

However, let's not forget for how

many years Washington has enjoyed

less stringent social rules than many

other schools. The quality of the cur-

riculum of this school is known and

recognized. Is it such a crime then that

socially Washington is also known as a

party school? Are we so caught up in

academic endeavors that we can't take

ten minutes to enjoy ourselves, perhaps

the girls that were on the balcony of

Reid Hall having a good time would

answer "no". Being woken up in the

middle of the night is not such a great

tragedy (you should come over to West

Hall where residents are woken up

three or four times a night as the

heating pipes clang away). Let's just

remember that just as much is learned

out of the classroom as in. With that in

mind lets all try to be more courteous

and thoughtful of other's rights but also

let's not forget to enjoy ourselves a lit-

tle.

Lambda Pi Delta

Milton doesn't live here anymore
About your article on Richmona

House: I might have said something

about the "writhing" environment, but

neither I nor Mr. Milton (the author)

ever used the splendid phrase "skill-

improving area." My guess is that it

might have been used bv a public school

Robert Day
Richmond House

administrator to mean a state universi-

ty. My own high school teacher used it

to mean the shop class—where only the

hoods hung out. Richmond House is

neither a shop class nor a state univer-

sity, and Mr. Milton no longer lives

here.

New Assistant Librarian
I would like to take advantage of the

Elm to introduce myself to the College

community. Ny name is Jeff Chaffin,

and I have been recently appointed

Assistant Librarian at Miller Library;

among my responsibilities are
reference assistance, inter-library loan

service, and library resources intruc-

tion.

I ecnourage all students and faculty

to use the services offered by the

library; I think you will find the library

staff to be most co-operative and
helpful. In particular, I urge students

unfamiliar with research techniques,

and those working on Senior projects, to

come by the library and discuss then-

ideas.

I look forward to meeting and work-

ing with the campus community to pro-

mote more effective use of Miller

Library, and of the liberal arts pro-

gram at Washington College, Thank
you.

Commenta
Salvage and Reclamation

by Mrs. Nancy Griswold Clark

Can you imagine a doctor of medicine

prescribing to a patient that he retire

his body but not his mind? Fourteen

hours a day on my feet as a bench

chemist in toxicology had done in my
old "bod," but my mind must find itself

somewhere. So, I turned to my second

love—history. Fortunately for me,

Washington College admits special

students, and I was happily able to

locate myself under a professor whose

broad perspective covers the panorama
of man's efforts to rise above himself

and to achieve a profitable relationship

with his fellow man. This professor's

stimulating questioning brings to mind

Socrates and the slave boy—so I gladly

hold down my end of the log.

Four children of my own have taught

me respect for a young mind, so today,

when my own have gone about their

business, I enjoy the benefits of

associating with young people who keep

me in touch with what is going on today.

There is no quicker way to fossilize than

to isolate one's self from the thinking

community, or to confine one's self to

the opinions of one's own age group. It

is not necessary to agree with another's

opinion; only to be able to defend one's

own opinion or alter it if necessary. A
built-in ability to change is the criterion

of healthy growth which makes it possi-

ble to live every day a richer, fuller life.
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A number of social activities

"The value of the liberal arts college

is that it introduces its students to vary-

ing types of people . .
." this statement

was made by the Elm editor in an arti-

cle entitled "Liberal Arts: Is it worth
it?" We feel in order to achieve this

goal, a certain amount of interaction

must occur outside the classroom situa-

tion. Therefore, we defend the Student

Government Association's actions in an
attempt to enhance the social life of

Washington College. An academic at-

mosphere which does not also include a

social climate can not achieve the goals

of a liberal arts college. There are a
.number of social activities which also

encourage an academic atmosphere

There are also a number of non-

academic events such as Student
dances and movies. These are
necessary to give a student an op-

portunity to relieve him or herself from
academic pressures. The immature
behavor of a few students at these

events should not be thought of as
representative of the majority of the

students at W.C. In conclusion, we
would like to commend those in-

dividuals who have put in their time
and effort to achieve this end.

such as: Student /Faculty Afternoon;
Student /Faculty Auction for the

Benefit of the Library, and the

Photography show.

Rose Gies and Madeline Welters

Theft and Vandalism
In a letter to the editor which ap-

peared in the October 7 edition of the

Elm, I wrote on the subject of theft and
vandalism at Washington College. I do
believe that the number of acts of van-

dalism has decreased, but unfortunate-

ly it appears that the number of thefts

has increased. Each week students

report that objects, some of great

value, and cash have been taken from
their rooms.
Who is at fault? I am inclined to

believe that most of these thefts are

committed by our own students, for it

appears that only someone who knows
the campus and the habits of the

students could know what to steal, from
whom, and at what time. It is natural

for the students to look to the ad-

ministration to end this series of thefts

which is costing individual students up-

wards of a hundred dollars. Perhaps
the Student Affairs Office could have
someone patrol the corridors of the dor-

mitories day and night or organize

regular room checks for stolen proper-

ty. It is my belief, however, that such
gestures would do little good; they
would only infringe upon the privacy of

the students. They would contribute

greatly to transforming the college

from a place oi mutual respect and
trust to a kind of police state. None of us
want that.

I am asking that all RAs pay greater
attention to the people,' especially

strangers, on their floors, and I am now
asking all Washington College students
to lock their valuables in a secure
place, and then to lock the door of their

room whenever they are out of the
room. If an RA sees a room open and
knows the occupant is not on the floor,

the RA should lock the door with the
pass key. Prevention is the only
realistic way tostop thieves.

If you find something taken from
your room, report the theft to your RA
or to the Student Affairs Office. If the
stolen object is of considerable value
and if your family has a home owner's
insurance policy, report the theft to the

local police, and then to your insurance
company. Only your personal in-

surance will cover theft; the college
cannot maintain this kind of coverage.
Beyond the value of the objects

stolen, theft on the college campus will

only contribute to creating an at-

mosphere of suspicion and distrust.

Please do what you can to stop these
thieves.

Commenta

Edward E.Maxcy
Associate Dean of Students

Three Topics

by TOM DENT
News Editor

Help Yourselves

The SGA is now, for the first time this

semester in the "red." Let's not talk

about the poor showing at the Fat Larry

Concert. Let's talk about what responsi-

ble students can do to help the SGA at

this point. It goes without saying that

the SGA has provided us with enjoyable

occasions: River Day, the Night

Hawks, the Dave Whitt Dance, Fat

Larry, the Student/Faculty Auction,

lectures, and student/faculty cocktails

— not to mention the film series. But we
have got to work to maintain these

pleasures.

The question is what can concerned

students do to help the SGA. The first

action is to make use of the SGA sugges-

tion box. It has been outside of the

mailroom for weeks and nobody has

used it. The SGA is now deeply con-

cerned with improving itself and im-

proving campus conditions. Your sug-

gestions could be of major importance

toward helping the SGA reach its goals.

What are these goals? If student feed-

back isn't heard, then the SGA really

doesn't know where its goals i should be

thus, the students lose. I don't think the

students want to lose.

Secondly, talk to your senators' talk

to Kimball, talk to JD, talk to the ELM.
Talk to anyone associated with

organizations aimed at helping the stu-

dent body. I don't care how often it's

repeated, "if you want something im-

proved to benefit you, get involved."

Washing machines in Kent

I have no idea what Vice President

for Finance Gene Hessey is thinking

about. What I do know is that, ac-

cording to the Washington College Stu-

dent Handbook the school is— or should

be — obligated to provide a washer and
dryer in every dormitory. Keeping a

washer and dryer in Kent House can on-

ly benefit the residents and eliminate

the hassle of asking the girls in Queen
Anne's if we can use theirs. Who knows
the power of thestudent handbook when
it is put up against Hessey? We do, the

student handbook is our bill of rights. If

one of our rights is to have a washer and

dryer in each dorm, then let's defend

this right and get this issue over with.

Cafeteria complaints

The cafeteria itself echoes the cry of

the terrible food within. People who
talk to me feel the same way, but now

they are more concerned about the

negligence in food preparation. So far

the record shows nine pieces of

aluminum foil found in the food, three

hot dogs cooked in their own
cellophane, two lips cut on broken

glass. All of these plus other incidents

make me glad I have a school insurance

policy.

Roving Reporter

Course selection?

QUESTION: How effective did you
feel advising day was? Are you
satisfied with the courses you got and
the process by which you select them?
Did you go to Course Intelligence Day?
If so, how effective did you find it?

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
Photography by Jon Mueller

John Pierson, a sophomore from
Baltimore, Maryland.
"I thought it was very effective as

long as you and your advisor were able
to communicate to the fullest capacity
Yes, I am satisfied with the courses I'm
taking, they fulfill my requirements,
Course Intelligence Day wasn't adver-
tised enough."

Roberta Baumann, a freshman from

New Mexico
"I didn't go to Course Intelligence

Day, but I did think advising was effec-

tive. As far as registering goes, I've

never been through such a fast registra-

tion. It's incredible. I'm satisfied with

my classes and I hope it can continue

this way."

Ashton Kelley, a senior from North

Carolina

"Advising day was beneficial, but I

don't feel that some advisors are as ef-

fective as they could be. Sometimes

they just leave it up to you and that

could get you into trouble. It's great to

have a break in the middle of the week.

I didn't go to Intelligence CourseDay."

Noby Powell, a freshman from
Baltimore, Md.

""I didn't go to Course Intelligence

Day but advising day was a good idea,

especially for freshmen. If you're not

really sure of what you're doing you can

talk to your advisor and he can help you

out. It gives you a sense of security.

"

Bob Akeson, a sophomore from St.

James, New York
"I didn't go to Course Intelligence

Day. My advisor is very effective in

making me aware of all of my options. I

had a wide variety of choices. The
classes I will take next semester are all

very thought provoking and I am very

anxious to begin them."

Nancy Heady, a sophomore from
Brewster, New York.

"First of all, I didn't even go to

Course Intelligence Day, because I

didn't even know when it was. Second-

ly, I hate advising days, they're a nice

vacation, but you usually don't end up
doing anything. I think its a waste of the

day. I got the courses that I wanted, but

I don't know whether I'll keep them or

not. I think the course selection was
very poor."
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Inexperience:

the disorder of Carter
by CARLOS WILTON

Senator Foster Deibert
by MARIAN COOPER

Junior Class President Foster

Deibert decided last year to become in-

volved In the Student Government. He
wanted to be a part of the Byron Ad-

ministration. By becoming the Junior

Class President he also became a

senator in the SGA. He is on the Student

Activities Committee and was in

charge of the Homecoming Parade.

Deibert thinks that "the Student

Government has done a good job so

far." They are now working on diver-

sification of weekend activities. Fin-

ding activities that will appeal to

everyone is causing them to go into

more areas. For instance, this weekend
there will be a faculty/student cocktail

party including a photography show.

Academically, however, there has not

been much done.

Communications—the basic problem
There is a basic problem in com-

munication in the SGA, Deibert said.

"There is a lacking in communication
between the executive board and the

senators." Apparently, the executive

board tries to do too much on its own,

preventing things from getting done.

There are many senators who are will-

ing to take on more than they are asked.

There is also occasionally a lack of

publicity of SGA activities which lowers

student attendance.

Communication, however, is great

between the executive committee and

Student Affairs with Dean Kelly and

Dean Maxcy. There is also good com-
munication between Senators and their

dorms, according to Deibert.

Deibert would like to see more people

getting involved in the school, and to

see better communication.

In addition to being Junior Class

President and an SGA senator, Deibert

is an economics major and is concen-

trating in pre-law. He would like to go to

law school. Working in the SGA, he

believes will give him some experience

with working in government. His per-

sonal interests are diversified. He likes

photography, tennis, music of any kind

and an "all-round good time."

McLain appointed MICAU
president

by DAVID
As the newly elected president of the

Maryland Independent College and
University Association, it is up to

Washington College President Joseph
McLain to guide the fourteen indepen-

dent institutions he represents through
the difficult obstacles of increasing in-

flation and educational costs and the

antiquated system of state financial

support.

Presently, Maryland's private in-

stitutions receive six million dollars

from the state or two percent of the

total operating budget This percentage
is only a reflection of the budget and
does not include any state capital. It is

the aims of MICUA to encourage
greater state support for the In-

dependents and at the same time main-
tain a distinct dichotomy between the

quality of education offered by the two
means of higher education. In the

words of Dr. McLain, his associations

goals are "to foster equal education
through independent colleges and offer

diversity to students"

The history of private college funding

in Maryland has been one of dissappoin-

tingly slow improvement During an
appearance in 1970 in the Cain /Athletic

Center, then governor, Marvin Mandel
announced plans to help level the cost of

higher education. Through the state he
proposed a bill which would award 500

dollars per baccalaureate. The bill was
later amended to include the masters
and doctorate degrees.

A few years later, a commission

STIER
headed by state official Phillip Pear
was organized to investigate the
equitabiiity of the Mandel bill. The
culmination of the commission is evi-

dent today. The state provides 257
dollars per student in private institu-

tions as opposed to 2000 dollars per stu-

dent in public supported institutions.

These figures observed McLain, are
startling in view of the state's college
and university enrollment statistics. In-

dependent institutions produce 14 per-
cent of the baccalaureates, 40 percent
of the masters and 50 percent of the doc-
torates in Maryland.
The contrast in state aid is equally

apparent in other states as well. Dr.
McLain points out that not too long ago
the Universtiy of Buffalo in New York
askedstate for 100 million dollars in

support. Today the Universtiy is

costing the taxpayers 400 million
dollars.

Washington College, like many of the
other members of MICUA, has already
begun to feel the money pinch. Ac-
cording to Dr. McLain, "the equaliza-
tion of faculty and administration
salaries has not kept pace with infla-

tion. If endowments don't grow, we still

have to take care of the faculty. Essen-
tially, there are three ways of com-
bating inflation. We can increase the
tuition, the endowment can be in-

creased, or the third way is with state
money. We're the guardians of quality
but we must be able to compete in the
highest sense of the word for equal
representation."

* Dr. Howard Silver of the Political

a Science Department lectured on the

» topic, "Jimmy Carter—One Year
* Later" last Monday evening in Hynson
° Lounge. The talk, an analysis of Jimmy
c Carter's performance in the Presiden-

m* cy during his first year in office, was

|> presented as part of the SGA Forum
lecture series.

"Carter—Still an Enigma
Silver concluded that Carter's first

year in office has been one of both suc-

cesses and failures, with most of the

failures occurring in recent months.

Carter entered office a political

unknown, and the American people

reacted to him with curiosity in those

early months; they wanted to see how
the "new man" in the White House

would perform. The electorate was ask-

ing, "Who is Jimmy Carter?" Silver

doubts that this question can be

answered even today, after nearly a

year of Carter's presidency. Carter is

still an enigma to political analysts;

sometimes he appears to be "all style,"

and at other times he appears to be

demonstrating a more substantive

leadership.

Silver divided Carter's presidency to

date into three phases: the first was a

period of good old-fashioned politick-

ing, which led political analysts to

worry that he is "all style." The second

phase was "a stressing of substance

over style," as Carter initiated many
new legislative programs. The third

phase, which we are now experiencing,

is a backing down by Carter on some of

these substantive proposals, in the face

of Congressional opposition.

"Well intentioned but inept"

Silver gave Carter high marks for his

"ability to persuade" (although some
of this ability may be attributed to the

prestige of the office of the Presidency

itself), and also rated him highly on his

public image as a basically honest man
at the head of an "open administra-

tion." Silver, however, noted a rising

wave of dissatisfaction with the Presi-

dent on the part of the Washington

establishment, who are starting to view

Carter as well-intentioned but "inept."

Silver attributed Carter's ad-

ministrative difficulties in part to his

inexperience with Washington politics:

"While campaigning, Jimmy Carter

boasted that he had no experience with

Washington, and he has spent most of

this year proving it." This inexperience

has been particularly damaging to

Carter in matters of "pork-barrel

politics
; '

' Carter has not yet learned to

cater to the special interests of power-

ful Congressional leaders and minority

groups. Silver identified several

"flubs" of this nature that Carter has

made during the past year, including

his water-projects vetoes, his failure to

inform Jewish groups about
developments in the Middle East, and

his abandonment of Senatros Metzen-

baum and Abourezk during the natural

gas filibuster.

Silver agreed with a leading colum-

nist's criticism of Carter for having "a

penchant for comprehensive set-

tlements on everything from tax

reform to energy. He said that Carter

has not learned "a basic lesson of

policymaking," that "changes come in

small steps."

No time to lead

Carter also received low marks from

Silver for his administration of the

White House staff. Carter does not,

Silver said, delegate sufficient authori-

ty. "Carter needs time to lead rather

than to administrate . . . he's not getting

that time." There is no strong staff

coordinator in the White House, as in

previous administrations: "You need

someone at the top for coordination . .

.

The right hand doesn't know what the

left hand is doing." This administrative

confusion, according to Silver, has led

to some embarrassing consequences,

such as Carter's recent cancellation of

his global tour.

Decline in popularity

The most serious problem of the

Carter administration which Silver

noted is the President's decline in

popularity since the inauguration. Now
that Carter is no longer a new face, "the

public views this president as very

much like all the others." They have

"gotten a little bit tired of Carter

already." Carter does not seem to

cause much excitement in the elec-

torate with any of his actions; he has

elicited neither passionate support nor

passionate opposition for any of his

policies. In this respect. Silver said, he

has aroused less reaction from the

public than has any other post-war

president, with the possible exception

of Eisenhower.
Silver labeled Carter's first year as,

on the whole, "a learning year." During

that year, the President has had both

modest successes and minor failures,

but the course of his presidency is still

undetermined. Silver concluded by
observing that if the public's positive

perception of Carter as "a decent

fellow:" comes to outweigh the

negative perception of him by the

Washington establishment and others

as "inept," he will have a successful

presidency.

-fcampus CalendarV-

Tonigbt
—opening. Student Photographers'
Union Photography Exhibit— Hynson
Lounge
—Film Series: THE CANDIDATE (110

minutes)— Smith Auditorium— 7:30

pm
—ELECTRA, Tawes—8 pm
—Willie Ninninger Band in the Coffee
House

Saturday
—Photography Exhibit showing in

Miller Library, 2nd floor (to

Dec.2)—open during regular library

hours

—SGA Dance—THE CHARLOT-
TESVILLE BLUES ALL-STARS - Hod-
son

—ELECTRA - Tawes - 8 pm
Sunday

-^"ilm Series: THE CANDIDATE -

Smith Aud.- 7:30 pm

—ELECTRA - Tawes - 8 pm
Monday

—SGA Meeting - 8 pm
Thursday

— (Thanksgiving Holiday begins)
Monday, November 28—(Classes resume - 8:30 am)

—Film Series: THE HARDER THEY
COME (103 mln.) - Smith Aud. - 7:30pm
Tuesday, November 29—Film Series:

THE HARDER THEY COME - 7 :30 pm— Student Recital - Tawes Theater -

8:30 pm
— Maryland Institute for Emergency
Medical Services, 3-day workshops
Hynson Lounge - daily 9 am to 4 pm -

29-30-Dec.l)

Wednesday, November 30
foreign Language Poetry Reading -

Coffee House - 7: 30 pm
—Medical Workshop - Hvnson Lounge
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Science Fiction Tragedy

THE MAN WHO
FELL TO EARTH

by LARRY KAHN

Fat Larry- a fat flop?
by COLLEEN O'NEILL

Last Saturday night Washington Col-

lege experienced its second five dollar

drunk of the year featuring the biggest

band ever, Fat Larry.

The signs said, "better than the Night
Hawks." The few students who could
afford to support the Student Govern-
ment Association's ventures were
psyched. Before the dance started, the

general consensus was that the band
was "excellent." The morning after at

breakfast, however, the song was of a
different tune. Comments like, "not
worth five dollars," "monotonous,"
"too loud," and "not half as good as the
Night Hawks" were hashed over black
coffee and burnt toast.

Signs of good percussion
Personally, I thought the band was

off to a good start. They had' a fairly

large set up. It covered about one-third

of the floor. There were signs of good
percussion: conga drums, a gong, some
strange shaker, a timpani, and an
elaborate drum section. The brass sec-

tion looked promising. They began with
an appropriate number, "Shit, God
Damn Get Off Your Ass and Jam," and
somehow managed to fit in a faddish

number from Star Wars.
Fog and crazy People

Until the first break, Fat Larry main-
tained an energetic high with several

choreographed numbers and a drum

solo by the fat man, himself. After that

they all went up in a big puff of smoke-
literally.

From that point on the room was
filled with an irritating fog and a lot of

crazy people trying to shag on the usual

beer-sticking floor. Everyone seemed
to be having a good time trying to dance
(myself included), but I extend my
sympathies to those who came to listen.

The music was not exactly designed for

listening. If you've heard five disco

numbers, you've heard them all.

Same old red tape
In retrospect, it seemed that there

was an unusually large number of early

arrivers. The majority of the people
were there before 10 p.m. I'm not sure if

this was due to an anticipation of good
music or a fear of missing the free beer.

Aside from this, the dance didn't seem
any different from most. The same old

harry-tarry red tape at the front door
nabbing suspicious looking students.

The same old sardine-scene crammed
by the entrance. The same old vacuum,
loomed on the dance floor waiting for

some courageous couple. The same old

crowd of doughnut connoisseurs col-

lected at Phil's.

Readers, don't get me wrong. J had a
great time. Thanks Kimball. But J fenow

my thanks won't get the SGA out of the

red.

A small spacecraft lands in a pond ir.

a beautiful valley. A hooded figure stag-

gers down a dirt hill by an abandoned
construction site. He comes to a road
passes a raving drunk and is almost run
over by^ rusted pick-up truck. He is on
Earth. He now proceeds to raise half a
billion dollars.

The Man Who Fell To Earth provides
us with a rather nihilistic took at our
present society. The film's numerous
messages are conveyed to the audience
by means of symbolism, both visual

and audio. Some of the symbolism is

pretty straight forward, such as the

scenes on the televisions and the music
on the sound track. At the film's conclu-
sion the visitor, now an alcoholic, whose
vision has failed and who is hopelessly
trapped within his human costume, is

seated at an outdoor cafe. He is drunk
and dressed in a black outfit of the late

1930's. "Stardust" comes over the

soundtrack as his head bows toward us
in a drunken stupor and the film fades
out.

Very slight dialogue hints

In order to understand some basic
plot and symbolism, the film must be
seen twice. That the bad guys are
United States agents is conveyed to us
only by a lengthy shot of an American
flag and very slight dialogue hints.

The' film's flaws are basic ones. What
the film strives to achieve in symbolism
it lacks in basic communication. The
visitor stays on Earth a good many
years. The only clue that we have of this

is that every one around him ages.

When the visitor arrived here, all he
knew of our planet was what he had
seen on the television and what he had
heard on the radio. Thus his behavior
and his speech are too melodramatic to

seem real to the first humans that he
meets. It is when he realizes that dcodIp

behave differently in reality than they
had during his training that he changes
his approach.

The film reflects the seventies the
way an earlier picture of an alien

visiting our planet reflected the fifties.

The Day The Earth Stood Still. There
an alien from another Galaxy came to

give a warning to the world about the
dangers of nuclear power. In The Man
Who Fell To Earth, however, the visitor

has no warning to give. For though it

upsets him that we are moving in the
wrong direction (he sees dangerous
similarities between his planet's

history books and our present trends)
as far as the survival of our planet is

concerned, he feels that there is very
little he can do about it. He has his own
concerns to take care of first. He is here
to raise enough capital to launch a
return mission to his native planet to

rescue his family.

Good science fiction

During the course of the film he only
reveals his true identity to two people.

He has to, for he cannot cope with his

secret any longer. He feels as if he is

losing his identity. By revealing what
he honestly is to the two people he trusts

he retains his identity. In the end he is

betrayed by this action. The two
betrayors end up living together, cl-

inging to what is now their secret. One
of them visits the alien at the end of the

film. He asks the visitor from space if

he is angry. "No, I'm afraid that a
visitor from your world would have
been treated much the same,"
answered the alien.

The film represents good science fic-

tion. For what it lacks in basic com-
munication, it makes up in coherent
messages. It has the power to cling to

the viewer's memory.

ptoncert Update
J

Sunday, Novemoerzu
Doobie Brothers— Capital Center

Tonight
Willie NinniHger—Coffee Heme

Monday, wovemDer i\.

Jethro TuH—Capital Center
Friday, November 25

.., ,. Tuesday*, 'November^Washington College Queen-Capital Center

Saturday, November 19
Keith Jarrett—Warner Theater, D.C.

Charlottosville Blues AU Stars

Live Entertainment At

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE

High Street

Friday and Saturday night

JIM SELLERS BAND

BRIEFS

Ted Joselson to perform

Pianist Ted Joselson will perform in

the Tawes Theater at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 1. His per-

formance represents the second offer-

ing in this season's Washington College
Concert series.

Described as a new star on the piano
scene, Tedd Joselson has appeared with
many major orchestras and will per-

form this year in his fifth consecutive
season with the Philadelphia Or-
chestra. Eugene Ormandy, who calls

him a rare and exciting talent, has
scheduled him too for the 1977-76

season. Joselson also is in great de-

mand as a recitalist, and his RCA
recordings are instant hits. His pro-

gram will include Beethoven's Sonata

in F major, pp. 10. No. 2: Pictures at an
Exhibition, by Mussorgsky; Chromatic
Fantasy and Fugue, J.S. Bach; and
Sonata No. 7 in B flat major, Op. 83,

Serge Prokofiev.

Books offered

The Sacred Heart Church has ob-

tained some recent books on theology,

philosophy and sociology and has of-

iered to let Washington College

students use mem. The books are in the

old church which is located on High

Street and Kent Street. Students may
use the books on Sundays from 10-11

AM, on Mondays from 7-9 PM, and on

Wednesday from 9-12 AM.

WASHINGTON COLLEGE

DRAMA DEPARTMENT
Presents

Giraudoux's

ELECTRA
NOVEMBER 17, 18, 19,20

FREE ADMISSION

TAWES THEATER
8 P.M.

Call 778-2800 Ex. 268
for seat reservations
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Kenny Loggins

by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER
While attending the Dave Mason and

Kenny Loggins concert at VMBC, Elm

staff writer Kevin Schneckenburger

was able to interview Kenny Loggins.

Sunday is an odd night for a concert.

But the evening of November 6 was well

spent One cannot compare Loggins'

albums to their concert. Kenny Loggins

is one of the best entertainers in the

business. The entire band gets into the

act.

The Elm: Your report with the au-

dience is amazingly good, never before

have I seen anything like it. How do you

doit?

Kenny : I can hear and fee) the audience

out there. All of the energy in the house

is focused on the stage, helping us on.

Even though I can't see beyond the first

thirty rows, we can tell that they are out

there, and they're all screaming, driv-

ing us on.

From the moment he stepped on

stage, Kenny was in full command of

his audience. Dressed in brown velvet

pants and a "V" cut white shirt, he

pranced about on the edge of the stage,

just out of reach of the mesmerized au-

dience.

They played three encoures. After the

second, even though the lights stayed

off, many people began to file out.

Those who remained were brought to a

fever pitch when Loggins and his band

came back out and dedicated their last

song to those who had stayed.

The Elm Are three encores your

regular plan, or was the audience that

good to warrent another?

Kenny Well, we plan for three encores

all the time. People are trained to ex-

pect only two, but if we have a good au-

dience, we'll play three of them. Just

watch the lights, If they don't come
back on, you know that there's more to

the show. This audience was like most

of the audiences on this tour, very good.

We played at both colleges and col-

lesiums, and everywhere their reaction

has been the same.
They have played with Fleetwood

Mac, Hall 'n Oates, Dave Mason and on

their own. With only one week left in the

tour it can be described as a success.

The Elm How is it different to play at

large and small houses?

Kenny In a small house the atmosphere

is more personal, but a gigantic au-

on his own
dience is just as good. Only clubs are

really different. It hasn't been all that

long since we've been there.

The Elm: You played quite a few songs

from Loggins and Messina. Do you plan

to continue this?

Kenny: Six years of my life was spent

as one half of Loggins and Messina. The

songs I wrote while working with Jim

are my songs, Kenny Loggins songs.

Since they are part of me, I'll use them

on my tours. I imagine that in a few

years there will be very few of them left

in my act. I'll probably be playing most

of my newer stuff.

The Elm: What's Jim Messina doing

these days?
Kenny: Jim's doing nothing musically

as far as I know. He's sold his ranch and

is presently living on a boat off of

California. I expect he will start

something soon.

At present, his band consists of three

members of Loggins and Messina. The

four have spent six years together.

They are George Hawfeins, bass; Jon

Clarke and Vince Denham on Horns.

The other members of the band are

Brian Mann, keys; Thris Imboden,

drums; Ron Green, vocals and percus-

sions; and Mifee Hamilton, lead guitar.

The Elm: The live album that has been

released, why did you do that ?

Kenny: First of all the live album has

no bearing on my career. It was done

for money, by the compabt company. It

was in the can and we sat down and

discussed it. We decided that it was the

best time to release it. It is a history. It

is past.

The Elm: Accoustically, how isUMBC?
Kenny Well I really can't say. I never

got a chance to listen to it. But from the

stage it was very good. How do you

think it is?

The Elm : Very good. You only got some
feedback once.

Kenny: From the audiences reaction,

I'd say that it was very good.

The Elm: How is Celebrate Me Home
doing?

Kenny : Quite well. It has reached about

700,000 sales and we expect it to reach

800,000 by Christmas time.

They like many other bands in the

seventies are touring behind an album
which they have just released.

The Elm: How much time do you spend

between albums?
Kenny: I'd like to say that I don't spend

any time in between albums. It takes

eight to nine months to make an album
and give a tour. Then, after that we're

back in the studio again.

The Elm : How would you describe your

music?
Kenny: 1 wouldn't. I let the music

describe itself. For me to describe it

would limit the growth of our music and
limit the audience.

The Elm:Tonight you played a song

that you wrote for A Star is Born. How
did you come to work on that?

Kenny: Barbara (Streisand) called me
up, so I went over and we talked. I sang

her some of my unfinished stuff and I

ended up writing a song for the movie.

The Elm:What do you plan for the

future?

Kenny: I can only tell about a year. I

plan to cut another album and tour

behind it. Other than that I'd like to get

involved with, the theater and movies.

After we finished talking Kenny lay

down on the couch on which he had been

sitting. He seemed drained from his

performance. He and his band gave

everything they had to the audience,

and during the second encore he passed

the microphone into the crowd.

Jim Clancy as Orestes is confronted by the Eumentides (Marti Discherl and
Marcella McAlpin) in the Drama Department's production of ELECTRA
Tonight through Sunday, 8 p.m.

Student/ Faculty Auction held
by CLAIRE PULA

The Faculty/Student Auction held

Wednesday, November 16, netted a

total of $886.00 as opposed to the ex-

pected sum $200-300. Coach Don
Chatellier presided, injecting the pro-

ceedings with appreciable humor; this

and the lively crowd turned the affair

into a long but enjoyable session which

did not resemble the quickpaced

seriousness of most auctions. Chatellier

stipulated beforehand that since'the

purpose was to raise funds for the

library, partial payments or initialled

I.O.U.'s "to show you're good for the

money before Thanksgiving." were ac-

cepted to encourage more bidding.

Bidding began at $1 while the active

crowd seemed to have forgotten

Chatellier's warning that "If you

scratch your ear, I might think you're

bidding, so if you're not, sit on your

hands"!" Final bids ranged from SI to

584; indeed, the high offers made by

some students surprised others who ex-

pected that the sums would remain
quite low since college paychecks will

not be distributed until Tuesday. Most
of the higher bids, however, were made
for affairs which would include several

people, thus enabling the price to be

split among the respective parties.

Chatellier occasionally reminded the

assembly of the library's need,

especially when bidding was low, and

he reinstilled spirit with good-natured

quips. In describing the library's con-

tribution of brownies and cookies, he

speculated that, "Maybe a girl scout

goes with this! " When Jon Price's offer

to relate the facts of life elicited little

response, Chantellier assured the au-

dience that he had "heard it's a Braille

lesson... it may even come out in paper-

back." Despite the coach's efforts, two

articles remained unsold, William Bar-

rows' backgammon lessons and Dr.

Nathan Smith's dogsitting agency
( even though Chatellier pointed out that

if the dog was a German Shepherd,

Smith would teach it Russian.) The
coach himself bid on and won a 6 month
supply of famous Kenneth Square

mushrooms provided by Ann WUford
and Robin Brown.
Student Government Association

President Kimball Byron is pleased

with the affair's unexpected success,

especially since it was student-run

(under David Wheelan's leadership).

Although disappointed in the minimal
faculty attendance, he expressed

gratitude towards the professors who
generously donated their time and ex-

pense for auction items, as well as those

students who contributed. After costs

are tabulated, the library will receive

75 percent of the total profits. The
S.G.A.'s 25 percent may be donated to

BUSH (Beautification Using Student

Help), pending a vote. Byron hopes that

another auction with a different format

can be planned next semester.

Angus Wilson speaks on

Children in Dicken's

by GEOFF OSBORNE

"The Victorian world of the waifs and

strays, the Victorian world of the

lost"—such is the description of the

habitat of the novels of Charles Dickens

applied by the renowned British

novelist Angus Wilson in his lecture

Tuesday afternoon "Children in

Dickens". In his engaging and sharp-

witted talk, Wilson attempted to con-

sider beyond the squalor and pathos of

the Dickens novel the role of the child

as a victim of the inevitable corruption

of such an environment as 19th century

London and as the most logical instru-

ment in the creation of what Mr. Wilson

called "the alternate novel"—a novel

that dispenses with the cold logic of a>

mature observer in favor of the bright,

and unfiltered impressions of a child-

like imagination.

Wilson dealt briefly with the three

chief influences on Dickens—Roussaeu,
Blake, and Wordsworth—and men-

tioned the grim details of Dickens' own
childhood as contributing to his novels.

But the main part of Wilson's lecture

concerned itself with the features of

this literary attempt to depict all the

nastiness of the tiines through the

child's eyes.

"The children in Dickens recapture

memory", said Wilson, the undiluted

and untrammelled memory of the past.

They allow description to use a wealth

of immediate images, and to draw upon
all manner of association that the adult

mind does not trouble itself with (this

technique appeared later in the novels

of Joyce and Virginia Woolf). Finally,

to use children as characters in novels

permits the author to find life in the in-

animate, such as a frightened child

might find in the dark, an enhancement
of the imagination which the lack of

children in a novel would make
awkward and suspect.

It was a bright afternoon to have

spent with Wilson, who has written ex-

tensively and is chiefly known in this

country for his novels Anglo-Saxon At-

titudes" and No Laughing Matter.
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Assistant Librarian Jeff Chaffin

New Assistant

Librarian hired
by CLAIRE MOWBRAY

Miller Library has a new Director of
Reader Services. "Oh?" you yawn, and
your mind wanders off toward Friday
night, while you picture, for a second
perhaps what that director must look
like— 50ish, grey-haired, female, and
perennially grumpy. Not so fast, Jeff
Chaffin is 27, blonde-haired, and male.
He speaks Arabic, went to high school
in Italy and Beirut, Lebanon and has
also lived in California, Pennsylvania,
Washington, D.C. and Tripoli, Libya.
Last week he ran in a CD.C. Marathon
of 26 mijes in 3 hours and 20 minutes,
and next week he might buy a canoe. He
says he's been more dressed up in the
last two weeks than he's ever been
before. And he likes rock and roll. Does
that smash your stereotype? Good.

Chaffin's title, Director of Reader
Services, may sound intimidating, but
simply stated it means that he is the
library's reference librarian, responsi-
ble for "all interactions between the
people who use the library and the
library itself." It is his desk that sits on
its own, to the right as you walk in the
main entrance, and it is to him you
should go if you need help finding
materials for a paper, books from other
libraries, or any kind of reference
assistance. "Libraries are full of poten-
tial to be used," he says. "They are
there to make you more aware of all

possibilities, so you can make deci-
sions. And isn't that what it's all about?
If you have better information, you can
make better decisions, right?

Talking to Chaffin is, I imagine, a lit-

tle like talking to an off-duty prize
fighter: there is a well-controllec"

energy behind all he says, and he seems
to have an enthusiastic interest in most
things. Born in Norfolk, Virginia, but
raised in Europe and the Middle East
as well as the United States, Chaffin has
led, so far, a rather cosmopolitan life.

His father, a "West-Pointer", sent
him back to the States after high school,
to Gettysburg College, where he was a
political science major. From there he
went to the University of Utah's Middle
East Center, here he got his Master's in

Arabic. Unwilling to go on to get his
doctorate, ("I was so tired...") Chaffin
came to the District of Columbia and
worked for two years at a variety of

jobs, (for the Government Printing Of-
fice, the National Wildlife Association,
an income tax corporation, and a con-
struction company), trying to decide
what he really wanted to do. "I decided
I liked going to school, but I hated going
to classes," he says. "I didn't want a

big career.— I wanted a job on a college
campus, and you can't find a better
place than a library." So for a year he
went back to school— New York's State
University Library School— and
became a librarian.

Chaffin wanted to work for a small,
liberal arts college. He was one of four
people interviewed for the Washington
College position, and he says he "hit it

off" with everyone here from the first.

"It's a fantastic job— and excellent op-
portunity to find out if I really want to
be a librarian for the rest of my life."

He moved into an apartment on Queen
Street in Chestertown, and after the in-

itial strains of moving, getting to know
people and establishing himself, says
he loves it there "It's within walking
distance of everything, and it's 50 yards
from the river..."

The youngest member of the library's
full-time staff, he wondered at first

what his attitude toward the job would
be like. "I'd been a student for so long, I

didn't know if I'd fit in right or not.

Would I be just one of the kids or an
authority?" Now, two weeks into the
job, he seems to know the answer, and
says he doesn't intend to be an authori-
ty figure at all. What he's interested in

is teaching people, how to use the
library. "People should feel com-
fortable in libraries, not that coming
here is a drag. And information is the
most powerful thing around. You can't
know it all, but if you know where to
find it, you're okay."
Making sure that students know ex-

actly where to find that information is

Jeff Chaffin's job, and he has several
ideas on how to go about doing it. He'll
be teaching some workshops on library
use next semester, and organizing
orientation tours for freshmen next fall.

With 5 to 8 people in each orientation
group, he plans to introduce each to

himself and to the library. "It's my
responsibility to take the first step," he
says. "And I like meeting people."

I think he means it. Chaffin is not in
the least intimidating (though his title

may be) and he sees his position simply
as that of a guide, ava liable for students
who seek someone with more ex-
perience, who can show them shortcuts
and give them help that they couldn't
get otherwise. Chaffin's interest in and
enthusiasm for his job is obvious. "I
really want to make a good try at this,"

he says. "I've only had two weeks here,
but I feel completely at home. It's the
perfect position for me. I wouldn't have
accepted less."

Sports Profile:

No sophomore jinx

for Volleyball Team
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Sports Editor

For a team in only its second year of

intercollegiate volleyball, it wasn't a
bad season.

First, there was that second place in

the Franklin and Marshall Invitational
to the University of Virginia. Then
came another second place, to
undefeated defending champion
Western Maryland in the Middle Atlan-
tic Conference championships played
here. And finally, after playing runner-
up once too ofter, the team tried out for
a new role. No longer were they just the
Washington College volleyball team.
Let the record show that this team is

now the AIAW Small College State
Champion.
How does a team go from nonex-

istence to a state championship in two
years? The coach, Penny Fall, says it s

all in the players. The gospel on this

team's players, according to Fall:
• Cindi Patchen, senior captain—
"Patch's contribution to the team,

which was obvious to ever everyone
who saw our games, was inestimable is.

She a natural -athlete— a strong
blocker, spiker, and server. At one
point in her career here she was con-
sidering transferring, but she decided
to stay, fortunately. A lot of kids have
asked what we're going to do without
her next year. Well, that's the way it's

got to be. People come and go; I'm the
only constant around here.

"

• Jenny Butler, junior co-captain—
"Like patch, Jenny's just a fine

natural athlete. It was because of her
importance as a setter that we went to

the 5-lthe GW game, and it turned out
to be the right direction to go. Although
Jenny's a good spiker, she was,
unselfishly, willing to move back
because we needed a setter. Setting is

not a glory spot, but it's essential. She's
got to pass to the exact spot where
everybody wants the their spike and
she's got to do it legally. That's a dif-

ficult task. If several of the teams we
played in the State's had Jenny they:d
have beaten us." »Liz Butler, senior
"Liz was lost at midseason when she

broke her foot in the warm-up before
our first home match. I think it cost us a
couple matches. She's amade athlete.

Two years ago when we were a club,

she was one of the subs of the subs. Last

year she was our seventh player. Tins
year she was a starter. She's an ex-
cellent passer and blocker." »Kathy
O'bear-

'

"Our first year she never got to play
because she sprained an ankle in the
first scrimmage, then she sprained the
other one in the first game. She's not a
natural athlete but she went out and
worked hard during the off-season. She
has an excellent serve. She's a good
passer not because of reflexes but
because she's a thinker. She's probably
our best backcourt setter. She often
played hurt during the season because
of her ankles." • Maggie Stevens
junior—
"She came to us as a transfer last

year. Just before that season she fell

and hurt her shoulder. She's the type
who doesn't let down because of that.
Instead, it got her going." »Tami
Schauber, junior—
"Again, Tami's a self-made athlete,

not a natural. Like O'bear, she worked
over the off-season. She's improved her
spike tremendously over the last two
weeks.

'

' »Sue Bennett, freshman—
"Sue came in after Liz got hurt. She'd

been our seventh player. She'd played
some before coming here, but she
needed skill work. She spent many
hours working on it and her spiking and
serving were invaluable. The last two
weeks have contributed significantly to
our winning." »Joan Burri and Mandy
Scherer, sophomores

—

"Their value can't be realized by so-
meone who's not on the team. If so-
meone's not having a good day in the
front line, Joan comes in. In the
backline, Mandy comes in. They're go-
ing to be very important to us next
year."

Add to that Nancy Trinquero, Donna
Scioli, Julie Wheeler, and manager Sue
Briggs, and you come up with a 33-10
record. Can that be matched next year?
"It would be totally out of character for
me to look for another year like this

year because I"m a pessimist," said
Fall. Fall listed four things the team
needs next year: "Some new players,
continued improvement, staying
together, keeping up with the competi-
tion that is improving right along with

the ft*M SHOP
ARTIST MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
CUSTOM FRAMING • ART GALLERY

111 Cross SI. CRAFT SUPPLIES 778 4554

Cheslertown. Maryland 21620

Special lor students 10% off matted pictures ready to hong.

Alpha Chi Omega
-Casino Night-

December 2 9 p.m.-l a.m.

Mints Martin Lounge
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Volleyball

WC takes state small college title

Washington College overcame a 14-4

deficit in the opening round of last

weekend's A.I.A.W. Maryland State

Volleyball Tournament, then went onto

n four more matches to capture the

Small College Division Championship.

"Gutsiest performance"
We won it in the first game of that

first match," said WC Coach Penny
Fall. "That was probably the gutsiest

performance I've ever seen."

After giving up the 14-4 lead to

Loyola, the team favored to win the

tournament, WC held on through eight

Comeback over Loyola spurs victory

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Sports Editor

rotations to take a 16-14 win.

Demoralized, Loyola could manage
only one point in the next game as the

Shore women romped to a 15-1 victory.

"We broke their spirits," said Fall.

"They couldn't get it back together."

Downhill from there

After that match it was, as the cliche

goes, all downhill for the Shore women.
Almost. There was the formality of four

more matches, starting with Bowie
State. That match was an easy 15-3, 15-2

win for WC.
Hood College /presented more of a

problem in the next match. They're,

probably as close to us as any team
we've faced," said Fall. "Like us,

they're not super-overpowering. But
they don't give up."

Overtime win
WC jumped out to an early 12-4 lead in

the first game, but Hood sent the game
into overtime before losing, 17-15. "It

was a real battle," said Fall.

Hood won the battle in the second
game, 15-11, with Fall holding that "We
didn't play particularly well."

The Shore women were back in form
for the deciding game, taking a 9-2 lead

after the first rotation on the way to a

15-6 win. ___,
Notre Dame, Morgan fall

Against Notre Dame in the next

round WC posted a 15-5, 15-9 victory,

then cruised over Morgan State, 15-0,

15-3, to win the championship.

Before the final game, Morgan had
extended Loyola to three games before

losing 15-12. But against WC, there was
no such luck. "That was the last game
for our seniors," said Fall, "so I told

them to go out and win it."

In all, WC won it 33 times in 43 outings

this year.

Basketball

Widener may be class ofMAC
by DANA CHATELLIER

This concludes a three part series on

the basketball team's prospects for the

coming season.

Coach Tom Finnegan is right when he

says that it's really a question of "split-

ting hairs" in trying to decide who's go-

ing to beat out whom for a spot in the

Middle Atlantic Conference playoffs

this year. After all, off-season person-

nel) changes include other things than

just seniors lost due to graduation. Still,

for those of us who like to speculate,

here's a look at what to expect from the

Shoremen's Southeast Division op-

ponents in 1977-78.

WIDENER-Still the class of the divi-

sion, if not of the entire conference.

With Dennis James, Mark Tucker, Ar-

chie Hughes, Mike Konohoe, Vince
Shervin, and Johnny Friel returning

from last year's 18-7 squad, the

Pioneers just have too much for the

Shoremen. In fact, Widener's so good
that I'm convinced they just go through

the motions every year until they lose

an MAC game, then getserious.

Last Year: First, 9-1. (Lost to

Hopkins.

)

This Year First again. Maybe they'll

do WC a favor and go 10-0 this time.

JOHNS HOPKINS -Credibly deep in

experienced guards with Randy
Lovallo, Brian Gapsis, Kevin Kabat,

and Duey Levine returning, but lost a

lot of height with the graduation of 6-6

Dean Uhler, 6-5 Andy Scheinfeld, 6-4

John Finston, and 6-3 Dan Kopcza. But
the loss that will hurt the Blue Jays the

most is the departure of coach Gary
Rupert, who is now the assistant

athletic director at UMBC. If Hopkins
doesn't latch onto some good-sized

freshmen, the Shore front line could

have a field day.

Last Year: Tied for second, 6-4; lost

'Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-IO p.m.

Sundays

Sp.m.-IOp.m.

Robert L. Forney

Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry R«pair
Around the Corner from the Park

Chestertown. Maryland

Rich Shatzman goes up for two against Steve Dickerson

playoff toHaverford.

This Year: Shouldn't finish worse

than third, and don't count them out of

the running for the other playoff spot.

HAVERFORD-It is the year 1 A.V.

(After Voith) at Haverford. 2000-point

man Dick Voith (25 points per game)
has graduated, and be has taken 6-6 Bill

Travis (15 point average), 6-4 Dave
Stubbs ( 13 points a game) , and starting

guard Bob Harper with him. Yet, the

Fords might still be competitive, with
senior guard Jerry Shotzbarger and
sophomores Lenny Tarnowski and John
Hoffmeyer spearheading the attack.

But without Voith around to come up

with the clutch baskets, it just won't be

quite the same.
Last Year: Tied for second, 6-4; beat

Hopkins in playoff.

This Year: It would take a super ef-

fort by everybody to finish third; fourth

or even fifth sounds more likely.

SWARTHMOREAlways looks terrible

on paper, but the game is on the count,

where the Quakers and the Shoremen
five split one point decisions last year

(61-60 Swarthmore and 78-77 WC),
Swarthmore will be smarting from the

graduation of team captain Eric Mon-
tgomery, but still has sharpshooting

guard Gregg Parker and some big men
who aren't all that bad. They're a

scrappy bunch, and if WC doesn't

respect them by now they never will.

Last Year: Fifth, 4-6.

This Year: Fourth place isn't out of

the question, but third place is.

URSINUS-Nowwhere to go but up
from 0-19 last season. May be their new
coach will bring out some of the hidden
potential of the likes of Pete Sovia, Ed
Andrescavage, Tim Todd, Brent
Bamberger, and Bob Jones, but the

Bears don't look like they're ready to

climb out of the cellar yet.

Last Year: Last, 0-10

This Year: Again Last, but maybe
they'll win a game or two.

Washington College—Needs to im-

prove on defense (worst in the division

last season) and could use some more
scoring punch out of the guards, but the

Shoremen's front line will cause their

MAC opponents some problems.
Last Year: Fourth, 5-5. Lost to

Widener twice, beat Ursinus twice, split

with everyone else.

This Year: Has as good a shot at the

other playoff spot as anyone else.

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030

• Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

DANCE
THE CHARLOTTESVILLE BLUES ALL STARS

Sponsored by

THE WASHINGTON COLLEGE SGA

Saturday, November 19

9 p.m.-l a.m.

$1.50

H0DS0N HALL

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel : 778-0049
"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"

and extras (or you
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Athletic scholarships

for women proposed

Marti Dirscherl, Jim Glancy in Electra (seepage 6)

Hart found guilty of

assault and battery
Washington College junior Tim Hart

was found guilty by the Student
Judiciary Board Tuesday night for

assaulting fellow classmate Geoff
Osborne on November 9- He was given
an official warning, a $55 fine and
placed on social probation. The
sentence is being appealed by Hart and
his attorney, Dickie Gray.
The incident began sometime after

midnight in the middle sections of

Somerset. According to Osborne, he
was in John Willard's third floor room
when he heard screaming and doors
slamming on the corridor directly

below him. Upon going down to inquire,

he was confronted by junior Matt
McKelvey who indicated that the noise
was made by Tim Hart. Hart then ap-

peared and the three began arguing

byDAVIDSTIER
whereupon Osborne returned to the
third floor.

Within a few minutes the noise
resumed. Osborne then hollered down
from the third floor landing for Hart
and McKelvey to be quiet and again
went back to Willard's room. Less than
a minute later kicking began at
Willard's door. Osborne opened the
door, and finding Hart in the doorway
shoved him into the opposite wall. As
Osborne turned to go back into the
room, Hart punched him in the eye.
Hart and McKelvey then left the floor.

Osborne, whose head was bleeding,
washed himself and changed his blood-
stained shirt; he and Willard then went
to Kimball Byron's room where they
were sent to the hospital.

Continued on Page 5

SGA plans beautification project

bySueDunelian

BUSH (Beautification Using Student
Help) organizers, Jay Young and Laura
Fahshbender discussed the plans for

this Saturday's planting of flowers and
bushes at their meeting last night.

Thus far, the two Freshmen have got-

ten two-thousand tulip bulbs and an
assortment of bushes and trees to be
planted on December 3rd and 10th, in

an attempt to improve the Campus" ap-

pearance Mr. William Houser, (the

father of WC graduate Susan Houser)
has generously donated 100.00 dollars,

in addition to selling to the Committee
flowers and bushes at retail cost. Young
and Fahsbender have also gathered
equipment for the planting from local

merchants and improve the WC
Maintenance staff .

-

This Saturday, the Committee and in-

terested students will plant the two-
thousand bulbs, and the following

Saturday the trees and bushes will be

planted, with concentration on Hodson
Hall and Bill Smith; Ermon Foster also

plans to help in the necessary landscap-

ing.

At the meeting, Kimball Byron em-
phasized that a successful student pro-

ject, such as BUSH could provide "stu-

dent bargaining power" with the ad-

ministration—if the students show an
interest and the campus, more can be

asked of the Administration. The Board
of Governors, as well, said Byron would
be more willing to donate money if stu-

dent interest was shown.
Posters have been placed on campus

and letters have been sent to RAs,
Fraternities, Sororities, as well as
Faculty members. Young and
Fahsbender seemed to have given

much time to this project and they each
stressed the importance of student par-

ticipation in order for BUSH to be a suc-

cessful effort.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chie/

A proposal to create athletic grants-
in-aid for women on a proportional
basis with those of men has been
drafted by an ad hoc group of the Finan-
cial Aid Committee which met
November 17. The statement drafted by
Athletic Director Ed Athey recom-
mends that the Committee add $6000.00

to its budget for next year to furnish
financial aid to the athletes in the
amount of $1500 each year for four
years

Other members of the group, in addi-

tion to Athey included Women's
Athletic Director Penny Fall, Financial

Aid Director Susan Wright, Financial

Aid Committee Chairperson Dan
Premo, Vice President for Finance
Gene Hessey, and Director of Admiss-
sions James McClintock. Dean of the

College Garry Clarke had also been in-

vited to attend the meeting but was ab-

sent due to illness.

Clarification

The Athletic Department has made a
recommendation to Vice President for

Finance Gene Hessey that the Finan-
cial Aid Committee "clarify the present

situation for scholarships to athletes"

and allow grants-in-aid to be awarded
to "officially recognize women involved

in athletics", according to Athey. The
proposal will be presented to the Board
of Visitors and Governors at their

meeting next Saturday as part of

Hessey's report to the Board, and will

have to come before the Financial Aid
Committee for official approval.

NCAA ruling

Athey stressed that any decision on
athletic scholarships would be effective

only for an interim period until the fall

of 1979 when a ruling by the National

College Athletic Association, that all

scholarships be "need based" will go
into effect. Although Washington Col-

lege is not a member of the NCAA, its

athletic program is governed by the

Middle Atlantic Conference which has

adopted this same measure. This would
force all applicants for financial aid to

go through the procedure of filling out a
form comparable to the Parnet's Con-

fidential Statement—which many
members of the Athletic Department
believe fails to give a full picture of a
student's ability to finance his college

education.

Decision left to Board
The Board of Visitors and Governors

will ultimately be responsible for
deciding whether or not to grant finan-
cial aid to women on the basis of their
involvement in athletics, according to
Hessey. If the proposal is accepted by
the Financial Aid Committee, a second
issue which must be decided is whether
to extend the resultant ruling beyond
next year because of NCAA legislation.
"It's got to be decided whether we real-
ly want to have a separate policy for
athletes," Hesseysaid.

,

Inequality cited

"Our financial aid procedures are
designed to represent all groups,"
Financial Aid Director Susan Wright
stated, "so a question at our informal
meeting

; was do we really feel

something has to be done." Most people
there did feel, however, that there is

some inequality in the awarding of

grants-in-aid for women. '

'

Director of Admissions James Mc-
Clintock, who drew up the proposal
along with Athey admitted that he
would like to see more money go toward
recognizing student for extra-
curricular activities. "As it is now, we
really have nothing except for the
Sophie Kerr Scholarship which is given
each year to the freshman who shows
the most promise in English.. ..My one
disappointment from the meeting was
that we simply don't have enough
money to afford to recognize all the peo-

ple who deserve recognition."

McClintock also indicated that Title

IX, the official ruling from the federal

government which calls aid and op-

portunities proportional with those of

men be made available to all females
enrolled in schools or colleges which ob-

tain federal funding, was frequently
brought up at the meeting. "But we
were not so much concerned with the

law," he said "as we were with
fairness—just as Penny ( Women's
Athletic Director Penny Fall) men-
tioned in an article in the Elm quite

some time ago."

Fall regrets route taken

Fall declared that the article in the

Elm in which she had discussed un-

fairness in the awarding of sports

scholarships, was "the real reason for

Continued on Page 5

Band to perform
tomorrow

The Washington College Band, under
the direction of John M. Klaus, will pre-

sent its annual fall concert tomorrow at

8:00 p.m. in Tawes Theater in the

Daniel Z. Gibson Fine Arts Center on

the Washington College campus.
The program will include

Beethoven's Military March in C Ma-
jor; Four Silhouettes by the contem-

porary American composer Ulysses

Kay; the Giles Farnaby Suite, an or-

chestration of eleven short works of the

sixteenth-century English composer
Gordon Jacob; Clifton Williams'
popular march The Sinfonians; Cesar
Giovannini's Symphony in One Move-
ment, and Gustav Hoist's First Suite in

E-Flatfor Mifitary Band.

The concert is free and open to the

public.
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Has student activism on the college campus gone out of

fashion? Many students no longer care about changing their in-

stitutions. It is fortunate, however, that at Washington College—

where there is much room for improvement in both the social

and academic spheres—proper channels exist for some impor-

tant changes to be made.
Dean of the College Garry Clarke believes that student evalua-

tions of courses and faculty provide the best means for influenc-

ing course content and teaching standards. The results of the

survey on "Student Reactions to Instructors and Courses",

which will be distributed to students Monday, will not only help

the Student Academic Board prepare for Course Intelligence

Day, but, more importantly, will also influence the Committee
on Appointments and Tenure when it is considering renewing
contracts or awarding tenure.

The questionnaire is different from last year's form. Its ques-

tions seek more specific answers and it contains a new section

for student self-evaluation—questions ranging from "were you
usually prepared for class" to "have you given thoughtful con-

sideration to this form". We think the new form can give con-

structive criticism to' faculty members; but its effectivemess

depends on the seriousness with which the students treat it.

Picket signs have been replaced by paper work. Student ac-

tivism can still find outlets, however. Fill out the evaluation

forms carefully and responsibly. You can make a difference, and
the academic quality of your college is at stake.

^XTMML l&Lp^cas*]
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Students donate turkeys
Chestertown. MD—Over 160 students

at Washington College gave up their

turkey when the College served its an-

nual Thanksgiving dinner last week, ac-

cording to Director of Food Service

Dave Knowles. The students asked, as
they have done in years past, that their

turkey be given to local families who
might otherwise not have a turkey for

Thanksgiving dinner.

The students emphasized that they

enjoyed the College's Thanksgiving din-

ner in spite of the fact that most went to

the dinner and ate only the vegetables.

Knowles commented that "Thanksgiv-

ing is always a very special occasion,

but most students have turkey at home
with thier families on Thanksgiving

Day and therefore were willing to share

this dinner with others who are less for-

tunate."

As a result of the students' generosi-

ty, the College was able to donate twen-

ty turkeys to the local social services of-

fice which distributed them to needy

families in the area.

Letters to the Editor

Boys will be boys

Last Monday night, while I was guar-

ding the Miller Library at the circula-

tion desk, I picked up the November
18th edition of the Washington College

Elm and read Bonnie Nelle Duncan's
editorial on the Washington College

tradition of waking people up. I really

don't think that old W.C. can say that

it's our tradition, Westclock and

General Electric have been waking
people up in the finest tradition for

years (Westclock's Big Ben is an old

favorite of mine). But that's of no mat-
ter, Washington College needs some
traditions, even if they copy from time

to time, but I wonder if the editorial col-

umn is the proper forum in informing

the community of who woke who up,

sometimes it's a rather private affair. I

think that the Elm staff should unders-

tand, as Mother Nature has pointed out.

that boys will be boys and girls will be

girls, and I really don't think that

typical college behavior such as the

events on that Monday night, should

merit so much attention week after

week. You will find the same situations

at Yale Universtiy and at Salisbury

State; it just isn't news nor an issue.

Just think of all the other issues that

need to be addressed. A library with

89,000 volumes in it, students that have

an (sic) hard time writing a sentence,

faculty that are paid less then grade

school teachers, the lack of any profes-

sional carreer planning and the list

goes on. This school is in a rather

precarious position and some hard

questions need to be addressed. My
hope is that the Elm will get out of the

High School paper rag sheet and move
into a proper and significant forum of

ideas and comments.

David Wheelan
Pomona, Maryland

The Editor Responds

"I can not emphathize with your allu-

sion to the Westclock and General Elec-

tric corporation: my Big Ben is rarely

ever set for 1 :30 on a Tuesday morning.
' "(so doubt that those people who were

the words of some Lambdas, "in-
,

ivenienced" by their unwelcomed
visitors would agree that this harass-

ment should be the kind of tradition

upheld at Washington College. At least

one Wombat who termed the activity

"the kind of thing that would have got-

ten them arrested on a charge of drunk
and disorderly conduct in the real

world," is not in sympathy with your

sentiments.

The volume of response I received to

my editorial verifies that it is very

much a real issue. Why shouldn't
students be concerned about the condi-

tion under which they must live here?
and why should rude and ignorant
behavior be ignored or condoned mere-
ly because it is prevalent at other

schools?

The other issues you mentioned have
all been addressed in the Elm this

semester. I, too, believe it is un-

fortunate that an editorial must be
devoted to reproaching immature
behavior. Perhaps we can move out of
this "high schooiish" mode when the

"boys and girls" at Washington College

grow up and become responsible men
and women

Misquoted?

It is hardly good editorial policy to

misquote, and with that inaccuracy

create a misrepresentation of an inci-

dent. Here' for the benefit of the

readers of the Washington College Elm
are the exact words sung by the women
of third floor Reid Hall on November 14

:

I hear you knocking but you can't come
in

I'm in my nighty and its mighty thin"

The mistake in your editorial implies

that we were enticing the men across

the street, luring them back to our

rooms. It admittedly is a bawdy
tune—but not quite as perverse as your

editorial suggests. To malign the

women of Reid Hall on the basis of slop-

py journalism is hardly fair. In the

future we will issue press releases for

the benefit of the Elm staff. Sincerely

yours.

Third floor Reid Hall

Three (male) sources involved in the

incident had verified the lyrics quoted

in the editorial before it was published.

Since we do not believe they intended to

"malign" the Reid Hall women, we can

only assume the discrepancy was
caused by a problem in communica-
tion. At any rate, the Elm stands cor-

rected.

Enjoyable Diversion

I would like to extend my congratula-
tions to David Wheelan and the SGA for
their impressive success with the
Faculty/Student Auction. Besides
making a signigicant contribution to

the college library, they provided the
college community with a variety of en-
joyable diversions, some of which will

continue into the coming semester.
Also I would like to recognize Kimball

Byron for suggesting the idea and the

members of the SGA for agreeing to

spend their share of the proceeds from
the auction to help improve the campus
through the work of BUSH (Beautifica-

tion Using Student Help). I am pleased

to see that the students of Washington

College do think about the campus on

which they live, and perhaps more im-

portantly, on which others after them
will live.

Sincerely

Edward E. Maxcy
Associate Dean of Students



Letters to the Editor

Pie-eyed and raising hell?

I was among the many people
disturbed by the actions of "some
students" last Monday night and read
with interest the apology offered by the

Lambdas. Frankly, I was more
disturbed by the rationale presented in

that letter than I was by the actual

events of that famous evening (or,

rather, early morning)

.

First, let me say that I, too, think it is

unfortunate that the Lambdas have
been generally blamed. But remember
what a generalization is and how easy it

is to use. I'm confident that no one
seriously thinks the Lambdas as a
group are responsible for the incident.

At any rate, the group says they went
over to the girls dorms to see if anybody
was up. My response to that is that one
certainly couldn't help but be up by the

time the group made its presence
known. I wonder, since they fail to men-
tion, what their reasons for "visiting"

the Wombat suite were. The letter's

language seemed somewhat mild.

Really, now, "inconvenienced"? Per-
sonal property was destroyed. I was
also amused by the reference to "ten
minutes...", not mentioning, of course,

that this all took place at about two a.m.
But, this isn't really the point I want to

make—the principles involved are
more important.

Reference is made to the fact that

Washington College has a rather lively

social atmosphere. Apparently, the

author isn't terribly upset by the fact

that parties sometimes infringe upon
the rights of others. One a.m.; that is

the point at which a party ceases to be a

good thing. I am also distressed that

Dean Kelley thinks the acts might have
been excusable on a weekend night. As
far as I'm concerned, inconsiderate
behavior is inconsiderate on Friday as
well as Monday, and should not be ex-

cused. "Timing" isn't everything.

I'm afraid the author's use of the

term "enjoyment" also bothers me. I

get the impression, at least indirectly,

that enjoyment is synonymous with get-

ting pie-eyed and raising hell. For me,
at least, that is a sad state of affairs. I

am here at WC because I enjoy the

social life, BUT ALSO because I enjoy
being educated in the liberal arts, going
to concerts and plays, and intelligent

conversation. Let us not become too

norrow minded so that academic
pusuits are no longer enjoyable.

No sooner had the group's apology for
Monday nights activities been made
public than some of the same people
were "a*, it again" during Willie Nin-
inger's performance on Friday night.
Their lack of consideration for the per-
formers and listening audience was
disgusting and embarassing; they
made it clear that they have not
changed their ways.

Curiously enough, the letter mentions
learning outside the classroom. So-
meone enlighten me. I fail to see what I
or anyone else for that matter, learned
from this brazen display of immaturity,
except for a newly-acquired cynicism.'
And if that seems a dismal note on
which to end, my apologies; but that is
how the whole situation has left me

Sincerely,

Lisa Hartsook

Where is the Pegasus?

With regard to the Pegasus of 1977,

many questions and rumors have

arisen as to when the student body may
look forward to receiving their copies.

At the Senior Class meeting in October,

former editor Donald Frush stated to

Dean Kelley and the senior class

members present that the yearbook

would be distributed on approximately

November 1 to all those entitled to

copies. Although Don did not say this

was a promise, he did state this date

with some certainty. However as

December begins, the distribution of

the Pegasus has not taken place.

The reason for concern, however, is

not the delayed arrival, but instead the

rumors which are circulating as to the

present condition of the yearbook.

Perhaps the most outstanding rumor is

that the publisher has not received any
material from Don or his "staff". What
the student body is entitled to is an ex-

planation as to whether these rumors
are indeed correct. If these rumors are
not true, perhaps a status report and a
reasonable delivery date could be given

by Donald. If these rumors are true,

however, perhaps the Board of Publica-

tions should look into the matter and
perhaps the student body should be
given an explanation as to what hap-

pened to the portion of our activitie fees

allotted toward the Pegasus. After all

the yearbook is one of the most impor-

tant publications of Washington Col-

A. Lee Shorter

Neil A. Swift
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Roving Reporter

Food Service?

Question: How do you feel about the

cafeteria and do you feel that an effort

is being put into the food service?

by KATHLEEN KNUST
Photography by Beth Church

Paul Drinks, sophomore. Glen Burnie,

MD
Certain meals are typically bad and

have little variety. But my general feel-

ing is that the people in the cafeteria do
care.

Edie Wallace, freshman, Fredrick, MD
There is an effort being made. The

salad bar is very good. But I do think
the roast beef should go and they need
to work on the vegetables. More of a
selection is needed for different tastes.

Tad Jacks, junior, Radnor, PA
Yes, there is an effort. Dave is very

cooperative. I think he is deliberately
trying new things. Some people are now
drawing up a petition for diet food and
he'll listen. He's trying, but he has staff
problems which,are beyond his control.

Margaret Handle, sophomore, Bowie,
MD

I think that there should not be so
much bread with the meals. Fridays
with fruit, cheese and fruit salad are
great. They do make an effort, but it is

a job and everyone gets bored with
their job as is shown in the meals.

Tim Norris, sophomore, Catonsville

MD
I think there is an effort but they

could come up with a greater variety of

food. There should be more dinners on

the level of the Thanksgiving meal and

the cookouts in the spring. Generally, if

things continue the way they are going I

might think about going off board.

Commentary

Commentary

A Public Apology

Doing a Fine Job

by Lynn Lyke
Assistant Editor

by TOM DENT
News Editor

To the Student Government Associa-

tion and to Treasurer Maura Kelly the

Elm and the News Editor owe an open

apology and a clearing up of the SGA's
budgetary statement. The SGA, a non-

profit organization, is expected to lose a

certain amount of money during the

semester, however, they must adhere

to many standards and must stay

within a limited monetary boundary.

The SGA has done this.

In two separate articles the term "in

the red" was used, but it was never

specifically detailed, and this term
must never be so losely thrown around

again. We have a great responsibility in

reporting the truth and as we look back

and our mistakes are realized, and this

can only benefit our learning process in

the field of journalism.

Fat Larry was not attended as well as

.expected, and the SGA lost money, but

despite the loss the budget was kept

well within that expected margin. Do
not condemn the SGA but praise them

and support them.

An unfortunate incident, however,

does set a precedent (what supposedly
sets man apart from beast is our

understanding of the "trial and error

process" which gives man the ability to

learn and thus better himself.) A con-

fession of error shows a willingness to

learn and an open policy between the

Elm, the SGA and you, our readers.

Seven days a week, over 500 WC
students enter Hodson Hall to eat their

meals. Over 1200 meals, 10,000 meals a

week are prepared there. The person in

charge of overseeing the cafeteria is

David Knowles.
Dave is asking the student body to

come to him with any problems, gripes

or constructive criticisms. He feels that

the most important thing about WC is

the personalized education. He feels

that if a student is having problems
with a professor the student will go and
talk with the professor. He feels the

same way about his job. He doesn't

want to be a dictator dishing out food

that people don't like.

The only way though for him to know
is for what students want to come talk

to him. For example, at the beginning

of this semester hamburgers and hot

dogs were served only a few times a

week. After a number of students com-

plained to him, he served them more
frequently.

When asked if there were any pro-

blems, he explained the only han-

dicap he is influenced By is money. But

many of the problems can be satisfied

with an adjustment. Recently, an ill

student who required extra juices was

given cans of juice, for example. So

Dave admits it has been a good year so

far. There have been innovations

made: turkey every other week; soup

bar; chef's salad bar, and a reduction

in the number of hamburgers and

chicken served. When not dishing out

food or working with the cooks, he is in

the back talking to different

distributors to make the best buys.

Thanks to Dave's endless efforts
,

students can look forward to a midnight

breakfast to start off exam week. Dave
realizes he has to try to please over 500

people nineteen times per week.
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Student Academic
Board report

by WALTER FORAKER

Course profiles and the form for

course evaluation to be distributed in

classes Monday was the main topic of

discussion at the Student Academic
Board's meeting this week. Other talk

centered on the Student Government
Forum Series and faculty salaries.

Course Intelligence

Course profile questionnaires are be-

ing readied for distribution. These
forms will be sent out to the professors

of each department this week. John
Downs and Rick Portal will compile all

the returns from the survey which are

to be distributed by the other SAB
members.
When the topic of course profiles was

open for general discussion, a motion
was made to include courses with less

than four people—which hasn't been
done in past years. This motion was
seconded and unanimously approved.
The results of the course profile ques-

tionaires are used for Course In-

telligence Day. The SAB Course In-

telligence sponsors Day as a service for

students who aren't positive about what
courses to take and from which instruc-

tors to take them. During the meeting,
it was decided by unanimous approval

to change the name of Course In-

telligence Day to Course Information

Day. The possibility of rescheduling

this event ot the night before Advising

Day was also discussed, but no decision

resulted.Serving free beer was sug-

gested as a means of bolstering sagging

turn outs. Again there was no definite

action taken.

SGA Forum Series

The Forum Series is finished for this

semester, the Series will resume ext

semester. The Egyptian and Isreali

ambassadors who wereconsidering be-

ing quest speakers decided not to come.

A lobbyist and a lawyer from
Washington DC are under considera-

tion as speakers for next semester. The
SAB welcomes any suggestions from

the student body on Forum speakers.

But there is one catch, the speaker has

to be one that will speak for free.

Faculty Salaries

There will be a meeting af the faculty

salary committee next semester. Since

faculty salaries are under investigation

by the SAB in regards to possible

raises, student input would be

welcomed. If you have any suggestions

or questions, you should contact John

Down or any SAB member.

Maxcy cites

destruction in Kent

Angered by recent destruction in

Kent House a "fair warning" was
issued by Associate Dean of Students
Ed Maxey to the dormitory this Mon-
day.

A week ago Saturday (weekend prior

to Thanksgiving vacation) a group
broke the intra-college phones, knocked
out several ceiling tiles on the south end
of the second floor, and badly damaged
the Lance snack machine in that

building, (some time prior to that the

Lance machine in Somerset was badly
damaged).
The notice from the Dean asked who

was responsible—either for them to

turn themselves in or someone who
knew to tell the RA. Otherwise

Venetoulis speaKs~
on county government

Gubernatorial hopeful lectures in Smith Half

by SUE DONELIAN and KATHERINE STRECKFUS

"I arna contoversial executive.. .a pot

stirrer." The -speaker was Baltimore
county executive and Maryland
gubernatorial hopeful Ted Venetoulis.

In addressing an interested audience
in William Smith Hall last Tuesday,
Venetoulis, who hopes to win the

Democratic nomination for governor,

appeared energetic and ambitious. His
candid response to questions displayed
the "freshness of an objective perspec-
tive" which he referred to as an essen-

tial part of an administration con-

cerned wih reform and ac-
complishment.

"An instrument of change"?

Thus far, Venetoulis has achieved the

promises of his platform—AAA Bond

Rating for Baltimore County; an En-

vironmental Recovery Program; a

comprehensive Resource Program, to

name a few. According to the County

Executive, whose past experience in-

cludes his tenure as a football coach, a

writer and a teacher, these ac-

complishments did not require govern-

ment experience—"there were experts

available to offer me the op-

tions"—rather, these accomplishments

were the result of common sense and in-

itiative, he indicated.

The combined qualities of objectivity

and common sense are necessary to

revitalize a stagnant government,

Venetoulis said, be it state or local. As

an executive, he called himself an in-

strument of change: "I brought the

Community out of the 12th-century and
into the 20th century.

"

Venetoulis claims he acheived this

revitalization of the Community by be-
' ing "a manager, not a legislator" and
by being concerned with present

policies and their effect on the future.

The Executive noted that when he first

entered office there had been a great
' deal of mismanagement in the past

which affected his present situation,

there were extreme flooding conditions

which had been caused by past en-

vironmental abuse. To counteract what
had been caused in the past, Venetoulis

began an environmental Recovery

Plan, which would remedy the im-

mediate situation as well as prevent a

recurrence. Confidence in the public

In addition to his desire to break with

the past, Venetoulis also hopes to

restore confidence in the public. As it

stands now he observed, money con-

trols politics and one must put it in its

place. He plans to do this by
substituting people for money, as he

had done in his 1974 campaign when he

spent 30,000 dollars and relied upon the

support of 5,000 volunteers. He em-
phasized that the role of the politician is

to serve the people which he believes he

can do more effectively and efficiently

with their support and confidence.

everyone on the corridor will be
penalized for the damage.
Dean Maxcy feels that it is discourag-

ing, to have such things happen—the
maintenance people spend all their

time just repairing instead of being

able to really make the campus as nice

as it could be." He went on on to say
that Student Affairs are planning to

have the Hodson Hall Lounge repainted

and to put the furniture back together

again. It's discouraging to think that it

will just be destroyed again."
Dean Maxcy is not convinced that if is

a majority of students who do these

things: "it's only a small, thoughtless

minority." Most of the damage occurs
in the men's dorms.

Richmond House announces
literary prize

-( BRIEFS V

Chorus to perform
The Washington College Chorus,

under the direction of John M. Klaus,
will present its annual Christmas con-
cert on Saturday, December 10, at 8:30
p.m. in Tawes Theater in the Daniel Z.

Gibson Fine Arts Center on the
Washington College campus.
The featured work of the concert will

be J.S. Bach's Magnificat for or-

chestra, chorus and soloists. The
chorus will be assisted in this per-
formance by the Anne Arundel Com-
munity College orchestra, Peggy
Peach, director. Soloists for this per-
formance will be Christine Hellwig,
Wanda Rich, Michael Allman, Deborah
Gargiula, Ward Tatnall, John Klaus,
Karen West and Lesa Hartsook. The
program will also include motets by
Francis Poulenc, Felix Mendelssohn-
Bartholdy and Heinz Werner Zimmer-
mann, and another setting of the
Magnificat by the seventeenth-century
Mexican composer Capilla.

The Washington College Chorus's
Christmas concert has for a number of

years been a popular holiday tradition
in Chestertown, and the concert is open
to the public without cost or ticket.

LO.U.s
Payment of I.O.U.s made in the Stu-

dent— Faculty auction are now due.

Those who still owe should contact Kim-
ball Byron or David Wheelan.

Prints stolen

Two photos on display in the

Photography Union's exhibition in

Miller Library were reported stolen

Tuesday evening. One was
Photography Union Co-ordinator Roger
Rebetsky's "cocaine picture." Also
reported stolen is Jim Graham's photo
of Susan Bricker.

Marathon runners

Professor of English Richard Gillan
and Philosophy Professor John Miller
will be competing in the twenty-six mile
Maryland Marathon tomorrow, Satur-
day, December 3. The race will take
place in Baltimore and outlying
suburbs. It is sponsored by Baltimore
radio station WBAL

by KATHERINE

Students who live in Richmond
House, including the editors of the
Washington College Review and Broad-
side, in conjunction with Professor
Robert Day of the English Department,
have recently made plans to award a
scholarship to a freshman based on

work appearing in their publications.
The scholarship will be in honor of the
late Dr.Mohn A. Wagner, alumnus and
long-time member of the Board of
Visitors and Governors, who died just
before Thanksgiving.
One purpose of the scholarship is to

encouragefreshmen to submit then-
work for publication early in their col-

STRECKFUS

lege career. James Karl, a resident of

Richmond House explained that Dr.

Wagner would have supported such an
award because,

f
'He was always con-

cerned with students becoming in-

volved early." It will be an award given

to students, by students, for the money
will actually come out of the pocket of

those who initiated the plan. The
amount of the scholarship is uncertain

at this point. The recipient will be
chosen after the last issue of the WCR
has been circulated, probably in

March. According to Dr. Day, it is the

beginning of a tradition which will

henceforth be the responsibility of the

editors of the WCR and Broadside.

Mock Legislature held
by ROBERT AKESON

A delegation of seven students

represented Washington College at the

"Model Legislature", held at Towson
State College from November 10 to

November 13. They were Vicki Krowe,
Jay Young, Suzanne Gray, Laura
Fahsbender, Curt Nass, Marc Pappas,
and Sandy Green. Also in attendance
were Maryland State House hopefuls,

Republican John Hardwick and
Democrats, Walter and Francis Bacon.
This mock legislature was designed

to introduce college and high school
students to the intricasies of the

Maryland State Legislature. Delegates
from Washinton College were joined by
representatives from Towson State,

Frostburg College, Montgomery and
Essex Community Colleges, to com-
prise the "Upper House" of the

legislature, while the local high school
representatives constituted the "lower
house."

Each delegation to the convention

was urged to submit motions to be

discussed by the legislature for ratifica-

tion. The Washington College con-

tingent introduced bills that would pre-

vent the construction of a new power
plant on the Eastern Shore, as well as a

motion to ban the sexual exploitation of

children—both items were passed by
the full house.

They were unsuccessful in gaining

the legislatures approval for a measure
that would set the mandatory retire-

ment age at 70, however notable ac-

complishment of the legislature in-

cluded the repealing of the existing

laws concerning oral sex and
blasphemy.
Aside from the obvious learning ex-

perience gained by the attending

students, the most significant outcome
of the mock legislature is that all mo-
tions approved by it will be forwarded
to the State Legislature in Annapolis for

possible discussion
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Janowitz wins
writing contest

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Phyllis Janowitz, former visiting

Professor of English at Washington Col-

lege has won the Associated Writers
Programs/VirginiaCommonwealth
University Series for Contemporary
Poetry Contest with her manuscript
Rites of Strangers. Janowitz served
here in the place of Professor Bob Day
who was on leave last year to complete
his novel, The Last Cattle Drive.

A graduate of Queens College and the

University of Massachusetts where she
earned her Master of Fine arts in

English in 1970, Janowitz has been
published in a vast number of small
literary publications such as The
Dekalb Leterary Review, The Feminist
Art Journal, and New Voices. Her work
has also appeared in larger publica-

tions including Esquire, Event, and Na-
tion.

Janowitz is a member of the New,
England Poetry Society, Poets Who
Teach, Incorporated, Poetry Society of

America, and the International Poetry
Society. In addition, she is listea in

theDirectory of American Poets, Inter-

national Who's Who in Poetry, Interna-

tional Who's Who of Authors and
Writers, The World's Who's Who of

Women, and Who's Who of American
Women.
Janowitz is currently living in Lex-

ington, Massachusetts where she is

"browsing in bookstores, going to

foreign films (what fun) and feeling

better about my writing than I've felt in

quite a long while."

The following poem typifies some of

her work:
HARMONY: FOUR RITES

Meeting
The statue a man and a woman two
torsos with bent heads joined

at the top but the tension

of bodies pulling opart
a white strain between them

Your designing hands practised

clay-modeling while you waited
years for me to arrive knowing
my body would be the shape
of the one in your fingers

A technician watchful offlickering

responses you showed me this

set piece the day we met skilled

atyourcra/tasan Eagle
Scout and as prepared

Rising

When did you start talking about

brokerage

firms and securities these days you
worfe on weekends leaving me to back-
pack up the mountains alone sniffing
wildfolwers like we used to do or
meetlngryour mother for lunch egg
salad sandwiches
we discuss your elevating success and
in

the recreation room you tell her that
you've
grown so fast I can't keep up with you
but

you still make schedules and graphs
and yell

at me for accidentally dropping ashes
in the Dubonnet even laboratory
animals
rebel sometimes I think your mother
knows

Blood
You keep the king-size bed and blankets
the sheets are mine with wrinkles and
yellow spots

like permanent patches on my brain but
nothing

remains the first time wecanie
together tumbling on rough cotton we
were light-boned and featherless and no
padding to reduce the shock I bled
so much you said My God I'm cut look-

ing

down at yourself to see where I had hurt
you and afterwards we washed the
caked
sheets and hung them up afraid your
land-

lady would find our spoor in that boxy
room
you paid too much for how come I'm so
bloodless now I hope that you are too

Separation

Awake I rarely think ofyou our
bodies never converge only our blue
transparencies blend in electrifying

dreams each night we do whatever
married couples do you read the paper
while I dust at times we touch as if

we're more than hazy shapes and
possess

the solidity o/eiephants whose
molecules meet in a Iight-/ooted dance
A streak of sparks shocks us unites
Us in a current offlame we learn

that the rupture of daily connections
interrupts nothing between us our
fingers

cling and burn together there is no
divorcing

• Continued from Page I •

According to the prosecuting at-

torney, David Altvater, the trial was
essentially a hearing to determine
whether Tim Hart did in fact hit
Osborne. Hart made no contention of

SJB trial

each party s testimony. Osborne ex-

pressed anger over some of Harts
statements, "His contention that he
didn't make the noise doesn't hold
water. After getting fixed, I went down
stairs and asked who hit me. Tim was

the charge and the seven man jury sarcastic and gave a scream like the
found the defendent guilty of physical ones I heard earlier. He then walked
assault and battery. The sentence in- away and slammed the corridor door."
eluded a $55 dollar fine covering the Osborne also contends that Hart may
hospital costs and the seven stitches have been drinking. "He was not sound
over Osborne's eye, a social probation whenlsawhim.Hewasn'tcoherant."
restricting Hart from the third and Hart and his attorney are appealing
fourth floors of Somerset for the dura- the conviction which will come back
tion of the year, and an official warning
also until the end of the year. Concern-
ing the last sentence, Altvater stated
that should Hart have another offense
he will be placed on disciplinary proba-
tion. If a third one follows that, he could
be suspended.

Discrepencies in both testimonies
There was some discrepency found in

before the Board next Tuesday. Hart
was disturbed by the charges and the

jury's consideration of the parties in-

volved. "I wasn't found guilty as
charged but was told that I must be
responsible for my actions. I agree I

should be responsible for my actions,

but Geoff should be held responsible for

his reactions as well.
'

'

Profile Jay Vogel
by COLLEEN MILLER

Go to the third floor of Bunting and
ask for Jay Vogel some time. One of the

Admissions staff will probably look

puzzled for a minute, and then gesture
to a small office on the right, all the way
down the end of the hall. Poke your
head in the door, and Jay Vogel will

look up and beam, "Hi! Can I help

you?"
Working in an almost obscure office

has not hindered the recently appointed

director of Annual Giving and Alumni
Affairs. Vogel was named to his post

under the direction of the Development
and Public Relations Department just

this past July. Since then he has
become a vital member of the depart-

ment; in his "all encompassing" job.

Vogel co-ordinates an annual massive
fund raiser for Washington College.

"Annual Giving organizes a yearly

campaign between Washington and the

Alumni in an effort to raise funds for

the college," he explained.

Vogel continues successful policy

Last year, his predecessor John
Powers promoted a program o of giving

which increased funds sixty-five per

cent. Vogel is continuing with this suc-

cessful policy. "My first year in filling

the position of director of Annual Giv-

ing and Alumni Affairs has been mainly
a continuation of that track record," he
said. "I would hesitate to instill new
policies which might adversely affect

our successful trend."

The first year is always a learning ex-

perience according to Vogel. It has kept

him busy organizing gifts from various

groups such as parents, friends and
faculty, the Board of Visitors and
Governors, trustee foundations, com-
munity giving, bequests, Alumni, and
business, foundation, corporation, and
association giving. He also supervises

the class solicitation system: "We have
chairmen for each class of the Alum-
ni—from the oldest Alumni of 1902 up to

the recent graduating class—who,
through us solicit the giving of funds to
Washington College.

"

"To promote the welfare of WC"
Few people realize the importance of

Alumni to the college community,
Vogel insisted. They are the main con-
tributors to fund-raising; they are in-

volved in the college, and their support
is the main thrust behind Annual Giv-
ing. Jay professes the high interest in

Washington College among the Alumni
as a sincere and involved feeling.

"There is a great feeling of sincerity
and interest to fully live up to the com-
mitment of the Alumni, which is to pro-
mote and better the welfare of
Washington College."

This highly successful attitude has in-

itiated numerous Alumni chapters in

Maryland and the surrounding states.
An ardent interest in the college among
Alumni is inspiring to Jay, and their
support has nt amiability to his job.
"The one thing that I have found very
gratifying and beneficial is the fact that
there are so many dedicated Alumni,"
he explained. "It relieves the burden of
enforcing chapter expansion among
Alumni because of apathy, which is

almost impossible. The support I've

gotten and their willingness to get in-

volved is just very gratifying to me."
Vogel is a native of the Eastern

Shore. Born and raised in Centerville,

he graduated from Centerville High
and joined the Air Force for four years.
He returned to attend Chesapeake Col-
lege where he graduated with honors,
and attained an Associate of Arts
degree in Business Administration. He
then transferred to Washington Col-

lege, and majored in Economics. When
he graduated, Vogel was the recipient
of the Wall Street Journal Award which
is given to the outstanding Senior stu-

dent of Economics.

Continued fromVage I •
y\ (hletlC

the meeting. The subject was broached
by the Board of Visitors and Governors,
after they read it in the paper, then it

was tabled, and then we met so it would
be brought before the Board's attention
once again."

"The Elm started the-ball rolling,"
she said, "but my one regret is that I

had to go that route before I got any
recognition. It is a little discouraging
that something should not have oc-
curred prior to this. I know the women
at WC are becoming aware of the
underlying attitude of the administra-
tion to the point where they are—and
this really frightens me—getting chips
on their shoulders. But they're
legitimate chips. We're even getting

grants

cross-fire from some lacrosse players,
but they should realize that any money
directed to women athletes will not
come out of their pot."

Fall termed the meeting "very
positive. I feel that for the first time, we
have someone on the admissions staff

(McClintock) who is looking out for

women. Our discussion at the meeting
was very frank and enlightening, and I

think I've got a lot to learn about how
aid really works. I'm not looking for-

ward to recruiting athletes and I hope
that doesn't become an issue. But, we
need grants-in-aid to women athletes to

keep us competitive and to give the
women an equal opportunity. I'm
hopeful, right now. Very hopeful."

Live Entertainment At |

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE I

High Street |

friday night • Lotus Band {

Saturday night - The Chicken Spankers I

Blue Grass i



Jennifer Hawkins, David Elman

It all has a beautiful name

.

Jean Giraudoux's adaptation of the

Aeschylus play. Electra, is a tragedy in

the classic vein. Its dialogue, though

written in a modern vernacular, retains

the artifice of Greek theater: long,

rhetorical speeches are the rule as

characters engage in bitter verbal con-

flicts. It is a difficult play to bring off.

The burden sits squarely on the actor's

shoulders to build and maintain the

tense atmosphere needed to hold the au-

dience's attention. This is the main pro-

blem that had to be dealt with in last

weekend's performances ofElectra.

Although the actors responded with

generally good performances, it was
not enough to carry this reviewer

through to the conclusion.

The acting of Peter Zekonis and Nick

Nappo stood out as the most consistent-

ly excellent. As the king Aegisthus,

Zekonis was relaxed, his acting confi-

dent and sure-handed. In a play with

such heightened dialogue, timing takes

on an increased importance, and

Zekonis' lines were deftly handled.

Peter Zekonis, Vicki Gadsen

ELECTRA
by STEPHEN MORSE

Often among secondary cnaracters less

important lines were skimmed over;

they seemed to be delivered by rote.

Nick Nappo, as the Beggar, sometimes

fell into this trap, though he was usually

superb. His interactions with Zekonis

were the high point of the evening. The
humor gave the audience a needed

break from the intensity of the other

material.

Other situations were included for

their humorous value, but these lines

were generally not given much atten-

tion and the audience seldom felt at

ease enough to laugh. The little

Eumenides, who should have added a

manic touch to the proceedings, were
often flat. The banter between Jennifer

Hawkins as the bitchy Agatha and John

McDanolds as her jealous husband was
played with vitality and wit.

Daniel Beirne, the Gardener, gave

one of the more satisfactory soliloquys

at the opening of the second act. Some
of the other long speeches seemed too

much for the actors to handle. Beirne,

interestingly, seemed more at home on

an empty stage, while he was awkward
when forced to react with other

characters.

Laurel Snode as Electra had by far

the most taxing dramatic role. Though
her acting was good, she failed to por-

tray fully Electra's power and anguish.

It could be said of all the characters

that they did not always convey the

emotions behind their words. Jim Glan-

cy was especially guilty of this, though

the scene in which Electra recognizes

him as her brother was quite moving.

These gaps in acting quality wouldn't

have been so important were it not for

the lack of anything else to hold the au-

dience's attention. The stage was simp-

ly set, and there were no scene changes.

(This, of course, could not have been

prevented without rewriting the play).

But I don't know why the lighting had to

remain uniform throughout. A few

dramatic spotlights, especially in the

night scenes, would have alleviated

some of the visual boredom and taken

Nick Nappo

. .it is called the dawn.

some of the pressure off the per-

formers.

Among the other actors, Vicki

Gadsden succeeded in capturing a

queenly essense as Clytemnestra. John

Willard and Ted Legates performed

well in small roles. It was refreshing

just to see a couple of new faces in the

set after two hours of Aegisthus and his

brood.

In the past, Washington College has

put on plays such as Hot L Baltimore

and The Real Inspecotr Hound. These
had a variety of devices working for

them besides language. Also the

characters were often stereotypes and

thus easier to play. Electra is a more
difficult work, more classic in its ap-

peal. The characters want to be brought

to life in all their complexity. It was a

courageous choice on the part of direc-

tor Maloney, one which demanded a lot

from everyone involved. Including the

audience. On the whole, despite some
fine performances, Electra was not a

fully satisfying production.

Jim Glancy—Laurel Snode— Daniel Bierne

* ZETA TAU ALPHA'S *

CHRISTMAS DANCE
Saturday, December 3, 1977

9-1
Betterton American Legion

*300

*5oo

SINGLE

IN ADVANCE
COUPLE

*350

*6oo

SINGLE

AT THE DOOR
COUPLE

TICKETS AND DIRECTIONS AVAILABLE AT MEALS
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THE HARDER THEY COME:
a problem of philosophy

I am a strict believer in the
philosophy of getting What I deserve,
i.e., what I've already paid for
(whether I deserve it or not). This
philosophy has compelled me on occa-
sion to eat more than I can stomach,
drink more than I can hold, and digest
mediocre movies without so much as a
wince.

Monday night found me with a season
pass in hand and visions of porno wen-
ches gyrating madly in my mind. (I

mean with a title The Harder They
Come who knows what to expect? ) I for
one didn't much care. I was getting my
money's worth.

A low budget attempt
The Harder They Come is a low-

budget attempt at an expose' of the

Jamaican music and marijuana trade.

Scene One finds our hero Ivan (Jimmy
Cliff) riding a bus on his way to Shan-
tytown as the titles flicker on and off.

From there on it is all down-hill for that

boy.

He is immediately tricked out of his

belongings and soon ends up in the

employment of a hell-fire spewing
preacher. (By coincidence Preacher is

also his name. Funny how things work
out in the movies, eh?
Being a true rapscallion, Ivan wastes

no time in courting and deflowering the

Preacher's ward in the ocean. So much
for the movie's romance quota.

Things begin to get moving after Ivan
is forced to leave Preacher's employ.
He gets in a knife fight over a bicycle

and suffers a subsequent thrashing at

the hands of the Law. This scene is im-
portant. Nobody takes a thrashing
without holding a grudge. Especially
not Ivan.

Smitten with dreams
He becomes a man smitten with
dreams. After auditioning at a recor-

ding studio he records a single. But is

this the happy ending for our hero?
Nope, he manages to fall prey to the

omnipotent tactics of a Jamaican

Robert L. Forney

Jewelry

Watch and Jawelry Repair
Around the Corner f rom the Park

Chestartown, Maryland

by KIRK JAMES FOLK
music mogul and is starved into accep-
ting twenty dollars for his song. Disillu-

sioned, yes, but far from defeated Ivan
soon hitches up with some ganja
traders. A true capitalist at heart, he
wants more money and tries to knock
out the no. 1 man. Unfortunately for

Ivan the police are also in on the drug
trade and a quick phone call from the
boss trader sends the heat down his

back. Don't fear, viewer. Remember
that previous thrashing? Well Ivansure
does and what's more he's equipped
with a gun.

Great dramatic turn
In the next few scenes we see that he
knows how to use it. Boy does he use it!

It's about now that the movie takes its

great dramatic turn. Ivan becomes a
fugitive hero of the lower class. His
song hits the top of the charts (pushed
by a music industry who knows a good
thing when it shoots at them) and he
manages to add some flair to the chase
by constantly flaunting himself where
he could most easily be nabbed. Well
friends all good things must end, and so
it was with Ivan. The police begin to

starve out the ganja trade and Ivan's

cohorts soon begin to have second
thoughts about hiding their martyr.
The ending scenes have great impact

but overall the movie just skims over
some of the" real problems in modern
Jamaica. It's a country where everyone
dreams of becoming a famous reggae
singer. Jimmy Cliff started out that
way and he gives a good (if not in-

spired) performance. His songs are
delivered with feeling and the music
that provided the background for many
of the scenes is authentic. I understand
that the producers were trying to get
across the desperate feelings of the op-

pressed Jamaican lower class. My pro-
blem is whether I think that a trumped-
up romance about a two-bit cop-killer

does them justice. Frankly, I'd rather
listen to Bob Marley and the Wailers,
and read all about ganja in Cream
magazine.

Christian Science
Counselor

present in the
SUCK BAR

Wednesday, December 7
2:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

ANTIQUES BRIC BRAC USED FURNISHINGS

"Stop ^4nJSet What We Qot"

THE ATTIC
Daily 10-5:30

Phono: 778-4590

337 High Str..l

CHESTERTOWN. MP. 21620 Sunday 11-4

1-hc IWAI shop
ARTIST MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
CUSTOM FRAMING ART GALLERY

111 Cross St. CRAFT SUPPLIES 776-4554
Chesterlown, Maryland 2 1 620-

Special for students 10% off matted pictures ready to hang.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, (WD Tel : 778-0049
"A Complete Line of Fabrics It Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

New Low Prices On

Rj'jjf ^r'.fflf

Denim and Corduroy Jeans

Bonnett's towirfk country Shop
Cheilcrtown Md

Sports Profile

Mike Brown: first team
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Sports Editor

.5!*? ,
Mike Brown wa* Ioo

.

king for a ference championship in his four years,
college four years ago, he decided
Washington for 3 reasons : he liked the
size, it was recommended by some
close friends, and he thought he could
play soccer here.

Now, after four years of watching
"Brownie" score goals against their
teams, the coaches around the MAC
know he can play soccer.

Second Team last year
That's why they gave him a spot on

the All-MAC First Team last week, a
notch up from last years second team
honors. And for the second year in a
row, Brown was the only Shoreman to

receive such recognition, which, he
says, "isashame."
"We always put out a team with as

much talent as anyone else in the con-
ference, adds the senior halfback and
team co-captain. "It shows in the
games against the top teams." All three
of WC's games against the other
learders in the MAC were decided by l

goal, including two losses. Responds
Brown: "The breaks just didn't go our
way this year."
Even though the Shoremen have got-

ten enough breaks to give them a con-

Brown is still happy with his decision to

come here. "WC doesn't have the
glamour of a UB or Loyola in soccer,
but I thought I'd have a better chance to

play here and I have"..

No "dumb jock" stereotype

Along with the lack of glamour Brown
has also noticed a conspicuous lack of

the "Dumb jock" stereotype that
athletes are known to receive at some
schools. "I think athletes here are ap-
preciated for what they give to the
school. As long as I've been here there's

never been any sharp delineation bet-

ween the jocks and everybody else.
'

'

Another advantage Brown sees here
is the coaching staff, which he says
"definitely helps develop a sense of

team play which a lot of guys didn't get
in high school."

That same coaching staff can be
thankful that Brown decided on WC.
Not only is he a non-scholarship player,

but he wasn't even recruited in his high
school days at Hopewell Valley in Tren-
ton. For a non-recruit, he's played a lot

of soccer, and he plans to help keep on
playing "until I'm too old to run."

'Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

5p.rn.-10p.ni.

Statu

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chesterlown, Maryland

778-3030.

Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

> Soda Fountain

Blue Jean
»h Patch

• Denim
Jack-

ets

• Pre-

washed
Jeans
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Duke:
a sports Odyssey

by DANA CHATELUER
Mondav, November 28

1:15 p.m.—the basketball team
leaves C-town bound for "Tobacco

Road." We make good time, hitting

Carolina in under five hours. We stop at

a Tastee-Freeze for our first meal since

breakfast. Awful. Another hour brings

us to the Durham Holiday, Inn.

9:00 a.m. —Practice session,

Cameron Indoor Stadium, Home of the

Duke Blue Devils. Team looks ragged.

Very ragged. Practice lasts two and a

half hours. Coach Finnegan delivers a

long speech on the bus going back to the

motel to put everyone in the proper

frame of mind. Most of the team hits

Bambino's for dinner; we close the

place

Tuesday, November 29

1:30a.m.-Finnegan meets with

players individually, stresses each

man's assignment.

11:00 a.m.—Breakfast at the Waffle

House. Steak and eggs for S2.75. Ex-

cellent. We just kill time until 1:30 "get

loose" session in the arena. The
Holiday Inn provides us with a training

meal.

5:30 p.m.—The adrenalin's flowing.

With Dennis Compton's stereo blaring

"Cold as Ice" in the background. Joe

Wilson leads the team in a question-

and-answer session. "Dicker, what
defense are we in the first time down
the floor? "Huh?"
We arrive at Cameron Indoor

Stadium. 6-11 Mike Gminski of over

7500 loyal Blue Devil fans. The catcalls

turn into cheers as Duke emerges
moments later. The crowd, the pep

band, and the drum combine to make
Cameron "the noisiest place in the

ACC." Cheerleaders lead crowd in the

school fight song and in "GO TO HELL
CAROLINA, GO TO HELL." (Caroline

coach Dean Smith is"present.

)

7:30 p.m.—In the darkened gym, the

spotlight is on the color guard for the

national anthem, then swings to each

player as he is introduced. It's Wilson,

Byrne, Beach, Dickerson, and Schatz-

man versus Gminski, Jimmy
Spanarkel (second in the ACC in scor-

ing last year), Gene Banks (Sonny Hill

called him ,"a true superstar" while at

West Philadelphia High), Kenny Den-
nard, andSteveGray.

The Game
Duke starts a little slowly, with the

first score of the evening coming
almost two minutes into the game on a
Spanarkel free throw. Doug Byrne nets

the contest's first field goal, and Steve

Dickerson's hoop puts the Shoremen up
4-2. The Devil press tightens, stealing

twice for two quick layups, then Gmin-

ski rips home a dunk. Duke leads 10-4.

WC hangs tough, with Wilson scoring

inside and Ed Beach crashing the

boards. Rich Schatzman's long jumper,

his first points as a Collegian, gives the

Shoremenan 18-17 lead with 12:30 left in

the half. Imagine what was going

through Duke coach Bill Foster's mind.

Here he is, trailing Washington College,

with number-one ranked North
Carolina coming up Friday.

And then.. Gene Banks.

His inside moves, along with

Spanarkel's hustle and Gminski's slam

dunks, help the Blue Devils to gradually

widen the lead. Two long bombs by

Compton help keep it close for a while,

but the home team leads 58-36 at inter-

mission. Spanarkel has scored 19

points, Banks 16.

Halftime: During warmup. a fan puts a

dollar bill on the floor, 30 feet from the

basket. Schatzman stands on the dollar,

picks up a ball, and sends it ripping

through the cords. He then picks up the

dollar and hands it to manager Danny
Tayman for safekeeping. The second

half is rather dull for a while, until

Banks winds up all alone with the ball.

He takes two quick steps to the hoop for

a jam that has the crowd roaring for

five minutes. 5-5 Derwin Wright enters

the game with six minutes to play. The
crowd loved it. He hits a quick jumper,

then is fouled. As he shoots his first foul

shot, a group of fans behind the basket

rises and yells "stand up!" As the se-

cond shot goes up, Der waves at the

crowd and calls. "I am!" He winds up

with six points as Finnegan clears his

bench in the final minute.

Duke wins 110-66. There's no way I'm

going to go anywhere through the leav-

ing mob, so I just sit back in my chair

and think that I am proud to be
associated with this team. Here is a

Division III team that just went up

against a group that may wind up the

season as the best college team in the

country, and kept their poise despite

full-court pressure almost the entire

forty minutes. Who can the Shoremen
be afraid of now?
Random comments in the locker

room afterwards: "Banks is just

awesome, that's all I've got to say."

"How about Gminski on that one

dunk?" "No way I was going to get in

* Banks' way when he went in for that

dunk, man." "That was the most fun

I've ever had playing basketball."

Everyone's smiling. It's a night to

remember, worth the long bus ride

home.

' FOR GUYS 1* GALS
Complete Footwear Service and Supplies

227 HIGH STREET
CHESTEflTOWN, MARYL_fi.NO 21020

PHONE 778-2BCO

ELBURN'S FLORIST AND GREENHOUSE
Come and Visit Our Tropical Greenhouse

<a5gM^s. Roses - Carnations
Fresh Arrangements -

Corsages
"-10% discount with student I. D.

and this ad."

1 mil* South of Bridge Phon« 778-2200

$>

Duke romps over Shoremen
after trailing early

byGEOFF GARINTHER
Sports Edito.

They had DUKE on their backs and

an ACC Championship in their eyes.

They had the nation's most coveted

recruit, superfreshman Eugene Banks,

and they had a pair of pre-season All-

ACC picks in Jim Spanardel and Mike
Gminski. But they were trailing 18-17

with eight minutes gone in the firsthalf

of Tuesday night's game against

Wahington College.

"I don't think they took us too

highly", said Shoremen center Ed
Beach. "We were psyched for the first

part of the game, but after that they

took control."

After a time-out to regroup, Duke did

take control, building a 58-36 halftime

lead, then going on to a final margin of

110-66 before 7,562 home fans.

Had lead three times

The Shoremen had the lead three

times in all, 4-2, 12-10, and 18-17 before

the Blue Devils pulled away, taking

with them any WC dreams of a miracle

upset.

Along the way, Banks poured in 24

points to lead all scorers, followed by

Spanarkel with 23, Gminski with 19, and

Kenny Dennard with 18 for Duke. That

quartet hit 67 percent of their shots

from the floor while taking 66 percent of

Duke's total shots.

Byrne leads Sho'men

For the Shoremen, the leading scorer

was Doug Byrne with 14, then Beach
with 12, and Joe Wilson, Rich Schatz-

man and Steve Dickerson with 8 each.

Beach and Byrne led the team in re-

bounds with 7 and 6 and Dennis Comp-
ton chipped in 7 points and 5 rebounds.

"We had two choices going into the

game," said WC Coach Tom Finnegan.

"We could have played conservatively

and kept the score down, or we could

have played the way we'll have to for

the rest of the season, and that's what
we did."

Kept their poise

They also did some other things Fin-

negan was looking for, "like keeping

our poise in front of 8,000 people.
'

'

"To put this game into perspective,"

reminded Finnegan. "remember that

they are a Division I school and we are

Division III. They play basketball as

well as it's played anywhere."
' 'We played as well as we could under

the conditions," added Beach, the 6-5

center whose job it was to contain the

6-11 Gminski. "There's nothing you can

do against a team like that."

Banks "could go pro"

And how about the game's main at-

traction, freshman Banks? "He could

probably play in the pro's right now,"
said Beach. "Of course, he looked good

against us," echoed Finnegan. "He's

got excellent moves. But whether he'll

look that good against North Carolina

Friday night is, I'm sure, one of the

questions Duke is wondering
themselves."

Widener comes to town

Tomorrow the Shoremen will host

last year's MAC Champion, Widener.

"That will be a very tough game,"
warned Finnegan. "They've got

everybody back from a team that was
20-9. If it wasn't for a couple of missed

shots they could have been Division III

Champions lastyear."

Added Finnegan, "It won't be dif-

ferent from the Duke game as far as

size goes."

Wild Goose Tournament
Next Friday Washington College will

host the first annual Wild Goose Tour-

nament. Contrary to some poster, WC
students will be admitted free with ID

cards, and games on' Saturday will

begin at 12:30 and2:30 to allow for radio

coverage.

Alpha Chi Omega
-Casino Night-

Tonight 9 p.m.-l a.m.

Minta Martin Lounge
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Faculty bars finals

exemptions
Senior requirements no longer an

excuse to miss final exams

by SUE DONELIAN

Update on relocation

and campus repairs
byTOM DENT and JEFF MORTON

Vice-President for Finance Gene
Hessey and Maintenance Director Ray
Crooks discussed the possible reloca-

tion of students in the hill dorms and
renovation of those houses with Elm
reporters.

The. reported cost for replacing the

heating systems in the hill dorms and
Somerset is now above a half million

dollars. The college is attempting to

raise the necessary funds through state

and federal grants. The amount of the

grants, however, must be matched by

college raised funds.

There will be no action concerning

the proposed state grant until the

Maryland Legislature reconvenes on

January 10. No word has yet been

received on the federal level.

Relocation

Plans have not yet been made for the

proposed re-location of students in the

hill dorms (which takes priority over

Somerset). Gene Hessey, Vice-

President for Finance, believes that "It

will take some time to make plans, but

we don't want to waste the effort until

we know for sure that the money will be

allocated." Hessey doesn't see any pro-

blem arising in relocation, he cites that

there are 100 beds that are currently not

in use and if and when relocation occurs

the single room privilege will be severe-

ly limited.

In the period July 77 to Nov 77, ac-

cording to Ray Crooks, Director of

Maintenance, the hill dorms and

Chorus to

The Washington College Chorus,

under the direction of John M. Klaus,

will present its annual Christmas con-

cert on Saturday, December 10, 1977 at

8:30 p.m. in Tawes Theater in the

Daniel Z. Gibson Fine Arts Center on

the Washington College campus.
The featured work of the concert will

be J.S. Bach's Magnifieant for or-

chestra, chorus and soloists. The
chorus will be assisted in this per-

formance by the Anne Arundel Com-
munity College orchestra, Peggy
Peach, director. Soloists for this per-

Somerset have required the most
repair work on campus; repairs in Kent
have totaled $565 in that same period.

Repairs in the women's facilities

have—in in each dorm—been com-
paratively less than Kent's figure and
the New Dorms report minimal
damage.

Maintenance backlog

The maintenance staff. now has a

large backlog which is usual for this

time of year. A few students have com-
plained that the maintenance people

seem to be relaxing in Miss Dees in-

stead of working. Crooks stated that his

workers have two breaks per day and
that they are encouraged to stay on

campus during those breaks in case of

emergencies.

Last year Crooks instituted a

"walkie-talkie" system. Crooks feels

that it has improved the work output by
"enabling the maintenance staff to

coordinate their efforts and com-
municate better, especially in

emergencies. Since less campus
damage is occuring, (compared to last

year,) maintenance can devote more
time to work other than repairs. Crooks

feels, in conclusion, that the employ-

ment of Ms. Elburn as a supervisor of

dormitory maintenance workers has

given those staff members a better

understanding of their jobs. ' All in all,"

Crooks says, he is pleased with the

work his staff has done this semester

perform _^_^_^__^__
formance will be Christine Hellwig,

Wanda Rich, Micheal Allman, Deborah
Gargiula, Ward Tatnall, John Klaus,

Karen West and Lisa Hartsook. The
program will also include motets by

Francis Poulenc, Felix
Mendelssohnmann, and another setting

of the Magnifieant by the seventeenth-

century Mexican composer Capilla.

The Washington College Chorus's

Christmas concert has for a number of

years been a popular holiday tradition

in Chestertown, and the concert is open

to the public without cost or ticket.

The faculty approved the Academic
Council's proposal not to allow students

to be exempt due to senior re-

quirements from final examinations at

their meeting Monday night.

The current college policy for senior

exemption from final examinations

states that the senior whose major re-

quires a thesis to be written will not be

exempt from any final examination.

The senior whose major requires a

comprehensive examination to be

taken, however will be exempt from
any final examination.

Dean of the College, Garry Clarke

and the Academic Council decided last

week that this current college policy

will remain unaltered for the re-

mainder of the year—, mainly because

it would be unfair to seniors to change

the policy at such a late date as

December.
At the meeting five new proposals

were passed concerning the senior

obligation for next Fall

:

i. If a change occurs in a depart-

ment's policy concerning any of its re-

quirements, students already in the

department may opt for the "old"

system rather than the "new one."

(The old system referred to the re-

quirements of the department when the

student declared his major.)

2. If a student has completed all major

.departmental requirements, by the end

of the 1st semester of his senior year, he

may, at the discretion of the depart-

ment take comprehensive examina-
tions prior to the 1st day of final ex-

amination that semester.

3. Departments reserve the right to set

their own deadlines in which the stu-

dent is graduating.

4.Comprehensive exams are given
prior to the 1st day of final examina-
tions.

5. Students shall not be exempt from
taking comprehensive final examina-
tions if they are taking examinations.

It was decided by the Academic
Council, according to the Dean that no
senior should be exempt from final ex-

aminations even though a thesis or

comprehensive exam may be required

as part of the student's major program,
because such requirements are either a

long-term project, (as are thesis) or an
examination which tests the
cumualative knowledge in the specific

major ( as are comprehensives)

.

Final examinations should not actual-

ly interfere with a requirement known
to the student prior to his junior year,

and for which preparation should begin

in his senior year or before.

The Dean also hopes that the new
policy, when it does go into effect, will

improve academic standards in

courses, for if a student must take the

final examination, he will be more apt

to study during the semester.

Eleven sentenced for

"disruption"
by CARLOS WILTON

A group of eleven students was found

guilty by the Student Judiciary Board
Tuesday night of "causing a general

disturbance in the early morning hours

of November 15, at various locations on

campus.
Coffeehouse off-limits

The Board sentenced all eleven to

disciplinary probation for the re-

mainder of the academic year, and to a

form of social probation until March
1st. The social probation imposed by
the Board in this case fobids any of the

defendants from entering the Cof-

feehouse, during the period of probation

on penalty of automatic suspension or

dismissal from the College. Those
sentenced were: Scott McCurdy, Jon
Green, Jim Graham, Matt Morris, Ric

Bryant, Allen Findley, Myrt Gaines,

Rob Wilder, Jim Bradley, Tim Norris,

and Tom Brasse.

All eleven defendants were
represented in a bloc by defense at-

torney Drew Romans, who notes that

they plan to appeal the sentence to the

All-Campus Judiciary. David Saslaw

prosecuted the case. Romans, acting on

behalf of his clients, entered a guilty

plea and read the following statement

to the jury: "It is true that many
students were disturbed by the loud and

disruptive behavior exhibited on the

morning of Tuesday, November 15. The

defendants not only admit their guilt

but would also like to apologize to

everyone that was disturbed during the

incident. They also understand the

seriousness of the offense. I would fur-

ther like to point out that while there

were students disturbed, there was no

violent actions or malicious intent ex-

pressed during the incident. Under

these circumstances, the defense would

like to ask the court for a penalty of

disciplinary probation to extend from

this date until March 1, 1978."

Sentence harsher than requested

Subsequently, Saslaw expressed

agreement with the statement, and par-

ticularly with the requested penalty.

Continued on Page 3
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Possible athletic grants-in-aid for women; the promise of in-

creased faculty salaries; an investigation into maintenance pro-

blems in Richmond House; major shake-ups in the production of

the 1978 Pegusus; the struggle to define an appropriate social en-

vironment; major changes in academic requirements It's been a

busy semester and an auspicious one.

A raise in faculty pay could prove to be the greatest invest-

ment the college could make in the next few months. President

McLain declined to set a dollar figure on the increase supported

by the Hodson Trust, nor did he inform the Elm of the precise

date it will go into effect. He did not fail, however, to note the

significance of an increased payroll that can set WC on an equal

footing with other schools in the market for a first-rate faculty.

When the promise of significant faculty salary increases is

realized all the students here will ultimately gain.

The creation of sports scholarships for women could also

greatly benefit the college. It will allow the Women's Athletic

Association to compete with other schools assure WC's com-

pliance to Title IX, and, more importantly, achieve "plain, old

human fairness", in the words of Women's Athletic Director

Penny Fall.

The social atmosphere here is harder to define ; improvements

in it are consequently more difficult to agree upon. The SGA is to

be congratulated for its efforts to upgrade the social calendar.

Such varied offerings as the Winter Carnival, the Port Welcome
Boat Ride, and the Earl Scruggs Review" for next semester

should appeal to a wide range of tastes.

Do well on your exams and enjoy the holiday. Next semester

looks promising.
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Financial Aid

All students wishing to renew finan-

cial aid for the 1978-1979 academic year

are reminded to pick up the necessary

forms for renewal in the Business Of-

fice before December 19th.

Books due

All books borrowed from the library

are due December 21. Grades may be

withheld from those students who fail to

turn in their fall semester books

Letters to the Editor

Clarification

I would like to clarify two items con-

tained in last week's Elm editorial. I do

not believe, as the Elm states, "that

student evaluations of provide the best

means for influencing course content

and teaching standards." The "evalua-

tions" may provide helpful informa-

tion, but they are not the one best

source for improving teaching and
altering course content. Many factors

influence these things. Any "evalua-

tion" is an elusive enterprise at best. It

is only one of many tools that a pro-

fessor may use to find what can be im-

proved in his teaching.

On another matter, the results of the

"Student Reactions to Instructors and
Courses" will not be used at all by the

Student Academic Board. The Board

has its own evaluation format. The
form used by the Appointments and
Tenure Committee provides the faculty

member and the Committee with stu-

dent reactions to courses and to pro-

fessors.

The form is a very important one, and

students can do a great service to the

academic program of the College by

responding to it thoughtfully and
carefully.

Sincerely

Garry E.Clarke

What survey?

I am somewhat dismayed by a recent

"survey" concerning the opinions of the

"silent majority." While not knowing

how many of these surveys were sent

out, I and many others did not get them.

This must be due either to not enough

forms being made up, the mail room
not mailing all ot the forms, or the

backers of the survey sending them out

only to selected people. It is, therefore,

doubtful that a majority or even a

. representative cross-section of the stu-

dent body could contribute their opi-

nions as a part of the survey.

In a proper survey, the group con-

ducting the poll should be identified

either on the form itself, on the collec-

tion site for the forms, or as general

knowledge. While the group conducting

this survey is unknown, the general

wording and context of the form seems

to imply that its creators were/bare

hostile towards Ms. Duncan, they would

obviously be unable, to make an objec-

tive evaluation of the results.

The purpose for conducting the

survey and the use to which the results

will be put, should also be known to

those being polled, In this case, no

reason was given and no sensible use

for the results can be thought of.

It appears that a group of students,

unhappy with several previous

editorials and Elm articles concerning

their actions, are trying in their own
vague way to "get back" at Ms. Duncan
— an effort which should be taken for

the farce that itis.

Sincerely

Randy Watson

Political Exiles welcomed

This letter is in regard to the recent

sentencing of several members of the

Lambda fraternity by the student

judiciary to exclusion from the Coffee

House. Speaking entirely from the point

of view of a Coffee House manager of

seniority, I am appalled.

The fact remains that the Coffee

House was established by a former
SGA, and since that time we have main-
tained an element of individuality as

well as independence from any finan-

cial backing. The Coffee House takes

great pride in the fact that it is an in-

dependent business maintained by
students for students. Therefore the

decision to ban fellow students from the

Coffee House is actually a decision

striking at the very core of our ex-

istence.

Furthermore, the Student Judiciary

Board is also an organization run by
students, and this sentencing of

students who henceforth cannot be
allowed to patronize the Coffee House is

a blow against the organization itself in

addition to the financial loss we suffer

from this boycott.

I appreciate the job the judiciary is

doing to ensure the rights of fellow

Washington College students; however
I do not appreciate punishment that

would infringe upon the financial gain

of the Coffee House.

In conclusion, I would like to say that

any further punishments enforced by
the judiciary concerning the Coffee

House should first be agreed upon by
the latter institution. And until such ac-

tion takes place, I personally welcome
all Lambdas and other political exiles

to the Coffee House on nights when I

work.

Sincerely

JohnM. Jelich
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McLain promises

faculty raises

by MARIAN COOPER

A raise in faculty salaries was an-

nounced by Dr. McLain i at the Faculty
Meeting on December 5, 1977. McLain
stated The Hodson Trust, which sup-

plies a large part of the college funds,

was the main source for salary raises,

but he declined to set a dollar figure or

date for the raises to go into effect. If

the year . I announced that my number
one priority this year was to raise the

necessary funds to make a significant

increase in faculty salaries. At our first

Board meeting my message to them
was exactly the same. At our last facul-

ty meeting I said that I may be seeing

some light at the end of the tunnel.

Tonight — with a great deal of

pleasure and some pride I wish to an-
nounce that funds have been obligated
by the Hodson Trust to make this a
reality. I cannot tell you exactly the
amount because because I don't know
— but I can say that the increased
salaries will make us competitive with
all and superior to some of our sister in-

stitiutions.

This is a promise I made and I'm pro-

ud tokeep."
He is "proud and happy" about the

raise, and went on to say "they need it

and they deserve it, there was both
necessity and merit." He stressed that

the raise "will be significant."

Foster, Miller attend

registrar's convention
News Bureau

Ch'estertown, MD — Ermon N.
Foster, Registrar at Washington Col-

lege, and Albert Miller, Assistant

Registrar, recently attended the 47th

annual meeting of the The Middle
States Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Offices of Admission
(MSACROA) held in Philadelphia, Pen-
nsylvania. The theme for this year's

meeting was Continuing Professional

Development, highlighted by a keynote
address by Dr. Calvin D. Linton, Pro-^

fessor of English Literature and Dean
of Columban College of George
Washington University.

The Middle States Association of Col-

legiate Registrars and Officers of Ad-
mission has more than 1,000 members
from approximately 400 colleges and
universities in New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
The District of Columbia, Panama
Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, The Virgin
Islands, and France.

SJB • Continued from Page 1 •

the jury of seven, after deliberating for

over twenty minutes, accepted the guil-

ty plea and imposed a sentence which
was harsher than that requested by the

defense and approved by the prosecu-

tion. Specifically, they extended the

disciplinary probation until the end of

the academic year, and imposed the

social probation penalty (students' on
disciplinary probation are subject to

automatic suspension if they are found
guilty of further violations of College

rules).

Defendents pleaded guilty

No witnesses were called during the

trial, because the defendants pleaded

guilty. Saslaw, however, later pointed

out to the Elm that he had been
prepared to call as many as eight

witnesses to testify to such offenses as

"harrassing and barricading" certain

Talbot House residents in their suite,

being in Caroline/Queen Anne's Com-
plex after hours, breaking a plant and
removing a clock from the wall of that

house, and awaking or disturbing

several students. Because of the guilty

plea, the only charge considered by the

Board was "creating a general distur-

bance."

Following the sentencing, Judiciary

Board President Carol Noer advised

the defendents, in a prepared state-

ment, that the Board has been receiv-

ing an increasing number of complaints

that '.'permissive standards of conduct

at the College are infringing on the

rights of many members of the com-
munity." Continuing, she said, "the

court has consistently handed down
decisions which reflect the desire for

higher standards of conduct. Each
member of the College must be respon-

sible for his own actions ....The Student

Judiciary stands behind the decision

and will support it in the semesters to

come." Noer observed later that the

sentence imposed by the Board in this

case is harsher than past sentences,

and may represent a trend toward har-

sher penalties for disciplinary of-

fenders in the future.

Former Yearbook Editor Don Frush

PEGASUS to appear
next semester

by DAVID STIER

The 1976-77 yearbook Pegasus,

already more than two months overdue

is currently being printed and is slated

to be distributed the beginning of se-

cond semester according to its editor

Don Flush and advisor Kathy Myrick.

But many questions concerning its long

delay stilrremain unanswered.
The three people connected most

closely with thePegasus, Frush, Myrick

and Board of Publication Chairman
Richard Deprospo all remained non-

commital when questioned about the

matter. Myrick at first refused to com-
ment then stated that

The publication had been delayed

for a variety of reasons." When ques-

tioned further, she declined to discuss

in greater detail these reasons saying

only that things would be made more
apparent later.

Myrick assumed her position as

Assistant Public relations director

after Mary Skelton resigned from the

post following the 1976-77 school year.

"I took over the Pegasus from Mary
Skelton in the beginning of the summer.
Not knowing what had happened in the

past, I had to pick up the pieces."

Myrick told theElm that she has not

seen the layout for the yearbook, but

that she does know what it will look like.

She admitted to having worked closely

with the publisher's representative

Rich Shrinker. In conclusion she

reassured the Elm that the Board of

Publications is "completely on top of

the situation" and declined to say

anymore.
Deprospo was also vaque when ques-

tioned offering only, "I am sure the

yearbook is in production. We only in-

vestigated when we realized something

was wrong. But the yearbook is on its

way. I just became a member this year,

(of the Board) and can't speak honestly

on it."

Finally, Frush explained that the

delay was due to lack of sufficient help

last year and problems with the prints.

Concerning the status of the yearbook
now and its date of completion, he ex-

plained "I'm optomistic, something
should break soon", and agreed that the

Pegasus would be out sometime during

the beginning of second semester.

There were other discrepences which
arose as well over the yearbook during

the past year. Junior Roger Rubetsky is

upset over a disagreement between
Frush and himself which began last

yev. According to Rebetsky, Frush
as&ed him to take some pictures around
the beginning of last semester, There
was no specific assignment and Rebet-

sky was allowed to shoot whatever he
wished. In the early part of the sum-
mer, Rebetsky, Frush and Shrinker

met, at which time Frush told him that

he would use some of the photographs.

"I had twenty pages really for Don but I

never heard from him during the rest of

the summer. I took the pictures to my
office when I became Pegasus editor at

the beginning of the year. When I

resigned, I left them down there. Don
picked them up, but told me at first that

he never got them. Deprospo told me
they couldn't find the prints. Kathy
Myrick asked me to reprint them.

Deprospo later contacted me saving

that the printer had them.
Frush disputed Rebetsky's claims

saying that Rebetsky handed the prints

to him during the early part of this

semester.
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BUSH organizer Jay Young and Colleen O'Neill work to beautify the campus

BUSH termed a success
Students share in beautification project

i

bySUEDONELIAN

Twenty-Five students helped BUSH
(Beautification Using student Help)

chairpersons Laura Fahshbender and

Jay Young improve the Washington

College campus, especially the areas

around Bill Smith and Hodson Hall. Jay

Young reported 1800 of the 2,000 tulip

bulbs were planted along with some
shrubbery and a dogwood tree despite

the fact that only one small shovel could

be borrowed from Maintenace.

(Young said he and some other

students went in search of some tools,

including large spoons from the

cafeteria to plant the bulbs and

shrubs.

)

BUSH will be out on the campus
grounds again this Saturday morning

with the larger task of planting trees

and bushes. The Chairpersons, pleased

with the success of last weekend hope

for an even greater turnout this Satur-

day.

Three freshman who helped out last

Saturday were also pleased with their

accomplishments: Kathy Waye com-

mented everyone seemed to enjoy the

project." It is something very wor-

thwhile and I think it will really be ap-

preciated in the Spring. I'm glad I

helped out"
"I had a lot of fun and it seemed as if

everyone had a pretty good time. It was

a very' worthwhile project —more peo-

ple should help out," John O'Connor ad-

ded. In the words of Craig Robbins, "It

was a really worthwhile project and I

had a good enough time to want to help

out this Saturday."

What's in a final

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

The semester is rapidly winding

down, and most students arc getting all

wound up for /inal exams. The ELM
has attempted to resolve some fears

over the question, "What's in a final?

by going to the professors and soliciting

their views. Below are the comments of

a few Washington College faculty

members.
Chemistry Professor Frank Creegan

believes final exams represent the stu-

dent's last opportunity to show his

teacher that he has grasped the

material of the course. "Finals differ

from teacher to teacher final to final,

but in my case the final exam is com-
prehensive in that it covers all the

material of the course, and as such, it

counts very heavily."

Creegan gives exams that contain

both essay questions and problems to

be solved. He says that finals count thir-

ty percent of the course grade but ex-

plained that that figure only represents

a guideline. "When you throw it all

together it may count more, or if so-

meone has done well all semester and
messes upon the final, it counts less."

English Department Chairman Nor-

man James feels that lengthening the

exam period to three hours will give the

student a chance to write a more
careful essay than could be done in two
hours. In his Forms of Literature class,

James gives a three part exam to test

students knowledge of grammmar,
poetry, and drama. "In my other

courses," he commented, "It will be a

question of one or two essays." His

History of Art final will include a slide

quiz as well as essay questions.

Mathematics Department Chairman
Richard H. Brown gives comprehen-
sive exams in those courses in which he

gives a final. In his statistics class, the

final determines two-fifths of the final

grade; the rest of the grade is deter-

mined with equal emphasis placed on
the grade from the midterm exam,
seven problems to solve, and from an
end of semester project. In fresman
calculus, the final is also equivalent to

two-fifths of the course grade, but treat-

ment in upper level courses is

somewhat more subjective. "In
borderline cases," Brown remarked,
"other considerations oo come in

"

Roving Reporter

Finals Exemption?

Question. Do you think seniors taking

comprehensive exams (in the area of

their major) should be exempt from

final exams?

by KATHLEEN KNUST

Photography by Jim Graham

Pat Hunt-senior, Dover, Delaware
Yes, the only point behind making
seniors with comps take exams would

be to make the policy unfair for

everyone. A more positive approach
would be to also exempt seniors writing

theses from term paoers second
semester. The exemption from exams
seems fair and the exemption from
papers seems fair. To require exams
with comps and papers with theses

would only serve to make the policy

equally unfair.

Dave Miller—junior Hagerstown,
Maryland,
Yes, they could use the extra time to

prepare for their theses and comps in-

stead of worrying about term papers

and finals.

Vera Wichlajew—sophomore, East
Windsor, New Jersey.

Yes, I do think they should be exempt
because it is just about impossible to

study for comps with a regular

workload. There is not enough time to

do both.

Nubian Duncan—Senior, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Yes, comps should show that students

have mastered the material. Mastery

of all one's past studies has more priori-

ty than one part of one semester's work.

Comps alone show one knows the

material. There is no need for a double

standard

Laurel Snode—senior, Alliance, Ohio
I think seniors should take exams in

subjects not pertaining to their major
because the comps alone will fully il-

(

lustrate knowledge in their field of

study.

Peter Abronski — sophomore, Miami
Florida

Yes, they should be exempt from
final exams because working on term

papers and theses really is quite enough
for one person to worry about. I believe

finals lessen the chance of a better

quality paper.

L#L
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LaMotte to work with

publishing house

Washington College Alumnus David
LaMotte

News Bureau
David LaMotte, a recent graduate of

Washington College has been named
assistant to the Editor-in-Chief of

CowardMcCann Publishing Company
in New York. He assumed his new posi-
tion Monday.
David graduated in May magna cum

laude with departmental honors in

English. He was also the recipient of

the Emil J.C. Hildenbrand Medal for at-

taining the highest record in English
during the college course, and the Fox
Medal, given to the male student with
the highest cumulative average who
won a varsity letter in his senior year.
While at Washington College, David
was a consistent Dean's list achiever
and a member of the varsity tennis
team.

HARLAN COUNTY
USA

"Gripping insight into human behavior"

by Kirk Ja
I admit I was surprised. Not once

while viewing arlan County did I feel

like walking out. What I expected to be
a dull documentary about coal miners,
turned out to be a gripping insight into
human behavior and the cut-throat
workings of one of the United States'
major unions.

Harlan County is described in the
movie as a place inhabited by only two
types of people: the well-off and the
company worker. The company
workers are the miners—most of whom
are carrying on a family tradition of
mining in Harlan County. Although the
pay in not as meager as it was for their
grandfathers, the conditions are still

hazardous and the threat of black-lung
disease is an everpresent concern for
the modern miner.
In Harlan County they decided to do

something about it. They went out on
strike.

Backed by the United Mine Workers,
the people of Harlan County set up
picket lines. For the next hour-and-a-
half we watch what began as a
peaceful, almost enjoyable, "outing"

mes Folk

for the strikers, degenerate into a
violent, bloody struggle of man against

man and ultimately of man against a
system which seems set on crushing

him.

arlan County U.S.A. captures

(without flinching) the metamorphosis
of a quiet people into a stone—faced
mob willing to risk even their own lives

to reach their goal—a new contract.

The documenters were always on the

scene. They probed hard and managed
to get inside the heads of the people on
both sides of the conflict. What results

is a progression of events handled so
well that I began to wonder if some of

the scenes were staged. They weren't.

It's all too real.

Harlan County U.S.A. won an
Academy Award as 1976's Best
Documentary Feature. For once I

agree with Oscar: this is a movie that

should be shown at high schools. Un-
fortunately, at my alma mater the year
this movie was made, we were forced

into watching The Incredible Mr.
Limpet for the third year in a row. So
much for priorities.

Computer dating at

Washington College?
by CLAIRE PULA

As a final project for Computer
Science course 403 (Non-Numerical
Algorithms), math majors Jo Pittman
'78, Taylor Connor'78, and Rick Portal
'79 recently distributed a computer-
dating form through student mail. Once
the program has been written and data
compiled, students may obtain their

results at the Computer Science Center.
A fee of ?0.25 will be charged to cover
paper costs, but the first fifty students
who apply will receive their informa-
tion free.

Response to the survey has been
varied. A few students remarked that

the form was stupid and that they didn' t

need a date, anyway. Another return
was submitted by "Anita Date." Most
students, however, are viewing the
situation humorously and are com-
pleting the forms out of curiosity.

Several campus couples are interested

to see whether or not they will be mat-
ched with each other. An equal number
of returns has been made by both sexes.

Pittman, Connor, and Portal all

shared in originating the idea of devis-

ing a computer-dating "service." Ac-
cording to their instructor, Larry
Morell, this particular- project has not
been done previously at Washington
College. Each of the three students had
his or her own ideas which were then

combined and edited. Because of the
limited time element and computer
space, only twenty questions were ac-
tually used; these included physical
characteristics, religious preoccupa-
tion, musical tastes, and partying
habits. Students rated the importance
of each trait in their personal lives as
well as in the personality of their
"ideal.','

Composing the questions was dif-

ficult. In particular, Pittman, Connor
and Portal wanted to include a morals
or ethics question, but were unable to

phrase one satisfactorily. They com-
promised on inquiring how frequently

the surveyee thought about God. The
three math majors feel justified about
the large number of questions concern-
ing physical characteristics since many
of these were rated highly on completed
forms. Connor commented that
students were not necessarily in-

dicating the type of person they would
marry, but merely their ideal man or
women. The survey is geared more
towards working in the computer than
matchmaking; Pittman noted, "After
all, we're math majors, not psych ma-
jors." Although it's "just a project,"

serious results are never-the-less im-
portant to its success.

-( BRIEFS y

Garinther wins

Election
A special election was held among

Kent House residents last Wednesday
to fill the senate seat vacated by Jay
Young when he assumed the freshmen
class presidency. Freshman Geoff
Garinther won by a substantial margin
in the election held in the Student Af-

fairs Office.

Garinther had 23 votes and the second
place candidate was freshman Jacob
Parr. Four persons ran for the office of

Kent senator. Over 50* of the dorm's
residents voted — which represents a
good turnout in an election of this

nature.

Prints stolen

Two photos on display in the

Photography Union's exhibition in

Miller Library were reported stolen

Tuesday evening. One was
Photography Union Co-ordinator Roger
Rebetsky's "cocaine picture." Also

reported stolen is Jim Graham's photo
of Susan Bricker.

Snack Bar Schedule
Miss Dee's Snack Bar has announced
special hours for exam week
(Wednesday December 14 through
Wednesday, December 21)

:

Wednesday, December 14

The Snack Bar will be open until 11 pm
Thursday, and Friday, Dec. 15-16

Open regular hours (8am-10pm)
Saturday, Dec. 17

The Snack Bar will be opened 8am to

5pm
Sunday, Dec. 18

Open 5pm to 11pm
Monday and Tuesday

The Snack Bar will be opened on Dec. 19

and 20 from 7am to 11pm. Wednesday,
Dec. 21

Opening at 7am the Snack Bar will

close about 4:30 in the afternoon

Home for the holidays

. This issue of the ELM concludes our
fall semester production. The paper
will return the first full week after the

vacation. In the mean time, the

members of the ELMstaff wish to ex-

tend to everyone a happy end of finals

and a merry holiday season.

Staffers of the Semester

Geoff Garinther

ELM Sports Editor Geoff Garinther
and features writer Claire Mowbray
have been named "staffers of the

semester" by the paper's editorial

board. Both are new students to

Washington College this year, and both
-have, in the words of ELM editor Bon-
nie Nelle Duncan, "consistently worked
to upgrade the paper through their con-

stant efforts each week of production
and their fine demand of journalistic

ability."

Garinther started his tenure with the

ELM staff as a news writer. He ad-

vanced to Sports Editor when Jeff

Bowerman vacated the post. A
freshman, Garinther had been Sports

Editor on the newspaper of John Car-

roll High School in Bel Air, Maryland as

well as a stringer for a local profes-

sional paper in Harford County. He will

return to fill the same capacity next

semester.

A transfer from Washington Univer-

sity and a resident of Westminster,

Maryland, sophomore Claire Mowbray
is a poet and writer in her own right as

well as a journalist. She, too, has had
journalistic experience through both

high school and college. This semester,

Mowbray has specialized in fine arts

and human interest stories. She will

continue to participate in the produc-

tion of the ELMnext semester.

Congratuations Geoffand Claire. Claire Mowbray
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Fall

Al
by JEFF f)

With the flicker of a shutter and the

explosion of a flash, Washington Col-

lege's First Fall Photography show
opened last month in Hynson Lounge.

The show was well received, generating

an enthusiastic response from all those

who attended.

Roger Rebetsky, the originator and
coordinator of the affair, thought it a

worthwhile venture, considering the

show to be a success judging from the

large turnout at the opening cocktail

party.

Sue Tessem, Chairman of the Art

Department here, and Mr. Robert

Bloom, Vice-President of Marketing for

Zepp Photo Incorporated and a judge of

the "Baltimore's Best" contest were
the judges who selected the 50 exhibi-

tion prints from about 100 entries. Their

only complaint was that the picture tur-

nout was not large enough to choose a

larger number of quality prints. Out of

the 100 entries only 20 prints were
originally selected worthy for exhibi-

tion.

The first and second place
photographs were both taken here in

Kent County. Robin Newlin won the $50

first prize with his print entitled "The
Chester River Bridge in the Snow."
Roger Rebetsky won second prize with

an untitled photograph taken at the

Eastern Neck Island Wildlife Refuge.

Third prize ($25) was awarded to Pro-

fessor Collin Dickson for his print en-

Untitled, honorable mention— Rick Adelberg

"Scott Browning with Pigs," a familiar scene on Airport Road just outside

Chestertown, by Roger Rebetsky.
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An interview with Kimball Byron

SGA president speaks out

—

Interview by TOM DENT
News Editor

On Wednesday, December 7, 1977, the

Elm interviewed Student Government

Association President Kimbafi Byron.

The purpose of the interview was to let

Byron voice his opinion of the

achievments that the SGA has made
this semester to give an insight into the

SGA's progression and goals for the

Spring semester. Elm: Are you

satisfied with the progress made by the

SGA this semester? Could you review

and comment on your achievements?

I'm pleased with the outcome of the

Student Government this semester, but

we still have a lot to do. The SGA is now
getting a real "feel" for what we are do-

ing, this semester has been a learning

process for us. We've taken a lot of

useful critism amd we are learning

from our mistakes. I think we now know
exactly who to contact and for what,

now that we know this it will be routine

by next semester and instead of finding

out who we should contact we can get

more things done. Although there have

been certain problems I am still very

enthusiastic about this SGA's impact on

the future of Washington College. We
are very concerned as to whether or not

the students will back the SGA function-

ing. We are attempting to appeal to all

the diverse factions of the school. As for

our accomplishments I think the results

are a direct reflection of the hard work
students have done for the SGA this

semester. The social calendar has gone

very well this year. Events the size of

the Night Hawks and Fat Larry have

drawn a lot of student support. I think

that Terri Taylor, Harold Norton and

the social activities committee deserve

praise for their efforts thus far.

The bike race was an example of this.

It gave both Chestertown and the col-

lege a new dimension in entertainment

and gave the college some needed

recognition. The student/faculty auc-

tion raised $900 for the library and stu-

dent support was great, we can thank

Dave Wheelan for that ideal.

BUSH ( Beautification of Campus Us-

ing Student Help) is doing very well,

last Saturday nearly 30 people helped

us plant over 2,000 tulip bulbs and
bushes. BUSH owes thanks to land

scapors William Houser, Ermon Foster

(WC registrar), Dean Maxcy and heads

of BUSH Laura Fahsbender and Jay
Young. Their efforts will continue when
the ground thaws this spring.Elm : How
do you view the Student Academic
Board progress thus far, and do you see

worthwhile goals for the SAB to pursue
in the future?

Byron One of the main matters of SAB
business this semester was the institu-

tion of last years recommendations and
proposals found in the SAB report, com-
piled by last years SAB. I think the SAB
is doing an active job in carrying these

proposals out. Right now SAB course

evaluations are being filled out by
students and soon the results will be

compiled. The SAB must, in the future,

continue to look closely at the problem
of faculty salaries, (at the same time as

this interview President of the college,

Joseph H. McClain, announced positive

improvements concerning this issue.) I

feel that John Downs president of the

SAB and VP of the SGA, is doing doing a

very capable job in his position. I am
fortunate to have John Downs as my
Vice President, he is both enthusiastic

and a great worker. Our living arrange-

ment in the same suite is very helpful in

maintaining a close working relation-

ship which is beneficial to the success of

this year's SGA.

SGA President Kimball Byron

SGA plans social events
by WALTER FORAKER

The Earl Scruggs Concert coming Kite Scheduled for dance
next semester was one of the topics Other social events were also planted

mentioned in the SGA meeting this for next semester. On February 4, 1978,

we.k. Also mentioned were Kite, a band the band Kite will play at a dance here

which is scheduled to play in February at WC. The cost of this event will be

the Port Welcome, the treasurers $350.00. The Port Welcome will be at the

report, the Residence Committee disposal of WC on April 21, 1978. It will

report and the Text Book Co-op. cost students $6.50 for tickets.

Scruggs to debut here The ticket price is justified by the

Earl Scruggs Review makes its W.C. cost of rental, a band, and
debut on April l, 1978. This is to be the refreshments. The SGA will subsidize

largest and most expensive concert to some of the costs by selling candy bars,

be put on by the SGA next semester. The two people who sell the most candy
Just paying for the Review will cost bars will win calculators.

$5,000.00 and extra will only add to the Treasurer's report

expenses. The quality of the blue grass The treasurer's report has the SGA at

music and the banjo is very good ac- $4,000.00. But "there are bills to be paid

cording to the members who heard the such as $1,500.00 for film rentals and
Review. A possible $2,000.00 could be $1,500.00 from the business office for

made by the SGA if all the available various things. There are some other

space is used. This event will be held in miscellaneous bills and no definite

the Cain Athletic Center Gym which amount was given for the new balance,

can hold 1,500 people at maximum Residence Committee
capacity for this area. Arrangements The Residence Committee reported

are being made to have a beer and some of the asked for and needed im-

refreshment concession at the concert, provements being taken care of by the

For publicity in Kent and Queen Maintenance Department. The damage
Anne's counties, newspapers, posters, deposit suggestions of the SGA commit-
and a banner across Route 213 are be- tee will be reviewed by the college's

ir.R used. Also a radio station will be high officials sometime soon,

advertising the concert and giving B.U.S.H. did a fine job last Saturday
away two tickets every third day. Pip's by planting most of the tulip bulbs and
liquor store and Elburn's florists have some shrubbery. There were 30 people

already agreed to sell tickets. Other who stayed on the job for most of the

off-campus distributors are being day Mr, Houser (former student Sue
sought in various areas. Houser's father) donated $100.00 to

The off-campus sales are particularly B.U.S.H. and gave some expert plan-

important to the SGA. It is believed that ting advice.

Earl Scruggs will go over well in this The Text Book Co-op will take texts

basically rural area. Ticket prices are off the hands of students who no

to be $3.50 for WC students and S4.50 for longer need them. Students will be

the general public. People selling 20 or given a receipt for (heir books and pay-

more tickets will be invited to a recep- rnent will be made at a later date. But
tion at Hynson Lounge for Earl Scruggs payment is guaranteed, so there is no
.before the concert. cause for worry.

Elm : Would you like to add a statement

on the nature of your job?

Byron: The Senators and the Ex-

ecutives are involved with a lot of dif-

ferent activities and I feel that all of us

are starting to work very well with each

other. The SGA is involved with a wide

spectrum of things, there is always a lot

of things going on and John and I have

tough daily schedules. Our projects

take time to develop but I think the

school will see the positive results of

our work in the future.

Elm : How is the student housing and

residency committee working out?

Byron : The student housing and

residency committee is headed by Dan-

ny Tayman and Jay Young. They meet
each Tuesday with Ray Crooks (Direc-

tor of maintenence) and Deans Kelley

and Maxcy to discuss the problems and
maintenance work needed in the dor-

mitories. If students have these related

problems I urge them to talk to their

Senators about them, or to talk to

Tayman or Young.

Elm: Nubian Duncan, with the SGA,
organized a special Damage Deposit Co
ittee. How has this been working out?

Byron: The committee was designed to

find out the reasoning behind the

security deposit increase and the

possibility of the SGA using it's in-

terest, which is around $2,000, toward

campus improvements. From what

I've learned so far, the posibility of the

SGA having the money is not yet in

sight but the Building and Grounds

committee is very interested in hearing

student proposals. The deposit commit-

tee and the SGA has come with some in-

teresting proposals and the committee

will be surveying students for more
ideals in the future.

Elm: Before you talked about BUSH
getting underway. What does BUSH'S
future hold?

Byron: We have done really all the

work that can be done in the Fall. We
will have a great deal of planting to do

in the Spring and student help will be

necessary.

Elm : Could you state the goals the SGA
is working towards for next semester?

Byron: We have our work cut out for us

in the second semester. We have three

or four major projects we are working

on. Today we just officially booked the

Earl Scruggs Review, and as you may
know he is one the most renewed banjo

pickers in the world. I think that

Scruggs is one of the most appealing

presentations that the SGA can make to

both the college and the surrounding

community. We have to do a great deal

of work promoting this. The prices we
have tenatively set up for students are

very appealing ($3.50 per) and I think

its worth paying this relatively low

price just to see a performer of his

stature. I think that we have a solid

social calendar for next semester and

Port Welcome will be a part of it, and
again the success of this demands a

combined effort. The SGA plans

another fund raiser for the library this

Spring semester and we also want to

raise money for needy families in

Chester town. We want to do all we can

for the town since they do a lot for the

college community. The SGA is also

considering inviting runners to a school

supported marathon, along the Chester

River.

Elm: Any closing statements?

Byron: I'd like to thank everyone who
has contributed to the SGA. I hope we
can count on the same kind of support

next semester.
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Foreign Language

Poetry Reading

held
by CLAIRE MOWBRAY

"We want, in our humble way, to ex-

press consciousness, respect and affec-

tion for foreign languages.. .Let's

change the image of Washington Col-

lege from someone with a lacrosse stick

in one hand and a beer in the other to so-

meone with a lyre in one hand, and a
glass of wine in the other." With these
words andre Yon introduced the 8th an-

nual Foreign Language Poetry Reading
in the coffee house Wednesday night.

The Reading, begun by Robert Day in

1970, had no theme this year, as it has
had in previous years. Instead, a group
of nineteen students and faculty

members recited, each in his own par-

ticular Middle English. Greek from the

Illiad followed, and after that Spanish
and Russian, Italian, Korean, Por-
tugese, Polish, Finnish,

' German, and a made-up language,
as yet untranslated, called Vollapuk.

The subject of the poems were as
varied as the languages in which they

were spoken, and included war, love,

homesickness, werewolves, ghosts, spr-

ing, hair and boredom. The authors in-

cluded the famous and the obscure.

This obvious lack of cohesion, though,

contributed to rather then detracted

from the charm of the reading. Never
certain what would be coming next, the

audience remained absorbed and atten-

tive throughout the nearly 21/2 hours
counting the number of performers left.

A bad sign. Maybe it was the work 'r the

hardness of my chair, but 2 1/2 hours is

a long been in the best interests of both

the readers and-the audience.

That complaint is a minor one,

however. The performers obvious love

of language, sound and musical expres-

sion was nicely communicated to their

audience. The variety of languages
represented was amazing, and all the

deliveries were polished. It was a

fascinating way to spend a Wednesday
evening.

Friends of Animals announces scholarships

Friends of Animals, Inc., a New
York-based national humane conserva-
tion organization, today announced a

scholarship program for college

students. The program is aimed at

focusing interest on the relationship of

humans to other life forms as well as in-

ducing student concern for the work of

Congress.

Annual scholarship awards in the ag-
gregate amount of $8,000 will be given
those students who submit the finest

essays in support of a federal

legislative campaign to end human ex-

ploitation of animals. The 1977-78 essay
contest will center on the Williams-
Long bill in the Congress which would
ban the interstate shipment of furs

from any state or nation which has not

banned the leg-hold trap, the device
used to catch and hold fur-bearers such
as raccoon, bobcat, coyote and other

animals wanted by the fur industry.

The scholarship program was made
possible by a grant from Regina Bauer
Frankenber, a director of FOA and
President of its Washington Lobby, the

Committee for Humane Legislation,

Inc. Frankenberg's motivation for the

grant, she said, was to "engender con-
cern for the environment and non-
humans in young people." She noted
that "new technology provides alter-

natives to the exploitation of animals
for food, material, sport and scientific

research. And," Frankenberg con-

tinued, "we want to encourage the

young people who will be in charge of a
new world which includes the earth and
animals in its ethical scheme to ex-

pedite the transition through rational

and philosophical influence on the peo-

ple and the Congress."

The scholarship awards will be made
to students, undergraduate or

graduate, majoring in the fields of

philosophy, journalism, law,
economics, theology, and/or political

science. Official entry blanks are

available by writing: The Regina
Bauer Frankenberg Scholarship Com-
mittee, Friends of Animals, Inc., 11

West 60th Street, New York, NY 10023.

Campus
Tonight

"Wild Goose Classic" Basketball
Tournament w/ Rutgers U. (Newark),
St. Andrew's College, St. Mary's Col-

lege—opening round 6 & 6 p.m.
-Film Series : FIVE EASY PIECES—
Smith Aud. — 7:30p.m. (100 min.)

Saturday
— Basketball Tournament: Consolation
Finals, 1:30 p.m. — Chaimpionship
Game, 3:30 p.m.
— Chorus Christmas Concert — Tawes
Theater— 8:30 p.m.

Sunday
-Film Series : FIVE EASY PIECES—
Smith— 7:30 p.m.
—Piano students Recital — Fine Arts
CtrRoomlO— 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
—Annual Christmastree Candlelighting
and Carolling — Hynson Lounge— 4

p.m.

r-Students Christmas Dinner— Hodson

Calendar
— 4:30 to6:30 p.m.

Wednesday
—Reading Day
—Close of Art Exhibit, "What's in a

Face? — How to Look at Portraits"

Fine Arts Ctr. /

Thursday
— StartFINAL EXAMSS- thru 21st

Friday
— Film Series: Steelyard Blues (92

min. ) — Smith Aud. — 7 : 30 p.m.

Sundayia
— Film Series: STEELYARD BLUES
—Smith Aud. 7:30p.m.

Monday 19

—SGA meeting— 8p.m.
Wednesday 21

— End FINAL EXAMS
Thursday 22

— Begin Christmas and Semester
Break: returning registration Wed
Jan. 18 — classes resume, Thurs. Jan.

19).

Profile:

Holli Young
by CLAIRE MOWBRAY

Coincidence might be the best word to

use when describing Holli Young's life,

especially over the past two years. At
20, she has already lived an amazing
life, and most of the time her op-
portunities have just fallen into her lap,

unannounced. She never seems sur-

prized. She laughs, shrugs her
shoulders, and keeps talking in her fast,

breathless voice.

"Do you want to know the whole
story?" she asks. (I do.) "okay..." and
she starts whipping through her ac-

tivities since high school, barely paus-
ing for breath, asking if she's going too

fast, moving from Connecticut to

Florida in three seconds. It's ex-

hausting, but her life's so unlike most
people's that it's worth the effort. "I

couldn't go to college right after school

because I didn't have the money, so I

went to Connecticut" from Rhode
Island, where her parents live) and got

a job working at a tennis and ski club.

That was perfect, because those are my
two favorite things — tennis and skiing.

I lived there from September to June,

and then I worked for the summer in a
tennis camp, also in Connecticut." In

the fall she moved to Florida to manage
a tennis shop in Palm Beach. Among
the customers she made friends with
was a family, the Conlans, who invited

her to dinner several times aboard their

sailboat, the limmershin. The Conlans
had been living on the boat for seven
years, sailing "all around the world."

and one of their daughers had even
been educated on it until 9th grade.

"They asked me what I was going to do
in the spring, and I said probably in

June I'd go back to Connecticut to the

tennis camp, because I had a contract

with them. So they said we're sailing

there in April, so why don't you come
with us then? It turns out they wanted
to pay me to help out, so I said okay.

And then they asked if I'd stay for the

whole summer, and I decided to, so I

canceled my contract with the tennis

camp, and we sailed from April to

August."
Holli was "first mate, actually " on

the Limmershin which means she took

watch (day or night— someone must be

on deck when the boat sails through the

night) took compass readings, and did

various chores. Days on the boat

started at 6 am, with breakfast. "We'd
eat dolphins alot, or flying fish— they'd

jump on board. And we'd sail all day

long, till about 9 o'clock. Days were
really kind of draggy. Reading was a
big thing on board, because the Conlans
didn't believe in television, and night-

time was storytelling time. Mr. and
Mrs. Conlan would tell stories about

things they'd done in Europe — I

learned a heck of alot."

The limmershin sailed from Florida

to the Bahamas, and then North. She
stopped in North Carolina, on Gibson
Island, in New Jersey, and even in New
York City on the East River. "That was
the trickiest sailing of the whole trip,"

Holli says, "because we'd be sailing by
city blocks, and at the end of them
you'd get a gust of wind, real hard, all

of a sudden."
When the boat came to land "basical-

ly my duties were over." After doing
laundry, buying groceries for the next
two weeks, and filling the water tanks

she was free for the day. "The best

thing was coming into dock. Wherever
we went people would ask a million

questions, and we met a lot of poeple

that way."
One of the places she met some peo-

ple who were fairly influential in her

life was in Chestertown, where the ship

stopped in August. The Conlans took

Holli to dinner at the house of some
friends of theirs, who got to talking to

her about school. "They asked me why
I wasn't in college, and I said because
of the money. I said I'd really like to be

in school, but there just wasn't a way."
The outcome of all this is that the fami-

ly suggested Washington College. Holli

declared herself an independent stu-

dent and although "I never thought I'd

see Chestertown again" she applied,

was accepted, and sailed horn to Rhode
Island to pack. "I really had no thought

of going to school this fall. In fact I'd

almost given up the idea of going to

school atall..."

After 2 years of complete in-

dependence, I wondered how she felt

about WC and college in general; if she

felt restricted or confined. She shakes

her head. "I didn't think I'd enjoy it at

all, but I absolutely love it. The People

here are the nicest people I've ever

met. I really was amazed." She's glad

she had those two years of in-

dependence, though. "If I'd gone to col-

lege right out of high school I wouldn't

have known anybody anywhere else,

but if I want to get away I have places

to go now, and friends."

She seems to feel confident and happy
about her summer on the Limmershin.

I asked her what she'd learned, if

anything, from the experience. She

thinks awile, and then says, " I learned

how to live in close quarters with two

people for a long period of time. There

were never any hard feelings, and no

arguments. And I didn't know them at

all when we started. "We never did end

on a firstname basis, but they're just

very proper people."

Coincidental meetings got Holli a job

on a boat, and then a place on a college

campus. Next summer she's going to

France. Who can say what will happen

to her then?
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A fight to the finish
by WARD TATNALL and
JOHN McDANOLDS

Ted Joselson

Band gives concert

The Washington College Concert

series presented Tedd Joselson,

Pianist, a week ago last Thursday.

Joselson was preceded by enthusiastic

reviews from many of the major
musical centers and high critical ac-

claim from one of America's most
esteemed conductors. Our expecta-

tions, however, were not met by his per-

formance.
The program selections were of a

caliber that demanded the utmost of

technical ability and musicianship. We
are convinced that Mr. Joselson

possesses all of the technique necessary

to render the selections effectively.

Yet, his musicianship was not enough to

overcome the demands placed upon

him by the condition of a piano recently

returned from a major reconditioning

and not yet broken in.

? Joselson began the concert with the

« Sonata no. 6 in F major. Opus 10 no. 2 by
« Ludwig van Beethoven. This is early

g> Beethoven; expressing a wide range of

o emotion within the concise, refined

£ framework of the CJassical period.

Strangely enough, he chose to give a

very romantic interpretation, subject

to overburdening rubato, especially in

the middle movement, a lyrical, haun-

ting minuet, marked allegretto but

played at an almost incomprehensible

tempo. As if to revive his audience, he

jumped into the fugal third movement,

by Ward

The Washington College Band under

the direction of Proffessor John Klaus

gave their fall concert to an ap-

preciative audience on Saturday

December 3. The program began with

Beethoven's Military March in C.

Played with vigor, it provided an apt

opening number. Four Silhouettes, by

Ulysses Kay, a contemporary Am-
erican composer, proved to be a sprite-

ly syncopated work and its rhythmic

complexities were handled admirably

by the ensembles.

The Gile Farnaby Suite, a free

transcription by British composer Gor-

don Jocob of 11 16th century keyboard

works by Farnaby, ended the first half

of the concert. The Farnaby suite, ex-

quisitly orchestrated by Jacob con-

tained some of the best solo playing by

the band.

The second half of the concert began

Tatnall

with Clifton William's popular march

The Sinfonians. The band executed this

spectacular number with flair. The

Symphony in One Movement by Caesar

Giovannini followed. Its relentless for-

ward drive and grand style captivated

the audience.

The highlight of the evening was the

First Suite in E flat for Military Band

by Gustav Hoist. Conducting from

memory, Proffessor Klaus elicited a

stirring performance with all of the

best qualities of British band literature

from the ensemble. The Hoist suite is

without doubt one of the finest pieces

ever written for band and was indeed a

magnificent climax to the concert.

The concert this fall was not only one

of great music but also of very good

playing. With very few exceptions, the

W.C. Band has rarely sounded so con-

sistantly good.

marked presto, and played with the

technical brilliance for which he is ac-

claimed. It is disappointing however
that he not only unabashedly avoided

the repeats in all three movements, but

he also totally lost the effectiveness of

the final ending, a running passage that

"writes itself out," a favorite technique

of Beethoven.09 Sadly misleading

Joselson prefaced his performance of

Modeste Musorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition with a highly amusing but

unfortunately incorrect historical ac-

count of the work. Not only were the

dates of composition wrong, but his

description of the original Hartmann
drawings and sketches was sadly

misleading. Musorgsky's work is not a
litteral transcription from the graphic

to the musical. It is a work enriched by
an understanding of that which is

Russia. Musorgsky saw not only the

work of art but also the history within

it.

Pictures at an Exhibition is a work
which, although far from being tame,

does not require the agressiveness or

force of a wrecking company. Joselson

felt it necessary to add to an already

rich score doublings at both the bass

and treble, often leaving out the middle

range. Unspecified pedalings in the

Promenades blurred the harmonies.

Rhythmic alteration of the bass

ostinato in Bydlo gave the impression of

an ox cart on square wheels — a point

which was mentioned in Joselson's

description but one which is utterly

false— rough hewn and lumbering,

yes— square, no. Baba—Yaga was

plagued with rubato, a musical devise

seldom used by Russian nationalist

composers or interpreters of their

works. The Great Gate of Kiev suffered

from a few restructured chords,

cascading 6ths rather than 8ves and the

final 8ves tremolo was "enriched" by

the addition of a 5th. As a whole Pic

tures was played with anger, not love,

brutality, not understanding, and

became sloppy at times due to this.

After a well-deserved intermission,

both on the part of the performer and

the listener, Joselson returned to begin

the second half of the program with

Johann Sebastian Bach's Chromatid

Fantasy and Fugue. It should be noted

that the pianist used the Busoni edition,

a late 19th century editing making use

of the advantages of the modern piano,

yet remaining true to the spirit of the

Baroque original. But while Busoni's

editing is tasteful and musical,

Joselson's rendition tended towards ex-

tremes, using an unnecessary amount
of a pedaling, which muddied the ex-

quisite, crisp chromaticisms, and ofter

resorting to a heavy, doubled bass, not

at all fitting to the spirit of the piece. It

was extremely disappointing that such

a splendid and seldom performed

number should have been spoiled in this

manner. From the outset it seemed that

Joselson's rendition would be
refreshing in its vitality, and in fact at

points throughout the piece his playing

was superb, but the piece as a whole

was somehow unsatisfying.

The Sonata no. 7 in B flat major, Opus
83 by Serge Prokofiev closed the pro-

gram. Prokofiev's style is often per-

continued on page 1
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Great music and good playing:

Hot Tuna hot tonight
hv CAMFRON WATSON ^^

Dateline Washington C.C. The
Warner Theatre

It's been a whole year since Hot Tuna
was in the D.C. area. And T-shirts!

First time I've seen them at a show.
Bought one too. Happy The Man opened
the show with a smart tight set of in-

strumentals exploring the realm of

space rock with jazz overtones. Quite a

pleasant mix and like so many other

groups playing in this idiom, Happy the

Man happily forgoes any attempt at

writing lyrics, which definately added
rather than subtracted something from
the show
Hot Tuna has been playing both an

acoustic and electric set for about six

months. Prior to that, Hot Tuna Had
been ptav!i Lg strictly electric for some
four • ^o this was the first time I

ha<' ma Kaukonen play an
ac > F

v
e icoustic set was a

qu. jers starting off the

nigl. t-p your Lamps Trimmed
and B tig. Hesitation Blues came
next an then a song I'd never heard
before c t\ Son;; (or the Crystal City.

Jornu t is playing an ovation guitar

and stuck mostly to using fingerpicks.

The only problem with the set was that

it was too short, besides that objection

the set was tight and tasteful, especial-

ly because Jorma has excellent control

over the dynamics of his acoustic

guitar.

After a short delay Jorma and the

rest of the band came out on stage. The
members of the band are: Jorma
Kaukonen vocals and lead guitar; Jack

Cassady, bass guitar; Bob Steeler,

drums and Nick Bucks, keyboards.

Nick Buck has just recently joined the

tour after working on various albums
for Hot Tuira. So once again Hot Tuna is

a quartet and not a trio and the end

result was for the most part a good one

and yet it will still be some time before

Nick Buck becomes aeeostumed to

playing live with the rest of the band.

The first electric number was "Hit

Single 1" a song from the America's

Choice LP dated 1975. Kakonen was
playing his sunburst Les Paul Deluxe
and Jack Cassady his flying V bass.

Also there were a good number of

pedals present on stage. What are

pedals for? Well, pedals change the

tone quality of the guitar that they are
being played through and the ad-

vantage to having so many is that you
have a greater range of sound being
produced and so, more variety. Many

by CAMERON WATSON
musicians unfortunately fall back on
these devices as a means to hide their

shortcomings but not Kaukonen. Jorma _

has a better knowledge in regards to us-

ing pedals than any other guitarist that

I have had the privilege to see. On songs
like "Funky 7", "Driving Around," and
even the acoustic "Crystal City," Jor-

ma used his pedals to create a feeling of

motion (from right to left for instance)

and this motion helped to fill up the hall

and also give off a kind of revolving

sound. Kaukonen used his Les Paul for

the majority of the show, at times with

the help of pedals at time without. Jor-

ma also had two Fender Stratocasters

which he used occasionally on such
songs as "Hot Jelly Roll Blues," and
"Police Dog Blues." On "Hot Jelly Roll

Blues" Jorma played a glass bottleneck
on a never before seen black with con-

verging green stripes Stratocaster

while on "Police Dobg Blues" he played
on his red white and blue Fender.

It took a few songs for the band to

warm up and get into things and I

thought of it as three stages of a rocket.

The first stage was when they were
warming up with their firstfew electric

numbers. The second state was when
the band started really clicking and

things started falling in place. The third

stage seperated about forty minutes

later when all the people who were sit-

ting on the floor in front of the front row

finally stood up realizing that the music

was too powerful, too explosive to sit

passively.

The tunes Tuna Played were primari-

ly some of their rougher, rawer electric

blues, such songs as "Rock Me Baby,"

"I Wish You Would," "Funky 7" and "I

Can't Get Satisfied. Lighter, more

bouncy blues numbers included "Hot

Jelly Roll Blues," "Police Dog Blues,"

and "Baby What You Want Me to Do."

The love songs he did were unfortunate-

ly not up to parr. "I See the Light" lost

its lyrics somewhere below the

amplified instruments. This problem

happens at every Hot Tuna show and if

one doesn't know the lyrics when this

submergance of the vocals occurs then

you're left out in the cold, "Watch the

North Wind Ride" was plagued by a

poorly tuned Ibanezlembic custom

played with a capo up three frets which

made it that much harder to tune. The

third stage of the concert started off on

a Chuck Berry tune, "Talking' 'bout

continued on page 11
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by GEOFF GARINTHER
Sports Editor

•*•*•••*•****•••••+

*••*•***••••••••*•*

What has four very tired legs, weighs
almost 300 pounds, and just ran over 52

miles in less than 8 hours? Yes, it's the
running tandem of John Miller and
Richard Gillin, Washington College
professors and recent conquerors of

Maryland Marathon V.

Miller covered the 26-mile, 385-yard
course in 3.47.07, finishing 982 in a field

of over 1700 runners last Sunday. CtSin'

troubled by cramps as a result of a

week'-long cold, crossed theJine in 4.05,

placing "somewhere over 1,000."

The winner of the race, Minnesota's
Garry Bjorklund, set a new course
record with a time of 2.13.46, 28 seconds
faster than the previous mark.

Miller and Gillin were running
together at a steady 8-minutes-per-mile

clip until the 18-mUe mark. There they
met up with the famed Satyr Hill, a

steep half-mile grade, and Gillin,

already in pain from the cramps,
slowed his pace.

Ever since the 7-mile mark Gillin had
been forced to stop occasionally

because of the cramps in his legs. "I'd

had a cold all week, so I took some
medicine and Vitamin C. I think that's

what caused the cramps. '

'

What amazed Gillin the most was the

way the other runners stopped to help

him out. "It was extraordinary," he

Pilgrim Voice lacks only lyrics

by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER

Pilgrim voice— a new sound has
emerged from the music industry. It is

clear, vibrant and hard. Remeniscent
of Iron Butterfly, but possessing a
distinct sound, they are a welcome ad-

dition. The album is still in the making,
but my demo tape shows John Callahan
to have great promise. He has written

and played all of the songs— all two of

them. He is the only persons to play the

on the album.
His mastery of the keyboard is only

surpassed by his ability to produce
flowing guitar rifts. His musical talents

include bass guitar and percussion and
saxaphone. Lacking only are lyrics.

His cognizance of the limits of his in-

struments makes it possible for him to

maximize his talent and energy. Both
seem to be unlimited.

CONCERT UPDATE
Hall and Oates / Kinks— Capital

Center, Saturday,
Jerry Garcia— Warner Theater, D.C.
Saturday Dec. 10

John Hammon/Night Hawks — Marble
Bar, Sunday, Dec. 11

BozScaggs— Capital Center, Monday,

South Side Jonny and the Asbury Jukes
—Warner Theater, Thursday, Dec. 15

Blood, Sweat, and Tears— Baltimore
Civic Center, Friday, Dec. 16

Rick Danko (formerly of the band) —
Cellar Door, Georgetown, Monday,
Dec. 19

Joselson ma continued from page 10 E

cussive and in this Joselson excelled.

He caught the witty and playful mood of

the first movement allegro without

sacrificing the inner pathos and
lyricism. The second movement an-

dante was equally well played and
glowed with all the lush harmonies in-

tended by the composer. On the other

hand, the final movement was ruined

by the omition of several measures and
a final fit of temperment in which
Joselson litterally smashed his

outstreched palms across the keyboard
and banged at the final chord. The en-

core, unannounced and incomplete, did

not add to the concert.

In all fairness we must point out that

much of the fault of the concert rests on
the condition of the piano, We do feel,

however, that a far more musical per-

formance could have been achieved
had Joselson chosen to work with
rather than against the odds at hand.

M*S83 Hot Tuna continued from page 10 B

You." Chuck Berry songs are
guaranteed to start things hopping and
it did. "I Can't Get Satisfied" kept up
the pace with one of the longer jams of
the night. "Walking Blues" one of
Robert Johnson's more well known ac-
complishments, was the best number of
the night and the last song of the night
was "Extrication Love Song." There
were three other tunes I can remember,
a new Nick Buck composition, "Song
for the Fire Maiden," and an improptu
party song. The party song started of
with "ain't ' got no whisky tonight, no
whiskey tonight ." The next verse was
"ainf no women tonight, ain't no
women tonight" and the last verse
"gonna have a party." The song

sounded like a calliope, one of those
steam whistles that you might have
heard at a circus.

It was a good show, one with lots of

variety. There-are both advantages and
disadvantages to adding a fourth

member. The advantage is that Jorma
had Nick Buck to trade riffs with, and
the disadvantage was not having

Kaukonen playing as much lead work
as he did last year at Cole field house
when there were only three in the band.

Hearing Jorma play acoustic was a

delight. And after the show was over...

Scott Joplin's "Maple Leaf Rag." A
special thanks to Fran and Tex whose
help was invaluable.

said. "At one point my legs just seized

up on me because they were so tight

and other runners, including Dr. Miller,

would stop along the way to help me get

going again."

While Gillin was slowing down his

pace. Miller was grinding up Satyr. His
13-year old son was waiting to give en-

couragement. "Dad", he yelled to

Miller, "I suppose you know there's an
8-year old girl up ahead of your" , Miller

had nothing to be embarrassed about,

however, the 8-year old, Julie Levri,

was ahead of most of the field, finishing

in 3.03.31 (third among the female
finishers).

About one mile after Satyr, Miller

began to tire. "But I never felt I

wouldn't finish," he said. "I just slowed
my pace." Miles later he finished, 17

minutes over his aim of 3.30. Gillin

crossed the line 18 minutes later.

Will they try it again? "When I was
preparing for this one I refused to say I

was getting ready to run a marathon",
said Miller. "I feel the same way about
future marathons. I'm not going to start

training for another marathon. Runn-
ing is fun right now."

"I'd love to do it again," said Gillin.

"I was very disappointed with my per-

formance. I think we both could have
done better. Of course^John's time was
hurt because he stopped to help me."

••**••*•*••••••••••

***•*+*•*•••••+••*•

National competition announced

The National Student Educational
Fund is sponsoring a national competi-
tion to recognize college students who
produce the best informational
materials for other students. $12,000 in

scholarships will be awarded in this na-
tional competition called the Better In-

formation Project: Prized in Education
(BIPPIE).

Individual students or student groups
are eligible to submit entries in any
media produced during the 1976-77 or
1977-78 academic year's. Materials
must be aimed atinforming fellow
students about campus programs, op-
portunities and experiences.

Prizes will be awarded in two
categories: general information aimed
at the entire student community (such
as orientation guides, course and
teacher evaluations and financial aid

manuals) and information aimed at

specific student groups including but
not limited to women, the handicapped,
minorities and older students.

Each of twelve winners will be
awarded a trip to Washington D.C. to

accept, on behalf of their school,

$1,000 scholarship, which will be given
to a student with financial need.

Application packets and competition
rules are available on request from the

National Student Educational Fund,
2000 P St. NW, Suite 305, Washington,
D.C. 20036. Entries must be postmarked
no later than February 28, 1978.

The competition is supported by a
grant from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare's Fund for the

Improvement of Postsecondary Educa-
tion. To date, scholarships have been
provided by The Chronicle of Higher
Education, The Ford Foundation, The
Forum for the Advancement of

Students in Science and Technology,
Inc., and The International Study
Travel Center, Inc. The College En-
trance Examination Board has con-

tributed toward the project's evalua-

tion activities. The competition is spon-

sored by the National Student Educa-
tion Fund, a national non-profit group
engaged in research, information ser-

vices and training activities from a stu-

dent perspective.

ADVERTISEMENT
Student Ski Association Offers

Discounts on Skiing

Being a student can save you a lot of

money on skiing. By joining the Student
Ski Association, college, graduate
school and high school students can
save up to $15 a day on lift tickets,

lessons and rented ski equipment at

over 150 major ski areas nationwide.

SSA members also receive 15 per cent
discounts on the purchase of skis, boots,

bindings and poles at over 60 ski shops
across the country. Membership costs

only $7 per season.
The program works like this: Present

your SSA "Student Ski Card" at any
participating ski area's ticket window
and you will receive your lift ticket, ski

lessons and rented equipment for half-

price during the week. On weekends
and holidays you will save $1 to $3 on
your all-day lift ticket. By presenting

the Student Ski Card at the cash
register of a participating ski shop, a
student can save as much as $100 on
new skis, boots, poles and bindings. Col-

lege students may also be asked toshow
their college ID's.

Many popular ski areas like Mount

Snow and 11 other Vermont resorts,

Wildcat and eight other New Hamp-
shire areas, Mt. Tom and 7 other

Massachusetts areas all participate in

the SSA program in New England.
Elsewhere, Hunter Mountain and 25

other New York state areas, plus many
other areas in the East, Midwest and
West Participate in the SSA program

.

SSA members also receive the STU-
DENT SKIER magazine and POOR
HOWARD'S COLLEGE GUIDE TO
SKUNG, which contains important in-

formation on hundreds of ski areas and
a unique and money-saving list of over
250 inexpensive lodges in ski country.

For a $7 full season membership,
more information or an article on "How
to Ski on a Student's Budget" write: the

Student Ski Association, 233 N. Plea
sant Street, Amherst, Mass. 01002 or

2256N. Clark St., Chicago, IL 60614.

lost:

Dark Green Cardigan

Sweater

Call M. Hoffecher
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Basketball

Cagers' first week:

a lesson in humility
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Sports Edftoi

Win-loss records can be deceiving,

and four games into this season,

nobody's record has been more deceiv-

ing than the Washington College

Cagers'. Behind their 1-3 record stands

a schedule that had the Shoremen fac-

ing a pair of Division I schools (Duke

and American U.> and the heavy

favorite to repeat as the MAC Cham-

pion this year (Widener). And all this

before the first pair of sneakers had a

chance to be worn out.

So WC Coach Tom Finnegan isn't

worrying about records at this point. In-

stead, he's still looking for the game
when his team will put it all together.

"At one point or another, everyone has

had a good game offensively. What we
need is for people to put together good

games offensively and defensively."

American

Monday night at American Universi-

ty it was Ed Beach's turn to put it

together offensively as the 6-6 center

scored 22 points, but again the

Shoremen couldn't stop American on

defense and were outscored 99-76. The

Shoremen were by only 4 at the half,

46-42, but American opened the second

half with 12 unanswered points to put

the game quickly out of reach.

"They wore us down pretty well in-

side," said Finnegan. "We had a couple

of opportunities to control, but we
missed a couple of shots and had a few

turnovers."

Forward Russell Bowers led

American with 31 points in just 28

minutes. Rich Dwyer came off the

bench for WC to score 15 points and

grab a game-high 9 rebounds.

Widener

Schatzman ended a three-Rich

minute scoring draught at the start of

Saturday's contest against Widener

with a 15-foot jumper, but soon after

that the game turned into a rout,

Widener winning 83-51.

"We had an atrocious shooting

night," said Finnegan, after the

Shoremen had connected on only 35 per-

cent from the floor and 58 percent from

the line. "We just missed a lot of shots

we should have made."

Doug Byrne and Joe Wilson led the

WC scoring with 15 and 12 points, and

Beach added 1 1 points and 1 3 rebounds.

Limestone

The Shoreman took their first win in

the home opener against Limestone

College last Thursday when they helu

on to a narrow one-point halftime lead

in an 88-81 win.

Byrne and Wilson combined for 46

points and 21 rebounds, and Schatzman

added 18 points to even the team's mark
at l-l at that point in the season. Fin-

negan, however, still wasn't all smiles.

"We tried to slow the game down, but

doing that requires a certain amount on

discipline in offense which we still

lack."

G allude t

Finnegan took his team to Gallaudet

Wednesday, still looking for the game

where they will put it all .
"I expect to

be a difficult game," said the coach.

"They play at least 20 points better on

their home floor."

Today, WC is hosting the first annual

Wild Goose Classic, featuring Rutgers

University (Newark), St. Andrews, and

St. Mary's. The tournament will con-

tinue tomorrow.

fl*M SHOP
ARTIST MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

CUSTOM FRAMING - ART GALLERY
CRAFT SUPPLIES

Cheslertown, Morylond 21620

Special for students 10% oil marled pictures ready to hong.

THE

1 CrOSS St.

ANTIQUES 8RIC BRAC USED FURNISHINGS

Slop jbniS.. Wkat W. Qol"

Daily 10-5:30

Phone: 778-4590

THE ATTIC
337 High Street

CHESTERTOWN. MP. 21M0

Four advance to

volleyball finals

on Sunday

Theta Chi, Bof Chi, Demented, and

Little House all advanced to the finals

of the Men's Intramural Volleyball

Tournament with wins in Tuesday's

opening playoff round. Those four

teams will meet Sunday night at Cain

Athletic Center to decide the Tourna-

ment Champion

Athletic Club to

open in C-town
Construction of the Kent Athletic club

in Chestertown is expected to be com-
pleted by mid- to late January, ac-

cording to owners Richard Flaherty

and Doug Goodall.

The club, located behind the Kent
Researching and Manufacturing
Building at 800 High St., will house two

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete line of Fabrics t Sewing Notions"

and extras for you

Anthony's Flowers and Greenhouses

Complete Plant Supplies

Plants & Flowers Wired Worldwide

W) V* Mile South of Bridge Phone: 778.2525

handball and racquetball courts.

When the club opens it will operate

from 8:15 a.m. to midnight and court

times will be scheduled in fifteen

minute increments.

Membership rates for one will be $50

for six months and $90 for a year. WC
students can also play for $1 per person,

per game.

Truslow dies at 59

John Urie Truslow, the long-time

benefactor of the Washington College

Crew Club and name sake of their boat

house, died in his sleep of an apparent

heart attack on Friday, November 25.

Students,

Please note:

All Fall Semester books
are due in the library

December 21

grades may be held if

books are no.

returned

Robert L. Forney

Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Ground the Corner from the Park
Chestertown, Maryland

Live Entertainment At

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
High Street

FRIDAY NIGHT - HARD TYMES

SATURDAY NIGHT CRYSTAL CREEK
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College receives

Hodson Grant
Contribution of over one-half million dollars

to benefit Washington College

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Winter creates a scenic panorama as snow hit the campus last week

WC Merit Scholarship planned
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor in Chief

The Admissions Department has an-

nounced the creation of the Washington
College Merit Award Program en-

dowed by the $540,000 grant recently

received through the Hodson Trust. The
program will provide for the awarding
of a limited number of $1000 scholar-

ships to outstanding entering freshmen

and two-year college transfer students,

according to Director of Admissions
James McCHntock.
Students to receive formal recognition

Awards will be based solely on
academic achievement and promise for

success at Washington College rather

than on the basis of financial need. Mc-
Clintock explained that those students

who demonstrate financial need as well

as outstanding academic ability are not

qualified for this special merit scholar-

ship as they are the first candidates for

other types of aid. Superior students ac-

cepted for enrollment at Washington
College who qualify for other forms of

financial aid are eligible, however, to

receive formal recognition as

"Washington College Merit Students."

McCHntock stressed that this form of

recognition would be bestowed on en-

tering freshmen or second year college

transfer students in the spring of the

academic year preceding their

enrollment at Washington College. The
Admissions Director believes the Merit

Award Program "will not only add

academic strength to the entry group
and provide prestige to the college, but

will also increase the applicant pool

from which applications are chosen."

In this way, Assistant Director of Ad-
missions Cathy Thaden believes the

school will be able "to prove to the Hod-

son people the success of this program
made possible through through their

supposrt of Washington College."

In the breakdown of proposed ex-

penditures funded by the Hodson Grant,

Vice President for Finance Gene
Hessey released a figure of $30,00 to go
toward the Merit Award Program .(See

" H odson Grant" story located

elsewhere in this paper.) McClintock
believes that this will provide for the

awarding of Merit Scholarships to

about seven entering students.

Recepients will receive the award an-

nually through their graduation,

providing they continue to show com-
mendable academic progress.

Nominees for the award will be selec-

ted from the total pool of freshmen and
second year transfer applicants. Mc-
Clintock admitted that "board scores

from standardized testing will play a

very large role in the selection — a

greater part than they play in any other

area of the admissions process." He ad-

ded, "our expectations for the success

of this program are very high."

Washington College has received an
unrestricted contribution of $540,000 for

the Hodson Trust, established in

Baltimore in 1928 by Thomas Hodson.
According to college president Dr.

Joseph H. McLain, the grant will be
used for faculty salaries, student

scholarships, library acquisitions, the

purchase of scientific and office system
equipment, women's athletics and the

varsity crew program.
Vice President for Finance Gene

Hessey gave the following partial

breakdown for the use of the grant:

$370,000 for supplementing faculty

raises and student aid; $17,000 to meet
matching federal funds for scientific

equipment, $35,000 for library

materials, $28,000 for electronic equip-

ment in the form of an address system
for the Admissions and Public Rela-

tions Department, $30,000 to fund merit

scholarships, $5,000 toward crew and
$5,000 toward athletics. Hessey stressed

that the nonrestrictive nature of the

grant does not necessitate it being

limited to the. above financial

breakdown. Dr. McLain was not

available to comment on the

breakdown.

Further, the grant enables
Washington College to institute a Merit

Scholarship Program based on
academic achievement rather than

financial need which will assist outstan-

ding student from middle income

families (see story elsewhere in this

paper). The Hodson Trust gift also pro-
vides substantial matching funds
toward a challenge grant for the col-
lege's humanities program recently ob-
tained from the National Endowment
for the Humanities.
The Hodson Trust has been a major

benefactor of Washington College for
many years. Thomas Hodson'sson, Col-
onel Clarence Hodson, was the founder
of the Beneficial Corporation. Members
of the Hodson family have served on the
college's Board of Visitors and Gover-
nors. Ms. Sara Hopkins is currently a
member of the Board and her mother,
Mrs. James N. Hynson, Trustee
Emerita of Washington College. Finn
M. W. Casperson Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of the Beneficial Cor-
poration, is also chairman of the Hod-
son Trust.

In expressing the college's gratitude
to the Hodson Trust trustees for the
grant, President McLain stated,
"Because of past and recent generous
support of the Hodson Trust,
Washington College is stronger now
than ever before in its history. We have
been able to improve our academic and
extra-currieualr programs, reward
deserving faculty for commendable
teaching, and help worthy students
meet the costs of their education. We
are particularly excited about in-

stituting a scholarship program based
on academic and personal merit in ad-
dition to our financial aid resources for

needy youngsters."

;.

Over 100 named
to academic probation

by CLAIRE PULA

Scruggs review cancelled

by WALTER
The Earl Scruggs Concert planned

for the spring was cancelled at Mon-
day's SGA meeting at the suggestion of

Social Chairman Terri Taylor and the

Social Committee. Also discussed was
the formation of a student security

group to curb damage at dances, as

well as the promotion of Port Welcome
Day,
The Scruggs Concert, which had been

scheduled for April 1, was scrapped
following a motion by Taylor. Ac-
cording to Taylor and Assistant Social

Chairman Harold Norton, the cost for

the band was to have been $3,000 plus

"at least $1,200" for equipment that the

SGA would have to provide. And since it

was to have been a concert rather than
a dance, the contract called for Scruggs
to play for only fifty minutes. The only

FORAKER
opposition to the motion came from

SGA President Kimball Byron who
wanted to re-negotiate certain provi-

sions of the contract. Byron relin-

quished when he received no support

from the Senate.

The formation of a group of students

to act as security guards was adopted

as a solution to recent vandalism at

dances. The action came in response to

an incident at last Saturday's dance, in

which a window was broken when an as

yet unknown student threw a blender. If

the student cannot be discovered and

prosecuted through the Student

Judicial Board, the SGA will have to

pay the $200 cost. A similar $200 cost for

damage was incurred last semester

when tables, mirrors, and lavatory fix-

tures were broken.

Twelve students were dismissed from
the college and over 100 others were
placed on academic probation as a

result of their low grades for the fall

semester. Decisions by the Committee
on Admissions and Acdemic Standing
were reached one week after professors

submitted final grades to the
Registrar's Office early in January.

"We're not out for scalps"

Warnings were generally issued to

students with two D's and two C's;

more than two D's resulted in

probation, and dismissed students had
D's. F's, andW's (withdrawal). "We're
not out for a lot of scalps . . . It's a
headaching job sitting there judging a
student's performance," Dr. Robert
Fallow said, speaking for the com-
mittee he chairs.

According to standard procedure,

Registrar Ermon Foster reviews the

semester grades and selects cases

which require committee con-

sideration. Members of the committee
include Foster, Dean of the College

Garry Clarke and Dean of Students

Maureen Kelley, three faculty mem-

bers and three students.. These last six

positions are held this year by, respec-

tively, Fallaw, Dr. Thomas Pabon Dr.

Richard Brown, Debbie Straus '78, Dale
Eberlein '78, and Mike Simpson '78.

Each case is treated individually; the

Deans advise the committee of any ex-

tenuating circumstances which may
have hampered the student's per-

formance (such as illness or death in

the family). Dismissed students are
generally notified immediately so that

they may have time to plan ac-

cordingly.

Students on probation are given two
or three semesters in which to improve
their grades. The student handbook
states that class attendance is com-
pulsory for these students to attend

classes unless the student is validly ex-

cused. Fallow stated that this

requirement is enforcable by the

students advisors and individual in-

structors rather than the committee.
Readmission frequently sought

Dean Kelley maintains contact with

most dismissed students after helping

Continued on Page 4
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The Fall 1977 Semester at Washington College achieved a

dubious record. For the first time ever, nearly 15 per cent of the

students here were placed on academic probation due to their

failure to meet the school's minumum requirements.

Many theories are circulating to explain the apparent decline

in student grades. Because the lowest grade point average

belongs to the freshmen, some feel that the college, caught in a

financial pinch, has lowered its standards for admission and has,

consequently, reaped a crop of students unable to meet previous

levels of scholastic performance.

It is also likely, however, that the increase in academic

probation cases can be attributed to increased effort among the

faculty to preserve high education standards. Teachers here are

placing greater emphasis on Washington's role as a learning in-

stitution, and this translates into tougher grading policies.

There seems to be an unofficial movement from the Dean of

the College on down to upgrade WC's academic standards. Those

teachers who are attempting to preserve the academic difficulty

of their courses, without bogging their classes down with

irrelevant busy work, are to be commended. Those students who

did well last semester should be pleased that their grades were

not diluted.
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COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

The closing dote for ihe submission of manuscripts by College Students is

February 15

ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit his verse.

There is no limitotion os to form or theme. Shorter works ore preferred becouse of spoce

Eoch poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, ond must bear ihe NAME

ond HOME ADDRESS of the sludenl. ond the COLLEGE ADDRESS os well.

MANUSCRIPTS should be senl to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

Boy 216 Agouro, Co. 91301

Letters to the Editor

Missing Reserve Books

To Students:

We have a problem, and I need your

help. I have just completed a survey of

last semester's reserve collection; 22

books, which were never to have left the

library except overnight, have ap-

parently left the library for good. This

loss hurts both your education and the

library. It reflects a disconcern for the

reading needs of fellow students.

Our options:

1. The library can continue the pre-

sent policy of an open reserve collec-

tion, and absorb the loss in collection

and expenses. (At current costs, those

22 books will set the library back ap-

proximately $350; the loss in terms of

immediate value to the collection can-

ndt be fixed.

)

2. The library can institute a closed

reserve collection. This would mean
that the books placed on reserve would

be kept in an area available only to

library staff members, i.e. the reserve

room would no longer contain the

reserve collection. To use a reserve

book, you would have to present your

student I.D. card in order to sign it out.

This option would identify the user of a

reserve book and eliminate anonymous
misuse. It would also eliminate the

freedom to browse the collection as one

wished.

3. Missing reserve books could be

returned, and present open reserve

policy guidelines could be followed—en-

suring the continuation of the present

open reserve collection. The majority

of reserve books are available for

periods of 2 hours, to be used only in the

reserve reading room. This means that

if there is a request for a reserve book

you are already reading, you must give

it up after 2 hours. If there is no such re-

quest, you can read it for as long as you

like. Some reserve books can be

checked out of the library for overnight

use. These books have a blue card

which you must sign. Overnight books

can be signed out V4 hour before the

library closes, and must be returned '6

hour after the library opens the follow-

ing day. These basic guidelines should

provide you with ample opportunity to

complete reserve readings.

I think you will agree with me that op-

tion 3 is the best solution. Therefore, I

am asking anyone knowing the

whereabouts of the missing reserve

books to return them to the library. You
can turn them in at the circulation desk,

reference desk, or book deposit drop

(located outside the library about 10

yards to the right of the main doors). I
s

am only interested in getting the books

back in the library, and seeing that all

students have an equal opportunity to

use the reserve readings. Obviously, if

there is no change in the current situa-

tion a closed reserve collection is a very

real possibility.

I would appreciate your assistance,

and any ideas or suggestions you might

have.
Thanks

Jeff Chaffin

Reference Librarian

Bauman n, Premo to

debate PanamaTreaties
The Washington College Republicans

will sponsor a discussion on the

Panama Canal Treaties Wednesday at

8 p.m. in Hynson Lounge. The question

of ratification is one of the most signifi-

cant issues that Congress will face this

year.

Speaking for ratification will be Dr.

Daniel L. Premo, associate professor of

Political Science and Histroy here at

Washington College. He is the schools

"expert" on Latin American politics.

and has spent a considerable number of

years living in Latin America. Speak-

ing against ratification will be Con-

gressman Robert E. Bauman, who
represents Maryland's First Congres-

sional District, which includes the

Eastern Shore. He is one of this nation's

leading conservatives in Congress, and

has just spent a week in Panama in-

specting the Canal and investigating

the outcome of the proposed treaties, if

they are passed.

Student Intellectual

Movement takes off

The Student's Intellectual Movement
would like to get the show back on the

road. Any students wishing to share

their intellecual adventures with

students of similar mind and spirit con-

tact Colleen 0"Neill through student

mail or in Reid Hall, 301, 778-9742.

The library has graciously offered

the Sophie Kerr room for discussions

whenever possible. We will entertain

almost anything: term papers, original

ideas, theories, philosophies, blue

books, poetry, fiction, and drama. We
also will have guest speakers from time

to time. Keep your eyes open for

posters announcing the first gathering

of the student intellectuals.

t.
' with endi -Sils<2S6ive-se-
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Over-heating

plagues dorms
by WALTER FORAKER
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Anticipated problems with
underheating in the dorms have been
net by a slight decrease in fuel costs,
but now, according to some residents
overheating has become the problem.

Fuel cost lowered
According to Vice-President for

Finance Gene Hessey, fuel costs have
actually decreased in the past year.
"The cost of th.e particular kind of fuel
which we use has decreased almost a
penny a gallon and the suppliers of it

are abundant," said Hessey. But now
that fuel is abundant, overheating has
become a problem in many dorms, par-
ticular Somerset and the Hill Dorms.

"Windows are left open to regulate the
heat," stated Resident Assistant Gor-
dan Gorab of Middle Hall, where the
temperature has reached as high as 95
degrees.

No word on federal, stale funds

An effective thermostat system has
been suggested as a remedy to the
situation, but according to Hessey,
there is no new word on the state and
federal funds needed for such a renova-
tion and will be none until late March or
early April. "We are looking at a
monitoring system which we could use
for the old furnace," said Mr. Hessey of
the system which is now in use at the
nearby public school.

Food Service announces

cafeteria changes
by JEFF MORTON

The Food Services, under the direc-

tion of Dave Knowles has announced
some changes for this semester,- in-

cluding a small cutback in personnel
and the installation of a self-service

toaster for student use. In addition, a

new assistant cafeteria manager has
been hired.

In order to save money, two student

cafeteria jobs have been dropped. With
the increase in minimum wage, Dave
Knowles had to decrease the cafeteria

payroll. One job eliminated was in the

dishroom by having students place

their silverware in a tub, instead of hav-

ing an employee put the silverware in a
tub.

The other job dropped was on the
cafeteria line; as soon as the wiring is

adjusted there will be a toaster in the
dining room for student use. The
elimination of the line job not only
saves money but should satisfy a group
of students who have complained of

cold toast, and asked if they could toast
it themselves. With the new system all

the muffins, toast, waffles and pastry
will be in it's usual spot, but students
will have to get it and toast it

themselves.

The assistant cafeteria manager
vacancy has been filled by Jeff
DeMoss, who, those of you who eat in

the cafeteria, have probably noticed.

New Board member named
Chestertown, MD — Hilda Ott

Micari, Washington College alumna of

the class of 1938 and President of the

Washington College Alumni Associa-
tion, was elected on December 3 by
unanimous vote of the Alumni Council
to fill the unexpired term of the late Dr.
John Wagner on the College's Board of

Visitors and Governors.

Micari, a resident of Baltimore, has a
long history of service to Washington
College and its Alumni Association as a
past vicepresident and treasurer of the

Baltimore Alumni Chapter, president
of the Baltimore Chapter of Washington
College AOPI's and decade president of

the Washington College Alumni
Association. Since 1953 she has been
associated with the Western Electric
Company in Baltimore and is currently
Employment Department Cheif of Col-
lege and Educational Relation. Her
previous experience includes employ-
ment as a social worker of the
Baltimore Department of Public
Welfare, an interviewer for the
Maryland State Employment Service
and continuous involvement in civic
and church related activities. Upon
graduation from Washington College,
Micari pursued post graduate studies at
Loyola College in Baltimore.

Chrysler Corporation announces

loan program
Detroit, — Chrysler Corporation and

the Chrysler Corporation Fund last

month announced the creation of the

Chrysler Student Loan Program.
The program, which began January

1, 1978, allows dependent children of

full-time hourly or salaried employees
of Chrysler and its U.S. subsidiaries to

obtain loans for their college education
at lending institutions where neither the

student nor parents has an account.

Chrysler has arranged with the len-

ding institutions in its plant dities to

make these loans available. The loans

will be guaranteed by United Student

Aid Funds, Inc., or by a state or federal

educational loan agency.
The interest on the loan will be paid

through payroll deductions or by the

U.S. Government, depending on the stu-

dent's eligibility and need.
Names of participating lending in-

stitutions, employment verifications,

and applications will be available at
Chryslers's personnel offices.

Only full-time students who have
completed their freshman year are
eligible. The student may attend any
four-year degree-granting college,
graduate school or Motech, Chrysler's
school for automobile mechanics in

Livonia, Mich.
Chrysler will administer the loan pro-

gram, but will not determine, eligibility

for a loan or the amount to be loaned.
An eligible student may borrow up to

$1,500 per year up to a maximum of

$7,500. The student is responsible for
repaying the loan after he or she
finishes schooling.

Roving Reporter

Freshmen Impressions?

QUESTION: (asked of second semester
freshmen) What are your impressions
of Washington College after your first
semester here? What are the prospects
for you remaining here the full four
years?

by MARGARET HANDLE
Photography by Jim Graham

Jenny Kerr—
I will probably stay here one more

year and transfer. The school is good
academically, and I like the small
classes, but socially, it is too small.

Washington gives a good broad
education, but it lacks the opportunity

for the practical preparation I'm
looking for.

Debbie Kennard—
Washington College was more dif-

ficult than I expected it to be. I'm tran-
sferring next year to pursue a career in
business.

Dave Posey—
I

I like it here. The people are nice. It's

easier than I expected it to be. I'll

probably transfer because I'd like some
preparation for the business world.

Linda Runge—
I like the college and came here

because I wanted a small college— apd
they don't come much smaller!

Frank H.Filice—
I find that campus life is limited until

you adapt yourself to its restrictions.
You have to work to get the grades. I'll

probably remain the full four years,
possibly as an English major.

Walter Foraker—
Washington has generally good, high

quality teaching. The students are
friendly, and there are no social

pressures from upperclassmen. I'll

probably- remain here as an English
major.
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William James Forum
contacts speakers

PEGASUS co-editor Randy Watson prepares a layout for the yearbook

Yearbook editors discuss
work-in-progress

by KATHLEEN KNUST

People are definitely needed to identify

photographs and to write copy.

Photographers are also greatly needed.

The editors know that people have other

obligations but if there are any

photographers who have done work on

their own on any subject matter that

would be of interest in a yearbook the

editors ask them to just slip the

photographs in the Pegasus office in the

basement of Hodson Hall anytime. All

work will be given credit in a staff box

at the end of the yearbook.

Two editorial positions are open,

those for the senior and faculty sec-

tions. Anyone interested in taking on

these jobs should notify Miller or Wat-

son. They are looking for a group effort

of Washington College as a whole. Col-

leen said that in the past years one or

two editors have put the Pegasus

together without too much care. Colleen

and Randy are willing to be the base

and do the hard work. They are being

overly leniant. They are sincere in

stressing that they want people to join

and feel the Pegasus as a part of

Washington College. Public relations

are needed so next year people will feel

confident and apply for editorship.

Last semester was rough for the

editors in a new position but now they

know what they want. They say they

will finish the yearbook and it will be

good, but it will be better if they receive

help from others. A two person book is a

difficult job.

Yearbook editors Colleen Miller and

Randy Watson are reorganizing affairs

in the Pegasus office after the

Christmas break, The yearbook co-

editors are especially concerned with

senior portraits.

A main point of interest is the ex-

tended deadline for senior portraits. In-

stead of the December date it is now set

for February 8. Watson said that due to

the lack of interest of the senior class

the staff has not received many
photographs. They stated a new policy

concerning senior portraits. Since they

do not have many photographers who
can work on a regular basis as staff

members at the present time the

editors recommend that seniors contact

photographers on their own and ar-

range for the pictures themselves. As a

last resort a date after the 8th will be

set up for the company representive,

Richard Schrenker, to come and take

picture < Watson likens these to mug
shots.) Watson and Miller hope that all

seniors will get their photographs in.

Names will be printed even if

photographs are not present.

Photographers greatly needed

A third of the yearbook is almost

complete. Miller and Watson have set-

tled on a theme and have copy writers,

individual sections and divided the

layouts. They have the copy for various

segments and the cover is in. They are

now waiting for people to approach the

Pegasus who would be willing to help.

by JEFF MORTON

Negotiations are currently under way

to bring speakers to Washington Col-

lege to participate in the William

James Forum, according to Carlos

Wilton, president of the Student's Com-

mittee to the forum and faculty advisor

Peter Tapke. Arrangements have been

made for three speakers thus far.

Dr. Norman Bowie, Director of the

Center for the Study of Values at the

University of Delaware is the first of

the guest lecturers. He will appear in

the Hynson lounge on February 9th, at

7:30 p.m. Dr. Bowie was formerly for

the Executive Secretary of the

American Philosophical Association,

1972-75, and his topic is titled, IS

"PURITY" KILLING THE LEBERAL
ARTS? His subject pertains in part to

the question of whether current topics,

such as those relevant to the business

world, should be discussed or used as

examples in Philosophy or other areas

of the liberal arts.

The second speaker is Steve Sachs, a

young prosecuting attorney, with a

very successful record in Baltimore. He

is running on an independent

Democractic ticket for Attorney

General (by independent Sachs says he

does not have and will not have a runn-

ing mate. > This will be a return visit for

Mr. Sachs and he will speak here on

Febuary 21st, but the time and the

Topic are not definite yet.

Dr. Monroe Beardsely, the new presi-

dent of the American Philosophical

Association, will be giving his discus-

sion some time in April. The exact date

and topic are not known.

According to Wilton, the William

James Forum is supposed to find

speakers who, "Stimulate discussion of

morals and values." Carlos agreed that

'this aim gives the committee a great

deal of latitude. But the Forum con-

tinues to have problems finding

speakers. The major problem is that

with a budget of $1,500 a year, $750 a

semester, from the Student Govern-

ment Association, the forum can not

compete, and speakers will not come
for the prices the school can afford to

pay Wilton said he would welcome any

and all suggestions on who to get for

speakers; in the past students not

directly involved with the forum have

been very helpful, and Wilton hopes

that more students will get involved.

Speakers who were contacted due to

student help in past semesters have in-

cluded: Goodloe Byron, U.S. Con-

gressman from Maryland; Betty

Friedan, a feminist leader; and L.

Patrick Gray III, Acting Director of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation, to

name a few.

If anyone has any ideas or would like

to join the William James Forum com-

ittee (which usually meets once, at the

beginning of each semester) contact

Carlos Wilson, 4th floor Somerset.

Annapolis Brass Quintet

to perform here

"THE BANE OF OCCIDENTAL ACADEMICISM"

The Washington College Concert

Series will present the Annapolis Brass

Quintet at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday, in the

Tawes Theater, Gibson Fine Arts

Center. Since its formation in 1971 the

ensemble has been America's only full-

time performing brass quintet and it

has become one of the world's truly fine

chamber ensembles, according to

many critics.

The members of the quintet have

made Annapolis, Maryland their home.

They travel throughout the United

States, performing in small towns and

remote areas as well as in major

cultural centers. Through their far-

reaching tours they have helped foster

the increased interest in brass chamber

music now evident in this country.

In Europe the success of the quintet is

unprecedented. The ensemble has

toured the continent three times in the

last 30 months and will return for three

more tours in the next 18 months. They

have performed in the major cities of

Europe, at summer festivals in Austria

- and Spain, and have recorded for

broadcast centers in Germany,
Holland, Norway and Belgium.

To expand the literature for brass

quintet, the Annapolis ensemble has

sponsored composers composition con-

tests to encourage new works and have

commissioned pieces by a number of

American composers. European com-

posers also have been preparing new

works. In Vienna in November 1976 the

quintet performed the premiere of

"Capriccio," a work written for them

continued from page.

them in applying to other colleges if

they so choose. "Colleges understand
that a bad experience is not

necessarily a reflection of ability. We
keep this in mind when dismissed

students from other places aoDlv hero >'

Kelley stated Students may be con-

sidered for admission here after they

have completed a satisfactory

semester elsewhere. Kelley admitted

that most dismissed students from

by Austrain composer Karl Pilss.

A new endeavor for the Annapolis

Brass Quintet has been a solo per-

formance with a symphony orchestra.

They have premiered two such works

written for them, and will record

Douglas Allanbrook's "Symphony for

Brass Quintet and Orchestra" with the

Bavarian Radio orchestra in November
1978. Several composers, including the

eminent American composer Lukas

Foss, have works in progress for the

quintet with symphony orchestra.

Members of the quintet are Robert

Suggs, trumpet; David Cran, trumpet;

Arthur LaBar, horn; Martin Hughes,

trombone; and Robert Posten, bass

trombone and tuba.

Their Washington College program

will include the Pilss "Capriccio" and

three other contemporary works: "-

Quintet for Brass" (1967) by Edward
Gregson; "Encounter" (1972), Allen

Molineux; and "Brass Quintet" (1972),

Alexander Tcherepnin.

Traditional works will include "Can-

zona" by Giaches de Wert; Two
Madrigals by Carlo Gesualdo; "Fan-

cies, Toyes and Dreames," Giles Far-

naby; Three Motets by Johannes

Brahms; Two Contrapuncti by J.S.

Bach; "What Vaileth It?" by William

Byrd; "Revecy Venn- du Printemps,"

Claude LeJeune; and "Canzona
Bergamasca" by Samuel Scheidt.

Washington College students should

present their season concert tickers at

the door, or, lacking those, show their

I.D. For further information, call the

concent effioe at 778-2800, extension 202

Washington College seek re-admission

here.

Although the number of students

placed on academic probation has in-

creased this semester, .Fallow denies

that professors are seriously "clamp-

ing down. '-' He contends that last year's

concern over grade inflation here may
have inspired individual faculty

members to "get back to the., three R's,

but no official policy has been resolved.
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James honored for twenty-five year service
English Department Chairman remembers 7 p.m. curfew for co-eds, be-ing best

man at his father's wedding and shoveling manure at McDonough

Dr. Norman James before

As he came puffing up the stairs he
was muttering to himself. When he saw
me sitting on the stairs he broke into a
smile and showered me with greetings.
"Well hello there! I was leaving my
house when the old woman down the
hall asked me to help her with some
things and then my car got stuck in the
snow and..."

Professor Norman James ushered
me into his office, ridding himself of hat
and coat by wrapping them around a
bust of Julius Caesar. James explained
that the bust of Caesar and one of

Shakespeare had been discovered in a
WC attic a few years ago, and that he
liked to use them as coatstands. Julius
Caesar peered grimly at us from
underneath his hat.

"This past Christmas I was honored
at a dinner for my 25 years of service,"
said James. "I was given a golden
watch. My other watch broke when I

was best man at my father's wedding.
Not very many people get to be the best

Why didn't someone
tell me?

bySUEMERRIL
Ms. Merrit, secretary to the Director

of Admissions and a part-time student

at Washington College mode some
observations about college life while

she was a student Vermont in and offers

the .following comments to current and

perspective WC students.

I wish I had known
...that hamburger, Salisbury steak and
meat balls are all the same thing in the
dining hall.

..that going to the coffeehouse would be
a major social event

...that grass is illegal at Washington
College, too.

...that a 2.0 is not as easy as it sounds.

. . .that you're not supposed to get sick on
weekends—the nurse is not in.

...that you must mop your floor, or
you'll be up to your waist in dust.

...to smoke a brand of cigarettes that

nobody else likes.

...that scotch tape won't hold posters up
on the walls, no matter how much you
use.

that the first semester of your
freshman year is an orientation in

itself.

I wish I had known
...that I didn't need half the skirts and
could have used twice as many jeans.

that no pets are permitted in college

housing.

that despite how independent I

thought I'd be, I'd always race to see if

the mail had been sorted.

.how easy it is to get depressed.

.that living on my own is a rewarding
and an integral part of an education.

The discussions in the dorms are often

as important as those in the classroom.

.that parking is restricted and you
musthave a parking sticker

...how fast spending money flows

through your hands, or how to live on
30. a week.

...that we have no varsity football, but

we have a good crew team and the best

lacrosse team in the Mid-Atlantic

region.

...that winter can be cold even though
Washington College is south of the
Mason-Dixon line.

...that we must bring our own coat
hangers

...that I would truly appreciate home
cooked food.

1 wish I had known.
... to bring my own toilet paper.

...that it costs $35.00 to have the fire ex-

tinguisher refilled.

...that meals would be another major
social event.

...that it's not good to get on Dean
Clarke's black list.

...that Kelley is not just a shade of

green.

...that it's important to try and make
WC your home rather than be a weekly
commuter.

...that one of the mysteries of college is

going to be the food you eat here.

...that suggested readings are more
than just suggested.

.. .that a small food supply in your room
is a must.

...that McLain and Hessey are not a

1930's dance team.

...that dorm life could be so great.

...that a nickel is not a monetary unit

here

...I wish I had known...enough!

by COLLEEN MILLER
man at their fathers wedding!' ne
laughed. James grew up in Baltimore;
at one point he lived two blocks away
from F. Scott Fitzgerald. "My father
was a good friend of Mr. Fitzgerald's,"
he remembered. "I attended
McDonough and Gilman in Baltimore. I

had a rough time with their demerit
systems. Have you ever heard of
demerits? At McDonough they used to
make me shovel manure," he laughed.
"And while. I was at Gilman I had to
copy pages and pages from a dic-
tionary. I was never much on organiza-
tions anyway!"
Moving to Washington in 1940, James

attended Exeter and then went on to

New York. When not studying at Yale'
University he would travel with friends
to nearby New York City to take in art
galleries, plays, and the opera. He had
planned on a French major, but the war
intervened and he was sent to fight in

the Pacific. He returned to America
and a mellower Yale: "I got back and
people attending college were older and
a lot were on the GI Bill. I found out that
everyone had been to France during the
war and were up on their French, so
what could I do?" he chuckled. "I
changed my major to English. All that
copying from dictionaries in my youth
helped me to decide on the switch too!

"

"Croquet was the only sport I was up
on in college. Actually, I was quite
good. I could even beat an All-

American basketball player in croquet!
I wrote poetry and satires while in col-

lege," James continued. "A poem I'd

written was rejected by tne literary

magazine. I did some debating while in

school, though I never participa ted in
any extra-curricular activities. I en-
joyed conversation a lot more than I

ever enjoyed organizations-by the time
I got out of the army, I didn't want to be
in any organization anyway!

"

Upon graduation in 1952. James
heard of a vacancy in the Washington
College staff and came to Chestertown
to teach. "I liked the emphasis on
teaching here," he exclaimed. "Though
when I first came to teach there were
no art history courses, no drama
department, and very little music in-

struction. There were no majors in any
of those areas. An expansion in the
faculty over the years meant that
Washington College could offer more.
Today the college offers a great deal
more for a liberal arts education.

'

'

James found that there was some dif-

ference between his years at Yale and

the college life that a student faces
today. "Yale was a University in the
first place, and that lent many ad-
vantages to my life style while at

school. Even though it was a large
school one could get acquainted with
many professors- just as a student at

Washington College can. For example,
I had lunch with an atomic physicist

once. You see, even though I woundn't
be caught dead in their classes, at least

I could talk informally with them

!

"There are no tremendous dif-

ferences between today's Washington
College student and the people I went to

school with-of course both are entirely

different worlds. There are various
world moods-as the world changes the
students change. I can remember when
I first came here freshman girls were
required to be in by 7:00 each night. The
only night they were allowed to be out
late was on Thursday, which was the
night they went to the library. Conse-
quently, on Thursdays the girls and
their dates converged on the library-it

was packed! " he grinned.

"I think students are more aware of

where they are in the world. During the

1950's America was an egocentric na-
tion in that she thought herself to be on
top of the world. Students today realize

their position in the world and
recognize the different life styles

around them. Education affords
values—values with which to confront
the world no matter what happens to it.

In a time of economic crisis like this, a
lot of students need to be more aware of

values for their own sake."
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Poly-sci students experience internship program

by CLAIRE MOWBRAY

From now until mid-April, the

Maryland General Assembly will be

considering legislation concerning such

issues as capital punishment, property

tax reduction and Medicaid payments

for abortion. And this year for the first

time, roughly 1 per cent of all

Washington College Students will be ac-

tively participating in the legislative

process.

As part of an internship program run

by the office of the President of the

Senate of Maryland, and initiated at

WC by Dr. Howard Silver of the

Political Science Department, seven

WC students have been selected to work

two days a week at the General

Assembly in Annapolis. Those students

are Susanne Brogan, John Downs,

Susan Farace, Maria Johnson, Nancy

Kostar, Kevin Lynch and Mary Jo

Sheck, and they will each be working

for a legislator on Tuesday and

Thursday of every week.

The word "working" here means a

variety of things. Thestudents' respon-

sibilities for any working day include

attending hearings and committee

meetings, drafting legislation, handling

constituency complaints and doing

research, as well as perhaps testifying

before committees as a representative

of their legislator. Silver, who selected

the seven himself from a group of in-

terested juniors and seniors, hopes they

won't be just "gophers"—servants—

but rather will be given some real

responsibility. He has been assured by

the legislators that they will.

The students, after having been

selected, chose the Senator or Delegate

they wanted to work with from among

those who had expressed interest in

having an intern. "Most of the students

knew their Senators," explained Silver,

"but others went down and sort of sold

themselves to the legislators. Dr.

McLain (College President) suggested

some that he knew were friendly to WC,

and we took it from there.

The internship program, now in its

"fifth or sixUTyear of existence in

Maryland according to Silver, consists

this year of 110 interns from 16 colleges

and universities in the state. The WC
students participating receive two

course credits and $300 (for travel ex-

penses—paid by the legislators

themselves) for their work in the 90-day

session. They must meet with Silver

every two weeks to discuss their ex-

periences and relate them to current

political trends and politics in general,

and they are required to write a final

paper about their impressions of the

session.

Maryland's General Assembly, a

rough equivalent of the United Stated

Congress, consists of a Senate and 2

House of Delegates; and differs from

Congress mainly in that it is required

by law to meet for only 90 days a year.

The brevity of the session tends to make

it intense, especially in the last few

weeks, when the Assembly sometimes

meets long into the night in order to

finish planning Maryland's budget, and

consider all the bills on the calendar.

This intensity, according to Silver, is

important as well as interesting for the

students. "It should be the kind of ex-

perience that will make them better

students," he said. "They'll have to

produce for real people, do research for

real legislators, not just for a term

paper for a professor."

Silver seems optimistic about the pro-

gram, which has only experimental

status in the curriculum as yet, and

describes it so far as "running

smoothly." He sees it as "a good op-

portunity to learn about legislative

politics," and adds, "everything going

on down there is going to have political

implications. This program will enable

them"—the students—"to put all

they've learned here to use. It will give

them an opportunity to interact with not

only legislators but people from other

schools as well. I think it should be

fun."

The students involved in the intern-

ship program will be contributing a

series of regular articles to the Elm to

recap news from the State house.

Convocation speaker announced

American Colonial history scholar,

Dr Edmund Morgan has accepted an

invitation to speak at this year's

Washington Birthday Convocation, ine

Convocation will be held on February

18.

The Sterling Professor of Yale has an

impressive background of

titles as The Puritan Family. The Birth

of the Republic, The visible Saints,

by SUE DONELIAN

achievements; he has written exten-

sively on his specialization, under such

Roger Williams, to name a few. Recent-

ly, the professor has turned his atten-

tion to the College's namesake, George

Washington.

In addition to being the author of

several books, Morgan has also been a

part of many established and

prestigious colleges, he began as an in-

structor at the University of Chicago in

1946. He then became Assistant pro-

fessor. Associate professor and pro-

fessor at Brown University. The
Scholar joined Yale's Department of

History in 1955, where he presently

teachers. Morgan was chosen as this

year's speaker because of an im-

pressive background and a specialty in

American Colonial History. It is a tradi-

tion that the Convocation speaker be in-

volved in the past which the school's

namesake helped establish.

Music Department stages workshop

The Washington College Music

Department is sponsoring a workshop

open to the public on Saturday,

February 4 in Tawes Theater. The sub-

ject of the program is the philosophy of

teaching music to children and features

Brigitte Warner as clinician speaking

on the Orff-Schalwerk method of

teaching.

Developed by the German composer

Carl Orff. the Orff approach utilizes

street chants, rhythmic games, move-

ment, improvisation and a set of per-

cussion instruments to build musical

skills. Participants inevitably enjoy the

Orff experience, finding that it

enhances their innate ability to create

and to perform.

Brigitte Warner, an internationally

know Orff-Schulwerk specialist.

studied at the Orff Institute in Salzburg

and teaches music at the Key School in

Annapolis. She regularly gives

workshops throughout the country dur-

ing the summer. The Key School

students have performed in the 1*

nedy Center in Washington D.C.

Please wear comfortable clothing

and non-slip shoes if you don't like to go

barefoot. Bring a recorder if you have

one.

Snow date for the workshop, open

from 10:00 am-3:00pm is February 11.

Fee is $4.00

The Ram Shor
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a real trip
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by COLLEEN O'NEILL
Last semester thirteen Washington

College students (including myself)
took a trip into the real world. Student
teaching was like getting a sneak
preview of a certain kind of life beyond
the secure confines of Washington Col-
lege's campus. Out there lies an adult
world where life isn't beautiful all the
time. The job of a good teacher is a dif-
ficult one. The job of a student teacher
is also difficult. Being an adult from 8-5
everyday before you're really ready for
the fight is a real trip.

The student teachers last semester
were Rich Dennison, Dennis Compton,
Lisa Kurrle, Susan Hiller, Carlos
Salvatierra, Dave Newby, Sue Briggs,
Joanne Driscoll, Kathy Obear, Mary
Ellen Aiken, Mike Almand, Mark Luff,
Mary Ellen Trusheim, and me. My hat
is off to all of us. The amount of concen-
trated time and effort spent on this pro-
gram last semester is by far greater
than on other semesters. It's a round-
the-clock job with no breaks.
Perhaps it is the lack of social life

that makes the semester seem more
difficult. Can you imagine how it feels
to be sitting in your room grading
grammar tests while your friends are
entertaining themselves at the Tavern?
The panic and the fear of not being
prepared to face a class of forty chat-
tering teenages is enough to keep you
up into the wee hours of the morning
preparing lesson plans. You really
think you know your history until you
have to teach a month of Contemporary
Issues. It is then that you realize that
reading Time Magazine is not enough.
You can ask Mr. Dennison about that.
And Carlos can tell you that teaching
Spanish requires a lot more than being
fluent in the language. I have never
been more familiar with dangling par-
ticiples and run-on sentences than I am
right now, after having taught gram-
mar for a month. Teaching is one sure
way to really know any subject.
Can you imagine trying to teach a

subject that you just learned yourself
the night before? Besides that did you
ever stop to think how difficult it might
be to make an 18 year old listen to a 21

year old?( J believe the secret is to be
honest with the students and at the
same time pretend that you're 27 years
old and know exactly what you're talk-
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ing about, command authority, feign a
disiplinarian posture without being un-
fair and ridiculous and demand
respect.

The teacher becomes an actor on a
stage with the chalkboard and a filing
cabinet as the only backdrop. Ap-
pearance becomes critical. Dress,
posture and tone of voice are the
authoritative devices to which we all
have access. The nature of each may
either make you or break you, depen-
ding on your presentation. There is no
one perfect combination that works for
everyone. Conservative, prudish,
slightly sexy dress worked the best for
me. Not a single deviation from the
norm went unnoticed. One day I pinned
a feather in my french twist. By sixth
period it was rumored that Miss O'Neill
has a bird's nest in her hair! Never-
theless, once you have convinced them
that you are older and wiser you are
set. But, what do you do when a group of
giggling junior girls decide that you and
a fellow student teacher should get
married and^then set out to play mat-
chmakers? It's all in a day's work.

I don't imagine that is is exactly fun
to ar the same suit and the same tie for
everyday for weeks. And do you know
what it's like to be told, "No cor-
duroys?". The ladies costume room
can't be in any better condition after
three years of blue jeans and sweaters.
Wearing skirts and blouses is fun, but
keeping the student's eyes on the
blackboard is something to consider.
Nevertheless, when you start seeing
pantyhose, high-heeled shoes, and
scarfs at breakfast you know that
something unusual is going on, and it's

not a tea party.

Speaking of breakfast, I broke my
record for making breakfast last

semester. Many students soon learned
that the student teachers had to get up,
and so we became walking alarm
clocks for friends with 8:30 classes.

What would they have done without us?
I don't know, but they seemed to

manage. Campus life went on in spite of

our absence ( / hope the college is as
glad to have us back this semester as
we are to be bacfe.^

Student teaching was a great ex-
perience. I would recommend it to

anyone. I learned to be more organized
and more disciplined. It gave me con-
fidence in my own abilities and the
courage to challenge whatever it is out
there that awaits the college graduate.
I made a lot of friends and had a lot of
fun, memorable experiences in the
classroom and in the "sacred"
teacher's lounge.

The rewards of student teaching can
be great. Why, just the other day I

received a nice "thank you" letter from
one of my students. The letter was
headed, "Dear Miss O'Neill," I thought
to myself, "Who's she?

"
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Joe Wilson: closing in

on 1000 points
by GEOFF GARINTHER

When Joe Wilson goes back to the
basketball court Monday night after
missing four games with double
pneumonia, he'll have eight games left

to score 38 point and reach the 1,000
point mark in his career. Which for a
guy who couldn't get a full scholarship
anywhere, ain't all that bad.

"I got an awful lot of interest letters,"
says Wilson, putting the number bet-
ween 75 and 80. "But, mostly because of
my size (6-2), nobody was willing to go
out on a limb and give me a full scholar-
ship, which was what I'd been gearing
for all through high school."
High school was West Springfield in

Virginia where Wilson geared to the
tune of 21 points a game in his senior
year. That season ended at the state
finals in a 50-48 loss to a team led by
Moses Malone. West Springfield went to
those playoffs three out of Wilson's four
years there, twice behind Dave
Koesters, now a senior for top 20 ranked
University of Virginia. Senior for top 20
ranked

Despite that success, nobody was
willing to give a full ride to someone too
short for a big college-forward and too
slow for guard.

"My coach didn't try to help me
because he thought I'd have no pro-
blem," says Wilson.
So when the offers didn't come,

Wilson had to make a choice.

"It came down to a decision over
whether I wanted to be a "big fish in a
small pond" or the other way around. I

might have had some success at a
larger school as a walk-on because

some of the guys I played with have
done that, but I doubt that I could have
started. That's one of the reasons I

came here—I was pretty sure I'd play."
In his two and three-quarters seasons

here, Wilson has done more than just
play. The team's captain since his
freshman year, he's also been the team
MVP both years. He's made five
AUTournament teams and been named
the MVP in 4 of those. He's made
honorable mention to the All-Sta te team
and made A1I-MAC twice, once on third
team and once on first. And alt this
while maintaining a 3.5 grade point
average.

Still, Wilson has had to give up some
things.

' 'There was always the dream to go to
the pro's. In high school I played 6-8
hours a day during the summer. I only
worked for about a month— long
enough to get some spending money to
last the year. When you're playing 6-8
hours a day the ball becomes like a
hand or a foot.

"A person with limited talent can
make it if he's determined, which is

what I was in high school. Since I've
come here I've had a somewhat less
determined attitude. I've come to a sort
of realization that to make the pro's
you've got to be an all-out dedicated
player."

Wilson realized something else soon
after he got here. I thought scoring 2,000
points was realistic. Now I see it's not."
One thousand, however, is

realistic.and Wilson needs to average
only 4.8 points a game to reach that.

Students are to park in designated
areas only. They are not to leave their
vehicles unattended at any time in the

A Reminder of Parking Regulations

fireianes and service driveways on the
college campus. Vehicles in these
locations will be given an automatic

$7.50 fine and may be towed away.
Parking behind Hodson, Caroline, and
Reid Halls is restricted to employees of

of tr "the college and, in the case of the Reid
Hall lot, to the Resident Assistants. All
motor vehicles on campus must be
registered.
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Four players depart

Shore cagers drop six straight
by DANA CHATELLIER

Sports Editor

With Christmas vacations like this,

who needs Spring Break?

Since the close of the first semester,

the Washington College basketball

team has lost six games and four

players and stands with a dismal 4-9

record. And the prospects for the im-

mediate future are none too promising.

Let's start with the good news. After

dropping three of their first four, the

Shoremen ripped off three consecutive

victories, blasting Gallaudet 99-74 and

capturing the championship of then-

own Wild Goose Classic by routing St.

Andrew's 89-53 and upending St. Mary's

75-72. Doug Byrne's 20 points led the

way against the Bisons, and Ed Beach

and Joe Wilson combined for 74 points

in the other two games to win selection

to the all-tournament team, with Wilson

named the tourney's Most Valuable

Player. With the record at 403,

Christmas was merrier than it's been in

a long time.

Then the roof fell in.

It started with the Loyola Holiday

Tournament, as the Shore five blew a

six-point second-half lead in bowing to

King's College 83-73, then lost to Loyola

89-70. Tourney MVP Ken Casey and

guards Jack Leighton and Joe Purcell

combined for 60 points to lead King's,

who went on to win the tournament. The
Loyola game was closer than the final

score would indicate, but WC never got

closer than seven after trailing 42-24 at

halftime. Bob Reilly pumped in 27

markers for the Greyhounds.

Then came the Suncoast Classic in St.

Petersburg, Florida, and two more
defeats. The host team and eventual

tournament champion Eckerd trimmed

the Maroon and Black 61-55, taking ad-

vantage of a Shore cold spell late in the

game, as WC at one stretch went six

minutes without a field goal. Tourney

MVP Tim Kroesener netted 14 to pace

the Tritons. In the consolation game,

Washington led Alma College 41-33 at

intermission but failed to score on their

first eight possessions in the second half

as Alma caught up, went ahead, and

went on to win 77-72. Dan Stolz and
Dave Froelich teamed up for 37 points

for the Scots. The Shoremen's lone

bright spot in Florida was Joe Wilson,

whose 34 points in the two games won
him all- tournament honors.

But the worst was yet to come. While

the team was waiting in the Tampa air-

port for the flight home, the news broke

that Ed Beach and Derwin Wright had

both flunked out of school. Then, upon

returning home. Joe Wilson was ad-

vised by his doctor that the illness that

had plagued him for a week after the

Eckerd tournament was double

pneumonia, sidelining him for an in-

definite period. Beach and Wilson had

both average about 14 points a game

stayed tough and gradually fought their

way back until Rich Schatzman's layup

with 1:45 to play knotted the score at

65-all. But the sparse crowd's hopes

died as baskets by Dave Nagelberg and

Howard Drew and two foul shots by

Randy Lovallo put the game away.

Doug Byrne topped all scorers with 23

points, all in the first half, while Drew
with 22 and Lovallo's 16 led Hopkins.

Two big offensive rebounds by

Dennis Compton gets fouled on his way to the basket during the Wild Goose

Tournament

through eleven games and were the

team's top two rebounders.

And so it was a skeleton crew of nine

players who took the floor against

Johns Hopkins. And, by some miracle,

the Shoremen almost pulled it out, bow-

ing 71-67 in the last minute. The first

half was tight the whole way, with

Hopkins pulling out to a 46-40 lead at the

break. The Jays led by as much as ten

in the second half, but the home five

Nagelberg off missed foul shots were
instrumental in breaking the

Shoremen's backs.

On the day after the Hopkins game
came Rodger Wolf's announcement
that he was leaving the team (Wolf: "I

was tired of playing with peoplewho
didn't care and didn't want to win.").

His spot was filled with freshman Kane
Bender as WC travelled to Western

Maryland only to take it on the chin

again, 77-70. The Terrors raced to an

early 10-1 lead and led the entire first

half, with the Shoremen closing to 39-33

at halftime on Dennis Compton's 40-foot

shot at the buzzer. Forced to scrap for

everything they could get, the Fin-

neganmen made up the difference and

went ahead 60-55 as Rich Schatzman

had the hot hand, only to relinquish that

lead moments later as Western

Maryland turned several Shore tur-

novers into scores. Washington never

led again as they committed 32 per-

sonal fouls and sent Byrne, Barbierri,

Dickerson, and Dwyer to the bench with

five fouls each. Byrne and Schatzman

each had 18 for WC, but Lester Wallace

led everyone with 20.

So the losing streak is at six with the

MAC opponents waiting in the wings, as

the Shoremen visited Swarthmore
Wednesday and journey to Haverford

Saturday before returning home to face

Swarthmore again on Monday. The
possibility of a playoff spot is still there,

since Haverford was beaten badly by

Hopkins and Western Maryland, and

Ursinus and Swarthmore are probably

about as good as Hopkins. But WC is go-

ing with essentially six iron men, and it

may be just too much to handle. Still,

the close games are going to go to

whoever wants them the most.

FREE THROWS: As might be ex-

pected during a losing streak, dissen-

sion is running high. In addition to

Wolf's resignation, Compton is now the

team leader in fights (two), Schatzman
was hit with two technical fouls in the

Eckerd game, and even the usually

placid Stever Dickerson voiced his

displeasure with the situation to coach

Finnegan...Byrne's 23-point efforst

against Hopkins ended a slump which

had seen him score only 18 points in five

games., .the Rose City Classic at Drew
University was cancelled because of icy

roads. ..Wilson's career total is at 962

points, and holding... Kane Bender

scored his first collegiate point at

Western Maryland., .the Shoremen
were close to finishing the Western
Maryland game with four players on

the-floor, as four out of nine fouled out

and Kevin Apple finished with four per-

sonals... after Swarthmore Monday, the

Shoremen also take on Delaware Valley

at home on Thursday before hitting the

road again.

NEW YORK CITY

URBAN FELLOWS
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Administration proposes $4 million budget

Tuition increase and faculty

raises included

Gene Hessey elaborates on Washington College's proposed budget for next

year.

PEGASUS due in March
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

The 1976-77 Pegasus is "in the plant,

being printed in its entirety, " according
to Assistant Public Relations Director

KathyMyrick.
"It has been there approximately two

weeks, with delivery expected by the

last week of March," added Myrick,
who serves as the administrative ad-

viser to the yearbook.

When it became apparent that the

yearbook wouldn't appear early last

semester as scheduled, editor Don
Frush gave a November 1 deadline for

its delivery to both the Publications

Board and the senior class.

"He lied to the Board on October 4 by
saying that everything had been sub-

mitted," said Myrick. "At a meeting of

the seniors a week later he gave the

November 1 deadline.saying the year-

book would appear by then.

"I was in constant contact with the

yearbook company, added Myrick, and
they told me then that only 17 pages had
been submitted."

When Pegasus hadn't arrived by
November 1, Frush received a letter

from Acting Dean of the College Garry
Clarke asking him to meet with Clarke.
Frush made no reply to the request. At
that time, the Board of Publications
"had to acquire the yearbook material
from Frush," said Myrick. "It was in

very preliminary form. Roger Rebel-
sky's section was intact, and that will

appear as it was. The rest was put
together in bits and pieces from Public
Relations files and an envelope of

photos Frush turned in."

Even though the extent of Frush's
work on the yearbook amounted to only
17 pages, he still received his full salary
of $300.

When Reached for a comment, Frush
refused to reply.

"There will be no disciplinary action
taken against Frush," said Myrick,
"although he didn't adequately fulfill

his duties as editor."

Dark room manager fired

by GEOFF GARINTHER
News Editor

The Board of Publications fired dark
room manager Roger Rebetsky Wed-
nesday, after receiving a petition from
four Elm and Pegasus photographers
that cited a "lack of order in the dark
room" and a "demeaning and offensive
attitude" on the part of Rebetsky.
Board of Publications Chairman

Richard DeProspo said, "It wasn't so
much a vote against the individual as it

was against the position. I think it was a
bad arrangement and I feel partly

responsible since I helped to organize

it."

Four of the Board's six members
voted for Rebetsky 's removal , with two
members-Dr. Peter Tapke and WCR
editor Sandy Wagner-abstaining.
Rebetsky, who received a $175 salary

continued on page 7

by CARLOS WILTON

The administration has submitted its

proposed budget for the 1978-79 year to
the College Budget Committee for ap-
proval. Notable interns in the new
budget are a $250 increase in tuition and
room and board fees, and a substantial
allocation for falculty and staff salary
increases. In an interview with the
ELM, College Vice-President for
Finance Gene Hessey discussed some
of the details of the proposed budget,
particularly the provisions for salary
increases.

Faculty, Staff salaries to be increased
Total expenditures in the proposed

budget are over four million dollars,
representing an increase of about
$330,000 over the present year's budget.
Approximately half of the $330,000in--
crease represents an increase in facul-
ty and staff salaries. If the proposed
budget is approved by the College's
Budget Committee, the finanace Com-
mittee of the Board of Visitors and
Governors and then the Board itself,

the administration will distribute the
approximately $165,000 in salary in-

creases among the faculty and staff.

Hessey predicted that the administra-
tion would not allocate the raises on an
across-the-board basis ; most likely, the
College's usual procedure of awarding
raises on the basis of merit would be
followed.

Hessey noted, however, that part of
the funds available for salary increases
would be used to meet the provisions of
the Federal Minimum Wage laws,
which have recently been revised. This
wage increase has had "a substantial
impact" on the College's expenditures,

mainly in the area of Dining Hall and
Maintenance employees salaries.
Hessey said that it is difficult to

assess just how much the average
faculty salary would increase under the
proposed budget. He did predict that
the average increase would be greater
than the usual 4-5% average annual
raise. When asked how the new salary
increase. allocations would affect the
College's position in relation to other
Maryland colleges, Hessey again
replied that it is difficult to say. He did
note, however, that at least two
Maryland colleges have announced tui-

tion increases (Hood College, by $400,
and Western Maryland, by about $350),
which probably means that they too will

be raising faculty salaries. Thus, the
College's average faculty salary figure
might conceivably not improve at all

with relation to other colleges, even
though a substantial increase will have
been made.

Hessey sites Student fee

Increase
In justification of Washington's pro-

posed $250 tuition and room and board
increase, Hessey cited a number of in-

creases in expenses. Second behind the
expense of salary increases are utility

costs, with a net increase of about
$30,000. Insurance rates have also gone
up, and money has been allocated in the
proposal for the exterior painting of

Reid and Minta Martin Halls. In addi-
tion, 13,000 has been earmarked for in-

creasing Departmental instructional

budgets, and $15,000 allocated to

reinstate the faculty leave program. In

continued on page 4

Foster disputes academic

probation coverage
bySUEDONELIAN

The figure of over 100 Students placed

on academic probation, as reported in

last week's ELM, is inaccurate, ac-

cording to Registrar Ermon Foster.

This number represents the total con-

sidered for academic probation. Only 35

were actually listed, he stated.

At the end of the first semester over
100 possible student records were
presented to the committee on
academic standing for a review. A
number of these students were either

just given a warning or not acted on in

view of grades or other circumstances
presented to the committee.
Actually, only 12 students were drop-

ped for academic deficiency, and 35

were either placed on academic proba-

tion or continued on probation. Thirty-

two others were given a warning letter,

but are not restricted in the same sense
that one on academic probation would

be.

A comparison of last year's freshman

class at the end of the first semester
shows about the same results as this

year's Six students were dropped, 31

placed on academic probation, and 26

received warning letters. Of the total

population of the college, only 5.1% of

the students were placed on probation

this semester as compared with 4.5%
last year, representing only a slight in-

crease. Considering the total picture of

warnings, drops, and probation, last

year 9.1% received letters, as com-
pared with 11.4% this year. The major
difference was in the number of

students receiving warning letters. The
Elm hopes the fact that the greatest

number of students placed on academic
probation are freshmen will not be con-

strued as a comment on the academic
ability of the entire class.
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PEGASUS 1977 has not yet arrived but we are assured that the

winged horse will touch down by the end of March. Meanwhile,

the current editors are trying to get this year's book off the

ground and finding themselves hindered by apathy in the Senior

class.

Only about thirty seniors have thus far made arrangements tor

getting their pictures in the yearbook. Although this has forced

the PEGASUS staff to push the December deadline for senior

pictures back to February 8, yearbook Administrative Advisor

Kathy Myrick stated before the Board of Publications Wed-
nesday that this delay in arranging senior portraits is "not all

that unusual."

Not unusual perhaps, but certainly ironic. This is the class

that, in October, got 62% of its members to sign a petition

designed to influence the policy of the book.

This turn-about indicated it is time to reassess the purpose of

the PEGASUS. Its format and coverage can obviously be deter-

mined only by the editors and staff; they cannot function,

however, without the support of the majority of students. Senior

opinion always weighs heaviest, since "yearbook" usually con-

notes "SENIORbook." At WC, however, the seniors fund less

than one-fourth of the total cost of the book. The lion's share is

contributed bv freshmen. soDhomores. and iuniors.

Maybe not everyone wants a yearbook. Maybe it could be sold

by subscription rather than funded through activities fees.

Maybe it's time to discuss the role of a yearbook at Washington
College.
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Response
Joanne DriscoII, who participated in

the Student-Teacher program last

semester o//ers the following response

(which appears in part) to an article

appearing in last weeks ELM under the

title "Student Teaching—A Real trip."

Miss O'Neill, the author ofthe piece, in-

tended her work to be a light approach

to her personal experience with student

teaching. It was not her purpose to can-

vas the opinions and experiences of all

those involved in the program.

Featured in last weeks edition o/THE
ELM was an article entitled, "Student

Teaching: a real trip". Being one of the

students to experience this "real trip",

I was naturally curious to read the arti-

cle. Even as I read I began to have mix-

ed emotions, and when I finished I

realized I had never been so angered by

any article published during my 31-2

years at WC.
I was part of the experience, my

name even appears in the second

paragraph, so I guess you have to say I

have a personal interest in how the arti-

cle presented student teaching. 1 felt of-

fended by several statements; and by

the tone of the article in general, I do

not wish to be associated with "Student

Teaching: a real trip".

I think the author is to be commended
for the time and effort put into the arti-

cle; and also for the desire to share the

experience with WC. But, even with this

in mind, my conclusion has been that a

direct rebuttal of the article is the only

thing to satisfy me.

I guess my major complaint is that

the article is presented as a sort of

cumulative glimpse of a special

semester for 14 different people. At

least this is how tr\e article begins.

Now, in the first place this is next to im-

possible, for no two people will express

experiences, philosophies, and reac-

tions that can be generalized— not to

mention the fact that we weren't even

asked to try... But, the article begins by

attempting to do just that. I'm sorry,

but I do not want people thinking

they'reopinions. For example, the arti-

cle offers as the key to successful stu-

dent teaching one person's advice.

(Personally, I'd love to see someone be

"honest with the students and at the

same time pretend that they're 27 years

old and fenow exactly what they're talk-

ing about..." My advice would seem to

be just the opposite—and there are still

12 more of us who have advice of their

own.
True, everyone has the right to print

anything they'd like. But, I just don't

want to be associated with lines like,

"Wearing skirts and blouses Is fun, but

keeping the student's eyes on the

blackboard is something to consider."

and "what would they (who, our

friends— , the campus— students with

8:30 classes—) have done without us—

.

Campus life wenton in spite of our

absence..." Sorry, but I was on cam-
pus...

I also resent the liberties taken in

some of the article's generalized

statements about student teachers. At

least some of the group are, in my opi-

nion adults. Some of the group were as

prepared as any one can be (being

totally inexperienced; to take on the job

as a full-time high school teacher. Some
weren't "feigning some sort of posture

until 5:00 at which time they could

return from the adult role until the next

morning."
It just seems to me that taking on the

responsibility of writing an article that

will be tafeen as a reflection of a pro-

gram here WC and the 14 varied in-

dividuals who experienced it would

have warranted more carefully

selected subject matter than feathers

and french twists. Sally Vernon, and

Rich Hunnicutt, with the help of Dr.

Gillin and Mrs. Christine Pabon who
worfeed with the special methods

classes, are to be commended. Instead

they are completely overlooked in an

article about the student teaching

semester-good trich. I fenow personally

how much I gained through the

guidance, criticisms and support of

Mrs. Pabon, (ok, confession-personal

bias, but I saw the time and concern

Mrs. Pabon put into the program).

Then, to completely neglect the in-

famous "cooperating teachers", who
where such a vital part ofthe entire stu-

dent teaching experience! My list could

go on...

This "Student Teaching: a real trip",

an article for those who supposedly

haven't been there appears to barely

skim the surface in attempting to pre-

sent the student teaching experience to

thoses never involved in it. It neglects

to even mention details that would give

depth and substance to the "ex-

perience". But again, the major point is

that last semester's student teaching

was valuable and meaningful or a

disaster to 14 different people in 14 dif-

ferent ways. No article should attempt

to mesh these personal/eeiings and opi-

nions with a specific experience. Some
one along the line is goingto feel

misrepresented, and not like it.

Joint Apology

In reference to the article which I

wrote concerning academic probation

(Jan. 27), I would like to apologize for

not having adequately verified the

statistics which I included. Warnings
were issued to approximately 32

students, whereas only 35 were actually

placed on probation. Again, I am sorry.

Sincerely,
Claire Pula

The editorial board ofthe

Elm would like to share in Ms. Pula's

apology for not directing her to the of-

fice of the Registrar as she pursued her

investigation of this story. We hope the

corrected article on page one clarifies

the situation.

QURB,M/^N The WC
SMertts
oonder
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Student Teaching

:

another viewpoint
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byKATHYt
After reading the article in last

week's Elm on the subject of Student
Teaching (which was written by one of

thirteen student teachers) I decided to

write a brief account of my own per-

sonal experiences at Kent County High
School. Unless you have actually

"taught" a class of 25-30 high school

students it is difficult to understand the

wide variety of emotional experiences
you can have as a teacher: fear and
frustration, anger and impatience,
satisfaction and self-fulfillment, excit-

ment and enthusiasm, happiness and
joy.

Surely, the paperwork is overwhelm-

.

ing, and the six hours of "classroom
teaching" is physically and emotionally
exhausting. And yet every moment you
spend in front of those kids can be so
unbelievably challenging and exciting,

so rewarding and satisfying that you
canalmost forget all the hassles that

seem to make up the better part of your
day.

Student teaching is intellectually

stimulating; it is quite a challenge to

try and stay one step ahead of your
students. And it's true that you really

have to "know your subject" in order to

"teach" it. But beyond this side of

teaching is the one aspect of the job that

I found to be the most exciting and
rewarding. The working with young
adults as they are growing and matur-
ing, and seeking all those "answers"
that we all looked for during those

idealistic, adolescent years. It was neat
to be a part of their education, to try
and get them to "learn" something, and
more important, to see them apply
some new concept or idea to their own
lives and their social world. And for me
the most satisfying moments were
when some students would "get into"
the discussion, when they would get ex-
cited about learning.

It may be a little egotistical and
idealistic to believe that I could have
made a deep impression on all of my
students, but I know that we all learned
a hell of a lot-we] I . at least I did. In those
few weeks of teaching .1 learned so
much about "society" and the "real
world", about working with people and
kids, and most important, more about
myself. I now know more about what I

can do well and what I can't do so well;

I have a better understanding of my
strengths and I all too often learned
about my weaknesses.

Growing is a painful process, at least

it has been for me. I grew a hell of a

lot—most of my friends will say I've

still a long, long way to go... But I have
a lot of people to thank—for putting up
with me—for letting me make my
mistakes and then helping me pick up
the pieces and try again. It was a hell of

an experience—exciting and fulfilling,

and it was worth all the tears and all the

frustration and all the nights of

soberness!

SJB denies appeal
by Geoff Garinther

News Editor

The All-Campus Judiciary Board
voted unanimously last Friday to deny
the appeal of twelve students who felt

that the sentence they received for con-

viction on charges of campus disruption

last semester was too severe.

The Board thereby upheld the deci-

sion of the Student Judiciary Board,

which sentenced the twelve to

disciplinary probation through the end
or this semester and social probation

from the Coffee House until March l.

According to Dean of Students

Maureen Kelly, a nonvoting memeber
of the Board, the decision was based on
two reasons: "The Board saw no pro-

cedural difficulties in the original trial,

and they felt that, essentially, the deci-

sion handed down was a fair one."

The sentence, which had been
suspended pending the appeal, wasn't

extended because, according to Kelly,

"It wasn't the Board's intention to

punish them further and it wasn't their

fault the Board couldn't convene until

then."

In an opening statement before the

Board went into deliberation, defense

attorney Drew Romans stated, "the

penalty was far too severe because

everyone is charged with everything"

and the action of the twelve had been
"blown way out of proportion.

"Never before has a penalty this

severe been given for this kind of ac-

tion," said Romans. "No violence or

malicious intent was expressed
throughout the entire evening."

According to Kelly, "The concept

that others had done the same thing

before and hadn't received as harsh a

penalty didn't carry much weight.

"There was also a strong feeling

among the Board members that an in-

dividual has a responsibility for the

behavior of the group he's with," added
Kelly.

After learning of the decision,

Romans said," Obviously we didn't get

what we wanted. Because we didn't get

separate trials, people were punished

that shouldn't have been. Technically,

it could have been worse, but then again

it could have been better."

Romans and his twelve defendants

have one more appeal left, to the Presi-

dent, but Romans said that they would

decline their final option.

Registrar discloses attrition figures
by JEFF

Seventy-two of the students who
registered for last semester have not.

returned for the spring semester, ac-

cording to Registrar Ermon Foster.

Thirty-five student who were not here
last semester have enrolled. This
number includes some students who
have attended Washington College in

previous years and returned after one
or more semesters away.
Of the seventy-two students, twelve

were dismissed and at least thirteen

have graduated. The students that have
not registered are not limited to full

time students; many are part-time, in-

cluding one student who was taking

classes for audit.

Foster suggested many reasons why

MORTON
students might not have registered:

bad weather in some parts of the coun-

try, illnesses, transfers, changes in

financial aid, or ignorance on the stu-

dent's part who do not realize that they

have to register again even though they

registered for the fall semester. Notices

to register were sent with the bills for

this semester, but bills are usually sent

to parents and the students may never

have received their notices.

The missing registerees are not just

among freshmen, but can be found in

all the classes. Seventy-two may seem

to be a large number, but when it is

broken down it is no-different from last

year according to Foster.

.

Roving Reporter

New faces on campus

by KATHLEEN KNUST
Photography by Jim Graham

QUESTION: Why did you come to

Washington College this semester?
(asked of transfers and students return-
ing here after one or more semesters
away.)

Maria Nontero—senior—Santiago,
Chile

Because it is a small college, I looked
in catalogues and wrote to colleges in

Maryland. I found Washington College

to be like my high school, which was
American. It is small, nice and not so

impersonal as other places. All my in-

terests, arts and the histories of the arts

are here.

Warren B. Williams— Junior^- Rich-

mond, Va.
I had heard about the tradition of the

school. I knew that its location is good,

it is not too far from Washington,

Baltimore or Philadelphia. I think

Washington College offers a good pro-

gram in basic liberal arts. So far I enjoy

it.

John F. D'Amanda— Freshman

—

Rochester, NY
I had heard it was a good school. The

location suited me and I knew some
people here.

Cindy Patterson—Junior— Edgewater,
MD

I just took an extended vacation. I

went to Arizona and the Mexican
border. I came back because I would
lose too many credits in transfer.

Robert Lytle—Freshman— Elkton—

The Eastern Shore is my home. I

went to Manchester College in England

and I thought I wanted to stay there for

four years, then I came home for

Christman Vacation and I realized how

much I missed it here.

Ellen J. Beardsley— Sophomore-
Auburn, NY

I enjoy the smaller environment and

the more casual atmosphere of

Washington College as compared to

Cornell. I don't the miss ceremony that

was placed on being an Ivy League

school.
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Leo Marx to speak here

Washington College News Bureau

CHESTERTOWN—Leo Marx, noted

scholar of American cultural and
literary history, will speak on "The
Thoreau Cult and the Counterculture"

on Wednesday, February 8 at 8:30 p.m.

in the Sophie Kerr Room of the

Washington College Library. The talk is

sponsored by the Sophie Kerr Commit-
tee and will be open to the public.

Marx is best known as the author of

r~m Continued from PageBISS

order to help offset the tuition increases

for students with financial need, a

$20,000 increase is planned in the Finan-

cial Aid budget. Also, as much as

$20,000 may be used to increase the Col-

lege's endowment.
Hessey stressed that this is only a

proposed budget, and will not be final

until it is approved by the Board of

Visitors and Governors. The Board will

probably make their decision at their

February 18 meeting. Hessey ex-

pressed confidence, however, that the

Board will accept the proposed budget

with only minor modifications.

Following are the average nine-

month faculty salaries ( for all ranks ) at

44 Maryland colleges and universities

for the 1976-77 school year:

Montgomery C.C. Germantown . $22,791

JohnHopkins $22,206

Montgomery C.C. Takoma Park $20,478

Prince Georges C.C $19173

Montgomery C. C $18,949

Univ. ofMD at Baltimore $18,665

Community College of Baltimore$18,65i

Univ. ofMD at College Park .... $18,225

Bowie State $18,104

Towson State $17911

Frostburg State $17,750

Morgan State $17,600

/ PRpFCSSoa HORiEFACE 1 JUST
CAN'T GET \~[ TO&ETHER, i'M
SUP?OSEP TO HAVE RE«ri.4TERED
FOR. CWVSSES By NOW . BUT Z. PwVT
know what to take o*~
t'/a DoiNfe or. /WyTKlNfe

. 1 WATE Myse\.P

The Mac line in the Garden, a major
study of the influence of technology on

the American mind.

He has taught at the University of

Minnesota and at Amherst College, has
twice been named a Fulbright Fellow,

and is currently William R. Kenan, Jr.

Professor of American Cultural History

at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Univ of Baltimore $17,598

St. John's $17,569

Goucher $17,422

Harford C.C $17,355

Univ. ofMD at Baltimore County$17,236

Salisbury State $17,017

Western Maryland $16,913

EssexC.C $16905

Coppin State $16,806

CatonsvilleC.C $16,646

Anne Arundel CC $16,449

Frederick CC $16,358

St. Mary's $15,667

Howard CC $15,280

Loyola $15,000

Washington $14,832

Univ. of Md. Eastern shore $14,760

Dundalk C.C $14,740

Mount St. Mary's $14,533

HagerstownC.C $14,429

Hood $14,119

Charles C.C $13,801

Peabody $13,358

AlleganyC.C - $13,159

Worcester Wicomico Technical . $13,000

Notre Dame $12,997

Cecil C.C $12,718

Chesapeake $12,471

Bay College $12,023

Garrett C.C $11,567

University College $10,445

Villa Julie $10,423

V WhV THAT'5 All RifcHT, CREAMy.
MANY STUDENTS SHARP yOUR- PSoBLE*
THAT TJOESN'T M£AN WE CANT 66
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General Assembly

Internship begins

by JOHN DOWNS

This year seven political science

students from Washington College are

participating in the Maryland General

Assembly Internship program in An-
napolis. I'm participating in the

program with six other students from
school, as an intern for the speaker of

the House, John Hanson Briscoe. In this

article I will be reporting on the

opening of the 1978 General Assembly.
This will be the first of many articles to

report on the activities of the Maryland
State Legislature.

The General Assembly began, ap-

propriately, at "high noon" on Wed-
nesday, January 11. 1978. The timing

was auspicious, for the session

promises more than its share of

showdowns in the 90 days. The first took

place after the prayers that open both

the Senate and House of Delegates

sessions. The legislators were to con-

sider overrides of the 95 bills passed

last year but vetoed by former Gov.

Marvin Mandel. Then the lawmakers
were to quickly get down to the busy

work of considering new bills. More
than 3,000 bills are expected to be in-

troduced, printed, publicized, debated

in committees, and after all this most
will be killed.

"A boring, ho-hum process"

The beginning of each session is

taken up hearing new bills, a boring ho-

hum process of high speed reading by
the clerk that gives the legislators time

to socialize and get reacquainted with

their colleagues. In addition to this, the

huge House and Senate office buildings

that line Rowe Boulevard are buzzing

once again after nearly 9 months of

inactivity. Legislators and staff busily

furnish their offices with necessary

items and supplies for the session. This

is the time, when everyone gets

acquainted with each other and furnish

their offices with necessary items and
supplies for the session. This is the time
when every one gets acquainted with

each other and there is an atmosphere
of team spirit instilled in every
delegate's and senator's office.

A grueling schedule

In the three months ahead, the

legislators face a grueling schedule.

Most will work long days, and spend
painful hours (including interns) clam-
ped in their seats while the speeches
and testimony drone on. Much of the

talk will be wasted because the out-

come of the bills are usually predeter-

mined by past battles. Accompanying
this daily grind are the pleasures of the

Annapolis social life. All of the

politicians enjoy their elected duties,

this is the season they love. The social

gatherings and receptions are
numerous around town for the

legislator's and their staff.

Our office is flooded with invitations

to attend the various receptions every

day. At night the favorite spots for

legislators are Fran O'Brien's which
has a more sexuallycriargedcrowd, and
for the older veterans the Hilton Bar.

This session is set against the back-

drop of a fast-approaching election, in

which all senators and delegates must
run for their political lives. This elec-

tion year extravaganza has created an
air of excitement in the hallways of the

State House. The election year intensity

has been heightened by the political gift

the legislators already have reserved

for themselves - a $128 million surplus

just waiting to be carved up. Many of

our representatives are licking their

chops already. The issues

Many of the issues laid to rest last

year are already being resurrected to

haunt the legislature. For example, a

death penalty bill passed last year, but

was vetoed as potentially un-
constitutional. A new bill sponsored by
the Lefe Administration will be debated.

The ir crease in the sales tax created

such a surplus that some legislators are

hollering very loudly for a rollback.

Legislators have grimaced at the

emotional debates over abortion fun-

ding and the Continental Can Prison

site that have ended up in violent out of

hand hearings in the House En-
vironmental and Appropriation Com-
mittees respectively. Some more con-

troversies include child pornography,

property tax assessments, income tax,

race track legislation, and a host of

others. This session should prove to be a

very interesting one because its out-"

come will most definitely determine the

political fate of all involved. One
legislator said to me the other day,

"Yeah, I'm glad to be back, but in 90

days I'll be glad to leave again." If

anyone is interested in spending a

_ Tuesday or Thursday in Annapolis, I'll

be glad to take you around the State

House for a full day's activity and
maybe a reception at night too.

Band booked for Ball
by WALTER FORAKER

The eight-piece Lester Lanin Or-

chestra, nationally recognized for their

big-band sound, is booked for the

George Washington Birthday Ball on
February 18.

SHOOT THE AR^flW WHENEVER
youRE REAoy ... is you hit the-
WH\T£ PAT HERE, IT MEANS
you SHOULD MAJOR. YN
PsytHOLOCy. THE THETA
MEANS MATH. THE
FooD >tAMPS MEAN
ART DRAMA, oP-
EN&LISH. AND

"This is the best band which we have

been able to get for the Ball so far,"

said Dean of Students Maureen Kelly.

The Ball may also feature a second

band to enable continuous music.
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welcomes Franz Birgel
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by MARIAN COOPER

Franz A. Birgel is a new face in the
German department this semester. He
is replacing Dr. Eva Schmergel-
Bauman until she recuperates from a
recent illness. Birgel is teaching first

year German, Stylistics, and Master-
pieces ofGerman Literature.

Birgel is a well traveled man with a
variety of interests and good sense of

humor.
He was born in Mondsee Austria, to

German parents. His "claim to fame",
said Birgel with tongue in cheek, is his

Baptism which was held in the same
church as the marriage in the Sound of

Music.

Growing up bi-lingual was a lucky
asset to Birgel although it presented
some hardships. His first seven years
were spent in Austria. When his family
moved to America, he entered a
Philadelphia first grade class knowing
how to say only "hello", "thank-you",
and "good-bye". However, by second
grade he was as fluently noisy as the
best of his class.

Perhaps because of his background,
Birgel studied German for many years.

He went to La Salle College where he
majored in German and minored.in
English. There, he was "dorm daddy"
for three years, and started a German
house.

After College Birgel got a Fulbright
grant to Munich to do research on Ger-
man writers from the Balkan area. He
also did alot of theater and opera going.
Birgel finally completed his MA after

five years at the University of Penn-
sylvania where he had a teaching
fellowship.

Germany and Austria attract Birgel

in all sorts of ways. Of the three dishes

he knows how to cook, two are Ger-
man...German style hamburgers and
Wienershnitzel. (the other is spaghet-
ti). Birgel enjoys drinking German
beer, and his favorite city is Salzburg,

"ofcourse."
,

Aside from Birgel's German interests

and many years of study, he has many
other hobbies, traveling in particular.

"Every few years," says Birgel, he
"pilgrimages to Vancouver" where his

brother lives. Together they have hiked
and camped down the West coast and
through the Rockies.

His favorite place is Death Valley,

where he spent Christmas. It is, he said,

"an appropriate place to spend
Christmas after taking comps," which
is what he did.

Birgel calls himself a "film freak"
and is fascinated by Bogart and Clark
Gable". He hates the Bionic woman and

i

Franz Birgel

loves Anna DuPerrey.
Wearing an apron that says "I'd

rather play tennis than cook" and cook-
ing his three "gourmet" dishes he
declared that he used to be a "great"
skier. He worked as a ski salesman for

awhile.

The finishing touch to his list of hob-

bies was the 'decadent' art of the turn of

the century, Beardsley, Khnopff and
Jones in particular.

Birgel says he loves the campus and
the people. He finds the campus very
friendly and enjoys the "fresh air" of

Chestertown. What a compliment after

so much travel!

Karen Anderson: new in the

History Department
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

Dr. Karen Anderson, Professor of

History, is a new addition to

Washington College's teaching staff

this semester. Her special interest is

Women's History, and she is teaching a

course which centers on this topic, as

well as courses titled in Introduction to

United States History and Twentieth

Century United States.

Originally from Kansas, Anderson
received her Ph.D. from the University

of Washington in Seattle after attending

graduate school at the Universtiy of

Kansas. She was a Teaching Assistant

in the History Department at the

University of Washington, focusing on
Women's History courses. Last year,

she worked for an educational founda-

tion in Washington, D. C. which ran a

Government Studies program for high

school students.

Anderson's fascination with Women's
History stems partly from the fact that

it is a relatively new field of study, and
thus, as she explained, "There are a lot

of things that haven't been explored

yet." In addition to these academic in-

terests, she enjoys camping, travel,

reading and films.

Though it is too early for her to have
formed an opinion ofWC or its students,

Anderson indicated that she is looking

forward to this year because it will be a
new experience, especially since she
previously taught only at a large

university.

Seminar offered on "Death and Dying"
by DONNA TAYLOR

Nancy Mergler

"Seminar on Death and Dying," a

new course, is being offered this

semester by Dr. J. David Newell,

Associate Professor of Philosophy, and

Dr. Nancy Mergler, Associate Pro-

fessor of Psychology. At present twelve

students, primarily senior psychology

and philosophy majors, are par-

ticipating in the seminar, which has

grown out of Professor Newell's par-

ticipation in the seminar "Ethical

Issues of Death and Dying." Issues

such as abortion, euthanasia, suicide,

and capital punishment will be ex-

plored.

At first mention, the course seems to

have a rather unusual subject

;

however, in view of the new discoveries

in biology, the controversy over

euthanasia, and the long-standing con-

nection to religion, it is not at all a sur-

prising topic, but one that has been

given little attention in the past.

The course utilizes recent literature

to explore all aspects of death and dy-

ing and related topics, as well as their

meaning and significance. The students

do not visit hospitals or witness autop-

sies. In the past two years a great deal

of literature has been produced concer-

ning death. "The taboo which was once
associated with talk of death, especially

one's own, seems to have lifted in the

past few years," according to Dr.

Newell. "People are at last ready to

talk about it, and there is a great deal of

interest. Religion has always been in-

terested in death—it is a preparation

for death—what is new is the interest

that has developed outside of religion.

"

Karen Quinlan's case has helped to

spur this development. Death and dying
involve many facets of today's

world—medicine, law, social science,

humanities... There is also the social

burden of the terminally ill. One of their

biggest problems is our fear of them.
Perhaps the new interest and will-

ingness to discuss death will make us

less fearful and better able to deal with
them. The course may be offered next

year as a regular lecture-discussion

course for thirty to fifty students.

David Newell
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STEPFORD WIVES:

airheaded
by NICK NAPPO
Fine Arts Editor

The Stepford Wives, let it be said at

the outset, is not one of your biggies.

Paula Prentiss maybe, but not the

movie- Ms. Prentiss, you remember, is

one of the newcomers to Stepford, a

bedroom suburb of NYC where the

wives love to squeeze the Charmin. But

there's more to Stepford than meets the

eye; which, especially in the aforemen-

tioned Ms. Prentiss' case, is con-

siderable. It seems the husbands I read

;

chauvinists) have turned the Stepford

spouses into voluptuous robots with

minds that only a Mr. Whipple could

love.

In fact, Mr. Whipple would probably

love The Stepford Wives, a film almost

as airheaded as its title characters. All

but one, that is; Katherine Ross, who
plays the other newcomer to Stepford

(but then, Ms. Ross is not a biggie. At

least not until the end of the film, when
her character takes on new dimen-

sions) . Ms. Ross has just moved to Step-

ford and thinks that Something Might

Be Up.
She May Be Right. There certainly is

room for suspicion, what with an am-
bulance that rushes stunned wives

away from the hospital and returns

them as experts on Biz and Bounty. Ms.

Ross and Ms. Prentiss conclude that

there's something rotten in the town of

Stepford besides the script and the

direction of Byran Forbes. And here's

the good news: it only takes them an
hour and a half.

The film is ponderous from the open-

ing credits, which feature five minutes

of your basic station-wagon ride to the

suburbs (StepFORD, right?) Action

continues hot and heavy as Ms. Ross

and her lawyer husband, a weak actor

that looked like a watered-down Robert

Duvall, move into the executive com-

munity with their two kids. Now Ms.

Ross is a triple-threat. Not only is she

unconvincing as a mother-of-two and a

New Yorker, she is also unbelievable as

an artsy SoHo photographer, which

makes her a positively fraudulent New
Yorker mother-of-two photographer. In

other words, the perfect companion for

Paula Prentiss, the average Playboy

Bunny-turned housewife.

Not that anything is believable in The
Stepford Wives, least of all the plot, a

pretentious sort of Womes's Lib

parable that frankly was lost on this

reviewer. The occupation of

housewife/mother is not sprung or

forced on women, and neither is a

career; both are choices which, once

made, should be respected. Of course

there are extremes: anyone whose
pride and joy is a can of Ajax is a bore.

So is a workaholic. The notion that men
(all workaholics in this picture, by the

way) would prefer a dumb robot to the

woman they married is reverse

chauvinism. And the efforts of the

heroine to "raise these women's con-

sciousness", before she herself is over-

taken, falls flat as a modern—day Main
Street.

With shlock like this, the director

should raise either fears or laughs. In

any case, he had better get something
up. Forbes can't seem to decide where
to attack, so he gives us a little of

everything. Result: an hour and a half

of faint spoofing, and a superficially

frightening ending. Thank God for

Paula Prentiss.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday, Sunday, Tuesday,

Februarv3.5,&7

Film Series; PUMPING IRON witH
Arnold Schwarzenegger (90 min.)

Smith Auditorium , 7 : 30 pm

Saturday, February 4

Music Workshop by Brigette Warner,
"Introduction to Orff-
Schulwerk"—Tawes Theater, 10 am to

3pm ($4.00admission)

Wednesday, February 8

Exhibit and sale of Oriental prints

(old and new) by Marson Ltd., Hynson
Lounge, 10 am to 5 pm Lecture by Leo
Marx, "The Thoreau Cult and the

Counterculture", Miller Library, 8:30

pm

Thursday, February 9

William James Forum presents Nor-
man Bowie, director of the Center for

Study of Values, University of

Delaware. "Can We Rejuvenate the

Liberal Art? " Hynson Lounge, 7 :30 pm

Friday, Sunday, Tuesday, February 10,

12&14
Film Series: THE SLAP with Lino

Ventura, Isabelle Adjani (104 min.)

Smith Auditorium, 7 :30 pm

Monday, February 13

Exhibit, "Georges Roualt
Miserere", French printmaker and
artist-Fine Arts Center-weekdays 6 to

8:30 pm. (show runs to early March)

Tuesday, February 14

Student Music Recital- Tawes
Theater-8:30pm

Wednesday. February 15

Concert Series: MUSIC FOR A
WHILE early-music ensemble-Tawes
Theater-8:30pm

Live Entertainment At

THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE
High Street

FRIDAY NIGHT - MARDI GRAS MASQUERADE PARTY
SATURDAY NIGHT - JIM SELLERS BAND

Back by popular demand

The NIGHT HAWKS are booked for a return engagement at Washington Col-

lege due to popular demand following one of the school's most successful

music events this season. Playing Saturday, February 11 in Hodson Hall,

9:30-1 :30. Cost for students $3.00.

Drama Department

announces production
by Victoria Gadsden

The House of Blue Leaves by John
Guare has been selected for presenta-

tion this spring by the Washington Col-

lege Drama Department. Rehearsals
for Guare's comedy began Monday
under the direction of Timothy
Maloney. Performances are scheduled
for March 2 through 5.

Guare's play, which concerns itself

with the songwriting aspirations of a
Central Park zookeeper, was chosen for

its "vibrance, excitement, and
brilliant writing." The dreams and
disappointments of Artie, his hyperac-
tive girlfriend, Bunny, his "looney
tune" wife Bananas, and their son Ron-
nie, a self-proclaimed "ideal American
boy , '

' are expressed humorously
through music as well as dialogue.

The cast includes John MacDonalds
as Artie Shaughenessy; Nick Nappo as

Ronnie Shaughnessy; Victoria Gadsden
as Bunny Flingus; Caryn Balamaci as

Bananas Shaughnessy; Marti Dirscherl

as Corrinna Stroller; Peter Zekonis as

Billy Einhorn; Kate Martin as Head
nun; Ann McLaughlin as the second
nun; Laurel Snode as the little nun,

Daniel Beirne as the Policeman and
John Willard as the whiteman.
The set will be designed by Mr.

William Segal. The Shaughnessy apart-

ment will be staged in the formal
theatre employing the procenium arch
and auditorium seats rather than in the

studio style which has been used for the

last eight productions. Reservations

will still be necessary as Segal plans to

limit seating to ISO people in a
designated area of the auditorium.
Reservations will be available a week
before performances begin and can be
obtained through Mr. Maloney's office.

New low prices on

Lee Levi's Wrangler

Denim and

Corduroy Jeans

Bornietis towara country Shop

Sutton's Towne
Stationers
203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Come See The Selection Of ,

•

Hallmark and Eaton Papers
,



Klaus opens music seminar
Friday, February 3. I97tt-

p

ffgf 7

by WARD!
Professor John Klaus opened the

Music Department's series of
Wednesday afternoon seminars with a
lecture—discussion of performance
practices of Renaissance music. As
composers before the end of the 16th
century rarely specified instrumenta-
tion for their works the modern per-
former of Renaissance music is faced
with many technical problems. Klaus
dealtwith such problems as modern

Uversus original instruments, what
musical lines might be emphasized and
the need in careful structural analysis
for finding any "clues" a composer
might have written into the music. The
Lecture—discussion was illustrated by
various recorded performances of four
pieces by Losquin des Prez, one of the
great composers of the High
Renaissance.

Art exhibition announced
An exhibition and sale of original

Oriental art will be presented in Hynson
Lounge at Washington College,
Wednesday, February 8 from 10 a.m. to
5p.m.
Marson Ltd. of Baltimore, Maryland

specializes in exhibiting for sale a col-
lection of Origina] Oriental Art totaling
approximately 500 pieces from Japan,
China, India, Tibet, Nepal and
Thailand, The oldest prints date back to
the 18th and 19th century and include
Chinese woodcuts, Indian minature
paintings and manuscripts and master
works by such artists as Hiroshige,
Kuniyoshi, and Kunisada. The modern

pieces consist of a large group of or-
inginal woodcuts, etchings,
lithographs, serigraphs and mezzotints
created by such world renowned con-
temporaries as Saito, Azechi, Mori,
Kutsada. andMaki.
A representative will be present to

answer questions about the work, ar-

tists, and the various graphic techni-

ques employed. Prints are shown in

open portfolios in an informal at-

mosphere and you are invited to browse
through this fascinating and
welldescribed collection. The price
range is wide and there is a treasure to

be found for most everyone's budget.

Dr. George Shivers— back from Costa Rica

Shivers pursues Spanish
literature in Costa Rica

by DONNA TAYLOR

How to bring home a bigger salary
In fern b f Revenue Service News

Bureau

Looking for a way to take home more
of your paycheck? Don't have your
employer withhold income tax, sug-
gests the IRS.

"Most students who work part-time
earn less than $2,950 a year and
therefore don't have to file a tax
return," according to an IRS
spokesperson.

"But if tax is withheld, they've to file

a return before April 15 just to get their
money back."

Students who believe that they will
earn less than $2,950 in 1978 are urged to
file a Form W-4 (Exemption from
Withholding) with their employer. If

you have any questions, call the IRS.

Single persons don't have to file a tax
return if their income is under $2,950

and their income from interest and
dividends are under $750. For married
taxpayers filing jointly, the cut-off is

$4,700.

continued from page j>r

last semester, declined to comment on
his dismissal.

Elm editor Bonnie Nelle Duncan, who
submitted the petition to the Board,
said, "Essentially, Roger, as dark
room manager, was being paid for a job
he did not perform. I am not sure that
any student could have funtioned in this

position because we have failed to

define the role of the dark room
manager. Malice in no way prompted
his dismissal."

The petition gave four reasons why
Rebetsky should have been removed:
failure to maintain order in the dark
room; continuously disappearing paper

and chemicals; attempts to prohibit

certain Elm and Pegasus
photographers and a dictatorial at-

titude in his position.

DeProspo added that "I am not op-
posed to unaffiliated photographers
using the dark room, but I am opposed
to paying a manager to champion the

cause of unaffiliated photographers."
As to the future of the dark room

manager's position, DeProsposaid, "In
effect, Bonnie and the Elm
photographers - are in charge. That
situation will remain until someone else

approaches me as a representative of a
group that wants to use the dark room."

Dr. George Shivers got away from
the cold weather on the Eastern Shore
to spend two weeks in sunny Costa Rica
during the semester break. Although
his trip south was primarily a pleasure
excursion, the Spanish instructor and
tutor in Portugese got a chance to ex-
plore contemporary Costa Rican
literature which, he indicated, could be
the basis for future study. He also ex-
perienced Costa Rica's strongest
tremors in four years and the campaign
for the National Elections.

Most of Shiver's stay was spent in San
Jose. It was there that the tremor hit,

registering 5 on the Richter scale. It

was not very distructive, however; only

a few dishes were knockedovpr where
he was staying.

The campaign for the National Elec-

tions was also going on during his stay.

Candidates rode through the streets

speaking through the streets speaking
through megaphones and flew the col-
ors of their party. The elections will be
held in February. "The people are very
independent and take great pride in

their democracy, " Shivers commented.
Shivers found himself "pleasantly

surprised to find that in spite of being a
small and mainly provincial country
there were quite a number of writers
and many available books." Costa Rica
has the highest literacy rate among the
Latin American countries. It also has
not army and no military expenditures.
Therefore, approximately 25 percent of

the National Budget is spent on educa-
tion.

The National Language of Costa Rica
is Spanish, although a large part of the
population consists of Jamaicans who
speak English. There are no Indians
there and practically all the people are
of Spanish heritage.

Women's Discussion Group
The Women's Discussion Group will

hold its first session on Tuesday,
February 7, at 9:30 pm in Reid Hall
Lounge. We will discuss "Mother-
Daughter Relationships" with the aid of

a few articles; we are also interested in

sharing personal experiences. For fur-

ther information, or to be placed on the
mailing list ( in order to receive notices
or Xeroxed materials for discussions),

please contact Claire Pula or Maggie
Gamboa (Reid, 1st floor, 778-9742), San-
dy Scholar or Denise Pendleton (Rich-
mond House, 778-9703). Names may be
left with Maggie or Denise in the
Bookstore.

Lost—a wooden sign with Deer-
fleldengraved on it. A $50.00 reward is

offered for its return or any information
of its whereabouts. No questions will be
asked of returner or informers. The
sign has great sentimental value to the
Aldens and it is irreplaceable in that
aspect. No one will be punished in any
way, the Aldens only want the sign
returned. Call 348-5856 to contact the
AldenA. Thank you for your help.

JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD
All freshmen and sophomores in-

terested in spending their Junior year
abroad are invited to attend an in-

formational meeting on Wednesday,
February 8, at 7:30 pm, in Hynson
Lounge. Students who were studying
abroad last year will be at the meeting,
to share some of their experiences and
give advice about planning a Junior
Year Abroad. Wine and cheese will be
served.

Robert L. Forney

Jewelry
Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Park
Chostortown, Maryland

Statu

Drug Go.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030.

• Hudson's Vitamins

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain

Congressman Robert Baumann was unable to be here to participate in the
lecture on the Panama Canal Treaties sponsored by the College
Republican's Club Wednesday. Washington College's own expert on Latin
American affairs. Dr. Dan Premo, spoke in defense of the treaties to a full

house that comprised varied ( and often boisterous ) opinions.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD Tel: 778-0049
"A Complete Line of Fabrics C Sewing Notions"

.and extras for you
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Losing streak ends, but

Swarthmore smashes
Shoremen twice

"Your're never as good as you look

when you're winning, and you're never

as bad as you look when you're losing."

Whoever first said that probably

didn't have the Washington College

basketball team in mind. But the state-

ment sure fits them, as the Shoremen
sandwiched two losses to Swarthmore

in which they played abominably

around an exhilarating win over Haver-

ford in which they could do no wrong.

Coach Tom Finnegan, seeing his team's

overall record fall to 5-11 and his league

mark to 1-4, has got to be asking, "Will

the real Shoremen please stand up?
"

Wednesday night at Swarthmore saw

the Garnet take command immediately

and breeze to a 93-80 victory. The Shore

five was ice-cold, trailing 14-4 right off

the bat, scoring only nine points in the

first ten*minutes, and committing six-

teeen turnovers to fall behind 46-33 at

the half. WC caught fire in the second

half and narrowed the gap to six on

several occasions, but had simply put

themselves in too deep a hole in the first

ten minutes of the game and just ran

out of gas. Doug Byrne bombed away
for 32 points to lead all- scorers, and

Rich Dwyer canned a career-high 19

Center Greg Berlin hit for 22 for Swar-

thmore.

Saturday night we finally snapped the

losing streak at seven, as they built up

the lead in the first half and held off a

late Haverford rally to win 82-76. The
Maroon and Black bombed away in a

run-and-gun first half, with Steve

Dickerson's layup at the buzzer pro-

viding them with a 52-40 edge. Then the

Shoremen switched to a ballcontrol of-

fense in the second half, and Haverford

was able to cut the lead down to four

before Dwyer's layup and foul shots by

Dan Barbierri and Rich Schatzman in

the last minute put it away. FordsMike
Rache and Bob Coleman topped all

scorers with 32 and 20 points respective-

ly, but the balanced Shore attack paid

off for them. Byrne finished with 19

points and 11 rebounds, Dwyer closed

with 17 markers and 12 caroms, and

Dennis Compton had eleven and seven.

by DANA CHATELLIER
Sports Editor

Schatzman netted 15, and Dickerson ad-

ded 10 besides doing a super defensive

job on high-scoring Gerry Shot2barger,

holding him to a mere three points. Bar-

bierri had eight, including two impor-

tant foul shots down the stretch, and

Dale Williams, who came in when
Byrne fouled out, tapped in a shot. It all

added up, and Finnegan said it best:

"Beating the Fords at Haverford is

sweet."

The good taste didn't last long. Two
nights later it was Swarthmore again

taking advantage of a WC cold spell to

run up a lead and win fairly easily, this

time 78-71. In the first half the Shore

quint fought back from an early deficit,

using fifteen Garnet fouls and Rich

Dwyer's last second layup to lead 42-40

at intermission. But Swarthmore came
out ready and the home five threatened

again. Gary Silverman's 21 points and

Greg Berlin's rebounds paced Swar-

thmore. now 4-1 in the league and ap-

parently playoff-bound. The lone bright

spots for the Shoremen were Doug
Byrne's 18 points and 13 rebounds, and

Joe Wilson, who returned to the lineup

for the first time in three weeks and net-

ted 11 points.

The twin losses to Swarthmore pretty

well eliminated the Shoremen from the

MAC playoff picture, as Widener should
finish 10-0 and the Garnet would have to

lose some games that they really should

win to finish worse than second. With

six games left, about all WC can shoot

for is some respectability.

Joe Wilson went into last night's

game with Del Valley with 973 career

points. Sadly, his 1000th will probably

come on the road.. .Kane Bender netted

his first two collegiate field goals at

Swarthmore.. Haverford may not be
world-beaters, but their fans are all-

stars. This year they decided to pick on
Rich Dwyer ("We want the Beast!") as
well as the officials and WC in

general, .the Sho-men hit the road again
tomorrow night and Monday before

returning home Wednesday against

Haverford.

Ever think of starting your own fraternity?

ZBT
Zeto Beta Tau, one of the nation's largest will soon be
developing o dynamic, new student organization at
Washington College. We are looking lor interested men to
serve as the nucleus for the formation of a fraternity chap-
ter that will be theirs by design from the beginning.

Anyone interested should plan on meeting a ZBT represen-
tative on

Tuesday, February 7 at 7 p.m. in Smith 25

Rich Dwyer rolls up a hook in a recent game

Enthusiasm high

as Men's l-M

Basketball begins
by HOWARD BAUER

Several times a week they'll square

off, jockeying for rebounding position

and diving for loose balls with an en-

thusiasm that any coach could not help

but admire. The shooting and ball-

handling skills may not make any pro-

fessional scouts take notice; at times

they can only be described as ragged,

but nearly all their games are hard-

fought until the final buzzer. Thus the

action was fast and furious as the six-

teeen teams in the intramural basket-

ball program kicked off another season

this past Sunday.

At a school where intercollegiate

sports are so low-key and athletic

scholarships are nearly non-existent,

the intramural program fills a great

void for the less athletically inclined

student. For some the intramural hoop
season means a chance to work off

some pounds gained over the Christmas
and New Year's holidays, while for

others a desire for competition is

satisfied. This year no less than 25% of

the male student body will participate.

The program is again divided into o

leagues. The fourteam A League will

feature such aggregations as the

Orangemen , and the Bof Chi Ringers.

The twelve-team B loop, notable for

slightly less talent and overall height,

will match such clubs as the Hackers,

the Lambda Longshots, the Comba
Comba Bines, and the Wa Wa Farm
Ciubi

An early season favorite has emerged
in each of the divisions. Theta A, featur-

ing former WC varsity players, Dave
"Zelmo" Beatty, Steve Wilkinson, and
John Habermann, will prove hard to

stop with their superior height and wide
open running game. The Wa Wa Farm
"five" looks to be the team to beat in B
competition. Mike Simpson, Dave
Malone, and Art Bilodeau will provide

fire power for the Wa Was. As in any
sport, however, upsets can occur and
this fact alone should keep competition

keen and enthusiasm high throughout

the intramural season.

TH£ RAM SHOP
ARTIST MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
CUSTOM FRAMING • ART GALLERY

111 Cross SI. CRAFT SUPPLIES 778455
Criestertown Morylond 21620

Special for students 10% off matted pictures ready to hong

Get Some

Saturday Night Fever.
with

KITE
Saturday, February 4

9-1 Hudson Hall

Students $1.50/Non Students $2.00



Blizzard strikes Washington College

Worst snow fall in 1 2 years paralyzes campus
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor- in-Chief

Merrill Johnson in the hot dog competiton — just one of the events made
possible by the Eastern Shore's heaviest snowfall in almost twelve years.
(Photo essay begins page four).

Discrepancies found in

last year's SGA books
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

Separate discrepancies found in both
the ledger and the checking account of
the 1976-77 SGA books may have been
caused by "an amount that wasn't
entered properly in the ledger or
checkbook," according to Vice-
President for Finance Gene Hessey.

"I could never reconcile the ledger to
the checkbook because I didn't have all

the bank statements or checks," said
Hessey, who discovered a $151
discrepancy between the SGA's check-
ing account and bank statements in his
annual audit of their books last spring.
A separate discrepancy of $271 was
later discovered in the ledger.

Incomplete records
Hessey, who performed the audit on

the check stubs after noting the dif-

ference between them and the ledger,

said that the major problem "is that the
records were incomplete and therefore
were incapable of being correctly
audited".

"There's no way you can do a decent
audit on the SGA without all their

checks and statements," added Hessey.
"Unfortunately, most SGA Treasurers
have been very lax. Last year Peter
Tsou did probably the best job I've

seen."

Hessey didn't discount the possibility

that a check written, during the spring
of last year may still come in. "It's

possible that a check written at the time
of my audit may have come in months
later and will show up on a bank state-

ment."
SGA in black so far

Although all the checks from last

semester's SGA account are not yet in,

it appears that they will at least break
even, if not remain far in the black.

The SGA began this academic year
with a balance of $326.50 from last

year's treasury. They were then
allocated their share of the student ac-

tivity fee, $9,668.48 ($13.75 per student).

$465.68 of that sum was withheld as par-

tial payment on the debt of $3,000 incur-

red by the 1975-76 SGA administration.

Of the seven major areas into which
the remainder of treasury was
categorized, Social affairs proved to be
the most expensive ($6,571.39). That
category included spending tor bands,
lighting, advertising, and rental of the

cafeteria.

$100 lost per movie
Next in size of spending was the Film

series at $1,626.50, a figure which in-

cludes the cost of the films and half the

loss incurred at each (which amounts to

approximately $100 per movie, ac-

cording to Social Chairman Terri

Taylor)

.

Revenue for both social affairs and
the Film Series, however, amounted to

$6,035.32.

The next most expensive category
was the Business Office bill of $1,493.25,

which includes any copying and mail-

ing done. SGA office expenses, in-

cluding phone bills, came to $458.27.

Various clubs received a total of

$991.17, most of which ($750) went to the
William James Forum.
The miscellaneous category, which

covered such expenses as the $200 bill

for the Bush Project last fall, amounted
to $502.

The SGA's Executive Board received

$500 in salaries. The President receives

$150 and the other members of the

Board $75 each, except for the Assistant

Social Chairman, who gets $50.

When total revenues from last

semester are subtracted from total ex-

penditures, a total spending figure of

$6,562.94 is found, leaving the SGA
$3,532.04 in the black so far.

A blizzard that struck the Mid-
Atlantic states early this week forced
the cancellation of all classes and the
closing of administrative offices at
Washington College, Tuesday, This
shutdown represents the first time in 12
years that the school has been closed by
winter conditions, according to
Registrar Ermon Foster.

The storm that blanketed much of the
East Coast with up to 20 inches of snow
began early Sunday night and did not,
let up for approximately 26 hours. By 6
pm Monday, the storm met the
qualifications set by the National
Weather Service to be classified as a
blizzard since blowing snow limited
visibility to less than 300 feet and
temperatures dipped into the teens.

The snow fall subsided Monday night,

but winds gusting p to 30 knots caused
the snow to drift to nearly four feet in

some areas on the campus, although
drifts of up to nine feet have been
reported on some of the secondary
roads in Kent County. Most roads were
impassible Monday afternoon and night
with secondary roads completely
closed, according to the State Police
Chestertown Barracks. Routes 213 ami
301 were passable by Tuesday after-

noon although long stretches remained
ice-covered and hazardous throughout
Wednesday.

Schedule interrupted
Classes ran on an interrupted

schedule Monday since most faculty
members who live beyond the outskirts
of Chestertown were unable to get to the
campus. All offices closed at noon Mon-
day.

Some services were maintained by
the small crew of workers who re-

mained throughout the evening or were
run on student help. Student workers
actually helped prepare meals in the
dining hall Monday evening and

throughout the day Tuesday since few
members of the regular staff were able
to get to work.
The library was also managed almost

entirely by student workers. Betty
Wasson was the only full time librarian

who got to work Tuesday.
The clearing of parking lots, walks,

and driveways was also hindered by the
inability of maintenance workers to get
to the campus. Three men worked
throughtout the day Tuesday to clear
the snow from lots and paths, but the
job was not completed until late

Wednesday afternoon.

Although some classes resumed
Wednesday the schedule remained in-

terrupted.

Historic winters

Washington College had previously
experienced a one-day shut down in

February, 1966 during one of the worst
blizzards to strike the Eastern Shore.
That storm like the one that hit this

week centered on the northern and
eastern counties of Maryland, Pen-
nysvania, Delaware, and New Jersey.
The most spectacular closing of the

school in recent history occurred in

March 1958. Ice brought down electric

lines and caused electric power to be
out for over a week throughout the

state. The campus was shut down for

most of this period since the food ser-

vice was unable to operate according to

retired business manager Frances
(Dutch) Dunschott, who is currently

compiling a history of Washington Col-

lege.

Those students who were able to get
home following that blizzard were told

to do so, those who stranded here, had
to fare on cold cuts.

What's next? More snow tonight

followed by cold weather the weekend
with freezing rain likely by the first of
next week, according to the National
Weather Service,

The Washington College Student

Government Association

presents

THE NIGHTHAWKS
back by popular demand

tomorrow, Saturday,

February 11, 1978

Hodson Hall

9:30 p.m.-l:30 a.m.

Students: $3.00/Non-Students: $4.00
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It's time to give credit where it's due. While much of the upper

Eastern Short remained paralyzed from the buzzard earl)'this

week Washington College students managed to make the best of

Tbad situation and had! lot of fun doing it- witness Mondays

Snowball Party, Blizzard Night at *? Coffee House and the

opening of Kent County's only ski slope (Mount West Hall?) .

Special recognition should go to those students whose services

enabled the school to keep on running. Food services would have

been halted if student workers had not stepped in to run the din-

ing hall They moved the line through the cafeteria quickly, gave

courteous service, and even prepared the food, which, according

to many, was an improvement over regular fare.

Kathy O'Bear, Julie Mills, Terri Welsh, and Jack Upchurch

who worked in the Dining Hall all through the siege deserve

special thanks. They, and the other students who worked beside

them strengthened the faith of all WC students in one another.

W<ouJL Jit urrictbtO

Sarbanes to speak here

Paul Sarbanes, United States Senator

from Maryland will address the

William James Forum this Monday,

February 13, at 2:00 p.m. This will be

Senator Sarbanes' third visis to

Washington College, and his second

before the William James Forum. The

topic of the Senator's talk will be

"Issues in the 95th Congress." At press

time, the location of the lecture is still

undetermined, but will probably be

either Hynson Lounge or William Smith

Auditorium.

Women's Discussion Group
Since Central Services was closed

due to the snow, the Women's Discus-

sion Group session on "Mother-

Daughter Relationships" has been

changed to Tuesday, February 14, 9:30

pm in Reid Lounge. Contact Claire Pula

or Maggie Gamboa (Reid, first floor,

778-9839), Marcy Garland (Reid, third

floor. 778-9742) Sandy Scholar, or

Denise Pendleton (Richmond House
778-9703) to be placed on the mailing

list.
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Letter to the editor

Efforts appreciated

I am very pleased to learn that

thanks to the efforts of some of our

students the dining hall was able to con-

tinuing serving this week despite the

snow storm which kept the non- student

staff at home. These students deserve

all our thanks.

There probably have been other occa-

sions this year when students have done

Edward E,

Associate Dean

jobs and taken on responsibilities'

without recognition by the administra-

tion or their peers. Perhaps these

students have not sought any
acknowledgment of their labors;

nonetheless, they should be told their

efforts contribute greatly to making

Washington College a good place to be

and are much appreciated.

Maxcy
of Students

Student Intellectual Movement

The Student Intellectual Movement

will present its first speaker of the

semester next week in Hynson Lounge.

The exact date and time will be posted.

Mark Devins and David Wheelan will

share slides and experiences of their

trip to India.

The Washington College Student

Government Association has an-

nounced that it will prosecute anyone

attempting to sneak into an SGA func-

IT SAIi HEWEL THAT YOU DON'T HESITATE
TO FREELY DiSC-USS youR LAW AMBI-
TIONS WITH ACQUAINTANCES. IT
SAYS YOU EAGERLY DIRECT AFTER

'

D1NNCR CONVERSATION TOWARPS SVCH
SUBJECTS AS fAY &£A1-£S OF EASTERN

L£&A\- FARMS AND
OPENIN&S INV£ COR-
PORATE lavj Field.

WARNING
tion in order to avoid payment of costs.

This rule will be strictly enforced

through the Student Judiciary Board.

$3,500 -$2,500 — $2,000 — to be
awarded to the three top essayists by
Friends of Animals, Inc.

The Regina Bauer Frankenberg
Scholarship contest is aimed at foster-

ing interest in changing the relationship

between humans and other life forms.

Awards will be given to students who
present the three best essays in-

corporating animal rights principles in

support of a Federal legislative cam-

paign. The subject of the essay is, "Why
should Congress, on behalf of the peo-

ple, the animals and the enviroment,

ban the leg-hold trap?"

For further information and entry

form, please write: Friends ofAnimals,

Scholarship Committee, 11 West 60th

Street, New York, NY 10023

(PHONOGRAPH-RECORD MAGAZINE)—The most popular band In

Washington and the one most responsible for giving identity and creedence

to the local scene is the Nighthawks. The Hawks have taken the old Chicago

blues-cum-rock schtick, pumped it full of perspiration and determination,

and created the most danceable rock in Washington. They are led by a lead

singer, harpist Mark Wenner, who sports a greasy hairdo, muscles covered

by tatoos, an earring and dirty clothes ; he looks mean but the band plays a

mean brand of blues so it fits. The Nighthawks will appear at Washington

College tomorrow, Saturday, February 11, 9:30-1 :30 in Hodson Hall. $3.00 per

student and $4.00 for non-students.
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News from the State House

Sleazy paperbacks
and classy hardbacks:

r^ strange bedfellows rv
^—-* by CLAIRE MOWBRAY *—-S

The ELM interviewed Washington
College Professor of English (and
famed author) Bob Day on his success
with his novel The Last Cattle Drive
which has recently gone into paper-
bach, his current work, and life as a
writer.

Elm: How long has The Last Cattle
Drive been in print?

Day: Three hundred and eighty five
days. I stopped sleeping with a copy
under my pillow after a year. The
honeymoon is over. Besides, the paper-
back just came out. Who wouldn't
rather sleep with a sleazy paperback
than with a classy hardback?

Elm: What does it mean that the

paperback is in print?

Day : Mainly that you can buy it in the
A&P along with your tooth-paste and
Wonder Bread. My publisher sent
copies to the Washington College
Bookstore before I got them and when
Mr. Kabat gave me a copy of the paper-
back, he said now it was a real book.
He's right. In America you know you've
written a real book when it is sold

almost any place but a bookstore. In
New York I saw it in a gay clothing
store along with Throbbing Pistols.

Elm : How is it selling?

Day: In hardback it sold out prin-

tings. I don't know about the paper back
sales yet, but I'm told there are
"favorable omens." It is just like the
publishing business to couple
"favorable" with "omens."

Elm : Explain the publishing process.
Day: No.

Elm: Who has reviewed The Last
Cattle Drive? And what£id they say?
Day: Over the year it has gotten

about fifty reviews here and in England
(where it was published in October). In

America Publishers Weekly said it was
a book with no story and very little to

say about the West, new or old. in
England The Times Literary Supple-
ment said it was trite. PW represents
the most important commercial journal
in the publishing world, and TLS the
most literary. I am in doubt whether I

should feel consoled that the other
forty-eight reviewers thought the book
was good.

Elm: What does it mean that the
Book of the Month Club featured The
Last Cattle Drive?
Day: That people could buy it in hard

cover without going into a book store,

and that the paperback publisher could
put across the top "Selected by the
Book of the Month Club". It gives the
book a certain "respectability" I hope
it doesn't have.

Elm: Are you surprised at its suc-
cess?

Day: No. But I'm pleased. I think the
book has gotten more attention than it

deserves, but I always thought it would
go into paperback and that it would awll
well in both hardback and in paper-
back. I was surprised that the Book-of-
The-Month-Club bought it, and sur-

prised that it was bought by a London
publisher. I think the English publica-
tion brought me the greatest pleasure-
the reviews there were very intelligent.

Elm: What are you working on now?
Day: Too many things aUonce, and

getting none of them done: a play for

Washington theater, a collection of

short stories, a film script for

Filmways, and my second novel—

a

double book about men and women. Not
much of this can get done during the

school year; and I am relubtant to stop

teaching. I like to teach school. Besides
I am neither a good enough writer nor a
bad enough writer to make a ! i v ing at it.

I'd wind up eating chili and yellow
cheese the rest of my life.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD. Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"
and extras for you

by MARIA JOHNSON
As a legislative intern, I have had the

unique opportunity to discover how
both the legislative and executive bran-
ches of the Maryland State government
operate since my Senator, John Cade,
33rd District, A.A. County, arranged for
me to visit his wife (who serves as
Special Assistant to the Governor, a job
the Governor insists she received in

spite of, not because of, her husband.

)

During my two day stay with Ardath
Cade, I handled a number of projects
related to the elderly, children, and
women, all areas assigned Mr. Cade. I

responded to several requests by
citizens, including one from a fourth
grade boy who is against the ERA and
desired information to help him in the
preparation of a class report on the sub-
ject. (Unfortunately for him. Governor
Lee wholeheartedly supports the
amendment, but I referred his request
to the appropriate source anyway)

.

Each letter addressed to the Gover-
nor receives such individual attention,
if not by him then by one of his top-level
assistants or department heads. In fact,

Mrs. Cade directed me to write a letter

to an irate and demanding elderly
woman informing her of the Governor's
current proposals designed to aid
senior citizens like her. That was the
third letter of response in as many mon-
ths sent to the woman and, needless to
say, probably the last.

I also had the opportunity to attend
the Governor's weekly press con-
ference. I was surprised by a few of the
reporters' apparent dissatisfaction

with the frequency of the conferences
since it provides them the chance to
hassle the Governor on matters of their
choosing. In this particular interplay
between the press and Governor no ma-
jor announcements were made, nor did
the Governor suffer from the foot-in-
mouth syndrome that he is afflicted
with from time to time. The conference,
however, did afford me an opportunity
to appear on television as an interested
observer. The press conference was
also surprisingly short (twenty
minutes), being cut-off by the senior
reporter in attendance with a curt
"thank-you, Governor," a long stan-
ding tradition.

While I worked in Mrs. Cade's office I

was introduced to a number of other
aides to the Governor. Despite what
may be a common view, the at-

mosphere surrounding the Governor is

not impenetrable nor overwhelming.
Everyone is unusually cordial and
helpful especially when they learn that
I am an intern. If you ever visit An-
napolis in search of information or
assistance, a helpful hint is to preface
your request with, "Hi, I am an in-

tern..." and your needs will be quickly
satisfied.

All in all, I found my experience in

Ardath Cade's office quite rewarding
and I have nothing but respect and ad-
miration for her and her fellow
workers. I only hope that if Governor
Lee is voted out of office, his staff will

not follow.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tonight

—Film Series: THE SLAP (104

minutes), Smith Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday

—Basketball vs. Ursinus 8 p.m.

Sunday
—Film Series- THE SLAP, Smith
Auditorium, 7 :30 p.m.

Tuesday
—Film Series - THE SLAP, Smith
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

—Student Recital, Tawes Theater,

8:30p.m.

Wednesday
—Concert Series: "Music for Awhile,"

early music ensemble, Tawes Theater,

8:30 p.m.

Friday
-Film Series, FELLINI SATYRICON
(127 minutes), Smith Auditorium, 7:30

p.m.
Saturday, 18th

—Visitors and Governors Meeting, 10

a.m.

—Special Seafood Luncheon, Students

11:30-12:30, others 12:30-1:30

—Washington's Birthday Convocation:

Speaker: Edmund Sears Morgan, Sterl-

ing Professor of History, Yale Universi-

ty — ' 'The Genius of George

Washington," Tawes Theater, 2 p.m.

—The Birthday Vail — Cain Athletic

Center, 9 p.m.-l a.m. (Lester Lanin Or-

chestra.)

Sunday, 19th

-Film Series: FELLINI SATYRICON,
Smith Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Monday, 20th

—SGA meeting. Smith 25 - 8 pm
Tuesday, 2lst

-Film Series: FELLININ
SATYRICON, Smith Auditorium, 7:30

pm
—William James Forum presents Steve

Sachs, candidate for Attorney General

of Maryland, Hynson Lounge, 7:30pm
Wednesday, 22nd

—Music Department Seminar: Dr.

John Chestnut, "Materials of Art: An
Introduction to Aethetics," room 9;

Fine Arts Center, 4pm
Friday, 24th

—Film Series: PERSONA (81

minutes), Smith Auditorium, 7:30

Sunday, 26th

—Film Series: PERSONA, Smith

Auditorium, 7:30 pm
Tuesday, 28th

-Film Series: PERSONA, Smith

Auditorium, 7 :30 pm

Elburn's Florist

and Greehouses
10% off on all corsages

for the Washington Birthday Ball

Elburn's Florist

and Greenhouses

Compl.te Plant Supellat
• Wo Wlra Flamn ond Plant, Worldwtrf*

Rose* Carnations

IMllaSoutriolBrlda*

Phon. T7«.»0Q

Frail l(riR|«aMh Co (ll( II
F

LOST
Black and White

Husky

Call: 778-1430

Robert L. Forney

Jewelry
Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around tho Corner from tho Parte

Chostortown, Morylond

New low prices on

Lee Levi's Wrangler

Denim and

Corduroy Jeans

Bonnett's townye. country Shop

Low-grade grass gets

U.S. government seal
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PUMPING IRON:
"Maximize "

By NICK NAPPO
Fine A rts Editor

Midway into PUMPING IRON the

"one and only' Arnold Schwarzenegger
(what kind of a name is that?) settles

deeper into a motel couch, crosses his

massive arms (what kind of an arm is

that??), and sighs. Finally he speaks

(hespeaks, too?)

"Maximize," he says, capturing with

one German-accented word the creed of

his determined life, and that of body

building itself. ' 'You've got to be able to

maximize everything you have." Ar-

nold, at thirty the undisputed champ of

the bicept-lats-pects crowd, seven-time

Mr. Olympia winner, and good-guy ex-

traordinaire, obviously knows how to

make the most of what he's got. So does

PUMPING IRON.

And PUMPING IRON'S got a lot: the

striving, gaining, strained-vein world of

professional bodybuilding, with its

stars and almost-stars. The movie,

focuses on four men: a Jewish east

coast junior high school teacher and.

former Baltimore Colt; a Sardinian

muscleman and former featherweight

boxing champion of Italy; a Brooklyn

hulk and former sheetmetal worker;

and the "one and only', from the hills of

Austria. We are of course referring to

Mike Katz, Franco Columbu, Lou Fer-

rigno, and the almighty Arnold, whose

last name has already been dealt with.

(Talk about international. Also making
appearances are California night-club

operator Ed Corney and a black French

film star named Serge Lubert, both

bodybuilders. The film's climax, the

1975 Mr. Olympia Contest, is held in

Pretoria, South Africa.)

Filmmakers George Butler and

Robert Fiore want to leave the impres-

sion that bodybuilding, if not an art, is

at least a sport; that bodybuilders are

not grotesques and/or queers, but nice

guys (big nice guys). They use the

documentary form, in theory if not in

practice: some scenes are staged,

though the body builders act with such

ease it's hard to tell which ones. Fiore

and Butler spent eleven months in the

editing room. PUMPING IRON
emerges as a seamless, well-paced

piece of work ; each man is a vignette, a

point to be made.
Things start pretty slow with Mike

Katz < muscleman as family man ) . Pick

up with Columbu (muscleman as

athlete) : the little guy bursts the bubble

that bodybuilders are pumped-up
weakies by blowing up and popping a

hot water bottle. Back home in Sardinia

for an appropriately rustic family reu-

nion of sorts, complete with accordian

player, pasta, and Fellini-esque

peasants, our man Franco solves a traf-

fic problem by simply lifting a Fiat out

of a tight parking space. Though pro-

bably rehearsed beforehand, the scene

has a warm Hometown-boy-makes-

good feel about it. (True, he made good

in a strange way, but good

nonetheless).

Cut to Brooklyn, Where Lou Ferrigno

(muscleman as meathead) is working

out with his pop, somewhat of a ham
himself: "Remembuh, your arms are

bigga dan Arnold's.'' Now Lou is cer-

tainly a physical type of guy; you might

even call him painfully inarticulate.

Sort of a Rocky with reality. But Lou is

.

no Primo Camera, as he sometimes

comes off as: the cinematographer

dwells on his eye twitch, the sound

track pumps out carnival dancing-bear

music.

Maybe it's just that poor Ferrigno is

in the same movie with Arnold

Shwarzenegger (muscleman as

superstar). Now, this Arnold is the real

item. A model of symetry, definition,

and size, Arnold is the Baryshnikov of

bodybuilding. But that's not all. Arnold

is sharp. He wields his wit over the

other contenders, psyching them out

with a combination of playful

cameraderie and "bad advises." The
morning of the contest, he tells Lou he's

already called his mother in Austria to

tell her he's won. He books himself in

the same room with Franco to "talk

him into losing." "I watch you," he

chuckles to the jittery Ferrigno. "If

these things are available, " he asks a

reporter, "why not use them?"
Throughout, Arnold flexes his charm

as effortlessly and precisely as he

poses, stealing the PUMPING IRON
show as he does this seventh and last

Mr. Olympia crown (Schwarzenegger

retired after the contest). And the mo-
ment before he's announced as the win-

ner, Arnold strokes his chin and grins

over at the camera — at us. The grin

broadens into a smile. And in that mo-
ment, PUMPING IRON is made.

KITE: flying high

for last appearance
by BARBARA ANN SMITH

Not very often does a "local" band

bring out a crowd for a lively dance.

Yet, in their final gig, "Kite" brought

out the hoards and got them dancing

Saturday night.

Yes, the band is too loud. Yes, those

amplifiers, turned up to full, do detract

from clarity of tone. No, this does not

mean "Kite" has something to hide.

Going beyond the distortion elec-

tronics can create "Kite" exhibits

quality musicianship in and of the

world of rock and roll. Mark Rubard,

for instance, retains a solid, upbeat

rhythm on bass, which is rivalled only

by the complicated showmanship of

drummer Kevin Whisman. Whisman
displays jazz technique on percussion,

which is not easily integrated with cur-

rent rock tunes. His solos were clean.

Even more unusual, they were
danceable.

Rhythm, however, does not make a

band. Paul Reed Smith, whose special-

ty is actually the hand crafting of

guitars, showed a sense of tone in his

own solos: runs and arpeggios which

many a recorded musician would prac-

tice in private. Smith's showdowns with

second quitar, Michael Young, were in-

tricate, lively and imaginative.

Young's voice blended well with the in-

strumentals, whether in lead or har-

mony

One Aspect of this group clearly out-

shines the rest, though. While these

"Kite" members turned up the volume,

one lady carried the show—Judy Van
Dyke. Let it be said that hers is a voice

rarely found in rock music ; an extraor-

dinary alto capable of Broadway and

meant to sing the blues. She uses and

abuses that voice on stage: a gravel

tone for cigarette and whisky, Joplin

(Janis) blues; the high, distinct notes of

Fleetwood Mac and Heart; the in-

distict, harmonic pitches on Winter.

Van Dyke's voice control creates

music, despite the amplifiers.

High praise for five musicians who
will never perform together again.

Washington College's student govern-

ment graced its students and communi-

ty with "Kite's" last show.

Probably two bands will form from

the members of "Kite." Smith, at least

has plans to create a new group.

Rubard and Whisman, whose talents

combine so well together, will attempt

the same. Other members of the group

have made no definite plans. Although

nobody can be sure just yet, the new
bands will most likely perform in An-

napolis, Baltimore and Washington,

D.C., their suburbs and the Eastern

Shore.

"Music for Awhile"

to play here

The Washington College Concert

Series will present the well-known early

music ensemble Music for a while

Wednesday, February 15 at 8:30 pm in

Gibson Fine Arts Center.

Franco-Flemish music of the 15th and

16th centuries will be performed, in-

cluding works by Guillaume DuFay,

Heinrich Isaak, Josquin des Pres, and

other composers.

LaNoue Davenport, leader of the

group, has been engaged exclusively in

the study and performance of Medieval,

and Renaissance music for thirty years

and is distinguished for his versatility

on early wind instruments, particularly

the recorder. In the College program he
will play recorders, krummhorns,
sackbutt, and tenor viol.

Judith Davidoff, noted in chamber
music cirles as an excellent cellist and
violist da gamba, will play treble and
bass viols, rebec, vielle and kemence.

Sheila Schonbrun will carry a soprano

role in addition to playing the portativ

organ and recorders. Baritone and

counter-tenor Christopher Kenny will

double on tenor viol and vielle.

Davenport, Davidoff and Schonbrun

were founding members of Music for a"

while in 1970. They had performed for

years with famous New York Pro

Musica, now disbanded. Chris Kenny's

career has included performing on

wind instruments and strings, directing

choirs and teaching voice, and at one

time being a folk-jazz studio and night

club musician.

In addition to concertizing and recor-

ding, Music for a while has been active

in the field of education. They are

Artists-in-Residence at Sarah
Lawrence College, where they serve as

faculty for a Graduate Program in Per-

formance of Early Music, devoted to

training musicians in this field. They
also are on the faculty of the State

University of New York at Purchase,

where they teach a highly innovative

course in the History of Medieval and
Renaissance Music which emphasizes

performance rather than scholarship.

February

14—Tuesday. 8:30 pm-Tawes Theater-

Student Recital

15—Wednesday. 8: 30 pm-Tawes
Theater-College-Community Concerts:

Music for a while-$4.00.

22—Wednesday, 4:00 pm-Fine Arts

Center, Rm. 9- Seminar: John Chesnut

"Materials of Art: An Introduction to

Aesthetics".

Calendar of Music Events

The following music events are scheduled for this semester. AH are

March
1—Wednesday, 4:00 pm-Fine Arts

Center, Rm. 9- Seminar: Ward Tatnall

"Musorgsky's Boris Godunov com-
pared with Rimsky-Korsakov's Revi-

sion"

9—Thursday, 8:30 pm.- William Smith

Aud.- Opera Buffa: The Telephone by

G.C. Menotti. Karen West and Mark
Luff.

22—Wednesday, 8:30 pm-Tawes
Theatre-Piano Recital: Richard Collins

free unless otherwise noted.

23—Thursday, 10:00 am-Fine Arts

Center-rm. 10- Seminar: Richard Col-

lins, "TheChopinPreludes".

28—Tuesday, 8:30 pm- Student Recital-

Tawes Theater

29—Wednesday, 4:00 pm-Fine Arts

Center, Rm. 9- Seminar: Garry E.

Clarke "Why Music Shoudl Not Be
Transposed"

April

2—Sunday, 4:00 p.m., William Smith

Auditorium, Lefture-Recital: Ward
Tatnall, Tenor, "The Patter Song in

Gilbert and Sullivan"^^
4—Tuesday, 8:30 pm Tawes Theater,

Music Department Recital: John Cage

Retrospective
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Annapolis Brass Quintet: a battle well-fought
by JOHN KLAUS

Chairman, Department ofMusic

One of my horn teachers,
a very long .time ago, once told me
that playing a brass instrument is a
continual battle between the player and
the instrument. The Annapolis Braes
Quintet fought that battle on Tuesday
evening in Tawes Theater and won —
convincingly. Coming so soon after the
debacle presented by pianist Tedd
Joselson, the Quintet's performance did
much to renew my faith in the integrity
of performers.

Undeniable excellence

That the Annapolis Brass Quintets
concert at Washington College was ex-
cellent cannot be denied. If it occa-
sionally lacked what I call the "flash"
of such groups as the New York Brass
Quintet or the American Brass Quintet,

it made up for this lack in niceties of

ensemble and phrasing and in the 'ob-

vious pleasure of the members' making
chamber music together. For these five

young men are professional chamber
music performers and show it. Their in-

come is derived from their being suc-

cessful chamber musicians, and if they
and the Annapolis Brass Quintet are to

survive economically, they must be
consummate performers in the
medium.
Their performance here raised some

interesting questions in my mind, pro-

bably because it was such a good per-

formance. And I think that we as the

"Washington College Audience" can
learn something from the concert as
well. The first thing which struck me
was the excellent organizaton of the

Quintet's program. We were informed
after the first piece on the program (a

sprightly piece "
originally for in-

struments by the late-sixteenth-century

composer Giaches de Wert) that the

program would take us from "the six-

teenth century toward the twentieth

century and then return, in the second
half, to the Renaissance.

. The pedant in me wants to shriek that

Samuel Scheidt, one of the great
seventeenth-century German com-
posers, is a Baroque composer rather
thant a Renaissance one, but I can let

that pass in the light of such a well-

planned program. The point is that

there was some purpose in the way the

program was organized, and I think

that that organization contributed
much to the audience's enjoyment of it.

Brass offers unmet challenge

When, toward the end of the first half

of the concert, we got to twentieth- cen-

tury works for brass quintet, I began to

ponder another point which was con-

firmed in the second half of the pro-

gram. After the concert I talked with

Bob Suggs ( trumpet) and Martin
Hughes (trombone) about it. It makes
me sad that no truly great composer (

a

Brahms, say, or a Stravinsky) has writ-

ten a truly masterful work for brass

quintet,

Of course there are some very good
works specifically for brass chamber
ensemble (Hindemith's Morgenmusik
and the Ewald symphonies spring to

my mind immediately, but then I've

been playing brass works for a number
of years). Nonetheless there are no
pieces like the great string quartets, for

instance, for brass quintet.

It's a shame, too, because it is an in-

teresting medium, and a versatile one.

The sad thing is that twentieth-century

composers seem not to have risen to the

challenge. There is a sameness about
the twentieth-century works on
Tuesday's program which is scarcely

the fault of the Quintet's programming.
Unfortunately it's the fault of

twentieth-century composers who have

written brass quintets: twentieth- cen-

tury composers writing for the medium
seem to think that high notes,

pyramids, low notes, impossible
technical passages and complicated
meters are the alpha and omega of

,

writing brass quintets.

These are all interesting, even very
effective devices that work well for

brass instruments. But to make them
an end in themselves (as I felt was the

case in Edward Gregson's 1967 Quintet

for Brass, Allen Molineus' 1972 En-
counter and even Alexander Tcherep-
nin's 1972 Brass Quintet illustrates

dramatically that the masterpieces for

brass quintet are yet to be written. Karl
Pilss's Capriccio, written for the An-
napolis Brass Quintet in 1976, fares a bit

better. It is an unabashedly Romantic
work, well-structured and presented, if

not particularly inspired and I enjoyed
immensely hearing it.

I don't want to come down too hard on
this twentiethcentury literature, and I

certainly don't want to imply that I

disliked hearing these works (none of

which I had heard before), nor that I

was bored by the performance I was
simply led to muse that somebody
ought to write a really great work for

brass quintet one of these days. And I

hope to hear the Annapolis Brass
Quintet play it, for I have no doubt that

they will play it superbly.

Farnaby: a well-performed

composer here

And since the part of me that isn't a

brass player is a singer, I thought a lot

during the concert about transcribing

works from other media, and par-

ticularly vocal media, for brass quintet.

There were a number of transcriptions

on the program. Let me speak first of

the single keyboard transcription, the

four virginal pieces from the Fitz-

william Virginal Book by Giles Far-
naby.

Farnaby is rapidly becoming a well-

performed composer on this campus:
recorder trio versions of three of these

four pieces were performed on
November 1 in the concert celebrating

Queen Elizabeth's Silver Jubilee. On
December 3, the Washington College

Band performed orchestrations of all

four of them by Gordon Jacob. And

Tuesday we heard them arranged by
Elgar Howarth for brass quintet.
Before the purists begin wringing

their hands, I hasten to point out that

Farnaby himself would heartily have
approved of these diverse versions of

his charming keyboard works, for it

was a common sixteenth and seven-
teenth century practice to use available

forces to perform almost any kind of

music. And these pieces adapt
themselves well to all three of these

very different media.
The Annapolis Brass Quintet's inter-

pretation of the works differed from the

previous performances we have heard
this year (as well it should—it's a dif-

ferent medium). It was a marvelous
performace, well-balanced and sen-

sitive and delicate.

Bach's contrapuncti from the Art of

the Fugue present a different problem.
The Art of the Fugue is Bach's last

work, and many would claim it is his

greatest exercise in fugal writing. Even
a cursory examination of the fugues
gives one a clear idea of Bach's genius.

These are cerebral fugues, con-
templative fugues, even introspective

fugues.

Bach almost seems to tell us that he is

trying to find out what the concept
"fugue" means. And, since Bach did

not orchestrate the fugues (that is, they

aren't specifically organ fugues, for ex-

ample) , it seems appropriate that brass
quintets should play them. They work
wonderfully well for the ensemble, par-

ticularly when played so well.

Renaissance transcriptions—
most successful

But I began to talk about the

transcriptions for brass quintet of vocal

music. Five-part choral works are a

logical target for people who want to set

something for brass quintet.

The most successful of the vocal

transcriptions played by the Annapolis
Brass Quintet were the transcriptions

of Renaissance works—pieces by
Gesualdo, Byrd and LeJeune. In these
pieces the contrasting timbres of the in-

struments brought out the counterpoint

which is so much a part of these works
while the homogeneity of brass sound
provided the blend which is equally im-

portant.

In these works in particular (and I

have performed several of them in their

vocal versions) I was so impressed with
the phrasing (which seemed even to

follow the texts of the works) that I

asked David Cran (trumpet) during the
intermission how many of the Quintet
are singers as well as instrumentalists.
Only he is, it turns out; yet the phrasing
was so sensitive that I am still amazed
that they haven't sung, or even in some
cases heard, the vocal versions of the
pieces. They were beautifully per-

formed (even if the LeJeune was a tri-

fle fast).

The Brahms motets performed by the

group present a different problem, and
I don't think that these transcriptions

work so well as do the transcriptions of

the earlier works. Again, I have no
* complaints with the performance,
which was beautiful. But the change of

medium just isn't so satisfactory as it is

with Renaissance pieces. I suspect that

this is due to the fact that the

Renaissance works were designed to be
performed by voices alone, by voices
and instruments, or by instruments
alone, while the Brahms motets were
imeant to be sung by an a capella

chorus. I can't fault the members of the

Quintet for wanting to play
Brahms—who doesn't? It's too bad he
didn't write any brass quintets.

What a way to end a concert!

The concert closed with the most
spectacular performance of Scheldt's
Canzona Bergamasca I have ever
heard. Robert Posten, the Quintet's
bass trombonist, introduced the work
by saying it is one of their favorite
pieces. I could enlarge upon that
remark by suggesting that I suspect it's

one of the favorite pieces of anyone who
has ever played many brass quintets.

But I was afraid they were in trouble
when they started. It was fast— really

fast, and I knew what was ahead: more
sixteenth notes than we brass players
like to see, and awkward ones, par-
ticularly for horn and trombones. But
they made it! Beautiful! Exciting!
What a way to end a concert!

How about an encore— Well, they
'acknowledged the applause graciously,
and after about the third bow the two
trumpet players were stage left and the
trombones and horn stage right. Good.
They're going to play an encore. But
there's no music—not not even a music
stand—and they're still standing up.

It's a piece called Dance, David Cran
tells us, and it's by Wilke Renwick, who
lives in Colorado.

And it was a perfect encore, a

dialogue between trumpets and the

other three instruments, light,

frivoulous, spirited and short. The au-

dience liked it, and the Quintet like It

enough that they memorized it. I think
that we all left the auditorium feeling

good.

"

An interesting footnote is that the An-
napolis Brass Quintet came to Chester-

town a few years ago to investigate the

possibility 'of becoming a quintet in-

residence in Kent County and at

Washington College. They were work-
ing on a federal grant for a community
residency, and they lifted the area. For
a number of reasons, mostly financial,

it didn't work out then. But they're still

interested, and maybe some day it will

work out. I hope so.

fn the meantime it was nice to see the

members of the Quintet again, and it

was even nicer to hear them play sxich a

splendid concert. I look forward to see-

ing and hearing them again soon. They
do play superbly—They can play in my
bandanytimel
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Cagers blow two more
by DANA CHATELLIER

Sports Editor

watching the WC basketball team

these days is enough to make you want

euthanasia legalized. It's gotten to the

point where just about everybody in-

volved, coach Finnegan included, is

sort ol hoping that the snow gets so bad

that the rest of the season can be

postponed indefinitely, rather than

have the pain continue. Last week's

games provided no respite from the

misery, as Delaware Valley nipped the

Shoremen at home 76-72 and Ursinus

stopped them on the road 90-82. Mon-

day's heavy snow forced the game at

Lebanon Valley to be rescheduled for

February 13th.

The Del Valley game was another

case of the Shoremen's simply not be-

ing able to convert easy sconng op-

portunities into points. The only reason

the game was close at all was that the

Aggies couldn't find the hoop either;

the score was 2-1 three minutes into the

game. It stayed close for a half, but

then Ken Mitchell began to hit from out-

side and his team moved in front. WC
caught up and had a chance to tie as

Rich Dwyer intercepted a pass with 13

seconds remaining, but he was called

for a double-dribble and two foul shots

by Jim McShea with five seconds left

closed out the scoring. Mitchell's 19 top-

ped all scored, while Joe Wilson netted

16 for the home five.

It seemed for a while like things

might turn around at Ursinus as the

Maroon and Black jumped out in front

13-4 but the Bears wasted little time in

tying the score at 15-all. Hot outside

shooting propelled Ursinus to a 15-point

second-half lead and they never looked

back. Jim Mobley popped in 30 points to

lead everybody, as Doug Byrne's 22

paced WC. Joe Wilson's ten points left

him just one shy of 1000 career

markers.

And so, having lost ten of eleven, the

team motto is. ..Think Snow!

FREE THROWS: for the statistics

freaks, Rich Dwyer is leading the divi-

sion in field goal percentage

(.636). ..when Wilson sinks his lOOOth

point, he will become only the 13th

Shoreman to do so...Trivia: Name the

other twelve...from the who-says-you-

can't-blame-the-refs Department: Ur-

sinus shot 31 free throws, the Shoremen

eight. WC didn't shoot a personal fowl

until there was 8:45 left in the game.

Draw your own conclusion.. .Freshmen

scored 76 of Ursinus' 90 points.. .the

home schedule closes with Ursinus here

tomorrow night, weather permitting.

Doug Byrne takes a center tap in a game against Haverford.

Profile

Doug Byrne
by COLLEEN MILLER

Doug Bryne folded himself onto the

nearest couch. The 64 forward for the

Shoremen was hesitant at first, but he

warmed to the conversation as we

talked about basketball.

"I like basketball a lot — played it

throughout high school. My senior year

we played some post-season tour-

naments and I made All-State. I also

played in the Capital Centre All-Star

games at Largo, Maryland. One of the

reasons I came to Washington College

was to play basketball."

A junior from Annandale. Virginia,

his interest in political science also

brought him to WC. But average grades

in high school were a problem for Doug

when applying here.

"I had to come in as a special stu-

dent: The first semester I took only two

courses and four gym courses which

are combined into a credit. But my
grades now are really good, and I had

no problem in deciding on a political

science major. I want to work for the

government in a civil service job."

What looks like a pretty grim ending

for the Shoremen this season started

out optimistically for Doug.

"I started out with last year's winn-

ing season in mind and was really look-

ing forward to a successful season this

year with a 4-3 record by Christmas

break. But then over vacation we lost

the tournament with Loyola and the

Eckerd tournament in Florida. It's

been all downhill since then."

Doug feels the team has valid reasons

for its "cold spell." Not only did two

players have to be dropped because of

academic deficiency, one quit the team,

and top man Joe Wilson is only return-

ing after a three week bout with double

pneumonia.
"Oboiously you're going to have pro-

blems when you lose two of your best

players, after we Wst Ed Beach and Joe

Wilson we knew we were giong to have

some problems."

"The crowd really supports us though

they have a definite positive attitude

about the team. People here like to

watch sports. This isn't exactly the ACC
where the whole school comes to our

games they really have a positive at-

titude."

Major losses for the team haven't ex-

actly put Doug Byrne out in the cold

though. He led the Shorement with 32

and 18 points in losses to Swarthmpre;

he also finished the recent Haverford

game with 19 points and 11 rebounds.

"Next year I know we'll play much
better because everybody will be back.

Four starters from this year will be

back and Coach Finnegan will probably

recruit three to four Freshman to fill

out the team. For sure, next season will

be much better."

Coach Finnegan presents Joe Wilson with his 1000 point ball
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College to hold Convocation, Ball tomorrow
by COLLEEN MILLER

Edmund Morgan, Convocation speaker

Flu strikes campus
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

Of the nearly 100 people who haa
reported to the Health Service midway
through the week, almost all displayed
symptons of the flu according to Nurse
Betty Jane Schauberg, indicating that

the flu that closed down several college

campuses on the East Coast may have
infiltrated Washington College.

Although the strain of virus that

caused the shutdowns has been iden-

tified as the Russian Flu, School Physi-
cian Gottfried Baumann was reluctant

to make any such determination here,

"It is very difficult to say in fact

whether it is the Russian Flu," he
stated "since there are no distinct

symptoms which distinguish it from
any other strain of virus.

'

'

"It's just a viral illness that people
under approximately 23 years of age
are very susceptible to," the doctor

stated. "Obviously, a captive popula-
tion like this is very susceptible."

Baumann added that although
nothing can be done to prevent the il-

lness, "if you are in reasonably good
shape and take care of yourself, you
can get through it quickly."

Make-shift fuel hookup prevents freeze

by GEOFF GARINTHER
News Editor

The blanket of snow that has covered
the campus for much of this semester
has cost the Maintenance Department
over $1,700 "just to keep the walks open
and salted," according to Maintenance
Director Ray Crooks.

Plow service since the heavy snow
first hit has cost $480. Another $248 in

salt and $60 in sand has also been spent.

Labor cost for snow removal alone has
amounted to $1,251.86.

In addition to these expenses,
countless thousands could have been
lost during the blizzard two weeks ago
when oil deliveries to the college were
delayed for several days.

When the oil trucks couldn't deliver

on Friday, February 3, or the following

Monday, Crooks estimated that "we
could have had enough oil to last until

noon Tuesday," had it not been for a
makeshift piping system set up bet-

ween the old and the new boiler rooms.
While the new boiler room, which

heats half the campus, including the
cafeteria, was almost out of fuel, 15,000
gallons of oil sat in the old boiler room
adjacent to the new one. A small crew
of the maintenance men that made it in-

to work that Tuesday rigged up a
pipeline between the two buildings,

keeping the college fueled until the oil

trucks finally got through on Thursday.
"We feel we are very fortunate to

have these dedicated mechanics,"
Crooks stated. "A larger college in

Cleveland had a similar problem and it

cost them close to $1 million to repair
the frozen pipelines.

Assistant Dean of Students Ed Maxcy
remarked, "The maintenance creW
deserves the thanks of the entire col-

lege for saving the campus from a
potentially dangerous and costly situa-

tion."

Saturday, February 18th marks
Washington College's annual Birthday
celebration, with festivities which in-

clude a 10: 00 am meeting of the Visitors

and Governors, an informal luncheon in

the College dining hall at noon, a
Washington's Birthday Convocation,
and the highlight of the evening, the
Birthday Ball, beginning at 9 pm in

Cain Athletic Center.

A traditional black tie affair, the Ball
will feature Lester Lanin and his or-

chestra, with attractions such as col-

onial doormen and a cash bar-
compliments of Student Affairs. For-
mal invitations were extended to 800
graduate and undergraduate students,
parents of students, residents of

Chestertown, Visitors and Governors,
and the local Kent and Queen Anne
alumni chapter.

Deans Ed Maxcy and Maureen Kelly,

in conjunction with George Hayward of

Development, are co-ordinating the
dance. Student Affairs arranges the
details while Hayward organizes the in-

vitation and financial matters. The
freshmen class is responsible for

designing and creating the decorations
for the Ball.

"Last year's decorations were in the
traditional style," explained Dean Kel-
ly, "with white tablecloths, candles,
flags, and a fishnet filled with
balloons."

Decorations; "colonial

effect"

Freshman class president Jay Young
plans to decorate in the colonial
fashion, achieving what he calls "a col-

onial effect".

"So far the decorations are coming
along fine," he said. "With the com-
bined efforts of many people and lots of

individual work, we are accomplishing
a lot. We hope our decorations will sur-
pass last year's, and those of previous
years."

There is a dual purpose to the
celebration of George Washington's
Birthday according to Dean Kelly:
"The festivities are held to com-
memorate George Washington as the
namesake of Washington College. The
BA11 itself serves a dual purpose. It br-
ings the college and the community
together, and then there is the fund
raising element involved."

Profits to go Scholarship Fund
Co-ordinator George Hayward

elaborated: "Any profits made from
the sale of tickets and patrons are put
towards the Washington College

scholarship fund. Judging from last

year's attendance, we plan to make at

least $1,500 to $2,000 to put towards the
fund. Most of the monsy will be donated
through patrons and sustaining
patrons; people ofter contribute $25 or
more towards the scholarship fund."
Last year over 800 people attended

the Ball. Over half of the people who at-

tend are students and graduated
students from the college itself.

Members of the faculty, the
Washington College staff, friends of the
.college, and a great deal of Eastern
Shore residents also attend the dance.
The Convocation is an important

feature of the day's festivities. Held to
offer academic recognition to the foun-
ding of Washington College, the address
this year will be made by Dr. Edmund
Sears Morgan, Sterling Professor of
History at Yale University.

"Often students will not attend the
Convocation," said Hayward, "though
it is one of the more interesting aspects
of the celebration. It is an official

ceremony which commemorates the
college's historical ties with George
Washington. I urge everyone to at-

tend—the address is one activity you
probably wouldn't want miss."

Ball began in 1965
' 'The Ball itself first began as a tradi-

tional event in 1965 to add to the
Washington's Birthday weekend by
having a major social occasion," added
Hayward. "In the early 70's interest

declined and attendance dropped off. In_

1974 President and Mrs. McLain had a
very strong interest in the upgrading of

the Birthday Ball to a point where more
students, alumni, and Chestertown
residents would attend. In 1977 the Ball
was moved to the gymnasium and at-

tendance increased by 200 people. I

think the moving to the gym brought
out a number of poeple who would not
otherwise ahve attended.

"

Public Relations' files reveal past
gimmicks which show vivid interest in

the BaU. Up until 1969 a "Miss
Washington College" was chosen by the

men of the college, and crowned at the

Ball. The possibility of presenting the

White House with a Washington College

birthday cake came up, though it never
got off the ground,

"We're very excited about the bir-

thday celebration and the Ball," ex-

claimed George Hayward.
"Everything is going fine, and we're
convinced that this year's celebration

will be bigger and better than it ever
was before."

Convocation speaker named
American Colonial history scholar,

Dr. Edmund Morgan has accepted an
invitation to speak at this year's
Washington Birthday Convocation. The
Convocation will be held on February
18.

The Sterling Professor of Yale has an
impressive background of
achievements; he has written exten-
sively on his specialization under such
titles as The Puritan Family, The Birth
of the Republic, The visible Saints, and
Roger Williams, to name a few. Recent-
ly the professor has turned his attention

to the College's namesake, George
Washington.

bySUEDONELIAN
In addition to being the author of

several books, Morgan has also been a
part of many established and
prestigious colleges; he began as an in-

structor at the University of Chicago in

1946. He then became Assistant pro-
fessor, Associate professor and pro-

fessor at Brown University. The
Scholar joined Yale's Department of

History in 1955, where he presently
teaches. Morgan was choses as this

year's speaker because of his im-
pressive background and expertise in

American Colonial History. It is a tradi-

tion that the Convocation speaker be in-

volved in the past which the school's

namesake helped establish.
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Letter to the Editor

I have a confession to make. Like the majority of you, I have

never attended a George Washington Birthday Convocation—I,

also like most of you, believed the rumor that convocations are

long, drawn-out affairs in which a stuffy speaker lectures on a

boring subject. I was wrong.
,

This year's Convocation is scheduled for lust under an hour.

(How's that for a short and sweet 196th birthday party? ) And this

year's talk is being given by Yale Sterling Professor of History

Edmund Sears Morgan, who is noted at Yale as an excellent and

lively speaker. ...... i

The Convocation will also present a sight that occurs only

twice each year—the faculty in full academic regalia. Every pro-

fessor here will shake the mothballs out of his or her academic

robes and marched in dressed in the colors of his or her school

and his on her area of specialization. ,„.._.._, „ .. „
There will be music, too, courtesy of the Washington College

Brass Quintet. It ought to be worth an hour of everybody s time

tomorrow at 2 p.m., and we hope to see you there.

maintenance, etc. Individuals with

special talents and abilities in the area

of entertainment, livestock handling,

etc. should investigate these op-

portunities.

Dude ranches and guest resorts are

also good opportunities for those who
like the out-of-doors, and are willing to

work on an operating ranch.

As always, it is emphasized that in-

dividuals desiring summer employ-

ment in the summer opportunities

throughout the nation should apply ear-

ly.

Students interested in obtaining addi-

tional information may request a

FREE brochure by sending a self-

addressed STAMPED envelope to Op-

portunity Research, Summer Job Dept.

SJO, Lock Box 730, Coeur D'Alene,

Idaho 83814.

J*07u7udL

Summer Job Research Analyst for

the national Opportunity Research Pro-

gram indicates that summer job op-

portunities for the summer of 1978 look

excellent.

Prospects look good for National

Parks, State Parks, Private Summer
Camps and resort areas. Many new job

opportunities exist in support industries

adjacent toParks and recreation areas.

High School graduates and College

students will find many opportunities in

the recreation areas. Some National

Parks hire as many as 3,000 summer
employees.
Several hundred private camps

throughout the nation will be seeking

summer employees in varied

capacities as counselors, swimming in-

structors, music directors, and general

activities, such as cooking.
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I must say I thoroughly enjoyed

reading the Feb. 3, 1978 issue of the Elm
and would like to thank the Elm for sen-

ding me a copy. However, reading the

Elm made me feel that I should com-

ment (in my usual compulsive way) on

a very important issue at Washington

College.

As a member of the class of 1977 I

keenly feel the disappointment of not

having a yearbook, at least until late

March. But more important than that is

the obvious lack of principles and ethics

on the part of Mr. Don Frush. For him

to accept $300 of the student's money
and then, not to procuce a yearbook is a

disgrace. Even more distressing is the

fact that no attempt has been made to

retrieve the money paid to him. Clear-

ly, Mr. Frush has not lived up to his end

of the bargain and should feel com-

pelled to at least return the money paid

to him. Since, to date, he has neither the

courage or class to voluntarily return

the money he received, the SGA as the

official representative of the students,

should demand that the money be

returned or disciplinary action in-

itiated.

There is more at stake here than just

one person and $300. Throughout the na-

tion there is a tremendous cynicism and

distrust for people in positions of

responsibility and government in

general. This cynicism may be justified

now but it is up to our generation to

change that attitude. Everyone must

realize that in the "real world" he

would be punished severelly, if not for

fraud, then for not producing what he

contracted to do. There are laws

against this type of thing. To allow Mr.

Frush to get away with this sham fur-

ther undermines the very liberal arts

ideals which Washington College stands

for. How can we justify fining a student

for breaking a window and not

punishing one who "appropriated" $300

from student funds? It is this very

duplicity that creates the feelings of

skepticism and distrust among young

people that we are so desperately try-

ing to change.

It is one thing for a college to have

within its community those people who
are somewhat less than honest, but it is

an entirely different thing to give them

tacit approval. The students have been

taken for a ride and should get the

money back. Not just to punish Don

Frush, but to prove that at Washington

College people must live up to their

responsibilities, just like in the "real

world".
Sincerely

Paul Noto '77

On this Tuesday, February 21, Steve

Sachs will address the William James
Forum. Sachs is an independent can-

didate for Attorney General of

Maryland. A former U. S. attorney,

Sachs is also noted for having pro-

secuted the "Catonsville Nine," the

Sachs to Speak on Tuesday
group led by Phillip and Daniel Ber-

rigon which was found guilty of destroy-

ing United States Selective Service

records in the 1960's. Sach's topic will be

"The Cost of Corruption." The lecture

will be held at 7:30 P.M., in Hynson

Lounge.

President to President —SGA President Kimball Byron and John downs
were greeted byPresident Carter at the Congressional Christmas Reception
at the White House in December. Byron and Downs extended an invitation

—

one of several they have made this year— asking the President to address
the Student body sometime later this semester.

****** t



Library reports
missing books

ErMav. February 17. torn-p-^ »

by Donna Taylor

The students of Washington College
are slowly driving the library to en-
forcement measures, for in a recent
check on the books reserved for student
use it was determined that twentytwo
books are missing from the reserve
room. On tbe subject of phiJoso phy,
Drama, American Studies, Sociology,
Art, English and Math. These books
have been on reserve for some time,
and may have been missing since last
semester.

When the books absence was first

discovered, Reference Librarian Jeff
Chaffin, sent out a student newsletter
asking for student cooperation in main-
taining the library and returning
"missing" books and reading material.
This generated little interest— only two
books were returned to the reserve
room.

There are relatively few library
restrictions and these are rather
flexible. Books may be kept for three
weeks and no fines are charged for

overdue books. Reserve books are put
aside by professors for use of a number
of students. They are kept in a room
where they remain readily accessible
to students, Technically, a student may
use a reserved book for 2 hours. Unless
someone else asks for the book,
however there is no limit to the time one
student may use it.

Guards could be re-Instated

There are no guards in the library to

see that all books are checked out
rather than "sneaked" through, but
quite a few years ago there were
student guards. Many college libraries

today have them; however.-funds were
stopped by the colleg and any salary to

be paid was to be taken from the book
fund. Since this would have meant a
decrease in the number of books pur-
chased, the use of "guards" was discon-
tinued. If students continue to remove
books from the library however, and
student guards may have to be rein-

stated to the detriment of the book fund,
the amount of new material purchased,
and finally, the students themselves.
Inventory may reveal more missing
The reserve room is only a small part

on the library. Further examination
may reveal even greater numbers of
missing books. Librarian Betty Wasson.
admitts that "no meaningful figure" on
the number of books "lost" can be
ascertained until a complete inventory
is made this summer. She stated that
regular search procedures will be made
for the books. The librarians ask the
students to consider their options and
return the missing books before restric-
tions become necessary.

Some of the books reported missing
from the reserve room, along with their

call numbers are listed below.
B 1571 u89 The Utilitarians. Four

copies missing.

BD 21 R37 Reading for an introduc-

tion to philosophy.

BR 165 c48 1968 c.2 Chadwicte. The
early church.
BS 2095 M7 The New Testament.
Bs 2095 p56 Phillips. The New Testa-

ment in modem English.

E 169.1 J77 Jones. O Strange New
World.

EI75.5 AI72 1931 Adams. The educa-
tion of Henry Adams.
GN 482 M47 c,3 Mead. From the South

Seas.

GN 400 M c.2 Murdoch. Our primitive

contemporaries.
N 5300 s5 1961 Sewall A history of

Western art.

PG 3458 Al J13 Jackson. Chekhov.
PG 3458 M18 Magarshack. Chekhov,

the dramatist.

PG 3458 R36 Kayfield . Chekhov.
PR 1263 B31 Baskerville. Elizabethan

and Stuart plays.

PR 5900 A3 1956. Yeats. Collected

poems.
QA 211 B9 v.l Burnside. The theory of

equations.

Kelly to propose budget
at SGA meetingMonday

News
SGA Treasurer Maura Kelly will seek

approval of the Senate Monday night
for a budget totaling $7, 908.18 including

$2,500 for social events that will feature
the Spring Weekend and the Port
Welcome Trip.

That $2,500 figure for social events
represents "the amount we expect to

lose," according to Kelly. Last
semester, over $6,500 was spent on
bands, lighting, advertising, and rental
of the cafeteria, but revenue from the

events covered most of that expense.

This semester $1,000 has been set

aside for the Spring Weekend, and a

large chunk was left in miscellaneous

funding to cover any losses incurred

from the Port Welcome trip. "The
reason we left so much in

miscellaneous (over $1,200) is because

last semester, there was a change in

each individual category," said Kelly,

"a lot of unexpected things can come
up—especially-wtih Port Welcome.
"Actually," Kelly continued, "we're

hoping Port Welcome can carry itself."

If it does, the money left over will be
used for a free event late in the

semester.

In addition, to social and
miscellaneous funds, $1,670 was ear-

by GEOFF-GARINTHER
Editor

marked for clubs. That figure,

however, may be subject to change
since some groups that are still in the,

planning stages may never collect their

allottments. For instance, the
Photographers Union received $125 in

the budget although that groups' status

is currently unstable.

Last semester, nine clubs received a
total of slightly less than $1,000. Three
additional clubs applied for funds this

semester.

Another $1,000 was budgeted for of-

fice expenses, which covers printing

costs and telephone bills.

The film series received $800 in the

budget. That category cost more than
twice this amount last semester, but

Kelly is hoping the SGA can cut ex-

penses.

The BUSH(Beautification Using Stu-

dent Help) Project recieved $200, but

Kelly said that some of the excess in

miscellaneous funding may be used to

increase that allottment if necessary
The remainder of the $7,900 goes to the

salaries of the SGA Executive Board.
Of the total budget, Kelly stated,

"This is just a guideline so we can keep
uur eye on the money as we spend it.

It's not going to turn out exactly like

that.

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD. Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"
and extras for you

Roving Reporter

Missing Reserved Books?

QUESTION: Have you experienced dif-

ficulty finding the books you need in the
library as a result of someone else tak-

ing them without checking them out?
What do you think should be done about
this problem?

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
Photography by Carol Hood

Jim Karl, senior from Connecticut-
Yes, it's very much a problem. They

should put magnetic strips in the books.

It may be expensive initially, but not in

the long run, considering the cost of

books being lost,

H
Colleen Miller, freshman from
Maryland

—

I don't know if the problem is always
that someone has taken the books, but

sometimes because they are shelved in

the wrong place or still in the carts.

They should have the staff put the books
on the shelves more often. Maybe
checking people as they walk out is a
good idea.

Maria Hradesky, junior from North
Carolina

—

Yes, (I have had problems) all the

time. I don't think getting a door guard
would solve the problem. The school I

went to before had an honor code and
everyone seemed to follow it.

Steve Lewandowsky, sophomore from
Germany

—

I haven't had any problems yet. I

think they should leave it as it is now, I

don't see any difficulties.

Denise Trevlsan, senior from Penn-

sylvania

—

Yes, I have, and that's with reserve

books. I think they should have a guard

at the door to check people for books as

they leave

fh

Sam Jastrzemski, junior from Wiscon-

sin

—

No, I haven't, because I don't read. I

think they should have a check-out area
with a turnstile.
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United States Senator Paul Senator Paul S.Sarbanes spoke before a group of Washington College students Monday

on "The 91st Congress: Leading Issues." The Maryland political figure spoke for 15 minutes then the program

took the form of a discussion as a question and answer period followed, f or the next hours, students attending the

William James Forum queried the guest lecturer on labor issues, SALTtalks. Cubans in Africa, coalstnkes,

Somalia, and human rights. (Forum president Carlos Wilton seated left)

SGA Residence Committee: "a bang-up job"

Student Residence Committee Chair-

men Jay Young and Danny Taymen
have been doing what Dean of Students

Maureen Kelley terms a "bang-up

job." Under their leadership, the com-

mittee which was formed two years ago

with outdoor campus projects as its

primary concern, has expanded to in-

clude indoor dormitory improvements

as well.

Student maintenance needs, from

fixing leaks and light bulbs to the in-

stallation of washing machines in Kent

by VICTORIA GADSDEN
(House, have been quickly taken care of

due to the Residence Committee's

Tuesday morning meetings in the

Student Affairs Office. Maintenace
Director Ray Crooks, Deans Kelley and
Maxcy, and the two students review

student complaints as they appear on
lists compiled by dormitory senators.

As a result of these meetings, Crooks

can effectively mobilize his workers to

implement immediate improvements
— such as fixing windows and heaters
— and can begin the planning of long

range improvements . The latter in-

cludes the BUSH (Beautification Using

Student Help) Campaign, the in-

stallation of lights behind Minta Mar-

tin, the construction of a path behind

Minta Martin to eliminate the puddles-

:there, and brighter lighting for tne

Kent/Somerset 'quadrangle-
Young describes Crooks as "super

cooperative- When I told him we needed
washers in Kent, he was over here
within an hour. Kelley attributes the
success of the committee to Young's
andTayman's "positive attitude."

The Coffeehouse; a student organization

A familiar place for some on the

Washington College campus, the cof-

feehouse officially opened the second
semester of the 1971-72 academic year-

Operated and managed totally by stu-

dent power, it is funded by customer
business and loans from the college.

By the students, for the students

"It is a student organization entirely

in that students make up the managers
and labor," explained Vice President
for Fiannce and Treasurer Gene
Hessey. "They (the managers) pur-

chase the supplies and food stuffs,

establish the selling prices, schedual

the student workers, and are responsi-

ble for maintaining the Coffeehouse."

"When it becomes necessary to pur-

chase replacement equipment, we
finance the project for them, and they

pay us back over a number of years.

The Coffeehouse is now in the process of

paying the college for some new tables

and chairs which- were purchased for

next year.

"The college is also responsible for

the building system—the electricity

and plumbing of Hodson Hall in which
the Coffeehouse is based. Business such
as tax deductions and earning
statements are computed by the

business office."

Hessey emphasized that the college

plays only an advisor's role to the

management of the Coffeehouse; Dean
Kelley of Student Affairs serves as the

official faculty advisor.

"The organization is an agreement
between the college and the cof-

feehouse—it is more related to students

by COLLEEN MILLER
than the college. The agreement was
that if the college would provide the

space, students would build and service

a Coffeehouse—which they did. Almost

99% of the Coffeehouse was constructed

by student labor. If it makes any pro-

fits. 50% is re-invested by way of

restocking and refurbishing the cof-

feehouse; the balance would then be

alloted to student financial aid funds.

Up to this point there have not been

many profits made, however."

Profits small so far

Student Financial manager Lisa

Hartsook confirmed that business pro-

fits for the Coffeehouse so far have been
small; the debt from the purchase of

new furniture is a main factor in this.

"We're still paying the college for the

purchase of the new tables and chairs,"

she said. "Though generally the receits

an and intake for this year are up, I

doubt if we'll make any profits."

First semester saw a gross receit of

$12,800 with total expenditures amoun-
ting to $11,300. A surmised total projec-

tion for the end of this semester sees an
equal doubling of the two sums. Payroll

amounted to $21 ,000 last semester.
"Basically the business office plays a

middle man for us," said Hartsook.
"What we can afford is based on what
we make. Our bills are sent to the office

and they pay them; we reimburse the

college through our customer business.

With payroll what happens is we pay
the business office and they pay the stu-

dent labor. All students who work for

campus businesses are on the college

payroll."

There are six managers presently

working in the Coffeehouse; each has a

responsibility to complete, such as

payroll, supplies, etc. Student labor is

selected by the managers, who each

work one day of the week. Saturdays

serve as all-purpose clean up days.

"Managers must be somewhat
responsible," said Manager Kathy

Mullen. "They must be willing to

devote a lot of time to the Coffeehouse,

and they must be enthusiastic. Usually

we don't just supervise—we work along

with the other workers."

Catering to the college community
Manager Tad Jacks supervises the

entertainment groups who've played

before in the Coffeehouse or in a student

center will contact the Coffeehouse to

perform. Rather than having to contact

performers, the performers usually

contact the Coffeehouse.

"We'd really like to see some new
faces around here," added Mullen. "We
need more customer participation from
the campus—it's always the same
small nucleus of people who come here
every night."

"We need more student participation.

We cater to the college community: for

added interest this year we've installed

all kinds of beer and now we're selling

sandwiches. We always have special

events, and we're trying ro revamp the

place with new furniture—we're trying

pretty damn hard."

"So far we've been given the cold

shoulder. We need some new faces' and
we'd like to see a lot more participa-

tion!"

News from

the State House

by SUSAN FARACE
Working in Annapolis as a legislative

intern is probably one of the most wor-

thwhile and exciting learning ex-

periences I have ever had. Even though

I had been a student page in the Senate

while a senior in high school, I wasn't

familiar with any aspect of the

legislative process other than the

debates that I had witnessed within the

Senate chamber itself. My internship

with Senator Donald P. Hutchinson

(Democrat, Seventh district) from

Baltimore County has given me the op-

portunity to learn about other facets of

our state government.

I think one of the things that has im-

pressed me most about the legislators

that I have had contact with is how hard

they really do work. Even though the

General Assembly is in session for only

ninety days each year, my particular

legislator works year-round on

legislative matters—either in An-

napolis from January to April or back

in his district office the rest of the year.

Since this is an election year, those run-

ning for office (Senator Hutchinson is a

candidate in the Baltimore County

Executive race) must log even longer

hours.

Because of each legislators's own
concept as to what a legislative in-

ternship should consist of, no two in-

terns have the same sort of work. Most

of my time is spent working on Senator

Hutchinson's legislative proposals,

although I also do constituent work.

Currently, I'm working on about thirty

different pieces of legislation. With

some of these, just about all that I have

to do is take one of his old bills that was
defeated tluring another session to the

bill drafters to be re-drafted. Most

other bills, however, require a lot more
work. I've contacted many different

agencies, organizations, and in-

dividuals for information on topics

ranging from child pornography to

dams inspection and the re-

classification of PCP to the banning of

Randy Newman's song "Short People"

from the radio.

Some of the bills that I've gathered

information on are fairly straight-

forward and seem very practical, like

making vandalism of churches a

felony. Others are much more technical

and complicated, and it's a real

challenge to get information from

someone without revealing that you're

totally ignorant on that subject.

Even though most of the General

Assembly's work is done in the various

House and Senate committees which

meet daily to hear testimony and report

on bills, it's sometimes interesting to t

in the galleries of the chamber and wat-

ch the debate. Last week several

senators filibustered against Governor

Lee's bill to reinstate the death penalty.

Traditionally, the filibuster has been a

tool used by minority groups to hold up
the proceedings in the Senate until the

other members will agree to a com-
promise on the bill. Several senators

take turns speaking on the most
unlikely topics for hours until one side

gives in.

This particular filibuster wasn't too

effective because it was held so early in

the session when time is not nearly as

precious as in the last few weeks. The
thirty-two votes needed to invoke

cloture' or limiting of debate, were
mustered by the leadership on the first

round of voting.

During the filibusters that I've seen

in the last few years, senators have

risen to speak on such momentous
topics as the growth of a tobacco leaf,

the origin and history of baseball, and

the importance of . hog manure to

western Maryland.
So far, my experience as a legislative

intern has been quite worthwhile, and
I'm looking forward to the rest of the

session. Annapolis Is certainly a

welcome break from a regular class

schedule.
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Lynn Hayhurst
by MARGARET

Much has been said about the at-

trition rate here at Washington College,

about student dissatisfaction and
student disenchantment. Despite this,

there are a few who not only remain,
but even return after graduation to the
town they became fond of during their

undergraduate years.

One of these is Lynn Hayhurst, Class
of '76, who not only returned to Chester-

town, but to the College as well.

Working as Assistant Director of Ad-
missions, Hayhurst does "anything and
everything" connected with recruit-

ment and selection of prospective

students. She came to work here after

being a representative for a tobacco
company in Annapolis. The job was
"not very challenging," so when she
heard of openings in the Admission
Department here, she applied.

HANDLE
As a member of the Admissions staff,

Hayhurst has discovered "the Ad-
missions Department isn't the only
area of the school that has to do with ad-

missions. Faculty, Alumni, students as

tour guides, and the Business Office all

contribute in some way. This close

cooperation, coupled with the College's

size, location, and history make the

school attractive to many prospective
students.'

Part of Hayhurst's job involves
travelling through New England
visiting other schools. Although she
describes that section of the country as
"beautiful," she has found that no area
has all the attractions of Chestertown.
"I love it," she said, "Chestertown has
become my home, and it hasn't taken
long for that to happen. '

'

Jobs available in Europe
Job opportunities in Europe are

available this summer for American
college students through the
American-European Student Service.

Students accepted in the program may
find themselves working the forests of

Germany, on construction sites in

Austria, on farms in Germany, Sweden,
and Denmark, in industries in Prance
and Germany, or in hotels in

Switzerland. Jobs available in Ireland,

England, France, Italy, and Holland
are open by the consent of the govern-
ments of these countries to American
college and university students coming
to Europe next summer.

For several years students have
made their way across the Atlantic
through AES Service to take part in the
actual life of the people of these coun-
tries. The success of this project has
caused a great deal of enthusiastic in-

terest and support both in American
and Europe.
Every year the program has been ex-

panded to include many more students

and jobs. American-European Student
Service is offering these jobs (on a non-
profit basis) to students who want to

live in Germany, Scandinavia,
England, Austria, Switzerland, France,
Italy, and Spain. The jobs consist of

forestry work and some other more
qualified jobs requiring more
specialized training.

The purpose of this program is to af-

ford the student an opportunity to get

into real living contact with the people
and customs of Europe. In return for

his or her work, the student will receive
room and board plus a salary. Students
should keep in mind, however, that they
will be working on the European
economy level, and wages will be
scaled accordingly. The working condi-

tions (hours, safety, regulations, legal

protection, work permits) will be strict-

ly controlled by the labor ministries of

the countries involved. Please write for

further Information and application

forms to American-European Student
Service, Weile 133. Box 70, F I 9493

Mauren, Liechtenstein (Europe).

Dick Durham Duo:
q-tips and class

by john McDonalds

The Dick Durham Duo appeared in

Tawes Theater Saturday for a conert of

jazz. Dick Durham is no unfamiliar
name in Kent County; it has been and
continues to be his home, despite his

success. He is a consummate pianist,

with a dazzling technique and facility

that make him at home with the
keyboard. One instrument did not a'eem
to satisfy him, however, more often

than not playing a bass line on the syn-

thesiser with his left hand, and amply
covering the Steinway grand with his

right. No easy task, especially when
one considers the condition of the Stein-

way subtly described by Mr. Durham
as having been rebuilt "with Q-tips for

hammers."
The second half of the Duo is Mike

Daugherty, a drummer extrodinaire,

as much an artist with the drums as

Durham is with the piano, as he proved

time and again during the concert.

Credit should also be given to the

lighting, designed by Larry White, and

cleverly concealed within his two mon-

strous metal sculptures. Fog Fliers.

With the aid of Lisa Martin, all the

technical aspects were smoothly

executed, making an effective con-

tribution to the music.

The program began with a fast num-
ber, Grits and Greens Blues — "so-

mething to get your heart started.

It worked.Then Happiness Bossa Nov.
.

,

a mood piece—sheer elegance. Things

livened up again with 5-6-3-4, a title that

refers to the changing rhythms within

the piece. The fourth number gave us

an opportunity to hear Durham on solo

piano, in a clever jazz arrangement of

My Funny Valentine and Feelings.

After the solo, the Duo ended with a
piece entitled Rock Scherzo, an upbeat

number reminiscent of the rock blues of !

the late '60's, with a surprise ending

that can best be described as bizarre.

The second half continued with a

quiet piece, The Gothic Castle Bossa
Nova, described as the eerie feeling of

walking through the vaults of an old

castle. Zip is a rousing combination a
la Walt Disney and Miles Davis. The
third number was an arrangement of so

m any tunes that the abscence of any
title was probably no mistake. Then
The World's Weirdest Ragtime Player,

a piece with the flavor of ragtime. The
weirdness, however, is all Durham's.
Another solo by Dick Durham, The
Good Old Days, gave us all a chance to

be nostalgic. Beaner'sMuchachosisan
all-purpose number that makes
references now and then to Rach-
maninoff's G-minor prelude. A lively

encore finished things off in good
fashion.

It was a good, well-balanced concert.

I was pleased at the turn out, con-

sidering the double disadvantage of a

dismal lack of advertising on campus,

and the misfortune of having to com-

pete with the return of the Nighthawks

on the same evening.

I thoroughly enjoyed the Dick
Durham Duo, but then, I'm not a jazz
purist. His music is refined,
mathematical— too mathematical and
precise for some. At times it runs
perilously close to sounding like
something we would expect to hear in a
swanky cocktail lounge. And Durham
himself has less stage presence than his
instruments. But the sum total of all

these faults have a smaller weight than
might be expected. The Dick Durham
Duo is good, the music has class, and
audiences like them, and in my eyes,
that makes for a successful team.

NEW YORK CITY

URBAN FELLOWS
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR
THE 1978-79 ACADEMIC YEAR

THE NEW YORK CITY URBAN FELLOWS PROGRAM OFFERS TWENTY INTERNSHIPS IN CITY
GOVERNMENT EACH YEAR TO SPECIALLY SELECTED COLLEGE SENIORS AND GRADUATE
STUDENTS. SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS WORK FULL-TIME IN NEW YORK CITY AS AIDES TO
THE DEPUTY MAYORS, AGENCY ADMINISTRATORS AND OTHER TOP STAFF OF THE AD-
MINISTRATION. SPECIALIZED PLACEMENTS ARE ARRANGED FOR FELLOWS WITH PAR-
TICULAR SKILLS AND INTERESTS IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF URBAN ADMINISTRATION A
WEEKLY SMINAR AUGMENTS THE EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING AND ALLOWS THE FELLOWS
THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET INFORMALLY WITH A VARIETY OF KEY OFFICIALS AND
OTHERS WHO INFLUENCE THE COURSE OF POLICY AND DECISIONS IN NEW YORK CITY.

THE PROGRAM TEAR RUNS 39 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS FROM MID-SEPTEMBER 1978 TO MID-JUNE 1979. CANDIDATES
BE ENTERING IMEIR SENIOR TEAR NEXT SEPTEMBER OS ACCEPTED FOR GRADUATE STUDY THE STUDENTS PAR-

lICrPATION MUST BE ENDORSED 8Y THE SCHOOL, FROM WHICH AlEAVE OF ABSENCE OR DEFERMENT IS ASRAGNED If

IS EXPECTED THAT ACADEMIC CREDIT BE GRANTED. A TAX-FREE STIPEND OF $4,800 IS AWARDED,

FOR DETAILS ON APPLYING SEE YOUR FELLOWSHIP ADVISOR OR WRITE TO:
OOMINICK CUCINOTTA, DIRECTOR

NEW YORK CITY URBAN FELLOWS PROGRAM
ISO BROADWAY. I i In FLOOR
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10007

DR. MARCUS BLOCH.LHY
PRESIDENT

EASTERN SCHOOL OF HYPNOTISM
920 EAST 6th STREET

NEW YORK, N.Y.I 0009
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Slap: intense with

emotional problems
by LARRY KAHN

The Slap deals honestly with honesty,

dishonesty, frustration, release,

escape, and, in the end, love. All the

major characters at one point in this

1974 French film seem to say to them-

selves, "I'm mad as hell, and I'm not

going to take this anymore."

What they are mad about is having

their personal freedom taken away
from them, and indeed it is. Isabelle,

(Isabelle Adjani) the daughter of a

secondary school teacher feels as if she

is chained to her father and her im-

mature boy friend, Marc. Her father

discovers that he does not care for his

job as much as he thought he did. He
also discovers that he is chained to it.

The conflict between father and

daughter rises in the first part of the

film, culminating in the scene which

places Adjana on the spot. Her father

physically slaps her in the face. She

runs away to England to meet her

mother.

As far as we know, her father never

catches his train. He is always the lone

figure left behind at the railway station.

Technically, The Slap is a fine work.

The direction of Claude Pinoteau cap-

tures the sensitivity of the scenes. The

change from the hopelessness of

IsabeUe's home situation to the simple

beauty of her trip to Rosewood Manor is

filmed beautifully.

From the small walk-on parts to the

leads, the acting is consistently fine.

Isabelle Adjani was eighteen when this

film was made. She certainly is a young

lady to keep an eye, if not both eyes, on.

Lino Ventura, as Isabelle's father

bririgs out the pain and horror of his

character's situation.

The tilm has elements of comedy in

it. In fact, it starts off as a comedy, shif-

ts to meladrama, and before you know

it, the movie has become intense with

emotional problems. It may be these

chances of mood, however, which

prevent the Slap from becoming a great

movie. Another problems is that the

characters constantly play games with

one another. Because of thisit is hard to

feel for them when they get themselves

in certain situations.

The Slap is definitely a good movie.

Many of its conflicts are universal, and

the film is able to bring them out in an

entertaining style. It has always been a

pleasure to watch the versatile Lino

Ventura work. Isabelle Adjani has quite

a future ahead of her, especially since

the success of The Story of Adele H. It

will be nice to see more of her in the

future.

Mary Ellen Aiken:

"spunk"
by CLAIRE MOWBRAY

Fogelberg, Harry Chapin, Bob Dylan.

Basic popular material sung in familiar

arrangments Nosurprises.

Pleasant diversion

Aikin has a fine voice, strong and
fairly sure, but my complaint is that

she doens't use it as much as she could.

Her style never varies; she never ex-

periments, and I found myself forget-

ting what song had just been played

because they all sounded so familiar.

After half and hour of slow steady

guitar playing and gentle pop tunes, I

began to get restless and ready for

something faster, something country or

trashy or funny or corny or anything

but pre-packaged, diluted soft rock. I

began to doubt that Aikin could play

that guitar any faster than the speed of

"fang of the Road" (one of the few
selections that surprised m and that, if

it is true, would be a shame, con-

sidering the power of her voice.

Still, live entertainment at the Cof-

feehouse is novel, student performers

arcnot as apt as outsiders to be insulted

when some customers would rather

talk among themselves than listen to a

singer, and an unobtrusive one like

Aikin is, if not something to write home
about, at least a pleasant diversion.

It takes a certain kind of spunk to be a

student performing for students in a

small, personal setting. True, there are

always a few loyal friends clapping

wildly from the front row, but there are

far more critics, rowdies and hecklers

waiting in the shadows to ridicule,

discuss or ignore whatever is being per-

formed. It takes spunk to face that sort

of situation and spunk to deal with it

successfully.
,_ .

predictable, but nice

Mary Ellen Aiken has "that kind of

spunk and it is for that rather than for

any extraordinary musical talent that I

respect her as a performer. Singing in

the Coffeehouse last Thursday night she

was composed, relaxed, and yet not so

accessible to her audience that they (or

she) forgot that she was performing.

She sat by herself in stark white light

against a bare wall, played her guitar,

and sang. It was nice.

Predictable, but nice. Inoffensive.

Undemanding musically, both to the

listener and, I think, the performer as

well. When I came in (about 10:20) she

was doing a song made popular by Lin-

da Ronstadt, and most of what she did

from then on was in the same musical

vein: Fleetwood Mac, America, Carole

King, Loggins and Messina, Dan
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Nighthawks return
bv KIRK JAMES FOLK

Initial Contact

Didja ever hear of the Captain Mat-
chbox Whoopie Band? If not, don't fret.

Until my arrival at Washington College

last August, I too, was uninitiated to

their charms. How was I to know that

my roommate would be into such wierd
music?
Of course, I Understand that everyone

is entitled to their own tastes. While
some people are savoring pheasant un-

der glass, others are immersed in a
bowl of Quisp cereal. Some people like

Robert Redford, others prefer Jim
Nabors. You say au revoir, I say hors

d'oeve

Still. ..Captain Matchbox is going a bit

far, don't you think?

Anyway when Bill (my roommate) is

not listening to something totally

foreign to my ear buds (these ole boys
have taken a real lickin') he's playing

his trusty harp, absorbed in the blooze.

It follows that when this here band-
the Nighthawks come to Washington
College, it's like a James Cotton wet
dream for the guy.

Foreplay
If you didn't see the band the first

time they were here, someone was out

to make sure you were informed of

their return engagement. Who ever did

the PR job for those boys was nimble.

(Probably a refugee from the KISS ar-

my). Almost overnight the campus
walls were plastered with Nighthawks
propaganda. If you read any of it

Marx scheduled
Washington College News Service

CHESTERTOWN— Leo Marx, noted

scholar of American cultural and
literary history will speak on "The
Thoreau Cult and the Counterculture"

on Wednesday, February 22 at 8:30

p.m. in the Sophie Kerr Room of the

Miller Library. The talk, rescheduled

from last week, is sponsored by the

Sophie Kerr Committee and will be
open to the public.

Marx is best known as the author of

The Machine In the Garden, a major
study of the influence of technology on
the American mind.
He has taught at the University of

Minnesota and at Amherst College, has
twice been named a Fulbright Fellow
and is currently William R. Kenan Jr.

Professor of American Cultural History

at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

(which I did) you were sure to be im-
pressed. I was sure I wouldn't like

them'.

Going 3II the way
If I were the type who is inclined

toward shuffling I would probably have
been ecstatic. As it is, I had an
awllright time. The band is tight. That
boy with the tattoos sure does play a siz-

zling harmonee. The music is infictious.

(I witnessed several severe cases of

Hawkitis.) By now, however, I onlv

remember moments of the night; l. a
slide solo on "Tripe Face Boogie"
gauranteed to fry cockroaches at thirty

paces—whew., 2. a harp solo on
"Whammer-Jammer" gauranteed to

fry slide guitarists, 3. lively renditions

of Elvis tunes; "Houndog", and "-

Jailhouse Rock" complete with leg

gyrations. QUESTION: When are we
going to see these mugs guest-starring

Oil "Happy Days"? I can't wait.

The drumming was consistantly ex-

cellent and the bass (although muddy in

my opinion) was as tasty as any
around. Theres no question that these

fellas can play. They spit out their own
blend of raucous blues and rock like

they were weaned on it. The fact that

they can generate hysteria goes without

saying (WITNESS—two encores)My
only problem is that after about an hour

of blues-rock at its best, I get hit with

deja-vu..."The song remains the

same".
I left happy but I can't remember

exactly why.

Shoremen whip Ursinus,
99-93 in home game

by DANA CHATELLIER
Sports Editor

Tell you what. Tm tired of talking
about all the drudgery. This week, we'll
concentrate on the good stuff.

Last Wednesday, the basketball team
opened a two game homestand by
losing 68-65 to Haverford. but nobody
really cared. The crowd saw what they
came to see: Joe Wilson's 1000th career
point It came on a short jumper from
the left side off an offensive rebound'
with 11:16 to play in the first half.

Wilson lent some class to the moment,
waving to the crowd which had risen to
their feet to cheer as coach Finnegan
presented him with a souvenir basket-
ball.

The Shoremen put on a good show for
the hardy souls who stuck around for
the second half, rallying from a 17-point
deficit to actually lead at one point
before Mike Racke's three-point play in

the last minute dashed their hopes.
Racke topped all scorers with 31 points,
while Doug Byrne's 23 led WC.
Saturday night's battle with Ursinus

might have looked like just another
game to an outsider, but it was Dennis
Compton Night to Shore fans. The 6-5

senior was making his farewell ap-
pearance before a friendly audience,
and he didn't disappoint them, scoring
and rebounding with reckless abandon
as the Maroon and Black dumped the
Bears 99-93. The Shoremen never
trailed in the contest, as Compton's 14
first-half points along with 12 from a
fired-up Steve Dickerson staked them
to a 52-43 lead at intermission. The
stingy WC zone defense shut down Ur-
sinus' food outside shooting, and Doug
Byrne's fast-break dunk widened the
lead to fourteen. Then the well ran dry,
as Ursinus caught up and tied the game
on the shooting of Mike Cola. The break
that finally broke the game open came
when Bear guard Jim Mobley fouled
out, drawing a technical foul in the
process. Dickerson hit the two foul

shots plus the technical, and Compton
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banked one in on the possession af-

terward to transform an 88-84 lead into
a 93-84 winning edge.
The box score made for some glorious

reading. Rich Schatzman busted loose
for a career-high 26 points, including
fourteen in a row early in the second
half. Compton netted 20 points and
vacuumed the boards for 14 rebounds.
Dickerson popped in 19 points, and
Doug Byrne canned 16. Rich Dwyer
bucketed six.and Dan Barbierre, Kevin
Apple, and Dale Williams came off the
bench to add four each. Mike Cola's 21

markers led Ursinus.

Lebanon Valley raced to an early
lead in Monday night's rematch of an
earlier snowout, and had little trouble
in handing WC a 93-73 loss. Derek Hop-
pes was high man for the Plying Dut-
chmen with 23 points, while Doug Byr-
ne's 18 markers and 13 rebounds paced
Washington.

FREE THROWS: Doug Byrne's 21-

point average is near the top of the
MAC scoring race, and he's up there in

rebounding and free throw percentage
too...Credit where it's due (or, better-

Iate-than never) : Steve Dickerson's 18

points was high for the Sho'men against
Delaware Valley, not Joe Wilson's 16 as
was implied in last week's article.

Sorry, Dicker...speaking of Wilson, he's

got the pneumonia again, causing him
to miss the Ursinus and Lebanon Valley
games and probably finishing him for

the season.. .it's too bad the Shoremen
are out of it, because they're missing a
nice race. Widener (9-0) has won the

division, and the WC victory over Ur-
sinus eliminated the Bears, but as of

Tuesday, Hopkins (+4), Haverford (4-5,

three straight wins), and Swarthmore
(4-5, four consecutive setbacks), all

have a shot at second place.. .the

Shoremen dropped in on Widener Wed-
nesday and closes out the season
tonight with a chance to perhaps be
spoilers at Hopkins.

Blue Jean
WH.,,., patch

• Pre-

washed
Jeans

J
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prospects for the stickmen . .
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An interview with Mickey DiMaggio
by WILL MARTIN

The lacrosse field continues to Me

blanfeeted by snow, yet Coach Mickey

DiMaggio, anticipating another suc-

cessful season, has his stichmen prac-

ticing earlier than ever. The ELM has

interviewed him about the prospects for

this year's team.

Elm: Are there any generalizations

you can make about the team after two

weeks of running— Do you forsee any

problems with, say. the offense or

defense?

DiMaggio: Well, I think it's too soon

right now to tell exactly how we look.

We haven't had the whole varsity work-

ing as a unit. What we've been doing

primarily is getting in condition and

getting ready for our cuts. Just from

what I've seen, I'm concerned at this

point with our offense. I think that we

have one or two people who instinctive-

ly know how to put the ball in the goal

The rest of us are just going to have to

work on our offense, and work on get-

ting people more hungry going to the

goal, and becoming more offensively

oriented.

Elm : How about the defense?

DiMaggio: I think the defense is go-

ing to be very strong. Bryan Matthews

is an excellent coach, and he's working

primarily with the defense, getting help

from Basil Wadkovsky. If we have a

strong point it will be our defense.

Elm: Which players are you going to

rely on to lead the defense?

DiMaggio: Okay, in the goal I think

we probably have one of the finest

goalies in the country in Tim Hart. Clint

Evans was going to give him a run for

his position, but unfortunately had that

accident this summer. On the defense

we have a whole bevy of defensive

players that we think are just outstan-

ding. Just to mention a few, Jon Gif-

ford, back from last year. I think he

was very underrated last year. He did a

fantastic job for us on defense. Also.

Bill Herring. A freshman that's come

on that we're very happy with is Frank

Filice from Bethpage. New York. We're

getting some that New York physical

hitting into our defense which we've

lacked. We're concerned about the

crease defense. We're not sure who
we're going to play there. We have ac-

tually three people that we're looking

at—Don Pennington, Collis Townsend,

and Lecky Haller, who is a transfer

form Hopkins.

Elm: Will there be a big void created

by the graduation of this years senior

class?

DiMaggio: Primarily in the mid-

field. We'll be losing a lot of our mid-
* fielders that will be carrying our team

this year. Hopefully, we'll pick up some
people coming in.

Elm : Concerning the schedule, would

you care to comment on why Roanoke

and Salisbury were dropped this year?

DiMaggio: Well, let's take Roanoke,

because we did drop them this year. We
dropped Roanoke, number one,

because it's a long trip. It's a six, seven

hour trip for us which I don't par-

ticularily care to make, and which our

ballplayers don't like to make down
there either. Also, one of the things

which I've talked to our boys about, as

far as their own personal goals are con-

cerned^ is thee opportunity to make
Ail-American. And the only way that

you make AU-American, number one,

you have to have a schedule that gives

you the opportunity to play against

some really good teams. Plus, you have

to have press. And if we go down to

Roanoke and play them there, we get no

press whatsoever. So, what I'm trying

to do is to pick up teams of the same
caliber as Roanoke. And believe me,

Roanoke is a fine team. Their coach in-

dicated that maybe I was afraid to play

them but that's not true. The only way
you're going to get recognition is by

playing a tough schedule. I would like

to put Towson back on our schedule. We
tried to get them on the schedule this

year, but unfortunately, we couldn't

work out a date.

As far as Salisbury is concerned, I

can tell you our side of the story, and

I'm sure that they have their side.

From our viewpoint, a couple of in-

stances occured that we weren't too

happy about. Then we played them at

Salisbury, three years ago, they were

very inhospitable to some of our fans,

and also to some of our players. One of

our ballplayers, for example, Ricky

Rickets, went out-of-bounds, and the

fans sitting right on the sidelines threw

beer all over him before he could get

back inbounds. I understand that they

also, although I did not see this, threw

beer all over a lot of our fans at the

game. When they came up to

Washington College to play us the

following year, some instances took

place in the stands that we weren't toe

happy about. We had put up a sign say-

ing something to their coach. I will ad-

mit that it wasn't very complimentary,

but the sign was there. Some of their

fans tried to take the sign down, and

when our fans went to stop them, I

understand that knives were pulled.

Now I didn't see this, but it was
reported to me by a pretty reliable

source.

But there was one thing that I do

know took place that I wasn't too happy
about, and had I seen it, I probably

would have en up in the stands myself.

My three year old son, who comes to

every game, was standing on the

sidelines, and a couple of the Salisbury

fans threw beer bottles at him. Because

of these instances, the two Athletic

Directors felt that they should have a

cooling off period.

Elm: Who did you replace Roanoke

with on the schedule?

DiMaggio : We replaced Roanoke

with Mount Washington, which is the

National Champion. It's listed as an n

game, but it is on our schedule as a

game, although it doesn't count in the

standings. We've picked up two new

teams because we were dropped by a

couple of teams, namely, Bucknell. We
replaced ^Bucknell with
FDU/Madison. We also picked up a

very strong team from upstate New
York, St. Lawrence, that was invited to

the tournament last year but because of

a conflict during exams did not par-

ticipate. They were only beaten by

Hobart, by two or three goals last year.

So we have, I think, picked up good

caliber teams to replace the teams that

we lost.

Elm: What do you think about play-

ing Hopkins so early in the year?

DiMaggio: Any time we play

Hopkins, 1 don't care what time of the

year it is, I don't think it's going to be in

our favor. The only team I like to play

early is Navy. For some reason, Navy
doesn't really start to gel until the mid-

dle of the season. But Hopkins is always

well prepared. As a matter of fact, I

was told by a good friend of mine, who
goes to Hopkins, that they have been

talking about this game already, even

before they started practice, saying

that we humiliated them two years ago

at Washington College, and that they

plan to come over here and humiliate us

in front of our "obnoxious" fans.

Elm: Will anything less than a first

place finish seem like a disappointment

after being runner-up last year?

DiMaggio: Any time you finish less

than first, as far as I'm concerned, is a

disappointment. I think that the worst

ad on TV is AVIS. You know, "We try

- harder because we're in second place."
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i think that you should always strive to

be the best, and I hope, whatever else I

do, that I instill this in my ballpjayers.

Elm: This is your first year as head

coach. Will this team have any new
wrinkles, anything different from past

seasons under your predecessor, Don

Kelly?
DiMaggio: Don was more of an offen-

sively oriented coach, and I'm more

defensively oriented, so I think you will

find more stress on defense, especially

our mid-field defense. I think next year,

probably, you will see a great deal

more emphasis placed on a total team

concept of defense. Offensively, Coach

Kelly was very free-lance oriented. He

liked people to go out and, as they say in

lacrosse, deal, which is one guy taking

the ball and doing his thing, and

everybody else sort of standing around

watching and applauding him. My con-

cept of offense is, again, more team

oriented. I want see more pattern of-

fense. Even in free-lancing I want to see

people doing things. I don't want people

standing around. I want to see a lot

more movement on our offense. Last

year, quite naturally, it was built

around John Cheek, who was just fan-

tastic. This year, we can't rely just on

one person. G.P.Lindsey, who was a

first team Ail-American, will-be back,

and undoubtedly will be one of our of-

fensive leaders, but we just can't, I

don't feel, build an offense around one

person.

Elm: How does Washington College

compete with the larger Metropolitan

area schools for players like Lindsey?

DiMaggio: God knows. We just have

a dynamic coach, that's why.., No,

we've been very fortunate. I think it's a

collection of things—the tradition we

have in lacrosse and the reputation we
have in lacrosse, attract a lot of

ballplayers. I think the location of the

school is ideal. It's not too far away

from either the New York area or the

Baltimore area. But how we're going to

compete in the future is of great con-

cern to me.
I've talked to Mr. Athey, the Athletic

Director, about it. I really feel that for

us to continue with the schedule that

we've been playing is going to be next to

impossible, because the competition to

get ballplayers is really getting very

severe. And we have just gone under an

NCAA Division Three ruling that says

no aid can be given except what is

based on need. Now, that sounds really

great, like the teams that we play in

Division Three will be in the same
situation that we are, but I also know,

having read an article in Sports Il-

lustrated, that that's one of the easiest

systems to cheat under that there is,

because aid figures by a financial aid

officer can be manipulated. And a lot of

the schools we play are in Division Two
and Division One and can give out as

much aid as they care to. So I feel that

in the coming years it's going to be very

difficult for us to compete on the same
level that we're competing on now. I

think a good example in Washington

and Lee, who we've added to our

schedule this year. W and L is really

having their problems competing in

Division One.

Elm: Finally, what do you think of

the fans at WC and their attitude

toward lacrosse?

DiMaggio: I think the fans are really

super. I wouldn't want to have any

other fans, believe rtle, because we get

a lot of support from them. It's a

pleasure to play at home. It's a real

happening. Of course, our opponents

say that they're the worst fans in the

world, and that they're obnoxious and

everything else; but God bless them,

because they really have been an in-

spiration to us . With their support, we'll

make this season just as exciting as the

last one.



McClintock discloses

Admissions statistics

House committee discusses

bill for renovation funds
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

Passage of HB-877, the bill that would
provide funds for the renovation and
upgrading of Washington College's cen-

tral heating distribution system, looks

"very promising", according to Presi-

dent of the College Joseph McLain.
McLain testified before the House Ap-

propriations Committee of the State

Legislature Tuesday to urge support of

the bill, which would authorize the crea-

tion of a State debt of $210,000 for the

necessary renovations.

The $210,000 grant would be financed

by State General Obligation Bonds. The
College would then be obliged to pro-

vide matching funds of $210,000 before

the renovations could begin.

"The work proposed is needed to

avoid a breakdown of the central

heating distribution system as well as

to avoid waste of energy," McLain told

the Committee. "The project will

eliminate an underground uninsulated

hot water and steam line which are ex-

tremely energy insufficient."

Dr. McLain was joined before the

Committee by J. Elizabeth Garraway,
Executive Director of the Maryland In-

dependent Colleges and Universities

Association; Dr. Sheldon Know of the

State Board of Higher Education; and
Vladimir Wahbe, State Secretary of

Planning.

Wahbe warned the Committee of the

need of State support of private institu-

tions.

"By periodically providing small
matching grants toassist the private in-

stitutions in meeting their capital

development needs, the State supports
the continuation of an effective system
of private higher education."
Engineering consultants have

estimated savings of $19,000 annually

when the renovations are completed.

Flu forces shut-down
by MARGARET HANDLE

An outbreak of influenza forced the

cancellation of all undergraduate

classes at Washington College

Wednesday as 338 students reported to

the Health Services the day before.

Analysis of the virus culture has not yet

been received from Johns Hopkins
Medical Laboaratory, but health of-

ficials here are led to believe the virus

may be caused by the same strain of

Russian Flu that closed down several

campuses on the East Coast temporari-

ly, including the United States Naval

Academy in nearby Annapolis.

Nurse Betty Jane Schauber stated

that 65 or 70 new cases were confirmed

Monday. She described the turn-over in

the health services as "unbelievable."

Tuesday, she said was a "quiet day,"

and only a few new cases were reported

by the middle of the week. Schauber

commended the action of the Dean of

the College, Garry Clarke in shutting

down the school for a day although she
indicated that a shut down extended
throughout the week would have been
more beneficial if this were not "im-
possible with mid-terms coming up."

Symptoms of the flu vary with some
patients reporting ear, eye, nose, and
throat irritation, nauseau, aches and
pains, or general fatigue. The nurse
pointed out that "this isn't something
that you have just for a day or so." The
symptoms of this illness can take as

long as five to six days to leave the

human body.

The Kent County Health Commis-
sioner reported no outbreak of the flu ir

Chestertown or in outlying areas of the

county. It is assumed that this viral il-

lness is confined to the captive popula-

tion of the college campus.-

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Both the number of freshmen and
transfer applications for fall enroll-

ment continue to trail last year's figure,

Director of Admissions Jamie McClin-
tock disclosed at Saturday's meeting of

the Board of Visitors and Governors.
The number of advanced deposits paid
by students accepted for enrollment is

up one-third over February 15, 1977,

however, and the Admissions Staff re-

mains optimistic as they launch a
three-fold campaign to increase the ac-

tual number of candidates for admis-
sion who are accepted and enroll.

A report issued by the Admissions Of-

fice last Wednesday notes that 456
students had applied for freshmen
enrollment by that date. This
represents a 5.8 per cent drop from last

year when 484 had applied by the same
time. Of these 456, the number of

women accepted was 1

106, and 101 men
were accepted": A total of 28 have
already paid a deposit to insure them a

place in Washington College's Class of

1982.

The number of transfer applications

shows a bigger drop from last year. On-
ly 24 have applied as compared to the 36
who had applied by February 15, 1977—
a thirty-three and one third per cent
decline. Five men and four women have
been accepted as transfer students for

fall enrollment, and four have actually

paid their deposits. McClintock em-
phasized that the transfer group is the

applicant pool over which the Admis-
sions Staff has the least control as, they
cannot actively recruit candidates from
four year colleges.

The Admissions Report shows that

the total number of applicants.which in-

cludes both those seeking admission as
freshmen and transfers is down 7.7 per
cent from last year. The Admissions
Staff is "not too alarmed" by these

statistics, McClintock said. He feels
that the fact that Washington College
offers a rolling application program
with no deadline for applying probably
means students are waiting until early
spring to seek admission to college for
the next academic year.

A total of 32 applicants have paid
their advanced deposits. Last year at
this time only 24 had paid. The dif-

ference represents a thirty-three and
one-third per cent increase.

Staff to launch "follow-up" program

The Admissions Staff plans to "con-
tinue to offer (applicants and students
interested in Washington College) per-
sonal attention and opportunities for in-

formation about the college — things

that students today expect — to main-
tain the momentum already begun in

terms of running ahead of the number
of deposits, which represents those
students who have demonstrated a
definite intent to enroll," stated Assis-

tant Director of Admissions Lynn
Hayhurst. The Admissions Department
has developed a program which in-

cludes extensive mailing of informa-
tion, phone contact between
Washington College students and can-
didates for admission, and a Pre-
freshmenDay to meet this objective.

The most expensive part of this

follow-up program is the phone pro-

gram. Watt lines have been installed in

the Admissions Office to faciliate call-

ing candidates. Two instate lines have
been connected as has been one line for

the region. Calling will be done by
students here who were taught how to

use the Watts Phones by professionals

from the company last Thursday. The
Watt lines $150. per instate line and

Continued on Page 3

The Senate voted unanimously to ap-
prove the budget submitted by
Treasurer Maura Kelly in the only ma-
jor business at Monday's Student
Government Association meeting.
The only other development was a

proposal to make an additition to the

student handbook concerning the honor,

code's application to books taken out of

the library. Action on that was waived
until Sunday, February 26, when the

SGA will hold a special session to make
up for the one missed February 6 due to.

snow. __

WASHINGTON COLLEGE DRAMA
DEPARTMENT

presents

John Guare's

HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES

March 2,3,4,5.

Call 778-2800, ext. 269
to make reservations
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The most active thing on campus these days is theJta All

undergraduate classes were cancelled Wednesday after 338

students reported sick to the Health Service the day before. (And

with only 700 of us here, that's nothing to sneeze at)

DesVite the grumbling of some students, we fedI
(he<ri«™W

should be praised for the prompt aid it provided Health^Service

not only made sound medical advice available to all RAs, it also

persuaded the Dean of the College to authorize the one day shut-

°Hope you're all beginning to feel better. Now perhaps we can

turn ouf attention to other ills; the health of the college in

general is a more serious and lasting problem.

It is no secret that the same symptoms - fewer students and

insufficient endowment- that afflict most small, private liberal

arts colleges also beset us. One cure for this is increased enroll-

ment and we must look to the Admissions officers for it.

The Admissions staff has proposed a three-fold program to en-

courage student interest in Washington College They plan in-

creased contact with potential candidates through the mail, over

the phone, and in person; the whole effort will cost the college

about what it earns from one student spending the year here. An

eX
Thifm

e
oney has already been budgeted for the Admissions

Department, and a gain in enrollment would certainly justify the

^Twill of course be several months before we can judge the ef-

fectiveness of the Admission officers' work. We have no

guarantee the program will net anything like the payoff they look

for but since we have no apparent alternatives, their plan

represents Washington College's best hope for a speedy

recovery.
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Letters to the editor

Campaign Work

Steve Sachs, former United States At-

torney, spoke at the William James

Forum Tuesday evening February 21.

He is now running as the Democratic

candidate for the Attorney General of

Maryland For those who were unable to

attend, Mr. Sachs spoke for about 45

minutes on "The Cost of Corruption"

with a question and answer period

following of about the same length. He

told the audience that the "Attorney

General's office has become like the

political french fries that go along with

the political Big Mac." Then he stated,

"the office of the Attorney General is

too damned important to be part of a

team." making reference to the Mandel

team or the Lee ticket. ' 'We need an At-

torney General free to pick up political

rocks without being afraid of what may
crawl out," says Sachs.

Several students, professors, and

towns people met Mr. Sachs in a less

formal setting at a reception in Dr.

Tapke's home in the afternoon.

He was pleased at the turnout in

knowing that over half of the campus is

down with the flu. There is a good feel-

ing of response from the students. The

campaign headquarters contacted me
the next morning. They are looking for

students interested in working for a

political campaign. Some schools

already have an intern program or an

academic credit plan worked out in con-

junction with the campaign work. If

there are students here interested in

this type of work, I hope to be able to

work out a similar program here at

Washington College.

Anyone who is interested in this idea

or who wants to work on the campaign

now on a local level please contact

Shelley Sharp, Caroline 204, 778-1021.

Your support will be greatly ap-

preciated.

Thank you,

Shelley Sharp

Intercourse of Thoughts

Individuals enter college for many
different reasons, but I believe that we
all share one common motive as

students, and that is that we want to be

exposed to, become aware of, and learn

about different ideas floating through

the minds of some of the intelligent peo-

ple who make up our world. The inter-

course of thoughts and opinions helps

members of society to understand

themselves, their friends, and society

more fully.

We at Washington College should con-

sider ourselves very fortunate to be

able to take in the great flow of wisdom

offered by speakers presented by the

William James Forum. I consider hear-

ing what people such as Daniel Premo,

Norman Bowie, Paul Sarbanes, Steve

Sachs, et al. have to say about various

issues to be a valuable experience Their

inquiries and expositions often pick my
brains and cause me to think about

some concepts I may never have con-

cerned myself with before.

I can appreciate diverse insights and

I am surprised that there seem to be so

few other students who take advantage

of those which are offered to us. (After

all, none of this is required and it sure

beats homework.

)

Aderie Wethered

Commentary

Thanks to Miss Dee
by COLLEEN ONEILL

Thanks to Miss Dee many
Washington College Students enjoyed

snack bar delicacies even during the

worst blizzard in 13 years two weeks

ago. The snack bar continued with

business as usual despite the fact that

classes were cancelled, maintenance

was short handed, and dining hall hours

were cut short.

For three days, Miss Dee (Ruth

Dickerson), Sharon, Mary Anne, Phil,

and Debbie were all snowed "out" of

their homes and "in" to the snack bar.

Miss Dee did more business on those

three days than ever. On Tuesday, the

day classes were cancelled, Miss Dee

whipped up a big batch of snow cream

free for everybody that came in the

snackbar. By the time the breadman

came on Wednesday, there was only

one loaf and only two gallons of milk

remaining in the store.

All five "camped out" in the snack
bar with what blankets and pillows

they could muster and the added

support of the suchior covers from up

istairs Hynson Lounge.

Sharon said that several students

were nice enough to offer their rooms,

blankets, and pillows if needed and no

one disturbed them at night. "Only once

did someone knock on the door at 11:30

for a pack of cigarettes," which, by the

way, they did not get.

Miss Dee does a lot of favors for

many students. Cashing checks, loan-

ing money, allowing charge accounts,

and tolerating overdue bills are just a

few worth mentioning. She often feels

her services are unappreciated but it

goes without saying that she makes the

best Miss Deeburger in Chestertown.

Not to mention all the homemade pies

that'she brings in for sale. "Miss Dee

never uses a recipe" says Sharon. "She

just cooks. She may get mad and rough

with the students sometimes but she

always thinks of the students first.

They have to eat too."
,

Thank you, Miss Dee
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Wheelan, Devins present

slide trip of India

Friday, February 24 im_ Pngo ?

by COLLEEN ONEILL

Mark Devins and Dave Wheelan
entertained the first gathering of the

Students Intellectual Movement this

semester with slides and fascinating

stories of their expereinces in India last

Thursday in the basement of the Miller
Library.

Devins began by reading passages
from Freedom at Midnight which set

the stage for the slides to follow.

Together, they explained how and why
they went to India. Devins and Wheelan
contacted the Institute of Cultural Af-
fairs. They learned of an International
Social Development group which was
working on a Human Development Pro-
ject in India. Devins and Wheelan
worked independently with the Robert
F. Kennedy Memorial Foundation from
whom they received a grant to work
with the Development group and to

research their methods. They decided
to go to India. They went to a small

poverty stricken village named
Maliwada (village of the gardeners ).

The village was in such bad condition
that it became the pilot project for the
program.
The slides revealed many aspects of

life as it really is in the poorer areas of
India. There were shots of the people,
old and young, the landscape, the
beautiful Indian sunsets, the thatched
roof huts in Maliwada, scenes in Bom-
bay, and Goa on the Arabian Sea.

The attendance was excellent. Over
25 people came including the Assistant
Dean of Student's, Ed Maxcy. The at-

mosphere was informal. Student's
asked questions before, during, and
after the presentation.

The Student's Intellectual Movement
would like to thank Dave Wheelan and
Mark Devins for making the first

ga thering this semester a huge success.

Ball damages gym

floor, Fall claims
by WALTER FORAKER

Last Saturday's Birthday Ball left the

usual battle scars on the gym floor, ac-
cording to Women's Athletic Director
Penny Fall.

"Neither the Athletic Department
nor I, personally, have a bone to pick
with anyone in particular," said Fall,

"but we are very concerned with how
holding the ball in the gym affects our
facilities. I think the people who plan it

should give us and our programs some
consideration."

At the top of the list of damage is

the badly scuffed floor in the small gym
of which the finish has been removed.
This was where the main dance floor

was located. Fall also said that the

sawdust used on the dance floor is

caught in the cracks. In a related inci-

dent, a tool used to raise the
backboards was stolen from the gym
sometime over the weekend. The tool

was valued at $300.

News from the State House
by NANCY KOSTAR

Situated across State Circle from the

State House is an old brick building

with red gingerbread trim. Despite its

dismal outer appearance, the building

plays an important role in the An-
napolis political scene. It houses the

Baltimore City Mayor's Task Force
and the Legislative Study Group (or the

L.S.G. as it is commonly referred to in

the State governmental complex)

.

L.S.G. is a nonprofit organization

operated to provide delegates with

needed information on pending legisla-

tion. The group was founded 3 years ago
by several delegates who felt they

lacked enough information to make in-

telligent decisions. Since that time the

number of delegates has grown to

forty-two and senators may soon be ad-

ded.

The staff consists of a secretary, an
executive director, and seven interns

(of which I am one) . Though this sounds
like a large staff, the amount of work to

be done during the session is capable of

employing twice as many.
First, every intern is given three

large areas to cover in the L.S.G.

classification system. Luckily, mine
were Education, Insurance, and Social

Services - areas which somewhat in-

terest me. I am expected to check the

week's hearing schedule for bills in

these areas and to attend the ap-

propriate hearings. After the hearings,

I return to the office to type up issue

reports. These consist of the bill's title,

status, and summary as well as

testimony (both pro and con) on the

bill. Often I miss a hearing and have to

go to the committee and study their

files on the bill. This is one of my most
difficult tasks because several commit-
tees have intimidating staff members.
Also, I occasionally ask legislators and
individuals who are particularly

knowledgeable on the subject for addi-

tional information. The legislators I

have encountered so far have always
been helpful and willing to take time out

from their hectic schedules to talk to

me.
Occasionally, I leave the cramped

L.S.G. office for the more spacious

headquarters of my sponsor. Delegate
Lucille Maurer (Democrat, Mon-
tgomery County) . She has had a
number of assignments for me already.

The first consisted of charting

Maryland's public schools to establish a
state-wide breakfast program. Despite

the tedious work, it was exciting to see

my work used in a committee hearing.

Presently, I'm charting poll results for

Delegate Maurer's district. It is an in-

teresting and sometimes entertaining

job.

Though the session is still young, I

have learned a great deal already
through my work for Delegate Maurer
and the L.S.G. Previously, I could not

have written a bill summary or issue

report, mustered up enough courage to

talk to a delegate, or struggled through
the legal terms often found in bills.

Now, I must have to learn how to sit

through two-hour committee hearings.

Print exhibit held
A landmark in 20th century print-

making, theMiserere series of etchings
by French artist Georges Rouault
(1871-1958), went on exhibition this

week in Gibson Fine Arts Center.

The show is sponsored by the College

art exhibits committee, and will run un-

til March 8. Gallery hours are 6 to 8:30

pm, weekdays.

The illustrations were intended to

supplement two volumes of text to be

written by Andre Saures, each to con-

tain fifty illustrations and to be titled

Miserere (Misery) and Guerre (War)

.

The project was initiated by Ambrose
Vollard, Rouault's dealer and the

foremost publisher of illustrated books

$230. for the out of state line.

The total cost of the phone program
will be about $2000.00 which includes

the pay of Washington College students

who will man the lines. The student

workers are the same ones paid as tour

guides of the Admissions Department.
They will.be paid $2.26 per hour to work
three hours per night, four nights a

week for a minumum of three weeks.
The objective of this program is to

provide candidates with information

about Washington College, answer any
questions they might have , and to show
them that the college takes a personal

interest in its applicants. "Current
students are our best salesmen," Assis-

tant Director of Admssions Cathy
Thaden remarked, "they can be

honest."

The Admissions Department Student

Follow-Up Program which includes the

phone program, phase mailing, and a

pre|freshman day as well as the Del

in his day. A series of events, including

Vollard's death, resulted in only

Miserere being published, containing

fifty-eight plates.

Having avoided direct reference to

events of World War I, the artist pro-

duced few plates which can be related

to a war theme. Instead, most of them
present profound images of sincere

Christian devotion, as well as some
haunting landscapes which are among
the finest in all of Rouault's work. A
meticulous craftsman, Rouault
reworked the plates tirelessly, in-

troducing complicated and innovative

procedures into the printmaking pro-

Marva Junior-Senior Day will cost

"about what it costs for one student to

attend Washington College for a year,"
Thaden stated. The Admissions Depart-
ment is hopeful that this program will

increase the yield of freshmen who ac-

tually enroll by seven per cent, in which
case Washington College would profit

by an enrollment up by 14 students. All

expenses which the follow-up program
will incur have already been included in

the Admissions Department's budget,

and close to half of-the amount spent on
the phone phase will go to pay
Washington College student workers.
Thaden emphasized that "follow-up

programs are not new to admission of-

ficers, students looking for a liberal

arts education expect this and 85 per
cent of small colleges employ the phone
programs. This follow up program is a

test of our creativity," Thaden went on.

"it's fun to do. And we're very op-

timistic."

' L'ltUCI'VW l>f'4IUK)IK,I1
lore

Complete Footwear Service and Suppliet
327 HIGH STREET

CHE5TERTOWN. MARYLAND 21080
PHONE 77P-268Q

The Washington College

Review
welcomes poems, stories,

photographs and art work
for the spring issue

Deadline for submissions is

March 3rd
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Washington College c

Getting ready to come out in academic regalia; left to right Registrar Er-

mon Foster. Dr. Maggie Horsley, Dr. Edgar Gwynn.Librarian Betty

Wasson, and Dr. Erica Salloch.

All decked out for the ball. Assistant Director of Public Relations Kathy

My rick and Assistant Professor of English Rich DeProspo

Washington reigns at (In

profess*
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brates happy birthday

Dean of the College Garry Clarke (at the podium) delivers oratation in

preparaion of conferring an honorary doctorate to Convocation speaker Ed-
mund Morgan. Left to right: Reverend Patrick A. Brady, Pastor of Sacred
Heart Church, Chestertown; Ermon Foster, registrar; Morgan; President

of the College Joseph II. McLain, Clarke ; Chairman of the Board of Visitors

and Governors Dr. Rob Roy.

plaster and pastel

Laura Fahsbender, Marti Dirscherl, and Peter Zekonis
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' Each year three students from

Washington College have the opportuni-

ty to study English. British history,

music, or philosophy under the tutorial

system at England's Manchester Col-

lege, Oxford.

British history is the newest subject

to be available under the junior-year

program with the English college, at

which more than twenty Washington

College students have studied in recent

vears.

Dr. Peter Tapke, chairman of the

Manchester College Committee, an-

nounced this week that interested

students must get their applications in

as soon as possible. Sophomores inten-

ding to major in any of the four subjects

are eligible to apply for 1978-79.

Manchester is a small college of 60

students affiliated with Oxford Univer-

sity, and all lectures, libraries, athletic

facilities, and student clubs in the

University are open to participants in

the program.

Unlike American colleges, the col-

leges at Oxford offer one tutorial each

term as opposed to the four courses at

Washington College, The student meets

once a week with his or her tutor and

discusses a seven or eight page paper

which the student has written during

the week. There are also university lec-

tures, often given by renowned

scholars, which the student may attend

Junior year abroad planned
by SUE DONELIAN

if they prove helpful. Attendance at lee- Washington

tures is not mandatory, however. This

form of study continues for three ten-

week terms (called Michaelams,

Hilary, and Trinity terms) with month-

long vacations at Christmas and

Easter.

The cost for one year of study at Man-

chester College is about 3,000 dollars,

excluding air fare and living expenses

during the vacations, at which time

students must leave The College.

„ one among seven

American colleges regularly par-

ticipating in the junior year at Man-

chester; the others are Bates, Colby,

Haverford, Marist, St. Olaf, and Boston

College. Last year Ann Atwater, Sandy

Scholar, and Carlos Wilton studied at

Manchester for the full year, and Jim

Karl for the last two terms.

Students who wish to apply must have

three letters of recommendation sent to

the Manchester Committee, which con-

sists of Dr Tapke, Professors Klaus

and Lamond, and Dean Clarke. In

deciding which students to recommend

the committee looks for the in-

dependence and selfTmotivation needed

to profit from the tutorial system, and

also for qualities' of adaptability and

friendliness that will make a student a

good American representative abroad.

Manchester is just one of a number of

junior-year arrangements under which

Washington College students studied

last year. Six students arranged their

own programs: Chris Wiegard studied

in Rome, Byron Dail and Bruce Smith

in France, Claire Pula in London, Frika

Johnson in Germany, and Paco Mar-

shal in Colombia.

Dr. Nathan Smith, foreign study ad-

viser, suggests three ways in which

students may arrange programs of

study abroad : (1) enrolling directly in a

foreign university, (2) enrolling in a

program sponsored by an American

college, and (3) enrolling in a commer-

cial foreign study program (frequently

the most costly way )

.

Students interested in the Man-

chester program should see Dr. Tapke

immediately or call him at extension

270. Dr. Smith will advise students

about other foreign study opportunities.

Both Dr. Tapke and Dr. Smith have

their offices in Ferguson Hall.

A student views Oxford
by CARLOS WILTON

Each year Washington College

makes it possible for three juniors and

to participate in the Junior Year

Abroad program at Manchester Col-

lege. Oxford. Philosophy major Carlos

Wilton made the following observation

when he was involved in the program

last year. (Reprinted by permission of

the author. J

Each year, thousands of American

college students pack their bags and

head for Europe, to join in an extended

period of travelling, sightseeing, party-

ing, and usually as tittle studying as

possible. This is known as the Junior

Year Abroad.

Dozens of programs offer instruction

which is. in theory, exchangeable for

one year of college credit, in subjects

ranging from languages to ar-

chaeology. Some progra ms o//er

valuable instruction unavailable

elsewhere; some are simply good ex-

cuses for a pa rty year.

One of the Jew Junior Year Abroad

programs offered anywhere is

available to Washington College

students. It is the junior year at Man-

chester College, Oxford, which is the

only existing program o//ering

American students a year's study at

Oxford University. Other Junior Year

Abroad programs exist in the city of

Oxford, but only Manchester offers in-

struction at the University. Only six

other American colleges, in addition to

V/C are privileged to send students to

Manchester. They are: Boston College.

Haverford in Pennsylvania. Bates and

Colby Colleges in Maine. Marist College

in New York, and St. Olafs College in

Minnesota. WC sends three students a

year; participation is limited to those

studying English, Music, or -Philosophy

and Religion.

Oxford and Cambridge are the last

surviving examples of the Medieval

university system. It is an inefficient

system in terms of the number of

students it serves (Oxford has only

about 5.000 students; but it is

thoroughly rewarding to the few who

are privileged to attend. Oxford is an

anachronism, a last hold-out from the

days of aristocratic privilege. . It is

elitist in character, although the pre-

sent day elite is usually selected by in-

tellectual standards rather than by

birth.

Instruction is by the tutorial system;

there are no classes in the usual sense.

only a weekly meeting with a tutor,

one-on-one, at which an essay is usally

read aloud by the student. The tutor

discusses the essay, and assigns a topic

and suggests readings for the next

meeting. The normal load for a

Washington College student at Man-

chester is one tutorial per week. In ad-

dition, there are University lectures to

attend, which usually meet once a

week. These are similar to American

classes, except that there is not usually

a discussion or question and answer

period, there are never any papers or

examinations. Attendance is optional.

Most students attend at least four or

five weekly lectures.

The tutorial system sounds decep-

tively easy, but it is actually extremely

demanding. Although a student must

account for only one hour a week of his

time, the preparation for the tutorial

can easily take up a full week. With an

entire week to work in, it is very easy to

procrastinate and come to the tutorial

session unprepared, and in the one-on-

one relationship of the tutorial, the

tutor always knows if the student has

neglected his reading.

The tutorial system o//ers di inct ad-

vantages. First, learning is sel/-paced;

the student comes away with a custom-

made education. Generally, students

strive for depth in a particular subject,

rather than a broad survey of the kind

Washington College encourages. The

Manchester College program is an ex-

cellent opportunity for specialization in

obscure subjects which WC is not

equiped to handle.

A second advantage of study at Ox-

ford is the opportunity to learn from

world- renowned scholars in various

/ields. Sir A. J. Ayer in philosophy and

Hugh Trevor-Roper in history are two

of the big names who teach here.

Chances are extremely slim that a

Manchester student would be able to

obtain a tutorial with someone as emi-

nent as these men, but University lec-

tures are open to all. and most of the

professors at Oxford give at least one

lecture per term.

The life of a student at Manchester

College is luxurious by American stan-

dards. All students have single rooms,

and there .s a woman called a "scout"

who comes by every morning to make

the beds and clean the rooms. At meals,

students are waited on at table. There

are only sixty members of the college

tutors and staff included. The principal

of the College and other administrative

officers take most of their meals with

the students and actually live in the col-

lege. Thus, an intimate relationship ex-

ists between staff and students. All this

is a carry over from the old days of

privilege, when students at Oxford

were for the most part members of the

nobility or the landed gentry.

Oxford is very slow in changing tradi-

tions. For example, most professors

wear academic gowns while lecturing,

althought most students have forsaken

this custom. Male students going to

their oral and written examinations at

the end of three years' study must wear

white tie, tails, gown and mortarboard.

The ladies costume is slightly different.

The colleges of Oxford still have con-

siderable autonomy over thier own af-

fairs, too - another carry over form the

old days. The University is not so much

an entity in itself as a confederation of

independent colleges which cooperate

on lectures, library facilities, and the

granting of degrees, but still have in-

dividual identities. A common mistake

of tourists visiting the University is to

ask "Where's the campus?" The cor-

rect answer is that it doesn't exist. The

individual colleges con be pointed out,

but except for a handful of buildings,

the University cannot.

Oxford operates on what is called in

the U.S.. a trimester system; there are

three terms, rather than two

semesters. Manchester College's terms

are ten weeks long; the regular Univer-

sity term is eight weeks. The first term

begins in early October and ends in late

June. Between terms there are two

month-long vacations. Most Americans

utilize these vacations for travel in Bri-

tain or on the continent.

In addition to the Bodleian Library

(the university libraryj. Manchester

College o///ers its student the use of two

libraries of its own: The Tate Library,

well equipped in theology but not much
else, and the Carpenter Library of Com-

parative Religion, small but excellent

in its specialized field. The physical

facilities of the college are impressive;

in addition to the two libraries, there is

a re/actory, chapel, junior and senior

common rooms, and a recreation room.

Nearly all the residential rooms are in

sixteenth century houses with frontage

on Holywell Street, one of the most pic-

turesque streets in Oxford. Man

Chester College is not in Manchester,

but in Oxford. Secondly, it is not of-

ficially part of the University. This is

largely due to the fact that the College

is run by the Unitarian Church, and so

by choice has remained separate from
the Anglican-dominated University,

even though is has been located in Ox-

ford since the 1890's.

Manchester College students,

however, have all the privileges that

membersip in the University entails.

They can attend Universtiy lectures,

use the Bodleian Library, and belong to

University societies. The difference is

only important for British students on

the three-year degree program who
receive their degrees through the

University of London, rather than Ox-

ford University.

The College has a special relationship

with the University, which makes the

Junior Year Abroad program possible.

If Manchester were a constituent col-

lege of the University, it would not be

permitted to admit one-year students.

Thirdly, just over half of the College's

fifty or so students are Americans.

Most of the British students live out of

college, so the residential enviroment is

primarily American. Fourthly, the pro-

gram is considerably cheaper than a

year at Washington College. This year

it costs about $2,200 for tuition, room,

and board. Of course, the cost of round

trip airfare and two months of travell-

ing over the vacations is additional.

The Junior Year at Manchester Col-

lege Oxford is certainly unique among
foreign-study programs. It offers a ge-

nuine foreign educational experience,

not just an American college environ-

ment transplanted onto foriegn soil.

Furthermore, it o//ers an an
undergraduate year at Oxford
Universtiy, one of the world's great

centers of learning— an advantage no

otherprogram can claim. In addition, it

is extremely cheap.

With all its advantages, it is difficult

to understand why the Manchester Col-

lege program has not inspired much
response at Washington College in the

four or five years of its existence. There

are three openings for the Junior Year
Abroad program qvery year, but there

has been very little competition for

those places in the past. The Junior

Year at Manchester College Oxford is a

rare opportunity that should not be

bypassed.
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SATYRICON:
Drive-in fare

by LARRY KAHN
A decapitation, excessive bisexual

sex, sadism, murder, and gory
suicides, all within the gaudy
framework of Nero's Rome, make up
most of the action in Fellini's Satyricon.

This 1970 film is loosely based on the

epic Satyricon by Petronius. Fellini is

brave enough to admit that 80 per cent

of the film is made up of his own ideas.

Visually this is a stunning film of epic

proportion, embossed with symbolism.

From the images in a wall to a red hue
over the screen during an orgy, the au-

dience is constantly bombarded with

symbolism.
The movie is like a collage. It lacks

concrete form. Sure, like a good horror

movie it has shocking effects but after a

while, orgies and suicides become bor-

ing. Alas, the film as a whole continues

much in the same vein before it finally

comes to an end.

Humanity is depicted as an
assemblage of pagan, physically

grotesque, robotlike predators often

resembling cows. The hero Encolpius
however, more resembles David
Bowie. He makes his way about this

nightmare world with his boyfriend

Ascyltus, murdering, fornicating and
struggling to keep himself alive.

These two share a few dull adven-
tures. Ascyltus is later murdered while

our hero is cured of his impotency by
making love to an extremely large

black woman. The film finally ends
after we are subjected to a token can-

nibalism scene. Encolpius embarks on
a new adventure.

Fellini is a cinematic genius. He later

gave us Amarcord. That film is perhaps
one of the greatest movies of all time.

What was he up to here? This is what
Fellini has to say: "I could say that

declining Rome was quite similar to our

world today, the same fury of enjoying

life, the same violence, the same lack of

moral principles and ideologies, the

same despair and the same self com-
placency."

Crew outlook optimistic

by DANA CHATELLIER
Sports Editor

Mens' Crew coach Eric Stoll is op-

timistic about his team's chances for

the upcoming spring season. Successful

scrimmages against George
Washington University in the fall have
helped to create this positive attitude.

Stoll will send a veteran varsity shell

into the Chester this spring. Led by
stroke Bob Dunn, the first eight in-

cludes Steve Perry, Steve Jones, Buddy
Sueck, Jim Stevenson, Bill Skelton, Dan
Whitaker, Bill Anderson, and cox Bart
Nathan. The first-ever allfreshmen
crew at WC will be composed of stroke

John Townsend, John O'Connor, Court
Treuth, Colin Jeschke, Alan Luthy, Jim

Roof, Charles Curtis, Bob Chaponis and
cos Nancy Cassidy.

Returning veterans for the womens'
varsity include Susanne Brogan, Sarah
Coyle, Debbie Gitt, Katy Macielag, and
Nancy Wilson. First-year oarswomen
are Ellen Beardsley, Sue Sergeant,

Laura Zimnick, and cox Molly Meehan.

Stoll feels that a major factor in the

success of spring crew will be how soon
practice on the Chester River can
begin. Last year the teams were not

able to get out onto the water until

March, and the delay was costly. The
crew teams have been working
primarily on conditioning during the re-

cent severe weather.

„rivS HILLSIDE BAR

25'
for a mug of beer

—or— a glass of wine
Tues. & Wed. Night 7 to 1

1

Under New Management—
JOHN NAUNDORF

bee*

LADIES NIGHT
45° mixed drinks

HILLSIDE BAR
Every Thursday Night

815 HIGH ST.

*5
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Chestertown's
millionaire

by COLLEEN
Nothing can stop o Washington Col-

lege reporter. Not even a blizzard.

Dave Wheelan heard that Mike Revyuk
had drifted into town /or a few days
with the snow; when he told me. we
both decided that this was our chance to

go into Revyuk's house for an inter-

view; we did not take a camera. We
wanted to extend the boundaries of the

Elm into some town profiies. Since

some college students wonder about the

mysterious millionaire in Chestertown,
we attempted to solve the mystery.

Rumor has it the Revyuk is known
among some town folks as the eccentric

millionaire. We decided to see why.
We had heard the Revyuk hates Nix-

on (publicly and passionately) wears
his hair long, never straightens his

house, and hates to be bothered by
reporters or strange visitors. We
knocked on his door, explained who we
were, and followed him in to what ap-

peared to be his library/living/exer-

cizing room.
"Have an apple," he said, handing us

a bag of dried apple rings. Barefoot and
wearing quilted Long Johns, Mike
Revyuk settled with a cigarette in front

of a cold fire place for what turned out

to be a two hour interview/rap session.

We sat in a room cluttered with books

and papers; jars and cardboard boxes,

a set of bar/bells, a little red wagon
filled with old liquor bottles, and
posters from around the world which
hung not only on the walls but on the

ceiling as well. Between the three of us

we covered the gammit of topics from
business and socialogy to politics and
literature.

"Not exactly typical"

Revyuk began by explaining that he

was "not exactly regional-n^t typical of

the town," and "not a native." "I sup-

pose I'm from New York," he said.

Revyuk went on to say that he married

a girl from a very wealthy family, an
asset of which he was unaware until

after their marriage.

"Being a city boy, I didn't recognize

the family name." He and his wife to

leave the city and move to the country.

Since they were economically able to

live anywhere they wanted, they

studied all the potential places. He said

they were looking for good farm land,

mild climate, water for sailing, and ac-

cess to a big city for supplies, culture,

and books. Chestertown.

They bought a farm on the Sassafrass

River, and wben his wife died, 15 years

ago, he abandoned the farm and bought

his present house on Washington

Avenue.
Revyuk spent his boyhood in Manhat-

tan where he finished grammar school.

He spent one year in college in Virginia

as a chem major. He wasn't really in-

terested in becoming a chemist. He said

he didn't have any direction. His father,

who was the editor of a Ukranian

newspaper, was his only relative in

America. Revyuk decided to return to

New York where he enrolled in the

private school, Walden. He graduated

in 1932. Later he moved to Chicago

where he worked for four or five years.

"The Athens of the Eastern Shore"

Asked what he felt about Chester-

town, he explained, "I don't depend on

Chestertown for a living. I consider

Chestertown the Athens of the Eastern

Shore! " As far as the college was con-

cerned he agreed that it offers some in-

tellectual stimulation to the town

through the lecture series, but he com-

mented, "I don't believe the lectures

are that good. They are a little like

educational TV—broad based or a little

political."

ONEILL
Revyuk spends about 75 percent of his

time in Chestertown. He says the town
has changed considerably since he
came here in '51, "the astonishing thing
about any small town is that you' find

people with tremendously interesting

private pursuits. If you live in the city,

you immediately find a club or a peer
group in which to act. The intellectual

level of Chestertown is no different than
the intellectual level of any other small
town, but I don't have a peer group. I'm
still an isolatio, a hermit." He said he
didn't really enjoy being a hermit but it

is ery hard to come in contact with peo-

ple since he moves around continually.

His businesses keep him on the road.

But "business is a necessity." The
Sassafrass Bulk Business, Fox Clothing

Store, Laundry in Easton, boat yards on

the Sassafrass and in Florida and the

parent company Lincoln Land and Cat-

tle are among his assets.

The subject changed to politics.

Revyuk was a member of the Socialist

Party in the 30's until the 40's when the

party became too bureaucratic. "The
Marxian Dialectic was a little too

rigid." He added that his own life

changed when at this time he left

Chicago and got married.

"The beast will remain a beast"

Revyuk said that he had done some
writing of his own in addition to

political manifestos, he is presently

working on a play which is a take-off of

Beauty and the Beast. In Revyuk's

play, the girl decides that the beast will

stay a beast. This notion, he said, was a

direct contradiction to the original tale

in which the love of a good woman can

cure the beastman. Revyuk satirizes

the stereotyped role for women. He
went on to say that fairy tales are

cultural myths that are designed to

"culturate the children." He felt that

the "Great American Novel" did not

exist. "You cannot encompass the

totality of the American people. The
novel is not the great moral lesson that

it used to be." (The author of Guns of

August, Barbara Tuchman was in his

graduating class.) "All the people in

my class turned out to be famous, ex-

cept me," he said.

Other facts about Revyuk

Revyuk has traveled in Europe,

Japan, and South America. .He drove a

motorcycle across Germany and has

flown as a co-pilot to Argentina and

Paraguay
Among other things he said he was

not in the army. He had an "occupation

deference", plus did not pass his

physical. "I don't like killing people, he

said. "I believe that wars are continua-

tion of politics to a means."

His favorite drink is Irish Coffee. He
thought "Stars Wars" was "lousy",

"Semi-Tough" was "clever"' and "The

Front", was in his opinion also "lousy".

He said he would sign a petition to put

Elvis's birthday on the calendar as a
national holiday.

To conclude a fascinating discussion

we asked him to describe his life in a

few words. He replied without a
moments' hesitation, "loose ends". We
then asked if he found contentment in

that life style; his response was a

solemn, "not particularly."

After talking to Revyuk, to is evident

that he is an intelligent man, well

traveled and successful in business. But

the story of Mike Revyuk is unfinished.

The mysterious aura of the name, will

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN, MD. Tel: 778-0049

"A Complete Line of Fabrics & Sewing Notions"

and extras for you
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Wrapping it up

with a comment

Well, first things first.

Widener 112, WC 54. How's that for

saying as little as possible?

And the Hopkins game was another

typical Shore effort, falling far behind

early and seeing a late rally come up

short. The Jays took it 84-73, and about

the only newsworthy item is that Joe

Wilson gave it one more try and scored

15 points. WC's Doug Byrne and JHU's

Randy Lovallo had 23 each.

Now for the obituary.

Would you believe 6-17? Fourteen

losses in sixteen tries since Christmas?

And2-8, good for undisputed last place

in the MAC Southeast? Tsk. And after

all that hype at the beginning of the

season, too What happened, Li'l Chat-

ty?

Well, there's always the easy way
out. Joe got the bug, Ed got the hook,

and the season's down the tube, right?

Wrong. Oh, to be sure, the Shoremen
missed Joe Wilson's scoring punch and

defensive hustle during the seven

games that he was out with pneumonia.

And conspicuous by his absence in the

second semester was center Ed Beach.

Without Beach's tough defense to worry

about, opposing inside men scored

almost at will. (Cases in point: Haver-

ford's Mike Rache scored 63 points in

two games vs. WC, and Hopkin's

Howard Drew had 38. both results far

above their season averages. >

But the Shoremen still managed to

win a couple of games without Beach

by DANA CHATELLIER
Sports Editor

and Wilson Indeed, they easily

knocked off Haverford on their home
floor for maybe the first time ever.

That same Haverford team turned

around and humiliated Swarthmore
twice and only missed going to, the

playoffs by four points against Hopkins.

And they stopped Ursinus, who wasn't

all that bad and will definitely have to

be reckoned with in the future. So it

wasn't really a problem of lack of

talent.

I think the basketball team just gave

up on itself. They found an excuse to

lose—losing Joe and Ed—and pro-

ceeded to take advantage of it. Now,
this is not intended as a put-down per

se, because professional athletes have

been known to respond in the same
way. But with the talent available, the

home Hopkins game could have been

won. So could the home Haverford

game. If WC wins those two and the

Fords stop the Jays at home, all of a

sudden there's a five-way tie for second

place, precipitating the most
monumental playoff in the basketball

history.

The main point here is that there real-

ly isn't that much difference between

the teams in the Southeast Division

other than Widener. I don't think 6-4

Hopkins is that much better than 2-8

WC. But Hopkins thinks so, and the

Shoremen are apparently convinced of

it, too. And that's the difference.

Now, to be sure, this statement may

be unfair. One thing that was definitely

working against the Shore five for the

better part of the season was that that's

what they were "the Shore five,"

against the other guys' nine or ten. At

times, it became apparent that we just

didn't have enough horses and ran out

of gas. Lack of depth certainly took its

toll on those who were forced to play

nearly the full forty minutes every

game.
But the main premise still holds. The

Shoremen could have put on a much
better show if they had gone into the

games thinking they were going to win.

They didn't. After a while they couldn't

possibly. It's not too .difficult to grow
accustomed to losing; I was sort of

psyched to go out there this week and
lose a couple more myself. But it's pain-

ful to watch a team just going through
the motions at the end, which probably
explains the large sigh of relief when
the last bag was unpacked Friday
night.

My prediction for the immediate
future?

I think the law of averages is going to

catch up with Coach Finnegan. In the

eight years he's been here, the string of

bad luck that has plagued this man is

almost unreal. Take this season as an
example: if in November you had had
to pick something to throw a large

wooden shoe into the maroon machine,
losing a couple of well-oiled cogs named
Wilson and Beach might have been
your choice. I think Finn's luck is due
for a turnaround. A solid nucleus

returns with Wilson (1026 career

points), Doug Byrne (925 career tallies'

a shoo-in for the 1000-point club), and
Rich Schatzman (a great all-around

guard when he gets his act together).

Some blue-chip high school prospects

are definitely interested in WC, which
may be all the Shoremen need to fill out

their bench.

Hang in there, gang. The Fin-

neganmen will be back. Frankly, I'm

sorry I won't be around to see them.

Stickmen face promising season
Washington College News Bureau

Chestertown, MD—Despite the snow

drifts and the cold weather, the

Washington College lacrosse team has

been out on the field for the last two

weeks, gearing up for what they hope

will be their best season yet. Under the

direction of new coach Mickey DiMag-

gio, the Shoremen should once again

contend for the national crown.

The 1978 season begins without the

services of graduating seniors John

Cheek, Kevin Murphy, Rick Ricketts

Bill Cooper, Rick Blair and Andy
Crosby. All-Americans G.P. Lindsay,

Myrt Gaines and George Mullinix

return, however, and will be aided by

some promising freshman talent.

DiMaggio believes the defense is go-

ing to be very strong, primarily due to

coaching help from former Ail-

American goalie, Bryan Matthews.

Coach DiMaggio sees Tim Hart as one

of the finest goalies in the country. A
bevy of defensive players such as Jon

Gifford, Bill Herring, freshman Frank
FUice, Don Pennington, Steve Mullinix,

Collis Townsend and Hopkins transfer

Lecky Haller will compete for the top

three spots.

Returning attackmen include Myrt
Gaines, Greg Schaffner and Billy

Russell. Also competing for the posi-

tions will be former player, Andy
Cooper, junior Howard Bauer,
sophomore Jonathan Price and new
freshmen John Atkinson, Philip Powell

and Warren Scott.

The midfield should again be strong,

especially with coaching help from
former Washington College midfield

standout, Basil Wadkovsky. G.P. Lind-

say is back to lead the midfielders, ac-

companied by George Mullinix, Matt

Morris, Drew Romans, Keith Kirby and

Tim Hollywood. Bill Hamill, Tom
Wood, Ben Tuckerman, John Pierson

and Kimball Byron will all return in

1978, having worked on becoming more
offensively oriented. Newcomers to the

midfield contenders include Bill

Steelman, Jeff Popham, Tim Norris,

and freshmen Jonathan Green, Eric

Smith and Joe Haschen.
The schedule this season looks to be

one of the toughest yet. Several teams
will be looking for revenge on the

Shoremen including Hopkins, the first

real game of the season. Washington

College beat Hopkins in Chestertown

two years ago and the memories are

still vivid. Dropped from this year's

schedule due to the preference of one or

the other coach are Loyola, Virginia,

William and Mary, Roanoke and

Bucknell.

To replace these teams, DiMaggio
has picked up St. Lawrence, a very

strong team from upstate New York

that was invited to the tournament last

year but because of a conflict during ex-

ams, did not participate. Washington

and Lee has been put back on the -

schedule this year. Morgan State,

University of Baltimore and
FairleighDickinson at Madison have

been added as regular season games.

Mount Washington, the National Cham-
pion, will host the Shoremen for the

first time.

The Shoremen opened their early spr-

ing season on Saturday with a scrim-

mage with the University of Delaware.

Upcoming pre-season scrimmages in-

clude the University of Maryland,

away, on March 4. On March 11,

Washington will travel to Boys Latin in

Baltimore to scrimmage the Crease

Lacrosse Club. Yale will travel to

Chestertown on Wednesday, March 15.

The Shoremen will also play an exhibi-

tion game with Mount Washington at 7

pm on Tuesday, March 14 at Mount
Washington under the lights.

Regular season opens at home on

March 21 when the shoremen host

Hopkins. The next six games are also at

home and include St. Lawrence on

Saturday, March 25,; Navy on
Wednesday, March 29; Denison on

Saturday, April 1; Fairleigh-Dickinson

at Madison on Saturday, April 8;

Morgan State on Wednesday, April 12;

and Ohio Wesleyan on Saturday, April

15.
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Supervision for Hodson
functions discussed

Knowles, Deans decide to

oustSGA from Dining Hall

John McDanolds as Arlie Shaughnessy comforts
Einhom (Peter Zekonis) in House ofBlue Leaves

Drama Department
to stage House
ofBlue Leaves

t/ Washington College News Service

The Washington College Department
of Drama will present John Guare's
prizewinning comedy, The House of

Blue Leaves, on March 2-3-4-5 at 8 pm in

Tawes Theatre.
Heralded as "a brilliant new play"

and "an enchantingly zany farce com-
bining hilarity, poignancy, outrageous

stage asides and tragedy," The House
of Blue Leaves received both the 1971

"Critics Award" and the prestigious

"Obie Award" as Best American Play.

It continues to be a very popular suc-

cess in professional theatres around the

country.

The action of the play takes place in

1965 on the day that the Pope visited

.New York. It details the exploits of Ar-

tie Shaughnessy, a middle-aged zoo at-

tendant whose lingering dreams of be-

ing a songwriter are buoyed by his

middle-aged mistress who lives

downstairs, and thwarted by the antics

of his zany wife, Bananas. Things are

further complicated by the sudden ar-

rival of a young Hollywood starlet who
has mysteriously retired after making
only one movie, Artie's eighteen year
old son who is AWOL from Fort Dix,

three sightseeing nuns who have been
stranded on the roof of the apartment

building, and Artie's schoolboy friend

who is now a big-time Hollywood pro-

ducer and engaged to the "retired

starlet." And all of this is laced with a
number of Artie's highly original songs.

The cast includes John MacDonalds
as Artie Shaughnessy; Victoria
Gadsden as Bunny Flingus; Caryn
Balamaci as Bananas Shaughnessy;
Marti Dirscherl as Corrinna Stroller;

Peter Zekonis as Billy Einhorn; Kate
Martin as head nun; Ann McLaughlin
as the second nun; Laurel Snode as the

little nun; Daniel Beirne as the

Policeman and John Willard as the

whiteman. Timothy Maloney is acting
as director.

The set will be designed by William
Segal. The Shaughnessy apartment will

be staged in the formal theatre

employms the proscenium arch and
auditorium seats rather than in the

studio style which has been used for the

last eight productions. Reservations
will still be necessary as Segal plans to

limit seating to 150 people in a
designated area of the auditorium.
Reservations will be available a week
before performances begin and can be
obtained through Mr. Maloney's office.

Michener to recieve Award of Excellence
James Michener, author of Pulitzer

Prizewinning Tales of the South
Pacific, will receive Washington Col-

lege's Award of Excellence at the Com-
mencement in May.

Michener will be the third recipient of

the award, which is given in recognition

of "outstanding performance in art,

science, the humanities and public ser-

vice."

Previous recipients of the Award of

Excellence are Andrew Wyeth and Dr.

Helen B.Taussig.

by GEOFF GARINTHER
News Editor

The Executive Board of the Student
Government Association was to meet
with Director of Food Services Dave
Knowles and Deans of Students
Maureen Kelly and Ed Maxcy
Thursday to present a new proposal for

supervision at Hodson Hall functions.
The new proposal followed a joint deci-
sion by Knowles and the Deans to pro-
hibit the SGA from further use of Hod-
son as a result of an incident at the
Night Hawks concert three weeks ago.
The proposal, which would be added

to a list of guidelines used last

semester, called for "a group of

Senators who will be 'responsible' dur-
ing the dance to help the Social Chair-
man and assure that everything runs
smoothly."

The decision to prohibit the SGA from

the use of Hodson apparently came as a

result of a series of incidents at dances,

culminated by a disruption after the

Night Hawks performace.

"After the first incident in early

Fall," said Kelly, "which resulted in a

student being put on probation, the

Board submitted a set of guidelines to

Dave Knowles, and we endorsed those

guidelines."

But according to Knowles, those

guidelines "were not followed this

semseter.

"The Kite dance went alright, but

then at the Night Hawks dance, it

wasn't so much ihe students as the band

that caused the pi •blem."

According to i.nowles, the Night

Hawks didn't stop playing until

sometime after the one a.m. deadline

(the first provision of the guidelines

states that "function end at one o'clock

unless otherwise agreed"), then on
thier way out they ate some of the food
in the kitchen for the next day's meals.
"The Night Hawks didn't even leave

until 3:30 or 4 in the morning," said
Knowles. "It's the fault of the organiza-
tional group that they weren't super-
vised."

"Certainly the organization that
rented the Dining Hal! should be held
responsible for it," said Kelly. "I think
there is an ascending order of respon-
sibility: The Executive Board has a
responsibility and then the President
has the most responsibility."

Past incidents include the window
broken at a dance early this semester
and assaults on both Social Chaiman
Terri Taylor and a Dining Hall
representative at other dances.
"We just said that this situation can't

exist," said Knowles. "Someone is go-
ing to have to take responsibility if the
students are to continue to hold dances
here."

Kelly pointed out the need for a "new
kind of responsibility" at dances.
"My personal feeling is that the new

kind of music being brought here needs
a new kind of supervision. If Kimball
and John's (SGA President and Vice-
President Byron and Downs) point—
which is that the situation can't be
changed—is true, then I say if we can't

change it, we can't go on with this sort

of thing.

"If I had the feeling that these things
^appenerii'n spite of everything being
'lone to 1. invent them, it would be dif-

lerent," said Kelly, adding that those

preventive measures hadn't been
taken.

Sophomores to

choose major
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor- in-Chief

Registrar Ermon Foster informed list of department chairmen is as

sophomores in a memo last week that follows.

they are requested to declare a major American Studies . . . Fallaw
for their last two years at Washington Art Tessem
College mid-way through the second Biology. ..... .... .Gwynn
semester. This should be done prior to Chemistry Creegan
pre-registration which will begin Drama Maloney
March 30th. Economics Bailey
Students should select their majors in English James

consultation with their present Historv Smith
academic advisor. The advisors have a Humanities 17 ... James
"Selection of a Major" form for each International Studies An
advisee which the student is requested Mathematics Brown
to take to the chairperson of the depart- Foreign Languages Pabon
ment in which he is interested in major- Music * Mills
ing for that faculty members approval Philosophy . Tapke
and signature. This card must then be Physics .... Randolph
immediately returned to the Registrar. Political Science An
The Registrar will complete the Psychology M. Goldstein
transfer of all advising materials from Sociology Horsley
the student's former advisor to the Interdepartmental. staff
department chairperson.

The majors available together with a Continued on Page 3
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Director of Food Services Dave Knowles is not looking for-

ward to the next SGA-sponsored dance in Hodson Hall. In fact,

both Knowles and the Office of Student Affairs have become so

concerned over disruptions that broke out during several social

functions this year that they recommend ousting the SGA from

the building unless supervision is improved.

Knowles holds the Executive Board of the SGA responsible

for the "lack of supervision" which allowed the Night Hawks
to violate the one a.m. curfew by almost three hours.

This same lack of supervision resulted in a broken window at

a dance early in the semester and in physical assaults on
students nd a dining hall representative last fall. During this

last incident, the one member of the Executive Board who
should have been ultimately responsble for quelling the distur-

bance actually took part in it, according to ye witnesses.

These and other shortcomings have caused many students

nd a majority of the faculty and administration to lose faith in

the SGA. The failure of this group to show up at meetings of

the Washington College Board of Visitors and Governors — or

even to preside responsibly over its own meetings — has not

gone unnoticed.

We realize that any administration would have a tough ct to

follow; last year the team of Noto and Coomer distinguished

hemselves through their conscientious efforts. We also ap-

preciate the current SGA's work in upgrading last semester's
social calendar. But its deficiencies are beginning to over-

shadow its merits.
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"The Telephone" by Gian-Carlo Menotti will be presented in William Smith
Auditorium at 8:30 pm next Thursday. Subtitled 'Amour a' Trios, "the
Telephone" is a comic opera in one act. The opera will be presented in

English, the language which Italian born Menotti believes is deal for opera.

In addition to being a skilled composer, Menotti is a master librettist. The
combination of music and words work wonderfully in this small scale pro-

duction.

The cast consist of two characters: Lucy and Ben, played by Karen West
and Mark Luff, both senior music majors. Karen has prepared this per-

formance as partial fulfillment of her senior obligation. The pianist is Kathy
Mills, Acting Chairperson of the Music department.
Admission is free. On Thursday night, why not go to see "The Telephone"

for some light-hearted entertainment?

Calendar of Musical Events

March MUNITY CONCERTS: Mandala Inter-

nationalFolk Dance Company—$4.00
9Thursday,8:30pm

William Smith Auditorium, OPERA 9 Sunday, 4:00 pm
BUFFA: The Telephone by G.C.Menot-

t i

William Smith
Auditorium—Washington College

Chorale, Kathy Mills, Director

Karen West and Mark Luff

14&15 Friday&Saturday

22 Wednesday, 8:30 pm Tawes Theater All-Shore High Schools

Tawes Theater; PIANO RECITAL: Band Conference Concert: Saturday 8

Richard Collins pm.

23 Thursday, 10:00 am 16 Sunday, 4 :00 pm
Fine Arts Center, Rm. 10 SEMINAR: William Smith Auditorium Lecture-

Richard Collins, "The Chopin Recital : Mark Luff, Baritone

Preludes" "Dvorak's Biblical Songs"

28 Tuesday, 8 :30 pm 16 Sunday, 7 :00 pm
STUDENT RECITAL—Tawes Theater William Smith Auditorium Preparatory

Piano Recital: students of Ruth Quoos

29 Wednesday , 4 : 00 pm
Fine Arts Center, Rm. 9 SEMINAR: 21 Friday, 4 :00 pm
Garry E. Clarke "Why Music Should Fine Arts Center, Rm. 9 Seminar: Dale

NotBe Transposed'

'

Trusheim "Frank Zappa"

APRIL 25 Tuesday, 8:30 pm
Tawes Theater—Student Recital

2Sunday, 4:00 pm
William Smith 29 Saturday, 8: 30pm
Auditorium—LECTURE-RECITAL: Tawes Theater Washington College

Ward Tatnall, Tenor "The Patter Song Chorus John M. Klaus, Director

in Gilbert and Sullivan"

4Tuesday,8:30pm 3 Wednesday, 8:30 pm
Tawes Theater MUSIC DEPART- William Smith Auditorium Senior

MENT RECITAL: "John Cage Recital: Ann Atwater, Piano

Retrospective"
6 Saturday. 8:30 pm

8 Saturday, 8:30 pm Tawes Theater Washington College

Tawes Theater COLLEGE- COM- Band John M. Klaus, Director

«wre,
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Dickson discusses
library problems
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Improving Your Reading Skills

by DONNA
The library committee composed of

members of the faculty, student body
and the board of Visitors and Governors
recently asked that the Student Govern-
ment Association specify that the

unlawful removal of books, periodicals,

and other materials from the Miller

library "constitute a violation of the

Washington College Honor Code" and
that this be published in the student
handbook. This means that this would
become an offense subject to review by
the All-Campus Judiciary.

The library staff is only beginning to

discover the dimensions of the problem
of surreptitious removals and mutila-
tion of labrary materials. "The library

is the prime source of preservation of

liberal the arts tradition to cooperate in

the spirit of learning and knowledge;
problems such as these are antithetical

to this tradition and are serious

breeches of the standard of behaviorm"
stated Library Committee Chairman
Colin Dickson. "There must be sanc-
tions. "Not only do such acts hurt the

library financially, they deprive
students of needed resources and
discourage potential donors from
aiding the library.

TAYLOR
The student body, through the SGA

decides on what the honor code should
be. In the words of Dickson "we hope
that they ( the students) will be as con-
cerned as we are about this kind of
behavior that undermines the spirit of
cooperation and community that you
should have in a small college.

'

'

"Open stack" libraries, not popular
until after World War II, provide for
maximum accessibility of materials.
The library committee does not want
the removal or mutilation of material to
become a game. Dixon believes such
behavior to be a result of casual self-

centeredness and the "rip-off" attitude
of the Ws.
A change in the entrance of the

library to facilitate monitoring and the
purchase of a detection device for un-
checked books are being considered
and may appear within the next year.
But these precautions will not solve the
problem; that will require a change in
student attitudes. Only after the
students feel that they are part of, and
not fighting against, the college com-
munity can this be accomplished, Dix-
on indicated.

News from the
State House

The people behind the legislature
by KEVIN

To the casual observer, the
legislators would appear to be the most
important people in Annapolis due to

the fact that for 90 days they are con-
stantly in the news. But this article is

not about them, but about the people
behind the scenes who do as vital a job,

the legislative aides and secretaries.

I work for Delegate George Schmin-
cke, a democrat from the 32nd district

of Anne Arundel County. Most of my
time is spent dealing with these people,
and it is they who do much of the behind
the scenes, day to day work for the
legislator. For instance, many times a
legislator will ask his aide to research a
particular subject to see if legislation

can be or should be proposed. This can
involve checking to see what the pre-

sent law is, if bills have been proposed
in previous years, if there is one being
proposed now, or why it may have
failed in previous years. All this must
be found out before the major job, the
research, can be started. This work can
lead to a frustrating conclusion, when it

is found that the proposal which had
sounded good in the beginning was not
feasible at all. This seems to be
especially true in an election year.

The secretaries also do much of the
day to day work, It would appear that

LYNCH
the only/ job they do is answer
telephones and type letters, just basic
secretarial work. But many of the jobs

which the legislators and aides can't do
are passed on to the secretary such as

answering constituents' letters. In

many instances, they are given the let-

ter and the bill numbers which the con-
stituent has written about and told to

answer it, and that's it. This, as I have
found from experience, is no easy job.

One must be tactful in replying to these
constituents, especially in an election

year. This can be especially true when
dealing with emotional issues, such as
abortion, when the legislator's views
conflict with that of the constituents, or

on the pay raise to legislators, which
many constituents object to.

These jobs, plus "rush jobs such as
typing up a speech which is needed in

an hour or typing up a letter which must
be sent out right away, keep the

secretaries quite busy everyday. One
secretary told me that during one two-

week period she did not leave the office

for lunch due to the overwhelming
amount of work.

So when you see those legislators in

the papers and on television, just

remember that there are people behind
them who do an important job too.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys and gals needed for summer employment at

national parks, private camps, dude ranches, and
resorts throughout the nation. Over 50,000
students aided each year. For FREE information
on student assistance program send self-

addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity
Research, Dept. SJO, P.O. Box 730, Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho 83814. Many good jobs are
available!

APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY.

Association ofAmerican Publishers
Inc.

Student Service
About 85 per cent of the work you do tive reading

as a college student involves reading. It

is the single most important learning
skill, and yet many students are bogged
down in poor reading habits that can
make studying a chore,
Step 1—Evaluate your reading habits

Do you vocalize words in your mind,
or move your lips as you read? You
may be using the childhood habit of

sounding out each word. This slows you
down.
Do strange words constantly stop your
progress? Your vocabulary needs im-
proving.

Do you read every single word
separately? Train your eyes to span
phrases and to group thought units

together.

Do you have to back up and reread very
often? You are not paying attention.

Force yourself to concentrate.

Do you read everything at the same
speed? Your speed should vary with the

subject matter.

Are you reading faster now than when
you were in high school? Skillful

reading is an art and needs continual

practice.

Step 2—Provide the right atmosphere
To read effectively, you need to set

the scene for concentration. Pick a

quiet place where you can read with a
minimum of interruption. Have a pencil

ready for taking notes.

Most individuals find that 15 inches

away from their eyes is a comfortable

distance to hold a book. Make sure the

lighting is good.

Radio, television, and music, all pull

your attention away from the words
and ideas you are reading.

Step 3—Use your eyes efficiently

The eyes see printed words anc
transmit them to the brain. They art

the key to how well you read. Eyes
perceive words only when they stop>

moving or make what is called a "fixa-

tion". During the pause, the brain
registers what the eyes have seen

Step 4—Broaden your vocabulary
The person with a good grasp of

words is usually a good reader and a
good student. Your vocabulary should
continue to grow throughout your
lifetime. Keep a dictionary handy,
whether you are reading for pleasure or
for work. Also use the glossaries in your
textbooks. Make a list of new words. Jot
down unfamiliar words. Look them up,
and then make a point of using them
once or twice in writing or in speech
within the next few days.

Step 5—Adapt your speed to the

material

Don't expect to read everything at the

same rate. A good reader balances
speed with comprehension. Adjust your
pace to your purpose. You can't expect
to whiz through a biology chapter at the

same rate you could read a light novel.

Scan the material first. Form the habit

of glancing quickly at headlines,

chapter headings and subheads. Look
for main ideas. Then decide which
parts you can skim and which will need
more careful reading. When reading a
text, first survey the entire book. Look
over the table of contents, chapter
headings, and subheads. Get an over-

view of the author's objectives by
reading the introduction or preface.

Studying requires close reading,

because you will need to remember
both the main ideas and supporting

details. Underline major points as you
read. Make margin notes of ideas that

occur to you. After you finish reading,

glance back over the entire chapter to

see if you grasped the key points.
Compare your present reading speed

with the following averages. The speeds
generally accepted for average readers

are: easy-to-light material, 250-350

words per minute (wpm); medium-to-

difficult material 200-25- wpm. Time
yourself for two pages of easy-to-

average material amd then compute
your reading speed. Next, ask yourself

some questions about what you have

just read. If you missed important

Depending on your eye span, you will details, your speed was probably too

fast for your present reading ability.

Read three or four easy-to-average ar-

ticles each day for two or three weeks.

Make yourself go a little faster, but not

so much that you miss key points.

Record your speed.

Switch to more difficult material for

another two or three weeks of practice.

After six weeks you should have in-

creased your speed and comprehension

considerably.

Aim for a speed on easy material of

about 300 wpm. At that rate, you are do-

ing as well as the average good reader.

The pleasure and benefits of reading

make it a "rewarding hobby throughout

life. You will be enriched by keeping up

with newspapers, magazines and

books. You will also enjoy more as your

proficiency increases and will be con-

tinually adding to your knowledge.

This feature is one of a series

developed for students by college tex-

tbook publishers. A booklet on this sub-

ject can be obtained free by writing to

AAP STUDENT SER VICE. Association

of .American Publishers. One Park

Avenue. New York. New York 10016.

Other booklets in this series are: How
to get the most out of your textbooks.

How to prepare for examinations, and

How to build your writing skills.

perceive one, two or more words in

each fixation. The average college stu-

dent, for example, has a span of 1,1

words and makes 4 fixations per se-

cond. By increasing the number of

words your eyes include in each fixa-

tion, you increase your reading speed.

Train your eyes to take in more than

one word at a time. You can make your

eyes fix on related words, phrases, or

short lines in one brief stop. This

sentence, for example, should be read

in five fixations: "The cost of oil/has

risen/because of/limited natural

resources/and increased imports."

Vocalizing words, even in your mind,

slows down your eyes. Don't allow your

eyes to wander backward. Try not to

reread sentences. You will find that you

remember more if you can keep mov-
ing forward. This does not mean, of

course, that you cannot review what
you have read. Many people need

glasses to read well. Blurred words,

constantly tired or itching eyes are

signals for an eye examination. Don't

put it off.

After you have surveyed your
reading habits for weak points, set the
scene for efficient reading, and begin to

work to increase your eye span, there
are three addtional steps to more effec-

Majors

• Continued from Page 1 •

The most popular majar department
of study here is currently Psychology.
Thirty-eight students had opted for this

field by the beginning of Hie current
academic year. English comes in se-

cond with 36 majors, and is followed by
Political Science with 32 and
Economics with 31. Thirty students
have decided to major in American
Studies and 28 in History. Biology has 27
majors, Sociology has 24, and 16 have

chosen to major in Chemistry. Fifteen

students had, by the beginning of thi?

year, chosen to major in Philosophy, 14

in Mathematics, 13 in Art, and 12 in

Music. Nine had indicated a decision to

major in International Studies and 6 in

Humanities. There are 10 Foreign

Language majors. Only 2 students had
decided to major in Physics at the start

of the year, and there are currently no
Interdepartmental majors.
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The major program at
Washington College News Bureau

The following article is reproduced

for the benefit of those students who
must soon choose a major department

of study. These capsulizations of the

departmental guidelines in most ma-

jors offered at Washington College,

will, hopefully, help those who have not

yet chosen a field in which to declare

their major,
American Studies

The major program in American

Studies is designed to direct the student

toward a general understanding of the

history of American culture and a

thorough understanding of a particular

area of it. The program aims at a

knowledge of the relations among in-

stitutions, ideas, and aesthetic forms

within the American experience. Com-
bining work in a number of the tradi-

tional scholarly disciplines, the student

should achieve an understanding of

those forces and creative efforts which

have shaped America, developing an

ability to identify and discuss the per-

sistent themes and problems in the

complex pattern of American culture.

Students planning to major in

American Studies are advised to com-

plete the general portion of the pro-

gram. History 281,202 (U.S.History)

and English 209 or 210 (American

Literature), before the junior year. In

the junior year the student comes under

the direction of his major adviser and

plans the concentrated area of his

study.

In the senior year the student elects

either to take an examination in his

area of concentration or to write a

paper on some aspect of it. To receive

departmental honors recognition, the

student must demonstrate an unques-

tionably superior grasp of the content of

his program and a clear facility in ex-

pressing the significance of his work.
Art

The art major is designed to cover a

suitable range of basic and advanced
courses in the history, theory and crea-

tion of art. Thus, the student primarily

interested in the visual arts of the past

not only will be given the tools for

historical analysis but will be expected

to understand some of the rules and
concepts of current studio practice.

And the sufficiently talented student

who wishes to develop and refine his

ability to conceive and execute works of

art will deepen his grasp of the tradition

by taking at least three advanced
courses in the history of art.

All students contemplating the major
are urged to take Art 200 in their

freshman or sophomore year, following

this up, if possible, with another course

in the department. All majors will be
asked to take Art 251 before graduation

and preferably by the end of the junior

year. The total of eight semester-

courses required beyond the prere-

quisite. Art 200, will be selected by the

student in consultation with the chair-

man. Students hoping to include the

maximum offerings in studio art are
urged to take Art 261 or 271 by the end of

the sophomore year. Each major must
pass a written comprehensive ex-

amination at the close of the senior

year.

Biology

The courses offered are designed to

acquaint the liberal arts student with
the nature of living matter and to pro-

vide a firm foundation for professional

careers in biology and related fields.

Eight semester sourses including the

two in General Biology are required for

a major. All majors are required to

take General Chamistry. Organic
Chemistry, General Physics, and a

year of Calculus. German is advised for

candidates for graduate degrees.

Students planning graduate work in

medicine, dentistry, or any specialized

field should obtain catalogs of the

graduate institutions they would like to

attend to learn what is expected of them
in their undergraduate work.

Each major must pass a comprehen-
sive examination in biology at the close

of his senior year or submit a paper on a

research project approved by the

department.

Chemistry
The program in Chemistry is ap-

proved by the Amercan Chemical
Society. Couse work is planned (a) to

prepare students for graduate work in

pure chemistry; (b) to give students

the chemical training necessary for

professional work in other scientific

fields such as medicine, dentistry,

veterinary science, pharmacy, nursing,

and engineering; (c) to prepare

students for teaching at the secondary

shcool level; and, (d) to enable students

upon graduation to enter the field of

commercial laboratory work.

A student majoring in chemistry will

be required to take at least 10 semester
courses in his major subject including

General Chemistry, Quantitative In-

organic Analysis, Instrumental
Analysis, Organic Chemistry, Physical

Chemistry I and II, and two semesters

at the 400 level. For this and other

reasons, the student is urged to include

in his first two years most of his re-

quirements from the social sciences,

formal studies and humanities, and
especially the required courses in

mathematics (math 111,112) and
physics ( 111,112) . Students are en-

couraged to take more than the

minimum courses in mathematics and
physics.

All students majoring in chemistry
are required to take part in a seminar
program. Each junior must give one
paper on a topic from the current

literature. Each senior must give one
paper based on original experimental
work and pass a required comprehen-
sive examination at the end of his last

semester. The students' performance
in this examination and in their

research weigh heavily in selection for

Departmental Honors.

Students interested in a career in

teaching chemistry at the secondary
level should prepare a program of

study in consultation with the Depart-

ments of Chemistry and Education.

Drama
The purpose of the drama major is to

provide study in the theories and
techniques of dramatic and theatrical

art within the broader framework of the

liberal arts. The program of study is

designed to provide the student with a
firm knowledge of dramatic theory and
historical development, and with op-

portunity to develop individual talent in

one or more of the elements of

theatrical presentation. Students ma-
joring in drama will be required to com-
plete Drama 151,152,211,221,231, (or

232) plus six additional semester
courses of which at least three must be
above the 200 level. It is recommended
that a student intending to major in

drama complete Drama 151, 152 plus

two of the required 200 level courses

prior to the junior year. At the end of

the sophomore year and for each
semester thereafter, each student ma-
joring in drama will be scheduled for a

conference with the department faculty

to discuss that student's progress to

date and to recommend courses for the

following semester.
In addition to course work, the drama

major will be expected to participate in

some capacity in all productions by the

department. During the second

semester of the senior year, eacti stu-

dent will be required to exhibit a profi-

ciency in theatre history, dramatic
theory, and at least one aspect of

theatrical production in a manner
which meets with the approval of the

department faculty.

Economics
Economics is concerned with in-

dividual and collective decisions which
affect the composition, production, and
distribution of commodities and ser-

vices. A knowledge of economics
clarifies the purpose and functions of

economic institutions and policies. A
major in ecomomics provides prepara-

tion for careers in management, law,

government, and the Social Sciences.

Students planning to major in

economics must take Economics
111,112,211,212, Math 109, and six other

upper division courses in economics,

conluding two from 300 level courses.

The senior obligation in Economics is

a research paper. A non-credit depart-

mental seminar meets during the fall

semester to help senior majors with

their research projects.

Economics majors may become cer-

tified to teach social studies. To assure

proper scheduling, students interested

in this program should inform the

chairman of both the Economics and
Educations departments as soon as

possible.

English

The major in English is intended as a
study in art of literature. Although the

emphasis of this study is on the critical

analysis of great works, a general

knowledge of the historical develop-

ment of English and American
literature will be expected of the major
student by the end of the senior year.

A student expecting to major in

English should take two or more
semester courses in literature in the

freshman and sophomore years.

Recommended courses are the Forms,
of Let (201,202), the History of English

Lit (207, 208), American Lit (209,210)

and Shakespeare (205,206).

Among the eight or more major
courses of the junior and senior years,

the student should include if possible

three courses in writers or periods

before 1800, and a semester course in

American lit. Students interested in do-

ing independent work in English or

American literature should consult the

chairman.

A written comprehensive examina-
tion will be given at the end of the senior

year.

History

The history program is designed to

(1) foster, through study of the past in-

formed thinking on issues presently

confronting manki d, (2) enrich the stu-

dent's cultural background, and (3)

prepare the student for graduate work
in history and for professional careers
in teaching, law, journalism, interna-

tional work and the public service.

A major in history consists of eight

semester offerings in history taken dur-

ing the junior and senior years. Pro-

spective majors are urged, but not re-

quired, to complete both History 103,

104 or history 261, 262 and history 201,

202 or 209 210 BEFORE the junior year.

One year of introductory work at the

college level is REQUIRED for admis-
sion to the major.
The senior obligation in History con-

sists of studies in historiographical

techniques and preparation of a
substantial senior thesis. During the

junior year, each student is assigned a
theses adviser. Considerable latitude is

allowed for the reflection of student in-

terests both in the topic chosen for the

research paper and in the approach

selected. Students who wish to be con-

sidered for departmental honors, or

who are preparing for graduate study

in History or related fields, should re-

quest permission to attempt an Honors
Thesis as a substitute for the regular

senior paper.

Humanities
The objective of this interidsciplinary

major is to permit students who wish to

concentrate on international -to take a
balanced program toward that end and
to provide a solid foundation for

graduate studies and professional

careers in teaching, politics, jour-

nalism, international work and public

service.

A student majoring in international

studies is required to take at least eight

semester courses in the major field,

which will be selected largely from
political science, economics, socialogy

and history disciplines. To give focus to

the program, all majors are required to

concentrate on one world geographical

area.

Students majoring in this field are
under the guidance of the chairman of

the international studies program. The
program is offered through the

cooperative efforts of the political

science, history, economics and
socialogy department. A special faculty

committee formulated policy for the

majors.

Mathematics
The Department of Mathematics and

Computer Science offers a curriculum

derived from recommendations of the

Committee on the Undergraduate Pro-

gram in Mathematics of the

Mathematical Association of America
and a committee of the Association for

Computing Machinery. This cur-

riculum meets the needs of students

who may be planning to teach

mathematics in secondary schools, pur-

sue graduate study in computer science

or mathematics, work as professionals

in government or industry, or use the

techniques of computer science or

mathematics in related fields, such as

the natural or social sciences. This cur-

riculum was completely revised in ear-

ly 1977 in order to include the internship

in mathematics.
Mathematics majors are eligible for

the teacher—education program. In

order to assure proper scheduling,

students wishing to become certified to

teach mathematics should inform the

chairman of both the Mathematics and
Education Departments as soon as

possible.

The major in mathematics consists of

at least eight courses in math
numbered 300 or higher. Math 109, any
course in computor science, and, with

permission, a mathematically substan-

tial course in a related field may be

used as replacements for the eight up-

per level courses. Each junior majoring
in mathematics is expected to solve at

least two of the problems appearing it

current issues of The American
Mathematical Monthly, Mathematics
Magazine.or SIAM Review, and to com-
plete a short thesis. Each senior is ex-

pected to solve at least four such pro-

blems and submit a longer thesis. The
senior thesis is due by 1 April. Students

submitting unsatisfactory theses will

be asked to rewrite them until they are

satisfactory. Regular meetings are
scheduled through the academic year
for the prupose of enabling students to

discuss problems on which they have
been working and to present their solu-

tions. The problems and theses are re-

quired in lieu of a comprehensive ex-

amination.

Normally each major in
mathematics will be expected to com-
plete at least two courses from each of
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the following three groups of courses
Algebra: 323,324,325: Analysis-
311,315,316,318: Geometry
307,308,312,410.

Students majoring in mathematics
with an interest in computing will nor-
mally replace one of the geometry
courses with a course in computer
science. Other modifications will be
made as individual needs dictate.

Modern Languages
The major in a modern language

prepares students for graduate studies
and professional careers in teaching,
business, government service, interna-
tional organizations, and other areas
where foreign language proficiency and
the understanding of a foreign culture
are essential.

Students majoring in a foreign
language must take at least eight
courses above the 200 level. Two years
of a second foreign language and a year
of Leterature in Translation are recom-
mended. The Department encourages
studnets students to enrich their
knowledge of the foreign culture by tak-
ing related courses in art, English,
history, music, philosophy, and
political science. A written and orla
comprehensive examination will be
given at the end of the senior year. Wtih
the approval of the staff students may
write a senior thesis on a topic of their
choice instead of taking the comprehen-
sive examination.

Modern Language majors who plan
to be student teachers during their
senior year should consult with the
Chairman of the Department of Educa-
tion.

The Department of Modern
Languages strongly courages its ma-
jors to spend one or two semesters stu-
dying abroad. Students should discuss
their plans for foreign study with
members of the Department to ensure
that they will be given vourse credit.

The French, German, and Spanich
residneces enable students sharing an
interest in the sucstoms and culture of

foreign countries to use the foreign
language on a daily basis in order to im-
porve their fluency and enrich their for-

mal course work. Al interestedstudents
are invited to particiapte in the cultural
acitivitel activities of the Department
of Modern Languages.

Music
A student planning to major in music

should have completed Music 101-102

and Music 203,204 before the beginning
of his junior year. All music majors
must also take Music 201-202 two years
of applied music, and two courses from
among those numbered 303,304,305, and
306. In addition, Music 301, 302and 402
are strongly recommended for majors.
All majors are required to study two
years of piano without academic credit
if the major area of performance is

another instrument of voice. Each
music major must participate in those
performance ensembles for which he is

qualified.

Public school certification in music
offered to music majors in conjunction
with the Department of Education at

Washington College. Students wishing
to obtain certification must consult with
both the Chairman of the department of

Music and the Director of Teacher
Education, preferably during the

sophomore year. Music courses re-

quired for Maryland certification (and
for certification in many other states as
well) are as follow : Music 307-8,309, 310,

amd 402. In addition, the student must
complete the requisite courses in the
Department of Education which lead to

certification.

Philosophy

Philosophy-traditionally at the center
of the liberal arts-asks some of the most
difficult and searching questions about

human existence and the nature of the
universe, and gives the mind the
greatest possible leeway to doubt, pro-
be, and criticize.

The courses of the Department of
Philosophy have three main purposes:
(1) to acquaint the student with some of
the great philosophical questions of the
past and present, and with leading at-
tempts to answer them; (2) to exhibit
the connections between philosophy
and such related areas as art, law,
literature, science, and religion; and
(3) to develop the student's capacities
for logical thinking and critical
analysis. These aims are pursued in the
atmosphere of diverse philosophical in-

terests and approaches found among
the staff of the department. Typically,
student concentrators also bring varied
concerns to their own explorations in
philosophy and move on to careers in
many diverse fields.

A major in philosophy includes ten
courses taken in the department. Five
of these (108,313,314,415, and 420) are
required; the remainder are elective.
The work of the senior year, apart from
courses, comprises either (Da written
comprehensive examination or (2) the
organization of a special topic to be
presented in oral or written form.

Physics

Students intending to major in

physics should take Mathematics
111,112 as well as General Physics
111,112 in the freshman year. While
non-essential, this sequence will give
the student increased flexibility in plan-
ning the major program. Math 211 and
212 are strongly recommended for all

majors.

Physics majors may become cer-

tified to teach high school physics. To
assure proper scheduling students in-

terested in this program should inform
the chairmen of both the Physics and
Education departments as soon as
possible.

A senior majoring in physics may
satisfy this obligation by detailed study
of two topics of current research in-

terest (normally one theoretical and
one experimental). At the end of the'
year the student presents a written
report and is examined orally on each
topic. Alternatively, a senior may study
one topic of current research interest

experimentally and submit a written
report subject to a following oral ex-

amination.

Political Science
The courses offered by the depart-

ment are designed to provide an
understanding of the political forces, in-

stitutions, ideas and problems of con-
temporary society, while at the same
time enabling students to prepare for

graduate studies and professional

careers in law, politics, journalism,
government and international civil ser-

vice.

Requirements for the major in

political science are (1) Political

Science 201,202, to be taken in the

freshman or sophomore year; (2) Poli

Sci 492A: The Scientific Study of

Politics, to taken in the first smester of

the Junior year; and (3) eight addi-

tional (semester) department offerings

as selected by the student in consulta-

tion with the department chairman.

The senior obligation in Poli Sci is a
research paper on a specific topic to be
selected by the student in consultation

with a member of the department who
will then function as the student's

senior research paper adviser.

Political science majors may become
certified to teach secondary school

social studies. To assure proper
scheduling, students interested in this

program should inform the chairmen of

both the Political Science and Educa-
tion Departments immediately.

Students intending to major in poli sci

are urged to take Math 109 (stat) or
Computer Science 101 and 102 as part of
their freshman-sophomore distribution

selections, so that some aspects of the
most recent methodological
developments in political analysis will

be more readily understandable to

them.

Psychology
Psychology majors may become cer-

tified to teach social studies. To assure
proper scheduling, students interested

in this program should inform the

chairmen of both the psychology and
educations departments as soon as

Produced by Irv.n r.-Id and Kenneth Fold

ALL NEW! 108th YEAR!

Requirements for the major: eight
semester courses in psych beyond
201,202. Two of these courses may be in

areas other than psych with permission
of the major advisor. The psych courses
must include 309, and any two courses
among: 310, 313,316, and 317. In addi-
tion, majors are expected to take a
one-year course in either Biology,

Chemistry or Physics.

As a demonstration of behavioral
research competence, majors must
complete an original research project

in psychology, normally in the senior

year.

Sociology

Sociology majors may become cer-
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tified to teach social studies. To assure
proper scheduling, students interested
in this program should inform the
chairmen of both the Sociology and
Education departments as soon as
possible.

Sociology 201 is prerequisite for the
major in sociology. Other required
courses are 410 and 411 and a course in
Statistics (either psych 309 or math
109). Students interested in social work
should take the following courses- Soc
203,304,309, 314,342,343,344, and psych
302,303. Recommended courses-include
Soc 204,211,302 and psych 321 and 331
Students planning to do graduate work
in sociology should take the following
courses: soc 302, 309, and 312 and Com
puter Science 101. Sociology 203 and 21

1

and Math 111 and 112 should be taken in
the first two years. All students of
course, should strive for insight into the
nature of human society. Additional
courses in the program should be plan-
ned in consultation with the chairman
to answer individual needs.

In addition to the required courses,
all majors in sociology will complete a
senior research paper By the end of the
junior year the student must submit a
research proposal to the department
for its approval. The final paper will be
due in the senior year.
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Sachs: "under the guise
99

by COLLEEN O'NEILL

George overlooks his plaster predecessor at the Washington Birthday Ball

George makes a BIG
appearance at the Ball

"The Cost of Corruption" was the

topic of last Tuesday night's William

James Forum presented by Steve

Sachs. A Maryland born citizen, Sachs

is a candidate for the office of Attorney

General in this State.

"The Job of the Attorney General is

the second most powerful job in

Maryland, the governor being the first.

The Attorney General's is the chief

legal department and law enforcement

office in the state. He presides over a

budget of 5 million. With only the excep-

tion of the public services and human
relations, there is no aspect of your life

in Maryland which is not affected by

lawyers from the office of the Attorney

General," said Sachs in the introduc-

tion to his speech. Once the importance

of the position was established, Sachs

moved on to the meaning of law.

"toodamn important"

"You don't just put a dime in a slot"

and expect to get legal advice. "The

law is Interpretation, the law is judge-

ment the law is sensitivity. Who the top

lawyer is makes a tremendous dif-

ference in the kind of justice and the

meaning of the law in the state." Sachs

had his own definition of the powers of

the Attorney General. According to

Sachs there had never been an Attorney

General from any party who has cam-

paigned for the office alone or unaf-

filiated with some gubernatorial team.

Sachs went on to say, "The whole point

of my campaign is that the office is too

damned important to be part of a

team."
Sachs stressed the fact that many

men who run for Attorney General do so

as a second choice to the job of gover-

nor "The Attorney General should not

be part of a club. He ought to be in-

dependent. He ought to march to the

by COLLEEN O'NEILL

All the spotlights were on George,

who was 246 years old last week. In ad-

dition to the traditional statue of

George Washington that makes an ap-

pearance at every Washington Bir-

thday Ball, the annual College celebra-

tion was enhanced by the bigger than

Me mural of the legendary president as

it stared out from the background.

The mural portrays a realistic bust of

George against a blue-green
background. His shoulders melt into a

surrealistic silhouette of bare tree

branches. Figures of soldiers in red and
grey uniforms standing beside a cannon
loom in a mist at the base of the tree

trunk.

The concept of the mural was copied

from a poster that hangs in art instruc-

tor Sue Tessem's office. Jean Dixon,

Tex Andrews, and Molly Scott

reproduced the picture in a pastel

medium. The vertical composition

measures 25 feet by 10 feet. The tree

and background were done by Dixon,

the head by Andrews, and the figures

and cannon by Scott. Despite the fact

that the mural was a joint effort, it does

not appear disjointed since its creators

copied the style of the poster.

Tessem helped with the art work by

fixing up rough edges. "Mr. Chatellier

was the most helpful person in the

gym," says Dixon. "He gave us the op-

portunity to use the gym. We worked
until 1:00 one night."

The mural consists of over 50 dollars

in materials and at least 30 priceless

man hours. The art work was funded by

the Birthday Ball Committee and
ultimately by Student Affairs. A new
asset to Washington College and the

center of a new tradition, "good old

George" has been rolled up and stored

away for next year's birthday celebra-

tion.

Slmmtaii Collegiate $oete Sntfjologp

International Publications

is sponsoring o

J&attonal College $oetr|> Content
- - Foil Concours 1978 - -

open to alt college and university students desiring to have their poetry

onthologiied. CASH PRIZES will go to the top five poems:

$100
First Place

$50
Second Place

$25
Third Place

$10 F»»"h

$10 Fi,,h

AWARDS ot free printing for ALL accepted manuscripts in our popular,

handsomely bound and copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
roETS

Deadline: March 31

beat of a different political drum." And
he ought to run for the job as his first

choice. Sach is doing just that.

AManoftheLaw
Sach went on to speak of legal

rhetoric. "Rhetoric is important in a

campaign. Rhetoric is a promoting

idea. "He then made reference to times

in which the state had been the princi-

ple law breaker. In these cases, Sachs

said, it is the responsibility of the At-

torney general to defend the innocent,

"not as an advocate for the administra-

tion, not as the barrister for the agency,

and not as the apologist for the system,

but as the advocate for the law." Sachs

then assured the audience that "I am a

very proud lawyer and indeed a man of

the law."

Sachs addressed the problem of cor-

ruption. "Corruption is a pocketbook

issue; corruption costs; corruption robs

the taxpayers." He explained that the

best attorney general is one who
"wants thejob, seeks the job, has the

ability, but most important, has the

political freedom to pick up rocks and
look under them, and not give a damn
who crawls out from underneath... This

is the kind of Attorney General I think I

can be. This is the kind of Attorney

General I mean to be."

Sachs gave a convincing campaign
speech. He began a little slowly but

picked up momentum as the talk pro-

gressed. His tone became almost emo-
tional when he ventured upon the topic

of corruption. The general tone of his

lecture was a plea for honesty, a

"frankly political" talk about himself.

He concluded his lecture by thanking

everyone for letting him share "these

kind of political comments under the

guise of an intellectual discussion with

the William James Forum."

Avenue ofthe Americas News Service

QUEST/ 78 has reserved room for an
experiment aboard an early flight of

the U.S. Space Shuttle. Purpose: to help
make the program accessible to deser-

ving experimenters who lack resources
to develop and finance such projects on
their own. QUEST /78invites groups or

individuals to submit ideas for the best

use of the Shuttle reservation and will

donate it to the winner, in addition to

sharing the experimenter's NASA fees

and developmetal costs, according to

financial need.

The winning project can be in almost
any field, ranging from astrophysics to

medicine, economics to moleoular
biology. But it must be an experiment
that can be done only aboard the Space
Shuttle, fit into a container measuring
five cubic feet, and weigh less than 200

pounds. Most important, Quest/78 will

give special consideration to proposals

that promise some tangible, significant

benefit to humankind (e.g., the eradica-

tion of disease, more efficient energy

use, etc.). Sheer commercial or

military projects will not be con-

sidered.

Deadline for the competition is

September 1, 1978. If you have suffi-

cient background to design and con-

struct an appropriate project, write a
succinct description of your idea in 500

words, enclosing any necessary
diagrams together with a resume of

any other information that would in-

dicate your ability to carry out such a

project. Send your proposal and creden-

tials, with a stamped, self-addressed

enelope to: QUEST/78, Space Shuttle

Experiment Competition, 1133 Avenue
of the Americas New York, NY 10036.

For additional see the March / April

issue of QUEST/78.

The Del-Mar Easter Seal
Society Offers Summer Jobs for Students

Anyone interested in working with

crippled children and adults in a sum-
mer residential camp this summer,
now has the chance to do so. Camp
Fairlee Manor in Chestertown;
Maryland is presently taking applica-

tions for camp counselors for its' 1978

camping season.

Camp operates from mid-June to late

August. Applicants must be 18 years of

before June 19, 1978. No previous camp-
ing experience or work with the han-

dicapped is necessary.

A student who is interested in helping

people and has good working relation-

ships with peers and teachers would be

a good prospect for a counselor. This is

an excellent opportuntiy for someone
who is considering one of the health

fields or social sciences as a career.

Applications can be obtained from

the placement office or write Mrs. Nan-

cy Jones, Del-Mar Easter Seal Society,

RD 2, Chestertown, Maryland 21620.

ADVERTISEMENT
1977 AH-America Football Team Photo Available Through Kodak

Rochester, N.Y. — A full-color litho

print of the 1977 Kodak All-America
Football Team as chosen by the
American Football Coaches Associa-
tion (AFCA) is now available through
Eastman Kodak Company.
The 1977 Kodak All-America Team

was selected by the more than 2,000
football coaches who comprise the AF-

CA. Kodak has been a sponsor of the

AFCA team since 1960.

The photograph being offered was
taken during an assemble age of the

1977 All-America Team in San Diego.

The litho print is available by sending

25 cents for postage and handling to

Eastman Kodak Company, Depart-

ment 454A, Rochester, New York 14650.
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Marx shatters the Thoreau mystique
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor- in-chic/

"The Thoreau Cult and the Counter
Culture," presented by guest speaker
Leo Marx last Wednesday was more
than an ordinary lecture. It can pro-

bably best be described as an exercise
in intellectual iconoclasm.

"The original drop-out"
Marx explored early American

author David Thoreau and his major
work Walden from the vantage points of

both literary scholarship and current

psychoanalysis. If the speaker brought
here through the Sophie Kerr Commit-
tee set out to topple what be termed
"this most successful of American
scriptures" from the pedestal on which
"the immature devotion of its au-

dience" has placed it, he achieved his

goal, according to many of those who
attended last week's program. Marx
showed that the author who re-created

himself in Walden as the original free-

spirit was not only, in reality, the

"original drop-out" but a seriously

disturbed man.
The speaker prefaced his treatment

of Thoreau with a description of

pasturalism, the literary movement
that most influenced the latter's com-
position. The pastoral ethos, Marx ex-

plained, traces the movement from one
environment to another by a perilous

journey and defines reality through the

contrast of dynamically opposed views,

identifying ultimate reality with the

most pleasurable or least threatening

environment. For example, the works
of Hemingway, Frost, Hawthorne,
Dickson, and Emerson in which the

dangerous environment of the city or

the combat zone to the peace of the
country, follows this vein.

An approach to reality

Although pastoralism is not unique to

western literature, Marx believes that

this literary approach to reality has in-

fluenced American arts and artists

from the beginning of the nation's

history. Thomas Jefferson, as the

framer of the Declaration of In-

dependence, Marx stated, expressed
his belief in an idealized environment
and, thus, opted for pastoralism. The
old ideal of life, liberty and justice

became, under his influence, life, liber-

ty and the pursuit of happiness.

This device has not been ignored by
writers in the twentieth century. Even
F. Scott Fitzgerald, famed as the propo-

nent of the Jazz Age, resorted to

pastoralism as in this excerpt from the

conclusion of The Great Gatsby

:

Most of the big shore places were
closed now and there were hardly any
lights except the shadowy, moving glow
of a ferryboat across the Sound. And as

the moon rose higher the inessential

houses began to melt away until

gradually I became aware of the old

island here that /lowered once for

Dutch sailors' eyes—a fresh, green
breast of the new world. Its vanished

trees, the trees that had made way for

Gatsby's house, had once pandered in

whispers to the last and greatest of all

human dreams; for a transitory en-

chanted moment man must have held

his breath in the presence of this conti-

nent, compelled into an aesthetic con-

templation he neither understood nor
desired, face to face for the last time in

history with something commensurate
to his capacity for wonder.
And as I sat there brooding on the old,

unknown world, I thought of Gatsby's
wonder when he first picked out the

green light at the end of Daisy's docfe.

He had come a long way to this blue

lawn, and his dream must have seemed
so close that he could hardly fail to

grasp it. He did not know that it was
already behind him, somewhere back
in that vast obscurity beyond the city,

where the dark fields of the republic

rolled on under the night.

Gatsby believed in the green light,

the orgiastic future that year by year
recedes before us. It eluded us then, but

that's no matter—tomorrow we will run
faster, stretch out our arms far-

The great myth of Walden is in-

dependence, Marx believes. "What the
book is all about is how you can do
without other people," the lecturer
declared. Yet Thoreau, for all his long-

ing to be independent, could never
leave his family, or fully involve
himself in his work.

During his life time, Thoreau's
literary career had been considered a
failure, Marx stated. At his funeral ora-
tion, the author's mentor Ralph Waldo
Emerson said that he counted it as a
fault "that he (Thoreau) had no ambi-
tion."

"Hanging around": part of

adolescent moratorium
Following a completely un-

distinguished stint at Harvard, Thoreau
spent the next eight years of his life

"hanging around," according to Marx.
Eventually he fell under the patronage
of Emerson, who was then enjoying
celebrity status in literary circles.

ther...And one fine morning
So we beat on, boats against the cur-

rent, borne back ceaselessly into the

past.

In this passage, as Marx pointed out,

Fitzgerald does not describe exactly

what it was that flowered for the old

Dutch sailors' eyes, but we are left

believing that the purity of the virgin

continent was spoiled when America
pandered to "base desires." We are not

only supposed to know instinctively

what the "greatest of all human
dreams is," but to actually feel it and
share in its perpetuation.

Escapist used irresponsibly

Simply stated, pastoralism is a
rememberance of things past in a futile

attempt to recapture some pristine im-
age of the environment and go back to

happier times. Pastoralism is a form of

escapist art. Thoreau employed it, and
Marx charges that he did so urespon-
sibly.

The Washington College

Review
welcomes poems, stories,

photographs and art work
for the spring issue

Deadline for submissions is

March 3rd

Marx believes a father/son relation-

ship grew up between these two, and
that Thoreau, who had been raised by a

dominant mother and an emotionally

absent father developed literary ambi-
tions in an attempt to emulate the older

man.
Thoreau was incurably dependent on

his family, although he made gestures

towards independence— such as chang-

ing his name from David Henry to

Henry David. He had a rivalrous rela-

tionship with his brother John which
culminated in his suffering a hysteric

attack of lockjaw following John's

death of the same ailment. Marx clains

that Thoreau had placed a

psychological moratorium on his

adolescence, making it impossible fro

him to choose a vocation, fulfill his sex-

ual identity, or fix his own idea logy

.

Life in the woods
In 1845, Thoreau built a hut near

Walden Pond on a piece of real estate

which belonged to his family and was
located just a litte over a mile from his

mother's house. After years of
painstaking work, Thoreau edited
Walden from several journals he had
written during the nearly two years he
lived in the cabin and the years im-
mediately following his experience.
Subtitled Life in the Woods Thoreau's
account of his daily adventures in his

retreat reflects the struggle between
his two self-concepts. In the book,
Thoreau tries to portray himself as
manly, skillful, and independent. In ac-
tuality, he was a pathetic figure who,
Marx said, had to go home to his

mother several times each week to seek
her solace ( and home cooking). "He
was like a little kid who moves out in a
tent in the backyard."

Libfdlnal energy transferred
Marx believes that Walden was an at-

tempt by Thoreau to come to grips with
his own dependency. The pond had
become a sort of love object to the
author. Thoreau's attachment to the
pond "combines both sexual and
religious attitudes," stated Marx. He
thought of it as a "trope for the power of

human vision to penetrate.

"

This represented to Marx "the
transfer of libidinal energy from people
to nature—with a capital N. The
psychological term for this is displace-

ment, "this love of nature," the lec-

turer commented, "shows a movement
outward to look for relationships that

can't be had with people.
'

'

"Yet there is an irony in it," Marx
went on, "that most people think the
book was effortless. ..that it is the in-

sight of a mature person fully attuned
to nature.. .Actually, Thoreau spent
most of his waking hours at a table

writing. This free spirit was actually

the desparately obedient servant of the

Protestant work ethic.
'

'

Marx stressed that contradictions in

the book as well as the inadequacies is

of its author disqualify it as America's
answer to the scriptures. He quoted one
very starting example from the book in

which Thoreau's natural voice is most
evident. "Nature is hard to overcome,"
he wrote, "but she must be overcome,"
These are not the words of the confident

lover of nature, but, as Marx notes,
"

these are the words of a frightened

man."
The lecturer was successful in

removingWalden from the pedestal on
which communal movements, in par-

ticular, have placed it in recent years.

Marx was a fascinating speaker and
delivered a convincing argument. He is

best known as the author of The
Machine in the Garden, a major study
of the influence of technology on the

American mind.
He has taught at the University of

Minnesota and at Amherst College, has
twice been named a Fulbright Fellow,

and is currently Willaim R Kenan, Jr.

Professor of American Cultural History

at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

WASHINGTON COLLEGE DRAMA
DEPARTMENT

presents

John Guare's

HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES

March 2,3,4,5.

Call 778-2800, ext. 269
to make reservations
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Sho'men drop Delaware, 16-9

Intramural Basketball

Men's Basketball

League faces

scrambled schedule
B-league net men battle for play-off berth

by HOWARD BAUER

"Between the flu, school closing, ana

curtailment of athletic practices due to

illness, our program was virtually

destroyed," commented intramural

director Don Chatellier as he surveyed

the nearly completed Men's Basketball

League Season. "Nevertheless, we're

trying to conclude before spring break

and hopefully we'll get the right teams

in the playoffs."

The scrambled schedule has four

more nights of basketball remaining in

the regular season which concludes

next Tuesday March 7. The following

two nights are slated for playoff action.

The "B" League playoffs will put the

top four teams in the 11-teamloop on

Wednesday. March 8, with the winners

battling for the championship on

Thursday. The "A" League, reduced to

three teams due to the ineligibility of

lacrosse players for intramural play,

will have the second and third place

finishers meeting in first-round action.

The winner gets the right to play the

firstplace team for the "A" league

crown.

The "A" league appears to be a toss-

up at this time with anything liable to

happen in a short playoff series. The
veteran Theta five may have a slight

edge. The defending "B" league

champs, Phi Sigma, may be hard-

pressed to repeat, with the Wa Wa
Farm Club and Trout City providing

stiff opposition.

Intramural fans can look for a week
of hectic action as teams try to edge in-

to the "B" league playoff picture, but

when the smoke clears only two clubs

will emerge with bragging rights until

next winter

.

"A" league

Bof Chi Ringers 2 1

Theta Chi 1 1

Faculty 1 2

"B" league

Wa Wa Farm 5

Trout City 5 1

Faculty 3 2

Phi Sigma 3 2

Hackers 2 1

Bof Chi 2 1

Lambda 2 3

Comba Comba 2 4

KA 2

Barf Chi 2

Feeders 2
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George MulUnix wins a face-off against the Delaware player

The Sho'men unveiled a crease at-

tackman Saturday in a scrimmage
with the University of Delaware and

came away with a 16 to 9 victory in a

hard-hitting mud-laden workout.

Freshman Jay Atkinson started out

the same way John Cheek began five

years ago in his first scrim-

mage—scoring five goals. John Cheek

turned the trick in 1974 against Sever-

na Park Lacrosse Club (now
McGarvey's).
Atkinson, 6-2 and 190, scored two of

WC's first three goals and four of the

initial eight. He did nothing really

spectacular, just cut well, moved ex-

cellently without the ball and always

seemed to be in the right place. The
stickmen jumped to a quick 5-0 lead,

held a 5-2 advantage after the opening

quarter and 9-4 at halftime.

Delaware's best period was the third

when they closed to 12-8. The

Shoremen dominated the first stanza,

outscoring the visitors in the practice

field 4-1. Neither team was given

extra-man situations. Penalties were

called, but players were not made to

leave the game."
All-American G.P. Lindsay, three

goals; and junior attackman Greg
Schafner, two goals, were also

outstanding on offense. Tim Hart

played well in two period stints in the

goal. Defense coach Bryan Matthews

used seven defensemen—Jon Gilford,

Tom Bradley, Bill Herring, Collis

Townsend, Frank Felice, Lecky Haller

and Doug Pennington. All appeared to

get the job done.

Midfield coach Basil Wadkovsky ran

George Mullini, Drew Romans and
freshman Jon Green in one midfield,

Lindsay, Tom Wood and freshman Joe

Haschen in another, and Matt Morris,

Tim Hollywood and Bill Hamill in a

third. Sick and not suited up were
Keith Kirby, and Jeff Popham.
Defenseman Skip Comstock and at-

tackman Howard Bauer also did not

dress.

On attack, head coach Mickey
DiMaggio started Atkinson, Schafner

and Myrt Gaines. Gaines, who did not

score, departed midway through the

contest with an injured shoulder.

Senior Andy Cooper, freshman Noby
Powell, sophomores Bill Russell and
Jon Price all saw action on attack and
scored.

The scrimmage season stiffens up

next week. The Shoremen travel to

College Park to face the University of

Maryland.
(Reprinted by permission of Kent

County News)

Antiques Hcndcrofted Items Odds and Ends Consignments Accepted

P.O. Box 237. Chestertown, Maryland 21620 (301)778-0340

*xx* 357 High Street

Downtown Chestertown
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Handcrafts-Consignments
Accepted
778-2226

* Recycled Paper Product Cards

* Rental Library of all the current best

sellers

* Recycle your paperbacks!

* Bird feeders; Williamsburg silver bracelets;

selected books about the Eastern Shore;

children's best sellers and lots. Lots more!
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Admissions hosts first annual Del Marva Day
Three hundred high school juniors and
seniors visit Washington College by

invitation of the Admission Department
by DONNA TAYLOR

Myrt Gaines looks to feed Jay Atkinson for his second goal in the stickmen's
losing battle against Hopkins. The final score in the home opener was 21-11.

See story page 8

Job search in Education

Department launched

On Tuesday, March 21, you may have
noticed a large number of strangers
touring the campus during Washington
College's annual Delmarva Junior-
Senior Day.

Actually, this visitation was quite dif-

ferent from ones in the past. Previous-
ly, only juniors from the Delmarva
Peninsula were invited to attend, and
the information went out through high
school guidance offices. This year both
juniors and senior were invited to at-

tend. In addition, personal invitations

were sent to every Delmarva junior and
senior whose names were on file for in-

formation requests.

The turn-out this week was larger as
a result of these additional efforts. Over
300 people attended. Last year 190 at-

tended. To this point a total of 589
students have been accepted, last year
at this time the number was 575.

The whole idea of Junior-Senior Day
is to allow students who are interested

to see the campus, talk to the students,

and form their impressions. Their

schedule on Tuesday included speeches
by Dr. McClain, Garry Clark, and Jay
Young, divisional seminars, campus
tours, and a question and answer time.

Many of the students who come to

Washington are interested in

Economics and Pre-med. According to

the information given to the admissions
staff by the various departments, the

most popular majors are English,

Political Science, History, and
Sociology.

Although Delmarva Day is designed
for students in the surrounding area to

visit, the college draws its students

from a very large area. Each admis-
sions officer spends 8 weeks a year on
the road. Lynn Hayhearst covers New
England, James McClintock, New York
and Long Island, Cathy Thaden, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Southern
Virginia, and Mickey diMaggio,
Delaware, Maryland, Washington,
D.C., and all points west.

It seems that Washington College is

due for a greater number of students.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chie/-,

The termination of both Sally Vernon

and Richard Hunnicutt from the Educa-

tion Department has forced Acting

Dean of the College Garry Clarke to

launch a search for personnel to fill the

vacancies.

Notification of Vernon's dismissal

was made by the Committee on Ap-

pointments and Tenure after December

15 when her contract came up for

renewal. Hunnicutt, new to Washington

College last fall, was notified March 1

that his position here will be terminated

at the end of this semester.

The Education Department is cur-

rently operating with one full time and

one part-time instructor. Clarke stated

that the department does not need more
than one full-time faculty member due

to the small number of students

enrolled. (This year, a total of 39 took

the teaching block, with 26 enrolled in

courses required for teacher certifica-

tion and 13 in elective education

courses. Fourteen were involved in stu-

dent teaching last semester.) Although

only one fulltime person will be hired,

the number of part-time posts will de-

pend on the area of specialization of the

full-time teacher as well as the enroll-

ment in the teaching block next

semester. Barbara Gillan and Christine

Pabon will probably continue to work

on a part-time basis with the program
next year, Clarke indicated.

"What amounts to five applications"

has been received in the Dean's Office,

Clarke said. He will begin to contact the

applicants this week. A decison will be

reached early this spring so that the

full-time department member can

begin organizational work over the

summer. Clarke admitted that "I'm

getting some very helpful advice from

the State Department of Higher Educa-

tion."

Asked to define the qualities sought in

the replacement, Clarke stated, "We
need someone who is very, very strong,

who knows about the schools. I frankly,

would like to see us hire someone'who

has really taught in the schools. We
need someone who is very organized;

there's a lot of paper work, a lot of loose

ends. The person who fills the job will

be working with the community; we
need a diplomat and a fine classroom

teacher."

SGA re-admitted
to dining hati

by GEOFF GARINTHER
News Editor

After ousting the Student Govern-
ment Association from Hodson Hall

because of a lack of proper supervision

at dances, rector of Food Services Dave
Knowles and Deans of Students
Maureen Kelly and Ed Maxcy have
reached an agreement with the Ex-
ecutive Board re-admitting the SGA to

the dining hall.

The agreement was reached after the

Board submitted a proposal which calls

for "a group of Senators who will be

responsible during dances." A list of

the Senators must be in the Student Af-

fairs Office by 4 p.m. of the Friday

before a dance and a member of the

SGA must check with Knowles on the

following Monday to discuss any pro-

blems.

"The Executive Board came up with

a series of recommendations which, if

followed closely, should solve the pro-

blem," said Kelly. "Now it's up to the

students to follow them."

Added Maxcy, "The guidelines are

only statements; it's their implementa-

tion that will be needed."

Knowles, who also agreed to let the

next dance last from 10-2 instead of

usual 9-1, said he was"very optimistic"

about the agreement. "We needed to

make the entire Executive Board

aware of the problem," said Knowles.

"Now that everyone is aware of the pro-

blem, there shouldn't be one."

SGA Vice-President John Downs also

expressed optimism for he agreement.

"There was a misunderstanding, but

we got together and worked out a viable

solution." Downs added that "Kimball
(Byron) and I will be taking more
responsibility" at the dances
themselves. .

assroom _ „ • •,

Extra-credit proposal passed

Career Counseling planned
by VICTORIA

To provide students with career in-

formation Associate Dean of Students

Edward Maxcy has contacted 25 alum-

ni and friends of the college represen-

ting 14 different career areas from
Forestry to Government. These profes-

sionals will be present to discuss their

jobs with interested students at the

career conference to be held in Hodson
Hall on April 5 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

The meeting will be set up in seminar

fashion so that "a student thinking

about law, for instance, will be able to

GADSDEN
talk to an attorney, a judge, a

paralegal. This way students can ex-

plore all aspects of a profession and see

if it is actually to their liking. This is not

job placement," says Maxcy, "it is a

fantastic opportunity for students to

find out what the job they may be con-

sidering is really like on a day to day

basis."

Wednesday afternoon there will be a

talk in the Student Affairs Office on

what to expect from the conference,

and details on placement and resume
writing will also be available.

A resolution providing for the gran-

ting of extracredit to "outstanding"

students who, under the supervision of

a faculty member, have mastered the

content of a course in which they are

not enrolled was passed by a vote of

32-15 at this month's faculty meeting.

The motion brought up by the Com-
mittee on Academic Standing states

"an instructor who determines that an

outstanding student has mastered,

white enrolled at Washington College,

the content of a course in the regular

curriculum of Washington College

without having been registered for that

course may recommend to the

Registrar that the student be granted

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

credit for that course. 1/ this' recom-

mendation is approved by the chairman

of the department offering the course

and by the Committee on Academic
Standing, then the Registrar will grant

the recommended credit.

"

The need for such a provision was
first brought to the attention of the

Committee on Academic Standing by

German instructor Erica Salloch, who
was seeking extra-credit for sophomore
Linda Gaston. The student had com-

pleted three semesters work-load of

German in one semester under

Salloch's tutorage. The Committee has

the right to make exceptions to existing

Continued on page 8
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COMMENTARY

Don't get me wrong. I'm all for giving credit where it's due,

and those students who go beyond their course requirements
deserve all they can get. Still, I feel the faculty should re-think

the resolution they recently passed to give credit to students who
have mastered the content of courses in which they are not

enrolled.

As it is worded, the resolution gives to the individual faculty

member all responsibility for detecting "outstanding" students,

directing them to this option, and cultivating their continued in-

terest. It is probable that there are students who would be able

and willing to put more than one semester's worth of effort into a

course, but who are unable to attract the interest of a faculty

member or to find one willing to put in the extra work to tutor

them.

I realized that the extra-credit option would be exercise rarely

and that it pertains almost exclusively to courses in the area of

formal studies, such as mathematics or languages in which
achievement is more easily measured. The problem of fairness

of the resolution remains, however, no matter how seldom it is

invoked.

History Department Chairperson Nate Smith, one of the chief

spokespersons against the resolution, suggested that WC faculty

who wish to make it possible for students to receive multiple

credit should file advanced exams with the Registrar, which
students must pass before receiving the credit. An idea worthy of

investigation.

The theory of multiple credit is interesting and problematic,

and now that we already know how the faculty feel, perhaps it is

time to call for a referendum from the students
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Panama Canal Treaty
byJIMLARRIMORE

The Senate passed the Neutrality

Treaty, the first of the two Panama
Canal Treaties, by a 68-32 vote on
March 16. This treaty deals with the

future neutrality and defense of the

Canal after 1999, At stake was Presi-

dent Carter's personal authority as an
international statesman. In my opinion,

this seemed more important to Carter
than negotiating and passing a Treaty
which is in the best interests—especial-

ly military and economic—for the

United States ; and one which is not am-
biguous and floundering with many
faults. To get his two-thirds majority
vote, Carter had to> coerce with decep-
tion and lies. .

Only the two so-called "leadership

amendments" were allowed to be ad-

ded. The clarifies the perpetual right of

the U.S. to take any action deemed
necessary to protect the Canal's

neutrality. This is a precise extraction

from the October 14 "statement of

understanding." But just because it is

an extraction doesn't mean that it is

binding on Panama. Aftera 11, this

"statement of understanding" was
never signed by Pesident Torrijos, nor
accepted by the Panamanians in their

Plebiscite. The second amendment
establishes the right of U.S. war and
auxiliary vessels to the head of the line

for canal passage in emergencies or

time of war. Although this is an attempt
to clearly define our emergency
passage rights, Panama's version of

the Treaty leaves this right with the

ambiguous word "expeditiously."

To persuade the undecided Senators.

Carter agreed to accept two very poten-

tially dangerous reservations. The
reservation of Senator Sam Nunn
(Democrat, Georgia) gives the U.S.

and Panama the right to negotiate a

military pact to allow the U.S. military

presence in Panama beyond 1999.

The reservation of Senator Dennis
DeConcini (Democrat, Arizona) gives

the U.S. the right, acting independent-
ly, to use military force "in Panama" if

the canal is closed or operations are
hampered. The U.S. bluntly asserts this

right of intervention without need for

Panama's consent.

These reservations do much to

strengthen the U.S. position, and this in-

dividual is for all the strengthening of

our position possible. But these reser-

vations, and Carter's acceptance of

them, creates many serious problems.
These Senators agreed to vote for

ratification on the condition that their

reservations be considered serious.

Carter informed the Senate that "the

U.S. can take whatever actions

necessary to make sure the canal re-

mains open and safe." However, Carter

later pointed out that the U.S. has no

right of intervention into the internal af-

fairs of Panama, Contradiction— You
bet. How can the U.S., after 1999, take

those necessary actions to defend the

neutrality of the Cnala when U.S. troops

may not set foot on Panamanian soil

—

This right of intervention is not in the

Panamanian version of the Treaty, nor

is it clearly stated in our version even
with leadership amendments. Panama
has objected to any added treaty provi-

sions allowing the U.S. military bases

in Panama, or intervention in its inter-

nal affairs after 1999. Panama's
negotiator, Dr. Romulo Escobar, has

repeatedly told Carter and the U.S. that

the Treaty does not give to the U.S. any
right ofintervention.

These reservations are non-binding

assertions of U.S. policy, which will be

attached or written into the resolution

of ratification. Carter has told Torrijos

however, and the Senate, that these

reservations do not alter the content of

the Treaty. Thus, the U.S. has essential-

ly two different treaties. One is the for-

mal Treaty of Neutrality, which in-

cludes the leadership amendments,
and the other informal treaty, which in-

cludes these two reservations. Neither

of these agrees in words or spirit with

the Panamanian version.

Carter has played games with the in-

tegrity of many members of the United

States Senate, and the American peo-

ple. He accepted these reservations

knowing full well that their intentions

are not addressed in the Treaty, nor ac-

cepted by Panama. The Treaty would

not have passed the Senate without the

support of these Senators. The Treaty

differs so much between the U.S. and
Panama that the future of the Canal, its

neutrality and defense, is unceratin.

The U.S. version of the Treaty, with

both amendments and reservations,

warrants another Plebiscite in

Panama. But Torrijos will accept these

reservations without complaint,
because he knows that it would fail.

The only clear alternative, then, is to

send the Treaty (s) back to the

negotiating table; or even better yet, to

drop the idea . of a new treaty

altogether.

Elections to be held
Senatorial elections for Queen Annes

and Somerset will be held Monday.
Residents of these dorms may cast

their votes at dinner that evening.

Parents' Day rescheduled
The Office of Student Affairs has an-

nounced that Parents' Day has been
rescheduled to April 15. It had previous-

ly been set for April 22.

Majors must be declared
Al) sophomores must complete an cnairman of the appropriate depart-

return their major cards, stating the ment to the office of the registrar by
field of their choice and approval by the Monday.
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Newell completes seminar
on death and dying
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Washington College News Bureau

Chestertown Md — Dr. J. David
Newell, Associate Professor of

Philosophy at Washington College com-
pleted the the last part of a four-day
seminar in "Ethical Issues of Death
and Dying" last Thursday and Friday
at the College Park campus of the

University of Maryland. The first two-
day session was held in October.
The seminar was sponsored by the

American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science and the National

Science Foundation and focused on
ethical issues dealing with the treat-

ment of those who are dying or who
wish to die. Topics such as euthanasia,

suicide, and the rights of dying patients

were reviewed. Discussions of attempts
to update the definition of death in

medical, legal, and ethical literature

(which includes ethical issues about
transplanting human organs,) and the

literature on the significance of death
were also considered.

Newell was recently the principle
speaker at Educational Day of the
Episcopal Churchwomen of the Diocese
of Easton. This spring, he is teaching an
interdisciplinary seminar on "Death
and Dying" at Washington College with
Dr. Nancy Mergler, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Psychology. Both
philosophical and psychological issues
concerning death and dying art being
investigated. Newell notes that Mn re-

cent years there has been an increasing
awareness in colleges and universities

of the need to deal with the issues sur-
rounding death and dying form a
scholarly point of view."
Seminars such as those sponsored by

NS reflect the growing interest of the
academic community concerning the
issues of death and dying. Newell hopes
the course on "Death and Dying" will

be offered regularly at Washington Col-
lege, possibly in seminar format in the
future.

Graduate classes to

begin this summer
WashingtonCollege News Service

Chestertown. MD—The Office of

Graduate Studies at Washington Col-

lege has announced its schedule of

classes for the 1978 summer session.

According to Dr. J. David Newell,
Director of the Grduate Program,
about 100 students ae expected to enroll

in graduate courses at the college this

summer. "We normally enroll between
80 and 100 graduate' students each
semester," stated Newell, "and we
have an excellent set of course offer-

ings available this summer." In fact

Newell urges students to register early
in order to avoid being closed out of

courses in which there are enrollment
limits.

When the six-week summer session

gets underway on June 19, it will mark
the beginning of the eighth year of

graduate study at Maryland's oldest

college. While graduate classes in the

Fall and Spring semesters are offeree'

exclusively in the evening hours, the

major portion of the summer classes

meet during the morning and early

afternoon hours with only a few evening

offerings. Summmer students at the

college include persons taking in-

dividual courses for enjoyment or

special interest as well as those pursu-

ing the M.A. degree. Each semester, a

limited number of area residents

holding the Bacculaureate degree elect

to audit graduate courses at the college.

Information on courses, enrollment

procedures, and fees can be obtained by

calling the College (778-2800)

.

The Department of Psychology will

offer six graduate courses this sum-
mer. A "proseminar" for students

beginning graduate study in psychology

will be offered as an evening course. In
"
this course the new psychology

graduate student is introduced to the

entire psychology department staff and

to the various aspects of the psychology

program. Courses in Counseling,

Psychological and Educational testing,

Social Psychology and the Psychology
of Infancy and Childhood are among the

psychology courses available this sum-
mer. A special topics course entitled

"Violence and the Brain," taught by
departmental chairman Dr. Michael
Goldstein, will round out the offerings

in psychology. Professor Goldstein's

seminar will investigate the effects of

drugs, brain damage and hormonal
malfunctions on violent behavior in

humans. Organic remedies for violent

conduct, such as psychosurgery,
psychopharacenticals, and electrical

stimulation will be evaluated.

The collected poems of William
Butler Yeats and a course in Creative

Writing will be available to students in-

terested in English Literature. Dr. Nor-
man James, Chairman of the English

Department, will teach "The Poetry of

Yeats," taking into account the Irish

cultural and political backgrounds
which may have influenced Yeats. Pro-

fessor Robert Day, author of The Last

Cattle Drive, will offer the Creative

Writing course.

Students of history will find two new
graduate courses in this summer's
schedule. A course entitled "20th Cen-

tury Germany" will examine the

history of the German society from the

First World War to the two Germanies
today. This course will be offered by
Dr. Nathan Smith, Chairman of the

History Department at the college.

Changes in cultural and social attitudes

from Colonial America to the present

will be among the topics in American
Social History", a course taught by Dr.

Robert Fallaw, Director of the

American Studies program.
The graduate program at Washington

College is fully accredited by the Mid-
dle States Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools and the Maryland
State Department of Education. A
graduate study at the college and a

schedule of this summer's classes is

available upon request.

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

announces
Tho closing date for the submission of manuscripts by College Students is

April 1

ANY STUDENT attending either |un!or or senior college Is eligible to submit his verse.

There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are preferred because of space

limitations.

Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must bear the NAME

and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLIEGE ADDRESS as well.

MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Bo* 218 Agouru. Co. 9 1301

Roving Reporter

QUESTION: The following question
was asked of visiting high school
juniors and seniors from St. Peter and
Paul in Easton, Md. What did you like

or dislike about Washington
College?

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
Photography by Jim Graham

Kenny Pfeifer, St. Michael's, MD—
I like the easy feeling I get as I walk

around the campus. It's a friendly at-

mosphere, it seems unhassled. Too bad
there is no Photography Department,
that's my main interest. I'm also in-

terested in Psychology.

Terri Blades, Easton, MD—
I like the atmosphere; everyone is

friendly. I think I'd like living in a dorm
with my friends right down the hall. It

seems like a comfortable place.

Julie Roberts, Easton, MD

—

I like the people; everyone I've met is

nice and the campus is really pretty.

The dorms are nice too, but I'm used to

bigger room.

Debbie Ort, Easton, MD—
I like the location—its close enough to

horde. I like the size because I'm used
to a small school. Everyone's nice,

they're easy to get to know. The English
Department seems to be strong and
that is my interest. I really would like to

come here.

Debbie Bradshaw, Cambridge.MD

—

I like the atmosphere. Everyone
seems really nice. But I think I'd rather

go to a larger school, for a change
because the school I go to now has only*

100-150 students. Also, I would like to

major in Law, Government, and Inter-

national Realtions, but I don't think this

school is adequate for that.

Mary Sue Emory, Centerville, MD.-
I like the close relationship between

the students and I like the friendly at-

mosphere and the size.

Stacy Greenhawk, Oxford, MD

—

I like the location and the people best.

Everyone seems closeknit, everyone

knows everyone," and that appeals to

me. But I wanted to major in Special

Education, so I hope I can find a place

just like this that has a Special Ed
Department.

Dick Klein, Easton. MD—
Maybe I didn't see enough of it, but so

far I don't like the Athletic facilities too

much. But I do like the campus a lot.
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Scenes from a zooke«per'$ marriage

The man who came to dinner: producer Einhorn
(;

"Why do my dreams consl
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

House of Blue Leaves John Guare's
play staged here March 2-5 by the
Drama Department has been variously
termed a "Marx Brothers Tragedy," a
"savage farce," and a "tempest of

hilarity." Winner of both the Drama
Critics Circle and "Obie" awards, it is

one of those sad and funny pieces which
proves a real test of acting ability. The
Washington College players passed,
with honors.

Guare's characters are all eccentric.
Delightfully eccentric and, therefore,

difficult to play if overkill is to be
avoided.

House of Blue Leaves revolves
around Artie Shaughnessy, a frustrated
song-writer/zookeeper. (I'm too old to
be a young talent," John McDanolds as
Artie moans when he falls to be
discovered) and his wife Bananas,
(Caryn Balamaci). The name is ap-
propriate.

They exist in Sunnyside Queens, an
are complemented in their madness by
a cast that includes Arties' 18-year-old
son Ronnie (Nick Nappo), AWOL from
Fort Dix. His ambition is to assassinate

the Pope on the day his Holiness arrives

in New York. Finally Artie's bestfriend,

Hollywood Producer Billy Einhorn
(Peter Zekonis), his girlfriend, a deaf
starlet played by Marti Discherl, Vic-

toria Gadsden as Artie's unobliging

mistress ("Just give your fingers a

smack and I'm flat on my back" — but
she won't cook for him until after their

marriage), and a policeman, a man in a
white coat and assorted nuns fill out the
list.

A Versatile player

Mr. McDanolds was in control
throughout the production. He is a ver-
satile player and his exhibition of sheer
frenetic energy added sparkle to the
performance. Ms. Gadsden as Bunny
Flingus appeared somewhat shaky
opening night, but her act had picked up
tempo by the end of the run. Mr.
Zekonis' performance was up to his
usual par of competence as he por-
trayed famed director Billy Einhorn, in
the finest traditions of ultra-Hollywood
finesse.

Mr. Nappo is one of the most
dedicated young actors to enter the
Drama Department this year. His acJ

ting in a small but crucial part was
superb.

Kate Martin, Ann McLaughlin, and
Laurel Snode performed adequately
though not exceptionally- as the three
nuns. Those veteran theater-goers who
remember Ms. Snode's fine per-
formance in Electro were somewhati
disappointed that her acting, though ii

teresting, was not up to their high exec-

1

tations. Still, the scenes with the riuns 1

were nice.

Daniel Beirne (the military
policeman) and John Willard (the
White Man) did well in small parts. Mr.

[

Willard was especially good in his
moments on the stage as a mental J

hospital worker who has all ap-

1

pearances of being a kindred spirit 1

under the smock to Bananas.

TwoPlayers: 'simply lovely'

If two players were to be singled out
as exceptional in their performances,
this reviewers' nominations are Caryn
Balamaci and Marti Discherl. Ms.
Dirscherl characterized the starlet Cor-
inna Stroller to perfection. The
freshman actress had every gesture,
every expression of theadmittedly
stereotypical role down pat. Simply
lovely.

F J

Ms. Balamaci was fantastic as
Bananas Shaughnessy. Ms. Balamaci,

Ronnie ( Nappo) : A surprise for the Pope

TV Gospel: two nuns ( Martin, McLaughlin) watch the Pope's arrival in New York City

Marti Dirscherl as THE Corinna Stroller
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any and Artie (Gadsden, McDanolds)

tly humiliate me?"
a senior troupe member, probably out-

did all her previous performances with
her part in House ofBlue Leaves.

All in all, very fine acting. Credit, too,

goes to the set designers and lighting

^. and stage crews. Special credit goes to

^B Mr. Timothy Maloney and Mr. William

^p Segal for choosing this play to stage. It

F""-) allowed the Drama Department to ex-
fa hibit its full repetoire of acting skills.

John Guare wrote in the forward to

the paperback edition of the play (Vik-

ing Press, 1972): Your young married
days were over, the promotions came.
The ads in the magazines were right.

Hallelujah. Queens: a comfortable rest

stop, a pleasant rung on the ladder of

success, a promise we were promised
in some secret dream. And isn't

Manhattan, each day the sfeyline grow-

ing denser and more crenelated,

always looming up there in the

distance? The elevated subway, the

Flushing fine, zooms to it, only/ourteen

minutes from Grand Central Station.

Everything you could want you'd find

right there in Queens. But the young
marrieds become old marrieds, and the

children come, but the promotions, the

breaks, don't, and you're stiff there in

your bedroom community, your life

of Blue Leaves

over the bridge in Manhattan, and the

fourteen minute ride becomes longer

everyday. Why didn't I get the breaks?

I'm right here in the heart of the action,

in the bedroom community of the heart

of the action, and I live in the El Dorado
Apartments and the main street of

Jackson Heights has Tudor-topped
buildings with pizza slices for sale

beneath them and discount records and
the Chippendale-paneled efevator in my
apartment is all carved up with Love to

Fuck that no amount of polishing can
ever erase. And why do my dreams,
which should be the best part of me,

why do my dreams, my wants, con-

stantly humiliate me?

The play is admittedly concerned

with the theme of humiliation. The
whole production showed this theme
very well. In a pre-performance con-

versation, Mr. Zekonis likened the play

to Fellini'sSatyricon. By the time the

action is complete, we realize we have

been laughing at cripples.

Those involved in the production

wanted to show us something sad and
funny, and something very much about

real life. It worked.

^r Caryn Balamaci as mad housewife Bananas

McDanolds, Balamaci: Parting Shots

irif
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"Happy Birthday to you, Happy

Brithday to you, Happy Birthday dear

Michael, Happy Birthday to youf " The

choir breahs off and begins to clap and

whistle.

"Fine-/ine. Let's /inish up." John

Klaus stabs the air wiht his index finger

and twirls it lifee a baton.

"Aaaahhhmmm..." The choir blends

toa finish, and John Klaus ruddy face is

flushed.

"Good, good." he calls gleefully.

Music professor and ardent musician

are synonymous terms for John Klaus.

Born in the musically acclimatized

Midwest, he grew up in Charles City,

Iowa.

"Charles City is similar to the

Eastern Shore and Chestertown in its

small town atmosphere and rural

agriculture," explained Klaus. "The

Midwestern states are well known for

their tutorial emphasis on music. Hy
high school was typically Midwestern

in its good, strong music program - plus

good academics."
Klaus has always been an active

musician with an active high school

record which includes the school band,

chorus, and orchestra. He sang his first

opera in nth grade: a Christmas tale

entitled " Amal and the Nighl

Visitors."

"I suppose I was as involved as

anyone else in my high school," Klaus

stated. "Music was a main emphasis —
particularly in the secondary level

school. Out of the 150 people in my
graduating class, and those 150 or so

who greduated before me, over 20 to 30

people are now professional musi-

cians."

Midwestern musical tradition

"At the time, the people who I was
growing up with were listening to

Profile:

Dr. John Klaus
by COLLEEN

Brahms, Bach, and Mozart rather then
contemporary musicians such as Elvis.

We received enormous support-from all

sides— the church, teachers, and home.
My parents and my younger brother

are very good musicians."

Klaus once celebrated his

Midwestern musical tradition in a high

school solo ensemble festival, when he
placed 1st division in 8 categories of

musical endeavor.

"Of course most of the music

MILLER
students we get here at Washington Col-

lege don't have the musically oriented

background that I do," he continued.

"There's a different cultural tradition

on the Eastern Shore and in parts of the

United States other than the Midwest.

Granted the students h>re are good,

and there are often outstanding excep-

tions. But the tradition for instance in

Ohio and -her Midwestern areas is a

longer and stronger pro-music tradi-

tion.

"I couldn't really say why this is so.

I'm sure there are numerous reasons
for the difference. Perhaps it is because
the Midwestern states were not settled

until the 19th century, and consequently
there is a younger, firmer emphasis on
the tradition of musical practice there
than on the developed east coast. I real-

ly couldn't say though. I do know that
by college I could sing and play the
French horn."

A graduate of Cornell— the original

John Klaus attended Cornell College

in Vernon, Iowa. "It was the orignal

college — not the annexin Ithica, New
York," he grinned. "Everyone who
hears I went to Cornell asks me how
New York was.

"I've a degree in languages: I can
read German, Italian, and Latin in that

descenting order. I can fight my way
through French and Spanish if I have

too!" s Klaus sang, practiced, con-

ducted, composed andsiuded his way
through Cornell. Double majoring in

Music and German, he earned his

Bachelor of Music through a triple ma-
jor in Voice, French Horn, and Music
Education.

Klaus lauds WC students

In 1972 he transferred from a pro-

fessorship at the University of Chicago

to Washington College. Still an en-

thusiastic musician, he practices long

hours, and played for four years in a

woodwind ensemble with old Cornell

roomate Dean Garry Clarke "I like

teaching here. I like the students," he

admitted. "I've never known a student

here to take advantage of a classroom

friendship. To me that says a lot for the

students. And that says a lot for

Washington College."

A journey

through stained glass

by LARRY KAHN

Malcolm Miller, curator of Chartres

cathedral (France) for 27 years, made
the last stop of his American slide-

lecture tour Monday afternoon in Smith
Auditorium, where his urbane lecture

was well-received by a capacity crowd.

Mr. Miller's smoothly-paced talk of 90

minutes concerned itself primarily with
explanations of the medieval imagery

found in the exquisite stained
glasswork about this massive
cathedral. In addition, prior to his lec-

ture he presented an introductory re-

counting of the construction and history

of the structure. For various reasons

most medieval churches have been
destroyed. But Chartres still stands,

providing a vast library of knowledge

NY Dance Co. to perform
Washington College News Bureau

Chestertown, MD—The Washington
College Lecture Series will present the

NEW YORK BAROQUE DANCE COM-
PANY in a lecture/performance
Thursday at 3:30 pm in the William
Smith Auditorium. The performance
will be preceded by a master class in

18th Century Ballroom and Theater
Dance and Music to be held in the

Dance Studio of Cain Athletic Center.

The public is invited free of charge.

Ann Jacoby and Catherive Turocy
have participated in dance workshops
sponsored by music festivals including

the Orford Summer Music Festival in

Canada and the Festival Estival in

Paris and have given several per-

formances recently at the Smithsonian
Institution. This year they presented in

New York a fully staged production of a

PREVIOUS MOVEMENT

Baroque entree from an opera-ballet, in

period costume and played on original

instruments.

The lecture-performance will discuss

18th Century dance technique, the

stylistic differences between ballroom
and theatrical dancing, costuming, and
the notation system. They will perform
ballroom dances reconstructed from
dance manuals of Feuillet and Tomljn-
son in period costume and will perform
"Passacaille d'Armide" from
Gaudrau's theater pieces; "Caractere
de la Danse"; and "La Cupis," a por-

trait of the famous 18th Century
ballerina, Marie Salle. The master
class will cover basic techniques of 18th

Century dance with emphasis on the

minuet, sarabande and gigue.

The public is invited to join the class.

EXPERIENCE IS NOT NECESSARY.
Master Class— 1 :30 pm—Dance Studio

Lecture Performance—3:30pm—Wm. Smith Auditorium
For further information, contact Karen L. Smith, 778-2800, ext. 225.

Molali wins music award
by WALTER FORAKER

Junior Music Major Frank Molali has
been named the recepient of roundtrip
jet airliner fare to the Music Educator's
National Conference in Chicago fur-

nished by the Maryland College Student
Chapter of the National Music
Educators for a letter he wrote on why
he would like to attend the conference.
Molali's stay in Chicago will last from
April 12 through 16.

The expressed purpose of such
awards to students is to spark their in-

terest in potential careers in music

education while they are still in college.

This trip should prove a valuable prize

to Molali, he indicated, since his goal is

to teach on the high school band level.

Molali is a resident of Havre de
Grace, Maryland. His musical ac-
tivities at Washington College have in-

cluded singing in the chorus and the
Choral. In addition, he is a proficient in-

strumentalist who plays the clarinet,
saxophonej and recorder.
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Women's Softball

fields first season
Chestertown, MD— For the first time

this spring, Washington College will

field an intercollegiate girls Softball

(earn to be coached by Assistant Pro-
fessor of Physical Education Karen
Smith.

Women's Athletic Director Penny
Fall has set up a schedule of teams
which she hopes will be competitive
with Washington experience-wise.

Fall hopes the Washington team will

be on the same level as their competi-
tion even though the squad is inex-

perienced in interscholastic play.

Junior Jenny Butler shoud lead the
team at the pitcher's position. Junior
Nancy Fahrenkopf and seniors Kathy
Obear and Cindy Patchen should stand
out on the field. Freshman Betsy Hahn
looks promising in the catcher's posi-

tion. Freshmen Sue Bennett, Jean
Feldman and sophomore Denise
Belmore will also see plenty of action
on the Softball field this spring.

Women's softball will be on trial this
season as an intercollegiate sport.
Depending on how well it goes, it may
become the fourth varsity sport for
women in a year or two. "If nothing
else," says Fall," softball has already
brought some new faces to the gym,
never seen here before. The girls are
anxious to give it a try— there's nothing
to lose."

The Schedule:
March— 29 Del Tech— Away

April

3—Cecil CC— Away
5—Essex CC— Home

12—Bowie State— Home
14—Wesley— Home ;c

18—Catonsville— Home
20—Wesley— Away

23—Cecil CC( 2) — Home
26—Bowie State— Away
29—Del Tech (2 ) — Home

May
l—Harford CC— Away

Chatellier accepted at Hopkins
Senior Chemistry Major Dana

Chatellier was notified last month of his

acceptance to Johns Hopkins Universi-
ty, where he will begin graduate studies

this fall. Chatellier, who is going for his

Ph.D. in research, was awarded a

teaching assistantship of $7425 from the

institution. He was awarded an
honorable mention from the National
Science Foundation as well.

Chatellier explained that although he
investigated graduate studies at both
the Universities of Delaware and
Maryland, Hopkins was his first choice
and the only school to which he applied
during the semester break. His
teaching assistantship covers full tui-

tion in excess of $4000 and provides $375
per month for living expenses.
Chatellier was named to the
Washington College Chapter of

Omicron Delta Kappa, the National

Collegiate Leadership Honor Society

last spring. He has served as manager
to the basketball team and is currently

Sports Editor of the Elm. He is the son
of Washington College Associate Pro-
fessor of Education and Track Coach
Donald Chatellier and Admission
Department Secretary Betty
Chatellier.

The Elm commends Dana's achieve-

ment and wishes to promote recogni-
t

tion of scholastic success on the part of
Washington College students. We will

be happy to publish announcements of
anyone accepted to graduate school or

made the recipient of any scholastic

award. Please forward any such in-

formation to the editor of the Elm
through the campus mail.

Women's Tennis faces

toughened schedule
Washington College

Chestertown, MD—Women's tennis at
Washington College this spring is shap-
ing up now that the snow has melted
away and the courts are clear for prac-
tice. Coach Penny Fall predicts a much
tougher schedule for the girls this year
than in past years, but also foresees a
much stronger team.
Lost from the 1977 team are top-

seeded player Jane Breene who
graduated in May, and junior standout
Jenny Butler who moved over to play in

the newly formed intercollegiate soft-

ball league. A number of freshmen and
newcomers, however, have come out to

fill in the gaps.

Fall believes the top five must play
up to their potential if the tennis team is

to better its 1977 record of 5-5-1. In-

cluded in these top netters are senior
Carol Noer, sophomore Jeanette Bon-
sack, senior and' 1977 Most Valuable
Player Renee Miller, freshmen Holli

Young and sophomore Tammy Wolf.
Nudging the top players are senior,

Elizabeth Butler, sophomore Janet

News Bureau

Sparre and junior transfer Chris

Butler.

"The first 8 or 9 spots are solid," says

Fall. "There is also a lot of inex-

perience on the team, though, allowing

much room for improvemnet in the

next year or two." Freshmen Shannon
Crosby and Wendy Wold and
sophomores Carol Hood, Susan Wooden
and Mandy Scherer are all young and
eager to play this season.

The women netters start their season

on Monday, March 27 at Catonsville

Community College with a match that's

sure to be tough. The first home match
is Wednesday, March 29 with Catholic

University. The toughest competition

will come later in the season from
Trinity, Gallaudet, F . . M, Western
Maryland and American University.

Fall states she's "very optimistic about

the season if we can do well against

these teams since we've never beaten
any of them before. The kids are

pleased with their progress so far and
ready to go."

New low prices on

Lee Levi's Wrangler
Denim and

Corduroy Jeans

Bonnet! 's townp, country Shop
n Mall Chfsitnoan. Md

Sutton's Towne
Stationers
203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Come See The Selection Of
Hallmark and Eaton Papers

Baseball team

set for season
Largest turnout in years for diamond sport

Washington College News Service

Thirty-four candidates reported for

varsity baseball practice at

Washington College on Feb. 1st. This is

the largest turn out for the diamond
sport since the mid-fifties and may in-

dicate a resurgence of interest in that

sport. Coach Ed Athey certainly hopes

so and in order to prepare the team for

the twenty-four game schedule, it was
necessary for him to cut the squad to a

more workable unit of twenty-four.

"Cautiously optimistic" is a standard

phrase but it is the one that Coach
Athey really feels covers the out look

for the coming season. Eleven veterans

return to the team along with thirteen

newcomers in what Coach Athey thinks

will be a very competitive group. Lack
of out door practice, however, has real-

ly hampered progress and until the

weather changes for the better it will be

difficult to determine just how much
the new men will really help.

Indoor workouts have given some in-

dications and if the new men continue to

progress, the defense at least will be

stronger and pitching will be aided. Of-

fensively the team is a real question

mark.
Veterns returning include catcher

Dave Beatty and shortstop Steve

Wilkinson, who have been elected cap-

tains for the coming spring. Both men
figure very strongly in this year's

plans. Others who will be counted on for

help are first baseman Barry Rollins,

second baseman Bruce Sopp, third

baseman Jim Buchanan. Pitchers with

experience are senior Dennis Compton
(at present recuperating from a

shoulder injury), junior Bob Akeson,

and sophomore Bill Hoopes and Dan
Barbierri.Barbierri and Hoopes saw
considerable service last year along

with Compton. Akeson, who possesses

outstanding speed, had control pro-

blems last season. If he can overcome

this, he will add strengthlo this depart-

ment. Both Barbierri and Hoopes also

saw limited service in the outfield.

The only proven outfielder returning

is Scott Rutter who took over in center

field half-way through the 1977 season

Possessor of good speed and good

fielding ability, he again will be counted

on to lead the outfield.

Newcomers who will help con-

siderably and with good high school ex-

perience include pitchers Charles

Dover and Richard Dwyer. Pitcher

Mark Naser and infielder Charles

Bradley, two freshmen, are also work-

ing out and Naser, at this time appears

to have the ' 'stuff ' to develop into an ef-

fective chucker.

In the infield, Coach Athey will have a

very difficult time keeping newcomers
out of the line up. Hitting ability will be

a determining factor here. Aside from

Dwyer at first base, Richard Schatz-

man is a very strong candidate at se-

cond. Schatzman played short stop at

Brandywine High School in Wilm-
ington, last season and was one of their

leading hitters. He appears to be pick-

ing up the new position and with his

strong arm could give Washington Col-

lege the strong pivot man that is needed

to complete the double play. Chris Keef-

fer is now being used as a back-up to

Steve Wilkinson. The freshman from
Southern (Harwood) High School is an
effective hitter and probably will have

to play somewhere. If someone falters

in the inflied, he will be the first to move
in. Freshman Bruce Abbot is being

used as the back-up as third but, he is

versatile, like Kief fer, and will be used

chiefly as a utility infielder.

Catching could be a problem since

Dave Beatty is the only really ex-

perienced catcher on hand. Senior Mike

Simpson, who sat out last year because

of a bad knee is back. He had never

caught before attending college but

took up the position at the request of

Coach Athey during his freshman and

sophomore years. He has enough ex-

perience and will help. Sophomores Jim
Malatt and Dale Williams are working

at this position and with additional

work will come along.

In the outfield sophomore Rick

Narvell saw very limited service in 1977

but will be givena real chance. Richard

Vach possesses good speed and will be a

prime candidate for this position as

well. Others at this time who will con-

tinue in the outfield picture are

freshmen Craig Robbins and Darrell

Jester.

The schedule will be difficult and one

of the toughest to face by the Shoremen

in many years. The pitching staff's

development and hitting, two unknown
factors at this time, hold the key to any

success that mihgt be experienced this

coming season.
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Hopkins downs Sho'men

in home opener, 21 -11
byJEFFBOWERMAN

The Lacrosse learn unaer new neau
oach Mickey DiMaggio opened their

season Tuesday with the most difficult

opponent they will meet all year, the

Johns Hopkins University. The Hop in-

flicted the Shoremen's first home loss

since UVA on April 11, 1976 by a 21-11

count.

That Hopkins, which had been tested

once already by Yale in a 16-7 match,
gained command early and never let

the Shoremen threaten was not surpris-

ing. But to assume that our heroes did

not belong on the field with the Blue
Jays is to have missed a subtle yet

crucial change under DiMaggio. We
hustled. Sure, we got outhit, for the

Jays are newly aggressive this year;

they want to bring the University Divi-

sion title, absent since 1974, back to

Homewood. And we played a stupidly

selfish plan of attack; indeed, perhaps
it was not a plan at all, for midfielders
and attackmen unimaginatively at-

tempted haphazard dodges all after-

noon. Conceivably, the Shoremen were
intimidatedout of their passing game by
the new defensive tactics of the Jays,
who conceded 11 fouls. Our extra-man
offense was, however, unable to take
due advantage of any more than one
such opportunity.

With just 8:16 left in the game, Matt
Morris scored from an assist by George
Mullinix while Washington was a man
up, registering our ninth marker. It was
Morris' fourth, but it was too little, too

late, for ten previous extraman situa-

tions had been squandered.
Purists were warmed by the wealth

of heart exhibited by the homeside.

Behind 7-3 at the quarter, the Maroon
proceeded to get shut out 5-0 in the se-

cond period to fall behind 12-3 After the

half, though, George' Mullinix broke a

twenty-minute scoring drought on an
unassisted effort. Goals by Jay Atkin-

son, from Myrt Gaines, and Morris,

unassisted, closed the gap to 14-6, and
the Shoremen were not conceding

anything. A five-goal feast late in the

thrid quarter gave thejays a safe 19-8

lead for the final period, and the subs
carried on from there.

The deep Jays got 14 goals from the

midfield, with Bob DeSimone and Dave
Huntley each tallying four while

restraining linegunner Scott Baugher
got three and one. Attackman Frank
Cutrone scored three times, and runn-

ing mate Mike O'Neill had one and
three.

For the Shoremen, first quarter scor-

ing was by G.P. Lindsay fr0m Tom
Wood, Greg Schaffner from Drew
Romans, and Jay Atkinson from Schaf-
fner. Third quarter scoring was
Mullinix unassisted, Atkinson from
Gaines, and three unassisted efforts by
Morris. The fourth quarter scoring was
Morris from Mullinix, Gaines
unassisted, and Gaines from Mullinix.

Tim Hart made eighteen saves while

Mike Federico stopped 26 shots at the

other end.

Perhaps the most severe blow to the

Shoremen came early in the fourth

period. Greg Schaffner suffered a

separated and dislocated shoulder and
will miss a month's action. The
Shoremen play again tomorrow a
against St. Lawrence on Kibler Field.

Extra-credit proposal
crw'inued from page l

college policies, but since no rule ex-
isted for dealing with this, the proposal
was taken before the faculty at its

February meeting at which time it was
defeated 21 to 19.

The Committee felt that since the
vote was so close since several faculty

members were absent from the
meeting due to a severe winter storm,
the proposal should be be brought up at

the next such meeting.

Lengthy and heated discussion of the

proposal followed its presentation at

both meetings. History Department
Chairman Nate Smith was vocally in

opposition of the proposal since he feels

that "the way it is worded opens the

way for it to move in the direction of the

itemizing of credit. People forget the

strict purpose of credit — which is

given in an institutional framework to

provide foi such things as the awarding
of degrees — it is a ludricious point to

try to link much of the insight that a stu-

dent gains with credit."

Professor of Philosophy John Miller,

one of the resolution's proponents,
believes the new ruling is "designed
merely to provide a mechanical way of

solving occasional problems that might
arise, not to institute a new program. It

was brought about by one situation we
couldn't handle without rules. I can't
see this applying except to very
outstanding students enrolled in some
Formal Studies courses.

Dean of the College Garry Clarke
stated simply that he is "relieved" that
the resolution has been passed.

Antiques Hondcrohed Items Odds and Ends Consignments Accepted

P.O. Box 237, Che*tertown, Maryland 21620 (301)778-0340

357 High Street

Downtown Chestertown
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Handcrafts-Consignments
Accepted
778-2226

* Recycled Paper Product Cards

* Rental Library of all the current best
sellers

* Recycle your paperbacks!

* Bird feeders; Williamsburg silver bracelets:
selected books about the Eastern Shore;
children's best sellers and lots. Lots more!

Washington's G.P. Lindsay (20), dodging against Bob Teasdall, tried too
hard to do it all. Tuesday's defeat was the Shoremen's first home loss in two
years

Byrne named to All-MAC team
byDANACTELLIER

Sports Editor

Washington College basketball stan-

dout Doug Byrne has received first

team honors, All-Middle Atlantic Con-

ference Southeast Division, for the

1977-78 season.

The division's most valuable player

was league scoring leader Dennis

James of Widener. Mark Ticker and
Mike Donohue, two of James' Pioneer

teammates, also were selected to the

first team. Guard Randy Lovallo of

Johns Hopkins completed the squad.

Receiving honorable mention were

Hopkins' Howard Drew, Mike Rache of

Haverford, Jim Mobley from Ursinus,

and Swarthmores' Gary Silverman
Byrne was runner-up to James in

scoring, averaging 20.5 points in ten

league games. The 6-5 junior also grab-

bed 8.7 rebounds per contest and hit on
76 percent of his free throws, both

marks good for the third in the league.

On the season, Byrne led the Shoremen
in 13 departments, including total

points, scoring average, and total re-

hounds.

Braxton Regatta trip cancelled
by STEVE PERRY

Washington College's scheduled trip

to the Braxton Regatta last Saturday
was cancelled. Men's crew coach Eric
Stoll and women's crew coach Craig
Jackson elected not to enter the regatta

because of lack of river practice.

Neither crew could row until

Wednesday, March 15 due to the harsh
winter. During spring break, both
crews braved the cold, windy Chester
River.

The men's crew has announced two
other changes in their schedule. The

April 1 race against the Merchant
Marine Academy has been cancelled.

Instead, the varsity boat will meet St.

Joseph's and LaSalle in Philadelphia on

that date. A meet against

, vy in Annapolis on April 8 has also

been added.

Both crews are working very hard for

their first meets tomorrow, with the

men meeting Temple in Philadelphia

and the women hosting Georgetown.

Three or four missed weeks of practices

must be crammed into this week.
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SAB seeks Senior

Requirement changes

A solitary figure in the Buntagon, College President Dr. McLain con-

temDlates the future of Washington College

McLain prescribes

college growth
Washington College President

foresees increased enrollment

to 10,000 in five years
by BUSHROD SPUCK

Assistant Editor

In astartling announcement made

before the Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors, Washington College President Joe

McLain reversed his previous stand on

growth of the college and unveiled

plans to enlarge enrollment to ten thou-

sand during the next five years.

The plan includes the purchase of

Kent County as well as the construction

of vast additional dormitories,

laboratories, classrooms, plus a 60,000

seat lacrosse stadium.

Recruitment will also be stepped up

to lure high school students here.

Measures include expanding the public

relations staff to six, increased scholar-

ship promises, and establishment of a

public transit system to link the college

with centers of population such as

RockHall, Galena, Pomona, Betterton,

and Gill Airport.

In light of the financial instability of

Washington College, as well as other

small liberal arts colleges throughout

the country, McLain indicated that he

plans to "pull the stops" on growth to

turn around declining endowments and

Physics Department to lose Baxter

bySUEDONELIAN

Next year the Physics Department

will be reduced to one professor, Dr.

John E. Baxter; Dean of the College

Garry Clark said however, "the depart-

ment will definitely be a two-man-

department the following academic

year(1979-80)."

Since the Chairman of the Depart-

ment, Dr. John Randolfe is not return-

ing to Washington College next fall, the

Appointments and Tenure Committee

decided to have Baxter re-assess and,

by GEOFF GARINTHER
News Editor

A proposal by the Student Academic
Board to incorporate senior re-

quirements into the course load is one

of the recommendations that will be

given to the Academic Council next

Monday, April 10.

Each of the four academic divisions,

as well as the SAB, will present a

recommendation for imporvement of

the senior requirement at next Mon-

day's meeting. If the Council then

agrees on one of the recommendations,

it will be sent to the faculty for discus-

sion in May.
"Hopefully, by doing all of this we

can improve the present situation,"

said Dean of the College Garry Clarke,

who serves as Chairman of the Council.

"Improvement is possible anywhere.

You only affect improvement by keep-

ing things under constant examination;

if you don't, then things start to

stagnate."

The proposal of the SAB is to make
the senior requirement part of an in-

dependent study course in senior year.

It would be worth one course credit,

with a pass-fail grade given.

"It's essentially the same thing."

said SAB Chairman John Downs, "ex-

cept you'd get course credit, without a

specific grade."

"It would take at least a year to plan

a program such as this," added Downs.

"So next year would go to planning and

the year after that it could be in-

stituted."

The SAB proposal was agreed on last

Thursday at a special meeting to which

all students were invited. Nearly forty

students were there to express opinions

on the subject.

Most people feel that we should keep

the senior requirement," said Downs,

"but that there should be some sort of

credit given for it; it should be an in-

stitutionalized program."

SCA Report

prestige.

Funding for the project will be pro-

vided by loans from the Federal

government, the state, and Martin

Kabat; revenue from the Daniel Z. Gib-

son Fine Arts Center, which will be

leased out as a family seafood

restaurant, and Minta Martin Dor-

mitory which McLain hopes, with the

cooperation of the residents, to convert

into a brothel.

The curriculum, McLain asserted,

will remain fundamentally the same,

but with someminor changes. The Col-

lege will drop the Departments of

Psychology, Drama, Music, English,

Philosophy, Sociology, Foreign
Languages, Political Science, an-

dHistory; and instate the Departments
of Physical Education, Business
Management, Chemical Engineering,

Administration, Biophysics, Motel
Management, and Army ROTC.
McLain said that the changes

would "attract big bucks" and at the

same time increase the quality of

education here.

BUSH Day, Spring Weekend,

SGA elections set
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

perhaps, make modifications within the

department. Whether changes may oc-

cur in the general approach and format

of the Department or as a change in

courses has not been decided yet, but

will be presumably by next September.

The Physics Department now has one

major and one minor according to the

Registrar; the purpose of re-

assessment is to improve and hopefully

increase interest and participation in

the Physics Department.

Bush Day, Spring Weekend, and the

Student Government Association elec-

tions were all scheduled at Monday
night's SGA meeting. Also at that

meeting, Beverly Powers and Jim Lar-

rimore were sworn in as Senators from

Queen Anne's and Somerset respective-

ly following Monday's election.

Powers, who ran unopposed for the

office, fills the vacancy left when

former Queen Anne's Senator Carol

Smillie moved to Minta Martin. Lar-

rimore defeated Matt McKelvy by a 24

to 12 margin in the Somerset election to

replace Doug Magargee, who moved

off-campus.

Bush Day on Wednesday

This year's second Bush Day has

been set for this coming Wednesday, an

advising day. "We'd like to get

everyone involved and make a day out

of it," said Jay Young, co-director of

the project along with Laura

Fahsbender. "Hopefully Dave Knowles

will agree to have dinner outside. We
have all the equipment; now we need

student participation to make- it a suc-

cess."

Spring Weekend: April 21-23

Spring Weekend, featuring the Port

Welcome trip, a Saturday night dance,

and a bike-a-thon on Sunday, was

scheduled for April 21,22, and 23. Port

Welcome tickets for that Friday night

will be available soon for $6.50 or $7.00.

Tickets for the Port Welcome may be

combined with Saturday's dance to pro-

vide a discount for those who attend

both.

On that Sunday, the SGA will join the

local Jaycees in sponsoring a bike-a-

thon for the benefit of the Maryland

Chapter of the Cystic Fibrosis Founda-

tion. Registration forms are available

tf.
pough Senators or Foster Deibert.

SGA elections: April 18

Elections for SGA and class officers

will be April 18, with Speech Night on

the 13th. Petitions, available in the

Students Affairs Office, must be com-

pleted and turned in by Friday, April 7.

Need for supervision

The only other business taken up at

the meeting was discussion on the need

for porper supervision at tomorrow

night's dance, featuring Both Worlds. A
group of Senators will work in shifts as

a security force. "We want everyone to

realize that the Senators they elected

are giving up their free time for this,"

saidSGA President Kimball Byron.

Byron and SGA Vice-President John

Downs will also supervise at the dance.

"We're going to take full responsibility

as far as overseeing the dance," said

Byron. "We'd like to have the coopera-

tion of students because by now

everyone should realize how important

it is that this go well."

"Hopefully the outcome of this will

please the Deans in the Student Affairs

Office, the Director of Hodson Hall, and

the editor of this fine, distinguished

newspaper, " said Downs.
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Letter to the Editor

To misquote Lewis Carroll in Alice in Wonderland "we're in

that mood where we want to deny something, only we don't know

what to deny." The current object of disapproval seems to be

senior requirements.

A proposal to incorporate senior requirements into the course

load as made at this week's Student Academic Board meeting.

We do not expect the faculty to pass this proposal for two

reasons First, the introduction of a required course, for

whatever reason, will affect every department and alter the en-

tire curriculum. Second, most faculty members believe that a

four-course load is not so heavy that students should have dif-

ficulty completing a thesis or taking a comprehensive examina-

tion in addition to their classwork.

The views of representatives of each of the four academic divi-

sions on improving senior requirements, will be aired at Mon-

day's meeting of the SAB. This discussion is necessary and,

perhaps, overdue.

We feel, however, that this concern has been generated more

by faculty members disturbed by the inconvenience (and

possibly the inequities) of having to administer a senior require-

ment than by students who object to it. Most students seem to

have accepted the senior requirement as a condition for gradua-

tion from Washington College.

What many are unhappy about is the recent rule passed by the

faculty rescinding exemptions for seniors taking comprehensive

examinations from finals in the second semester. This small

reduction in the workload seems only fair for students bearing

the added burden of an examination that must be passed for

graduation.

The taking of a comprehensive examination or the completion

of a thesis gives students a sense of accomplishment and gives

some significance to a semester that otherwise becomes per-

functory. We support senior requirements just the way they are.

t^^HAP-U&<M
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Special Thanks

Delmarva Junior-Senior Day was
sponsored by the Admissions Office on
March 21, 1978. Approximately 350
students'and their parents attended and
we feel the day proved to be quite suc-

cessful. We attribute much of this suc-

cess to a group of Washington College

students, namely the tour guides who
have been assisting us throughout the

year. Tour guides, thank-you, you're

i terrific.

!

We would also like to extend a special

thanks to Dave Knowles and his staff,

Mr. Crooks and his staff, Mr. Groves
and Mr. Foster. In addition, we ap-

preciate the assistance of Dr. Mergler,

Dr. Newell, Dr. Pabon, Dr. Creegan,

'

Jay Young, Dean Clarke, and Dr.

McLain. It is nice to know that the en-

tire Washington College community
supports the Admissions' effort.

Sincerely,

Cathy S.Thaden
Associate Director of Admissions

Lynn Hayhurst
Assistant Director of Admissions

KAs sponsor charity

boxing match
by BOB AKESON

The Kappa Alpha Fraternity will

sponsor a Charity Boxing Match
Tuesday starting at 8 pm in Cain
Athletic Center. The card features six

matches. Following the event beer will

be sold in the fire lane outside Middle
Hall.

Calling the fights will be the Referee,

Coach Ed Athey. He is to be assisted at

Ringside by Professors Malone, Ander-
son and Goldstein. Veteran Ringmaster
"Mo" Nelson, assisted by Peter Abron-

ski will handle blow by blow action.

On the card are a few experienced

pugilists as well as some vicious, Leon
Spinks-type maulers. At 145 lbs., Ron
Wright and George Dennis square off in

what promises to be a battle of

quickness. The 150 lbs. slot pit, the salty

vet Dave Newby against the Crabs'

Gordan Gorab. At 165 lbs., Bill Baldwin

will be matched against the Ladies'

Favorite, Toby Townsend.
Moving on to the 170 division,

Shoreman third baseman Jim Buchan-

nan will face Mark Dillo. The 185 lbs.

bout promises to be a regional bout with

China's Peter Tsou and Long Island's

John Oconner. Rounding it all off, at 210

lbs., will be Steve Dodd and Dallas
Gilbert.

The KA's hope to turn the Charity

John O'Connor and Peter Isou square

off in practice bout as Mo Nelson refs

Boxing Match into a yearly event. All
proceeds from the night will be used to

help finance the annual KA children's

party in the spring, a benefit held for

underprivileged children in Chester-
.town. A similar charity event was spon-

sored by the KA's near Christmas.

For those who wish to give the gift of life, the Washington Col-
lege Republicans are planning to have a blood drive for the Red
Cross during the week of April 16 through 23. A sign-up sheet is

necessary so the Red Cross can have a rough estimate of the
number of doners, and this estimate should be ready by Tuesday,
April 4. So if you can donate and will be on-campus during the
week of April 16-23, please sign up.

a^D^



Allman

to perform

in brass recital

| An evening of brass music, featuring

I senior music major Michael Allman on

I the solo trombone, with the Washington
I College Brass Quintet and the Eastern
I Shore Brass Trio will be held Tuesday
| at 8:30 pm in Tawes theater. The even-
i ing will offer a varied program of solo

1 and ensemble music with works from
I the fourteenth through twentieth cen-

I turies rendered. Admission is free to

all.

Associated Writing Programs to move head-quarters

The Associated Writing Programs,
headquartered at Washington College

for the last six years, is packing up and
preparing to move its administrative
offices to the Old Dominion University

in Norfolk, Virginia.

The move is being made to "deal
mainly with the growth of the organiza-

tion," stated AWP member Kathy
Walton. The AWP is a professional

association of writers, teachers,
students, and educational institutions

concerned with the teaching of creative
writing "Considering the size of the

AWP." Walton continued, "Washington
College has been most generous— The
mailroom, business office, swit-

chboard, and computer center have
been most helpful in assisting the AWP.

by COLLEEN ONEILL

However, they can't compensate for the
workload that would be placed on them
by the growth of the organization.

"

The Writer's Union and the
Washington College Review willl not be
affected by the AWP's move. Vice
President for Finance Gene Hessey
stated that students specializing in

creative writing will still be permitted
to live in Richmond House, where the

AWP had its office, with the special ap-
proval of Assistant Professor of English
Robert Day, who supervises creative
writing here. The space made available
by the organization's departure will

most likely be utilized as a lounge or
library, Hessey added.
Old Dominion University appealed to

the AWP to transfer there where they

Admissions office

suffers catalogue shortage
by KATHER1NE STRECKFUS

A shortage of 1978-79 Washington Col-
lege catalogues has recently become a
puzzling concern in the Admissions Of-
fice. James R. McClintock, Director of

Admissions, reported, "Quite frankly,
we're still trying to figure out how it

happened." Only about 300 catalogues
remain of the original 11,000, an
unusually large decrease in com-
parison to other years.

Part of the shortage could be at-

tributed to more requests from high
school juniors and seniors, but, more
likely, according to McClintock, there
has been some duplication in mailing.

Still, these factors do not account for

such a drastic shortage.

Although the problem cannot be
solved completely at this late notice,

the Admissions staff is taking steps to

minimize its effects. Catalogues are
now being saved for high school seniors

who are applying or who have been ac-

cepted but for some reason have not
received one yet, a stack of them are no
onlger available in the office for

visitors, and hopefully, a cross-

referencing system will now be in-

cluded in the mailing procedure so that

duplication will be less likely to occur in

future years.

have a faculty and friends large enough
to support the growing program This
move will allow the AWP to continue to

function without having to rely exten-
sively on federal grants.

Since Day negotiated with the college

to allow the AWP to headquarter in

Richmond House, it has contributed to

the literary program in the school by
bringing some guest lectureres here,

publishing some WC students in its

literary magazine Intro, and occa-
sionally hiring students to work in its of-

fice. (The AWP had employed Tina
Beavers, a Washington alumna to

manage its record divion.) In addition,

the AWP has offered a placement ser-

vice to students concentrating on
creative writing.

An Exhibition of prints, drawings and
watercolors by contemporary
American artists is on display until

April 3 at Washington College. .

Gallery hours in the Gibson Fine Arts

Center are from 6 to 8:30 pm, Monday
to Friday. For viewing at other hours

by appointment, call 778-2800, extension

292.

The exhibit is being sponsored by the

College art exhibits committee and is

open to the public free of charge.

Included are works by Joseph Albers,

Ben Shahn, Jim Dine, Lowell Nesbitt,

Ellsworth Kelly and twenty five others.

Viewers can examine works executed

in a variety of media, including

silkscreen, lithography, aquatint, et-

ching, woodcut and airbrush drawing.

The artists' styles range from tradi-

tional to superrealism, reflecting the

vitality of the graphic arts today.

Career Information Seminar
by VICTORIA GADSDEN

Twenty - nine professionals have ac-

cepted Associate Dean of Students Ed
Maxcy's invitation to discuss their jobs
with students at the Career Information
Seminar to be held in Hodson Hall on
April5from7 :30-9:30.

Maxcy has released a list of the

schedualed participants. Four of the 29

will be government employees
representing the federal, state, and
local branches of government. Two
social workers will be present to

discuss their careers. Students con-
sidering law can explore this field with
the three participants representing law
and paralegal work. Four or the profes-
sionals will be discussing stock
brockerage and banking. Insight into

education careers from the teaching
and administrative perspective can be
obtained from the two education par-

ticipants. Three men will be present to

provide information on large
businesses such as the chemical in-

dustry. A restaurateur, a publisher,
and a building contractor will talk

about small business. One of the par-

ticipants will discuss Insurance,
another Personnel. Two nurses will

speak to the students interested in

Medicine. Students considering Library
Serbices can talk to two of the par-
ticipants with careers in auxilary work
and special projects.

The pre - seminar meetings
schedualed for 2:00 Wednesday after-

noon in Smith 25 is designed to instruct

seniors on how to interview the par-
ticipants so that they can learn as much
as possible from the seminar.

Maxy stressed that high student at-

tendence at both events is important
"For two reasons, first I believe people
will be much happier if they go into the

interviewing and job hunting pro-

cedures better informed: secondly it's

hard to get people to come down from
D.C. or wherever if students don't show
interest. If the seminar goes well, we'll

be able to better expand the career
rnunsplinp nrn nr/mram in thp future "
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McKay
sponsors
display

Washington College News Service

Chestertown, MD—Thanks to Mrs.
Anne McKay of Queens Gift Farm,
Chestertown, the Clifton M. Miller
Library at Washington College is able
to display a new exhibit of interesting

and valuable paintings each month.
McKay has sponsored a continuous

display in the library since the fall of

1976, bringing in 5 or 6 paintings from
her collection on a monthly schedule.

Her collection, which she estimates at

several hundred, ranges from very old

to modern, Japanese to American, oils

to watercolors and prints. Each display

has its own sense of continuity and is

often appropriate to the season.

An artist herself who attended the

Wallingford Art Center in Wallingford,

Pennsylvania, Anne McKay is par-

ticularly interested in doing water-

colors and prints. The milkhouse at her

farm in Quaker Neck was converted to

the "Milkhouse Gallery" and
transformed into part studio and part

gallery. "The collection began,"
McKay says, "as a few souvenirs." She
and her late husband travelled and
bought prints to remember the various

places they had visited.

Mr. McKay was formerly President

of Ballanger Meserol, an associate of

an architectural firm, where he was a

consultant. He was also Chairman of

the Board of the Rockaway Corporation
in Rockaway, New Jersey. Many of the

McKay's paintings were on display in

his office in Philadelphia. When he died

two and a half years ago, his wife had to

put most of the collection in storage.

"I'm so pleased to be able to them all

again," she said. "It has become a hob-

by for me to bring them into the college

where they^can be appreciated and en-

joyed by members of the college com-
munity."

Feeling, perhaps, a bit left out of the

community, Mrs. McKay enrolled as an
undergraduate and is pursuing her B. A.

degree in philosophy. She is now in her

junior year and taking three courses

this semester. Does she feel a bit too old

to be back in college? (She has both a

son and daughter who graduated form
Washington College, Mary in 1968 and
Edward in 1970.) "Not at all," she
smiles shyly. "I think the other

students are used to me being around
by now. I've been herea while."

Aside from studying and some pain-

ting in her gallery, McKay has recently

taken up weaving and wall sculptures.

With any luck at all, maybe they will

also be displayed at the college in the

near future.
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Bob Day's true

identity revealed
Informed sources reveal Day has been

leading a double-life as famed poet, and

world renowned philosopher Rod McKuen
by PATTY McPLEASE

Elm reporters have learned from
documents and other reliable sources

that Bob Day is in fact world-famous
poet Rod McKuen.
Envelopes addressed to Day, sent

from Putnam and Sons Publishing

Company, were opened in a routine

check by the Elm staff to ascertain how
much money Day was realJyearning
from his book, The Last Cattle Drive.

Inside, however, letters were found to

be addressed to Rod McKuen, and
checks were disproportionately high for

the modest circulation of Day's first

published novel.

The Elm, refuses to interview Day
personally due to his his treatment of

female interviewers, and so submitted
these written questions to Day, to which

he responded:

Elm: Mr. Day, are you in fact Rod
McKuen?

Day: I won't tell you, but Nabokov's
birthday party this year is on the 23rd of

April.

Elm: Did you in fact write The Last
Cattle Drive to lend credence to your
lover?

Day : I wrote ' 'Cattle Drive' ' to—to il-

luminate the penumbra of your eyes,

softly—smooth, like a woman's wrist.

Elm: Mr. Day, please...

Day: Call me'Rod.
Elm:Mr. Day, may I remind you that

this is a written interview, and I am in

fact not even in your office.

Day: Ahh.hah, hah.

Dance sponsored by

the Washington College SGfi

featuring

"BOTH WORLDS"
Saturday, April 1

10 p.m.-2 a.m. in Hodson Hall

Admission: Student/$2.00

Public/$3.00

Dress is semi-formal

One important avenue of interaction

within the legislative process is the

committee system. After a bill has been

introduced and read on the floor of

either the House or Senate, it is

assigned to the appropriate committee.

In order to be voted on by the entire

membership of the House or Senate a

bill must receive a favorable report. If

a bill receives an unfavorable report

from the committee, it generally dies,

unless the bill's sponsor special orders

the bill to be substituted for the un-

favorable report, thereby bypassing the

influence of the committee.

A bill is assigned to one of the five

standing committees in the Senate
which are: Budget and Taxation, Con-

stitutional and Public Law, Economic
Affairs, Finance, and Judicial Pro-

ceedings. The standing committees in

the House are; Appropriations, Con-
stitutional and Administrative Law,
Economic Matters, Environmental
Matter, Judiciary, and Ways and
Means. For bills which pertain to cer-

tain areas or districts in the state,

select committees staffed by those

legislators who represent that area, are
set up. There are also committees
designed to take care of specific pro-

blems—Rules and Executive Nomina-
tions being but twoof them.

If a bill is introduced in the Senate
after the deadline, it is immediately
referred to the Rules Committee. This
body will decide if the bill will go to a

Two views from
the Statehouse

Committee System appraised
byMARYJOSHECK

standing committee for consideration. I

testified before this committee in place

of the Senator I work for, James C.

Simpson. The committee, chaired by

Steny Hoyer, President of the Senate,

asked me why the bill was late and
what the bill was about. After I

answered these questions, he thanked

me and went on to other bills. I have not

yet heard whether this bill has been
assigned to a standing committee.
Appointments to committees are

made by the President of the Seante

and the Speaker of the House. It is a
general rule that if a legislator supports

the President or Speaker he or she is

assigned to the committee of their

choice. If no support is given, the

favored committee is denied. The same
applies to office and parking space. The
Speaker of the House has complete con-

trol of the State House, and has the

authority over assigning office space,

to the extent, that if he wished, he could

assign the Governor to a smaller office.

The bills before the standing commit-
tees are open to public hearings and on
controversial issues, testimony can get

quite emotional. I attended a laetrile

hearing and people testifying to allow it

to be prescribed by a physician, told

stories of how they'd given up hope, on-

ly to be saved by laetrile.

The committee system in action is

complex but interesting. To understand
the legislative process, it is necessary

to understand how this system works,

since this is where the fate of bills lies.

Intern polls watermen
by SUSAN BROGAN

As the legislative session nears its

conclusion, I find it fairly easy to look

back on the past ninety days with

gratitude and satisfaction. The op-

portunities available in this internship

program are worth the extra time and
effort required.

I work in the office of Senator Elroy
Boyer who represents Cecil, Kent, and
Queen Anne's counties. This has been
especially worthwhile since I live

within this district and my knowledge
of the area and the people has paid off

considerably. I have learned, however,
a great deal about the interests these
three counties, especially those of the
watermen. A lot of my work has been
directed towards this group. There are
many bills introduced this session that

deal with the crabbing and fishing in-

dustries. One of my biggest projects

was to research a bill that would place a
limitation on certain fishing waters. I

polled several of the leaders of the
watermen and tried to compute theef-

fect that the bill would have uponthese
longshoremen. The satisfaction came,
however, when the Senator used my
work to successfully convince the other
members to defeat the bill.

This is one of the high points of the
program, namely being able to have an
observable input into the system.
Before the session began, I was a bit

skeptical of being merely an errand
person or a "go-for." This has hardly
been the case. I have been treated not
as a student trying to absorb the ways
of the legislature but rather as an equal
among the staff. My duties have ranged
from constituency work and research to
bill drafting and testifying before a
committee. This latter task has been
the most gratifying for me. I had to

testify before the Finance Committee

on behalf of one of Senator Boyer's
bills. I was petrified as I waited for

what seemed forever to plead my case.

However, much of my anxiety was in

vain. The Senators were very
hospitable and made my every effort to

make me feel at ease. I guess I was not

too convincing though since the bill

received an unfavorable report and
therefore legislature death, but I

gained a lot personally because the idea

of speaking before a group now is not so
terrifying.

The value of this program is hard to

measure however. The academic inten-

tions of the co-ordinators were to pro-

vide a study of the Maryland
Legislature in comparison to legislative

theory. Consequently there were bi-

weekly seminars and reading
assignments. This connection between
real life and textbooks has been evi-

dent. Since eight grade civicsclass I

have been confronted with *'how a bill

becomes law," However, my ex-

periences this semester have done what
seven years of schooling could not by
finally impressing this process upon
me.
Thus the distinction between theory

and practice. The relationship exists

but the practical knowledge that I have
gained not only supplements academic
learing but has also made the dif-

ference between a mediocre experience
and a worthwhile one. Knowing where
to go within the system for information
or who to contact has paid off. To repeat
myself, the program and its results are
worth the effort. I realize that I have
failed to include the social aspects as a
part of the program. As for the parties,

lunches, ... and the meeting of so many
interesting and oftentimes noteworthy
people, no comment is really
necessary!
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Governors seeks to

upgrade college image
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By The Associated Press

The Board of Visitors and Governors
announced at its meeting Saturday a
plan to upgrade Washington College's
image by, in the words of Dame Ima
Harehead, "loading the little bastards
down with so much work they can't

possibly find time to party and screw up
our image whenever potential
customers might be visiting with their

parents. Harehead, a Still Pond
socialite and temperance union hat-

chetwoman, was appointed to the
Board in 1963 when her AT. T stockrose
and put her in the "rich-beyond-belief
bracket," and has long been a cham-
pion of moral causes that include her
crusade last year to put Mathematics
Department Chairman Dr. Richard
Brown back in the closet and her
previous attempts to have "that nasty
little child" on the fountain between
Reid Hall and Minta Martin clothed.

Harehead's remark came in the wake
of fellow Board member Dr. Phil E.
Bottom's disclosure that "the predomi-
nant image of Washington College is

that of a boy with a lacrosse stick in one
hand and a beer can in the other." Bot-

tom, a psychiatrist and representative
of the Washington College Alumni
Association, Middle-Eastern Shore
Chapter, < formerly the Choptank Home
for the Senile and Silly) said that image,
was the response he gleaned "68 per-

cent of the time when administering the
word association test—better make
that alumni survey—to my chapter
members."
Bottom made the statement in hopes

of winning a grant from the College's

Psychology Department to conduct on-

campus research on the 'Effect of

Lacrosse and Beer Deprivation on the

Cerebral Sexual Impulses of Theta
Members." His plans were silenced

when College P'resident and Board
Sergeant-at-Arms Dr. Joseph H.

McLain ousted Bottom from the Second
Story Miller Library Window.

Over the protests of Mclain, whose
response to the school's image problem
was "so what? Let me tell you about
when Anne and I were students here.
Ever seen our yearbooks? The Board
voted unanaminously to appoint a com-
mittee of the faculty to investigate in-

creasing the workload. At the same
time, the Board voted to commend the
panel that last year increased exam
periods to three hours and extended the
exam week to include Saturday. They
also commended the faculty which
voted that graduating students must be
held responsible for finals as well as
senior-requirements.
"The expressed purpose of the exam

extension," stated Dean of the College
Garry Clarke, "was to allow students
time to answer the same type-questions
previously given with greater depth.
Fortunately, our astute faculty saw
right through that and used the extra
hour allowance to bombard their

students with a minumum of six addi-
tional essay questions. Clarke admitted
in an off-the-record statement that the
Committee on Academic Standing is at-

tempting to institute a similar calendar
for mid-terms with around the clock

testing through Sunday evening for

finals.

- The Board, in a startling display of

action, debated for nearly ten minutes
over which faculty member should
head the project to Upgrade WC's Im-
age by Increasing Student Workload,
so, Committee, until it was pointed out

that it was time to break for lunch and
the group settled unaminously on the

choice of History Professor Charles R.
C'Chuckie") Halstead, who has been
keeping students out of trouble with ir-

relevant busy work in the finest

Washington College tradition for years.

Continued on page 8

Byers wins Fulbright grant
by WALTER

Washington College senior Doug
Byers was recently named the winner
of a Fulbright scholarship. The Hajer
Grant from the Fulbright Foundation
will allow the Bethesda, Maryland
native to do graduate work in the area
of his double-major, German and
Philosophy, at the Ludwig-
Maximillians Universitat in Munich,
Germany during the 1978-79 academic
year.

Byers plans to concentrate on the
eighteenth century post-Kantian
philosopher, Fichte, under the guidance
of world-renowned Fichtian scholar
professor Reinhard Lauth. The
Fulbright-Hyer Grant will pay for
Byers' travel and study expenses, In-
ternational study should pose no pro-
blem for the senior who was born in
Holland where his father served as an
foreign service officer and has lived in

Yugaslavia, and Germany.
Byers is the first senior at

Washington College since 1974 to win a
Fulbright and according to Peter
Tapke, Camper Fulbright adviser and
Philosophy Department Chairman, the
first WC Philosophy major to ever win
the award. (In 1974, the college had two

FORAKER
Fulbright winners: Barbara Daly, a
German major, won an award to study
in Austria; History major Rosemary
Orthnaw was granted a Fulbright to
Germany.
Fulbright grants are among the most

generous awards for postgraduate
study. They cover door-to-door travel,
language instruction if needed, tuition
books, maintenance, and insurance
coverage. The Fulbright program was
sponsored by former Senator J
William Fulbright after World War H

as a means of enabling allied nations to
pay back ther war debts to the US. The
program was later extended to many
other countries, but then severely cur-
tailed curing the Vietnam war. Ger-
many currently has the most Fulbright
grants available, about 80 in number,
and supports the Fulbright program
with its won government funds.
The Fulbright-Hayer Grant carries

academic presteige since only students
in the top four or five per cent of their
class are eligible for them. These
grants are also given on the basis of the
students' potential for futhering inter-

national (jpndw.iJl.

Mowbray, Mueller accepted to Oxford Program
Sophomores Claire Mowbray and Jon

Mueller have been accepted to study in

Washington College's junior-year

abroad program at Manchester Col-

lege, Oxford England for the 1978-79

academic year, according to Professor
of Philosophy Peter Tapke,
Washington's faculty administrator for

the program.
An English major, Mowbray

transferred to Washington College last

fall from Washington University. She is

a resident of Westminster, Maryland.
Mueller, who is a resident of West
Chester, Pennsylvania and who
transferred here this year from the
Maryland Institute of Art, is the first

student from Washington College to go
to Oxford to work on the History major.
Mueller will concentrate on British

history while abroad.

Two additional students applied for

the junior year abroad option. English

major Leslie Bayern was accepted but

has decided instead to transfer to the

University of Michigan next year. The
other student did not have a suiti-

cient academic record to be accepted,
according to Tapke.
Tapke lauded the program as "one of

the most valuable ventures in which a
Washington College student could get
involved" and hopes to see an increased
show of interest in the option next year.

Tonight, Friday, March 31, in the Coffeehouse

8p.m. -THE MAGICIAN SHOW
Starring Bill AAaisel

9:30 KEN KERR and

Don Ohlson on Guitar

Admission: 50*

Beer at Special Prices

Daily 10-5:30

Phone: 779-4590

ANTIQUES BRIC BRAC USED FURNISHINGS

"SlopjtndS,. WLl We Qol"

THE ATTIC
337 High Street

CHESTERTOWN, MP. 21620 Sunday 1 1-4

Anthony's Flowers and Greenhouses
Chestertown. Maryland 1 8 of a mile south of the Chester River Bridge on the left.

Complete Plant Supplies

Plants & Flowers Wired Worldwide
Large selection green tropical

<2Jj
house plants

v^'
Phone: 778.2525
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by CLAIRE MOWBRAY
"Education as such is practical in

this world. You have a treasure; the

range of things you can enjoy ex-

pands. ..Nobody guarantees a fortunate

life, but without education you are

limited to a primitive level of enjoy-

ment and entertainment."

These are the words of Dr. Nathan

Smith, speaking to the Elm in an inter-

view last week about his life, his career,

his opinions about WC and American
education in general. Smith, chairman

of the History Department here, though

outwardly matter-of-fact almost to the

point of seeming bored, gives the im-

pression, ultimately, of being genuinely

thoughtful and concerned about

students, about learning, and about the

future of Washington College.

The importance of education for its

own sake has been emphasized in

Smith's life since his childhood. He
grew up on Chicago's West
Side— "which doesn't exist

anymore"—in what was originally an
ethnic neighborhood made up of

Jewish, Irish and Italian families. "It

was an interesting area," he says, "a
kind of crossroads " Hostilities bet-

ween groups in the form of riots and
fights in the parks were often taking

place, but Smith remembers as well

that it was a very musical area, with

Bohemian, Jewish and Italian tradi-

tions being carried on by numerous or-

chestras and bands. Smith was "into

music most strongly" while in high

school, and considered a professional

career playing the bass fiddle, but he

says now without hesitation, "It was
put to me: 'Either play all the time or

don't' and I didn't want to do that—

I

wanted to go to college. On the West
Side", he explains, "there was the

strong positive attitude toward improv-

ing yourself through education which is

typical of urban areas 'Advance
yourself through education' a8that was
number one."

C-Town—"cultural shock"
Coming to Chestertown in 1956 was

for Smith a cultural shock. The at-

mosphere was far less competetive, the

people had less drive, and they had
lifestyles which were very different

from those Smith was used to. "I

missed Chicago for a long time," he
muses, "but I was never especially in-

terested in teaching there. I'm not sure
why. I understood that this career takes
you different places." He seems con-
tent with Chestertown now, or at least

resigned toil after 22 years. "I'm not a

Dr. Nate Smith

very bubbling with happiness sort of

person, but every time I had a chance to

compare what I had here with pro-

spects somewhere else "He shrugs.
"Washington College suited me, as a

young person. It was a growing school,

the salaries were improving. People
were always nice to me, and telling me
I was good... I made chairman (of the

History Department) fairly early

(I960), the program became my ideal

eventually, and the courses got to be ex-

actly what I'd wanted. It became hard
to beat that."

Smith conducts research

in USSR
Smith's specialty is Russian History.

In 1968 he received a summer grant,

and went to Russia to do research. He
had been "dying to go for years," he
says, but was, at the end of a month,
"happy to leave." "It's not a good place

for a traveler unless you have connec-
tions. It was exciting, but everything
had to be arranged in advance, and it

was hard to make friends. You ended
up looking in a store window at a-

display, except it would be Sunday and
the place would be closed..." The
museums and the opera he described as
"grand" (he shows me several packets
of pictures of cathedrals and gardens

ana onages) but to know more about

the people or the country, "you must be

fluent in Russian, and have connec-

tions." His "stumbling Russian" was
adequate, but not strong enough to

enable him to feel comfortable around
the natives. He declares emphatically,

however, that he'd "go again" if given

the chance.

Changes in natural attitudes

After a "big political episode" at WC
in early 1973, Smith was appointed Ac-

ting Dean of the College, a position

which, because of some difficulty in fin-

ding a permanent replacement, he held

until August 1975. His time as Dean,
coupled with his teaching experiences,

give him a sense of the changes in at-

mosphere that WC has gone through

over the past two decades. Smith com-
ments on the role of teachers: "There
have been changes in nationaj attitudes

towards what we're doing. It was more
comfortable when everyone agreed
that education is important. Everyone
around used to tell students 'what
you're doing is valuable,' and now there

are doubts. Even though intelligence

here is as good as ever, the breaking
point comes sooner for a lot of

students." About himself as a teacher,

he says: "If you're doing something

valuable, you feel better. But there's

been an intangible deterioration in at-

titude which affects professors. It's not

a big thing, but it's more pleasant when
everyone thinks you're doing the most
valubale thing in the world."

Smith cited several changing trends

in student interest: the rise of

psychology as a major in the last 10

years, as well as the gr growth of the

sociology and political science depart-

ments, and the increase in student in-

terest in the social sciences generally.

"When being a college graduate itself

was something," he reflects, "you had
already achieved a great deal. It (a col-

lege degree in any major) meant
culture, usefulness. Now the orientation

has changed, so that a major in English
or History indicates a not settling on
what you're going to do." But
employers, he insists, still want people
who are "intellectually disciplined,"

and college in his opinion is still impor-
tant.

Smith speaks rapidly at times, with
his hands clasped behind his head, lean-

ing back in his chair to stare at the ceil-

ing. When asked what he sees in store
for WC in the years ahead, he pauses to

think. "We should have 750 to 800

students here," he begins, "but we've
been sliding a little bit every couple of

years." The college as a whole is, he
estimated, in the "upper 10 or 15 per
cent of institutions in the country. Lots
of things here have value that you must
know about to realize that this place is

not run-of-the-mill or average. It knows
its business, and has a valuable plant

and facilities for doing it. I hope we
have enough clientele to survive." He
adds, "I don't know what will happen in

20 years—maybe no school will be able
to survive without a cooperative ef-

fort."

College—"still extremely important"
Finally, as the interview ends, Smith

reemphasizes his belief that college is

in itself still extremely important.
"There is still a better career for the
college-educated person," he declares.

He speaks then for himself. "The worst
thing in the world is to get into a rut and
never broaden your understanding. I

had the dreadful feeling that if I didn't

go to college, a door would close." But
Smith did" go to college, receiving his

BA from Roosevelt University, and his

MA and PliD from the University of Il-

linois. With numerous honors and
awards for his teaching and service to
bis credit with experience in teaching
at both undergraduate and graduate
levels, with administrative experience,
and with published short works and pro-
jects behind him, one finds it hard to

believe that any doors would now be.

closed to Nathan Smith.

Forum to host Beardsley
Philosopher to talk on "The Intentions of

the Author in Literary Interpretations"
Washington College News Service

The William James Forum, wilL

celebrate its fifteenth birthday
Thursday at 7:30 in the Hynson Lounge
by hosting speaker Dr. Monroe C.

Beardsley, President of the American
Philosophical Association who will be

introduced by one of his former
students, Washington College English

Department Chairman Dr. Norman
James.

Beardsley's topic will be "The Inten-

tions of the Author in Literary Inter-

pretation." Among philosophers Beard-

sley is best known as an aesthetician'

and he is the author of Aesthetics: Pro-
blems in the Philosophy of Criticism,

published in 1958, and Aesthetics From
Classical Greece to the Present: A
Short History, published in 1965.

Beardsley holds a Ph. D. from Yale
University, where he ught for five

years. He has also taught at Mount
Holyoke and Swarthmore Colleges. He
is currently professor of Philosophy at

Temple University in Philadelphia.

Beardsley was elected President of the

Eastern Division of the American
Philosophical Association, the oldest

and largest of its three divisions, at its

annual meetings held in Washington
last December. This position is con-

sidered the highest elective honor that

can come to an American philosopher.

The William James Forum, founded
in 1963, has aired topics in many areas
where issues of value are involved, and
reflects the many interests and en-

thusiasms of its namesake, William
James. Although primarily known as a

philosopher and psychologist. James
was also a painter, an explorer, and a

medical doctor.

The controversial social issues of the
past fifteen years— civil rights, the
Vietnam war, Watergate—are but a
few of the dozens of programs which
have been presented by the Forum.
Women's rights, environmental issues,
prison reform and current theological
and ethical problems are among the
topics that have been discussed more

than once at the Forum.
Among the will-known speakers at

the William James Forum over the

years have been social activist Philip

Berrigan; Episcopal evangelist

Malcolm Boyd; Yale chaplain William

Sloane Coffin; Apollo 11 Astronaut

Michael Collins; feminist leader Betty

Friedan; FBI Director L. Patrick Gray
III; Secretary of the Interior Rogers
Morton; Lawrence Cardinal Shehan,

former Archbishop of Baltimore; ano.

columnist and television commentator
George F. Will. The two United States.

Senators from Maryland, Charles McC.
Mathias and Paul Sarbanes, have each,

spoken twice form the pidium of the

Forum.
The Forum is funded almost entirely

by the Student Government Association

of the College. Its student presidents

have included majors in biology,

chemistry, english, histroy, philosophy,

and political science. Peter Tapke of

the Philosophy Department is the

Forum's faculty adviser.

Sutton's Towne
Stationers
203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Come See The Selection Of
Hallmark and Eaton Papers

Stam

Drug Co.
215 High Street

Chestertown, Maryland

778-3030^

> Hudson's Vitamins V?£/

• Cosmetics

• Russell Stover Candy

• Soda Fountain



Mandate Dance Company to Perform
The Mandate Folk Dance Ensemble

with a cast of forty dancers, singers and
musicians will perform a two-hour
show in Tawes Theater on Saturday,
April 8 at 8 :30 pm.
This is a Concert Series presentation,

and students are reminded to use their
season tickets for admission.
Washington College students are ad-

mitted by season pass. Admission for

non-Washington students is $1.00 and
school identification is required. All

other general admission costs $4.00 per
person-.

Mandala, which means "circle of

life" in Sanskrit, is New Bngland's
leading multi-ethnic performing group.

Its vibrant and colorful production of
folk entertainment fills the concert hall

with excitement.

Dramatic Eastern European ritual
dances and vigorous Balkan peasant
festivals are combined with lyric
Israeli dances, stately Russian court
scenes, and traditional European and
American squares and reels in a pro-
gram of remarkable intensity and
variety.

Of American origin, "Appalachia"
features the clogging and Big Circle
dancing that are a living tradition at
Maggie Valley and Hanging Dog, at
Roarin' Fork and Turkey Creek, This
suite combines a selection of traditional

Gospel according to St. Kansas

hoedown figures with some of the
showy steps of modern-day clogging
competitions.

Another American set on the pro-
gram will include Black Bottom, Varsi-
ty Drag, Charleston, and Turkey Trot.
These dances, popular in the Twenties,
reflect the revolutionary influence of

American Blacks on traditional music
and dance, leading to the -transforma-
tion of the elegant ballroom into the jaz-

zy speakeasy.

Mandala's immense costume war-
drobe is made up of both native folk

costumes imported from abroad and
carefully authenticated replicas.
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Haighfs Eliot

in Review

by COLLEEN ONEILL

Dr. Gordon S. Haight, Professor
Emeritus of English at Yale University
gave a lecture last Thursday night en-
titled George Eliot, The Passionate
Rebel '

' . The Washington College
English Department does not em-
phasize the writings of George Eliot.

Consequently many students went to

the lecture without any previous
knowledge of her works, hoping to learn
something useful. Well, if you went into

the lecture cold, as many students did,

you came out as nearly the same
temperature. So for the benefit of those
who still don't know who George Eliot
is. She is really Marian Evans, an
English Novelist who lived from 1819 to

1880. Silas Mariner, Mill on the Floss
and Middlemarch are among her best
novels. These and more are on display
in Miller Library.

Had Haight provided background in-

formation on Eliot, the lecture would
have been more meaningful for the ma-
jority.

On behalf of his lecture, I will say that
it was a witty presentation of a few love
letters written by Marian Evans to H.
Spencer. The letters depicted a pas-
sionate woman and were graced with a
wit and charm of her own. The letters

tell a brief story of unrequited love.

Spencer refused to marry her, yet he
remained a batchelor until his death. It

was Spencer who willed the letters into

a trust where thev were to remain
locked up for fifty years after his death.

Continued on Page 8

Point of Know Return

by KERRI SLADE-VAN SLOTEN

Kansas is no longer just the name of a
state made famous internationally

through the efforts of the Wizard of Oz
and locally through the efforts of Assis-

tant Professor of English Bob Day.
It is a popular recording group that

records under the Kirshner label and,
as we are told on the inner cover of its

latest album Point of Know Return
Kansas is still Phil Ehart on the drums,
chimes, chain-driven gong, tympani,
and general all-around percussion,

Dave Hope on bass and autogyro,
which, as I am given to understand, is a
synthesizer-like contraption
customized exclusively for Kansas by
the Unicord Instrumental Manufac-
tures; Kerry Leigran, responsible for

many of the lyrics, handles electric and
acoustic guitars, piano, clarinet, syn-
thesizer, rinauldo whistling machine,
and additional percussion. (This boy is

versatile—and talented!

)

Bobby Steinhardt sticks to your basic

string instruments: violin, viola,

fauconlap cello, and—oh yes—he's
heavy on background vocals. Steve
Walsh whose voice, along with
Uvgren's, comprises most of the leac

singing, plays the organ,piano, vibes,

synthesizer, and still more percussion.

And Rick William performs on the elec-

tric and acoustic guitars when he is not

with the Benis bow pedal, a synthetic

background-harmony device. AU-in-all,

Kansas is a very ambitious group, us-

ing just about every instument at

hand—and employing five instrumental
companies to manufacture those in-

struments immediately at hand.
They have been climbing to the top of

the charts in the last three years of the

decade since they have started to shed
their soft pop rock for a more mvstic

quasi-space-rock sound. It is the sound
that predominantly comes across in

Point of Know Return,—a sound that

works.

The title tract is a joint effort by
Walsh, Ehart, and Steinhardt; heavy on
the brass and acoustic string. It is an at-

tempt to formulate that question of the

seventies, "how far to the point of know
return?", and sets the lyrics against the

background of something like a sea
song, but one with a differnece. It is

nice. Not spectacular, just nice.

Paradox continues in the same
Kevoucicish vein, on the road "burning
with a question in my mind" and in

search of "something that would last."

Livgren's lead on this is good, the in-

strumental ies is superb with the

Peabody Chromatic Inventer Syn-
thesizer as well as a whole selection of

good old-fashioned string instruments

brought into play.

Next, we are treatea to a short, pure-

ly musical piece called The Spider. Too
short. It makes use of the celeste, vibes,

and synthetic percussion—all deftly

managed by Walsh. Almost producing
visual imagery with its sound sensa-

tion, The Spider is the space age answer
to Bach.
He Knew subtitled Portrait is a

rememberance of some Jesus figure,

possibly the grand guru himself, sadly

neglected and now long lost. It is an am-
bitious piece, reflecting the
rhythmicpercussion command of the

old Kansas It is unfortunate that such
trite lyrics as "But he Knew.he fenew

more than me or you, oh, where was he
going to?" squelch that, ambition.

That's not only poor grammar—that's

down right insipid!

Fortunately, Walsh and Livgren
come back with the next tract Closet
Chronicles, the second half of the pas-
sion play and a comment on the descent
of modem man (all the way from the
forty-second floor of what we assume to

be a modern office building where The
feing is in the closet/where he's hiding

from today").

Later "/ heard the feing was dying/I
heard the king was dead/and with him
died the chronicles/that no one ever
read/the closet's fully empty now/It's
occupied by none/I'll draw the drapes
now destiny is done." Splended rendi-

tion.

The flip side opens with Lightning's

Hand. Walsh with some help from
Livgren is in full command of the
vocalization that makes the piece
pulsate with energy and William's per-

formance on the Benis bow pedal does
not go unnoticed Lightning's Hand is

another portrait—this one of an angry,
omni-potent god of the elements, The.
piece is charged with vitality, and sets

the pace for the anti-climax of Dust in

the Wind.
What can I say about Dust in the

Wind? It is superbly done, almost haun-
ting and apparently serves as the
gospel of existential music, according
to St. Kansas.
You've heard it on your radio by now.

The sound you are hearing is Williams
on acoustics and a vocal masterpiece
rendered by Livgren. For my money,
this one tract makes the price of thw
whole album worth it. Plain damn good.
Sparks of the Tempest is a rehash of

Kansas philosophy previously stated in

Closet Chronicles. Good percussion, via

Ehart and Livgren. Good brass mainly
through the efforts of, Livgren. Indif-

ferent vocalization trite lyrics. A1I-

i nail, it just doesn't do ti for me.
Point ofKnow Return closes with two

pieces that are sheer delight instrumen-
tally and vocally. Nobody's Home is the
lament of someone who was "sent to

learn, perhaps to teach" to a world
unpeopled and with "no trace of what
has been." An earthman sent on a futile

mission or the second coming of the

latest messiah after the holocaust?

Does it really make a difference?

Nobody's Home is well executed and
makes for good listening.

Hopelessly Human is ironically

named. It is not a tragic revelation of

our plight as members of the human
race but a celebration of life and youth.

I am waiting. I am patiently/doing

nothing, in a reverie /climbing higher,

seeing everything/I am giving while

I'm watching /the life I'm living,

precious energy/ escalating. What was
once just a gaze/ It's never the same, no

one's to blame.
The comis spirit of Zen? Or Kansas'

transcendental approach to youth as

the guage of the millenium?
The Peabody Synthesizer gives the

piece, at the same time, the light, airy

sound of the Renaissance woodwind
and the new. spacerock mechanized
energy. It ends in a cascade of chimes
that sound—not accidently—like

Christmas bells. Estactic with promise.

Point of Know Return contains much
of what is good; some that is excellent;

all that is listenable. Some of the lyrics

are grandose and beautiful. Some fall

flat. Behind the excellent instrumenta-

tion, however, no body seems to notice.

Next Week: Slade-Van Sloten on

Jackson Browne's Running on Empty.
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St. Lawrence, Navy bouts split season, 1-2

Navy
byJEFFBOWERMAN

Navy came calling Wednesday and

the Shoremen bowed on Kibler field for

the second time in eight days, 14-6. The

game was not even as close as the

score, for the Midshipmen tallied the

game's first six goals and were never

headed in a match that went precisely

according to plan. Bigger, stronger,

and quicker than Washington, Navy

also proved to be smarter The Mids

controlled the tempo of the game in

their usual way, which is to say they

ran all day, and Ihey opportunistically

hounded face-offs and ground balls The

back-ups on defense were frustratingly

efficient, and to top it off, keeper Jeff

Johnson had a good day.

The Shoremen's extra-man offense

fell nearly silent, entwining the ball but

once in nine allempts Though we fouled

less, Navy still converted two of six.

They may have scored more were it not

for Washington stellar goalie Tim Hart,

who played six-by-six to the tune of 23

saves. Attackman Brendon Schneck

four goals; Mike Buzzell, three and

one; and Mike Hannon, three goals,

along with midfielder Mike Chanen-

chuk, one and two led Navy's scoring.

For the good guys. Matt Morris scored

twice and George Mullinix. playing

superbly, had one and one, as did con-

verted midfielder Drew Romans now

an attackman Noby Powell and Myrt

Gaines each tallied single goals, and

G.P. Lindsay, who spent a long day

looking at double teams, assisted once.

Hart provided the lone bright spot,

for as long as he sports the maroon and

white, we'll continue to beat the St.

Lawrences and the Denisons. However,

unless the midfielders and attackmen

begin passing, catching, and cutting

with some proficiency, we're in for a

rude shock when we meet teams of the

caliber of UMBC and Washington &
Lee. It seems for the moment that our

attackers are conteni to dodge and have

the ball repeatedly checked out of their

sticks. Dodges do not beat good teams.

The close defense has been im-

pressive so far, hounding the feeder,

the cutters, and the extraman. They've

also vacuumed the ground balls, a

critical skill at which Collis Townsend
excels, and cleared well, usually

through Jon Gifford. Coach Dimaggio

will sometimes pull his midfield and in-

sert a second trio of defensemen com-

posed of Jim Bradely. Frank Felice,

and Lecky Haller.Ho compliment star-

ters Gifford, Townsend, and Herring.

This tactic has been particularly ef-

fective, and affords the middies a rest

as well.

The Shoremen return to action

tomorrow, when Denison calls for a

1:30 match.

Men's Tennis starts season on

loss; Women defeat Catonsville

Men's
The men's tennis team opened their

season last Thursday with an 8-1 loss at

the hands of the UMBC Retrievers.

Freshman Kevin Apple, playing

number three singles, registered a 6-3,

6-3 win over UMBC's Mark Clarke for

the Shoremen's only point. Last Satur-

day's scheduled match with Swar-

thmore was postponed due to inclement

weather The WC netmen go against

Widener tomorrow afternoon.

College Image
Continued from page 5

Halstead, who serves as advisor to

the Jousting Club, was sited last year in

the Elm for his efforts in the endless

battle against grade inflation. He
regularly administers major exams
about every two weeks and always

right before a vacation, "so none of the

students can slip away early, don't you
agree?," and he burdens his classes

with enormous workloads such as re-

quiring a minumum of two major pro-

jects cleverly disguised as book reports

and due near exam weeks.
Famed for his final questions that are

representative by such demands as

"Discuss in full the major events of

world history from Paleolithic times

through the post-McCarthy era."

Halstead, happily accepted the post anc

intends to start organizing immediate
ly Students today don't know what thf

meaning of work is," he remarked.
"Isn't that so? You've got to keep them
on their toes. Isn't that right?"

Asked to comment on the creation of

this committee, a Student Academic
Board executive, who is double major-

ing in Political Science and Modern
Languages (Professional Cliche' and
Advanced Double-Talk) stated, "it

might be only the first stone in a long

road to hoe but it is a ripple in a still

pond and a step in the right direction.

Read back what I just said, I forgot."

Comments from the student body
range from "What's upgrading— Is

thai anything like "offsides" or "a man
up"? to "have a beer."

by DANA CHATELLIER
Sports Editor

Women's
By contrast, the women's tennis team

started things out on a good note, upen-

ding Catonsville Community College by

a 5-4 score. Sophomore Jeanette Bon-

sack posted a 6-1, 2-6,6-1 victory at

number two singles, and freshmen Holli

Young and Shannon Crosby won in

straight sets at number four and

number six respectively Bonsack

teamed with senior Renee Miller to

capture the number two doubles, and

Tammy Wolf and Janet Sparre com-

bined for a 7-5, 6-1 triumph at numDer
three doubles to sew up the match.

Coach Penny Fall stated that the

team is looking "about twenty-five per-

cent better than it did last year " She

thinks the squad should be competitive

with most of the remaining teams on

their schedule. The Shore netwomen
tangled with Catholic University and

Essex Community College this week

and open at home against Cecil Com-
munity College on Tuesday, April 4.

Sho'men vs. St. Lawrence, play by play

The Shoremen broke away from a

stick-wielding St Lawrence University

in the fourth quarter Saturday on the

Kibler field to deliver Washington's on-

ly victory thus far this season.

Freshman "Nobie" Powell, All

American G.P. Lindsey , and senior

Matt Morris spurred the Shoremen in

the 20-to-9 triumph. St. Lawrence pro-

ved to be a stubborn foe on the raw cold

day. The Larries never led but tied the

game at 6-6 in the second period and
trailed by a goal, 10-9, late in the third

stanza.

Washington College went with a
patched-up close attack and matters

became worse when freshman crease-

man Jay Atkinson limped to the

sidelines on a badly twisted ankle late

in the first half Fortunately. Coach
Mickey DiMaggio found an able

replacement for the sidelined Greg
Schaffner (out with a separated

shoulder) in senior Drew Romans.
When Atkinson departed, Powell came
in to play brilliantly, finishing the day
with five goals,

Romans closed with three gaols and
three assists. Lindsey scored the last

three goals of the contest and ended
with six. Morris netted two goals, both

in the crucial fourth quarter.

Washington blanked the visitors in the

final frame while scoring nine times.

Lindsay and St. Lawrence's Fetter-

wolf traded second quarter goals, then

Atkinson put Washington College ahead

to stay on a feed from Romans. Lindsay

made it 8-6 and after the Larries drove

back on a goal by Ken Noble, Lindsay

netted the final goal of the half for a 9-7

lead for the Shoremen bv intermission.

Romans fed Powell on the end of a

fastbreak to give Washington a 10-7

lead early in the third frame, but the

Shoremen could not build on their ad-

vantage. St. Lawrence again
capitalized on unsettleds to come back
to 10-9 Romans, however, took a feed

from Myrt Gaines to net an insurance

goal just as the period drew to a close.

The fourth quarter belonged to

Washington College. Tim Hart, in the
goal, the close Shore defense,

and midfield-controlled losse balls,

dominated play. Powell scored quickly

on two fast breaks, Morris dodged for a

goal Powell came back with two more,

and Morris dodged again. And
Washington College was out of danger,

17-9. Lindsay worked his own special

brand of magic "dealing" on three in-

dividual moves and the Shoremen

cruised home with a 20-9 triumph.

Temple outclocks Men's Crew;

Women lose Beardley to injury

Eliot
(Continued from Daee 7

Perhaps he wanted everyone to know
that he had been loved by a remarkable

woman.
It is recorded that Spencer refused to

marry Marian Evans because of her

ugliness. She has been described as

resembling a horse, with a long nose, a

protruding chin and a large forehead.

Nevertheless she was loved by many
for her intelligence and charm, says

Haight.

The audience came well dressed for

something of a greater magnitude than

the revival of what was presented as in-

teresting trivia. It seems that the lec-

ture would have been more meaningful

had Haight revealed how Eliot's affair

with Spencer affected her writing.

Haight's manner of presentation was
most delightful. He came up with a

clever innuendo now and then, and or

occasion he laughed at something he

said as if he delighted in the Eliot

Spencer gossip himself I found mysell

identifying with Eliot's passion from 2

woman's point of view rather than £

literary point ov view.

by STEVE PERRY

In last Saturday's cold, snowy
weather, the Men's Varsity Crew was
outraced by Varsity Heavyweight and
Varsity Lightweight Crews from Tem-
ple University.

Washington's Varsity jumped out

ahead at the start, but Temple caught
up several hundred meters later.

Washington took the lead again but

Temple rallied with 700 meters to go
and pulled away to win by more than a

length. Temple's winning time was 6

minutes 7.2 seconds, while the

Shoremen were clocked in 6:11.5.

WC's freshman boat trailed Temple's

Varsity lightweight shell most of the

race and finished with a time of 7:00.2

compared to Temple's6:44.1.

In women's crew, Ellen Beardsley's

severely sprained ankle, suffered last

weekend, will cause her to miss the rest

of the season. Liz Montcalm will take

her place as the men's and women's
crews meet St. Joseph's and
Georgetown in Philadelphia tomorrow.

Support the underprivileged
and have fun at the same time

—

Come to the first annual

KA BOXING MATCH
Featuring 6 matches

Tuesday, April 4 at 8 p.m.

Cain Gymnasium. Admission—75'
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Students work for

campus beautification
Over thirty students turned out on day-off

to help plant shrubbery and

trees in BUSH project

Bush organizer Jay Young, Foster Deibert, and Maura Kelly participate in a

project for campus beutifaction

House approves
renovation funding

$210,000 granted for Hill Dorms renovation
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

The Maryland state legislature has
passed a bill that will provide

Washington College with $210,000 for

renovations of the heating system for

the Hill Dorms'

The bill, which must still go to the

governor for his signature, specifies

that the college must provide a mat-

ching fund of $210,000 within the next

three years or the state funding will be

revoked.
President of the college, Joseph

McLain, who testified before both the

House and the Senate in favor of the

bill, is looking to foundations to provide

the matching fund.

"There are certain charitable foun-

dations that give funds only for

building," said McLain.

Once thatfunding is available, the job

will be put up for bid.

Construction may begin in one year.

"At present, we don't foresee beginn-

ing construction until a year from

now, "said Gene Hessey, Vice-

President for finance, "meaning the

residents will have to be relocated in

the Fall of 1979."

The construction will include a
change from hot water to baseboard
heating, lowering the ceilings, and re-

doing the floors, but there will be "only
nominal changes in the structure of the
buildings," according to Hessey.

It's difficult to project how long it will

take because we don't know the extent
of the damage that will be caused," ad-
ded Hessey. "If the experience is

anything like when Bill Smith was re-
done, then the buildings will be pretty
scarred up.

Construetionshould take one full

year.

"Clearly, it's going to take plann-
ingand it's going to be an inconve-
nience," continued Hessey. "I'm very
reluctant to say it will be completed in
less than one academic year. It's most
likely going to take one full year."
Even before that construction begins,

Hessey will begin to supply an internal
source of hot water for the Hill Dorms
"in order to avoid a recurrence of
whathappened last winter with the
heating lines."

Faculty salary
increase announced

by GEOFF GARINTHER
News Editor

Wednesday's BUSH Day, during
which almost $1500 worth of plants were
placed around Hodson Hall, was
termed such a success by director Jay
Young that it may become a continuous
project.

"Today was a tremendous success,"

said Young Wednesday. "It really

showed what students can do if they
want to."

"BUSH could become a continuous
project", added Young, "looked after

by each SGA administration; it could
have great potential."

During the first BUSH Day, last

semester, almost 2,000 bulbs and a tem-
porary fence were placed around Hod-
son. Wednesday, upwards of thirty

students helped put a permanent fence

and plant 40 azalea bushes, 13 box-

woods, a dozen assorted plants, and 2

Christmas trees (donated by Deans
Clarke and Maxcy). Plans for the im-

mediate future include planting grass

in some areas and laying mulch or

wood chips in others.

The SGA budgeted $500 for the BUSH
project; another $1000 worth of plants

were donations.

"The success today was the result of

a combined effort of many," said

Young, "including Anthony's Florists,

Ermon Foster, Ray Crooks and the

Maintenance Department, the Student

Affairs Office, as well as over thirty

students who gave up their day off to

devote some hard work to the success of

this project.

"That represents a lot of work by
students and almost $1500 worth of

material," added Young, "so we hope it

is respected by everyone.

James discusses

Sophie Kerr Prize
by DONNA TAYLOR

Washington College President Dr.
Joseph McLain and Dean Garry Clarke
announced the re-appointment of fifty-

five full-time faculty for the academic
year 1978-79 last Friday and outlined

substantial increases in faculty com-
pensation averaging 8.6 percent for the

upcoming academic year. The mean
total compensation for full-time faculty

for the 1978-79 academic year will be
$19,410 and by faculty rank will be : Pro-

fessors $24,415, Associate Professor—
$19,559, and Assistant Professor—

$16,163. , Both McLain and Clarke ex-

pressed a great deal of satisfaction in

being able to recognize the quality of

service rendered by the faculty.

McLain cited recent published average

salaries for 44 Maryland Colleges and

Universities by the Baltimore Sun

(January 24, 1978edition reprinted

below) which ranked Washington Col-

lege as 28th on the list arranged in order

of faculty compensation. McLain

Ceiliinued on Page 3

The Sophie Kerr Committee
reminded all graduating seniors, in the

latest edition of the Washington College

Review that it is the time of year once
again to consider nominees for the

Sophie Kerr Prize. The monetary
award goes to the senior deemed by the

committee to have "the best ability and
promise for future fulfillment in the

field of literary endeavor."

The committee, comprised of all

faculty in the English Department and
Washington College President Dr.

Joseph McLai also invited seniors to

submit any writing of theirs that they

would like to call to the committee's at-

tention and any statement about their

future plans for writing. Such submis-
sions should be handed to a member of

the English Department."
The notice went on to state that

"while the committee does not limit its

consideration to material that has been
submitted, to it, it wishes any in-

terested senior to have adequate con-

sideration. It would be convenient if all

submissions could be handed in during
the month of April, but the committee
hesitates to set an actual deadline, and
any one having something that will not

be ready until early May should so
notify a member of the English Depart-

ment."
English Department Chairman Dr.

Norman James stated that as of this

week, no submissions have yet come to

the attention of the committee. He
stressed that the Sophie Kerr Prize is

not an award for which students can
"apply"—although submitted samples

of writing have been helpful to the com-
mittee in making its decision in past

years. "We've even considered some
students who never came before the

committee to ask for our considera-

tion," James added.

The English -professor noted,

however, the importance of students in-

terested in the award of making the

committee aware of their future plans

since "promise for future fulfillment"

is one aspect on which the prize is

granted.

Writing proficiency in any field, in-

cluding journalism, poetry prose, or

scientific research may be considered,

but the writing must be good. For in-

stance, journalistic writing would be

judged, not on the merit of its subject,

but on the way in which the information

was related, James indicated.

The Sophie Kerr Award is the largest

known undergraduate prize in the

United States. Bestowed on Mary Ellen

Lipinski last year, it was then in excess

of $15,000. The award was established

through the will of the late authoress

Sophie Kerr Underwood, who left a
large bequest to the school.

Half of the interest accumulated each

year on the bequest furnishes the prize.

The remaining interest is used in part,

to bring guest lecturers to Washington
College, provide for a $1000 scholarship

to an incoming freshman who
demonstrates literary promise, and to

pursue other literary endeavors. The
Sophie Kerr Prize, as an award granted

on the basis of writing and literary

ability, is second in cash value only to

the Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Letters to the Editor

National Gay Blue Jeans Day

President McLain announced before the faculty at their

meeting Monday night that he will recommend to the Board of

Visitors and Governors when they next convene that Garry

Clarke, who has been Acting Dean this year, be formally named
Dean of the College.

We commend Dr. McLain for this action and, since we an-

ticipate the Board's consent, we don't feel it is too early to con-

gratulate Dean Clarke for a job well done.

During his tenure, Dean Clarke has shared in a joint effort with

Student Affairs and the faculty to improve WC's academic en-

vironment. He seems to be keeping the curriculum and the per-

formance of the faculty under Constance evaluation. We expect

his vigilance to continue in the years ahead.

The Washington College community can be proud of him as its

academic head. He brings an enthusiam and professionalism to

the Deanship that, with support from the faculty and administra-

tion.will contribute significantly to the improvement of the in-

tellectual climate here and the maintenance of high academic

standards.

The National Gay Task Force has an-

nounced that Friday, April 14 will be

celebrated on campuses across the

country as National Gay Blue Jeans

Day. The idea is for lesbians and gay

men on campus to wear blue jeans all

day to demonstrate gay pride and

selfaffirmation. Of course, not

everyone will, and some non-gays will

wear theirs by "mistake" — but that's

the "beauty" part. On the individual

level, each person who knows about the

event will be forced to make a con-

scious decision about something most

students (and many faculty) do

automatically and as a result will have

to consider what it's like to be a

member of America's "most
discriminated-against minority."

According to NGTF, what makes this

powtuJL /ye-#
y
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Gregg Dahl, an economist for the In-

ternational Monetary Fund, affiliated

with the United Nations, will give a talk

on the neccesity for world institutions

as channels for world peace as invi-

sioned by the Bahai faith Monday night

at 7:30 in Queen Anne Lounge. As a

Bahai teacher, he has traveled through

at least eighty countries. As a Bahai, an
economist, and associate with the UN,
he will share his insights on how the

present world crisis, both economical-

ly, socially, and spiritually, can be

alleviated through the adoption of prin-

ciples enunciated by Baha'u'llah, the

Founder of the Bahai faith.
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all worthwhile is the talking and think-

ing that is generated. Individuals
should use every opportunity to bring
the event up — before, or after the fact
— both in classes ( e.g. psychology,
philosophy, political science, sociology

and religion, at least) and outside. The
key to productive discussions is to help
people see the many levels involved: 1.)

gay-pride and self-affirmation

2.) bringing anti-gay bigotry out into

the open
3.) showing non-gays what it's like to

"walk in our shoes'

'

4.) showing why we need civil rights;

etc

I hope that the Washington College

community will participate next Friday
in observing the National Gay Blue
Jeans Day.

Sincerely

Richard H.Brown

Thoughtless Individual

At last Saturday's lacrosse game,
some thoughtless individual, hopefully

not a Washington College student,

threw a beer can or soda can at one of

the referees. This action was not only

childish, but potentially dangerous.

If the Student Affairs Office learns of

the person responsible for this action or

any similar future action, that person

or persons will be subject to consequen-

tial disciplinary action.

There is no need for this kind of

behavior on the Washington College

campus, and it will not be tolerated.

Edward E.Maxcy
Associate Dean of Students

Cramming-at-the-End-of-Semester Blues

"Never send to know for whom the

bell tolls; it tolls for thee."

Let's talk about pressures. Take a

look at the calendar. You guessed it, the

semester is almost over. What you do—
or don't do— academically in the next

few weeks will determine your ac-

complishments for this school year.

The END is quickly approaching, and

I'm already hearing the dull thud of

heads beginning to roll. There is still

time, however, to get started before

panic and the resulting chaos set in.

How can the library help to ease the

pressure? For those of you who don't

already know me, I have survived

many such circumstances simply

because I know how to use the library

effectively and very quickly. And I'm

ready to show you. In most cases, simp-

ly knowing what library resources exist

will make all the difference.

There are two ways I can transmit

this information: individually and col-

lectively. My personal preference is to

help people individually ; I have found it

to be the most effective way to learn.

Therefore, if you have any questions,

general or specific, concerning

research techniques (strategy,

organization, etc.) or research tools

(card catalogue, indexes, abstracts,

etc.), I urge you to drop by and see me.

If I happen to be busy, please consider

making an appointment for when I

might be free.

In the event that I am swamped with

requests, I will group together those

with similar interests. This should not

be necessary, however, if you do not

wait until the final week to get in touch

with me. The earlier you see me, the

more I'll be able to help you.

I hope you will feel free to ask ques-

tions. What more can I say?

Good Luck!!

Sincerely

Jeff Chaffin
ReferenceLibrarian

Two sabbatical leaves will be recom-

mended to the Board of Visitors at

Governors at its April 22 meeting. Pro-

fessor Frank Creegan, Chairman of the

Department of Chemistry, will conduct

research in Europe (in Switzerland or

Germany) in the spring and summer of

1979.

Professor Daniel Premo, Associate

Professor of History and Political

Science, will spend the summer and fall

of 1978 here, in Columbia, and in Mexico

and Guatemala. He will be involved in a

project that will study the 1978 Colom-

bia National Elections.
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Wilton accepted at Princeton Theological Seminary
by KATHLEEN KNUST

Senior Philosophy major Carlos
Wilton has been accepted to the
Princeton Theological Seminary and
will start a three-year program in June
to work toward the Presbyterian
ministry. Princeton Theological
Seminary, adjacent to Princeton
University, will make all facilities of
the university available to him.

"I chose Princeton because it is a
leading Presbyterian seminary with a
good reputation of being one of the 3 or 4

most highly regarded seminaries in this

country. " He believes the seminary will

provide a practical rather than a heavi-
ly theological approach to the ministry.
He will be able to participate in field

studies, visiting churches and their con-
gregations on weekends. Internships
are available and students may take a
year off to take advantage of these,

leading to a four instead of a three-year
program.
Wilton plans to gain a Master of

Divinity degree. This is now primarily
oriented toward the parish ministry,

but he could see himself going toward
other capacities, such as ad-
ministrative.

While in high school, Wilton thought
of entering the ministry but did not
knew if he was really fit for it. He came
to W.C. from Toms River, New Jersey,
knowing that this school was not

church-affiliated. He felt that this lack
of religious affiliation would not force a
premature decision.

Though Washington College

offer much in the way of theological

training, Wilton expects to receive a
heavy dose of theology and religion at

the seminary. He will study Greek and
Hebrew, which are required for the

Presbyterian ministry. Counseling
courses are also offered, an example of

the practical emphasis. He will also

take courses in church administration
because the parish ministry is really an
institution in itself, dealing with finan-

cial and organizational matters. Speech

are necessary because of the
strong emphasis on sermons and lec-
tures. Princeton Theological Seminary
is affiliated with the United
Presbyterian Church but only half the
students are Presbyterian. Carlos
believes that the history of religion is a
valuable part of a minister's training.
When various religions are compared,
one realizes how similar they are. The
seminary trains all ministers and thirty
percent are women. Carlos said that
female ministers are accepted by their

CAMPUS CALENDAR

April, 1978

- Workship — Cain Ath.

TONIGHT
-Film Series: THE SORROW AND THE PITY (296 mins.)
-Smith Aud.—7:30 p.m.

Saturday
—Pre—Freshman Day
—Lacrosse vs. .Fairleigh — Dickinson & Madison — 1:30
p.m.

Mandala Folk Dance Ensemble
Ctr— 2 p.m.
—Concert Series: Mandala Folk Dance Ensemble, 2-hour in-
ternational dance spectacular— Tawes Theater— 8 : 30 p.m.

Sunday
—Chorale Concert— Smith Aud. — 4 p.m.
—Film Series: THE SORROW AND THE PITY - Smith
Aud.— 7:30p.m.

Monday
-Men's Tennis vs. Lebanon Valley— 3 p.m.

Tuesday
-Baseball (2) vs. Washington Bible College— 1 p.m.
-Track vs. Lebanon Valley& Hopkins— 3 p.m.
-Film Series : THE SORROW AND THE PITY— Smith Aud
-7:30p.m.

Wednesday
-Lacrosse vs. Morgan State— 3 p.m.

—Women's Tennis vs. Salisbury— 3 p.m.

Tuesday 18

—Track vs. Swarthmore and Loyola—3 p.m.
—Film Series: WIZARD— Smith Aud. — 7:30 p.m.
—(Alpha Nu Fashion Show — Hynson Lounge— (admission
charged)

Wednesday 19

—Baseball vs. Wilmington— 3 p.m.
—Sophie Kerr lecture by A. Dwight Culler. Yale U. — S. K
room— 8:30 p.m.

Thursday 20
—Women's Tennis vs. Gallaudet— 3 p.m.

Friday 21
—Music Semianr: Dale Trusheim,
Arts Room 9— 4 p.m.
—Film Series: THREE WOMEN (123 min.)
7:30 p.m.

Frank Zappa" — Fine

- Smith Aud.

Saturday 22
—Visitors and Governors Meeting— lOa.m
—Women's Crew vs. G. Washington— 12 noon
—Men's Crew vs. G. Washington— 2p.m.

Sunday 23

—Film Series: THREE WOMEN —Smith Aud.- 7:30 p.m.

Friday
Parent's Weekend ( 14&15)
Film Series: WIZARDS (81 mins.) — Smith Aud.

p.m.

Saturday 15

-Parent's Weekend Cont'd
—General Picnic Luncheon— 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
-Track vs. Philadelphia Textile— 11 a.m.
-Baseball(2) vs. Lebanon Valley— l p.m.
-Lacrosse vs. Ohio Wesleyan— 1 : 30 p.m.
-Mens Crew vs. Villanova — 2 p.m.

Sunday 16

'Nabokov Literary Week," to Sunday 23 (events to be an-

nounced)
—Student Lecture-recital, Mark Luff,- baritone — "Dvorak's
Biblical Songs' '

— Smith Aud. — 4 p.m.

-Preparatory Piano Recital: students of Ruth Quoos —
SmithAud.— 7p.m.
Film Series: WIZARDS — Special in Dunning 203 — 7:30

p.m.

Monday 24

—Baseball and Men's Tennis vs. W. Md. — 3p.m.
—German Club Film: EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF AND

- 7:30 GOD AGAINST ALL with English subtitles - Smith Aud. -

7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 25

-Film Series : THREE WOMEN— Smith Aud. —7 : 30 p.m.
—Student Recital— Tawes Theater— 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday 26
—Baseball (2) vs. Swarthmore— 1 p.m.
—Women's Tennis vs. American U. — 3 p.m.

Thursday 27

—Film Special :PICNIC— Smith Aud. — 7 : 30 p.m.
—Lecture by political scientist Chung Do Hah on "Political
Modernization in Japan"— Hynson Lounge —7:30 p.m.

—SGA Meeting— 8 p.m.
Monday 17

Friday 28

—Film Series: INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS -
Smith Aud. — 7:30 p.m.

Saturday 29

—College Chorus Concert — Tawes Theater — 8:30 p.m

Sunday 30

—Film Series: INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS -
Smith Aud.— 7:30 p.m.

counterparts but are often objected to
by-congregations.

Wilton is working towards ordination
into his Church. He is supervised by the
Presbytery, a local governing body of
the Church, and will meet with its

various committees. He has already
been approved by local sessions of
hislocal church and will have to meet
with the whole Presbytery in a few
months for interviews. While he is at
the seminary he will be in contact with
a member of the Presbytery.
Wilton was in Oxford, England at

Manchester College last year and at-
tended theological lectures and
religious courses most of the time. He is

president of the William James Forum,
head of tour guides, a member of the
Elm Staff and the Financial Aid Com-
mittee, and enthusiastic advocate of the
Junior Year Abroad Program.

In retrospect, Wilton feels a religious
organization on campus would have
helped him a great deal as a freshman
and sophomore. He believes there are
not enough outlets on campus for
religiously-oriented people. He would
like to see more religious affiliations,

but realizes this is not a major interest

for many on campus. Also, it is up to
students " themselves to start such
things, he indicated.

Wilton believes he will be the first stu-

dent in about eight years to go into the
ministry from Washington College. "I

expect to learn what it means to be a
Presbyterian and will learn about the
Presbyterian theology and doctrine,"
Wilton remarked.

Salaries

Continued from page l

pointed out that the announced in-

creases for next year would move the
Washineton Colleee averaee salary
rank to 18th; an increase of $2,200 in the

average salary in the two year period.

Earlier, the President had stated to

the faculty that they needed and
deserved a significant increase in com-
pensation and that this would have top

priority in developing the budget for

fiscal year 1978-79.

Montgomery C.C. Germantown . $22,791

John Hopkins S22 ,206

Montgomery C.C. Takoma Park
$20,478

Prince Georges C.C $19,173

Montgomery C.C $ 18,949

University ofMD at Baltimore .$18,665

Community College of Baltimore

$18,651

University ofMD at College

Park $18,225

University of MD at College
Park $18,225

Bowie State $1 8,104

TowsonState $17,911

Frostburg State $ 17,750

Morgan State $17,6 00

University of Baltimore $17,6 00

St. Hohn's $17, 569

Goucher $17,422

Harford C.C $17,355

University of MD at Baltimore
County $17,236

Salisbury State $17,017

Western Maryland $16,449

Frederick C.C $16,358

St. Mary's $15, 667

Howard C.C $15 ,280

Loyola $ 15 ,000

Washington $14,832

University of Maryland Eastern
Shore $14,760

DundalkC.C $14,740

Mount St. Marys
$14,533

HagerstownJr. College $14,429

Hood $14,119

Charles C.C $13,801

Peabody $ 13, 159

AlleganyC.C $13,000

Worcester Wicomico Technical . $12,9 97

Notre Dame $12,718

Cecil C.C $12,471

Chesapeake $12, 043

Bay College $12,023

Garrett C.C $11, 567

University Col lege $10, 445

Villa Julie $1 ,423
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KAs sponsor char
Proceeds of first annual event to go to

underprivileged children in Chestertown

A vicious Ron Wright connects against ' 'Julio" Dennis Baidwi



I
boxing match
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ision over Baltimore's Bill

^^*^D
The Crab's Gordon Gorab blocks a punch from Dave Newby The Crab's
honor was upheld as Gorabwon by TKO

The lovely and titillating Miami ADronski strikes a pose between rounds.

i trade blows in the 165 pound match

Photography by Rick Adelberg
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SJB finds McKelvy guilty
Somerset resident charged with possibly

endangering students through

destructive behavior

David Saslaw

Saslaw accepted

at Hasting Law School
by WALTER FORAKER

Senior David Saslaw, a Philosophy

major and a lawyer for the Student

Judiciary Board, has been accepted to

Hastings Law School in California.

"This is an excellent opportunity,"
said Saslaw of his acceptance. "Being
able to understand the workings of the

law is important because the judiciary

branch is a viable part of the govern-
ment."
In high school, Saslaw was on a

twelve"member committee on the Stu-

dent Honor Code and worked for a stu-

dent judiciary system similar to the

SJB.

JPaulA Shoe Store
/ FOR GUYS & GALS

CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND 21620

PHONE 778-2B60

Anthony's Flowers and Greenhouses
Ch.itertown. Morylond, 1 /8 of a mil© south of the Chester River Bridge on the left.

Complete Plant Supplies

Plants & Flowers Wired Worldwide
Large selection green tropical jifc

house plants ^"^

Phone: 778.2525

Antiques Handcrotted Hems Odds and Ends Consignmenls Accepted

P.O. Box 237, Chesteriown. Maryland 21620 (301)778-0340

*!?* 357 High Street

Downtown Chestertown
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Handcrafts-Consignments
Accepted
778-2226

* Recycled Paper Product Cards

* Rental Library of all the current best

sellers

* Recycle your paperbacks 1

* Bird feeders; Williamsburg silver bracelets:

selected books about the Eastern Shore;

children's best sellers and lots. Lots morel

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor- in-Chief

A court convened by the Student
Judiciary Board last Thursday found
Senior Matt McKelvy guilty of en-
dangering the safety of Washington Col-
lege students in a college building and
sentenced him to a one-week suspen-
sion, which started Mondaa and
disciplinary probation for the rest of the
year.

McKelvy pleaded guilty to breaking
beer bottles on the ground floor of

Somerset following parties held on the

nights of March 3 and 4 and to shooting

off a B-B gun at a phone booth on the

same floor March 9. Although no
eyewitnesses came forward at the trial,

three signed statements were
presented for the prosecution directed

by Attorney Dave Altvater. In a sworn
statement. Associate Dean of Students
Ed Maxcy that Maintenance Director
Ray Crooke had called him about the

broken bottles in Somerset and told him
that Maintenance would not be respon-

sible for cleaning them up. Maxcy was
unable to investigate untilthe week
following spring vacation, however.

Astatement from head nousekeeper-

Mrs. Elbum stated that McKelvy
boasted to her about breaking bottles in

the corridor. Further confirmation

came from a janitor in the building.

Maxcy also appeared as a witness at

the trial where deplored the incident as

"behavior childish and uncalled
for"posing a possible threat to

students.

Student Affairs called for a penalty

that included disciplinary probation un-

til the end of the y^ar and required

work for Maintenance around Somerset
three hours a week every week until ex-

am time. McKelvy agreed that this

penalty was fair as did Altvater and At-

torney for the Defense, Tex Andrews.
Following lengthy deliberation, the

jury (comprised of Joe Wilson,

JoeNiad, Frika Johnson, Barbara
Smith, Ron Hill, Steve Lewandowsky,
and Robin Brown) opted 5-2 for the

more severe penalty, however. SJB
Chairperson Carol Noer indicated that

the stiffer sentencing reflects increased

student concern for campus discipline.

McKelvy did not appeal the verdict.

Christine Pabon named
to Language Department

by DONNA
Christine Pabon, Washington College

alumna and former teacher and the

wife of Department of Modern
Languages Chairman Thomas Pabon,
will be teaching second year Spanish

and French Masterpieces next
semester. She will be filling a part-time

role created by a recent reduction in the

personnel needed in the Language
Department made possible through

decreased enrollment in language
courses.

Pabon will be taking over Assistant

Professor of Modern Languages Mark

TAYLOR
Weinberg's upper level French course.

Weinberg will not be returning to teach

at Washington since the Committee on

Appointments and Tenure declined to

grant him tenure due to bis lack of

degree requirements. (Weinberg would

have been required to attain a PhD to

gain tenure — which he refused to do.

This denial of tenure is no reflection on

his ability as a teacher, Dean of the Col-

lege Garry Clarke indicated, however.)

Pabon received her job, Clarke fur-

ther admitted, due to her ability and
previous skill as a teacher at

Washington College.

Four students attend
Dance Festival

by COLLEEN ONEILL

Four Washington College students at-

tended the Maryland Council for the

Annual Dance Festival at Catonsville

Community College last weekend. The
Festival was held at Washington Col-

lege last year. The WC participants

were Karen Smith, Judy Beshel, Wendy
Wolf, Terry. Welsh, and Colleen ONeill.

The program included classes in

Modern Dance, Afro Jazz, Pool Exer-
cises, Rhythmic Gymnastics, Belly

Dancing, Tap, and Indian. The
highlight of the festival was a Modem

Dance Performance by Pauline Koner
Dance Consort. Koner also taught a

master class, and gave a lecture

demonstration. Koner explained some
of her theories and philosophies of

dance and dance choreography.
Pauline Koner celebrates her 50th

year in dance. She began as a student of

and performer with, Michel Frokine

and Michio I to. then launched her own
career as a choreographer-soloist with

a concert in New York in 1930. She
danced with the Jose Limon Company
for fourteen years as a permanent
guest artist, creating numerous roles in

the Limon-Humphrey repertoire. These
are only a few of her experiences with

dance.

In Koner's talk about her own ap-

proach to creating dances, she said that

she considers dance an "intrinsic art."

Something must come from inside. She
says that "to know technique is not

enough to make you a star."

There are two important things which
Koner tries to discover in the creative

process—"the possibility of com-
munication and the knowledge of com-
passion."

The process of Dance Choreography
is the stylization of life's many
gestures, says Koner. For example, in

her dance entitled Mosaic, the first of

three movements show gestures of

greeting.

According to Koner, "Pacing, varie-

ty, contrast, quality, idea, music and
dynamics" are the important elements

in the stylization of gestures. She calls

this her "dance language."
The Dance Festival was poorly

organized, but the excellent teachers,

the enthusiastic dancers, and Pauline

Koner brought everything together, (to

"the still point").

"At the still point is dance?," said

Koner during the dance-lecture' "and
dance is life, and the dance really has

been my life."
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Halstead publishes manuscripts

Washington College News Bureau

Chestertown, MD—Dr. Charles R.
Halstead, Professor of History at

Washington College, recently published
two manuscripts resulting from
research he has pursued in Spanish and
Protuguese History.

One article, entitled "The Luso-
Spanish Treaty of Friendship and Non-
aggression of March 1939" was resear-
ched in Portugal in 1973 under the spon-
sorship of the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation of Lisbon, and written in

the summers of 1975 and 1976. This opus
will appear in the 1978 issue of La revue
d'histoire diplomatique in Paris,
France.
Halstead spent the summer of 1977

writing a second article titled "Aborted
Imperialism: the Spanish Occuaption

accepted for publication in the British
journal, Iberian Studies. The paper is

based on extensive research done in
Spain over a period of several years
and was read before the convention of
Phi Alpha Theta, the national honor
society for teachers and students of
History, last December.
Halstead joined the faculty of

Washington College in September, 1963
as assistant professor of History. He
was promoted to associate professor in
1966 and to full professor last year.
Halstead received his B.A. from Siena
College in 1949 and M.A. from the
University of Virginia in 1953. In 1962 he
obtained his Ph. D. from Virginia com-
pleting his dissertation entitled, "S-
pain, the Powers and e Second World
War 1939-1941."
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Catcher Betsy Hahn moves into the slide home

Women diamondeers win
11-4 in season opener

byLISADURBIN

Freshman Geoff Garinther converses with Assistant Professor of English
Bob Day and Philosophy Professor Peter Tapke at the Dean's List Cocktail'
Party, One-hundredtwenty-four students were named to the Dean's List for
the fall semester.

New York Baroque Dance

Company comes

The women's softball team opened its

season on March 30~with a rousing 11-4

win over Delaware Technical and Com-
munity College.

The Shorewomen were led to victory

by the pitching of Jenny Butler, who
struck out four batters and did not allow
the opposition to score until the sixth in-

ning. Butler led in "firsts." She hit the

first pitch in the first game, was the

first to steal a base and was the first to

score a run. Butler scored a total of

three runs for the new club.

The initial three innings saw ten runs
for Washington and zero for Dei. Tech.

Standouts included Nancy Fahrenkopf,

who made good plays at shortstop while

backing up the infielders and scoring

three runs, and Betsy Hahn, who as cat-

cherallowed few pitches to escape her.

While at bat Hahn hit one double, stole

two bases and scored one run. Helen
Marshall hit two doubles, scored one
run and batted in three more, while

Terry Welsh scored one run and batted

in two. Two runs were also scored by
Madeline Welters.

The next home game will be against

Bowie State, April 12 at 3:00 on the

women's athletic field.

Heavy winds cancel crew bouts
by STEVE PERRY

by COLLEEN
The New York Baroque Dance Com-

pany taught a master class and gave a

lecture-performance last Thursday at

Washington College.

The class introduced basic techni-

ques underlying both ballroom and
theatre dance of the 18th century as

reconstructed from FeuUIet notation

and other dance manuels of the period.

These included the minuet, sarabande
and gigne.

The lecture-performance followed

the afternoon workshop. The per-

formance was done in period costume.
The dancers spoke on ballroom de-

meanor, theatrical characterization,

costumes, and their effect on the move-
ment, style,and the dance rotation of

the 18th century.

It was interesting to hear that the

dress of the 18th century, in many
ways, dictated the stylization of the

dance. For example, the ladies wore a

triangularshaped breast plate which
restricted any leaning forward

ONEILL

movements. Also the skirts became so

wide that a certain hip movement was
necessary to maneuver the skirt. Fans

also played an important part in the

social aspect of Baroque dance. They
served as a communication device as

well as an ornamental part of the

costume. The dancers demonstrated

the codified fan language which has

been recorded.

Several WC students attended the

afternoon class. It was well presented

and entertaining. It was taught on an
appropriate level considering the range

of abilities.

There was an even larger turnout to

the lecture-performance...Dance
[overs: the Mandala Folk Dance
Ensemble will be performing in concert

this Saturday at 8:30 in Tawes theatre.

Heavy winds up to 40 m.p.h.

cancelled last Saturday's crew races in

Philadelphia. Both the men's and
women's crews experienced a two-hour

return trip.

Tomorrow, for the first time, the

men's crew will meet Navy in An-
napolis. The Midshipmen will send two
third-string varsity eights, one
heavyweight and one lightweight,

against W.C.'s varsity and freshman

Last Sunday, the home women's crew
race against Duke University was
cancelled. A very low tide blocked all

attempts to launch the shells. This was
the third such frustrating cancellation

for the women this season.

The women's crew will also meet
Navy this Saturday in Annapolis. A
third crew from Trinity will also com-
pete in the race.

THE RAM SHOP

f~8^
ARTIST MATERIALS
AND SUPPLIES

CUSTOM FRAMING
ART GALLERY

CRAFT SUPPLIES

1 1 1 Cross St. 778-4554
Chestertown, Maryland 2) 620

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Pork

Choitortown, Mcrylond

Sutton's Towne
Stationers
203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 2

1

620

Come See The Selection Of
Hallmark and Eaton Papers

£ COFFEE HOUSE COFFEE HOUSE COFFEE HOUSE

EVERY
WEDNESDAY

LADIES NIGHT
25' to 35' Draught
10:00 p.m. till closing

FRIDAY
COCKTAIL PARTY

50 s 6 OZ./75* 12 oz./$1.00 16 oz.
4:00 pm till 6:00 pm
ALL YOUR FAVORITE

DRINKS 8 10' OFF BOTTLED BEER

ijCOFFEE HOUSE COFFEEHOUSE COFFEE HOUSE rh|
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Shore stickmen

stomp Denison, 15-5
Lacrosse team faces toughened

schedule after easy win
by DANA CHATELLIER

Sports Editor

The lacrosse team ho-hummed its

way to an easy 15-5 win over visiting

Denison University last Saturday In

fact, it may have been too easy for the

Shoremen's own good.

Indeed, WC must have thought their

opponents would be pushovers from the

very beginning. How else does one ex-

plain a 2-0 Denison lead after the first

five minutes of play? But the fans

needn't have worried, as George

Mullinix came up with the faceoff and

gave it to Drew Romans, who took it

behind the goal and fed Matt Morris for

a wide-open shot that cut the lead in

half before you could say "April Fool."

Moments later, Mullinix fed Myrt

Gaines on the fast break and Gaines

beat his man to tie the score Denison

grabbed the lead once more, but WC
knotted it again as Romans collared an

errant shot by Mullinix and sent a line

drive into the top corner of the goal to

write off the first period as a 3-3 stan-

doff.

The Shoremen broke on top for the

first time in the second quarter as Mor-

ris dodged around the goal to light the

lamp. Denison tied it for the last time

on a shot that appeared to the fans to hit

the pipe but was called good by the of-

ficial. It hardly mattered, as the

Shoremen went on to net eight con-

secutive goals. Romans fed Gaines for

an extra-man score. A minute later,

BUI Ha mill fired in a rocket from out-

side that the goalie never saw. Gaines

came around from behind the net to

"provide a 7-4 halftone advantage.

The barrage continued in the third

quarter. Previously dormant G.P.

Lindsay beat his man for the

Shoremen's eighth goal. After a com-

mercial to allow Mullinix to dodge for a

score, the Jeeper Lindsay Show con-

tinued as he beat his man again and fed

Gaines for the goal, then took one in

himself on the fast break. With a

sevengoal lead, coach DiMaggio went

to his bench, sending Clint Evans into

the goal for Tim Hart and inserting a

new midfield. Morris' third goal made

it 12^ after three quarters, and scores

by Tim Hollywood, Gaines, and Bill

Steelman were icing on the cake.

Gaines' five goals and Morris' three

paced the Shoremen. Lindsay had two

and one and Romans had a pair of

assists to go with his single goal. Tim

Hart had 13 saves, several of them

spectacular. His backup man, Evans,

stopped six shots. The defense was im-

pressive, often shutting Denison off

without so much as a shot. Bill Herring

played aggressively, Lecky Haller did a

good job, and Jon Gilford always

seemed to be around the ball when

needed, which was most obvious in a se-

quence near the end of the first half.

Hart had been drawn out of the goal, so

Gifford, the ex-goalie, jumped in to

make an incredible stop on a wide-open

shot and corralled the ball to run out the

clock. For Denison, reserve attackman

Dave Baxter had a goal and two assists,

and goalie Rob Hereford, who
engineered Denison's 10-8 upset of the

Shoremen two years ago, stayed tough

the whole game and finished with 23

saves.

The only troublesome aspect of the

game is the fact that the Shoremen only

had four assists to go with their fifteen

goals, indicating that there's still a con-

siderable tendency for guys to go one-

on-one instead of functioning as a team.

WC has the talent to beat clubs like

Denison, FEU, and Morgan with in-

dividual efforts, but when it gets down

to the games that mean something, like

UMBC and Baltimore U., the Shoremen

are going to find out that it's going to

take teamwork to get them anywhere.

Now is the time for the Shore stickmen

to get their act in gear, because tomor-

row it may be too late.

The Commodity Exchange
presents

Friday April 7th and Saturday April 8th

THE JIM SELLERS BAND

Happy Hour Thurs & Fri 5-7

Thurs 30' Draft Beer

SGA Elections April 18

Elections for Student Govern-

ment Association and Class

officers will be April 18,

following Speech night in the

Coffee House April 13.

Jeeper Lindsey shoots for the goal

Widener outplays Shore

nine in twin bill

byBOBAKESON

The Washington College Baseball

Team lost both ends of a doubleheader

to the M.A.C. champion Widener Col-

lege, 12-9 and 8-4.

In the first gam, Widener opened up

with 5 runs in the first inning on a home
run, 4 singles and a walk off starting

pitcher Bill Hoopes. Widener scored

again in the second inning to make it

7-0.

The Shoremen responded in the bot-

tom of the second inning with 2 runs on

singles by second baseman Rich

Schatzman, shortstop Steve Wilkinson,

centerfielder Chuck Davis and
rightfielder Rick Vack and a double by

the designated hitter Rick Dwyer, to

make it 7-5.

In the third, the Shoreman defense

tightened up and didn't allow a run. The
following inning, though, Widener was
able to score three unearned runs yet

once again Washington College showed

its ability by adding 2 more runs, on

singles by Dave Beatty and Steve

Wilkinson, making it 10-7 after 4 full in-

nings.

Widener didn't score again until the

6th inning when a mix-up involving the

first baseman Barry Rollins and pit-

cher Bob Akeson set the stage for a 2

run inning. Widener failed to score

again while the Shoremen chalked up 1

run in the bottom of the 7th to make the

finai score 12-9. Defensively, highlights

were the fine play of leftfielder Chris

Kiefer and centerfielder Chuck Davis.

In the second game, Widener opened

up with 3 runs off W.C. pitcher Dan Bar-

bierri. For the next 5 inning though,

Barbierri and the Shoreman defense

settled down and held Widener
scoreless. Barbierri, a sophomore,

relied mostly on an overpowering

fastball which he was able to keep low

and move from comer to corner.

At the plate the Shoremen were able

to score 2 in the second and fourth inn-

ings on doubles by Rich Schatzman,

thus making it 3-3.

The deadlock was broken in the top of

the 7th inning when Widener scored 4

runs on 6 hits. The shoremen for their

part were unable to score in the bottom

of 7th. The final score was 7-3.

Overall, the Shoremen demonstrated

a great deal of poise in their ability to

compete with the best the conference

has to offer.

Bike-a-Thon

For the benefit of the Maryland Chap-

ter of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

-sponsored jointly by the

Washington College Student Govern-
ment Association and local chapter of

the Jaycees

Sunday, April 23

Registration forms available

through seniors or Foster Deibert



Malone challenges salary statistics
by CARLOS WILTON

Economics Professor Michael Professor-8.2 percent; Assistant 9.;
Malone has objected to faculty salary percent.
statistics which the Elm quoted in its The last two sets of figures give th(
lastissue. The statistics, which were percentage increases from last year tt
released by the Administration, con- this year, and from this year to nexl
cern faculty "compensation", and not year. For full Professors, the average
faculty salaries, as the headline of the salary increase from last year to this

.1
lm!>1 'es year was 2.1 percent, from this year to

Malone emphasized that the figures next year it will be 8.1 percent+a con-'
for faculty compensation are different siderabledifference. Malone pointed
from those for faculty salaries; com- mil
pensation figures include contributions
made by the College to Social Security
and pension funds, as well as money
directly presented to professors in-

salary payments. Compensation
figures are invariably higher than
salary figures, and do not provide an
accurate picture of the amount of
salary professors will actually receive.

Economics Professor Michael Malone

Pre-Freshmen Day held
by MARGARET HANDLE

Approximately 125 potential students
and their families enjoyed a "very,
very successful" Pre-Freshman Day
here last weekend, according to

Associate Director of Admissions Cathy
Thaden.

A full schedule of activities was plan-
ned by Thaden and Assistant Director
of Admissions Lynn Hayhurst . The
most popular features of the day were
the seminars conducted by depart-
mental chairman and the lacrosse
game against Fairleigh-Dickenson.

Although Pre-Freshman Day has
been conducted according to the same
basic format for the past few years, the
Admissions Department has begun a
new practice which gave visitors a sen-
se of connection with the College

laststudents before they arrived

weekend, Thaden indicated.

Each accepted high school senior is

phoned by a Washington College

student (via the Watts line installed in

the Admissions offices) and receives

literature in the mail so they can
develop a familiarity with the College

before visiting. This practice received
many favorable comments when the

pre-freshmen arrived.

Many pre-freshmen paid their ad-

vance deposits for enrollment Satur-

day, and though the exact number of in-

coming freshmen will riot be known for

at least two weeks, freshmen ap-

plications are ahead of last year's

figure. Interest is also picking up
among transfer students, according to

Thaden.

Friday, April 14

7:30 p.m. Movie - "Wizards"
William Smith Auditorium

9:00 Parents' Night in the Coffee House

TJ Hodson Hall

d Saturday April 15

<U 10:00 a.m. Registration

J4

h
di

Hynson Lounge

10:00-2:00 Student Arts Exhibit
Miller Library Terrace

10:30 Parents' Meeting

£^ 00 Hynson Lounge

t^ 11:00 Track vs. Philadelphia Textile

11:15-12:00 Faculty Coffee Hour
Hynson Lounge

rH (Faculty members will be available
at this time to meet with parents.)

12:00-1:00 Luncheon - Outdoor barbecue

CD 12:30 p.m. Crew vs. Villanova

U
,*

1:30 Lacrosse vs. Ohio Wesleyan
Baseball vs. Lebanon Valley

fit 6:00 Parents' Cocktail Party
(location to be announced)

7:30 Student Awards Banquet
Hodson Hall
Student Musicale in Hodson Hall im-
mediately following the presentation
of awards.

The article in last week'sElm
reported that the 1978-79 mean total
compensation for a full Professor would
be $24,415. This figure is quite correct
but is considerably higher than the
1978-79 figure for a full Professor's
salary, which will average $21,407. The
$3,008 difference between the two
figures represents the average amount
the College will pay to Social Security,
pension funds, etc.for each full Pro-
fessor. Professors will never see any of
these funds on their paychecks.
Following are the average(mean)

total salary figures for all three ranks
rf professors, from 1976 to projections
forl979:(7igures in thousands oj
dollars)

1976-1977

Full Professor-? 10.4; Associate Pro-

fesso$15.3; Assistant Professor-$13.

1977-1978

Full Professor-$19.8;

Professor-$15.8;
Professor-$13.1

1978-1979

Full Professor-$21.4;

Professor-$17.1;
Professor-$14.3

Percentage of increase ( 1976-77 u
1977-78)

Full Professor-2.I percent; Associatf

Professor-3.l percent; Assistant

Professor-l percent

Percentage of increase ( 1977-78 ti

1978-79)

Full Professor-8.1 percent; Associatf

Associate
Assistanl

Associatf

Assistanl

Malone also supplied the Elm with
comparative salary figures for other
Maryland colleges, which he obtained
by contacting the AAUP (American
Association of University Professors)
representatives onthose campuses. He
contends that these figures are more
accurate than those comparative
figures quoted in last week'sElm arti-

clefwhich came from a chart published
in a recent issue of the Baltimore
Sun) ;and which are probably abouttwo
years old. The President of Goucher
College, for instance has announced a
probable 6 per cent average pay raise

raise for next year for all ranks of pro-

fessors. Assuming that this percentage
figure is correct, a full Professor's

salary for 1978-79 at that institution

would average about $23,700-$2,300

more than the 1978-79 projected figure

for Washington Collge. Hood College
has announced a 5 percent raise for

next year, (average for all ranks)
which would bring a Full Professor's

salary to approxiamtely $23,500$2,100

more than the projected figure for a full

Professor at W.C.

Last week, theElm quoted President

McLain as saying thtthat the new
salary increases would move the Col-

lege's average salary rank, according

to theSun chart, from twenty fifth

toeighteenth. Malone cautioned against

making such comparisons which he
said are misleading. Even if salary in-

formation in theSun chart were cur-

rent, he said, it would not be productive

to compare Washington to other

Maryland colleges, because the other

colleges will probably raise their

salaries too. The salary figures in the

Sun chart refer to information from
1977-78 or perhaps even 1978-79 salary

the figures in this chart can
misleading, Malone stated.

SGA Report

SGA discusses Port

Welcome Trip, finances
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

Plans for the Port Welcome trip a
week from tonight and the Treasurer's
report were the main topics discussed
at Monday's SGA meeting.
When the Port Welcome leaves from

Betterton next Friday night, the SGA
hopes to have at least 400 people
aboard. Even if 400 tickets are sold at
seven dollars apiece, they anticipate a
loss of at least $630.00.

The boat itself costs $2,300.; unifor-
med guards will run another $530.00;
and catering, at $2.75 per person, will
be approximately $1,100. Some of that
cost will be defrayed by the profits from
Port Welcome candy bars, which
should be total $500.00.

As of Monday, the SGA had ap-
proximately $2,500.00 for the remainder
of this semsester.
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The election for next year's SGA officers will be held Tuesday.

The outcome of the bid for the top two posts, however, will be as

predictable as the outcome of the Shore stickmen's game against

Navy; there's no contest.

Foster Ueibert is running unopposed for the Presidency, Kelly
for the VP spot. Both have proved their dedication to the SGA
this year. Although we don't doubt their out the duties of their of-

fices, we feel it is unfortunate that they must claim these offices

by default, due to a lack of competition.

The failure of students to seek offices in the SGA is likely a
result in part of their lack of confidence in the organization's
ability to contribute signifigantly to campus life this year's
administration has encouraged this doubt.

Associate Dean of Students Ed Maxcy urged all students to get

out and vote Tuesday, since there are other important positions

impressed by the candidates in competition for these offices. We
agree. How we vote then will determine the future of the SGA. If

we elect responsible officers and continue to support them, we
can restore faith in an organization that should be a vital part of

the college community.

*:rrr,_MAJL &lyUMQXA)

Culler to lecture

on Tennyson's poetry

A. Dwight Culler, Emily Sanford Pro-

fessor of English at Yale University

and former chairman of the Yale

English Department, will give a talk on

Tennyson's poetry entitled '"Fair

Luminous Mist; The Poetry of Ten-

nyson" in the Sophie Kerr Room of the

Washington College library on
Wednesday, April 19 at 8:30 pm,

Professor Culler is noted as the

author of The Imperial Intellect: A
study of Newman's Educational Ideal,

Imaginative Reason: The Poetry of

Matthew Arnold, and has just published

a new book entitled The Poetry of Ten-
nyson. The lecture is sponsored by the

Sophie Kerr Committee of Washington
College and will be open to the public.
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Letters to the Editor

STUDENT SERVICE

Friday mornining at 8:30 a couple of

students were seen cleaning off the

statue of George Washington. These

volunteers took upon themselves the

responsibility of cleaning up after their

fellow students. It is nice to know that

there are students who care about the

appearance of the campus.

EDWARD E. MAXCY
Associate Dean of Students

THANKS FOR GENEROSITY

The Alpha Omicron Pisorority would

like to thank everyone—those who gave

of their time and those who gave from

their wallet— for participating in our

annual kidnapping. A1J proceeds go to

our Philanthropic Organization which
is the National Arthritis Foundation
and thanks to the generosity of .the

students, faculty and administration,

our total this year was $95.00. Again,

thank-you!

Sigma Tau

Pre-Freshman Day

Once again, the Admissions Staff

would like to thank the Washington Col-

lege Community.Approximately 300 ac-

cepted students and their families at-

tended Pre-Freshman Day on April 8th.

All of the feedback from those who at-

tended has been very positive. This
day's success can be attributed to the

'support we received from several peo-

ple around the campus. We would

especially like to thank Dr. McLain,

Dean Clarke, Dean Kelley, Dean Max-

cy, Mr. Hessey, Mrs. Wright, Miss

Bradley, Mr. Groves, Mr. Foster, Jay
Young, Mr. Crooks and his staff, Dave
Knowles and his staff, all faculty

members who participated, and of

course our tour guides. Thanks to the

effort of all these people, we anticipate

a great group of freshmen will attend

W.C. in the fall

Sincerely

Cathy S.Thaden
Associate Director of Admissions

Lynn Hayhurst
Assistant Director of Admissions

National fraternity

starts local chapter
by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER

The Nu Delta Colony was established

Monday, April 10 following several

months of discussion on establishing a
chapter of the Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity

at Washington College. With seven of

the Charter members present, the col-

ony held its first meeting. Scribe-

Treasurer Bob Folkman, the guiding

force up until this point, acclaimed the

colony in existence. Officers were
elected and discussion was held on a
constitution.

Randy Watson was elected to serve

as President, and submitted a constitu-

tion for debate. The next meeting will

be on Monday, April 17, at which time

Trustee Jeff Chaffin will install the Of-

ficers; and the constitution will be

ratified.

They are now working towards

meeting all of the requirements to

become chartered; an event expected

by next spring. For the present, as

Vice-President Kevin Schneckenburger

said, "our biggest problem is being

taken seriously."

Internal Revenue Service

News Bureau

Looking for a way to take home more money back,

of your paycheck? Don't have your
employer withhold income tax, sug-

gests the IRS.

"Most students who work part-time

earn less than $2,950 a year and
therefore don't have to file a tax

return," according to an IRS
spokesperson.

"But if tax is withheld, they ve to file

a return before April 15 just to get their

Students who believe that they will

earn less than $2,950 in 1978 are urged to

file a Form W-4 (Exemption from
Withholding) with their employer. If

you have any questions, call the IRS.
Single persons don't have to file a tax

return if their income is under $2,950

and their income from interest and
dividends are under $750. For married
taxpayers filing jointly, the cut-off is

$4,700.
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COMMENTARY
The Washington College Republicans are after Your Blood

by JIM LARRIMORE and JEFF MORTON
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The Washington College
Republicans are doing something wor-

thwhile. Not only is it worthwhile, but

with your help we can save lives. The
WCRS want your blood provides the gift

of life to those who need it immediately.

The Baltimore Regional Chapter of

the American National Red Cross, with

the sponsorship of the College

Republicans, will be at Washington

College on Friday, April 21 to recieve

donations of blood They will be in the

Lounge of Minta Martin Hall from 10:30

to 3: 30.

Giving blood requires less than one

hour, and does not hurt. It takes 20

minutes to register; which includes a

few medical history questions and

having your temperature and blood

pressure taken. Giving blood itself

takes only 6-8 minutes. Afterwards,

there is about 20 minutes of rest, where

you are served cookies and juice, are

sent a card with name.blood type, and

date of last donation.

Blood isalways needed. One pint of

blood can be separated into four dif-

ferent components, each of which is

valuable in its own right. A derivative

of plasma is used to help hemophiliacs

;

Washington College Republicans: Jim Larrimore, Steve Kinlock, Glen
Beebe, Lisa Thiermann, Eileen Lenz, Morton

red cells are used to combat anemia

;

platelets are used to fight "idiopathic
thrombocytopenic purpura" (a con-

dition in which a person's own an-

tibodies attack and destroy the existing

platelets) ; and the white cells are used
to deal with leukemia.

This event will set a precedent,

because this will be the first time that a

Red Cross Bloodmobile will have
visited the Del-Mar-Va penninsula. Ad-
ministrators from the Red Cross visited

with the College Republicans on Wed-
nesday, April 5 to talk, and look over

the facilities at Minta Martin They
were very enthused that the students at
Washington College were taking a
responsible role in community affaris
and were concerned with its welfare
There will be another sheet on the

Hodson Hall bulletin board on which
students and faculty may sign up for
specific times during that day to give
blood. The Red Cross can take no more
than 10 donors every 15 minutes. Ap-
pointments are encouraged, although
not necessary, so that the Red Cross
will have an approximate number of
donors so they will bring enough sup-
plies.

The Red Cross, and the College

Republicans, urge every one who can,

and wants to give blood, to do so. This

invitation is out to all students, faculty,

administration, and other college staff.

If anyone would like to help the College

Republicans help the Red Cross, it

would be appreciated.

If you need any addtional in-
formation, or have any question, the
College Republicans have the answers.
See either Jim Larrimore, Steve
Kinlock, Jeff Morton, or Glen Beebe.

TONIGHT
Parent's Weekend ( 14&15)
•Film Series: WIZARDS (81 mins.) — Smith Aud.

p.m.

Saturday
—Parent's Weekend Cont'd
—General Picnic Luncheon— 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
—Track vs. Philadelphia Textile— 11 a.m.
—Baseball(2) vs. Lebanon Valley— l p.m.
—Lacrosse vs. Ohio Wesleyan— 1 : 30 p.m.
—Mens Crew vs. Villanova—2 p.m.

t
Sunday

"Nabokov Literary Week," to Sunday 23 (events to be an-

nounced)
-Student Lecture-recital, Mark Luff, baritone— "Dvorak's

Biblical Songs" — Smith Aud. — 4 p.m.

—Preparatory Piano Recital: students of Ruth Quoos —
Smith Aud. —7p.m.
—Film Series: WIZARDS — Special in Dunning 203 — 7:30

p.m.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday

—Music Semianr: Dale Ttusheim
Arts Room 9— 4 p.m.

7:30 —Film Series: THREE WOMEN (123 min.)

7:30 p.m.

Frank Zappa" — Fine

- Smith Aud. —

—SGA Meeting— 8 p.m.

Monday

Saturday 22

-Visitors and Governors Meeting— 10a.

m

—Women's Crew vs. G. Washington— 12 noon
—Men's Crew vs. G. Washington— 2 p.m.

Sunday 23

— Film Series: THREE WOMEN— Smith Aud. — 7:30 p.m.

Monday 24

— Baseball and Men's Tennis vs. W. Md.— 3 p.m.
—German Club Film: EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF AND
GOD AGAINST ALL with English subtitles - Smith Aud. -
7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 25

—Film Series: THREEWOMEN— Smith Aud. — 7:30 p.m.

—Student Recital— Tawes Theater— 8 :30p.m

.

Wednesday 26

—Baseball (2) vs. Swarthmore— 1 p.m.

—Women's Tennis vs. American U. — 3 p.m.

Thursday 27

—Film Special:PICNIC— Smith Aud.— 7:30p.m.
—Lecture by political scientist Chung Do Hah on "Political

Modernization in Japan"— HynsonLounge— 7: 30 p.m.

Tuesday
—Track vs. Swarthmore and Loyola— 3 p.m.

—Film Series : WIZARD— Smith Aud. — 7 : 30 p.m.

—(Alpha Nu Fashion Show — Hynson Lounge— (admission Friday 28

charged) —Film Series: INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS -
Smith Aud. — 7 : 30 p.m.

Wednesday
—Baseball vs. Wilmington— 3 p.m. Saturday 29

—Sophie Kerr lecture by A. Dwight Culler, Yale U. — S. Kerr —College Chorus Concert — Tawes Theater — 8:30 p.m.

room— 8: 30 p.m,

Sunday 30

Thursday —Film Series: INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS -
—Women's Tennis vs. Gallaudet— 3 p.m. Smith Aud— 7: 30 p.m.

Students for Venetoulis form atWC
"Students for Venetoulis," a group of

supporters of gubernatorial candidacy
of Baltimore County Executive Ted
Venetoulis, has been formed at

Washington College.

Recent polls show that Venetoulis,

who is expected to announce his can-

didacy tomorrow, is currently the

maincontender against Acting Gover-

nor Blair Lee in the crowded

Democratic primary contest to be held

on September 12.

Junior Joe Mead and freshman Jay
Young are coordinating the Venetoulis

effort on campus. A voter registration

drive, is planned for the end, of the

semester. During the summer break
students will be working in their home
counties. Upon returning to school at

the end of August, the students will

resume their work with the Washington

College Community.

Venetoulis was at the college last

spring and again in November. He is

expected toreturn * to Kent County
sometime at the beginning of May.
Anyone interested in getting involved

in this effort should contact Mead (tn

Talbot) or Young (tn Kent)

Luff to give lecture-recital

Senior music major Mark Luff will

give a lecture recital on Antonin

Dvorak's Ten Biblical Songs, Opus 99

on Sunday April 16 at 4:00 pm in

William Smith Auditorium. This par-

ticular song cycle, as the name suggest

is an expressive utterance of Dvorak's

deeply-seated piety. The melodies and

harmonies have a freshness and sim-

plicity, which is characteristic of most

of Dvorak's music. The text of the

songs, which are taken from the Boob of

Psalms, will be sung in English. There

is no admission charge nad everyone is

welcome to share in this musical ex-

perience.

Shreve

to appear on campus

Washington College News Service

Susan Richards Shreve, author and lec-

turer, will be on the Washington College

campus on Monday and Tuesday, April

17 and 18, to five a reading and teach

creative writing classes. The reading

will be at 8 pm on Monday night in the

Sophie Kerr Room of Miller Library. It

is free and open to the public.

Shreve is the author of several novels

including.* Fortunate Madness, A
Woman Like That and a juvenile

novel.The Nightmares of Geranium
Street. In September 1978 another

novel, A Multitude of Seeds, and a book
of short stories entitled The Death of

Giles and Other Stories will be
published.

Shreve is a Jenny Moore Lecturer in

Creative Writing at George Washington
University, on leave of absence for a
year from George Mason University

where she is assistant professor of

English and director of the writing

program.

Sutton's Towne
Stationers
203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Come See The Selection Of
Hallmark and Eaton Papers
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Student Government Assoi

Foster Deibert

Foster Deibert is running unopposed for the office of

SGA President. Currently in his first year in the SGA,
Deibert is the Junior Class President, serves on the

Student Activities Committee, and is coordinator of the

Bike-a-thon for Cystic Fibrosis to be held April 23.

"The main problem with the SGA this year," says

Deibert, "is that, even though it did a lot of things,

Kimball and J.D. can't accept the credit. I think we
need more leadership and a sense of direction. Even
though the SGA did a lot, there was no sense of direc-

tion."

Deibert says that he would like to see "more com-

munication between the SGA and other organizations

on campus For instance, one weekend there would be

nothing going on, then the next weekend a lot would

happen at the same time."

Deibert adds that "I definitely want to see BUbtt

continued, possibly through funding from the Building

and Grounds Committee.
'

'

Danny Tayman

/

Sophomore Danny Tayman is a candidate for SGA
Treasurer after his first year in the SGA Senate, in

which he served as co-chairman of the Student

Residence Committee.

"I'm willing to work and I think I can work well with

Maura and Foster," says Tayman. "As far as the

Treasurer's duties, I think Maura's done a wonderful

job ; I 'd like to do as good a job as she has."

"I'd like to make the Treasurer's job more influen-

tial on the Executive Board," says Tayman, adding

that "maybe we can get the Moag (SGA president,

1976-76) debt reduced."

Jay Young

Freshman Jay Young, the other candidate^
Treasurer, was in the SGA Senate before being el

freshman Class President. Young organized thel

project, is co-chairman of the Student Residents

mittee, and a member of the Organizations C«

tee. His duties as President included decoratia

the Birthday Ball.

"Keeping the books is only a small part of wh

Treasurer's job can be," says Young. "I intend

pand the role of the Treasurer to put more empto

being active within the Executive Board."
Since the SGA allotment was just increase

year, "and it's not likely to increase again this
j

says Young, "I think we should create more fund

ing activities."

Young adds that "I'll try to get separate fund

BUSH from the Building and Grounds Commit!

that it doesn't come from the activities

Bill Baldwin

Freshman Bill Baldwin is running for Assistant

Social Chairman on a ticket with Social Chairman can-

didate John Baden.

"I thing I can get good connections as far as lining up

bands from Baltimore,"says Baldwin, a resident of

that city. "One thing I'd like to see is an all-day outside

concert, with two bands."
Baldwin adds that "it seems there should be a little

more involvement on the part of the assistant and the

chairman." . , \

JoAnn Beebe

Sophomore JoAnn Beebe, an SGA Senator and a
member of the Social Committee, is running for Assis-

tant Social Chairman on a ticket with Joy
Chamberlain.

"I've been at most of the social functions here," says
Beebe, "so I know what kinds of problems came up."

"I think the social calendar is good this year and I'd

like to see it continue," she adds, noting that there are
some changes that can be made. "We need more and
earlier advertising for things. Also, I'd like to see more
outdoor functions—either parties or picnics or

whatever."
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ition candidates speak out

Maura Kelly

a Kelly, currently the SGA Treasurer is runn-
;GA Vice-President.

fed in the. duties of the Vice-President is the
[Dship of the Student Academic Board Kelly
it next year's SAB should "definitely be more
ud more successful.

I
something has to be done about senior re-

nts to make them more equitable among
ents and more beneficial to students," adds
'd like to see a thesis course first semester and
lendent study course second semester, both
four-credit courses.

'

'

ilso says that "the subcommittees of the SAB
ake a more acitve role. And I think we should
anze people with the fact that we can design
najorhere."

Nancy Kostar

Nancy Kostar is running unopposed for SGA
Secretary, the same office she holds this year. She was
also secretary of both her freshman and sophomore
classes, as well as an SGA Senator her sophomore
year.

"I'd like to see more people involved," says Kostar.
"I think we should publicize the SGA with some sort of
advising day, similar to the one used by the SAB. I

know there are people here who want to get involved
but just don't know how to go about it."

John Baden

* A

John Baden is one of two candidates for the office of
Social Chairman. Baden, a junior, was Social Chair-
man for the KA's last semester and a member of the
SGA Senate in his freshman year.
"From the impression I've gotten from people in the

SGA this year," says Baden, "the members of the Stu-
dent Activities Committee should be more involved,
rather then putting the workload on one or two people

"

Baden is running on a ticket with Bill Baldwin, a can-
didate for Assistant Social Chairman. "I think Bill and
I can work well together," says Baden, "because Bill
has connections with Baltimore bands and I can
organize well. So between the two of us, I think we can
doa good job."

Joy Chamberlain

Sophomore Joy Chamberlain, a member of the SGA
Senate, is the other candidate for Social Chairman. As
a member of the Senate, Chamberlain has served on
the Student Activities Committee and the Organization

Committee.
"I'd like to see a decrease in prices and better adver-

tising for dances," says Chamberlain, who is running
on a ticket with JoAnn Beebe. "I'd also like to meet
with sorority and fraternity presidents at least once a
month so we could avoid the conflicts that happened a
couple of times this year.

'

'

Chamberlain adds that she would like to see "better
movies in the Film Series, more of the Party Wagon"
and that she would "hold full responsibility for
dances."

Larry Stahl

Larry Stahl, another candidate for Assistant Social

Chairman, has worked for much of this year with the

current assistant, Harold Norton.

"We definitely need a change of attitude in this

school," says Stahl, pointing to a student body that he
feels is largely apathetic.

Stahl says that "the SGA should work with the whole
school so that we don't conflict with fraternities and
sororities like we have a couple of times this year.

Things like that wouldn't happen if there was enough
advance notice. The school is just"too small to support
two major things in one night.

Elections for Student

Government Association

and Class officers

will be April 18

Photography by Al Swift
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Gillan and Dickson

accepted by NEH

to attend summer seminars

- VLADIMIR NABOKOV -
* A BIRTHDAY PARTY 6 CELEBRATION *

Writers' Union plans

Nabokov Week

The Writers Union of Washington Col-

lege is sponsoring a full schedule of

literary and quasi-literary events open

to the public from Sunday, April 16

through Saturday, April 22 to celebrate

Nabokov Week Although there has

been a "long tradition— J have no idea

how many years it goes back— of hav-

ing a party on Nabokov's birthday,"

stated senior Writers' Union member
and Washington College Review editor

Kathy Wagner, "this is the biggest

celebration we've ever had.
'

'

Asked why Nabokov is so honored,

Wagner quipped, "because we think

he's the greatest writer of the twentieth

century." The late Russian born
novelist, who mastered English as his

second language and is probably most
renown for his work Lolita was born
April 23, 1899. His birthdate will be duly

celebrated by a noon to midnight party

at Richmond House that will begin with

a wiffle ball game at the Richmond
House Wiffle Ball Stadium (Richmond
House Rough Writers versus Foxwell

Fannies) and end with a midnight
phone-call to Vera, Nabokov's wife.

Other highlights of the day include

Dead Chicken Lunch at 2:30, followed

an hour later by a volleyball game that

puts the Rough Writers up against the

Reid Hall Red Hots, and a 5:00-5:01. a

moment of silence "for an obscure
English writer (poet and playwright)

whose birth coincidentially is the same
date as Nabokov's. "We're not sure
what his name is." Wagner said, "but I

think it starts with 'S'" "John Klaus

by MARIAN COOPER

Assistant Professor of English

Richard Gillan and Assistant Professoi

of French Colin Dickson have been

selected to participate in summer
seminars sponsored by the National

Endowment for the Humanities.

The summer seminars for college

teachers provide unities for professors

r.o work in their fields under the direc

ition of a distinguished scholar. Par
I fcipants are selected on the basis of na-

t 'ori.-i 1 competition.

Gillan was accepted into twc

teminars, one at UCLA on art and

) iterature and one at Brown on satire.

Gillan declined UCLA and will be study-

ing this summer at Brown, under the

direction of Edward A. Bloom, a

scholar on Eighteenth Century

literature and Satire. He is one of

twelve chosen from the whole country,

o attend the seminar.

At Brown they will study satire and

vill investigate the influence of

lassical literature on the literature of

Jie 18th and 19th centuries. Gillan is in-

terested in the effect of classical

literature on romanticism and says that

the aspect of satire will be interesting

ii id useful.

For eight weeks Gillan plans to be

studying hard and reading a lot. The

purpose of the seminar is to enhance

knowledge in areas of interest, and

teaching at Washington College, he

itated.The seminar is a great op-

portunity for 'bolstering' of my
knowledge and to enhance my teaching

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chie/

and nis lousy Omp-pa-pa band" will

perform at 6:30 right before the tradi-

tional showing of the NET Nabokov
film..

Hundreds of post cards, designed by
Tex Andrews and illustrated by Jean
Dixon, have been sent out to figures in

the literary movement — from such
authors as John Cheever and Erica
Jong on down to lesser known writer —
inviting them to attend the festivities.

Students to read works
Earlier in the week, a Freshman

Poetry Reading will be held Sunday,
April 16 at 8 p.m. in the Coffee House.
Novelist Susan Shreve will arrive on
campus the following day. She will give

a reading at 8 pm in the Sophie Ken-
Room and will remain on campus to

conduct some creative writing
seminars and discussions with
students. Dwight Culler will conduct a

lecture on Tennyson's poetry
Wednesday at 8:30 in the Sophie Kerr
Room. The Senior Reading will be held

Thursday evening at 8 pm in the Coffee

House. Poet Gibbons Ruark will hold a

reading Friday evening at 8 at Bob
Day's house, and The Humbert-
Humbert— Quitly Memorial Tennis
Match between Day and English
Department Chairman Norman James
is scheduled for Saturday, April 22 at 11

a.m. on the tennis courts.

A fuller description of Nabokov Week
activities will be made available to

students through the campus mail. All

seriousness aside, it should be a week to

remember.

in tuture years.

Dickson will be attending a seminar

this summer at Haverford College with

Marcel Gutwirth, an expert on Moliere

and Montaigne. The topic of the

seminar is "Theory of the Comic and

theArtofComedy."
The seminar, which will be in Fren-

ch; will cover authors from Kabelais

and Montaigne in the 16th century to

Moliere in the 17th century and Bechet

in the 20th century. Dickson is trying to

get him interested in discussing

Kaubert also. Part of the seminar will

be on past Freudian theories of the

comic.

Dickson is pleased with the fact that

English authors such as Shakespeare
and Joyce will be related to the topic.

He says it will be interesting to see

something outside of his field and to

relate it to French Literature.

Haverford, which is outside of

Philadelphia; is a green place made for

learning and meditation, says Dickson'
It is "known for green report."

Dickson concluded, "I'm pleased

about it, it will give me a chance to do

the scholarly work I've wanted to pay

more attention to." With tongue in

cheek he added that he is "entering the

years of life when one needs the shield

of humor to defend oneself against 'the

slings and arrows of outrageous for-

tune.'"

Ruark to give reading
Washington College

Gibbons Ruark, associate professor

of English at the University of

Delaware, will present a poetry reading

at 8 pm on Friday, April 21 in the cam-

pus house of Bob Day directly behind

McAlpin Art Studio at Washington Col-

lege. Professor Ruark, who has just

published his second book of poetry,

will be on campus both Thursday and

Friday teaching creative writing

classes.

"Reeds", the second book of poetry

by Gibbons Ruark, has just been

published by Texas Tech University

Press and has won an award as a con-

tribution to the Associated Writing Pro-

grams Contemporary Poetry Series in

News Service

nationwide competition. His first col-

lection of poems, "A Program for Sur-

vival", was published by the University
Press, of Virginia in 1971 and won an
award from the National Council on the

Arts.

Other events of the week of April

16-23, named Nabokov week at the Col-

lege to celebrate Vladimir Nabokov's

birthday, include a Senior Reading in

the Coffeehouse on Thursday night at 8

pm and a tennis match between pro-

fessors Norman James and Bob Day on

the Washington College courts at 11 am
Saturday morning. The public is invited

to attend.

ANTIQUES BRIC BRAC USED FURNISHINGS

"Stop jiniS.. Wkat W. Qof
THE ATTIC

Daily 10-5:30 337 High Streat

Phona: 778-4590 CHESTERTOWN. MO. 21620 Sunday 11-4

Three Photographers:
Jerry Bray Robin Newlin Roger Rebetsky

A Small Exhibition & Sale

The Hynson Lounge
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10 a.m. -8 p.m.

Prints from $ 10.00
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The Numbers Game:

'you gotta play to win.

'

by WILL MARTIN

Earlier in the year, track coach Don
Chatellier held a couple of meetings for

those interested in participating in var-

sity track. Only six or eight people
showed up. Chatellier indicated then, to

those present, that they had no chance
of winning a meet as a team, unless a
miracle took place.

Divine Intervention has not been for-

thcoming. To Chatellie, in fact, it may
seem as though the Devil has gained the

upper hand concerning the fate of this

year's track program.
After three tri-meets and one dual

meet, the Shoremen have amassed a

total of only forty-seven points, twenty-

four of those coming in the dual meet
against Western Maryland, and have
only one victory in fifty-one events. And
according to Chatellier, one of the main
reasons for this abysmal state of affairs

is no more complicated than a fourth

grade arithmetic problem.
"There are seventeen events; fifteen

running, jumping and throwing events
and two relays. Of those seventeen
events, we have approximately six that

we have no one entered in. So, you're

giving up nine points per event to the

opposition if they just have three people

to show. Six times nine is fifty-four.

Take that off the 145 total points that

you have to begin with and the 72^
points needed to achieve just a tie and
you can see that there is not much way
you can win, no matter how good or bad
you are. You can't win unless you can
cover all the events reasonably well.

"Track has never been a big par-

ticipating sport here. In the past three

years we've been averaging twelve to

fourteen people on the track team.
Western Maryland has 25-30 kids.

Bridgewater has 35 and Franklin and
Marshall has 40. We have never had
that. But we've done reasonably well in

that we've had a lot of individual cham-
pions. It just happends this year we've
run out of them."
A lack of experienced, "quality"

athletes is the other major reason why
Chatellier frankly calls this season "tt

lowst year we've ever had." Archie
Hoyt, a three-time conference ctam-
pion in the intermediate hurdles, under-
went major surgery just prior to Spring
Break, and Derwin Wright, who was in-

volved in four running events, flunked
out of school after the fall term. Those
two alone would have made a dramatic
difference in the running events, with
Wright competing in both the 100 and
220, and Hoyt in both the intermediate
and high hurdles. And in combining
with Don Frush and Fred Nanamaker, .

they would have competed in the 440
and mile relays as well, two events
which the team has not even entered
this spring.

Aside from Hoyt and Wright,
however, Chatellier also noted the

absence of Bill Black and Scott

Stallard, both of whom transferred, and
both of whom would have made signifi-

cant contributions in the field events
this spring. Black, who transferred to

Duke, broke the school high jump
record in his freshman year, and com-
peted in five of the seven field events.

Stallard (at Springfield College) also

competed in five field events, and has
thrown the javelin over 200 feet, which
would have qualified him for the Divi-

sion III National Championships this

year.

"Both of them would have been
scorers, and with Arch and Derwin we
would have had four people who could

have carried the team and made us
quite respectable. However, the bottom
dropped out," said Chatellier.

;

. Faced with the return of only three

upbefdas'smeri.'ChatelHer-has' haa'fo '

rely almost exclusively upon the seven
freshmen who came out. He is quick to

point out that in dwelling upon the
team's difficulties, he is not disparag-
ing of their efforts or abilities, and
noted the difficulty the freshmen faced
in being called upon to win events. Ac-
cording to Chatellier, three of them
"were working reasonably well at this

time." Marc Pappas, a distance man,
and the team's leading scorer, is close
to qualifying for the MAC champion-
ships after having run the mile outdoors
only three times this spring. Dan.
Beirne, faced with the difficult task of
filling Hoyt's shoes in the intermediate
hurdles, is also close to qualifying for
the conference meet. Ed Mitzel, who
has been out only a short time, is mak-
ing good progress in the pole vault. The
school record, established long ago with
a steel pole, is twelve feet, and Mitzel
has already cleared eleven feet in prac-
tice. Another freshman who was ex-
pected to contribute to the team's ef-

forts this season is Peter Cameron, who
unfortunately has not regained last

fall's cross country form due to illness

"All the young people that are out
there now are trying to do is improve
themselves and run well and compete
successfully and learn something about
their event and their opposition, in the
hope that by the time they've been do-
ing it a year or so, we'll have a chance
to pick up other people like them next
year, and other people like them the
year after, and possibly we'll get back
to having a full-sized team," Chatellier
stated.

Coaches in all sports, and on all levels,

are overly fond of the phrase "a
rebuilding year," but in the case of this

year's track team, it is an apt one. With
a good core of promising freshmen, the

team certainly seems headed toward
better things next season. And in speak-
ing of next season, what about the new
prospects?

"I have on paper now about six to ten

people that have indicated interest in

coming next year. Three of them have
paid their money. We hope that we're
going to get some more of them. There
are some kids that can score for us next

season. I have a 170 foot javelin

thrower, a kid who's a pretty good
discus thrower and high jumper,
another young man who's a pretty good
quarter miler, and..."

And then Chatty sits back in his chair

and gives me a half-smile.

"The biggest problem is that it's a
whole year away. Whether they're go-

ing to get here and still be surviving and
eager and ready to go by next spring,

with a very short season in front of

them....whocansay?

As a coach, Chatellier refers to

himself as the "supreme pessimist," an
ironic label, considering a coach's

never-say-die image, and his usual em-
phasis upon such intangibles as "team
spirit." But given the factors which can
decimate a team, and have decimated
this year's track team, it is a label

which seems well justified.

NOTES
The team hosts Philadelphia Textile

in a dual meet schedule this Saturday at

11:00 am and then close out their dual

meet on Tuesday, April 18th against

Swarthmore and Loyola

.

The "Chatty-Men" put in their best

performance to date in a triangular

meet against Johns Hopkins and
Lebanon Valley, scoring eleven points.

Five team members placed in different

events, with Mitzel taking 3rd in the

pole vault, Frush taking 4th in the 440,

peirne 2jidjri the intermediate hurdles,

Dodd 2nd in the javelin and Nanamaker '

4th in both in thVtOO' and Z2D:
'"""* 3

The Big Buck (Jim Buchanan) takes a cut

Shore nine win

three in row
by ROBERT AKESON

This past week the Washington Col-

lege Baseball team defeated Galludet

College by a convincing 14-3, Haverford
College twice 5-1, 5-0 and Washington
Bible 15-6.

In last Thursday's Galludet game,
the Shoremen attack consisted of 10

hits, 3 of which were homeruns by 3rd

baseman Jim Buchannan, leftfielder

Chris Kieffer and a grand slam by
designated hitter Rich Dwyer. The pit-

ching of Dan Barbieri, Bill Hoopes, Bob
Akeson and Mark Naser was equally ef-

fective since Galludet was held to just 3

runs on 4 hits.

The Saturday doubleheader at Haver-
ford brought the Shoremen to top form.

In the 1st contest, pitcher Dan Bar-

bier; limited Haverford to 1 run on 5

hits. He struck out 9. This victory

brought "Barbers" personal record up
to 2-2, with a miniscule 1.80 ERA.
At the plate, WC was led by Rich

Dwyer, whose 2nd grand slam of the

season in the 3rd inning clinched the

victory. In the 6th Jim Buchannan
doubled and was driven in by Chris

Kieffer.

In the second game, southpaw Bill

Hoopes hurled the 1st shutout of the

season, for the Shoremen, while allow-

ing 5 hits. Hoopes outstanding control

and his abiltiy to mix his pitches were a

maior factor in his success.

Shoremen hitters totaled 9 hits, in-

cluding another Rich Dwyer homerun
and a double by Scott Rutter. Rich
Schatzman accounted for 2 singles

while a newcomer to the lineup,

freshman 2nd baseman Bruce Abbott
contributed 2 RBI's.

During the game with Washington Bi-

ble College. WC used four pitchers, Dan
Barbierre, Bob Akeson, Mark Naser
and Chuck Bradley yet still managed to

come out on top. At the plate, the

Shoremen scored 15 runs on 12 hits.

The vie lories last week brought the
Shoremen up to a 4-1 mark, a third of

the way into the season. Things look

very promising thanks to a mature pit-

ching staff and an unusually productive
group of freshmen. The hitting is much
improved over previous years, as the
squad average is hovering 6 homeruns
and 49 RBI's.

Steve Wilkinson paces the club with a
385 batting average while Rich Dwyer
leads the Shoremen in the power
department with 4 homeruns and 13

RBI's.

This Saturday, WC meets Lebanon
Valley College for a doubleheader. The
games will be held at Kibler Field, star-
ting at 1pm.

^ COFFEE HOUSE COFFEE HOUSE COFFEE HOUSE '

EVERY
WEDNESDAY

LADIES NIGHT
25' to 35 Draught
10:00 p.m. till closing

FRIDAY
COCKTAIL PARTY

50'6oz./75« 12oz./$1.00 16oz.
4:00 pm till 6:00 pm
ALL YOUR FAVORITE

DRINKS 8 10- OFF BOTTLED BEER
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Women's Tennis

off to smashing start
Washington College News Service

Home wins move
stickmen to4-2forseason
A 19-6 win over Fairieigh Dickinson

Saturday and a crushing 27-12 defeat

delivered Wednesday to Morgan State

brought the Shore stichman's season

record to 4-2.

Shoremen scorch Jersey Devils

Fairle Dickson University found out

there are "light years" between the

caliber of the lacrosse of New Haven.

Springfield nad Lehigh play—and that

of Washington College

The cocky Jersey Devils discovered

who the "chumps" were "real fast"

Saturday on the Kibler plain as the

Shoremen whipped together a good

old-fashioned Eastern Shore skunking

on FDU on the way to a 19-6 rout. It was
the first defeat of the season for

Fairieigh Dickinson after three wins.

Ted Bruning's stick ten from
Madison, New Jersey refered to

ngton gcollege's second ranked
lacrosse team as "chumps" during

pregame workout, but once the game
started it was evident the that Fairieigh

Dickinson did not belong on the same
field.

Washington College walked out on the

Devils 7-0 in the first period and the

score was 9-0 before the visitors dented

the scoreboard. Myrt Gaines, George
Mullinix, Nobie Powell, Drew Romans
and G.P.Lindsay led the Shore scoring

rout On the other end of the field coach
Mickey DiMaggio started Clint Evans
in the goal with freshman Frank Felice,

sophomore Jum Bradley and junior

Don Pennington on defense. They stop-

ped the Devils cold.

After Fairieigh Dickinson came back
to 9-2, goaltender Tim Harf threw a
pass the length of the field to ines

and Myrt found Powell on on the crease
for an easy goal. Washington College
ran the score out to 11-2 at halftone.

Fairieigh Dickinson netted the first

goal of the second half, but Washington,
responded with the next eight on scores
by Gaines and Lindsay, two each, and

singles off the sticks of Romans,
Powell, Mullinix and reserved Andy
Cooper.

DiMaggio began to substitute

wholesale in the third stanza. The

period drew to a close with Washington

College cruising 17-3.

FDU's regular netted the final three

goals of the game against Washington's

bench warmers to make th score more
respectible.

The victory was the second straight

for the Shoremen over the Devils and

brought the series record to 2-3.

Despite the victory, Washington Col-

lege fell to third in the NCAA Division

II-III poll behind first place Hobartnd
Roanoke. Roanoke beat North Carolina

State. 15-11, Saturday. State defeated

Virginia earlier in the week Roanoke is

6-0 on the season.
Hobart, 3-1, with only a loss to na-

tional champion Cornell U is one with

150 points and 10 first place votes.

Roanoke has 138 points. WC 132. UMBC.
a Shore opponent away on Saturday,

April 22, is rated fourth with 116 voi.es.

Adelphi is ranked fifth, followed by
Baltimore U., Towson, Cortland State,

Salisbuty State and Ohio Wesleyan in

the top ten.

Wednesday's 27-12 put-down of

nationally ranked Morgan cheered the

Shore team despite the drop in the
NCAA Division II-III poll. By halftime
in the bout against the bears fans were
already starting to complain of

boredom as a 12-5 point spread moved
the WC stickmen far in front.

The game was highlighted by 3 goals
and 5 assists oy Mhrt ines; 6 goals and 3
assists by G.P. Lindsay; 5 goals and 1

assist by Drew Romans and 3 goals and
1 assist by George Mullinix.

Also scoriqg were N°by Powell , Billy
Hamill, with two shots in the goal; Tim
Norris and Andy Hoopes, who scored
tnree times.

The SOhoremen entertain Ohio

Wesleyan on Kibler Field at 1 :30 tomor-

row' before starting a 3 game road trip.

Navy overpowersWC crew
by STEVE PERRY

Last Saturday, Washington College's Men's Crew lost to an overpowering

Midshipman's squad. The races started out hectically when heavy winds

postponed the starts. Navy officials eventually chose a protected area and
shortened the race to a four-minute piece.

W.C.'s varsity eight lagged behind at the start. The Midshipmen gained a

seat's lenght every ten strokes. Five strokes from the finish, in the process of

avoiding an anchored sailboat, the varsity shell struck a buoy.

The freshman eight, competing against two lightweight crews, took the

lead but experienced an unfortunate "crab". Tomorrow, both crews meet
Villanova at home.

W.C.'s women's crew also lost to two Navy eights. Veteran Shore
oarswoman Sarah Coyle, rowing seat number five, lost her slide at the start

and did not regain it until twenty srokes from the finish line. Navy gradually

pulled away for the win. The women's crew meets Wesleyan in New England
tomorrow and Connecticut College on Sunday .-

The Washington College Women's
Tennis Team is off to a flying start, win-

ning 4 out of 5 of their first matches ol

the 1978 season. The Shorewomen have

come out on top of Catsonville Com-
munity College, Essex, Cecil and

Wesley, having lost only to Catholic

University.

The Catsonville match on Monday,

March 27 was played on a very cold and

windy day, but the women netted

themselves a 5-4 win. Jeanette Bonsack

at number 2 and Holli Young at number

4 put in outstanding performances as

did Shannon Crosby at number 6 in her

first match ever. The doubles teams of

Bonsack and Renee Miller and Janet

Sparre and Tammy Wolfe came out on

top to break the tie and score the team
victory.

On Wednesday of the same week, the

women hosted the powerful Catholic

University Team. Holli Young scored a

6-2, 6-3 match win for the only win of the

day.

Friday, March 31, the Shorewomen
traveled to Essex and posted an 8-1 win
after Coach Fall reorganized the

numbering of the players. Carol Noer

won her first match at the number 1

playing the best tennis Fall has seen

her play to date. Bonsack. Young,

Miller, Wolf and Sparre all followed in

order to jack up the team score.

A 9-0 win over Cecil Community Col-

lege on Tuesday, April 4 led the way to

an important 8-1 win over Wesley on

April 6. Wesley, usually very strong,

gave us a good match, requiring smart
tennis, not power tennis. Jeanette Bon-

sack played exceptionally well in

singles play as did Renee Miller, winn-

ing 6-2. 6-2, The girls lost the third

doubles match for the only loss of the

day.

Netmen
bested by Haverford

Alter notching an impressive 9-0 win

over host Gallaudet College Thursday,

Washington College men's tennis team
lost to one of the tougher league teams,

host Haverford College, 9-0, Saturday.

The Shoremen, suffering from in-

juries and lack of practice due to bad
weather, sport a 1-4 record overall and

a 0-3 in East Section of Southern Divi-

sion of Middle Atlantic Conference

(MAC).
"We've played some pretty good

competition."' Coach Tom Finnegan
said, referring particularly to Haver-

ford and Swarthmore was tops in the

nation last year. Swarthmore defeated

host Washington 9-0, March 30. Losing

Steve Henke with a broken bone in his

foot and Dave Citrenbaum with a bad
ankle "has depleted us in the line up,

and we got a late start with the

weather."

Henke and Citrenbaum were to play

in the number two and four positions,

and Kevin Apple and Dave Stier have
since replaced them. In addition, the

Shoremen miss graduating seniors

Keith Twitchell and Paul Noto who

started in the number one and two posi-

tions, and who led Shore netmen to a 4-8

record last season.

Although Finnegan doesn't figure his

eight-man team will do well this season,

he is pleased with their enthusiasm.

"They're trying to do the best they

can."
The Shoremen have been "outclassed

very easily" against teams like Swar-

thmore and Haverford, Warren
Williams. Kevin Apple. Nubi Duncan,

Dave Stier, George Toliefson and Doug
Byers all lost badly to Haverford in

singles competition. And the three

doubles matches, featuring Williams

and Apple, Duncan and Stier. and
Toliefson and Byers were also disap-

pointing.

The only match which Finnegan

figured his team should have won was
against Widener here April 1.

The Shoremen won two singles mat-

ches and two doubles matches, but

dropped the overall march. 5-4 The

Shoremen have rescheduled their Mon-

day home-match against Lebanon

Valley to Tuesday.

WWMAA
THE WASHINGTON COLLEGE CHORALE

Sunday April 23, 1 978, 4:00 p.m.

William Smith Auditorium
The Chorale will perform pieces by

Irving Fine, Garry E. Clarke and Palestrina

Bike-A-Thon
For the benefit of the Maryland

Chapter Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

Sponsored by Washington College Student Govern-
ment Association ir cooperation with the local

chapter of the Jaycei s.

Sund ay, April 23

2 p.m. in'fron of Cain Athletic Center

Registration Forms Available
from SGA senators and Student Affairs Office
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Port Welcome
trip cancelled

SGA seeks special weekend activities

to make up for event cancelled

due to conditions at Betterton
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

Clint Evans not only makes the save, but he checks, too, in the Shoremen's
victorious bout against Ohio Wesleyan. For story, see page eight.

Youngs Baden, Stahl win

only contested races

in SGA election
Deibeifs first move as SGA President will

be to attend tomorrow's

Board of Visitors and Governors meeting
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

The Port Welcome trip scheduled for

tonight was cancelled Tuesday when it

was learned that the boat would not be
able to dock in Betterton as planned.

According to SGA President Kimball
Byron, an official from the Port

Welcome phoned him Tuesday to report

that the boat would not be able to come
to Betterton because the dock had been
ruined over the winter by ice.

Betterton officials had originally told

the Port Welcome authority that the

dock would be repaired by April 1. But

since it became apparent that repairs

would not be completed by today, the

Welcome offered Byron three alter-'

natives: either they would dock in An-
napolis or Baltimore, or the trip could

be cancelled.

Noting the amount of time left, Byron
said that "it's just not feasible to go to

Annapolis or Baltimore."

The trip was actually cancelled by
Social Chairman Terri Taylor when she

learned of the situation later on
Tuesday. Before cancelling, however,

Taylor investigated the possibility of

the boat docking in Chestertown. "They
said price would prohibit coming to

Chestertown," Taylor stated. "Plus
that, they said it would be too difficult

to come here because there is only 10-12

feet of water."

After cancelling, Taylor said, "That's

a graceful way to get out of what could

have been a big debt.

"

At a meeting later Tuesday to discuss

alternatives for this weekend, SGA
Vice-President John Downs said, It

seems to me that for the Port Welcome
to notify us three days in advance is

pretty irresponsible. It's an unfortunate

circumstance because we've planned

this damn thing since September. But
now it's a no-w ;n situation and we've

taken the best o, a."

Even though the SGA will not lose any
money to the Port Welcome itself, the

$100 deposit to the caterer will not be

refunded.

Funds that had been budgeted for

Port Welcome will now go toward free

beer at tonight's bon fire, where Picnic

will play.

Academic Council upholds
senior requirements

by VICTORIA GADSDEN

Jay Young, John Baden, and Larry

Stahl all won their respective races in

Tuesday's elections to join Foster

Deibert, Maura Kelly, and Nancy
Kostar on the 1978-79 SGA Executive

Board, as forty-eight percent of the stu-

dent body turned out at the polls.

The small turnout was attributed to

the uncontested races for three of the

six'Executive Board positions. Deibert,

Kelly, and Kostar all ran unopposed for

the offices of President, Vice-

President, and Secretary, respectively.

Treasurer's position biggest race

That left the biggest race to the

Treasurers position, where Young, a

freshman, won 250 out of 329 votes cast

to defeat sophomore Danny Tayman.
In the race for the office of Social

Chairman, junior John Baden took 177

votes to sophomore Joy Chamberlain's

133.

The only independent candidate for

Assistant Social Chairman, freshman

Larry Stahl, won by six votes over Bill

Baldwin. Baldwin, who ran on a ticket

with Baden received 114 to Stahl's 120.

JoAnn Beebe, running on a ticket with

Chamberlain, had 90 votes.

Lynch wins by two votes

In Tuesday's class elections, Kevin

Lynch defeated Andy Huntermark by

two votes, 37 to 35. to become senior

class president. Tracy Peterson,

Theresa Brown, and Dickie Gray were

unopposed for the offices of Vice-

President, Secretary, and Treasurer in

the senior class.

In the junior class election, Geoff

Rogers took 45 votes to R. J. Nunn's 39

to win the presidency. Amanda
Scherer, Linda Reisenweber, and Don-

na Scioli were unopposed for the re-

maining class offices.

In another close race, John Townsend
won 47 of the 109 votes cast to win the

sophomore class presidency. Walter

Foraker took 38 votes and Suzanne
Gray had 24. Is the sophomore class

Vice-Presidential race, George Dennis

and Joyce Grinvalsky tied with 56 votes

each. The date for a run-off election has

not been set yet. Sandy Evans and Ken-

dall Schwartz won as unopposed can-

didates for the offices of Secretary and

Treasurer.

Deiberts first move
Deibert said that his first action as

SGA President would be to attend

tomorrow's meeting of the Board of

Visitors and Governors. "The Presi-

dent now has a seat on the Board, which

I understand the SGA has fought to get

for some time," said Deibert. "But ap-

parently Kimball (this year's SGA
President, Kimball Byron) hasn't gone

so I plan to tell them Saturday that

what happened this year won't happen

next year."

Plans to distribute newsletter

In his speech last Thursday night,

Deibert stated some of the changes he

continued on page two

The Academic Council voted at its

April 10th meeting against the Student

Academic Board's proposal that senior

requirements be converted into a

credited fourth course designed as an
independent study with a professor in

the senior year.

Each division of the Council held

meetings prior to the Council meeting

to re-evaluate senior requirements. The
general consensus among the divisions

was that the abolishment of the senior

requirements would result in a devalua-

tion of the academic respectability at

WC. Doug Byers, a student represen-

tative on the Council, stated, "I think

it's important to carry out a project

that is self-initiated. Just because

things are difficult doesn't mean they

should be abandoned."

Preserving the requirements solely

for those who wish to attain honors was

also turned down due to "small

bureaucratic problems," according to

Byers, "like what if a student had

straight 'A's' throughout his career

here but did not complete a thesis or

comps—wouldn't he or she still be eligi-

ble for honors?

The fourth course proposal did not

reach approval as an alternative

because of the feeling that the senior re-

quirement is one independent learning

experience which would not benefit

from increased faculty supervision.

"We talked about how much guidance

would be necessary. The value of the re-

quirement is that the senior is working

on his own. As a fourth course the facul-

ty feared that would end with them
writing the thesis for the students,"

said Garry Clarke, Acting Dean of the

College. In light of this, the Council was
opposedto course creditation since the

requirement is considered another kind

of activity altogether that should not

take the place of any of the thirty-two

courses needed to graduate.

Clarke said that the Council believes

that some of the problems with senior

requirements arise fro ."poor plann-

ing." To avoid this in the future, Clarke

plans to ask for help from the SAB to

get seniors to write to him about "the

problems and positives they ran into

with the senior requirements. I want

them to tell me what goes right and

what goes wrong." Byers pointed out

that "a more conscientious effort

should be taken by faculty and students

to work towards a more feasible goal."

Regrets

Several inaccuracies appeared in the

article entitled "Christine Pabon

named to Language Department"

which appeared in the April 7 edition of

the Elm. Mrs. Pabon is not filling a

vacancy left by Mr. Weinberg's immi-

nent departure next semester. Neither

was Dean of the College Garry Clarke

consulted on this matter. The editorial

staff of the Elm regrets these errors

and apologizes for any embarrassment

they may have caused anyone.
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Letter to the Editor

Student activism is not dead; it has merely gone underground

in the days since demonstrations were in vogue. Here at

Washington College, however, the re-surfacing of a small but ac-

tive student element was made clear recently through the events

connected with Nabokov Week.

Many of the activities held during what one participant terms

"the biggest literary celebration we've ever had" were planned

and executed entirely by students. We commend those involved

for a job well done.

Yet it is unfortunate that so few could participate actively. The
group responsible for Nabokov week was the Writers' Union,

with its nucleus at Richmond House. This association is a vital

part of the college community; it cannot, however, provide

resources and a forum for the intellectual activity of the majori-

ty of students. There should be other organizations like it.

Senior Colleen Oneill has recognized this problem and is trying

to do something about it. She has organized the Students' In-

tellectual Movement, a forum for the open discussion of nearly

any topic.

This sort of project depends on student respect; it has won
ours. We hope the Student Intellectual Movement will find

enough respect to keep it going after its founder has graduated.

floyvyidl, l(mSlJ}^nO^><J
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Public Thanks

National Secretaries' Week is April

23rd through April 29th. We would like

to take this opportunity to publicly

thank our secretaries for all their ef-

forts on behalf of the Admissions Office,

and Washington College in general. We

compliment and extend our apprecia-

tion to Mrs. Betty Chatellier, Ms. Nan-
cy Sutton and Mrs. Sue Merrill. You are

the best What would we do without

you!

Cathy
Lynn
Mickey
Jamie

Election Returns '.continued

hopes to institute in his administration.

He said that he plans to issue an agenda

to all Senators before each SGA
meeting next year, which he hopes will

act as "both a reminder of the meeting

and also give them some idea of what

we will be discussing. He also plans to

distrubute a newsletter after each

meeting.

Also on the subject of meetings,

Deibert plans to enforce the attendance

policy of the Senate and to establish

more order during the meetings. "This

way we will be able to accomplish as

much work as possible in a minimum
amount of time without needless argu-

ing," he said.

Exchange program suggested

Deibert also suggested an exchange

program with members of the SGA at

other colleges in order to gain new

ideas. "I feel it would be a worthwhile

program and hopefully we might pick

up some projects to institute at

Washington College, said Deibert.

He also urged continued efforts con-

cerning senior requirement changes

and an increased involvement in career

counseling on the part of the SAB.

"Overall, there are still many things

the SAB could begin work on next

year," said Deibert. "and while I admit

I've had limited experience with this, I

from Page 1 •

assure you the SAB will be an impor-

tant part of the SGA next year.

"

On the subject of social events,

Deibert proposed that next year the

Social Chairman and Assistant Social

Chairman meet regularly with

representatives of other campus
organizations "to avoid weekends

where both the SGA and other organiza-

tions compete against each other. This

way we will know what they are doing

and likewise they will know what we
are doing."

New funding for BUSH
Continuation of the BUSH program

was also urged by Deibert. "Hopefully

next year we can receive an appropria-

tion om the Building and Grounds Com-
mittee of the College so that we can con-

tinue this program and maintain what

has already been done," he said.

In conclusion, Deibert stated that he

wants the SGA to be "looked up to on

campus as a responsible, dynamic
organization tries its best—although it

may not always succeed—to ac-

complish the desires of the student

body. The only way this will happen is if

we are a responsible group and become
an active force on campus. I assure you

that I will do my best to provide the

leadership necessary to accomplish

these goals."

Chaponis accepted at

Temple pharmacy school
Sophomore Robert J. Chaponis has

been accepted to the Temple University

School of Pharmacy which he will enter

this fall as a first year pharmacy stu-

dent. Chaponis was recently notified of

-his acceptance after applying to the

three-year program in January.

"Pharmacy is a vital part of the total

health care process," Chaponis
remarked, "and the opportunities in

hospital and clinical pharmacies ap-

peal to me." He stated that his objec-

tive is to go into hospital pharmacy.

After he completes the program at

Temple, located near Philadelphia,

Chaponis plans to pursue his doctorate

in hospital pharmacy which he hopes to

receive at Temple.
Chaponis is a graduate of Pulaski

High School in New Britain, Connec-

ticut.

Economics Club to meet
The Herman Crown Investment Club (Economics Club) will have a

meeting to elect next year's officers Tuesday April 25 at 7 :30 in Smith 25. A
Student Academic Board representative wi" also be chosen at this time. All

interested students, especially economic majors are encouraged to attend.

Taking lecture notes is an art that

must be developed by practice. It re-

quies effort and an alert mind. Also in-

volved is additional work after class to

edit and, often, to rewrite the notes. But

good lecture and classroom notes can

be the key to remarkable academic im-

provement.
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Career Information

Seminar held
Deemed "great success" despite small turn-out

(.. I I I 'I I ID I \ /' MltllL'Vbv VICTORIA GADSDEN

The career information seminar held

April 5th in Hodson Hall was deemed "a
great success" by all involved.

Associate Dean of Students Ed Max-
cy's effort to acquaint students with the

realities of the job market through con-

versations with people employed in

their field of interest proved to be very

effective. To gauge the success of the

seminar, Maxcy handed questionnaires

out to students at the end of the evening.

Comments ranged from, "a great idea"

to "a well-planned and extremely
helpful evening." The professional par-

ticipants were equally enthusiastic and
impressed with the students to whom
they spoke. Though the emphasis of the

evening was not on job placement,

Maxcy said he had heard of two people

who had received follow-up applica-

tions or interviews as a result of the

seminar.

Although a success for those who par-

ticipated the evening was a disappoint-

ment in terms of attendance: 23

students were present. Maxcy believes

that the small turn-out was due to

"inevitable conflicts like the film class

;

also some people had last" minute work
to do and other people weren't in-

terested in the jobs represented." To in-

sure a better response in the future,

Maxcy plans to ask students what areas

they would like to see represented. In

addition,Maxcy requests suggestions

from the college community on how to

develop the career counseling program
so that it fits the needs of the student

body.

For next year, Maxcy plans an
"ongoing career information pro-

gram." He is considering having a

panel of various professionals appear

on campus each month to discuss their

careers with students. He also hopes to

have a "library of career information

pamphlets and the like" installed in

each RA's room.

McKelvy placed under
"special probation"

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chie/

Dean of Students Maureen Kelley SJB," Kelley stated,

disclosed last week that senior Matt

McKelvy has been placed under

"special disciplinary action" following

his admission of throwing a-beer can at

a referee at the April 1st lacrosse game.

At the time Student Affairs handed

down its decision, McKelvy was
already under a sentence of

disciplinary probation delivered by the

Student Judiciary Board March 30th for

his involvement in "possibly endanger-

ing students through destructive

behavior in Somerset.
'

'

The decision from Student Affairs

went into effect Monday. It stipulated

that McKelvy may be permitted on the

college campus only during the

daylight hours to attend classes or

study in the library. He may not room

at the college or board in the dining hall

after Wednesday when the fee had paid

for boarding for the rest of the year was

returned. All social functions, including

admission to the Coffee House and

athletic events, are also off-limits to

him.
Kelley said that Student Affairs in-

tervened in the case in order to "save

Matt from the SJB since the Board

would have called for his expulsion

from school due to his breach of proba-

tion. If Matt had been an
underclassman, we would not have

hesitated to turn this case over to the

Opportunity Research summer job

analysts report that Private Summer
Camps throughout the nation will be

hiring part time summer employees for

the 1978 season. Most private camps
will accept applications for employ-

ment through April 10. It is important to

apply early!

In addition to opportunities at private

summer camps, there are over 50,000

opportunities for summer employment
at National Parks, Dude and Guest

Ranches, State Parks and recreation

areas throughout the nation.

Students interested in obtaining sum-

mer employment may send for a FREE
brochure on student assistnace by sen-

ding a self-addressed STAMPED
envelope to Opportunity Research,

Summer Jobs Dept. SJO, Lock Box 730,

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814.

Although there are thousands of op-

portunities it is important that ap-

plicants understand applying early is

the best method of getting a chance at

the good jobs in the best location.

but since he is a

senior with only three weeks of school

left, it would have seemed especially

awful to have him expelled now.
'

'

The Dean added that she was moved
to act in this case because "Matt readi-

ly confessed" after eyewitnesses had
reported the incident to Student Affairs

and because " he was most cooperative

throughout our discussion.
'

' Kelley

remarked that she believes "depriving

someone like Matt—who is obviously in-

to the social life here—of things like go-

ing to the Coffee House or lacrosse

games is punishment enough. It will

give him the chance to think about what
he's been doing lately." Kelley also said

that McKelvy had not "established a

record of getting into trouble prior to

this year."

McKelvy had been tried by the SJB
for breaking beer bottles on the ground

floor of Somerset following parties held

on March 3rd and 4th and to shooting off

a B.B. gun at a phone booth on the same
floor March 9th. The Board sentenced

McKelvy to a one-week suspension,

which he served from April 3rd through

April 9th, in addition to the disciplinary

probation.

Piano Recital

Senior Music major Ann Atwater wUl
give a piano recital Wednesday, May 3

at 8:30 pm in the William Smith
Auditorium. She will render works by
Ravel, Bartok, Mozart, and Gerswin in

this event that is free and open to the

public.

Parents enjoy the activities of the student-organized Parents' Weekend

College hosts

Parents' Weekend
by MARIAN COOPER

Parents weekend was deemed a suc-

cess by Associate Dean of Students Ed
Maxcy and Sue Briggs, the student

chairman of the Parents Weekend Com-
mittee. The combination of well plan-

ned activities, a beautiful day for win in

lacrosse and the effects of BUSH
(Beautification Using Student Help)

produced a very pleasant weekend.
"Everything seemed to come off well,"

said Sue Briggs.

The weekend was produced by the

combined efforts of the Parents
Weekend Committee (Sue Briggs, Jake
Parr, Mandy Scherer, Danny Tayman
and Jay Young), Student Affairs, Dave
Knowles, the Music Department and
student help.

According to Maxcy there was "en-

thusiastic participa tion on the part of

the parents." Approximately one hun-

dred families participated. A number of

parents went to the Coffee House

Friday night and joined in the dancing.

There were also a number of parents

who stayed for the dance Saturday.

There were a surprising number of

parents at the financial meeting Satur-

day morning, Sue Briggs said. The rise

in tuition, financial aid and the finan-

cial future of the college were discussed

The faculty coffee-hour was a new
idea, where parents could meet and

talk to Professors and Administrators.

The cocktail party at the President's

house, though cold was a very en-

joyable aspect of the weekend said

Maxcy.
Planning of the barbeque and the

banquet was efficient. "Dave Knowles

did a good job," said Briggs. The music

department rounded the evening off

with music after the banquet. The
choral sang a few pieces, as well as

Mary Ellen Aiken and Wanda Rich who
sang solos.

Ruark to read poetry tonight

Gibbons Ruark, Associate Professor

of English at the University of

Delaware, will present a poetry reading

at 8 pm tonight in Bob Day's house

directly behind McAlpin Art Studio at

Washington College. Ruark, who has

just published his second book of

poetry, will be on campus both

Thursday and Friday teaching creative

writing classes.

Reeds, the second book of poetry by

Ruark, has just been published by

Texas Tech University Press and won
an award as a contribution to the

Associated Writing Programs Contem-

porary Poetry Series in nationwide

competition. His first collection of

poems, "A Program for Survival," was
published by the University Press of

Virginia in 1971 and won an award from

the National Council on the Arts.

Other events of the week of April

16-23, named Nabokov week at the Col-

lege to celebrate Vladimir Nabokov's

birthday, include tennis match bet-

ween Professors Norman James and

Bob Day on the Washington College

courts at 11 am Saturday morning. The

public is invited to attend.

Tonight

Music Seminar: Dale Trusheim, "Frank Zappa"-

Arts Room 9— 4 pm
... . ,

Film Series: THREE WOMEN 1123 min.)—Smith Aud.

a87 :30 pm
Saturday

—Visitors and Governors Meeting—10:00 am
—Women's Crew vs. G. Washington—12 noon

—Men's CREW vs. G. Washington—2:00pm
Sunday

—Baseball and Mens Tennis vs. W. Md.—3:00 pm
-German Club Film: EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF AND
GOD AGAINST ALL (with English subtitles)—Smith Sud.

—7:30 pm
Tuesday

Film Series: THREE WOMEN—Smith Aud.—7:30pm
—Student Recital—Tawes Theater—8:30 pm

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday

—Baseball (2) vs. Swarthmore—1 pm
Women's Tennis vs. American U.—3 pm-Fine

Thursday

—Film Special: PICNIC—Smith Aud.—7:30 pm
—Lecture by political scientist Chung Do Hah on '-Political

Modernization in Japan"—Hynson Lounge—7:30 pm

Friday *

-Film Series: INVASION OF THE BODY SNAT-

CHERS—Smith Aud.— 7:30 pm
Saturday

—College Chorus Concert—Tawes Theatre—8:30pm

Sunday 30th

-Film Series: INVASION OF THE BODY SNAT-

CHERS—Smith Aud — 7 : 30 pm
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If you find MR. GOODBAR, |

call Richard Brooks

Some strange comments were in the

air as the crowd left the Chestertown

screening of Looking for Mr. Good Bar.

Things lu)e: "How alienating." Or:

"I'll never trust anyone ever again."

Apparently, the film upset a lot of folks.

This reviewer admits to a different kind

of paranoia. I'll never trust Richard

Brooks ever again.

Brooks, you understand, is the

director-screenwriter of this dodo bird

of a picture. Perhaps that's

metaphorically incorrect: dodo birds

aren't offensive. Looking for Mr. Good-

bar is. Heaven knows it tries to be.

Trouble is, Brooks can't even do that

right. A less financially-oriented direc-

tor might have taken Judith Rossner's

novel and given it an honest treatment

(though why anyone would want to

make a movie of that ugly, basically

boring book is another question.) But

no; Brooks opts for glossy sensa-

tionalism. As cutesy film noire, Good-

bar falls on its heavily painted face.

For starters, well, there's Diane
Keaton. Question: would you cast Edith

Bunker as the DeNiro character in Taxi
Driver? If yes, Richard Brooks may
have a job for you to cast his next film.

by NICK NAPPO
Fine Arts Editor

For he is the* man who picked Diane

Keaton to star as Theresa Dunn in

Goodbar, a role in which anyone — the

Jackson Five, for example — would

have been preferable. And it's not just

that he picked her. He also broke the

eleventh commandment of the

American cinema: Thou Shalt Not Kill

Annie Ha li-

lt's a testament to the film's plodding

pace that this reviewer, for one, was
glad to see her go. Theresa and all her

mates wore out their welcome fast.

She's a schoolteacher for deaf but

remarkably sentimental brats by day
and a singles bar pickup by night; her

daydreams, oddly enough, bear a

freakish resemblance to ABC-TV sit-

coms. Through the tired mode of

flashbacks, we see her as a child with

scoliosis, strapped to a table for a year,

and some scenes of her preposterously

Catholic, one-dimensional father. Fine.

Now we know her Inner Tensions ( and a

possible explanation of why she takes

so naturally to lying on her back, ) Card-

board just aint what it used to be, Lah-

di-dah.

Our suspicions from the opening
black-and-white stills that a heavy hand

Diane Keaton

is at work are quickly confirmed. A
man reads Hustler on the subway,
Theresa blows up a rubber she's

yanked off her conservative boyfriend

(ouch), and ridiculous nuns keep popp-
ing up, all set to a trendy disco beat.

Even the knowledge that she will be
knifed, made blatantly obvious by con-

stant cuts to an etching of a screaming
woman on Theresa's wall, fails to keep
one awake. The murder itself, when at

last it arrives, is illuminated by a
kitsch-y strobe light donated to Theresa
by, of all people, her conservative

boyfriend (perhaps in retaliation for

the yank. ) It's all possible with Richard
Brooks, the man who makes alienation

fun.

One remarkable thing about the film

is the ability of each actor to be un-

convincing. From Richard Kiley as the

father to Tuesday Weld as the bad-gii.

sister, these actors lend new and dubio-

dubious meaning to the word "cameo."
Richard Gere, as the perfect stud that

Theresa just happens to run into, puts

out a lot of energy; but he's volatile as

an actor rather than as a character.

The only welcome sight was Levar Bur-

ton playing the big brother of a deaf stu-

dent. Leaning against the classroom
wall in his beat-up street outfit, he was
like ' a reminder of a real world
somewhere, or at least a real movie,
outside of Goodbar-s confines.

There emerges a production so
laughable — like Saturday Night Fever
without the dancing— that one wonders
if Brooks' first name is Richard at all?

Or. is it Mel? It makes little difference.

Whoever he is, Richard Brooks has laid

an egg.

Spring Awards 1977-78

The Visitors and Governors Medal
Awarded annually to the Junior who attains the highest

cumulative academic average (76-77)

Kathryn O'Bear
Edward Watson
The Alumni Medal

Awarded to the member of the Sophomore Class who attains the

highest cumulative academic average (76-77)

Susan Farace
Matthew Wagner

The Fox Freshman Scholarship Award
Given annually by Mrs. Baurice Fox of Chestertown to the stu-

dent who attains the highest academic average freshman year
Joan Burn

Steven Kinlock
Eugene O'Keefe

Leah Truitt

The Visitors and Governors Scholarship Award
given annually by the Visitors and Governors of Washington Col-

lege to the Junior and Senior having the highest cumulative

average
Senior: Kathryn O'Bear

Junior: Matthew Wagner and Susan Farace
The National Society of the Colonial Dames of America in the

State of Maryland, ( Eastern Shore Region)
Awarded to the student who, in the judgement of the Department
of History, has done outstanding work in the course dealing with

Colonial American history

Gerald Lee Bray
The Interfraternity Loving Cups

Held annually by the fraternity and the sorority achieving the

highest scholastic average for the year preceding
Sorority: Alpha Omicron Pi

Fraternity: Kappa Alpha Order
The Emil J.C. Hildenbrand Memorial Medal

To the student who attains the highest record in English during
the college course. Given annually by the Washington, DC
Chapter of the Alumni Association.

Barbara Bywaters
German Department Book Award

To students with outstanding performance in German during the
1977-78 school year. The books are awarded by the German Em-
bassy.

David Altvater, JoAnn Beebe, Douglas Byers, Aurelia Dreyer,

Linda Gaston, Lisa Hartsook, Steven Lewandowsky, Eugene
O'Keefe, Wendy Wolf, Susan Wooden.

The Mary Lu Chamberlin Memorial Award
Presented by Robert L. Chamberlin, Jr., '48 in memory of Mary
Lu Chamberlin, '49, is awarded for outstanding service to the

Writers' Union.
Denise Pendleton

The Alpha Chi Omega Award
Presented by Alpha Chi Omega Sorority in recognition of ex-

cellence in Music.
Michael Neale Allman

The Stewart Drama Award
Awarded annually by Pearl Griffin, '05,to a senior who has made
outstanding contributions to the College through dramatic and
speaking ability.

Paige Streit

Caryn Balamaci
The Sociology Department Award

Goes to the graduating major, who in the opinion of the depart-

ment and students, has shown in work the clearest understan-

ding of human social behavior.
Sarah Cardwell Coyle
The Phi Alpha Theta

Nu Phi Chapter, International Honor Society in History recogniz-

ing high standards in the study or the writing of history, has in-

itiatedthe following students this year:
Robert Akeson
George Gray

Therese A. Peterson
Joseph Salgado

Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honor Society, recognizes and encourages

the achievenient of exemplary character and superior quality in

scholarship and leadership. Membership is awarded to

undergraduate juniors and seniors. The following students have
been accepted for membership this year:
Michael Allman, David Beatty, Michael Brown, Sarah Coyle,

Cynthia Dauch, Jean Dixon, JoAnn Driscoll, Dale Eberlein,

Margaret Gamboa, John Habermann, Christine Hellwig, Ronald
Hubbard, Maura Kelly, Kathryn O'Bear, Richard Portal, John
Simpson, Karen West, Michele Williams, Joseph Wilson, and
Carlos Wilton.



World peace
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byJEFFHUFFlNES

Gregg Dahl, an economist for the In-

ternational Monetary Fund affiliated

with the United Nations, gave a talk on
the necessity for world institutions as
channels for world peace as envisioned
by the Bahai Faith Monday night. As a

Bahai teacher, Dahl had travelled

through at least 80 countries. In his

presentation he shared his insights on
how the present world crisis, both
economically, socially, and spiritually,

can be alleviated through the adoption
of principles enunciated by
Baha'u'llah, the Founder of the Bahai
Faith, over 100 years ago.

The Bahai Faith is a world-wide
organized religion spread throughout
more than 300 countries and territories

of the world. Bahais believe in one God
who has progressively revealed His
Will throughout the ages to mankind
through periodic Revelations by chosen
Individuals Bahais call "the Manifesta-

'

tions of God." They believe that

Abraham, Moses, Buddha, Krishna,

Zoroaster, Christ and Muhammed were
all Manifestations of God who guided
and inspired the development of

civilization through the Faith they in-

spired in men. Bahais are followers of

Baha'u'llah who believe He is the

Manifestation of God for this day and
age.

In his talk, Dahl emphasized the in-

evitability of the coming of a world
federation of nations as prophesied by
Baha'u'llah. During His ministry from
1863 till His death in 1892, Bah'u'llah

defined the principles delineated in-

cluding a world federation, a world
desarmament, an international

tribunal to rule on disputes backed up
by an international police force, an aux-

iliary language, an intergrated world-

wide communications system, a univer-

sal system of currency, weights and
measures, and an organization of the

economic resources of the world.

Dahl gave a brief account of man's
technological development since the

1800's in shrinking the world's dimen-
sions through the increased means of

rapid communication. This gave rise to

an increased interdependence among
nations who must cooperate with each

other for mutual benefit. With the

development of destructive bombs that

can result in the world's destruction, it

has become increasingly clear that

man must cooperate for mutual sur-

vival. Gregg expressed that the lesson

mankind must learn is to give up the

limiting prejudices he has clung to in

the past and his expand awareness to

encompass all of mankind in determin

ing his own best interests.

Economic relations was seen to be

the key to cooperation on the interna-

tional level. Economically, Bahais sup-

port a graduated income tax to

eliminate the extremes between rich

and poor. Baha'u'llah also laid down
certain rules regarding capital and
labor. He stated that a laborer should

receive, besides his wages, a percen-

tage of the profits of capital. Also,

Bahais feel that the governments of the

world should organize a special body of

people to look into this matter, taking

into full consideration the rights of both

the laborers and the capitalists. Though
social laws are seen to be necessary for

the regulation of wealth, the economic

problem is seen to be essentially a

moral one. The voluntary sharing of

wealth is seen to be the solution towards

relieving those persons in need of the

basic necessities of life. This change
will occur'only through a perons's own
volition and not through coercion or

bloodshed.

Bahais would support all

developments toward the making of a

world federation among leaders of the

world as long as the institutions agreed

upon are just and equitable toward all

nations. As a charter member of the UN
the Bahai Faith helps promote world
citizenship on an international level.

Bahais believe that it is only when these

principles are dynamically applied

through a heightened consciousness of

world brotherhood that mankinds suf-

fering will be alleviated and universal

peace of mind be attained.

He stated that there is a two fold pro-

cess directing events toward this in-

evitable outcome. In one direction there

are those changes that are leading

toward the unification of mankind on all

levels of society and in the other direc-

tion there are those forces that are op-

posing this change resulting in

animosities and war. It is this opposi-

tion that is seen to be the root cause of

man's suffering.

In order to bring about this unity on a

collective level it was emphasized that

the changes must first start within the

individual. The development of virtues

through giving service to your
fellowman was seen to be the core of in-

dividual development supporting the

ediface of this collective unity. This

sparked a lively group discussion upon
the merits of selfless altruism as op-

possed to selfishness as the means to

self betterment. A member of the au-

dience declared his definition of morali-

ty to be "equal trade for equal value"

thus denying the merits of altruism in

giving without the expectation of a
return. This directed the discussion

toward the definition of morality and of

selfishness. The need of recognizing

your own emotional and physical needs

in order to recognize others was
realized. It was agreed that giving was
most important in order to receive. The
disagreement was soon realized to be
more semantical in content as the

dynamics of a successful relationship

was discussed and agreed upon through

the sharing of personal experience.

Because of the small turnout, the peo-

ple present were able to ask questions

about the Bahais Faith in general.

A sociology major questioned how the

Bahia Faith expected to avoid the

autonomy of bureaucracy at the ex-

pense of the individual in supporting an
International World Government to

govern the affairs of men. The speaker

first defended the relative goodness of

democratic government declaring

while he was not necessarily waving the

ole' red, white, and blue, he valued the

US government despite its

bureaucratic bungle in defending the

rights of the individual and keeping the

peace in contrast to the violent dictator-

ships, oppression and corruption in

other countries of the world. He did

recognize the value of such criticism,

though, and concern in solving the pro-

blems of the world today. It was further

explained that the International

government would decide only on mat-

ters of international import and not in-

terfere in national or local affairs.

Within the institutions of the Bahai

Faith the authority of the institution is

recognized as opposed to the authority

of any one member.
It was also explained that Bahais

value the diversity of men and seek not

the elimination of diversity as a means
to unity. Only through the appreciation

of diversity will the cooperation of

diverse elements be attained.

The need for religion was questioned

in fear of the thought of values being

superimposed upon the individual by an
outside authority and thus acted out ar-

tificailly instead of values being

developed naturally through personal

experience. This fear was recognized

as valid. Dahl explained the role of

religion to be a guide in helping the in-

dividual to grow, as supportive in func-

Senior Music Major Ann Atwater

Atwater accepted at

University of Chicago
by CARLOS

Senior Music major Ann Atwater has
been accepted to the Graduate School of

the University of Chicago, where she
plans to begin work next year on a

Master's degree in Musicology. She
plans to specialize in "music history

along with the history of ideas", with a

special concentration in Romanticism
and nineteenth-century music. Atwater
hopes to earn a Ph.D. in Musicology
eventually, with a view toward college

teaching or writing. As she says, "one

of the reasons I wish to continue with

my music education is that I wish to

teach college-level courses, for which a

further degree is required.

"

Atwater applied to Chicago because

she heard that it has one of the finest

Musicology programs in the country.

She is especially pleased with her ac-

ceptance there because it is her first

choice among all the graduate schools

to which she applied.

Musicology is the study of the history

of music and musical styles. It differs

WILTON
from other areas of music, such as Ap-
plied Music (performance). Con-
ducting, Music Education, and Com-
position, in having this historical em-
phasis. Atwater does not plan to neglect
Applied Music while in graduate school,

however; she intends to keep up prac-

tice and instruction in piano, even
though she will not be studying musical
performance as such.

Back from Oxford
Last year, Atwater spent her Junior

year abroad at Manchester College, in

Oxford, England, where she studied

music almost exclusively. She also

gave several piano recitals at the Col-

lege. She continued at Oxford last

semester, returning to Washington Col-

lege this semester to complete work
toward her Bachelor of Arts Degree.

Atwater has scheduled a Senior

Recital for Wednesday, May 3, in

Taives Theater, in which she will play
worfcs by Rafael. Bartok, Mozart, and
Gershwin.

Beardsley on the

author's intentions
by COLLEEN

The William James Forum
celebrated its 15th annuversary with a

lecture by Monroe C. Beardsley, Presi-

dent of the American Philosophical

Association. His lecture dealt with

"The Author's Intentions in Literary In-

terpretation."

Beardsley is one of America's most
distinguished philosophers and a pro-

lific author. He holds his A.B. and Ph.D.
degrees from Yale. He taught at Yale
during the forties and settled at Swar-
thmore College from 1947 to 1969. He
was a Guggenheim Fellow in 1950-51.

Since 1969 ha has been Professor of

Philosophy at Temple University.

"I am the voice from the past" con-

fessed Beardsley. "Literary Inter-

pretation is the central activity of the

critic", and the sort of evidence that is

relevent for interpretation of literary

work is major concern. The critic need

O'NEILL

by aware of the problems central to

literary theory and aesthetics. Beard-
sley discussed two of these pro-

blems—the problem of perception and
the problem of Intention.

"How do we know if our Interpreta-

tion is true?" questioned Beardsley.

This is certainly a philosophical ques-

tion of perception. Like most discus-

sions of philosophical problems, it is

bound to end up where it left off or to be
defeated by a rhetorical stand still.

However, the problem of intention is

more easily dealt with since there is

evidence to be found, biographical or

otherwise, that could be used to study

an author's intentions.

Once again there is no way of getting

at the absolute truth of the matter.

Even to ask the author himself would

Continued on • Page 6

Hon, not oppresive in demand.
In answer to the question of the con-

cept of sin it was told that Bahais

recognize wrong doing and "evil" acts

as the cause of unhappiness, but do not

support the concept of original sin nor

the cause of evil to any dominant super-

natural entity. Wrong doing is seen to

be the result of a person's own choice

through free will. Test and difficulties

are seen to be awareness for personal

growth. Failure gives a person the op-

tion of trying again after re-assessing

the situation.

Bahais also believe in an afterlife.

They see this life to be a preperation for

the life to come in the development of

divine virtues.

All in all, the evening was an in-

teresting and enlightening experience
for all who came.
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Mandala Company

brings dance to WC

Herzog film depicts

'dreadful voice" of silence
by FRANZ BIRGEL

by COLLEEN O'NEILL

The Mandala Folk Dancers gave an

afternoon workshop and a performance

in the evening last Saturday in Tawes

Theatre. Mandala, whose name means

"circle of life" in Sanskrit, is a group of

Bostonarea dancers and musicians who

share their enthusiasm for interna-

tional folk culture by giving per-

formances and workshops for au-

diences of all ages. Established in 1965,

the Ensemble is a collective, and

choreographic, costuming, technical,

and adminislrative responsibilities are

shared bv all members. Nearly all the

danoers are employed elsewhere. The

dance is a "full-time hobby" for some,

ft is surprising that they have the time

to perfect such a large repertoire to the

degree that they have.

The program included folk dancers

from Croatia. Mexico, Sweden, Rome,

Spain. Macedonia, New England,

Hungarv. Scotland, Appalachia,

Greece," South Georgia, Israel,

Bulgaria and of course, a 20's number

from the USA.
The dances were accompanied by a

small orchestra which consisted of a

fiddle, guitar, violin, drums and other

percussion. The costumes provided a

splash of color and culture. They were

richly embroidered and representative

of each country's festive dress. Many of

dances were ritualistic andthe

Beard sley

not provide a satisfactorily complete

explanation. One might say that even

the author does not know his intentions;

they may by unconscious. What if the

author did not have achieved what he

intended?

The need for interpretation arises out

of the relevence ambiguity and subtly

found in most good authors intentions in

Literary Interpretation- Beardsley

presented the problem of intention

dividing the critics into two groups: the

"Intertionalist" and "'Anti-

Intentionalist". The former is "so-

meone who holds that, at least

sometime, evidence of the authors in-

tention is an indespensible guide to the

correct interpretation of a literary

work." The latter is "someone who re-

nounces all appeal to evidence of the

author's intentions in the interpretation

of literary work."
Beardsley took time out to define

some necessary terms. First he defined

J.L. Austin's concept of an "Illocu-

tionary Act." This, he said, is "an act

performed using words. This is opposed

to a "speech act" which is to produce a

sequence of words in a syntactical

order or to "produce a text." A person

who writes a poem "produces a text not

to perform an illocutionary act, but to

represent an Illocutionary Act," ex-

plained Beardsley. He referred to a

quotation from Wadsworth's Lyrical

Ballads, saying that Wadsworth is not

performing the ing the Illocutionary

Act in "Lyrical Ballads"; he is writing

a text in which his characters are per-

forming the illocutionary act.

Beardsley stated the Intentionalist

claim, "to interpret the meaning of a

poem is to say what is being said. To
know what the poem says is to go out-

side of it and study what the authors in-

tentions were at the time it was writ-

ten." Fro example, it Wadswarth was a

Pantheoist during the writing of a

poem, it would have to be viewed that

way. Once Beardsley made this claim

he presented two of the anti-

intentionalist arguements. The first

arguement was formalistic. It asks,

"To whom does the first person T refer

to in the poem?" and points out the ab-

surdity of insisting that the T and the
' author are one in

-

the same: "One could

ceremonious themes which en-

corporated repetilion, dynamics, and

design for dramatic effect. The dancers

moved together as a group creating

elaborate floor patterns as well as in-

dividual designs. The concert lasted

nearly two hours, which is a long time

for any dance concert. It is difficult for

dancers to maintain such an energetic

high for so long a time. It is also dif-

ficult for an audience to sit still for two

hours of a highly energized per-

formance. The human reaction to

movement is to move. Nevertheles, the

performance was excellent. It was full

of life and vitality. There was a sense of

rapport among the dancers as they

danced.

It was obvious by their facial expres-

sions and gestures that the dances were

coming from a feeling inside.

The concert received an unusually

large turnout. Mandala must have hit

home in Chestertown. Following the

performance, the president of the con-

cert series committee, Mr. Robert L.

Forney, entertained a reception in Hyn-

son Lounge for the dancers and the

patrons. The dancers stayed overnight

with families in the area and were up

early for Sunday breakfast in the

cafeteria. Their next stop is probably

home-Boston. We hope they will

return for an encore.

continued from page 5

ask an infinite number of questions of

the author." On the other hand says

Beardsley, "if the speaker of the poem
is not the author there is no reason to

assume that the speaker has the same
thing on his nd as the author."

The second arguement against the In-

tentionalist point of view is with respect

to fictional characters. In this case,

"knowledge out intention is irrelevent"

says Beardsley. "The job that we have

as readers is to try to discover what Il-

locutionary Acts are being

represented."

But couldn't knowledge of the authors

intentions even help one to understand

even a fictitious character? Or should

literature speak for itself? Perhaps the

suthors intentions are not important for

the aesthetic experience, but necessary

from a literary historical view point.

Beardsley discussed parady in the

latter part of his lect-ire. "Parady is

generally understood to be intentional"

expressed Beardsley. He used the

Humpty Dumpty scene from L. Car-

roll's Alice in Wonderland to

demonstrate his point. "Humpty
Dumpty didn't have to intend to mean
"arguement" by "glory" and in fact he

couldn't have: to intend requires two

things: wanting and believing that the

intention will be accomplished. Beard-

sley defines the response to the inten-

tion as "up take." Then explains,

"Humpty Dumpty couldn't have in-

tended to mean "argument" if he can-

not believe that Alice could understand

and cause uptake."

Time was running out. I am sure that

a discussion like this could have gone on

for ever. The arguments for and
against the Intentionalist view are

endless and unresolvable. It was in-

teresting to become familiarized with

such a current problem among literary

critics. Even though the problem was
not solved, Beardsley's lecture was
thought provoking. It was followed by a

lengthy question answer period.

Despite the fact that the lecture was
heavily philosophical, Beardsley
presented it is a manner that was clear-

ly organized. The tedious defining of

terms is expected in discussions of this

nature.

The German Club will present

Werner Herzog's film EVERY MAN
FOR HIMSELF AND GOD AGAINST
ALL: THE MYSTERY OF KASPAR
HAUSER. Monday at 7:30 pm in Smith

Auditorium. It is one of the best films to

come out of Germany since 1945. The

director, Werner Herzog, was born in

Munich in 1942. He wrote his first film

script at age 15, tried to make his first

film at 17, and lived in the Sudan at 18.

Since 1962 he has made numerous films

and studied history and literature at the

Universities of Munich and Pittsburg.

In the United States he worked to earn

money for his films by working in fac-

tories, parking cars, and as a rodeo

rider.

Herzog's films present us with

studies of men on the edges of society.

They are isolated creatures, as the

psychotic Strozek (STROZEK, 1977), or

they are set apart from other men
through the strength of their will, as the

conquistador Aguirre (AGUIRRE,
THE WRATH OF GOD, 1972). None of

his heroes are equipped to adapt to

their circumstances and are thus

destined to failure. Nevertheless, their

lives are consumed in a struggle, be it

for understanding or power. The motto

for the film about Kaspar Hauser,

taken from Georg Buechner's novella

about the approaching madness of the

German dramatist Lenz, could serve as

a motto for all Herzog's films: "Don't

you hear the dreadful voice which is

screaming across the horizon and

which one usually calls silence." Her-

zog's films are never really depressing,

they are rather haunting and profound-

ly disturbing.

EVERYMAN FOR HIMSELF AND
GOD AGAINST ALL brilliantly depicts

the true story of Kaspar Hauser, the

teen-age foundling who mysteriously

appeared in Nuremberg on May 26,

1828. It is the partial biography of a

man who is "born" as an adult. When
he appears he is in a semi-catatonic

state. He can only write his name and

say' "I would like to be the kind of

horseman my father was," but he

doesn't know the meaning of these

words. In his right hand he holds a let-

ter addressed to the commander of the

local cavalry regiment. Appearing to

be hungry, he is offered meat, bread

and beer, but he eats only bread and

water. His early education is presented

in very touching and gentle scenes in

which two village children teach him to

speak. His education is continued by a

kindly old physician, and after he

learns to speak, he explains that he had

spent his entire life in a small cell,

sleeping on a straw bed and eating only

bread and water. He had believed that

his chains and only being able to sit had

been a part of his anatomy. His only toy

had been a wooden horse. Later we
discover that Kaspar has almost no

depth perception and he believes apples

are endowed with an intellect. Kaspar's

education is presented in a few moving

and often humorous scenes, whereby it

becomes obvious that he doesn't fit into

the mold into which society has placed

him. He has difficulty in comprehen-

ding abstract concepts. A professor of

philosphy attempts to introduce him to

the rules of logic, but Kaspar solves the

problem presented to him by means of

native horse sense.

Two ministers want him to confess that

he arrived at a concept of God while in

his cell. Kaspar cannot comply. Logic,

Hegelian philosophy, and religion are

seen as empty systems in which the

answers precede the arguments.

THE MYSTERY OF KASPAR
HAUSER has been called a "casebook

of insensitivity." Kaspar cannot relate

to the empirical world around him.

Whereas Truffaut (THE WILD CHILD)

and Penn (THE MIRACLE WORKER)
present deprived children who are

more or less assimilated into society,

Herzog's hero remains an outsider. At

one point he even becomes the main at-

traction in a freak show. At the beginn-

ing and conclusion of the film we hear a

worn-out recording of Tamino's aria

from The Magic Flute. The aria eon-

tains two ideas which are quite impor-

tant to the film: The effect of an en-

chantingly beautiful image and the

powerful force of love. The beautiful

image is the innocent Kaspar who is

brought out of his dark cell into a1 sunny

world where everything is not innocent.

And love is possibly the answer. Unlike

Truffaut and Penn, identification with

the teachers is not the answer. Some of

the characters in Herzog's film appear

as soulless caricatures; conforming to

their rules would have deformed

Kaspar. There are, however, a few ex-

ceptionally sympathetic people who are

kind to Kaspar. At the end of the film

society concludes that Kaspar's uni-

queness was due to an abnormality in

the brain.

The pace at the beginning of the film

is slow and aesthetic—typical for con-

temporary German films. The
photography is very gratifying. Herzog

is largely a visual artist: his first con-

ceptions of a film are often in terms of a

landscape. His long still shots of the

German countryside are reminiscent of

the paintings of David Caspar

Friedrich and other German romantic

painters. For background he used the

town of Dinkelsbuehl ( a town which has

not changed since the eighteenth cen-

tury) because it provides the proper

emotional setting. (One can almost

hear the music of Carl Maria von

Weber behind the scenes. ) At the end of

the film we are left with several distur-

bing questions: Where did Kaspar

come from? Who were his parents?

Who was the jailer in the long black

coat? Why was Kaspar released? Why
was he attacked? Was Kaspar retarded

or had his confinement robbed him of

basic human experiences? What did the

Criminologist Anselm von Feuerbach

mean when he wrote: "Kaspar Hauser

was not of this world. He was brought to

us, but he came from another planet,

perhaps from another universe entire-

ly"? But then, if there were answers to

these questions, the story of Kaspar
Hauser would no longer remain a

mystery.
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Five Poets: turning

in on themselves
by PETER ZEKONIS

"Perhaps the most accessible way to

consider today's poets' together is to

recognize that they conduct in their

work, or in their thinking about their

worh, a restless dialogue."

This conduct suggested by the Norton

Anthology was manifest in the work of

five freshman poets Sunday night.

Marked as the first event in this week's

Nabokov celebration, Lee Ann
Chearneyi, Mary Lee Geary, Richard
Ferguson, Kevin Schneckenburger and
Kirk Folk read poems they had written

for Professor Robert Day's Creative

Writing class.

Chearneyi assuredly took her place

behind the podium and, quite ap-

propriately, read an aubade entitled

"Morning Sky." The poem expressed

her mastery of rhythm and imagery by

linking both clouds and "covers in a

heap" with intricate skill.

Her villanelle, "Salesmen Smiles",

became cumbersome with the repeti-

tion of inflexible words. But, "Moon
Lovers" clearly- established her

feminine voice and ease with a less

structured form. "Laden with axes and
hammers and picks, he came Come
t o

destroy the moon." The act of destroy-

ing love is creatively abstracted to

resemble Bruegel's peasants wielding

rakes and harrows. Chearneyi proved

to be the most rounded and confidant

poet of the evening.

Lack of confidence was the main pro-

blem with the performances of Mary
Lee Geary and Kevin Schnecken-

burger.

Schneckenburger seemed un-

prepared and read only two poems. His

sonnet, "Shadows," although cleanly

constructed, employed unoriginal im-

ages of death and loss. "Two carnations

red as blood."

Geary's work ranged from the hesi-

tant and unbelievable "Alice," a poem
that presented a textbook glimpse at

immigration, to the conversational

feminism of "Men: All Types."
"Mother Superior" struck a happy

medium between the two disparate

styles. Feminism, "The apple of his eye
& could he have a bite" clashed with

the formality of motherhood, "I could

not look at Mother & I looked only at

the tableware," to create a startling

poetic dilemma.
Folk and Ferguson formed a subset.

The two deal with surrealistic images
and a stream-of-consciousness style.

Folk explained "Matinee" as "a
poem about a movie being made and we
are all Lee Marvin."—"Silence came
like a draw." Folk's use of internal

rhyme lent an urgency to the poem that

propelled it towards its conclusion.

"They stamped his face on the back of a

tee shirt."

"Fantasy Phobia" was Folk's best.

Movie images piled upon each other in

the first stanza. The second then con-

fesses that "Let there be no mistake I

have never dreamt these dreams &
These are the ravings of an Ingmar
Bergman addict." The medis becomes
confused with unconciousness and
presents a frightening view of modern
man.
Richard Ferguson was extremely

dramatic in his interpretation of "Trac-

tor's" nightmarish lines of "live

wires," "myriad droppings" and
"passing a good sized stone from mouth
to mouth."
Another, "This Slice of Apple Pie",

was a cynical glimpse at Middle

America. "A cadillac floats by with

Jack Nicklaus strapped to the

bumper." Man is victimized by the

media and consumerism as they "pick

my brains" and "Jack Nicklaus drives

his cadillac up the ass of America."

Ferguson and Folk were both

wonderfully guilty «of what Folk

described as "Turning in on myself."

The result was a fresh and personal

voice they used to shout their restless

dialogues to an appreciative Coffee

House crowd.

Catholic U. thrashes

netmen, 9-0
Washington College ran into a

Catholic University buzzsaw Saturday

in DC and came away on the short end

of a 9-0 tennis thrashing.

The Shoremen suffered two set

defeats in six singles matches and had

to forfeit one doubles match because of

an injured player. The loss left Tom
Finnegan's netmen with a 2-5 overall

record with four matches remaining to

be played.

Warren Williams and Kevin Apple

captured the first doubles set, 64, in

their No. 1 match, but Dennis Hershel

and Lou Pevone of the Cardinals came
back with two 6-1 sets to win the match.

George Tollefson and Doug Byers

were subdued 6-3,7-5 in the No. 3

doubles.

Earlier in the week ,on Tuesday,

April 11, the Shoremen won their se-

cond outing of the season, stopping
Lebanon Valley 6-3.

Warren Williams, Kevin Apple, Dave
Stier, Doug Byers and Nubi Duncan
paced Washington College to victory.

Williams won the No. 1 match, 6-1,64.

Apple took the No. 2 match, 6-3,6-1.

Stier broke through at No. 4, 6-2,6-1.

Byers was victorious at No. 6,

6-2,5-7,64.

Williams and Apple were successful

at No. 1 doubles, 6-1,6-0. Duncan and
Stier swept No. 2 doubles, 6-0,6-2.

Washington College stands 0-3 in the

MAC'S Southern Division-East Section.

The Shoremen lost to Swarthmore,
Haverford and Widener and still have
Ursinus and Johns Hopkins to play.

The Shore tennis team suffered a stiff

blow early in the season when Steve

Henke and Dave Citrenbaum were lost

with leg injuries.

The Commodity Exchange
presents

Friday, April 21 and Saturday April 22

Liz Meyer & the Midnight Flyers
D.C - country rock & swing

Happy Hour Thurs & Fri 5-7

Thurs 30c
Draft Beer

Ed Mitzel vaults

Track :

another loss
"We're having a death struggle on

the team for points" was the way Don
Chatellier, Washington College's track

coach.described his winless 8-man
squad after they expectedly lost two
home meets to Lebanon Valley and
Johns Hopkins last Tuesday and
Philadelphia Textile Saturday.

The Shoremen lost by embarrassing
scores. Lebanon Valley won its meet
scoring 104 and a half points while

Hopkins finished second with 61 and a
half points and the Shoremen in third

with 11. Philadelphia Textile, which
won its first meet in college competition

since the school began its track pro-

gram two years ago, easily defeated the

Shoremen, 10045.

Against Lebanon Valley and Hopkins,

the Shoremen only had two standouts:

with a time of 60.4 seconds freshman
Dan Beirne finished second in the 440

intermediate hurdles and senior Steve

Dodd finished second in the javelin

throw with a score of 143 feet and four

inches.

In the dual meet, Beirne finished first

in both the 120 high hurdles and 440 in-

termediate hurdles with times of 17.4

and 60.8 seconds respectively.

Freshman Ed Mitzel won the pole vault

event with a score of 11 feet, Freshman
Marc Pappas placed second in the mile

with a time of four minutes and 38.8

seconds.

About tne only bright spot

Washington has is the possible return of

senior Archie Hoyt, three-time 440 in-

termediate hurdles champ for Division

III teams in the Middle Atlantic Con-

ference.

Hoyt, out for the season due to a
physical ailment, "is thinking about"
trying for the championship for his

fourth year, Chatellier said.

"He's starting to jog and run and has

been over a couple of hurdles," but

whether or not he'll be ready or eligible

for participation in the championships

to be held May 5 and 6 at Ursinus Col-

lege is questionable, Chatellier said.

There's a chance that even if Hoyt
was ready to run, he may not be able to

because he has not run a qualified time

of 60 seconds this year.

But Chatellier said he will work with

Hoyt, and if he thinks he can run, then

Chatellier said he will do everything he

can to find a slot for Hoyt.
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Shore nine field

win skein
by ROBERTAKESON

Perhaps the biggest surprise in

sports this semester at Washington Col-

lege is the success of the Baseball team.
With little more than half the season
left, the shoremen have already sur-
passed last season's total victories,

with six

During last weekend's doubleheader
with Lebanon Valley College, the team
earned two of those victories by the
scores of 9-2 and 5-0.

In the first contest, the shoremen
were led by the pitching of Dan Bar-
bierri. Barbierri went the full route to

collect his fourth win of the season. He
allowed just four hits and struck out

seven.

WC scored the winning runs in the

bottom of the third when they scored six

runs on hits by Steve Wilkinson, Jim
Buchanan, and Rich Dwyei and
doubles by Rich Schatzman and Chuck
Davis.

The only Lebanon Valley runs came
in the top of the fourth on two singles
and a triple.

The big story of the second game,
though, was the outstanding one-hit pit-

ching of Bill Hoopes. The lone hit came
in the final inning with one out. The
crafty southpaw walked just two and
struck out nine Lebanon Valley batters
in the course of winning his second
game of the season.

At the plate, WC was aided by the
nine walks yielded by LVC pitching
along with six hits.

The shoremen play a crucial con-
ference doubleheader this Saturday at
Johns Hopkins, at 1 : 00 pm.

Washington's leading point scorers
are senior Fred Nanamaker, Beirne,

Pappas and Mitzel, and senior Don
Frush with 19, 17,16, and 12 points

respectively.

Elburn's Florist

and Greehouses
10% off on all corsages

for the Washington Birthday Bali

Elburn's Florist

and Greenhouses

• CsmplaU PIan I Svppli«
• V*. IrVlr. Flow,,, and Horn, Worlrfwtd*

Rosas Carnations

igjiSi i Mils South ol Bfidg*

=£M f*on» 778.3300

^^&s Frith lrra*|M«iti Coru|n

THE RAM SHOP
ARTIST MATERIALS
AND SUPPLIES

CUSTOM FRAMING
ART GALLERY

CRAFT SUPPLIES

1 1 1 Cross St. 778-4554
Chestertown, Marylond 21620

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays

8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m. • 10 p.m.
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Shoremen down Ohio

Wesleyan lacrosse, 16-7

by WILL MARTIN

Playing before a large Parent's

Weekend crowd, the Shoreman stickers

posted a big 16-7 victory over Ohio
Wesleyan this past Saturday. It was a
win that coach Mickey DiMaggio called

"one of the most satisfying of the

season."

Ohio Wesleyan came out looking

ready to play. With a combination

quickness and close checking, and
aided by a number of errant Shoreman
passes, the "Battling Bishops" made it

a game in the first quarter. They
opened the scoring at 12:28, and not un-

til 2:59 of the first stanza did

Washington take the lead on a G.P.

Lindsay cannon shot into the upper
right corner, assisted by Billy Hamill.

With the score 3-2 at the close of the

period, it appeared as though the game
might be a low-scoring affair.

The second quarter opened in similar

fashion with both teams playing rugged

defense But a third of the way through

the period, Myrt Gaines, who was shut

out in the first period, apparently

decided to take the situation in hand.

Circling clockwise around the goal, he

slowly worked his way in toward the

right post and fired a shot over his

defender's shoulder that bounced past

goalie Pete Zonino for Washington's

fourth score.

It was the lift that the offense needed.

In the next 1 :47 they scored three more
times to break the game open. The
score was then 7-3. and Ohio Wesleyan
never got closer for the remainder of

the afternoon. A tight, close-to-the-

chest defense repeatedly shut off

Bishops' the inside game, frustrating

their attack and forcing them to take

the low percentage shot. Official stats

credited Ohio Wesleyan with 40 shots as

compared with 35 for WC, but most of

the Bishops' shots were far from the

mark At 6:49 of the half, and
Washington down a man for un-

necessary roughness, the defense

entertained the crowd with a ferocious

display of checking. During the next

minute they denied Ohio Wesleyan not

only a goal, but did not allow them so

much as a single shot. In fact, Ohio
Wesleyan did not convert on a single

extra-man situation all afternoon, and a

great deal of credit should go to Collis

Townsend, Jon Gifford, and Bill Herr-

ing, who started the game, and also to

Don Pennington, Jim Bradley and
Frank Filice, who provided great sup-

port. Clint Evans and Timmy Hart both
played extremely well in the
goal: recording 23 saves between them.

Lindsay closed out first half scoring

for WC at 3:12, with an assist from
Gaines, for an 8-3 bulge. However, the

Shoremen let up just before the half,

and Ohio Wesleyan connected at 0:08 to

make the halftime score 8-4.

If the Battling Bishops entertained

anv thoughts of picking up where they

left off in the first half. Jeff Popham
quickly dispelled them, with a pretty

shot over Zonino's right shoulder at

14:08 of the third period, the assist once
again going to Gaines. The Shoremen
went on to score three more times in the

quarter, and added four in the final

period, outscoring their opponents 8-3

for the second half. The frustrations of

the Ohio Wesleyan team reached a peak
at 5:44 of the third period, when Zonino
fumbled a pass behind his goal, which
Gaines scooped up and one-handed into

an empty net.

Gaines let the WC scoring attack,

with five goals and three assists. Lind-

say went three and two for the day, and
Hamill, in his best game to date, tallied

three goals and an assist. Drew
Romans and Nobie Powell each had two

goals, with two and one assists respec-

tively. Popham added one goal and
George Mullinix was credited with an
assist. Mullinix, although not having as

good a scoring day as he had against

Morgan State, played his usual hard-

nosed game at midfield, and provided a

lot of leadership. He shared face-off

duties with Joe Haschen.

After the game, DiMaggio praised

seniors Tom Wood and Keith Kirby,

both of whom had been injured, in fill-

ing in well for Matt Morris, who suf-

fered a broken jaw against Morgan
State. He also noted the return of

freshman Jay Atkinson, who had not

played since the second game, against

St. Lawrence. NOTES: After a 27-12

defeat, Morgan State coach Sheldon
Freed sent a letter to DiMaggio, pro-

testing that WC had run the score up on
the Bears, pointing out that All-

American G.P. Lindsay scored several

of his six goals late in the fourth period,

after the outcome of the game was no
longer in doubt. DiMaggio replied that

Freed had overlooked the fact that all

of Lindsay's late scores came during
extra man situations, and that "you
don't change the extra man offense, no
matter what the score is. Only they

know the plays."

The team has an extremely tough
game at UMBC this Saturday, and then

play Washington and Lee and
Baltimore U. before returning home
against St. Marys on May 6.

Men's Crew wallops Villanova
by STEVE PERRY

Washington College's Men's crew
dominated Villanova at home last

Saturday. Taking a length's lead at the

start, the WC varsity eight continuously
pulled away from the Wildcats. Varsity
stroke Steve Jones stroked a very con-

trolled, effective race, and coxswain
Bart Nathan used excellent strategy to

maintain the lead. WC's winning time
was 7:45, compared to 7:50 for

Villanova.

The freshman eight also won a con-
vincing victory over Villanova's
freshmen. WC's John Townsend
stroked smoothly to pull ahead during
the last half of the race. The freshmen's
time was 8:11, Villanova was clocked in

8:14.

Men's, crew meets George
Washington University at home tomor-

row

Women's Crew sparkles

in weekend road trip
by STEVE PERRY

Washington College's women's crew
emerged, highly successful from their

three-day road trip to New England.
In Worcester, Massachusetts, WC's

women competed against two Wesleyan
University eights and one Clark Univer-

sity shell. The shore oarswomen never
trailed Clark, but were behind both

Wesleyan crews until the sprint, when
they overtook one Wesleyan boat to

finish second to an unbeaten Wesleyan

eight.

The next day, WC's women outraced
the Coast Guard Academy on the

Thames River. Leaping ahead at the

start, the women continued to pull away
to win by an impressive five boat
lengths.

Women's crew meets George
Washington University tomorrow at

home and races Navy in Annapolis on
Sunday.

Essex downs
Softball Team, 18-11

Thirteen passed balls and six walks
led to 11 first inning runs for visiting

Essex Community College last week
and an 18-11 victory over Washington
College's Women's Softball team.
Cindi Patchen with three hits in-

cluding a triple and Betsy Hahn with
two singles paced the Shore women.
Washington rallied with three runs in

the seventh inning.

Coach Karen Smith said afterwards.

"The game was a good educational ex-
perience to show us our strengths and.
weaknesses. They needed to meet a
strong team to give them a good idea of

what areas need hard work."
A game scheduled with Bowie State,

for Wednesday, April 12 was postponed
when Bowie State went to
Fredericksburg, Va., looking for

Washington College and found Mary
Washington College.

Ms.C.Balamaci

The Washington College Drama Department 11 WZkOfa—presents

—

B H^rcHrT
TWO ONE ACTS l*P^

"It's called the Sugar Plum" f^^fiM wfy j

by Israel Horovitz rrm ""'A^fior ilf*
(directed by Ms. C. Balamacl) ^fe ^IL«i hm
"Crawling Arnold" PsSflud m

by Jules Feiffer I 7*^^ Hs
(directed by Ms. L. Snode) ' jm,JM Kb

April 22 - 23 8:00 p.m.

Bill Smith Auditorium I
'

admission 25c

Ms. L. Snode
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Board takes action

in last meeting
McLain's Presidency re-affirmed,

Clarke formalized as Dean
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

The Board of Visitors and Governors
voted Saturday to reinstate its current

offices and gave approval for Dr.
Joseph H. McLain to continue his

tenure as President of the College next

year. The Board also formalized Garry
Clarke's appointment as Dean of the

College and approved several recom-
mendations for campus improvements
made by the Committee on Buildings

and Grounds at the Board's last

meeting of the academic year.

McLain re-instated

as College President

In a routine end of the year pro-

cedure, the Board confirmed the re-

appointment of its current officers.

In addition to McLain's re-

instatement, Rob Roy was re-

confirmed as chairman of the Board;
Louis Goldstein as Vice-chairman;

Jerome Frampton as Secretary;
Frederic S. (Dutch) Dumschott as
Assistant Secretary and Gene Hessey
as Treasurer. The Board made its deci-

sion to re-instate all officers in a
twenty-five minute closed discussion

during which all candidates for re-

appointment and non-Board members
in attendance left the Sophie Kerr
Room of the Miller Library where the

meeting was held,

Buildings and Grounds
moves for improvements

The Board also passed several

recommendations from the Buildings

and Grounds Committee which include

investing in an energy-saving device
for the three largest public buildings,

expanding the Reid Hall parking lot,

Continued on Page 2
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McClintock releases

Admissions update
by KATHERINE

Next year's Freshman class in now
taking shape as replies and deposits

continue to roll into the Admissions and
Business offices. The most recent Ad-

missions Report, a statistical analysis

of this year's pre-freshmen in com-
parison to those of recent years, con-

tains both positive and negative data.

Though the number of freshman ap-

plications at 587 is up 5.4 percent over

this time last year, the number of

transfer applications is down at 46, 3.2

percent. Eighty-three have paid their

deposits. This figure is down 21.7 per-

cent incomparison to last year's total.

According to James McClintock,

Director of Admission, there are ex-

planations for these negative signs.

First, transfer applications are a

relatively uncontrollable variable,

since Admissions naturally does not

recruit students from other four-year

colleges. Though approximately half of

the transfers are usually from two-year

colleges, the total number depends on

chance. Second, the reason that

deposits are slow in arriving is that

"This year, for the first time, the Col-

lege Scholarship Service specified that

STRECKFUS
Financial Aid Candidates could not file

their Financial Aid Forms (formerly

Parents Confidential Statement) until

after January 1. So, aid decisions have
been late in coming from all college:

according to McClintock. Even though

Washington College has replied to

potential freshmen seeking financial

aid, they may be waiting to hear from
other colleges before making a deci-

sion.

Pre-Freshmen similar to recent classes

The actual number of students

enrolled for entrance this fall continues

to rise as more deposits have been com-
ing during the last few days.

The pre-freshmen themselves are
basically similar to the classes of re-

cent years. McClintock estimates that

the majority are from Maryland, and
representatives from New Jersey, New
York, Connecticut, Virginia, and even

Illinois, Ohio, California, and Italy are

included. Most are from the upper two-

fifths of their class, and five were of-

fered 51000 scholarships from the col-

lege on the basis of academic success

and SAT scores rather than financial

need.

In Memoriam
The Washington College Community
was deeply grieved by the sudden death

of English Department Chairman Dr.

Norman James Saturday morning.

Dr. James collapsed on the college's

tennis court while competing in the

Humbert-Humbert—Quitly Memorial
Tennis Match against fellow Professor

of English Bob Day, in a special event

held in celebration of Nabokov Week.

An ambulance arrived on the scene at

11:22 a.m. within six minutes of the

time it was called, according to Don
Hollinger, a member of Kent County

Rescue Squad, and after attempting to

revive Dr. James, transported him to

Kent-Queen Anne's Hospital where he

was declared dead of heart failure later

in the day. He was fifty-three years old.

A resident of Chestertown, Dr. James
had joined the faculty of Washington

College in 1952 and had been honored

this winter for his twentyfive years of

service. As an Ernest A. Howard Pro-

ressor of English, he held an endowed
chair and headed the department.

Although he had published a number
of articles on contemporary and Euro-

pean drama, the native Baltimorian

was especially interested in Irish

literature and the writings of James
Joyce and William Butler Yeats.

As an undergraduate, Dr.James

studied at Yale University and received

his Bachelor's Degree in English in

1948. He earned his Master's Degree

from the University of Maryland in 1950

and in 1959 received a Ph.D. in English

from Duke University.

Dr. James is survived by his wife, the

former Alice Graham Bowdain; a son,

Macgill James III, of Chestertown;

three daughters, Miss Kathleen An-

drews James, Miss Sally Murray

James and Miss Nina Gibbs James, all

of Chestertown; two brothers, Arthur

Lee James, of Brookside, N.J., and
Patrick Macgill James, of Kyoto,

Japan; and his stepmother, Mrs.

Caroline Rogers James, of Washington.

Memorial services were held Monday
morning at Emmanuel Episcopal

Church, Court and Cross Streets;

Chestertown. In attendance were fami-

ly and friends, including most of

Washington College's faculty. A ma-
jority of the student body turned out

later that afternoon to pay their

respects to Dr. James in a special ser-

vice held in Tawes Theatre in the Fine

Arts Center. President of the College

Joseph McLain, Dean of the College

Garry Clarke History Professor Nate
Smith and English Professor Nancy
Tatum presided. The Washington Col-

lege Chorale was also in attendance and
rendered the 130th Psalm which Pro-

fessor Clarke had set to music Satur-

day, as well as a traditional piece. In-

terment was at 11 a.m. Tuesday at St.

Thomas's Episcopal Church, Garrison

Forest.

At its meeting Monday, the Student

Government Association voted that

$500.00 would be set aside as in memory
of Dr. James. The SGA has not yet ff

worked out details on how the fund will J>

be utilized. -g

President McLain confirmed Dr. <
Tatum as acting chairperson of the <S

English Department. She will be taking 5
over Dr. James' Forms of Literature £>

course for the next two weeks until the *>

end of the academic year. Professor a
Bob Day will be teaching Satire in his ^
stead, and Professor Bennett Lamond 9
is taking over the course in History of J
English Literature. *<

Dr. Norman James
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Letters to the Editor
An open letter to Dave Knowles

Death is not an easy subject. This is, I hope, the hardest

editorial I'll ever have to wirte.

Only in the past few months, as one of his students and ad-

visees, had I begun to get to know Dr. James. It is my misfortune

that I never got to know him as well as I would have liked. There

is nothing I can say to add to the eulogies by Professors Tatum

and Smith which have already been delivered for him. Dr. Smith

said it all Monday afternoon at the memorial service held here:

"he was a man who loomed larger than life."

If there is truth in the saying that the greatest measure of a

man can be weighed in the impact of his death, Dr. James'

measure as a man was considerable. His untimely passing drew

a tremendous response from his fellow faculty members and

students as well as from his family and from friends outside the

college community. The service held in Tawes Theater was a

touching tribute to a man who had earned the love and respect of

so many.

Perhaps one of the best eulogies to Dr. James was delivered in

the bleachers at the Shoremen s baseball game after the service.

Someone was overheard to have said, "This is where Dr. James
would have been if he could'" True, he loved life with a passion.

That is evident even in the events that led to his death. It is the

greatness of his spirit that endeared him to us.

We attended Parents' Weekend at

Washington College last Saturday and I

wanted to write to tell you that aside

from seeing our daughter Julie, the

food you and your staff served was
most certainly the highlight of the day.

We particularly enjoyed the hors

d'oeuvres served at the cocktail party

and the dinner was excellent. It was not

only eye-appealing and attractively

£c/mte. £'jA/flOStAU
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(and efficiently) served, but also pro-

perly cooked and most delicious.

Our daughter had commented to us

many times on what a good job she

thinks you're doing and how hard you

try to provide variety and interest in

the meals you serve the students. We
could see for ourselves on Saturday ex-

actly what she meant.

I wish you continued success.

Sincerely yours,

Elaine Mitchell

Volunteers

I would like to express my thanks to

the volunteers who helped on the Steve

Sachs for Attorney General campaign
drive on Friday. We distributed over

one thousand pieces of literature to the

residents of Chestertown. Everyone's

hard work was greatly appreciated.

Thank you

Board

Shelley Sharp

* Continued from Page 1 •

building a kitchen in Kent House and a

recreation center in Somerset.

Committee proposes energy
cost savings

The Board unanimously agreed to

give approval to Washington College

President for Finance Gene Hessey to

contract with the Honeywell Industry

for the installation of an energy saving

system in Hodson Hall. The Fine Arts

Center and the library, Heating these

buildings absorbs one third of the col-

lege's total energy costs each year,

Hessey said.

The device will meter the

temperature both inside and outside of

(he buildings and regulates heating ac-

cordingly. Hessey said that the meter
will make it possible to avoid the over

beating problems which many campus
facilities experienced this winter and
will allow heat to be shut off when
buildings are temporarily not in use.

The device for all three buildings will

cost $8000.00 to install and (4000.00 to

service. "The savings in energy cost"
Hessey stated, "will offset the cost of

installation and updeep on the system.

Other improvements recommended
The Buildings and Grounds Commit-

tee recommended some additional

changes wich will be funded by assets

already proposed expenditure of

$11,000.00 for campus improvements.
All of these recommendation met with

board approval.

The parking in back of Reid Hall will

be expanded to provide spaces for

about 40 more vehicles on the college's

land between the dormotory and the

Kent-Queen Anne's Hospital. The
Board was moved to their decision

when it learned that students have late-

ly been forced to park illegally on the

hospital's lot due to a lack of available

parking space on the campus.
Two improvements in men's dorms

were also passed. A kitchen wil be built

in West Hall. All women's dorms, con-

tain kitchen facilities and male
students have begun to push for the

same facilities.

In addition students have proposed to

equip a recreation center in an unused
chapter-room with furnishings already

belonging to the school. No additional

funds would have to be allotted to equip

this center. The proposal was passed
through unanimous consent

Buildings and Grounds Committee
spokesman, Elias Nuttle, a Denton,
Maryland civic leader, also commented
on "the great improvement in the way
students are treating their dorms." In-

creased cooperation on the part of

students has earned the Board's
respect and made it more willing to act

on student requests and suggestions, he
indicated.

Kelley urges student caution
Dean of Students Maureen Kelly has

issued a memo to all RA's urging

students to take extra precautions on

campus at night after a coed was at-

tacked late last Friday on her way back

to Minta Martin.

Kelly stated, however;that there is

"a real danger" in overreacting to the

incident. "Every couple of years, un-

fortunately, we have an incident like

this. Students can react one of two

ways— they can become paranoid and

not come out of their rooms at night or

they can simply take reasonable

precautions."

"Girls should make a special effort to

make sure dorm doors aren't propped

open at night and their own doors are

locked," added Kelly, "Most im-

portantly, people should act in ac-

cordance with their own personalities,

simply taking extra precautions."

Kelly also said that police patrol of

the campus would be "stepped up."

[sure;
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Washington College in

running for Phi Beta

Kappa chapter
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by GEOFF GARINTHER

Washington College is among the

twelve schools that survived theinitial

screening for. membership into the col-

legiate honor association Phi Beta Kap-
pa.

A total of ninety schools applied for

membership last year, but only twelve

were chosen to be visited by a team of

representatives from Phi Beta Kappa.
Two representatives recently spent two
days here to evaluate the campus and
the academic program.

If the school's application is rejected,

it will be notified in July, if accepted,
membership would begin in September,
1979.

Dr. Richard Brown, who handles the
school's correspondence with Phi Beta
Kappa, said that there is more to the
membership than "simply inducting
seniors into Phi Beta Kappa every
year."

"A relationship should exist between
Phi Beta Kappa faculty and student
members," said Brown. "It's con-
ceivable that we could develop some
kind of intellectual movement."

1977 Pegasus arrives
Current yearbook in production

by DONNA 1

The 1977 Pegasus has finally arrived,

just as the 1978 yearbook nears the

halfway completion mark.
The '77 Pegasus, done almost entirely

by Assistant Public Relations Director
Kathy Myrick, Board of Publications

Chairman Richard DeProspo, and the

yearbook representative, arrived on
campus early last week. The yearbook
was originally scheduled to come out

early last semester, but it was
discovered at that time that editor Don
Frush had completed only seventeen
pages. Myrick and DeProspo com-
pleted virtually the entire book—plus a

section by Roger Rebetsky— at the end
of last semester.

The '78 editors, Colleen Miller and
Randy Watson, have stated that their

book will be out in September. Of the

planned 160 pages, 86 have already
been sent to the yearbook company.
Miller and Watson have divided the

book into six sections: the opening,

faculty, student life, sports, and the

closing.

Miller said that success for the book
"looks very promising" at this point,

and she plans to enter it in national

competition next year.

The 1978-79 SGA administration: Secretary Nancy Kostar; Assistant Social

Chairman Larry Stahl; Treasurer Jay Young; Vice President Maura Kelly;

President Foster Deibert: Social Chairman John Baden

Deibert Administration

takes over SGA
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

Publication editors designated

Broadside and Washington College
Review editors for next year have been
formally named. JoAnn Ahearn, Sam
Jastremski, and Roger Rebetsky have
replaced Denise Pendleton, Kathy
Wagner, and Francis Klapthor. Sue
Donelian and Peter Zekonis have taken

the place of Steve Morse. Robert Day
makes the final decision of naming the

editors of the two publications after

considering recommendations from
present editors. They may also suggest
people who did not formally apply for

editorships.

Control of the Student Government
Association changed hands Monday
night when Foster Deibert was sworn in

as SGA President by Kimball Byron.
In his closing comments before turn-

ing the meeting over to Deibert, Byron
said he had "heard a lot of comments—
mostly critical— from people this year,

but that's the way it should be.

"I think the SGA at Washingotn Col-

lege is a heck of an organization," ad-

ded Byron ," and I'm glad to have been

a part of it."

After taking the chair, Deibert's first

action was to secure passage of a mo-
tion allocating $500 in memory of Dr.

Norman James. Exactly how the funds

would be used was not determined.

Outgoing Treasurer Maura Kelly

reported that this semester's budget

currently has a surplus of $2,375.76.

Part of that money will be used for an
all-day picnic including a band and free

beer, on May 6.

New Resident
Assistants named

by MARIAN COOPER

The Student Affairs Office has
selected eighteen new Resident
Assistants for next year.

After a preliminary screening pro-

cess on the basis of interviews with cur-

rent RA's cut the number of applicants

in half, the remaining applicants were
interviewed by Deans of Students

Maureen Kelley and Ed Maxcy. The
eighteen were chosen from that group.

Kelley said that the new RA's were
selected on the basis of their canpus
reputation, how well they would relate

to other students, and whether they
would be capable of applying discipline

it necessary. Kelley also said that tnere

were several changes in this year's

selection process. There were extra

meetings between the applicants and
current RA's so that applicants could

become more well known among the

RA's. Also, four permanent RA's have
been established in Kent House, as well

as a return to three in the New Dorms.

Resident Assistants

for 1978-79:

New RA's
JoAnn Beebe—Caroline

-

Johanna Grunden—New Dorms
Tracey Peterson—Reid Hall

Bev Powers—Caroline—Queen Anne
Tami Schauber—Caroline—Queei
Anne

Kathy Waye—Minta Martin

LauraZimnick—Minta Martin

Mark Dugan—Kent, 1st South

Geoff Garinther—Somerset, 2nd West
Dickie Gray—Kent, 2nd North
Ron Hubbard—Somerset, 1st West
Andy Huntermark—Kent, 1st North

Gene O'Keefe—Middle Hall

Jeff Popham— Somerset, 2nd East
BillRussell— New Dorms
Scott Rutter— Somerset, 1st East

Joe Wilson—New Dorms
Jay Young—Kent, 2nd South

Returning RA's
Cindy Dauch—Caroline—Queen Anne
Ann Dorsey—Reid Hall

Maura Kelley—Reid Hall

Marianna Smith—MintaMartin

Tim Connor—East Hall

Jon Price—West Hall

ELM reports $1700. in the black
by DAVID STIER

The Washington College Elm
reported a profit of almost $1,700 during
the fall semester of this academic year.

According to the newspaper's advisor,

Richard DeProspo, the profit was the

result of Elm editor Bonnie Nelle Dun-
can's conservative budget request at

the beginning of the term. "Bonnie
estimated the costs very closely. It was
the first time to my knowledge that the

paper has had this."

Duncan's requested budget of $7,985

was nearly $1,000 under the $8,984

allocated by the Board of Publications

both semesters. In addition to this the

paper saved an additional $700 under
her estimate. Most of this money came
from an increase in advertising.

Concerning the $1,700, DeProspo
reported that $1,000 was contributed

towards the Washington College
Review and 500 dollars was used to

counter a Pegasus debt which had been
accumulating for approximately the

past four years. Both allocations had
been anticipated by DeProspo and the

Elm. DeProspo was optimistic about

the second semester budget but stated

that the surplus would probably be less

than that of the first semester.

Board commends BUSH project

Sophomore Class Vice President

Joyce Grinvalsky won 26 of the 37

votes cast in Wednesday's run-off eh?e-.

tion for Sophomore Class Vice Presi-

dent to defeaj George Dennis. The two

had split 112 votes in t)ie general elec-

tion April 18.

The Board of Visitors and Governors

passed a resolution at its last meeting

of the academic year Saturday morning

to commend the students who par-

ticipated in the recent landscaping of

the Hodson Hall areaa as part of the

BUSH (Beautification Using Student

Help) project. The resolution was made
by Board Member and Princess Anne
attorney Alexander G. (Sandy) Jones

and carried by unanimous consent.

Newly appointed Student Govern-

ment President Foster Deibert, present

at the meeting, stated that students had

raised about $500.00 to supply plants

and equipment. Almost $1500.00 worth

of materials went into the BUSH pro-

ject.

During the first BUSH Day

(December 3) 1800 bulbs and a tem-

porary fence were placed around Hod-

son Hall. On April 5, thirty students

turned out to erect a permanent fence

and plant 40 azalea bushes, 13 box-

woods, a dozen assorted plants, and two

Christmas trees donated by Deans of

the College Garry Clarke and Associate

Dean of Students Ed Maxcy.
President of the College Dr. Joseph

McLain asked Elm Editor Bonnie Nelle

Duncan, who was present at Board

meetings as the representative of the

student newspaper, to "convey our

most sincere gratitude to those who
were active in the project. It is a real

pleasure to see students who care about

the college and who are working

towards its beautification."
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Spring come

Spring at Washington College means Lacro*

The downtown fountain in April



to the campus
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Spring arrived late

at Washington College,
\

but when it came,

it brought with it

a panorama of scenes

from campus life.

"Look Into my eyes Peter Hanlon retrieves Jim's throw
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Bloodmobile makes first

stop on Del-Mar-Va here

Sixty-six students volunteer to donate blood

College President Dr. Joseph McLain discusses Washington College

College earns

SUN coverage

An interview in which Washington

College President Joseph H. McLain

commented on the unique aspects of his

school as Maryland's oldest institution

of higher learning, appeared in the

April 20 edition of the Baltimore Even-

ing Sun.

McLain says he was contacted by

representatives of the Sun, Maryland's

largest newspaper some time ago and

made arrangements to meet with Sun

reporter Michael J. Himowitz. "I don't

know why they decided to do a story on

us." The President admitted, "I sup-

pose its because they wanted to feature

an institution that has maintained its in-

dividuality and to do a fine job."

The article highlighted both the

positive and negative aspects of

Washington College and contained com-

ments from History Department Chair-

man Nate Smith as well as some stu-

dent opinions.

"This is probably the only college 200

years old that exists today for the pur-

pose it was founded for—the education

of the undergraduate," McLain is

quoted as having said in the article.

"Indeed, in an age when many small

schools are facing extinction, Was-

ington College is an anomaly. Its enroll-

ment is steady at 700— a few less than

Dr. McLain would like, but enough. The

budget is close to being balanced, and

the students seem to thinfe that they get

what they pay for—a good education. 1/

anything, they're dedicated to the pro-

position that less is more.

Over half the article, based mainly on

Himowitz's discussion with McLain and

students Michelle Siegel, and Chuck

Cordovano, promote the positive

aspects of the school, such as its "relax-

ed atmosphere"and the accessibility of

the Professors ( though sophomore

Melissa Wheite voiced some concern

for the lack of privacy afforded at a

small college.) The latter part of the

coverage, however, dealt with

McLain's and fears for the college's

future.

WC's future ?

Recruiting is crucial, because the

school depends on tuition and fees for 70

percent of its operating budget. "If I

miss my projection by 10 students, I'm

roughly $10,000 in the hole." Dr.

McLain says. While incoming freshmen

still score above the national average

on Scholastic Aptitude Tests, Fr.

McLain says he's worried about the

future.

"My concern is not the demographic

one ( a decline in the number of

18—year olds) that's been so well

:
publicized," Dr. McLain says , .

S "But when the average reading abili-

,ry of students^ say in the Washington

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in Chief

D C, high schools is fifth or sixth

grade—and 50 percent are below that—

what percentage is left who would have

a good chance of going through our pro-

gram?"
Dr. McLain also worries

Washington College has madt
history. The first Red Cross Blood-

mobile to come to the Del-Marva Penin-

sula was here last Friday,. This event

was initiated and sponsored by the

Washington College Republicans.

The Bloodmobile came from the

Baltimore Regional Chapter of the

American National Red Cross. Because

of the importance of the event, many
administrative officials from

Baltimore were in attendance to extend

their program to the Eastern Shore.

They were also excited that the College

Republicans, a group of college

students, took the intiative to take such

a responsible role in community af-

fairs, and were concerned for its

welfare.

The event was deemed a success by

all involved. There were 66 students

who wanted to give blood, however, 12

students were not allowed to for tem-

porary contingencies such as high

temperature or illness. For a first time

effort, that many donors was a very

great achievement, officials indicated.

Also involved in the Blood Drive were

members of the local Red Cross

chapters of Kent, Queen Anne's, and

Talbot Counties, as well as the Kent

County Health Department.

This event produced wide-spread

recognition and praise for the College

Republicans and their community ser-

vice. Members to receive special

recognition are Jim Larrimore, Presi-

dent of the Washington College

Republicans; Jeff Morton, Treasurer;

and Glen Beebe, Secretary.

The Red Cross Bloodmobile may
become an annual event at Washington

College, since this first trial proved

very successful.

money.
When he took over in 1973 after 27

years as a chemistry professor, he in-

herited a $280,000 deficit. That was

cleared up, but last year the school ran

$55,000 in the red, and there will be a

small deficit in this year's $4.3 million

budget. The endowment is also small,

only $6 million.

"It's not an uncommon complaint,

but is knockin the hell out of us," he

says. "It's diffiuclt when you give a

faculty member a 10 percent raise, and

he says that with inflation and taxes

and all, he's not doin' any better than he

was last year."

The school has kept costs down by

running a lean operation. For example,

there are few assistants-to-anybody in

the administration, and when students

decided they wanted to beautify the

commons this year, the college agreed

to provide azaleas if the students would

supply the labor to plant them—which

they did. More ominously, faculty

salaries are 20 percent below those at

most state colleges.

On the bright side, Washington Col-

lege also has done well with grants

from outside sources, and the state pro-

vides $312,000 under a formula for aid to

private schools that Dr. McLain helped

lobby through the General Assembly.

Tuition, room and board will be $4,556

next year. While not high for denomina-

tional private schools, it's not exactly

cheap. But Dr. McLain has little doubt

that the college will iind enough

students.

Official Reaction

McLain commented before the Board

of Visitors and Governors at their

meeting Saturday morning that the was

pleased with the article Board Chair-

man Rob Roy also stated that he en-

joyed the coverage though he added, "I

was surprised by how the article show-

ing Joe dropping g's; (shown in quota-

tion) . I've never noticed that Joe talked

like that. I guess it's just the paper's

way of emphasing the rural environ-

ment here."

The article contained several inac-

curacies and exaggerations, such as in

its brief coverage of the BUSH project,

the distribution requirements, and its

over emphasis on the pervasiveness of

lacrosse here. McLain stated.

. .iiowvevec,.that he rtas, satisfied witH
' (he article as a promotional piece for

theschool. -«**

College to host

about American Business Seminar
Washington College News Service

Chestertown, MD—Washington Col-

lege will host the Inaugural session of

the James C. Jones, Jr. Seminar in

,ntribution of American Business,

Thursday, May 4. Dr. August C. Bolino,

Professor of Economits at the Catholic

University of America, will deliver the

address entitled "On the Job Training:

The Contribution of American Business

to Human Capital"^ 3:30 p.m. in the

Sophie Kerr Room of Miller Library.

The public is invited to attend.

Bolino received his Bachelor of Arts

Degree from the University of

Michigan and his Ph.D. from St. Louis

Universtiy. He is a noted economic
historian, teacher, and author of

numerous articles.

The seminar, endowed by the George
W. King Printing Compan is named for

James C. Jones, Jr., company presi-

dent and 1947 graduate of Washington

College. Jones is currently a member of

the Board of Visitors and Governors of

the College. He received an Alumni
Citation for superior achievements in

the field of business administration and
service to Washington College at the

1977 commencement.

Chorus to perform

in Spring Concert
The Washington College Chorus,

under the direction of John M. Klaus,

will present its annual Spring Concert

on Saturday, April 29, at 8:30 p.m. in

Tawes Theater in the Daniel Z. Gibson

Fine Arts Center. The Chorus will per-

form works by four composers: the ear-

ly sixteenth-century master Josquin

des Prez, the later sixteenth-century

Englishman William Byrd, the

nineteenth-century Johannes Brahms
and the twentieth-century American
Elliot Carter.

Approximately half of the concert

will be devoted to secular and sacred

works by Brahms. Brahm's shorter

choral works are among the most
neglected of the great composer's out-

put; yet they are as varied and as in-

teresting musically as his better known

works for instruments or for solo voice.

William Byrd, the foremost English

composer of the second half of the six-

teenth century, is, on the other hand,

known primarily for his works for

chorus and for keyboard. He will be

represented on Saturday's program by

three motets.

The contemporary American com-

poser Elliot Carter is one of the most

respected composers in the country

today ; the Chorus will perform two of

his secular works on poems by Emily

Dickinson. Josquin des Prez,

recognized as the single greatest com-

poser at the turn of the century six-

teenth century, will be represented by a

late motet, "Ty pauperum refugium."

The chorus will be assisted in this

concert by a string octet. The concert is

free and open to the public.

PARTY TONIGHT

The Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity has made announcement of its

first campus-wide social activity after forming a chapter here

recently A beer party will be held TONIGHT in the quadrangle

j between Kent and Somerset. Pftce of beer is twenty-five cents-aj

^•c^p,'andthepartyisslatedtobeginafter9:00pm,.. "
' .'

. . '_ t
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Hopkins downs Shore nine in twin bill
by Robert Akeson

This past week the Washington Col-
lege baseball team split a doubleheader
with Swarthmore College, winning the
first game 5-1 and losing the second
game 1-0. In other action, the Shoremen
were defeated twice by John Hopkins,
6-5 and 7-0, and by Western Maryland
College, 4-2.

In the Swarthmore twinbill, southpaw
Bill Hoopes allowed but seven hits and
struck out four batters en route to his
third victory of the season. For the
Shoremen at the plate, first baseman
Rich Dwyer poked his fifth home run of
the year to give the Shoremen a 4-0 lead
in the first inning.

During the second contest, Dan Bar-
bierri was outdueled by Swarthmore
pitcher Gray Moon, l-o. Barbierri
allowed only four hits. The lone run
came in on a walk, two stolen bases and
a single to left field.

Against Western Maryland on Mon-
day, the Shoremen managed only two
runs on seven hits and were blanked
over the last eight innings of the nine-
inning game. WC pitcher Bob Akeson
allowed four runs on eight hits. In the

first inning, catcher Dave Beatty and
leftfielder Steve Wilkinson both hit
singles and were scored on a Jim
Buchanan single for Washington's only
runs

The Shore nine looked as though they
were going to overcome Hopkins' 6-4,

lead in the seventh inning of the first

game after centerfielder Scott Rutter
lined a single to left to score third
baseman Buchanan, but their hopes for

staging a comeback failed with two
men on and two men out when
rightfielder Chris Kieffer lined out
directly to third baseman Steve
Gallaway. Dan Barbierri pitched the
whole game for WC and took the loss.

Blue Jay pitcher Steve Burns fired a
three-hitter to shut out the Shoremen in

the nightcap. Washington has not
beaten Hopkins since 1972.

The team travels to Albright for a
doubleheader tomorrow and closes out
the home season on Tuesday against St.

Mary '$.

The 1978 Baseball Team: Bottom Row: Managers Diane Krausz, MagillJames Marcella McAlpin; Second Row: Rich Schatzman, Jim BuchananBob Akeson, Dennis Compton, Dave Beaty, Steve Wilkinson, Mike Simpson
Barry Rollins, Scott Rutter, Craig Rofabins; Third Row: Dale Williams
Charlie Davis. Chris Kieffer, Charles Bradley, Darrell Jester, Bill Hoopes
Rich Dwyer, Dan Barbierri, Mark Noser, Rich Vach, Rick Narvell Bruce
Abbott, Jim Malott

WC softballers drop sixth straight
The women's softball team is now 1-6

for the season with three games yet to

be played. Bowie State cancelled a
game scheduled for April 12 when their

team accidentally went to Mary
Washington College. The following day
the Shorewomen scrimmaged Goldey
Beacom, a small college near Wilm-
ington, and won 9-6. Sue Bennett slam-
med a homerun in the sixth inning.

Shore loses "close one"
Friday the fourteenth seemed like the

"thirteenth" for the WC women as the
team lost a close one to Wesley, 7-5. WC
was held to six hits. Betsy Hahn scored
a run in the first inning after being
walked, stealing second and third, and
coming home by Cindi Patchen's
single. Nancy Fahrenkopf scored a run

in the second and four more runners
crossed home plate in the fifth inning to
make the score 5-1. Jenny Butler pit-
ched the first six innings, allowing five
hits, three runs, six walks and recor-
ding nine strikeouts. Julie Gossett
relieved Butler in the seventh and

allowed six walks, four hits, including a
home run, and four runs. WC had trou-

ble handling the ball, being charged
with nine passed balls and six errors.

Catonsville trounces WC. 33-7

Catonsville C.C., the Shorewomen 's

opponent on April 18 at home, had little

trouble trouncingWC with a final score
of 33-7. Denise Belmore, the starting

pitcher, allowed three singles, a double

byLISAuURBIN
and a homerun in the first inning before
being relieved by Butler. Butler
allowed nine runs on four doubles, three
singles and seven walks to make the
score 14-3 after three innings. WC
scored two runs in the first inning on
triples by Patchen and Bennett, who
brought Patchen in and then stole

home. Butler hit a homerun, sliding

safely onto the plate. Kathy Obear pit-

ched the last four innings, allowing nine
runs. The Shorewomen scored their
final four runs in the fifth inning, one by
Butler hitting a single, then stealing se-

cond, third, and home.

More losses

A 5-4 loss to Wesley on April 20 was
one of Butler's better games on the

mound, recording eleven strikeouts.
The team's latest opponent was Cecil

C.C. for a doubleheader on Sunday,
April 23, Cecil took both games by
scores of 25-9, and 10-3. Belmore started
game one with thirteen runs in the first
inning and four more before being
relieved by Butler in the fourth. At the
plate, Bennett singled and doubled,
Belmore doubled twice and Gossett
singled twice and doubled.

The second game, which was only
five innings long, was pitched by Butler
and runs were scored by Belmore,
Butler and Terry Welsh,
The next game, a doubleheader, will

be away on Saturday, April 29, at
Delaware Tech.

Women's Crew wins again
by STEVEPERRY

The Washington College oarswomen The women never looked back in row-
won impressively over George ing an extremely strong, controlled,
Washington University last weekend, and effective race.
WC enjoyed a two-length lead at 500 Women's crew will seek Its fourth
meters and had opened the gap up to consecutive victory tomorrow when
five lengths by the 1000 meter mark, they race Virginia in Charlottesville.

Women's Tennis continues

to net winning matches
Washington College News Bureau

SAVE ON
LIQUORS, WINES, BEERS

Pip's Discount Liquors
778-0123

Kent Shopping Plaza, Chestertown
Large Selection and Low Prices
All Week9q.m.-10p.m.

The Washington College women's
tennis team is still playing winning ten-

nis this week, having defeated

Gallaudet and F and M over the

weekend, losing only one match to a

powerful Dickinson squad.
On Thursday, the Shorewomen

hosted Gallaudet and posted a 6-3 vic-

tory. Holli Young at number 3 and Tam-
my Wolf at number 5 played excep-

tionally well. The only losses of the day
fell to the top spots, Carol Noer at

number 1, Jeanette Bonsack at number
2 and Young at number 1 doubles.

On Saturday the women traveled to

Dickinson for their first Middle Atlantic

Conference match. The 5-2 lineup

(instead of the 6 singles and 3 doubles)

with no repeats proved a real disad-

vantage. Holli Young and Rene Miller

at numbers 3 and 4 posted the only two
wins of the day.

Sunday, the women bounced back,
defeating Franklin and Marshall 4-3.

Carol Noer at number l played the best
tennis Coach Penny Fall has seen to

date, scoring 6-2, 6-2 wins after an in-

itial loss 3-6. Jeanette Bonsack won at
the number 2 spot, 7-5, 6-2. Holli Young
scored 6-2, 6-2 victories at number 3 and
Rene Miller lost the first round of her
match 4-6 before coming back to win
7-5, 6-4.

The Washington women are 7-3-1 now
for the season with the two toughest

matches coming up. On Wednesday

they host American University at home
and next Thursday, May 4, Western

Maryland will travel to Chestertown.

Antiques Handcrafted Items Odds end Ends Consignments Accepted
P.O. Box 237, Chestertown, Maryland 21620 (301)778-0340

*&*

ANTIQUES BRIC BRAC USED FURNISHINGS

"Slop^nJS.. Wkat W. Qot"

THE ATTIC
Daily 10-5:30

Phon.: 778-45W

.... 337 High SI, est

CHESTERTOWN. MP. ilMO Sunday IM

357 High Street

Downtown Chestertown
10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Handcrafts-Consignments
Accepted
778-2226

* Recycled Paper Product Cards

* Rental Library of all the current best
sellers

* Recycle your paperbacks I

t Bird feeders; Williamsburg sliver bracelets:
selected.books about the Eastern Shore;
children's best sellers and lots. Lots morel
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Shore stickmen fourth

after UMBC loss
Saturday at UMBC the lacrosse team

ran into a fired-up UMBC team. Play-

ing without the services of Greg Schaf i-

ner. Matt Morris, Myrt Gaines, and Jeff

Popham, all injured, the Shoremen

turned in a flat performance, going

down to a humiliating 12^ defeat. The

loss dropped Washington to fourth

place in the College Division rankings,

behind Hobart, Roanoke, and the

Retrievers.

Shore defense prevents

"total disaster"

WC would have been hard-pressed to

beat Dick Watts' UMBC club. The

Retrievers had never beaten the

Shoremen in five games, but the team

is loaded this year with speedy mid-

fielders, tough defensemen, and agile

attackmen. UMBC jumped in front 4-1

in the first period, scored three

unanswered goals in the second, and

held an 11-2 edge going into the final

frame.

Only the brilliant goaltending of

junior Tim Hart and the gutsy play of

Washington's close defense prevented a

total disaster. Hart stood tall with 28

saves, while his embattled defensemen

played their hearts out against the

swarming invaders.

WC attack nullified

UMBC's midfielders rode WC's
counterparts into the ground. The Shore

attack, with Gaines sidelined and

freshman Nobie Powell injured, could

gain little ball control and was nullified.

Sliding to perfection and doubling

masterfully, UMBC continually broke

up the Shoremen's clear and ignited

unsettled fast breaks the other way.

Ail-American G.P. Lindsay scored

only once. George Mullinix, playing in-

BUS TRIP TO WASHINGTON AND LEE LACROSSE GAME

jured, had a goal and an assist. Powell

and Drew Romans completed
Washington's scoring. Jay Atkinson,

Bill Hamill, and Andy Cooper had

assists. The Retrievers were led by Tim
Coughlin's three goals and two by mid-

die Carl Quattrini. UMBC outshot the

Shoremen 64-25 and dominated the

faceoffs 164.

Shore downs F&M, 19-12

Earlier in the week, WC fared better

against a good Franklin and Marshall

team, winning 19-12. The Shoremen

may have taken F&M lightly at the

start, but once Tim Hart settled things

down, the Shoremen began to play well.

Hart finished with 17 save playing only

half the game. G.P. Lindsay provided

the scoring spark with seven goals.

Myrt Gaines added five and Jay Atkin-

son had four, while Romans and Gaines

each had three assists.

WC has had a chance this week to

recuperate before tomorrow's game
against Washington and Lee University

in Lexington, Virginia. The Generals,

ranked seventh in Division One, lost to

Virginia last Saturday 14-6. The
Shoremen play College Division

challenger Baltimore University on

Wednesday, May 3, in Baltimore.

DiMaggio hopes to have Gaines,

Popham, and Powell healthy for the

Bees, but Matt Morris and Greg Schaff-

ner are finished for the season. Morris

suffered a broken jaw in the Morgan
State game. Schaffner separated and

dislocated his shoulder against

Hopkins. Schaffner is being redshirted,

which means he should be eligible to

play the 1979 and 1980 seasons for the

Shoremen.

The Shore Stick Supporters are plan-

ning a bus trip to the Washington and

Lee lacrosse game tomorrow, first

come first served as far as seating goes

at $15 per person. The bus will be leav-

ing the parking lot behind William

Smith Hall at 7:30 a.m. There will be

one brief stop at the parking lot of the

old Busch's Chesapeake Inn on Route 50

at about 8:30 a.m. There will be no stops

for food or beverages, so bring what
you will need for the day. The bus will

leave immediately after the game and
return to Chestertown. For reserva-

tions call Bill Norn's (daytime hours)

778-4444.

|

THE RAM SHOP
ARTIST MATERIALS
AND SUPPLIES

CUSTOM FRAMING
ART GALLERY

CRAFT SUPPLIES

111 Cross St. 778-4554
Chest ertown. Marylond 21620

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays

8 a.m. 10 p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Anthony's Flowers and Greenhouses
Chestertovm, Morylond. 1 /8 of o mile south of the Chester River Bridge on the lett.

Complete Plant Supplies

Plants & Flowers Wired Worldwide
Large selection green tropical rfftj

house plants -

'

Phone;778.2525

The second boat takes to the water in the crew's unsuccessful bout against

GWU

George Washington University

sinks Shore oarsmen
by STEVE PERRY

Washington College's injury-plagued

oarsmen lost to. George Washington

University last Saturday. Veteran Bob
Dunn moved from seat number six to

stroke for Steve Jones, who could not

row. Also, veteran Jim Coffin

substituted for Steve Perry, temporari-

ly out with a knee injury. Freshman
John Townsend rowed in seat number
six in the varsity race.

The varsity shell competed against

G.W.'s varsity and JV. The Shoremen

gained the lead at the start, but the

Eagles pulled even at 1000 meters and

held a three-seat lead by the 1500 meter

mark. GW's winning time was 8:36,

while WC finished in 8:40. George

Washington's JV went the distance in

9:17. The freshman eight fell behind

GW's freshmen early and never caught

up.

The Men's Crew meets Virginia

tomorrow in Charlottesville.

Track team finishes

winless season
Washington College's track team

finished its dismal 0-10 season Tuesday

by losing to Swarthmore and Loyola in

ahomemeet.
The Shoremen scored only 21 points

against 85 by Swarthmore and 74 by

Loyola.

•'We will not enter the Penn

Relays(Friday, April 28) for the first

time in 20 years," lamented^ Coach

Chatellier who is relieved that the

season is over.

The only thing the Shoremen have to

look forward to this year is the cham-

pionships for Division III teams m the

Middle Atlantic Conference to be held

May 5 and 6 at Ursinus College.

Chatellier hopes to enter three-miter

Marc Pappas and senior Archie Hoyt,

three-time intermediate hurdles

champ, in that race.

Hoyt, who has been sidelined this

season due to a physical ailment, would

like to run in hopes of winning his fourth

consecutive championship.

He has to run at least one race under

60 seconds this season, however, in

order to qualify. Chatellier said he will

enter Hoyt in a race at Salisbury State

Tuesday.
If Hoyt does not race 60 seconds or

less, then Chatellier plans to find

another race in which to enter him
before the championships.

EVERY
WEDNESDAY

LADIES NIGHT
25< to 35' Draught
10:00 p.m. till closing

FRIDAY
COCKTAIL PARTY

50' 6 OZ./75' 1 2 oz./$ 1 .00 1 6 oz.

4:00 pm till 6:00 pm
ALL YOUR FAVORITE

DRINKS & 10' OFF BOTTLED BEER

IScOFFEE HOUSE COFFEEHOUSE COFFEE HOUSE
j
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IRS audits college's 1975 income tax return
Revenue from summer

programs under investigation

by CARLOS WILTON

The Kent County squad car is greeted by protest as it pulls away with Peter

(Miami) Abronski as prisoner. The mattress was placed in the middle of 213

by a male senior who shall remain nameless in deference to the the Kent

County Sheriffs' Department

Abronski arrested in

annual May Day Streak
First arrest ever in traditional

"rite of spring," authorities state

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chie/

What began as the annual May Day
streaking traditional to Washington

College ended in the arrest of

sophomore Peter ('Miami') Abronski

on two counts of indecent exposure and
disorderly conduct Monday night. The
arrest was made by Kent County Depu-

ty Lamonte Cooke in response to a call

from a woman motorist distressed

when streakers ran in front of her car

on Route 213.

When Deputy Cooke arrived on the

scene, he estimated that three or four

male students were streaking down 213.

The police officer also believed some
streakers had hidden among the crowd

of approximately 200 spectators in front

of Reid Hall to avoid apprehension. The
three or four male streakers included

Abronski who alone among them was
caught because according to officials at

the County Police Station "he was the

only one who slowed down so we could

catch him."
Cooke told Washington Post reporter

David Maraniss that as soon as he

made the arrest the spectators "sur-

rounded the squad car shouting and
swearing at me. 1 had to radio for help.

Itwasaboutl:30."
Students march on jail

The arrest prompted a march on the

county jail in protest of what he con-

sidered tobe unwarrented interference

with what Associate Dean of Students

has termed "a traditional rite of spring

here."

The state police answered Cooke's

call for assistance and by 1:45 had sur-

rounded the county jail with shotguns

and dogs as over 100 students were out-

side of the jail shouting, "Free Miami."
Meanwhile, Abronski, clothed only by a

sweater someone had thrown into the

squad car and a pair of tennis shoes was
transported to a second story cell.

Abronski is reported in the Post as hav-

ContinuedonPage7

The Internal Revenue Service has
recently completed an audit of the Col-

lege's 1975 Federal Income Tax return.

College Vice-President for Finance
Gene Hessey, in an interview with the

Elm, noted that the IRS has made
"several contacts and visits to the cam-
pus over the last nine months", and ex-

plained the reasons for the audit.

The tax return audited was the IRS
form 990, the tax return for non-profit

organizations. Hessey explained that

there were two reasons for the audit;

first, to insure that the College does not

practice discriminatory admissions

policies, and second, to investigate the

College's "income from summer con-

ferences. Hessey said that, as far as he

knows, the 1975 tax return was picked

at random—that there was no par-

ticular reason for the selection of that

year. He said that the IRS auditors

"seemed satisfied after reading our ad-

missions statistics and our files," and

found no evidence of discriminatory

practices. They did recommend,
however, that the College advertise

more prominently that it does not

discriminate in matters of admissions.

The second matter has greater im-

portance for the College's overall fiscal

position. According to Hessey, the IRS
is trying to decide whether it should

consider the College's income from

summer conferences as "related" or

"unrelated" to the College's nonprofit

status. Since 1975, the College's income

from these conferences (such as

Maryland Girls' State and the

Maryland State Alcoholism Con-

ference) has grown considerable; the

College uses this income to subsidize

the general budget for the academic

year. If this income were suddenly to be

considered as "unrelated" to the Col-

lege's non-profit status, it would

become taxable income, and con-

ference fees would have to be increased

to cover the added expense.

The Administration does not yet know

the results of the audit, but is waiting

for the IRS to file its written report.

Hessey predicted that "they'll probably

ask us to file a separate tax return for

the summer income." He noted that the

College will appeal the decision if the

TRS does require the filing of a separate

return "There is virtually no possibility

of us having any tax liability...they

can't segregate a portion of our

revenue, because we apply all revenue

to our general purpose, which is the

education of students.

"

Hessey pointed out that other

Maryland colleges have had IRS audits

for similar reasons. He knows definite-

ly that St. John's, Western Maryland,

and Goucher have been audited,

although the St. John's audit was drop-

ped because the amount of summer in-

come involved was not very large.

Hessey said that the College would use

the St. John's example as part of its ap-

peal, should the IRS require the filing of

a separate return.

Hessey predicated that the dif-

ficulties with the IRS would probably be

extended over a long period of time, but

expressed confidence that the College's

summer income would indeed be

judged as legitimately related to its

non-profit status. "I expect we're in a

fairly long-term hassle over this thing,"

he said.

Commencement plans set
Washington College News Bureau

Washington grad

hired in Admissions
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

Jody Dudderar, a 1977 graduate of

Washington College, has been selected

to fill the vacancy left on the Admis-
sions staff by Cathy Thaden, who will

be leaving due to pregnancy. Lynn
Hayhurst, current Assistant Director of

Admissions, will be moved up to

Thaden's post of Associate Director,

and Dudderar will become Assistant

Director.

Hayhurst, a 1976 graduate of WC,

"has done a splendid job this year," ac-

cording to Admissions Director Jamie
McClintock. "We felt there was no need

to look somewhere else when she was
right here."

Dudderar is currently a guidance

assistant at Kent County High School.

"We're very pleased with our selec-

tion," said McClintock. "It's always

been one of my dreams to have so-

meone who'd actually spent a year

working with high school students."

The College will hold its 196th Com-
mencement exercises Sunday. May
2lst. Delivering the address to the 1978

graduates, by choice of the senior class,

will be William E. Simon, former

Secretary of the US. Treasury. Mr.

Simon has also served as Head of the

Federal Energy Office, Chairman of

the Economic Policy Board and Chair-

man of the Council of Wage and Price

Stability since 1974. He will be awarded

the honorary Doctor of Laws degree.

A second honorary degree, Doctor of

Humane Letters, will be conferred upon

Ralph Olin Dulany, former President of

Dulany Foods, Fruitland, Maryland, in

Wicomico County. A former member of

the Board of Visitors and Governors of

Washington College and trustee at

Wesley College in Dover, Mr. Dulany

also served on the Board of Commis-

sioners of Wicomico County before his

retirement in 1962. He was instrumen-

tal in promoting the best interests of

desegregation and civil rights in that

area.

James A. Michener will receive

Washington College's third annual

Award for Excellence, an award pro-

posed by Board member P.J. Wingate,

presented each year in recognition of

"outstanding performance in art,

science, the humanities and public ser-

vice." Michener graduated summa
cum laude from Swarthmore College in

1929 and obtained his Master's from the

University of Northern Colorado in 1937

before going on to author well-known

novels such as Return to Paradise, The

Bridges at Toko Ri, Sayonara, Hawaii,

The Drifters and Pulitzer Prize-

winning Tales of the South Pacific. The

Award for Excellence was first

presented to Andrew Wyeth in 1976 and

last year's recipient was Dr. Helen

Brooke Taussig.

The Washington College Alumni

Association will award Mary Lou Bar-

tram, '48, and Hubert F. Ryan, '33, its

highest honor, the Alumni Citation. For

the first time, an Alumni Citation will

be awarded posthumously to James M.

Cain '10. Each recipient will be cited for

outstanding work in his chosen field.
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Surprise! This is not an editorial on the evils of streaking. I

sympathize with Miami and agree with the observation of
another student that his well-publicized arrest "finally put
Washington College on the map. I believe, however, that there
has been other recent coverage of the school which demands our
attention.

Dr. Mike Malone said it all for me at Monday's faculty meeting
when he remarked that the interview with President McLain, ap-
pearing in the April 20 edition of the Baltimore Evening Sun
"makes us look like an exclusive white country club." I share his
concern for the quality of student this article will attract.
Most of the coverage is devoted to the phenomenon of beer-

drinking and lacrosse at Washington College. One of the three
students interviewed stated that "Lacrosse is the big thing here.
Everybody comes out for the games. All your professors show
up. The whole town turns out. And everybody drinks." I think
this is a rather naive exaggeration, and I, for one, do not agree
that lacrosse forms the bond which holds our school together, as
the article seems to imply.
The article also emphasizes the prevalence of fraternities and

sororities and the other "laid back" aspects of the school.
Although it contains some comments on the academic re-
quirements and the BUSH project (most of them inaccurate), it

fails to even suggest the many facets of Washington College that
I have discovered this year as editor of the Elm.

I realize President McLain deserves credit for helping to get us
mentioned in the Sun. It was a lively article, and I understand
most (though not all) members of the Board of Visitors and
Governors were pleased with it. I don't know whether my an-
noyance is with President McLain for declining to put the Sun
reporter in touch with the Public Relations Department—who
could have directed him to a wider cross-section of student opi-
nion—or with the reporter for focusing only on the "country
club'

' aspects of the College.
I realize that a retraction or subsequent article would not

repair the damage. Still, I believe the article was an affront to
members of the faculty and student body who are working to
maintain the quality of WC as an institution of higher learning.
Now that we've made it into the papers for some of our more
frivolous aspects, maybe we can attract future coverage for our
more serious — and I think more representative —
achievements. j.
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Letter to the Editor
Eulogy

If I were a poet I would write a proper

eulogy to my friend, Norman James.
We shared a love of baseball, sitting

in the stands as Washington College

won two this year and when our team
lost a pair last season. No matter. Win
or lose, we loved the games and the

players, sharing the secret of all true

fans: Baseball is just as beautiful in

Chestertown as in Baltimore, where the

big boys play.

Norman's voice out-boomed my chat-

ter, and his delight could not be mat-

ched. He could tell a curve from a slider

or a sinker from a screwball, which is

no tiny triumph at a time when most
fans are more blood-thirsty than

knowledgeable.
Twice he turned to me and said

:

"Bob, this field cries out for a proper
fence, with brightly-painted signs that

say. "Old Wharf Inn' or 'Foxley

Manor." Someday if I get the money,
by God— I'll buy the college a fence."

Let's collect some money now and
build that fence.

Sincerely,

Robert E. Hood
Editor-in-Chief, Boy's Life

Student Affairs announces
new parking regulations

Due to the ever-increasing number of

motor vehicles on the college campus,
several measures are being taken to

improve the control of those vehicles
for the coming academic year.
As already noted in the Elm, the Reid

Hall narking lot will be enlarged this

summer so the residents of Caroline/-
Queen Anne and Reid Halls will have a
greater opportunity to park near their
buildings. There will not, however, be
adequate space for all residents should
they return with cars next fall.

Several new regulations affecting
parking on campus will be in effect
when students return in August. The
following are among the most impor-
tant in their effect on the student
population of the campus.

1) Students may register one motor
vehicle and must do so within 72 hours
of their first class or of the time they br-
.ing the vehicle to the campus.

2) Vehicles not registered within that
period are subject to a $25.00 fine
and/or impoundment.

3) Students can drive and park on the
lawns on the first and last day of the
semester only, unless they have the ex-

pressed permission of their R.A. for the

specific occasion.

4) Non-payment of three (3) parking
citations will result in the loss of park-

ing privileges on campus.

5) Any vehicles that receives more
than five (5) citations in an academic
year shall lose parking privileges for

the remainder of that year. This is in ef-

fect regardless if the citations are paid

or not.

6) Persons violating parking regula-

tions while using a motor vehicle on
campus shall be charged under the col-

lege's system of penalties and shall

have the opportunity to appear before

the Deans of Students and/or the Stu-

dent Judiciary system.

7) The responsibility for finding a
legal parking space rests with the vehi-

cle operator. The lack of space is not a

valid excuse for violating parking
regulations.

These regulations shall be stated in

greater length and detail in the new Stu-

dent Handbook, which will be available

in the fall.

Alumni return

A busload of Washington College

alumni from the Salisbury, Maryland
area will arrive on campus Saturday to

participate in the Mardel Memorial
Alumni Chapter of the Washington Col-

lege Alumni Association Visit to the

College. A new chapter in the Associa-

tion, formed under the management of

Alumni Director Jay Vogel, the Mardel
group will eat lunch in the dining hall

afterwards are invited to attend the
lacrosse game in which Washington's
Shoremen go up against St. Mary's.

Following the game, the alumni are in-

vited to a cook-out and cocktail party at

the Alumni House. The Elm joins with

the administration and faculty in

welcoming these former students back
to the campus.

Damage Deposits

Vice President of the College for

Finance Gene Hessey an-
nounced yesterday that damage
deposits would be refunded only to

graduating seniors who have incurred
no debts for damage. Damage Deposit
fees for all returning upperclassmen
will be credited to their 1978-79 account
so that they will not be charged for the

fee next year unless there is a lean

already against their deposits.

Hessey explained that the Business

Office had originally intended to refund
all damage deposits. It was
found,however, that by the time the Of-

fice had finished refunding these fees,

in late June or early July, it would be
time to mail out bills for the next
academic year which would include the

$100 fee.

Bills for all college expenses will be
mailed in July. Incoming students will

be responsible for the damage deposit

at this time.
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SGA WRAP-Up

A year in retrospect
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

As outgoing Student Government
Association President Kimball Byron
said in this year's final SGA meeting,

he had "heard a lot of comments —
mostly critical from people this year,

but that's the way it should be." What
did Byron and the SGA executive board
thinfe ofthe organization this year?

"A lot of people were skeptical about
whether or not we'd be in the black this

year," said Byron in his appraisal of

the SGA. "This was a crucial year for

that. If we'd been in the red this year,

the SGA would have been terminated

because they'd (the Business Office)

have taken (over) the books. And that's

not hard to do— go in the red.
'

'

Byron cited the BUSH project

("that's the kind of thing the SGA
should do; it's a visible thing that helps

the school) as one of the major ac-

complishments and the failure to get

outdoor basketball courts as one of the

major disappointments this year.

Two Students: "enjoying college life

to the fullest"

"The types of thing we did this year

was low-key; for instance, the student-

faculty auction," Byron remarked.

"That's the only time I've heard of

students raising money for the school."

"I enjoyed it this year," concluded

Byron. "Both J.D. (Vice President

John Downs) and I took the job and
devoted a lot of time to it, but we were
still students, enjoying college life to

the fullest."

Social calendar upgraded
SGA Vice-President John Downs felt

the "best thing we did this year was
upgrade the social calendar. Students

have complained in the past that there

isn't anything to do here, that this is a

suitcase college. With our financial

resources, I think we've accomplished

a lot this year."

Downs also served as Chairman of

the Student Academic Board, "All we
had to do was see that the things that

were set in motion last year were
enacted in the Academic Council. We
also brought more awareness to the

senior requirements situation."

Downs added that he "doesn't regret

anything this year. You learn here that

the government process works slowly

because you've got to go through so

many channels. Maura will find that

out with the SAB."
"Lack of Responsibility" cited

Maura Kelly, who inherits Downs'

position as SGA Vice-President and

SAB Chairman, was the Treasurer of

this year's SGA. Despite this year's

success ("BUSH, the Student

Residence Committee, and the Social

Calendar"), Kelly felt that the SGA
"lost ground with the Administration

because of a lack of responsibility, like

Kimball's not showing up at the Board
meetings.

"I wish we had had an Executive

Board that worked together more and
shared responsibility more," added
Kelly. "Our lack of organization and
failure to delegate responsibility were
problems. The Hodson Hall incident

was unfortunate because it could have
been stopped before going to that ex-

treme."
BUSH called major accomplishment
Terri Taylor, this year's Social Chair-

man, also felt that the SGA's major ac-

complishment this year was the BUSH
Project, "because it maybe smoothed
over some bad feelings between the

SGA and the administration, faculty,

and Board of Visitors and Governors."

One reason Taylor gave for the bad
feelings was a "complete lack of direc-

tion within the SGA." "The only things

we did were social, that is supposed to

be only one function of the SGA. Nobody
outside of the Student Activities Com-
mittee did anything, with the exception

of BUSH."
1978-79 SGA disadvantaged?

I don't think Kimball and J.D. took

their offices seriously," said Taylor,

who was also a member of the SGA last

year. "J.D. had never been in the SGA
before, Kimball had been, but missed a

majority of the meetings. I don't think

they knew what they were supposed to

do."

Because of this year's problems,

Taylor feels that next year's SGA "is

going to start out at a disadvantage

because nobody respects the SGA
anymore. Not only did Kimball not

show up at meetings but he didn't tell

anyone that he wouldn't show up, so

there was an empty chair onstage at the

Convocation."

Conflicts

SGA Secretary Nancy Kostar also

cited lack of organization as a problem

this year. "There was a conflict among
Executive Board members," said

Kostar.

Harold Norton, who became the

Assistant Social Chairman when the

position was created midway through

last semester, disagreed with Kostar,

Taylor, and Kelly on the SGA's lack of

organization. "I think the Executive

Board was a cohesive group that could

come to an agreement and act when
necessary. I think that cohesiveness

was a positive part of the SGA this year.

Norton pointed to the BUSH project

and "quality social events" as this

year's major accomplishments. "I

think those two things were major
because they were done by students."

Norton added that "too many of the stu-

dent activities were characterized by

students with a 'handful of give me and

a mouthful of much obliged'—especial-

ly at the dances."

Fifteen students to spend

summer on-campus

by GEOFF GARINTHER
News Editor

Approximately fifteen students will

be staying on-campus over the summer
and according to Vice President for

Finance Gene Hessey, that figure is

higher than usual.

"Many more will say they're stay-

ing," stated Hessey. "But then the jobs

don't materialize. The job market here

is pretty competitive when you consider

all the returning college and high school

students from Chestertown."

Students will hold various jobs on

campus: three will work for the

Maintenance Department; "two in the

library; one in the Admissions Office;

one in the Public Relations Office; and

a number of students in the dining hall.

One student will serve as the college's

liason to the conferences held here dur-

ing the summer. These conferences in-

clude two Alcohol Institutes; Girls' and

Boys' State, Wrestling and Gymnastic

Classes; a multi-denominational

women's church organization; an in-

stitute on the hazard of mixing drinking

and driving; a statewide conclave of De
Molays (young Masons); and the

return of the Bagpipe Academy.

Alumni Director Jay Vogel discusses reunion plans

Alumni to stage reunion
byLEECHEARNEYI

Alunlni Director Jay Vogel has an-

nounced plans for the Alumni Reunion
Weekend, to be held here May 19-21.

The weekend will begin with a cocktail

party in the Alumni House sponsored by
the Kent and Queen Anne's Chapter of

the Washington College Alumni
Association on Friday, May 19 at 8:00

p.m.
Much of the planned activity will take

place on Saturday, May 20. The nine

hole annual Golf Tournament will be

held at the Chester River Country Club

at 8:00 a.m. At the same time, tennis

courts and platform tennis courts on the

campus will be available for use by
alumni. A walking tour of the historic

homes of Chestertown is scheduled for

10:00a.m.
"Washington College Today," an in-

formal faculty presentation, will be

held for the first time this year from
11:30-12:30 in the Sophie Kerr Room of

Miller Library. A question and-answer

period will be provided to give alumni a

chance to find out what is going on at

the college.

The annual Eastern Shore Barbeque
will follow at 12:30 on the front lawn.

Class photos of returning alumni of the

classes of 1953 and 1958 will be taken in

the Alumni House. A senior art exhibi-

tion in Tawes and an all-college exhibit

in Miller Library will be displayed for

alumni all day Saturday.

The traditional President's Cham-
pagne Reception on the Hynson Lounge
Terrace begins at 5:30. A banquet for

alumni will be held at 6:30 and followed

by a General Alumni meeting in Hodson
Hall. The day will culminate with an
open-air dance on the Miller Library

Terrace beginning at 9.

The 196th Commencement Exercises

will be held on Sunday, May 21, on the

Front Campus.
Director of Alumni Affairs, Jay

Vogel, looks forward to increased par-

ticipation in the reunion festivities this

year. The college will honor the quin-

quennial classes, giving special

recognition to 25th and 50 year classes

this year, hopefully increasing their

participation in college activities.

Newell discusses
summer school plans

by WALTER
Professor of Philosophy David

Newell, director of the summer
graduate studies program at

Washington College, has presented a

tentative proposal for implementing a

summer undergraduate program here

to the Academic Council.

Newell first presented the proposal

last fall, when it was decided that it

"needed some work," according to

Newell. This fall, he will go before the

FORAKER
Academic Council with a revised pro-

posal.

"Most of the department heads that I

have talked to have expressed their ap-

proval," said Newell.

The summer graduate program

headed by Newell will begin its eighth

year on June 19. Since its inception, 166

students have received M.A. degrees in

Psychology, History, and English, with

Psychology drawing seventy-five per

cent of the students.

Admissions awards
Merit Scholarships

to incoming students
by GEOFF GARINTHER

News Editor

The Admissions Office has selected

seven incoming freshmen to receive

Merit Scholarships valued at $1,000.00

each and renewable every year for as

long as the recipients are enrolled at

Washington College. The Merit Scholar-

ship Program was established this year

by the Admissions Department with

funds provided through the $540,000

Hodson Grant.

The seven recipients whose names
are yet to be released, were selected

from what Admissions felt were the top

nine high school seniors applying here.

"We were very fortunate," said

Associate Admissions Director Cathy

Thaden. "We were ready to go all the

way down to the top twenty-five

students."

Thaden said that the top students

were ranked mainly in order of

academic ability. "After that we took

location into account because we
wanted a broad geographical
breakdown."
Five of the seven applicants are

women. Three are from Maryland and

the others are from Delaware, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Illinois.

Four of the seven are from public

schools; two from preparatory schools

and one from a junior college. Three

are class valedictorians, and two others

rank second and third in their classes.

The average verbal SAT score is 598;

the average math score is 618.

The two students who turned down
Merit Scholarships will be attending

Stanford University and the University

of Colorado next fall.
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An Evening of

It's Called the Sugar Plum by Israel

Horovitz. Directed by Caryn Balamaci;

Stage Manager, Carla Fletcher;.

Technical Director, Lisa Martin.

Cast

Wallace Zuckerman Tex Andrews
Joanna Dibble Marti Dirscherl

If you had to describe Caryn

Balamaci's staging of It's Called the

Sugar Plum in one word, that word
would be technical crispness. (That's

two words, actually). The acting was

clear and clean, the mechanical details

deftly handled. In fact, this production

of Horoviz's tragicomedy about love,

loss, and losers was more satisfying

than the script itself.

Joanna Dibble (empty-headed col-

lege student) confronts Wallace
Zuckerman (empty-lived college stu-

dent) in his off-campus apartment.

Zuckerman has run over and squashed

dead her fiance, and Dibble has come
shrieking over to his room to see that he

never forgets it. Soon, however, she

forgets it; in the course of the after-

noon, Zuckerman, having impressed

Joanna with his job at a meat-packer's

and his Zen poems, beds her, thereby

saying something (supposedly) about

the replacibilty of us all.

The play is interlarded with rather

obvious symbols: "I wish I could load

meat like you do, Wally;" the outcome

of their meeting (pardon the pun) is

never really in doubt. The piece is a bit

too well put together to be totally affec-

ting, at its worst like one long

lesson. It's Called the Sugar Plum is too

cleanly done for its own good.

Thankfully, this does not hold for the

acting. The performances were both

clean and well-done. As Zuckerman,

Tex Andrews was confidently intense.

His gestures were strong, his

monologues precise. He captured

Zuckerman's essence as an effete

weasel, poised for any scrap thrown

him. By this reviewer's standards, An-

drews was impressive.

He was at least matched by Marti

Dirscherl's Joanna. Dirscherl's en-

trance and initial speeches were startl-

ingly good, especially the first

night,with wonderfully sharp voice

changes. On Sunday night there were
problems with her volume level; to the

point, Dirscherl was too loud. If this ac-

tress can learn to shift her energy level

as easily as she shifts her voice, au-

diences can expect great things in the

future. Dirscherl might have played

Joanna as less of a sophisicate and
more of a dummy.
Sparks flew between the per-

formances Saturday ; closing night

seemed more forced, though individual

speeches were identical both shows.

The opening sequence with the radio

was flawlessly handled by Andrews,
who, incidentally, can fold a mean 1

paper hat.

Tex Andrews. Marti Dirscherl
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neActs

Crawling Arnold by Jules Fetffer.

Directed by Laurel Snode. Stage
Manager, Ann McLaughlin; Technical
Director, Lisa Martin.

Cast
Barry Richard Ferguson
Grace Kate Martin
Miss Sympathy Victoria Gadsden
Millie EdieWallace
Arnold PeterZekonis

Those of us who hate Jules Feiffer's
cartoons didn't know what to suspect of

Crawling Arnold. Would Arnold prove
to be as hastily scribbled as those awful
hairstreaming women one always finds
dancing through Sunday's Times.

.

Fortunately the answer was no. Ar-
nold proved to be a light, lively farce of

a lad, though he sometimes slithered
away from director Laurel Snode.
Arnold Enterprise is a 35-year-old

businessman who has begun crawling
again. This so stings the pride of his

WASPish Middle-American parents
that they call in the best social worker
money can rent: Miss Sympathy, who
is naturally so taken with Arnold that
she takes cover with him rather than
trooping down to the Enterprise bomb
shelter during a daily drill. The En-
terprises also have a baby, Little Will,

.

surely seasick from the feverish
rocking Mr. Enterprise gives the
stroller each time he passes by, and a
militant black maid. Dated, but fun.

And the actors play with a lot of
energy. Too much, in fact, in the case of

Richard Ferguson as the father. His
almost violent affection for Little Will is

hearty and father-like; the uncontrolled
sneers and grimaces he gives Arnold,
on the other hand, is overacting. The
Nixonian voice he adopted was great
fun. Victoria Gadsden was a walking-
talking textbook rationalization in her
wellconcieved preformance, which tur-

ned suddenly and delightfully human at
the end of the play. Kate Martin was
adequately amusing as a softspoken,
meek Mrs. Enterprise, but this in-

terpretation didn't square with Ar-
nold's description of his parents:
"alert, involved, aggressive." Perhaps
the role should have been approached
differently.

One who approached his role from all

sides—at an angle, from the floor, on
his back, clutching a foot—was Peter
Zekonis as Arnold. Zekonis is in control
every moment he is on stage. The
comic ad libs and inflections suddenly
turn knife-like around in his moving Un-
cle Walter speech, surely the highlight
of the show.
Saturday night's show was hectic;

Zekonis and his ingeneous im-
provisations distracted from the main
action a few times. The show settled

down Sunday. The blurred slide in the
projector should have been removed, as
it diverted the audience's attention

momentarily. Getting picky, the
colored maid was too dark, closing
night. Despite its shaky in-

consistencies, Crawling Arnold stood
up on its own.

•v

Peter Zekonis, Victoria Gadsden
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A Bummer is...

Compiled from a random survey

When there is no more cheese left in your egg omlet

when someone smears vaseline on your doorknob

when you are vacillating between quitting school and jumping

off the water tower
when the Lance Machine rips off your last 15 cents

when the person before you takes the last cup of coffee and

leaves you with the grains

when the Coffee House is out of St. Paulie Girls

Reserve books missing from the fish bowl

an 8:00 am advising appointment
a menu advertising mongrel soup in the cafeteria

when there is no more hot water for tea in the cafeteria

having a yearbook put out and not knowing the people pictured

when your roommate gets a puppy
missing the ride to an away game when you are on the team
catching the ride, but being benched
reading the wrong book for class

running out of cigarettes at 2 : 00 am
having a lot of work, going to sleep, waking up and finding it's

still there

finding out that the rumor is about you

getting up for an 8 : 30 and finding out that its cancelled

catching a cold when your thesis is due in a week
traveling to Philadelphia and having the crew race cancelled

being called on in class when you're not prepared

locking yourself out of your room and finding out that the RA's

gone for the week
finding out that there are distribution requirements your senior

year
losing to Hopkins the first game of the season

finding.out that all the mail in your mailbox is for your box mate
always answering the phone and it's never for you
livigg on the language floor next year
getting a high number in room draw
being a faculty member; getting a raise; and finding out you still

could have made more as a chicken farmer
not being invited to an all-campus party

not being able to pick anybody up at the Gary Gilmore party

not being picked up at the Gary Gilmore party

being picked up at the Gary Gilmore party by Gary Gilmore

when your only pen runs out of ink during an exam and no one

has an extra

staying up all night for an exam that gets cancelled

when your ice cream falls off y\)ur cone and lands on your foot

being a Reid Hall Red Hot who can't live in Reid Hall next year

( once a Red Hot always a Red Hot?

)

being a senior and having to have a roommate
finding out that there's pariquot in the bowl you smoked last

night

having your thesis stolen

being in the SGA
when the dogwood tree you planted dies

having Miss Dee post your bad check

not having a date for the Birthday Ball

having two dates for the Ball

having your "hometown" come for the weekend and a roommate

who can't take your hints

having to be a "tavern wench" after you graduate

being turned down from giving blood to the Red Cross Dnve
because you ( or your roommate) has a social disease.

living in the 4-woman in Dorchester next year

having all your friends graduate

having bosom envy even though you're a girl

having peanuts envy ( after the A & P is closed on Sunday night)

having someone squeeze your toothpaste from the middle

having someone poke holes in your toothpaste

having your toothpaste stolen

streaking and having nobody notice

streaking and getting arrested

Culler in review

Tennyson scholar

provides "easy listening n

by COLLEEN ONEILL

Author and Emily Stanford Professor

of English at Yale University, Dwight

Culler, presented a lecture Wednesday,

April 19,on '"Fair Luminous Mist: ' The

Poetry of Tennyson."
There had been a fair luminous mist

on campus all day. That night, as the

rain reflected in the streetlight outside

the Sophie Kerr windows, Culler

elaborated on the poetry of Tennyson.

"There was a time when I was quite

hostile toward Tennyson, "but now with

his sympathies broadened to the pre-

sent, he likes all of Tennyson but does

not understand it all. "He teased and

puzzled me. In an effort to find out the

secret of his poetry, I began to write my
book.- In this I failed," but he is trying

again "like the scholar gypsy, I

elaborate my failure."

Culler's lecture could be divided into

four parts: Tennyson's enthusiasm for

words, his religious beliefs, his poems

compared with Arnold and Browning,

and a structural analysis of his poetry.

In the first part. Culler pointed out

that Tennyson emphasized the paradox

that the trance state is both produced

by words and maintained by words.

Tennyson dwelled upon the musical

quality of his own name, like an in-

cantation. Tennyson saw language as

having magical power. "Tennyson has

stumbled upon Transcendental Medita-

tion and uses his own name as a man-

tra." Culler explained that language

and poetry played for Tennyson the

same role that nature played for

Wadsworth.
Culler moved on to a more abstract

discussion of Tennyson's religious

beliefs. "Tennyson is not a dogmatic or

visionary poet. He did not have the

dogmatic faith of Milton," said Culler.

Tennyson's poetry seems to break off

right before the visionary. Thus many
poems seem fragmentary, such as "Fl-

ing Arthur" and "Gwenevere". This

sense of fragmentation is made more
complete by the image of the mountain

peak in a haze, which lifts only momen-
tarily to reveal the divine. If the vi-

sionary poet lifts the veil the vision is

shrouded in obscurity. "We have but

faith and cannot know. Knowledge is in

what we see. We cannot see God. We
can only have a sense of his divine

presence
—"A Fair Luminous Mist".

Culler went on to say that Tennyson's

world was shaped by his religious

beliefs, these mists exist in his moun-
tain's tops and in the Tennysonian

Valleys as well, Tennyson symbolizes

his own verse in "The Lotus—Eaters."
To further explain Tennyson, Culler

gestured to differentiate his poetry

from that of Arnold and Browning. By
comparison, Tennyson's is more
mysterious than Arnold's. Tennyson

has no one set of values. "Tennyson ar-

rives at harmony, not by intellectual

dialectic as did Arnold, but by the moan
of a wounded creature." Browning's

work possesses a greater spiritual

vitality and more resembles a

dogmatic monologue than Tennyson.

Culler's structural analysis of Ten-

nyson's poetry was an appropriate way
to conclude a structured lecture. Culler

broke Tennyson's poetic technique

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tomorrow

-Baseball(2) vs. Ursinus-lp.m.
- Lacrosse vs. St. Mary's - 1 :30 p.m.

-SGA outdoor party - SGA outdoor party - starts noon,

Kent Quad
- Mardel Memorial Alumni Chapter Visit

Sunday
- Students' Midnight Breakfast

Monday
- Start Final Exams ( through 13th)

- Senior Art Exhibit, opening reception 4:30, Fine Arts

Center, 6-8:30 pm Monday through Friday (until May
21) -

Wednesday
Men's Athletic Association "Cook Out"-Turner's

Creek Park, 6 pm
Saturday, 13

- End Final Exams
Tuesday, 16

- Grades due in Registrar's Office

Friday, 19

- Alumni Reunions begin

Saturday, 20

-196th Commencement Exercises, front campus, 10:30

am

down into three groups: his use of the

paired poem, the frame poem, and the

composite poem. Culler confessed
thai

"many of Tennyson's earlier poenu
were little more than finger exercises."

"Ulysses" and "Tithonus" are ej-

amples of the paired poems or parallel

poems. "The Daydream" is an exam-

pie of a frame poem or a poem withina

poem. Culler described this type $
poem as a "veritable Chinese pu^
box of artistic arrangements." The lag

type of poem, the composite poem.i;

best exemplified by "The Princess;
/,

Medley" which consists of seven di|.

ferent narratives. "In Memorial
A.H.H." is another supreme examples
the composite poem.
The paired poem offers a contradie-

tory while the frame calls attention
fa

the fact that the poem is art, not reality,

Through the composit poem, Tennyson

seems to say, "All that I can see is these

fragments of the truth, I cannot see the

whole". Even still the poet has faith

that these fragments are glimpses n|

the truth. "The poet has pointed to the

truth but may not utter it" s id Culler,

in the words of Tennyson, "It is such as

no language may declare." Culler con-

cluded by saying that you may "catti

the secret of Tennyson's art by the very

process of having it elude you."

Tennyson is not Hopkins and he isn«

T.S. Eliot, he is Tennyson. Culler's ei-

planation of Tennyson probably in-

spired some of the audience to read his

poetry if they hadn't already. It \

refreshing to finally attend a well-

structured literary lecture. His time

and effort were greatly appreciated by

the audience as indicated in their

response. Culler provided a clear a

lucid introduction to Tennyson. He

touched on issues of major concern ami

was able to articulate even the more

difficult abstractions of Tennyson's

dogma. Culler read his lecture, but be

did so in such a calm voice that it was

easy listening. It was not monotonm
Culler's lecture was well prepared.

rnc?n wr*

Nappo wins Wagnei

Memorial Award
by KATHLEEN KNUST

Nick Nappo has received the ftf»

award given in honor of the late P*

John Wagner, Member of the Board

Washington College, for his short story.

"Shell Station", in the Fall Washing!*

College Review issue. The award
J

given on the basis of what is thought v

be the best poem or story published by'

freshman in the Washington CoMw

Review or Broadslde.Robert Day W
the residents of Richmond House

choose and personally donate u*

award, which is a gift certificate at tf*
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Coffee House closes up
Managers discuss year's activities

by MARIAN COOPER

The CoffeeHouse managers, beginn-

ing to wrap up the school year, are

leased with the success of the C-

House. The student night spot, which

^i)] be open through Friday of finals

week, will close down for a final clean-

up and scrub-down
that weekend.

The year has been one with many in-

novations and a good amount of

business for managers Kathy Mullin,

John Jelich, Tim Connor, Caroline

Welsh, Maggie Stevens and Jake Parr.

As Kathy Mullin said, "It's been a good

year, and hopefully next year will be

even better."

Among the changes made this year in

Die CoffeeHouse have been new fur-

niture, renovation and enlargement of

the kitchen redecorations including a

paint job and new pictures, imported

and bottled beer, and hot sandwiches.

There have been new activities in the

CoffeeHouse as well. Friday cocktail

hours, Wednesday Ladies' Night, and
Thursday 10 cents off draft—are all

popular activities. There has been an

attempt at more live entertainment, in-

cluding student entertainment, and

movies.

Their new innovations have brought

more business, however, there are also

bigger bills. As Jelich says bluntly,

"more dollars, more bills." Debts on

the new furniture must be paid off, as

well as inherited debts. Salaries also

went up, and traditionally the Cof-

feeHouse looses money in the summer.
"The CoffeeHouse is not a profit-

making organization," explained

Mullin "Its major goal is to have

enough money to keep above water, and

to have a nice place for students to go."

The image the managers hope to

create in the C-House is one of students
working for students. It is still main-
taining the cheapest possible prices,

and is staying open later to accomodate
students.

Many future improvements are being
planned. This summer the managers
had hoped to put some improvements
into the C-House, "but the opportunity
didn't materialize," said Maggie
Stevens. Dave Knowles will be taking it

over this summer when it will be open
to conventions that stay on campus.
Jelich, however, plans to come back a
few times and make some minor im-
provements.
Next year has a number of plans

waiting to be hatched in the Coffee
House. Ideas such as electronic table

games and tables with permanent
backgammon boards glazed on them
are being discussed. Hopefully the
amount of live entertainment will be in-

creased. Monday night football in the
CoffeeHouse may be a new thing on
campus. The managers would also like

to make more use of the t.v. lounge
which is under their access.

Jelich concluded that they would like

to increase the bar-type atmosphere
and the food service. Sandwiches and
more types of pizzas will probably be
increased next year.

One or two new managers will be
needed next year since Tim Connor
does not plan to return as a manager
and Caroline Welsh is leaving. The
managers will be interviewing ap-

plicants, who will be working finals

week if accepted.

Crews lose to U. Va.
by STEVE PERRY

The men's and women's crew teams

were both outraced by their University

of Virginia counterparts in Charlot-

tesville last Saturday.

The men's varsity rounded the first

turn even with the Cavaliers, but fell

behind as UVa took the inside lane.

Virginia covered the 2000-meter course

in 6 :03, whileWC finished in 6 : JO.

The women's race began dramatical-

ly, as Virginia's varsity lightweight ran

into the Shorewomen's shell. For ten

strokes both shells were locked

together, and several oars were broken.

Cox Molly Meehan engineered WC's
comeback from this disadvantage to

take second place. The heavyweight

Cavaliers' time for 1500 meters was
4:58; Washington went the distance in

5: Ob.

WC's freshman eight also succumbed
to the UVa freshmen. Both crews meet
George Washington University and
Georgetown tomorrow in Washington,

D.C. Following the race will be a 3

l/2hour barge ride, dedicated to John

Truslow, on the Chesapeake and Ohio

Canal.

Headed for the MACs
Carol Noer, Rene Miller, Jeanette the Middle Atlantic Conference Tennis

Bonsack, and Holli Young, the top four Championships today and tomorrow at

players on Washington College's Wilkes College, Wilkes-Barre, Penn-

Women's Tennis Team, are headed for sylvania.

The Commodity Exchange
Presents

Friday, May 5th and Saturday, May 6th

The NO F00LIN' BAND

Friday, May 12th and Saturday, May 13th

The Jim Sellers Band

Friday, May 19th and Saturday, May 20th

Silver Spring Electric Bluegrass

Happy Hour: Thursday and Friday 5-7

Thurs: 30' Draft Beer

Two students answer the challenge to join- in "spring rites"

"STR£AKING~~,^ Contul »ied from Pase >

ing said, "So here I am, wearing

sneakers and a sweater, going up there

where all the inmates are. Boy did they

get a kick out of me. They loved it. They
could hear all the people out on the

street yelling for me."
The crowd dispersed when Associate

Dean of Students Ed Maxcy told them
Abronski would be released when they

left. Abronski was set free on Maxcy's

personal recognizance.

In a preliminary hearing, a potential

trial date of May 16 was set for Abron-

ski. If convicted the student could be

imprisoned for three years or forced to

pay a fine of $1000.00 or both. Maxcy
reported, however, that he does not ex-

pect "to see it go that far" and that he is

doing everything in his power to "help

get Miami off the hook.

"

Maxcy added that he believes no ac-

tion would have occurred had it been

possible for the streakers to pursue

their activity entirely on campus pro-

perty rather than on a main highway.

"It is most unfortunate," Maxcy added,

"that what has become traditional at

Washington College was misinterpret-

ted by people in the town and that one

student had to suffer for that."

The Maryland State Police, whohad

responded from four counties, released

information on the arrest on the

teletype service that went out to all

three major radio and television net

works in the state. The incident was
covered in local papers and also in the

morning edition of the Baltimore Sun of

May 3, as well as the Washington Post

which interviewd Abronski, Cooke,

Somerset Resident Assistant Mark
Devins, Maxcy, and Washington Col-

lege Eim editor Bonnie Nelle Duncan.
Dateless tradition

College officials are unable to date

the origin of May Day streaking here.

Streaking started at Washington Col-

lege before it became a national fad and
continued when it was no longer

fashionable across the country. Mon-
day's streaking began about 8:30 when
a senior girl disrobed in the snack bar

and ordered a coke at the counter. This

same student "flashed" through the

library and most of the men's dorms,

according to eye witnesses. Later in the

evening, students undressed in the Cof-

fee House in response to challenges of

"strip and I'll buy you a beer." By the

end of the evening at least fifty others

had joined the annual streaking on the

campus and across Route 213.

r
End-of-Year-Sale

How through May 12

at the Bookstore

25% Off all non-text books

25% Off all clothing

10% Off all records and tapes
Open regular hours

Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

*0*0M*******M*M*«*0*0%^*********W***0*^****^M^
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Washington and Lee downs

battered Shore stickmen, 9-6
Washington College lost Timmy Hart

in the second half Saturday at Lex-

ington, Virginia, helping Washington

and Lee to escape with a 9-6 victory

over an injury-plagued Shore lacrosse

team.
The Shoremen took a 5-3 lead into the

dressing room at halftime, but the loss

of Hart with bruised ribs just before in-

termission dampened Washington's

hopes. Clint Evans came in to perform

ably, but the Shoremen could muster

little offensively.

W and L stormed back to take a 6-5

edge in the third period and the score

was 8-5 in favor of the Generals before

G.P. Lindsay netted Washington's only

goal of the second half on a run-by with

6:57 remaining.

Washington College played well in the

first half. Drew Romans on a feed from

Ben "Bear" Tuckerman drew first

blood for the Shoremen. The Generals

charged back on goals by attackman

John Black, a junior from St. Paul's

School.

George Mullinix cut and took a pass

from Romans to knot the score at 2-2,

but freshman John Kemp on an outside

shot gave W and L a 3-2 edge at the end

of the quarter.

The second period, however, was all

Washington College. With Tim Hart

playing brilliantly in the goal and
Washington's close defense muzzling

Black and Jeff Fritz, W and L's talented

attack duo, the Shoremen went to work
on the other end of the field.

Lindsay brought Washington even on

a dodge and fed freshman Nobie Powell

on the end of a fast break to give the

Shoremen a 4-3 edge.

Tuckerman then produced a pictures-

que play, taking a pass and dodging his

man near midfield. At the restraining

line, running full-tilt, the burly

sophomore unleashed a wicked
underhand shot on which General

goaltender Charlie Brown had no

hope—the rocket richocheting into the

net as Brown fell in a dusty heap at the

goal mouth.
Hart, meanwhile, had thwarted W

and L on his end of the field, but just

before the end of the half he was hit

across the ribs after making a pass up-

field.

As the Washington College team
walked to the dressing room. Hart col-

lapsed on the bench. Trainer "Doc"
Tully treated him there, then took him
to the Lexington hospital for x-rays. He
did not return to play and suffered

"badly" bruised ribs, according to

coach Mickey DiMaggio.

Washington College did not return

and play "team lacrosse," as it had in

the first half, in the second half. In-

dividual play marked Shore offensie

sorties and Washington suffered for it.

Washington and Lee, meanwhile,

took full advantage of Shore penalties

to score three goals in each of the final

quarters. Black scored three goals, two

in the final frame. Midfielders Charlie

Stieff (Boys' Latin) and Jay Sindler

(Friends), along with attackman Fritz

(East Meadow ) added single goals. The
Generals' excellent goaltender Charlie

Brown (Ward Melville) turned in a fine

performance.
Washington College played without

attackman Myrt Gaines and midfielder

Jeff Popham. Greg Schaffner and Matt

Morris remained sidelined. Injured

along with Hart in the W and L en-

counter was freshman Joe Haschen,

who suffered a shoulder injury.

The Washington College

Student

Government Association

presents

Outdoor Party

Saturday, May 6

from 1 2 noon-whenever

featuring the band

ECLIPSE
Playing in the Somerset/Kent Quad

3:30-6

Free beer from noon 'til it runs out
(Fifteen Kegs!!!)

Reflections and projections

from a retiring sports editor
by DANA CHATELLIER

Spo

This is a great position to be in. It's

the last issue of the year, so nobody can

come back at me—not in print, anyway.
All ye who have incurred my wrath,

take cover. And awaaay we go...

The lacrosse team looks like they'll

coast into the playoffs again, but ardent

WC fans had best not expect great

things of them when they get there. Fir-

st, there are the injuries (the latest

being Timmy Hart's ribs), which have
taken several starters out of the lineup.

In addition, 1 think the coaches have
been very generous in ranking the

Shoremen no worse than fourth the en-

tire season ; I was expecting about sixth

after the UMBC loss.

( Incidentally, what did everyone
think of that "article in the Baltimore

Sun which began, "'If Washington
College partied the night before—and
they played like it—then UMBC
provided the hangover'"' I was going to

fire off a scorching reply to somebody
about that one. but after the events of

Mav first. I think I'll forget it.)

For this year, I see the Shoremen
having a hard time getting past the

quarterfinals, much less the semis. And
if you think things are bad now, wait un-

til next year when Myrt Gaines, G.P.

Lindsav. Jon Gilford, Drew Romans,
Clint Evans, Tom Wood, and company
are no longer around. If coach
DiMaggio doesn't have stock in Ex-
cedrin, he'd better take some out, fast.

Having always been a baseball fan

first (excuse me, gang, but actually,

lacrosse bores me), I've found the 1978

diamondmen to be a lot of fun to watch.

They're pushing for a .500 season,

which is great compared to recent

years. Their six-game winning streak

was the longest since 1964. And the

prospects fortheimmediatefuture look

pretty good, as only" catcher Dave Beat-

ty is lost to graduation. Sophomores
Billy Hoopes, Dan Barbierri, and junior

Bob Akeson form the nucleus of a really

good young pitching

staff, and the Shoremen have un-

covered an awesome-looking hitting

prospect in freshman Rich Dwyer (5

HR, 25 RBI). Make no mistake, the

Atheymen are going to win some
games.
The baseball team has come a long

way in the few years since there was
serious talk of dropping it, so there's

hope for track, about which there's

serious talk along those lines right now.
The track team didn't plan on winning
too many meets anyway, but they were
sort of hoping to showcase Archie Hoyt,
three-time conference 440-yard hurdles

champion. Hoyt underwent two
operations earlier this semester and
hence will not get a chance to make it

four in a row. With Hoyt gone, the thin-

clads were

done from the start, and their future is

now a complete question mark.

If track doesn't go, men's tennis

might. Their season has read like a

soap opera, what with a 2-8 record, in-

ternal problems, and only four players

going to a recent match. Coach Fin-

negan has some good young players in

Warren Williams, Kevin Apple, and

Nubi Duncan, but he needs some more.

If they don't come in, men's tennis will

be going nowhere fast.

By contrast, women's tennis has had

a good year— or so it seems. Their 7-3-1

record entering this week looks im-

pressive until you realize that they're 5-

against two-year schools. I didn't

mind them playing junior colleges

three years ago, when they were just

getting started and the team had

nothing but freshmen and sophomores

on it anyway, but by now it's a little

Come on, Coach Fall. Get rid of the

Catonsvilles, Essexes, Cecils, Wesleys,

and Anne Arundels. and replace them

with teams like Swarthmore Haver-

ford, Hopkins,

and Ursinus. Don't get me wrong I

wish Carol Noer. Renee Miller, Jeanet-

te Bonsack, and Holli Young

unqualified success at the MAC Cham-

pionships. But let's find out how good

our women netters really are.

On the other hand. I don't mind the

softball team playing all those com-

munity colleges, because they're just

beginning and need people to play And

they won a couple of games, which is a

couple more than I thought they'd win,

so I have no beef with their season My

only hope is that interest remains high

enough for them to continue to field a

team for the next several years.

(And speaking of softball: does it

bother anybody besides me that the

four teams that made the playoffs in the

men's intramural league—Theta, Bof

Chi, Murderer's Row, and Faculty— all

have members of the varsity baseball

team playing for them?

)

I still have trouble in thinking of crew

as a sport— to me, anything in which

you don't score points doesnt

qualify—but, here goes: beset by in-

juries and bad weather, men's crew

just never got it going the way they

would have liked. On the other hand,

women's crew won four in a row mid-

way through the season, so they cant

complain too much. Some seniors

graduate from both crews, but Ihe.v

usually manage to recruit enough

people to keep on competing, so they

shouldn't have too many

problems in the immediate future.

In sum, I have to thank the laci^^1
'

and baseball teams for making it a lot

less dismal spring than I had an-

ticipated. To the others, well ...hang m

there. Things will get better.
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Freshmen enrollment second highest ever
Board scores follow

national trend of decline
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

Director of Admission Jamie McClintock discloses enrollment statistics

Campus improvements
underway

by WILL
Several building improvements were

recommended by the Building and
Grounds Committee of the Washington
College Board of Visitors and Gover-
nors at its last meeting of the 1978 Spr-
ing semester. The improvements in-

clude the renovation of the Hill Dorms,
installation of an energy-saving device
for the five highuse buildings on cam-
pus, construction of a new parking lot

behind Reid Hall, and creation of a
recreation room in Somerset Hall. The
numerous building renovations slated
to appear on campus are moving ahead
according to schedule.

"Our major priority is the renovation
of the Hill Dorms," said Vice-President
for Finance Gene Hessey. Funding for
this project is at the halfway point. A
state grant, applied for by Washington
College in January, has been approved,
and will pay half the cost of reconstruc-
tion—the other half is to be raised by
the college. An application filed for a
federal loan from the Bureau of Hous-
ing and Urban Development is now pen-
ding; it would handle the majority of

the second half of the cost. If all goes as
planned, all required money will be on
hand by December when the Building

CAMP
and Grounds Committee can accept
contract bids.

Construction on the Hill Dorm section

is due to begin when the last

Washington College student leaves next
summer. Actual work on the buildings
will take one full year. "For the 1979-80

we will relocate students to other loca-

tions," Hessey reported.

Installation of the Honeywell energy
saving system, to placed in Miller

Library, Cain Gym, Hodson Hall,

Tawes Fine Arts Center, and Dunning
Hall, has already begun. The system
will be operating, on schedule, by
November l. If the system saves all the

money it is designed to, it will be placed
in the rest of the major buildings on
campus. The system works by balanc-
ing the energy use of the building bet-

ween high (daylight business hours)

and low use < nighttime and
weekends )periods

.

The parking lot behind Reid Hall will

be paved and completed within thirty

days. The furniture for the recreation

room in Somerset will be delivered by
the end of September. Planning and
layout of the room will be done by
Somerset residents.

The Class of 1982, second largest in

Washington College history with 229
students, has also produced the highest
number of non-public school students
and the lowest SAT scores and class
ranks in recent years.

"We feel this is not unhealthy
because we probably should have more
students from independent schools,"
said Director of Admissions Jamie Mc-
Clintock. Although the percentage of

prep school students increased only
from 32 to 49 percent over last year, the
actual number of those students has
almost doubled, from 60 to 113.

"When you think about the com-
petitive nature of our financial aid pro-
gram," said McClintock, "you realize

that one of the keys is to establish better

relations with private schools. When we
plotted our strategy at the beginning of

the year we decided that this was one of

the things we wanted to do.

"We certainly are not going to ex-
clude public schools from our
recruiting," he added. "But it's my
suspicion that the percentage of private
school students in the freshman class
will continue to be higher than it has in

the past."

McClintock said that the increased
number of prep school students is the
reason for the lower class ranks. The
percentage of freshmen ranked in the

top two-fifths of their class dropped
from 74.5 last year to 53.7 this year.
Nearly a quarter (24.1 percent) of this

year's freshmen were in the lower two-

fifth of their class.

Among prep school students, only 28.4

percent were in the upper two-fifths of

their class, while almost half (43.2 per-

cent) were in the lower two-fifths.

Boards scores drop
A similar decline is evident in SAT

scores. While the average verbal score
dropped only 10 points, from 490 to 480

math scores fell from 512 to 490, a dif-

ference that McClintock attributed to
increased emphasis on verbal scores.
"This is pure speculation," he said,

"but it may be a result of the emphasis
that we, like most colleges, put on the
verbal scores. The verbal score had
proven to be more indicative of success
in college. Also contributing to that
figure may be our reputation in the
Humanities."
The profile of the Class of 1982 also

revealed that 129 of the 229 freshmen, or
56 percent, are men.
"We're not trying to recruit men

more than women." said McClintock.
"It's just happening."

Class shows geographic diversity
Also revealed was a geographic

distribution representing 19 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and
12 foreign countries. The percentage of

students from Maryland fell from 53
last year to 44. McClintock attributed
the smaller percentage to "more ag-
gressive recruiting from the state
system and an increase in
awareness—maybe because of the
economic situation—of state schools.

More people are aware of them as alter-

natives."

This years freshman class ranks se-

cond in size to the Class of 1979. which
had 233 students. That class also
brought with it in 1975 the largest
number of new students—277. This
year's total is 268 including 37

transfers.

"The transfers are typically a strong
group." said McClintock. The average
grade point average for transfers. 23 of

whom are from other four-year col-

leges, is 2.9.

Overall applications last year in-

creased six and one-half percent."
Eighty-one percent of the students who
applied were accepted. Forty-three
percent of those accepted have
enrolled.

SGA plans year's activities

Social calendar opens with

dance tomorrow night
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

Pegasus to arrive on schedule
by CATHY

The 1977-78 yearbook is currently be-

ing printed and should arrive around
Labor Day, reported its administrative

adviser Kathy Myriek.

"It's a fairly good book," according

to Randy Watson, co-editor of the

Pegasus along with Colleen Miller.

"The major thing is we made our
deadline."

The editors opted for a more tradi-

tional yearbook than has been seen in

the past by utilizing more copy, cap-

tions and basic guidelines.

"I guess we wanted the yearbook to

McGUIRE
be more organized and we wanted it to

have a better reputation," said Miller.

"In order to do that, we had to turn to a
more traditional way—following basic

rules, yearbook designs and
guidelines."

"This year's book might be an im-
provement and will hopefully generate
new interests," Watson stated.

Myriek will see just how much in-

terest is generated when she calls a
meeting sometime next week for

anyone wishing to work on the 1979

Pegasus.

The Student Government Association
social calendar begins tomorrow night
with a dance, featuring Crossroads,
from 10 to 2.

The first action by this administra-
tion began late last semester, howeverMM President Foster Deibert made a
formal request to College President
Joseph McLain and the Buildings and
Grounds Committee, asking for a
budget allocation for the BUSH
(Beauhfication Using Student Help)
Project and for lights for one or more of
the tennis courts. The Committee has
yet to meet (his year to discuss the re-
quest.

That same Committee did. however
install one of the requsted basketball'

goals behind the Fine Arts Center. "It

was my understanding that there was
to be more than one net, though," said
Deibert. He will be meeting with Vice-
President for Finance Gene Hessey to
discuss additions to what has been in-

stalled.

First meeting
A meeting of the old Senate will be

held on Monday, September 11 to vote
on an addition to the by-laws that would
make all class officers—not just each
president—voting members of the SGA.
Later that week, elections for new

Senate members will be held. They will
be sworn in at the first official meeting
of the SGA on Monday, September 18 in
Hynson Lounge, where meetings will be

• continued on page 6 •
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The best recommendation for a college is the success of the

students it has turned out. As the winner of the Sophie Kerr

Prize May graduate Art Bilodeau has captured national atten-

tion both for himself and for Washington College.

His achievement has been featured in the August 28 issue of

People magazine. The many students and faculty members with

whom we've spoken are justifiably proud of this publicity: it

honors a deserving alumnus, it is well-written and in good taste

and it publicizes a major literary award that has seemed

previously unknown to those outside of the Washington College

C

°The facUhat Washington College has been given the honor of

awarding a literary prize second in monetary value only to the

Nobel should become common knowledge to everyone in the col-

lege world— as well as to students planning to enter it.

The attention Mr. Bilodeau has earned should attract good

students to the college and should be an incentive for current

students. This kind of publicity can only be good for Washington

College.

%'tfyur^b. qJJuaicoaJ

Board Chairman honored
American Institute o/

Industrial Engineers

Norcross, Georgia— Washington Col-

lege Board of Visitors and Governors'

Chairman, Dean Robert H. Roy, P.E. of

John Hopkins University was named
recipient of the AIIE-Joint Publishers

Book-of-the-Year Award for his new
work, THE CULTURES OF MANAGE-
MENT. Presentation of the award was
made during AUE's 29th Annual Con-

ference, May 23 - 26, 1978 in Toronto.

Roy has been a member of the John
Hopkins University School of Engineer-

ing faculty since 1947. He is currently

Dean Emeritus and Professor
Emeritus of Industrial Engineering.

He has served as labor arbitrator for

the American Arbitration Association

involving cases for various companies

and unions since 1945.

Dean Roy is a Fellow member of

AI1E, ASME, and AAAS; and is an
honorary member of ASEE. He was the

1967 recipient of AIIE's Frank and

Lillian Gilbreth Award.
Dean Roy has authored numerous

papers and articles in trade and
technical publications including IN-

DUSTRIAL ENGINEERING.
The American Institute of Industrial

Engineers is the largest professional

society dedicated to serving the in-

dustrial engineer. The organization has

a membership of 30,000 in over 300

chapters throughout the United States,

Canada, Mexico and overseas.
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Art Bilodeau, Sophie Kerr

Winner three months later
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

Annapolis, Md.—
Arthur Bilodeau, 1978 recipient of the

Sophie Kerr Underwood literary award

of $16,500, was the subject of an article

in this week's issue of People Magazine.

Ever since, the phone calls have been

rolling in.

Bilodeau has been contacted by the

American Broadcasting Corporation,

Western Productions* a Him company),

Timeife Films, Circus Magazine, and

Reynold's Company, a literary agency

in New York.

But despite his newly-gained fame

and fortune, Bilodeau seems to have re-

tained his modesty and a grasp on reali-

ty. On the subject of the People article,

he said, "When they interviewed me
two months ago, I thought they must

have been hard-up for news." He feels

that his novella Ground Round is only a

lucky beginning, and that he has a long

way to go before he can produce a

finished product worthy of publication.

He was pleased, nevertheless, with the

People article, and plans to respond to

the companies that have contacted him
by sending them a copy of his prize-

winning manuscript.

Art worked as a lifeguard at Sandy

Point State Park this summer. He plans

to travel in Europe before attending

graduate school at the Universtiy of

New Hampshire. Presently, he hasn't

started a new project, but has some
workable ideas. He would like to teach

at the college level some day, but more
than that, he would like to write, and to

publish, his work.

Mary Ellen Lipinsky, Bilodeau's

girlfriend and the 1977 recipient of the

Sophie Kerr award, is currently work-

ing for The Clipper, a magazine

published by the Public Relations

Department of Union Trust. She is also

continuing to write poetry.

College President Dr. Joseph H. McLain presents Art Bilodeau with the

Sophie Kerr Prize at Washington College's 196th Commencement on May 21.

away so much free food that h nowSpecial to the Elm

—

People Weekly August 28, 1978

Arthur Bilodeau began writing to

forget a gir! who'd given him the freeze

during his sophomore year at

Washington College on Maryland's

Eastern Shore. Three years later his

140-page novella won him the school's

top literary award, which (thanks to a

bequest from regional writer Sophie

Kerr Underwood! pays $16,500, pur-

portedly the most lucrative such prize

this side of the Nobel. The book, titled

Ground Round is based on five sum-

mers he spent working at McDonald's

near his home outside of Annapolis. He
washed pans, cleaned counters and put

eats burgers only at rival Gino's. When
a friend said the story reminded him of

the movie "American Graffiti," the

author smiled: "It's dirtier." The main

character is loosely autobiographical,

but Bilodeau says, "I'm a little more
likable," not to mention shyer with

women. The book is still not ready for

publication, he says, adding, "I'm

honestly tired of it." Bilodeau, just 22,

hopes to go for his Master's at the

University of New Hampshire, but will

first blow $6,000 on a six-month grand

tour or Europe and Japan with his

girlfriend—a poetess who won last

year's Sophie Kerr Underwood bonan-
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Student Affairs "gets tough" on damage policy
by BONNIE NEIXE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

The office of Student Affairs has laun-

ched a "get-tough" policy on campus
vandalism, Associate Dean of Students
Ed Maxcy indicated. "Any student

found guilty of willful destruction of col-

lege property—or of drunken destruc-

tion—I personally will deal with very
severely," he said.

"Acts of malicious destruction

Maxcy's statement came in the wake
of what he termed "several acts of

malicious destruction" that occured at

the end of exam week in May. Damage
included the destruction of the baby
grand piano in the basement of Reid
Hall and of several mattresses in Kent
House which were ripped apart and the

contents of which were strewn over
both the first and second floors.

The large plate glass window in the

front of Kent was also broken. In what
may have been an unrelated act of van-
dalism, according to members of the

Maintenance staff paint was apparent-

ly poured down the side of Somerset
from a second story window.

Fraternity held blameless
The destruction occurred on the night

of the Signa Tau Alpha sponsored Toga
Party, but Maxcy stated that he does

not hold members of the fraternity

responsible. "As soon as leading

residents of ^a^l Hall where the party
took place) heai-fl rfouui the incidents,

they came to me to tell me that they
were not guilty and to offer me their
assistance in finding the guilty par-
ties," Maxcy said. 'It is not fair to

associate acts of destruction with a
social function."

One student confesses
A letter that Maxcy had sent to the

parents of al> students who were then
attending Washington College detailed
his reaction to the destruction and
brought a phone call from one student
who confessed to taking part. Maxcy

Vandalized the night of the Toga Party, the Diano in Reid Hall cannot be repaired until $500.00 is raised through student
effort. Associate Dean of Students Ed Maxcy indicated.

also statea mat ne has "leads" to the
identity of others involved "through the
grapevine. Of course" he said, "we'll
deal more severly with students whom
we have to track down."
Although some students polled were

offended that the letters went out to the
parents, most empathize with Student
Affairs, stand on destruction. Maxcy
reported that about a half dozen
Parents and Alumni also responded to
the letter to voice their support and of-

fer suggestions for curtailing destruc-
tion.

Funds unavailable for repair

The plate glass window in the front of

Kent was repaired immediately; funds
for the more expensive repair of the
piano and the side of Somerset, which
will have to be sandblasted are not yet

available. Dean of Students Maureen
Kelly and Maxcy had considered
assessing all students to pay for

repairs, the Associate Dean disclosed,

but decided that would be unfair to

students not involved in the destruction

as well as to new students.

Kepair of the piano will cost close to
$500.00. "We just don't have the
money," Maxcy said. "What we are
hoping is that the students will take an
interest in this and do something to help
us pay for it—and that doesn't mean
just the students responsible or just the
students in Reid Hall." Maxcy added,
"I'm certainly not trying to become a
policeman or a dictator; I think that our
attitude on malicious destruction simp-
ly reflects our concern for the general
good of the students.

"

Washington College welcomes
new faculty
Washington College News Bureau

Washington College began its 197th

academic year this week by welcoming
several new faculty members to the

Eastern Shore campus. Their duties of-

ficially began Thursday with the ar-

rival of 269 new students for the start of

the fall semester.
One new comer to the college faculty.

Dr. Thomas F. Cousineau, taught for

several years at the University of Paris
before coming to Chestertown.
Cousineau has been appointed assistant

professor of English, filling the vacan-
cy in the English department created
by the death of Dr. Norman James. He
recived his B.A. from Boston College

and M.A. and PhD. from the University

of California at Davis.
Sean F. O'Connor has been named

assistant professor of education and ac-
ting chairman of the education depart-
ment. O'Connor has a bachelor's
degree from University College,
Cublin, Ireland and a master's from the
Catholic University of America. Most
recently he has been teaching and
enrolled in the doctoral program at

Catholic University.

The music department welcomes
Amzie D. Parcell to the college faculty.

Parcel), who received his B.A. from
Hope College and M.M. from the

University of Dentucky, was appointed

assistant professor of music. He has
five years teaching experience at

SUNY-Cortland and for the last three

years has been at the University of Cin-

cinnati, enrolled in thedoctoral pro-

gram and teaching music history.

Eugene P. Hamilton joins the

mathematics department this fall as an
assistant professor of music. Hamilton
earned his bachelor's degree from the

University of Delaware and his M.S.
and Ph.D. from Cornell University. For
the last year he has been an operations

analys at the Center for Naval
Analyses, Arlington, Virginaia. From
1973-77, Hamilton taught at Vanderbilt
University in Tennessee.

A newcomer to Washington College

last semester, Franz Birgel, has beenn
officially appointed assistant professor

of German. He earned his B.A. fro

LaSalle College and M. A. from the

University of Pennsylvania where he
was teaching fellow prior to coming to

Chestertown.

Christine Pabon, a former faculty

member, is returning this fall as a lec-

turer in French and Spanish. Mrs.
Pabon, an alumna of the college,

received her M.A. fro Middlebury Col-

lege. A new lecturer in economics,

Mona Clark, has been appointed to the

faculty. She received a B.A. from
Dickinson College and J.D. from the

University of Maryland School of Law.

Replacing Dr. Premo this semester is

John Morgan, lecturer in History and
political sciences.

Scott Woolever, a 1976 Washington
College grad will be on campus as a lec-

turer in art.

The congregations of Christ and First

Jnited Methodist Churches, High, join

n welcoming new and returning
tudents to another year at Washington
College. Students are invited to par-

ticipate in the worship and other ac-
tivities of either (or both) church(es).
Worship is on Sundays at 11:00 A.M.
Chorus rehearse at: Christ Church on
Tuesdays at7:00P.M.; First Church on
Wednesdays at 7:30 P.M. The Com-
bined Sunday School of the churches

will resume on Sunday, September 10,

at 9:45 A.M. There will be a study class

for college students (post-high school-

Young adult
) , to which the college com-

munity is invited. A further opportunity

is provided through a religious

fellowship, being organized on campus.
The first meeting will be Thursday,
September 7, at 7:30 P.M. in the con-

ference room on the lower level of the

college library.

TOURNAMENT
I MIXED DOUBLES MEN'S DOUBLES LADIES DOUBLES
llNTRAMURAL TENNIS WILL BEGIN THE 2ND WEEK OF SEP-
I TEMBER WITH COMPETITIONS IN THE ABOVE CATEGORIES.
I DIVISIONS WILL BE ARRANGED BY SKILL LEVEL.

I TROPHIES WILL BE AWARDED TO WINNERS IN ALL DIV-
I SIONS.

YOU AND YOUR PARTNERMUST BE AVAILABLE
TO PLAY BETWEEN 4:00 & 7:00 P.M.

AT LEAST 3 DAYS PER WEEK.
| YOU MAY PRACTICE ON THE COURTS ANYTIME IN THE j

1 NEXT 2 WEEKS. TENNIS BALLS ARE AVAILABLE FROM MISS
I SMITH; RACQUETS ON LOAN, TOO.

I PLEASE RETURN THE INFORMATION BELOW TO
§ MISS SMITH BY SEPT. 7

NAME
I DORM 8 RM. H _

I SKILL LEVEL _

NAME
DORM&RM.

PLEASE LIST ALL DAYS & TIMES MONDAY THROUGH;
FRIDAY BETWEEN 4 AND 7 WHEN YOU ARE NOT]

| AVAILABLE TO PLAY.
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WELCOME TO WASH

^Wha^o^ItriinT^moinThenew
students?" paraphased Associate Dean

of Students Ed Maxcy. "Well, my first

reaction is that I am very pleased and I

am very optimistic about this upcoming

year, and when I say that, I'm voicing

my personal opinion after having met

and talked with several of them as well

as relating the 'official' attitude of the

Student Affairs office."

Washington College welcomed 268

new students to the campus last

Thursday to begin a four day orienta-

tion period that included the usual

round of conferences, advising ses-

sions, and set togethers, as well as the

added feature oi tne iy78 Orientation

"Olympics," and a math placement

test. In addition, this year's orientation

contained a contact hour in which Dr.

Frank Cxeegan, Chairman of the

Department of Chemistry; Dr. Michael

Goldstein, Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Psychology; and Dr. Nancy

Tatum, Acting Chairman of the English

Department, gave pointers on "How to

Survive in a College Classroom." And

another contact hour presented

members of the college staff and

representatives of personal servece

agencies in Chestertown which

discussed the campus attitude toward

the use of drugs and alcohol and in-

lormed students oi personal counsei-

ing, family planning, and health ser-

vices available to them on the campus

as well as in the community.

Maxcy admitted that the orientation

followed the same basic format as last

year. "Once again, we've tried to make
it an academic orientation rather than

a round of parties. I've been told that

some students were disappointed that

beer wasn't freely available at many
functions, but I think that was an at-

titude on the part of some up-

perclassmen who remember how their

orientation was, rather than a feeling

on the part of new students."

Orientation launches year V

Pigging out at Turner's On

>

Junior Steve Kinlock goes up for the ball against two freshman

in his orientation group during the 1978 Orientation Olympics
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McLAIN, JOSEPH HOWARD, coll. pres.; b. Wierton, V.Va.. July 11, 1916; s.

Howard Slorer and Elizabeth Agnes (Gray) M: B.S., Hopkins U., 1946; m.

Margaret Ann Hollingsworth, Sept. 6. 1941 ; children - Elizabeth Ann, Susan

Lynn. Tech. dir., sec. Kent FMfg. Corp.. Chestertown, 1946-54; research

liason mgr. Olin Mathieson Corp.. N.Y.C., 1954-55: ^prof. chemsitry

Washington College, 1946-7:1. pres.. 1973—dir. Hunter Frg. Co., Kent Country

Bank. 1958-63; chmn. adv. bd. Md. Nat. Bank. Chestertown, 1963.—Chmn.
Water Pollution Control Cominn.. Annapolis, Md.. 1947-53 mem. Kent Coun-

irv Bd Edn.. 1958-64 Gov.'s Sci. Adv. Council. 1974,—Bay Bridge Commn.,

1966. Chesapeake Bay Grasses Com. 1975.—Served in U.S. Army, 1941-46.

Mem. Am. Chemisty Soc. Am. Ordnance Assn., Am. Rockel Soc. (sr.t,

Faraday Soc., Chem. Soc. < London >. N.YLAcad. Sci., Combustion Inst., Phi

Beta Kappa. Sigma Xi, Phi Lambda Upsilon. Democrat. Episcopalian Club:

Chester River Yacht Country. Contbr. articles on solid state chemistry to

profl. jours. Home 106 S. Water St. Chestertown MD 21620 Office Washington

Coll Chestertown. MD 21620 Photography by Robin Miller

McLain named
to Who's Who

bv PETER TURCHl

Washington College President Joseph

McLain, author of, one of this country's

first courses in solid state chemistry

and holder of several patents w on-

tacted by the publishers of ll f 'ho's

Who in America. The 1979 edition of the

biannual publication contains the

listing: McLain. Joseph Howard.

College President There is but small

mention of his chemistry work, but that

is probably how McLain would have

listed it himself anyway "There is no

'publish or perish' rule here." he said.

"Teaching comes first, especially that

of undergraduates. Publication and

research are nice, but what is it worth

to the students?''

Though he still lectures occasionally

and has given a one-week course during

the summer at the Franklin Institute

for the past ten years, McLain admits.

"My work is kind of like sex in your

70's—you can't really be active, you can

just talk about it a lot."

That's not strictly true, as the

President eagerly discusses his latest

work with visitors. Though he says that

he was always certain that he wanted to

major in chemistry and had no interest

in taking other courses required by the

college when he attended, Dr. McLain
discusses politics, philosophy,

literature and his past as freely as he

explains his scientific work.

McLain did some of his work over the

summers with student help, and
believes that research has a specific

purpose in education. "Research is a

teaching adjunct," he believes, "if its

only value is that the teacher actually

did it himself, that doesn't mean
anything. If a teacher can advance a

concept through research, then it's

Vote For
Knowledge of all Kent County
Dedicated—Efficient—Capable

L ROLUSON

McGINNIS
Register of Wills

authority of Mary Ellen McGinnis

The Admissions Office is Looking For

to give tours to prospective students

A Few Good Students

•
Apply in Person of the Admissions Office

9a.m. to 4p.m.

***
Third floor Bunting Hall

Participating Students will be Paid

Freshman subject to

math placement test
by JANENE BEYER

A math placement test was given to

all freshman at Washington College last

Friday as part of a new program

created by the Mathematical Associa-

tion of America.

Used to measure the diversity of com-
petence of the incoming students in the

field of mathematics, it has helped

academic advisiors to determine the

readiness of individual students to

enter specific math courses.

Once complete data from the test has

been studied, courses and remedial

work can be designed to meet the

neeeds of the students

.

In addition, placement exam data

will contribute to establishing national

norms for the tests. These tests are still

too new to permit comparison between

Washington College students and
students at other institutions. Dr.

Richard Brown, Chairman of the

Mathmatics Department, revealed that

the test was so new that one of the

mathematics majors, Christine Butler,

found an error in one of them which had

not been previously reported.

Some of the students who took the test

considered it to be too easy, but of 299

students taking the test, only 2 did all 25

problems correctly. While 106 did

manage to complete 20 of the 25 correct-

ly, only 31 failed to do half the problems
correctly. Brown believes that it should

be possible to create a non-credit pro-

gram of remedial work that would per-

mit all graduates to have at least a

minimal competence.

Additional tests have been devised

for students in Statistics and Claculus I.

These diagnostic tests examine more
algebraic skills and as a result of these

tests, students who may have difficulty

completing the course have been iden-

tified and have the option of either drop-

ping the course or getting remedial

help.

This math placement test is the first

of it's kind since the mid-1960's when
the math department created it's own
test. This test was not continued

because the results were not found to be

useful. But the math department hopes

to continue this new program next year,

and next time they hope to have the

scheduling worked out in advance so

that the students will be able to know
about the test beforehand and perhaps

prepare themselves sufficiently.

Gillin takes summer seminar

by DEBBIE KOLE

Not only students attended summer
classes this year. Dr. Richard L. Gillin.

Assistant Professor of English a

Washington College, attended an eight

week seminar at Brown University en

titled "Theory and Practice of Satire"

He looks forward to using the new
material in his classes. The seminar
was conducted by Professor Edward-A.

Bloom, a scholar on 18th century

literature and satire. The participants,

some from as far away as Montana and
Arizona, met for group sessions 3 days

a week, and spent the remainder of the

week meeting personally with Pro-

fessor Bloom and working on their own
projects. The seminar dealt with the

structure of satire in classical verse.

The participants studed major motifs in

Renaissance and Neo-classical Satire.

They tried basically to arrive at the

meaning of satire by studying different

periods of literature. Although Gillin

concentrated on English literature,

several other participants chose to

focus on that of classical and modern
languages.

Each member was responsible for a

specific topic dealing with a form of

satire. Gillin, for instance, studied

Jonathan Swift's oise of satire. He was
then required to present a point of view

concerning his topic and to defend it.

Professor Bloom hopes to collect

essays from each participant which will

be published in a book. Gillin's essay

will deal specifically with the nature of

the hyperbole and understatement in

relation to satire. He plans to work on

this essay for the next few months.

At the present time, Gillin is studying

Quintillian, Cicero, and Aristotle for in-

formation which will go into his essay.

He also plans to study the rhetorical

aspects of Charles Churchill's poetry in

relation to satire.

SGA
• Continued from page 1 •

held on the first and third Mondays of

each month.
River Day, Homecoming set

The second social event on the SGA
calendar, River Day. has been planned
for Sunday, September 10.

Homecoming has been set for Oc-
tober 21. A morning lacrosse game and
an afternoon soccer game may be
followed by a cross country race involv-
ing members of the faculty, ad-
ministration and student body.
Deibert also plans a "big concert,

sometime in November." He also hopes
to maintain a consistent high quality in

bands by establishing a minimum rate

of $4O0 or $500."

Student Academic Board
The newly-elected SAB will be

meeting soon with senior requirements
at the top of its agenda. "As far as
we're concerned said Deibert, "That
was never resolved last year.

'

'

Office Hours
The SGA will have office hours this

year from 7-8 p.m. on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays.

A religious fellowship is being formed
on campus. The initial meeting will be a

social and organizational get-together

this Thursday, September 7, at 7:30

P.M. in the conference room, lower

level of the library. For those in-

terested, who are unable to attend,

please share your ideas for this group

by contacting either Rev. Lawrence
Winbrow, First United Methodist

Church (778-2977 or 2722) or Rev.

Douglas Ridley, Christ United
Methodist Church ( 778-091 1 or 2848)

.

Library takes stock
According to library officials, an in-

ventory was made by a random sampl-
ing of 2,000 books representing a total of

69,215 circulating stack books. Sixty, or

3 percent, were missing from the sam-
ple. "Taking 3 percent of the total

number of books inventoried, 2,076
books are missing since the last inven-
tory of 1975," reported head librarian
Betty Wasson.
According to the Bowker Annual of

Library and Book Trade Information,
the average price of hardcover books in

1977 was $18.03 and of paperbacks $1.71.

Wasson states, "Considering the
average cost of the 2,076 books missing
to be $10.00, our loss is $7,000.00 a
year."
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Karen Smith on the golf tour
by VIRGrNIA KURAPKA

Dance and golf are seemingly
unrelated sports, and yet they find a
common denominator in Karen Smith,
physical education teacher and dance
instructor at Washington College.
"Dance complements golf in my
rhythm and timing," she stated, "they
are not incompatible."
Although Smith started dancing at

the age of four and has taught since she
was twelve, golf has become a major
part of her life. It occupies all of her
summer vacation, as she plays in at
least one toumement per week.

Last summer she played golf in 83 out
of 86 days and lived out of a suitcase
playing tournements in Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, and North
Carolina. She also traveled to San Fran-
cisco and then on to Hawaii, where she
also attended a dance conference.

During the school year she plays in a
variety of local tournements, weather
and her schedule permitting. In

January, Smith will travel south to

Florida and compete in the Orange
Blossom Golf Circuit.

All this started when she was 23 and

dating a golfer, and she decided that "it

might be a good idea to learn something
about it." She took lessons five days per
week from University of Maryland pro
Frank Cronin and prepared every night

to be ready for the next day's lesson.

Smith practiced for three months
before even going out on a golf course,

and once there, she was surprised by
how poorly some people on the course
played. Smith was able to work her han-
dicap down from 22 to 15 in one month,
and when she took it up again in the
summer, it went down to 7.

This past summer, Smith's handicap
was zero. Her progress is partly due to

the help of the men's club champion at

Potomac Valley Country Club, where
she is a woman's club champion. He
has taught her how to be competitive
and ' 'how really to be a good player.

"

With Smith's impressive list of

toumement wins and course records,

why doesn't she turn professional?

Perhaps because, as she indicated, her
enthusiasm might be spoiled if she had
to earn a living at it. "Golf is a great
way to meet people and get outdoors,"
she said, "It is the ultimate challenge."

Karen Smith displays the style that has earned her
amateur golf.

a name in the world of

Animal House *********** Foul Play
Summertime and the viewing is easy

When George Gershwin wrote "Sum-
mertime and The Livin's Easy", he
may have been writing about the

sweltering city which Porgy and Bess
sweat and strain in, but the same can be
said for the American public and the

arts. Paperback sales soar with the in-

creasing humidity as the American
public settles on the beach or under the

air conditioner with the latest from the

Messiahs of subliminal literary trash.

In fact there's nothing really wrong
with Harold Robbins, or one more self-

engrandizing political novel from
William F. Buckley, or an equally self

indulgent piece of journalistic coat-

tailing from Jimmy Breslin.
Somewhere between the two pieces of-

bikini strolling along the beach and
cruising the streets on warm evenings.

Americans simply drop out of most of

life's worries and want to be enter-

tained.

Never one to let the popular ideas go
untapped, Hollywood also manages to

get in on the entertainment market.
Consider three very profitable sum-
mertime releases in the past few years
Jaws, Rocky, and Star Wars. Hardly a
threat to the greatest films of all time,

but all three were good solid entertain-

ment films and that in itself is not a

small accomplishment.
This summer also ran the gamut of

"popular" movies, from "The End", a

misdirected film, both figeratively and
iiteraly, to theattrocious "Sgt. Peppers
Lonely Hearts Club Band." Two recent
releases are supportive of this summer
doctrine. Each has proven to be a com-
mercial success but while one is suc-

cessful beyond the mere popular con-

sensus because it purports to do nothing
more than what we wxpect of it, the

other fails in its efforts to raise itself

beyond its means.
In their first motion picture, National

Lampoon Magazine has delivered a

winner in "Animal House." It is a
raucous and often times hilarious

recollection of college campuses during
the early 1960's, and like its literary

counterpart; National Lampoon's High
school yearbook edition, accurate.

Giving Middle America the Finger
There is little point in retelling the

story line, if there is one at all. The
series of advertisements in the

Fine A
newspapers; one of 22 "college types"

shoving their middle fingers out of the

pages, and others of the film's star

John Belushi smiling laciviously at the

caption above his head telling his

fraternities numerous pranks is indica-

tion enough. "It was the Deltas against

the rules and the Deltas won," says one

ad.

The Deltas are the most disruptive,

fraternity on the campus of Faber Col-

lege, a "typical" set in asmall middle

American town. They do win out over

the rules and the president of the

school; an easily dislikable character

who bears a strong resemblance to

Jack Palance. Along the way they

alsomanage to leave a dead horse in the

dean's office, go to bed with the Presi-

dent's wife, cause a food fight in the

cafeteria, and finally turn the colleges

homecoming parade into a shambles of

paper mache, uprooted fire hydrants,

and half clad coeds. All of this because

the fraternity is ordered to disband

"Seven years of college down the

drain," bemoans Belushi upon hearing

the news.

Subtlety not a strong point

Belushi is the catalyst of the film and
its only real star, although Donald
Sutherland gives a marvelous per-

formance as a hip English professor

who dabbles in "Paradise Lost" as well

as one of his female students. As Blutto,

a somewhat subhuman mound of flesh

and mischief, Belushi propells his

fellow frat members through their

assaults on the academic and social

community. His basic character varies

little from his roles on "Saturday Night

Live". Subtlety is not one of Belushi's-

strongpoints, but he mangaes to sustain

a strong comic line throughout. He is a

master of physical comedy; casting his

eyebrows up and down like Groucho
Marx, but with a childish infatuation all

his own, as he discreetly watches one

w^ell developed coed undress in her

room or wearing a bandana and waving
a sword as he swings, Douglas Pair-

banks style on a line of ticker tape into

the melee at the end of the film. This

ability to incorporate the absurdity of

his physical sef without letting the

character run away withit marks a

definite departure from his television

roles and hints at the potentials of

Belushi's abilities.

byDAVIDSTIER
rts Editor

Much of the tiims strength also

hinges on this ability to create just

enough rope to tease the audience but
not enough to hang itself. Director John
Landis and his three screen writers
have no doubt used much restraint in

not cramming the movie full of

humerous gags and it pays off. In so do-
ing they create a more bleievable set-

ting and thus hit home frequently.
Their taste for the period is equally at-

tentive to details with music provided
by old Sam Cooke classics and a black
rock and roil band reminiscent of early

Sly Stone.

Curiosly Close to Home?
The film, which has alreadyattracted

a large cult following, will be paged by
every college in the country as its own,
but Washington College may be more
justified than most in making such
claims. The emphasis on fraternities,

fraternal initiations and basic campus
mayhem hits curiously close to the
bone. Also, the Deltas, in the midst of

the entanglement with the college ad-
ministration, decide to throw a toga
party, something which seems just

slightly familiar.

Foul Play —fouls out

Foul Play is one of those films which
at first seems to just miss, but tarnishes

even more later on. It is a shame too

because there is much going for it. Un-
fortunately director Colin Higgins lacks

the finess to pull it through. This is the

second film for Higgins who also did

Silver Streak. In both films he has at-

tempted to reproduce the old screwball
comedies and comedy suspensefilms of

the 1930's. The problem is that Higgins
has missed the essential element of

these films and has only attempted to

put a glossy finish over them with a lot

of poorly thought out devices. The
strength of originals, such as, "It hap-
pened One Night", and "The Thin Man
was in the marvelous dialogue and
their compatibility with the actors. The
action in these films was secondary and
meant only as a backdrop. Higgins,

unable to produce dialogue of any real

substance, is forced to move the action

upfront and even here he does not equal

his predecessors.

Higgins has chosen his performers
well and for this he must begiven credit

for trying. Chevy Chase and Goldie

Hawn are a most convincing pair on the

screen and one wishes that they had
been left to their own devices instead of
bogged down by the rest of the movie.
The plot Concerns an assasination at-
tempt on the Pope, (an untimely coinci-
dent but irrelevent tothe movie). An
important micro-film linked to the plot
is planted on an unsuspecting Hawn
and a number of murder attempts en-
sue. Chase, playing a police detective is

assigned to protect her, which he does
beyong the call of duty. Both stars
mange to survive the film, especially
Hawn. Since her departure from televi-

sion back in the early seventies, she has
remained an oddity in Hollywood;
showing remarkalbe taent in films
which hav e never quite matched her.
Having shed her "goofy" blond
trademar, she is one of the few ac-
tresses today who can not only fit into a
comic role but create comedy out of
herself as will. She is like Carol Lon-
bard or a more calm and assured
Marilyn Monroe.

Chevy Chase, like Belushi in Animal
House," has not so much a character in

the film as transported himself from is

stint on Saturday Night Live. He too is

well versed in slapstick but he is sad-
dled with so much slapstick around him
that there is little foil for him to play off

of. Chase is also a very catching figure,

cool, slightly out of cinque with the rest

otthe world, and quick with dialogue if

given the right material. The two of

them work well together as a comedy
team and Higgins makes sure we
realize this by creating a Thin Man"
scenario for them. He even provides
Chase with a fox-terrier, an allusion to

Nick and Nora Charles' terrier, Asta.
The film ends with Higgins un-

fortunately pulling all the stops out. A
ten minute race through the streetso of

San Francisco complete with slow mo-
tion, three totaled automobiles, and one
demolished pezzaria is all done without
any immagination and the dealogue
which accompanies it is simply
ridiculous. The final scene in which the

Pope is to be shot during a performance
of the Mikado has its moments but the

scene was far mor e successful in "A
Night At The Opera" when the Marx
Brothers single-handedly destroy the
staging of "II Travatore".
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Soccer season kicks off
by SARA SMITH

This Saturday the Washington Col-

lege Shoreman will kickoff the 1978-79

season with their 1st annual match
against the alumni at 1:30P.M.

Joining the returning, veteran

players for this game will be a highly

regarded group of freshmen. Coach

Athey is confident that the available

talent will ensure the team another

strong season, despite unusually

challenging competition this season.

Lost from last year's team that com-

piled a 6-5 record are goalie, and

M.V.P., "Skip" Comstock, right half-

back Mike Brown, left full-back Ben
Tuckerman, left wing Pete Abronski

and center half-back Tom Viscount.

Sophomores Chris Kieffer, George Den-
nis, and freshman Sam Powers ail with

net experience, are possibilities for that

position. Sophomores Pete Manlon and
John Lonnquest are leading contenders

for the vacant spot on the fullback line.

Thus far, the most difficult task con-

fronting the coaching staff, admitted

Athey, was finding a replacement for

Tom Viscount at the crucial center

half-back slot. Senior Matt Wagner, an
outstanding toward with some half-

back experience, and sophomore Dave
Bate, a member of last years J.V.

team, are being considered. Veterans

Pete HanJon and Tom Kohlerman are

being touted for the half-back positions,

while Bill Hamell and Lee Einwaechter

return as lineman.

For the inside position, strong con-

tenders include Nelson Einwaechter,

Ken Maker, Matt Wagner and
Freshmen Vincent Filliben of the Ar-

chmere Academy.
After the September 2 exhibition

game the season will open officially

with the first Washington College In-

vitational Chester River Soccer Tour-

nament. The Tournament consists of

four games to be played at Worton Park

on Friday, September 9. Drexel In-

stitute of Technology will meet Western

Maryland on Friday at 6:00 P.M.

Following that game, the Shoreman
will take the field against Washington

and Lee. The losers of those two games
will meet on Saturday morning, at

11:00, to be followed by the champion-

ship game, pitting the winners of

Fridays game against each other.

Interest in soccer has been growing

rapidly in this area. Responding to this

enthusiasm, the W.C. coaching staff

and interested local residents have

been conducting a soccer clinic for

youngsters aged 8-13, emphasizing soc-

cer fundamentals. The program began

in August and will run through

September 30.

Soccer Schedule

Sat. , Sept. 2, l:30p.m. Exhibition. Shoremen vs. Alumni, Kibler

Fri., Sept. 8, 6:00 p.m. W.C. Invitational Chester River Tournament Srexel

vs. Western Md. and W. . . L. vs. Shoremen, Worton Park
Sat. Sept. 9 11:00 a.m. W.C. Invitational Chester River Tournament Playoff.

Kibler Field.

Sat. Sept. 16. l :30 p.m. Lebanon Valley. Kibler Field

Tues. Sept. 19 3 p.m. Upsala. Kibler Field

Sat. Sept. Usinus. Away
Sat. Sept. 3Q Swarthmore. Away

Wed. Oct. 4 George Washington. Away
Sat. Oct. 7 1:30 p.m. Mary Washington. Kibler Field

Wed. Oct. 11 St. Mary's. Away
Sat. Oct. 14 1 :30 p.m. Haverford. Kibler Field

Wed. Oct. 18 3 p.m. Widener. Kibler Field

Sat. Oct. 21 1 :30 p.m. Fairleigh Dickinson. Madison, N.J. Homecoming
Wed. Oct. 24 3 p.m. Kibler Field

Sat. Oct. 28 Johns Hopkins. Away
Sat. Nov. 4 Western Md. Away

G.P.Lindsay displays his form in the game against UMBC

Stickmen lose in playoffs
But Lindsay, Gaines, Hart, Mullinix honored

by JEFF BOWERMAN

new parking regulations
5) Any vehicles that receives more

than five (5) citations in an academic
year shall lose parking privileges for

the remainder of that year. This is in ef-

fect regardless if the citations are paid
or not.

Dateline: May 13

—

One of Washington College's greatest

midfielders ever will be seen no more
on Kibler Field. G.P. Lindsay finished

his career when UMBC shouldered the

Shoremen out of the playoffs, 16-10.

Despite the damp, misty day and mud-
dy field, Severna Park native Lindsay
notched three goals and two assists and
characteristically left the crowd
breathless.

Fellow seniors Matt Morris, George
Mullinix, and Jon Gifford played their

hearts out, but the younger retrievers

were too deep in the midfield and con-

trolled play all afternoon. Junior goal

keeper Tim Gart faced 57 shots and
saved 18 times in yet another stellar

performance.
The gifted Lindsay and attackman

Myrt Gaines were promptly selected

for the North-South Game, and other

post-season honors followed. Lindsay,

who had five games in his three-year

career here with six goals or more, was

Due to the ever-increasing number of
motor vehicles on the college campus,
several measures are being taken to
improve the control of those vehicles
for the coming academic year.

1) Students may register one motor
vehicle and must do so within 72 hours
of their first class or of the time they br-

ing the vehicle to the campus.
2) Vehicles not registered within that

period are subject to a $25.00 fine

and/or impoundment.
3) Students can drive and park on the

lawns on the firsl and last day of the
semester only, unless they have the e*

pressed permission of theirR.A. for the

specific occasion.

4) Non-payment of three (3) parking

citations will result in the loss of park-

ing privileges on campus.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A***************************

named a first team All-America in the

College Division for the second con-

secutive year. Also repeating the third

team, was Gaines. Mullinix moved up
from Honorable Mention in 1977 to the

third team, and Hart made it a trio of

Sho'men two tiers down from the pin-

nacle. Morris, out for six games with a
broken jaw and leading all maroon
scorers at the time of his injury, was
denied All-America status that would
otherwise have almost certainly been
accorded him. No such excuses can be
offered for the committee's failure to

select Gifford. This consistent, well-

rounded defenseman was indeed, rob-

bed.

Lindsay, whose 140 career goals

placed him fourth on the all-time W.C.
list, was also named Midfielder of the

Year by Heroes, Inc. of Baltimore, and
was chosen for the Baltimore Sun's

All-America team, which includes both

University and College Division
athletes.

6) Persons violating parking regula-
tions while using a motor vehicle on
campus shall be charged under the col-

lege's system of penalties and shall

have the opportunity to appear before
the Deans of Students and/or the Stu-
dent Judiciary system.

7) The responsibility for finding a
legal parking space rests with the vehi-

cle operator. The lack of space is not a

valid excuse for violating parking
regulations

Volleyball season begins
August 28th wasn't just another sum-

mer day. Not only was it the first day of

classes for Washington College
students, but it was also the first day of
volleyball practice for the girls.

It all began at 5:45 in the Cain
Athletic center under the direction of
Coach Penny Fall and Cindi Patchen, a
May graduate ofWC hired as her assis-
tant, in a session that drew both the ex-
perienced and the inexperienced.

by LESLIE DAY

WASHINGTON COLLEGE FILM SERIES
All Films at 7:30 in Bill Smith Auditorium-$1.00 per film or $7 00 per
semester with a season ticket ($10.00 for non students) sold in the Book Store

September 5—JOSEPH ANDREWS
September 12—THE PRODUCERS

September 19—LOL1TA
- September 26— FLESH GORDON

OCTOBER 3—CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON
October 10—ENTER THE DRAGON
Ocotober 24—THE WORD IS OUT
October 31— MONSIEUR NERDE
November7—CITIZENS BAND

November 14—GONE WITH THE WIND
November 21—DUCK SOUP AND IT'S A GIRL

November 28—WUTHERING HEIGHTS
December 5—NAKED PREY

December 12—THREE MUSKETEERS

January 23—THE DUELSITS
January 30—CLAIRE'SKNEE
February 6—BLACK ORPHEUS

February 13—1900
February 20—OBSCURE OBJECT OF DESIRE

February 27—ORUBABA
March —COUSIN ANGELICA
March 20—SEVENTH SEAL
March 27—WRATH OF GOD

April 3—MURMUR OF THE HEART
April 10—8V2

April 16-SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON
April 24—MURIEL
May 1—BLOW UP

*************************************************************

Experience or not, Fall believes the
girls have great potential. And this year
it will be tested against an array of
powerful foes in Perm State, Yale,
Navy, and New York Tech. Joining this

list are the local powers, Anne Arundel,
Catholic University, Loyola, Notre
Dame, Galludet, American University,
and UMBC.

Despite the challenging schedule,
Fall is hopeful that the squad will
regard this season as an unique op-
portunity. She was also quick to remark
that she's not "feeding the Christians to
the lions."

The offensive and defensive abilities
of veteran players Jenny Butler, Tami
Schauber, and Maggie Stevens should
be a key factor in the team's success.
Fall will also be looking to Sue Bennet,
Mandy Scherer, and Joan Burri for
solid performances.

The overall experience of the squad
will be a positive factor, and provided
they all stay healthy, Fall believes it

will be a very successful season. She is

also optimistic that the team will con-

tinue to improve.
The Shoremen will play their first

home match September 26 at 7:00 p.m.
against Cecil Community College.
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IRS audits Washington College

Appeal likely, Hessey states

Pile-up at the eoal in the alumni-Shoreman soccer match; lor story, see page„

Student Affairs solves
overcrowding problem

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

The overcrowding in the men"s dorms
that forced one student to find housing
in the gym last week has now been
remedied, according to Associate Dean
of Students Ed Maxcy.
The Dean said that available spaces

are "filled to capacity", but stated, "no
doubles are being used as triples, and
most students appear to be relatively
satisfied with their accommodations."
Some reshuffling of room assignments
as well as the failure of a few up-
perclassmen to return to campus
helped to alleviate the overcrowding
prevalent during the first week of the
semester.

Student Affairs places the blame for

the lack of room last week partially
with 5 upperclassmen who failed to go
through room draw last spring. "New
students are the only ones for whom we
reserve room," said Maxcy. "These

returning students didn't tell us to

reserve a room for them, and when they
returned, we literally had no place to

put them."
Only about half a dozen men have

doubles as singles, all of which are in

the New Dorms. Some others have
singles as singles' but most are in

doubles, Maxcy said.

Although the Board of Visitors and
Governors has assumed that
Washington College can accommodate
a maximum of 800 students — and Max-
cy affirms that "if we used all available

space we could have beds for that

many" — the Dean believes the Col-

lege's rooming facilities are "filled to

the greatest capacity they could be if

they are to remain comfortable. As im-

portant as the academic program is the

housing program, as it concerns the

overall morale of the campus."

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
• News Editor

The Internal Revenue Service has
completed an audit of the college's 1975
Federal Income Tax Return. The major
reason for the audit, according to Gene
Hessey, Vice President for Finance,
was to determine whether the income
from summer conferences should be
considered taxable or tax exempt.
The tax return audited was form

WOT, entitled "Exempt Organization
Business Income Tax Return," the
form for non-profit organizations. The
1975 tax return was chosen randomly,
Hessey stated.

The IRS decision separated the board
income from summer conferences from
the room income. The latter was deter-
mined to be tax exempt because it is in

agreement with the IRS stipulation that
"the income shall be exempt from taxa-
tion if 85 percent or more of the use of
such property is devoted to the original
exempt purposes," reported Hessey.
For the summer of 1975, the dor-

mitories were rented to students for

87.67 per cent of the year. The dor-
mitories were used for summer con-
ferences for only 12.33 per cent of the
year, or 45 days.

IRS says food service taxable,
Hessey disagrees

The food service income, however, is

the point of contention. The IRS has
determined that this portion of the in-

come is "separate and distinct from
renting rooms," said Hessey. He added
that the IRS considers the food service
to be a trade or business because Hit is

regularly carried on, and 2>it is not
substantially related to the purposes to

which WC was granted tax exempt
status.

In Hessey's opinion, however, the

food service and dormitory rental serve
the same purpose; and are related to

the general educational purpose of the
college.

Hessey said that the various con-
ferences, such as Maryland Boy's
State, Maryland Girl's State, Maryland
State Alcoholism, and the Wrestling
Clinic are "all educational in nature
and just as worthy of being exempt as
the education of college students.

'

'

In addition, Hessey noted that the
organizations that sponsor conferences,
such as the American Legion, which
sponsors Girl's State and Boy's State,

are tax exempt themselves.

WC to appeal case
Hessey further stated that the income

for the summer conferences is used for

the general purpose of the College,
since it subsidizes the general budget of

the academic year.

The IRS now expects Washington Col-

lege to file a tax return for the summer
of 1975 and subsequent years. The Col-

lege is appealing the case, however,
and the appeal will be scheduled for

some time after September 19 at the

Baltimore IRS branch office.

If the first appeal fails,Hessey
reported that a second appeal can be
made to the Philadelphia Regional Of-

fice of the IRS. In the case that both ap-

peals fail, it would be possible to take
the case one step further— to court.

Hessey is not certain, however, that the

College would take the case that far.

The independent auditor retained by
the College, Arthur Young, is handling
the appeal. Hessey said "the process

Continued on Page 3

Large enrollment precludes deficit

Annual Giving

tops $1 million
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

by GEOFF GARINTHER)
Assistant Editor

The arrival of the second largest
class in Washington College history
should help the school avoid a deficit,

something it hasn't done in two years,
according to Vice-President for
Finance Gene Hessey.
"Our ideal enrollment is 750

students," said Hessey. "In the past
two years, when we have not met that

figure, we've lost money. '

'

After two years with an average of
690students, this year," and added that
a probable budget surplus could be used
to erase the deficit from last year.
Hessey cautioned, however, that the

larger student body also means larger
expenses, citing increased food and
utility bills.

Washington College
—BROADSIDE—
Now Accepting:

Poetry
Short Prose
Graphics

Contact Editors Peter Zekonis or Sue Donelian

Fiscal year 1977-1978 marked the first

time in Washington College's history
that the Annual Giving Fund totalled
over$l million.

The Annual Giving Fund is the "total

support for current operations and
capital purposes provided by alumni
and others on a yearly basis", said
George Hayward, Vice President for

Development and Public Relations.

Bequests furnish large part of funds
The exact amount, $1.2 million, is a 35

per cent increase over $906,000 for

fiscal year 1976-1977 and an 85 per cent
increase over $650,000 for the year
1975-1976.

"A large part of the increase was due
to bequests of donors upon their death,"
according to Hayward. This category
amounted to $365,000, which will be
used for schlarships.

Hodson Trust supplies over half a
million

The largest single gift. $540,000 was
contributed by the Hodson Trust, a
significant supporter of Washington
College and three other colleges in

Maryland.

Another large grant, $100,000, was
received from the National Endowment
for the Humanities Foundation. This is

part of a challenge grant of $300,000 that

stipulates that if the College can raise

$300,000 each year, the NEH foundation
will meet it with $100,000 each year for

three years. Fiscal year 1977-1978 was
the second year for the grant to be in ef-

fect. Hayward stated that he is "very
pleased that we are on target."

The total of alumni contributions was
slightly down from last year--$79,000 in

comparison to $102,000 for 1976-1977.

Hayward noted, however, that the dif-

ference could be attributed to only one
or two contributors. The alumni donor
participation of 27 per cent is above that

of the national average for small liberal

arts colleges, which is 19 percent.

Other gifts were received from
members of the Board of Visitors and
Governors, parents of students, and
friends and faculty. A list of con-

tributors will be published in October

with the first issue of the Washington

College Reporter.
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About this year's large enrollment. There is some good news
and some bad news. First the good news. It will improve the

financial conditions at Washington College, at least for the time
being.

The bad news is that overcrowding in the dorms in the first

week of school and a freshman class that has produced the

lowest SAT scores and class ranks in recent years has given rise

to worries that lax admission policies are damaging both the

physical and intellectual environments at Washington College.

The morale of the whole college community is at stake.

We believe that Washington College can absorb the number of

students currently enrolled — barely — but we hope concern
over the size of the student body will become a part of admis-
sions policy in the future.

We believe also that the statistical decline in the academic
quality of this year's freshman class need not lower the
academic excellence of the school. Despite their efforts to main-
tain Washington College's solvency, school administrators must
not forget that the liberal arts is more than a commercial enter-

Yearbook Meeting

•NEWS NOTES.

There will be a meeting Monday
evening at 8:00 pm in the PEGASUS of-

fice for all persons interested in

working in any capacity on the 1979

edition of the yearbook.

There is an unoccupied room in

Richmond House left available for oc-

cupancy due to the departure of one.

student. Any person interested in living

in the creative writing centered house
should contact Professor Robert Day
by Friday, September 15.

Richmond House Vacancy

Coming next Saturday

The SGA will sponsor Washington
College's second annual River Day
Saturday, September 16 on the Chester
River at Truslow Boathouse. Watch for
details in next week 'sFtm.
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Howard Silver on
the campaign trail

by PETER
When Te<J Venetoulis spoke at

Washington College in March of 1977, he

didn't know that he was recruiting the

man who would become the assistant

state coordinator of his campaign.

Dr. Howard Silver says that he "had

some sense of where he (Venetoulis)

was going, what he was doing, before he

came here." When asked why he sup-

ports the Democrat, Silver explains,

"Ted is an exciting candidate. He offers

new, energetic leadership to take

Maryland away from Marvin Mandel
and Governor Lee." After Venetoulis

spoke here, political science professor

Silver wrote to his campaign head-

quarters offering to work, if he did in-

deed enter the gubernatorial race.

Silver was soon called to a meetng to

start a research group, and got the job

of coordinating the Kent County cam-
paign along with his wife. Silver even-

tually became Eastern Shore coor-

dinator as well as assistant state coor-

dinator. Although the job was largely

based in State headquarters in

Baltimore, he campaigned for and with

Venetoulis throughout the state.

"Basically," Silver says, "it's a

friends and neighbors campaign, with a

grass roots organization. Right now we
have over 10,000 volunteers throughout

. the state."

Maryland *has at least five major
sub-divisions, and campaign workers

have made it their job to reach as many
people in as as many areas as possible.

This is important, since as Silver ad-

mits, "the turnout is totally unpredic-

table."

As far as the success of the cam-

paign, most of it has been focused on

the primaries, against incumbent Blair

Lee, to this point. "If we win the

TURCHI
primary," Silver rationalizes, "the peo-

ple will have voted for change.
'

'

"Through the force of personality,

issues, and action he's moved up." One
of the problems with the type of cam-
paign such as the one Venetoulis is

employing is the neccessarily low

budget. "Lee can put out a commercial

and reach as many people in a minute

as he (Ted) has in his entire cam-
paign."

Though the thought of defeat is not

pleasant, Silver says that "Ted said

once that if he loses out he'll go back to

teaching... but he might have said that

in a moment of fatigue." If Venetoulis

does not get the democratic nomina-

tion, Silver believes that J. Glenn Beall

could use the same issues we've been

using and beat Lee."

The campaign is still going strong in

these final weeks, and Silver cam-
paigns on the weekends and tries to get

to Baltimore a few times during the

week as well. The newspaper polls and

surveys are watched carefully, but

Silver feels, "You can't get overly ex-

cited or depressed. You have to be

thick-skinned, roll with the punches."

One of the punches has been some un-

favorable criticism Venetoulis has

received as Baltimore County Ex-

ecutive. "When you're an executive you

make decisions, "Silver explains "Ted
makes decisions, and when you do that

you upset people."

AH in all, Silver feels that "the

perspective and insights" of working

for the campaign "have been just in-

credible." I've been at the TV studio,

Bethlehem Steel at six in the morning,

and on the beach just this past

weekend. It's been a crazy, zany sum-

mer. Everybody should try it at least

once."
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Convocation opens
school year

Hill Dorms renovation

estimate set
by WILL CAMP

The nearly 100 residents of the Hill

Dorms will be relocated next year when
renovations of East, Middle, and West
Halls will begin, at an estimated cost of

$420,000.

The actual plans for the relocation

have not yet been completed, according

to Associate Dean of Students Ed Max-
cy. Maxcy plans to meet with represen-
tatives from the Hill Dorms to discuss
alternatives later this fall.

The $420,000 estimate for the renova-
tion, which is expected to take one
calendar year, will be evaluated this
winter.

Faculty to hold

symposium retreat

by GINANN
The fall convocation, which had been

part of the school's commencement in

the past, was held once again Tuesday
morning for the purpose, according to

Washington College registrar Ermon
Foster, of assembling the faculty and
students for the school year.

"This will officially open school for

the students," Foster said, "but it is

neither a formal nor an academic func-

tion." Unlike the Washington's Bir-

thday Convocation held each February,
Tuesday's convocation had no outside

speaker and the facultv did not wear
their academic regalia.

Despite Foster's hopes for a good
turn-out. only about 100 students at-

tended. Those in attendance were
welcomed back by College President
Dr. Joseph H. McLain. The President
opened his remarks in support of the

return to this tradition of many years
due to the consensus of faculty and
students. McLain emphasized that

"Washington College students have
always done well through their hard
work and have attained joyous
achievements."
Dean of the College Garry Clarke

challenged his audience to "improve
ourselves in anticipation of the coming
months. All of us are here to learn of the

thrilling possibilities of a liberal arts

education. Education should not

necessarily mean recitation and book
learning stuffed into our heads, but

rather a pleasure of which we should

by MARY LAFERRIERE

Are the distribution requirements at

Washington College effective in pro-

viding a balanced Liberal Arts educa-
tion? This is one of the questions

members of the faculty and ad-

ministrarion will discuss at a

symposium-retreat to be held at the

Wye Institute on September 16.

Dean of the College Gary Clarke, who
has organized the retreat, is optimistic

about the outcome. The main purpose,

Clarke said, is to give faculty and ad-

ministration an opportunity to express
and share informally their opinions and
feelings concerning important issues

relating to education at the college.

The afternoon will begin with in-

troductory speeches by President

McLain, who originated the idea of a
gathering, James Nelson, who is a
member of the Board of Visitors and
Governors of the College, and Professor
Horsley, Professor of Sociology.
Following the speeches, the attending

members will be separated into smaller
groups to discuss subjects of mutual
concern.

The retreat is being held in honor of

the late Esther Dillon, who served as

Chairman of the language department
of the college until her death in 1963.

All members of the faculty excluding

those with previous obligations will be
attending.

hr

PATTERSON

take advantage. All of us have a
challenge before us to be better compa-
nions to ourselves, and thus be a more
effective and positive force in society."
Clarke amused his audience with

quotes from literary scholars to make
the point that "the joy of learning could
be as exciting as the joy of cooking and
all those other joys we indulge in." He
concluded that the task of educators to
make learning important to their
students is "awesome and enormous."
Reaction to the cohvocation varied

little. Sophomore Tim Adkins felt it was
"interesting, but I was surprised there
wasn't more student participation,
because it was for students. It was
stimulating and made me think why I.

was at Washington College, especially
because I'm a transfer."

Lynn Lyke, a junior, believed the con-
vocation was *'a great idea. It had a
good theme and inspired me and others
as well. Hopefully, next year they can
broaden the idea and get more student
interest."

Spanish professor George Shivers
had similar feelings. "I liked Dean
Clarke remarks. It was a good tradition
to revitalize, but things need to be
worked out as far as participation
goes."

A majority of Washington College
students did not attend; many, like

sophomore Molly Meehan, because of

"toomuch.worjktwdo-"
. „,. .
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Missing book

problem
improves
by CATHY MCGUIRE

Since Reference Librarian Jeff Chaf-f
fin issued notices to student and faculty

;

explaining the problem of missing j

books in the reserve room at the beginn-
ing of 1978 Spring Semester, the situa-#
tion has improved notably.

During the '77 fall semester, 22 books §
were lost from the reserve room. At the m
end of Spring Semester, only one book i
was found to be missing.

"I attribute this improvement to the If

growing co-operation and understan- M
ding between the faculty, students and if

library," saidChaffin,

Chaffin also noted that this year there
;

is an open and closed reserve system in M
operation. The open system will allow 1
for easy access and will prevent outside "$

circulation while in the closed reserve 1
system all reading materials will be on p
:-hour reserve.

Foreign students add
diversity to student body

\

WC will appeal tax audit, Vice President for Finance Gene Hessey says

Students from eleven foreign coun-
tries and Puerto Rico are represented
in this year's freshman class, although
six out of the twelve are actually

citizens of the United States.

According to Jamie McClintock
Director of Admissions, there is

representation from Hong Kong, Italy,

Nigeria, Spain, and Peru. In addition,

there are United States' citizens from
Belgium, France, West Germany,
Kenya, Saudia Arabia, and Senegal.

According In McClintock there seems

by DAVID TOD MENDELSON

\ IRS ^'Continued from Page l«p»
could be very long and tedious, and
may be drawn out over the entire

academic year."
A second reason for the audit was to

insure that the College does not prac-

tice discriminating admissions policies'

The IRS recommended that the College

advertise more prominently that it does

not discriminate in matters of admis-

sion. In response to this recommenda-
tion, a statement on discrimination was
revised to the current college catalog.

to be a link between alumni and friends

of the college, and the individuals who

apply to Washington College.

It seems especially attractive to a

foreign student, McClintock added,

because W.C. is not too overwhelming

in size, it is friendly, and the opportuni-

ty for individual involvement is great.

McClintock added that he is very hap-

py about the presence of foreign

students because of the culture and

variety of experiences that they may
com municate to others.

The Admissions Office is Looking For

A Few Good-Students
to give tours to prospective students
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The Juilliard String Quartet will per-
form in the opening program of the 27th
annual College Concert Series on Satur-
day, September 16 at 8:30 p.m. in Gib-
son Fine Arts Center.

This will be the famous quartet's
sixth appearance here, and it comes at
the beginning of a fourth decade of
worldwide concerting for this unique
American ensemble which has set a
standard of musical excellence for an

entire generation. Early in the fall,

after a limited number of stateside

engagements, the Juilliard will embark
on a European tour.

Members of the quartet are Robert

Mann and Earl Carlyss, Samuel
Rhodes, viola, and Joel Krosnick,

'cello. Their priceless old Italian in-

struments include Mann's 1718

Stradivarius; Carlyss' 1707 violin made

by Peter Guameri of Mantua, which

once belonged to Fritz Kreisler; the

rare old Brescian viola of Rhodes,

made circa 1570 by Peligrina Zanetto;

and the 1707 Cremona 'cello of

KrosAick, bearing the label of "Joseph

Guarnerius filius Andreus".

The program will include Haydn's
Quartet in D major. Opus 71, No. 2;

Quartet No.3 by Bartok; and Schubert's

Quartet in I > minor, D. 810 ( "Death ana
the Maiden").

On Friday, October 6, The Dallas

Ballet will perform Stravinsky's "Rite

of Spring" and other works. Other con-

certs in the series will feature Klsa

Charlston, soprano, November 8;

Richard Kapuscinski, 'cellest, January

24; Robin McCabe, pianist, Februarys;

and the 20th Century Consort, March 19.

This original color woodcut

*EVil Cock"

one of the many

original prints to be
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Book of college life infiltrates stores

Vote For
Knowledge of all Kent County
Dedicated—Efficient—Capable

L ROLUSON

McGIHNIS
Register of Wills

authority of Mary Ellen McGinnis

Coming next week in the Elm, a review

of The Harvard Lampoon Big Book of

College Life.

As hordes of jaded bookbuyers
cheered their approval, huge trucks left

the Doubleday and Company, Inc.

warehouse this morning bearing a
humorous message to the world and
beyond: spanking new copies of The
Harvard Lampoon Big Book of College
Life. Their destination: bookstores
across this sweeping country. Their
mission: To spread the infectious good
cheer and madcap antics presented by
the infamous Lampoon in this

miraculous new product. Spokesper-
sons for Doubleday described the
much-ballyhooed oracle or "book" as
"a side-splitting collection of essays
and pictorials about going to college,

written in the inimitable Lampoon
style." Another highly placed source at

the New York City publishing empire
termed the product "an ideal gift for
college students of all ages, as well as
everyone else."

Conflicting reports emerged when
Lampoon editors were contacted in

Cambridge, -Mass., home of the
hallowed humor organization. One staf-

fer denied that The Harvard Lampoon
Big Book of College Life was "a book,"
but instead described it as a "high-
protein breakfast substitute for busy
executives on the run." The credibility
of this source was seriously damaged
when another Lampooner termed the
"breakfast substitute" a "mini-
calculator designed to aid the serious

handicapper win at the dog races."
Doubleday representatives

dismissed the Lampoon claims as
"predictably drunken and irresponsi-
ble blather," and went on to assert that
what they continued to call a "book"
was a magazinesize paperback which
would retail for $5.95. This assertion
was also challenged by Lampooners
Steven G. Crist and George Meyer, who
edited the volume: "They told us they
were charging $100,000 a copy so they
only have to sell three of them,"
claimed a startled and angry Crist.

"We're also not happy about the
cover," added Meyer, "but they pro-
mised that all of those tiny emeralds
and rubies would not fall off during
shipping and handling, so we had no
choice but to goalong with them."
The Lampoon was given a

"humongous" advance to prepare the
book, a feat which they accomplished in
72 hours of nail-breaking effort. The
sum of money paid is believed to be the
largest advance ever given to irrespon-
sible minors.
The Harvard Lampoon Big Book of

College Life will be available, depen-
ding on whom one believes, at either
supermarkets, racetracks, or
bookstores everywhere. Its September
1 publication date was timed to coincide
with the return of students to college
and the arrival of extra terrestial be-
ings from strange and distant galaxies.

192 pages Illustrated $5.95

A Dolphin original paperback
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Everything you never wanted to know about
the Eastern Shore and were afraid to ask

Novelist James Michener devoted fif-

teen years of his life — twelve for
research and three for writing — to
Maryland's Eastern Shore. He also
devoted 865 pages to novelizing the
Chesapeake.

Given the scope of his subject, his

novel's lengthiness is almost
forgivable. According to Kent Island
resident and free-lance literary critic

Jack Ryan, "the Maryland portion of
the Bay, as it is called by those who live
and love on it, encompasses 703 square
miles and is the largest estuary on the
continent of North America."

It is 200 miles long, from the Sus-
quehanna to the Tidewater of Virginia,
and has 4,000 miles of shoreline —
enough to cross the United States.

Captain John Smith, who first

discovered it back in the early 1600s,
wrote "... a faire Bay compassed bat

Novelist James Michener accepts the
Award of Excellence at Washington
College's 196th Commencement on Sun-
day. May 21. His advice to the
graduates: "Wait until my book comes
out in paperback to buy it. It will be 90
percent cheaper."

*••**********+•*•**

CHESAPEAKE. By James A.
Michener. Random House, fL2.95.

•A*****************

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
EditorinChief

the novel and asked for more.
Twenty-five thousand copies were

sent to the area in July as soon as the
book was published. They sold out
within the same week. Nor is
Chesapeake confined to book stores and
libraries. Apparently now part of the
staple diet of the Bay area, it can be
purchased at the same general store
where you pick up your Wonder Bread
and Gleem II.

The book's popularity here can be ex-
plained by the native loyalty of the hun-
dreds of thousands of people who love
the Chesapeake. Its followers
elsewhere (assuming there are
followers elsewhere) probably belong
to that segment of the reading popula-
tion caught up in the current trend of
Gothic Historic. This is the same group
of connoisseurs whose counterparts are
the viewers of PBS's Poldark. The
Bastard, and other big names that fail
to live up to their reputations. Whatfor the mouth with fruitful and

delightsome land. Within is the country
that may have the perogative over the Chesapeake has in common with these
most pleasant places of Europe, Asia, is an attempt to provide a sweeping
Africa or America, for large and panorama of historic development— in
navigable rivers. Heaven and earth this case the development of the Bay
never agreed better to frame a place and the Eastern Shoreman.
for man's habitation." If Miehener's attempt was to chroni-
And whatever else can be said about cle a number of semi-fictionalized

the Eastern Shore, it must be admitted ~
that it is a land steeped in the egocen-
tric appreciation of its own unique
phenomena. (Two of which Michener
adds to Chesapeake are the mosquitos
and the wild geese. ) The Shore's latest iwicnener starts with a Susquehan-
phenomenon, however, is the apparent nock Indian fleeing his tribe and sailing
gluttony with which it has gobbled up to the Eastern Shore of the Bay, settling

Eastern Shore families, who would
otherwise remain unknown outside a
complicated sphere of cousins and in-

laws, he has at least produced much to
show for his effort.

Michener starts with a Susquehan-

in the area roughly around what is now
Cambridge and the Choptank River.
He takes a bright, young Englishman

fleeing religious persecution and settles
him at a later date in the same area.
He throws in the complementary pro-

duct of the London slums at about the
year 1600 and in the 14 (very long)
chapters of his book, introduces us to a
cast of thousands ( including some very
highly forgettable characters) whose
daily traumas take us up through the
midseventies. There is crisis upon
Crisis, from the Revolution to Vietnam,
and tragedy upon tragedy. In short]
Chesapeake is a historical soap opera,
and like the worst among soap operas!
it tells us more than we are interested
in knowing. (If you really can't live
without knowing the history of the
Eastern Shore, contact the state's
Chamber of Commerce. It can provide
you with information about 65 per cent
asaccurateand90percentcheaper

)

Of course, Chesapeake has its
moments. Michener is superb as a set
designer and some of his character
sketches are drawn with such genius
that one can only regret that Michener
has lavished his more than apparent
talent on the vehicle of this present
tome. About half the book, in fact, ac-
tually held this reviewer's interest.

Still, this reviewer sides with the
Newsweek critic who offered the follow-
ing advice to his audience: Ddon't read
the book. 2) If you do decide to read the
book, don't drop it on yourfcot.
But try telling that to a resident ofthe

Eastern Shore.

,% Xi

***
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Why Johnny can't swim
A predatory

review of

Jaws 2

by NICK NAPPO
Features Editor

You heard the radio ads all summer
little teasers that started off with eight

seconds of murky, shark-infested music
(courtesy of John Williams, millionaire

composer) ; then a voice, probably

William's too as far as 1 know, intoning

with well-heeled pomposity, "Just
when you thought it was safe to go back
into the wa-wa..." Followed quickly by
a hysterical and no doubt buxom teen-

age girl screaming. "Swim, Johnny,
swim!"
You heard those ads no matter where

you hid last summer. Crouched in a

sweaty room in Ocean City or lounging

in an air-conditioned condo, you were
found by the fall-out of the AM-FM
blitz. And soon, inevitably, it happened.
You wanted to see Johnny get his. Why,
as the announcer asked defensively,

"Why should there only be one?
"

If Jaws 2 did anything, it at least pro-

vided an abundance of reasons why
there should only be one.

The shark itself, for starters. Now in

Jaws it was different. The creature in

that film was a godfather of the deep, a

lone shark making his collections. In-

terest rates remained high because the

beast showed a little discretion, a little

restraint You had respect for that

shark. He didn't appear from nowhere
every time you stuck your big toe in the

water.

The thing in Jaws 2 does. It's been
five years since the last attacks on Ami-
ty

;
times have changed. That unassum-

ing young ichtyologist so crucial in

dealing with the last marauder sur-

prised everyone by copping
Hollywood's grand prize, plunging
police chief Roy Schieder into such a
depression he won't take target prac-
tice. But Marauder 2 has spent this

peaceful half-decade practicing its dor-

Profile

sals off. It now not only surfaces
anytime anyone casts a glance at the

Atlantic; it seems to have perfected a
way to move through the town's water-
pipe system as well. Soon, unable to

take baths safely, the good folk of Ami-
ty wake up to the tact that they've got
another you-know-what on their hands.
One would hesitate to call it a shark.

Something happened to the monster of

Jaws between films; in Jaws 2 the town
is terrorized by a Great White tennis
shoe. Director Jeannot Szwarc's shark
has the look and feel of rubber and can-
vas. True, there is not much Szwarc can
do about the script, but he can at least
film his star in a way that-does not lead
one to speculate about how much
Adidas paid in bribes.

This unhappy aspect is concealed in

the opening sequence. Two divers are
poking around in the ruins of none other
than the Orca (prime set-piece in Jaws
when they are suddenly consumed by

the omnipresent shark. Szwarc films it

from the shark's view. The clever

result is that the divers cringe from the

camera like third graders in a home
made monster movie. Swim, Johnny,
swim.
The shark takes a back seat to the

real juveniles in the film, however.
Teenagers swarm over the resort. Ami-
ty developed almost as nicely as the

girls in the movie. They, like the boys,

are the most unrealistic group ever
assembled for the screen. The addition

of a token fatty does nothing to alleviate

the credibility problem. All these

sugar-coated youngsters seem to want
to do is sail in Daddy's catamaran. The
sound-track obliges with whirling
music that is strictly Johhny Goes To
Paris. All one can hope for is the quick
elimination of these individuals. Swim,
swim, swim.
As if these invincible TV types had

anything to fear from the gasbag

threatening them. The youngest and
most obnoxious of them was right there
in the final scene though, holding the
shattered mast in feigned angelic
shock. Cereal-commercial kids don't
even get soggy when wet. Sic this

Hollywood weasel on the Hindenburg of

the depths and they'd have nothing to

worry about; "Let's ask Mikey. He'll

eat anything."
The people who brought Jaws 2 to the

screen apparently think American au-
diences will swallow anything. They
are probably right. The cars; the
tickets, and the people — hooked like

fish—go rolling in to the theatres on a
rising tide of green.

The movie business has a motto: if at
first you succeed, try, try again. There
may be more sequels. This reviewer
will wait until Jawfe Sixe set in colonial
Amitie before dipping into the genre
again. Once is enough.

Jody Dudderar
Jody Dudderar, A Washington Col-

lege graduate, is the newest addition to

the Admission staff. She began work as

Assistant Director of Admissions in Ju-

"Admissions is a lot more complex
than you think. So much goes into plan-
ning, "she reported. Admissions work
begins as early as October with applica-

by TAMARA DL BIN
tions, and continues into May.
"Washington College is known for the

personal attention that the student

gets," which, she says, creates a lot of

work.

Later, she will recruit at various high

schools in Pennsylvania, Delaware and
New Jersey. Besides evaluating in-

coming applications, she creates

special programs and talks to the "ris-

ing seniors" as she calls them, of

various schools. She realizes that

"there are a lot of kids from small
private or small public schools. Not
many are from huge schools."

The slim, auburn-haired graduate of

Washington College was born in

Salisbury, Maryland. She spent two
years at Western Maryland College
before she obtained her B.A. in

economics at Washington. She
graduated in the class of '77. For one
school year, Dudderar worked as a
guidance assistant at Kent County High
School. Then she was back at

Washington College, this time in the Ad-
missions Office.

She could have become a guidance
counselor, she says, "But I didn't want
that. I'm trying this out now,"
She lives outside of Chestertown

where she likes to boat and garden. She
also plays racquet ball, a new sport in

the area. She prefers the quiet lifestyle,

g* which is why she stayed in the Chester-

« town area. If she had the money, what
— would she do? "I'd blow it traveling,"

jg she responded. Dudderar is specially

>, interested in under-developed coun-

p tries. She got a taste of third world
© countries when she traveled to Africa

£ as an undergraduate.

Drama Dept.
to stage

Ravenswood
by PETER TURCHI

Terrence McNally's Ravenswood will

be presented outside of the Tawes
theater on the afternoons of September
23 and 24.

The play, directed by senior Victoria

Gadsden, concerns the offbeat Dr. Pep-
per (Nick Nappo) and his attempts at

solving the problems of couples that

come to Ravenswood, The three

couples that the play involves are: Mr.
and Mrs.^.Roy Pitt (Daniel Bierne and
Marti Dircsherl), movie stars; Dolly
and Harry Scupp (Mandy Fansler and
Thomas Gtwde) ; and Hiram Spane and
Francis Tear ( John D'Amico and Peter
Zekonis).

The clinic is extremely posh, with
everything from clay tennis courts to a

massage parlor complete with
whirlpool. Otta (Laurel Snode) doubles
as a masseuse and nurse, as Dr. Pepper
is an invalid as a result of a fight with
his wife. After the accident the Doctor
decided that "Having been unhappy in

marriage, hopefully I can help others to

solve their problems."

The ccmcdy borders on farce on

several occasions, mainly due to the

colorful even outlandish characteriza-
tion. Ravenswood ran on Broadway in

1975 in a slightly modified version.
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The Bobbs-Merrill Company has
signed a contract with Roy Hoopes for a
biography of the novelist-journalist-

screenwriter James M. Cain to be
published in the fall of 1980.An alumnus
of Washington College, Cain authored
25 novels includingThe Postman
Always Rings Twice, Double Indemnity
and Mildred Pierce,

Cain, 85 when he died last November
of a heart attack, graduated from
Washington College in 1910. He
returned here in -4914 to receive his

Master's Degree after deciding on a

career in writing for himself. (His
father, a former Washington College
President, was the namesake of Cain
Athletic Center). He worked as a
reporter on the old Baltimore American
and then on the Sun. During World War
I, he edited the Lorraine Cross, the

newspaper of the 79th Division.

Cain was managing editor of The
New Yorker for 10 months in 1931, then
moved to Hollywood where he worked
as a screen writer for 17 years.

Cain wrote several plays and short
stories that appeared in The American
Mercury, Liberty, and other wellknown
magazines of the 1920's and 1930's.

Other Cain works include "Love's
Lovely Counterfeit," "Past All
Dishonor," "The Moth." "The Root of

Evil," "Mignon," "The Magician's
Wife," "Rainbow's End, and "The In-

stitute," published last year.

An Editorial appearing in the Sun
after his death, says of him. James
Cain was a Marylander who, for the

most part, drew for his fiction on the ex-

otica of southern California. No
mystery was embroidered in his plots,

only the unskilled schemes and
downfalls of characters born to lose.

Some found the stories brutal and
nihilistic, but in retrospect. Cain
brought truth to criminal fiction at a
time when other authors were turning

smart and tough private eyes into

parodies. A non-loser himself, he
pleased his critics and outlived his con-

temporaries."

Master detective writer Ross Mac-
Donald goes on at greater length in his

article in the New York Times Book
Review

:

Over the past 40 years the West Coast
crime novel has given us perhaps our
most persistent literary impression of
California James M. Coin was one of
the great inventors of this form and the

.

images it projects, not even Raymond
Chandler, with his lyrical sweet-and-
sour sense of place, ever put together
more haunting landscapes and
cityscapes.

The human figures in Cain's land-

scapes are in terrible rapid motion,
most of it downhill, as in a vision of
judgement. In the first two pages of
"The Postman Always Rings Twice"
(1934) Frank Chambers is thrown o//a
truck near a roadside restaurant where
he scrounges lunch and takes a job

from the owner, Nick the Greek, having

seen Nick's wife. Cora:

"Except for the shape, she really

wasn 't any raving beauty, but she had a

sulky look to her, and her (ips stuck out

in o way which made me want to mash
them in for her."

A few pages further on we are shown
with even more shocking immediacy
the physical aggressiveness of a pas-

sion which is going to lead to murder:

"I bit her. I sunk my teeth into her lips

so deep I could feel the blood spurt into

my mouth. It was running down her

neck when I carried her upstairs. " The
intensity of this passage, even if it is

slightly overdone, transmutes the blood

into symbol, the stuff of art. It is afar

cry from "Tristan and Isolde," but not

so far from "Cavalleria Rusticana."

The violence and desolation and the

freeze - dried pity of Cain's California

are reminiscent of Verga's Sicily.

Cain abandoned the romantic fiction

of the antihero motivated by some
higher code, a notion prevalent during
the time in which he wrote. He played
for high stakes in a bold and often

nihilistic made that, as novelist Tom
Wolfe pointed out in his introduction to

a collection of Cain's works, influenced

the philosophic thought of French
writer Albert Camus.

Biographer met Cain in *75

Hoopes first met Cain when he was
doing a profile of the writer for the

Washingtonian magazine in 1975.

Hoopes says he has always wanted to

write a biography of a distinguished

American, especially one who had
achieved distincion in two of his

favorite passions—literature and jour-

nalism. James M. Cain seemed the

ideal choice. Not only was he a widely

admired, bestselling novelist, but he
also had a long and distinguished

career in journalism—as a free-lance

non-fiction writer, especially for H.L.
Mencken's American Mercury, an
editorial writer under Walter Lippman
for the old New York World, managing
editor of the New Yorker under Harold
Ross, and a reporter for the Baltimore
Sun and American.
Hoopes had several interviews with

Cain who arranged for him to borrow
from the Library of Congress ten car-

tons of files Cain had donated to the

Library.

Roy Hoopes has had a long and
distinguished career in journalism. He
has worked for National Geographic
and Time-Life International and has

been managing editor of High Fidelity,

the Democratic Digest and the

Washingtonian. He has also written

more than 100 magazine articles and is

the author of more than 20 books, in-

cluding Americans Remember the

Homefront, an Oral War II homefront
in America; The Presidency: A Ques-
tion of Power (with Erwin Hargrove);

The Peace Corps Experience; and The
Steel Crisis.

Profile

Sean OConnor
by SUE DON

Who is the gentleman on campus with
an Irish brogue and a class which meets
the greater part of every weekday?
Sean O Connor, the chairman of the

Education Department, is energetic,

and well-versed in the various
disciplines of education.

He has spent most of his working life

in England and Wales where he has
taught secondary school courses in

history, geography, math, religion and
outdoor education.

In addition to being an educator, he is

an outdoorsman; he has coached track

and field and cross-country runners on
a national level, while he himself has
competed in track and field on interna-

tional levels.

With regard to both education and
sport, Mr. O Connor believes that "the
individual can define his own success
and excellence" and in turn, this

develops "a healthy self-concept." O
Connor believes that every discipline

has its own perception of reality,

however he also recognizes the overlap-

ping of disciplines— which greatly con-

ELIAN
cerns the field of education
For this reason O Connor has noted

the advantages of a small institution

like Washington College; here one may
talk freely with the professors of other
disciplines, whereas, at a university

one is limited to those collegues in a
specific department, due to the size.

If success is measured by the in-

dividual's welldiversified education, O
Connor is sure to be a success; he has
worked as a couselor in prisons, mental
homes and maternity and general
hospitals, all of which he considers an
honor and privilege.

In the four years he has spent in the

US, he taught and studied at Catholic

University where he is currently com-
pleting work on his Ph.D. While in

Washington, he also taught the

Philosophy of Education at the Pen-
tagon.

The energy of the new Chairman
might best be expressed in the proposal
he has made to this students: "People
who accompany me on a 20 mile run
will get an A in class

!

"

Profile

Thomas Cousineau
by ELIZABETH GOWEN

James Cain, shortly before his death

Arriving this fall along with the

freshman class was newcomer to the

Washington College campus: Dr.

Thomas F. Cousineau, Assistant Pro-

fessor of English.

Originally from New York,
Cousineau began his formal studies in

physics but later turned toward

English. He graduated with a B.A. from
Boston College, and then traveled to

California, where he laler received his

MA. and PhD. from the University of

California at Davis.

While in California, Cousineau met
his wife. Dianne, a native of New
England. Both had a common interest

not only in French life and culture, but

also in the language. After finishing

their studies in California they went to

Paris for five years of learning and

teaching.

Cousineau worked as an assistant

professor, teaching English and

American Literature to the French

students. He also held a seminar in

Modern British Literature at both the

undergraduate and graduate levels.

His career took him to the University of

Lille, the University of Metz, and the

University of Paris. At the same time,

Mrs. Cousineau received her doctorate

in English Literalure from the

Universtiy of Paris.

Four years ago Dr. and Mrs.

Cousineau had their first son, David.

After living in Paris for two more

years. Cousineau said I hey decided that

David should be raised in America.

They returned to the United States

where iheir second son was born later.
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Shoremen boot alumni, 3-1
Last Saturday 35 alumni soccer

players headed by former All-

American Billy Williams substituted

freely to give the Shore varsity a tough

battle before succumbing 3-1. The two

teams were dead-locked 1-1 at halftime.

Goals by veteran Tom Kohlerman
and newcomer John D'Amanda, a

transfer from Roanoke College, lifted

the varsity to victory in the second half.

Despite only five days of practice

prior to the alumni match, Athey ap-

pears to have a strong team.

Chris Kiefer and Sam Powers shared

equal time in the goal Saturday and

Athey feels it will be difficult to select

between them.

John Lonnquest, Dan Hudson. John

Bate, Pete Hanlon, and Ron Wright

worked at fullback, while Pete HamiH,
Matt Wagner. Tom Kohlerman, and

Hanlon were used at halfback.

Ken Maher, David Fitzsimmons, Vin-

cent Filliben, Tom Vach, Lee Ein-

waechtcr, and D'Amanda saw action on

the line. PeteHamill scored the varsi-

ty's first half goal, but Maher, Filliben,

Vach and Wagner kept pressure on the

alumni defense.

Athey and his assistants were
pleased with the performance and kepi

three veterans out of action because ol

injuries: fullback Curt Nass, and for-

wards Will Hamill and Nelson Ein-

waechter. They are expected to be-

ready for today's game.
The only goal scored by the alumni

was by Charlie Skipper, who played the

wing position here in the late sixties.

The alumni contingent included Steve

Ogilvy, Tom Hays, Bob "Beef"
Lehman, Jay Hall, Dave Isherwood,

Bob Hickman, George Buckless, Ford
Schumann, "Skip" Comstock, Pete

Abronski, George Hilberd, Bob Bailey,

Craig Attix, Lance Margolin, Zung
Nguyen, Barry Drew, Paul Brown,
Chris Burkett, Peter Murphy, G.P.

Lindsay, Jay Schwartz, Mark Svec, and
Carlos Salvatierra.

Soccer squad downs Anne Arundel insluggish win
By COREY POTE

Last Saturday the Washington College
soccer team opened up its 1978 cam-
paign with an impressive 3-1 booting of

the WC alumni in this first annual
event.

Coach Ed Athey seemed very pleased
with his soccer troop, saying, "For five

days of practice, the Varsity had a very
good showing.'' The college showing
power came came from the feet of

Peter Hamill, John D'Amanda and
Tom Kohlerman.

Coach Athey feels strongly about this

year's squad. "This team is as strong
as last year's," Athey said. One of the
coach's pre-season worries seems to

have passed to his delight. Athey
reported "both goalie candidates have
improved and that could be a major
plus for the squad."
The coach said that although they

have the players to move the ball up-
field, "offensive thrust will be the big
problem." Although the offense might
be lacking in certain areas the coach

thinks the defense is there. "Defense
should be strong" said Athey, and when
Dan Hudson and Curt Nash recover
from their injuries the defense will be
even more solid.

Coach Athey, although pleased with
the team during the alumni game, was
not as pleased with the team Tuesday.
"The team looked very sluggish," said

the coach after WC defeated Anne
Arundel C.C. 3-1. Lee Einwaechter was
the big offensive power for the squad,
scoring two goals, while freshman Tom

Vach added the otherWC score.

Coach Athey would like to remind
everyone of the soccer tournament this

weekend on Kibler Field. Starting
Friday at 1:00, Western Maryland tees

off against Drexel University of

Philadelphia. This game will be
followed by Washington and Lee taking

on our own WC squad. The losers of

these first round games will meet
Saturday at 11 a.m. for third place. The
Championship is slated for tomorrow at

1pm.

Lindsay's replacement likely in transfer?
by HOWARD BAUER

In the opening game of the 1976

Washington College lacrosse season, a
midfielder who had transferred from
Denison University made his debut in

the Shore uniform, scoring three goals
and giving Kibler Field fans their first

taste of what was soon to be known as
the "G.P.Lindsay Show." Unfortunate-
ly the show's highly successful three
year run is over, and its star and co-

stars have graduated, leaving a huge
void to be filled in the Shore midfield
corps With fall practice only a week
away Coach Mickey DiMaggio is

hopeful that another transfer, Bob
White, late of Vermont's Lynden State
College, can help WC remain among
the Division II lacrosse elite.

White, originally from the South

Shore of Long Island, long a lacrosse

hot head played at Smithtown East
H.S. before matriculating to Lynden.
He played two seasons at Lynden. a

perenial New England power, serving
as co-captain in the '78 season. "We
played schools like Plymouth State,

Middlebury.and New Hampshire; they
had some good talent," White com-
ented But it was frustrating playing for

Lynden because we had so little

organization. We only practiced two or

three days a week, and then for only an
hour or so."

The physical, defence- oriented

brand of lacrosse played in New
England hurt his game, white feels.

Because there's so much hitting it's

easy to pick up bad habits. "You can
never put your head down and go for a

ground ball or you'll get clocked," he
added. As for playing at WC, White
views the situation as a challenge.

"Here, lacrosse is more big time than
at Lynden. I'm psyched to play, but
now I'm just concentrating on making
the team. It seems like everyone plays
lacrosse here. There are 37 freshmen
out for the fall ball, so I '11 have to prove
myself.

In DiMaggio's team oriented concept
of lacrosse, however, White figures to

do more than just make the team. Solid,
hustling midfielders who are not afraid
to hit have been sorely lacking in recent
seasons on Kibler Field, and with his
previous collegiate experience, Bob
White could well be in the thick of the
fight for a starting position this spring.

THIS MONTH IN SPORTS
SOCCER

Today, tommorow, September 8-9

Washington College Invitational
Chester River Tournament, Kibler

Field

Saturday, September 16: vs. Lebanon
Valley, 1 : 30 pm, Kibler Field
Tuesday, September 19: Upsala 3 pm,
Kibler Field

Saturday, September 23: Ursinus
(away)
Saturday, September 30: Swarthmore
(awaVl VOLLEYBALL
Thursday, September 21: vs. Delaware
Tech and Cecil Community College

(away)
Friday, Saturday, September 22-23:

George Washington University Tourna-

ment (away)
Tuesday, September 26: Chesapeake-
Bowie, 7pm, Cain Gymnasium
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advertisement

WILDLIFE GROUP"OFFERS GUIDES
Interested in environmental

sciences? Wildlife ecology?
The 23rd Edition of the Conservation

Directory, published by the National
Wildlife Federation, lists colleges and
universities in 49 states, the District of
Columbia, the Virgin Islands, and
Canada which o//er professional train-

ing for careers in these and other
specialties in the conservation field.

The major sequences within that field
range from environmental engineering
at California Polytechnic State Univer-
sity, to range management at the
University of Arizona, marine geology
and geophysics at the University of

TO ENVIRONMENTAL COURSES
Miami to biometeorology at the univer-

sity of Saskatchewan.
The 264-page Directory also lists the

names and addresses of 1,600 organiza-

tions and 9,500 individuals in the conser-

vation movement. It is available, for a

check or money order for $3, from the

National Wildlife Federation, 1412 16th

St.,N. W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

NWF, the nation's largest citizens'

conservation organization, offers more
than 50 publications in the environmen-

tal field free of charge. A free catalog

listing them can be obtained by writing

for "Conservation Education Publico

tions."
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Reported missing from the Wombat Suite earlier this week, Thusnelda. the
famed blue mannequin was found yesterday hanging from the water tower
Although suicide was not ruled out, Wombat officials suspect foul play
Details pending investigation.
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Non-student dance
erupts in disturbance
Hessey commends Washington College

students for restraint

in conflict with outside group
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

A dance in Hodson Hall sponsored by
the Queen Anne's County Softball

League last Saturday night resulted in

vandalism, drunken and disorderly
conduct, and a conflict with college of-

ficials regarding an armed security
guard.

According to Gene Hessey, Vice-
President for Finance, "a dozen or
more ceiling tiles in the Hodson Hall

bathrooms were broken out, causing
approximately $30 worth of damage.

In addition to the vandalism, Hessey
said that those attending the function
"exchanged abusive language with
students at a crab feast." Hessey com-
plimented the students, however, for

behaving "in a restrained manner
regarding the situation." Another pro-

blem that arose at the dance concerned

an armed security guard hired by the
softball league. According to Hessey
the College does not allow armed
security, though a uniformed guard
would be encouraged. He said that "In
the future, we will make it clear that
when we say these groups need securi-
ty, we don't mean an armed guard."
The College is writing a letter to the

Queen Anne League to inform them
that W.C. will not be able to ac-
comodate them in the future. Organiza-
tions that hold activities in Hodson in
the future will be informed of their
responsibilities before the event
Hessey added that "typically, it's just a
few people that attend such an event
that cause the damage," but that "we
don't want to be host to this type of ac-
tivity."

SGA sponsors second
annual River Day

Homecoming plans

under discussion
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Director of Alumni Affairs Jay Vogei
and Student Government President
Foster Deibert are working jointly with
students, alumni, faculty, and the peo-
ple of Chestertown in preparation for
this year's Homecoming Celebration.
The October 2ist weekend will follow

the same format as last year's
Homecoming. "Since that format was
so successful," stated Vogel. There will
be one major change in the program,
however. Last year's attempt to revive
the tradition of crowning a Homecom-
ing Queen will not be repeated. (Last
October that honor went to May
graduate Cindi Patchen,, who is now
working as a graduate assistant to
Women's Athletic Department Co- or-
dinator Penny Fall.) The general feel-
ing on the part of officials involved was
that competition among women was
generated largely only by the promise
of a cash prize to the winner—an at-
titude that the planners of the affair do
not want to encourage this year. The
$150.00 prize that would otherwise have
gone to the Queen will be awarded for
the best floats entered in the Saturday
morning parade with $100 to the winner,
$35 for the runner up, and $15 as the
third prize.

Another novelty In this years

Homecoming will be the cross country
race that Jeff Chaffin, Washington Col-
lege Reference Librarian is attempting
to organize among some faculty
member, students, and alumni runners.
At the beginning of this week, full
details had not yeat been worked out.
Cross Country Squad members will on-
ly be albe to participate if the race is

held in the morning— since they they
have an at-home meet with Johns
Hopkins University and Haverford Col-
lege at 2pm—but Chaffin believes "the
run should be an open challenge."

Search for a versatile band
The SGA has not yet succeeded in

signing a contract with a band for the
student dance scheduled for 9-lam on
Saturday, October 21, and are currently
in the process of negotiating with book-
ing agents (or what SGA President
Foster Deibert terms "a Versitile
band." Senior Class president Kevin
Lynch is negotiating with a musician to
perform at the bonfire Firday, October
20, and Jazz Johnson, a local comber is
slated to perform at the alumni dance
from 6pm till 9pm on Saturday.
Vogel stated that "we don't get a

whole lot of alumni back for the week-
end — 200-300. Homecoming is really a

•Continued on Page 3**

You must cross the river—but how.'
It's up to you this Sunday, at the second
annual river raft race, sponsored by the
Student Government Association.
The participants in the race must

build a raft with their own imaginations
and whatever materials are on hand,
and attempt to cross the Chester River.
Using substitute oars (regular oars are
not allowed), makeshift sails and hand-
power, they must reach' the opposite
shore and there pick up a six-pack of
beer. The rafters will then head back to
the original shore, finishing all the beer
before they reach it The winners(s) will
receive a keg of beer for their prize.
Last year, rafts were constructed out

of such things as beer kegs, inner tubes,

by MARYLAFERRIERE
and wood and were powered by sheets,
poles, and hands. No motors are
allowed.

A raft may be registered at the SGA
office in the basement of Hodson Hail
during their office hours, which are
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays, 7-8 p.m., or with an SGA of-
ficer. A one dollar registration fee is re-
quired. Rafts must be registered by
Friday. Anyone wishing to register a
raft after Friday must contact an SGA
officer on Saturday.
The race will begin at 1:30 at the

Truslow Boathouse. Spectators are en-
couraged to attend to cheer on the
rafters. Refreshments will be
available.

The Washington College
Student Government Association

-presents-

a dance featuring

"THE SKY'S THE LIMIT"
Saturday, September 16

10 pm -2 am

$1 .50-Students $2.50-non-students

Hodson Hall _
Beer on Sale
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3 1978 arrived on campus last Friday, and the big news
is that the winged horse touched down right on schedule.

A 1977 yearbook that, due to its editor's negligence, was not

published until April, 1978 — and then only after a hurried salvag-

ing by Washington College's Office of Public Relations —made
the college community wonder if late publication of yearbooks
was coming into fashion. The current offering will, I hope, halt

the trend.

The 1978 Pegasus is also a break in what seemed to be the tradi-

tion of bad yearbooks turned out by photographer/editors as lit-

tle more than personal portfolios of their own work. The addition

of copy enhances the 1978 publication, even though several
students we polled considered some of the picture captions over-
ly cute. The book edited by Mr. Watson and Ms. Miller
represents an honest—if occasionally overenthusiastic — at-

tempt to define the spirit of Washington College.

The production of last year's yearbook was a learning ex-

perience for the Board of Publications as well as for the Pegasus
staff. As a voting member of the Board, I hope the insight we
gained last year will contribute to our decision on an editor for

the 1979 edition.

#<enyrut. %4M->4t#\Cei/>0

The Campus Christian Fellowship invites you to a

picnic on Sunday, September 24, from 6:00-9:00 PM
at the Christ Church parsonage, 411 Campus
Avenue, Chestertown. There will be recreational

games, a picnic, and campfire for you to enjoy. To

help with preparations, if you plan to attend, please

contact John Hawkins, Spanish House 2, Paul Drinks,

Somerset 307, or Wendy Wolf, Queen Anne 204.
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Claus administrates

Center for the Arts

by VTJtGINA KURAPKA
Music Professor John Klaus spent his

summer as chief administrator of the

Maryland Center for the Arts, at St.

Joseph's College in Emmitsburg.
The program, which consists of 4

two-week sessions, is for gifted and
talented young people. They are able to

participate in areas such as creative
writing, painting and drama on a much
more intense level than is possible in

schools. Also, most or all students are
exposed to a dorm situation for the first

time. The program this summer con-
sisted of morning and afternoon major
classes, with electives in other areas
also in the morning.' However, the pro-

gram is not product-oriented. All works
were "considered to be in progress and
not finished products," Klaus said.

Students were taught by professional
teachers from around the state.

Counselors ran the physical part of the
program, helping students and organiz-
ing activities. Klaus was responsible
for the hiring of teachers and couselors
who changed from session to session.

During the session, field trips were
taken to nearby museums and theaters
as well as to local crafts shows and pic-

turssque areas. Evening programs in-

cluded movies, chorus recitals, talent

shows and musical performances,

800 students enrolled

The students applied through their

junior or senior high schools. The ap-

plications were screened and an audi-

tion was performed. For those talented

in drama and music, a performance
was required. Writers had to put

together a portfolio. Out of 1500 ap-

plicants, the center accepted 800.

The Maryland Center for the Arts is

one of ten programs funded and spon-

sored by the Maryland State Depart-
ment of Education. The program
started about fourteen years ago with

federal funds given to the Montgomery
County Youth Orchestra, but this was
the first year the state provided all the

money for the centers. For the residen-

tial programs, there is a $100 room and

board fee. Three of the centers are run
by the state: The Maryland Center for

the Arts which Klaus directed, a Center
for the Intellectually Gifted Junior Hig
students and one for senior high

students. The other seven centers are

called proposal centers in which an

organization or institution submits a

proposal for a program. For instance,

the Chesapeake Bay Foundation had a

Center for Marine Science Studies.

There were also centers for port-

related careers at the Community Col-

lege of Baltimore, and a science studies

program at the Maryland Academy ol

Science. All programs are for junior or

senior high students, but gifted and

talented college students can be

counselors. Two Washington College

alumni, Mike Allman and Sue Briggs
and one current senior Lisa Martin, al

participated as counselors at St.

Joseph's this year.

Opportunities for gifted youths
The goals of the centers are basically

to provide opportunities for gifted

youths, too often neglected in typical

school situations, to learn something on

their own level. They get the chance to

look at careers in specialized areas,

and to come into contact "with other

students of comparative talents.

St. Joseph's Center's goals included

those of all the centers, but were more

specific. There was an emphasis on the

arts and developing artistic talents in a

situation not possible in school. The

center also wanted to teach the students

the basic tools of their art and how to

use those tools. The basic concepts

which the arts have in common were

alsd emphasized.
The Maryland program is the most

comprehensive one in the nation. Many
different areas are covered in a variety

of programs. Klaus had known of the

program since coming to Maryland
about six years ago but this summer
was his first involvement in it. "The

whole idea of gifted and talented educa

tion is new," he said. "Marylanders
should be proud of the program."
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PEGASUS?
by DEBBIE KOLE,

PtgagiigHybyUm»Ei»i«wUi
Qootfloo: What Is your opinion of tbe

Kevin Lynch

Scolt McCurdy

BobAkeson

"1 think It's the best one I've seen since

I've been here. The faculty section was
good, the senior section was good, and
Ihe picture with Dean Maxcy and the

cop was the best one in the yearbook,
(besidesT.W.)

-Miml Gugerty, senior, Towson, Md.

"I think basically it's a good yearbook
but they should make an effort to get
more candid pictures of different peo-
ple. I think the cover design leaves a lot

to be desired."

—Kevin Carouge, senior. Forest Hill,

Md.

"I think the captions sucked."
—Scott McCurdy, senior, Shad Point,

Md. "It really captured the people and good
times of last year."

"I think it was much better than last
—Sandy Evans, sophomore, Sevema

year's." Park.Md.
—Ann Dorsey, junior, Ocean View, Del.

"The Sigs are really interested to know
who said "Go to the Re for a za and a
Brew." Besides that, it was much bet-

ter than last year."
-Kevin Lynch, Senior Class President,
Baltimore, Md.

"I think it was really good, for a

change. It looks like they put some time
into it and earned their money.

"

—Bob Akeson, senior, St. James, NY

"I thought it was much better than last "The layouts were good and they used
year's yearbook; a lot more was includ- color well."
ed m lt

" —Lizanne Anger, sophomore, Cape
—Steve Henke, junior, Baltimore, Md. May, NJ

Homecoming
continued Irom page I

student week-end and should be
handled by the SGA."

j

Following the format of last year's
went, the Homecoming will be laun-
ched on the night of Friday, October 20
with a student body sponsored bonfire
in the Kent-Somerset Quadrangle and a
cocktail party at the Alumni House
hosted by the Kent And Queen Anne
Chapter of the Alumni Association.
Saturday morning, alumni will register
al the Alumni House as the day's ac-
tivities begin.

The traditional parade with SGA
treasurer Jay Young as Grand Mar-
shall, will begin at 10am at the town
«harf, proceed through town, pass the
judges stand at the Alumni House, and
conclude at the college. The college
Homecoming Committee sought
greater participation this year by
members of the community, both as
spectators and participants in the
parade.

In the afternoon, the Shoremen Soccer
Team will go up against Fairleigh
Dickinson University at 1:30 pm on
Kibler Field, The Cross Country Team
tas a match against Johns Hopkins and
Haverfordat2pm.
The Alumni banquet and dance will
« held from 6pm to 9pm in Hynson
wunge, and the student dance will be
"Id from {pm to I to round out the
weekend's activities.

Last Homecoming successful
Last year the homecoming Weekend

*as a success from almost every ac-
Nit. It was well attended by both
lumni and students.
The Weekend was also a financial
^cess Roughly $400 was spent on the
satire Weekend after income was sub-
facted fro cost. Acorrding to Terri
tylor, Social Chairman, the success of
* seekend was "directly attributable

to the fact that so many people showed
up."
The reaction of alumni to the involve-

ment of students and the orginazation
of the weekend was very positive.-In the
words of Alumni Direcotr Jay Vogle,
the weekend was a"smashing suc-
cess."

The weekend began with a bonfire
and alumni cocktail parties given by
the Thetas and the KAs'. The cocktail
parties were complimented by the
alumne. The frats were thoughtful and
the alumni were well received, Vogle
indicated.

The bonfire was well attended
although the fire itself died quickly and
the band quit at midnight. The introduc-
tion of free beer by SGA President Kim-
ball Byron, kept the life in the party
when the band and the fire ended.
Saturday was eventful, filled with a

parade at 10:00, an alumni lacrosse
game at 11:30 and the soccer game
against Johns Hopkins at 1 : 00.

The parade organized by Foster
Deibert was received with enthusiasm
and a good deal of participation.
The floats were judged by Dr.

McLaln, San Saunders, first Vice Presi-
dent of the Alumni Association and Bo
Hardesty's second Vice-President of
the Alumni Association.

Feid Hall's float "Straight from Dade
County," won a first prize of $75. East
Hall took second place with their

"School Bus Caper." They won a prize
of $25.

The Thetas also had a float which
"Smelled Victory" in the Homecoming
game. And the Zetas had a float labeled
"Hunting Hopkins"

.

The weekend was topped with the
Homecoming dance on Saturday night.
A tremendous number of people at-

tended. Many enjoyed the music of
Both Worlds though there were com-
plaints that they were too loud.

WCR, Broadsides
invite submissions

byALCOTT
Two publications provide an outlet

for students involved in creative
writing. Perhaps the most prominent is

the Washington College Review.
In the words of Roger Rebetsky, pne

of its three editors, the Review is "an
attempt to keep up with the literary

world... as well as an outlet for
Washington College students to have
their fiction and poetry published." The
Review tries to concentrate on a central
idea or theme before anything is actual-
ly assembled for a publication. The
next issue, due in October, will revolve
around films and fiction.

Rebetsky also said that along with the

theme of the OctoberRevlew, that of the

connections between novels,
screenplays and movies, the editors
welcome reviews on recently published
books.

The editors of the Review indicated
that they intend to modify the format
from last year and make use of other
artists besides writers, such as il-

lustrators. In the future they Would like

to have some students read for an au-
dience what they have had published.
They feel that despite the fact that

poetry is most often seen, it is meant to

be heard. The editors are looking for

wore people to work for them through
assignments. Jo Anne Aheam said that

there is now a policy that anyone who

LITTLE
reviews a book for the W.C.R. can
choose a paper back of their choice up
to $5.00 in value from the bookstore
courtesy of the W.C.R. There is also the
Wagner Award, which goes to a
freshman who publishes the best work
in the journal. This award was
established last year In memory of the
late Dr. John Wagner, a member of the
Board of Visitors and Governors, and
its first recepient was current
sophomore Nick Nappo.
Roger Rebetsky commented that if

all goes well, Walter Bernstein, who
wrote the screenplays for the movies
Tbe Front and Semi Tough, will give
the editors an interview to provide his
insights into the art of screen play.
The Washington College Broadside on

the other hand, edited by Sue Donelian
and Peter Zekonis, comes out about ten
times a semester or about once every
two weeks as compared with the
Review quarterly printing. For a
theme. Broadsides focuses on one poet
or author by printing one or more of his
or her Works, According to Sue
Donelian, it usually takes up no more
than a page; it is deliberatly small and
by no measn Is in any kind of competi-
tion with any other publication. In
Donelian's words It is "a nice way to get
involved with the creative writing pro-

gram here at Washington College.

"

THE YARDSTICK
CHESTERTOWN. MO Tel: 778-0049
"I Complete Lin* of Fabrics « Strnng Notion*"

and extras for you
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We can do anything we wa
book review:
Being a college student Is back in

style— and funnier than ever. Why else

would the National Lmapoon produced

movie Amlnal House be filling up

theaters around the country? Now
Dolphin Books, a division of Doubleday

and the same publishing company that

captured current trends with The Elvis

Story and More Joys of Running has

climbed aboard the collegiate band

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in Chief

Social Life,wagon with The Harvard Lampoon Big
Book of College Life.

Produced by the staff of the Harvard
Lampoon the book is a collection of

essays, cartoon, and short stories that

serve as a tongue-in-cheek guide to col-

lege life. Chapters are titled: "Before
the Fall: Pre-College," "Taking the

First Bite: Freshman year," "Forbid-

den Fruits: The Groves of Academe,
"Enter the Serpent: Activities and

and "Paradise Lost:

Graduation and the After life," if that

gives the reader some idea of what The
HarvardLampoon Big Book of College

Life is attempting to do.

Some of the sketches are in-jokes

aimed at the Harvard contingency, but

most are equally applicible to life here

at Washington College. Some articles

are incomprehensible, some amusing,

some thought-provoking.

The Book of College Life is a difficult

work to approach seriously. The best
way to express its content is to actually

display some of that content as we have
attempted to do here.

This publication is now available at

both bookstore in town and can pro-
bably can be ordered through the
Washington College Bookstore upon re-

quest.

Yes, you should go to college
reprinted by permission. Harvard

Lampoon, Doubleday andCompany
Why go to college? Well, for one

thing, you can't build beer-can

pyramids in a monastery. But let's let

the statistics do the talking, in the form

of some evidence carefully taken oul of

context from a study by a famous
sociologist:

If these data seem bloodless or over-

simplified, let us consider the fate of

several nongraduates:X (not his real

name) decided to bypass college in

favor of a lucrative position as assistant

manager of an auto-parts store One
night, while returning home from work,

he was accosted in the precincts of one

of America's most distinguished

universities. His assailants, each a

Ph.D., had spent their evening in

overheated debate, under the spell .of

perhaps too many pots of coffee; and it

showed. One of the scholars asked for

X's critique of Renaissance masque
formats and their subsequent effects on

Western theater. The bewildered X
could only mumble something about

"Fan belts, aisle two." His attackers

bludgeoned him with cold stares.

College dropout Z (the name is chang-

ed here for obvious reasons) was put off

to discover that his new wife, Susan,

had decided to speak only in Italian and
medieval French. With no grasp of the

languages, the husband was soon

estranged form her.

And then there is Y, a superb high

school athlete, who forsook numerous
college-scholarship offers in order to

box professionally. His career was go-

ing great guns, until a ring opponent in

a minor match taunted Y by calling him
a ruminant. Y's momentary puzzle-

ment allowed his adversary to catch

him on the jaw with a swift uppercut.

Y's boxing career was ended, and his

disfigured face displeased prospective

employers in all other walks of life.

Finally there is Joe, a talented

steelworker; who was shooting for a

foreman's position at his plant. He was
hard working, imaginative, a natural

leader—and, since his father was presi-

dent of the firm, his future looked ex-

ceedingly bright. The job interview

went smoothly; until the interviewer

made a confession. "Son," he said,

"I've had to pass you over for a man I

exchanged words with on a street cor-

ner and whom I haven't seen much of

since. The truth is, Joe, he's been to

college."

If these real-life stories aren't per-

suasive enough, perhaps a more
general discussion will bolster the case
for going to college. We all agree that

college doesn't give you the answers.
What it does do, we submit, is make you
so Insufferable that no one can bear to

ask you the questions. An educated man
Is one who does not have to prove his

worth, so frequently he can get away
with being worthless. The greater your
academic qualifications—B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D.—the higher the administrative
position you will be able to step into.

The higher your office, the fewer people
you have to see; hence, the fewer ques-

tions you have to answer and the less

you have to know. Ergo, ultimately, col-

lege entitles you to absolute ignorance.

Conventional wisdom also tells us

that, at college, one is forced to realize

precisely how much he doesn't know.
What scares us—and you, too, if you are
one of the brotherhood of educated
men— is the number of citizens who
walk the streets of our cities and towns
without knowing how much they don't

know. (Sometimes even we forget how
much more we know each year about
what there is we don't know; and, of

course, the more we forget, the more
there is to know. When we finally

discover everything there is to know
that we don't know, college will have
served its purpose, and we can begin
years of expensive psychotherapy.

)

In all fairness to ourselves, however,
life's seas are balmy for most col-

legians. That certain sophistication col-

lege dispenses makes graduates confi-

dent in the various paths they tread.

For example, most topics of discussion

fall into two categories—the obvious

and the subtle. For those owning that

sheepskin, however leatherette it may
be, the obvious may be dismissed with a

superior laugh and the subtle can be
withheld on the grounds that the

listener is unable to grasp finely - honed
meaning.

Of course, uie uroanity mat accrues

to the college-educated man is more
than simple rhetorical acumen. It is a

style of being that can be described only

in very rough terms or grasped as a

conceptual Gestalt. Who but an in-

tuitively soigne college graduate could

summon the requisite poise to carry on

an extemporaneous discussion of Par-

sonsian functionalism, to gesticulate

emphatically with a lighted cigarette

and to punctuate his remarks With a

polite sip from his drink? Less mun-
dane examples of collegiate sophistica-

tion might be more sensational, but it is

these simple eyeryday instances that

are most persuasive.

College also teaches you how to make
the basic distinction between what is

useful and what is beautiful. More im-

portantly, it order that they may be
beautiful. Each year, for example, tens

of thousands of perfectly functional

madras bedspreads hang idly,

beautifully,on students' walls, as

backdrops for parking meters, comic-

book racks and electric Budweiser
signs that cry out for a purpose. Unread
books lean against untouched mugs on
boards and cinder blocks that blatantly

mock our buildingtrades. If something
cannot be made entirely useless, col-

lege at least teaches you to find a use

for it utterly foreign to its intended pur-

pose. During freshman year, you might
learn to transmute driftwood into

coatracks, coatracks into lamps and
lamps into light shows. By sophomore
year, an astute student can turn an
empty Zinfandel bottle Into anything
whatsoever and anything whatsoever
into a decent hookah. Moreover, college

teaches you what work shirts and con-

struction boots are real/yfor.

Similarly, behavior that enrages

reasonable men and women who
haven't gone to college commands
respect among collegiate peers. Only a

college graduates could have the

breadth of horizon to regard layish

suicide attempts, spontaneous primal

screaming or committing oneself to a

mental institution as meaningful self-

expression. Postgraduate life doesn't

require much rigorous exercise of the

intellect or serious self-examination. In

fact, all a college graduate needs to

know is which keys open what and the

number to dial for the emergency
squad.

Of course, these are reasons to have
gone to college, rather than reasons to

go to college. I While it would be nifty to

pick up degrees from Walgreen's like

jujubes, college life has considerable

appeal, too. For one thing, few in-

surance companies have their own fight

songs. ) Where, outside of college, is sit-

ting in a lecture hall all day and at a
desk all night considered work? (Where
else but at college do you see your own
professors on television and Dick
Cavett in person?) Where else are you
assigned to see movies; or do you get

credit for your hobbies? Only in college

can you flatten a man with a well-timed

paragraph or justify a failed date as a

sociological experiment.

Collegians do not have to cope with

midnight feedings of unwanted babies
or with the heartbreak of senile

screams piercing the darkness. College

is crammed with jolly, jogging eloiwho
are inoffensive to watch and hard to in-

convenience.
^

The college* experience, morever pro-

vides topics of conyersation that knit

together people of diversetastes and
widely varying background. No sane
person outside of college could strike up
a conversation with the words "Boy,
the food's sure bad here at my house!

"

Nor could ordinary neighbors grumble
good-naturedly about, say, the injustice

of a physical education requirement.

No factory worker would dare let the

aspirin-bottle plugs pile up at his sta-

tion while feigning a need to consider
the task before him a little while longer.

And what fireman has had to study the

nature of fire-ness for a few months
before he answers an alarm? Writer's
block is the prerogative of only the

beatified few in academe. Who ever
hears about cases of claims-adjuster
block or short-ordercook block? (A few
scattered instances of butcher's block
have been reported, but the issue here
seems semantic.) In college, happily,

there is a hinge on every deadline.

To underprivileged groups, college

offers a more marked degree of

freedom than the relatively hostile

society at large. Homosexuals need not
live In isolation or anonymity as they do
in the outside world at college, they can
conceal their identities among close

friends.

In the popular agination, of course, it

is sex— of the free, easy, and very-few-
questions-asked variety— that is most
closely associated with college life, in-

deed; the felicities described above
pale when the subject of coeducation
arises. (It's the co, not the education,
that gleams.) A hotbed of willowy, in-

discriminatingly sensual young ladies,

packed in with a density that would
rival the fantasy of Queen of Outer
Space — this, to the coarsely average
men on the street, is college. It might
appear as pandering, though, to men-
tion abundant and satisfying sex as a

beautiful communion of spirits. Never-
theless, it would be infair not to point

out that the average college student has
his hog chomped by a powerfully erotic

coed 3.5 times perweek. * And, of

course, by now it's common knowledge
that one recent study showed that 78

percent of American college women
"regularly perform an impromptu
striptease for random groups of male
classmates." • * The fact that

psychologists have proved that girls in

college are "eager to perform acts of

sexual degradation" for their male
counterparts,* * 'however, cannot by
itself serve as an adequate justification

for college attendance. Surely the con-

clusive arguments for entering the

halls of academe lie elsewhere.

At college, naturally, reading means
more than turning the pages of a book,

and happiness more than the state of

"being happy; good fortune, pleasure,

contentment, joy." Similarly, sex

means more than girls. It can mean a

long lazy afternoon by the river with a

group of midgets and plenty of cold

cuts, or a first night out with that con-

fusing, funny little thing from bio lab.

But even just with girls—and that's a

limitation you choose for yourself— it's

easier and freer. On the heartless four-

fifths of the planet known by its burger
brothels, singles bars and data-bank
dating; contacting the opposite sex is

often managed only by the brave and
the foolish. Step onto campus and
you're surrounded by girls your age

who are impressed when you take them
out for a cup of coffee with a side order

of cream.

We all know the story of the cquple

who saw a remarkably skillful produc-

tion of Brecht's Galileo, and then decid-

ed to fuck at h/splace. Or of the two in-

troverted freshmen—he a bespectacled

chemistry major form Ohio, she a frail

English concentratorfrom Missouri—
who finally visited an exhibition of

Ming porcelain "to help us write thai

paper" and afterward balled each other

silly.

What about our own experiences?

Well, we went to college because, well,

because we needed some straight

answers. We would lie awake in bed,

questioning things. "What time Is It?

Why can't I get to sleep?" And "Who
are those two old people who give me
small change for cleaning room?"
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, we're college students, too
tssor:

— Henceforth, gentlemen, there will

ooo pages °' outside reading each week
,adof ioo.

re will also be frequent conferences for

hi must require you to write a thesis on
.yphonophor and its relation to the

bid State of Rhode Island.

I intend in the future to conduct this

se in Lithuanian.

A Freshman's Humor Handbook
reprinted by permission, Harvard
Lampoon, Doubieday andCompany
We get many letters from freshman

saying things like "I can talk at length

about Spinoza. I know the ins and outs

of Galois theory, the checks and
balances of Justinian's first legal

system, but, gosh, I just don't know how
to be funny." We seem to remember
how it was. The stories about
homeroom antics don't bust 'em up like

they used to, and everyone's already

heard your best Playboy Party Jokes.

The Dean's name goes only so far, and
you can't make jokes about your ad-

viser as you haven't seen him since his

beer allowance ran out.

Don't despair. We've put together the

following compendium of laugh-riot

tactics, all tested time and time again.

And yet, each year, for some reason,

freshmen find in them an endless

source of amusement. Try them out.

The list is short, but we're sure that you
won:t hesitate to repeat them over and
over and over til everyone is laughing.

1. Unscrew and flip the plastic EXIT
sign above your firedoor. Your friends

will have to check their spatiotemporal

coordinates when they read EXIT.EX-
IT.TIXE or TIXE, especially when it's

above your closet. Parallel-world and

Alice Through the Looking Glass jokes
are among the infinite possibilities.

2. Nixon's out, but political jokes are
still in. Your neighbors will know it

when they see the hard hitting political

cartoons you have posted on your door.

3. Waterfights. What more is there to

say? Two inches of water on the floor

transforms a dull dormitory into a
funhouse of collegiate buffoonery.

4. Torn sheets and busted guts will be
the effect. What's the cause? A room-
mate's bed, short-sheeted, just like you
used to do at camp.

5. Enliven a tedious evening of

studies by calling up all the people with
funny names in the freshman directory.

If her name is Jennifer Croquet, ask her
if she'd like to play a game. If his last

name is Vegematic, inquire if he's

sliced any potatoes lately.

6. Help your overweight neighbors to

slim down by rendering their doors in-

operative. Masking tape, pennies and
arc-welding gear are the most popular
equipment for the task.

7. As long as we're on the subject of

portals, a good way to surprise your
friends is erecting a beer-can blockade
against their door while all inmates are
asleep. When somebody tries to exit,

watch out

8. That peephole in your door is

another source of near-infinite enter-
tainment. Draw an eye around it to let

everyone know that Big Brother Is wat-
ching. Or if you're of another persua-
sion, tape on a Penf/iousepinup with the
peephole appropriately placed.

9. Streaking. Let it all hang out at the
frat or in the lab. If you've got a car,

remember that mooning is the next best
thing.

10. Rearrange the letters on the
nameboard in your entry to spell out
funny names and sly innuendoes about
people who live there.

11. Demonstrate your expertise in

judging female beauty by rating girls

as they pass the condiments table. Div-
ing score cards, digital read-out
displays and glass banging are tradi-

tional methods of transmitting
judgements to amused crowd. Guys
will love it, and the girls will chuckle
too.

Many of the above have been crack-
ing up freshmen since the early nine-

teenth century when they originated.

But remember this: if it was funny
then, it's even funnier now. And if it's

funny once, it's hilarious twice. So full

speed ahead, and don't let propriety

faze you. You're only a freshman once,

so you might as well laugh it up.

Life, like any paper topic, neatly

divides itself into three major
categories—pre-college, college and
postcollege—each of which is determin-

ed primarily by the peculiar fears that

dominate that stage. Of course, those

unfortunates who never go to college

are condemned to live out their im-

poverished lives experiencing only the

pre-college and post-college stages.

The pre-college stage embraces
several obligatory substages that are

sometimes referred to collectively as

"hell". As a child, fear is general and
unfocused; the elementary school child

is afraid of everything, especially dogs.

By junior high, fears are becoming
significantly narrower in scope— the
average maladjustee, for instance,

spends these years in perpetual terror

that someone has fixed a "kick me"
sticker to his back. With the onslaught

of puberty, a whole new set of fears

arises pertaining to our newest acquisi-

tion—conceptual thought. Men, in-

fatuated with women, fear women, and

likewise women, infatuated with men,
fear women.
These fears are all well and good and

will provide adequate anxiety for the

many fine individuals who for one

reason or another will opt not to attend

college. These people will lead full, pro-

ductive, frightened lives, even though

they are fated to have to pose questions

like "hot enough for ya?" or "Working

hard?" a certain predetermined

number of times daily.

College and fear
You, however, as an anxious

freshman, have entered a realm of ex-

perience where the floodgates will

dawn on a wealth of brand new fears of

every size and shape. Among the

myriad microfears to choose from, you
will be able to fear having justified your
college experience to your less affluent

peers who have chosen not to go to col-

lege and who hate and resent you for

having exercised a different option in

guiding your life. You can fear meeting
people who were smart enough to get

into Stanford without any pull from
their parents. You can fear meeting
people who actually seem to appreciate

art. At the comic level, you will come to

fear slavery with Mill and freedom with

Sartre, you will learn to fear life with

Schopenhauer^ and you will learn to fear

death on your own for extra credit. In a

very little while you will begin to fear

graduation.

And graduation needn't be restricted

to a vague, monolithic dread— it, too,

may issue in a whole litter of fledgling

fearlets, squirming and bubbling like a

pot of boiling puppies. Personally, I'm

paralyzed at the prospect of having to

attend off-campus quiche parties with

Vivaldi playing in the background. Con-

sider how terrifying it will be to be ex-

pected to be handy around the house, or

to have a clear complexion. Your party

conversation will become a mephitic

Miasma of everything you wish you
could gloss over, a stinking bog suffus-

ed with oily phrases like "liability in-

surance,

I hear you protest, "But I shall have
made no progress if each stage of life

merely substitutes new fears for old

ones." (Why do you speak so formal-

ly?) But, I counter, behold the matura-

tion process. As a child you were mere-

ly "scared," in junior high you advanc-

ed to "afraid," by high school you

blossomed into "frightened," "ter-

rified" and, perhaps, if you were an Ad-

vanced Placement student, "anxious";

but in college you will spurn the low

pleasure of Anglo-anxieties altogether,

entering into the company of those

capable of appreciating continental

discontents—to wit; angst and its

coterie of effete, psychopathic

apathies, ennui, anomie; Weltschmerz

and malaise. No service station atten-

dant ever bragged of suffering from
those. He missed the college stage of

life, and a stage of life is a vital abstrac-

tion, since, after all, what is life but an

ongoing process of growth, except that

it stops after a while? In the twentieth

century many writers have come to feel

that the important thing about life is the

process itself. That's like saying that

the important thing about a milkshake

is the beverage. Perhaps we would do

better simply to think of ourselves as

journeyers from the Void whose lug-

gage has been misplaced and who have

meanwhile checked in for a brief stay

at the Hotel Consciousness, in which

case college may be likened to a heated

pool, or an overpriced buffet luncheon.
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Two views of The Producers

Pro: Con:
by DAVID STUCK
Fine Arts Editor

By PETERTURCHI

Mel Brooks must have been told at an

early ace never to let go of a good thing.

When he madeTHE PRODUCERS in

1968, the film should have beenthe star-

ting point for his talents, not the apex.

To really appreciate THE PRO-

DUCERS, one has only to compare it to

the slew of Brooks films which have

followed. Not only do they drag Brook's

main device, parody, into mindless

repltlon, but they fail to sustain any of

the cleverness which made THE PRO-

DUCERS so unique.

Before he parodies his own films in a

final attempt to insure us all that he

does in fact know every hollywood

genre, he should look closely at his first

and best parody piece.

In THE PRODUCERS, Brooks' (oil

was the great musical extravaganzas of

the 1930's and early 40's. This in itself is

no less obvious than parodying horror

films or silent movies, but Brooks

somehow managed to dig beneath the

surface to the heart oi the musicals,

somehow something he Jailed to do in

his later films. The traditional musicals

were a means of escaping for a few

hours from the grimness of the depres-

sion. On the screen characters rose

from penniless means to stardom over-

night; celluloid Horatio Algers. Borrks'

"rising star" is an improverished

broadway theatre producer who stages

a ghastly show in the hopes of making a

fortune. As the producer, Zero Mostel is

a man consumed by desperation. His

life is reduced to playing gigllo to the

sexual desires of very rich old qomwn.
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He is aided In this scheme by a neurotic

accountant, Gene Wilder. It is through

the interplay of these two characters

that Brooks achieves his best results.

When the two first conceive their idea

in Hostel's office, their enthuslam

recalls Hickey Rooney and Judy

Garland in the Andy Hardy stones hat-

ching their get rich quick plans. Later,

the two are sitting in front of the Lin-

coln Center contemplating the implica-

tions of producing the show. Wilder is

hesitant at first but gradually accepts

Hostel's rationalizations. Jumping to

his feet in an exclaimation of childish

delight, he begins skipping around a

huge fountain, which as if triggered by

his enthusiasm, erupts in a volcanoe

oflight and water. Hostel persues

Wilder and the two dance around the

fountain in an absurd parody of

Jeanette Macdonald and Nelson Eddy.

Throughout the movie, Brooks man-

tains thi s incongruous rapture between

his two leading characters. It is a cons-

tant reminder of all that is working in

the movie, but it never loses its subtle

edge.

Brooks' reaches his greatest height

with his staging of the musical within

the film. The show, "Springtime for

Hitler," is a Hollywood engrandize-

ment of the "Third Reich." It opens

with a spectacular Busby Berkley in-

spired musical number complete with a

chorus line of nazl storm troopers,

machine gun fire and explosing bombs

set to music, and a massive battleship

turrent wheih rises from backstage and

is fired towards the audience. It is not

only Brooks' best conceived piece of

comedy but one the the finest film com-

dy sequences of all times.

The momentum of the film, which

builds to this one scene is lost to an ex-

tent for the remainderof the plot. "Spr-

ingtime for Hilter" becomes a critical

success and Hostel and Wilder, having

sold 1200 percent of the profits to their

backers are sent to prison. The movie

closes with the two of them staging

another show, this time centered

around their fellow inmates. It is a

humerous touch but does not match the

origianl scheme. Unfortunatly, Brooks

did not take advice from his first film.

There is a limit as to how often a good

idea can be repeated.

The Harx Brother, W.C. Fields, Ab-

bott and Costello, as well as dozens of

other comedians and comic teams all

have one thing in common: they make

people laugh. Comedy is more than

making people laugh, however: it is the

art of exposing the ridiculousness of

society, and individual human beings in

gneral. If it's true that a comic says

funny things but a comedian say things

fully, then the comedian is the artist

while the comic is the entertainer.

Hel Brooks has proven himself to be

an extremely funny man. He has used

his ethnic background to appeal to a

more diverse audience than Woody

Allen. He has greatly furthered the

careers of Gene Wilder and Harty

Feldman, two every entertaining men
who have gone on to their own work.

These achievements alone do not

justify Brooks' reputation as acome-

dian. Successful with THE PRO-
DUCERS, Brooks struck gold in BLAZ-

ING SADDLES, demonstated his

creativity in SILENT HOVIE and flop-

ped miserabley with HIGH ANXIETY.
If this is the basis of his work, where

is his reputation orginate? Brooks has

always had a firm hand over all of his

work; from writing the music to choos-

ing the camera angles. He has a schem-

ing mind, willing to pass up the easy

gag and set up the more involved comic

sceene. When a man like that gets too

hungry, however, the jokes are very

quick to take on the appearance of be-

ing contrived, of fallingback on a rela-

tionship or occurence which is sure to

make up laugh, as we have been

laughing at those very same things for

years.

In THE PRODUCERS.Brooks has

tried to use some of the basic techni-

ques of comedy: traditional and

recognizable character and situations.

He presents Zero Hostel, as a pitiful

Broadway producer, long past his hey

day. If Hostel was truly the great comic

actor we are lead to believe he was, one

is almost embarrassed by the unjustice

Brooks does him. Jackie Gleason has

made the humorous heavy a

stereotyped role which belongs in the

back of someone's closet, a role which

Gleason himslef has had the in-

tellignece to discard.

Wilder, who has since shown himslef

to be a capable actor, is given the part

of a whimpering mama's boy, a

character which can only be believed in

its thnic context. An accountant. Wilder

is easily persuaded to join Hostel in a

bit of criminal activity which promises

to lead to fortune for both of them.

DR. NORMAN JAMES
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All of this Is reminiscent of comdles

from thirty or fortyyears ago; the

stereotyped characters, the unrealsitic

manner in which the characters act,

and the simplicity of the entire scheme.

The artist is free to draw upon these

devices today, but to be successful he

must have some fresh element. Brooks'

element is an appeal to an audience

consisting of those who can identity

with, at least understand, his own
Jewish heritage.

The idea of SPRINGT1HE FOR
HITLER, the musical within the movie,

is funny onlts own, as is the actual

scene which we witness. There comes a

time in the film though that one is

waiting for a few words of Yiddish, a

quick Bar Hitzbah scene. Though

Brooks restrains himself to some

degree, the rest of his humor simply

does nothit the mark as often as that'

which he extracts from his heritage.

Although the idea of a hippy playing the

role of Adolf Hitler may have seemed

hysterical the day it was put on paper,

it must have been obvious even then

that the 60's were radical years, and

society would quickly revert to its

former ways. Instead of laughing at the

inappropriate uses of "cool" and

"groovey," we cringe.

The movie as a whole is very cumber-

some vehicle for a few jokes. This was

Brooks' first major film and we have

found that Brooks is capable of produc-

ing much better material. BLAZING
SADDLEScast aside nearly all conven-

tion and emerged as a stroke of comic

genius.

With films like GROOVE TUBE and

ANIMAL HOUSE, we have seen that

first efforts can be not only promising,

but can deliver. Mel Brooks is a very

deliberate man and we can assume that

he carefully prepared THE PRO-
DUCERS, polishing it in an effort to

make it as enjoyble as possible, un-

fortunatly movie audiences have found

that films much better than this can be

thrown together with half the effort.

Brooks hit a nerve and moved on. He
has proven himslef a man who can say

things funny but is contnet to say funny

things. Using outr best hindsight, THE
PRODUCERS looms as a disappoint-

ment ; a script for comics, when it could

have been a vehicle for comedians.

Graduate
Fellowships

The Danforth Foundation has an-

nounced the beginning of its annual

competition for graduate fellowships.

To be eligible, students must be plann-

ing to pursue the Ph.D. (or other ap-

propriate terminal degree) and must

intend a career in college teaching. The

fellowships pay full expenses for four

years of graduate study; about six-

tyfiye are awarded nationally each

year. Interested seniors should see Dr.

Taylor, 6 Ferguson Hall, as soon as

possible and no later than September

19.

ELBURN'S FLORIST AND GREENHOUSE
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Julliard Quartet here
The Juilliard String Quartet will per-

form in the opening program of the 27th
annual College Concert Series on Satur-
day, September 16 at 8:30 p.m. in Gib-
son Fine Arts Center.
This will be the famous quartet's

sixth appearance here, and it comes at
the beginning .of a fourth decade of

worldwide concertizing for this unique
American ensemble which has set a
standard of musical excellence for an
entire generation. Early in the fall,

after a limited number of stateside

engagements, the Juilliard will embark
on a European tour.

Members of the quartet are Robert
Mann and Earl Carlyss, Samuel
Rhodes, viola, and Joel Krosnick,

'cello. Their priceless old Italian in-

struments include Mann's 1718

Stradivarius; Carlyss' 1707 violin made

by' Peter Guarneri of Mantua, which
once belonged to Fritz Kreisler; the

rare old Brescian viola of Rhodes,
made circa 1570 by Peligrina Zanetto;

and the 1707 Cremona '56110 of

KrosA.Jck. bearing the label of "Joseph
Guarneri us filius Andreus".

The program will include Haydn's

Quartet in D major, Opus 71, No.2;

Quartet No.3 by Bartok ; and Schubert's

Quartet in D minor, D. 810 r "Death and
the Maiden").

On Friday, October 6, The Dallas
Ballet will perform Stravinsky's "Rite
of Spring" and other works. Other con-
certs in the series will feature Elsa
Charlston, soprano, November 8;
Richard Kapuscinski, 'cellest, January
24; Robin McCabe, pianist, Februarys;
and the 20th Century Consort, March 19.

"****il 'TK.

•**

Profile

Amzie Parcell
by MARIAN COOPER

Amzle Parcell is a new and friendly
face In the music department this year.

He Is, of course, a musician, and his

main instrument is the bassoon. Parcell
is teaching Woodwinds and Sax along
with Intro, to Music, Second Year
Theory, and Twentieth Century Music.

In addition to his structured classes,

Parcell plans to start a recorder ensem-
ble and a woodwind ensemble.

Parcell himself has played in the Lex-
ington Philharmonic, given recitals at

schools where he has taught, and par-
ticipated In the summer music festival

at Allegheny College in Meadowvllle,
Pennsylvania.
Along with music, one of Parcell's

main Interests Is traveling, which is

reflected by his career. He was born in

North Jersey and grew up there. At
Hope College, a school slightly larger
than Washington College and situated

on Lake Michigan, he got his BA In

music.
Continuing In music, Parcell got his

MA (rom the University or Kentucky.
Later, while teaching in Eastern Ken-
tucky he met his wife, a fellow music

major, who is from Missouri.
Together, they moved from Ap-

paiaehia to New York, "a vastly dif-
ferent climate," as Parcell put it. There
he taught at the State University of New
York for five years.
From New York Parcell went to

another large city, Cincinnati, where he
worked on his Ph.D. He is finishing it

now with the University of Cincinnati.
After large cities and a lot of travel-

ing, Parcell seems very pleased with
Washington College and the Eastern
Shore. He "enjoys the rural at-
mosphere and the easy access to large
centers of cultural activities." It is

"

almost ideal."

Parcell and his wife have two boys,
ages six and two. After the city of Cin-
cinnati, "they find this pleasant. There
is freedom to run outdoors and clean -

air."

Music and his family take most of
Parcell's time, although he does enjoy
reading. And with a wistful smile he
says he would "like to learn to sail,"
though he has "never really gotten to
it." He plans to do so now that he is in
Chestertown.

Dave O'Sickey takes the lead in cross country practice

Cross Country: An inside view
by WILL CAMP

Trivia question: Name a sport that is

almost as obscure as Water Polo. Now
look at the headline of this arti-

cle—think of something? Yes, Cross
Country, that sport with fans as the only
participants and participants as the on-
ly fans. Is starting yet another season.
But its obscurity will be alleviated
when the Washington College Harriers
take to the trails on September 30 in a

,

tri-meet against Haverford College and
Drexel University.

Cross Country is normally run in the
fall, amid the shadow of the big, crowd-
drawing sports such as football and soc-
cer, so not many people know, or care,
about the sport or its participants. Long
distance runners are seen as skinny,
sadistic loners who run with no other
motive than legal suicide. (Not true.
I'm the only real skinny person on the
team—not from excessive running, just
from not eating—none of us are
sadistic, and all of us are content with
our lives— so suicide, legal or not, is not
one ofour season's goals.

)

Coming off an anything but a five-

star 1977 season (three victories, six
losses), the team is well, let's

say—fresh. Under the wise but humble
guidance of our own personal running
guru, Coach Don "Chatty" ChateUier,
our squad of six ( three runners have ac-
tually returned to run some more! ) is

looking forward to a tough time in a
conference full of running
powerhouses.

Team Crazies
The team consists of five men and a

woman. The returning "crazies" are
Peter "Antelope" Cameron, a
sophomore; David "Dr. J." O'Sickey,
another sophomore; and Joe "Sore
Back" Mead, a senior who is captain of
the team. Last year; we lost our top twa
runners, Dudley Parr, last year's
number one man, who would have
returned this year, left school In
February. Marc Pappas left

Washington College to spend six mon-
ths in the Antarctic. (Whether or not
Cross Country Is Marc's reason for
leaving Is not known. ChateUier, when
questioned about the incident, merely

mumbled something about recruiting a
penguin for our second position.

)

Completing this year's squad is Jeff
"The Lone Stretcher" Lucas, a
freshman! Allyson "Blue Eyes" Mc-
cormick (who Chatty described as a
"cranker"—some one who can really
move), a freshman and the sole female
member of the team, and me; Will

"Slow Poke" Camp; a sophomore
transfer student.

Competition in the Middle Atlantic
Conference is staggering. We will be
opening September 30. Urslnus, one of

the teams in that tri-meet, finished
fourth in the conference championships
last year. (We finished seventeenth, of

seventeen teams. ) On October 7,

Galluadet will be here to run.
Washington Bible will visit later, on the
eleventh. On October 14, WC travels to

Wldener for another tri-meet with Drew
and Widener, and a week later, on the
twenty-first, Johns Hopkins and Haver-
ford will be here. Haverford is perhaps
the best team we Harriers will be fac-

ing—they finished ninth in the con-
ference championships last year, but
are greatly improved this year. Roun-
ding out the season will be another tri-

meet In Lebanon Valley, when he will

face Western Maryland and Lebanon
Valley College.

Dismal outlook
In a word, the outlook for the season

can only be described as dismal. That
unple fact can't be Ignored. But what
also can't be Ignored Is our determina-
tion. Runners don't give up easily.

Whether we're running against a
Boston Marathoner or a 64 year old lady
who decided late in life to get her
degree la of no concern— we:re only
concerned tn running as bard as possi-

ble. "The teams that are coming here
are going to be some of the better teams
tn the conference," says the Almighty
Chatty. High quality running will be
here; (believe It or not) right on this

campus. So there Is really no excuse for

asmall turnout
A note for you shy, closet runners:

Coach ChateUier is still looking for a
few good people to complete this year's
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Shoremen split Soccer Tournament
bySARA SMITH

Washington College and Drexel

University split the championship in

the Invitational Chester River soccer

tournament held on Kibler Field this

past weekend, September 8-9. Par-

ticipating teams were Western

Maryland. Washington & Lee, Drexel

University and Washington College.

Originally, it was announced that the

teams were to be ranked by matching

winners vs. winners (of the first round)

and losers vs. losers. The format was
changed by the request of the team

coaches to a single round-robin in which

each team played every other team.

One point was awarded for a win, point

for a tie and points for a loss.

On Friday the tournament began with

Drexel University defeating Western

Marlyand, 2-0. Following that game
Washington & Lee put Western

Maryland down for their second loss by

a score of 2-1. In the final game on Fri-

day, Washington College defeated

Washinton & Lee by a score of 3-0.

Saturday's games began with Drexel

U. trtumphnat over Wash. & Lee, 2-1.

Washington College and Drexel U. then

tied in a not score game and the tourna-

ment ended with the Shoremen, vic-

torious over Western Maryland by a

score of 4-0.

At the end of the tournament Drexel

University and Washington College

were tied for the champoinship with a

totla of 2.5 points each. Ken Maher, V.J.

Filliben and Bill Hamill made the goals

against Washington and Lee. Scores in

the game against Western Maryland
were John Lonnquest, Pete Hanlon, and
goalies Keifer and Powers — is quick

and tough, giving opposing teams few

scoring opportunities.

Starting halfbacks for the season are

Pete Hamil. Matt Wagner and Tom
Kohlerman. The starting line consists

of Will Hamill, Ken Maher, Vincent

James Fillibne, Nelson Einwaechter,

Tom Vach and Lee Einwaechter.

According to co-team captian Pete

Hamill, the coaches optimistic outlook

on the upcoming season is shared by the

players for for basically three reasons.

Firstly Washington College did very
well to hold Drexel University to a tie.

Drexel is considered an outstanding

team, especially after beating highly-

regarded UMBC in a post-season game
this August. Furthermore, many
freshmen have turned out to be very

fine players and last year's players

have improved — compensating for

senior losses. And finally, the

Washington College soccer team this

year is a relativly "young" team. There
are only two seniors on the starting

teams and the other players are spread

among the other three classes. This

gives the Shoremen advantages for

next year. After playing together all

this year there will be very few

replacements to be made as a result of

graduation. Hamill hopes that the team
can push its way toward the top in the

MAC race, but he is even more confi-

dent about next year's competition

becasue many of the other teams will

have lost valuble veteran players

whereas WC will field a more ex-

perienced team.
The only real handicap that the soc-

cer team seems to be struggling with

now is the number of injured players.

Currently, Curt Nass is temporarily off

the field and so are V.J. Filleben with a

bad Nelson Einwaechter with one goal

and Filleben with 3 goals.

Encouraging outlook

The results of the Chester River Tour-
nament gave coaches and players an
encouraging view of the upcoming
season. The optimistic mood was given

another boost on Wednesday afternoon

when the Shoremen whipped
Chesapeake College, 8-0 in a scrimage

Crew launches season
by BILL MORTIMER

The Men's Crew Team began its

twelfth season with practices this past

Monday. Eric Stoll. coach of the team
for the past three years, is enthusiastic

about the prospects for the 1978-1979

team.

Participation among interested

freshmen has almost tripled this year.

If most of the novices stick with the pro-

gram, Stoll feels confident that the
"78-'79 year will be a success for

Washington College Crew.
Both the experienced and inex-

perienced crew members have been
learning a new rowing technique. This
technique is expected to be com-
plemented by the strong emphasis that

is being placed on weight-lifting and
running. Endurance is a crucial factor

in crew, and training out of the water Is

Just as necessary as training in it, ac-
cording to Stoll.

Although the team starts competitive
racing In March, there will be several
scrimmages this fall. The first will be

on September 30th against The Naval
Academy. This race will be limited to

the experienced rowers. Also the Crew
Team has planned to hold a scrimmage
for the Hodson Trust Company. The
Hodson Trust, incidentally has been a

generous and consistent source of dona-
tions to Washington College, thus mak-
ing the Crew Team possible.

An informal race against George
Washington University is a possibility

for late October or early November.
The Crew Team has also made plans to

compete in the November Frostbite

Regatta held in Philadelphia. If the

squad can fulfill these plans, the ex-

perience will doubtlessly help prepare
them for the spring season.
With the increase in team members,

Stoll hopes to be able to get more boats
out, placing experienced oarsmen with
the novices. He hopes to have three
boats: varsity, junior varsity, and
freshmen, comprise the Washington
College fleet when spring training ar-

rives in February.

Robert L. Forney
Jewelry

Watch and Jewelry Repair

Around the Corner from the Park
Chestertown, Moryland

The Ram Shop

Craft Supplies
And

Craft Kits

1 1 1 Cross St., Chestertown
778-4554

game. The big lead gave second string

and substitute players their chance on
the field. Coaches Athey and Bowman
were pleased with their teams per-

formance, its conditioning and bustle.

Thy are confident the team will con-

tinue to improve and make a good
showing in the upcoming Middle Atlan-

tic Conference games.
The vacancies left by last year's

senior have recently been filled. Sam
Powers, a freshman, and Chris Kiefer,

sophomore, both have been playing ex-

cellent goalie. It will be hard to choose
between the two for the starting goalie

position filling the vacancy left by the

graduation of veteran Skip Com slock

The center halfback positon which
presented a problem at the beginning of

the season when Tom Viscount decided
to take a year off from school, has been
filled by Matt Wagner. According to

team captain, Pete Hamil, Matt has
been "playing a good game at center
half." However, at the last minute,
Tom Viscount changed his plans and
returned to school, two weeks late. It is

not sure just where he will be playing

this season but wherever it is, "his

presence will give the team added
depth," Coach Athey declared.

The coaches feel that the defense in-

cluding Dan Hudson, foot, Dan Hudson
with hurt muscles and Lee Einwaechter
with a sprained foot. Hopefully these

players will recover in time for the first

regualr season game on Saturday. The
Shoremen will be hosting Lebanon
Valley College at 1 : 30 on Kibler Field.

Study before you sleep
A re you the kind ofstudent who usual-

ly studies hard before going to bed, or

the kind who goes to bed, sets the alarm
for five or six o'clock and then crams?
If you're a pre-sleep studier, you may
be getting better grades as a result of
your study habits than someone who
does the work afterward.
Recent research into sleep and study

habits shows that sleep prior to study
disrupts memory significantly, unless
considerable waking time is allowed
before digging into the material you
want to learn. The shorter the period of
sleep that precedes the studying, the
more this sleep disrupts learning.

Sleeping/our hours of less was found to

be highly disturbing to memory; sleep-

ing sue hours disturbed it less.

Researchers aren't exactly sure how
sleep disturbs the memory process, but
they believe it might involve hormones.
Tn laboratory tests on mice, the hor-

mone somatotropin, produced
naturally during sleep, severely af-

fected the memory of mice injected
with it.

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street

Chestertown, Md. 21620

Hallmark Cards

Eaton Papers

Typewriter Repair

ANTIQUES BRIC BRAC USED FURNISHINGS

"Stop^ndS*, WU We Qot"

THE ATTIC
337 High S.root Sunday 11-4

CHESTERTOWN, MD. 21620
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New yearbook editor named
Wilkins signs contract for 144-page book

1979 Pegasus editor Veraa Wilkins assumed duties the day following her
election by the Board of Publications

NCAA ruling affects aid
byGEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor , ,

A National Collegiate Athletic viding athletes with the full amount of

Association Division III ruling their needs.

abolishing sports scholarships after "All we do is determine whether an
this year will affect twenty-two male athlete is eligible for more than he is

and female athletes at Washington Col- getting," saidHessey. "For example, if

The College is giving $25,000 to those
twenty-two athletes this year in

"grants-in-aid" ranging from $300 to

$2800.

"As of next year," stated Director of
Athletics Ed Athey, "any student we
recruit can receive aid only on a need
basis."

The $25,000 will then be added to the

Financial Aid Office Fund, which last

year totalled $500,000.

The Athletic Department fund was
originally established when the dining
hall discontinued family-style serving.

Until that time, athletes had been of-

fered jobs as "waiters" to earn their

grants.

When cafeteria-style serving was in-

troduced, the Board of Visitors and
Governors allocated that "waiters"
fund to the Athletic Department.

Grants available in three sports

The fund is available for lacrosse,

basketball, and soccer players.

"We like to have a strong sport in

each season so we restrict it to- those

three sports," said Athey, "all the

. coaches understand that."

Although Athey said that ninety to

ninety-five per cent of the fund is given

out on a need basis. Vice President for

Finance Gene Hessey stated that "it's

not necessary that it be based on need;

it may be based on an athlete's

capability in a snort.

"

Hessey's involvement with the

grant-in-aid program is limited to pro

the Athletic Department awards an
athlete a $500 grant, that may not be

enough to meet his needs according to

the Parents' Confidential Statement."

Any aid awarded to an athlete by the

Financial Aid Office can be taken away
only in the case of low grades.

Obligation to be met
"When we recruit a student," said

Hessey, "we tell them that as long as

they meet their obligations — keeping
their grades up — we feel we have an
obligation to meet their needs, whether
mat amount increases or decreases."

Athletic Department grants,

however, can be revoked.

"If a player quits of his own violi-

tion," according to Athey, "then we are
allowed to take away that part of his aid

which comes from Athletics.

Athey said that the amount an athlete

receives is based "more or less on our
own judgement." He added that the

amount may be adjusted if need goes up
or down.
The immediate effect of the NCAA

ruling should be to increase the amount
of financial aid available to the entire

student body by five percent. Hessey
said, however, that other factors may
influence the amount of aid available

next year.

"All things being equal, our financial

aid fund will increase. But aid goes up
every year, and the mix of aid — that is,

the amount each class receives — often

varies. But generally it should be true
— with the change there should be an
increase."

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Senior English Major Veraa Wilkins

was elected editor of Pegasas 1979 by a
flve-to-one decision on the Board of
Publications Monday.

Wilkins first act as editor was to meet
with American Yearbook Company
representative Rich Schrenker year-
book adviser Kathy Myrick, and
Publications Board Chairman Rich
DeProspo Tuesday evening to draw up
a preliminary contract for a 144 page
yearbook to be delivered next fall.

Wilkins was urged by the Board of
Publications to opt for a book 16 pages
shorterthan Pegasus 1978 to cut down
on expenses. Her contract calls for a
$5680.00 publication. Last year's 160

page book cost $6419.00. At the beginn-

ing of this week the Pegasus owed the

yearbook publishers $1873 to defray

publication costs of the 1978 book and
the late arriving 1977 yearbook,
published last April.

"Two excellent candidates"
1978 Pegasus Co-Editor Randy Wat-

son was Wilkin's only rival for this

year's editorship. Wilkins was chosen
over the junior Chemistry Major due to

her seniority and a high recommenda-
tion from Schenker who had worked
with her before when she edited her

high school yearbook as a senior in

Seaford, Delaware.
Myrick stressed that Wilkins' elec-

tion was not a rejection of Wstson whom
she feels to have done, "an excellent

job" on last year's book. "Randy would
have been quite capable as full

editor,"Myrick stated at the Monday
meeting. "The fact is that for the first

time in a number of years, we were
presented with two excellent and fully-

qualified candidates." In a letter an-

nouncing the Board's decision to Wat-
son, DeProspo also commended Wat-

son's work on the 1978 Pegasus and in-

vited his application as yearbook editor

next year.

"Extremely positive"

Asked why she wanted to edit the

yearbook after not having worked on
the publication in all her years at

Washington College, Wilkins replied,

"I've always been concerned about
whether 'I'd have enough time to work
on a yearbook so I didn't get involved,

but since this is my last chance, I've

decided to find the time. I love working
on yearbooks, and I'm extremely
positive, extremely excited."

Wilkins said that initially she had no
intention of applying for the editorship

until after she attended a meeting that

Myrick held for all students interested

in working on the yearbook last week
and "was made aware of all the

possibilities."

"As yearbook editor," Wilkins stated,

"I hope to co-ordinate a staff of people

to turnout a really good quality book
that can unify the year. I hope we can
produce the kind of book that anyone,

even from outside the school, can pick

up and say 'this is Washington College."

Staff meeting Monday
The editor admitted that she has not

worked out a plan for the yearbook yet

as she hopes to "get a lot of ideas from
the staff members." Although Wilkins

feels the yearbook is "especially impor-

tant to the senior class," she is en-

couraging contributors from all four

classes to join the staff. A meeting of all

persons interested in working in any
capacity on the yearbook— including

photographers, section editors, copy
writers, and layout artists—is ten-

tatively scheduled for Monday at 8 pm
in the TV Lounge of Hodson Hall.

Eisenhower portrait kidnapped

A portrait of former President
Dwight D. Eisenhower has been stolen
from the library and is being held for an
as yet unspecified ransom by a group
identifying themselves only as "PLO
andW."

The theft was discovered last

Wednesday when the library received a
note saying simply "Ike Ours" and
signed "PLO and W."
A second note appeared two days

later within a copy of Karl Marx's Com-
munist Manifesto. "The capitalist war
swine is in our hands," read the

typewritten note. "Death to his shaving
creme and razor if any attempts are

byGEOFFGARINTHER
Assistant Editor

made at rescue! Only total cooperation
on your part will save the General
Motor's puppet from a grisly evening
shadow.
"Await further instructions by

telephone," it continued. "They will be
given once only. Failure to comply at

any stage can and will result in

cataclysmic repercussions felt

throughout the country. Who wants a
former President that looks like that

chicken monger Colonel Saunders?"
As of this Wednesday, the library had

received no word concerning the ran-

som. Head Librarian Betty Wasson said

that she is "awaiting further instruc-

tions."

Grand Junction to play at Homecoming
Washington College's Student

Government Association signed a con-

tract with a representative of the band
Grand Junction Monday to perform at

the October 21st Homecoming, ac-

cording to Social Chairman John
Baden. The Baltimore-based band was
booked through Starlane Enterprises.

"Our problem in trying to find a band
through agencies," stated Baden, "was

coming up with something appropriate.

A couple of the leads we had earlier

turned out to be bands that play nothing

but hard rock. But Grand Junction is a
good, versatile band that plays top 40,

disco, and a little rock, and it shouldn't

be offensive to anyone." The band is

comprised of six members and features

a male and a female vocalist.
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What does Washington College have in common with the

United States Naval Academy, Yale, Harvard, Princeton, and

the Univeristy of Virginia? One thing is an Honor Code that has

recently become the topic of much discussion.

It is significant that the first trial of the All-Campus Judiciary

this year involved a case of cheating. Their sentencing of a stu-

dent found guilty of plagiarism to suspension does not represent

a landmark decision. It may, however, herald an increasing pro-

blem with cheating here as professors, in an attempt to upgrade
the curriculum, increase the workload.

The stockpiling of papers and old examinations in fraternity

houses and the purchasing of theses are certainly not as,

prevalent here as at larger institutions. Yet violations of our

Honor Code do occur and they constitute a serious threat to the

academic standards of Washington College. We support the pre-

sent system of having academic dishonesty cases come before a

student court. Although professors must discourage cheating in

their classes, they have only part of the responsibilty for preven-

ting academic dishonesty because they are not the ones most vic-

timized by it. Rather it is the students who are most hurt-
through the discrediting of their college and the discounting of

their grades — and it is the students who must strive to protect

their own interests.

Let's do all we can to make cheating a crime here. Our
careers, both at Washington College and after graduation lie in

the balance.

ptvurdz rfejfe-^-u^ oc^yj

The Campus Christian Fellowship invites you to a

picnic on Sunday, September 24, from 6:00-9:00 PM
at the Christ Church parsonage, 411 Campus
Avenue, Chestertown. There will be recreational

games, a picnic, and campfire for you to enjoy. To

help with preparations, if you plan to attend, please

contact John Hawkins, Spanish House 2, Paul Drinks,

Somerset 307, or Wendy Wolf, Queen Anne 204.
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Jay Young and helpers participated in the landscaping ot the Hodson Hall

area last spring Washington College File Photo

B.U.S.H. to beautify

Ferguson area

by DEBBIE

B.U.S.H. utjeautmcation Using stu-

dent Help) is a campus organization

that allows students to take an active

role in beautifying their campus and is

a sub-committee of the Student Govern-
ment Association. B.U.S.H. Chairman
Jay Young appears very enthusiastic

about the results of B.U.S.H.'s first

year. "Last year's project was a
tremendous success. There were a

large number of students that took part

in it and did a great job renovating the

Hodson Hall area.'

'

B.U.S.H: had been a suggested pro-

ject for the SGA for several years but

last year's administration was the first

to do anything about it. Roughly $700. ot

was spent on the project, $500.00 for

shrubs and bulbs and $200.00 for the

decorative rope-wood border.

Behind the B.U.S.H Day lies hours of

planning and preparation. Young, with
the help of Registrar Ermon Foster, is

responsible for deciding on the area to

be beautified and works on designing
the architectural landscaping. He then

gets all the materials needed, including

the plants and tools. On B.U.S.H. Day
the SGA hopes as many students as
possible get out to get the plants in. One

KOLE
of Young's goals is to see the faculty get

more involved this year in the first

B.U.S.H Day of the semester on Oc-

tober?.
Ferguson to be target area

One of the primary areas of concen-

tration on October 7 will be the area

around Ferguson Hall. Young and

Foster have been planning the architec-

tural landscaping.

Foster is also familiar with the

mechanics of planting and plant care.

"He's been a price-ess asset to the

B.U.S.H. project," said Young, "and

we're really happy that he has once

again consented to lend his assistance

"Due to S.U.S.H.'s success last year,

an anonymous donor in Chestertown is

going to donate $100.00 yearly. There Is

also a proposal for a $500.00 allocation

from the Building and Grounds Com-
mittee of the shlngton College Board of

Visitors and Governors.

At its last meeting of the 1977-78

academic year, the Board passed a

resolution, made by Board member and
Princess Anne attorney James Nelson,

to commend the students who par-

ticipated in the landscaping of the Hod-

son Hall area last spring.

The Washington College Chapter of
the National History Honor Society, Phi
Alpha Theta, announces that it is begin-
ning its formal activities for the 1978-79

academic year by opening its member-
ship rolls to qualified students. History

majors who meet the academic re-

quirements areautomatically informed
of their eligibility. Membership in this

organization, which recognizes interest

and high achievement in the discipline

of history, is, however, not limited to

history majors. Students who wish to be

considered should contact Acting Presi-

dent Joe Salgado (in person or through

the campus mail) as soon as possible.

Requirements for membership include

the following: four courses in history

with a BAverage; a "B" average in %
of the remaining course work; standing

in the upper 35 percent of onels class.
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Roving Reporter
WEEKENDS?

by GINGER KURAPKA,
Photography by Tee Adams

QUESTION
: Each weekend there te7

noticeable "depopulation" of the cam-
pus as students leave Washington Col-
lege. The Elm's Roving Reporter asked
several students, "What type of social
activities would encourage more people
to stay here on weekends?

TraciJastremsU Marianne Graham

"Maybe there could be some kind of

team competition during the day. More
parties would be fun."—Jani Gabriel,

freshman from Lancaster, Pa.

"I like the idea of more dances and
daytime things. River Day could be
made into something more than just the
race with maybe a picnic. There should
be more than just nighttime ac-
tivities.' "—Jacob Parr, junior from
EllicottCity,Md.

"There could be something like a
superstars competition between dif-

ferent groups of people with prizes for

the winners."—Chuck Bradley,
sophomore from Pennsauken, N.J.

"I really think there should be more
daytime activities. There should be
more publicity of the college sports.
They do try hard, like having bands in

the Coffee House."—Traci Jastrzem-
ski, sophomore from Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Parties, skip the dances. How about
outdoor concerts like the one at the
beginning of the year? Breakfast
should be later and maybe they could
have afternoonpicnics. The school
could have carnivals with rides and
food. I bet bie rock croups would come

down and give a concert. Send Jim
Graham home."—Marianne Graham,
freshman from Chadds Ford, Pa. and
Tiernle Dugan, freshman from Ger-
many.

"They ought to get a nice band,
something that everybody likes. They
ought to join with another well-known
college (or a dance and have it either
here or there so there would be more
girls."—Kenneth Maher, sophomore
from Africa.

"I guess more parties, more often than
just one day out of the weekend. The
sports could get people to stay
here."—Glenn. Webb, sophomore from
Camden, N.J.

Schatzman found
guilty of cheating

by GEOFF GARINTHER
AssistantEditor

Sophomore Rich Schatzman was
found guilty of plagiarism and
suspended for one semester last
Wednesday by the All-Campus
Judiciary.

Two other defendants in the case,
Dan Hudson and Chris Kiefer, were
found innocent of similar charges.
Schatzman was accused of plagiaris-

ing an assignment of Hudson's and

Kiefer's late last semester. In his state-

ment to the jury, Schatzman admitted
that he "took a chance and I feel worse
about what I did to my friends. I owe
them and everyone in the school an
apology."

Given a choice of either semester this

year to serve his sentence, Schatzman
chose this one and was refunded all tui-

tion and fees and most of his room and
board.

Senate Election Results

Somerset : Dann Duff k James Larrimore
Minta Martin :LoriMoritz & Sally Lewis
Kent: Bob Hockaday & Joe Magaseth

Off Campus: Charles Cordovano
New Dorms: Fred Nanflmafcpr * John Wharton

Carolines, first and second floors: Joy Chamberlin
Hill Dorms: Peter Bertram 4 Jeff Bowerman

Reid: FJlene Koenlgsberg
Queen Anne: Lynn Lyke

1jnmm» Floor and Spanish House : Laura Fahsbeoder

ZBT
SPONSORS AN

ALL-CAMPUS POST-PRIMARY

PARTY
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29th

IN THE NEW DORMS QUAD

Politicians Note: Guaranteed
to be a smoke- filled room.

$1.50—ALL YOU CAN DRINK
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film review

Grease is the word
Grease now playing at the Chester Theater, September 21-27

by PETERTURCHI
The 1970s may Indeed be called the

dull decade when historians look back

at our culture. Gone are the innovations

of the 50's, the radical 60's. Long gone

are the wartime 40's, the enjoyable

though criminal 30's and 20's. An over-

whelming trademark of this decade

with no characteristics of its own may
turn out to be the craze for nostalgia.

One of the most conslstant legacies of

the past decades has been music. A cur-

rent penchant for nostalgia focuses on
the 1950's and this logically leads to

rock and roll.

Today, rock and roll exists in a great-

ly modified form, but the music has

persisted as an intergral part of our

culture. It is an enormous business

catering to the money producing public.

In the past year the seque has become
even more apparent. What could be

more successful than a movie about

rock and roll at Its beginning and the

generation it fostered? Ironically, this

has nt been the case. The 50's have been
sugar-coated In HAPPY DAYS, slightly

less glorified in AMERICAN HOT
WAX, and have been the victim of too

many other embarrassing paper-thin

projects. It is for this reason that

GREASE is such a welcome triumph.

If commercial success is any
measure of artistic success, GREASE
does work. This does not mean that the

film is a masterpiece, but it does ac-

complish what it sets out to do. The film

never attempts to explain itself. In-

stead of trying to make us believe that

kids danced and sang about themselves

in school every day, the movie is self-

admlttingly a 70's interpretation of the

50's. When the films stars, John
Travolta and Olivia Newton-John start

singing and dancing in their high school

cafeteria, on their school bleachers, or

on their front lawns, they are contem-
porary performers depicting the 50's,

not characters of that decade lauding

themselves. We have seen the awkward
attempts to recreate a 50's scenerio too

many times. While a spontaneous ver-

sion of "Get A Job" can be spine chill-

ing in AMERICAN HOT WAX,

countless attempts at stereotyped punk
jargon complete with leather jackets

and greased back hair is almost embar*
rasslng to watch.

The strength behind both the movie
and the broadway show Is the music of

Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey. The
stage version has enjoyed an almost un-

paralleded and director, Robert
Stigwook has managed similar results

with his film version. He has employed
artists spanning the past three

decades; Frankie Valli, Barry Gibb
and Peter Frampton to flavor the

music. It is Stigwoods' influence which
sparks the film's contemporary inter-

pretation. Two examples of this are the

songs "Greased Lightning" and "Beau-
ty School Dropout". In the former,

Travolta and company are working on
a car in a garage when they are sudden-

ly thrown into a pure white sound stage

and just as suddenly returned to the

garage. In the latter, a malt shop gives

way to the same stage. Frankie Avalon
appears as a guardian angel in this

very unusual heaven.

The casting of Travolta ana wewion-

John in the leading roles is an obvious

commercial ploy but the two do

manage to integrate into the film will

enough. Travolta's performance ac-

tually directs the film and Olivia

Newton-John, as the epitome of the girl-

next-door, carries her role faithfully,

The supporting characters, though not

fully developed, are aided by fine per-

formances from Stockard Channing as

Rizzo, Jeff Conway as Kenickie, and

Did! Conn as Frenchie.

How can it all end? Supposedly the

final word has been said about the 50's.

We know that the characters can't grow

up. Like the subjects of old

photographs, they are frozen in their

time forever. We can't have the pink

ladies and The under Roaders singing

for the rest of their lives. GREASE has

the only possible ending for a film of its

type; Newton-John and Travolta drive

straight up into heaven, never having to

face age; the trapping of nostalgia.

Washington College File Pbtto

Julliard Quartet

opens concert series
byLISASADOFF
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The Washington College concert

series opened its 1978-79 season last

Saturday night with a performance by
the Julliard String Quartet.

The quartet began its sixth ap-

pearance here with Hayd's Quartet InD
Major Opus 71, number 2. The first

movement in the piece was f Ml id with

precise chords. The introduction was
followed by a series of beautifully pro-

jected lyric phrases, succeeded by a
passage of sixteenth notes. Scales

within the music were played with ab-

solute clarity interspersed with lyric

legato phrases. The four instruments

produced one united blend of sound and
the unison octave at the end of the

adagio was considerably effective. The
second movement's violin melody was
played with long lines and an intensity

of feeling, yet always maintaining a

soft level of dynamics. The convincing

harmonic and polyphonic background
accompainiment was played to pure

tones of violins. The second theme was
strongly interpreted in cintrast to

themore songful first theme. Variations

of the theme were played ex-

temperaniously yet always in control.

The accompniment by the cello was
well modulated and always in balance

with the violins and viola. The move-
ment ended with a rousing chord.

The menuet movements melody was
played in the classical style with phras-

ing in longer lines as contrasted with

more rythmic first melody. The trio

was lushly played in legato descending
chromatic tones by the violins and
viola. The well articulated grace notes

in the finale made for a real feet of

classic form and style. The rondo
theme which returns In embellished

form suddenly becomes very quickly

played, but without neglecting phrasing

at any time.

In the prima parte movement of the

Bartok selection the quartet created a
model beginning. The polyphonic entry

of all voices was dynamically played.

This part ended In perfect unison. The
Secundo parte, was highlighted by the

players rapid boslng to the strings of

the Intruments. Lighter portamentos
were relief from the somber mood of

the music and occasional passages of

the violins. Their polyphonic results

were always clear and dynamic. All In

all they built up a most convincing

movenemt; very fast but never losing

sight of its fluidity.

In the Rlcapltualiazlone, the repeated

sixteenth note passages in the cannon

were exacting despite the extreme

musical complexity involved in playing

them. The building up to a crescendo

was painfully controlled. Brusque tones

were never harsh, but rather, full of

vigor. The viola duet was legato with

good Intonation. Contrast was surpris-

ing in its instant cinvicioon and change.

The quartet is a mchanges of moods,

rhythm, dynamics, or whatever
demands the music makes. Full tones

in parts filled the hall like a huge or-

chestra.

The allegro movement in the Shubert

began with a tragic opening and a

magnificant melody. It was wonderful

to hear the more subtle changes of

touch and dynamics, as well as the ob-

vious, sudden changes from slow to

rading; all thightly controlled in even

tempi. This was followed by a familiar

lyric phrase and yet another foiling and
convincingly bold passage. The quartet

consistently balanced and matched
tones always playing the parts of the

whole as importantly or as subtly as

they needed. Everything they did seem-

ed natural and musically right in the

whole structure of the movement. They
never used too much rubato, just

enoufh elasticity of rhythm to make the

music true Shubert. The Andante ac-

commoto was played tragically with a

feeling of longing and desire. This mood
led into a sustained, quiet and
somewhat consoling atmosphere. In the

Andante movement, the artists played

the variations wht crystal precision.

The Quartet can evoke sympathy,

simple beauty, agitation, or tragedy in

their music at will. After the concert,

Cellist Joel Krosnlck remarked that he

and his fellow musclcians; violinists

Robert Mann, Earl Carlyss, and violtst

Samuel Rhodes lose themselves in the

music to a certain extent during a per-

formance but they never lose control.

The numerous standing ovations which

accompanied every piece is a simple

but resounding testimony to this.
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Hamilton

byTAMARADUBIN
A new professor, Dr. Eugene

, Hamilton, was added to the

Mathematics Department this year.

The tall, brown-haired professor lived

, in Wilmington, Delaware until he was
17. "I've always had an interest in

science," he observes. My father was a-

frustrated physicist. He used to build

all these electrical gadgets and I

developed an interest in science from
watching him. In high school I decided I

liked math." He obtained his B.S. at the

University of Delaware in 1968 Both his

M.S. and Ph. D. were earned from Cor-

nell University, the "Citadel of frater-

nities" as he calls it.

Hamilton teaches math courses in-

cluding Statistics, Probability, and
Calculus. Teaching is not new to

Hamilton. He instructed at Vanderbilt

University in Nashville, Tennessee for

four years. After those years, however,

he spent one year at the Center for

Naval Analyses before he came to

Washington College. "I'm still getting

used to it," he said. "I haven't given

lectures in a year."

According to Hamilton, professors

who have taught the same courses over

the years can develop specific lectures

to use again and a again. New teachers

have the difficult task of starting from

the beginning. Needless to say,
Hamilton spends time writing new lec-
tures. "I've never taught Statistics or
Probability. The Calculus is different
because it uses a different text."
Hamilton says, "I used to be a very

avid researcher. I finally decided that 1

enjoyed teaching more." Hamilton
finds much improvemnt needed in
research. "I've heard that there is very
little good research done. It's done
because it's required. I find that yery
repulsive. I try to do original work. A
lot of times, it isn't appreciated. They
just want quantity — not quality." Srf,

for now, he is a teacher. "I'd rather be a
good teacher than a mediocre resear-
cher."

Dr. Hamilton just moved to Chester-
town because he prefers to live close to

his work. For hobbies, he boats and
water-skis. He's been on skis since he
was nine. "I've been teaching myself
electronics. I have.a hobby in music
too." The music, he reported, is pro-
duced as electronic music by syn-
thesizers and organs. By himself, he
can simulate drums, bass guitar, organ
and various other instruments. Besides
contemporary sounds like jazz, he just
plain likes to "fool around with sound
effects."
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SGA holds first meeting
At the first Student Government

Association meeting of the year held
Monday, the by-laws were changed to
include the Presid ent and Vice-
President of each class as members of
the SGA, and a Judiciary Board

Susan Farace is the new chairperson
of the Judiciary Board, after running
unopposed. The elected lawyers are
Traci Jastrzemski, Ed Norberg, Geoff
Garinther, Walter Foraker and Brian
Segall.

The senate chose the five Judiciary

"It was a busy and enriching summer
forme."
That's what French professor Dr.

Colin Dickson said after he attended a

seminar sponsored by the National En-

dowment for the Humanities this sum-

mer at Haverford College.

With colleagues ranging In age trom

30 to 55, from as far away as Colorado,

by Marian Cooper

Board members by ballot after inter-

viewing each candidate individually.

"Financially positive"

The SGA is in a new positive financial

state, having a large budget allotment
compared to previous years. Last spr-

ing $500 was set aside in memory of Dr.
James, the late chairman of the
English Department. Following the re-

quest of Mrs. James, the money will be
given to the scholarship fund.

New Proposals and Committees
President of the SGA Foster Deibert

made two proposals to be brought up

Subject Information ilheeij
The library is pleased to announce the
existence of subject information sheets.
These sheets, which correspond closely
to existing Washington College
academic departments, provide a brief
introduction to the LC classification
system for a particular subject, the in-

dexes and abstracts which cover the
literaWe in the field, and several of the
useful reference books available in

Miller Library. They can be found on
the bottom of the first reference
stack—directly across from Reference
Librarian Jeff Chaffin's desk. Please
help yourself. Information sheets are
currently available for the following
subjects:

American History

American Literature

Biology

Chemistry
Economics
Education
English Language and Literature
European History
Fine Arts
French Language and Literature
German Language and Literature
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy/Religion
Physics

Political Science
Psychology
Sociology/Anthropology
Spanish Language and Literature

before the Board of the Visitors and
Governors. He would like to move the
basketball courts to a more central
position on campus for protection from
damage by non-student players, and to

put lighting on some of the tennis
courts.

The food committee was re-

established with Kevin Lynch as
chairperson. After being inactive for

some time, it was re-established

because of complaints that cafeteria
food has gone "down-hill."

The committee, working with Dave

Dickson attends NEH seminar

Dickson studied the Theory of the Com-
ic and the Art of Comedy under Marcel
Gutwirth. Their study was comprehen-
sive and ranged from Aristotle to
modern day ethologists and struc-
turalists.

The major purpose of the seminar
was "to sharpen our understanding of
the discipline and to make our
classroom presentation more effec-

byMARGARETHANDLE
tive." An additonal purpose was to put

participants in close proximity to good
research libraries in order to carry out

individual research projects.

Dickson chose to study the use of

comic devices in one of Montaigne's
Essays, "Sur des vers de Vtrgtle."

Dickson feels that comedy is often ig-

nored and tnat it's contribution to

Knowles of the food service, and Gene

Hessey, Vice President for Finance,

will aim at up-grading food, and giving

students more say in cafeteria policies.

A number of plans were made for the

up-coming year, including Homecom-
ing on October 21, and a second student

faculty auctionin volunteering should

contact an SGA member.
According to Susan Farace the SGA

hopes to spend more money on good
bands, to have one major concert, and
to further diversify social activities.

literature is not valued as highly as that

of tragedy. He feels it is "time to give

comedy its due."

This summer's experience will help
Dickson in his presentation of lighter,

more amusing works in teaching about
the 19th Century novel and short story.

It also allowed him to discuss with
others in his own field the difficulties

and advantages of a professor's life.

Mark Dillo: speedboat racer

Among the most dangerous sports in

the world, speedboat racing is sure to

be listed. It is certainly not a popular
sport in the same sense that Americans
cling to tennis, baseball, soccer, basket-
ball or football. Those who participate
in speedboat racing, though are very
enthusiastic. Junior Mark Dillo from
St. Mary's County is one such en-
thusiast.

Diilo's involvement in the sport has
taken him to meets in Alabama,
Virginia, Tennesee, and Florida in the

four years he has been racing. This
winter he'll be headed for "the Race of

Champions" in Florida.

As speed boa' racing is such a

by LESLIE DAY
treacherous and at times grueling

sport, Dillo emphasizes that 'safety is

very crucial. The driver must at all

times be "heads up" to avoid dangers.

One such danger Is known as a "barrel

role" and it happens when one of the

boat's spontoons catches a wave and
causes the vessel to roll over.

How do you prevent things like this?

"It's really a matter of the time that

you spend in your boat," Dillo admit-

ted. "You really have to get to know
your boat, and you have to get to know
what it can and cannot do. Checking the

weight and distribution of your boat

everyday is a smart thing to do."

The safety equipment he, like other

racers, wera consists or three items: a

plastic vest which helps protect the ribs

and back, a life jacket which protects

the neck and chest, and last, but not

least, a helmet.

"The object of speedboat racing is to

keep as much as possible of the boat out

of the water. You do this by what is call-

ed 'trimming the engine.' If you can do

this at a great speed without anything

else interferring, you could be fairly

successful at speedboat racing," Dillo

said.

There are two different types of

speedboats; inboard and outboard.

Dillo races outboard. — "because-out-

board is more fun and Competitive."

He has been racing in the class called

Sport G. Next year, however, he'll enter
Sport E, which is the most competitive
in the country. "Not only is it more
competitive," Dillo stated, "but it has a
differnt engine — a better engine which
makes It more dependable. It's also a
more spectacular boat to run and
watch."

In summing up Diilo's hobby, one
can't help but note all the technical

aspects missing in other sports. It is a
sport that requires a great deal of time,

effort and concentration and is the kind
of sport that presents even an en-
thusiast like Mark Dillo a considerable
challenge.
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Shoremen continue to win

Sophomore John Lonnquest

moves in for the kick

Buoyed by the return of two of the '77

squads stalwarts, the Shore soccer

team rolled to a 3-0 victory over im-

proved Lebanon Valley College in the

official season opener.

Sophomore Fullback Curt Nass, beset

by leg injuries in preseason, picked up

right where he left off a year ago, help-

ing to anchor a strong Shore defense.

After a late return to Chestertown,

Junior Tom Viscount, the team's se-

cond leading scorer a year ago, made
his debut in a limited role, but managed
to score WC's second goal.

Ken Maher got the Shoremen on the

board midway through the first balf

when he converted a cross from Bill

Ham ill which was tipped by V. J.

Filliben. W.C. controlled play in their

offensive end of the field for much of the

half but squandered several other scor-

ing chances.

Ten minutes into the second period.

Viscount took a feed from Nelson Ein-

waechter, eluded a defender, and

walked in from the right corner to tally

byHOWARD BAUR

fromclose range. Soon after, Maher
iced the game when he took a picture-

perfect pass from Filliben as he slipped

through the defense, unmarked and

scored from 7 yards out. It was
Filliben's second assist of the day.

"It was a good start for us,"

remarked-Coach Ed Athey afterwards.

"A lot of the fellows thought we played

poorly, since we beat them (LVC) 5-0

last year. But Lebanon Valley is much
stronger now." We missed some
chances to score, but the main thing is

we moved the ball well."

The strong domination of play by

W.C. is reflected in the game statistics.

LVC could only manage 12 shots to the

Shoremen's 29. Sophomore Chris Kiefer

started in goal and notched 8 saves

while Sam Powers chipped in with one

to preserve the shutout. Neither was

severely tested, however. W.C. also led

in corner kicks 7 to 4.

Athey refused to single out any one

star in praising his team, but he had
particularly good words for Maher.

"Kenny came out this year with the at-

titude of playing team ball and he's

starting to pass the ball more rather

than taking it one on one. I think his

scoring will improve as he'll get the ball

back more often a return pass."

The absence of Nass and Viscount in

the preseason scrimmages and Chester

River tournament was indeed noticable

at times, but, In the course of the

season, it could actually prove to be a

hidden blessing for the Shoremen.
"Dave Bate, Pete Hanlon, and Kenny
Belmore filled in well." commented
Athey. "With their game experience

now we feel these fellows can step in for

one of our starters to give them a blow

for 10 or 15 minutes and the team will

not be hurt."

Thus a team which even the

generously-optimistic Athey termed

"thin" earlier in the season is now fin-

ding needed bench strength and can

now look to take on MAC powers Swar-

thmore and Haverford with added con-

fidence.

V-Ball Team drop Cecil, Del. Tech
Half of team involved in accident on the way home

by SUSAN FARACE

The Women's Volleyball Team began

their 1978 season on the right foot

Wednesday evening by defeating Cecil

Community College and Delaware
Technical-Wilmington in their first

away trl-match. The evening ended on

a much more serious not, however,

when half of the team was involved in a

car accident on the way home from

Northeast, Maryland.

Del -Tech downed 15-1 .15-4

The team began the evening with

smooth playing as they easily downed
Delaware Tech 5-1, 15-4. Coach Penny
Fall commentec "iat the game gave the

team an opportui v to get rid of the an-

nual "preseason ^tters," and to do

some substituting.

Cecil presented more of a challenge

to the team. This is the fourth year W.C.

has played them; the first two years,

W.C. was beaten four times, and the

Shorewomen captured their first vic-

tory over Cecil only last year.

"They (Cecil) have several good

spikers, including one Amazon of a

player who kept us on the floor at all

times," stated Co-captain jenny

Butler. "They were a real challenge to

us — we had to keep our defense and of-

fense going."

Fall said the winning score, at 15-4,

and 15-9, were deceiving because each

game took quite a while to play. The

team had some excellent rallies, par-

ticularly in the second game where

junior Joan Burri managed to break

open some close scores.

"At no time did we allow Cecil to start

a run of points," said Fall. "If they had

gotten into their momentum, it would

have been very close."

Co-captains Maggie Stevens and Jen-

ni Butler, along with veterans Sue Ben-

nett, Joan Burri, Mandy Scherer, and

transfer Darlene Coleman started for

W.C.
Butler atprime form

Butler showed prime form and was

able to set a ball in good position for the

offense throughout the evening. Sue

Bennet also played exceptionally well

in what Fall described as "her best

spiking game ever."

"I think what people watching us will

realize is what a balanced team we
have this year. We don't have anyone

overwhelmingly spectacular like Cindi

Patchen, but we do have an over-all

wellrounded group of volleyball

players," commented Fall.

(Patchen, a '78 graduate is presently

Assistant Coach of Women's
Volleyball.)

Team Involved in accident

In spite of the team's opening vic-

tories, the evening ended on a more

sobering note for the players. The

women were driving back to Chester-

town in two school-owned station

wagons, driven by Fall and Patchen.

The cars were stopped at a red light In

Northeast when a car driven by a

"woman who probably shouldn't have

been driving in her condition" rammed
into the back of the car driven by Pat-

chen.

Fall's car, which was directly in front

of Patchen's car, had just started to

move, so the impact on that car, was
considerly less than on the car hit by

the woman.
The injuries from the accident were

described as "minor." Everyone in

Patchen's car suffered minor whiplash.

Upon their return all of the players

were taken to the hospital emergency
room where they were met by the Col-

lege medical staff. The women were ex-

amined and given medical treatment

before they returned to their dorms. All

were well enough to be released except

freshman Kathy Snyder.who will be in

the hospital probably until tomorrow

with neck and back injuries.

Pending the condition of the injured

players, the team is scheduled to play
in a pre-season tournament this week-
end at George Washington. The
Women's Volleyball Team will have
their first home game this Tuesday,
September 26 against Chesapeake Com-
munity College and Bowie. The tri-

match which will begin at 7:00, pro-

mises some excellent volleyball play-

ing.
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Nick Nappo and Mandy Fansler in "Ravenswood" ( see page 5>

Town, College discuss

noise complaints
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Dean of Students Maureen Kelley and
Associate Dean of Students Ed Maxcy
met with Chestertown officials last

Monday to discuss means of alleviating

complaints of excessive late night noise
caused by students.

The deans requested Chestertown
Mayor Elmer Horsey, Third Ward
Councilman Jane Neal, and Town
Manager William B. Nicholson Jr. to

"please inform us" of any complaints.
Complaints have been numerous during
the past month from area residents con-
cerning loud playing of stereos and
radios late at night by students.

"We found them (college officials) to

be very cooperative," Horsey stated

before the town's Utilities Commission
at its meeting last week. "Ms. Kelley
and Mr. Maxcy assured us that they
would cooperate in any way they
could—and we plan to do likewise. We
will endeavor to keep police off the col-

lege campus, but the students have to

realize that they have responsibilities,

and if they are going to live in the com-
munity, then they should respect the

rights of their neighbors."
Town-Campus relations

Both college and town officials

describe the relationship which exists

between the town and the College now
as one in which mutual cooperation ex-

ists. An agreement was reached bet-

ween the two organizations last fall

after a conflict between police and
students erupted in a threat of violence.

Tension began in the spring of 1977

when the Angevine-Gazelett Band, per-

forming at a New Dorms party, drew
noise complaints from Chestertown
residents. An officer responded and
ordered the loud noise to cease.

Students stopped playing music, but as
soon as the officer left, the music
resumed.
Upon his return, the officer en-

countered student protests. Apparently

a student, in some way, tampered witn
the officer's cruiser, and the officer, in

turn, threatened to use violence against
the next student who touched his car.
No violence ensued.
Both College officials and the

Chestertown Police Department
realized that no cooperative procedure
previously existed for dealing with civil

complaints (usually noise) against
Washington College. As a result. Acting
Dean of the College Garry Clarke, Dean
Kelley, and Assistant Dean of Students
Edward Maxcy met with Chestertown
Town Manager Bill Nicholson to

discuss the matter, and an agreement
was reached.

The agreement
Police will be given a list of resident
assistants and their respective halls. If

an officer receives instruction to in-

vestigate a complaint, they will go to

the RA and ask her or him to respond
appropriately.

In addition, when any group decides
to throw a campus-wide party, Student
Affairs will require that one student be
held responsible. In turn, Chestertown
Police will have access to that in-

dividual in case a complaint is lodged
and the noise needs to be reduced.
This means that police may come on

campus and into the dormitories. It

does not mean that the officer has a
warrant to search or enter any student
room. Police wUi know exactly whereto
go. Direct contact between police and
students will be minimal and the police
will be able to affect reduction in noise.

Police have always been "allowed"
on campus. Previously, due to a lack of

procedure, however, a small civil com-
plaint almost turned into a serious con-
frontation between students and police.

As a result, the Deans and members of
the community prescribed the above
plan,designed to promote the common
interests of both organizations.

Non-students ousted
from Hodson

The second disturbance at "a" non-
student dance in three weeks has pro-
mpted Vice-President for Finance Gene
Hessey to close the doors of Hodson
Hall to any future "fundraisingtype"
dances for outside organizations.
The second disturbance occurred last

Saturday night during a dance spon-
sored by the Kent County Softball
League. School security guard Bill
Whaley, one of three guards on duty
Saturday, said in his report of that night
that "West Hall agitated outsiders all
night" and "threw bottles at two night
watchmen."
"Around 9 p.m. West Hall claims so-

meone from the dance threw a bottle at
the building,

'

' said Whaley later.
"There was taunting between both
groups all night. The dance broke up
about 1:20 a.m., and as the last 10 or 12
people left it started up again in the fire
lane."

West Hall residents said that at this
point most of the fighting was between
the townspeople themselves. One such

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

scuffle resulted in a broken West Hall
window.
State and local police were at the

scene within minutes, according to
Whaley, but by that time most of the
fighting was over. "They escorted the
townspeople down to Bill Smith to get
their cars," said Whaley.
Not included in his report of that

night, said Whaley, was a bottle being
thrown at one of the state police cars.
"It had to be a student because all the
others had gone down to Smith," he
said.

Dean of Students Maureen Kelly,
called to school during the incident'
reported that one of the state policeman
said the problem, in his opinion, was
caused by the townspeople, and that
West Hall residents showed
remarkable restraint.

Hessey's decision to prohibit "fund-
raising-type " dances will not apply to
groups that restrict admission to their
own organizations.

Hodson trustees to visit campus
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Washington College President Dr. grant was to be used for faculty corn-
Joseph H. McLain has extended an in- pensation, student scholarships, library
vitation to the seven trustees of the acquisitions, the purchase of scientific
Hodson Trust and family members and office system equipment, and for
associated with the trust fund to visit the Women's Athletic and Varsity Crew
the campus on Saturday, September 30. programs.
The Hodson Trust has donated over $6 Further, the grant enabled
million to Washington College since the Washington College to institute a Merit
school's association with the Hodson Scholarship Program based on
Trust began several years ago, ac- academic achievement rather than
cording to Vice President for Develop- financial need which assisted outstan-
ment George Hayward. ding students from middle income
Although the trustees will meet with families. The Hodson Trust gift also

some College administrators and key provided substantial matching funds
members of the Board of Visitors and toward a challenge grant for the Col-
Governors in formal discussion, lege's Humanities program obtained
Hayward termed the invitation a "re-
quest for old friends who have not been
here for about three years to come and
visit the campus.

last year from the National Endowment
for the Humanities.
The Hodson Trust has been a major

benefactor of Washington College for

Trustees and family members who many years. It was established in 1928
visit the campus next weekend are in- by Thomas Hodson. Thomas Hodson's
vited to a luncheon in Hodson Hall as son. Colonel Clarence Hodson, was the
well as a formal dinner at the Hynson- founder of the Beneficial Corporation.
Ringgold House, the private residence Members of the Hodson family have
of Dr. and Mrs. McLain. The served on the College's Board of

Washington College Crew Team is also
holding a scrimmage to which the
visitors are invited. (The Crew Team
was made possible through donations
from the Hodson Trust.

)

Past generosity
Last year Washington College

received an unrestricted contribution of

$540,000 from the Hodson Trust. The

Visitors and Governors. Mrs. Sara
Hopkins is currently a member of the

Board, and her mother, Mrs. James N.
Hynson, is Trustee Emerita of

Washington College. Finn M.W.
Casperson, Chairman and Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer of the Beneficial Cor-

poration is also Chairman of the Hodson
Trust.
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The Student Government Association!

and the Coffee House
present

"JUST US
admission $ .50
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There was another fracas outside Hodson Hall last Saturday.
Like the one three weeks ago, it was incited by outsiders using
the hall. Once again, it was only the restraint of Washington Col-
lege students that prevented an even uglier incident.

After each of these disturbances, Vice President for Finance
Gene Hessey commended Hill Dorm residents for the discretion
they showed in dealing with harassment from non-college peo-
ple. We join in that praise.

We also agree with Hessey's move to restrict Hodson Hall's
use by non-student organizations. Washington College may need
money, but it doesn't need it badly enough to risk damage to its

campus—or its students. If anything like this happens again,
maybe Vice President Hessey should consider closing Hodson
Hall to outside groups altogether.

JoDv»u4 /.'Ci^Lc- C*/T}cxtV

The Elm invites and encourages "let-

ters to the editor" and commentaries
from anyone in the college community
who wishes to express intelligent com-
ments or concerns. We cannot,
however, publish anonymous letters.

We believe that if individuals do not

have the courage or integrity to sign
their letters, their comments are not
worth printing. In certain cases, names
of letter writers may be withheld from
publication provided this is cleared
with the editor. All letters and commen-
taries are published at the discretion of
the editor.

An organizational meeting for the Women's
Discussion Group will be held Tuesday, Oc-

tober 3 at 9:00 p.m. in the Reid Hall

Lounge. The Purpose of WDG is to explore

and discuss topics pertinent to contem-

porary woman's culture.

the elm
Editor-in-Chief Bonnie Nelle Duncan
Assistant Editor Geoff Garinther
News Editor Katherine Streckfus
Sports Editor Bob Akeson
Fine Arts Editor \ David Stier
Features Editor Nick Nappo
Photography Editor Jim Graham
Advertisement Manager Marian Rock
Copy Editors Mary Van Tuyl, Lisa Durbin, Marian Cooper
Faculty Adviser Rich DeProspo

The ELM is the official newspaper of Washington College, published by and
for students. It is printed at the Delaware State Printing Company every
Friday with the exception of vacactions and exam weeks. The opinions ex-
pressed on these pages with the exception of those under the headings of
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR and COMMENTARY are those of the editor
and staff. The ELM is open business hours Monday through Friday, 778-2800,
ext 32L After hours call 778-9742.
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Letter to the Editor
Self-Proctoring

Perhaps this sounds like the same old
annual entreaty; it is and it isn't. It

stems from observation and comments
made by various members of the stu-
dent body and faculty. Once again,
after the first few private parties, the
question of how the male residents treat
their residences comes up. Comments
range from "superlative neatness to ut-
ter disaster." I will let you guess who
made the aforementioned comments
and why. However, neither of the above
are near the truth. Perhaps, there is no
truth; but, further comments ranging
from- "those young gentlemen" to
"what a bunch of animals" are uttered
daily. This all boils down to a conflic-
ting analysis of the way in which we

males manage our dorms.
It seems that most residences are

running rather smoothly at this point. If

we are looking for improvements from
Mr. Ray Crooks and his staff, we must
realize that self-proctoring of the dorms
should be paramount in everybody,s
mind. All the administration asks is
that you respect each other's and the
school's property. The SGA, through
the Residence Committee plays a ma-
jor role in accomplishing im-
provements in the dorms on this cam-
pus. Please help Student Affairs, the
Maintenance Staff and the SGA
Residence Committee in their com-
bined effort to improve the facilities at
Washington College.

JalJ.Mugaseth/Resident Committee Chrmn.
Post Script: Yes, ladies, this is applicable to your dorms too.

Farace named SJB chairman
by PETER TURCHI

Senior Susan Farace was elected
Chairman of the Washington College
Student Judiciary Board for the 1978-79

school year last week at the Student
Government Association's first
meeting of the year.
Farace's main goal as Chairman is to

increase the number of students in-

volved in the Board, which handles
matters related to social conduct. She
would like more students to be active as
jurors and defendants since she
believes "last year the court was more
effective because more cases were
heard before it." Last year, Farace was
first clerk to the Board, after serving a
year as a juror.

The SJB can levy penalties ranging
from apologies to suspension from the
school for an entire semester. In this
way, according to Farace, the Board
"can really affects a student's life at
Washington College." The Chairman of
the Board is responsible for selecting 24
jurors (at least four from each class),
as well as selecting the seven jurors for
each case.

Farace believes there seems to have
been some problem with the attendance
of jurors in past years, so she has pro-
posed that "if a juror misses a case
without notifying (the chairman), he or
she will be thrown off the Board. I want
a pool of 24actlve jurors. It's their duty
to show up when they are selected for a

Although the chairman does not vote

in a case, she asks questions of the

defendant during a trial and leads the

discussion of the jurors as they make
their decision. "The student court is

unique," Farace believes "because the

jurors do not just decide if the defen-

dant is guilty or not, but they can act as
prosecutors."

The three major penalties dealt out
by the court are official warnings,
disciplinary probation, and suspension,
in that order. This does not mean,
however, that a first-time defender
may not be suspended. More common
penalties are fines for damage, work
alternatives, and social probation.
Work alternative may include working
for Maintenance in repairing any
damage done. Social restriction usually
restricts a student from school func-

tions or from such places as the Coffee
House for a certain period of time.

As Clerk of the Court last year,

Farace noticed that "most of the cases
were related to drinking." Although she
believes that there is some noticable
tension in the College environment, she
also states that "Everybody can be
responsible for their own actions.

'

'

The 24 jurors have already been
chosen and the SJB is prepared to begin
to hear cases.

Washington College Director of the
Dance Karen Smith will give two

special introduction to ballet classes on
October 3 at 4 p.m. and on October 5 at 7
p.m. in the Dance Studio In preparation

for the Dallas Ballet Dance Concert to

6 at 8:00 p.m. Participants will have an
opportunity to learn and appreciate the

SSfi*t5S? ^ tous, better ap-
preciate the Dallas Ballet show.
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Sophie Kerr Committee plans presentations
bySUEDONELIAN

The Sophie Kerr Committee of

Washington College, comprised of all

the faculty members in the English
Department and President Joseph
McLain, bring guest lecturers to the

campus each year through the large en-

dowment the late authoress Sophie
Kerr Underwood bequethed the college.

Half of the interest accumulated each
year on the bequest furnishes the award
given to graduating seniors for ex-

cellence in the writing field; the re-

mainig interest is used in part to pro-

Several speakers have been
scheduled to visit the campus this
semester for the Washington College
lecture series. The first of these will be
Professor Guy Stern, Ph.D.
Stern is Chairman of the Slavic and

Germanic Department of the Universi-
ty of Maryland and the author of Efrain
Ertsch, War; Welmer; and Literature,
and he is the co-author of Nelly Sachs.
He has written numerous articles on
eighteenth and twentieth centure
literature and is noted as an expert on
comparative literature as well as anti-
semitism in the nineteenth century
novels. The lecture he is schedule to

five is entitled "Mock Scholarship as a
uilding Block of the Novel: from Cer

vide for a $1000 scholarship to an incom-
ing freshman who demonstrates
literary promise, to find library ac-
quisitions, and to bring guest speakers
to the campus.
This year the schedule of guest lec-

turers includes scholar Richard Sewall,
who will speak on Emily Dickinson on
Tuesday, October 10; and poet Marvin
Bell, who will read his poetry on
Thursday, October 19.

Richard Sewall, a professor of
English Emeritus at Yale University,
has authored The Vision of Tragedy;

The Lyman Letters : New Light on Emi-
ly Dickinson and Her Family, and The
Life of Emily Dickinson. The latter
volume won the scholar the National
Book Award and the Poetry Society of
America Award.
Marvin Bell, presently a professor at

Iowa State University, has been editor
of the magazine Statements < 1959-1964 >

,

poetry editor of the North American
Review (1964-1969), and the Iowa
Review (1969-1971).

He is receplent of the Lamont Poetry
Selection Award, the Bess Hokin Price

Lecture series takes off
by ALCOTT LITTLE
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The next scheduled speaker is Lora
Rosen, a dancer from Baltimore who
has just returned from studying in In-
dia. She will teach a workshop in eye
exercises for movement and in foot
movement, and hand gestures. She will
also present a lecture performance of
puredramatic-ritual and original
classical southern Indian dance. Her
visit is scheduled for October 13.

Carl Bade from the University of
Maryland will be the third speaker. His

_ lumjiaiiu win uc tne uiiru speaKer. m

James forum opens with
sexual competency lecture

byGEORGE PATTERSON
Human sexual experience has

become more mechanical and less
humanistic in society according to Dr.
James Hoopes, director of the Human
Sexuality Center of the University of
Massachusettsoston, and former pro-
fessor of Philosophy at Washington Col-

in his lecture entitled "Images of
Sexual Competence", sponsored by the
William James forum, Dr. Hoopes
discussed the modern ideas of who we
are and who we ought to be, sexually.
His discussion centered on the two dif-

ferent images of sex that are prevalent
in today's society. The first is the goal-
oriented view of modern sexuality as
expressed by modern novelists such as
Harold Robbins.
He described this as an image of sex

as work. It is a concept that places the

emphasis on combining performance
and technique to reach a required goal-

the orgasm. The pressure to perform at

the level set by this unreal model is

often too much for both men and women
and is a major cause of sexual dysfunc-
tion.

One of the techniques used by sex
therapists to alleviate problems of this

nature is to replace the goal-oriented

view of sex with one that accentuates
the sensual pleasures of the entire

body. This "new sensuousness" is

believed to be the key to re-learning the
Joys of one's body in ways that don't
lead to intercourse. One ofthe methods
used frequently by therapists is sensate
therapy. In this, couples are taught to

break the automatic connection of

touching with sex and to enjoy touching
as an end in itself, not as a means of

having intercourse. This image covert-
ly leads to the idea that should in turn
lead to orgasm. Sensate therapy en-
courages the cessation of sexual rela-

tions in order that couples or in-

dividuals may enjoy sex or orgasm to

its fullest. Both of these approaches to

sexual experience promote the idea
that to have sexual satisfaction, one
must achieve orgasm.

Dr. Hoopes believes these two images
to be fallacies and cause people to

neglect the relationship of love to sex.

His conclusion is that anew image is

necessary; one of sexual pluralism that

would view all sexual experience as
positive expressions of sexuality. The
definition of sexual performance would
be left up to the individual. Through this

new image, many of the problems
caused by the current images would be
minimized and lead to a more personal

sexual experience.

uul 6 ^>hoe ^3/<ore

P.O. BOX 654 - 227 HIGH STREET
'"IHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620

PHONE "7-7S-2B60

featuring personal service and expert fitting.

We carry a complete line of men's and women's
footwear, featuring Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dex-

ter, Mia, Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse
and many more.

topic is "Literature on Monday: the
Functional Uses of Literature in Socie-

John Higham, an expert on immigra-
tion and higher learning, from Johns
Hopkins University, is going to give a
lecture entitled "Ethnicity in America
Yesterday and Tomorrow on
Novemeber 13.

The last speaker scheduled thus far isTom Beauchamp, author of Ethics and
Public Policy and who will speak on
"Medical Ethics: the right to Die "

According to Karen Smith, Chairman
of the Lecture Series, other prospective

Award, and The Emily Clark Balch
Prize.

of
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aCtin8 chairman
of the Washington College English
Department and Sophie Kerr Commi
tee, has asked for students suggesttons
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f
gT t speakers for«SySThe aim of the committee is to bring

those speakers which will appeal to the
entire Washington College community!
as well as to offer all students the „£portumty to attend presentations by
scholars, poets and novelists.

guest speakers include Dave Toma, the
man who spent twenty-five years as a
policemen without firing a shot, "The
Compassionate Cop," after whom the
television series was written.
Another possibilty is Wally Shirra,

the astronaut in the Mercury, Gemini,
and Apollo space projects. Kacey
Macken, of ABC news, who received
her degree from Washington College
may give a lecture concerning the
liberal arts education and broad-
casting.

Smith would also like to have William
Deering, a combat documentary
photographer present a lecture entitled

"Ten Years After," a non-combatent
view of Viet Nam during the War.

Faculty hold symposium-retreat
by MARIAN COOPER

The symposium retreat held
September 16 for faculty and ad-
ministration "will bear fruit," ac-
cording to Dr. Joseph McLain, Presi-
dent of the College. He brought the idea
up at the Appointment and Tenure
meeting last year as a chance for facul-
ty to get together, discussing the aims
of the curriculum of a liberal arts col-

lege its successes and failures.

The main topic of the meeting was
graduation requirements. Related sub-
jects such as the quality of the four-

course plan, and the stringency of the
distribution requirements were also

discussed. Suggesttons were also made
for requiring students to demonstrate
proficiency in English and math before
they are allowed to graduate. Minutes
of the discussion generated at the
meeting will be forwarded to the
Academic Council for consideration.

Finding the Appointments and
Tenure Committee and Dean of the Col-

lege, Garry Clarke, enthusiastic, plans
were made for the symposium and it

was held off-campus at the Wye In-

stitute. They made "mistakes and had
some successes," says McLain. There
was "cooperative discussion, frankness

and the motivation was 99.9 percent

pure. Out of this there will be some im-

provements," he concluded.
The symposium was dedicated to Dr.

S. Dillon, chairman of the Department
of Modern Languages from 1958-1963
Dillon's concepts of the liberal arts
education were used in an opening
speech by Dr. Horsley of the Sociology
Department. Dillon advocated the
merit of a liberal arts education over a
career-goal education. Part of Dillon"s
philosophy is expressed in this excerpt.

Ibelieve the aim ofa liberal arts educa-
tion should be considered from this

point of view alone: Personal enrich-
ment. Our task as teachers is,

therefore, to provide and open up the
endless vistas of the heritage which is

the birthright ofeveryman andprovide
a method by which he may more easily
approach, understand and analyze it to

his own individual use for the present
and in whatever he may choose for
himself in the future.

The symposium gave old and new
faculty a chance to air their views. A
recommendation was passed for
another one next year, since the "feed-
back was positive and good" this year.
Notes were taken on all discussion and
will be passed on to the Academic Coun-
cil for review.

Luncheon-Fashion Show
Saturday, October 28th

Baltimore Chapter-Washington College

Alumni Association

Hunt Valley lnn-1 1 :30 A.M.

Benefit-Student Scholarship Fund
for reservations contact Priscilly Ely

(301) 665-9048
or

ELY LEONARD
557-7012
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DIRECTOR
Victoria Gadsden

CAST
Otta Laurel s
April Pitt Mart) Dtscherl
Roy Pitt Daniel R. Belrae

M.D NIckNappo
Dolly Scupp .Amanda Pansier
Hiram Spane John D'Amlco
Praocls Tear Jeter Zekools
Harry Scupp Thomas Goode

Stage Manager Edle Wallace

PROPERTIES
Sally Dlmsdale
COSTUMES

Suzanne Henderson
CREW

Larry Stanl, Tom Cenklin, Maura Kelly, Dave Angevine

Peter Zetonla as Francis Tear: "Hiram says I loot Uke an embryo.'

Hiram and Francis ponder the eternal question:

"So this
It's not every day that we get to see a

demonstration of one student's mastery
in a particular Department. Yet, last

week-end's presentation of Terrence
McNally's Bavensoodwas for its direc-

tor Victoria Gadsden, who staged it as a

senior project, a virtual show-arid tell

of "what I learned about drama at

Washington College."

Apparently Gadsden has learned a

lot. Enough elementary dramatic
mathematics to realize that an ex-

cellent setting, good casting, and well-

paced action all add up to one well-

delivered performance. (Make that two
well-delivered performances.)
Gadsden has the formula down pat.

Perhaps more so than McNally. The
changes she made in the script made it

more satisfying than the original.

The script calls for a bare stage with
bright light to simulate the outdoors.
This production goes one step beyond
that — clear out to the lawn of Tawes
Theater. Simple but elegant wicker fur-

niture, a la courtesy the Glass Swan
Gift Shop, creates the impression of

Ravenswood. The clinic, we are
told,comes complete with a lake, ("a
pond you might call it, but I like to think
of it as a lake.") clay courts, and "lush
foliage". In a word — posh. It is in

these surroundings
that the ubiquitous Dr. Jason Pepper,
M.D. operates.

Actually, this doctor doesn't operate.
Confined to a wheelchair after his first

wife pushed him down "a short but
lethal flight of stairs backstage at the
Academy of Music in Philadelphia," he

Dr. Pepper (Nick Nappo) **1
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The cast is rounded out by third cou-
ple Hiram Spane and Francis Tear, two
male residents of Ravenswood who are
admittedly "permanent" and about
whom any conjectures may well be
true. The director made another altera-
tion in the script that shows a stroke of
genius. Somehow in the translation
from the 1975 Broadway production, the
very German, very male, and probably
burly Otto, Pepper's personal lackey,
got changed into Otta, the doctor's per-
sonal masseause. Not quite
glamourous, but striking enough in her
high black leather boots and
extremely short black skirt to make us
think that any private conjectures we
hold about her could well be true, too.
These innovations in the script are

two examples of how well Gadsden got
down both the meaning and the execu-
tion of the script. We've already talked
about the technical aspects : staging the
play outdoors was an excellent move,
and one that we hope will encourage
more outside presentations. The
casting was good.
Now let's talk about the acting.
It was for the most part that type of

acting that conjures up a multitude of
favorable adjectives: clear, crisp,
tight, smooth, to name a few. For ex-
ample, Nick Nappo, as Pepper* had the
best seat in the house, and from this
position gave a strong perfor ance that
gave credibility to his role at the center
of thei action. Nappo carried through
the performance with this strange little

smile that let us know he is in full-

control here, omniscient, the very
essence of Pepper.

*te>: Trying tor harmony

As Otta, Laurel Snode has a difficult
role, but she carries it off well. She has
developed an effective command of
pidginGerman, the kind of command
that is just good enough without soun-
ding fabricated.

Both Nappo and Snode are excellent,
but they are outmatched by John
D'Amico as Spane, of the Newport
Spanes. When he meets Mrs. Scupp, he
announces "I don't think we've been
introduced. Bitch." When he learns
she's "Harry's wife" he apologizes,
"I'm sorry, you're not a bitch, and I'm
only a bitch when I've got a head on me
like this one." (pun probably intended)
He's right, he plays the part of one of
the resident fairies through with the ap-
propriate bitchiness. His acting is

refreshing, and he handles his lines and
gestures marvelously. After a one-year
drought during which D'Amico was
away from Washington college to study
In London, it is, indeed good to welcome
him back In what may have been his
most well-done parts to date.
DAmico was the perfect foil for Peter

Zekonis' Francis Tear. Although
Zekonis' delivery may have lost some
vitality in rehearsal, his acting was
precise in both shows.

Most of the acting was good but in
comparison with the big three, the
others parts seem less noteworthy,
although two up and coming ac-
tresses should be mentioned here.
Marti Discherl does a bitchy April

James. That's a compliment. She plays
the little spoiled darling of the kvetch-
set well; however, we'd like to see her
develop a little more control of her pac-
ing. We also felt that Mandy Fansler
lacked something in comparison with
the rest of the cast. Maybe a little

urgency was missing in expression. It

will, however, be interesting to watch
her develop and we're looking forward
to seeing her in future productions.

The closing performance lacked
some of the vitality of the opening. Both
shows, however, had a certain force
that made up for some of the faltering

in the Sunday performance.
Ravenswood worked as comedy. It

made us laugh. More than that, it left us
sitting there on our copies of The Kent
County News spread over the bare
ground hungry for more after the play
ended. They hour passed too quickly.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Harry (Thomas Goode) momentarily lapses Into his old marital habits
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The Backbone Music of Jeremiah Samuels
byNICKNAPPO
Features Editor

First there were the posters.

Everywhere, Jeremiah Samuels
walked out of the wail at you. Then the

announcements at breakfast lunch din-

ner. Concert tomorrow night. Equip-

ment set-up in the cafeteria. Rumors at

dinner: the new Springsteen, concert

tonight. Lights down. Ladies and
gentlemen
We are proud to announce that

Jeremiah Samuels is not the new Spr-

ingsteen, or the old one. Jeremiah
Samuels is Jeremiah Samuels. And
judging from the reception he got at

Washington College, that is a good
thing.

Because Jeremiah has a lot going for

him. Physically and musically, he's got

the stuff. The same can be said— with a
few reservations — about his back-up
band, the Bruiser Boys.

Hot-wired: These days rock-stars

come in two sizes: waifer-thin or

meatloafish. Jeremiah is slim as a wire

without that wasted look. Handsome,
yes (ask the girls in the front row).

Sharp yet scruffy. The guy simply looks

right. On-stage, he is hot-wired; he
mugs and jams with the Boys, invents

faces, charges the audience. His voice

is mobile and powerful. He is, in short,

thoroughly professional.

All of this is impressive coming from
a writer, which is what Jeremiah
Samuels is. The material is his own,
like these lines from "Mercy": On a
bed of mirrors, beneath this veil of
tears/They gave homage to these gods
ofneon light/Melissa lays her hash pipe
on the nightstand/Lover takes a taxi

back to town/By the end its aii selected
fiction/There's not one who will be
broken down. Jeremiah has the essen-

tial quality of a truly magnetic per-

former: we feel that what is most im-
portant is happening below the surface.

Stratocaster: When a performer's
surface is as attractive as Jeremiah's,
however, a credibility problem often

arises. He is not the Starving-Artist

type like Seger or Springsteen ; he is not
a Flashman like Manilow and the disco
troopers. He neither wears his artistic

vision like a mantle nor abandons it

altogether. Rather, Jeremiah takes his

place among performing artist like Al
Stewart and Billy Joel.

This can be a risky perch, and one
gets the feeling that Jeremiah has not

Jeremiah Samuels in Concert at Washington College. September ZZ-Ti, 1978

yet struck the perfect balance between
art and commercialism. An onstage
persona has not yet crystallized, though
he is growing in that direction. The
tongue-in-cheek introductions to his
songs seem to fit well (certainly they fit

his most perceptive number, "The
Heart Upon the Sleeve.") And if

Jeremiah played his stratocaster in-

stead of using it for a prop, the credibili-
ty gap would be sealed.

Jeremiah has pulled together six
musicians to back him up, and has
evidently been picky. The Bruiser Boys
are good and tight. Almost to a man,
they are worthy of Jeremiah's skills.

The standouts are Ron Oshima on
saxophone and Nick Ruggieri on
drums. Oshima's lilting melodic phras-
ing and virtuosic solos are indispensible
to Jeremiah's work. The man does all

saxes, as well as flute; he is a natural in

performance. Next to- Oshima's icy
cool, , Nick Ruggieri burns like an
English punk. He looks a little like a
punk-rocker, too, putting a different
emotion into each crash. These two
could grace any band, local or national

.

Ted Sprague, on the other hand, does
not complement this band or orientals,

punks, and cowboys. Sprague looks
more like a high school athlete. What's
worse, the guitarist is wild and spastic
onstage. Controlled chaos is the mark
of a performer; when one is un-
controlled, the audience becomes ner-
vous. The ideal solution, of course, is

for Jeremiah to play second lead
Burn on: The barnstorming by which

rock musicians hope to gain stardom
has been compared to political cam-
paigning, and Jeremiah will soon enter

the primaries with a tour of Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and New York. Songs like

"Super Bop" will help him along. So
will this reviewer's favorite, the catch-
stomping "Backbone Music": Wake up
poppa, wake up mom /The front porch
light burn on, burn on/The night stand
clock says a quarter to dawn/We didn 't

raise a daughter for this kind of going
on/Little Johnny in the back seat rockin
to and fro/Listening to the backbone on
the radio/Backbone Music.

"

The rock race has few winners, and
thousands of losers Jeremiah and his
band won a favorable majority at
Washington College. There is a long
haul ahead; It will take a lot of

backbone. "Backbone Music" will

probably come in handy, too. But the
- talent is there, and Jeremiah Samuels
Is off and running.

Dallas Ballet on stage
The Washington College Concert

Series will present The Dallas Ballet on
Friday, October 6 at 8:00 pm in the Gib-
son Fine Arts Center
The Dallas Ballet is a company of fif-

teen professional dancers. It was
formed in 1975 from the former Dallas
Civic Ballet, and it is one of only two
professional ballet companies in the
southwest, the other being the Houston
Ballet. On this East Coast Tour, the
company has several performances
scheduled in Maryland, Washington,
and elsewhere in the Mid-Atlantic
states.

Featured in the program will be
Stravinsky's "The Rite of Spring,"
choreographed by Brian MacDonald,
artistic director of Montreal's Les
Grands Ballets Canadiens. This work
was prepared by the Dallas Ballet last

March. Also on the program will be
'

"Surprise Symphony," with
choreography by James Clouser, music
by Franz Joseph Haydn, and "A Shape
of Light," choreography by Stuart

Hodes, music by Arthur Foote.

The artistic director of the Dallas
Ballet is George Skibine, who was the

founding director of the Harkness

Ballet, former director of the Paris
Opera Ballet, and has been ballet

master and choreographer \vith many
other prominent companies. Skibine is

expected to accompany the Dallas
Ballet on its tour. Skibine's wife, the

famous American Indian ballerina

Marjolie TallChief, is the company's
associate artistic director.
Washington College students may at-

tend the concert free with a season
ticket. The concert will be open to the
public with admission by Concert
Series season tickets or single tickets

available at the door, adults $4.00 each;
children $1.00.

There will also be a workshop given
by the entire company, open to the
public free of charge, at 10:00 am the
day of the Concert , In Cain Athletic

Center.

Washington College Director of the
Dance Karen Smith will give two
special Introduction to Ballet classes on
Tuesday, October 3 at 4:00 pm and on
Thursday, October 5 at 7:00 pm in the
Dance Studio. Participants will have an
opportunity to learn and experience the
basics of ballet, and thus, more fully ap-
preciate the Dallas Ballet show.

Karen Travis of the Dallas Ballet
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Heaven Can Wait, that summer
sleeper; captured the hearts of both the
public and the critics and is a very
tight, deliberate film. It skims across
the screen without leaving a trace and
has sparked a spiritual "good feeling"
among its audience. This reviewer is

skeptical, however, of whether the film
has the substance to justify such a feel-

ing. Despite all its potential. Heaven
Can Wait is a vapid attempt to produce
that phenomenon: "a movie all

America can love."

On the surface, it seems to have
everything going for it. The per-

formance includes Warren Beatty as a

second string pro-quarter" back
mistakenly snatched from life at the

moment of his big break and re-

incarnated into the body of a contemp-
tuous old millionaire. Julie Christie por-

trays a gutsy English girl out to save
her town from the millionaire's in-

dustrial exploit. James Wason is a
heavenly guardian angel, and Dyan
Cannon and Charles Grodin are a pair

Flesh Gordon

by DAVID STTER
Fine Arts Editor

of scheming lovers bent on murdering this edge is lost.
Beatty. In addition to all this, there is

the screenwriting effort of Elain May.
Yet, all the slick professionalism lacks
the punch to move the film — or the au-
dience.

Much of the problem lies with Beatty.
As director, co-writer and leading man,
it is his influence which is most visible.

One can almost pick out the parts in the
movie which are Beatty's and those
which are May's. Every now and then
the brilliance of May will seep through;
Beatty's arrival in Heaven or the in-

terplay between Cannon and Grodin.
These scenes are full of May's sense of
the absurd. These are the moments that
allow the characters to assert
themselves.

When Beatty takes over, the movie
becomes soft. There is a
comfortable.low-key quality to Beatty's
acting. Because of this, his charactets
often require some sort of edge,
something which will provoke the
character into a more demanding role.

With Beatty in control of the character,

Beatty proved in Shampoo his keen
awareness of American mores. He is

equally perceptive about the contem-
porary concept of heros in Heaven.
Unfortunately, this perception is mar-
red by his tendency towards sentimen-
tality. (This may be due in part to the
casting of Julie Christie opposite him.
Could he possibly be too familiar with
such a relationship to create anything
out of it other than a Hollywood-
romance?)
Much of the humor of the film, other

than that which can be attributed to

May's influence, is simple fairy-tale
humor. Not really homespun perhaps,
although this is what it would have been
thirty years ago, but it is an attempt at
a kind of magical comedy that lacks
surprise.

Beatty has tried to make the film as
predictable as those that it copies, but It

is too sterile to survive on imitation
alone. One keeps hoping for something
to happen. Nothing does.

A large part of the film is devoted to

the importance of football In our lives.

Is this fascination of Beatty's some all-

inclusive metaphor? Although the film
does not have to say anything we are
struck by the fact that Beatty apparent-
ly isn't clear on whether or not he has
anything to say.

Finally, there is the question of its
popularity. The film is certain to be
nominated for a number of Academy
Awards. It has even received acclaim
from such influential critics as New
York's John Simon. Perhaps this is
because the public backlash against
certain tabooed subjects on the screen
is gaining momentum. While there is
greater acceptance of certain "artistic
films," most notably Pretty Baby, sex
and violence on the screen Is being con-
demned for its extremes. This is
justifiable so long as our ideas of
moderation do not lead to such humble
films as Heaven Can Wait. Our fears of
a hidden cinema may yield only to a
cinema technically sound but devoid of
any aesthetic soul.

X-flick goes limp with anti-climax
by PETER TURCHI

Just when you thought it was safe to

send your child to college. ..That's right,

Mom and Dad, X-rated flicks right here
at Washington College. Well, not quite.

The Walt Disney version of the porno
version of Flash Gordon hit the screen
in our beloved ReverendWilliam (Bill)

Smith auditorium.
The half of Flesh Gordon which was

shown here, undoubtedly the clean half,

drew a big crowd as compared to those

at the film series' first three screen-
ings. Though some may have thought
the film was a quaint science fiction

work, most of those in the audience
were the same as those who appeared
at the "Images of Sexual Competency"
lecture. Intellectual stimulation, in-

deed.

From the artist's viewpoint, Gordon
rose quickly, built to a head, then when
promising to be an interesting piece,
refused to come clean. The plot and
character development were indeed the
high points of the film, second only to

the leading lady. Flesh himself gave a
remarkable performance, as one may
suppose the Queen of the court did.

Although reviewers of the original film
touted its many remarkable
newcomers, our edited version missed
even the cream of the crop.

Actually, the beginning of the film
was promising. Gordon must save the
world from the sex ray, controlled by a
man with many names, none of which
are printable. The rocket ship of our
heroes is indeed ingenious, a golden
phallus with the insides of a San Fran-
cisco cable car. The biggest problem
with the film, besides the fact that it is

as dirty as Francis The Talking Mule

(and without the sex, who the hell
cares? ) is that the good guys are never
down. Although guards and Penisaurus
abound. Flesh is never even close to los-

ing the fight.

So, instead of one of the top comic-
porno hits of our time, we get a
chopped-up remnant. The film series
did draw attention to itself, and
presumably the titles of upcoming
shows will be watched a little more
closely by the student body. As far as
this effort, though...

Up yaws, Gawden.

Music Man—a musical for all seasons
Meredith Willson's The Music Man,

now playing through tomorrow evening
at the Wilmington, Delaware
Playhouse Theater, is a twenty-year old
Broadway favorite.

For those of you who have been in

isolation during this time, THE MUSIC
MAN concerns the downfall of Pro-
fessor Harold Hill, a traveling con man
whose ploy is selling band instruments,
music, and uniforms to small town
faculties after convincing them of the
necessity of a boy's band in qlje town.
The show made its Broadway debut
with Robert Preston in the leading role
in 1957, and was instantly praised for its

score. The current production is

directed by Morton Da Costa who also
directed the original. The show features
loud, exagerated characters in a simple
plot.

Television and movie personality
Tony Randall plays the lead role in the
current production. Randall is a fine ac-
tnr and a hard-working comic D'ayer,
but he lacks tne enthusiasm and ex-
uberance necessary for the role of Hill.

Preston's imprint is significant and it is

to Randall's credit that he avoids the

traltional line of the role. When Randall
talks to the chorus he runs around the
stage, whereas Preston seemed to fill

the stage. Randall sings well but does
not seem to be able to master certain
numbers; particularly "Trouble", a
fast chant-like song which establishes

Hill's reputation as a fast talking con-

by PETER
fidence man. Throughout the show Ran-
dall acts well, but simply does not seem
to be the man for the part.

From the opening scene the show
moves at a breakneck pace. Because of
this, it can be sucessfully done despite
mediocre performances in the leads.
This is apparent with Barney Martin,
who plays Marcellus, Hill's only real
cohert. Martin's role is a pasteboard
character but is done poorly anyway.
He is content to walk when the plot
runs, destroying the character which
Buddy Hackett developed so well in the
film version.

Wilson has made Hill a hopeless

romantic with a magical quality ; a pied

piper of sorts. Unlike the other

characters who are for the most part

one-dimensional Hill's crooked edge

created the only significant conflict

within the story. Randall plays Hill as

the most loveable man In the world and
we are misled into believing that none

of his actions are wrong. It is a point

which loses its effect with the audience.

Gaylea Byrn, as Mirian the

Librarian, has the strongest voice of all

the leads besides Randall, and her

songs are the best solos in the show.

Another exceptional . performance is

given by Jack Washburn as Charles^

Cowell. Hill's nemesis. Washburn ac-

tually breathes a new life into the com-
paritively small part, and one wonders
how he would have done in the role of

Hill. Washburn is Randall's
understudy.
are well represemea Dy wuson s snow,
which is perhaps the best of its type.

Though plot and structure are
simplistic, the choreography ranks
with the finest of Broadway and is

faithfully recreated in the current pro-

duction. Choreographer Tom Panko
has retained many of the original

routines but integrated them. will. The.
chorus is also quite good and must take

credit for much of the production's
sucess. Although a few scenes are forc-

ed, the humor is timeless and reminds
us of an era of petticoats and ice cream
sodas, barbershop quartets and Sunday
shoes.

All in all, the show is extremely en-

joyable, with excellent music and danc-

ing. Although the Playhouse, as well as

other tneaires across tne country are

interested in the show because of Ran-
dall, it is the body of the cast, the sup-
porting actors who make The Music
Man so delightful ; a lively favorite with
many years of popularity ahead.

Shore harriers in the running
fjllirtoCV Wont ffttlniv Mann, ^-^CourtesyKent CountyNews

Washington College cross country
coach Don ChateUier is hopeful that an
easier schedule may usher in the first

winning season here since 1972.

Sophomore Peter Cameron came on
strong at the end of the 1977 campaign
and sophomore David O'Sickey fought

a cold all season and never did perform
in the regular season as he had in

preseason. Cameron and O'Sickey hav-

ing been "running very close" in ability

this season and ChateUier will look to

them to lead the Shore pack.

Freshman Jeff Lucas has looked good
in early workouts and finished in the top

two hundred among a thousand runners

In the recent Philadelphia

"HalfOMarathon" 913 miles)

.

Kane Bender, a gook aU-around

athlete who has played soccer and
basketball and who has run track, could

be an added help, if he is serious about

running.

AUyson McCormick, a freshman and
the only freshman and the only female

on the seven-member squad, has been
"running very weU," according to

ChateUier, Shehas been averaging 34

minutes over the 5-mUe Chestertown

course.

Senior Joe Mead is the team captain

and a veteran who wiU have to improve

to move into the top three of O'Sickey,

Cameron and Lucas.
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Shorewomen set-up winning streak
bySUSAN FARACE

The Women's Volleyball Team added

two more victories to its 1978 record

Tuesday evening by defeating both

Bowie State and Chesapeake Communi-

ty College in the first home tri-match of

the season.

The Shorewomen easily downed

Bowie, 15-4,15-9. Team Cocaptain Jenny

Butler showed some good setting, and

newcomer Cheryl Loss put out some
impressive serves and passes.

The Team started off a little slowly

against Chesapeake and gave up four

points in the early action of the game.

Alter a time out, the Shorewomen

solidified their playing and did not give

up any more points during the game.

They finished off Chesapeake 15-4,15-5.

Coach Penny Fall commented that

even though the competition was not

tough, the matches were important

because they gave her the opportunity

to utilize some of the bench. The first

unit played first in both matches, and

the second unit played second.

"One of the goals for the season has

been to bring up our bench strength in

terms of technique," stated Coach Fall.

"I think this shows the bench has come

a long way.

Co-captain Maggie Stevens echoed

these feelings. "The fact that people

from the second team were brought up

to play shows that we have some depth,

something we were lacking at the

beginning of the season."

This past week-end, the team par-

ticipated in a scrimmage tournament

at George Washington University, fac-

ing the Penn State, Yale, and George
Washington teams.
Washington College faired well

against such stiff competition. Friday,

the team was still recovering from a

car accident on the way home from a

game Wednesday, but by Saturday they

had rallied and played a good match
against George Washington. At one

point, the Shorewomen also had Yale

down 7-0.

"I feel we did quite well considering

all the other teams' players are on

athletic scholarships, and are from

larger student bodies to draw players

from," said co-captain Maggie Stevens.

"The tournament gave us an ex-

cellent opportunity to see where we
need to strengthen things out," said

Fall. "Hopefully, we'll modify our

weaknesses and enhance our strengths

for the coming matches.

The Shorewomen face some tough

competition in the coming week. Mon-
day they face Essex Community Col-

lege.and Anne Arundel Community Col-

lege. Arundel is one of the top eight

teams in the country in the junior col-

lege class. Wednesday night the team
will host a tri-match against Catholic

University and Delaware Tech and will

meet Juniata, Cecil Community, and

St. Mary's Colleges in another home
match Friday night.

Atheymen storm on
Soccer team to face

Swarthmore tomorrow
by JEFF BOWERMAN

The Washington College Soccer Team
rolled on last Thursday, calling at Ur-

sinus and coming away 3-1 victors. The
first half ended without either team
having dented the nets as the rivals felt

each other out.

David Kennedy broke the draw for

the home side early in the second half

with a well-placed chip-in from 25 yards

out. Having Ursinus score first seemed
to be just what the Shoremen, clearly

the superior team, needed to shake
them up. The change in attitude was
palpable as the Maroons settled into

synch and began to make their short,

crisp passing game work.

"Kennedy's score made us determine

to play like a team," observed junior

halfback Tom Kohlerman. "We settled

the ball and started zipping it around.

We played soccer. There's no team-

divisiveness like there has been in the

past."

Indeed, there is noticeable change in

the way the Shoremen talk to each

other on the field this year. The tone is

thoroughly positive, whereas on teams

of yesteryear, egos have at time in-

terfered with team attitude.

Shortly after Kennedy's score, junior

forward Nelson Einwaechter, who
seemed to be in the right place at the

right time all day, converted for the

visitors to tie the game. As if that were

not sufficient, the hustling St. Michael's

native notched the goahead tally as

well, pushing in a loose ball that the Ur-

sinus goalkeepers probably should have

had.

By this point, the Shoremen had
grown accustomed to the short, fast,

closely groomed field, and the second

goal just took the wind out of the home
side's sails. Senior wing Bill Hamill

drove home the final nail, chasing a

cross right between two Ursinus

fullbacks and beating the keeper at the

corner.

The Shoremen visit perrenial con-

tender Swarthmore tomorrow and
university powerhouse George
Washington next Wednesday, before

appearing again on the WC fields the

following Saturday 7 October, when
they go up against Mary Washington.

Crew to row tomorrow

Area rowing enthusiasts will gain Jackson says he has enough "girls for

their first opportunity to see two boats" (eight) and hopes to work

Washington College's men and women another scrimmage in with George

in crew action Saturday. Washington this fall.

Stoll has 10 experienced oarsmen and

21 freshman out this autumn. Returning

lettermen include 190-pound stoke

Steve Jones, 180-pound Bill Skelton,

Dan Whittaker, Steve Perry and Bill

Anderson. Sopomores, who rowed as

freshman in the spring, are stroke John
Townsend; Court Treuth, Charlie Cur-

tis, Jim Roof and Allen Luthy.

Among the leading newcomers are

Chestertown's Richard Cookerly, who
rowed at St. Andrew's School and John
Yaryan of Brent2ood College School,

British Columbia, who rowed at Henley

during the year.

The Shoremen will row theU.S. Naval

Academy In eight-oar competition

sometime between 2:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.

on the Chester River.

Eric Stoll, a 1974 graduate of the col-

lege, and Craig Jackson, a 1975

graduate, have returned at the helm of

the men's crew and women's crew,

respectively. Stoll rowed at South Kent

School (Conn.) and here. Jackson, who
played baseball at South Kent, rowed at

Washington College. Jackson is now a

Social Studies teacher at Sudlersville

High School, while Stoll is employed by
Eastern Business Forms.
Seven returnees bolster the women's

crew and two top freshman prospects

hearten Jackson's hopes for a winning

campaign. Among the veterans are

senior Suzanne Brogan of Chestertown,

juniors Laurie Zimnick, Liz Montcalm,

Nancy Wilson and Ellen Beardsley,

sophomore Molly Meehan, and senior

Holly Craighead. Meehan "coxed" last

year's eight.

Brogan, who stroked the 1978 varsity

eight, will get strong competition from
freshman Valerie Marsh, who stroked

Kent School in the north in the spring.

Claire Paddua of Washington, D.C. also

comes with good rowing credentials.

The Shoremen's crew may row
George Washington here sometime in

late October and may get to

Philadelphia for a frostbite regatta in

November.

Professor of English Sean F. O'Con-

nor was among five Chestertown

residents who competed in the Severn

10-mile River Run in Annapolis last

Sunday.
Out of a field of over 1200, the 39-year-

old O'Connor came in 17th with a time

of 53 minutes.

First Annual Faculty Challenge
Defying our collective wisdom and the obvious limitationfof age, the faculty runners challenge all students, individually or in relay teams,

to take us on. We think we & con take all the prizes - we dare you to prove us wrong. So get in shape: "Fall is here, and the time is right,

for racing in the street."

FIVE MILE RUN
Homecoming Weekend Saturday, Oct. 21

10:00 A.M.

More Info to Follow

or see Jeff Chaff in
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Faculty moved by
plagiarism fears

byBONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Chemistry Department
$20,000 richer

National Science Foundation furnishes

Department with grant

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor

The Chemistry Department has
received a grant of $20,000 from the Na-
tional Science Foundation, to will be us-
ed to purchase instructional scientific

equipment for use in most of the Col-
lege's Chemistry courses.

The college is expected to match the
grant with its own funds, so that $40,000
will actually be spent for the new equip-
ment, according to Dr. Larry C. Satek,
Professor of Chemisry.
The instrument that will be purchas-

ed is a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectrometer. It will be used in Organic
Chemistry, Instrumental Analysis,
Physical Chemistry, Chemistry of

Biological Compounds, Inorganic
Chemistry, Advanced Organic, and
Senior Research projects. "This is fan-
tastic for us, " said Satek, "I can't tell

you how wonderful this machine is."

The grant is one of 352 awards, totall-

ing $3.5 million, given to colleges and
universities throughout the nation.

Washington College received one of the

top proposals in the entire selection.

Only one-fifth of the applications were
approved, and the average grant is

$10,000. According to Satek, "Apparent-
ly they were impressed by the quality of

our department."

A resolution to file a catalogue listing

8000 purchasable term papers, these,

and dissertations with the Dean's Office

was approved by the faculty at its

meeting Monday night in an effort to

curtail plagiarism of class
assignments.

"If any of us receive perfect
papers—which thankfully has never
happened to me," said Dean of the Col-

|lege Garry Clarke, "we'll be able to

-g check this catalogue as the source.

£ There are just certain mistakes that

g students at the undergraduate level

^ "make—I know I made them when I

>.was that age, everyone does—so that if

c we receive letter perfect papers, they'll

J be suspect and they will be investigated

n, through this company."
Professor of Philosophy David

Newell raised the motion to file the

catalogue. He became aware of the
wholesale paper business when he
mailed in a card, from the gifts packets
distributed to freshmen through the Of-

fice of Student Affairs that offered

"research assistance." The research
assistance turned out to be 8000

prepared papers for sale at $3.50 per
page. None of the prepared papers cost

more than $69.00: "not a bad deal for

someone who is desperate for a senior

thesis," Newell remarked.
In addition, the company, known as

only as Research Assistance, runs a
service which can provide students

with "customized" theses for $6.75 per
page or $7.75 per page for papers deal-

ing with Business, Law, or Economics.
The submission of such papers in a
course as a student's original work
would, of course, be in violation of the

Honor Cole:

The card for the "research
assistance" was only In the gift packets

for men. "I thought it was interesting

that they (the publishers of the book)
thought women were smart enough to

write their own papers and men dumb
enough or rich enough to purchase
theirs," Newell said.

Deans of Students Maureen Keiley

wrote to the company that puts together

the gift packets, to inform them of the

College's reaction to the "research
assistance". In the faculty meeting, she
reported that she told the company not

to send any more packets to the school

If they contain similar offers. Gift

Packets is an advertising firm that puts

together collections of its clients pro-

ducts for distritution to students. There
was also some discussion among the

faculty of getting the College's Attorney

to write to the catalogue publisher,

although no decision on this was
reached.

Within the past few weeks Plagiarism
has become a major concern of the

faculty. For example, "in the graduate

student program this summer, we
received two beautifully written

papers, "stated Newell, "both
plagiarized from A to Z."

'

William C. Schmoldt Assistant Pro-

fessor of Mathematics reported at the

meeting that he has already had to deal

with four cases of plagiarism in his In-

troduction to Computer Science Course.

Although Nancy Tatum, acting Chair-

man of the English Department
believes some cases of plagiarism may
be attributed to students' ignomace of

such skills as footnoting, the consensus

of the faculty is that means must be

found for dealing with this problem.

SGA plans dance marathon,
jazz Weekend

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

BUSH to beautify Ferguson

area tomorrow
by DEBBIE KOLE

"We have over $600.00 In materials

and all the tools we can use, what we
desparately need now to insure the suc-

cess of BUSH is the people to par-

ticipate on Saturday." The speaker was
Jay Young, organizer of the Beautifica-

.

Hon Using Student Help Project, en-

couraging students to help landscape

the Ferguson Hall area in tomorrow's

third semi-annual BUSH Day.

BUSH is a campus organization that

allows students to take an active role in

beautifying their campus and Is a sub-

committee of the Student Government
Association. Young appears very en-

thusiastic about the results of BUSH's
first year. "Last year's project was a

tremendous success. There was a large

number of students that took part in it

and did a good job renovating the Hod-

son Hall area."

BUSH had been a suggested project

for the SGA for several years, but last

year's administration was the first to

do anything about it. Roughly $700.00

was spent on the project, $500.00 for

shrubs and bulbs and $200.00 for the

decorative rope border.

Due to BUSH's success last year, an
anonymous donor in Chester-town is go-

ing to donate $100.00 yearly. There is

also a proposal for a $500.00 allocation

from the Buildings and Grounds Com-
mittee of the Washington College Board
of Visitors and Governors.
At its last meeting of the 1977-78

academic year, the Board passed a

resolution, made by Board member and
Princess Anne, Maryland, attorney

James Nelson to commend the students

who participated in the landscaping of

the Hodson area last spring.

The Student Government Association
tentatively agreed Monday night to host

a dance marathon for Cerebral Palsy of

Maryland in November and discussed
plans for a Jazz Weekend in December.
The Director of Development of

United Cerebral Palsy of Maryland,
James E. Halthaus, presented the

dance marathon proposal to the Senate.
It has been tentatively scheduled for

November 17-18, from 9 pm Friday
through 9 pm Saturday in the Reid Hall
Basement. Fred Nanamaker will be
studying the feasibility of the project.

SGA President Foster Deibert
presented plans for a Jazz Weekend
December 8-9. It will include a concert
by the Charlie Byrd Trio on Friday in

Tawes Theater. A dance band will be
booked for Saturday night in Hodson.
The two events will cost the SGA ap-
proximately $2600.

Deibert also reported on the
Buildings and Grounds Committee
meeting of September 28 at which the

Committee, a sub-committee of the

Board of Visitors and Governors,
agreed to propose an allocation of $500
to the BUSH project at tomorrow's
meeting of the Board.
The Committee will also make a pro-

posal for a parking area behind

Somerset and a basketball court in the

Kent quad. The Senate voted to suggest

an alternate site for the court.

BUSH Day tomorrow
BUSH Chairman Jay Young reported

that $600 worth of shrubbery will be

planted around Ferguson Hall tomor-

row, beginning at 10:30 am. The
damaged area around Hodson Hall will

be repaired with the funds received

from insurance coverage.

Election Chairman Danny Tayman
. has set Wednesday as the date for the

freshman class election.

The Senate was also notified that the

date for the Student-Faculty Auction

has been changed from November 2nd

to November 9th.

Young's treasury report revealed

that $2847.75 has been spent this year by

the SGA, leaving $9,325.00 in the budget.

Resident Committee Chairman Jal

Mugaseth presented each Senator with

a form on which various dorm improve-

ment suggestions can be listed.

The Social Affairs Committee met
Monday prior to the SGA meeting and
selected Bob Hackaday to head the
security force at dances, Theresa
Brown to be in charge of getting
workers at dances and Brad Cook as the
organizer of bartenders.
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The collective bargaining rights of faculty members is an issue

that has inspired a lot of discussion, and controversy.both in col-

lege circles and among non-academic observers. The fundamen-

tal question is, to revise Freud, "what do these professors really

want anyway'"
Dr' Robert Fallaw, President of the Washington College

Chapter of the American Association of University Professors,

attempted to provide some answers at Monday's faculty

meeting. By establishing a faculty committee to meet regularly

with the Board of Visitors and Governors, the faculty hopes to

build a working relationship with the school's policy-makers and

to take an active role in top-level decision-making. It is an ad-

mirable aim and one that we hope to see met.

Washington College enjoys a reputation as a "teaching institu-

tion
" As such, its governing body should include representation

by its teachers. If the Board accepts the faculty's proposal

tomorrow, the faculty will be placed in a position to negotiate

more effectively their salaries and compensation, to exert

greater influence on the quality of the academic program and

the teaching, and to help form policies touching other areas of

college life. If our professors are allowed more actively to par-

ticipate in the running of Washington College, we as students

should all benefit.

£?Uh~xJ2. flt/ferj9uA)CtW

Student Government Association (SGA)
Members of Executive Committee—Chairpersons of Standing Committees

President ofSGA—Foster Delbert
Vice President-Maura Kelly

Treasurer—Jay Young
Secretary—Nancy Kostar

Student Academic Board—Maura Kelley—Chairperson
Student Activities Committee (Social Chrmn.)—John Baden

Student Activities Committee (Asst. Social Chrmn.)—Larry Stahl

Residence Committee—Jal Mugaseth—Chairperson
Organizations Committee—Jay Young—Chairperson
Elections Committee—Danny Tayman—Chairperson

Coffee House Committee—Jake Parr, Manager
Food Services Committee—Kevin Lynch Chairperson

The food services committee Is a NEW committee
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Letters to the editor
Word out on Gay Scholarships

According to an article in the current
issue of The Advocate, the Gay
Academic Union (GAU) will present
five $2000 scholarships to self-identified

gay graduate or undergraduate
students at Its national conference in

Los Angeles November 24-26. National
GAU President Betty Berzon has com-
mented that "We have a responsibility

to support our future leaders, especial-

ly now that bigots are striving to in-

timidate gays in the professions."

Scholarship applications will be ac-

cepted until October 15. They are
available from the GAU Scholarship
Fund, Box 927, Los Angeles, California,

90028. 1 have requested that GAU send
me some forms, and I hope to have
them by the time this letter appears in

print. To avoid the inevitable imputa-

tions trom certain dirty minded
disciples of Anita Bryant that I might
be proselytizing, I will deposit one copy
of the application form with the Student

Affairs Office.

Might I also point out that public

television will be showing the very fine

film, "Word is Out," next Tuesday, 10

October? This film was a great success

when it opened the festival of gay films

presented by The American Film In-

stitute at The Kennedy Center in

Washington last summer. It later ran
for about four weeks at the Janus
theater in Washington, and it will also

be part of our own Washington College
film series later in October. A book bas-

ed on the film is currently being Issued
in a Dell paperback; unlike some of the

rest of us, it does not yet see, to be out.

Sincerely

Richard H.Brown

Dehumanization?

This letter is written in consideration

of last week's article in Washington Col-

lege's weekly newspaper, the Elm.
(The article concerning the single stu-

dent found guilty of plagiarism). The
undue humiliation of one of our students

was totally avoidable and highly un-

necessary. The student was fully aware
of his wrongdoing and I feel, as many of

my colleagues will agree, this public

Reply: It is the task of (fieElm to pro-

vide the student body with news. It is

not the duty of a newspaper to provide

half-truths or withhold information to

avoid hurting the feelings of a student

found guilty of any type of violation,

just as it is not the duty ofa professional

dehumanization. was in poor taste of

the paper's judgement (sic). The name
should have been withheld and a
generalization would have sufficed. The
fault was recognized by the most im-
portant person—the offender. How
would any of us feel with this type of

depersonalization hanging over us for

the upcoming year?

tiernie Dugan

journal to withhold the names ofpublic

offenders. Once a case has been pro-

cessed by the All-Campus Judiciary,

the facts of the case become a matter of

public record. Our coverage of the trial

was done in the interest of the student

body and not foranypunitive reasons.

I was gratified to read last week's let-

ter from Jal J. Mugaseth, Residence

Committee Chairman asking students

to participate in a self-proctoring pro-

gram in the dorms. He cites comments
ranging from "those young gentlemen"
to "what a bunch of animals," a con-

trast which was again illustrated at a

recent meeting of the Buildings and
Grounds Committee of the Board of

Visitors and Governors.

Early in the meeting a request for an
allocation of funds from the College to

support this year's BUSH committee
project was reviewed. The allocation
was quickly approved and this student
activity was lavishly praised by all

Board members in attendance. Later a

Self-Proctoring

Board member inquired about the
damage to the piano in Reid Hall last

spring and, as one might guess, the
discussion and comments were turned
180 degrees.

I agree that most residences are run-
ning smoothly at this time and credit is

due to the students who are providing
the cooperation Mr. Mugaseth and the

Residence Committee seek. I am confi-

dent that continued cooperation by the

students will be recognized by the
Board, Administration, and others who
support the College and will accelerate
the improvements in the facilities at

Washington College we all seek.

I the applaud Residence Committee's
program of self-proctoring and pledge
ray support to their continued effort.

GeneA.Hessey
Vice President for Finance

Chestertown, Md—Richard B.
Sewall, professor emeritus from Yale
and biographer of Emily Dickinson will
give a lecture on Emily Dickinson
Tuesday, October 10 at 8:30 p.m. hi the
Sophie Kerr Room of Washington Col-
lege's Miller Library. The lecture, en-
titled "Emily Dickinson: The Voice of
the Poet", is sponsored by the Sophie
Kerr Committee.

Professor Sewall served on the Vale
faculty for 42 years. He is noted as the

author of The Vision of Tragedy, which
has become a standard work in the

field, and numerous scholarly writings,

including the article on tragedy in the

1972 Encyclopedia Britannica. His Life
of Emily Dickinson was published in

1972 and won the National Book Award
that year for biography.
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Roving Reporter

:

Maintenance
by GINGER KURAPKA
Photography by Will Camp -

QUESTION (asked of resident
assistants) Are you satisfied with the
job maintenance to doing?

Cindy Dauch
"I think that under the circumstances
the workers themselves do a good Job
considering, that they seem underpaid
and understaffed. But I think there's

room for improvement somewhere
within the maintenance depart-
ment.' ' -Geoff Garlnther, RA Somerset
west second floor, sophomore from
Havre de Grace, Md.

"I think they've done an alright Job.
They've gotten things done promptly
when I've asked."— Cindy Dauch, RA
Queen Anne first floor, senior from
West Harford, Conn.

Laura Zimnick
"They try their best, but they're
understaffed so work plies up and as a
result they are pretty slow. There's
room for improvement."— Kathy
Waye, RA Minta Martin third floor,

sophomore from Penn Yan, N.Y.

"So far, except for furniture, they've
done a good Job. I think they've been
pretty good. As far as malntanence pro-
blems go they've been good about fixing
things."— Laura Zimnick, RA Minta
Martin second floor. Junior from Upper
Marlboro, Md.

Beverly Powers
"I think it's done pretty badly. They do
a very slow Job and don't do what
they're asked on time."—Scott Rutter,
RA Somerset east first floor, senior
from Plscataway, N.J.

"Once they do it they don't do too bad a
Job but it takes awhile to get them here.

We have to call at least once a
day."—Beverly Powers, RA Caroline
second floor, junior from Cape Mav
N.J.

"

Mark Dugan
"I have no complaints. Everything
seems to be going okay on my floor.

"

Marlanna Smith, RA Minta Martin
fourth floor, senior from Ridgely, Md.

"They're definitely doing a good job,

Sml tty does a great Job and Crooks has

come up and handled a lot of problems
on the floor."— Mark Dugan, RA Kent
south first floor, Junior from Baltimore,
Md.

Scholarship Applications Being Accepted
Three substantial scholarships are of-

fered each year for compScholarship,
the Danforth Graduate Fellowship and
the Fulbright Hays Grant for Graduate
Study Abroad.

Rhodes Scholarship
Possibly the most prestigious of these

is the Rhodes Scholarship, which was
established in approximately 1900 by a
bequest in the will of Cecil Rhodes.
Each year, thirty-two students are
elected as Rhode(s) Scholars. These
students enter Oxford University and
their complete tuition, matriculation,

laboratory fees and other set charges
are paid, along with a maintenance
allowance of 2220 pounds per year
(aboutM.OOO) fortwoyears.
To be eligible for application, a stu-

dent must be a citizen of the U.S. and
unmarried; be at least eighteen by Oc-
tober 1,1978, but no older than twenty-
four; and be receiving a Bachelor's
Degree before October, 1979.

The requirements for selection have
been stated as follows: (l) literary and
scholastic ability and attainments; (2)

truthfulness, courage, devotion to duty,

sympathy for and protection of the
weak, kindliness, unselfishness, and
fellowship; (3) exhibition of moral
force of character and instincts to lead
and to take interest in one's contem-
poraries; (4) physical vigor, as shown
by fondness for and sucess in sports.

by MARY LAFERRIERE
This is only the third year that the

Rhodes Scholarship is open to women.
The Danforth Graduate Fellowship is

exclusively for those students intending

to study for a Ph.D. and to enter

careers in college or university

teaching in a liberal arts curriculum.

This program offers between 100 and
110 Fellowships. A Fellowship is for one
year and is renewable for up to four

years. It consists of a $2500 award and
tuition and fees up to four thousand
dollars annually paid directly to the

graduate school.

Applicants must be citizens of the

United States, college seniors or Ph.D.
students; and are expected to pursue
full-time study at an accredited univer-

sity in the United States.

The criteria for selecting Fellows is

as follows:

•Evidence of personal
characteristics that will contribute to

effective teaching and to constructive

relationships with students and profes-

sional colleagues;

•Evidence of motivation, discipline,

and purpose required for success in

graduate school as well as in the profes-

sion of teaching;
• Evidence of academic ac-

complishments and intellectual power
essential to the life of teaching and
scholarship; ,

•Evidence of a concern for the rela-

tionship of ethical and moral values to

individual and institutional life;

•And evidence of determination to

achieve a life of service.

Twenty-five percent of these awards
are expected to go to Blacks, Mexican-
Americans, Native Americans
(including American Indians, Eskimos,
Aleuts, and native Hawaiians), and
Puerto Ricans.

The Fulbright/Hays "Grant is

specifically for graduate study abroad,

and although the award is for one year

only, it is one of the most generous.

Between 500 and 600 Fulbright Grants

are awarded in the United States an-

nually. The Grant pays for virtually all

costs the student may incur. Such ex-

penses are tuition, room and board, all

transportation costs, books, fees, in-

surance and even outside language in-

struction if needed.

A student may choose to study in

most countries of the world. Last year,

a student from Washington College,

Doug Byers, received a grant and is

studying in Munich, Germany, this

year.

Application for the Rhodes and
Fulbright Scholarships can be obtained

from Professor Peter Tapke in room 25

of Ferguson Hall. Application for the

Danforth Scholarship must be obtained

as soon as possible from Professor John

Taylor in room 6 of Ferguson Hall.

The Rhodes and Fulbright selection

process begins here, on campus. A
Rhodes Scholarship committee, com-
prised of Dean of Studies Garry Clarke,

Professor Klaus, Professor Shivers and
Professor Tapke, review and rank the

applications before submission to the

State Scholarship Committee. In

December, there is an oral interview of

twelve students selected from the state,

two of which are chosen for a regional

review one week later. From among
those interviewed at the regional

review, four are chosen for national

competition and the chosen scholars

are notified Immediately upon decision

of the judges.

The same committee on campus also

reviews the applications for the

Fulbright Grant and ranks them before

they are sent to the Institute for Inter-

national Education in New York. There
they are evaluated and notification of

award is usually received in January or

February.
The applications require, among

other things, a statement of purpose for

both the Rhodes and Fulbright Scholar-

ships and six letters of recommenda-
tion for the Rhodes and three letters of

recommendation and one language

recommendation for the Fulbright

Scholarship.

All applications must be completed

and submitted before October 15, 1978
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Homecoming plans set

Grand Junction to play at October 21 dance

Preparations for this year's
Homecoming are moving ahead as

scheduled, according to Student

Government Association officials.

Director of Alumni Affairs Jay Vogel

and SGA President Doster Diebert are

working jointly with students, alumni,

faculty, and the people of Chestertown

to insure the success of the October 21sl

weekend.
The Homecoming will follow the

same format as last year's. "Since that

format was so successful, "stated

Vogel.

There will be one major change in the

program, however. Last year's attempt

to r evive the tradition of crowning a

Homecoming Queen will not be

repeated. (Last October that honor

went to May graduate Cindi Patchen,

who is now working as a graduate asis-

tant to Women's Athletic Department
Co-ordinator Penny Fall). The general

feeling on the part of officials involved

was that competition among women
was generated largely only by the pro-

mise of a cash prize to the winner—an
attitude that the planners of the affair

do not want to encourage this year.

By BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

The $150.00 prize that would other-

wise have gone to the Queen will be
awarded for the best floats entered in

the Saturday morning prade with $100

to the winner, $35 for the runner up. and
$15 as the third prize.

First Annual Faculty Challenge

Another novelty in this year's Hom-
coming will be the cross country race
that Jeff Chaffin, Washington College

Reference Librarian is organizing
among some faculty members,
students, and alumni runners.

The five mile run will begin at 10 :00 to

start off the parade. Awards will go to

the male and female winners of the

race and to the relay team of five run-

ners that first completes the course.

Grand Junction booked for dance
Following the format of last year's

event, the Homecoming will be laun-

ched on the night of Friday, October 20

with a student body sponsored bonfire

in the Kent-Somerset Quadrangle and a
cocktail party at the Alumni House
hosted by the Kent and Queen Anne
Chapter of the Alumni Association.

Saturday morning, alumni will register

at the Alumni House as the day's ac-

tivities begin.

The traditional parade with SGA
treasurer Jay Young as organizer will

begin at 10:30 am at the town wharf,

proceed through town, pass the judges

stand at the Alumni House, and con-

clude at the college. The college

Homecoming Committee sought
greater participation this year by
members of the community, both as

spectators and participants in the

parade.

In the afternoon, the Shoremen Soc-

cer Team will go up against Fairleigh

Dickinson University at 1:30 pm on

Kibler Field, the Cross Country Team
has a match against Johns Hopkins and
Haverfordat2p.m.
The Alumni banquet and dance will

be held from 6 pm to 9 pm in Hynson
Lounge, featuring Jazz Johnson, a local

combo. And Grand Junction will per-

form at the student dance. Booked by
the SGA through Starlane Enterprises,

the Baltimore— based band is com-
prised of six members and features a

male and a female vocalist. The dance
will be held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. to

round out the weekend's activities.

Coffee House
Improves

by ELIZABETH GOWEN
Perhaps one of the greatest op-

portunities for students to meet, relax,

and enjoy themselves is the Coffee

House. The Managers plan to make
several improvements this year in both

the entertainment provided and the ap-

pearance of the Coffee House.

The Coffee House has already

enlarged its menu this year with the ad-

dition of S»roh's beer. According to

Manager Kathy Mullen, it is popular

with the students.

Upcoming plans include the installa-

tion of a new black tiled floor. Also,

there may be a wet t-shirt night

sometime semester, and perhaps a

men's night once in a while that would
be similar to the regular Ladies' Night

on Tuesdays, Mullen said.

Mullen added that the greatest goal of

the Coffee House managers is to pro-

vide more entertainment for the

students, but that this depends heavily

on the students' participation. The Cof-

fee House operates totally upon the pro-

fit made from the students.

In addition, the Coffee House will pay
students to make tapes for the stereo.

Any student who is interested in doing

this can check with one of the

Managers. The Managers for this year
are Tad Jacks, John Jelich, Kathy
Mullen, Maggie Stevens, Jake Parr,

and new Manager Dave Panasci.

Homecoming to feature

first faculty challenge

Five-mile run to start off parade

byMARY LAFERRIERE

If you would like to run, and to have a

good time doing it, Homecoming morn-

ing, October 21. will be the perfect

chance for you to do both.

At 10 a.m.. directly preceding the

Homecoming Day Parade, students,

alumni and members of the faculty will

leave from the Water Street dock for

the beginning of a five mile marathon
run.

The event has been originated and
organized by Jeff Chaffin, reference

librarian, with the purpose of joining

students and faculty together in a
casual form of competition.

Chaffin will be running, along with

Dr. Richard Gillin and other members

of the faculty and alumni. They have

extended a challenge to all students to

enter and encourage groups such as the

SGA and the various fraternities and

sororities to assemble relay teams to

run in the race.

Although the race is purely for fun,

according to Chaffin, the rewards are

attractive. The winner could receive a

prize ranging from tickets to the

Homecoming Dance that evening to

free bar privileges all night.

Anyone interested in entering the

race, either individually or in a relay

team, can contact Jeff Chaffin at the

library Mondays through Fridays from

9 am to 4 : 30 pm, or Thursday evenings.

ELBURN'S FLORIST AND GREENHOUSE
Come and Visit Our Tropical Greenhouse

Roses -Carnations
Fresh Arrangements -

Corsages
"10% discount with student I.D.

ond this ad."

1 mils South of Brldg*

<D
Phone 7 78-2200

Marti Dirscherl, shown here as April Pitt with Daniel Bierne as Roy Pitt in

the recent "Ravenswood. " is among the cast of the Drama Department's up-

coming "The Importance of Being Earnest"

The Stage Is Set for "Earnest"

byNICKNAPPO
Features Editor

KENT
Radio and TV Service

rtc/i gagw Panasonic

Sales and Service
"Chestertown's most advanced shop facilities"

Major and minor repairs on all makes
Call 778-1 179

Casting has been completed for the

first full Drama Department produc-

tion of the season, "The Importance of

Being Earnest," set to hit the boards
November 2-5.

Senior John D'Amico will take on the

part of Algernon opposite Peter Zekonis
as Jack in the tandem lead roles.

Zekonis, the sole junior in the cast, is

Joined by seniors Thomas Goode as
Chasuble, Laurel Snode as Lady
Bracknell, and Victoria Gadsden as

Gwendolyn.

Marti Dirscherl will be seen as Miss

Prism, and Ted Legates assumes the

role of Lane. Two freshmen round out

the cast: Brian Meehan as Merriman
and Sally McKenzie In the featured role

of Cecily.

Considered one of the finest comedies

ever written, Oscar Wilde's "The Im-
portance of Being Earnest" is laced

with social satire. Wilde's views on his

Victorian England are subtly masked,
though, by a number of double-

entendres that are works of genius.

Consequently the play is fascinating for

its historical value while being risque

enough for the modern audience.

Department Chairman Timothy
Maloney will direct, and he favors a full

proscenium production that will use

Tawes Theatre's regular seating. In

selecting Wilde's masterpiece Maloney
continues his tradition of staging a for-

mal work the first semester. But "The
Importance of Being Earnest's" for-

mality Is of the sort that promises

laughter, If not tittllation, for one and
all.
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^^ JalMugaseth
"The running of a college community

is like the running of a marathon. There
are always people ahead of you and if

for one minute you slow down surely
others will pass. However, you tend to

forget that the goal is to finish the
race." So said Joe Mugaseth, a new Stu-
dent Government Association Senator
and Chairman of the Student Residence
Committee. Mugaseth's thick Harvard
accent quickly tells people he's a
"Greater Bostonian." The Newtown,
Mass. student Is a marathon runner.

In the six weeks that Mugaseth has
been here, he has had time to form a
distinct view of both student govern-
ment and administrative officers. "I'm
Just very interested in dealing with peo-
ple through politics or through
bureaucracies and administrations. I

enjoy this type of work."
As Chairman of the Residence Com-

mittee, Mugaseth has been exposed to

the problems prevalent for years in the
dorms; destruction of property and in-

dividual privacy.

"Fraternities at this school do not get

a fair shake," says Mugaseth. "They
are always the easiest to pounce upon
when something goes wrong. Deal with

byTAMARADUBIN

hose mac commit tne action, not what adds. Ultimately, every individual is
™ey represent, responsible for his or her actions. So farWe must realize that the RA's and this year, there has been a minimum of
Senators can only proctor things." he ma

j r breaches of social conduct. It is

important that we realize everybody in

a college should be dealt with as an
adult. As Dr. McLain says, " work
hard, accomplish much, make friends
and have a good time."
What else has Mugaseth discovered

during his brief Senatorial stint? "If
one deals with the administration," he
said, "in particular Deans Maxcy and
Kelley, one will find that they are both
very receptive and concerned human
beings. Further, let's remember that

they too went through college and had
the same experience several years ago.
It's hard to realize," he says "because
of the vast amount of things that need to

be done, that people like Vice President
of Finance, Gene Hessey, or Ray
Crooks are attempting to do the best
they can."
Mugaseth is working on what he calls

"consideration for those you live and
work with." He has had experience in

this line from the summers he spent as
a camp facilitator in Massachussetts.
Even though he participates in the in-

dividual pressure of the marathon, he
also likes the team work of the SGA.
"It's all a cohesive team effort. And the

more cohesive it is, the quicker things

get done."

Faculty moves for place on Board
Professors to form committee to attend October,

February Board of Visitors and Governors meetings

:'

The faculty voted unanimously at its
meeting Monday night to issue a pro-
posal to the Board of Visitors and
Governors requesting that a four-
member committee of the faculty be
present at Board Meetings.
The Board will consider the proposal

The Music Department recently
received a letter in the mail ac-
companied by a check from Randy
Mower, a 1977 music major graduate.
Mower, who showed particular interest

in Medieval and Renaissance music
while at Washington College, wrote that

he wanted to do something for the

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

at its meeting tomorrow.
The faculty currently has one

representative on the Board. The new
proposal would add one full professor,
one associate professor, and one assis-
tant professor, each serving two year
terms on the Board. "•/--

Music Department receives sift
by CATHY McGUIRE

Dr. Robert Fallaw, President of the
Washington College Chapter of the
American Association of University
Professors, said the proposal was made
in order to "somehow get the Board to
realize how committed the faculty is to

T^'g.r.^^ ^* ^*

music department in that area.

The gift from Mower was used for the

Music Department by Dr. Amzie
Parcell, who went to New York to pur-

chase a bass recorder, which was badly
needed by the recorder ensemble.
The instrument, which is made in

East Germany is basically used to play

music from the Middle Ages,
Renaissance, and Baroque Periods.

The students in the Recorder Ensem-
ble, Thomas Good, Lisa Hartsook,
Mary Ann Espenshade, and Meredith
Davies needed the instrument because
they already had the soprano, alto, and
tenor recorders and they lacked the

?*--****

improvement.
"The faculty would just like to know

the Board's thinking a little more," ad-
ded Fallaw. "They're not trying to be
critical of the administration. In fact, I

think the administration, in many
ways, has had a good year so far."

bass in order to play more Medieval

music.
Kathy Mills, Chairman of the Music

Department, said, "I'm really pleased

about this gift because it will enable us

to perform a lot more early instrumen-

tal music. It's always been a handicap,

not having the bass recorder.
'

'

( CAMPUS CALENDAR

)

TONIGHT
—Volleyball vs. Juniata, Cecil Community College, St. Mary's-6pm.
—Film Series: ENTER THE DRAGON, Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm.
—Concert Series: THE DALLAS BALLET, Tawes Theater, 8 pm.

TOMORROW
—Meeting of Visitors and Governors, 10 am.
—Soccer vs. Mary Washington, 1:30 pm.
—Cross Country vs. Galludet, 2 pm.

SUNDAY
—Film Series: ENTER THE DRAGON, Smith Auditorium, 7:30

TUESDAY
—Exhibit: Personal Realities, Five Ways ofSeeing, Fine Arts Center

-Film Series : ENTERTHE DRAGON, Smith Auditorium, 7: 30

—Sophie Kerr Committee presents lecture by Robert Sewall, Emily Dickin-

son, Sophie Kerr Room, Miller Library, 8 : 30 pm

WEDNESDAY
—Cross Country vs. Washington Bible, 3 pm
—Volleyball vs. Loyola & Anne Arundel Community College, 7 pm

FRIDAY
—Mid-semester grades due in the Registrar's Office

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14

—Begin Fall Vacation
—Soccer vs. Haverford, 1:30 pm

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18

—Soccer vs. Widener, 3 pm

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19

—Classes resume, 8:30 am
—Sophie Kerr Committee presents poetry reading by Marvin Bell, Sophie

Kerr Room, Miller Library, 8 : 30 pm

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20

—Film Series : THE WORD IS OUT, Smith Auditorium, 7 : 30 pm
—Dean's List Cocktail Party, by invitation only, Kentmere
—Bonfire begins Homecoming Celebration

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22

-Film Series:THE WORD IS OUT, Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23

—Lecture Series presents Lara Rosen in "Dances of South India," lec-

turedemonstratlon in Smith Auditorium, 8 pm; Special Master Class, 4:30

pm, dance Studio, Cain Athletic.Center

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24

—Volleyball vs. Catonsville Community College and Hood, 7 pm
-Film Series : THEWORD IS OUT, Smith Auditorium, 7: 30 pm

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25

—(last day to withdraw from classes)

—Student Republican Club Blood Donor Drive

—Soccer vs. York, 3 pm

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26

—Student-Faculty Tea, Hynson Lounge, 4 pm

FRIDAY.OCTOBER 27

—Film Series: MONSIEUR VERDOUX, Smith Auditorium, 7 : 30 pm

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29

-FUm Series: MONSIEUR VERDOUX, Smith Auditorium, 7: 30 pm

MONDAY, OCTOBER 30

—Lecture Series presents Dr. Carl Bode, Literature on Mondarfiynson

Lounge, 8 pm

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31

-FUm Series : MONSIEUR VERDOUX, Smith Auditorium, 7 : 30 pm
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INTERIORS
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

"While taking my noon walk today, I

had more morbid thoughts. What is it

about death that bothers me so much?
Probably the hours. Melnlck says the

soul is immortal and lives on after the

body drops away, but if my soul exists

without my body I am convinced all my
clothes will be Loose-fitting. Oh, well.

.

That was Woody Allen speaking just

then in his bookWithout Feathers (Ran-

dom House, 1976). Allen is no stranger

to the contemplation of life, death, and

the soul's immortality. In fact, if his

best writing and directing are to be

taken as evidence, the Big Three, per-

cussloned with liberal doses of

generalized angst, are the best prac-

ticed pieces in his repertoire.

True, the sharpness of his wit often

blunts the painful truth of serious obser-

vations delivered in the punch lines of

Annie Hall, Play It Again, Sam; The

Front; and other Woody Allen works,

but his ironic distance allows him to

handle life-and-death with an edge

more cutting than comical. His films

make us laugh. They also make us

think.

For years critics have been clamor-

ing for Allen's departure from the

security of humor, however. They got it

in his first "serious movie," Interiors.

The film, unfortunately, falls flat when
it tries to live up to its promise. It is

more a public exorcism of Allen's

private demons, it seems, than a public

examination of private passions: the

fear of death, the burden of artistic

creativity, and the sustaining of per-

sonal relationships.

Scenes of honesty and intensity are

pitted against scenes of mere wor-

diness. True, there is the brilliance of

such wonderfully horror scenes as that

calm announcement of a marital

break-up over the breakfast table. But

many of the dialogues and monologues
leave the audienced primed for the

punch line that—of course—never
comes. The over-all effect Is to create a

film as bleak as the winter landscape

that opens the movie. This bleakness

adds to Allen's carefully constructed

images of sterility, the antiseptic,

unlived-in interiors of the tortured,

upper-middle-class family he depicts.

It also creates a stilted version of the

"real-life-drama" he has attempted.

Woody Allen's first attempt
at "serious film" falls short

The best of the film is by the

women—Geraldine Page, Diana Keat-

on, Marybeth Hurt, and Kristin Griffith

as the mother and trio of daughters

caught up In the turmoil of the trial

separation of a wealthy lawyer, (played

phlegmatically by E.G.Marshall,) and
his wife Eve. Apparently Allen believes

that only women are properly suited to

drive the vehicle of love and death, for

he allows the women to explore the

theme in a way in which the men are in-

competent. The men in Interiors

become mere shadows in the glare of

the intensity which the women com-
mand.

Yet, Allen takes unfair advantage of

the honesty of which his women are
capable and of which his men are ap-

parently fearful. For example, there is

that scene in which Renata says, "I

can't seem to shake the implications of

dying. It's terrifying." Did this

reviewer hear Allen's voice in falsetto,

or do my ears deceive me? What is

crucially wrong with the movie Is that

Allen has imparted his own fears to the

central characters who deserve anx-
ieties particular to themselves.

The movie takes its title from Eve's
(Page) professions. Her separation has
so shattered her personality that she is

changed from a competent, profes-

sional wonam to a victim of a nervous
breakdown. She finds her refuge from
her interior being in contemplating the
various nuances of interior
decorating—the price of a rug, the

placement of a lamp. Page delivers this

performance without overacting and
discreditable shrillness.

Each of the daughters reacts in dif-

ferent ways to her parents' split.

Keaton, as Renata, the East Side Poet,
most mirrors Allan's own sense of the

ephemeral. One reviewer compared
her to Allen's satire, "The Whore of

Mensa." The comparison doesn't come
off, however. Sure, one of those hired
ladies from Flossie's establshment for

the intellectually gifted might pretend

to pick you up at the Museum of Modern
Art, let you read her master disserta-

tion, get you Involved in a screaming
quarrel over Freud, and then fake a

suicide of your choosing or let you
watch her take an anxiety attack, but,

unlike Renata, she probable wouldn't

waste much time being hung up on
Interior's token failed novelist

(Richard Jordon), who as the in-

evitable drunk, is also the film's only

completely failed character. Still,

Keaton gives a strong performance,
reminding one of her strength and
honesty in Annie Hall.

In fact, it is Annie Hallthat probably
precipitated this film. Annie Hall at-

tempts the seriousness of Interiors

without the deadening sombreness.
Both, as vehicles for Keaton, create
roles for strong-voiced women. Both
contrive for honesty. Both are aided
and abetted by the photography of Gor-
don Willis, whose claustrophobic in-

teriors are colored in hues of ice which
contribute significantly to the meaning
of the film. Both display some fine ac-

ting that overshadows weaker charac-
ters.

The weaker characters, in this case

are the other two sisters. Flynn (Grif-

fith) is a mediocre actress who makes

even more mediocre movies. Joey

(Hurt) is a bad artist whose talent, or

rather, lack thereof, constantly is out-

distanced by her artistic vision. Allan

has attempted to capture the jealousies

of the sisters, and, In so doing, has

devised two perfect foils for Keaton.

The main action in this inacltive plot

is created when Marshall, who sub-
sidizes his daughters' anxieties, mar-
ries a happy, uncomplicated widow
(Maureen Stapleton). She is , in a word,
(from the daughters,) a "vulgarian".
But then, as Marshall tells us, "Passion
and pessimism are all there is these
days."

That is apparently a belief Woody
Allan holds, too. Only in Interiors, he
goes for all fo the pessimism with little

of the passion. If Interiors ac-

complishes anything, it is to convince

us of the necessity of comic relief.

Dallas Ballet to stage dance concert
The Washington College Concert

Series will present The Dallas Ballet on
Friday. October 6 at 8:00 pm in the Gib-
son Fine Arts Center

The Dallas Ballet is a company of fif-

teen professional dancers. It was form-
ed in 1975 from the former Dallas Civic
Ballet, and it is one of only two profes-
sional ballet companies in the
southwest, the other being the Houston
Ballet. On this East Coast Tour, the
company has several performances
scheduled in Maryland, Washington,
and elsewhere in the Mid-Atlantic
states.

Featured in the program will be
Stravinsky's "The Rite of Spring,"
choreographed by Brian MacDonald,
artistic director of Montreal's Les
Grands Ballets Canadiens. This work
was prepared by the Dallas Ballet last

March. Also on the program will be '

"Surprise Symphony," with
choreography by James Clouser, music
by Franz Joseph Haydn, and "A Shape
of Light," choreography by Stuart
Hodes, music by Arthur Foote.
The artistic director of the Dallas

Ballet is George Skibine, who was the
founding director of the Harkness
Ballet, former director of the Paris
Opera Ballet, and has been ballet
master and choreographer with many
other prominent companies. Skibine is

expected to accompany the Dallas
Ballet on its tour. Sklbine's wife, the
famous American Indian ballerina
Marjolie TallChief, is the company's

associate artistic airector. The
daughter of an Osage Indian chief, Mar-
jolie TallChief is one of four leading In-

dian ballerinas. The others are her

sister Maria TallChief, Yvonne
Chouteau, and Resells Hightower.

Members of the company are Vici

Butler, John Dennis, Christine

Dunham, Christian Faust, Ellen

Franklin, Rodwic Fukino, Cyndi Jones,

Allan Kinzie, Lisa Owen, Marcella

Shannon, DeAnne Tomlinson, Koran

Travis, Roger Wade, and apprentices

Tommy Glower and Donna Rochee.

Washington College students may at-

tend the concert free with a season

ticket. The concert will be open to the

public with admission by Concert

Series season tickets or single tickets

available at the door, adults $4.00 each;

children $1.00.

There will also be a workshop given

by the entire company, open to the

public free of charge, at 10:00 am the

day of the Concert , in Cain Athletic

Center.

Washington College Director of the

Dance Karen Smith will give two
special Introduction to Ballet classes on
Tuesday, October 3 at 4:00 pm and on
Thursday, October 5 at 7:00 pm in the

Dance Studio. Participants will have an
opportunity to learn and experience the

basics of ballet, and thus more fully ap-

preciate the Dallas Ballet show.

The Dallas Ballet is being presented

by the Washington College .Concert

Series with the support of the Maryland
Arts Council.



Honor Code defined
Editor-

The Honor Code will be one of the first

topics to undergo consideration by the
Academic Council this semester, ac-
cording to Dean of the College and
Council Chairman Garry Clarke.
The Honor Code is supposed to be

studied for revision every three years
in compliance with a rule stated in the
Faculty Handbook. Although the code
was approved by the faculty on May 3,

1976, the Council did not discuss it last

year.

One reason for this delay, Clarke sug-
gested, may be the rarity of times
faculty members are able to see the
Code in practice. The recent All-

Campus Judiciary trial in which
sophomore Rich Schatzman was found
guilty of plagiarism and sentenced to

one semester of suspension was the
first time a case of academic dishones-

ty was ever brought before the Judicial

Board, Clarke said.

In other cases, conflicts over
academic dishonesty were apparently
settled privately between professor and
student. At the time the Honor Code
was adopted, it was decided that it is up
to faculty members to judge the
seriousness of individual cases of

cheating in their classes. The option of

turning a case over to the Judiciary re-

mains with the professor.

The present Honor Code was adopted
after much discussion among both the
members of the Academic Council and
the faculty. After lengthy debate, such
clauses as those requiring all students
to sign a pledge to uphold the Honor
Code and those requiring the faculty to

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
in-Chief

report all cases of cheating to the
Judiciary Screening Board unanimous-
ly were voted down.

In addition, at its first meeting of the
1976-77 academic year, the Student
Academic Board unaminously approv-
ed a resolution on academic dishonesty
designed to correct flaws in the Honor
Code and to strengthen its enforcement
through the filing of the names of all

students found guilty of such dishonesty
in the Office of the Dean, whether
handled privately by any professor or
disposed by the All-Campus Judiciary.

The Honor Code
The following code was adopted by

the faculty at its last meeting of the
1975-76schoolyear.

DEFINITION
According to the Washington College
Honor Code, the following shall con-
stitute academic dishonesty:
1. Plagiarism—the use of the language,
ideas, or thoughts of another author and
passing off the same as one's own
original work.
2. Copying another student's answers in

class examinations or in take-home ex-
aminations.

3. Discussing answers during in-class

examinations or take-home examina-
tions,

4. The use of crib-notes, prepared blue
books, or other types of unauthorized
material.

5. Attempting to secure a future ex-
amination or information regarding the
contents of future examinations, unless
authorized by the faculty member con-
cerned.
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Economics Club
by (CATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

One organization on campus that
does not attract much publicity is the
Economics Club. It seems, however, to

be a noteworthy organization that has
much to offer the college community.
The major activity of the group is to

purchase stock and follow current
trends on Wall Street. According to Joe
Wilson, President of the club, "it is a
useful thing for everyone, because
anyone who goes into business should
understand what the stock market is

about, how it works. It would be useful
for anyone to know how to invest their

money in the future." Wilson added
that it was not a group intended only
forEconomics Majors.
Wilson said he would like to "get the

group more involved this year." Each
person will be responsible for reading
up on one of the companies in which the
group owns stock, following day-by-day
trends, and reporting back to the group.
Wilson said, "I would like to be inform-
ed so we can make intelligent deci-

sions."

The club also has* speakers occa-
sionally. Their stockbroker from Dean
Whitter and Reynolds, Janice Dickson,
visited the campus last week to discuss
basic terms and concepts of the Stock
Market. She also analized the current
trends of the Club's stocks.

The club owns stock in Gulf Oil,

Nabisco, Delmarva Power and Elec-
tric, Philadelphia Electric Co., Melville
Co., and McDonnell Douglas, an air-

craft company. Their most recent in-

vestment is DiGlorgio, a canned food
company that Is expected to do well this

year.

According to Wilson, the club has
been "bland in investment patterns so
far, but DiGiorgio is a gamble."
The club gained approximately $230

over the summer, but recently lost

about $150. Wilson is hoping that
DiGiorgio will improve the situation.

Anyone who is interested in joining

the Economics Club can contact
Wilson , Teresa Brown, Vice-
President.or Mark Dillow, Secretary-

Treasurer.

6. Resubmission of old work, even
though the student's own, for a new
course without permission of the new
instructor.

7. Surreptitious removal of books,
periodicals and parts thereof from the

Miller Library.

B.A11 other deliberate attempts to

violate the spirit of the Honor Code.
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE

STUDENTS
Each student at Washington College

Stern speaks on "Mock Scholarship"

has a responsibility to abide by this

Honor Code and to insure that the rest

of the College community upholds it as
well. Specifically, this involves a moral
obligation to inform the proper
authorities on any infraction witnessed
by the individual students.

ENFORCEMENT
The All-Campus Judiciary shall handle
all cases of academic dishonesty refer-

red to it by the Judicial Screening
Board.

Professor Guy Stern spoke to an au-

dience of approximately two dozen on
"Mock Scholarship as a Building Block

of the Novel" in the first lecture ofthis

semester In the Washington College

Lecture Series.

Stern described Mock scholarship as
being "The fingerprint of a highly self-

confident author willfully and con-

sciously breaking in on his plot. The
motive (of this) is always exposure—
they may wish to expose tragedy
behind laughter, or finally the pretense
of false scholarship itself.!'

Although the idea or usage of mock
scholarship may have occured in

Haverford
President

to Speak
The new president of Haverford Col-

lege, Robert B. Stevens, will be the se-

cond speaker in the William James
Forum series next Thursday, October
12.

"Legal Philosophy and the Education
of Lawyers" will be Steven's topic. The
talk will be given at 7 : 30 pm in the Hyn-
son Lounge.
A legal historian, Stevens is a British-

born scholar who served for 17 years on
the faculty of Yale University. He came
to Haverford last J July from Tulane
University where he served as provost.

Stevens, an honors graduate of Ox-
ford University's Keble College, was
called to the bar by Gray's Inn, one of

the Inns of Court in London. Joining the

Yale faculty in 1959, he served as Pro-

fessor of Law from 1965 to 1976.

In addition to his appointment at Yale
and Tulane, Stevens has taught at Nor-

thwestern University, Stanford, the

University of Texas, the London School

of Economics, and the University of

East Africa. He has led missions to both

Asia and Africa for the Agency for In-

ternational Development.
Stevens has published widely in law,

history, and the social sciences. His

sixth book, Law and Politics: The
House of Lords as a Judicial Body 1800-

1976 appeared earlier this year.

byPET^R
poetry dating back to Homer, Stern
believes that the concept became a
building block of the modern novel with
Cervantes' Don Quixote. In this work
Cervantes intermingles fact and fiction

to the point where he actually includes
himself as a character in the book. This
allows him to comment not only on
psuedo-scholars and his contem-
porates, but on his own past work.
This technique is furthered by

Fielding's Jonathan Wilde, where the
author takes digs at politics, with foot-

notes referring to Sophocles and the lost

works of Aristole. Stern contends that
Fielding is saying we should not be
subservient to greatness, that we

TURCHI
shouia noi De awed simply by the inclu-
sion of the names of these classic
scholars.

The "pretended source" is one of the
most common elements of a work using
mock scholarship to define or
demonstrate a point. Pretended
sources range anywhere from foot-

noting nonexistent works to complete
analysis of nonexistent poems.

According to Stern, Voltaire's Can-
dlde "punctures ivory tower learning,"

or mock scholarship, by using irony to

show that "life breaks through illusion,

that "Scholarship may be irrelevant to

life." Throughout the entire 18th cen-

tury pseudo-scholarly charaters were
used to show up the pretentious aspects
of science and overall progression in a
culture.

The use of mock scholarship has not
been fully realized as a structural part
of the novel, Stem believes, though it

has been used by writers as popular as
hunorist L. J. Perelman, when he has
his footnotes debating each other, and
novelist Vladimar Nabakov. The in-

vestigation as a form-giving element is

still in progress.

Next week Lora Rosen will present
pure dramatic-ritual and original
classical Southern Indian Dance in the
second lecture of the series.

di/co-tape
TAPES RECORDS TAPES

KENT PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
Chestertown, Maryland 21620

778-5111

FUNKADEL1C
one Natron Under

A Groove

THEWHO
WHO ARE YOU
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Swarthmore deals Shoremen first setback
byHOWARDBAUER

The heavyweight champion of' MAC
soccer was fought last Saturday after-

noon at Swarthmore. The contenders

were well-matched; the hosting
Quakers, defending league champs,
and the youthful WC Shoremen,
undefeated entering the contest. Yet
the Shoremen, although controlling the

play in most of the game, were unable

to halt a 1-0 victory by the Quakers in

overtime.

Sudden death came for WC four

minutes into the game's fourth over-

time period. A substitute halfback for

the Quakers, attempting to cross the

ball from just outside the penalty area,

mis-hit this pass, only to watch the bail

toft into the upper corner of the Shore

net. Goalie Sam Powers who played
superbly while registering 18 saves,

could only watch helplessly.

Veteran Shore mentor Ed Athey took

the loss philosophically, "Naturally it

was a tough game for us to lose, since

we controlled play for a good part of the

game. We had our chances to score, and
then they (Swarthmore) scored on a
fluke play—but that's soccer."

Game statistics reveal a rather wide
open game, featuring unusually ac-

curate shooting. Swarthmore managed
to be on goal with 19 of its 21 shots. The

WC kickers at 1 -1 , with three games remaining

Shoremen took a like number of at-

tempts, putting 15 on target. WC had a
clear edge in comer kicks, 13 to 3.

The continuing inability of the Shore
offense to produce goals underscores

what may be the single weakness In

Athey's squad this year, the lack of a

so-called finisher. The Shoremen have
proven their ability to move the ball in-

to scoring range but have not managed

to find a forward who can convert those

chances into goals. This shortcoming is

not evident against WC's weaker foes,

but becomes noticable when teams of

Swarthmore's calibre are faced.

When questioned about the possible

emotional letdown of such a heart-

breaking loss, Athey seemed only mild-

ly concerned, "Now is the time for our
veteran players to keep up the en-

thusiasm that we've shown so far."

The Quaker's win after two hours and
nine minutes of scoreless play Saturday
was the Shore team's first setback of

the season and dampened WC's hopes
of gaining the MAC crown. Washington

| is now 1-1 with three section games re

« maining. The Shoremen host section

< favorite here next Saturday at 1:30 on

|> Klbler Field.Wc goes up against

P Widnerner on Wednesday, October 18 at

£ 3:00 and Johns Hopkins University,

S away, Saturday, October 28.

J Athey believes the soccer team has
more than proven its physical ability all

season, and now if the squad members
can only maintain a good attitude, they

can fight their way back into the MAC
race.

Washington College is pitted against

Mary Washington tomorrow at 1:30, a

team they defeated 7-to-0 in 1977 action.

Stickmen to scrimmage
Courtesy' Kent CountyNews

Washington College lacrosse fans will

have their first opportunity to see 1979

stickmen in action Sunday when the

Shoremen meet Loyola College in a 2

p.m. scrimmage on the Kibler prac-

Ucefield. The contest had previously

been scheduled for Saturday.

Mickey DiMaggio is returning a
strong defense and an outstanding
goaltender in senior Tim Hart, but the

Shoremen are rebuilding on attack and
especially in the midfield. Gone are at-

tackmen Myrt Gaines, Drew Romans
and Nobie Powell, midfielders G.P.
Lindsay, Matt Morris and George
Muliinix.

Senior Greg Schaffner is still hobbled
by a shoulder injury. Highly touted
freshman attackman Dick Grieves is

sidelined with a knee injury suffered in

a dormitory accident.

Jay Atkinson is back on the crease

and Tim Hollywood, Jeff Popham and
Jon Green are returning at midfield,

but only Atkinson showed that he could

"go to the cage" with alacrity in '78.

Bill Hamill, the only returning scoring

threat, is playing soccer.

Freshmen to look for are attackman
Paul Hooper, midfielders Jesse Bacon,

Kevin Gavin, Bob White and Tom
Adams and defenseman Ray Cameron.
DiMaggio also has other "sleepers"

and attackman Steve Furman and mid-

fielder Shawn Harmon are playing soc-

cer.

Washington College missed out on a
number of topflight lacrosse stars in-

cluding Jeff St ra 1 1 on of Long Island and
Tim Curry of Coring East, who took
UMBC over W.C.

The strong suit in the Shore 1979game
should be defense where Bill Herring,

Leckie Haller.Frank Filice, Tom
Bradley and Doug Pennington perform.

After the Greyhounds, the Shoremen
meet an Alumni contingent Sunday, Oc-
tober 21 at 10:30 a.m., and the Universi-

ty of Maryland, Friday, October 27 at 3

p.m. Both scrimmages are here.

WC rowers take on Navy
by BART NATHAN

This past Saturday the Washington

College Crew teams faced the U.S.

Navel Academy in what turned out to

be a valuable training session for both

squads.

Although there were no actual races,

both the WC and Navy teams had a

chance early in the fall to practice with

some competition. What many had
thought was going to be a race between

the two crews turned out to be a friend-

ly practice for the benefit of the Hodson
Trust, the major benefactor of the

Washington College Crew.
Actually, both the Men's and

Women's Crew did a series of two-

minute pieces—two minutes of all-out

rowing, as opposed to a 2000 meter
race, which usually lasts about sue

minutes—with the Navy squads.

The Men's Crew, consisting of: Bill

Anderson, bow; Allan Luthy; Dan Whit-

taker; Charlie Curtis; Jim Roof; Court

Trueth; Steve Perry; Steve Jones,

stroke; and Bart Nathan, coxswain,

faired relatively well against Navy,

falling behind about five feet at the

beginning, then only to slowly regain

the lost ground. This was repeated for

four of the pieces, with the Shoremen
coming out on top when shorter 20

stroke pieces were done.

Shorewomen win out
The WC Women's Crew with Claire

Padua, bow; Laura Zimnick; Ellen

Beardsley; Liz Montcalm; Sue
Sargeant; Suzanne Brogan; Nancy
Wilson; Valerie Marshs' stroke; and

Molly Meehan, coxswain, did extreme-

ly well against the Navy women. The
Shorewomen consistently won out,

overpowering them in every piece.

The Men's Crews did something vir-

tualy unheard of in rowing circles. Both

crews rowed up to the dock, then four

oarsmen from each crew got into the

other team's shell. Both of the "mixed"
crews returned to the river and rowed a

few shot pieces together. They were
fairly evenly matched, so no boat over-

powered the other.

In the words of senior oarsman Steve

Perry, "the meet was interesting, en-

joyable and informal." Coach Eric Stoll

hopes to engage the Washington College

University Crew in a similar practice-

meet some time this semester.

"WHY DON'T WE DO IT IN THE ROAD?"
We're game. How about you? The faculty runners challenge the following student organizations

to enter at least one student to run five miles, or five people to run a relay of the mile each. Prizes

will be awarded to the top individuals and teams please register with Jeff Chaffin or Rich Gillin by

Friday, Oct. 13.

Phi Sigma Freshman Class

Wombats Basketball Team
Bof Chi Crew Teams
S.G.A. Volleyball Team
Elm Track Team
Pegasus Cross-Country Team
Senior Class Student Republicans

Junior Class All Dorms & Other Clubs

Sophomore Class Cycle Club
Sailing Club

FREE BEER TO ALL FINISHERS

FIRST ANNUAL FACULTY CHALLENGE
HOMECOMING WEEKEND

SAT., OCT. 21

Zeta Beta Tau
Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi

Lambda Phi Delta
Kappa Alpha
Theta Chi

Economics Club
Philosophy Club
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McClintock resigns, DiMaggio
appointed Admissions head

Mickey DiMaggio, former Assistant
Director of Admissions and head la-
crosse coach at Washington College,
has been appointed full Director of Ad-
missions. His promotion, which went in-
to effect Monday, October 16, came in
the wake of the Board of Vitistors and
Governors' decision requesting James
R. McClintook's immediate resignation
from that post.

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Resignation unsolicited, McLaln says.

College President Dr. Joseph H.

McLaln, who notified the faculty of the

move with a notice posted in the faculty

lounge, stressed that McClintock's

resignation was "unsolicited."

McClintock had submitted a letter of

resignation to McLain on September 8

with the expectation that he would con-

tinue as Admissions Director through
June l, 1979. McLain warned McClin-
tock in a subsequent discussion the
following Monday that the Board of
Visitors and Governors might opt to
seek an immediate replacement "for
purposes of continuity," rather than in-

stigating a lenghty search for his suc-
cesor. According to the President, this

concern prompted the decision reached
by the Board in the executive session of
its meeting on October 7.

"Jamie resigned. He was not fired,"
McLain said. "I was surprised when I

saw his letter of resignation in

September. I told him then that the
Board might vote not to keep him on.
When I brought his resignation before
tha Board, they decided that the best
thing to do was Jake care of a very vital

part of the College — which is recruting
and admission. A lengthy search for his

successor could have been debilitating
to the College so I was asked to replace
Jamie as quickly as I could with the
best choice (as his successor) that we
had on hand, and that was Mickey
DiMaggio"

"The feeling of the Board," ac-

cording to McLain "was 'why keep so-

meone on who had clearly stated that

his future is not at Washington college?

'

and why keep someone here who could
best be using his time looking for

another job?"

"I know that Jamie was doing the

best job he could and I feel that he was
genuinely motivated," McLain stated,

"when I let him go it was with the

understanding that he would receive

very adequate severance pay— the ex-

act amount of which is nobody's

business but mine and his — and my
promise that I would write him a letter

of recommendation and help him get on
in his job hunt any way I can."

surprising and disappointing

Due to his recruiting duties that took

him away from the College, McClintock
cound not be notified of the Board's
decision until he returned to the cam-
pus last Monday. Despite McLain's
warning, McClintock said that he found
the Board's eventual decision "both
surprising and disappointing."

In a statement he prepared for the

Elm, McClintock said that "As last

year drew to a close, I became increas-

ingly convinced that my future lay in in-

dependent school work — specifically,

independent school admjssions/college
counseling with duties hopefully to in-

clude some teaching and coaching. I

decided, however, that I wanted to give

Washington College one more year of

my best efforts...

"Perhaps I'm just a little bit more
naive than I should be. After all, a great

many people had praised the effort our
office had made under my direction.

Thefts plague campus

Recent thefts of the College
Bookstore and Fraternity Chapter

Rooms have instigated preventative

measures such as improved campus
lighting and an upgraded night security

force.

The bookstore was robbed of WOO on

Sunday, October 15, during Fall Break.

According to Martin Kabat, manager of

the bookstore, it occurred during the

day, when no security guards were on

duty, and was not discovered until Sun-

day night. Kabat said, "we believe It

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor

was someone unconnected with the col-

lege because the college was closed."

To prevent a second robbery, a

Burgular Alarm System has been in-

stalled and new lighting placed outside

Hodson Hall. Kabat said, "There has

been an upsurge in this kind of activity.

It's obvious that the college has to take

steps to insulate itself and protect

itself."

Stereo equipment was stolen from the

Chapter Rooms of the three Hill Dorms
before Fall Break. All of the incidents

Price wins freshmen class election
By GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

Richard Price defeated Chris Perry
by four votes, 41 to 37, to win the

Freshman Class Presidency in the Oc-

tober 11 elections as less than fifty per-

cent of the class turned out to vote.

Frank Rhodes, Karen Sharp, and
Cheryl Loss won the offices of Vice-

President, Treasurer, and Secretary.

Further back in the voting for the

Presidency were Shawn Harman with
22 and Frank Dirks with 16.

In the Vice-Presidential race, Rhodes
narrowly defeated Knight Malone, who
was trailed by Jim Hibbert. Sharp was
unopposed for the office of Treasurer,

and Loss received seven write-in votes

as Secretary, to defeat her closest com-
petitor by five votes.

The small voter turn-out may have

been caused by the brief campaign
period. "The SGA was very unin-

formative about it," said Price after his

election. "We didn't have too much
time (to campaign)

."

Price said that he spent the time he
did have "finding out what people

wanted."
What he learned, said Price, was "In

general, we want more in-school ac-

tivities. Also, the officers and I are try-

ing to get a ski trip together and maybe
some other trips in the spring.

'

'

The only required activity for the

freshman class is to decorate the gym
for the Birthday Ball.

"I would like to do other things," said

Price, "like try to get some fairly big

thing for the whole school sponsored by
the freshman class." __

apparently occurred in early morning
hours.

The first incident was the theft of two
speakers from East Hall. According to

Howard Bauer, President of Phi Sigma
Fraternity, "chances are that the

Chapter Room was unlocked at the

time. We're making sure
thateverything is locked up now."
One thousand dollars of stereo equip-

ment was stolen from Middle Hall the

week before Fall Break. According to

Bob Akeson, President of Kappa Alpha,

"When the Sigs were robbed, we never

heard anything about it. People on cam-
pus should be informed. A lack of com-
munication has contributed to the suc-

cess of these robberies." He added that

"if they are the same robbers that keep
returning to the scene of the crime, they

must have very little respect for our

security guards."

Two speakers, a receiver and a

tapedeck were taken from the Lambda
Chapter Room the weekend before Fall

Break. According to Kevin Carouge,

Lambda President, the thieves ap-

parently broke In through the back win-

dow. Part of the equipment was found

the followingday in bushes near Bill

Smith.
After this Incident, Carouge said that

Lambdas installed new dead bolts in

the doors and the stereo cabinet, so that

they can not be opened.

The most recent attempt occurred in

— continued on page 7

—

And I'd been working harder than ever

this fall (to the extent that during some
of my school visits counselors had
remarked on how my enthusiam
seemed even greater than last year).

Also, I feel the staff is on the threshold

of another good year — a very good

year — and of course I wanted to be

part of that! 1 felt I had done the profes-

sional thing in letting the College know

my plans early; certainly I could have

been more calculating, used the fall

travel season and conventions to nose

around for openings, and held back my
resignation until I had definitely

secured a Job for 1979-80. But, on the

other hand, I understand the Board's

line of reasoning — which I find unusual

within my own experience, but not

without precedent — and appreciate

both their liberal praise for my work

and their allocation of severance pay."

McClintock stated that he was pro-

mpted to resign for both professional

and personal reasons. He said that he

has already discussed some job

possibilities with officials at "a couple

of local prep schools" and added, "in
the next two weeks, I am going to start
to volunteer my services — such as
coaching or guidance — to some nearby
prep schools, like Broadmeadow, if on-
ly to keep from climbing the walls at
home."
Although McClintock said he was

"surprised" by DiMaggio's appoint-
ment, he feels "he is sufficient for the
job. He was one of our best 'idea per-
sons' last year and although he hasn't
had a lot of admissions experience, he
has had a lot of office experience and
has done a lot of recruiting, both on the
Admissions Staff and as former
lacrosse coach.

I certainly hope his appointment does
not affect the number of lacrosse
players who are admitted into the col-

lege. I think Mickey feels his obligation
and the fears (that his promotion will

result in an increased number of

lacrosse players among next year's
entering students) will be groundless."

DiMaggio gives up lacrosse
Dimaggio bad to give up all his

former duties as lacrosse coach in

order to accept his promotion. Former
lacrosse assistant Bryan Matthews has
stepped tntc the vacated coaching spot.

"My goal when I was a student at

Washington College," said DiMaggio,
"was to come back to the college and
eventually to coach the lacrosse team. I

— continued on page 7—
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Rapid turn-over in the administration seems by now to be a

fact of Washington College life. Still, this latest move in which
former Director of Admissions Jamie McClintock surrendered
his office to Mickey DiMaggio comes as a shock to many of us.

The rapidness of the change and the fact that it came during Fall

Break made it seem all the more sudden.
President McLain assures us that in making the appointment

he was acting in a way "not unconcurrent with modern business

practices." We realize that he acted fully within his rights as
President and that he moved with the dispatch he thought
necessary in the emergency created by McClintock's resigna-

tion.

But despite recognizing the propriety and good faith of the

President s action, those of us not used to thinking of Washington
College strictly as a business enterprise agree with the sen-

timents expressed by SGA President Foster Deibert in an open
letter to the ELM: although we extend to DiMaggio our full sup-
port, we think his appointment should have been as acting-
Admissions Director subject to review at the end of the year by
the faculty and student Admissions Committee.
We have been led to believe that one of the College's major

assets is an atmosphere which encourages contributions from
concerned students and faculty members in areas which ob-
viously concern them. This freedom is vital to the tradition of

liberal education that this school represents. If it is to be main-
tained, no individual should claim a monopoly on deciding what
is good for Washington College.

'fianmib. i)wQ.{])uWs*Yl,

SJB tries "food fight" case

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Five of six studentscharged with After handing down an unanimous

disorderly conduct were sentenced to vote of guilty, the jury sentenced all the

three hours of cafeteria work after all defendants but Crosby to "donate three

were found guilty in the Student

Judiciary Board's first trial on October

10.

Charged with "disorderly conduct in

the dining hall" and ' "'participating in

a food fight" were Holli Young. John

LaPides. Dean Griffin. Nubian Duncan,

John DAmanda, and Shannon Crosby.

hours of their time to the cafeteria,"

with "the type of work to be decided by
Dave Knowles."

Crosby received no penalty when the

jury learned that she wasn't present

during part of the incident at dinner on
September 29.
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letters to the editor
Delightful Class

We can understand the basic concern

behind your editorial of September 8.

We cannot, however, accept without

comment the sweeping generalizations

that are indeed unsupported by hard

facts and by information already given

to ( but not presented by ) The Elm.
To begin with, you demean a sizable

portion of our student body with the

oblique reference to "lax admission

policies . . . damaging both the physical

and intellectual environments at

Washington College." Not one fresh-

man is here whom we did not want to be

here! In every case, the "reascns to ac-

cept", using all pertinent criteria,

outweighed the "reasons to deny". We
are delighted with the Class of 1982. In

this regard, we must underscore the

fact that we have a large freshman
class because of a yield percentage

(over 42 per cent) that is the envy of

many another college. From a purely

Admissions point of view, impressive

yield is the thing to be proud of rather

than numbers of applications. Convinc-

ing the accepted candidate to enroll is

probably the toughest and most
challenging part of our job.

What about "the lowest SAT scores

and class ranks in recent years"? With

regard to the average Verba! SAT, it is

for any practical statistical purpose

identical with that of the Class of 1981.

(A ten point difference, either way, is,

according to Educational TestingSer-

vice, meaningless.) The average Math
SAT is, on the other hand, more
significantly lower (twenty points)

—

surprisingly lower. It seems, however,

that the dipping of the average Math
SAT bothers us more than it bothers Dr.

Brown. The Elm would do well to talk

with him concerning the Mathematics
skill test given to all freshmen during

orientation.

With regard to class rank, we have to

emphasize the need to differntiate bet-

ween the meaning of rank in reference

to this particular class with its 51 per

cent -49 percent breakdown between
public and independent schools. We will

be happy to give you the story again,

hopefully so that it may once and for all

appear in its proper context.

Finally, it is simply not true that the

College can "barely" absorb the

number of students currently enrolled.

We remain underenrolled in terms of

classroom facilities, size of faculty,

and, yes, available housing. We need,

and hope to enroll, more freshman
classes numbering over 200 students.

This is not crass commercialism; it is

educational reality. We hope we have
turned the corner back towards a more
ideal full-time enrollment of at least

750—an enrollemnt that can reflect ef-

fectively the diversity and strength con-

ducive to the best possible liberal arts

environment.
Sincerely

The Admissions Staff

P.S. We must humbly report having

been the source of an intriguing piece of

misinformation. Further research
reveals that the Class of 1982 is only the

fourth largest in Washington College

history! The Class of 1975 holds first

place, having started with 267 freshmen
(plus 25 transfers). Tied for second are

the Classes of 1979 and 1969 with 233

freshmen each. (44 transfers entered
along with the Class of '79; no transfer

information is available with regard to

Fall '65 entrance.

)

Ransom note found in

Eisenhower kidnapping
The PLO and W, the group that has

for six weeks held captive the library's

portrait of former President Dwight D.

Eisenhower, this week sent the library

their third note. Found in the "p" sec-

tion of the upstairs dictionary near

"poisonous plants," this one made the

following demands:
•The Immediate trial by a People's

court of the inhuman Yankee Doodle

biding in the bushes Id front of Middle
Hall for unspeakable crimes against a
cherry, and for the outrageous lie of

claiming that he could throw a sliver

dollar across the Potomac.
•Toe conviction of this miserable

felon and ultimate humiliation by tar

and-feathering him and removing him
upon a rail from the grounds of the In-

stitution that bears bis infamous name.
•That the name of this college be

changed to honor a true man of the peo-

ple, Johnny Paycheck.
•That the first act of the Paycheck

College be to change the name of the

Birthday Ball accordingly, and to ban
Lester Lanin forever from the grounds

of Paycheck.
•Two cheesesteak subs with mayon-

naise on toasted bread and an order of
fries to go, to be delivered to a
designated place at a designated time
In order to demonstrate your will-

ingness to carry out the above stated
demands; whereby In recognition of
this demonstration, consideration will

be given to the posstbllty of releasing
our captive in good faith that our other
demands will be met.
•The immediate drainage of Hoover

Dam.
•Make that three cheesesteak subs,

and bold the onions

.

Although the ELM does not condone
irresponsible acts of terrorism such as
this, we feel compelled to meet the
demands in order to recover such a
valuable work of art. Therefore, a
representative of the interested parties
will meet a representative of the PLO
and W under the statue of the "inhuman
Yankee Doodle" at 10 p.m. on Sunday,
October29, with the requested demands
(no onions). Come alone.
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more letters to the editor.

A lack of mutual respect?

Upon returning from fall break, It

was with great surprise that I teamed
we hadnew Admissions Director. Mr.
McClintock had handed in his resigna-

tion and it was accepted by the Board of

Visitors and Governors at their October
7 meeting. The Board decided to make
the resignation effectively immediately
and to begin the process of finding a
new director. The decision seemed to be
the most sensible thing to do under the

circumstances and certainly in the best

interests of the College. However, out of

the clear blue, we found out (not

everyone, I'm sure) last Thursday that

a new director of Admissions, Mickey
DiMaggio had been appointed. This is

another example of the administration

making decisions without rightful con-

sultation with other segments of the col-

lege community.
I do not in any way mean to imply

that Mr. DiMaggio should not have
been appointed Admissions Director. In

fact, from my discussions with his staff

and limited contact with him, I feel he
will bring the needed leadership to the

Admissions Department. I do, however,

question the administration's hasty

decision in appointing a new director

and the entire procedure by which they

went it. Are the student body and the

faculty alike to be kept in the dark con-

cerning matters such as this? Do we not

have the right to know a fact before a

final decison is made by the ad-

ministration?

Overall, I feel it would have been best

to appoint Mickey DiMaggio as an ac-

ting director of Admissions, subject to

final approval at the end of this

academic year. This would have filled

the immediate vacancy and allowed the
College time to review the entire situa-
tion and give it the proper consideration
which it deserves.

I think it is evident to many of us that
we have a great number of problems in

the Admissions Department at this

time. While it may very well be true
that we have the largest freshman class
in our school's history, it is also becom-
ing apparent to us that the quality of

some students is below our academic
standards. As indicated by midterm
grades and the general academic tone
of the class, it is evident that we need to

re-evaluate our admissions procedure.
The prevailing lack of academic
responsibility is resulting in a negative
spillover which affects the social at-

mosphere on campus as weli. Over the
past several years both the faculty and
student organizations (Student
Academic Board, for one) have attemp-
ted to upgrade the academic standards
of the school. This is all to no avail as
long as the Admissions Department
continues to admit students who are not
— academically or emotionally — able
to handle our school's standards and
who, in fact, deteriorate our reputation
as an academic institution.

The College is currently beginning a
campaign to raise $6 million in endow-
ment by our bicentennial in 1982. If

achieved, this should help to eliminate

the need to admit students below our
standards in the future.

In closing, let me again emphasize

that I feel significant progress can be
made toward solving the problems
besetting us by Mr. DiMaggio and his
staff. I sincerely give them the Student
Government Association's support in

their attempts to do this.

Where the real problem lies is in the
fact that the President and his ad-
ministration continues to refrain from
communicating to the student body and
adequately searching out our opinions.

I believe this will be a much harder
problem for us to solve and it seems
toaliy alien to what our college
represents. One of the advantages of a
small school should be the fact that the
administration, faculty, and students
can work together and communicate to

one another. However, in the latest inci-

dent and those of previous years, our
President has not always seen fit to

foster this kind of atmosphere. Afterall,

how can we be expected to respect the
a<iministration's decisions if the ad-
ministration, in turn, does not respect
us enough to consult us on matters of

vital concern to the entire College?
Yours

Foster L. Deibert
President, Student Government

Association

Mindless Behavior

In am extremely concerned by an in-

cident which took place this last Satur-
day night during the Homecoming
Dance, and, although, perhaps the peo-
ple involved were not current
Washington College students, I would
like to share this concern with the en-
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tire college community.
The Kent-Queen Anne County Rescue

Squad was called to the campus to aid a
man who apparently was In an
alcoholic coma, a condition which could
lead to death. It has been reported to

me that the members of the Rescue
Squad found the firelane blocked by
parked vehicles, that they received ver-

bal abuse from at least several people
around the firelane, and that their ef-

forts to help the victim were impeded
by some of the people in the area.

Such mindless behavior could create
a life or death situation in such an
emergency. The Rescue Squad is a
volunteer group whose purpose is to aid

those in immediate need; it is our
moral obligation to assist the Rescue
Squad in every possible way. The next
time they are called, their mission may
be to save your life. Wouldn't it be too

bad if they were not to come?
You are admonished to keep the

firelane clear twenty-four hours a day;
to refrain from voicing thoughtless

taunts at people who come on campus
in your aid, be they the members of the

Rescue Squad, the fire department, or

the police force; and to assist such in-

dividuals In any way possible, in-

cluding, if necessary, the forceful con-

trol of those who would interfere with
the execution of an emergency pro-

cedure.

Do not allow several stupid people to

endanger your life or that of a friend.

Sincerely.

Edward E.Maxcy,
Associate Dean of Students

Roving Reporter:
Fall Break
byDEBBIE KOLE

Photography by Chuck Bell

QUESTION: What do you think of

having to come back from fall break on
Thursday, instead of being able to stay
home until Sunday?

Diana Howard

Tyler Johnson, Soph., Chestertown,

Md.
"I think they ought to just let us take

off the rest of the week because so

many people don't come back, anyway.

Even the ones that do come back don't

go to classes. I think the opening day of

goose season should be a vacation."

Diana Howard, Soph. St. Michaels, Md.
"I think it was really beat but I was

really psyched to come back and study
for my psychology test. It was
orgasmic."

JeffPopham

Jeannie Merrick, Freshman, Balti-

more, Md.
"I think we should have been able to

have off until Sunday. It's hard to come
back to classes in the middle of the

week."

Jeff Popham, Sr., Sevema Park, Md.
"It would have been nice for it to have

been until Sunday, for sure, so long as

the Slgs would have provided a week
long vacation instead of four days."

Betsy Arrington

Marian Cooper, Sr., Baltimore, Md.
"I think they should have started it on

a Wednesday and had us come back on
a Sunday because then everyone would
have come back."

Betsy Arrington, Sr. Baltimore, Md.
"I think the only way they got as

many students back as they did was by

scheduling Homecoming. I think they

should have given us off until Sunday."

Scott Dodge

Shawn Harman, Freshman, Ocean Ci-

ty, Md
"I think it's stupid because it's a two

day school week and you can't get
anything done."
Scott Dodge, Freshman, Conoga Park,

California

"I thought it was an excellent deci-

sion on the part of the school because I

enjoy the academic atmosphere this

college presents to the students \ feel

the break was unnecessary because it

kept us from being able to use the

school facilities for research."
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a success
by ELIZABETH GOWEN

Registrar Ermon Foster was a "tremendous asset to the program," Young states

The first BUSH ( Beautification Using
Student Help) Day of the year was
called a success by coordinator Jay
Young, after 8-10 faculty members and
students planted $650 worth of shrub-
bery, mainly in the Ferguson Hall area,

on October 7.

"It's a shame that a project of that

size couldn't have attracted more
help," said Young, "but the project was
a success just the same; it just meant
more work for fewer people."
Young singled out the help of

Registrar Ermon Foster as one of the

major factors in BUSH's success. "He
has been a tremendous asset to the pro-

ject. He's done everything, from the

detailed drawing of the proposed land-

scaping, to picking out the plants

themselves, to getting up at 7 a.m. to go
to the nursery and help load the plants

in the truck to working all day long

supervising and planting, to the follow-

up maintenance necessary to ensure
the success of the planting."

Fifty-nine bushes, including tZ dif-

ferent varieties, were planted around
Ferguson, an area that faculty

members had out earlier this year as

needing attention.

"We've gotten a lot of comments
from faculty members who appreciated

the work on a building that badly
needed landscaping," said Young.

Construction firm under contract

for Hill Dorm renovation

The firm of Furlow Associates is now
in charge of the Hill Dorm renovation

as well as some other minor campus
building improvements.
Vice-President of Finance Gene

Hessey said that the original firm has

"run into difficult times and has

dwindled to about two people." As the

employees of the company who had

been involved with renovation project

were among the ones which have

recently left, Hessey suggested to the

Building and Grounds Committee that

another company should take the pro-

ject.

The Hill Dorm revoation is "highly

mechanical, with no major structural

by PETERTURCHI

changes," according to Hessey. He add-
ed, "The electrical and mechanical
work required is fairly standard.

'

'

Although there will be very little

change in plans for renovation, Furlow
Associates will visit Washington Col-

lege to prepare for the work which will

be put out on bid in March and is

scheduled to begin at the end of this

school year.

Although the cost of the project and
its projected length are unchanged,
part of that relies on the contractor
awarded the job. Certain contractors
closer to the Chestertown or Eastern
shore areas are expected to be able to

complete the project within one year.

The Hill Dorms can hold 92 students

and currently hold approximately 72.

The residents of theses dorms will be

placed in other dorms on campus.
Though fraternity members have ex-

pressed some concern about restriction

of chapter activities, Hessey has pro-

posed that they be given the lounges in

other dorms to use exclusively at cer-

tain times. Hessey said that the cost of.

building a chapter house for one year's

use was "unrealistic." Though there

could be some crowding in male dorms
depending on next year's enrollment,

no major inconveniences are expected.

A REMINDER ABOUT
PARKING REGULATIONS
"Now that the faculty and staff area

of the Smith Parking Lot has finally

been adequately labled, students are

asked to park only on the College

Avenue side of this lot," stated

Associate Dean of Students Ed Maxcy

,

in order that as many spaces as possi-

ble in the Reid Lot might be reserved

for the residents of Reid, Caroline, and
Queen Anne dormitories. The residents

of the Hill Dormitories and Minta Mar
tin are requested to use other parking

lots.

Students with three or more unpaid

parking tickets at any one time or with

five or more tickets during the

academic year will have their parking

privileges on campus revoked. Subse-

quent tickets will result in the student

operator of the registered vehicle being

sent before the Student Judiciary. No
notices, other than the tickets them
selves, shall be sent.

"It is the students's obligation to find

a legal parking space, " Maxcy said

HUD rejects

college loan bid

William James forum to host

'Morality of the Washington Post'

by PETER TURCHI

Washington College's bid for a loan
from HUD ( Housing and Urban
Development) towards campus im-
provement costs has been rejected.
Gene Hessey, Vice-President of

Finance, said that the College has ap-
plied for the loan for the last two years.
The loan is part of a college housing
program and would be available at only
3 per cent interest. After talking with
Baltimore HUD officials, Hessey is con-
fident that there is nothing wrong with
the College's application abd and that it

does meet HUD's criterion, but the pro-
gram simply lacks the funds which it

needs.

Bout About $110 million a year is

available to colleges across the coun-
try. This money is actually generated
by repayment of federal loans to col-
leges in the I960's. At Washington Col-
lege the Kent, Queen Anne andCaroline
dormitories were madepossible by such
a loan, as was the wing in the Somerset
dorm.
"I'm hopeful that we will get funding

for heating In Somerset," said Hessey.
"The scope in dollars is quite minimal.
It's my impression that most of the

awards this year were for multi-million

dollar requests." This would mean that

just 20 or 30 requests would deplete the

available HUD funds. The agency
makes some attempt to distribute the

loans across the country, and one of the

nine Maryland applicants did receive

one of the awards.
It is Hessey's hope that because of the

enormous amount of requests for the

funds that Coneress will allocate mnrp
money to the program. The available
money is solely made up of repayment
of prior loans, which will continue toat
the same rate for about 30 more years.
Because of the shortage in funds the
awards are based on two criterion: that
the project involved concerns saving
energy, and that the project concerns
renovation as opposed to new construc-
tion.

As most colleges will go elsewhere to

find funding after being rejected, ac-
cording to Hessey, he believes that the
College's chances of receiving a loan
next year will be much better. Hessey
says that the school will continue to ap-
ply as long as work is scheduled for
campus Improvements.

One of America's most controversial

clergymen will speak at Washington
College's William James Forum next
week. The talk is the first of a two-part
series planned as a tribute to the late

Chairman of the English Department,
Professor Norman James.
The speaker will be the Reverend

Lester Kinsolving, Episcopal
clergyman, White House reporter, syn-

dicated national columnist, and well-

known late-night talk show guest. Mr.
Kinsolving's talk—next Thursday,
November 2 — will be titled "The
Morality of the Washington Post." The
talk is scheduled for 7 : 30 pm in the Hyn-
son Lounge.

. Mr. Kinsolving, a kinsman of Pro-
fessor Norman James, will be introduc-

ed by H. Hurtt Derringer, Editor and
Publisher of the Kent County News.
In addition to being the first

clergyman to be accredited to the White
House, he is also the first priest to be
nominated for the Pulitzer Prize. Com-
ing from a family of 4 Episcopal
bishops and 7 Priests, he knows the in-

side of the Church as few laymen can.

In his own words, "He is not awed or
mystified by ecclesiastical or political

brass."

Mr. Kinsolving made the front page
of the Washington Post last March
when he reportedly called a New York
Times columnist a "pompous ass" at a

State Department briefing. Later, last

summer, talk-show host Tom Snyder
reported that the editor of the Post uses
quite unmentionable language In refer-

ring to Mr. Kinsolving.

From 1974 to 1977 Kinsolving broad-
cast daily editorial commentary on sta-

tion WAVA, Washington's first all-news
station, replacing the late Chet Huntley
in morning and afternoon drive time.
He has reported from the Associated
Press, Time, Newsweek, and Drew
Pearson and written for the Nation,
Ramparts, Human Events, The Chris-
tian Century, and Christianity Today,
among many other publications.
Born in New York, Mr. Kinsolving

was educated at Virginia's Episcopal
High School, the University of Penn-
sylvania, Johns Hopkins, and the
Church Divinity School of the Pacific.

The second speaker in the two-
evening tribute to Professor James will

be Dr. David W . Scott of Washington's
National Gallery of Art. Dr. Scott will

speak on the new East Building of the
Gallery and its architecture in relation

to that of its parent building, now called

the West Building. The talk by Dr.
Scott, who was formerly the Director of

the National Collection of Fine Arts,
will be given next April.

The William James Forum, now in its

16th year, is a student club at

Washington College named after
American philosopher William James .

Professor Norman James (no relation

to William James) was a former
speaker at the Forum and chaired the
1 5th anniversary meeting of the Forum
last spring only a few days before his

sudden fatal heart attack.



Some
thoughts on
Homecoming

fay CATHY McGUIRE
Reactions toward last weekend's

Homecoming were positive, as re-

vealed in a survey of campus opinion

;

"I thought this year's Homecoming
weekend went very well. The parade
and 5-mile run were great successes,"
said Dean of Students Ed Maxcy. "The
SGA did a fine job—Jay Young and
John Baden both did excellent jobs. It

was disappointing that there weren't
more floats, and I do hope that there
will be more student involvement and
interest among more of the alumni next
year."

Jay Vogel, Chairman of the Alumni
Association said, "The Alumni Office

considered it quite successful. We had
many things going for us, such as the
gorgeous weather, and more impor-
tantly, the support and cooperation
from the students. Jeff Chaffin did an
outstanding job. And all the alumni that

I spoke with thoroughly enjoyed it. For
next Homecoming, we will try to opt not
to have Homecoming weekend right

after break so that the students will

have more time to prepare."
Dean Maureen Kelley felt the same
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The Slga' Papal Procession captures notice in the Homecoming Parade.

way. "I think it was a great success, the
parade was wonderful and Jay Young
did a geat job. Jeff Chaffin's work in
organizing the 5-mile run was great
also-it took a lot of time. A lot of kids
seemed to be having a great time and
obviously the weather couldn't have
been more perfect. I would like to see
more floats next time."

Silver announces
General Assembly

Internships program

Jeff Chaffin said, "I thought our 5-

mile run went really well, considering it

was the first time we'd ever done
anything like that. The alumni enjoyed
it and the feeling was a nice one and 222

also a very positive one. It was a lot of

fun and I thought that it was excellent

that the faculty came out and really

showed interest. There were a few pro-

blems, such as the police not stopping
traffic for us, and the missing people on
some of the relay teams. I would really

like to say thanks, though, to everyone
who supported us, especially the

library and the organizations who
donated prizes: Student Affairs, SGA,
Alumni Association, Bookstore, and
Coffee House."

Alumni Council drafts plans for

Athletic Hall of Fame
by BELL MORTIMER

All students interested in working as
interns.in the 1979 Maryland General
Assembly should come to a meeting on
Monday, October 30, at 4 pm in Smith
14.

The program, which involves
students from sixteen schools in

Maryland, is in Its second year at
Washington College. Dr. Silver, who
coordinates the program for the col-

lege, believes the internship offers
students a unique, first-hand opportuni-
ty to learn about the legislative Process
and Maryland politics. Students spend
two days a week in Annapolis serving
as legislative aides to Delegates and
Senators during the General Assembly
session, which runs from mid-January
to mid-April.
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Last spring seven Washington Col-

lege students participated in the pro-

gram and had a most interesting ex-

perience during a legislative session

pervaded by election year politics. This

year's session should be just as

fascinating with a new Governor and a
large turnover in the membership of

the legislature. Silver noted, "We had a
very successful experience in our in-

augural year in the program. I expect
this year will be just as successful."

The program is open to all Juniors

and Seniors, regardless of major, with

a grade point average of better than 2.5,

Students will receive two course credits

for the internship. In addition, the

General Assembly provides $300 to

cover the intern's expenses.

Plans are underway for an Alumni
Athletic Hall of Fame after many years
of planning.

According to Jay Vogel, Direction of

Alumni Affairs, a committee of Alumni
Council members has been appointed to

investigate the possibilities of such a
project. The committee has reviewed
the results and degrees of success that

other colleges have had with a Hall of

Fame, and have determined that the

project Is worth pursuing.

Vogel said that possibilities include a
Nominations and Selections Committee

that would elect individuals to the Hall

of Fame. Awards, such as plaques or
trophies would be housed in Cain
Athletic Center and presented annually
at a banquet.

In the first year of the Hall of Fame,
there could be as many as twelve dozen
inductees, some of which would be
posthumously, Vogel said.

Vogel added that, "the Alumni Com-
mittee would welcome any suggestions
that the student body would care to of-

fer in reference to this matter."

No Discounts Or
Gift Wrapping This Day

Author JAMES A. MICHENER
will be autographing

his best selling novel. . . .

CHESAPEAKE
NOVEMBER 1 between 3 & 4:30 p.m.

At "JOY OF BOOKS"
BOOK SHOP

309 High SI. Chestertown
* Chestertown's firsi complete Book Shop

Solve your Christmos worries.

Purchase a Collectors Item .An
Autogrophed Copy of CHESAPEAKE.

Complimentary Refreshments

The College Republicans

want to know...

WHERE WILL YOU BE ON NOV. 7?

Tues. Nov. 7 is General Election Day

If you can't make it home to vote...

Why not vote by ABSENTEE BALLOT?

Forms are available in the Student Affairs Office,

courtesy of College Republicans.

Don't hesitate...

Forms must be returned by Oct. 31

.

The College Republicans urge everyone to vote

on Nov. 7 for the Candidates of their choice.

ELBURN'S FLORIST AND GREENHOUSE
Come and Visit Our Tropical Greenhouse
is», Ratal • Carnations

8^ Fresh Arrangements -

Corsages
"10% discount with stud.nt I.D

and this ad."

1 mil. South al Irldga ^^

d>
Phon. 778-2200

KENT
Radio and TV Service

ItC/l Jton&i Panasonic
Soles and Service

"Chestertown's most advanced shop facilities"

Major and minor repairs on ail makes of TVs and Stereos

Call 778-1 179
Free pickup and delivery to college students
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Chip Franklin: taking the chance
byNICKNAPPO
FeaturesEditor

"There are a lot of guys like me,"

says Chip Franklin, 27-year-old

singer/songwriter from Washington

D.C., and he's right. Singer/-

Songwriters keep the food stamp people

in business. Everybody is hungry these

days, but Franklin has fared better

than most: he has opened for Sha-Na-

Na, Tom Chapin, and Emmylou Harris,

and "peddled" songs to Warren Zevon

and Jackson Browne, though neither

has recorded his work. You might say

he's got a foot in the door, or at least a

couple of toes.

Tuesday night he planted both feet

firmly in the Coffeehouse. Now, nobody

who plays solo for three hours in the

Coffeehouse can hold the constant at-

tention of the audience. They're not

drinking coffee down there. But for a

man of his ability, Chip Franklin spent

too much time in the background.

The problem was summed up when
Franklin sang a Jackson Browne line,

/( 's who you look like, not who you are,

and then told listeners to "keep that in

mind." This is precisely what Franklin

should be trying to make us forget. We
know it's a tough climb for a troubador

;

we know that 'there are a lot of guys'

like Franklin. We know that. The im-

portant thing is who Chip Franklin is,

and he should present himself without

editorial comment.
And why not? Franklin looks fine,

sings superbly, and is a crisp and com-

petent guitarist. And he's thrown his

hat into the ring— he even performed

Billy Joel's "The Entertainer"— so

be'd better get the hitches out of his

delivery.

Number one: he should introduce

each song by title and composer.

Franklin is in the 'California Sound'

focused when he sings. Between songs

Franklin made fine eye contact with the

audience; he's a crowdwarmer. But

when be sang his eyes darted about.

This dilutes the energy of a number.
Actually, the whole question here is

one of focus. The emphasis of Chip
Franklin's act should be on Chip

Franklin, and on what he does best:

songwriting. Franklin has penned a

pair of beauties.

"Thunder" is an angry song. It's

about an 80-year-old Indian named
Thunder who Franklin befriended in

Santa Fe. The songwriter was shocked

at the treatment Thunder received

from others, including other Indians.

"He'd get a dollar a day for working the

fields, and everybody thought that was
a dollar too much," Franklin says.

Hence: For only a dollar he'd give a
day/ Animal justice, the people would
say. Franklin expands the scope of the

song by bringing in Kennedy's
assassination, but he could have
brought it in by much subtler means. As
it stands, though, it's a powerful piece.

Thunder Thunder tell me why/ all my
people close their eyes/ And I never

understood how you knew I never
would, 1never would/ Come Thunder.

Franklin's inspiration for "Take A
Little Chance" came when he stopped

at a 7-11 in an Oklahoma town he was
school and plays a lot of headmaster driving through. As he entered the store

Jackson Browne's material, along with he noticed an old man in a beat-up car

his own, which is similar and waiting at the corner light; fifteen

sometimes superior to Browne's. But minutes later the man was still there in

since Franklin doesn't introduce the the empty street, at the obviously

songs clearly, we don't know what's go- broken stoplight. Franklin tells the

logon. story well, and it's too bad he didn't

Number two: he should have a work it into "Take A Little Chance."

backup band. Franklin made demo The song is a smash anyway. And it's

tapes with studio musicians in true that Ihave fallen/ but Iknow that I

Nashville this summer, and there is can say/ I took the chance/ An-

quite a difference. His songs were not

written for a single guitar or keyboard.

(Franklin's taped voice, by the way, is

nj'e..(then it explodes) Take a little

chance It's a prime mover of a song.

With dynamite like that, why did

Well, Franklin Is taking the chance
now. Things appear to be breaking his

way : he's negotiating with Elec-

tra/ Asylum Records, and Michael Mur-
phy is currently performing
"Thunder." Chip Franklin has
something to say, and an ability to say

it. He should not sell himself short.

All lyrics © 1978 by Chip Franklin

as good as anything this reviewer has Franklin end the set with Jackson
heard.) Franklin should be a featured Browne's "Rock Me On The Water"?
performer, not a workhorse. People should have left with thunder in

Number three: he should be more their ears.

Dallas Ballet on stage
by MARGARET HANDLE

The Dallas Ballet came to

Washington College October 6, as the

second presentation of the College Con-

cert Series, with a delightful and varied

program.
The Company prides itself on ver-

satility of style and eclectic reper-

toire. The challenge such claims make,
especially on a relatively small com-
pany, was well met by the dancers of

the Dallas Ballet.

Opening with a number inspired by
Hadyn's "Surprise Symphony", many
of the dancers displayed a fine sense of

theater. Although this performance
was a surprise to some of the audience,

as it was not classical and perhaps not

what some think of when they think of

ballet, it gave the company an op-

portunity for creativity and freedom of

expression that could not be present in

a classical piece.

Individual dancers made great use of

facial and body movements to create a

fun-filled, relaxed atmosphere. Occa-
sionally, their movements were so
stylized as to be reminescent of mime.
This light-hearted opening put the au-

dience at their ease, the better to enjoy
the rest of the evening.

"A Shape of Light," was a more
serious, abstract dance and resembled
the classical idea of ballet more closely

than "Surprise Symphony." Effective

use of side-stage lighting achieved a

mysterious atmosphere. This was a
strict ensemble dance, not allowing for

individual interpretation by the

dancers.

The finale, and most anticipated

dance of the evening was "The Rite of

Spring." This is a new choreography of

an old and well-known ballet. This new
version appeared in Dallas earlier this

year.

Unlike most conventional ballets

which have a story line, and therefore a

climax, "Rite" has neither. It is "a
treatment of man in a modern society,"

according to the program, and as such

cannot have a climax. Thus, the dance
is a repitition of patterns, of primitive,

ritualistic movements. It conveyed ef-

fectively man's continuing battle with

the many forces in his life.

Although the Dallas Ballet as a whole
is a good ensemble, there was one
dancer whose ability, technique, sense
of theater, sense of audience, and sense

of self combined to make his per-

formance in "The Rite of Spring" and
"Surprise Symphony" outstanding:

Rodwic Fuklno. This Is interesting

because in the past, with few excep-

tions, the outstanding performers have
been women. In a recent Baltimore Sun
article, Petrus Bosman, artistic direc-

tor of the Maryland Ballet was quoted
as saying, "This year for the first time,

the boys are better than the girls.

That's important these days because
with the emergence of such stars as

Nureyev and Baryshnlkov, the general

public is now looking to the male dancer
for more and more. The days when the

man was simply there to hold up the

woman are over."



SCA plans Auction

Student Government Association
President Foster Deibert announced
today that the SGA will sponsor the se-

cond annual Student, Faculty Auction
Thursday, November 9 at 8 pm in the
Bill Smith Auditorium. Proceeds from
the auction will go to the library for the
purchase of new books.

Junior Jeff Bowerman chairman of

the Auction Committee, has requested
that anyone interested in putting an
item or service up for bid should con-

tact a member of the SGA or the Stu-

dent Affairs Office.

Last year, the SGA cleared over
$800.00 for the library fund with the first

Student, Faculty Auction.
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Women's Group sponsors talk on rape

Theft

•Continued (torn page 1*

West Hall early this week. Carouge said
that the West Hall Resident Assistant
reported seeing a yellow pick-up truck
in front of West Hall and someone try-

ing to get in the window at 6:00 am Mon-
day morning. By the time he got
downstairs to record the liscense plate
however, the thief had realized he could
not open the window and fled.

Some steps have already been taken
to prevent similar crimes. According to

Edward Maxcy, Associate Dean of
Students, the campus lighting has been
Improved and the night security force
has been upgraded. Night security is no
longer a department of the Main-
tainance Staff, but a separate office

headed by William Whalley.
Maxcy added that the "best security

is prevention." He suggested that
students report non-college persons on
campus to either the night security
guards or the police. He also suggested
that students should not advertise when
they are going home for a weekend, or
that they have valuable items in their

rooms.

McClintock's resignation

Continued from page 1*

achieved that goal. To me, this (ap-
pointment) isagreater challenge."
Earlier this week, the new Director of

Admissions had begun "to get a lot of
things straightened out," and is cur-
rently in the process of re-evaluaticn of-

fice procedures and working out job
descriptions for everyone working on
the Admissions Staff.

DiMaggio served the college as direc-
tor of alumni affairs from 1974-77. In
1977 he succeeded Don Kelly as head
lacrosse coach and moved over to the
admissions office.

A native of Annapolis, DiMaggio at-

tended both St. Mary's High School and
Annapolis High School before gradua-
tion from Charlotte Hall Military
Academy in 1952. He received his B.A.

. in sociology from Washington College
In 1960 after his college career was in-

terrupted by a three year hitch in the
army. Upon his return he was named to
the second team All-American as
goaltender in soccer and first team All-

American at midfield in lacrosse in

1959-60. He received his M.A. in

psychology from the College last May.
Matthew named lacrosse coach

Bryan Matthews, a former student
and All-American goalie, has already
assumed duties as lacrosse coach ac-
cording to Director of Athletic Edward
L. Athey.

Matthews inherited the top spot this

fall, after two years as assistant coach.
Matthews has also assumed respon-
sibilities in the admission office as part
of his job.

A 1975 graduate of the college and
former star for the Shoremen, Mat-
thews achieved All-American recogni-
tion in the goal both his junior and
senior years and represented the
Shoremen in the North-South game his

senior year at Cornell. He assited Don
Kelly with coaching tasks in 1976 and
assisted DiMaggio in 1978 after Kelly's
retirement.

A sexual assault and rape prevention
seminar sponsored by the Washington
College Health Service and the
Women's Discussion Group was held in

Minta Martin Lounge Tuesday, October
24. The seminar dealt with various
aspects of rape — psychological,
medical, legal and rape prevention. Dr.

Morani of Kent-Queen Anne's Hospital
and Floyd Park's states attorney
adressed medical and legal aspects.

Ina Lorton and Ellen Shapiro, direc-

tor and assistant director of Baltimore
County's Sexual Assault Crisis Center,
addressed the psychological effects of

rape and assault. They began by
atating a few facts about the offense

itself:

•rape is not an act of sexual desire,

nor does a woman's appearance or
dress make her a victim of rape. It is an
act of aggression, an assertion of

power. This is borne out by the fact that

victims range in age from three months
to 97 years and include young boys as
well as women.
•over 50 percent of rape victims know

their attackers, and many are attacked
in their homes, schools and offices, not

just deserted alleys and dark parking
lots.

•whether the rape actually takes
place or not, the victim's response is

the same. The traumatic effect of an
unsuccessful assault is equally damag-
ing.

by MARGARET HANDLE
The healthiest response a rape victim

can have to her experience is anger.
Other less beneficial ways of dealing
with the situation are depression, blam-
ing yourself, or minimizing the horror
of the experience. A victim will have
problems eating and sleeping, and will

have flashbacks and exhibit repetitious
behavior.

The most important thing for a rape
victim is immediate support and to

have someone to talk to about the rape.
Talking about it helps to desensitize the
situation. Also, the families, husbands,
or boyfriends of a victim should be
counseled so they can learn how to cope
with the upheaval in their live.

Trooper Ray Chivacci of the
Maryland State Police in Centrevillc
and Sgt. Joe McCieary of the State
Police Training Academy spoke about
types of rapists and rape prevention.
They characterized two types of

rapists: aggressive, sadistic and op-
portunistic. The aggressive rapist is ac-
ting from displaced anger toward socie-
ty, other women, family, etc. The vic-

tim's resistance and violence arouse
him. and resistance will increase his
violence. He will repeat his attacks and
will continue until caught.
The opportunistic rapist is also com-

mitting a robbery, breaking and enter-
ing, or some other crime. He is usually
a known assailant and not a repeater.
The most effective way to prevent

rape is to be informed, and to accept the 778-4511.

fact that you are a potential rape vic-

tim. The most devastating effect of
rape is that you are a potential rape vic-
tim. The most devastating effect of
rape is that it deprives you of a sense of
invulnerability and blind trust—the
idea that "it can't happen to me."

If you find yourself in a rape situa-

tion:

—yell "Fire.", not rape. More people
"will respond.

-talk, maintain eye contact. Treat
your attacker as a human being,

-distract him. Throwing off his timing
or disrupting his pattern might give you
time to escape.

—"the choice of whether or not to

physically resist can only be made by
you. If the rapist is armed your options
are limited; there is no way to predict
tils actions.

"—you may be able to scare him off by
screaming, claiming to be pregnant,
have cancer or V.D., or by reciting

nursery rhymes. Remember—often the
rapist Is as frightened as his victim.

Ina Lorton, herself a victim of rape,

said "You need to protect yourselves,

and you need to know how." Being in-

formed and reporting attacks are the

'jest known way to prevent rape and
nei p yourself and others to cope with it.

To get the pamphlet, which includes

some of the above measures. "Preven-
tive Measures Against Rape", call the

Maryland State Police, Centreville Post
758-1101 or the Chestertown detachment

WC ekes out 1-0 victory over Mary Wash.

An age-old adage in the sports world
claims that when two mismatched
teams are pitted against one another,

the stronger of the two tends to play

down to its opponent's level, and vice

versa. That adage was borne out vivid-

ly on October 11 on Kibler Field where
the Shore soccer team took on Mary
Washington College and could only eke
out a 1-0 victory over a team they had
thrashed 7-1 in last year's meeting.

In several short stretches, the

Shoremen gave fans glimpses of the

soccer they are capable of playing, run-

ning through and around the hustling

but hopelessly outmanned Mary
Washington eleven. In one of these

by HOWARD BAUER

streaks, at the 27-minute mark of the
first half, Lee Einwaechter found V.J.
Filliben open with one of his passes, and
the high scoring freshman converted
for what proved to be the game winner.
For the most part, however, WC played
uninspired, lack-luster ball, with inac-

curate passing and shoddy ball-

handling being the rule rather than the
exception.

The play of the game, outshining
Filliben's goal and some five saves by
MWC goalie Steve Bartenstein was
turned in by Shore Fullback Curt Nass,
who saved WC the embarrassment of

overtime. With ten minutes left in the

'contest, a Mary Washington forward

of the WC net. Goalie Chris Kiefer was
caught out of position, but Nass slipped
into the goal and trapped the shot right

at the goal line. Kiefer recovered to

pounce on the rebound and boot the ball

from harm's way.
That potential game-tying shot pro-

ved to be half of Mary Washington's at-

tempts. The other shot was off goal,

thus giving Kiefer an easy shut-out as
he was not forced to save a shot. On the
other hand, the Shoremen took 23 shots,

managing to put only 7 on goal. WC also
maintained a wide, 5-to-l advantage in

corner kicks.

BAYSIDE
Ginseng

Root

Natural Vitamin,

Natural Cotmatlcs and Cook Books
Sort Fro* and Olabotlc Foods

Moat Subititutoi - Horb Tool

Ico Croam - Snack, • JillcM • Hone,
Floure - Grain, - Nuts

Opon 7 day, a wook
Noxt to Dolmarvo Power

Choitortown. Md. KENT PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

/- aui 5 ~J>hoe ~J)hore

P.O. BOX 654—227 HIGH STREET

CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND21620
PHONE 778-2860

featuring personal service and expert

fitting. We carry a complete line of

men's and women's footwear, featur-

ing Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dexter, Mia,

Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse

and many more.
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Peter Cameron, first of the WC runners

to come in, places sixth in Saturday's

tri-meet that saw Haverford and

Hopkins best the Shore Cross Country,

leaving WC with a 1-5 record Coach

Chi? tci'i ier does not expect to Improve

Shore boots Fairleigh-Dickinson, 2-1

The Shoreman soccer team nipped

Fairleigh Dickinson at Madison last

Saturday, 2-1, on Kibler Field. Tomor-

row the Maroons travel to Baltimore

for a high noon showdown with the Blue

Jays of arch-rival Johns Hopkins. The

snake-bitten local heroes list wing Bill

Hamill, halfback Tom Kohlerman, and

fullback Pete Hanlon as questionable

for tomorrow's game.

Last Saturday, the Shoremen were

just an eyelash more gutsy than the

Red Devils. Playing without the ser-

vices of Kohlerman, fullback John Lon-

nquest, of ball control artist Kenneth

Maher, inside, and getting themselves

outshot 20-15, they still managed to play

the visitors to a standstill in the first

half and dominate them after the

break.

by JEFFBOWERMAN

Tom Vach was first onto the board
when his low liner hit the upright on one
hop and deflected in early in the game.
FDU, who held an 11-6 shot edge in first

half action, threatened repeatedly and
finally scored to make it one all at the
half.

Coach EdAthey observed that "we

asserted some authority in the second

half." Bill Hamill, who usually can't

practice because of a bad knee, tucked

a ball up over the keeper's head from

the wing, and down to the far upright,

from whence it also deflected in with

thirty minutes left to play.

V.J. Filliben and Tom Viscount

assisted, and fullbacks Curt Nass, Don
Hudson, and Hanlon "really hustled"

said Athey. Hanlon in particular sparkl-

ed, and all season long he has been one
of the most improved players on the

team. Unfortunately, he aggravated an
old back injury late in the game, and
may not be at full strength tomorrow.
Both goalies, Chris Lieffer for the

home side and Tod Spencer for FDU,
registered 6 saves. Athey was pleased
with the team's tough defense.

Tom Viscount has been moved into

Maher's front line spot to complement
Filliben after Matt Wagner had been

tested there briefly. Wagner has been

returned to his natural center-half posi-

tion because he hasmore stamina.

The Shoremen have beaten the Blue

Jays by one overtime goal in both 1976

and 1977.

Shorewomen split record, 14-7, in Catonsville match

The Women's Volleyball Team added

a victory and a loss to their record

Tuesday evening in home action

against Hood College and Catonsville

Community College. The Shore-

women's record stood at 14 won, 7 lost

after Tuesday's matches.

In the games against Hood, W.C. was
a little slow in getting off the mark.

Hood has a fairly good squad but is not

strong hitting-wise. The Shorewomen
won the first game 15-9, but at one point

in the second game, W.C. was down
14-8. However, the team rallied, and our

women came back to win 16-14.

"I think this is an excellent indication

of the character of the team, "com-
mented Coach Penny Fall. "They're

real fighters."

"The Hood match was tough because

it was so long," said Co-Captain Maggie
Stevens. "It was more mentally than

physically fatiguing—the score was
always back and forth."

The Shorewomen also played
Catonsville Community College, one of

the top teams in the junior college cir-

cuit who are perennial champions of na-

tional tournament quality. W.C. lost the

bySUSAN

first game 3-15 in what Coach Fall

described as "a poor display of

volleyball on our part
. '

' Part of this was
due to the fault that the team sat out one

match while the other two teams played

and was not able to build up the momen-
tum soon enough.

The Shorewomen rallied in the next

game and beat Catonsville 11-15 in what
was, according to Coach Fall, "one of

the two or three best games we've
played all year." However, W.C. lost

the third game 8-15, thus losing the

match. The game was a good one and
the Shorewomen rallied well, but

Catonsville had three excellent hitters

and "they got hot."

The squad was undoubtedly hurt by
the loss of Tami Schauber, who has,
been off the court for the past two
weeks with traumatic shin splints on
the right leg. Tami is one of the team's
best blockers and probably could have
made the score closer. In a true team
effort to compensate for Tami's inabili-

ty to play, Sue Bennett and Joan Burri
put out some good blocking action,

however.

FARACE
ourselves toward the MAC, "explained

Coach Fall. "Anyone interested in wat-

ching good, power volleyball can't go

wrong."

This will be a double elimination tour-

nament; a team that loses twice is out.

The first round matches will begin at 3

p.m. Friday (with the Shorewomen pro-

bably playing at 4 p.m.); the second
round will begin at 5:15 p.m. The final

matches will start at 8:30 that evening
and playing will resume Saturday at

10:30 a.m.

The favorite to win is probably

Western Maryland, the defending

champions. Their principal competition

will come from Washington College,

Franklin and Marshall, and Juniata.

Since this will be one of the team's

last home appearances of the season

and very probably the last MAC event

on this campus for a long time. Coach

Fall has expressed the hope that the

college community support the team.

"If the students and faculty lend the

team this kind of support, it really could

make a difference."

Co-Captain Stevens commented on

the increased team effort. "We've been

through alot of different line-ups this

season, and I think we've finally gotten

to a point where we're meshing and

things are clicking pretty well. So, in

that respect, we're playing better as a

team now."
"I hate to single out an individual

from Tuesday night. I feel it was an ex-

cellent team effort, and everybody did

alot of good things," echoed Coach Fall.

The true test of the Shorewomen's

abilities will come Friday and Satur-

day, November 3 and 4 as Washington

College hosts the Middle Atlantic Con-

ference in Cain Athletic Center. In addi-

tion to Washington College, other teams

competing will be Franklin and Mar-

shall, Juniata, Upsala, Dickinson,

Western Maryland, Scranton Universi-

ty, and Gettysburg.

This is W.C.'s fourth year in M.A.

competition at the tournament level,

and the second year in a row that the

school has hosted this tournament.

"The quality of competition has im-

proved tremendously, and we gear

Matthews named head lacrosse

coach, admissions assistant

byMARY LAFERRIERE

Bryan Matthews, former assistant-

lacrosse coach, has recently been ap-

pointed as lacrosse coach and Assistant

Director of Admissions at Washington
College.

This move came as a result of the

resignation of former Director of Ad-
missions James McClintock, whose
position has been filled by Mickey
DiMaggio, former lacrosse coach and
Assistant Director of Admissions.

Matthews is a graduate of Washing-
ton College and was beginning his third
year as assistant coach.

He is enthusiastic about his new
assignment and has set admissions as
his priority, but is concerned about the

WANTED
Team Manager for the

Spring Lacrosse Season
All male students Interested

in applying, see Bryan Matthews
In the Admissions Office

limits his position will impose on the

time he will be able to spend on the

lacrosse team.

His job as Assistant Director of Ad-

missions will take him to various parts

of the country, promoting the school. To &
compensate for this, he intends to cen- S3

ter much of his work with the team on v
weekends, so as not to interfere with his £
travel time.

jA new assistant lacrosse coach has I
not as yet been appointed.

The lacrosse team necessarily needs
jgj

a mail manager for the Spring Lacrosse q
season the new coach stated and Mat-
thews has asked that any one interested

contact him in the Admissions office.

Intramural Football Results
Play-Off Results

Monday, October 9

Bof Tide 29 Hoop
Theta 14 KA

Championship Game
Wednesday, October 1

1

1 2

Theta
Bof Tide 6

14 14

6

Scoring:

Bof Tide: Hoopes to Demarest
22 yds. pass

(extra point: no good)

Theta TD: Rutter to Wilkinson, 40 yd.pass

XP7: Wilkinson to Rutter, 3 yd. pass

Theta TD: Rutter 40 yd. run

XP7: Rutter to Wilkinson, 3 yd. pass
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SGA allocates club funds
Controversy surrounds some funding

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Victoria Gadsden as Gwendolyn and Peter Zekonis as Jack in the Drama
Department's production of "The Importance of Being Earnest;""
showingAa in performance now through Sunday at 8:00 pm in Tawes
Theatre.

Phi Beta Kappa rejects WC's bid
bySUEDONELIAN

Washington College's application to

Phi Beta Kappa a collegiate honor
association founded in 1776, has been
rejected.

The College applied for membership
into Phi Beta Kappa.several years ago
and was rejected because of a limited

endowment; last year the College reap-

plied for membership on the strength of

a $5 million increased endowment.
Though the College withstood initial

screening when 78 of the 90 institutions

which applied were eliminated, of the

remaining 12 colleges which were given
- interviews, Washington College was re-

jected. The reasons for rejection were:

the endowment; attrition rate; decline

in enrollment (based on the figures

from last fall) ; the "fluidity" of the ad-

vising system, that the Association felt

the distribution requirements did not

insure, but merely suggested, a diver-

sified curriculum.

Dean of the College Garry Clarke also

remarked that "the problem with all

this is the fact that we do not know what
Phi Beta Kappa considers to be accep-

table enrollment or attrition rate.

There is also a feeling among some
faculty members that our present

distribution requirement does not pro-

vide the mechanism for a welt-rounded

liberal arts education.

"

Though any institution may apply for

membership Into the honor association

countless times, given the obscure

reasons for rejection, Washington Col-

lege may prefer to abstain in the future,

Clarke indicated.

The Student Government Association

Monday night okayed the Organization

Committee's controversial club alloca-

tions after making two revisions, with

allotments to the Christian Fellowship,

College Republicans, and William

James Forum drawing the most atten-

tion.

The SGA allocated a total of $4,625 to

the 11 campus organizations that re-

quested funding.

"Fellowship under fire"

The Organization Committee's $100

allocation to the Washington College

Christian Fellowship was the first pro-

posal to come under fire from the

Senate. But after some debate, the

original proposal was agreed to.

"Since it's a non-denominational

group and there is no other such group,

it was decided to give them the money
they requested," said Organizational

Committee Chairman Jay Young.

The Committee's $200 allocation to

the Washington College Republicans

did not fare as well. New Dorm's
Senator John Wharton spoke out first

against the proposal, saying, "The big

problem with this allocation is that all

their activities are inherently par-

tisan."

Somerset Senator Dan Duff added, "I

don't want to see our money going to

something that will have nothing to do

with the campus," suggesting that part

of the funding might go toward

Republican campaign literature and

other partisan activities.

"Morton possible speaker"

But Committee Chairman Young
maintained that the largest portion of

the allocation was intended for bringing

speakers to campus, possibly including

former Cabinet menber Rogers Mor-

ton.

"I'd hate to deprive the College of a

good speaker just because the College

Republicans are sponsoring him," said

Young.
A suggestion by Hill Dorms Senator

Jeff Bowerman, proposing that the

Republicans be funded on an "a la carte

basis," was finally adopted. The
Republicans will receive $20 per
semester for each of their blood drives,

plus any funding necessary to cover
speakers.

The proposed $2500 allocation to the

William James Forum, plus an "Incen-

tive clause" that provided $500 in a

matching grant if the Forum could

raise $500, was the subject of the nights'

most heated debate.

The Forum received $1500 in each of

the last four years from the SGA, its

sole supporter. The group requested the

$1000 increase this year to meet the ris-

ing cost of speakers.

"Ludicrous" speakers

After it was pointed out that Forum
speakers are often "friends of a friend

of a friend" who come here as a favor,

Kent Senator Jal Mugaseth said that

"even if we give them the $1,000, it will

still be a case of a friend of a of a friend

because the type of speaker you get for

that money is ludicrous.

"

SGA Vice-President Maura Kelly

held, however, that "We really owe it to

the Forum to give them an increase. I

don't think we ought to take on a mar-
tyr's role just because we're the only

ones that fund them. If we didn't have
that it would be a big loss."

After discussing several changes to

the original proposal, the Senate finally

voted In favor of a proposal by Bower-

man that the base funding be dropped

to $2,000 and the matching funds in-

creased to $1,000.

The SGA also allocated funds to the

following clubs: German Club — $50

first semester, $100 second semester;

Spanish Club— $25 first semester, $175

second semester; Women's Discussion

Group— $35 first semester, $75 second

semester; Outing Club — $100; Sailing

Club — $500, Photography Exhibit —
$150, Phi Alpha Theta — $150, Herman
Crown Investment Club— $125.

Faculty disputes quality of freshman class
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

The Increased enrollment and lower

SAT scores and class rank in this year's

freshman class has raised speculation

that the Class of 1982 may not meet the

standards of previous years' freshmen.

A random survey of professors who
teach freshmen failed to confirm or

deny that speculation.

English professor Bennett Lamond,

with nearly 50 freshmen In his two

Forms of Literature courses, said, "I'm

very happy with my freshmen,"

although "I will say It's still too early to

tell. But I detected on my last paper

that more work seemed to have gone In-

to It than at this time last year."

Lamond added that he thinks "the at-

titude in class Is very constructive" this

year.

Dr. Howard Silver who teaches one

Introduction to Modern Government

course consisting largely of freshmen

said "I've found them on the whole to be

no different. In fact, I was pleasantly

surprised," he added, saying the

"back-to-basics" movement In the high

schools seems to have Improved the

writing ability of his students.

Two other faculty members agreed

that they have found no significant dif-

ference between this year's freshman

class and those classes of past years.

"I think they're splendid," said

Philosophy professor -David Newell,

who has a number of freshmen in his In-

troduction to Philosophy. And Math
Department Chairman Richard Brown,

with freshmen in two of his courses,

said he found "no difference" among
them, adding simply, "I think there's

too much grumbling."

But for every professor with

favorable comments about freshmen,

there was one who found them not so

praiseworthy.

"I believe that I have received some

of the worst papers and some of the

worst exams since I've been here from

freshmen this year," said English pro-

fessor Richard DeProspo. DeProspo

was quick to point out, however, that he

teaches only a small number of

freshmen, and added, "I don't trust my
own judgement."

Biology professor Donald Munson,

who teaches approximately 75

freshmen, said "it's tough to say"

whether there Is a significant dif-

ference.

"A drop of ten points on the SATs
doesn't mean anything," he said. "Very

frankly, last year's class didn't set the

world on fire. This year's class is

definitely more docile. And there are a

lot of low grades. But I'm not willing to

say that the class is poor."

Psychology Department Chairman

Michael Goldstein, with a number of

freshmen in his two Introductory

courses, said, "In the absence of data, I

wouldn't want to say" that there is a

significant difference.

Goldstein did, however, say that "if

the grades are indeed lower for the

freshmen than they have been, aside

from the fact that faculty standards

may have changed, two possible ex-

planations exist: either the poor per-

formance Is due to the weakness of the

class as a whole, or there Is a group at

the bottom of the class that Is worse."

One faculty member , who wished to

remain anonymous, said "Maybe the

freshman class could be a little better

than it Is. But 1 think to improve the

situation there has to come a time when
students realize that everything else is

secondary to academics. And until the

whole Institution feels that way, that

time Is not going to come."
"I think that In order to draw even

better students, a college has got to pro-

vlde an even better educa-
tion—students have got to see teachers

doing work outside of the classroom. I

don't mean 'publish or perish'. But

what expert in a particular field is go-

ing to come here if he isn't encouraged

to do research in that field? Until that

time comes, the top-notch students are

going to go to the top-notch schools."
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The jury is still out concerning the quality of the freshman
class and is likely to come in with a vote of "undecided." Some
time ago, a verdict in another case "trying" the academic stan-
ding of the school was reached, however. Washington College's
application for the establishment of a Phi Beta Kappa chapter
here was rejected by the national honor society.

Acceptance could only have been good for us. The College
would have been more widely recognized as a top-notch
academic institution, and this publicity could have helped
recruit the calibre of student WC needs to improve both its

academic and social climates. Dean of the College Garry Clarke
is understandably disappointed that our bid was denied.
Whether or not Washington College reapplies for membership,

some benefits may have come from this failed attempt. In rejec-
ting us, Phi Beta Kappa officials cited Washington College's lack
of endowment, its high attrition rate, a decline in enrollment
(based on figures available last fall), a "fluid" advising system,
and a distribution requirement that the honor society felt pays
only lip service to a diversified curriculum. These are all areas
which have inspired much debate within the college community,
and Phi Beta Kappa has called greater attention to them.
We must continue to discuss these topics if we are to maintain

academic standards at Washington College. The criticisms of a
highly respected academic honor society are not to be taken
lightly.
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Somerset parking lot rejected
by ELIZABETH GOWEN

A proposal to build a parking lot in

front of Somerset Hall was rejected at

the last meeting of the Board of Visitors

and Governors on October 7.

According to Vice President for

Finance Gene Hessey, the primary ob-

jection was the possible difficulties with
the exits and entrances onto
Washington Avenue because of the

curve in the road at this point.

Another factor blocking the project is

the tentative plan to install a new
heating system in Somerset, Hessey
said that this plan may include changes
such as a new entrance on the side of

Somerset that faces the campus, and
the division of the dorm into three

segments, which would infringe on
parking.

"The plans are all very tentative

now." Hessey said. He added that the

plans may be more complete in about a
year.
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Letters to the Editor
Vigilance

There have been numerous incidents

of theft during the first half of the

semester. Very recently two of the

fraternities have had their stereo equip-

ment stolen from locked chapter
rooms; (he thieves apparently broke in

through a window in each of the frater-

nity houses. There have been car bat-

teries taken, bikes removed from dor-

mitories, and money stolen from the

rooms of several students.

A couple of weeks ago, the Student Af-

fairs Office asked all the Resident
Assistants to inform the students on
their floors of these problems and to en-

courage very strongly that students
lock the door to their room, make cer-

tain that bicycles and other kinds of

portable property are kept in secured
(locked) location, and do hot advertise

that they have sums of money or expen-
sive equipment on campus.
The college has up-graded its night

security patrol under the direction of
Mr. William Whaley. It is important to

realize that Mr. Whaley and his men
are few in number and are unlikely to

be at the scene of a theft during its ex-
ecution. They are a deterrent, certain-
ly, but the students of Washington Col-
lege are an even better deterrent.
There are more of you, and, conse-
quently, there is more likelihood of your
seeing strangers on campus or your
fellow students in places where normal-
ly they should not be.

The college does not, and cannot af-

ford to, insure your personal property.
The best protection is your vigilance
and concern. Call the night security of-

fice (778-2803) If you see a stranger
around your building or near a parking
lot anytime after college 222 business
hours. During the day, call Student Af-
fairs. If you cannot reach either, then
you should teleDhone the Chestertown
Police (778-4511).

EdE.Maxcy
Associate Dean of Students

An Opportunity to Share Ideas

I have just returned from the 34th An-
nual Conference of the National
Association of College Admissions
Counselors (NACAC). NACAC is a pro-

fessional, non-profit organization form-
ed for the purpose of aiding students in

selecting post-secondary institutions.

Members include both high school
guidance counselors and admissions of-

ficers such as myself.

This National Conference offered an

opportunity for professionals in the
field of admissions to share ideas on
topics ranging from the Bakke Decision
to the ethics of recruiting prospective
students.

The Conference was professionally
enriching for me. I have returned to

Washington College with many ideas
for our own admissions office. I invite
each of you to contact me for further
details about NACAC and/or the An-
nual Conference itself.

Sincerely

Lynn Hayhurst
Associate Director of Admissions

Blood Drive termed a success
byALCOTTI

The second annual Red Cross Blood
Drive at Washington College was a
"great success," according to Jim Lar-
rimore, President of the Young Repub-
licans and coordinator of the first two
Blood Drives on campus.

Of seventy-four possible donors,
seventy were accepted this year. Last
year there were sixty-six, and 12 of
those were not able to give for medical
reasons.

Larrimore said that until last year
the Red Cross Blood Mobile had never
been to the Eastern Shore. He added
that the Red Cross has been so pleased

with the Young Republican Club's

handling of the drive that beginning this

year, the drive will become a bi-annual

event. The next visit by the Mobile will

be enlarged to include the whole of

Chestertown.

The next Blood Mobile visit will be on
March 29.

SGA plans auction
Student Government Association

President Foster Deibert announced
last week that the SGA will sponsor the
second annual Student/Faculty Auction
on Thursday, November 9 at 8 pm in the
Bill Smith Auditorium. Proceeds from
the Auction will go to the library for the
purchase of new books.
Senior Jeff Bowerman, Chairman of

the Auction Committee, has requested

that anyone interested in putting an
item or service up for bid should con-

tact a member of the SGA or the

Student Affairs Office.

Last year, the SGA cleared over
$800.00 for the library fund with the first

Student/Faculty Auction.
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Alpha Chi

sponsors

Road Rally

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor

Which member of your family would
you take to Renita's to be pampered? In

the direction geese fly, across the

bridge, what is the name of the road

that sounds like a bald guy?

The correct answers to these ques-

tions are "your poodle" and "Roundtop

Road," and these are only two of the

twenty questions that participants In

the first annual Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority Road Rally had to deal with on

Wednesday night.

Another requirement was to find out

the price of "Snap, Crackle, and Pop"
cereal at Phil's. After the first few

carloads, participants said that a Phil's

employee began to shout "8M" when
they entered the store. Still, some
groups didn't believe him, so they

checked out the price for themselves.

According to Donna Scioli, Alpha Chi

President, "It was a super turn-out,

twenty-four carloads in all." She added

that, "When the cars were lining up,

they were really psyched. Everyone

seemed to have a good time, and that's

the main idea." She said that she hopes

the road rally will be held again next

year.

Only one car never made it back to

Bill Smith Parking Lot that night.

Nothing serious, however — they simp-

ly misread the directions.

First prize, two cases of beer, went to

Dave Wright with a 34 minute finish;

second prize, one case of beer, went to

Denise Belmore with 41 minutes; and

third prize, a large pizza at the Rear

Garage and a bottle of Lambrusco,

went to Charlie Gregory, 42 minutes.

Summer session

proposed

by BILL MORTIMER
Philosophy Professor David Newell,

the Head of the Graduate Program at

Washington College, has made a pro-

posal to institute an undergraduate
summer session.

The Proposal states six Justifications

that such a program would be benefi-

cial to the College. Newell, in his pro-

posal, states that "there has been a

marked increase In the number of re-

quests for undergraduate courses... in

the summer." Community residents,

both of the College and of the town,

have inquired about such a program. In

addition, more and more students of the

College remain in the area over the

summer. A summer program could

also have a strong appeal on area high

school students, would make better use

of the physical plant and existing sum-

mer operations, and also would provide

faculty members with additional sum-
mertime income.

In addition, Newell made note of the

jump in summer undergraduate enroll-

ment at Chesapeake College. There,

enrollment increased from 70 in 1968 to

over 400 this past summer. Since this

college is the nearest one to Chester-

town offering such a summer program,

Newell feels thai Washington College

could have adequate enrollment.

The need, Newell says, Is purely on

the academic level. If the College can

meet the existing needs of the under-

graduate students, then the summer
program would serve its purpose.

On the whole, the major plans of the

program will not be made until a final

Continued oo page 6
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Roving Reporter

One-hundred dollar parties
by DEBBIE KOLE

Photography by Frank Rhodes

(QUESTION: Last week the Student This contest resulted in the Three- Bordello Party held Saturday night in
Government Association held a $100.00 Reid Hall various students were asked
Party Contest to encourage students to Generations-Party held last Friday in what did you think of the SGA sponsor-
come up with original ideas for parties, the Hill Dorms and the New Orleans lng these parties?

Cathy Bouerman, senior, Towson
Md.-
I thought it was a little too close to
Halloween to dress up but it was a good

idea because it got students working
with the SGA and it also got all of the
students to party together for once."

Ted Moore, post graduate, Cambridge,
Md.-
I think it was fabulous, and their choice
of beer is great.

CarlBehrens, freshman, Hot Springs, '

Va-
I thought it was great, but I didn't like

the idea of having alcoholic beverages.

I would have preferred Hawaiian
j

Punch.

Lea Clarke, sophomore, Framingham.
Mass.—
I thought it was really good. All the

j

fraternities dump on each other, but

this time they got it together.

Dan DiCarlo, junior. Charleston,

{W.V.-
j I thought it was a good idea, and I

I thought it came off well, because it was

I a weekend where nothing (else) was

planned and the SGA didn't spend that

I
much money. It turned out to be a good

j weekend,

i Holli Young, sophomore, Watch Hill,

[ri-
j

I thought that it was a great idea. Last

j
year they never had anything on

I ' weekends and everyone went home. It's

r a good way to encourage people to stay.

iemwiiiiiiumi.iMii.ij.Miinir

Bicentennial Campaign launched
Administrators hope to raise $.6 million in endowment by 200th year

by MARIAN COOPER

Washington College may be gather-

ing wealth in its old age. The Bicenten-

nial Anniversary of the College is in two

yean;, and preliminary steps are being

made for a Bicentennial Campaign for

funds.

According to George Hayword, Vice-

President for Development, a cam-

paign has not been announced yet, and

neither timing or leadership have been

decided. Before announcing a cam-

paign, he said they need considerable

funds in hand or pledged these funds

would be raised without fanfare, well in

advance of formal announcement of a

campaign.
But the groundwork for a campaign

has been underway for two years. "At

present," said Hayward, "President

McLain, Dr. Rob Roy, Chairman of the

] oarri of Visitors and Governors, and

myself, have been working together to

conduct an acquaintanceship pro-

gram."
Luncheons to acquaint poople with

the Blcentenniel plans have been held

locally. One was held recently in

Baltimore and luncheons are scheduled
in Salisbury and Wilmington,
Delaware. The purpose of the lun-

cheons is to get college representatives

together with people who are in posi-

tions to" contribute to and influence

Washington College.

The capital campaign would add to

the total assets of the College apart

from the funds given annually through

donations and endowments for the Col-

lege's operation. The Blcentenniel

funds would aid in building renovations,

the purchase of necessary equipment

and the overall maintenance and 1m-

provement of the school's physical
plant.

Historical funds for Hill Dorms
Aside from funds for the Bicentennial

Campaign, Washington College may
also receive funds for the Hill Dorms
which have been nominated for listing

in the National Registrar of Historic

Places. If the buildings are accepted as

historic, the College is eligible to seek

funds for restoration and renovation

through the National Historic Fund.

Hayward wrote proposals this sum-

mer for consideration of the Hill Qorms
as historic and for appropriate funding.

The proposals are presently before the

Maryland Historic Trust, and the Col-

lege Is waiting for word from the Trust

which should come In December.

KENT
Radio and TV Service

ItC/l JbMTM Panasonic
Sales and Service

"Chesterlown's most advanced shop facilities"

Major and minor repairs on all makes of TVs and Stereos

Call 778-1 179
Froo pickup and delivery to college students

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Str.ot

Chattarlown.Md. 21620

Eaton Papers

Hallmark Cards

Typewriter Repair
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Larrimore named campaign co-ordinator

byTAMARADUBIN

Jim Larrimore Photo by Chuck Bell

commentary
"Gotta go with Glenn"

The Gubernatorial Campaign in

Maryland is becoming centered around
a conflict in Economic Philosophies.

The first philosophy can best be
described as Government providing all

services at a high price. The second is a
strong belief that the people of

Maryland have a right to decide their

own future and their own destinies. The
first philosophy is expounded by
Democrat Harry Hughes, the second by
Republican Glenn Beali

The Hughes philosophy is one that we
are all familiar with; it is an extension
of the philosophy of the Mandel-Lee Ad-
ministration. It is one that we have
learned (or have to) live with. We have
learned to live with ever increasing pro-

perty taxes, which have made it more
and more diffficult to maintain homes
and priced many people away from
buying homes altogether. We've seen
Maryland become one of the highest

states in terms of overall levels of taxa-

tion. Yet, what have we gained from it?

A loss of jobs statewide, a loss of con-

fidence in government as an ever-
growing tax-fed bureaucracy seems
more interested in creating more
bureacrats and developing new forms
(in triplicate) rather than meeting the

needs of the citizen. We have the crea-

tion of a Maryland bogged down in

futility, committed to preserving the

past rather than offering hope for the

future.

The most offensive part of this at-

titude is that the leaders of Maryland
have lost any conception of the desires

of the people of Maryland, whom they
govern. Harry Hughes is the man who
Is supposed to have defied the

"bosses." However, the record doesn't

prove this out. Hughes is as much of the

Status Quo as anyone. He has served as

Transportation Secretary and has been
a party regular for at least twenty

years. His statements bear out this

fact. He feels that the priorities of taxa-

tion are what need to be changed, not

the amount of tax collected. Hughes is,

therefore, committing himself to shuffl-

ing the tax load, finding a new way to

fund the same old system. Is this what
we really want?
Glenn Beat! sees this state's fiscal

issue quite differently. Glenn believes

that the Bureaucracy can be shrunk
and brought back to its original pur-

pose, to aid the citizens of Maryland. He
believes that Marylanders should

decide for themselves what they want
and not have government decide their

priorities. Glenn wants to bring drive

and initiative back Maryland, allowing

people once more to take price in their

state and its future, for Maryland will

once again be their state and they will

be in a position to shape their destinies.

That's why Glenn Beall is gaining at-

tention in Maryland, for people are
realizing that the man to vote for is the

man who is for people, and not for

government.
On November 7 we all have a choice

tomake. Are we satisfied with thier

Maryland, or do we want a change to

see our Maryland? As for this student,

I'm claiming back my right to

Maryland, and that's why I've

"Gotta go with Glenn."
Jim Larrimore

Kent County Coordinator

Glenn Beall Youth

Junior Political Science major Jim
Larrimore has been appointed Kent
County Co-ordinator for the Youth for

Glenn Beall Campaign; according to

Statewide Director of the Glenn Beall

Youth John Issac.

Larrimore's job in the gubernatorial

race is to direct the campaign efforts of

local youth from the age of 16 to 30. His

activities have ranged from passing out

literature last week at the Kent Plaza
Shopping Center to arranging to have
absentee ballots available to campus
students.

"I've been interested in politics since

I was knee-high to a grasshopper," Lar-

rimore quipped. This interest became
evident when he started the College

Republicans last year' Making no
secret of his party affiliation, Lar-

rimore said, "I stick out like a sore

thumb around here. I took a poll of

Maryland residents on the campus. It

was something like two to one
Democrats over Republicans." College

Republicans president indicated that

the 1976 Watergate Scandal may have
something to do with the disfavor into

which the Republican party seems to

have fallen among young people, and ht

hopes his club's influence may help off-

set this attitude.

Larrimore has attended the

Maryland Federation of College

Republicans Convention and the Col-

lege Republicans National Committee
Student Fieldman School. He has also

served as the Eastern Shore Regional

Director of the Federation of College

Republicans and participated in the

Washington College Student Govern-
ment Association.

Issac, the Director of the Glenn Beall

Youth responsible for making an-

nouncement of Larrimore's latest ap-

pointment said of the St. Michael's,

Maryland resident. "Jim and I have
worked together in the past as fellow

College Republicans and have enjoyed

a great professional relationship. Jim is

a good worker and knows the Shore as

well as anyone I know."
Intersted in pre-law studies, Lar-

rimore hopes to tackle an internship in

Washington, D.C., where he could work
in the office of a Senator or Con-

gressman, and be, as he says, "right in

the middle of everything.
'

'

James A. Michener autographed copies of his best-selling novel Chesapeake
at the Joy of Books Bookstore in downtown Chestertown on Wednesday af-

ternoon. The line of his fans started at the back of the store and streched out-

side to the end of the block. After the last book was signed, Michener said, "I

don't often do this kind of thing, but when I do, I rather enjoy it."

Baihai lecture planned
"In response to the enthusiastic feed-

back generated by his first talk given

September 27 on "Mysticism, Science,

and Revelation," Jim Caruana, mem-
ber of the Princeton Bahais will give
another talk entitled "Spiritual

Development," Campus Baihai Faith

organizer Jeff Huffines announced.
This second talk will take place next

Thursday night, November 9 at 8 : 00 pm
in the Hynson Lounge.

^PUS CALENDAR

TONIGHT
-Volleyball, 2-day MAC Championship
-Film Series: CITIZEN'S BAND, Smith Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
-Drama Department presents: THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING Earnest

( through Sunday) , Tawes Theatre, 8pm
SATURDAY

-MAC Volleyball Championship
-Drama, 8 pm

SUNDAY
-Film Series: CITIZEN'S BAND, Smith Aud., 7;30
-Drama, 8 pm

MONDAY
-Faculty meeting, Dunning 203, 7: 30 pm
-SO A meeting, Hynson Lounge, 7: 30 pm

TUESDAY
-Film Series: CITIZEN'B BAND, Smith Aud . 7:30pm
-Lecture Series presents DAVID TOMA: "THE COMPASSIONATE COP",

Hynson Lounge, 8 pm. The Lecture Series Is also hosting a discussion with
Toma at 4 pm in Smith 21, All interested faculty members and students are
urged to attend.

WEDNESDAY
-Advising Day : NO CLASSESMM
-Student/Faculty Tea, Hynson Lounge, 4 pm
-Volleyball Vs. Notre Dame, 7pm
-Concert Series presents Elsa Charlston, soprano, Tawes Theater, 8: 30 pm

THURSDAY
-Student Bahai Club, Hynson Lounge, 8pm
-SGA Student/Faculty Auction, Smith Auditorium, 8pm

FRIDAY, 10

-Film Series: GONE WITH THE WIND (original uncut version), Smith
Auditorium, 7:30 pm

SUNDAY. 12

-Film Series: GONE WITH THE WIND, Smith Auditorium, 7:30pm
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Springsteen produces rock n 'roll about rock n'roll
by JEFF IRWIN

With DARKNESS ON THE EDGE OF
TOWN, Bruce Springsteen sharply
focuses on the direction of a recent
development in rock, the return to rock
'n roll. It makes sense that it would hap-
pen in the seventies. Rock 'n roll is

release. Problem against dream leads

to tune. And if there ever was a time
that wanted a back door to slip out of, a
window to jump through, a highway to

burn up, it is the seventies. We tried to

go with it, and the result was disco. We
tried whining and bitching a bit, and got
Jackson Browne and the southern
California sound. We tried to change it

and got the Sex Pistols.

All of this of course is nothing new for

Springsteen. On BORN TO RUN it

seemed easy. Almost. Redemption was
just down the road a bit. Or in a
backseat under the Boardwalk,
anywhere. Pick up your guitar and
play. It looked like it would work. Spr-
ingsteen, a nobody from a bleak place,
broke the covers of Time and
Newsweek, got critical acclaim,
started breaking in.

But it doesn't happen that easy in

rock n roll. The guy should have studied
his history. Chuck Berry got thrown in

jail. Jerry Lee Lewis was blacklisted.

Buddy Holly died. Elvis Presley made
movies. And Bruce SPringsteen got in-

volved in a lawsuit which prevented
him from recording while he tried to

win the rights to his songs. In the mean-
time, there was critical backlash as
critics defended themselves from
charges of hope. And the popular ac-

claim never reached expectations.
BORN TO RUN should have been the

biggest single of 1975. It wasn't. Spr-
ingsteen remained a performer with
perhaps the largest cult in the world-
but still a cult.

There was a lot of pressure on the
new album. At one and the same time,
Springsteen needed an album that
would justify his earlier critical suc-
cess, explain a few ideas that he found
important and wanted to communicate,
be true to the spirit of rock'n roll, and
sell like crazy to justify everything to

Columbia Records accountants.
DARKNESS pretty much hits the mark
on all counts.

It isn't a perfect album. The produc-
tion is clean if not totally uninteresting.

It is an easy album to hear. This does
make it tough to feel sometimes. Spr-
ingsteen's producer and Jackson
Browne's are both Jon Landau and his
efforts on their behalves sound very
similar. The whole style fits Browne
better than Springsteen, though.
The songs are a mixture, with some

that are immediately appealing, and
others that sound grotesque when
listened to over critically. "Streets of

Fire" starts out as though someone had
just rudely awakened Springsteen and
told him to sing into the mike, please. It

is a strange vocal, certainly not one
geared to the AM airways. "Candy's
Room", on the other hand is instantly

identifiable as a classic rock 'n roll

song, from the spoken intro to the
round-the-kit drum fill after the solo to

the 'no no no's' near the end.
"Adam Raised A Cain" has Bruce

dipping into his past and i into a much
rawer sound than found on any of his

other albums. The James Dean im-
agery fits well with the general
statements of the album. So does
"Prove It All Night", which along with
"Candy's Room" are the only two songs
on the album directly concerned with
women. "Prove It All Night" is harsh,
though the anger expressed in the song
seems to be directed at the outside
world, rather than the woman the song
Is addressed to. Again, It is more
realistic (or bleak) view than was ex-
pressed on BORN TO RUN. Back then,
he said 'Someday girl, I don't know
when, we're gonna get to that place
where we really want to go, and we'll

walk in the sun...' But now it's, 'if

oxeams came true, oh, wouldn't that be

Darkness of the Edge of Town
nice. This ain't no dream...' sung in a
really leering voice. Though he may not

have stars in his eyes, he'll prove it all

night for her love anyway. Because
there is nothing else he can do. 'I'll be
on that hill,' he sings later, 'cause I

can't stop'.

All of the songs on the album deserve
mention, and explication. Mostly
because this is an album with a unified

structure, not a group of new songs.

Springsteen has not done a concept

album, since this is 1978 (go ahead, ad-

mit it) not the late sixties, but the

album has a definite focus and relation

of songs. It's subtle, though. Not the live

history of a rock star, or a blind deaf

mute. Basically, these are the points of

the album : Tnere is a central
character, who could be the person
singing any of the songs. This central

character is the speaker of "Racing In

The Streets". In this song, the speaker
tells us about his partner Sonny, who is

later addressed directly in, "Darkness
On The Edge of Town". This character
races cars for a living going around the

country. This accounts for the
predominance of auto imagery on the

album. This character may be a dop-
pelganger of Springsteen, who plays
guitar for a living, going around the

country. This character is somewhat
vague, the details of his life are not cen-

tral to the album. His thoughts and
emotions are.

The songs on the album are placed in
direct relationship to one another.
Thus, "Badlands" and the "Promised
Land" open sides one and two respec-
tively and are similar both musically
and lyrically. They express the main
theme of the album. "Factory" and
"Adam Raised a Cain" are both about
the relationship of the singer with his
father. "Streets of Fire" and
"Something In The Night" are both
dark meditations containing strong fire

imagery. "Candy's Room" and "Prove
It All Night" have already been men-
tioned as the two iove songs' on the
album. "Darkness" and Racing In The
Streets" end the sides. They both have
images of racing and reference to Son-
ny. The latter at the end of side one,
contains a reference to 'The Promised
Land' which opens side two.
There is more, but it belabors It to

point it out. It is not something that is

needed to be understood before one ap-
preciates album, like some sort of
literary exo-skeleton grafted onto the
music to support philosophical con-
cepts. I point it out to show that Bruce
Springsteen is an intelligent, conclous
rock 'n roller, not a punk from Jersey
with an awesome gift for the hook,
though he's that too.

DARKNESS ON THE EDGE OF
TOWN is rock 'n roll about rock'n roll,

what it Is and how it can be used. Rock
'n roll seems to have woken up recently
and DARKNESS works because it

restates the freedoms, limits, com-
promises and passions that make it all

up. Someone once wrote in a review of

Bob Seeger that he sang about the
things that Dylan wouldn't and that

Springsteen was too young to know.
Springsteen has gotten a lot older since
then, but he hasn't gone sour in trouble
and he manages, perhaps because of

his age, to avoid the nostalgia which is

Seeger's only occasional stumbling
block. Rock n roll cannot be nostalgic
for Itself. It Is a music about the future.

And perhaps, now, Springsteen's
dreams and the general audience's
have meshed a bit more as they
remember the future, and he
acknowledges the present. We know the
Past.

Mr. Irwin, a former student at
Washington College is currently living

on the Jersey shore and is working on
the production of a movie based on the
music ofBruce Springsteen. The movie
is titled: BIRD LIVES BUTCERTAIN-
LY NOT ON THE CIRCUIT AT
ASBURYPARK.

di/co-tope
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"Compassionate Cop"
to speak
Office ofPublic Events

David Toma, "the compassionate
cop" from Newark, New Jersey, will

speak at Washington College on Tues-

day, November 7 at 8:00 pm in the Hyn-
son Lounge. The public is invited, free

of charge.

During 20 years as a vice, narcotics

and gambling detective In a crime-

ridden city, Toma gained a national

reputation as one of the most extraor-

dinary policemen of his time. The ABC
television series "Toma" was based on
his legendary exploits, and a television

movie was made from his autobiogra-

phy.

Working mostly on the street, Dave
Toma pioneered the role of the decoy

cop. He became a genius as a quick-

change artist and master of disguise —
a derelict, perhaps, or a clergyman, a

beggar, doctor, small time street

hustler, female prostitute, or health in-

spector. He has been called the Great
Impersonator and the Man with a Thou-
sand Faces in the press.

Toma had a certain compassion for

the small fry who were victimized by
btgtime racketeers and the crime syn-

dicates, and he concentrated on the top

mobsters. He outwitted the toughest

criminals and made over seven thou-

sand arrests, with a 98 percent convic-

Concert Series to host

Elsa Charlston

The Washington College Concert

Series will present Elsa Charlston,

soprano, in a recital Wednesday,

November 8 at 8:30 pm in the Gibson

Fine Arts Center.

Elsa Charlston made her opera debut

in 1963 in Berg's "Lulu" with the Santa

Fe Opera Company; she later perform-

ed with the Chicago Lyric Opera. She

has become well known for her per-

formance of contemporary music and

has premiered many American and

foreign works. These have included

Luigi Nono's "II Canto Sospeso" in 1970

at the Berkshire Music Festival, the

Ligeto ' 'Requiem " at Northwestern

University, and Donald Dcniston's

"Sun Song" with the Chicago Sym-

phony under the baton of Carlo Maria

Giulini.

As soprano soloist with Boston

Musica Viva and with Ralph Shapey's

Contemporary Chamber Players of the

University of Chicago, she has

premiered Hugo Weisgall's "Transla-

tions," Eza Sims, "Elegienach Rilke,"

Richard Wernick's "Contemplations of

the Tenth Muse." and Ralph Shapey's

"The Covenant."

In 1973 she toured with Boston Musica

Viva in England and Germany, where

she was Invited to make broadcast

tapes for the BBC and the
Westdeutscherrundfunk. A sparkling

review followed her 1974 Alice Tully

Hall Debut, and immediately after-

ward, she performed in the Koussevit-

zky Centennial Concert at the Library

of Congress.

Her abilities with the standard reper-

toire are highly regarded. She

demonstrated her talent with the

Schubert literature not long ago at a

Dame Myra Hess Memorial concert in

Chicago, and last summer she was in-

vited to perform at the Franz-Schubert

Institut at Baden bei Wein, Austria.

Included in her Washington College

program will be the Schubert works

"Gretchen am Spinnrade" (Goethe);

"Florio" and "Delphlne" (from the

Singspiel Laerima-Wilhelm von

Schuetz); and"SuleikaI" and"Suleika

II" (from the Westoestlichen Divan von

Goethe-Marianne von Willemer.)

Works by Henry Purcell will include "If

Music Be the Food of Love," "Turn,

Turn Thine Eyes," and "Music for

Awhile." Also on the program will be

selections by Hugo Wolf, Hugo
Weisgall, Igo Stravinsky, Carl Ruggles,

and Charles Ives.

The public is invited to attend the con-

cert. Admission to Washington College

students is free by season ticket. Single

admission tickets will be available at

the door, adult $4.00, children $1.00

each.

Anybody interested in storting on informal runn-

ing club (for health reasons, obviously) see Jeff

Chaffin (Reference Librarian or Jal Mugaseth
(Kent 207). Joggers welcome. No experience is

necessary.

BAYSIDE

HEALTH FOODS
1>
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Natural Vitamins

Natural Cosmotlcs and Cook Books
Salt Fr** and Diabetic Foods
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Open 7 days a wook
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tion rate.

Although he was injured and hospita-

lized more than thirty times from
beatings and stabblngs, Toma never

fired his gun. He says that he doubts

that he could kill anyone if he had to. In

his public talks, he stresses that such

violence is unnecessary.

Dave Toma waged his own remarka-
ble personal war against crime in the

toughest city in America— Newark,
New Jersey. He has broken $20,000,000

gambling rings and important narcotic

dealers. These were "quality" arrests.

It is a dangerous way to live. Time and
again he and his family have been
threatened.

Toma has written three books, serves

as a technical advisor to several pro-

grams, and lectures extensively.

His talk has been arranged by the

Washington College lecture series

through the support of the Robert
Julian Emory Memorial fund. The late

Mr. Emory, of Newark, N.J., resided

near Chestertown as a youth and at-

tended Washington College.

Toma will also participate in a

discussion with interested students and
faculty members Tuesday afternoon at

4pm in Smith 21.

Who Is Killing the

Great Chefs of Europe?
by PETER TURCHI

George Segal never fails to remind
one of Soupy Sales when he attempts a

comic role. In Who Is Killing The Great

Chefs of Europe the Image comes to

mind Immediately when we witness a

food fight in a gourment restaurant.

Despite his Inability to expand his

character, however, Segal, with

leading lady Jacqueline Bisset,

manages to deliver the script flawless-

ly.

Chefs Is a film which is so absurd, so

ridiculous, that the true touch of the

connieseur is needed to avoid making it

silly. The film takes the right attitude

from the start as technical advisor Paul

Bocuse, himself a recognized French
chef, prepared ali of the meals faithful-

ly to the last detail. Although great

amounts of gourmet food are shown on
screen, the entire process is extremely

tasteful.

The star of the film is Robert Morley

as Maxmillian Van DeVeer, owner of

an English gourmet magazine. Morley

is the perfect Englishman. When one of

his workers suggests a reproduction of

the Last Supper for the spring issue of

the magazine Morley replies, "That is

the most tasteless, macabre idea I've

ever heard. What's next, the Andes
plane crash cookbook?"
The film is not merely an absurd

comedy however. Unlike most comic-

mysteries, there is a certain uneasy
current in Chefs. Morley finds out a that

he is suffering from gout, an enlarged

liver, heartburn, an ulcer and harden-

ing of the arteries, all due to the fact

that he is 145 pound overweight. He
refuses to heed his doctors warning,

claiming that he is a tapestry, a canvas

for the greatest chefs in the world. "I

ate my way to the top," he says. "I am
a work of art.. .a masterpiece."

George Segal Is a fast-food enterprise

genius. After resounding success with

Mrs. Fish's Knishes and All God's Chitl-

ings he decides to open a string of H.

Dumpty omelet houses. Segal's great

lack of taste and his desire for the

cheap and commercial explain in part

his divorce from Bisset, an American
desert chef. At the beginning of the film

Segal kidnaps Bisset in England to hep

him promote his latest endeavor.

Morley, meanwhile, has compiled a

list of the four greatest chefs in the

world, who in turn are chosen to create

a royal feast. The first Problem is that

all the chefs not chosen by Morley are

quite angered, and the second is that so-

meone is sequentially murdering the

chefs that were chosen. The murders
are ingenious — the chef famous for his

roast duckling is cooked in his own

oven, the chef noted for his lobster Is

drowned in the lobster tank.

When it Is time for the best French

chef to be murdered, the most famous

chefs of the country are called together

by Bisset and Segal. It seems that none

of the chefs will take any precautions

against the murderer, however, as they

consider it their just honor to be

recognized as the greatest French chef

and they will eagerly die for that honor,

Peter Sone's screenplay of Nan and

Ivan Lyon's novel is more than an ab-

surd situation. The mystery progresses

carefully and is indeed a mystery up

until the final minutes of the movie.

Morley adds life to the already en-

joyable script, using every inch of his

body to get laughs. The film combines

delicate humor with sketchy romance
and acceptable mystery in a very artful

and successful way, never sounding

forced and often making fun of itself.

Segal and Bisset are fairly successful

as a comedy team, coordinating their

efforts almost naturally in their first at-

tempt as a romantic duo. Though there

are no wet T-shirt shots reminescent of

The Deep, Bisset's beauty on screen

complements the vast meals pictured

as well as the outstanding scenery. The

movie was filmed on location in Italy,

France, and England, all in keeping

with the classy exterior of the picture.

As with any feast, some will find

Chefs too sweet, others will find it too

sour. The film relies on a very careful

balance and hinges on Ted Kotcheff's

careful direction. The result Is better

than it has any right to be, far surpass-

ing the script and any individual

character's performance. Like the

work of a good cook, Who Is Killing the

Great Chefs of Europe is delicious, a

work of art which is meant to last only

for the present, then savored.

S Continued from Page 3i
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Summer session

decision is made; which would have to

be by January for the program to start

in the summer of 1979. Newell sug-

gested, however, that a trial ball ses-

sion would be the best idea. To see if it

will go, he feels that the program would
have to run for two to three summers. It

is possible that such a program would
run for six weeks, at a time coinciding

with the summer graduate program.
Professor N swell's proposal did contain

other specifics, but everything will

eventually be finalized by the College

Administration.

The project hinges on three major

factors. These Include a strong interest

on the part of the students, the interest

on the part of area high schools and the

support of department chairmen and
administrative offices.

Dean of the College Garry Clarke
said that the proposal was brought up at

the Academic Council on October 23,

with no definite decisions made. Busi-

ness aspects, such as library staff and
hours still must be worked out. He
pointed out that the Council definitely

agrees that it is a project worth con-

sidering. Still, they must determine

whether the problems outweigh the ad-

vantages. Clarke stated that the "Aca-

demic Council felt this is an idea well

worth pursuing, and in the next couple

of months it will be debated carefully to

see if it is an advantage to our pro-

gram." When this is done, the Proposal

will be taken to the proper authorities,

the Visitors and Governors, and then

the final decision will be made.
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McCormick in the Diplomat Invitational running
by COREY POTE

Sophomore Allyson McCormick may
be the producer of some sports history
this year when she becomes the first

woman at Washington College to sub-
mit an outstanding performance in a
men's varsity sport. The only woman
on the Cross Country squad this year,
and the second female in the history of
the school to compete with the male
harriers, McCormick made a very
strong showing this past weekend at the
second annual Diplomat Invitational
Cross Country Championship for
women, where she placed fourth from a
Held of 44 women. She ran the course of
5000 meters in a time of 19:43, only 25
seconds off the leading pace.

M McCormick has also done well in the

v meets in which she competed against
S men. She has placed as high as fourth

^ and never dropped below sixth while
„ running the five mile courses in about
2 33 minutes. This Saturday, the WC

Cross Country team trucks north to
a Ridley State Park in Pennsylvania for

| the Middle Atlantic Conference Men's

g Cross Country Championship spon-
* sored by Wldener College. For McCor-

mick, competing in this meet could
possibly make her the first woman in
the Men's Championship of Cross Coun-
try.

According to Coach Don Chatellier,
"Allyson is a strong runner, she is a
very good competitor." The Coach ad-
ded that McCormick was not satisfied
with her fourth place finish last Satur-
day, "possibly because I had talked it

up to her so much that she was expec-
ting to do better, but her performance is
really outstanding." If Washington Col-
lege were to start a Women's Cross
Country Team, Allyson McCormick
would probably be the most important
factor in its organization, Chatellier In-

dicated, adding, "It has been my
pleasure to coach Allyson McCormick
this year."

A sophomore transfer from Portland,
Connecticut, McCormick has indicated
that she hopes to continue her athletic
career at Washington College and has
set her sights on trying out for the
Washington College Women's Crew this
spring.

MAC Championship

here this weekend
The Shorewomen 15-9 on the cam-

paign, will host the Middle Atlantic
Conference women's Volleyball Cham-
pionship Tournament Friday and
Saturday.

The eight-team double-elimination
tourney is set to begin this afternoon
Play will run until approximately 10pm
and resume Saturday morning at 10:30
am.
Western Maryland College, the 1977

champion, and Juniata, currently ll-l
and Washington College are pre-
tourney favorites. Tough competiton is
expected from Gettysburg, Dickinson,
Scranton, Upsala, andF&M.
Washington College has defeated

Loyola, Chesapeake Comminty Col-
lege, Montgomery, Shepherd, Hood,
and the American University this
season. Losses have been to Towson
UMBC, Western Maryland, Cat-
sonville, and Anne Arundel.

This is WC's fourth year in MAC com-
petiton at the tournament level and the
second year in a row that the school has
hosted the championship. Last year,
the Shorewomen lost in the finals to
Western Maryland, 15-8,15-7-

'Nobody beats Citrenbaum. ..when he's mad'1

byMAXAUSTERLITZ

Intramural table tennis action this

week saw Dave Citrenbaum best Steve
Kinlock in the first notch of semi-finals,

21-18; 18-21; 21-17; 21-19. Kinlock played
well, going shot for shot with Citren-

baum, yet lost several crucial points

near the end of the match. Citrenbaum
went on to declare war on Mark Chap-
man in the finals played in the gym
before a group of enthusiastic spec-

tators.

Chapman had squeezed by Jenny
Butler in their semi-final, winning in
five games, 21-16,21-17,21-23,16-21, 21-15.

Chapman's game was consistently good
and well-balanced, enabling him to best
the hard-hitting Butler.

The final battle was proceed by a sign
posting campaign which illustrated a
previous quotation made by challenger
Chapman: "Nobody beats Citrenbaum
— when he's mad."
Citrenbaum won the first two games

of the match, demonstrating an
awesome array of smashes, spins, and

lobs, as well as some spectacular diving
saves. Chapman came back to take the
next two games with several powerful
smashes. The final game proved to be a
hard-fought contest with Citrenbaum
coming out on top. The scores of the five
games were 21-16,21-17,22-24,21-23,21-18

Jenny Butler defeated a rattled Steve
Kinlock in the consolations. Butler
played a tough, aggressive game, forc-
ing Kinlock to commit some costly er-
rors. Butler beat back a late surge by
Kinlock in the third game to sweep the
match, 21-11,21-12,21-16.

Steve Kinlock, the Director of the
Tournament, expressed t hanks to all
players for the participation and
cooperation and to the Athletic Depart-
ment for Its assistance.

The finals in doubles will be played
next week. Dave Citrenbaum and Joe
Reggimenti versus Mark Chapman and
Steve Kinlock. In co-ed double finals,
Tammy Wolf and Steve Kinlock will
face either Verna Wilkins and Jim Lar-
rimore or Jenny Butler and (the
vicious) Dave Citrenbaum.

STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN © 1978

Choptank Distributing Company, Inc.
Local Wholesalers of Schlitz, Schlltz Light
Schlitz Dark, Old Milwaukee and Strohs
East New Market, Maryland 943-4388

'He drank all our' StroK*s!? He really is abominable
!"
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V-Ball team nears MACs with 18-10 record
by SUSAN FARACE

As the Women's Volleyball season
nears its final matches, the
Shorewomen have added three vic-

tories and one loss to their record. After

playing Navy and West Chester State

College Monday night and the Universi-

ty of Delaware and the University of

Maryland's "B" squads Tuesday, the

team's record now stands at 18-10.

In the Monday night matches, the

Shorewomen faced stiff competition.

"Potentially, against teams of this

type; we could have lost all four

games." commented Coach Penny
Fall.

The team first faced Navy, a very
strong and consistent squad. WC lost

both of the games, 5-15 and 7-15. The
scores, however, don't give a true in-

dication of the team's efforts in these

two very long games. Defensively, the

Shorewomen performed well.
"Although I was a little disappointed
score-wise, I. felt we played some ex-

cellent games. " said Coach Fall.

Later that night, the Shorewomen
played West Chester State College.

Coach Fall described the Pennsylvania

squad as "a pretty good team, but not

as well-oiled of a machine as Navy."
WC lost the first game 14-6, but ended

up victorious by winning the next two

games 15-8. 15-13.

In the Tuesday action, the

Shorewomen faced the "B" squads

from the University of Maryland and

the University of Delaware. Both of the

universities are strong, athletic-

scholarship schools.

The team defeated the Delaware
squad after three games, 15-5, 13-15,

and 15-8. The Shorewomen were

scheduled to play the "B" team from

the University of Maryland, but

because some of the U. of M's players

were on the bench due to injuries, some
of Maryland's "A" players were in the

match. The Shoreowomen, however,

put out the extra effort needed to com-
pensate for the unexpected players and

defeated the opposition, 15-4, 15-9.

Commenting on the victories, Coach

Fall said, "I felt we played as well as

we've played all year. Jenny Butler's

sets and coverage behind the blocks

were exceptional. Overall, the whole

team played well, also."

This week was the first period of time

that the squad has been in one piece in

the last three weeks. Tami Schauber

has recovered suffciently from her leg

injury, and Sue Bennet and Darlene

Coleman are back in action after bouts

with illness. If the team an stay

healthy, they should fare well In the

rest of the season.

"This team has been a very in-

teresting phenomenon," commented
Coach Fall. "They're a very emotional

group, and the support from the bench

made a big difference this week. I'd say

that the three wins are, to a large

measure, due to the support from the

bench."

Support from the home fans could

make a big difference to the

Shorewomen this weekend as

Washington College once again hosts

the Middle Atlantic Conference in Cain

Athletic Center. The team has been

gearing this season toward the tourna-

ment, which began this afternoon and

will continue through Saturday.

Of the eight teams In the tournament;

Western Maryland is favored to win.

"We just want the opportunity to beat

them," stated Coach Fall. "We'll face

some tough competiton along the way."

Although it is fairly certain that

Western Maryland will be in the com-

petiton at the end, the rest of the action

is up for grabs, particularly because

there are a number of sleepers in the

group. Especially for this reason,

Coach Fall has urged the support of the

college community this weekend. "This

group deserves support and I don't

think they've gotten it so far this

season."

Hopkins, Navy boot Shoremen losses
by HOWARD BAUER

The two most recent outings by Coach

Ed Athey's Shore Soccer Team resulted

in tremendous efforts against Johns

Hopkins and Navy, but no victories in

the record book. On Saturday, October

28, the Blue Jays and Shoreman battled

to a 1-1 deadlock at Homewood, while

on Wednesday, November 1, the Naval

Academy's Division 1 powerhouse gave

WC a bitter pill to swallow in the form

of a l-O setback.

The Jays and Shoremen have met in

several slugfests in recent memory,

oftentimes with a playoff bid at stake,

and Saturday's contest certainly kept

that tradition alive. Ninety minutes of

regulation play, plus two overtimes and

a sudden death period, saw only two

goals scored as two closely matched

teams pounded away at each other in a

hard, clean match.

Junior Co-Captain Pete Ham ill's tally

at the 15:47 mark of the first half gave

the Shore eleven a short-lived lead.

Tom Vach and Tom Viscount were

credited with assists on the play.

High-scoring Ken Wolf's conversion

of a penalty shot at 36:27 of the opening

stanza evened matters for the Jays, and

set the stage for a defensive struggle.

Game statistics reveal a game nearly

as even as the score indicates, with

Hopkins possibly possessing a slight

edge. The Shoremen found themselves

outshot 21-14, but 15 saves by

sophomore goalkeeper Chris Kiefer

helped keep them In the game. Hopkins

goalie Ken Suesse notched six. WC had

a 4-1 edge in corner kicks.

Injuries to Matt Wagner and Pete

Hanion late in the game dimmed Shore

hopes for an upset over Navy, ranked

third In the South on the basis of vic-

tories over the likes of Swarthmore

along with ties with Maryland and

George Washington. H anion's back

spasms kept him sidelined, as Dave
Bate moved into his starting fullback

spot; but Wagner, sporting 14 stitches

In his forehead, was ready to start

against the Middles.

Navy appeared to Intimidate the

Shoremen throughout much of the

game's opening stanza with its ag-

gressive, hard-tackling style of play.

An errant Shore pass forced by the Mid-

dies allowed Dan Humphreys to carry

the ball in against Shore fullback Dan
Hudson one-onone. Hudson appeared to

slip as the swift Navy forward made a

move, and Humphreys skillfully drew

Sam Powers out of the Shore goal, push-

ed the ball by the diving goalie, and

then deposited it in the net at 17:45.

Soon after, Navy star Jeff Johnson

launched a high hard shot from 25 yards

out which beat Powers cleanly, but

miraculously bounded off the crossbar

and out of trouble. A rout looked possi-

ble at that point, but the Shoremen were
able to regroup and enter halftime trail-

ing only 1-0. Athey commented later,

"Even at the half I felt we had a chance

to win the game. We were finally realiz-

ing that we could play with them.

(Navy)."

The Shoremen came out with fire in

their eyes after intermission, appear-

ing to control play for much of the stan-

za, but failed to push across a score.

The best chance for WC came at the 30-

minute mark of the half when V.J.

Filliben found Bill Hamill open right in

front 7 yards out, but a smothering save

by the Navy goalkeeper preserved the

shutout.

Despite falling just short, the team's

effort was lavishly praised by the

veteran Shore mentor. "I was really

happy with the way we stuck with

Navy. They are really an excellent

team, well-coached, with smart
ballplayers."

Sam Powers recorded nine saves in a

superb effort, several of those being

spectacular. WC was outshot only by 11-

10, but could only put two shots on goal.

Corner kicks were relatively even, with

Navy holding a 4-3 edge.

Despite coming out of the matches
with no wins, WC still finds Itself with

an outside shot at an NCAA Division HI
tournament bid, as Athey's squad
prepares for its final game Saturday at

Western Maryland. "To be frank,
"

Athey admitted, "our chances of get-

ting a bid are slim, but they are there."
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P.O. BOX 654—227 HIGH STREET

CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND21620
PHONE 778-2860

featuring personal service and expert

'itting. We carry a complete line of

men's and women's footwear, featur-

ing Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dexter, Mia,

Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse
and many more.

Harriers end dismal 1-8 season
Courtesy, KENTCOUNTYNEWS

Washington College's Cross Country
Team finished Its season on a dismal
note, losing to both Western Maryland
College and host Lebanon Valley Col-

lege Saturday.

The Shoremen's record Is 1-8. WC
bowed to Western Maryland, 21-40 and
Lebanon Valley, 16-48. Lebanon Valley

took two victories. Western Maryland
won one and lost one. About the only
bright spot for the Shoremen was
sophomore Kane Bender who finished

fifth in the race of 31 runners. Bender
outran all Western Maryland harriers.

"He's running much better than

anyone we've had in four years," Coach
Don Chatellier said. He has been

"developing towards the end" of the

season despite health problems. Bender

ranthe 5.6 mile course In 31 : 22.

Chatellier entered sophomore

Allyson McCormick Sunday In what

may be the forerunner to the Middle

Atlantic Conference race for women al

Frank! in& Marshal) College.

McCormlck finished fourth from a

field of 38 runners In the three-mile race

in 19:43. "She was not happy with her

time," Chatellier said.

Chatellier plans to recruit hard («

next season. "We have hopes, people

talking about running next year. Unless

we get interest up, Washington College

will not be successful," he added.
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Sophie Kerr Committee attracts major figure

Allen Ginsberg to appear here
by MARIAN COOPER

Allen Ginsberg, often called one of

the greatest of the "Beat Poets," will

give a poetry reading here on Monday,
December 11 at 8:00 p.m.

Ginsberg will receive $1,000 for his

visit. In addition, he has made the

following requests:

i The workshops and discussions in

which he is Involved are to be recorded
and the recordings to be mailed to him
2. The poetry reading Is also to be
recorded.

3. Three microphones and three stands

are to be provided.

4. A straight wooden, high-back chair is

to be provided.

5. There is to be a coffee table for books

tea, and incense.

6. A sturdy music stand Is to be pro-

vided.

7. Tea and honey Is to be already

prepared.

6. A modest bunch of flowers Is to be}

there.

LITERARY AWARDS: obscenity trial with HOWL—text declared legal by

court San Francisco, 1957, Guggenheim Fellowship 1963-64, National In-

stitute of Arts and Letters Grant for Poetry 1969. Contributing Editor:

BLACK MOUNTAIN REVIEW #7 edited by Robert Creeley ; Advisory Guru
THE MARIJUANA REVIEW; writing published variously in YUGEN
FLOATING BEAR MIMEO; KULCHER; BIG TABLE; CITY LIGHTS
JOURNAL; "C"; EVERGREEN REVIEW; FUCK YOU/A MAGAZINE OF
THE ARTS; ATLANTIC MONTHLY; LIFE; NEW YORKER; LOOK;
UNDERGROUND PRESS, etc. Participated in college poetry readings NY
literary scene 58-S1 with Lerol JonesAFrank O'Hara; Poets' PULL MY
DAISY movie 1959; early Trips festival with Ken Kasey, Neal

Cassidy&Merry Pranksters mid '60s; Vancouver '63&Berkeley '65 Poetry

Conventions with Olson, Duncan, Creeley, Snyder, Dorn and other poet

friends; Albert Hall Poetry Incarnation, readings with Vosnosensky in Lon-

don and anti-Vietnam War early flower power marches in Berkeley 1965.

Attended mantra-chanting at first Human Be-in in San Francisco 1967; con-

ferred at DIALECTICS OF LD3ERATION in London&gave poetry readings

with poet/father Louis Ginsberg there and in NY; testified before U.S.

Senate Hearings for legalization of psychodelics; arrested with Dr. Spock
blocking Whitehall Draft Board steps war protest NY same year.

Teargassed chanting AUM at Lincoln Park Ylpple Life-Festival Chicago

1966 Presidential Convention, then accompanied Jean Geret&Wllllam Bur-
roughs on front line "Conspiracy" march led by Dave Dellinger

.

Mantric poetics and passing acquaintance with poet-singers Ezra Pound,
Bob Dylan. Ed Sanders, Paul McCartney&Mick Jagger led to music study
for tunes to William Blake's SONGS OF INNOCENCE AND EXPERIENCE

:

this homage to visionary poet-guru William Blake, occasioned by visit to the
West Coast to touch a satin bag of body-ashes of the late much-loved Neal
Cassidy&composed one week on return from police-state shock in Chicago,
was recorded summer 1969.

Chanted OM to Judge&Jury In December 1969 Anti-War-Conspiracy trial

Chicago; thereafter Interrupted by Miami police on reading poetry exorcis-

ing police bureaucracy, rapid Federal Court Mandatory Injunction declared
Police texts Constitutionally protected from police censorship. Pallbore
funerals late Kerouac&Olson, last few winters spent outside cities learning
muslc&mllking goats and cows

1978—MIND BREATHS, Poems 1972-77; Acted, dance and sang Blakei
visited Kerouac's grave with Dylan in "Renaldo&Clara" film. AS EVER:
(correspondence of Ginsberg and Cassldy) Composed trochaic heart-beat
music to Blake's TYGER, Began PLUTONIAN ODE, arrested at Colorado
Rocky Flats Nuclear bomb-trigger facility with Orlovsky&Danial Ellsberg
meditating on railroad tracks blocking plutonlum train; month's fall retreat

California Sierras.

Seminar to recognize

top freshmen
Dean hopes Sunday program can counter-act

negative commentary on Class of 1982

by (CATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor

Forty of the top freshmen students

have been invited to attend a seminar
given by Dean Garry Clarke on Sunday
evening, November 12.

According to Edward Maxcy, Assis-

tant Dean of Students, one of the

reasons for the seminar is to "publicly

recognize those freshmen who are do-

ing well." He said that the seminar
"will give them a chance to meet others

whose interests are similar, in an in-

tellectual environment."
Both Clarke and Maxcy said they

were concerned about the amount of

negative commentary the freshmen
class has received this year. "The
seminar is an attempt to help a group
that we haven't heard much about yet—
the strong freshmen students," Clarke

said.

Clarke added that the students were

chosen because of their midterm grade
point averages and recommendations
from professors. Most of the students

chosen have a 3.0 or better mid-term
average.

The topic of the seminar will be
"Concepts of Time," a discussion of the

various ways to perceive art and events

in time, with emphasis on stylistic

analysis, Clarke said. He added that the

atmosphere will be very informal.

A second seminar is planned for Sun-

day, December 3, to be given by Dr.

Daniel Premo, Associate Professor of

Political Science, who is on leave this

semester.

Maxcy said that "if the program Is

sucessful this semester, a permanent
special program may be instituted for

students who exemplify their concern

for academic excellence.

"

SGA foresees surplus
Senate opts to contract major band

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Despite losing nearly $500 at last

Saturday's dance, the Student Govern-
ment Association plans to finish the

semester with a budget surplus of over

$3,000, which will be used to bring a

"major" band to campus next
semester.

In his Treasurer's report at Monday
night's SGA meeting. Hay Young told

the Senate that "we really got soaked

on the dance." After paying $500 for the

band and $130 for the rental of Hodson
Hall, the SGA took in only $134 at the

door.

Young then reported that, despite the

$496 loss, a surplus of over $3,000 should

remain at the end of the semester.

"The thing we have to decide now,"

said SGA President Foster Deibert, "is

whether we want to have 2 or 3 bands

say like the Nighthawks last year—or

one major band."

A consensus of the Senate then opted

to try for a major band with the $3,000

from this semester plus $2,000 to $3,000

more from next semester.

Plans were also discussed for the

Dance Marathon beginning next Friday

night and the Jazz Weekend on

December 8-9.

"Compassionate Cop"

Dave Toma speaks
byGEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

Speaking before a crowd large

enough to be moved from Hynson

Lounge to Tawes Theater Tuesday

night, David Toma urged the audience

of over 300 to "put those books aside

and get your heads together."

Advertised as "the compassionate

cop," Toma spent 20 years as a vice,

narcotics, and gambling detective in

Newark, New Jersey, the most crime-

ridden city in the nation. There he

gained a reputation as a master of

disguise, making over 7,000 arrests

with a 98 percent conviction Bate.

Despite being hospitalized more than

thirty times from stabbings and

shootings, he never fired his gun. Both a

television series and a made-for-TV

movie have been based on his exploits.

At the start of he talk, which lasted

more than an hour and a half. Toma
warned his audience that "there ain't

no way you're gonna fall asleep on me."
He then proceeded to recount his life

as a cop. He earned his reputation as a

"Man of a Thousand Faces" early in his

career, when he learned to put on '
'25 or

30 different disguises, each in 45 or 50

seconds."

"In wearing disguises—and not wear-

ing a badge—I learned to be creative,"

he said. "I learned a little bit about

myself and I learned a little bit about

Continued on page 3
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Letters to the editor:

Condemning the messenger who brings bad news is common

among bureaucrats and Egyptian queens but hardly a practice

we expect to see at a liberal arts institution. We were shocked

and angered to hear Washington College administrators publicly,

criticize the ELM for contributing to "negative commentary on

the freshman class at Monday's faculty meeting.

There has been much talk - all of it groundless and based on

hastily reached conclusions - that the ELM is partly responsible

for a notion that the Class of 1982 does not meet the standards set

by its predecessors. One top administrator even went so far as to

declare that the freshmen's failure to achieve mid-term grades

as good as last year's class may be due to an "inferiority com-

plex" fostered in part by negative comments in the paper. The

fact is that all the talk we've heard about the quality of the

freshmen, or the lack of it, comes from members of the faculty

and administration rather than from students.

The academic potential of the freshman class has been ad-

dressed in only two articles in the ELM. The first reported the

lower SAT scores and class ranks of the freshmen as simple

statistical facts. The second, published last Friday, presented

the views of a variety of faculty members. The paper did not

make the news; it just reported it.

The only other mention of the freshman class was made in an

editorial during the second week of school. We quote from that

editorial: "...A freshman class that has produced the lowest SAT

scores and class ranks in recent years has given rise to worries

that lax admission policies are damaging both the physical and

intellectual environments at Washington College. ..We

believe, that the statistical decline in the academic quality of

this year's freshman class need not lower the academic quality

of the school." Again, we were merely reporting worries voiced

by faculty members, and recommending to the administration

that concerns for financial solvency ought not to over-balance

concerns for maintaining educational standards here. No asper-

sions were made against the freshman class as a whole; if some

members of the class were offended by our editorial, we

apologize and hope that they have recovered in the ten weeks

since the editorial appeared.

We don't demand an apology from members of the administra-

tion who apparently gather their information by reading bet-

ween the lines of this paper. We hope, however, for the good of

Washington College, that they stop trying to find scapegoats for

the school's problems and can start looking for solutions.
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Far from the Truth?

Last week, the "Elm" reported that

there had been some debate over ap-

propriating an additional thousand

dollars to the existing base of fifteen

hundred for the William James Forum.
The article stated that I had mentioned

that even if the budget increased a thou-

sand dollars, I still felt the calibre of

speaker one can obtain for this money
was "ludicrous." Unfortuately, nothing

could be further from the truth. I fully

support the efforts of Dr. Peter Tapke
and Bob Akeson in their attempt to br-

ing good speakers into the Washington

College Community. A lecture series

such as the William James Forum is ex-

tremely important to our college. Fur-

ther, 1 did advocate the thousand dollar

increase which Maura Kelley proposed.

My feelings here are that we must

realize that Dr. Tapke and Bob Akeson
are being forced to work with very lit-

tle. It is a shame that the Washinton

College community has not found addi-

tional funding for something as good as

William James Forum. I think we
should all be made aware of the shoe-

string budget that the Forum has to

operate on. The SGA does not have a

sufficient budget to allocate what the

Forum deserves. Lets all start thinking

how to aid them in the future.

Sincerely

Jal Jonathan Mugaseth (SGA)

Response: The Elm stands by its

reporter. Although Mr. Mugaseth may
not agree with what he was quoted as
saying, he was in fact quoted accurate-

ly-

Firearms on Campus

Students are reminded that there are

to be no firearms of any kind in the col-

lege dormitories and that firearms may
not be used anywhere on college pro-

perty.

Hunters who wish to keep their guns

at the College may store them with

either the Business Office or with the

Maintenance Department. The
Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds has arranged with the night

watchmen to return guns to their

owners each morning before going off

duty.

To make arrangements to store your

firearms on campus during the hunting

season, see Mr. Crooks in Maintenance

or Mr. Ivey in the Business Office.

Students keeping firearms in the dor-

mitories are subject to disciplinary ac-

tion. For the safety of the student body,

the cooperation of those possessing

guns Is extremely important.

Edward E.Maxcy
Associate Dean of Students

Oops! We Goofed.

Our readers have brought mistakes
in two articles printed in last week's
edition of the ELM to our attention.

It was reported that a Bicentennial

Campaign (for endowment) had been
launched and that the college ad-

ministrators hope to raise $.6 million.

The decimal point is obviously
misplaced. The headline was also

wrong; such a campaign has been
under discussion for several months, at

least, but no campaign has yet been
launched. The reporter was in no way
responsible for this editorial oversight.

Although a figure of $6 million has been
openly discussed at Board of Visitors

and Governor meetings, Vice President

for Development and Public Relations

George Hayward denies that a specific

goal for endowment has been set.

In the article headed "Phi Beta Kap-

pa rejects WC's bid," the second

sentence in the fourth paragraph should

read; "There is also a feeling among
some faculty that our present distribu-

tion requirement does provide the

mechanism for a well-rounded liberal

arts education.'"

Alumni Affairs Director Jay Vogel

has also pointed out that there is an er-

ror in the article printed in the October

27 paper about the proposed Alumni
Athletic Hall of Fame. A dozen, not 12

dozen, athletes are slated to be inducted

during its first year. We regret the

misunderstanding.

tiThe War on Poverty
99

The William James Forum will pre-

sent David L. Hackett, Executive

Director of the Robert F. Kennedy
Memorial on Thursday, November 16th

at 8:00 p.m. in the Sophie Kerr room.
Hackett will lead a discussion on the

topic, "Whatever Happened to the War
on Poverty?"

Hackett, a former campaign aide to

both Robert and John Kennedy, was
Executive Director of President Ken-
nedy's Commission on Juvenile Delin-

quency, and was Administrative
Counsel to Robert Kennedy at the

Justice Department.

In addition, Hackett was a key ad-

visor to the Kennedy Administration's

War on Poverty policy, and was one of

the major architects of what is now
called V.I.S.T.A. After leaving govern-

ment in January, 1964, he became
President of David L. Hackett and
Associates a consulting firm in

Washington, D. C, and hi December,
1975 he replaced Robert MacNamera
(now president of the World Bank) at

the Kennedy Memorial.
A College hockey star at McGill

University in Montreal, Hackett earned

a position on the United States Olympic
Team in the I950's. He lives with his

wife, Judith, and their five children In

Bethesda, Maryland.

I06VEARS0LD



• Toma •
•Continued from page 1*

what is happening in society."

Toma said he didn't like what he saw
in the streets: "Most people don't give a
damn about you when you are down and
out."

He went on to say he was "down and
out" himself at one point. After the

choking death of his five-year-old son,

he attempted suicide, was put on heavy
medication, and became "a drug addict
as a policeman."

After overcoming his addiction,
Toma wrote a book on his life and
received an offer for a series based on
him.

"They're all nuts out there," he said

of the Hollywood moguls who made the

offer. He originally turned down the
deal, but later okayed the series that
became "Toma" and now runs as
"Baretta."

Toma then turned to marijuana use.

"Half the country is doing it, and part of

the other half is wondering which way
to go."

He told the story of a friend who was
"caught" up in that vacuum. He tried

psychiatry, then he tried quaaludes.

Finally he shot himself.

"My good friend happened to be
former Freddy Prinze," the star of

NBC's "Chico and the Man.",

Toma offered his own solution for

stopping drug traffic. "Ain't no way
you're going to stop drugs coming into

this country." The way to stop the traf-

fic, he said, is to eliminate the demand.
"If there's no demand, there's no supp-

ly."

He labeled drugs as a "Crutch."
"We're all on a very fine line between
being a drug addict on not a drug ad-

dict, or between being an alcoholic and
not being one. The way to beat it is to

find someone to talk to."

He said this was a subject "much
more important than history or math or

whatever you're into.

"We know how to cultivate other

things," he said, drawing a laugh from
the audience, "out we don't know how
to cultivate what's in our heads."

Toma warned the audience that "you
can't handle it (drugs), and if you want
to play, you gotta pay.

"Why would you want to get bombed
on alcohol or drugs, when you can get

bombed on people, on life?" he asked.

Finally, he told the audience to "think

about getting your head together, and
then get diploma."

Earlier in the day, Toma addressed a

group of forty In Bill Smith on the sub-

ject of "Responsibilities of Citizens to

Cooperate with the Law."

He quickly strayed from the subject,

however, moving to an explanation of
|

how he bucked the system.

"I'm not the best policeman In the
J

world—I never was and never will be" !

he said. "But I had one thing—Iknew
J

how to cultivate my head."

Toma described the way he handled 1

informants, and said "On the West I

Coast, they have what they call 'Toma- 3

squads' -just using a little tact. But 9

again, you have to have your head
g

together."

During the hour-long talk, Toma also
j

spoke out on Robert Blake, star of the j

series that grew out of "Toma."
"Robert Blake's head Is a little twisted.

He doesn't like me, but he can't because
J

he doesn't like himself."

He also said, "I could tell you how to
j

go into a bank, take out $1,000, and
j

within IS days become a multi-

millionaire." Although not legally, he
j

added.
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Status of women

under discussion

"The Changing Status of Women in

Iran and Turkey" will be described by
Iranian sociologist and demographer
Jamshid Moment at Washington Col-

lege Wednesday, November 15 at 8:00

p.m. in Hynson Lounge. Sponsored by
the College Lecture Series, his talk is

open to the public.

Dr. Momenl taught sociology courses

in population problems, research
methods, and a seminar on Iran at

Washington College in spring 1971 . He is

now an associate professor and acting

chairman of the department of National

Development and Sociology at Pahlavl

University, Shiraz, Iran.

Born in Iran In 1939, Momeni received

agricultural training in that country

and for two years was an extension

agent with the Ministry of Agriculture.

Later he studied for five years at the

American University of Beirut,

Lebanon, under fellowships from the

Continued on page 7

Ethnicity to be subject of forum
John Higham of the Johns

Hopkins University will speak on
"Ethnicity in America: A Comparative
Approach" for the Washington College

Lecture Series, Monday, November 13

at 8:00 p.m. in the Sophie Kerr Room of

Miller Library. The public is invited.

The object of his talk, Higham says,

"is to make sense out of what is happen-

ing as we surrender the old image of the

Melting Pot and cast about for some
other way of understanding both the

mingling and the separateness of

American ethnic groups."

Higham is John Martin Vincent Pro-

fessor of History at Johns Hopkins

where he lectures on ethnic patterns in

American history. Last spring he was
invited to give a series of lectures on

ethnicity at the University of Michigan.

He also has taught at the University of

California, L.A., Rutgers University,

Columbia University, and the Universi-

ty of Michigan where he was Chairman

of the Program in American Culture for

three years.

Higham is consulting editor for

"Comparative Studies in Society and

History," Vice-President of the Im-
migration History Society, a former
member of the Board of Directors of the

American Immigration Conference,

and officer of several learned societies.

He has received numerous profes-

sional honors In the United States and
abroad, and in 1976 he was selected as
U.S.I. A. Bicentennial Lecturer in

Thailand, India, Pakistan and England.

He has published extensively on the

transformation of American culture.

He was editor of the recently Issued

ETHNIC LEADERSHIP IN
AMERICA

Roving Reporter : Do you feel safe?

by DEBBIE KOLE
Photography by Frank Rhodes

QUESTION: Do you feel safe on the

Washington College Campus after hear-

ing about the recent increase of theft?

Jean Dixon, senior, Stamford, Conn.
—"No, because someone stole $200 of

the film series money out of my room.
It's the first time in four years that

anything has been stolen from me. I'm
mad as hell and I'm not going to take It

anymore."

Emily Wehr, freshman, Baltimore, Md.
—"idldn'thearaboutanythefts..

"

iBBOOBI

Susie Brtcker

Roger Vaughan, freshman, Annapolis,

Md.
—"My rootnat.es are hunters so I feel

safe."

Susie Bricker, senior, Columbus, Ohio

—"Not really because during fall break

I caught two townles in my suite looking

around. I also want to say I'm glad they

put more lights up."

Thomas Vach

Chuck Cordovano Junior, Greenville,

s.c.

—"I think that the Rent-a-cop on cam-
pus is doing a great job; but I personal-

ly feel the halls should be patrolled."

Thomas Vach freshman, Ocean City,

Md.
—"I think theft is great... everyman for

.himself..:: tegZ
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'Earnest': better than plan

The Importance of Being Earnest by

Oscar Wilde. Directed by Mr. Timothy
Maloney; set designed by Mr. William

Segal; Stage Manager, Beth Church.
CAST

Lane
Algernon Moncrieff

—

Jack Worthing
Lady Bracknell ...

Gwendolyn Fairfax

.

Cecily Cardew
Miss Prism
Rev. Chasuble
Marriman

. . . Ted Legates
. . . John D 'Amico
... Peter Zekonis

Laurel Snode
Victoria Gadsden
. . Sally McKenzie
.. Marti Dirscherl

Tom Goode
. . . Brian Meehan

JACK: I am sick to death of
cleverness. Everybody is clever
nowadays. You can't go anywhere
without meeting clever people. The
thing has become an absolute public
menace. I wish to goodness we had a
few fools left.

ALGERNON: Wehave.
JACK: I should extremely like to

meet them. What do they talk about 9

ALGERNON: The fools? Oh! about
the cleverpeople, ofcourse.
JACK: What fools.

Brillant lines like these passed un-
noticed when the Drama Department
presented Oscar Wilde's The Im-
portance of Being Earnest November
2-7. In this instance, Peter Zekonis as
Jack swallowed the 'what fools' line
but the fault seldom lay with the per-
formers, who were generally good, or
with the production, which fell just
short of handsomeness.
The problem lay with the audience.

People did not seem to be in the mood
for Wilde's satirical jabs at his Vic-
torian contemporaries, or for sitting
still for two and a half hours. As a
result, they missed much of the play's
cleverness—what fools! —but they did
see some fine acting.

The Members of the Wedding

Laurel Snode, John D' Amico
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less than handsome
by NICK NAPPO
Features Editor

peel to see more of in the future. Sally

McKenzie acted the role of Cecily with
a freshness as clear as her voice. One
thing, though: she could have used an
occasional change in the pace of her
sentences. Brian Meehan made more
out of the smallest part in the play, that

of Merriman, than one would have
thought possible. Meehan displayed
voice control, and a presence that is

striking, that make him the new actor

to watch.
In addition to these two players, the

second act was graced with a set that

made up for the Act 1 drawing room.
This first set lacked the osten-

tatiousness one might have expected
members of the Social Register to sur-

round themselves with; and it was drab
in color. The set for Act 2, on the other

hand, was a profusion of pink flowers

and a swing that must have been tied to

a cloud. It was a delightful put-on.

The entire production could have
used a little more spoofing, actually.

The acting, while not totally earnest,
might have been played for more
laughs; and if not, the pace should have
been quickened. That is the only way to

shorten Earnest, one play so well-
written it resists cutting.

Serious or spoofed, though, two things
seemed quite out of place. In the first

act, while Algernon speaks to Lady
Bracknell, Zekonis and Gadsden played
a ridiculous sort of footsie with teacups.
This distracted from the action, and the
play's tone. In the second act,

D'Amico's fondling of Cecily's leg was
even more destructive.

At the conclusion of The Importance
of Being Earnest, Jack tells his aunt
that "I've now realized for the first

time in my life the vital importance of
being Earnest." But for whatever
reason—the length of the play, the pac-
ing, or the audience itself—this Earnest
was not as vital as it might have been.

Ted Legates, Peter Zekonis
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

TONIGHT
Friday 10

-Film Scries: GONE WITH THE WIND (original uncut version); Smltn

Auditortum,7:30pm _.,,,•Sunday 12

-Film Series GONE WITH THE WIND; Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm
Monday 13

-Lecture Series presents John Highman on "Ethnicity in America: A Com-

oaratlve Approach," Sophie Kerr Room, 8pm
r Tuesday 14

-Film Series: GONE WITH THE WIND, Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm

-Student Recital, Tawes Theatre, 8:30 pm
Wednesday 15

-Music Department Seminar: Amrie Parcell presents "The Patronage

Svstemlnl7tnCenturyFrance,"FlneArtsCenter,roomnlne,4pm

-Sure Series presents Jamshld Momenl on "The Changing Status of

Women In Iran and Turkey, " Hynson Lounge, 8 pm

-wSfam'Sames Forum presents David L. Hackett, executive director,

Robert F Kennedy Memorial Foundation, Sophie Kerr Room, 8 pm
Friday 17

nus Cain Gvmnflsluin, 6 pm m

-Film Series; DUCK SOUP and ITS A GIRL (double feature, Marl

Brothers and W.C.Flelds); Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm
-SGA Dance Marathon to benefit Cerebral Palsy Fund begins

Sunday 19

-Film Series : DUCK SOUP and IT'S A GIRL Smith Auditorium, 7:30pm
Monday 20

-SGA Meeting, Hynson Lounge, 7: 30pm
Tuesday 21

—Student Thanksgiving Dinner, 5 to 6 pm, Dining Hall

-FUm Series : DUCK SOUP and IT'S A GIRL Smith Auditorium, 7: 30 pm
Thursday 23

—Thanksgiving Day, Holiday Weekend
Sunday 26

-FUm Series: WUTHERING HEIGHTS, Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm
Monday 27

—Classes resume, 8:30 am
Tuesday 28

-Lecture Series presents Harry Wachs, director of clinics, cognitive

development, Catholic University, on "Learning Problems In Adolescence

Hvnson Lounge, 7 pm ___ ,

-Music Department presents soprano Sandra Mariner; Tawes Theatre,

8:30pm

Scholar discusses "Literature on Monday" 4 women

t

"Literature On Monday," the fourth

In a series of lectures sponsored by

Washington College, was given October

28th by Professor Carl Bode of the

University of Maryland.

Bode, who is a poetry critic, the

founder of both the Mencken society

and the Thoreau Society, and the author

of the recently published book, A
Bicentennial History Of Maryland,

spoke on the application and respon-

sibility of literature on society and

specifically on young adults.

Bode began by directing his attention

at the major institutations in our socie-

ty which, according to him, are eroding

to the point that interest in certain

academic, religious and recreational

areas have hit a standstill. He sighted

the rising divorce rate as an indication

on the dwindling unity within the fami-

ly, and decline in attendance within the

church. "At one time, good Catholic

teenagers, living at the beach, rose to

go to church faithfully. Now they turn

over and go back to sleep.

"

Through his studies, Bode found that

schools have a great burden placed on

them. In turn, the students are ex-

pected to perform miracles that even

adults cannot do. Adults have begun to

adopt the values of the youths, in-

cluding their sexual permissiveness.

But some standards remain internaliz-

ed within us and students must turn to a

more personalized movement for relief

and pleasure. Brode feels that,

by GINNANN PATTERSON

"students have a very contrite learning

for literature" and that it is through

this direction that the greatest amount

of pleasure can be had.

Bode continued by pointing out that,

"during the depression, the phrase, 'art

for art's sake,' was scorned. Art should

teach proletarian economics. And the

purpose of poetry was to make actions

more urgent and clear." He did

however admit a penchant for "bad"

novels calling them, "the geraneum of

literature. Although they are worthless,

they offer a need for concentrated

badness.
,, World War II sparked a

development in literary use. The con-

troversy which emerged out of the

1950's and 60's encouraged blacks to

write poetry about their struggles for

equality and according to Bode, was,

"more powerful, stark and simple in

idea," than white poetry on the same
issues.

Student participation in education

was one of the areas which Bode was

partlculary adament about. It is his

idea that students should have a part in

designing their own syllabus and even

in teaching their classes. Students have

a passive view when they are told what

to do. "There are not only dull pro-

fessors but dull students as well," Bode

told his audience. "When they become

active in class preporation and discus-

sion of literature their values and vir-

tues are revealed in the open class."

This sense of participation drifts into

other areas as well as the classroom.

'We must partlcpate in the struggle of

woman and blacks as minorities

through literature. Chairman Mao said

that 'one must be mindful of workers

and peasants." We must mingle with

tern regularly to refresh our understan-

ding of literature. In the world today,

all literature and art are parts of

definite classes. There Is no 'art for

art's sake.'
"

Bode concluded by asking the few

students in the audience if the literature

they were taught could help them on a

Monday morning? Most felt that

reading was relaxing, enjoyable, make
use of their imaginations and made
them think of the past. Bode was sur-

prised and pleased. He felt that these

students were in a minority and that the

number of readers in this country were

declining. Finally, he expressed a hope

that through reading, discussing and

teaching of literature, students would

become closer to one another. He
agreed that not everything a student

reads could helps him survive a Mon-

day morning, however, "nothing can

bring you peace but yourself, if only ex-

panding your horizons through the

world of literature."

Unfortunatly, the title of the lecture

and its subject matter may have been

an ironic comment on the poor atten-

dance. Only twelve people bothered to

show up.
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Continued from page 3

American Institute for International

Development. In 1965 he entered Cor-

nell University, N.Y. as a graduate

assistant in the department of Plant

Breeding and Biometrics, and earned a

Master of Science degree.

In 1967 he switched fields ana Deguu

the study of sociology and at

demography at Cornell under a four-

year fellowship. But in 1968, with a new
fellowship awarded by the Population

Council, he entered the University of

Texas at Austin and earned his Ph.D.

there in sociology, specializing In

demography.

While in Texas, with the financial

support of the Population Council, he

translated from Persian into English

the 1966 summary volume of the Ira-

nian census reports.

At Pahlavi University his research

has covered such areas as marriage

and divorce in Iran; patterns and

causes of mortality; factors affecting

fertility; polygamy;changes in family

structure and its relation to fertility

behavior; the demographic, socio-

economic, and social-psychological cor-

relates of drug abuse; and other sub-

jects.
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SALE
LAST WEEK]WE BROUGHT YOU

JAMES A. MICHENER

PHIS WIEKI tiTO SHOW OUR THANKS FOB TBI
OVERWHELMING RESPONSE TO OUR NEW BUSINESS.

THE JOY OF BOOKS
BOOKSHOP 309 HIGH ST.

WILL HAVE ACHESTERTOWN

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

NOV. 10-18

20% OFF iAUi BOOKS
EXCEPTING SALE

TAKE A DAY OFF FROM SMOKING
NOVEMBER 16, 1978
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Volleyball team at 20, 10 for season

by SUSAN
Alter a disappointing showing at the

Middle Atlantic Conference Tourna-
ment last weekend, the Women's
Volleyball Team added another couple
of victories to their record Tuesday
night as they played Delaware
Technical at Stanton and Goldey
Beacom. As of this action, the
Shorewomen's record for the season
fares well at 20 wins, 10 loses.

Washington College was the host

FARACE
team for the MAC'S for the second year
in a row, and Western Maryland Col-

lege, last year's champions, reigned
this year in a somewhat unexpected
series of eliminations.

Western Maryland, the first-seeded

team, unexpectedly lost to Franklin &
Marshall in the first round 13-15, 14-16.

This placed them in the loser's

bracket— one of the worst possible turn
of events for the Shorewomen.

WC was seeded second in the tourney,

and the team defeated Seranton
University in their first round of play.

Juniata, the third-seeded team, was
also victorious in their first round as

they defeated Dickinson. This meant
that WC would next play Juniata, and
the winner of this round would then
have to face Western Maryland—the
team that the Shorewomen had not ex-

pected to face until the very end of the

tournament.

Juniata is a very tough team. The
Shorewomen had played them last

season and just squeaked out a victory.

"Our teams are very close," com-
mented Coach Penny Fall. "We run the

same kind of offense, and we're very
much alike personality-wise. We're
both very emotional teams."
The Shorewomen faced Juniata early

Friday evening. WC won the first game
15-11 but was defeated 11-15, 6-15 in the

next two games. "We were too tight,"

said Coach Fall. "We knew we would
have to play Western Maryland if we
won. Juniata was just ready for us."

Because the tourney was double

elimination competition, Washington
College played Western Maryland later

Friday. In extremely tough play, the

Sh'orewomen were defeated 1-15, 2-15.

Coach Fall described the match as

"totally frustrating" because Western
Maryland didn't make a single

mistake. Two of Western Maryland's
players, Debra Baker and Ellen

Scroggs, were outstanding that night.

"We Just couldn't get the ball to hit

the floor," explained Coach Fall. "We
weren't really making any mistakes, so

in that respect, the score doesn't tell the

whole story. I don't think anyone could

have beaten them— they're an ex-

cellent teams.'"

With the Shorewomen now out of the
competition, Western Maryland went
on to win the tournament Saturday
afternoon by defeating Juniata twice.

Both teams were very strong; Western
Maryland entered the tourney with a
powerful 19-2 record and Juniata
entered with a 13-2 record.

After winning the WACs, Western
Maryland was invited to EAIAW
Reglonals in the small college division.

The only other Maryland team invited

to the Eastern Regionals was Navy.
After such a disappointing weekend,

the Shorewomen bounced back Tues-
day evening with two victories against
Del Tech and and Goldey Beacom.
Goldey Beacom didn't provide WC with
much competition and gave Coach Fall

an opportunity to use the bench. The
Shorewomen were victorious 15-1, 15-11.

Del-Tech proved to be a little bit more
competitive, but WC was also vic-

torious in this match 15-9, 15-8. The win,

however, was a costly one because
Tami Schauber was re-lnjuried during
a spike, "rami is one of the keys to our
team," remarked Coach Fall, "not only
Is she good at blacking, passing, and
spiking, but also she, along with the

team captains, is good for keeping the

team toghether and pointing out
strategies."

Hopefully, the team will be together

again for the MAIAW State Champion-
ships this weekend at Towson State Col-

lege. Because the Shorewomen won the

small college division last year, they

automatually go th the "A" division

this year. Consequently, WC will face

such teams as Loyola, Towson State,

Salisbury State, Navy, and UMBC.
"What I'm looking for this weekend is

survival with dignity," quipped Coach
Fall.

Cross Country runs 19th in MACs
"There was no way we could have

beaten any more teams— we-dfd as well

as we could," said Don Chatellier,

coach of Washington College's cross
country team.
He was talking about the Shoremen's

19th place showing Saturday against 20

schools in the 23rd annual Middle Atlan-
tic Conference Cross Country Cham-
pionship at Ridgely Park. Widener Col-

lege hosted the event near Chester, Pa.

Gettysburg College won the team title

for the second consecutive year, and
Mike Sheely, a Haverford College
freshman, captured the individual
crown. Haverford placed second, Ur-
sfnus College, third, Lebanon Valley
College, fourth, and Franklin & Mar-
shall College, fifth.

Washington finished ahead of Kings
College and Susquehanna University.

by ED HOOKER
"We're just not as good as most of the

teams," Chatellier said, referring to

the team's 1-8 seasonal record. "I can't

be overly excited about the team's plac-

ing."

He was pleased with the performance
by Allyson McCormic, however, who,
despite finishing near last place, was
the first woman to compete in the men's
race.

"Allyson may be the starter of a
woman's team here," Chatellier said.

At a coaches' meeting following the

race, they agreed to recommend a

woman's race next year with 10 or 11

teams competing.

That was "one of the best things" that

happened Saturday as far as the

Shoremen are concerned. "Several peo-

ple said she ran very well.

"It's quite unique. She's to be com-
mended" for running against men,

Chatellier noted. "If Allyson starts a
girls' progaram here that will be fine."

Allyson's team-mates all placed well

behind most the teams with sophomore
Kane Bender pacing Washington and
finishing In 79th spot. Following him,
sophomore Peter Cameron, freshman
Jeff Lucas, senior Joe Mead and
sophomore Will Camp completed the

five mile course.

With the season over, Chatellier will

recruit but figures he has no chance
against other schools that offer shcolar-

ships.

"There are three (high school run-

ners) we're interested in," he said. But
if offered scholarships elsewhere, they
will not come to Washington College.

Unless the Shoremen enlist support,

they will continue to lose or, perhaps,

Two or three good runners would

make the difference.

Shoremen Notes;

Bender, who finished behind a

Western Maryland College opponent

whom he defeated last Saturday In a

triangular-meet hosted by Lebanon
Valley, is playing basketball. "That

may have taken a little away from

him" according to the coach.

Chatellier believes that there Is "a
possibility" that Mark Pappas. one of

the team's top runners last season

(Washington's record was 3-6), may
return from Antarctic where he is

working but may wind up in Australia.

If Pappas, formerly In the Navy,

returns, he will be a sophomore and is

eligible to run for three more seasons.

However, "We are not overly en-

thusiastic about him coming," because

he probably will not, the coach predicts.

h MUSIC DEPARTMENT (

1 EVENTS (

*) Tuesday, November 14, 1978 (

$ 8:30 p.m. STUDENT RECITAL '

/Vocal and Instrumental music performed by students.

V

V. There will be a reception following the recital. Tawes .

/Theater. i

5 Tuesday, November 28, 1978 8:30 p.m. /

tf Voice Recital: Guest Soprano, Sandra Mariner i

jlTowes Theater. Scarlatti, Bach, Debussy, Schubert, Floyd.
(

i) Wednesday, November 29,1978 4:00 p.m. /

2 SEMINAR:
J

4 "The Patronage System in 17th Century France" (

•) Professor Amzie D. Parcell, Jr.
(

(• Room 9, Fine Arts Center *

fold^^ he probably will pot, the coach predicts

Clifton M. Miller Lihrnn
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Clifton AA. Miller Library
BOOK SALE & SILENT AUCTION

Sale
Hardbacks $1.00 each

3 for $2.50

Paperbacks 20' each
3 for 50«

Silent Auction
Special offers

First Editions

Sets

Outstanding Titles

(Auction will end
Weds., Nov. 15,3:00 p.m.)
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Soccer season ends with Shore win

over Western Maryland, 2-1

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

A rough and tumble 1978 Soccer

season ended for WC on an inauspicious

note last Saturday as the Shoremen
subdued Western Maryland College 2 to

1 in a match at Westminster.

Admittedly this was not the same
Green Terror Team which the

Shoremen had dispatched easily in the

season opening Chester River Tourna-

ment. Bolstered by the addition of

Albert Mensah, from Ghana, Western

Maryland entered the game coming off

a late season surge capped by a

remarkable 3 to 2 victory over Ursinus.

In the same sense, however, no one

could fail to recognize the season-long

improvement shown by Coach Ed
Athey's Shore eleven.

This improvement, particularly on
offense, looked as if it would be borne

out on the field Saturday in the early go-

ing. With just 3:05 expired, Bill

HamiU's cross from the right corner

was converted by V.J. Filliben on the

spinning shot from close range. It was

the high-scoring freshman's eleventh

goal of the season.

Perhaps anticipating a rout, the

Shoremen relaxed and, only 53 seconds

later, Mensah countered for the Green

Terrors off a crossing pass.

A blazing shot off the foot of Tom
Vach struck the post and nestled into

the cords at 15:08 for an unassisted goal

and a 2 to 1 Shore advantage. As it has

on several occasions this season the WC
attack stalled after Vach's tally, but the

stalwart defense of fullbacks Dan Hud-

son, Dave Bate and Curt Nass along

with goalie Chris Kiefer made the slim

lead stick.

Co-Captain Pete Hamill summed up

the Shore effort as the "epitomy of our

season." "We rose to the occasion, but

we didn't rise as high as we could

have," he noted. Teammate and

brother Bill added, "We only played

well enough to win."

Game statistics reveal, perhaps

misleadingly. an apparent control of

play by the Shoremen as WC attempted

17 shots to only 10 for Western

Maryland. WC took 8 corner kicks to

but 1 for the Terrors. Kiefer notched 5

saves in the Shore nets, while two

goalies combined for 6 for WMC.

The victory' raised the Shoremen's
record to 2-2-1 In the Middle Atlantic

Conference, good for a third place tie,

and 10 6-2 overall, including Chester

River Tournament games. As he

released overall statistics. Coach A they

remarked "I think we can only consider

this a very successful season, par-

ticularly so in that we felt this would be

a rebuilding year of sorts. We only

graduate 3 seniors, so I think we have
the nucleus for another strong club next

year."

To go along with his 11 goals, Filliben

also notched 7 assists for a team
leading 18 points. He was followed by

Nelson Einwaechter with 5 and 3, Tom
Viscount with 3 and 4, Bill Hamill with 3

and 3, and another freshman, Tom
Vach, with 6 goals and no assists.

Courtesy, KENTCOUNTYNEWS
Washington College stepped up and

out-of-class Friday, October 27 to close

its 1978 fall lacrosse practice session.

The Shoremen under new coach

Bryan Matthews, took on the Universi-

ty of Maryland.

"Buddy" Beardmore showed up in

Chestertown on a crisp fall afternoon

with the type of players that are typical

of the Terrapins; big, rugged physical

specimens that resemble a semi-pro

team.

That Friday they took it to a young
but game Washington College lacrosse

team, l6-to-3. It was men playing boys.

The Shoremen were playing without

the services of five players who could

have made a big difference and the at-

tack was purely green. Billy Hamill,

Jim Bradley, Greg Schaffner, Jay
Atkinson, and freshmen Dick Grieves,

Steve Furman and Shawn Harman did

not suit up for the scrimmage.
Schaffner and Atkinson would have

made the big difference, especially

Schaffner—an opportunistic player who
can make things happen. Grieves, a

highly touted feeder, has missed the en-

tire fall season with a knee injury suf-

fered horseplaying in a Washington Col-

lege dormitory. A special student, there

is some doubt that the blond star from
Boys Latin will be here when spring

breaks through. He is in academic trou-

ble.

Maryland's superior stickwork, size

and "go-to-the-goal" style kept
Washington College back on its heels in

the end-of-the season workout. The
Terps led 5-0 after the first period, 8-0 at

halftime. The Shoremen finally scored

in the the third frame on a falling down
shot by midfielder Erich Smith off a
pass from attackman Paul Hooper, but

the tally was 12-1 after three quarters.

Freshman transfer Bob White and-
freshman Kevin Gabin netted goals in

the final frame, but Maryland scored

twice. Bob Boniello, Mike Duffy and
Rick Moyer led the hard-running red-

shirted Maryland ten Duffy is the

former UMBC star who did not get

along with Dick Watts in Retriever-

land

Stickmen end fall practice season
with loss to University of Maryland

Goalkeepers Chris Kiefer and Sam
Powers who split time in the nets over

the course of the season, were credited

with 72 and 61 saves respectively. Both
appeared in 10 games and allowed only

18 goals combined.

Athey nominated several of his

players for All-Conference honors and,

in the opinion of this writer and
numerous Shore fans, the omission of

either Curt Nass or Dan Hudson from

the All-MAC team would be a travesty.

The veteran Shore coach is cautious,

however. "Many times worthy players

are omitted because the coaches who
choose the team only see each player

once in the course of the season.

Therefore, there is often confusion in

the post-season voting,"Athey warned.

Individual honors notwithstanding,

the entire Shore soccer team as well as

Coach Athey deserve praise for the

outstanding season they completed

despite a rash of Injuries, the loss of a

key player due to academics, and a

tough schedule.

The Shoremen showed plenty of hus-

tle and desire under Matthews, but the

scoring punch was not there. Freshmen
Hooper and Gavin were standouts,

Gavin going to the goal valiantly from

midfield on a number of occasions.

Washington started an attack of Jon

Price, Tim Norris, and Hooper.
Freshmen Joe Cornerly, Peter Jenkins

and Peter Beach ran as another unit.

At midfield, Matthews ran a number
of groups : Erich Smith, Timmy
Hollywood and Kevin Gabin, Jon

Green, Bob White and Jesse Bacon, Jeff

Popham, Mike Beck and Paige
Weatherly. Bill Steelman, Merrill

Johnson, Stuart Williams and freshman
Tom Adams also saw action.

The close defense, playing in a
Hofstra zone defense, included old

hands Bill Herring, Frank Filice, Lecky
Haller, Don Pennington and newcomer
Ray Cameron and Kevin O'Connor.
Tim Hart, back from a little R&R in

Florida, started in the goal and was
followed by Steve Mullinix and

freshman Bruce Winand.
It will be a long winter for the Shore

lacrosse team and 1979 will be a

rebuilding year, but if Schaffner and
Atkinson mend. Grieves stays in school

and is eligible, and the return of

Bradley plus the addition of Furman,
Harman and Coyer takes place—going

with what Bryan Matthews already

has—then the 1979 Washington College

lacrosse team could surprise some peo-

ple

Crews outdistance George Washington
!...«» IDT M A TilAM ^^

THE GLASS HOUSE on Eoit Longford
Bay. OuaVer Neck, is again
available for ront during th© spring
lomestor to responsible persons.
Please coll Ben Hopkins at 778-5739
or Margorat Anthony at 778-2442 for
additional Information.

The weather the week before was
beautiful. The morning practices with
steam rising off of the glassy water and
evening practices with the cherry-red
sunset reflecting off of the dark green
mirror of the river, were more than the
crew could have asked for. But on
Saturday, November 4, the day of the

only major Fall race for the
Washington College crews, the sun did
not shine once, the rain fell throughtout
the day, and the fickel tide of the

Chester River remained low on a day
when we could least afford it.

But the day was not a total loss, lor

both the Men's and Women's Varity
crews ended with victories against
George Washington University. The
women's Varsity crew consisting ol

Molly Meehan; coxswain, Valerie
Marsh; stroke, Nancy Wilson, Laura
Zimnick, Sue Sargeant, Ellen Beard-
sley, Claire Paduda, Liz Montcalm, and
Holly Craighead; bow, raced first, and
in a series of three minute pieces con-
sistently came out on top. In the pieces

by BART NATHAN
done, the women won with open water
between them and George Washington.

The women's second boat, consisting

mainly of novice oarswomen, did not

fare as well but in the words of Coach
Graig Jackson, "Did a good job con-

sidering they had never really rowed
together before."

The Men's freshmen boat, all

novices, was the next to row against

George Washington. In two 1000 meter
races the freshmen just could not keep
up the the stronger J.V. crew from GW.
They fell behind a boat length and just

ouldnot regain it.

The Shoremen's J.V. boat, beaten at

the start of their 1000 meter race,

fought back and regained much of the

ground lost, but could not win against

George Washnton's 1000 meter sprint.

For the Washinton College Varsity

Eight, the race against GW meant a bit

more than usual. Last year the

Shoremen lost to George Washington
for the first time in at least three years.

This year they were determined not to.

At the start WC pulled out to an early

lead ahead of GW's lightweight and
heavyweight crews, but soon lost it. The
lead exchanged many times. Every ten

strokes or so, in the 2000 meter race,

one crew would edge out the other. The
Shoremen began to tire by the 1000

meter mark and GW leaped ahead.
With a counter move Washington put on
a burst of speed. With a little less than
500 meters to go, GW's sport side

caught a "crab," a stroke when the oar
gets caught in the water, and almost
came to a complete stop. The shoremen
pulled ahead, but did not really take ad-

vantage of GW's misfortune and
crossed the line only four seconds bet-

ter than GW's 6: 12 time

.

rnougn the Washington College shell

with Bart Nathan coxswain, Steve

Jones; stroke, Bill Skelton, Court

Treuth, Jim Roof, Dan Whitaker, Steve

Perry, Richard Cookerly, and Bill

Anderson; bow, did not row very well at

all, they still set an unofficial course
record beating the old one by ten

seconds.

Photography by Tee Adams



Bradley named
West Hall RA

Price first RA to resign, Lambdas in jeopardy, Maxcy says

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Julie Wheeler sees action at the net in a home volleyball match as Tami

Schauber moves in for back-up support. The Shorewomen finished their

season with 20 wins. 1 1 losses. See story page 7.

SGA nets over $1400. in

Student-Faculty Auction
Profit slated to benefit library fund

by PETER TURCHI

The second annual Student Govern-
ment Association sponsored Student

/Faculty Auction brought in over $1,400

for the Clifton E. Miller Library's new
book fund.

The auction, held last Thursday, was
led for the second year by auc-

tioneer/physical education instructor

Don Chatellier. According to coor-

dinator Jeff Bowerman, "We were very

pleased with the results of the auction.

A large number of items were donated

at the last minute, and this along with

the fact that we had a large turnout

helped a lot."

The most expensive item of the night

was President McLain's dinner for six

for $160. Other big money-raisers were

Dean and Mrs. Clarke's dinner for four

and a dinner donated by Dean Maxcy.

Altogether 55 items were auctioned.

Some of the items auctioned at-

tracted unexpectedly large bids. Bar-

maid services offered by the Reid Hall

Red Hots were sold for $80 and a bag of

Mrs. Gwynn's cookies were purchased

for $7.25. The two items purchased by

faculty members were an offer of cater-

ing services by the SGA which went to

Ed Maxcy and a case of Michelob which

went to the auctioneer himself.

The success of the auction this year

will help, according to SGA officials, in

making it a traditional event.

Honored freshmen laud seminar
Small turn-out responds favorably

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

about something I'd never thought

about before and made me think about
Although less than half of the forty

freshmen invited to last Sunday's
seminar by Dean Garry Clarke on
"Concepts of Time " attended, those

that did go reacted positively.

The seminar, a discussion of the

various ways to perceive art and events
in time, with emphasis on stylistic

analysis, was an "attempt to help a
group that we haven't heard much
about yet— the strong freshmen
students, " according to Clarke.

One of the freshmen who attended,

Mike Garvey, said, "I thought he
(Clarke) really tackled a big
thing—you can't talk about it in less

than an hour. As for the seminar, I

it."

"He gave some good examples with

music," said Tamara Dubin. "He even

made it very amusing at some points.
'

'

"I'd like to go to all of them," said

John Clayton. "I think I'll get

something out of all them."

"I had heard that some of the

freshmen were literally asking for

more chances to take part in intelectual

discussions," said Clarke. The

freshmen will get another chance on

December 3, when Daniel Premo, cur-

rently on sabbatical for the semester,

think it's a great idea, fwas kind' of will conduct the seminar

disappointed that not many people -We'd like to do something like tins

came " again if there is enough interest and if

Another freshman, Ed Nordberg, the students feel it was worthwhile,'

said, "It was interesting. He talked added Clarke.

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

The Student Affairs Office selected-

Jim Bradley as the new Resident Assis-

tant in West Hall Wednesday after ac-

cepting the resignation of Jon Price,

who became the first RA ever to resign

mid-semester.

Price, in a letter to Deans of Students

Maureen Kelley and Ed Maxcy, dated

November 1, wrote, "This is not an

overnight decision nor one made in

haste, as I first had this feeling last

year when I became the logical can-

didate to fill the job again."

Price cited an "idealogical" c<ujflict

as the reason for his resignation?" As

an employee of this office, I must

adhere to and enforce the rules as they

are set down, but lately I find myself

shying away from these infractions, of

which there are many all over the cam-

pus. More and more I find myself turn-

ing my back on these situations, and it

presents a real conflict in my mind."

The resignation was received the day

after a bottlethrowing incident in Mid-

dle Hall in which Price was subsequent-

ly charged with having taken part. He

is due to appear before the Student

Judiciary Board this Tuesday as one of

the four defendants in the incident.

"That one event precipitated the

whole thing," Price said later. "It was

kind of the straw that broke the camel's

back. Here I was, an RA, and I was just

turning my back on people who were

throwing bottles."

Price added, "I just felt that the

money was not worth the pressure."

As a second-year RA, Price was paid

$400. per semester. He will retain the

portion of his salary earned before his

resignation, with Bradley receiving the

remainder.

Maxcy said after the selection of

Bradley, a junior, that the Deans "were

impressed by his interview and the

good reports we've had of him—he has

a good reputation on campus."
Bradley was one of four applicants

for the job. "All four who applied im-

pressed us with their willingness to deal

with a difficult situation and their will-

ingness to keep the fraternity in West

Hall."

Lambda's future In jeopardy

Maxcy said that the future of the

Lambda Pi Delta fraternity in West

Hall was in jeopardy because of the

"continual problem with residents"

there, including complaints from the

maintenance department, faculty, and

other students.

"With the new RA, we're trying to

establish a new tone in the building,"

said Maxcy. "they will be given a list of.

requirements by this office for their re-

maining in the building after the term."

The list will be based on improve-

ment of the condition of West Hall and

the behavior of residents." With

maintenance, we will get a pretty

specific list of what must be done to

restore the building to the condition it

was in in August." Maxcy admitted

that "it's very difficult to delineate

behavior" and the specifics of that con-

dition would be worked out with

Bradley.

Kidnapped victim

recovered
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

After being held hostage for almost

two months, the library's portrait of

former President Elsenhower has been

recovered, although the identity of its

abductors remains a mystery.

The portrait was first found to be

missing on September 13, when the

library received a note saying "Ike

ours" and signed "PLO and W." A se-

cond note appeared two days later,

ordering the library to "Await further

Instructions."

Six weeks passed before the library

received a ransom note listing seven

demands in return for the portrait, in-

cluding the trial and conviction of

George Washington, the changing of the

school's name to Johnny Paycheck Col-

lege, the drainage of Hoover Dam, and

three cheesesteak subs.

Finally, last Wednesday, the library

received a call from the PLO and W
ordering them to "meet our demands
within the hour" by putting two

cheesesteak subs in the bookcase out-

side the bookstore.

Will Martin was later seen picking up

the subs, but when questioned by Assis-

tant Dean of Students Ed Maxcy, Mar-

tin said he was only picking up the ran-

som and would not admit to taking part

In the kidnapping.

Two days later, the library received

the note that led them to the discovery

of the portrait:

"P" is forpoet

As in PLO and W. Karl Marx, we love

yaweloveya

To save thegrea tHero

Who allAmericans so dearly love

Look in the stacks, both below and

above.

To recover the General

One must go
To the library, both above and below

The portrait was discovered that day

in the typing room, lying face down

above the ceiling tiles.

Maxcy said there would be no further

investigation into the matter.

Although admitting It was "a rather

clever and amusing stunt, and in the

end harmless," librarian Betty Wasson

added that it did cause "considerable

concern throughout the community and

took quite a bit of the library staff's

-time."*
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Washington College has once again gained attention from the
local press. The October 24 edition of the Easton Star-Democrat
carried an article about a recent series of break-ins on campus,
and other small newspapers picked up the story. Just a few
weeks ago, the editor of one county paper called the Elm to ask
"isn't there some kind of crime wave going on up there?"
Although the rash of thefts that occurred last month is not as

sensational as at least one small-town journal would have liked,

it does deserve some comment. The official response of the Stu-

dent Affairs Office has been to direct students to practice
vigilance and common sense in safegarding their belongings. We
agree that students taking on responsibility for protecting
themselves and their possessions is probably the most practical
deterrent against crime. But there is only so much students can
do alone. The school must share responsibility for crime preven-
tion.

Maintenance Director Ray Crooks indicated in the article in

the Star-Democrat that his security staff will "just keep trying to
cover the campus as much as we can" with no change in their
methods. He did, however, cite increased lighting as a major
move to prevent break-ins. We appreciate the Maintenance
Department's improving campus lighting, but we think still

more improvement is necessary to make the campus truly safe.
The main problem with security is that it is understaffed. Ac-

cording to Bill Whaley, head of a security force that consists of
two men on any week-day night and three on week-ends, at least
nine men are needed to patrol the campus adequately. We don't
have the means to test his assertion, but we believe the idea of
hiring more men is one which should be looked into by the Col-
lege and the Board of Visitors and Governors' Buildings and
Grounds Committee is perhaps the proper forum for discussion
of this issue. The protection, and peace of mind, which an ade-
quate security force would provide us, should be well worth the
cost of hiring extra men.

IF SOMETHING IS MISSING IN YOUR LIFE

and you'd like to fill that emptiness inside,

come to Queen Anne's Main Lounge every

Sunday nite at 7:30 and find out what it

means to be a Christian through fellowship,

prayer, and Bible Studying.
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Letters to the editor:

Student- Faculty Auction

On behalf of the Student Government
Association, I would like to extend my
thanks to everyone who helped to make
our Student/Faculty Auction a success.

I especially thank Jeff Bowerman and
Geoff Rogers for taking on the respon-

sibility of organizing the event and Mr.
Chatellier for again serving as our auc-

tioneer.

I feel the auction served several pur-

poses which are worth mentioning:

1 )We were able to raise close to $1500

( almost twice as much as last year)
2)The auction enables students and

faculty to get together and participate
in a worthwhile project for the school
3)Many of the items auctioned will

allow students and members of the
faculty and administration to meet on a
social basis

Events such as this provide the
college with equally important
monetary rewards and opportunities
for interaction between everyone in-

volved. Again let me thank everyone,
and I hope next year we can encourage
more faculty participation, to make the
auction an even greater asset for the
college

Foster L.Deibert
President, SGA

Gratitude

We would like to express our
sincerest gratitude to all those in-

dividuals who helped to make last

week's Student—Faculty auction such a
success, for we were able to raise just

short of twice the $800 realized last

year. In particular, we recognize Mr.
Don Chatellier for his time and efforts

donated selflessly as auctioneer, and
Jean Dixon, whose artwork we used to

solicit contributions and to publicize the
event. Mr Bedford Groves in Bunting
Hall also helped with publicity, and
Steve Perry assisted in preparing Bill

Smith Auditorium. The advice and sup-
port of last year's chairman, David
Wheelan, and SGA president Foster

Deibert were invaluable, as were those

of many others in ironing smooth the

details.

Additionally, we extend our apprecia-
tion to all those students and faculty

members who donated goods and ser-

vices, and thank one and all for making
this auction the splendid success that it

was. Fifteen hundred sixty-three

dollars was raised for the library, of

which $1132 is still outstanding in IOU's.
We urge holders of those notes to

contact one of us as soon as possible to

resolve their debts. We can be reached
at 111 Somerset, 778-9872 (Jeff) or 101

East Hall, 778-9862 ( Geoff)

.

^mnuSL i?*M*L ^DufqcaJ*)

Yours truly,

Jeff Bowerman and Geoff Rogers
Auction Co—Chairmen

An Asinine Thing to Do
I am fed up with the limitless

degradation that has been inflicted on
the freshmen class this year. It reached
its peak when the "seminar to

recognize top freshmen" was arranged.
I feel it was a Very asinine thing to do

and it upsets me to think that Deans
Maxcy and Clarke are obviously so pro-

ud of themselves for arranging such an
event. Dean Maxcy's reason for the

seminar is absurd. To think that, simp-
ly because of a common grade-point

average, 40 people are supposed to have
"similar interests" and that numbers
41,42,43 and so on, are so different that

they would not fit in to the "intellectual

environment" that was to be provided,

Is totally unreasonable.

Also, no matter how much Maxcy and
Clarke think that this program wpl
pacify the freshmen class after the

numerous negative comments, they are
wrong. What they have done is insulted

and upset many students. I'd also like

to add that the students offended are
not just those freshmen that weren't in-

vited to the seminar but also students
that were invited and many up-
perclassmen.

I hope that Dean Maxcy and Dean
Clarke will reconsider having this as an
annual event, it hurts more than it

helps.

Name withheld by request

Washington Top 40?

In response to Dean Maxcy's state-

ment that the proposed seminar "to
publicly recognize those freshmen who
are doing well" will give the
Washington Top 40 "a chance to meet
others whose interests are similar, in

an intellectual environment," as a
freshman I would like to know if all of
our interests cannot be considered
similar simply because some of us have
grades superior to those of others of us.

Why, therefore, do any of us need any
outside intellectual stimuli to promote
an image or maintain a reputation? Are

we average because we have average
grades? Have we not the mental
capacity to exercise our intellects and
to increase our knowledge? That is why
we are here, .is it not?

I appreciate encouragement but I do
not appreciate patronage. I do not think
that many ol us need to "exemplify our
concern for academic excellence," as
Dean Maxcy suggests. I would like to

think that most of us are striving to
achieve academic excellence in all that
we do, even if our grades sometimes
belittle our efforts.
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commentary

Thoughts on Heroes: Lest We Forget

Friday, November 17, 1978— Page 3

by NICK

When David Toma, the "Compas-
sionate Cop" from Newark, New
Jersey, spoke here, he made a
gesture—a physical gesture— that ac-

complished its purpose. At least on me.
Toma stepped away from the podium,

you remember, to demonstrate how
"you've got to reach down to people In

the gutter, and pull them back up."

NAPPO
Tensing his body like a dancer, Toma

reached down with an open hand,
following his extended arm with his

eyes. Then he slowly clenched his fist;

and then he raised his fist, and his eyes,

and gazed at the audience.

Clearly, Toma was trying to leave us
with something. He repeated the

gesture several times during his

David Toma at Washington College, November 1978

speechTHe was trying to burn an image
onto the mind's negative, an image
meant to last longer than the TV show
just watched or the record Just heard.

He was reaching out to us.

Toma was casting himself as a hero.

Why? And how, in this day and age,

could he have hoped to succeed? Do we
have any heroes left?

Dowe need them?
Yes, writes Henry Fairlie In his arti-

cle TOO RICH FOR HEROES, in the

November issue of Harper's magazine.

We need them very badly. And they

need us.

Great men, to be heroes, need our

Idealization, and what is new in the

modern age is the refusal to idealize.

The compass of our world, even, as we
soar to the galaxies, is the bathroom
scale. We do notmake heroes anymore.
Fairlie defines heroism as courage

given a value that is beyond courage.

Heroism is not just bravery. Most of us

are capable ofbeing brave from timeto

time. The hero has some very definite

attributes of his own, but it is we who
give a special significance to them. The
process is two-way. We choose the hero.

He is fit to be chosen. Fairlie believes

that this choosing process should start

at childhood.

It should, but it does not. Inhowmany
classrooms now does a picture of

Washington crossing the Delaware

hang on the walls ? It has been replaced

with the daubs of the child's own "self-

expression. " Fairlie quotes Emerson.

"It was a high council I once heard

given to a young person: 'Always do

what you are afraid to do'."

Instead, Fairlie writes, we have bred

a generation of young people commit-

ted to "coping" and "survival."

Childhood is fierce as tigers. Tame the

tigers, there is no childhood...The

young need heroes if they are to be ted

out of and beyond themselves; if not,

the 'sweet solipsism ' of youth will ex-

tend to adulthood. And this, according

to Fairlie, is just what has happened.

/( Is almost a quarter of a century

since Jimmy Porter cried in Look Back
in Anger, "There aren't any good brave
causes left," but It may be that the

causes are there, and that we are too id-

ly self-absorbed, as Jimmy Porter cer-

tainly was, too bent on our own "selfac-

tualization" to give our loyalty to them,

andso to a hero whopersonifies them.

It a country is generally agreed that a

war should be fought, for example, It

will without fall find heroes among Its

soldiers, like the American field com-
manders who swept across Europe In

1944-45. America had no heroes in Viet-

nam, although there must have been

"Why, "Fairlie asks, were Babe Ruth
and Joe Louis heroes, while Namath
and Ali are mere celebrities? Because
the celebrity is the substitute for the

self, and it Is the self that is the focus to-

day.

In literature, the antihero ( "someone
says he does not need other people")
and the nonhero ("someone who says
he does not even need himself")

dominate. Fairlie explains it the same
way he explains "psychohistory." In-

stead of looking at the Ideals for which
some of the great figures In history

fought, psychohlstorians reduce these

men and women to petty, predictable

"case histories" of behavioral pattern.

Even Martin Luther King has not really

survived as a hero ten years after he

was shot.

Why? Because in the grossly
distortedindividualism of today, we are
incapable of imagining the selflessly

devotedhero. And because wenolonger
believe in the mission of our civiliza-

tion. We once believed that it should ex-

plore, so that we could see Lindbergh as

a hero, but we no longer do: Hillary was
not a hero. (Hillary? First to walk on
the moon, right?

)

What if Lindbergh were to cross the

Atlantic- today? To those who would
think he flew because of his youth, his

ambition, the prize money, the net from
the inevitable movie, etc., I would say

(like the old public-service commer-
cials): Think harder. Think, as Fairlie

suggests, of the name of Lindbergh's

airplane.

In gathering thoughts about heroes, I

found myself looking in an art book

called Fasanella's City: The Paintings

of Ralph Fasanella, with the Story of

his Life and Art by Patrick Watson

(Ballatine Books). Fasanella, whose

vibrant "primitive" paintings of his

native New York City were 'discovered'

in 1972 when he was 58 and working at

his brother's gas station, speaks his

mind on many things in the book, in-

cluding who he considers heroes.

"The Mafia, sure—they built then-

trade and always paid off the police.

Step in their way and you were killed.

But Puzo ...they've glorified this shit,

made a big something out of nothing.

Meaningless stories. A monumental
book about the Mafia? I'll tell you
something. To me, in my mind, a
monumental joke. Clever. Sharp
cookies. But they missed the mean-
ingful stories about Italians. My old

man who got up every morning to bust

his chops at his job, and cursed and
swore he was so bitter! That's human!'

Fasanella's father was an iceman.
Fasanella's painting. Iceman
Crucified, is one In a series to his

father. Pictured Is the cart, a stocked
cupboard of food, the ice tongs framing
the tired head, and the simple motto,
"Lest We Forget."

If you think Fasanella is just a sen-

timental old Italian, look again.

Despite the bitterness and despite the

strain, most ofthesemen , asFasaneila
observed them, nevergave out. On Sun-

day they would shine their shoes, put on
clean shirts andpressed dark suits, and
step out with the family. Perhaps, If

there was an extra twenty cents, they

would buy an Italian record and listen

to Caruso...They had, he thought, every

reason In the world to simply quit, give

up, turn Into bowery bums—or worse,

kill themselves. And because it seemed
to him that few caved in, he began to

see them as the real heroes of the world

he knew. You could walk Into any apart-

ment and see Christ on a calendar; It

was time the real and meaningful

sacrifice was celebrated.

So we are back to Fairlie. A society

that has no heroes will soon grow
enfeebled; its members will "hang
loose" and "lay back" and, so
not want to be told of men and women
whose example might disturb them.

mellowed out, the last thing of which
they wish to hear is heroism. They do

And this brings us back to Toma,
reaching out, clenching his fist. Did he
disturb people when he spoke here? Un-
doubtedly. His strenuous indictment of

pot-smoking sent some people right out

of Tawes Theatre and straight to their

bongs.

Once again: think hard about this

guy. Isn't It possible that there are
those outside the cozy realm of

Washington College who do 'dust' mari-

juana with PCP, to get others addicted?

Isn't it possible that there are kids, my
cousin for one, whose lives are wasted
by drugs? And finally, isn't there a
chance that Toma has seen and done
things In this area that we have never

dreamed about?

Look on his face.

Dave Toma Is a moral force. Whether
or not we choose to deal with the

challenges he presents us with is

another matter. "It is enough for such

men simply to arrive. Yes!" Fairlie

writes. "But only if their own time will

recognize them."
And then Fairlie writes something

about George Washington that I feel

can be applied to Toma. "We can still

call on him; be will come If we
believe."

"Iceman Crucified" by Ralph Fasanella
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Problems plague security force
Understating creates difficulty for night watchmen

by BILL MORTIMER

Despite anything that has been said

to the contrary, the nighttime security

and watchman staffs here are still

drastically understaffed, according to

William Whaley, a night security of-

ficial.

Whaley said that there are still only

two men on per night; a watchman and

himself- Though the two posts in-

terweave their duties, problems still

arise. The jobs of the watchman include

checking into the various buildings on

campus in four rounds per night and

patrolling the nine parking lots on cam-

pus. Whaley also watches for fires,

checks fire extinguishers and keeps

trespassers off of the campus property.

But with such understaffing, the job is a

difficult one.

There are many problems which the

night watchmen and security face,

WhaJey said. The campus is too large

and is divided into three different

islands, making patrolling a difficult

job. There are also the hindrances of

having two major thoroughfares pass-

ing through and problems of traffic-

related noise. Whaley also noted that

the college has no natural boundaries

separating it from the town.

It is the town people, and not really

the students, whom Whaley cited as

causing the problems of theft on cam-
pus. He noted that the only problems
that students give the watchmen are by
letting the air out of their tires and
other "pranks" such as that.

But major onenses, such as property

damage, harrassment and theft come
from the off-campus population. Since

January, Whaley said, "We have been
starting a slow process to the point

where we've now got the local police

helping us more than ever. But we're

not going to have It much longer if the

police are continually harassed (by the

students)." The Hownies', he said,

areseeing that the police respond less

quickly now because of harassment,

and they are getting more persistent on

coming onto the campus and actually

entering the buildings.

Although extra men have not been ad-

ded to the security force, other aspects

of night time security have been im-

proved. Lighting has been improved

and according to Whaley, it has been a

big advantage in making a hard job a

bit easier.

Whaley cited possible solutions which

could be helpful to him and the wat-

chmen. Signs forbidding outsiders to

enter the school property could be

useful. Trespassers should be required

to show an I.D. Communications is

another area which Whaley feels should

be improved for the benefit of students

and the security force alike. After

many months, this problem may soon

be solved with a communication system
between the hospital and the security

force. If this is put through, when a pro-

blem arises, a student or R.A. will be
able to telephone the hospital and the

hospital personnel will then be able to

contact a security official. And, of

course, an addition to the staff would be
most beneficial, Whaley said. Nine
men, at the least, are needed to suffi-

ciently patrol the campus, he added.

Whaley complimented the R.A.'s on
doing a fine job in a difficult situation.

It seems that until something is done to

help the security staff, Whaley and the

watchmen will have to continue by do-

ing their best until possible solutions

become realities.

Admissions Department goes 'on the road'
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

Members of the Admissions Depart-

ment will spend up to 11 weeks this

semester "on the road." They visit high

school students and guidance
counselors, attend college fairs, college

nights, information nights for guidance

counselors—you name it. They go

where ever they can recruit students,

and according to Admissions Director

Mickey DiMaggio, "Sometimes you get

to the point where you're almost like a

tape-recorder."

DiMaggio said that an average day

consists of visiting four different high

schools. An attempt is made to talk to

as many students as possible and bring

the guidance counselors up to date on
Washington College's programs and re-

quirements. Sometimes they talk with

athletic directors and place brochures

in Department Chairmen mailboxes.

Then, DiMaggio said, "you go back to

the hotel, sit down, and do paperwork."
That means filling out a report on each
school visited that will "later aid in

evaluations of students."

In addition, members of the admis-

sions staff attend various types of col-

lege fairs, where high school students

from a particular area can talk in-

formally to representatives of

numerous colleges who have individual

booths a* fairs up to 7,000 students

may attend.

Sometimes, a single day includes 4

high school visits, paperwork, and a

college fair at night. "The hours can be

long, " DiMaggio said. "It's not all the

glamour that people think it is. It gets

boring, especially at nights when
there's nothing to do." He added that,

"there never seems to be enough time

for all the things I want to do."

DiMaggio said that the "best thing

about being on the road is the people

you get to meet— real professionals

that sit down and share their ideas." He
said that he .enjoys telling people about

Washington College because "once they

get to know us, the things we can do as a

small college really amaze them.

"

Day publishes creative writing sourcebook
Bibliography lists aids for teachers of creative writing

byMARY LAFERRIERE

Robert Day, creauve writing instruc-

tor at Washington College and author of

the novel, The Last Cattle Drive is the

editor of a new annotated bibliography,

entitled Creative Writing In the

Classroom.

The bibliography had its beginning in

1974 and 75, when Day conducted the

Washington College Summer Institute

in Creative Writing. These two sum-

mers Drought together elementary and
secondary school teachers with various

poets and novelists in order to expose
them to methods and skills of teaching

creative writing. Part of the course con-

sisted of gathering and annotating
reference material on creative writing,

and the quanitiy of material acquired
.became the inspiration for the

bibliography. With the help of the Na-
tional Institute of Education, the re-

mainder of the appropriate references
was accumulated, and with the
cooperation of the Associated Writing
Programs, located at Washington Col-
lege, the bibliography was completed
and published theis year by Clear-
inghouse on Reading and Communica-
tion Skills.

in his introduction to the
bibliography, Day states its function
as: "to be of use to secondary and
elementary school teachers who are in-

terestedin learning more about the
techniques of teaching writing, and to

bring some order to the study of
teaching creative writing."

Day is currently in the process of
writingtwo other books.

Higham speaks on ethnicity
by PETER TURCHI

In his recent lecture here, John
Hopkins University professor John
Higham stated his belief that
Americans must come to a sense of

realization as to their identity before
they will be able to forward themselves
as a culture.

In a slow, deliberate, hour-long talk,

Higham discussed his view of the
popular "melting pot" theory of
American culture. Pointing out the fact

that this theory has recently come
under severe criticism, Higham said
that while "this enormous differentia-

tion (of peoples in America) may be
here to stay ... perhaps the melting pot
is, after all, working."

The professor notices some "rein-

vigoration at of ethnic identities'

among the American people which, ac-

cording to him, may be a direct reflec-

tion on the fact that "The emotional

satisfaction that is derived from being

an American has declined." As
evidence of this decline, Higham points

out that while at one time American
symbols such as Uncle Sam were once

powerful and knowledgable, they now
tend to be shown "in some state of

delapidation."

"How long has it been since we have

had a truly national hero?" Higham
asked. He then said that reaction to na-

tional heroes is often misleading, as

"behavior is very complicated, shot full

of contradictions." One of the overall

messages of the lecture was that

America was once held together by a

sense of unity, a strong sense of loyalty.

The change that has occurred in

America in the past 200 years is not that

there is less loyalty but, according to

Higham, "The main direction in

American intellectual life in this cen-

tury has been an unmasking, a reveal-

ing. ..The more authenticity and sinceri-

ty are sought, the more loyalty is

broken down... I think it is a great
shame that the breakdown of 19th cen-
tury contradiction has lead to the 20th
century thought that one level of loyalty
must be chosen over another."

In the way of offering some sort of
solution to this problem of lessening na-
tional loyalty Higham suggests that, "It

we can see these levels of identity

gradedin concreteness...then perhaps
we can construct a culture fully worthy
of all of us." After his talk Higham
fielded questions from the audience for

over a half hour. Though attendance at

this, the sixth lecture in the series, was
a mere two dozen, most members of the
group took an active part in the discus-
sion.
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Survey reveals growing conservatism among students
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Do as many as 60 percent of

Washington College students practice

right-wing politics? That may be the in-

dication if a Rutgers University

psychologist has correctly interpreted

a survey completed by Philosopy Pro-

fessor J. David Newell 's Introduction to

Philosophy class.

Designed by a member of the Rutgers
State University of New Jersey's

Psychology Department, the survey

called for student acceptance or rejec-

tion of 74 statements that dealt with the

themes of atliberalism and conser-

vatism; bipsychology; of c (personality

pattern "involving belief in one truth,

belief in a cause, derogation of others

and feelings of aloneness, self-denial,

self-proselytizing; and belief in

authorities." The response of 25

Washington College students whom
Newell believes to be "probably typical

of the school as a whole" reveals that

student here, though liberal-thinkers in

questions of self-determination are

political conservatives in areas reflec-

ting sociological or economic concern.

For example, 88 per cent of the

students who answered the survey

agree that "birth control should be
available to teenagers if they want to

use it." On related items concerning

sexual or social conduct, 64 percent

believed that "homosexuals should

have the same freedom to choose their

sex partners as anyone else," 68 per-

cent thought "any woman who wants an
abortion should be able to get one," 64

percent agreed that "the use of mari-

juana should be legalized." In addition,

60 percent believe "people have the

right to decide whether they want to

iiveordie."

Concensus of agreement on such

items as these and the negative

response to statements such as "some
books should not be assigned in college

because the ideas in them are
dangerous," with which no one agreed,

means that if the class documented in

the survey in representative of the en-

tire student body, Washington College

students generally believe in personal

freedom in questions of self-

determination.

Surprisingly conservative

On other topics, however, students

appear surprisingly conservative.
Seventy-six percent view capital
punishment as necessary to decrease
crime and 44 percent believe that

"young men who resisted the draft

should be punished by law." Although
56 percent agreed that integrated
schools are good for both white and
black children, only 12 percent favor

"special help" to black people "at this

time."

Only 24 percent thought "wiretapping
should be allowed whenever the govern-
ment thinks it's necessary, but those

surveyed were decedely concervative

on items regarding the distrubutuion od
wealth. For wxample, although only 28

percent agreed that "incomes in this

coy ii i ry chould be more equal than they

are. 60 percent think that " a
guaranteed income is going to rob the

working man to support the man who
won't work."

Morality with a personal tinge

Although Newell admitted that he
was surprised by the apparent extent of

conservatism among those surveyed,
he said that "the mix of conservatism
and liberalism — if, indeed those are

the right terms — is nothing out of the

ordinary. The responses that deal with
morality definitely have a personal
tinge. Among college students in

general, for example, views on
premarital sex tend to be pretty liberal,

but almost all students think extra-

matial sex is wrong — perhaps because
they think of their own parents in that

context. Stealing is another interesting

question. Although most students

wouldn't steal from a fellow student,

they don't think pilfering from a cor-

poration is so bad."
Newell went on to say that "despite

all the talk you hear about per-

missiveness and promiscuity among
students, most students— and that goes

for those across the nation, not just here
— are much more conservative than

they were ten years ago."

When the survey was filled out by
students at a large state university in

the southwest this summer, their

responses were similar to those of

Washington College students. Students

here, however, responded more conser-

vatively on several items.

The psychology professor who
designed the survey is a friend of

Newell's whom he met at a seminar on
"Death and Dying," before Newell
organized his class, on the subject last

year. Newell's correspondent was
especially interested in items that per-

tained to such topics as euthanasia and
abortion when she interpretted the

survey.

Right-wing view?

Although she noted that students here

believe in selfdetermination, she thinks

that the 60 percent who agree that peo-

ple have the right to decide whether

they want to live or die, "reflect some
kind of right-wing view because who
agree (with this statement) were

likelier to agree that dictatorship might

be OK but were likelier to reject
socilaism; they were likelier to believe
that punishment was good moral train-

ing that people don't know what's going
on; and they were likelier to reject in-

tergrated schools and the idea that one
goes to school for critical thinking."

If the 25 members of the class of 29
students, comprised of three juniors, 13

sophomores and 13 freshman { 19

CAMPUS CALENDAR
TONIGHT

—Registration for Spring Semester
—Basketball scrimmage vs. University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Cam-
pus, Cain Gymnasium, 6 pm
—Film Series; DUCK SOUP and IT'S A GIRL (double feature, Marx
Brothers and W.C.Fields) ; Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm
—SGA Dance Marathon to benefit Cerebral Palsy Fund begins

Sunday 19

—Film Series : DUCK SOUP and IT'S A GIRL Smith Auditorium, 7
: 30 pm

Monday 20

—SGA Meeting, Hynson Lounge, 7 : 30pm
Tuesday 21

—Student Thanksgiving Dinner, 5 to 6 pm, Dining Hall

—Film Series: DUCK SOUP and IT'S A GIRL Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm
Thursday 23

—Thanksgiving Day, Holiday Weekend
Sunday 26

—Film Series: WUTHERING HEIGHTS, Smith Auditorium, 7:30 pm
Monday 27

—Classes resume, 8 : 30 am
Tuesday 28

—Lecture Series presents Harry Wachs, director of clinics, cognitive

development, Catholic University, on "Learning Problems in Adolescence"

Hynson Lounge, 7 pm
—Music Department presents soprano Sandra Mariner; Tawes Theatre,

8:30 pm

women and 10 men) is as represen-

tative as Newell believes, perhaps the

majority of Washington College
students tend toward a right-wing

philosophy.

Another interesting finding is that on-

ly 52 percent of the class thought full

equality for women is a good thing.

Over 65 percent of the class is made up
of women, however.

Increased materialism cited
among freshmen

Campus DigestNews Service

College freshmen this year are more
interested In entering business and
making money than those of a decade
ago, a new survey shows.

This is the 12th annual survey con-

ducted by the American Council on
Educationwith the assistance of the

University of California at Los Angeles.

Alexander W. Ast in. conductor of the

surveys, received almost 300,000

responses from 548 colleges and univer-

sities from across the country.

"Students are becoming increasingly

materialistic," Astin said.

The percent of students who want to

be "very well off financially " has risen

from 40.1 percent inl967 to 58.2 percent

last fall.

Freshman's future plans show a ris-

ing interest in business. 6.5 percent

more students are entering the business

world after they leave school.

More students are going to college to

earn more money, says Astin. 62.1 per-

cent of the freshmen interviewed stated

this reason for school.

Freshmen also are going to college to

improve their reading and study skills.

"More students than ever say that an

important reason for going to college is

to improve reading and study skills,"

according to Astin.

But Astin also discovered that the
1977 freshmen are markedly deficient
in several areas of knowledge. For ex-
ample:
—Only 29.7 percent of '77 freshmen

can describe their personal rights as
guaranteed by the Bill of Rights.

—Only 19.3 percent of the freshmen
can use a slide rule.—Only 7.8 percent
can identify classical music by titles

and composers.
Most of the freshmen are in the "mid-

dle of the road" politically. 56.6 percent
described themselves as moderates.

Politically "left" freshmen have
declined from 37 percent in 1970 to 27

percent today.

"Conservative" freshmen have re-

mained at a constant 17 percent.

But one of the most telling figures is

that only 22.2 percent of the '77

freshmen now know the difference bet-

ween stocks and bonds as compared to

the 40.8 percent in 1967. If freshmen are
as business oriented as Astin says they
are, these freshmen have a lot to learn.

Truitt to pursue reseach internship
by HOLLY HOUSEHOLDER

Junior Chemistry Major Leah Truitt

has been notified of her acceptance into

a research internship program at the
Argonne National Laboratory in

Argonne, Illinois where, beginning next
semester, she will spend sixteen weeks
with a Neutron Diffraction studies

group.

Although any undergraduate,
graduate, or postgraduate student can
apply for this program, choosing is

selective and based on an applicant's

acheivements and potential in a
specified field of study. Truitt found the

program through her own initiative.

The Argonne program operates from
a federally funded research laboratory.

The Argonne Institute serves as a ma-
jor center for research and develop-

ment in various fields including psyics,

bio-medical studies, environmental
protection, and energy conservation.

Leali Truitt in the Chemistry Lab
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College administrators report balanced budget
CollegeNews Bureau

Chestertown. MD- For five of the past

six years. Washington College has won

the battle against inflation and the ris-

ing costs of today's private liberal arts

education. Chairman of the Board of

visitors and Governors Robert H. Roy,

and Finance Committee Chairman

William Brogan, announced recently

that Washington ended the 1977-78

academic year with a balanced buget,

an annual achievement for the college

every year but one since 1972. In addi-

tion Maryland's oldest chartered col-

lege has held tuition to $3,000, a

relatively modest sum compared to

other independent four-year institu-

tions throughout the country.

A promising sign for continued finan-

cial stability is the 6 percent increase In

enrollment this year. Although the na-

tional trend shown declining

enrollments in private colleges and

universities in recent years,

Washington College enrollment is up 25

percent over what it was ten years ago

and almost 50 over 15 years ago.

Also, voluntary financial support rose

nearly 40 percent in 1977-78 over the

previous year. Gifts, grants and be-

quests provided Washington College

with over a million dollars for the first

time last year. Total voluntary annual

support is more than double that

received only five years ago in 1973-74,

the year Dr. Joseph H. McLain became

president of the college.

"We are proud of our liberal arts

tradition," McLain stated. "In a time

when the media is forecasting doom to

the small Independent college,

Washington College remains firm in

her commitment to academic ex-

cellence. As we approach our 200th an-

niversary in 1982, It is more importanl

than ever that we continue to curtail

spending and remain within our budget

despite constantly rising operating

costs. This can only be done by sharing

the responsibility among students,

faculty, administrators, alumni and

friends alike," according to the Presi-

dent.

latum speaks out on required composition course

English department acting-chairperson favors program's present flexibility

by CATHY McGUIRE

Washington College's application to

Phi Beta Kappa, a collegiate honoj

association, was rejected recently. One

reason given for the rejection was the

fact that Washington College lacks a re-

quired English composition course for

Freshmen.
Dr. Nancy Tatum, acting Chairman

of the English Department, said, "I'm

not sure that the people from the Phi

Beta Kappa really understood our pro-

gram. They thought that there should

be one course that all Freshmen should

take and further complained that we

didn't have enough endowment. The
association also questioned our

distribution program—they didn't feel

that it was rigid enough."

Regarding the English requirement

Tatum added, "I think there should be a

variety of English courses for the

Freshmen to take. " Tatum said that the

student who has a choice, rather than

taking a certain course because he is

forced to, will have a better attitude.

The student who Is required to take a

course usually has a poor attitude and

resents having to do so.

Tatum went on to say that

Washington College offers three

courses in English composition, those

being Forms of Literature and Com-
position and two Creative Writing

courses. There are eight sections of

Forms of Lit and Comp., including the

two Creative Writing workshops,

and there are about twenty-five

freshmen in each, resulting in a huge

percentage of freshmen taking English

courses.

"With our system, freshmen are free

to choose which course they would like

to take," said Tatum. "There are

students who come in with advanced
placement and don't even have to take

English—we wouldn't want to require

them to take an English course. And
there are also students who have had a

course in a certain section in High
School—why force them to take

something they've already bad when
they could be learning something new

in another course? I prefer our flexibili-

ty."

^
>

Washington College lacrosse goes to the dogs

by VIRGINIA KURAPKA

One rather serious, or at least expen-

sive, aspect of the lacrosse program Is

the loss each year of many balls.

Lacrosse balls, which run about

$11.00 a dozen, are easily lost in the tall

grass and the players tend not to search

very diligently. So Professor of English

Bob Day's 18-month-old Labrador

Retriever Amos and Jim Stevenson's

dog Pearl have come up with a better

system.
Retrievers usually find geese and

ducks more tasty than lacrosse balls,

but Amos seems to be an exception to

the rule, at least on campus, and finds

great joy in searching out the elusive

lacrosse ball.

So far Amos and Pearl have retrieved

over 100 balls which they are giving

back to the lacrosse department. Coach

Ed Athey is considering hiring Amos as

an assistant manager, or even, as he

says, "after four years, we may give

him a letter or we may give him an

honorary award."
Amos and Pearl, who, in the tradition

established by Bob Day, refuse to grant

personal interviews, sent back the

following responses to questions sub-

mitted to them by the ELM.
ELM: Amos, why do you retrieve

lacrosse balls?

Amos: For the good of Washington

College.

ELM: And you. Pearl?

Pearl: Not me. I figure I can sell

them back to Ed Athey for fifty cents a

ball. I need the money. Ever since Jim
(James Stevenson, Pearl's owner)

found out I was gun shy, he's made me
my own food,

ELM: How many have you found?

Amos: Over a hundred. I ate a fei

before I found out what they were

They're tough on the digestive trad

I'm not too bright. I can't even spel

lacrosse.

Pearl: He's right about that. He cao'

spell anything. Men. Frankly, I'm glai

I'm gun shy. Can you imagine whati

must be like to carry a dead goos

around in your mouth? Disgusting com

petitive machoism.

ELM: How do you find them?
Amos: I use my nose. I run aroun

very fast and when I get a scent, I star

looking.

ELM: How about you, Pearl?

Pearl: I follow Amos. He general!]

runs past the ball and I can beat him b

it.

ELM: How come there are so man;

lacrosse balls lost?

Pearl: The lacrosse team make

plenty of poor shots and then won't tool

for the balls.

Amos: That ^ not true. The lacross

team never makes a bad shot. The ball

are there from other teams. Or mayb
God puts them there.

ELM: Do you think you'll want to g>

to college someday?
Amos, I want to study Psychology so

can be a policeman.

Pearl: I want to study Psychology S

I can go into politics and free the coin

try from sexist machismo. And that!

straight from the horse's (dog's?!?!

mouth.

A potential lacrosse champion? Amos is flanked by owner Bob Day and

Athletic Department Director Ed Athey

ANTIQUES USED FURNISHINGS

THE ATTIC
337 High Street

CHESTERTOWN, MD. 21620

Doily 10-5:30

Phone: 778-4690

THE GLASS HOUSE on East Longford

Boy, Quaker Nock, li again

available for rent during the spring

semester to responsible persons.

Please call Ben Hopkins at 778-5739

or Margaret Anthony at 778-2442 for

additional information.

ELBURNS FLORIST AND GREENHOUSE
Come and Visit Our Tropical Greenhouse

Roses - Carnations

Fresh Arrangements
Corsages

"10% dlicoont with student I. D.

and this ad."

d>
1 mile South of Bridge

Phone 778-220 0,
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Shorewomen find going tough in State Tournament

The Women's Volleyball Team prov-
ed to be more than competitive last

weekend in their final action of the
season at the Maryland State Cham-
pionships in Towson. The teamended
their regular season with 20 wins, 11

loses.

As the Shorewomen won the small
college division last year, they
automatically went to the "A" division
play-offs this year. Consequently, the
W.C. women were up against the
toughest teams in the state in this

tourney.

The Shorewomen played a disappoin-
ting first match against Loyola and
were defeated 2-15, 7-15. Loyola, a tall,

well-coached, strong, scholarship
team, was in prime form Friday after-
noon. Commented Coach Penny Fall,

"We were mediocre in that match and
they were hot."

That evening, the Shorewomen
playedTowson State, a huge team with
very strong players. Even though W.C.
lost 2-15, 8-15, the team played quality
volleyball in this match.
The action resumed Saturday morn-

ing as the Shorewomen took on
Salisbury State. W.C. won this match
15-5, 15-10. Senior Jenny Butler, in her

Season ends with 20 wins, 1 1 losses
by SUSAN FARACE

A New York Guard in Cain

last volleyball competition at
Washington College, played outstan-
dingly throughout the tourney. Joan
Burri was also in prime form

.

Next, W.C. faced their most awesome
competitiors. Navy. The Shorewoenm
lost 3-15,6-15, and Navy ultinately won
the tourney— the only team to be
undefeated throughout the weekend.
Navy has a fine team composed of very
big, very strong, well-coordinated
women. They, along with Western
Maryland, will represent Maryland in
the Eastern Regionals.
The Shorewomen's final action of the

tourney, and of the year, was against
U.M.B.C. This team played W,C.
earlier in the season, and scored a
decisive victory. However, the
Shorewomen played well in this match
even though they lost 7-15, 12-15.

"If you had to end a season with a
loss, then (the U.M.B.C. match) was as
good a way as any," remarked Coach
Fall. Commenting on the tournament
as a whole, Coach Fall said, "We met
our goal. We survived with a more than
reasonable exhibition of truely com-
petitive volleyball."

"We fall basically into 'no-man's
land-' We're better than the "B' group

teams, but we're not as good as the
Navies of the world, "she added.

Looking back on the Shorewomen's
performance this season, several points
are worthy of further comment. First,
the team displayed an amazing degree
of flexibility. The team was constantly
faced with various crises— a car acci-
dent, injuries, illnesses, and players'
family problems. Under these cir-
cumstances, the athletes learned to ad-
just and to compensate for such
obstacles.

"Right from the start, this year was a
challenge," remarked Coach Fall. "We
had almost daily crises. Because of
this, we were never sure who would be
available to play. Necessarily, we had
alot of line-up changes on the court, and
I had to alter positions on the court to
maximize our abilities."

Last year was certainly easier for the
team due to fewer injuries and the
outstanding efforts of Cindi Patchen
and Kathy O'Bear. However, the
Shorewomen played their thoughtest
schedule ever with a largely inex-

perienced group of athletes this year.
In characterizing this team, Coach

Fall described the group as "steady,

but not spectacular. This team was In-

experienced, which bodes well for next
year. They put an incredible amount of
time and effort into this season, and on
the whole, it was a good . solid year."
The team, as a unit, played well this

season. The Shorewomen will certainly
be hurt by the loss of senior Jenny
Butler, the team's outstanding setter
for the past four years.

Tami Schauber's efforts also deserve
recognition, as due co-captains Maggie
Steven's and Jenny Butler'sleadershlp
abilities. Sue Bonnett played con-
sistently hard each game. Mandy
Scherer deserves recognition for the
tremendous improvement shown
throughout spring practice and this

season. Darlene Coleman, a trasfer
from Chesapeake Community College,
added immensely to the squad also.

The biggest disappointment of the
year for the team and Coach Fall,

however, was the lack of support shown
by the college community. "I felt this

team deserved better. They put on
some excellent exhibitions of power
volleyball. For the most part, I feel the
students, the faculty, and the ad-
ministrtion just failed us," said Coach
Fall.

byJEFFBOWERMAN
Among the many new faces on Coach

Tom Finnegan's Shoremen basketball

squad this year, one of the most promi-
nent figures to be sophomore transfer

Craig Langwost. This Smithtown, Long
Island native, a sleek 59-110 point man,
prepped at Smithtown West High
School, where he started for the varsity

for three years.

In Langwost's junior year,
Smithtown-West traveled all the way to

the quarter-finals in the tough Suffolk

County playoffs before bowing, but as a

senoir, he was the only returnee from
that team of 1974-1975. A self-described

ball-handler who likes to find the open
man," he is nevertheless not afraid to

shoot when presented with the op-

portunity, allowing that "I'll take it if

it's there."

Indeed, his senior year bore out his

ability to carry a major share of the of

the scoring load, as the 1976 grad

poured in 21.2 points per game and led

Smlthtown-West into the playoffs

again. This stellar performance earned
for Craig a "full ride" scholarship to

Wharton County Junior College, just

outside of Houston.

Once there, he quickly found he had a

dlsaffinity for the Wharton coach
almost as strong as his affinity for the

Texas life-style. These two elements
combined detracted from his game,
and after the 1976-1977 year, the coach
withdrew the scholarship.

So it was home to Long Island and a

semester at Suffolk CountyCommunity
College last fall, but tiring of school,

Langwost did not play ball and decided
to take the spring of 1978 off. He return-

ed to Texas to live, but not before sub-

mitting his name to the College Athletic

Placement Service.

From CAPS, he heard about W.C. and
when Finnegan also showed an interest,

the placement service set up an ap-

pointment. Langwost liked what he saw
and so joined us this fall. He and the

team have been practicing daily now
since October 19, and asked for his

assessments, hestill likes what he sees.

With Rich Schatzman sitting a
semester out, Langwost and sophomore
Kevin Apple are vying to become the

fourth point man in as many yearsfor
the Shoremen. Whichever wins, and
with the added spice of Schatzman's
return in the fall of 1979, this formerly
uncertain position should become one of

Finnegan's strengths.

Langwost feels that "we have a pret-

ty good team this year—a lot of in-

dividual talent. Our strongest point will

be our three returning seniors."

Forwards Doug Byrne and Joe
Wilson and wing Steve Dickerson, to

whom Craig refers, should indeed lead
the parade. He adds that "I'm looking

forward to working with them. We have
some depth, too. It should be an in-

terestingyear."

Second Annual Photography Contest
First Prize—$75. Second Prize—$35.

Third Prize—$20.

Honorable Mention (3)
s5

EXHIBIT WILL BE DECEMBER 8-10

Entries must be in Student Affairs by December 4,

Maximum number of entries is 4. Black and white
only. At least 8x10 mounted.
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Basketball Preview=

THE l!i7s-7!> BASKETBALL TEAM: Kim Coleman (manage", Jim tiraham (manager); Steve Dickinson; Kay Cameron; Doug Byrne; Kich
Dwyer: Joe Move: Joe Wilson: Tom Finnegan (coach/: Ste\e SiegrisH assistant Coach); Tierne Dugan (manager); Gus Stratikis; Harry

McEnroe: Ke\in >p»l. SJi-MinOrr; Craig I.angwosl; James Almoney

Shoremen look to regain winning ways

Last season's Washington College

Basketball team got it's baptism under

lire very early on in the campaign,

opening at Duke and falling to what

later proved to be the second best team

in the nation. 110-Tom Finnegan's 1978-

79 squad will get its anointment just as

quickly, and after four games might be

ready for last rites.

The Shoremen open what their coach

calls, relatively speaking, "the
toughest schedule of any team at WC,"
at the Spider Claftic at Richmond
where they'll face two tough Division I

schools in as many nights. WC faces

Richmond on Friday, November 24 and

either Vanderbilt or Va. Union on

Saturday. Three nights later WC meets

George Washington, which should be in

the nation's top 20 teams On Saturday,

December 2 the Shoremen travel to

Widener for an MAC contest against the

defending league champs and Div. Ill

national finalists.

Finnegan is not apolagizing for the

schedule, however, as he feels he has

the nucleus for a possibly strong team
in three returning seniors. Doug Byrne,

Steve Dickerson, and Joe Wilson.

Byrne, a 6-5 forward from Vienna,

Va., will be in a starting role for the

fourth straight year. He led the

Shoremen in rebounding and scoring

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

Table Tennis, Men's Double Tournament

last year and consequently
selected to the all-MAC team.
Dickerson, at 6-0, is a smooth guard

who lends consistency and a cool head
to the Shore cause. A consumate defen-
sive player as well as a good shooter,
the Salem, NJ, native will be in the star-

ting lineup for the third year in a row.
Another four year starter, Captain

Joe Wilson, will open at the other for-

ward spot. Hailing originally from Spr-
ingfield, Va., Wilson has averaged
nearly 15 points per game in his WC
career, going over the 1000 mark last

season. An all-MAC choice two years
ago, the fiercely competitive Wilson
should have a good chance of regaining
that honor.

Despite the presence of the aforemen-
tioned trio, Finnegan's optimism is

tempered somewhat by question marks
at the other two starting spots; caused
by the loss of center Ed Beach and
guard Rich Shatzman. Rich Dwyer
stepped in after Beach flunked out of

school, and preformed ably over the se-

cond half of last season. Dwyer,
however, remains slowed by
mononucleosis and may not be ready
for the season opener. Thus, freshman
Ray Cameron will probaly start in the

pivot.

snatzman did not return to school this

fall and his spot as playmaking guard

will be filled by either Sophmore Kevin

Apple or Junior College transfer Craig

Langwost. Apple saw limited duty in

the Shore backcourt as a freshman.

If Cameron sees much action at

center. Freshman Joe Moye, Doug
Brown and Shaun Orr will be Fin-

negan's only bench strength at forward

although none of the three are true for-

wards. Sophomore Kane Bender and
Freshman Harry McEnroe and Gus
Stratakis will battle for the guard spots

on FinnegarTs 12-man squad.

Until these areas of uncertainty are

worked out, though, Finnegan must
term at least the first 7 or 8 games of

the season as a "rebuilding phase."

"Our first four games are not a make or

break propositon," the Shore mentor in-

sisted. "They're on theschedule to give

us quality opposition as well as some
exposure." "Admittedly we will be put-

ting some Freshmen into a pressure

situation right off the bat," Finnegan

continued, "since we'll be playing

before 10,000 people at Richmond."
Just as our lacrosse team is judged

by what it does against Div. II schools

rather than Navy or Hopkins, it isn't

fair to judge the quality of our team on

the results of those first games." "We'll

basically be trying to do some things

which we'll use later on in the season."

"In addition to working on offensive

patterns, we'll try to shore up our

defense and rebounding which really

concern me now.
'

'

Finneganfeels that if his team comes
together by the time the meat of the

MAC schedule arrives, WC can definite-

ly be competitive in the conference.

Widener, Swarthmore and Haverford
will be strong, but there should be no

weak team in the league. "We may ap-

pear to be the weakest MAC team on

paper," says Finnegan, "but we have
two all conference players in our

lineup."

The coach believes he needs 8 or 9 ef-

fective players to be a strong club. Thus
good performances off the bench by
several of the newcomers are essential

for Shore success. Shore fans as well as

Finnegan will get a good look at these

players on Friday evening when WC
will scrimmage Maryland-Eastern
Shore.

The 1978-79 WC basketball press

guide reads, "Once again, the

Shoremen's basketball season pro-

mises to be an interesting one." If WC
can survive its early season gamut of

powerhouses, that just may be true.

by MAX AUSTERLITZ
^SSenfrSSaum victory MIIIUMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIII

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority

CASINO NIGHT
Friday, December 1st 9 p.m.-l a.m.

Blackjack - Roulette - Craps - Poker
Beer • Mixed Drinks

I

TheWashington College Table Tennis

Men's Doubles Tournament has been
captured by the team of Dave Citren-

baum and Joe Reggimenti. In the first

and final match of the tournament this

team faced the powerful combination of

Steve Kinlock and Mark Chapman in

the best of five series.

The first two games went to

Citrenbaum Reggimenti 21-15. 21-14.

The services of the winning team seem-
ed to be the highlight of these two
games. In the third game Kinlock-

Chapman pulled off a 21-19 victory in

perhaps the most stunning game of the

match. The real excitement, however,
came in the fourth game in which
Citrenbaum-Regimenli were down 18-7.

19-11 and 20-13, then made a

remarkable comeback to capture the

game (30-28) and the match.
For the losing team Mark Chapman

said, "I was dissappointed in the way
Steve and I played. He wasn't up to par
and I wasn't really playing that great."

Chapman went on to say that he suppos-

ed Citrenbaum had gotten mad.

On the contrary, Citrenbaum said

after the match that, "Considering Joe
has never played before I think we did

alright That third game was really a

letdown though."

The Men's Doubles Tournament for

the fall semester was indeed exciting,

with a surprisingly high level of play.
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WC students

donate turkeys

to needy

families
Washington college news Bureau

Chestertown, MD— Again this year,

over 100 Washington College students
gave up their turkey when the college

served its annual Thanksgiving dinner
on Tuesday night. The students asked,
as they have done for the last three

years, that their turkeys be turned over
to the Kent County Department of

Social Services to be distributed to local

families who might not otherwise have
a traditional dinner.

According to Dave Knowles, Director
of Food Services at Washington Col-

lege, the students were proud to be able

to donate a total of thirteen turkeys to

the worthwhile cause. "The students in-

itiate the idea themselves and they are

the ones who carry it through,"
Knowles commented. "They should be
commended for doing such a nice thing

and generating much good will at this

special time of year."

Gary Dolty of the Kent County
Department of Social Services found
the whole experience heartwarming.
"To be able to deliver a turkey as a sur-

prise to a needy family, and then to

hear the kids shriek with delight is a

wonderful experience," Dolty said. He
was able to help twenty households in

Rock Hall, Millington and Chestertown
by donating half turkeys to elderly

couples and whole turkeys to families

with children. Early last week,
Knowles alerted Social Services of how
many turkeys to expect, so Dolty was
able to screen his case loads and plan
distribution of the cooked birds as

quickly as possible the day before the

holiday.

Washington College President Dr. Joseph McLaln

McLain to travel to India as consultant
by PETER

Washington College President Joseph
McLain will spend two weeks giving a

course in solid state chemistry in India
this coming January. In the early part
of the month the President will head for

Hyderabad, India, to head a session

with approximately 30 scientific

employees of IDL Limited, an interna-

tional chemical company, McLain was
contacted this summer by chairman of

IDL, Dr. D.C. Ramaswami, who pro-

posed the trip.

An annual course on solid state

chemistry is taught by McLain during
the summer at the Franklin Institute,

and he has received many lectur-

ing/teaching engagements as an
outgrowth of that program. Previous
trips have taken him to South America,
England, and Stockholm. "I am, of

course, very proud that people come to

Washington College to get me to talk,"

McLain says. "People all over the

world know about this school." He con-

tinues, "I think it's good to see the

TURCHI

name of Washington' College in a Ger-
man Chemistry Journal."
Early in October the President

travelled to Yuma, Arizona as the

keynote speaker at a meeting of the

American Defense Preparedness
Association. His work for this meeting
concerned safe storages of various
types of ammunition. "If you just save
one life, it's something to be proud of,

"

McLain believes. He also says, "When
you turn 60 you start to think about
what you're leaving behind. If you've
made the world slightly better,

however slight the change may be,

you've done all any man should do."
His upcoming venture should be uni-

que as McLain has never visited Asia.

He is currently reading up on the coun-

try as he has a letter of introduction to

the ex-President of Princeton, now
American ambassador in New Delhi.

"Besides," McLain smiles, "they pro-

mised me a week of sightseeing. You
know, the Taj Mahal and all that."

SGA

to host

Jazz Weekend
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor
Jazz Weekend, the possibility of a

Port Welcome trip next semester, and a
suggestion to beef up the campus
security force were discussed at Mon-
day night's Student Government
Association meeting.
The Jazz Weekend will begin next

Friday, December 8, in Tawes Theatre
with a two-hour concert by the Charlie
Byrd trio beginning at 9. Admission will

be S2 for students and $4 for non-
students. On Saturday, Jazz Johnson
will play at a cocktail party from 3-5 for

an admission price of 50.. And from 10

p.m. to 2 a.m., King, a progressive jazz

band, will play at a dance In Hodson
Hall. Admission will be $1.

SGA President Foster Deibert said he
had been asked about the possibility of

a Port Welcome trip sext semester.
Last semester's trip was cancelled
because the Betterton dock was in need
of repairs. Deibert said the Port
Authority would be called to see if the

repairs had been made, and added that

"no candy bars" would be sold if the

trip was okayed.
(The Port Welcome boat ride in the

Chesapeake Bay, planned for last spr-

ing had to be cancelled due to condi-

tions at Betterton which made it im-

possible for the cruiser to dock. Last
semester, the SGA had suggested the

sale of candy bars as a fund-raiser to

lower the cost of the ride for students.

)

Deibert also said that he would pro-

pose at the next meeting of theBuilding

and Grounds Committee that the cam-
pus security force be "beefed up with 2

or 3 extra men, or with whatever they

need."

$2200 supplements book funds
Wasson discusses library acquisitions

by MARIAN
The $1500 made at the Faculty-

Student Auction and $750 from the

Library Book Sale supplements the

library book fund. This donation will be
used to buy more books for each
academic department, books for the

reference department, additions to the

general collection and to boost the

special projects program for the facul-

ty-

The library staff will choose books
needed in the general and reference

sections. Major works not provided for

by other funds will be chosen.

The library staff is interested in hav-

ing more interdisciplinary material to

fill the gaps between departments.
Librarian Betty Wasson cited books
about women as an example. She would
also like to see books of current inte rest

.

perhaps "even a current novel."

Each academic department may
make requests for books in their field,

Wasson said. The library staff then

reviews their requests. The staff will

consider such factors as enrollment in

the particular department.
The special projects department Is an

opportunity for faculty to order books
that would not ordinarily come out of

COOPER

department funds. Wasson said that the

library also welcome recommendations
from students. As she said, "After all,

students put the money out. The sugges-
tions must of course, be "appropriate to

an academic library.
'

'

A number of suggestions have been
made for additions to the library. The
music department would like to have
the Grove's Dictionary of Music.
Wasson has suggested more cassettes.

"There is a wealth of material that is on
tape or cassette," she said. She has also

suggested buying more cassette
players, would be nice to "have por-

table ones with earphones that can be
taken to individual carrels."

In addition to the money from the Stu-

dent— Faculty Auction; the library

also made $750 from its book sale

Wasson found the results "delightful,"

but continued to say that it was not held

just for monetary profit. "I thought it

was fun for students," she said. "It

seemed to provoke interest even in

students who seldom enter the library.

It is a good deal of trouble, but was
worth it for creating interest as well as

money."

Don't Miss the ZTA Annual

CHRISTMAS
DANCE

December 2

Band
9:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m.

Rhapsody
Place ' ' v° «

Chestertown Firehall

Tickets (Now on sale)
in advance $5.00/couple $3.00/person
at the door $6.00/couple
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Letter to the editor

The outcome of the recent gubnatorial race in Maryland will

inevitably have an impact on Washington College. The nature of

that impact remains to be seen.

We might stand to gain from the governorship of Harry Hughs.

As a shrewd political contender, Hughs is aware of the value of

maintaining good relations with all the colleges in Maryland. As

an administrator, he realizes the importance of strengthening

private as well as public institutions. And, perhaps, most im-

portantly, as an Eastern Shore native he is aware of Washington

College's particular value as the only independent college in this

area of the state. A working relationship with the Governor

would be ideal, provided Washington College could maintain its

autonomy and at the same time benefit from its geographical

and political position in Maryland.

Whether or not such a relationship is brought about at depends

on our administration nearly as much as on the state's. The

moves made in the near future could be of interest to all of us.

A'(MAuSl

Independent Colleges receive grant

Washington College, a member of the

Association of Independent Colleges in

Maryland, will be one of the

beneficiaries of a grant recently

received by the state association. The

nineteenth consecutive annual donation

from the S&H Foundation in New York
is part of a $35,000 gift to the Indepen-

dent College Funds of America, a na-

tional association of 566 private col-

leges.
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A MATTER OF PHILOSOPHY

LUNGS AT WORK: NO SMOKING

Don't get me wrong, I believe

tolerance is a virtue that ranks right up

there with charity, honesty.and thrift.

As a concerned student, however, I can

no longer tolerate the inconsideration of

those students who infringe on the

rights of others by smoking in class.

At this time of year, when all win-

dows are closed and the school's anti-

que heating system makes the at-

mosphere in classrooms so stuffy as to

be at times almost unbearable, smok-

ing in class becomes a real problem.

You have the right to destroy your

health by smoking if you choose, but

you don't have the right to destroy

mine. If you really can't survive the 50

or 75 minutes of class without a drag,

then why don't you leave the classroom

and give us all a break.

Faculty members: please enforce NO
SMOKING in your classes. Many peo-

ple disturbed by smoking are hesistant

to ask the offenders to stop. I thank you,

and my lungs thank you.

Yours in good health

M.P. Austerlitz

Commentary
A fresh look at freshmen?

by LORI MURPHY

Lunchtime broke slowly over the

Washingotn College campus. It crept

oul of the Lance Machine and gradually

lured a small troop of postal hungry

students to their mailboxes.

Student number 666666 flipped the

dial quickly, greedily sorting the con-

tents of his box. He tore open one

envelope and read the enclosed letter

with a surge of joy. In delight, he grab-

bed his boxmates arm, shouting:

"Look, look number 898989. I made

the top forty. The big time. California

here I come."
'His boxmate replied, "1 didn't know

you were a music major."

"No, no you ignoramus. Tne top rorty

freshmen at Washington College."

"If you're the top forty, what am I?"

"Dirt."

"Oh. Guess what I got in the mail?"

"What?"
"VD."
"Well, it's nice to know we're both

typical college freshmen."

Campus thefts rob peace

ofmind across nation
Washington College is not the only

school plagued by thefts. Colleges

across the nation are reporting in-

creases in robberies and break-ins, and

as the Christmas season nears, cam-
puses become victimized by the same
upsweep in crime that affects other

larger communities.
Williams College, for example, has

been experiencing a "crimewave" very

similar to the series of thefts here. A
stereo as well as a headphone set, wall

hangings, money and smaller items

disappeared recently from Hopkins

House, a fraternity residence on the

Williamsburg, Massachusetts campus.

In addition, a car was stolen from

another dormitory, according to securi-

ty personnel at the College, and- three

youths were arrested in connection with

the incident—just as in Chestertown;

"townies," rather that college students,

are being found responsible for most of

the thefts.

Williams' problem is apparently

worse than Washington's, however.

During the summer, Williams faculty

reported incidents of in their homes. Of-

ficials suspect that the same people

may be involved in the recent outburst

of stealing.

Meanwhile, back at Washington Col-

lege, theft and related crime is becom-
ing an item of increasing concern to the

Student Government Association's

Housing and Residence Committee.

Measures are being sought to insure

campus security and, as the pre-

Christmas crime season approaches,

students should remain wary of

strangers on campus, security person-

nel here urge.

The advice that Associate Dean of

Students Ed Maxcy offered in a letter to

the Elm early last month still remains

valid.

"The College has upgraded its night

security patrol under the direction of

Mr. William Whaley. It is important to

realize that Mr. Whaley and his men
are few in number and are unlikely to

be at the scene of a theft during its ex-

ecution. They are a deterrent, certain-

ly, but the students of Washington Col-

lege are an even better deterrent.

There are more of you, and consequent-

ly, there is more likelihood of your see-

ing strangers on campus or your fellow

students in places where normally they

should not be.

"The College does not, and cannot af-

ford to, insure your personal property.

The best protection is your vigilance

and concern. Call the night security of-

fice (778-2803) if you see a stranger

around your building or near a parking

lot anytime after College business

hours. During the day, call Student Af-

fairs. If you cannot reach either, then

you should telephone the Chestertown
PnUfPf77ft4S11i." _

^aaa^Jl
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Roving Reporter
Finals

by CATHY McGUIRE
,
QUESTION: (asked of faculty

members) What should go into a final

examination ?

Dr. Colin Dickson

Dr. Newell: "I think that a final exam
in a course should emphasize the work

taken up in the second half of the

semester and only, draw upon the

material, reaching back into the early

material. In studying for a final, the

student who has been working all

semester long will engage primarily in

review work. If the student has to stay

up all night for a final, chances are they

haven't been studying the way they

should have been all year long."

Dr Dickson "Finals try to pull together

all the material in the course to verify

that the students have learned all the

things we want them to. A final exam is

the final verification that the students

have attained certain skills in that

area. I think the right way to prepare

for a final is to try not to miss any of the

course and to have gone over any

material of the course on a daily basis."

Dr. Richard Glllan

Dr. Silver: "A final should be an ac-

cumulation of all the readings, class

discussions and thought processes that

have gone on through the semester, and

in which everything is tied together. To

study for a final, one should go back

over the readings, class notes and sit

down to tie things together in one's

mind. The student should anticipate

questions, make linkages between topic

A and topic B, take the notes and put

them together to make more new

notes."

Dr. Gillan: "I think a final should be

comprehensive and take into account

what the course has entailed. I look for

a clear statement and well-developed

insight into what has been discussed

throughout the course. I think the stu-

dent should be preparing material as he

goes along/Steady preparation in much
more useful as opposed to cramming."

Dr. George Shivers

Dr. Smith: "Examinations are the

most important evidence to arrive at a

grade. The paper is the next important

and then my subjective impression of

the students' performance are the

deciding factors for a grade. My pro-

cedure is that I test the information

which was covered in the last series of

tests. I don't use comprehensive final

exams. Eleventh/twelfths of prepara-

tion should be the preparation before

each class. Review of the notes taken

during the preparation and class notes

shouldn't take the student more than 4

hours."

Dr. Shivers: "On my final I concentrate

on grammatical structures, vocabulary

and comprehension. To study for the

final, the student should prepare each

lesson each day and also review."

College could

benefit under

new Governor
by BILL MORTIMER

Will the recent election of Harry
Hughs as the Governor of Maryland ef-

fect Washington College? The answer
depends on whom you ask.

since Hughs does come from the

Eastern shore, his election could

possibly mean a lot to our college. Pro-

fessor of Political Science Howard

Silver feels that since Hughs is very

much aware of the uniqueness of the in-

stitution, he will most likely support its

independence. On the other hand,

however, President of the college

Joseph H. McLain does not see any ma-

jor effects one way or the other.

McLain did say, though that "Gover-

nor Hughs is both aware of and sen-

sitive to the facts of a stronger college

the state of Maryland." McLain feels

that Hughs has "all the right feelings"

towards all of the colleges in the state.

In Maryland, McLain sees three dif-

ferent "sects" of colleges: the indepen-

dent colleges (Washington College is

the only such intitution on the Shore),

the religious colleges, and the state col-

leges. If any of these three "sects" are

weak, it will hurt the others. Hughs is

aware of this fact, and will most cer-

tainly strive to protect them and keep

them all equally strong.

In evaluating the new Governor,

McLain noted three major beneficial

characteristics in Hughs' personality.

These traits; which are his

thoughtfullness, intelligence and ap-

proach ability will benefit all Maryland
colleges. "Any person (with those

characteristic traits) will be good for a

good cause," says McLain.

Hughs might even visit the college.

According to the President, he will

most certainly be invited to the cam-

pus.

"He has the confidence of the people

notes McLain, using as example the

fact of Hughs' plurality win. Hopefully

to paraphase Dr. McLain his electionas

Governor will prove as beneficial to our

school as the outlook is for the state.

SGAjarofile

Maura Kelly
byTAMARADUBIN

Maura Kelly

Senior Maura Kelly, this year's Vice

President of the Student Government
Association is also Chairman of the Stu-

dent Academic Board (SAB ) , the

academic branch of the SGA. "Last

week and this week, we passed a pro-

posal concerning Senior requirements

to the Academic Council." I know

everyone dreads it. I dread it. That's

my pet peeve."

Kelly hopes to make some revisions

in the proposal. Another proposal in

view is the initiaion of a summer pro-

gram at the college. After the Board

passes the proposals, it sends them to

the Academic Council, consisting of

Dean Clarke and six students the SAB.

To join the SAB, Kelly stated that

"you have to declare your major. Then

you must be elected by the majors in

your department." The members have

no easy task. "It's hard because they

don't meet frequently and everything

has to be written up in exact terms.

Dean Clarke is a big help. He's a good

Dean. He really tries to help us out."

Kelly also serves on the All-Campus

Judiciary, which views academic viol-

tions. Two cases have already come
before the committee. "Being in a

situation like that, you use your reason.

Everybody tries to be fair."

Kelly's job as Vice President of the

SGA keeps her involved. "After four

years I easily take things for granted.

Sometimes you have to make a little ef-

fort," she says. "Plus, I have to go to

the SGA meetings. It keeps me knowing

what's going on." She also thinks the

SGA is having a good year. "Foster is a

very good president. There was a lot of

enthusiasm last year. But by the end of

the year, it wasn't in any degree a

credit to the administration. But Foster

is responsible. This year they've (the

SGA) provided a lot of activities. They

try to appeal to a diverse crowd."

At the present she is waiting for her

LSAT scores, hoping to get into law

school. "My family is sort of oriented

toward lawyers." She is majoring in

Economics and feels that this will help

her in the future. She doesn't plan to

stay on the Eastern Shore. "I like

Chestertown," she says, "But I

wouldn't go to law school in this areas."
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'Status of Women'
Scholar discusses

byGINANN PATTERSON

College Lecture Series Chairman Karen Smith

Smith on the Lecture Series

byTAMARADUBIN

"It gives me a chance to have input

into the total education of the College; a

chance to deal with other areas as well;

stated Karen Smith about her position

as Chairman of the College Lecture

Series. After obtaining her B.A. and

M.A. from the University of Maryland,

Smith now teaches Ballet, Modern
Dance,Yoga, Gymnastics, Nutrition,

and Golf, as well as Dance History and

Dance Composition at Washington Col-

lege, but she doesn't limit all her time

to the Physical Education Department.

She sees the Lecture Series as another

way of adding to the school's academic
atmosphere. She thinks the students

should see it that way, too.

"I think that this is the opportunity to

the student to get an exposure to a lot of

different things—to get first hand
knowledge. And if they decide they

can't stand sopranos or whatever, fine.

There are so many students who say,

'oh, I don't like that.' Students should

take the opportunity when they have

Smith defined the Lecture Series as a

fund supported by the College, enriched

by various endowments. "Four faculty

members and three students meet and
decide who we want to come to speak.

We want the kind of subjects we feel

would most interest people. We try to

get into other areas."

The Committee finds speakers in a

number of ways. Smith sends notices to

the faculty in case they know of anyone.

"Also, we get all kinds of fliers from
agents who book speakers," Smith ad-

ded. "A lot of the time, they are totally

useless." Sometimes, however, the lec-

ture series comes up with a "winner"
like Toma, who was able to draw a big

crowd and was one of the most suc-

cessful lecturers so far this year. Smith
is looking for another such event this

spring when a speaker will give a com-
mentary and show films of the Jazz

Greats in a program called "The
History of Jazz on Film."

Asked why she is so dedicated to the

Lecture Series, Smith responded,
"Frankly, I'm having a good time."

"The Changing Status of Women in

Iran and Turkey," was the recent lec-

ture given by Dr. Djamchid Momeni, in

the William James Lecture Series.

Dr.Morneni, who once taught Sociology

at Washington College for a short

period, is now an associate professor in

the Department of National Develop-

ment and Sociology, at the Pahlair

University in Shiraz, Iran,

o Momeni's topic was a small part of a
o larger issue, that of the changing pat-

j£ terns in families of these two countries.

g In the early 1920's, two leaders rose to

b. power in Iran and Turkey. They

gjj simultaneously worked to improve con-

ij ditions of women, which in turn

g resulted in changes among the family

o life styles. Therefore, Momeni was
§! working with two variables: lithe legal

£ and judicial changes of women; 2)the

§ social structure of the changes of status

£ of women.
The legal and judicial reform was

almost unchanged up to 1925, under a

new Shah. In 1936, the queen mother
distributed diplomas to the first

graduating class of women doctors in

the university. She was "pleased to

observe the acknowledgement of doc-

tors that were previously isolated, and
unable to render service and sacrifice

to their homeland. Now they will be

able to contribute to society as future

leaders and educators of the next

generation." She then ordered schools

for girls to be established, and urged
parents to send their daughters there.

In 1931. women were allowed to in-

itiate divorce, if their husbands were
impatient, insane, violent, or had been

absent for four years. When the hus-

band was brought to the civil court, he
was forced to submit to his wife's ac-

cusations.

The government also outlawed
polygamy, but the husband could get

his first wife's consent. Momeni's col-

lected data and statistics showed that

52. per cent of women in urban com-
munities want divorce, while 90. per
cent of women of both countries in large

cities want divorce.From 1941-1962,

there was a relatively inactive period.

Then in the early 60's political stability

returned, and women were even
granted public offices, along with the

right to vote.

The Government gradually tried to

The Washington College Student Government Association presents

Friday, December 8th

Charlie Byrd Trio

Tawes Theatre, 9 pm

12.00—students /$!.00—non-students
Limited Seating—Advance ticket

£ales after Thanksgiving Week

Iinntaif*a0ta0inanitu

JAZZ WEEKEND
COCKTAIL PARTY

featuring

JAZZJOHNSON
Hynson Lounge, 3-5pm

Progessive Jazz sound ofj

KING

(from the DC area)

Hodson Hall, 10pm-2am

give women an opportunity to work.
The women's labor force fought for the

right to work, but wives still had to have
a secure written consent from their

husbands. In 1967, The Family Protec-

tion Act granted women the right to be

employed, however Iranians still re-

quire the husband's agreement in

writing. In Iran the percentage of

female workers has risen from 6 per
cent to 15 per cent over a 20 year span.

Increased industrialization also
brought on new jobs for women, which
changed the structure of their occupa-

tions.

Women in Turkey led a rather

restricted life brfore World War 1,

although they were not passive suf-

ferers. The women's movement was
carried on rather vigorously. The
female writers published a weekly
paper called War of Women. They were
no longer poets singing of love, but

rather they reflected the demands and
needs for freedom and equality. Women
then began to organize themselves.

Lectures were arranged for women,
and in 1908, day care centers were
established for children of working
women. In 1914 the Turkish Women's
University was established, about 20

years before the University of Iran.

At times of national distress, the jobs

were taken away from women. Un-
doubtedly the Turkish women protested

that "(they) should be free to occupy
similar positions of men; and should

always be allowed to work..." There
seemed to be less Turkish women that

Iranian in the labor force. The
husbands were still the head of the

household, and the wife must obey him
and agree to live where he wants.

Overall Momeni's research seems to

point out the great progress that women
in Iran and Turkey have made towards
equality.

SJB finds two guilty

of disorderly conduct

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor

Two of four students charged with

disorderly conduct were found guilty by

the Student Judiciary Board on

Tuesday, November 21.

Jay Atkinson, found guilty of throw-

ing bottles at Middle Hall the night of

October 31, was sentenced to

Disciplinary Probation for the rest of

the academic year. Bo Lewis, found

guilty of breaking a window that same
night, was sentenced to official warning

for the remainder of the academic

year.

Both Atkinson and Lewis are respon-

sible for payment for the replacement

of broken windows in Middle Hall

.

Similar charges against Jon Price

and Merrill Johnson were dropped.

I'm addressing you.

Are you going to let your emotional life be run by Time Magazine ?
I'm obsessed by Time Magazine.
I read it every week.
Its cover stares at me every time I slink past the corner candy store.
I read it in the basement of the Berkley Public Library.
Its always telling me about responsibility. Business men are serious.
Movie producers are serious. Everybody's serious but me.
It occurs to me that I am America.
I am talking to myself again.

— from Allen Ginsberg's "America.

"

Ginsberg

is coming

Allen Gtnsburg's visit to the

Washington College Campus, December
10-11, Is sponsored by the Sophie

Kerr Committee
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Harrison, Colbert display fine acting in "Kingfisher"
by PETER TURCHI

Comedies succeed for a variety of
reasons. While some longrunning com-
edies have splendid scores or sharp,
crisp jokes that can be satisfactorily

performed by any amateur troupe,
other Broadway hits rely heavily on the
quality of the acting involved.

William Douglas Home's The

Kingfisher is one of the latter. The play
itself is rather quaint, the entire action
consisting of a conversation between
Sir Cecil, a bestselling author, and
Evelyn, an old friend and romantic in-
terest of Sir Cecil's. The play also in-

volves Sir Cecil's manservant to a
slight degree.

The play is made as good as it is sole-

Bob Seger in concert
by PETER TURCHi

Rock fans rejoiced when Springsteen

came back; but true fans never wor-
ried.

When the nation turned to disco ana
punk rock was a welcome escape, there

was a guy in Michigan struggling to

find, the one song, the one hook, the one
lyric that would put him over the edge.

After writing countless songs that

epitomized rock 'n' roll in its truest

[orm he finally broke his career open
with a quiet unassuming song that went
all the way.
Bob Seger had been writing for over

ten years and playing with a number of

groups before Night Moves was releas-

ed After linking up with the Silver

Bullet Band it appeared Seger had
found his home. The group released a

Rock n'Roll:

alive and well

and living in Detroit

live album, two songs off of Night

Moves received heavy airplay and
then, in this age of the one-hit album,

the group gave us Stranger In Town,
with five strong singles.

The Silver Bullet Band has given

Seger what he was looking for and if

Stranger In Town is any sign, he has
gotten a second wind which could easily

last another decade. All of his albums
sound blistering at points but lately

sound also a "mite" too produced for

true rock 'n' roll. Bob Seger's music
was meant to be heard live.

In concert at the Capitol Centre in

Largo, Maryland Seger brought his

music to life. Unlike other performers
this doesn't mean that he reworked the

tunes but merely that he added even
more freshness to his very strong

music. Seger is in a position right now
that most performers would eny: not

only has he gotnearly ninety minutes of

hits but he makes everything he sings

sound terrific. With a song like "Come
to Poppa" Seger provesthat his music
is hampered by vinyl and intended to be

heard through his near-perfect sound
system.

Though ten years of obscurity might
frustrate some performers Seger
seems refreshed by his new band. On
stage his energy and enthusiasm are

high: Seger looks like a little boy, or

rather a hard-working man who waited

patiently for recognition and now
refuses to be contained. When he sits

down at the piano and says to the crowd
"You guys are really wea'ring me out,

"

it's obvious that he's more than willing

to wear himself out for the packed
house he's playing to on this tour.

For all his energy, unfortunately,

Seger does not destroy a crowd the way
other rock performers always have.

After opening with "Ain't Got No
Money," Seger unleashes "Rock & Roll

Never Forgets'" one of his strongest

tunes, with little or no buildup. The
point is not that the songs don't work,

because they do ; the problem is that the

show never reaches its full potential. A
few times, such as during the dual

guitar intro to "Old Time Rock & Roll,"

Seger proves that he can get his au-

dience to its feet in seconds.

To some extent there is a reason for

one of rock 'n' roll's strongest per-

formers to insist on controlling the

crowd. When Seger moves behind the

piano for "The Famous Final Scene,"

the audience is hushed and the song

comes through perfectly. At a rock con-

cert this very soft song amazingly not

only recleves attention but sounds even

softer, even more emotional than the

recorded version. Alto Reed is given the

same respect for his sax lead in "Turn

The Page" earlier in the show. The only

time Seger loses control is during the

show when Drew Abbott's guitar and

Reed's sax steal the spotlight.

The show is very tight and solid.

Though it is not particularly long, Seger

and the Band play hard with no real

breaks through the course of twenty

songs. After an encore of "Night

Moves" and "Hollywood Nights" the

band came back, after nearly five

minutes, to jam on two older songs.

- Though Seger is keeping a close eye on

his long—empty bank account, he

wants to have fun with his music.

Though it may be true that rock 'n' roll

never forgets, Bob Seger is going to

make sure that audiences around the

country remember him.

A professional in theCoffeeHouse
by HOLLI TAFT MATH1SON

H isn't often that the Washington Col-

lege Coffee House gets to play host to a
markedly talented and professional
singer/songwriter. On the other hand,
Performing in a coffee house is not a
new venture for Jodee Baccala, a
sophomore transfer to to Washington
College this semester.

On November 16th., Jodee Baccala

performed before a large crowd in the

Coffee House. Accompanying herself on

the piano, she sang songs which in-

cluded "Bless the Lord," "By My
Side," "I Don't Know How to Love

Him," "Air," plus four songs she com-

posed: "See the Light," "Dreams,"

"Easy to Be Hard" and "All I See Is

You."

Jodee Baccala's professionalism

showed her years of training. She has

studied piano since she was seven, and

ly because of the fine acting talents of

Rex Harrison and Claudette Colbert in

the leads, capably assisted by George
Rose as the manservant. English au-

diences gave Home's newest play a

very warm reception and the producers

have scheduled to play Broadway but

it's possible that The Kingfisher will

never see New York.
There are several jokes about age in

the play, such as when Sir Cecil says to

his servant, "Hawkins, do you ever feel

the need for companionship— female

companionship?" and Hawkins replies,

"At our age it doesn't make any dif-

ference." Although some of the jokes

are on target and all are warmly
received, there comes a time very early

in the play when one wishes that some
English subtlety had been put to use in

the script.

Harrison is infamous for his inability

to do a show without forgetting a line or
two but his performance is thoroughly
entertaining, with his inflection and
manner probably as good as they ever
have been on stage. Colbert, looking
and acting quite a deal younger than
her seventy-plus years, is extrememly
at ease with the script and presents her
character well. The overall outstanding
impression one gets from the show is

that all three actors are comfortable to

the point of being downgraded in the

show. These professionals make
Kingfisher a better play than it would
seem to be on paper.

Sir Cecil and Evelyn meet right after

the funeral of Evelyn's husband, Reg-
gie. The play concerns two days in

which Cecil attempts to get Evelyn to

marry him on the basis of the their "af-

fair" fifty years past. Cecil and
Hawkins tell amazing stories of the past

years which are as absurd as they are

funny, adc believable by the fact that

the tales are almost totally fabricated

by the two.

The jokes in the play range from the

ridiculous to the black: Evelyn tells

Cecil that when she heard that Reggie
had just died on the golf course, she was
sitting in the clubhouse playing cards,

having just bid six no trump. Without

batting an eye Harrison asks, "And did

you make it?"

Except for being overdone at times

and based on a thin plot, the play is

quite good at what It's trying to be. It

was not written for Broadway and could

probably not run there with its current

script. Allan Tagg's beautiful English

riverside country garden set aids the

excellent acting in the show in making
it a pleasure to watch.

Three faculty members
in the running

by GINGER
Running, both competitively and as a

hobby, has become very popular in the

last few years. For several faculty

members, however, running is not just

a fad. Philosophy Professor John
Miller, English Professor Richard
Gillan, and Reference Librarian Jeff

Chaffin are members of the Shore
Striders. a local organization made up
of about 15 "non-serious" runners.

Gillan and Miller both ran in high

school. Chaffin started running only

about a year and a half ago. All the

Shore Strfders enjoy running because it

relaxes them. As Jeff Chaffin puts it,

"There's no way I can talk my way out

of the challenge. A race can call every

bluff."

KURAPKA
There is some skepticism on the parts

of Gillan and Miller concerning the re-

cent interest in running and its benefits.

Gillan feels that "it's in danger of

becoming a small cult. People who
don't run feel that there is a mystique to

it." He thinks that most of the supposed
benefits of running are over-
exaggerated. According to Miller,

"Running is not for everyone. Physical
exercise is good for most people, but
everybody has to find what they like."

These runners run about five or six

miles a day although Chaffin averages
about ten miles. They run competively
in only a couple of races each year, but
they sometimes get together among
themselves and run twenty miles.

Alpha Chi's host Casino Night tonight

Did you ever want to go to Las Vegas
to try your luck at gambling? If so, hold
off on making flight reservations,

because Las Vegas is coming to

Washington College tonight.

The sixth annual Alpha Chi Omega
Casino Night will offer blackjack,
roulette, craps and poker tables, run by
student and faculty dealers dressed in

Las Vegas style.

Jeanette Bonsack, Alpha Chi's Ac-

tivities Chairman, said "I hope the rest

of the campus is looking forward to it as

much as we are, and that it's as much of

a success as it has been in past years.
'

'

Raffle tickets will be on sale until

midnight, when winners will be an-

nounced. Raffle prizes consist of a wide

variety of donations from the mer-
chants of Chestertown.

Casino Night will be held in Hynson
Lounge from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Dress is casual or Las Vegas style.

also plays the trumpet and the

recorder. She has done voice overs for

radio and has performed in musical'

theatre both in school and in summer
stock for six years.

Junior Tom Viscount joined Jodee for

the latter half of the concert on

Thursday. Viscount played the guitar

and sang "I'd Like to Be Gay,"

"Blackbird" and "Danny's Song."

Baccala and Viscount will present

another concert this month, and en-

courage students to perform in the Cof-

fee House. "I think that we need more

of it (student performances) here at

school, and it's a great opportunity for

the performer. They're learning from it

the Coffee House is a great outlet,"

Baccala said. "I would enjoy seeing

other people perform."

Jodee Baccala and Tom Viscount
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Mysticism, Science, and Revelation
byJEFFHUFFINES

Jim Caruana, a member of the

Princeton Bahais, spoke "here last

month on the topic of "Mysticism,

Science and Revelation." Speaking to

an audience of nearly 50 people,

Caruana's spontaneous discourse pro-

mpted active debate upon such subjects

as Progressive Revelation, World Uni-

ty, Christianity, Lesser Prophets of

God, Communism, also alcohol and

drug abuse, sex, spiritual healing,

astral projection, Neitzche, Ann Raynd,

the After-life, World War III. and other

topics of spiritual interest.

Opening the talk with a brief explana-

tion of Progressive Revelation,

Caruana traced the development of

religion through the Abramaic. Bud-

dhistic, Mosaic, Christian, Islamic, and

Bahai Dispensations, emphasizing the

unfolding to be the progressive revela-

tion of the One Religion of God.

In no uncertain terms, Caruana

asserted Baha'u'llah's claim to be the

Promised One of All Ages whose com-

ing fulfilled the Christian prophecies of

Christ's second coming in the Glory of

the Father, as well as the other pro-

phecies of similar portent within other

religious scripture. In doing so, he em-

phasized the individual's responsibility

to investigate such a claim in the light

of its stupendous implications for world

peace. Freely admitting the Bahai

Faith to be a panacea for all of the

world's ills, he declared that if such in-

vestigation proved Baha'u'llah to be

wrong no harm could befall the seeker,

but if he proved to be right, blessed is

the seeker who discovered the truth of

His claim.

In answer to repeated questions con-

cerning any assumed superiority it

should be noted that the Bahai Faith is

not given particular emphasis because

it is superior to Christianity or any

other religion. It is simply the most re-

cent Revelation revealed for this day
and age. He explained that all

Manifestations of God are equal and

perfect in their capacity, for all taught

the one religion of God through a social

order or religion that was appropriate

to the spiritual condition of man at that

time.

When asked what Bahais thought of

Communism, Caruana explained it to

be one of the three false gods, the other

two being nationalism and racism, wor-

shipped today. Because Communism
defies State, exalts the nation above the

interests of mankind, mistakes unifor-

mity for equality, and wields the instru-

ment of oppression to subvert free will,

it is seen to be evil in practice, though

its original intention of elminating

economic injustice is noble. Bahais

value free will, because it is only

through responsible choice that man
chooses to accept or deny God. Absolute

economic equality cannot be attained

because man was not created equal. It

can be achieved with different

capacities and talents which only a uni-

ty in diversity can properly fulfill.

Economic justice can best be served

through the elimination of extreme
poverty and extreme riches by the

adoption of a graduated incometax,

profit sharing, and the voluntary shar-

ing of wealth.

Like other religions did for ages past,

the Bahai Faith gives ethical solutions

embodied within a social order that is

relevant for the needs of today. The
evils of alcoholism and drug abuse will

be eliminated through individual

abstinence except for medicinal pur-

poses. It was stated that people take

drugs and alcohol because they are

seeking a spiritual experience. In short,

Western man is conditioned to interact

one with others so intellectually and
physically that he is often alienated

from his fellow person simply because

he has not learned how to love another

spiritually. Remarking upon the aliena-

tion he so often feels in many ivy league

college campuses, Caruana stated that

it is not so much sex and drugs that

youth truly desire, but rather the^

understanding, warmth, and intimacy

which spiritual relationships can

generate.

To bring about world unity through a

united world order, Baha'u'llah wrote

over one hundred books. Among the

fundamental principles established

are:

The oneness ofMankind.
Independent investigation of the truth.

The essential harmony of science and
religion.

Equality ofmen and women.
Elimination ofprejudice of all kind.

Universal compulsory education.

A spiritual solution to the economic pro-

blem.

A universal auxiliary language.

Universal peace upheld by a world

government.

The world government will be upheld

through an administrative order

headed by the Universal House of

Justice. This is located on Mount
Carmen, which has traditionally been

recognized by other religions as the

Mountain of God. The administrative

order is completed by the National

Spiritual Assemblies and under them

the Local Spiritual Assemblies. Since it

is incumbent on all individuals to in-

vestigate the writings for themselves,

there is no church or clergy in the

Faith. These Assemblies serve to main-

tain contact and organization among
the believers.

Caruana stated that because of the

spiritual potencies released by the

Bahai Revelation, we all have the

capacity to become Lesser Prophets of

God, the spiritual equivalent to the Pro-

phets of the Old Testament.

Nietzsche's concept of the Superman
was interpreted to mean the spiritual

giants all men are capable of becom-

Ing.Nietzsche was correct to pronounce

the death of God inasmuch as religion

and the spirit of God is dead in many
men's hearts.

Speaking of Ann Raynd and her doc-

trine of selfishness, Caruanathat stated

that there is nothing wrong with max-
imizing your time and achieving your

greatest fulfillment, but emphasized
that loving your neighbor is the key to

such fulfillment.

Caruana stated that philosophers can

change the mind, but only the Prophet

of God can change both the heart and

the mind.
Because much of today's

technological and scientific advance-
ment is a by-product of 18th century ra-

tionalism, mankind is not balanced

with an equally developed spiritual

capacity to implement the solutions to

the present moral dilemmas he has
created. As a result of this

heedlessness, Caruana stated that the

sky-rocketing development of ar-

maments and permissive destruction ot

the environment is leading mankind to

the inevitable disaster of World War
III. This dismal state of affairs is but a

reflection of Western man's atrophied

"spiritual sensitivities rendered in-

capable of balancing the realized

material civilization with a revealed

blueprint for a divine civilization.

In conclusion, Caruana asserted that

it is the youth who have the capacity,

energy and empathy to rejuvenate the

world spiritually through disciplined

action. If the youth were to truly arise

to the challenge of the day, their elders

would respond to such sincere transfor-

mation with like enthusiasm.
Therefore, Caruana placed the respon-

sibility of responding to the world's ills

upon the youth inasmuch as it Is they

who will be responsible for the solutions

of society for tomorrow so denounced in

the Sixties.

For more information on the Bahai

Faith, please contact Jeff Hut'fines,

Somerset 203.

BAYSIDE

HEALTH FOODS

\ Ginseng

Root

Natural Vitamins

Natural Cosmetics and Cook Books
Salt Fro* and Diabetic Foods

Moot Substitutes - Herb Teas

ko Croam - Snacks - Juices - Honey

Flours - Grains • Nuts

Open 7 days a week
Next to Dolmorvo Power

Choitartown, Md. KENT PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

Sutton's Towne
Stationers

203 High Street

Chestertown. Md. 21620

Eaton Papers

Hallmark Cards

Typewriter Repair

El BURN'S FLORIST
AND GREENHOUSE
Roses - Carnations

Fresh Arrangements -

Corsages
"10% discount w.th student I.D.

and this ad."

I mile South of Bridge

Phone 778-2200

Second Annual Photography Contest
First Prize—s75. Second Prize—$35.

Third Prize—$20.

Honorable Mention (3)
$5

EXHIBIT WILL BE DECEMBER 8-10
Entries must be in Student Affairs by December 4,
Maximum number of entries is 4. Black and white
only. At least 8x10 mounted.
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Uhorewomenr

1978 VOLLEYBALL TEAM — Front row; left to right;; Maggie Stevens (cocaptain), Jenny Butler (captain). 2nd row, Coach Penny Fall, Donna

Sctoli (manager), Joan Burri, Tami Scauber, Mandy Scherer, Cindi Patchen (assistant coach), Nancy Trinquero (assistant manager). Top row: Jennifer

Ahonen, Julie Wheeler, Nancy Fahrenkoph, Susan Bennett, Cheryl Loss, Darlene Coleman.

Coach Fall on the trail of the student athlete
by ED HOOKER

Traditions are made to be broken,
especially in college where interest and
talent changes as quickly as students
come and go.

Coaches must deal with this "revolv-
ing door syndrome, " and frustration in-

evitably catches up with them after
years of watching a team win then lose

because the interest and talent are no
longer there.

For Penny Fall, coach of Washington
College's volleyball team, this has not
happened yet, but when her team takes
the court next season a resurgence of
interest and talent must take place if

the Shorewomen are to continue their
winning ways.

Thanks to setter Jenny Butler.who
"does some phenomenal things so often
and so consistently," the team marked
a successful 1978 campaign with a
20—11 record despite rigorous competi-
tion and other hurdles.

Both Ms. Butler and Maggie Stevens,
another key player who "played solid
volleyball," will graduate in May, and
"That's a whole lot to lose," coach Fall
lamented.

"I don't know what the future holds

for us, " considering that Washington as

well as other Division III schools will

not be able to offer financial aid to

students above need effective August,

1979, according to arecent ruling by the

National Collegiate. Athletic Associa-

tion. (NCAA)

The ruling does not affect Division I

and II schools which are larger and Ms.
Fall believes that will affect
Washington's drawing power.

"I was just beginning to get my foot
in the door," Ms Fall said, referring to

monies allocated by the school to the
women's program to attract athletes.

Because of the ruling, "Most athletes
will go to colleges who would offer
scholarships."

"I don't feel we should pay for

play. ..I'm for the philosophy of Division
III," she added. "But I have to compete
against schools (like the Naval
Academy) who do it.-.. Hopefully there

will be a place for the small school."

All teams in the Middle Atlantic Con-
ference in which the Shorewomen play
are Division HI schools. Washington
voted to become Division III because
the school simply does not have the

funds to compete for athletes as do
MAC rivals Haverford and
Franklln&Marshall Colleges, ac-
cording to athletic director Ed Athey.

"I hesitate to make a prediction on
how the ruling will affect Washington,"
he said. If it hurts any program, it will

affect basketball the most because
there is "more competition for the good
basketball player."

Coach Fall, however, believes "It is

drastically going to hurt the lacrosse

program," the sport for which the col-

lege is most famous.
Washington offers financial aid (or 16

or 17 students in need and to four or five

others who are not in need and who "ac-

cepted it knowing it was going to be cur-

tailed next year", Athey said.

Women's volleyball started at

Washington as a club sport in 1975 when
the Shorewomen heralded a reputable

13—5 season. It became officially

recognized as a college sport in 1976.

Coach Fall lobbied for funds "given

as grants" to lure promising players,

but the new ruling forces her to find

other ways of recruiting.

Although the team lacks "paid

players," the Shorewomen have
managed to vie well during its short

career. They had their best season last

year when they boasted a 33—10 record

and finished second in the MAC to

Western Maryland College and first in

State B tournament.

"Last year waTa dream, am tmngs
came together, "coach Fall said. This

year Washington "not only played well

but melted as a group."

"Last year was a magic year," she

added. "But this (season) is reality."

The Shorewomen lost three important

players from the 1977 squad: Cindy Pat-

chen, Cathy Obear, and Liz Butler.

Playing without those stars, the

Shorewomen, who "have got as much
courage as any team I've coached,"

suffered.

Ms. Butler, the only player who has

played all four years, kept the team
together, according to coach Fall. "Our
passing would break down, but Jenny
would reset the ball.. .What she does

people don't always recognize."

Coach Fall said that considering the

talent of the 12 players against "the
toughest schedule ever put together,"

they played well and were an "inspira-

tion this year.. .They're the most flexi-

ble group I've ever coached in sports."

The Shorewomen got off to a bad start

after the first game of the season
against Cecil Community College when
seven players suffered whiplash in a

car accident. Freshman Cathy Snyder
had a severe case of whiplash and was
in the hospital five days. "It was an
auspicious beginning," Ms. Fall said.

"We've had all kinds of interesting

things occur."

Washington College "survived with
dignity" last weekend when they were
1^1 in the Maryland Association Inter-

collegiate Athletics for Women
(MAIAW) championship tournament at

Towson University. Navy won the tour-

nament. The Shorewomen's lone vic-

tory came against Salisbury State.

With the season over, coach Fall will

begin a tough recruiting task to fill the

shoes of Ms. Butler and Ms. Stevens.

Making volleyball more than a

respectable sport, the Shorewomen
have been a winning combination up to

now, but "You can't live on tradition

forever," coach Fall said.

Ed Hooker, a 1977 graduate of

Washington College and Sports Editor
oftheELM, 1976—77, is currently work-
ing for theKENT COUNTYNEWS.
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WC stumbles 93-68,87-66

in Richmond trip

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

"If you don't play big lime ball,

you're going to get lost." lamented
Shore basketball coach Tom Finnegan
in summing up WC's trip to the Rich-
mond Spider Invitational Tournament.
Facing top notch opposition last

weekend in the form of U. of Richmond
and Va. Union, the Shoremen played
well in stretches, but were lost in a

forest of towering forwards and
centers, falling by scores of 93-68 and
87-66, respectively.

WC came out fired up against the host

Spiders, and. despite being badly out-

manned in the front court, left the floor

at Robins Center at half time down only
38- 33 The scoring of Doug Byrne com-
bined with a stellar defense job on the

Spiders slandout forward Mike Perry
turned in by Joe Wilson buoyed Shore
hopes for an impact butit was not to be.

Four straight hoops by Richmond to

open the second half pushed the margin
to 13 points, and, soon after, the out-

come was no longer in doubt.

The Spiders got their running game in

gear in the final stanza, getting easy

baskets and shooting an astronomical

71 per cent from the floor. The
Shoremen, on the other hand, playing

catchup ball, managed a dismal 39 per

cent in the half and 43 per cent for the

game.
Perry led the Spiders with 19 points,

most coming late in the game, while

Byrne led all scorers with 22. Wilson,

despite a horrendous 3 for 12 shooting

night, managed 9 points to go along
with his 10 rebounds and 3 assists, both

highs for WC.
In Saturday's consulation game, the

Shoremen were blown out in the first

half by a talented, well coached Va.
Union, squad, trailing by a 51-31 margin
at intermission. A lack of rebounding,

poor shooting, plus a 32 point, 17 re-

bound performance by Union's Larry
Holmes doomed the Shoremen.
Doug Byrne again led WC with 23

points. Rich Dwyer came off the bench
for the Shoremen to tally 9 and grab a

team-high 8 rebounds. Derwin Lilly ad-

ded 20 points for Va. Union.

Whether Finnegan's squad can
benefit from two trouncings in as many
nights remains to be seen. Admittedly,

WC stood little chance against such
Division I and II powers, yet the

Shoremen managed to play two respec-

table halves. Unfortunately, as the

Shore mentor reminds, "the game is 40

minutes long."

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority

CASINO NIGHT
Friday, December 1st 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

Blackjack - Roulette - Craps - Poker

Beer - Mixed Drinks

Joe Wilson falls short of an attempted recovery in a match last season
against Duke

George Washington Univeristy dunks WC, 103-52

by DAN HUDSON
Senior forward Doug Byrne led all

scorers with 21 points, his third straight

20-plus effort, while Joe Wilson chipped
in with 13 points and 10 rebounds.
George Washington showed a balanced
scoring attack with Brian Magid hitting

for 17 to lead his team. The Shoremen
were out rebounded 60-29 and shot a

skimpy 30.6 per cent from the floor, two
statistics which can only improve.

Going into Tuesday's game with a

class division I team like George
Washington University, the Shoremen
could only hope to keep it close. Down
by only a point, 20-19, with 9 minutes to

go in the first half, W.C. was playing

respectable basketball. But by the half

G.W. had jumped ahead by 12, 40-28,

and when it was all over a lopsided

103-52 score told the story.

"Our chances were good if we kept

our poise," commented coach Tom Fin-

negan, "I was disappointed that we
couldn't control the ball better on of-

fense." Equally distressing to Fin-

negan and several of the players was
the poor officiating. Both Rich Dwyer
and Joe Moyc fouled out, while Kevin

Apple, Joe Wilson, and Doug Byrne
were forced to play much of the second

half with four fouls apiece.

Even though Division II runner-up

Widener is next, the team looks forward

to playing at a more accustomed level.

As Doug Byrne put it "the experience is

good, but I'm anxious to play some con-

ference games." After a tough for 3

start like this it is important that the

Shormen put things in perspective and

play to their capabilities against the

more compatible teams.

Dale

1978-79 VARSITY SCHEDULE
Opponent Site

Coach:
Tom Finnegan

Sat., Dec. 2 Widener* Away
Tues., Dec. 5 Gallaudet Home
Fn.. Dec. 8 2nd Annual Wild Guuse Classic Chestertown

Sat., Dec. 9 (Pratt Institute (N.Y.). Dominican Maryland

College, Bowie State.

Washington College)

Sat., Jan. 13 - Western Maryland Away
Tues., Jan. 1

6

Johns Hopkins* Away
Sat., Jan. 20 Mary Washington Home
Tues., Jan. 23 Ursinus*

Thurs., Jan. 25 Swarthmore* Home
Sat., Jan. 27 Haverford* Home

Thurs., Feb. 1 Western Maryland Home
Sat.. Feb. 3 Delaware Valley Away
Wed., Feb. 7 Haverford* Away
Sat., Feb. 10 Ursinus* Away
Mon.,Feb. 12 Swarthmore* Away
Wed.. Feb. 14 Widener* Home
Sal., Feb. 17 Johns Hopkins* Home

'Hejfcsife^

Assistant Coach:
Steve Siegrist

'Middle Allantic Conference Games
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Dean of the College Garry E. Clarke studies several proposes to upgrade the

College's academic facilities

Clarke considers summer
school, continuing education,

enrichment courses proposals
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Dean of the College Garry Clarke is

currently considering three separate

proposals for the creation of a summer
school program corltinuing education

courses and "enrichment courses" that

could be taught outside of the regular

curriculum.

These proposals will be "worked out"

with the Academic Council at its

meeting on Monday, Clarke said. From
there, they can be brought before the

faculty early next semester and before

the Board of visitors and Governors if

approved by the faculty.

The Dean is enthusiastic about the

continuing education and enrichment

programs but admitted that there are

so many problems to be worked out

with the summer school proposal that

its feasibility appears in doubt. He ad-

ded, however, that "since all these

things are being studied right now,

there is a tentative nature about all

three." .

Summer session proposed

Philosophy professor Dr. J. David

Newell submitted a proposal in October

to institute an undergraduate summer
session

The Proposal states six justification

that such a program would be

beneficial to the College. Newell, in his

proposal, states that "there has been a

marked increase in the number of re-

quests for undergraduate courses. ..in

the summer." Community residents

both of the College and of the town,

have inquired about such a program. In

addition, more and more students of the

College remain in the area over the

summer. A summer program could

also have a strong appeal on area high

school students, would make better use

of the physical plant and existing sum-

mer operations, and also would provide

faculty members with additional sum-

mertime income.

In addition, Newell made note of the

jump in summer undergraduate enroll-

ment at Chesapeake College. There,

enrollment increased from 70 in 1968 to

over 400 this past summer. Since this

college is the nearest one to Chester-

town offering such a summer program,

Newell feels that Washington College

could have adequate enrollment.

Clarke said that "it does appear that

there are some possible advantages to

having a summer school here, but there

are some problems that must be sur-

mounted."
One of the major considerations is the

financial sucess of such a program,

There is no way of knowing at this time

if enough students would enroll to sup-

port it. "It is imperitive," Clarke

stated, "to pay our faculty adequate-

ly."

A further problem is the school's

facUities' inability to support such a

program in the summer, particularly

since the College cannot afford to equip

•Continued on page 3a

Facultypasses senior

requirement proposal
Resolution calls for faculty responsibility in making

students aware of deadlines/ requirements
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

A four-point proposal concerning

graduation requirements was passed
by the faculty at its meeting Monday
night following nearly an hour and a
half of debate.

The proposal, brought before -the

Academic Council last month, offers

means of making students aware of

their senior obligations as early in their

college careers as possible. The need
for such regulations was urged by the

Student Academic Board, which noted

complaints from students in Depart-

ments that had failed to make those

enrolled aware of their requirements

well in advance of deadlines.

Dean of the College Garry Clarke

presented each item in the proposal

separately for discussion. Though
heated debate followed each point, the

proposal was passed in its entirety as

each point was approved by a slim ma-
jority of votes.

The resolution

The resolution reads as follows:

1. Each academic department or pro-

gram shall publish a description of its

requirements for the senior obligation

and a detailed outline of how they are to

be fulfilled. These outlines should

specify, for example, theoretical ap-

proaches, organizational procedures

and suggestions; and a list of elements

required for a satisfactory thesis. The

outline shall also include a schedule of

deadlines as well as a statement of

departmental policies concerning ex-

emptions from papers or other work in

major courses. This information shall

be made available to students at the

first advising session with their major

adviser, normally in the second

semester of the sophomore year.

2. Each department requiring a

senior paper should recognize its

responsibility to provide one of these

options to majors: a methodology

course, including preparation for

writing the senior paper; sessions suffi-

cient to acquaint students with

preliminary work on the senior paper;

instruction in a major course concern-

ing methodology, research techniques,

methods of formulation of a thesis

topic, organizational and writing

techniques. Each department is en-

couraged to solicit the assistance of

theCollege reference librarian in htese

matters.

3. A senior paper topic should be ap-

proved by the senior paper adviser not

later than the fourth week of classes of

the first semester of the senior year.

Extension of this deadline must be ap-

proved by the department chairman
not later that the deadline itself.

Departments will not be responsible for

the supervision of senior papers of

students who do not meet this require-

ment.
4. Departments having a comprehen-

sive examination requirement shall of-

fer a series of session in preparation for

that examination to first semester

senior majors. These sessions should

provide information, concerning the

format of the comprehensive examina-
tion, should suggest strategies in the

preparation and the taking of the ex-

amination and should allow students to

ask questions concerning material in

their major courses. Departments
should provide reading lists, copies of

previous examimations, and other

materials, if appropreate.

Objections.

Several faculty members voiced ob-

jections to the proposal because they

felt it would, in the words of one,

"create a complex legal apparatus,

which will bind faculty members who
are already conscientious (in making
students aware of requirements) as

much as the guilty departments, and I

don't feel that it really gets at the root

of the problem. ".Another major con-

cern is the feasibility of outlining senior

requirements several semesters in ad-

vance of their due dates.

SGA report

Port Welcome
seems unlikely
Student Government Association

President Foster Deibert told the

Senate at Monday night's brief SGA
meeting that the possibility of a Port
Welcome trip next semester "doesn't

look good."

Deibert reported that the Port
Welcome season starts April 16 and the

boat is booked "almost every night

from then until the end of the

semester." He said that a week night

date, however, had not yet been ruled

out.

The Washington College Student Government Association presents

Friday, December 8th

Charlie Byrd Trio

Tawes Theatre, 9 pm

S2.00—students/**.00—non-students.
{[Limited Seating—Advance ticket

gales after Thanksgiving Week

JAZZ WEEKEND
COCKTAIL PARTY

featuring

JAZZJOHNSON
Hynson Lounge, 3-5pm

Progessive Jazz sound ofI

KING

(from the DC area)

Hodson Hall, 10pm-2am

******
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Letters to the editor

A major turn-over in the Admissions Department; disputes
over the quality of the freshman class; $40,000 in grants to the
Chemistry Department; a new ruling on senior requirements;
and proposals for the creation of summer school, enrichment
courses, and a continuing education program. It's been another
busy semester—and an auspicious one.

About the freshman case. No verdict was ever reached, and it

will be interesting to see if the Admissions Staff under new
management can bring in a Class of 1983 which does not fall vic-

tim to this kind of debate. At this point, there are probably as
many faculty members as students who'd like just to forget the
subject.

About the idea of opening Washington College to summer
students and area residents. This proposal could have long-

ranging effects on the College.

It is unfortunate that a summer session here might not be

feasible due to the school's lack of facilities; such a program
could further diversify the College's curriculum as well as earn

extra income for the school. No such problem seems to hinder

the creation of enrichment courses and a continuing education

program for interested and qualified residents of our area,

however, and we support their establishment. Both provide op-

portunities to extend the liberal arts philosophy. And the interac-

tion for college age students and older ones would be valuable for

students and professors alike.

This is the last ELM of the semester. Good luck on exams.
Have a good vacation. You'll see us next on January 26, 1978.

Jcnt/HML1&>&'zvfiC&rtU

KAs sponsor children's party

Kappa Alpha Fraternity will hold its

annual dinner for under-privileged

children this Sunday, December 10. Ap-

proximately 40 children referred to the

fraternity by Kent County Social Ser-

vices will gather at Hodson Hall at noon
for a day of holiday festivities including

a visit by Santa Claus, distribution of

gifts provided by fraternity members
and a special dinner.
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Ah-ha! I've Found One!

Governor," you mispelled his name.
May I suggest the College might appear

more deserving of Hughes' concern

should you name a proofreader for the

ELM.
Sincerely,

You spelling of the future governor of

Maryland Harry Hughes' name in your

issue of December 1, 1978 is un-

forgivable. Both In your editorial on

page 2 and the article on page 3,

"College could benefit under new

Walter B.Harris
Blooming Neck Farm

response: Not all LETTERS TO THE "Joy, but very little love, suffuses the

EDITOR merit a special response, but world of the mistake-finder. This

such obvious concern as yours should truism is pounded home all over again

not pass without comment. Our when the editor opens the mail to learn

apologies to the future governor; we that ,
some beady-eyed reader has

hope he is not as "unforgiving" as some pounced on one more typo(graphical

of our readers. And may we refer some error), one more grammatical lapse or

of our readers to an editorial comment factual inaccuracy. Production of the

which appeared last month in an issue perfectprintedpage rests forever in the

of the Baltimore Evening Sun under the hands ofimperfecthuman beings.

"

title "Aecurasy"?

Appreciation

1 recently made my (small) contribu-

tion to the Annual Giving Fund, As I

did, I felt that I would like to in some
degree, express my appreciation and

gratification for what the College con-

tinues to do in service to young people

and to our society. I have felt, in my
continuing contacts, that the program

and the administration have main-

tained the high level of education and
individual recognition always a part of

our history. As a retired school teacher

as well as an alumnus, the evident

holding on to basic values and emphasis

on individual worth is truly ap-

preciated.

I have been especially pleased with

the personal warmth and friendliness I

have experienced In contacts with those

responsible for Alumni Affairs, Annual

Giving, and Public Relations. And, as

an almnus speaking for myself and

noting those with whom I have contact,

thanks are due to Doctor McLain for

maintaining and promoting the basic

and lasting values we treasure.

I have to include here the fact that the

Class of 1925 has for several years

maintained 100 per cent participation in

the Annual Giving. And as a personal

touch, I enjoyed the privilege of being

editor of The Washington Collegian

before the ELM was born. So con-

gratulations and best wishes.

Sincerely,

T.H.Owen Knight
Class of 1925

I Student Affairs announces vacation dorm regulations!

All dormitories will be closed at noon on>

Thursday, December 21, and will re-

main closed until the morning of

Tuesday, January 16, 1979. No students

will be allowed in the buildings between
these dates. Students planning to

vacate their rooms permanently at the

end of the fall semester must check out

with the R.A. on their floor. Any student

failing to do so will be liable for the

$20.00 room damage deposit. (See page
5 of the Student Handbook.) All

students are strongly encouraged not to

leave valuable possessions in the dor-

mitories during the vacation. Take
them home with you or leave them with
the Student Affairs Office. The college

cannot be responsible for the items left

In dormitory rooms. Before departing

for the holidays, all students should

make certain that their rooms are in

good condition, Any damage to the

rooms, including writing on the surface

of the door to the corridor, will cause

the present occupant(s) of the room to

be assessed accordingly. Students con-

sidering living off campus are
reminded that they can do so only with

the permission of the Student Affairs

Office. This permission should be re-

quested before the beginning of the se-

cond semester. "Students who move off

campus without the permission of the

Student Affairs Office may expect no

room refund." (See page 3 of the Stu-

dent Handbook.)

ELM staffer of the semester

jt±

Peter Turchi has been named ELM
staffer of the semester by the ELM's
editorial board. Mr. Turchi, a freshman
and a graduate of Randallstown High
School in Maryland, has served the

paper this semester as a news reporter,

— features wr iter, and fine arts critic.
[



SGA wraps up fall semester
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byELIZABETH GOWEN

The Student Government Association

is in a good position as the first

semester comes to a close, and as they

plan for the upcoming second semester,

according to SGA President Foster

Diebert.

In reviewing the social events that

have taken place this semester, Deibert

thinks that overall they have been a
success. Operating on a budget of

$11,000, the SGA was able to have more
dances, especially bringing in bigger

bands. It is difficult for the SGA to plan

weekend activities when many students

will be on campus, Deibert said. For
two consecutive week-ends, there were
dances planned with the bands Hollin's

Ferry, and Tauras, but the SGA lost

$1,000.00 because of lack of students. In

looking ahead to second semester,

Diebert hopes to bring in a big name

band, and to plan major events every

three week-ends or so. He also hopes to

make a social calendar so students can

plan their weekends around the SGA ac-

tivities.

Viewing the academic role of the SGA
this semester, a lot has been achieved.

Diebert said that Maura Kelly, head of

the SAB board, has worked closely with

co-chairman Fred Nanamaker to get

proposals passed, especially ones con-

cerning the senior theses. He added
that the SAB has made a good impres-

sion on the Academic Council, and the

SGA as a whole has gained much more
respect from students and faculty.

Although the SGA has some difficulty

with planned events, Diebert thinks the

year has gone wellso far, and "We (the

SGA) are really looking forward to the

second semester." SGA President Foster Deibert, looking back and ahead

Health Center cites VD epidemic
•umnmiea Ttm page iij&mmemR

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Cases of venereal disease among
Washington College students treated at

the Kent County Health Center reached

epidemic proportions earlier this year,

according to Health Center Nurse Nan-

cy Dick.

Dick refused to say exactly how
many students with VD the Health

Center has treated this year, but she did

say there have been more than three, a

figure which she believes constitutes an

epidemic. She also said that there had
been a like number of pregnancies
among students..

"It's an epidemic in my eyes, and I'm
concerned about it," said Dick. "All

last year, I saw only two cjses of VD,
and not very many pregnancies
either."

Dick added that most of the students

treated for VD this year have been
men.

Clarke discusses

course evaluations
byTAMARA

At the end of the semester, students

are handed a piece of paper in each of

their classes entitled: "Survey Form:
Student Reactions to Instructors and

Courses." The student is confronted

with 34 questions ranging from "Is your

instructor unprepared for classes?" to

"Did you work hard in this course?"

They can answer "Yes," "No," "I

Don't Know," or "Does Not Apply."

According to Dean of the College

Garry Clarke, the form has several pur-

poses. These student evaluations of in-

structors and courses help the pro-

fessor to improve his teaching techni-

que. "They are available to the pro-

fessor who can go over them and find

out what the students are thinking," he

said. "The sheets come from the Ap-

pointment and Tenure Committee. The

Dining Hallplans celebration
by MARY LAFERRIERE

The student Christmas dinner,

Tuesday, will be prefaced by the

decoration of a Christmas tree in Hyn-

son Lounge this year. Genuine candles

to dress the tree and spiked eggnog will

be available to enhance an activity that

Director of Food Services David

Knowles "anxiously encourages
students to attend and participate in..."

The Christmas dinner following will

have a menu of steamship round of

beef, specially prepared vegetable

dishes and a special salad bar. The
highlight of the meal will be a 6 by 3 foot

Christmas tree cake.

The dinner will be held on December
12 from 4:30 to 6:30. Knowles added that

he hoped the extended times would
"discourage students from rushing to

dinner" and allow them time to add
something to the tree.
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proposals

DUBIN
committee is responsible for making
new appointments. It looks at the pro-
gress of the professors here."
When asked if the forms could be

used to dismiss a professor, Clarke
replied, "When a professor is being
reviewed, these are one source that the
Committee has. This is only, one of a
large number of pieces of information."
"There have been some comments,"

he says, "from students thai they (the
forms) ahould have a scale from one to

ten." But Clarke favors the more
precise Yes/No answer. Regarding the
accurateness of the forms, he com-
mented that "students should realize
that they are held in confidence. If it is

done the way it's supposed to be, then
the students shouldn't have anything to

worry about."

classrooms and dormatories with air

conditioning.

Continuing education sought

Clarke is enthused over a proposal to

attract students over the age of 25 here.

"There is a change taking place in the

age of people that are in school and
there are a significant number of peo-

ple over 25 seeking a college educa-

tion." the Dean said.

Clarke backed his information up
with a quotation from The Forum of

Education, published by the Associa-

tion of American Colleges, which states

that in 1977 about 36 percent of all col-

lege students were older than the

"average" college student who is 18-22

years old,

"What an institution has to ask," said

Clarke, "is what is our educational role

in our community. ..given the fact that

edication is viewed as something that

does not stop at age 22, but goes on

through life, we have to think about how
to deal with it."

Clarke has discussed continuing

education with people at other colleges,

and says he has "developed some ideas

on the subject," but "there are no

specific plans yet. The first thing we
have to do is to let them (older

students) know they are welcome."

Special financial aid plans for older

part-time students might be one way of

attracting them, the Dean added.

"Our real interest is In education
rather than in making more money for

the College," Clarke said. "1 don't think

we'd be dealing with a significant

number of older students — and ob-

viously fulltlme students here would
have the first priority."

Clarke Is hoping to see a continuing

education program developed since he
thinks older students could bring "a
whole new perspective that could be
good for all of us." He added that "all of

our experiences with older students so

far have been good."

Enrichment courses possible

"We have also been in the process of

talking about a series of courses each to

be offered for approximately six

weeks— maybe one afternoon per week
for approximately two hours a ses-

sion," Clarke said.

"These would not be a part of the Col-

lege's regular program—they would be
courses people are taking solely

because they want to learn whatever
topic Is being taught — not for credit.

They would be open to students, facul-

ty, and members of the comminity, and
they should be a logical extension of

what 'liberal arts' means some of these

courses would probably be taught by
faculty members, but educators from
outside the college community might
also be called in, Clarke indicated.
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Sophie Kerr winner earns national coverage
Art Bilodeau, 1978 Washington Col-

lege graduate and Sophie Kerr Award
winner, is in the news again. This

month he is featured in the December 5,

issue of Circus Magazine. Here is what

that publication has to say about him.

Although he's no household literary

name, Arthur Bilodeau has been com-

pared to some of the best writers in the

world. And for good reason. Last May
Bilodeau received a $16,500 literary

prize for a book he wrote as an

undergraduate at Washington Col-

lege—the wealthiest writing award

next to the Novel Prize for World

Literature.

contacted him to discuss developing a

feature-length film.

"Frankly, I'm embarassed by all the

attention, " he admitted recently at the

neighborhood bar in Annapolis. "Peo-

ple are putting me alongside the Pan-

theon of great writers and it's not fair.

It's unjust to all the good writers

around who don't see $16,000 In a year,

It really is. At the same time, it feels

good to have money." For Bilodeau

(sounds like bih-la-doe), the transfor-

mation from counter Jerk to literary

celebrity has barely changed a crease

In his wide, crooked grin. At 22, he re-

tains the air of a disheveled beach bum.

girlie magazines"— he didn't turn to

writing until after a high school teacher

noticed a character sketch he'd written

for class. From 14 to 19, Bilodeau

worked the graveyard shift between the

neon and plastic glare of McDonald's.

He scrubbed counters and dumped gar-

bage bags and served up mountains of

fries and cheeseburgers. He also

recalls instigating sit-down strikes and
after-hour food fights with workers at

neighboring Gino's. "I was fired maybe
five times, and I quit maybe six times,

"

he says. "They always hired me back

because no one wanted to work at a

greasy hamburger joint until three

May grad Arthur Bilodeau, composing at the keyboard copyrite by Circus Enterprises Corporation

The book. Ground Round, was based
on Bilodeau's teenage experiences

working at a McDonald 's near his home
in Annapolis, Md. Inspired by the fast-

food subculture on the other side of the

counter. Bioldeau wrote a trilogy of

short stories filled with hot cars, cool

women and teen romance. School of-

ficials were impressed enough with the

witty narrative to honor him with the

Sophie Kerr Underwood Award, a little

known bonanza that happens to be the

richest undergraduate prize offered

anywherein the United States.

Suddenly Bilodeau found himself in

the heady company of literary giants

like Saul Bellow and recent Nobel reci-

pient Isaac Bashevis Singer. Within

days, ABC called him about turning the

work into a telebised mini-series.

Western Productions, a film company,

someone who keeps a bottle of gin

alongside his portable typewriter. He
drives as lightly beat-up monorcycle,

the tail light broken, to local hangouts

where he'll spend any evening throwing

darts and guzzling beer. As the latest

o'clock in the morning.

'

In Ground Round, the hero is a beer-

drinking, card-playing teenager named
Horton who comes of age in a series of

romantic-wand clumsy—escapades
with a gorgeous girl who works at the

Arthur Bilodeau won $16,500 for his

fast-food novel, 'Ground Round'

wunderkind of the literary scene, Ar-

thur Bilodeau is an unlikely luminary.

Bom In Baltimore to a middle class

faimily, he grew up with four brothers

in a rough-and-tumble atmosphere at

home and school. Always a compulsive

reader— "cereal boxes, prescriptions.

neighborhood burger stand. He's con-

stantly searching for his own identity

and dreaming of what the future will

hold while drifting between beach and
drive-in.

Says Bilodeau, "He fantaszes a lot,

mostly sexual fantasies. He wants to be

a writer; he wants to be a big league

baseball player. But mostly, he just

wants to be adequate.

"

Bilodeau genrally writes in the early

morning hours, from about midnight

until 3 a.m. At Washington College, he

lived in a special campus house that

serves as a literary center for budding

writers, attending classes by day then

sweating over a typewriter at night.

"

As forGround Round, the book Is still

in unpublished form and probably will

remain so until Bilodeau's satisfied

with a rewrite, "It's just not commer-

cial enough in its present form, " says

the author. "I'll probably let this one sit

for a couple of years, because I've

grown cool to it. But Ihave larger ambi-

tions and I'd hope to have a book out in

five years—maybe sooner.

"

Ginsberg

to read here

Monday
Washington College News Service

Chestertown, MD—Allen Ginsberg,

often called one of the great -"Beat

Poets," will give a poetry reading in

William Smith auditorium at

Washington College on Monday,
December 11 at 8:30 p,m. The reading

is sponsored by the Sophie Kerr Com-
mittee and the public is invited to at-

tend.

Ginsberg has authored more than ten

books of poetry since his first and most

famous work, Howl& other Poems, was

published in 1956. He has also written

several books of prose, among them

Yage Letters and Indian Journals. His

writing has been published variously in

Atlantic Monthly, life, New Yorker,

Look and numerous other magazines

and periodicals.

Ginsberg's early years were spent in

Paterson, New Jersey before he

relocated in New York in the mid-40's

and began associating with other New
York City Poets such as Jack Kerovac,

William S. Burroughs, Neal Cassidy

and William Carlos Williams. In 1948 he

obtained his B.A. from Columbia Col-

lege. Travel in the 50's took him to Mex-

ico, Africa, the Arctic, South America,

Russia and Czechoslovakia. After

returning to New York in the 60's, he

was very much a part of the literary

scene there, particapating in college

poetry readings and festivals with Ken
Kessey and Neal Cassidy.

Best described as a peace-activist,

Ginsberg participated In anti-Vietnam

War marches and demonstrations

throughout the 60'sin San Francisco

and New York. Most recently he

demonstrated against the Nuclear

Facility at Colorado Flats.

Ginsberg's literary awards include a

Guggenheim Fellowship received in

1963-64 and a National Institute of Arts

& Letters Grant for Poetry in 1969.

I'm addressing you.

Are you going to let your emotional life be run by Time Magazine?
I'm obsessed by Time Magazine.
I read it every week.
Its cover stares at me every time I slink past the corner candy store.

I read it in the basement of the Berkley Public Library.

Its always telling me about responsibility. Business men are serious.

Movie producers are serious. Everybody's serious but me.
It occurs to me that I am America.
I am talking to myself again.

— from Allen Ginsberg's "America.
'

Ginsberg
is coming
Allen Ginsburg's v sit to the

Washington College Campus, December
10-11, Is sponsored by the Sophie

Kerr Committee

12:30, talk on recent
American Poetry, Smith 21

2:00-4:00, Autograph Party,
Richmond House

. 8:30 pm, Poetry Reading,
William Smith Auditorium

9:30 pm, Reception for Mr. Ginsberg,
Coffee House
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by PETER TURCHI
A lot of rumors have been circulating

lately concerning Associate Professor
of English Bob Day and his life and
work as a major novelist of the twen-

tieth century. THE ELM has submitted
several questions to Mr. Day, which he
answered as honestly as possible.

ELM: In what stage is work on Road
Show, the film version of your best-

selling novel The Last Cattle Drivel
DAY: I don't know. I tried to call MGM
this afternoon to get an answer to your

question, but their line was busy. I tried

later but the switchboard operator told

me they were all outside watching
Michael York feed the lion — or maybe
they were feeding the lion Michael

York. My best guess is that they will

make the movie in May.
ELM: What are you currently working
on?
DAY: I have written a screen play

called Home Again, Home Again. It is a

movie about families and about love. It

is set in the southwest: Santa Fe and

the ranch country south of there. I am
trying to find out how to keep it from be-

ing more sentimental than The Way We
Were. Right now there is a happy en-

ding; everybody goes to bong heaven.
ELM: Are you also working on a fac-

tual look at the midwest?
DAY: Someday I want to do a book on

the Prairie West, and I'd like to do it

with a photographer and in the end

have something like Jame Agee's Let

Us Now Praise Famous Men, or

William W. Warner's Beautiful Swim-
mers. But I might have to delay that

project for a few years as the

photographer I want to work with is do-

ing something else right now. In the

meantime, I might do a non-fiction book

on the Santa Fe Trail.

ELM: Is it true you're from Kansas?
DAY: No. I was born in Cincinnati,

Ohio, and 1 lived most of my life in an

apartment on Seventh Street off Third

Avenue on the lower East Side in

Manhattan. My father, an Irishman,

ran the Ukranian gift shop just below

where we lived. I remember there was
a noisy Irish bar two doors down, and

once when I went in there to retrieve

my father (women weren't allowed in

the place so my mother sent me) I saw
a man carving KANSAS into one of the

wooden tables. It took a while to get my
father out and all the time I coaxed

him, this man carved out KANSAS
deeper and deeper Into the table. I

asked my father where Kansas was and

he said over past Bryant Park. I

thought then that it would be more fun

to be from someplace like Kansas than

Cooper's Union.-, so I made my life a

fiction, and I've never regretted it. My
one fear is that someday I'll have to go

to Kansas. I understand it is

flat, treeless and without Irish bars

where one might spend a pleasant Sun-

day reading the Times, drinking Porter

and waiting for a woman who looks like

Greta Garbo. We all live out our lies, it

Is just a matter of style.

ELM: Do you know if, when, or by

whom your present work will be

published?

DAY: My fiction will be published by
G.P. Putnum; nonaction most likely

will be published by St. Martin. Most
books are published nine months after

they are turned into publishers.

ELM: What are your chances of winn-

ing the Sophie Kerr Award?
DAY: I think the award is for, "promise

in the field of literary endeavor" and

these days, I'm feeling so truculent and

cheap that I wouldn't promise anybody
anything. Besides, I'm only a student in

jest and mirth. I understand I'm not

even enrolled.

Sandra Marinderin review
by JOHN D'AMICO, JR.

Soprano Sandra Mariner's recital at
Washington College last Tuesday even-
ing turned into a disappointment for
both the audience and the performer,
The program was dull and lacked
polish' on the part of Miss Mariner,
Most of the pieces which she chose were
too difficult for her and any attempt to
work them to her advantage failed.
During the course of the recital she lost
control over her breathing and timing.
She also managed to lose her contact
lens and the words to a few songs.
There was also a communication gap

between Miss Mariner and her ac-
companiest. Undoubtably this was
because he was not her regular ac-
companiest but a replacement. Never-
theless, he played with little more spitit

and sensitivity than a metronome. Not

only did he turn pages with an un-

necessary vengence but he plunked
through the charts carelessly. All of

these things contributed to a tense at-

mosphere.
The performance was not enhanced

by the fact that only fourteen people at-

tended. It is very disappointing for a
performer to see that so few people are

Interested and this certainly threw
thing off for them. The reason for the

lack of interest is simple: it was one of

those rare nights of multiple choice on
campus. Wuthering Heights was play-

ing in Bill Smith, a foreign poetry

reading was going on in the cof-

feehouse, Patton was on the television

and the papers were being written.

Nonetheless, the evening was an em-
barrasment for both the performer and
the audience.

FACULTY & STUDENTS

JOY OF BOOKS

BOOK SHOP IS OFFERING

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL BOOKS
778-1121 EXCLUDING SALE BOOKS
(THIS OFFER IS GOOD INDEFINITELY)

ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS CAN BE

FULFILLED BY BRONWYN TAYLOR (RECENT

WASHINGTON COLLEGE GRADUATE). AT

HAPPY LANDINGS TRAVEL
crnyinr (no charge for our service)

iOTH SHOPS AT 309 HIGH ST. across from park!

Chris Perry and Wendy Wood, dealing at the Alpha Chi Casino Night

WC Band, Chorus to perform
The Washington College Band and

Chorus, under the direction of John M.
Klaus, Assistant Professor of Music at
the college, will perform their annual
first semester concert at 8:30 p.m. on
Saturday, December 9, in Tawes
Theatre of the Daniel Z. Gibson Fine
Arts Center on the Washington College
campus.

The band will perform five original

works for concert band written during

the past twenty-five years. The concert

will begin with Eric Osterling's rousing

march "Charter Oak," named in honor

of the mighty oak tree which sheltered

Connecticut's royal charter in 1687.

Willian P.Latham's 1956 slow march
"Proud Heritage' ' will follow. The band
will then play "Scherzo for Band" by

the prominent composer Frank
Erickson and "Naval Sea Cadet
March" by the Italian-American com-
poser Joseph Olivadoti. The band's por-
tion of the program will conclude with
"Satiric Dances for a Comedy by
Aristophanes," written on commission
from the town of Concord, Massachu-
setts in 1975 by Norman Dello Joio.

The chorus will sing works ap-
propriate to the Christmas season, in-

cluding a number of English Christmas
carols. Their part of the program will

include works by Josquin des Prez,
Jean Mouton, Gustav Hoist, Benjamin
Britten and R.J. S. Stevensas well as
several anonymous carols.

The public is invited to this concert;
admission is without charge and
without ticket.

Campus Paperback Bestseller!
I.The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough. (Avon

$2.50.) Australian family saga: fiction.

2. My Mother, Myself, by Nancy Friday. (Dell, $2.50.) The
daughter's search for identity.

3. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ
$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction.

4. All Things Wise and Wonderful, by James Herriot
(Bantam, $2.75.) Continuing story of Yorkshire vet.

5. The Amityville Horror, by Jay Anson. (Bantam, $2.50.)
True story of terror ina house possessed.

6. Centennial, by James A. Michener. (Fawcett/Crest,
$2.95.) Epic story of America's legendary West: fiction.

7. The Immigrants, by Howard Fast. (Dell, $2.75.) Italian

immigrant's rise and fall from Nob Hill: fiction.

8. Daniel Martin, by John Fowles. (Signet, $2.95.) English
playwright influenced by Hollywood: fiction.

9. Lucifer's Hammer, by Larry Niven & Jerry Pournelle.
(Fawcett/Crest, $2.50.) Struggle for survival after gigan-
tic comet hits earth: fiction.

0. The Dragons of Eden, by Carl Sagan. (Ballantine,

$2.25.) The evolution of intelligence.

This list was compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from infor-

mation supplied by college stcres throughout the country
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Wild Goose Classic to begin tonight
•

. „M iunior guard and co-captain Will Jones, sharp shooter, is the les

Washington College News Service

Chestertown, MD- An evenly mat-

ched field ol lour teams is set tor the

opening the second annual Wild Goose

Classic Basketball Tournament

tonight, Friday. December 8, in

Washington College's Cain Athletic

Center in Chestertown, Maryland.

Opening round action will see

Dominican College of New York face

the Washlngtion College Shoremen in

the 6:15 p.m. opener, with Pratt In-

stitute of New York facing Bowie State

College In the 8:30 p.m. nightcap. The

losing squads from Friday night's ac-

tion will then meet in the Consolation

Finals on Saturday at 1:30 p.m., while

the Friday winners will square off for

the Championship Game at 2:30 p.m.

The Shoremen of Coach Tom Fin-

negan return three senior starters from

last year's squad. Leading the cagers

again this year is captain Joe Wilson, a

6'2" forward who averaged 14 points

per game and 6 rebounds per game last

season before missing 9 of the last 14

games due to pneumonia. He still

managed to Join the 1,000 point club and

was voted the most valuable player of

the first annual Wild Goose Tourna-

ment last year.

Senior forward Doug Byrne led the

Shoremen in scoring his junior year

with 15 ppg and in rebounding with 9

rbspg. He should also pass the 1,000

point career mark this season with 919

so far, averaging 13.3 ppg. Veteran

Steve Dickerson, also a senior, will

start at the guard position for the third

consecutive season. He has led the

team in both field goal and free throw

percentage for the last two seasons.

Also returning from last year's squad to

start in the Wild Goose Classic are

sophomore center Rich Dwyer and

guard Kevin Apple. Dwyer broke into

the starting lineup last January and

averaged double figures as a starter.

Apple, a reserve guard last season, im-

proved steadily and will be a valuable

asset as a starter this year. Head Coach

Taft Hickman feels the 1978-79 Bowie

State squad will be much improved

over last year's team. The Bulldogs will

return four starters including 6'2"

sophomore guard and co-captain Greg

Moore who was the leading scorer last

season. Also returning are Gene

Loudermill, a 6'2" sophomore forward

who finished the season with the

leading field goal percentage, 5'11"

junior guard and co-captain Will Jones,

and Rodney Bronson, a 6'3" forward

who is a sophomore this year. With ad-

ded strength and depth from six

freshmen and a host of newcomers, the

Bulldogs should be tough to beat.

The Cannoneers of Pratt Institute in

Brooklyn, New York, will try to better

their 8-15, overall basketball record this

season, however, only two starters,

Tom Clyne and Mike Taylor, who per-

formed very well last year, return.

Coach Tony Messere's squad has joined

the newly formed Big Apple Conference

this year, thereby upgrading their

schedule.

"We hope to be very competitive,

Missere said. "We won't be pushovers.

" Taylor, a 6'6" forward led the team in

scoring last year with an 18.04 ppg
average, and in rebounds, grabbing an

average of 18.0 per game. Clyne, a 5'10"

guard, was second on the team in scor-

ing with 17.3 ppg and topped the team

with assists with 5.4 apg. Dominican

College of New York finished the 1977-78

basketball season with an 11-21 record.

Coach Robert Macken hopes to improve

on that record even though the schedule

is tough and only three players are

returning. Jim Nugent, a 5'10" senior

sharp shooter, is the leader on offense.

Jim is a better than average passer and

an outstanding shooter who can score

from anywhere. He and Bob Baldrain,

another veteran, have been elected co-

captains of the team. Baldrian, a husky

6'4" junior, will again be used as a

center and a forward. The other return-

ing veteran is 6'1" junior John D'Amato

who is playing in his third season. John

will be used at point guard and has a

fine shooting eye and the potential to

score in double figures each game.

In addition to the exciting basketball,

the Chestertown Optimist Club, spon-

sors of the tournament, have planned a

number of other activities for breaks in

the games. The main attraction will be

a goose-calling contest on Friday night

between games. Some veteran callers

will be participating, and noted outdoor

journalist. Bill Burton, will be among

the judges. The Kent County High

School Pep Band will also provide

entertainment all evening. Proceeds

from the Wild Goose Classic will benefit

the scholarship programs of

Washington College and the Optimist

Club, and will also hele fund other Op-

timist youth activities.

WC thrashes Galludet for first win
by HOWARD BAUER

Sports Editor

Steve Dickered?

A small but enthusiastic crowd

greeted the WC Basketball Team
Tuesday as it took the floor in Cain

Gymnasium before the home opener

against Galludet. Perhaps spurred by

the feel of home turf and the prospects

of the season's first victory, the

Shoremen came out witfi guns blazing

and gave the WC loyal some real

fireworks in a 109-60 rout of the visitors.

A steal and breakaway layup by

Craig Langwost in the game's first

minute gave the Shoremen a quick 2-0

lead and set the tone for the game.

Tough Shore defense coupled with shod-

dy Galludet passing led to numerous

turnovers and easy hoops which buoyed

WC to a 25-3 advantage barely five

minutes into the half. Coach Tom Fin-

negan substituted freely thereafter, but

could only watch as the lead ballooned

to 59-23 at intermission.

Finnegan seemed pleased with the ef-

fort and commented later that his team

"played pretty well when it was still a

game. "Galludet is not as bad as they

showed," he said.

The Shoremen shot an above-average

54 per cent from the floor and had four

starters scoring in double figures. Joe

Wilson led the way with 22 points and

was followed by Doug Byrne with 20,

Joe Moye with 16 and Steve Dickinson,

13. Sixthman Rich Dwyer came off the

bench to tally 14. Dwyer and Byrne

shared rebound honors with eight

apiece.

The Shoremen's record now stands at

1-4 but after a convincing win, Fin-

negan's team seems to be pointing

toward a big effort in the upcoming

Wild Goose Classic. The veteran Shore

mentor remains cautious, however,

"let's just see what happens this

weekend," he concluded.

Craig ungwost

Widener knocks off Shoremen in MAC contest

Last year when the Shoremen ven-

tured up to Widener College, they came
away losers by over 50 points. This

year, the WC squad managed tc keep it

almost respectable, losing by a score of

65-49. Once again, however, the "Finn-

men" played a team above their

capabilities. One has to wonder why a

couple "patsies" (such as Galludet)

were not scheduled for the early season

to give the team (and their record) a

breather.

"Our defensive rebounding has been

by DAN HUDSON
our foul shooting has been and committed less turnovers than

their opponents, indicating that they

did not lose their composure. As usual,

Doug Byrne led WC scorers with 20

points followed (as usual) by Joe

Wilson with 14. From there the scoring

drops all the way to Steve Dickinson

with four. Widener managed a more

balanced attack paced by Mo Green-

field's 18 points and 11 rebounds.

The competition should level off in

the ipcoming SECOND ANNUAL WILD
GOOSE CLASSIC (Tonight-Saturday

terrible

awful" ... and "our field goal percen-

tage is below what we'd like it to be,"

these are the kind of quotations that

Ccach Tom Finnegan has been making
all year. All of which could be summed
up by saying that WC is playing better

teams and getting killed. -

To the Shoremen's credit, they nevei

fell apart and allowed Widener to roll

over them. They were outscored by on-

ly three points in the second half, 32-29,

night) allowing for a better appraisal of

the team. In all fairness, the Shoremen
have not only been playing superior

teams, but on hostile courts as well.

Basketball, being played in an enclosed

arena, is a game on which the crowd
can have a considerable effect. A good

turnout of Shore fans can give the team
a lift they have yet to experience this

season. The chances for some close

games this weekend are good and fan

support could make the difference for

Washington College.

Filliben picked to All-MAC 11
The icing on the cake came last week

for V.J. Filliben as the freshman's

outstanding soccer campaign was cap-

ped off with his selection to the

honorable mention list of the All-Middle

Atlantic Conference team. The
Shoremen's leading scorer for 1978 was
the only WC representative tabbed by a

selection committee comprised of

coaches from member schools.

Filliben notched 1 1 goals and 7 assists

on the year, including a hat trick

against Western Maryland, in helping

the Shoremen to a 10-52 record. His

slick ballhandling and all-out hustle

quickly made him a favorite of WC
fans.

Shore coach Ed Athey's reaction to

the committee's picks was one of mixed
emotions. "On the basis of his outstan-

ding play. V.J. certainly deserved some
-form of recognition." Athey noted,

"I'm obviously pleased with his being

picked, but I'm also disappointed that

some of the other players didn't make
the team." Athey was quick to mention
senior Matt Wagner, junior Dan Hud-
son, and sophomore Curt Nass as those

also deserving.

1978 WILD GOOSE CLASSIC
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 8

6:15 p.m. - Washington College vs. Dominican College

Between games goose calling contest

8:30 p.m. - Pratt Institute vs. Bowie State College

SATURDAY, DECEMBER?
1:30 p.m. - Consolation Finals

3:30 p.m. - Championship Game
5:15 p.m. Presentation of trophies
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Sixty students on Academic Probation

Registrar Ermon Poster attributes Increased academic probation to

Washington College's Increased enrollment. Others dispute this reasoning.

HodsonTrustgrants$515,000
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Washington College has received an
unrestricted gift of $515,000 from The
Hodson Trust, according to College

President Dr. Joseph H. McLain.
Expressing the College's gratitude to

the Hodson Trust Trustees for the

grant, President McLain stated, "This
'

gift gives our students, faculty, alumni

and administration great cause to be

confident about the future of

Washington College and we are most
happy to have it. The funds will

significantly improve our financial -

stability and physical plant.*'

The Hodson Trust, established in 1928

by Thomas Hodson has been a major
benefactor of Washington College for

many years. Thomas Hodson's son, Col-

onel Clarence Hodson, was the founder

of the Beneficial Corporation. Members
of the Hodson family have served on the

College's Board of Visitors and Gover-
nors. Ms. Sara Hopkins is currently a

member of the Board and her mother,
Mrs. James N. Hynson, is a Trustee
Emerita of Washington College. Finn
M. W. Casperson, Chairman and Chief

Executive officer of the Beneficial Cor-

poration, is also Chairman of the Hod-
son Trust.

Students'bad checks

plague local merchants
by (CATHERINE STRECKFUS

NewsEditor

During the fall semester and so far

this semester, there has been "a signifi-

cant increase In the amount of bad
checks given to town merchants from
college students," according to Edward
E. Maxcy, Associate Dean of Students.

This report was verified by several of

the town merchants.
According to the owner of Variety Li-

quors, there has been an increase in

bounced checks from students and "its

very annoying." She was quick to point

out, however, that the mojority of

students are reliable, and they are still

accepting checks from students with

the name of the students' dormitory
and their phone numbers. Still, she is

"a little skeptical," and said "we have
considered making our limit $10."

The owner of Phil's Farm Market
seconded the complaint. She said, "I've

had more this year than ever before,

more checks returned. But almost all

have been taken care of, though some
were slow. There is still one outstan-

ding." She estimated that six were
received last semester, compared with
only one from the entire academic year
1977-1978. Phil's is also still accepting

checks from students because, as the

owner said, "I think most of the

students are reliable."

The manager of Drug Fair reported

that "this year it's been worse from
both the College and the community."
However, Drug Fair has not changed
their policies. The manager added, "I

don't think we'll have trouble collecting

on them."
The owner of Barker's grocery said

that with the increase in bad checks,

she prefers not to accept them. She
said, "I hate not to take their word for

them, but there is just too much trou-

ble. It's usually the boys. I take one now
and then but usually, its cash or

nothing."

As for the College Snack Bar, Miss
Dee said that she receives bad checks,

"but they do make them good, that's

one thing you can say for the students."

The Snack Bar has a $5 service charge
(or returned checks.

Maxcy said that one of his main con-

cerns are that the few students involved

do not get into legal trouble. One stu-

dent, "a continual repeater, came close

to being picked up by the police." His

other concern is "the spin-off it will

gave on other students," if town mer-
chants reduce their trust In the

students.

Officials non-plused by "slight increase"

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

The Committee on Admissions and
Academic Standing has dismissed six-

teen students and placed sixty others on
academic probation after reviewing the

first-semester grades of 126 students.

The Committee also sent warnings to

38 students, continued the probation of

6, and removed 10 from the previous

semester's probation.

Slight Increase

The figures represent an increase

over those from the same semester last

year, when over 100 students were con-

sidered, 35 were placed on probation,

and 12 were dismissed.
Registrar Ermon Foster attributed

the rise to last semester's increased

enrollment, saying "percentage-wise,

there may not be as many students in

academic trouble as there were last

year."

Dr. Robert Fallaw, Chairman of the

Committee, agreed that there were "a
few more this year, but I doubt whether
it's mathematically signifigant."

The Committee consists of three

faculty members (Fallaw, Dr. Donald
Munson, and Dr. Thomas Pabon), three

students (Babs Burdette '79, Tad Jacks
'79, and Laura Miller '79), Dean Garry
E. Clarke, Dean of Students Maureen
Kelley, Foster, and a representative of

the Admissions office.

"The Committee looks at each case
individually," said Fallaw. "There's no
set grade point average necessary for

dismissal. I think it's pretty well

understood what our grounds for

dismissal are."

Thirty-eight Freshmen
Thirty-eight of the sixty students

placed on probation were freshmen.

Dean Clarke explained that "the first

semester for any freshman class is

most difficult. Every year I've been
here I've noted a big improvement bet-

ween semesters."

Two courses in which the number of

failures ran high last semester were In-

troduction to Computer Science and In-

troduction to Macro-Economic Theory-

/Policy. Professor William Schmoldt
had a total of 18 failures in his two sec-
tions of Intro to Computer.
"I'm sure it was the largest percen-

tage of failures in any course," said

Schmoldt.

Schmoldt said that he saw two pro-

blems in students taking the course last

semester. "It requires an ability to

solve problems, and for the students to

whom that does not come easily, it

takes a great deal of time. It's my opi-

nion that the students weren't taking
the time necessary to understand those

problems. Also, I don't think that in any
other semester I've had students wait
as long to begin their projects. Several
people didn't even start until finals

week."
Size was a problem

Schmoldt admitted that "size was a
problem. I think I would limit the

enrollment somewhat next time.
Eighty-five enrolled last semester and
79 or 80 were left at the end."
He added that those who did poorly

were primarily freshmen and
sophomores, but that's not surprising

since they make up most of the class.

In Dr. William Bailey's Intro to

Economics course, "about half of the

people who started It didn't complete It

successfully."

Forty-three students enrolled in the

course, 6 dropped it, 8 received D's, and
9 failed.

No explanation

"I really don't have any explanation
at all," said Bailey. "I'm teaching the

course the same way; as a matter of

fact, we covered much less than we nor-

mally do. I think a lot of people in it just

weren't ready to do college level work.

"

Bailey added that "cutting was a big

problem. In my eighteen years of

teaching, this was the first time I've felt

the need for a cut policy."

He also added that "none of the

students who I gave bad grades to have
come back to see me."
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The Washington College
Student Government
Association presents

THE MIKE
COTTER BAND
A Hot D.C. 5-PIECE

ROCK N' ROLL BAND
$1.00 before 10:45

$1.50 after 10:45

Beer .25 till 0:45

9:45-2 am
<2W»E)aKX
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Letters to the editor

Mindless and Low

When the number of students on academic probation increases

over 170 per cent within one year, it's news. When members of

the faculty and administration refuse to consider this increase

significant, it's also news.

Registrar Ermon Foster attributed the rise primarily to last

semester's increased enrollment. But the per centage increase
in the number of students on probation, up from 35 last year to 60

now, is not nearly matched by the per centage increase in total

enrollment. It is a fact that a greater proportion of students are
in academic trouble this semester than last January — or last

semester, when only 21 were on academic probation.

It should be noted that the number of freshmen on academic
probation has not increased that much — 38 this year as com-
pared to 31 last year. The fact that 22 upper-classmen joined
them, however, should be sufficient to alert college officers that
a problem does exist.

If the increase in students on probation cannot be attributed to
the entering class, it must have been caused by some change in
existing conditions. Either the effectiveness of teaching here has
declined, or grading policies have been more strict, or student
performance has worsened.

This problem won't go away if it is ignored. The faculty and ad-
ministration have a responsibility to investigate its cause or
causes, and to recommend solutions.
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Between December 6 and December
8 I delivered the bulk of my senior pro-

ject to the Art House. It consisted of two
portfolios and several loose, large

drawings and paintings. The reason for

the compilation of work was that the.

three professors in the Art Department
were to review my work to see If it war-

ranted the privilege of a one-man show
later in the Spring Semester. The
reviewing date was Monday, December
11.

Sometime on that Monday, between 9

a.m. and 4:30 p.m. when the portfolios

were viewed someone took the smaller

of the two portfolios. This was the port-

folio which contained most of the il-

lustration work I have done for

Washington College for the last four

years. It held my outlines and plans for

the projected Spring Show. It held all

the etchings and lithographs which I

had done this fall for my independent

study course. It held photographs of

large pieces which I no longer own. It

held all my sketches for paintings for

this Spring. In all, at least fifty pieces of

work.

Someone has been horribly cruel and
calculating to take a modest leather

case, and to take away from years of

my love and work. It had to be a

calculated risk, because it was in a

room on the second floor of the art

house, and it was taken during the

course of a school day. No one else has
missed anything.

I am asking this wretch to please
leave the portfolio some place where
some semi-human and responsible per-

son might spot it and return it to me.
This is not a silly prank. My academic
career and my life's work have been
put in jeopardy.

I cannot begin to describe the tor-

ment and grief I have been made to

feel. I cannot believe that anyone would
take what is priceless to me, and wor-

thless to anyone else. The theft of my
work was mindless and low. Return the

portfolio.

Jean P. Dixon
Talbot House

Good
The Visitors and Governors
Members of the Faculty and Staff
Students of Washington College

I am very sorry to tell all of you that
Mrs. James N. Hynson, known to so
many of us as Lelia, met with serious
injury in an automobile accident last

week. She is now in the hospital, im-
mobilized because of a fractured pelvis
and a broken ankle.

I have sent flowers in the name of the
College, but I feel sure that she would
appreciate good wishes from in-

dividuals and groups in the form of
cards or other expressions of affection,

from members of the Board who have
known her best, and from those
associated with the Crew, which ha=

Wishes
been of special interest to her.
The address of the hospital is as

follows:

Mrs. James N. Hynson
Room 349

Lawrence Hospital

55 Talner Avenue
Bronxville, NY 10708

Since I do not know how long she will
be in the hospitalyou may prefer to ad-
dress her at her home. The address
there is

:

16 Wayside Lane
Scarsdale, NY 10583

With thanks for whatever you may do
Sincerely yours,

Robert H.Roy
Chairman, Board of Visitors and

Governors

Major Objections

Every year, for some unknown
reason, I have this irrepressible desire
to take part in some kind of controversy
or another. Perhaps it's because I'm
Irish, but I doubt it. It's more probable
that I get severely bored every now and
then, and have nothing better to do
thanwrite nasty letters to the editor. In
any event, here are some minor and
major objections that I have with this

fineinstituition.

1. I simply don't understand this

damn parking lot system. Why on
earth, at a school with less then (sic)

800 students' would they have restric-

tiveparking? I'll try to forget that there
isn't one place reserved for handicap-
ped drivers, but what really bothers me
is the facl that off-campus students are
paying some of the highest fines in the

State of Maryland. If you recieve a

ticket in Annapolis it will cost you S1.00.

Make the same mistake behind Bill

Smith and you're hit with a $5.00 fine. In

addition, the students are the only
drivers on campus who have no income
to pat for the stupid tickets anyway. I

think it's about time for Student Affairs

to get off the metermaid kick!

2. 1 realize that it might be hard for

the administration to believe this, but
there are some left-handed students on
this campus who need left-handed

desks in the classrooms. This might
seem like a very minor problem to a
right-handed community such as
Washington College, but anyone who
has had to take physics 106 on the wrong

side of a desk might be able to unders-

tand this plea.

3. Why does the Miller Library spend
$12.50 a year— subscribing to

Mademoiselle?
4. Why do we have such ugly

Washington College catalogs every
year? We are not located in Kansas, yet

from the appearance of these things we
might as well be.

5. The Dean of the undergraduate col-

lege at Harvard University said in a re-

cent New Yorker interview that, "no
college can remedy the damage of a

poor secondary education, but we are

determined to give those 18 year-olds

who need it a second chance." Now, if

Harvard has admitted that even they

need to offer a basic composition
course, it seems a bit pretentious, if not

precarious' for this school to ignore this

pressing need. After seeing the pro-

blems my peers and myself have had
with writing, even after the Freshman
Forms of Lit. course, I really believe

that more formal action is needed.
6. Finally, I hope that students won't

be watching television this spring to

find out what college fraternities do. I

haven't decided whether I'll be bored or

depressed if I see Delta House re-runs

very weekend in the Hill Dorms, but it

will certainly show a lack of creativity.

I don't think Washington College needs
Fred Silverman to teach us how we
should have fun, we do alright by
ourselves.

Thanks
David Wheelan
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Johns Hopkins UniversityNews Bureau
Baltimore: —Novelist John Barth will

be the second major literary figure
brought to the Washington College
Campus this academic year by the
Sophie Kerr Committee when he visits

the school early in March. Last
semester, the Committee sponsored a
visit by poet Allen Ginsberg.
Barth, who was born in Cambridge,

Maryland, obtained a Bachelor's
Degree from Johns Hopkins in 1951 and
a Master's Degree in 1952. He is

presently the Edward H. Butler Pro-
fessor of English at the State University
of New York at Buffalo and will return
to teach at Hopkins in July.

Since leaving Johns Hopkins in 1953 to

teach at Pennsylvania State Universi-
ty, Barth has published six critically

acclaimed volumes of fiction. The most
recent, which appeared in 1972, is entitl-

ed Chimera and has been described as a
retelling and extension of the ancient
myths of Scheherazade, Perseus and
Bellerophon.

Barth's first three novels— The
Floating Opera (1956, The End of the
Road (1958) and The Sot-Weed Factor
(I960)— had a Maryland setting and
strongly mirrored the author's Eastern
Shore upbringing.

The Floating Opera was nominated
for the National Boodk Award; The End
of the Road was made into a film with

Stacy Keatch and James Earl Jones;

The Sot-Weed Factor was named in the -

1965 Book Week poll as one of the 12 best

American novels of the past 20 years.
Barth has said that his first book,

published when he was 26, was inspired
by a photograph by A. Aubrey Bodlne,
the famous portrayer of Maryland, in

the Baltimore Sunpapers. The picture
showed an old showboat named "Capt.
Adams' OriginalFloating Theater,"
which Mr. Barth remembered having
seen as a child.

Barth's other books are GOes Goat-
Boy (1966), and Lost In the Ftmhoute:
Fiction for Print, Tape, Live Voice
(1968). Both were nominated for the
National Book Award, as was his latest

Chimera.
Barth planned originally to be a jazz

musician and studied for a term at
Juilliard. He changed his mind, enroll-

John Barth to appear in March
ed at Johns Hopkins in 1947 and chose a
creative writing major in his junior
year. His first published story appeared
in the Johns Hopkins Review; he
describes its publication as "an act of
kindness."

Of his undergraduate days at the
University he says: C average — A's
and flunks." But he graduated with
departmental honors. One of his
"flunks" was political science, which
he retook, passed, and said he still

didn't understand a word of. Since that
time, he says, he's become more
political, and more scientific, too.

Mr. Barth's novels all have received
widespread critical attention, but
reviewers have rarely been of one mind

about his books except perhaps to agree
that they are both comic and com-
plicated. Private critical reaction to

Chimera, for example, was described
by the author as "respectful but baffl-
ed."

Newsweek, in its review of Giles
Goat-Boy said he was perhaps the most
prodigally gifted comic novelist writing
in English today." The New York
Times said of the book: "The novel, as
we haveknown it, may be
unrecognizable when Barth gets
through with it; but whatever it is, it

will be alive and kicking."
In his home town of Cambridge,

Barth is a living legend. His parents,
Judge and Mrs. John J. Barth, still live
in a frame house near the waterfront

where the author grew up. Until a few
years ago his father owned and
operated a candy store and lunchroom
which was accorded literary im-
mortality in The Floating Opera when
two of the main characters ate lunch
there.

"My father also sold paperback
books from the time when they first

became popular," Mr. Barth said.

"That's where I first discovered
Faulkner, Hemingway, Dos Passos —
the writers we didn't read in school in

those days."
Before the elder Mr. Barth sold the

. business, each new book by his son was
the occasion for a big display in the
store's front window, on Race Street.

Three honored
for 25 year service

Washington CollegeNews Service

Crystal Corporation grants

Chemistry Department $20,000.
Washington CollegeNews Service

Danford Cann of the
Maintenance Department, Bedford J.
Groves, Assistant to the President and
Dr. Edgar P. Gwynn, Chairman of the
Biology Department, were honored by
Washington College during the Col-
lege's annual Christmas Dinner on
Tuesday, December 19.

Celebrating the completion of a
quarter-century of service to the Col-
lege, Cann, Groves and Gwynn were
commended by College President Dr.
Joseph H. McLain for their devotion
and service to Washington College.
Maryland Acting Governor Blair Lee

HI, and Louis L. Goldstein, State Comp-
troller, sent a telegram to the honored
guests expressing their sincere con-
gratulations "for the many contribu-
tions and 25 years of service they have
given to Washington College, its

students, and the State of Maryland."

The telegram ended by wishing all

employees a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year full of continued suc-
cess, good health and happiness.

Cann has been employed by me col-
lege Maintenance Department for 25
years this year. Groves also joined the
College staff In 1953. He first served as
Alumni Director, and later as Director
of Special Events and Assistant to the
President and Coordinator of Campus
Activities. Gwynn joined the faculty of
the Washington College Biology
Department in September, 1953 and has
served as Chairman of the Department
since 1959.

President McLain also took a mo-
ment to briefly honor Frederich W.
(Dutch) Dumschott who is now in his
51st year as an employee of Washington
College.

Washington College has been granted

$20,000 by the Crystal Trust of Wilm-
ington, Delaware toward the purchase
of a nuclear magnetic resonance spec-

trometer for the Department of

Chemistry. The grant, according to

George Hayward, Vice President for

Development, provides funds matching

.

an earlier grant from the National

Science Foundation for the equipment

purchase which totals $40,000.

The NMC will provlde"hands-on" ex-
perience for chemistry students,
especially in Organic Chemistry, In-

strumental Analysis, Physical
Chemistry and senior level chemistry
courses. This is. the second significant

chemistry equipment grant the College
has received from the Crystal Trust in

the past three years.

Rummage Sale
of Men's Athletic Uniforms

Wednesday, January 31st
2-5 PM

Cain Gymnasium
oil items individually marked

/- aut i J^hoe -j/<ore

P.O. BOX 654—227 HIGH STREET

CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620

PHONE 778-2860

featuring personal service and expert

fitting. We carry a complete line of

men's and women's footwear, featur-

ing Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dexter, Mia,

Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse

and many more.
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DiMaggio upgrades admission plans
by PETER TURCHI

Director of Admissions Mickey
DiMaggio has several new plans to aid

his staff in recruiting new students for

Washington College, many of which will

go into effect this semester.
DiMaggio's continually moving staff

of four will represent the school at over
20 college fairs from Boston to Virginia

in the upcoming months, as well as giv-

ing presentations at junior colleges and
high schools.

Two new programs the Admissions
Department is planning are a post-

freshman day and a day for seniors.

The post-freshman day will be held
before spring vacation, and will include
refreshments and informal discussions

with admissions personnel to try to

evaluate this year's freshmen's opi-

nions of Washington College aftera

semester and a half. The day for

seniors, held later in the spring, will

concern finding out what the college's

graduating seniors have to say about

their experiences.

With this information, DiMaggio

hopes to "be able to be more realistic

about our approach. We want to know
what we can do to make Washington

College better. We want to hear from

the students. Last year we went out and

placed emphasis on grade-point

averages and didn't really worry about

SAT scores. This year we're looking at

a student in a more well-rounded view.

and we're looking at each application

individually."

Despite the fact that the Admissions

Department has rejected more applica-

tions for next year than thev had at this

time last year, they hope to bring about

230 freshmen and 40 transfers to the

school. DiMaggio was quick to say,

though, that he doesn't "want to lower

our standards, andwe won't. When we
look at an application we try to find out

why a student willor will not make it at

Washington. We're not just looking for

people to come here, we're looking for

people who are going to graduate."

After students have been accepted,

the department hopes to implement a

Phone Power program, which began
last year. Under this program current
students will call persons whose ap-

plications have been accepted and talk

to them about the school. Accepted
students will be brought on campus on
March 31, April 7, and April 18. Overall

the Director of Admissions plans to

"intensify our recruiting efforts. We
have more of a follow-up program than
ever before."

As far as the kind of student DiMag-
gio wants to bring to Washington Col-
lege, he says', "You try to take the best

you can get, and get the best available.
Some people don't like to hear it, but
this is a selling process."

-Inspiration rediscovered

Premo discusses Latin American sabbatical
by MARIAN COOPER

After traveling to Mexico City. Cen-

tral America and Guatemala to study.

Dr. Daniel Premo of the Political

Science Department, on sabbatical

leave last semester, said he
rediscovered the inspiration and value

of studying and working in his field. "1

am now more thoroughly convinced

that it is essential." he says.

Premo traveled with his wife during
the summer from Texas to Mexico City

and on to the Yucatan. Using land
transportation, he traveled to ancient

Mayan cities such as Chichen-itza and
Tikal, Peten.

In his travels. Premo had a number
of objectives. His principal interest was
to explore aspects of the pre-Colombian
age and re-acquaint himself with coun-
tries he lived and worked in fifteen

years ago.

"One of the most gratifying ex-

periences was to re-establish friendship

with Guatemalans with whom I worked

in previous years," said Premo, "and
who enlightened me on what has taken
place in Guatemala since then, a
perspective one cannot get in scholarly
journals."

Premo remarked on the amount of

change that has occurred since he was
in Latin America. He discovered their

new problems of rapid urbanization, ex-
pansion of the cities and population
growth. Mexico City, he said, for exam-
ple, is growing at such a rate that it will

be close to 30 million people at the end
of the century. He found a sense of com-
mercial vitality that was lacking in the
more provincial air of the cities in the
past.

When Premo returned to the United
States, he went first to the University
of Texas where he did research in their

"excellent" Latin American collection.

Then, he t returned to Chestertown to

begin work on several articles.

In his home office, Premo proceeded
to write a series of articles on contem-

porary political affairs in Guatemala,

Colombia and Peru, based on research

he had gathered. He also completed a

study dealing with the populist political

movement m Colombia.

Presently, Premo is working on a

paper about the escalation of political

violence in Guatemala since 1960.

Premo attributes this largely to the

great inequality in Latin American

countries. He mentioned one startling

instance in which nearly one hundred

Indians were killed in a dispute with

landowners over land rights.

Premo expressed tremendous ap-

preciation for the importance of the

sabbatical for study. "I'd like to ex-

press my gratitude to the College and

the Board for the opportunity, and to

wish more funds might be made
available, so that a larger number of

my colleagues would have the same op-

portunity to have similar leaves."

The sabbatical not only gave him

new "inspiration," said Premo, and the

ability to re-immerse himself in "the

role of the student and leisurely

scholarship," but it also benefitted his

teaching. The benefits are intangible he

said, but he now feels able to "transmit

to students a more contemporary sense

of the social and political environment

of countries visited, compared with

recollections of almost twenty years

ago."

Premo looks forward to the new

semester after his time off. "I have

looked forward to the new semester

with anticipation, though I don't con-

sider my work during the Sabbatical

finished. I've just begun to explore the

range of topics I hope will serve to ex-

pand both my own interests as well as

my students."

"Sabbaticals impress on one the fact

that he is getting older," concluded

Premo, "but have the beneficial effect

of providing a renewed sense of dedica-

tion to the profession, a new vitality."

Dickson to participate in Folger seminar

POEMS AND SKETCHES

by

1978 graduate

Colleen Ann O'Neill

Available in the
Washington College
Bookstore and at the Cor-
sica Bookshop.

M.25

Dual 1228 Turntable, 1

year old. like new. Call

778-0230 evenings if in-

terested.

BAYSIDE

HEALTH FOODS

Washington CollegeNews Bureau

Dr. Colin Dickson, assistant pro-

fessor of French at Washington College,

has been selected to participate in a

seminar given by The Folger Institute

of Renaissance and Eighteenth-
Century Studies in Washington, D.C.
from February 1 to April 19. Donald M.
Frame, Moore Collegiate Professor of

French at Columbia University and an
expert on Montaigne, will conduct the

seminar entitled "The Ordering of Mon-
taigne'sEssais".

After examining theories about the
order in which chapters of Montaigne's
"Essais" are arranged into books' the

seminar will explore first the far richer

literature concerning the ordering of

material within individual chapters,
and then finally that ordering itself.

The Folger Institute was founded in

1970 to promote advanced teaching and
research in the humanities. It offers a
growing interdisciplinary program of
seminars, workshops, conferences, eul-

loquia and lectures. The Folger

Colin Dickson

is preeminent in the world for its

Shakespeare collection and second only
to the British Library for its holding of

other English Renaissance books; it is

also internationally recognized as a
repository of materials in Continental
Renaissance literature which are ol

particular interest to Dickson.
Participants in Folger Institute

seminars are provided access to the
Library's collections, and they are also

Ginseng

Root

Natural Vitamins
Natural Cotmvtks and Cook Book*
SaftFraa and Dio.b*tk Food *

Moat SubftrtutM - Herb Toot
k* Craam - Snack* - Jukat • Honay
Ftavre- Grains -Nuti

Opon 7 d oy» a waok
Naxt to Dalmarva Powor

Chastartorni, Md. KENT PLAZA SHOPPING CENTES

afforded opportunities to meet and talk

with Folger staff members, readers,

fellows, and resident scholars. Par-
ticipants in the seminars are encourag-
ed to develop their own research in-

terests within the limits, broadly inter

preted, of the general topic designated
by the seminar leader. Dickson's
research will focus on how patterns of

Imagery serve to unify and relate the

central chapters in the first two books
of the Essais in the original 1580 ver-

sion.

Dickson joined the Modern Language
Department of Washington College in

1971. He is a member of the Association

Internationale des Etudes Francaises,
American Association of Teachers of

French, Renaissance Society of

America, and Northeast Modern
Language Association. Last summer
Dickson participated in a National En-
dowment for the Humanities Summer
Seminar at Haverford College on
Moliere and Shakespeare entitled "The
Theory of the Comic and the Art of

Comedy." Dickson and his wife, Janice,

a stockbroker, reside in Chestertown
with their daughter, Erica.

The Hermann Crown Investment Club
will be meeting on

Wednesday, January- 3 in the Sophie
Kerr Room where Roger Simpkins,
President of Chestertown Bank will

speak on local economic conditions.
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WC FILM SERIES
The Washington College Student

Government Association and the
Washington College Film Series an-nounce the following films to be
presented in the spring semester

January 30

CLAIRE'S KNEE(directed by Eric
Rohmer and starring Jean-Claude
Brialy) A master filmmaker develops a
man's obsession with a young girl's

knee into a very funny exploration of

modern morality. In French with
English subtitles.

BLACK ORPHEUS (directed by
Marcel Camus) A re-telling of the Or-
pheus and Eurydice legend set in the
black section of modern Rio de Janeiro.
"Considered one of the most beautiful
films ever made" — "A riotously color-

ful tapestry of carnival tumult and ex-
citement, of blazing costumes, of shim-
mering and enveloping purple
darkness—and blood-pulsating music."
In Portugese with English subtitles.

February 13

1900 (directed by Bernardo Bertoluc-
ci-THE CONFORMIST and LAST
TANGO IN PARIS-and starring
Robert De Niro, Donald Sutherland,
Burt Lancaster, and Dominique San-
da.) An epic study of the conflicts and
uphevals produced by the rise of
Fascism and Socialism in Italy. "A stir-

ring score ... and stunning photography
... a motion picture with glimpses of
genius and visions of dazzling beauty
and power.

February 20

THAT OBSCURE OBJECT OF
DESIRE (directed by Louis Bunel and
starring Fernando Rey.) A man
becomes obsessed with a woman who
has two very distinct personalities. "A
darkly humorous, satirical film. ..a

work of such perfect control and preci-
sion it has the effect of magically clear-
ing the mind. In French with English
subtitles.

FEBRUARY 27
ONIBABA (directed by Kaneto Shindo)
A remarkable horror fjm about the
struggle for survival in feudal Japan
The film records the bestial killings and
primitive sexuality which marked this
period The violent conflicts and terrify-
ing climax are a striking counterpoint
to the generally controlled and ritual
pace of Japanese filmmaking in
Japanese with English subtitles.

March 6
COUSIN ANGELICA (directed by

Carlos Saura) "The first film ever made
in Spain about the Civil War from the
standpoint of those who lost it." Vincent
Canby (New York Times) reviewed it

as
, "A fine, sorrowful and poignant

film. COUSIN ANGELICA is a voyage
into the past quite unlike any other I've
ever seen in a movie." In Spanish with
English subtitles.

March 20

THE SEVENTH SEAL (directed by In-

gmar Bergman and starring Max von
Sydow and Bibi Andersson).
"Bergman's stunning allegory of man's
search for meaning in life ... a work of

awesome scope and remarkable visual

pleasure" Considered by many to be
Bergman's best film. In Swedish with
English subtitles.

March 27

AGUIRRE. WRATH OF GOD ( directed

by Werner Herzog) This is Herzog's
epic study of imperialism gone amok.
In the mid-1500's, a large Spanish ex-

pedition searching for the mythical lost

city of El Dorado detached an advance
party to explore a tributaryof the

Amazon. They never returned. The film

is stunningly photographed in the most
extraordinary and "hazardous loca-

tions." According to Canby, "A splen-

did and haunting work." In German
with English subtitles.

April 3

MURMUR OF THE HEART (Directed
by Louis Malle) A remarkable look at
the morality of our age. "A film about
the childhood and growing into
manhood of those who are pampered
from birth." An extraordinary and sen-
sitive comedy which uncovers the ties

of family life rarely exposed— even to

explicit incest. Pauline Kael says "It is

mellow and smooth, like a fine old jazz
record, but when its over it has the kick
of a mule— a- funny kick which sends
you out doubled over laughing." French
with English subtitles.

April 10

E5S2EL.* J*!** Marcello
Mastroianni, Anouk Almee bClaudia Cardinale) According to r
critics, simply the best film ever made

All films, unless otherwise announce
are shown in William Smith Auditorium
at 7:30. The dates listed above are ail

Tuesday nights. Movies are usually
shown on the Friday and Sunday nights
preceeding the final Tuesday showing.

Season tickets may be purchased by
students, faculty, and staff for $7.00 and
by all others for $8.00. For information

about additional show times or if you
have any questions, contact Martin
Kabat, Washington College Bookstore,

many

meaning in a world which resists and
trivializes man's loftiest dreams. ThisMir

i
is a veritable textbook of the film

April 17

SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON
(directed by John Ford and starring

John Wayne, Joanne Dm, Ben Johnson,
Harry Carry, Jr., Victor McLaglan,
George O'Brien, and John Agar)
Generally considered the best and most
enjoyable calvary vs. Indians western.

All our favorite western cliches are
here polished and presented in their

finest form.

April 24

(directed by Alain Resnais) Perhaps
the most intricate and most haunting of

Resnais' films. Its theme, like Resnais'
other work is in the interaction of the
past and the present and the effects of

past experiences on the characters"
present lives. In French with English
Subtitles.

May 1

BLOW-UP (directed by Michelangelo
Antonioni and starring David Hemm-
mgs, Vanessa Redgrave and Sarah
Miles) A "modern classic" this master-
piece "which perfectly captures the hip
scene of mid-sixties London, revolves
around a hedonistic photographer who
stylishly records pop culture but who
cannot come to grips with his own ex-
istence."

The Kent County

Health Center...

...providing a vital service

The Kent County Health Center,
located on College Avenue next to the
New Dorms parking lot, offers many
important facilities to both the college
and the community.
Funded by county, state, and federal

grants, the Health Center is run by Doc-
tor John D. Grant, M.P.H. Opened Mon-
day to Friday from 8 : 45 am to 4 : 30 pm,
the Center offers various programs in-

cluding Environmental and Mental
Health Services, a Home Health Agen-
cy, an Addiction Counselling service,
and a family Planning. New programs
are developed as the need for them
arises. Costs are minimal and are
based on income. They range from zero
to twelve dollars per visit.

Although the center is not a physical
part of Washington College, it is a real
part of the lives of many students. With
the recent outbreak in cases of gonor-
rhea and several campus pregnancies,
the Family Planning Service has pro-
ved to be an important resource for col-

lege students who need medical and
psychological help, according to R.N.
Nancy Dick who works with the Ser-
vice. The Service provides counselling
on abortion, birth control methods,
veneral disease, sterilization and gives
pregnancy tests. "We provide the only
family planning service in the county,"
Nurse Dick noted, "other than private
physicians."

In regards to the problem of veneral
disease being at an "epidemic" propor-
tion earlier in the school year, (there
were six cases the first eight weeks of

school) Dick says that the problem has

by BILL MORTIMER
"simmered down." To ward against

other such problems Dick met with the

Resident Assistants in December, ask-

ing them to inform their floors on the

availability of birth control assistance

at the Health Center.

Dick is pleased with her realtionship

with college students. There is a need
for such a facility, especially near a col-

lege community because, as Dick says,

"More people are sexually active at a

younger age, and it seems that when of-

fering family Planning your are offer-

ing the individual the opportunity to

have a choice, whether or not to have
children.." She added that there is also"

a certain responsibility two people

must show, both for each other and the

possibility of bringing an unwanted
child into the world. By offering these

facilities, help is available in any case

for both men and women. No problem,

be it a social one or a physcial one, it too

unimportant, says Dick. Any informa-

tion given is, of course, kept strictly

confidential.

Aside from Nancy Dick, a Communi-
ty Health nurse with a Masters Degree,
two other women compose the capable
and friendly staff. They are Christy
Hell, an R.N., and Mercedes Freeman,
a Health Department Technician.
There is also a clinic every Monday
given by a Baltimore doctor.

The Health Center's facilities are
opened to the entire community. Any
one who could benefit from professional
advice, what ever the problem, is

welcome to stop in.

VOTE NOW! VOTE NOW! VOTE NOW! VOTE NOW! VOTE NC

STUDENTS
SEND IN

YOUR BALLOTS!
STUDENTS SEE MORE MOVIES

THAN ANYONE ELSE!

MAKE YOUR OPINIONS KNOWN TO
THE MOVIE INDUSTRY!

Join the Filmmakers ol Tomorrow in Saluting the Rlmakers of Today

Schools submitting over 100 ballots will be eligible for a drawing to win a

brand new Pinball Machine for their Student Activities Center

Official Ballot

"STUDENT'S CHOICE AWARDS"

Best Motion Picture 1978

Best Performancs by an Actor 1978

Best Performance by an Actress 1978 _

Best Director 1978

Name o! Your School .

Fill out and mail by February 15th. 1979 to:

FOCUS Student's Choice Awards
1140 Avenue of the Americas

New Yor«, New York 10036

The Student's Choice Awards are presented in ossociutiofi ujiiti the FOCUS 79 Com-
petition, sponsored b\> NISSANMOTOR CORPORATION IN USA.— in cooperation

with Playboy Magazine, Umuenat Studios, US Tobacco. Allan Can and The Los

Angeles Marrioa Hotel

Elburn's Florist and Greehouses
_*D0N'T MISS OUR VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL

l Mile South of Bridge Phono 776-2200
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G.R.Point

now appearing at Center Stage through February 4

by PETER TURCHI

David Berry's G.R. Point is another

war play, another Vietnam play,

another story of a soldier's loss of in-

nocence.

Berry's Obie-award winning script

has aroused quite a bit of attention from

some pretty big names: Director

William Devane has been nominated

twice (or Emmy awards for his acting

and won the Los Angeles Critic Award

twice for his directions of Are You Now
Or Have You Ever Been and Changing

Room, and Michael Moriarty (Micah

Bradstreet) is a past Emmy and Tony

Award Winner.

The Center Stage Production of G.R.-

Point is only the second staging of the

play, though Moriarly has announced

plans to take the show to Broadway im-

mediately following the end of this run

on February 4. As a war play, the script

must also be classified as a story about

Vietnam in particular: at this Graves

Registration Point there is no talk of

loyalty and "the cause"—the main con-

cern of every man there is the amount

of time has left to serve at this grisly

spot.

The slory opens when Micah
Bradstreet arrives to find K.P. (Herb

Rice) and Shoulders (Mansoor Najee-

ullah) lighting up during a slow day. To

say Bradstreet is naive is quite an

understatement—not only is he in the

presence of pot for the first time, but he

seems totally unaware of the facts of

war.

Bradstreet is quickly initiated to Viet-

nam life and tutored by Zan (Mark

Jenkins) . On his first night at guard du-

ty the Point is attacked and Bradstreet

kills an amazing number of the enemy,

and to his great surprise, enjoys it to

the extent of being erotically

stimulated by the experience. He
shamefully confesses this to Zan the

next morning and is overcome with the

(eelingo( "being dirty."

The play is described as being "a

young man's passage to manhood in the

midst of war." Several elements add to

Micah's experiences, including the

great racial and ethnic diversity of the

group he has stationed with, Straw's

(Michael Jeter) obsession with keeping

track of the parts of bodies he must ship

to Saigon, the group's abuse of Mama-
San (Lori Tan Chinn), and Deacon
(Howard E. Rollins, Jr.) hobby of tak-

ing pictures of the fatally wounded
enemy soldiers and selling them to his

men as trophies of sorts.

This great diversity in plot is in-

teresting at times, but the overall effect

is one of looseness, a great lack of cohe-

sion in its parts. If Catch-22 may be con-

sidered an admirable model for a

modern war story, Berry's play comes

out of the comparison a shallow,

unrevealing replica of Heller's basic

ideas. Berry has incorporated the

zaniness of soldiers under stress, the

harshness of a war that is being fought

for no real reason, and the change any

normal society member must undergo

to survive combat conditions into his

play, but his conclusions add very little

to what we have already been told

Faculty art exhibit

An exhibit of paintings, drawings and

three dimensional pieces created by

College art faculty members can be

seen Monday, January 29 from 5 to 7 pm
in Gibson Fine Arts Center, in the clos-

ing day of a limited run."

The two-man show, entitled "Art

Department Faculty entitled Update",
Includes about thirty works by Susan

Tessem and Scott Woolever. Tessem is

displaying landscapes, abstract pain-

tings and ceramics. Woolever's work
includes pencil drawings, wood
sculptures, and recent paintings.

Campus Paperback bestsellers

1. My Mother, Myself, by Nancy Friday. (Dell, $2.50.) The
daughter's search for identity.

2. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ
;

$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction.

3. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough. (Avon,

$2.50.) Australian family saga: fiction.

4. Centennial, by James A. Michener. (Fawcett/Crest

$2.95.) Epic story of America's legendary West: fiction.

5. Doonesbury's Greatest Hits, by G. B. Trudeau. (Holt,

Rinehart & Winston, $7.95.) A mid-seventies revue.

6. All Things Wise and Wonderful, by James Herriot

(Bantam, $2.75.) Continuing story of Yorkshire vet.

7. Daniel Martin, by John Fowles. (Signet, $2.95.) English

playwright influenced by Hollywood: fiction.

8. The Amityville Horror, by Jay Anson. (Bantam, $2.50.

True story of terror in a house possessed.

9. The Immigrants, by Howard Fast. (Dell, $2.75.) Italian

immigrant's rise and fall from Nob Hill: fiction.

10. Dynasty, by Robert S. Elegant. (Fawcett/Crest, $2.75.)

Saga of dynamic Eurasian family: fiction.

This list was compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from infor-

mation supplied by college stores throughout the country. December 31,

1978.
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about the same war by better story

tellers.

If there is a reason that Berry's work
deserves the attention it is receiving it

is that this war story, after all, is being

told on stage. Heller's Catch-22 fell

apart on film, so perhaps there is a

reason to continue attempting to put the

basic ideas of the war stories into a dif-

ferent medium.
Enough for the script. If there Is a

reason that G.R. Point runs successful-

ly on Broadway, It will probably be the

acting. Michael Jeter is superb, Lori

Tan Chinn, Herb Rice, Mansoor Najee-

ullah and Howard E. Rollins, Jr. are all

a pleasure to watch. It Is rather difficult

to judge the performance of Mark
Jenkins as Zan as the part seems to be

preachy and often out of context with

the rest of the characters.

The design of the play is particularly

impressive, and Peter Larkln deserves

credit for his highly realistic set. The
lighting of Neil Peter Jampolis and

Jane Reisman also adds a great deal to

the performance.

An earthquake? In Chestertown?

byBONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Students home for the holidays miss-

ed an earthquake that struck near 4

a.m. on December 26 forceful enough to

cause windows to rattle in their frames

and to make china cups clatter In their

closets, according to several local

residents.

Inhabitants of an area ranging from

Chestertown to Rock Hall concur that

their post-Christmas night sleep was
rudely disturbed by a distinct shudder-

ing of the earth, lasting from an

estimated quarter to half minute.

No official agencies had any
knowledge of the tremor. Neither could

they propose any explanation.

The Maryland Geological Survey

does not maintain a selsmographic

survey of this region. The Delaware

Geological Survey was closed for the

holidays when contacted.

Officials at Dover Air Force Base

received no reports of any major earth

movements at the time reported.

One explanation put forward Is that

the tremor was caused by operations at

Aberdeen Proving Ground, across the

Chesapeake Bay In Harford County. Of-

ficials at Aberdeen squelched this

theory, however, when they reported

that no operations were going on at that

time on Christmas night

.

Several bands booked forC-House

Several bands have already been

booked for performance in the Cof-

fee—House this semester, and some
student events are planned, according

to Tad Jacks, Coffee—House Manager.
Following last night's performance

by Bob Cooney and Glen Eliot, Chip

Franklin, who played here last

semester, will be back on February l.

He is from Washington D.C., and Is cur-

rently planning a tour with Kansas.
D'Ceats, a New Wave and rock band

from D.C. consisting of three musicians

and a female vocalist, is tentatively

planned for February 22.

byKATHERJNESTRECKFUS
News Editor

In addition, Willie Nlnlnger and Just

Us will be back In either late February
or early March.

Jacks said that the Coffee—House

will also sponsor pinball and bowling

contests during the semester. He added

that the Coffee&House Management
always welcomes suggestions. In par-

ticular, they would like to know
whether or not students would be will-

ing to pay a slightly higher cover

charge, such as 75 cents or $1, so that

the Coffee— House could afford bigger

bands.

McLain named to Federal Reserve
Courtesy, KENT COUNTYNEWS

The Board of Directors of the Federal bent of the endowed chair the W Alton

Reserve Bank of Richmond has an- Jones Professor of Chemistry and was

nounced the appointment of Dr. Joseph also the recipient of the Ltadback Foun-

Howard McLain, President of °<">on Award for Dislnguished

Washington College, to the Board of Te=cnm8- _.„.„„,
Directors of the Baltimore Branch. Dr. McLain is currently a member ol

Born In Wierton, West Virginia, Dr. toe American Chemistry Society

McLain moved to the Baltimore area at American Defense Preparedness

an early age and received his primary Association, Combustion Institute, and

education In the Baltimore County toe Maryland Historical Soc|et

f-
,.

schools. He received a B.S. degree In to &"•**. McLain received the

chemistry from Washington College Distinguished Citizen Award, Kent

and his PhD. in Physical Chemistry County Chamber of Commerce. Dr

from Johns Hopkins University. In 1965, McLain has more than 40 Publicatons

Dr. McLain was named the first lncum- ™*^e patents to his credit.
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Larry Kwart, new in the

Chemistry Department
by PETER TURCHI

The newest face on campus among
the faculty this semester is Dr. Larry
Kwart, who is filling in the Chemistry
Department for the rest of the year dur-

ing Dr. Creegan's sabbatical.

Rather casual and informal, Kwart
introduces himself as Larry. A
Delaware resident, he graduated from
Rice University in Houston, Texas this

past October. Although this is his first

position, his experiences have taken
him to Indiana, Texas , Italy, France,
the Netherlands and Chestertown,
where he has lived for a little more than
a week.

Kwart will be teaching both introduc-

tory a;:d advanced organic chemistry
and says that these courses fill most of

his week. He has found most of the

students "pretty friendly and easy-
going. I haven't had a chance to ride
around the Eastern Shore yet, but this
town is.nice."

Unless he finds a job while he is here
Kwart says he'll probably return to

Texas, but while he's here he'd like to

"get the experience of teaching and try
not to be too incoherent."

"I'm having a little trouble trying to
find out exactly what level they (the
students) are on. They (the Depart-
ment) have given me some stuff on
what's been done before in the course,
then they told me to do what I want. I'd
like to just walk into class and say 'This
is what I want to talk about today," but
Ireallycan'tdothat."

Martin Kabat, lecturer In the Department of Modern Languages and
Literature and manager of the Washington College Bookstore recently
earned his doctorate In Comparative Literature from the New York Univer-
sity.

For his doctoral dissertation, Kabat submitted a paper on the Study of the
Epic Hero In Western Literature which he completed after "a year and a
half of work," although he stated that he bad actually been "working
toward" his Ph.D. for ten years.

A graduate of Washington College where he majored In Philosophy and an
alumnus of Temple University where he studied during his sophomore and
Junior years, Rabat's teaching career before became back toWashington in-
cludes a four year stint at Albertus—Magness College.
IJrJCabatterined the final attaining of his Ph.D. "a great relief."

***** * **** Shoremen cop Wild Goose Tourney, Again ******** *i

For the second year in a row, Coach
Tom Finnegan's Shore basketball team
captured its own Wild Goose Classic
Championship, routing Dorrinican Col-
lege on Friday, December 8 and then
dispatching Pratt Institute in Satur-
day's title game.

Doug Byrne, Craig Langwost, and
Joe Wilson led the Shoremen to their

two victories and that trio were
rewarded with selection to the all-

tournament team. On the basis of his 52

point, 18 rebound performance for the

tournament, Byrne was selected as

MVP. It marked the second year that a

Shore player was so rewarded, as

byHOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

Wilson was selected in last years in-

augural tomey.
Torrid 56 per cent shooting from the

field coupled with a 35-26 advantage in

rebounds allowed the Shoremen to race
to a 47-37 half-time lead and cruise to a
100-76 victory over Dominican.
Byrne and Wilson scored 24 points a

piece while combining for 14 rebounds,
but received strong support from
guards Langwost and Steve Dickerson.
Dickerson notched 17 points and 7 re-

bounds while Langwost added 14

markers.
In Friday's second game, Pratt In-

stitute edged Bowie <MD) State in the

tournament's most exciting game,

65-63, to reach the finals. Wellrounded
Pratt scoring led by Tom Clyne's 18
points helped offset a 30 point, 9 re-
bound performance by Bowie's all-

tournament pick Ron Jackson.
A distraught Bowie Coach comm-

ented afterward that the tournament's
two best teams had just met, but Fin-
negan's team more than proved him
wrong the following afternoon.

With Langwost running the Shore at-
tack, WC extended a two point half-time
advantage over Pratt to ten midway
through the second half and won going
away. The slick point guard tallied 19

points and dished out 4 assists, 3 to

Byrne, who was virtually unstoppable.
The senior forward made 12 of 22 shots
on his way to a 28 point total. Byrne hit
from the outside to keep the defense
honest and then used his quick first step
to drive for soft inside shots.
Joe Moye, starting at center, also

came through with a strong efforts,
tallying 14 points. Wilson did not see the
ball on offense as often as normal, scor-
ing only 9 points, but turned his efforts
to the boards instead and came up with
a game high II caroms. All-tourney
selection Tom Clyne kept Pratt close
with 14 points and 7 assists, but lack of
help from the front court doomed the
Engineers.
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Basketball team wins two of three
by HOWARD BAUER

Sports Editor

While some WC students were sunn-

ing in Florida, or at least relaxing at

home, the Shore basketball team

returned early from Christmas break to

work out and then tackle Western

Maryland, Johns Hopkins and Mary

Washington.

Apparently Coach Tom Finnegan's

five needed one game to get the

cobwebs out of their shooting hands, as

they dropped their first game after

nearly a month's layoff to Western

Maryland by an 88-65 margin on

January 12 in Westminster- WC trailed

by only 5 at the half but succumbed to a

51 point second half onslaught by the

Green Terrors.

Doug Byme scored 23 points 6 in a los-

ing cause, while Joe Wilson bugged H
points and a like number of rebounds.

Steve Dickerson was the only other

Shoreman to reach double figures,

finishing with 10 markers. Joe Moye, in

foul trouble, managed only 2 points and

l rebound, by far his lowest totals of the

season.

On January 16, the Shoremen

traveled to Homewood to take on

Hopkins and returned home winners by

an 87-71 verdict. A superb team effort

by WC spelled defeat for the Blue Jays,

as all 5 Shore starters scored in double

figures.

Byrne and Wilson led the way with 20

points apiece as WC raced to an 18 point

half-time lead and cruised to the vic-

tory. Moye checked in with 16. Dicker-

son 11, to go along with a game high of 6

assists, and Craig Langwost finished

with 10. Dickerson added 8 rebounds in

a great all around performance.

Taking on an outmanned Mary
Washington squad at home on January

20, WC seemed to play down to their op-

ponents level early in the game but

caught fire to run the visitors off by

96-66.

Six Shoremen went into double

figures with Wilson and Langwost and

Byrne leading the way once again with

20 and 16 points respectively. Third

guard Rich Shatzman played his

longest stint to date since returning to

school at midterm and responded with

12 points and 4 assists.

Several other roster changes oc-

curred over break, leaving Finnegan

with only 9 players, although 5 are

veterans. Chip Almoney and Kane

Bender have left the team while Kevin

Apple did not return to school due to

academic problems. Foul trouble in

any game from here on could cause pro-

blems for the Shoremen, but this is a

problem Finnegan has faced in the

past, and it appears he will be content

to go with only 7 players for the most

part.

Byrne, W ilson spark rally

Shore streak overcomes Ursinus
byHOWARD BAUER

Sports Editor

A furious Shore rally in the game's

last 13 minutes erased a 5 point Ursinus

lead and propelled WC to a 90-74 MAC
basketball triumph Tuesday night in

Cain Gymnasium.
Senior Doug Byrne and Joe Wilson

sealed the fate of the visiting Bears

with 16 and 17 points respectively, down

the stretch. Byrne finished with 26,

while Wilson notched 27.

Coach Tom Finnegan's five had led

the way by as many as 9 points in the

first half, largely on the strength of 11

points and some tough board work by

freshman Joe Moye, and took a 5 point

advantage to the locker room. Two
quick outside shots by Ursinus' Tom
McCormick open the second half trim-

med the lead to one, and Shore fans set-

tled in for what promised to be a tight

game.
A tough trapping defense employed

by Ursinus seemed to fluster WC, forc-

ing three straight turnovers which the

Those 'lovable' Lambda present

second annual

Bears turned into a 51-48 edge with

13:09 to play. WC's composure reached

a low ebb when normally cool Steve

Dickerson shoved Ursinus' Jim Brophy

in retaliation for some overly zealous

defense. Brophy's free throws gave the

Bears their largest lead of the game.

Dickerson and the rest of the

Shoremen seemed to pull themselves

together after the incident, and Dicker-

son himself began the comeback by

beating the press and knocking home

an 18-foot jump shot.

With 7:05 left to play Moye's block of

an Ursinus shot led to a spectacular

breakaway lay-up by Byrne, regaining

the lead for the Shoremen at 61-59. Ur-

sinus could only manage to tie the con-

test after that.

Four straight buckets by Wilson, two

on perfect feeds from Dickerson, and

two hoops from Byrne gave the

Shoremen a" 78-69 advantage with 1:27

to play, and the outcome was no longer

in doubt.

The comeback victory gives the

Shoremen a 2-1 record in the MAC and a

6-5 mark overall. More importantly, the

poise shown by WC, coupled with the

return of Rich Shatzman, giving Fin-

negan three competent guards, seems

to make WC a possible force to be

reckoned with in the MAC race. Fin-

negan will get a better idea after the

Swarthmore game.

KEY WESTPARTY Bof ch ' takes mens volleyba^ t,iie

by DAN HUDSON

9:30 in theChapter Room. West Hall

Tonight

Friday, January 26

Beach Wear or Normal Attire

*r

&

$1.50, aloha

In three "marathon" games the Bot

Chi defeated the Theta Chi two games

to one to take the Men's Intramural

Volleyball Championship tor 1978. The

Theta's took the first game rather easi-

ly 15-11, but the Boffers battled back,

winning the next two by identical scores

0115-13.

The Bof Chi displayed good offensive

power despite their decided height

disadvantage. Working off the perfect

sets of Pup LeFevre, Matt Wagner, and

Dan Hudson, the spiking duo of Tom
Viscount and Shawn Orr kept the

Theta's on the defensive with driving,

well-placed spikes. Viscount was the

winning force in the third game, nailing

bullets all over the court.

The Theta's using six players and a

continuous substitution system were

unable to exploit their superior height

advantage. Andy Hundermark, Doug

Byrne and Steve Wilkerson were In-

timidating on the front line, but only

"Wilke" managed to spike with any

consistency. The Bof

Chi and the Theta Chi have now met In

the championship game of both football

and volleyball.
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Vandals break into

Student Affairs
by MARIAN COOPER

The windows on the fiont door to Bill

Smith and on the door to Student Affairs

were broken late last Saturday night.

The identity of the person or persons
who did it is unknown, said Dean
Kelley.

Apparently they were broken by a

beer keg thrown through the windows.
The beer keg, which was found sitting

against a desk in Student Affairs, came
from behind West Hall where it was left

after the party there on Friday night.

"It must have happened late Satur-
day night," said Kelley, "because Kirk
Folk was there until 1:00 a.m. practic-
ing with his band." Luckily the glass
was quickly repaired on Monday by
Chesapeake Glass Company.

"It was obviously a stupid thing to

have done," said Kelley. "It cost the
College a lot of money. There ,is no
place for mindless nonsense on a col-

lege campus, '

' she concluded.

Attrition up slightly
December graduations, academic dismissals,

and transfers cited as causes

by KATHERINE STRECKPUS
News Editor

Attrition is slightly up this semester
compared to this date last year.

Considering the 77 students who did
not return and the 38 new transfers this

semester, there was a 4.7 Der cent loss,

compared to a 3.8 per cent net loss last

year, with 67 students not returning and
43 transfsers. Thus, there is a .9 per
cent increase in attrition over last year.

students are usually warned by letters
of academic probation. This year, 16
students were academically dropped, 7
of whom were freshmen, compared to
12 dropped last year, including 4
freshmen.

According to Registrar Ermon
Foster, one of the reasons for the in-

crease is that more seniors graduated
this December than last year, that is 15

compared to last year's 12.

A second reason for increased attri-

tion is that more students were
declared academically deficient by the
committee on Academic Standing.
Foster said that these students "are
dropped by the Committee because
their grades just aren't good enough to
Justify them staying here." These

Another reason often cited for attri-

tion are those students who transfer to

other schools. 12 students stated

transfer as their reason for leaving this

year, compared to 9 last year. Other
reasons for attrition are loss of finan-

cial aid, health or family problems, or a
decision to go to work.

Foster said, "Looking at the percen-
tages, there is not a significant in-

crease. We graduated more students

this year than last year, so its not
necessarily a bad picture. There is not a
significant increase in academic
drops."

Snowball fight turns

into confrontation
Tempers flare between students and "townies"

by GEOFF GARENTHER
Assistant Editor

What started as a "friendly snowball
fight" turned into a full-fledged brawl
between college students and Chester-

town residents early last Sunday after-

noon before local police arrived, ending
the confrontation.

Kent Resident Assistant Dickie Gray
said the confrontation began with col-

lege students throwing snowballs at

cars travelling on Route 213. "A bunch
'of townies stopped and said 'we'll be
back to get you guys.'"

A "friendly snowball fight" followed

according to Gray. "The townies were
throwing snowballs from trucks, and
during the course of the battle a mirror
or side window was broken.

"They got mad and one guy attacked
a student. Then they (townies) pulled a
bunch of cars over just like that," ad-
ded Gray. "Five or six" separate skir-
mishes then broke out in the area bet-
ween Spanish House and 213.

"Most of the college guys were on the
defensive," said Gray, "trying to break
up fights."

Gray called the police to restrain one
of the town residents and "that's when
it really got complicated" as both
groups threatened to file charges
against each other. But only one stu-

dent, Lee Holliday, has officially filed

assault charges.

Washington Birthday

celebrations planned

Secretary of the State Department of Natural Resources James Coulter will

deliver this year's Convocation address

The schedule for this year's
Washington's Birthday celebration, to

be held February 24, includes a 10:00
a.m. meeting of the Board of Visitors
and Governors, an informal luncheon in
the College dining room at 12 noon, and
the main event of the day, Washington's
Birthday Convocation at 2:00 pm in the
Fine Arts Center, as well as the tradi-

tional Birthday Ball that evening.

The Convocation address will be
delivered by James B. Coulter,

Secretary of the Maryland Department
of Natural Resources and a member of

the Chesapeake Bay Research Con-

sortium Board of Directors and the

United States Geological Survey

Citizens Advisory Committee on Public

Water Data Use.

After his address, Coulter will

receive an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters. Former Acting Governor Blair

Lee III has also been nominated to

receive an honorary degree and has

been invited to the Convocation.

Highlighting the evening, as usual,

will be the annual Washington's Bir-

thday Ball, beginning at 9 p.m. in Cain

Athletic Center. The black tie affair will

again feature the music of the Lester

Lanin Orchestra.
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A keg hurled through the main doors of William Smith Hall and

the Student Affairs Office; the lawn below William Smith torn up

by a car illegally driven across campus; ferns valued at near

$50 00 stolen from the cafeteria following Saturday night's

dance' Sunday afternoon's snowball fight that erupted into a

confrontation between students and townies — it's been a busy

week-end at Washington College, one that we hope does not

signify a trend toward vandalism and violence on campus.

The word from Dean of Students Ed Maxcy is that there was a

slight decrease in the damage this fall as compared to last spring

semester The destruction that occurred over last week-end and

the recently publicized theft of a student's senior art project in-

dicates, however, that a few people here respect neither private

nor school property

We are all going to pay for this in the long-run. We can do

something about it now. Student vigilance can help prevent fur-

ther theft and property damage. Student courage might help

punish those responsible for the theft and damage that has

already occurred.

If vou can identify a vandal or a thief, turn him in.

Newell to give talk on violence
Courtesy, KENTCOUNTY NEWS

Dr. J.David Newell will talk on

"Violence and the New Censorship" at

the Kent County Public Library
Thursday, February 1 at 8 p.m.

It will be the second in a four lecture

winter series sponsored by the Friends

of the Kent County Public Library.

Newell is an Associate Professor of

Philosophy at Washington College. He
holds an A.B. degree in Philosophy

from Gordon College (Mass.), a Master
of Divinity degree from Gor-
don—Conwell Theological Seminary

and a Ph.D. from the University of

Maryland.

Presently a member of the

Philosophy Department at Washington

College, Newell serves as Director of

the Graduate Program at the Eastern

Shore college.

The lecture will be held in the

imeeting room of the library. A question

and answer period will follow the

presentation. Refreshments will be

served.

Six named to housing committee

The Student Affairs Office has
selected six students to serve on a com-
nittee that will study next year's hous-

ng problem during renovation of the

*il! Dorms.

The six members of the Housing
Committee are Bob Akeson, Foster
Deibert, Lisa Hartsook, Doug Lippoldt,

Lori Livshin. and Verna Wilkins.
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Letters to the editor

Irresponsible Actions
To the Student Body:

This past weekend was the culmina-

tion of irresponsible actions by the stu-

dent body of this college. The throwing

of objects at passing cars, and the

destruction rendered to William Smith

was either provoked, or directly caused

by, the students themselves. I believe it

is time that we the students realize such

behavior in the outside world would
result in criminal and legal prosecu-

tion. College is supposed to prepare one

for the upcoming adjustment into socie-

ty. It's about time some of our students

begin to make that adjustment.

Name withheld by request

SGA Events

Now that we are well into the seconc

smsemester. I'd like to take this op
portunity to make a few comments con

cerning S.G.A. events. We are current

ly finalizing our social calendar for th(

remainder of the semester and trying

our best to find a major band to give a

concert during late March or early

April. It is a very difficult task to set up

a calendar which will plplease most ol

the people, most of the time. Never-

theless, I feel we've produced one

which is as diverse as possible and
which contains as much quality enter-

tainment as our financial resources will

allow.

I would like to point out that we can
only afford to present worthwhile enter-

tainment as long as the majority of the

student body attends the events. As a
result of our small student population,

we constantly take the risk of loosing a

substantial amount of money on many

of the events we sponsor.

I think it is a misconception that

many students feel the S.G.A. should be
able to prespresent entertainment
which is either free or costs only a
minimal charge. To those of you who
hold this view, it is evident that you do
not understand the costs involvedin put-

ting on a concert or dance. It is a
necessity that the receipts we bring in

at the door help to offset our overall

losses.

In particular, I would like to call to

your attention those individuals who
continually try to "sneakin" to events

in one way or another. They show a

total of respect for their fellow students

who do pay and for our organization as

a whole. As a student and as president

of the S.G.A. .1 find their attitude im-
mature and are which we can very well

do without. To those of you S.G.A. and
solicit your continued support in the

future.

yours
Foster Deibert

SGA President

Corrections

There is a mathematical error in last

week's editorial. The number of

students on academic probation has in-

creased about 71 percent, not 170 per-

cent as reported. The slant of the

editorial remains the same, however.
We still believe that a 70 percent in-

crease represents a significant problem
which bears investigation —editor.

Report from the President
by FOSTER DEIBERT

SGA Pi

I'm currently serving as an indepen-

jant college representative to the stu-

dent advisory committee of the State

Board for Higher Education. There are

seven members on the committee
representing community colleges, state

niversities and private colleges from

around the state. We have met since

September on a monthly basis in An-

lapolis and discussed various student

concerns.

Our recommendations are then

aresented to the State Board of Higher
Education for their consideration.

Naturally many of the topics which are

discussed by the committee have
;reater bearing on the state supported

chools than they do on independant

colleges. Nevertheless, some concerns

lo affect private colleges and one of

hose is student concern over the

icholarship system. We have studied in

iepth how Maryland scholarship pro-

esident

grams are structured as and ad-

ministered. Some of our findings in-

dicate that the state of Maryland puts a

disproportionately small amount of

funds into their active scholarship pro-

gram, in comparison to neighboring

states. We did feel however that the

Maryland Scholarship Board did an ex-

ceptional job of dispersing the funds

available to them. Because of this and
for other reasons we have recom
mended that the General Assembly
reform the Senatorial Scholarship pro-

gram and put it under the control of the

Scholarship Board. As it is now, state

senators have the right to grant

scholarships as they see fit. Each
senator receives so much money and he
can distrubute it to students in his

district, at his discretion.

We are currently drawing up legisla-

tion to introduce to the General

Continued on page 3
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Assembly which would put the money
from the Senatorial Scholarship Pro-
gram in the hands of the Scholarship
Board. Provisions would allow senators
to review the list of students who have
applied for financial aid from their

district and to make recommendations
to the Board concerning dispersement
of the funds. This would in effect take
the politics out of the selection process,
yet allow senators the right to make ex-
tenuating curcumstances known to the

scholarship board. The Board itself

would have final say concerning the
distribution and amount of the grants.

On Monday, January 22 a meeting of

student government leaders was held in

the State House in Annapolis to discuss
the introduction of this legislation. The
President of the Senate, James Clark
from Howard County, spoke before the

group and the session was used as a

way of orienting students to the work of

the student advisory committee.
Strategy was discussed concerning the

introduction of the legislation and Dr.
Kenneth Shook, Director of the
Maryland State Scholarship Board,
made recommendations as to the wor-
ding and purposes of the bill. Within the

next couple of weeks, the final draft of

the bill should be ready and introduced
in the General Assembly.
With the help of Ken Pringle. who is

President of the Student Government at

Mt St. Mary's college, I am attempting
to put together an organization of in-

dependant college students in

Maryland. Both Ken and I see the need
for such an organization as a result of

our work on the Advisory Committee.
There are many problems facing

private colleges in Maryland and they
are not always adequately addressed
by the State Board for Higher Educa-
tion or the General Assembly itself.

There is the need for an organization
that will make itself known to the

bureaucrats who determine the course
of higher education in Maryland and to

support legislation to aid private col-

leges and universities. Anyone who
wishes to help in forming this organiza-

tion should contact me $1,778-5504,

Washington College President

Joseph McLain returned to Washington
College last week after spending two

weeks in Hyderabad. India where he

headed a session in solid state

chemistry with approximately 30 scien-

tific employees of IDL Limited, an in-

ternational chemical company. The
following article appeared in a local

Hyderabad paper on January 16 follow-

ing one of McLain's lectures:

"India must become self-reliant in

technology to have a more solid founda-

tion, instead of depending on Western

technology" said Prof. Joseph H.

McLain, an eminent U.S. scientist and
President of Washington Coilege,

Chestertown, Maryland.
The brain drain needs to be curbed in

this country, the 63year-old scientist

emphatically remarked and said that

poor salaries are not the sole criterion

for the young scientists not working

here. Bureaucratic strangulation and
some old scientists not allowing the

young scientists to be truly creative is

one of the reasons for the brain drain,

he asserted. Prof. McLain remarked
that working in a proper environment,

which offered him the necessary

facilities and free bureaucratic in-

terference, was a great incentive to a

good scientist. " Working in a well-

managed prestigious institution and be-

ing accorded due recognition is very

vital for a scientist especially for the

younger scientists," he asserted.

This reporter had the opportunity of

interviewing this this scientist, who is

pioneering the development and accep-

tance of 'pyrotechnics' as a science. He
has done considerable amount of work

while continuing to teach, to upgrade

pyrotechnics as a discipline by apply-

ing the principles of solid state

chemistry.
Pyrotechnics are contrivances that

by the agency of fire produce audible,

visible, mechanical- and thermal ef-

Roving Reporter
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WhyAre You Here?
Question: (asked of transfer students

new here this semester) Why did you
come to Washington College?

by VIRGINIA KURAPKA
Photography by Tee Adams

Mart Jones
I had gone to a junior college and my

two years were up and this school took

my credits. I had also heard this was a

good school from other alumni.

Diane Wlckre
. 1 switched majors and I came here

for International Studies. I wanted to

come back north even though I hadn't

been thinking of a school this small.

Danielle Kennedy
I was planning on coming here

because I wanted a small liberal arts

school and I just came early because
my parents were transferred overseas.

Joanne Fincham
Basically because of the writing pro-

gram, and I liked the size of the school

and I had decided to give school a try.

HlkeRo
I changed my major and my brother

had gone here and recommended it to

me.

SalUe Everitt

I was in an all-women's college and I

was sick of the atmosphere. I had ap-

plied here in my senior year of high
school so I camehere.

Washington College President Dr. Joseph McLain teaches a class of Indian scientists and engineers

McLain back from India
fects. useful for industrial or military

purposes and entertainment. It was
more of an art till recent times because

it lacked the fundamental or theoretical

backing.. Thanks to the incessant and
fruitful efforts of the old but en-

thusiastic professor, this has been cor-

rected.

Prof. McLain said Pyrotechnics is a

discipline which has a wide ranging ap-

plication from detonators to matches to

fireworks and even the Apollo flights to

the moon, which had 200 pyrotechnics

in it. He added that one of his patents in

this field had found application in the

makingofcomputer memory discs'.

Prof. McLain, on his first visit to In-

dia, has come as a consultant to Indian

Detonators and Chemicals Ltd., (IDL)

located in the city. He completed his

doctoral degree from Johns Hopkins
University U.S.A., after serving in the

army during World War II for a few
years, and becoming a major. He was a

part-time teacher and did some
business in fireworks, and other

pyrotechnics and also carried out some
research for the army. "Ihad became a

full-time teacher though I had tempting

lucrative offers, " he said. "I feel very

happy and satisfied when my old

students came and thank me for ny my
teaching, which they find applicable,

"

he nostagically remarked. "My coun-

trymen think that money can do
everything but I strongly disagree with

that shallow viewpoint, " he remarked
while making some notes for his next

lecture in IDL and Chemicals.

Prof. McLain regretted that scien-

tists in the United States did not know
enough about pyrotechnics and are not

interested in it. -'They turn their atten-

tion to anything new only if industries

are keen, " he sadly remarked and ad-

ded that some of them considered work-

ing on it. below their dignity. "Some
profitable breakthroughs are required

for promoting pyrotechnics, " he

thoughtfully remarked. When pressed

to answer about any breakthrough he

had achieved he modestly remarked

that his paper on -delaying technique

In pyrotechnics," presented in 1971

might be one.

Prof. McLain is immensely pleased

that IDL and Chemicals is working en-

thusiastically in perfecting
pyrotechnics. ' 7 am glad it has become

increasingly self-reliant and a major

competitor to the giant corporations for

which I worked, "he remarked.

The greatly honoured scientist is here

after accepting the invitation of Dr. C.

P. Ramaswamy, manager of IDL and
Chemicals' Research and Development
wing.
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Last semester, the ELM published an article concerning the conservative

shift in freshmen students' opinions, based on research conin Dr. J. David

Newell's Introduction to Philosophy classes. Research establishing simitar

findings has been going on around the nation. The Chronicle of Higher

EducaUon of January 22, 1979 published a "fact-file" on the

CHARACTERISTICS AND ATTITUDES OF 197879 COLLEGE
FRESHMEN, based on responses from 187,603 students who enrolled for the

first time last fall at 383 representative colleges and universities. A chart

reporting the attitudes of students in reprinted below. Like the research done

at Washington College, it reports a conservative trend In students' thoughts.

THe source of the information printed below is "The American Freshman

National Norms for Fall, 1978" by Alexander W. Astul, published by the

American Council on Education and the University of California at Los

Angeles. The part of the Chronicle coverage dealing with attitudes also took

into account such factors as whether the freshmen responding attended two-

year or four year colleges, public or private, or predominantly black Institu-

tions. There was some variance depending on these factors. The data

reported below in the average found from "all institutions."

Altitudes
H*n Women Total

Student's political vf«w»:

c-rl-f, 2.0% 1.5% 1.8%

[JeJ ....»» 83.0% 23 6%

LdleK.1-lhe-.oad *> 7^ 61 ^ 57 8*

Student agrees strongly or somewhet that:

Government Isnl controlling pollution «•'* **-2* « ?*
Govwnmeni Isnl protecting consumer . 70.3% /b./% M.i£

Federal government discourages energy use 79.3-* u«.«-* ei .y*

Courts are loo concerned with rights ol criminals 70.3% 60,6% 65.4%

More money « needed to solve urban problems 49.1% 47 9% 48.5%

People should not obey laws that vwlale thei r beliefs 34.1% 30.3% 3Z.2%

Death penally should be abolished 26,8% 38 .2% 32.6%

Government should provide a national healthcare plan 58.6% bZ.b% ou i~*

Energy shortage 6 causing an economic depression 80.1% 82.1% 81.1%

Abortio: should be legalized MW **•* |6.7*

Grading In high school is loo easy 63.3% 64.0% 63 7%

Women's activities should be confined to Ihe home 35.5% 19.6% 27.3%

Couples should live logether before marriage 52,3% 39,6%
if'S?

Large families should be. discouraged 53 .1% 42.7% 47.8%

Orvo'ce laws should be liberalized 51.5% 45.8% 48 6%

It is all right lor people who like each other to have sex 65,5% 32.5% 48.6%

Women shoulC have job equality 8B,7% 96.6% 92 7%

The wealthy should pay a larger share ol taxes 75 2% 716% 73.4 .fc

Mar.|uana should be legalized 52.1% 47.1% 49.5%

II is all nghi to bus to achieve balance 39.2% 43.7% 413%
Homosexual relations should be prohibiled 54.4% 3B.5% 46.3%

College has ihe right lo regulate oil-campus behavior 15.8% 13.3% 14.5%

Students should help evaluate faculty - 71.6% 73 0% 72.3%

College grades should be abolished -
17 8% 14.1% 15.9%

De-emphasize organ.zed sports 27.7% 25.5% 26 6%

Regulate sludenl publications 3
f
1% 36_7% 35 9 ..

College has the nghi to ban speaRers 26,9% 23.4/= 25.1 =

Preferential treatment for the disadvanlagcd 36,2% 34.8% 35 5%
Adopi open admissions. at public colleges 33.6% 30.9% 32.2%

Same degree standards should be used tor all - - 79.3% 76.3% 77.8%

Objectives student considers essential or very important:

Achieving in a performing art 1 1 .0% 14.5% 12 8%
Becoming an authorrty m his field 75 3% 70.0% 72 6%
Oblammg recogmlton Irom colleagues 53.4% 47.3% 50.3%

Inlluencing the political slruclure '. 17.9% 1 1.4% 14.6%

_ Inlluencing social values 28.6% 33 6% 31 .1%
Raising a family 61.8% 61.9% 61 8%

Having administrative responsibility 38.6% 32.7% 35,6%
8cmg very well-oil financially . .

67.1% 52 7% 59.7%

Helping others who are in dillicully 56 9% 73.7% 65.5%

Making a theoretical conlnbuiion lo science 178% 11.5% 14.5%

Writing original works 107% 14.6% 12.7%

Creating an artistic work 10.9% 17.1% .14 1%

Bemg successful m his own business .. --- 55 7% 40 6% 47.9%
Helping to clean up environment .... .28 9% 26.2% 27.5%

Developing a philosophy ol Me - 53.8% 59.1% 56.5%

Patucipatmg in community acl'on 23 9% 29.5% 26.7%
Promoting racial understanding 29 7% 37.7% 33 8%
Keepmg up with political allairs ...41.4% 32.1% 36 6%

/" aul 5 S^hoe ~J5tore
f
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CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620

PHONE 778-2860

featuring personal service and expert

'itting. We carry a complete line of

men's and women's footwear, featur-

ing Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dexter, Mia,

Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse
and many more.

Knowles upgrades service,

discusses innovations,

fines for offenders
by CHRISTINE LEVITZ

Dining Hall Director Dave Knowles

announced several plans to upgrade the

food service this semester as well as a

new regulation for fining students who
disregard the self-bussing system.

Some dining hall innovations have

already been put into effect. Last

Wednesday's "Turn-About-Day,"
which featured a dinner menu for

breakfast and a breakfast menu at din-

ner, and which was met with mixed

reaction, was an idea adopted from

other schools. The cafeteria manage-

ment has also been working with a

vegetarian group to provide nutritious

meat-free meals and is investigating

the possibility of serving a luncheon-

platter at least once each week.

A "No-Smoking" area has already

been designated tn one part of the din-

ing room as a follow-up to a suggestion

made last semester. Knowles en-

courages use of the suggestion box

located on the serving line, for con-

structive criticism and reported that

the Food Committee will meet about

every six weeks to consider relevant

suggestions.

Knowles also noted some important

dates in the near future as far as the

food service is concerned. A "Contact

Steak Dinner" to which about thirty

students, some picked at random, were

invited, was held on Wednesday in the

private dining room. A short meeting

followed the dinner at which time cur-

rent problems and happenings in the

food service department were
discussed and several samples from a

major purveyor were presented for the
guests' comments. Two more such din-

ners will be held.

Next Tuesday, a special seafood din-

ner, featuring oysters, breaded by the

cafeteria, will be held. A Students'

Steamship Buffet is scheduled for

February 14 and a special luncheon is

being planned as part of the

Washington Birthday Celebration or

February 24.

Floes tobeenforced

In addition to announcing innovations

in the dining hall, Knowles said that

"due to the disregard of several people

for the self-bussing system, last

semester, fines will be levied by this of-

fice on all people that are not bussing

their dishes, at the rate of $15.00 for the

first offense; $25.00 for the second of-

fense; and students who commit a third

offense will be placed off-board for the

remainder of the semester."

Knowles also cautioned students

against wasting food. The cafeteria

budget allows for an expenditure of 95

cents for each student's meal. "The in-

crease in food prices makes it difficult

to stay within the budget," Knowles

said. As an example, he mentioned the

fact that each hamburger patty costs

the food service 45 cents. "By the time a

student takes two hamburgers, rolls,

and milk," said Knowles, "the cost has

gone well beyond 95 cents." The dining

hall director asks that students follow

the "clean-plate policy — eat one meal

serving before you return for more."

Decline in vandalism
reported last semester

by DAVID T. MENDELSON

There was a significant decline in the

amount of vandalism and destruction in

the dormitories last semester, ac-

cording to Edward Maxcy, Associate

Dean of Students.

45 doors were repainted at a cost of

$450.00, to be billed to individual

students. Some graffiti was removed in

the New Dorms, and a broken window
replaced in Kent House.
"We try to provide a comfortable set-

ting for the students and I'm sure
students would rather live where the

building isn't falling apart," Maxcy
said. "I am pleased with the conditions

and everything seems to be satisfac-

tory."

FormerAdmissions head

to work at Tower Hill School
Special to theElm

Wilmington, Delaware—
David D. Blanchard, Headmaster of

Tower Hill School, Wilmington,

Delaware, has announced the appoint-

ment of James R. McClintock, Jr. as

Associate College Counselor for the re-

mainder of the current academic year.

McClintock had been assisting in the

School's college guidance program on a

voluntary, part—time basis since

November, following his sudden

resignation as Director of Addmissions

at Washington College in Chestertown,

Maryland. His new duties in addition to

college guidance, will include teaching

public speaking within the curriculum

of the Tower Hill English Department

and coaching boys' varsity tennis.

McClintock joined the administrative
staff of Washington College in June,
1977 after having served for nine years
as Director of Student Activities and
Assistant Dean of Admission at Colgate
University, Hamilton, New York, He
was formerly Assistant Dean of

Students at Franklin and Marshall Col-

lege, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Coor-
dinator of Student Activities at State
University of New York, Farmingdale,
and Instructor in Public Speaking at

Hamilton College, Clinton, New York.
He received his A.B. degree from
Hamilton in 1957 and M.A. from Cornell
University in 1961.

McClintock and his family will con-

tinue to reside in Chestertown.

Elburn's Florist and Greehouses
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News from the State House

Democracy denied
by KEVIN SCHNECKENBURGER

There is now a Constitutional Amend-
ment before the Maryland General
Assembly. If ratified by the required 37

states it would drastically alter the
basic tenets of our political system. In
addition, it would set a precedent that
could lead to the inclusion of an addi-
tional six to eight Senators, while the
number of states remains at 50. Titled

D.C. Voting Rights Admendment it

would give the District of Columbia two
voting Senators and as many voting*
congressmen as its population allows.
Presently the U.S. Constitution

reads' 1: ;17) "The Senate of the United
States shall consist of two Senators
from each state." D.C. will be accorded
the privllige of 2 Senators while it is not

a state. The Constitutional precedent
that this will set may be quickly
followed up upon by Puerto Rico, Guam
or the Virgin Islands. Puerto Rico will

be the first. It would be a perfect com-
promise between the commonwealth
faction and the statehood faction and
would probably be quickly dorsed by
the present administration so as to

avoid the embarassment we are
presently suffering in the U.N.

Proponents of the admendment call

for an end to the last vestige of colonial
iam, that taxation without representa-
tion is tyranny. In 1978 Washingtonians
paid $1.5 billon in personal income tax.

At present there are 750,000 permanent
residents living withing the 10 sq. miles
that is our National Capital. This is

more than seven states, and D.C. has no
voting representatives in Congress.
Furthermore, the District must submit
its budget to Congress for approval, a
unique situation.

Opponents cry that the District wants
all of the privileges of statehood but
none of the reponsibilities. Why not
make D.C. a State? To do so would re-

quire the dissolution of the National
Capital since Federal Buildings are all

over the District. Additionally 60 per-
cent of the taxable land is exempt form
taxation, removing a majority of possi-
ble revenue for the State. This would
lso place the National Government

under the sovereignty of a State which
is exactly the reason the meat of the
Federal Government was put in a
Federal District. In 1783 a part of the

Contential Army threatened the Con-
tinental Congress if they weren't paid.

When the Congress called upon Penn-
sylvania to protect then, Pennsylvania
refused.

Of the 750,000 residents of D.C,
250,000 have the ability to vote for

Senators and Congressmen from their

State of legal residence. Of the remain-
ing 500,000 many are underage or
unregistered voters. Local opponents
complain that if D.C. receives
representation that they will force Con-
gress- to pass a Committee Tax which
would tax the income of people who
work in D. C. but live elsewhere. Others
bemoan the addition of two more
liberal, black Democrats to the Senate.

Still others grumble that the ninth Con-
gressman Maryland is expected to pick
up in the 1980 adjustments will be lost to

D.C. What these people miss is that the
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issue at point is whether or not the
District should receive its just
representation, not these petty local

issues which may or may not occur.
One alternative is to give the District a
voting representative in the House but
share the two Senators form Maryland.
The ridiculousness of this argument is

apparent. If the District should not
have Senators because it does not meet
the Constitutional requirement of

Statehood, then it should not share
another state's Senators. A more viable
compromise is that D.C. be given only a
voting member of the House of

Representatives.

Unfortunately for D.C. the admend-
ment's sponsor in Maryland is Delegate
Blumenthal, one who receives little

respect from his colleagues. Further-
more the Amendment's supporters do
not have the facts necessary to answer
even easy questions and are arguing its

radification for the wrong reasons.

There is little chance of success in

Maryland this session.
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Freshmen prepare for

Birthday Ball
byMARY LAFEBRIERE

Gym floor to be prepared

for Ball
by ALCOTTLITTLE

In recent years, possible damage to

the floor in the Cain Athletic Center due
to the Birthday Ball has become an
issue. This year, the gym floor will be
protected just as it was at the 1978 Bir-

thday Ball — with a coating of special

dance wax, according to Athletic

Department Director Ed Athey.

In the next couple of years, Athey ad-

ded, the Athletic Department is con-

sidering redoing the whole gym floor.

He stressed, however, that the floor

needs to be redone simply due to nor-

mal wear and tear and not due to any
specific abuse.

The only abuse the gym floor has ex-
perienced was over the summer when
gymnasts participating in a summer
program held here put their equioment

directly on the floor without mats. The
scratches created were "re-sealed"
and there were no further problems.
Athey said that "the Birthday dance

worked out pretty well last year." He
added that there may be some difficulty

getting the gym decorated in time for
the dance which could follow a basket-
ball game by only a few hours on
February 24 if the basketball team
makes play-offs.

In the past, a plastic mat had been
used to protect the floor during dances
and graduation, but the mat became
torn so soon after the event, that the
benefits it provided over wax did not
make economic sense. The cost of the
wax coating will be negligible, ac-
cording to Athey.

aavertisenienT]

Summer jobs available in Europe

Joo opportunities in Europe this sum-
mer... Work this summer in the forests

of Germany, on construction in Austria,

on farms in Germany, Sweden and Den-
mark, in industries in France and Ger-

many, in hotels in Switzerland.

Well there are these jobs available as

well as jobs in Ireland, England,
France, Italy, and Holland are open by
the consent of the governments of these

countries to American university

students coming to Europe the next

summer.
For twenty years students made

their way across the Atlantic through

A.E.S. Service to take part in the actual

life of the people of these countries. The
success of this project has caused a
great deal of enthusiastic interest and
support both in America and Europe.

Every year, the program has been ex-

panded to include many more students

and jobs. Already, many students have
made application for next summer
jobs. American-European Student Ser-

vice (on a non-profitable basis) is offer-

ing these jobs to students for Germany,
Scandinavia, England, Austria,
Switzerland, France' Italy, and Spain.

The jobs consist of forestry work, child

care work (females only), farm work,

lotel work (limited number available),

r-nnstrnntinn work, and some nthpr

more qualified jobs requiring mon
specialized training.

The purpose of this program is to af
ford the student an opportunity to ge
into real living contact with the peoph
and customs ofEurope. In this way, i

concrete effort can be made to learr

something of the culture of Europe,
return for his or her work, the student
will receive his or her room and board
plus a wage. However, the student-
sshould keep in mind that they will be
working on the European economy anc
wages will naturally be scaled ac
cordingly. The working conditions
(hours, safety, regulations, legal pro-
tection, work permits) will be strictly

controlled by the labor ministries of the
countries involved.

In most cases, the employers have re
quested especially for American
students. Hence, they are particularly
interested in the student and want to

make the work as interesting as possi-

ble.

They are all informed of the intent of

the program/ and will help the student
all they can in deriving the most from
his (rip to Europe

Please write for further information
and application forms to: American-
European Student Service, Box 70, FL
!>-mMauiTn, Ljechtuislem i Europe)

The freshman class officers have
begun to prepare for the decoration of
the Cain gym for the Washington Bir-
thday Ball.

Traditionally, the task of designing
and constructing the decorations for the
Ball is undertaken by the freshman
class officers. Their responsibility is to
provide an appropriate atmosphere for
the dance and to arrange the gym to ac-
comodate as many dancers as possible

The ball will be held on February 24
this year, and according to the
freshman class president, Richard
Price, "the colors will be mostly red
and white, but we have a lot of blue in

there. There will be the standard
things, like the entrance arches and
George's statue but the rest is a sur-

prise" He also stated that "it's very
much planned," and that the actual
consturction is already begun.

Last year, the theme of cherry trees
was used and the color scheme was red
and white, due, in part to the proximity
of St. Valentine's Day.

Attendance this year is expected to be
at least 1100, with about 500 being
students of the college and the re-
mainder "supporters." Music will be
provided by tje Lester Lanin Orchestra
again this year and refreshments will
be sold. Dress is formal.
The planning committee, consisting

of Richard Price, Cheryl Loss. Karen
Sharp, Jani Gabriel, and Sue James, is

also organizing a party to be held after
the Ball for students.

Sculpture by Scott Woolever, one of the pieces of artwork displayed In the recent

exhibit of works by Art Department Faculty members Sue Tessem and Woolever
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Time to organize travel plans
Special to the Elm

Courtesy. PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER

For college and high school students

mired in the winter doldrums, now is a

good time to start sorting out op-

portunities for summer travel and

studv overseas

Europe for free-spirited wayfarers

may mean vagabonding anywhere bet-

ween London and Istanbul, roaming

footloose bv train, bus or thumb.

For the" serious student, summer
abroad could involve Fre French

classes in Paris or English literature in

London or Cambridge.

Those with a genuine desire to im-

merse themselves in everyday Euro-

pean life can get a temporary job.

though the work will be menial and the

pay low.

The variety of options is overwhelm-

ing. School bulletin boards are jammed
with posters advertising vacation

courses, camping expeditions and job

programs.
Here is a guide to what's available

:

Though group travel may cramp the

stvle of some, there are advantages,

such as built— in companionship Study

programs attract students from many

parts of the United States and the

world.

Packaged trips save the young

traveller time and hassle because

details are taken care of. And since trip

sponsors buy block space in dor-

mitories and' hotels, the cost of ac-

commodation is kept down. Academic

credit is another thing to consider.

The largest sponsor of student travel

programs, the American Institute for

Foreign Study <A1FS). offers more

than 70 different high school and college

programs throughout Europe. The

average stint is four weeks and costs

about si.200 from New York.

A fixed—location program allows the

student to learn about one place in

depth. AIFS summer schools are held

at such prestigious institutions as Cam-
bridge University, the University of

Salzburg and the University of

Salamanca in Spain.

Special courses for the American

groups are taught by local professors.

After morning classes, the afternoons

are free for optional field trips and in-

dividual activities. Most programs of-

fer weekend excursions, plus a week or

two of travel after the study session.

Another type of AIFS program is the

"travelling campus." which revolves

around a theme such as comparative

are or comparative government.

Students travel by bus through several

countries, staying at tourist-class

hotels or college dormitories. Lectures

given by tutors of Richmond College.

London, relate to sightseeing visits.

For a high school or college catalog,

write AIFS. 102 Greenwich Ave. .Green-

wich, Conn. 06830.

Other reliable sponsors are the

Educational Cooperative 176 W. Adams
St., Chicago, III. 60603 (high school pro-

grams), and the Institute of European
Studies, 700 N. Rush St,. Chicago. 111.

6061 1 ( college programs ) -

More than 600 programs organized by

American and foreign schools are listed

by country in_ "Summer Study

Abroad," compiled yearly by the In-

stitute of International Education, 809

U.N. Plaza New York, NY. 10017. The

book costs $5.

For students over 18, camping trips

rate as the least expensive kind of tour.

Students cook their own meals and

sleep in tents. Itineraries are flexible,

and there's a camaraderie among
group members, most of whom join

alone. A nine—week swing through 17

countries can cost less than $1,200 from

London.
Campers travel in a modern motor-

coach with a stereo tape deck,

refrigerator, and tables. All camping

gear and cooking utensils are provided.

Everyone brings his own sleeping bag.

Information on camping treks is

available from the Educational

Cooperative (see above address.)

There's nothing glamorous about

summer jobs abroad. Picking grapes in

France or tidying up rooms in an

English inn is not as fun as some ads

imply.

But getting to know another culture

from the bottom rungs of the social lad-

der can be a superb educational ex-

perience. And there will be some time

to travel and explore.

Typical job categories include retail,

farm, hospital restaurant and factory

work. Wages usually cover room,

board, and personal expenses, but not

air fare.

Job program sponsors recommend
working in Great Britain or Ireland

Barth Symposium conducted
by PETER TURCHI

The John Barth Symposium, a

volunteer workshop formed last

semester, is currently reading and
discussing this author's work in

preparation for his visit to Washington
College in early March.

The 28-member group is comprised of

both students and faculty members. A

different book is discussed by the group

each Sundav evening at 6:30 in the

Sophie Kerr Room of the Clifton E,

Miller Library. The books are being

read and discussed in chronological

order; Barth's first books. The Floating

Ooera and The End of the World have

already been discussed. This week's
meeting will concernThe Sot-Weed Fac-

tor, followed in the next weeks by Giles

Goat-Boy, Lost In the Funhouse and
Chimera.

The group's discussions are informal,

generally discussing the themes of the

books, Barth's style, critical reaction to

the novel at the time it was published,

and any other interesting points. When
Barth visits the campus in March, the

Symposium members hope to discuss

the books with the author and pose

questions which have come up during

the weekly meetings.

unless the student has a special desire

to cope with language difficulties.

One of the most reliable sponsors is

the Council on International Educa-

tional Exchange (CIEE), 777 U.N.

Plaza. New York, N.Y, 10017. Enclose

25 cents for details on jobs in Britain,

Ireland. France and Israel.

Youth hostels are the vagabond's best

friend. Europe has more than 3,000 of

them. An overnight costs usually less

then $4. -

Hostels have multi-bedded quarters

for men and women. The curfews and

other rules may be a little sticky-

maximum length of stay is three days,

and the hostel is closed during the day.

But penny—pinchers put up with it.

You need an international member-

ship card to get into a hostel. It costs $11

for those 18 and older, $5 for anyone

younger. For details, contact the

American Youth Hostels, Inc.,

Delaplane. Va.22025.

Another valuable document is the In-

ternational Student Identity Card,

which qualifies you for student dis-

counts at museums, theaters and stores

throughout Europe. The card is re-

quired on low—student charter flights

within Europe. It costs $3 and will save

you many times that amount. For an

application, write the Educational

Cooperative of CIEE (see address

above).

The European railroad system offers

a Eurail Youthpass for anyone under

26. For $260, it gives you two months of

unlimited second—class train travel in

15 countries.

Needlework display

opens Wednesday
"Sally Rea is my name and with my

needle I wrought the same 1776" is the

legend stitched on the oldest known
Maryland sampler, to be displayed in

an exhibit of early American
needlework in Gibson Fine Arts Center

starting Wednesday, February 7.

Everyone is invited to an opening

reception that day from 3 to 5 p.m.

Embroidered samplers, memorials
and decorative pieces of the 18th and
19th centuries were worked in intrigu-

ing designs with complex and colorful

stitches. Thirty such pieces from the

collection of The Baltimore Museum of

Art will be in the exhibit, titled "Period

Needlework in America 1739-1865.

The show demonstrates the great

variety of motifs, talents, and techni-

ques that characterize the art of

needlework. The works shown will have

labels describing their noteworthy

features, such as traditional verses,

identifiable buildings, and unusual

designs. A large contemporary
"sampler" will illustrate some of the

more common stitches used.

Regufcr gallery hours for the exhibit

after next Wednesday's opening will be

2 to 4 p.m.. starting February 14. on

Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays, and

Sundays through closing day, Sunday,

February 25.

Campus Calendar

Tonight

Film Series: BLACK ORPHEUS - Smith Aud. 7 : 30 p.m.

Sunday
Film: BLACK ORPHEUS-Smith Aud. 7:30p.m.

Monday
SGA Meeting - Hynson Lounge - 7 : 30 p.m.

Tuesday
Students' special "Oyster & Ham Supper" Hodson Hall - 5 to 6:30 pm.

(Faculty & Staff Invited, "pay-as-you-go")

Film : BLACK ORPHEUS - Smith Aud. - 7 : 30 p.m.

Wednesday

i Regional Meeting, Nat. Assoc. Coll. & Univ. Food Services -

daytime - Hynson Lounge)

Opening Reception, Early American Needlework Exhibit - 3-5 p.m. - lobby,

Fine Arts Ctr exhibit open 2 to 4 p.m., Wednesday, Friday, Saturday & Sun-

day, starting Wed. Feb. 14 to closing, Sun. Feb. 25

Thursday
Last day to change Pass-Fall

Concert Series: Robin McCabe, planlst-TawesTheater-8:30 p.m.

Friday

Film Series: 1900-SmithAud.-7:30p.m.

Sunday 11

Recital : Deborah and Joseph Garglulo, contralto & clarinet - Tawes Theater
-4 p.m.
Film. 1900-Smith Aud. -7:30p.m.

Monday 12

Faculty Meeting - Dunning 203-7:30 p.m.
Tuesday 13

Film: 1900 -Smith Aud. -7:30p.m.

Lecture Series & Wm. James Forum: Tom Beauchamp, "Medical Ethics:

The Right to Die" - Hynson Lounge - 8 p.m.
Wednesday 14

Valentine's Day special Student Steamship Buffet Hodson Hall - 4:30 to 6:30

p.m. (Faculty & Staff invited, "Pay-as-you-go")

Basketball vs. Wldener - 8 p.m.
Thursday 15

Lecture Series : Jon Schueler, artist, slide-lecture Sophie Kerr room - 8 p.m.
Friday 16

Film Series: THAT OBSCURE OBJECT OF DESIRE - Smith Aud. - 7:30

p.m.
"Spanish Club Night" - Coffee House - 9 p.m.

Saturday 17

Basketball vs. Johns Hopkins - 8 p.m.
Sunday 18

Film : THAT OBSCURE OBJECT OF DESIRE - Smith Aud. 7:90 p.m.



Plastics industries

announce competition

University students are invited to try
for one of the five scholarship awards to

be given to winning entries in the SE-
COND ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD competition. Sponsored by the
Expanded Polystyrene Division of The
Society of the Plastics Industry, the
competition challenges students to

come up with "new and original" ideas
for worthwhile end-use of the foam
plastic material, expanded
polystyrene.

The competition was initiated last

year and drew entries from colleges
and universities cross-country. The five

1978 finalists were students from
Bridgeport College, Pennsylvania
State, Michigan State and M.I.T.
Students are required to submit a

preliminary entry by February 1, 1979,

describing their concept for an in-

novative EPS product. The preliminary
entry will be screened for feasibility,

and the student advised whether his

idea merits continued effort. Final en-
tries will be judged and winners an-
nounced during the EPS Division An-
nual Meeting, May 19, 1979.

The competition offers five cash
awards ... $1,000 to the top winner. Se-
cond Award is $300, Third Award is

$200, and two Honorable Mention
Awards of S100 each will be given. The
sponsoring companies are manufac-
turers of EPS products and students
are invited to consult with these com-
panies for assistance and information
on processing and material technology.

Entry forms are available through
school Financial Aid Officers or by
direct request to: The Society of the
Plastics Industry, Inc., 3150 Des Plaines
Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 10018.
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Pianist

Ruth McCabe
to perform,

Thursday
Robin McCabe, a rapidly-rising

young concert pianist, will perform for

the Concert Series on Thursday,
February 8 at 8:30 p.m. in Gibson Fine
Arts Center.

Winner of the 1975 International Con-
cert Artists Guild Competition, and the

only American finalist in the 28th Inter-

national Concours de Musique in

Geneva, Switzerland, McCabe has been
heard in concert and as soloist with ma-
jor orchestras throughout the United
States and Canada, and in Europe. She
has won several important American
piano prizes.

"Virtuoso technique,

perceptive musicianship"

Seattle Post-lntelligencier

McCabe frequently performs with

Ruggiero Ricci, well-known violinist,

and their collaboration was recently

highlighted by a duo-recital in Carnegie

Hall and a recording of Kreisler'S'

"Paganiniana" on the Vox label.

She also has taped solo recitals for

Michigan State University's "Young
Musical Artists" television series,

broadcast both nationally and in

foreign countries through the U.S. State

Department.
Students are reminded to show their

blue Series season ticket, or I.D., for

admission to the program.

by SUSAN FARACE

Transferring into a small, close-

ly—knit college like Washington Col-

lege from a community college involves

quite a bit of adjustment for most peo-

ple. But junior transfer Darlene Col-

eman has made the adjustment and
managed to make a significant con-

tribution to the athletic program
through - her participation on the

Women's Volleyball Team this season.

Coleman, a native of Sudlersville,

transferred to W.C. after two years at

Chesapeake Community College. While
at Chesapeake she was a star player on

their volleyball team. Coach Penny
Fall considers Coleman as
Chesapeake's loss and the
Shorewomen's much needed gain.

"Darlene is a fine athlete, and she

made a definite contribution to the

volleyball team this year both as a hit-

ter and periodically also as a setter,"

remarked Coach Fall.

Coach Fall describes Coleman at the

beginning of the season as "very shy."

By the end of the season, she had
become "one of the stalwarts" of the

team.
Coleman admits that this school in

general and volleyball in particular did

'require some getting used to. "At a

community college the coach only has

two years to work with you, so the style

of volleyball is a lot less disciplined.

Here. Coach Fall can work on the little

things that we never had time to work
on at Chesapeake,

'

' explained Darlene.

Like all of the new members of this

year's team, Coleman had to operate

with the ghost of last year's
super—team." Understandably, this

year's record was somewhat of a let

down compared to last year's, but

Darlene feels "the season went well. It

was hard to live up to last year's team,
' though;"

msmgs&mm

Darlene Coleman

In spite of the fact that she was new to

the team, Coleman played on the star-

ting squad all year. She was especially

valuable to the team because she
mastered the roundhouse serve— a

very difficult serve that's especially

hard to return. Next year, Darlene is

expected to play an even more signifi-

cant MA role when senior Jenny Butler,

the team's setter for four years,

graduates.

Coleman is described as a "perfec-

tionist" where her athletics are con-

cerned. A very disciplined athlete, she

runs and works extra time on par-

ticular techniques' "It's nice to have a

player who has that kind of disciplined

approach, "said Coach Fall.

Not surprisingly, Coleman has been
involved in a variety of sports
throughout high school. At Queen
Anne's County High School, she was a

member of the hockey, volleyball, and
tennis teams and was also a
cheerleader. At Chesapeake, in addi-

tion to volleyball she played Softball

and tennis. At W.C, she helped officiate

for intramurals and anticipates playing

tennis and Softball in the spring, in ad-

dition to cheerleading if the squad is

eventually formed.

Coleman , a sociology major, says

she likes W.C. but that it's very dif-

ferent from Chesapeake, which she

describes as "just a continuation of

high school." She feels there's much
more emphasis on academics here.

"Professors demand more and expect

more from students here, which I think

is much bettter in the long run," she

said.

Coleman doesn't feel that she's going

to school too dose to home. "You make
out of college what you want," she com-
mented. "Sometimes 1 really regret go-

ing to Chesapeake— I wish I'd gone here

first."
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Shore Streak
overcomes Ursinus=

Bvrne. Wilson spark rally

WC's basketball team took two giant

;teps forward in quest of an MAC tour-

nament berth last week by recording

wins over Swarthmore and Haverford,

raising thier league mark to 4-1.

On Thursday, Jan. 25, the Quakers of

Swarthmore invaded Cain Gymnasium

and fell victim to the Shore double

knockout punch of Doug Byrne and Joe

Wilson by a 91-78 score.

Byrne stole most of the limelight in

the "games opening 20 minutes by pump-

ing in 21 points to spring the Shoremen

into a 45-34 halftime bulge. The 6950

senior finished a 10 for 15 shooting night

with 29 points.

Wilson, on the other hand, anned 10 of

13 shots for 25 points to go along with a

- jarae high 14 rebounds. Joe Moye, play-

1 ng in the shadow of the aforementioned

•S jynamic duo, turned in yet another

£ standout effort with 20 points. No other

SShore player had more than 7.

, Two nights later, with the Haverford

£• Fords in town, Byrne had his poorest

p performance .of the season, but the

2 Shoremen played great team ball and

cu overran their old nemeses 83-63.

Led by Wilson. WC rallied from an

early deficit to forge a 42-33 advantage

at the half, but Lenny Tarnowski single

handedly cut that edge to 3 after only

two minutes of the second stanza. The
i Haverford star was hounded all night

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

by Wilson however and was not a factor

in the game after that point as the

Shoremen pulled away.

Byrne never got untracked and

finished with only 12 points in a limited

role. Wilson, Moye, Steve Dickerson

and Rich Dwyer, however, more than

picked up the slack for their high scor-

ing teammate. Wilson, in a great effort,

notched 27 points and snagged 10 re-

bpunds, while Moye had 16, and Dicker-

son and Dwyer, 10 each.

Dwyer, the sophomore center, saw

his longest stint of the season and

showed some of the moves which thrust

him into a starting role late last year.

He also grabbed 8 rebounds.

Dwyer's re-emergance could not

have come at a better time for Coach

Tom Finnegan, as the Shore jigsaw puz-

zle which was missing a few key pieces

early in the season is beginning to fit

together nicely.

The return of Rich Shatzman to com-

pliment starting guards Dickerson and

Craig Langwost has seemed to do

wonders for the Shore offense. Now, if

Dwyer can contributes offensively as

well as as rebound as he normally does,

WC could be a team to look for in the

MAC finals.

Finnegan's troops return to action

this Thursday, Feb. l, entertaining

Western Maryland at 8:00 P.M.

Socrosse: it can run you ragged
by DAN HUDSON

Of all the intramural sports offered at

Washington College, socrosse is by far

the fastest paced and most physically

demanding. Sometimes it makes you

feel helpless as the ball caroms off the

support beams of the gym ceiling and in

the next instant goes skimming along

the hardwood floor, presumably in the

direction of the goal, but such is the

game of indoor socrosse, especially

with regard to how it is played here at

Washington College.

The game involves six men to a team,

one man plays the crease or goal area,

the other five play the field. The playing

area consists of the entire main gym
floor Everything is in bounds —walls,
windows, balackboards — no matter

where the ball hits, the game never

stops. The goals are located in the

circles at the top of the

basketball keys. In the midlle of each
circle is a ball on a cup. A shot that hits

inside the circle is worth one point,

knocking the ball off the cup is worth
three. There are also a number of lesser

rules, too numerous to mention here.

A goalie in socrosse faces much the

same danger as a goalie in lacrosse. He
can stop the ball with any part of his

body, but the difficulty in doing so can
lead to a smashed finger or a bloody
nose. The palyers in the field are sub-
ject only to the torture of finding out
that being out of condition and playing
socrosse do not mix.
For the soccer players who r ake up

Cheerleaders back at WC
by HOWARD BAUER

Sports Editor

An apparent upswing in school Sf rit?

... at a campus long known fo its

apathy? ... marked increases in atten-
dance at basketball games? ... and
cheerleaders?

Incredible as it may seem to those
who haven't been to a Shore basketball
game this semester, yes, more people
are showing up, and, yes, the
cheerleaders are back.

The Washington College
Cheerleaders are alive and well, back
after a three-year hiatus from Cain
Gymnasium. This year's squad made
it's debut at the Shore-Mary
Washington Game on January 20, and
since then has been getting en-

thusiastic, often wild, responses from
the increased crowds.

Under the coaching of 1977 WC grad
Cindi Patchen, freshmen Jani Gabriel
Julie Scott. Sarah Smith, Beth'
Glascock, Debbie Cole, and Anne
Kelley have been practicing regularly
since late November, and about one and
a half hours daily since the end of

the majority of the teams involved, the

game offers a chance to keep in touch

with soccer during the bad winter mon-

ths. Most of the players would,
however, like to see Coach Athey invest
in a pair of indoor soccer goals to
eliminate the concept of shooting at a
circle. Non-soccer players get a chance

to work on lower body co-ordination and
get in some good hard running. This
year's league includes seven teams and
has seen some pretty competitive as
well as high scoring games. In the

future, more non-soccer players could
help popularize the one intramural
sport that can really make you move.

SOCROSSE FINAL STANDINGS
TEAM W L Leading Scorer
Professors 5 0- Wagner- 16
Bof Chi 4 1 Viscount -12

Misfits 3 2 L.Elnwaechter -14

Bull Dogs 2 3 Kelley -12

Strikers 1 4 Coyer-10
Sports 5 Leonard -5

Playoffs begin Sunday, February 4
Misfits vs. Sports; Bull Dogs vs. Strikers. Winners to compete against each
otheri winner from this match vs. Bof Chi. Winner of Bof Chi match to go
against Professors for the championship.

Christmas break. They also regroup for

quick brush-ups at halftime at games in

which they cheer.

When asked if she thought the fans
are taking them seriously, Scott
remarked, "Yes, for the most part. We
really don't care if people don't accept
us because all of us have a good time
cheering."

Thus far, however, the response has
been mostly favorable, with at least one
group of die-hard fans asking for copies
of the cheers in order to cheer along.

Anyone who has been to a big time
college basketball game knows that
cheerleaders are a large part of the at-

\
mosphere which makes those games so
appealing, and for this writer, at least,

the increased enthusiasm of large
crowds and cheerleaders at WC games
are like a breath of fresh air.

Trips to away games at Swarthmore
and Haverford are in the planning
stages, and if ail the girls can make the
trip are a distinct possibility.

SHORE BASKETBALL STATS

( through thirteen games)
Computed by Rick Portal

Scoring

POINTS AVERAGE PERGAME

Doug Byrne 284 21.8
Joe Wilson 239 18.3

Joe Moye 146 11.2
Steve Dickerson 107 8.2
Craig Langwost 96 7.3
Rich Dwyer. 72 5.5
Rich Schatzman .33 5.5

rebounds
TOTALNUMBER AVERAGE PERGAME

Wilson 116 8.9

Byrne 1 91 7.2

Dwyer 58 4.4

Moye 45 3.5

Assists

TOTALNUMBER AVERAGE PERGAME

Langwost 34..

Schatzman 13,.
Moye 25..

Dwyer 23-.,

.2.6

.2.1

.1.9

.,1.7
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Renovations may misplace

students for over a year

Steve Dlckereon(20) goes up for the shot in the recent game against Haver-

fore. His record has earned him as well as Joe Wilson, Doug Byrne; and Joe

MoyeMAC hours. See page 8.

Hayward discusses
acquaintanceship drive

byGEOFF GARINTHBR
Assistant Editor

"There is no such thing as a

'Bicentennial Campaign' said

Washington College Vice-President for

Development, George Hayward earlier

this week.
"It is easy to write about a campaign,

then have the students and faculty get

all geared up for it," said Hayward,
. "but it's actually a slow-moving pro-

Bicentennialthree years off

Washington College Director of

Development George Hayward
revealed earlier this week that the

school's bicentennial celebration
should actually take place during the

1982-83 academic year, and not 1981-82,

as had previously been the belief.

Hayward explained that the school's

charter was granted in the Fall of 1782

and the first commencement held in the

Spring of 1783. Thus, said Hayward, "it

might be most appropriate to have it in

82-83."

cess.

Hayward did admit that he has been

"testing the water' ' , with aqualn-

tanceship luncheons, but that so far any

campaign is still "on the drawing

board."

Not Stopping Year-round activities

It hasn't been determined what kind

of goal would be appropriate and within

our grasp and whether we'd have pro-

fessional fund-raising council,"

Hayward said. "Whatever we do, we're

not going to stop what we do here year-

round."
Hayward said that definite steps

would be in order after announcing a
major campaign.
"Once launching a campaign, you

have to proceed fullspeed ahead. I dont

think a staff of our size could handle
more than a two-year campaign.
"Sometimes they (campaigns) don't

happen until you're backed into a cor-

ner."

In discussing the type of campaign
the College would need Hayward said,

"I still assume this would be a cam-
paign for endowment funds. And I think

it will be tied to the Bicentennial

celebration of the College.

Not much to be said

Concerning the specifics of such a

campaign, Hayward said "there isn't

too much to be said about it. We should

be able to announce developments later

this year."
Included among those developments

could be plans to increase the size of the

student body and the College's endow-

ment.
"We think we could hold 800 students

here without increasing any facilities,

but our endowments would have to be

around 10 million dollars for 1982 (the

market value of the College's en-

dowments is currently $5.7 million)
."

Hayward said that "a major cam-

paign would be best to get out of the

way by then. (1982)"

Vandalism continues
to plague campus

by PETER TURCHI

This weekend two more acts of van-

dalism were added to this semester's

toll.

A stereo stolen from the New Dorms
and some damage done to the wooden

steps leading from Middle Hall are only

the newest incidents in what seems to

be an increasing crime rate at

Washington College.

Associate Dean of Students Ed Max-

cy said that the acts of vandalism may
be caused somewhat by the "lack of

social and physical outlets that are

available at this time of year, as well as

academic pressures."

Maxcy goes on to say that although

his office is looking the incidents, he is

"distressed by the fact that students

aren't willing to set limits on the

behavior of their peers. I know that the

men's dormitories are often on the

verge of chaos even during the week. I

have sympathy, especially for new
students, because 1 know living in a dor-

mitory is different than living in your

own home, but my sympathy is quickly

eroded by the fact that students seem to

look for the administration to solve all

Continued on page 5

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

The long-awaited renovation of the

Hill Dorms may take longer than one

academic year, according to College of-

ficials. Hill Dorms residents may be

displaced for at least part of the second

year of those renovations.

"It is possible that it could be finished

on time," said Vice-President for

Finance Gene Hessey. "It all depends

on how soon the architectual engineers

can put their plans together."

The delay has been caused by a re-

evaluation of the work to be done on the

exterior of the buildings. The Maryland
Historical Trust has granted the school

the $11,500 necessary for the re-evalua-

tion.

"I think we will start sometime over

the summer," said Vice-President for

Development George Hayward, "but it

all depends on funding, letting out the

bids, and getting the work started. If it

all falls into place, we could start by

then."

Hill Dorms badly abused
Hayward indicated that the recent

destruction in the Hill Dorms makes his

job more difficult.

"Donors can become quite reluctant

to give money toward restoration of

damaged buildings," said Hayward.

"Until more severe disciplinary
measures are taken against the of-

fenders, I think we can expect to see
donors remain reluctant."

Hessey agreed, saying "When pro-

spective donors hear about or see the

damage, then it makes it difficult.

"It will be embarrassing to show
those people the buildings In this condi-

Renovation set for Somerset
Vice-President for Finance Gene

Hessey said this week that a renovation

of Somerset's heating system is in the

College's immediate future, and that

most of such a system could "probably

be Installed over a summer,"
Hessey also said that some of the

work could carry over Into October of

that year, but probably would not cause

another relocation of students

tion; they'll wonder why they're giving

us their money."
"The College has put a lot of money

into those buildings," said Hayward,

"and they've been badly abused. I've

been in a lot of dorms over the years

and those are the worst."

Psychology Department

loses Mergler
by BILL MORTIMER

Nancy Mergler, Professor of Psycho-

logy, will be leaving Washington Col-

lege next semester after a stay of three

years.

. Mergler began to teach at the College

directly after earning her Ph.D. in

Lifespan Developmental Psychology at

Syracuse University, but is now ready

for a new challenge. "I didn't have

much teaching experience in graduate

school," she said, "so after three years

here. I've had plenty of teaching ex-

perience but not enough time for

research." For a while she has been on

the lookout for a job that requires less

teaching. To that end, she has been ap-

pointed to the Psychology Department

of the University of Oklahoma, where

she will begin this coming September.

At the University, she will teach two

courses per semester in the area of her

specialty; gerontology, the study of

elderly adult behavior. Although she is

most excited about it— it is one of the

few psychology programs in the coun-

try which is still expanding—Mergler
adds that she will "miss the Communi-
ty. I've had a good working relation-

ship" with the students, faculty and

staff at Washington College.

Mergler said that neither financial

difficulties nor bad feelings are driving

her away from the school. Rather, she

realizes that her energies directed

towards research could not, of necessi-

ty, fit in with the program of Washing-

ton College. The move is for reasons of

personal and professional growth

alone. She feels that the work load here

has made her a stronger psychologist in

many ways."With a staff of four, she has

taught approximately eleven different

psychology courses over the past three

years. Although the staff was small and

the teaching responsibilities great on

each professor, Mergler sees the Psy-

chology Department as doing an ex-

cellent job covering the range of the

field of Psychology.

All in all, Professor Mergler said thai

___ J hopes that she has done a good job

teaching psychology while at the Col-

lege. She hopes to do everything possi-

ble to make the transition smooth, both

for herself and the College community.

"I'll miss the students, especially. I've

made many good friends."

No Replacement Found Yet
With the departure of Nancy Mergler

next Fall, it is the job of the Psychology

Department, headed by Dr. Michael

Goldstein, to find a suitable replace-

ment. Continuedon pages
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This semester's decline in the number of student's on the
Dean's List may seem like more academic bad news. It may ac-
tually turn out to be one of the most hopeful signs we've seen in

years of an improvement in the academic standing of the school
in general.

As early as January, 1977, grade inflation was a relevant topic

at Washington College. Former Dean of the College Thomas B.

Hanson noted that the overall grade-point average had increased
steadily since 1966 and urged the gradual halting of the trend.
The current decline in the number of students on the Dean's List

could mean that grade inflation, and the resultant devaluation of

academic achievement, is on it's way out.

If such is the case, earning a place on the Dean's List has
regained its Honor in full. Our congratulations go out to the
students who achieved this recognition.

William James Forum hosts Beauchamp

Letter to the editor
On-Campus Radio Station?

A group of students are interested in

starting a radio station on campus. This

radio station will be student-run and
have a student manager. We hope for

the support of the SGA and will formal-

ly present a petition at the next meet-

ing. The purpose of the letter is to solicit

tection of Human Subjects of Biomedi-

cal and Behavioral Research. He has

authored numerous essays and articles

in medical ethics and he is the co-editor

of several books in the field. His book,

Ethical Issues In Death and Dying, is

being used as a text in a course on ddath

and dying being offered at Washington

College this semester. The lecture is

free and the public is invited to attend.

Dr. Tom Beauchamp, Senior Re-

search Scholar at the Center for Bio-

ethics of the Joseph and Rose Kennedy
Institute at Georgetown University,

will speak to the William James Forum
on Tuesday, February 13, at 8 p.m. in

the Hynson Lounge. Beauchamp's Wil-

liam James Forum will deal with the

topic of the individual's right to die in a

dignified manner. A bill is expected to

be introduced into the Maryland .^^^> ^^^ ~^^^»
Legislature in its current session which _, . . M ,„___.»_ : nt/ita+inn
would give the people of Maryland the Blair Lee accepts invitation
would give the people

right to refuse "heroic" medical treat-

ment once their situation becomes
hopeless. The Beauchamp lecture, en-

titled "The Right to Die," will be

followed by a question and answer
period.

In the past few years, Beauchamp
has given seminars in various parts of

the country for the National Science
Foundation on topics in medicine and
ethics. He has served as a consultant to

the National Commission for the Pro-

Blair Lee III, former Acting Gover-

nor of Maryland, has accepted an in-

vitation to receive an honorary degree

at the Convocation, February 24.

Freshman suspended
Freshman Tommy Adams was

suspended by the Student Affairs Office
last week after committing a "numer of

offenses" during the previous weekend.
The student had been on disciplinary

probation.
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student support for such a station. We
think a station that is student-run can
be a great asset to Washington College

We hope for your support in what we
think is an important endeavor for the

college community.

Number on Dean's

List decreases
Lower figure may mean end of grade inflation

by BILL MORTIMER

There was a decline in the number of

students who made the Dean's List last

semester, according to Dean of the Col-

lege Garry Clarke.

Although only 99 students, or 13.5 per

cent of the students enrolled at

Washington College made the list, Dean
Clarke noted that the amount of

students has varied in the past. Ac-

cording to the Dean, the Dean's List has

gone, in the past ten years, from a high

of 20 percent in 1976 to a low of U.2 per

cent in 1971. On last years' fall Dean's

List 18.4 per cent of the school achieved

grades high enough.

To make the Dean's List, the student

must have at least a 3.5 Grade Point

Average, that is, at least two A's and

two B's, Also, two A's, one B and one

Pass are acceptable.

Although Dean Clarke is not sure of

the exact reasons for this year's

decline, he noted several possibilities.

In 1976, Dean Thomas Hansen noted a

"grade inflation". That is, professors

were giving better grades. After a

discussion on such leniency, the Dean's

List percentage went down that spring.

Perhaps, Clarke says, "the staff is

more demanding and they may not be

giving (as many) high grades." In addi-

tion, Clarke noted that there were some
students who were having academic
difficulties during fall semester. There

are various reasons for these dif-

ficulties, the Dean said. Among them
are those students whose basic English

skills are lacking, those who find

themselves in the wrong field of study

and those who have done little or no

work.
In recognition of those students who

make the Dean's List, a Dean's List

Party is held. The fact that the student

achieved the Dean's List is noted on his

or her record and a letter is sent to both

the students and their parents.

Looking ahead, the Dean's List may
increase Spring Semester. "In the past

eight years, there has been a higher

percent of students on the Dean's List

for the second semester rather than the

first."

Foster studies

academic deficiency

Cites numbers as only main difference in past year

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Registrar Ermon Foster has com-
pleted a study of academic deficiency

during the past semester that reveals

little difference between that semester

and the same one last year, except in

numbers of students on academic pro-

bation.

Foster's study revealed nearly a one

hundred percent increase in students on
academic probation, from 30 last year

(4.2 percent of the enrollment) to 60 this

year (7.9).

The number of cases presented to the

Committee, on Admissions and Acade-

mic Standing increased from 110 (15.3

percent) to 126 (16.5 percent) during the

past year. Students dropped from the

College also increased slightly, from 12

(1.7 percent) to 16 (2.1 percent).

Students continued on probation went
from 5 (0.7 percent) to 6 (0.8 percent)

and those receiving warning letters was
up from 34 (4.7 percent) to 38 (5 per

cent). The same number (10) were re-

moved from probation during both se-

mesters.

Foster also noted a decrease in the

number of students on Dean's List,

from 127 last year (18.4 percent) to 99

this year (13.5 percent), (see related

story).

-the a<*v/€>itmnes of
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PEGASUS:

a progress report
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by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

The 1979 Pegasus staff is gearing
down to meet its first major deadline
next week when 54 pages of the 144-page
yearbook will be submitted to the

American Yearbook Publishing Com-
pany in State College, Pennsylvania,
according to Pegasus editor Verna
Wilkins.

The senior English major reported
that the publishing company has
already received 16 pages which in-

clude the opening and part of the facul-

ty section edited by Kathy Wagner.
Next week's submission will include the

rest of the faculty section, the senior

section, edited by Susan Watters and Lu
Ann Steffey and six pages of fall sports,

which Wilkins is organizing herself.

"It's just a matter of getting
everything co-ordinated now," Wilkins
said of the senfor section which will

make up the bulk of the shipment. All

senior pictures are in, and Watters and
Steffey have only to type captions and
double-check some layouts. "I foresee

no problems," the editor reported.

Wilkins also said that the yearbook is

staying well within its budget. Her con-
tract with the American Company calls

for a $5680.00 publication. Last year's
60-page book cost $6419.00. Wilkins has
further reduced prices by cutting divi-

sion pages between sections down to

one page rather than two. The savings
has allowed her to contract for 4 pages
of full color in the opening section as
well as some special effects in the first

16 pages. In addition, she has con-
tracted for a cover of "better quality

than we've had in the past few years."
Wilkins added, "I think this is

something well-worth spending the ex-
tra money on." She also hopes to have
funds provided for some color effects in

the closing."

The yearbook's next major deadline
will be March 1 when part of the Stu-
dent Life section, edited by Bonnie
Nelle Duncan, will be submitted to the
publishers.

'Wilkins said that she's gotten "a lot

of help" with the yearbook and added,
"I'm really pleased."

Artist Jon Schuler

Slide-lecture to be presented

I SGA Report
|

Sundaymeal changes,

senate elections discussed;

Port Welcome ruled out
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

Washington College Office

of Public Events

Beginning after Spring Break, Sun-
day meal times will be the same as
those on Saturday, it was announced at

Monday's Student Government
Association meeting.

"The results were much the same in

this poll as in the first." said Food Com-
mittee Chairman Kevin Lynch, after

tabulating the results of a second poll in

which students called overwhelmingly
for a change in Sunday meal times.

Director of Food Services Dave
Knowles agreed to the change, but

warned that board costs will probably
increase next semester as a result.

A proposal that the SGA contribute

$50 toward the acquisition of plants for

the cafeteria the first two plants were
stolen earlier this semester) was

turned down by the Senate.

New Dorms Senator Joy
Chamberlain was selected to replace

Dan Tayman as Elections Chairman.
Elections for new Senators from Kent
House and the Hill Dorms will be held

next Thursday, February 15. Petitions

are due in the Student Affairs Office by
Tuesday.

A Port Welcome trip for this seme-
ster was ruled out by President Foster
Delbert. The only available date for the

trip was Monday, April 23, and
"because it's the last week and exams
are coming up then, " Deibert decided
against the date. He did say, however,
that next year the Port Welcome
Authority will have a new boat, which
may be able to dock in Chestertown.

The Lecture Series of Washington
College will present a slide-lecture by
artist Jon Schueler on Thursday,
February 15, at 8 p.m. in the Sophie

Kerr Room, Miller Library. Mr. Schue-
ler has exhibited his paintings in one-

man shows at the Leo Castelii Gallery
and the Edinburgh College of Art. His
recent exhibitions include a one-man
show at the Whitney Museum in New
York City and a group show with Milton
Avery and Mark Rothko at the

Cleveland Museum of Art.

Originally planning on a literary

career, Schueler obtained the Master's

Degree in English literature from the

University of Wisconsin In 1940. His

decision to devote himself to a career as

an artist was shaped by his experiences

during the Second World War when, as

the navigator of a B-17 bomber, he
discovered in the skies above Europe a
profound and inexhaustible source of

artistic inspiration. Many years later,

his quest for the ideal landscape

brought him to the fishing village of

Mallaig, on the west coast of Scotland,

where he lived for several years,

creating remarkable paintings which
were intimately related to the sky
around him.

Aesthetic Ideals

After the war, Schueler studied with

Clyfford Still and others at the Califor-

nia School of Fine Arts. Later, he
moved to New York City where, excep-

ting the years spent in Mallaig, he has

made his home. In New York, he was

able to clarify his own aesthetic ideals

through contact with several of the ma-
jor figures in modern American pain-

ting. He met frequently with Mark
Rothko, whose paintings alternately

impressed and upset him. Gradually,
he came to define his own style of pain-

ting In contrast to abstract expression.

In particular, he rejected the latter's

tendency to eliminate the appearance
of nature, choosing instead to embrace
the natural world in his own work. In a
letter to his representative, Ben Heller,

Schueler wrote, "I knew that something
could be expressed that was very real-

...if one allowed one's self to respond to

immediate surges and impulses in the

imagination. Nature. The painting. The
'inner' landscape. Back and forth. In

and out."

The sense of elation which one ex-

periences while looking at these pain-

tings arises from the extraordinary fu-

sion which they achieve between
naturalistic observation and poetic vi-

sion. Their ostensible subject is the sky
in its constantly shifting forms, yet they
are both windows opening upon this

faithfully rendered aspect of the

natural world and mirrors revealing

the most elusive movements of our in-

ner lives.

"Jon Schuler: An Artist and His Vi-

sion, " a (11m about Mr. Schueler and his

work will be presented In Smith
Auditorium on Wednesday and
Thursday mornings, 11:30-12:00.

SGA SOCIAL CALENDAR
Saturday, February 10 - Liz Meyers (Hodson Hall)

Friday, February 16 - Entertainment - (Coffeehouse)

Thursday, February 22 - "D.C. Eats" - (Coffeehouse)

Friday and Saturday, March 2&3Do-it-yourself-weekend
Thursday, March 8 • "Just Us" - (Coffeehouse)

Friday, March 23 - Cocktail Party to benefit William James
Forum
Entertainment - 7-9 p.m. (Hvnson Lounge)

Saturday, March 31 -"Trigger Happy"- (Hodson Hall)
Friday, April 6 - Cocktail Party in honor of Seniors
Immediately following registration
(Hodson Hall Terrace)

Friday, April 6 - "Whiskey Hollow Band" - (Hodson Hall) Satur-
day, April 7 - B. U.S.H.Day

Saturday, April 28 - Blue Grass Festival
Rain Date - Sunday, April 29

Second Annual Washington College Bike Race will be scheduled (or

sometime In April as will a major concert for March 28th or April 3rd (even-

ings before advising days)
All dates and entertainment subject to change as a result of circumstances
beyond our control.

The following Is the list of the remaining S.G.A. meetings this year. Each
meeting will be held at seven-thirty in Hvnson Lounge unless otherwise

specified.

February 19, 1979

March 5, 1979

March 19, 1979

April 2, 1979

April 16, 1979

April 30, 1979 ^^^
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Jim Bradley, Frank FUlce. and bev Monges participate In the AdmLssioi

Department Inquiry Follow-up Program

Admissions follows up

phone program
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

By March l, the 14 students employed
in the Admissions Office's Inquiry

Follow-up Program expect to have

called over 1600 high school seniors,

who have had contact with Washington

College, to answer their questions about

the school.

It's all part of a "tried and true"

follow-up plan which the Admissions
Office first instituted last year. The cost

of the strategy, about $1800.00 provides

for the installation of Watts Phone
Lines for both instate-and-out of state

calls, personal letters, written by the

student employees, to the students they

call, and the salaries of those

employees.

The Watts Lines were installed last

week, and a telephone employee of-

fered a three hour "Phone Power
Class" to the regular tour guides and
Admission Staff members involved in

the program which will run every Mon-
day through Thursday night from 7:00

to 9:00 p.m. throughout the month of

February.
Personal touch

Thirteen hundred high school
students who have inquired about

Washington College but have not yet ap-

plied will first be contacted so that any
questions they have can be answered.
By the end of the month, the 300-330

already accepted will be reached.
"The idea of the phone program,"

said Associate Director of Admissions

Jody Dudderar "is to give a 'personal

touch' to our contact with inquiries;

some of the students we've reached are

just overwhelmed that a college would
be calling them. We felt that the pro-

gram was such a success last year that

we had to give it another try." Dud-
derar was filling in for Lynn Hayhurst
who is co-ordinating the program.
Admissions Director Mickey DiMag-

gio admitted that some of the students

they've called have already decided

against Washington College. He added,

however, that one of the main benefits

of the phone communication is that it

"allows us to weed-out those students

who aren't really interested so we don't

have to bother with them in our mass
mailing for Pre-Freshman Day on April
7."

"1 can't wait"
Sophomore Betsy Harm who is work-

ing with the program said that some
responses she was getting from
students she called were very en-

thusiastic, ranging from "what do you
all drink up there?" to "I can't wait to

apply." Apparently, the phone program
is working.

Other students employed in the pro-

gram are Lynn Lyke, Beverly Monge,
Tad Jacks, Jim Bradley, Frank Ftlice,

Bob White, Diana Farrell, Dave
Altvater, Lori Morttz, Trina Oiler, John
Townsend, Ted Legates, and Babs
Burdette.

RECEPTION
The Wine and Cheese Reception at

the Gibson Fine Arts Center for the ex-

hibit PERIOD NEEDLEWORK IN
AMERICA 1739-1865 has been resche-

duled for Valentine's Day, Wednesday,
February 14 from 2 to 4 p.m. The public
is Invited, free of admission, to the
Reception and the Exhibit
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WEEK-END WEATHER: Snow flurries possible tonight clear-

ing to bitter cold in early morning hours of Saturday. Highs

Saturday are in the upper thirties, lows in the twenties. Overcast

Sunday, chance of precepitation 60 per cent

National Weather Service, Annapolis
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Better luck next time
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Wednesday's snowstorm, the biggest

of the year, dropped over

six inches on the Eastern Shore

and closed Washington College

Administrative offices at noon,

though most classes

ran on schedule.

Jim Siemen to the rescue
by CATHY McGUIRE

A buzzing noise sounded from a small
black box on a shelf and within seconds
Jim Siemen, Professor of Psychology,
grabbed his coat and made excuses and
fled as his Rescue Squad monitor
alerted him to a call. Siemen was called
to duty^ once again as a member of the
Kent and Queen Anne Rescue Squad.

Siemen said that he has been in-

terested in knowing how to handle
emergency situations ever since his

first year in college when he took a first

aid safety and training course. He ad-

ded that he learned more about serving
the Rescue Squad from his neighbor
who is a member. Siemen commented,
"I enjoy being a part of the Rescue
Squad as it is a nice link to the town,
and it gives me the opportunity to share
my skills with the community and pay
back Chestertown for being such a nice

home to me. You have to be good at

what you do because people are depen-
ding on you. The squad is very good and
possesses expertise."

The requirements of membership in-

clude achieving a Red Cross certificate

and an Emergency Medical Technician

certificate which entails taking an 84

hour course at the University of

Maryland. The course involves a full

range of medical activities such as lear-

ning how to pull people out of cars,

making diagnostic decisions, driving
the rescue truck and learning the pro-

per usage of equipment.

All members must be over !8 and
must take a 21 hour refresher course
every three years to keep up-to-date
with the techniques. Each member car-
ries a monitor and must make himself
available whenever possible. In regard
to his profession, Siemen noted, "I don't
let the squad interfere with my work
here or my classes."

The squad is located on Morgnec
Road in Chestertown and covers the
area from Betterton to Wharton, while
there are units in Galena and Rock Hall
as well. There is one paramedic in the
unit at Chestertown, the chief, who is

qualified to perform heart defibulation,

minor surgery, and administer IV's.

Each member wears a uniform of white
coveralls, jacket and hats in an attempt
to establish professionalism.

When he isn't out on call or at school,
Siemen enjoys making things out of
wood for his wife and playing basket-
ball, tennis and golf.

Mergl

'•Continued from page l • •
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has yet been
the process of

Although no one
assigned the positioi

choosing a replacement is well under
way, with several applications in the

hands of the Department. "An ad has
been taken in a psychology journal,"
said Goldstein. "Applicants will send a
letter of recommendation. The Depart-
ment will screen them and consult with
the students." From there, the most
promising applications will be sent to

the Appointments and Tenure Commit-
tee with recommendations from the

Department. Some applicants will be
asked to the College to be interviewed.

Finally, the Committee will receive a

recommendation from the Department
that a particular individual be hired. If

Vandalism
of the problems."
There is no real evidence that the

vandalism Is the work of students
alone, but the Dean comments that "a-
nyone would be physically and emo-
tionally concerned if they knew that at

any time something could happen to

their person or property." Maxcy con-
tinues, "the problem may in part stem
from the fact that we have a
sophisticated, middle class, urban stu-

dent community In a town made up of

less sophisticated, lower class, rural

nKSelie the Student Affairs office will

continue to do what it can in solvine

dent McLain concur, the
Board will offer that person a position.
The new Psychology professor will

not necessarily teach the same courses
as Mergler, Goldstein noted. Some sort
of adjustments in the Department are
highly likely. Various courses may
have to be dropped while new ones are
installed. "With a staff of four," Golds-
tein said, "we cannot cover all areas of
Psychology." Basically, it is hoped that
the new professor will teach the area of
human intellectual functioning from a
developmental perspective. However,
the Department is "leaving the exact
field open."

In any case, the Psychology Depart-
ment will continue in a somewhat dif-

ferent form, when Fall Semester
begins.

•Continued from page 1'/ ' ^ 1 1w^ ^ i'tw^ Mil 'Mi*

is made more difficult, according to

Maxcy, as "a lot of students are afraid

to speak up against their peers. I know
a lot of these acts are witnessed by

students, but they generally seem un-

willing to report them."

On a larger scale, the office is cur-

rently contacting other institutions to

see how security at the College might

be Improved. In the meantime Maxcy
suggests that "three or four students

just have to decide to go up to someone

who is causing a lot of noise or disturb-

ing them and teU them that they're just

not going to take it. These people who
are causing problems have to know that

the student body doesn't approve."
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Shannon Crosby at the Piano Bar
byTAMARADUBIN

Sophmore Shannon Crosby per-

formed at the Blue Heron last night for

an audience made up almost entirely by
Washington College students. Crosby
sang and played the piano, ac-

companied by her sister Kim, 15, on the

drums.
Surrounded by candles, microphones

and an old upright piano, Crosby sang
and played Billy Joel's "Piano Man",
Crystal Gayle's "Dont It Make My
Brown Eyes Blue" as well as an in-

strumental ization of "Spinning Wheel"
t
and others.

"My song repertoire isn't that big,

mainly five songs," Crosby admitted.

She added that she didn't read alt of the

sheet music. "I read the guitar chords
and the right hand notes. I know what
chords 1 can't hit." The rest she im-

provises. The result is some strong
fingerboard action to accompany her
lighter, weaker voice. Her sister Kim

provided back-up vocals and percus-

sion.

A probable history major, Crosby

plans to finish college and attend Law
School. But she wouldn't mind perform-

ing for a summer job. "Kim and my
brother want to go into the music pro-

fession," she added.

Her biggest inspiration, she claims, is

Barry Manilow, although she didn't

play any of his songs. She only had

about one year of formal teaching, and

she has continued for about seven years

on her own.

There is a story behind her per-

formance last Tuesday—"I used to

come here with my friends," she said,

"one night, we got bored. I messed
around on thz piano, and Tom, the

bartender wanted me to play." She
came back with her sister for a trial

night.

The Pervasive Power ofETS
Corporate Accountability

Research Group
by RALPH NADER Special

to theELM-
Washington, D.C.—
The next time you pick up a well-

sharpened No. 2 pencil and begin to hur-

riedly answer a standardized, multiple-

-choice test, chances are that your test

is one of more than eight million given

annually by the Educational Testing

Service (ETS). You may know ETS
manufactures SATs, LSATs, GREs and
GMATs. With these tests alone, ETS in-

fluences the educational and career op-

portunities of millions of people. But the

power of ETS does not begin or end with

those tests. ETS markets 299 different

tests. ETS tests are used to determine

entrance to over 60 occupations in-

cluding firefighters, actuaries,
policemen, real estate brokers, sailors,

teachers, gynecologists, engineers, and
auto mechanics. ETS test results are

the standards of access to some of the

most powerful professions: Foreign

Service officers. New York
stockbrokers, lawyers in over 40 states,

CIA agents. Two million elementary
students take ETS tests, and ETS is

even developing ways to test infants.

ETS helps determine who will be eligi-

ble for financial aid and how much they

will receive. The financial information

ETS obtains on nearly two million

families is more detailed than a mor-

tgage application or an IRS return. ETS
consultants and trainees help shape
education and labor allocation policy in

scores of countries, including
Singapore, Brazil, and Saudi Arabia.

And ETS has test centers in 120 coun-

tries.

In thirty years, probably 90 million

people have had their schooling, jobs,

prospects for advancement, and beliefs

in their own potential directly shaped
by the quiet but pervasive power of

ETS.
What la the Educational Testing Ser-

vice? How has it centralized so much

power? Is it accountable to anyone, or

anything? Should your opportunities be

so influenced by ETS' standards of ap-

titude or intelligence?

Despite its massive influence, few

people question ETS. Students may
want to tear up test forms in moments
of frustration, but few of us think of

challenging the corporation that makes
the tests. We will soon release a lengthy

report on ETS, written by Allan Nairn,

which we hope will help people unders-

tand, and question, the unique and

unregulated power of this corporation.

Indeed, ETS is, in non-dollar ways, a

large corporation. It has more custo-

mers per year than GM and Ford com-

bined. Despite its non-profit status, it

declares roughly a million dollars in

"non-profits" each year. This money is

plowed back into corporate expansion

and maintaining the ETS estate, which

includes a 400 acre headquarters in

Princeton, New Jersey, a $250,000 home
for the president, William Tumbull,

and a three million dollar hotel/confer-

ence center—all built with student test

fees. Its revenue from test fees enabled

ETS to double in size every five years

from 1948 to 1972, a rate of growth

faster than IBM

ETS's sales and near monopoly
power, combined with its privileged

legal status as a non-profit corporation,

make it unprecendented in corporate

history. ETS is exempt from federal

and state income taxes, is effectively

beyond the reach of many anti-trust

laws, and has no stockholders. ETS
escapes the restraints governing other

corporations because it is an "educa-
tional" institution.

The power of ETS is massive, as even
one ETS executive conceded. "No mat-
ter what they try to tell you here about
how we really don't have much power,"

he said, "we know we do. We know

we're the nation's gatekeeper." This

gatekeeper can determine who enters

college, graduate and professsional

schools, as well as many occupations

and professions. Is that power legiti-

mate?
ETS defends its role as the

gatekeeper by claiming it has

developed the "science of mental

measurement", but as our report will

argue, the tests measure nothing more

than how you answered a few multiple-

choice questions. The correlation bet-

ween SAT scores and firstyear grades

in college, for example, is often lower

than the correlation between the test

scores and the income of the test

taker's parents. At best, standardized

tests measure the specialized skill of

test-taking, but they do not measure

key determinants of success such as

writing and research skill, ability to

make coherent arguments, creativity,

motivation, stamina, judgment, ex-

perience, or ethics.

ETS not only influences how institu-

tions judge individuals, however; it

also influences how individuals judge
themselves. As Nairn says, "A false

self-estimate or image is instilled in the

mind of the individual who receives a

standardized test score. For although
the scores are significantly determined
by social class, he is told they are objec-
tive, scientific measures of the in-

dividual."

Moreover, test takers are subject to

numerous injustices, ranging from in-

correct scoring of tests, to late repor-

ting of applicant information, to secret
evaluation of grades and test scores

—

and they have no recourse.

We must begin to examine the ex-
aminers.

There is a growing movement, to

reform and restructure the testing in-

dustry. In New York, Ohio, Texas, and

other states, student-run Public In-

terest Research Groups (PIRGs) have

introduced "Truth in Testing" legisla-

tion in their state legislatures. This

legislation would force ETS and other

testing companies to disclose test ques-

tions and answers, and all studies and

data on the tests; it would also require

companies to keep information on ap-

plicants confidential. Disclosing test

answers would enable students to con-

test disputed answers, and thus elimi-

nate much of the mystery surrounding

the tests. ETS has said it is willing to

release 99 per cent of its test data. But,

Nairn says, the bulk of this 99 per cent

is the material provided by the test-

takers themselves— name, social

security number, etc. Nairn says it is

crucial to disclose that last one per

cent, as it includes ETS's extrapola-

tions from the information provided by
testtakers— such as predictions of

future academic success.

The testing reform movement has

other facets. Jesse Jackson is organiz-

ing around the issue of the ETS Na-

tional Teacher Examinations which

have systematically eliminated
qualified black applicants from
teaching jobs. The FTC has apparently

found, contrary to ETS claims, that cer-

tain kinds of prep or cram courses can

raise test scores—but the report has

been withheld at this time. And several

members of Congress have called for

an investigation of the testing industry.

Students now have opportunities to

challenge the test-makers.

Individuals interested in this issue, or

in sponsoring Truth in Testing legisla-

tion, can contact Ed Hanley at our of-

fice at P.O. Box 19312, Washington,

D.C. 20036.
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Intramural Basketball: Hack City
by DAN HUDSON

Last week I said that tocrosse was the
most tiring intramural sport, well this

week I would like to report that basket-
ball is the most dangerous. Comissioner
Chatellier would probably do well to

issue protective gear for some of the

games. Nevertheless, the two divisions
are pretty competitive, and the general
atmosphere in the gym seems to in-
dicate that everyone
himself.

enjoying

Unlike previous years, this season's
arrangement does not separate teams,

with respect-to ability, into an "A" and
a "B" league. Instead, all of the teams
compete at the same level, with two

Bad weather

crowds gym
Cain to be open for

student use on weekends

by HOWARD BAUER
SportsEditor

Recent cold weather and early starts
for varsity teams playing spring sports
have curtailed free time for WC
students in Cain Gymnasium of late,

but the situation is only "temporary,"
according to Director of Athletics Ed
Athey.

With baseball, lacrosse and tennis
squads forced inside, basketball still in

progress, and socrosse and basketball
intramurals underway, finding time to

shoot baskets or work-out can be tough,
but a break in the weather should
alleviate the problem.

"Both Brian Matthews (head
lacrosse coach) and I are anxious to get
outside because there are only so many
things you can do in the gym," com-
mented Athey, who also serves as head
baseball coach. "You just can't
duplicate actual game conditions in-

doors."

This past week, Matthews, when
forced inside, has been drilling his
charges in the afternoon so as not to in-

terfere with fraternity rush activities.

He has also been holding late night
practices in order to be able to use the
entire gym. The baseball practices
have been confined to the women's gym
most afternoons, while tennis coaches
Tom Finnegan and Penny Fall have
been calling morning and mid-day
work-outs.

As things stand now, according to

Athey, the gym should be open for stu-

dent use from 2:30-3:30 pm on week-
days. Also after SGA and Student Af-
fairs Office prompting, Cain will also be
open on Saturdays and Sundays from
about4:OOto7:OOpm.

In a related development, there is a
slim possibility that Flnnegan's basket-
ball team may host an MAC playoff
game on the afternoon of the Birthday
Ball, February 24. This will only take
place if WC wins its final four league
games and beats Widener in the finale

by 16 points or more. It is feared that if

the game takes place, decoration of the

gym for the ball will be sever I y
hindered. So far, a wait and see attitude

has been kept by those involved.

divisions— North and South — provided
to facilitate a quicker season. With
regards to talent, perhaps this year's
group should be broken down into a "B"

and a "C" league. As Chattey put in in

an off-the-cuff remark, "They're as bad
as I've ever seen."

Early season action in the Northern
Division saw the KENT-5 squeeze by
WE-B-DEVO, 33-32, for what turned out
to be their only win so far. The FACUL-

TY, behind a 22-point effort by Jim
Siemen trounced the MIDLANDS
44-21.

Later in the season, the BOF-CHI
rolled over KENT-5, 55-29, behind "Dia-

mond Bill" McGrory's 15-point, 10 re-

bound performance. The THETAS, in

what has become a typical score for

them, obliterated the MIDLANDS
68-25. At this point, the THETAS are
head and shoulders above the rest of the
league and should take it all.

Turning to the South, it was evident
that the DINING HALL boys must have
supped on Hodson Hall meatloaf prior
to their first game as the BOF- TEN-

TIALS soared, 52-19, Pup LeFevre pop-
ping for 20 points. The Sigs put it all

together to slip by TROUT CITY, 37-35.

AHHP (a collection of Chemistry ma-
jors) left Dunning Hall long enough to

Uet run out of Cain Gymnasium, 72-28,

Bob Akeson and "Baltimore BUI"
Baldwin hitting double figures for the
victorius KA squad. At this point no
clear cut power has emerged from the
South, but keep an eye on the BOF-
TENTIALS. the KAS, and the SIGS.

Special mention should be made with
regard to the commendable officiating

job being done by the basketball team
members. They have done a good job in
restricting their calls to important fouls
— if not, there would have been no one
left for the second half jump. More
games and a large playoff filed await
men's intramural basketball as the
"hacking" goes on.

|

Nature's Way

Bob Leonhard finds Wednesday's snow Just right for packing a snowball
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Shore cagers capture

ninth straight
Delaware Valley Falls

byHOWARD BAUER
Sports Ed/tor

Despite shooting a sizzling 64 percent

from the field and having all five

starters scoring In double figures, the

WC basketball team needed a basket by

Joe Wilson with 15 seconds to play to

capture their ninth straight victory in

the form of a 97-95 decision over host

Delaware Valley last Saturday night.

who ignited the Shore rally which cut

away the ll-point half-time advantage

that Delaware had built.

Craig Langwost added 16 points and 3

assists to the Shore cause, while Joe
Moye tallied 12 and Steve Dickerson 10.

Wilson, who finished with 22 points,

missed a one-on-one free throw op-

portunityhin the final minute of play,

with WC leading 95-93, which would

have iced the game. Del. Valley

secured the rebound and went down to

tie the game, but the Shore captain

came back to redeem himself by sink-

ing the game winner.

Wilson's heroics stole some of the

thunder from an outstanding 32-point,

A-asslst performance by Doug Byrne

Slowdown game is key

The streaking Shoremen of Coach

Tom Finnegan now show a 10-5 record

on the season, and drew reporter James
Stewart of the Baltimore Morning Sun

to Chestertown to cover the Shore

resurgance. Stewarts' highly favorable

article appeared in the Wednesday Feb

7 issue of that paper, and praised the

play of seniors Dickerson, Byrne and

Wilson for heading the Shoremen

toward only their third winning season

in 35 years as well as their first MAC
tournament bid ever.

Game called on account of Tbeta Party? Washington College snapped its

wln-skein with a 63-78 loss to Havertord last night. Shown here are Doug
Byrne(25) in the second half. Watching are Joe WUsonOl) and Joe
Moyj&BL

WC gains revenge on Western MarylandO "hv HOWARD BAUER *
by HOWARD BAUER

Ask ten basketball coaches about the

four corners offense and chances are

you will get ten different reasons for

praising or disdaining it. Controversial

as it may be, Shore fans should be

grateful for it now, as the slowdown

game allowed Coach Tom Finnegan to

protect his foul-plagued front court

players as well as a slim lead on the

way to a thrilling 83-82 overtime victory

over Western Maryland on Thurs. Feb.

1, before an enthusiastic home crowd.

Steve Dickerson's lay-up off an offen-

sive rebound with 22 seconds left pro-

vided the final margin of victory for WC
over the same Green Terror squad

which whipped the Shore five by a

sizable margin earlier in the season at

Westminster. Dickerson's late heroics

might not have been possible without

the delay, however.
Starters Joe Moye, Doug Byrne, and

Joe Wilson all picked up 3 fouls in the

first 15 minutes of the game, and with a

slim 34-31 lead, Finnegan went to the

four corners.

With Rich Shatzman and Craig

Langwost handling the ball and driving

to the hoop whenever possible, WC
managed to extend the lead to 46-40 at

intermission on Langwost's short

jumper with 4 seconds to go.

The Shoremen opened the second half

in a 2-3 zone defense in order to protect

their big men, but Moye picked up his

fourth foul with less than a minute to

play. Two minutes later, Byrne scored

on a layup to up the lead to 48-40, but

was called for charging on the play and

was forced to the bench.

Finnegan then went with Langwost,

Dickerson, Shatzman, RichDwyer, and

seldom used Gus Stratakis in a

makeshift 3-guard lineup. Stratakis,

however, responded by scoring off a

Langwost pass to move WC out by 50-44

with 14 minutes to play.

With 10:30 to go, a bucket by the Ter-

rors' Mike Hart and a pair of inside

hoops by Pete Randall gave Western

Maryland its first lead since midway
through the first half at 57-56. For the

first time in 15 minutes of play, WC was

forced out of the four corners.

Sensing a shift in momentum, Fin-

negan gambled by reinserting Byrne in-

to the game, and was rewarded as the

senior responded with a lay up for a

Shore lead with 7:59 to go. Randall hit

on the inside, but Byrne answered with

two free throws. Scott Peters regained

the lead for the Terrors, but buckets by

Shatzman and 8yrne, again, put WC up
64-61 With 5:47 left.

Byrne was fouled while making a

spectacular hanging jumpshot at 2:24,

Sports Editor

and his free throw put WC up 71-69, but

Peters quickly retted matters. Shatz-

man hit a bucket at 1:39, but then

missed on a one-and-one free throw

before Lester Wallace hit with 34

seconds to go to give the Terrors a 74-73

edge.

After a time-out, Finnegan s squad

got the ball to Wilson, and he knocked

home a short jumper with 14 seconds to

go. Tough Shore defense forced a

desperation shot with but one tick left

on the clock, but Wallace was fouled by

Dickerson on the play, and made his

first free throw to tie the game, His

potential game winner, however,

bounced off the rim and WC was in

overtime.

Wilson scored the first four Shore

points in overtime hefore a Langwost

jumper from the corner at 2 : 12 gave the

home fire an 81-80 lead. Freshman

guard Robbie Lardner then canned a 15

foot jumper with 45 seconds to go to

give the Terrors a lead and set the stage

for Dickerson.

A short jumper by Byrne bounded off

the rim, but Dickerson snared the re-

bound and went up strong to win the

game. Dickerson was almost the goat,

however, as he fouled Mike Walters

.with 6 seconds to play. But Walter's

first free throw in the oneand-one

bounded away right into the hands of

Dwyer, and the Shoremen had captured

their most exciting home win in recent

memory.

Wilson, Byrne, Dickerson,

Moye among MAC leaders

Joe Wilson stands second in scoring

and field goal percentage in the Middle

Atlantic States Collegiate Athletic Con-

ference, according to statistics re-

leased January 29.

Wilson's 22.6 scoring average in five

games places him behind Roger Gaio of

Juniata, who is averageing 26.0. Doug
Byrne stands third with a 21.4 clip.

The Shore senior's .681 field goal

percentage stands him second to Swar-
thmore Greg Berlin's .828. Wilson,

however, has taken 66 shots, compared
to 22 for Berlin.

Steve Dickerson stands 19th in the

MAC with a .551 field goal percent.

Wilson is also among the leading re-

bounders with a 9.0 average, standing

sixth. Byrne is 20th with a 7.0 average.

Doug Byrne's 86 percent free throw
mark places him seventh. Joe Moye is

nth with an 81 percent mark.
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The Washington College Student Government Association

Presents

Liz Meyer and the Midnight Flyers

Saturday, February 10
10:00-2:00

Hodson

Free Beer For The First Hour!

s2.00

Stickmen set scrimmages
Courtesy, KENTCOUNTYNEWS
Washington College's varsity

lacrosse team will prep for an 11-game

regular season with five scrimmages

beginning with Baltimore Lacrosse

Club at home Saturday, February 17 at

2p.m.
The Shoremen may play a sixth

scrimmage with the Eastern Shore

lacrosse Club Gunners at Worton Park

under-the-lights at 8 p.m. if details "can

be worked out," according to Shore

coach Bryan Matthews.

_ Four of WC's workouts will be at
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Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

DtlMtable Delight*

Wtakdayt
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m.-10 p.m.

Kibler Field or on the Shore practice

field above Kibler field.

Bob Shriver, former Shore midfield

standout, will bring his Crease Club

here on Saturday, February 24 for an 11

a m. scrimmage. Washington beat the

Crease, 11-5, here last year. Shriver

won Coach of the Year honors for his

performance in 1978 and the club

players are traditional slow starters.

Washington College will journey to

College Park and take on the powerful

University of Maryland Terps on Satur-

day, March 3. Game time is 1 p.m.

The Shoremen will not get a breather

when next day McGarvey's Lacrosse

Club visits to scrimmage at 2p.m.

Washington will close out the scrim-

mage slate Saturday, March 17 with a

workout with Dartmouth University at

1 p.m. here. Head coach Matthews and

assistants Clint Evans and Frank Sl-

meoni are currently working out with 40

players.
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Washington

Birthday

celebrations

planned
The schedule for this year's

Washington's Birthday celebration, to

be held February 24, includes a 10:00

a.m. meeting of the Board of Visitors

and Governors, an informal luncheon in

the College dining room at 12 noon, and
the main event of the day, Washington's
Birthday Convocation at 2:00 pm in the
Fine Arts Center, as well as the tradi-

tional Birthday Ball that evening.

Lester Lanin Orchestra

back after good reviews

last year

The Convocation address will be
delivered by .'ames B. Coulter,
Secretary of the Maryland Department
of Natural Resources and a member of
the Chesapeake Bay Research Con-
sortium Board of Directors and the
United States Geological Survey
Citizens Advisory Committee on Public
Water Data Use.
After his address, Coulter will

receive an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters. Former Acting Governor Blair
Lee III has also been nominated to
receive an honorary degree and has

Highlighting the evening, as usual
will be the annual Washington's Bir-
thday Ball, beginning at 9 p.m. in Cain
Athletic Center. The black tie affair will
again feature the music of the Lester
Lanin Orchestra.

The bluest new. this week was once again the snow a. Monday's .torn, dumped sb Inches on the campus Local
oHIclals report a total of.12.3 Inches for the week In the Chestertown area, just .2 Inches under the record lor any

week established last February. Snow seems likely again tonight and Sunday.

Lambdas sentenced to probation
Further offense could result in disbandment

Lambda Pi Delta Fraternity has been
placed on Social Probation by the Stu-
dent Affairs Office, and is in danger of
being disbanded.
The probation is a result of "a series

of escalating problems last semester

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor

and this semester, " culminating in van-
dalism committed last weekend by
members of the fraternity at a local
restaurant and West Hall, according to

Maureen Kelley, Dean of Students.
The terms of the probation require

The Student Government Association

and the

Coffee House

present

STONEGROUND
in the Coffee House

9:30-1:30
75* Cover Charge

Saturday, February 17

that no member engage in "the type of

behavior that put them on probation in

the first place," Kelley said. In addi-

tion, the fraternity is responsible for the

repair of all damages, social functions

Continued on page 5

College fares well in endowment
Alumni termed "very supportive"

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Endowment and annual giving
figures for Washington College stack up
well against four of five comparable
area schools, according to a study of the
most recent statistics.

Washington compared favorably with
Hood, Loyola, Mount St. Mary's, and
Western Maryland in the most recent
edition of "Voluntary Support of Educa-
tion," which provided figures for the
1976-77 academic year. Only Goucher
College held an edge on Washington
both in endowment and annual giving.

Endowment
Although Washington's endowment of

S5.7 million ranked only fourth among
the six schools, the College had the
smallest number of alumni on record
(5,450) and the' smallest total enroll-

ment (838) for that year among the six.

The College's Vice-President for

Development, George Hayward, says,
"It may be fair to compare endowment
in terms of a school's number of

students."

If that is the ease, then only
Goucher's $17.3 million endowment
(more than $19,000 per student) would
exceed Washington's. With $6,810 per
student in endowment. Washington ex-
ceeds both Hood ($6,188) and Western

Maryland ($2,804), although both of

those schools have larger endowment
funds ($7 million and $6 million, respec-

tively). Loyola has only $2.7 million in

endowment and Mount St. Mary's only
$1.5 million.

Annual Giving
Jay Vogel, the College's Director of

Annual Giving, says that "for a small
school, compared against schools of

like size and against the national
averages, we fare fairly well."

"We have nothing to be ashamed of. I

think our alumni are very supportive,

and not just financially."

Among the six schools, Washington
ranks third in terms of alumni par-
ticipation in annual giving for 1976-77.

The College's participation rate of 27

percent is above the national average of

24 percent and ranks behind only
Western Maryland (29 percent) and
Goucher (40 percent).

Washington's average alumni gift of

$57.39 ranked fourth among the six.

Mount St. Mary's, with only a 10 per-

cent participation rate, receives an
average gift of more than $76. Goucher
($72.76) and Hood ($60.35) rank second
and third.
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Letters to the Editor

Vandalism

In the past few weeks it has begun to seem that vandalism is

becoming a way of life at Washington College. The latest incident

occurred just last night when a main door was ripped off of Hod-

son Hall. .*,.,. i

Meanwhile, the Lambda Pi Delta Fraternity has been placed

on social probation and is in danger of being disbanded due to a

series of offenses culminating in the vandalism of a local

restaurant by some fraternity members last weekend. The

Lambdas elected not to turn in individual members but to take

action as a group to attempt to deal with the problem.

Though we feel that it is unfortunate that the entire fraternity

is forced to suffer because of some of its members, we applaud

the group's effort to rehabilitate themselves and to clean up their

image at Washington College: The Lambdas are currently

establishing an Honor Code Committee to set standards of

behavior. A change in the attitude of persons guilty of violence

and destruction can come about only when students are allowed

some freedom to regulate themselves.

n r

I am furious about the wanton van-

dalism that seems to have become the

"thing to do" on the campus of

Washington College. This morning, in

Bill Smith, our class was forced to clear

shards of glass from the tables and

chairs because of a broken window. One

of my classmates was angry at the

janitorial service for not having

cleaned up the mess before the day's

classes began. This startled me. Why
did she direct her anger toward the

janitors and not toward those students

who had committed the crime?

It sickens me to see our beautiful

campus being destroyed by vandals

masquerading as college scholars. 1

must say that the "sophisticated, mid-

dle calss, urban" student body of this
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college which Dean Maxcy compared to

the "less sophisticated, lower class,

rural" people of the community (Elm,
February 9, 1979) is certainly not living

up to his description.

The perspective of the students and

the administration, in regard to these

crimes, must change. Washington Col-

lege is not the place for irresponsible

hooligans. I hope that my fellow

students will take an active role in see-

ing that these acts of destruction stop. I

urge the administration to accept the

fact that the problem is one that in-

volves the sophisticated student com-
munity, not the lower class rural peo-

ple, and to deal more severely with any

student guilty of such an offense.

Yours sincerely,

Jane A. Johnson

We need a pool!

In surveying several of Maryland's

colleges for the use of a summer con-

ference, I have noticed that one severe

deficiency of this campus stands out.

The majority of. the other campuses
have at least one swimming pool —
some have an indoor and an outdoor

one. There is no reason that a college

with otherwise complete and adequate

facilities should have no pool and no ac-

cess to one located convenient to the

campus.
The Hodson Trust recently con-

tributed $515,000 to this College, and it

name withheld by request

CORRECTION

does not seem inappropriate that the

necessary funds be allotted for the con-

struction of a pool and its housing. We
have platform tennis courts but not this

greatly needed recreational and athle-

tic utility. If funds were not wasted on
things such as color photographs in the

Pegasus, perhaps we would already

have one.

We hope that this situation will be
remedied so that the College will be a

fully equipped campus by its bicenten-

nial year.

In last week's edition of Me ELM, in

the ''Vandalism continues to plague

campus" story Assistant Dean of

Students Ed Maxcy should be quoted in

the fifth paragraph as saying "the pro-

blem may, in part, stem from the fact

that students may perceive that we
have a sophisticated middle class, ur-

ban student community in a town made
up of less sjphisticated, lower class,

rural people. A number of students

come to Washington- College with

preconceived ideas or stereotypes

about the community, and, because of

Comptroller of the Treasury
Thousands of students throughout

Maryland will be happy to learn that

they are now treated the same as any

other single taxpayer for state income
tax purposes.

Single students are not required to

file a state income tax return unless

they earned 52,950 during 1978.

Previously, students with S750 or more
in interest or dividend income were re-

quired to file a Maryland Income Tax
Return. This change affects approx-

imately 20,000 students and should save

up to S69 in each case.

However, State Comptroller Golds-

tein reminded students that if they had
Maryland Income Taxes withheld from
their pay during 1978 they must file a

state return to get a refund.

the College's relative isolation, are not

given the opportunity to change these

stereotypes. The College, through its

various organizations, has got to do all

it can to get the students to know the

people of Chestertown. With a greater

sense of community awareness, there

would be a greater sense of respon-

sibility, and hopefully, situations like

the snowball fight with some town peo-

ple and vandalism off-campus would be

eliminated."

The ELM regrets the misunderstan-

ding.—

Shakespeare lecturer
Washington College News Bureau
OB. Hardison, noted Shakespeare

scholar, authority on rennaissance

English literature, and current director

of the Folger Shakespeare Library in

Washington, D.C., will lecture on

•Shakespeare on Film: A Diminished

Glory" on Wednesday, Feb. 21 at 8:30

Mr. Hardison has written

several books, including Christian Rite

and Christian Drama In the Middle

Ages H965) and The Humanities and

the Idea of the Humanities (1973). He

has edited the journals Modern
Philology, English Literary Ren-

naissance, and Milton Studies. Before

taking over the directorship of the

Folger Library he taught at Princeton

and the University of North Carolina.

His talk is being sponsored by the

Sophie Kerr Committee of Washington

College.

The Elt Squad
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Business Education?
QUESTION : Do you think the College

should establish more business
courses?

byMARY LAFERRIERE
Photography by Tee Adams

Alicia DuPont, junior, Corfu, Greece
"Yes, and I also feel there should be

more art courses."

David Stier, junior, King of Prussia,
Pa.

"Disregarding the absurdity of the
question, yes. But they should be tied in

with the academic structure of the
Economics Department. Personally,
I've always felt that the attrition rate at

Washington College stems completely
and irrevocably from the lack of
business courses here. But I don't real-

ly know, since I came here for

Sandy Evans

A.J. Villani, Jr., junior, Ocean City,

Md.
"If they (students) want more

business courses, let them go to

Salisbury, or some business college.

This is a liberal arts college, not a

school of business administration."

Richard Amtrikian

Scott Sadof f, senior, Easton, Md.
"I think that if they offered more

business courses, it would help the at-

trition rate. Many students go
elsewhere because of the school's
limited business curriculum."

Rick Wagner

Betsy Hahn
t
sophomore, Bethesda, Md.

"That's what I've been saying all

along. I work In the admissions office
contacting prospective students and a
good majority ask if we have a business
management major."

Sandy Evans, sophomore, Severna
Park, Md.
"Yes, and they should offer business

administration as a major."

Richard Amirikian, freshman, Cen-
treville, Md.
"I think they should. If they did, it

would offer more variety for majors."

Rick Wagner, senior, Far Hills, N.J.
"I think if it wants to increase Its

enrollment and establish itself as a
business college, that's fine."

Business Education a

possibility here
Economics professor discusses di v erse curriculum

by (CATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor

A proposal to expand Business
Course offerings within the framework
of the Economics Department has
recently been discussed and researched
by the Economics faculty.

Although the proposal is still in the

earliest stages, Dr. William Bailey,

Chairman of the Economics Depart-

ment, said that the new courses could

be established as early as next Fall if

they are approved by the Administra-

tion.

There are at least two courses that

may be instituted. One would involve a

quantitative approach to decision-

making in business, and the other

would be an expansion of "Business

Law" into two parts, a change that

students have suggested to Bailey.

Bailey said that the aim of the cur-

riculum additions would be "to provide

these courses as a service to students at

Washington College who want exposure

to the fundamentals of business within
the framework of the Economics De-
partment and a Liberal Arts Educa-
tion." He added that students majoring
in any subject can enroll in Business
Courses, emphasizing a combination of

the breadth of Liberal Arts and a basic
knowledge of business principles.

In a comparative study of forty

small, private, liberal arts colleges in

the Middle Atlantic area, a majority

were found to offer more Business

courses and have a larger Economics
and Business faculty.

Western Maryland has an Economics
and Business Administration major,

and Loyola College has an Accounting

major as well as an Economics major,

for example.

Washington College was one of six of

the forty colleges studied that has only
an Economics Department with little or
no Business offerings in addition.

Coming February 22

to the Coffee House

D.C.EATS
(a new wave band with

female vocals)
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SPECIAL REPORT

Right-wing students exert greater pressure on campus

by NOREEN McGRATH
Staff writer for the

CHRONICLE OF HTGHER
EDUCATION

Reprinted for THE ELM

What Washington College Professor

of Philosophy David Newell has been

saving all along has been conformed by-

research conducted by the American

Council on Education: College Students

are becoming increasingly more

politically conservative. The views of

Washington College students have

made a verv conservative turn since

exactly 17 years ago this week when

students here joined with officials from

the National Association for the Ad-

vancement of Colored People in

Freedom Raids" protesting racial

discrimination at local restaurants.

Although the most conservative group

on this campus is still the College

Republicans, the Chronicle of Higher

Education noted recently that right-

wing affiliations are making waves at

most colleges. Could \VC be in the midst

of a revolution in political thought? On-

ly time can tell
"
Bolstered by a new assertiveness, the

doctrine of the "new right," and a

healthy national organization, political-

ly conservative students are increasing

their influence on college campuses.

While campus conservatives are still

a minority, even liberal student leaders

admit that identification with "rightw-

ing" causes is on the rise. Last year

saw student groups lining up to oppose

affirmative action, to support Allan

Bakke's reverse-discrimination suit,

and to advocate that the Panama Canal

and the B-l bomber not be given up.

Effort Paying Off

An organized effort by young conser-

vatives in Young Americans for

Freedom, the College Republicans, and

other groups on the right of the political

spectrum "is paying off," says Robert

C. Heckman, director of services in the

national office of the Y.A.F. in Sterling,

Va.

Young Americans for Freedom, the

national organization of young conser-

vatives, "is getting stronger on cam-

puses," agrees Joel C. Packer,

legislative director for the United

States Student Association, which is

scorned as "too liberal" by young con-

servatives.

"The conservatives work against

everything we are working for." he

adds. "We must stop them before they

Washington College reflects the trend

Saturday, February 3, 1962: Students Join approximately ISO Freedom Raiders protesting racial discrimination

atBud'sRestaurantandotherlocal establlsments which refuse to serve Negroes Today, activism on the college

campus does not take such a vocal turn

stop us
"

He cites a number of reasons for the

growing strength of the campus right:

"The new conservative groups seem to

have more money than we do. The new
right is using new tactics. They have
become very good at organizing

grassroots support and using the

media."
Another reason for the growing in-

fluence of the conservatives, according

to Mr. Packer and several other

U.S.S.A. representatives, is the con-

tinued strength of the Y.A.F. as an
organization.

They say it has been able to embrace
both the old and new elements of the
right. Furthermore, the 55,000-member
Y.A.F. has not had any real problem
with splinter groups' breaking away
from the main organization, a tendency

that has continually plagued more
libera) organizations.

The Y.A.F. has also been aided by the

influential positions now occupied by

some of its older members and alumni.

"The new young conservatives are a

smarter bunch," says Wesley McCune,
a researcher for Group Research, Inc.,

which monitors the right for liberal

politicians. "They are an Intelligent col-

lection of young politicians, who
learned from the 60's, who have more
political savvy, and who are increasing-

ly powerful."

In articles for Group Research

Report, a newsletter, Mr. McCune has

reported on "a trained cadre of right-

wing student leaders," who were once

active in supporting the Vietnam war
and countering left-wing protests. Now,

he says, those activists have moved into

legislative positions across the country.

Former and present Y.A.F. members
are "in great demand on the Hill" as

staffers for Republican Congressmen,

he says.

Maryland conservatively represented

The most obvious example is Robert

E. Bauman, a former national chair-

man and a founder of the Y.A.F., who
now represents Maryland in the House
of Representatives. "No other youth

organization can match the kind of op-

portunity provided by Young
Americans for Freedom," Represen-

tative Bauman says.

As the older conservatives move into

higher positions in the Republican Par-

ty, Mr. McCune notes, younger conser-

vatives are "rapidly replacing
them. ..filling the campus ranks.

"I often find that they are outwork-

ing, out lobbying, and out spending more
liberal causes."

Instead of merely countering the left,

as they once did, the young conser-

vatives are now actively campaigning
for conservative causes and candidates

both on and off campuse&r To the posi-

tions traditionally championed by
leaders of the right-anti-communism

and opposition to big government they

have added some new issues, such as

abortion, women's rights, and
homosexuals' rights.

On campuses, a number of issues

stand out as important to conser-

vatives. Increasingly, liberal students

say they find a vocal group of activists

espousing the conservative side of af-

firmative action, mandatory fees for

student activities, and abortion. Those
same conservatives demand a role in

student governments, a column in "the
knee-jerk liberal newspapers," and
conservative speakers to balance
liberal speakers.

Student conservatives argue that af-

firmative action is a form of reverse
discrimination against whites. "Every
individual should be judged, color-free,

on the basis of his or her own merits,"
says Francis Connolly, head of the
Y.A.F. chapter of Columbia University.
The Y.A.F., in addition to sponsoring

anti-affirmativeaction lectures on cam-
puses, submitted a friend-of-the-court

brief to the Supreme Court'in support of

Mr. Bakke.

_ Dozens of Y.A.F. chapters have suc-

cessfully sought referenda to keep stu-

dent governments from imposing man-
datory fees to pay for student activities.

"Why should students have to pay to

support a liberal newspaper or student

government, when both have political

opinions alien to their own?" asks Ter-

rell R. Cannon, state, chairman of the

Y.A.F. in Nebraska.
"This is the type of activity which is

most dangerous to campus liberals,"

says Janet M. Topolsky, director of the
youth caucus of the Liberal Americans
for Democratic Action. "The fees are
the lifeblood of student governments."
Quietly Taking Over

In addition, she says, "Conservatives
are very quietly taking over and mak-
ing inroads" in student governments.
At the University of Texas at Austin,

after the Y.A.F. and other student

groups called for the abolition of the

undergraduate student government, a
campus referendum was held. The stu-

dent government was abolished by a
margin of 186 votes.

Another of the young conservatives'

major complaints Is the liberal tone of

many student newspapers. If activity

fees include a subsidy for the paper,

conservatives want the fees to be volun-

tary, or they want a say in the publica-

tion's policies. At Adelphi University in

upstate New York, Y.A.F. members
demanded equal space in the paper and
got it. Every week the group runs a col-

Continued on pane 5
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umn, "Y.A.F.'s Eyeview," that
discusses its side of such national issues
as nuclear disarmament, abortion,
women's rights, and defense spending.
On the issue of campus speakers, con-

servative students at the University of
Nebraska demanded that the trustees
take away from the student govern-
ment the power to invite speakers who,
the conservatives said, invariably
turned out to be liberals.

Now the power is in the hands of the
university administration, and conser-
vative speakers are invited to appear.
According to Mr. Cannon of the

Nebraska Y.A.F., the campus speaker
in greatest demand by conservatives is

former Maj. Gen, John Singlaub, the
Army commander in South Korea who
was forced to resign after criticizing
the Carter Administration's defense
policies.

Campaign Is Under Way
Another conservative campaign is

under way to combat the establishment
of Public Interest Research Groups at
colleges and universities, according to
Robert A. Chlopak, who coordinates
campus P.I.R.G. activities from
Washington. The public-interest
groups, the student branch of Ralph
Nader's consumer movement, are now
active on 175 campuses in 30 states, Mr.
Chlopak says.

On the other hand, Marjorie M.
(Midge) Miller, a liberal member of the

Wisconsin legislature, told a recenlcon-
ference of U.S. Student Association

leaders, "A year or two ago hardly
anyone was doing any talking or think-

ing about the far right, but that has
changed radically of late."

Although such P.I.R.G.'s maintain a
non-partisan stance, conservative
students see that as a "cover for

Nader's inherent liberalism," in the
words of Gordon D. DeLetto, chairman
of the Y.A.F. at Adelphi University.

Conservative students wear "Recall
Ralph Nader" buttons and say they are
wary of groups who claim to know what
the public interest or good is.

"It's different for every individual,"

Mr. DeLetto says. "We have kept the

groups off the Adelphi campus. Nader
checks to see if a campus has an active

Y.A.F. before he sends in his P.I.R.G.

force."

Mr. Chlopak denies that. In 98 per
cent of the cases, he says, P.I.R.G.'s

have "caught on regardless of the

presence of the radical right."

Most conservatives agree that one of

the major reasons for their gains is the
philosophy of the "new right"-but not
all of them agree on what that
philosophy is.

"The new Republicans and some
Democrats are classical conser-
vatives," says Mr. Connolly, a junior in
history at Columbia University. "The
old conservatives rejected all the social
reforms and New Deal plans of F.D.R
The new right are young people who
have accepted these social reforms, but
who are against any more government
regulation."

"The new right simply means young
conservatives as opposed to old." says
Adelphi's Mr. DeLetto. "But there is no
real split between the generations,
because conservatives are a unified
political group. The new right, as a
whole, concentrates on the social and
moral sides of issues.

"This is where the anti-E.R.A. and
anti-abortion campaigns come from.

"

Whatever the ideological reasons,
young conservatives say they are
pleased with their gains in membership
andvisibilitv.

They say the conservative trend
across the country, in Congress, and
particularly among young people is not
just happenstance.
"We have helped; we have given

students an alternative point of view "

Mr. Connolly says. "We fought the hip-
pies, and now we are in place ready to
fight the liberals on every issue they
raise."

Although some liberals admit to be-
ing fearful of the new drift toward con-
servative principles, others say it is stu-
dent apathy and not any real allegiance

KrtL W "! at dominates campuses
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ral Students and c*Vsgroups that want social change are still

the norm they say, but students are too
concerned about getting jobs to march
against social ills.

"Young liberals are interested in get-
ting an education so they can get a job- any job," says Ms. Topolsky of
Americans for Democratic Action
The conservatives on the campuses

although influential, are checked and
balanced by the liberal tendency of
most students, she says.^he right is up
agarnst "for-the-mc. part-liberal
students who are going through per-
sonal changes and who are ready to
change the world around them

"

"Right to Die" lecturer speaks
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

Tom Beauchamp. speaking on "The
Right to Die" in the first William James
Forum lecture of the semester said
Tuesday night that "of course we have
the right to die ... to the extent that
another is obligated not to prevent us
from taking that right." .

Beauchamp, from the Center for
Bioethics of the Joseph and Rose Ken-
nedy Institute, Georgetown University
began the lecture with an explanation
of rights and obligations in euthanasia
cases.

He then discussed particular cases
saying of Karen Anne Quinlan, "Yes
the individual has a right to die, if
another has the obligation to let that in-
dividual die."

He went on to equate one's right to
live with the right to die. "If you can
make a decision that one has aright to-M.U., .I,,, mic na3 d rigm [

Students

political

live, then you can mane tnai same case
for one's right to die."
Beauchamp said that the major issue

in coming years will be passive versus
active euthanasia. Every euthanasia
bill in the country so far is passive, he
said, defining passive as the right to die
by natural processes. Cases of active
euthanasia are those in which the vic-
tim needs the help of another in order to
die, which he said is not an uncommon
occurrence.

"There are cases where we have a
moral obligation to help them die," he
said, adding that the problem will arise
when the moral right becomes a legal
right.

Beauchamp is the co-author of the
textbook in Dr. David Newell's "Death
and Dying" seminar. Ethical Issues In
Death and Dying.

experience

internship
by CATHY McGUIRE

For two years. Washington College
has participated in an internship pro-
gram run by the offices of both the
President of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House in Annapolis Maryland
The students currently participating in
the internship program are Foster
Deibert, Mark Dillow, Paul Drinks
Marcella Garland, James Larrimore,
Lynn Lyke, Rita McWilliams, Kevin
Schneckenburger, and A.J. Villani.
An intern goes to Annapolis every

week on Tuesdays and Thursdays and
is assigned to a legislator to act as an
aide. Their work includes spending
time at committee hearings, handling
constituency complaints and resear-
ching pieces of legislation.

Lynn Lyke said that her experinces in
Annapolis thus far "have been most
rewarding. I feel that I have had the
chance to apply the book knowledge
that I have learned in my classes at
W.C. Besides learning about politics

and the legislative process. I have
learned a lot about people. I have really
enjoyed going to Annapolis and par-
ticipating in the General Assembly and
would recommend the opportunity to
anyone."

A.J. Villani said that the program
has been the most unique educational
experience one could hone to have
The program is open to juniors and

seniors with a grade point average of
2.5 or better, and allows the students to
gain first hand knowledge of the
legislative process and Maryland
politics.

The session runs from January
through mid April and the interns also
meet regularly with Dr. Howard Silver
of the Political Science Department
each week, and are responsible for
reading and writing assignments. The
program is equal to two course credits

Continued on page7
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are prohibited, and the fraternity is not
allowed to admit new pledges to their
order.

If any of these requirements are
disobeyed, Kelley said that the fraterni-
ty will be disbanded. The demands
regarding social functions and the ad-
mittance of pledges will be reviewed
after Spring Break. The decision of
whether or not these requirements of
the probation will be continued will de-
pend upon the behavior of the in-

dividuals of the fraternity until then.

Lambdas to establish honor code
Edward Maxcy, Associate Dean of

Students, said that "Each member of
the fraternity is responsible for the
future existence of the fraternity. '

'

Tom Kohlerman, newly elected
Lambda.President. said that the frater-

Needlework
Contemporary needlework by local

artists is on display in the Miller
Library at Washington College. The ex-
hibit was arranged by members of the
Library staff as an adjunct to the Early
American needlework show, from the
Baltimore Museum of Art, that is on
display in the Gibson Fine Arts Center.

In contrast to the early American
works dating from 1735 to 1869, the
Miller Library exhibit is a representa-
tion of work being done today by
several local artists.

The Library exhibit includes needle-
point by Ann Wilmer Hoon, Edith
Slpala, Virginia,Speiden and Basil Tul-

nity "elected not to turn in the in-
dividuals, but take responsibility as a
group, to avoid suspensions, expul-
sions, or other harsh punishment of in-

dividuals."

Lambdas established a committee to
attempt to deal with the problem at
their meeting last Monday night. The
Honor Code Committee, consisting of
five members, will attempt to set stan-
dards of behavior, and insure that
damage from vandalism is repaired or
paid for by individual members respon-
sible for the damage.
Kohlerman said that the "people in

the fraternity who admit responsibility
for certain acts of vandalism are taking
responsibility to pay for the repairs."
In addition, the fraternity plans to
repair some of the damage themselves,
such as broken windows.

exhibition held
ly, and from tne collection of Mrs.
Walter G. Hards, and a needlepoint
kneeler from St. Pauls Church; crewel
embroidery by Sihn Ja An and Jo B.
Kelley, counted cross stitch by Har-
riette Goodman, and petit point by
Margaret W. Perkins.
The Library is open to visiters seven

days a week, nights as well as daytime
except Saturday early-closing at 5 pm.
The Fine Arts Center early American
exhibit is .open from 2 to 4 p.m. on
Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays. Both shows run through
February 25 and are open to the public
free of admission.

Campus Calendar
„., „ Tonight

-Film Series: THAT OBSCURE OBJECT OF DESIRE-Smith
Aud. — 7:30p.m.
—"Spanish Club Night" — Coffee House — 9 p.m.

Saturday
—Basketball vs. Johns Hopkins — 8 p.m.

Sunday
—Film

:
that obscure object of desire — Smith Aud. - 7 : 30 p.m

Monday
—SGA Meeting—Hynson Lounge — 7:30 p.m.

„ Tuesday
-Fil: THAT OBSCURE OBJECT OF DESIRE - Smith Aud -
7:30 p.m.

Wednesday

P„1»Sr'lhIi
e
J"
r lectu/? by O. B. Hardison, Jr., Director, the

Folger Shakespeare Library— Sophie Kerr room - 8 30 p m
Friday

-Film Series
: ONIBABA - Smith Aud. - 7: 30 p.m.

Saturday 24
—Visitors and Governors Meeting— 10 a.m
—Lacrosse scrimmage vs. Crease Lacrosse Club— 11 a m
-Wansington's Birthday Convocation — Fine Arts Center — 2
p.m.
-Birthday Ball - Cain Athletic Center - 9 p.m.

Sunday 25
-Closing day of Neelework Exhibit - Fine Arts Ctr- 2-4 p m-Film: ONIBABA- Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.

Monday 26
—Dance Club — Studio, Cain— 4:30 p.m.

Tuesday 27
-Film

: ONIBABA- Smith Aud. - 7: 30 p.m.
Wednesday 28

-Music Department Seminar: "Incorporating Improvisation in-
to the Elementary Music Curriculum" by Betsv
Hohnsione—Fine Arts Ctr, room 9 — 4 p.m
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=Piano Recital in Review

Anighttoremem
The advance build-up given to Robin

McCabe's piano recital last week was

enough to make anyone sceptical. This,

we were warned, was the one concert

we should not miss, the one we would

tell our grandchildren about. Miss Mc-

Cabe had only begun to make a name in

the musical world, but her star was ris-

ing swiftly. Consequently, a large and

sceptical crowd attended the concert.

But Miss McCabe lived up to her

publicity magnificently. Even before

she had displayed her technical skill

with pieces by Ravel and Chopin, she

showed a sensitive, musicianly ap-

proach to her material that is rarely

found in young artists. As one listener

put it, she was more concerned with

presenting the music than with showing

off herself. In the Scarlatti and Haydn

sonatas that opened the concert, her ar-

tistry was already as much in evidence

as it was in the devilish piano arrange-

ment of Stravinsky's "Firebird" that

closed it.

As she went on to Ravel's "Gaspard

de la Nuit". her extraordinary techni-

que came into play. This is a difficult

piece both technically and musically.

The dark night-world of the prose-poet

Bertrand, whose works inspired the

piece, must always be present. Miss

by THOMAS GOODE

McCabe brought it off with great skill

and sensitivity. In the final movement
especially, describing the midnight

romp of the goblin Scarbo, special

technical difficulty was overcome
without resorting to heavy-handedness
of interpretation.

No handicap here

The second half of the concert opened

with two Chopin Etudes, Op. 10 nos. 6

and 5, each one followed by a "study"

arranged by Leopold Godowsky, a vir-

tuoso performer of the turn of the cen-

tury. The first of these "studies of

studies" reworks Chopin's original

work into a piece for left hand alone.

Miss McCabe's performance was

fascinating. She did not seem at all

limited by the absence of one hand. The

other "study" took Chopin's "black-

key" etude and inverted the melody,

turning the whole into an entirely new

piece.

These were followed by Chopin's

"Polonaise-Fantasie". Despite a com-
mendable performance, this piece

seemed very episodic and failed to hold

interest; contained rather too much
"Fantasie". Finally, we came to the

most prodigious showpiece of the pro-

gram, the excerpts from "The
Firebird". Miss McCabe preceded

these with a short explanation of the

ballet imostlv inaccurate) and some

brief remarks on the piano arrange-

ment. She also pointed out that she had

just made a recording of it, to be

released soon. Evidently, the composer

of this arrangement attempted to in-

clude every note of the original, to be

played in any way necessary. At times,

there were ingenious attempts to

recreate an orchestral sound, but for

the most part, the arrangement did not

approach the sound of the original. Miss

McCabe's performance was undoubted-

ly the most spectacular of the evening.

It was followed by a pleasant little

dance by Gluck, by way of an encore.

The program in general leaned heavi-

ly toward a very romantic style. The
Scarlatti and Haydn seemed rather like

concessions for the sake of a balanced

program, and even the Scarlatti

sounded strangely impressionistic at

times. Miss McCabe evidently intends

to specialize in this romantic reper-

toire, and to a young, rising musician,

this may be dangerously limiting. In

the meantime, I am preserving a copy

of this review for my grandchildren.

Several lectures in offing this spring

Between the William James Forum,

the College Lecture Series, and the

Sophie Kerr Lectures, many interesting

and varied lectures will be coming up

this semester.

The Sophie Kerr lecture series will

present lectures by John Barth. a

famous contemporary American
author who will read his own material,

and by Hardison, a Shakespearian

scholar who will speak on Shakespeare

in film. They are also planning another

lecture that is as yet undecided,

possibly a short story writer.

Among its many lectures, the

William James Forum will be having

one particularly famous person.

Michael Collins, an astronaut Irom the

Apollo II space flight. He was the

astronaut who stayed in the apollo II

and circled the moon, allowing the first

by MARIAN COOPER

two men to step on the moon. Appearing

on April 18th, he will be the last lecturer

to be presented by the William James
forum this year.

William James himself will be the

topic of the next lecture presented by
the William James Forum this semes-

ter. Professor Richard Sugarman from

the University of Vermont will give the

lecture.

"Why Build a Gothic Cathedral in the

20th century?" is the title of the follow-

ing lecture which will be given by
Richard Teller. Teller calls himself

"clerk of the works," or chief engineer

of the Washington Cathedral. He is also

a past president of the Kappa Alpha
order which is helping to sponsor his

lecture.

TABLE FRANCHISE
tous les mercredis

de 1 2 h. d Ih. qu refectoire

The second talk in the Forum's two

part series in honor of Dr. Norman

James will be given on April 5. Dr.

David Scott, the planning consultant of

the National Gallery of Art, will give a

lecture called, "The National Gallery of

Art from West to East."

The college lecture series is also

sponsoring a number of lectures.

Their schedule is as follows:

February 26: John Kinniard —
"William Haglitt and the Romantic Re

volution of Art" SK 8:00 p.m.

March 6: John Wild - "William

James — Philosophers."

March 20: Brian O'Lesry —
Astronaut — "The High Frontier — The

Outer Space Solution" HL 8:00 p.m.

March 26: Steven Lacey —'"The In-

terpretation of Dreams." Sk 8:00 p.m.

April 4: Dr. Carlton Fredericks -
Nutritions HL 8:00 p.m.

April 10: Dr. Nicholas Long —
"Special Education for Adolescents"

HL8:0Op.m.
April 17 "Le Bourgeis Gentllhonme'

— Comedie Francaise performing (on

film) Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Welson -
cabaret act, not yet scheduled.

Publications

Board Update
A resolution to supplement funds to

the Washington College Review from a

surplus in the Elm budget was passed

unanimously at Monday's Board of

Publications meeting. The Board also

reviewed the Pegasus' budget

Chairman of the Board Richard

DeProspo began the meeting by propos-

ing that the Board supplement the

Review funds this semester by giving

the Review $500 from the Elm surplus

accumulated first semester. He
reminded the Committee that the

Board was not able to give the Review
$500 first semester (rather the Review

asked for the S500 from the Sophie Kerr

fund ) due to extenuation circumstances

surrounding payment of .two yearbooks

in one vear.

WCR editors Roger Rebetsky and

Sam Jastrzemski were asked to speak

for the Review to clarify the need for

5500. Both editors claimed that two

more issues (for a total of four this

year) could not be produced without the

$500. They accounted their expenses as

approximately S650 per issue, therefore

needing S2600 for four issues. It was
unclear whether the Review was
granted S1.000 or SI, 500 from the Sophie

Kerr fund first semester. Board

member John Taylor requested a more
accurate accounting from Bob Day,

who oversees the Review budget. The
ammended resolution calls for the

release of $500 from the Elm surplus to

the Review which will be done by the

Board, contingent upon a report of the

Review budget from Bob Day which

will be distributed to all Board

members.
Pegasus budget.

DeProspo called on Business Direc-

tor Gene Hessey to review the state of

the Pegasus budget. At this point, it is

still unclear exactly how much is in the

account, according to Hessey, since the

receipts do not match the billing from

Josten's. Apparently Josten's has not

accounted for one of the down
payments made on the 1978 yearbook in

May. 1978, when the final copy was

sent. In September, an additional bill

was sent for the balance due which

Josten's listed as $2,276.09. (Myrick

later negotiated this balance due down

to $1868.73 with the yearbook represen-

tative.)

Since Hessey never paid any bill, nor

has he seen any bill since May, It is

unclear whether Washington College

still owes the company money, or

possibly, the company was overpaid

last May before the bill was later

negotiated down. At this time, Hessey

concluded there is approximately $4900

in the Pegasus account for second

semester, but that may be subject to

change after negotiation with the com-

pany and the representative.

Barring unforeseen circumstances,

the Board will not meet again until

April when editors for the Elm and the

Pegasus will be chosen.

Drama in production

by PETERTURCHI
Currently under production by the

Drama Department Is George S. Kauf-

man's and Moss Hart's Once In a

Lifetime. The play concerns the ex-

periences of a three-member
vaudeville act when they move to

Hollywood during the new age of the

talkies.

Presentation dates for the show are

Thursday. March 1, through Sunday

March 4. The cast features 28 students

in over 30 roles. Once In A Lifetime was

the first combined effort by the comedy

team of Kaufman and Hart, and was

recently revived on Broadway by the

Circle In the Square theatre. Several ol

ithe costumes from the Broadway ver

|sion will be used .in Washington Col

leqe's production of the play.



Marx Seminar
byVIRGINIAKURAPKA February20

i, THAT OBSCURE OBJECT OF
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Marx's early essays and they have
started on Das Kapltal. One interesting
viewpoint comes from Frau Salloch,
who is reading the material in German.
"There's no such thing as a perfect
translation, so inevitably there are
spots where I disagree with the transla-
tion, although there aren't many er-
rors," she stated.

The group meets informally with the
number of professors varying. There is

some indecision as to whether or not
they will read all of Das Kapltal or j ust *

the more important sections. For now, I

they are taking it as it comes. As*
Fallaw said, "faculty members aren't
at the peak of a mountain where they
can't learn anything more."

... » „v ^,,„ „„, , lum ine
] standpoint of those who lost it." Vincent
Canby (New York Times) reviewed it
las

,
"A fine, sorrowful and poignant

>;film. COUSIN ANGELICA is a voyage
^into the past quite unlike any other I've
|ever seen in a movie." In Spanish with
|English subtitles.

March 20
THE SEVENTH SEAL (directed by In-
gmar Bergman and starring Max von
Sydow and Bibi Andersson).
"Bergman's stunning allegory of man's
search for meaning in life ... a work of
awesome scope and remarkable visual
pleasure" Considered by many to be
Bergman's best film. In Swedish with
English subtitles.

March 27
AGUIRRE, WRATH OF GOD (directed
by Werner Herzog) This is Herzog's
epic study of imperialism gone amok.
In the mid-1500's, a large Spanish ex-
pedition searching for the mythical lost

city of El Dorado detached an advance
party to explore a tributaryof the
Amazon. They never returned. The film
is stunningly photographed in the most
extraordinary and "hazardous loca-
tions." According to Canby, "A splen-
did and haunting work." In German
with English subtitles.

April 3
MURMUR OF THE HEART (Directed
by Louis Malle) A remarkable look at
the morality of our age, "A film about
the childhood and growing into
manhood of those who are pampered
from birth." An extraordinary and sen-
sitive comedy which uncovers the ties
of family life.rarely exposed— even to
explicit incest. Pauline Kael says "It is

mellow and smooth, like a fine old jazz
record, but when its over it has the kick
of a mule— a funny kick which sends
you out doubled over laughing." French
with English subtitles.

Ail films, unless otherwise announce
are shown in William Smith Auditorium
at 7:30. The dates listed above are all
Tuesday nights. Movies are usually

<
shown on the Friday and Sunday nights

* _preceeding the final Tuesday showing

Season tickets may be purchased by
students, faculty, and staff for $7.00 and
by all others for $8.00. For information
about additional show times or if you
have any questions, contact Martin
Kabat, Washington College Bookstore,

-ppi i tmt
APrit 10

April 17

SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON
(directed by John Ford and starring
John Wayne, Joanne Dru, Ben Johnson,
Harry Carry, Jr., Victor McLaglan,
George O'Brien, and John Agar)
Generally considered the best and most
enjoyable calvary vs. Indians western.
All our favorite western cliches are
here polished and presented in their
finest form.

April 24
(directed by Alain Resnais) Perhaps

the most intricate and most haunting of
Resnais' films. Its theme, like Resnais'
other work is In the interaction of the
past and the present and the effects of
past experiences on the characters"
present lives. In French with English
Subtitles.

May 1

BLOW-UP (directed by Michelangelo
Antoniom and starring David Hemm
SLSH "*ff«« andlS
Miles) A modern class c" this master-
p.ece "which perfectly captures^ „,pscene of mid-sixties London, revolves
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Shore streak halted on road
Haverford, Ursinus are spoilers

byHOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

It is often said by so-called basketball
experts that the mark of a great team is

the ability to win on the road. If that
adage holds any water, Coach Tom Fin-
negan's Shore hoopsters must be
classified as good, at best, as WC drop-
ped the first two games of a 3 date sw-
ing away from friendly Cain Gym-
nasium by 78-63 to Haverford, and 94-84

to Ursinus.

Riding a 7 game winning streak into

Haverford to take on the Fords, WC was
jolted off cloud nine by a tough zone
defense last Thursday, February 8.

Shore shooing, while not as cold as the
weather outside, was still below par at

42 percent from the field, mostly due to

Haverford pressure.

Despite a lack of scoring from Joe
Wilson and Doug Byrne, WC trailed by
only three points at halftime, 36-33.

However, the Ford's powerful center
Mike Racke, who scored 31 points on
the night, helped his team pull away
from the rallying Shoremen, who cut
the deficit to a single basket at least

point in the final half.

Byrne and Wilson combined for a
dismal tl for 27 shooting night and 17

and 10 points, respectively. Byrne did,

however, snae 8 rebounds., nearly half
•Continued from page 5»

of the Shore total. Joe Moye and Steve
Dickerson tallied 11 points apiece in a
losing cause.

On Saturday, February 10, Fin-
negan's troops started slowly and slip-
ped behind the host Bears by 46-36 at
halftime, ana\ slowed even more by 14
turnovers, could not make a successful
comeback.
Byrne, perhaps slowed by a hyperex-

tended knee suffered late in the Haver-
ford match, was off his game again
and shot 5 for 14 for only 13 points. The
other Shore starters all hit in double
figures, but subs Rich Dwyer and Rick
Schatzman could only chip in 6 points
between them. Wilson notched 20
Dickerson 19. Moye 14, and Craig
Langwost chipped in 12.

The setbacks leave WC at 10-7
overall, and 4-3 in the conference; with
MAC league games at Swarthmore and
at home versus Widener and Johns
Hopkins. Still the Shoremen hold onto
second place and a possible playoff
berth just ahead of Ursinus with a 5-1
mark and one remaining contest.
Thus a highly successful Shore hoop

campaign boils down to three big con-
tests. Hopefully Finnegans troops will
have more success at home.

and the only requirement other tnan
grade point average, is that the student
take a political science course; 311 the
Legislative Process or 391 Urban State
Politics. The Interns are responsible for

their won transportation, but are paid
three hundred dollars for their ex-
penses.

Silver added," I think in the second
year the program is well on its way to
becoming an. established part of the

internship
political science curriculum at
Washington college. I think the pro-
gram gives our students a unique op-
portunity for a very wortwhile and
rewarding learning experience "

Anyone interested In the program may
contact. Silver in October. The place-
ment situation presents no major pro-
blem, as the legislation provides the
college with a list of legislators who are
interested in aides.

Joe Wilson leads In scoring, 20 points In the Ursinus game
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Byrne and company
blow outWidener

Take big step toward MAC Tournament

by Dan Hudson

Rich Scnatzroan(M) goes up against Widener as Joe Wilson (30) looks on

Wilson earned 14 points and 5 rebounds in the 64-48 victory over Wldener

After three straight road losses it

looked like the Washington College

Basketball team was going to pull the

"big choke." ButTomFinneganandhis

"Scrappy Seven" had other ideas. Not

only did they refuse to die, but they

managed to turn things around so com-

pletely as to stun Widener. 64-48,

Six minutes into the first half the

Shoremen were without a field goal and

it looked as if the jinx that had followed

them on the road trip was still there.

Finally Doug Byrne popped in a short

fade-away and the team moved slowly

into gear. At the 11 minute mark, with

the score 14-9, Coach Finnegan saw the

need for a spark. Switching to a man-

to-man defense the Shoremen forced 4

turnovers in the next couple minutes

and were able to pull ahead, 17-15.

Three minutes elapsed before Widener

found the range and evened things up at

17 all. With 9 free throw opportunities in

the closing minutes of the half the

Shoremen could have opened up a lead,

but they could only connect on 3 and

were forced to settle for a 20-2(rtie.

After a defensive show in the opening

half the Shoremen decided to liven

things up with -a little offensive display

in the closing half. Doug Byrne let it be

known that his hot hand was not about

to cool off as he drew first blood for

W.C. A couple of baskets were traded

and the score was knotted at 24. It was

at this point that Washington College

went in front for good. Eight

unanswered points hit the scoreboard

for W.C, Joe Moye good for four, and

with 13 minutes to go the Shoremen

were up 33-25.

A tough "trap" defense pulled

Widener within 4, 33-29, and Finnegan

called for a timeout. Regrouped, the

Shoremen came back on fire. Dicker-

son, Byrne, "and Wilson- the team's

senior backboneall connected to build

the lead back to eight, 33-31, With 3

minutes to play. Several baskets were

traded and the score leveled off at 45-37.

But once again the Shoremen got it

rolling-Byrne with a soft jumper from

the side, Moye driving in for an easy

layup, Wilson all alone underneath.

Dickerson, sliding in for two more-and

suddenly it was 53-39,, time out.

Widener. With two key players. Tucker

and Baker, gone on fouls and only 3

minutes remaining, Widener's fate_was

sealed.

Doug Byrne led everyone in canning

26 points and pulling in 9 rebounds. Joe

Wilson was his always dependable self

with 14 points and 5 rebounds, while Joe

Moye and Steve Dickerson took up any

slack with 8 points apiece. Not enough

can be said about the overall team

defense in holding Widener under 50

points. Special mention should also be

made of the 250 or so fans who seem to

make such a big difference to this years

team, which finished with a perfect 11-0

mark on the home court. In a closing

gesture, Doug Byrne was able to pay

the fans back when with 10 seconds left

on the clock he converted a long pass in-

to a nifty dunk shot, as if to say. "In

your face, Widener!"

Baseball team plans 26 games] Swarthmore stops Shoremen
Courtesy. KENTCOUNTYNEWS
Washington College will play a 26-

game baseball schedule this spring,

head coach Edward L. Athey an-

nounced Friday.

Athey, who played baseball under the

late great J. Thomas "Coach" Kibler at

Washington College, is no stranger to

the diamond pilot role. He assisted

Kibler during the 1950's and 1960's, and
occasionally took over managerial
chores.

The Cumberland, Md. native, who
has been athletic director here since

1948, is quietly going about building

winning baseball back into the Wash-
ington College sports program. The
Eastern Shore institution had great

baseball teams here from 1912-1964,

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delighh

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m.- 10 p.m.

sending many players to the big

leagues including Jake Flowers, Bill

Nicholson, Bobby Young and Dave

L onhard.

'hirteen lettermen return to the

SI re diamond fold. Five highly touted

"ruukies" cast a sparkling future

around Shore baseball aspirations.

South-paw throwing Bill Hoopes and

righthander Dave Barbierri are mound
mainstays. Newcomers Larry Bran-

denburg and Chip Almoney may break

into the pitching rotation, but it will not

be easy. Athey has other twirlers who
can start and finish.

Four veteran outfielders and four ex-

perienced infielders, plus two
knowledgeable backstops give Athey

plenty of depth.

Three more first players that could

break into the Shore starting lineup are

catcher Larry Lewis, third baseman

V.J. Filliben and first sacker Tom
Fagan. Brandenburg also plays the out-

field, and Almoney is a highly regarded

short-stop.

Washington College will play nine

double-headers including seven twin-

bills at home during 1979. The Shore

diamond men open with two games
against Drew University on the Kibler

daimond on Saturday, March 17 at 1

p.m. Single games during the week

begin at 3 p.m.

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

A four minute scoreless streak late in

the game killed a valiant WC rally and

allowed the host Quakers of Swar-

thmore College to deal the Shoremen

their third straight MAC basketball set-

back on the road by a 79-71 tally last

Monday, Feb. 12.

Yet another slow start by the Shore

five allowed the Quakers to run up a

42-35 advantage at intermission and the

hosts ballooned their lead to 15 points

early in the second half before WC
began chipping away.

Lead by Cfaig Langwost and Joe

Wilson, Coach Tom Finnegan's charges

were able to slice the lead to a single

marker on several occasions, but had
potential go-ahead shots go awry. From

inside the six minute mark, however,

WC did not put any points on the board

until only 1:39 remained to play.

By then the Quakers had stretched

their lead and the Shoremen were

forced to press and foul in a futile effort

to make up ground. Crucial foul

shooting by Swarthmore down the

stretch sealed the fate of WC.
Wilson led the Shore scoring with 22

points and added 6 rebounds. Langwost

knocked in 18 while Doug Byrne hit for

14, nearly 8 below his season's average.

Joe Moye and Steve Dickerson were

also below par, scoring only 5 and 6

points, respectively.

WC shot an amazing 56 per cent from

the field for a losing effort, but were

hindered by 17 turnovers.

anyone interested in starting a

VEGETARIAN CLUB?
Contact Allyson McCormick

(through the campus mail or in

Minto Martin 225) or

Jeff Chaffin at the library

WC dies put Wtdener, and the crowd goes wild



Shoremen fall to Franklin and Marshall
conclude successful season at 13-9

byHOWARD BAUER
SportsEditor

It was the perfect Cinderella story.
An oft-maligned coach leading his team
to its first playoff appearance in nearly
thirty-five years. The opponent no less
than the fourth ranked team in the
country in Division III basketball.

True to form, midnight loomed very

large for WC's Shoremen. Shortly after

10 last night, the well oiled Franklin &
Marshall basketball machine ended the

Shore season by administering a

methodical 92-65 defeat to Coach Tom
Finnegan's squad in the first round of

the MAC playoffs in Lancaster, Penn-

sylvania.

. It would be easy to give a statistical

breakdown on last night's contest.

Those figures, however, are very unim-
portant now to the nine players and two
coaches who gave WC its most exciting
if not most successful basketball season
in many years.

The Shoremen saw, overcame adver-
sity, and conquered ... to the tune of a
13-9 season record. And they were
coached by a man most Shore fans said
could not win the big tough games.
Well, Tom Finnegan won at least three
big games this year, gaining revenge on
Western Maryland and beating Wide-
ner and Johns Hopkins in must-win
situations to make the playoffs.

The loss of players to attrition and
other reasons which had crippled WC
squads in recent years, did not Dhase -

the Shoremen. Opening the season in-

auspiciously with four losses, Fin-

negan's troops regrouped to run off

seven straight wins. Then after three

straight conference setbacks on the

road, Doug Byrne, Steve Dickerson,

Joe Wilson, and company came back to

secure a playoff berth.

It is unfortunate that the three

aforementioned seniors could not go out

in a blaze of glory by winning the MAC
title. They provided Shore fans with a

multitude of thrills over the past

several seasons. Thier accomplish-

ments, however, extend past the easily

measurable individual level. Byrne and
Wilson scored Minn points in their

te
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careers here at Washington College,
but, perhaps more importantly, were
part of a highly successful team which
generated new interest in a sport often
relegated to second-class status behind
lacrosse.

This new found enthusiasm will pro-
bably help recruiting somewhat, but
will also buoy Finnegan, the returning
players, and the new cadre of Shore
basketball fans through what promises
to be a tough rebuilding season next
season.

Anyone who has sat through the thick
and thin of the last four Shore basket-
ball seasons will probably echo my
words. Thanks a lot, fellows, it was a
very good year.

Special Washington Birthday Edition Friday, February 23, 1979

Snowprecipitates clean-up
Cold weather cracks pipe

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor

Getting ready to come out In academic regalia, Ermon Foster, Washington

College Registrar, helps Sociology Department Chairwoman Maggie
Horsley prepare to make her entrance. Also pictured are Biology Depart-

ment Chairman Edward Gwynn, Librarian Betty Wasson, and Professor of

German Ericka Salloch. Convocation, an essential part of the Washington

Birthday festivities will be held tomorrow, Saturday, February 24, at 2pm In

Tawes Theater.

It has been a busy week for the

Maintenance Staff, beginning with a
massive snow.clean-on Monday mor
ning, and the repair of a heating pipe

g near the front of Clifton M. Miller
^ Library that broke on Tuesday night.

Jg According to Raymond Crooks,
>. Building and Grounds Superintendent,

^ most of the "heavy work" involved in

tt the snow clean-up was done by Bramble
£ Construction Company, because "we
3 just don't have the equipment." Crooks

^ said that Bramble's work will probably
&• cost the College approximately $1,000.

Meanwhile, the Maintenance Staff

worked on smaller areas, shoveling and
salting the walkways.
Crooks and the Maintenance Staff

repaired the broken heating pipe by
Wednesday afternoon. He attributed

the break to the cold weather of last

week and the weekend that froze and
cracked the pipe.

Crooks said that the staff installed a
different type of insulation in the area
around the repaired pipe, and added, "I

don't expect it to happen again."

Three to study abroad
byMARIAN COOPER

Slide-lecture

planned
John W. Kinnaird will give a slide-

lecture on "The Painter as Critic:

Hazlitt and the Romantic Re-evaluation

of Art" in Miller Library on Monday,
February 26 at 8:00p.m.
Kinnaird Is an associate professor of

English at the University of Maryland,
College Park, who specializes in

English Romanticism and in Fantasy,

Science Fiction and Speculative Fic-

tion.

His many published writings include

a book and several articles on William

Hazlitt, the early 19th
1

century English

essayist and art critic. Last fall, Kin-

naird was a participant in the Hazlitt

Bicentenary Conference held at

Youngstown State University, Ohio.

The Lecture Series Is sponsoring this

illustrated lecture which will be held in

the Sophie Kerr room.

.

Three Washington College Students,

Ellen Beardsley, John Lonnquest, and
John D'Manda. have been selected to

participate in the Junior Year Abroad
Program at Manchester College, Ox-

ford, England. There they can study

English, Philosophy and Religion, or

music in a tutorial system. Once a week
they will meet with tutors to discuss in-

dependant work, and the lectures and
clubs available at Oxford will be open
to them.

In deciding which students to admit
to the program, the Manchester college

Committee looked for the independance
and self-motivation needed to ap-

preciate the tutorial system.

Two of the students, Beardsley and
D'Damanda, plan to study Philosophy,

and Beardsley also plans to study

English. Lonnquest will study British

history.

All three seem excited about the

educational opportunities and the

chance to go abroad. As Beardsley
says, "I think it will be a really neat op-
portunity culturally and academically.

From what I understand, Manchester
provides an Ideal environment to

study."

Lonnquest is interested in the idea of

studying the history of the colonization

of the Eastern American Seaboard
from the British point of view. "You
can get an added historical perspective

in a European Community," he says.

D' Amanda, who says he Is planning
to go on to law school, thinks the Man-
chester program will be a helpful op-

portunity toward that goal. "It was an
opportunity I couldn't pass by," he
said. "It's not something that just drops
by every now and then. I'm glad I made
it."

The experience of going abroad opens
opportunities for travel and hobbies for

all of them. "I've never been to

Europe," says Beardsley. "I hope to

take full advantage of the opportunities
to travel. I really want to spend time in

Ireland."

Lonnquest, who also mentioned
travel, hopes to buy a motorcycle and

tour. He plans to visit relatives In Nor-

way and Sweden and hopes to go all

over England, Scotland and Wales.

Both D'Amanda and Beardsley ex-

pressed an interest In horses. D'Aman-
da took off two years at one point to get

into "three day eventing," a popular
sport in England. "Three day even-
ting" is "sort of like an endurance
test," says D'Amanda. A rider is tested

over a period of three days on figures,

endurance tests which cover up to

twenty-five miles over obstacles, and
jumping.

Lonnquest said with a smile that he'd

decided to try out for the soccer team
there, .decided if I go I have to try. I

always figured they could use one

American hack. But, "he continued,

"unfortunately they really know what
they're doing." (Lonnquest does play

for the WC soccer team, th* 'Th he
could only play half of last a ison

because of a broken arm.) "I couldn't

see going to England and not pla>ing

soccer."
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Letters to the Editor

There are some misconceptions concerning tomorrow s

Washington Birthday Convocation. Rumor has it that the pro-

gram set for 2 pm in Tawes Theater is little more than a formali-

ty, that it is not really a very important part of the weekend

celebration.

After attending last year's Convocation, however, we can

state, "not true." The program is brief enough to fit into almost

everyone's weekend plans, and the speech by James Coulter,

Secretary of Maryland's Department of Natural Resources,

should be interesting.

Besides, if students pass up the Convocation they will miss see-

ing the academic procession — when faculty members take the

emblems of their scholarship out of mothballs for their semi-

annual march down the aisle.

Meanwhile, it is not too soon to start looking ahead to the Col-

lege's next convocation, which will take place at the spring com-

mencement. Tomorrow morning the Board of Visitors and

Governors will consider nominations for a commencement
speaker. We believe the best choice must take into consideration

the recommendation of a small committee which included three

seniors. We regret, however, that the matter could not come
before the entire senior class for a vote.

Maybe we just haven't convinced the Administration that we
really take an active interest in academic life here. Maybe full

attendance at tomorrow's Convocation would be one more point

in our favor.

the elm
Editor-in-Chief Bonnie Nelle Duncan

Assistant Editor Geoff Garinther

News Editor Katherine Streckfus

Sports Editor Howard Bauer

Fine Arts Editor David Stier

Features Editor Nick Nappo

Photography Editor Jim Graham
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Copv Editors. Mary Van Tuyl, Lisa Durbin

Faculty Adviser Rich DeProspo

The ELM is the official newspaper of Washington College, published by and

for students. It is printed at the Delaware Stale Printing Company every

Friday with the exception of vacactions and exam weeks. The opinions ex-

pressed on these pages with the exception of those under the headings of

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR and COMMENTARY are those of the editor

and staff. The ELM is open business hours Monday through Friday, 778-2800.

exl. 321. After hours call 778-9742.

'Excuse me but 1 seem to have lost my mind."

Constructive Action

At a time when letters to the editor

often deplore destructive action of

Washington College students, It is a
delight to praise constructive action.

The students who work in the library,

even before being prodded by regular
staff, opened the library during the

'snow days,' and they mantained ser-

vice from 8:30 a.m. to midnight.
Moreover, two ob them cleared a bank

of snow from the door of the librarian's
house and dug a path to the street. So it

was a pleasure to be able to join them in
their work the second day.

It is not, however, just during a crisis
that our student assistants display their
intelligence, willingness, and positive
attitude. All through the.year they con-
tribute much to the college community
in their library work.

Betty Wasson

Full Support

Last week's ELM contained a letter

to the Editor which has my full sup-

port— this college desperately needs a

pool, and I doubt that anyone can
seriously belittle the obvious benefits of

having one. There are, however, some
disturbing comments circulating which
concern the funding of this project.

It has been stated that the College is

not at liberty to use funds from the Hod-
son Trust in this manner. This is con-

trary to the article on page one of the

Jan. 26th issue of the ELM (Volume 50

Number 1 ) which states:

Washington College has received an
unrestricted gift of $515,000 from The
Hodson Trust, according to College
President Dr. Joseph H. McLain.
We doubt that the Editor-in-Chief

would have written this if it wasn't
substantiated, and the fact that no cor-

rection from the ELM or Dr. McLain
has appeared implies that this article

is, in fact, accurate. If the grant was
truly unrestricted, the College could
use the funds however it may choose,
even for the construction o* a pool

.

Certainly Dr. McLain was informed
of all aspects of this grant before he
made his statements, and would know
of any restrictions, so why would he
have prevaricated in this matter? It is

difficult to believe that he would have
been deliberately deceived in a matter
of this importance. If so, it seems dif-

ficult to accept the assumption that

public relations takes precedent over
the integrity of the President of the Col-

lege.

If this grant was, as Dr. McLain has
stated, unrestricted, it is to be hoped
that the College will see fit to allocate

the funds necessary for the construc-

tion of a pool, putting our facilities

equal (if not superior) to those of

similar institutions.

Respectfully,

Randy Watson

Misinformed Letter?

After reading last week's letter to the

editor concerning the need for a pool at

Washington College, I can understand
why the person who wrote the letter re-

quested that his name be withheld. So-

meone who js so misinformed about the
facts would certainly not admit it.

The letter expressed the thoughts
that "if funds were not wasted on things
such as color photographs in the

Pegasus perhaps we would already
have one." (a pool) To attribute the
lack of a pool at Washington College to

the us&of color pictures in the yearbook
is an unfair accusation and a pointed at-

tack on the Pegasus that leads the

students to believe the Pegasus is

wasting its funds.

The yearbooks budget for the
academic year is $6500. The editor is

free to make use of this allotment in any
reasonable manner. This year I chose

Verna Wilkins
Pegasus Editor

A job well done

to cut the number ot pages from 160 to

144, thereby saving almost $800. With
the extra money 1 decided to use $350
for the color section In the opening as
well as $140 for a higher quality cover.
The remainder will be used for other
various special effects and unexpected
costs. The money for the color section
required no additional funding for the
budget, it was made possible only
through economizing.

Of all the wastes of money to

criticize, the Pegasus is certainly not
the place to begin. Why not start with
the shattering of windows, the destruc-
tion of furniture, or the tearing off of

doors? I would like to see a pool at
Washington College no less than anyone
else. However, the cost of color in the
yearbook is no comparison to the cost of
such a pool.

During the recent snow storm when
the rest of the- known world at

Washington College came to a stand-

still, one dally operation continued in

motion. This was the food service. The
reason for the continuance of this ser-

vice was primarily due to the students

who work there, headed by Assistant

Director Jeff DeMoss who remained
here the whole time our fat little

stomachs were kept full as usual. As I

walked through the line both Monday
and Tuesday I saw students working
diligently to put the food out on the line.

I also saw students on the other side

abusing the food service employees by
complaining that either the food was
being served too slowly or that a certain

type of food was not ready to be carted
off to their tables. Each time it was an-

nounced that dinner would be from 5-6

only I heard boos and squeals.

What I was most distressed about
was the lack of respect students coming
to eat in the dining hall had for their

fellow students in general. What most
people fail to ever consider is that if

your fellow students were not able to

perform the service usually done by

people hired by Dave Knowles, all of us

would have increased the stock value of

local eating establishments (If they

were open) by great amounts while

depleting ourown pockets of cash.

I think next time a snow storm or any
event happens that forces fulltime

cooks and employees to stay home we
should consider the consequences of

that event. The operation cannot go on

as usual. Why can't we put up with a lit-

tle inconvenience for seconds if not for

a few minutes. Further, as students

work for you, remember they are not

slaves for other students. They put In

their own time when they could have
been playing In the snow with the rest of

the student body.

The abuse given to fellow students

anywhere on campus cannot be

tolerated. But abuse of this kind, when
all other possibilities were impossible,

must be especially avoided

I would like to commend Jeff DeMoss
and his assistants for a job well done.

This staff under the direction of Dave
Knowles (who was snowbound) pulled

off a service other would not dare. Just

remember who kept you fed.
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Washington College celebrates another birthday!
Convocation, Birthday Ball highlight day's events

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Saturday, February 24th marks
Washington College's annual Birthday
celebration, with festivities which in-

clude a 10:00 a.m. meeting of the
Visitors and Governors, an informal
luncheon in the College dining hall at

noon, the Washington's Birthday Con-
vocation, and the highlight of the even-
ing, the Birthday Ball, beginning at 9

p.m. in Cain Athletic Center.
A traditional black tie affair, the Ball

will again feature Lester Lanin and his
orchestra. Formal invitations were ex-
tended to 800 graduate and under-
graduate students, parents of students,
residents of Chestertown, Visitors and
Governors, and the local Kent and
Queen Anne alumni chapter.
Deans Ed Maxcy and Maureen

Kelley, in conjunction with George
Hayward of Development, are co-

ordinating the dance. Student Affairs

arranges the details while Hayward
organizes the invitational and financial

matters. The freshman class is respon-
sible for designing and creating the

decorations for the Ball.

Profits to go to Scholarship Fund
Any profits made from the sale of

tickets and patrons go towards the

Washington College Scholarship Fund.
A profit of nearly $2000 may be an-

,

ticipated if as many attend the Ball as
last year when over 800 were in atten-

dance. Over half of those at the affair

last year were Washington College

students and alumni although faculty

members, staff workers, friends of the

College and a number of Eastern Shore
Residents also attend the dance.

Ball began in 1965

The Ball itself first began as a tradi-

tional event in 1965 to add to the

Washington's Birthday weekend by
having a major social occasion. In the

early 70's interest declined and atten-

dance dropped off. In 1974 President

and Mrs. McLain had a very strong in-

terest in the upgrading of the Birthday
Ball to a point where more students,

alumni, and Chestertown residents

would attend. In 1977 the Ball was
moved to the gymnasium from Hodson
Hall and attendance increased by 200

people.

Public Relations files reveal vivid in-

terest in the Birthday Ball in the past.

Up until 1969 a "Miss Washington Col-

lege" was chosen by the male popula-

tion of the College and crowned at the

Ball. The possibility of presenting the

White House with a Washington College

Birthday Cake came up, although plans

.apparently fell flat.b i i i i i i i

convocation to feature Coulter
The 2:00 p.m. Convocation is also an

important part of the day's festivities.

This year's featured speaker will be
James B. Coulter, Secretary of the

Maryland Department of Natural
Resources and a member of the

Chesapeake Bay Research Consortium
Board of Directors and the United
States Geological Survey Citizens Ad-
visory Committee on Public Water
Data Use.
After his address, Coulter will

receive an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters. Former Acting Governor Blair

Lee III has also been nominated to

receive an honorary degree and has ac-

cepted an invitation to attend the Con-
vocation.

Convocations have a long history at

Washington College. No one here can
remember when the school first began
to stage the affairs on the Saturday
nearest to George Washington's birth

date. It seems likely that the tradition

for the speeches goes back a hundred
years or more.
The most visually impressive part of

the Convocation promises to be the

"academic regalia." During this pro-

cession of faculty members dressed in

full academic costume, students will be

able to view the academic symbols and
traditions of this college that they
otherwise would not see until May com-
mencement.

Stylized rituals
Any custom with such long-standing

tradition necessarily has evolved in
several stylized rituals. Colleges and
universities in the United States, for ex-
ample, conform in the colors of
academic robes to distinguish scholars'
fields of study. There is no such unifor-
mity among European institutions
where the custom of academic regalia
was conceived.

In 1895 the members of the American
Council on Education convened at Col-
umbia University to establish a
uniformed and nationally acceptable
code in order to distinguish the scholars
by the colors they wear. Below is the
list they authored:

III

Arts, letters, and humanities— white

Business Administration, Commerce,
Accountancy— drab
Economics —copper
Education— light blue

Pine Arts, Including Architecture
— brown

IBIBIBIBIBIBIB1BIBIBIBIBIB

Journalism — crimson

Law—purple
Library Science— lemon

Medicine— green

Music— pink

Philosophy — dark blue

Physical Education— sage green

Public Administration including

Foreign Service— peacock blue

Public Health — salmon pink
Science— gold-yellow

Social Science— citron

Theology or Divinity — scarlet

There is also agreement concerning
the symbolism of the gown itself. Long
pointed sleeves signify Ihe gown of a
scholar with a Bachelor's Degree
Oblong sleeves, with a characteristic
crescent, are part of the Master's gown.
A Doctoral gown has bell-shaped
sleeves. It may be trimmed down the
front in black velvet or in a color sym-
bolic of the Ph.D's field of study. Cross-
bars on the sleeves co-ordinate with this
front trim. A black hood with inner lin-
ing of the colors of the scholar's alma
mater is part of the traditional equip-
ment of the Convocation.
The George Washington Convocation

has developed some symbolism unique
to Washingotn College. For example, a
promotional pamphlet dealing with
Saturday's Convocation and distributed
by the Office of Public Relations, is sub-
titled, "What's the Registrar doing with
a Battleaxe?" The answer is that it is
not a battleaxe; it's the mace tradi-
tionally carried by the Marshal of the
Academic Procession. From its
medieval function as a war club to its
fourteenth century use as a ceremonial
device by royal sergeant-at-arms in
France and England, it has been be-
queathed to the scholars as part of their
official emblems of scholarship.
The Washington College mace,

donated in the 1950's by architect Henry
Powell Hopkins, is adorned with
engravings of the seal of the College
and of Kent County, a silhouette of
George Washington's head, and
Washington's coat-of-arms.
A second ceremonial trapping is the

Presidential Chain which will be worn
by Dr.McLain in the Convocation.
Worked in sterling silver, the links of
the Chain are engraved with the names
of the former Washington College
presidents and the dates of their tenure.
The Chain supports a medallion
engraved with a portrait of Washington
College founder William Smith, D.D.
The other side of the medallion reveals
the familiar college seal.

IBIBIBIBIBIBIBIB1

Washington's Birthday

Celebration

February 24, 1979

PROGRAM

2:00 p.m. Washington's Birthday Convocation
Daniel Z. Gibson Pine Art* Center

Speaker; James Bennett Coulter

9:00 - 1:00 p.m. Washington's Birthday Ball

Cain Athletic Center
Featuring:

The Lester Lanin Orchestra

You are cordially invited to attend

the annual

Washington s Birthday Ball

at

Washington College

Saturday, February twenty-fourth

nineteen hundred seventy-nine

at nine o clock in Cain Athletic Center

Subscription, $5.00 per couple

n-
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Shoremen burn past

Hopkins enroute to

MAC tournament
by DAN HUDSON

The maximum effort : Doug Byrne scores 19 points In theFAM game

Hart leads lacrosse hopefuls

The goalie in today's game of col-

legiate lacrosse is far more than a

sadistic character who likes getting

pelted with a hard rubber ball thrown at

nearly LOO miles per hour. Besides be-

ing fearless, he must be an effective

shot stopper, a good stick handler, and

a heady field general if he is to be suc-

cessful.

Most coaches agree that all suc-

cessful lacrosse teams are built around

a strong goalkeeper, and, therefore, it

is fitting that WC's first year head

coach, Brian Matthews, a stellar goalie

in his shore career would begin assess-

ing his 1979 squad at that position.

No wonder. Senior Tim Hart has been

a starter in the majority of the games in

his three year Shore career and has

turned in consistently excellent per-

formances, earning third team All-

American status last season. Matthews
uses few superlatives in describing his

star netminder; they've all been used in

association with his name before. To his

coach, he is simply "'a bona fide first

team (All-Americani candidate."

Those who have seen Hart play offer no

argument.
As Matthews prepares to cut his

squad from the 40 players working out

now, however, he and assistants Clint

Evans and Frank Slmonetti see few

solid fixtures outside of Hart, and the

defense which plays in front of him.

Graduation and attrition have taken

their toll on last year's 9-5 squad which
reached the second round of the NCAA
Division II - III playoffs, but an en-

thusiastic crop of newcomers and
reserves from last year's team gave the

coaching staff room for optimism. -

On defense, Lecky Haller, Bill Herr-

ing, Frank Filice, Don Pennington, and
Jim Bradley all return as seasoned per-

formers. Add freshman Kevin O.'Con-

nor and Ray Cameron as well as senior

Bill Maisel to the aforementioned group

and the sum is a potentially excellent

rear guard.

With the new NCAA rule abolishing

faceoffs after goals going into effect

this year, it will not be surprising to see

Matthews employ a line-up featuring as

many as six defensemen in the game at

one time. He has the players to do it

successfully, yet still be able to aid Hart
in clearing the ball successfully.

At midfield, the picture becomes less

clear. Only Bill Hamill. Tim Hollywood
and Jeff Popham, among the veterans,

saw much action last season. Jon
Green, Erich Smith, Merrill Johnson,

and Bill Steelman also return, but are
virtually untested and therefore Mat-
thews may look to his newcomers for

help.

Transfer Bob White and freshmen
Kevin Gavin and Jess Bacon all played

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

well in the fall scrimmages and lead a

host of middies trying to break into the

28-man roster.

On attack, Greg Shaffner is the only

experienced returnee, and he was
sidelined for all but one game last year

with a severe shoulder separation.

Shaffner can feed and dodge effective-

ly, and his return would go a long way
forWC'shopes.
Rick Scott, Jon Price, and Tim Norris

saw action at attack in limited roles last

year, and are fighting with 7

newcomers for spots on the squad. Most
notable of these is Paul Hooper, a

freshman who showed flashes of

brilliance in the fall season. Matthews,
however, terms his attack "thin" at

this time, with only one proven player.

'After the injuries we had last year to

the attack, we know we need more than

seven players who can do the job,"

commented Matthews.

Since the NCAA limits traveling

squads to 28 players, Matthews will on-

ly keep that number on the squad for all

games. With such a small squad, he is

hopeful that the rejuvenated JV pro-

gram may be able to help if injuries

mount in the course of the season. "I'm
encouraging everyone who is cut from
the squad to play JV ball," he noted.

"Even if it doesn't work that way this

year, we hope that the JV will become
an effective feeder system for the varsi-

ty squad," Matthews concluded.

With a very enthusiastic gathering of

300 fans behind them, the Shoremen
had no choice but to beat Johns Hopkins

University last Saturday night at Cain

Gymnasium. Early in the game WC
was able to open up small leads but

could not hit the right combination to

put away the clearly outmatched Blue

Jays. As the second half progressed,

the crowd, spurred on by a timely and

well executed "pyramid" by the the

Lambdas, became the winning force as

the Shoremen shifted to high gear and

blew by Hopkins, 62-47.

WC maintained small leads for the

first ten minutes of the game before tur-

ning cold and allowing Hopkins to catch

up and jump ahead 27-20, _at the 9

minute mark. Coach Finnegan called a

time out to get the game back under

control and by the half some stingy

defense and improved shot selection

put the home boys within one, 29-28.

With one quick bucket to start the se-

fond half the Shoremen jumped ahead
30-29, never to fall behind again. The
team and the fans could feel a win, but

Hopkins did not care to lie down. With 8

minutes to go, however, the crowd
became a sixth man for Washington. A
layup each by Steve Dickerson and Joe

Wilson, a pretty jumper by Craig

Langwost. and 3-of-4 foul shooting bv

Doug Byrne ran the score to 51-43 at the

2 minute mark. From there on it it was
a sleigh ride as the three senior

stars—Byrne, Wilson, and Dicker-

son—departed their last home game
with a standing ovation to see them off.

For Wt the scoring distribution was

In a familiar pattern. Doug Byrne led

the way with 17 points and 10 rebounds.

Joe Wilson chipped in 15 points and 8 re-

bounds. Steve Dickerson and Craig

Langwost also had solid games with 14

and 8 points, respectively. Johns

Hopkins was led by Tom Tessitore with

17 points and Dan Jackson with 10.

By the time this article is printed the

Shoremen will have already played in

their first ever MAC Tournament game
versus Franklin & Marshall, Win or

lose, this past season was an un-

qualified success. What this team
lacked in size it makes up for with good

coaching, smart controlled basketball,

and the leadership of three seniors who
were determined to make things work.

The seccess of the Shoremen at home
solicited fan support and it is no coin-

cidence that the interest shown by the

cheerleaddrs and the student body

came into being during the same season

that Washingotn College Basketball

went undefeated in Chestertown.

Intramural Basketball heads

towards playoffs

by Dan Hudson

After six rounds of brutal basketball,

the Men's Intramural League will fight

it out in an eight-team, single elimina-

tion tournament. The first set of games
will be played on Tuesday night, Feb-

ruary 27r times to be posted. The play-

off set-up arranged by Chatty will in-

volve inter-divisional play. This way
the teams will get a chance to play

somebody new.

The Thetas were early season
favorites to win it all, but they have

been hit with injuries lately and lost to

the Faculty in their rinai game. The Bof

_ Chi slipped by the Faculty in an over-

time game but will need added scoring

punch to go anywhere. From the South,

the BOF-tentials rely on deadly
shooting and a fast-breaking offense.

They can keep any game close. The
KAs have come on strong this year with

their only loss coming late in the season
at the hands of the BOF-tentials. Final

standings, leading scorers, and play-off

pairings are printed below:

With no John Cheek's or G.P. Lind-

say's to win games single handedly,

Matthews will stress team play on of-

fense featuring a ball-control continuity

pattern of cutting. "I don't think we will

have any midfielder or attackman scor-

ing 40 goals this year ...If they do, fine."

Matthews added, "However, I'd rather

see a lot of players scoring 5 or 10 goals

apiece. We'll try to take advantage of

any unsettled situations by running and

forcing the play.

So far, the weather has kept the

squad bottled up indoors, but on Satur-

day Matthews hopefully will unleash

his gym-weary charges in a scrimmage

against the powerful Crease L.C. of

Baltimore. "I plan to play everyone on

Saturday," Matthews said, "Since it

will be the only chance I'll have to see

everyone on the field before the first cut

is made. We've been looking at

everyone for over a month now and

have a pretty good idea what each

player can do."

Matthews will not need too long a look

at Tim Hart and some of his other

veterans, but they will need help to

keep the Shoremen in the upper echelon

of college lacrosse this season. Just who
can provide that help remains to be

seen.

FINALSTANDINGS
North won/loss

Faculty.

Bof Chi.
Theta..
Lambs
Kent5
Midlands
WeBeDevo.

South won/loss

BOF-tentials..

KA.
Trout City ..

PhlSig
Samurai
Dining Hall.
A.H.H.P.
PLAY-OFFS: First Round:Faculty vs. Phi Stg, KA vs. Lambs, Trout v

Chi, Theta vs.Bof-tentiais

LEADING SCORERS
North (points per game)

R.Athey
S.WIlkereon
B.Hoopes
AHundtermark ,

S.Orr
L.Holiday

SOUTH
Kane Bender
B.Abbott
D.LeFevre
L.Brandenburg
V. J. FlUlben

I D.Brown

.14.5

.14.5

.14
.13.8

.13.8

.13.5

.19.6

.18.4

.18.1

.16.5

.15.8

.12.6



DiMaggio updates admissions statistics
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Director of Admissions Mickey DiMaggio

Drama Department presents play
Washington College News Bureau

The Washington College department

of drama will present George S.

Kaufmen and Moss Harts comic

classic. Once in a Life-Time, on March
1, 2, 3. and 4 at 8:00 p.m. in Tawes
Theater The production is designed by

William C. Segal and directed by

Timothy N. Maloney. The stage-

manager is Carla Fletcher.

Written in 1930. Once In a Lifetime is

the first of a long series of popular and

successful comedies written by Kauf-

man and Hart. Together, they con-

tribured something distinctive to

American drama.
The action of the play begins in 1927,

immediately after the opening of the

Warner Brothers' spectacle. "The Jazz

Singer" with Al Jolson. Although not

the first "talkie", this was the first

popular sound film. The excitement and

confusion in Hollywood following this

revolution in film making provides the

background for Kaufman and Hart's
satire on the American film industry.

Three small time vaudeville
performers head West to cash in on the

newly invented talkies. As a result of a

series of blunders, the least intelligent

of the three finds himself carried to

fame and fortune, until at the end he is

made a god of the industry. The various
fast-paced encounters with producers,
directors, film stars, critics and the

bizarre worlds they inhabit allow Kauf-
man and Hart to explode the bubble of

Hollywood reputations with this good-

natured spoof of the whole movie ven-

ture.

Ticket reservations may be made by
calling 778-2800. ext. 268 between 1 and 4

p.m.

Freshmen applications for fall. 1979

enrollment are up from 382 at the date

last year to the current February figure

of 404. Admissions Director Mickey
DiMaggio disclosed at Saturday's
meeting ot the Washington College

Visitors and Governors.
'

Transfer applications are lagging

behind at nine compared to 17 in

February, 1978 and rejections are up
over last year with 11 percent of all ap-

plications being turned down. One
reason for the increase in rejections is

that 80 per cent of all applications are

going before the Admissions Commit-
tee made up of three students, three

faculty members and the Admissions
Director and Associate Director. Last

year former Admissions head Jamie
McClintock "took care of about 60 per

cent of the applications and never

turned them over to the rest of us early

in the year." reported Associated

Director Lynn Hayhurst. "In the spr-

ing, when Cathy (former Assistant

Director Cathy Thaden who now heads
the Financial Aid Office) and I were
busy with other projects. Jamie
handled the whole thing himself, and

we never saw any applications."

Total break-down
Two-hundred thirty-one men and 173

women are included in the .404

freshman applications. Of these. 78

men were accepted and 18 were re-

jected. Nine of those accepted have

already paid advanced deposit on next

year's enrollment costs. Sixty-five

women have been accepted and 27 re-

jected. Of those accepted, eight have
paid their deposits.

Of the nine transfer applications, five

were men and four were women. Two of

the women were accepted and one re-

jected. The remaining applications are
yet to be reviewed by the Committee.
The total shows 413 applications, up

from 399 last year at this time. One hun-
dred forty-five were accepted whereas
187 were accepted in February, 1978.

Forty-six were rejected, over the 29 re-

jected in 1978. This year, the total who
have already paid their deposits is

down from 29 to 17.

Quality a litUe bit better

Dean of the College Garry Clarke, a
member of the Admissions Committee
said at the Board meeting that the

quality of the applications may be a lit-

tle bit better than last year's group. He
also said that "there are some outstan-

ding applications among those we're
considering now."
Both DiMaggio and Hayward admit-

ted in a subsequent interview that they
are not concerned with increasing the

rate of rejection to make Washington
College look like a more highly com-
petitive school."

"Our goal" said DiMaggio is to get

more realistic applications and once we
get them to concentrate on getting

those accepted to enroll. We are really

concerned with increasing the yield

from our applications. We're not just in-

terested in getting Washington College
a freshman class. We have to build a

freshman class, a sophomore class, a
junior class, and a senior class from our
new students. 1 don't think this is a con-

cern which has been expressed before."

Coulterpresides at Convocation
Courtesy Kent County News

Former Acting Governor Blair Lee,

III, following his adage to "disappear
and shut up." received an honorary
degree and a rousing applause Satur-

day at Washington College's Birthday

Convocation.

Maryland Department of Natural

Resources D-Secretary James B.

Coutler was the guest speaker, but

Blair Lee captured a great deal of ap-

plause with an impromptu talk before

300 spectators in the Daniel Z. Gibson

Fine Arts Center.

Mr. Coulter recieved the honorary

degree of Doctor of Science while Mr.

Lee received the honorary degree of

Doctor of Humane Letters.

Asked if he would "say a few words,"

by Washington College President

Joseph H. McLain, Blair Lee complied.

Speaking with the sense of humor, will

and candor that has become his

trademark. Mr. Lee began by saying

that he believed "an immediate past

Governor should disappear and shut

up."

"I don't believe in sideline coaching.

Governor Hughes is an able ad-

ministrator, I have worked with Harry
and have great faith in his ability."

Continued on page 5

Sophomores to declare major
by CATHY McGUIRE

During the second semester of the

sophomore year, students are required

to declare their majors prior to pre-

registration for the fall.

The procedure that each sophomore
follows begins with a meeting with the

current advisor to discuss the student's

prospective major. Each sophomore
will receive a declaration of major card

from his advisor, fill it out, and go to the

department chairman of the intended

major to obtain his approval. After

receiving the chairman's signature, the

card must be turned in to the Registrar.

The Registrar's Office will then con-

tact the student's advisor, who will turn

in all advising materials to the

Registrar. The student's records will

then be sent to his new advisor, the

chairman of his major department. If a
student plans to major in two different

areas, then two different cards must be
completed with approval of the depart-

ment chairmen in both areas and the .

student must choose which advisor he
would prefer to be his first choice to

receive his registration material.

The Registrar's Office would like all

sophomores to bring their cards in

before Spring Break if possible, but if

not, then no later than March 29.

All students will see their advisors to

have schedules worked out for those

returning in the fall on March 29 and

April 4, advising days. Washington College President Joseph McLain confers an honorary

doctorate on Convocation speaker James Coulter
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The Student Judiciary Board is in a hanging mood.
Two students were found guilty last night of vandalism and

were sentenced both to punitive fines of $200.00 and to a year and

a half of disciplinary probation. In addition, the two were

sentenced to write a letter to the ELM apologizing to the student

bodv.
A similar case last week met with a sentence of only six hours

of labor in the cafeteria, and never before in the history of the

SJB has disciplinary probation been imposed for longer than a

semester.
A $200.00 fine, about $150.00 more than the cost of repairing the

damage, is excessive and arbitrary. The demand to apologize

through the ELM is an unprecedented sentence and one with

which, by the way, we do not intend to cooperate.

The SJB has stepped way beyond its authority in attempting to

make an independent organization like this paper assist in the

execution of its sentence. If we receive a letter of forced-apology,

we're not going to print it. Apparently the student body is rightly

fed up with the recent wave of vandalism. But the SJB is wrong,

in our opinion, in its tactics and, more importantly, totally out of

line in dictating editorial policy for the ELM.
Don't get me wrong; the ELM is on record condemning van-

dalism and will continue to condemn it. A "get-tough" policy

may be the only way to curb destruction, but it should be formal-

ly established, not improvised at one meeting of the SJB, and it

should contain uniform rules and punishments of which all

students have been made aware.
An organization whose function is to promote justice on cam-

pus should devote itself to working out just procedures, rather

than handing out capricious sentences. It looks to us as if last

night's defendents were punished by the SJB not for what they

did. but to make up for the big ones that got away with damaging
the gym last weekend. ~ Jh u *r\

Snow forces faculty meeting postponment until Monday
by VIRGINIA

The snow of the past few weeks made
itself bothersome in just about every
aspect of campus life, in particular
causing faculty meetings to be
cancelled twice. Faculty meetings are
usually held on the first Monday of the

month except in January because of

Christmas vacation. '

This month the meeting will finally be
held on March 5. "There's a lot of

business to be taken care of", said Dean

KURAPKA
Clarke, including course additions and
the Continuing Education recommen-
dation. New courses have been added in

the Philosophy and Modem Languages
Departments, and new course sugges-
tions in Sociology and Psychology are
to be considered.

"It's certainly unfortunate that all

the snow falls on Mondays," concluded
Dean Clarke.
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Commentary
How about some consideration?

Coffeehouse.

In view of recent changes and addi-

tions, the coffehouse managers feel the

student body should be made aware of

some aspects of its inner workings. At
its inception eight years ago, the cof-

feehouse was intended to be a service
run by the students, for the students. It

was a relatively small operation with
beer on tap, pizzas, and snacks. Today
the philosophy behind the coffeehouse
remains unchanged ; it is run by six stu-

dent managers who are receptive to

other's suggestions. But today the cof-

feehouse is a substantially larger
business. In order to accomodate sug-
gestions from the student body, the in-

ventory has been expanded toinclude:
cighl or more types of domestic and
imported beer.lincidently, the price in-

crease at the beginning of this semester
was due to the distributor's price in-

crease; but notice that draft prices
have been reduced ) ; this semester you
can feast on the new line of hot sand-
wiches; and weekend cocktail parties

are a regular feature. Other new addi-
tions include more live entertainment
than ever before at a nominal cover
price (which never covers the total

cost) ; the ever popular electronic
games; and just last week a new
receiver and speakers were installed.

Another change occurlng this
semester has been the selection and
training of four new managers to

replace seniors Tad Jacks, John Jelich,
and Maggie Stevens; and Kathy
Mullen, who left last semester. Beginn-
ing February 25, at the end of their
training period, freshman Andrew
Bucklee; junior Dan Duff; sophmore
Ed Mitzel; and junior Mandy Scherer
will join veteran managers Dave
Panasci and Jake Parr. These students,
putting in several hours of unpaid work
each week, order and stock the food and
beer, and take care of other essentials
so that the rest of the student body has a
place to relax from 10:00 to 12:30 each
night.

However, recently both managers
and employees have sensed an un-
fortunate change in the atmosphere of

me coffeehouse, which reflects a
change in the attitude of the student
patrons. There has been a marked in-

crease in aggressiveness, impatience,
arrogance and rudeness. On any given
night the words "please" and "thank-
you" are rarely heard. One could
describe the attitude as unfriendly.
Those who run the coffehouse realize
that no one likes to wait to be served,
but the three people behind the bar are
working as quickly as possible. The
design of the bar as well as cost pro-
hibits employing more. The hostile at-,

mosphere simply makes it unpleasant
for both employees and patrons.
Remember, the employees are your
fellow students working for fun and a
little extra cash, not for verbal abuse.
Note that as mentioned before the

coffeehouse hours are 10-12:30. When
the lights go up and the music is turned
down the staff is preparing to close. On
the average, when the last customer
leaves, your fellow students are there
for at least another half hour cleaning
up. Recently, this job has been made
more difficult by inconsiderate
students. One night this week a bench
was partially destroyed, and the con-
tents of two trash bags were strewn
about the hall. This display of rudeness
hurts not only the student employees,
but the entire student body; the longer
clean-up takes, the higher the payroll
expense, which is definitely passed
along to the consumer in higher prices.
The student managers take pride in

their jobs and derive satisfaction from
providing a friendly, relaxing at-

mosphere for both themselves and their
fellow students in the coffeehouse. But
it is important for the student body to be
aware of the actions of their peers
which is steadily making the job of both
the managers and employees less en-
joyable. The coffeehouse is definitaly
asset to the college community, all that
the staff asks is courtesy, and con-
sideration from their fellow students.
The next time you come to the cof-

fehouse, please keep this in mind and
remember it's your fellow students who
are working for you.

More vandalism over weekend
Vandals struck again over the

weekend, this time hitting the gym-
nasium and the Elm office.

Athletic Director Ed Athey
discovered a broken window in his of-

fice Sunday morning after the Ball.

Similar damage was done to one of the

glass doors in the rear. of rhe gym.
Rocks were found near both places.
A brick did the damage to the Elm of-

fice, breaking its window in the back
door.

The Student Affair Office has no
suspects in either case.

Campus goes to the dogs?
There has been an increasing number

of dogs on campus during the past mon-
ths. You are reminded that the Student
Handbook states, "Students are not
permitted to bring pets onto campus.
Violations of these rules carries a $25.00
fine."

All members of the college communi-
ty are urged to cooperate. Keep your
does at home where they belong. Do not

bring them on college property where,
as the British would say, they might
"foul the footpaths."

Peabag Otftqal c
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Board honors late

Dr. Norman James
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief
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The Washington College Board of

Visotors and Governors passed a
resolution honoring the late Dr. Nor-
man James at its meeting Saturday.
The resolutuon, which appears below
was submitted by Philosophy Depart-
ment Chairman Peter Tapke, and
adopted by an unaminous decision of

the Board:
Whereas for a quarter century Pro-

fessor Norman James taught English
literature and art history in Washington
College, coming to chair the inter-

disciplinary program in Humanities
and the Department of English as
Ernest A . Howard Professor, and
whereas. Professor James was_ a
teacher of singular breadth and en-
thusiasm whose joys ranged from
Yeats and Joyce to opera and baseball;
whose talent could critique a painting,

direct a play, and compose-a libretto;

whose contagious delight in the
beautiful creations of man and nature
touched all who knew him; whose
robust laughter rang down corridors

and stairways even to the lawns where

he loved to teach in spring and fall; and

whereas, Professor Norman James
enriched the lives of students and col-

leagues alike by his affection for family

bad friends; by his generous total loyal-

ty to the College and by his wisdom to

know who he was and the courage to be

the unforgettable individual that he

was, be it resolved, that the Visitors

and Governors recognize the extraor-

dinary gift to the educational mission of

Washington College conferred by the

career of Professor James; that they

express their profound gratitude for his

Jife and work here; and that these

resolutions he made a part of this

day's proceedings and conveyed to the

members ofhis family.

Dr. James' family was notified of the

resolution Tuesday after it had gone in-

to the Board minutes. Dr. James had
chaired both the Humanities and the
English Departments here until his sud-
den death last April. Dr. Norman James

•Hayward discusses pool acquisition—
Letters to ELM spark debate

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

"A pool may be a very legitimate,

logical, and healthy consideration,"

says College Vice-President for

Development George Hayward, "but

just meeting the cost of current opera-

tions is enough to handle.
'

'

Hayward earlier this week addressed

the renewed interest In a College pool

among students, after three letters con-

cerning the issue appeared in recent

weeks in the Elm.

"In view of other priorities during dif-

ferent administrations, the pool has
always been put aside," said Hayward,
citing the cost of building a pool and its

maintenance as the major concerns.

"We haven't made a concerted effort

to get a pool," said Hayward. "I have
never even talked to anyone about a
pool. If I had to start raising funds
tomorrow, I don't know where I'd

look."

"We need money for plenty of other

things that would benefit more people,"

Hayward added. "We have the

steamline and Hill Dorm problems, so

at least for the moment there are other

priorities."

Hayward would not preclude,

however, the possibilities of a pool if

funding could be obtained

"I don't think the Board would refuse

a gift of a pool and an endowment for its

Vegetarians to form club

by KATHEFUNE STRECKFUS
' News Editor

A Vegetarian Society has been

formed by sophomore Allyson McCor-
mick and Reference Librarian Jeff

Chaffin, the group's Faculty Advisor.

The society held its first meeting this

week.

The group's aim, according to Mc-
Cormick, is "to unite students who have
an interest in vegetarianism, whether
they are one or are interested in becom-
ing one."

The group is planning acitivies such

as bi-monthly meals, where members
will prepare various parts of the meal

for the group. They also hope to visit a

vegetarian restaurant in Washington,

D.C.

Another of the group's goals is to

establish a library for information on
vegetarian nutrition, cooking, and
philosophy. They are looking into the

possibility of hosting a speaker to lec-

ture on vegetarian nutrition. Lastly,

McCormick plans to talk to Dave
Knowles, Dining Hall Director, about
serving more vegetarian dishes in the

cafeteria.

McCormick said that about twenty

students have expressed interest in

joining the club. Since the group was

organized too late in the semester to ob-

tain funds from the Student Govern-

ment Association, the members will be

expected to contribute equally to any

expenses.

Student Judiciary Board finds student

guilty of firework violation

.The Washington College Student

Judiciary Board found Lane Hawkridge

guilty last Wednesday of setting off

fireworks at a Student Government

Association dance on January 27. The

case was reported to the Student Af-

fairs office by the dining hall staff.

. Hawkridge, who pleaded guilty to

charges, had previously worked six

hours in the cafeteria so no other penal-

ty was imposed.
Acting as defense attorney in the case

was Daniel Duff. Brian Siegal appeared

as prosecuting attorney, and written

testimony from Assistant Food Direc-

tor Jeff DeMoss was submitted for the

prosecution.

- operation. (But) it would have to be an
entirely new source of funds."

In answer to a suggestion in a letter in

last week's Elm that Hodson Trust fun-

ding be used for a pool, Hayward said

the Trust's primary concern is to pro-

vide endowment gnd funds for capltol

projects.

"At the present," said Hayward,
"that's where we really need the

money."
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Honorary society to

elect new members
by BILL MORTIMER

The Omicron Delta Kappa Honorary

Fraternity has. in the past week, sent

out applications to students whose

grade point average is in the top 35 per-

cent of their class.

According to Faculty Advisor to the

chapter. Ermon Foster, the question-

naires were sent to Junior and Senior

men and women as an annual step in in-

ducting new members. The fraternity

recognizes and encourages the achieve-

ment of exemplory character and
superior quality in scholarship and
leadership fields. With that in mind, the

questionnaires seek to find qualified

students in five major fields of par-

ticipation other than scholarship. Those
fields are a students participation in

Publications. Student Government.
Social and Religion. Speech. Drama,
Music and the Arts, and other activities

and membership When evaluated, the

questionnaires wiU tell if the individual

is j campus leader or not. This is done
by checking the list of activities the par-

ticipated in and assigning a point value

to major and minor activities. If the

student has a sufficient number of

points he or she would be qualified for

membership "Members of the
organization would then vote on his or

her acceptance" said Foster He also

noted that when a student accepts the

invitation to join ODK "there is a

membership fee but no annuals
thereafter

"

Up until two years ago. ODK was
strictly a men's honorary fraternity, at

least here at Washington College.

"Some other colleges are beginning to

take women as Washington College did

two years ago." said Foster. This was
done by combining the Women's
Honorary Society, which was a local

organization, with the national chapter

of the ODK here. The idea of combining
them was to make the organization

more prestigious and increase par-

ticipation.

Although the order has been too small

in number in recent years to hold many
activities, their assistance is often

called upon and much needed at public

events such as convocation and com-
mencement. The ODK is "not like a

social fraternity at all" points out

Foster. Rather it is an honorary society

along with Phi Alpha Theta, he said. At

commencement the ODK does give two
awards. Called the Gold Pentagon, they

are awarded to students in recognition

lor meritorious service to the college.

Today, female membership is

predominantly higher in ODK due to

the fact. Foster believes, that "'on the

whole more women are making better

grade averages" than the men Those
who are in the fraternity have the honor
on their records when seeking post-

graduate acceptance "It does have
some status" Foster believes. He also

urges students who have received the

questionairre to turn them in as soon as
possible.

The Omicron Delta Kappa Honorary
Order started here as a local organiza-
tion called the Blue Key. Later, it

became national by applying to the
ODK. which was founded in 1914 at

Washington and Lee University. The
order at Washington College is known
as the Alpha Chi Circle.

Parcel! to give recital

Amzie D Parcell, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Music at Washington College.
will present a bassoon recital on
Wednesday evening. March 7, at 8:30
pm in Tawes Theater on the
Washington College campus. He will be
accompanied by his wife. Elizabeth, on
the piano and harpsichord.

Included on the program will be
works by Michel Corrette. an eigh-

teenth century French composer:
Hohann Friederich Fasch, an impor-
tant contemporary of J.S. Bach: and
Johann Ernst Galliard. a German-born
composer who lived most of his life in

England In addition. Parcell will per-

form contemporary compositions by
Paul Hindemith and Halsey Stevens,
and a concerto which has been at-

tributed to Mozart.

Parcell a recent addition to

Washington College's Music Depart-

ment holds a B.A degree from Hope
College, a M.M. degree from the

University of Kentucky, and is com-
pleting the PhD degree from the

University of Cincinatti. He has studied

bassoon with Otto Eifert. principal bas-

soon in the Cincinatti Symphony Or-

chestra, and David VanHoesen, Pro-

fessor of Bassoon at the Eastman
School of Music. Before coming to

Washington College he taught at the

State University of New Yourk College

at Cortland. Elizabeth Parcell holds a

B.S. and an M. A. from the University of

Missouri, and has done additional study
at Indiana University.

The March 7 concert is open to the

public free of Charge.

Women Voters to hold convention

The 44th Biennial Convention of the

League of Women Voters of Maryland
will be held at Washington College May
21st to 23rd. The business of the Conven-

tion is to elect officers and directors,

approve a budget and determine sub-
jects for study and action during the
next two-yearperiod.

In addition to the working sessions,

participants will have the opportunity
to go on tours of the area. The featured
speaker at the banquet on May 22nd will

be Governor Harry Hughes, and there

will be a reception on May 21st, to

which local officials will be invited. For
more information contact Anne Briggs,

778-1746.

The following items were lost at the Birthday Ball on Satur-
day night. If found, please turn into the lost and found at the
Washington College Business Office.

(1

)

Men's "Clipper-Mist" rain coat, size 39 with gloves and cap in pocket.
The owner now has a similar coat in a smaller size by mistake.

(2) Large green and white golf umbrella. Lost in the main foyer of the
gymnasium.

(3) Black knit sweater vest. Belongs to Ann Goffney, R.D. #3, Box 1 84 A,
Chestertown. Phone: 778-5349.

Development Office looks

to improve Birthday Ball
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

Vice-President for Development
George Hayward says "it might be wise

to give some thought to changing the

nature of the Ball." the traditional

highlight of the College's celebration of

Washington's birthday.

Specifically, Hayward suggests that
the Ball be made into a buffet dinner
and dance, with an open bar.

"It might provide a more controlled

way to manage the dance, and bring in

a profit," said Hayward. He admitted,
however, that "On the other hand, that

might exclude some people who now
go."

Although the final figures from last
Saturday's Ball were yet to be com-
piled. Hayward was optimistic about
the results. Still, "There's a feeling
among those of us who work on it," he
said, "that we ought to make it more
profitable for the College."
Hayward said he would be interested

in reactions and suggestions from
students and faculty on the Ball.

"My -concerns about the Ball are not
really negative," said Hayward,
(although he said that the Ball has, un-
fortunately, become, like a "black tie

tailgate party.") "It just seems that if

we're going.to do that much work, we
ought to make it pay off."

Vice President for Development George Hayward

Break away
for spring

with one
last fling

at the

Coffee House
Thursday Night
Where Mike Cotter
and Patty Clemens
will be performing

75 e

cover charge
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Addressing the Washington College
constituency he said, "I am very
pleased and highly honored to be here.

The antiquity, the quality of teaching
here, the illustrious ranks of your alum-
ni all lend to the greatness of this in-

stitution."

Mr. Lee then concluded that as "a
member of the old guard. I intend to go
off in a corner and be a dignified elder
statesman." He left the podium to a

lengthy applause.

Secretary Coulter in his address
called for Washington College to "resist

the bewitching attraction of 'new
money' that would lure it into the in-

tellectual quagmire of environmental
grantsmanship."

•"Instead, I hope that the college will

continue its dedication to the eternal
lasks of teaching people to beware of

falling into the (rap of righteous in-

fallibility: in short, of teaching people
to find the truth in the environment as
with all other subjects. I hope that

Washington College will teach (he
scientific method, not as an academic
exercise, but as the foundation for

thought processes that will enrich our
State and the world."

He ended his 20-minute talk stating,

"The special relationship of
Washington College to the Chesapeake
Bay should be a search for truth: a

search that will over the centuries lead

to a true understanding of the Bay and
all of the plants and animals that in-

habit it: a search that will lead to a

more perfect understanding of the Bay
as part of the human environment. For
the Chesapeake Bay. truth is a special

relationship worthy of the name that

Washington College bears
'

'

Mr. Coulter was presented by Dean of

the College Garry E. Clarke for the con-

ferring of an honorary degree. "His
practical solutions to the real problems
of our age have been indispensable to a

society that is finally beginning to

relaize that our resources are not

endless and indestructible," the cita-

tion read.

Mr. H. Furlong Baldwin. President of

the Mercantile Safe-Deposit and Trust

Co.. Baltimore, and a memb'er of the

Visitors and Governors of Washington
College, introduced Blair Lee. "At a
time when Maryland was rocked by
political scandal, we were indeed for-

tunate that we had as Lieutenant
Governor, a dedicated, competent man
to assume the position of Acting Gover-
nor," Mr. Baldwin stated.

In honoring Mr. Lee with a Doctor of

Humane Letters, the college citation

read. "Perhaps it is not an exaggera-

tion to say that nationally Maryland
politics and politicians were perceived

as being a shady lot. Visions of smoke
filled rooms and Harding-like transac-

tions were on the minds of many when
they thought of Annapolis and its

statehouse.

"Blair Lee took over the running of

Maryland at such a time in its political

history. Serving as both Governor and
Lieutenant Governor, he swiftly

restored confidence in Maryland's
government. Indeed, Governor Lee's

achievement, at an important time in

the state's history, has been a con-

siderable and an important one. For
Blair Lee has proved to be rarity: an
honorable man in political life who ac-

complishes things; a man who is char-

ming, personable, and gracious; a man
with a quick and ready sense of humor,
who like Lincoln is not afraid to use his

humor on himself: a man who has pro-

ved to be something rare—a real leader
and statesman.

"

For Mr. Lee. a graduate of Princeton,

it was his third honorary degree. He
had received previous degree's from
Coppin State and the Capitol Institute of

Technology in Kensington, Md. He ex-

pects to receive a fourth from St.

Mary's College in June.

It was the first honorary degree for
Mr. Coulter, an Oklahoma native and a
graduate of the University.
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College Republicans convene
Washington College Republicans

/T

Last weekend, February 23-25, the
Maryland Federation of College
Republicans held their annual conven-
tion for the purpose of electing new
State Officers. The event, held at the
University of Maryland at College
Park, attracted 70 delegates from n
Clubs across the state, including
Washington College. The Washington
College delegation was Jim Larrimore,
President and Eastern Shore Regional
Director; Glen Beebe, Vice President;
and Jeff Morton, Treasurer. This was
the second year that Washington Col-
lege was represented at the convention.
Last year, Jim Larrimore and Glen
Beebe attended the convention at
Towson State University.
At this convention, Jim Larrimore

was elected Campaign Director for the
Maryland College Republicans' The
duties and responsibilities of Campaign
Director will be to organize the many
College Republicans Clubs throughout
the State to run various "Youth Cam-
paigns," and to convince the
Republican candidates to use Youth as
part of their campaigns.
"Organizing Maryland's College

Republicans to participate in various
state-wide Youth campaigns in 1980 will

certainly be a chore and a half. This is

mainly because this is a newly created
position, and I'll be starting from
scratch, building and organizing across
a very geographically diverse state,"
explains Larrimore.

Youth effort?

Another consideration will be the dif-

ferent campaigns across the State.
Although, there will be no Legislative
nor Gubernatorial elections in 1980,

Senator Charles Mathias is up for

reelection, and may face primary op-
position. And then there will be the
Presidential elections. Larrimore says
he would like to organize a Youth effort

within a Republican Presidential cam-
paign in Maryland in 1980. To do so, he
says, will require beginning to organize
this year with the recruitment and
training of Youth volunteers; and ap-
proaching the announced Republican
Presidential candidates and convincing
them to use a Youth campaign.

Although Larrimore's term as Cam-
paign Director expires in February
1980, "My job is to get the State
organized before then, so that we can
win in Maryland in '80."

Other state-wide Maryland College
Republican Officers elected were: Amy
Moritz from the University of Maryland
was reelected Chairman: John Isaac
from Frostburg State, who was Direc-
tor of the Glenn Beall Youth in 1978, was
elected First Vice Chairman; Roger
Whyte from Charles County Communi-
ty College was elected Second Vice
Chairman; Donna Latlief from
Frostburg was elected Secretary;
Steve Brown from Johns Hopkins
University was elected Treasurer; and
Ed Haislmaier from St. Mary's College
was elected Research Director.

Great Parties!
At the Convention, the College

Republicans also considered a few
resolutions. By a two-vote margin, the
Delegates endorsed the decriminaliza-
tion of marijuana; the District of Col-
umbia Voting Rights Amendment was
rejected, but representation in the
House of Representatives only was en-
dorsed

;
and the Convention realized the

need to recognize Red China, but
criticized President Carter's unilateral

abrogation of the 1954 Mutual Defense
Treaty with Taiwan, seeing the need to

protect the sovereignty of Taiwan, and
to keep her as our ally.

At the Luncheon on Saturday,
speakers included Mrs. Louise Gore,
1974 GOP Gubernatorial Candidate;
Frank Lavin, National Vice Chairman,
College Republican National Commit-
tee; and Steve Simms, Director of

Region III College Republicans
(Maryland, Virginia, D.C., West
Virginia, and Kentucky )

.

Aside from the constant ongoing of

business and politics, there were great
parties on both Friday and Saturday
nights where everyone got "polluted"
from the "Potomac Punch."
The Washington College Republicans

also remind all students, faculty, and
Administration that their Blood Drive
will be on Thursday, March 29, an Ad-
vising Day. Also, they hope to have a

speaker sometime in April.

"\
Campus Calendar

Marc
Tonight

-Film Series: COUSIN ANGELICA Smith Aud. 7:30 p.m.
"Once in A Lifetime" - Tawes - 8 p.m.

Saturday
"Once In A Lifetime" - Tawes - 8 p.m.

Sunday
-Lacrosse scrimmage vs. McGarvey Lacrosse Club - 2 p.m.
-Chestertown Arts League: Reception, opening the annual Ex-

hibit - Fine Arts Ctr lobby 3 to 6 p.m.
"Once In A Lifetime" - Tawes - 8 p.m.
-Film Series: COUSIN ANGELICA -Smith Aud. 7:30 p.m.

Monday
-Arts League Exhibit - Fine Arts Ctr- 1 to 4 p.m. (thru Friday 9)

-SGA Meeting - Hynson Lounge - 7: 30 p.m.
-Faculty Meeting - Dunning 203 - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday
-Freshman Reading - Coffee House - 7 p.m.
-Film Series: COUSIN ANGELICA - Smith Aud. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday
"Sophie Kerr Room Open House" - Miller Library - 9 a.m. to 4 : 30

p.m.
-Modern Languages Song Evening - Coffee House 7 : 30 p.m.
-Recital : Amzie and Elizabeth Parcell, bassoonist & keyboardist

- Tawes Theater - 8:30 p.m.
Friday

-Mid-term grades due

Saturday 10

-Begin Spring Vacation (thru Sunday 18)

Saturday 17

-Lacrosse scrimmage vs. Dartmouth College 12:30 p.m.
-Baseball (2) vs. Drew University - 1 p.m.
-Tennis vs. Drew - 1 p.m.

V

h1979
Sunday 18

-Film Series: THE SEVENTH SEAL - Smith Aud. 7:30 p.m.
Monday 19

-Classes resume
-Exhibit: The Graphic Art of Richard Gaffney - Fine Arts Ctr
Lobby (Until March 29) - hours to be announced -SGA Meeting
- Hynson Lounge - 7:30 p.m.

-Concert Series: The 20th Century Consort Tawes Theater - 8:30
p.m.

Tuesday 20
-Film Series: THE SEVENTH SEAL -Smith Aud. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday 21
-Music Dept. "Young Guest Artist Recital" by Mark Clinton,
Pianist - Tawes Theater 8 : 30 p.m.

Thursday 22 '

-(Last day to withdraw from classes

)

-Tennis vs. UMBC - 3 p.m.
-William James Forum: illustrated lecture on The National
Cathedral by Richard Feller Hynson Lounge - 8 p.m.

Friday 23
-Film Series: AGUIRRE, WRATH OF GOD - Smith Aud. - 7:30
p.m.

Saturday 24
-Women's Tennis vs. Hood, Fairleigh Dickinson & St. Elizabeth -

lp.m.
-Crew (Men & Women) vs. LaSalle-2p.m.

Sunday 25
Film Series: AGUIRRE, WRATH OF GOD - Smith Aud. - 7:30
p.m.

Monday 26
-Women's Tennis vs. Essex - 3 p.m.
-Lecture Series: "Down Among the Lost People Like Dante":
Freud and The Interpretation of Dreams, by Stephen Lacey,
Professor of English, Cornell College - Sophie Kerr room - 8/
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A comedy with

lasting appeal

YOU CAN'T TAKE IT

WITH YOU
Now at Center Stage

by PETER TURCHI

Broadway revivals have recently

become more popular than ever.

Whether that reflects on the quality of

modern playwriting or not, it means
that the theatre-going public is ex-

periencing an education in popular

plays from earlier in this century.

In movies as well as theatre, straight

drama often lasts for many decades,

and the very best dramatic works seem
destined to live forever. The same can-

not be said for comedy. Chances are

that the funnier a comedy is when it is

released, the warmer the reception it

gets from a specific audience, the more
head-on, pertinent jokes it makes, the

less chance it has to be appreciated by
later audiences.

George S. Kaufman's and Moss
Hart's You Can't Take It With You, cur-

rently being presented at Center Stage,

is an example of a late-depression com-
edy with lasting appeal. Moss Hart was
a dramatist and director, having
directed Camelot and My Fair Lady, as

well as having written several plays,

five of them with Mr. Kaufman. Kauf-
man, on the other hand, was a jour-

nalist and screenwriter as well as a

dramatist, and nearly all of his work
concerned comedy.

The play then is the work of two fairly

knowledgable and experienced artists. ,

The plot is fairly simple, though many
of the characters in the story are by
today's standards far-fetched. The set-

ting is in the living room of the

Sycamore-Vanderhof household, where
fireworks are manufactured, snakes
are bred, dancing is rehearsed, printing
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Roberta Lund (Mrs. Kirby), Daniel Szelag (Ed), John W. Russel, Jr. (G-Man),Michael Gross (Tony Klrby), Cynthia

Cumliah (Essie) and Lisabeth Mackay (Alice) are featured in the mad-cap comedy by Kaufman and Hart YOU CANT
TAKE IT WITH YOU. The play runs through March U at Baltimore's Center Stage and is directed by Stan WoJewodV

ski, Jr. For ticket information contact the Center Stage Box Office at 332-0033. (Photo by Richard Anderson)

presses run and the iceman is invited

in— i'or nine years.

Several words come to mind im-

mediately when one is presented with a

comedy of this nature: "madcap,"
"riotous," etc., are all cliches used to

describe shows in which hundreds of

things seem to be going on at once while

actually a very basic plot is moving the

story. In this case Alice Sycamore falls

in love with Tony Kirby, the son of a

very wealthy Wall Street businessman.

To say girl gets boy, girl loses boy, girl

gets boy may sound oversimplified, but

there it is.

What makes the play worthwhile is

that is naive, it is cute. It's a comedy

that doesn't want us to roll in the aisles,

but merely wants us to smile and nod

our heads when Grandpa Vanderhof

tells Mr. Kirby that no matter how
much money you have, you can't take it

with you. When Grandpa and Alice's

parents sit back and say that all they

ever did was have fun and provide for

their children to have fun, and maybe
that's just not enough, we're supposed

to scream "No! That's exactly what
you want!"
Center Stage's version of the play,

directed by the stage's Artistic Director

Stan Wojewodski, Jr., has been updated
in a very few lines but is presented for

the most part in the form it was

originally given in 1936 at the Booth
Theatre. The characters are colorful, if

one or two dimensional, and though a

few of the characters and concepts of

the play are time-worn, it escapes the

category of dated comedies.
John Kasarda's set is meticulous in

detail and captures perfectly the mood
of the characters residing in the house.

The production's strongest point is it's

fine cast, most notably Robert Donley
as Martin Vanderhof, or Grandpa,
Richard Dix as Paul Sycamore, and
Michael Gross as Tony Kirby. The play

runs through March 11. A special stu-

dent rate is available at Center Stage
for all shows.

ONCE IN A LIFETIME on stage this weekend

Technically excellent staff: mediocre cast
by RANDALL WATSON

There is a word for a production like

Once In a Lifetime—two words, actual-

ly—"technically excellent." This pro-

duction emphasizes the work done by

that long-ignored group—the ubiquitous

staff. The lightino during the first scene

change was well-planned and
magnificently executed.
" Our highest compliments go to

Freeman Dodsworth for the lighting

which is an integral part of each change
of scene. The flashing marquee set the

mood for the garish and ostentatious

nature of the times It is, however,
slightly annoying during the second in-

termission. We don't know if their brief

illumination during Act III Scene 3

even' time someone traverses the steps

on stage-left intentional or the result of

electrical cables lying beneath the

stairs, but it is undoubtedly annoying
distracting. Mr. Dodsworth has added
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grace to the movement of the scenery

which was, fortunately, not overlooked.

The props are everything which could

be expected, short of a crystal

chandelier in Glogauer Studios' recep-

tion room. They express the at-

mosphere of the scenes marvelously.

From the light, airy feel of the room in

New York to the gaudy oppressiveness

of the Gold Room of the Hotel Stilton

and the Glogauer Studios, the sets

reflect the actions and viewpoints of the

characters. We liked the moving of the

plush Pullman car. Designer William

Segal and Leslie Lighton deserve a

hand for fine jobs done on these props.

The costumes were up to the usual

par for WC productions. Along with the

scenery, they help convey the attitudes

of the times, and of each individual

character. No more need to be said

other than our thanks to Cathy Carrier,

Lori Moritz, and Barbara Bartlett for

the fine costumes.

While waiting tor the performance to

begin i late > . we were placed in the pro-

per frame of mind by the enjoyable

music which was played. Its selection

was highly appropriate. Our thanks go

to Scott Brownlow for keeping us enter-

tained during the two intermissions and

the pre-performance wait, thugh he

was a little late in returning to the booth

lor the second intermission, where the

temporary silence became oppressive.

Our only criticism is that appropriate

background music could have added to

the performance in several places and

we wish that this had been done.

Director Timothy Maloney and Stage

Manager Carla Fletcher are to be com-
mended for tying all these factors

together so well for this presentation.

With such magnificent attention paid

to these details, we are disappointed

with the output of the cast. Their per-

formances can be generalized by one

word—"mediocre." There were no par-

ticularly poor portrayals, but few that

were worthy of mention.

Beth Church presents a striking ex-

ception. Though possibly weak at

times, she commands attention as the

only consistenly believable character.

She carries the part very well and

presents the only realistic interpreta-

tion during the emotional scenes. It is

refreshing that she has served for so

long backstage and has finally emerged
as a very capable actress in a major

role. We hope to see her in more stage

roles in the future.

Sally Dimsdale and Marti Dirsche)

give good presentations of stereotyped

actresses with poor speaking voices,

but their roles are too small to show any
capabilities in character development

and representation (the fault of the

parts, not themselves). The same can

be said for Nick Nappo— a proven talent

unable to exercise his abilities in any of

his four minor parts. The large number
of "extras" and minor characters in

walk-on parts adds to the atmosphere of

transience and plasticity of Hollywood

in the 1920's movie industry.

A major disappointment was John

D'Amico's portrayal of Herman
Glogauer, the avaricious movie
kingpin. Though he is boisterous,

quick-tempered, and irritable, he lacks

depth and believability. This lack of

sincerity is unforgivable in an actor of

D'Amico's capability. From his past

performances, we expect only the best

and near-perfection, but are letdown

here. It is a shame when an excellent

actor gives only a good performance.

Despite the sense of emptiness left by
the cast. Once in a Lifetime is well
worth seeing 4 only for the mechanical
and technical effects. The plot is en-

joyable and there are times when
everything fits together, like Act I

Scene 3 in the Gold Room of the Hotel

Stilton, where the action Is fast-paced,

expected, and semi-believable. Once in

a Lifetime features excellent produc-
tional supports and fair acting which
average out to a moderately good and
predominantly enjoyable presentation.
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*********** The Wide World of **********

k******i Women's Spring Sports ********

by SUSAN FARACE

The spring season promises to be a

challenge as the women's tennis, crew,

and softball teams are all hard at prac-

tice in anticipation ofstrong seasons.

The tennis team has been working in-

side so far this semester. Coach Penny
Fall feels that the team will be most
hurt by the loss of last year's co-

captains Carol Noer and Renee Miller,

who have graduated. Two factors,

however, can help to overcome the loss

of Noer and Miller. "The players still

with us have improved tremendously in

the last year, and I think they can fill ou
their shoes," commented Coach Fall.

In particular, captain Jeanette Bon-
sack, Holli Young, Tammy Wolf, Chris
Butler, and Janet Sparre are expected
to be strong.

In addition to the current players' im-
provementa, the team will also benefit
from the addition of freshman Penny
Wetherhold. She has had more ex-
perience tennis-wise than anyone in the

other teams have been invited for two

days of team tennis on March 23 and 24.

team's history. Weatherhold is ex-
pected to play in the top three — a first

ever for a freshman.
Returning sophomore Shannon

Crosby, junior Carol Hood, and
freshman Elizabeth Gowen and Gay
Knapp also have potential for a good
season.

"I feel our games are much more
well-rounded this year, but we still lack
a lot of experience," stated Coach Fall.

"These kids are very bright and very
coachable and because of this, we have
nullified a little of our lack of ex-

perience."

Each year the team's schedule has
been upgraded, so this year will be the

toughest to date. Weak teams such as
Cecil have been dropped and the strong
Notre Dame squad has been added. The
Shorewomen will also face American
University, Franklin & Marshall,
Western Maryland, Catholic Universi-

ty, and Salisbury State this season.

In addition, WC will spons-r the First

This is somewhat unique hecause usual-

ly parts of teams play in these tour-
naments.

Crew sails experienced boats
The women's crew season looks very

strong. "This is the most experienced
boat we've ever had here, and I think
they're in the best shape ever," said
Ms. Fall, who has been conditioning the
rowers all year without a break.
Women's Crew coach Craig Jackson,

a 1975 graduate of Washington College
Is "very optimistic" about the eight-

man and possibly four-man boats. The
team has a new set of oars, and Coach
Jackson feels that this should be the
"best year ever for us."

One of the keys to a successful season
will be cox Molly Meehan. She now has
a crucial year of coxing under her belt,

and her confidence is a tremenduous
asset to the team.
The team will also benefit from the

addition of Claire Paduda and Valerie
Marsh, two freshmen who both have
previous rowing experience.

The schedule oromises to be

challenging as the Shorewomen face
schools such as Navy and George
Washington, Virginia, Villanova,
LaSalle, Clark, and Wellsley. The
season is geared, however, toward the

Dad Vails in Philadelphia mid-May.
Softball club up for second season.
The Women's Softball Team shows

promise for a good season. The team is

beginning its second season and is still

just a club (but is hoping for varsity

status next year). "The team has a lot

of talent, it's just a matter of putting

things together," commented head
coach Cindi Patchen, a 1978 WC
graduate.

Senior Jenny Butler will be the main
pitcher and returning players include
Sue Bennett, Nancy Fahrenkof, Denlse
Belmore, Laura Fahsbender, Debby
Rider. Roberta Baumann, Juli Gosset,

Betsy Hahn, and Betsy Read.
Freshman Ann Most also has previous
experience.

The Softball team will not play Its

first game until April. Student Doug
Byrne is the team's Assistant Coach.
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Crew gears up
practice difficult

by BART NATHAN

Up until last week the temperature
outside was well below freezing. This
gave the Chester River ample time to

freeze to almost a fool thick. And since

the river froze so solidly it was a great

hindrance to one of Washington Col-

lege's athletic teams. Both the men's
and women's crews were not able to be
on the water at the scheduled time. In

fact, as of today that schedule has been
delayed two weeks.

This tardiness may not seem like

much of an incomcenience, for none of

the other spring sports were able to

practice outside either. But. in crew,

unlike any other sport, the only way to

really practice is to actually row. To
practice rowing without the use of the

riven and therefore equipment) is like

having the Lacrosse team practice

without their sticks Hopefully, if the

river is clear, the team will be practic-

ing today in preparation for one of their

toughest seasons yet.

As in most other sports the W C crew !

belongs to a conference. The
\

Washington College rowers are a
J

member of what are called Dad Vail

schools. This is an association of all the

small rowing colleges, the Middle

Atlantic devision iW.C, -Georgetown,

George Washington University. Univer- \

sity of Virginia, and University of West i

Virginia i. of which Coach Eric Stoll is
;

the head Throughout the rowing season

any of the Dad Vail schools can race !

any other through arangements by the

coacns. These races do not count for

any kind of points, and when the small
college championships occur i Dad Vail

;

Regatta) any of the affiliated schools
;

may enter regardless of races !

beforehand.

Last year the Washington College

men's crew had what could be called a

very bad year. The men's team won on-

ly one race, and failed miserable at the

Dad Vail Regatta This year looks to be
much better. The team, this year has
two freshmen with previous rowing ex-

perience. It should be mentioned that in

crew, unlike most other sports,

previous experience is the exception,

not the rule Both of the freshman are

from St. Andrews School in Delaware.
The first of them. Jeff Wilgis, won a na-

tional championship race in high school

and then rowed for a year in England
culminating in the Henley Royal Regat-
ta. The other, Richard Cookerly, rowed
for St. Andrews varsity and looks very
promising.

In addition to Wilgis and Cookerly.

the team has retuning oarsmen; Bill

Skelton (a four year oarsman). Capt
Steve Jones, Steve Perry. Bill Ander-
son. Jim Stevenson and Dan Whitaker
• all three-year oarsmen i. Also return-

ing are Court Treuth. John Townsend.
Charlie Curtis. Jim Roof, and Alan

Luthy: each with two years of rowing
experience and a shot at varisity. In ad-

dition to the experienced oarsmen are
11 freshmen, making this one of the

largest squads in crew history.

Another advantage over last years
season is this years intense winter

training. The team has been working
out for five weeks: running five miles

three times a week and weight training

the other two days.

Even with the team looking so good
this year, the racing season will be one
of the toughest in WC. history. Out of

eight separate race days, two look to be
the most challanging. On March 31,

Washington College will race in

Philadelphia in the Providence Mutual
Cup Regatta. In this race we will be up
against Williams College, a very tough
school from New England, Manhanat-

Shore ten debut in quagmire

In lacrosse circles, players who stand

out in sloppy field conditions are usual-

ly termed "mudders." Well, Saturday '_s

scrimmage between the Crease L.C.

and WC was certainly a day for mud-

ders. as a recently thawed field and

steady rain throughout left the upper

Kibler field barely playable for pigs, no

less lacrosse players.

Despite Jhe mud. some pretty fair

lacrosse was shown by both squads con-

sidering the time of the season. No- of-

ficial score was kept, although the

powerful talent-laden Crease seemed to

get the better of the younger Shoremen

.

-I saw some things today that I

liked," commented first year Shore

mentor Bryan Matthews, "but we have

a long way to go."

The Shoremen showed good patience

on offense, working the ball

methodically in their new patterned of-

fense and taking only good shots. If

anything the WC stickers did not shoot

often enough, but the deep mud in front

of each cage virtually eliminated the

use of outside bounce shots.

Defensively. WC looked good on the

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

close defense, but the work of Shore
midfielders in that department was
somewhat suspect, allowing Crease
middies to get in close on numerous oc-

casions for medium length shots.

All in all. however, it was not a bad

first outing for a team featuring, at this

point, more question marks than fix-

tures. After all. the Crease, coached by

WC grad Bob Shriver, brought a strong

squad to Chestertown, featuring among
others. WC alumni Rick Blair, Duke
Murphy. Jay Elliot, Myrt Gaines, Tom
Sutton and Matt Morris.

WC's scrimmage opposition does not

quickly decline in quality either, as this

Saturday the Shoremen will travel to

College Park to tackle the Terps of the

U. of Md. Buddy Beardmore's Terps
always field a swift, skilled team, and
are expected to vie for the national title

inDiv. I this season.

Then on Sunday, the Shore ten will

return home to host McGarvey's L.C. of

Annapolis, a team featuring many ex-

Maryland stars. Both contests should

prove to be stern tests for Bryan Mat-
thew's team.

Baseball:

out to make it three for three!

I There have been two surprises in

men's sports this year. First the soccer

Jteam turned a rebuilding year into a

§10-5-2 season, the best mark of the past

'three years. Then the hard-nosed play

Uoi Tom Finnegan's basketball squad

learned them a winning record and an

ImAC, Tournament berth. Well. I would

alike to believe that good things come in

-threes, and there is a young, but

veteran. Washington College Baseball

1 team thinking along those same lines.

I The only big loss from the 78 season

1 was catcher and cocaptain Dave
|**Zelmo" Beatty. The Shoremen will

I miss his bat and his leadership behind

I the plate, but there are two capable

1 players fighting for the job. Junior Jim
: Malott performed capably when called

i
upon last year and will get a shot at the

I position, but Athey is very high on
" freshman Larry Lewis and if he lives up

to his ootential. he might get the nod.

I
Earl Weaver says pitching is 90 per-

S cent of the game, if so. the duo of Dan
5 Barbierri and Arch Hoopes will have to

% carry a lot of weight this season. Last
# vear Barbierri pitched 52 innings with

I 48 strikeouts and a 2.42 ERA He was a

i much belter pitcher than his 4-5 record

f indicates. When his control is good,

,1 Barbierri has a knee-high fastball that

I no one can handle. Hooper is the com-
1 plete opposite. The crafty red-head

% relies on an assortment of slow curves,

slow change-ups. and slow fastballs to

i get the job done. He was the teams only

1 winning pilcher at 4-3 with an ERA of

§ 3.00. These two hurlers can prove very

complimentary in double-headers.

by DAN HUDSON

The battle for a third starting pitcher

boils down to two veterans and two

freshmen. Hard-throwing Bob Akeson

must be considered the front-runner «ts

he was used frequently last year.

Sophomore Mark Naser and
newcomers Tim Fagan and Joe Crivelli

will be given a look also and will see ac-

tion in relief. Fagan also looks to be a

good man for the DH spot as he has

been swinging to tough bat in the indoor

cage.

Infield looks promising

In the infield the situation looks very

good. At first base Rich Dwyer, who
batted .283 with 5 homers and 25 runs

batted in last year, looks to be a perma-

nent fixture. The battle for second in-

volves Junior Bruce Abbott and
Freshman Chip Almoney. Abbott bat-

ted only .230 last year, but is capable of

improvement and is strong with the

glove. Almoney is out of Poly in

Baltimore and Coach Athey will

definitely keep an eye on him. At short

78 MVP Rich Shatzman returns with a

freshman year batting average of .358

and undoubtedly has a lock on his posi-

tion. At the corner, Senior Bucky
Buchanan, a .250 hitter last season, will

be hard-pressed this spring by V.J.

Filliben who proved his worth in soccer

and is out to do the same in baseball.

The battle between those two should be

a tight one.

The outfield looks fairly set. Co-

captain Steve Wilkinson, a .295 hitter. |
will be back in left field. Scott Rutter,|
who slipped at the plate last season, of-1

fers good defense in center field. If hef$

can swing his bat as well as he throws I
there will be no complaints from Athey. 1
Chris Kieffer. who also experienced |
batting troubles last season, will hi

looking to take over right field again ^
despite a bad knee. With a little often-

1

sive production he can be an asset m
right field. Junior Rick Narvell and^
Freshman Larry Brai ' " urg, out of|
West Nottingham, wi wide good!
competition for the outfield spots.

What the doctor ordered
Last year Spring arrived much too|

late and the Shoremen had lost 4 gamesl
before they could get loose. When thef
weather finally improved, the result!

was a six-game winning streak. Coach

|

Ed Athey found the answer this year in|

a four-game road trip to Florida over|
Spring Break. Sunshine and nice fieldsj
might be just what the doctor ordered.

After some rough seasons in the re-|

cent past, the Sho'men look like they!
are ready to make amends. With only|
one starter missing from last year and|
a top notch group of freshmen creating!

good competition, Athey is in an en-f
viable coaching position. A little im-|

provement in the batting department!
and this should be the year. Veteran|
Rich Shatzman let it be know that the!
Shoremen are itching to play: "The at-|

titude is super! The freshmen are|
psyched and we're psyched about thel

freshmen." The rest of the MAC wouldp
do well to take notice..

tan University. Villanova and Lasalle ••••••••
College. On April 7, the first Chester

River Regatta will be held. In this com-
petition will be Drexal University, third

in the Dad Vail Championships; St.

Josephs: a crew run by a former Olym-
pic coach; George Washington
L'niveristy: and University of Western
Virginia. This promises to be a very in-

teresting race. If you have never seen a
crew race, this is the one to see. The
other home races will be March 24,

April 14. and April 28. The season then

culminates in the Dad Vail Regatta in

Philadelphia, May 11-12.

Why wear an Easter Bonnet
When you can wear an

Easter Danskin!!!
Now at your Bookstore

!
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Faculty loses

against Inflation

Dr. William Bailey discusses faculty compensation

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

"It would seem clear that unless the
proposed increase in faculty salaries
for 1979-80 is in excess of ten percent,
the faculty will fall even further from
the commonly-held goal of a middle-
class lifestyle in the year ahead." That
is one of the findings reported in a re-

cent study on faculty salaries com-
pleted by Economics Professors
William Bailey and Mike Malone, ac-

S ting as an ad hoc committee to the

J Washington College Chapter ot the

g American Association of University
O Professors.

£ The March 1979 Faculty Salaries

£ Study reports data drawn from
jo published government documents,
3 AAUP studies, and information pro-

.g vided by the National Center for Educa-
* tional Statistics "in order to provide a

source of information for discussions

Inflation forces $300 fee increase

Vice President for Finance Gene
Hessey summed up the reason for next
year's S300 increase in tuition and room
and board in one word "inflation."

"Everything in the budget is going to

go up," says Hessey. Faculty salaries,

fuel, insurance, food and minimum
wage for maintenance and food service
employees will all go up. "We feel we
have kept increases to a minimum in

the face of forecasted increase. The
overall increase for tuition is 6 percent
as compared to possibly doubled in-

crease for food and other com-
modities." Hessey added that he
received word Tuesday that the charge
.for fuel oil has jumped 22 percent within

Tuition, room, board up next year
by MARIAN COOPER

one year. The Budget Committee has
not yet established faculty salaries for
next year.

"We could be in a bind if forecasts
materialize," said Hessey. "We had to

make some decision on next year's
budget. But given full enrollment, we
can weather costs for the time being.
We've increased enrollment some,
which will help cover costs, and have
added twenty students to forecasted
enrollment."

Concerning the effect of tuition in-

crease on financial aid, Hessey replied
that they "don't anticipate changing
policies... The Financial Aid Office will

continue to allocate according to the

demonstrated need of the student.
"Any time you increase charges it ad-

justs need upward." Hessey said: "We
are committed to their need and will
have to provide. In some cases, adjust-
ment will require additional funds."
These funds will be provided, says
Hessey. "We continue to receive sup-

port for the scholarship fund, which off-
sets the tuition increase." Hessey con-
cluded, however, that not everyone's
need will go up with the change. Along
with tuition increases, faculty salaries
and student wages have also gone up.
So the increase in tuition will not be
"fully realized."

Senate books major band;
club allocations, vandalism discussed

The Senate agreed unanimously at

Monday night's Student Government
Association meeting to the booking of

the New Rhythm and Blues Quartet
April 29, fulfilling the SGA's promise to

attract a major band this semester.
NRBQ was offered as an alternative

proposal by Tad Jacks to the Papa John
Creach concert that had been scheduled
for April 23. Jacks estimated a total

cost of $3,545 for NRBQ, with the SGA
picking up $2,195 of the cost after ex-

pected ticket sales.

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

The package presented by Jacks also
included an opening band,
Tndlloys,that will play before NRBQ
and possibly between each of NRBQ's
seventy-five minute shows.

Club allocations discussed
The Senate also discussed three mid-

semester club allocations by the
Organizations Committee. The Table
Tennis Club requested $335, mostly for

new equipment. The Committee
granted only $75, an allocation that

The Vegetarian Society requested
$100 for group meals at vegetarian
restaurants, discounts on food, and cor-
respondence with other groups. The
Senate vetoed the Committee's alloca-
tion of $50.

A $75 allocation to the French Club,
which had requested $100, was ap-
proved by the Senate.

Party to benefit Forum
Tomorrow a cocktail party for the

benefit of the William James Forum
Continued on page 4passed the Senate with only one nay.

Commencement speaker confirmed

William M. Ellinghaus, President of

the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company since January, has been con-

firmed as guest speaker at this year's

commencement exercises, according to

Washington College President Joseph
H, McLain, A posthumous honorary
degree will also be conferred on
Washington College benefactress
Marguerite Boden at the May 20 pro-

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Born in Baltimore, Maryland, April

19, 1922, Ellinghaus graduated from
high school there in 1940. During World
War II he served in the U.S. Navy as
Sonarman 1st class. He began his

telephone career with The Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone Company of

Maryland as an installer at Baltimore
in August, 1940. After a variety of line

and staff assignments in the C&P

vice president and director in i960.

In March, 1965, Mr. Ellinghaus came
to the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company in New York as
assistant vice president in the planning
department. He was elected vice presi-

dent of marketing and rate plans in

February, 1967, and he was named ex-
ecutive vice president, rate planning
and government relations, in April,

regarding faculty salaries and the posi-
tions of our faculty relative to other
Maryland Colleges and the current rate
of inflation."

The report has been distriubted to the
faculty and will be mailed to the memb-
ers of the Board of Visitors and Gover-
nors in order that it may be discussed at
the Board's final meeting of the acade-
mic year next month. Although faculty
members hope that the study will be
taken into account by the Budget Com-
mittee when next year's faculty raises
are set, local members of the AAUP are
not yet ready to discuss any concrete
means for increasing the total school
budget to make raises in excess of ten
percent possible.

According to Washington College
AAUP President Robert Fallaw, before
wc can do anything specific, we have to
make sure that we all understand the
problem, and a study of the sort that we
have here, should provide a good place
to start our discussion.

WC compares unfavorably
The report shows that Washington

College has not maintained salary in-

creases equal to the rate of inflation nor
has the relative position of faculty
salaries improved in comparison to like

institutions in this region. One table in

the study compares Washington Col-
'

lege with 20 other colleges and univer-
sities in Maryland with regard to

average total compensation by rank for

the academic years 1973-74 to 1977-78,

the last year for which complete figures
are published. The relative position of

Washington College at the various
ranks declines over the five years in all

ranks. Washington College declines
from 15th to 19th at the Full Professor
rank, from 18th to 20th at the Associate
Professor rank, and from 18th to 20th at

the Assistant Professor rank.

The position of Washington College is

also examined through comparison
with Goucher, Western Maryland, Hood
and Loyola— four Maryland Colleges
that are privately financed and "more
or less committed to a liberal arts

education. Again the position of

Washington College doesn't improve
over the last six years relative to these
sister institutions." In comparison to

these colleges, Washington was fourth

or fifth in ranking at full, associate, and
assistant professor levels in 1973-74,

and currently Washington College
stands fifth at the full professor level

and fourth at both the associate and
assistant levels.

Another table examines tuition and
other charges for these five com-
parable institutions. Washington's
fourth position in pay scales Is matched
by its position of fourth in overall

charges to students.

Inflation knocks down buyingpower
"Table V translates salary and com-

pensation (salary plus fringe benefits)

in current dollars into dollars that will

buy as much as the dollar did In 1973-74

to show the impact of inflation on the

faculty's financial status. Consumer
prices have increased almost 50 per-
cent since that academic year. To see
the effect of this increase one can ex-

amine the impact on Full Professors'

salaries. The average salary of a Full
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Letters to the editor

"The collective bargaining right of faculty members is an

issue that has inspired a lot of discussion, and controversy, both

in college circles and among non-academic observers. The fun-

damental question is, to revise Freud, 'what do these professors

really want, anyway?'"

Sound familiar? It's from an editorial printed in the ELM last

fall Receiving adequate wages and compensation for their work

continues to be a concern of faculty members and the faculty

salary study released by the Washington College Chapter of the

American Association of University Professors indicates that

what our faculty members really want is a chance to maintain

"the commonly-held goal of the middle-class lifestyle."

The quickest and perhaps the most perilous way to allow this is

to increase tuition and other student fees. A more difficult

course especially in these times of declining college-age popula-

tion is to increase enrollment. Probably the least rapid but

ultimately the most beneficial to the health of the college would

be significantly to raise the endowment.

The best policy, or the one which the Administration is pursu-

ing is a combination of these approaches. Unfortunately,

however, the first two may be antagonistic — rising tuition could

lead to declining enrollment as worthy students are forced to

choose state colleges for economic reasons.

We don't envy the Administration its task. But we can't

underestimate the importance of the faculty's demands for bet-

ter salaries either. Nothing will erode the educational quality of

WC faster than the loss of good faculty to better paying institu-

tions; almost as bad would be the resentment of faculty who re-

main, but who feel unfairly underpaid.

0<th~*. #<tUSfe-
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The Washington College Board of Publications is

soliciting applications for the editorships of the

1 979 Pegaus and Elm. Applications must contain a

one page statement of purpose and a resume and
should be sent to R.C. DeProspo through the cam-

pus mail before April 6.

the elm
Editor-in-Chief Bonnie Nelle Duncan

Assistant Editor Geoff Gannther

News Editor Katherine Streckfus

Sports Editor Howard Bauer

Fine Arts Editor Davl<1 Sller

Features Editor Nlck »»?P«
Photography Editor J'"> Graham

Advertisement Manager Marian Rock

Copy Editors. Mary Van Tuyl. Lisa Durbin

Faculty Adviser Rich DeProspo

The ELM is the official newspaper of Washington College, published by and

for students. It is printed at the Delaware State Printing Company every

Friday with the exception of vacactions and exam weelts. The opinions ex-

pressed on these pages with the exception of those under the headings of

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR and COMMENTARY are those of the editor

and staff. The ELM is open business hours Monday through Friday. 778-2800,

exl. 321. After hours call 778-9742.u

Scapegoating

I am writing in response to the

editorial in the last issue of the Elm. I

agree with your position that an in-

dependent organization like the Elm
should not have to be a partner In en-

forcing an SJB sentence, if it's against

your wishes to do so. Forcing the Elm to

publish an apology written by convicted

offenders is a clear overstepping of

authority by the SJB. Your refusal to

publish the apology is a totally

legitimate action.

But I feel that your allegations about

the SJB being in a "hanging mood" are

severe and slanderous in nature. In

reading your editorial, I found no

evidence to prove that the SJB was in a

"hanging mood." This particular

phrase has very negative implications

such as scapegoatism, six-gun justice,

or retribution. In your editorial, you im-

plied that the SJB's "hanging mood"
was brought on by frustration at not be-

ing able to find and process the of-

fenders who did a great deal of damage
after the recent Birthday Ball. But this

argument has some flaws in it. For one

thing, the SJB is not involved in the

solving or detection, or prevention of

crimes. The SJB does not have the kind

of staff that would use people convicted

for one offense as scapegoats of

another. I agree that the people con-

victed in the case your editorial refers

to got a very stiff sentence. But I am
sure there were reasons for that. Your
editorial condemned the SJB for its ac-

tions, but there was no detailed report

of the case in question in your issue of

theElm. If you are going to condemn
something, you should tell what is, and

why you are condemning it in more
detail. You should also present the

thing being criticized in an objective

style in the same issue of the Elm. If

you do this, it allows people to make up

their own minds on things by having an

opportunity to read about the thing and

your opinion on it.

As an SJB lawyer, 1 have had an op-

portunity to see the SJB's procedures at

work. I have also had an opportunity to

meet with the other people involved

with it. Judging the SJB on a basis of

my experiences with it, I would 3ay that

it is a fair and well b?Ianced organiza-

tion. But it is not the only disciplinary

group on campus; we have the Judicial

Screening Board and the All Campus
Judiciary as well as the Student

Judiciary Board. The people who were
convicted and sentenced by the SJB
have at their disposal the appeal

system which is outlined on page 20 of

the Student Handbook. If these people

were over-sentenced or scapegoated as

your editorial implies, they can appeal.

Although I was not directly involved in

the trial commented on in your

editorial, I am positive that this year's

SJB wouldn't use any student or group

of students as a scapegoat. If you can

prove me wrong with the facts, I will

gladly retract my statement. But until

then, I stand behind it.

Unfortunately, the Elm was unable to

provide a news article about this case

because we did not have an official

transcript from the SJB until the Mon-
day following the trial, nor did we have
a reporter assigned to cover it since we
had believed prior to the trial that it

would only be a routine case that could

Slow fastball?

Sincerely Yours,

Walter Foraker

be reported after the SJB delivered a

transcript to us. Our information was

provided by a member of our staff who
serves on the SJ8 and from an interview

with Student Affairs. In light of the

facts, we continue to stand behind the

sentiments expressed in our editorial.

We would briefly like to comment on
Dan Hudson's article in the March 2nd
issue of the Elm. We would like to take

issue with Mr. Hudson's comment on
the pitching style of Arch Hoopes. We
feel it is very difficult for sports writer

"Dan" to evaluate a pitcher's style,

with only brief glimpses between
halves of home lacrosse games. We
would also like to note that Mr. Hudson
is usually working on a Schaeffer buzz
from 9 a.m. on most Saturday after-

noons. To state that Arch Hoopes has a

"slow fastball" as a part of his pitching

repitoire, shows further evidence of Mr.

Hudson's lack of knowledge with the

fine art of pitching. Speed is a quality

Mr. Hudson has little experience with

as seen in his many stellar soccer per-

formances as witnessed on Kibler

Field. In general, we are happy with

Mr. Hudson's first attempt in covering

Sho'men baseball, but we just wanted

to clear the air surrounding "Ace"
fireballer Arch Hoopes.

Sincerely

Boffer Brothers

Resident Attendance, anyone?

Any student interested in the resident

assistant application process should at-

tend the meeting the Student Affairs Of-

fice has scheduled for Monday, March
26th, at 4:15 in the auditorium of Bill

Smith. At this meeting the Student

Deans will outline the requirements of

the position of resident assistant and
describe the selection process. This

meeting will be especially important

for those students who are seriously

considering applying for an RA position

for the academic year, 1979-1980.
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Fallaw, Yon awarded leaves in next school year
by PETER TURCHI

History professor Robert Fallaw and
French professor Andre Yon have been
awarded sabbatical leave in the 79-80

school year.

Next fall Fallaw will work on a pro-
ject concerning the American conser-
vative outlook during the pre-Civil War
era. He plans to do research at the
Library of Congress, but has already
been working on this topic for quite
some time.

"I'm very appreciative to be able to

engage in this kind of thing." Fallaw

said. He continued, "It's nice that the
college gives faculty members a
chance to launch out into a research
program." The history department will
review applications for someone to

replace Fallaw in the fall semester, but
he will be back to teach the American
Studies seminar in the spring.

During the spring semester French
professor Yon will be furthering his
research on Maurice Blanchot, a

French novelist and critic, Yon says
that Blanchot is not well known in
France or in this country, but one
reason he is not known in this country is

that his works are not available in

translation. The professor hopes to be
able to translate some of the author's
critical essays.

While working on the project in

France Yon hopes to be able to contact
Blanchot, but realistically his chances
he says are slim as the author is old and
a recluse. Yon hopes to come back to

Stephen Lacey. a member of the
Department of English at Cornell Col-
lege, Mt. Vernon, Iowa, will give a lec-

ture in the Sophie Kerr room of Miller
Library on Monday, March 26 at 8:00
p.m.

The title of his talk is Down Among
the Lost People like Dante: Freud and

*: ^KS^Contlnued from page 1

1970. On September 1, 1970, he became
president of New York Telephone. Ell-
inghaus was elected AT&T vice chair-
man and a director of the Company on
April 1,1976.

Ellinghaus is a director of the J.C.
Penney Company, the International
Paper Company, Bankers Trust Com-
pany, and Bristol-Myers Company. He
is chairman of the Regional Plan
Association and vice chairman of the
New York Chamber of Commerce and
Industry. He is a trustee of Colgate
University, St. John's University, the
New York Racing Association, and a
member of the Board of Governors of
the American National Red Cross. Ell-

inghaus is the recipient of honorary
Doctor of Laws degrees from St. John's
University, Pace University, Iona Col-
lege and the Polytechnic Institute of
New York. He also received an
honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
from Manhattan College, and a Doctor
of Business Administration from Curry

Continued from page l: .

Professor in 1978-79 is $21,400, but that
amount will only buy what 514,500 did in

1973-74. However, in 1973-74 Full Pro-
fessors received an average of $16,400.

This indicates a decline in the salary
average of $1,900. but in fact the decline
is actually greater by a 10 to 15 percent
factor because income taxes are more
as a percentage of S21,400 than $14,500

for the same number of dependents and
other deductions. Social Secuirty taxes
have increased sharply as well as pro-

perty taxes and other charges (in-

surance, hospitalization, etc. ) adding to

the decline in actual spendable earn-

Cornell scholar to lecture here Monday
' »ha ...... *

this country and work at the Harvard
Library, and eventually help to ac-
quaint more English-speaking people
with Blanchot as a critic. The French
professor is very glad to have this op-
portunity to work on his project uninter-
rupted for some time.

To be chosen for sabbatical leave a
professor must hand in ideas for a pro-
posed project to a committee including
among others, President McLain. Only
two professors are chosen each year

The Interpretation of Dreams. His ap-
pearance here is being sponsored by
The Lecture Series.

Professor Lacey received a B.A.
degree from Cornell College in 1965,

graduating with honors in English and
History. He received the M.A. degree in

Engnsn, with a specialization in eigh-
teenth century satire, from State
University of New York at Buffalo. He
also received his Ph.D. from Buffalo,
specializing in Renaissance drama.

He has held a lectureship at SUNY-
Buffalo, has been Visiting Professor of

Commencement
College.

He is a member of the Sovereign
Order of the Knights of Malta and the
Equestrian Order of the Holy Sepulchre
of Jerusalem. Ellinghaus is married to

the former Erlaine Dietrich. They have
eight children and reside in Bronxville,
New York.

First posthumous award
The honorary degree to be conferred

on the late Mrs. Bodcn is the first

posthumous award the school has
given, according to McLain. Boden,'
who had contributed over $75,000 to

Washington College since 1964 when her
first gift of $4,000 established the
Louttit-George Memorial Fund, which
provides funds for educational material
in Early American History as well as
for the Louttit-George Prize in

American History, awarded each year
to a graduating senior, died of cancer
on July 20, 1977 at the age of 70.

Boden was active in historical writing

and the preservation of historical

buildings until. a few years before her
death. A member of the Colonial Dames
of America since 1933, she was the
founder and first president of the Dia-
mond State Branch of the National
League of American Pen Women as
well as of its Bi-ennial Seminars of

distinguished lectures in colleges in

Delaware for the Society.

In 1964 she received a merit award
from the National Association for State
and Local History for preserving chur-
ches and other buildings in New Jersey,
Maryland, Pennsylvania and
Delaware. Hynson Ringgold House, the
Water Street home of Washington Col-

lege's president is one of the eighteenth
century mansions in which Boden took
interest.

From 1968 to 1974, Boden was an ad-
visor to the "Daughters of the
American Revolution Museum" in

Washington. D.C. She was decorated by

ings."

Another Table examines the impact
of inflation on the faculty by comparing
the overall average salary for all ranks
with the Bureau of Labor Statistics

"Higher Level Budget" for a family of

four. This budget affords a level of liv-

ing that would provide what most would
call a middle-class living standard and
contains very few frills. Among the
"luxuries", it provides for owning one's
home instead of renting, owning an
automobile instead of depending upon
public transportation, and modest
educational, medical and recreational

AAUP SALARY STUDY
expenditures for what is deemed to be a
typical family (38 year old employed
husband, wife not employed outside the
home, 8-year-old girl, and 13-year-old
boy.)

In the autumn of 1977, the period
covered bu the last published estimates
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the
required minimum income for the
higher level budget for a family of four
was 525,202 for the US as a whole. For
1978 and 1979. the 1977 figure was in-

creased by the rate of inflation as given
by the Consumer Price Index

.

The average compensation for all

Psychiatry and Literature at
Georgetown University Medical School,
and has served on the faculties of the
University of California at Santa Bar-
bara and at Howard University,
Washington. D.C. He has published in

Renaissance and Reformation and has
worked extensively as an editor.

Queen Elizabeth II for the restoration

of Anglican Churches in America in

1971. Three years later, Boden restored
and gave her ancestral home, "Mt.
Harmon Plantation" at World's End, in

Cecil County, Maryland to the "Na-
tional Trust for Historic Preservation."
Mrs. Boden was a member of over 80

hereditary and historical societies in

several states and was the president of

five such organizations.

In addition to the Louttit-George

Memorial Fund, Boden also established

the Spencer-Benson History Scholar-

ships. The scholarship is awarded an-

nually to upper class students majoring
in history. Several of her publications

have also been contributed to the Clif-

ton Miller Library. Boden's daughter,

Kip Boden, will accept the award for

her.

The recipient of the third-annually

granted Award of Excellence has not

yet been confirmed.

ranks at Washington College was 64

percent of the Higher Budget in 1975-76

and 59 percent in 1978-79. "With infla-

tion currently running at an annual rate
of 11 percent and with the costs of

necessities such as food, housing, fuel,

power, and medical charges rising at

rates much faster than the overall Con-
sumer Price Index, it would seem clear

that unless the propsed increase in

faculty salaries for 1979-80 are in excess
of 10 percent the faculty will fall even
further from the commonly-held goal of

a middleclass lifestyle in the year
ahead."

Campus Calendar
Tonight

-Film Series: AGUIRRE, WRATH OF GOD - Smith Aud. 7:30
1p.m.

Saturday
-Women's Tennis vs. Hood, Fairleight Dickinson&St. Elizabeth -

j
1p.m.
-Crew (Men&Women) vs. LaSalle-2p.m.
-William James Forum Cocktail Party

Sunday
-Film Series: AGUIRRE, WRATH OF GOD - Smith Aud. - 7:30

J
p.m.

Monday
i -Women's Tennis vs. Essex - 3 p.m.
-Lecture Series: "Down Among the Lost People Like Dante":

I Freud and The Interpretation of Dreams, by Stephen Lacey,

j
Professor of English, Cornell College - Sophie Kerr room - 8 p.m.

Tuesday
|-J-V Lacrosse vs. Kingswood - 3 p.m.

-Film Series: AGUIRRE, WRATH OF GOD - Smith Aud 7-301
p.m.
-Student Recital - Tawes Theater - 8 : 30 p.m.

Wednesday
-Music Dept. Seminar: "Editing the Music of Charles Ives: 8

Adventures in the Seen and Unseen" by Garry E. Clarke - Fines
Arts Ctr room 9-4 p.m.

Thursday
-Advising Day number one
-Republicans Club Red Cross Blood Donor Drive Minta Martin -

approx. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
-Men's Tennis vs. Shepherd - 3 p.m.

Friday 30
-Film Series : MURMUR OF THE HEART - Smith Aud. 7 : 30 p.m.

j

Saturday 31

-Admissions Office "Transfers Day"
-Lacrosse vs. Denison - 1 :30 p.m.
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Vandalism cited as national problem
"Animal House" possible origin of violent trend?

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Theft and vandalism at Washington

College this year has already cost the

school hundreds of dollars—a bill that

will be passed along to students in the

form of higher fees. Special committees

have been formed from among both the

students and the faculty to investigate

this problem, but so far no one has been

able to explain what drives students to

commit acts of vandalism and thievery.

Some sociologists believe that the

lack of relevant national or local causes

to unite young people has caused a

spurt in aimless, destructive behavior.

Others credit the trend to the popularity

of the movie "Animal House."
Whatever the cause, the one fact that

can be ascertained about vandalism is

that it is not an isolated phenomenon. It

is a national problem, and. according to

several sources, it's growing.

Here on the Eastern Shore, several

campuses in addition to Washington's

have experienced problems with theft

and other crimes as well as senseless

destruction.

At Chesapeake College in Wye Mills,

the board of trustees voted several

months ago to hire a uniformed securi-

ty guard to patrol the campus at night.

Within the past year, the college has on-

ly reported about 20 larcenies, ac-

cording to Maryland State Police

Statistics, however.

In 1977, the University of Maryland at

College Park had 1,360 criminal of-

fenses, the Baltimore City Campus had

530 and Towson State had 451. In the

more rural areas, the University of

Maryland's Eastern Shore campus had

24 offenses, St. Mary's College had 41

and Frostburg State had 97. Offenses In-

clude murder, rape, theft, aggravated

assault and breaking and entering.

It is the Animal House brand of van-

dalism, however, that is drawing

national-attention for colleges such as

Johns Hopkins where townspeople are

bringing a S9 million dollar punitive suit

against fraternities houses. Towson

residents charge that their across-

thestreet-collegiate neighbors have

been responsible for malicious destruc-

tion of property and have maintained a

public nuisance with continual "loud

and raucous" parties, according to the

January 28 edition of the Baltimore

Morning Sun.
The fraternities have also been

charged with maintaining a threat to

health because rats have bred in gar-

bage they did not remove from their

residents. It is doubtful, however, that

$9 million in damages will be collected.

Another fraternity earned national

attention for its misbehavior in an arti-

cle in the March 12 edition of

Newsweek.
"The setting is a snowy campus with

stately fraternity houses, and the main
characters are the students who live

and carouse in them. They sing dirty

songs, swill oceans of heer and burn

furniture in the streets. They also rip

blouses off women and puke in public.

They are anti-intellectual and sexist, a

raucous crew of rascals who are a

blight on society.

"No, these students do not attend

mythical Faber College in the movie
"Animal House. " According to English

Prof. James Epperson such outrageous

behavior is a normal part of fraternity

life at Dartmouth College in Hanover,

NH Armed with a list of atrocitires,

Epperson argued his case against the

fraternity system last fall, and the

Dartmouth faculty voted 67 to 16 to

close all houses because they en-

courage "alcoholism, misbehavior and

values antitnetical to academta." But

last week, the board of trustees agreed

to give the fraternitites a stay of execu-

tion: they have one year to clean up

their act—or face abolition of the

system.

"

The article went on to detail some of

the activities of the offending frater-

nities which are somewhat similar to

those in Animal House, whose co-

author, a Dartmouth alumnus, pro-

bably gained first-hand knowledge in

his undergrad days on the Hanover
campus.
'Wo fraternity at Dartmouth Is

rowdier than Theta Delta Chi, also

known as Boom Boom Lodge (after a
hard night of drinking, these wild and
crazyguys amuse themselves by diving

down stairs on their bellies in a game
called "stair diving.") All the frater-

nities, however, get revved up for "sink

night" (to sink into debauchery)
celebrating the installation of new
members. "There might be an Inch of

beer on the floor before it's over, " says
Mark Boles of Alpha Delta Phi, "and
someone might get hurt. But I won't say
that it's bad to swim around in beer.

"

All-Campus judiciary denies appeal

The All-Campus Judiciary
Wednesday upheld a decision of the Stu-

dent Judiciary Board, refusing to

reduce the sentences of students Paul

Darby and Jeff Wilgus.

Found guilty on charges of "destruc-

tion of college property," the defen-

dants were sentenced to a $200 fine,

which includes $54 for the cost of

damage repair, and a year and a
quarter of disciplinary probation.

The All-Campus Judiciary dropped a

by KATHERINE STRECKFUS
News Editor ,

part of the sentence that required the

defendants to write a letter of apology
to be published in the Elm. The Elm
had declared in an editorial that it did

not plan to cooperate with that part of

the sentence.

Darby and Wilgus were charged with
the offense after admitting to the

destruction of ceiling tiles in the men's
room on the ground floor of Hodson
Hall. A charge of "drunk and disorderly

conduct" in Mlnta Martin was dropped
because of a lack of witnesses.

Continuing Education

proposalapproved

Dr. Nancy Tatum has been awarded the Earnest Howard Chair In English

and Is now acting as permanent chairman of the Department. Tatum bad
served as acting chairman since the death of Dr. Norman James last April

ATTENTION

PHOTOGRAPHERS

New photos, both black and white and color, will

be used in next year's catalog and other admis-

sions recruiting pieces.

Any student interested in submitting block & white

photos, color slides, or color photos for possible publico*

tion, please see Kothy Myrick in the Public Relations Of-

fice by April 15.

by VIRGINIA

The Faculty approved the Continuing

Education proposal at its March 5

meeting, it will now go before the

Board of Visitors and Governors at

their April meeting for final approval

before going into effect in the fall

semester.

The proposal includes non-credit

mini-courses and a program encourag-

ing outside individuals to take courses

at the College. The mini-courses will be

nighttime classes, probably for six

weeks during the semester, "for people

KURAPKA
who want to learn about something In

which they're interested." Dean Clarke

stated.

People from outside the regular col-

lege community will be encouraged

through publicity to enroll In classes at

the College. "We'd like them to know
they're welcome to come and take

regular classes," said Clarke.

The proposal has been discussed by
the Faculty and the Curriculum Com-
mittee of the Board, and Dean Clarke is

"hopeful that it will be approved."

Admissions to hos Transfer Day

Washington College will host a

"Transfer Day" on Saturday, March 31

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. to which all

students of two or four-year institutions

interested in learning more about
transfering to Washington College are

invited to attend.

The day's activities include discus-

sions with faculty members, the

Registrar, the Director of Financial Aid

and members of the Admissions Staff.

Lunch will be provided and at l .30 p.m.

the Shore- men will open the home
lacrosse season against Denison
University. A reception will follow the

game in the College Coffee House.

The Admissions Office will be open

all day to answer questions, interview

students and accept applications.

Continued from pageM

New Dire Straits Album

only 4.99
Read about them in the new issue of Rolling Stone

At your Bookstore

was also discussed. Tickets will be $2 in

advance and $2.50 at the door.

Committee on Vandalism formed, other
business discussed

At the March 5 meeting of the SGA,
President Foster Deibert established a
committee to investigate destruction
and vandalism on campus, consisting of

seven Senate members: Fred
Nanamaker, Frank Rhodes, Toby

SGA
Townsend. John Wharton, Dan Duff,

Bob Hockaday, and Lori Moritz.

Treasurer Jay Young reported that

$8,500 remains for the semester, with a

surplus of $4,800 expected.

Also discussed was a March 31 dance,

featuring Trigger Happy, the Hawaiian

Luau scheduled for April 21, and the

Cerebral Palsy Bike-a-thon April 22.
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FAST BREAK: a movie that works
Fast Break is a movie that shouldn't

work. It shouldn't work because
Hollywood can take millions of dollars
and big-name stars and scripts by succ-
essful screenwriters and hire a
respected director to film it and still

turn out a dud-

It doesn't make any sense then when
Colurnbja Pictures backs a Kings Road
(who?) production of a film starring a
mediocre comedian (Gabe Kaplan).
directed by Jack Smight, which is filled

with the very worst cliches in modern
American film comedy.. .and turn out a
winner. And there's no doubt, Fast
Break is at least every bit as good as
the poeple who made it thought it would
be.

Gabe Kaplan is a delicatessen
cashier who wants to be a college
basketball coach. Thankfully there's
only one scene of the delicatessen

by PETER
business, but the rest of it doesn't sound
any better. Kaplan gets the job at an
unheard of college in the woods of

Nevada and has to recruit his own team
in New York.
The drawbacks set in: Kaplan's wife

won't go with him, he can only get four
players, one of them is a girl, one is

wanted by the New York police and one
has a contract out on him. If it doesn't
already sound like Walt Disney, watch
the characters. We've got a stereotyped
backwoods college president doing his

best to imitate Billy Carter, a
stereotyped redneck college coach,
stereotyped teachers and friends right
and left and the wife character right off

of Welcome Back, Hotter.

Now for the good news. Kaplan's
delivery was meant for the movies. His
style is early-American Marx Brothers
quip, the kind of underlying comments

Graphics on exhibit now

through March 29
Richard Gaffney will present an ex-

hibit of graphics March 19-29 at the

Daniel Z. Gibson Fine Arts Center,

Washington College.

Gaffney is currently on sabbatical

from Wagner College for the 1978-79

academic year. He is living with his

family at Cliffs City.

His exhibition record includes one-

man shows' group shows and private

collections. His works have appeared at

the York Gallery, Westbroadway

College Republicans sponsor

annual Blood Drive Thursday
The annual Washington College Blood

Drive, sponsored by the Republican

Club at the college and Kent Chapter of

American Red Cross, will be held at

Minta Martin Hall on Washington

Avenue from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. on

Thursday, March 29.

The public is welcome to help the

Republican Club to reach their goal of

100 units. Walk-in donors are accepted,

or appointments may be made by call-

ing 778-4300 from 9 a.m. -12 noon, Mon-

day through Friday.

The American Red Cross provides 85

Campus goes to the dogs?

There has been an increasing number All members of the college communi-
of dogs on campus during the past mon- ty are urged to cooperate. Keep your
ths. You are reminded that the Student does at home where they belong. Do not
Handbook states, 'Students are not bring them on college property where,
permitted to bring pets onto campus, as the British would say, they might
Violations of these rules carries a S25.00 "foul the footpaths."

fine."

/- uul J ^>noe *__3/<ore

P.O. BOX 654—227 HIGH STREET

CHESTERTOWN.MARYLAND21620 •

PHONE 778-2860

featuring personal service and expert

fitting. We carry a complete line of

men's and women's footwear, featur-

ing Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dexter, Mia,

Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse
and many more.

TURCHI '

Secondly, at least two-thirds of this

film takes place in a gym, where any
decent basketball movie should take

place. The people on the team are
basketball players trying to act (very

good basketball players acting well, as

a matter of fact), as opposed to actors

stumbling around a basketball court.

What makes it possible to overlook all

the cliches is that the film, although it is

not necessarily conscious of it, plays

these cliches out. They aren't as hollow

as we are used to seeing them. When
the mother convinces the wife to go

back to Kaplan and tells her sad story,

we can almost actually believe this is

stirring and sentimental.

Fast Break is not a comedy that is go-

ing to be remembered for any artistic

reason, and it has no particular con-

tribution to make to film comedy in

general. But as a film for film's sake,

this movie will please its audiences.

And despite all he's done to ruin his

reputation on television in the past

years, it may just unleash Gabe Kaplan
as a very promising comic actor— f/he
can shake the Kotter role.

The reason Fast Break is a satisfying

film is that, to an extent, it destroys

something about innocent cliches that

we all want destroyed. In this film,

when the bad guys are winning the good
guys say "Shit." Nice little wives and

well-meaning husbands curse and
sound human for a change, so we find

that the cliches themselves aren't all

that bad. By setting out to be a disap-

pointment Fast Break has become a

very unassuming, enjoyable comedy.

Gallery, the Herron Museum, the

Staten Island Museum and the Round
Tower, Copenhagen.
Gaffney graduated from New York

University "in 1966 with an M.A. in

Graphics and Painting. He gained a

B.F.A. in that field from Pratt Institute

in 1971.

Since 1966 he has taught Drawing,
Design, Painting, Sculpture and Print-

making at Wagner College on Staten

Island.

per cent of all blood used in area
hospitals. They are required to provide
anywhere from 400 to 500 units of blood

per day. Five Bloodmobiles are on the

road daily in Maryland and Penn-
sylvania.

Jim Larrimore, president of

Washington College Republican Club
will again be in charge of the Blood
Drive. This worthy group donated ap-

proximately 75 units to organizations

last year.

Donors must be between the ages of

17-65 years of age and in good health.

:aito
LIBERATION

PAf?TT
5AT. AI6HT K)M

LIVE
yW

SlSO HURL 11.50

a^s«^«_g_tag_sg_sgagg_ps_g_£g_ags
The Student Government Association Presents:

A Cocktail Party

THE
WILLIAM JAMES FORUM

Saturday, March 24, 1979

7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

Donation S2.00 advance

in Hynson Lounge

S2.50door

Entertainment by WOODEN HAND

Tickets Available

Student Affairs Office Semi-formal

Forney's Jewelers ______ Cash Bur

j <gHj ~^. m* <** i714^4^»^»»» » _.»_.» .
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The first flower of spring: warm weather brought many students out of doors

Track undergoes reorganization
Washington College's 1979 track

squad, down to just six performers is in

reorganizations! status.

Coach Don Chatellier, who has been
at the Shore helm since 1956, said Mon-
day that the college will probably drop
duel and Iri-angular meet competition,
except to meet the requirement to par-
ticipate in the MAC tournament.

"We want to move into open meet
competiton where our lack of numbers
will not be a factor, "he said. "We have
some fine prospects, but not enough to

fill a team."

Chatellier said he would meet with
Athletic Director Ed Athey this week
"in hopes to reorganize and refine the
track program at Washington College.

Washington College Crew will open Its rowing season Saturday with action In
both men s and women's competition. Craig Jackson's women are scheduled
to meet LaSalle In eight-oar action at noon. The WC first eight Is stroked by
freshman Valerie Marsh from Kent School, Connecticut. Four sophomores,
twoJuniors, and a senior round out the boat. Sophomore Molly Meehan from
Baltimore la the coxswain. Senior Holly Cralgshead from Easton Is In the
Jow and the shell "setup" follows back to the stroke position. Junior Liz
Montcalm from Bowie, freshman Clair Paduda, from Arlington Virginia
sophomore Ellen Beardsley from Auburn, New York, sophomore Sue
Sargent, from Elkrldge, Maryland, junior Laura Zimmlck from Upper
Marlboro, Maryland, and Junior Nancy Wilson from West Chester, Penn-
sylvania.

The Shoremen were due to open with
Galludet today, but that meet was
cancelled. Now a meet with Haverford
and F&M on April 7 appears doubtful.
The only home meet was set for Satur-
day, April 21 with Philadelphia Textile,

but that contest is also in doubt.
Washington College was 0-10 in track in

1978 and gave out only six varsity let-

ters.

Netmen bow
to Drew

Tom Finnegan was happy with his

young players" but disappointed with
the veterans, except for junior Nubie
Duncan, as his Washington College ten-

nis team dropped its opening match
Saturday, 7-2, to Drew Univeristy at

home.

Paolo Galli and Lucius Sinks, both
freshmen, played well at 1-2. Galli, who
comes here from Italy, pressed Drew's
top player, Bob Epstein, 2-6, 6-3, 6-0,

before losing.

Sinks, from Washington, D.C., play-
ing at number two, bowed 6-3, 0-6, 7-6, in
~ hard-fought mat^h.

Duncan, who lives near Ken
nedyville, played at three, and the
veteran won 7-6, 6-2.

Senior Dave Citrenbaum from
Sunrise, Florida and Bill Johnson, also
a senior, from LaPlata, lost at 4-5,

however, and Finnegan had hopes of

sweeping those matches.

Galli and Sinks, playing at number
three doubles, won 7-6, 4-6, M, giving
Washington's second point.

The Shoremen travel to Swarthmore
Saturday. Washington College's women
open this weekend with an Invitational
Tournament that got underway this
afternoon with Hood, College, Firleigh
Dickenson at Madison College, and St.
Elizabeth College."

JV stickmen open

10-game slate

Scott Livie, Ed and Ron Athey open a
10-game lacrosse season Tuesday when
the Washington College junior varsity
meets Kingwood School here at 3 pm.

Thirty candidates reported for the
first day of practice and the tri-coaches
think they have a squad that may even-
tually contribute five or six players for
varsity competition.

Two Chestertown boys, Bill Norris

from St. James School and B.B. Kane, a

Dennison transfer, look good on attack

along with Joe Clark, a creaseman
from Henderson High School in Penn-
sylvania.

Livie, a former midfield standout at

McDonough School and later Brown
University, is high on middies Roger
Vaughn from the Key School, An-
napolis; Chris Lemmon from loch
Raven High School, Chris Perry from
Massachusetts, Tom Galeionl from the

Berkshire School (Connecticut); Paul
McGinnis from Lack Braddock,
Virginia; and John and Richard Nurin

fromEllicottCity.

Scott Haley, a freshman from St.

James School, has definite varsity

potential on defense. Kevin Carouge, a
senior from Forest Hill, Maryland,
played on the Chester River Tide last

season. Dave Cadell, a senior from
Ca'tonsville, has been converted from
midfield to defense.

In the goal freshman Robert Hopkins
from St. Georges School gets the nod,
but freshman Bruce Winand and
sophomore Steve Mullinix will probably
see plenty of action there.

Close defense will be the jayvee's big-

gest weakness, but the coaches report
an enthusiastic squad and a couple of

players that could move Into the varsity
picture next year.
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Byrne, Wilson highlight WC cagestats

"Winning seasons make all-stars, all

stars don't make winning seasons," so

the adage reads. That notion seems to

be borne out vividly in the 1978-79 All-

MAC basketball teams released by the

Conference March 8.

Not surprisingly, WC's Joe Wilson

and Doug Byrne were voted to the first

team at guard and forward, respective-

ly. It was the second time each had
been voted the honor. Wilson being tab-

bed in 1976-77, and Byrne last season.

The Shore dynamic duo was joined on

the squad by Widener center and league

MVP Mark Tucker, Haverford, for-

ward Mike Racke, and guard Jim
Mobleyof Ursinus.

"it is the first time that Washington

College has placed two players on the

first team noted Shore coach Tom Fin-

3 negan after the squad was announced.
"*

"It is a great compliment to Joe and

Doug recognizing their achievements

this past season, as well as to the other

members of our team whose hard work

helped Joe and Doug gain this honor. It

is-impossible for any player to achieve.

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

post season honors without a great deal

of help from his teammates."
In leading the Shoremen to a 12-9

record and an MAC tournament berth,

Wilson and Byrne dominated the final

Shore statistics. Byrne averaged 21.1

points per outing overall along with 7

rebounds. In ten league games, he
averaged just under 19.5 points. His
season high scoring performance was
32 points in a victory over Delaware
Valley.

Wilson scored at a 17.9 clip overall

and led the team in rebouding, averag-
ing nearly 8 per game. In conference
play, he matched Byrne in scoring with
a 19.4 average. Wilson's season highs
included two 27 point games, and alike

number of outings with 14 rebounds.
Anyone who has watched these two

seniors perform in Cain Gymnasium
over the past four seasons cannot
dispute their selection for all-MAC
honors. If all-stars do indeed come as a

result of winning seasons, then Doug
Byrne and Joe Wilson certainly are
deserving of that title. Doug Byrne

Stickmen gear up for re-building season
Courtesy, KENTCOUNTYNEWS

Not since 1971 have the Shoremen had
such an inexperienced team offensive-

ly. Gone are 179 goals from last year's

high-scoring (15.4 goals per game)
team that won nine of 14 games.
Fortunately, Matthews has third

team Ail-American Tim Hart back in

the goal and he has seasoned
defensemen Pill Herring, Leckie

Haller, Frank Filice, Jim Bradley and

Don Pennington in front. Lacrosse

magazine ranks Washington College

6th in its NCAA Division II-III

preseason poll, the Baltimore Sun rates

the Shoremen among the nation's Top
20 and the Official Lacrosse Guide

places Washington among seven
challengers behind Roanoke and
Hobart in the race for the College Divi-

sion crown.

The pollsters tend, however, to place

too much credence on Washington Col-

lege's brilliant 1972-78 era: 73 wins, 36

defeats.

The Shoremen are ever so lean on at-

tack with the graduation of Myrt
Gaines and Drew Romans and the

academic departures of Jay Atkinson

and Nobie Powell. Add to these losses

the absence of freshman Dick Grieves,

who is in academic trouble and ineligi-

ble, the leaving of school in January of

Steve Furman (on his own) and Peter

Beach (academic) and you add to

Washington woes. Coupled with the

transferring of Bill Russell to Duke and
Steve Flanagan to Syracuse,
Washington College's losses at attack

over the past year have been
devastating.

At" midfield the decision of Ben
Tuckerman and John Pierson to not

return to school, the loss of "blue chip"
attack-midfielder Kevin Gavin from
Boy's Latin with mononucleosis arid tiw

departing of Joe Haschen, Mike Beck
with academic failures and Tom
Adams for disciplinary reasons, at

mid-term, dealt a peculiar hardship to

Washington's young midfield corps.

If Washington College is to challenge

in '79 for the NCAA Division II-III,

superlative play on offense will have to

come from veterans Greg Schaffner,

Jon Price, Tim Norris on attack, Bill

Hamill, Tim Hollywood, Jeff Popham
and Jon Green at Midfield.

The Shoremen will also need standout

scoring performances from freshmen
Paul Hooper and Peter Jenkins,

transfer Trap McCaulley on attack,

freshman Jesse Bacon from Norfolk

Academy and transfer Bob White from
Lyndon State College.

Hooper was named to the 1978

scholastic All-American team after

leading Columbia High School (NJ) to a

15-4 record and leading the state in

scoring with 92 points.

Jenkins led Governor Dummer
(Mass.) to an 11-4 record and was
named to the Northern New England
Division I All-Star Team.
McCaulley is an "all-around at-

tackman," according to Matthews. He
is from Charlottesville, Va., played at

Blue Ridge Academy and transferred

here in January from Piedmont Com-
munity College.

Bacon led undefeated Norfolk

Academy (13-0) to the 1978 Virginia

prep league crown and state tourna-

ment title, scoring 64 points. He was
named to the State All-Tournament

Team at attack, but is expected to play

midfield for the Shoremen. Bacon was
also named to the Scholastic All-

American Team.
Two more freshmen on attack who

Matthews looks for future development
are Joe Cornerly from Baltimore Poly
and Brendan Connolly from Loch
Raven High School.

White is a husky midfielder with fine
potential, but is inexperienced against
top collegiate competition.

Freshmen Shawn Harmon
(McDonough) and Ed Nordberg
(Calvert Hall), sophomores Erich

Smith (Severn) and Merrill Johnson

(Landon), junior Pete Hamill (Key

School) and senior Bill Steelman round

out the Washington midfield corps.

None have shown signs of "going to the

goal" in preseason, so vitally needed if

Washington is to have a winning cam-

paign.

Defensively, the Shoremen are set.

Junior Bill Herring from St. Mary's
.School is coming into his own as a stan-
'

dout player. Leckie Haller from Gilman
School has outstanding ability. He can

also play midfield. Frank Filice from

Bethpage, Long Island is a polished

performer.
Two sterling freshmen—Kevin

O'Connor, a standout last year at

Charlottesville, and Ray Cameron from

Baltimore's Gilman School—give Mat-

thews a deep defense.

Behind the starters is talented Jim
Bradley, a junior from Calvert Hill, and
hard-working and solid Don Pennington
from Howard High School.

In the goal is senior Timmy Hart, out

of Loyola High School. Hart can pro-

duce the super game. He shared
goaltending chores with Clint Evans,

now an assistant coach, over the past

three seasons, but now "the cage" is

his.

Hart had super games against

Roanoke and UMC as a sophomore,

W+L, the University of Baltimore and

UMBC twice last year. In 14 games he

219 saves for a .670 percentage to

rank 14th among Division "II-III goalies.

Hart win be the "heart" of Washington

College's 1979 team.

The Shoremen will follow Johns

Hopkins with St. Mary's College away
Saturday and Navy at Annapolis on

Wednesday, March 28. The first home
game is Saturday, March 31 against

Denison, followed by a late season

homestand—F&M, Wednesday, April

18; UMBC, Saturday, April 21; W&L,
Saturday, April 28 and Towson State In

the season finale Saturday, Mav 5.

Other games include away contests

at Farleigh Dickinson, Saturday, April

7, Lehigh, Wednesday, April 11, and

Delaware, Saturday, April 14.

The coming campaign promises to be
a long season, with Washington College

long on defense, but Inexperienced on
offense. Hopefully, Schaffner and
Hamill will rise to the occasion and
Hooper, Jenkins, McCaulley, Bacon
and White will come through with stan-

dout "rookie" seasons.

Otherwise, Washington College is in a

definite rebuilding year and faithful

Shore fans are going to have to be sym-

pathetic and patient.

Alumnus named to Lacrosse Hall ofFame
John (Hezzy) Howard has become

the first Washington College player

named to the Lacrosse Hall of Fame.
The Lacrosse Foundation announced

Howard's selection along with Charlie

Wicker, Fred Smith, Millard Lang and

Herbert Fitch. They will be inducted

this spring.

Howard, who played here 1953-56, is

Washington's all-time career feeder

with 173 assists, third in points with 251

behind John Cheek and Greg Lane. In a

game in 1954 he had 14 assists in a 17-

to-3 rout of Loyola. He led the nation in

feeds that year with 51

.

His finest season, however, was his

senior campaign ( 1956 ) when he led the

nation in assists with 54 in 10 games,

was awarded the Turnbull Award and

the Seth Trophy as the best opposing

player faced by Mt. Washington L. C.

and the United States Naval Academy.
In the North-South All-Star game that

year he scored five goals and assisted

on six scores as the South, his team,

won 20-10.

The St. Mary's School star was
honorable mention in 1954, third-team

All-American in 1955. first team in 1956.

It was the period before divisions when
the USILA selected only one team.

The Annapolis native went on to

become a professor of English

Literature at the University of

Maryland. He coached the Terp
freshman stick team in I960, was an
assistant coach, 1962-65, and took over

the head position from 1966-69. His head
coaching record was 37-7-1.

'

During his four years at Washington
College. Howard had among his team-
mates at one time or another — Mickey
DiMaggio, "Mule" Jennings, Bill

Russell, Joe Seivold, Basil Wadkovsky,
Bob Moore and Tommy Allen. He was
president of the Student Government
Association In 1955-56.

Howard's selection comes among fine

company. Millard Lang was a standout

at defense, mid-field and attack for

Johns Hopkins in the 1930's, Charlie

Wicker was a two-time first team All-

American midfielder at Maryland and

later a star with Mt. Washington Fred
Smith, a- McDonough School product

and part-time Blue Jay assistant coach

since 1951, was a solid defenseman for

Hopkins. 1942-45.

Lang, who captained the Blue Jays

1934 team, played with Don Kelly in

1932-34 and when The Johns Hopkins

University played in the 1932 Olympic

games in Los Angeles.

Don Kelly, former WC coach, was
named to the Hall of Fame in 1966.
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Shoremen learn lesson from streaking Jays

Washington College's Peter Jenkins on tee move

Shoremen win two, lose two

Straight from the sunshine and
manicured fields of Florida, the
Washington College Baseball team got
off to its best start in recent memory
with a doubleheader sweep of Drew
University this past Saturday by scores
of 6-1 and 1-0. Unfortunately, as soon as
things looked promising, the Shoremen
turned around and got swept
themselves, 8-5 and 10-6 bv York Col-

lege.

According to the players and Coach
Ed Athey. the Florida trip was a suc-
cess all around. While other teams
chose to be highly competitive, leaving
their first string in for the entire game,
Athey decided to use the trip as a

spring-training exhibition season. No
.pitcher went more than two or three in-

nings and everyone saw playing time.
The result was three losses and a tie,

but three of the four games played went
into extra innings.

The first game versus Montgomery
Community College ended in a nine- in-

ning 4-3 loss for the Shoremen Game
two was the only game finished in 7 inn-
ings. It too was a Shoremen loss by the

SUMMER JOBS
Comp Counttlof let Echo Hill Compon IhtCbneptdig

[Bttldtntid to-td (omp Jun* M-AuguslU (or later)

"

1 8 ircci old and up call ai virile for application

«•'«« EchoHillCamp

Worton Motylondil67l
341-M03

by DAN HUDSON

score of 5-2, at the hands of Indiana
State from Pennsylvania. The third
game of the trip, against Mount St.
Mary of Maryland, was called after 10
innings. It ended in a 5-5 tie. And the
final contest was another 9-inning loss
by a score of 13-11. with Tufts Universi-
ty of Boston coming out on top.

The pitching in Florida held up very
well until the last game when 13 runs
were allowed. Otherwise, the pitching
staff of Arch Hoopes, Dan Barbierri,
Mark (Goober) Naser. Joe Crivelli,
"Bullet Bob" Akeson, and Eastern
Shore representative Jay Merrican per-
formed capably. Six Shoremen
managed to hit above .300 for the trip-
Bruce Abbott-. 444; Tim Fagan-.454;
Scott Rutter-411; Rich Schatz-
man- 300; Chip Almonev-. 454; and Rich
Narvell-.666. In other words, for 80
bucks apiece, the Shoremen got a
chance to play, nice weather, and a tan.
What more could you ask for?
The double-header sweep of Drew

University saw the Shoremen looking
very sharp. Barbierri won the opening
game, allowing only one run and get-

ting good support from his own hitters
who put six runs on the board. Arch
Hoopes was forced to pitch even better
in the second game because after scor-
ing once in the first, the Shoremen
decided to sit on a slim lead. Relying
heavily on a good curve, Hoopes was
able to shut out Drew and squeeze
through a bases-loaded jam in the ninth
to preserve the 1-0 victory. Hitting for
the day was pretty good with almost
everyone getting at least one hit, while
Schatzman and catcher Jim Mallott
collected three and two, respectively.

Statistics for the York College double
header were not available in time for
printing, but apparently the players
would just as soon it not be mentioned
at all. The hitting was not too bad as the
Shoremen did score 11 runs on the day,
but the pitching and defense must have
been something less than perfect to
give up 18 runs. Second baseman Bruce
Abbott saw it as "just a wasted day."
With a 2-2 record on the season, the

Shoremen travel to Swarthmore for an
important MAC doubleheader Satur-
day.

For Sale, 72 Olds Delta 86 Royale,

2 dr. hardtop. 455, 4bbl.,

automatic, PS, PES, factory air,

AM-FM stereo, power windows,
power trunk releose, light group,
convenience group, and more.
Good condition, new front brakes
and battery. Asking $650.00. Runs
on regular gos and gets approx.
15 MPH. Call 778-5771 after 6.

WANT TO SPEND THIS SUMMER
SAILING THE CARRIBEAN? THE
PACIFIC? EUROPE? CRUISING
OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD
ABOARD SAILING OR POWER
YACHTS? BOAT OWNERS NEED
CREWS' FOR FREE INFORMA-
TION, SEND A 15' STAMP TO
XANADU, 6833 SOUTH GESSNER
SUITE 661 , HOUSTON, TEXAS
77036

Are you tired of just winning
gomes when you play pinball?

Kappa Alpha Gameroom will award

*-A FREE CASE OF BEER-*

to the high score of the week on the
featured machine of that particular week

*********************
This week: AAATA HARI
*********************

Rules will be posted In the gameroom
starting Friday, March 23, 1979

different machines will be featured each week

L.

Defending camps win 15-5

byHOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

"If it's possible to learn something
from a 15-5 loss," noted Washington
College's first-year lacrosse coach
Bryan Matthews, ' "then, both the
players and I learned from the Hopkins
game," after his charges were taken to
school Tuesday afternoon by the defen-
ding Division I National Champion Blue
Jays on the sunny Homewood Field.
Hopkins burst out from a 1-1 deadlock

three minutes into the first quarter to
tally six unanswered goals as they put
the game out of reach for all intents and
purposes. Scoring on unsettled situa-
tions and extra man plays, the Jays
were able to break through on Shore
goalie Tim Hart, who was otherwise
superb, registering 20 saves. Dave
Huntley and Wayne Davis, both Ail-
Americans, led the surge.

Hart's Stellar play and some solid
defense work by Lecky Haller, Frank
Filice and company kept the score from
being even more lopsided. "Timmy was
his usual self," added Matthews, who
had termed hart "the best goalie in col-

lege lacrosse." Mattews went on to
state "our defense played well when we
forced Hopkins to settle the ball down,
but we didn't do that often enough."

In the game's second quarter, Mat-
thews employed 6 defensemen in the
game at once, and the play worked well
as WC held the Jays to a single tally in

that stannza. Goals by Erich Smith and
Bill Hamill chopped the lead to 8-3

shortly before the half, but the Shore of-

fense could not capitolize on a two-man
extra situation and lost a golden op-
portunity to make a game of it.

WC, led by Hamill's three tallies did
not quit after halftime, and this fact im-
pressed Matthews. "I was pleased with
the way we held our poise for the most
part." He added, "We hustled right
with them in the second half. I've seen
better WC squads get totally
demoralized by Hopkins in the past."

WC returns to action on Saturday
when Matthews' squad travels to take
on rapidly improving St. Mary's City.
"From comparitive scores, I expect a
tough game, "surmised Matthews."
Ohio Wesleyen beat St. Mary's by 11-8,

and W&L just squeaked by them." The
Saints feature a high-scoring attack led
by Mark Cheyney, and have a solid goal
keeper in John Nocher.

The Shoremen should progress
steadily over the season, as a multitude
of newcomers adjust to the college
game, and a victory Saturday would go
a long way for the squad's confidence.

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Fill of

Delectable DeHgnti
Weekday*

8 a.m.-10 pjR.

Sunday*

5p.rn.-10p.ra.



WC a Lecky Haller (33) and Prank FUlce (19) come to Goalie Tim Hart's aid
against Navy's MUte Buzzell in one of the 34 saves that Hart made
Wednesday In the Shoremen's unsuccessful bid against the midshipmen See
•tory page eight.
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IRS appeal successful
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

Washington College's appeal to the

Internal Revenue Service regarding the

tax exempt status of income from sum-
mer conferences was successful, ac-

cording to Gene Hessey, Vice President

for Finance.

The hearing, held on March 11, resul-

ted in a complete waver for the tax year
audited, 1975, Lnd for tax years 1976 and
1977. For those years, the IRS requires

no tax return and no tax liability, Hes-

sey said.

The reason for the exemption is that

most of the summer conferences held

are educational in nature and spon-

sored by non-profit tax-exempt organi-

zations, such as Maryland Boys' State,

Maryland Girls' State, sponsored by the

American Legion, and the Maryland
Council on Alcoholism conferences.

One exception concerns the Wrestling

and Gymnastic Clinic. The IRS re-

quires the college to file a return on the

Food Service income and room income
for taxable year 1978 for that particular

conference. "The differentiation bet-

ween the Wrestling and Gymnastic Cli-

nics and the other conferences is that in

this case the net renenues belong to Ed
Peary personally, who runs the clinic.

The other groups ar tax exempt and
non-profit," Hessey said.

Hessey added, however, that the IRS
agent conducting the appeal suggested

that the college consult with Peary to

make changes in the arrangements re-

garding the Clinics to obtain an exemp-
tion for future years.

Hessey said that the appeal "clearly

indicated that we shouldn't encourage

groups to come here for purely social

reasons. There must be distict and

substantial educational goals. In future

selections, we well deal only with tax

exempt organizations." All in all,

Hessey said that "The appeal was less

traumatic than I expected. The out-

come was very satisfying."

The specific form the IRS audited,

during the summer of 1978. was Federal
Income Tax Return 990T, entitled "Ex-
empt Organization Business Income
Tax Return," the form for non-profit

organizations.

The decision of that audit separated
the board income from summer con-

ferences from the room income. The
latter was determined to be tax exempt
because it is in agreement with the IRS
stipulation that "the income shall be ex-

empt from taxation if 85 percent or
more of the use of such property is

devoted to the original exempt pur-

poses," Hessey said.

For the summer of 1975, the dor-

mitories were rented to the students for

87.67 percent of the year. The dor-

mitories were used for summer con-

ferences for only 12.33 percent of the

year, or 45 days.

The food service income, however,
was the point of contention. The IRS
had determined after the audit last

summer that this portion of the income
was "seperate and distict from renting

rooms," said Hessey. The IRS con-

sidered the food service to be a trade of

business because 1 ) it is regularly car-

ried on, and 2) it is not substantially

related to the purposes to which WC
was granted tax exempt status, ac-

cording to Hessey.

The decision of the appeal did not dif-

ferentiate between the room income
and the food income, but focused on the

fact that the organizations that hold

summer conferences at the college are

non-profit and tax exempt. Thus, the in-

come from the conferences is tax ex-

empt.

Faculty forms ad-hoc

committee on
vandalism

Team to investigate cause of destruction

byPETETURCHI

Cocktail party benefits William James Forum

by MARY LAFERIERE

The Cocktail Party last Saturday
sponsored by the Student Government
Association to benefit the William

James Forum raised almost $100 for

that end, according to SGA Treasurer

Jay Young.

Although the turnout was small, stu-

dent support was strong, Young said. A
disappointing aspect of the event ac-

cording to Young, was the relative

absence of faculty support. All

members of the faculty were sent in-

dividual invitations he said, yet only
one faculty member and one admis-
sions representative were present.

The SGA absorbed the band and li-

quor expenses, enabling the Forum to

raise the nearly $100 directly from
ticket sales.

An Ad-Hoc Faculty Committee on
Vandalism, chaired by Robert Day and
consisting of John Conkling, John
Klaus, Susan Tessem, and John Taylor
was form at the last meeting of the

faculty on March 3. These faculty

members have volunteered their time
to find out the cause of what Taylor
calls "a rash of unfortunate incidents

on campus this year."

Taylor went on to say that the faculty

formed such a committee because most
members "feel responsible outside of

class as well as in the classroom." The
members of the committee were given
specific responsibilities at the group's
first meeting. Earlier this week, they
toured the men's dorms.

Anil- Intellectualads

According to Day, one of the more
surprising things the group noted on its

tour was the great amount of burning
done inside the buildings. He said, "I'm
dismayed, pissed off, that people are
burning so much. I think it's an anti- in-

tellectual act to burn the poster of an in-

tellectual activity. Somebody out there
is very hostile about what the Ad-
ministration is trying to do ... at the

same time that they're saying they
don't care about the College they are
endangering other people's live.

'

'

The committee hopes to try to define

the vandalism problem on campus and
to listen for suggestions for solutions

from students and others. The commit-
tee is also interested in talking to stu-

dent leaders on campus and in holding
open meetings on various
topics.

Committee optimistic

The group is optimistic about its

chance for success. On the initial tour of

the dormitories, students asked
members of the committee if they could
help and wished the group success. One
of the main objectives of the team, ac-
cording to Day, is to "change the (an-

tiintellectual) attitude on campus. It's

inappropriate for many reasons."
Members of the committee are quick

to point out that they are not interested

in forming a force to police the campus.
"This isn't the House Un-American Ac-
tivities Committee," said Chairman
Day, "We just want fewer acts of van-
dalism."

The group will hold meetings and talk
with students until early May, when
they hope to make a final report to the

faculty in order to make recommenda-
tions of procedures to combat van-
dalism. These procedures, if they are
adopted by the faculty, should be im-
plemented before the beginning of the
1979-80 school year.

s

I

I

The Washington College

Student Government Association

presents

TRIGGERHAPPY
Saturday, March 31

10 p.m. -2 a.m.

Hodson Hall

*1.00 admission -

<

m.

E*H*E

$2.00 non-students

*******
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We aren't about to start ,a crusade, but we think the re-
organization of the Student Judiciary Board is a cause worthy of
our support.

According to the Student Handbook, the SJB has the right to
impose sanctions that "may take the form of social probation;
constructive work alternatives, restitution to the injured parties,
apologies, financial penalties, official college warnings,
disciplinary probation, suspension from the college, or dismissal
from the college." The Handbook does not, however, prescribe
any way to match these penalties to specific violations. The
same type of crime that at any one hearing of the SJB merits a
penalty of "constructive work alternative," i.e. forced labor in
the dishroom for a few hours, could meet with a fine and months
on social probation at the next hearing, depending on the mood of
the jurors and the popularity of the defendent.

We understand the SJB's need to have some freedom in setting
penalties, but we cannot condone so few guidelines for sentenc-
ing. Nor can we support the Handbook's permitting the SJB to
ban students from the Coffee 'House or the Snack Bar The
judiciary system must not be allowed to penalize either the Cof-
fee House, which depends solely on student support, or the Snack
Bar, which is an independent organization.

As long as its current description remains on the books we will
continue to urge the review and restructuring of the SJB.

cOuyvui 1 1- #EiA^w
The Washington College Board of Publications is

soliciting applications for the editorships of the
Pegaus and Elm. Applications must contain a
one page statement of purpose and a resume and
should be sent to R.C. DeProspo through the cam-
pus mail before April 6.

the elm
Editor-in-Chief Bonnie Nelle Duncan
Assistant Editor .- Geoff Garimher
News Editor Katherine Streckfus
Sports Editor , Howard Bauer
Fine Arts Editor David Stier

Features Editor Nick Nappo
Photography Editor Jim Graham
Advertisement Manager Marian Rock
Copy Editors. Mary Van Tuyl. Lisa Durbin
Faculty Adviser Rich DeProspo

The ELM is the official newspaper of Washington College, published by and
for students. It is printed at the Delaware State Printing Company every
Friday with the exception of vacactions and exam weeks. The opinions ex-
pressed on these pages with the exception of those under the headings of

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR and COMMENTARY are those of the editor
and staff. The ELM is open business hours Monday through Friday, 778- 2X00,

ext. 321. After hours call 778-9742.
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Letters to the editor
communicating (he benefits of WC

The Admissions Office recently com-
pleted one of Its programs designed to

Increase prospective student Interest in

the College through personal contact

with current students. The program en-

tailed a phone call, followed by a letter,

to each of 1200 students.

Many Washington College students

participated In the month-long pro-

gram. We commend the following

students for enthusiastically com-
municating the benefits of attending

Washington: Dave Altvater, Joe

Bourne, Jim Bradley, Babs Burdette,
Joe Clark, Diana Farrell, Frank Filice,

Betsy Hahn, Tad Jacks, Ted Legates,
Lynn Lyke, Bev Monge, Lori Moritz,
Trina Oiler, John Townsend, and Bob
White. In addition, we congratulate
Diana Farrell and Betsy Hahn as the
particularly productive team of student
phone callers.

We are thus far pleased with the
results of the Program and wish to
publicly thank the above-named
students for their assistance.Sincerely

Lynn Hayhurst
Associate Director of Admissions

Thanks to the SGA
On behalf of the William James ing, I would

Forum, I would like to extend thanks to

the S.G.A. for the effort they put forth in

sponsoring a benefit cocktail party for

the Forum this past Saturday. The
Forum is also very appreciative for the

student support, which enabled the

evening to be most successful. In clos-

Robert Akeson
President, William James Forum

also like to remind
everyone that Dr. David Scott, Plann-
ing Consultant to the National Gallery
of Art and Michael Collins, Apollo 11

astronaut, will speak April 5 and April
18, respectively. Once again, thanks to
the SGA and the student body for their
support of the Forum.

A European views Washington
byTAHARAOUBIN

Sabine Reichel, a German language
assistant, says Washington College is a
nice place to visit, "but I wouldn't want
to go to school here."
Reichel teaches students in language

classes and in the language lab.

"Teaching lab was boring," she stated.

"German 101 is great fun. German 102

is great fun on a little higher level." She
even has office hours. Although she is

an aide and not a regular student at the

College, she takes a full schedule of

classes.

After attending a gymnasium (high
school) in Stuttgart, in southern Ger-
many, she spent a year and a half at

Heidelberg University before coming to

the United States and American col-

leges for the first time.

Reichel listed many reactions to her
first glimpse of Washington College:
1 'The first thing that struck me were the

cocktail parties. Everybody's polite.

There is gossip all over the place—no
privacy and no social control. I think

it's bad to have people living on cam-
pus. It's bad because its like an ar-

tificial environment— you're only with
the middle class.

"I like the personal atmosphere," she
stated. "I don't like the dorms. Dorms
have a good side: co-ed dorms. Frater-
nities and sororities seem strange to

me. You have no reason to leave cam
pus. It's like living in a
greenhouse—well-heated, well-fed. You
lose contact with non-students, which
creates a gap between non-
academics."
While sbe has been living here,

Reichel has taken every opportunity to

travel. She has visited the Northwest
Canadian Woods, South Carolina, and
Ohio, as well as eastern cities like

Baltimore, Annapolis, Philadelphia.

New York, and Washington, D.C. Of all

the places she has visited, Reichel
would most like to live in New York.
"New York is the most exciting place in

the world. Toronto is ugly. It's modern,
clean, and white. I don't think New
York is ugly. Washington, D.C. is a very
European town. The White House is

smaller than I thought it was."
Reichel expressed her thoughts about

American culture in general and
Chestertown's in particular. Things she
thought strange are "orange juice with
ice, commercials within movies, and
telling everyone you are fine even
though it's not true."

She also stated that she hates
"background music. Disco music
strikes me as tasteless and
penetrating—always there. I love that
the A&P Is open 24 hours a day. I love
American cars, but hate the speed
limit. Cops seem friendlier than Ger-
man cops. People smoke fewer cigaret-

tes here." Reichel added that she was
astonished by the Marx Seminar which
she has attended with several faculty

members. "There's no way to discuss
politics with American students. They
are polite. You can't have a polite

discussion." One of the best things in

Chestertown, she thought, was the
Chester River. In the fall, she swam
every day.

Reichel admitted she would not have
liked her stay so much had it not been
for Dr. Erika Salloch. Reichel leaves in

April. I want to continue my studies in

Germany, hopefully," she said. She
wants to study English, German, and
Education and become a high school
teacher In Germany, but, she stated,

"chances are zero."
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Physics Department

to hire new member
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by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

The Physics Department Is currently
undergoing a search for a second
department member and will start con-

sidering candidates Thursday when the

first of four prospects appears on cam-
pus to give a lecture. Dr. John Baxter
has been manning the department
single-handedly since Dr. Kemp Ran-
dolph Washington College at the end of

the Spring 1978 semester.
The Appointments and Tenure Com-

mittee of the Faculty decided to have
Baxter alone teach Physics during the

current school year in order that he
might re-assess the department and
modify some courses. Baxter also

worked closely with the Appointments
and Tenure Committee in screening ap-

plications for the vacancy in the depart-

ment, and he will be influential in mak-
ing the final decision over who is to be
hired.

Once a new Physics professor is

hired, the department will decide who
is to teach what specific courses.

Courses offered next fall, along with

descriptions provided by Baxter, are

listed below:

The Ait and Science of Physics (PH
105)

An introduction to physics for

humanities students. The first half of

the course is a historical development
of astronomy from the geocentric

universe of Aristotle and Ptolemy
through the suncentered system of

Copernicus and ending with Newton's
Universal Law of Gravitation. The se-

cond half of the semester deals with

light and electricity and magnetism,
concluding with the unification of these

two fields by Maxwell. The presenta-

tion of "classical" physics is used as a

framework to present twentieth cen-

tury physics; the atom and its

nucleus,treated in the second semester.

General Physics (PH 111)

A discussion of Newton's laws of mo-
tion, heat and thermodynamics, and

simple harmonic motion and sound.

Calculus is used formally in deriving

essential relations but is not required in

I

Summer Jobs available

at Hall of Records

The Maryland Hall of Records Com-
mission has announced openings for

seven positions for its summer archival

internship program at the state ar-

chives in Annapolis. The nine-week in-

ternships begin June 21 and end August

24 and carry a stipend of $1,250.

The purpose of the internship pro-

gram is to introduce persons interested

in archival work to basic problems and

procedures of establishing archival

control over permanently valuable

historical records. Interns work with

the professional staff in the public

search room, Inventory historical

records, and perform a variety of other

tasks associated with the daily opera-

tion of a modern state archives.

Candidates for the internship pro-

gram must be graduate students or ad-

vanced undergraduates who have

received all or part of their education at

Maryland Institutes or who are

Maryland residents attending an out-

of-state college or university. Par-

ticipants in previous summer intern-

ship programs at the Hall of Records

are not eligible to reapply. Finalists

will be interviewed in late April by the

state archivist and a panel of

distinguished scholars and community

leaders.

Information concerning application

procedures is available at most College

History Departments and Vocational

Councilors, or by writing directly to

the Hall of Records, P. O. Box 828, An-

napolis, Maryland 21404, or by calling

269-3915. The deadline for applications

is April 20.

completing homework assignments or

in examinations, both of which em-
phasize physics.

Science students are therefore en-

couraged to take this course either as

freshmen or no later than their

sophomore year.

The laboratory associated with the

course will introduce basic
measurements and scientific writing.

Corequislte: Mathematics 111.

Modern Physics (PH 208)

The special theory of relativity and
introductory wave mechanics will be
used as a basis for studying the atom
and its nucleus as well as for an in-

troduction to elementary particle

physics. The course will also involve

some applications of relativity and
nuclear physics to astronomy. Three
lectures per week with regularly

scheduled homework assignments and,

possibly, an experiment or two. Prere-

quisite: Physics 112.

Electricity and Magnetism (Ph 212)

A study of electrostatics: the electric

field and potential, capacitance, and
electrical currents and simple circuits.

The magnetic field is introduced

together with magnetic flux and
Faraday's law of induction. The course

will conclude with Maxwell's equation

and a brief study of electromagnetic

waves. Three lectures per week. In ad-

dition, the course will include a modest
set of experiments dealing with basic

electric and magnetic measurements.
Prerequisites: Physics 112 and Math
112.

Selected Experiments
This course will consist of a set of ex-

periments from optics, astronomy,

atomic and nuclear physics, and solid

state physics. At least one of these state

physics. At least one of these ex-

periments will involve a literature

search and include some design and
construction of apparatus.

A set of experiments will be assigned

depending on the background and
scientific interest of each student.

Prerequisite: Permission of the depart-

ment.

Dubin wins literary

scholarship

Tamara Dubln was recently named
the recipient of the Sophie Ken-
Scholarship, according to English
Department Chairman Nancy Tatum.
The four-year scholarship is given each
year to the freshman who shows the

most promise in English or American
Literature, in accordance with the

$500,000 bequest of the late authoress

Sophie Kerr Underwood.
Dubin was awarded the scholarship

when its original holder, Jennifer Hull

inger, left school at the end of last

semester.

Dubln is a native of Denton,
Maryland and a 1978 graduate of North

Caroline High School.

New courses
highlight fall semester

Four new courses will be offered next

Fall: French 405 Special Topics: La
Femme dans la Litterature Francalse,

Philosophy 213: Comparative Religion,

Literature in Transaction 310:

Hispanic Literature In the Twentieth

Century, and Spanish 404 Special

Topics: Drama and Society in Spain.

French 405, taught by Dr. Colin

Dickson, will focus on the situation of

women in France as reflected in

literature with emphasis on the twen-

tieth century. An Introductory unit will

center on selections from Simone de

Beauvoir's he Deuxieme Sexe, which

raises key questions and provides

valuable cultural perspective. A second

short unit will aim at throwing light on

both the persistence of traditional

adulatory and mysogynlc views and the

history of the struggle against them.

Most of the course will be devoted to the

twentieth century, especially the last

two decades which have seen rapid

change. The works to be read give

sense of the writing pertinent to this

topic, including fiction, autobiography

and polemic, and dealing with women
from diverse social and professional

settings, Parisian as well as provincial.

Two weekly meetings will be devoted to

lecture and discussion and there will be

a short paper, oral report and a term

paper. The student's active participa-

Special course on rights slated

Philosophy Department offering not reserved for majors

by MARIAN COOPER

What constitutes a right? On what are

rights grounded, and how does one

classify them? What are the rights of

minorities, under-developed nations,

our future children and our environ-

ment? These are some of the questions

that will be raised in the Special Topics

course on Rights to be offered in the

Fall by the Philosophy Department.

Philosophy Department Chairmen
Dr. Peter Tapke, who will be teaching

the course, explained that there has

been "an enormous explosion of in-

terest in the subject in recent years."

The course will touch on areas of

minority rights and cover the spectrum

of the current interest in the subject.

The course, which will be held at the

200 level, will be a seminar course held

once a week. If necessary, the enroll-

ment will be limited. The courses will

not be pegged at the advanced level,

said Tapke, since it can be dealt with at

the intermediate level.

Like the current special topics

course, "Death and Dying," the course

on "Rights" is not only for philosophy

majors. Both are areas of interest said

Tapke, that "should be covered
academically," but which are not on

the regular list of courses offered.

ATTENTION

PHOTOGRAPHERS

New photos, both black and white and color, will

be used in next year's catalog and other admis-

sions recruiting pieces.

Any student Interested In submitting black ft white

photos, color slides, or color photos for possible publica-

tion, please see Kathy Myrick In the Public Relations Of-

fice by April 15.

tlon will be an important factor in

determining his final grade.

Philosophy 213, taught by Dr. John

Miller, is on the subject of comparative

religion. The first semester concen-

trates on ideas from Islam, Christiani-

ty, and Judaism. The second semester

will concentrate on ideas from Hin-

duism, Buddhism, and Taoism. Each
semester will give attention to some of

the classic texts of each religion and to

some of its more philosophically-

important contemporary Ideas; and

each will introduce the student to the

problem of the meaning of these Ideas

in a pluralistic world, dominated by

scientific thought patterns,. Each stu-

dent will have a significant choice In the

books he reads, choosing from a wide

range of works that will be available in

the bookstore and in the library; and

each student will keep a philosophical

journal, write a 10-12 page paper and

take a final exam. No prerequisite is re-

quired. A student may take the two

semester sequence in combination with

one of the two semesters Introduction to

Philosophy.

Literature in Translation 310, taught

by Dr. Thomas Pabon, Introduces some
of the most significant twentieth cen-

tury writers from Spain and Latin

America. Selected works of Unamuno,

Lorca, Arrabai, Borges and Garcia

Marquez will be studied as a reflection

of the fundamental aspects of life and

philosophic thought within Hispanic

culture. They will provide a wide range

of thematic material for discussion:

preoccupation with death, the enduring

myths, and the individual in solitude

and society. There will be two weekly

meetings devoted to lecture and discus-

sion; reading quizzes, a midterm, a

final, and a term paper. The course is

open to all students and this particular

course will only be offered on a one-

semester basis as the Literature in

Translation Department works in Rota-

tion.

Spanish 404, taught by Dr. George

Shivers, will present a survey of

Spanish drama from its medieval

beginnings to the contemporary period.

The course will begin with the earliest

extant text of a Spanish drama, a frag-

ment of a thirteenth century religious

play, Ei Auto de ios Reyes Magos. The

next period studied will be the late

Renaissance and the Baroque eras,

usually referred to In Spanish literature

as the "Siglo de Oro." Plays by two of

the major playwrights of the period,

Lope de Vega and Calderon de la Bar-

ca, will be studied. EI si de las ntnas by

Fernandez de Moratln will be included

also, as well as a neo-classical tragedy

by Garcia de la Huerta. Works by El

Duque de Rivas, Perez Galdos, Max
Aub, Antonio Buero Vallejo, and Carlos

Munlz will also be read, ranging from

the nineteenth to the twentieth cen-

turies. There will be three short papers

due during the semester and a final ex-

am. Dr. Shivers added, "The course

will express how the theater was

viewed during a particular period

regarding Its functions."
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College hosts two remarkable concerts
byTHOMAS GOODE

It is provident that, at a time when
participation in musical activities at
Washington College is at an all time
low, the college has been visited by a
tine assortment of musicians from out-
side. It is, perhaps, less due to a divine
providence than to the industry of the
music faculty and the Concert Series
Committee. Two remarkable concerts
took place on Monday and Wednesday
of last week. The first was the tail end
of this year's Concert Series's season,
certainly the most successful season
they have seen in recent years. The se-
cond was a very different and unex-
pected phenomenon.

The Concert Series presented a per-
formance by the Twentieth Century
Concert last Monday. This unusual
ensemble, consisting of five musicians
and a singer, specializes in little-heard
instrumental music of the twentieth
century. Some of the pieces they per-
fomed were very difficult to listen to,
other extremely accessible, all certain-
ly provocative. The concert opened
with Bartok's "Contrasts" for clarinet,
violin and piano. As the program points
out, this is one of Bartok's more ac-
cessible pieces, and can be enjoyed for
its melodic qualities and brilliant in-
strumentation, as well as its clear
organic structures. There was, in fact,
a moral beneath all its gaiety.

This was followed by Four Pieces for

Violin and Piano by Wevbern. These
were performed with great care and
sensitivity, but Webem's insistence i

a lack of musical direction renders him,
to one listener at least, completely inac-

cessible. The first half ended with
Babel's "Chansons Madecasses" for

soprano, flute, cello, and piano. These
songs, dealing with the life of an island

people living in the shadow of the white
man's encroachment, proved very ex-

citing. Adele Nicholson displayed an
impressive soprano voice, able to ex-

press the urgency and beligernace of

the second song, "Aoua", as well as the
delicate serentity of the third song, "II

est doux de se coucher."

The second half featured some more
unusual pieces. Mario Davldovsky's
"Synchronisms No. 6" for piano and
electronic sounds was performed by
Lambert Orkis, accompanying a tape
recording. The principle behind this

piece is the cooperation between the

tape recorder and the musician, who
must time his difficult part to fit the

time allowed by the tape. Orkis's per-

formance was impeccable. The syn-

chronization of the two parts was so

perfect that it seemed as if the machine
and the man really were cooperating

consciously.

The concert culminated in a per-
formance of George Crumb's "Voice of
the Whale", for flute, cello and piano.
This

, based on the songs of the hump-
back whale, relied to a large extent on
staging. The musicians, all wearing
masks, were placed behind the stage
curtain, so as to be "discovered", and

performed in a dim blue light. This was
all supposedly intended to remove at-

tention from the performers, but, in

fact, it did just the opposite. The piece

was in three parts, but it was difficult to

tell where they began or ended. It

began with a complex flute solo, in

which the flutist whistled and sang into

her instrument, as well as playing it.

Both the flute and cello parts took on

the sound of the whale-song. The last

movement was marked by a return to

conventional tonality, and the piece

ended with a peaceful diminuende, il-

luminated by the sound of antique cym-

bals. The piece as a whole was deeply

moving, and the performance ex-

cellent. The Consort's music director

mentioned afterwards that the staging

of this piece had never before worked

as perfectly as at last week's concert.

The second, ana in a way, the more
remarkable concert of the week, was a
piano recital given by the fifteen-year-

old prodigy Mark Clinton last

Wednesday. The program consisted of

a string of virtuoso pieces, intended to

display Clinton's technical skill. The
Bach Prelude and Fuhue that opened
the concert was unassuming enough. It

was rather suggested the single-screen

introduction to "Cinerama", a modest
introduction to a tremendous event. In

this case, the event was Beethoven's
"Waldstein" Sonata, the centerpiece of

the concert. Clinton showed amazing
technical prowess in this piece, but

gave it much too much youthful en-

thusiasm. The outer movements were

played much faster than necessary,

and this took its toll in rhythmic ac-

curacy.

By way of a postscript, the Music
Department presented a student recital

on Tuesday of this week. Participants

included Lisa Hartsook, Micheal
Garvey, Mary Currier, JoAnne Bac-

cala, Christine Hellwig and Tammy
Wolf. This was a very successful en-

vent, and, except for a few extraneous

ritards in the piano solos, went without

a hitch. The performances of Hartsook,

Garvey and Wolf were especially im-

pressive. This event gave welcome pro-

of that, in spite of drops in participa-

tion, Washington College is still able to

support its own musical talent.

The second half consisted of music by
Rachmaninoff and Chopin. Most of this
displayed the same virtues and the
same vices as the Beethoven. Clinton's
manner at the keyboard suggests ef-
fortlessness. One feels that he could
polish off a dozen Beethoven sonatas in
an afternoon without even sweating. He
did, in fact, have enough energy left at
the end of the program to play two en-
cores, both from the impressionistic
repertoire, ending with Debussy's
"Claire de Lune." Clinton has clearly
mastered the physical demands of his
art, and it would be interesting to see
him mature in his response to the ex-
pressive demands.

Roving Reporter Dogs on Campus?
by DEBBIE KOLE

Photography by Frank Rhodes

QUESTION:According to Student Af-
fairs, the number of dogs on campus
has become a serious problem. What is

your opinion on this subject?

Leslie Shaw, sophomore, Morristown,
N.J.--

"I really like the dogs, but I think that
care should be taken when kids go to
class and leave their dogs roaming
around."

ff
Kurt Wagner, freshman, Mendam,

I
NJ -

l! "I think dogs are great."

^ w -w m ,--

Chris Mamunes, sophomore, Storrs, KathyConn, sophomore, Atlanta, Ga.—
Ct.— "I didn't know there was a problem,
"There are the same amount of dogs really. I'd like to have a dog. I don't

here as at any other school. It doesn't fttok it's fair to the dogs to keep them
bother me . . . they're man's best cooped up in the dorms, though."
friend."

Molly Scott, senior, Richmond, Va.- Chuck Cordovano, junior, Greenville,

"It doesn't bother me, considering „:T
there are two in my dorm."— '

'I haven't stepped in anything, yet
.

'

Jeff Horstman, sophomore, Wye Mills.
Md.-

"I think the dog problem Is excellent.
They should build kennels for the day
students to leave their dogs in."

SueDeRienzo, freshman, Long Island)

"I don't think it's a problem, as IonJ
as people curb their dogs."

j|
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ONCE INA LIFETIME: a second look
It is not my habit to confront or refute

reviews in this paper. It not only under-
mines the credibility of the critic
because of the subjectivity of reviewing
but undermines the performance or
show which is reviewed as well. A
review should be an appreciation based
on a reasonable understanding of that
which is reviewed. It is the reader's
confidence which gives the critic the
right to put what he feels in print. When
the reader's confidence is questionable
one must wonder whose fault it is. Un-
fortunately, this paper gave what I felt
was a somewhat unfair and confused
review of the drama department's pro-
duction ONCE INA LIFETIME. While
I do not disagree wholly with the
review, I feel the play was not given the
complete consideration it deserved.
Having seen the play on opening night,
nearly three weeks ago, my memory
may be a bit dim. Nonetheless, I'd like
to take another look at ONCE IN A
LIFETIME.
Kaufman and Hart's play is a sad,

nostalgic, humorous and exaggerated
collage of the pipedreams and hoopla
during the transition from silent films
to talkies. Unfortunately, the play does
not stand the test of time well. Unlike
some of Kaufman and Hart's less con-
fining plays, ONCE INA LIFETIME is

very much a period piece and much of
the dialogue and situation simply fall

flat. Part of the problem is the actual
tragic consequences of the period.
Careers and lives were in fact ruined
and the impending depression only a
few years away made things even more
dreary. For all of this, I do not think the
two authors meant to treat the period as
seriously as the times demanded and I

don't think we should either. The play is

sad, but not nostalgically so, like old
movies. Beyond this, there is little

depth to it and consequently we should
not expect any. To criticize the lack of
depth on the part of the characters as
the reviewer did is to miss the point of

the play. With thirty some odd
characters pacing is far more vital than
a "realistic interpretation". If there is

a certain humor lost in the forty years
since the play was written, it is due to

the dated jokes, not the subject matter.
"Believability" and "character
development" are hardly what were in-

tended by Kaufman and Gart.

As the three characters who must tie

the play together, Beth Church, Daniel

by DAVID H.STIER
Fine ArtsEditor

Beirne and Brian Meehan provided the
necessary consistancy throughout. As a
sort of refinement of his character in
last semester's production of
RAVENSWOOD, Beirne offered a well-
controlled performance. His dead-pan
was marvelously comical and never
lost its novelty. With his Buster Keaton

meanor, particularly in the way she
purses her lips together, which could
have been quite effective with a bit
more experience.

Twin Tornadoes
The two outstanding veterans of the

impish innocence, he was particularly drama department, Victoria Gadsden
effective and his humor translated the
best of any of the characters. There is a
certain unsteadiness in Beirne's acting
which enhanced his role. He Is like a
trapeze artist who teeters every so
often for the audience but always
manages to catch himself in time. He
managed this physically, perhaps a
mark of acting inexperience, but it was
effective nonetheless. He also managed
this in character as he miraculously
turned his blunders into successes.

As Jerry, the Hollywood prospecting
gold-digger, Brian Meehan was
outstanding. His zeal for the part was
perfectly measured out and he sup-
ported the stereotyped vison of the op-
portunistic show-business dreamer to

the tee. If there was a gripe for realism
in the play, this answered it. But this
was not life-like realism; rather it was
the realism of caricature, and one
which cut much closer to the bone
which the play had intended. We are
made to feel the contrast in energy at
the beginning ofthe play when Jerry set
out for the west coast and later when,
having lost his voice school, he verbally
assailed Herman Blogauer.
In both instances, Meehan directed

the spirit of his character without
sacrificing the necessary emphasis.
The blind optimism at the beginning
may have dwindled by the end but not
the spirit. Like heroes of thirties

musicals who were always down but
never out, Jerry emerged in the last

scene with the same enthusiasm as he
had in the first.

As May Daniels, Beth Church tended
to emphasize the seriousness of her
situation and this detracted somewhat
from it. As a character fraught with
sarcasm and cynicism, Ms. Church
delivered her lines with misdirected
aplomb. She was simpiy too stoic when
the ro!e called for greater looseness.

-

Much of this no doubt could be at-

tributed to the fact that this was her
first role at Washington College. There
is a certain natural sterness in her de-

The Washington College Dining Hall announces

Sunday Dinner hours will be changed to 4:15 till

5:45 as of Sunday, April 1 , in order to give the stu-

dent body a longer time for dinner.

ATTENTION!
Annual AOPI Kidnaping

for the benefit of

the Arthritis Foundation

Thursday, April 5th

Representatives of campus groups will be kidnap-

ped and wilt not be released until their group pays
their ransom of at least $10.

and John D'Amico, dominated the
stage like twin tornadoes blowing up a
storm around them but calm and con-
trolled at the center.

Hands outstretched on her reception
desk, Ms. Gadsden appeared at the
beginning of act two like some great
black octopus ready at one moment to

devour the weak-kneed star gazers and
at the next ready to be devoured by
Glogauer Studios Itself. Rising from
behind her desk in a dramatic black
gown she appeared confidently statues-
que, an imposing matriarch in her
reception room at one moment, a
timorous neurotic at the next. I unders-
tand this juxtapositon of character was
particularly dramatic in later per-
formances. The night I went, her timing
seemed to be a shade off and the con-
trast was not as great. Her abilities
were most evident in the scenes with
John McDanolds in which she seemed
to literally rise and shrink before the
wavering confidence of his character.
Like Gadsden, John D'Amico buiiieo

and bellows and flaunts his control
without being the least bit crude about
it. Kaufman and Hart copy the
character of Herman Glogauer after

such men as Cecile B. DeMille, Louis
Mayer and Sam Goldwyn; all men who
loomed larger than life, so to speak.
The notoriety of these movie moguls
has been exaggerated as it is and there
really is no other way to play them then
as they are remembered. It would have
been ut of step with the play to have at-

tempted to create any sort of depth or
believeability out of the character and
D'Amico wisely chose to play it for all it

was worth. Finally, one gets the feeling
from both performers that they having
a good time performing. In past per-
formances, as with ONCE IN A
LIFETIME the two appear to really en-
joy what they are doing on the stage
and this can't help but carry over Into

their performances.
Nice contrast

As the whining, pampered vamp
twins Phyllis Fontaine and Florabel

Leigh, Marti Dirscherl and Sally
Dimsdale complimented each other
well. Like D'Amico, they successfully
exaggerated their roles without losing
perspective of the rest of the cast. The
same can be said for Yvonne Montanye,
whose role as the vague-witted Susan
Walker contrasted nicely with Dan
Beime.
As the Erich Von Stroheim-Uke

character Rudolph Kammerling, Peter
Zekonis was not quite as successful.
Perhaps it was the German accent
which simply did not work well. The
high-strung emotion which Zekonis
delivered in the role could not always
support the added burden of a foreign
accent. And the emotion seemed
strained at times as well. The character
was meant to be played aggressively,
but not verging on a viscious
breakdown. Instead of the iron will of a
German expatriate, we got a raving
maniac. Zekonis has proved himself
best in the past when he has kept a lid

on his exuberance and paced himself
out better. One only wished he could
have done this here.

The unusually large cast makes it im-
possible to direct attention towards
every actor. Suffice it to say that their
individual performances were all well
thought out and given just the right
amount of nostalgic color. I say in-

dividual performances because the suc-
cess of the play seemed.to rely more on
the instincts of each actor than on the
direction. The best directed scene was
in the gold room of the Hotel Stilton

when the direction and action were
tight. This cohesiveness fell apart in a
similar scene on the set of Glogauer
Studios at the beginning of act three.

There was simply to much activity go-
ing on at one time. The stage seemed
cramped. Conversely, at certain points
during act two in the reception room,
the enormity of the stage with its

sandy-colored carpet seemed effective

to strand the actors like a desert. The
stage settings were effective and and
their transitions were done smoothly.
The setting for the scene at the Hotel
Stilton was particularly effective and
was complimented well by the actors in

tuxedoes and gowns parading in and
out. Oh yes, the flashing marquee and
jazz music, as the previous review
pointed out, were a nice touch during
the two intermissions.

Talk on nutrition planned

Carlton Fredericks, Ph.D., will

describe how following rules of good
nitrition leads to a healthier, happier
life in a talk at Washington College on
Wednesday, April 4 at 8:30 in Hynson
Lounge.

Dr. Fredericks is a public health

educator who has specialized in nutri-

tion education and research for thirty-

five years. His nightly WOR Radio pro-

gram on nutrition is syndicated na-

tionally and elicits nearly a thousand
letters a week asking his advice.

He has taught at several colleges and
universities, and currently teaches
undergraduate and graduate courses in

nutrition at Fairleigh Dickinson
University where he is Visiting Pro-
fessor.

In 1975 Carlton Fredericks was

elected president of the Internatiomal
Academy of Preventive Medicine and
awarded an honorary life membership
in the Academy of Medical Preventics.

He is a founding fellow if the Interna-

tional College of Applied Nutrition and
an associate member of the Academy
of Orthomolicular Psychiatry.

He is the author of many books on
nutrition, including the best-selling

"Psychonutrition"; "Low Blook Sugar
and You'

' ; "Look Younger, Feel
Healthier"; and "Cookbook for Good
Nutrition". In his most recent book,

"Breast Cancer: A Nutritional Ap-
proach", he outlines a nutritional pro-

gram which he believes will help pre-

vent breast cancer in many instances.

His talk is sponsored by the Daniel Z.

Gibson Visitors Fund, and the public is

invited to attend free of charge.

Your Bookstore Will be Open
Saturday, March 31 and April 7

11 a.m. • 1 p.m.
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Dr/Ve successful despite some opposition
by JOHN WHARTON

The Washington College
Republican's third semi-annual blood

donor drive took place yesterday as

scheduled, collecting 53 pints of blood

(or the Baltimore Red Cross and an
undetermined amount of support for

the Republican Party, despite some
protest by the Eastern Shore Blood
Bank.

Colleen Maier of the Baltimore Red
Cross, who drove down to Chestertown
yesterday morning with a dozen co-

workers, was quick to point out that

Washington College is "the first place

we came over here on the Eastern
Shore." Their third visit to the College

within two years met with some pro-

test, however, from Marion Qeiby, ,

Director of the Eastern Shore Blood
Bank, who stated In a letter, published

this week by the Kent County News,
that "the Republican Club should try

next time to have their publicity relate

more closely to the local scene." Ms.
Qeiby also stated that the people of

cities like Baltimore "live to

themselves and hesitate to donate as
freely as do 'country people.'"

Blood readily available

Glen Beebe, vice president of the

Washington College Republicans, said

that the blood donated would be readily

available to Eastern Shore residents as
"whoever needs it, gets it—or whoever
wants it." He said that often the

Eastern Shore Blood Bank refuses to

accept blood from the Baltimore Red
Cross because the local blood bank Is

"really over jealous.'

The Washington College Republicans
went to the Eastern Shore Blood Bank
when they first decided to sponsor a
blood drive in 1977. Beebe said the local

blood bank did not have the facilities

and could not handle enough donors at

one time. Beebe also expressed concern
that the local unit would not be able to

use all the blood during its 21-day shelf

life since ' 'you don't have that many ac-

cidents ...on the Eastern Shore."
Beebe expressed gratitude to the

Kent County High School students and
local Red Cross workers who donated
their time to the drive.

Although last year's blood donor
drive brought in 72 pints of blood, Maier
was pleased with the 53 pints collected

yesterday by the Baltimore Red Cross,

who she assumed would "send it out to

whoever needs it."

Forum to honor

late Dr. James

Talk on National Gallery planned

In the second of two evenings in

tribute to the late Dr. Norman James,

the William James Forum will present

Dr. David Scott of the National Gallery

of Art in a talk this coming Thursday,

April5at7:30pm.
Scott will speak on "The National

Gallery of Art from West to East." His

talk will be accompanied by double pro-

jection slides. The meeting will be held

in the Hynson Lounge and will begin

with an introduction of the speaker by

Dr. Robert Janson-LaPalme of the Col-

lege's Art Department.
A favorite topic of the late Professor

James was the mixing of architectural

styles, and it is widely agreed that no

building has achieved such a mixture

more successfully than the National

Gallery in Washington. In its new East

Building, designed by I M. Pei and
recently opened at a cost of 90 million

dollars, is a stark contrast to the neo-

classical lines of the parent West

Building.

Dr. Scott is described by Gallery

Director J. Carter Brown as "the one

perosn who knows more about the East

Building project than anyone else."

Scott was In charge of the planning and
the programming of the building from
very early on.

Scott was graduated from Harvard
College in 1938. He subsequently earned

M.A. and M.F.A. degrees at the Clare-

moni Graduate School and a Ph.D. at

the University of California at

Berkeley. After teaching at Scripps Col-

lege in California, he joined the

Smithsonian Institution in 1963 and for

five years served as Director of the Na-

tional Collection of Fine Arts. He is the

author of numerous articles on French,

Spanish, Mexican, and American art

and the author of a book on American
painter and etcher John Sloan.

Scott writes: "I. ..count myself for-

tunate in having enjoyed an association

with Macgill James (Norman James'
father, who was Assistant Director of

the Gallery in its early years), so the

thought of a tribute to his son has a per-

sonal appeal to me."

Hailing THE GREA T TRAIN ROBBERY
byNICKNAPPO
Features Editor

Leaving the theatre at 77ie Great
Train Robbery's end, one is so ex-

hilarated that going to the parking lot

or even the restroom seems a positively

dashing thing to do. Cars outside are
transformed into targets of daring im-
aginary heists; ventilators above the

stalls are appraised with an eye for

hair-breadth escapes. This film is m
potboiler, rest assured.

Rather, The Great Train Robbery is a
first-class, fast-moving adventure ex-
press based upon the bestseller by
Michael Crichton, who directs as well.

The novel is a perfect movie vehicle,

and Crichton, with careful verve,
transfers to the screen all the ingre-

dients that make for a whopping good
show.

Exploits and Adventure

Crich ton's novel is based upon a theft

of gold bullion that actually happened
in England in 1855 on the South Eastern
Railway. Art renders life more
palatable in this instance, for there is

never any doubt that the audience is to

side with colorful master criminals
Pierce and Agar, portrayed by Sean
Connery and Donald Sutherland,
respectively, and their mysterious and
beautiful actress-accomplice. An aging
millionaire ships a load of gold to the
Crimea each month. There are, one is

told during Pierce's voice-over, four
keys to the train's safe, each in the
possession of a different official; the

criminals must make clandestine

copies of the keys before they can hope

to jump the train. They must also spr-

ing an expert crook from prison,

dispatch him when he turns traitor, and
generally embark on exploits daring

and foolish, through which Connery
acts with considerable gusto while

Sutherland is strangely so-so. And then

there is their female co-star.

Sex and TitUlaUon
""

Lesley-Anne Down has two points
firmly in her favor. First, she can act,

and second, she is the possessor of a
wondrous physique. Crichton exploits
both these gifts, with an emphasis, it

must be said, on the latter. There is a
bedroom scene with Pierce, a disrobing
in a house of ill repute (to distract a
key-holder, of course), a scene in a
train coach... Crichton arouses expec-
tations as best he can within the P. G.
rating, and in Miss Down's case they
are, to use a Dickensian turn of phrase,
great expectations. Just as effective

are the double-entendres Connery
trades with the millionaire's daughter
he is courting. The scene is set in a
pristine, well-staffed courtyard on a
bright morning, which serves to

heighten the titillation; yet this bawdy
exchange is plausible for the time and
place.

A Faithful Setting

This Is to Crichton's credit, and the

film's: to satisfy the modem audience
without flouting Victorian conventions.

Not once during the dangerous feats is

the ghost of James Bond dredged up,

though often as not it is Connery per-

forming them. And if there are occa-

sional echoes of "Mission Impossible"
(the voice-overs as the robbery is plan-

ned, the obligatory setbacks in its ex-

ecution), they are forgivable. For
Crichton has freighted the film with

period detail, fine touches that instruct

and amuse, like the leather win-

dowpulls and top hat holders on the

train, or terrify, like the razor-sharp
spiked wheels atop the prison walls.

These details are all the more en-

joyable in light of where they are
leading.

A Rousing Climax

Crichton has been described in print

as an 'ultradabbler', a sort of

Renaissance man, and rightly so. Sum-
ma cum laude graduate in an-

thropology from Harvard, graduate
from Harvard Medical School, author

(Tbe Andromeda Strain) and director

( Westworld, Coma), he gets the job

done. The same can be said for the

climactic finish of this movie. And for

reasons of suspense, that is all that

shall be said here of the film's finish,

save to mention that Connery performs
his own stunts, and to restate that it is

exhilarating.

The Great Train Robbery, then: fet-

ching, fast-paced, and all in all a

dashing way to relieve one's self.
Sean Connery, Leale-Anne Down
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Baby Shore stickers drop opener, 8-3
Failure to score on man-up op-

portunities and allowing an opponent to
score while possessing an extra man
can doom a lacrosse team, and that's
exactly how the Shore lacrosse "B"
team dropped its season opener on
Tuesday.
With New England high school

power Kingswood Prep Invading the up^

per reaches of Kibler Field, the Shore
stickers gave up three extra man goals
in the first quarter that propelled the
visitors into a 4-1 lead which they never
relinquished on th the way to an 8-3 win.
Paul Maginnis' spinning dodge got

the WC squad on the board early in the
opening stanza, but the Shore offense
died at that point and could not muster
another score until late In the third

quarter. WC had a chance of making a
game of it when, shortly before
halftime, they possessed a three man
advantage, but could not push across a
score.

Some stout Shore defense sparked by
Bill Maisel and goalie Bruce Winand
kept the visitors and their scholastic
All-American attackman Tom Powers
In check after that point,

Bill Norris and David Malone closed the
gap to 7-3 early in the fourth period
Some shoddy ball handling and two
penalties on the Shoreman's part,
however, ended any hope of a com-
eback.

WC's "B" squad returns to action this
afternoon, March 30, when the stickers
travel to Wye Mills to take on
Chesapeake College.

WCl eight run aground in high winds and rough nit. The race that they wretorowwucaiiwU*!

Crew bails out in rough weather

Date: Saturday, March 24. Time: 1:00

e.s.t. Location: Chester River, Chester-
town, Md. Weather conditions: Winds
gustlng to 30 miles per hour, scattered
thunder showers. Small Craft Warning,
55-00 degrees.

Considering the following conditions,

one could say that it was a less than
ideal day for Washington College
Crew's first race of the season. As it

turned out, no one raced, but it cannot
be said that no one tried.

After the coaches and coxswains
from U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
(Kings Point, New York) and LaSalle
University (Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania) had been given a very wet
tour of the very choppy race course, the

coaches had a meeting. What they
dicussed at the meeting was whether or
not the weather was bad enough to

cancel the races. Both Merchant
Marine and LaSalle wanted to at least

try to race, for they had travelled

relatively long distances to get here.
The coaches decided to let the more ex-

by BART NATHAN

perienced Varsity race first, thus
reversing the race schedule.
"The water was very rough, and I

had doubts about racing," commented
Shoremen coach Eric Stoll. "We had
been practicing hard, though, and
besides, the other coaches really
wanted to race. We decided to let the
Varsity race first, realizing that if they
couldn't handle the chop, then no one
could. It was under the stipulation,
though, that the launches stay nearby.
If any of the shells were to swamp (fill

with water and partially sink) then a
motor boat would be by to help. '

'

When the shells finally did launch,
they found the water to be very rough.
All of the boats took on a lot of water
rowing up to the starting line. On top of
the water in the boats, the swells in-

creased in size nearer to the line, ad-
ding even more water to the fragile
shells. At the Chester River Yacht Club
(starting line), the spectators were
greeted by the LaSalle Varsity eight
oarred shell. Right in front of the dock,
the Explorer shell took on the last bit of

Byrne, Wilson to

State All-Stars

CourtesyKENTCOUNTYNEWS
Joe Wilson and Doug Byrne,

Washington College's basketball
double-diadem, added further laurels to
their four-year careers here with their
naming to the All-state Men's third
team selected by The Baltimore Sun.
Senior guard Steve Dickerson was an

honorable mention selection.

First-team choices were guards
Howie Kane of UMBC, Tim Koch of
Loyola, forwards Garcia Hopkins an-
dAnthony Young of Morgan State and
Greg Vaughan of Coppin State.
Wilson finished as Washington col-

lege's No. 2 all-time scorer with 1,401
points, just ahead of Byrne, who was
No.3 with 1,362. Nick Scallion us still

I
tops with 2,087.

water, and swamped. With the cold
water up to their chests, the oarsmen
began to "abandon ship", and swim the
few feet to the dock. Though an eight
will never actually sink, for it has eight
12-foot oars acting like pontoons, it can
hold a large amount of water. There-
fore, it required approximately 20 peo-
ple to lift the water-filled shell out of the
river.

Meanwhile, W.C.'s shell had also
taken on quite a bit of water. Knowing
the river very well, the eight headed for
a sandy beach where it could empty the
delicate shell without fear of damage.
Getting closer to the shore, the size of

the waves increased, hampering navi-
gation to the safety of the shore. Finally
the eight reached the beach, emptied

the water, and returned to the river. By
this time Merchant Marine, constantly
bailing, had already started back to the
boathouse. At this point, it was clear to

everyone that there would not be a
race.

Because of an already complete
schedule, this race will not be made up.
Tomorrow the Shoremen will travel to

Philadelphia for the Providence Mutual
Cup Regatta. Here they will get another
shot at LaSalle. Also included In the
Regatta will be Villanova University,

Manhattan University, and Williams
College. Come down to the Chester next
week for another home race; the unof-
ficial Chester River Regatta. In this

race will be four visiting teams.

Wanted Female Counselor
to live with children four nights per
week. (Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday). 5 p.m. -next morning/2 im-
mediate openings. ECHO HILL CAMP.
348-5303 or 348-5800.

Guitar Player Alio Needed.

r
SUMMER JOBS

CmpCmmlw for £d» Hill Gimp on ttn Oimptakt
Roild.mial co.W camp June 14-Auguit 24 (or later)

IS ywn old and up call or writt lor application

PWtrllu Echo Hill Camp

Worton. Maryland 21171 141-5)03

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Fallot

Dtloctablo Delights

Wookdayt
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sunday*

5p.m.-10pjo.

/- aul 5 S^koe J^ttore

P.O. BOX 654—227 HIGH STREET
CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND 21620

PHONE 778-2860

featuring personal service and expert
fitting. We carry a complete line of
men's and women's footwear, featur-
ing Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dexter, Mia,
Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse
and many more.

The party isn't over just

because the lacrosse team
has cleared the field.

See the shoremen take on
Denison in their first home
game, Saturday at 1:30 on
Kibler Field then come
celebrate at the post-game
Cocktail Party in the Coffee
House.

Coming to the Coffee House
Tuesday, April 3

Appaloosa
9:30- 1:30
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Shore stickers split on road
Edge St. Mary's and fall to Navy

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

Washington College's mldlleldlng Jess Bacon cuts for the goal in the

Shoremen's game against Navy

"I don't anticipate any easy games
all season," commented Shore lacrosse

coach Bryan Matthews in his pre-

season assessment of his 1979 squad.

Matthews' prediction has held water so

tar, as his charges squeaked by up-

and-coming St. Mary's by 13-11 and were
soundly defeated by Navy 14-6 this

week, after losing their opener to

Hopkins.

The Shore stickers experienced a let-

down after taking on Division I kingpin

Johns Hopkins, and had to scrap from a
7-6 deficit at halftime to rally and
defeat the Saints in rain-soaked St.

Mary's City on Saturday.

An interesting rivalry highlighted the

game with brothers Greg and Pat

Schaffner opposing each other. Pat

Schaffner led the Saint scoring, not-

ching five goals and an assist, but in the

end, age prevailed over beauty as

Greg's third goal of the game gave the

WC ten its final margin of victory.

The elder Schaffner's tally put the

Shoremen up 12-11 late in the fourth

quarter, and Bob White's feed to Bill

Hamill iced the first victory of Mat-
thews' coaching career. White finished

the game with three tallies and a like

number of assists, while Hamill scored

two goals. Jess Bacon chipped in with

§one and three for WC, while Pete

Jenkins scored three goals.

S "I think we played down to St. Mary's

O level on Saturday," .. assessed Mat-
fl thews. "I don't think this team realizes

•^ how good it can be."

Nevertheless, WC came out fired up
against the Midshipmen in Annapolis

on Wednesday, and trailed only 5-4

°- shortly before halftime. However, two
quick goals by Navy attackman Sid

Abernathy and another off Mike Han-
nan's stick sent the Shoremen into the

locker room down by four.

"We played real well in the first

half," the Shore coach surmised, "but

we had a defensive breakdown and that

really hurt us."

Fortunately for the Shoremen, Tim
Hart did not have a breakdown all day
in the WC goal. The Baltimore Sun ac-

count of the game in its Thursday morn-
ing edition credited Hart with 26 saves,

but two official scorers tallied an in-

credible 34, in what was a superhuman
effort by the Shore senior.

In the end, Abernathy and his running

mate at attack, All-American Mike
Buzzell, were simply too much to han-

dle for the Shoremen. Abernathy closed

with five goals while Buzzell notched
two and four.

For the Shoremen, Tim Hollywood,
Pete Jenkins, Bill Hamill, Shawn Har-
mon, Bob White, and Greg Schaffner all

scored single tallies, while Jess Bacon
was credited with two assists.

Matthews does not anticipate another

let down on Saturday when Denison in-

vades Kibler Field, and predicts his

team will come out with guns blazing.

"I feel the first half of the Navy game
will give our players some real con-

fidence," he noted. "Our attackmen
were able to move more with the ball in

one-on-one situations,and then pass off

to the open man, and we were suc-

cessful doing it." Nonetheless, the

Shore coach anticipates what could be
another close game on Saturday.

Denison upset a powerful WC squad
here in 1976 by a 10-9 count, but was
soundly defeated the past two seasons.

Denison, like WC, sports a young squad
under Veteran head coach Tommy
Thompsen, and the home opener for the

Shoremen should shape up as an ex-

citing game.

Shoremen tie St Mary's in extra innings
by DAN HUDSON

After a long ride to St. Mary's College

of Southern Maryland, The W.C.

baseball team was probably in no mood
for fooling around. When the cold and

windy weather turned out to be as unen-

joy able as the ride, the situation did not

improve. Instead of making it a quick

game, however, the Shoremen battled

it out for three hours. In the process

they managed to bang out 11 base hits,

collect 14 walks, hit into 5 double-plays,

and leave a phenomenal 24 runners

stranded. When the game was called on

account of darkness the score stood at

8-8 and a tie was all the Shoremen had
to show for their troubles.

The starting lineup of Wednesday's

game was somewhat makeshift. Rich

Dwyer spent the day on the bench after

a couple of unexcused absences from
practice. Tim Fagan took over bis first

base spot with Chip Al money starting at

D.H. Jay Merriken handled the cat-

ching chores in place of Jim Malott,

who was out with a strep throat. And
Chris Kieffer started in the outfield,

giving Steve Wilkerson a chance to rest

his injured shoulder. The depth of this

year's team has already proven a big

help to Coach Athey.

The Shoremen jumped ahead 3-0 in

the third inning on singles by Scott Rut -

ter, Bruce Abbott, and Bucky
Buchanan, followed by walks to Chris

Kieffer, Larry Brandenburg, and Jay
Merriken. Each walk forced a run

across as St. Mary's pitcher Bobby Lee
ran into serious control problems. His
teammates came back quickly in their

half of the third. Arch Hoopes, who had
been effective for two innings, fell apart
along with W.C.'s defense. After 4 hits, 1

walk, and 3 Shoremen errors, the score

Washingto

name

n College Boxscore for the St.Mary's Game

. pos AB . . . . R H R B
I

...SS 4 1 (1

Fagan
Rutter

..lb 6.... ..2 1

...Cf 5... ..1 2

Abbott ...2b 4... ..1 2 1

.. 3b 3... ..1 2 1

Kieffer ...rf 3... .2 1 2

Almoney
Brandenburg

...dh 6...

...If 2... ..1 1

....c 3... ..0 1 3
Hoopes

TOTALS
enora: WC:6, St.M:

...p 0... .0

....p 3 1

39 8 11 8
2/DP: WC:0, St.M. :5/walk«: WC: H; St. M. :4.

was 5-3, St. Mary's. W.C. walked
another run over in the top of the fourth,

but St. Mary's came back with two of

their own on a mammoth home run by
outfielder Tom Harris, making the

score 7-4. That shot kayoed Hoopes in

favor of righthander Dan Barbierri who
pitched the remaining seven innings,

giving up only one run.

The Shoremen managed two runs in

both the seventh and eighth innings to

knot the score at 8-8. Jay Merriken
knocked in two while Kieffer and Ab-

bott singled in one run apiece. After

that it was three innings of scoreless

ball as the darkness crept in, forcing

the umpires to call the game after 11 In-

nings.

Washington College is now 2-2-1 and
needs to get everything in gear for the

big Widener double-header ooming up
Saturday. The hitting has been good

and there are not many MAC teams
with two better starting pitchers than

Dan Barbierri and Arch Hoopes. The
defense, however, has been atrocious at

times. The potential for a good season is

there. It will be up to the players to get

it together.

Swarthmore, UMBGtwin losses
Swarthmore, 1978 NCAA Division III

Champions, and UMBC dealt winless
Washington College tennis setbacks
over the week.
The Quakers and Retrievers down the

Shoremen by identical 8-1 scores.
Coach Tom Finnegan said, "Our team

is improving each match, but the com-
petition has been very tough to date.
UMBC has an excellent team this year
and Swarthmore is as strong as ever."
Nubi Duncan, playing at number

three in singles, came back to beat
Larry Hofmeister, 4-6,6-4,6-1 , for the on-

ly shore victory against UMBC.
Bill Johnson and James Gerding

teamed up to give Washington a win at
number two doubles against Swar-
thmore, 6-3, 7-6.

Freshmen Paul Galli and Lucius
Sinks continue at 1-2 for the Shoremen.
Duncan has been at three followed by
Dave Citrenbaum, Bill Johnson, and
Dave Stier.

Senior Bob Lewis and junior Mark
Dugan teamed at number three doubles
against UMBC, but went down to

defeat. 6-1.6-0.

Citrenbaum cops honors
byMAX AUSTERUTZ

The Washington College Table Tennis
Tournament started last semester of-

ficially ended with Jenni Butler and
Dave Citrenbaum defeating Tammy
Wolf and Steve Kinlock in the finals for

mixed doubles, 22-20; 21-10; 24-22.

Men's Singles went to Dave Citren-

baum over Mark Chapman in an ex-

citing five game match. The top seven
college players, ranked by the tourna-

ment in order are Dave Citrenbaum,
Mark Chapman, Jenny Butler, Steve

Kinlock, Pete Turchi, Joe Reggimenti,

and Tammy Wolf.

Steve Kinlock, director of the tour

namnet, would like to thank everyone
who participated and to give thanks to

the Athletic Department for their

Athletic Department for its assistance.

A proposal has been submitted to the

Student Government Association for

the starting of a Table Tennis Club. If

accepted, the club should host a tourna-

ment this semester.
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Vandalism Commitee meets

with student judiciary
Faculty committee solicits student opinion

The Faculty Committee on Van-
dalism met with members of various

student judicial committees for two

hours Tuesday night, in the first of the

Committee's attempts to investigate

campus vandalism.
Committee Chairman Bob Day told

the group of eight students that the

Committee is interested in three areas:

vandalism, violence, and theft. Day
defined vandalism as "wanton destruc-

tion of college property," violence as

"anything from brawls. ..to noise pollu-

tion," and theft as "anything from
stealing stereos to term papers."

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Day added that after a tour of several

dormitories during the previous week,
the Committee was "puzzled; we're

more than puzzled, we're angry, and we
want to help."

The Committee then solicited student

opinion on various aspects of van-

dalism, particularly the effectiveness

of the Student Judiciary Board in deal-

ing with it.

The Committee plans to meet with

several other student groups this

month, and hopes to make some con-

crete proposals concerning control of

vandalism at the May faculty meeting.

Spring comes to the campus, shown by magnolias In bloom near Hill Dorms

Confidential information no secret
"internal" information erroneously made public?

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

A list of faculty grade distributions,

detailing the percentage of each grade
given by each faculty member last

semester and available only to depart-
ment chairmen, may have been posted
in Foxwell Hall for as long as a week.
According to several Psychology ma-

jors, the list gave a breakdown of the

numbers and percentages of A's
through F's given by each professor

last semester.

"It was on the doorito the hallway)
until somebody took it off last night

(Tuesday)," said Bruce Sopp. "It's

been up for about a week . '

'

Psychology Department Chairman
Michael Goldstein said "I don't know
who put it up or where it was gotten

from," and that "every faculty

member gets one."

"No one has told me (that it was not

available to the public)," Goldstein ad-

ded. "I don'I know if it is or not—

I

threw mine away."

Goldstein later said, "If I had known
that it wasn't (available to the public) I

Course evaluations net

faculty concern
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

wouldn't have done anything different

because I didn't do anything. I get that

thing every year, I share it with the

members of my department, and then I

throw it away.''

Registrar Ermon Foster said the

grade distribution "should not have
been posted. It's only for internal

use—not public knowledge— to show
department chairmen what professors

are giving what percentage of grades.

"I don't think it's up to us to publish

something like that," said Foster.
' Normally we weren't sending it to

anyone except the Dean and the Presi-

dent of the College."

Foster went on to say that "it's pro-

bable that someone may have picked it

up and posted it or that someone may
have taken it from faculty mailboxes."
Students who saw the list reported

that one professor on it gave 85 percent

"A's" for a course last semester,

another gave no "A's" at all, and one

whole department gave only two "F's"

both by the same professor.

A motion put forward by Associate

Professor of English Bob Day to stop

the administering of the Course
Evaluation Form given out in most
classes at the end of each semester was
defeated by a vote of 29 to 15 at Mon-
day's faculty meeting.

Day had moved the form be discon-

tinued for four reasons. He suspects "it

is not a very good questionnaire" and it

is a "nuisance." More important, he
believes is the fact that it creates an im-

balance in the material the Appoint-

ments and Tenure Committee of the

faculty has to review when deciding

cases of tenure and dismissal since

"the Committee has a great amount of

information from students and much
less information from professional col-

leagues."

Day is also especially concerned that

the form has contributed to changing
"the balance in the atmosphere bet-

ween students and faculty so that now
students are more interested in our

pedagogical techniques than in the sub-

jects we teach."

Contract dispute may force law suit

The Studenl Government Association

has been threatened with a lawsuit as a

result of a contract dispute with the

Papa John Creach band, said President

Foster Deibert at Monday night's SGA
meeting. Deibert quickly added, how-
ever, that the possibility of a court bat-

tle is not likely.

The dispute settles around a "telex"

sent by SGA representative Tad Jacks
to Papa John Creach in March, con-

firming an appearance here by the

band this month The SGA later voted,

however, to book NRBQas its promised
major band, rather than Papa John

Creach.

Jacks explained Monday night that

the telex was not a contract and

therefore not legally binding. But

representatives of the band disagree,

and have threatened to sue the SGA in a

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

conversation with the College's Vice
President for Finance Gene Hessey.
Deibert assured the Senate Monday

that "we'd have a lot of ground to stand

on" if any legal battle developed.

NRBQ on April 20

In other developments at the

meeting, Jacks said that, although a

contract had not yet been signed with

NRBQ. the band was available for

Friday, April 20. rather than that

Thursday. The new date will come with

slightly higher costs, however, in the

area of S200 to $400, according to Jacks.

Jacks said that increased revenue

will be necessary to meet the higher

costs, suggesting ticket prices will be

set at $4 in advance and $5 at the door

for studenls, and $6 for non-students.

Suggestions that non-student tickets be

priced anywhere from $7 to $9 were put

down by Jacks, who said that union
rules would disallow any tickets higher
than $6.

The SGA Plans to bill the weekend of

April 20-22 as Spring Weekend, with

NRBQ on Friday and a Hawaiian Luau
for Saturday's dinner.

Food for that event is expected to cost

52,000 for the 500 people expected. Din-
ing Hall Director Dave Knowles will put

in Si for each student, so the SGA will

have to meet the remaining $1500 bill.

The Student Affairs Office will donate

S300 from its "five" collections, and the

SGA will ask each fraternity and sorori-

ty to donate S25. The SGA expects to be

left with a Si.000 bill.

A proposal by Deibert to give $50 to

$75 to the organizers of last Saturday's

party in Somerset following the dance
passed the Senate with no objections.

A lengthy debate among the faculty

followed Day's motion, with many of

those present voicing concern over the

adequacy of the evaluation form. Both

Director of Computing William C.

Schmoldt and Philosophy Department
Chairman Peter Tapke believe the

form that allows students to respond to

questions with only "yes," "no," "I

don't know," or "does not apply" is

"not graduated enough." Sociology

Professor Steven Cades also said that

the form creates "pseudo-qualifica-

tions."

Language Department Chairman
Thomas Pabon believes "students are

tired of filling out forms, so they don't

take them as seriously as they should,"

and English Department Chairman
Nancy Tatum believes "five or ten

minutes at the end of class is not enough

time for students to answer the ques-

tionnaire thoroughly. Even if we gave

them a minute to think over each item

we wouldn't have any time to have a

class on the day the form is given out."

Many faculty members agreed,

however, with History Department

Chairman Nate Smith that "it is not

productive to hash out everything that

is wrong with the form at a full meeting

of the faculty, especially since the form

is a tool of the Appointments and

Tenure Committee and any changes in

it should come out of that Committee."

Evaluation form to be evaluated

Dean of the College Garry Clarke

said at the meeting that he agrees "it is

a nuisance and balance is a problem,"

but he does "not agree that it's a shoddy

form." He does think, however, that the

form is overused.

Clarke stated in an interview after

the meeting that although Day's motion

was defeated, the subject of the form

will be discussed at the next meeting of

the Appointments and Tenure Commit-
tee. The Dean said that he has "a

massive amount of material about cur-

riculum evaluation" in his office which

he will make available to committee

members. "We are especially con-

cerned with limiting the overuse of the

form," Clarke said.
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A motion to discontinue the use of the faculty evaluation form
presented by Professor of English Bob Day was defeated at Mon-
day's faculty meeting, but the motion encouraged debate that

may launch an effort to reform the evaluation process.

We agree with several faculty members who objected that the

form does not allow for a wide enough range of student response.

We agree also with those who noted that five or ten minutes allot-

ted for the completion of the form at the end of class does not

allow students enough time to give serious thought to their

answers.
A questionnaire which calls for written responses— rather

than the checking off of "yes." "no." "I don't know," or "does
not apply" — would provide a better gauge of student reaction to

courses and professors. Such a questionnaire might have to be
completed outside of class on students' own time, thus

precluding total response, but it would assure that the Commit-
tee on Appointments and Tenure would hear from students who
really have something to say.

Mr. Day said that one reservation he has about the form cur-

rently in use is that "it creates an imbalance in the atmosphere
between students and faculty members. Students are more in-

terested in faculty members pedagogical skills than in the sub-

ject matter (of courses.)"
If this was meant as a general criticism of polling students on

faculty performance, it underestimates, in our opinion, the im-

pact of pedagogy on subject matter. Everyone on our side of the

podium knows that any subject can be ruined if it is presented in

a boring or irritating manner; for this reason, more than any
other, students need the opportunity to evaluate their professors
and courses

Student Affairs suffers break-in
Incident marks second act of vandalism in office

by CATHY McGUIRE
A wire basket of college-related

papers and three works of art were
stolen from the Student Affairs Office
during the last weekend in March.

That Sunday, March 25, at 930 a.m..
one of the men who distributes parking
tickets found The outside door of the of-

fice unlocked 0;> he went to Student Af-
lairs to drop oil the tickets.

On Monday morning at 8:00 a.m. Ed-
ward Maxcy, Associate Dean of
Students, discovered that the articles

had been stolen, but no other damage
was done The police were contacted
and investigations are being continued.

J
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SGA to hold election

I'd like to take this opportunity to an-

nounce that elections for Student

Government Association offices will be
held on Tuesday. April 17. The elections

will take place during lunch and dinner

in Hodson Hall and off-campus students

can vote during the day in the Student

Affairs Office. Speech Night will be
held the Thursday preceding the elec-

tions on April 12.

The offices that will be up for election

will be for President, Vice-President,

Treasurer, Secretary, and Social

Chairperson. I strongly encourage
anyone, with or without SGA ex-

perience, to run for office. Petitions are
now available in Student Affairs. I think

you'll find the experience of being an
SGA officer worthwhile and the more
competition the better will be the selec-

tion of candidates to choose from for

next year's offices.

Yours.
Foster Deibert
SGA President

Clarke discusses program
by B0NND3 NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Rumors that the College's
Humanities Department will be discon-

tinued were squelched last week when
Dean of the College Garry E. Clarke

told the ELAfthat 'the Department will

continue to exist as it is described in the

College Catalogue." Clarke did admit,

however, that he may be forced to

abandon the post of Acting Humanities

Chairman he assumed last April after

the death of Dr. Norman James "due to

an incredible workload that goes with

administering the Dean's office."

There are no plans at this time either

for Clarke's resignation from the

Department or for finding a replace-

ment for him.
According to the College catalogue,

with special permission a student may
take an interdepartmental Humanities

major in the arts by electing in his

junior and senior years eight semester

courses above the introductory level in

some of the following areas, <no one
area is required ): Aesthetics, History
of Art, History of Music, History of

Theatre, Literature. In either or both
semesters of the senior year a special

project may be substituted for a course.
Only students with more than or-

dinary interest and ability may take the

Humanities major. Programs must be
arranged in consultation with the direc-

tor and must meet standards of depth
and coherence commensurate with a
major. At the end of the senior year,
each Humanities major is given a com-
prehensive examination made up of a
series of questiors suggested by those
faculty members w.ith whom each ma-
jor has worked most closely.

Currently, there are three juniors and
three seniors enrolled in the
Humanities Department, in addition to

one sophomore who declared a major in

that area Isst week.

Student robbed at knife point
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor
A college student's wallet was stolen the grandson ot tne snackbar pro-

at knife-point Saturday night, marking prietor, on the patio behind Miss D's
another incident in a chain of campus Snackbar.
theft and vandalism linked to town- Several other thefts earlier this
people. semester and last year have been at-
A.J. Villani was coming out of the

shower just as the thief was coming out
of Villani's room in East Hall with his
wallet. When Villani accosted him, the
thief pulled out a knife. Villani set off a
fire alarm to scare the thief away. East
Hall residents Dave Cadell and Howard
Bauer lost the thief in a cross-campus
vhase, but the wallet was recovered the
next day by Philip "Cheesedog" Hurd,

tributed to townspeople. In one incident

a college's student's stolen stereo was
recovered in a drug raid in town. In ad-

dition, townspeople were alledgedly
responsible for several acts of van-
dalism on the college campus during
spring break. The robbery that oc-

curred last weekend, however, was the
first incident in which a weapon had
been used.

Faculty notified of pay increases
Faculty members received notifica-

tion earlier this week of their salary in-

creases for the 1979-80 academic year.

Dr. Robert Fallaw, President of the

Washington College Chapter of the

American Association of University

Professors, said the Chapter plans no

official action concerning the increase.
• 'We hope the impact of our study will

take effect next year," said Fallaw of

the recently completed study of faculty

salaries by Economics Professor
William Bailey and Mike Malone. "It's

over for this year."

The Peobog tnsliiu
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Philosophy honor society

to be established
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Washington College has recently

been granted a charter from Phi Sigma
Tau, the national honor society in

philosophy, to establish a chapter on
campus.
The charter petition was subnitted on

February 19 of this year, alter it was
approved by the Philosophy Depart-
ment and the Dean of the College, and
the charter was granted on March 21.

Dr. J. David Newell, Associate Prq-
fessor of Philosophy, will serve as
chapter advisor for the Maryland Delta
Chapter of Phi Sigma Tau. The first

meeting is scheduled for April 26.

Founded at Muhlenberg College in

1930, and subsequently incorporated as

a nonprofit corporation in Washington,
D.C., Phi Sigma Tau is a member of the

Association of College Honor Societies.

The essential purpose of the Society is

that of promoting ties between philo-

sophy departments in accredited in-

stitutions and students interested in

philosophy nationally. Both at local and
national levels, the organization of Phi

Sigma Tau is an instrumental means
for developing and honoring academic
excellence and philosophical interest,

and for popularizing philosophy among
the genera) collegiate public.

Chapters are located at accredited

public and private institutions in over

thirty states. These chapters, number-
ing over sixty, constitute the focal point

of Phi Sigma Tau's activities. In addi-

tion to the local chapters, the National

Alumni Chapter provides a means
whereby one-time mbers of local

chapters who have graduated may re-

tain their contact with the Society. Such
well-known philosophers as Alfred J.

Ayer, Brand Blanchard, Etienne

Gilson, Josef Pieper, Paul Ricoeur,

Charles Hartshorne and Edwin Bortt

are members of the Laureate Chapter

of Phi Sigma Tau.

Philosophy Department Chairman
Peter Tapke is very pleased about the

granting of the charter. "This new
Maryland Delta Chapter is a welcomed
and deserved recognition of the ex-

cellent work being done by our better

students in philosophy," Dr. Tapke
feels. But, he is quick to point out that
he deserves no credit for its establish-

ment. "The founding of the new chapter
is almost entirely the result of the in-

itiative of my colleague David Newell.
We are all deeply indebted to him for

this important step forward."

Transfer Day a success
Applications, acceptances up

by GINGER KURAPKA

Transfer Day, held last Saturday,
was deemed "a great success" by Ad-
missions Director Mickey DiMaggio.
Fifteen students attended the program
beginning with coffee and donuts in

Hynson Lounge and ending with a post-
game reception in the Coffee House.

Faculty members from all disciplines
'

greeted the students and "broke the

ice," said DiMaggio. Students were
able to talk to professors from their

disciplines and many remarked that

they were pleasantly surprised by the

"friendly, informal and informative at-

mosphere," stated DiMaggio. "Those

students who came to talk to us in the

Admissions Office were overwhelmed

by the friendly atmosphere," he added

• Conferences with the Director of

Financial Aid and theRegistrar
preceded the lacrosse game. Most of

Only 10 students had been expected,

and as it was the first Transfer Day,
The entire Admissions Office is en-

thusiastic about its success. "Judging
from Transfer Day student reaction we
feel very confident that all 15 will come
to Washington College if they're offered

admission", concluded DiMaggio.
Applications, acceptances up

DiMaggio also discussed the number
of freshman applications and accep-

tances, which has increased since last

year, as has the number of rejections.

Compared with last year's total of 601

applications this year 629 applications

have been received. The rate of rejec-

tion is 24 percent compared to last

year's 14 percent.

One interesting note is the majority of

men over women. "I've talked to other

directors of admission and they have

the same situation" said DiMaggio.
There are only 138 accepted women

the prospective transfers stayed for the compared to 205 men, an unusual case
game, and some had never seen a

lacrosse game before and enjoyed it

very much, according to the Admis-
sions Director. DiMaggio also noted

that maintenance had done "an
outstanding job" cleaning up the cam-
pus.

Phi Alpha Theta announces paper contest

In keeping with tradition, Phi Alpha

Theta is once again offering a history

prize. The purpose of this prize is to en-

courage the writing of better history

papers. Interested students are asked

to submit one paper concerning any

field of history. The paper is expected

to combine original research and con-

ceptions on a significant subject with

good English composition and superior

style. The paper, of high scholarly

quality, is not to exceed twenty- five (25)

Emergency hook-up installed in campus phones

l^illbrlrtt winner Doug Uppoldt

Lippoldt wins Fullbright
Eastern Shore native to pursue German studies

Washington College News Bureau
Douglas Lippoldt '79 recently receiv-

ed word from the American Fulbright

Commission in Germany that he has

been awarded a Fulbright Scholarship

for study in Germany in 1979-80.

He becomes the second Fulbright

winner at the College in the past two

years and the fourth winner in the past

six years.

Lippoldt, a major in International Af-

fairs, will study at either the University

of Cologne or the Free University of

Berlin. Both universities are centers of

scholarshipin East European affairs,

the area of Lippoldt's concentration.

Lippoldt's project while aboard will

be to study relations since World War II

between Germany and her neighbors,

Poland and Czechoslovakia. He plans to

investigate the fate of the 13 million

Germans displaced from the eastern

areas of the Reich and Czechoslovakia

after the War, and to study the confused

issue of the boundary between Ger-

many and East Europe. The polarity

between east and west will be the larger

background of these researches.

Lippoldt had the advice of two Ger-

man historians, Dean Gerald Freund of

Hunter College and Professor
Christoph Kimmich of Brooklyn Col-

lege, in working up his proposed

Fulbright project. Dr. Peter Tapke,

campus Fulbirght adviser, noted that

"we had three strong Fulbright ap-

because classes are usually half and
half. Applications here and elsewhere

were on the whole received later than

usual although the number here was
never behind last year's as it was at

some colleges.

pertypewritten pages (250 words

page).

Papers must be submitted on or

before 4:30 p.m., April 13, 1979. Papers

may be placed in the designated box

located in the Student Affairs office.

There will be a cash Prize awarded for

the best paper. Phi Alpha Theta is in-

vestigating the possibilities concerning

publication of the better entries.

Further questions should be directed

to Joe Salgado or Dr. Nathan Smith.

The police, fire company, and am-

bulance crews can now all be reached

by dialing the emergency hook-up 911

on any phone on the Washington College

campus.
. Vice President for Finance Gene

Hessey, who reported the recent in-

stallation of the hppk-.up. at Monday's

faculty meeting, stated that the number

also establishes direct contact with Col-

lege Security officials. He urged faculty

members and others to use the number
to report acts of vandalism and the

sighting of "suspicious characters" as

well as other emergencies.

The digit "nine" must be dialed on a

campus extension before "911" can be

dialed.

plications this year and the campus
committee gave high evaluations to all

three. Nevertheless, It was clear that

Doug Lippoldt's project was the best

worked out. 1 am delighted that it has
met with the success it so obviously

deserved."

A native of New Jersey, Doug Lip-

poldt has lived on the Eastern Shore in

Pocomoke City since he was 13. In col-

lege he has served on the Student
Academic Board and the Long-Term
Planning Committee and been active in

the Caving Club and the German Club,

of which he isa former president. He
traveled in Germany in 1977 and 1978,

spending two months on the more re-

cent trip at a Goethe Institute at

Blaubeuren, West Germany, in the

study of the German language.

The Fulbright Scholarships were
established by Congress after World
War II as a means by which former
wartime allies could pay off their war-
time indebtedness to the United States.

The scholarships were later extended to

many other countries, but then
drastically curtailed during the Viet-

nam War. Four of Washington College's

six Fulbright Scholars have had pro-

jects in Germany. In recent years. Ger-

many has consistently had more
Fulbright scholarships than any other

country, as the German government
contributes heavily to the program.

=Profile=

Doug Lippoldt
byTAMARADUBIN

"It's like having a job studying," said As for requirements, Lippoldt said he

Doug Lippoldt, recipient of the sent "my transcripts, recommenda-

Fulbright Scholarship for studies at the tions, resume, an essay ana ar

Eastern European Institute in Berlin or autobiography and language cer-

Cologne, Germany. The senior from tificate." Lippoldt, majoring in Inter-

Pocomore City, Maryland has already national Studies, jias_hs^thre« ye*" ™
suggested a specific project to be ap- German. "'

proved by the Institution of Interna-

tional Education and the Fulbright

Commission of West Germany.
"I want to do a study of what's hap-

pened to Germany since World War II."

He will concentrate on the German
norities of Poland and

Czechoslavaria and how both countries

have used the land given them by the

redrawn boundaries. "It was resettled

by a lot of Polish people expelled from
Russia. Russia is very much involved,"

he explained. ___

I was interested in the

language," he said. "I'm interested in

all of Central Europe. But in Interna

tional Studies, you have to have an area

of concentration." He has already

traveled to Germany twice.

He is taking a summer course which

starts August 6. The regular year

begins in September and lasts until Ju-

ly. The scholarship is comprehensive.

It covers student fees and transporta-

tion. In addition, he receives a salary

while he goes. "They even give me a

baggage allowance," he added,

WciritedPerTiaTeCounselor
io live with children four nights per

week. (Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday.
Thursdoy). 5 p.m.-next morning/2 im-

mediate openings. ECHO HILL CAMP.
348-5303 or 348-5800.

Guitar Player AlioN—d»d.

SUMMER JOBS
TompCounn'or loi Echo Hj!I Comp on Hit Otiopmlt

(•lidwiliol co-td camp Juni U-Augutl 24 (or lator)

II ,.ar. old ond up call or nrttl lor Application

PtUrRIc* Echo Hill Comp

Worton, Maryland 1I6TR
. UI-53C3
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A Critic Picks the Oscars Alumni Profile-

The Academy Awards, to be broad-

cast Monday night at 10 on ABC-TV.

have alwavs been a favorite source of

speculation and differing opinions

(especially among lovers of the film)

regarding the momentous question:

Who will win on Oscar Night? The

nominations are in, the debate is on.

And Washington College is no different.

We asked Features Editor Nick Nappo

to write a column detailing his choices

for this year's Oscar extravaganza.

What I've done here is list in order of

preference the nominees in the various

categories, with a brief explanation of

my choice for each. I've started with

the most prestigious and hotly-con-

tested category of all.

Best Picture. The Deer Hunter

(Universal). I've heard so much about

this film that I feel like I've actually

seen it. I give it the nod for Best Pic-

ture. An Unmarried Woman (Fox).

From the stills I've seen of this one, it

looks like a classy, concerned picture.

Only the rumored power of The Deer
Hunter bumps it from the top of the

heap. Heaven Can Waiti Paramount). I

liked this film, but it didn't seem to be

Oscar material. Third prize. Coming
Home (United Artists). The reviews

I've read of this one make it sound like

old Jane is back in the anti-American

jungle again. Anyway one Vietnam pic-

ture is enough. Next-to-last. Midnight

Express (Columbia). I detest violence,

especially the S and M variety, and

from what I understand that's what this

movie's all about; I give it the booby

prize, last place.

Best Performance by an Actor in a

Leading Role.

ROBERT DENIRO. The Deer
Hunter. I've liked DeNiro ever since

Taxi Driver, and he's ethnic to boot.

Top honors for Bob. LAURENCE
OLIVIER. The Boys from Brazil. I

didn't get a chance to see this one, but it

sounded like a thriller. And Sir Olivier's

reputation is honored by this critic, at

least. GARY BUSEY, The Buddy Holly

Story. My sister had the car over spring

break when this was playing, but I saw
Busey on "Saturday Night Live" and

liked what I saw before I dozed off. I'll

give him the third-place slot. WARREN
BEATTY, Heaven Can Wait. I liked

Beatty in the film, but he didn't strike

me as being Oscar material. Fourth

prize. JON VOIGHT, Coming Home.
Voight was supposed to be good in this

one. but to a co-star of Jane Fonda's I

can give nothing but a door prize.

Best Performance by an Actress in a

Leading Role. JILL CLAYBURGH, An
Unmarried Woman. Clayburgh was
superb in Semi-Tough, and by all ac-

counts she outdid herself in this one.

Numero Uno. INGRID BERGMAN,
Autumn Sonata. Not being a music
lover. I bypassed this one, but in my
opinion the famed Swedish director of

Scenes from a Marriage has earned the

secondplace berth. ELLEN BURSTYN,
Same Time Next Year. Burstyn sur-

vived Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore, but the ads for Same Time
looked cutesy. Third place.
GERALDINE PAGE. Interiors. Woody
Allen's attempt at seriousness sounded
like a bore, and I steered clear of the

whole business. Page occupies fourth

place on my list. JANE FONDA. Com-
ing Home.

Best Performance by an Actor in a
Supporting Role. RICHARD FARN-
SWORTH, Comes a Horseman. I didn't

see this film, but I like Westerns as a

rule. CHRISTOPHER WALKEN, The

Deer Hunter. Walken is said to be ex-

cellent, and is my runner-up. JACK
WARDEN. Heaven Can Wait. I saw the

film, but it didn't seem to meet Oscar's

standards. A distant third. BRUCE
DERN, Coming Home. Dern is always

playing a psychopath, and he probably

does in this film too. JOHN HURT.
Midnight Express. My brother Neil

hated this film, and his word is enough

to land Hurt in the cellar.

Best Performance by an Actress in a

Supporting Role. MAUREEN
STAPLETON, Interiors. I hear this

mainstay of "All in the Family" is up to

par in Allen's film. My congratulations

(and first place). MERYL STREEP,
The Deer Hunter. The critics loved her.

'Streep' is an odd last name. Second

place. DYAN CANNON, Heaven Can
Wait. I saw the movie, but it didn't

seem to be Academy Award timber.

MAGGIE SMITH, California Suite. I for

one have had my fill of surfing movies.

Fourth place. PENELOPE MILFORD,
Coming Home. I did myself a favor and

skipped this fascist Fonda flick. Fifth

place.

Best Direction. MICHAEL CIMINO,
The Deer Hunter. Cimino's Italian, and

The Deer Hunter is supposed to be

good. He cops highest recognition.

WOODY ALLEN. Interiors. A sen-

timental second choice. WARREN
BEATTY AND BUCK HENRY. Heaven

Can Wait. 1 saw the film; nothing

special.

HAL ASHBY, Coming Home. An ig-

nominious fourth for the Fondaphile.

ALAN PARKER. Midnight Express.

Ugh. The basement for Parker.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the bets are

in. We'll see how my selections com-
pare with the Academy's learned

judges on Monday night. See you there.

Library robbed of $100 Wednesday night

by GEOFF GARLNTHER
Assistant Editor

For the second time this year, the

library has been the victim of theft, and
librarians suspect that it may have
been the same thief in both cases.

"In the other one they 'rifled' all the

desks." said Librarian Miriam Hof-

fecker of last semester's theft in which
$50 was stolen. "This time they knew
where to look."

The latest theft was discovered

Thursday morning. Approximately S100

had been taken from the front desk and
two others where copy-machine money
and the library's petty cash is kept.

The Washington College

Student Government presents

WHISKEY
HOLLOW BAND

Hodson Hall

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Students / Z non students

"What we think is that someone
allows himself to be shut in here at

night and knows enough about what
goes on to steal," said Hoffecker.

She added that the thefts may be due
"partly to our carelessness," and that

security will be beefed up, and an
alarm system will be installed.

SJB finds two guilty

The Student Judiciary Board
Tuesday night founfl students Eric
Christianson and Jeff Horstman guilty

of damage to college property and fined
the two 520 each.

The two sophomores had allegedly

turned over a coke machine in

Somerset.

Washington College Review

Attention All Seniors

interested in submitting creative work, fiction,

poetry, art, and photography for our fourth

issue. Contact the editors, Richmond House, by

April 15th.

ISIN^ETREEI
Leather

and Other Fine Crafts

Belts * Purses
Pottery • Jewelry

• Buckles -Wood Toys
• Ironware • Candles

• Hats • Photos

117 South Cross Street,

Chestertown, Maryland
one block down from
Maryland National Bank,

towards train station.

10-5 Dally

Phone: 776-1904 1 0-4 Saturday

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m.- 10 p.m.

Faculty wife

makes good
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

"Susanne H. Schmoldt, Attorney at

Law," reads the sign on the door.

Schmoldt is living proof that a WC
education can be a positive step to a

successful career.

Schmoldt, Assistant State Pro-

secutor, sits comfortably in her office in

the Townshend Building in downtown
Chestertown. Her manner is cheerful

and relaxed in spite of her busy
schedule. As she speaks, Schmoldt ex-

presses a keen sense of humor and is

quick to laugh. One perceives in her at-

titude, however, a serious commitment
to her work.

Tired of being "the girl"

Schmoldt first became interested in a

career in law when she worked as a

legal secretary to support herself dur-

ing her college years. She transferred

to WC after two years at Hood College,

and majored in sociology, graduating

from here in 1973. As a legal secretary,

Schmoldt said she "found it interesting,

but got tired of being called the girl.'"

Another factor in her choice of a pro-

fession was, she said, that "a lot of peo-

ple who went through the cultural

revolution of the late 1960's became in-

terested in the whole issue of civil

rights."

Schmoldt also participated in the

education program at WC and became
a certified teacher. She taught sixth

grade for one year, but "hated it," she

said. At mid-year, she applied to law

school and attended the University of

Baltimore the following fall, com-
muting from Chestertown.

Schmoldt said, "You have to to be

serious about getting through law

school. It's a real commitment, though

not as hard as practicing law." She ad-

ded, "The three years go by rather

rapidly."

Schmoldt active in women's
rights movement

After taking the bar exam—passing it

the first time around after two months
of intensive study—Schmoldt said,

"Then I slowly picked up cases on my
own."
Schmoldt now deals mostly in divorce

work. She has done research on the
Equal Rights Amendment and does
volunteer work for the League of

Women Voters.

Law career presents busy schedule

Schmoldt's day-to-day schedule is

busy and fast-paced. A normal day in-

cludes case reviews and last-minute

preparations for court or research
followed by going into court at 9:30 a.m.
Schmoldt presently has only a part-

time secretary, so she is in close con-

tact with her files. Besides this, after-

noons include more time at court, trips

to Annapolis and meetings. Her work
with the League of Women Voters cur-

rently involves her in a County Govern-
ment Study.

Schmoldt's advice to college students
interested in pursuing a career in law is

to "get a good command of the English
language— that's the important thing.

Strengthen your ability to read
something, understand it, and write

what you're thinking. Take Logic, U.S.

History courses, Constitutional Law,
maybe Statistics." She added that "no
one major is best for preparation for

law school."

In addition to her career, Schmoldt,
the wife of Washington College's Direc-
tor of Computing William C. Schmoldt,
iogs and is now making a quilt. She took
an art course at WC, and finds artwork
a way of relaxation. She even plans to

play on the Lawyer Softball Team this

summer.
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Campus Calendar
Tonight

•Film Series: Fellini's EIGHT-AND-ONE-HALF: Smith!
Auditorium. 7:30pm

Saturday
-Pre-Freshman Day
-Women's Crew vs. St. Joseph & George Washington, 12:30 pm
-Baseball (2>&Tennisvs. Haverford- 1p.m.
-Men's Crew vs. Drexel&GW - 2 p.m.

-Rowing Assoc, annual Dinner - Great Oak Club

Sunday
-Film Series: FELLINI Eight and one-half - Smith Aud. - 7:30!

p.m.

Monday
-Women's Tennis vs. Catonsville C.C. - 3 p.m.

Tuesday
-Film Series: FELLINI Eight and one-half - Smith Aud. 7:301

p.m.
-Lecture Series: Nicholas Long, "Treating the Severely,;

Disturbed Child and Youth" - Hynson Lounge - 8 p.m.

Wednesday
-Baseball (2) vs. Ursinus- 1 p.m.
-Washington College Dance Co. in Concert - Tawes Theater - 1 : 30

1

p.m.

Thursday
-Women's Tennis vs. American Univ' - 3 p.m.
-(2nd Performance! Dance Concert -Tawes -8 p.m.

Friday 13

-Film Series: SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON - Smith Aud. -

7:30 p.m.

Saturday 14

i
-Jay Vee Lacrosse vs. Delaware lacrosse Club 2 p.m.
-Men's Crew vs. Stockton - 2 p.m.

Sunday 15

-Chorale Concert - Smith Aud. - 4 p.m.
-Film Series: SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON - Smith Aud. -

1

7:30p.m.

Monday 16

SGA Meeting - Hynson Lounge - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 17

-Chorus - Smith Aud. - 4:30 p.m. -Film Series: SHE WORE A
YELLOW RIBBON - Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday 18

: -Delmarva Juniors&Seniors Day
-Lacrosse vs. Franklin * Marshall -3 p.m.
-Chorus - Smith Aud. - 6:30 p.m. -French Club Lecture Series >

Film: LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME - Smith Aud. - 7:30

1

p.m.
-William James Forum presents Michael Collins, former

|
astronaut - Hynson Lounge (7:30p.m.Tenta.)

Thursday 19

-Women's Tennis, Softball vs. Gallaudet - 3 : 30 p.m.

Friday 20

I -Baseball (2) vs. Hopkins -1 p.m.
I -Men's Tennis vs. Ursinus - 3 p.m.
I -Jay Vee Lacrosse vs. Wroxeter - 3 p.m.

; -Film Series: MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7 : 30 p.m.

Saturday 21

-Visitors&Governors Meeting -10 a.m.
-Track vs. Phila. Textile - 11 a.m.
-Men's Tennis vs. Hopkins - 1 p.m.
-Women's Softball vs. Cecil Co. C.C. - 1 p.m.
-Lacrosse vs. UMBC- 1:30p.m.

Sunday 22
-Film Series: MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 24

I -Women's Softball vs. Del. Tech.&Georgetown 3:30 p.m.
-Film Series : MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7 : 30 p.m.

3 -Student Recital - Tawes Theater - 8:30p.m.

Disturbed Children to

be lecture topic
I Dr. Nicholas J. Long will speak on

I "Treating the Severely Disturbed Child

I and Youth" for the Washington College

| Lecture Series Tuesday, April 10 at 8

I p.m. in Hynson Lounge.

I Long is Clinical Professor of Child

I Psychiatry at Georgetown School of

I Medicine, and Professor of Special

| Education at American University,

I Washington, D.C.

I His American University/Rose

I School Teacher Training Program won
| an award for Distinguished Achieve-

I ment presented by the American
| Association of Colleges for Teacher

I
Education. One of his widely knownpro-

I jects was the national television series

I of ten half-hour shows entitled "Helping
I Troubled Children" which he planned,

I developed, and hosted.

Long has had major input in develop-
ing the program for the emotionally
disturbed in the state of Texas,
especially in Dallas. He is one of the few
special educators who runs a clinical

program that provides direct services
to severely disturbed children.

He was one of the first child ad-
vocates and served as an expert
witness in the legal controversy which
resulted in the Waddy decree. This
decision was the forerunner of

P.L.94.142.

Every year since 1967 he has been
funded by BEH for innovative pro-
grams and teacher training in the field

of emotional disturbance. He has
several books to his credit, has publish-
ed dozens of articles, and has lectured
at over fifty university and state con-
ferences in the last five years.

WC Dancers to stage concert
Washington College News Bureau

The Washington College Dancers will

? present a spring dance concert on

i Wednesday and Thursday, April 11 and
1 12 in Tawes Theater. A special

I
matineee performance will be given on

| Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. for school

I children in Kent County. The matinee

| will provide the students an opportunity

I to attend a performance in a real

I theater situation. The evening per-

! formance on Thursday will be at 8:00

1 p.m. Both performances at the College

] are open to the public at no charge.

The program will include a lecture

j and demonstration on the training of a

;: dancer comparing the styles of ballet,

: modern dance, and jazz. Dances in a

variety of forms will follow encompass-

ing lyrical, folk, musical theater, jazz,

; tap. and abstract styles. Included will

I be "Bluegrass Hoedown." a salute to

the American folk tradition; "La-
ment", using Gospel music; "What I

Did for Love" from the Broadway
musical "Chorus Line;" and "And All

that Jazz," from the musical
"Chicago." From the repertory two
dances will repeated-"Galactic Funk"
and "Go for Baroque." Additional

dances on the program are "In the

Mood," "Send in the Clowns," an untitl-

ed work and a disco number.
The ensemble of dedicated students

of dance work under the artistic direc-

tion of Karen Lynn Smith, assistant

professor at the Eastern Shore College.

Participating in the program are Judy
Beshel. Susan Ericsson, Barbara
Fogarty. Suzanne Henderson, Yvonne
Montayne, Cindy Sieffert, Sarah Smith,
Karen Smith, Nina Tocci, Wendy Wolf,

DaveAltvater. and Verna Wilkins.

Easter Concert set for April 15
The newly-formed Recorder Ensem-

I
ble at Washington College, under the

I direction of Amzie D. Parcel!, Jr., joins

; with the Washington College Chorale,

9 directed by Kathy Mills, in an Easter

concert this Sunday, April 15 at 4:00
;:

p.m. in William Smith auditorium. The
I program includes carols and folk songs
celebrating spring and the Easter

season, as well as a series of

: Renaissance dances, including a set of

pieces by King Henry VIII. Music stu-

dent Tammy Wolf will play selections

from theFitzweiliiam Virginal Book on
the harpsichord, and junior Lisa Hart-

sook will accompany recorder duets on
the harpsichord.

The Recorder Ensemble was formed
in the Fall of 1978 after the Music
Department purchased a bass recorder

with a gift from graduate Randy
Mower, class of 1977. Mr. Parcel!, a

bassoonist, has worked with early

music groups at the State University of

New York at Cortland. He and Miss
Mills are members of the Music
Department faculty at Washington Col-

lege. The Concert is free and open to the

public.

Art exhibit opens Monday
'' An exhibition of 18 original prints,

- drawings and photographs entitled

ANATOMY OF AN ARTWORK, from
- the collections of the Baltimore
Museum of Art, is being displayed in

;:
Gibson Fine Arts Center,

The limited gallery hours will be 4 to 6
':, p.m on Monday, April 9: 1:30 to 3:30

p.m. on Wednesday 11, and 8 to 10 p.m.,

Thursday 12.

Works by Appel, Feininger. Matisse,

Pascin, Ruscha and others are combin-
ed with text material as a guide for

viewers who wish to deepen their abili-

ty to analyze and appreciate the essen-

tial components of works of art.

The Art Exhibits Committee arrang-

ed to bring the show to the campus.

Promotions announced

Dean of the College Garry E. Clarke,

speaking at Monday's faculty meeting
for the Committee on Appointments
and Tenure, announced that Richard
Gillin has been promoted from Assis-

Other promotions recently an-

nounced include Clarke's move from
Associate Professor to Full Professor of

Music and Sue Tessen's promotion
from Assistant Professor of Art to

Associate Professor.

In addition, Kathryn L, Myrick has
been promoted from Associate Director

of Public Relations- to Director of

Publications and Public Relations.

| tant to Associate Professor of English,

I and Erika Salloch has been promoted

I from Associate to Full Professor of

| German.

Fifty-seven apply for resident assistantships
Fifty-seven students— 28 women and fee House.

I 29 men—have applied for resident

assistant positions for next year. The Students who have not paid their S100

1 selection process will begin Sunday room deposit will not participate in

| night with a general meeting in the Cof- room draw later this month.
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Sophomore HoUl Young shows good form as she practices on the courts

Crew edged out in Regatta

Veterans lead team

Led by a host of underclassmen, the

women's tennis team is playing its most
challenging schedule ever. Coach Pen-

ny Fall is very pleased with the play of

her girls after the first few opening
matches. Alternating between the

number l and number 2 spots,

freshman Penny Wetherhold and

sophomore Holli Young are hard to

beat. Veteran captain and three-year
team member Jeanette Bonsack is

playing number 3. Tammy Wolf was to

play the number 4 position but an injury

has sidelined her and the spot has gone
to freshman Elizabeth Gowen. Janet
Sparre and Shannon Crosby fill in at the

number 5 and 6 spots.

Washington College hosted the first

Invitational Team Tournament starting

the season and defeated Fairleigh-

Dickinson at Madison, 5-2, and St.

Elizabeth, 8-1. Unfortunately, weather
conditions forced cancellation of the

third game with Hood.

The Shorewomen easily defeated
Essex Community College 6-1. The
tables were turned on them at Catholic

University when they suffered a 9-0

defeat against one of the toughest

teams in this part of the country.

With no senior members of the team,
Coach Fall is very pleased about the
prospects for this season as well as
next.

Sinks leads

winless

netmen
Courtesy. KENTCOUNTYNEWS

Tom Finnegan's struggling young
Washington College tennis team lost

senior Dave Citrenbaum to "academic
pressure" and freshman Dave Gerding
for a week due to illness.

The losses placed extra burdens on
the Shoremen as setbacks brought
Washington's winless record to 0-6.

St. Mary's College edged the netmen,
5-4, and Shepherd College, the defen-

ding small college state champion from
West Virginia, with an excellent team
waxed the Shoremen, 9-0. Widner col-

lege beat Washington, 7-2, Saturday.

Paul Galli, Nubi Duncan and Bill

Johnson won in singles against St.

Mary's and Galli and Lucius Sinks com-
bined to capture the first doubles.

Sinks, playing at second singles

Saturday against Widner. captured his

match, 6-2. 6-2.

Finnegan turned to posotive notes
Monday, "We have all of our players
returning next year. They are gaining
experience in match play. Secondly, I

feel our team is making progress each
time we play. We will just have to hope
we can continue to improve and win
some matches," the "Fin-man" stated.

The Shore netmen face Gallaudet

here Thursday at 3 p.m. and Saverford

on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

by BART NATHAN

The Washington College Crews had
their first race of the seasonlast Satur-

day. This is the first year that

Washington College has attended the

Providence Mutual Cup Regatta, in

Philadelphia, hosted by Villanova

University. Williams College (Mass.),

LaSalle University (Phila., Pa.), and
Manhattan College (New York) also at-

tended. Though statistically none of the

WC crews did particularly well, each
boat showed promise.

In the Men's Junior Varsity eight, for

example, the Shoremen were ahead of

the LaSalle crew for most of the race.

With 1000 meters to go, the Shoremen
crew even began to move on the leading

Williams crew. Then with 500 meters to

go, the WC boat began to slow down.

Soon the LaSalle crew, noticing the

slump in the J.V. crew, moved slowly

ahead. At the finish line, Williams was
a clear winner with a time of 7:24.

Meanwhile the race for second was still

going on . At the finish none of the crews

could tell who won. The Shoremen J.V.

eight lost to LaSalle by just two

seconds. (LaSalle - 7:58. WC - 8:00.5)

The Women's Varsity eight raced

next. Their race consisted of three

Williams crews.a LaSalle shell and a

Villanova boat. At the start WC was
clearly ahead of LaSalle and Villanova.

The race was then between the

Williams crews and the Washington

women. As the race progressed two Of

the Williams shells pulled ahead.

Washington then had to fight for third

place with the remaining Williams

crew. At the finish line the spectators

saw Washington College close behind

the third place Williams crew, but a

great distance ahead of Villanova and

LaSalle.

The third race for the Shoremen was
the Freshmen eight. All eight of the

oarsmen were new to the sport. The on-

ly previous experience in the boat was

coxswain Betsy Beard, from St. An-
drews School, Delaware. The freshmen
were understandably nervous tor their

first race, but they rowed up to the star-

ting line calm and controlled. At the

start they were met with a full lineup of

crews. They figured their toughest
competition would come from
Williams, but they had a right to worry
about Manhattan-the JV boat that had
missed the previous race. After the

start, Williams, LaSalle, and Villanova
immediately pulled ahead. Washington
and Manhattan fought for fourth. Final-

ly, it was obvious that WC could not

keep up the pace, and so, fell behind the

Manhattan crew.

The last and premier race of the day

was the Varsity Heavyweight eight.

The Shoremen Varsity, after seeing the

strong performance of Williams

throughout the day, knew they had a

tough race ahead of them. By the time

all three shells ( WC, Williams, Manhat-

tan) were at the starting line, a head-

wind had picked up and became quite

strong. With its very fast start the

Shoremen,quickly jumped into the

lead. Soon, though, a very smooth

Williams powered through the WC shell

and took a small lead. Meanwhile,

Manhattan was behind WC trying to

move. As the boats finished the first 500

meters of the race, Williams began to

pull slowly ahead. WC tried to move on

the Williams boat a number of times,

but was just not able to get through. The
Shoremen, though, held off Manhattan

easily. At the finish Williams had a time

of 6:54 Washington College 7:07.5, and

Manhattan 7: 16.0.

Tomorrow, the largest regatta ever
held on the Chester River will take

place. Included in this race will be
Drexel University, St. Josephs College,

George Washington University, and the

University of West Virginia.

Jayvee ten down Chesapeake
Courtesy, KENTCOUNTYNEWS

Washington College's junior varsity

lacrosse team lost its opening game,

but rebounded with an easy win over

Chesapeake College Friday.

Kingswood Prep from Hartford,

Conn., a school that sent Vark Madden
and Ty Wilde to W.C., defeated the

Shore jayvee, 8-to-3, last Tuesday in the

opener here.

Showing more experience than

Washington, Kingswood built an early

5-1 lead.

Washington hustled back to make a

game of it in the second half, but

Kingswood's Tom Eigen proved to be

too much for the Shoremen, scoring

four goals.

Paul Maginnis, a freshman from Spr-

ingfield, Va., who played for Lake

Braddock School, led the Shoremen in

scoring with a goal and assist.

Freshman Billy Norris and senior Dave
Malone from Federalsburg each netted

a goal. Norris is from Chestertown and

played for St. James School,

Hagerstown, last year

The Shoremen swarmed all over

Chesapeake College at Wye Mills

Friday. Norris opened the scoring at

7:20 of the first period and, before the

afternoon was out. had three goals and

three assists in the 18-lo-4 rout.

Washington raced to a 7-1 halftime

edge and outscored the community col-

lege ten, 11-3, the remainer of the way.
MacGinnis finished with two goals and
four assists. Joe Clark, a rangy
freshmen from West Chester, Pa., who
played lacrosse at Henderson High
School,

Tom Galione, a freshman from the

Berkshire School, Chris Perry, a

freshman from the Tabor Academy,
and Rick Scott, a sophomore from
Gladwayne, Pa., all scored twice.

Netting single goals were Bruce
Caslow, a freshman from Baltimore

Polytechnic, Ken Belmore, a senior

from Alameda, Califcmia, Chris Len-

nom, a freshman from Lock Raven
H.S., and Dave Malone.

Bruce Winand, a freshman from St.

Paul's School, stopped nine shots

against Kingswood and 14 against

Chesapeake College. Bob Hopkins, a

freshman, from St. Georges School, had

six saves in the goal against Kingswood
and seven in the Chesapeake College

calsh.

The Shore junior varsity traveled to

Essex Community College for a game
yesterday They play at home this

Friday, meeting powerful Anne
Arundel Community College at 3 p m.
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WC falters, 12-11

Denison rallies to shock Shoremen
by HOWARD BAUER

Sports Editor

"I think that our players learned that

we have to do what we do best both of-

fensively and defensively all game long

if we are going to win games,"

lamented lacrosse coach Bryan Mat-

thews after his charges lost a 12 - 11

heartbreaker to Denison on Saturday,

March 31 after leading by as much as 7 •

1 in the first half

For the game's first twenty minutes,

at least, the Shoremen did what Mat-

thews stresses, playing solid position

defense and working the ball patiently

on attack, and forged a 3 - 1 edge after

one period into an 8 - 4 halftime lead.

Two goals apiece by senior mid-

fielder Billy Hamill and freshman at-

tackman Pete Jenkins helped WC to

nearly give Denison the knockout punch
early, but the visitors from Ohio were
not to be dominated.

Momentum started to escape WC's
grasp shortly before halftime as two

quick Big Red goals sandwiched around
a Timmy Norris tally off a dodge put

Denison right back into the game-

Perhaps still sensing a kill, WC's mid-

dies and attackmen got out of the pat-

terned offense which had worked so

well earlier in the contest, and began to

go one-on-one. Denison's defense re-

grouped after Shawn Harmon's score

off a Jess Bacon feed gave the Shore ten

a 9 - 4 edge, keeping WC from doing fur-

ther damage until less than a minute

was left in the third quarter.

In the meantime, Denison's patience

on offense paid off as four straight

goals, two by Jody Martin, closed the

gap to 9 -8.

"We almost totally lost our
discipline," explained Matthews later.

"Our offense started to get goal hungry,

and the defense, sensing the loss of

momentum, started to get too ag-

gressive and tried to take the ball away.

Early in the game when we played solid

defense, we realized Denison had no

real individual threats. . . We simply

got away from what we had to do best."

Bob White's goal just before the third

period ended upped the margin to two

at 10 - 8. Martin quickly retaliated, but

Bill HamiU's outside shot again gave

the Shoremen some breathing room.

With nearly three minutes left, WC
tried to hold the ball, only to have the

elusive "pill" pried away several times

by the Big Red defense.

Tim Baxter dodged from behind the

goal to cut WC's edge to one again at 11 -

10, and Martin's goal with just thirty

seconds left tied the contest for

Denison.

Trying to set up the winning score,

Bacon took the ball behind the Denison

cage, only to have it stripped away by
Denison's Tim Butler, who raced up-

field on a fast break with time running

out. Butler's feed .to Mike Vogan pro-

duced the winning score with only four

seconds remaining for a miracle finish

by the Big Red.

WC's stickers will try to regroup after

the disheartening loss on Saturday
when they travel to Madison, New
Jersey to tackle Fairleigh-Dickinson.

Matthews knows little about the Red
Devils but expects another tough con-

test.

"It's apparent now. with our inex-

perience that we're not going to be con-

sistent." So far WC has played its best

lacrosse in games with Navy and Johns

Hopkins where, as their coach puts it,

"we were fighting for survival."

Hopefully, the Shoremen can rally

with a return to basics, as another loss

to an unranked Division II opponent
could totally eliminate WC from any
playoff hopes.

James "Bucky" Buchanan tries to steal third (above) and Is caught In the

middle while trying to get back to second (below). The Sbo'men went on to

beat Gallaudet, 22-4

Baseball: Widener romps

as Sho'men boot two
by DAN HUDSON

Errors spelled defeat for Washington singles, while everyone else in the line-

College Baseball as the team dropped a up had at least one hit. After seven
double-header to MAC power Widener games, the team batting average is an
by scores of 16-8 and 9-4. Six miscues in impressive .273.

the first game kept Widener alive until Widener picked up right where they
they unloaded on Dan Barbierri and left off in the second game, scoring 9

Tim Fagan for 10 runs in a disasterous runs in the first three innings. Starter

sixth inning. The second game was a Arch Hoopes got banged around pretty

waltz for Widener as Shoremen bats good before giving way to "Mark"
kept quiet until late in the game when Naser who shut out Widener over the

they managed four runs to make the last couple of innings. Shoremen bats
score semi-respectable. were silent until the sixth when a 4-run

Right-hander Dan Barbierri started outburst closed the gap a little. Scott

the first game and did not do all that Rutter and freshman Chip Almoney
badly, considering Widerner's first six both went 1 for 3 knocking in two runs
runs were unearned. "We had three or apiece.

« four key errors that allowed some big On Monday, co-captains Steve
* runs to score'" commented Coach Ed Wilkinson and Arch Hoopes called a

g Athey "When that happens it can real- team meeting to find an answer to the
ly take the sap out of a pitcher." recent fielding slump. The result was a
Evidently, Barbierri lost a lot of "sap" 12:30 a.m. curfew the night before
by the time the sixth inning rolled games and suggested adjustments to

around Athey was disappointed that certain practice drills. Shortstop Rich
WC could not hold on in the first game. Schatzman, who has had more than his

"I thought we had it won. We were up share of the errors found some advice
by two going into the next-to-the-last in- from his father helpful. "I just couldn't
ning and all of the sudden Dan couldn't pick up a ground ball," explained
find the plate." Freshman Tim Fagan Schatzman, "I was letting the ball play
relieved Barbierri and things got worse me. My father suggested between
from there. Six walks and an assort- games that I back up some and move
ment of hits turned a close game into a forward with the pitch. I felt a lot more
laughter. comfortable in the second game."
Fortunately, poor fielding has not af- Slumps come and go in baseball. If the

fected Shoreman batting. Rich Dwyer Shoremen can cut down on errors and
led the 15-hit WC attack in the first keep on hitting things will start click-

game. The big first baseman went 4 for ing.

4 with 4 RBl's including a 2-run homer.
Widener found out how to stop him in Haverford visits Kibler Field Satur-

the second game though, by walking day for two games. Since the lacrosse

him three times. Bruce Abbott, batting team plays away this weekend, it might

.375 on the season, chipped in with two not be a bad idea to drag a cooler of

hits, one of which was a line drive tri- beer over to the baseball bleachers and
pie. Rich Schatzman collected two show some vocal suoDOrt.

Individual Batting (up to Widener Game)
name AB . R...H 2B...3B HR. RBI .AVG

Klefer M....3...5...2....0 3...3S7

Malott 10....3...3...0....0 1...300

FUUbren....l0....2...1...0....0.....0 0...100

Fagan 23....8...7...0....0 2...3Q4

Brandenburg...8.... 1...1...0....0 1...135

Buchanam 7....2...3...1....0 0...428

Abbott 16....3...6...0....1 2...375

P Dwyer 16....3...7...0....0 1 4...4S7

V Wilkinson... .15....2...2...0....0 2...133

Rutter 24....2...7...1....0 5...291

Almoney 22....5...5...Q....Q 3.. .227

Schatzman.. ..22.. ..5...8.. .1....0 3.. .372

Merrlken 8....0...3...1....0 0...375

TOTA1S: 205...37..58...6....1 1....28...273.
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Tentative housing proposal

under consideration
Housing alternative may end separation of sexes

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

In the stretch (or third. Washington bested Haverford 5-0, and 3-1 In Satur-
day's double-header, but twin losses to Urslnus put a damper on team spirit.

See story Page 8.

Major trends in major selection

A tentative proposal for a campus
housing alternative next year has been
made by the Student Affairs Office's

Housing Committee, and the traditional

separation of men and women by Route

213 will be broken if it is adopted.

In its most radical break from trddi-

_, tion, the proposal would place women
2, on the third and fourth floors of

3 Somerset and men on the first floors of

«g both Caroline and Queen Anne's.

gt First floor Caroline would become an
§ upperclass men's quiet floor and first

X floor Queen Anne's a freshman men's
>. quiet floor. The second floors of both

o dorms would still be women's housing,
o and third floor Caroline would remain

jO, as the language floor.

In Somerset, the doors between the
three sections will be blocked off to
create 3 separate buildings, to be
known as Wicomico, Somerset, and
Worcester. The first two floors of

Somerset would house the Phi Sigma
fraternity, with women above them on
the third and fourth floors. The Theta
Chi fraternity would remain in

Wicomico, and Worcester would house
freshman men.
The Lambda Pi Delta fraternity

would be moved into Little House,
which has traditionally been reserved
for senior Thetas. Excess Lambdas
would be moved into the first floor of

Kent.

The Kappa Alpha fraternity would be
housed in Talbot House, because it is

the only fraternity that will fill an entire

New Dorm building.

Cecil, Dorchester, Kent, Spanish
House, Reid, and Minta Martin would
be virtually the same.
Another proposal of the Committee's

would make ail freshman floors "-

quiet" next year.

oy MARIAN COOPER
Now that sophomores have declared political affairs

their major subjects for next year, it is

possible to look at trends in students'

choices of majors. Comparing choices

of this year with those of last year and
three years ago. a number of changes
can -be seen in. addition to some con-

sistencies in the choice of majors.

Some notable trends are the decrease

in number of psychology majors and

the increase in number of sociology and

philosophy majors. The decrease in

number of political science majors may
reflect the current lack of interest in

There is a surprising disinterest in
the interdepartmental majors, perhaps
because students are not aware of the
possibilities.

Consistency is found in a number of
majors. English and history remain
popular majors, and physics seems to
be consistently unpopular.

While the results are interesting, it

must be remembered that not all

sophomores have declared their ma-
jors. Many majors will be changed, and
there are a number of double-majors.

New ELM, PEGASUS editors chosen
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

MAJOR Seniors
American Studies 3

Art 5
Biology 9

Chemistry 7

Drama 2

Economics 11

English 18

History 15

Humanities 3

International Studies. . 8

Juniors
. n ...

sophomore)
7

l ... 2

15 ...

10 ...

14

8 !

2 ... 2

. 12 ... 9

19 ...

19 ...

3

16

10
1

3 ... 5
2French 2

German
Spanish 3

Math 2

Music 5

Philosophy 3

Political Science 13

Psychology 25

Sociology 7

2

2 ... 1

...

7

2
5

4 .... 1

3 ...

4 ...

11

4

.... 12 ...

.... 7 ...

...

11

15 !

... n )

Editors for the 1979-80 Elm and
Pegasus were approved by acclama-
tion at the Wednesday, April 11 meeting
of the Board of Publications.

Geoff Garinther will be Elm editor

next year and Bonnie Nelle Duncan
received the Pegasus editorship. R.C.
Deprospo, Director of the Board of

Publications, received only one ap-

plications for each of the positions.

Garinther, a sophomore, is currently
Assistant Editor for the Elm, and was
News Editor during Spring Semester,
197S. His plans for the Elm include

"widespread and responsible coverage
of news affecting the college and a con-

sistent editorial policy that remains in-

dependent of outside influences." He
said that "Reliable and conscientous
reporting is necessary now more than
ever, since the Elm holds a virtual

monopoly on the reporting and inter-

pretaion of campus news.
In addition to experience as Assistant

Editor and News Editor, Garinther was
Elm Sports Editor fall semester, 1977,

and 1977-78 Pegasus Sports Editor.

Garinther also has experience as a
sports stringer and features contributor

for the Havre de Grace Record, his

hometown, and as Sports Editor and
Managing Editor of his high school

newspaper. He has participated in Stu-
dent Government Association and Stu-
dent Judiciary Board activities, and is

currently a Resident Assistant in

Somerset.

Duncan to edit Pegasus
Duncan said, "I believe the skill and

experience I have gained as Elm editor
should allow me to create a book which
combines photography and journalism
in a unified body which will best cap-
ture the essence of the school year here
at Washington College."

Duncan also plans to make some ad-
ditions to the Pegasus format. She said,

"I would like to include both a senior
and faculty directory, and I would like

to incorporate the faculty section with
an academic section which devotes
some coverage to matters concerning
the curriculum."

Besides two years of experience as
Editor, Duncan is currently Student
Life Editor for the Pegasus. Last year,
she was Pegasus Student Life Editor
and Copy Editor, and was Elm Fine
Arts Editor her freshman year. She has
experience from her high school
newspaper, yearbook and literary
magazine, and has published poetry
and fiction in numerous small press
publications.

Vandalism Committee meets RAs
Only four of the 25 resident assistants

Invited appeared at Tuesday's hearing
with the Faculty Committee on Van-
dalism, the Committee's second at-

tempt to find solutions to campus van-
dalism through student input.

"One of the things we've learned as

we've gone along is that the RAs are the

key to this whole thing," Committee
Chairman Bob Day told the group.

Day said the Committee may attempt
to schedule another meeting at a time
when more RAs are available. Bonnie Nelle Duncan Geoff Garinther
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It's that time of year again. The election for Student Govern-

ment officers will be held Tuesday, and the outcome of three

races, all of which look tight now, will influence the way we live

in 1979-80.

Last April, when the current president and vice president ran

unopposed and were elected by default, we deplored the lack of

interest in the campaign. This year, however, with three vying

for the top spot, four for the vice presidency, and two running for

social chairman, it seems everyone wants to get in on the act.

Wednesday's full-house turn-out at the candidates' speech night

indicates further that this year's student body knows the im-

portance of having a strong, unified SGA and of choosing compe-

tent officers who will next year face a whole new set of problems.

Dealing with the complications of the housing situation, the

re-organization of the senate and judiciary, the upgrading of

campus security, and the improvement of college facilities will

be the lot of the president. The social chairman has the task of br-

inging much needed diversity to SGA functions and restoring in-

terest in the social life of the campus. The vice president, in his

role as Student Academic Board head will have the all-important

job of reviewing the curriculum, evaluating the four-course plan

and distribution and senior requirements, and discussing with

the Academic Council such topics as the need for the restoration

of a language requirement and establishment of an attendance

policy.

Thus, we can no longer afford to treat the SGA election as a

popularity contest. It is up to us to elect responsible officers and

continue to support them in what looks like a trying year ahead.

How we vote on Tuesday can make a difference.

editorial
^^^^

Graduates withoutjobs?

Market looks bad for humanities students

The job market (or graduating col-

lege seniors is looking better all the

time—with some notable exceptions,

according to the following editorial

which appeared in the March 31 edition

ofThe Washington Star. The following is

reprinted by permission.

The word this spring from college job

placement offices is that the market
seems to be surprisingly good—for just

about everyone, that is, except

humanities majors. Graduates and

postgraduates looking for work are fin-

ding it if their degrees are in the profes-

sions or in highly specialized disciplines

that meet the demands of an ever more
technological society; if your field is

computers, the world is your oyster.

But if your field is English or history or

comparative literature, you may find

yourself pumping gas— if there is any

gas to pump.
This is not a sudden development.

For several years, humanities students

with fresh doctorates have been finding

it increasingly difficult to get work in

their chosen fields—which is to say

Continued on page 7
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Academic Council discusses

four-course plan
by PETE TURCHI

The Academic Council may have
discovered one of the many factors that

contribute to Washington College's van-

dalism problem: the excess free-time

that many students have as a result of

the leniency of the four-course plan.

Some members of the Council believe

the four-course plan may not be as ap-

propriate for today's students as it was
for students twenty years ago when the

plan was established here. Although no

formal action is proposed concerning

the plan, it was the subject of discussion

at the Council's most recent meeting.

English professor and Council

member Bennett Lamond said, "How
many people know what the four-course

plan is? Are new faculty members
aware of what it means? Do students

know what it means?" Lamond went on

to say that although the four-course

plan means students (and teachers)

spend fewer hours in the classroom,

this does not necessarily mean the

teachers are meant to have more free

time. Instead, the time is meant to be

used by the members of the faculty for

in-depth planning for classes and to

allow time for consultation with in-

dividual students.

"The four-course plan is designed so

that, for instance, when I assign a poem

my students can spend a few hours

reading the poem so we can have a real

discussion about it," Lamond said.

"Instead they just figure they can skim

over it and participate in some super-

ficial discussion," he added, indicating

that the four-course plan is

misunderstood by students as well as

faculty members.
The notion that the four-course plan

allows students to much free time also

came up at a recent hearing of the

Faculty Ad-Hoc Committee on Van-

dalism. Some members of the

Academic Council would agree that the

original intent of the plan has been lost

to at least some extent.

As discussion of the four-course plan
continues among the members of the

Council, the subject of when a student
should be allowed to withdraw from a

course is also brought up at Council
meetings. Only a few years ago a

Washington College student could
withdraw from a class right up until the

very end of the semester. That
withdrawal period has been cut back to

eight weeks, but according to Lamond,
"it's ludricious that a student should be
able to withdraw eight weeks into a

course. A student will drop his worse
course, but then the rest of his grades
will go down. They're simply not work-
ing."

Debate over the four-course plan and
related subjects is expected to be a con-

tinuing item on the agenda of the

Academic Council.

Nutritionist speaks here
byPETE TURCHI

Carlton Fredericks. Ph.D., told an
audience here that many diseases, in-

cluding some mental illnesses, may be

prevented by proper nutrition.

The lecture last Wednesday night,

sponsored by the Daniel Z. Gibson

Visitors Fund, drew a crowd of over

eighty people. The audience was par-

ticularly responsive as Fredericks ex-

plained his theories. The president of

two medical societies, Fredericks is on
board of a third and has held several

teaching positions, including his cur-

rent ' undergraduate and graduate
teaching at Fairleigh-Dickinson.

The lecture consisted mainly of three

case studies. The first was an example
of how a cure for some types of arthritis

was found. Fredericks said that many
times a cure of sorts can be found for a

disease if the patient is willing to do his

or her own research and not be
satisified with a fancy name a doctor

puts on a problem. In this particular

case it was found that chemicals com-
mon to potatoes, peppers, tomatoes,

and tobacco could cause arthritis in

some people. A restricted diet can vir-

tually cure crippling arthritis in these

patients.

Fredericks also claims that nutri-

tional therapy has been used suc-

cessfully to combat mental illnesses.

The case study mentioned concerned a

teenage girl who was a chronic

schizophrenic, but could function nor-

mally with certain nutrient sup-

plements.

The majority of the lecture was
geared toward Fredericks' latest book,

Breast Cancer: A Nutritional Ap-

proach. The Doctor outlined a plan that

included removing the sugar from the

diet, putting more high-quality protein

into the diet, and taking B-complex
vitamins, which, according to him, will

lessen the chance of breast cancer and
shorten the menstruation period.

Dr. Fredericks, a television and radio

veteran of 35 years, is clearly a profes-

sional speaker. He has a smooth, reso-

nant, well-modulated speaking voice

and he speaks directly to the audience.

He says that he hopes that the people at

his lectures will "start to realize to

what extent your thinking, personality,

etcetera, are based on chemistry.

Nutrition is more important than you
think it is."

#3jT(
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SGA elections set for Tuesday
Four vie for vice presidency, three for president two for social chairman

Secretary, treasurer, and assistant social chairman unopposed

Junior Paul Drinks hopes to examine
the necessity of distribution re-

quirements, senior requirements, and
the four-course plan as SAB head if he

is elected as vice president of the SGA.
Drinks, currently a member of the

Academic Council, also hopes to help

the William James Forum get enough
funding to provide for better speakers.

Jay Young, now SGA treasurer, is runn-
ing for the office of the president. He
believes his record in office establishes

him as a strong contender for the job,

and If elected, he plans to streamline

the SGA by delegating responsibility to

those beneath him, suggesting an atten-

dance policy for senators at SGA
meetings as a way of making those in

the organization take their respon-

sibilities more seriously. Young is also

Interested in restructuring the SJB and
would like to see the College's endow-
ment increased so a pool could be af-

forded. (Of nine Maryland schools he
randomly investigated, he said, eight

had indoor pools; the ninth, St. Mary's,

only has an outdoor pool."

Junior Randy Watson is seeking an of-

fice as vice president. Since he believes
the vice presidency carries with it the

two-fold duty of heading the Student
Academic Board and being second in

command of the Student Union, he ad-

dressed both academic and social con-

cerns. Watson is interested in working
with the Academic Council on re-in-

stating senior exemptions and unifying

senior requirements. He also believes

the SJB needs re-vamping to the extent

of developing a specific code for dealing

with major crimes such as vandalism

John Townsend, currently Sophomore
Class President, believes that this year
the SAB "has established itself as a

powerful liason between the students

and the College's administration." As
vice president of the SGA, he would like

to help bring about the introduction of

an English Composition Course,
upgrade introductory courses, help

establish business administration as a
field of study and expand the College's

career counseling program since he
believes "the College has a responsibili-

ty to help its graduates find jobs.
'

'

Although his internship in a political

science program at American Universi-

ty may have prevented Jeff Rogers
from being as visible as he may have
liked as junior class president, he
believes he is competent to take over
the number one post. He is interested in

polling students to find out just what
they want the SGA to provide socially,

and he is also concerned with the Col-

lege's security system, which he hopes
to improve next year if elected.

Although he failed to petition in time.

Junior Dan Duff is running for presi-

dent as a write-in candidate. His con-

cern with the administration's handling
of vandalism has prompted him to seek
the presidency. He thinks the problem
ties with students and that attempts to

blame the use of alcohol for destruction

or attempts to prevent student- interac-

tion are misdirected approaches to the

problem. He is also concerned with re-

vamping the SJB through the codifica-

tion of laws and penalties.

Junior Joyce Grinvalsky is a candidate
for Social Chairman. Although she has
few concrete plans as yet, she would
like to help Washington College host a
major outdoor concert if she is elected
and Is interested in bringing more Blue
Grass Bands to the campus.

Junior Bill Baldwin is running for

Social Chairman. Although unable to

attend Speech Night, he assured the

ELM that he is knowledgable of the

duties of his office and would like to

direct social events "pretty much as

they are this year," with the Coffee

House being utilized more.

Sophomore Walter Foraker has not had
extensive experience in Washington
College's SGA, but he believes his

background is adequate enough to have
prepared him for the vice presidential

spot. Foraker is chiefly interested In

working with the SAB and restructur-

ing the SJB on the guidelines of "stu-

dentlmput."

Sophomore Mike Dixon is running
unopposed for the position of assistant

social chairman. Although he believes

the job entails mainly the handling of

advanced publicity for SGA sponsored
events, he is also eager to encourage
more attendance at social function.

Sophomore Robert Hockaday, running

unopposed for treasurer, is interested

in getting more money for the SGA
from the student activities fee, either

by having the fee for students slightly

increased or having it redistributed

among the college organizations it

presently supports. (Currently the SGA
is allotted only $13.00 per student from
the mandatory fee.) Hockaday as

chairman of the Organizations Commit-
tee, also hopes to "make clubs more
public" by establishing a club directory

and publicizing club events. He is cur-

rently a Kent House senator.

Junior Joy Chamberlain is running

unopposed for the office of Secretary.

She sees her duties as getting minutes

out to SGA Senators to keep studertts

jp-to-date on the SGA, as well as keep-

ing records and handling cor-

respondence.
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Campus Calendar
Tonight
Friday 13

-Film Series: SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON - Smith Aud.
7:30 p.m.

Saturday 14

-Jay Vee Lacrosse vs. Delaware lacrosse Club 2 p.rn ,.

-Men's Crew vs. Stockton - 2 p.m.

Sunday 15

-Chorale Concert -Smith Aud. -4 p.m. i \j
-Film Series: SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON - Smitfi Aud.
7:30 p.m.

Monday 16

SGA Meeting - Hynson Lounge - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 17

-Chorus - Smith Aud. - 4:30 p.m. -Film Series: SHE WORE A
YELLOW RIBBON - Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday 18

-Delmarva Juniors&Seniors Day
-Lacrosse vs. Franklin * Marshall - 3 p.m.
-Chorus - Smith Aud. - 6:30 p.m. -French Club Lecture Series
Film: LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME - Smith Aud. - 7:30
p.m.
-William James Forum presents Michael Collins, former
astronaut - Hynson Lounge ( 7 : 30 p.m. Tenta.

)

Thursday 19

Women's Tennis, Softball vs. Gallaudet - 3 : 30 p.m.

Friday 20
-Baseball (2) vs. Hopkins - 1 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Ursinus - 3 p.m.
Jav Vee Lacrosse vs. Wroxeter - 3 p.m.
Film Series : MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7: 30 p.m.

Saturday 21

Visitors&Governors Meeting - 10 a.m.
Track vs. Phila. Textile - 11 a.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Hopkins - 1 p.m.
Women's Softball vs. Cecil Co. C.C. - 1 p.m.
Lacrosse vs. UMBC - 1 :30 p.m.

Sunday 22
Film Series: MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 24
Women's Softball vs. Del. Tech.&Georgetown 3r30 p.m.
Film Series: MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.
Student Recital - Tawes Theater - 8:30 p.m.

Betsy
Wednesday 25

Music Dept. Seminar: "Bach's Musical Offering",

Parcell - Fine Arts Ctr Room 9 - 4 p.m.

Thursday 26

-Baseball vs. Wilmington College - 3 p.m.

Friday 27

-Parents Weekend
-Film Series: BLOWUP - Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.

Saturday 28

-Parents Weekend, contd.
-Baseball (2) vs. Albright -lp.m.
-Women's Crew vs. Navy and Virginia - 1 p.m.
-Lacrosse vs. W. * L. -1:30 p.m.
-Honors Award Banquet - 6:45 p.m. - Hodson
-Chorus Conert - Tawes Theater - 8 : 30 p.m.

Sunday 29

-Ruth Quoos piano students recitals - Smith Aud. -3 p.m.& 4:30 \

p.m.
-Film Series: BLOWUP - Smith Aud. 7 : 30 p.m.

Monday 30

I

-SGA Meeting - Hynson Lounge - 7:30 p.m.

Apollo 11 astronaut

to be Forum guest
Collins to speak on "Our Future in Space"

Washington College News Bureau

Astronaut Michael Collins, com-
mander of the Apollo 11 spaceship that

was the first to land a man on the moon,

will speak for Washington College's

William James Forum next Wednesday
evening, April 18.

"Our Future in Space" will be the

subject of Collins' talk. The meeting,

which is planned to Commemorate the

Apollo 11 flight nearly ten years ago—in

July of 1969—is open to all and will be

held in the Hynson Lounge at 8 p.m.

Collins was pilot of the Command
Module Columbia which circled the

moon while the Lunar Module
EagYedropped astronauts Neil Arm-
strong and Edwin ("Buzz") Aldrin to

the surface of the moon. Collins' career
in the space program has been describ-

ed in his autobiography Carrying the

Fire, which was published in 1974 with a

foreward by Charles L. Lindbergh.

Since returning permanently to

Earth, Mr. Collins has served as Assis-

tant Secretary of State and as Director
of the National Air and Space Museum
in Washington D.C., which under his

leadership has become the most heavi-

ly visited museum in the world. In the

past year, he was promoted to the post

of Under Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, which directs the operation
of the many museums and centers

along the mall in Washington.

Easter Concert set forApril 15
The newly-formed Recorder Ensem-

ble at Washington College, under the

direction of Amzie D. Parcell, Jr., joins

with the Washington College Chorale,

directed by Kathy Mills, in an Easter
concert this Sunday, April 15 at 4:00

p.m. in William Smith auditorium. The
program includes carols and folk songs
celebrating spring and the Easter
season, as well as a series of

Renaissance dances, including a set of

pieces by King Henry VIII. Music stu-

dent Tammy Wolf will play selections

from theFitzweiiliam Virginal Book on
the harpsichord, and junior Lisa Hart-

sook will accompany recorder duets on
the harpsichord.

The Recorder Ensemble was formed
in the Fall of 1978 after the Music
Department purchased a bass recorder
with a gift from graduate Randy
Mower, class of 1977. Mr. Parcell, a
bassoonist, has worked with early
music groups at the State University of
New York at Cortland. He and Miss
Mills are members of the Music
Department faculty at Washington Col-
lege. The Concert is free and open to the
public.

HAWAIIAN LUAU
Apr. 21 4:00-6:00

Dinner

Hula Dancing

Limbo Contest -PRIZE

CASEOFHEINEKEN

ROAST PIG

Celebrate the season
with the

NEW Rhythm and
Blues Quartet

sponsored by the

Washington College Student
Government Association

Thursday, April 19
10p.m. - 2 a.m.

Hodson
It's all part of Spring weekend.
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Grant endows WC Short Story Film Series
Committee for the Humanities makes project possible

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

Washington College has been named
the recipient of a "considerable" grant
from the Maryland Committee for the
Humanities . -which will endow the
Washington College American Short
Story Film Series beginning this
weekend, according to the series ad-
ministrator, English Professor Bob
Day.
The Committee, funded jointly by the

state and the National Endowment for

the Humanities, granted the College the
use of nine movies based on classic
American Short Stories. The film series

is being conducted with the support of

the Washington College Lecture Series.

The Committee for the Humanities
has stipulated that the College involve

the local community in the film series

through publicizing the series in the

community and by oonducting open
discussions with the audience.

Day, who will lead the film discus-
sions, said, "I am happy that we have
been given the opportunity to involve
the College and the local community in

this venture." He added, however, that

"The main benefit to our College is that

the series will be made available for

those students interested in the short

story and in film." Day originally ap-

plied for the grant for the benefit of his

students in the special topics English

course on the American Short Story.

Each film in the series will be shown
before the audience of the general
public on specified dates in the William
Smith Auditorium. A discussion will

follow each of these public showings. In

addition, each film will be shown two

more times solely for the members of
the American Short Story class in a
series-run from April 15th through May
4th which will meet at 6 p.m. each even-
ing in the basement of the Miller
Library.

A book containing all the short stories
and the screen plays. The American
Short Stroy edited by Calvin Skaggs
(Dell Press, 1977) is now available in

the Book Store.

Films to be shown in the series, ac-
companied by descriptions are listed

below:

THEMUSKSCHOOL
by John Updike

First published in 1964, teleplay written
and directed by John Korty. Length: 30
minutes.

During a twenty-four hour period, a
contemporary writer struggles to find a
focus in his life. The implications of

religion and technology, contemporary
violence and social change all emerge
in vivid images—as do the fragile

moments of happiness the writer enjoys
when he takes his daughter to the music
school.

I'MA FOOL
by Sherwood Anderson

First published in 1922, teleplay by Ron
Cowen", directed by Noel Black.
Length: 37 minutes.
In the gentle film recreating rural

America in the early 1900's, a young
man tending horses on the Ohio
racetrack circuit meets a beautiful

young lady and tries to impress her.

Having pretended to be wealthy and
sophisticated, Andy is trapped by his

lies and fears that he will loseLucy's af-

fection if he reveals the truth.

Andy is played by Ron Howard,
featured in "Happy Days."

SOLDIERSHOME
by Ernest Hemingway

First published in 1925, teleplay by
Robert Geller. directed by Robert
Young. Length: 41 minutes.
Harold Krebs is a soldier returned
home after World War I has ended and
the greeting of heroes is over. Deeply
changed by the experience of war, he
cannot conform to the expectations of a

community in which he feels alien.

Krebs wants only to make his life run
smoothly—to avoid lies and complica-
tions. Painfully, he faces the fact that

he loves no one.

Open to the general public Sunday,
April 29 at 1:30 p.m. in Smith
Auditorium.

THEDISPLACEDPERSON
by Flannery O'Connor

First published in 1951, teleplay by Hor-
ton Foote, directed by Glenn Jordan.
Length: 57 minutes.
The "displaced person" is a hard-
working Polish refugee who arrives
with his family at a Georgia farm in the
late 1940's. An elderly priest has ar-
ranged for the family's placement.
However, their vastly different cultures
and experiences make it impossible for
te people on the farm and the refugees
to adapt to each other. Suspicion and
hostility grow until all are brought
together in a tragic act of violence,
Featured in the cast are renowned
stage actress Irene Worht and
Academy Award winner John
Houseman. The entire film was shot on
the farm where Flannery O'Connor liv-

ed and wrote.

Double showing, THE DISPLACED
PERSONand THE MUSIC SCHOOL
Sunday, May 6 at 2:30 p.m. in Smith
Auditorium.

THEJOLLYCORNER
by Henry James

First published in 1906, teleplay written

and directed by Arthur Barron.

Length: 42 minutes.

Spencer Brydon returns to New York

from England thirty-five years after

fleeing the Civil War. At once repelled

and attracted by the American lust for

profit and power, he wonders what he

would have been like, had he never left

the United States. On one of his fre-

quent visits to the home of his youth, he

encounters his other, ghostly identi-

ty—a grotesque variation of himself.

The experience shocks him, yet it opens

up the possibilities of a future that in-

cludes love.

Fritz Weaver and Salome Jens are

featured.

Double showing "THE JOLLY COR-
NER and I'M A FOOLSunday, April 22

at 4 p.m. in Smith Auditorium.

BERNICEBOBS HER HAIR
by F. Scott Fitzgerald

First published in 1920, teleplay written

and directed by Joan Micklin Silver.

Length: 47 minutes.

A member-of the pre-flapper genera-
tion, Bernice is transformed from a shy
"ugly duckling" into a sought-after

vamp by her popular cousin, Marjorie.

She learns the game so well that she
wins the hearts of all Marjories'

suitors. However, in her effort to gain
attention, Bernice is trapped intobobb-

ing her hair and loses her newfound
beauty. Her revenge gives the story a
dilightful, ironic twist.

Featured in the film are Shelley Duvall,

Veronica Cartwright, and Bud Cort.

Director Joan Micklin Silver is also

known for her films "Hester Street"

and "Between the Lines.
'

'

Open to the general public Thursday,
April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in Smith
Auditorium.

THE BLUE HOTEL
by Stephen Crane

First published in 1898, teleplay by
Harry M. Petrakis, directed by Jan
Kadar. Length: 54 minutes.
The time is the 1880's. A foreigner ar-

rives in a small, desolate town in

Nebraska. He anticipates the
lawlessness of the wild west portrayeu
in dime novels and, fearful and
suspicious of everyone around him,
causes what he seeks most to avoid. A
card game and the events that follow

dramatize a timeless theme: the com-
plicity of every person in his or her own
fate and the fate of others.

Jan Kadar, known for "Lies My Father
Told Me" and "Shop on Main Street."

directed the film. The teleplay was wrt-

ten by Harry M. Petrakis, awardwinn-
ing novelist, screenwriter, and Emmy
Award winner.

Open to general public Thursday, April

19 at 7:30 in Smith Auditorium.

ALMOS'A MAN
by Richard Wright

First published in 1940, teleplay by
Leslie Lee, directed by Stan Lathan
Length: 38 minutes.
The search for identity as an adult
marks a difficult crisis in the lives of
most teenagers. For David Glover, a
young black farm worker during the
1930's, the difficulty is increased by the
restricted life he can anticipate. David
believes that if he could own a gun
simply having it would help to make
him a man. While timidly practicing
with it, he accidentally kills a mule.
Humiliated publicly and required i

pay for the animal, David seeks to
escape his future.

The production features Le Var Burton
star of "Roots".
Open to the general public Thursday,
May 3 at 7:30 p.m. in Smith Auditorium.

Series opens tomorrow

PARKER ADDEftSON,

PHILOSOPHER

by Ambrose Bierce
First published in 1891, teleplay wirtten
and directed by Arthur Barron.
Length: 39 minutes.
Near the end of the Civil War, Parker
Adderson, a Yankee spy, is captured
behind Confederate lines. He is seem-
ingly calm in the face of his impending
execution and befriends a young
lieutenant assigned to guard him.
Brought to the tent of the commanding
general for interrogation, Adderson re-

mains cool, witty, and philosophical,

denying that death is horrible—until his

attitude leads to a confrontation that

ends with violent irony.

Open to general public Saturday, April

14, at 4 p.m. in Smith Auditorium.
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= They'll get you dancin'

NRBQ comes to Hodson Thursday night

It is not often that you find a rock
band that lasts more than a few years in

the American music market. Two
bands that stand out for longevity, and
in this case ten years or more, are The
Grateful Dead and The Beach Boys On
Thursday April 19, Washington College
will have another of the "longevity"
bands invade the campus in NRBQ. For
those of your who are not familiar with
NRBQ, don't worry—we are here to

teach you about them.
NRBQ which stands for New Rhythm

and Blues Quartet has been around
since the late 1960's. In some cases bad
means outdated, but in this case NO.
NRBQ is saturated with rock ability

and that is why the SGA has chosen
them to play for you, W.C. has a tradi-

tion for rock ability and the blues
(witness the overwhelming response to

the Nighthawks last year i

.

What are they going to do for you?
Are they going to make your dance?
Well, they should. Quartet in this case
means six, yes six, so all you math ma-
jors don't try to tell this writer dif-

ferently John Rockwell of the New
York Times once reviewed the band
and said This is basically a rhythm
and blues, 50's i don't—puke that is

what Springsteen, Costello, the Cars,

Thorogood and the Nighthawks are)

'rockability enseimble. witn most of the

songs kinetic numbers' (physics ma-
jors take note* in the Jerry Lee Lewis

Chuck Barry-Bill Haley mold." And the

six love to play and dance. For those

who are skeptics—the NRBQ are con-

tracted for two one hour and fifteen

r5

by TAD JACKS

minute sets—when most bands at any
major hall or small college would never
contract more than one-one hour and a

half show. So they are going to make
you dance.

History will bore you on a band that is

not on the top so I won't give you all the
details ( if you are interested look on the
tables in the dining hall and read the
fact sheets.) Some of the highlights

though. They hadtwo albums on Colom-
bia records which the first was titled-

NRBQ and is now a collectors' item.

Since then, there have been four others
in various shapes and colors. Their
debut album for Mercury Records
"Live at Yankee Stadium" is the most
produced of the six. But to see NRBQ is

better than the six combined.
The visual and veteran member of

the band is Terry Adams, who sits at his

keyboards (sometimes) and takes
swipes at the keys in the manner of few
you have seen before. Joe.Spampinato
joins Terry on Bass. Pounding in the
rear sitting in the air is Tom Ardolino
and Al Arjderosn, whose solo albums
are gems themselves that take you to

guitarists heaven. The Whole Wheat
Horns (a duo) finish out the quartet.

They play trombone and tenor sax
among others.

I think the thing that will impress you
most with NRBQ is that they enjoy
playing. They are not going to play at

you, like most of the artists in the coun-
try, but they want to play for you and
with you. They have a good stage show
with a sound system to fill your ears

and a light show to keep the kinetics go-

ing. If you are still with me, I want you
to take note of this. NRBQ has played at

W.C. before. Yes, in soring, 1975. in a
situation similiar to this they played

here and there are students (one held

over on the five year plan) who still

rants about the show. No, it is not this

writer.

To tell you some more. Opening the
show for NRBQ and a welcome addition
to the show, is TELLURIDE. Telluride
is a four piece centered around John
Van Dyke and Dave Glazier (take the
two last names and you get the duo who
played here at W.C. foour or five times
in the last two years) . The band is fairly
new but they have been getting good
reviews in the Washington area, play-
ing at the Childe Harold, and
Desperatos among others. They should
get the feet warm for NRBQ.

Now you have read the article 4and
you say this writer is giving us a lot of

crap. Well, you are mistaken NRBQ
does cook but they cook only when they
have an audience to cook with which br-

ings me to the next point. NRBQ and
TELLURIDE are playing on a
Thursday night. Yes, there are classes

the next day and we encourage you to

attend. But, this is fair warning right

now. NRBQ are coming to play for you,

and your money is being spent anyway
to fund the majority of the cost of the

show, so do yourself a favor and get all

your work done before 8 p.m. on
Thursday and spend three or four hours
with your friends and NRBQ. It will be
a time not to forget.

So you think you're going to graduate? !

!

Graduation Announcements
• Available at the Bookstore#

5o for
$<

Treatingthe

disturbed

child
by KATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor
In a presentation entitled "Treating

the Severely Disturbed Child and
Youth" on Tuesday, April 10, Dr.

Nicholas J. Long concluded, "Emo-
tionally disturbed children can be
detected by age 5 or 6. There's hope for

these children, there's techniques for

treatment— what we need is political

action."

Long is Clinical Professor of Child

Psychiatry at Georgetown School of

Medicine and Professor of Special

Education at American University,

Washington, D.C.

The presentation consisted of a series

of videotapes showing children is

stress, supplemented by Long's ex-

planations and commentary. Part I of

the presentation included three ex-

amples of children in various states of

rage and depression. Long said that

"These tapes were designed to create

stress in the audience."

The first example showed a boy in a

state of rage in a classroom situation.

Long called this an "impulse
breakthrough where the boy gets out of

control of his feelings." Long em-
phasized the teacher's ability in this

case to control the child by remaining
"in control" herself, and the im-

portance of the group (classmates) in

helping or antagonizing the situation.

The second tape showed a boy in a

paranoid state, who spoke of his fear of

monsters in his distorted world. He said

"I have to get out. There's no place for

me." Long said that the boy had
developed a "self-fulfilling prophecy
that the world is out ot get him, a dillu-

sional system whether reality supports

it or not." Although this child was not

yet self-destructive but only in the ver-

bal stage, Long said that he needs in-

stitutional protection throughout
adolescence.

The third example was different from
the previous ones because, as Long
said, "This could happen to a normal
person." The boy in this tape became
angry in an art class, and a conflict

developed between child and teacher.

The difference between normal and ab-

normal anger. Long said, is the "fre-

quency, intensity and duration" of the

angry behavior.

The second part of the presentation

focused on a model to teach
psychologists and social workers how to

avoid a power struggle with the client.

An understanding of the "conflict cy-

cle" is the key to the treatment of

children is stress, according to Long.

He said that "You must avoid stress

yourself in order to help instead of

hurt."

The conflict cycle is a model that

demonstrates the cyclical nature of the

distrubed child's stress and behavior.

Basically, this model asserts that once
the child is in a state of stess that

causes negative or violent behavior, the

reaction of other people to the behavor
can cause more stress and worse
behavoir. In order to break the conflict

cycle, the teacher or psychologist must
learn not to enter into a power struggle

with the child.

Long's American University/Rose
School Teacher Training Program won
an award for Distinguished Achieve-
ment presented by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education. One of his widely known
projects was the national television

series of ten one-half hour shows en-

titled "Helping Troubled Children,"
which he planned, developed, and
hosted.

Long has several books to his credit,

has published dpzens of articles, and
has lectured at over fifty universities

and state conferences in the last five

years.
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Richmond House residents notified of acceptance
by BILL MORTIMER

With graduation so close, many
thoughts of future plans loom before the
students who will be ending their years
at. Washington College. For English
majors, Joanne Ahearn and Sue
Donelian, the prospect is more school-
ing and studying the thing they both
love: writing.

For Joanne, who will attend the
Unversity of Pennsylvania (on a
scholarship), a special program of ad-
vanced studies awaits . This progaram
will take four years to complete and
will give her a PhD in English. The pro-
gram takes only twenty people per year
and therefore, the course is quite com-
petitive . In additon to her literature

courses, Joanne will be taking courses
in Creative Writing and a Poetry
Workshop. "One of my courses in the
spring," she says, "is with (the poet)
Daniel Hoffman." The entire staff con-
sists of eminent instructors, including
Deidre Blair, Phillip Roth, and Lazar
Ziff, who gave lectures at Oxford dur-
ing the year Joanne studied there. Once
again, she will be taking courses from
him.

The junior year at Oxford played an
important part in Joanne's decision as
to her major. It "gave me a chance to

concentrate on English." While there

the tutorial system enabled Joanne to

pursue an intensified study of English
literature. The curriculum included
writing a paper per week, which was
then evaluated in the tutorial session.

All in all, Joanne found Oxford to be a

nioe way of life. She hopes to be able to

return some day for further study.

Joanne will graduate Sumna Cum
Laud. Washington College attracted
her because she "knew when I came
here that I wanted to specialize in

English and writing." So, she sums
up, "for me the college experience has
been ideal." In the three years which
she spent here, Joann edited, the Broad-
side during her sophomore year and is

presetnly poetry editor for the
Washington College Review.Although
she enjoys writing poetry, she wants to

write critical books and articles, and
she has done some work on short

stories. As far as potential careers go,

she would hope to teach English and
literature on the college level and even-
tually become a professor and literary

critic as well as a writer. Right now,
she wants to devote herself to the things

in life whcih she likes and thus concen-
trate on the things which are important
to her.

"I hope that I can live up to my great
expectations."

Brown University in Providence
Rhode Island is the immediate destina-
tion for Sue Donelian. She will take up
the writing program there, a two year
course working with several famous
writers. She will also be taking courses
in the arts, such that they will influence
her writing.

Poet, translator Edwin Honing,
whose interest in the arts can be seen in

his work, and is, in turn of interst to

Sue, will be one of her professors. She
chose Brown University for both its fine

staff and reputation as well as the fact

that it is close to Boston. As well, it is a
large school with 1,000 graduate
students and will thus give her a change
from the small school environment she
has known the past four years. As well,
Brown "encourages the arts; (they)
really seem to stress the overlapping of

certain disciplines," she says.

The writing program which she will

take will consist of approximately 15

students. "Because we both went to a

small school," Sue said of herself and
Joanne, "we both appreciate the fact

that attention will be given to our
writing on an individual basis." Even
though the class number may be small,

both 9irls will have the opinions and
Judgements of at least 3 or 4 other
writers who will be working with them.
Sue says that she would like one day

to go to Europe, especially England.
"But right now," she notes, "I think I'll

have to wait until I get out of sheool."
With more studies, Sue hopes her
perspective will broaden.
Looking forward to graduation, when

she will achieve her major in English
and minor in Art History, Sue is conti-

nuing her work on a volume of poetry,
as Joanne is. This past year has been
spent on editing the Broadside, which
she has found to be enjoyable primarily
because of interaction with other cam-
pus writers . With her Masters degree,
she would like to teach writing on the
college level, perhaps write book
reviews and articles, as well as con-
tinue with her poetry.

Graduate school is a result, partially,

of the fact that, as a writer, Sue felt that
she has some potential in the field, but
that the potential must be developed.
This can only be done through "more
studies and experience.

"

Concluding, Sue feels taht "Life
without poetry is like living in a Bleak
House. "If Sue and Joanne have their .

way then there is no fear of that. It does
not seem that they will face hard times.

Rising tuition becomes national phenomena
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Washington College students will be
greeted with a $300.00 increase in tui-

tion and room and board next year, but

WC isn't the only college that has raised

its rates. Inflation is forcing colleges

across the nation to rise tuition fees

even more than they did in the previous
term." Although comprehensive
surveys of the 1979-80 rates will not be
made until later in the year, an-

nouncements by dozens of individual in-

stitutions indicate a strong upward
trend particularly at private colleges

and universities," according to an arti-

cle by Jack Magarrell in the March 26

edition of The Chronicle of Higher
Education.

The article went on to state that most
of the fee hikes can be attributed to in-

flation.

Graduate without jobs
wuik wunin tic proves ol acaaemic, for

teaching and research are what they

have been prepared for. They haven't

found work because all of it is taken, by
the same tenured professors who
taught them and, in many instances,

urged them to pursue studies in the

humanities. Most of those few fortunate

enough to land instraetorships—at

shamefully low wages— find
themselves out on the street as soon as

decisions on tenure must be made, to be
replaced for a year or two by fresher

alumni of the doctorate factories.

The situation is worse for the doctoral

graduates than for the bachelors of arts

The government's consumer price in-

dex rose 9.3 per cent in the 12 months
ending in January, compared with 6.8

per cent in the previous such period.

Tuition rates at private, four-year
colleges and universities now average
$2,647. According to a 1978-79 survey by
the College Scholarship Service, that is

6.9 per cent higher than the 1977-78

average. For four-year public institu-

tions, the survey showed an average of

$651, up 4.8 per cent over last year. In
the past 10 years, average tuition rates

have risen 121 per cent at public institu-

tions and 91 per cent at private institu-

tions.

"Inflation has a particularly cruel

impact on private higher education, as
it tends to drive our expenses up much
faster than we can increase our non-
tuition sources of income," said Presi-

dent Robert H. Strotz of Northwestern
University.

"In general, all institutions are being
squeezed by rapia cost increases on one
hand and rapid cost increases on the

other," said Harvard University's

financial vice-president, Thomas
O'Brian. "As a result, student tuition,

the only discretionary item left in the

budget, has had to provide an increas-

ingly larger component of revenue."

According to Boston University's

President John R. Sibler, "Tuition In-

creases in this economy are a fact of

life for independent colleges and
universityies."

In a number of announcements of tui-

tion increases, trustees or ad-

ministrators claimed credit for staying

within President Carter's volunrary

price guidelines. Their usual inter-

pretation has been that the guidelines

may limit profits but do not require an
institution to lose money. The announc-
ed tuition increases, they added, were
necessary to avoid deficits.

While tuition rates and prices

generally have been rising, so has

average family income.

During last year's fight in Congress

over giving a tax break to persons who
pay tuition, a study by the Congres-

sional Budget Office indicated tuition

was taking a smaller share of family in-

come than it did 10 years earlier. Sup-

porters of the tax break cited another

study—by the Congressional Research
Service— indicating that family income
after taxes had not risen as rapidly as

tuition rates.
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for (he simple reason that their advanc-

ed degrees give them advanced—and
sometimes unrealistic—career expec-

tations. Their education, moreover, has

in its own way been every bit as

specialized as that of the computer ex-

perts; they cannot expect to enter jobs

outside their fields at levels for which

their degrees would seem to qualify

them, and they are often overtrained

for whatever work they can find within

their fields—research assistahtships,

for example, or lower level teaching.

A number of questions are raised by
this, perhaps the most basic being the

extent to which higher education must
be responsible for directing students In-

to studies that will i

employment. Holding as we do to the

oldfashioned view that an education is

something to be persued for its own
worth, we nonetheless look with
disfavor on the practice in some univer-

sities of encouraging students to seek
advanced degrees that are, purely in

terms of finding jobs, dead ends; they

are encouraged, need It be said,

because their enrollment assures the

perpetuation of the degree programs in

question and the jobs of those who con-

duct them.
Even the best and brightest students

should be cautioned, before they under-

take Intensified studies in Renaissance
poetry or Slavic literature, that unless

the academic Job market changes

Easter Concert
Sunday, April 15
4 p.m. in Smith Auditorium

featuring the Washington College Chorale,

directed by Kathy Mills and the WC Recorder

Ensemble, directed by Amzie Parcell.

Free and Open to the Public ..

radically they probably will not find the

work they want; the colleges ought also

to take hard looks at degree programs
that are not leading a respectable

percentage of graduates into directly

related careers.

We say that with little enthusiasm,

for in the best of worlds, in our view,

scholarship of all varieties would
flower in abundance. But a great many
exceedingly talented young men and
women are now spending large

amounts of time, money and emotion in

pursuit of careers that almost certainly

will be denied them; it Is time that so-

meone helped them make realistic deci-

sions that can forestall disappointment,

disenchantment—and unemployment.
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Sue Bennet connecLs with the ball for a double Id a game that saw the

Sborewomen victorious against Wesley by a score of 33 over 3

Baseball: hot and cold

Up and down Shore stickers

down FDU, fall to Lehigh
byHOWARD BAUER

Sports Editor

The inconsistency which had aged

WC's lacrosse team throughout its first

four games continued this past week as

the Shoremen dominated FDU-Madison
by 10-5 on Sat.. April 7 and then were
edged by Lehigh in overtime on
Wednesday, 11-10.

Coach Bryan Matthews' Shore ten

jumped on the host Jersey Devils hard
in the early going, building a 6-0

halftime lead, and cruised to their se-

cond victory of the season. Despite

missing defenseman Frank Felice,

middie Jon Green and attackman/mid-
fielder Jess Bacon the Shoremen
played "a very good first hair

-

ac-

cording to their coach.

i have no complaints about the

game," added Matthews, ''although I

was somewhat disappointed that we let

down in the second half."

Greg Schaffner and Bill Hamill
helped push the Shoremen into the lead

which they maintained at 8-2 after three

periods. The aforementioned veterans

pumped home 3 goals apiece but

recieved help from newcomers Pete
Jenkins and Bob White who each not-

ched 2. Schaffner added 3 assists on the

day.

Jim Bradley stepped into Felice's
spot on defense and played well. Mat-
thews also praised the play of Don Pen-
nington, the defensive "fourth man".
Tim Hart was his usual steady self in

goal with 14 saves
However, it was an entirely different

story when WC traveled north to tackle
the Engineers of Lehigh. Although
Lehigh has been playing lacrosse since
1888. the school has fielded less than
overpowering squads in past years.
The Shoremen started slowly and

didn't get unlracked until late "in the
game, falling behind 4-1 after 15

minutes of play As poorly as the Shore
played in the first half. Matthews'
squad found itself down only 6-5 at
halftime The quick goals by the
Engineers to open the second half ex-
tended the lead to 9-5, before WC
retaliated.

The Shore defense stiffened though,

and Pete Jenkins and Jess Bacon led

the rally which tied matters and set up
sudden death overtime. Bacon and
Jenkins finished with 3 goals each.

After seeing his squad's record drop
to 2-4 on the season, Matthews was at a

loss to explain WC's inconsistency. "1

can offer any one of a number of ex-

cuses," he added, "but there are

several key players we count on, and
when they aren't playing well, I" can't

expect our younger guys to play well
. '

'

In WC's defense, injuries may indeed

be playing their part in the Shore
troubles. Frank Felice was again not

able to suit up, as was Bob White. Jess

Bacon and Lecky Haller played hurt at

Lehigh, and Paul Hooper has not totally

recovered from illness.

Explanations aside, WC faces an
uphill fight to make the Division II

NCAA playoffs now. With five games
remaining, two against Division I op-

position, the Shoremen must pull

together. "We've got to improve our
play, or we'll be right out of playoff con-

sideration," surmised Matthews. "Out-
side of Roanoke, the rest of the tourna-

ment slots will boil down to a real

dogfight." A team with a poor record

may be selected only on the basis of

who they beat," he continued. Mat-
thews was referring to UMBC, now only

2-5 and Salisbury State at 2-6.

With games coming up with UMBC
and Towson State, tournament
favorites both, a big Snore upset could

go a long way for WC's chances. WC
cannot afford to look ahead, though, as

they travel to Newark on Saturday to

take on Delaware's rapidly improving
Div. I squad. The Blue Hens have
defeated both UMBC and Towson thus
far, and are coming off at a 12-10

triumph over Princeton.

Saturday will prove a stern test for

the Shoremen. Matthews is fast finding

out "there are no bad college lacrosse

teams around now," and WC no longer

ranks as a big fish in the Div. II pond,

ready to devour the palsies.

by DAN
Just when everything was beginning

to come together during a doubleheader
sweep of Haverford College Saturday,
the Shoremen turned around and lost

two close ones to Ursinus Wednesday
afternoon. Early in the season the pro-

blem was in the field, as the Shoremen
gave away games with errors. In the

Ursinus losses, the pitching staff pro-

ved below par with Arch Hoopes and
Dan Barbierri allowing seven runs
apiece. The hitting continues to be con-

sistent, but a winning season will de-

pend on everything coming together.

WC started off its five-game homes-
tand with a merciless slaughter of

Galludet. The Shoremen turned 18 hits,

13 walks and some comical fielding by
Galludet into a 22-4 romp. Ed Athey
worked his entire team into the game
when the outcome was no longer in

doubt. "After awhile I was hoping our

guys would go down easy so we could go
home." commented the Coach after the

marathon was over.

A six-run second was all starting pit-

cher Arch Hoopes needed, but the

Shoremen tacked on 16 insurance runs
just for the heck of it. Athey's starting

outfield accounted for 14 of
Washington's 22 runs. Left-fielder Tim
Fagan led the way with 4 hits and 5

RBI's on the day. Sophomore Chris
Old Man" Kiefer also knocked in five

runs with a two for four day at the plate.

While Scott Rutter drove in four with
two singles and a walk. Galludet
managed four runs on nine hits, but

they had little in the way of pitching and
their fielding was hopeless.

A cold, windy Saturday brought MAC
rival Haverford into Chestertown for an
important doubleheader. WC showed
what it can do by playing like a team
and taking both games by scores of 5-0

and 3-1. Lefty Arch Hoopes was in his

best red-headed form with a four-hit

shutout in game one. Everybody in the

starting lineup had at least one hit ex-

cept for Bucky Buchanan who still

managed to get on base and score a run.

Hardhitting Bruce Abbott had a perfect
three for three day and at days end led

the team with a .437 batting mark.
Hoopes and Haverford's Tom Vor-

rhas had a scoreless pitching duel going
until WC came to bat in the bottom of

the sixth. Singles by Rutter and Dwyer
were followed by RBI singles off the

bats of Abbott and Steve Wilkinson.

Buchanan reached on an error bringing
up Chris Kiefer who cracked an RBI
single to left. Another error and two
more hits gave the Shoremen a five run
lead and a chance to rest up for game
two.

Dan Barbierri, the other half of

Athey's one-two punch, allowed only

HUDSON
one run and three hits with an im-

pressive performance in the second

game. WC chipped away with single

runs in the second, fourth and sixth inn-

ings. The Shoremen only managed four

hits for the game, but four Haverford

errors helped the course. The lead-off

duo of Rich Schatzman and Tim Fagan
accounted for the third and final run in

the Shoreman sixth. Schatzman sent a

booming double to the center-field

fence and Fagan promptly knocked him
in with a single into right field. Haver-

ford went down quietly in the seventh

and the Shoremen had a sweep.

Ursinus took two games by scores of

7-5 and 8-7 in Wednesday's beautiful 65

degree weather. Arch Hoopes lost his

control in the second inning of game
one. After four walks and four hits, Ur-

sinus had jumped ahead 6-0 and the

Shoremen couldn't catch up. A sole

home run down the left field line by

Scott Rutter and a two run cannon-shot

by Buchanan closed the gap to 7-3 in the

fourth. After chipping away for two

more in the sixth, WC had a chance to

tie it up in the seventh, but Kiefer flied

out to left to end the game leaving the

bases loaded. Bucky Buchanan had an
excellent game going four for four with

a fourbagger and three singles.

Barbierri started the second game
and gave up two runs in the first inning.

The sho'men bounced back quickly

however and scored five times in the

opening frame. After a lead-off walk to

Schatzman and a single by Fagan, Scott

Rutter drove run number one across

with a clean single to left. Wilkinson
reached after getting hit by a pitch and
the sacks were loaded for Buchanan
who promptly drove a two run double
into the left field fence. Chip Almoney
grounded out to third before Chris
Kiefer drove a two-run single right up
the middle of the infield.

Barbierri handled Ursinus well over
the next four innings, but in the sixth

things turned rotten. Ursinus erupted
for five runs off Barbierri to go ahead
7-5. They added one more off relief man
Mark Naser in the seventh to make it

8-5. The Shoremen again closed the gap
in the seventh. Kieffer lef off with a
home run over the left-field fence to cut

the lead to two. Schatzman reached on
a single and scored on Rutter's groun-
dout. The tie run was cut down at the

plate when Tim Fagan tried to score

from second on a Rich Dwyer hit.

WC had a chance to win both games,
but a lack of some clutch hitting ruined
things. The Shoremen are 5-6-1 on the

season and have the weekend off before
travelling to Fairleigh Dickinson on
Wednesdav.

Netmen's first win brings
season record to 1-7

Washington College's young tennis

team won its first victory of the season
last Thursday, blanking Gallaudet Col-

lege, 9-0, here.

Paul Galli swept No. 1 singles, 6-1,

6-3. Lucius Sinks was pressed at No. 2,

but won the vital third set, 6-2, after tak-

ing the first, 6-4, then bowing in the se-

cond, 5-7.

Nubi Duncan swept No. 3, 7-6, 6-3. Bill

Johnson captured No. 4, 6-3, 6-0. Dave
Stier took No. 5, 6-0, 6-1, and Mark
Dugan wrapped up No. 6, 6-4, 6-3.

Galli and Sinks combined to win the
No. 1 doubles, 6-3, 6-1. Johnson and Stier

swept No. 2 doubles, 6-3, 7-6. Ouncan and
junior Bill McGorm from Westport.
Conn., won the final No. 3 match, 6-0,

and 6-1, to complete the 9-0 sweep.
The Shore netmen hosted a strong

Gaverford College team Saturday, go-
ing down to 9-0 count. Galli played well
at Nol 1, bowing 6-1 in the opening set,

but pressing the Fords' Paul Hoffstein,
7-5, before losing in the second.

Bill Johnson at No. 4, pressed his man
before bowling, 6-3, 6-2.

Washington's season record is now
1-7. Tom Finnegan's squad travel to
Fairleigh Dickinson next Wednesday.

Women's Crew trounces Trinity
by JEFF

This past weekend was one of misfor-
tune for the WC crew with one notable
exception. Due to a combination of high
winds and a low tide, there was not
enough water to launch the boats. The
race, called by some," The First An-
nual Chester River Regatta",, would
have been the largest race ever held at

Washington College.

The next day, however, the women's
crew trounced Trinity College by 24

WXLGIS
seconds over a shortened course. WC
showed good form as they powered
away from their opponents at the start.

They were assured victory when one of

their opponents had some trouble with

her oar This win marks the first of the

season for the WC crew.

Tomorrow the women's crew travels

to Wesleyan, while the men race

Stockton State at home, hopefully.
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Apollo 11 astronaut draws

full house to Hynson
by PETETURCHI

Apollo 11 Astronaut Michael Collins Is welcomed to Washington College by
William James Forum President Bob Akeson

Young, Drinks, Baldwin

win SGA election
byA.J.VILLANI

Sophomore Jay Young swept the elec-

tion for next year's Student Govern-

ment Association presidency with 170

votes Tuesday. The current SGA trea-

surer defeated challenger Geoff

Rogers, who got 127 votes and write-in

candidate Dan Duff, who got 73, An ad-

ditional 83 write-in votes for various

students was reported in the presiden-

tial race.

Joining Young's administration will

be Vice President Paul Drinks, Trea-

surer Bob Hockaday, Social Chiarman
Bill Baldwin. Assistant Social Chair-

man Mike Dixon, and Secretary Joy

Chamberlin.
Drinks took the vice-presidency over

challengers John (Toby) Townsend,

Randy Watson, and Walter Foraker.

Drinks received a plurality by taking

217 of the 385 ballots. Townsend
received 126 votes, Watson 14, Foraker

25, and three additional ballots sup-

ported write-in candidates

In the only other contested race, Bill

Baldwin defeated Joyce Grinvalsky 241

to 114 for the social chairmanship. None

of the unopposed candidates were

unseated in the election. Hockaday
received 234 votes for treasurer, and 79

votes for write-in candidates opposed

him. Chamberlin won the secretariat

with 326 votes. In the uncontested elec-

tion for assistant social chairman, Mike

Dixon received 180 votes. Twentyfour

write-in votes were also recorded.

1979-80 administration speaks out:

Young stated that he believes next

year's executive board will be one

which he will "easily be able to work

with." He went on to say that his

primary concern will be "to broaden

the scope of the SGA." Young feels the

SGA should take "a much more active

role in regard to the overall working

and policies of Washington College. It

will be necessary to achieve a strong

organization within the administration

itself. All members of the SGA will have

to be active, contributing and moti-

vated."

Young intends to delegate to the

members of the executive board "large

responsibilities for which they will be

personally responsible." The
president-elect also intends to have the

SGA investigate its financial standing

as well as that of the institution in order

to "correct the somewhat depressed at-

mosphere that now exists as far as the

lack of some facilities (such as a pool)

is concerned.

As Vice-president, Drinks hopes to

encourage "more student input into the

academic life of the college." He is is

hoping that the majors will elect

representatives to the Student Acade-

mic Board who will "like to work and

relay messages to their constituents.

Drinks, who will chair the SAB as SGA
Vice Presdient, hopes to make that

body "more responsive to student at-

titudes." And he wishes to stress the

role of the college "as an academic in-

stitution."

Baldwin, as social chairman elect,

stated that he is looking forward to next

vear and already has a few bands in

mind. He would like to help make possi-

ble as many dances as were held this

year, but he hopes to increase atten-

dance at SGA-sponsored events. "Tur-

nout was bad this year, possibly due to

the student attitude toward cheap

bands," Baldwin suggested. He
believes a poll taken to discover student

preferences might help alleviate the

problem.
Hockaday stated that "as treasurer, I

will set up a committee to see where

every penny of the student activity fee

goes." He also plans to move to obtain a

larger allocation for the SGA from this

fee. IS13.00 per student from this fee

currently funds the SGA; the fee of

S78.00 per student per semester is also

distributed to various areas, such as

student publications.)

Next year's treasurer will also com-

pile a club directory with a list of plan-

ned activities for each club in order to

watchdog the SGA's club allocations,

"We're not going to make any free han-

douts," Hockaday stated.

The last lecture of the school year

sponsored by the William James
Forum drew an overwhelming crowd of

nearly 150 space enthusiasts and in-

terested members of the public. The
talk, given by astronaut Michael Col-

lins, was entitled "Our Future In

-S Space," but actually concerned the
** development of the United States'

$ space program and current research as

V^well.
* Collins vast knowledge of the space
§ program and the sciences involved with

it aided him in giving a smooth presen-

tation, which was accompanied for a

half-hour by a film of the Mercury,

Gemini, Apollo, Skylab and Enterprise

stages of this country's development in

manned rocketry. Although the last

real manned space flight was in 1975,

Collins believes the program is very

much alive, citing the Enterprise

space-shuttle experiments on land as

work in progress. The Enterprise shut-

tle, originally scheduled to be released

late this year, will now probably be sent

into space sometime in 1980.

Although Collins obviously knew
quite a bit about the technical aspects

of the space programs, he seemed most

interested in trying to convey his feel-

ings about the experiences which he

and few other humans have had—that

of seeing the earth from very far away
for example. Collins described the

earth as "About the size of your thumb-

nail" in outer space. He went on to say

that it was "very fragile... it looked like

a beacon light for as far as (we) could

see."

As far as the future of the space pro-

gram, Collins said that "Hopefully

more maturity and efficiency will be

evident in our use of space," Specific

projects include the aforementioned

shuttle, which would take satellites to

and from outer space and therefore,

make satellites much cheaper and

easier to build. Collins briefly men-

tioned that many doctors believe that a

study of a human being in weightless-

ness could reveal a lot about the body.

and some manufacturers believe that

some processes, such as crystal-

growing, could be better done in space
than on earth. These are just two ex-

amples of the unexplored possibilities

of our continued space program.
Before making definite predictions as

to where the space program will lead

us, Collins said that in just 66 years man
has progressed from the first flight to a

landing on the Moon, and although we
often overestimate our progress in the

near future, we usually underestimate

our possibilities for long-term
achievements. The astronaut then went
on to say that power stations in space

could be controlled by remote control or

a panel of a few dozen specialists, and

this could be a solution to the energy

problem. There are also plans for entire

cities at points called "Libration

Points" between the sun and the

moon—places where the forces exerted

on a mass by the two bodies are equal,

and therefore, cancel out. Structures at

these points, out of the earth's shadow,

could collect solar energy and beam it

to the earth. Also, satellites as we know
them today could be used to a greater

extent in predicting climactic changes,

currents and ocean depths, and other

natural phenomenon.
When asked about current public sup-

port of the space project, Collins said

that the public "was probably more en-

thusiastic about the program than it

should have been at some times, and at

other times, has not been enthusiastic

enough. We should see the actual mis-

sions as routine, but what they are

achieving is very exciting. The astro-

naut's lecture was good-humored,

though possibly short on preparation,

and his excitement and enthusiasm

about his subject was successfully

transmitted to the audience. Although

several times in the lecture Collins said

he would be ready immediately to

return to outer space, he also said,

"From the time I was ten I always

wanted to go to Mars, I was never real-

ly interested in the moon."

Next vear's SGA Administration: Social Chairman BUI Baldwin. Secretary Joy

Chamberlain; President Jay Young; Vice President Paul Drinks. Not. Shown

are Treasurer Bob Hockaday and Assistant Social Chairman Mike Dixon
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Exactly one month from today a graduating Washington Col-

lege senior is going to be approximately $17,000.00 richer. The
world's largest undergraduate literary award, the Sophie Kerr
Prize, will be given to the student deemed to have "the best abili-

ty and promise for future fulfillment in the field of literary

endeavor."

The Sophie Kerr Committee is urging students interested in

the prize to submit samples of their writing for consideration —
although no formal application is required. Student writers other

than poets or novelists should not hesitate from making
themselves known to the Committee since the prize can be

awarded for writing proficiency in any field including jour-

nalism and scientific and historical research, according to Com-
mittee Chairman Dr. Nancy Tatum.

During tne nine years since the prize was instituted, however,
most of the recepients won for creative writing. A survey con-

ducted last spring shows that only the first winner of the prize is

professionally involved with creative writing presently in her
work as a writing teacher. The other winners have gone into

diverse occupations; one is even working in medicine in South
America, but most are now involved in public relations or jour-

nalism.

This trend reflects a world in which communication has
become so important that literary excellence is no longer a re-

quirement only for poets and fiction writers. We hope the Sophie
Kerr Committee keeps this in mind when it decides whose career
to subsidize in May.

Senior requirement proposal

still sparks controversy

among department heads

?0n*tte 7?€£te3>i+*vjoj([

^5JB1

The Student Judiciary Board
Tuesday night found Car! Behrens guil-
ty of violation of the College's motor
vehicle policy, and fined the freshman
$20.

Behrens, who pleaded guilty, was
aJso told to leave his motorcycle at
home for the remainder of the
semester.

Freshman Kurt Wagner was placed
on official warning for the semester
Wednesday when the Student Judiciary
Board found him guilty of destruction of

college property.

Wagner, charged with knocking down
a fire exit sign in Caroline House, must
also pay the damage cost.
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byJOHNWHARTON
A resolution passed by the Academic

Council last semester regarding
guidelines for senior requirements is

still a subject of controversy among
department chairmen.
The resolution, passed by a slim

margin in December, requires depart-

ment chairmen to prepare seniors ade-

quately for completion of the senior

project. Chairmen were requested to

hold sessions with the student majoring
in their department and send them
notices of deadlines, study materials,

and the basic requirements for gradua-
tion.

One department chairman who Is

concerned by the resolution is Dr.
Edgar Gwynn, Chairman of the Biology
Department. "It doesn't make sense
from my viewpoint," said Gwynn, in-

dicating that the Biology Department
may have to drop the option of a
research problem as a senior require-

ment. "Everybody's going to have to

take the comprehensive (examina-
tion)," he asald. If the Biology pro-

fessors are required to supervise the

seniors in their "individual research,"
then the option will be f dropped as ac-

cording to Gwynn, "That which
becomes ridiculous, becomes extinct."

However, Gwynn noted that the
"obscure thing called academic
freedom" may be utilized by the
department, as he feels the resolution is

simply a "suggestion". He Indicated

that the Biology department has made
no decision yet on what changes will be
made in the department's senior re-

quirements, if any.

Dean Garry Clarke, Acting Director

of the Humanities Program, said that

each student has individual con-

ferences with him and is given a list of

books to study in preparation for the

comprehensive examination. While all

students majoring in the Humanities
take a general examination, the majors
are also tested In areas of their own
particular interests. They are given an
examination which consists of ques-

tions submitted by professors "which
have worked the closest with the stu-

dent involved." The examinations are

"individual tests", according to Clarke.

Dr. Robert Fallaw, Chairman of the

American Studies Program, noted that

as there have been sessions held with
students in the program and deadlines

mailed out to them in the past, "we
didn't change anything because of that

(the resolution)."

Dr. Michael Bailey, Chairman of the

Economics Department, was not dis-

turbed by the resolution either, as "we
were already doing most of those

things," he said. Despite the large

number of students majoring in

Economics, they spend "many hours
together" with their teachers in the

department preparing their senior pro-

jects.

The resolution does not go into effect

until the fall semester of this year, ac-

cording to Clarke. Senior requirements

in each major may change or remain
the same, depending on how closely

they now follow the resolutions

guidelines, and how the professors in

each department regard the resolu-

tion's significance.

Committee invites applications
The Sophie Kerr Committee reminds

all graduating seniors that it is time to

once again consider nominees for the

Sophie Kerr Prize. The monetary
award goes to the senior deemed by the

committee to have "the best ability and
promise for future fulfillment in the

field of literary endeavor."

The committee, comprised of all

faculty in the English Department and
Washington College President Dr.

Joseph McLain, also invited seniors to

submit any writing of theirs that they

would like to call to the committee's at-

tention and any statement about their

future plans for writing. Such submis-

sions should be handed to a member of

the English Department.
Although the committee does not

limit its consideration to material that

has been submitted to it, it wishes any

interested senior to have adequate con-

sideration. It would be convenient if all

submissions could be handed in during

the month of April, but the committee

hesitates to set an actual deadline, and
anyone having something that will not
be ready until early May should so
notify a member of the English Depart-
ment.

The Sophie Kerr Award is the largest
known undergraduate prize in the
United States. Bestowed on Art
Bilodeau last May, it was then in access
of S16,000. The award was established
through the will of the late authoress
Sophie Kerr Underwood who left a
large bequest to the school.

Half of the interest accumulated each
year on the bequest furnishes the prize.

The remaining interest is used, in part,

to bring guest lecturers to Washington
College, provide for a $1000 scholarship
to an incoming freshman who
demonstrates literary promise, and to

pursue other literary endeavors. The
Sophie Kerr Prize, as an award granted
on the basis of writing and literary

ability, is second in cash value only to

the Nobel Prize for Literature.
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Roving Reporter

The Future

QUESTION: (asked of graduating
seniors) What are your plans for the
future?

Photography and Interviews by Jim Graham

Daphne White, New York, New York-
Plans to work in New York for Conde

Nast ( Vogue) Publications

John Baden, Upper Marlboro,
Maryland-
Work, rest, and then, maybe after a

long while, go back to school.

Dickey Gray, Port Republic,
Maryland-
Plans to work in D.C. until January

" and then plans to go to law school

sometime thereafter.

Mimi Gugerty, Towson, Maryland—
"Get married (to Tom Wood), then

have lots (5) of little kids."

Don Pennington

Ron Hubbard, Baltimore, Maryland-
Go to graduate school next year or

take a year off and then go to graduate

school.

Don Pennington, Ellicott City,

Maryland—
"Relax, settle down, have kids, work

for the government and be a boy scout

leader."

Laurel Snode

Doug "Moondog" Magargey, Briggin
tine, New Jersey-
Plans to stay in the area and pursue a

career in yacht brokerage.

Laurel Snode, Alliance, Ohio—
"Become a topless waitress at

McDonalds in order to save money to go
into a convent."

Jastrzemski to study

at Oxford this summer
Program's high cost turns-off three other WC students

byJOHNWHARTON

KAs to participate

in Walk-a-Thon
by (CATHERINE STRECKFUS

News Editor

Four Washington College seniors

received acceptances from the British

Universities Summer Schools program
this month. Three of the four are

disturbed with the substantial cost of

the program and have made other

plans for the summer. Only one senior,

Sam Jastrzemski, will participate in

the six week session abroad.

The British Universities Summer
Schools program is composed of five

different universities in the British

Isles, each of which conducts^a seminar

every summer. The average cost of the

seminars is over $1,000 per student,

which includes room and board. The
topic of the seminar is different at each

school, but all five seminars occur dur-

ing the months of July and August.

While the program has been in ex-

istence since 1948, it was Dr. Peter

Tapke of the Philosophy Department
who brought the seminars to student at-

tention at Washington College. Dr.

Tapke sent away for several applica-

tions to the program, which he gave to

the students who requested them. He
noted that there was "quite a" good

response; seven or eight people came
by." According to Dr. Tapke, the

reason that more applications went out

this year than before was that "all they

( the students ) had to do was come down
here and take one."

Jean Dixon, one of the three who will

nol participate, said that "I have

always planned to go to England to

paint" but that she would forget the

seminar because her acceptance was
"based not on my academic credentials

but on the money I might worm out of

my parents."

Joanne Ahearn was also accepted to

the program but will not be par-

ticipating. She said that the program
was essentially "reputable," but that it

was also "a kind of rip-off." Susan
Donelian turned down her acceptance,

stating that, "I'm going to graduate
school and it's going to cost too much
money."
Sam Jastrzemski will attend a

seminar entitled "Britain: Literature,

History, and Society from 1870 to the

Present Day" this summer at Oxford
University in England. Said Jastrzem-
ski, "My understanding of English

literature is very negligab!e....The Ox-
ford program is an effort on my part to

make myself more competent." He in-

dicated that he had no particular voca-

tion in mind related to the seminar.

"It's just the experience more than

anything that I'm going for."

The British Universities Summer
Schools program at Oxford University

costs Si, 176 per student, including tui-

tion, room, and board for six weeks.

Whether or not the price is reasonable,

Jastrzemski is looking forward to the

trip, for if nothing else. "It will keep me
reading over the summer."

Twenty-six members of Kappa Alpha
Fraternity plan to walk in the Annual
Baltimore March of Dimes Walk-a-

Thon this Sunday, April 22.

Duane Marshall, KA President, said

that "Fraternitfes are always criticized

for contributing nothing but parties to

WC, but it's always been a tradition

with us to do something annually for

charity."

In recent years, KAs have given two

parties each year for underpriveleged

children of Chestertown registered with

Social Services, one at Christmas and
one in the Spring. This year, however,

Marshall said that the Walk-a-Thon will

substitute for the second party. He said,

"We thought since the parties only

reach one group of people, we would

have the Christmas party, and also do

the Walk-a-Thon to reach new people."

Marshall estimates that the fraterni-

ty well raise $800 to $1000 for the March
of Dimes. Students, relatives and

townpeople are sponsors for the various

participants.

Marshall added. "It will be a good

time, too. Projects like this draw the

fraternity together."

Anyone interested in being a sponsor

for the Walk-a-Thon may contact Mar-

shall or any KA member.

Dance Week begins Monday
National Dance Week, to be

celebrated April 23-29, will focus on br-

inging an awareness of dance to the

general public. The Washington College

Dance Company will kick off the week
with a performance on Saturday, April

21 at the Salisbury Civic Center as part

of the International Festival sponsored
by the India Association of the Eastern
Shore. The company will present four

dances from the repertory of their re-

cent Spring Dance Concert at two after-

noon performances.
Director of the company, Karen Lynn

Smith, will offer free ballet classes for

children and adults in the dance studio

of Cain Athletic Center on Tuesday,
April 24 at 5 p.m. (children) and 7:30

p.m. (adults). No previous experience
in dance is necessary. The classes will

be provided to expose dance techniques

to those who may have never had an op-

portunity to study dance or to those who
would like to brush up their present

skills.

The College library is also planning a
display of dance books, periodicals, and
photographs. The public is invited to

browse.
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PLEASE PRINT

Athlete's Name:

Street Address:

City/State/Zip

Sex Age

Return to

Shore Striders

c/o Towne Sporting Goods
High Street

Chestertown, Maryland 21620

Check for $3.50 payable to Shore Striders
Any questions call Marty Stetson 778-0569 or Rich

Gillin 778-4048.

In consideration of the acceptance of this entry to
the Chestertown 10-Miler I waive all claims for
myself, my heirs, and assigns against the Chestertown
10-Miler sponsors or promoters for injury or illness

which may result from my participation. I further
state that I am in proper physical condition to compete
in this race, and I am an amateur runner.

signature of runner
signature of parent (if under 18)

Date

For Official Use

|————

—

HAWAIIAN LUAU
Apr. 21 4:00-6:00

| Hula Dancing Limbo Contest
\

j- PRIZE CASEOFHEINEKEN
{

Dinner ROAST PIG !

I— I

Gillin organizes

Chestertown Tea Party

Ten-Mile Run
Several faculty members enter exclusive competition

by VIRGINIA KURAPKA

Since its inception three years ago,

the Chestertown Tea Party 10-mile race

has been organized by Dr. Richard
Gillin. This year the run will take place

May 26 at 9:30 and will go from High
Street towards Pomona and back.

The number of people participating

has increased tremendously each year,

so that registration this year will be

restricted to no more than 500,

•'although we don't think there will bet

that many runners," stated Gillin. So

far over 100 registrations have been

received even though there has not yet

been any advertising. More Chester-

town residents will be competing than

ever before, and a grcup of professors

from the College will probably be the

largest single group represented from

town. "There will be some fine racers

but there will also be a good number of

people who will run just to see if they

can make it," said Gillin.

Last year's winners trom the Naval

Academy are competing again this

year, but they will face stiff competi-

tion from Dave Cummings, winner 2

years ago, and Sean O'Conner. Dr. Jon

Miller, Associate Professor of

Philosophy, Dr. John Baxter Assistant

Professor of Physics, and Jeff Chaffin,

Reference Librarian, have also entered

the race, and "rumor has it that Dr.

Satek and Dr. Conkling may run," ad-

ded Gillin. Runners from as far away as

California and the Midwest may also be

present as in past years.

The race is sponsored by the Chester-

town Bank and Towne Sporting Goods
becuase although it would seem that a

foot race wouldn't cost anything, "there

is a host of hidden expenses," ac-

cording to Dr. Gillin, "like $65 for the

runners' numbers and $15 worth of safe-

ty pins." There will be a $3.50 entrance

fee, and the bank will cover any addi-

tional debt.

Everyone who enters receives a

"Chestertown Tea Party 10-mile run"

tote bag. Additional prizes are given to

the top 3 winners of each category: men
18-39, 40 and over; women 18-34, 35 and

over; runners over 18. The Mayor's,

trophy will also be presented.

The local Optimist Club donates

drinks for the runners at the finish line.

Support is also shown by those who give

out water along the way. Anyone who is

in Chestertown at that time who would

like to help or register should see Dr.

Gillin.

J- autd ^>noe S^tore

P.O. BOX 654—227 HIGH STREET

CHESTERTOWN. MARYLAND 21620

PHONE 778-2860

featuring personal service and expert

fitting, We carry a complete line of

men's and women's footwear, featur-

ing Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dexter, Mia,

Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse
and many more.
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Ellinghouse to be Commencement speaker*

First post humous award to go to Mrs. Boden

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

William M. Ellinghaus, President of
the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company since January, has been con-
firmed as guest speaker at this year's
commencement exercises, according to
Washington College President Joseph
H. McLain. A posthumous honorary
degree will also be conferred on
Washington College be °factress
Margurite Boden at th- .y 20 pro-
gram.

Born in Baltimore, Maryland, April
19, 1922, Ellinghaus graduated from
high school there in 1940. During World
War II he served in the U.S. Navy as
Sonarman 1st class. He began his
telephone career with The Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone Company of

Maryland as an installer at Baltimore
in August, 1940. After a variety of line
and staff assignments in the C&P
Telephone Companies, he was elected
vice president and director in 1960.

In March, 1965, Mr. Ellinghaus came
to the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company in New York as

assistant vice president in the planning
department. He was elected vice presi-

dent of marketing and rate plans in

February, 1967, and he was named ex-
ecutive vice president, rate planning
and government relations in April, 1970.

On September 1, 1970, he became presi-

dent of New York Telephone. Ell-

inghaus was elected AT&T vice chair-
man and a director of the Company on
April 1,1976.

Ellinghaus is a director of the J.C.
Penney Company, the International
Paper Company, Bankers Trust Com-
pany, and Bristol-Myers Company. He
is chairman of the Regional' Plan
Association and vice-chairman of the
New York Chamber of Commerce and

Industry. A trustee of Colgate Universi-
ty, St. John's University, the New York
Racing Association, and a member of
the Board of Governors of the
American National Red Cross, Ell-
inghaus is the recipient of honorary
Doctor of Laws degrees from St. John's
University, Pace University, Iona Col-
lege and the Polytechnic Institute of
New York. He also received an
honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
from Manhattan College, and a Doctor
of Business Administration from Curry
College.

The honorary degree to be conferred
on the late Mrs. Boden is the first

posthumous award the school has
given, according to McLain. Boden had
contributed over $75,000 to Washington
College since 1964 when her first gift of

$4,000 established the Louttit-George
Memorial Fund, which provides funds
for educational material in Early
American History as well as for the

Louttit-George Prize in American
History, awarded each year to a
graduating senior. She died of cancer
on July 20, 1977 at the age of 70.

Boden was active in historical writing
and the preservation of historical

buildings until a few years before her
death. A member of the Colonial Dames
of America since 1933, she was the
founder and first president of the Dia-
mond State Branch of the National
League of American Pen Women as
well as of its Bi-ennialSeminars of

distinguished lectures in colleges in

Delaware for the Society.

In 1964 she received a merit award
from the National Association for State

and Local History for preserving chur-

ches and other buildings in New Jersey,

Maryland, Pennsylvania and
Delaware. Hynson-Ringgold House, the

Water Street home of Washington Col-

lege's president, is one of the eighteenth

century mansions in which Boden took

interest.

From 1968 to 1974, Boden was an ad-

visor to the "Daughters of the

American Revolution Museum" in

Washington, D.C. She was decorated by

Queen Elizabeth II for the restoration

of Anglican Churches in America in

1971. Three years later, Boden restored

and gave her ancestral home, "Mt.

Harmon Plantation" at World's End, in

Cecil County, Maryland to the "Na-

tional Trust for Historic Preservation."

Mrs. Boden was a member of over 80

hereditary and historical societies in

several states and was the president of

five such organizations.

In addition to the Louttit-George

Memorial Fund, Boden also established

the Spence-Benson History Scholar-

ships. The scholarship is awarded an-

nually to an upper-class student major-

ing in history. Several of the publica-

tions have also been contributed to the

Clifton Miller Library. Boden's

daughter, Kim Boden, will accept the

award for her.

"Wilderness Pursuits" set as topic

of last Lecture Series presentation
The final presentation of the Lecture

Series at Washington College will be a
"Wilderness Pursuits and Outdoor Liv-

ing Skills" seminar by Bud Herrman.
The public is invited to attend the April
25 lecture at 8:00 p.m. in Hynson
Lounge.

Comprehensive coverage will include

four seasons backpacking—clothing
and equipment; environmental con-

cepts; emergency backcountry first

aid; survival and trail techniques, and
physical conditioning. The talk will also

cover foods and cooking, low impact
camping techniques, rock climbing,

caving, white water techniques, cross-

country skiing, and nature

photography. A professional audio-
visual presentation is included.

Mr. Herrman is a professional

naturalist photographer and audio-

visual producer as well as Outdoor
Bducation Instructor. He has com-
pleted both undergraduate and Masters
studies in environmental education and
has backpacked and climbed in all ma-
jor mountain ranges in the continental

U.S. He is a certified first aid instructor

and Mountain Rescue Squad member
(Oregon and East Central States) and
has served on the National Ski Patrol.

He has taught backpacking and sur-

vival technique workshops for eight

years for the National Outdoor Leader-

ship School, University of Oregon, and
Outward Bound Programs. He is

founder of "Discovery Inc.", the D.C.
Chapter of "International Backpackers
Association," and founding nature
center director with the Arlington
County, Virginia Department of En-
vironmental Affairs.

The audience is invited to come
prepared with questions regarding
backcountry living skills, clothing and
equipment selection and repair, or

other outdoor education concepts in

order to increase their appreciation of

the natural environment and their con-

fidence, knowledge, and skills in out-

door living practices.

Hellwig

in recital
Senior math and music major

Christine Hellwig will sing the Hermit
Songs by twentieth-century American
composer, Samuel Barber, in a student

recital next Tuesday, April 24 at 8:30

p.m. in Tawes Theatre. She will be ac-

companied by Kathy Mills, Acting
Chairman of the Music Department.
The Hermit Songs are settings of

medieval texts which were found in the

margins of manuscripts copied by
monks. They reflect the idle musings
and secret daydreams of the monks
who must have spent many hours alone,

poring over religious texts. Miss
Hellwig, from Clinton, Maryland, has
sung in the Chorale and the Chorus dur-

ing the four years she spent here. She is

a voice student of John M. Klaus.

I——————————————————i
Wednesday 25

-Music Dept. Seminar: "Bach's Musical Offering", Betsy
J

Parcell - Fine Arts Ctr Room 9 - 4 p.m.

Thursday 26

-Baseball vs. Wilmington College - 3 p.m.

Friday 27

-Parents Weekend
-Film Series : BLOWUP - Smith Aud. - 7 : 30 p.m.

Saturday 28

-Parents Weekend, contd.
-Baseball (2) vs. Albright- 1 p.m.
-Women's Crew vs. Navy and Virginia - 1 p.m.
-Lacrosse vs. W. * L. -1:30 p.m.
-Honors Award Banquet - 6 :45 p.m. - Hodson
-Chorus Conert - Tawes Theater - 8: 30 p.m.

Sunday 29

-Ruth Quoos piano students recitals - Smith Aud. -3 p.m.& 4:

p.m.
-Film Series: BLOWUP - Smith Aud. 7:30 p.m.

Monday 30

Campus Calendar
Friday

I -Baseball (2) vs. Hopkins - 1 p.m.
• -Men's Tennis vs. Ursinus - 3 p.m.
I -Jay Vee Lacrosse vs. Wroxeter - 3 p.m.

J -Film Series: MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7: 30 p.m.

Saturday 21

• -Visitors&Governors Meeting - 10 a.m.

J -Track vs. Phila. Textile - 11 a.m.

5 -Men's Tennis vs. Hopkins - 1 p.m.
8 -Women's Softball vs. Cecil Co. C.C. - 1 p.m.

S -Lacrosse vs. UMBC - 1:30 p.m.

Sunday 22

• -Film Series: MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 24
• -Women's Softball vs. Del. Tech.&Georgetown 3:30 p.m.

Film Series: MURIEL - Smith Aud. - 7:30 p.m.

Student Recital - Tawes Theater - 8
: 30 p.m.

• -r um
i-Stude
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Should RAs be paid the minumum wage ?

Resident Assistants at Washington
College arepaid a stipend of$700 (or the

first year and $800 (or the second year,

and are entitled to such fringe benefits

as first choice of rooms on their halls. A
case in federal court, however, is

testing whether private colleges must
pay student RA s the federal minimum
wage of $2.90 per hour. The case could

have repercussion felt here. The in-

formation below is reprinted from the

March 19 edition of The Chronicle of

Higher Education.
Denver, Colorado—
A private liberal-arts college has

asked the U.S. district court here to rule

that federal efforts to enforce
minimum-wage standards for students

serving as residence-hall assistants

violates the institutions "First-

Amendment right to academic
freedom."

In taking that approach. Denver's

Regis College—a Catholic institution

enrolling about 1,000 students—is using

a relatively untested theory of Constitu-

tional law that has attracted much in-

terest among private-college leaders

concerned about excessive federal

regulation.

First Amendment Cited

The college's basic claim here, in

response to a civil suit by the U.S.

Department of Labor, is that it is pro-

tected under the First Amendment
from interference with its right to

"structure its integral operations."
'

In support. Regis cites the opinion of

Supreme Court Justice Lewis F. Powell

in the Bakke reverse-discrimination

case last year in which he noted "the

freedom of the university to make its

own judgments as to education."

Although academic freedom is "not a

specifically enumerated Constitutional

right," U has long been viewed as "a
special concern of the First Amend-
ment," Justice Powell observed.

Regis is seeking a summary judg-

ment of block enforcement of provi-

sions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.

It says the residentassistant program
has an educational purpose and that, in

light of the First Amendment, federal

officials have no right to tell the college

how to run it.

The students receive a $500 credit

toward their tuition each semester and
the use of a double room at single-room

rates. The college provides no other
enumeration and says it cannot ac-

curately determine how many hours
per week the assistants work, as
federal regulations require.

Application of the wage-and-hour
rules would place the program in an
"employer-employee mold," the col-

lege maintains, and thus would alter

the educational "tone" and "relation-

ship" it wants to have with the

assistants.

The students serve mainly as "first-

line counselors" and peer leaders in the

dormitories, explains Thomas A. Em-
met, Jr., special assistant to the presi-

dent at Regis. "Clearly it's an educa-

tional experience— it was designed as

such," he says.

An agreement the college has been

asking the assistants to sign since 1977

says the program is primarily for their

benefit and is "not an employment rela-

tionship." However, an earlier version

of the agreement used the terms
"employment" and "job description"

discussing in their role.

Claims totaling some $30,000 over a

three-year period are at stake in the

case, according to James H. Barkley, a

Labor Department lawyer. At least 53

resident assistants from 1975-76 to

1977-78 would be eligible for back pay if

the government prevails, he says. Pre-

sent assistants also might be covered.

Mr. Emmet says the college decided

to fight the suit because of the principle

involved, rather than because of finan-

cial considerations.

Most minimum-wage claims are set-

tled out of court.

It is not known how many other in-

stitutions might benefit from a court

decision in Regis's favor. Hcwever,
sources familiar with the case think the

ruling could have wide-spread reper-

cussions, particularly if it supports the

college's First Amendment claim.

James D. Condie, housing director at

the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill and president of the

Association of College and University

Housing Officers, says the case could

have "enormous" consequences involv-

ing "millions of dollars."

"Higher education is not a primary
target" of the Labor Department's
wage-and-hour investigators, he says,

"but when they find an area they think

is vulnerable, their practice has been to

go in and hit the institution
"

Department officials say the suit

against Regis is an "isolated" matter
with no broad policy implications for

other institutions. Mr. Barkley
acknowledges, however, that a defeat

for the government would be "very
significant" and would surely be ap-

pealed.

Since 1976, when the Supreme Court
exempted state and municipal
employees from federal minimum-
wage provisions, public colleges and
universities have not been held accoun-
table under the Fair Labor Standards
Act, although many of them are
covered by comparable state laws.

The current federal minimum wage
is S2.90 per hour. It is scheduled to go to

S3.10 next year and to $3.35 in 1981.

Federal standards also require at least

1 and one^half times the usual pay rate

for work beyond 40 hours a week.

Walter S. Marx, enforcement direc-

tor of the Labor Department's Wage
and Hour Division in Washington, says

the chances that it will change its policy

on public colleges are "very slim." But

according to Mr. Barkley, inclusion

once again of resident assistants at

public colleges has not been ruled out.

Previously, campus housing officers

report a number of public institu-

tions—as well as private col-

leges—were required to make sizeable

back payments to residence-hall

assistants. Settlement figures reported-

ly went as high as $140,000.

Cost of Record Keeping
College officials have been concerned

that the greatest cost of complying with

federal rules lies in keeping records of

time worked. In the case of resident

assistants, they contend, it is not clear

when the students are actually on the

job.

"Are they working when they're play-

ing intramural football?" asks one

housing officer "It's not an easy

issue."

In the past two fiscal years, ac-

cording to Mr. Marx, the Labor Depart-

ment has made 313 investigations of

wage-and-hour practices at private col-

leges. Claim payments during that

period topped $1.5 million, but how
much of that went to residence-hall

assistants could not be determined.

In many cases, colleges can get per-

mission to pay fulltime students 85 per

cent of the minimum wage. Regis's

lawyer, A. Thomas Elliott, Jr., says the

college had deliberately declined to re-

quest that option for its resident

assistants because "we don't think

they're employees."
Violating Due Process

In addition to its First Amendment
claim, Regis is using two other Con-

stitutional arguments against the

Labor Department. One is that applica-

tion of federal standards to its resident

assistants but not to those at public in-

stitutions violates the dueprocess
clause of the Fifth Amendment.
The other argument is that the

department is in violation of due pro-

cess by applying the term "employees"
to resident assistants but not to college

athletes and other students who receive

"legally indistinguishable forms of

financial aid." In the only other case of

its kind, Marist College in Poughkeep-
sie, N.Y., was directed by a federal

district court in 1977 to pay some $6,000

in back wages to students working as

residence-hall coordinators and ad-

visers. Constitutional arguments were
never considered in that case, however,

and the college declined to appeal the

ruling.

Cabaret set

for Thursday
Internationally famed
couple to perform

"What A Life: Songs and Thoughts of

Our Time," a Cabaret performance by
Herbert and Eva Nelson will be
presented Thursday, April 26 at 8:30

p.m. in Tawes Theater. The program,
sponsored by the Washington College

Lecture Series as a "Robert Julian

Emory Memorial Fund" Lecture, will

include piano, songs, monologues, and
some multi-media special effects.

Herbert and Eva Nelson are ex-

ponents of literary, satirical cabaret,

an art form that was born in Paris and
later flourished in Berlin and other

cities. Since this is the U.S. and the time
the seventies, the Nelsons call their

cabaret "an American experience in

the European tradition." Their pro-

gram includes a brief history of the

cabaret in Europe, with songs, and then

shifts to our own era with songs and
monologues that comment on the

trends of our time.

Lyricist-composer-monologist
Herbert Nelson is the son of Rudolph
Nelson, one of the founders of cabaret
in Berlin. He became his father's

lyricist while still in his teens and has
been writing his own cabaret material

ever since. In 1933, the Nelsons
emigrated to Amsterdam where they

opened their own theater and produced
a series of cabaret shows until the out-

break on WWII.
During the Nazi occupation, Herbert

Nelson established an 'underground

cabaret' which—under the protection

on the Dutch resistance—remained
undetected until the Allied liberation in

May, 1945. In 1947 he emigrated to the

U.S. where he began writing special

material for American nightclub per-

formers. He married in 1948, and with

his wife, the chansonniere Eva Nelson,

has been performing cabaret ever

since.

Drama Depf.s

CRIMEON
GOATISLAND
On April 20, 21, 22 the Washington Col-

lege department of drama will open to

the public a rehearsal in progress of

Ugo Betti's contemporary Italian play,

CRIME ON GOAT ISLAND tonight,

Saturday, and Sunday. The play will be
presented as a work in rehearsal using

the minimum stage requirements
necessary for the actor to develop and
rehearse a role.

The object of such an approach is to

enable the audience to see and ex-

perience the working progress of a play

at a point in time just prior to the final

synthesis of the various elements that

constitute a full production. The em-

phasis is on the actors in pre-

performance, rehearsal conditions

rather than on the more fixed, final pro-

duct that an audience encounters.

Ugo Betti is generally considered se-

cond only to Luigi Pirandello as the

most important dramatist to write for

the modern Italian theatre. Through
the twenty-five plays that he wrote
from 1926 until his death in 1953, Betti

created a style of symbolic drama that

is uniquely his own. The dramatic situa-

tion in CRIME ON GOAT ISLAND is

man's encounter with the problem of

evil in himself and in others. Through
this situation, Betti forces his

characters to face their own sense of

guilt and moral responsibility and to

realize the human need for justice, the

human capacity to struggle with ex-

istence, and the power of the imagina-

tion.

The rehearsals will begin in Tawes
Theater at 8 p.m. There will be no

charge for admission, but seating will

be very limited. For more information,

please call 778-2800, extension 268.
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Fall expresses concern for Title IX
Change in bill could damage status of women's sports

by SUSANFARACE

Recently, there has been a con-

siderable lobbying effort in

Washington, D.C. that could have a

significant impact of the future of

women's athletic programs in educa-

tional institutions across the nation.

The controversy centers around Title

IX of the Education Amendments Act of

1972, and certain members of the

Washington College community,
especially Director of Women's
Athletics Penny Fall, are very con-

cerned.

Title IX states, "No person in the

United States shall, on the basis of sex,

be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance." Since most in-

stitutions receive some sort of federal
allowance, this law affects a tremen-
dous proportion of athletic programs
throughout the country.

This provision, along with an

enlightened attitude on the part of

many, has been a major stimulus to the

growth of women's athletics, according
f Miss Fall. However, a number of the

Division I schools (the main schools

with large money-making athletic

teams) are trying to initiate a large lob-

bying push in Washington in an attempt

to have the athletic portion of Title IX
eliminated or to block funding for this

portion of the Act. In effect, these

schools are seeking to exclude money-
making sports from the Act.

Fall feels that the major reason these
schools are lobbying for this change is

economic; they don't want "their"
money going to women's sports. The re-

mainder of the effort Is probably just

prejudice against women's athletics,

she says.

The Association of Intercollegiate

Athletics for Women (AIAW) Is trying

to organize a grass roots movement to

let« Congress and members of ad-

ministrative departments know that

they are dead set against putting the

damper on women's sports. The AIAW,
which is similar to the male-dominated
National Collegiate Athletic Associa-

tion (NCAA) in terms of controls and
programs, is at a marked disadvantage
because of lower funds and also

because most athletic directors are
men.

The Title means that women should
have the opportunity to have equitable

athletic programs. This does not mean
that women want every sport just

because men have these sports, but

rather, if women choose to have a cer-

tain sport, it should be comparable to

the men's in terms of access to

facilities, coaching staff, financial

backing, equipment, and suitable

scheduling.

Fall admits that the Impact of the Ti-

tle IX controversy will not be as great

at Washington College as at larger

schools because of the smaller numbers
of students and programs and because
of the "basic fairness of Mr. Athey and
Dean Clarke."

Fall sees her efforts in this controver-

sy as basically from a human rights,

anti-discrimination point of view rather

than from an economic one. "My con-

cern is not just for the women at

Washington College, though obviously

they are my immediate concern, but

I'm personally concerned for my niece

who's a good tennis player... I feel other

people's kids should have the opportuni-

ty to reach their potential. ..The fact

that somebody, even though skilled,

would be denied the opportunity to do
this because of a discriminatory policy

is incredible."

Although Fall and a number of

women and men on campus are

frustrated by this recent lobbying, they

are not inactive. A group of the women
athletes met recently to discuss mail-

ings, dispersion of fact sheets, and
possible participation in a march in

Washington later this month.

Shore stops Stockton State

on Chester River
byBART NATHAN

Last Saturday the Washington Col-
lege Men's Crew finally had a home
race, but not without some difficulty.

First of all, the day before the race,

Senior Bill Skelton, Varsity number 7,

pulled a cartilage in his ribs. This put

him out for the rest of the year. Then,
on race day, the visiting team, Stockton
State (Atlantic City, New Jersey) was
over two hours late in arriving. Mean-
while the wind began to pick up, and the

tide started moving out. It began to look

like another typical home race.

With threatening clouds overhead,

Stockton State finally arrived. The

winds by this time had gained momen-
tum, and the tide was ripping out. Not

wanting to miss another meet, the

crews decided to race.

The Varsity Eight was the first to

race. Filling the seat left by the injured

Bill Skelton was Junior Bill Anderson.

Before they left the dock, Coach Eric

Stoll told the Eight to "show Stockton

what happens when you're late."

With this thought in mine the Varsity

rowed up to the starting line. After a

relatively slow but clean start,

Washington College fell a bit behind.

Soon, though, W.C. began to move on

Stockton State. As the Shoremen pulled

out to almost a length lead, the Stockton

State coxswain suddenly steered into

the Washington College shell. A colli-

sion was narrowly avoided. Five hun-

dred meters into the race W.C. had a

half a length open water lead. Gradual-

ly though, the Shoremen opened the

lead to over eight lengths, finishing

with a time of 8:32, 40 seconds ahead of

Stockton State. These times, almost two

minutes longer than normal, were due

to the strong headwind and tide.

Though Wahington College absolutely

wiped out a* very sloppy and weak

Stockton Crew, TruShoremen did not

row up to their potential. Included in

the Varsity Eight were Bill Anderson,

Jim Stevenson, Dan Whitaker, Jeff

Wilgis, Court Treuth, John Townsend,
Steve Perry, Steve Jones and coxswain
Bart Nathan.

The only other race of the day pitted

Washington College's Junior Varsity

and Freshmen Crews against Stockton

State's second boat. By the time the

race was about to begin, the winds had
gotten even stronger. Therefore it was
decided to have the race on a shortened

course. All three shells lined up about

100 meters from the start of the normal
course. After quite a while on the line,

the race finally began. Soon though,

Stockton State again ran into a

Shoremen boat. This time, because of

clashed oars, the race had to be stop-

ped.

The race was started again, approx-

imately 250 meters from the regular

start. After the start the boats pulled

out even. Soon, with the aid of two tem-

porary varsity oarsmen, the Freshmen

Eight moved ahead of Stockton State.

The boats stayed very close together.

For the first 1000 meters of the race,

with the Frosh slightly ahead of

Stockton State, the W.C. Junior Varsity

shell had equipment trouble, and quick-

ly fell behind the Stockton crew. The

Washington College Freshman Eight

crossed the line first, nine seconds

ahead of second place Stockton ( S.S

8:47).
. t ., ,

The Freshmen boat consisted of

Frank Wiexiolowski, Dave Mendelson,

Jack Willis, Bill Camp, Tom Roof,

Freeman Dodsworth and coxswain Bet-

sy Beard.

On the same weekend the Women's
Crew travelled to New England. In

their first race they tied against three

Wesleyan University shells. Due to il-

lness of their regular varsity rowers,

the women did not fare well, and came
in third, beating one Wesleyan crew.

Their next race was against Marist

University, another loss.

Womens Softball

remains unbeaten
byARCH f

The WC girls Softball team continued
their winning ways on Monday by
defeating Bowie State College 15-5. The
game was highlighted by a forfeit in the

bottom of the third inning when Julie

Gossett collided with the Bowie pitcher

on a close play at the plate.

The play resulted in a Shore run and
an injured Bowie pitcher who eventual-

ly had to leave the game. After a brief

team meeting, Bowie State decided to

forfeit the game to our Shoremen due to

the lack of another pitcher.

In the first inning, pitcher Jenny
Butler brilliantly struck-out the side.

The second Inning saw the WC offense

come to life with eleven runs, which
eventually proved more than enough

:oopes

scoring for the hard-throwing Butler

who collected six strike-outs for only

three innings of work.

With one gone in the second, Sue Ben-

nett cracked a solo home run to

highlight the most productive inning.

Timely hits, Bowie errors, and ag-

gressive base running proved too much
for the Bowie squad, who managed to

push across four of Its five runs in the

bottom of the third inning.

The girls softball team remains

undefeated so far this season with a 3-0

record. The team is exciting to watch

and encourages fan support; so come
on out and watch our wlnningest spring

sports team if you haven't seen them

yet.
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Schaffner sparks Shoremen
past F and M

Greg Schaffner (Washington's number 12) tries to block an F&M midfielder

on his way to the goal In the game in which he scored five for the Shore

Naser blanks Fairleigh-Dickinson
by DAN HUDSON

Lefthander Mark Naser made the

mosl of his first start by shutting out

Farleigh-Dickinson University 2-0 on
Wednesday. Originally Coach Athey
had planned to use several pitchers

while resting Arch Hoopes and Dan
Barbierri for today's MAC
doubleheader with Hopkins, but Naser
remained strong, and evened his record

at 1-1.

The Shoremen scored single runs in

both the fifth and the seventh innings to

give Naser all the runs he needed. In

the fifth Jim Malott singled, moved to

second on a wild pitch, and scored on a

Tim Pagan base hit. Chris Kieffer pop-

ped a check-swing single into left field

to lead off the seventh and scored when
V.J. Filliben reached on an error which
sent the ball sailing over the first-

baseman's head into right field.

WC. managed 7 hits with Chris Kief-

fer and Scott Rutter each connecting
for two. Bruce Abbott, Tim Fagan. and
Jim Malott all added one hit apiece.

The non-league win evened
Washington's record at 6-6.

NOTES

:

Chris Kieffer leads the team with 12

RBI's, followed by Scott Rutter with

11. . Third baseman Buck is the team 's

leading hitter at .526; he also has nine
walks to his credit... Tim Fagan has 16

hits from his number two batting

spot.. Scott Rutter has not made an er-

ror in 32 chances...Rich Dwyer has 2
doubles. 1 triple, and a home run to his

credit. ..Dan Barbierri leads the pit-

ching staff with 27 strike-outs: Arch
Hoopes is close behind with 23
whiffs. . . The team batting a verage is an
incredible.330!

AMERICAN
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SHORT STORY FILM SERIES

Sponsored by the Maryland Committee For the Humanities
and Washington College Lecture Committee

(t -4
Sunday. April 22nd 4 P.M.

THt Joll\('arntr"\t\- Henrv James
Screenplav bv Arthur Barron " *2 minutes

and
"J'maFooi hv Shemood Anderson

Screenplay by Jordan Perile 37 minutes

i

j

-'
-

Thursday. April 26th 7:30 P.M.
Ori-mrr »u(m Hrr Hair'bv F StOU Fitzgerald

Stfwnplnv b> Joan Micklin Silver 47 minutes

"

Sunday. April 29th 1:30 P.M.
Suldirr't Humr-bi Ernest lltmin^^

Scrernpb; by Robert Celler 4 1 minutes

Thursday. May 3rd 7:30 P.M.
"Almota A/orTby Richard Wright

Srreenplay hy l^slic U* 3M minutes

Sunday, May 6th

At the end of the first quarter of

Wednesday's lacrosse game between

WC and visiting Franklin and Marshall,

Shore fans began to settle down to what
appeared to be another lackluster effort

from the WC ten in what has been a

checkered season at best to this point.

Frank Florenza's outside shot with

only 43 seconds left in the period had
given the upset minded Diplomats a

slim 2-1 lead after 15 minutes of play.

Things did not improve quickly after

the second period face off either, as

Rich Dolan's "garbage goal" off the re-

bound of a teammate's shot upped the F
and M lead to two.

However, Shore Senior attackman

Greg Schaffner, whose career at WC
has been as checkered as this year's

squad's season, took matters into his

own hands and banged home four goals

in a ten minute span to spark the home
ten to a 10-4 victory.

Schaffner came to Chestertown as a

highly touted high school Ail-American

out of St. Mary's School in Annapolis,

but found himself playing behind the

likes of Duke Murphy, John Cheek and
Myrt Gaines, and saw little action as a

freshman. In the spring of 1977, injuries

to Murphy and Gaines thrust Schaffner

into the starting lineup, and he

responded with 32 points, including six

in one game that a crucial matchup
with UMBC.

Last season, he appeared to be ready
to come into his own as a standout at-

tackman, but, just minutes into the

Shore opener against Hopkins, Schaff-

ner fell and separated his shoulder,

sidelining him for the remainder of the

season, as well as the playoff.

The likeable senior's status entering

the "79 season was as questionable as

Coach Bryan Matthews' squads
outlook. The balky shoulder kept Schaf-

fner out of action in fall practice, and no
one, including Greg himself, knew just

how effective he could be. Through this

season's first seven games, Schaffner's

health had held up, but his performance
matched the up and down showing of

WC's young team.
With 11:10 left in the first half of

Wednesday's game. Schaffner took a spot.

by HOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

feed from Paul Hooper and scored to

cut F&M's lead to 3-2. Three minutes
later, with the Shoremen down a man,
Schaffner took a perfect lead pass from
defenseman Lecky Haller and tied the

score.

After the two teamstraded scores,

Jess Bacon fed Schaffner at the 3"00

mark of the quarter for a Shore lead,

and then Schaffner scored unassisted in

another shorthanded situation with only

a second remaining in the half upplng
WC's lead to 6-4. The 5-2 Shore spurt in

the quarter-virtually sealed the fate of

the outmanned Diplomats.

Shortly into the second half, the

Bacon to Schaffner combination clicked

again, and single tallies by Bob White,

Pete Jenkins, and "Rooster" Norris

gaveWC its final margin of victory.

Schaffner's prolific scoring over-

shadowed some fine team play and
standout defense on the Shoremen's
part. In fact, Tim Hart and his backline

cohorts stopped the Diplomats cold for

the last 35 minutes plus of the game,
despite the absence of starter Willie

Herring. Frank Felice, Don Penn-
ington, Jim Bradley, Kevin O'Connor,

Ray Cameron and Haller constantly

harassed the Diplomats and forced

poor shooting and passing in the second
half.

Coach Matthews was obviously

pleased with the play of Schaffner and
his teammates as WC begins a four

game home stand which will make or

break their chances for a playoff bid.

Talent laden UMBC invades Kibler

Field on Saturday afternoon in what
shapes up as the biggest game of the

season to date.

Matthews is optimistic about his

team's chances though. "I think the

game boils down to UMBC'c ability to

get their game together," he allowed.

"They have a powerful attack which
can jump out to a big lead if we're not

careful." Thus far though, Dick Watt's

Retriever ten has been plagued by the

same lack of consitency which has hurt

WC, and a strong Shore effort could spr-

ing a major upset.

Greg Schaffner is certainly hoping

lightning will strike twice in the same

Del breaks Shore hearts
byHOWARD BAUER

Sports Editor

Sparked by the play of two freshmen,
WC's lacrosse team pushed powerful
Delaware to the limit on Saturday,
April 14 before falling by a 13-11 count
in Newark.
Crease attackman Peter Jenkins

tallied four goals, giving him 11 in the

last four games, and helped stake the

Shoremen to a 10-9 lead after three

quarters.

At the opposite end of the field, Bruce
Winau, a surprise starter due to the il-

lness of Tim Hart and Steve Mullinix,

played superbly in the shore nets,

recording 22 saves on a muddy field.

In the end though, Delaware's talent

prevailed over a depleted Shore squad,
and a four-goal fourth quarter by the

Blue Hens quelled any hope for the

upset. WC played with a score of per-

formers slowed or sidelined by flu or

minor injuries. Some questionable of-

ficiating also hurt the Shoremen ac-

cording to several observers, but Coach
Bryan Matthews offered no excuses

after the game.
"I have no complaints about the

game," noted a disappointed Mat-
thews. "It was a tough game to lose, but

I felt we played well."

Jenkins was aided on attack by Paul
Hooper and Greg Schaffner, who each
tallied a goal and an assist. Bill Hamill

pumped home two scores from mid-

field, while Jeff Popham and Tim
Hollywood got one apiece.

Leek Haller played well on defense

and even managed to score a goal of his

own. Haller now has two points on the

season, the other being an assist.

(Tjippy cor*« out
C_jA6AiniT HOCt£fiH
FISVON AT fltl €«(.WIV£
uptown cli/q.,.

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Full of

Delectable Delights

Weekdays
8 a.m.-IO p.m.

Sundays

5 p.m.- 10 p.rn.
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Young wins in election run-off

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

Sophomore Jay Young was elected

President of the STudent Government
Association tor the second time in ten

days after a violation of election rules

forced a run-off for the presidency.

Young won the first election on

Tuesday, April 17, with 46 per cent of

the vote. But Jim Larrimore, a Senator

from Somerset and Presdient of the

College Republicans noted a week later

that the by-laws of the SGA Constitution

state that "... a candidate must
receive a simple majority (50 per cent

plus one vote) of the total votes cast

before he may be accepted as the duly

elected candidate."

"It came to light because of the

Junior Class Presidency," said Lar-
rimore, after learning that then-SGA
Preseident Foster Deloert planned to

award that class' presidency to George
Dennis as this Monday's SGA meeting.
Dennis had won his four-way race with
only 27 per cent of the vote.

"It just seems like Foster is trying to

take the convenient and expedient
measure because they've done that in

past years," said Larrimore on
Wednesday of this week.

continued on page 10

Photo by Jim Graham

Washington College
water tower overflows

by JOHN WHARTON
Water gushed out of a pipe along the

water tower's southwest leg at the close

of the NRBQ concert last week. The

water saturated the ground below and

flowed down the bank onto College

Avenue. The possibility of a destructive

flood, however, was averted by Med-

ford Capel of the Chestertown Utilities

Commission.
Faulty mercury switches were

responsible for the overflow out of the

water tower early Friday morning, ac-

cording to Capel. He was called to the

pumping station at 2 a.m. when the first

overflow occurred, our Although the

120,000 gallon water tower discharged

more water at dawn, the flow was even-

tually stopped and disaster was

avoided.

The trouble began on Thursday after-

noon when the terminal hooked up to a

1.200 gallon-per-minute pump, "went

flooey." according to Capel. The

General Electric solid-state terminal,

costing Si l .000, was shut off at 7 P.M.

To fill in for the terminal "on the

fritz", Capel turned on a manually con-

trolled 60U gallon-per-minute pump.

This was one of two similar pumps

which are presently connected to an

older control unit fitted with mercury

switches. The switches, according to

Capel, were "shot" and failed to stop

the 600 gallon-per-minute pump from

overfilling the water tower.

When Capel arrived at the pumping

'station, the 600 gallon-a-minute pump
had already furnished Chestertown

with 3.000 gallons of water not in de-

mand at that time. Much of this had

worked its way up to the water tower.

Capel shut off the pump at approx-

imately 2 A.M. and did not turn it back

on until 4 A.M. Bv 6 A.M., however, the

pressure had built up again to the point

where water resumed flowing down the

side of the tower. Capel returned to the

facility and shut down the pump com-

pletely.

A specialist from General Electric

arriVed al the pumping station Friday

morning and repaired the terminal con-

nected to the 1,200 gallon-per-minute

pump.
Capel said that the pumping station

would install a "whole new control

panel," possibly by the end of this

week.

Hill Dorm renovation

may face further postponement

Despite months of planning in an-

ticipation of renovating the Hill Dorms
next year, it appears now that those

renovations may not be undertaken un-

til the following year.

One stumbling block at this point ap-

pears to be the fire regulations that

must be met as a condition for receiv-

ing a grant from the Maryland Histor-

ical Trust. School officials are also

by GEOFF GARINTHER
Assistant Editor

awaiting the cost estimates of the

engineering firms involved, which must

be sent to the Building and Grounds
Committee for approval before bids can

be let out.

Director of Development George

Hayward said this week that "there are

too many uncertainties I think for any

one to say at this point what will be

done.".

DiMaggio discloses Admissions statistics

Admissions institutes 'late summer acceptance' program in few special cases

Admissions Director Mickey DiMag-
gio reported at Saturday's meeting of

the Washington College Board of

Visitors and Governors that total ap-

plications for 1979 enrollment, at 690,

are up by 46 over the number of applica-

tions received at this time last year.

Twenty percent ( 131) of these 690 ap-

plications have been rejected; last year

the rejection rate was running at 12 per

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

cent and the total number of accep-

tances, at 513, is running behind last

vear's figure of 563.

As of April 20, 97 prospective students

had paid advance deposits, one more

than had paid on April 20, 1978.

DiMaggio stated that he is generally

pleased with the quality of the incoming

freshman class, but he went on to ex-

press his concern for the large number

of rejections in this year's crop of ap-

plicants. "A few of those who have been

rejected have come back to us and told

us that they are upset because they

really want to get into Washington Col-

lege. For those students, we have of-

fered a special program," DiMaggio

said. "We told them that if, over the

summer, they take two college-level

courses at some other institution and

pass with a 2.5 average, we'll accept

them herein the fall."

Board approves continuing education,

course enrichmentprogram

The Washington -College Board of

Visitors and Governors approved a

resolution to create a Continuing

Education Program and an Enrich-

ment Program at its last meeting of the

vear Saturday.

The resolution, passed by the faculty

earlier this semester and presented to

the Board by the Chairman of its Facul-

ty and Curriculum Committee, A.B.

Spinak, provides for the establishment

of "opportunities for serious adult

students lo enroll where they can be ac-

commdated in regular undergraduate

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

studies". In addition, "Each semester

Washington College may offer a series

of non-credit courses for the most part

not part of the regular undergraduate

program".
Twenty-five hundred dollars has

already been budgeted for the proposal

which includes non-credit mini-courses

and a program encouraging outside in-

dividuals to take courses at the College.

The mini-courses will be nighttime

classes, probably for six weeks during

Ihe semester, "for people who want to

learn about something in which they're

interested," Dean of the College Garry

Clarke stated.

People from outside the regular col-

lege community will be encouraged

through publicity to enroll in classes at

the College. "We'd like them to know

they're welcome lo come and take

regular classes. " said Clarke.

Spinak stated at the Board meeting

that "the whole program is an ex-

ploralorv testing of the market..
1

The

program, which offers only liberal

studies, is expected to be "self-

sustaining," Spinak added.
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With this edition of the ELM. after two year's worth of com-
mentary in this space, the editorial "we" goes into retire-

ment—or at least on vacation for the summer. All the opinions

expressed in this week's column will be strictly those of a soon-

to-be past editor.

The last four semesters have been enlightening, inspiring, and
fun. Also very tiring. Not all my duties as editor have been plea-

sant ones; I didn't particularly enjoy those lonely pre-dawn
hours typing in the ELM office to meet a deadline while the rest

of the campus slept. But my editorship has been personally
rewarding, and probably the best educational experience of my
life. I am grateful to Washington College for allowing me this op-

portunity, and I would like to think that I have somewhat repaid
the College for it.

The ELM Office files attest to the fact that there was a time,

just four years ago, when the Washington College student
newspaper appeared only irregularly, about once a month — and
even then only in a four-page format with blank columns, confus-
ing layout, scarce photography, little art. and not much relevant
copy. Roger Rebetsky rescued the ELMin the spring of 1976 and
put it on solid footing as a weekly journal ; the next fall, under his

direction, it appeared regularly.

I would like to think that since his editorship and the subse-
quent one-semester tenure of Anne Bailey, I have not only ex-
panded the ELM. but have brought to it purpose and direction.

During the inept reign of last year's Student Government
Association and the lackluster administration of the current
SGA. IheELM has risen to become the most prominent and effi-

cient student organization on campus. Although the paper's full

political power has yet to be exercised, it's current importance
has been achieved through the efforts of a responsible and en-
thusiastic staff dedicated to opening lines of communication
among the students, faculty, and administration.

In the past two years, however, I have learned that there is a
drawback to producing a consistently good ELM: people take it

for granted. Few students criticize the content of the paper.
Many seem ready to pounce on every typo, grammatical error,
and technical lapse. If this nitpicking means that students take
the quality of the ELM's coverage so much for granted that they
can find fault only with minor things, perhaps I should be flat-

tered.

But I'm not. I'm concerned because in taking the quality of

their newspaper for granted, many students reveal their ig-

norance of how little time it has taken to revitalize the ELM, and
how quickly it could decline again without their support.
Their newspaper is not the only thing students here are

apathetic about. Too many other, more important, aspects of
campus life are taken for granted. We have grown too compla-
cent

;
for far too many the welfare of Washington College itself is

a matter of indifference.

Private colleges may become rare in the not-too-distant
future. As rarities, they must be actively preserved. Students
can help because some of the worse problems facing Washington
College spring from within the student body. We can give this

school a sense of direction. We can discipline ourselves and
direct our own judicial system to combat the vandalism so evi-

dent this semester. We can help restructure the four-course plan
to make the curriculum suit our needs.
There are problems which are beyond the power of students to

solve. Washington College is at the mercy of whatever political
and economic trends face all small private colleges. Low faculty
compensation and under-endowment must be dealt with by the
Administration, not students. But we can do our share in what
looks like a trying year ahead. Students, faculty, and administra-
tion will have to unite to keep this College healthy.

I would like to thank the members of the ELM staff in general

and the editorial board in particular for their hard work and
loyalty. Special thanks and best wishes to Geoff and Kathy, who
have made my job easier, to Nick, who, though he did not always
make my job easier, has made it more interesting, to Howard for

his eleventh hour sports scoops, and to Jim whose photography
has been vital to the ELM.

I am also indebted to Dr. Richard DeProspo for his guidance
and to Ms. Katherine Myrick for her support, as well as to all the

other members of the faculty, administration and student body
who have helped me throughout my tenure. And a very special

thank you to Randy and Mary, two dear friends who somehow
got shanghaied aboard the ELM and have stood by me ever
since, ready to lend their services as proof-readers, typists,

writers, layout artists, critics, advisers, go-fors, and sym-
pathetic sounding boards during the hundreds of times I've

sworn "I'm going to resign .... first thing tomorrow."

Elm editor retires

after two-year tenure
by GEOFF GARINTHER

Assistant Editor

Bonnie Nelle Duncan retires from the applicant

ELM with this issue after serving as
editor-in-chief for two years, perhaps
the longest tenure in the newspaper's
history.

"No one can recall an editor who's
lasted four semesters with the ELM,"
said Assistant Professor of English
Richard DeProspo, the newspaper's ad-
viser for the past four years and Chair-
man of the Board of Publications for the
past two. "The average tenure has been
less than a semester."

.

Duncan became editor-in-chief in the
fall of 1977 after David Lerner, the only

for the job the previous
semester, transferred during the sum-
mer.

"1 think it's important to remember
that she never sought the ELM editor-

ship." said DeProspo. "It was really

thrust upon her during the summer."
"She's bequeathed a strong organiza-

tion and an heir apparent — I don't

know what else could be asked of an
editor." added DeProspo. "I really

think the whole college community is

indebted to her."

Duncan, a current junior, will be
editor of the Pegasus next year, while
continuing to contribute to the ELM.

Letters to the Editor
Praise and Condemnation

This is a letter of praise and condem-
nation. The praise goes to the Washing-
ton College Athletic Department. The
condemnation goes to the Elm.

I would like to thank the WC Athletic

Department for their cooperation and
assistance with regard to last week's

table tennis tournament. The Table
Tennis Ciub received invaluable help

from student volunteers in running the

tournament (we really appreciated

Iheir presence I and the spirit of the par-

ticipants was excellent, yet without the

help and enthusiasm of the Athletic

Department we could not have pulled

off a successful, smooth running tour-

nament. Special thanks to Coach Athey,

Don Chatellier and Mrs, Mumford for

their time and effort.

The condemnation of the Elm does

not involve table tennis (in all fairness
the Elm has given the Table Tennis
Club good coverage) but has to do with
the lack of coverage given to women's
softball. The Shorewomen are the only
undefeated team among our spring
sports. They have rolled up awesome
scores against teams that beat them
last season (they stomped on Wesley
33-3 for example) and have pulled out
high-pressured cliffhangers such as the
13-12 victory over Galludet. Their hit-

ting is good, the pitching vicious, and
their ability to play together is im-
pressive considering that this is only
their second year together as a team.
The Elm has, overall, done a good job
with its sports coverage, yet the newest
and winningest spring sport of this

season deserves more than the Elm has
deemed appropriate.

Sincerely

Steve Kinlock

Editor's reply: The "lack of coverage"
of the softball team does not reflect our
lack of recognition for a praise-worthy
organization, but rather a lack of man-
power on the newspaper staff. Un for-

tunately, although a lot of people are
willing to criticize the paper, only a few
students actually devote their time and
energy to improving it. With a sport-

swriting staff of only two regular re-

porters, it has been impossible to give

adequate coverage to several teams.

Over the semester we approached
members of the softball team several

times and asked them if they could

cover their sport for us, but we had no
takers. So our sportswriters tried to

provide as much coverage as was possi-

ble, ft is unfortunate that our limita-

tions prevented that coverage from be-

ing as extensive as this fine team de-

serves.

For the College Community to Enjoy

On behalf of the SGA, I'd like to take
this opportunity to extend my thanks to

everyone who was involved in helping
us make our Spring Concert and
Hawaiian Luau a success.

I especially appreciate the help Tad
Jacks gave us in booking the concert,

and without him. we would not have
been able to bring N.R.B.Q, to our cam-
pus. I also want to thank Dave Knowles
and his entire staff for helping us to

hold the Hawaiian Luau and Student Af-
fairs for the financial support they gave
us. Mark Dugan deserves special
recognition for playing a major role in

planning the dinner and the Red Hots
(or their stimulating entertainment.

I think that we've been able to show
that the campus really can work
together to provide major social events
for the entire college community to en-

joy.

Yours,

Foster Deibert
SGA President
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Top college administrators look back on year

McLain looks back
by PETER TURCHI

Washington College President Joe

McLain said that he enjoyed the an-

ticipation of watching this year's

freshmen with "new hopes, new
dreams, and new fears," and that the

year overall has been productive for the

school.

When reminded of .the commotion
caused at the beginning of the year

when some sources claimed this year's

freshmen were academically inferior to

classes in the recent past, McLain said

that, "A lot of people jumped the gun.

Potential is awfully hard to evaluate,

and nobody can know what will hap-

pentwith a new class) until It is tested

here at the school." The President says

that he would just as soon have people

forget about the matter.

The Admissions Department seems
to have reached a great number of

possible students for next year, but

McLain emphasized that "We get

honest applications. A lot of places brag

cause of the vandalism problem. The

academic council has been discussing

the pros and cons of the plan, but

McLain says that although the plan has

its problems, he much prefers it to the

credit system. "When (the four-course

plan) was adopted," McLain said,

"everyone said it would be remarkable,

it was the best thing since sliced bread.

But it wasn't the panacea they were

promising."

The President continued, "I was glad

we were departing fron the credit

system— it reminded me of S&H Green

stamps, you fill you book and you
graduate. 1 felt any change would be

better, and I still feel the four-course

plan is better. I have no faith in any

system, but it seems to me if there were

a foolproof system we would have run

into it by now."
McLain later said that the plan pro-

moted freedom and flexibility, which

are "essential to a liberal arts cur-

Academic Council gears up for

curriculum study, Clarke says

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

about the number of applications they

turn down. We could do that too, but we

don't encourage anyone to apply who

we don't think could make it here."

One of the problems many campus

groups is trying to clear up before next

year's class arrives is the current van-

dalism epidemic. It, too, seems to have

died down as the faculty's ad-hoc com-

mittee on vandalism and the SGA have

been looking into the matter.

The college's four-course plan has

recently been mentioned as a possible

riculum. If you're not prepared to han-

dle that flexibility, then you don't want

Washington College."

Although every year has its minor

dissappoinments, McLain said that he

enjoyed this year at the school and is

eagerly awaiting the new arrival in

August.

The past two semesters have con-

stituted "a year when a lot of good ques-

tions were asked by various segments

of the academic community," ac-

cording to Dean of the College Garry

Clarke. "It started early last semester

with the Faculty Retreat at the Wye In-

stitute and has continued through the

year. As a result of all these questions,

the Academic Council will make a

thorough study of the curriculum next

year."
"We'll look at the distribution re-

quirement, the fourcourse plan, and

other similar items," the Dean went on

to say. "Questions have come up this

year such as 'should students have to

demonstrate competency in math?

should English be a requirement?' One

question leads to another. A consensus

of the Academic Council may show that

we believe the academic structure is

sound or we may find we have need to

change it."

Clarke stated that he hopes to

"develop a plan of attack," in order to

prepare for the Academic Council

discussion, over the summer when he

has time to study abundant material on

curriculum studies. This year the

Academic Council has met weekly.

Starting in August, the body will meet

twice per week, with one gathering

devoted to its normal business of handl-

ing such matters as course-change re-

quests, and one meeting devoted to

what Clarke has termed "much need

discussion and introspection concern-

ing the status of our academic pro-

gram."
Concerning the past academic year

itself, Clarke noted that students haVe

done much work themselves to improve

the senior requirements. He is current-

ly working on the newly approved Con-

tinuing Education Program and hopes

"it will put a Very encouraging face on

the college community."
Clarke added that he thinks "there

has been come very fine teaching this

year," and gave special recognition to

the new faculty members who have

joined the teaching staff just last sum-

mer.

Well, Exc-u-u-u-s-e US!

I am quite flattered to have joined the

ranks of such misquoted notables as

Dean Clarke, Dean Maxey, and other

members of the college community. It

is hardly good policy, nevertheless, to

misrepresent an individual, or to print

statements which are neither accurate

or verifiable. Your irresponsible and

presumptuous journalism has resulted

in implications which are, to say the

least, embarassing to the individuals

involved.
Sincerely yours

MaryLucianGugerty

We can hardly agree that the ••mis-

quote" that appeared in last weeks

••Roving Reporter" gives you sufficient

grounds to label theELM'S work as ' •ir-

responsible and presumptuous jour-

nalism," but we are indeed sorry for

any embarrassment the misunderstan-

ding may have causedyou, andwehope

you recover soon from this

injury.—Editor

Hayward cites record year in

contributions from alumni and parents
by GEOFF GAR1NTHER

Assistant Editor

"From the standpoint ot development

and public relations," says College

Development Director George

Hayward, "it's been a very good year,

although in retrospect you can always

see things that could have been better.

However, I think we're going to ex-

perience a record year in contribution

from alumni and parents."

Hayward also noted a "rekindled en-

thusiasm" as the major factor in

pushing the gifts and grants total over

SI million for the second year in a row.

"1 think all of us are glad to see the

rekindling of alumni enthusiasm as

evidenced by the establishment of a

number of new alumni chapters.

"I'm especially pleased with the

general trend in total gitts and grants,

which has gone from S400.000 six or

seven years ago to over SI million for

the second vear in a row."

Hayward also said he was pleased

with what he called the "new look" of

The Reporter.
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Dr. Thomas Cousineau

Cousineau to participate

in seminar this summer
NEH grant supports "Literature and Alienation" study

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-chief

Assistant Professor of English Dr.

Thomas Cousineau has been awarded a

grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities to participate in a

seminar on "Literature and Aliena-

tion'
1

this summer at New York's

Hofstra University

The seminar will be directed by Edith

Kern, chairman of Hofstra's English
Department and the author of Existen-

tial Meaning and Fictional Technique.

an exploration o( authors' metaphys-
ical writing and literary form which
focuses on the work of Kierkegard. Sar-

tre, and Beckett. Kern is. in addition,

the author of a famous paper on

Beckett's Molloi. which attempts to ex-

plore the work in light of some of the

theories of French psycho-analyst Jac-

ques Lacan.

The seminar with which Cousineau
will be involved focuses on the studying

ol ihe philosophy of Kant. Haegel.

Marx, and Kierkegard to elaborate on
Ihe theme of alienation: it also is de-

voted to the study of the ironic struc-

tures in the works of Novellus,
Schlaegel. Dostoviesky. Brecht.
lonesco. Beckett, and Coleridge.
Cousineau's own project is to con-

tinue to work on his study of modern
literature and to concentrate on Beck-
ett from the point of view of Lacanian
theory. He has published an article in

this field on one of Beckett's novels in

the Journal of Beckett Studies pub-
lished in London by Beckett's editor
John Caldor.

According to Cousineau, the purpose
ot the seminar is to improve teaching
by professors at small colleges i slice

faculty members at larger colleges that

offer the PhD are ineligible to apply to

the program) and to allow scholars to

undertake their own projects. Nine
other people in addition to Cousineau
will be involved in the program which
provides its participants with funds for

travel and living expenses.

Alumni newspaper gets facelift

by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN
Editor-in-Chief

The Washington College Reporter.
the newspaper published six times per
year for alumni, parents, community,
and friends of Washington College, has
recently undergone a facelift through
ihe cosmetic surgery of Director of

Public Relations Katherine Myrick.
She is responsible for expanding the

publications sports coverage and in-

stituting a faculty notes" and "alumni
association chapter notes." sections, as
well as switching to a more attractive

typeface and headline style.

Myrick. who is solely responsible for

writing and editing all copy, taking all

pictures, and preparing the layout of

the Reporter, "inherited" the previous
format of the publication from Mary
Skelton when she took over the job in

1977. She stayed with the format until

she gained more experience in layout.
It was about time for the Reporter to

get a face lift." Myrick commented.
This year I decided to explore the
possibilities in typesetting, and
although the Kent County Publishers do
not offer a big selection to choose from,
1 picked out what I thought was the
most attractive type face."

Myrick further explored the
possibilities of upgrading the Reporter
by obtaining a sample of each of the 15

public relations publications that have
won recognition from the Council to Ad-
vance and Support Education (CASE)
and studying each for new ideas.

In preparation for the College's

bicentennial. Myrick is including in

each issue an excerpt from the history

of the college currently being written

by former Washington College Vice
President and alumnus of the class of

1927 Frederick (Dutch) Dumschott.
I'm just starting to ease into it now,"
she said, "but as the bicentennial ap-

proaches, there will be more in the
pages of the Reporter about
Washington College's past."

Myrick has gotten many comments
on her facelift of the Reporter. The
comment that she said touched her
most came from Hugh Delano, a staff

member of the New York Post, who
wrote to tell her he is impressed by the
"crisp, clear writing in each issue of the
Reporter. " She also received a letter

from former Board of Visitors and
Governors Howard Medholt, who ex-
pressed his gratitude for seeing his
"particular interest in college public

relations ... gratified." In addition, she
has received "several informal com-
pliments from the faculty and ad-

ministration here.

Registrar releases statistics

Preliminary registration statistics

for next semester have been computed
by the Department of the Registrar.

Al Miller, Assistant Registrar,

disclosed that as of preregistration, 469

full time students are enrolled in

courses for next year. In addition, there

are sixteen part time students who are

pre registered. Miller stated that there

are "sixty-three full time students who
are not pre-registered and we don't

know what their plans are." So far,

there have been twenty-five full time

students who have filed withdrawal

forms.

At the present time, Miller noted,

there are 743 students registered in

courses at Washington College. Of
these. 702 are regular full time students

and fourty-one are special and part

. time students who are not working for a

degree. At commencement this May,
145 students are expected to graduate.

However, this figure does not represent
the entire class of 1979 as a number of

. students finished their studies at

Washington College in the fall of 1978.

Of the courses which students chose
at pre-registration, the most popular
course is Introduction to the Film.
Forty-five students have enrolled in

this course, compared with enrollments
numbering in the mid-thirties in classes

such as Sakespeare, Introduction to

History of Wester Art, and Principles of

Accounting I. Several courses showed
little interest on the part of the student

body with no students enrolled in such
courses as Masterpieces of French
Literature, (music) Counter-point, and
Modern Physics.

Miller stated, however, that these

figures will be changing continually

from the present until the time that the

incoming freshman class, transfers,

and others who have not yet registered

do so.

PEGASUS on schedule
September delivery date anticipated

by MARIAN
The Pegasus is coming along as

scheduled, says yearbook editor Verna
Wilkens. The next deadline will be in

May and will consist of thirty-six pages.

The final deadline is in June and will be

the final section, consistion of Spring

Sports and graduation.

The delivery date is in the first part of

September, which is the earliest possi-

ble date that could include the final part

of the spring sport, seniors, and gradua-
tion. Seniors will be mailed a copy of

the yearbook.

"I've been really pleased with the

help I've gotten," says Wilkens. "There
have been a lot of people helping, It's

COOPER
not just a one person job. Susan Wat-

ters, the assistant editor, has been a big

help, along with Lou Anne Steffey,

Kathy Wagner and many others."

"The big thing now," Wilkens con-

tinued, "is to get the sports section

together " Wilkens plans to talk to peo-

ple in the sports themselves, and hopes

to get them to help write some copy.

Wilkens feels that they are just get-

ting The Pegasus on its feet again. She
hopes that from now on it will get even

better.

The opening section will be in color,

according to Wilkins. She is also

pleased with the structure of the year-

book, and "the way it fits together."

VD cases down, pregnancies up,

health official says
by KATHERINE STRECKFOS

News Editor
Cases of venereal disease among

Washington College students treated at

Kent County Health Center last fall

have "cleared up" this semester, ac-

cording to Family Planning Nurse Nan-
cy Dick. Cases of pregnancy, however,
have continued at the same rate.

Although v.d. among students
reached epidemic proportions last

semester. Dick said that since then, she
has not treated any additional cases.

There were "four times as many
pregancies this academic year as com-
pared to last academic year," Dick
said. She added that there were almost

as many pregnancies this semester as

last semester.

Next fall, Dick hopes to hold a "rap
session" during Orientation Week to in-

form new students of the Health
Centers Family Planning programs. In

addition, she would like to distribute a

Birth Control Handbook to new students

early in the year.

Dick cited Resident Assistants as a

key to prevention of v.d. and pregnan-
cy. She said that "RA's should really

have good factual information so they

can advise. I think its important for

RA's to be responsible people who can
be approached by freshmen."

/- aul d S^hoe O/.ore

P.O. BOX 654—227 HIGH STREET

CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND21620
PHONE 778-2860

featuring personal service, and expert
fitting. We carry a complete line of
men's and women's footwear, featur-
ing Bass, Frye, Topsider, Dexter, Mia,
Clogs, Sebago, Docksides, Converse
and many more.
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SGA President discusses his tenure

Foster Deibert: in retrospect
by JOHN WHARTON

The Student Government Association

experienced "a time of transition" this

year, said President Foster Deibert in

an interview Wednesday night. He
noted that his greatest accomplishment
was the "return (of) some integrity and
respect to the Student Government." It

was also a year in which the SGA was
able to reach solutions to various pro-

blems with the administration by listen-

ing "to the other side."

Deibert noted that while the Byron
Administration was active in the fall of

1977, particularly in the area of

weekend entertainment (The Night-

hawks), during the following spring it's

president "showed very little leader-

ship. He just completely 'lost interest in

it (the SGA.)" As a result, said Deibert,

'They're weren't too many people tak-

ing interest in the SGA," as students
felt that the organization "was a joke."

How the school runs
In order to "restore responsibility

and respect for the STudent Govern-
ment" Deibert cited his efforts at

•understanding how the school runs.

I've got to understand their (the ad-

ministration's) problems, too." He
noted that while it was "difficult to look

at things from the administration's
viewpoint" by doing so the SGA was

able to become "More than just a social

organization."

Deibert said that the Resident Com-
mittee's Chairmen Jal Mugaseth and
later Bob Hockaday met with Ray
Crooks on Tuesday mornings at the Stu-

dent Affairs Office. The committee

chairmen had some success with the

Maintenance Department by "keeping
on their back" during the "continual

battle" to Improve the condition of dor-

mitories and grounds.
Deibert pointed out that by talking

with the members of the Board of

Governors and Visitors "as much as I

could," The Board "now takes the SGA
seriously. I made it a point to attend

allthe Board meetings. He noted that

the Student Academic Board, under the

guidance of Vice President Maura Kel-

ly, was able to get the Academic Coun-
cil and faculty to pass a resolution

defining senior graduation re
quirements.

Working relationship

The SGA had a "good working rela-

tionship" with the Student Affairs Of-

fice personnel, said Deibert. "I don't

have the right to tell them 'you're

wrong." They have their job to do."
This same approach was used with

David Knowles of the Food Service.

"He respected us; we respected him."
As a result, the Sunday meal noun
were changed to later in the day.
An example of how successfully the

SGA was able to work with the ad-

ministration this year was last weefc'i

Hawaiian Luau. Earlier this week,
Deibert noted that by "combining the

resources," the school had an evenl

that would have been impossible

without the funds contributed by Hm
Student Affairs Office and the Food Ser
vice to supplement the SGA's ap
propria!. ion of $1,000. He noted that thil

was indicative of the spirit of this year'!

SGA, one which learned to "listen to tht

other side."

SGA Run-Off Election continued from page l

Later that day Deibert announced
that a run off would take place
Thursday for the SGA and junior class

presidencies.

"I discussed it with the other
members of the Executive Board, " said
Deibert, "and it (a run-off) seemed in-

evitable. So we just took the initiative

instead of letting someone else force us
into it."

Young won the second race by only 15

votes, 198 to 183; over junior Geoff
Rogers. His margin over Rogers in the
first race had been 43 votes, 170 to 127.

The run-off was forced by 73 votes cast
in the first election for Write-in can-
didate Dan Duff, who was eliminated
for the run-of f.

"I'm pleased it came out the way it

did." said Deibert Thursday night. "-

Jay received a good majority of the
votes in the first election. I've had
hated to see him lose in the run-off."

In the run-off for the junior class
presidency, George Dennis received 41

votes to Glen Beebe's 29. In the first

class elections held Thursday, April 19.

Dennis had received 17 Votes, Beebe 16,

Dave Altvater 15. and Duane Marshall
14.

In the other class elections held last
Thursday, Tim Connor defeated Laura
Zimnick for the senior class presiden-
cy. 32 votes to 24. Ann Dorsey defeated
Patti Tarkett for the vice presidency 33
to 24, Pete Bertram became treasurer
with 36 votes to Donna Scioli's 19, and -

Patty Scott won as secretary over Bev
Monge, 38 to 13.

In other junior class races, Lori
Moritz won the vice presidency over
Steve Martz, 40 to 22. Molly Meehan and
Kathy Waye were uncontested for the
offices of treasurer and secretary.

In the sophomore class, Chris Lem-
mon defeated Sue Erricson, Leslie Day
and Frank Rhodes with 53 per cent of
the vote. In the vice-presidential race
Chris Perry defeated Ken Pfitzen-
mayer and Kathy Hanson, receiving 62
per cent of the vote. Mike Carpenter
won in the race for treasurer over Kim
Libercci

,
taking 72 per cent of the vote.

And in the secreatarial race, Pam Gun-
noud defeated Debbie Kole, 66 votes to
59.

Merit scholarship may

provoke lawsuit
by BONNIE NELLE DUNCAN

Editor-in-Chief

Hear Washington College's senior

writers read from their works in

progress Friday, May 4, 1979 at

8:30 p.m. in the Coffee House

Your Book Store
will be open
Saturday,
April 28:

12-2

Follett Book Buy-Back

April 30-May 11

ask for details at
the Book Store.

Washington College may face a law
suit over its use of the name "Merit
Award Program," for the scholarship
instituted last year through the Hodson
Grant, Alexander Jones, Princess
Anne, Maryland attorney and member
of the Washington College Board of

Visitors and Governors disclosed at
that group's final meeting of the
academic year on Saturday.

The Chicago-based National Merit
Foundation, which administers the Na-
tional Merit Scholarship awarded to
students on the basis of their Pre-
liminary Scholastic Aptitude Test and
another qualifing test before they enter
college, charges that Washington Col-
lege is illegally using the term "merit"
for the award. The Board gave Jones
permission to have a representative
correspond with the national foundation
to convey Washington College's intent
to retain the name.

Jones feels that if the National Merit
Foundation brings this school to court, v
Washington College has an excellent
chance of wining the case since "merit
is a generic term like aspirin ; there are
aspirins and then there are Bayer
aspirins; there is the National Merit
Scholaship, and then there is the

Washington College Merit Scholar-

Senior art exhibit stated

for three artists

The public is invited to attend the
opening of the Senior Art Exhibit on
Thursday, the third of May, at 7:30 in
the Gibson Fine Arts Center Lobby. The
students whose works will be on display
are Jean Dixon, Peggy Krause, and
Molly Scott.

ship."

The Washington College Merit
Scholarship was instituted last year
through funds provided by the Hodson
Grant. It is awarded to about seven
entering students each year inorder to
encourage more qualified applications
and to recognized outstanding work at
the secondary and junior college level.

Each award of $1,000. is renewed for
each year the student is enrolled at
Washington College up to four years.
Many other colleges, including Johns
Hopkins with a program funded also by
the Hodson Trust, endorse such "merit
scholarships".

The Admissions Office is currently
awaiting reply from the seven students
who have been nominated to receive the
award beginning in the upcoming
academic year. Five have already
notified the school of their decision to

enroll here and accept the scholarship.

They are Linda Lee Bundy from
Bradenton, Florida; Katherine Mathlas
from Havre de Grace, Maryland; and
Eric Raymond Stedman from
Newtown, Pennsyvania. In addition,

two local residents of the Eastern Shore
will attend Washington College on the
scholarship. They are Joh Porter of

Millington, and Allison Briner of
Pocomoke.

ENERGY.
We can't
afford to
waste it.
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Holli Young to study abroad
by TAMARA DUBIN

Sophomore Holli Young already

knows what she will be doing this sum-
mer. The 21-year old from New Eng-
land will spend most of her summer
teaching tennis in Brussels, Belgium at

a tennis club called the Royal Well-

ington. She is giving lessons to adults

and children. Asked if she ever con-

sidered a tennis career. Young replied

"Not really. I'm looking for something
concerned with languages."

After her work in Brussels, Young
will probably travel in August and

September. Then she will enter school

at the Sorbonne in Paris for a year in-

dependent of Washington College. "I'm

waiting for visa information. I've been
accepted. Now it's a matter of financial

assistance and the visa in my hand."

Young also commented on whether the

change of schools next year will cause

her to lose credits. "I don't know," she

said, It always is a problem. I guess I'll

have to work extra hard in my Senior

year." She further added that even

though Washington College does not

have programs for study in France,

"programs are available at Sweetbriar

College, University of Cincinnati and
Rutgers."
Language plays an importnat role in

the job Young is considering after col-

lege. She is interested in the wine and
champagen industry. "There is a lot of

opportunity for women who can speak a

few languages. It means a lot of inter-

national travel. I think the wine and
champagne industry is very exciting."

She also hopes to learn the Spanish
language as well as French, and
possibly visit Spain in the summer of

her Senior year.

One year later

.

Along with the freshmen and
transfers. Amzle Parcell and Thomas
Cousineau are finishing their first year
here. General impressions are good,

especially toward the students. "I find

my freshmen very stimulating," said
Dr. Cousineau, and, "the older students
are some of the best I've ever seen."

Both professors came from larger

areas, Cousineau from New York City,

and Parcell from the University of Cin-

cinnati, and they have different though

positive reactions. "In larger institu-

tions you can get yourself isolated into

Newest faculty members Cousineau and Parcell look back
byGINGERKURAPKA

just your own field. I like the idea that I

can communicate and get to know peo-

ple in other departments," said Par-

cell.

Cousineau finds the number and
variety of student activities outstan-

ding, in particular the Washington Col-

lege Review. "It's an important focus

of intellectual and creative activity.

The number of students writing poetry

and fiction contributes immensely to

the atmosphere of the college." Im-

provement was found among his

freshmen, "many have shown con-

siderable progress in writing skills."

The smallness of the college, and its

proximity to large cities while still be-

ing in a small town were seen as posi-

tive aspects. "From a musical stand-
point," stated Parcell, "there's a
greater opportunity for students to par-

ticipate in activities than in larger in-

stitutions where there's more competi-
tion. Cousineau likes the closeness of

New York, where he can go, "for an oc-

casional transfusion."

A negative aspect was also related to

the size of the college, however, "Stu-

dents have to be mature enough to

motivate themselves because competi-

Social Security beneficiaries file enrollment form
Elkton, Md -

Social security student beneficiaries

were warned today that their monthly

checks will stop if they don't complete

and return a required school enroll-

ment report.

Mr. Candeloro. social security dis-

trict manager in Elkton, Md., said

reporting forms are being mailed to the

more than 850.000 students 18 to 22

whose monthly social security checks

currently total SI .7 billion a year.

"This spring, for the first time, school

officials are being asked to verify on the

iorm that the student is enrolled on a

full-time basis." Candeloro said.

•If a student fails to return the form,

or the form comes back without the

necessary school certification, the stu-

dent's monthly checks will be stopped."
Students 18 to 22 may qualify for

social security payments if a parent is

receiving retirement or disability

benefits or has died, Candeloro ex-

plained. Those students are required to

report on their school enrollment status

twice a year.

-We're tightening up on those repor-

ting requirements because some stu-

dents either are not returning the forms

at all or they are stating they are in

school when they are not." Candeloro

said. "Payments to students who are

not eligible cost taxpayers millions of

dollars a year."

Candeloro said students will have 60

days to complete and return the report-

ing form.

If a student does not return the form,

or fails to have the school verify enroll-

ment as required, social security

checks will be suspended and the stu-

dent's eligibility for previous payments
will be investigated.

"If a student received checks for

months and he or she was not a full-

time student, then those benefits must

be repaid. Candeloro said.

Candeloro encouraged any student

who needs help in completing the form

or has a question about it to contact any

social security office.

Writer Lenny Michaels

to appear Tuesday

Readings from short fiction to be featured

Washington College News Bureau

Leonard Michaels, short story writer

and Professor of English at the Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, will read

from his work on Tuesday, May 1, at 8

p.m. in the Sophie Kerr Room of Miller

Library on the Washington College

campus. The reading is sponsored by

the Sophie Kerr Committee and is open

to the public.

Michaels' first collection, Going

Places, was nominated for the National

Book Award; more recently, J Would

Have Saved Them If I Could was

described on a front-page review of the

Sunday New York Times as "a volume
that should be read by anyone -who
hopes that fiction can still be both a

powerful and intelligent art." His

stories are brilliantly rendered por-

traits of people coping wjth the trials of

modern life.

Like Joyce and Kafka, although with

a distinctively American accent,

Michaels seems to reinvent language

and literary form as he creates

characters and situations which are

among the funniest and most
memorable in modern literature.

I

Junior suspended

for year

Nubian Duncan was suspended for

the 1979-80 academic year Wednesday

by the Student Affairs Office after ad-

mitting to a series of offenses. The

junior was to have been tried by the Stu-

dent Judiciary Board Thursday on

charges of pulling a fire alarm.

Publications

Editors Chosen

Editors have been chosen to head

next years Washington College Review

and Broadside announced Writers

Union Coordinator, Professor Bob Day
earlier this week.

Lee Ann Cheyarneyl, Steve Glessner,

Peter Zekonis, and Claire Mowbray will

be in charge of the WCR. Katherine

Streckfus and Peter Turchi will edit the

Broadside next fall. Nick Nappo and
Tamara Dubin will take over that pub-

lication in the spring semester.

tion is not as keen and as overwhelming

as in a large institution." stated

Parcell. A lack of aggressiveness on the

part of the students was noted by

Cousineau, in comparison with his

earlier experience in colleges, during

the sixties and early seventies.

On the whole, however, the year was

a good one, termed positive and

refreshing. Washington College can

even compete with New York; Cousin-

eau found that he and his wife in taking

advantage of all the activities on canv

pus, "have done more this year than

last year in New York."

Chorus presents

Spring Concert

The Washington College Chorus,

under the direction of John M. Klaus,

will present its spring concert on Satur-

day. April 28 in Tawes Theatre of the

Daniel Z. Gibson Fine Arts Center on

the Washington College campus. The

program will feature works from the

sixteenth and the twentieth centuries.

The program will begin with four

sixteenth-century Spanish motets by

Victoria. Morales and Rivaflecha.

These will be followed by a cycle or four

pieces by the American composer

William Schuman on texts by Walt

Whitman, the Carols of Death. Follow-

ing the intermission, the Chorus will

perform two of Samuel Barber's Rein-

carnations, on -poems by James
Stephens. The program will close with

the motet Dixit Maria ad Angelum, by

the late sixteenth-century composer

Hans Leo Hassler, and the Missa super

"Dixit Maria" by the same composer.

The concert at 8:30 p.m. on Saturday.

April 28. is free and open to the public.

Miss Dee's
College Snack Bar

Fill ol

DtlMtablt Dtlighto

WuMayt
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

SundajJ

5pjn.-10p.ni.
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Stick playoff hopes dismally small

Shoremen edged by UMBC
A gallant effort by an outmanned WC

lacrosse squad on Saturday fell just

short as UMBC's talent-laden
Retrievers handed the Shoremen a
tough 15-11 loss, dimmingShore playoff
hopes even further.

Coach Bryan Matthews stickers took

the game right to the visitors after fall-

ing behind 3-1 early in the second
quarter, and managed to take a 7-5

halftime edge before faltering.

Defensemen Lecky Haller's second
goal of the season on a falling down shot
at the end of a clear cut the Retriever
lead to 3-2 with 10:59 to play in the half.

Less than two minutes later Jeff
Pophams' unassisted outside shot tied

matters.

The Shore's Greg Schaffner matched
former high school teammate Tim
Coughlin with a goal to keep a tie at <M
before Peter Jenkins garbage goal off

the crease gave WC its first lead of the
day. Paul Hooper fed Bill Hamill. who
connected from long range, and Jess
Bacon scored unassisted coming from
behind the goal to up the lead to three
with under 2 1/2 minutes left.

Steve Rodkey retaliated for UMBC

A'ith only 1 :44 to go before intermission,

but the strong six-goal quarter had
seemingly put WC in the drivers' seat.

Some lackluster play marked the ear-

ly going in the second half, but it was
apparent that UMBC was not going to

fold. Coach Dick Watts had his defen-

sive players begin to challenge the

Shoremen on attack, and the ploy
worked, as WC was forced out of the pa-

tient cutting offense "which worked so

well in the first half.

With about 12 minutes remaining in

the third quarter, Shore goalie Tim -

Hart made a superb save on a one-on-

one scoring effort from Jay Robertson,
preserving the lead. Shortly thereafter,

though the Retrievers' star attackman
dodged from behind the goal and beat
Hart cleanly for his third goal of the

day.

UMBC began to gets its running
game together after that goal, and two
fast breaks set up by the Retrievers'

defense resulted in two goals in but 17

seconds by Coughlin and Marty Cloud.
Fortunately for WC, Peter Jenkins
managed to sandwich a score off a Bill

Hamill feed to keep the score knotted.

byHOWARD BAUER
Sports Editor

Craig Linthicum's extra man goaT,

and another Robertson tally regained
the lead for the visitors before the
quarters' end, and they never let up.

Linthicum, Could and Dave Quattrini
all scored in the first five minutes of the
final quarter against the tiring

Shoremen to virtually end the game.
WC refused to roll over though as two

extra man scores cut the lead to 13-10

with 5:32 to go, but the Shoremen could
not score again until only 37 seconds re-

mained in the game and UMBC had
tallied twice in the meantime.
The disheartening loss may have in-

deed snuffed out any WC hopes for the
playoffs, but a victory over Towson
State in the season's finale could yet
allow the Shoremen to yet slide into the
12 team field. A panel of coaches
(ironically, most are from Div. I

schools) will meet in the next two weeks
to pick 12 representative schools from
the Div. II-III ranks to battle for the
NCAA title.

The Shoremen have been ranked as
high as 12th in recent Div.II-III coaches
polls, but the tournament selection
committee has been known to disregard

these weekly rankins in making their
choice, preferring instead to base their

decisions on the difficulty of each
teams' schedule and scores of common
opponents. To further complicate the
picture, schools from all regions of the
country must be considered. Thus
unranked teams from the Midwest
(Denison, Ohio Wesleyan) and New
England ( Middlebury, New Haven,
Plymouth State) have been chosen in

recent years.

In light of this, it is unfair to

speculate. Roanoke and Hobart appear
to be the only shoo-ins for spots in the
tournament. WC fans can only wait and
see.

Currently sporting a dismal 3-6 mark
on the seaon, Matthews' squad could
improve their slim playjff hopes as
well as end the up and down year on a

high note by beating both Washington
and Lee, this Saturday, and Towson. It

may be too tall an order for WC to fill.

However, both the Generals and Tigers
have been less than overpowering this

season, and one, or both, may indeed be
ripe for an upset

Shoremen drop out ofMAC race
Quite a few Budweisers bit the dust

last Friday afternoon as a decent home
crowd watched Ed Athey's hard-luck
baseball team drop two games to

Hopkins. The losses, by scores Of 8-5

and 2-0. eliminated WC from playoff
contention.

Hopkins was far from overpowering
in either game, but the Washington bats
weakened as the day went on. In game
one Arch Hoopes feil behind 5-0 before,
his team mates rallied in the fourth and
fifth innings to tie things up.

In the fourth, Bruce Abbott produoed
a run-scoring triple, his second of the
season, to score Buck Buchanan. Chris

Jayvee

,

up two
Washington College's junior varsity

lacrosse team captured two victories
during the week, bringing its record to
3-4.

Paul Macginnis, Joe Clark, Chris
Perry and Billy Norris led the
Shoremen to a 10-7 win over Wroxeter
Prep from Annapolis Friday.
Washington College came back with a
victory over Delaware Lacrosse Club
Sunday.

Macginnis scored twice and assisted
on three goals in Friday's triumph
Clark on the crease scored three times.
The third attackman, Billy Norris, net-
ted a pair of goals. Mid-fielder Perry
scored twice and assisted once.
The Shore jayvee attack of Macgin-

nis, Norris and Clark scored a total of 12
goals, four each, in Sunday's conquest,
while Washington was out-shooting the
visitors, 52-38.

A close defense of Bill Maisel, Scott
Haley, Dout Hallam and Lee Holday
closed off the Delaware attack. Maisel
contributed an assist in the contest
Goaltenders Bob Hopkins and Bruce
Winand had a relative easy day, called
upon to make only four" and sevens
saves, respectively.

Coach Edward M. Athey had high
praise for Winand after the two games.
"Winand may be the best passing
goalie at Washington College at the pre-
sent. He should be in hot competition
for the total goalie honors for Bryan
Matthews next year," he said.
The Shore junior varsity plays a

strong Catonsville Community College
team away Friday. Washington College
returns home for a game Sunday
against Delaware L.C. at 1 :30 p.m

by DAN
Kiefer then knocked Abbott across with
a clean single up the middle. The
Shoremen knotted the score with a 3-

run fifth, highlighted by a 2-run homer
off the bat of center-fielder Scott Rut-
ter.

The Blue Jays came back with three
of their own in the sixth and that was all

she wrote. For the remainder of the
afternoon, WC went hitless and
scoreless, A solid performance by Dan
Barbierri in the second game was
wasted when he got no offense support.
Hopkins pitcher Steffan Burns hurled a
no hitter in that game.
On Monday, the Shoremen managed.

HUDSON
a split with Swarthmore. Barbierri got
plenty of support this time and cruised
to a 10-6 win Arch Hoopes took a 6-2 loss

in the second game. Mark Naser got the

nod in Tuesday's game at Western
Maryland. Babck-to-back homeruns by
the Green Terrors proved his undoing
as the Shoremen dropped another game
by the score of 4-1.

This year's team has been puzzling to

say the least. It is hard to figure how a
team with a batting average over .300

and two solid starters like Hoopes and
Barbierri (not to mention Naser) could
come up short so often.

Most of the players seem to feel that

the attitude affected performance, or
vice-versa, it is hard to say. Perhaps
Coach Athey could have shaken things
up with a little more line-up juggling. At
any rate, it will have been a waste of

talent if this year's edition of Wasington
College Baseball finishes with a losing
record.

The Shoremen are 7-10 on the season
with 7 games left. Two double headers
remain to be played on Kibler field with
Albright visiting Saturday and
Delaware Valley Wednesday.
Everyone should try to catch a game or
two, because this team is better than
their record indicates.

Crew outdistanced by Marist,

varsity edges past George Washington
by BART NATHAN

Last Saturday, Washington College
Men's Crew travelled to Washington
D C. where they were to race Marist
College (New York) and George
Washington University, and for once
the races went off uneventfully.
The premier and most exciting race

of the day was the Men's Heavyweight
Eight. With Washington College in lane
one. Marist in two and G.W.U. in three,
the shells came to the starting line.

Their starting commands were given in

absolutely calm water. Marist jumped
out to a very small lead over the
Shoremen and G.W. Soon George
Washington fell behind W.C.. with
Marist still slightly ahead of the Shore
oarsmen. This grouping remained the
same until the 1000 meter mark when
the Shore coxswain swung wide around
a turn, giving the Marist shell about a
quarter length extra lead.

When a verv large tour boat passed

Citrenbaum does it again
by MAX AUSTERLITZ

Dave citrenbaum captured the
singles title in Washington College's
Table Tennis Club's spring tournament,
beating Pete Turchi in the final round
21-18.21-15.18-21,19-21,21-14.

Turchi and Mark Chapman won the
doubles title in four games over Citren-
baum and teammate Joe Reggementi
in a hard fought match. The all-day tor-

nament provided students a chance to

watch some truly devestating table ten-

nis, and all participants are thanked for
their support.

by the race right after the 1000 meter
mark, W.C. tried to move on Marist,

realizing they would be hit by the huge
wake first. This strategy worked to

some extent, but not enough to gain a

lead. Soon the last 500 meters came up
and George Washington, still in last,

and Marist began to sprint. Washington
held off its sprint until almost too late,

narrowly beating G.W.U. by 0.4

seconds. Marist finished first, 6.5

seconds ahead of the Shoremen.

The other two Shore races of the day,
the Junior Varsity and Freshmen, were
disappointments to both the oarsmen
and the spectators. In the Freshmen
race, the W.C. Crew, plagued with per-
sonnel problems, was just not able to

keep up with the power of Marist. They
did keep up with George Washington for

part of the race, but soon fell behind
The crews will be racing the Univer-

sity of Virginia tomorrow at noon in the
last race of the season on the Chester.

The men's varsity crew pulls ahead ol George Washington's eight to beat
them In four-tenths ot a second. The Shoremen (all behind Marist by 6














